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Whops.

Forgive this rather deliberate release. But our
sup])lemental sponsors feel fine. Feeling fine naturally prompts a people to give vent to feelings
ordinarily ignored. Take one national network
sponsor, for instance, who put a different show
on ^ OR at a different time. One announcement
sent 22.301 WOR

listeners scurrying into the

(b) The lowest cost for any 50,000-watt station in
Greater N. Y. (c) 22.4% of all food sales, 25.7%

stores of his dealers in Greater New York. With

of all apparel sales and 18.5% of the nation's
total retail sales stem from the area WOR serves.

the reputation WOR

While primitive people will probably want to

has biult (is building) for

supplementing most bang-up network shows in
the richest market on earth, there must be
good reason. There are quite a few: (a) Results!

know that WOR

area residents shamelessly flaunt

a spendable money income of $14,017,860,000.
It's all jours/

WOR

Grentlemeii,

mu§t

get that

a€ro§§

to the IRuhlie^^
"We must take people into our confidence — talk to
them in their homes. We must do the next best thing
to visiting them personally: we must go on the air. "

RCA presents the "Magic Key of RCA" every Sunday,
2 to 3 P. M., E. D. S. T., on the NBC Blue Network.

NATIONAL

FACED with new situations, new standards of economics,
new attitudes of labor. Business must campaign for public
favor as never before. It must recognize public good-will as
the greatest possible force in Business.
Every sound business knows that people are responsive to
honest leadership, honest service, honest products. And so
we say: "Get your story across through the most influential
force the world has ever known — Radio, over NBC!"
Use NBC to interpret your aims and ideals. Sell your services and your products through their outlets to 24,500,000
homes.* For wherever people are — wherever people go —
there are the stations of NBC!
*~-pliis 1.500.000 niilomohile rndios.
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A Radio Corporation of America Service

that

NEW

connects!

is no set-up, but it can be taken. Vic-

popular programs. This strong and exclusive combination

tory isthe result of a rain of blows to all vital spots.

gives you the largest New England audience possible to reach

ENGLAND

Successful marketing of your product in New

England

depends upon the broad coverage of Yankee Network broad-

with a network broadcast. It puts to work the most powerful
sales influence in New England's fertile retail centers.

casting. Co-ordinated effort and equal force in carrying your
sales message to each market are necessary. Put power behind the punch and create mass interest in your product.
The Yankee Network's 15 stations from Bangor to Bridgejrt include all of New England's 13 cities of 100,000 population or over, as well as other heavily populated in-between
areas.
Each station is a vigorous battler for sales. An enthusiastic
New

WNAC

Boston

WLBZ

Bangor

WTIC

Hartford

WFEA

Manchester

WEAN

Providence

WSAR

Fall River

WTAG

Worcester

WNBH

New Bedford

Bridgeport

WLLH

Lowell

New

WLNH

Laconia

WICC

Haven

WNLC

New London

WRDO

Augusta

WCSH

Portland

WNBX

Springfield, Vt.

England audience is receptive to Yankee Network's

THE
^

Acl^Vs^T'i^
INC.
K, National
YANKEE
EDWARD RETRY NETWOR
& CO., INC., Exclusive
SalesJis^^rM^s^
Representatives

Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington,
issue as(Year
Published semi-monthly
D. C. 25th
Entered
secondBookclass matter March 14, 1933, at the Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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Punch

radio!

with a purr — and the advertising allegory

doesn't stop there. Radio

is quick as a cat in its

timing and speed. Firm

in its grasp* as a mouser

when

it has 86,000,000

she pounces.

And

lives!

*of almost every market you can namel

ROADCASTING

SYSTEM

THERE are good surveys! Accurate,
to the point . . . complete ... and conclusive. They are filled, not distorted,
with detail. Here's one in radio... recently made by Irwin & Irwin (research
organization) in St. Louis.
Irwin & Irwin measured the complete
round-the-clock (7 A.M. to 10 EM.)
audience through a seven-day week.
And found, in this 23,000 completedinterview coincidental telephone
survey, that throughout the week:

KMOX is FIRST with 587c of all listeners to the 3 St. Louis network stations
KMOX has a 131% lead over Station B: a 2577o lead over Station C
KMOX

has a 40% lead over the combined audience of Stations B and C

IN THE MORNING : KMOX

has 63.3% of the total network-station audience

IN THE AFTERNOON : KMOX has 61.6% of the total network-station audience
IN THE EVENING: KMOX

has 54.3% of the total network-station audience

And KMOX is FIRST in audience-size every day of the week!
KMOX

delivers 40% more listeners in the St. Louis area than hoth

other stations combined, yet costs only one-half as much per homel

In a new book ivhich ive are calling "KMOX — The Voice of St. Louis", we show the individuals, the activities,
and the listeners associated with KMOX. To reserve your copy, write to KMOX, Mart Building, St. Louis, today.
ST. LOUIS -50,000
KMOX

Represented

WATTS.

by RADIO

Owned

SALES:
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and operated by the Columbia

Broadcasting

System.

New York, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco
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Dold German Wieners. WGR takes modest pride
in the fact that the success of the early broadcast

The

P
I

DOLD

Story

GERMAN

'i

of
WIENERS

I

OUR years ago the Jacob
Dold Packing Company
purchased three weekly participations in a popular
WGR co-operative program.
That was the first link in the Dold radio chain. The
WGR link must have been a strong one, because
today twelve additional stations have been added to
the list! Today the co-operative participation that
started four years ago with BBC has become 16 daily
news periods each Saturday through WGR and
WKBW to blanket the rich Western New York and

activity through a BBC station has meant the addition
of link after link; has been of benefit to stations in
neighboring cities. Yet, the story of the Jacob Dold
Packing Company is not an unusual one at BBC!
It is a success story which has been repeated scores
of times. The reason for it is obvious. BBC has
identified itself so closely with the community it
serves the average listener tunes automatically to the
stations at the ends of the dial. Hourly news, each
hour on-the-hour, from 9 a. m., until midnight, is
but one BBC feature closely allied with community
interest. There are many others which represent
equally valuable franchises to the advertiser.
Please don't call the advertiser, the agency
or even us about that Dold list. They're
set and aren't adding any more cities at
J present. Thank you.

Northern Pennsylvania territory with the story of

WGR
The
OWNED

AND

OPERATED

-WKBW
Ends

BY THE

o/ the

BUFFALO

Dial

BROADCASTING

CORPORATION

Represented by FREE & PETERS, Inc.

BROADCASTING
I
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XT UMBLE as we are, we beg permission
'(jAfiojt ooki
^urni
to preach one small sermon to all our
friends who may be considering "a start
in radio". . . . And that is to start small.
Select a limited number
Get what

of good markets.

you consider a good program

in radio) on one great splurge for which
iiHtSsi ocoini,
Aihl
the only data is your own or someone else's
mere enthusiasm.
And if you want some help in the important spade-work that precedes schedules
and scripts, we'd be glad to pitch in. We've

idea and prove it in your selected, logical

lived with radio for a long time, and aren't

markets.

If it pans out, then go on to a

few more

markets.

very likely to "go nuts" on you. We believe you'll find us definitely helpful. You
know where to reach us.

And

so on. But don't

risk your entire jack-pot (and your faith

FREE

WHO
Des Moines
WGR-WKBW
Buffalo
WHK-WJAY
Cleveland
WHKC
Columbus
KMBC
Kansas City
WAVE
Louisville
WTCN
Minnoapolis-St. Paul
KOIL
Omaha
KOIN-KALE
Portland
KSD
St. Louis
WFBL
Syracuse
KOL
Seattle
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&
PETERS,
(and FREE, JOHNS & FIELD, INC.)

iodic

UoUoft

CHICAGO
NEW YORK
ISO N. Michigan
no East 42nd St.
Franklin 6373
Lexington 2-8660
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
C. of C. BIdg.
New
Center BIdg.
One Eleven Sutter
Trinity
Ri;hmond
6l84
Sutter 4353

inc.

WCSC
Charleston
WIS
Columbia
woe
Davenport
WDAY
Fargo
KTAT
Fort Worth
WDRC
Hartford
WNOX
Knoxville
KFAB
_
Omaha-Lincoln
WMBD
Peoria
WPTF
Raleigh
KVI
Tacoma
KTUL
Tulsa
WKBN
Younqstown
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NAB

Girds

to

Combat
By

,Elmer

New

President,

Baldwin

SOL

Again

Enemies

TAISHOFF
Named;

Board

Plans

of

Radio

association's finances. When retion tained,
under these
Mr.specialists
Baldwin. will funcAs a third phase. President
Elmer shortly is expected to appoint a legislative committee of 48
members — one from each state — to
be called
the occa-of
sion upon
warrantswhenever
as a board
strategy lation.
in connection
with legisUnder consideration
last

Promotion
Campaign
At Chicago Convention
I SUDDENLY conscious of the
seriousness of veiled attacks
1937-38 NAB Officers and Directors
President
' against the American system of
radio, an enlightened broadcastingJohn Elmer, WCBM, Balrimore
Hold-Over Directors
industry laid plans at the 15th
ttrst Vice-President
year, appointment
of this
annual convention of the NAB in
(Two Years)
John J. Gillin Jr., WOW,
never
materialized.
It commitee
was the
Omaha
Chicago June 21-23 to combat agL. nati
B. Wilson, WCKY, Cincinoriginal suggestion of Ed Craney,
gressively any attempts to enSecond V ice-President
operator of KGIR, Butte, Mont.,
AVilliam J. Scripps, WWJ,
croach upon its domains.
.\rthur sasB.City Church, KMBC. KanDetroit
who
was the
"independent
Offensive tactics i-ather than the
candidate
for the
presidency ticket"
at the
Treasurer
defensive lethargy of the past will
convention.
John
F.
Patt,
WGAR,
Cleveland
Harold V. Hough, WBAP,
, be employed under the industry's
Fort Worth
Edward A. Allen, WLVA,
On the Legislative Front
I new leadership.
The directing
Lynchburg
' head
is
John
Elmer,
Baltimore
In
charting the new industrybroadcaster and former newspaper
Eugene
Directors*Term)
(Tliree-Tear
Denver P. O'Fallon, KFEL,
wide campaign against adversaries
publisher, who was elected presiCharles
W.
Myers,
KOIN,
Portof
American
radio, the board also
land, Ore.
\. dent for the coming year. Even
Hold-Over Directors
heeded the admonitions delivered
i before the convention had adHerb Hollister, KANS, Wichita
frorn the floor by guest speakers
(One Year)
journed, the new board of directors
Harry
C. Butcher, CBS-WJSV,
against loose program practices.
Washington
set in motion plans which would
Ralph R. Brunton, KJBS, San
While the fountain-head of the
Francisco
F. Washington
M. Russell, NBC - WRC,
revitalize the industi-y's forces.
offensive will be in Washington and
As its first official act, the new
kane
T.
W.
Symons
Jr.,
KFPY.
SpoTheodore C. Streibert, WORon the legislative front, strengthboard reappointed for a third year
Mutual, New York
ening of industry activities in the
Joseph O. Maland, WHO. Des
I James W. Baldwin as its managing
Gene Dyer, WGES, Chicago
field is planned as a definite part
Moines
I director. Voted an increase in
(one-year term)
of the project. Evolutionary de*AIIconvention.
of above were elected by 1937
salary of $2,500 — to $16,000 a
Edwin
ville W. Craig. WSM. Xa.shvelopment of programs designed to
year — Mr. Baldwin emerged unwin over even those small segments
scathed over known though unexpressed opposition.
As the first step toward bolsterized appointment of a research di- of the public now dissatisfied is the
rector for the industry, to tie into
ing the industry's
front, the of
board
Total Attendance Drops
authorized
the appointment
an
the project for industry promotion
The convention, despite an obviaimed toward stability.
The new movement crystallized advertising director whose function
ous listlessness at the outset, did
In
so
doing,
the
board
instructed
after three rather dismal convenit would be to "advance the art of
take definite action by adoption of
its
executive
committee,
comprising
radio
broadcasting
in
the
minds
of
tion days, attributed mainly to a
resolutions on problems that long
Elmer, Managing Direc- have
revision of the convention's routine the people and to portray a true President
goal. harrassed the industry. Copytor Baldwin and Treasurer Harold
for the first time, which had the picture of the value of the radio
right, of course, flared up again as
effect of focusing the attention of industry, in its present form, to V. Hough, to make these selections,
consistent with the status of the
delegates upon the election of new the United States." It also authorthe dominant "dollars and cents"
officers rather than on the nressing
problems confronting them. The
gi-oss registration, according to
j Mr. Baldwin's count, totaled 568,
I as against a reported 549 last year.
I In 1936, however, the NAB had anil nounced an overall attendance of
816. Of the aggregate, this year,
441 registrants were station personnel, while the maximum delegate voting strength was about 200.
In electing Mr. Elmer to the
NAB helm for the 1937-38 year,
the membership for the first time
, placed in that high office an operI ator of a 100-watt station, WCBM.
I The former publisher of Hearst's
I Baltimore Aynerican, Mr. Elmer is
I expected to infuse a new tvpe of
industry leadership. A resident of
a city only 35 miles away from
Washington, he plans to spend all
the time necessary in the capital
L city in connection with industry
1937-38 NAB OFFICERS AND BOARD— Seated, left to right: Harold V. Hough, WBAP, Fort Worth, rei affairs during a year likely to be
elected treasurer; John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimore, president; John J. Gillin Jr., WOW, Omaha, first vicethe most active in radio's history. president. Standing, left to right: T. W. Symons Jr., KXL, Portland, Ore.; Theodore C. Streibert, WORIn effect, a dual control of presi- Mutual; Gene O'Fallon, KFEL, Denver; Gene Dyer, WGES, Chicago; Arthur B. Church, KMBC, Kansas City;
' dent and managing director will L. B. Wilson, WCKY, Cincinnati; Ralph R. Brunton, KJBS, San Francisco; C. W. Myers, KOIN-KALE, Portresult, it is expected. Mr. Elmer
land, Ore. (retiring president) ; F. M. Russell, NBC, Washington; Joseph 0. Maland, WHO, Des Moines, Herb
i succeeds C. W. (Chuck) Myers,
Hollister, KANS, Wichita; John F. Patt, WGAR, Cle/eland; Harry C. Butcher, CBS, Washington; Edwin
Shead of KOIN and KALE, PortW. Craig, WSM, Nashville. Missing are William J. S:;ripps, WWJ, Detroit, second vice-president, and Ed' land, Ore.
ward A. Allen, WLVA, Lynchburg.
BROADCASTING
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issue, and also became the salient
consideration in the elections contest which saw the nominating
committee's ticket, headed by Mr.
Elmer, elected over the independent ticket headed by Mr. Craney.
Bureau of Copyrights
Incorporation of the NAB Bureau of Copyrights as a going
business concern was consummated
at the convention. Some 58 subscriptions to the tax-free library,
comprising for the most part works
resurrected from the public domain,
were procurred, at the membership
rate of $10 per hour, and with a
100-hour library in view. The
transcriptions already recorded
were auditioned in a special demonstration room, wth Edward J. Fitzgerald, director of the Bureau, in
charge.
The idea behind the library, approved last year upon Mr. Baldsuggestion,ofisrecorded
that of setting
up a win's
reservoir
music,
industry-owned, as a back-log
against possible repetition of the
Warner Bros, withdrawal from
ASCAP two years ago, and as a
means of placing the industry in a
better bargaining position on copyright licenses from ASCAP or
other groups. Industry sentiment
is not solidly behind the public
domain idea, but the hope was expressed that a majority of the
some 400 NAB members gradually
will fall behind it.
To accelerate subscriptions to the
library service, the NAB board,
which for the industry holds 51' c
of the stock of the new $100,000
capitalized corporation, authorized
the hiring of a salesman to solicit
stations on their home grounds. If
all 400 NAB members subscribed,
there would be a paid-in fund of
$400,000 for the projected 100-hour
library. It was formally disclosed
for the first time that the library
is being recorded by E. V. Brinckerholf & Co. Inc., New York, under
the direction of M. P. Frutchey Jr.,
BrinckerhofF chief engineer. Processing and pressing is being done
by Clark Phonograph & Record Co.
Industry unity, seriously threatened last year by the dramatic
walk-out of Isaac D. Levy, coowner of WCAU, Philadelphia,
because of copyright and because
he was out of sympathy with Managing Director Baldwin's actions,
was not disturbed but probably
solidified as a result of the convention. Whereas the networks threatened to "take a walk" last year in
sympathy
Levy's'
stand,
and
on the with
groundMr.that
the directing head of the association had not
proved himself "temperamentally
fit"
for the of
position,
there network
was no
semblance
expressed
opposition this year.
Dues Increase Dropped
A cleavage was probably averted
when two controversial proposals —
one to increase dues by 50%, or
from some $83,000 to about $125,000, and the other to force all
group-owned stations to enroll as
members if any one of the group
joined — were removed from consideration. The dues increase proposal was withdrawn upon suggestion of Arthur B. Church, KMBC
Kansas City, by unanimous vote.
Last year it was defeated by failure to get a requisite two-thirds
majority. The amendment to the
bylaws to force group ownership
was tabled, which is tantamount to
killing it.
A propaganda effort to arouse
Industry sentiment for a "czar,"
provoked by Eric C. Palmer, New
Page 10 . July J, 1937

NAB
'Get Hard

to Buy'

ARTHUR PRYOR JR.
York publicity man, did nothing
more than arouse suspicion. It
failed even to get mention on the
floor. In publicity releases, and
even a proposed resolution, the
Palmer group projected such names
as those of former Senator James
E. Watson, of Indiana and Senator
Royal S. Copeland (D-N. Y.)
There is still a feeling, perhaps
becoming more widespread, that
some important national figure
should become identified with the
industry, but the "czar" talk is
viewed as i-epugnant. As a matter
of fact, the new administration, in
its quest for means of combatting
subversive anti-radio propaganda,
is believed to have in mind a possible development whereby an industry spokesman would be retained at some future date.
Gradual and evolutionary change
in
the also
conduct
of the
affairs
appeared
as aindustry's'
prospective development to be surveyed
by the board. Following through
on a resolution offered last year,
and reintroduced this year, by Fred
Shots

and

Daily

BROADCASTING
DURING the three days of
the NAB convention in Chicago, Broadcasting again
published its daily convention edition each evening — a
six-page publication carrying
complete news reports with
illustrations of the proceedings. The editors are deeply
grateful to Burridge Butler,
publisher of the Prairie
Farmer and operator of WLS
for making the facilities of
his printing plant available.
They also appreciate the cooperation of E. M. Antrim
and the Chicago Tribune in
making it possible to produce
engravings with the speed
necessary for the daily editions. Extra copies of the
daily convention editions are
available from the Washington office of Broadcasting.
J. Hart, president of KGMB. Honolulu, proposing far-reaching
changes in the trade association
structure through setting un of local, state and regional chapters,
the NAB board authorized President Elmer to appoint a committee
on the subject. The committee presumably will sound out sentiment
and has been instructed to report
to
the
next
convention for possible
action.
Mr. Hart pressed his proposal
first in an "open letter" to convention delegates. He took up the issue on the floor, objecting to its
sidetracking, and predicting dire
consequences if the broadcasters
failed to heed warning signs. Patterned after the American Fai-m
Bureau Federation, he said the organization he proposed could effectively combat groups and interests preying upon radio.
Celler Bill Opposed
There was speedy action bv the
convention upon a score of resolutions putting the industry on record on practically all controversial problems. Aside from those already mentioned, others of imporHalf

Shots

'TWAS the night before Monday and all through the house
there slunk furtive operators of
little black boxes, looking for
lens fodder and mulling over the
gadgets and films that the $100
first prize would buy if they won
the Broadcasting Kandid Kamera Kontest staged at the NAB — ^
convention. Wednesday night they were still at it as the NAB
wound
Hotel. up its Chicago session with a banquet at the Sherman
Entries in the Kontest were to be in the hands of Broadcasting
by July 1, under the rules printed in our June 15 issue. Other prizes
are $50 for second place, $25 for third and a $10 award for a novel
photo, the noveler the better. The awards are in the form of bills
of credit for photographic supplies.
Interest in the Kontest was so high before the convention was
formally opened that the cash value of the original list of prizes
was more than doubled.
The three nationally known photographic experts who have been
named as judges will be given the whole batch of entries shortly
after July 1. They will have no instructions whatever, merely following the Kontest rules. Their decisions will be announced in the
July 15 issue of Broadcasting. Judges are Arthur A. DeTitta,
Washington manager, Movietone News Inc.; Harry M. Van Tine,
manager. International News Photos, Washington; Andrew J.
(Buck) May, manager, news photo department, Harris & Ewing
Inc.

BROADCASTING

tance, included one taking a determined stand against the Celler
Bill, now awaiting hearing in the
House, for the creation of a government-owned shortwave station
in Washington. Viewed as the possible forerunner of a governmentownership movement, this resolution up to the present had not been
actively opposed by the NAB,
though
Broadcasting,
editoi-ial columns,
warned of initsitsimplications practically from the day it
was introduced. This legislation,
coupled of course with the copyright situation requiring legislative
action, proposals to tax radio on
an illogical
wattage
basis and efforts to force
class legislation
by
divorcing newspapers from station ownership, culminated in the
board movement for an aggressive
campaign of industry protection. ,I
Educational Research Fund
In a further showing of cooperation the convention adopted without objection a resolution whereby
the industry over a two-year period will contribute about $83,000
toward
thedevised
$250,000
tion fund
by radio-educathe Federal
Radio Education Committee which
was created two years ago under
the aegis of the FCC. The Rockefeller and Carnegie foundations already have agreed to advance $167,000 of the fund to investigate the
use of existing radio facilities for
educational purposes. A formula
under which stations and networks
would be called upon to raise the
$83,000 fund, under the resolution,
will be devised by the NAB board.
Three resolutions on copyright
were adopted, while a fourth, proposed by Mr. Craney, was referred
to the board for action. In one,
the membership reiterated its position as favoring "per piece" or
measured service payment of music royalties, as against the present percentage basis invoked by
ASCAP. In a second, it resolved to
encourage
the government
antitrust suit against
ASCAP dormant
for the last year, and in a third
it advocated passage once again of
the Duffy Bill (S-7) which would
remove from the copyright laws
the statutory minimum damage
provision of $250 for each infringementcretion
and ofleave
damages to the disthe courts.
Three- Year Licenses
The association reiterated its
support
licenses
for
stations, ofasthree-year
against the
present
six-month tenure, after deprecating the action of the FCC in opposition tothe Anderson Bill, pending in the House proposing fiveyear licenses. This bill vdll become
another
key factor in the new drive
for stability.
On the business side, there were
referred to the board of directors
two resolutions from the Sales
Managers Division dealing with
standardization of units of time
and quantity discounts. Favorable
meeting.
action is expected at the next board
In addition to authorizing appointment of a research director,
which was recommended by the
committee on research, the NAB
board authorized the latter committee, headed by Mr. Church, to
continue to function as a part of
the Joint Committee on Radio Research, made up jointly of the
NAB, American Association of
Advertising
Agencies
and Association of National
Advertisers.
Its
objective is to set up a Radio
Audit Bureau to serve the industry
(Continued on page 26)
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! Pryor

Administers

Spanking
works criticize shows," he said.
"They do a pretty good job. You
canBroadcasters
do it too." should deal in
"emotions, not sales charts," Mr.
Pryor said in responding to Fred
Hart, KGMB, Honolulu, who criticized sameness of programs, particulaily competitive offerings of
the networks. After Mr. Pryor had
stated that he would trade the finest network show on 60 stations in
a minute for 60 local programs of
merit, William T. Gillespie, KTUL,
Tulsa, asked whether that did not
mean that the agencies are not
buying
the past."wattage" as much as in

I Station Breaks and
Lead
Programs
To Lecture
A VERBAL spanking on commercial operations of stations, without parallel in XAB annals, was
' meted out to delegates attending
the XAB annual convention in Chicago June 23 by Arthur Pryor Jr.,
vice-president and radio director
of Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc.
Mr. Pryor figuratively hit the assembly delegates with everything
but the rostrum in an extemporaneous talk on an agency man's
N-iew of broadcasting. The whole
problem confronting radio, he told
•^hem, could be solved if broadcasters dealt in programs rather
than in sales. He lambasted stations for indiscriminate placement
of station-break spots, for failure
to develop good programs, for neglecting program personnel and for
sundry other practices. Afterwards
he underwent a question-answer
bombardment, during which he
heaped more of his fire upon the
delegates.
The big problem of the time buyer. Mr. Pryor said, is that of finding desirable time and good pro!grams. He said his agency could
place an additional 2b' V of spot
business if time and programs were
, available.
Forgotten Men of Radio
"The program people are the
neglected
boys,"
he said.
believe
radio
will come
into "Iits don't
own
until the program people get as
much money as you executives.
There are lots of good salesmen,
but very few good program people. When you run across a screwy
guy, with a spark of pi ogram genii ius, develop him, send him to Eu1 rope if necessary. If you develop
better programs the station will
sell itself. You've got the most
saleable art in the world — protect
it."
Mr. Pryor landed a body blow
by commenting that "nice people
pay belabored
very littlethe
attention
to radio."
He
broadcasters
for
" .selling station-breaks and for us, ing hack script writers and "mealyjl,
mouthed simpletons" as announI cers.
The "peculiai- feeling of politics"
which permeated the convention,
the speaker said, also was all
wrong. "You people," he declared,
"are the most privileged people in
the United States. Whv politics?"
Discussing rates, Mr. Pryor's
punches were even stronger. It is
unbelievable, he declared, the
things that go on. He cited such
practices, still current, of selling
:ime to one advertiser for a price
iower than that given his competitor.
As for surveys, he declared radio has been surveyed to death,
with the result that agencies know
more about it than any other medium. He urged presentation of proErrams for spot sponsorship, and
the development of sustainines as
a means of improving the status
of the industry. In spite of the
"miH'on-and-one"
things
broadcasters do. hesilly
saidlittle
radio
has
existed and will continue to exist
as a good medium.
BROADCASTING

"Get Hard to Buy"
After another bombardment of
questions in which Harold H. Meyer, WSUN, St. Petersburg, Fla.,
Llovd Thomas, WROK, Rockford,
111., and Earl A. Gammons, WCCO,
Minneapolis,
participated,
Mr. Pryor admonished
broadcasters
that
the "minute you get hard to buy
you are going to sell lots more
NAB SPEAKER— Marvin Oreck,
Duluth letailer, cites success with
radio in direct selling and institutional advertising.
If every station employe would
give to the program the best he
has, radio would have the "world
by the tail," he said. Good radio
is a "sacred trust" of the broadcaster, he declared.
In the question-answer period
that followed, Stephen Willis, managerfended
of WPRO,
debroadcastersProvidence,
and held that
agencies largely were responsible
for the preparation of objectionable
copy and the consequent deterioration of many programs. Mr. Pryor agreed that much of the agency
copy was perhaps worse than that
of the station staffs, but he said
the agency is not responsible for
improving the medium, and that
stations should exercise their prerogative of forcing advertisers to
comply with copy standards they
may set up. "The stations," he said,
"must pop back." "You would be
suiprised to know how the net-

Radio

Effective

In a panel discussion of commercial practices led later the same
programs."
day
by H. K. Carpenter, WHK,
chairman of the Commercial Section, and attended by approximately 150 delegates, more questions
were flung at Mr. Pryor, the only
agency man represented on the
panel. Elizabeth Black, RuthraufT
& Ryan time buyer, and Ned Midgley, head of the BBDO spot radio
department, other agency radio
executives present, occasionally were brought into the discussion. It was apparent that broadcasters eagerly sought the agency
"slant" on station promotion, improvement of rate cards, betweenprogram announcements, proper
approach to the sale of national
spot
lems. and a variety of other probBetween-Program Spots
To the question "why are chain
bi-eaks and between-proaram announcements undesirable," M r.
Pryor responded that the prestige
of radio must be increased and
larger audience stimulated by the

Aid

to

Retail

Stores

Store's Success
Outlin
Says Oreck
ALTHOUGH
a recent ^survey
indi- ing
to the public through oral advertiscates a decline in the use of radio
ing; is particularly effective for fur
by local retailers, Marvin Oreck, of and fur storage department; promotes brand names and boosts sale
Greek's Inc., Duluth, believes the
medium has created an imposing
of brands; is especially adapted to
list of success stories that compels
children's programs.
greater rather than less use of
Results of Survey
broadcasting.
Mr. Oreck referred to the survey
A big radio user, Greek's has
found by experience that price ad- made by the National Retail Dryvertising is more effectively pro- goods Association in which stores
moted by spot announcements,
responding
a questionnaire
which give more for the money
cated that to
their
use of radio indihad
than programs. Institutional ad- declined in 1936. He looked into
vertising is best handled, on the
the future by prophesying that reother hand, by programs, Mr.
tailers will be the best customers
Oreck continued.
In price advertising, he said that of television and pointed out that
stores now using radio will be on
the store uses copy that is news
from a price standpoint, such as the ground floor when the visual
medium arrives.
special sales and clearances, which
One advantage radio holds over
incidentally draw new customers.
Institutional copy, he said, other media, he concluded, is that
reaches out-of-town listeners as it can be adapted to sudden situations, such as the advertising of
well as local residents; develops
rubbers by spot announcements
human interest aspects of the store
when a rain starts.
which of course are best presented

• Broadcast

Advertising

to

Radio

injection of more programs and
fewer spot announcements. He said
that although his agency finds itself, from a competitive standpoint,
forced to deal in between-program
spots, he
favors
versalstrongly
elimination of
this the
typeuniof
announcement. Audience reports
show a decrease of listening habits
from year to year, he said, a tendency that can be counteracted by
better programs and better general
program construction.
In a spirited answer to Mr. Pryor, "Red" Cross, WMAZ, Macon,
responded
that his
common with most
otherstation,
small in
market
outlets, derives a very considerable
portion of its revenue from announcements placed between programs by local merchants, and it
cannot afford to eliminate this revenue.
Asked whether it is profitable
for the individual station to attempt to sell itself through the
general solicitation of a program
idea, Mr. Pryor and Mr. Midgley
both stated that not once in their
extensive experience could they recall where a program had sold a
client on a specific market when he
did not care to advertise in that
market.
Midgley Favors Promotion
"Does the agency resent the activity of the station representative
in going directly to the client to
sell time?" was the substance of
another question asked Mr. Pryor. Both he and Miss Black
warmly
replied
that such
tion is not
resented,
but solicitaadvised
that the station representative first
check with the agency in order to
determine how best to sell the
client, the exact situation so far as
the specific market is concerned
and any other assistance that
might make the sale or prove why
a solicitation
might Mr.
be wise
unwise at that time.
Pryoror said
that the selection of radio stations,
as in other forms of advertisingmedia, is dependent on two factors: (1) Where the client wants
to go (2) How much money he can
spend. The function of the agency
is to render him every assistance
in expertly answering these questions, he said.
A question that has perplexed
station executives for years, "do
agencies
read bypromotional
data,"
was
answered
Mr. Midgley.
He
said that all promotional material
reaching his office is carefully
examined, and that over a period
of time he has compiled a file of
pertinent station
promotional
information that is valuable
to him
in his selection of stations. How
effectively this is carried out in
radio departments of other agencies he did not profess to know.
In a discussion of simplifying
rate cards, directed by Martin
Campbell, WFAA, Miss Black reMr. Campbell's
contention
that it isiterated
impossible
to decode
the
rate cards of a variety of stations
without consulting the stations or
their representatives. Miss Black
said that some stations show open
rates, others discount rates, still
others frequency rates, together
with a vast variety of other classifications on other cards. She
spoke of the necessity of a uniform
rate cai'd
for all onstations
and ex{Continued
page 67)
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Dr.

Angell

Scout Broadcasts
FROM special studio tents located
in the camp grounds adjoining the
executive headquarters, NBC, CBS
and MBS will cover the Boy Scout
Jamboree in Washington, June 30
to July 9. Each network has scheduled broadcasts to cover the major
cei'emonies of the encampment of
the 30,000 Scouts and to report to
the nation on the daily life at the
Jamboree. While complete schedules have not yet been announced,
NBC has already scheduled nine
broadcasts and says it will give the
gathering the most elaborate and
extensive coverage of any national
uary. since the inaugural last Janevent

Named

By NBC
to Direct
Educational Work
Retiring Yale President Will
Begin Task in September
PROJECTS for enhancement of
education by radio received greatest impetus since the advent of the
broadcast medium during the last
fortnight. Shortly after action at
the annual convention of the NAB
approving
the industry's
tion in a $250,000
fund participafor radio
education, NBC announced the appointment of Dr. James Rowland
Angell, retiring president of Yale
and one of the world's foremost
educators and psychologists, as full
time educational counselor. Dr. Angell's
acceptance,
announced
NBC President
Lenox
R. Lohr, by
is
viewed as a step forward by radio
in its effort to raise the level of
educational broadcasting in cooperation with educators themselves.
Dr. Angell retired in June as
president of Yale. He announced
his acceptance of the NBC proffer
on June 27. His salary will be
$25,000 per year — the same as his
compensation at the University. He
will begin his new work in September and will have offices in Radio
City.
Acclaimed by Educators
The appointment won the plaudits of leaders in both the educational and broadcasting fields. Commissioner John W. Studebaker of
the U. S. Office of Education said
Dr. Angell will be able to give
valuable advice to NBC and to educators. "Without doubt," he said,
"he will aid all of us in the development of new plans for such
cooperation between broadcasters
and educators as will increasingly
serve the general welfare."
The NAB at its Convention June
21-23 in Chicago adopted a resolution resolving that all broadcasting
stations be invited to contribute
some $83,000 to share the expense
of educational investigations agreed
upon by the Federal Radio Education Committee. The estimated aggregate cost of these studies is
$250,000 but Rockefeller and Carnegie Foundations have pledged to
contribute approximately $167,000
of that fund. The Committee was
created two years ago by the FCC
with the object of bringing about
amicable program relations between
educators and broadcasters and to
further the use of radio for educational purposes.
In announcing the appointment,
Mr. Lohr said it was "a happy
culmination of efforts on our part
of more than a year to extend our
broadcasting activities along educational lines in order to provide
the NBC audience with the best
in cultural programs." He added:
"Our organization is greatly
honored by the privileg
e of having
associated with it in a full-time
capacity a man of Dr. Angell's distinguished attainments and notable
intellectual station. In joining us,
he is only changing his base of
educational endeavor from New
Haven to New York, from a university to the air. He will have
a free hand to devise and suggest
methods by which we may more
effectively serve radio's listening
millions."
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NBC officials in Boston have announced plans for a series of six or
seven radio contacts with the McMillan Expedition now enroute to
the Arctic for a survey of unexplored
territory in the Frobisher Bay region.
The programs,
originatingGertrude
by shortwave form the schooner
L.
Thehaud, will be rebroadcast at intervals over WBZ-WBZA, BostonSpringfield, beginning about .July 10.

DR. ANGELL
FCC

Functions

on

a

Six -Man

Basis;

Appointment Not Expected For a While
FOR THE FIRST time since its
ested. Mr. Driscoll has stated he is
creation three years ago, the FCC
not seeking the post.
There is still thought that a
will function without its full personnel, by virtue of the failure of "dark horse" may be named.
President Roosevelt to appoint a Strong hints have been given in
Administration circles that the
successor to Dr. Ervin Stewart,
chairman of the Telegraph Divi- President is disturbed over the insion, who retired on June 30.
ternal situation at the FCC and
It was asserted at the White
desires to inject into it a strong
House, as Broadcasting went to personality who could retrieve for
press, that no appointment is like- the agency the prestige it appears
ly in the immediate future, al- to lack. Whether there will be a
though it is known that several
shakeup of Commission personnel
names are under consideration. By as a part of the process could not
virtue of the failure to fill the va- be ascertained, although unverified
cancy, it is expected one of the reports of this nature have been
other five commissioners will be circulated.
named by the chairman to sit as a
Dr. Stewart retired voluntarily
member of two divisions tempo- a month ago to accept the directorrarily. Dr. Stewart, in addition to
ship of the Committee on Scientific
his duties as chairman of the Tele- Aids to Learning under the Nation Research Council. The post
graph Division, also was vicechairman of the full FCC and was
pays $15,000 per year and he will
the chairman
of the committee
headquarter in New York.
charged with this government's
preparatory work for the International Telecommunications ConferRadio Sales Inc. Shifts
ence to be held in Cairo in 1938.
Chairman
E. O. Sykes of the Merle Jones to Chicago
Broadcast Division probably will
FOLLOWING a meeting of mantake over the preparatory work.
agers and commercial directors of
No Inkling of Nominee
owned and operated staWho the nominee for the Ste- the CBS
tions held immediately after the
wart vacancy will be is regarded
NAB convention in Chicago, J.
as a tossup at this time. HampKelly Smith, head of Radio Sales
son Gary, general counsel of the Inc.,
CBS station sales subsidiary,
FCC, and during its first six announced that Merle Jones has
months chairman of its Broadcast
been appointed to the post of
Division, looms as one of the main
Western sales manager in Chicago,
candidates. He is known to have
succeeding William Williamson.
strong Senatorial backing. Others
Jones is now assistant to James D.
whose names have been presented,
Shouse, manager of KMOX, St.
and who presumably are still unLouis, and assumes his new post
der consideration, include Comdr.
1. Mr. Kelly, for-merly in
T. A. M. Craven, FCC chief engi- July
charge in Chicago, now divides his
neer and a recognized authority on time between the New York and
all phases of communications;
Denis J. Driscoll, chairman of the Chicago Offices.
Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission, who served in the last WXOX, Knoxville. and WCPO, Cincinnati, on June 15 officially became
Congress as representative from
unit.s of Scripp.s-Howard Radio Inc.
by virtue of modifications approved by
St.
Mary's,
Pa.,
and
Rep.
Fritz
Lanham,
Democratic member of the FCC Broadcast Division authorizCongress from Fort Worth. The
ing a Radio
change
tal
Co. in name fi'om Continenlatter, however, it is understood,
no longer is considered a strong
candidate by virtue of his recent
PATRICK HENRY BREWING Co..
endorsement for the presidency of Chicago (Patrick Henry beer), has
the University of Texas, a post in
Erwin Wasey & Co., Chiwhich he is understood to be inter- appointed
cago, to direct its advertising.
BROADCASTING

WBBQWVFWGet
1400

kc.

Channel

Brooklyn Cases Are Decided
After Years of Hearings
ASSIGNMENT of three-quarters
time on the 1400 kc. regional channel to WBBC, Brooklyn, and of the
remaining one-quarter to WVFW,
Brooklyn, was authorized by the
FCC enbanc on June 29 in deciding
the so-called "Brooklyn Cases".
The effect of the decision is to delete WLTH and WARD, in Brookwhich along
successfullyn,stations
sharedwith
the the
channel
on
a four-way basis. Several other
applications
were
denied. for the facility also
The decision, announced June 30,
came after a rehearing of the cases
which originally were decided two
years ago. In the original decision,
the FCC proposed deletion of three
of the stations and awarding of
half-time to WBBC, with the other
half to the Brooklyn Daily Eagle.
WBBC is owned by the Brooklyn
Broadcasting Corp., of which Peter
J. Testan is the principal, and
operates with 500 watts power.
WVFW is owned by the Veterans
of Foreign Wars and is licensed in
the name of Paramount BroadcastD'Angelo is
listed ingasCorp.
its Anthony
directing head.
Lengthy Proceeding
The rehearing of the case terminated April 13 after having run
nearly a month and after establishing a new record for a case involving a single wave. The cases
actually date back to 1932 when
the first applications were filed
with the former Radio Commission. They were decided two years
ago, but on petition for rehearing,
the FCC reopen them de novo
for the taking of new testimony.
It is estimated that from March
18, when the hearings began until
their conclusion, some 100 witnesses appeared.
WBBC sought full-time, while
WVFW sought only renewal of its
license for quarter-time operation.
WARD, owned by Anna Unger, and
operated by Rabbi Aaron Kronenberg, along with WLTH, operated
by Samuel Gellard, jointly sought
half time in lieu of their quartertime assignments by virtue of an
arrangement with the Day, Jewish
language newspaper. W E V D,
Socialist station in New York
operated on the 1300 kc. channel,
part-time, sought full time on the
1400 kc. wave with 1,000 watts.
The latter application was backed
by the Jewish Daily Forward.
Whether the case, perhaps the
most litigated in radio history, will
be appealed to the courts, was not
ascertainable as Broadcasting
went to press.
Pen-Rad Spot Drive
RADBILL OIL Co., Philadelphia
(Pen-Rad motor oil), will start a
10-week spot announcement campaign in New England on July
12, using 180 announcements on
WNBX, Springfield, Vt., WLBZ,
Bangor; W S A R, Fall River;
WCOP, Boston; WNBC, New Britain, and either WSPR, Springfield,
or WCSH, Portland. In addition,
the company is also planning to
use two announcements daily on
WLW, Cincinnati, during the 10
weeks. The announcements will
urge safe driving as well as the
use of Pen-Rad oil. Agency is Jay
Lewis Associates, New York.
• Broadcast
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Union
Announcers'
To

All

Guild

Skilled

Broadens

Radio

Crafts

Denies It \^ ill Compete With Other Unions to Sign
Workers; ARTA Concentrating Attack on CBS
A MOVEMENT to expand the to launch an intensive drive on the
radio field. Frank Gillmore, presiAmerican Guild of Radio Announcers and Producers to include all
dent of Equity, and Edward S.
skilled crafts engaged in radio was
Fielding,
chairman
Equity's held
radio committee,
haveof already
launched by a resolution adopted
meetings
with
William
S.
Paley,
by the Guild at a meeting held
president of CBS, and John F.
June 26 at the Hotel New Yorker,
Royal, NBC vice - president in
its new headquarters. Roy S. Langcharge of programs, to find out the
ham, Guild president and a memattitude
of the networks toward
ber of the CBS production staff,
Equity organization of radio actors
said that the resolution opens Guild
and singers.
membership rolls to all regularly
It was stated at Equity heademployed and freelance announcquarters that the attitude of these
ers, progi-am directors, script writers, engineers, sound effects tech- network executives had been "nonnicians, newscasters, radio actors hostile, if non-cooperative" and
since many of the dramatic actors
and singers.
air are already Equity mem"This action of the Guild," Lang- on thebers
through their stage work it
ham
stated,
"paves
the
way
for
was
felt
that there will be little
thousands who desire organization,
but find no suitable niche for their difficulty in bringing all radio talent into the Equity fold.
crafts in other labor organizations.
Since the Guild was founded, it has
-\RTA Parleys With CBS
been literally bombarded by groups
Most
recent radio activities of
in other skilled crafts desiring to
adopt Guild standards. We did not ARTA are the union's drive on the
feel that we could exclude them any engineers employed at the stations
longer.
owned and operated by CBS. Since
the network's announcement last
"AGRAP will not, however, compete actively for membership with spring that a five-day week for its
engineers would be instituted in
other bona fide labor organizations
the fall, CBS executives have been
in radio. High-pressure salesmanship has no proper place in build- meeting frequently with a committee of the Association of Coing a sound labor organization,
lumbia Broadcast Technicians, a
which should be the result of spontaneous growth.
company union of engineers, to try
to work out a new schedule that
"AGRAP is indepen
of the
co- would be mutually satisfactory.
but will
AFofL and the CIO, dent
operate inany justifiable efforts of This proved to be more difficult
other labor unions to obtain better than had been anticipated and the
working conditions for persons em- meetings became daily affairs. Finally, after a session that had conployed in radio. The Guild is pritinued almost without interruption
marily interested in raising wages,
adjusting hours and affording for an entire week and that had
caused President Paley to cancel
greater security to radio employes.
Organization is a means to an end, his booking on the Normandie for
not an end in itself.
a European trip, the New York
chapter of ACBT, at an all-night
Employers and Living Costs
meeting June 18, voted to dissolve
organization and to apply for
"We have no quarrel with any- their
body except employers who won't membership in ARTA. Seventy of
admit that the depression is over, the 82 members signed the applithat living costs have increase
cation. The following day the
d
and that we have a Wagner Act on Washington chapter of ACBT, by
our statute books. Against these a 100'/ vote, also dissolved its organization and joined ARTA. Paley
our action will continue to be vigleft June 30 on the N (n^mandie .
uncompr
orous
and
omising
."
Questioned as to the omission of
Mervyn Rathborne, president of
ARTA, on June 21 wrote to Mr.
musicians, publicity and promotion
staffs and clerical workers emPaley asking recognition of the
ployed in radio from the list of union as bargaining agent for the
those eligible for Guild memberNew York and Washington technisnip, Langham stated that the
cians, and the same day filed a petition with the National Labor ReGuild had included in its expansion
only those groups from which relations Board asking for an election of CBS engineers in the event
quests for membership had come.
that the network refused the re'The musicians are already organquested recognition. The ARTA
ized," he said, "and while we could
admit the publicity, promotion, and also filed with the NLRB a comoffice personnel if they desired to
plaint of unfair labor practices
join us, we have for the present at against the network, specifically
least confined our membership to charging Henry Grossman, eastthose actually engaged in putting
era operations manager, with atprograms on the air, whether as
tempting to intimidate his suborwriters, talent, producers or engidinates by threats of retaliation on
neers."
the part of the company if the
Despite the statement that the men signed up with ARTA.
At CBS headquarters it was
Guild will not
te actively stated
that no notice of such a
with other labor "compe
organization
s"
its
admission of engineers is almost
complaint had been received and
certain to conflict with the activi- that the company was therefore
ties of the American Radio Tele- in no position to answer the charges beyond saying that it had not
graphists Association CIO affiliate,
which has for some , months
discriminated against or threatbeen
organizing station technical staffs,
ened its employes in any way.
furthermore, in admitting talent
Asked about future plans of his
the Guild will find itself opposed to union, Mr. Rathborne told Broadcasting that attempts were being
^ c t o r union,
s ' Equity
an made to bring technical employes
AFofL
whichAssoci
is ation,
preparing
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Data on Technicians'
UNION MEMBERSHIP
BY TYPE OF STATION
Clear Regional Local
Belong to Union 36.66% 20.41% 6.32%
Do not belong— 63.34
79.59 93.68
If operators belong to a union, to what
union
do
they
belong?*
IBEW
54.55% 55.00% 50.00%
ARTA
18.18
30.00 33.34
Company Union 27.27
15.00 16.66
•It should be understood that the percentages represent a breakdown in each
case of stations whose operators do belong
to a union and do not represent percentages of total stations in each group. In
other words, of the clear channel stations
whose operators belong to a union, 54.55%
belong to the IBEW, 18.18% belong to
ARTA and 27.27% belong to some company
youunion.pay operators
YesDo —
40.00% overtime?
36.00% 23.16%
No
60.00
64.00 76.84
At what rate do you pay overtime?
Time and half— 64.30% 47.25% 27.27%
Scale
14.28
27.77 45.47
Double time —
7.14
16.66 4.54
Variable
14.28
2.77 18.18
Bonus
5.55
Indiv. Cont.
4.54
BY SIZE OF CITY
(Over
250.000, 50,000 to 260.000 and under 50,000).
Over 50M250M
250M Under
50M
Belong to Union 36.84% 6.16%, 6.10%
Do not belong— 63.16
93.86 93.90
If operators belong to a union, to what
union do they belong?'
IBEW
53.58%, 50.00%, 60.00%
ARTA
32.14
20.00
Company Union 14.28
60.00 20.00
♦It should be understood that the percentages represent a breakdown in each
case of stations whose operators do belong
to a union, and do not represent percentages of total stations in each group. In
other words, in that group of over 260,000
population whose operators belong to a
union, 63.68%, belong to the IBEW, 32.14%c
belong to ARTA and 14.28% belong to
some company union.
Do you pay operators
Yes
39.02%, overtime?
34.85%, 20.73%
No
60.98
65.15 79.27
At what rate do you pay overtime?
Time and half__ 63.13%c 43.47%, 29.42%
Scale
15.62
30.43 58.82
Double time _— 18.73
4.35 5.88
Variable
6.26
17.40 5.88
Bonus
3.13 4.35
Indiv. Cont. 3.13
at all CBS-owned and operated
stations into ARTA, but that no
similar drive against NBC is contemplated at present. He added
that although ARTA has members
in every station in New York it
prefers to make no demands on
any station until all, or a large
majority, of the technicians have
joined the union.
It is expected that the AFofL will
oppose CIO's attempt to organize
CBS employes as it did in the case
of WHN [Broadcasting, June 1],
on the grounds that since the rnusicians employed for broadcasting
and the musicians and stagehands
employed in theatres operated by
the network are members of
AFofL unions the engineers
should likewise organize under the
AFofL. The NLRB was to hold a
hearing on the WHN case on July
1, and its decision on whether the
technical staff alone constitutes a
proper unit for collective bargaining or whether the bargaining unit
should comprise all employes of
the company owning a station vnW
set an important precedent in the
unionization of broadcasting.
WMCA Settlement
A 40-hour week and immediate
increases in pay for all announcers
and producers on the staff of
WMCA, New York, have been put
into effect at this station under the
terms of an agreement signed by
the American Guild of Radio Announcers and Producers, representing these employes at WMCA, and
{Continued on page 80)
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W T M J Questionnaire Lists
Data Covering Technicians
A LABOR survey of broadcast stations conducted by WTMJ, Milwaukee, under direction of Walter
Damm, manager, reveals that about
one of three members of the operating departments of clear channel
stations belong to a union, one out
of five belong in the case of regionals,
and one out of 16 in the
tics).
case of locals (see adjoining statisIn explaining the purpose of the
questionnaire, Mr. Damm said:
"The survey was made by us following our agreement with our operators, forming Local 715 of the
IBEW. The questionnaire was
mailed to all stations. The recapitulation ofwhether or not they
belong to a union excludes network-owned and operated stations
but all other data include them.
The number of questionnaires returned is indicated in the survey."
The study was made in anticipation of requests that our operators might make following formation of their union and not with
the view of furnishing an argument but rather of being of assistance in arriving at mutual benefits.
The result shows clearly our scales
are far above not only the average
for the country but the averge for
regionals, average for clear channels, and average for cities within
500 miles of Milwaukee of a comExtent of the Survey
parable size."
The survey is based on 223 returns to an exhaustive questionnaire sent to all stations, but noncommercial stations and those
owned and managed by NBC and
CBS are not included in the compilation of data. In compiling results, data were broken into two
classes — clear, regional and local
stations in the first group and
cities of 250,000 or over, 50,000 to
250,000
and under 50,000 in the second group.
In the case of stations whose
operators belong to a union, the
questionnaire
shows that
International Brotherhood
of Electrical
Workers (AFofL) leads with about
50%, with American Radio Telegraphists Association (CIO) ranging from 18.18% of employes of
clear channel stations through 30%
at regionals and 33.34% at locals.
Wide Variance in Wages
Average wages for experienced
operators were found to vary from
88.66 cents per hour at clear channels, 61.66 cents at regionals and
48.55 cents at local stations. Minimum pay is 42 cents at 2.86% of
clears, 21 cents at 1%, of regionals
and 21 cents at 2.10% of locals.
Maximum at clears is $1.50 an
hour, at regionals 6.66 cents and at
locals 48.55 cents.
In the case of stations having
studios and transmitters at the
same location, it was learned that
93.33% mitter
ofmen regionals
transto handle require
studio control
and/or transcription equipment
while operating the transmitter
and lar84.90%
service. of locals require simiOperators must also announce at
8.57% clear channel stations, 36%
of regionals and 47.37% of locals.
Chief engineers devote full time to
non-operating duties at 82.86% of
clear channel stations, 45% of regionals and 14.74% of locals.
July 1, 1937
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STANDARD RADIO INC. — Goes in for sex appeal and has a dainty miss dis"inscribed"
lollypopsKCRC;
at convention.
At the
Standard
exhibitChamberlin,
are (left
to right)tribute
Craig
Campbell,
Steve Willis,
WPRO;
Mallory
WNBR; Milton Blink, Standard Radio; Milton Carber, KCRC.

NEW ENCLANDERS— lack Storey, WTAC. at left, and LEIS — Pronounced "lays" were distributed inprofusion by Fred Hart, KGMB,
Paul (Fritz I Morency, WTIC, enjoy that "Once upon a Honolulu,
shown placing one on Don
time . . ." yarn.
Graham,
KOMO K)R.
★
★
★
SALES MANAGERS — On the rostrum of the animated panel discussion of sales
methods and practices are Heft to right) Mortimer Watters, WCHS; H. Coy
Clidden,
Clidden, Murphy
NeilKMBC.
Inc.; L. G. Venard, WCKY; Lew Avery, WGRWKBW, chairman
; ). Leslie& Fox,

-,

^^'f^' Rubens l,f:t'"'S'

"s Va-!/
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Single

Rate

Structure

Given

Manager
of Sales
Approval
Recognized 4A Contract Form for Spot Business
Advocated by NAB Division; Avery Named Head
WITH more than
pacity for more than one year.
200 station sales
J. Burryl Lottridge, now with
KOMA, Oklahoma City, who was
managers attending meetings, the instrumental in the formation of
group but was
Sales Managers'
Division
of the the
not sales
presentmanagers'
at the convention,
was
XAB held three accorded a unanimous vote of apsessions during
preciation for his splendid activity
the convention.
and will be given a token of apL e \v A V e r V , preciation.
Most of the session was devoted
WGR - WKBW,
Mr. Avery
to talks and discussion of local
Buffalo, was
named chairman of the Division
sales problems. Chairmen of the
for 1937-8 by unanimous vote, his panel discussion was Mort C. Watters, WCHS, Charleston. W. Va.
selection being subject to approval
.MIKE and IKE — Confusion ran
of an unnamed commercial comScheduled speakers were Eugene
mittee of the NAB.
Carr, WGAR, Cleveland, whose talk riot in the NAB engineering fraternity because of the presence of a
In a discussion of market re- dealt with keeping the client sold.
couple of guys who might have
search as related to radio, H. Coy Craig Lawnence, KSO-KRNT, Des
Glidden, head of the Chicago marMoines, told how to keep the sales- been propagated by the same
ket research organization of Glidwave emission, or someman producing. "Red" Cross. damped thing.
They are R. J. Rockwell
den, Murphy & Weil Inc., stated
WMAZ, Macon, discussed promotion of the station locallv to the
that radio is the most effective
(left, we think) technical supervisor of WLW's booming 500,000medium today in covering the
watt job, and Lynne C. Smeby
"WHAM,
average market since the size of listener.
Rochester,Frank
spoke Kelly,
on selling
accounts not ordinarily considered as
the average market is constantly
(yep, we'reof sure!),
technical
supervisor
WXYZ, the
Detroit,
and
increasing, with the result that logical broadcast advertisers. Wilnewspapers and other media find I'am Cline, WLS, Chicago, gave a the Michigan Network.
themselves covering only a portion brief financial report showing that
of the expanded market. He in- the Sales Managers' Division is
NAB Signs 50 Stations
dicated that the number of mar- solvent.
kets is decreasing. He declared
For Public Domain Discs
Progress of Division
that the effective sales presentaIn his report to the full convention should define the size of the
During NAB Convention
tion June 23, Mr. Avery recounted
market, the type of buyers, the the work
DURING the convention nearly 50
of
the
division
since
its
habits of its people.
formation at the convention last stations signed up for the NAB
Speaking on national sales pro- year. Activity during the year, he transcription library which already
motion especially as it applies to said, has more than justified the numbers 20 hours. At the same
the smaller station, L. G. Venard, division's
time, James Baldwin, managing diformation.
WCKY, Cincinnati, said the starector of the NAB, made public
The division, he declared, has
tion must do a good job in local concluded
for the first time the name of the
that
the
single
rate,
as
sales promotion, showing effectiverecorder, E. V. Brinckerhoff & Co.
ness for local merchants, before opposed to the dual rate-structure,
transcription orinvading the national field. He em- is an ideal that can be achieved in Inc., New York
ganization. The transcriptions were
exclusive repphasized the value of promoting time. It alsoresentatfavors
cut
under
the
direction
of M. P.
ion of stations as well as
the station through the medium of branch office representation
Frutchey
Jr.,
chief
engineer
for
for
the
trade papers, together with the larger station units. It has gone
Brinckerhoff, and processed and
necessity for reaching national ad- on
record as opposed to any sort pressed by the Clark Phonograph
vertisers through local distribuand Record Co., New York.
t irs, jobbers, and representatives. of business, such as "per inquiry"
Stations subscribing to the ser4A Form Favored
or "contingent" accounts, which
vice, officially known as the NAB
not
accord
with
the
station's
In the only open forum of the does
rate card.
Bureau of Copyrights Inc., are:
first day that was put to a vote,
Two resolutions offered by the KALE, WLVA, WCKY, WSM,
the sales managers predominantly division
were referred to the board
WRC, WGH, KSTP, WDBO, KFXD,
indicated their preference, in the
WCBM, KMBC, WOW, WHO, KXL,
— one proposing a stanacceptance of national spot busi- of directors
dardized scale of units of time for KFEL, KONO, KGVO, WKBN,
ness, for a contract form containWSFA, WGAR, WBAP, WJSV,
ing the basic clauses of the recog- sale and of quantity discounts and
the other dealing with spot an- WAAF, KGNC, WDGY, WIBW,
nized 4A form.
KMMJ, KOL, WEED, KWKH,
nouncements ofless than five minIn a discussion of local and nautes. (These are published in the WMC, WHDL, WHB, KSL, WDBO,
tional rates, during the second
KFXD, KONO. KGVO, WKBN,
resoliitions adopted at the convenday, a definite trend toward closer tion).
WSIX, WSJS, KFYO.
interpretation of local rates was
evident. Mr. Avery said this trend
has developed since the Sales Managers Division was established and
he plans increased discussion during the year.
Discussing transcription companies and advertising agencies
that sell transcribed programs to
local merchants, the sales manager
condemned the tactics of some of
these organizations in selling local merchants programs unsuited
to their businesses and markets,
often at a cost that makes sales
effectiveness hazardous. A resolution was passed condemning this
practice by some firms, and commending the transcription organizations and advertising agencies
that cooperated with local stations
in selling suitable transcribed services to local merchants.
Another resolution was passed
CONTRACTS — For another year of Dr. Caldwell's Monticello Party
declaring that no officer, sectional
Line and signed in convention hotel room by Don Searle, WIBW (left),
chairman or executive committee
and
Randy Ryan, KMMJ (center), with Ted Enns, Kramer-Crasselt
member shall serve in the same ca- Adv. Agency.
BROADCASTING
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Expert

Advised for WAB
Directors Also Act Favorably
On Award of Merit Proposal
APPOINTMENT of a director of
advertising for the NAB, to work
under the supervision of the managing director to advance the art
of broadcasting, was recommended
by the Committee on Sales Promotion in its report June 23, delivered by its chairman, John J.
Gillin Jr., manager of WOW, and
newly-elected first vice-president.
The board, at a meeting held the
same tive
day,committee
authorized
the executo proceed
with
such an appointment if it deems
it feasible and if funds are available. A limit of $7,500 was placed
on the salary of such an employe.
The committee also recommended a radio award of merit for consideration ofthe board. There weie
two ideas for such an award, one
to be based primarily on commercial program structure from the
standpoint of sales effectiveness as
well as entertainment value, and
the other that the award should
be based primarily upon civic or
community
service
ing character
such of
as an
the outstandwork of
WHAS, Louisville, during the flood.
The commercial program award
would be for programs produced
by individual
The it committees makingstations.
the award,
was
recommended, should comprise
three advertising club members, a
cleric or educator, a radio editor,
and a member of the State Federation of Women's clubs. The second
award, for civic and community
service progiams, would be made
by a similar committee.
Power vs. Coverage
Other subjects discussed were
the relative value to the advertiser
of rated power, as against actual
coverage, methods of arriving at
sound conclusions, and general industryMr.
promotion
plans.
In the latter case,
Gillin
described
the
convention exhibit of promotional
and advertising ideas, devised by a
subcommittee headed by Howard
Peterson, promotion manager of
WOW.
The display
of promotional literature
was the
first ever
made at an NAB convention. Mr.
Gillin predicted great improvement
next year in the exhibit.
Apropos power vs. coverage, Mr.
Gillin said there was a definite division on view on the committee.
One faction held that agencies
should be impressed with the difference between power and frequency for coverage purposes and
should consider actual coverage
instead of the much-ballyhooed
high power
stations on less desirable frequencies.
Another committee group said it
was anxious to see a thorough discussion of the relative value to the
advertiser of rated power as
against actual coverage. It held it
would be desirable to have some
competent person prepared to discuss all the chief methods of measuring actual coverage, on the theory that
help advertisersnothing
more than would
to educate
them
on all factors bearing on actual
coverage.mendedAthat third
recom-to
effortsfaction
be made
adopt a definite formula for computation of station coverage.
It was finally recommended that
the Research Committee be given
authority to handle whatever problems arise in regard to the question.
July 1, 1937
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COLOR
Collins RadioMOTIF—
Co. displays transmitters
terra cotta
and bluein
tional black and
grey to
grey instead
of convenget reactiontione rs. Iofnlower
convenrow
I left to Quentin.
right ) are
Charles
WMT; L M Craft.
T. M Bloomer and
Frank Davis, Collins
Co ; R B Malcolmson,
WTAD, ) F Byrne,
Collins
UpperW LrowS :;
Tom Rowe.
Arthur Collins. Arnold
Pyle
Clair Miller
Fred Miller
Collins and
Co.

WESTERN ELECTRIC— And Graybar representatives from all over the country are on hand to contact pros
pects.
In the center in white suit is A. J. Eaves, head of Craybar's main sales office in New York and chief
of delegation.

GRIMLY— Managing Director James W,
Baldwin tells the broadcasters the troubles
they face

FIREBRAND— Defeated wjth hts independent slate for the presidency. Ed
Craney,
insists he
will carry KGIR.
on his nevertheless
fight against ASCAP.

right: Lewis
GATES— Displays its transmitter equipment Lett to Gates,
Gates
Newman, The Daven Co ; ) D Bloom )r , WWL ; P S
Radio & Supply Co.
■ I TELL YOU "—Says Robert
E McDowell, WGBI (left),
discussing things with A. P.
Cox. Cox & Tanz. at the NAB
promotion exhibit.

Smith <-«- Chicago , Wenn
Kelly in^-'J^fg^

ll^l " • 8'
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0— Bell
M HOVGAARD
Laboratories
engineer standing
beside the new
1 lOA program am
plifier
developed
for Western
Elec
trie under his di
rection
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Musicians

Defer

Definite

Step

Toots His Horn

of Recordings
Control
Petrillo Stands by Attitude Although Admitting
His Ban Has Cost Chicago Members Revenue
By PAUL HUGHES
diate action the newly born problem of "dubbing". This is the term
CLOSING the 42d annual convention of the American Federation of used in Hollywood for substituting
Musicians in Louisville June 19 portions of the sound track of one
with the demand that a firm stand film on the sound track of another
be taken on "canned music", dele- picture.
"This, too, is an infringement
gates voted to call a special meeting to settle the question, once and upon the rights of musicians," Mr.
for all, unless the international
Bagley said. "Such a practice
executive board was able, within 30 would be unthinkable in the field
of -wi'iting and should be equally so
days, to evolve a definite program
for bringing recordings under
Craft Union Favored
in music."
union control.
With more than 1,200 guests and
Leader in the fight against recordings and electrical transcrip- delegates in attendance, greatest
number
in the federation's
tions was James C. Petrillo, presi- the
convention
had been history,
looked
dent of Chicago local, No. 10. VirJAMES C. PETRILLO
tual dictator of the professional forward to as one of the most imbe held in many years.
musical world of the Windy City, This wasportant totrue
sidered by the 520 delegates were
not alone because
Mr. Petrillo absorbed more than an
talks by Vincent L. Miles, Washof
the
fight
on
transcriptions,
but
hour-and-a-half in placing his find- as much because of a feeling on
ington, member of the Social Seings before the body.
curity Board, and Gen. Sam T.
the
part
of
a
great
many
that
the
" 'Canned music' was indicted by
Ansell, also of Washington, fedof AFofL affiliation vereration attorney, on the fine points
musicians years ago," he said. "Its question
sus CIO would unquestionably
hearing can be postponed no
of the program and its application
come
before
the
body.
longer. We must bring this wage
particularly to orHowever, in complete control of to musicians,
chestra leaders as employers.
thief to trial today."
his organization. President Joseph
Cites Chicago Experience
Outlining
AFM
achievements
N. Weber, reelected for his 38th
Drawing an example which, he consecutive term, steered clear of through the years. Mr. Weber described the institution's efforts to
said, was based upon personal ob- the issue.
servation in Chicago, Mr. Petrillo
raise the nation's cultural stand"There is room for both forms
ards thiough its music.
declared that one recording alone, of organization, craft and indus"At one time the country was
for which an orchestra might retrial," he said, "as long as they do
ceive $1,000 to $1,500, means an
without top-flight munot
trespass upon
other's
o' - practically
sical talent, partially because of
sranizations.
If theeachlatter
should
eventual loss of approximately
$1,500,000 in wages by the time it happen, which we hope will be the strangle hold maintained on
is ready to be discarded.
avoided, then all the workers will our symphonies by foreign artists.
The Chicago local declared open suffer; none but the employer
Todaytivewe
have than
morecanrepresentaorchestras
be found
war Jan. 1 on electrical transcriptions and recordings of every other profit.
in
all
European
countries
com"The
federation
prefers
the
craft
nature, with notice to various rebined," he said. "Nor is their arunion for themselves, I'm sure.
cording concerns that a ban would
tistic
standard
surpassed
by
the
Only in this way can musicians
go into effect Feb. 1, Mr. Petrillo hope to have a voice in the affairs
most renowned European musical
explained.
organizedthelabor."
of the
A month later the companies of Between
organizations
100 resolutions conGrowth of the
unionsame
was kind."
reportcalled for a conference, he said, in
hope of reaching some working
agreement with the union, but the Joint Audit Group
Perfecting Formula
local having declared itself stood
For
Radio
Studies;
its gi-ound with the result that rePeter Reappointed
cordings came under the "rigid A DECISION to
of all stations in the same way as
control" of the federation.
the Audit Bureau of Circulations
"It is not our intention to stifle continue the studies it has been
tions.
'canned music' altogether," he
applies its formula to all publicaout, "but rather to prevent carrying on in
pointed
More work will also be done on
it
from interferi
ng on such a large New England and
the two other fields which the comscale with our working musicians."
possibly
to
extend
mittee is investigating, the chartBacking Mr. Petrillo in his fight them to include
for a special convention if the other sections of
ing of listening habits and the surboard failed to take definite action, the country and
veying of the number and distribution of radio receiving sets throughCharles L. Bagley, Los Angeles at- the reappointout
the
counti-y. The committee
ment
of
Paul
F.
torney and international vice-presiPeter
will also investigate the possibility
dent, declared, "Recordings put a Peter as director
man in competition with himself, of the work were the chief results of preparing
and issuing ofa radios
statement of the distribution
and that is a bad situation.
reached at a meeting of the Joint as of Jan. 1, 1938, similar to the
"It may take a man years to Committee on Radio Research, held radio census it issued in 1936.
develop a partic
ular style or ac- June 25 in New York.
Because the meeting had been
quire outstanding proficiency on
Peter's reappointment is for called so soon after the conclusion
an instrument, and yet, as the re- sixMr.months,
or until Dec. 1, 1937, of the NAB convention in Chicago,
sult of recordings, the very makhis previous term having officially James W. Baldwin, managing diing of which is frequently unaurector of the NAB, was unable to
expired on
1. Theareas,
committee's
thorized, the artist is unable to studies
of June
listening
or sta- attend. Arthur B. Church, KMBC,
find a market for his talents, or
tion coverage, indicate that it has and J. 0. Maland, WHO, also were
adequate compensation for his
formula that can be generunable to come to New York. The
work, even though the air is filled found allya applied,
but there are several
broadcasting interests at the seswith his music.
points that need clearing up before
sion were represented by H. K.
a
definite
recommendation
is
made.
"Even
worse
Boice of CBS and Roy C. Witmer
thanbeen
this, known
some ra-to Mr. Peter believes the committee
dio stations have
of NBC. Stuart Peabody, Borden
make recordings while a musician will be able to settle these quesCc; H. M. Leister, Sun Oil Co.;
is broadcasting and later to play
tionable points within the six- Chester Lang, General Electric Co.;
the selection without his consent month period
and that by Dec. 1 it and A. W. Lehman of the ANA
or without paying the artist a cent will be prepared to turn its formula
headquarters staff (present as an
for measuring listening areas over
for it," Mr. Bagley said.
observer but not voting) repreA complementary resolution to to the AAAA, ANA and NAB,
sented the ANA. Members present
the one placing "canned music" in which organizations are joint spon- for the AAAA were John Benson,
sors of its work, with the definite president of the AAAA and chairthe hands of the board, both of
which were unanimously passed by recommendation that this formula
man of the Joint Committee, and L.
be used for measuring the coverage
the delegates, left for their immeD. H. Weld, McCann-Erickson Inc.
Toward
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ed with the gain of 7,000 members
during the year, bringing the total
to 119,960 in this country and
Canada. Cash and investments on
hand were shown as $1,454,864.
A $250,000 trust fund was set
up for Mr. Weber and his vAfe, in
recoenition of his service with the
federation. Tampa, Fla., was selected as the * 1938* convention
city.
*
to a Finishboard, of
Should Fight
the executive
which Mr. Petrillo is a member,
fail to take a definite stand on the
transcription and recording quesconvena special
July
tion
tionbywill
be 19
called
by President
Weber with the likelihood that the
AFM delegates will assemble in
Chicago about Aug. 1.
Mr. Petrillo declared that come
what may he is determined to carry
this fight to employ more musicians
to a finish. He said he realized that
up to now his ruling has cost the
Chicagoenue butmembers
that he considerable
was willingrevto
make this sacrifice for the benefit
of union musicians all over the
country. "Whatever employment
we may"dictedforfeit,"
pre"as a resultMr.of Petrillo
our refusal
to make further recordings, is a
sacrifice which we feel will make
forFurther
our own emphasizing
good in the long
run."
his stand,
he said: "If local 10 (Chicago)
were concerned only with its own
selfish interests, it could have entered into satisfactory arrangements with the recording companies in Chicago to make the recordings in question right here in this
jurisdiction. But this is not a fight
for Chicago alone. It is a fight in
behalf of increased employment opportunities for musicians all over
this country and Canada. We are
fighting, not only for our own local,
but for every local in the American Federation of Musicians. Our
position is open and above board.
We have taken a stand which involves agreat sacrifice on the part
of our own members. It it a fight
to the finish which we have started,
and we intend to go through with
it. Our determination to protect
every local involved explains why
we could not come to an agreement
with the recording companies of
Representatives of transcription
companies
in beChicago,
preferred not to
quoted, who
expressed
Chicago."
disappointment
transcription problem wasthatnotthebrought
up
during much the
convention
inasas it isNAB
of such
vital concern
to stations all over the country.
Should the Petrillo plan be put into
effect, it will mean a considerable
boost in salaries in station payrolls
inasmuch as salaries for the musicians used in the recording must
be
paid by
station to musicians
in their
ownthecity.
One transcription company in
Chicago has started negotiations
with the American Musicians
Union, recently recognized by the
CIO. With AMU rates much lower
than those of the Chicago Federation of Musicians, the transcription
company believed it would get a
better deal from the CIO union.
Dudley Lock Plans
DUDLEY LOCK Corp., New York,
is planning a national campaign
in the fall, placed through Bachenheimer, Dundes & Fi-ank Inc.,
New York. During the spring this
company sponsored a series of fiveminute transcribed dramatic proCriminals
at Bay,
broadcast fourgrams.
times
weekly
on WMCA,
New York.
July J, 1937
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Petry to
Affiliate

John Blair & Co. Forms
Subsidiary for Programs

Organize
Concern

Three Classes of Spots Put
Under National Rates
FORMATION of a new radio station representation firm, to be
affiliated with Edward Petry & Co.
and to represent all classes of
stations, including locals, is planned by the Petry interests before
the end of the year. This was disclosed by Mr. Petry June 21, following a luncheon meeting at the
Convention of representatives of
the 40 Petry stations.
The stations raised no objection
to the plan, which is still in its
formative stages, Mr. Petry said,
but the company has no intention
of adding stations in markets competitive with the regular Petry
stations. It is possible, Mr. Petry
added, that about five of the stations represented by Edward Petry
& Co. will form the nucleus for the
new concern, thus reducing the
present Petry list.
The firm will probably be known
as Christal, Petry & Voynow, but
the name is not definitely decided.
It will have a separate manager
and its own staffs in the same
cities in which Edward Petry & Co.
now has offices. Exclusive representation isplanned.
During a discussion of national
vs. local rates at the meeting, it
was agreed that all the Petry stations would make their national
rates apply to the following classes
of business: Any tailor-made transcription, regardless of who places
it; any live-talent program or announcement that includes mention
of
a
national
name;
all network tie-inadvertiser's
announcements.

Representative

Method
For Handling National
Sales
Called Essential
NATIONAL sales representation,
whether through exclusive representation firms or by branch offices, isviewed as essential by the
NAB Committee on National Sales
Methods and Costs,
a report
submitted to the annualin conven
tion
June 23 by Carl Everson, WHKC,
Columbus, chairman.
The committee, he said, feels
that stations must justify the attention of national advertisers and
that the only effective means is
through representation. A few of
the larger stations have found the
branch-office method most effective,
but regional stations have found
national representation the answerin
to their problem. The amount of
commission to be paid representatives, the committee concluded
should be in relation to the status
of the station, its market and
other factors, but in no event
greater than 15%.
Further study should be made of
the cost of selling national spot
business, Mr. Everson reported. The
committee recommended that agency recognition methods be set up
locally through coope
ration with
other media, as in Cleveland. It
recommended abolition of "bulk
sales" or the selling to an individual or firm of a block of time
for resale to others. Pointing to
the danger of such a practice, Mr.
Everson said the station by so doing actually leases control of its
time.
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RADIO PROMOTION EXHIBIT— Occupied one big room of the Sherman convention floor and attracted hundreds of visitors. These are the
men who made it possible (left to right) Dick McBroom, John Blair
& Co., Chicago; Wayde Grinstead, WBBM-CBS; John J. Gillin Jr., WOW,
chairman; Howard 0. Peterson, WOW; M. F. Allison, KMBC.
Gradual

Change

in Allocation

Is Seen

to NAB
By Judge Sykes in Address
ASSURANCE that the FCC does
however, there is room for greater
not only in FCC regunot contemplate any "drastic re- improvement
of the art and industry but
al ocation" of bi'oadcast facilities, in the lation
nature
and character of the
but will make "step by step," only
such changes
in
policies
and
reguprograms
of
stations.
lations that aie deemed advisable
"The best answer to make to
was given broadcasters June 21 by those who are not satisfied with
Judge E. 0. Sykes, chairman of the our American system of broadcastFCC Broadcast Division, in the
ing is to render such a wonderful
principal address before the Chipublic service that these criticis
cago convention of the NAB. FCC
may, in the course of time, be
executives attending the convention
silenced. * * * You should carefully
with Judge Sykes were: John B. familiarize yourself with your
Reynolds, assistant secretary; A. D. communities and see what local
Ring, assistant chief engineer for service you may render them and
broadcasting; and George B. Porsince your programs are going into
ter, assistant general counsel for these homes you must consider
broadcasting.
good taste. Certainly when broadcasting adinner program it should
Referring specifically to the "reallocation hearings" of last Oc- not be interspersed with advertising announcements which would
tober, and the engineering recommendations now pending before the tend to destroy the appetites of this
Division he heads. Judge Sykes
audience. You must be just and
said the general feeling is that the fair to everyone in your community
FCC engineers have done an excel- and your editorial policy should be
lent job in their recommendations.
one to bring about closer cooperation and not to stir up strife thereThese urged a gradual "evolutionin. You should build up and not
ary"butchange
in the existing
struc-in
ture,
recommended
reduction
the number of clear channels from
Thedown."
work of radio during the
tear
40 to 25, with the setting up of six flood
on the Ohio and Mississippi
classes of stations instead of the Rivers last February elicited the
present four. On the issue of approbation of Judge Sykes. Stations, he said, were a source of
super-power of 500,000 watts, the
Engineering Department said this "inestimable assistance in preventing loss of life and property and
was
"engineeringly
but
the economic
and feasible"
social issues
by keeping the public posted on the
transcended the purely technical
exact stage of the flood."
and should be decided by the FCC
In the latter connection, he aditself as a matter of policy.
vised that the FCC's engineevs are
now studying plans for the better
In an address titled the "Duty
and Responsibility of the Broadcooperation of all radio facilities
caster," Judge Sykes delved into and relief organizations in times of
programming of stations and the emergencies.
diatribes of critics of the "AmeriJudge Sykes touched bvieflv upon
can Plan" monishing
of broadcasting.
Ad- visual bi-oadca sting. Mentioning
broadcasters they must
the new regulations adopted a year
perform the best public service job ago covering television and facthey can, the Broadcast Division
simile experimental operations, he
Chairman asserted that the pri- said in connection with facsimile,
mary consideration in holding a or record communication of still
license is public service.
images by n nhotoeraphic process,
that the FCC Broadcast Division
Serving the Public
"is verv interested to know wh^th^r
"While under our plan of broad- the
general public wants a facsimile
casting the stations must be selfservice, and if such a
supporting by their sale of time, broadcast
yet you must bear in mind that this service can be supplied at this
is but an incident and that your
main object and purpose is one of
public service. In fact, the better THE WORLD'S tallest neon sign.
service you render the more popu24"RCA"
letters
the the
consisting
time."
lar becomes your station and the foot
and insouth
north
lettersof on
larger becomes your listening audi- sides of the RCA tower in Radio
ence, hence the easier for you to City and in 18-foot letters on the
west side, was dedicated June 28 in
obtain the necessary advertisea ceremony broadcast on NBC-Blue.
Commending the industry for the David Sarnoff, President of RCA, and
remarkable
strides made during the Grover Whalen. head of New York's
ment."
last 10 years, Judge Sykes said. 19.S9 World's Fair, participated.
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BLAIR PRO- DUCTIONS, a
subsidiary of
John Blair & Co.,
has been formed
Chicago with
Del Owen, fbrmer
WGN program
director, in
charge. Owen has
for the past two
Mr. Owen
years specialized
in production of sales conventions
and the introduction of showmanship in building sales appeal to
employes and customers alike.
The use of dramatizations, recordings and motion pictures to enhance methods customarily employed has ben found most effective.
In explaining the purpose of the
company, John Blair, president of
the station representative firm
bearing his name, said:
"We find that in many cases, individual stations have developed
programs for local sponsorship
which have had such outstanding
successtion ofthat
they advertisers.
merit the attennational
On
the other hand, we believe there is
much potential spot business which
falls by the way simply for lack
of new and effective ideas through
which it may be placed. By means
of Blair productions, we aim to
close
The this
newgap."
company will pick the
best sustaining programs being
presented on the Blair list of stations and compile complete data on
the shows so as to have it instantly
available for prospective advertisers. Blair Productions will also
serve as a program idea clearing
house for stations on the Blair list
and will originate spot campaign
ideas both for advertisers and to
aid Blair salesmen in selling spot
time.
WBIL

Planned

as Key

Station of Bulova Net
WITH THE acquisition of WLWL,
Paulist Father station in New
York, by Arde Bulova, New York
broadcaster and watch manufacturer, call letters of the station on
June 17 were changed to WBIL.
The station, operating daily except
Sunday from 6-8 p. m., plus a Friday afternoon hour from 2 to 3,
and on Sundays from 3:15-4:30
p. m. channel
and 8-9:30
m. on watts,
1100 kc.is
clear
withp. 5,000
being managed by John Iraci, general manager of WOV and owner
of WPEN-WRAX, Philadelphia.
Programs of WBIL originate from
the WOV studios at 132 W. 43rd
and follow the program policy of
WOV which divides its time on the
air about equally between English
and Italian programs. WBIL continues to use the WLWL transmitter at Kearney, N. J.
Plans are under way for acquisition of full time by WBIL on the
1130 kc. channel through an arrangement with WPG, Atlantic
City, and KSL, Salt Lake City,
with the objective of making the
station the key of an Eastern Seaboard network embracing stations
in the Bulova-Iraci gi'oup. Harold
A. Lafount, former radio commissioner, isidentified with the Bulova
project in an executive capacity.
OWED to CBS by the Democratic
National Committee was .$18,860.31 as
of March 31, according to the ComreportThe
fileddebt
with isthea
clerk of mittee's
the quarterly
House.
remnant of the last campaign.
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AFA

Seeks

Press Group Discusses
Value of Radio to
I
Newspapers
! RESTORATION of confidence in
advertising on the part of the consumer as the biggest job the advertising has to accomplish, was
I the keynote of the 33d annual convention of the Advertising Federaj tion of America at the Hotel PennI sylvania, New York, June 20-23.
Speaker after speaker discussed
the growing skepticism regarding
' the claims of advertisers and the
urgent duty of advertisers, adver' tising agencies and advertising mej dia to present their side of the
' story and to rebuild public faith in
I advertising's service to the con' II sumer
as to
unless as
theywellwant
to the
see producer
markets
growing slimmer and jobs fewer.
One means of consumer education that has been carried on bv the
ATA was cited by E. H. McReynolds, president, in his annual report— the Short Talks on Advertising carried on for four years and
succeeded this vear bv Industn/
Talks. The 70 brief talks in this
five-year series have been broadcast by nearly 2-50 radio stations
located in all 48 states and have
been printed in more than 500 publications and used as teaching ma1 terial in several hundred high
' schools and colleges, he said, as a
means of showing the functions
performed by advertising in developing industry and serving the
I! public. The broadcasts were prej sented in most cities by local in|l dustrial leaders and have had a
very favorable effect on public
ooinion, he stated.
Indications that this work must
be extended much further, however, were given at a joint men's
and women's advertising club
breakfast on Wednesday,
\.hen by
a more than two-to-one vote the
delegates expresed their belief that
public confidence in advertising is
decreasing. The convention voted
to continue and expand these talks
during the coming year.
Radio Entertainment
Since the AFA convention coincided with that of the NAB fewradio personalities were included
in the approximately 1,500 advertising men and women who attended the general and departmental
i sessions. The subject of radio, how' ever, was touched upon at a number of meetings, as reported here,
and as usual the broadcasters were
called upon to furnish talent for
the two evening entertainments of
the convention. WMCA supplied
\ the talent for the Sunday
I social gathering and NBCevening
furnished the enertainment and orchestra for the Tuesday
party. CBS was present as evening
an exhibitor, with a display of its recent
publication Radio in 1937. WMCA
also broadcast portions of the luncheon sessions on Monday and Wednesday, the latter also being broadcast by WOR-MBS.
Radio's Feminine Influence
Answering the question "How
can radio programs be used as a
means of influencing women to believe inadvertising ?" Florence Cox,
owner of MacManus-Cox Co., Detroit advertising agency, and pres-

BROADCASTING

Restored
ident of the
Women's
Club of
Detroit,
told Advertising
a Monday
breakfast meeting of delegates
from
clubs
that thewomen's
modest advertising
radio campaign
carried on in Detroit during the
last three years had aroused considerable interest among housewives. The first year, Miss Cox
stated, her club broadcast 11 fiveminute talks on advertising fundamentals and one 15-minute interview with Mrs. Anna Steese Richardson of the Woman's Home Companion.
The second year four 15-minute
discussions of advertising were
broadcast, each a three-way conversation between representatives
of
the
advertising
club, women's
clubs, and home economic
clubs.
This year the club is using a seiies
of short spot announcements, slogans pointing out the value of advertising in lowering prices and
raising quality. All Detroit stations
are cooperating with the club in
presenting these broadcasts, she
said, adding that many requests
for additional information had been
received from women listeners as
a result.
Helen Johnson of Cleveland said
that WGAR in that city had given
time to help the advertising club
promote the value of advertising
to the consuming public. Miss Cox
then urged that the national women's advertising club work out a
plan for extending this radio education throughout the country.
Fraudulent Advertising
At another Monday morning
breakfast held by the men's advertising clubs, Neal Barrett, man-

Advertising
promotion was discussed at a clinic
breakfast of the National Newspaper Promotion Association on
Tuesday. The hour session was led
by Jake Albert, promotion manager of the Detroit News which
also linedoperates
WWJ,
outthe extensive
use who
of radio
promotion made by his newspaper.
In addition to two news periods
daily, frequent
spot of
announcements, and a number
weekly
hour and half-hour feature programs sponsored on WWJ by the
Neivs, Mr. Albert said that he fretime inononeother
stations asquently
well,buys and
instance
purchased the same evening halfhour on every station in Michigan
to
paper's section.
acquisition
of announce
a weekly the
magazine
The
use
of
radio
as
a
direct
SCRIPPS & HOWARD— Scions of medium for both circulationselling
and
famous families meet at NAB convention. Left is Jack Howard,
advertising
space
was
also
discussed. Considerable interest was
Scripps-Howard Radio Inc., shakexpressed
in the
plan for through
increasing hands with William J. Scripps,
ing classified
advertising
WWJ.
broadcasting dramatic skits based
on tragic situations happily solved
ager of KOMA, Oklahoma City, and
through the insertion of a classified ad, which several papers have
governor of the 10th district of
used successfully.
the AFA, told of the vigilance work
Attending the breakfast meeting
done by advertising men in the
Southwest to keep fraudulent ad- in addition to Mr. Albert were
vertising off the air and out of the Wayne Tyss, Minneapolis Star; F.
newspapers, with advertisers, pub- B. Roggers, Everybody's Daily,
lishers and broadcasters cooperat(Buffalo); John Stafford, Rocking to force city councils to pass
fard (111.) Star, affiliated with
ordinances for the prosecution of WROK;
Bradford Wyckoff, Record
crooked advertisers. In six months
Newspapers, Troy; Charles L.
after the
such he
an ordiBaum, Portland (Ore.) Journal,
nance in passage
Oklahomaof City,
said, affiliated
with KOIN and KALE;
$175,000 was diverted from illegitSidney Phillips, Columbus Disimate to legitimate advertising
patch' affiliated with WBNS.
channels.
Radio Awards
Radio as an aid in newspaper
Award of the better copy committee of the Public Utilities Advertising Association for the best
Uniformity in Presenting Market Data
radio program sponsored by one of
its members was presented at the
Tuesday meeting of this group to
Urged at Pacific Advertising Session
Pacific Gas & Electric Co., San
ONE OF the most successful constrength survey although we place
ventions in the 24 years history of a great deal of reliance in them.
Francisco, for its weekly historithe Pacific Advertising Clubs As- Our opinion is that both field
cal program series. Each prosociation was concluded at Salt strength survey and mail maps are
gram is based on an actual event
which
occurred in a city within the
Lake City June 17 with 400 regis- necessary in determining accurateBay region served by the company,
tered delegates either continuing on
ly not only where the station can
the stories used being submitted by
be heard but where it is actually
to the NAB convention or returnlisteners, who are awarded prizes.
ing to their desks on the Pacific listened to regularly."
Coast.
This plan
substantial
auFollowing her talk it was agreed
dience in insures
at leasta one
community
The best attended departmental
that her paper, illustrated with
for
every
broadcast.
Second
award
was radio presided over by Earle J. actual enlarged maps, should be
went to the Philadelphia Co., PittsGlade of KSL in the absence of passed on to the commercial section
burgh, for its variety program.
Hanison Holliway, chairman. Fea- of the NAB for appropriate action
Kenneth Magers, Cincinnati Gas
ture talks were made by John and recommendations which would
Electric Co., who was elected
Dolph, assistant to the vice-presi- lead to greater uniformity in the and
president of the utility group for
dent of Columbia in charge of the presentation of coverage data.
the coming year, discussed his job
After the radio departmental
Coast office. His subject was "The
during the recent flood and urged
S.
S.
Fox,
president
of
KDYL,
was
Future of Radio." Harry Anderson,
others who were faced with catasPacific Coast sales manager of host at a cocktail party to which
trophies not to overlook radio as a
the entire convention delegation
NBC, read a paper on radio re- was
means of information and to have
invited.
search prepared by E. P. H. James,
their staffs equipped to write news
sales promotion manager of NBC.
Among the outstanding gen- for the air as well as in print.
eral sessions features was a debate
A visual sound on slide film preA compliment and a warning for
pared by John Blair & Company
on the question
"Resolved
fair broadcast advertisers were deliverwas shown by Lindsey Spight, trade
legislation
favors that
private
ed by Mayor LaGuardia of New
Coast manager for Blair.
brands to the detriment of nationYork at the final general session
of
the
convention on Wednesday.
The outstanding talk of the deally advertised brands." The departmental was that presented by
bate presented by the San FranHe
praised
the advertisers for the
cisco club, was won by the negative
Anne Director, time buyer for the
fine entertainment they are making
Pacific Coast offices of J. Walter with a three man team composed of available to people ordinarily cut
Thompson Co., San Francisco. Miss Fred Crawshaw, advertising manoff from contact with good music
ager of the Owl Drug stores, and drama, contrasting the farm
Director pointed out the need for
uniformity in the presentation of Lindsey Spight of John Blair & home of his own boyhood days
station coverage data. She said, Company, and Elliott C. Hensel,
when the chief form of home
director of the Oakland
"From my experience as a time advertising
amusement was reading the mailTribune.
order house catalogues with the
buyer there are many more imThe PACA convention will be present, when the best of music
portant factors in selecting stations
is available at the turn of a switch.
than coverage but it is best adapt- held in Los Angeles next year with
ed to factual uniform presentation
Louis Koch of Long Beach, presi- But he warned them not to overof the association for the
in map fox-m. Furthermore it is comingdent year.
exploit
market.
hardly enough to present a field
oversell theto juvenile
children,"
he "Don't
said.
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Resolutions

Adopted

Government Station
. Whereas, there has been introduced
into the Congress of the United
States a bill Ivuown as the Celler Bill,
which would authorize the construction, maintenance, and operation of a
government broadcasting station,
Whereas, the existing system of
broadcasting in the United States
makes available to the various departments of the government ample
time for broadcasting either domestic
or foreign programs.
Whereas, the existing system of
broadcasting in the United States affords to the departments of the government the greatest possible radio
audiences.
Whereas, the operation of a broadcasting station by the Office of Education is opposed by all existing Federal
and State laws respecting education,
Whe)-eas, due to its official status,
there would be great danger of utterances over such a station giving offense to friendly nations, and creating unnecessary international incidents.
Whereas, the enactment of the bill
would result in a useless and extravagant expenditure of public funds.
Now, therefore, he it resolved. That
the NAB express its opposition to the
I^assage of this bill, and instruct its
board of directors to use all legitimate means to cause its defeat, and
urge the members of the NAB to encourage their members in Congress to
oppose the passage of this bill.
Discounts on Spots
Referred to hoard of directors.
The Sales Managers Division of
the Commercial Committee in meeting
in Chicago, Jan. 18 and 19, 1937 respectively direct to the attention of
the Commercial Section of the NAB
that considerable confusion exists in
the broadcasting industry with respect to whether announcements or
spots should be combined with program units of time of five minutes or
longer in the matter of figuring .discounts. It is our recommendation
that announcements or spots of less
than five minutes duration should not
be combined with units of five minutes or longer in the matter of figuring discounts. We propose that announcements or spots of less than five
minutes duration should be combined
in figuring discounts and that units
of time of five minutes or longer
should be combined in figuring discounts.
Education Fund Approved
W hereas, the Federal Radio Education Committee, acting through a
select committee, has agreed that certain specific projects should be carefully studied.
Whereas, at a cost aggregating approximately $250,000 certain foundations have acreed to contribute approximately $167,000, it is resolved
that all broadcasting stations should
be invited to contribute a total of approximately $8.3,000 over a period of
two years as the broadcasters' share
of the expense of these investigations.
Resolved further that the board of directors devise a formula whereby the
contributions of each broadcaster will
be on an equitable basis.
Three-Year Licenses
Resolved, That the NAB reiterate
its position as favoring the issuance
of radio station licenses for a term
of at least three years.
Director's Acts
Resolved, That the
the managing director
annual convention be
are hereby approved.

Approved
official acts of
since the 14th
and the same

or

Referred

Standard Units of Sales
Referred to board of directors
The Sales Managers Division of
the Commercial Committee of NAB
registered its approval of the purpose
of the resolution passed by the NAB
in convention at Cincinnati in 1934.
which proposed a standardized sale of
units of time for sale and quantity
discounts.
Since that time considerable progress has been made by the broadcasting industry and there is now a definite attitude on the part of the broadcasters, as well as an expressed desire by many advertising agencies, to
standardize even more definitely the
matter of units for sale and quantity
discounts.
Therefore, the Sales Managers Division in meeting in Chicago, January
18 and 19, 1937 respectively submits
to the Commercial Section of NAB
for early consideration the following
units of time for sale and quantity
discounts :
a — Units of1 hr.
time for sale
i/o hr.
5 min.
hr.
b — Quantityy* discounts
13 times — 5%
26 times — 10%
52 times — 15%
100 times — 20%
300 times — 25%
Regarding
announcements,
believe that further
consideration we
should
be given toward standardization.
We further believe that all rate
cards should be printed to show the
actual rate or cost after application
of the above qimntity discounts.
Anti-ASCAP Suit
Resolved, That the NAB encourage
the prosecution of the United States
suit against the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers.
Duffy Copyright Bill
Resolved, That the NAB as an organization, use all legitimate means
to further the passage of the Duffy
Copyright Bill, and urge its membership to encourage members of the Congress from their districts, to support
this bill.
NAB

Committee

on

by

NAB

Convention

Bureau of Copyrights
Resolved, That the NAB approves
of the action taken by the board of
directors in respect to the organization of the NAB Bureau of Copyrights Inc. and the transferring of
the property and activities of the Bureau of Copyrights
new organization and urges tothethewholehearted
support to that organization of all
our members.
Copyright Per-Piece
Resolved,
That be
the directed
board ofanddirectors of the NAB
are
instructed to carry on negotiations
with copyright owners to the end that
abe per-piece
obtained. or measured service plan
State Copyright
Butte) Committee
(Proposed by E. B. Craney, KGIR,
Referred to Board of Directors
Whereas, the Copyright Act of
1909 was enacted at a time when radio broadcasting was unknown and in
the application of such act to radio
broadcasting as it exists today, numerous injustices have been comIjlained of by both user and owner
of copyrighted material, and
Whereas,
stateother
legislation the
effectingdiversity
copyrightsof and
problems of the broadcasting industry
makes it advisable to coordinate information on these subjects for the
benefit of all,
Therefore, he it resolved, That a
committee composed of one member
of the NAB from each state be appointed and that each such member
be pledged to respond to committee
call, each such committee member to
serve without compensation but with
traveling and hotel expenses to be
set and paid by the NAB when such
committee members are traveling pursuant to official call, and it shall be
the duty of each such committee membertiontoongather
and offurnish
informaquestions
copyrights
and
other problems of broadcasters, and
that the activities of this committee
shall be coordinated by suitable counsel engaged for that purpose.
Radio

Research

Audit Bureau
Proposes Cooperative
ACCOMPLISHMENT of the pro- the NAB of a research director if
ject for a cooperative Radio Audit funds are available.
Bureau, to serve jointly the station
"Substantial progress in the exand the advertiser and his agency,
ploratory work of the Joint Committee is reported by the Comwithin the
year,B. w^as
predicted bynext
Arthur
Church,
mittee of Five," Mr. Church said.
KMBC, Kansas City, in his report
"Besides publication last year of
to the NAB convention June 23 as the
first estimate of radio set figchairman of the Committee on
ures in the United States, by states
Radio Research. Five of the seven
and counties, work was begun on
members of this committee serve
studies in a test area for the puron the Joint Committee on Radio
poses of determining methods, acResearch representing equally the
ceptable to the buyers of our
medium
as well as to broadcasters,
NAB, Association of National Advertisers and American Association
of determining station coverage
of Advertising Agencies.
and circulation, listener areas, etc.,
Last year the board authorized
initial report on which was mailed
a $10,000 fund to be used for the only a few days ago to members
of the Joint Committee for conJoint Committee's woi'k, of which
sideration.
$2,000 already has been transferred, Mr. Church reported. The
"It is the hope of your Research
Committee that the work of the
original committee fund of $30,000
Joint
Committee will have reached,
was subscribed two years ago —
$20,000 bv NBC and $10,000 by by the next NAB convention, the
CBS. The NAB board, following
point that a comprehensive report
the Church report, continued for of accomplishment can be made on
another year the committee of five, the exploratory studies; also that
comprising Mr. Church; J. O. a second estimate of radio sets in
Maland, WHO; Rov 0. Witmer,
the U. S. by states and counties
as of Jan. 1, 1938 will have been
NBC; H. K. Boice, CBS, and Managing Director James W. Baldwin.
completed or at least well under
It also authorized employment by
BROADCASTING
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Industry Publicity
ner.Referred to Board of Directors
Whereas, we believe it is for the
best interests of the NAB, as a trade
oi'ganization,
to ofpromote
the States
broadcasting industry
the United
at all times in the best possible manTherefore, Be it Resolved, that a
director of the Advertising Bureau of
NAB be employed by the NAB, to
work under
supervision
and direction of thethemanaging
director,
to
advance the art of radio broadcasting
in the minds of the people and to portray a true piccure oi the value of
the radio industry, in its present
form, to the United States.
October Allocations
Referred to board with instructions
to actenceprior
to Pan, American Conferin November.
Whereas, considerable progress has
been made during the last few years
by the radio engineering profession,
and a great
deal ofthedatalawshas governing
been obtained concerning
radio propagation,
receiver selectivity, andinterference,
the operating
characteristics and efficiency of radiators, and
Whereas, the FCC through its engineering department has
ed its progressiveness
anddemonstrataided the
broadcast industry greatly by its actions in holding hearings, and otherwise, in neering
accumulating
advanced
engiinformation and
correlating
the same, and
Whereas, the Preliminary Engineering Report on Allocations made public
by the visionCommission's
Dion January 14,Broadcast
1937, meets
with the general
approval
of
the
engineering profession, and
Whereas, the NAB approves this
report because it is based on sound
and basic engineering principles, and
Whereas, there is a definite need in
the broadcastprovements as will
industry
for such
be possible
by imthe
adoption of these principles in the
Commission's
Now, Be It regulations.
Therefore Resolved hy
the NAB that the FCC is hereby petitioned by the NAB to accept the report and to incorporate into its regulations the basic principles of said re1500-1600 kc. Band
Referred to board of directors.
port.
Whereas, the present broadcast frequency band. 550-1500 kc. is now occupied by an almost
ber of stations,
and maximum numWhereas, there is at present no satisfactory allocation agreement between
the United States and other North
American countries, and
Whereas, in the present situation
interference exists on some broadcast
channels.
Now. Therefore, Be It Resolved by
the NAB that the FCC be requested
to use caution in granting applications or in making changes in allocations in the frequency band 15101600 kilocycles, or in other new bands
that may be used for broadcasting, in
order to prevent action which would
interfere with a satisfactory solution
of the problem
of North
American
location pending
the Pan
AmericanalConference called for November. 1937.
NAB Regional Chapters
(Proposed by Honolulu.)
Fred J. Hart, KGMB,
Referred to hoard with recommendation that
president
appoint and
a com-to
mittee the
to study
the proposal
submit its recommendation in the
form of amendments to the constituessart/.
tion, if the committee deem that necWhereas, at the 1936 meeting ff
the NAB,
the following
recommendation was adopted
:
Whereas, as the radio broadcasting
(Continued on page A6)
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TEE FOR TWO— Paul LaStayo, WAAT, serves a
pair to Carl E. Haymond (left) of KMO
and Hugh Boice )r., WNEW.

Pulliam'^uicha'i
E. C. PULLIAM Jr., son of the
owner of WIRE, Indianapolis, and
director
the station's
news staff,
tied withof Harry
C. Butcher,
CBS
Washington representative, to win
the NAB golf tournament June 20
on the sporty Bon Air Golf &
Country Club course near Wheeling, 111. Both were presented silver
trophies by Broadcasting. Each
shot a 73 net after taking a 9
handicap. Their 82 grosses were
the best scores hung up in the
tournament with one exception.

l

Pau

Net
72
7B7,3
74
74
757474
75
75
75
75
76

4

1
88
&

Gross cap
Karl Haymond, KMO
76Handi4
C. Butcher.
CBS
82 99
E.Harry
C. Pulliam
Jr. WIRE
82
Robert Convey. KWK
84 10
Walter Preston, WBBM
88 14
W. J, Reilly, Weed & Co. _ 88 14
Ralph
WIND-WJJD.
90 15
R. Kaufman
L. Atlas.
Ferguson.
J. L.
Inc.
90 15
J. Allabough. WJJD
90 15
William Doerr. WEBR
90 15
Art Kemp. CBS
90 15
Phil Meyer, KFYR
90 15
Harrv Woodman, KDKA
90 15
Hale Bondurant, WHO _ _ 92 17
Frank Chase, Chase
Herb Sherman. WJJD
96 20
Rubsel Woodward,
Free & Peters
96 20
S. Aston, Ferguson &
P. M. Brown, AMP
94 18

94

18

BEFORE THE TEE OFF— Left to right: Neal Weed, Weed & Co , John T Carey, WIND, William Reilly, Weed
& Co. ; P M Brown. Associated Music Publishers: R L Ferguson [esse L Kaufman Inc. ; ). ). Weed. Weed &
Co.; C B Bassler Publishers Service; Stanley Matas WIND; Harry C Butcher. CBS; C. M. Everson WHKC;
Phil Meyer KFYR: E. A. McLaughlin WHK W|AY; S Aston Ferguson & Aston.

76

Tee. fiy^

Thc/iki/
Actual was
topKarl
manHaymond,
of the KMO,
day's
shooting
Tacoma, who shot a net of 72 with
a handicap of 4. He was disqualified for the cup prize, however,
having won it in the same tournament three years ago. His shooting of 76 over a course having a
74 par, with 10 water holes, was
regarded as sensational.
Doug Currie, club pro, calculated
the handicaps for. each player on
the basis of play for nine holes
picked at random.
Gross cap Net
HandiPierce Romaine,
Paul Raymer Co.
100
23 77
Paul Porter. CBS
100
23 77
O.
F.
Uridge,
CBS
100
23
77
G. B. Bassler,
Publishers Service 100
23 77
Hugh Boice Jr.. WNEW __100 23 77
C. C. Weed, Weed & Co. .-102
25 77
P. I. Merryman, NBC 102
25 77
Jack Alicoate. Radio Daily 102
25 77
John Carey, WIND
104
26 78
Stanley Matas, WIND 110
32 78
J. J. Weed. Weed & Co 114
36 78
Art Linick. WJJD
110
32 78
Carl Everson, WHKC
106
28 78
H. Dean Fitzer, WDAF___112
32 80
Jack Stilwill, WIRE
112
32 80
Paul A. LaStayo. WAAT__116
36 80
B.
F.
McClancy,
NBC
124
36 88
A. E. Joscelyn.
Free
&
Peters
124
36 88
C. A. McLaughlin,
WHK-WJAY
(9
holes
only)
Lincoln Dellar, CBS

2

982

WAITING THEIR TURN— Left to right: Hale Bondurant
WHO; A. E loscelyn, Free & Peters; E C Pulliam )r
WIRE, co-winner;
Stillwill
WIRE Russel Woodman Free & Peters jack

CADCETEERS— Ball scrubber attracts interest of left to right B F McClancy, NBC; Phil Merryman, NBC; H. Dean Fitzer, WDAF Harry
Woodman, KDKA ,

I9TH HOLE— And refreshments for, left to right. Peirce Romaine, Paul
Raymer Co ; Bob Convey KWK and Paul Raymer.
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OVER CREEK — Co (left to right! Harry Butcher CBS
WJSV; Bill West, WMTV; Phil Meyer, KFYR; Paul Porter
CBS Washington lawyer; Sil Aston. Ferguson & Aston.
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Standard

Contract

Guaranteed

Forms
Are Urged
LED BY Harold Hough,
NAB Group Proposes Uniform
WBAP, Fort Worth, secondterm NAB treasurer, opposiMethods in Handling Sales
tion developed against the
STANDARD contract forms to be
proposal that the NAB designate one week of each year
drawn up by the NAB were advocated by the Subcommittee on
as "National Radio Week"
Standards of Sales Forms in a
and the project was defeated.
The Resolutions Committee
report submitted bv its chairman,
had approved a plan whereby
Martin Campbell, of WFAA, Dalthe NAB would promote an
las. The report offered recommendations on standard practices
effort on the part of all stain the conduct of station business.
tions to "combine in their
Standardization of billing and
efforts to make the public
affidavit forms for the convenience
radio conscious" and to point
out to the public the benefits
of advertising agencies was recommended, preferably on a monthly
of radio. Hough objected on
basis. A standard rate card, the
the grounds that radio is
subcommittee said, should clearly
doing just that the year
state unusual terms and conditions
round and that a "National
as well as ASCAP or other fees.
Radio Week" like "National
The standard AAAA order blank
Prune Week" and "National
for spot broadcasting was recomOrange
Week," as he put it,
mended as generally satisfactory
"smacks too much of combut a few changes in wording were
mercialism of our professuggested.
Local, National Rates
No recommendation was made on
sion."
Golden Gate Petition
the subject of local and national
rates because opinion on the subPETITION to hold the 1939 NAB
ject is so widely divided, but a Convention in San Francisco was
review of prevailing types was
strengthened at the recent meeting
presented. These were described
when Arthur Linkletter, Radio Director of the 1939 Golden Gate
as: Stations with single rate card
for all classes of business are in International Exposition, brought
the minority; those with local and an invitation to the Convention
national rates are in the majority
from Governor Merriam of Caliwith a tendency among some to
fornia and Mayor Rossi of San
have them broken into national,
Francisco. Supporting the proregional and local.
posal are C. W. Myers, L. B.
A tendency among stations to Wilson, Ralph Brunton, Tom Syallow cumulative frequency dis- mons, John J. Gillin, Gene O'Fallen,
counts regardless of whether or not Hugh Hailf, and Neal Norman.
the business is continuous was
pointed out. Such discounts are
general practice among other
media, it was observed, and the sub- Maine Residents Sponsor
committee felt the broadcast
Conservation Programs
medium should adopt it.
UNDER the auspices of the Garden
All products manufactured by a Club Federation of Maine, residensingle corporation such as General
wealthy estate owners of
Motors, Procter & Gamble, etc., Mainetial andare
sponsoring a 13-week
should be permitted group rates
series on WCSH, Portcovered by one annual contract, the programland;
WLBZ,
Bangor; WDRO,
subcommittee recommended. It Augusta and WAGW,
Presque
suggested, however, that announceIsle, in a movement to keep the
ments and programs should not be natural beauty of the state ingrouped to earn higher discounts
violate. The series began June 19
since these are separate services.
with Curator Robert C. Murphy,
Standard contracts between sta- Director
of Natural History of
tions and salesmen also were
New York, as guest speaker and
recommended.
it is planned to reach the residential
and business populace by Saturday
evening broadcasts, alternating
Philco Adds 36
with Wednesday afternoon proPHILCO RADIO & TELEVISION
grams for the farmers. Each
program
will feature a guest
, Corp., Philadelphia, will expand the
speaker and an appeal to state
;i CBS network carrying the Boake
I* Carter news broadcasts from 23 to patriotism with a view to conserva59 stations when this commentator
tion of Maine's natural beauties
returns from his vacation on July will be made. The account was
•5, and at the same time will reduce
placed by John W. Queen, Boston,
his schedule from five to three which agency also has the public
relations assignment. Mr. Queen
evenings weekly, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 7:45-8 p. m. told Broadcasting that he believed
(EDST). The new series will be this type of program to be the
heard from coast-to-coast in con- forerunner of similar programs
throughout the country.
trast to the present broadcasts
for which Oklahoma City is the
most westerly outlet. Programs
LA VIDA PRODUCTS Inc., Placenare placed through Hutchins Adv. tia, Cal., bottlers and distributors of
mineral water, to introduce La Vida
Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Lime 'X Lemon drink to the consumer
market, is using 12 weekly one minute
dramatized transcriptions on 9 SouthFather John Spots
ern California stations in a summer
CARLETON & HOVEY Co., Low- campaign. So successful has it proven
that
the sponsor is planning to extend
ell, Mass., (Father John's medicme), through its agency, John W. the list to include other California
Series, cut by Radio RecordQueen, Boston, is negotiating for a stations.
ers Inc.. Hollywood transcription profall schedule of spot announceducers, is being used on KXO. KGB.
ments to consist of weather reports KFSD, KVOE, KFXM, KFAC,
at 6 p. m. on approximately 50 sta- KRKD. KFOX. KEHE. Scholts Adv.
tions throughout the United States.
Service, Los Angeles, is the agency.
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TRANSRADIO TRIO— Discussing
new transcription news feature and
facsimile projects at NAB exhibit.
Left to right: Secretary John
Parkinson, President Herbert
Moore, and Vice-President William
G. Quisenberry.
Transradio

Press

Plans Expansion
EXPANSION of Transradio Press
Service into the transcription and
facsimile fields was announced by
Herbert
Moore,
T r a n s r aduring
d i o's
founder and
president,
the NAB convention when he stated on June 21 that $125,000 of a
new budget of $1,000,000 has been
made available for equipment alone.
Transradio has taken over the
production facilities of the recently organized Intercontinental Corp.
and has established Transradio
News Features Inc., as its transcription subsidiary. President of
the subsidiary is Mark Hawley,
news broadcaster of WOR, Newark,
and Ray Lyon is recording engineer. It is planned to record spot
news events, comments and dramatizations bycorrespondents throughout the world.
A second subsidiary being formed is Transradio Facsimile Inc., to
develop original news and newsphoto techniques for broadcasting.
Mr. Moore, whose company last
year and again this year exhibited
the Fultograph facsimile receiver
at the NAB convention, said Transradio will invite broadcasters for
actual field tests of facsimile transmission and reception next autumn.
Facsimile receivers will be established around the city, he said, receiving the images via short waves.
He estimated the receivers can be
made in quantity for $65 or $75
each, with attachments to shortwave sets running perhaps less.
Adjustments of differences with
major networks, which grew out of
the 1934 Press-Radio pact, according to Transradio, has consolidated
its position as a news association
serving
[Broadcasting, Junebroadcasting.
1.]
"These plans, and the necessary
research behind them, have occupied us for more than a year,"
said Mr. Moore. "In 1934 we put
the broadcasting of news on a new
basis, to the benefit of the entire
radio industry We are not going
to stop there. We've never intended
to. There is enormous scope for
pioneering and original thinking
in our particular corner of the radio field. We feel confident that
whatever contributions we already
have made to the industry will be
small compared to those of the fuW. G. Quisenberry, Transradio
vice-president, has returned after
a six-month trip to Europe in connection with the new plans. It was
ture." that agreements had been
reported
drawn up with several leading European newsgathering, newsreel
and newsphoto organizations.

Offered by Mutual
Members to Shift Local Shows
to Accommodate Network
IN A POST-NAB convention meeting attended by more than 30
representatives of Mutual Broadcasting System stations in Chicago
June 24, Fred Weber, general manager of the network, declared that
with the cooperation of the member stations it is now possible to
offer guaranteed time to national
advertisers for their commercial
programs. Under the new plan, the
stations will move local programs
to accommodate the chain shows
during certain hours of the day.
At the meeting, a semi-annual
affair, it was also decided to pay
special attention to news broadcasts and to programs which feature special events. These special
broadcasts were believed to be the
most interesting to listeners and
member stations were unanimous
in voting
this
type. for more broadcasts of
New Autumn Programs
Announcement was made of three
new cooperative programs for the
MBS stations beginning this fall.
The shows will be the musical variety type and
will member
be offeredstations
by the
network
to the
for local sponsorship. Several stations said they already had sponsors lined up for this type of proSpeakers at the meeting were
Lewis
Weiss, general managram.ger ofAllen
the Don Lee network and
Frank Ryan, general manager of
C K L W, Windsor - Detroit. Mr.
Weiss announced plans for Don
Lee's expansion of studio facilities
and the moving of the main studios to Hollywood. As elsewhere
reported in
of Broadcasting,this
Don Leeissue
is negotiating
to take over the old NBC headquarters in Hollywood and plans
to originate a much larger pertofore. centage of MBS shows than here-

discussed the merchanMr. Ryan
dising service whch CKLW offers
its network advertisers, and other
MBS stations signified that they
adopt similar services for
would
their own stations.
In addition to Mr. Weber, Mr.
Weiss and Mr. Ryan, those attending were: Alfred J. McCosker,
WOR, chairman of the MBS board;
E. M. Antrim, WGN, secretarytreasurer of MBS; Theodore Streibert, WOR, vice-president of MBS;
W. S. Hedges and Frank Smith,
and ClarWLW; Robert Convey
ence Cosby, KWK, St. Louis; John
Yankee-Colonial netShepardworks; L.3d,
H. Avery, WGR-WKBW,
Buffalo; Harold Hough, WBAP,
Fort Worth, and KTOK, Oklahoma
City; Bill Quarton, WMT, Cedar
Lawrence, KSO, Des
Rapids,
Moines; Craig
William B. Dolph, WOL,
Gene O'Fallon and
Washington;
Bishop, KFEL, Denver; H.
Frank
WHK-WJAY, CleveK. Carpenter,
land; Sam H. Bennett, KTAT, Fort
WRR, DalWorth; John Thorwall, WAAB
and
las; William Warner,
Network; Ross Porter, OkColonial lahoma
Network; Donald W. Davis,
City; Barron HowWHB, ard,Kansas
WRVA, Richmond; John M.
MarHenry, KOIL, Omaha; Reggie Bixby
tin, iCFOR, Lincoln; Tams
Okla.;
Muskogee,
KBIX,
Jr.,
Georgein Harvey
staff
Chicago. of the MBS sales
July 1, 1937
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Dr. Pepper's Test
Of Child Program
In South

'Station of the Stars'

Succeeds

New Appeal to Juvenile Buyers
Will Enter New Markets
ALREADY reaching the general
audience with its late Sunday afternoon half hour Pepper Uppers
over a special network of Southern
stations covering its distribution
teri-itory, Dr. Pepper Co., Dallas (5
cent soft drink) is testing a new
wrinkle
in children's
appealPepper
in a
late afternoon
serial titled
Cadets which it is sponsoring over
WFAA, Dallas. Now in its tenth
week, the results of the program
have been so gratifying that arrangements are being made to transcribe it for spot placements supplementing the Dr. Pepper network
shows. Tracy-Locke-Dawson Inc.,
Dallas agency, handles the Dr.
Pepper account.
In between the two prevalent
types
of children's
programs
— the
gangster
thriller and
the overly
simplified games and songs — the
Pepper Cadets endeavors to help
children understand and solve their
own problems. The serial keeps
the flare of military adventure
without the racketeer element and
without being too imaginative.
There are three central characters
in the show — "Captain Dunn",
"Sarjint Jimmie", the typical boy,
and "Sunshine", a little girl who
suffers all of the handicaps of trying to tag along with the boys. In
conjunction with the serial, simple
nursery songs are sung and there
are trips to story-book-land vdth
Mother Goose in person.
Contest Results
Easy contests, held on an average of every other week, have resulted in a mail response of 2,000
letters weekly. The contests vary
in nature from filling in the last
line of a limerick to drawing a picture of Sarjint Jimmie's dog.
Merchandising angles have been
worked out with 26 cooperating
Texas bottlers, such as membership
requests printed on post cards, instituting Pepper Cadet Days when
children wearing badges visit the
plants and get a free bottle of the
drink, and a registration booth on
the grounds of the Texas Exposition in Dallas where visiting members can get free bottles of the beverage.
Advertising in the show is subtly
woven into the script, making a
definite play for children to drink
Dr.m.Pepper's
at 10 doa. the
m., commer2 and 4
p.
At no time
cials become offensive, boresome or
silly to the youthful listeners. According to Tracy - Locke - Dawson
Inc., the child market can be successfully developed if the product
is adaptable to the interest and use
of children and if the market is approached from the youngsters'
angle. The agency says the popularity of Pepper Cadets may be attributed to its playing to the chilthem. dren, not in playing up or down to
WAIM to Join CBS
WAIM, Anderson, S. C, on July 18
will join CBS. The station operates
with 100 watts on 1200 kc. It is
owned by Wilton E. Hall, publisher
of the Anderson Independent.
Page 24
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New Owner Takes Over KMPC

MEXICANS HEAR KO
Fight Broadcast in Spanish

United Drug Plans Test
Of Charm Disc Program

By XEW Announcers
ENTERPRISE in broadcasting activities in other North American
countries than the United States
was demonstrated on the occasion
of the Louis-Braddock championship fight in Chicago June 22 when
XEW, Mexico City 50,000-watter,
sent its own crew to the ringside to
broadcast the contest in Spanish
for the benefit of Mexican listeners.
For one hour a remote wire connection was established between
Chicago and Mexico City, with
Alonzo Sordo Noriega, XEW chief
announcer, at the microphone,
flanked by Emilio Azcarraga,
owner, and Enrique Contel, manager, of the station. Their show
was a sustainer, Buick sponsorship
being confined to the two NBC networks. They also attended the
NAB convention while in Chicago.

Melrose
Edythe
By
UNITED
DRUG Fern
Co., Boston,
will
begin a test campaign in seven
cities for its Adrienne line of cosmetics on July 6, using a series of
26 quarter-hour transcriptions
broadcast twice weekly for 13
weeks. Titled Charm, the series
consists of talks on personality delivered by The Adrienne Lady of
femiCharm,nine who
audienceaddresses
on such her
topics
as
"What
Men
Admire
in
Women",
"Would Your Husband Marry You

NOT ONLY— Has G. A. (Dick)
Richards followed the current
vogue in adopting a slogan for
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., but he
has decided to follow big business
practice of appointing a lot of vicepresidents. Mr. Richards (right)
is here shown at the June 17 five- POWERFUL
BORDER
hour inaugural of KMPC's new
ownership under his banner, re- STATIOIS PLANNED
cently ratified by the FCC. With
him are Vincent Lopez, center, and CONTRACTS have been signed
Leo B. Tyson, vice-president and for construction of a new 25,000broadcasting station at Rosageneral manager. Also named vice- watt
presidents were Leo Fitzpatrick, rita Beach, Lower California, to
WJR, Detroit, and John Patt, operate on 730 kc, otherwise a
Canadian-exclusive channel, and to
WGAR, Cleveland, both of which
stations are chiefly owned by Mr. reach the American audience, according to advices received by
Richards, who spends his winters
Broadcasting from Los Angeles.
in Beverly Hills. On the board are
Paul Whiteman, Ben Bernie and Within 60 days after starting test
operation about Aug. 15, the power
George Olson, who likewise will be will
be raised to 100,000 watts, its
titled vice-presidents.
KMPC on June 18 began taking promoters declare. Call letters will
daily sustaining programs from
be XERB, and it is claimed a 20CBS on an unaffiliated basis, giving year franchise has been secured
from
the Mexican government by
rise to reports that the station will
become a second outlet for the net- Border Electric & Telephone Co.,
work in Los Angeles County and Tia Juana, Mexico, the licensee.
Harry B. Kronick, Los Angeles
that CBS may be planning another
Pacific Coast chain. Under the investment and real estate broker,
manager of the enterpresent an-angement, KMPC is is business
prise, whose backers are chiefly
taking 1% hours of CBS sustainAmerican. The company has orderers not taken by KNX but the CBS
transmitting tower
identifying line is omitted. Ar- said edtoa 365-foot
have been delivered recently
rangements were made by Mr.
Richards with William S. Paley, to Rosarita Beach, about 16 miles
below the border, by Emsco Derrick
CBS president. WJR is a CBS
& Equipment Co., Los Angeles.
outlet and WGAR quits NBC when
davlight savine time ends to join J. A. (Foghorn) Murphy, political
figure, and V. Z. Herman, both Los
CBS, with WHK shifting from
Angeles investment brokers, are
CBS to NBC.
president and vice president respecKMPC operates with 500 watts
tively of the International Broadfull time on 710 kc.
casting Corp., operating company.
Members of the board include N.
P. Barbachana, president. Border
Giimpert Spots
Electric & Telephone Co.; Miquel
S. GUMPERT Co. Inc., Brooklyn
Barbachana, executive of same
(Butterscotch Creme and Chocolate
company; C. L. Byers, San Diego
Creme desserts), will start a radio attorney,
and Roger Arnsberg, Los
campaign about the middle of Sep- Angeles attorney. George Berger
tember, using a quarter-hour pro- is construction engineer.
gram twice weekly on WCAU, Philadelphia, and three times a week
on WOR, Newark, Details of the
Pacific AAAA Session
program have not yet been announced. Newspapers and display
PACIFIC COAST convention of
material will also be used through
American Association of Advertisthe East. Rose-Martin Inc., New
ing Agencies will be held Oct. 21York, is in charge of the campaign
22, at Hotel Del Monte, Del Monte,
with Irl W. Rose, president, and
and Edmund M. Pitts, J. WalA. H. Kaplan, vice-president, as Cal., ter
Thompson Co., San Francisco,
account executives.
account executive, has been appointed program committee chairman. Pacific Advertising Clubs AsCBS Registers Stocks
sociation 1938 convention is to be
CBS filed application June 18 with held in Hollywood,
and Sydney
the Security & Exchange CommisNBC western division assion for registration of its Class A Dixon, sistant
sales manager in that city,
and Class B stock. The applications
is credited with swinging the conlisted the following stocks: 949,026
clave to southern California. He
shares of $2.50 par value Class A attended the recent Salt Lake
stock, issued; 12,420 shares of $2.50
City conclave with recorded argupar value Class A stock, unissued;
ments on why the sessions should
and 758,924 shares of $2.50 par be brought
to Hollywood.
value Class B stock, issued.
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Again?", "How Many People Like
You?", "Things That Will Make
People Like You", "How To Be a
Charming Hostess", "Don'ts for
t adbroadcas
entingof the
Supplem
Lessons
booklets,
vice is a series
Popularity".
obmay
listeners
which
in Charm,
tain at the Rexall drug stores,
e
which are the exclusiv outlets for
Adrienne products, one lesson being
given with each purchase of any of
the powders, creams or lotions. By
purchasing a special ensemble
package of the cosmetics a woman
may obtain the complete course at
of broadentire series
Theand lessons
once. casts
by
was written

Fern Melrose,
Edythe
New
Inc., direc& Finneyradio
tor of Street
York, agency in charge of the
United Drug advertising. The series
was also recorded by Miss Melrose,
whose Hour of Charm program on
WJAY, Cleveland, ran for five
-a-halfCross
unfour-and
last hip
years,
of White
sponsors
der thethe
Cosmetic Co.
During the summer the programs will be broadcast on Tuesday tween
and 9:15
Thursday
mornings
beand 11:30,
depending
on the station, on WSB, Atlanta;
KFH, Wichita; WMBD, Peoria;
WO WO, Ft. Wayne; WESG, Elmira; WFBL, Syracuse, and WSM,
Nashville. If results are satisfactory the campaign will be put on
a nationwide basis in the fall,
either by extending
RCA transcriptions or on a the
network.
The
Adrienne line, which is comparatively inexpensive as cosmetics go,
won the 1936 packaging award.
Midwest

Group

Ponders

Revival of Regional Net
AT A MEETING in Chicago June
23 during the NAB convention,
representatives of the Midwest
Broadcasting Co., outgrowth of
the old Affiliated Broadcasting Co.,
decided to meet at a later date
and develop concrete plans on the
revival of the network. Lloyd
Thomas,
WROK,
Rockford,
chairman of the
executive
committee,
said that he would be in Chicago
again during the week of June 27
at which time he hoped another
session would be held.
"Those ference
attending
Chicago
conwere Herbertthe Mann,
WRJN,
Racine, president; Dr. George F.
Courrier, WHIP - WWAE, Hammond, secretary; O. E. Richardson,
WHIP-WWAE; Edgar P. Schutz,
WIL, St. Louis, and Mr. Thomas,
designatedecutive
as committee.
membersOthers
of thethere
exwere Jay A. Johnson, WTAX,
Springfield; W. W. B e h r m a n,
W B 0 W, Terre Haute ; Father
James A. Wagner, WTAQ, Green
Bay; Clarence
WGBF,
Evansville;
Donald Leich,
A. Burton,
WLBC,
Muncie; S. H. Bliss, WCLO, Janesville.
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Television
Television

Today—

I Not Yet Ready y Asserts
Sarnoff; Electronic
I
Method Upheld
By DAVID SARNOFF
President. Radio Corporation of America
IT IS just a year since the Radio Corporation of American took
its electronic television system out
of the laboratory and began experimental field tests. Now, on the
occasion of the first anniversary
of this field work, the editor asks
me two questions. He wants to
know what we have learned as a
result of the tests, and where tele\-ision stands today.
The most important fact in our
increased store of knowledge of
television is that the RCA electronic
system has been proved practical.
That may sound like a simple
• statement. Actually, it is full of
! significance. We have had electronic television in development
for years — we have even had field
tests with it before 1936. Never
before, however, have we had highdefinition television in field tests.
We have not heretofore known how
accurately we could transmit television programs in a section of the
radio spectrum that has only recently been invaded. To be sure,
we did know in advance that it
could be done with some degree of
success. The vital thing however,
was to learn in what degree we
were to succeed.
Our field tests on a 343-line picture basis were successful enough
to encourage further improvement.
More recently, the tests have been
stepped up to a 441-line standard,
to provide additional pictorial
sharpness and detail. In this connection, it is gratifying to find
that terminal equipment, of which
the "Iconoscope" and the "Kinescope" are the respective hearts of
ti'ansmitter and receiver, can accomodate the increase in easy
stride.
Not This Year
As far as RCA is concerned, we
shall not have public television in
service this year. As to just when
j we shall have it, I do not know —
and I do not know anyone who
does know. Many problems remain
yet to be solved in this complicated
new field of transmission of sight
by radio.
During the past year there has
been occasion to go back to the
laboratory many times to work out
I some stubborn problem encounter' e_d in the field. When a likely solu!'tion has been arrived at there, it
^ has been taken back to the field
for trial. I could not begin to detail the number of "kinks" that we
have had to deal with. Just how
, veloprnent
long this "cyclic"
phase before
of de-a
will contmue
' point is reached at which television
may be considered ready for public service is not yet known.
It may seem that this is either
an over-modest or overcautious ap-'
praisal
of the results of a year
field tests in America. Television of
is
under test in other countries. We
in America have standards of perfoiTnance far more exacting, however, and in television we have
problems of radio transmission different from those which may be
met elsewhere.
National television service in
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What

Tests

Reveal

PhotA by O. B Hanson
TOMORROW'S RADIO— Under the glare of studio Kliegs and seated
before Iconoscope pickup camera and microphone, David SarnofF, RCA
president, sigTis contract for a Radio Building, including television, at
the 1939 New York World's Fair. At left is Lenox B. Lohr, NBC president, designated to take charge of all RCA participations in the Fair.
JUST about a year ago, RCA demonstrated to amazed onlookers its television transmissions from the Empire State Bldg.
Last May it showed engineers how television images could be
enlarged to home-movie-size and larger. BROADCASTING
has reported these developments in detail, but BROADCASTING cannot answer the question, when will television emerge?
It asked David Sarnoff, RCA president, to answer the question
and to tell its readers the status of television today. This is Mr.
Sarnoff' s statement — probably the most authoritative and certainly the latest word on this absorbing subject.
America involves a vast territory.
We have achieved a range of 45
miles f^-om a single transmitter
with fair degree of satisfaction
but, if we had to build stations
every
45 miles
from acoast-to-coast
it would
necessitate
tremendous
investment. True, the coaxial cable
and the radio relay are both in
prospect, but at this stage thev are
only promising developments. Even
if either had been proved, it would
take years to provide means by
which network television broadcasting might be achieved. Yet
our experience with the economics
of sound broadcasting makes it inevitable that we should think of
television on a national basis.
A Matter of Price
The price of home television receivers is not the least of our considerations. This must be within
reach of at least the middle-income brackets. This is because we
in the United States handle home
radio service differently than it is
handled in other important countries.
To enlarge upon this point:
There is no tax here on home
radio service. That is part of the
American system. While this may
possibly have some temporary retarding influence in the initial establishment ofa news service, our
experience with sound broadcasting supports the belief that it insures a more comprehensive public service in the long run and that
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it is better suited to the purposes
of our people and our country.
First we must have transmitters,
then programs for those transmitin order both
to sell
receivers. Until ters,
we have
transmitters
and
programs to encourage the sale of
a sufficient number of receivers — at
the right price — we cannot have a
sizeable audience. Without an audience that spells "advertising circulation", potential television program sponsors may be expected to
be skeptical. Call it a vicious circle,
or call it the enigma of the chicken
and the egg — it amounts to the
same. The only answer I see is that
television must be introduced in
America at a stage of development
in which all factors — technical,
economic, and artistic — are developed and coordinated to a
greater
time. degree than they are at this
Now as to programs. When we in
America introduce television as a
public service, the show will be on,
and we must be prepared to hold
the attention of the audience by
the merits of an ever-changing bill.
Already there is much speculation
as to the form which our television programs will take. Gilbert
Seldes' article in the May issue of
the Atlantic Monthly is evidence
that the future critics of television
programs in America have unlimbered their guns even before they
know with certainty what their
target is. In the development of
{Continued on page 73)

Exhibit

At New York Fair
RCA-NBC to Have Their Own
Building; Lohr to Direct
WHETHER television will be offered as a public service beforehand,
at least locally in New York and
other major metropolitan areas,
was not even hinted — but that it
will be out in the open in New
Yorked by
was definitely
decidJune 1939,
1 when
David Sarnoff,
RCA president, signed a contract
with Grover Whalen, president of
the
York RCA
World's
of 1939,
underNewwhich
and Fair
its affiliated
companies will construct a Radio
Building at the exposition in which
the latest developments in radio,
including
strated. television, will be demonThe contract was signed in the
television studios of RCA-NBC in
the RCA Bldg., Rockefeller Center,
and the proceedings were televised
so that the press and all company
executives and engineers having
television receivers, numbering
about 80, could look in as well as
hear. The images were transmitted
via coaxial cable to the Empire
State Bldg. transmitter, from which
they were broadcast to the model
receivers.
Looking-in Posts
There is still a prospect that the
RCA-NBC television will be introduced to the New York public
before 1939, either by way of
"looking in" posts in downtown
New York similar to those in
London and Berlin or by way of
marketing a limited number of
receivers among the public. RCA
officials, however, are withholding
any promise on this score, and it is
believed that they are allowing
themselves ample time by fixing
the 1939 World's Fair as the time
for letting the public in on television. RCA's developments have
already been viewed by the trade,
although its newly enlarged images to home movie and even
theater-screen size [Broadcasting,
June 1] have as yet been viewed
by Inonlythea few
persons.
course
of his broadcast
talk June 17, Mr. Sarnoff announced that he has designated Lenox R.
Lohr, NBC president, to take
charge of all RCA participations in
the Fair. Mr. Lohr will handle not
only the television demonstrations
but also the broadcast, maritime,
international and other radio exhibits and those covering facsimile
radiograms, motion picture equipment and recording. Mr. Lohr has
had experience in this field, having
been head of the Chicago Century
of Progress Exposition.
The televised view of the contract
signing was received in Radio City
offices of RCA executives and engineers, and in the homes of some of
them, on the model 32-tube Kinescope i-eceiver, the images 7 ¥2x10
inches being reflected on upright
mirrors. The pictures had a greenish cast, but the detail was clear
and none of the 30 press representatives in the RCA viewing
room nearby had any diflficulty in
seeing and recognizing the images.
There was considerable flicker,
which Mr. Lohr explained by stating that the transmitting apparatus
atop the Empire State Bldg. had
recently been torn down and
hastily put together again for the
occasion. The apparatus recently
was changed from 343 to 441 lines,
which is the Radio Manufacturers
Association's standard.
July i, 1937
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Bill

40 Petry-Represented Stations Meet at NAB Convention
Gives FTC
Power
House Committee Expected to
Act on Measure by July 1
THE House Interstate & Foi-eign
Commerce Committee accepting its subcommittee's
dations, agreed June 23recommento place
control over foods, drugs, cosmetics
and therapeutics advertising in
the Federal Trade Commission. Advertising features of the Wheeler
Federal Trade Amendment Bill
(S-1077) probably will supplant the
of suggesting
any that
orderwould,
of nomi-in
Foes
Radio Girds to Combat
nation procedure
proposals in the Senate-approved
(Continued from page 10)
Copeland pure food and drug meaany way,
the hands of subsequenttie
committees.
the
sure to give the Agriculture De- in the same manner that the Audit
nominations
of this Therefore
committee are
slate,
Mr.
Craney
was
nominated
partment power to curb alleged Bureau of Circulations, serves the for the presidency, with Mr. Elmer
fraudulent advertising both over
obviously
proposed
onlynowwithto republishing field.
gard to the
vacancies
be
as first vice-president and Mr. Gilthe air and on newsprint.
Two
resolutions
brought
in
by
lin
to
become
second
vice-president.
Action Is Delayed
Mr. Scripps was eliminated on it,
The House Committee came to the Engineering Committee pro- but
Mr. Hough was nominated for
voked debate on the floor and fi"Warning Signals Ahead"
the point of reporting the Federal
the
treasurership. In the balloting,
nally were referred to the board
First pleas for a strong offensive
Trade Amendment to the House, with instructions
199 votes were cast. Of these, Mr. came
to take action.
at the opening session when
but minor changes delayed final
t Myers and Managing
Presiden
proposal was that the FCC be Elmer received 147 and Mr. Craney
filled."
action which was expected by July One
52. For the first vice-presidency,
Director Baldwin reviewed the last
petitioned by the NAB to accept
1. Agreement to give the FTC ad- the so-called Craven-Ring allocaMr. Gillin received 147 votes
year and outlined the job of the
vertising jurisdiction came after a
against
42 for Mr. Elmer. Mr. immediate future. The principal
tions
report
based
on
the
Oct.
5
sharp committee clash in which a allocation hearings of last year,
Scripps polled 152 votes against
guest speaker was Judge E. O.
35 for Mr. Gillin for the second
minority sought to authorize crimand incorporate into its regulations
Sykes, chairman of the FCC
inal and civil suits for fraudulent
Votes for all other
the basic principles advocated. Af- vice-presidency.
t Division, who encourBroadcas
oflnces
were
declared
unanimous.
advertising by the Attorney Geneter the convention failed to get
aged the membership by assuring
ral. The bill to be placed on the anywhere on it, a motion to refer
them
there
would be no sweeping
Six directors were elected withHouse calendar will empower the it to the board, with instructions
out opposition, with the retiring
ing faciliof broadcast
ion
reallocat
FTC to issue cease and desist or- that it act prior to Nov. 1 when
ed broadcast
ers,
ties. He admonish
president, Mr. Myers, becoming a
ders and give that body injunctive
three-year director. The conventhe Pan-American allocations conhowever, to keep aware of their
tion also adopted an amendment to
power against advertisers. Oppoference is scheduled in Havana,
service obligations and to
nents of this procedure contended
its by-laws whereby the retiring public
was adopted.
avoid over commercialism. And he
it was ineffective because the dampresident
automatically
becomes
a
The second engineering proposal,
laid before the industry the question-mark that is facsimile, first
aging advertising would be spread
thi-ee-year board member.
also referred to the board, recomheralded
as an enlargement of
throughout the country before proReelected directors for threemended
that
the
FCC
proceed
cauceedings could be instituted. The
tiously in granting applications or year terms were Frank M. Ruspresent-day broadcasting, but still
advertising then could be repeated,
in making changes in allocations
sell, NBC Washington vice-presitally in the labreposing experimen
dent,
and
Harry
C.
Butcher,
CBS
it was held, with minor changes
in the 1510-1600 kc. band and in
oratory. [See abstract of address
in
this
issue].
and without penalty to the adverother bands, pending the Havana
Washington vice-president. Herb
tiser.
Hollister, KANS, Wichita, and
allocations conference.
the "warnThe bill to be reported will be in
Calling attention to
Theodore C. Streibert, WOR-MuBoard
Picks
Convention
City
nt Mysignals ahead,"
ing advised
tly
substance that introduced several
a constan
that onlyPreside
ers
tual vice-president, were elected to
Two proposed resolutions were
three-year terms, and Gene Dyer,
weeks ago by Rep. Clarence Lea
ward
can
service
public
ed
improv
killed, including one that would
(D.-Cal.), chairman of the House
off "parasitical" organizations and
WGES, Chicago, for a one-year
term.
Committee. It will, however, bear have resulted in next year's congroups. Mentioning the Celler Bill,
vention being held in Chicago, and
the title of the bill introduced in
Edward A. Allen, of WLVA,
he said the NAB is prepared to opa second to decree a "National Rathe Senate by Senator Wheeler
Lynchburg,
was tothesecond
first the
of aElmer
halftion delegislament
any govern
posesignedvigorously
dozen
members
in
dio Week." By refusing to permit
to put the
(D.-Mont.) and passed by that holding
of the next convention in nomination. He said that the or- the radio
business.
body.
Chicago,
the
membership
automatiganized local stations for three
In the meantime, the Copeland
Legislative efforts to divorce
cally authorized the board to make
years had sought recognition
food and drug amendment (S.-5)
newspapers from radio station
its
own
selection
and
spiked
any
remained in the House subcommitthrough election of one of their
drew Mr. heMyers'
possibility of making Chicago the own as president. Others who sec- fire.
ownership
tee.
"Good also
newspapers,"
said,
permanent convention city.
onded it included Don Searle, "'who operate radio stations in the
On June 24, Ren. Caroline O'Day
Although
it
had
no
place
on
the
WIBW, Topeka; Gardner Cowles,
best interests of their communi(D.-N.Y.) placed in the Congresconvention agenda, copyright
should no more be restricted
sional Record a nlea foi- effective erupted
Jr., KSO-KRNT, Des Moines; Wil- from ties,
ownership than the wagon
as
an
issue
the
very
first
legislation to curb fraudulent adliam Greenwald, KWBG, Hutchinday. Mr. Levy, although his stason, Kan.; Edwin M. S p e n c e, makers of old should have been revertising. She said:
stricted from the manufacture of
tion no longer holds a membership,
B A L, Baltimore, Arthur B.
"I, for one, am convinced that in a letter to all stations just be- WChurch,
automobiles. If certain practices
KMBC, Kansas City, and
any legislation regulating adverindulged in by a few newspaper
fore the convention opened, implorWilliam B. Way, KVOO, Tulsa.
tising of food, drug, and cosmetic
owners of radio stations should
them to forget per piece on
Mr. Way asserted he did not know
products must be considered by us the edground
that it was imnosible
either candidate but he did know
be condemned, it does not follow
primarily on the basis of the effect
it will have on the consumer. I of accomplishment and would cost the ASCAP situation.
that tion
the cannot
dangers
of such aorsituabe overcome,
that
urge you not blindly to follow the broadcasters more money. Mr.
The biggest mistake the indusCraney,
however,
also
had
circuall
newspapers
should
be penalized
lead of the Federal Trade Commistry is making, he said, is that of for the action of a few.
larized the membership, supportsion and place the control of food,
"fighting this ASCAP situation on
"The Commission with very
ing per piece, and urging action on the
front pages and on the floor of
drug, and cosmetic advertising with
broad
powers to revoke licenses has
a
dozen
copyright
fronts,
but
parthat agency.
its convention." He urged negotia- the power
to remedy any situation
ticularly
the
follow-up
of
a
n
t
itions
for
copyright
relief
be
hand"I earnestly hope that we shall ASCAP legislation in the states,
is not in the public interest.
led privately on the theory that that
have the opportunity before the five
I submit to you that the need is
the best bargain can be procured
close of this session to vote for a bills. of which already have enacted
not for class legislation. The need
without the buyer throwing rocks is
food, drug and cosmetic bill which
for a strong Commission, free
at the seller.
Results of Balloting
will adequately protect the interest
from outside influences. Under such
The Nominating Committee, sensConvention politics were rife
of the consumer."
conditions licenses will be rewarded
ing a tense political atmosphere,
She urged civil suits brought by even before the opening gavel. The
or penalized according to merit.
did its utmost to sound out conventhe Attorney General rather than nominating committee's slate,
tion sentiment before bringing in Under any other system, the presthe cease and desist orders of the brought in on the second day, preent structure of broadcasting canFTC.
its slate. Intimations that danger
vailed after a fight. Elected with
Mr. Elmer were John J. Gillin Jr., might lurk in elevating the first
not long endure."
Opposition
of the industry to cervice-president to the presidency for
manager of WOW, Omaha, and
LEWIS ALLEN WEISS, general
tain "parasitical groups" naming
two
successive
years,
caused
Chairmana(?er of the Don Lee Broadcasting
retiring board member, first vicethe
American
Society of Recording
man Earl J. Glade to report:
System in California diirinK a recent president; William J. Scripps,
Artists and the National Associavisit to San Francisco made arrange- WWJ, Detroit, second vice presi"While
your
committee
recogtion of Performing Artists, was
ments with the radio division of the
nizes some distinct advantages to
dent, and Harold V. Hough,
Golden Gate International Exposition
be derived from certain rotation or pronounced bv President Myers.
W
B
A
P,
Fort
Worth,
reelected
for broadcasts from the exposition
Seeking to collect tribute from stasuccession in ofiice, it respectfully
over the Don Lee and Mutual net- treasurer.
tions for phonograph record perdeclines to accept the responsibility
works.
formances, Mr. Myers said these
On 'a spontaneous independent
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organizations are being combatted
by NAB counsel engaged to assist states.
in defending litigation in several
Apropos state copjiight legislation, Mr. Myers announced formally that Alfred Schweppe, former
dean of Washington State University Law School, had been named
to
"assist
broadcasters
in the bills
five
states in which
anti-ASCAP
have been enacted.
With an $8,000 balance as of
June 15, a fairly rosy picture
of NAB finances was painted by
Treasurer Hough in a report
sparkling with his native wit. Under existing dues, about §82,000 a
year is collected. When the convention convened last year there
was a treasury balance of about
$17,500. Dues received up to June
15 of this year totaled $83,000, and
the over-all balance sheet for the
year was about $105,000. The
Copyright Bureau operation involved expenditure of some $30,000
until June 15, with about $8,000
more since then. It was explained
that expenses of the Bureau of
Copyrights are to be reimbursed
in the form of revenues realized
from subscriptions to the 100-hour
tax-free library.
Baldwin Renders Report
In a lengthy repoit of his stewardship, Managing Director Baldwin elucidated on many of the
points mentioned by the NAB president. Federal, state, local and intra-industry problems were recounted. More than 150 separate
bills dealing with radio have been
introduced in 42 state legislatures
during the year. About 40 dealt
with advertising, others with food
and drugs, medical accounts, liquor
and other commodities. Two states
— Indiana and Iowa— passed laws
relieving stations of full responsibility for libel uttei-ed over their
facilities, and in other states measures proposing to tax radio and radio advertising were introduced.
Attacking the Celler government
station bill, Mr. Baldwin said its
enactment might be the entering
wedge for government ownership.
Existing stations give all the time
necessary to government agencies
and afford them the greatest possible audience, he said. Moreover
operation of such a station might
result in international incidents,
he declared, while the expenditures
would be wasteful of the taxpayers' money.
Respecting proposals to tax stations to reimburse the government
for expenses of radio regulations,
Mr. Baldwin said in the early days
railroads probably would have welcomed a provision whereby they
would reimburse Uncle Sam for the
expenses of the ICC on the theory
that the fellow w^ho pays the fiddler calls the tune. A franchise tax
might be advisable on a reasonable
basis, he said, but the government
should keep in mind the fiddler
adage.
Setup of NAB Library
Mr. Baldwin described in infinite
detail the public-domain library
plan. Declaring it represents the
fulfillment of the mandate of the
convention of last year, he expressed confidence of its acceptance.
The corporation, with NAB officers
serving as its directors, is a Delaware organization with a capitalization of $100,000, of which 51 'v.
or S51,000, will be held by the trade
association itself, with the balance
available to member stations. He
said the corporation cannot fall into the hands of unfriendly organi-
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Exhibitors

at the NAB

Airshows Inc.
Allied Recording Products Inc.
Amperex Electronic Products
Associated Music Publishers Inc.
Atlas Radio Corp.
E. V. BrinckerhofiE
Collins Radio Co.
Conquest Alliance Co.
I>'"Arcy Laboratories
Daven & Co.
Earnshaw Radio Productions
(Jates Radio & Supply Co.
(iraybar Electric Co.
Hareo Electronics Corp.
International News Service
Johns-Manville Sales Corp.
Lansr-Worth Feature Productions
C. P. MacGregor Co.
N.\B Promotion Exhibit
NBC Transcription Division
Premier Radio Enterprises
I'l-j'ss Radio Bureau

Convention

Daddy

STUART SPRAGUE, attorney formerly with NBC and
now a partner in the New
York firm of Crawford &
Sprague, received a telephone
call from Westport, Conn.,
during the Tuesday afternoon session of the NAB convention. He was about to become a father! A wild taxi
dash to the airport got him
there just in time to catch a
plane home and to arrive just
tsefore Stuart Seely Sprague,
8 lb. 9 oz., was born in the
wee hours of June 24. Mother,
father and son are all reported doing nicely.
zations because of a provision giving the NAB board first option to
purchase stock offered.
A price of $15 per hour, flat
rate, was established, with the proviso for a 33 1/3'r discount for
members, or $10 per hour. This
means a rate of $5 to members
per
tion. double-faced 16-inch transcripA voluminous report on the Society of European State Authors
& Composers (SESAC), breaking
down and identifying the selections
in its catalog, shortly will be reONE

Convention

Presto Recording: Corp.
Radio Producers of Hollywood
Radio Transcription Co. of America
RCA Manufacturing Co.
Society of European Stage Authors
& Composers Inc.
Standard Radio Inc.
Star Radio Programs
Sterling Casualty Ins. Co.
Spotties Broadcast Services
Titan Productions
Transamerican
vision Corp. Broadcasting & TeleTranscribed Radio Shows
Transradio Press Service
Truscon Steel Co.
United Electronics Co.
United Press
United Transformer Corp.
Universal Microphone Co.
Western Electric Co.
World Broadcasting System
leased by the NAB, Mr. Baldwin
said. He predicted it would be highly informative. SESAC licenses
stations and networks on a flatrate basis. He declared also that
an analysis of the catalogs of the
Associated Music Publishers shortly will be begun, and commended
the organization for cooperating in
the work.
Stations were advised to check
the revised tariffs of subsidiary
companies of the A. T. & T. because of reports received from two
states showing that costs on remotes have been increased despite
the rather general decrease in long
line rates of the parent A. T. &
T.
As a parting word, the Managing Director suggested that broadcasters answer the criticisms directed against the industry by agitators through more frequent addresses before local organizations
in which the industry side is presented. The people generally should
be informed and educated, he said.
Craney Assaults ASCAP
Following Mr. Baldwin's address Mr. Craney asked to be recognized, pointing out there was no
place on the agenda for discussion
of copyright. He called for action
to combat ASCAP's lobbying and
its arbitrary practice in the licensing of music. All the broadcaster
seeks, he said, is a fair method of

SPONSOR,

14

HOURS

Heavy Weekly Schedule of Sherman Clay & Co. in
San Francisco Believed to Set Record
LONGEST commercial on San of recordings played. In any case,
Francisco airlanes, and possibly the general continuity slant is
the longest single show in the along the lines of institutional
copy, with occasional plugs for
country,foris Sherman
KJBS's nightly
Hour
Clay &Magic
Co., pianos, radios, and other equiplarge San Francisco music store.
ment handled by Shei man Clay &
Produced and presented by Wallace
Co. Although no particular effort
Gade of the KJBS announcing
is made to sell records, a close
correlation between record sales at
staff, the program is heard seven
nights a week, 365 days a year, be- the store and music played on the
tween the hours of 10 and 12 mid- program has frequently been noted.
night, over both KJBS and KQW,
The program, handled by the
San Jose.
Kelso Norman Organization, San
From 10 to 11:30 each night the Francisco advertising agency, has
show is devoted to classical recordbeen on the air for three years,
ings, with an opera usually in- having originally started as a cocluded in the choice of recordings.
operative venture with RCA subSunday night, however, is symsidizing half the cost. So successphony night. From 11:30 to 11:35,
ful was the scheme that shortly
final news broadcast of the day is afterward
Clay & Co.
given, while the period from 11:35 took it overSherman
on a full commercial
to midnight is devoted to dance
basis.
music.
Written requests are encouraged,
Number of commercial anas the program is built to conform
nouncements during the two-hour
to requests of listeners.
period is governed by the nature
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payment. Responsibility
for infringement should be eliminated
for stations not originating the
music and shifted to the source —
networks and transcription companies, he asserted. National legislation is necessary to set up "rules
of fair play for the seller and the
buyer," he declared. Broadcasters,
he said, do not seek an advantage
but are willing to pay for the numbers they use on a fair and equitable basis or by measured service.
ASCAP
of "bad tofaith"
in Accusing
failing even
to respond
suggestions which had been requested,
Mr. Craney pointed out that stations last year paid ASCAP $4,000,000
in royalties
tage basis.
But most onof the
this percenmoney
went to publishers and executives
of ASCAP rather than the composers, he said. He insisted that under
a per piece method composers would
receive far higher compensation
and users then would purchase in
a competitive market, paying only
for what they perform.
Emphasizing that present con1940 promptly,
and that Mr.
actiontracts
must expire
be in
taken
Craney recommended the appointment of his committee of 48 broadcasters— one from each state — on
all legislative matters, with their
expenses to be paid by the NAB.
He suggested too that the membership organize itself before the next
convention so as to set up a fund
to complete the undertaking. Appointment of an attorney to direct
this work was his final recommendation, and in this connection he
mentioned the names of Joseph C.
Hostetler, Cleveland lawyer, who
three years ago was copyright
counsel for the NAB, or Philip G.
Loucks, Washington attorney who
for five years was NAB managing director.
These recommendations, the salient points of which were incorporated in a resolution, will be actmeeting.
ed upon by the board at a future

Fleisehmann's Series
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York, in the interest of Fleischmann Yeast, on July 4 starts for 13
weeks, a new musical series featuring Werner Janssen, director, on 63
NBC-Blue stations, emanating
from Hollywood. Program, to be
heard Sundays, 3:30-4 p. m. (PST),
will be titled Wernej- Janssen, and
moves into the spot recently vacated by Robert Ripley. It will switch
to Wednesday nights in September.
Janssen was musical director of the
Chase & Sanborn program which
also originates from the NBC
Hollywood studios. For his new
series he will use the same 35-piece
orchestra and chestrations
feature
orwith an special
occasional
guest vocalist. Robert Armbruster,
who recently
completed
National Ice series
with theGladys
Swarthout featured, succeeds Jenssen on the Chase & Sanborn nrogram.son Co.,Agency
is J. Walter ThompNew York.
Seek 50,000 Watts
APPLICATIONS for authority to
operate with 50,000 watts power on
the 1460 kc. channel were filed
simultaneously with the FCC June
18 by WJSV, Washington, and
KSTP, St. Paul. WJSV, CBS station, uses 10,000 watts day and
night on the high power regional !
channel while KSTP uses 10,000
watts at night and 25,000 watts until local sunset.
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Shifting

of

Mutual-Don

Lee

Show Goes On
WHEN, a few hours before
her 1 p. m. broadcast on
WOR on June 18, Gretta
Palmer, women's commentator,pital
was forrushed
to the hosobservation,
Ray
Lyon, recording supervisor of
the station, also went to the
hospital, set up his portable
recording equipment alongside the bed, recorded her
talk in three parts so that the
commercials could be inserted
by the announcer, and rushed
back to the station in time
for a rehearsal so that the
announcer could be properly
cued in. That afternoon, from
her hospital bed. Miss Palmer
heard herself along with her
regular audience, as she did
her stint for the Walker-Gordon Laboratoi'y Co.

Colony
to Film
Trend
Spurs
Three Major Networks Have Hollywood Offices;
Rumors of Warner Abandoning Radio Denied
By DAVID GLICKMAN
conference between Warner, Anthony and Holliway was scheduled.
PREDICTION that Hollywood
who hasn't missed an
the radio pro- Holliway,
become
will shortly
NAB convention in sevei-al years,
duction center of the country has remained
in Los Angeles this year
impetus with an- because of the negotiations.
been given new
nouncement that Mutual-Don Lee
In event the FCC approved
Broadcasting System will estab- ownership transfer of KFWB to
lish western headquarters in that
Anthony,
is said
that would
the Warcity and originate many transconner Bros,it call
letters
be
tinental programs from there. This
scrapped in favor of KECA. Unwill make the third major network
der these conditions KFWB's wave
to locate in HolljTvood.
length would be taken over as
Don Lee Broadcasting System,
NBC's
Blue network outlet.
the Pacific Coast outlet of Mutual,
KECA's frequency would be vais now headquartered in downtown
cated. General opinion in Southern
Los Angeles. Lewis Allen Weiss, California is that the FCC will not
general manager, on leaving that sanction transfer to Anthony who
city June 15 for the NAB convenalready has two stations in Los the film company contemplates retion and to attend a series of eastAngeles county, even if he did offer
tirement from the radio field. This
ern conferences, announced that to
scrap KECA.
has been denied by Maj. Nathan
headquarters would be moved to
The Anthony negotiations for Levison, Warner sound department
Hollywood, stating that Don Lee
KFWB has also given rise to story chief engineer. Along with it is an
would either build new studios or that
if the deal goes through, NBC
unconfirmed rumor that grows
lease the present NBC quarters in
lease or buy the adjoin- with momentum that a new transthat city. Negotiations were started will ingeither
old Warner Bros, lot on Sunset
continental network, involving
by Weiss and Don E. Oilman, NBC
Hearst
Radio
Inc., and Warner
Boulevard,
and
build
its
new
headwestern division vice-president,
quarters. This is denied by Lenox
Bros, is in the making.
Hollywood, before the former left R. Lohr, NBC
New
York
president,
It
is
well
known
that Warner
the West Coast. They were to be and Mr. Oilman. The lot was being
Bros, has suffered through its 1936
continued when Weiss conferred
controversy with ASCAP, and
considered along with other propwith Judge A. L. Ashby, NBC's
erty, but has been eliminated, it would be in a position to more
New York vice-president and genewas said. Regardless, NBC and prominently exnloit its vast reposiral attorney. If they come to an
Anthony are interlocked in the
tory of musical compositions
agreement on price, the move will Warner
Bros, deal which would be through a liberal network arrangebe made after NBC's new Hollyadvantageous
to
both.
ment. Added impetus has been givwood studios and offices are ready
en to this rumor by the recent
Radio Policy Unsettled
for occupancy.
special affiliation between Hearst
With Martin Oosch resigning as Radio Inc. and Transamerican RaSite ofwillNBC's
Hollywood
studios
not benew
revealed
until radio
director of Warner Bros., and
dio & Television Corp., which gives
lease on the present headquarters
the latter right to sell time on the
giving up his vice-presidency
is disposed of. The NBC lease has also
of Transamerican Artists Bureau,
10 Hearst stations and the Califor3% years to go. If the deal with
nia Broadcasting System to clients
Don Lee is consummated, it will over what is said to be "differences
for whom Transamerican is proof policy," and the Anthony-KFWB
take NBC from eight to 10 months
deal pending,
story isCoast
being that
cir- June 15].ducing programs [Broadcasting,
to build and move into new Hollyculated on thethe Pacific
wood studios.
Meanwhile, Mr. Weiss announced
that all major Pacific Coast proC of C Files Protest
ductions of his network would be San Francisco
concentrated in Hollywood and Los
Angeles following the trend of ra- Against Radio's Exodus From
City
dio, and switched the nine year old
The San Francisco Chamber of columnist is calling the
San Francisco
afternoon Feminine Fancies and
officials, who conservathe "radio ghost town." This writer
also Morning Merrymakers pro- Commerce
tively estimate that the recent
grams from KFRC, San Francisco,
predicted in aSanrecent
issue: "By
mid-autumn
Francisco
will
moves of big shows to Hollywood
to KHJ, Los Angeles, for origina- has taken $10,000 from the weekly
tion. Several new fall transcontimerely be an outlet on a 'ghostnental shows are also slated for local payroll, have lodged a for- to-ghost' network — an outlet for
mal
complaint
with
Wilbur
EickelLos Angeles airshows which forHollywood origination over the burg, manager of KFRC, the local
Mutual-Don Lee System.
merly originated here."
Don Lee-Mutual outlet. He has
The posed
Chamber
of Commerce's
proKFWB Not for Sale
meeting with
Mr. Eickelburg
been asked to meet with the Chamber officials to work out a plan for was delayed owing to the fact that
Earl C. Anthony, owner of KFIKFRC manager was attending
of than
the city's
radio
fa- the
KECA, Los Angeles, is anxious to the increase
the
NAB convention in Chicago.
cilities,
rather
their
decrease.
have a Hollywood station and has Just recently KFRC announced its
The
Musicians'
been negotiating with Warner
Union, San
Local Francisco
6, has opposed
the
transfer Morning MerBros, for purchase of KFWB and intention torymakers
threatened
dismissal
of
the 12and
Feminine
Fancies,
also with Victor Dalton, owner of
niece
studio
orchestra
at
KFRC.
two daily variety shows, to Los
KMTR, but the general impression
Angeles after June 25.
With the two major studio broadis that nothing will come of it. Dalcasts scheduled to be moved to Los
While Chamber executives were
ton definitely stated that he will
Angeles,
it was indicated there
not sell. He is interested only in arranging this meeting with Mutwould be no further use for the
ual, NBC announced that One orchestra.
affiliating his station with NBC as
the Blue network outlet, to replace Man's Family, will transfer to HolThe union stated that if the
lywood Aug. 8. This means that
KECA. KFWB officials also state
Carlton E. Morse, the author, and
musicians, who had been employthat the station isn't for sale, and
11 members of the cast will be
ed on a two-hour daily basis, are
if negotiations are under way they taken
out of San Francisco. Their
dropped, KFRC will lose its two
know nothing about it.
remotes. El Patio Ballroom and the
weekly payroll alone is more thar
Harrison Holliway, general manSir Francis Drake Hotel. The latager of KFI-KECA, stated that ?2,000.
ter is closed at present due to the
an offer has been made and some
A few months ago KSFO, the
San Francisco hotel strike.
CBS station in San Francisco,
decision will be reached soon. HarRecently KSFO tried to get by
started the exodus by moving its
ry M. Warner, president of Warwithout a studio orchestra when
ner Bros. First National Pictures,
Western Home Hour — a variety its
Western Home Hour was moved
show, employing a large company,
which owns and operates KFWB,
Hollywood. However, the station
was scheduled to return to Holly- wood.
including an orchestra — to Holly- to
management was forced to hire a
wood the end of June when further discussion was to be held. A
group of musicians who form two
Already one newspaper radio
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ensembles, one eight-piece and the
other a four-piece group.
Andrew C. Love, head of the
NBC San Francisco continuity acceptance department, has been
transferred to a similar post in
Hollywood, the announcement being made by Don E. Oilman, NBC
western division vice-president.
Creation of the new Hollywood department has been brought about
by the increase in program production and by growing importance
of the editing phase of continuity
work,
stated. With
Love's
transferOilman
to Hollywood,
several
other changes have taken place in
the NBC San Francisco studios.
Byron Mills, for several years on
the continuity staff, has been made
head of that department.
Gilman Explains Moves
Through the NBC press department in San Francisco Don Oilman,
vice-president in charge of the
western division, branded as erroneous the reports that the NBC
is moving to Hollywood entirely.
Mr. Gilman pointed out that the
reduction of the staff in San Francisco and the resultant increase in
personnel in Hollywood was brought
about through the adjustment of
programs on the Pacific Coast. At
the same time he stressed the fact
that the NBC has a $2,000,000 investment in San Francisco and that
operations
tained. He there
said thewill
movebe ofmainOne
Man's Family to Hollj'wood was
temporary and was arranged merely for the convenience of the cast.
Varady May Add Discs
VARADY OF VIENNA Inc., Chicago (cosmetics), discontinued its
Sunday afternoon MBS program
June 26 but will return to the air
Sept. 26 using the same stations,
WON, CKLW, WOR, WOAR,
WCAE, WBAL, WMCA, WHKC,
WSAI, with the possibility that the
transcribed rebroadcast over WOR
will be continued. Meanwhile the
firm is continuing its two-minute
transcribed announcements broadcast two and three time daily over
LongWMCA, WIP and WAVE
CKLW,
with the possibility that more may
be added. Baggaley, Horton &
Hoyt, Inc., Chicago, is the agency.
Beach Uses Discs
LONG BEACS Chamber of Commerce, Long Beach, Cal., to promote its International Water Festival, to be held in that city July
16-18, on July 10 starts a brief
campaign, using six quarter-hour
dramatic programs on 10 Southern
California stations. Series, cut by
Consolidated Transcription Library, Hollywood, has been placed
on KFOX, KFWB, KMPC, KGB,
KFXM, KVOE, KDB, KXO, KMJ,
KODM. Max Becker Adv. Agency,
Long Beach, has account.
Biscuit Firm Plans
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., New
York (biscuits), sponsoring Dan
Harding's Wife over WMAQ, Chicago, is considering putting the
NBC netcoast-to-coast
on thisa fall.
serial work
Authored by Ken
Robinson, NBC-Chicago continuity
chief, the quarter-hour daytime
show has proven successful for the
McCannin Chicago.
biscuit
EricksonfirmInc.,
Chicago, is the
agency.
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The

Foolproof
Duo-Daytime
By LAWRENCE
HOLCOMB
Radio Director, Fletcher 8C Ellis Inc.

and"broke."
Women
They now proceeded to
write a script in which he invented
a can opener and had it patented.
His experiences, beginning with
the invention stage and continuing
right through to the time he sold
Scientific Merchandising
Gets Surprising Results From
the rights to it for a small fortune, resulted in well over a week
of intensely interesting episodes.
Serial Dramas — How
Such Programs
Are Handled
ishand
merc
to
more
Incidentally, having a sympathetic
THEREing: the isfive
-times-a-week day- THE AIR is full of serial dramas and serial dramas are full of character actually invent the item
time serial drama than meets
was nothing short of genius. When
the eye. Respite the trementhe announcer finally stepped up to
sales possibilities if they are handled properly. Lawrence Hoidous and record-breaking premium
the mike and offered every listener
comb
has
handled
a
lot
of
these
programs
and
he
is
on
intimate
a chance to have a can opener just
"pulls" scored by so many programs which fall into this classifilike the one that the husband had
cation, there still are failures re- terms with their kinks and quirks. As continuity editor of
invented, there was a perfect delcorded. This may, of course, be due
to the low entertainment value of NBC's central division in Chicago he dwelt in serial drama
uge of mail. interesting example
Another
the program or to the fact that the
conies to mind. Last summer a cerpremium is unattractive to the headquarters, for Chicago has almost a monopoly on this form
eal company designed a premium
audience reached
of
program.
Now
an
agency
executive,
Mr.
Holcomb
is
still
a
offer of sun-suits for young chilby the series.
dren to be offered on a story-telling
However, that is
serial drama booster, and he tells some tricks of the trade.
hour which they had on the air five
not the entire
times
a week. The same company
answer in many
was also sponsoring Girl Alone,
rally would like to have it, or one
And the peculiar part of all this
cases.
is the fact that statistics prove this
like it, yourself. Your desire to daytime dramatic series. Almost as
Only too often
treatment works successfully on possess the article is twice as an afterthought, they decided to
the program and
strong because you have seen it make the same premium offer on
campaign have
that most impoi'tant of all persons,
Girl Alone at the same time they
the American housewife. A survey
being used and enjoyed. The probreceived slipshod
of fan mail will impress on anylem of the script writer is to pic- were making it on the later afsupervision b eone the fact that the woman listure the use of the premium so
ternoon story-telling hour. Frankcause the agency Hokomb
tener considers the characters of vividly that the listener will see it
ly, they did not expect much in
still fails to grasp the fact that
the way of results form the Girl
such offers can be made scientifi- her favorite dramatic series as per- just as clearly in her imagination
sonal friends. And, as such, they as she pictures the characters and Alone offer since the premium was
cally foolproof, given a reasonably
are as real to her as her neighbors
action of the broadcast. By the time
designed for that program. Howentertaining vehicle and a normalever, Fayette Krumb, the author of
and hold as firm a place in her af- the offer is made the first time the
ly attractive premium. The lack of fections.
Girl Alone wrote an interesting
understanding in such cases is
great majority of the listeners
beach sequence into her story.
Possessive Urge
basic. The agency executive obshould be "simply dying" to possess
Naturally the suits were used by
viously does not understand that
When you once realize this, you the article.
the daytime dramatic program can- see opened up before you vast, n^w
It is not necessary for a \vriter children on the beach in the story
not be classified with any other vistas of merchandising possibili- to lower the quality of his wTiting
itself. The result of the offer astounded every one. Many times as
type of radio broadcasting. It is a
ties.
The
answer
to
the
problem
during
such
premium
build-up
sefield unique to itself.
quence. Good plot can be vvTitten many replies were received from the
of most efficiently presenting a
Any musical or variety type of premium offer is made clear and
around any point you want to Girl Alone program as there were
program, any one time dramatic
turn it on. Entire new plot trends
from the story-telling hour for
simple. It is this: One week before
broadcast, any news or stunt pro- the offer is to be made, start to are often opened up for the witer
which the program was designed.
gram is essentially a show. Now
The Local Test
build the premium into the script who gives a little thought to such
don't gasp — a fi%'e or three times a as part of the storv itself. In other a problem.
About
six
months ago, Staley
week daytime dramatic series is words, associate the article to be
For example, when Clara, Lu
not a shoiv and should not be offered as intimately as possible
and Em were last featured on a Gloss Starch Cubes decided to
treated as such!
with the characters. This should
regular daytime dramatic series, sponsor a local program in the
Radio Eavesdropping
tend to have the same effect on a the sponsor decided he wished to Chicago area. They chose as a vehicle a script series entitled Dan
as going to the house of use a can opener as a premium
You've no doubt noticed that in listener
offer. The wav that Clara, Lu and Harding's Wife. The Staley Coma friend and seeing an attractive
the most effective daj'time women's
Em handled the situation was this.
pany proceeded to merchandise the
appeal dramas the names of the ac- article in use.
The husband of one of the girls the program by offering a clothestors are never announced on the
When a friend of yours has somepin apron
as a premium.
Thisscript
was
had
already been pictured as worked
thing that is attractive, you natuair. On the other hand, all big evehumorously
into the
ning shows depend almost entirely
by having it given by Dona to her
on the "name value" of stars to at16-year old twin. Dean, as a birthtract a listening audience.
EUROPE TURNS TO SPONSORSHIP
day present. However, the apron
Also consider this. In the halfwas
featured as so attractive that
hour, one time, dramatic broadcast,
Several
Countries
Permit
Commercial
Announcements
the mother, Rhoda Harding, immeand in the dramatic section of a
diately tried to get Dean to turn
variety program there are frequent
To Finance State Radio Systems
the apron over to her.
shifts of locale during the course
It was made a source of great
of the story which are featured by UNDER the duress of finding new
its broadcasting system, and he is interest for well over a week. The
short interludes of mood music or sources
of revenues to aid in armasaid to be considering the intro- result of the offer was that the
duction of advertising. Greece, for
by the the
announcer's
breaking in to
ment and other governmental exre-set
scene.
whom the Germans are building a Staley Company was able to mulpenditures, some European governtiply its Chicago distribution conments are turning to the American
In most daj-time serials there is
new 15,000-watt station at Athens
either one setting and time se- plan of sponsoring broadcasting,
siderably. Up to then its distributo start this summer, is considertion
in certain sections of the Chiquence throughout, or a change of according to Orrin E. Dunlap Jr.,
ing commercial broadcasting, and a
cago area had been distinctly spotlocale or time is indicated by fad- radio editor of the New York
British company has leased Radio
ing directly yet unobtrusively from
Times, in his leading article of Lyon in France for commercial
fer, ty.
Staley
Cubes had
of-"
thewaypremium
one sequence to the next. This is June 6.
after Starch
Shortly Gloss
programs destined for the British found
their
welcome
into_ every
done so the framework and meIsles. New Zealand also has insti- worth while grocery store in the
The
necessity
of
providing
addichanics of the program will not obtuted four commercial stations.
tional revenue, he reports, has
city of Chicago.
trude themselves on the consciousIt is said that the revenues from
prompted the official broadcasting
ness of the listener.
Incidentally I have found that
radio set taxes are now insufficient
company of Austria to permit comthe surest way to sell a dramatic
What I am driving at is this.
mercial spot announcements at 20 to meet the needs of the governprogram to a prospective
Every effort is made to make the cents per word. This may help Ausment-owned radio monopolies, these daytime
sponsor is to urge a local test,
tria raise $200,000 a year addi- needs being (1) self-support and which
daj'time daily drama appear as a
will
determine whether or
tional taxes which have been im(2) revenues for the governmental
real-life happening vvhich is being
treasuries. Latest available statis- not it should be put on one of the
eavesdropped on by the listener.
posed upon the broadcasting comtics show 30,000,000 radios in use national networks. This can be done
Every extreme is adopted to prepany due to armament expendiwith absolute assurance that the
in all of Europe, as against some
tures. Turkey is reported to have
vent the feeling of artificiality or
program will be successful . . . that
24,000,000 in the United States.
"show" from obti-uding itself on assigned Dr. Herzberg, former
is, it will be if the writer of the
the consciousness or sub-consciousPractically all radio sets in Europe
stage manager for Max Reinhardt
script
knows his job. No other type
are
taxed.
ness of the listener.
in Berlin, as general manager of
of program is as foolproof.
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Canadian
Given

Stations

Additional

Advertising Time
JAMES MONTAGNES
CANADIAN broadcasters will be
allowed a greater leeway in advertising time starting almost immediately, Gladstone Murray, general
manager of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., told Broadcasting
in an exclusive interview. The advertising content per hour will be
raised from the present non-enforCed 5% per hour to an enforced
10%, or six minutes per hour.
In addition to this, spot announcements will be allotted two
minutes per hour, but there will
be no stopping a broadcaster putting all his spots or any amount of
them at any given period. Thus a
broadcaster can run his allotted
time for two or more hours at
once, putting all his spots in at the
best time. His daily total however
must not amount to more than two
minutes per hour of operation.
The Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. itself is definitely going after
more sponsored programs, to pay
for the upkeep of the five high
powered transmitters to be installed within the next three years.
Two Western Electric plants will
be ready by Oct. 1, at Montreal and
Toronto. These mean an added capital expense of $500,000, and it is
estimated that the five stations together will require $900,000 in annual maintenance charges. To pay
for this and the added hours of
sustaining programs, which will
also go into operation in October,
the corporation needs extra funds
above the $2,000,000 collected as
license fees from listeners.
While the CBC is not going in
a big way after commercial time
as yet, it has been swamped with
requests for time on the two new
stations. General Manager Murray
stated, and it has become a matter
of reserving space for necessary
sustaining programs. Both American and Canadian sponsored programs will be carried, with many
more American advertising network programs lined up when the
new stations begin operation.
New call letters will be given to
the high powered regional transmitters— in Vancouver CBR, in
Toronto, CBL, in Montreal, CBF,
in the prairie provinces, CBK and
in the maritime provinces, CBA.
Sunday advertising and beer and
•wine advertising will be definitely
ruled on by the CBC governors at
their August meeting in Quebec.
It is not likely that Sunday sponsored programs will be eliminated,
or that beer and wine programs
will be altogether cancelled from
Quebec and British Columbia stations where such advertising is allowed.
Privately-owned stations will be
limited to 1,000 watts power, but
they have been given a security of
tenure, Murray explained. There is
no likelihood of their being eliminated from the Canadian air now,
but there will perhaps be some
wavelength shuffling during the
winter, after the Havana international wavelength conference between Canada, the United States,
Mexico and Cuba. Since Canadian
stations have no vested air rights
it is expected the CBC will have
the pick of the bands. Present private high power stations will not
be made to cut their power, but
they cannot raise it.
Page 30
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Bundt Test Campaign
BUNDT LABORATORIES, Detroit, will use radio as a part of a
campaign being planned for lodogrin, a throat ailment remedy.
Radio will be tied into a national
campaign which Avill follow a test
campaign now being undertaken in
newspapers. C. E. Rickerd Adv.
Agency, Detroit, handles the account.
Railroad Plans Series
ILLINOIS CENTRAL Co., Chicago (railroad), is contemplating a
one-hour musical variety show to
be aired over a NBC-midwestern
network this fall following the
RCA Magic Key program. Caples
Co., Chicago, is the agency.
College Starts Test
JONES COLLEGE, Cleveland, Tenn. (religious), has appointed the Allied Advertising
Agencies Inc., Los Angeles, to direct its Pacific Coast radio activities and late in June started a
three-month test campaign talk.
Dick Smith services the account.
BOB

New

WBS

Chicago

OpensNew

WRTD
Completes Staff,
Goes on Air, Joins NBC
ITS STAFF completed, WRTD,
Richmond, new
1 0 0 - watter o n
1500 kc, went on
the air June 24
and joined the
NBC- workBlue
on June net27
undertion the
direcof Campbell
Arnoux, general Mr. Arnoux
manager of WTAR, Norfolk. The
same
day WMBG
on NBCRed while
WRVA went
joined
CBS.
WRTD is licensed to the Richmond
Times Dispatch whose owners
publish the Norfolk Virginian Pilot
and Ledger-Dispatch, and operate
WTAR. Ovelton Maxey, recently
with WBTM, Danville, Va., is resident manager of WRTD, with
David Bain, formerly with WTAL,
Tallahassee, Fla., chief engineer;
Florence C. Thomas, program director; Bernard Dabney, continuity
manager. John Carl Moran, WTAR
announcer, is at WRTD for several
weeks, to be relieved later by
Ernest Bowman. Temporary quarters have been set up in the State
Planters Bank Bldg. until mid-July
when the penthouse studios and
offices will be ready.
Home

Chicago

of World

Headquarters;

Spot Promotion
Cooperative Is Urged
LOCATED two blocks east of theory that the existing system is
Michigan Ave. in the heart of Chi- not ideal. No decision was reached
however, on any plan and Mr.
cago's advertising district, the new
Deutsch osition
wrll
Chicago headquarters of World
later. submit a definite propBroadcasting System at 201 E.
It was generally agreed at the
Erie St. were officially opened June
dinner that the library service is
21 and were visited by many NAB
not sufficiently remunerative to
conventioneers. With elaborate of- permit an organization such as
fices, three modern studios and WBS, as now constituted, to encomplete vertical recording and
gage in the widespread development of new spot business. In most
processing facilities, the plant is
the only one of its kind in the cases station affiliates of WBS pay
Middle West. Built under the sup- commissions of some 7%% on business originating with WBS, but
ervision of New York esgineers
who modernized the WHS plant at other methods of remuneration
711 Fifth Ave., New York, it em- were considered.
bodies the latest scientific resources
Attending the dinner, in addition
and sound reproduction experiences to Mr. Deutsch, were A. J. Kenof Bell Laboratories, Western Elecdrick, Chicago vice-president of
tric and ERPI.
WBS; Reed Wight, Chicago sales
At an informal dinner given by manager of WBS; Martin Campbell, WFAA, Dallas; C. W. Myers,
Percy L. Deutsch, WBS president,
KOIN-KALE, Portland, Ore.;
the night of June 19, the organizaLewis Allen Weiss, Don Lee Nettion of a possible cooperative comwork; Joseph O. Maland, WHO,
pany to create spot business was
Des
Moines; Arthur B. Church,
discussed by WBS executives with
KMBC, Kansas City; I. R. Lounsa dozen invited guests. Such a comberry, WGR - WKBW, Buffalo,
pany would operate as a separate
entity in the transcription library Theodore C. Streibert, WOR, Newand processing field. The sentiment
ark; Walter J. Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee; G. Richard Shafto, WIS,
was that WBS should be encouragColumbia,
S. C.
ed in its creative work on the
BROADCASTING

PATTERSOIS

SEEKS

TO ACQUIRE KGGC
REV. S. H. PATTERSON, who on
June 1 became manager of KGGC,
San Francisco, will shortly apply
to the FCC to approve his purchase of that 100-watt station at
an undisclosed price from the
Golden Gate Broadcasting Corp.,
of which the Rev. R. G. Craig of
the Glad Tidings Temple is the
principal stockholder. Mr. Patterson formerly owned KVOR, Colorado Springs, which he sold to the
Oklahoma
CityforOklahonMn
interests last year
$80,000.
Mr. Patterson also has pending
before the FCC an application for
a new 100-watt station on 1420 kc.
in Cheyenne, Wyo., in which he
would hold 45% interest, with
Richard Schroeder and John Arp,
of Cheyenne, holding the remainingsonstock.
Late last
year Garden
Patteralso bought
KIUL,
City, Kan., but he withdrew ?iis application for voluntary transfer
June 15. He also had an application before the FCC at one time
for a new 1,000-watt station on
1570 kc. in Denver, but dropped it.
Mr. Patterson stated that plans
for radical changes in KGGC
equipment and studio policies are
under way. A nev/ RCA 250-watt
transmitter is being installed in
the Olympic Hotel in downtown
San Francisco. On the roof of the
hostelry will be constructed a 179foot ator.
quarter-wave
At least two newvertical
studios radiwill
be built and the present ones completely renovated and modernized.
Completion of the tower and new
studios is expected by Sept. 1, after
which KGGC will operate on a full
time 24-hour basis, Mr. Patterson
stated.
Canadian Board Changes
COL. WILFRED BOVEY, one of
the nine members of the board of
governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., resigned at the end
of May because of pressure of
work in his post as Director of
Extramural Relations at McGill
University, Montreal. He was succeeded by Rev. Canon Wilfred E.
Fuller, of Campbellton, N. B.,
which in some circles is interpreted
as a move to placate the Englishspeaking Protestants, some of
whom sionhave
the Roman
incluon the objected
board oftothe
Catholic priest. Prof. A. Vachon,
of Laval University, Quebec.
President on Air
PRESIDENT Franklin D. Roosevelt was to exchange good neighbor
greeting with Lord Tweedsmuir,
Governor General of Canada, in a
special
bi-atinginternational
Dominion broadcast
Day, Julycele-1,
9:30-10 p.m. on NBC-Blue network.
The President was to be heard for
four minutes, speaking from Hyde
Park, while Lord Tweedsmuir was
to speak from the CBC studios in
Canada in this celebration marking
the 17th anniversary
federation of Canada. of the ConGruen on NBC-Red
GRUEN WATCH Co., Cincinnati,
will star Sheila HBarrett of night
club fame and Joe Rines and his
orchestra in a half-hour Sunday
evening series on NBC-Red, beginning Oct. 3. Guest stars will also
be featured in the series, which was
placed through the Cleveland office
of McCann-Erickson Inc.
• Broadcast
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.Mrs.

Elliott

Roosevelt

Acquire* Stock Control
Of KFJZ,
Fort Worth
MRS. ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT,
daughter-in-law of President Roosevelt, who was Ruth Goggins of
Fort Worth before she married the
second son of the President, has
purchased the majority of the stock
of Fort Worth Broadcasters Inc.,
licensee of KFJZ, Fort Worth local
on 1370 kc. The purchase was from
R. S. Bishop, who owned 99.3^r of
the
corporation's
and the deal
is subject
to FCC stock,
approval.
Elliott Roosevelt, who for nearly
two years has been vice-president
of Hearst Radio Inc., in charge of
its Southwestern stations with
headquarters in Fort Worth, stated
that the purchase of KFJZ will not
affect his association with Hearst
Radio.
The purchase price was not disclosed by Jesse Martin, attorney
who announced the deal. Mr.
Bishop, it was stated, will continue
to operate the station for the time
being with Harry Hutchinson to be
manager after the station is taken
over by its new owner. Mr. Hutchinson, formerly with KOMA, Oklahoma City, and KVOO, Tulsa, is already working under Mr. Bishop.
The stock will be in the name of
Mrs. Ruth G. Roosevelt. Present
personnel of KFJZ will be maintained for the most part. Mrs.
Roosevelt is the daughter of a
wealthy Texas oil operator.
KFJZ was founded in 1918 at
Camp Bowie and was used by the
government during the war. Later
it was taken over by W. E. Branch,
now a Fort Worth radio construction engineer with broadcasting interests along the Mexican border,
who operated it as a 50-watter with
the transmitter in a clothes closet
and his living room as a studio.
Other former ownere of the station
were the Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary, H. C. Allison and the late H. C. Meacham.
Mr. Bishop purchased the stock
from the Meacham estate in 1930.
Rivals in Louisville
THIRD applicant for a new broadcasting station in Louisville is
WAVE, Inc., licensee of WAVE,
which has asked the FCC for a
construction permit for 250 watts
night and 500 watts day on 610 kc.
Previously filed, and already heard
by an FCC examiner, was the application of the Louisville CourierJmimcd and Times, operators of
WHAS, asking for 100 watts full
time on 1210 kc. The other pending application, not yet heard, is
that of D. E. (Plug) Kendrick,
who recently sold his interest in
WIRE, Indianapolis, also seeking
1210 kc. but with 250 watts day
and 100 watts night.
Press Turns to Radio
PITTSBURGH'S three newspapers
made a series of newscasts on
WWSW and WCAE June 22 when
a strike of the Wrappers and Shippers Union stopped publication of
all local papers. John J. Davis and
Ray Schneider handled the newscasts at regular half-hour intervals
for WWSW, and Norman Twigger and James Murray broadcast
on WCAE. When drivers struck in
Philadelphia, June 14, the Evening
Bulletin had a wire run from WIP,
that city, and Harry Proctor gave
five newscasts throughout the day.
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BASEBALL SOUNDS
Fool Fa ns on WMT Wired

MRS. ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT
C & 0 DISCOlSTimES
RADIO ADVERTISING
AFTER five years as a leading
spot account, Cheaspeake & Ohio
Railroad is discontinuing its radio
advertising
June 30incoincident witheffective
a curtailment
all
other schedules.
The decision to drop its radio
spots amounting to approximately
$100,000 a year, follows the death
of L. C. Probert, vice-president of
the line and a pioneer in the use of
radio for railroad promotion. Executives of the Van Sweringen road,
even
during
Probert's
tenure,
were opposed Mr.
to radio
advertising
as have been the old line heads of
other roads. It was during Mr.
Probert's incumbency that the controversy over the use of new media
was precipitated in railroad
advertising circles. In spite o f
the opposition Mr. Probert persisted in his use of five-minute
transcriptions. Even during the
depression C & O was one of the
two roads in the country which
never missed a dividend.
In cancelling present contracts
running on nine stations, C & 0
is taking a short-rate on them, it is
understood. Until Mr. Probert's
death last February the list of stations totalled some 16 but was curtailed shortly thereafter. Lewis
Edwin Ryan Advertising Agency,
of Washington, has been handling
the radio portion of the C & O account. Herluf Provensen, vice-prestive. ident, has been the account execuStations which have received the
cancellation orders are WRC,
WMAL, WCKY, WIRE, WAVE,
KSD, WREN, KPRC and KVOO.
The decision to curtail all advertising expenditures was reached, it
is reported, by W. J. Harahan, C
& 0 president and Walter Jackson,
the new advertising manager.
Wasey on NBC for Year
FOLLOWING the tested formula
of broadcasting hillbilly music to
sell proprietary products, Wasey
Products Corp., New York, has
signed a 52-week contract with
NBC to sponsor the music of Carson Robinson and His Buckaroos in
the interest of Zemo, Musterole
and other products on the Blue
network each Monday, Wednesday
and Friday afternoon from 4 to
4:15, beginning Oct. 4. Programs
are handled by Erwin, Wasey &
Co. Inc., New York.
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Game Descriptions
BASEBALL broadcasts on WMT,
Cedar Rapids, la., have the fans
guessing as to whether telegraphic
play-by-play
descriptions
aired
or the announcer
is rightare behind
home plate. Bert Puckett, WMT
sportscaster, rigged up a small bat
and sponge rubber pad.
On called strikes and balls, or
when the batter misses the pitch,
Puckett smacks the rubber pad and
it sounds like a ball hitting the
catcher's mitt. When the batter
connects with one, the suspended
bat is hit with a small mallet and
crowd noises are used in the backeround build-up of exciting nlavs.
During the broadcasts the WMT
phones are busy with fans wanting
to know if the game is teleeraphic
or play-by-play from the ball park.
WSNJ, Bridgeton, N. J.,
To Take the Air Aug. 1
AUTHORIZED last Jan. 27 by the
FCC, the new WSNJ at Bridgeton,
N. J., 100 watts daytime on 1210
kc, will go on regular schedule
about Aug. 1, using RCA equipment throughout and a 180-foot Lehigh tower. Licensee of the station
is Howard B. Frazier, Philadelphia
consulting radio engineer, who will
continue his consulting practice
and act as advisory chief engineer
of WSNJ. Its general manager will
be Paul Alger, who started in radio as an announcer with WCAM,
Camden, then went to WPEN, Philadelphia, where he conducted the
famous Lucky Dollar Club and
later served with WDAS and
WBIG in the same city.
Commercial manager will be
Burt P. McKinnie, director of the
old McKinnie Operatic Co. and
more recently circuit director and
member of the board of managers
of the Swarthmore Chautauqua.
Studios, offices and transmitter will
be housed together in a new modernistic ufiit occupying a four-acre
tract on the outskirts of Bridgeton
and designed by Silverman & Levy,
Philadelphia
Frazier formerlyarchitects.
was withMr.WPEN,
WRAX, WFAS, WDAS and with
the old American, General and
Amalgamated systems but has
been in consulting work for the last
two years.
Avalon on Six Stations
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Co., Louisville, which began sponsoring a three - a - week
broadcast of sports and news on
WEEI, Boston, early in June, on
June 28 extended the broadcasts to
include a six-station CBS hookup
in New Eneland consisting of
WEEI. WLBZ. WPRO, WORC,
WMAS and WDRC. Broadcasts,
from 7:30 to 7:45 p. m. on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, are
conducted by Neal O'Hara, columnist on a Boston newspaper, and consist of a section from O'Hara's column, a sports review and a discussion of every-day events. Series advertising Avalon cigarettes was
placed through BBDO, New York.
TRANSFER of control of the Plains
Radio Broadcasting Co. Inc., operating KGNC, Amarillo, and KFYO,
Lubbock, from the estate of Wilbur
C. Hawk and Gene A. Howe to the
Globe News Publishing Co. Inc., was
authorized June 8 by the FCC Broadcast Division.

Wilson

Is Retained

As Cuban
Advisor
Will Serve as Consultant to
Island During Conference
HERBERT L.
WILSON, consulting radio engineer of New
York, has
been
retained by the
Republic
of Cuba
as engineering
consultantnectioninwithconthe
impending North
Wilson
American
allocation of frequencies.
Dr. Wilson returned to the
United States June 14 after three
weeks in Havana, at which time
arrangements for his services were
completed
Cuban Secretary
Government. Dr.with
Juan theRemos,
of State for Foreign Affairs, completed the consulting
arrangements.capacity
In his
Dr. Wilson will handle the preliminary and preparatory work for the
Cuban Government in connection
with the Nov. 1 Pan American
Conference which has as its objective drafting of a treaty for division of broadcasting frequencies
amongcas.the
nations
in the asAmeriHe will
also serve
chief
technical advisor to the Cuban delegation attending the Pan American
Conference.
Dr. Wilson has been acting in a
consulting capacity with a number
of privately-owned Cuban broadcasting stations. The nature of this
work has been cleaning up of
equipment and eliminating heteroand over-modudyningwhichinterference
lation
has resulted
from the
rather haphazard radio operations
on the Island. He explained that
his effort in this connection is to
broadcast strucbringture the
up to aCuban
par with that existing
in this
country through
introduction of American
engineering
standards and principles.
Of the 30 stations in Cuba, some
eight already have revised their
technical systems in accordance
with specifications outlined by Dr.
Wilson. Ultimately it is planned to
put thetions onentire
of Cuban basis.
staa soundroster
engineering
McKesson

on Net

FOLLOWING a 2i-week test in
New England on a three-station
hookup (WTIC, WTAG, WNAC).
McKesson & Robbins Inc., Bridgeport, Conn., is bringing its radio
serial Girl Interne — Joyce Jordan,
sponsored for Calox Tooth Powder,
into New York on WEAF, beginning June 28. Program, a dramatic
serial of hospital life, is scheduled
for 52 weeks over a four-station
NBC network and will be broadcast
Monday through Friday from 2:45
to 3 p.m. until Oct. 8, after which
the Friday broadcast will be dropped and the program continued on
a four-day weekly schedule until
June, 1938. Program is placed
through Brown & Tarcher Inc.,
N. Y.
BLAIR WALLISER and Don Pontiusmentof the
WGNJuneproduction
were lost
20 for 20departhours
in Lake Michigan off Kenosha, Wis.,
because of a heavy fog. Walliser was
transporting his racing sloop Revenge
by tow and sail from Bristol, R. I.,
where he had purchased it and had
been joined at Milwaukee by Pontius.
July 1, 1937
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Senator
Offers

Robinson
New

Bill

To
Shift Offices
Broad Powers for President in
Revised Reorganization
PRESIDENT Roosevelt's plan to
reorganize the Executive Branch of
Government was embodied June
23 in a bill introduced by Senator
Robinson, Democratic majority
leader, which had avowed administration support. The FCC, as well
as the other so-called independent
agencies, would be vitally affected
by passage of the Robinson Bill in
its present form. In an explanation of his measure for the press.
Senator Robinson said it definitely
protected these agencies from abolition or emasculation by executive
order.
However, in the words of the bill,
the President would be authorized
with certain limitations, to transfer, retransfer, regroup, coordinate,
consolidate, reorganize, segregate
or abolish any or all of these agencies. The limitations would prevent actual abolition of the functions of these agencies, and would
require a review of the president's
executive orders by Congress within 60 days of issuance.
That the administration intends
to throw its full strength behind
the Robinson proposal was clearly
indicated June 27 by Postmaster
General Farley, upon his return
from the Democratic parley on
Jefferson Island in Chesapeake
Bay. He said the administration
would prefer to see Congress remain in session until such time as
the reorganization measure and the
Supreme Court revision projects
were finally considered.
Possible Transfer
Under the bill, certain administrative duties of the FCC might be
transferred to the Department of
Commerce. Under the original plan
as presented to Congress several
months ago, the FCC would have
been absorbed bodily into the Commerce Department.
The Robinson Bill, even with its
compromse provisions designed to
protect the FCC, Federal Trade
Commisison, Interstate Commerce
Commission and other agencies,
failed to appease the expressed opposition ofa bloc of Senators headed by Senator Byrd (D-Va.). The
Virginia Senator, himself the head
of a Senate Reorganization Committee, said unofficially he preferred the substance of a report
made to his committee by Brookings Institution. That report recommended enlargement, rather
than restriction of the duties of
the quasi-iudicial agencies, including the FCC.
In the House, Chairman Cochran
of Missouri, head of the reorganization committee in that body, appointed four subcommittees to prepare legislation designed to meet
the President's
request.
committee would confine
its One
activities
to the plan for shifting about the
independent agencies. It was headed by Rep. Lindsay Warren (D.-N.
C), and included Reps. Cochran
(D.-Mo.), Vinson (D.-Ky), Kniffin,
(D.-O.), Beam (R.-Ill.), and Taber
(R.-N. Y.).
ELIMINATION of the tax on broadeast advertising is one of the more importanttaxchangeslaw,
in which
Missouri's
new
state sales
increased
the rate of taxation from 1% to 2%.
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KGLOmen
STANDING in a New York
City drug store telephone
booth, J. P. Gude of CBS
station relations, perchance
picked up some matches from
the cigar counter, noted
that the cover read "Green
Mill turned
Cafe, Mason
and
back toCity,
the Iowa"
phone
to learn that a wire had come
from Lee P. Loomis, publisher of Mason City GlobeGazette, operator of KGLO,
asking for an appointment to
discuss a CBS affiliation.
When the contract had been
signed, Gude gave Loomis
the matches autographed by
Gude and Herbert Akerburg,
CBS vice-president. The
matches will be placed in the
cornerstone when new studios
are built next year.
Connery Death Affects
Capitol Radio Situation
THE SUDDEN death on June 16
of Rep. Connery (D-Mass.) is expected to have a bearing upon the
radio situation at this session of
Congress, according to opinion at
the Capitol. Rep. Connery was the
author of the House resolution H.
Res. 92, providing for a sweeping
investigation of alleged monopoly
in radio. This investigation, which
has been dormant practically since
its introduction, last January, proposed setting up of a select committee of seven members which presumably would be headed by Rep.
Connery, to engage in the investigation. The House Rules Committee, in spite of two hearings on a
preferential rule to bring the resolution before the House, thus far
has failed to give it right of way.
Rep. Connery also became a
member of the House Patents committee, charged with copyright legislation, at this session. The committee, however, has had no hearings since the last session of Congress. Rep. Wigglesworth (RMass.), colleague of Rep. Connery,
also has been active in demanding
a congressional investigation of radio and it is possible he will continue the effort for the inquiry at
this session. Administration leaders unofficially have indicated that
there will be no such investigation
as far as they are concerned.
Milk Fund to Place
THE New York State Bureau of
Milk Publicity has appointed J. M.
Mathes Inc., New York, in charge
of its advertising for the third successive year. The $300,000 appropriation will be divided between
newspapers and radio, with daily
one-minute announcements on 16
stations through the state comprising the radio campaign, which will
be started on Sept. 27. Wilfred S.
King, radio director of the agency,
said that the station list has not
been completely made up yet.
FOR THE third successive season
Sherwin-Williams Co., Cleveland pain
manufacturer, will sponsor the Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the Air
for a Sunday evening half-hour on
NBC-Bkie. Beginning Oct. 3 the
series will continue until March 27,
1938, with Edward Johnson as master
of ceremonies. Program was placed
through Cecil, Warwick & Legler Inc.,
New York.

New Engineering Firm

Dr. George Brown and Paul Godley
G. H. Brown

and Godley

Form Engineering Firm
FORMATION of the consulting
engineering firm of Godley &
Brown was announced June 18 by
Paul F. Godley, consulting engineer of Montclair, N. J.
Dr. George H. Brown, prominent
radio scientist and for the last four
years with the research division of
RCA Manufacturing Co., Camden,
on July 1 will join the firm with
the resultant change in name, Mr.
Godley declared.
A graduate of the University of
Wisconsin where he received his
P.H.D. and where he also served as
a research fellow. Dr. Brown has
been identified with development
of television, ultra-high frequency
and conventional broadcast antennas and with coverage and wave
propagation research. He participated in the installation of the
RCA experimental television station atop the Empire State Building and also did much work in connection with the development of
the new CBS television station to
be located in the Chrysler Building.
Dr. Brown devised the miniature
antenna method of determining eft:/pes and shapes of antennas forfective
RCA.
NBC

Promotes

Boyd

MAURICE M. BOYD, of the naspot division
of NBC's
erntional
sales
department,
has Eastbeen
appointed manager of the division,
effective July 1, succeeding F. E.
Spencer Jr., who has resigned to
become vice-president of Craig &
Hollingberry Inc., station representatives, in charge of its New
York division. Boyd has been with
NBC since January, 1933, and previously was associated with Westinghouse stations WBZ - WBZA,
Boston-Springfield, and with R. H.
Macy & Co.
United Farmers Contest
CONTEST series sponsored by
United Farmers Cooperative
Ci'eamery Assn. Inc., Charleston,
Mass., was completed on WORL,
Boston, June 30. Children were
urged to write letters telling why
they liked the sponsor's products
and proof of purchase was required. Five first prizes of $5 were
given. United Farmers will begin
another transcription series early
in September over radio facilities
yet to be obtained. Louis Glaser
Inc., Boston, is agency.
BROADCASTING

Awards

for Radio

Plays

Planned Semi-Annually
By Radio Script Group
A SERIES of semi-annual awards
for the best radio plays produced
by American radio stations has
been announced by the Radio
Script Foundation, 535 Fifth Ave.,
New York, a non-profit endowment
organized to award outstanding
ability in the writing of radio
plays and to secure for the radio
playwright the same recognition
that similar prize awards have
given the theatrical playwrip-ht.
Station owners are invited to submit to the Foundation's committee
scripts of plays actually broadcast
over their stations within the sixmonth periods starting Sept. 1 and
March 1 of each year, roughly the
winter and summer seasons. Nominations for the first awards will be
accepted beginning Sept. 1.
For the best plays submitted,
judged
basis of themedium,
fullest
use of on
the thebroadcasting
the Foundation will award a first
prize of $100, second and third
prizes of $50 each, and a fourth
award of $25. A special award
will be given to the director of the
first prize radio play and a commemorative plaque to the station
on which it was broadcast.
Judgesering the
forperiod
the first
awards,
from
Sept.cov-1,
1937 to Feb. 28, 1938, are: Alfred
J. McCosker, president WOR, representing broadcasting ; Brock
Pemberton, Broadway producer,
representing the legitimate theatre; Ben Gross, radio critic of the
New York Daily News, representing the I'adio
critics;manager,
William
Burnham,
advertising
Bigelow-Sanford Carpet Co. Inc.,
representing sponsors; Antony
Sanford, radio director, J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York, representing agency production men;
Selena Royle, actress, representing
actors; Carl Reed, president, Elizabeth Marbury Inc., representing
playwrights; Dr. 0. H. Caldwell,
former federal radio commissioner,
representing technicians; Paul S.
Ellison, Hygrade Sylvania Corp.,
representing the radio industry;
and, for the committee, Georgia
Backus, chairman of the board, Radio Events Inc., Joseph M. Koehler,
president, Radio Events Inc., and
Lloyd Jacquet, executive secretary
of the Foundation.
Empire State Series
THE Committee of 1,000,000, an
institution whose avowed purpose
is "to combat the subversive influences undermining the traditional American form of living," is
sponsoring a series of broadcasts
over the New York State Broadcasting System, featuring Gerald
L. K. Smith, well-known public
speaker. Programs are broadcast
for a half-hour on Friday evenings.
From South Africa
RENE F. CAPRARA, managing
director of the South African
Broadcasting Corp., will visit New
York for 10 days starting July 10
on a tour of inspection of American
broadcasting. Arrangements for
visits to the NBC and CBS plants
have been made. He may be contacted through the New York office
of the Bureau of Foreign & Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce, 743 Customhouse.
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From the station log
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To get 'em,

^

you've got to reach 'em

Program Amplifier Boosts Signal
WHO is the first radio station to use
the new Western Electric 110 A Program
Amplifier, completing installation on
February 26, 1937.
The result is that the WHO signal has
been intensified to the same extent as if
the carrier power had been increased to
100,000 watts with the previous equipment.
ps
To the advertiser, this means an increase in the effective coverage of WHO
and also a much better signal in the primary coverage areas, both day and night.
To us, this means that with alert progressive engineering work, WHO has
the equivalent of an increase in power
to 100.000 watts — that's some power for
a territory where conditions are unusually favorable for radio transmission.
Every Period Has Paid Out
"Our expenditure on WHO during
April turnwas
approximately
In refor this
expenditure $2,000.
you produced
f),075 one-dollar orders for our stock.
This means that WHO brought in dollar-bills, for our offer, at a cost of less
than 33c per dollar . . . Furthermore, our
records show that regardless of what
time we schedule our programs on
WHO, they paid out in a big way."
There you have a few excerpts from a
letter we recently received from a wellknown mail order house. When this advertiser started his spring schedule on
WHO, 10:30 to 10:45 p. m. was the only
available time. Later the broadcasts
were moved to 11:15 a. m. Mondays
through Friday. Still later this advertiser
took quarter hours on the WHO Barn
Dance — and remember, this client states
that every period "paid out in a big
Iowa Payrolls up 16%

CENTRAL BROADCASTING
CO., Des Moines
J. O. MALAND, Manager
Phone --3-7147
National Representatives: FREE & PETERS, Inc.
New York
Detroit
Chicago
Los Angeles
San Francisco

The most recent report from Frank
Wenig, Iowa Labor Commissioner, covering the month of May, 1937, showed
the following gains :
In employment, a 6% gain over 1936.
way."
In dollar-volume of payrolls, a 16%
gain over 1936.
These gains were not brought about
by striking changes in any one or two
districts, but by increases registered
throughout the state. The state-wide
nature of these increases gives fresh significance to the fact that Iowa is a big
market BECAUSE it is a big collection
of smaller markets. No single city dominates Iowa. Its largest city, Des Moines,
has less than 6% of the state's population. Iowa's commercial acitivity flows
through more than a score of important
trading centers.
Some of these trading centers have
smaller radio stations. Some do not. One
station, and only one, reaches all Iowa
at once. That station is WHO.
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Twestionnaire

Twazy

: Watts

the

Use

When I finally had played my
little game the questionnaire lined
up like this:
Q. 1 — How many watts does your
station have ?

There^s No Place Like Ohm
When
an Agency
Sets Out
To Do Some Serious Questionnairing
of Stations
LLicIWIT
MIem
HA37LF epid
of Spring
HE 19
TBv
r
THIS thing may be funny to some folks, but it's a deadly
Feve was not unlike any
that had gogne before in the serious message that an unknown midwestern contributor has
in
,
is
ss
rt
ne
or
busi
adve
o. de- submitted. He is anonymous. He is so anonymous that not even
e
di
ra
th
in
"game", excentspt
es
ci
Do
partme of some agen
k we'd t bite lethss
nd
u
e
in
th
ha
th
yo
s
ed
re
we we at the editor knows who he is. Consequently he doesn't bother
us ? No un
fe
hungdry — we erknedow which side our pulling his punches, and through his whimsical frothings there
on.
brea is butt
A — .05 millivolts.
is an obvious gritting of teeth and gory growl of delight as he
In some agency radio departQ. 2 — What are your rates for
ments, a new crop of spring lambs
aims for the button and hits it. The subject of this tender
one quarter-hour: a. Evening, b.
got turned out to play, and made
Afternoon,
c. Morning.
morsel of verbal manipulation is: Questionnaires.
business for the aspirin people.
A — -We provide mailings to dealMaybe they were lepreschauns.
ers on our letterheads, and assistNo, that can't be right. They
ance in point of purchase display
tions, leaving plenty of space for
Papa Sheep mighty proud of their
weren't lepreschauns, and they little offspringers. One questiofi the answers. Then I earnestly
and other advertisings at cost.
weren't elves. They must have been that I remember in particular was
wrote the answers. Then I put
Q. 3 — What signal strength limit
lambs, frolicking around in a wonslips with numbers corresponding
in millivolts most nearly coincides
derful new world, nibbling at a a stumper. "What type of program
with what you call your primary
tid-bit of green research here and
gets the
best results?"
It's to
a quesareaA—? 42.
tion anyone
has a right
ask,
there, sniffing around at a lush
patch of market data, and shying
little lambikins. And it's a quesQ. 4 — What are your hours of
tion we've been asking, too. The
away wide-eyed now and then from
station operation?
a forbidding file of miscellaneous
only
answer
we've
used
so
far
has
been an adaptation of one which
information.
A — We feel we have no "leading" malegood.
star — we have many
These little lambs meant no was first given about two generathat
are
harm, but what a bother their cute
tions after Adam: "They're all
Q. 5— What merchandising facilgood; some's better 'n others."
ities do you offer an advertiser ?
I can't even look at them any
A— 50,000 watts.
more. But after successfully playQ. 6— How many spot campaigns
shortstop
to my weeks,
waste-basket's
first ingbase
for three
I finally
do you carry on your station ?
A — 6:30 a. m. to 2 a. m.
muffed one, and since I was already
charged with an error I decided to
Q. 7 — What results have the
sponsors of your spot campaign
fondle a the
littleBecause
lambikins'
received ?
roller
while.
it wasslow
so to the questions and/or answers
A — There are 1,272,000 radio
typical I became intrigued with a into a hat I was fortunate enough
sets in our primary area.
desire to answer it, and I here- to borrow, shook them up, and
with humbly submit both questions
drew them out, slowly, with care.
Q. 8— What type of program apThe answer for the first number
and answers. I reasoned, however,
peals most to the rural audience?
that if the questions were drawn
drawn went down on the questionA — We feel we have no "leadnaire as answer to question No. 1,
out of a hat, the answers might
ing" female star — they are all
the answer for the second number
as well be, too.
little antics turned out to be. For
So I earnestly wrote out big drawTi went dowTi as the answer to
Q. 9 — ^Who is the leading female
this spring, to use the only kind
star on your station?
question No. 2. And so on.
numbers corresponding to the quesof language I can conceive these
A — a. Evening, $120; b. Aftergood.
noon, $65; c. Morning, $45.
lambs of understanding, the itsybitsy lambikins in the dway bids
Q. 10 — The leading male star?
REACHING
THE NEGRO
AUDIENCE
waydio departments went tomA — Almost all of them have atpwetely Twestionnaire Twazy.
tained extremely good results. A
personal conference is necessary to
WDAS Learns Value of Planning Programs for
Boxtops Buried
produce specific examples.
Q. 11 — How many radio sets in
Racial Groups — Sponsors Interested
Radio stations were deluged,
overrim, flooded, inundated,
your
? to appeal, as
ONE of the first stations to realize
bined the features of a church
A — primary
Any typearea
seems
drenched, barrage d, bombarded,
broadcast and studio program, and long
the
commercial
possibilities
of
proas
it
is
designed
for the rural
and shot to pieces with questionaudience.
grams designed especially for ne- at the same time kept commercial
naires. What kind? Every kind,
groes is WDAS, Philadelphia. With
All this makes me think of you,
sponsorship.
week asent
representativeEach
colored church
its little
with every question. One station's
the 1930 census showing over 250,- choir and soloists
lambikins. The next time
mail report showed questionnaires
to
the
studio
and
000 colored people in and near
you
want
to know something for
the
editor
of
the
local
negro
paper
out-numbering
box-top
mail
by
Philadelphia, WDAS began to plan
20%.
some reason, you can get it. But
broadcast news items of particular
programs
for
negro
listeners.
let any underhanded combine
These questionnaires, although
interest to colored listeners. The don't
It soon learned that few negro
seduce you into putting out any
their questions ranged in subject businessmen could afford radio
response to these appeals to racial more
Twazy Twestionnaires.
matter from zero to infinity, had a sponsorship, but that colored cus- and civic loyalty was great. This
By
the way, lambikins, what
few things in common. They were
program
is
presently
sponsored
by
tomers would almost exclusively
mimeographed or multigraphed.
a chain department store located in have you
patronize sponsors who presented
mation ? done with all that inforThe questions were neatly numthe downtown white business disshows featuring negro announcers,
bered. The numbering of the questrict which estimates that its col- sively those sponsors who present
artists and music.
ored business has increased 65% as shows
tions had nothing to do, however,
Finding no negro sponsor, WDAS
designed for them. To be
with sequence of subject matter
successful, colored programs must
began its experiment with sustain- a result of the series. Other white
desired ... an answer to question
sponsors urged WDAS to devise be as distinct and characteristic of
ing programs featuring colored
six would often involve complete
artists and the fan mail poured in, negro programs of a different type the negro as are foreign language
restatement of the answer to ques- obviously from negro listeners. and a Negro Swing Parade was in- programs characteristic of their
tion two, if the questionnaire
audiences.
Classical music was found to be
augurated. Along with the recordThese features were found to be
taboo and the music that got most
ings of colored artists, WDAS anhadn't
already
been
consigned
to
the waste-basket.
nounced the activities of various
most successful and they are listed
listener response was "ultra- negro social organizations. Most
in the order of preference shown by
Yes, I'll
ap- swing" and "torchy". A negro anpealing, alladmit
dressed they
up onlooked
a letternegroes are joiners, and WDAS
listener response: 1. Religious or
nouncer whose voice and mannerhead, and signed. Some of them
found its fan mail increasing.
isms were unmistakably negroid
semi-religious programs. 2. ReWires
were
installed
in
negro
night
were so cleverly done we had to used informal
corded shows of colored artists.
announcements.
get the envelopes clear open before
clubs
and
cafes
and
colored
an3. Live negro bands and vocalists.
The
next
problem
was
how
to
we could detect that awful blow to
nouncers spoke in the negro idiom.
4. Negro choral groups and quarmeet the demand for more negro
From this experimentation come
the ego, the form-letter feel.
tettes. No. 1 is possibly the most
But after these few common fea- church programs and retain white these facts: Negroes have a racial important from a commercial angle,
tures the questionnaires began to sponsorship. WDAS solved this loyalty that makes them constant
but it must be handled as a dignishow a quaint originality that problem by starting a series titled listeners to their own programs.
fied studio program and not as a
ought to make any Mama and
They will patronize almost exclu- religious service.
Negro Spiritual Hour which comPage 34
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CBS Race Exclusive
CBS has acquired exclusive broadcasting rights of all races of the
New York State Racing Association for an unannounced number of
years beginning with the 1938 season. Contract, signed for CBS June
25 by Lawrence W. Lowman, calls
for a minimum of 25 broadcasts
during the season, which includes
a month's races at each of the following tracks: Aqueduct, Belmont,
Empire, Jamaica and Saratoga.
Bryan Field, racing editor of the
New York Times, currently covering the 1937 New York racing
meets for WOR-Mutual, will broadcast for CBS next year.
RESULTS of the third annual
selection of radio stars made by
Radio Guide give the following
ratings: 1, Jack Benny; 2, Nelson
Eddy; 3, Lanny Ross; 4, Frances
Langford; 5, Lulu Belle; 6, Bing
Crosby; 7, Rudy Vallee, 8, Eddie
Cantor; 9, Joan Blain; 10, Jessica
Di'agonette;
Don Ameche. 11, Fred Allen; 12,

NETWORKS'
SHAKESPEARE
RIVALRY
CBS and NBC Dramatic Series Originate in Hollywood
-Featuring Movie StarsCBS came back with a list of 93
SHIFTING from the sports arena
stations to carry its Shakespeare
to the field of serious drama, NBCCBS rivalry, which had hitherto
piograms, largest stations lineup
confined itself to purchasing ex- ever scheduled for a sustaining
clusive broadcasting rights to series, and followed up with an imsporting events or to circumventing
posing list of stars, including
Burgess Meredith as Hamlet, Leslie
the other network's exclusive,
Howard
as Benedick in Much Ado
entered a new phase the middle of
About Nothing, Edward G. RobinJune when NBC met Columbia's
son as Petruchio in Taming of the
announcement of a Shakespearean
series by announcing its own series Shrew, Walter Huston as Henry
IV in the play of that name, with
of the bard's works starring John
Brian Aherne as Prince Hal and
Barrymore. Columbia had schedWalter Connolly as Falstaff in the
uled its eight broadcasts for Monday evenings, from 9 to 10 p.m.
same production. NBC retaliated
(EDST), beginning July 12, in the by announcing four plays by
time vacated by the Lux Radio
O'Neill to follow its six
Theatre. NBC-Blue scheduled its Eugene
Shakespearean dramas, thus comseries for Mondays also, from 9:30
peting
Shakesto 10:15 p.m., thus making it impeareanwithlineupColumbia's
right through
the
summer.
possible for listeners to hear both
Meanwhile, on the sports front,
networks' broadcasts, and further
got the jump on its competitor by CBS had obtained exclusive rights
starting on June 21.
to broadcast the Poughkeepsie Re-
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gatta
on June
from the Judges'
boat and
the 22observation
train,
choice vantage points. Refusing
to be keptnouncers
out,
NBC river
stationed
along the
banks, anon
two bridges,
in
a
coast
guard
cutter and then topped it off by
chartering a plane from which
Royal Brougham, sports editor of
the Seattle Post-Intelligencer and
loyal Washington rooter, broadcast
his home crew's victorious finish.
That same night, both NBC networks broadcast the Louis-Braddock fight, sponsored by Buick.
Feud Goes Abroad
Continuing their sporting feud,
both networks have sent special announcers to England to cover the
Wimbledon tennis matches, Bill
Tilden doing the honors for CBS
and John R. Tunis for NBC.
Tilden will do a daily quarter-hour
summary of the preliminary
matches and a play-by-play report
of the finals. Tunis is scheduled
to broadcast only the last five days
of the meet, which lasts from June
21 to July 3. July 3 also marks
two NBC exclusive sports broadcasts, of the A.A.U. field and track
championships at Milwaukee, and
of the Vanderbilt Cup auto races.
The All-Star baseball game to be
played in Washington on July 7
will be broadcast by CBS, MBS and
both NBC networks. All will likewise cover the America's Cup races
beginning July 31. NBC has engaged Kenneth S. M. Davidson,
yachting authority, as commentator
for the series; MBS has secured
another yachting expert, Cameron
King, while CBS has assigned Ted
Husing to direct its coverage.
^ 4: ^
HOLLYWOOD— CBS will spend
more than $60,000 in its elaborate
experimentation with Shakespearean drama during July and August.
William Lewis, CBS New York
vice-president in charge of programs, now in Hollywood to lay
the groundwork for the series, predicted that they would establish
Shakespeare and other classics for
regular yearly cycles. Plays will
be presented at the CBS Music Box
Theatre before a studio audience
whose reactions toegther with those
of listeners will be carefully checked. There will be no scenery or
costumes.
Producer will be Leonard Hole
of the CBS New York production
staff, with Harry Ommerle associate producer. Brewster Morgan,
former Rhodes scholar from University of Kansas and an outstanding Shakespearean director, with
experience
England's
Oxford
Theatre and in
legitimate
productions
on Broadway is to direct. Orchestra of 20 pieces will be used.
NBC sustaining cycle of six 45minute programs, termed "streamShakespeare,"
which started
June lined
21 from
Hollywood
on the
Blue network, is heard with John
Barrymore starred and narrating.
John Swallow directs and Marvin
Young, NBC Hollywood production
manager, is producer. Forrest
Barnes, who wrote the KECA, Los
Angeles, Shakespearean series last
year, is writer of the cycle, which
has a modern touch. Will Prior
conducts the orchestra. Series is
said to cost NBC approximately
$30,000.
TO
THE $1,100,000 earned by NBC
concert artists during the past j'ear.
$206,184 has been added from radio
appearances, according to a report
issued recently by George Engles.
managing director of NBC Artists
Service.
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EVERYONE

It's news for everyone when the WLS news
editor, Julian Bentley, broadcasts. Listeners
enjoy the unbiased,
presented
Julian

accurate

by this crack

Bentley,

news

news

comments

reporter.

prominently

mentioned

in

many popularity polls, was chosen by readers of RADIO GUIDE, in 1936, as the most
popular

non-network

news

reporter.

In this year's poll Bentley again ranks among
the ten leading news broadcasters. Most notable is the fact that his popularity comes
from

daytime

broadcasts.

Julian Bentley is not only popular
ers, he's also popular

JULIAN
AT

BENTLEY
THE

BROADCASTS

FOLLOWING

NEWS

solely

with listen-

with sales managers.

So

naturally, it's news for everyone when time is
available following or preceding one of these
WLS newscasts.

TIMES

7:00-7:10 A.M., CDST
8:15-8:30 A.M., COST
11:10-11:15 A.M., CDST
12:40-12:45 P.M., CDST
1:55-2:00 P.M., CDST

Use the desirable
now

WLS

news

periods that are

available to sell your merchandise

loyal WLS

to the

audience.

CHICAGO

m5

BURRIDGE

WITH
KOY

GLENN

Pres.

BLAIR

• Broadcast

& COMPANY,

Advertising

SNYDER,

Mgr.

THE VOICE

NEWS

KOY — 1000 watts full time — broadcasts news reports at regular
intervals from early morning till late night. KOY keeps listeners
in Phoenix informed of latest world-wide news. There are some
desirable periods available now! Write or wire.
JOHN

BROADCASTING

THE

D. BUTLER,

National

of ARIZONA
Now 1000 Watts
DAYand NIGHT
1390 KILOCYCLES
BURRIDGE D. BUTLER, Chsirmin
FRED A. PALMER, M.n.gt,

Representatives
July i, 1937
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Atlanta

WSB
WFBR
WAAB
WNAC
WICC
WEBR
WBEN
WCHS
WGAR
WFAA
WBAP
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Charleston,W.Va.
Cleveland
Dallas
Fort Worth

WFBM
WDAF
KARK
KFI

Indianapolis
Kansas City

Hnii^ton

NBC
MBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC
CBS
NBC

Little Rock

NBC

KECA
WHAS

Los Anqeles
Los Angeles
Louisville

NBC
NBC

WLLH
WTMJ

Lowell

WSM

Milwaukee
Nashville

NBC
NBC

New Orleans
Norfolk
Philadelphia

NBC
NBC

WEIL
KGW
KEX
WEAN
KSL
WOAI
KHQ
KJR

:[other

Buffalo

Denver
Detroit

WTAR
would

Bridgeport
Buffalo

KVOD
WJR
KPRC

WSMB
j:^ This

Baltimore
Boston
Boston

NBC

KGA
WMAS
KVOO
KFH

CBS
YN

Portland, Ore.

NBC
NBC
NBC

Providence
Salt Lake Citv
Qrm Antnnio

NBC
CBS
NBC

Seattle

NBC
NBC

Portland, Ore.

Spokane
Spokane
Springfield
Tulsa
Wichita
Also

NBC
NBC
CBS
CBS
NBC

THE YANKEE NETWORK
THE COLONIAL NETWORK
TEXAS QUALITY NETWORK
Repnaented throughout the United States by

'feasting facilities

of these

popular

stations.

EDWARD

PETRY
& CO.
INCORPORATED
NEW YORK
DETROIT
CHICAGO
•
SAN FRANCISCO

//
' *I
V

UR HAT'S in the ring"
I might well be adopted
y as the slogan of Adam
Hat Stores Inc., New
York. This chain of some 300 retail hat stores, located throughout
Greater New York and in a number
of other cities that
extend the Adam
territory as far
north as Boston,
west to Detroit,
and south to New
Orleans, is on the
air
every
night J^p^ ^^Hh
excep
t Thurs
day ^Hk^ ^^^H
and Sunday with Ij^Hff WK^m
a blow - by - blow ^^^mm.^^^M
description of the Mr. Taub
major boxing bout at one of New
York's arenas, broadcast over
WHN, New York. These ringside
broadcasts are given by Sam Taub,
well known sports announcer who
also conducts a Sunday program
The Hour of Champions, during
which he interviews celebrities
from the sports world on WHN for
Adam Hats.
Other major sporting events are
NATIONAL

HATS

IN THE

RADIO

RING

Chain of 300 Stores Devotes Half of Its Budset
^To Airing of Sports— A Success Story
of radio experience. The company
also broadcast by this sponsor from
time to time as they occur, includfirst began testing radio advertising about eight years ago, using a
ing football, bas.ketball, hockey, in
fact, almost every kind of sport wide variety of programs on an
equally wide range of stations. At
from tennis to wrestling. Freone time or another Adam has
quently, when local interest warbeen on almost every station in
rants it, these special events are
broadcast in other cities than New
New York, sponsoring musical proYork by special wire hookups. At
grams, variety shows, news dramatizations, and other features, one
present the Wednesday night
of which was a program called
tights from the Hippodrome and
Now and Then, which dramatically
the Friday night card at Madison
Square Garden are also heard in contrasted the major sports events
Boston, on WAAB, as well as on and personalities of today with
those of the past.
WHN.
The success of this feature
This concentration on sports and
especially on boxing bouts as an awakened the sponsor to the popularity of this type of program with
effective means of reaching prosthe masculine audience, and about
pective purchasers of Adam's onefive years ago the firm began specprice ($2.95) hats did not geneializing in its sports broadcasts,
rate spontaneously in the mind of
which for nearly three years now
the sponsor. Rather, it came about
through a process of evolution, de- have been an almost daily feature
on WHN. But the sponsor has not
veloping as a result of long years

REPRESENTATIVESi

EDWARD

PETRY & CO., Inc.

Owned and Operated By
THE

Page 40

NATIONAL
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overlooked the fact that some people are not interested in sports and
for this audience Adam sponsors
an entirely different kind of a program. The Bowery Mission, a full
hour feature broadcast every Sunday afternoon from this famous institution, where the down-and-outers are given a chance to tell their
stories to the radio audience, frequently resulting in opportunities
for rehabilitation. Adam also sponsors frequent special broadcasts of
the annual benefit shows put on by
various theatrical organizations
for their charities and presenting
many celebrities and other similar
newsworthy events that are likely
to attract large audiences.
Half the Budget
Leon S. Goldberg, advertising
manager of Adam Hat Stores Inc.,
told Broadcasting that to his company radio is as important as any
other major advertising medium
and that it now takes up approximately 50% of his advertising appropriation. "While we can not tell
with any degree of accuracy what
the results of our broadcasts are in
direct retail sales, we are confident
that our radio activities are extremely profitable,"
stated.
"Many customers
whohe come
into
our stores tell us that they have
come to us as a gesture of appreciation for the hours of enjoyment we have given them."
"We get lots of fan mail," he
continued, "which indicates that
many listeners think that we actually control the sporting events
we broadcast. An exceptionally exciting match always results in a
flood of complimentary letters, and
a poor event brings a similar flood
of mail berating us for staging
such an uninteresting program.
The mail from our Bowery Mission
broadcasts
of an from
entire'socially
/ different sort,ismostly
minded individuals who want to
express their appreciation.
"Last fall," Mr. Goldberg stated,
"we made one of our few attempts
to check our radio audience. We
conducted a series of 15 weekly
contests on our WHN sports broadcasts, asking our listeners to forecast the outcome of a major sporting event of the coming week and
offering 10 radio receiving sets
for the closest answers each week.
To enter the contest it was necessary for the listener to obtain an
entry blank from one of our stores.
No purchase was required, but he
did have to go into the store to get
the blank. More than 337,000 entries were received during the contest period, which we believe is a
pretty good indication that our
programs tracting
are sizeable
successful
both and
in ataudiences
in
stimulating
themAdam
to action."
The current
schedule on
WHN includes : Boxing bouts from
St. Nicholas Palace, Mondays, 9:30
to 10:45 p. m.; from the Coliseum,
Tuesdays, 9:45 to 11 p. m.; from
the Hippodrome approximately
every other Wednesday, 9:45 to
11 p. m.; and from Madison Square
Garden approximately every other
Friday, 9:45 to 11 p. m. (these
Wednesday and Friday bouts are
also broadcast on WAAB, Boston) ;and from Ridgewood Grove,
Saturdays, 9:45 to 11 p. m.; Sam
Taub's Hour of Champions' Sundays, 1 to 1:30 p. m.; and The
Bowery Mission, Sundays, 3 to 4
p. m. Most of the broadcasts are
placed directly by the sponsor, but
the WAAB broadcasts and other
special programs from time to
time are placed through Glicksman
Adv. Co. Inc., New York.
• Broadcast
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. . . where
extra

your

million

advertising

of the

# A record influx of vacationists this summer
is drawing off the top cream of buying power
from middle and southwestern markets and
collecting it in the cool, colorful mountain
playgrounds of Colorado.
Majority of Colorado's summer sojourners
are the kind known as the "best people" back
in their home towns . . . the people that make
the best prospects and the best customers.
They're the kind of people you eagerly and
constantly strive to have
your advertising meet . . .
a million of them, all in
one place.

will mingle

''best people"

with

an

this summer!

KLZ will introduce your advertising and
your product to these people this summer . . .
and to the substantial, year-'round Colorado
market, now booming and bustling at top speed
with the extra push given by tourist spending
at the rate of $1,000,000 a day.

mm

Denver

Management Affiliated with WKY
and the Oklahoma Publishing Co.
Representative — E. Kati Speciol Adv. Agency

Courses

in Broadcasting

Being Added by Colleges
IN ADDITION to the resumption
of New York University's radio
workshop course beginning July 6,
Teachers College, Columbia University, on July 12 will start a
course in visual and auditory instructional aids covering studies of
the movies and radio. The NYU
course runs for six weeks and covers continuity writing, play producing, program planning, acting before the microphone and musical
broadcasting. It is primarily for
teachers and is offered in connection with the Federal Educational
Radio Workshop Project.
Summer courses in some phases
of radio education, according to reports reaching Broadcasting, are
being offered also by University of
Florida, Northwestern, Butler, Purdue, Wichita, Michigan, Montana,
Ohio State, Texas, Southern Methodist, Baylor, Washington, West
Virginia, Wyoming and Waynesburg College.

KGHL SAVES LIVES
Billings Roused as Sudden
Flood Hits City
KGHL, Billings, Mont., was credited with saving scores of lives in
June as the result of service rendered to listeners in the flood that
swept the Montana city, wreaking
$1,000,000 in damage. The station
managed to keep its transmitter on
the air despite 28 feet of water
which swept through the section
seven miles west of Billings. C. 0.
Campbell, station president, and
Jeff Kiichli, chief engineer, managed to close all ventilating louvres
and other openings in the building
by using several hundred pounds of
putty and rags.
The station awoke city officials
and through its broadcast aroused
most of the citizens of the city before the torrent entered the residential district. The flood, without
parallel
the city's history,
was
caused byin cloudbursts
in the hills
north and west of Billings. The
flood was further aggravated by

I Love You, I Hate . . .
IT TAKES two sponsors to
keep things even in the radio
love lives of Dorothy Lowell
and Carleton Young, actors
at CBS. In Trouble House,
dramatic serial that is part
of the Monday, Wednesday
and Friday broadcasts of the
Heinz Magazine of the Air
(11-11:30 a. m.), Dorothy
loves Carleton but Carleton
can't stand Dorothy. An hour
later (12:45 to 1 p. m., Monday through Wednesday) in
Oiir Gal Sunday, sponsored
by American Home Products
Co. for Anacin, the situation
is reversed and Dorothy has
the opportunity of jilting
Carleton.
bursting irrigation ditches above
the city. No lives were lost and no
serious injuries resulted from the
flood
inundated
businesswhich
district
to a depththeof city's
three
or four feet for about 12 hours.

^ To HOUSEHOLDERS it means dependable electric conveniences.
To public untilities it means power plant engineering of the highest
technical perfection.
To medical science it means research and development of the all
important X-ray tubes and equipment.
To the radio industry it means the originator of broadcasting as we
know it today, and the last word in transmitting and receiving
equipment.
To radio advertisers it means WOWO — The Hoosier Station — which
is Westinghouse owned and operated. Into the programming and
management of WOWO have gone the full measure of Westinghouse
experience and ability, insuring Hoosier audiences the best in programs and guaranteeing national advertisers the most in audience
interest.

LIQUOR
PROGRAMS
LIMITED IN OREGON
ADVERTISING of beer and wine
by radio between the hours of 10
p. m. and 1 a. m. is authorized in
new regulations of the Oregon Liquor Control Commission which became effective this month.
Placing severe restrictions upon
all types of liquor advertising, the
regulations also prohibit hard liquor advertising over the air.
Church organizations, farm groups
and other bodies opposed to liquor
waged a vigorous battle against
advertising of any character, it is
reported. Newspapers, billboards
and neon signs were definitely affected and the radio group in Oregon feels it won a moral victory by
procuring authority to advertise
beer and wines after 10 p. m.
The regulations, as to radio advertising,
prescribe
that alcoholic
no announcement
advertising
liquor shall conflict with descriptive matter on the label; that no
announcement shall suggest the absence of harmful affect or the presence of helpful or therapeutic effects; that no announcement shall
include or make any reference to
any form of contest or prize
award; that there shall be no radio advertising of these beverages
on Sundays; that no announcement
shall contain any recipe or formula
for using alcoholic liquor; that no
announcement shall connect the
product with home or family life;
that no announcement shall refer
to public or religious holidays or
festivals; and that no radio announcement advertising alcoholic
liquor shall
be
used objectionable
which the Com-or
mission considers
contrary to public interest.
Wayne U Exchange
WAYNE UNIVERSITY'S Division
of Radio played host in June at
an appreciation luncheon to Detroit
radio men who had aided the new
radio courses during the past academic year. Those attending were:
H. A.troitCarlborg
from Director
CBS' Deoffice; Program
Wynn Wright, Production Director
Alex Gruenberg, and Education
Director, Myron Golden from WWJ;
Program Director Russ N e ff ,
Technical Supervisor Lynn Smeby,
Publicity Director Felix Holt, and
Transcription Director Al Hodge
from WXYZ; Program Director
Arthur Sutton from CKLW; Education Committee Head Harry
Breitenbach, of the Adcraft Club,
Wayneman Preston
SpeechH. Department
ChairScott and Division
of Radio Director Garnet R. Garriplanned
makea medium
the affairson. anIt is
annual
eventto and
of exchange of new technique in
radio research, production and planning for those in the Detroit radio
circles under auspices of the Wayne
Division of Radio.
FCC

HOOSIER

STATION

Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc. Fort Wavnc, Ind. 10,000 "Watts NBC Basic Blue
E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING
AGENCY
Page 42
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Fund

Voted

THE U. S. House of Representatives on June 18 completed Congressional action on the appropriation bill for independent Government agencies, including the FCC.
The measure, which went to the
White House for the President's
signature provided $1,629,000 for
the FCC during the fiscal year
commencing
July passed
1. The the
Independent Offices Bill
House
some weeks ago, but was delayed
in conference because of Senate
Amendments affecting the Social
Security Board.
• Broadcast
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Campus
Program,
Series for Women

WNAX
5000 Wansd.S.)

1000 Watts
Yankton,

570 Kilocycles

Night

S. Dakota

WNAX, always on the job
with the same high standard of
service, gave its listeners a
connplete description of the
Cabin Cruiser Boat Race from
St. Louis, Missouri, to Fort Benton, Montana, recently, right
from the bank of the good old
Missouri River. All members of
the crew sent greetings to
WNAX friends in North and
South Dakota, Nebraska, Minnesota and Iowa. — WNAX offers the same high standard of
service to its advertisers.
Don't judge the importance of
the South Dakota city by its
size. — The city limits take in the
down -town shopping district.
The rest of the town is beyond
that rolling horizon. Western
Agencies and Advertising men
know and use WNAX, which
offers both city and rural markets. WNAX, with its powerful
signal, 570 kilocycles, 5000
watts (I. s.), 1000 watts night,
can increase your sales!
Available periods and station
data upon request.

Representatives
WILSON
Kansas City
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Work

Selling for Pontiac
Auto Sponsor Returns in Fall
With Varsity Show Feature
By F. A. BEREND
Advertising
GeneralManager,
Motors Pontiac
Corp. Div.
PONTIAC always has been radio
minded but has insisted upon programs with a definite appeal. Our
Varsity Shows broadcfist direct
from the campusesteen of of
sevenforemostthe
universities
each Friday from
Jan. 22 to May 14
over
networkNBC
and-Red
the
Kathryn Cravens
News Through a
Woman's Eyes —
J^lr. Berend
- to- times
coast
a week —
S coast three
a C B feature
both have a very definite appeal.
Varsity Shoiv will be resumed in
the fall as soon as the colleges reopen. This special program was designed to appeal to a very select
audience . . . the college and university alumni body of America of
which there are some eight million
or more members, and their friends
and families. Varsity Show has
frequently been called a tailor-made
show for a ready-made audience.
Varsity Shows started Jan. 22
with the first broadcast coming direct from Hill Auditorium on the
campus of the University of Michigan. From then on the broadcasts
traveled from university to university and from coast-to-coast and included in the following order, Chicago, Ohio State, Columbia, Pennsylvania, Dartmouth, Notre Dame,
Iowa, Louisiana State, Denver,
Texas, Vanderbilt. Southern California, Oklahoma, Washington, Nebraska and Cornell.
Varsity Shows have many socalled by-products in the form of
various promotional activities
which add greatly to their value
and go a long way toward guaranteeing alistening audience.
College Promotion
In connection with each broada page
adv<=i-tise-of
ment castinwe carried
the alumni
magazine
the school and a series of advertisements in the student newspaper. Both papers in each school
gave us splendid editorial support.
A special postal card was mailed
to everv alumnus of each university. Pontiac paid for the cards
and the mailiner. One school required 85,000 cards and the total
mailing was 574,500 cards. The
card described the profjram brieflv,
listed the stations and invited the
alumnus to listen in.
Alumni secretaries did excellent
work in organizing alumni club
meetings all over the country.
These took the form of smokers,
dinners,stancedances,
In one such
inmore than etc.
a hundred
clubs held special meetings to hear
the broadcast direct from the campus 'f their own alma mater.
Varsity Shoivs brought thousands
of old grads into direct contact
with their campus through the medium of radio for the first time
since they graduated, which in
many cases was 20, 30 or 40 years.
Hundreds of the finest fan letters
were received by Pontiac, practically all of them written on high
BROADCASTING

Via Pigeon
TO THE broadcaster's ordinary means of obtaining information, long and short
wave broadcasts, telegraph,
telephone and letter, Bob
Edge, hunting and fishing
commentator on WOR, Newark, has added a new one,
carrier pigeon. For his regular Thursday night broadcast
on June 17 Bob received information on conditions of
wind, sky, sea, barometer and
fishing course, sent by W. G.
Schauffler, pilot of a fishing
cruiser, the Babe II, 73 miles
out at sea. Schauflfler dispatched the data by carrier
pigeon to the U. S. Naval Air
Station at Lakehurst, N. J.,
whence it was phoned to
Edge at WOR.
grade business or professional stationery. Probably no other program ever put on the air has
touched such a responsive chord as
Varsity Show. And what counts
most is the high type of individual
making up this vast alumni group.
Every Varsity Show was different . . . new talent . . . new location and new story to tell. Talent
was excellent. Bands and glee clubs
were the best in the country. Skits
were original. On at least eight
programs catchy song hits were
sung by the student composers
themselves. There were solos of almost every kind, including the roar
of a real jungle tiger to the tune of
"Tiger Rag" played by the varsity
band, and a solo played on a bonaphone, which is a xylophone made
of the petrified bones of prehistoric
rhinoceros estimated to have lain
on the plains for ten million years.
And there was the young coed from
down south who the experts say
will soon be heard in Grand Opera.
Varsity Shows were a publicity
natural. There was something new
to write about each week. And
plenty of features. With the lineage still te be accounted for from
the last three programs, clipping
bureaus have sent us over 13,000
column inches that have appeared
in newspapers and magazines. That
is more than 180,000 agate lines.
Based on the publicity already received, the final figure should go
over the 16,000 column inch mark.
Mechanically, technically and
from a directing standpoint Varsity Shows were difficult to handle.
A show producer from New York
met with the show committee of
each school at least four weeks
ahead of broadcast. Then the director for the show arrived two
weeks ahead and lived on the campus, holding auditions, conducting
rehearsals, writing the continuity
and actually putting on the show.
Several days before the broadcast
a crew of NBC and A. T. & T. technicians and engineers arrived on
the scene with their remote pick-up
equipment.
The response we have received
from Pontiac dealers and the listening public alone would almost
compel us to continue the Varsity
Show series when school opens in
the fall. But on top of that we
have applications from 30 schools
that want to be included when the
series is made up.
So as long as we can keep two
such distinctive radio programs before the public as Varsity Shows^
and Kathryn Cravens, Pontiac
doubtless will be a leader in the use
of chain broadcast facilities. •
• Broadcast
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CLINCHING

CLUE

It took a full week of research work on the part of the
Ross Federal Research Bureau to discover this important
clue to the WTIC market — a clue which is of vital significance to advertisers who want to thoroughly cover the
rich Southern New England area.
Between February 28th and March 6th, thousands of
telephone calls were made to analyze the listening habits
of the people of this market. Here are the results:
60.72% were tuned to WTIC.
24.37*%,
6.54%
2.28yo
6.09%

were
were
were
were

tuned
tuned
tuned
tuned

to
to
to
to

the next most popular station.
the third most popular station.
the fourth most popular station.
all other stations.

100.00% Total Calls
WTIC

not only blankets Connecticut, but also large sections of western Massachusetts and eastern New York, as

well as New Hampshire and Vermont. In WTIC's primary
coverage area is a rich audience of 1,737,810 and in its
secondary coverage area there is an additional 1,660,626
making a total potential audience of 3,398,436.
Write today for the brochure containing full facts on the
Ross Federal Survey.

50,000
WTIC
THE TRAVELERS BROADCASTING

HARTFORD,
SERVICE CORP.

Paul W. Morency, General Manager
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CONN.

Member NBC Red Network and Yankee Network
James F. Clancy, Business Manager

National Representatives: Weed & Co.
DETROIT

CHICAGO

BROADCASTING

WATTS

NEW

YORK
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'The Other Americas'
FOR the fifth consecutive year,
NBC has resumed its series titled
The Other Americas, featuring
Edward Tomlinson, expert on Latin
America, in weekly programs dealingca.withSeries
Central
startedandin South
June Ameriand is
being heard on the NBC-Blue Tuesdays, 10-10:30 p. m. (EDST). Tomlinson last year covered the Buenos Aires peace conference via
shortwave for NBC. The programs
are in line with the plans of both
NBC and CBS to expand their
broadcasts to and from Latin
America, CBS on June 30 starting
a Sunday, 5-5:30 p. m., series of
shortwave programs via W2XE to
Central and South America.
STATE Progress Commission has
been selected by the state of Washington to administer the $2.50,000
state advertising fund recently appropriated. The commission, none of
whose members is an advertising man,
comprises E. B. McGovern and Leo
Weisfield, Seattle ; Eric Johnston and
James C. Cluskey, Spokane ; Chapin
D. Foster and Charles Larrabee,
Bellingham, and Frederick Mercy,
Yakima.

NAB

Convention
Resolutions
(Continued from page 20)
industry continues to grow in size, it
tained in the resolution adopted unanimously at the convention one year
becomes more and more apparent that
if broadcasters are to handle their ago is greater today than ever.
Now
therefore
he it resolved, that
state, regional and national programs
it is the sense of this Convention that
intelligently, they must be organized
in state, regional and national units, the NAB be recognized in such a manner and to such an extent as to enas such organizations will serve to
courage the growth and functioning
keep the rank and file better informed
and give the numerous broadcasters
of local and state-wide chapters.
more of a voice in the affairs of the
Be it further resolved, that to expedite such reorganization, it is hereindusti-y.
Noio therefore he it resolved, the
by ordered that a reorganization comboard of directors of the NAB be and
mittee consisting of seven members
are hereby instructed to bend every
be and is hereby appointed in the following manner :
effort during the year 1936-1937 to
foster such organizations as chapters
The delegates
present
this radio
con-vention
from each
of theat five
of the NAB.
And Whereas, one year has elapsed regions as set up under the old Rasince that date and no eifective action
dio Act shall elect one of their number to represent their region on thjs
has been taken to carry out the pur- committee.
These five to in turn elect
poses of that resolution, and
two
additional members from among
Whereas, the problems of radio are
greater and more numerous than ever the delegates present, one of whom
before, and
must be the president of the NAB and
the other when elected shall serve as
Whereas, the radio broadcasting in- chairman
of this committee.
dustry is threatened with unjust legBe it further resolved, that to
islation, racketeering, taxes and pro- finance
work a fund of $5,000 be
gram difficulties
both locally and na- set asidethis
tionally, and
to defray the actual expenses
Whereas, the need for the radio of this committee and its work, and
broadcasting industry to reorganize in the committee is hereby instructed to
proceed at the earliest possible mokeeping with the suggestions con-

ment to work out the details of a reorganization plan in keeping with the
following suggestions :
1. Local chapters are to be organized or chartered wherever a sufficient number of radio stations are
grouped
such a feasima'nner
as togeographically
make a local inchapter
ble. Example, northern California,
southern California, Oregon, western
Washington and eastern Washington.
2. Local chapters to be chartered
only terbyto betheallowed
NAB and
local inchapone each
director
the
National
Association
for
each
five
stations or major fraction thereof plus
one delegate for each station member,
which delegate shall have all the
rights and powers of a director save
the right to vote and introduce motions.
3. The national organization to be
divided into five or more regional organizations, which organizations shall
be made up of the regular directors
and delegates to the national organization from chapters in that particular region. These directors and delegates to have the same rights and
powers in the regional organization as
in the national association.
4. Each regional organization to be
presided
by a regional
who shallover
be elected
from anddirector,
by the
directors
from that particular region
NAB.
,
present at the annual meeting of^ the
5. The executive committee of the
national association shall have charge
national
of the
of thetion inaffairs
the same
manner
and associato the
same extent as does the present board
of directors, and shall consist of the
regional directors plus the presidentpast-president of the naelecttional
and the
association.
Be it further resolved, that as soon
as the committee has prepared such
commitsufficient
a plan
membership
the the
it todetail
tee shallin submit
have
majority
a
when
by mail and
committhe
then
mail,
by
it
approved
tee is hereby empowered to put said
plan into operation to the end that
unable to functionwhen
be reorganization
may of
the NAB
der such plan
it meets in annual convention in 1938.
Local Committee Thanked
Resolved, That the NAB hereby
extends its appreciation to Glenn SnyAtH. Leslie Atlass, RalphT. L.Dyer,
lass, der,H. C. Crowell. GeneA. Ryan,
F.
Quin
on,
Hutchins
E.
W
A. Stanford. Niles Trammel and
White of the Local ConClinton R.
vention Committee for their services
make the 15th annual
in helping
on ato success.
conventi

Meeting
DR. FRANKLIN DUNHAM, NBC
educational director; Ernest LarePrade, NBC director «f musicdirec, NBC
search; Judith Wallerthe
l
centra ditor of education for
ngs, stue Jenni
vision, and Georg
dent at NBC under a Rockefeller
network
the
ented
fellowship, repres
at the 75th annual convention of
ation
the National Education Associ
in Detroit, June 27 to July 1. Talks
on Music on the Air for Secondary
Education tn the
Schools and Radio
United States were made by Mr.
m. An exLaPrade and Dr. Dunha
hibit of its educational activities
was shown by NBC, which broadn. seven programs from the conventiocast
NBC

Kansas is now harvesting the big-

WIBW

. . . the most powerful, personalized selling force in Kansas . . .

gest small grain crop in years ... to
be sold at history-making prices. 200

blankets this prosperity market. USE

MILLION

WIBW

DOLLARS

is a conserva-

tive estimate of the spendable cash
income from this bumper crop.

as your sales representative to

reach eager-to-buy homes and bring
you your share of this $200,000,000.

Don Searle, Gen. Mgr.
New

York
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Represented by Capper Publications in
Detroit — Cleveland — Chicago — Kansas City, Mo. —
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San Francisco
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at NEA

THE SCRIPT LIBRARY, division of
a camRadio Events, is inaugurating Theatre
paign to awaken Little
radio.
of
ities
possibil
the
to
Groups
Pointing out that these groups could
director
supply
stage,
do sforandthe writers
as they
radioactors,
for
Theatres do not
Little
most
h
althoug
the fact. The Script Liyet realize
brary says that it is entirely possible
that the long announced new radio
theatre idea will originate with the
advent, on a large scale of Little
Theatres on the air.
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DEALER

S

for

4^

CHOICE

Sales

1

Your

local campaign
sive market when

is headed

KDKA

for a lively and respon-

joins your sales force. Here's

a station perfectly fitted to the wide area it serves —

1

with a record
audiences.

for preference

Broadcasting

among

advertisers

pioneer, KDKA

and

provides

a

special finesse for reaching the entire Tri-State market.
A Basic Blue Network
Programmed
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Station

and Represented

by NBC
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CONTRO
PRESTO

NEWS

ROOM
J. R. POPPELE, chief engineer of
WOR,ing Studio
Newark,
spoke Equipment
on "BroadcastOperating
and
Technique"
at
the
monthly
meeting
of
the Radio Club of America
in the
studios of WOR. Members of the
club include Charles Horn, director of
research and development at NBC ;
A. B. Chamberlain, chief engineer of
CBS; Prof. E. H. Armstrong of
Columbia U. and Prof. Louis Hazeltine of Stevens Institute.
JAMES V. THUNELL, formerly of
Western Electric, has joined the engineering staff of KYW, Philadelphia.
GLEN R. THAYER has joined the
engineering staff of WOWO and WGL,
Fort Wayne. A graduate of Massachusetts Radio School, he was chief
operator
of WLNH, Laconia, N. H.,
Lansing.
and
before that was with WJIM,

■gRILLIANT quency
highresponse
fre-

PREISTO HF-4 EQUALIZER CURVES
10.000 CYCLE POSITION ( (0 M )

throughout a 33 Vs RPM
instantaneous recording
can be obtained with the
new Presto 85-E equalized
recording amplifier. The
equalizer peaks the amplifier response at 4000-60008000 or 10,000 cycles. A
tap switch provides 5 degrees of equalization at
each frequency to compensate for high frequency
losses at various radii
while recording. The amplifier and equalizer are
fully described in the new
Presto catalog.
Send for your copy today.

2000 5000 lOWO 20,000
FREQUENCY - CYCLES PER SECOND

WORLD'S LARGEST
MANUFACTURERS

PRESTO
RECORDING

CORPORATION

OF
INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING
EQUIPMENT

147 WEST 19th STREET
Australia and New Zealand Agents and
Stockists
A. M. CLUBB & CO. Ltd.
45 Kino St., Sydney, N. S. W. Australia
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NEW YORK, N. Y.
Export Division (Except Australia and
'
M. SIMONS Canada)
& SON CO. Inc.
I
25 Warren St., N. Y. Cable: Simontrice, N. Y.

A. C. GOODNOW, Westinghouse
field engineer, has been transferred
from Fort Wayne to Westinghouse
radio headquarters at Chicopee Falls.
He was in Fort Wayne eight months
constructing equipment for the new
WOWO and WGL studios and at
Chicopee Falls he will work on new
studio equipment for KYW in Philadelphia.
RICHARD W. BULLERS. transmitter operator of W.JE.I, Hagerstown,
Md., has returned to work, having recovered from a fractured shoulder sustained in a motorcycle accident.
H. C. REDMAN, formerly of KMTR.
Hollywood, has joined the staff of
KFAC, Los Angeles, as transmitter
technician. He replaces Bob Adams,
who resigned to take a similar position with KFVD, Los Angeles, for
the summer.
ROBERT AVALLACE, chief engineer
of WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C, married Bernice Highsmith on June 26.
They met in Rocky Mount, N. C,
where Mr. Wallace was chief engineer
of WEED
studio
artist.and Miss Highsmith was a
JAMES K. BROWN, formerly on the
technical staff of KHJ, Los Angeles,
has joined KFVD, that city as transmitter engineer, working under James
H. Brown, chief engineer.
HOWARD HAYES, formerly of
WKRC, Cincinnati,
has joined
the engineering staff of WBNS,
Columbus.
WALTER FREE, formerly of
WEMP, Milwaukee, has joined the
engineering staff of WMT, Cedar
Rapids, la.
WALTER A. GRAHAM, control supervisor at WOV-WBIL, New York,
is the father of a baby girl.
DANIEL WILLIAMS, formerly
chief engineer of Northern California
Radio System (KJBS-KQW) has
joined
the NBC technical staff in San
Francisco.
E. J. MILLER,
formerly
with made
Rocke-a
feller Center Inc.,
has been
maintenance engineer on NBC's Radio
City staff.
RAY HARLOW, operator of
WWSW,
Pittsburgh,
married Miss
Martha Rhea
on June 27.
GEORGE CASKEY has been named
control operator of WSPD, Toledo, O.
DANIEL BARLOW, formerly with
the Philco Radio Corp., has joined the
teclinical staff of WIP, Philadelphia.
CLIFFORD C. HARRIS, technical
supervisor of WIP, Philadelphia, has
announced the appointments of Martin Oebbecke as assistant technical
supervisor and James Peterson as
equipment supervisor.
JACK LOVELL, chief engineer of
WKY, Oklahoma City, is the father
of a baby boy born recently.
BROADCASTING

W. E. DOWNEY, until 19.33 assistant chief of the Radio Division, Department of Commerce, and one of radio's pioneers, who for the last four
years has been an official of WPA in
Portland, Ore., recently joined the
Chicago field staff of the FCC under
Harold (Had) Hays, supervisor.
.JAMES WOOD. NBC engineer at
Radio City,
left 29.for a European vacation on June
RUSS PERSON, remote control engineer ofno WCCO,
received
injuries Minneapolis,
when his plane
cracked up June 13. With .50 solo
hours to his credit this was his first
unhappy landing.
JAMES WARREN WALLACE, chief
engineer of KVI, Tacoma, is the
father of a 7-pound son born recently.
LLOYD lywood,
CREEKMORE.
KNX, Holsound effects director,
was
married to Lucille Brothers, in Santa
Monica, Cal., June 14.
KEITH WEBSTER, control operator
of WDB.J, Roanoke, recently suffered
a broken jawbone and loss of several
teeth in an airplane crash in the
mountains near Roanoke.
De WITT C. SHULTIS and Milton
W. Kitchen have been promoted from
staff positions in NBC's New York engineering
to fill the relief
newly-created postsdepartment
of maintenance
supervisor and studio relief supervisor
respectively.
MONTE WILSON, operator of KSL,
Salt LakeKSL
City,dramatic
and Caroline
mansee.
artist,Woodwere
married in early June.
PALMER GREER of the engineering
staff of WHIO, Dayton, has joined
the engineering staff of WKRC, Cincinnati.
KENNETH TAYLOR has been added
to the technical staff of KDB. Santa
Barbara.
Cal., under Chief Engineer
Robert Moody.

PAUL C. O'HARRA. KNX, Hollyengineer, has been
presidentwoodof Hollywood
Local,elected
Associated
Columbia Broadcasting Technicians.
He succeeds the late Kenneth G. Ormiston,ter engineer.
who was KNX chief transmitDONALD EWERT, formerly chief
engineer of WMFJ, Daytona Beach,
Fla.. has joined the technical staff of ^
NBC, New York. Webster Ellenwood,
chief operator of WMFJ, has been (
promoted to fill the vacancy and Don
Fitch has been named operator.
II
TODD SLOAN, engineering supervisor of KYW, Philadelphia, sailed
June
Indies. 21 for a vacation in the West
EARL SORENSEN has joined the
NBC Hollywood technical staff.
JACK WORMSER, formerly of the
NBC Hollywood maintenance staff,
has been promoted to sound effects.
J. A. MILLER, formerly Navy chief
operator, neering
has staffbeen
to the engiof added
the transmitting
station of WEAF, New York, located
at Bellmore, L. I.
NBC Chicago Engineers
SEVEN men have been added to
the NBC-Chicago engineering Bl
staff. They are: Andrew Schomaker, Hugh T. White, Arthur L.
Hockin, L. E. Button, Thomas E.
Gootee, A. D. Aldred and Homer
Courchene. Schomaker, formerly
of Automatic Electric Co., Chicago,
and White, of Butow Electric Co.,
Chicago, are on the maintenance
engineering staff. Hockin, formerly with the defunct ABC network,
is on the studio engineering staff.
Button, as studio engineer, comes
from WIOB, Miami. Gootee, a
member of the field staff, was with
the RCA foreign engineering division. Aldred, of WOES, Chicago
and Courchene, of KOY, Phoenix,
are with the WMAQ and WENR I
transmitter crews, respectively.
• Broadcast
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Many

1 boosting

low-cost

TTfhis

PROGRAM

AMPLIFIER

. . . with

no

DOUBLES
increase

DELIVERED
in

carrier

Right from the start. Western Electric's 110- A
Program Amplifier made a hit with Broadcasters. At the N. A. B. Convention it built up still
greater enthusiasm— piled up still more orders!
Here are seven of the reasons why :

The program amplifier is a variable
loss network inserted in your program
circuit. The loss introduced is controlled
directly by the program level.

Western

RADIO

Etecfric Co.

TELEPHONE

BROADCASTING
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SIGNAL

power

7» Used at the Studio— permits raising average transmission level without overloading telephone lines to transmitter.

3« Prevents distortion due to over modulation
—keeps your transmission High Fidelity.

Oisfnbuled by GRAYBAR

AUDIO

0« Used at the transmitter — it replaces line
amplifier and provides sufficient amplification
to feed transmitter.

2* Greatly improves signal to noise ratio on
carrier channel.

0« Gives continuous visual peak indication—

way!

providing constant check of correctness of levels for optimum transmission efficiency.

1» Doubles Audio Signal delivered to your listeners, resulting in improved service and increased listener popularity.

4« Suppresses Extra Band Radiation (Monkey
chatter between channels) caused by| over modulation.

signal

Briefly: This development of Bell Telephone
Laboratories enables you to improve greatly
your service to your clients and listeners (which
means more dollars for you). All at a cost that
is mighty low when you consider the results.

Electric

/n Conoda:

Northern E/ecfric Co

BROADCASTING
Advertising

Ask Graybar for full details
— and get your order in soon.
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SUBSCRIBERS
ALABAMA
WSGN Birmingham
WMFO
Decatur
ARIZONA
KOY
Phoenix
ARKANSAS
KUOA
Siloam Springs
KFPW
Ff. Smith
CALIFORNIA
KPMC
Bakersfield
EIEM
Eureka
KHJ
Angeles
KLX Los Oalcland
KGB
San Diego
KFBC San Francisco
KDB Santa Barbara
COLORADO
KFZL
Denver
KFKA
Greeley
KGHF
Pueblo
CONNECTICUT
WTIC
Hartford
WELI New Haven
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WJSV Washinglon
FLORIDA
WRUF
Gainesville
WMBR Jacksonville
WLAK
Lakeland
WQAM
Miami
WDBO
Orlando
WFOY St. Augustine
WSUN St. Petersburg
WTAL Tallahassee
WJNO West Palm Beach
GEORGIA
WTFI
Athens
WGST
Allanta
WMAZ
Macon
IDAHO
KIDO
Boise
KID
Idaho Falls
KRLC
Lewiston
ILLINOIS
WGN
Chicago
WJBL
Decatur
WTAX
Springfield
INDIANA
WTRC
Elkhart
WLBC
Muncie
IOWA
WMT
Cedar Rapids
woe
Davenport
WKBB
Dubuque
KANSAS
KFBI
Abilene
KIUL Garden City
KVGB Great Bend
KWBG
Hutchinson
KENTUCKY
WLAP
Lexington
LOUISIANA
WIBO Baton Rouge
KMLB
Monroe
WDSU New Orleans
KRMD
Shreveport
MAINE
WCSH
Portland
MARYLAND
WFBR
Baltimore
WTBO Cumberland
WFMD
Frederick
MASSACHUSETTS
WEEI
Boston
WCOP
Boston
WTAG
Worcester
MICHIGAN
WHDF
Calumet
WIR
Detroit
MINNESOTA
WEBC
Duluth
KHOC
Rochester
KSTP
St. Paul
MISSISSIPPI
WAML
Laurel
WQBC
Vicksburg
MISSOURI
KMBC Kansas City
KWK
St. Louis
KGBX-KWTO Springfield
NEBRASKA
KFAB
Lincoln
KOIL
Omaha
NEW MEXICO
KGGM Albuquerque
KRQA
Santa Fe
NEW YORK
WOKO
Albany
WGR-WKBW Buffalo
WOR New York City
WQXR New York City
WHDL
Olean
WHAM
Rochester
WFBL
Syracuse
NORTH CAROLINA
WBIG
Greensboro
WAIR Winston-Salem
NORTH DAKOTA
KLPM
Minot
OHIO
WJW
Akron
WCKY
Cincinnati
WHK
Cleveland
WBKC
Columbus
WSMK
Dayton
WSPD
Toledo
wKBN Younggtown

"ON

THE

That's how

games

resources, personnel,
of complete

BALL"

are won! ... At Transcription Headquarters,

equipment

coordination

and

experience

are combined

in your Selective Broadcasting

unparalleled

to assure

you

campaign — not merely

from one station, but from every outlet on your list.
Here's the story:
•

complete
Chicago

•

Wide
and

Range

Vertical transcription facilities in New

York,

Hollywood;

the largest and

only complete

transcription library service, broadcast

over 175 leading stations;
•

a centralized
advertising

These
markets

service organization

agencies

unique

World

and

working

in close cooperation

radio stations.

features mean

uniform

selected at the will of the advertiser.

high-quality broadcasting

in

That's Selective Broadcasting

at

its best — the inevitable product of Transcription Headquarters,
produces

programs

for 103 national

30,000 hours annually
who

sponsor

World

Program

711 Fifth Avenue,

WORLD

ATLANTA

and

you

complete

now

use nearly

of local concerns

information.

Write

to
to

York.
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- CHICAGO

World

over the 175 leading stations subscribing

Service. . . . Let us send
New

where

regional advertisers, who

on 450 stations, as well as for hundreds

Library-built programs

with

■ NEW

YORK

■ LOS ANGELES

SYSTEM

- SAN FRANCISCO

- WASHINGTON

SUBSCRIBERS
OKLAHOMA Ada
KVSO
KADA
KCRC
Ardmor*
Muskogee
KBIX
Enid
KVOO
Tulsa
KFJI
OREGON
Klamath Falls
KOIN
Portland
PENNSYLVANIA
WCBA-WSAN Harrisburg
AUenlown
WLEU
WKBO
WCAU
Philadelphia
Erie
Philadelphia
Scranton
WIP
WGBI
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
WJAR
KABRSOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen
TENNESSEE
Bristol
Chattanooga
WOPI
VfDOD
WREC
Memphis
WLAC
Nashville
KFDM
KRIS
WBAP TEXAS Beaumont
CorpusFt. Christi
Worth
KXYZ
El Paso
KTSM
KFRO
Houston
KRLH
Longview
WOAI
Midland
San Antonio
KGKO
Texarkana
KCMC
Wichita
Falls
KDYL
Salt Lake City
UTAH
VERMONT
Burlington
WNBX
WCAX
WDBJ
Springfield
VIRGINIA
Harrisonburg
WRVA
WSVA
Richmond
KPQ
KUI
Roanoke
KXRO WASHINGTON
Aberdeen
Bellingham
KGY
KVOS
KMO
KOL
Olympia
Seattle
Walla Tacoma
Walla
KIT
Wenatchee
Yakima
WHISWEST VIRGINIA
WEAU WISCONSINBlue&eld
Green
Bay
WHBY
Eau Claire
WKBH
La Crosse
WOMT
WIBA
Madison
Manitowoc
Sheboygan
WSAU
WHBL
Wousau
WYOMING
KDFN
KWYO
Casper
Sheridan
HAWAII
Honolulu
KGMB
CANADA
Alberta Calgary
CFAC
CICA
Edmonton
British Columbia
CIAT
Trail
CKWX
Vancouver
ManitobaWinnipeg
CIRC
New Brunswick
CHSJ
St.
Johns
CKCW
Moncton
Nova
Scotia
CHNS
Halifax
Ontario
CKPC
Brantford
CRCO
Ottawa
CKCL
Toronto
CKLW
Windsor
Province of Quebec
CKAC
Montreal
CKCV
Quebec
CHLT
Sherbrooke
Saskatchewan
CJRM
FOREIGN Regina
Australia
S DN
Adelaide
4 BC
Brisbane
32 KZ
Melbourne
GB
Sidney
New Zealand
1 ZB
Auckland
2 ZB
Wellington
France
Radio-Toulouse
Paris
Mexico
XEW
Mexico City
UnionAfrican
of SouthBroadcastAfrica
South
ingtown,Johannerburg)
Corporation
(CapeDurban, Grahamstown,
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An Awakening
NAB's membership, which still comprises the
bulk of the broadcasting industry, for some
time has been headed for a rude awakening.
It came — at least, so we hope — at the convention in Chicago a few days ago.
For some time we have tried in these columns to impress upon the industry the fact
that, although business is good and things appear superficially to be going fine, the bone
and sinew of the industry were being threatened by cancerous growths. Symptoms have
been plentiful, but no one seems to have been
hurt — yet.
We referred to unanswered attacks upon the
industry; uncombatted efforts to lure the government into broadcast operation; uncultivated
contacts with an administration and a Congress
inclined to be well-disposed toward radio but
incredibly ill-informed about it; unsung songs
about the industry's great accomplishments in
times of flood and stress; unspoken speeches
about the industry's honest and honorable aims
and purposes.
All these we felt to be our journalistic duty
to point out, but direct action we felt and still
feel must be part and parcel of the functioning
of the NAB. We believe these things must be
done in addition to, being even more important
than, such projects as the copyright library,
radio audit bureau and the miscellany of lesser projects which have occupied the NAB
executives for several years past, almost to the
exclusion of all else.
The Chicago convention was probably the
least impressive or exciting of the annual
meetings of the last five years, yet it served
an enormously useful purpose. It brought the
basic problem of struggle for existence forcefully to the attention of the delegates. It created (we hope) an awareness among broadcasters of the fact that the dollar earned today
isn't the only important thing. We think it
should shake them out of their lethargy and
make them realize that theirs is a peculiarly
vulnerable industry, partaking as it does of
public service factors and requiring short-term
franchises and being susceptible to every whim
and caprice of politics and reform. Hence a
strong central organization is absolutely essential, and the fact that the convention voted to
strengthen it is all to the good.
We have confidence in the new NAB high
command. The alacrity with which the board
bent to the task of bolstering the industry's
forces, and the beginning of a campaign of agPage 52 • July 1, 1937

gression against the gnawing adversaries of
the American system, are most heartening. In
John Elmer we believe the industry made a
splendid choice of leader for the important
year ahead. He is an independent thinker and,
best of all, a worker. From his long publishing
and radio experience, he knows public relations
as well as business. He is close enough to
Washington, as a Baltimore resident, to jump
into the breach on short notice. He should be
an ideal guiding and steadying force, given the
proper cooperation of his board and his committees and his managing director.
While history wasn't made at the Chicago
convention, we feel it may be made as a result
of it during the coming year. If the proper
kind of cooperative effort and support is not
forthcoming, we may all be moaning under the
pain of sackcloth and ashes when the convention is called a year hence.
Right noic we want to urge that large cities
should he avoided, at least in alternate years,
for NAB conventions. There are too many distractions to expect clear thinking and maximum
attendance. The 19.37 convention proved it
again. A resort toivn and evening sessions, we
think, might well he considered once more for
next year.
Program
Evolution
PROGRAM development should be radio's next
stride. That was emphasized by the two principal speakers at the NAB convention, speaking from different points of view. Both Chairman Sykes of the FCC Broadcast Division and
Arthur Pryor Jr., New York agency executive,
admonished the conventioneers to keep improving programs, labelling it as the panacea of
most ills and the surest safeguard of the integrity of the American system.
With Mr. Pryor's remarks, reported elsewhere in this issue, we go along in the main,
although we do feel he put too much emphasis
upon the broadcasters' failure to enforce a
more rigid control over program commercials
and station-break announcements. It is one
thing to advise stations to reject agency commercials ifthey do not measure up to the station's self-imposed minimum standards, and
another to get the agency to alter its copy.
From answer
past experience
know the demands
agency's
stock
to be that we
the advertiser
results and that copy must be geared accordingly. And then comes the usual clincher line
— that the station either take the copy or
watch it go across the street to a competitor.
As for station-break announcements, stations

BOOK

RADIO
SHELF

SUPPLEMENT No. 1 to the Script Catalog
published last January by the Federal Educational Radio Project of the U. S. Office of
Education has just been released, containing
47 educational radio scripts to add to the 53
contained in the original catalog. It is obtainable without cost from the Office of Education, Washington, as part of the script library service recently instituted to make available to educators and radio stations model
scripts for broadcast purposes.
ARCHIBALD MacLEASH, the Pulitzer prizewinner poet who wrote The Fall of the City
specially for radio and presented over CBS in
April, has published his epic poem (Farrar &
Rinehart, New York, 50 cents). The New York
Times, in an enthusiastic review, asserts that
"in it literature at last shows some hope of
catching up with music at the dial's point,"
and urges that it be broadcast again.
will take them as long as the advertisers,
through their agencies, insist on them and until
adequate spot program placements offset the
loss in chain-break revenue. We do agree they
constitute a growing evil from the program
standpoint, and we think the listener is becoming all too weary as their numbers increase.
Broadcasters, some of them rather slowly,
are beginning to learn that the agency is not
so exalted and that it will make the best buy
it can, as it should, for its client. It is elementary, therefore, that the Utopian condition envisioned by Mr. Pryor can only come when the
industry as a unit agrees to and abides by a
predetermined set of ethical and commercial
standards. That means rate-adherence and \
sensible copy. It means fair and clean competition. It means a limitation on merchandising |
service so it won't result in the equivalent of
a rate-cut.
"The minute you get hard to buy," said Mr.
Pryor, "you are going to sell lots more programs". We say Amen.

BEST "Only
of the stories270
we have More"
heard about Congressional pressure exerted on behalf of constituent applicants for radio facilities before
the FCC, is one that shows how lightly the political mind regards radio regulation. We recount it, without mentioning names or the actual frequencies involved, because it emphasizes
again the need for stricter regulation and a
stiff er backbone for the regulators which we
hope the new appointee to the Commission will
bring to it soon.
A broadcaster asked his Senator to support
his application for a shift in frequency from
1000 to 1270 kc. (frequencies are fictitious lest
they reveal identities). The Senator, pondering a moment, said : "You want to change from
1000 to 1270 kilocycles? Let me see, that's
only 270 kilocycles more, isn't it? Well, that
ought to be easy; we'll see what we can do
about it." The broadcaster hasn't gotten his
"270 kilocycles" yet, but he has hopes.
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JOHN ELMER
FOR 15 YEARS the NAB has been Broadcasters, representing local
the recognized trade association of stations, since its creation two
the broadcasting industry. Its years ago. He was instrumental
membership has been made up of in the organization of the General
Broadcasting System, which emall classes of stations — clear channel, regional and local. This year,
braces stations in New York, Philafor the first time in that span, the
delphia, Washington, Wilmington
and Baltimore, forming a segment
operator of a "lOO-watter" stands
at the helm of the NAB, duly elect- of the Inter-City Network keyed
ed as its president.
from WMCA, New York. He has
been in the thick of NAB activity
That "lOO-watter" is John Elmer,
president and directing head of since he first qualified as a broadWCBM, Baltimore local. He was
caster in 1930. He is also a member of the Federal Radio Education
elevated from the first vice-presidency as the successor to Charles
Committee appointed two years
W. Myers, of KOIN, Portland, a ago by the FCC.
regional station operator.
John Elmer loves a fight. He
The seat of NAB activity is in feels the broadcasting industry has
Washington. That is because Uncle
a fight in building new prestige
and in warding off the fire of antiSam's
operations
are
centered
there, and radio, unlike any other
radio gi-oups, particulaiiy along
advertising medium, must gear its the Washington front. While he
heads WCBM, most of the managefunctions to the tempo of government details are left to his son-inmental regulation. The new NAB
president resides just 35 miles air- law, George H. Roeder, while John
line from the Capitol City. In less himself contacts the accounts in
than an hour he can leave his desk Baltimore, the agencies in New
in Baltimore and be at NAB headYork and tends to his industry
quarters in Washington. Thus, it duties.
is likely that a new record for
There
isn'tdriver
a cop who
on any
beat his
or
even
a cab
knows
presidential activity in NAB affairs
will be established during the 1937- Baltimore any better than John
Elmer. He was born there Aug. 5,
38 year.
It was just seven years ago that 1885, and has never lived in any
John Elmer entered the radio field other city. He was a lad of ten —
after a long and successful career
an orphan — when he began shifting
in journalism. If there are two
for himself. That probably accounts for his deep interest in
men in the broadcasting field who
happen to fit an almost identical
practically every juvenile institution in Baltimore. Picnics during
pattern in background and experithe summer for six or seven of
ence, they are the retiring NAB
these institutions under the Elmer
president and his successor. Both
are regularly scheduled
began their careers in the circula- aegis,
events.
tion departments of newspapers —
John Elmer went through Baltibut on opposite sides of the counmore grammer schools while worktry. Both were graduated to the
ing at odd jobs. In 1904, a lad of
advertising departments and then
16, he really began his newspaper
to the business managements.
career. He joined the old Balti"Chuck"
Myers
branched
into
radio
ahead of John Elmer. Each in his
more World as a subscription solicitor. He shifted to the Baltimore
own time saw radio as a projection
of journalism, and got into the American in 1906, and took his
field.
first fling at advertising. He was
From the moment John Elmer
assigned to the classified department, but soon became a star
stepped into radio as the manager
of the then nondescript little "space" saleman. In 1912 he was
WCBM, he became interested in made advertising manager. When
Frank A. Munsey purchased the
the affairs of the industry. During
the NRA days of three years ago American from Gen. Felix Agnus
he served as vice-chairman of the in 1921, he continued with the
newspaper, while top executives in
Code Authority for the broadcasting industry. He has been an other departments went elsewhere.
He became its assistant general
official of National Independent
BROADCASTING
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LENOX R. LOHR, president of
NBC, has ininvited
all theto network's
personnel
New York
attend a
fireworks display July 5 at his home
in Tarrytown.
CARROL HAUSER, chief engineer
of KMTR, Hollywood, has been made
station manager succeeding Tex Rickard, resigned.

JOHN IRACI, president of International Broadcasting Corp., and general manager of WOV-AVBIL, New
York, and WRAX and WPEN. Philadelphia, left June 26 on the Rex for
a trip to Italy and France, where he
will study European broadcasting
technique and look into the possibility
of securing European talent for his
stations. During his absence Miss
Hyla Kiezales will act as general
manager of the stations.
NORMAN S. McGEE. for several
months a member of the sales staff
of WQXR,
York, ofhasthe been
appointed salesNew
manager
station,
following the resignation of Alfred S.
Moss, who left to become an account
executive with A. W. Lewin Co. Inc..
Newark. Mr. McGee will assist in
the production of commercial programs as well as direct the sales staff.
FRED J. HART, general manager of
KGMB. Honolulu, accompanied by
Mrs. Hart and their daughter Margaret, will sail for Europe .Tuly 24
aboard the Saturnia for a four-month
sojourn. They plan to tour most of
the Coiitinent, returning to New York
Oct. 25.
G. WILLIAM ANDERSON, until recently in charge of toilet goods advertising of the Neic York Hernld-Trihune and
advertising
m.inager
of previouslv
Toilet Requisites
Magazine
and general manager of Perfumers
Journal has joined the sales staff of
the New York Broadcasting System.
A. L. ASHBY. vice-oresident and general attorney of NBC, is sailing with
his wife, daughter and son July 7 on
the Uansa for a trip to Europe. They
will return Sept. 2.
EDWARD W. BUCKALEW. who
recently joined the CBS Hollywood
sales promotion staff has been made
Pacific Coast manager of the department for the network and is headquartered at KNX, that city. Bob
Reichenbach, formerly in charge of
CBS northern California sales promotion, San Francisco, has been transferred to Hollywood. Staff also includes George McCaughna who has
been with KNX sales promotion department more than three years.
ED KIRBY, sales promotion manager
of the National Life and Accident Insurance Co., which operates WSM.
Nashville, has resigned effective .Tuly
1.5, to become sales promotion manager
of the Southern Agriculturalist, published in Nashville. He was with the
WSM organization for five years.
DONALD FLAMM, president of
WMCA, New York, sailed for Europe
in mid-June for a tour of continental
radio and musical centers.

general manaJOHN A HOLMAN,
inggerfield,of WBZ-WBZ
was recently A.
electedBoston-Spr
to the board
of directors of the Boston Advertising
Club ofandthenamed
honorary
(lent
Scituate
Players.vice-presi>
LOUISE WASMER, owner of KHQ,
Spokane, was saluted recently during
the Romance of Achievement program
sponsored by the First National Bank,
that city, a program series during
which tributes are made to the bank's
depositors.
JOHN F. McNAMARA, programmanager of WBZ-WBZA, BostonSpringfield, is vacationing in Europe,
and will return about August 1.
GEORGE BIGGAR, promotional director of WLS, Chicago, was recently
elected
presidentofofSouth
the Chicago
ni Association
Dakota AlumU.

manager and advertising director.
In 1923, William Randolph Hearst
purchased the American. Elmer
was asked to remain, which he did
for one year.
After this long career in the
newspaper field, Mr. Elmer decided
to enter business for himself, and
opened a local advertising agency.
The business prospered. But late
in 1926, Mr. Hearst again sought
his services, and he returned to the
America 71 as its publisher. He
turned the agency business over to
a partner. In September, 1929, Mr.
Elmer resigned that post, and the
following year reopened an agency
and advertising counsellor service.
In the latter capacity, he was called
in to see what could be done with
WCBM, then in the doldrums.
That was in April, 1930. By July,
he became president and partowner of the station. He had the
"radio bug," as he expresses it, and
dropped all other operations to
devote his full time to it. The

station, as a purely local unit, has,
prospered
underwashismarried
direction.
John Elmer
in 1906
to Arabia Grouse of Baltimore,
They have four daughters, Mrs.
Dorothy E. Roeder, wife of the
WCBM manager; Mrs. David E.
Tydings;
Miss successful
Jeanne, who
conducts a very
dancing
studio in Baltimore, and Betty Lee,
aged 12. There are three grandchildren— two daughters and a son.
Mr. Elmer is a 32nd degree
Mason, a Shriner and an Elk,
Other organizations in which he is
interested are the Merchants Club
of Baltimore; the Baltimore Civic
Association, of which he is vicepresident; the Children's Fresh Air
Society, of which he is vice-president; Goodwill Industries; Baltimore Safety Council; Salvation
Army, and Children's Playground
Group, being a director in the last
four. He attends the Episcopal
Church.

JANET
MacRORIE,
ity acceptance
editor, NBC's
left NewcontinuYork
June 24 for a West Indies cruise.
EARL H. GAMMONS, general manager cently
of WCCO,
Minneapolis,
reelected chairman
of thewasboard
of the local Better Business Bureau.
HERBERT J. TILY, member of the
board of WFIL, Philadelphia, was
given a Doctor of Music degree at
Pennsylvania U commencement.
ELLISager ofATTEBERRY,
manKCKN, Kansas general
City, Kan.,
published an article called "Radio
Broadcasting"
in the a June
issue of
The Blue Diamond,
periodical
of
the Kansas City Athletic Club.
ALLEN FRANKLIN, formerly of
KVOO, Tulsa, has joined the sales
staff of WFIL, Philadelphia.
E. L. COLBURN has been transferred to the sales staff of WKY, Oklahoma City, from the advertising
staff of the Daily Oklahoman & Times.
L. C. Stokely, formerly of KANS,
Wichita, has joined the WKY sales
staff.
MEL WOOLENS, of the local sales
department of NBC-Chicago, on July
WCFL, Chicago, as commer3 joins
cial manager, succeeding C. P. McAssey. Mr. Woolens had been on the
NBC.
sales" staff of WCFL before joining
ED SIMS, commercial manager and
sports announcer of WMFJ. Daytona
been appointed comBeach, Fla.,missionerhas
of the Florida
Semi-proin
Baseball Tournament
to be played
that city July 12.
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• With staggering economies that claim the
attention of every executive the new Postal
Telegraph Night Letter Service has gone
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25-word base rate*) to thousands of "short
haul" points.
Under the new service, messages of more
than 200 words can be sent for seven-tenths
of a cent a word (beyond the initial 25-word
base rate*) even from coast to coast. The
maximum rate for a 25-word message between the most distant U. S. points on the
map is only fifty cents . . . two cents a word !
Take full advantage of the economies the
new Postal Telegraph Night Letter Service
offers. Use it for business and social messages. Make it a part of your daily correspondence routine. Get an assured nextmorning reading of your message. Open
the way for an immediate telegraph reply.
Call Postal Telegraph for further information.
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* NOTE : The initial rate is based on a new minimum of
25 words. Extra words are charged for in 5-word groups.
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HENRY STANLEY, formerly with
R. U. Mcintosh & Associates, Los
Angeles transcription firm, and Harry
Gale, display advertising salesman
for Chicago papers, have been added
to the sales staff of WJJD, Chicago.
KEN MARSH, formerly of KFDM,
Beaumont, Tex., has joined the sales
and promotion staff of WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md.
WILLIAM K. DORMAN, manager
of John H. Perry Associates, operator
of WCOA, Pensaeola, Fla., is leaving
New York July 2 for a ten day business visit to Cincinnati and Louisville. He will visit advertisers and
agency executives.
D. J. POYNOR, manager of WMBH,
Joplin, Mo., was recently called to
the state
to attend
confer-in
ence of 28capital
men who
were toa help
an advisory capacity in the formation
of the
wild
life.state's policy in relation to
MRS. VIVIEN RUE is the new assistant manager at WMBH, .Toplin,
Mo. Mrs. Stella Lukens is the new
program director.
BERNARD LEVINE, formerly with
KGDM, Stockton, Cal., has been
named to the sales promotion staff of
KYOS, Merced, Cal.
GENE CLARK, for the past five years
a member of the Northern California
Radio System, resigned his position as
assistant manager of KQW, San Jose,
recently to become director of publicity for the San Jose Chamber of
Commerce.
CHARLES MORIN. member of the
CBS sales staff in San Francisco, is
vacationing
in Yellowstone National
Park.
VOLNEY T. JAMES who formerly
headed his own Los Angeles advertising agency, has joined KMTR, Hollywood, as account executive.
M. E. (BOB) ROBERTS, manager of
KYA, chSan
Francisco
purased amountain
cabin recently
in the Santa
Cruz Mountains, California and has
been spending his week-ends there collecting a sun-tan.
JAMES FORD, formerly associated
with radio in Iowa and Nebraska,
has joined the sales staff of Consoliwood. dated Transcription Library, HollyALLEN FRANKLIN, formerly of
KVOO. Tulsa, has joined the sales
staff of WFIL, Philadelphia.
BERNARD LEVINE. formerly of
KGDM. Stockton. Cal.. has joined the
sales
promotion
department of KYOS,
Merced,
Cal.
M. J. MARA has been added to the
sales staff of KJBS, San Francisco.
R. L. HAMMOND, formerly associated with Goodyear Tire & Ilubber Co.,
Los Angeles, has joined KFAC, that
city, as account executive.
ADRIEL FRIED, formerly with the
Robert Young Adv. Agency. San
Francisco, and prior to that with the
Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, that
city, has joined KYOS, Merced, Cal.,
as account executive. He replaces
Wayne Wooldridge who resigned to go
to Los Angeles.

Marcellus D. Smith
MARCELLUS D. SMITH, chief
owner of WBRC, Bii-mingham regional, and president of the Birmingham Awning & Tent Works,
died June 9 in a local hospital following a brief illness. He was 45
years old. Mr. Smith purchased
control of WBRC in 1928. K. G.
^
Marshall, vice - president of the
Birmingham Terminal Restaurant,
manager of the station, and J. C.
Bell, chief engineer, are minority
stockholders in the Birmingham
Broadcasting Co. Inc., each owning
2 2-9 shares of stock to Mr.
5-9. Mr. Smith is sur| Smith'svived5by his
widow, a daughter
and a son.
BROADCASTING

THE

BEHIND
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LEON GOLDSTEIN, for two years
publicity director of WBNX, New
York, and formerly engaged in bank
publicity, has resigned to take a similar position at WMCA, New York,
on July 1. Frank Johnson, studio director of WBNX, will take over the
publicity duties as well. At WMCA
Goldstein is succeeding Larry Nixon,
who will devote the rest of the summer to completing a novel which he
has contracted to have ready for fall
publication. Nixon joined the WMCA
staff as publicity director and news
editor about two years ago, and was
formerly with Hirshon-Garfield Inc.
LLOYD E. YODER, Western publicity director of NBC, has been named
general chairman of the eighth annual Radio Day at the Salinas, Calif.,
Rodeo on Friday, July 16. A representative group of radio executives and
artists from all the San Francisco bay
area broadcasting stations will attend
the Rodeo on Radio Day. Mr. Yoder
also has been named chairman of
Radio Day at the annual California
State Fair, to be held in Sacramento
next September.
VIRGIL IRWIN, formerly of KMAC.
San Antonio, is the new continuity
editor at WAAF, Chicago, succeeding
Jack Odell, recently promoted to program director.
WILLIAM FIFIELD, formerly with
KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash., and Jav
Sims of KFWB,
Hollywood, have
been added to the WBBM announcing
staff, Chicago.
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KARL BARRON, announcer, former- i
ly with WIP, Philadelphia, has been I
added to the announcing staff of KYA.
San Francisco.
HAL BURNETT, director of publicity of WBBM, Chicago, has been
named a director of Sigma Delta
Chi, national professional journalistic
fraternity, and Julian Bentley, news
commentator of WLS, that city, has
fraternity.
been made an associate member of the
GLEN LAW, formerly of WBOW.
Terre Haute, Ind., has joined the announcing staff of KSO-KRNT, Des
Moines.
DICK
RUPPERT ofa WKRC,
member Cincinof the
traffic department
nati, married Doris McCormack on
June 26.
FEY ROGERS, formerly of WSVA,
Harrisonburg, Va., has joined the anTenn.
nouncing staff of W^OPI, Bristol.
TOM KELLY, formerly of WTCN,
Minneapolis,
has joined
the announcing staff of WIBW,
Topeka,
Kan.
BILL BALDWIN and Willard Kliuger have been added to the announcing staff of WGN, Chicago. Baldwin
was formerly with WOW, Omaha,
while Klinger comes from WSAZ,
Huntington, W. Va.
CHESTER J. GRUBER. (Pooschem-up Tony Cabooch) of WHO, Des
Moines, suffered a painful leg injury .June 22 when a revolver he was
cleaning was accidentally discharged.
A line was intalled in his home and
his
programs were continued without
interruption.

'
\
:
:
|

~

W. N. McGILL, station manager and
Luther Putnam, news commentator
of KGGC, San Francisco, have re- ing.
signed.
Harry staff
Leroy have Gordon
joined Willis
the newsandcasting
of KGGC and Les Malloy, publicity
director, is doing part-time announcLEWIS CHARLES, formerly chief
announcer at WINS, New York, and j
Kennedy Ludham, formerly with
WNAC, Boston, have been added to
the announcing staff of WOV-WBIL,
New York.
• Broadcast
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DYNAMOTE

Here is a new Gates remote equipment that broadcasters can depend upon
to provide studio type quality and completeness in handling facilities and
yet offer more compactness and ease of carrying than has ever before been
possible with remote equipment.
The Dynamote weighs slightly over 30 pounds and is 20" by 12" by 10"
including power supply and packed in carrying case yet three mixing positions,
a high gain battery or A. C. amplifier,
our 5" edgewise V. I. meter, master gain,
DYNAMOTE FEATURES
head set jack, locking type microphone
connectors and complete power supply
1— Three position wiping contact mixing system (30 or
are standard equipment with room left
200 ohms)
In the case for three microphones, head
2 — 5" edgewise scale output
meter
phones and banquet or desk stands.
Though only four weeks old the Dynamote
3— Four stage high gain amplifier
is being proclaimed by broadcasters from
4— Battery or light socket
Los Angeles to New York as a creator
operation
of
a new era in remote control apparatus.
5— The price complete, ampliDo you have bulletin 71 on this newest
fier, power supply and
carrying case, is only $148.50
Gates 15th Anniversary release?

See the Dynamote as
well as many other
Gates remote, speech
input and accessory
equipments, or write
for full particulars.

Mfgd. By
GATES

RADIO

&

SUPPLY

Manufacturing Engineers Since 1922
Quincy, III., U.S.A.
Cable address Gatesradio
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CO.

MARTIN VIALE and Pinto Tameirao have been added to the announcing
staff ofgramNBC's
South
American
prodepartment,
which
broadcasts
daily on a short-wave station W3XAL,
Bound Brook, N. J., programs for the
South American audience. Vaile, from
the Argentine, is a lawyer, journalist
and commentator who will present a
daily broadcast of Press Radio News
in Spanish. Tameirao, a Brazilian who
will announce the Thursday evening
American Composers program in Portuguese, was formerly editor of A Fazenda, a farm paper circulated in
Brazil.
JERRY BURNS has been named to
the stafe of KXBY, Kansas City, as
newscaster and special events announcer and Frank E. Bailey, formerly head of the production department, has been appointed merchandise
and publicity manager of KXBY.
FREDERIC B. COLE, formerly of
KHJ, Los Angeles, has joined the
announcing staff of WBZ, Boston.
TOM HUSSEY, announcer of the
Yankee and Colonial networks, married Miss Margaret Hutchinson of
Marblehead, Mass., .June 12.
FRAN COUGHLIN, continuity writer
of WGN, Chicago, spoke .June 14 before the Rotary Club of Freeport, 111.,
on "Writing in Radio."
IVAN STREED, production manager
of WHBF, Rock Island, 111., is making a circle tour of Canada, New England, and the South.
STOCKTON HELFRICH, assistant
manager, NBC script division, vacations to Puerto Rico on July 3.
RICHARD LEONARD, member of
NBC's New York production staff,
is the father of a boy born .June 11.
LEWIS TEE GARDEN, recently appointed chief announcer of KEHE,
Los Angeles, has been made production manager, succeeding Ray Appleby, resigned. Al Poska. has been elevated to chief announcer and Clinton
.Jones, news rewrite man. has been
transferred
to the continuity department.
FRANK GILL. Jr.. writer on the
CBS Texaco Town program sponsored
by Texas Co., from Hollywood, is the
father of a baby girl born June 14.
RALPH RICHARDS, staff pianist at
NBC studios. San Francisco has been
awardeddolphaGanz.
year's
scholarship
He will
take a with
leaveRu-of
absence while he studies in the East.
RICHARD DEASY. formerly of
KSFO. that
San city.
Francisco, has moved to
KYA,
HERB ALLEN, announcer, collapsed
recently while describing a baseball
game in Oakland. Calif., over KROW.
Allen is a staff anouncer at KFRC
wlien not sportscasting. Ernie Smith,
of KYA and Ernie Eikenberger substituted for Allen during his illness.
GRAVES TAYLOR, promotion manager of WGAR, Cleveland, and Mrs.
Taylor on .June 14 became the parents of a 7% lb. son, William Graves.
MARJORIE GIBSON. WLS, Chicago, actress, and .John N. Thornburn,
Chicago lawyer, were married June
15 in Flora, 111., Dr. John W. Holmony. land, pastor of the Little B roivn
Church of the Air, performed the cere-

BILL REX, formerly of WAYX,
Waycross, Ga., has joined the announcing staff of WJEJ, Hagerstowu,
Md. Francis Koonce has also been
named to the WJEJ announcing staff.
WARREN CHAMPLIN has resigned
and James Hennessey has been added
to the announcing staff of WTMV,
E. St. Louis.
HERBERT PLAMBECK, farm editor of WHO, Des Moines, married
Miss Frances Hahn on June 23.
JOHN PHILLIP SOUSA III has
joined the mail room staff of NBC
in New York. He is the grandson of
the illustrious band leader.
BROADCASTING

ANNOUNCERS'
CONTEST —
Thelma Lang, the winner of a contest called Microphobians on KYA,
San Francisco, receives the award
offered by a local jewelry concern
from Leon Churchon, KYA program director.
IRVING S. STROUSE, former publicity director of J. P. Mueller Adv.
Co., New York, has been placed in
charge of publicity for Artists Management Inc., and the Paul Whiteman interests, with offices at 17 E. 4.5th St.
ASHTON DUNN, for six years with
R. H. York
MACYpersonnel
& Co., has
joined NBC's
New
division.
GEORGE HAYES, formerly of
NBC's
night Gabarini,
program manager's
and Arthur
formerly instaff,
the
guest relations department, have been
graduated from the network's announcing school as full-fledged NBC announcers.
NORMAN CLOUTIER. former musical director of WTIC, Hartford, has
joinedsion asNBC's
New York music divia conductor.
HORACE CAPPS, recently of WLW.
Cincinnati, has resigned as head of
the Clinton County (O) school music
department to join WBOW, Terre
Haute,tion head.
Ind.,Wendell
as program
produc-of
Siler, and
formerly
WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va., has joined
the WBOW staff. Wilfred MacDill
has been named head of the merchandising department.
DORIS RILEY, of the continuitv
staff of CFAC, Calgary, Alb., has
been transferred to CJA'T, Trail.
DICK WYNNE, announcer-producer
at KJBS. San Francisco, has tendered his resignation. He plans to go
to Southern California.
MEL VENTER, Bob Bence and Bill
Davidson, announcers at KFRC, San
Francisco, have been ordered transferred to the Mutual-Don Lee studios
at KH.J, Los Angeles. Their transfer
is in connection with the removal of
two feature broadcasts from San
Francisco to Los Angeles.
LEE STRAHORN, formerly with
Lord & Thomas, has joined the NBC
press department at San Francisco.
MAX KNEPPER. new to radio, has
been made publicity director of
KFVD, Los Angeles, succeeding Celia
Brady, who has been named office
manager.
G. A. PALMER, continuity director
of 3DB, Melbourne, Australia, was in
Hollywood late in June, on a tour of
the United States, studying American
radio methods.
CHARLES
SMITH
NBC spent
Hollywood Artists
Bureau,of the
recently
two weeks in New York conferring
with network officials.
DOUG DOAN, publicity director of
KRBC, Abilene, Tex., has been named
program director to succeed Gene
Herd, resigned. Forrest W. Clough.
formerly of the KRBC announcing
staff, has returned to Dallas to do
publicity and continuity work.
• Broadcast
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HOYT B. WOOTEN
President ami Owner, WREC
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plishments During WREC*s
Year
Broadcasting

I I WREC's new 5-kw wide-range, high-fidelity transmitter
was completed and put into operation, giving radio
listeners a quality of reception hitherto unknown in Memphis and Mid-South, and practically doubled WREC's
coverage area.
1^ WREC voted overwhelming choice of Memphis and
Mid-South Radio Listeners (2 to I favorite over 2nd
station) in an authoritative survey made, SeptemberOctober, 1936, by Oliver P. Cobb Company, certified
public accountants, Memphis. Listener preference: WREC
64.60%;
WMC
32.57%;
WNBR upon
1.99%;
WHBQ .'84%.
Sworn copy
of survey
available
request.
I I Local Memphis Advertisers buying WREC more than
2I/4 to I. During April, 1937, Memphis business men
bought and ran 2'/) times as many commercial programs
on WREC as they did on Memphis' second station — 282
to 124 programs. Proven results! That's the answer . . .
and you can get the same answer!

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
NEW YORK • CHICAGO
BROADCASTING

• SAN FRANCISCO
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HECTOR CHEVIGNY, CBS Pacific
Coast continuity editor in Hollywood, has resigned to join the production department of F. Wallis Armstrong Co., that city. He has been
assigned to the writing staff of the
CBS HoUmcood Hotel program sponsored by Campbell Soup Co., working
under Bill Bacher, producer.
DON BERNABD. formerly KHJ, Los
Angeles production manager, has
joined the CBS Hollywood production
staff. CBS has assigned William
Lawrence to take over production cf
New Horizon, weekly half hour KNX,
Hollywood, musical program, sponsored by partment
Bullock's.
Los Angeles
destore. Glenhall
Taylor who
recently resigned to join the Young &
Rubicam Inc., Hollywood production
staff, formerly produced the program.
JIM BAXNON, formerly of KMOX,
St. Louis, and prior to that on the
announcing staff of WABC, New
York, has joined KEHE. Los Angeles
in a similar capacity and has changed
his name to Todd Forsythe. He will
specialize in sports announcing.
VAN C. NEWKIRK, well known in
Pacific Coast radio, has been appointed
program director of KMPC, Beverly
Hills, Cal., station recently acquired
by G. A. Richards. Newkirk was
from 1925 to 1933 on the staff of
KHJ,
ties. Los Angeles, in various capaciBERNIE MILLIGAN. Los Angeles
Examiner radio editor, has been signed
by KMTR, Hollywood, to announce
the Friday night fights from Hollywood Legion Stadium.
DON WILSON. NBC Hollywood announcer, has been signed by Condor
Pictures Inc., that city, to do the narration on a series of 13 outdor sport
shorts which will be released through
RKO.
KATHRYN CRAVEN, New York
commentator, will originate her thrice
weekly quarter hour CBS News
Throughsponsorship
a Woman'sof Eyes
under
Pontiacprogram,
Motor
Co., from Hollywood for four weeks
starting July 5. She arrives in Hollywood .luly 2 and is to include film
celebrity interviews in her broadcasts.
FRANK MANOFF. announcer-technician at KROW, Oakland, Cal., recently resigned to take a similar position with KLS, Oakland.
ANDY POTTER, manager of KOH,
Reno, was a recent San Francisco
visitor during a vacation trip.
ERNIE SMITH, KYA sportscaster,
has recovered from a touch of whooping cough, contracted from his children. Dwight Newton, who conducts
children's
programs
KYA,withwasa
absent for nearly
threeforweeks
case of chicken pox.
LEON KAPNER, manager of WCAE.
Pittsburgh, Pa., was a recent visitor
in San Francisco.
CARL KALASH, director of the NBC
Beau Arts Trio, San Francisco, recently became the father of an eight
pound son.
LEE HOAGLAND, announcer at
KROW, Oakland has resigned and
plans to leave for Los Angeles as soon
as a successor is found.
BOB STANLEY, announcer-producer
at KYA, San Francisco, sailed aboard
the steamer Malolo on June 19 for
Honolulu
he joined
the production staffwhere
at station
KGMB
in the
island city. Stanley came to San
Francisco eight months ago from
Philadelphia and before that was announcer at WLEU, Erie, Pa. He was
succeeded at KYA by Wallace Ford,
formerly of WLEU.
SCOTT WEAKLEY, production manager at KROW, Oakland, Cal., has
added to his duties the production of
the Johnny Jump-Up program, due to
the recent resignation of Norman
Loebl.
BERT BUZZINI, announcer at KYA,
San Francisco, is vacationing in New
York City until July 12.
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ART KIRKHAM, chief announcer of
KOIN, Portland, Ore., for the past
eight years, has been named director
of public relations and special events.
Stan Church has been promoted to
chief announcer. Mr. Kirkham is
presently making a tour of Eastem
stations to study production and pvjgramming.
GEORGE JESSE, University of Kentucky student announcer, has joined
the staff of WAVE, Louisville, for
the summer.

Quest, Request
WFAA, Dallas, has been running a series of programs
known as .Quest for Talent
which turned out to be a
quest for announcers when
the program of KFRO, Longview, Tex., was placed upon
that Station. WFAA, after
hearing Chief Announcer
Earl Kalusche announce from
KFRO on its Quest for Talent
invited
Kalusche toprogram,
join its
announcing
staff. Kalusche joined WFAA
early last month.
OTTIS ROUSH, formeriy of WTJS,
Jackson, Tenn.,
joined the
announcing staff ofhasWLBC,
Muncie,
Ind., replacing Jack Bush, who has
gone to New York.
MISS LOUISE HAMPTON has been
named by Kasper-Gordon Studios Inc.,
Boston,gram to
direct
its McCracken
children's prodivision.
L. H.
has
been named to aid in dejjartment store
broadcasting service.
JIMMY RAYLB, student at Greensboro High School, working part-time
with WBIG, Greensboro, upon his
graduation June 4 was given a permanent position with the station.
DAVID BANKS, formerly of KARK,
Little Rock, and KBTM, Jonesboro,
Ark., has joined WTJS, Jackson,
Tenn., as publicity director and announcer. Banks was a former journalism student at Arkan.sas State
College. Leslie Brooks, WTJS announcer, has been promoted to studio
director.
BETTY LOU BLOUNT, president of
Blo'.-nt - Laemmle Productions Inc.,
Hollywood transcription and program
producers, has announced her engagement to Al E. Kelly, vice-president
and sales manager of the organization.
JERRY MOHR, formerly of the New
York Theater Guild and Eve La
Gallienne's Civic Reportorv Theatre
that city, has joined the KHJ, Los
Angeles, announcing staff.
ESTHER DURKIN, formerly of
the program department of
Philadelphia, has just assumedWIP
her
new position as secretary to James
Begley, program director of KYW
Philadelphia.

MISS MARIAN BLACK, of the
program staff of WIP, Philadelphia
will be married in October to Granville Klink Jr., engineer at WDAS
'
Phil
ROBER
T adel
INGHAM,phia
announc.
er
and
sports reporter for WADC,
Ohio, was married to ErmaAkron
Wood, Cuyahoga Falls. Ohio. June Lee
26.
DURWARD KIRBY, announcer for
WLW, Cincinnati, left .June 12 to
join the NBC staff at Chicago.
STUART FINLEY has left WIBX,
announcer
become
F*'^-&r^
^J-^ ^ Cincinna
for WCPO.
ti.
PHIL SUTTERFIELD has joined
the announci
Albany, Ind. ng staff of WGRC, New
DURWARD KIRBY, formeriv of
joined ' the
Cincinna
WLW, cago
ti, has
NBC-Chi
announci
ng staff.
WILBUR EDWARDS, former Davidson college student in charge of campus remotes, has joined the announcing staff of WBT, Charlotte.
AL METCALF has joined the staff
of WCOA, Pensacola, Fla., as announcer and production manager.
PAUL CORBIN, formerly of KWSC,
Pullman, Wash., has joined the announcing staff of KHQ-KGA, Spokane.
KENNETH YEEND, formerly of
KWSC, Pullman, Wash., has joined
the continuity department of KVI,
Tacoma.

JOE
GARRETT,
formerely
WII',of
Philadelphia,
has joined
the ofstaff
WNEW, duction
Newdirector.York, as assistant pro-

GOLFERS— Don Forker (left),
Lord & Thomas account executive,
squints over the fairway but George
Engles, NBC vice-president in
charge of artists service uses a hat.
John F. Royal, NBC vice-president
in charge of programs, is at the
right in this June 9 scene at the
NBC Athletic Association golf
tournament.
Twice Thrilled
BOB ELSON, WGN announcer, broadcasting a Man on
the Street program in front
of the Chicago Theatre, was
recently quizzing passer-bys
about their greatest thrill. "I
haven't had my greatest thrill
yet," said one of the male
passer-bys
"It'sI
going to beinterviewed.
tonight when
broadcast
over
WLS".
turned out to be a member He
of
the K e w a n e e. 111., choral
group in town that day to
broadcast a program over the
Prairie Farmer station.
BILL DAVIES, former production
manager of WLBC, Muncie, Ind., has
joined the staff of WOWO, Fort
Wayne. motedOttis
Roush has
been proto production
manager
and
chief announcer of WLBC. Henry
Marks and Bob Ebert, who was formerly with WPAR, Parkersburg, AV.
Va., have joined the WLBC announcing staff.
DOROTHY ROBERLARD of the
secretarial staff of WQAM, Miami,
was married June 30.
DON FORBES, chief announcer of
KNX, Hollywood, has been assigned
to announce the new CBS Hal KempAlice Faye show, sponsored by Liggett field),
& Myers
Tobacco
Co. from
(Chesterwhich will
originate
that
city beginning July 2.
REINALD WERRENRATH JR.. of
NBC's guest relations staff in New
York will marry Elizabeth Imbrie of
Newburg, N. Y., on July 31.
CHARLES KRAATZ has been added
to the staff of WNEW, New York, as
assistant
mentator. to Earl Harper, sports comBILL BALDWIN, formerly of
WOW, Omaha, and Willard Klinger,
formerly of WSAZ, Huntington, W.
Va.. have joined the announcing staff
of WGN, Chicago.
VERNON CRAWFORD, announcer
of WFIL,
is vacationing in New Philadelphia,
England.
HELEN KILEY, a member of the
press department of WIP, Philadeldectomy.phia, recently underwent an appenBROADCASTING

GLEN PARKER, formerly of WIP
Philadelphia, has joined the announ
ing staff of WLW, Cincinnati.
FRANKLIN (Whitey) LEWIS, fc
nine years baseball and boxing writ(
of the Cleveland Press, who joint
WGAR, Cleveland, April 1, has bet
signed by Axton & Fisher, Louisvil
(tobacco; for a new series of six 1.
minute sports reviews weekly to pn
mote
WGAR.Twenty Grand Cigarettes ov
DAVID EBEY, of the promotion department of WLS, Chicago, has
changed his name to David Wilburn.
EDWIN ROWLAND, formerly on
the announcing staff of various Mexican and Cuban stations, has joined
KGFJ, Los Angeles, in a similar capacity.
JERRY
O'CONNOR,
publicof relations
and special
events director
KFWB.
Hollywood, has returned to his desk
after three weeks in Panama.
LEONARD LAKE, formerly of KFI
and KGFJ, Los Angeles, has joined
KFWB,
Hollywood, as announcer.
HARRY HALL, chief announcer of
KFWB, Hollywood, and Frances
Sawyer, station traffic manager, were
married in that city June 21.
RALPH NELSON has resigned as
chief announcer of KDB, Santa Barbara, Cal., and has gone to Chicago
to join his wife Celeste Holm, well
known Shakespearian actress.
MAYFIELD KAYLOR, KEHE. Los
Angeles,
director,
weeks
leaveprogram
of absence
becauseonof six
ill
health, resumes his duties July 1.
VIC HURLEY, well known western
writer, has joined the continuitv staff
of KOMO-KJR, Seattle, according to
an announcement by W. W. Warren,
program director.
VIRGINIA GOLDENBURG has been
named to the continuity staff of
city.
WCKY,
Cincinnati,
but will
continue
her dramatic
work with
WLW,
that
OLLIE O'TOOLE, announcer of
WWSW,
Pittsburgh,
Millie
Preskar, June
24 and married
Ray Harlow,
WWSW engineer, married Martha
Rhea, June 26.
GARDNER SMITH, formerly of
WSYR, Syracuse, N. Y., has joined
the announcing staff of WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y. Harriet Stem has been
named women's program director of
WJTN.
CLAUDE MAIN, former New York
actor, has joined the announcing
staff of KGNO, Dodge City, Kan.,
and will
assist into dramatic
productions in addition
announcing.
VIC HURLEY, Seattle author, has
joined
the continuity
staff of KOMOKJR, that
city.
DAVID VAILE, recently promoted
from announcer to studio supervisor
at KYA, San Francisco is the father
of a baby boy, born June 16.
RICHARD DEASY. formerly an
operator-announcer at KSFO, San
Francisco, nouncinghasstaff ofbeen
the anKYA,added
thattocity.
MORTON GOULD, conductor of the
Music for Today programs on MBS,
has been appointed director of the
educational
of Mills Music Inc., Newdepartment
York.
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through
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to conquer.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
8p — Studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot annovncements
ta — transcription announcements
WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield
Williamsou Caudy Co., Chicago, 260
ta, thru John B. Dunham Co., Chicago.
Whittemore Bros. Corp., Cambridge,
Mass. (shoe polish), 40 sa, thru
Stoddard-Sampson Co., Boston.
L. C. Prime Co., Boston (Yorkshire
Relish), 4 sa, thru Bennett & Snow,
Inc., Boston.
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning Institute, Chicago, 4 t, thru Critchfield
& Co., Chicago.
Scholl Mfg. Co., New York (Dr.
Scholl's
Donahue Corn
& Co. Pads),
Inc., N.10Y. sa, thru
Agfa Ausco Corp., Binghampton, N.
Y. (films, photo equipment), 91 sa,
thru Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
Leopold Morse Co., Boston (men's
clothing), sa, placed thru IngallsAdv., Boston.
Morse Shoe Stores, Boston, 10 sa,
thru Salinger & Publicover, Boston.
La Touraine Coffee Co., Boston,
(Toastmaster) , 4 t, thru IngallsAdv., Boston.
Albany Carpet Cleaning Co., Boston,
24
sa, thru Dickie-Raymond Inc.,
Boston.
Baker Extract Companj', Springfield,
Mass. (flavoring extracts), so, thru
William
B. Remington Inc., Springfield. Mass.
Kendall Mfg. Co.. Cambridge, Mass.,
(Soapine), 312 t, thru Dowd &
Ostreicher Inc., Boston.
Association of Pacific Fisheries. Seattle, sa, thru .J. Walter Thompson
Co.. San Francisco.
Morse Shoe Stores. Boston, 10 sa,
thru Salinger & Publicover, Boston.
WOR, Newark
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning
Training Corp., Youngstown (trade
school ) , weekly sp, thru National
Classified
Adv. Agency, Youngstown.
Crown Overall Mfg. Co., Cincinnati
(Qveralls and work shirts), weekly
t, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co. Inc., Chicago.
General Foods Corp., New York (Diamond Crystal Salt), 2 weekly, t.
thru Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
Drums Inc., Detroit (cleaning fluid),
1 sp. 2 sa weekly, thru C. C. Winningham Inc., Detroit.
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (automobiles), 3weekly t. thru Campbell-Ewald Co. Inc., Detroit.
Post Institute Inc., New York (Ultrasol), weekly sp, thru Hirshon, Garfield Inc., N. Y.
WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich.
Indianapolis Brewing Co., Indianapolis (Burlomaster beer), 7 weekly so,
direct.
Black Eagle Oil Co., Milwaukee, daily
sa,
thru Morrison Adv. Agency, Milwaukee.
Texas Co., New York (Texaco), 3
weekly t, thru Buchanan Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
WIP, Philadelphia
Peter Paul Inc., Naugatuck, Conn.
(Mounds. Dreams candy), 5 weekly
sp, thru Platt-Forbes Inc., N. Y.
Varady of Vienna, Chicago (cosmetics), 18 weekly so, thru Baggaley,
Horton & Hoyt Inc., Chicago.
WGRC, New Albany, Ind.
Kiley Brewing Co., Louisville (Patrect. rick Henry beer), 6 weekly sp, diPage 62
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KGO, San Francisco
Best Foods Inc., New York (mayonnaise), 4weekly so, thru Benton &
Bowles Inc., N. Y.
Kraft-Phenix Cheese Corp., Chicago
(Darical), 6 weekly sa, thru J.
Walter Thompson, Co., Chicago.
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
(All-Crop harvester), weekly t,
thru
waukee.Bert S. Gittens Adv., Mil-,
Bulova Watch Co.. New York
(watches), 35 weelsly sa, thru Blow
Co. Inc., N. Y.
Interstate Co., San Francisco (summer resort), weekly sp, thru Drury
Co., San Francisco.
Diesel Power-United Engineering Schools, San Francisco, 6 weekly sa, direct.
Dorothy Perkins Co., St. Louis (cosmetics), 2weekly sa, thru Ridgway
Co., St. Louis.
Table Products Inc., Los Angeles
(Nu-Made mayonnaise), 21 weekly
so, thru Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles. WBNX, New York
Sun Oil Co., Philadelphia (Sunoco
fuels), 6 weekly sa, thru Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago.
Western Sausage & Provision Co..
New York (meats), 3 weekly so.
direct.
Pollyanna Shops Inc., New York,
(chain hosiery stores), 3 weekly so.
direct.
WLS, Chicago
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
(tractors). 3 weekly t, thru Bert S.
(jittens Adv., Milwaukee.
Household Magazine, ToDeka, 3 weekly sp, thru Presba, Fellers & Presba
Inc., Chicago.
•T. W. McCormack Co. Inc., Chicago
(real estate), 3 weekly sp, thru
Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc., Chicago.
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
American Oil Co., Baltimore (New
Value gas), 64 ta, thru Joseph Katz
Co., Baltimore.

WMCA, New York
Christian Science Radio Committee of
Greater New York, New York, 2
weekly sp, direct.
Unity School of Christianity, Kansas
City, Mo. (religious talks), 6 weekly sp, direct.
Madison
Personal Loan Inc., New
York (finance company), 3 weekly
sp, thru Klinger Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Grace Donahue Inc., New York
(beauty preparations), weekly sp,
thru Redfield-Johnstone Inc., N. Y.
Trutouophone Inc.. New York (hearing aid), 3 weekly sp, thru Klinger
Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Victor nalH.of Living),
Lindlahr, 6 New
Yorksp,(Jourweekly
thru
Schillin Adv. Corp., N. Y.
KYA, San Francisco
Guaranty Union Life Insurance Co.,
Los Angeles, 3 weekly sp, thru
Stodel Adv. Service, Los Angeles.
Bireley's Orangeade, Los Angeles
(beverage),
bicycleLosraces,
thru Allied Adv. Agency,
Angeles.
Star Outfitting Co., Los Angeles
(clothing), 6 weekly sp, thru Allied
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Painless Parker, San Francisco (dentist), 5 weekly sp, direct.
.Johnson, Carvell & Murphy, Los An(Kellogg'sA. ant
paste) 1Co.,
weekly
sp, thrugelesWm.
Ingoldsby
Los
Angeles
WNAC, Boston
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio (Lava soap) five weekly, t,
placed thru Compton Advertising
Co., New Oil
York.Company, Baltimore,
American
Maryland (Amoco gasoline), so,
thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Sterling Products Inc., Wheeling,
(drug products), 18 t,Inc.,
thruChicago.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
WAAB, Boston
Sea Breeze Cafe, Nantasket, Mass.,
12 sp, thru Harry M. Frost Co.
Inc., Boston.
Haywood Wine & Liquor Company,
Boston, so, thru David Malkiel, Boston.

KNX, Hollywood
Soil-Off Mfg. Co., Glendale, Cal.
(paint cleaner), 6 weekly sp, thru
.lefferson Kaye Wood Adv., Los AnManhattan
Soap Sales Corp., New
York
geles. ( Sweetheart soap ) , weekly sp,
thru Milton Weinberg Adv. Co.,
Los Angeles.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich,
(cereals), weekly sp, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
Johnson, Carvell & Murphy, Los Angeles, (Kellogg's ant paste), 5
weekly sp, thru William A. Ingoldsby Co., Los Angeles.
Sutliff Co., San Francisco (tobacco),
7 weekly so, thru Chas. R. Stuart
Inc., San Francisco.
WDOD, Chattanooga
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Oxydol), 5 weekly Inc.,
t, thruChicago.
BlackettSample-Hummert
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
soap), 5 weekly t, thru
4Ivory
ompton Adv. Inc., N. Y.
Dodge Motor Co., Detroit (autos),
weekly t. thru RuthraufE & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga (Black Draught), 3 weekly
sp, thru Purse Co., Chattanooga.
WJJD, Chicago
Evans Fur Co., Chicago (retail furriers), 6 weekly sp, thru Auspitz
& Lee, Chicago.
Logan Appliance
Co., Chicago
trical appliances),
3 weekly(elecsp,
thru Malcolm-Howard. Chicago.
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Chicago (retail), 0 weekly so. thru Dade B.
Epstein Adv. Agency, (Chicago.
KPO, San Francisco
Standard Oil Co. of Calif., San Francisco, 3.5 Inc.,
weeklySanso,Francisco.
thru McCannErickson
Joseph cisco
Magnin
Co. store),
Inc., San
(department
weeklyFransp,
through Sidney Garfinkel Adv.
Agency. San Francisco.
Pacquin Laboratories Inc., New York
(hand cream), 1 weekly sp, thru
William Esty Inc., New York.
WMAQ, Chicago
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning Institute, Chicago (correspondence
course),
3 weekly
field & Co.,
Chicago. t, thru CritchDeBarry & Williams Agency, Chicago
(insurance),
weekly sp, thru Critchfield & Co., Chicago.
WHK, Cleveland
Refrigeration
Conditioning9 Institute, &ChicagoAir(instruction),
sp,
thru Critchfield & Co., Chicago.
Beaumont Laboratories, St. Louis (4Way Cold Tablets), 5 weekly ta,
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co.
Inc., Chicago.
WOAI, San Antonio
Baldwin Laboratories, Sagertown, Pa.
(insecticide), 3 weekly sp, thru
Yount Co., Brie, Pa.
Greater Texas Pan-American Exposition, Dallas, announcements, thru
Tracy-Locke-Dawson Inc., Dallas.
WCKY, Cincinnati
McCormiek
Sales
tea), & 20Co.,so,
thruCo.,
Van(McCormick's
Sant, Dugdale
Baltimore.
RCA Manufacturing Co., New York,
(RCA tubes), 13 so, direct.
KDKA, Pittsburgh
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit, 26 t,
thru Campbell-Ewald Co. Inc., Detroit.
Dodge Brothers Corp., Detroit, 13 t,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
WEAN, Providence
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Crisco), vertising
130 Co.,so,
Compton AdNewthruYork.
Raytex Clothes, Providence, 122 sa,
placed direct.
KFEL, Denver
Storz Brewing Co., Omaha, so, thru
Buchanan-Thomas Adv. Agency,
Omaha.
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KFRC, San Francisco
r.ekius Van & Storage Co.. Sau FranEmil Brisacher cisco.&7 weekly
Staff, sa.SanthruFrancisco.
Postal Telegraph Co., San Francisco,
4 weekly sa, direct.
20-Grand Cigarettes. New York. 7
weekly
sa, thru McCann-Ericksou.
New York.
Morris Plan, San Francisco (loans),
30 sa. thru Leon Livingston Adv.
Agenc.v. San Francisco.
! Dodge Bros. Corp., New York
(autos), weekly t. thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., X. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Lifebuoy), 5 weekly t. thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., X. Y.
/inke Rebottoming Shoe Co. Inc., Los
Angeles, (shoe repairing) 8 sp.
thru Allied Adv. Agencies Inc., Los
Angeles.
KHJ, Los Angeles
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta, Ga.
( veast tablets), 5 weekly t, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., X. Y.
Zinke Rebottoming Shoe Co. Inc..
Los Angeles (shoe repairing). 10
sp. thru Allied Adv. Agencies Inc.,
Los Angeles.
II Haas-Baruch
& Co., sp,
Los thru
Angeles
coffee), weekly
Dan(Iris
B,
Miner Co., Los Angeles.
WNEW, New York
Lake Hiawatha, Xew .Jersey, (summer resort), 6 weekly sa.. thru
Radio & Film Methods Corp., X.
Y.
I'rystal
Lake Corp.,
West8 weekly,
Orange, sa,
X.
.1. (summer
resort),
direct.
KECA, Los Angeles
I'ower Seal Co.. Los Angeles (cylinder remedy), 2 weekly sa. thru Jefferson Kaye Wood, Los Angeles.
Wonder Made Products Co., Los Angeles (Thrifty mayonnaise), weekly
sp, thru Chas. H. Mayne Co., Los
Angeles.

"nstes

HO-

WEEI, Boston
r. Noonan & Sons Company, Boston
(barber supplies), 51 time signals,
thru Doremus & Company, Boston.
Xantasket-Boston Steamboat Co., Boston, 24 sa, placed direct.
Howard D. Johnson Co., Quincy,
Mass., (restaurant, ice cream stand
chain), 13 weeks (78) weather
forecasts,
thru Harry M. Frost Co.
Inc., Boston.

DAY DREAMING— Is no fun for
Oi'ville Foster, Day Dreamer of
the Iowa Network, as he starts
sending out 35,000 poems and 3,000 scrapbook covers to fans whose
requests last week totalled 77,700
labels from bottles of Maher's 7Up, Poems are mailed for one label, covers cost 24.
KFWB, Hollywood
Roberts, Johnson & Rand Shoe Co.,
St. Louis (Poll Parrott shoes), 6
weekly sp, thru Grace Glasser Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles.
W. H. Crawford Stores Inc., Los Andirect. geles (chain markets), 6 weekly sp,
WJAY, Cleveland
Rush Mfg. Co., Reading, Pa. (cigars),
weekly sp, direct.
Snugfit Sales Co., Los Angeles (dentifrice), 52 /, thru Records Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles.

(xould Oil Burner Corporation, Cambridge, Mass., 312 temperature reports, placed direct.
Cape Cod Steamboat Company, Boston, 36 sa, thru The Gi-eenleaf Co..
Boston.
Albany Carpet Cleaning Co., Cambridge, Mass., 156 sa, thru DickieRaymond, Boston.
KFI, Los Angeles
Beaumont Laboratories, St. Louis,
(cold tablets), 2 weekly t, thru H.
W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
Beaumont Laboratories, St. Louis,
(cold tablets), 4 weekly ta, thru
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc..
Chicago.
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Los Angeles,
(retail stores), 3 weekly sa, thru
Dana Jones Co., Los Angeles.
General Brewing Corp., San Francisco (Lucky Lager beer), 7 weekly
sa. thru McCann-Erickson Inc., San
Francisco.
Mentholatum Co., Wilmington, Del.,
(Mentholatum), 7 weekly sa, thru
Dillard Jacobs Agency Inc., Atlanta, Ga.
Goodal Worsted Co., Sanford. Me.,
(Palm Beach clothes), 2 weekly sa,
thru Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
Baldwin Laboratories Inc., Sagertown. Pa. (Dwin), 5 weekly sp,
thru The Yount Co., Erie, Pa.
Woolwine-Norris Co., Los Angeles
(electrical ranges), weekly sp thru
McCarty Co., Los Angeles.

WET, Charlotte, N. C.
Miller Brewing Co., Milwaukee ( HighLife beer), 7 weekly sa, thru Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham Inc.,
Cleveland.
Gulf Oil Corp., Pittsburgh (Gulfspray),
weekly
Rubicam 3 Inc.,
N. sp,
Y. thru Young &
Piedmontboro, N. Distributors
Inc., GreensC. (Grunow refrigerators),
3 weekly sp, direct.
KECA, Los Angeles
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,
Ohio (tires & tubes), 2 weekly sa,
thru Sweeney & James Co., Cleveland.
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Los Angeles
(retail stores), 3 weekly sa, thru
Dana Jones Co., Los Angeles.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Guaranty Union Life Ins. Co., Beverly Hills, Cal., (insurance) 6
weekly
sp, thru Stodel Adv. Co.,
Los
Angeles.
KMTR, Hollywood
Mentholatum Co., Wilmington, Del.
(mentholatum), 6 weekly sa, thru
Dillard-Jacobs
Adv. Agency, Atlanta, Ga.
KFAC, Los Angeles
Superior Macaroni Co., Los Angeles,
weekly sp, thru Adv. Arts Agency,
Los Angeles.
KEHE, Los Angeles
Power Seal Co., Los Angeles (cylinder
remedy), weekly sa, thru Jefferson
Kaye Wood, Los Angeles.
GET TEXAS

MONEY/

Over Half Million Dollars a day Pouring
from our East Texas Oil Field Alone 1
> KFRO C
"Voice of Longview" - TEXAS

PAY-OFF

^

When

/iisf

Closer

(ominq

your turn comes to step up and "bat" you've got to make a "hit" if you want to

collect, because there's no pay-off for just coming close. That's the principle KWK

always

keeps in mind when taking on a job of increasing an advertiser's sales. Just equaling, or coming close, to the advertisers present amount of sales, is falling down on the job. To be sure
of getting the increase in sales you pay for, call KWK.
THOMAS
HOTEL
NEW YORK

KWK
BROADCASTING
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With us there is always a "Pay-Off".
PATRICK
CHASE,

ST.

REPRESENTATIVE-PAUL
CHICAGO

INC.

LOUIS

H. RAYMER CO.
SAN FRANCISCO
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GOLDENROD ICE CREAM Co.,
Chicago, on .Tuue 28 started a quarterhour children's program on WGN,
Chicago, titled European Travel Tour
and broadcast Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays at 5 :30 p.m. Salem N.
Baskiu Adv. Agency, Chicago, handles
the account.
CALIFORNIA ANIMAL PRODUCTS
Co., San Francisco (Calo dog food)
has signed for
five-minute
announcements,2Gtwice daily
on WGY,
Schenectady, through Emil Brisacher
& Staff, San Francisco.
CARLIN PRODUTS Inc., Staten
Island, New York, is running a test
campaign in Washington on Neozol.
an
athlete'sschedules
foot remedy.
Radio
and
newspaper
are being
released
through Henry J. Kaufman, Advertising, Washington.
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL Co. Inc.,
New York (Mobilgas and Mobiloil),
has added broadcasts of all home
games of the Burlington, Vt., baseball
team to its schedule of summer sports
broadcasts. Games are reported by
Holland Smith and Lawrence Killick
on WCAX,
Burlington.
casts of Burlington
gamesSocony
began broadJune
17 and will continue throughout the
summer. J. Sterling Getchell Inc.,
New York, is the agency.
H. D. LEE MERCANTILE Co.,
Kansas City, has named Ferry-Hanly
Co. Inc., Kansas City, to service its
account.
RIESER Co., New York (hair nets.,
etc.), has appointed E. T. Howard
Co., New York, as agency.
ORANGE CRUSH Co., Chicago (beverages,) making up lists in September,
is contemplating radio among other
media. J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago, Kenneth Hinks, account executive,
Crush advertising.placesYoungOrange
& Rubicam
Inc..
Chicago, Marvin Harms, account executive, places the Old Colony Beverages account.
RED TOP STEEL POST Co.,
Chicago, makes up lists, including
radio, in August. Agency is Buchen
Co., Chicago,
count executive. Kenneth Barber, acREMINGTON RAND Inc.. Buffalo
(office equipment), a radio user,
makes up lists in July. Agency is
BBDO, countBuffalo.
executive. Stanly Irvin is acCHICAGO ROOSEVELT STEAMSHIP Co., Chicago (lake trips), began a quarter-hour recorded program
Sfeamhoat Party on WGN June 28,
six times weekly. The steamship firm
also recently began minute spots over
WJJD, Chicago. W. W. Garrison
Co., Chicago, is the agency.

OCCIDENTAL LIFE Insurance Co.
of California, after more than two
years on the air, affiliate of the Bank
of America & Transamerica Corij.,
wound up its Winning the Went
drama.s on NBC-Pacific Red network
with the June broadcast. The banking firmSam
plansHayes,
to concentrate
on Newscaster
who is now
being \
heard on the CBS outlets in California, KNX and KSFO. nightly at 10
o'clock.
The ofBank
program House
Melodyof America's
which features
Meredith Wilson's Orchestra and John
Nesbitt. commentator, heard on the
California NBC-Blue network, will
sign off atonthe.luly
expiration
of its present
contract
19.
The Richfield Oil Company, former :
sponsor
of Sam Hayes'
periods, ,'
is now sponsoring
Olsen news
and John.son
on
a
program
over
the
NBC-Red
net- ■
work from Hollywood.
ROBERTS, JOHNSON & RAND, ;
St. Louis, branch of International
Shoe Co., announces
its NewsHollyfor 'i
Children
series on that
KFWB.
wood, is but
placedthat
by Grace
GlasserisAdv.
Agency
the agency
not '
handling
the company's other western i'
radio activity.
TIDEWATER ASSOCIATED OIL
Co., New York (Tydol and Veedol),,
has renewed its news broadcasts on j
WFIL, Philadelphia, for another i
year.
sponsors
five- ;■
minute Company
news periods
in thethree
daytime
and one quarter-hour newscast in the '
evening daily except Sunday, making ,
it the largest national advertiser on ]
the station. Program is placed b.v
Lennen & Mitchell Inc., New York. ■
HARVARD BREWING Co., Lowell, t
Mass., has placed its account with i
Louis Glaser Inc., Boston.
NORTHEASTERN
LABORATOR- J
lES Inc.. Boston (Lady Lillian cos-,
metics), has placed its account with
Louis Glaser Inc., that city, and plans
to begin a series of studio programs.
CONTINENTAL FOOD Corp., Los
Angeles, packers of Brown Crock
Baked Beans, to introduce the product
to the consumer market, on .lune 1
started a 13 weeks test campaign on
KFOX. Long Beach, Cal. and KEHE.
Los Angeles, using 6 weekly one
minute dramatised
announcements, cut by transcription
Radio Recorders
Inc., radio
Hollywood.
the sponsors
first
and so It's
successful
has it
proven that an extensive Pacific Coast
fall campaign is being planned. List
is now being made up. Scholts Adv.
Service. Los Angeles, has account.
LOG CABIN BREAD Co., Los
Angeles, wholesale baking company
which has distribution through grocery
stores, on June 20 started for 52
weeks, using 6 weekly spot announcements
7 includes
southern KFAC,
California
stations.on List
KEHE,
KRKD, KGFJ. KMTR. KFOX,
KIEV. Agency is Scholts Adv. Service, Los Angeles.
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HDRDEN S FARM PRODUCTS Co.
liR-.. Xew York, (cheese, milk, choooate drinks) has placed its account
with Er-wiu, Wasey & Co. Inc., that
ity.
StellaJackL'nger
the
ript and
Adamsis iswriting
producing
: >rdeii's Special Edition for Women
inly. 1 :30-2 p.m.. Fridays, on WEAF,
Xew York, for the agency.
JAMES W. McCORMACK Co..
I'hicago
estate)Griffith,
has started
-sponsorship(real
of Homer
known
ts The Friendhi Philosopher, over
WLS and WBBM. Chicago. On Saturdays the McCormack
is on "WLS
at J):S0-9:45
a.m. andCo.Sundavs
on
WBBM 10-10:15 a.m. Presba. Fellers
& Presba Inc., Chicago, is agency.
PACQUIX LABORATORIES Inc.
Xew York (hand cream) has signed
Clinton (Buddy) Twiss of the XBC
Hollywood announcing staff to do a
weekly quarter hour program of radio
chatter entitled: Behind the Microphone, over KPO. San Francisco.
Program will be broadcast on Sunday
nights. William Esty Inc., Xew York,
is agency.
PAIXLESS PARKER. San Francisco (dentist) is sponsoring five
quarter-hour commentary type programs a week over KYA. San Francisco. The commentator is Dr. Seth
Maker, known on the air as "The
Philistine,"
who has been
type of microphone
workdoing
for this
the
Parker system for eight or nine years.
Account placed direct.
AM ERIC AX LEGIOX of Los Angeles, is using a series of one-minute
transcribed announcements on local
stations to call attention to the patriotic entertainment in the Coliseum,
that city, on July 4th. Associated
Cinema Studios, Hollywood transcription producers, cut the series which
was placed through Howard Esary of
Allied Adv. Agencies Inc.. Los
Angeles.
SXUGFIT SALES Co.. Los Angeles,
manufacturers and distributors of
Snugfit dental plate relining material,
which has been using a five minute
weekly transcription serial on KVI,
Tacoma. and WJAY. Cleveland, for
the past several months, is planning
an extensive national fall campaign.
Record Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has
account.
SOBOL BROS. Service Stations Inc..
Xew York City chain of service stations, is sponsoring a series of sports
reviews on WMCA, Xew York. 6 :30
to 6:45 p. m. on weekdays and 7:15
to 7:30 p. m. Sundays. Dick Fishell.
chief sports announcer, handles the
summaries batteries,
of the day's
which
advertise
tires,sports,
auto radios
and other automobile acces.sories and
se^^•ices.
is J. Stirling Getchell Inc., Agency
Xew York.
DIESEL POWER-rXITED EXGIXEERIXG SCHOOLS. San Francisco has signed a 26 week contract
with KGO. San Francisco, for six
weekly weather reports. Accounts
placed direct.

Another First
FOR THE first time in history an advertiser is sponsoring a program not for the radio audience but for the people who have come to see his
program and have to wait in
line 30 to 90 minutes before
the show actually begins.
Morris B. C. Sachs, Chicago
clothier, has a small NBC orchestra playing request tunes
for the studio audience who
come to see his 5-6 Sunday
Amateur Hour over WENR
while they are waiting in the
lobby of the Merchandise
Mart to go up in the elevators. Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago, is the Sachs agency.

General

Foods

Entering

Hollywood Radio Colony
GENERAL FOODS Inc., is moving
into Hollywood broadcasting area,
doubling the number of its originations from that city and setting
up a general radio advertising department subsidiary to its New
York head office. John W. Nicholson, assistant to F. C. Hawkins,
Southern California general sales
manager, Los Angeles, has been
made special advertising representative in charge of radio on the
Pacific Coast, a newly created post.
He will act as sponsor liaison with
advertising agencies producing
General Foods radio shows in Holl>"svood. Sponsor will add three
new transcontinental progi-ams to
its present Hollywood setup between July 8 and fall, necessitating
the creation of this special department. Mr. Nicholson joined General
Foods eight years ago. He had previously been in the theatrical business.
Major broadcasts now under Mr.
Nicholson's supervisory wing are
two NBC shows. Jack Benny for
Jello and Burns & Allen for Gi-apenuts; Satina's House Divided, dramatic serial, on Mutual-Don Lee
network, and three new programs.
These are the NBC Maxivell Shoiv
Boat, starting July 8, the Log
Cabin Syrup program being prepared for September, and the forthcoming Kate Smith program which
will start in fall for Calumet and
Swansdown.

NBC

BUTTE
MONTAN

\

7929

A

)

li/a-iional hefikaicniaiive.
PORTLAND

OREGON

N. y. cui^

1926
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AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES
WWL, New Orleans, has appointed
E. Katz Special Advertising Agency
as its exclusive national representatives, it was learned June 2.3. Vincent
F. Callahan, recently named general
manager of WWL. consummated arrangements with Eugene Katz, manager of the firm's New York office.
GEORGE H. INCLEDON. a member
of the sales staff of W.J.JD, Chicago,
has joined Selviair Broadcasting System Inc., Chicago advertising agency,
as account executive.
DAVID F. CROSIER, formerly radio
director of Pedlar & Ryan Inc., and
onetime Eastern sales manager of the
old ABC regional network, has joined
the New York sales staff of Hearst
Radio Inc.
ROBERT HOWARD, on June 21
joined the staff of Hearst Radio Inc.,
working out of the Chicago office.
Howard was formerly partner of
Roesler & Howard Inc., and prior to
that was radio director of CampbellEwald Co. Inc., Detroit.
ROLAND MARTINI, since 19.3.3
radio director of Gardner Adv. Co.,
New York, has been elected vicepresident of that agency.
C. S.dent YARNBLL,
of the Minnesotaformer
State vice-presiLife Ins.
Co., has joined the Chas. A. Mason
Adv. Agency, Detroit.
ALFRED S. MOSS, former sales
manager of WQXR, Long Island City,
N. Y., has joined A. W. Lewin Co.
Inc., Newark, as account executive.
HOWARD C. CALDWELL, president of the Caldwell-Baker Adv. Co.,
Indianapolis, has been named president of the Alumni Association of
Butler University.

Peads in
PROGRAM
PLANNING

BRIDGE
ROUND
TABLE

4

Am

8:30 P.M.TUESDAY

THE

MOST

POWERFUL
STATION

St, Louis
Dallas

and

Denver
Covers
the
25,000 WAHS
NATIONALLY
CLEARED CHANNEL
COMPLETE NBC
PROGRAM SERVICE

Heart

of

the

Triangle

More population, more radio sets and
more spendable income than any other
Oklahoma station, with extensive coverage in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.
EDWARD PETRY & CO., NafI Representatives
New York
Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco

WNBW, New York, June 2.3 signed
a long-term contract with William G.
Rambeau Co., station representatives,
for exclusive national representation.
Only the New York metropolitan area
was excluded. The arrangement was
consumated by Mr. Rambeau with H.
M. Bess, vice-president in charge of
sales of the New York station. Rambeau formerly represented WOR,
Newark, which now has its own
branch office representation.
FOUR Canadian stations, CJKL,
Kirkland Lake, CFCH, North Bay,
C.JCS, allStartford,
and have
CKGB,
Timmins,
in Ontario,
appointed
Weed & Co. as their American representatives. The stations are operated by the Northern Broadcasting Co.
of Toronto and Timmins. These adbring Weed's
a total ditions
of 13
stations. Canadian list to
JOSEPH J. WEED, head of Weed &
Co., station representatives, left New
York June 19 accompanied by Mrs.
Weed for
extensive
tour of
nadianan
stations.
He stopped
at Cathe
NAB Convention en route. He plans
to return to his office Aug. 1.
KIDO. Boise, Ida., has appointed
John Blair & Co. as exclusive national
representatives.
DAYID M. BOTSFORD, president of
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner,
Portland, Ore.,
elected board
member-at-large
of has
the been
executive
of the A A A A for one year, to fill the
vacancy caused by the resignation of
Don dentFrancisco,
executiveLosvice-presiof Lord & Thomas,
Angeles.
JEANETTE BOYER, formerly radio
talent
of MiloHollywood,
M. Marchetti representative
Theatrical Agency,
has joined Ted Rogers Agency, that
city, in a similar capacity. Rogers
who is head of Republic Investment
Corp., recently
added talent representation to his activities.
TALBOT JOHNS has been appointed
publicity director of BBDO, New
York, following the resignation of
Douglas Connah, whom .Johns formerly assisted.
YOUNG & RUBICAM Inc., has
doubled its Hollywood headquarters in
the Equitable I?ldg., because of the
increase of radio production and has
added Glenhall Taylor to its staff. He
was formerly on the production staff
of KNX, that city. Walter Johnson,
in charge of talent and also a producer for the agency, has resigned to
free lance in radio.
THE William Morris office in Chicago
will move in August from present
quarters at 32 W. Randolph St. to
larger
"radio Blvd.
row"
at 64 E.quarters
Lake St.closer
near to
Michigan
HUGH WOODS, for the past 12
years in the Los Angeles direct mail
and merchandising field, has entered
the agency business, and established
offices in the Knickerbocker Building,
that city, under the firm name of
Hugh Woods Adv. Agency, servicing
radio along with other accounts.
HARRY W. HIXON Jr., associated
with Sterling J. Getchell Inc., New
York, was married to Betty Timmons,
Atlanta, Ga., June 7.
R. H. CROCKER, executive vicepresident
of Campbell-Ewald
Inc.,
Detroit, has
been appointedCo.acting
pi'esident
of
the
company,
because
the continued illness of Henry Ewald,of
president.
LEONARD T. BUSH, secretarytreasurer of Compton Adv. Inc., New
York, and account executive for most
of the Procter & Gamble products, is
on the Pacific
for a ofmonth's
sojourn
in theCoast
interests
radio
aspects of his agency's accounts.
FERRED£,. WICHITA
TRADE

K
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ROBERT H. SCOTT, vice-presideni
of Eastman, Scott & Co. Inc., Atlanta,
was the gnest speaker at the weekly
luncheon of the Atlanta Advertising;
Club .June 9. His firm was recent)',
awarded the contract for the $2.o0,00')
North Carolina state advertising campaign. Gov. Hoey, of North Carolina,
on .July 2 will outline the campaigri
over a statewide network. S. W.
McArthur, account executive, will
have offices in the state capitol at
Raleigh.
J. RAYMOND MINITER has been
appointed executive vice-president of
Ingalls- Advertising. Boston. Miniter
has been with the firm six years, and
was in charge of radio affairs.
WILLIAM G. RAMBEAU Co., New
York, has been appointed exclusive
national representative of WIP, Philadelphia,nouncementaccording
to a Gimbel
recent .Jr.,
anby Benedict
president of WIP.
L. WARD WHEELOCK. president of
F. Wallis Armstrong Co.. Philadelphia, while in Hollywood, scouted
reports that Bill Bacher would resign
as producer of the CBS Hollywood
Hotel program sponsored by Campbell
Soup Co.
WILSON-ROBERTSON has been appointed national sales representative
of KGNF, North Platte, Neb.
AUSTIN PETERSEN, on the Hollyproduction
stafftransferred
of Young to
& Rubicam wood
Inc..
will be
the
agency's
York office
afterJulyreturning from New
his vacation
about
10.
BAXTER PICKERING, formerly
president of Kelsey-Pickering Co. Inc.,
New York, has started an advertising
agency under his own name at 30
Rockefeller Plaza, that city, to serve
small high-class account.
ARTHUR MENADIER, formerly of
John Donnelly & Sons Outdoor Adv.
Agency,
Boston,
has joined Louis
Glaser Inc.,
that city.
FRED W. BLUMENSCHEIN, formerly with Kelly, Nason & Winsten.
New
Y'ork,
previously
in charge
continuities and
for the
Geyer Co..
Dayton,of
has joined the radio department of
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., New
York, as a commercial continuity
writer.
HELEN STRAUSS, publicity director of Benton & Bowles Inc., New
V'^T.i^. is spending several weeks in
HoUjrwood, where the agency has
recently opened an office, preparing
for the first of the new Shoic Boat
series.
EDWARD L. SEDGWICK Co..
Peoria 111., has opened its new Chicago
office at 58 E. Washington Street,
under the direction of Mr. W. Howard
Schendorf formerly of Lord & Thomas
and advertising director of The Brunswick-Balke Collender Co. Mr. Edward L. Sedgwick who has conducted
his agency successfully in the Peoria
area for the past fifteen years divides
his time between the two offices.
RUFUS RHOADES & Co.. San Francisco advertising agency, announces
the formation of a complete radio production unit to augment its service
to its clients. The agency is offering
its clients complete radio service —
counsel, production, writing and merchandising. A. W. Scott has been
named head of the new unit. He is
a seasoned radio and sales executive
and at present is producing Romance
of the Highways
one of with
the
western
networks. over
Associated
Scott is Richard Holman. veteran
microphone producer.
NORMAN
ROSS
Chicago,RCA
radio consulting
firm, Inc..
is installing
speech inpiit and Presto recording
equipment in its audition studio for
a service to agencies and advertisers
for the building of radio programs.
LOUIS GLASER. president of Louis
Glaser Inc.. Boston, was recently
elected tising
nresident
of the Boston AdverClub.
ROBERT L. YOUNG and M. O.
Hopkins, account executives of the
Albert Kircher Co., Chicago asency,
were recently elected vice-presidents.
• Broadcast

Advertising

ALLAN M. 'WILSON, recently prohiction manager of Tempo Radio Proiktions. Los Angeles, and for many
irs engaged in writing and produc^' radio programs with stations and
:i:;encies on the West Coast, has joined
L'i>nqnest Alliance Co. Inc., New York,
J as assistant to the president, C. H.
I Venner, Jr. Mr. Wilson will develop
II programs for use in America by stall tions and advertisers for Conquest,
I which has hitherto specialized in forI eign broadcasting. He is starting to
;i build a staff of writers and artists
II and will have charge of writing, pro■;1 American
dueing. directing
programs. and selling these
FRANK P. NEWTON, eastern adverj tising man formerly with Blackman
' Advertising Inc., in New York, has
joined the staff of Gerth-KnoIIin Adv.
Agency, San Francisco, as account
executive.
i: .TACK CHAILLE, formerly of the
I sales division of General Mills in
Minneapolis, has joined the Chicago
sales staff of Furgason & Aston Inc.
'iH. K. CONOVER Co.. Chicago, and
' its
associate,
York,
startedNiles-Riehman,
representationNewof
W G R C. New Albany, Ind., and
i HWK, Chilliwack, B. C, in June.
WOR Supplemental Ads
SUPPLEMENTAL radio advertising is the theme of the new series
of advertisements being used by
WOR, Newark. Pointing out the
fact that all listeners don't like the
same kind of radio entertainment,
the series advocates the use of
more than one station in a market
for complete coverage, especially
emphasizing the desirability of using WOR to supplement other programs in the New York metropolitan market. "Though most of the
nation's leading buyers of radio
time have been using supplemental
radio programs in strategic markets in addition to their network
programs for many years," said
Theodore C. Streibert, vice-president of WOR, "we feel that the
supplemental radio idea can be
more widely accepted."
Longines Autumn Spots
LONGINES - WITTNAUER
WATCH Co. Inc., New York, will
make extensive use of radio in a
fall campaign for its clocks and
watches, which will be handled by
Arthur Rosenburg Co., New York.
Plans for the campaign are now being discussed and will probably be
(settled within the month.

The

Livingston to Hearst
JOHN LIVINGSTON, formerly
west coast manager of Free &
Peters Inc., San
Francisco, has
been appointed
Pacific Coast representativefo
Hearst Radio Inc.,
sales
Mr. Livingston national
organization,
and
of the California Radio System,
with headquarters at KEHE, Los
Angeles. Li\ingston was Chicago
sales promotion manager of Free
& Peters Inc. before going to the
West Coast. Prior to that he was
in the New York office of the
organization, then kno\\Ti as Free
& Sleininger.

Pryor Spanks Radio
(Continued from page 11)
pressed a wish that a committ^
of station people might meet with
agency representatives to determine which features require clarification. One suggestion, advanced
from the floor, was that all rates
be printed in exact dollars and
cents, and never in terms of discounts.
In a discussion of local department store advertising, during
which a principal speaker was
Marvin
Oreck,
head of
Oreck's
Inc.,
Duluth
department
store.
Lew
Avery, WGR, advised that the National Retail Dry Goods Association has a quantity of research
data on department store radio advertising, including depai-tment
stores that are buyers of time. He
said this information is available
to broadcasters, toeether with a
book of radio advertising compiled
by that group. It was suggested
that the National Retail Dry Goods
Association, at its next convention
to be held in New York, be urged
to include a panel discussion of radio on its program.
Mr. Carpenter commented on the
success of the Sales Manaeers' Division of the Commercial Section,
and exnressed a hone that a Prop-ram Directors Division might be
formed to exchange progra'n ideas
♦■hat mieh^" assist especially in
local sale of time.

SPOONS FOR FLOUR
McKenzie to Return in Fall;
Gets Good Results
McKENZIE MILLING Co., Quincy., Mich., is so convinced that radio advertising brings results for
its pancake flour that it has just
signed up for an additional 13
weeks on WLS, Chicago to start
Oct. 18. The agency is Rogei's &
Smith, Chicago. The program last
autumn was an informal mixture
of jokes, songs, and music played
on
a purposely
organ.
Commercials
were "wheezy"
very short,
but
both characters used the word
"McKenzie" frequently in the conversation and jokes. Point was for
listeners to count the number of
times MeKenzie was spoken in each
program. Each listener, who sent
in the correct count accompanied
by
product's
received a set
of six
plated box-top,
teaspoons.
Giveaways aggregated approximately 47,000, which was a little
more than 20% of the entries received. Greatest number, 46%, of
of the entries came from Indiana,
with the remainder pretty well
scattered over WLS territory.
McKenzie pancake flour is distributed throught all grocery
chains except National Tea. No
other advertising medium was used.
In giving order for the new pregram, McKenzie has specified the
same time as used last year — 1:15
to 1:30 p. m., and is planning on
using the same talent.
MOXIE Co., Roxbury, Mass., makers
of the beverage Moxie. is placing advertising through Harry M. Frost Co.
Inc.. Pxiston.

New Hollywood Agency
BENTON & BOWLES Inc., has
opened a Hollywood office in the
Equitable
to handle
tion of its Bldg.,
West Coast
shows,producchief
of which is the Maxwell House
Show Boat which will be moved to
Hollywood with the broadcast of
July 8. Herschel V. Williams, Jr.,
will have charge of producing the
agency's Hollywood programs,
while Chester V. MacCracken, formerly business manager of the
New York radio department, will
look after contracts with talent
and other business in connection
with the new Coast office. Burns
Lee, of the New York publicity
staff, has been transferred to Hollywood in charge of publicity.

SPONSORED by the Mercantile National Bank of Dallas. Chauncey Parsons has begun a series of broadcasts
on WFAA. that city, titled Your Singing li^eighior.
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Beverly Hills, Calif.
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Murray Hill 8-9933
AMERICA'S most publicized
telephone number is Murray
Hill 8-9933, according to the
statistical staflf of Major
Bowes, who say that listeners
to the heard
Major'sit Amateur
have
mentionedHour18
billion times. Here's how they
arrive at that figure: The
average number of listeners
to the program each week
(25,000,000) multiplied by the
number of times (6) he gives
the number on each broadcast equals the number of
times the number is heard
each week (150,000,000). This
total multiplied by the number of broadcasts to date
(120) equals 18,000,000,000
and that, say the statisticians, makes Murray Hill
8-9933 the best known phone
number in the country.

KKSUi;iSI
The international scope
and sound growth of this
are the reorganization
wards of experience and
service applied to station
representation.

Major

R. E. Zultz

Processing

News

Comment-Free Service,
Straight Reporting
Are Advised
By H. R. GROSS
News Editor
WHO. Des Mones
WE try at WHO to balance our
news broadcasts with international,
national, state anl local news, always striving to bring in all the
elements of stories concerning education, religion and of course the
human interest stories of everyday
life. But above all else we try to
apply the yardstick of providing
the news that is of the greatest interest to the greatest number of
There are two fixed rules in our
people.
news room: That every story be
complete in its essential details,
yet stripped of all padding and
window dressing, and that all editorial comment be eliminated.
In striving for brevity that does
not mean that any story be held to
a maximum wordage or time. On
such news events as the abdication of King Edward, the Ohio
Valley floods or the New London,
Texas, voteschool
explosion
we willofde-a
five minutes
or more
15-minute broadcast if the essential details of a completely rounded-out story require that time. We
would be compelled, of course, in
a five-minute broadcast to chop
away some of the details, but we
believe the public is simply being
kidded and will not long listen to
incomplete news items when complete stories are available. It is
a good rule never to underestimate
the intelligence of the public.
In the matter of editorial comment, permit me to say that I have
tells how

and sales,
for bait
ne in the
o territory
covered

for

the

Radio

NEWS, once left to a recently graduated office boy, now '
gets serious attention from station staff, sponsor, agency
and listener. The art of broadcasting news has developed , #
rapidly in the last three years. H. R. Gross, news editor
of WHO, Des Moines, told journalism students at the
University of Missouri recently how that station handles

news. Mr. Gross was the first radio newsman ever to be 'J^t
invited to speak before the annual Missouri journalism
gatherings.
After a roving newspaper life he joined
United Press and was head of the Des Moines bureau
before he landed at WHO.
Here is the portion of his
address dealing with radio news.
some very definite ideas on this
subject.
I cannot believe that radio news
commentators have any more license to pour out upon the public
their editorial opinions than have
the newspapers which use their
news columns for the same purWithout for one moment attempting to take away any of the
pose.
prestige of the several able news
commentators, I insist that where
they do indulge in offering their
opinions, under the guise of news
broadcasts, they are mislabeling
their programs. There is a vast
difference between the commentator who writes and presents a wellwritten, smooth story, with unbiased, unprejudiced background, and
the commentator who labels his
broadcast as news and throws a
verbal barrage of opinion at some
individual or group.
The business of commenting on
the news has two drawbacks as
compared with straight news repoi'ting.
regardless
hard the First,
commentator
triesof hehowis
very likely to get on one side of
the fence or the other in his attempts to interpret the news.
In the second place, commenting
on the news comes under the general heading of feature story writing and you all know that a
straight news story can be written,
99 out of 100 times, in far less
words than a feature story. And
never lose sight of the fact that
words on the air mean time and
with commercial schedules as they
are, the radio news man who is sincerely attempting to keep up with
the volume from a press wire, with
only a limited amount of time in
which to present his material, is

by the Carolina

Combination. It's swarming
with sales, ready to be
landed.

A DIVISION OF RADIO EVENTS, I N C.
535 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y.
Sustain iff^ ar/d Cowm&icla/ A/eecf

The

Carolina

COMBINATION
WIS
COLUMBIA, s. c.
5000 WATTS, NBC

Represented by Frc e & Peters, Inc.
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Waves

going to cut most of the embroidery. Well written, colorful, and
tertaining.
ably
presented news stories are enOf that there is no doubt, but it
does not take a mathematician to
prove that general news coverage
suffers when long stories in a 15minute broadcast are the rule rather than the exception. As far as
the news is concerned I can say l^j

that
we the
at public
WHO will
"
provide
with attempt
the great-to fL,est number of complete, straight f
news stories, and I believe I am
safe in saying that when and if
we establish editorial policies, suchdia
policies will be set aside in special i
broadcast periods and announced <
as such.
tic
No Wasted Words

I believe the proof that straight")™
news reporting is the best radio Fl
policy
bornewinter
out byalone
the fact
for theispast
seventhatof
our eight news broadcasts were
sponsored
straight
acrosswdth
the one
boards]"^
six days each
week,
on
a seven-day basis. That was 75! as:
,
day
and of
our sponsored
advertisingnews
rateseach''-''*
to
minutes
the
the sponsors
country. are not the lowest in:
I might
add news
here that
there is for|^
no'
place
in our
broadcasts
chatty, conversational stuff. Wei
have had stories with leads: "Thisr
reallythat
happened,"
is aj
joke
everyone and
ought"Here
to appreciate" to say nothing of dozens of|
other similarly foolish usages such
as the describing of the marchersin an American legion parade, ■with;
their "chins out and tummies in."i
Tell the story and let the public;
decide whether it really happened,
and whether it is a joke they can
appreciate. There is no place in;
radio news for plain prattle. We,
try to close all our broadcasts withj;
a little humorous incident, produc-i;
tive of a smile or a chuckle on the
part of the listening public, but wejj^
try to make sure that the laugh is,pi
not on us.
And remember, the kick in a feature story on the air is in the last
WASHINGTON, D. C.
has an Annual Payroll of
$.360,000,000
Reach it with
WOL
Wasliington, D. C.

Sold at one low rate'
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'tence,a the
_ liing
story.last few words. You're
I Here are a few of the many
' It Kings that make the preparation
lof radio news copy different from
newspaper copy — not fundamentally different, but still different.
I JQuotation marks mean nothing, un', fless
it is totheemphasize
man
(presenting
news thattohethechange
ijiace or voice inflexion.
Figures — cut them to the irreducible minimum. Your audience
I .-will leave you on a long list of
Itigures
and" they
up time.
We're working
withburn
millions
and
billions
now so use
words
instead
lof digits.
' The word "here," in locating a
story seldom means anj'thing. The
listener is in Fargo, N. D.; the
broadcasting station is in Des
I Moines and "here" may be used in
a story from Philadelphia. Just
where is here?
Without the Gore
Crime and sex news vsill, I trust,
never be banned on WHO. But we
are cutting out some of the gory
details. Remember this, children
listen to the radio and understand
I ,what is being said long before they
, iare able to read.
It has also been charged that advertisers and sponsors control the
news broadcasts. There is not the
, -essence of truth to any such allegation so far as WHO is concerned.
' ' I should like to add a word or
"two on the subject of radio adver' 'tising, yiciously attacked by some
IJeditors.
Nothing
is more
to me
;' 'than
the recent
seinesasinine
of published
advertisements showing the male
i;of the species at a bridge party,
hauling away at his trousers in
the general region of his knees,
the moral being that if this male
; :were the proper kind of person he
I , would immediately buy one or a
■ half-dozen
of so-and-so's new
r[':form-fitting
The answer suits
seemsoftounderwear.
be that no
;!one has a sinecure or virtue in
i .advertising and it's about as easy
jjto turn the page as it is to turn
, .the dial on a radio set.

n Sues CFRB For $ 1 ,000
..ASTROLOGER Carl M. Lewis
; jbegan suit for $1,000 on June 7 at
Toronto, against Rogers Radio
!' Broadcasting Co. Ltd., operators of
■jCFRB, for alleged breach of con' tract before Judge Denton. Astro;..|loger Lewis claims that in the
^jautumn of 1936 he was engaged
;'under
Kennedy
l]Co. of sponsorship
Montreal to ofgive
a seriesMfg.of
:;13 weekly talks on astrology under
the name of Astrolite. After the
''first three talks CFRB officials, he
^^told the court, would not let him go
-^on the air. No explanation was
t^given. CFRB holds that Lewis was
f^not in their employ, but that of the
sponsor, and that CFRB had no
contract with Lewis.
H
f^THE International Radio Club will
siliold its eighth annual party in Havana. Dec. 8-12. it was announced
i.^June 21 by Jack Rice, president. The
j-^group will be limited to 100.
NEWS
is your best bet

TO AVOID confusion iu the trade.
Universal Radio Corp.. transcription
concern, has changed it name to Atlas
Radio Corp. Main offices are at 1540
Broadway, New York, with studios at
930 Western Ave., Hollywood. First
franchise for the distribution of Atlas
recordings
been granted
rion Radio has
Productions
Inc.. tofor CriteNew
York State and Northern New Jersey.
Criterion also is located at 1540
Broadway.
STANDARD RADIO Inc., Hollywood, is supplementing its regular
library service with a new series of
popular musical transcriptions to be
offered regular subscribers. New
series, which went into production at
RCA-Vietor Recording Studios. Hollywood, during last month, will be released in mid-.July. Standard Radio
Inc., has just cut a series of 16 concert selections featuring Frederick
Stark and his orchestra.
TO INSURE the best reproduction of
every transcription. NBC is supplying
each Thesaurus subscriber with a
stroboscope disc for use in checking
turntable speed, so that the operators
may keep their reproduction equipment
at the right speed at all times.
EDWIX G. FOREMAN Jr., head of
the Chicago office of RCA Mfg. Co.,
Victor recording division, left for a
summer vacation in England .June 27.
NBC Transcription Service has introduced a complete operating manual
for transcription libraries which is
available free, along with a new Portfolio of Recorded Programs.
RENEWALS for NBC Thesaurus
service have been made bv stations
WMBH, .Joplin. Mo., WBRY, Waterbury, Conn.. WSB, Atlanta, WBCM.
Bay City. Mich., WALA, Mobile, Ala.,
and CKSO. Sudbury, Ont., Canada.
EDGAR RICE BURROUGHS Inc.,
Tarzana, Cal.. has appointed Robert
Collier & Associates, Los Angeles
agency, e.xchisive sales representatives
of the new Tar:an radio serial, according to C. R. Rothmund, secretary,
who stated that several major sponsors
are negotiating for the series. Robert
P. Thompson, author, will prepare the
new Tarzan radio script, with .7.
Donald Wilson directing the cast of
Hollywood radio and film actors, under
the personal supervision of Mr. Burroughs.
HAL BERGER, Los Angeles author
of The In-Laws. quarter-hour dramatic
serial sponsored by Purex Corp. Ltd.,
on 10 Mutual-Don Lee stations, has
sold 1932 and 1933 scripts to a French
concern, to be translated into French,
recorded and released on stations in
La Havre. Bordeaux and Paris.

Radio Workshop Holds
Institute
in Dallas
TO SELL radio education to the
Parent-Teacher organizations and
teachers throughout Texas, the
Radio Workshop, in session at
Southern Methodist University,
Dallas, and taught by Ben. H. Barrow, founder and director of the
Ohio School of the Air, will hold
an all-day Radio Institute on July
7 at McFarlin Auditorium, campus
of S.M.U.
The principal address of the occasion— "What Radio Means to
Education" — will be delivered by
Mr. Darrow. Dr. George O. Clough,
director of extension at Southern
Methodist University, will make
the welcoming address to members
of the institute, and introduce the
principal speaker. Members of the
Radio Workshop will discuss radio
education in America and abroad,
and present a dramatic skit before
the microphone.
Approximately thirty students
started in the Radio Workshop
early in June, and will continue
until July 15. Classes in script
witing, radio acting, radio production, andbeing
the class-room
use of
radio are
taught.
Mr. Darrow will conduct his
Radio Workshop at the University
of Texas, Austin, the last six
weeks of summer school. He joins
WBEN, Buffalo, in September as
educational director, quitting his
post at Ohio State University.
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Roche. Williams & Cunnynsham, Inc.
The rich Peoria trading area is covWMBD.
station— and
proud eredofby ONE
our position
of theWe're
fine
community
service ofwe THAT
are able service.
to offer. As proof
WMBD's advertisers hive doubled —
and yesther— proof?
trebled
FurWe their
believebudgets.
our station
carries more
national
and station
local ad-its
vertising
than
any
other
size in a market its size.
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thethe ■maximum
aAdvertisers
minimum"
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W.TAR, Providence. R. I. on .Tune 1.5
was authorized by the FCC Broadcast
Division to increase its dav power
from 1.000 to .5.000 watts on the 890
kc. channel with unlimited time.
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And

Its

Summer business on WBAL
in its history.

Bert
Cavanaugh

_

True

!!

will be the best

There are still a few choice spots and program periods open.
If you contemplate reaching the enormous
Baltimore and Maryland markets this summer,
contact WBAL at once!
WBAL
Maryland's Only Clear Channel High Power Station
"Serving the Public Interest"
NBC Basic Blue Network
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND
National Representative: HEARST RADIO
NEW YORK - CHICAGO - SAN FRANCISCO - LOS ANGELES - DALLAS

PEOniA, ILLINOIS
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Where to Fish
FRESH and salt water fishing
news is given during Outdoor Reporter, a Thursday night series
on KFOX, Long Beach, Cal., sponsored by Western Auto Supply Co.,
that city. All of the fishing resorts
wire the dope to KFOX, but no attempt is made to push resort advertising. If fishing
isn't are
goodtold
at
the best resort,
listeners
just that. Slant: Good-vdll among
fishermen.
Keep Cool
KEEPING cool is a serious problem and Sylvia Press of WINS,
New York, recently interviewed
Harold J. Reilly, well-known Eastern physiotherapist, who told the
listeners how to reduce nervous
fatigue during the heat wave.

RESULTS!
The "Yardstick" that
never grows old.
It matters not what you say
of this ad. WE WANT RESULTS! So do you . . . and
WSOC is ONE station that
sells and sells!! Let's get together .. . NOW!!!
WSOC

Charlotte, N.C.
an
NBC AfFiliate

Ice Cream for Answers
NEW version of quiz program on
WMT, Cedar Rapids, la., called
Radio Riddles allows listeners three
minutes to phone the correct answer to the station and the correct
answer to each question wins a
quart of ice cream. Benne Alter
announces the show and Frank
Voelker furnishes the background
music.
* * *
Your Favorite Passage
CASHING in on the interest in
Shakespeare aroused by the highly
publicized series on NBC and CBS,
WNEW, New York, has inaugurated a Saturday night series on
which any one who wishes can
declaim his favorite Shakespearean
passage, with or without background music.* * *
Towns Full of Talent
USING showmanship in its bid for
business and audience, KYOS,
Merced, Cal., on June 11 inaugurated a 13 weeks Friday afternoon
one hour Search for Talent. Sponsors were obtained in 12 different
towns, Atwater, Merced, Maders,
Chowchilla, Livingston, Snelling,
Mariposa, Dos Palos, Los Banos,
Gustine, Newman and Turlock, with
an entrant each week from each of
these communities. Grand prizes
will be awarded winners who are
selected by mail
^
^vote.^
Ready Made Audience
WOMEN'S clubs throughout the
state of Washington recently formed "Listening Groups" for the
specific purpose of tunine in on
educational addresses given on
KWSC, Pullman. Purpose: To
arouse
women's interest and insure
an audience.

1/

WDBJ

CLIENTS

Publicity AND

GET

Merchandising

VALUABLE
ASSISTANCE

WDBJ is owned and operated by the
Times- World Corporation, publishers of
the only local morning and evening
newspapers. This afiiliation assures
WDBJ advertisers liberal newspaper
publicity. WDBJ also gives complete
and thorough merchandising service to
its clients . . . from the writing of letters to dealers, to personal contacts
among leading local dealers.
Representatives
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
Sears & Ayer
Craig & Hollingbery

Into was
the Lions'
TRAFFIC
stoppedDenin Clean,
N. Y., the other day Russ
when WHDL's
men-in-the-street,
Brinkley
and Freddy Meyer, interviewed
clowns and animal trainers from a
visiting circus, topping off the
broadcast
going roar.
insideWhat
the lions'
cage for a by
close-up
with
the blanks that the trainers shot
off, the snarls of the beasts and the
noise of announcers' knees knocking together, it was one of the
loudest programs on record. But it
built a lot of■if.
goodSf.will.
if.
Tourists Like It
WHEN tourists register at the
Chamber of Commerce in Duluth,
Minn., up jumps Jimmy Payton,
announcer of WEBC, to interview
them and give them travel information. The series is sponsored by
the Chamber of Commerce and attracts alot of visitors.
^ * *
Authors and Actors
PLAYWRITING contest for amateur authors is given in conjunction with the weekly performances
of the WHBF Players on WHBF,
Rock Island, 111. Roy A. Maypole,
the station's
dramaticactors
director,
ditions the amateur
and authe

School Contact
KSTP, St. Paul, is elaborating it^
Job Wanted series and designing
it as a listening-in- course foi
children of Minneapolis and St
Paul. The new series, now in the
making for the opening of the fal
season of the schools, will be completely prepared and in outline
form for presentation to the departments of education of Minneapolis and St. Paul late this summer when curricula for the com-_
ing yeargrams,are
out. ofTheround
proaired inmapped
the nature
table discussions between schoc
children and professional and edu
cational leaders (one each broad
cast), already has won a wide re
sponse from educators of the Twir
Cities. The programs, handled h\ ,
Thomas D. Rishworth, the station's,
broadcast
when the
National
educational olddirector,
were
one'
Youth Administration for Minnesota volunteered to participate and
aid in the future preparation ot ■-,
the programs. NYA, in addition ta ^
helping in lining up professional j
leaders for the casts, has blanketed^;
the state with publicity on the se-!
ries, the first story bringing the.
station front-page publicity m.
more than 100 papers of the state.

plays written by the contest winners will be enacted during the
coming winter. Slant: Gets a lot of
local people interested in radio.
^
H« ^
The Personal Touch
STATION staff members are interviewed by Carolyn Ann Cross, director of the Homemakers' Club on
WIP, Philadelphia, in an early
morning series during which she
asks them how they got into radio
and what they think of it. Purpose.
Listeners want to be friends and
friends buy things.

Things to Know About
WWJ, Detroit, has started Did
You Know, sponsored by Industrial
Morris Plan Bank, on which E. A.;
McFaul, member of the Detroit U
speech
relates
unusual factsdepartment,
about the city
of Detroit.
Mr. McFaul probes the inner workings ofandthebusiness
city's industrial,
municipal
life to uncover
surprising facts not known to the
average citizen.
Related to this program is the
Gristmill of Knowledge series consisting of unusual questions and 1 1
their answers, submitted by listeners. A pair of tickets to a ball {
game is given for the most inter-;
esting question. Victor Linf oot asks
questions and Bob Stanton turns ^
the gristmill to produce answers. .
Kennedy's Clothes is sponsor of thej j
five-weekly
the autumn.
which will go^"^
twice-weeklyin series,
Salutes to Merchants
SALUTES to retail merchants and
distributors of Utah are being
given on KDYL, Salt Lake City, in ,
a half -hour series titled The March
of Progress. Although no product
nor dealer's name will be mentioned in the broadcasts, window posters are provided each week to a
dealers
salute. who * receive
* * the radio '

Hot is Cold
ON THE theory that if Mexicans
keep cool by eating hot spices
Americans can do likewise by listening to hot music, WHN, New
York, has started a weekly Darktown Strutters' Jamboree, with an
all-Colored cast starring Bob Howard,Heat
sizzling
pianist, and the Harlem
Waves.

COLUMBUS,

OHIO

As of May

inHtc
heart

^

15, 1937, 24
National Spot
Advertisers
Now
Using
WENS,

In the Parlor
A NEW PROGRAM tentatively^
titled Let's Play Games is being \
planned by WOR, Newark, to adapt .
such familiar parlor games as Cof- ^
fee-Pot, Guggenheim, and Ghost ,
for radio presentation.

Columbus, O.
TRADING
ROANOKE^
V I RGI
MEMBER OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING
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Angler Immersed
irCOA, Pensacola, Fla., bioadcastn» annual fishing rodeo, with lolal fishing tackle stores as sponcrs. This is one catch — deep sea
(shing in the Gulf of Mexico. DurJig the broadcast, two men fell
A'erboard and were interviewed
'f\-er the air while in the water.
"kl Metcalf handled the broadcast.
Scene Behind the Scene
■:EHEARSAL of a summer stock
• cmpany was broadcast on WNEW,
■ Jew York, June 23 in a special
vents program called Actor Wants
" Job during which the glamour,
"leartbreaks
and excitement
heatrical rehearsing
aroused ofa
^jreat deal of listener comment,
* * *
sj
^'
Culture for Children
-"HE
PhUadelpkia
Cidtural
Ohjm: ICS are
being broadcast
on WFIL
fter a year of auditioning more
han 35,000 children to choose outstanding juvenile talent in art and
'lusic. Sponsored by Geo. H. John~on,
prominent
local merchant
onducted
in cooperation
with and
the
•ennsylvania U School of Educaion the sei-ies was designed to
•ive artistically inclined children
,»mpetitive opportunities.
Shorthand Contest
:vi.WARDS to winners of the Anual Radio Shorthand Contest conucted recently over the New
'ork Broadcasting System were
nade by Nathaniel Altholz, direc■ or
commercial
education
for and
the
s ewof York
Board of
Education
onsisted of gold and silver medals.
Vinning contestants came from
■•'arious parts of New York, New
: ■ ersev, Connecticut and Massachu' ^-etts."
* * ♦
''
Learning to Talk
I'SPEECH clinic, featuring Norman
: 'iaxe, authority on speech control,
••.as begun June 28 on WINS, New
; fork, designed primarily for those
\ ;uffering f i-om speech impediments
' futexpression.
including all
who want
Mondays
will clarity
be deoted to mothers and children,
. A'ednesdays to adolescents and Fri' 'ays to adults. It is Mr. Saxe's be; ''.ef that such defects as stammer: 'ng and stuttering are due to fear,
' rustration and other personality
' aults.
* * *
'i\ The First Russian
» tjEW YORK'S first and only Rus° 'ian program is being broadcast
or a half-hour on Saturdays on
s'BNX,
New Nights,
York. Program,
ti;ed
Russian
features the
[ liusic of the Moscow Art Orchesl :ra under the direction of Arno
• .rriga -with Peter Stogoff as com; lentator. Stogoff will also interret current events for the Rusian-speaking audience.
WFIL
560 Kc.
PHILADELPHIA'S MOST
POPULAR STATION
NBC BLUE
- MUTUAL
J BROADCASTING

Movie Tie-In
A NEW PROGRAM aimed at the
movie-going public has been started
as a half-hour Sunday moniing
feature on WINS, New York. Titled The Question Box, the program
consists of movie gossip plus a series of questions. Listeners sending
in correct answers are given "a day
in New York", including a sightseeing trip of the city, dinner at
the Paradise Restaurant, and two
movies, at the Roxy and the Paramount. Series is sponsored by
Towne Publications Inc., publishers
of the programs of the Roxy and
Paramount theatres, and answer
blanks may be obtained from neighborhood stores advertising in the
programs.
* * *
What Makes Music
TO EXPLAIN the origin of modern music, its present status and
future possibilities is the purpose
of Wither Music!, a new Saturday
evening series on NBC, presented
by John Tasker Howard, composer
and author, with the NBC concert
orchestra
illustrating his observations.
* * *
Speaking of Thinking
WHY you think like you do and
don't think like you don't is discussed by Dr. Henry Peters of Missouri U on KFRU, Columbia, Mo.,
in a series of five-minute talks under auspices of the State Assn. for
Mental Hygiene. The talks are nontechnical and are designed to explain
habits
have and don't
know what towedo all
about.
* * *
The Winner!
THE Children's Opportunity program on WTNJ, Trenton, N. J.,
sponsored by Fisher Baking Co.,
Newark, Sundays for 13 weeks,
ended up with a grand total of
811,490 votes representing 81,149
pieces of merchandise. The $50 first
prize winner received 89,690 votes
representing 8,969 wrappers and
labels. Kids love contests.
* * *
The Old Way
OLD FASHIONED auction sale of
automobiles moved 102 cars in two
broadcasts on KDYL, Salt Lake
City recently for Fred A. Carleson
Co., local Ford dealer. Two oldtime auctioneers averaged 3 0 0
words a minute and literally called
all cars.

Come On In
SWIMMING
instructions are
broadcast by Ralph Nelson, special
events commentator of KCKN,
Kansas City, Kans., three times
weekly from the edge of the local
Y.M.C.A. pool. Slant: Adapt your
programs to *the *season.
*
Students Perform
STUDENTS from the Northwestern University class in radio broadcasting are writing and enacting a
new show. Collegiate Episodes, recently begun on WIND, Gary, Ind.
The story, which centers about a
typical midwestern college campus,
is authored by Patricia Crusinberry, daughter of Jane and Jim
Crusinberry, NBC-Chicago writer
and sports editor at WBBM, respectively. * * *
How a City Is Run
WJJD, Chicago, recently began a
series of nightly broadcasts dealing with
city government. Chicago's
During the course
of the
series entitled Your City Government, departmental heads of important divisions of the municipality tell of the work being done by
Chicago's government. On Saturdays one of
city's
leading
social,
business
or the
civic
leaders
discusses
some civic topics of current interest. The Saturday broadcasts are
under the auspices of the City Club
of Chicago. * * *
Play's The Thing
PLAYS of Ibsen are being given
on WQXR, New York, by actors
from the WPA Federal Theatre in
a series that began with The
Master Builder June 29, 9-10 p. m.
Slant:
is a ofre-dval
of interest
in
radio There
versions
classical
drama.

SHOWI^IAXSUIP?
^AW

! Just

A t;ood

Being

Fellow !

When the health department has a
jnessage . . .
When a car is stolen . . .
When the National Guard is to be
hurriedly mobilized . . .
When the hospitals need volunteers for blood transfusions . . .
and when hundreds of other dayto-day jobs must be done quickly
and expertly . . .
WBIG

IS CALLED

. . .

And that's why we are
known as
"THE

FAVORITE

IN THE FAVORED

STATION
REGION."

WBIG
IN GREENSBORO,

N. C.

Edney Ridge, Director
Craig and HoUingbery
Representatives

1,267,519
RADIO

FAMILIES

The erection of the new Vertical Radiator increases the
number of Radio Homes in the WHAS

Proven Primary

Listening Area from 582,451 to 904,999. More than $1,220,899,333 is spent in this market in retail trade. The sale of
your product in this area can be substantially increased by
using this powerful medium.

WHAS
COMPLETE, INTENSIFIED
Coverage of More Than
A MILLION PEOPLE
within a 30-mile radius.
PEOPLE WHO LISTEN
to WDRC
BECAUSE THEY ENJOY IT!
Basic Network Station of the

Represented Nationally by Edward Petry & Co.
Operated by The Louisville Times Company
Publishers of
THE
THE

COURIER-JOURNAL
LOUISVILLE
TIMES

A detailed study of the WHAS

market is available on

request
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STUDIO

NOTES

CELEBRATING the completion of
live years aon special
the airscript
Today's
Children
presented
on June
18,
with five women who heard the serial's
iirst broadcast taking part in the anniversary show. Program, written by
Irna Phillips and broadcast Monday
through Friday on NBC-Red at 10:45
a.m., has been sponsored for the past
year by the Pillsbury Flour Mills Co.,
Minneapolis, whose advertising is
handled by Hutchinson Adv. Co.,
Minneapolis.
WBAP, Fort Worth, carries a total
of 50 remote broadcasts each week
according to an announcement by J. E.
Bridges, WBAP operator in charge of
remotes and R. C. Stinson. technical
supervisor.

DON'T
THIS SUMMER WTAQ LISTENING AUDIENCE WILL
INCLUDE PEOPLE FROM
ALL OVER THE U. S.
In addition to over
half
in oura million
primary people
area,
thousands come here
to spend
tions ontheir
our vacalakes
and at our resorts.
Write or wire for details.
JAMES
A. WAGNER
CBS
Manager-Director
STATION

w GREEN T
BAY

A
WISCONSIN a

FORMAL dedication ceremonies were
conducted at the new $40,000 studio
of KGNC, Amarillo, Tex., June 11,
with a salute at 8 a.m. In the evening
a special 30-minute program featuring
all-live talent presented a full picture
of
the station's
artists.
Izzard,of
production
manager,
wasWesmaster
ceremonies. Many new developments
in studio equipment have been incorporated, including slanting glass of
the window-walls to throw the sound
up, rubber drops that automatically
close the doors, indirect lighting, and
a "studio on the air" signal system
synchronized with the microphones.
SALESMEN at WMCA, New York,
have been equipped with pocket-size,
spiral bound booklets containing de.scriptions
of the with
station's
features, together
times,available
prices,
merchandising
suggestions
all pertinent information which and
a salesman
would need to have when talking to a
prospective
Somein 30
able
features client.
are listed
the sponsorbooklet,
which al-so includes a list of talent.
JOHN MURRAY is producer of the
weekly quarter-hour dramatic serial
Oassendra sponsored bv Svlmar Packing Co.. on 6 CBS Pacific Coast stations from KNX. Hollywood. He is
also writer-nroducer of Curtain Galhi.
weekly KFWB. Hollywood, dramatic
show.
A QUARTER-HOUR program of
cultural discussion titled News^ of
Infer- American Cultural Activities
has been added to the schedule of
NBC's .short-wave broadcasts to Latin
America, bringing the total time of
these features to seven hours and 45
minutes weekly, consisting of an hour
daily, with an extra half-hour on Sundays and an extra quarter-hour on
Wednesdays. The new feature will be
presented in Spanish by Charles
Carava.ial,
director of
NBC's South
American program
department,
and
broadcast
on
the
network's
short-wave
station. W3XAL, Bound Brook,
N. J.

WPG, ATLANTIC CITY— Used its
own towers as one of the observation points for describing the Auerbach trophy race around Absecon Island on Memorial Day, the
boats racing Photograph
directly by shows
WPG's
transmitter.
Chief Engineer Earle Godfrey and
Announcer George Foster.
Call to the Colors
MISTAKE in a want-ad
placed by H. R. (Hal) Makelim, general manager of
KXBY, Kansas City, caused
him considerable trouble the
other day when he wanted
five college boys to learn radio during their summer vacations and the papev ran it
"Wanted, five colored boys to
learn radio." Njxt morning
150 negro boys hovered
around Mr. Makelim's door
and KXBY finally had to
broadcast a correction.
DR. GEORGE W. YOUNG, owner
and general manager of WDGY, Minneapolis, announces the opening June
15 of branch offices and studios at 34
E. 6th St., St. Paul, including two
studios, audition rooms and sales offices. Gordon MacDowell has been apdivision. pointed manager of the new St. Paul
THE
third were
and fourth
of WBBM's
ten studios
completed
June 22.
The studios which are on the first
floor of the Wrigley building, are
already carrying their share of major
CBS dramatic and musical productions.
A NEW organ for WFIL, Philadelphia, is being designed by Dr. Charles
Courboin, organist at WOR, Newark,
who has designed more than 150 organs, including the six-manual, 30,000pipe instrument in Wanamaker Grand
Court,
said to be the
world's Philadelphia,
largest.
BECAUSE of crowded conditions at
the NBC Hollywood studios, Benton
& Bowles Inc., will produce the Red
network new 31 ax well Show Boat
program, starting July 8, at KFWB.
that city, using the station's large
studio-theatre.
★
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AFTER an ai).sence of more than f.
years Memory Lane, Hw)sier sen,,
written by the late H. C. Connei
will return to the air on the NB'
Blue network on the Pacific Coast ■
July 5. It will be revived as a thri'
weekly quarter-hour daytime seri:
originating in the San Francis
studios. Ted Maxwell of NBC pr
duction staff, is rewriting the <
half-hour scripts down to 15 minui
and also will play one of the prin'
pals in the cast. Memory Lane befo
going
off the
broadcast co
tinuously
for air.
sevenwasyears.
KI"'P.I. Abilene, Kan., is remodelit
its Salina studios, doubling spai
The Salina staff now includes L.
Butcher, manager; Paul Aurani
Ralph Lewis. Frank Mclntyre. Lar
Sexsmith.
Warren
-Ta'
Shumard and
Feren Burkholder.
Butcher.
WIP. Philadelphia, held the seven
annual
picnic
of its
Cluh June
22 for
moreHomemal-ei
than 6.0<,
club members and their families. Ca
"Ivn Ann Cross is the director
WIP's Homemakerx' Cluh.
WSPA. Spartanburg. S. C, wijl mo
into its uptown studios .Tuly 15 whicj
include
six studios
the second stud
flo<j*'
and
a ground
floor onauditorium
with a seating capacity of 800.
FIRST SERIES of programs to :
l)r()adcast from .Tapan will be broug!
to American audiences early in Atigu
when NBC covers the Seventh Wor,
Conference of the World Federatic
of Education Associations, to be he
in
Japan.
August
2-7. Han *
A. Tokyo.
Carpenter,
member
of the
education
of Rochester.
N. l)oard
Y.. w
handle the NBC broadcasts from tl,
conference.

KCKN, Kansas City, together wit
The Kansas City Kansan, with whi<
it is affiliated, will be the center uni
of attraction in a moving picture
be filmed by General Film Corp.. ai
include "takes" direct from the KCK
studios and offices. Title of the fil
is Sob Sister, built around a new
paper
theme,
and from
in allthe probabilii
leads will
be taken
radio ar ■111
newspaper staffs. Karl Willis, KCK
program
director lead.
may beKansans
selected a;f(
the ma.sculine
being urged to report for screen test
for the film will be cast entirely <
local talent, and will incorpora
scenes from local industries, comme
cial establishments and various .seen
and historic points of interest. Tlmovie is being sponsored by the Ffl II
Kansas Theatres Co.
WFIL, Philadelphia, received r
quests for 6,000 tickets to its Won
an's
Club Laine
annual conducts
picnic heldtheJune
Martha
WFI3'I 3;
Woman's Club.
ter-hour
and 3donated
full hours
KYA. Sanspots
Francisco,
3 qua^'r *
sportscasting when the local ShutAssn.
recently
a benefit
ball game
and staged
pageant.
NBC. bas'
thf
city, and other nearby stations alj|
donated special build-up spots.
ANNOUNCERS
and
artists <i
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C, are using th
newly-installed recording apparatus_ If &
improve their radio efforts by studyiij [
playbacks.
JEAN DICKENSON and other NB
artists are being used as models tu
fashion pictures in Screenland Fast
ions, booklet distributed by departmei
stores throughout the country.
ARLINGTON PARK ( Chicago
races during July will be broadcast o'
an MBS hookup each Saturday du
ing the month and on July 5. Lincol
Plaut, chart maker of the Daily Ra<
ing Form, will man the microphonJ

<0'o

—
KFH
—
Wichiia, Kansas
Basic Supplementary National Representative
CBS
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|lm Research Council Scans
*-ogress of Visual Art
('•ST
indication
prog- inhopeful
television
in theof United
,.;os during the past year is the
fvelopment being made in enlarg\g
the to
tele\-ision
screen
area,
acwding
the annual
report
of the
' iiientific committee of the Research
buncil of the Academy of Motion
icture Arts & Sciences. Report
Ititled Television From the Stand^int of the Motion Picture Pro*cing Industry.
'■'oping
The committee
no attemptgoes
will onbe record
made as
to
•mmercialize home television in
le United States until a picture
luivalent in definition to the best
jme-movie
projection, and not
nailer than 24 x 18 inches, can be
irnished with routine reliability
Broadcasting, June 1]. It cites
«;ent demonstrations with electonic projection devices affordig images 8 x 10 feet as indicative
the acceleration in the perfection
. ' practical teleNision.
The report belittles practical
. regress in Great Britain, concludrrig that the picture is small, the
fst high and the show poor and
'j'-ith meager patronage. It found
-lat there were 1000 television reavers all within a radius of 60
iiiles of the British Broadcasting
•D. transmitter, and held the cost
--\ $297 to $396 was prohibitive.
^Jesuits in Germany, according to
:-'ie committee's survey, have been
- 'fiimpressive,
there
|-,arked
televisionthough
activity.
Russiais
• purchasing television equipment
the United States, and France
i:As made little progress.
!!i Both in the United States and
';Droad, systematic engineering
■ rogress is being made in the dej,>Iopment of high-definition tele,;ision until it now has reached a
.-Dint where it warrants careful
•;3servation and analysis, according
' T• the
time in
is not
far
whenreport.
those The
engaged
motion
., cture production, and others
-hose interests are likely to be
itj-fected by the evolution of this
nsw field, will do well to acquire
s much familiarity as possible
j/dth its characteristics and meth■,as,
the report advises,
•iIndiana Radio Course

>K-DIAXA State Teachers College,
fcrre Haute, cooperating with
announ
city,inhaseducat
in that
I'BOW
bv
course
practical
ionced
idio under Dr. Clarence Morgan,
■;idio director. The course deals
ith program preparation and propaction and is non-technical in
i.jiaracter. Practical broadcasting
illill be done over WBOW.
•a
,HAT 1937 will not see commercial
..jaevision. and that the Philco fac^ries are geared to turn out 2.000.rii»0 home and auto radios this year,
jjins announced to Philco dealer coni!|!ntions held in .June at White Sul[,)iur SprinpT.*. W. Va. and Del Monte.

IWTCN
!ST^PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
Na-^-ional Reoresentatives
i^SROADCASTING

As Others Hear Them
COMMUNITY singers who
participate in the weekly series on CJCA, Edmonton,
Alta., hear themselves as
others hear them. During
each program one of the
songs is recorded and played
back to the audience. Recordings are made at both
78 and 33 r. p. m., with the
better fed back to the theatre where the program is
staged.
Television Today
(Continued from page 25)
television, invohing both scientific
pioneering and the creation of a
new art in entertainment, our
critics will not be interested in
"alibis," or in the difficulties entailed in fitting program technique
to scientific and economic realities.
In one short year we have made
notable progress in television programming, and this, despite the
fact that we have had to overcome
some problems which Hollywood
has never had to face. Consider
that, in movieland, the "sets" are
painstakingly constructed — often at
great expense — following which
cameras are moved into position
and "angles" are studied before a
"take" is made. Rehearsals are followed by hour after hour and day
after day of actual photogi-aphy.
It is obvious that television program technique must be capable of
much greater economy and speed of
production, and we shall have no
cutting room in which to excise our
mistakes. The television camera is
the
self. eye of the actual audience itYou may remember that a year
ago — on June 29, 1936, to be precise— RCA gave its first demonstration of high-definition tele\'ision to a group of press representatives. You may recall, also,
that one of the features of the program presented at that time was
Henry Hull, in an excerpt from
"Tobacco Road". At that state of
television programming the artist
was obliged
to "do his
witha
very
few emotions
and stuff"
against
very simple background.
In contrast, I can think of no
more effective summary of one
year of experimental television in
America than the demonstration
recently given to delegates to the
convention of the Institute of Ra-

WWNC
ASHEVILLE,
FuU Time yaC Affiliate

dio Engineers [B R 0 A D C A s T,i N G
June 1]. Television "eyes" switched
wdth apparent ease between ballroom scenes, peopled by many actors, outdoor views, close-ups and
long-shots, in instantaneous sequence. Iconsider that that contrast in itself represents a year of
large progress.
We are alert to our opportunities,
and I am pleased at the brightness
of our prospects. America continues to set the pace technically,
and I am confident that we shall be
second to none in television program ing. In both aspects of television,
it
is
the public's
tage that we toremain
free aadvanwhile
longer to devote full time to experiment and development, without
the handicaps that might be imposed by an attempt to render a
premature and therefore inadequate public service.

Rush
more

G A .

TiinEc
tmctors

The Red River Valley Is one of the most fertile
toTield7Si/"
areas in the world, and it^s farmed on a scale
that makes our agriculture big business.
Fargo, at the center of this literal land of plenty, supplies most of its needs. Thus WDAY
gives you a prosperous urban market as well
as a rich and stable farm market. We know
of no other

such

favorable

set-up

in America.

N. C.
1,000 Watts

Dixie's Brightest

WDAY.

Spot for
Summer Business
... is the resort area blanketed solely by WWNC—
Asheville and mountain Carolina. Tourists and vacationers double the population . . .
double the business.
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Broadcast
In Chicago

Likings
Shown

By Recent Survey
De Paul Interviews Give Data
On Listeners' Viewpoint
By L. M. McDERMOTT
Professor of Advertising,
De Paul University, Chicago
A radio program survey covering 5970 families has jtist
been completed in Chicago.
The survey was conducted by
Prof. L. M. McDermott of the
Advertising department of the
College of Commerce, De Paul
University who tells about it
in the following article.
THIS SURVEY of Chicago radio
is in two parts: Section I pertains
to radios. Data
was collected on
the most popular
radio, the average
age of all radios,
number
of used
radios, oldest radios now in use,
number of radios
in Chicago, and
the probable satMr. McDermott uration point for
radios in this city. Section II covers preferences as to broadcasting
stations, stations usually "tuned
in", stations preferred as to various types of programs, and favorite programs. Comparisons were
made in many of the preferences
with
Editors' Poll
showedthethatRadio
the housewife
does and
not
always think along the same lines.
The choices of programs as
shown by the Chicago survey
were as follows: First, Jack Benny;
second. Father Coughlin; third,
March of Time; fourth, Eddie Cantor; and fifth, Fred Allen. On the
other side of the picture we find
housewives wishing certain programs to be excluded from the air.
These are mostly childrens' programs and are a result of a campaign of women's clubs.
Naming of Sponsors
One rather interesting point
brought out in the survey was the
fact that but a small percentage of
listeners could give the sponsors
of their favorite program. Radio
editors of Chicago papers have
mentioned this fact, but no definite information had been available
until this survey gave definite figures showing actual conditions.
An attempt was made by the
interviewers to secure a 100% answer to this question. However,
only 708 were willing to list favorite programs by the sponsor, or
manufacturer. In other words only
12 percent knew the name of the
sponsors of their favorite programs. It is estimated that about
2% of these showed some degree
of uncertainty.
The list of preferred progi'ams
by manufacturers follows: Ford,
109; Jello, 104; Lady Esther, 58;
Palmolive, 46; Beechnut, 44; Chase
& Sanborn, 24; Pebecco, 23; Camel,
20; General Motors, 19; Armour,
19; Maxwell House Coffee, 17;
Pepsodent, 16; United Bakers, 16;
Ipana Toothpaste, 16; Fleischmann's Yeast, 12; Exlax, 11; Nelson Brothers, 11; Campbell, 9; Lux,
9; Lucky Strike, 8. Others mentioned were Chesterfield, Chrysler,
General Mills, Remington - Rand,
Rogers Clothing, Pabst, Swift,
Page 76 • July J, 1937

Youthful Sleuth
RICHARD DILMER, patrolman, was walking along
Fourth Avenue in Brooklyn
near 48th St. June 13 when
said "Ai"rest
rushed up,she's
a boy woman;
that
carrying
narcotics. I'm Junior G-Man
No. 40 and I've been shadowing her all day," and rushed
away ousagain.
Although
dubiDilmer made
the arrest,
found the boy was right. An
appeal for the boy to report
to headquarters is being
broadcast on the Junior GMan program on WOR.
Broadcast three times weekly, the adventure series sponsored by Fischer Baking Co.
has enrolled more than 400,000 boys in Junior G-Man
clubs throughout the east,
according to Donald Peterson
Radio Productions, producers
of the program.
Vicks, Packard, Studebaker, and a
few others.
Another point of interest to the
advertiser is the fact that a large
number of housewives feel that
there is too much advertising in
radio broadcasts. Not all answered
this question. Out of 1743 who expressed an opinion 950 said there
was too much advertising, 688 said
programs were satisfactory as to
this, and only 105 were in favor of
more advertising.
As to the question whether the
housewife believed there should
be more government regulation and
control, a great majority thought
the programs to be satisfactory.
Some of the opposition was aimed
at certain children's programs, the
same speech being broadcast by
all the large stations, too much
time being taken by baseball broadcasts, and the type of music heard.
Quite a number of housewives
thought these conditions were a
matter for governmental regulation rather than regulation by the
broadcasting
station and advertiser.
Some of the favorable points
brought out by the Chicago survey were:
1. The housewife has decided
opinions as to the character of
programs.
2. Programs coming over larger
stations are preferred.
3. High class programs are preferred.

FROM

PLANE— WSGN, Birmingham, inaugurated its portable
transmitter WAXD with a broadcast from an airplane over the
Municipal A ir p o r t. Announcers
Bob McRaney and Joe Ford and
Engineer James Evans are shown
broadcasting from the plane.
est number of votes for exclusion
generally contain some objectionable features.
6. Listeners show a decided preference for high-class musicians.
7. The character of the advertising in radio broadcasts is not
criticized, rather the amount of it.
8. Broadcasting officials are doing a good job in regulating the
material in programs.
9. The Federal Government
should assist. Keep broadcasting
out of politics.
10. Housewife shows little interest in amateur hours and street
interviews.
CBS lias secured exclusive broadcasting rights to the Lewisohn Stadium
(Concerts in New York for the summer
of 1937 given by the Philharmonic
Symphony Society and featuring
prominent guest conductors.
To

Cover

Ohio

and

Tony Martin Sues
SUIT for .$7,600 damages for can
cellation of his contract to master
the-ceiemonies of the CBS weeklyi*
Hollywood Hotel program has been
filed in Los Angeles Superior
Court by Tony Martin. Named in
his complaint,
filed under
rect name of Alvin
Morris, hisarecor-F
Wallis Armstrong Co., advertising
agency and Campbell Soup Co.
program sponsor. In his complaint
filed by Attorneys Samuel S. Zagon and Harold E. Aaron, Martir
claims he was signed on March 12
to appear for a minimum of It
weeks on the Hollywood Hotei
broadcasts from Hollywood anc
that on April 5 his contract foi ^
$400 per program was repudiatet |
by his employers. He was sched
broadcast.
uled to start with the May '
KNX Fliers' Beacon
KNX, Los Angeles, under specia
authority of the FCC, served as th<
beacon station for the Moscow-to
U. S. flyers who landed in thi;
country Sunday on their epocha.
flight.
Employed
as a was
"directiona
beam," the
CBS outlet
author
ized
to
operate
on
a
point-to-poin
basis with the planes to guide then
to their destination, at the requesof the Soviet authorities. An in
terpreter was called in by the sta
tion to assist it in communicatiov
in the Russian tongue with th
aviators and to supply them witl.
weather and other flying informa
tion.

DR. LEE DE FOREST, inventor o
the radio tube, was awarded the hon
orary degree of Doctor of Laws b.:
Lewis Institute, Chicago, June 22.
» !f I
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4. Musicalare rather
than "noisy"
orchestras
preferred.
5. Programs receiving the greatWEBC
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WMFG
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of the NBC Blue Network
109 National advertisers used WSPD in 1936. They
know from experience that to cover this rich Northwestern Ohio and Southern Michigan market WSPD
is the No. 1 station.
5,000 Day —

1,000 Night

WSPD
John Blair & Co., National Representatives
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^evy-Craney

Stage

Convention

Battle

\)n Merit of Per Piece Copyright Fee
"lESPITE
the resignation last accountings, meaning disclosure of
4ar of Isaac D. Levy. WCAU,
their books; that he had been informed some 310 stations had been
Philadelphia, from the NAB. he
delinquent in the amount of some
gured in the XAB convention
in their royalties as of
4^pyright hostilities last month in $500,000
1936, most of which was admitted,
. n impromptu "battle" of Levy vs. and thus indicating that there is
.'raney. Both Mr. Levy and Ed
justification for the ASCAP de-raney, KGIR. Butte, circularized
mand that it have a right to audit
'ions in advance of the convenespousing their particular
books and that ASCAP "could exe.vpoints on copyright.
cute no more clever maneuver"
than
piece"
method
'■< Mr. Levy again took his unreinsteadto ofoffer
the "per
present
percentage,
piece"
"per
against
stand
itfiUing
plus
arbitrary
sustaining
fee
basis.
p measured service payment for
i^pyrighted works as a substitute
Questioning the advisability of
-•ir the present percentage plus state laws against ASCAP enacted
in a half-dozen states, Mr. Levy
Tistaining fee basis. Mr. Craney,
1 the other hand, in his pre- predicted that broadcasters eventually will pay for this litigation
•nvention broadside strongly enthrough increased rates. By imprsed
"per
piece"
as
the
ultimate
tlution and called for cooperation
plication, he attacked the "open
'V broadcasters on a dozen fronts
letter" of last Api-il sent to Con^» bring it about.
He followed
gress
by
Mr.
Craney,
who advocated action on
copyright.
The
-:iat up with an address on the
-oor, reported elsewhere in this letter bore the boldface inscription
•^sue.
"Can You Be Re-elected?" Mr.
Levy said this letter had made
- Despite the fact that the XAB
I four successive conventions has enemies for bi'oadcasting among
congressmen.
'one officially on record as in favor
Even before the Levy letter
"f "per piece," a number of imporreached stations, Mr. Craney had
'=ant broadcasters appeared to agree
J'ith the viewpoint expressed by written them reviewing developments in the music copyright field
'^r. Levy, who last year dramaticsince the last Convention. He has
"iflly walked out of the XAB because
*-e was out of sympathy with its
the prime mover of the anti^ecutive direction and its stand on been
ASCAP measure placing copyright
^^le mooted copyright matter.
groups under state police jurisdiction. Reminding station owners
Mr. Mills Comments
that "1940 is coming along," Mr.
In a letter to Bro.a.dcasti.ng June
Craney pointed out present ASC AP
contracts will expire then and that
Liil, based on the Levy communication, E. Claude Mills, chairman of unless remedial steps are taken,
le executive committee of ASC.\P.
broadcasters will be in an even
«rtok occasion to comment on the more serious plight. He advocated
tuation.
a 10-point program as follows:
"There is so much to what Mr.
1. Support national copyright legislation
evy says that is of deep and real which
willthe copyright
set up rules
fair user,
play and
beownerof and
3ncern to the broadcasters," Mr. which tween
will
place
the
responsibility
for
the
(ills
wrote,
"thatgive
it will
a pity public performance of music on the person
they
do not
verybe careful
the performance.
lought to the contents of his originating
2. Support state legislation setting forth
rules for combines to operate under.
^tter, and particularly, I suggest,
) his recommendation that before
3. Give aid to all states where legislale broadcasters are stampeded to sidered.tion has been enacted or is being con4. Gather all information concerning
mction a 'per piece' method of ac- state
legislation
a file and make this
)unting for royalties, someone
available
to otherintostates.
lould inform them in exact and
5.
Educate
all
broadcasters
in the counlecise detail just what would be
try on copyright.
6.
Establish
a
copyright
clearance
bureau,
ivolved upon their part. * * *
which would make available the names of
reliable firms transcribing or producing
"I
am
endeavoring
to
be
coni:ructive because I realize that if public domain, and or, tax free music and
be radical change is made and it lists of such music. (Lang-Worth is the
at presentof— their
they
roves to be the headache that I only
protectoneyouin asthis
to class
the clearance
link it will, there will simply be numbers with an insurance policy from
of London).
lore bitterness injected into the Lloyds
7. Educate authors and composers on the
tuation."
workings of a "per use" or "per piece"
I In his letter, dated June 17, Mr. system.
8. Determine the amount of music availlevy admonished broadcasters to
ike stock of the copyright situaon, asserting again that per piece
•as impracticable. He warned
lations that per piece inescapably
ivolves complicated bookkeeping
WIL
l5' stations; that it will cost more
•loney since individual composers
:iemselves would place the prices
The Pioneer Commercial
jn their compositions and require
Station In St.Louis

WHTR
nTIONHL REPRESENTflTIVES
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
"ftROADCASTING

"BIRTHDAY BELLS"
8:00 to 8:15
m. — nowavailable
for a.
sponsorship!
Call or write TRAXSAMERICAN BROADCASTIXG and TELEVISION CORPORATION,
New York, Chicago, Hollywood.
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Advertising

STORM

Chicago Agency Shifts
BESS JOHNSON, radio director
of Stack-Goble Advertising Agency, Chicago, has resigned to join
the radio department of Lord &
Thomas, Chicago. Miss Johnson,
an actress for eight years, enacts
the Lady Esther role on the Wayne
King programs.
As yet,has
no been
successor to Miss Johnson
chosen at Stack - Goble. Estelle
Mendelsohn, script writer on the
Lady Esther show, is also joining
Lord & Thomas.

WARNINGS

On WIBM as Michisan Flood
Threatens Jackson
WHEN a severe stoiTu swept lower
Michigan June 20, doing major
damage in and near Jackson,
WIBM gave outstanding service in
broadcasting warnings to motorists and residents of that area and
summoning crews of men to help
build retaining walls. Hal Hubert,
announcer, and Walter Johnson,
engineer, worked barefoot when
water surged into the studio and
control room. Later that evening,
when the storm threatened a nearby dam, Announcers Willie Dunn,
Kent Josef and Bill Cizek put on
hip boots and relayed messages to
the studio for release to a frightened audience. A bad leak developed above the high voltage power
supply system and a large pan was
required to keep WIBM on the air.

THE Canadian Broadcasting Corporation will send experts with the
Eastern Arctic patrol, sailing from
Montreal July 10, to study the feasibilit.v of broadcasting from the Arctic
to
a national hook-up.
Shortwave
communications
will be tried
from
the different points at which the ship
calls to determine the possibility of
bringing broadcasts from the Arctic
to Canadian and American listeners.

GEORGE HARVEY. Dud Kellv and
Les Sholte of the WGN-MBS sales
staff Skoal
in Chicago,
piloted
sloop
to victory
in theHarvey's
annual
<"hicago
to
Michisan
("itv
vacht
racr
held June 10.
able today in the hand of either the networks or independent stations that can be
used tax free or that can be purchased
outright for broadcasting purposes.
9. Make such music as is available for
transcribing to all reliable transcription
firms
'or have
recorded by NAB's
Music and
Bureau,
costs itpermitting.
10. Make up your mind that you are
going to devote enough time and money
to this job for the next year to see it
through — "we can't miss if we will but

. _ _

5000

^

1000

watts day

wat*s n'te
890 kc.AGENCY
ls: ADVERTISING
Rep
E.
KATZ SPECIAL

get in and n'ORA'."
There^s

A

Reason

for feeling proud, when

a

new station in America's
fastest-growing radio center, Los Angeles, feels no
letdown in sales following
a rate increase.
Yet Los Angeles advertisers realize that KEHE
is STILL delivering more listeners per dollar.
And

here are the reasons:
1— A powerful
length.

signal and

excellent wave

2 — The West's
most luxurious
modern broadcasting plant.

and

most

3 — A steadily growing listening audience.
4 — Increasingly
encouraging
results for
present sponsors.
780
5000
Watts

Kilocycles

KEHE
LOS

A Member

"Serving the Public Interest"
ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
of the California

Radio

System

National Representative: Hearst Radio
NEW YORE - CHICAGO - SAN FRANCISCO - LOS ANGELES - DALLAS
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Oklahoma-Colorado

Broadcasters

Hosts

CHEF'S
CONVENTION—
It's talent
probably
greatest
aggregation
of advertising Nope,
agencyyou're
and wrong.
advertiser
evertheassembled
in the shadow of the Rockies (except for a few dozen conventions). Some
50 of them attended the KLZ-KVOR Goodwill Trip promoting Colorado's
commercial and recreational advantages and its place in the national
market. The event took place June 19 to 26.
In the left photo, guests were photographed outside the unique Cooking Club, famed Colorado club on the side of Cheyenne Mountain. The
ritual requiz-ed all guests to peel off coats and hats and don the chef's
bonnets and aprons. Then they served themselves from soup to nuts.
Picture at right shows party upon arrival June 20 on the City of Denver
streamliner train from Chicago.
Both KLZ and KVOR are operated by the Oklahoma Publishing Co.,
publishers of the Oklahoma City Oklahoman and Times and operator of
WKY. Hosts to the group were E. K. Gaylord, president of the Oklahoma Publishing Co.; Edgar T. Bell, secretary- treasurer; Gayle Grubb,
manager of WKY; J. I. Meyerson, general sales manager, Oklahoma
Publishing Co.; F. W. Meyer, manager, KLZ; Ralph Miller, advertising
manager of the Oklahoma Farmer-Stockman, and Hugh B. Terry, manager of KVOR.
The following attended the event:
Hon. Teller Ammons, Governor of Colorado ; C. J. Baker, Maxon Inc.,
Detroit ; Fred Barrett, Lee Anderson Inc., Detroit ; Osborne B. Bond, Joseph
Katz Co., Baltimore ; B. B. Brewer, Ferry-Hanly Co., Kansas City ; L. T.
Bush, Compton Adv. Inc., New York ; N. J. Cavanagh, Roche, Williams &
Cunnyngham, Chicago ; W. J. Davis, J. Stirling Getchell Inc., Detroit ; Herschel Deutsch, Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv. Agency, New York ; Myron
Donald, Colorado Courtesy Patrol, Denver; Ted Enns, Cramer-Krasselt Company, Milwaukee ; E. A. Fellers, Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc.. Chicago ;
George Eversman. H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh ; Elmer Froehlich, MacManus.
John & Adams, Detroit ; Carl Georgi Jr., D. P. Brother & Co. Inc.. Detroit ;
Max Hacker, Pedlar & Ryan Inc., New York ; Frank Hakewill, Roche,
Williams & Cunnyngham, Chicago ; H. E. Hendrick, Tracy-Locke-Dawson Inc.,
Still Another "Inquiry"
Account is Proffered
ANOTHER
"perAmerican
inquiry" Products
account,
offered by the
Co., Cincinnati, is being presented
stations despite consistent refusal
of most broadcasters to accept contingent business of this character.
The newest proffer is that of procurement of agents to represent the
Cincinnati company in the sale of
foodstuffs and staples, on the basis
of 80 cents per inquiry regardless
of the number secured. The proposition isfor a studio program of 15
minutes to be built by the station,
with
the "advertiser" to furnish the
commercials.
L. T. Pitman, manager of
WCSH, Portland, Maine, informed
L. H. Witte of the company, that
he found the offer "singularly unsome excellent contracts appealing."
from"We have
advertisers
who
also sell tea, coffee, foods, spices,
etc.," Mr. Pitman informed his
correspondent. "They did not require any test campaigns at our
expense to determine whether or
not they could afford to use our
station."
KFEL, Denver, on June 15 moved
into commodious new studios in the
new Albany Hotel. The motif is entirely Indian, with rustic pine furniture used throughout. Rugs are typically Navajo and clocks and lamp
shades are of buckskin.
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Early

Decision

on

KLZ-KVOR

'Good

Will

Tour'

New York ; Maxwell R. Hotl, Dr. W. B. Caldwell Co., Monticello, III. ; H.
Hudson, H. W. Kastor Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago ; H. L. Hulsebus, Stack-Got
Adv. Agency, Chicago ; Hugh Johnston, Brooke-Smith & French Inc., Detroi
Joseph Marsh, Colorado Courtesy Patrol, Denver; Richard Marvin, J. Walt t
Thompson Co., Chicago; John F. Mayer, Street & Finney Inc., New Yorlr
Paul C. McCormick, McCann-Erickson Inc., Cleveland ; George McGiver
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago; Robert McNeil, Blackett-Samp!
Hummert Inc., New York ; Ed Nelson, Wade Adv. Co., Chicago ; T. E. NowfColorado Springs Gazette & Telegraph; George Pearson, J. Walter Thomps<
Co., Chicago; R. J. Potts, R. J. Potts & Co.. Kansas City; E. S. Pra
Fletcher & Ellis Inc., New York ; N. H. Pumpian. Henri, Hurst & McDona
Inc., Chicago ; Allen Russell, Potts-Turnbull Co. Inc., Kansas City ; John ]
Sarles, Knox Reeves Adv. Inc., Minneapolis ; Rav G. Simmons, Meldrum
Fewsmith Inc., Cleveland ; William J. Staab. Fuller & Smith & Ross, Cle^
land ; Fred Steele, Mc.Jenken Adv. Co., Chicago ; Sol Taishoff, Broadcastin
Washington; G. L. Trimble, Marshalk & Pratt Inc., New York; F. C. Web( *
D'Arcy; Art
Adv. Spoerl,
Co. Inc.,
St. Louis ; Harry
Newell-Emmett Co. Inc., N^p3?
York
Cramer-Krasselt
Co., Walsh.
Milwaukee.
FromRalph
the Bateman,
E. Katz Special
Agency,
representative
came
Detroit Advertising
; Morris Beck.
New the
Yorkstations'
; Fred Bell.
Atlantii;
George Brett. New York ; Lowell Jackson, Chicago ; Eugene Katz, New Yorl
S. L. Katz, Chicago.
Oklahoma Publishing Co. men in the party were Edgar T. Bell, Oklahoii
City; O. C. Brown, Oklahoma Citv ; Fred D. Fleming. KLZ, Denver: E.
Gaylord, Oklahoma City; Gayle Grubb. WKY, Oklahoma City; F. W. Mey(
KLZ, Denver; J. I. Meyerson. Oklahoma City; Ralph Miller, Oklahoma Cit;
Frank
Denver;
Norton
Schwartz, Mile-Hi Photo Co., Denvef*
Hugh B.Quinn,
Terry,KLZ,
KVOR,
Colorado
Springs.
As a parting gift, Messrs. Gaylord and Bell, es hosts to the 50 adve
tising men, presented each with a tooled leather briefcase inscribed wii
their names. Messrs. Gaylord and Bell also received from FCC Chai
man Frail a letter of greeting in connection with the Goodwill Tour ar
commending them on their new studios and equipment:

Seen

in

FCC

Charges

Against Lawyers; Dismissal Is Sought
EXAMINATION of witnesses in early decision would be reached
soon after the special counsel hears
the proceedings on charges allegMessrs. Segal and Smith. Many of
ing improprieties against Paul M.
the witnesses had not previously
Segal and George S. Smith, Washington attorneys specializing in ra- been questioned by the Commission
dio practice, made as a result of subcommittee, on whose recommena report by an FCC investigating
ceedings.dation the FCC had voted the procommittee headed by Telegraph
Commissioner George H. Payne,
The attorneys in their answers
contended their conduct at all
was being conducted in Washingtimes has been entirely ethical,
ton the week of June 28 by Samuel
H. Kaufman, special counsel, workproper and professional and that
the acts cited in the FCC order
ing with an assistant in quarters
provided by the Commission.
were
neither improper nor in violaAs Broadcasting went to press,
tion of any existing rules or methMessrs. Segal and Smith were
ods of legral practice.
making voluntary statements beThe allegation
thatfiled"dummy"
fore the special counsel in accordanplications
had been
for the
ance with the offer contained in
purpose mission
ofwas specifically
"deceiving" denied,
the Comtheir sworn answers to the charges.
Mr.
The answers were filed in separate
Segal pointing out that he was
pleadings June 19 and in them all acting for a client and that the
of the charges were categoricallv
applications were in conformity
denied and a hearing was request- with FCC rules and regulations.
ed unless the FCC should conclude
Asks Full Disclosure
that its citation order of May 19
should be dismissed. Richard M.
Mr. Segal's answer asserted his
"desire that there shall be a full
Casto, named as an alleged "dumdisclosure
of the facts relating to
my" applicant, was among those
heard by the FCC inquisitors. Sev- the charges, in order that my innoeral employes of the Segal law
cence and complete freedom from
firm had previously made state- any impropriety or unethical conments to Mr. Kaufman. Sources
duct may be established and a
close to the Commission believed an
speedy vindication follow." He
BROADCASTING

denied that he knowingly or witfe
intent to deceive had interpolate^!
or aided and abetted in the inte;
polation of certain signed an
notarized depositions into the FC
files in the case of Richard IV
Casto, applicant for a new statio^fe;
in Johnson City, Tenn.; declare!:
that the Casto application, insofafc
as counsel were informed anjf
believe, was bona fide and in goc^ Jj

Broadcasting
on(
faith;
assertedSyndicate
that theInc.,
Palmel'
time applicant for new stations i;
Portland, Me., Lewiston, Me. an
Cheyenne,
Wyo.,
was not
"dummy"
applicant
hinder or delay
any designed
other appl;.t^Ht:
cant, and stated that its applicE-lrifi
tions "were bona fide and in goo:|iT
faith, for the purpose of obtainin.W.;
the authorizations requested, wit' '■3t'i
-jj
intent to make a full disclosure O]
the interested persons upon a hear
order having questione^ .
ingTheof FCC
the applications."
Mr.
Segal's
qualifications,
profes'^ls
sional standing,
character
anWhile Mr.
I realize
is not generall
ability,
Segal'sit answer
stated")
necessary or customary to make repl
to matters of inducement and recitalr
as distinguished from specific charges
the recitals in the Order in this pre
ceeding are of such general and sweef
ing character, inherently involving
reflection upon my professional repu
tation and standing, that I request th
privilege and opportunity of makin
full, suitable and proper comment wit^
respect thereto, in order that any ir
• Broadcast

Advertisiriii^

~-^u^tief to aie flowing ti-oui juid Order
O.iy
be ameliorated,
it" possible. trainI received
my undergraduate
^1,- at Columbia University, obtaining
1 A.B. degree, and my graduate work
University of Denver, obtaining an
B. degree. I engaged in the general
crice of law immediately after my
emission to the Bar in Denver, Col.,
d for five years was Assistant Disict Attorney there. I was appointed
1929 as Assistant General Counsel
the Federal Radio Commission and
fter some period of service resigned
enter the private practice in this
. ecialized held. I have for many
Vars been interested in the scientific
nd engineering problems related to
dio communication. As representalive of the American Radio Relay
ague I attended the International
elecommuuications
Conference in
adrid in 1932, at which time iuter;itional regulations were drafted. I
ive recently been appointed as a
!*-presentative of the American Radio
elay Conference
League to attend
the infuternaional
to be held
Cairo.
ICgypt, in the spring of 193S. I have
Practiced actively in this special field
vr 13 years and my colleagues at the
1 3ar will give testimony as to my
r.bility and professional standing,
u My reputation has never been called
Jrcto question until the issuing of your
ri;>rder of May 19, and I respectfully
rr ubmit that the lack of foundation for
si aid order and the consequent injustice
(i.«> me will be manifest when the facts
mre known to your Commission.
Ill Declaring that he used office per-tonnel as original incorporators of
- he Palmer company, Mr. Segal
lointed out that the applications
omplied in all respects with the
u""CC rules and regulations, that
[-■"he
was drop«ed L^wiston
and the application
Cheyenne application
rrlefaulted by his client long before
'i'«eing questioned in the present
■'•roceeding, and that the Portland
.pplication with others "were all
yield up and no action taken by the
.^.rommission for a period in excess
'^•f
two years,
delay
,,;n action
upon and
the hence
Palmeranyapplicaion or in action upon the applij,. ations which competed with it
^yere not ascribable either to my
'pient
or towasme."
The Portland
pplication
dismissed
last Oct.
upon being withdrawn by Mr.
jegal's client.
~ "Permit me to summarize," Mr.
"- Segal's answer concludes, "by sayirrng that at no time was any decept;:ion practiced on the Commission
:;oncerning any of the Palmer
L' Broadcasting Syndicate Inc., applications; that it was the plan and
* ntention of my client and of my■^elf to make a full and complete
:^howing at a hearing concerning
••^ny client's identity and qualifica'"ions; that no such showing was
J^i-equired or called for prior to
"iiearing; that the need for anonyj|,nity which my client felt was in
, ny opinion a real and substantial
•f'ne; that the Palmer Broadcasting
L^yndicate Inc., applications were
:a>riginal applications filed before
Unny competing applications and
iPvere bona fide applications, which
^"v-ere severally withdrawn, default■^•■d or permitted to be returned,
"^ecause of changes in circumstances
Jind that none of the applications
j^dolated any statute or regulation
jjor contained any false, improper or
(pieceptive statements.
1} "I stand ready to fumish the
A.
KFRU
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
A Kilowan on 630
A Sales Message over KFRU
Covers the Heart of Missouri

«)BROADCASTING
I

SAILFISH CATCH— During a recent cruise out of Miami, Edgar T.
Bell, business manager of the Oklahoma Publishing Co. and WKY,
Oklahoma City, earned his way
into the famous Miami Sailfish
Club by hooking two of the beauties
and lasting the route for the hourlong battle with each.
Commission any additional information pertaining to the charges
that it may desire, and I offer my
full cooperation, confident that
when the facts are fully presented
my speedy vindication will follow."
"I desire a hearing unless in the
judgment of the Commission upon
the basis of this return and a more
complete understanding of the
facts, my prayer herein be
granted."Mr. Smith's Reply
Mr. Smith's reply deals primarily
with the Casto case, which he
largely handled, and denies that
Casto was not a true applicant and
did not own funds as represented
and states further :
In relation to Charge 1, I state that
on Dec. 9. 1936. I presented in the
case of Richad M. Casto to the office
of the Secretary of the Commission
signed copies of the depositions of
Raymond Rosson, L. G. Lowe, Morgan
W. Cox. Lee B. Harr and Ralph
Kelley, to be attached to certain unsigned copies of the testimony of the
same witnesses which had theretofore
beenthe
received
Secretary's ofofficethe;
at
time inof the
presentation
signed copies of the depositions, I advised the Docket Clerk in the Secretary's office of
the particulars
and
circumstances
concerning
these depositions, namely, that the notary before
whom the depositions had been taken
had failed to obtain the signatures
thereto of the witnesses in time to
enable the depositions toofbe filed with
the Commission five days before the
date set out for hearing as required
by the Rules and Regulations of the
Commission, and had therefore forHOLLYWOOD

—
wood
—
RADIO PRODUCTIONS
Hollywood, Calif.
220 Markham BIdg.
. . . wood words sell . . .

Advertising

1

Al Boasberg

AL BOASBERG, 45, nationally
known radio and motion picture
"gag" wi-iter, died at his Beverly
Hills, Cal., home June 18 from a
heart attack. He was considered one
of the foremost "gag" writers in
the profession and started his film
1925, later turncareer Hein had
writing
been writing
ing to radio.
for the Jack Benny programs for
The day before his
the pasthe year.
signed a new one year
death
contract to continue in that capacity along with his other work. He
also supplied comedy skits for
other well known radio programs.
Funeral services were held June 19
in Beverly Hills with interment in
Bufi'alo, N. Y., where he was born.
Surviving is his widow.
GEORGE B. STORER, chief owner of
WSPD. WWVA and WMMN, has applied
to the FCC for authority to erect a new
1,000- wattMich.
daytime station on 800 kc.
By in
Pontiac.
Investigate
The

Power

Spoken

of the

Word

WTOC

United Air Discs
UNITED AIR LINES, Chicago
(air travel), on July 6 will start
thrice - weekly transcriptions on
KFI, Los Angeles, and KFRC, San
Francisco. One-minute transcriptions cut by Columbia Transcription Service, Chicago, will be used.
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago,
is the agency.

SAVANNAH, GEORGIA
1260 K.C. - CBS
UNITED PRESS NEWS
Represented Nationally
Paul H. Raymer Co.

7

NEWS

HOLLYWOOD
KIDS!
GEORGE WOOD Jr.,
14-year-old commentator, tells about
them in ^'HOLLYWOOD STARLETS."
Five-minute show, twice weekly, transcribed. He knows many child stars
personally, from broadcasts, stage
and picture interviews.
Available as exclusive feature in
your city.
Write

• Broadcast

them to the Commission withwarded
out such signatures and had thereafter
sent carbon copies thereof to me,
which carbon copies had been signed
by the witnesses ; that the presentation of such signed copies of the aforesaid depositions was done openly and
without intention to deceive, and with
the knowledge and approval of the
the Secretary's
Clerk itof was
Docket duty
the
to superviseoffice,
whose
keeping and making of the files. I
further state that the depositions in
question were not received in evidence
and never became any part of the
record in the case of Richard M.
Casto ; that at no time was any attempt made to deceive the Commission
concerning the circumstances of the
submitting of the depositions ; that the
attention of the Commissioners to the
circumstances surrounding these depositions was brought by a formal
motion filed by Paul M. Segal and
myself ; that I voluntarily made a
full disclosure of the facts concerning
the said signed depositions before the
Examiner when the depositions were
presented ; that no effort or attempt
was made to deceive any party or the
Commission in relation to said depositions. Ifurther state that the Commission has heretofore fully considered
all the circumstances concerning these
order conan thereto
and issued
depositions
and
relative
eluding its inquiry
disposing of the matter, and I respectsubmit,
now reopens the matter
fully
without any good and sufficient cause
therefor.

MILLIONS

OF TELEPHONE

SUBSCRIBERS

DO!

The snooty 400 may not listen to WBNX, but neither are they
the big buyers of STANDARD ADVERTISED goods. If it's the
4,000,000 you want, vdth its mass purchasing povvrer, you'll
I1000
uu u WATTS
nnio uht
them in the phone book and
AND NIGHT
DAY aru
listening to WBNX !
WBNX
Million who Listen to WBNX '
'YORK Van ' '^^ Cronkhite
National Reprcsentatires:
Associates, Inc.
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Sandford I. Carter, attorney fo;
Broadens
to Skilled Radio Men
the newly formed guild is to drav
up a constitution and bylaws.
(Continued from page 13)
WCAU announcers will start >\
40 hour, five day week Sept. 1
the station management on June has not yet been reached. Queried
as to these points, Roy S. Lang- according to an announcement b;
12, only a few hours before the de- ham,
president of the Guild, told Dr. Leon Levy, president o
parture of Donald Flamm, station
Broadcasting that the question of WCAU, Philadelphia. The nev
president, for a European tour.
a closed shop was not brought up schedule was announced at a meet
According to an announcement
by the AGRAP committee as it was
issued by WMCA, the agreement
ing called by the station executive
felt that this could not have been
and came as an unexpected sur
calls for immediate salary increases
for all announcers and producers,
to the announcing staff. Th.
settled before Mr. Flamm's depart- prise
ure for Europe and the Guild pre- men will also be given an automati
with
a
provision
in
the
announcers'
salary
increase every six months.
ferred
to
get
the
immediate
benefits
agreement that provides for what
of shorter hours and increased pay
amounts to a guarantee of comfor its WMCA members, leaving
mercial assignments to increase
Richfield's Sales Meeting
the salary by at least 20%; pro- the closed shop question for later
vides two weeks vacation with pay negotiations. He said that Dec. 1 RICHFIELD OIL Corp., Los An
for all those employed by the sta- had been set as the date for a geles (gas & oil), on June 28 heli
tion for a year or more, two weeks
meeting of the Guild and the sta- a 7-7:30 a. m. (PST) special "sale:
full pay in event of sickness and
tion management to draw up a per- meeting" for its Pacific Coast sales,,
manent agreement.
two weeks notice in event of dismen on 11 NBC-Pacific Red neti i
charge.
Mr. Langham also stated that work stations (KFI, KPO, KOMi
The agreement does not guaranWMCA's announcement was sub- KHQ, KGW, KFBK, KMJ, KW
tee a five-day week as many comKERN, KFSD, KTAR). Progran
stantially correct, with four excepmercial contracts call for annountions: (1) that the contract is the originated in the network's HoUyj
studios and all distributorj jj
cers on six or seven days of each
result of negotiations by and is wood
week, but wherever possible the made with the WMCA chapter of were ordered to tune in. During th| |
management promises to group the AGRAP; (2) that the contract in broadcast, details of a new adver
working hours to give employes the effect provides for a $42 weekly
tising campaign of Richfield Oi
maximum amount of continuous
minimum salary, highest minimum
Corp. were revealed by Charles £
free time. Announcers are specifi- for any station of WMCA's size Jones, president. Richfield Report
LIVE TODAY
cally given the right to reject, in the country; (3) that in effect ers Ken Barton & John Wal
without prejudice, all offers made
the five-day week is the same as briefly opened the 30-minute pre
IN THE FASHION OF TOMORROW
by sponsors for special work on that agreed on at CBS in that an- gram. A "preview" of its ne\
nouncers are allowed to work more
commercial accounts, and are perHOTEL
SHERMAN
mitted to draw up to 20% of their than five days if commercial comweekly half hour Olsen & Johnso'
mittments require their services;
variety
show, which
was toon star'
base pay against possible future
the
following
Wednesday
th
1700 ROOMS 1700 BATHS
commercial contracts. The agreeand (4) that the agreement is only NBC-Pacific Red network, was als
ment runs to Jan. 1, 1938, with
temporary, until Jan. 1, 1938, and
CHICAGO
nell Inc., Los
Angeles.
is designed to tide over absences
presented.
Agency
is Hixson-O'DorJ",
provisions for a three-year renewal.
The temporary nature of the con- and vacations of executives of the
station.
tract, the fact that the Guild was
Gotham Newspaper Spotfel
not mentioned in the station's anWriters Guild
TO
NOTIFY the public ths
nouncement, and the absence of a
Formation of a national Radio features formerly published i
closed shop provision such as was
Writers Guild, affiliated with the Hearst's New York Aviericar
included in the Guild's recent contract with CBS indicate that a Authors League of America Inc., is which discontinued publication o
under way, following approval June 24, had been transferred t
completely satisfactory agreement
New York Journal and th
June 23 by the directorate of the the
Hollywood Screen Writers Guild. New York Mirror, these paper
Radio Writers Guild will have four placed varied series of spot ar
representatives on the council of nouncements on WINS, WMC/
WHN, WNEW, WOR. Most schec
the Authors League of America
ules called for a large number c
and a national membership camannouncements
on Friday, June 2!
paign will start shortly.
first day the American did not aj
Hollywood
free
lance
radio
acWO
K
O
with lighter schedules for th
tors and actresses have also for- pear,
mally organized as the Radio Art- remainder of the week. The Joui
ists Guild of America and will seek
nal also sponsored a 10 - minuf
ALBANY, NEW YORK
recognition and a charter from the talk by Edwin C. Hill on WJZ o
Associated Actors and Actresses of June 25. Three agencies wei
used to place the announcements
America, which is affiliated with
the A. F. of L. The group of more
McCann-Erickson
Peck Ass(i
Ad'
Agency allInc.,
and Inc.,
Publicity
than 150 elected a board of 12 di- ciates,
of New
York.
rectors, with Norman Field, chairPOPULARITY + EFFICIENCY =
man, and Cyril Armbrister, viceSunoco in Yiddish J!'
chairman. Ralph Scott is secretary
THE ENTRY of the gas and oi
and J. Donald Wilson, treasurer.
RESULTS
advertisers into the foreign laTV
guage field was indicated with tl,
plac^'ng
of aNew
test York,
series by
in Sun
Yiddis0,
on WBNX,
''A Blind Spot" for AU
Co. (Sunoco), advertising fuel ar
Get Your Share of
Outside Stations —
furnace oil to the metropolits
New York Yiddish market. Coi
TT?
to
■l
A you
Coverwant
Rich
sisting
of daily announcements f(
Results
an indefinite period on Abe L;
Central Pennsylvania
man's established Jewish programwhich have been broadcasting dai
You
MUST
Use
at 1:30series
over was
WBNX placed
for fivethroug
yeai-le:In This Rich Capital District
the
Roche,
Williams
&
Cunnyngha
Inc., Chicago.
^
Market
WFBG
ONE of the outstanding figures in radi:
education, Ben H. Darrow, will j&,
Ahoona
• Pa.
WBEN, Buffalo, as educational director <
Sept. 1. He has been director of t
famous Ohio School of the Air.

Chicago Football
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL Co., New
York (Mobilgas and Mobiloil), is
considering sponsorship of the
Northwestern University football
games over WBBM, Chicago, this
fall for the second successive year.
Both the home and away N. U.
games will be broadcast, with the
possible exception of the Minnesota game at Minneapolis, Minnesota not permitting sponsorship of
its games. J. Stirling Getchell
Inc., New York, is the agency.
WIND, Chicago-Gary, has purchased exclusive rights to the University of Chicago games this fall,
the first time a Big Ten school has
given a station exclusive broadcast rights to its games. WIND is
also
broadcasting
Chicagogames
Cai'dinals professionalthefootball
exclusively.
W. C. IRVIN, who at one time was
interested in KIUJ, Santa Fe,
N. M., has applied to the FCC for
authority to erect a new local station on 1500 kc. in Amarillo, Tex.

Guild

USE

IfVOKO

Hotel Ten Eyck, Albany

KOMO
5000 Watts L.S.
NBC Red

SEATTLE
WASHINGTON

KJR
5000 Watts
NBC Bine

National Representatives — Edward Petry & Company
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Curtails

ICaptations of Ibsen's Plays: the
rJadrigal Singers; and the Reper■■.'ry Theatre of the Air, presenting
Uignificant social plays.
^
Built 400 Programs
The radio division of the Fedital Theatre Project came into beI'lg March 23, 1936, under the di'♦^ction of Evan Roberts. From
.5'ien to June 1, 1937, it had pro^aced some 400 broadcasts, had rei^jsived more than $600,000 of free
^'.me and had played to an average
:!',adience of 1,000,000 a week. The
;»st had been approximately $160,jr-OO, of which 90'~'r went for salf-ies for the 150 actors and the
j writers, technicians, directors,
Iministrators and office workers.
Most pretentions of their proactions was the Professional Pa^tde, a variety show broadcast for
weeks over NBC's Blue network,
:^ith an estimated average audilice of 3,600,000 weekly, based on
■^AB reports. But the spokesmen
5^: the project's headquarters are
:,lore proud of the experimental
jjOrk that had been done, of pro:crams requiring extensive literary
;!:' historic research, of the sound
:t;fects library and laboratory, of
Sllucational programs such as Pioij'ers of Science, the scripts of
tiich have been requested by nut^erous universities and by the
I'lmmissioner of education of Puer■y Rico, as models of educational
:vipts.
I, The Dudes are coming to West' erti Montana — the Nation's
summer
playground. Reach
them in their leisure moments
through

ROAD

Appellate

Court

Aj^rms

Ruling

Group

'{|hird of iSew York Personnel
dropped: Protest Is Made
' ANS
the radio
-ion offorthe enlarging
WPA Federal
Theproject into an organization
national scope, \\ith WPA ratrroups in all major cities proucing the programs written at the
roject's New York headquarters,
r j^me to an abrupt halt late in
' une when more than a third of
^ pe New York organization was
•'■(Topped because of a cut in the
^■^PA appropriation. Protesting to
-'Vashington, remaining members
V alked of striking in protest
'::grainst dismissal of a third of the
'■^'ctors and half of the administra■-Drs and technical workers, which
educed the radio division to less
'lan 150.
Meanwhile, the schedule of nine
Programs weekly presented by the
.;aoup on New York stations is be*|ig continued through a doubling
-P all around. These broadcasts
""■iclude Portraits in Oil, dramati•fitions of the lives of famous artists; Pioneers of Science, similar
dramatizations of the lives of far^ous men and women in the world
9f science; History in Action, in
■^hich New York relives its past;
'^"irst Frontiers, a children's scies
f Indian life; Serenades at Nine,
musical series by choir and soloMts; Exploring the Seven Arts, ingjiti-views
with celebrities
all
vtlds of artistic
endeavor; inradio

\ 1000
K.QYQ
1260 watts
kc

U.S.

Missoula,
Montana

CASTING

Of FCC obstacle
in Granting
ANOTHER
in the path of
the
now
famous
"640 case,"
resulted in authorization
of awhich
new
station in Portland, Me., to be operated by the Portland Press-Herald,
was removed June 28 by the U. S.
Court of Appeals for the District
of Columbia in affirming the FCC
grant authorizing the new station.
In a 4 to 1 decision, with Associate Justice Stephens dissenting,
the court affirmed the FCC action
authorizing construction of the
station in Portland to operate on
the 640 kc. channel until local sunset with 500 watts power. The
station, assuming there will be no
further appeals, will now go into
construction and will operate with
the call WGAN. The licensee is
the Portland Broadcasting System
Inc., of which the majority stock
is owned by the Gannet PublishingCo., publishers of the Portland
Press-Herald.
The appeal from the FCC decision was taken by Eastland Co., of
Portland, and the Congress Square
Hotel Co., operator of WCSH,
Portland, which also had applied
for assignment in the 640 kc.
channel with limited time operation. The so-called "640 case,"
which goes back three years, involved the assignments of a dozen
stations for duplicated operation on
the clear channel on which KFI,
Los Angeles, is the dominant station. All applications seeking to
"break dowTi" the channel were
denied in the FCC decision which
granted the Portland company's
application.
Personnel Shift
The main contention made in the
appeals of WCSH and its sister
Eastland Co., was that at the time
the original hearings were h eld
Commissioners Gary, Brown and
Sykes were members of the Broadcast Division and heard the testimony. When the decision was
rendered on May 1, 1936, the
Broadcast Division was composed
of Commissioners Sykes, Case and
Prall. "In our opinion, the partial
change in the personnel of the

K

H

HILO,

B C
HAWAII

"640
Case''^
Division which
decided Station
the case did
not invalidate its decision, for it
was nevertheless the decision of the
Division which acted upon the evidence," the majority of the court
held.
Regarding other contentions of
the appellants challenging the findings of the Commission upon the
facts, the court took pains to point
out that it is not to be governed
only by the weight of the evidence
in cases of contradictions, but must
affirm the decision of the Commission as to the facts, if supported
by substantial evidence, unless the
decision is "arbitrary or capriUpon the contention of WCSH
that licensing of an additional station would affect its operation adcious."
versely from the economic standthe court's majority
that thepoint,Commission
found the held
city

tive tribunals burdened with a
great volume of public business requiring speedy disposition operate,
and customarily permits them to
dispense wtih unnecessary formalities. But I think that in the absence of language clearly permitting it, we should not conclude that
Congress intended a Commission to
dispense with oral arguments before, or with hearing of the witnesses by, those who are to decide.
Neither of these procedures is a
formality. On the contrary, each
is a substantial aid to correct deciJudge Stephens held also that
the authorities cited in the majority opinion, were not persuasive
because of material differences
from the case in the facts or
statutes involved.
sion."
LOWEST COST
COVERAGE!

and county could "well support an
additional radio broadcasting station without affecting adversely the
services of radio station WCSH or
the income or revenues of the Congress Square Hotel Co., licensee
thereof, and intervener herein."
Dissenting Opinion
In a strong dissent. Associate
Justice Stephens declared he
thought it was clear that Congress
intended that the Commission
should itself hear witnesses in
cases. To present witnesses to
those who are not to decide, he
said, would be in vain. He added:
"Congress is well aware of the
exigencies under which administra-

Tie

Approximate
Papula
CoveredtioB
1.560.OO0
1390 Ke.
WQDM
St. Albans,

This

Vermont

One!

Drogie Panie Gosposie: —
Piekarze slynnego powolnie wypiekanego chleba
WONDER BREAD maja dla was niespodzianke, o
ktorej my warn juz dzisiaj powiemy. Otoz jutro z
kazdym zakupnym bochenka chleba WONDER
BREAD, specyjalnie dla waszej dziatwy zalaczony
bedzie piekny balonik, ktory znajdowac sie bedzie w
srodku owijki chleba WONDER BREAD. Pamietajcie
wiec drogie panie gosposie, zakupcie jutro u waszego
grosernika bochenek chleba Wonder Bread, a otrzymacie piekny balonik dla waszej dziatwy. Oferta ta
tylko na jutro, w kazdej groserni. Dzieci wasze
uciesza sie gdy dacie in balonik z owijki chleba WONDER BREAD. Wiec nie zapomnijcie jutro zakupic
bochenek tego sniacznego powolnie wypiekanego
chleba WONDER BREAD a otrzymacie w srodku
owijki piekny balonik.
Two

Broadcasts

of This

Announcement

SOLD
25,000
KQMB
I.I.LI.Himi^M.IAJJIII
FRED J. HART. Pmidcnl «ad C<[>cri1 M«iw9€,
SAN FRANCISCO OFOCE, CALIFORNIAN HOTEL
CONQUEST AVE.ALUANCECHICAGO.
COMPANY100 M. LxSALLE ST
r yOltX. 519 MADISON

• Broadcast

Advertising

WJBK

LOAVES
-

OF

BREAD

DETROIT

Foreign Representatives — Van Cronkhite & Associates
Chicago
• ISew York
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New Business
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
for
Corp., New York, has contracted
the quarter hour between 7 :15 and
7 -30 p. m. on Tues.. Wed. and Thurs.
on NBC-Blue for 52 weeks beginning
but has not yet disclosed
Sept. 28,
which
of their numerous proprietary
products will be advertised nor what
be used. Blackof program will Inc.,
kind
ett-Sample-Hummert
N. Y., is
agency.
FLOUR Co., San FranSPERRY
cisco (flour, cereals), on May 21
started for 13 weeks, participation in
Westein Home Hour on 6 CBS Pacific Coast stations (KNX. KSFC,
KVI, KFPY), FriKOIN. 0KOL,
p. m. (PST). Agency:
3:15-3:3
Westco Adv. Co., San Francisco.
.JOHNSON, CARVELL & MURPHY,
Los Angeles (Kellogg's ant paste), on
.June 4 started for 13 weeks participation in Listen Ladies on 6 California
Radio System stations (KEHE,
KERN, KMJ, KWG, KYA, KFBK).
Fri. 2:15-2:30 p. m. (PST). Agency:
Wm. A. Ingoldsby Co. Inc., Los Angeles.
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Francisco on June 21 began special series of
four quarter-hour programs on WomMagazine Red
of the
Air on(KPO,
nine
NBC an's
Pacific
stations
KFI. KGW, KOMO, KHQ, KFBK,
KERN KMJ, KWG). Agency: Westco Adv. Agency, San Francisco.

GRUEN WATCH Co., Cincinnati
(watches), on Oct. 3 starts Time of
Your Life on 49 NBC-Red stations.
Sun., 5:30-6 p.m. (EST). Agency:
McCann-Erickson Inc., Cleveland.
TO& Co.,WILLIAMSON
BROWN BACCO
Louisville (Avalon
,
cigarettes) on June 28 started ISleal
O'Hara's Radio Gazette on six CBS
stations in New England (WEEI.
WLBZ, WPRO, WORC, WMAS.
WDRC), Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:30-7:45
p.m. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
TABLE PRODUCTS Inc., Los Angeles (Duchess mayonnaise), on June 7
started for 13 week participation in
Western
Home
Hour, (KNX,
on 2 CBS
Pacific Coast
stations
KSFO)
and KOY, Phoenix, Mon., Thurs.,
3:45-4 p. m. (PST). Agency: Lord &
Thomas, Los Angeles.
DRACKETT Co., Cincinnati (Drano), on August 4 starts Helly Peggy
twice weekly for 52 weeks on 20 NBCRed stations, Wed. and Fri., 11 :45-12
noon. Agency : Ralph H. Jones Co.,
Cincinnati.
R. B. DAVIS Co., Hoboken, N. J.
(Cocomalt), on Oct. 3 will resume
Joe
Penner
Orchestra
on 46with
CBS Jimmy
stations,Greer's
Sun.,
6-6 :30 p.m., following a 13 weeks
vacation. Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
COMMITTEE of 1,000,000, New
York (anti-Communist organization),
on June 18 started Gerald L. K. Smith
on 6 New York Broadcasting System
stations, Fri., 8-8:30 p. m. (WIBX,
WABY, WSAY), rebroadcast, 9-9:30
p.
rect.m. (WINS, WBNY, WMBO,) . Di-

CONSOLIDATED DRUG TRADE
PRODUCTS Co., Chicago (drugs),
has .signed a 52-week contract with
WJJD, Chicago, effective Sept. 12,
1937, renewing its daily two-hour hillbilly program. Benson & Dall Inc.,
handles the account.

WASEY PRODUCTS Corp., Cleveland (Musterole, Zemo, etc.), on Oct.
4 start Carson Robison & His Buckaroos on 49 NBC-Blue stations. Men.,
Wed.,
4-4 :15 Wasey
p. m. for& 52
Agency Fri.,
: Erwin,
Co.weeks.
Inc.,
X. Y.

ACCOUNTS
NETWORK
(AU times EDST unless otherwise specified)

FACE

with

in

spite

Radio Aids Ferry
AN ANNOUNCEMENT
campai^ for the Dyckman
Street Ferry, New York,
broadcast during the On Parade
of that
announcementsprogram
and music
is a
daily feature of WINS, New
York, ablehas
produced
increase
in traffica noticeon the
ferry, according to the
Friend-Wiener Adv. Co. Inc.,
New York, which has not
only renewed
the added
announcements but has
the
ferry to the participating
sponsors in the Friday night
broadcasts of the motorcycle
races at Yankee Stadium on
WINS.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Fleischmann yeast), on July 4
starts for 13 weeks, Werner Janssen,
musical program, featuring Werner
Janssen, conductor, on 63 NBC-Blue
stations. Sun., 3:30-4 p. m. (PST).
Agency, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York.
RICHFIELD OIL Corp., Los Angeles
(gas & oil), on June 30 started for
52 weeks, Olsen & Johnson, variety
show, on 10 NBC-Pacific Red stations
(KFI, KPO, KHQ, KOMO, KGW,
KFSD, KFBK, KWG, KMJ,
KERN) and KTAR, Wed., 7:30-8
p.m. (PST). Agency, Hixson &
O'Donnell Inc., Los Angeles.
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS Co., Cleveland (paints), on Oct. 3 will start
Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the
Air on 57 NBC-Blue stations. Sun.,
5-5:30 p. m. (EST). Agency: Cecil,
Warwick & Legler Inc., N. Y.

to

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co
Jersey City, (Palmolive), on May 28,
started 41News
participations
in YankefA-,
Network
Service, twice
dailyj
five days weekly, ending June 25, onl
13 Yankee stations. Agency : Benton J
& Bowles Inc., N. Y.
AMERICAN CEREAL Co., Clinton,!
Mass., (Weetabix), on June 7 starte<J
12 participations
in Yankee
News
Service, twice
weekly,Network
ending
July
13, on 13
Yankee stations.
12 30-word
announcements,
t w Also'
i c <Jf'
weekly, a. m. and p. m.. starting Junt^
9 and ending July 16, on WNAC,
WEAN, and WICC. Agency: H. B
Humphrey Co., Boston.
GEORGE BELSEY, Co., Los Angelefe, j
(Southern California General Electric
distributors), on June 11 started for52 weeks, Presenting David Broekman.
on
7 Fri.,
Mutual-Don
Lee(PST).
networkPlaced
sta-'
tions,
7-7 :30 p. m.
direct.
PACQUIN LABORATORIES Inc.
New York (hand cream), on June 20| i
started for 13 weeks. Behind thei $
Microphone,
with Clinton
Twiss, on NBC-KPO
(only), (Buddy)'
Sun., 88:15 p. m. (PST). Agency: Williana m
Esty & Co. Inc., N. Y.
CADILLAC MOTOR CAR Co., De
troit (motor cars), on June 15 startea
for 6 weeks The Royal Troubadors l
on 9 Mutual-Don Lee network sta-|'
tions (KHJ, KGB, KDB, KFRCifl^
KFXM,
KPMC,
KDON,
K V O E ll
KXO), Tues., 7:30—8 p. m. (PST) f
Agency
: MacManus, John & Adams4!-'
Inc., Detroit.
HARVEY WHIPPLE Inc., Spring r
field, Mass., (Masterkraft oil burner),!
will start an 8-week campaign osi,,
WJZ, New York, early in September ].,,
Program to be broadcast from 6 :3£jj
to 6 :45 p. m. on Tuesdays, will b« (.
titled Castles of Romance and willi
feature Alice Remson, George GrifEir
and the piano team of Al and Let
Reiser. Account is handled by Willarr
G. Myers, N. Y.

FACE

FACTS

of

distance

Finding an artist, checking an agency, clearing up lastminute details, and countless other rush jobs are simplified by using Long Distance.
A simple telephone call, across a few miles or many,
brings you the facts you need — quickly, surely and on
time. Simplifies your work. Speeds up decisions. For
the telephone is the servant of any business that can't
afford costly delays.
Long Distance rates to most points are now lower
than ever. Time saved is money earned. Use your telephone often.
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Renewal Accounts

THASWEET Corp.. New York,
athasweet ), on June 16 renewed for
we^ks. ye ICS, With Jimmy Vandi-, on S Mutual-Don Lee network
aons (KHJ. KGB. KDB, KFRC,
«)N. KGDM, KVOE. KXO). Mon.,
id.. Fri.. 7:45-8 a. m. (PST).
•piiev H. M. Kiesewetter Adv. AgenI.iJ.. N. Y.
LSTOL-MYERS Co.. New York,
Miia toothpaste and Sal Hepatica),
Inly 1 will renew To\rn Hall Toi I tor 52 weeks on 54 XBC-Red
t;..u.s. Wed.. 9:10 p. m. (rebroad)t 12-1 a. m.). Agency: Young &
jfl>icam Inc., N. Y.
J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co..
i.>.ton-Salem. N. C. (Camel cigatesi. on June 29 renewed its broadit for 52 weeks on 80 CBS staOrchestra.
Goodman's
Ss Benny
■IPS.,
9:30-10
p. m. until
Sept. 21.
H- Oakie's College. Tues.. 9:30f'-^iO p. m. beginning Sept. 28. Ageu[ij William G. Esty Co., N. Y.
*'RKEE FAMOUS FOODS Inc.,
rkelev. Cal., (salad dressing), on
-ae l5 renewed for 39 weeks. Good
i-lernoon Xeighbor, on 8 CBS Paregion staMountainKVI,
and KSFO,
tt
■nsCoast
(KNX.
KOL.
)IN. KFFY, KSL, KLZ), plus
:')Y. Tues., Fri., 2:45-3 p. m.
'ST). Agency, Botsford, Constantine
IjOardner, San Francisco.
lERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
Wallace HopNew York on(Edna
Vp..
I- cosmetics),
June 28 renewed
■'■mance of Helen Trent on 30 CBS
'.tions Mon. thru J? ri., 12 :.30-12 :45
AgencvN. :Y.Blackett-Sample-Humm. Inc.,
tfrt

'-•RD DEALERS of America, Dear'■■n,
July
-enewMich.,
Watch(automobiles)
the Fun Go on
By with
Pearce for 13 weeks on 83 CBS
ftions, Tues., 9-9:30 p. m. (repeat
midnight). Agency: N. W. Ayer &
ci Inc.. N. Y.
lERICAN
HOME PRODUCTS
rp..
New
York
June 28 renewed(Anacin,
Our GalFly-Ded),
Sunday
31 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
:4,">-l
p. m. Agency:
Blackett-Sam-Hummert,
Inc. N. Y.
• LGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
sey City (Colgate dental cream and
s\-der), on .July 8 renews Your
tie Adventures with Floyd Gibbons
.57 CBS stations, Thurs.. 10-10:30
ra. Agency : Benton & Bowles Inc.,
Y.
:NERAL MOTORS ACCEPT
>'CE financing
Corp., New
(General
>tors
plan),York
on .July
1 re(.ed for 13 weeks. Views of the
ICS. with John B. Hughes, comiiitator. on 7 Mutual-Don Lee stalls (KFRC, KHJ, KGB, KDB.
'MC, KDON, KXO). Mon. thru
6:45-7 p. m. (PST). Agency:
pnpbell-Ewald Co. Inc., N. Y.
lERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
.. New Haven, Conn. (Three-in-One
Fly-Ded, Old English Wax, Loius
illipe lipstick, Bi-So-Dol. Anacin.
lynos), on June 14 renewed Mrs.
ijgs Wife
of theand
Cabiage
Patch, Bill
John's
her
Just Plain
on
NBC-Red stations, Mon. thru Fri..
10:45 a. m. (rebroadcast. 1:15-2
m). each program taking 15 mins and commercials being rotated
ong the various products. Agency :
ickett-Sample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
;LS & Co., Philadelphia (Fels
phtha soap), on July 19 renews
>n, Dick and Harry, singing trio, on
MBS stations, Mon., Wed., Fri.,
5-1 :30 p. m. Agency : Young &
bicam Inc., N. Y.
.TIONAL OIL PRODUCTS Co.
r., Harrison, N. J. (Admiraeion
mpoo and hair tonic), on July 18
ews Fun in Swingtime with Tim
Istra
Ireneon and
Berrigan'sSun..
or15 Bunny
MBS stations.
■i)-7 p. m. Agency : Charles Dallas
I eh Adv., Newark.
^^OADCASTING

PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (White Naphtha soap), on June
28 renewed Guiding Light on 52 NBCRed stations, Mon. thru Fri., 4 :45-5
p. m. Agency : Compton Adv. Inc.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Oxydol), on June 28 renewed
Oxydol's Oicn Ma Perkins on 9 NBCBlue stations, Mon. thru Fri., 10 :1510:-30 a. m. (EDST), and on 51 NBCRed stations, Mon. thru Fri., 3 :153Hummert
:30 p. m. Inc.,
Agency
: Blackett-SampleChicago.

KSAL, Salina, On the Air
NEWEST broadcasting station to
go on the air is KSAL, Salina,
Kan., which was inaugurated early
in June with Andy Crockett (left),
formerly of KFPI, Abilene, as manao-er. Shown with Mr. Crockett is
R. J. Laubengayer, publisher of the
Salina Joiiryial, the licensee. Authorized to operate with 100 watts
night and 250 watts day on 1500
kc, the station is Western Electric
equipped throughout. Program
manager is W. Wendell Elliott and
chief engineer is N. E. Vance.
Others on the staff are: Margaret
Dalton, secretary; Carl Eberhardt,
musical director; Russell Siner and
Sid Tremble, continuity department; Paul Roscoe, sales and
special events; Ilo M. Brown and
Jean Seymour, operators; Bruce
Robertson, announcer; Al Thompson, pianist; Frances Elliott, home
economics; Andy Martin, Gus
Sindt, Jim Mogg and Galen Williams, staff musicians.
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady (electric appliances), on July 12
renews Hours of Charm with Phil
Spitalny's
orchestra
13
weeks
on 52all-girl
NBC-Red
stations.forMon.,
9Y.:30-10 p. m. Agency : Maxon Inc., N.
UNION OIL Co., Los Angeles, on
.Tuly 20 renews for 13 weeks Thrills,
dramatic sketch, on 10 NBC Pacific
Red stations (KFI, KPO, KHQ.
KOMO, KGW, KFBK,, KWG, KMJ,
KERN, KTAR) and KGU, Tues., 99:30 p. m. (PST). Agency: Lord &
Thomas. Los Angeles.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co.. Cincinnati (Ivory Flakes), on June 28 renewed Story of Mary Marlin on 10
NBC-Blue stations, Mon. thru Fri..
10-10:15 a. m., and on 30 NBC-Red
stations. Mon. thru Fri., 12:1.5-12:30
p. m. Agency : Compton Adv. Inc.,
N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Drene shampoo), on .June 29
renewed Jimmy Fidler in HoUyicood
Gossip on 53 NBC-Red stations, Tues.,
Fri..
10:30-10:45
m. Agency
Vency :Inc.,
H.
W. Kastor
& Sons p.Adv.
Chicago.

PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Crisco), on June 28 renewed Vic
c£- Sade on 24 NBC-Blue stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 11:30-11:45 a. m.,
and on 49 NBC-Red stations, Mon.
thru Fri., 3 :30-3 :45 p. m. Agency :
Compton Adv. Inc., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Chipso), on June 28 renewed
Personal Column of the Air on 11
NBC-Blue stations, Mon. thru Fri..
11:15-11:30 a. m., and on 18 NBCRed stations, Mon. thru Fri., 4 :1.54 :30 p. m. Agency : Compton Adv.
Inc., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Ivory Soap), on June 28 renewed The O'Neills on 10 NBC-Blue
stations, Mon. thru Fri., 11-11 :15 a.
m., and on 38 NBC-Red stations, Mon.
thru tonFri.,
3 :45-5N.p. Y.m. Agency : CompAdv. Inc.,
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Ivory Flakes), on June 28 renewed Gospel Singer on 31 NBC-Blue
stations, Mon. thru Fri., 11 :45 a. m.noon. Agency : Compton Adv. Inc.,
N. Y.
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek (breakfast food), on July 12 renews Girl
Alone on 8 NBC-Red stations, Mon.,
thru Fri., 12-12-15 p. m. Agency: N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Ivory Flakes), on June 29 renewed Vic & Sade on 27 NBC-Red stations, Tues., 10 :45-ll p. m. Agency :
Compton Adv. Inc., N. Y.
Network Changes
MacFADDEN PUBLICATIONS
Inc., New York (True Story Magazine), on July 9 moves rebroadcast of
Court of Human Relations on 7 NBCPacific Red stations to Fri., 11 :.30.
PONTIAC MOTOR Co., Pontiac,
p.
m.
Mich.,
(motor cars), on July 5
switches News Through A Woman's
Eyes, withmentator,
Kathryn
from CBS Cravens,
New Yorkcom-to
Hollywood.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Tender Leaf tea), on Aug. 8
switches
One NBC
Man's San
Family,
dramaticto
serial, from
Francisco
Hollywood.
FELS & Co., Philadelphia (Fels
Naphtha soap), on .July 19 will move
Jack Berch and His Boys from 19
CBS stations, Tues., Thurs., 1-1:15
p.m., to 20 CBS stations (adding
WJAS), Men., Wed., Fri., 1-1 :i5 p.m.
Agency : Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.

Advertising

Good

Old

'T' HAT'S the theme melody
E"
MMERdays TIM
SUthese
at WGES.
There's no such thing as a
summer
hasn't
been in lull
thehere.
manyThere
years
we
have carried on an honest, intelligent service to our listeners and isadvertisers.
WGES
FIRST withThat's
local why
advertisers inChicago!

J. W. MARROW Mfg. Co., Los Angeles (Mar-O-Oil shampoo), on July
25 renews Henry Busse and His Orchestra for 5 weeks on 10 NBC-Red
stations. Sun., 11 :45-12 noon. Agency :
Baggaley-Horton & Hoyt. Chicago.

• Broadcast

FTC Stipulations
THE Federal Trade Commission
announces stipulations by the following concerns to cease or modify
claims regarding their radio-advertised products: Bristol-Myers Co.,
for Ipana and Vitalis; B. C. Burden, trading as Lincoln Engineering School, Lincoln, Neb., correspondence
course; Zerbst
cal Co., St.
Joseph,
Mo. Pharma(Ulypto
cough drops); Compagnie Parisienne Inc., trading as H. U. Rhodius, San Antonio, perfumes and
cosmetics; Grove Laboratories Inc.,
St. Louis (Emulsified nose drops).
Allura Inc., Sacramento, has been
ordered to cease alleged unfair
claims made for its eye lotion.

"In The

PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Camay soap), on June 28 renewed Pepper
Young'sMon.
Family
15
NBC-Blue
stations,
thru onFri.,
10:30-10:45 a. m., and on 51 NBCRed stations, Mon. thru Fri., 3-3 :15
p. ra. Agency : Pedlar & Ryan Inc.,
N. Y.

SioMcla/id Radio
Electrical Transcriptions
<or STATIONS and SPONSORS
CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co..
Boston (razor blades), on July 4
changes the name of its program from
Community
to Summer
and
the time Sing
of broadcast
on 91 Hotel
CBS
stations. Sun., from 10-10:30 p. m. to
8-8:30 p.m. Agency: RuthraufE &
Ryan Inc.,RADIO
N. Y. & TELEVISION
PHILCO
Corp., Philadelphia (radio receivers),
on .July 5 changes Boake Carter from
23 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri.. to
59 CBS stations, Mon., Wed., Fri.,
retaining the same time, 7 :45-8 p. m.
repeat
11 :15
m. Agency N.Hutchins
Adv.at Co.
Inc..p. Rochester,
Y.
NASH-KELVINATOR Corp, (Kelvinator Division), Detroit (refrigerators), on July 3 moves Professor Quiz
on 68 CBS stations. Sat., from 88 :30 p. m. to 9-9 :30 p. m.
LEVER BROS Co., Cambridge, Mass.
(Spry), on July 8 moves Aunt
Jenny's Real Life Stories on 52 CBS
stations, Mon. thru Fri., from 1 :452 p.m.raufEto& Ryan
11 :4.5-noon.
Inc., N. Y.Agency : RuthRABIN Co., Los Angeles (cosmetics),
on June 13 moved Just Between Vs
from 4 MBS stations, Sun., 11 :1511:30 p. m. (repeat 12:15 a. m.) to
15 MBS stations. Sun., 2:15-2:30
p. m. (WOR, WGN. CKLW). (rem., WLW,
WAAB: Hays
and
Don peat
Lee3:15 p.
Network
) . Agency
Macfarland & Co., Chicago.
BENEFICIAL MANAGEMENT
Corp., Newark (financial), on June
29 moved Your Vnseen Friend on 10
CBS stations, Tues., from 10:30-11
p. m. to 10-10 :30 p. m. Agency : Albert
Frank-Guenther Law Inc., N. Y.
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties, Softasilk. Bisquick, Kitchen-Tested Flour), on July 9 moves
Gold Medal Feature Hour on 32 CBS
stations, Mon. thru Fri., to 1-2 p. m.,
no
repeat. Agencies
: Blackett-SampleHummert
Inc., Chicago,
and Knox
Reeves Adv. Inc., Minneapolis.
CONTINENTAL BAKING Corp.,
New York, on July 19 moves Pretty
Kitty Kelly on 43 CBS stations from
1:15-1:30 p. m. to 10-10:15 a m., reBowlespeat 4 :15
Inc.,p. N.m. Y.Agency ; Benton &

WGES
^>(x Milwaukee! I ITrn T
JOURNAL STATION \Jj | 1 1 |J

"In The Heart Of Chicago"
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Lemuel E. Cheek
LEMUEL E. CHEEK, 45, chief
machinist of WFAA, Dallas, was
instantly killed June 23 when his
car overturned at a sharp curve
on the Lake Dallas road, 30 miles
northwest of Dallas. Mrs. Cheek
was in a serious condition with her

legs broken and her pelvis fractured. Their son, Lloyd, 20, was
knocked unconscious, but not seriously injured. Everett Myers, 17,
a neighbor friend of Lloyds, received a broken arm. The four
were on the way to Lake Dallas
for a fishing party.

PROFESSIOIVAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg. Wash.. U. C.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.
GODLEY

& BROWN

Consulting Radio Engineers
Montclair,
"25 years N.of J.
Professional Background"

EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone : New Rochelle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes,
Allocation and Radio Coverage
Reports.

E. C. PAGE
Consulting Radio Engineer
1 31 1 Livingston St. Davis 21 22
Evanston, IH.

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NA+ional 7757

FRED O. GRIMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast Transmission and
Coverage Development.
p. 0. Box 742
Evansville. Ind.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL., MINNESOTA

HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. 161st St. NEW YORK CITY

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Radio ConsiltingSzrvic:
and Field Engineering
2935 Nortii Henoerssn Avenue
Telephones 3-6039 and 5-2945
DALLAS, TEXAS

THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of the audience
of radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 WaHacc Ave.
Wilkinsburg, Pa.

Hotel Installs
HOTEL TAFT, New York,
is at present installing radio
receivers in every room,
which will give every guest
the choice among the broadcasts of four New York stations and the wired-radio
presentations of Muzak, Inc.
This is said to be the first
Muzak installation in hotel
bedrooms, this service usually
being limited to restaurants
and reception rooms.
Late Personal Notes
GEXE FROMHERZ. head of the .J.
AValter Thompson spot department in
Chicago, left
.June 29Canada.
for a two-week
vacation
in Banff,
He will
stop off at Tacoma. Wash., for three
days where he will he the guest of Ed
.T. .Tansen. commercial manager of
KYI.
.TAMES V. PEPPE. formerly director
of the dance-band
department
of Columbia Artists Bureau
and previously
oi;)erator of a number of ballrooms in
Ohio, agerhasof Wilson.
been aj^pointed
manPowell general
& Hayward,
New York program production agency.
The
firm's
three manager
princiijalsareas allwellCBSas
its new
general
alumni.
DAYID McCOSKER of the executive
staff of KFWB. Hollywood. Warner
Bros, station, is in Xew York for a
protracted
stayisinheadqiiartering
connection withat station sales. He
the
Essex House.
SAM BROWN, formerly with KYW.
Philadelphia, and prior to that on
NBC's Washington staff, has joined
WMCA. New York, where he announces the ThriUinq Detective Drama
and Five Star Final programs.
YIC HURLEY, author of several
Iwoks al)0ut the tropics, has joined the
continuity
staff of KOMO-K.TR. Seattle.
ARMSTRONG PERRY, formerly
with the National Committee on Education by Radio, who was badly injured in an airplane crash last April
in Yenezuela. is reported recovering
very favoralily in a hospital in Caracas.
NORMAN BOTTERILL. formerly of
CFAC. duction
Calgary,
has joined
the prostaff of CJCA.
Edmonton.
LEON AYOMMACK. for two years assistant manager of several theaters in
Clovis. N. M.. has joined KICA.
Clovis. as commercial manager.
ROBERT CxEMIS and Henry J.
Davis have been added to the sales
staff of WWSW. Pittsburgh.
BILL SHARPE and Sid Parks, formerly of KADA. Ada. Okla., have
joined KICA. Clovis. N. M.
BRANHAM Co.. newspaper and radio
station representative, has moved its
New York offices to the New York
(Central BIdg.. 280 Park Ave. The
phone is Miirray Hill d-lSfiO.
LEGAL

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
at any hour every day in the year
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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ARTHUR
GEORGE
MACLEAN, JR.
Would Arthur George Maclean
.Jr.. formerly of Toronto, please
ecnnmunicate with The Toronto
G e n e r a 1 Trusts Corporation
where
will learn of something
to his headvantage.
THE TORONTO GENERAL
TRUSTS CORPORATION
2."i3 Bay St., Toronto, Canada
Executor and Trustee Estate
late Arthur George Maclean
of Toronto.
BROADCASTING

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted and Situations
Wanted, 7c per word. All other
classifications, 12c per word. Miniadvance.mum charge $1.00. Payable in
Forms close 25th and 10th of
month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Experienced announcer-continuity wri
at 5,000 watt network station in southe;
Salary one hundred thirty-five doll]
monthly to start. Box 718, BROADCASTlj
Experienced, substantial person sharel
control and financing new local stations]
Chicago,
New York, Los Angeles. Box
Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Desire managership, assistant or positil
station
advancement.
ye^^
experiencewith
; announce,
sing,Twelve
do spo|
news, on network ; have managed seve
stations. Working at present, mar
(wife plays organ and piano) ; go aj
where. Box 715, Broadcasting.
Creative salesman, college trained, s
cessful record, desires position on st
staff in city 50,000 or over, mid-west p
fcontinuity,
erred. 5 years'
radio all(3 network
productionstat
2 sales),
experience. 28 years ; married. Box
Broadcasting.
Announcer, licensed radio operator,
perienced, desires new connection w
broadcast station. Box 713 Broadcasti
Successful sales manager competent
capable of resuming responsibilities
anxious to join a progressive radio stat
or advertising agency. Willing to tra
anywhere. College graduate. Single.
Background includes three years of ne
paper work of all phases, one year of m
ket analysis and research statistics,
two years in the selling field. Excellent i
erences. Box 719, Broadcasting.
Radio news editor : crisp news, vi
dramatizations, unique features. Coll
graduate. Two years experience. Can
references. Box 694 Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy
Usedbe Western
Electric State
10-A price
Eecei' ;
Must
in good condition.
details to Box 716, Broadcasting.
For Rent — Equipment
Approved equipment, RCA TMV-T
field strength measuring unit (nei
direct reading ; Estiline Angus AutomE
Recorder for fading on distant static;
GR radio frequency bridge : radio osci
tors, etc. Reasonable rental. Allied ]
search
Laboratories,
260 East 161st Stn
New York
City.
FOR

SALE

Great Sacrifice
Western Electric
1 Kw. 106 B
Transmitter
A well-known Radio Station,
which recently has been granted
a permit to operate at a higher
power will sell a Western Electric
1 kw. 106 B transmitter which
cost in excess of $20,000 for $2,500.
The transmitter is in excellent
operating condition and complete
with Western Electric Crystal
control, all tubes, and duplicate
set of motor generators and pumps.
Designed to operate from DC
supply,
but can
be modified
for
AC
operation
on any
power from
100 watts to 1 kw.
Ideal for police department or
airport service.
The transmitter may be inspected
at any time.
Correspondence is invited from
anyone interested in securing this
equipment
at an exceptionally low
bargain price.
Box 705, BROADCASTING
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WHEN

RUSSIAN

FLYERS

LANDED

Radio on the Job in a Hurry as Soviet Airmen
I

Land at Vancouver Airport, Wash.

.YERS GREETED— Eddy King and Don Austin, announcers of KGW,
jtland, (left photo) just before Soviet flyers took off for Oakland
.rport. In right photo Soviet Ambassador Troyanovsky speaks into a
tS microphone held by Bob Dumm, special events commentator of
tFO, San Francisco, and Gene Krischer, public relations chief, as the
ers arrived at Oakland.

. By W. CAREY JENNINGS
; Manager. KCW-KE\. Portland. Orr.
•HE RUSSIAN flyers have landThose five words electrified the
r ion through the medium of radio
Sunday morning, June 20. It
-js a scoop for NBC, Red and
ae outlets, for through the showr nship, efficiency and cooperation
;. every member of the staff of
= -;W and KEX, NBC outlets in
..rtland, Ore., a worldwide scoop
IS arranged.
Behind those five words is the
,.jTy
of radio in
— the
a radio
iiff trained
the story
same ofschool
as

" reporters of a giant newspaper,
^ the
KGWPortland
and KEX
are operated
Oregonian.
-fwo days before the Russian
l,.ne was scheduled to arrive at
aiWand, Cal,. the staff of KGWI'OX had arranged remote lines to
■j^an Island Airpoi-t in Portland,
rji'was the news hunch of a possi.ty that the sturdy, low-winged
=snoplane carrying the stout.rted Russian crew from Moscow,
•ssia, across the North Pole over
■ northern part of the American
itinent, might be forced down at
jrtland that put the whole staff
I work getting material on the
2rs, their plane and also to call: the Army Air Base at Pearson
;ld at Vancouver, Wash. — just
•OSS the Columbia River from
rtland.
Hours of checking with every
•'ernment and private individual
it might have information of the
;Tie followed; not a single contact,
jm getting a Russian interpreter
'checking spare mikes, was over'ked.
Rumors and Tips
''^ll ,night long the staff watched
: Swan Island Airport, but only
iflicting reports were received —
it the plane was down — that an
I pump had caused a forced land:— that the plane was lost. In
'! early grey-hours of a rainiked Sunday with newshawks,
d news cameramen on the scene,
flash came that the plane had
ided miles
at Vancouver,
W^ashington,
_jelve
away.
(iROADCASTING

A scene of action. Telephone
lines were ordered; a cab rushed
for the Russian interpreter; a riot
of reports, newsreel men, cameramen. Chamber of Commerce officials
headed toward the Columbia River.
The first to arrive at Pearson
Field, Vancouver, was an Oregonian camera man with a repoi'ter;
the second car on the field — riding
close on the bumper of the first —
carried Clark Sanders, technician.
Jack Little and Eddie King, announcers of KGW and KEX. Lines
were run ; telephone men swarmed
over poles; and before the third
member of the Russian crew had
left the plane, Eddie King was getting first-hand information from
the flyers. The Russian interpreter
had arrived on the field, having
gotten out of bed and dressed in
the taxicab — a drive of over 15
miles in twenty minutes.
The production department under
Merton H. Bories had contacted
NBC's San Francisco oflfice and at
9:45 a. m. a 15-minute broadcast
went out from Pearson Field, an
army air base, in Vancouver, Wash.
It was a scoop for radio! As soon
as this 15-minute broadcast was
completed, plans were immediately
under way for another hookup the
earliest possible moment after the
arrival of Alexander A. Troyanovsky. Ambassador from the Soviet
Union to the United States. Details
were completed and at 6:45 p.m.
another broadcast was on the air
during which time the Ambassador,
as interpreter, interviewed the
three flyers, pilot Valeri Chekalov,
co-pilot Georgi Baidukov, and navigator Alexandri Beliakov. This
broadcast not only was heard
throughout the United States, but
through the facilities of RCA was
released in Soviet Russia.
The second day of the flyers'
RED AND

BLUE NBC

WCOL
COLUM9US, OHIO
Jewph H. McGilivra, Rep.
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The New

Resonoscope

SEEING, rather than hearing, whether a radio vocalist
or musical instrument is true
to pitch, now is possible to
control room engineers and
production men through the
application of a novel new
electronic instrument known
as the Resonoscope. Developed
by the Allen B. DuMont Laboratories, Upper Montelair, N.
J., it is claimed to determine
musical quality by the eye
far more exac'ly than the
ear. A special cathode-ray
oscillograph used in conjunction with a standard set of
musical frequencies r e p r esenting the 12 notes of the
chromatic musical scale does
the trick. The Resonoscope
already is measuring sound
at a glance in a number of
broadcast studios.
visit in Portland, a public appearance and an exclusive KGW-KEX
radio broadcast were arranged
from the Portland Chamber of
Commerce, at which time the three
flyers spoke briefly in Russian to
the visible as well as the air audience through their interpreter,
Arthurland A.
Tarlow, prominent Portattorney.
The final exclusive KGW-KEX
radio activity took place in the
afternoon with a 30-minute broadcast from the Swan Island Airport
from which point the three famous
Russian flyers and Ambassador
Troyanovsky boarded a southbound United Air Lines plane for
Oakland, Cal. The flyers were
again interviewed for the air audience, and in their native tongue
thanked the people of Portland for
their kindness and hospitality, all
of their remarks being interpreted
by Ambassador Troyanovsky.
Other Stations Active
BROADCAST facilities of the
nation concentrated on Vancouver
Airport, Washington, when the
Moscow-San Francisco flyers landed early June 20. Networks and
stations gave the event intense
coverage, and broadcasts were
shortwaved to Russia and other
countries.
MBS claimed a scoop when it
sent a flash on the actual landing
shortly after 12:30 p. m. (EDST)
June 20. The network had been on
the air from KFRC, San Francisco,
with frequent bulletins.
KSFO, San Francisco, presented
an all-night broadcast from Oakland airport while awaiting the

OF
AND

MARK

ACCURACY,

WIDE

•
ANSWER:
Because Florida's west
coast is a radio "blind
spot" where WCOA
only is well received!
WCOA
PENSACOLA
National Representatives,

FLORIDA
JOHN H. PERRY
Associates

RADIO
OUTLINE MAPS
or the
UNITED

STATES

Every city in the U. S. having
a radio station as of January
1,
1937,
shown . .. .. .Time
zones
are isindicated
The
reverse side of the map carries
a complete log of broadcast
stations, alphabetically by state,
city, and call letters, with wave
lengths and powers shown.
The map is I7Y2 xllYz inches,
printed on white ledger paper
that permits the use of ink.
PRICES
^2.00
$3.75
$5.00
$9.00
10c

IN

NEWS

COVERAGE

UNITED

why are WCOA advertising messages always
assured maximum listening audience?

SPEED

INDEPENDENCE

WORLD

QUESTION

25 Copies
50 Copies
100 Copies
200 Copies
Single Copies

(UE)
THE

airmen. Bob Dumm and Alan
Sheppard interviewed prominent
air personalities for KSFO, which
keyed some of its programs to CBS.
When the airmen arrived June 21
in a chartered plane from Vancouver, they were interviewed, with
Ambassador Troyanovsky acting as
interpreter.
Announcers and technicians of
KOIN, Portland, dropped Sunday
holiday plans when the flyers unexpectedly landed at Vancouver. On
orders from Roy Hunt, manager,
and Johnny Walker, production
manager, lines were laid and Chief
Announcer Stan Church began to
arrange broadcasts. In cooperation
with KGW, Ambassador Troyanovsky was interviewed and the program released to NBC and CBS.

Advertisingr
iroadcast
National Press Building
Washington, D. C.
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Irremovable

Shows:

Please
Then

EDITOR'S

Listener First,
Sponsor and
Network
By W. J, SCRIPPS
General Manager, WWJ, Detroit
THE RADIO industry stands today at the pai-ting of the ways.
Two roads, directly opposite each
other, confront the broadcaster. If
he chooses one, he
stands a good
chance of helping
radio die through
sheer listener
boredom. If he
takes the other,
he can help radio
reach undreamedof heights in lisand satisfacMr. Scripps tion appreciation. The first is the easy way, a
way
with gold"The
for latter
at leastis
part "paved
of the distance.
the stoney path — requiring wisdom, foresight, balance, and perhaps the expenditure of much
cash before the end is reached.
Briefly, these two ways are Commercial Policy, to some form of
which American radio is committed. The decision lies in the question as to whether programs shall
be built and placed purely to the
satisfaction of the sponsor, or
whether the listener shall be considered.
The Way Out
Hitherto, the sale of radio time
for commercial purposes has been
conducted virtually in an open
market, with "first come, first
served",
the
order and
of the"caviat
day. emptor" as
The result is that programs are
a hodge-podge. Like programs follow like programs, variety shows
follow variety shows, and baseball
resumes follow baseball resumes.
Children's programs follow children's programs, and " family life"
programs follow "family life" programs.
All this, the writer thinks,
doesn't make sense. He believes
that if this type of programming
keeps up, it ultimately will result
in wearying the radio audience to
the point of listlessness or utter
indifference.
What is the solution?
Pioneering again in this field of
new thought in radio, WWJ — the
Detroit News station, America's
pioneer broadcaster — believes it's
merely a matter of proper programming, rigidly applied.

New

WW

J

Policy

mTE:
This is not an article. It is a most
significant news story for it commits one of the country's foremost stations to a definite plan of "balanced
programming" with or without commercial sponsorship.
It warrants the study of every man interested in radio^
for it may be the forerunner of a new era in programming— just as WWTs pioneer operation in 1920, along
with KDKAf led to development of the present broadcast structure. The author was elected an NAB vicepresident at the Chicago convention.
We at WWJ recognize the fact
that the listeners can't take a hand
in the programming — and the
sponsor, with his eye always on
sales, doesn't — so that leaves the
whole business squarely up to the
broadcaster.
Using our own station — WWJ —
to cite a specific case, we are taking a firm stand as to programming. We do not intend to modify
this stand no matter what the
pressure, temptation or the cost.
In
brief,be here
is WWJ's
it will
effective
with thepolicy
returnas
of New York to Eastern Standard
Time:
Being a Red NBC station, WWJ
has available, among other periods,
for studio broadcasting, one halfhour each evening, from 7:30 to
8, Monday through Saturday, during the seven months of the year
that New York is on EST.
In that half-hour each night,
WWJ's production department will
build a fine program, constructed
with a view to its balance with
the rest of the evening's entertainment. If a script show precedes the half-hour, and a swing
band follows it, the show probably
will be a symphonic presentation.
If variety shows and comedy are
the order of the night, the studio
half-hour
may be devoted to a fine
drama.
Client Must Buy Show
Now here is where the plan
works out. Once established in
these periods, each of these specially-built, balancing programs will
be kept there. Any inquiries as to
their availability for sponsorship
will be answered on the basis that
the prospective client must sponsor
the program already established in
that time. He cannot change the
it.
show's complexion, nor can he kill

OFFICES ENLARGED
BY HEARST RADI
HEARST RADIO Inc., represei
ing the 10 Hearst-ovmed static!
and the California Radio Systu
in the national field, annound
June 29 that as of July 1 it
removing its executive and r
tional sales offices from 959 Eigi
Ave. to 20 E. 57th St., New Yd
City. Business has more than dov
led in the last year, said the offic
announcement, making more off)
space than
imperative.
more
triple the New
space quartt'
forme
ly occupied in the Hearst Magazi'
Bldg.,address.
occupying a full floor of t
new
E. J. Gough, vice-president a
general manager of Hearst Rat
Inc., and J. Curtis Willson, recei
ly appointed national sales mat
ger to succeed M. H. Petersdf
have their headquarters in the nt'
building. The Hearst stations a
WCAE, Pittsburgh; WBAL, Bal
more; WISN, Milwaukee; WIN
New York; KEHE, Los Angek
KYA, San Francisco; KTSA, S;
Antonio; KOMA, Oklahoma CitKNOW, Tex.
Austin,
and WAC^
Waco,
The Tex.,
California
Rac
System comprises Hearst's KEF
and KYA and the four McClatcr ^
stations in California — KFBK, Sa.
ram en to; KM J, Fresno; KW
Stockton; KERN, Bakersfield

Present plans divide the six
nights of the week among drama,
symphonic music, swing music, variety and education. Each program
will strive for maximum excellence
in its own field, and once attained,
each program will be kept in its
particular period indefinitely,
ivhether sold or not, and each
period definitely will be unavailable
for sponsorship, unless the program already established is the
sponsor's choice.
Each program will be an audience show — playing to around 350
people
in WWJ's auditorium studio.
Crampton to Hollywooc^f
WWJ is not planning to work out
J. SAVINGTON CRAMPTOjt
this policy in its 'off' hours, but is head of the New York radio d^:
1 r.
instituting it in the prime available
periods. Gradually, it is the plan to partment of William Esty & C' :
extend the same method of opei'a- has been placed in charge of ti i
tion throughout the broadcasting agency's Hollywood offices succee* Jr
day, until WWJ is able to offer its ing Sam Moore, resigned. Moo-i:
listeners a balanced schedule of will free lance in writing for rad; ffine radio programs for every hour and
pictures.
leave prt]':^
Hollywood
staffOthers
are Bobto Redd,
it is on the air.
ducer
and
Angers
Woolley,
write
We at WWJ feel that the network has considered a similar Mr. Crampton, who was associat* i|
Walter joining
Thompson
Ne v'
York, J. before
the Co.,
Willia;
plan, and it is part of WWJ's hope with
that, eventually, the network will Esty & Co., will personally produ
lay out its broadcasting program
the CBS Benny Goodman's Swii
along the same lines. It is hoped Show
program, sponsored by R. ■
that WWJ's pioneering in this field Reynolds Tobacco Co. (Camels'will
to point the way for the His associate producer will 1 ■
wholeserve
industry.
Harry Holcomb. George Corey hi'
We believe most of the criticism been added to the staff as writ^ ^
now directed at commercial broad- He also was at one time associate ^
casting would be silenced by the with J. Walter Thompson Co., ai '
was writer for the RCA NE^^
development of such a plan. Along
with program balancing would go Magic
tion. Key program since its ince f !
the same firm control over commercial credits and commercial copy,
of which we have been talking so boredom and indifference. The pa[
tion or on the abyss of listen!'
long, so many years, but about we
choose vitally will affect tljf
which so little has been done.
structure and future
That's why we say that the ra- entire
dio industry stands today at the broadcasting. . . . Which will it
for you, Mr. Broadcaster? W\^
parting of the ways — on the threshold of a glorious listener satisfacalready has made its choice

Photo by NB
^■^lY 9
KIDDIES— Colored murals depicting growth of NBC
children
s programs during the last decade have been completed in Radio
City. The ninth floor has been decorated with
favorite NBC radio
characters, depicted in fairy book design by "Jolly Bill" Steinke and his
Page 86 • July J, 1937

23-year-old daughter, Bettina. Basic sketches and color work, as well :
a portrait of Walter Damrosch, are by Miss Steinke while her fath
was responsible for black outlines and imaginative touches. The mura
have been attracting wide attention at Radio City.
BROADCASTING
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fH>*icegood Is Appointed
mto Be WAGA
Manager

-H'ith Transfer to Atlanta
' FSSE
SWICEGOOD,
lantan M.formerly
with the native
WSB
<ineering staff and more recently
charge of the three Georgia
.vtions operated by the J. W.
\>odruff interests, will become
inager of the new WAGA after
transfer from Athens, Ga. into
lanta. The 500-watt WAGA on
'r'OWTFI,
kc. is now
in Athens
but operating
its removal
into
lanta is expected to be completed
. Aug. 1 or 15, having been
. thorized by the FCC.
WAGA will be operated by the
lanta Joiinial, owner of WSB,
ich holds 40 '"f interest in the
Derty Broadcasting Co., licensee
poration, in which Norman K.
;nston, New York real estate and
estment broker holds oO'~<r of
- stock and Harold A. Fafount,
mer Federal Radio Commisner,
. The
new direction
station will
under10 ^'cthe
general
of
mbdin Kay, WSB manager. Mrs.
ester Fulmer, formei'lv with
:;ST and WATL in Atlanta, will
-id the continuity department,
d a staff of about 20 more will
announced shortly.
The WAGA transmitter site is
tuated three miles east of the
Iknter of Atlanta, where installaon of a 1,000-watt RCA trans^^dtter
erection
of a 375-foot
rusconandvertical
radiator
is now
ng made.
Studios are being
;lt in 5,000 feet of floor space in
Western Union Bldg., adjacent
Atlanta Jourtial.
The new
...;:cjarters will also house the Journal
Itiioidio news staff comprising Ernest
-'->gers,
Camp,
Douglas
wards Edwin
and Walter
Paschell.
SCAP

Bill

Deferred

y Illinois Legislature
ITH the adjournment of the Illi■s Legislature June 30, the anti-^CAP bill, which was tabled by
- house on June 14, has no
Ance of passing now until the
nois body convenes again in
nuary, 1939. Introduced by Rep.
o D. Crowley of Peoria (18th
latorial district), on March 29
bill, number 567, was passed on
the committee on License and
_-|.iscellany, which recommended its
ssage on June 9. However, since
was not acted upon since its
• ling June 14, it will have to be
ntroduced again in the 1939 sesn if any action is desired on the

WW In substance the bill prohibited
-. .-ners of cop>Tighted vocal or in-Lr-nTTipntal musical compositions
Dm forming organizations to con1 the sale and use of such com, -itions and fix license fees and
^jj her exactions. It also provided
Huat authors, composers and pubJTlhers of such compositions must
11 independently. The bill proled for a penalty which would
J ve been imposed on anyone col, rting money as a part of any
ch organization.
Paley Sails June 30
ILLIAM S. PALEY, president of
.S, and Mrs. Paley were to sail
ne 30 on the Normandie for a
i^'iropean vacation.
ROADCASTING

Garrison & Co. Formed
W. W. GARRISON & Co., Chicago,
new advertising agency, has been
formed with offices at 400 N. Michigan Ave. The agency is headed by
W. W. Gan-ison, president and
treasurer, formerly \ace-president
of McJunkin Advertising Co., Chicago, with H. P. Falvey and George
Schill, also formerly ^vith the McJunkin agency, vice-president and
secretary respectively. The new
firm ^^^ll handle the black and
white advertising of the W. A.
Schaeffer Pen Co., Fort Madison,
Iowa, \v\t\\ Baggaley, Horton &
Hoj-t, Chicago, continuing to place
the
company's
radio Steamship
business.
The pen
Chicago
Roosevelt
Co., through the new agency, is
now running a summer campaign
for its lake boat trips over WGN
and WIND.
Songwriters See Boost
Likely in Record Fees
THE
FIGHT
of the for
Songwi-iters'
Protective
Association
a greater
share of the mechanical rights paid
by transcription makers [Broadcasting, June 1 and 15] is nearing
an end, and apparently a successful one for the winters. Starting
with a declaration by the SPA in
May that after June 1 it would itself take over and handle the mechanical rights to music written by
its members, which had heretofore
been administered by the Music
Publishers Protective Association,
and continuing through a series of
stormy meetings between the committees of the two organizations,
the affair has now reached the
stage where the SPA and MPPA
attorneys are drawing up an
agreement for submission to the
membership of each group.
The terms, which will probably
be accepted by both sides, are said
to leave the administration of mechanical rights in the hands of the
MPPA, but with an accountant
kept in the MPPA offices to look
after the SPA interests, and to increase the writers' share of the
proceeds from 33 ^'/r to 50% of
the amount collected from the recording firms.
Rowell to Washington
ELWYN J. ROWELL, director of
the New England Radio News
Service, market news cooperative
supplying farm information
through W B Z - W B Z A, BostonSpringfield, has been named market news specialist of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture. He
will work under Roy E. Hendrickson, information director of the
Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
Mr. Rowell was feted at a testimonial dinner June 15, staged by
his New England associates, with
John A. Holman, NBC New England manager, as one of the speakers.

To Give
BOUND

Greater Value

MANY SUBSCRIBERS want to preserve their copies of
BROADCASTING because of its future reference value.
They prefer to avoid the chance that the supply of past
issues, to which they may want to refer, will be exhausted.
Indeed, it is next to impossible now to get some of the past
issues of BROADCASTING because the great demand from
subscribers has exhausted our supply.
A NEW BINDER has been produced, and we have
contracted for a supply, which we believe answers your filing
and library needs. It is neat and convenient. It is bound
like a book — looks like a book in every respect except that
you can snap each current issue for a year into the cover
and remove it at will. The narrow binding wire does not
cut or mutilate the copies in any way.
The binder is pictured above. It holds 24 copies (one
year's issues). It is your perfect reference book of the
year's business of broadcasting.

Price

$212

Postpaid

(Your name in gold 25c extra)

RICHFIELD OIL Corp., Los Angeles (gas & oil), has renewed for 52
weeks its contract with United Press
to
supplyReporter,
news forheard
the six
10-minute
Richfield
nights
weekly on 7 XBC-Pacific Red staAgency is Hixson-O'Donnell
Inc.. Lostions.'
Angeles.
WHAL are the new call letters asstation signed
on to the
9-50 new
kc. at.500-watt
Saginaw,daytime
Mich,
which the FCC recently authorized
Edmund C. Shields and Harold F.
Gross to construct. Former call assignment was WJOT.
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FEDERAL
Applications . . .
JUNE 14
WINS. New York, CP new trans., increase 1 to 5 kw, change ltd. to unl., directional antenna, move trans.
KGFI, Brownsville, Tex. — Mod. CP new
equip, antenna, move studio.
NEW. Harwell V. Shepard. Denton.
Tex.— C 1420 kc 100 w D.
KHQ, Spokane, License for CP as mod.
change equip., increase power, move trans.
KIT, antenna,
Yakima, change
Wash.—freq..
Mod. power
CP new
trans.,
etc.
for approval trans, site.
JUNE 15
WNEL, San Juan, P. R. — CP change
antenna, change 1290 to 590 kc.
NEW,
Inc., Louisville — CP 610
kc 250 w WAVE
500 D unl.
KATE, Albert Lea, Minn. — Mod. CP as
mod. new station to change equip., approval antenna, trans, and studio sites.
NEW, Martin R. O'Brien. Aurora, 111.
—kc.CP 1240 kc 250 w D. amended to 1250
NEW, Roberts-McNab Co., Livingston,
Mont. — CP 1310 kc 100 w 250 w D unl.
JUNE 16
WJSV,crease 10 toWashington
— CP new move
trans.,
in50 kw directional,
trans.
WTAR.crease Norfolk,
Va.
—
License
for
CP
inpower, etc.
WQAN,
Scranton
—
Mod.
license
500
w
to
500 w 1 kw D.
WCHV. Charlottesville, Va.— Mod. license
unl. D Sh.-WEED N to unl., contingent
grant WEED applic. change freq.
Cincinnati — Extension exp. auth.
500WLW,
kw directional.
NEW, M. M. Valentine, Laredo. Tex.—
CP 1500
1310 kc.kc 100 w 250 w D unl.. amended
to
NEW, William C. Smith, Bogalusa, La.
— CP 1470 kc 100 w D amended to 1310 kc
change D to unl.
Laurel, Miss. — CP increase D to
250WAML,
w.
KFJZ,
Fort
Worth — Auth. trans, control
to Ruth G. Roosevelt.
KOB.
Albuquerque.
CP as mod. new trans. N. M. — License for
JUNE 19
WICA,
Ashtabula.
O. — Mod. CP change
antenna, trans.
WJBK,
Detroit—
CP
1510 kc, increase 100 w Change
250 w D1500to kc1 kwto
N & D, move trans.
newWGCM,
trans. Mississippi City — License for CP
KNEL, Brady, Tex. — License for CP
change equip., increase power.
WKAT, Miami Beach, Fla. — Mod. CP
change equip.
NEW, John P. Harris, Hutchison, Kan.
—CP
710 kc1200
1 kwkc D.100 w 250 w unl., amended to
KFBK,
Sacramento — CP increase 5 to 10
kw.
JUNE 21
WAAB, Boston — Mod. license N to 1 kw.
NEW, George B. Storer, Pontiac, Mich.
—kc.CP 680 kc 1 kw D, amended to 800
KRGV, Weslaco, Tex. — License for CP
increase power.
WILL.
increase 1Urbana.
to 5 kw.III.— CP change trans.,
NEW. Hollenbeck Heights Christian
Church. Los Angeles — CP 1170 kc 100 w
ltd.
Santaantenna.
Barbara. Cal.— Mod. CP
to KTMS.
directional
JUNE 22
WORL.
Boston
—
License for CP change
equip.
NEW, W. C. Irvin, Amarillo. Tex. — CP
1500 kc 100 w 250 w D unl.
to KSEI,
500 w. Pocatello. Id. — Mod. license N 250
JUNE 26
WQDM. St. Albans, Vt.— Mod. license
spec, to D to LS Cleveland, amended to D
only.
WGAR, Cleveland — CP new trans., inD to 5 kw N & D,
amendedcreaseto500 w1 kw1 kw5 kwD.
NEW.
WMBG,
Richmond,
Va.— License
for CP as mod.
NEW, Sam Houston Brdestg. Assn.,
Huntsville, Tex. — CP 1500 kc 100 w D.
Carl100Latenser,
CPNEW.
1420 kc
w D. Atchison, Kan.—
Page 88
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(Broadcast ACTIONS
Division)
C O MM UnTc
COMMISSION
JUNE 14 TO JUNE 29 INCLUSIVE
WTAQ, Green Bay, Wis.— Mod. licen.
NEW, Phillip
Jackson,
Brunswick,
Ga. — change
directional antenna.
Examiner
Bramhall
(1-445)
that applic.
Examiners' Reports . . . CP 1420 kc 100 w D be dismissed with
SET FOR HEARINCJ — NEW, Capita
Brdctsg.
Co. Inc., Raleigh, N. C, C
NEW. Clarence A. Berger & Saul S prejudice.
amended to 1210 kc 100 w 250 w D unl
WABY, mendedAlbany
—
Examiner
Irwin
recomFreeman.
Couer
d'Alene,
Id.
—
Examiner
(1-446) that applic. increase D to NEW, Gerald A. Travis, La Porte, Ind
Seward recommended (1-436) that applic. 250 w be granted.
CP 1200 kc 100 w D be granted.
CP amended to 1420 kc 250 w D : NEV
NEW. Amarillo Brdestg. Co., Amarillo. J.
T. Griffin, Oklahoma City, CP 13l!
NEW, Valley Brdestg. Co., Youngstown,
Tex. — Examiner Dalberg recommended kc 100 w 250 w D unl. (facilities KFXR)
O. — Examiner Dalberg reommended (1-437)
(1-447)
that
CP
1500
kc
100
w
unl.
be
disWFBL.
Syracuse, mod. license to 5 kw un
that
applic.
CP
1350
kc
1
kw
unl.
be
demissed without prejudice.
nied.
(before Divison) ; WJAX. Jackson vill;
NEW, Columbia Radio Co. Inc., Colum- Fla.,
NEW. Chase S. Osborn Jr., Fresno, Cal.
exp.
auth. increase 1 to 5 kw It
bia, S. C. ; Carolina Adv. Corp., Columbia
— Examiner Bramhall recommended (1-439)
(before Division) ; NEW, Hampden-HamB
Examiner Hill recommended (1-448) that shire
that applic. CP 1440 kc 500 w unl. be —applic.
Corp., Holyoke, Mass., CP amend^
Columbia Radio Supply Co. CP 1200
granted.
100 w unl. be denied ; that applic. Caro- to 1240 kc 500 w 1 kw D unl. directional.:
WPEN, Philadelphia; WRAX, Philadel- kc
SPECIAL
AUTHORIZATION— WBNT
lina
Adv.
Corp.
CP
1370
kc
100
w
LS
be
unl.
phia — Examiner Berrv recommended
Buffalo,istemp.
(1-440) that applic. Clarence H. Taubel
WSVS
silent) auth. unl. (provide:
NEW.
W.
E.
Whitmore.
Hobbs,
N.
M.
—
and John Iraci. to transfer control of Wil- Examiner Dalberg recommended (1-449)
APPLICATIONS
DISMISSED (reque:;
liam Penn Brdestg. Co. and WRAX
Brdestg. Co. from Clarence H. Taubel to that applic. CP 1500 kc 100 w D be of applicants) — WMIN, St. Paul, 1400 kJohn Iraci, be granted ; that applic. WPEN
kw : unl.
NEW, John D. Fields Inc., Las Vegas, 950
250 kcw 5unl.
KFBB, Great Falls, Mont", i
for modif. license 250 w 500 w D, to 1 kw D granted.
& N, directional be granted ; that applic. Nev. — Examiner Seward recommended ACTION
ON EXAMINERS'
NEW.
Owensboro
Brdestg.REPORTS:
Co., Oweni 5
(1-450)
that
applic.
CP
1370
kc
100
w
unl.
WPEN modif. license Sh.-WRAX to unl.
and requesting facilities of WRAX, be be dismissed with prejudice.
KROY, Sacramento — Examiner Berry boro. Ky.— CP 1500 kc 100 w unl., sm '
granted ; contingent upon the granting by recommended
that applic. change
the Commission of the application for 1210 kc 100 w (1-451)
NEW, Examiner
Harold M.Hyde.
Finley & Mrs. Eloi' "
D to 1340 kc 250 w 1 kw taining
transfer of control of WPEN-WRAX from
Finley,
— CP 1420Examin*
kc IC
Clarence H. Taubel to John Iraci ; that if LS unl. be denied.
w 250 La
w Grande,
D unl., Ore.
sustaining
KSD, St. Seward
Louis ; KFUO,
Clayton,
Mo.—
recommendations above concurred in, that Examiner
Seward.
recommended (1-452)
applic. WRAX be denied ; that if recom- that applic. KSD mod.
NEW, Edwin A. Kraft, Petersburi.
Sh.-KFUO
mendations in Sections 1-3 hereof are not to unl. be denied : that license
Alaska — Denied CP 1420 kc 100 w unl
applic. KSD for reversing
concurred in by Commission, it is recomExaminer Hyde.
subject to hours assignmended: (a) That applic. WPEN for mod. renewalKFUObe ;granted
WJAR, Providence — <jranted CP changlr
that applic. KFUO for half- equip.,
license to increase power from 250 w and timeed on
increase 1 kw to 1 kw 5 kw
kc. be granted ; that applic.
500 w D. to 1 kw D & N. directional and KFUO for500 renewal
unl. directional, sustaining Examiner Wai. J
be granted.
ker.
sharing with WRAX, be granted; and (b)
that applic. WRAX for mod. license to inNEW, Okmulgee Brdestg. Corp., Okmu; ;
crease 250 w 500 w LS to 1 kw D & N, di- Decisions . . .
gee, Okla. — CP 1210 kc 100 w D, sustaiirectional and Sh.-WPEN be granted ; that
ing Examiner Seward.
the granting
of eithershould
application
for modJUNE 15
ification of license
be conditioned
WAPO.100 Chattanooga
trans.,
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
crease
w to 100 w— CP250 new
w D,
changii
upon
a
compliance
with
Rules
131,
132
and
139.
KOBH, Rapid City, S. D.— CP new D to unl., sustaining Examiner Bramha l
increase D to 250 w.
NEW, Waterloo-Times-Tribune Pub. Co., equip.,
WHBB, Selma, Ala. — Granted mod. 1
K F X equip.
M, San Bernardino, Cal. — CP cense
Waterloo, la. — Examiner Hill recommended
change
change D to unl. 1500 kc 100 \i ^
sustaining Examiner Seward ; granted vc
(1-441)
that
applic.
CP
1370
kc
100
w
D
KDLR,
Devils
Lake,
N.
D.—
CP
move
assign,
license to Selma Brdestg. Cop.
be denied.
instal. vert, antenna.
sustaining Examiner Seward.
NEW, Schuylkill Brdestg. Co., Pottsville, trans.,
KSOO. Sioux Falls, S. D. — CP. vert,
Pa. ; Pottsville News & Radio Corp., Potts- antenna.
ARGUMENTS
GRANTED
vil e, Pa. — Examiner Dalberg recommended
7-37ORAL
: Pacific
Acceptance Corp.,
San —Di^1>
KTAT, Fort Worth; WNOX, Knoxville; go,
(1-442) that applic. Schuylkill Brdestg. Co. WISN,
Cal. ; Smith, Keller & Cole. San Diegc
Milwaukee: KFVD. Los Angeles; WSAU,
CP 580 kc 250 w D be granted ; that Potts- WBBZ.
Wausau, Wis. ; R. R. Jackma
Ponca City, Okla. ; KLRA, Little
ville News & Radio Corp. applic. same faet al. Lawrence. Kan., and Kansas Cit
cilities be granted.
Rock
;
KSAL,
Salina,
Kan.
—
License
for
Star Co., Kansas City ; 10-14-37 : Trc
NEW, Twin City Brdestg. Corp., Long- CP.
KWNO, Winona, Minn. — Mod. CP trans., Brdestg. Co. Inc., Troy, N. Y.
view, Wash. — Examiner Hyde recommendDATE OF ORAL ARGUMEN
ed (1-443) that applic. CP 780 kc 250 D studio sites, new equip., vert, radiator.
WDAF, Kansas City— Mod. CP change CHANGED — Peninsula Newspapers Incbe NEW,
granted.W. T. Ottaway, Port Huron,
equip.
Palo Alto,
Cal. Rock
; Northern
BostorLittle
; ArthurCorp.,
H. Crogha
WNOX, Knoxville; WCPO, Cincinnati KARK,
Mich. — Examiner Bramhall recommended
— Mod. license to Scripps-Howard Radio Minneapolis.
(1-444)
that
applic.
CP
1370
kc
250
w
D
Inc.
be denied.
MISCELLANEOUS— K FOR, Lineol
Neb., granted continuance hearing, pet
tions in opposition dismissed ; NEW, T. I
Kirksey,
Waco. Tex.,
denied
case
for additional
evidence
and reopenir,
dismisst
WACO motion as intervener, dismisse
WRBC, WDBJ and KROW motion:,
Southwest Brdestg. Co., Prescott, Ari;
granted change place of hearing on appli:
W. P. Stuart for CP Prescott and co;
tinued hearing date to 7-27-37, vacate
orders take
depositions
in Prescott,
thorized
examiner
and attorney
to condu^a'l
hearing in Prescott ; WMIN, Minneap
lis, granted auth. make this announc
ment, "This is Station WMIN with st| lite.
dios
St. Paul andInc.,Minneapolis"
Radioin Enterprises
Hot Springs.; NEV.
ArK
granted new hearing date, denied indefinii
continuance ; WTFI, Athens. Ga., grant'
ext. Rule 132 to 8-1-37 ; WCOP, Bosto: ;!
granted
oral argument
; NE'V ;
Havens
&continuance
Martin,applic.
Petersburg,
ed amendment
; NEW, Va.,W. gran'\ iC;
Luce, Fort Lauderdale, Fla. ; granted co 5
tinuance
hearing
; NEW,
O'Fk
len,
Denver,
granted
pet. Eugene
interveneP. appli
Colo. Radio Corp. ; KGNF,, Shenandoa- ??.
la., granted pet. advance oral argume I ;
on applic. KARK to 7-1-37 : WFL.^ i
WSUN,
Clearwater, Fla., granted auth. >: ^
50TH BIRTHDAY— It was in June
announce *'This is station WFLA, Clea'
of 1887 that Heinrich Hertz, Gerwater,
in Clearwater
Tampa" with
; WEBC,studiosDuluth,
granted antaif'r
man physicist, took the theory of
to
"This inis station
luth.announce,
with studios
Duluth WEBC.
and SupeD
electromagnetic wave action promulgated 20 years earlier by James
RATIFICATIONS — Granted motion pot
Clerk Maxwell of Cambridge Unipone argument applic. Johnson C i 1
versity, and proved the practical
Brdestg.
Co., Knoxville Journal Brdcst
possibility of broadcasting electriCo.. Richard M. Casto, and directed a
cal impulses through the air. At
gument be continued until 9-30-37 ; G;
left is a photo of Dr, Hertz, who
latin Radio Forum granted amendment c
died when he was 37, Upper right
der
; Scripps-Howard
dio take
Inc.. depositions
granted pet.
continuance he?R
shows his resonator, or sounding
ing
applic.
KVOD
and
KFEL.
apparatus, for wave lengths 6
solidated hearing with applic. and
of for
ScripiconHoward Radio Inc. for CP Denver, a:
later discoveries of Marconi, Demeters long. Lower right shows
dismissed opposition of Colo. Radio CJor;
Forest, Popoff, Branley, Arco and
the "funken-induktor" with which
to said petition ; accepted answer
he conducted his experiments,
others which made present-day raWKBO
Pub. Co. to appearance of Press-Unii
which laid the groundwork for the
dio possible.
BROADCASTING
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JUNE 16
H'LWL. New York — Granted petition
,hdraw petition for reconsid. action of
24-36 granting applic. for transfer of
itrol of WOV.
)V"SE 29
PLICATIONS GRANTED:
lOCA.
w. Kilgore, Tex. — CP increase D to
TRD. Tuscaloosa, Ala. — Same.
\ C. Valley City. N. D.— Same.
.Albuquerque. N. M. — License for
-0 kc 10 kw N & D Simul. D-KEX,
.KEX.
\V.
— License for CP 700
kw Cincinnati
unl.
NO.
Fla. — to
License
P : West
auth. Palm
transferBeach.control
Jay
L nen.
f*.VOR.
Colorado
Springs
—
License
for
■ri».
»I|(\'HIP.
Hammond.
Ind.
—
Mod.
CP
change
Cjlenna, trans.
lAVCCC. increase
Meridian.N toMiss.1 kw.
— Mod.
new
*;*enna.
moveCPlocally.
KHQ. Spokane — License for CP as mod.
.' *VDAH. El Paso — Mod. license move
-tns. to KTSM site, increase D to 250 w,
= KTSM trans.
s^-KMAC.
[cense. San Antonio — 3-month extension
iKGKY.
Scottsbluff. Neb.— 1 -month exision license.
HVGRC. New Albany. Ind. ; WRDO. Au^-tsta. Me. — 2-month extension license.
.,]!\VKBV,
Richmond.
renewal
ense. applic.
renewalInd.set— Temp,
for hearing.
. SVWSW. Pittsburgh — 1-month extension
I ense.
^IKHUB.
Watsonville.
Cal. —exec.
Invol. assign,
ense to Anna
Atkinson,
KGIW. La Junta. Col. : KEEN. Seattle
'2-month extension license.
■'•\V2XA1'",
Schenectady
!) kw, directional
beams.— CP increase to
*BET
KOK
HfcARlNG
— NEW, toWDSU
! c.. New Orleans, CP amended
1500
"Ifeland.
100 w Roiand,
25U w la.,D CPunl.;amended
NEW, toN.15U0B.
ct 100 w 250 w D spec; NEW, Colonial
J-nlcstg. Co., Morristown, N. J., CP 620
1 kw unl. directional ; NEW, Burlingii:3 Brdcstg. Co., Burlington, la., CP 1310
4! 100 w unl.; NEW, Great Western
iludcstg. Co., Omaha, CP 1420 kc 100 w
IX-: NEW, Southern Minn. Brdcstg. Co.,
tfchester, Minn., CP 920 kc 1 kw 5 kw D
ifJ directional N ; NEW, Even News
.[■less
Port; NEW.
Angeles,Keystone
Wash.. CP
1400
250Inc.,
w unl.
Brdcstg.
New Castle, Pa., CP 1250 kc 250 w
ii; NEW,
D. E. Kendrick. Louisville. CP
i*]lO kc 100 w 250 w D unl. ; NEW,
"'ultas. Edge & Stephenson, Jacksonville,
'-^i.sko.
. CP Miss.,
1310 kcCP100move
w unl.
WHEF. vert,
Kosto ;Jackson,
"diator;
KWOS.
Jefferson
City.
Mo.,
CP
rrease 100 w D to 100 w 250 w D unl
: ;10 kc; WDZ, Tuscola, 111.. CP move to
:;fcatur ; WXYZ. Detroit. CP increase to
-kw (before Division) ; WGRC. New Aliijry. Ind., CP directional N, change 1370
880 kc increase D to unl. ; WAIR, Win•n-Salem. N. C, CP increase D to 1 kw ;
''liNX,
New York.N. CPincrease
amended
7]«ns., directional
to 5move
kw
'«fore Division) ; WKAR. E. Lansing,
■'^'.ch., CP move trans., vert, rad., increase
* to 5 kw; WLAP, Lexington. Ky., CP
*>ve trans., new equip., vert, rad.,
.'ange 1420 to 610 kc increase to 500 w
'^'kw
D ; move
WRBL,trans.,
Columbus.
Ga.. amended
■''•d. CP
new equip.,
change
" 1330 kc. increase to 1 kw unl. ; KPOF,
' -nver, mod. license 500 w to 1 kw ;
■ pply
lams transcriptions
Recording Studio,
San Diego,
auth.
to XEBG
and XEMO.
;>ia
Juana.
Mexico
;
WFAS.
White
Plains.
'" Y., exp. auth. amended to Simul. DBRB. Sh.-WGNY. WGBB. Sh. N-WBRB.
' GNY and WGBB.
.-FECIAL AUTHORIZATIONS— WFIL,
'iiiladelphia. ext. temp. auth. 560 kc 1 kw
:)■.;
Md.. temp.
ext. temp,
idth.WJEJ,
spec. ; Hagerstown.
WCBD. Chicago,
auth.
T?
WMBI
trans.
;
WWJ.
Detroit,
temp.
:rth. 5 kw N.
7 MISCELLANEOUS — WLBL. Stevens
111.. Wis.. 30-day use new site; WBRC.
i'rmingham.
reconsid.
2-16-37reconand
Ji:
for hearing
applic.action
CP. then
tlsiered. and petition of Birmingham News
to withdraw its protest is dismissed ;
!,^Z. Denver, granted pet. intervene
of applic.Tulsa.
disjHI ■'EL
ssed :applic.
NEW. opposition
Harry Schwartz,
i«anted pet. waive Rule 104.6(b) and ac.jjst appearance applic. new station at
[flilsa; NEW. Walker & Chapin, Oshkosh,
ii}Ss., granted pet. to accept appearance.
^Vplic. new station ; NEW, John Stewart
yan. Petersburg, Va., granted cont.
tearing of Havens & Martin Inc., Peters' rg Newspaper Corp and John Stewart
rl'yan until autumn : KLS. Oakland. Cal..
-'' antedLewis,
pet. Oakland
intervene
applic.SanRichard
;»i;ld
; KJBS.
Frant ico, granted pet. intervene applic. Richtfld Field Lewis; KRE. Berkeley, Cal..
sPTie; NEW, Genesee Radio Corp., Flint,
jprch., granted pet. accept notice appearrtice and facts on applic. CP ; NEW. CapMjl Brdcstg. Co. Inc.. Raleigh, N. C,
rjianted postponement applic. WFNC.
1 lyetteville. new date for consolidated
tuaring
to be continuance
fixed : WERE.hearing;
Wilkes-Barre,
granted
NEW.
' L. Carrell et al. Lincoln. Neb., denied
ROADCASTING

WSB

NEW TRANSMITTER LAYOUT— Here is the floor plan, graphically
depicted, of the new WMBG, Richmond, Va., which on June 27 became
the NBC-Red outlet in Richmond after several years as the CBS station
there. Operating on 1350 kc. with new power of 500 watts, the station
has built an entirely new plant and studios. A new RCA transmitter
has been installed. Shown are (1) chief engineer's office; (2) rest room
and lavatory; (3) laboratory; (4) heating plant; (5) main transmitter
room.
JOHN KAROL, research director of
CBS, has been elected president of
the Market Research Council for the
coming year.
ROBERTS-McNAB Co., a partnership which recently placed in operation the new KRMC in Jamestown,
N. D., has applied to the FCC for
authority to erect a new local on 1310
kc. in Livingston, Mont.
further hearing, intervention applic. Central States Brdcstg. Co., Council Bluffs,
la. ; WFBR, Baltimore, denied partial
grant applic. 1 kw 5 kw LS ; NEW, A. L.
Chilton, Dallas, granted pet. intervene
Centennial Brdcstg. Corp. applic, Dallas ;
KROW, Oakland. Cal., granted pet. intervene applic. Richard Field Lewis ; NEW,
Voice of Detroit Inc., Detroit, hearing
continued ; NEW, Saginaw, Mich., granted
pet. intervene applic. Genesee Brdcstg.
Co., Flint ; KTUL, Tulsa, granted pet. intervene applic. United Brdcstg. Co., Tulsa; WKBN. Youngstown, granted cont.
hearing mod. CP ; KFRU, Columbia, Mo.,
granted pet. deny as in default applic.
T. B. McChristy. Brownwood. Tex. ; WDGY,
Minneapolis, granted pet. change announcement;KJBS, San Francisco, denied grant
applic. mod. license ; KOBH. Rapid City,
S. D., denied grant without hearing applic assign license : WCOC Meridian.
Miss., granted ext. Rule 132 60 days, set
for hearing applic increase N power ;
WNRI.open Newport.
denied3971motion
record Nos. R.
3857,I., 3836,
; NEW,reUnited Theatres Inc.. San Juan. P. R.,
granted pet. oral argument exceptions to
Ex. Rep. 1-407.
< UNIVERSAL
HAND SET
for transrecervers,
'phone and intersystems.
Hi output quality mic$5.88 rophone.tive uniExtra
- polar sensiear
bakelite
'phone. Black
net
cost to case. 4-conductor coded
cord. Division
stationsMicrophone
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. Ud.
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood, Cal. U.S. A.
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Controlled Direction
SHURE BROTHERS, Chicago, announces a new "Controlled-Direction" microphone. A "tri-polar"
crystal microphone, the new instrument not only has the figure-eight
directional pattern, typical of velocity operation, but also provides
uni-directional and non-directional
response simply by turning a small
switch on the unit. It is claimed
that the new microphone can cope
with nearly every pickup condition
and permits satisfactory results
under conditions of high reverberation intensity or background noise.
Shure Brothers has released a revised catalog if its microphones
and acoustic devices describing the
new microphone as well as transcription record producers, vibration pickups and other equipment.

School

of the Air

Is Praised by Educators
STRIKING tribute to WSB and
the Atlanta Journal for sponsoring
the School of the Air was voiced in
Savannah during the recent closing
sessions of the Georgia Education
Association Convention. In resolutions adopted, the Georgia Superintendents and Board Members' Association declared: "We commend
the Atlanta Journal for the splendid educational service rendered by
it and WSB in sponsoring the
School
of the and
Air."director
Louis T.of Rigdon, founder
the
school, was one of the principal
speakers at the convention, discussing "Radio
and Education".
Edythe
Miller,
associate
director, appeared
on the program with a solo, followed by an address by Gov. Rivers
of Georgia.
The district auditions in declamation, recitation, piano, voice and
violin in which over 300,000 high
school and grammar school boyg
and girls in 400 Georgia public
schools participated closed May 28.
Soon after the state winners were
announced June 26, they were
given free trips to Radio City in
New York where they were broad'
cast over NBC. On their way to
New York a stopover was made in
Washington to visit Dr. J. W.
Studebaker, U. S. Commissioner of
Education; Judge E. O. Sykes,
chairman of the FCC Broadcast Division, and historical points of in=
terest in the National Capital,

>A.CTOINE ^
TRANSCRIPnON NEEDLE/^^

WORTHY of the splendid modtranscrintions!
surface
noiseernwith
this 100%Fliminate
shadowgraphed
needle, preferred by leading broadcast
stations. Samples upon request
PLAYBACK
STEEL
CUTTINGNEEDLES
NEEDLES
Manufactured
by
W. H. Bagshaw Co
Lowell, Mass.by
Distributed
H. W. Acton Co., Inc.
370 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City

.if.

.^e.

CRYSTALS
are recognized the world over
for their Dependability, Output
and Accuracy of Frequency.
All Scientific Radio Service
Crystals are ground to an accuracy of BETTER than .01%.
LOW TEMPERATURE
Supplied
in kc.
Isolantite
in 550-1500
band. Air-Gap
Frequencyholders
drift
euaranteed to be "LESS THAN THREE
CYCLES"
millionin cycles
per degree
centigradeperchange
temperature.
RADIO

CO-EFFICIENT

CRYSTALS
Two Crystals . $90
Approved by F.C.C.
Writeforto price
Dept.list. B-717
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124 Jackson Ave., University Park, Hyattsville, Md.
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Three

New

Locals

Authorized by FCC
THREE new local broadcasting
stations in as many communities
not now having their own outlets
were authorized by the FCC Broadcast Division June 15. Two of the
gi'ants were to newspaper interests. The three grants brought to
20 the number of construction permits for new stations issued by the
FCC in the six months since Jan.
1, 1937,
Owensboro Broadcasting C o.,
Owensboro, Ky., was granted a CP
for a new 100-watt full-time station on 1500 kc, effective July 13,
sustaining Examiner Hyde. Stockholders in the company are Lawrence W. Hager, publisher, Bruce
H a g e r, general manager, and
George N. Fuqua, business manager, of the Owensboro Publishing
Co., publishing the Owensboro Messenger and Owensboro Inquirer,
morning and evening newspapers.
Call letters will be WOMI.
Harold M. Finley, publisher of
the LaGrande ( Ore. ) Evening
Observer and his mother, Mrs.
Eloise Finley, were authorized to
construct a new 100-watt night and
250-watt day station (KLBM) on
1420 kc. Examiner Seward was
sustained and the order is effective
July 13.
The Okmulgee Broadcasting Corp., Okmulgee, Okla., was
authorized to erect a new 100-watt
daytime station on 1210 kc. in that
community. Examiner Seward being sustained and the order being effective July 20. Stockholders
in the corporation are Harry B.
Greaves, president, Okmulgee oil
and auto supply dealer, 41%; John
Caruthers, Okmulgee attorney and
former judge, 10% ; E. M. Sepaugh,
of Shreveport, who will manage
the station, 27%; R. M. Dean,
Shreveport, chief engineer of
KRMD, Shreveport, and KPLC,
Lake Charles, 6%; T. B. Langford,
Shreveport and Texarkana auto distributor, 16%. Call letters will be
KHBG.
Mr. Sepaugh is 25% owner of
KVOL, Lafayette, La., 16% owner
of KRRV, Sherman, Tex., and onethird owner of KPLC, Lake Charles, La. Mr. Langford owns 48%
of KMRD, one-third of KPLC, and
16% of KRRV, Sherman. Mr. Dean
owns 48% of KRMD, one-third of
KPLC and 16% of KRRV.
The Broadcast Division denied
the application of Edwin A. Kraft,
owner of KINY, Juneau, Alaska,
and former Seattle station operator, for a new station in Petersburg, Alaska, to operate with 100
watts on 1420 kc, reversing Examiner Hyde.

Two Station Transfers
TRANSFER of the control of
WJNO, local station on 1200 kc. in
West Palm Beach, Fla., to Jay
O'Brien, Palm Beach investment
and real estate
man, was authorized by the FCC Broadcast Division June 29. The station was licensed several years ago to Hazlewood Inc., in which George A.
Hazlewood and John R. Beacham
of West Palm Beach and Nieuport
B. Estes of Jacksonville were the
principal stockholders. The Commission also authorized the involuntary transfer of KHUB, recently licensed local at Watsonville,
Cal., to Anna Atkinson, widow of
F. W. Atkinson, publisher of the
Watsonville Pajaronian and Register, who died in April.
Page 90 • July i, 1937

20 New

Stations Since Jan. 1, 1937

TWENTY new broadcasting stations
have been authorized by the FCC during the first half of 1937, as against
57 authorized during all of 19S6, according to a recapitulation of the
grants. In addition, four stations have
authorizations to move into other communities where they become virtually
new outlets. The complete tabulation
by states,
showing alsofollows:
stock ownership and assignments,
CALIFORNIA
KTKC, Visalia, Cal. — CP issued to TulareKings County Associates (Charles A.
Whitmore, president, publisher of VisaZia
Times-Delta,
37%%; Homer
A. Wood,
publisher of Porterville
Recorder,
25% ;
Percy M. Whitehead, publisher of Tulare
Advance Register and Times, 25% ; J.
E. Richmond, publisher of Hanford Sentinel andonJournal,
daytime
1190 kc. 12 1/2%) ; 250 watts
KTMS,
Santa
— CPpublisher
issued ofto
News Press Barbara.
PublishingCal.Co.,
Santa Barbara News and Press (T. M.
Storke, 96%) : 500 watts on 1220 kc.
COLORADO
KOKO, La Junta, Col. — CP issued to Southwest Broadcasting Co. (Leonard E. Wilson, KIDW, Lamar, and KGIW, Alamosa, 60% ; Charles T. Miller, 357c ; O.
C. Samuel, 5%) ; 100 watts on 1370 kc.
FLORIDA
WKAT,
Miami
Beach.
— CP mayor
issued of
to
A. Frank Katzentine, Fla.former
Miami Beach, one-third owner of The
Society
a weekly ; 100 watts
on
1500 Pictorial,
kc.
INDIANA
WGVA, Indianapolis — CP issued to Glenn
Van time
Auken,
1,000 watts dayon 1050 attorney;
kc.
KENTUCKY
WOMI, Owensboro — CP issued to Owensboro Broadcasting Co. ( Lawrence W.
Hager, publisher ; Bruce Hager, general
manager, and George N. Fuqua, business
manager, of Owensboro Messenger and
Owensboro
Inquirer) ; 100 watts on
1500 kc
MICHIGAN
WHAL, Saginaw, Mich. — CP issued to
Harold F. Gross, WJIM. Lansing, and
Edmund C. Shields, Saginaw, 50% each ;
500 watts daytime on 950 kc.
MINNESOTA
KATE, Albert Lea, Minn.— CP issued to
Albert Lea Broadcasting Corp. (E. L.
Hayek, president. Trades Publishing Co.,
publisher of Northwestern Jeweler ; Q. J.
David, president, David Inc., St. Paul ;
George & J.Sons
Wolf,Co.,vice-president
Meyer
Wolf
Albert Lea of
furniture
dealers ; Haskell Sargent, assistant to
president of Twin City Rapid Transit
Co., St. Paul ; L. B. Farrington, St.
Paul; William B. Wolf, Austin) ; 250
watts daytime on 1420 kc.
KWNO, Winona, Minn. — CP issued to
Winona Radio Service, a partnership
(M. H. White, business manager; Herman R. Weicking. editor. Winona Republican-Herald; Har y Dahl, chief owner of WKBH, LaCrosse; Otto M. Schlaback, LaCrosse attorney) ; 100 watts
daytime on 1200 kc.
Television in London
TO GIVE its staff a vacation,
while technicians revamp some of
the equipment, the television division of the British Broadcasting
Corp. has decreed a three-week
"sightless period" starting July 26.
Studio facilities during the period
will be improved at Alexandra
Palace, where the BBC transmitter
is located. To aid dealers in demonstrating television sets, now on
the market in London, the BBC
has added a third hour to its daily
telecast schedule, 12:30 to 1:30
p. m. O-Ke-Doke Testing
KRAFT-PHENIX CHEESE Corp.,
Chicago (0-Ke-Doke), recently
started a spot campaign on three
Chicago stations with possibility
that the campaign will be extended
nationally later. Daily one-minute
announcements or temperature reports are being used on WMAQ,
WGN and WBBM. J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago, is agency.

Press

Ownership

MONTANA
Monopoly" CitedSeen
Again
KPFA, Helena, Mont.— CP issued to Peo- '•Local
Opposition
ples Forum of the Air (Barclay Craighead, Helena, 50% ; E. B. Craney, Butte,
40%: Sam C. Ford, Helena. 10%) ; 250 In Opposing KOOS Sale
watts
1210 kc.daytime and 100 watts night on
y"
sing monopol
and citing,
and adverti
news opposin
of
g "local
AGAIN
NEW JERSEY
30H
s
Section
s
with
conflict
alleged
WSNJ,
N. J.— CPCorp.
issued
and 310 of the Communications Act
Eastern Bridgeton,
States Broadcasting
(How-to of
1934, which declare against any
ardtelS. Frazier,
consulting
engineer.51%)Ho- ;
Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia,
rights and'
"ownership"
license
100 watts daytime on 1210 kc.
authorizations for
require FCC
NORTH CAROLINA
Examcontrol.
transfeinerrsP. W.of license
Seward on June 29 j
WGTM.
Wilson,
N.
C.
—
CP
issued
to
H.
W. Wilson and Ben Farmer; 100 watts recommended to the FCC Broadcast (
daytime on 1310 kc.
Division that it deny the proposed [
OHIO
transfer of ownership of KOOS, t'
WICA, Ashtabula. O. — CP issued to C. A. Marshfield, Ore., to Shelton F.
Rowley, ; 250
publisher
of Ashtabula
Sackett, publisher of the Coos Bay
Beacon
watts daytime
on 940 Starkc.
Times, Marshfield daily newspaper,
OKLAHOMA
and part owner of the Salem (Ore.)
KHBG, Okmulgee — CP issued to Okmulgee Statesynan.
Broadcasting Corp. (Harry B. Greaves,
41% ; ford,
E. 16%M.; John
Sepaugh,
27% ; 10%
T. B.; LangAgreement to sell the station for
Caruthers,
R. M. $14,000
to Mr. Sackett was reached
Dean, 6%) ; 100 watts daytime on 1210 last
kc.
year by Walter Read, president
of KOOS Inc., who was to continue
OREGON
manager, and the proposed
KLBM, LaGrande — CP issued to Harold M. as
was heard by Examiner
transfer
Finley,ningpublisher
the LaGrande
Eve- Seward last
June 7. John C.
Observer, andof Mrs.
Eloise Finley,
his mother, as partner ; 100 watts night Kendall, Portland attorney, and
and 250 watts day on 1420 kc.
ton attorPENNSYLVANIA
Fisher, Washing
Ben S. were
for bothd.parties,
counsel
ney, deal
and
the
was
unoppose
WMBS,
— CP (Harry
issued A.to
Fayette Uniontown,
BroadcastingPa.Corp.
Cottom, judge of Common Pleas Court
Opposition Policy?
of
Fayette
County,
; Edward
Dumbauld,
attorney,
20% 20%
; Joseph
H. Echard,
propose
second
the ip
This being
erd ^' ^
transfer
of ownersh
to newspap
superintendent, Pennsylvania State High- interest
nded
s
recomme
against
by^
way Department, 20% ; Joseph C. Burwell, radio, 20% ; W. Russell Carr, attorney 20%) ; 250 watts daytime on 1420 Examiner Seward in been
six'
kc.
aroused
weeks, speculation has the last
TEXAS
or itslfi
Commission
the
whether
examiners are launching a policy
KGVL,
Greenville, Tex.
— CP issued
Hunt Broadcasting
Association
(Fred E.to opposed to newspaper acquisitions
of stations, which for the most part
Horton,
publisher
of Greenville
J. L. Collins
and Nobel
W. Young)Banner;
; 100 have hitherto been granted more or
watts daytime on 1200 kc.
less automatically. Claiming violaKRIS,
CorpusBroadcasting
Christi, Tex.Co.
— CP(W. issued
tion of Section 301 of the act, proGulf Coast
G. Kin-to
viding for use but not ownership
solving, publisher
of
Corpus
Christi
Caller-Times; John A. Mobley and Margaret
Browning) ; 500 watts night and 500 of frequencies. Examiner Seward
watts day on 1330 kc.
19 recommended also
on May
VIRGINIA
against the sale of WMBO, Auburn,
N Y., by Roy L. Albertson, also
WRTD,
Richmond,Publishing
Va. — CPCo., issued
Times Dispatch
publisherto owner of WBNY, Buffalo, to the
of
Richmond
Times-Dispatch
;
100
watts
CitizenAuburnwhile
rs offorthe$15,000,
on 1500 kc.
publisheer,
Advertis
Ex-j.^^■
WISCONSIN
aminer Hill on May 19 recommend- ,, ^
ed against the proposed purchase : j„
WDSM,
Superior,
Wis. —former
CP issued
A. Baxter,
retired
mayorto ;Fred
100 for $295,000 of WREN, Lawrence, let
watts on 1200 kc.
Kan., by the Kansas City Star, I fa
r of WD AF, Kansas City. :fe
In addition, the FCC has authorized the operato
removal of KGKO, Wichita Falls, into None of these recommendations r
Fort Worth ; WPHR, Petersburg, Va., into have yet been acted upon by the ^
Richmond, to operate as WRNL ; WTFI.
Commission.
Athens, Ga., into Atlanta, to operate as
In his adverse report on the pro- ajj
WAGA ; KGFI,
Brownsville,
Tex. Corpus Christi, into posed Marshfield transfer. Exam- M
iner Seward rejected the assertion 1 i i
that the publisher of the Coos Bay s ?(
Swift Tests Flexo
Times, having the only local daily, pal*■
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (Flexo be
news and would
supply
could
in abetter
position
to broadcast
a bet- 'jjj;"
water softener), recently started ter class of programs. Although \ \
one - minute live spot announcefinding Mr. Sackett "legally, tech- ' vi
ments on WOOD -WASH, Grand
Rapids, Mich.; WKBN, Youngsnically, financially and otherwise '^so
town, and WSBT, South Bend. Six qualified to operate Radio Station ' m
KOOS,"
Examiner
Seward
de- *
spots a week are being used on
WOOD-WASH and five weekly on
"In view of the fact that the
the other two stations. If test camarea is now being adequately
paign proves successful, other out- served by Station KOOS, as now : .
lets may be added. Stack-Goble
Adv. Agency, Chicago, handles the operated by the assignor corpora- ■j^i
account.
tion, it is considered that it would
not be in the public interest to approve this transfer and thereby
place in the hands of one man
Weco Returns to Air
all means of disseminapractically
tion of news and other informaWECO PRODUCTS Co., Chicago
tion, as well as the advertising
(Dr. West's tooth brushes and media in the area, and constitute j
paste), will start a weekly quarterhour transcribed series over a virtual monopoly."
APPLICATION for a new local
KGMB, Honolulu, and KHBC, Hilo, AN
station to operate on 1370 kc. with
Hawaii, July 4. The Little Theatre
100 watts
night
day FCC
unlimited time,
was 250
filed watts
with the
of Music, an NBC-Thesaurus transcription, will be used. J, Walter
7Insurance
by the National
Life & Accident
Nashville.
The ;'=■ ^^j
Thompson Co., Chicago, is the June
company
is the Co.,
licensee
of WSM,
agency.
Nashville 50,000 watter.
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EQUIPMENT

At Mike and Wheel

r NEW automatic peak volume
r recently developed by the Bell
hone Laboratories was installed
sht CBS stations in June and
aately will be placed in all CBSird and operated stations. Com-ilile to the thermostat on an oil
+er, the gadget serves as a "ghost
iieer," automatically keeping the
111 intensity at a pre-determined
fne
level slightlyTo below
the this
sta6 maximum.
produce
gain in signal intensity without
jkid of this device it would be uec"y has
to double
the station's
power.at
installed
the device
•BC. New York ; WBBM. Chicago ;
'"0,
Minneapolis;
WBT,
Char: WJSV,
Washington
; WEEI,
i.n; WKRC. Cincinnati: KXX.
-Angeles, and also on its new initional short-wave transmitter,
:e.
(STO RECORDING Corp., New
. . has issued a new IG-page book■ f its sound recording equipment,
.ided are complete descriptions of
»ortable recording turntable, starry recording turntable, wide
f cutting head, recording ampliradio tuner, transcription turn'- . overhead cutting mechani.sra
•accessory
A separate
page folderequipment.
describes Presto
discs
ueedles.
[G, Greensboro, N. C,
pd a No. 1 10-A program
, Western Electric Co.
also is making a survey
■iina
site radiator.
with a view to
JQf-wave

has puramplifier
The stafor a new
installing

\.R, Norfolk, Va., announces the
Jlation of a new transmitter
.51en Rock which, according to
AR, will send the equivalent of
• 18
watts
intodaily.
the station's primary
hours
CO, Bridgeport, Conn., has
»ped its studios with salt shaker
ophones throughout.
'STERN
110-A pro-at
amplifiersELECTRIC
are being installed
aB and WNAC, Boston ; WEAN,
!idence and WICC, Bridgeport,
VERSAL MICROPHONE Co..
wood, Cal., has started mailing
'nnual catalog supplement sheets
■ e trade. They are of a sUndard
. designed to fit into salesmen's
olios. New publication describes
^aew types of ribbon microphones,
.'ell
Is. as the line of carbons and
KECA, Los Angeles, has added
Ttable shortwave transmitter for
iai events. Designed and built bv
(?e Curran, KFI-KECA research
leer, equipment weighs 45 pounds,
pre is a built-in receiver.
*AE, Hammond, Ind., has inId the first Western Electric
volume booster amplifier in the
•igo area. WGN, Chicago, has
(bought one of the amplifiers and
,5oon have it in operation.
•A, Pensacola, has installed new
' standard
velocityonmicrophones,
RCA inductors
all remote
ups, in addition to a set of RCA
, ables.
j'A,
Spartanburg,
S. C, July
was to1
J into
its new studios
li include five studios, reception
I, music room, console control
■, five offices and an auditorium
.0 seating 400.

DAREDEVIL drivers of
midget autos, interviewed by
Kansas City sports announcers, were razzed unmercifully
by the announcers for their
mike fright. The racers then
dared the announcers to drive
a five-lap in the tiny autos.
Ralph Nelson, KCKN, was
first, followed by Walt Lochman, Wheaties baseball announcer of KXBY, Dick
Smith, WHB and Jack Starr,
KMBC.
Two - Day Relay Ruling
Is Abrogated by FCC
STATIONS holding relay broadcast licenses for special pickups, no
longer need telegraph the FCC two
days in advance for permission to
use the facilities. At its meeting
June 15, the Broadcast Division deleted that provision in the rules and
regulations requiring the notice
since additional frequencies have
been made available for the purpose and as a rule there are ample
facilities for such stations. The station is obliged, however, under the
rules, to make certain that no interference will be caused by such
operation by virtue of the use of
the same frequency or frequencies
by other stations similarly licensed.
TheThe text
of Division
the FCC
i-uling:
Broadcast
on June
15, 1937.
deleted the provisions in the rules and
regulations pertaining to the requirement
of two-day notice and approval from the
Commission for operation required of relay
broadcast stations.
The following changes were made in the
rules governing relay broadcast stations :
Rule 1002 was deleted in its entirety ; Rule
1001 (f) was amended by striking out in
the sixthmationandspecified
seventh
in Rulelines1002"and(b),the1,infor2, 3.
4" : and Rule 1004 was amended by strikin theauthorized
second andto third
lines under
"and
haveing outbeen
operate
Rule
1002
(b)".
In the future, the operation of relay
broadcast stations that may cause interference to other relay stations shall be governed by the provisions of Rule 1004. All
the licenses
existing relay
broadcast with
stations will beof corrected
in accordance
these amendments when the next renewals
are issued.
WBBM Scholarships
WBBM, Chicago, on June 20 awarded its first annual $300 scholarship
for aptitude in radio to Miss Judith
Anne Jeffrey, 16-year-old Chicago
high school honor graduate. Miss
Jeffrey was named the winner of
the station's college tuition award
on the basis of her scholarship, her
letter on radio as a career, and her
performance as continuity writer,
actress and announcer on June 12
when Chicago high school students
operated WBBM for an entire day.

netic compass inside the car to
obtain radio bearings with the loop.
With this equipment the field engineers can make their studies more
accurately and consistently, as the
loop is always in the same position
in i-espect to the car and the
ground, and also much more comfortably than by the old method,
which meant stopping the car,
taking out the set, unpacking it
and setting it up away from surrounding objects, taking the reading, packing the set up again,
carrying it back to the car and
driving on to the next location.
Amateur

CBS Field Intensity Car
TO AID in making field intensity
surveys for its various stations,
the CBS engineering staff in New
York has developed a mobile measuring unit, consisting of one Ford
automobile equipped with an auto
radio, two storage batteries and a
high output generator; one field intensity meter mounted on the back
of the front seat, with a 12-inch
streamline loop on the top of the
car so that it can be rotated from
within; one recording milliameter
inside the trunk; a small dynamotor to supply plate voltage for
the field set (filament current
comes from the storage batteries);
a control panel on the left side of
the rear seat to control the dynamotor and filaments; a terminal
panel in the trunk; a writing board
mounted on the inside of the right
rear door, to which papers and
maps can be clamped; and a mag-

Radio Award

THE Hiram Percy Maxim Memorial Award for the outstanding
radio amateur under 21 has been
awarded Victor Clark, 19, operator
of W6FKC, Phoenix, Ariz., according to the American Radio Relay
League, national amateur radio
organization. The Maxim Award,
created in memory of their father
who founded amateur radio by
Mrs. John G. Lee (Percy Maxim)
and Hiram Hamilton Maxim, consists of $100 and a miniature reproduction of the "Wouff Hong,"
mythical torture implement invented by the late Hiram Percy Maxim.
H. F. BOE, with the Westinghouse
company since 1900, has been appointed its commercial manager, including apparatus sales, with headquarters in New York and Pittsburgh.
HARRY R. LUBCKE, director of
television of the Don Lee BroadcastingtersSystem,
1 was issued
Patent on
No.June
2,081,942,
coveringLet-a
cathode ray tube.
The Largest
Independent
Frequency Measuring
Service in the Country

Manufacturert and
Engineering Consultants
•
COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
216 E, 74th St., Kansas City, Mo.

'Beer Oddities'
STEELE ADVERTISING AGENCY Inc., of Houston, has prepared
a new series of script programs for
brewers and distributors called
Beer-Oddities. The series is the
work of Clarence W. Payne, executive of the agency. The first unit
of 13 scripts presents beer as a
temperance beverage.

STUDIOS
Tflmpfl •
CLEflMJUflTER.
WFLA
SERVINGTHE FLORIDA'S
CENTER TERRITORY
OF POPULATION
TAMPA TRADE

RADIO
STflTIOn

620 KC • 5000 Watts Day . 1000 Night - Full Time
OADCASTING

For Field Tests
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Mirror*ground surfaces make keen
cutting
edges for perfect recordings
on
acetate.
Crant
Laboratories,
real
pleasure
to use StelliChicago
cutting:to"A
needles
and
to recommend
them
other
laboratories/*
KGJJ,
Honolulu : *'Very pleased with

JANGERTONEJNC
ELECTRIC-iHuSIC
201 Verona Ave., Newark, N. J.

the results.'*
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Atetckandl^in^
& J^to motion
Autographs, Dollar Day — Cookery's Voice — Milk Lit —
Foreign Tongue Successes
ERNIE SMITH, broadcasting five
games weekly for General Mills
Inc. (Wheaties) and three evening
commentary programs for Rocs
Bros, (clothing store) over station
KYA, San Francisco, has struck
upon a novel promotion scheme
which is being used effectively in
behalf of the latter sponsor. The
Roos Bros. -Ernie Smith Autograph
Club has been foi-med. Smith has
been getting baseball stars and
sports celebrities of other fields to
personally autograph great stacks
of cards. Then during his evening
Sports Page of the Air Smith invites the listeners to join the
Autograph Club. All that they
need do is send a request for an
autograph with a return-addressed
envelope and *stamp.
* *
WTMJ, Milwaukee, announces in
its Dope Sheet that estimates of
the Wisconsin Highway Commission indicate 4,000,000 vacationists
will spend $160,000 in that state
during the summer. WTMJ lists
the summer time available to sponsors and reports that sales of
Avalon cigarettes have doubled
since that sponsor began a nightly
series called ^Last^ Word
^ in Sports.
MERCHANTS ASSN. of Merced,
Cal., has turned over promotion of
its annual "Dollar Days" July 9
and 10, to KYOS, that city. Besides spot announcements and
special programs to promote the
two day event, station will also be
in charge of other promotional
features, buying newspaper space
and arranging window displays as
tie-ins for the
* association.
* *
KFEL, Denver, has released a
pocket-size booklet titled The New
Cry of the Old West, written in
conversational cowboy slang around
the slogan "Good enough tuh ride
with". In addition to an historical
sketch ofof KFEL's
analyses
coverage,growth
there and
are
market data and many pictures of
western mountain scenery.

IOWA AGAIN LEADS IN FARM INCOME
mm Biin
Indu.
BrimiB
OF mm
(iiniisisi
ukrsa .iiniiEaaE
- I[H» Have Yoo AjT«ng«d ^-.^ZtT*
-"ii:
wilt
* .ij^-m
KMA
TLrrr: ': To Ge* Your Portioo? i'-^'^-^'^
minia
1
H

MARKET DATA— KMA, Shenandoah, la., sent out copies of the Des
Moines Sunday Register with a big
blue swatch pointing to a streamer
line about Iowa farm Income. Another paster is on a center spread.
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EARL HARPER, sports announcer
at WNEW, New York, made a
guest appearance on the Steinie
Bottle broadcast over WEAF, New
York, June 22, to acknowledge the
prize awarded
by of
the America
Glass Container Association
for
the
best
letter
on
the
subject
"I
prefer my favorite beer in a Steinie
bottle because . . ." The award,
two round trip tickets to California, will be used in the fall, after
Harper has completed his season of
broadcasting the Newark baseball
games for General Mills.
NEW

YORK Broadcasting System has published a colorful merchandising book titled Views and
Voices which lists the reactions of
prominent New Yorkers to the
network, sales and coverage data,
as well as advertising maps and
charts. The stations of the network
are WINS, New York; WABY, Albany; WIBX, Utica; WMBO, Auburn; WSAY, Rochester and
WBNY, Buffalo.
* * *
WOR, Newark, has published a tricolor brochure called Musically
Speaking which lists its musical
presentations, refers to the recent
award bestowed on the station by
the Women's National Radio Committee for its contribution to serious music, and includes the favorable reactions of local radio
critics.
Hi * *
NBC exhibited a three - section
display, showing Radio City, a
photomontage of all possible transmitting points, and a variety of
receiving points including homes,
school groups and others, at the
National Education Association
convention in Detroit, June 26 to
July 3.
* * *
UNION ELECTRIC LIGHT &
POWER Co., St. Louis, is merchandising its program called The Land
We Live In on KMOX, that city,
by giving away 11x13 inch prints
of the city as it appeared in 1854.
The sistSunday
nighthistorical
programsevents.
conof dramatized
* * *
KFRU, Columbia, Mo., recently began a contest series called Adventures in Electricity, six quarterhours weekly, sponsored by Missouri Power & Light Co., and offering prizes of* $500.
* *
BIRELEY'S ORANGEADE, San
Francisco, fired a double-barreled
promotion scheme in connection
with their recent sponsorship of
the International Championship
Six Day Bicycle Races on KYA,
San Francisco. The company,
through its agency. Allied Advertising Agency, distributed 30,000
leaflets through dairy milk-routes,
grocery stores and over soda fountains. The circulars jointly called
attention to the broadcasts of the
races over the radio station — giving the times each day and also
made an offer for children to get
into the races free. The leaflet explained that if youngsters had two
Bireley's Orangeade used bottle
caps, they would be admitted free
during the matinees at the cycle
speedway.

A TRADE DEAL on swapping of
publicity has been made between
KFOX, Long Beach, Cal., and the
Long Beach Shopping News, weekly tionadvertising
medium
withShopping
circulaof more than
70,000.
N^ws, which is entirely an advertising paper containing no news
items other than household hints,
gardening tips, or notices of civic
events, gives KFOX a radio chatter
column each week devoted exclusively to that station's activities.
Station in return gives the Shopping News spot announcements
several times a day, and also points
out particular bargains beine advertised. Present plan is for KFOX
to run a picture of an artist or
announcer each week, then broadcast the fact and uree each listener
to get his copy of Shopping News
and obtain a copy of that picture.
Out of towners are invited to write
for copies. Plan is nrovine mutually satisfactory. KFOX gets exclusive radio rights to the paper.
Shopping Neivs gets goodwill advertising for itself which is a selling point
for those who advertise
in the
paper.
*
* *
FIFTEEN prizes, ranging from an
electi'ic toastmaster to refrigerator bowl covers, are being awarded
to listeners of WCFL's Voice of
Cookery program who send in the
15 best menus together with the
recipes which would fit into the
budo*et of two people livine within
a $30 per week income. Phil Libbv,
conductor of the program, got the
idea after reading letters from
desperate June brides asking him
what portions to use for two people, when recipes intended to serve
eight were given.
* * *
DR. D. JAYNE & SON Inc., (iron
tablet tonic & Vermifusre), which
sponsors twice weekly the quarter
hour Tom Wallace. Horse-sense
Philosopher,
on 6 Cali-fornia
R'^dio
Svstem stations
(KEHE. KYA,
KMJ. KERN, KFBK, KGW) from
Los Angeles, offers a dream booV
free to those writing in. No proof
of sale is necessary. Listeners are
invited to write the station to
which they are dialed and booklet
is sent free of cost. Agency is
Carter-Thompson Co., Philadelphia.
* * *
NBC; is "taking some of our own
medicine" in using a recording to
carry a promotion message to advertisers. The first of the series,
coming in a ten-pocket album, has
a Red Seal recording of George
Grershwin's "Summertime" on one
side and a recording by Ernest
Truex with a sales and summer
messaee on the reverse side. Other
recordings will be sent later.
^ ^ ^
COLONIAL Network sent out post
cards, personally written and addressed, with a photo of the Flyinsr Yankee train and this message :
"The New England listening audience is now being increased by
over three million summer guests
— all covered by the Colonial Net* * *
WEEK before the Louis-Braddock
fight, NBC issued a 16-page booklet of the prize fights it has broadwork."
cast, from the Dempsey-Carpentier
bout on July 2, 1921, to date, a
total of 55 boxing broadcasts.
WIBW, Topeka. has issued a promotion piece telling about the 37,813 replies it received from 12
quarter-hour programs for Mont& Co. Ferry-Hanly
Adv. Co., gomery
wasWardagency.
BROADCASTING

CLIMAXING— The Sperry M
Chorus Parade 1937 radio com
tition, KNX, Hollywood, was p
sented with the Sperry trophv
"excellence in selection and p
duction
male of
choruses",
ing the of
naming
OccidentalfolkC
lege Male Chorus as winner
the contest. A similar trophy v
presented to Howard Swan, dir
tor of Occidental College musi
group. Contest was staged by Sp
ry Flour Co., (flour and cerea
sponsor, as a feature of its Spe
Male Chorus Parade broadca
duringPacific
its second
CBS
network season
(KNX, on
KSI '
KOIN, KOL, KVI, KFPY.) Don:
W. Thornburgh, CBS Pacific Co
vice-president in Hollywood (rigl
received the KNX trophv from
P. Lawrenson, assistant sales mi
ager of Sperry Flour Co., Los I
geles
with William
rence,, (left)
CBS ,producer,
sharingLe
licitations. Lawrence handled p
duction duties on the KNX origi;
tions of the Sperry Male Cho:
Parade.
BANK OF AMERICA Natio
Trust & Savings Assn., San Fr.
Cisco, is conducting an extens
promotion campaign to call att
tion to its six nights weekly Ne'i
time, with Sam Hayes commen
tor, which started June 6 for
weeks on 2 CBS Pacific Coast s
tions (KNX, KSFO). Besi
weekly space on the radio page
all major California newspap
for an indefinite period, spon
uses street car cards in all cities
the state where cars are operat
and also features Sam Hayes oi
giant die-cut easel display in e;
of its 482 branch banks in
communities. Hundreds of tho
ands of pass-book size blottf
featuring the broadcast, are c
tributed with the monthly sts
ments. Agency is Chas. R. Stu
Inc., San Francisco.
* * *
WBZ, Boston, set up an illu:
nated
Walker-Gorc
Co. milkdisplay
at the ofrecent
convent
of the Massachusetts Me^eal
ciety, gave bottles of milk to thir
physicians, and tuned in its Ho
Forum so that the milk compar
announcements could be heard
the conventionjjefloor.
* *
WBNX, New York, has publis
a brochure titled $uccess $to
containing an analysis of the
resulting from the prt^ams
Yiddish and English sponsored
Borden's Co., that city, and ofi
ing premums in exchange for ei|
Butter.
ty
cartons of Hanford'"s Kos
* * *
JENKINS' GROCETERIA L
Calgary,
a n<<
sheet
and Alberta,
special published
sale on the
of
its
1,000th
broadcast
of
Toas
Marmalade, a variety program
CFAC, Calgary. Jack Dennett,
nouncer of the show, was featu
on the merchandising release.
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STATION

NOW!..Complete

and

Fidelity

Measurements

EASILY...

New

RCA

Measuring

Makes
RCA

announces

Equipment

it Possible . . .

the development

Distortion

of a set of new

QUICKLY

new equipment, consisting of an RCA

Type 68A

Beat Frequency Oscillator and RCA Type 69A
Noise and Distortion Meter enables broadcast
stations, laboratories, etc., to measure

directly

ac operated instruments with which the complete

distortion percentage, noise level and frequency

operating characteristics of amplifiers or trans-

characteristics of equipment

at frequencies in

the audible

checks

mitters may be easily and quickly determined
with an unusually high degree of accuracy. This

The 6 important features shown here
are proofs of the outstanding quality
and usefulness of the equipment.
Note these features. Consider how
valuable this new equipment can
be to you. Then write for free technical information. No obligation.
1. Enables broadcasting stations to
maintain consistent high fidelity
performance.
2. Measures complete operating
characteristics — frequency response, distortion percentage and
noise level.
3. Completely AC operated — small
in size. Rack or cabinet mounting.

range. Routine

require but a few minutes

of fidelity

with this equipment.

RCA Type 68A Beat Frequency Oscillator. Specifications: Frequency response:
Is flat within plus or minus 1 db. over
the range between 20 and 17,000 cycles.
Instrument may be operated down to 5
cycles per second with good wave form.
Output power: Maximum 120 mw. Outputlmpedances: 5.000. 500and 250 ohms.
Distortion: Total arithmetic sum below
100 cycles, 0.3%- Above 100 cycles 0.2%
at I2V2 mw. output. Hum (zero level output): Minus 60 db. Power supply: 110-120
volts, 25-60 cycles, 70 watts.
RCA Type 69A Noise and Distortion
Meter. Specifications: Frequency Range
for Distortion Measurements: 50 to
7,000 cycles. Distortion INIeasurement
Range: Full scule, 1% to 100%. Minimum reading .3 (.f 1%. Minimum Hum
Measurement: 88 db. below a 12.5 mw.
level on a 500 ohm line or below 100%
modulation. Includes R.F. rectifier for
transmitter measurements. Audio Input
Impedance: 20,000 ohms bridging input
balanced to ground and 250,000 ohms
unbalanced to ground.
^» >■

4. Operates over entire audio band
of frequencies
5. Easy to adjust and indicates
directly — no calculations or critical
adjustments required.
6. Makes routine fidelity measurements apractical reality.
New York, 1270 SixtK Avenue
•
Chicago, 589 E. Illinois Street
Atlanta, 490 Peachtree Street, N. E.
• Dallas, 2211 Commerce Street
• San Francisco, 170 Ninth Street

Published Scmi-Monthly. 2oth issue (Yearbook Xumber) Published in FebruarT

MUTUAL'

...THE
OTHER

1 089

S

SPONSORS

NETWORKS

CURRENT

WHO

SUCCESS

HAVE

BEFORE

PLACED

MUTUAL

IS

DUE

TO

CAMPAIGNS

ON

WAS

FOUNDED...

First, the advertiser ^vas s:iven free reisfii to select
pARADOXiCALLY, Mutual had an important
"head start" over other networks by "arriving

just the markets that fit his distribution. Second, all

late." Mutual witnessed the ten years' experience
of 1089 sponsors ^vith other netAvorks, before its

operating profits ^vere to accrue to the stations.
How

own policy was fixed...
This reservoir of experience revealed more than

well these improvements have filled the

gaps re\ ealed by past experience is written in the

the need for another great network. It re\ ealed the

record of the Mutual Broadcasting System.

most scientific way to form a third national system—

In 1936, 21% of all network advertisers placed

a network offering greater benefits to both stations

campaigns over the Mutual nef^vork. And Mutual

and advertisers than any yet in existence. Accord-

time sales, for the first half year of 1937, eclipse all

ingly, Mutual was founded on two completely
revolutionary principles.

foi"mer records by 16"%.
THIS is

THE

MUTUAL
Offices: New York— WOR
^

BROADCASTING
• Chicago— WGN

California — Don Lee Network

•

• Detroit — CKLW

Cleveland— WJAY-VVHK

COAST

TO

COAST

SYSTEM

• Boston — Colonial Network
•

England — Coulsdon, Surrey

A

MILLION

US

VACATIONS

AM

MAKING

FE£L

JUST as stimulating are Colorado vacations to Colorado business as to the million out-of-state visitors
who will be here to enjoy them.

wonder that Colorado merchants and thousands of others whose income figures depend on this industry are
joyfully turning mental somersaults and handsprings.

Tliis year's early influx of vacationists has already assured this state its greatest tourist season. And what
wheat means to Kansas, what corn means to Iowa,

A summer surge of buying makes selling a cinch in
the Denver-Rocky Mountain region right now. It also
assures an active, able-to-buy market right on through

tourists mean to Colorado. Greater is Colorado's income from its tourist industr\' than from all its gold,
silver and coal mines.
With 5100,000,000 tourist money in the bag, it is no

the balance of the year. KLZ makes it easy and economical for } 0u to get to this market because it is the
station which has the features and programs the listeners of this region listen to most.
AFFILIATED IN MANAGEMENT WITH
WKY, OKLAHOMA CITY, AND THE
OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING COMPANY

Representative — E. Katz Special Advertising Agency

SOLUTION

to

Sales

New

in

England

/

WEAN
WICC
WTHT
WNLC

Boston

'Y^ITH
so many to scattered
markets
in New England,
how
is it possible
cover them
all effectively
with a limited

Providence

appropriation?
The Colonial

Bridgeport
New Haven
Hartford

The Colonial Network was put together for the express
purpose of providing complete New England coverage
economically.

New London
Fall River

WSAR

Network

is the answer.

WAAB,
the key station, and the outstanding sports
station of New England, covers the entire Metropolitan
Boston area. Fourteen other stations, each with a popular

Springfield,
Mass.

local following, provide equally intensive coverage

Bangor
Manchester

of the

large urban markets throughout New England. In addition to programs originating in Boston, these stations are
outlets for the Mutual Broadcasting System; so that the
Colonial group has a large dependable daily network
audience.

New Bedford
Lowell
Waterbury

With network strength plus popular local appeal the
Colonial Network gives you the inclusive coverage to
reach the largest retail sales areas of New England.
Don't test in one or two spots. Go the Colonial route,
with 15 stations. Create immediate sales in all markets at
one time at low cost.

The

NETWORK

COLONIAL

21 BROOKLINE
EDWARD

PETRY

&

AVENUE,
CO.,

BOSTON,

Inc., Exclusive

MASSACHUSETTS
National

Representatives

Published s«mi-monthly, 25th issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Broadcasting Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building, Washington, D. C. Entered as
second class matter March 14, 1933, at the Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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ON

1, 1937, the nationalization

AUGUST
of the NBC

Blue Network

long step towards

completion. For, on that

South, become

of the

sections of the

populous

office for costs and market data.
*

takes another

date, ten stations, located in some
richest and most

nearest NBC

Blue affiliates.

★

★

Special Radio Programs and Local Advertising
in these markets will be used by the stations
to build even

greater audience

Blue Network

Advertisers!

interest for

Since January 1, 1936, when the complete
Transcontinental

Blue Network

was launched.

Blue Network coverage of the nation's important markets has been intensified by the
addition of thirty-seven stations, including
these new

Southern

affiliates. Ask

MTioML

ifjROADCASTING

A

eaomi
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• Broadcast

your

CORPORATION

Advertising

OF

AMERICA

mm\
SERVICE
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ANNOUNCED

POPULAR

S
Why

Giving

Reasons
You

Standard

You

Releases

Need

at

Popular

Music

the

of

Rate

"Pops"

1. Released lo you twice-a-month
to insure freshness!
2. Covers all current music as fast
as it is released!
Per

3. Real studio quality RCA recording, and genuine Victrolac
pressings — for perfect reproduction!

Month

!

O
A
GAIN — ^the Standard Library Service leads the way — by providing
lete
of
only
the
ary Serv
Librrage
dard cove
the
onlythecomp
complete
coverage
of ipopular music ccvailable on highStan
N—
AGAI
ns
ity tran
scriptio
I
qual
quality
transcriptions!
Each month. Standard releases (in two monthly shipments to insure

4. Our licensing arrangement permits unlimited use of restricted
nvunbers from shows and musical pictures without nuisance of
individual clearance by stotiorL

freshness) a minimum of 40 popular times. In addition to "hit" tunes from
the usual sources, the Popular Supplement will include all "restricted"
selections from the newest musical films and stage productions — ^well in
advance of their peak-of-populority, guaranteeing maximimi usel

5. The "makings" of an exclusive
local "Hit Parade"— the most
easily sold of all types of programs. Just one sponsor is
enough to cover the low cost of
thig service and show a handsome profit

Songs in
the Popular
interpreted
by the nation's
dance
orchestras
and Supplement
novelty imitsareavailable
in Hollywood,
and ^est
each
orchestra or imit records a sufficient quantity of transcriptions to permit you
to feature a long schedule of programs without change of talent.
This Popular Supplement is available either as part of the regular Standard
Library Service to subscribers, or as a separate service to augment and
enrich any library service. Rates for this new service are extremely low —
investigate now!

Watch
for FIRST
. . , out

RELEASE
soon

!
M
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1st
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BIRMINGHAM
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ANOTHER
NATIONAL

TIME

REASON

WHY

ADVERTISERS

NEED

WSGN
TO

REACH

BIRMINGHAM

Vice Pres.-Director
HENRY

P. JOHNSTON

HOTEL
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NEWS-AGE-HERALD
TUTWILER,

Advertising
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New
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HOME

KELLY-SMITH
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ZtH»li!-tKft

{wwfuLoJnA

ES, Colonel, and not so much

later,

lots of them are actually asleep ! And when
they're asleep, they're not listening to the
radio. And how are you going to catch

dim,

odt S*30

!

and you'll use spot-broadcasting! You'll
select those times in each territory when

f. ;

the people you want to reach are within
it's steel workers in Scran-

3 IK

them all, "Coast-to-Coast", in that precious
time between supper and sleep, or between

ton or hy-de-hos in Seattle, you'll be there

S iL
' 'tr.

waking and working — especially when New
York is hours ahead of California?

broadcasting, you'll of course
headquarters — and

Why

shown below will give you what you want!

sure, Colonel — you know

FREE

WHO
WGR-WKBW
WHK-WJAY
WHKC
KMBC
WAVE

Des Moines
.... Buffalo
Cleveland
Columbus
Kansas City
Louisville

WTCN
Minn«apoIis-St. Paul
KOIL
Omaha
KOIN-KALE
Portland
ICSD
St. Louis
WFBL
Syracuse
KOL
Seattle
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the score,

reach ! Whether

on the dot! . . . And

for dope on spot-

any

of

come

the

to

offices
■ tl

&
PETERS,
(and FREE, JOHNS & FIELD, INC.)

lUuticSuaiOH
JUtaeseHtaHues
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
I80 N. Michigan
no East 42nd St.
Franklin 6373
Lexington 2-866o
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
C. of C. BIdg.
New Center BIdg.
One Eleven Sutter
Ri
:hmond 6l84
Sutter 4353
Trinity 2-8444

inc.

WCSC
Charleston
WIS
Columbia
woe
Davenport
WDAY
. .. Fargo
KTAT
Fort Worth
WDRC
Hartford
WNOX
Knoxville
KFAB
Omaha-Lincoln
WMBD
Peoria
WPTF
Raleigh
KVI
Tacoma
KTUL
Tulsa
WKBN
Younqstown
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CASTD
aruJ.

Broadcast
13

No. 2

FCC

WASHINGTON.

List

Appointment
Candidates;

Narrows
By

Expected
Prall's

Any

Illness

Advertising

to
Craven,
SOL
TAISHOFF

Moment

as

Complicates

S^'ITH
THE narrow
FIELD
of three—
candidates
activel
y conside
apparently
red
ed to
all onbeing
the FCC
executi
ve staff
—appointment by President Roosevelt of a successor to Dr
-rvin Stewart on the FCC is expected any day.
The names of T. A. M. Craven, FCC chief engineer, Hampgon Gary, FCC general counsel, and Carl I. Wheat, telephone
-ate counsel of the Commission, it was learned in authori« ^tive quarters, are before the Chief Executive. In the
position
ol weighing technical and
qualifications against political
mdorsements, it is understood, legal
the
^'resident was experiencing some
from the Pacific Coast where he
lifficulty in
making the actual
had been vacationing. Although
lomination for the post, vacant
registered as a Republican, it is
dnce Telegraph Division Chairman
understood he has voted the RooseStewart retired June 30 to become
velt ticket during the last two
•ecretary of the Committee on presidential
elections and therefore
Scientific
Aids
to
Learning
in
New
^ork.
can qualify for the Democratic
vacancy
Prall 111 in Maine
retirement.created by Dr. Stewart's
Members of both the House and
Some delay also developed, it
Senate, it has been clearly indicatvas revealed, with the enforced
ed, have beaten a path to the door
bsence from Washington of Chairof the White House during the last
nan Anning S. Prall of the FCC, two
weeks to assert themselves in
vho was suddenly stricken serilusly ill at his summer home at favor of various nominees for the
loothbay Harbor, Me., shortly FCC vacancy. More than ordinary
fter his arrival there July 2 for importance attaches to this because of the publicity spotlight in
brief vacation. On July 13, A.
Ilortimer Prall, son of the chair- which the FCC has been displayed
i&n, informed Broadcasting by of late and the attacks charging
it with lax administration and
elephone that his father was
luch improved after having suf- questionable procedure.
From all outward appearances,
ered a severe bronchial attack.
the strongest political support has
V'hether was
therenotwere
other. compliBtions
disclosed
In his been voiced on behalf of Mr. Gary,
7th year, Mr. Prall has been in who served as a member of the
FCC during the first six months
omparatively good health for
of its existence in 1934. filling an
Dme time and the attack developed
interim appointment until Mr. Prall
(Uddenly. How soon he will return
could assume the post. A native of
D his desk could not be ascerained, but his son declared he was
Texas, his supporters have maintained that his appointment would
efinitely on the road to recovery.
Further delay in filling the va- aid the geographical balance of the
ancy, it was indicated, might be FCC, since Dr. Stewart also was
ccasioned by the sudden death of appointed as a Lone Star State
resident.
■enator Joe T. Robinson, majority
Remarks attributed to the Presieader, on July 14. It is not unkely, it was pointed out in official
dent that he was hopeful of plac•A |ircles, that all appointments by
ing a "strong technical figure" on
the FCC have given rise to the
he Administi-ation will be delayed
ntil the Democratic majority se- view that Comdr. Craven, former
i ;cts its new leader, particularly in Naval radio expert, might be the
,j iew of its absorption in the Su- presidential selection. Although
not an active candidate for the
' i-eme Court legislation.
many friends are understood
™ "While the names of Comdr. Cra- post,
•d en and General Counsel Gary, the to have urged his selection on a
1, itter a former member of the "merit appointment" basis. There
among the FCC per'ommission, had been advanced in is no engineer
sonnel and his prowess, not only
" onnection with the FCC vacancy
in the technical end but in inter•a ven before Dr. Stewart's retirenational communications negotialent, disclosure of Mr. Wheat's
tions, have been cited as qualifica' andidacy
developed
only
during
tions which fit him for the post.
he last fortnight. A visitor at the
<a Vhite House on July 10, he had Before accepting appointment as
chief engineer in December, 1935,
, een called back to Washington
(BROADCASTING
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White

House

Gary,
Scans

Situation
Comdr. Craven for the preceding
five years served as a consulting
radio engineer in Washington. His
practice included all classes of independently-owned stations and he
was instrumental in introducing
directional antennas to procure
maximum use of existing broadcasting facilities.
Mr. Wheat Enters Scene
Mr. Wheat's name was projected into the appointment picture
spontaneously and is understood
to have the endorsement of a powerful group of Western Senators.
A native of California, he was general counsel of the California Railroad Commission prior to his appointment to the FCC less than a
year ago. To him is attributed the
major achievement of the FCC
telephone investigation when in
November, 1936, he secured a $12,000,000 reduction of AT&T interstate toll rates. Since January of
this year he has been telephone
rate counsel of the FCC in charge
of a special department to continue
the consolidation and furtherance
of the investigation results. During the six months of this department's existence he also has
achieved other major interstate
toll rate reductions by the Bell
companies and his meritorious
work in this regard is believed to
have resulted in presidential consideration of his appointment.
There has been some speculation
about Mr. Wheat's appointment as
general counsel in the event General Counsel Gary is elevated to
the commissionership. Whether he
would accept such an appointment
is not known but this is viewed as
a logical development by some officials. George B. Porter, assistant
general counsel for broadcasting
and former acting chief counsel of
the old Radio Commission, likewise
is mentioned for possible promotion to the general counsel's job
if Mr. Gary is elevated to the commissionership for the seven-year
term.
The keynote of conversation in
connection with the appointment is
that of strengthening the Commission in an effort to check the
onslaught of criticism both within
and outside Congress. With two
proposals for sweeping investigations pending in Congress and with
internal dissension rife on the
Commission itself, the Administration is known to be desirous of
strengthening that agency and in-

Wheat

stil ing in it a new leadership. Not
only the presidential secretariat
but the President himself has been
giving more
cursory
eration to thethan
vacancy
and considmany
Administration leaders together
with important figures in the industry, have been consulted about
the FCC and its internal plight.
Because the new appointment,
while nominally to fill a vacancy
on the Telegraph Division, may
have a beai"ing on the entire complexion of the FCC, the broadcasting industry is known to be desirous of a "strong" commissioner.
With the International Telecommunications Conference, to consider revision of treaty policies in
connection with worldwide wave
allocations, scheduled for Cairo
next February and with an impending broadcasting
in this country
slatedreallocation
following
the Pan-American conference in
Havana Nov. 1, the industry feels
it has an important stake in FCC
affairs and for that reason would
prefer someone conversant with the
technical and legal aspects of radio
rather than some appointee outranks.side the communications and radio
Possible FCC Shift
There has been some talk of a
shift bersinof the
the FCC
assignments
following ofthememnew
appointment. Judge E. 0. Sykes,
acting chairman of the FCC durof Chairenforced
ingman
the Prall,
now absence
sits as chairman
of the Broadcast Division. However, his national
wide negotiations
experience
interas in
delegate
to a number of world and continental conferences, might lead to
his appointment, possibly on a
temporary basis, as chairman of
the Telegraph Division succeeding
Commissioner Stewart, since this
Division has been charged largely
with the preparation of the agenda
for the Cairo conference. Should
that develop, then the new appointee might become chairman of
the Broadcast Division.
The health of Chairman Prall
also may have some bearing upon
the personnel
tion. As chairmanassignment
of the full situaFCC,
he is burdened not only with the
duties of that office but also sits
as a third member of each of the
three divisions — telephone, telegraph as well as broadcasting. He
was reappointed last March by
President Roosevelt as chairman
and that appointment runs for one
year. Until he returns to his desk
the disposition of the personnel
(Continued on Page 7Jt)
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Recording

Parley

in

New

York

ter sent by Mr. Weber, transcription companies are not mentioned,
it is no doubt intended for them as
well as recording companies, inasmuch as the letter was sent to
transcription firms. The complete
letter follows:
Kindly be advised that the members
of the cians
American
of Musiwill cease Federation
making phonograph
records from Aug. 15, 1937 on for any
corporation
of rec-to
ords who hasornotmanufacturer
meanwhile come
some agreement with the Federation in
reference to the regulation of the use
which is to be made of records made
by its members.
The Executive Board of the American Federation of Musicians will be
in session beginning July 26, 1937 at
the President's office of the Federation, 14.50 Broadway, New York, and
you are hei-eby invited, in the event
that you desire the future services of
members of the American Federation
of Musicians in making records to
meet with said Board for the purpose
above explained.
Our organization is advised that a
merger between some recording companies is in the offing. Of course we
hope this to be so, as it is easier to
negotiate and transact business with
a single party than with many.
If you are disposed not to accept
the invitation, then our organization
will of course be free to hold that you
no longer desire the services of its
members in the making of records.

Union
by Musicians
Called
Unless
Record
to
Allowed
Be
Members Will Not
Agreement Is Reached, Labor Group Threatens
By HAL TATE
ican Radio Telegraphists Association (CIO) as compared to 50%
Informing transcription and re- belonging
to the International
cording companies by mail that
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers
they will no longer be able to make
(AFofL) and 16.6% belonging to
records employing members of the
American Federation of Musicians
company unions. With two-thirds of
unless an agreement is reached by the employes not members of an
AFofL organization, it would be
Aug. 15, Joseph N. Weber, AFM
difficult for the AFM to threaten
president,
"invited"
transcription
advertisers.
and recording representatives to a
In Chicago Mr. Petrillo told
meeting with the AFM executive
board in New York July 26.
Broadcasting: "We (the musicians) are going to try and make
Mr. Weber implied the possibility
of a merger between some of the an agreement with the transcriprecording firms and stated he hoped
tion quite
companies
New with
York."
in in
contrast
his
this was the case as it would be This was
attitude
of
a
few
months
ago
much easier to deal with "a single he stated there would be no when
comparty
thanlearned,
with many."
far as
promise agreement. In addition to
could be
no suchAsmergers
Mr. Weber and Mr. Petrillo, other
were in prospect, transcription men
members of the AFM executive
declaring
that
Weber's
statement
board, who will be in New York
was merely wishful thinking.
Just what will happen at the July July 26 are C. L. Bagley, Los Anvice-president; Fred W. Birn26 meeting is a matter of con- bach, geles,
Newark, secretary; Harry E.
jecture. At least it is certain that
the so-called Petrillo Plan will not Brenton, Boston, financial secretary-treasurer; C.A. Weaver, Des JOHN F. ROYAL, NBC vice-presigo into effect. This plan called for
Moines; A. C. Hayden, Washingdent in charge of programs, sailed
the station broadcasting the tranton; J. W. Parks, Dallas; and Walscription to pay a salary to as
July 14 for Europe on the Xormandie
ter M. Murdoch, Toronto.
for a five-week business trip on the
many local musicians at the scene
of the broadcast as were originally
Although in the circularized let- continent.
used in the making of the transcription. Obviously, this would
mean the death of transcription
HEAR YE! PEOPLE OF BOSTON!
firms and it was pointed out that if
the AFM desired this it would cer"Few Hear My Voice But Millions Hear The Voice
tainly not be inviting the transcription representatives to the New
York session.
-Of The Colonial Network "Compromise Seen
Is

It is expected a compi~omise will
be reached entirely satisfactory to
James C. Petrillo, president of the
Chicago Federation of Musicians
and leader of the fight to ban recordings and transcriptions. In
stead of the Petrillo Plan, an
agreement by transcription firms
to restrict their output is expected.
In other words, each transcription
firm might have a quota of recordings during a specified period with
the larger firms getting proportionately alarger quota.
In any event it is hoped some
definite agreement will be reached,
for the AFM is just as anxious as
the recording companies to come to
an amicable understanding. Not
only has the AFM lost thousands
of dollars since the Petrillo Plan
has been in effect, due to advertisers refusing to make transcriptions because of the red tape and
tremendous expense involved, but
the AFM fears the CIO may become too powerful in the radio
field. In the past the club held over
advertisers' heads by the AFM was
the point that American Federation of Labor men were employed
in the technical division of radio
stations. Being in sympathy with
the AFofL affiliate, AFM felt these
station workers might refuse to
broadcast anything they considered
unfair to their fellow members.
But with the rapid strides taken
of late in the radio field by the
CIO, such a threat is rapidly losing
its sting. In a recent survey made
by Walter Damm, WTMJ manager [Broadcasting, July 1], it
was shown that among local stations 33.34% of the organized technical employes belong to the AmerPage 10 • July 15, 1937

Cowles
and
Hill SignlLj
Contract
for Purchase
Of WNAX, Yankton, S.D. h
A CONTRACT to purchase
WNAX, Yankton, S. D., has been
entered into by the South Dakota
Broadcasting Corp., of which Gardner Cowles Jr., and Luther Hill of
Iowa Broadcasting System are the
stockholders, it was announced
July 13 coincident with the filing
of an application with the FCC
seeking
approvaltheof purchase
the transfer.
It is understood
price
is in the neighborhood of $175,000.
The contract was entered into by
the new South Dakota corporation
with Charles H. Gurney, head of
WNAX Broadcasting Co., licensee
of the station. The South Dakota
corporation is a newly-formed comincorporated
in Southof Dakota. Mr.panyCowles
is president
Iowa
Broadcasting
System
executive
tor of the Des Moines Registeredi-&
Tribune and publisher of the picture magazine Look. Mr. Hill is
vice-president of IBS.
WNAX operates on the 570 kc.
channel with 5,000 watts local sunset and 1,000 watts night. It is a
CBS outlet. The contract was for
purchase subject to FCC approval,
of all the capital stock of the
WNAX Broadcasting Co., which is
chiefly owned by the House of Gur'Ter,
neysery
Inc.,dealers.
mail Charles
order seedH. andGurney
nur- cm
and his father, D. B. Gurney, who
control the company are also large
oil and seed distributors in South
Dakota.
New York

Network

Takes

:t£rK
Programs
Of
WLW-Line
NEW YORK Broadcasting System
has
made arrangements
thei^'C,
WLW-Line
for programs with
originating at WLW, Cincinnati, to be fed
to the stations of the New York
state group as well, with the ex- ii 0
ception of WINS, New York key
station of the regional chain, Thisjikt
is the within
third such
be|)"D
made
the affiliation
year by toBurt

Squire, general manager of the net-(
work, who has already secured pro-! ;i£tlisa
grams for his group from WAAB, Tlf
Boston, and WHN, New York. The
latter station acts as a supplemen- 51s
key stationhours
for when
NYBS WINSj
during tary
the evening
is off the air, and WHN also feeds^^^
the programs of the WLW-Line,i;3yj'
for which it is the New York out- elie
let, to the state hookup. In addi- :
tion to WINS, the NYBS includes,
ijasis
WABY,
Albany; WIBX, Utica;|i"i.
WSAY,
Rochester;
WMBO,
Au-j
'
burn; WBNY, Buffalo.
TOWN CRIER — Of the Colonial Network busy with his news near the
Old State House, Boston. The photographer says he had to make this picture a fast one, for two seconds after it was taken a crowd gathered.
IN 16.58 when the first Towne Crier "Note ye well! Few hear my voice,
of Boston, William Courser, parad- but millions hear the voice of the
ed the streets, his antics were one
of the few excitements in the daily Colonial
Network!"
From Old
South Church to the
lives of the Puritans and today
City Hall, from King's Chapel to
Bostonians are just as much ex- Winthrop Square, from Boston
cited about James Waldon, Towne
Common to the Old State House
Crier of the Colonial Network. For goes this new-fashioned Towne
an hour Waldon visits 10 historical
Crier attracting attention and
places in downtown Boston, cocked
hat at an angle and resplendent in building good-will in an old-fashcoat of colonial blue.
ioned way.Colonial
According
to repo^^ts
from the
Network,
the
Ringing his bell to summon pasTown
Crier
is
a
favorite
of the
sers-by, he unrolls a quaint scroll
tourists, too, as well as of John
and cries out the five evening program features of Colonial Network.
Shepard, 3d, Colonial and Yankee
"Hear Ye, Hear Ye! Citizens of president. The idea was originated
Boston Towne!", he begins, and by Al Stephenson, Yankee-Colonial
concludes every performance with
press chief.
BROADCASTING

Placing Sen Sen Spots
AMERICAN CHICLE Co., Long;? a
Island City, is using spot announces
ments in California, Northern Ohio^tids
Missouri, Michigan and PennsyU:
vania in a campaign for Sen SenJ:
One - minute announcements, re-s|el
corded by Alsop Radio Recording
Inc., are being placed through Bad-fe
ger. Browning & Hersey Inc., Newiije i
York. Announcements will beititttf
broadcast on Thursdays for threes aj-cs
weeks, omitted for the fourth Jia
week, broadcast for three more ig
weeks, etc. Stations to be used inJ'ttoln
elude: KMJ, KHJ, KFBK, KFSD.iait ;
KFRC, WBCM, WXYZ, WKBZ,:
WASH, WDAF, KSD, KWTO.jitc
WADC, WHBC, WHK, WSPD.
WKBN, WLEU, WHP, WFILjt
WCAE, WGBI,
• Broadcast

Advertisingm

SeQal'Smith
FCC

Counsel

Offered

To Drop Them;
Hearing Set
rOLLOWIXG the refusal of Paul
rl. Segal and George S. Smith,
W ashington radio attorneys, to
yield to a proposal that they adnit a "technical violation" of the
i-CC regulations, Samuel H. Kaufnan, special counsel of the FCC,
four meniwith the
n Julyof 13themetCommiss
ion then in
■ers
Vashington and procured an order
■•ttting the Segal-Smith matter for
^.earing Sept. 13.
J Kaufman, a New York attorney
.mployed to investigate charges —
•nstigated by Telegraph ComraisI .doner George H. PajTie — of al•eged improprieties in FCC prac: ice, had proposed to counsel for
-(lessrs. Segal and Smith that he
i :. ould recommend that the Comlission discontinue the proceedings
, f they would admit the "\iola• ion." This they declined on the
I (-rounds that "such an admission
•,-ould be contrary to fact and
. .. ould be implied reflection on
I ither members of the bar."
■ Simultaneously, it was learned
■ hat Kaufman, an aspirant for the
• •;. S. district attorneyship of New
I fork City to succeed LaMar Har1 ( y, had engaged in radio practice
! srior to his retention by the FCC
! in the current proceedings. He was
tientified with the so-called "Brookixi cases" involving competitive apilications of four part-time sta! fions, although he did not appear
f record in the proceedings before
The FCC.
!i. When questioned by Broadcast: ;NG, via long distance telephone, in
■ his connection Kaufman at first de: lied any such participation, but
i ;ater indicated he desired to check
■,%is office records. He added, how• Iver, under further questioning,
: -hat if any effort was being made
i 10 "try the prosecutor" then the at: lorneys involved would "get the
;• -hort end of the deal." He did not
h-laborate on this statement.
Payne Leads Attack
The FCC order citing the Wash■;:agton attorneys related to allega-I'ions concerning "dummy" appli-■-ants purportedly advanced to "dei fcive" the Commission. These
■■■harges were categorically denied
'■■y the attorneys in answers filed
'hst month [Broadcasting, July
' i], in which they sought dismissal
'•"ut desired a hearing if the dislissal was not forthcoming on the
■asis of the full disclosures in the
nswers.
The practices complained against
■sWJ SL committee headed by Mr.
e^j-'ajTie,
counsel
for Messrs.
Segal
1 nd Smith
contends,
were entirely
:hical and have been followed by
-.,ther members of the bar in the
fi^elief that they are proper.
]»5 Messrs. Segal and Smith are of
i- ounsel for Broadcasting Maga7 line in the §100,000 libel suit injtituted against it by Commissioner
oja'ayne last winter based on an edi-2'orial in the Oct. 15 edition criticis•sjng Payne's conduct at the FCC's
•;..)ctober allocations hearings. The
J luit awaits trial in the United
'l
0 ;ltates
(rict of District
Columbia.Court for the Dis5 1 The recommendation of Kauf1 .lan, who conducted informal priate hearings with Messrs. Segal
^cBROADCASTING

Trade
Refuse
and Smith and various other -witnesses appearing voluntarily, was
not made public by the Commission,
which presumably will reach its
own conclusions following the formal hearing. The FCC action occasioned some surprise since Mr.
Kaufman had made his offer to
recommend discontinuance i^ the
attorneys would admit the "technical violation."
Telegram to Kaufman
Henry Monsky, Omaha attorney
of counsel for Messrs. Segal and
Smith, on July 3 sent the following telegram to Kaufman declining
to enter into any "deal" invohing
an "unjustified admission":
Samuel H. Kaufman
15 W. 81st St.
New York City
"Cannot comply with your suggestion that admission of technical violation be made in re
Palmer as basis of disposition of
proceedings without further
hearing or penalty. Such admission would be contrary to
fact and would be implied reflection upon other members of the
bar who have, believing it to be
proper, on occasion indulged in
similar practice and would be an
unjust aggravation of the harmful eff'ects already suffered by
respondents. If, as already indicated upon the whole record,
the proceedings should be disposed of and terminated without
further hearing, embarrassment
or penalty, then may I hope in
all fairness that such disposition
shall be made without requiring
as a condition thereof an unjustified admission."
(signed)
HENRY MONSKY
Kaufman made no reply to the
telegram.
Warner

Bros,

Advertising

Payne Urged Counsel
Appointment of Kaufman as special counsel was made upon the
recommendation of Commissioner
Payne after Carl F. Arnold, FCC
assistant general counsel, had resigned June 2 to return to the post
of dean of the University of Wyoming Law School. While Arnold,
who originally worked with the
PajTie committee as counsel, did
not formally state his reasons for
resignation, he was represented in
the press as having informed
friends that he was out of sym"disgusted"
■v^ith The
the
manner pathyofand the
proceedings.
charges against Messrs. Segal and
Smith were made public in press
reports emanating from Mr. Payne,
before the attorneys had been formally notified of their nature and
without a prior hearing.
Each of the attorneys involved
has stated in his sworn answer
that he stands ready "to furnish
the Commission any additional information pertaining to the charges
that
it
may
FCC 30
at
an en banc desire."
meeting The
on June
had ordered the special counsel to
submit a report by July 14, which
Pavne requested be moved up to
July 13. Present at the July 13
meeting were Commissioners Sykes,
acting chairman, Payne, Brown
and Walker.
Throughout the weeks of investigation since issuance by the FCC

Revealed

for
icant activities
Of Appl
HITHERTO
undisclosed
of Transamerican Broadcasting &
Television Corp. and its parent
company, Warner Bros., including
participation in applications for
new stations in Cleveland and
Schenectady, were developed July
9-12 at hearings before an examiner of the FCC in Washington.
The hearing was on the application of the Great Lakes Broadcasting Corp. for a new regional station to operate on 1270 kc. with
1,000 watts night and 5,000 watts
day, with the testimony taken by
Examiner Tyler BeiTy. In the testimony it was brought out that
Great Lakes is 60% owned by
Transamerican and that Transamerican in turn is 659c owned by
Warner Bros., the motion picture
company, with the latter pledging
$100,000 to Transamerican for the
building of the projected station.
Transamerican, organized more
than a year ago to engage in station representation along with
other broadcast operations, also is
financially interested in the application of Citizens Broadcasting
Co. for a regional station in Schenectady, it was brought out.
Opposing counsel inquired deeply into the structure of Great
Lakes and its inter-relation vsdth
Transamerican and in turn with

• Broadcast

Charges
on
The entire Commission proceeding was started and has been
pressed from the outset by Mr.
Payne, other commissioners having
stated that they were duty-bound
to carry forward an investigation
demanded by a fellow commissioner into charges such as the Payne
committee made. With Payne on
the committee were Commissioners
Walker and Brown.

as Real

Backer

Cleveland
Station
Warner Bros. WJAY, Cleveland,
affiliate of WHK under Cleveland
Plain Dealer ownership, opposed
the new station application on economic grounds. In addition, WHIO,
Dayton, WJAS, Pittsburgh and
WCAD, Canton, N. Y., appeared as
respondents terference
because
of possible
inin connection
with the
projected frequency assignment.
Stock Ownership
In the course of the examination,
it was brought out that the charter
for Great Lakes was filed in October, 1936, with stock to be issued
in the total of 100 shares of common. The original application, filed
in December, 1936, showed the
stockholders as John L. Clark, with
two shares, and Emanuel J. Rosenberg, with one share, only three
shares being issued. They identified themselves in the application
as in the
ness. "radio
Mr. Clarkadvertising"
is presidentbusiof
Transamerican, and Mr. Rosenberg
vice-president and general manager. Virgil Reiter Jr., was listed as
president of Great Lakes Broadcasting Co. He is a Transamerican
vice-president. However, there was
placed in the record of the Commission an agreement between Transamerican and Great Lakes, whereby Transamerican was authorized
{Continued on page 69)

on May 19 of the order to show
cause, Kaufman has been in frequent contact with Commissioner
Payne. It is understood that several of the commissioners were
uninformed of the progress of the
proceedings, and asked for a report
by
July 14. Chairman
Commissioner
Case were Prall
out of and
the
city
when
the
hearing
order
was
issued.
Kaufman in Brooklyn Case
Kaufman's association with the
Brooklyn cases, it was learned,
dates back to 1934. As a member
of the Wall Street law firm of
Kaufman & Weitzner, he acted as
counsel in the formation of a corporation titled "Broadcasters of
Brooklyn", which made application
in February, 1934 to take over the
licenses of three of the four parttime Brooklyn stations involved in
the protracted litigation.
In recent hearings before the
FCC en banc, which were decided
for the second time last month,
the participation of the Kaufman
firm was developed under crossexamination. Samuel Gellard, of
WLTH, testified that his station
had been enticed into the Broadcasters of Brooklyn organization,
through political representations.
Mr. Gellard has stated in connection with the Brooklyn cases
that he had entered the Broadcasters of Brooklyn combination
with which Kaufman was identified
in the hope of combatting competitive applications for his facilities. Kairfman sought to confirm
an arrangement under which the
three stations in the Broadcasters
of Brooklyn group would pay his
office the sum of $2,500 "after the
application for the radio license,
now pending before the Federal
Communications Commission, is determined." Another $750 described
as "presently due" also was required, plus any disbursement outstanding or which might be incurred. In addition it was the understanding that the firm of Kaufman & Weitzner would be retained
as general counsel of the group for
1935 for an additional fee of $2,500
plus
other costs which might be
incurred.
UP Appeals Decision
UNITED PRESS has appealed the
decision of Justice Lewis J. Valenti
of the Supreme Court of New York
denying its motion to have the
$50,000 libel suit instituted against
it by Transradio
Service dismissed for lack Press
of suflScient
grounds. Transradio which claims
it was libeled in a letter sent out
by UP last February to a number
of midwestern stations, stating that
several stations had canceled
Transradio sei'vice because it was
unsatisfactory, has permitted UP
to hold up its answer to the charges
until its appeal is acted upon by
the Appellate Court. Since this
body has recessed for the summer,
no further action in the case will
be taken until probably October or
November.
Lanny Ross to Packard
PACKARD MOTOR CAR Co., Detroit, has signed Lanny Ross as
singing star of a new hour musical
series to replace the summer proorchestra.
The new
series Green's
starts
gram featuring
Johnny
Sept. 7 on an NBC-Red network,
Tuesdays, 9:30-10:30 p. m.
(EDST).
is Young & Rubicam
Inc., Agency
New York.
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Customary
Slack
In Time
Sales of
Season

Overcome

NAB Finds Gain of 32.5% in
May Over Figure of 1936
BROADCAST advertising overcame the customary decline from
April to May this year and total
volume rose a little less than 1%
for the month, according to the
monthly compilation by the National Association of Broadcasters.
An increase of 32.5% in gross
time sales as compared with May
of last year was recorded by the
medium, the NAB announced July
13.
The increase from April to May
was ascribed mainly to a 6.7%
jump in local volume. National network gross declined 2.3%, regional
network sales were up 21.9% and
national nonnetwork business fell
off .6%, the NAB reported.
As compared with May of last
year national nonnetwork advertising showed the largest gain, 45.5%.
National network volume was up
32.1%, regional network volume
rose 10.4% and local business increased 21.1%.
Radio Leads All Media
Broadcasting continued to lead
the advertising field in its May
figures, the NAB reported, national magazine volume increasing,
national farm paper declining and
newspaper lineage reynaining the
same. The broadcast medium's increase of 32.5% over May of last
year compared with a national
magazine increase of 19.6%, national farm paper rise of 4.2%,
and newspaper decline of 1.1%.
Live talent revealed the only increase in the NAB's analysis of
rendition, particularly in the national nonnetwork field but transcriptions rose especially in the
local field. Compared to May of
last year, total live talent volume
increased 41.7%, transcriptions
25.1%, records 9.4% and announcements 29.1%. Largest gains over
the previous May were registered
by announcements in the national
field and local live talent.
By geographical areas, the New
England-Middle Atlantic region
recorded the most pronounced gain,
both as compared with April and
with the previous May.
Main increases by sponsor groups
as against May of last year occurred in national network household equipment and soap and kitchen supply advertising, regional network drug and tobacco, national
nonnetwork food products and tobacco, and local food products and
radio set advertising. Retail volume over individual stations totaled $1,333,180, a gain of 6.4%
over April and 21.8% over the previous May.
Total broadcast advertising
(gross) for 1937 follows: Cumulative
May
Jan.-May
Nat. net.
$5,875,531
$30,009,052
Reg. net.
137,734 541,167
Nat. nonnet. ___ 2,962,200 13,812,100
Local
2,349,700 10,452,200
Total
_$11,325,165
$54,814,519
Rogers Peet on Air
ROGERS PEET Co,, New York
(men's itsclothes
Boston,
will
make
radio stores),
bow Aug.
30, with
Gabriel Heatter in five-weekly
news broadcasts on WOR, Newark.
Marschalk & Pratt Inc., New York
is agency.
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Soaring of Network Business for June
Slump Theory Is False
Proves Summer
CONTINUING to pile up proof did 36.3% better than in 1936, and
that radio's summer slump is a the Blue 2.9% better, showing a
combined
thing of the past, the coast-to-coast
24.2%. increase for the half-year
of
networks reported a combined reveCBS Shows Big Gain
nue for June of $5,579,099. an increase of 41.9% over June of 1936,
CBS showed the largest increase
when the network income was
the month, its income of
for
probare
$3,930,734. Two causes
being 64.8% greater
$2,476,576
ably responsible for most of the than
in June 1936. For the first
increase: The intensive promotion
the networks have given to surveys
half of 1937 CBS did a total business of $14,803,265, an increase of
showing that the summer audience
is almost as large as during the 32.3% over the $11,185,775 taken
colder months and the desire of in during the same period in 1936.
for the first time this year,
advertisers to hold onto choice net- MBS,
showed a loss as compared to a
work periods that would be snapped
its June revenue being
up by their competitors if they year ago,
5.1% under that for June 1936.
were to sign off during the summer.
With six months of 1937 passed
however, MBS reFor theceivedyear,
$1,016,020, a gain of 13.6%
into history there is now no room
for doubt that this will be the over the $894,358 reported for the
first six months of 1936.
biggest year in broadcasting to
Gross Monthly 37.6%
Time Sales
date. Despite floods and strikes
NBC-Red
which tied up production in many
1937
large manufacturing plants and
Over 193S
1936
—3.5
caused the cancellation of much ad- Jan.
_$2,374,633
%
Gain
$1,725,172
Feb.
—
_
2,273.973
32.2
March
1,697,524
vertising, advertisers have spent a
34.0
30.7
_ 2,531,322
—0.6
1,915,357
total of $35,766,876 with NBC,
22.0%
May - 2,303,519
1,762,201
CBS and Mutual, 27.1% more than June
April - - 2,261,344
—4.9
37.0
1,650,046
_ 2,211,560
1,490,426
during the first half of 1936, for
48.4
NBC-Blue
which period the total network
Jan. - ,$1,167,366
revenue was $28,141,225.
0.5
Feb. - __ 1,021,809
$1,016,776
956,643
Considered individually, two net- March
1,082,961
_
973,802
979,727
works showed gains and two
1,122,516
4.6
953.475
911.674
April
24.2%
showed losses for the month as June
May — - _ 791,827
compared with June of last year,
833,030
CBS
but all showed increases for the
Jan.
_
_$2.378,620
six-month
period.
NBC's gain
Red net18.6
$1,901,023
Feb. - __ 2,264,317
work reported
a 48.4%
for March
17.8
1,909,146
2,559,716
31.4
2,172,382
June, outweighing the 4.9% loss May . 2,563,478
46.4
April
June
1,950.939
_
2,560,558
reported by the Blue network by
64.8
1,749,517
—5.1
2,476,576
1,502,768
enough to show an increase for the
MBS 12.7
combined Red and Blue of 29.3%.
24.4
187,362
Together the NBC chains did a Jan.
Feb. -_ -_$ 202,088
162,358
$ 166,266
191,483
15.0
June business of $3,003,387 in 1937, March _. 220,256
173,746
24.3
139,834
April _ 133,432
2.7
as compared to $2,323,456 in June, May
129,907
1936. For the six months, the Red June -99,136
104,510
ATLANTIC REFINim
CBS Buys Theatre
AVON
Theatre, 251 W. 45th St.,
USING 65 STATIONS
New York, which CBS has been
ATLANTIC REFINING Co., operating as Radio Playhouse No.
Philadelphia, will broadcast college 2 for audience broadcasts for more
football games this autumn on 65 than two years, has been purchased
stations in 14 eastern states within by the network. This is the first
its market area, according to purchase of improved property to
Joseph R. Rollins, Atlantic adver- be made by CBS, which leases
tising manager. Announcement of
other theatres, the Hammergames was not made because two
schedules are not complete but each stein and the Golden, for audience
station will carry from eight to shows. These, however, will prob11 contests. The list of stations
ably be dropped when the network
in 1939 completes the new studios
by states follows:
and office building it is planning to
Connecticut — WDRC. WTIC. Hartford.
build on Park Ave.
Delaware — WDEL, Wilmington.
Florida— WRUF, Gainesville; W J A X.
Jacksonville ; WIOD. Miami.
WRDW,
Georgia— WSB, WTFI, Atlanta : WTBO.
Augusta ; WTOC, Savannah.
Coca Cola Discs
Maryland
— WBAL, Baltimore ;
Cumberland.
Boston ; FOLLOWING a test campaign
Massachusetts — WEEI. WBZ, WBZA,
WORC,
WTAG, Worcester:
conducted by the Coca Cola Co.,
WMAS, Springfield.
Atlanta, in cities in which the Coca
New
Jersey—
WPG.
Atlantic
City:
WOR.
Newark.
Cola bottling plants were owned by
Newbamton
York—: WHEN.
WODO. WGR,
Albany Buffalo
: WNBF.: WESG,
Bine- the parent company, a series of
Elmira; WHAM, WHEC. Rochester:
WFBL. WSYR. Syracuse; WIBX. Utica. quarter-hour programs titled ReNorth Carolina— WBT. Charlotte; WDNC,
freshment Time With
Singin'for Sam
has been recorded
by WBS
the
Durham.
Ohio— W ADC. Akron : WHBC. Canton : company, which is offerin<y them
WHK.
Cleveland; WHKC. Columbus;
to its non-owTied bottlers for broadWKBN, Youngstown.
Pennsylvania
— WCBA.Easton
AUentown
: WFBG,
casting locally. Felix W. Coste of
Altoona : WEST
; WLEU,
Erie ;
WHP, Harrisburg ; WGAL. Lancaster ; D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis, Coca
W I P. W C A U, K Y W. Philadelphia : Cola agency, supervised the test
WCAE.
KDKA, WWSW, Pittsburgh;
WRAW,
Reading : WBGI,
Scranton : campaign, in which Singin' Sayn
WKOK,
Sunburv;
WBRE, Wilkes-Barre ; was
pitted against a half-hour
WORK, York.
show. More than 50 botRhode Island— WPRO. WJAR. Providence. variety
tlers are said to have begun broadSouth Carolina — WFBC, Greenville.
Virginia— WCHV, Charlottesville; WBTM,
casting the current series on a fiveDanville : WSVA, Harrisonburg ; WLVA,
basis, and other cities
Lynchburg ; WGH,
Newport
News ; time-weekly
are
expected
to be added as the
WRNL,
WRVA,
Richmond;
WDBJ,
Roanoke.
campaign progresses.
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Agency to Expancj
Autumn
Busines^j
Schwimmer& Scott Placement
To Surpass Past Seasons
SCHWIMMER & SCOTT Ad^
Agency,
currently will
placin'
its
fall Chicago,
radio business,
us
more radio time during the com
ing season than ever before. In
eluded in the fall plans are a half
hour network show for an undi;
closed advertiser and for a quai
ter-hour transcribed prograi
scheduled to go on 35 stations fo
another client.
Plans for national advertiser
follow: Sof-Wash
Products Co
Chicago
(hard-water
softener),
wi
continue its present spot
campaig

on KRNT, Des Moines, and ma :.
expand schedule to take in 15 mor •■
cities; Silex Co., Hartford, Com? <bk
(glass percolators), may expand
spot announcement schedule to irj I'P
elude 25 stations from coast-tc M
coast; Melville Shoe Co., New Yor
(Thom McAn shoes), may resup j''^.
on nationwid- '■^
spot announcements
Inc., Ne-'York
ma
Perrinssauce),
Lea && Perrins
scale; (Lea
to-coast.
j
Local
Accountscoasf^ , ^
resume spot announcements

In addition to the national bus- ; j?
ness, local radio advertising i; aJ j
(Chicago will exceed that of las; utioi
year. Schwimmer & Scott, said t int
place more local advertising i fc
Chicago than any other agenciiie-p
disclosed the following fall plans* Jum
Morris B. Sachs (retail clothieri 3 oo
will continue Amateur Hour pr<j i4o
•am
over WEN:
every Sunday
gram 1%-hour
and
daily musical
prcte'
gram on WAAF; other program
featuring "name"
talent to 1:
stations als
50,000-watt
on
placed
planned; Levinson Radio & Ai
pliance Stores (retail radios), wi
two-hour Musici
continueon nightly
Clock
WCFL,
will continv
other daily programs on WINI
WAAF and WHFC and may us "
additional programs on other stii% =
tions; Pontiac Dealers of CooW"
'
will continue onhalf-hor^
County program
Sunday
WMA^
Chrysler
Illinois
Co.
will
continv
half -hour Sunday program oi
WBBM; Salerno-Megowan Biscu ■
Co. expects to put on quarter-hot
script show on a 50,000-watt sts
tion six times weekly; Fox Dp^^:
qua^P'K^
will continue
Luxe Beerprograms
ter-hour
weekly six
on WGj
tc
and may use six quarter-hour pre tsi
grams weekly on smaller statioi t,j
Studebaker Sales Co. of Chicag^jifnest
will continue six quarter - hor) jUfy
periods weekly on WCFL featurin;^^,
a musical show; Stineway Dru![ic,
0:
tin;
"bulk"
to buy
Storeson expect
daily
a Chicago
Station;
Chicag.
Herald & Examiner (classifieJTWj
ads) will continue the Courthouiim rr.
Reporter on WJJD,
may mat
other radio commitments. Chris
tian
Business one
Men's
will continue
- hourAssociatic
prograi
daily on WJJD.
In addition, th
Chrysler
Kansas
City
Co. will
_ri' .
sum'e over
a half
-hour this
weekly
musicd
show
WHB
fall and
thagly
Gruen Watch Co., New York, wi^^jj.
continue seven daily time signa^^
WCFL.
AMERICAN
TOBACCO Co., _ - '
on
York, will sponsor a series of week
quarter-hour talks by Dorothy Thoni:
son, for Pall Mall cigarettes, tent
tively
set p.m.
for to
NBC-Red,
Friday
10 :45-ll
begin Aug.
\
Compton
Adv.
Inc.,
New
York
agency.
• Broadcast
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comedy type of program is
Ideals
of
Scripps^
Plan
Are
Well Benny
Received
But Station^ Agency
and
Sponsor Executives
Point
to
in
highest
as itadvertiser
is, isn't toit
good businessfavor,
for the
use
this
type
of
program
rather
practical Objections to Be Found
in Its Execution
than sponsor a symphony or draEVOLUTION of a trend toward
I believe, however, that any station
matic presentation? I believe that
must quibble.
He eye
saysalways
'that the
sponsor,
with his
on is wholly right in taking the posi- advertisers are sufficiently astute
"balanced pro^amming" paraded
tion
that
during
certain
periods
keep their finger on the pulse
into the open by WWJ, Detroit,
sales, doesn't take a hand in pro- advertisers will be pennitted to put and
this month in announcing a radical
of listening trends sufficiently to
gramming'.
Every
major
advertiser, either on its own initiative on programs of specified types, in know when the public wants a
change of program policy, is havchange in programs.
ing significant repercussions
or through a reputable agency, at- order that the complete schedule
throughout the industry.
tempts to study this problem and to of the station may render an ade"I believe that there is a great
Following disclosure of the plan tune the program to their particulquately varied service to the pub- opportunity for program developin the July 1 Broadcasting, which
ment on the part of stations and
ar sales job or requirements."
lic as a whole."
rroposes specially built programs
networks in their sustaining activities.
"Right
Direction"
—
Pryor
Sound,
Says
Mr.
Bellows
immovable periods, with or withArthur Pryor Jr.,
Point No. 2 — On the basis of
: commercial sponsorship, reacHenry
A. Bel-iCions have been obtained from exeMr. Scripps' programming plan,
of
lows, executive
of vice-president
what will happen if the preceding
Batten, Bartin,
.[cutives representing advertiser,
General Mills
and following network sponsors
Inc., former CBS
■i agency and station. Generally they
Durstine
&
Osborn Inc. New
change their type of show? Does
i-are in accord with the objective
vice-president and
this mean that an advertiser, after
;:of the policies outlined by W. J.
York,
the man
an
original
memwho
delivered
a
he has built a following on a specJ i.Scripps, general manager of WWJ,
ber of the Federfew lethal blows
j:Blthough a number of individuals
ific type of program, must arbial Radio Comtrarily change his radio offering
a t commercial
i:took occasion to point out shortmission, declared
because
the surrounding network
t comings and questioned the logic of
he viewed Mr.
and program
features have been changed? While
, the project at this time.
practices
of
sta„
Scripps'
there might be some theoretical
"a
b s o 1 uplan
t e 1 asy
■a Feeling that the WWJ proBellows
Pryor
Mr. likewise
NABmonth,
renouncement posed a serious questions at the last
Convention
advantage
to this,
it doesn'tfrom
seema
business
nor practical
tion of future program operations.
went along with the Scripps plan. good
commercial
standpoint.
"I
would
be
inclined
to
carry
it
Broadcasting sounded out senti"Third — It would seem to me
"move in the right dione step further,"
sound." Mr. Bel- Calling itrectioan," he declared,
ment among the groups most vital- even lows
however, that that instead of trying to pioneer
said. "Not only, in my judgit
was
his
opinion
that
whether
the
-iy affected. In addition to agency
ment, must each station so arin an individualistic way, Mr.
and advertiser viewpoints, the rerange its schedule as to give its
will be of benefit "de- Scripps might accomplish his purfractions of various types of sta- listeners an adequate variety of final outcome
pends entirely upon the execution
pose more effectively by an agreetions also were procured.
programs, but I think sooner or
ment with all radio stations in DeMr. Scripps, who was elected a later it is going to be necessary,
troit so that a radio listener would
of
the
plan."
Pumpian
Sees
Handicaps
' :vice-president of the NAB at the in the public interest, for all the
have a dialing choice during most
• iConvention in Chicago last month.
stations serving a community to
A number of important handi- hours of the day to suit his partia:i3 one of the pioneer figures in get together sufficiently so that at
caps in the plan suggested by
cular interest. I think it is more
i^adio despite his youth. It was his any given period the listeners will WWJ was seen by N. H. Pumpian,
important that radio stations staghave
a
reasonable
opportunity
for
director of media of Henri, Hurst
ger their schedules with each other
S'lBmateur
station
be- selection.
fr:ame
WWJradio
in 1920,
and that
it claims
& McDonald Inc., Chicago, who, in order to afford greater program
Jjtthe distinction, along with KDKA,
"The Gold Medal Hour over CBS
however, agreed that basically variety
for the listener to draw
icPittsburgh, of being the first actual
is our specific contribution toward
there is a need for better handling from.
solving the problem. We have felt of the public's radio program diet.
jtoroadcasting station to operate reg"It should be remembered that
iularly in the United States,
that good service to the public re"First, from a commercial stand- advertisers will continue their purri Mr. Scripps feels that the WWJ
quires intelligent programming,
chase of the radio medium only so
point, we must bear in mind that
the advertiser will continue to
vt'programming policy is another pio- with adequate variety, and we have
as it proves profitable. When
:ineering effort that will lead the found that we cannot count on this sponsor the type of program that long
returns from radio level off in
iT^roadcasting industry out of the unless we take enough time to build he considers having a major au- comparison to response from other
r^tvildemess of over-commercialism
dience and representing the most media, then we can expect commerour programs ourselves on this bar.and sameness of programs. Basicial interest in radio to wane. This
sis.
popular
type in
of show.
view of
the
manner
which InAmerican
"I am not so sure that Mr.
development may go to a point
>:',rally his plan is to diversify the Scripps
has found the only, or even
broadcasting is organized, it seems
:.-_3rogram offerings of WWJ for
where government subsidy to maintain radio broadcasting will be
^y^each hour of the day and each day the best, method of solving the reasonable that the advertiser will
.-_03f the week. Specially-built local problem. Whether advertisers will want to give the American pub- necessary, with a situation similar
lic the kind of show that meets its to that in Great Britain resulting.
( Orograms would be available for buy ready-made programs for cer;,r;ponsorship only if the sponsor actain periods seems open to question.
fancy. For example, if the Jack Personally, I prefer the American
system of commercial broadcasting,
T^oepted the program as offered.
even at the expense of some of its
^This will be done irrespective of
Ujietwork progi-am schedules and
disadvantages."
jj^ponsorship.
"Up to Networks"— Shepard
Jack Latham Comments
The networks,
rather
than the
The first agency reaction receiv3f3?d after publication of the WWJ
individual s t aoo^Dolicy was from Jack Latham, spot
tions, must start
Ti;-adio New
buyerYork.
of Young & Rubicam
the trend toward
rtplnc,
iM "Unsolicited or not," he wrote,
balanced prom'l cannot help but comment on
grams if it is to
ieiVWJ's new program policy. To
get
anywhere
a
large
scale, on
in
•%-]TiY mind it represents a trementhe
of
iiious amount of courage for any
John judgment
Shepard 3d,
J. Shepard
".e station to take such a stand.
The management of WWJ is
president of the
Yankee and Colonial Networks. Re. rrtainly to be commended and I,
garded as one of the most astute
iTi'or one, not only support such an
broadcasters in the country, Mr.
r,-uttitude, but also fervently hope
^ti;;hat the result will be so outstandShepard vocatehas
been a persistent
adof improved
programming
diingly successful that the other larby stations.
T'^er stations throughout the nation
Commenting on Mr. Scripps'
sMU
follow the example. Too
FIFTEEN
PERCENTERS
—
This
quartet
made
its
first
and
last
appearplan, Mr. Shepard said that his
Tiany stations have made it a pracance at the Stanley Hotel, Estes Park, Colorado, last month, on the organization and he believed most
V; ':ice to pack their schedules regardoccasion of the KLZ-KVOR Good Will Tour, attended by some 50 ad- all other stations have tried to
's of program value. The mind
vertiser and agency executives. Left to right are 0. C. Brown, adverkeep a fair balance between pro.1 the eye seem to have been fotising manager of the Daily Oklahoman & Times, Oklahoma City; C. J.
grams "but there are so many
ussed altogether too much on the Baker, Maxon Inc., Detroit; John F. Mayer, Street & Finney Inc., New
things that arise it really makes it
York,
and
Leonard
T.
Bush,
Compton
Advertising
Inc.,
New
York.
I'llmighty 'net.'
particularly in
Following the rendition, the quartet received a spontaneous shower of an impossibility,
(Continued on page 6^)
"In reading Bill Scripps' article
; find one paragraph with which I coppers. They swear the song was not Pennies From Heaven.
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Transfer

of

Wheeler

Stock

Refused
By WGAR
FCC Declines to Permit Sale
To WGAR-WJR Principals
WITHOUT stating its reason, the
FCC Broadcast Division on July 2
denied authority to transfer the
stock of WGAR, Cleveland, from
the corporation operating it to another comprising the same principals, thereby setting a precedent
in such transfer cases.
Refusal to grant the request,
which had been recommended by
one of the FCC examiners, gave
rise to speculation as to whether
the Commission took into account
the transaction whereby WJR,
Detroit, owned by the same interests, in 1935 sold some 20% of its
stock to the public through W. E.
Hutton & Co., investment bankers.
The application for assignment was
from WGAR Broadcasting Co., of
Cleveland, to WJR, The Goodwill
Station, operating the Detroit outlet. Actually, the transfer was
viewed simply as a "paper transaction," since the principal ownership would remain the same.
Control of WGAR is vested in
G. A. Richards, president, through
ownership of 625 shares of the
1,000 shares outstanding; Leo J.
Fitzpatrick, vice-president and general manager of WJR, with 225
shares ; P. M. Thomas, comptroller
of WJR, 50 shares and John F.
Patt, vice-president and general
manager of WGAR, 100 shares.
These individuals, and certain
others, also owned all of the stock
of WJR prior to the public sale of
a portion of the stock.
Approved by Examiner
In September, 1935, when the
WJR transaction was evolved, WJR
submitted to each of the WGAR
stockholders an offer to exchange
20 shares of WJR for one share of
WGAR, subject to the provisions
that the shares were not to be delivered and exchanged and would
not be transferred until the FCC's
consent had been received. The
offer was accepted by the WGAR
stockholders and the application
for transfer filed. When the FCC
failed to find upon examination
that public interest would be served,
the application was designated for
hearing, which was held Oct. 2
before Examiner Ralph L. Walker.
Last January Mr. Walker recommended favorable action.
Under FCC procedure reasons
for the denial of the application
were not made public but probably
will be before the effective date of
the order on Aug. 31. Whether its
grounds are founded upon the WJR
transaction or upon any conclusion
that the values cited for the transfer were not in justifiable proportion to tangible value of the property, as has been expressed by examiners in other transfer cases,
will not be ascertained until the
statement of facts and grounds for
decision are made public.
Counsel for WGAR in the proceeding was Seymour O'Brien,
understood to be attorney for the
Hutton Company. In the hearing
it was brought out that the WJR
contract with Hutton provided for
the sale of certain shares of WJR
stock. In addition the contract provided that subject to the FCC consent, WJR would acquire all of
the stock of WGAR from the owners in exchange for 20,000 shares
of capital stock of WJR. Then the
Page 14 . July 15, 1937

May

Gambling

AfFect

Bil

Broadcasts

Covering
Horse Race*
A BILL which may have a beai i
ing upon broadcasts of race tracl
information, and possibly of re
suits, was introduced in the Sen
ate July 8 by Senator Wheeler (D

NEW HOME OF KGNC— July marked the opening of this $40,000 onestory structure in downtown Amarillo, now occupied by the Amarillo
Globe-News station headed by Ted Taylor, who is also secretary-manager
of the Tri-State Fair, with Wesley Izzard as production manager and
secretary-treasurer. Completely Western Electric equipped throughout,
the new KGNC plant includes a large studio for audiences and features
the latest acoustical treatment.
Plans

for

Removal

Shifted When
San
WIDESPREAD resentment on the
part of San Francisco air fans,
the mayor, board of supervisors,
the Down Town Association and the
Chamber of Commerce over the
Don Lee
network's
removal of two
major proposed
shows from
San Francisco to Hollywood,
brought about a change of heart in
the broadcasting company. And
the result was — the shows stay at
KFRC, San Francisco.
Pressure brought to bear by the
Chamber of Commerce was in part,
instrumental in making the Don
Lee network change its mind about
its previously announced plans to
shift production of two local daily
programs. Morning Merrymakers
and Feminine Fancies to Hollywood the end of June. The proposed move was to be an economy
step andnation ofwould
call for maintained
the elimithe orchestra
by the KFRC studios.
When the plight was made public Charles Page, executive vicepresident of the San Francisco
Chamber of Commerce sent a letter to Wilbur Eickelberg, KFRC
manager, requesting that production be increased instead of decreased in San Francisco. Eickelberg was at the NAB convention
in Chicago, however, and Page sent
him a wire later. The executives
of the San Francisco Musicians
Union, No. 6, likewise started
owners of the WGAR stock agreed
to offer 9,200 shares of the capital
stock of WJR.
Examiner Walker, in his recommendation, concluded that it appeared that the application could
be granted within the purview of
the Communications Act; that the
group of stockholders who now control WGAR also control the proposed transferee, WJR, and that
public interest would be served by
consenting to the proposed transfer
of control "in that the services of
the engineering, program and other
departments of WJR, the larger
station, will be more readily available to WGAR."
Under
FCC procedure it is nossible for WGAR to petition the
FCC en banc for a rehearing and
reconsideration. It also has the
option of appealing the case to the
U. S. trict
Court
of Appeals for the Disof Columbia.

of Network
Shows
Francisco Protests
wires to the Don Lee officials in
Chicago, protesting the dismissal
of the studio orchestra. After a
conference in the East, the chiefs
of the California network sent the
following telegraphic reply to Mr.
Page of the Chamber of Commerce:
"The Don Lee Organization,
moved by your letter, has cancelled all plans to move any of its
programs from San Francisco or
decrease its personnel in any way.
Stop. Appreciate spirit expressed
in your letter and glad to cooperate. Kind regards, Wilbur EickelMeanwhile, however, NBC went
ahead with its previously anto move
One Man's
Family, nounced
its plans
prize
dramatic
show,
toberg."
Hollywood on Aug. 8. This will
take a weekly payi'oll of more than
$2,000 away from San Francisco.
The removal will take from the
Bay City Carlton E. Morse, the
author and 11 cast members, which
include: J. Anthony Smythe, Minetta Ellen, Michael Raffetto, Bernice Berwin, Kathleen Wilson, Barton Yarborough, Page Oilman,
Winifred Wolfe, Walter Patterson,
Helen Musselman and Barbara Jo
Allen.
Carlton Morse declares it is
not a permanent removal, but
just a "vacation" for the cast
"What is contemplated is not a
permanent change, but just a
change in scenery. I see no reason why we should not return in
theWhen
autumn,"
concluded.recently
in SanheFrancisco
Ford Billings, general manager of
the California Radio System stated
that he considered San Francisco
an important program producing
center for radio. He added that
the California Radio System would
maintain the same amount of production at San Francisco as it has
ii) the past. The network maintains a 20-piece orchestra and
aFrancisco.
large staff of artists at San
CHICAGO'S famous Grant Park
concerts, featuring famous orchestras
and artists, are being carried over
the NBC-Blue. CBS and MBS networks under the cooperative sponsorship of the Chicaffo Park District with
James C. Petrillo. president of the
Chicago Federation of Musicians, as
supervisor.
BROADCASTING

terstate
Commerceof Committee,
t<
Mont.), chairman
the Senate In'
which it was referred. Setting u]
criminal penalties for the trans
mission of gambling information
by
radio, wire
or cable,
introduced
at the
requesttheof bill
the waIn
ternational Association of Polic'
Chiefs, having been endorsed b^f that body at its national conven
tion in Kansas City last year.
Jurisdiction would be given th
Department of Justice to enforc ;
provisions
the act.
and length of
of prison
termsThefor fine
vio '
lations were left blank, to be in .
serted after committee consideraf
tion. The measure would place ;
broad interpretation on transmis
sion of gambling information. No
only those sending and receivini
the information, but also the wir
or radio concerns transmitting it
would be liable.
The term "gambling informa-Jj^,
tion" was defined as i n c 1 u d i n
"any information previous to th
occurrence of an event, the occur
ence or result of which is uncer
tain, relating to the mathematicaj ¥j.
changes of or odds on the occur^
ence of or a particular result o
any such event or the amount o
money wagered on the occurrenc
of or a particular result of an
There were immediate repercu.^
such
sions event."
from newspapers, on th
ground that the bill would preclud
publication of advance selections o
horse races and also might possibl
prevent publication of crop esti i .
mates, stock market prognostica^^i
tions and similar data. For th
same reasons, telegi'aphic con:
panies also were expected to pre
test. The language of the bill, i ^
was said, appeared to permit ar
nouncement over stations of rac
results. However, it would pre
elude advance information an
"tipster service," it is felt.
hi
WPG

SALE

RUMORS

OFFICIALLY

DENIEl ; Li:

SPIKING
recurring
reports tha'
WPG, Atlantic
City municipal
sta
tion, will be sold, C. D. White C
mayor of the municipality, assert:^-";
ed July 9 any
that change
the city whatever
did not con.
template
i,: ire".
the ownership or operation of th
station. WPG operates five-sev
enthssharing
time on
1100 (former!.
kc. chart'
nel,
withtheYork
WBIL
WLWL)
of New
;
Arde Bulova, New York watCj
manufacturer and broadcaster, r
cently acquired WLWL. A pla
has been
under for
way the
to procure
fu' m.
time
operation
new WBIl
through a switch in frequency fo^
WPG to 1130 kc, deletion of WOVfjC
New York station operating o i- 7
1130 kc, also owned by Bulov&L,;,
and procurement of consent fror
KSL, Salt Lake City, whereb
WPG would be permitted to opei
ate full time with 1,000 watts O:
its 1130 kc. clear channel.
Mayor White declared that WP(
not only was not for sale but th.L
city did not contemplate an
change in channel assignment.
^j, .
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in Fall
Probe
ered." While broadcasting stations
cannot be defined as common carfj^hite Resolution
Covers
Fact-Finding Study of Entire
riers open to all comers, he asserted they might be defined as
utilities of a character which
'^lommunications Field; Rates and Press Covered
"We would like to determine
shouldtrol. Inbethissubjected
to rate
gether with statements of the fair
N IXTEXSIV'E Senate subcomconnection,
as inconall
whether our legislation rests on
value of the physical assets ; minor;:tee "study" of the entire comothers,
he
said
he
had
an
open
mind
solid
ground
and
whether
we
ought
ity
transfers,
and
the
geographical
..nications realm but with partiand simply wanted to sound out indistribution of facilities to ascer- to declare a different policy than
i.r emphasis on broadcasting and
dustry sentiment and place all
that prescribed in the Act of
tain whether there is an eauitable
regulation is possible during
groups on notice as to the intended
fall recess of Congress as the distribution of service throughout
1927," he declared. "If that policy scope
of the inquiry.
the industry.
is construed as sound, we should
^Towth of the White resolution
Press-Radio Ownership
Senator White favors a recess in- then devise methods of making it
; Res-149), introduced July 6 in
>e Senate.
quiry by a subcommittee, possibly
his resolution raised
Sen. effective."
White asserted he was inter- theSimilarly,
issue of newspaper ownership,
Sweeping and all inclusive in of five members, which could hold more
ested
only
in
the
inquiry
from
the
: e, the resolution proposes a its fact-finding hearings after Conas a "very instandpoint" and in the which is described
. ;-finding analysis of communigress adjourns. Adjournment is ex- "study
teresting
question." Referring
enunciation of policies which would
pected in September with the new
the
Wheeler
proposal
for completeto
-j^icions, seeking new declarations
make enforcement more effective.
divorcement of newspapers from
policy which would stabilize the session to convene in January.
He pointed out that actually there
ownership of stations, the Senator
Senator Wheeler (D.-Mont.),
^'.idustries involved and methods of chairman
has
been no appraisal of radio pol- asserted he would like to inquire
of
the
Interstate
Com■■''overnmental regulation. Practicalicies
since
the
Radio
Act
of
1927,
merce Committee, declared July 8
situation obtaining be..' every phase of broadcast operawhich now is embodied as part of into the
C.cn debated in or out of Congress
tween newspapers which own radio
he was in sympathy with the White
Communications
Act
adopted
in
resolution. The Maine Senator had the
stations and those which do not, in1934.
' .iring
years is discussed the proposal with him
sofar as competition is concerned.
-red the
in last
the half-dozen
27-point document
Senator
White
asserted
his
resoearlier
this
session
but
Senator
.ed in the hopper by Senator
"The question also arises
lution
has
no
connection
whatever
whether
the two means of reaching
■hite (R-Maine). Although a mi- Wheeler had not seen the resoluority member, Senator White is
tion prior to its introduction. The with the Connery Resolution (H- the American eye and ear should
committee chairman has been an Res-92), proposing an inquiry into not be competitive. Of definite coni^'^'garded as the foremost expert in outspoken critic of existing condi- alleged
monopoly of broadcasting
sequence to the newspapers them■,-cngress
on
matters
relating
to
raand communications.
selves is the question whether this
tions in broadcasting and has fav- which has been pending before the
House
Rules
Committee
practically
adventure
into the radio business
ored particularly separation of since this session convened last
Early Action Unlikely
will not cost them a substantial denewspaper and station ownership.
Senator Wheeler likewise has been January. The Connery measure
gree of independence because of the
~- Referred to the Senate Interstate
drew the istration
opposition
of the
adminfact that stations operate under a
an
opponent of purported network
"'ommerce Committee, the resoluforces
because
it
had
all
government franchise whereas
' on probably will be considered as monopoly in broadcasting, and of
the earmarks of a muck-racking
■'•ton as that committee finds it pos- superpower.
inquiry by a special committee
The White doResolution
grows out
newspapers
not."
'■''1)le to hold another meeting,
Appraisal of Policies
rather than one of the regular
-ihere is little likelihood of action
of a strongly worded address delivcommittees
of
Congress.
Following introduction of his
jthorizing an investigation during
ered by the Maine Senator in the
Senate on March 17, in which he
Earnings of stations, with a posSenator White empha'^'■le current session, because of the proposal,
sible view toward some sort of rate urged an inquiry into the commersized that he did not propose a
ii-'ressure
of other Senators
legislation.queried
cial rates and profits of stations
regulation, are part of the White
Administration
"fishing expedition" into broadcastwith a view either to possible rate
ing or its regulation but desired a Resolution. On this score Mr. White
"|i the White proposal were inclinregulation or levies to meet the cost
study of conditions as they exist to declared he felt rate regulation
yi to be dubious about the resolu(Continued on page 66)
^■•on viewing it as a possible anti- correct any evils.
"very definitely ought to be consid^- ew Deal "fact-finding" study that
^ .ight easily be converted into an
'-:tack upon administration policies
Text of White Resolution
Proposing Radio Probe
. . .
- ^aling with radio.
The crux of the resolution is exsons and companies have been engaged in
Whereas the Communications Act of 1934 service and that a licensee should not en"^Vessed in a clause which would au- declared
the acquisition and sale of broadcasting
it to be the purpose of Congrress —
joy exclusive rights of operation :
stations,
licenses, and frequencies ; that the
lorize the Committee to "make a
(a) To maintain the control of the
(g) That all laws of the United States
permitted
United States over all the channels of in- relating to unlawful restraints and monopo- licensingtrationauthority
^'lorough
and
complete
investigation
of stations has
in some
parts concenof the
lies
and
to
combinations,
contracts,
and
terstate
and
foreigrn
radio
transmission
;
: the broadcasting industry in the to provide for the use of such channels
country and has failed to give equitable
agreements
in
restraint
of
trade
should
be
nited States and of broadcasting,
radio
service
to
the
people
of
the
several
but
not
the
ownership
thereof
by
persons
applicable to the manufacture and sale of States and the communities thereof ; that
id of the acts, rules, regulations,
for limited periods of time under licenses and trade in radio anparatus and devices with
the approval of the Commission there
granted by Federal authority, and that no entering into or affecting interstate or for- has
id policies of the FCC with re- such
come about a monopolistic concentralicenses should be construed to create
eign radio communication, and that should
ject to broadcasting and to report any right
tion of ownership or control of stations
beyond the terms, conditions, and any licensee be guilty of any violation of in the
chain companies of the United
periods thereof ;
such laws his license should be revoked ;
[3' The
the Senate
the
results
thereof."
States
: that through exclusive traffic arresolution was couched in
(b) That no station license should be
(h) That a station license should be rerangements and otherwise monopolistic
fused
any
person
unlawfully
monopolizing
granted
until
the
applicant
therefor
had
f rosaic language and did not con- signed a waiver of any claim to the use or attempting unlawfully to monopolize control of the facilities of foreign communication
by
radio
being accomplished,
radio communication through control of and that the actsisand
[I'^jmn existing practices but rather of any particular frequency or of the the
attitude of the
manufacture or sale of radio apparatus,
ether as against the regulatory power of
Commission
are
aiding
encouraging
^"jiquired as to their existence. In the
United States because of the previous through exclusive traffic arrangements, or such monopoly ; that theandCommission
such frequency :
by any
other means, or to any person its decision of causes disregards its ownin
'^idition
to raising
of al- use(c)of That
t
i
o
n
;
^ :ged monopoly
boththe inissues
broadcastthere should be no transfer or having used unfair methods of competi- rules and standards ; that in the determi.■'ig and in communications, the res- assignment of a station license or the frenation of matters before it the Commisquency authorized to be used without the
(i) That there should be no combination
sion has been affected and controlled by
'"';ution mentioned such matters as consent in writing of the licensing authori- between
wire
companies
and
radio
compolitical
and other influences not contemty, to the end that technical considerations,
•■'arported playing of politics on
panies if the purpose or effect thereof was
plated by statute and not entitled to conf^ie FCC; sale of stock by broadcitizenship, character, the financial and to lessen competition in interstate or
sideration by a regulatory and quasi-ju^'••isting companies; purported pay- other qualifications of a transferee or as- foreign communication : and
dicial
and that the
it haspurpose
failed ofto the
obsignee should be taken into account in de, ent to licensees for not interposservebodyand ;effectuate
Rights in Frequencies
termining whether a transferee or assignee
Congress
and
the
laws
enacted
by
it
in
possessed the statutory qualifications of a
Whereas it has been charged among
'^'^ig objections to pending broadcast
and other respects : Therelicense holder and that his use of a fre- other things and is believed by many per- the foregoing
"■"■pplications ; extent of newspaper
fore
be
it
quency would be in the public interest ;
sons that rights in frequencies beyond the
i^jATiership and its effect upon com(d) That the people of the different
Committee Authorization
of licenses are being asserted by
j^eting newspapers; effect of chain
States and the communities thereof should terms
the
holders
thereof and recognized by the
Resolved,
That istheauthorized
Committeeand ondirected
Inter□Derations upon the financial set- have efficient and equitable radio service : Federal Communications
Commission : that
state
:('*p of chain affiliated and inde(e) That broadcasting licenses should licenses, though in form limited in time as to make aCommerce
thorough
and
complete
investil^^endent stations and the desirabil- not be for a longer term than three years, orovided by law, and the frequencies theregation of the broadcasting industry in the
but with the right of the Commission to
in granted are being treated by the hold- United States and of broadcasting, and
cKy of special regulations governgrant
a
renewal
from
time
to
time
upon
ers
and
the
users
thereof
and
by
the
Comof
the
acts,
rules, regulations, and policies
f^ig chain operations; time used for the same considerations which justified the
mis ion as though granted for much longer of the Federal Communications Commission with respect to broadcasting and to
terms than designated in the licenses ;
KJ^roadcasting of commercial pro- original license ;
That the Commission should include that the licensing authority has in effect report to the Senate the results thereof.
il'rams and whether there should be in (f)
particular, but not to the exclusion
the license granted to a licensee engaged recognized vested property rights of great of Inother
enintrol or regulation of radio ad- in
the said Committee is
foreign communication such of the
licenses and in frequencies con- authorized matters,
directed to make and to
oi^srtising; the extent to which sta- terms, conditions, or restrictions which value traryinto the
letter and spirit of the law ; report to theandSenate
the results of an inons are used to build up other the President might impose with respect that by various devices and means control
vestigation and study of —
to cable licenses under the Act entitled of licenses and of frequencies have passed
(1)
The
cases
if
any
ComP-'asinesses or enterprises in which
others than the original licensee without
mission has departed fromin which
or has the
modified
"An Acteration relating
op- to
of submarineto the
cableslanding
in the and
United
v'le licensees are engaged; investthe written approval of the Commission or the application of its regulations and the
ents in stations ; sale prices of States", approved May 27, 1921, as would with Commission approval given in disre- engineering and other standards generally
certain just and reasonable rates and
:ations sold or transferred to- make
(Continued on page 50)
gard of congressional purpose ; that perSenate
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ASCAP

Artists
Radio
for
Clamors
dramatic programs. They feel that
Pertinent example of film comthe vast amount of available box
Hollywood Producers
pany's
loss of power
is seen in the
office talent in Hollywood wall infailure
recently
of
Paramount
to
Set Up Scout Offices
sure capable casting. The about face
put Dorothy Lamour on the CBS
Hollywood Hotel program as guest on the commercial agency front,
To Comb Studios
artist. NBC Artists Bureau, with only recently seeking to build shows
By DAVID GLICKMAN
around headliners, is throwing the
she is under contract, turned
COLLAPSE of motion picture whom
whole business of radio entertaindown
the
appearance
because
she
domination of radio talent is in
ment open to new ideas and giving
signed exclusively for another
the immediate offing, in the opinion was
strong impetus to a broadened
program. Although Miss
scheme
of entertainment.
of observers in Hollywood. All in- weekly
Lamour was willing to go on the
dications point to a swing of the broadcast,
The market has become strong
and
Paramount
brought
balance of power from pictures to pressure to bear, radio held the likewise for assembled shows with
radio, with the latter lending what
one or more top talent headliners.
talent it chooses to films and lifting balance of power and refused to But with a 52 weeks season, the
what it wants from that field of yield, winning its point.
Hollywood advertising agency ex- commercials are weighing every
entertainment.
factor involved before signing conecutives are also of the opinion
Radio has suddenly come to the
tracts. Itis the material and its posthe motion picture control is
realization that it has been giving that
sibility of carrying a wallop over a
everything to the Hollywood motion virtually at an end and predict that sustained period that is interesting
easy-big money days for
picture industry, it is pointed out, radio's
artists are going into eclipse. the Hollywood agencies. Bitter exbut getting very little in return, guest
perience of having to bolster a lagThey point out that sponsors are
except criticism.
ging show with costly guest stars
of paying exorbitant prices
Signal indication of the trend to tired
from the motion pictures has
for guest star appearances which
radio power is the failure of major have
made them not only cautious but
enriched film celebrity purses
Hollywood film companies to block- by more than a quarter million forehanded in diagnosing show
book their player lists to network
dollars this past year. This, they setups.
shows. Balking of topline motion
say, will be eliminated shortly.
picture stars to restrictions which
These advertising executives
their studios have sought to impose
Hollywood
anhave found that "name value" is DON WILSON,
nouncer, has been NBC
cast for
a character
upon their radio activities is also over-rated
unless coupled with ade- role in Behind the Mike, to be proindicative of the breakdown.
quate material. Headline names
duced by Universal Pictures Corp. He
A fundamental cause of the
are taking secondary place in the is also appearing as narrator for a
current balance of radio values series of 13 sport shorts, to be released
motion
picture
industry's
power
leakage is the studding of feature
RKO Radio Pictures Inc., Walter
player contract lists with talent they say. Several of the leading by
Hollywood agencies, Young & Rubi- Bunker, NBC Hollywood producer,
primarily loyal and contracted to cam
was a collaborator in writing Behind
Inc. among them, are definitely
radio. Major picture studio talent emphasizing material in shar)ing the Mike.
lists show definite domination by
radio headliners in at least two instances and heavy enrollment al- Don Lee to Add
More Stations to List;
most without exception.
Need of New Talent
Sanjose^ Likely
The motion picture industry is KOL^ Seattle^ — KQW^
constantly in need of new faces and DON LEE Broadcasting System,
completed in the East to send a
talent and has conducted extensive
the Pacific Coast unit of Mutual
heavy castsschedule
football
broadraids on radio for entertainers and
over Mutualof this
fall and
the
Broadcasting System, plans to add
two more stations to its list of ten network will increase its sports
dramatic players, with Hollywood
scouts reaching out to many broad- by Aug. 15. It is understood KOL,
coverage generally, as well as origcasting studios. With radio re- Seattle, and KQW, San Jose, Cal.
inate several other types of transmaining virtually the only virgin have been signed.
continental urograms from Los AnThis was indicated July 10 by
field for new and untried talent,
geles and Hollywood.
Two
new
network programs to
most of the major Hollywood pic- Lewis Allen Weiss, general manture studios have established intelagerturn
of Don
Lee
following
his
rebe
produced
at
KHJ for Mutual refrom San Francisco. The
lease have already been set, he
ligence boards in the larger cities
report was that active affiliation
said. George Jessel and Norma
to look over and pass temporary
judgment on local radio talent.
would start within 30 days. It also Talmadge have been signed to head
was indicated three more California
a new variety show under grout)
First
to
eff'ect
such
a
tieup
was
stations will be added shortly and
RKO Radio Pictures Inc., which
snonsorshit),
starting
Sent. 5. Ti-it
tled 30 Minutes
in Hollywood,
that negotiations are on to bring
brought Patricia Dunlap, Chicago
radio entertainer to Hollywood for seven stations in Washington and will be heard Sunday, 2:30-3 p.
Oregon into the affiliated group.
screen tests. Columbia Pictures
m. (PST), and will carry a dramatic spot and be augmented by a
Negotiations are definitely on
Corp., has a similar "discovery"
name orchestra, probably David
organization independent of the with KIEM, Eureka, and KVCV,
to affiliate by fall. KHSL,
Broekman's. The second is a nightstudio's regular casting and agent Redding,
Chico, is another objective. KOL
channels, while Twentieth Centuryly quarter-hour sponsored script
show starring Nat and Alexander
Fox Film Corp., first studio to and KQW will take all Don Lee
network
programs
originating
from
Carr,
in a Max <fe Mawrus skit
recognize in NBC's Don Ameche a
potential dramatic star, has set KHJ, Los Angeles, and also Mutual
reminiscent of their "Potash and
dates for a series of screen tests programs under the planned agreePerlmutter" comic antics. Eight
ment. KQW is operated by Ralph weekly transcontinental programs
of radio actors and entertainers
R.
Brunton
who
also
operates
now
originate from KHJ.
soon to be brought to Hollywood.
With all this heavy production
Tyrone Power, at this studio, is a KJBS, San Francisco. KOL, a link
the CBS Pacific Coast network,
scheduled Don Lee Broadcasting
former NBC Chicago personality. in
Recent Universal Picture Corp. ac- an affiliation which will be severed
System is continuing its negotiations with NBC to lease that netby January, is operated by Archie
quisitions are William Lundigan,
Taft
and
Louis
Wasmer.
KIRO,
Syracuse announcer; Ella Logan,
work's nresent quarters in Hollvfrom radio; Michael Fitzmaurice, then becomes the CBS Seattle out- wood [Broadcasting, July 1]. Mr.
Weiss stated that inventory of the
Los Angeles announcer and radio let.
NBC Hollywood studios has been
Don Lee may also have a Fresno
actor. Warner Bros, has Walter
Cassel and Doris Weston, both station, a construction permit for taken and terms are being disNBC contractees.
new outlet in that city having been
cussed. If they come to an agreement Don Lee network will move
Paramount Productions Inc. con- granted to George Harm by the
into the NBC studios bv Jan. 1.
tract list is indicative of radio's FCC. Mr. Harm is Cadillac motor
domination. Talent under contract car distributor at Fresno and thus Under these conditions MBS should
make its future nlans announceincludes Jack Benny, Burns & associated with the Don Lee organment by the end of July.
ization. The FCC permit is for a
Allen, Charles Butterworth, Bing
Meanwhile the Don Lee Broad100-watt station, operating on 1310
Crosby, Dorothy Lamour, Kenny
Baker, Gladys Swarthout, W. C. kc. with unlimited time. Don Lee
casting System is in for a big pubFields, Martha Raye, Fibber Mc- network owns and operates KHJ,
licity buildup. Radio Features Service Inc., Hollywood, has been hired
KFRC, KGB, KDB. and has as af.
Gee & Molly, Niela Goodeele, Andre
Kostelanetz, Judy Canova, Shirley filiates KFXM, KPMC. KDON,
to supplement the activities of SeyKGDM, KVOE and KXO.
Ross and a host of others whose
mour Peiser, Don Lee network pubDiscussing
MBS
plans,
Mr.
Weiss
allegiance
is strongly shared by
licity director, in publicizing netradio.
work programs.
stated that arrangements have been

Filmland
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Affiliation

AFof

L Urged

Help
in Legislative Battlee
Seen Under Union's Wing
A DEFINITE move to affiliate
ASCAP with the American Federation of Labor was started in
Hollywood July 7 at a meeting of
more than 100
members of the
orga nE.i zC.a tMills,
i o n,
when
ASCAP trative
adminiscommittee
chairman was

Mr. Mills

principal speaker.
ASCAP has
battles
its
hands in 22 on
states

against adverse legislation and
the orgathe that
leaders
many of nization
can
theseof fights
feel
be carried on more successfully
under the protection of AFofL.
There are, however, so many problems to be solved, so many questions to be answered before such
affiliation can be consummated,
that the plan to take a formal
vote was postponed until a future
date, when such action will be
taken in New York, according to
Mr. Mills. The intervening time
vnW be used to perfect plans and
to judge the results, pro and con.
Members at the meeting apparently were not of one mind on the
subject, which was the reason for
deferring the vote to seek AFofL
affiliation, although Mr. Mills stated that the move to join was favorably received.
Mr. Mills told those at the meeting of the troubles besetting the
organization
in bargaining
its effort for
to enforce collective
its
members and the harmful bills introduced in many legislatures, all
of which, he said, are sponsored
by smaller
radio stations
to prevent the operation
of ASCAP
as
such bargaining agency. The
AFofL setup, he advised, would
give them complete autonomy, and
the right to decide as a unit the
extent of their support of other
labor groups on strike.
It was ecutive
pointed
excommitteeoutof that
the the
AFofL
has already indicated its willingness to accept ASCAP membership
as a union group, affiliated with
the Musicians' Federation. Regardless of a victory for ASCAP in its
hearings before Federal Courts,
the organization vnW probably go
union, feeling
most satisfactorythis
method istotheprotect
its
royalty-gathering functions.
W. T. Grant Placing
W. T. GRANT Co., New York,
which operates 479 variety stores
throughout the country, will launch
a radio and newspaper-magazine
campaign early in the fall, using
a transcribed quarter -hour variety
show to be broadcast three times
weekly for 13 weeks on 19 stations beginning Sept. 5. Station
list is not definitely set as yet, but
the cities in which the programs
will be broadcast are: Buffalo. Detroit, Jacksonville, Miami, Philadelphia. St. Paul, New Orleans,
Nashville, Louisville, Richmond.
Memphis, Dallas, Indianapolis, El
Paso, Houston, San Francisco, Los
Angeles,
Lake isCity
Kansas City.Salt
Agency
N. and
W. Ayer
& Son Inc., New York.
• Broadcast
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SECOND AND THIRD — Richard Hance, IG-year-old son of Kenneth
Hance, vice-president of KSTP, St. Paul, won the $50 second prize in the
Broadcasting Kandid Kamera Kontest for the photo at left. It shows
(left to right) his mother and father in conversation with Niles Trammel, NBC Chicago vice-president. At right is an action shot of William
Herb

Hollister

Young Hance and Borton
Next; Shafto Wins
Novelty Prize
HERB HOLLISTER, general
manager of KANS, Wichita, was
selected by a board of impartial
judges as winner of the $100 first
prize in the Kandid Kamera Kontest, staged by Broadcasting in
connection with the NAB Convention held June 20-23 in Chicago.
Richard Hance, 16, an embryo
engineer and son of Kenneth M.
Hance, vice-president of KSTP, St.
Paul, was awarded the $50 second
prize. F. W. Borton, of WQAM,
Miami, Fla., won the $25 third
prize. The novelty prize of $10 was
awarded to Richard M. Shafto, of
WIS, Columbia, S. C.
Judges of the contest, all nationally-known figures in the photographic world, were Arthur A. DeTitta, Washington manager, Movietone News Inc.; Harry M. Van
Tine, manager. International News
Photos, Washington, and Andrew
J. (Buck) May, manager, news
photo department, Harris & Ewing
Inc.
First Prize to Hollister
After examining nearly 2 0 0
prints, many of which were of outstanding excellence, the judges selected Mr. Hollister's luncheon
board-meeting shot [page 17] of C.
W. (Chuck) Myers, retiring NAB
president, and John Elmer, new
president, agreeing unanimously on
the photograph which they declared
of exceptional merit both from the
standpoint of all-around technical
quality and subject matter.
Second prize was awarded young
Hance, who snapped the candid picture (above) of his father and
mother in conversation with Niles
Trammel, NBC Chicago vice-president. The elder Hance submitted
his photos along with those of his
son as one entry.
The third prize was awarded Mr.
Borton because his photograph
(above) of William S. Hedges, vicepresident of WLW, on the rostrum,
obviously was taken under difficulPage 18 • July 15, 1937

Wins

S. Hedges, vice-president and general manager of WLW, Cincinnati,
which the judges decided was taken under difficult lighting conditions.
It was snapped by F. W. Borton, of WQAM, Miami, and won the $25
third
(See next
pageColumbia,
for award
of $10 novelty prize, won b"
Richardprize.
M. Shafto,
of WIS,
S. C.)

Kandid

ties. It was viewed as particularly
good in view of the fact that no
lighting aids were used. Moreover
it was declared to be excellent from
the standpoint of subject matter.
Selection of the novelty prize
proved a comparatively simple task,
the judges quickly and unanimous-

Kontest

ly choosing a bathroom scene [page
19] snapped
by Mr.of Shafto
included a number
novel who
studies
in his entries. Another Shafto entry, showing a mural in the Associated Music Publishers headquarters at the Sherman, received serious consideration for this prize.

LOOK AT THIS ONE— The judges in the Broadcasting Kandid Kamera
Kontest stopped for a moment as they passed among a number of big
tables on which were spread nearly 200 photos entered by cameraminded radio folk. Left to right are Harry M. Van Tine, International
News Photos; Arthur A. DeTitta, Washington manager, Fox Movietone News Inc.; Andrew J. (Buck) May, manager, news photo department, Harris & Ewing Inc.
BROADCASTING

Honorable mention awards [page
19] to W. R. Cline, of WLS, Chiphotographmanager
of J. Lesliecago,Fox,for his
commercial
of
KMBC,tion; toKansas
City,
in
conversaRoyal E. Penny, WPTF,
Raleigh, N. C, for an action photo
of H. K. Carpenter, WHK-WJAY,
and Mrs. Carpenter dancing at College Inn; to Mr. Shafto for a shot
of Ned Midgley, BBDO time buyer, caught at a telephone; to Mr.
Hollister for a striking action
photo of Reggie Schuebel, of Blow
Co., while she was being tossed
about by a group of professional
tumblers who performed at the
NAB banquet; to William H. West,
manager of WTMV, E. St. Louis,
for action photo of Harry Butcher sinking a putt; to Mr. Hance
for candid shot of a group of reps.
Special mention was also awarded by the judges to the following
for excellence in either subject
matter or technical merit; Clark
A. Luther, manager, WOC, Davenport; Phil Lasky, manager, KSFO,
San Francisco, for a group of candid pictures which were not large
enough to conform to Kontest
rules;tor oftoresearch
C. W. Horn,
NBC direcand development,
for a group picture of the NBC
delegation at the convention.
Judges Given Freedom
The three judges examined the
contest photographs July 8. They
were given copies of the Kandid sf i
Kamera Kontest rules and taken t ]
into a large room where all the
photographs
laid out oncould
tables. No nameswere
of contestants
be seen and the judges were given
absolute freedom of selection.
After a preliminary examination
of the nearly 200 entries, they selected about 40 out of which the
winning photographs were chosen.
The judges, all of whom are experts at operating both movie and
still equipment of all kinds, spoke
'f
highly of the excellence of the pic- oils
tures.
Subject matter of the entries
covered everything from drawingroom scenes in trains to showerbath portrayals. A dozen or so
night pictures were taken at the
Braddock-Louis fight while a number were snapped during the comtrophy.
petition for the Broadcasting golf
• Broadcast
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NOVELTY

PRIZE

AND

HONORABLE

MENTIONS

jj AMONG THE KANDID — Here are some more of the outstanding photos
J. selected by the judges in the Broadcasting Kandid Kamera Kontest at
;he NAB convention. In center is the masterpiece that won the $10 novelg;i;y prize. It was entered by Richard M. Shafto, of WIS, Columbia, S. C.
., : Other photos on this page were awarded honorable mention. Upper
J.Left is another entry submitted by Herb Hollister, of KANS, Wichita,
^ vho won the first prize. It shows Reggie Schuebel, of Blow Co. Inc.,
jji)eing tossed about in a professional tumbling act at the NAB banquet.
J. I Center left is a candid character study of J. Leslie Fox, commercial
j.irnanager of KMBC, Kansas City, taken by W. R. Cline, commercial
]{ Tianager of WLS, Chicago. William H. West, manager of WTMV, E. St.
^ouis, shot the photo at lower left, which shows Harry Butcher, CBS
J BROADCASTING
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IN KANDID

KAMERA

KONTEST

vice-president and winner of one of the two Broadcasting golf cups,
sinking a putt during the NAB golf tournament.
Kenneth Hance, vice-president of KTSP, St. Paul, whose son won the
second prize in the Kandid competition, snapped the photo in the upper
right corner. Portrayed are (left to right), John Blair and George
Boiling, of the Blair firm, and Henry I. Christal, of Edward Petry & Co.
Mr. Shafto won honorable mention for the right center photo showing
Ned Midgley, BBDO time buyer, at a telephone. Royal E. Penny, of
WPTP, Raleigh, N. C, was awarded honorable mention for the lower
right shot of H. K. Carpenter, head of WHK-WJAY, Cleveland, and Mrs.
Carpenter. The picture was taken as they danced in College Inn. At
left is Lew Avery, director of sales, WGR-WKBW, Buffalo.
July 15, 1937
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NBC

Considers

Red-Blue
Staffs
it fail to approve the leasehold arrangement by Aug. 1, then it is
Sales and Programming
Would
Be Divided; Addition of
possible that the individuals in
Voice of Alabama Inc. will enter
10 Southern Stations Furthers Expansion of Blue
into an employment contract with
IN AN EFFORT to establish the
jor portion of its expansion pro- time Red station in its own right the colleges, pending the FCC acwhen KGKO, Wichita Falls, finally
ject for the Blue. In announcing
Blue Network as a complete nation. In addition to CBS, the other
the addition of 10 stations in the is moved to a point midway betionwide entity, NBC executives
Ed Norton, Birmtween Dallas and Fort Worth by principalsinghamarebusinessman
are giving serious consideration to South and Southwest, NBC inand principal
the establishment of separate sales
creased to 30 the number of addi- the Fort Worth Star-Telegram,
owner
of
WMBR,
Jacksonville, and
tional stations available to the operator of WBAP, at which time
and programming organizations
for the Red and Blue chains.
Frank Holt, Birmingham businessBlue since Jan. 1. These are in ad- it will become the Blue outlet. The
dition to the 77 stations which
KGKO removal is being held up
man. The terms of the lease proHaving taken a major stride
vide for rental of $1,000 a month
toward expansion of the Blue with previously constituted the Blue. A pending approval of a transmitter
from Aug. 1, 1937, to July 31,
site by the FCC. The Dallas News,
the addition of 10 southern sta- number of the stations, of course,
tions, effective Aug. 1, President
operating WFAA, is expected to 1952, with additional compensation
are supplementary to both the Red
Lenox R. Lohr now has before him and the Blue.
consummate an arrangement for commitments if the station beAside from the changes already
full-time operation on the 850 kc.
the plan whereby further compecomes a full-time outlet with 50,tition would be injected into the announced affecting the Blue, channel after the KGKO installa000 watts.
tion is completed.
there are several others in the
dual network operation through
On Sept. 26, upon the change
In Oklahoma City the present
completely separated sales and pro- offing. WAPI, Birmingham, now
from daylight to standard time,
NBC-Red
and
Blue
station
is
WKY,
gramming organizations. A sug- the NBC-Red outlet, is slated to
of the Oklahoma Publishing Co. WGAR, Cleveland, present NBCgestion that the name of the Blue become a CBS station as of Aug.
One of two local stations in the Blue outlet, switches to CBS while
be changed to complete the sep- 1, under a lease arrangement with
aration of identities is understood
the three Birmingham universities
WHK, Cleveland Plain Dealer sta- I
city may
be considered as the postion, becomes the Blue outlet. This
to have been dropped.
owning it, now pending before the time. sible Blue outlet at some future
arrangement was consummated
If the separate organization
FCC for approval. NBC already
several weeks ago. KIDO, Boise,
plan, now actively before the NBC
has completed arrangements
Birmingham, Cleveland Shifts
control board, is adopted, there whereby WBRC, Birmingham,
Idaho, may not join the NBC as
The
WAPI
transaction
involves
would be a new set of executives
present CBS outlet, becomes its
an
optional outlet until December
procurement of the lease of the or January
named for the Blue Network — posRed station upon the switchover.
because lines are not
sibly a new vice-president for sales It is believed this change will be 5,000-watt half-time station by a available.
and another for programs. Gen- effected Aug. 1 whether or not the new corporation. The Voice of AlaWhether the Blue will be expandbama Inc., in which CBS holds
eral offices, accounting and engi- FCC approves the WAPI lease ared in the Southeast remains to be
45% interest. The FCC Broadcast
neering departments and other rangement.
determined.
Last month two lines
staff operations presumably would
Division
on
July
6
approved
transIn the Dallas-Fort Worth marwere run through Richmond, M
fer of the license of WAPI from
remain the same since they are
ket and in Oklahoma City, NBC
the WAPI Broadcasting Corp. to where the new WTRD was added
noncompetitive with both the Red has only one outlet. WFAAthe three Alabama colleges, but it as a Blue outlet with WMBG beand the Blue executives reporting
WBAP,
which
together
constitute
to President Lohr.
did not act on the assignment to
coming the Red in lieu of WRVA,
a full-time clear channel assignthe Voice of Alabama Inc. Whether
With 136 stations now on the
ment with 50,000 watts, now serve
which joined NBC. Other major lai
combined roster of the Red and the the former area. The plan, however,
it will designate the assignment
(Continued on page 68)
ur
Blue, NBC has completed the mais for the WFAA to become a full- for hearing is not revealed. Should
101
01

How
NBC
BASIC RED NETWORK
WEAF
New York
WNAC
Boston
Hartford
WTIC
Providence
WJAR
WTAG
Worcester
WCSH
Portland. Me.
KYW
Philadelphia
WDEL
Wilmington
WFBR
Baltimore
WRC
Washington
WGY
Schenectady
WBEN
Buffalo
Pittsburgh
WCAE
WTAM
Cleveland
WWJ
Detroit
WSAI
Cincinnati
WIRE
Indianapolis
WMAQ
Chicago
KSD
St. Louis
KSTP
Minn. -St. Paul
WHO
Des Moines
WOW
Omaha
WDAF
Kansas City
SUPPLEMENTARY
BASIC
*WLW
Cincinnati
WFEA
Manchester
WSAN
Allentown
York
WORK
WMBG
Richmond
WCOL
Columbus
WGL
Fort Wayne
WOOD
Grand Rapids
WBOW
Terre Haute
WGBF
EvansviUe
WEBC
Duluth-Superior
KSOO
Sioux Falls
KANS
Wichita
* For alternate use in
Cincinnati.
SUPPLEMENTARY
FACILITIES
CANADIAN GROUP
CRCT
Toronto
CFCF
Montreal
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NBC's
RED

Networks

Will

NETWORK

SOUTHEASTERN
GROUP
WTAR
Norfolk
WPTF
Raleigh
WSOC
Charlotte
WFBC
Greenville
WWNC
Asheville
WIS
Columbia
WCSC
Charleston
MID-SOUTH GROUP
WAVE
Louisville
WSM
Nashville
SOUTH CENTRAL
GROUP
WMC
Memphis
WSB
Atlanta
WAPI Birmingham
WJDX
Jackson
WSMB
New Orleans
SUPPLEMENTARY
WROL
Knoxville
FLORIDA GROUP
WJAX
Jacksonville
WFLA-WSUN Tampa
WIOD
Miami
SOUTHWESTERN
GROUP
KGBX Springfield. Mo.
KVOO
Tulsa
WKY Oklahoma City
KGNC
Amarillo
WFAA
Dallas
WBAP
Fort Worth
KTBS
Shreveport
KTHS Hot Springs
KARK
Little Rock
KPRC
Houston
WOAI San Antonio
SUPPLEMENTARY
KFDM
Beaumont
KRIS
Corpus Christi
KRGV
Weslaco

• July 15, 1937

Separate

NORTH CENTRAL
GROUP
WTMJ
Milwaukee
WIBA
Madison
NORTHWESTERN
GROUP Fargo
WDAY
KFYR
Bismarck
RED MOUNTAIN
GROUP
KOA
KDYL
Salt LakeDenver
City
PACIFIC COAST RED
KPO
Sa-n Francisco
KFI
Los Angeles
KHQ
KGW
Portland, Ore.
KOMO
Seattle
Spokane
SUPPLEMENTARY
KTAR
Phoenix
KOB
Albuquerque
SPECIAL HAWAIIAN
KGU
Honolulu
CALIFORNIA
SUPPLEMENTARY
KFBK
Sacramento
KWG
Stockton
KMJ
Fresno
KERN
Bakersfield
NORTH MOUNTAIN
GROUP
*KIDO
Boise
KGIR
Butte
KGHL
Billings
* Joins Dec. 1, 1937.

Line

Up

NBC
BASIC BLUE NET\SORK
WJZ
New York
Boston
WBZ
WBZA
Springfield
Providence
WEAN
WICC
Bridgeport
WFIL
Philadelphia
WBAL
Baltimore
WMAL
Washington
WSYR
*WGAR
Syracuse
Rochester
WHAM
WEBR
Buffalo
Pittsburgh
KDKA
Cleveland
Toledo
WSPD
WXYZ
Detroit
WCKY
Cincinnati
Fort
Wayne
WOWO
Chicago
WENR-WLS
KWK
St.
Louis
WMT
Cedar-St.Rapids
WTCN
KSO
Minn.
Paul
Des Moines
KOIL
KansasOmaha
City
WREN
**WLW
WHK will replace
WGAR when daylight
time ends Sept. 26.
SUPPLEMENTARY BASIC
Cincinnati
Albany
WFEA
Manchester
WABY
WSAN
Allentown
York
Richmond
WORK
WRTD
WJTN
Jamestown
WLEU
Erie
WCOL
FortColumbus
Wayne
Grand Rapids
WOOD
WGL
WBOW
Terre
Haute
WGBF
EvansviUe
WEBC Duluth-Superior
KSOO
Sioux Falls
KANS
Wichita
* For alternate use
Cincinnati.

After
BLUE

August

CO
isas

NETWORK

SUPPLEMENTARY
FACILITIES
CANADIAN GROUP
CRCT
Toronto
CFCF
Montreal
SOUTHEASTERN
GROUP
WTAR
Norfolk
WPTF
Raleigh
WSOC
Charlotte
WFBC
Greenville
WWNC
Asheville
WIS
Columbia
WCSC
Charleston
MID-SOUTH GROUP
WAVE
Louisville
WSM
Nashville
SOUTHERN GROUP
Memphis
WNBR
WSGN
Birmingham
WDSU
WAGA
Atlanta
New Houston
Orleans
KXYZ
WJBO
Baton Rouge
S UPPL EMENTAR Y
WROL
Knoxville
WFDM
Beaumont
KRIS
Corpus Christi
KRGV
Weslaco
FLORIDA GROUP
WJAX
Jacksonville
WFLA-WSUN
Tampa
WIOD
Miami
SOUTHWESTERN
GROUP
KGBX
KVOO
Springfield, Mo.
WKY
Oklahoma Tulsa
City
KGNC
Amarillo
WFAA
Dallas
Fort Worth
WBAP
KTBS
HotShreveport
Springs
KTHS
KARK
Little Rock
KPRC
San Houston
Antonio
WOAI

BROADCASTING

1

NORTHCENTRAL
GROUP
WTMJ
Milwaukee
WIBA
Madison
NORTHWESTERN
GROUP
Fargo
WDAY
KFYR
Bismarck
BLUE MOUNTAIN
GROUP
KLO
KVOD
Denver
SUPPLEMENTARY
KGHF
Pueblo
Ogden
PACIFIC COAST BLUE
KGO
San Francisco
KECA
KFSD LosSanAngeles
Diego
KEX Portland. Ore.
KJR
Seattle
KGA
Spokane
S UPPLEMENTAR Y
KOB
KTAR
Phoenix
Albuquerque
SPECIAL HAWAIIAN
KGU
Honolulu
CALIFORNIA
SUPPLEMENTARY
KFBK
Sacramento
*KIDO
KWG
Stockton
KMJ
Fresno
KERN
Bakersfield
NORTH MOUNTAIN
GROUP
Boise
Billings
Butte
KGHL
KGIR
» Joins Dec. 1. 1937.
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1230 WASHINGTON
BLVD. CHICAGO
BURRJDCE D. BUTLER, President
GLENN SNYDER, Manager
Natioa*! RtpntenMives : JOHN BLAIR and COMPANY

Advert: Ang

THE VOICE of ARIZONA
N-rr^r. Now 1000 Watts
DAY and NIGHT
1390 KILOCYCLES
BURRIDGE D. BUTLER, a.hm.,
FRED A. PALMER. M.».,c
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plunk

The longest drives . . . the sweetest irons . . . the crispest pitches ... all hong in

the balance until you're /n. Merchandising
. . . which explains the continuous

homes

sands more. And

of homes. Today . . . into 24,500,000

. . . and millions of automobiles.
the tomorrows

counts

growth of radio.* Radio is the shortest,

straightest line into the greatest number

American

is no different. Getting Aome

Tomorrow.

. . in many thou-

after. . . in still more thousands

of homes

and

cars. (The current sales of U. S. radio sets are breaking o// previous records.)

*Columbia

will be glad to supply the radio facts on your industry, upon request.

SPEAKING

OF

BEING

''ON THE

GREEN"..

These are the major golf tournaments carried by CBS this summer
NATIONAL OPEN • Birmingham, Michigan • 7une fO-J2
RYDER CUP • Southport and Ainsdale • June 29-30
BRITISH OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP • CarnousHe, Scotland
NATIONAL AMATEUR • Portland, Oregon • August 23-28

^JHE

COLUMBIA

BROADCASTING

!ndusi*e
Inclusive
• July 9
indusiye

SYSTEM

WCCO

IT

IS

sells 3 times

IT!

as many

local and

gram periods as its nearest

national

spot pro-

local competitor.

<^

(

IT

is the only singk advertising
pletely covers "The

300,000
and

summer

IT

of

10,000

visitors are spending

$100,000,000

Minnesota

Land

medium

(from

State Tourist

data prepared

of Minnesota.

gave WCCO

Lakes"

com-

— where

their vacations
for 1937

by the

Bureau).

rates a hig first with the farmers

operators

whi^..

and the grain/elevator

In a jf//-conducted

1,119 votes

ro the 555

poll they

votes awarded

all

rhe 11 other stations mentioned.

IT

is the only super-power,

the

urban

Western
them),

and

cleared-channel

rural territory comprising

Wisconsin,
Northern

the

Iowa,

Eastern

and

ated by the
SALES:

New

- ST.

Columbia
York,

PAUL,

50,000

Broadcasting

Chicago,

Detroit,

watts.

System.
Los

Owned

Represented

Angeles,

and

(both

of

Michigan.

WCCO

MINNEAPOLIS

Minnesota,

Dakotas

Peninsular

station in

San

IS

IT!

and

oper-

by

RADIO

Francisco.

Actors^
company Radio
union, and
EquityTechnicians,
Starts
senting
the musicians andgn
theatriCampai
WHIS Case Is Referred
cal workers employed by the o\vnnot become affiliated with Ameriers of the station, was heard before
To National Board
can Radio Telegraphists Associatrial examiner Samuel V. Gusack
tion, a CIO organization. This was
construed as a severe blow to the of the National Labor Relations
For Revieic
ARTA, which had expected engi- Board in New York on July 6. The
neers of all CBS-owned stations to testimony was sent to WashingIjACTORS'
EQUITY
Ass'n
(AFofL)
has started its drive to organize
ton for review by the Board, which
I radio talent with the circulation of follow the lead of WABC, New
York, and WJSV, Washington, in will then render a decision.
application blanks among actors en- bolting the CBS company union to
The decision of the Board on this
gaged in broadcasting, the forms
case is important to the entire
when signed authorizing Equity to join
July the
1]. CIO union [Broadcasting,
broadcasting industry because it
represent the individual in collecwill establish a precedent on the
New Agreement at NBC
tive bargaining with the broadcastquestion of what constitutes a
ing stations and agencies regardAt NBC it was reported that a unit for collective bargaining, a
ing matters of wages, hours and
new agreement was being drafted
matter that promises to concern
other conditions of employment. Al- with a committee representing a every
American broadcaster in
though the current drive is concenmajority of the technical employes
every department of his station, as
trated largely in New York, Equity
of NBC network itself and its op- unions and guilds for workers of
oflScials state that inquiries have
every classification are entering
erated-stations, who have their own
been received from many other
Association of Technical Employes,
the radio arena \vith increasing
cities and that especial interest is and
that progress satisfactory to rapidity. Furthermore, if the Board
being shown in HolljT\'ood.
both employes and company was
decides that engineers have a right
While these applications are be- being
made with respect to wages
to choose their own representative
ing signed and collected. Equity's
and hours. Details were not di- regardless of other employes and
radio committee is busy foi-mulatvulged, nor was it apparent on the if the WHN engineers stick by
Iing the demands which they will surface whether any outside union
is the station manI present to the employers of radio
was entering into the NBC picture. ARTA, what
agement to do if the AFofL unions
' the
talent.
Xo
information
regarding
call
out
the
musicians.
In
Chicago,
great
activity
was
details of these demands was
being exhibited by organizers for
forthcoming but it is understood
Mr. Sidney Gives Views
the International Brotherhood of
that a major goal is the eliminaElectrical Workers (an AFofL
Louis K. Sidney, managing dition of free appearances by talent
union) which had organizers visitrector of WHN, New York, testion sustaining programs in the hope
ing all the engineers at Chicago
fied that about the middle of April
of securing sponsors.
stations urging them to join the of this year representatives of
Script Writers Sought
AFofL union. At present, engi- ARTA Nasited the station claiming
neers at only two Chicago stations to represent its 18 technical emEquity officials state that they are members
of the IBEW. They
ployees and asking for a meeting
are certain of an overwhelming
the Chicago Federation of with the management to negotiate
I majority of radio talent signing up, are
Labor
station,
WCFL,
and
the
an agreement. Negotiations were
: pointing to a survey made three
Chicago Tribune station, WGN.
postponed until Sidney returned
years ago which showed nearly
All other station engineers with the from
the Coast on May 15 and then
QO'/'f of network artists to be exception of those at WBBM,
Equity members. Little opposition
several meetings were held, reachWMAQ
and
WENR,
which
have
is expected from the broadcasters,
ing' an impasse when the station
company unions, are at present un- refused
who while not especially anxious
to accede to ARTA's deaffiliated.
There
is
a
possibility,
mand for a closed shop. At this
to have to deal with any union
however,
that
the
unaffiliated
engiare believed to prefer Equity to
neers may join either the IBEW or point the situation was further
, the other organizations in the field. the ARTA
complicated by a delegation from
with the trend apparPreliminary conversations with ofthe International Alliance of Theently more in favor of the former.
ficials of NBC, CBS and a numatiical Stage Employes and Motion
Engineers at WAAF, however,
ber of individual stations have giv- declared they would remain inde- Picture Machine Operators and
en Equity to understand that althe American Federation of Musithough the broadcasters will not
pendent.
cians, AFofL unions, who claimed
WHN Case to Labor Board
help it to organize talent, they will
jurisdiction
over the WHN engideal with it when it can show
The WHN case, in which the
neers on the basis that they have
them that it represents the maclaims of the American Radio
been supplying labor to the parent
jority of the radio actors.
Telegraphists Association (a CIO
company (Marcus Loew Booking
Not to be left out of the move
union) to represent the New York
Agency) for 30 years and who said
to get everyone in radio into some
station's technical employes in they would not permit their memsort of union, the script writers
are now being invited into the Ra- dealing with the management are
bers (stage hands, projection operators and musicians) to work in
dio Writers Guild. This organizaopposed by AFofL unions repietion, which is a branch of the
Authors League of America, formed to accommodate the radio
writers in the same way as the
Authors Guild, Screen Writers
Guild and Dramatists Guild look
after the interests of the writers
of books, movies and plays, is now
in the process of formation.
Ivan Von Auw, assistant secretary of the Authors League of
America, told Broadcasting that
the RWG is being organized primarily at the request of ALA members who are now devoting most
I of their time to radio, but that
other members will be accepted.
He said that the ALA does represent its members by bargaining
collectively for them but that its
primary concerns are not hours
and wages, since writing is largely
a free lance business.
CBS Stations Reject CIO
In a post-NAB convention meeting
in Chicago attended by engineers
NEWS BULLETINS — For radio shoppers while they're away from
from all CBS-owned stations exhome is the purpose of this gold and black display board which Benne
Alter (left) and Ray Cox of WMT, Cedar Rapids, designed for hourly
cept WJSV, Washington, the CBS
engineers voted to stay with the news flashes as a promotional tie-in with WMT. It's kept in a local hotel
Association of Columbia Broadcast
window in the heart of the downtown shopping district.
BROADCASTING
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Advertising

same place with CIO men. As the
company operates more than 100
theatres, this was a serious threat,
Sidney stated, adding that the station is vdlling to negotiate with
any proper representative of any
group of its employees but does
not want to be in the middle of a
CIO-AFofL battle for jurisdiction.
Under cross examination Sidney
testified that WHN at present has
contracts with only one union, the
American Federation of Musicians,
but that the parent company has
closed shop contracts with stage
hands, musicians and operators,
all members of AFofL unions. He
also stated that he had been approached by the lATSE on several
occasions regarding organizing the
WHN engineers but that he had
requested the union not to go after
them as the station was losing
money and was not in a position
to increase wages. He stated that
WHN has approximately 135 employes with an annual payroll of
$400,000. The average wage for the
engineers is $50 a week, he said.
Harold Katan, ARTA organizer,
substantiated
of events and Sidney's
offered indescription
evidence
ARTA membership applications
from the 18 WHN engineers, all
dated April 19, 1937. He stated
that ARTA has no theatrical affiliations, its members all being engaged in communications. Musicians are not eligible for membership, he said, but other station employes might be taken into ARTA
if they petitioned for membership
and if they were acceptable to the
union's present members.
Tells of Applications
Harold E. Kane, maintenance engineer at the WHN transmitter in
Astoria, L. I., testified that before
joining ARTA he had been president of the Association of Technical Engineers of WHN, a company union which was dissolved
by its members when they unanimously joined ARTA. He said
that at a meeting held a week before April 19 ARTA applications
had been distributed to the engineers to be filled out and returned
to Kane, who held them until all
had been returned, when he turned
them over to Katan. If all had not
been returned, he was to destroy
those he had received and no further action would have been taken.
Under cross examination Kane
testified that WHN engineers were
required to be graduates of a recognized school and to have had
previous experience; that while
only the six transmitting engineers
were required to have licenses, 15
of the staff of 18 had them; that
he was paid $40 for a 48-hour
week;tactand
that other
he came
into cononly with
engineers.
Edward J. Greco, master control
room engineer at WHN, said that
he had been a member of the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (an AFofL union)
for several years, but had dropped
out, and that he had not been apby any other
union that
except the proached
ARTA.
He stated
he had been a member of the company union from its inception some
three years ago, that it had secured a raise for the men, that his
salary at present is $47 a week,
and that while his work brought
him into contact with artists, announcers and production men, none
of these was ever transferred to
the engineering staff.
Jacob Rosenberg, president of
(Continued on page Si)
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New

ard Radio Inc.) for 100 watts or
1310 kc. in Columbus, sustaining
Examiner Irwin; denied the samt
company's application for 1 0 0,
watts
daytime on
1200 kc.Seward;
in To-l
ledo, sustaining
Examiner
denied a CP to WALR, Zanesville,
to move into Toledo, reversingi
Examiner Walker; denied Marysville-Yuba City Publishers Inc.,
publisher of the Marysville (Cal.)i
Appeal-Democrat, 250 watts daytime on 1140 kc, reversing Examiner Hyde; denied Michael F. Murray, St. Cloud, Minn., 500 watts ;
daytime on 560 kc, sustaining
Examiner Walker; denied former
Senator C. C. Dill 1,000 watts on
1390 kc. in Washington, D. C, reversing Examiner Bramhall; denied the Vallejo (Cal.) TimesHerald 250 watts daytime on 1320
kc, reversing Examiner Bramhall;
denied the Honolulu Advertiser 100
watts Irwin;
on 1370denied
kc, reversing
iner
Fred J. ExamHart, '
operator of KGMB, Honolulu, and
KHBC, Hilo, 250 watts on 600 kc.
in Honolulu, sustaining Examiner
Irwin; denied the Hannibal (Mo.)
Courier-Post 100 watts night and
250 watts day on 1310 kc, reversing Examiner Dalberg; denied
Hannibal Broadcasting Co. 100
watts on 1310 kc, sustaining
Examiner Dalberg; denied Golden
Empire Broadcasting Co., Marysville, Cal., 250 watts daytime on
1140 kc, sustaining Examiner Hill;
denied Old Colony Broadcasting
Corp., Brockton, Mass., 250 watts
daytime on 680 kc, sustaining
Examiner Walker; denied Loyal
H. King, 250 watts daytime on 1480
kc. in Pasadena, Cal., sustaining
Examiner Walker.

Stations

to 31
Year
for
Total
Brings
Applications for 18 Others Denied by FCC at July
Sessions ; Four Grants This Month to Newspapers
1120 kc, utilizing time not used by WTAW,
TO THE 20 new broadcasting- sta- College
Station, Tex.
tions authorized by the FCC durLufkin, Tex. — CP granted to Bed Lands
ing the first six months of this Broadcasting Association (Ben. T. Wilson,
Tex., auto dealer and garage
year [Broadcasting, July 1], the Nagadoches,
man ; Thomas W. Baker, Nagadoches,
Broadcast Division at its July 2 wholesale
oil
distributor
; Thomas W. Baker,
and 6 sessions added 11 more in as Lufkin, banker and road
engineer), sustaining Examiner Seward and effective
many communities scattered
Sept.
21
;
100
watts
daytime
on 1310 kc. FIESTA — Southwest listeners got
throughout the United States. During the same sessions, which
split-second news of the opening of
July 2 Grants
marked the end of the Division's
Fort Worth's Frontier Fiesta, when
Toledo,
O.
—
CP
granted
to
Community
regular meeting periods for July Broadcasting Co., sustaining Examiner
announcers from WBAP, KTAT
and KFJZ were on hand to catch
and August, it denied the applicaWalker and effective Aug. 3 ; 100 watts
tions of 18 persons or groups seek- daytime on 1200 kc. Stockholders listed as every detail, even to the click of
Frazier Reams, president, prosecuting at- the telegraph which cut the lariat
ing new stations and declared one
torney of Lucas County, O., 98% : Thomas
previously granted application to Bretherton,
that officially opened the show.
Toledo attorney, 1% ; Mrs.
Mildred Aderman, 1%.
be in default in view of failure
Here Len Finger of KTAT interDubuque,
la.
—
CP
granted
to
Dubuque
to begin construction within the
views Amon Carter, operator of
Telegraph-Herald
(F.
W.
Woodward,
pubrequisite time.
lisher), reversing Examiner Bramhall and the rival WBAP, who will soon
Thus the FCC since Jan. 1, effective July 27 ; 500 watts daytime on also have KGKO in operation in
1340 kc. Call letters will be KDTH.
Fort Worth after removal from
1937, has authorized the construcSt. Cloud, Minn. — CP granted to the Wichita Falls.
tion of 31 new stations, mostly Times
Publishing Co., publisher of the
in the local or daytime regional St. Cloud Times-Journal (Fred Schilplin,
publisher), sustaining Examiner Walker
categories and mostly in communieffective Aug. 3; 100 watts on 1420 kc. tions for new stations of Central
ties not now having radio outlets. andFresno,
Cal. — CP granted to George
States Broadcasting Co., Council
The new station grants, like those Harm, operator of truck line system and
distributor
Cadillac,
LaSalle
Olds- Bluffs, la., seeking 100 watts on
of last year, tend to indicate that mobile cars ofunder
Don Lee,
San and
Francisco,
the FCC has not fixed upon a pol- reversing Examiner Hyde and effective 1500 kc, reversing Examiner DalAug. be10 KARM.
: 100 watts on 1310 kc. Call letters berg; C. W. Corkhill, Sioux City,
icy of opposing newspaper ownership, for of the 31 granted so far willLawrence,
seeking 100 watts on 1420 kc,
— CP granted to Hil- la.,
sustaining Examiner Hill; Falls
this year exactly 12 are either dreth & RogersMass.
Co., publisher of Lawrence
Eagle and Tribune, sustaining Examiner
City Broadcasting Corp., Falls
owned outright by or have corporWalker and effective Aug. 10 ; 1,000 watts
ate affiliations with newspapers
City, Neb., seeking 100 watts on
daytime on 680 kc.
and other periodical publishers.
Pittsfield,
granted Waterbury,
to Harold
1310 kc, sustaining Examiner Wal89% Mass.
owner— CP
of WATR,
ker; Radio Enterprises (R. Lucy
Of the 11 grants at the July 2 Thomas,
reversing Examiner Seward and effective
and 6 sessions, four are identified
July 20 ; 100 watts night and 250 watts and J. B. Curtis), Lufkin Tex.,
with newspapers. Except for the day on 1310 kc. Call letters will be WBRK.
seeking 100 watts daytime on 1310
Centralia, Wash.
— CPsustaining
granted toExaminer
Central kc, sustaining Examiner Seward;
new 500-watt full time station au- Broadcasting
Corp.,
thorized in Centralia, Wash., the Bramhall and effective July 20 ; 500 watts Virgil V. Evans, operator of
on 1440 kc. Stockholders are Elroy McCaw,
stations are all locals or daytime
Chehalis, Wash., formerly connected with WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C, seekregionals, as indicated in the tab- broadcasting
ing 100 watts on 1420 kc. in Gas- PLANS COMPLETED
stations in the state of Washulation herewith.
tonia, N. C, sustaining Examiner
ington, 25% : Cecil L. Gwinn, Centralia
On July 2 the Broadcast Divi- theater manager, 37y2%; Arthur C. St. Bramhall, and denied as in cases of
FOR SALE OF KRGV
John,
Chehalis
Ford
dealer,
bus
line
opersion denied the application of
default the application of J. B. ALMOST coincident with the anator and theater owner, 37%%.
WALR, Zanesville, O., for authornouncement that KRGV, Weslaco,
Salisbury, Md. — CP granted to Frank M. Roberts, holding CP for WJBR in
ity to move into Toledo where it Stearns, insurance man of Washington,
Gastonia, N. C, for an extension
D.
C.
;
250
watts
daytime
on
1200
kc.
Call
Tex.,
will
join
the NBC supplemenauthorized the Community Broadof completion date of construction
letters will be WSAL.
tary Red and Blue networks on
casting Co. to erect a new local
effective Sept. 28.
Aug. 1, it was disclosed in an apand denied the application of the
New Stations Denied
At its July 2 session, the Broadplication filed with the FCC that
Scripps-Howard interests to erect
cast Division denied the applicanegotiations for the sale of the
a similar local to be operated in
At its July 6 session, the Broadtions for new stations of Continenstation have been concluded. The
affiliation with their Toledo Newscast Division denied the applicatal Radio Co. (now Scripps-HowBee.
proposed purchasers are Gene
Howe, chairman of the Plains Radio
On July 6 the Division declared
Broadcasting Co., operating KGNC,
J. B. Roberts, who on Oct. 15,
Amarillo; O. L. Taylor, manager
KGMB
and Networks Quick to Respond
1935, had secured a construction
of KGNC, and T. E. Snowden, of
permit for a full-time 100-watter
Atchison, Kan., and the purchase
on 1420 kc in Gastonia, N. C, to In Search for Missing Earhart Plane
price is understood to be between
be in default for failing to complete
of the Coast Guard search and $50,000 and $60,000. KRGV opits construction, the completion date WHEN first news that Amelia
erates with 1,000 watts on 1260 kc.
Earhart and her navigator, Fred
Lieut. W. W. Harvey of the Pearl
having been fixed at June 15, 1936.
The station would be sold by a
Harbor Naval Base who told of his
The station was to be known as Noonan, were lost in the South
attempt to fly over the area in group of 20 stockholders in KRGV
WJBR. Mr. Roberts, described as a Pacific was divulged to the world
search of the missing plane. On Inc., headed by M. S. Niles, manby
radio
July
2,
stations
and
netradio salesman, scenario wi-iter and
ager of the station, who is listed
works were quick to offer their July 7 MBS presented a similar
performer, asked for extension of
services.
KGMB,
Honolulu,
CBS
131 of the 326 outstandcompletion date but failed to ap- and Mutual outlet, was on the air program outlining the details of as owning
ing shares with an option on the
the day's search and describing the
pear at a hearing at which Virgil
continuously from 6 a.m. July 3 procedure of KGMB in its attempts
remainder. The other larger stockEvans, operator of WSPA, Sparholders are C. W. Van Law, Coltanburg, S. C, sought a new local until 2:15 a.m. July 5 sending out to communicate with Miss Earhart.
orado Springs, Colo., 47 shares;
messages to the lost plane.
The plane apparently could send
station in Gastonia. The division
out
a
carrier
wave
but
could
not
George
Slechta,
Chicago, 40; Jack
The Navy and Coast Guard at
Zillafro, Bradford, Pa., 40; George
not only declared Mr. Roberts' apHonolulu enlisted the station in the modulate it. A plan was worked
plication in default but rejected hunt
P. Parker, San Antonio, 28.
because of its ability to send out whereby the carrier wave was
the application of Mr. Evans.
out a strong, clear signal for to go on for a full minute then it
Messrs. Howe, Taylor and SnowThe grants and denials were as thousands
of miles across the was to be broken four times to
den would each own one-third of
follows :
indicate
that
KGMB
was
being
Pacific. The management turned
the station if the transfer is apheard.
It
was
hoped
that
the
plane
over its facilties to the government
July 6 Grants
proved by the FCC. Mr. Howe is
agencies aiding in the search and could give its latitude and longi- head of the Amarillo Globe-News
Sioux City, la. — CP ffranted to Sioux at frequent intervals during the
tude
by
breaking
the
wave
once
to
Publishing Co., publisher of the
City Broadcasting Co.. 50% of the stock
indicate one, twice to indicate two, Amarillo Globe and News. He is
owned by Sioux City Tribune and 50% by day and night sent messages in and
so on. The wave was to be also an officer in the Lubbock AvaDietrich Dirks, formerly with KOIL, Oma- voice in the hopes that Miss Earha, and KFAB-KFOR. Lincoln. Neb., sus- hart would pick up KGMB on her broken twice if the plane was on
lanche, Lubbock Journal, Dalhart
taining Examiner Hill and effective Aug.
three times if down in the Texan, Midland Reporter - Tele17 ; 100 watts night and 250 watts day on standard longwave receiver with land,
ocean.
1420 kc. Call letters will be KTRI.
which the plane was equipped in
gram,
Texas dailies,
and Childress
Index,Shamrock
all Texas
and
Austin, Tex. — CP granted to State addition to shortwave.
Capitol Broadcasting Association (R. B.
the
Atchison
(Kan.)
Globe
and
LEO
FITZPATRICK,
general
manOn July 6, CBS broadcast a
Anderson, president, state tax commisager of WJR, Detroit, is the donor Falls City (Neb.) Journal. The
sioner R.
; A. Stuart, Fort Worth attorney : coast-to-coast network program of of a silver
cup
to
the
local
Boy
Scout
Lubbock newspapers own KFYO in
A. W. Walker, professor of law. University
of Texas), reversing Examiner Walker and the activities in Honolulu featuring troop showing the greatest progress
that community, of which Mr. Tayeffective Aug. 17 ; 1,000 watts daytime on Comdr. William F. Toll in charge during the year.
lor is directing head.
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* 1527499

dejected gentleman above has reached a

his network campaign. COMMENT— Mr. Handlebar fails to realize that WOR

stage commonlv known as "mauve funk." Turning to our files, we find it all described in dossier

sponsible for 22.4% of nation's food sales. Also,

no. 1527499. "Henry Handlebar," we read, "chairman of the board, secretary, treasurer. Handlebar

at the same time. SALESMAN'S

Home

Contacted

Cake. Now

sponsoring network

'Handlebar's Harmony

show

Hour.' DISPOSITION—

Sour. REASON— Can't see the light. What light?
Fact that, with 18% of his sales originating in
Greater New York, he needs WOR

to supplement

territory is re-

that all the people don't listen to the same shows

WOR's

Mr. Handlebar

REMARKS—

again. Explained

cost lowest for any 50,000 -watter in rich-

est market on earth. Put on pressure. RESULT
— Will contract tomorrow for half-hour evening
show. Big departure from type on network."

WOR
IBROADCASTING
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Blanket

Contract

Started by KMBC
Procter & Gamble Signs First
Of Standardized Forms
ARTHUR
B.
CHURCH, president of KMBC,
Kansas City, on
July 8 announced
that Procter &
Gamble Co., Cincinnati, was first
to sign a new
blanket contract
which he believes
Mr. Church
may be an important step toward standardization of
all blanket contracts in the industry. Mr. Church long has been interested in this phase of radio, having been an original member of
the Standardization Committee of
the NAB.
"Under the terms of the new
blanket contract, the manufacturer
who advertises a varied line of products separately may, by meeting
minimum requirements, establish a
better working agreement for advertising his own products or those
of subsidiaries," Mr. Church said.
"Our blanket contract differs somewhat from the so-called blanket
contract as it is commonly understood," he said. "Its sole purpose is
to fill the radio advertiser's needs
better, on a basis equitable to both
buyer and seller, whether those
needs be individual programs, 'urogram strips, or announcements.
Everybody buys on the same terms
on our blanket contract — the small
buyer is offered the same privileges
as the large buyer."
Types of Contracts
In describing the blanket contract further, Mr. Church indicated
there is a separate form for individual programs, strips and announcements, and the buyer may
sign any of the blanket contract
forms on either a cancellable or
non-cancellable basis. If he signs
the blanket contract for program
strips, for example, with the noncancellable feature in effect, he is
protected against rate increases on
quarter-hour program strips
through the year period, and lowest strip rates on station rate card
current on the commencement date
will apply on all insertion orders
throughout the year. If the advertiser chooses the cancellable tyie of
blanket contract for program
strips, again for example, he is entitled to earn maximum cumulative
and retroactive discounts on all
broadcasting of successive weekly
quarter-hour strips within one
year.
Rate inci*eases, however, are protected only for 1.3 weeks, or
for such longer period as the advertiser wishes to place non-cancellable insertion orders at rates
current on commencement date. Additional insertion orders may be
placed during the life of the contract at rates current on commencement date.
An added feature of the blanket
contract for program strips is that
under its terms the advertiser is
entitled to place insertion orders
for individual program periods
with additional discounts, depending upon the number of non-cancellable weeks or number of weeks
actually used.
Mr. Church stated his blanket
contract makes another contribution to standardization in its defiPage 28
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NBC's Washington Move
NEW STUDIOS and offices of
NBC in Washington, into which
the entire staff of the network and
of WRC and WMAL moved July 1,
will be dedicated officially July 20
with President Lenox R. Lohr and
other executives of the network attending. The new capital headquarters are in the Trans-Lux Bldg.,
having formerly been in the National Press Bldg. Notables in public life will participate in the dedication, which will be broadcast.
CBS Plans Expansion
In Hollywood Activities
CBS will tune up its production
machinery to handle an increase of
at least 25% in Hollywood commercial account originations by
fall. So stated Donald W. Thornburgh, CBC Pacific Coast vicepresident, upon his return to Hollywood eai'ly in July from conferences with New York network executives. He estimated conservatively that no less than 16 sponsored transcontinental programs
were indicated for origination from
Hollywood.
Thornburgh stated that the new
CBS West Coast headquarters in
Hollywood would be ready for occupancy about Jan. 1. Extensive
experimental work is on in New
York in construction and accoustics,
results of which will be incorporated into the Hollywood building,
he said. His opinion was, however,
that scheduling of new programs
from Hollywood in fall would be
adequately taken care of despite
building delay over the anticipated
Nov. 1 move-in at the new headquarters. Besides its present headquarters at KNX, Hollywood, CBS
owns and operates two theaters in
that city which are utilized for
broadcasts. It also has preference
on two other theaters equipped for
broadcasting in Los Angeles.
Rapp Manages KMA
APPOINTMENT of J. (Cy) Rapp
as manager, and of Ed Cunniff
as commercial manager of KMA,
Shenandoah, Iowa, was announced
July 8 by Earl E. May, president
of the operating company. Mr.
Rapp, formerly in charge of advertising and sales promotion, succeeds
Bob Kaufman, who resigned recently to become sales promotion
manager of WLS, Chicago, Mr.
Cunniff is former director of merchandising of the station and was
elevated to the commercial management coincident with Mr. Rapp's
promotion.
nitions of time. The advertiser may
place insertion orders for "specified
time" which is cancellable by him
or movable by the station on two
weeks written notice; or for "guaranteed time" which is neither movable by the station nor cancellable
by the advertiser, except at the end
of any 13 weeks period on 30 days
written notice.
Return of the blanket contract
must be accompanied by insertion
order from the advertiser for at
least one 13-week period. Signatures on the Procter & Gamble contract were obtained in Cincinnati
by Carter Ringlep, regional sales
director of KMBC, and insertion
orders placed through BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago, for
to 52-weeks program strips Kitty
Keene Inc. for Dreft, and Ma
Perkins for Oxydol.

Headliners Club Honors
Coulson and Eaton for
WHAS
Flood Service

Mr. Coulson

Mr. Eaton

AGAIN recognizing achievements
in "audible journalism" along with
newspaper work and news photography, the National Headliners
Club on July 10 awarded W. L.
(Lee) Coulson, assistant manager
of WHAS, Louisville, and Joseph
Eaton, WHAS program director, a
gold plaque in recognition of the
best dramatic radio reporting feats
of the year at its annual presentation banquet in Atlantic City. Mr.
Coulson aided in directing and Mr.
Eaton supervised the announcing
of the big flood disaster last winter, the broadcasts being carried
over both WHAS and WSM, Nashville [Broadcasting, Feb. 15].
For the best
radio reporting
fi'om abroad, a
similar gold
plaque
awarded H.wasV.
Kaltenborn, CBS
commentator, for
his report of the
battle of Spanish
Mr. Kaltenborn
forces from Hendaye, France, on
Sept. 2,count,
1936.
eyewitness
acbroadcastHiswhile
the battle
was in progress, for the first time
brought to the radio audience the
sound of cannon and machine guns
in actual warfare. To honor its
commentator and the executives of
one of its affiliated stations, CBS
broadcast a dramatization of the
stories behind the awards the night
of the presentation.
Nine other prizes of a similar nature were awarded to newspapermen and press photographers by
the Atlantic City social organization, which announced that it based
its radio awards on nominations
received from stations throughout
the country.
Using Bakery Discs
THREE more local bakers have
boueht the transcribed show Ace
Willia7ns and will shortly begin
sponsorshin of 78 episodes on
WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.;
KWTO, Springfield. Mo., and
WHIS, Bluefield. W. Va. More
than 25 local bakers are now
sponsorine the quarter-hour program which is broadcast five times
weekly. In addition, one-minute
transcriptions broadcast 3 times
daily will shortly be sponsored by
the Lance Cake Co.. St. Louis,
over a station there as yet unselected. The one-minute transcriptions are now being broadcast
ovAv KTUL, Tulsa, and WBZWBZA, Boston-Sprinefield. Columbia Transcription Service. Chicago,
cut both the quarter - hour and
r>ne-minute transcriptions. W. E.
advertisin<T aee■nc■'^
nroduced
the transcriptions
and is
Long, Chicago
handling promotion in conjunction
with the broadcasts.
BROADCASTING

FCC

Asked

to

Act

In
Baseball
Case
Western Union Investigation
Is Requested by WJBK
CONTINUING its legal attack upon Western Union for refusal to
provide it with ticker accounts of
out-of-town major league baseball
games, WJBK, Detroit, on July 8
filed with the FCC a formal complaint asking that the telegraph
company as a common carrier be
vice.
required
to supply it with the serThe station initially sought to
institute federal mandamus proceedings against Western
Union. •
These
were denied
MaytheandFCCit '
simultaneously
filed inwith
an informal complaint seeking re- ,
dress. The FCC Telegraph Division 1
on June 3 notified the station on
the basis of the informal petition i
that action on the mandamus pro-,
ceedings in the Federal Court precluded consideration by it of the
charges.
Despite the refusal of Western
Union to furnish service the station
has been broadcasting out-of-town
games of the Detroit Club by picking upclosed
themanner.
reports
in an undisThe programs,
according to an announcement by the
station, are being sponsored jointly
by Good Housekeeping Shops and
the Coca Cola Bottling Works in
Detroit.
Baseball Pioneer
The formal complaint, submitted
to the full Commission but referred
to the Telegraph Division, reiterates that WJBK pioneered in
broadcasting play-by-play accounts
of the American League games participated inby the Detroit Club and
that Western Union, after providing the accounts for several seasons, this year infoi-med WJBK it
could no longer provide the service
although competitive stations have
been given it.
The complaint asks that the FCC
make an investigation of the contractual relationship existing between Western Union and other
stations in Detroit and that Western Union be ordered to show cause
why it should not be held to have
violated the Communications Act
dealing with service of common,
carriers. WJBK asked to be allow-j
ed an opportunity
present evidence of pecuniaryto damage
and
that in the event the damage is
found to have been caused, that a
good and sufficient award be made]
to the station. Finally, it requested!
that Western Union be ordered to
provide it with the play-by-play]
service.
Bakers Plan Series
A NETWORK program on a split
NBC-Blue network to be sponsored
cooperatively by local bakers is being planned for fall. The program,
which would originate in Chicago,
would include NBC outlets in
Cleveland, Milwaukee, St. Paul, St.
Louis, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
Boston, Albany, Fort Wayne and
Richmond, Va. The Hathaway Bakeries, Boston, a chain of 12 bakeries with seven outlets in New England, four in New York and
one in Ohio, is also planning a
weekly half -hour network show
over Yankeee network and stations
in New York and Ohio. W. E.
Long Co., Chicago, is the agency
arranging the two network shows,
both ofativewhich
stage. are still in the form• Broadcast
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BD0.000

more

Than

DetroitBrs!

If the advertiser wishes to consider only listeners in Detroit;
just those who prefer WWJ, this station can still offer him
an audience greater in number than the entire corporate
population of Buffalo, Cincinnati, or Washington, D. C. — in
fact, an audience almost as great as the population of
San Francisco or Pittsburgh!
There are 397,122 families in Detroit and 39%, or 154,867
of them, by actual survey, prefer WWJ to any other station.
Using 4 as a family unit, this means that more than 600,000
men, women and children in Detroit, alone, think of WWJ
first when they think of turning on the radio.
But that isn't all. WWJ also affords the advertiser an additional audience of 745,970 people within the local Detroit
trading area, and still another 756,130 people outside of
the trading area but within the WWJ primary coverage area.*
Be sure to check the possibilities of WWJ
winter schedules in the Detroit market.
*Jan5ky
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Public

Forum

Oflfered in Senate
Schwellenbach Bills Almost
Identical With Scott Measures
THREE BILLS sponsored by the
Civil Liberties Union dealing with
freedom of speech on the air and
with guaranteed time for public
forum discussions were introduced
in the Senate July 8 bv Senator
Schwellenbach (D.-Wash. ) . The
measures are almost identical with
bills introduced in the House during the last two sessions by Rep.
Scott (D.-Cal.), which are still
pending. Referred to the Senate Interstate Commerce, the bills are:
S-2755 — To amend Section 315
of the Communications Act by providing that each station set aside
regular and definite periods at desirable times of the day and evening for uncensored discussion on a
nonprofit basis of public, social, political and economic problems, and
for educational purposes, and to
provide equivalent facilities for opposing speakers on controversial
subjects. The FCC would appoint
an advisory committee to carry the
provision into effect. As protection for the station it is specified
that the FCC, advisory committee
and station licensee shall have no
power of censorship of any kind,
nor shall any license be revoked or
renewal refused because of the material so broadcast.
Complete Records
S-2756 — To amend Section 315
by providing that each station licensee shall keep complete and accurate records open to I'easonable
public inspection on all applications for time; of all rejected applications and the reasons, and of
all additions and changes requested
in arranged programs on public,
social, political and economic issues
and on educational subjects.
S - 2757 — To amend Section
326 by providing that the licensing authority shall have no power
of censorship over any radio station and that no regulation or condition shall be promulgated or fixed
by the licensing authority which
shall interfere with the right of
free speech by means of radio communication. There is the added
proviso, not contained in the Scott
measure, that this provision shall
not be construed to exempt any station from liability for any defamatory, profane, indecent, or obscene
language or action broadcast by
any officer, employee, agent or representative ofthe station.
In the latter connection, it was
explained by Senator Schwellenbach that the common law, and in
some instances the statutory law
right for a person to sue on libel
grounds, had to be protected in the
legislation.
Oh Henry Placing
WILLIAMSON CANDY Co., Chicago (Oh Henry candy bars), will
start daily one-minute transcribed
announcements on WTAM, Cleveland, July 16. The candy company
recently started a similar series of
260 transcribed announcements
over KOA, Denver and WKBZ,
Muskegon, Mich. All the announcements are broadcast in the evening
sometime between 6 and 9:30 p.m.
WBS, Chicago, cut the minitranscriptions. John H. Dunham
Co., Chicago, handles the account.
Page 30
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BUFFER WARNS ACTORS— Microphone crowding and backing away
by actors appearing in the NBC Shakespearean cycle has brought the
inventive genius of John Swallow, Hollywood studio manager, into full
play. byHeNBC,
has which
designed
"square-fence"
calledactors
a "microphone
buff"er"
built
is soa arranged
as to keep
at correct distance
from the microphone during the broadcast. By this means the voice is
pitched correctly and it assists those appearing in the cast to keep in
the correct dramatic mood, with the shoving around at instigation of
control room manipulators eliminated. Buffer is made of iron pipe and
so successful has it proven that NBC at its Hollywood studios will use
it for all dramatic presentations. Photo shows the microphone buffer
in use during a recent Shakespearean broadcast. Pictured are (left to
right), William Farnum, Elaine Barrie, John Barrymore, Henry Hunter
and Mary Forbes.
HOLLYWOOD

SHOWS

CENSORED CLOSELY
GENERAL overhauling and tightening of radio utterance censorship
is under way in Hollywood with
the networks carrying more than
an average load of glib chatter.
Repercussions from several sources
in recent weeks have aroused the
networks to the necessity of applying curbs to ill-advised and
off-color chatter after listener complaints.
The networks are anxious to
keep their air channels above reproach and attempts to hold commentators within bounds have,
however, not met with the fullest
co-operation. Result has been that
network codes are being tightened
and interpreted to the word in the
campaign.
Andrew C. Love was recently
transferred from San Francisco to
NBC Hollywood studios to take
charge of the continuity acceptance department and he is required
to scrutinize all scripts and pass
on their acceptability. Byron Mills
has a similar post with NBC in
San Francisco. CBS has Marion
Karol as commercial editor with
similar duties in Hollywood. James
Bloodworth, headquartered at KHJ,
Los Angeles, is continuity editor
of the Don Lee Broadcasting System, also with such authority.
Educator Joins NBC
PROF. L. D. BARNHART, of the
University of Toledo, has joined
NBC-Chicago as educational counsellor. Prof. Barnhart has been
head of the department of speech
at the Toledo school as well as director of the University Civic
Theater there.

SHAKESPEARE — Seems serious
to W. B. Lewis (center) CBS program vice-president, Brewster Morgan (left) producer and Conway
Tearle, narrator, as they study
plans for the CBS cycle of eight
Shakespearian dramas which began
July 12. The programs originate
from the CBS Music Box Theatre,
Hollywood, and a different cast of
stage and film players are featured
in each broadcast.
Hupp Auto to Return
HUPP MOTOR CAR Corp announced here the appointme t of
H. M. Hempstead as adver sing
manager. Some class paper advertising is appearing at present as a
prelude to a drive to begin later in
the summer to reintroduce Hupp to
the motoring
public.
Grace
& Bement
Inc. is the
newly
appointed
agency. Mr. Hempstead was formerly associated with the DelcoFrigidaire division of General Motors, and with other G. M. divisions.
Hupp istensive
expected
an excampaign to
in break
virtually
all
media to introduce its Six in the
$1,000, and Eight, in the $1,200
price class. The company has been
out of the manufacturing field
since January, 1936, when lack of
operating capital forced temporary
suspension.

BROADCASTING

RESUME

BATTLE OF BARD^
AS CBS prepared for its first ap
pearance
the Shakespeare
with
its in
broadcast
of Hamletarent'
or
July
12,
preceded
by
a
transAtlan
tic broadcast the day before fron
Stratford-on-Avon, NBC announce'
a revision of its Shakespearear
schedule, substituting The Tempest ■
Twelfth Night and Taming of th<
Shrew for three of the more trag
ically dramatic shows. In broad ,
casting The Tempest on July 12
night of the CBS opener, NBC
made a strong bid for the audiencf
by casting
John Barrymore
Caliban and Elaine
Barrie asas Ariel
roles highly publicized
in thelined
pair's
tempestuous
romance. CBS
up
such names as Burgess Meredith
Walter Abel, Grace George, William A. Brady, Brian Aheme anc
Margaret
Perry for its Hamlei
cast, with Conway Tearle as narrator.
Latest innovation in the classical
duel of the networks
is NBC's
announcement of a 75-minute
broadcast of George
Shaw's
monumental
Back Bernard
to Methuselah
the script for which is being written by Shawfor hims'elf.
scheduled
Aug. 30. Broadcast is
Retaliating
for
NBC'sRegatta,
cutting forin
on the Poughkeepsie
which CBS had obtained exclusive
broadcasting rights, CBS on July
3 stationed Ted Husing on a church
steeple just outside the Marquette
University stadium in Milwaukee,
from which vantage point he
viewed the A. A. U. track meet
through binoculars, broadcasting to
the CBS audience the feature
which NBC had paid to keep ex
elusive. CBS had also planned tc
do an airplane broadcast of an^
other supposedly exclusive NBC
event, the Vanderbilt Cup races.,
but gave up the idea when the
meet was postponed from Satur
day to Monday.
New Drama Technique
LEAVING NBC and CBS to fight
over Shakespeare, WOR, Newark,
has announced a radio version of
Les Miserables to be broadcast in
seven half-hour installments. Orson
Welles, noted actor and director
will direct the series, which will
employ a new radio technique call
ed "projection" rather than the us
ual radio dramatization. Keeping
as closely as possible to the actual
words of Victor Hugo, the broadcasts will combine the reading of
descriptive passages by a narrator
with the reading of the dialogue
by actors,
plusandtheanaddition
sound
effects
orchestralof
background.

WHUB to New Owners
WHUB, recently established local
in Watsonville, Cal., went into new
hands July 3 with the sale of the
Watsonville Register and Pajaronian by Mrs. F. W. Atkinson,
widow of the publisher of the
newspapers and licensee of the sta- Hi
tion, Mr. Atkinson died last April.
John P. Scripps and E. F. Elstrom,
owners of the Sajtta Ana (Cal.)
Journal, and Roy Pinkerton, publisher, and Fred Jenkins, managing
editor, of the Ventura County Star
and Free Press, were the joint
purchasers. Mr. Scripps is not
connected with the Scripps-Howard
Newspapers. The transfer of
WHUB requires FCC approval.
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New

MODERN IN DESIGN . . . this main studio at
WOW, in Omaha, Nebraska . . . and designed
for modern broadcasting. Which means broadcasting whose high-fidelity reproduction is permanently protected against faulty acoustical conditions by the use of Johns -Manville Acoustical
Materials and J-M Sound Isolation.
Like WOW, many a leading station throughout
the country has learned that their best assurance
of perfect acoustical conditions lies in designing
and building studios in accordance with the present-day sound-control methods developed by the
pioneers of the field— Johns-Manville. For details,
write Johns-Manville, 22 E. 40th St., N.Y.C.

MJohns-ManYille
SOUND -CONTROL
ACOUSTrCAL-

MATERIALS

ENGINEERING
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AND
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FTC

Powers

Approved

as Lea

Bill

Is Sanctioned
by House
Committee
NEW POWERS for the Federal
tee, by a vote of 12 to 6, eliminated this provision on the ground
Trade Commission to check false
that there had never been any conadvertising and unfair trade pracas between the jurisdiction of
tices were approved July 9 by the the flict
Trade Commission and the
House Interstate and Foreign ComFCC. Whether an effort will be
merce Committee. The Committee
made on the floor to reinstate the
substituted the bill introduced by provision so as to avoid any posits chairman, Representative Clarsible interference with FCC reguence F. Lea (D-Cal.) for the
lation of broadcasting stations and
Wheeler Trade Commission Act telephone and telegraph carriers
Amendment (S-1077) passed sev- was problematical.
eral weeks ago by the Senate.
The Lea Bill is designed as a
Another Senate measure, the substitute both for the Copeland
Copeland Pure Food and Drug Bill Bill and the Wheeler Bill, both of
(S-5), likewise was sidetracked by which have been passed by the
the House Committee action. Ad- , Senate. The Copeland Bill would
vertising control over foods, drugs, have reposed control over sale and
devices and cosmetics would have
advertising of food, drugs and cosbeen vested in the Agriculture Demetics largely in the Department
partment under the Copeland Bill. of Agriculture,
whereas the WheeThe revised House measure
ler
measure
as well as the Lea Bill i
would broaden the power of the
of the au- V
FTC to put an end to unfair trade proposedthority ofbroadening
the Trade Commission.
practices when these practices are
Under Section 15 of the bill, the
judged contrary to public interest.
deUnder the present act, FTC action term "false
scribed as anadvertisement"
advertisement isother
can result only from alleged inthan labeling "which is misleading
jury to a competitor. The advertising provisions of the new act in any material respect; and in
provide for issuance of cease and determining whether any advertisement is misleading, there shall
desist orders similar to those now
issued in unfair trade cases. In ad- be taken into account (among
dition, the FTC may issue an in- other things) not only representations made or suggested by statejunction to stop publication of adment, word, design, device sound,
vertising it believes harmful to
health, published with intent to de- or any combination thereof, but
fraud or mislead. Radio broadcast
also the extent to which the advertisement fails to reveal facts
licensees, publishers and advertising
material in the light of such repagencies are specifically exempted
of liability for false advertising
resentations or material with respect to consequences which may
except where they seek to protect
the manufacturer responsible. The result from the use of the commeasure provides a $5,000 fine and
modity to which the advertisement
six months imprisonment for con- relates; if at the time of the dissemination of the advertisement
victions of false advertising. The
there exists a substantial difference
courts, however, would be empowof opinion, among experts qualified
ered specifically to exempt a newspaper, magazine or periodical from
by scientific training and experian FTC injunction when it can be
ence, as tosentation,the
truth of a represhown that the injunction would
the advertisement
shall
prevent
publication on a regular not be considered misleading on
time or date.
account of such representation, if
it states clearly and prominently
Should a diffex-ence of trained
opinion arise over the falsity of the fact of such difference of opinadvertising, the bill would speciion: Provided that no advertisefically exempt the manufacturer
ment of a drug shall be deemed to
from penalty if the article is ac- be false if it is disseminated only
curately labeled or described as to to a member of the medical profesits contents. In a last minute
sion, contains no false representachange, the committee decided to
tion of a material fact and inexempt soap in all forms from the
cludes, or is accompanied in each
definition of cosmetics.
instance by truthful disclosure of
In reporting out the bill, the the formula showing quantitatively
Committee eliminated a provision
each ingredient of such drug."
in the original draft which would
exempt companies subject to the
jurisdiction of the FCC. The origiNew Program Service
nal bill proposed that banks and
common carriers "subject to the A NEW SERVICE for radio proacts to regulate commerce" should
gram producers
been New
established at 350
Madisonhas Ave.,
York
be exempted. The Communications Act of 1934 was described
by Clafton W. Cousens, space repas one of those acts.
resentative for Conde Nast publications for eight years. Mr. Cousens
It was learned that the Commitwill represent writers, personali-^
ties, musical talent, dramatic tal-:
ent radio
and complete
to phase!
assist'
the
producer shows
in every
Spooks In the Mike
of his program needs. Under Mr.
THE first haunted microCousens wing as
are Emily
such well-known
personalities
Post, Fay
phone is claimed by KFRU,
Bainter, Mai Stevens, Stanley,
Columbia, Mo. During a draWoodward and many others. Under
matic program the other afsponsorship to Lever Brothers is
ternoon, right in the middle
his Big Sister serialized program,
of a highly emotional scene,
sold through Ruthrauff & Ryan
the mike began sliding slowly
Inc.
to the floor. When the show
ended everyone was down on
ALL NEWS broadcasts over KSL, ;
his knees. KFRU engineers
are
in
the
market
for
a
nonSalt Lake noCity,
use news
two and
anskid mike stand.
uncements— one now
for the
one for the commercials which are
limited to 50 words.
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On September 26th WHK engineers flip a s^vitch for the first time. It's an important switch to
Cleveland's pioneer radio station because it brings NBC Blue Network programs to Northern
Ohio listeners via WHK.
And on this same big day an event of equal importance
of WHK

takes place at WJAY,

in Cleveland. WJAY engineers flip their new
casting programs to WJAY Hsteners.

Because of the proved excellence of Blue Network
conclusion more Hsteners than ever will tune to WHK

the sister station

switch, thus bringing Mutual

Broad-

and Mutual programs it is a foregone
and WJAY. And because

of this greater coverage, radio time buyers cannot afford to overlook WHK
WJAY when making up schedules.
We have some interesting facts and figures to prove that Northern
produce sales for you if you use WHK or WJAY.

and

GREAT
LAKES
EXPOSITION

Ohio will
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CLE
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UNITED
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H. K. Carpenter, Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

& PETERS,

Inc.— National

N

D

★
★★★★★
J. T. Vorpe, Production Manager

COMPANY

E. L. Gove, Technical Supervisor

C. A. McLaughlin, Sales Manager

FREE

WJAY
L E V E L A

Representatives.

New

York - Chicago

- Detroit

Labor Moves on Radio
{Continued from page 25)
Local 802, AFofM, testified that
his local, with more than 17,000
members, has a closed shop agreement with every radio station in
New York. He stated that his
union has an agreement with the
lATSE that in case of an lATSE
strike the musicians must strike
too.

Western Electric 104A Amplifier
measures SVi" x 4%" x 6%"
Here's

your

PRE-AMPLIFIER!

New

104A

1. Premixing

brings

you

amplification

2. Gain

of approximately

3. High

Quality

Western Electric's new 104A
Amplifier is a single stage, fixed
gain unit primarily designed for
use in studio amplifier channels
as a premixing or low level amplifier to improve the signal to
noise ratio. It may also be applied to existing studio channels
using equipment such as the
701A Speech Input Bay when
high level mixing is desired.
The outstanding features
are : extremely compact and economical to operate — gain of ap-

Western

at Low

29

db

Cost

proximately 29 db — frequency
response flat within 1 db from
30 to 10,000 cycles — 30 or 250
ohm input — 30 or 500 ohm output. Three of these amplifiers
may be mounted on Western
Electric 998 type mounting plate
which occupies only 5%" space
on standard relay rack or in
equipment cabinet. For full
details: Graybar
Electric Company, f"^!^
Graybar Building,
New York, N. Y.

Electric

B R 9 A D CASTING
E Q U 1 P ME N T
Distribufed by GRAYBAR E/ectric Co.
In Canada: Northern Electric Co., Ltd.
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John C. McDowell, secretary of
Local No. 1, Theatrical Protective
Union, a member of lATSE, testified that his union has jurisdiction
over all theatrical mechanical employes. He stated that it has a
closed shop agreement with Marcus Loew Booking Agency which
would be violated if ARTA were
allowed to represent the WHN
technicians. Under questioning he
said that his union takes in only
technical theatrical employes, exeluding actors, writers, producers
and clerical employes and that it
has no agreement with any radio
station. He admitted that it could
not act for the WHN engineers
unless they authorized it to do so,
but said that a strike would be
called if ARTA were given recognition.
James J. Brennan, president of
Local No. 1, TPU, and sixth vicepresident of lATSE, also claimed
Jurisdiction over all theatrical
technicians and stated that his
union acts for sound technicians
employed by moving picture producers and in servicing sound
booths in theatres. He said it has
agreements with all picture companies but none with broadcasters
and that the radio engineers would
nrobably be organized separately.
If the WHN engineers joined
IBEW, as some station technical
staffs have done, lATSE would
not contest that union's authority,
he stated, as it is also an AFofL
affiliate. He said that if the NLRB
ordered WHN to recognize ARTA
the lATSE would probably call a
strike, but that he could not say
definitely that they would.
The case was presented by Lester M. Levin of NLRB. Irving H.
Greenfield was counsel for WHN
and Murray S. Kaplan for lATSE.
Akron Union Started
At WJW, Akron, a group of
announcers and engineers met
early in July, formed the Radio
Workers Guild, with Gerald Roberts, chief engineer, as president,
and presented their demands for a
uniform contract to the station
management. A few days later the
RWG was taken in as a chapter
of ARTA, the CIO communications
union, and a contract negotiated
with Sam Townsend, station manager.
Fitger Beer Adds
FITGER BREWING Co., Duluth,
added WDAY, Fargo, July 15 making the fourth station broadcasting
10-weekly spot announcements calling attention to the beer company's
weekly half-hour show on a special Minnesota network and giving
details of a contest. Other stations
broadcasting the spots are WCCO,
KFYR and WEBC. The network
program is broadcast Friday evenings over WCCO, WEBC, WMFG
and WHLB. Leo Burnett Co. Inc.,
Chicago is the agency.
BROADCASTING

Amos 'n' Andy to Shift
Without Break in Series
CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden,
has
signed term
Amos beginning
'n' Andy Jan.
for 3,a
three-year
1938. Continuing on the same network on the same days at the
same times (NBC -Red, Monday
thru Friday, 7 to 7:15 p. m. and
11 to 11:15 p. m.) the team will
not miss a single broadcast, signingcast
off their
final than
Pepsodent
after more
eight broadyears
under the same sponsorship on Friday, Dec. 31, 1937, and beginning
their new series for Campbell on
Monday, January 3, 1938.
According to present information
they will continue their adventures
along the same lines as heretofore,
the only differences being the ada group
of Canadian
tionsditionto ofthe
41 outlets
of the staRed
Network now carrying the Amos
'n' Andy programs and the change
in commercials from toothpaste to
soup. Agency for Campbell is F.
Wallis Armstrong Co., Philadelphia, with Lord & Thomas acting
as agents for the team.
With its sponsorship of the
blackface team Campbell will be
returning to NBC, on which it
formerly sponsored a half-hour
morning program every day but
Sunday and an evening half-hour
once a week. For the past few
years, however, the Campbell radio
advertising has been exclusively
CBS, sorsonthe which
currently
sponFriday itnight
Hollywood
Hotel full hour programs and the
half-hour Ken Murray shows on
Wednesdays. Whether either or
both of these programs will be
affected by the new series has not
been announced.
Independent Musicians
Reject
Offer
of Petrillo
THE EXECUTIVE board of the
American Musicians Union, Chicago independent group, has refused James C. Petrillo's offer to
join his Chicago Federation of Musicians,AMU
although nearly
50 members of the
have bolted
the
group to join the CFM. Mr. Petrillo, to offset the CIO, had written letters to the AMU men offering to make them members in installment plans — $5 down and $5
per month until the $50 initiation
dues were paid.
Although
the aAMU
has not yet,
actually received
CIO charter
unofficial recognition has been
given it because the bandsmen
have been playing at numerous
CIO affairs. The AMU boasts
nearly 1,000 members as compared
to Mr. Petrillo's 5,600, and it was
Mr. Petrillo's intention to consolidate the two rival unions. AMU
musicians told BROADCASTING that
Mr. Petrillo was not offering them
anything that could not be obtained
by any other musician.
Midwest to Meet
MIDWEST BROADCASTING Cosuccessor to the old Affiliated
Broadcasting Co., will hold a meeting in Chicago the first week in
September.
HANFORD'S SWEET BUTTER
Co., New
York, has
man B. Furman
Inc., appointed
New York,Nor-as
its advertising agency. Company is
currently using six English and six
Jewish announcements weekly on
WBNX, New York.
• Broadcast
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GREATNESS

Birthday
SUNDAY,

Broadcast
JULY 25th

A heap of hammering

has been

going on 'round WTMJ these past
two years. Riveters and riggers have

A history-making outdoor broadcast— direct
from our transmitter location — will mark
the Tenth Birthday celebration of WTMJ.
From early morning 'til late afternoon,
more than 20,000 guests will be royally entertained. Inspection tours will be the order
of the day — advertiser's display booths will
be featured. Folks won't forget this "party"
— nor will they forget you if your product
is among those present!

been busy. Wire "planters" and painters, too.

■ i'

But now, all is quiet on our eastern
and western fronts. Our two-year
progress program has been completed.
And on this, the tenth anniversary
of our birthday, we're proud of the
wonders the workers have wrought.

^

First, we see a battery of sleek,
streamlined studios — air-conditioned,
acoustically perfect, mechanically

. 1T Y

7W/ HIGH

TY
FIDELI
EL
N
PA ^ER —
SMnTER

;i;N

aocast

74^/bro

THE

modern — all aimed at the bull's-eye
of flawless input !

studios

Next, our eyes climb skyward up
the dizzying height of our new 400foot vertical radiator . , , then back
to earth, to rest on a transmitter of
the most recent type. We throw out

MILWAUKEE

Edward
NEW

Retry

&

JOURNAL

coverage of our output has been ballooned 28 per cent!
Thus, with score after score of advancements indesign and equipment,
WTMJ reaches newer, loftier peaks
in radio quality. Thus, with matchless broadcast and reception betterments, WTMJ extends its overwheming popularity with Wisconsin listeners. The leader remains the leader!
Here, surely, is definite advertiser
assurance of broadcast perfection.
Here, truly, is trustworthy promise
money.
of more ears for the advertiser's
We urge you to gear in with this
prosperous, profitable market . . .
through the geared-up facilities of a
Greater WTMJ !

STATION

Co., Inc., Representatives

yORK — DETROIT — CHICAGO

BROADCASTING

our chest a little when a hard-bitten
engineer tells us that the fidelity and
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FOUR-STATION NET
IN THE NORTHWEST
A FOUR - station northwestern
combination — comprising KFPY,
Spokane; KRSC, Seattle; KXL,
Portland; KGIR, Butte— was announced July 8 with completion of
arrangements whereby the stations
will be sold nationally as a unit.
In addition, any combination of the
stations will be available on a regional network basis with Postal
Telegraph lines used. Programs
will be interchanged on a regular
schedule.
Arrangements for the hookup
were completed by T. W. Symons
Jr., operating KFPY and KXL, Ed
Craney, operating KGIR, and Robert E. Priebe, operator of KRSC.
The former three stations are jointly operated by the Symons-Craney
group.
At the same time is was announced that Joseph H. McGillvra,
station representative, would represent the combination. A joint
rate card will be announced.
O
u

Broadcasts

Big

Part

in Program

Of Scouts at Jamboree
in Washingt
RADIO is credited by Boy Scout
ly radio-minded, the youthson
providing talent for many of the Jamexecutives with much of the sucboree broadcast programs. In addicess achieved by the Boy Scout
tion many of them had their own
Jamboree, which wound up a busy
week in Washington on July 8. amateur sets and a shortwave set
Broadcasting networks cooperated was operated from Jamboree headquarters to dispatch and receive
with Scouts to give the event even
more extensive coverage from the messages, official and personal to
national capitol than marked the and from Scouts and relatives.
Network Studios
inauguration of President Roosevelt last January.
Besides a schedule of some 50
The three major national networks—NBC, CBS and Mutual, had
broadcasts from the Jamboree site,
networks had for weeks carried fully-equipped studios in their exhibit booths and nearly 100 anpre-Jamboree programs and indinouncers, engineers and production
vidual stations all over the counnien handled the broadcasts, betry had joined with the networks
sides answering questions from
in plugging the event. The result
crowds of lads who wanted to know
was that some 25,000 Scouts were
in the capital city, countless other more about technical details. Shortwave stations of the national netthousands of visitors swarmed over
the 300-odd acres of tents and
works relayed the Jamboree programs to foreign countries.
booths, and millions in the United
Augmenting the camp studios of
States and other countries partithe networks were pack transmitcipated via the loudspeaker.
ters that were carried like a knapScouts themselves proved intenseHiiEi Cteii® FtaiE. CiA®
99 NcfkOJiT SlKECT

o

CfiFMPiOrr

CoLiTMDUs. Ohio

July 7, 1937
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Mr. W. I. Orr, Sales Manager
Station W. B. N. S.
33 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio
Dear Mr. Orr:

<

H

X
o

on
<

Your organization will be interested in the unusual success
gas refrigeration sales campaign which closed June JO, because
responsible part that WENS played in it. Our four programs
presenting Jim Cooper, The Gas Company News Commentator, have
an institution in Central Ohio. During more than 3000 broadcasts that have carried this program, we have invested the bulk of our
advertising appropriation for Central Ohio in this media.
of our
of the
daily,
become

In the three-month campaign on Servel Electrolux gas refrigerators this year, Columbus exceeded its 193^ record by 26%, This
achievement has added significance when it is known that Columbus led
all cities of its classification in the country in gas refrigerator
sales last year. In 193^ Columbus exceeded its 1935 g^s refrigerator
campaign sales by a fraction over 100%! In the same campaign 1935
exceeded 1934 by 57.4%» It was in 193'+ that we first used Jim Cooper
on WBNS. That year's spring gas refrigeration campaign exceeded 1933»
our biggest previous campaign, by 171^. So you can see that since
using
this program,
in
Columbus
by 975^. we "have increased our campaign sales of Electrolux
Of course, during this time the product was improved, conditions were bettered and we raised the standard of our sales force,
but Columbus increased its business considerably over the increases In
our territory beyond the area served by '.TENS.
It is significant that in the campaign just closed a special
reward was offered to salesmen who sold 60 or more refrigerators in
the 77 selling days of April, May and June. Wholesale orders were excluded so the business all came from individual purchasers. Out of 26
salesmen in Columbus, 15 of thm won the distinction of selling 60 or
more refrigerators, tiie high and second high men selling 97 and 96 gas
refrigerators respectively.
We want to express our appreciation to WBNS for the part you
have played in contributing to our success.
Very truly yours.
James E. Humphreys
RN
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sack and elaborate trucks equipped
with transmitters capable of contacting network points as far away
as 50 miles.
Culmination of the radio activity at the Jamboree were the closing night events, when mobile unitf
connecting perhaps 200
network
stations described President Roosevelt's drive from the Capitol to the
White House reviewing the ScoutV
"stationary parade." At the reception later at the White House
grounds and the farewell events
the networks were in the center ol
activity. These programs wound up
a series of broadcasts that had
started June 27 when first arrival.^
at the Jamboree camp sites wert
interviewed on the air.
J
On July 5 the networks broad
cast what was described as
the
largest choir ever to appear on the
air, a choir of 25,000 boys singingi
in unison from the base of Washington Monument. The event was
a non-sectarian inspirational convocation. The same day a high pontifical mass was carried to the
world by radio.
A number of regular network
programs were shifted to the
Scout center during the Jamboree,
one of the most interesting being the
Magic Key on NBC-Red with Johr
B. Kennedy interviewing the lads
and injecting authentic Jamboree
atmosphere into the broadcast.
Lowell Thomas was another com
mentator who went to the Monument site for atmosphere. Lannj
Ross, a former scout, sang at the
Grand National Convocation on
the night of July 4.
Out of the Jamboree came the
news that a network of Boy Scout
amateur stations is planned. With
some 350 of them licensed to operate "ham" sets, the Scouts believe
that a chain of stations would prove
of public service in case of emergency and besides would provide
experience in relaying messages ol
the type enjoyed by amateurs whc
cooperate with the Army in handling shortwave service.
The Jamboree youths operated
their own shortwave station!
W3USA, during the event, using
a new model Coast Guard 93-foo1
radiator and a Collins transmittei
also provided by the Coast Guard
Operating on 3505 kc, the Scouts
sent code messages to their homes
Henry W. Yahnel, of Helmet
ta, N. J., a scoutmaster, was ir
charge of the shortwave setup
Broadcast program activity at the
Jamboree was directed bv Lesli(
C. Stratton, New York, director oi
Scout public relations.
Will Promote Tea
FINANCED by tea growers ir
India, Java, Ceylon and Sumatra
the Tea Bureau of the Unitec
States has been formed in Nev
York to promote the consumptior
of black tea in this country. I
plans a $1,000,000 campaign durinj
the next 12 months, using news
paper, magazines and other media
William Estey & Co., New York
is the agency. Benjamin Wood
formerly with Good Housekeeping
has been appointed managing di
rector of the organization, whicl
takes over the functions of the Te
Market Expansion Bureau organi
zed in 1936.
REPUBLIC PICTURES has pur|
chased the movie rights to The Lon
Ranger, dramatic cowboy serial of th
radio which Gordon Baking Co., Dei
troit. sponsors three times weekly 01
MBS in the interest of Silvercuj*
Bread.serial
The offirm
sode
the will
story.make a 15-epi
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Advertisers and Agencies in this section consider these
stations indispensable in any plan to interest and sell the
people of these rapidly-growing coniniiinities.
The unusually powerful listener influence exercised by
both KXYZ and KRIS has been constructed by means of a
policy that renders essential service.
South Texans keep these stations tuned in for Trans-Radio
iVews, Sports Programs and Reports, and numerous other
Features not available from other sources, resulting in a
coverage that has been tremendously productive for a long
list of successful users of station time.
iVow. with the added interest of IVBC service, and with a

Management
Order for both Stations
Check pays the bill
Set of Continuity
Serves both Stations
Sets Merchandising Men
to add impetus to your
business in South Texas

merchandising set-up that covers every sectional source of
retail distribution, KZYZ and KRIS are in exactly the right
position to do a "bang up'' job for the national advertiser.
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First Radio Institute CBS Outlet in Fresno
WHEN the new KARM goes on the
Conducted in Southwest
air in Fresno, Cal., using 100 watts
THE Southwest's first Radio Insti- on 1310 kc. in accordance with a
July 2 authorization by the FCC
tute, attended by 150, was conductBroadcast Division, CBS reports
ed by Southern Methodist University in Dallas July 7 as pai't of its it will join CBS, which since Jan.
summer Radio Workshop session
1 has been without an outlet in
which concluded July 12. The In- that city. KMJ, the McClatchy
stitute was presided over by Dr. station in Fresno, joined NBC at
C. 0. Clough, extension director of the beginning of this year, shiftSMU, and Ben H. Farrow, former
ing with the other McClatchy stadirector of the Ohio School of the
tions off CBS. The station's conAir and instructor in the Radio
struction is expected to be comWorkshop, who will spend the next
pleted by Oct. 15 unless rival apsix weeks conducting a Radio Workplicants for new facilities in Fresshop at the University of Texas,
no appeal. The effective date of
after which he will join WBEN,
the grant is Aug. 10. The licensee
Buffalo, as educational director.
is George Harm, local Cadillac,
Principal speakers included MarLaSalle and Oldsmobile dealer for
tin Campbell, general manager of Don Lee and operator of a truck
WFAA; Mrs. J. C. Vanderwoude,
line and shipping warehouse.
state radio chairman, and Mr. Darrow. Students at SMU, just before WHEN WAIM, Anderson, S. C, joins
Mr. Darrow departed, formed the the CBS network on July 18, the
dedicatory program will feature the
Darrow Radio Guild in his honor.
of 16 scholarships to local
It is planned also, as a result of presentation
young men and women who won top
his visit, to institute a Texas School
places in WAIM's School of the Air
contest.
of the Air.

OLDEST— Shriner attending Detroit convention in June is interviewed for CKLW, Windsor-Detroit, and Mutual Network, by Announcer Joe Gentile (behind microphone at right) while Art Sutton,
CKLW program manager (in
white), looks on. From this stand,
in addition to interviewing the 91year-old Shriner, MBS carried details of the big convention parade.

NO OTHER basic network station delivers primary coverage throughout the WOWO primary area — or even claims to.
Without WOWO all network coverage maps record incomplete coverage of the rich and responsive tri-state market (61 counties in Indiana,
Ohio and Michigan) which is WOWO's radio community. To the
571,003 families (owning 417,500 radio sets and buying $520,300,000
of merchandise annually) in this community, WOWO is their home
town station; 1160 kc. their radio main street.
J-99487

HOOSIER
STATION
Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
10,000 Watts
NBC Basic Blue
E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY
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Committee

Membership

Considered

by Elmer

as

He
Assumes NAB's
Helmof
APPOINTMENT
of committees
the NAB for 1937-19c8 is under consideration by John Elmer,
WCBM, Baltimore, newly-elected
NAB president.
In Washington on July 8 to go
over industry affairs with James
W. Baldwin, NAB managing director, Mr. Elmer asserted that he
hopes to complete his personnel of
the NAB committees within a short
time. Major attention is being given to the appointment of a Legislative Committee of 48, with the
members to include a broadcaster
from each state in the country.
Other committees to be appointed
include the Commercial Section and
its various divisions and the Engineering Committee.
Mr. Elmer has announced definitely that he plans to spend at
least one day each week at NAB
headquarters and he has invited
members to visit him at the offices
in the National Press Building. He
has selected Thursday as his regular day at NAB headquarters but
he plans
as muchonly
additional timetoinspend
Washington,
35
miles distant from his native Baltimore, as may be necessary in the
conduct of the association's affairs.
Since the Chicago convention last
month, Mr. Elmer declared, he has
conferred with Mr. Baldwin on
mandates of the business meetings.
Plans have not yet been crystallized on any phases of the association's new activity during the coming year, he said.
KTMS IISSTALLATIOJS
HAS mw
FEATURES
FEATURING several new departures in engineering technique, the
new KTMS, Santa Barbara, Cal.,
500 v/atts on 1220 kc, will go on
the air on or about Aug. 15 with
Norman R. McLaughlin as general
manager. Construction of the station by the Santa Barbara News
& Press, of which T. M. Storke
is
was authorized last
Feb.publisher,
9.
Studios are now under construction and will occupy a wing of the
News-Press Bldg. Norman D. Webster, chief engineer of the McClatchy stations, is consulting engineer
supervising the installation of the
transmitter, which will have two
250-foot vertical radiators spacephased 180 degrees and top-loaded
87 degrees in accordance with the
recent IRE paper by Dr. G. H.
Brown, now of the firm of Godley
& Brown, consulting engineers. The
directional is designed to concentrate coverage to the Northwest
and Southeast and to eliminate
waste coverage over the Pacific
Ocean to the South and the sparsely populated
to the
North. mountainous regions
C. M. Mugler, of the Acoustical
Engineering Co., Los Angeles, has
been engaged as acoustical engineer supervising the studio installations. He recently completed the
KEHE studios in Los Angeles and
the KFWB studios in Hollywood.
Manager
recently was McLaughlin
an account until
executive
with the Don Lee System. Previously he was with the McClatchy
stations as manager of K W G, .
Stockton, and KERN, Bakersfield.
The station's chief engineer will
be Clinton C. Van Cott, who has
resigned as chief engineer of
KERN and joins KTMS Aug. 2.
• Broadcast
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• With the best cash crop of wheat since 1928 put
away, Oklahoma farmers are feeling flush and ready
to let themselves go. With their incomes from wheat
doubled over last year, they have become A-1 prospects for sellers of everything from toothpaste to
tractors.
The way cotton and other major crops are lining up,
Oklahoma's rural population is due to continue hitting

one jackpot after another during the balance of the
Go to them now with your sales story while they are
year.
looking for buying ideas.
WKY, most frequent and welcome guest in the farm
homes of Oklahoma, will take you directly into the
family huddles where plans for spending a $55,000,000
wheat crop are now being made.

OWNED AND OPEBATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBUSHING
COMPANX — PUBUSKEB8 OF THE DAUY OKLAHOMAN.
OKLAHOMA CITY TIMES AND THE FABMER STOCKMAN
NoUeaol Bepr«s«iita1iv<» — E. XATZ SPECIAL APVERTISING AGENCY

CBS Sued by Rosenstein
For Alleged Script Misuse
CHARGING unauthorized use of
a radio serial titled Dick Barnes,
Hollywood's
Rosenstein hasStar
filedReporter,
a $15,000 Jack
suit
in the Los Angeles Superior Court
against Columbia Broadcasting
System of California Inc., Milton
Weinberg Adv. Co., A. J. Krank
Co., Milton Weinberg and Lloyd
Pantages. Rosenstein in his suit alleges that he submitted his program to the defendants last year
and that later his material was
used on CBS by those named in the
suit, under title Lloyd Pantages
Covers Hollywood.
A. J. Krank Co., St. Paul (cosmetics & shaving cream), sponsors
Lloyd Pantages Covers Hollywood
weekly quarter-hour news program,
on 6 CBS Pacific Coast stations,
having started May 26 for 52
weeks, the broadcast originating
from KNX, Hollywood. Pantages is
a former Hollywood syndicate writer. Milton Weinberg Adv. Co., Los
Angeles, is the agency.
NATIONAL

Demand

for

High

Frequency

Facilities

Made
at Conferences Held in Europe
A WORLD-WIDE demand for ad- of benefiting the tropical countries,
those frequencies apparently
ditional high frequencies for inter- where
work best. There was little talk
national broadcasting, together
of widening of the band below the
with pleas of commercial aviation
for more bands, probably will fea- 550 kc. limit prevailing in this
ture the International Tele-commualthough European counnications Conference to be held in country,
tries are using two bands in the
Cairo beginning Feb. 1 of next lower end of the spectrum.
year, it was indicated July 12 by
American Representatives
J. C. McNary, Washington consultThe CCIR Conference, which Mr.
ing engineer of the firm of McMcNary attended as a non-voting
Nary & Chambers. Mr. McNary
delegate for the NAB, was held
was NAB observer at two internato June 8. This contional radio conferences held in from Mayference is21
purely recommendatory
Europe during May and June and
in its scope and many technical
matters relating to broadcasting,
has just returned to this country.
such as changes in tolerances, were
How prominently the regular
broadcast band will figure in the considered with a view of presentation to the Cairo Conference, which
Cairo discussions, Mr. McNary
said, is problematical at this time. is a treaty-making conclave held
every five years. Some 30 nations
He asserted there was considerable
were represented at the meeting.
talk at the International Radio
More room for international highConsulting Committee (CCIR) con- frequency broadcating was asked,
ference in Bucharest regarding
with the conclusion that the subject
increase in the regular broadcast
be taken up at Cairo.
band to 1600 or 1700 kc. as a means
Allocation of frequencies to par-

representatives!,

EDWARD

PETRY & CO., Inc.

ticular nations was not touched at
Bucharest, with the understanding (
it would come up at Cairo. The
American delegation at the conference was headed by Dr. John H. f
Dellinger, radio chief of the Bureau i
of Standards, and included Capt.
S. C. Hooper, Navy Department,
Col. S. D. Crawford, Signal Corps,
Francis deWolf, Chief, Treaty
Division, State Department, and
Gerald C. Gross, Chief, International Section, FCC. In addition to
Mr. McNary, other non-voting delegates included Dr. C. B. JollifFe,
former FCC chief engineer, for
RCA and NBC, and E. K. Cohan,
technical director of CBS.
The International Broadcasting
Union (UIR) Conference held at
Lausanne, Switzerland, June 16-25,
also was attended by Mr. McNary.
The organization is made up of the
radio administrations of practically
all countries of Europe, with leading broadcasting organizations of
other nations as associate members.
Some 33 nations were represented.
The Technical Committee of the
UIR devoted most of its attention
to high-frequency international
broadcasting without formulating
any definite policy but it adopted
a plan to make additional observations as to the type of service stations operating internationally are
rendering both in Europe and in
this country.
There have been complaints of
great interference by these stations,
and the UIR was concerned with a
way of alleviating the interference
through
available
additionalmaking
wavelengths for
the purpose.
It was concluded also that the
Cairo Conference would have to
settle this controversy.
In addition to the demand for
additional international broadcasting frequencies, commercial aviation, by virtue of its rapid development during the past five years,
also is demanding more wave
bands. It appears at this time,
therefore, that international broadcasting and aviation service will be
pitted against telegraphic services,
ship-to-shore telephone services and
the amateurs for more frequencies.
Attending
the Lausanne
Conference in addition
to Mr. McNary
were Cesar Saerchinger and his
successor as CBS European representative, Edward R. Murrow, and
Dr.
NBC. Jolliffe and Max Jordan for
The readyEgyptian
Government
alhas appointed
an organized
committee for the international
conferences under the chairmanship of tions.
the ThusMinister
of Communicafar, it was
stated, the
Egyptian Government has received
more than 1,200 amendments to
the convention adopted at the last
conference at Madrid, which lasted
99 days. It was estimated the
Cairo Conference would run six
weeks.
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WCAU Announcers' Farm
THE WCAU system of farming
out announcers begun last year by
Stan Lee Broza, program director,
to overcome the shortage of experienced announcers has resulted in
the addition to the WCAU announcing staff of George Thomas.
WCAU, Philadelphia, retains an
optiontiveonannouncers
the services
of prospecwho are
sent to
small stations in and near the city
to get experience and training. The
arrangement gives the small stations the advantage of getting better announcers
than auditions.
are usually Mr.
ob-tained
from local
Thomas comes to WCAU from
WHAT, Philadelphia.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Pushover''

A

rit's
WHEX

KRGV

DOES

THE

HERE'S

PVSHIXG

WHY!

1. The 4th Major market of the Nation's greatest state.
2. NBC's Southernmost
3. Over 200,000

outlet (effective August 1st).

people in KRGV's

primary area.

4. Served by ''One Station Only'' — KRGV.
5. Over 30,000 radios within a radius of 40 miles.
6. 1000 watts of power — full time.
7. NBC Thesaurus — Standard
Transradio Service.
8. A marketable

Radio — MacGregor — and

crop ''Every Month"

9. $38,000,000.00

of the year.

"Agricultural" annual income.

10. 304 producing oil wells (in 4 counties).
11. "Tujo" Deep Water Sea Ports.

I
Pushover^^

Your

Sales

Campaign

With

—

KRGV
WESLACO,
SERVING

LOWER

VALLEY

TEXAS

GRANDE

"TEXAS' 4TH CITY'^

National Representatives
WILSON
KANSAS
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SUBSCRIBERS
ALABAMA
WSGN Birmingham
WMFO
Decatur
ARIZONA
COY
Phoenix
ARKANSAS
KUOA
Siloam Springs
KTPW
Ft. Smith
CALIFORNIA
KPMC
Bakersiield
KIEM
Eureka
KHJ
Los Angeles
KLX
Oakland
KGB
San Diego
KFBC San Francisco
KDB Santa Barbara
KGER Long Beach
COLORADO
KFEL
Denver
KTKA
Greeley
KGHF
Pueblo
CONNECTICUT
WTIC
Hartford
WELI New Haven
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WJSV Washinglon
FLORIDA
WRUF
Gainesville
WMBR lacksonville
WLAK
Lakeland
WQAM
Miami
WDBO
Orlando
WFOY St. Augustine
WSUN St. Petersburg
WTAL Tallahassee
WINO West Palm Beach
GEORGIA
WTFI
Athens
WGST
Ailanta
WMAZ
Macon
IDAHO
KIDO
Boise
KID
Idaho Falls
Lewiston
KRLC
ILLINOIS
Chicago
WGN
Decatur
WJBL
WTAX
Springfield
INDIANA
Elkhart
WTHC
Muncie
WLBC
IOWA
WMT
Cedar Rapids
woe
Davenport
WKBB
Dubuque
KANSAS
Abilene
KFBI
KIUL
Garden City
KVGB
Great Bend
rWBG
Hutchinson
KENTUCKY
WLAP
Lexington
LOUISIANA
WJBO Baton Rouge
KMLB
Monroe
WDSU New Orleans
KHMD
Shreveport
MAINE
WCSH
Portland
MARYLAND
WFBR
Baltimore
WTBO Cumberland
WFMD
Frederick
MASSACHUSETTS
WEEI
Boston
WCOP
Boston
WTAG
Worcester
MICHIGAN
WHDF
Calumet
W)R
Detroit
MINNESOTA
WEBC
Duluth
KBOC
Rochester
KSTP
St. Paul
MISSISSIPPI
WAML
Laurel
WQBC
Vicksburg
MISSOURI
KMBC Kansas City
KWK
St. Louis
KGBX-KWTO Springfield
NEBRASKA
KFAB
Uncoln
KOIL
Omaha
NEW MEXICO
KGGM Albuquerque
KRQA
Santa Fe
NEW YORK
WOKO
Albany
WGR-WKBW Buffalo
WOR New York City
WQXR New York City
WHDL
Olean
WHAM
Rochester
WFBL
Syracuse
NORTH CAROLINA
WBIG
Greensboro
WAIR Winston-Salem
NORTH DAKOTA
KLPM
Minot
OHIO
Akron
WJW
WCKY
Cincinnati
Cleveland
WKX
Columbus
WHKC
WBMK
Dayton
WSPD
Toledo
WKBN
Youngstown

WOR

master

control

WOR

transmitter

tower

Jack

''World''

Arthur

'^on the aii

disc on WOR

turntal:

"

.

,

,

this
From

"One

his experience

of America's

WOR,

scientific

Newark,

"World
improvement

with transcription broadcasts

over

Great Stations," J. R. Poppele, Chief Engineer,

N. J., says—

Broadcasting

System has contributed widely to the

and perfection of recorded

doubt left with either the broadcaster
the value

medium^^

of the programs

which

programs.

There is no

or the listener concerning

are presented

through

this

scientific medium."
The scientific accuracy
Headquarters

is apparent

of recordings made

in two important ways.

wide range Vertical facilities (in New
wood) were developed
combining

at Transcription

York, Chicago

by the best brains in sound

the engineering

Electric, Electrical Research

First, World's
and Holly-

reproduction,

talents of Bell Laboratories, Western
Products, Inc., and World

Broadcast-

ing System. . . . Second, the results of World's method
the value of the service rendered

to many

prove

advertisers and many

radio stations. And these results are written in figures that show
the biggest rate-of-gain in the industry's history.
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SUBSCRIBERS
KADA OKLAHOMA
Ado
KVSO
Ardmora
KCRC
Enid
KVOO
KBIX
Muskoqe*
TuIia
KFJI
OREGON
Klamath
Falls
Portland
Kom
PENNSYLVANIA
WLEU
WCBA-WSAN Harrisburg
AUentown
WKBO
WCAU
PhUadelphia
Erio
WIP
Philadelphia
WGBI
Scranton
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
WJAR
KABRSOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen
TENNESSEE
WOPI
Bristol
Chattanooga
WREC
WDOD
Memphis
WLAC
NashWlla
KFDM TEXAS
Beaumont
KRIS
WRAP
Corpus
Ft. Christi
Worth
KXYZ
KTSM
KFRO
El Paso
Houston
KRLH
Longview
Midland
WOAI
San Antonio
KCMC
Texarkana
Wichita
Falls
KGKO
KDYL
Salt
Lake
City
UTAH
WCAX VERMONTBurlington
WNBX
WDBJ
Springiield
VIRGINIA
Harrisonburg
KPQ
WRVA
Richmond
WSVA
Roanoke
KXRO
WASHINGTON
KUI
Aberdeen
KGY
KVOS
Bellingham
KMO
Olympia
KOL
KIT
Seattle
Walla Tacoma
Walla
Wenatchee
Yakima
WEST VIRGINIA
Bluefleld
WHIS
WEAU WISCONSIN
Green
Bay
WHBY
Eau Claire
WKBH
La Crosse
WIBA
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WOMT
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Saskatchewan
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Regina
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WWJ
Program
Plan
BACK in 1920, the station that is now WWJ,
Detroit, had something to do with the onset
of this thing called broadcasting. Although
there has never been a conclusive finding,
WWJ claims the distinction of having been the
first station still extant to begin regular operation. KDKA, Pittsburgh, makes a similar
claim. It is certain, however, that these stations ran one-two as the progenitors of regular
broadcasting.
Now WWJ, through its youthful and aggressive head, William J. Seripps (who as an amateur hobbyist founded WWJ for his father's
Detroit News) has ventured upon another pioneering effort. He has ordained a radical new
policy governing WWJ programs. Under his
"balanced programming" plan, fully described
in the last issue of Broadcasting, commercial
sponsorship would become a secondary consideration. He feels that an impending revolution
of the public against sameness of programs
and inferior offerings thus can be averted.
We are all in favor of better programs, more
carefully planned. We believe WWJ has taken
a courageous and commendable stand. We
know the motives are proper. But we doubt
whether the plan is practicable for general
application to all broadcasting outlets. WWJ,
because of its position as the adjunct of a
great newspaper, is more ideally suited for the
experiment than most stations.
In this issue we publish the reactions to
the WWJ plan of leading figures among advertisers, agencies and stations. Practically
all agree that the step is a gallant one. But
most of the individuals inject their own views
as to how the result can best be accomplished.
We do not admit that the program situation
is as dangerous as Mr. Seripps views it. Yet
we are strongly in favor of any movement that
will tend to improve the level of radio's offerings and bring about greater diversification.
Mr. Seripps proposes to build sustainings on a
take-it-or-leave-it basis insofar as sponsorship
is concerned, but we feel that by so doing he
will tend to shut off the avenues of ideas that
lead from agencies and from advertisers

I ';-' themselves. We think too, that the listener
has a way of showing whether he favors par, ticular programs or successions of programs
and we have not detected any united outcry
against the prevaling program menu.
Finally, it is clear that advertisers will use
radio only so long as they get results. The
Page 44
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program must pay. If, under Mr. Seripps' plan,
the identity of the sponsor will be submerged
to such an extent as to make justifiable returns
difficult, then it is entirely wrong.
The WWJ plan, as it progresses, will bear
close watching. If it works as Mr. Seripps predicts, there will be plenty of stations prepared
to follow suit. And if it doesn't, some good
still will be accomplished for it focuses attention in the right direction.
IF PRE-8EA80N plans of agencies mean
anything, broadcasters will see spots before
their eyes in greater numbers than ever before. That augers well for another banner
year. Once again ice urge broadcasters to
"eye ance
those
spots" lest
tend to
their programs
by they
cramming
too unbalmuch
in the tvay of commercials in too short a
period.
The White Resolution
TODAY there are pending in Congress two
resolutions proposing investigations into broadcasting and its regulation. One is the Connery
Resolution, introduced at the opening of the
session and now languishing in the House,
which from the start had all r .
marks
of a headline-hunting, sensatio' fishing
expedition by a select comrr "'u.ne second,
introduced within the last fortnight, is that offered by Senator White (R-Me.), proposing a
studious, fact-finding inquiry by a standing
committee of the Senate, or one of its subcommit e s, to appraise existing conditions and devise new policies if they are deemed necessary.
Senator White is a close student of communications and radio. He is perhaps the best
informed man in Congress on the subject. He
is a conservative. He was co-author of the
original Radio Act of 1927, and he is familiar
with its shortcomings. He also is cognizant of
the conditions existing in the regulation of radio which were not contemplated by the
framers of that original law.
The White Resolution is an amazing recital
of practically every charge and every controversy that has arisen in radio and its regulation during the last half-dozen years. There
are implications of possible rate regulation
for broadcasting. Such mooted questions as
newspaper ownership of stations, of allegations
of monopoly, of network regulation, of stock
selling, of improprieties in regulation through
purported exertion of political pressure, are all
raised in the all-inclusive measure.
It would be folly to attempt to brush aside

Day of the Local
DURING THE last 181/2 months, the FCC has
authorized the construction of 88 new broadcasting stations, not counting a half dozen or
so removals from one community to another.
Most of the new stations are low power locals,
though some are daytime regionals and a handful are full-time regionals. Though politics
may have entered into some of the grants,
by and large they were wisely made — especially where they went to communities not
now being served by local outlets, as most of
them were.
Right here we want to say a few more words
in recognition of the locals, the "hundred watters" that are now coming into their own.
That they render a needful local and sometimes national service is often demonstrated,
as witness the magnificent work of local stations in the Texas school explosion disaster a
few months ago. That many of them have had
to scratch for a living until recently is well
known — but now the economic scales seem to
be turning in their favors as they prove their
worth not only to local merchants but to national and regional distributors.
Best business testimonial of all that the locals have been getting in the last year or so,
however, is the fact that so many of them
are being added to the major networks, almost always on the advice of the canny market
research staffs of those networks. Once they
were scorned by the networks as outlets; now
they are eagerly welcomed, and several dozen
of them in large cities and small now have
or will soon have network affiliations. It is
concrete recognition of the fact that the local
station, like the local newspaper, enjoys a
following oftimes overshadowing the highpower or regional station tuneable in its community, an audience that buys the same goods
the big broadcasters also are selling.
the White Resolution with the assertion that
all of the charges are groundless. Radio regulation has not been above reproach by any
means. Senator White does not charge that
broadcasters are to blame. On the contrary, he
says they simply have taken advantage of the
existing situation.
He implies, and perhaps properly, that the
major portion of prevailing questionable practices can be traced to a regulatory body which
has followed the course of least political resistance. He believes that by getting all of the
facts the laws can be buttressed and a better
broadcasting service can result.
We have held in these columns that an investigation of radio is inevitable. So much
propaganda has been spread in Congress about
the industry that the Congressional cravings
can be appeased only by an inquiry. We believe Senator White is sincere in his motives
and constructive in his intent.
Radio broadcasting need not fear an inquiry
conducted on such a plane. It can welcome
any move by any branch of the Federal establishment which would point the way to a better
public service, free from political axe-grinding,
and uninfluenced by self-serving groups ever
alert to pounce upon radio.
Let there be an investigation along the lines
proposed in the White Resolution. We are confident that the result will quiet for another
decade the tongue-wagging of the professional
radio-baiters.
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LOUIS G. CALDWELL, Washington
attorney, planned to sail for Europe
July 24 accompanied by his lO-yeav
Barbara. He will adJAMES C. McXARY and Mrs. old daughter,
International
MeXary, the former Bert Siebert of gress dress
onthe Second
comparative
law at (.'onThe
the NAB, returned to Washington
Hague Aug. 15 on legal restrictions
.July 3 after nearly two months abroad pertaining to broadcast programs.
(lurins which time they observed the After visiting a number of continental
countries, he plans to return Sept. 15.
International
RadioinConsulting
mittee conference
Bucharest Comand
the International Broadcasting Union
THEODORE I. OBERFELDER, former sales promotion manager of
meetings in Lucerne for the NAB,
Hearst Radio Inc., New York, has
Mr. McNary is of the Washington
joined
the sales staff of the New York
engineering
firm of McNary & Chambers.
Broadcasting
his new dutiesSystem
Augustand2. will assume
KEN SOBLE,
di- WHYTHE WALKER, with the
rector, has been Toronto
appointedprogram
managing
director of CHML, Hamilton, Ont., by WBBM sales staff since 1931, has
joined the sales department of WIND,
owner Senator A. C. Hardy, president
of the Maple Leaf Broadcasting Co. Gary, Ind.
Soble started his duties on June 28. BOB SCHMIDT, sales promotion
MBS, sailed on the
GEORGE M. BURBACH, business director of June
30, with his wife
manager of the St. Louis Post- Jformandie,
for a European vacation.
Dispatch and of KSD, and Mrs. Burbach on July 7 sailed aboard the NORMAN S. McGEE has been appointed sales manager of WQXR, New
Queen Mary for a tour of Europe.
They plan to visit England, France,
I'ork.
He
has been a member of the
Germany and Switzerland, returning
station's sales staff for several months
Aug. 17.
and wasatricalformerly
radio Coast.
and thework on thein West
THOMAS MITCHELL has been appointed to the sales staff of WCKY,
J. V. McCONNELL, assistant to Roy
Cincinnati.
C. Witmer, NBC vice-president in
HENRY C. PUTNAM, announcer and charge of sales, has returned to his
account executive of KGMB Honolulu
desk after several months' illness.
and Miss Juanita Jordan, former sec- ALFRED L. SEELYE, formerly a
BOWLES
reporter on the Syracuse Herald, has
Honolulu, were marriedretary
Juneof KGU,
18.
joined the sales staff of WNEW, New
occupation for young Bowles, and
after a short period he came to JAMES COSGROVE, for the last York.
New York to enter the advertising
three years account executive of ALBERT A. EISENSTADT, formerly with the U. S. Census Bureau, has
agency field. He found an opening KJBS, San Francisco, resigned recently to enter the agency business in been appointed sales promotion manwith the George Batten Co., which
San
Francisco.
ager of WNEW, New York, a newlylater was consolidated to form Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn,
EARL NIELSON, former manager of created post at the station.
Inc., remaining as copywriter and KOY, Phoenix, Ariz., was recently BERTRAM LEBHAR, sales manager
account executive until in 1929 he named manager of KHBC. Hilo, Ha- of WMCA, New York, is the father of
waii. Mr. and Mrs. Nielson and their a baby girl born July 1, his third
joined with another young hopeful,
William B. Benton, to organize the son, Edward were accompanied to child but first daughter.
firm of Benton & Bowles Inc.
Honolulu from the Coast by J. Howard Worrall, business manager of RICHARD W. WEBSTER, formerly
His exceptional ability as organof the Los Angeles Evening Neivs and
KGMB. parent station of KHBC.
izer, copywriter and idea man were
News promotion deWALLACE WARREN, formerly of Illustrated Daily
called into full play now, and soon
partments, has been appointed to direct sales promotion of the Don Lee
Central States Broadcasting Co.. Omaseveral large national advertisers
were listed among the Benton & lia, has been named manager of KOH,
Broadcasting
Systemthatand
quartered at KHJ,
city.is headReno, Nov., to succeed Joy True, reBowles clients. Very little money
was spent on radio, though, be- signed.
ARTHUR E. McDonald, sales
cause Mr. Bowles still was a died- J. W. WOODRUFF Jr.. manager of manager of KEHE, Los Angeles, has
WRBL. Columbus, Ga., and his bride
in-the-wool space man. But when
to his
being confined to his
homedesk
withafter
influenza,
he did turn to radio, early in the are making a honeymoon cruise of the returned
West
Indies.
'30's, he did it with his characterisWILLIAM CRAWFORD, formerly
tic wholeheartedness, and Benton
of the Pasadena (Cal,) Independent
&of Bowles
or " ♦^hp first
vast audiences bring the cost- advertising department, has joined
the big became
New Yor^
to their
per-thousand listeners down to a KAIPC,countBeverly
take a definite intere^ ^.
executive. Hills, Cal„ as acWith the Maxwell
yo very low figure.
But programs like Gang Busters
HARRY B. MULLINIX, formerly in
Boat, for example, he dfcv.sed a with
a comparatively low talent the advertising department of the
program formula that has proved a cost show
a
high
efficiency
when
Kansas City Star, has joined KFAC,
favorite over a period of six years,
you consider the small expense in- Los Angeles, as account executive.
and has been the model for countvolved in securing each thousand
less other air favorites. His activH. BROWN, assistant to
iteners. The five - times - a - week WILLET
Allen Weiss, general manager
ity in radio grew rapidly after he liscript
shows are also an excellent Lewis
of the Don Lee Broadcasting System,
was convinced of its efficacy, and
example of this.
Angeles, has been named vice"hit" programs followed one after
Chester Bowles is a husky six- Los
president of the network.
the other. Today the Benton & footer
with brown hair and brown
Bowles broadcast schedule is at an eyes. He
thinks quickly and acts JOE CARTER, former announcer of
all-time high, with such network
Atlanta, recently became
rapidly when
reached
de- WATL,
features as Maxwell House Show
manager of WKEU, Griffin, Ga.
cision. Once he
his has
course
has abeen
Boat, Palmolive Beauty Box The- defined he follows through with a
BARRINGER, formerly of
atre, Log Cabin Dude Ranch, Ad- vigor and thoroughness that keeps BOB
KROY, Sacramento, has joined the
ventures of C a p t a i n Diamond,
both himself and his employes hop- sales
staff of KFAC, Los Angeles.
Pretty Kitty Kelly, Gang Busters,
dising. ping. He is a master at merchanMyrt & Marge and Floyd Gibbons;
and national spot campaigns of
When
William
large proportions for General
ton retiredpartner
last year
at the B.
ripeBenold
H. J. Maxwell
Foods Inc., Standard Milling Co.,
J. MAXWELL, 39, formerly
age
of
35,
Chester
Bowles
succeeded him as chairman of the H.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Continental Baking Co., Best Foods Inc., board. But the new title did not assistant to Don E. Oilman, NBC
division vice-president, in
and others.
mean less work. If anything, it western
San Francisco, died in Fresno, Cal.,
If it is a network program or a made his days doubly full.
on July 7 following a heart attack.
He has three children, Barbara,
spot campaign, Benton & Bowles
Mr. Maxwell had resigned as Gil9, Chester Jr., 8, and baby Cynthia, man's
aims for low "cost per listener." who
assistant on June 19, 1936,
will soon celebrate her first
That is its yard stick. You canto join Haskins & Sells, certified
not judge the value of a program,
Bowles'
favoritebooks
rec- public accountants. He joined NBC
sailing.
He enjoys
it is believed, solely by the Crossley birthday.reation isMr.
after establishment of the
audience reports. You must take on biographical and historical sub- shortly
western division in 1927. He was
into consideration the expense injects. In New York City the Bowles
volved in getting that audience.
family lives at 503 E. 55th St . but auditor and office manager until
promoted to assistant to Gilman.
are spent in the beautiful
Many of the high-talent-cost pro- weekends
country home at Saybrook, Conn., He is survived by a widow and
grams. Jack Benny for example,
three children.
on the Connecticut River.
are the best buys in radio because
PERSONAL

CHESTER
IRADIO, it often has been said, is
la young man's business. And 36tyear-old Chester Bowles, chairman
of the board of Benton & Bowles
Inc., is one of the young men who
ihas done most to prove the statement. With 17 network broadcasts
on the air every week, and spot
campaigns on more than 100
istations, the radio appropriations
lof his agency run well into the mil:lions annually. Mr. Bowles himself is intensely interested in the
radio phase of his business, and for
(Several years personally engaged
lin the creation of programs. He is
lan idea man who frequently has
Ibeen responsible for important ad'vances in program building and
commercial announcement t e c h■nique. Today he leaves the actual
'production
of allinBenton
& Bowles'
radio programs
the hands
of an
Ialert, constantly expanding radio
^department.
I' Chester Bowles' marked interest
in radio is interesting for at least
two reasons. One, just a few years
back he was an out-and-out publication man, with little sympathy
for the newest medium. Too, he
was born into a prominent newspaper family and raised on the traidition that black and white space
was head and shoulders above any
other form of advertising. His
i family today owns and operates, as
I it has for many years, the leading
dailies in Springfield, Mass.
[Springfield Republican, Union,
andSpringfield
News'\. was the birthplace of
Chester Bowles; the date, April 5,
. 1901. The first 14 years of his life
> were spent in usual boyhood activi' ties mixed with a liberal portion of
printers' ink, and the learning of
j such expressions as "deadline",
"type lice", "make-up" and "print;[
ers'
devil". At School
14 he entered
Choate
;! Preparatory
at Walling1' ford, Conn., where he continued his
I schooling until entering Yale.
1 There he was prominent in student
! activities, becoming a member of
the Cloister Club and Book and
Snake honorary fraternity. He rehis BS degree
from School
Yale's
famous ceivedSheffield
Scientific
in 1924, and returned to Springfield to sell space for one of the
family newspapers.
But space selling proved a dull
BROADCASTING
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BEHIND
MICROPHONE

W. GORDAN SWAN, traffic manager
of WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield,
has been named temporary program
director while John F. McNamara is
vacationing in Europe. John E.
Meyers, former assistant to Elwyn J.
Rowell, retiring director of the New
England Radio News Service on WBZWBZA and who has joined the U. S.
Department
of Agriculture, has succeeded Mr. Rowell.
PAUL ALLISON, formerly of KXYZ,
Houston, has joined the announcing
staff of WNOX, Knoxvlle. Jack Morrison, formerly of WOPI, Bristol,
Tenn., and WHAS, Louisville, has
also joined the staff.
PAUL CURLEY is taking a leave of
absence as turf announcer of WMEX,
Boston, following a throat infection.
BOB CUNNINGHAM, program director of KOIL, Omaha, is the father
of a baby girl, born June 24. Mr. and
Mrs. Cunningham have one other child,
Ann, 2.
HOYT ANDRES has joined the announcing staff of WACO, Waco, Tex.
JUNE COLLINS has returned to the
program department of WIP, Philadelphia, to replace Marion Black who
has resigned to marry.
JOE MICCICHE, civic announcer
and publicity director of KRKD, Los
Angeles will marry Josephine Gonsalez of that city July 18.
MORRISON PARKER, formerly of
KCMO, Kansas City, has joined the
announcing stafe of WTMV, E. St.
Louis. Florence Daniels has been
named to the WTMV continuity staff.
NED REGLEIN, program manager
of WIND, Gary, Ind., is planning a
European vacation late this summer.

o

JOHN McCORMACK, of the WBBM,
Chicago announcing staff, who retransport
pilot's
license, cently
is received
now his
teaching
Jay Simms
also
an announcer, and Floyd .Tones
fly.
of the engineering department, how to
JOSEPH J. SILVER, formerly of
WLBC, Muncie, Ind., has joined the
announcing staff at WAAF, Chicago.
Silver will also do writing and production work at the Chicago station.
NED L. RBGELEIN, program manager of WIND, Gary, will leave July
22 for a six week tour of Europe
during which he will study European
broadcasting conditions, particularly
methods employed by the British
Broadcasting Corp.
FRAN COUGHLIN, WGN continuity
writer and editor, recently spoke on
"Writing for Radio" before members
of the Rotary Club at Freeport, 111.
JOSEPH McELLIOTT, CBS New
York photo editor, was in Hollywood
early in July supervising the taking
of publicity photographs for the network's Shakespearean cycle.
BILL GAY, formerly chief announcer
of WMBD, Peoria, has joined the announcing- staff of KNX, Hollywood.
KEN CARPENTER, NBC Hollywood
announcer, has been signed by Scientific Film Co., that city, as commentator for a series of shorts to be released through Paramount.
JOSE RODRIQUEZ, formerly KFIKECA, Los Angeles publicity director, who now conducts the daily
Classic Hour on the latter station,
has been selected by the Schirmer
Music Publishing Co., as one of 30
European and American music critics
to write a chapter on Arnold Schoenberg, chamber music composer, for a
book soon to be published.

uou.

VERA OLDHAM. Hollywood continuity writer who wrote the dramatic
serial Drums, is writing script for the
new NBC Maxwell House Show Boat
program for Benton & Bowles Inc.
Robert Andrews is also writing for
the
program which originates from
Hollywood.
JOHN P. MEDBURY, Hollywood
columnist, is writing continuity for
the weekly NBC Ohen d Johnson
Corp.
program, sponsored by Richfield Oil
JOE ALVIN, NBC Hollywood press
department feature writer and Fred
Date, retired Alaskan miner, have
collaborated in writing a 13-episode
quarter-hour adventure dramatic serial, Martha d Bill, which is being
prepared for the network.
WILLIAM SHARPLES, who produced and directed the Breakfast
Club program on KNX, Hollywood,
for more than eight years and later
on KEHE, Los Angeles, has moved
dio.
to New York where he will enter ra-

SUNBRITE NURSES— Were welcomed to Kansas City July 5 when
they stopped off on their way to
Hollywood during their 16-day trip
as contest winners of the Sunbrite
Junior Nurse Corps sponsored by
Swift & Co. Dorothy Hart, 12-yearold heroine of the radio show is
being interviewed by Gomer Cool
and Paul Henning, KMBC announcers. Accompanied by their mothers, the 14 girls will return to Chicago July 20. Stack-Goble Adv.
Agency,brite Chicago,
handles the Sunaccount.
WAYNE SHORT, formerly of
KFRU, Columbia, Mo., has joined the
announcing staff of KSD, St. Louis.
HARRY
assistant
radio until
editor of theALGUS,
New York
American
that paper was discontinued the end
of June, has been appointed publicity
director of WINS and the New York
State Broadcasting System, succeeding
Sylvia Press.
HARRY B. CLARK has been appointed to the announcing staff of
WPRO, Providence, as a result of a
test in ditions
the conducted
new program
Puhlic .Tuly
Auon the station
7. He is new to radio.

GEORGE ARTZ, formerly of KFBK,
Sacramento, and prior to that on the
announcing staff of KQW, San Jose,
Cal., has joined KMTR. Hollywood,
replacing Rod Mays. Louis Kelso,
formerly of WSBC, Chicago, has
joined the
ceeding station
Ted Lloyd. as announcer, sucLEE COOLEY, for four years on the
announcing staff of KNX, Hollywood,
has joined KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.,
as announcer and assistant news editor. He succeeds Al Perry who was
tran.sferred to the sales department.
J. GUNNAR BACK, head of the
KFAB-KFOR continuity department
in Lincoln, Neb., was the final speaker in a vocational series sponsored
by the
Administration for National
its workers.Youth
His subject
was
"A Career in Radio."
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RESULTS
TOLD

AT

ARE
THE

BOX-OFFICE— and WMC's

"box-office" receipts show

business placed over WMC
in the Mid-South

that the dollar volume

of local

is greater than that of any other radio station

territory! The significance is obvious when

translated in

terms of results.

Nationally known surveys, impartial and authoritative, definitely establish WMC first in the MidSouth in popularity and coverage by an amazingly
wide margin! For detailed information, call any
office of our National Representative, E. Kati
Special Advertising Agency — New York, Philadelphia, Detroit, Chicago, Kansas City, Atlanta,
Dallas, and San Francisco.

c

5,000 WAHS— DAY

1,000 WATTS— NIGHT

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
Owned and Operated by
THE COMMERCIAL APPEAL
"The Souths (greatest Neivipaper"
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ARCHDALE JONES, producer of
Hollytoood Extra on the Air, since its
inception early this year on KFI, Los
Angeles, has severed his association
with the weekly program. Glan
Heisch, KFI-KECA production manager, and Don Clark, program director, have taken over production of
the broadcast, which for a time was
on the NBC-Pacific Red network, and
now carried only on KFI, Saturday
nights.
JUNE AULICK, of CBS New York
press department, is in Hollywood directing publicityquarter-hour
on Kathryn Craven's
thrice-weekly
network
Woman's
Through A from
Neivs
program
Eyes
which
is originating
that
city for four weeks under sponsorship
of Pontiac Motor Co.
MISS HONOR HOLDEN of NBC
Hollywood Artists Bureau was married to William Traynor, Chicago businessman, in that city, June 16, it
was revealed when she returned to
the West Coast early in July.
BOB KELLY, formerly of WTRC,
Elkhart, Ind., has joined the announcing staff of WGAR, Cleveland.
DAVID VALIE, studio supervisor of
KYA, San Francisco, is the father of
a boy born recently.
BOB GOERNBR has joined the announcing staff of KROW, Oakland.
WALLACE FORD, producer of KYA.
San Francisco, was the principal
speaker .July 6 at the Oakland Advertising Club's Radio Day. William
Gleeson,
tive, wasKYA's
chairman.Oakland representaKFPY-KGIR
Adopt baby to
Keep KXL Company
See Page 51

Like Father, Like Son
THE distinction of being the
nation's
radio Raine,
critic
is claimedyoungest
for Charles
six-year-old son of France
Raine, editor.
Cincinnati
Times-Star
radio
Charlie
was to
appear on the weekly Headlines of 1927 programs over
WCKY, Cincinnati, July 15
and tell what he thought of
radio programs in general.
The broadcast idea originated
when Raine Sr. mentioned in
his column that Raine Jr., listens to more programs than
he does and often lectures his
dad on the latter's printed
criticisms. During the program, radio of this year is
contrasted with radio of the
preceding decade, which happened to be four years before
the guest of the evening was
born.
WILLIAM FULLER, formerly of
K.IBS, San Francisco, has been added
to the continuity department of
KFAC, Los Angeles.
HAL RORKE, formerly on the publicity staff of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Hollywood, has joined the
CBS publicity department in that
city, and is assigned to the Shakespearean series which started Jul.y 12.
JOHN ALDERMAN recently joined
the announcing staff of KABC, San
Antonio. He was formerly with a
station in Del Rio, Mexico.
BOB HANSON, graduate of Otterbein college, recently joined the announcing staff of WADC, Akron.
Others who joined at the same time
were Bill Casselman and Ray Spencer.

UTC transformers are used by such organizations as RCA, Western Electric,
General Electric, Western Union, Bell Labs., U.S. Navy, U.S. Army, Department
of Commerce, Columbia Broadcasting System, etc. . . .

UTC ULTRA COMPACT audio units
are extremely small and weigh only
5'/2 ounces. The fidelity however, is
excellent, the frequency response being uniform ±2 DB from 30 to 20,000
cycles. These units are ideal for remote pickup equipment and similar
applications where both weight and
size are paramount factors.

LINEAR STANDARD components are
Ideal high fidelity units for broadcast
and recording service. The frequency
response Is guaranteed uniform from
30 to 20,000 cycles and hum pickup
and Insertion loss Is maintained at extremely low values. These units are
unequalled for studio and speech input equipment.
UTC HIPERM ALLOY components are similar to the Linear Standard units but of a
more compact design and employ a lightweight high conductivity case so that these
units can be employed for portable and
compact service. They are used extensively
In recording and remote pickup equipment.

Write for the new UTC Bulletin
BC listing the complete line of Broad'
cast Components.
UNITED
TRANSFORMER
CORP,
72 SPRING STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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ALBERT SHAMBARGER, head of
the merchandising and sales promotion
.staff of WHK-WJAY, Cleveland, was
married in mid-July to Kay Field.
Cleveland. Mis.s Dorothy Kerruish, of
the accounting department, was married to Thomas Harrison. Miss Marv
O'Delley, former WHK-WJAY program director, was married recently
in Raleigh, N. C.
FRANK L. RAND, CBS publicity
director in Chicago, recently returned
to that city following inspection tours
of
KMOX, St. Louis and WKRC,
Cincinnati.
BOB KESTEN, formerly of CJCS.
Stratford,nouncingOnt.,
has joined
the anstaff of CKCL,
Toronto.
COMBS BLANFORD has joined the
Ind.
announcing
staff of WLBC, Muncie,
ANCIENT LOCK— The script of
The Shunnamite Woman, one of
CBS's
Dramasof aof door
the Bible,
calls forLiving
the sound
being
unlocked, so CBS sound effects men
did a little research and finally,
in a Bible concordance, located
plans for the locks in use in Old
Testament days and built one. Max
Uhlig, sound effects technician,
holds the lock while William Robson, director of the program, manipulates the wooden key, which is
notched to lift the wooden pegs of
various lengths simultaneously out
of the bolt. In the broadcast the
lock is fitted to a door revolving on
stone hinges,
anotherwhich
detail did
of Biblical construction
not
permit substitution in producing
realistic sound effects.
ALBERT G. BERGMAN, producer of
Law in Every Day Life on KECA,
Los Angeles, and well-known attorney on July 8 married Janet Kaplan
of that city, in Santa Barbara, Cal.
DAN SEYMOUR, announcer of the
Gillette Summer Hotel series on CBS
has been signed under exclusive contract of Columbia Artists Inc. as
special announcer.
JOHN NEBLITT, formerly of KWK,
St. Louis, has joined the announcing
staff of WBNS, Columbus, to handle
sportscasts.
AL STONE, announcer of KWTO,
Springfield, Mo., has been promoted to
director of music to assist George
Earle Wilson, KWTO program director, in the production of fall programs.
JOE EVANS, formerly of KFRU, Columbia, Mo., has joined the announcing staff of KWTO, Springfield. Mo.,
as sportscaster to replace Fred McGhee who has joined WDGY, Minneapolis.
JAMES SAMS, formerly of WIL.
St. Louis, has joined the announcing
staff of KXBY, Kansas City. Jay
McShaw, colored pianist formerly of
KOB, Albuquerque, N. Mex.. has
joined the artist staff of KXBY.
FRED HENRY, announcer, formerly at KNX, Hollywood, has recently
been added to the staff of KJBS,
San Francisco, as announcer-producer.
ROBERT GREENE, recently added
to the staff of KIEV, Glendale, Cal..
has been appointed chief announcer,
taking over thoise duties from Wallace McLain, program director. Fred
Gwynn, formerly of KGIR, Butte, has
joined
ducer. the station as announcer-proTED SCHNEIDER has rejoined the
program department of WHN. New
York, after a period in the radio department of .Jay Lewis Associates.
New York agency.
BEN HAWTHORNE, radio writer
and conductor of the Morning Watch
on WTIC, Hartford, will give a lecon radioof technique
to the State
summerture students
the Connecticut
College at Storrs.
BROADCASTING

BOB LONGWELL, announcer of
W.IBK, rectorDetroit,
has tobeen
namedBilly
diof publicity
replace
Morrell, resigned.
BYRON G. LOWREY, formerly senior announcer of WACO, Waco, Texas, has joined the announcing staff of};
KRLD, Dallas.
JOE ROCKHOLD, of WSPD, Toledo,
has been named by the station to
handle UP news.
JOHN DE YOUNH has been named
junior announcer of WOWO-WGL,
Fort Wayne. Bill Davis, actor, has
joined the production staff of WOWO.
JAMES COOKE, at one time assistant to Al W^illiamson, head of the
NBC-Chicago publicity department, is
now secretary of the Chamber of Commerce at Cadillac, Mich.
SYLVIA PRESS, formerly publicity
director of WINS, New York, has
been transferred
station's tocontinuity departmentto astheassistant
E.
A. Cleland, continuity director.
JACK HOLDEN, announcer of
Uncle Ezra the WLS-National Barn
Dance, and other NBC shows emanating from Chicago, recently addressed
the students of Battle Creek City
College, on how to become an announcer.
VINCENT CONNOLLY, announcer
at AVOR, Newark, sailed on the
Europe.
Champlain July 3 for a vacation in
BETTY
editor, isGOODWIN,
one of the NBC's
judges fashion
of the
Best-Dressed-W^oman-in-the-W o r 1 d
contest
terick Co.being sponsored by the ButHARLAN EUGENE READ, news
commentator on the Inter City network, has returned from Europe and
is preparing a series of broadcasts
based on his experiences abroad which
he expects to put on the air this fall
under the title, The Teller of Tales.
WINFIELD K. HUNTER, program
traffic manager of WLW, Cincinnati,
married Miss Vella Pauley July 3.
CLARICE MAYER, Woman Reporter
of
will beAug.mar-:
riedKYW,
to Dr. Philadelphia,
Joseph L. Garfield
1. ;
ZELMA LARSSON, program director
of WHDH, Boston, is announcing a
Scandinavian program six days weekly.
HARRY MARTIN, of VanCronkhite
Associates Inc., Chicago, is the father
of a baby boy born July 4.
NOEL GERSON of the continuity
staff of WGN, Chicago, is spending a
six-week vacation in Europe.
RODERICK CUPP, formerly with
K'TUL, Tulsa, has joined the staff of
WLS, Chicago.
BILL WILLIAMS has returned to
WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield, as
sports announcer to replace Dick
McDonough who has been named
sports editor of the Yankee and
Colonial Networks.
ARTHUR CASEY has been named
assistant program director of KMOX,
St. Louis.
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Text

Uadi m
PROGRAM
PLANNING

ANICE
IVES

of White Probe Resolution
{Continued from Page 15)
observed by it, together with the reasons
of anyees, or ofbroadcasting
of any
licens-or
for each such departure or modification ;
any person stations,
or persons
directly
(2) All acts by the Commission which
indirectly controlling such licensees, and
recognize or seem to recognize the right of the
valuation
the station
person license
transfer-or
a licensee to a license or a frequency
ring the same put
uponby the
other than as specified in the terms, con- the frequency,
the
power
or
the
hours of
ditions, and time of the license ;
fixed in the station license, and
(3) Whether the acts and decisions of operation
the
circumstances
surrounding
and
the conthe Commission in broadcasting cases have
sideration for such sales and transfers
been influenced by matters not apparent
and
as
to
the
participation
in
the
in the public records ;
tions for such sales and transfers negotiaby any
(4) The geographical distribution of person other than the seller and purchaser,
broadcasting facilities and whether there the transferor and the transferee ;
is an equitable distribution of broadcast
The licensing of broadcast stations
service to all parts of the country and, if to (11)
persons other than the owners of the
not, what steps should be taken to provide
physical
equipment,
and inof particular
cases involving
the leasing
transmittingall
fair and equitable service throughout the equipment
;
United States ;
(12)ties byThe
surrender
of control
of facili(5) tions
Thehave been
extentconcentrated
to which broadcast
stalicensees,
including
all agreements
in the larger
communities of the country by transfer to accept
proffered
programs
with
out supervision by the licensee : or withof stations from smaller communities to
such centers or otherwise ;
(13)
acts orwhich
assertions
by broadcaststation All
licensees
involve
the claim
(6) The
whichownership,
and the circumany right or interest beyond the terms,
stances extent
under whichto the
control, to
conditions,
and
periods
of
the
license
;
management, or interest in more than a
(14) Whether considerations have been
single broadcast station has passed into
paid
or
promised
to
any
licensee
or
the hands of any person or group of mitee for not interposing objection toperan
persons ;
application
forfacilities
all or a which
part of could
his facilities
(7) The circumstances surrounding and
or
for
other
not
be
the considerations
for the voluntary
transgranted without disregard for the Comfer of station licenses
or construction
standardsor except
permits ;
the consentmission'sofrules orsuchits licensee
permiteewith;
(8) Instances of the transfer of minority
(15)
All
cases
in
which
persons,
whose
interests in broadcasting-station licensees,
applications
for have
the renewal
of a bybroadand all transactions directly or indirectly
casting
license
been
refused
the
affecting the control of such licensees, and
Commission, have received from persons
whether said transfers have or have not licensed
to use the facilities for which
been submitted to the Commission for ap- renewal of license has been refused money
proval and have received Commission
or other consideration in excess of the value
approval or acquiescence ;
of
taken
air the
and physical
sold to theequipment
new licensee
; off the
Sale Price of Stations
(16) Cases in which the real parties in
interest
any not
application
for broadcast
facilities inhave
been disclosed
to the
(9) The sale price of any broadcasting
Commission ;
station in any manner sold and transferred, together with a statement of the
(17)
The
extent
to
which
holding
fair value of the physical assets and of other intermediate companies or personsor
other property, rights, contracts, and
have been employed in the ownership or
control of broadcast stations and the effect
licenses involved in said sales, and in particular the value placed by the parties to of such casting ; intermediate ownership or control
the transaction upon the frequency licensed
upon the effective regulation of broadto be used ;
(10) The sale of stock or other securities
(18) The
investments
licenseesby inthem,
the
stations
authorized
to be byoperated
including the investment in equipment and
in other items of cost ;
Profits to Be Probed
(19) The charges for the use of station
facilities and
therefrom
; the profit or loss resulting
(20) The extent to which broadcast
stations are used to build up other businesses or enterprises in which the station
licensees or persons financially interested
in the licensees are engaged, the extent to
which the facilities of broadcast stations
are refused or are granted conditionally to
competitors of such other businesses or
enterprises
the effect
the ownership and useandof such
radio offacilities
upon
the business of those in competition with
the
businesses
of those having the radio
facilities
;
(21)
The
extent
which bybroadcast
stations are owned or tocontrolled
or are
affiliated with newspapers or other media
of information or entertainment, and the

Covers the
Islands
like the
w a te rs
cover the sea
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effect of such ownership, control, or affiliation ;upon competing newspapers not posinterest
essing
such facilities and upon the publi'
(22)
development networks
and present
factconcerningThe broadcasting
or chains,
including the effects of chain association
upon(23)theThelicensee's
his station
effect ofcontrol
chain over
operations
upor ;
the financial results and status of chain
afliliated stations and independent stationis.
the ability of the chain owned or affiliated
station to render a local service, both sustaining and commercial and the duplication ofcastbroadcast
; and the desirinability
g ; of specialprograms
regulations governing
chains and stations engaged in chain broad(24) The extent to which licensees of
broadcast stations censor or refuse programs offered to them for transmission
and the reasons for and the effects of such
censorship or refusal ;
(25) The extent to which, the basis upon
which, and the times at which broadcast
stations carry programs relating to public
affairs, education, religion, labor, agriculture, charity, and public service generally ;
(26)
The extent stations
to which carry
and basis
upon
which broadcast
programs
offered by or on behalf of candidates for
public office
programs
relating
to controversialorsubjects
in the field
of national.
State, or local politics ; and
(27) The extent to which, the basis upon
which,at the
in stations
which, and
the
times
whichmanner
broadcast
are used
for commercial programs including programs advertising products claimed to have
medicinal or therapeutic value and programs relating to products or services, the
sale or use of which may be illegal in any
State in which the programs of the station
carrying such programs may be received,
the time togiven
by theadvertising
several classes
stations
commercial
or salesof
talk in the programs broadcast and whether
there should be control or regulation of
advertising
by ;radio and the character and
extent thereof
Foreign Broadcasting
Said committee is further authorized and
directed to make and report to the Senate
the facts with respect to —
Competition between
in (1)communication
betweenwirethecompanies
United
States and foreign countries, between radio
companies in such foreign communication,
and between wire and radio companies in
this field of foreign communication.
(2) Instances in which the Commission
has granted licenses for transmission in
foreign communication or has refused or
withheld action upon applications for
licenses and frequencies in this field of
communication, and whether such action
by the Commission or its nonaction, has
been with the purpose or has had the
effect of aiding one company in this branch
of communications or of destroying or
lessening competition between American
companies in foreign communication.
(3) The
extentcommunication
to which companies
gaged in radio
between enthe
United States and any foreign country
have entered into exclusive traffic arrangeor other ofagreements
the pur-in
posementsor effect
securing awith
monopoly
such communication or of lessening competitionrantherein
and the effect
such argements or agreements
upon ofcompeting
American companies.
Said committee is further authorized and
directed to make a study of the policies
and
principles
which
should be providing
declared
and made
effective
in legislation
for the regulation and control of the radio
industry, of broadcasting, and of interstate
and foreign communication by radio.
For the purposes of this resolution the
committee, or any duly authorized subcommittee thereof, is authorized to hold
such hearings ; to sit and act at such
times and places, either in the District of
Columbia or elsewhere, during the sessions,
recesses, and adjourned periods of the
Senate in the Seventy-fifth Congress : to
employ such experts, and clerical, stenographic, and other assistants : to require
by subpena or otherwise the attendance of
such witnesses and the production and impounding of such books, papers, and documents ;to administer such oaths ; and to
take such testimony and to make such expenditures as it deems advisable. The cost
of stenographic services to report such
hearings shall not be in excess of 25 cents
per hundred words. The expenses of the
committee, which shall not exceed $
shall be paid from the contingent fund of
the Senate upon vouchers approved by the
chairman.
KFRU
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
A Kilowatt on 630
A Sales Message over KFRU
Covers the Heart of Missouri
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House
Romantic

of

Kilocycles

Serial Basis

Of Salt Lake City
Promotion
By WALLY SANDACK
KSL, Salt Lake City
CONCEIVED and promoted by
KSL, Salt Lake City, "The House
that Jack
was formally on
dedi-a
cated JuneBuilt,"
15. Situated
choice building site overlooking the
entire Salt Lake Valley and just
adjacent to the rolling campus of
the University of Utah, the model
home is the culmination of a popular radio romance. Adding reality to the romantic rambling of
Jack & Jill, two air sweethearts,
listeners were treated to life interest with the announcement that the
couple had planned an air castle
for themselves. For 13 weeks, 26
separate episodes retold a fictional
story of romance that was this
couple's
experience.
The promotion
ended with
the completion
of their
dream home.
Behind this novel and real-life
program was an innovation that
proved a successful medium of advertising for the contracting contributors and a financial asset to
the actual home builder. At the
outset it should be understood that
after the fanfares and hubbub have
passed off some average family will
occupy the home as his owti. In
every community there are numerous prospective home builders that
are more than willing to effect a
substantial savings that this building program offers and at the same
time receive for their building dollars adwelling that is built to rigid
and exact specifications. Thus the
idea of a model home was well received by Jack & Jill and the effect
of their serial was to create an advertising campaign for 25 local
concerns in the building business,
assure the home builder of a third
savings and sell a good station contract in addition to creating inestimable good will.
The Equity of Mr. X
In succeeding
with the details
sponsor'sof
purpose,
the following
promotion had to be devised: Mr.
X, the ultimate occupier of the
premises, purchased the lot outright, thus creating s u fli c i e n t
equity upon which the Federal
Housing Administration was more
than eager to finance the actual

Built

hy

KSL

HOW KSL designed a romantic serial for Jack and Jill and
built them a cottage in the mountains is a masterpiece of radio
promotion. KSL helped the buyer get a Federal Housing Administration loan, sold 26 episodes of the serial to 25 local
building and furnishing firms and carried on an advertising
campaign that got everyone what he wanted: KSL got a contract plus publicity; the builders sold materials and got 13 weeks
of publicity; and Jack and Jill got a brand new home.
building. This loan was secured
through a local bank in line with
the FHA program. Next, the architect presented our Mr. X with specifications for a building that warranted its being in the model class.
Naturally the buyer reserved discretionary rights of design and
construction. With the approval of
the builder a general contractor
was solicited. Some 26 firms were
selected to contribute everything
from the sand and gravel essential
for structural work to the drapes
and furnishings. These concerns
worked upon a co-operative basis.
Each firm figured the actual consumers cost of fitting the home
with the necessary articles. The
buyer assumed the FHA loan and
paid the outfitting concerns about
40% less than the normal cost for
their services. For their sacrifices
in profits plus another 6 to 7%,
the total additional paid by the
builder for air time, each reaped a
tremendous saving.
Profits to Advertising
Naturally
above rio-id
la could not the
be applied
otherformuthan
arbitrarily as it is apparent that
items such as draperies cost considerably less than concealed lumber
and stone work and receive more
attraction and consequently more
advertising value. So the plan was
equitablyerative
worked
out upon
a co-opbasis. Suffice
to say
that
the home builder made a one-third
savings, the concerns sacrificed a
portion ofwarded
their
were rewith aprofits
real but
advertising
campaign.
Sequences in the serial were
timely arranged to correspond with
the actual steps of breaking
ground, building and final completion. At the end of 26 episodes the
story of Jack & Jill finished. Then
a series of six programs was used
to further advertise the venture.
During four of these spots an equal
number of of concerns were interviewed as to their respective con-

tributions. Then for the opening,
two shortwave broadcasts from the
home site, one an actual man-inthe-house event, concluded the station's part in the open house. Finally the home remained open for
two weeks to the visiting public
with proper displays of merchandising inside and a regular house
party on the final day. The entire
series was built around the theme
"The House That Jack Built."
Slander

Suit

Dismissal

Against
Carter Upheld
DISMISSAL OF THE $100,000
slander suit filed by Gov. Hoffman
of New Jersey aeainst Boake Carter,
CBS,upheld
and thein Philco
tion was
TrentonorganizaJuly 7
by the Court of Errors and Appeals, New Jersey's highest tribunal.
In its opinion upholding the Supreme Court of the State, the court
held that service on the corporations was illegal and void because
the companies were without licenses
to do business in New Jersey and
therefore were not subject to
liability in that state. The complaints were served through subsidiaries in New Jersey while Carter, a New Jersey resident, had not
been served. The court reserved decision as to whether the broadcasts
in the state transmitted by CBS
from New York in any sense or in
any degree constituted conduct of
business by it in New Jersey. The
suit grew out of the claim by Gov.
Hoffman that he had been slandered by Carter in his broadcasts
in connection with the Hauptmann
case of two years ago.
IDA BAILEY ALLEN, radio home
economist whose program is a daily
feature on WHN, New York, is using
her fan mail as a background for a
three-act comedy she is now writing.
Play will be set in a typical American
kitchen.

KILOCYCLE DOMICILE— Visitors to KSL's Radio Home are interviewed by Announcer William Post and Producer Alvin G. Pack while
the shortwave truck waits outside the house that Jack built for Jill.
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Coverage
Reports
On National Basis
Checking Trip Yields Survey
Data on Most Large Cities
WITH issuance of his radio coverage reports for the principal cities
over 25,000 population along the
Pacific Coast and for the intermountain states.
Radio Coverage
Reports Service is
now placed on a
nationwide basis,
according to an
announcement by
Edgar H. Felix,
New Rochelle, N.
Y., distributor of
the reports. He
ed an 11,500-mile checking
Felix trip
complethas just the
through
western Mr.
states.
The reports have been issued or
are in the process of compilation
covering 90.9% of the population
in cities over 25,000 throughout the
United States, Mr. Felix said.
There are 375 cities with a population of over 25,000 but a somewhat larger number of repOits are
issued because smaller cities in the
more sparsely populated areas have
been surveyed in order to secure an
even distribution of reports and
make possible analysis of rural as
well as urban service for the principal stations.
Forty-two of these cities are
suburbs generally within three or
four miles of larger suburbs for
which reports have been issued,
and only 63 cities remain for which
field measuring work has not been
concluded. The total population of
these unsurveyed cities is 4,470,018,
or less than 10% of the 49,242,877
population in cities to be covered
directly. The percentage of total
U. S. population residing in counties reported on or to be reported
on is well over 85%.
For cities over 100,000 population, almost precisely the same
degree of progress has been made,
89.57o of the cities being reported
on or having reports in the process
of compilation with measurements
completed, comprising 94.8% of
the population in cities over 100,000 in the United States.
The survey, Mr. Felix said, is
being supported
the leading
network systemsbyand
advertising
agencies which combined bill somewhat over 50% of the total spot
and network broadcasting placed.
The balance of the field work will
soon be completed.
"Analysis of the coverage reports indicates substantially wide
discrepancies in the amount of
service available to listeners in
different sections which cannot be
accounted for by differences in
population distribution," according
to Mr. Felix. "Each report analyzes every audible service in the
community day and night, including not only those stations rendering primary or secondary service
but also several classifications of
sub-standard service by means of
wnich the validity of coverage
claims can be analyzed. It has
been found repeatedly that mail
response to special offers and under
unusual transmission conditions is
sometimes secured from cities
where there may be a dozen or
more substantially superior services
and which are not consequently
rendering a service of practical
significance to the advertiser under
average conditions in these cities."
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WBAL, Baltimore
E. L. Knowles Inc., Springfield,
Mass. (Rubine), 12 weekly sa, thru
DeForest Merchandising Bureau,
Springfield.
Zerbst Pharmacal Co., St. Joseph,
Mo. (cold capsules), 6 weekly sa,
thru Barrens Adv. Co., Kansas
City.
Goodall Worsted Co., Sanford, Me.
(suits), 192 sa, thru Lawrence C.
Gumbinner Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Lava), 11 weekly t, thru BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicago,
78 t, direct.
Pennzoil Co., Oil City, Pa. (oil, gas).
weekly t, thru Fuller & Smith &
Ross Inc., Cleveland.
Scholl Mfg. Co., Chicago (Footease),
5 weekly sa, thru Donahue & Coe
Inc., N. Y.
Durham
Duplex Razor Co., Jersey
City (Dog Dresser), 10 sa, thru H.
W. Fairfax Adv. Agency Inc., N.Y.
American Oil Co., Baltimore (Amoco), 2 weekly sa, thru Joseph Katz
Co., Baltimore.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Oxydol), 6 weekly sa, thru Blaekett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
Carleton & Hovey, Lowell, Mass.
(Father Johns), 24 weekly sa. thru
John W. Queen, Boston.
WFIL, Philadelphia
Sun Oil Co., Philadelphia, 7 weekly
sa, thru Roche, Williams & Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago.
Hecker H-0 Co., New York, 3 weekly
ta, Y.
thru Erwin, Wasey & C3o., Inc.,
N.
American Oil Co., Baltimore (Amoco), 7 weekly sa, thru Joseph Katz
Co., Baltimore.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta, 2 weekly
t, thru RuthraufE & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Gardner Mfg. Co., Philadelphia
(Veet), 6 weekly sa, direct.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Camay), 16 sa, thru Pedlar &
Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Tidewater Oil Co., New York (Tydol,
Veedol) 24 weekly sp, thru Lennen & Mitchell Inc., N. Y.
WOOD-WASH,Mich.Grand Rapids,
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Crisco), 201 ta, thru Compton
Adv. Inc., N. Y.
Lehn & Fink Products Co., New York
(Hinds cosmetics), 468 so, thru
Wm. Esty & Co. Inc., N. Y.
American Chicle Co., Long Island
City, N. Y. (Sen Sen), 20 ta, thru
Badger and Browning & Hersey
Inc., N. Y.
Dodge Bros. Co., Detroit (autos), 26
t, thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
N.
Y.
WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield
Reymer & Bros. Inc., Pittsburgh
(Lem-N-Blend), 16 ta, thru Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning
Training Corp., Youngstown, t,
thru National Classified Adv. Agency, Youngstown.
Western Protective Assn., Los Angeles, (melons), 21 sa, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., San Francisco.
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KSFO, San Francisco
Carter Co., New York (liver pills),
12 weekly ta, thru Street & Finney
Inc., N. Y.
Larus & Bros., Richmond (Domino
cigarettes), 3 weekly t, thru BBDO,
N. Y.
Baldwin Laboratories, Saegertown Pa.
(Dwin), 3 weekly sa, thru Yount
Co., Erie, Pa.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., Baltimore (Rem-Rel), 8 weekly sa, thru
Joseph Katz Adv. Co., Baltimore.
Lewis-Howe Co., Chicago (Turns). 2
weekly sp, 10 weekly sa, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons Co. Inc., Chicago.
Beaumont Laboratories, St. Louis (4Way Cold Tablets), 12 weekly sa,
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co.
Inc., Chicago.
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Cleveland, 7 weekly sa. thru Sweeney &
•Tames Co., Cleveland.
Table Products Inc., Los Angeles
(Nu-Made mayonnaise). 15 weekly
sa. thru Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles. Power - United Engineering
Diesel
Schools, San Francisco. 7 weekly
sa, direct.
KGMB, Honolulu
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 3 weekly sa, thru National
Export Co., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble, Cincinnati (Oxydol), 5 weekly t. thru BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
General Foods Corp., New York
(Posts Bran Flakes), 3 weekly t,
thru National Export Adv. Service,
N. Y.
General Foods Corp., New York
(Maxwell House coffee), weekly
sp, thru National Export Adv. Service, N. Y.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Spry),
7 weekly sa, thru National Export
Adv. Service, N. Y.
Vick Chemical Co., Greensboro, N.
C. (Vicks Vaporub), 3 weekly t,
thru Morse International Inc., N.Y.
Lamont Corliss & Co., New York
(Ponds), weekly t, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Crisco),
7 weekly
ton Adv. Inc.,
N. Y. sa, thru CompWGY, Schenectady
McKesson & Bobbins Inc., Bridgeport
(Pursang), 5 weekly sa, thru H.
W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
Baldwin Laboratories, Sagertown, Pa.
(Dwin), 2 weekly sa, thru Yount
Co., Erie, Pa.
American Oil Co., Baltimore (Amoco), 7 weekly so, thru Joseph Katz
Co., Baltimore.
WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
Baldwin Laboratories, Sagertown, Pa.
(Dwin), 2 weekly sa, thru Yount
Co., Erie, Pa.
General Foods Corp., New York (Certo), 4.5 so, thru Benton & Bowles
Inc., N. Y.
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
(farm equipment), 2 weekly sp.
thru Bert S. Gittins, Milwaukee.
WIND, Gary, Ind.
Chicago Roosevelt Steamship Co.,
Chicago (lake cruises), 2 weekly
sp, thru W. W. Garrison Co., Chicago.
Dunes Arcade Hotel, Tremont, Ind.,
2 weekly sa, direct.
WHN, New York
Larus & Bros. Co., Richmond (Edgeworth tobacco. Domino cigarettes),
3Hummert
weekly Inc.,
t, thruN. Blaekett-SampleY.

WGN, Chicago
Western Growers Protective Association, Los Angeles (Iceberg head
lettuce), 6 sa, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., Los Angeles.
Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co., Louisville
(Zephyr cigarettes), daily sa, thru
McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y.
Walgreen Co., Chicago (retail drug
chain),stein daily
so, thru Dade B. EpCo., Chicago.
Benrus Watch Co., New York (watch2 dailyN. sa.Y. thru Brown & Tarcher es),Inc.,
P. A. Starek Piano Co., Chicago. 5
weekly
thru George H. Hartman Co.,sp,Chicago.
Walgreen Co., Chicago (drug stores),
daily sa, thru Dade B. Epstein Adv.
Agency, Chicago.
Benrus Watch Co., New York
(watches), 2 dailv sa, thru Brown
& Tarcher Inc., N. Y.
KNX, Hollywood, Cal.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich.,
(cereals), weekly sp, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., New York.
Woolwine-Norris Corp., Los Angeles
(electric ranges), 5 weekly sp, thru
McCarty Co., Los Angeles.
Los Angeles Soap Co., Los Angeles
(White King soap), weekly sp, thru
I?arnes-Chase Co., Los Angeles.
Sunbeam Laboratories, Los Angeles
(Nailife), 7 weekly so, thru Ivar
F. Wallin Jr., & Staff, Los Angeles.
Piel Bros., Brooklyn (beer), 3 weekly
sp,
New thru
York.Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.,
KFWB, Hollywood
Los Angeles Soap Co., Los Angeles
(White King soap), weekly sp, thru
Barnes-Chase Co., Los Angeles.
Chapman'sgelesdairy
An( Ice Cream
products Co.,
) , 3Losweekly
sp, thru Dan B. Miner Co., Los
Angeles.
Dodge Bros. Corp., Detroit (motor
cars), 2 weeklv t. thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
KYA, San Francisco
Street & Co., San Francisco (Dodge
and Plymouth autos) 3 weekly t,
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., San
Francisco.
Maurine Co., San Francisco (cosmetics), weekly t, direct.

KDKA, Pittsburgh (
Western Growers Protective Ajjsn j
Salimac, Cal., 78 .sp, thru J. Walj ,
ter Thompson Co., San FranciscoJ j
Modern Food Process Co., Philadel |
phia, 52 sp, thru Clements Co. t,
General
Foods Sales Co. Inc., Nev ' ,
Philadelphia.
York,
ta, thru Benton & Bowlef ;
Inc., N.60 Y.
Refrigeration & Air Conditioninf
Youngstown!
0.Sales
, 8 Training
sp, thru Corp.,
National
Classifies ].
Adv. Agency, Youngstown.
Jos. Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee
13 t, thru McJunkin Adv. Co., Chi ;
cago.
Sheffield Co., Chicago, 100 sa, thn
The Vanden Co., Chicago. ;
Swift & Co., Chicago, 26 sp, thru J?
Walter Thompson Co.. Chicago.
; ,

San York
Francisco
SimmonsKFRC,
Co., New
(mattresses) : '
6sonweekly
sa, Y.thru .1. Walter Thomp-!
Co., N.
Carter Medicine Co.. New York (lives
pills), 10 weekly ta, thru Street *
Finney Inc.. N. Y.
United Air Lines, Chicago (trans
portation
) . 3 weekly
thru J I ■
Walter Thompson
Co., ta,
Chicago.
Gallenkamp Stores. San Francises
(shoes), 7 weekly sa, thru Lonj ;
Adv. Service, San Francisco.
General Foods Corp., New York, 5^
ta, thru Benton & Bowles Inc.. N
Baldwin
Laboratories, Saegertown
Pa.,
21
sp. thru Yount Co.. Erie :
Pa.
Y. Co., Boston. 12 sa. thru Harri ^
Moxie
M. Frost Co. Inc.. Boston.

Holland's
Jewelry Chicago
Chieag<
WJJD,
(retail jewelers),
2Stores.
daily so,
thri )■
Malcolm-Howard
Adv.
Agency,
Chi' >
cago.
Chicago
Heraldad & section),
Examiner. 5 Chicag(
(classified
weekly
sp. thru Schwimmer & Scott. Chi
cago. Laboratories. Chicago (breatl
Sure
purifier),
12 weekly
sp. thru
Sel'
viair Broadcasting
System
Inc., Chi,
cago.
People's
Church of Chicago, weekli
sp, direct.
WEEI, Boston
Reliance Mfg. Co., Chicago (Big Yanl
garments). 2 weeklv sp. 14 weekb
Chicago.
ta, thru Mitchell Faust Adv. Co'
Adams & Swett Cleansing Co., Rox
bury, Mass.. daily sa, thru Dowd &
Ostreicher Inc., Boston.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass,
(soap), 7 weekly sa, 7 weeklv sa
thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.. N. Y
WCKY, Cincinnati
Simmons Co.. Chicago (beds), 78 sa
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y,
Bunte Bros., Chicago (candy), 10(
sa,
cago.thru Fred A. Bobbins Co., Chi
Baldwin Laboratories. Sagertown. Pa
(Dwin), 20 sa, thru Yount Co.
Erie, Pa.
"
WMAQ,
Chicago
Kraft-Phoenix Cheese Corp.. Chicag<
(O-Ke-Doke), so, thru J. Waltei
Thomoson Co.. Chicago.
Evans Fur Co., Chicago, 3 weekly sp
thru Auspitz Lee. Auspitz & Leei
Chicago.
;,

Gardner Rea in Colliers
"He
says
he
doesn't
out
and hunt heads. He want
wantsto togo stay
home and listen to Buck Rogers."
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KHJ, Los Magazine,
Angeles
Screen Children's
Hollyj' *^
wood,
(publication),
weeklv
sp.
1. F. Wallin Jr. & Staff. thn
Loi, *I
Angeles.
i
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
\|
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akroia jj
( tires & tubes ) , 30 weekly so. thn.
Sweeney & James Co., Cleveland, p
KFOX, Long Beach, Cal. j
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (mo to \
cars). 2 weekly t. thru Campbell
Ewald Co. Inc., Detroit.
KMTR, Hollywood
Coca Cola Bottling Co., Los Angeleii
(Coca Cola), 352 sa, direct.
• Broadcast
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KFI, Los Angeles
' huson, Carvell & Murphy, Los AnLCoJes,ly sa,(Kellogg's
ant paste)
2 weekthru William
A. Ingoldsby
Co., Los Angeles.
1 .iramount Pictures Inc., Los Angeles, (motion pictures), 13 sa.
thru Buchanan Co., Los Angeles.
! iramount Pictures Inc., Los Anceles (motion pictures), 6 weekly
', thru Buchanan Co., Los Angeles.
l> Jones College, Cleveland. Tenn.,
(religious), 6 weekly t, thru Allied Adv. Agencies Inc., Los Angeles.
iIMentholatum Co., Wilmington, Del.
I (Mentholatum) 6 weekly sa, thru
' Dillardlanta, Jacobs
Agency Inc., AtGa.
jl'nited
Air
Lines,
Chicago
trans-J.
j portation), 3 weekly ta.(airthru
Walter Thompson Co.. Chicago.
(Procter & Gamble Co.. Cincinnati.
r (Dash). 15 weeklv fa and sa. thru
Pedlar & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
T'rooter & Gamble Co.. Cincinnati.
(Dash). 4 weeklv sp, thru Pedlar &
I Ryan Inc., N. Y.
k^'arter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 5 weekly ta. thru Street &
i Finney Inc., N. Y.
ILarus & Bros Co., Richmond (Domi1 no Cigarettes), 3 weekly t, thru
1'; Chicago.
Blackett - Sa mpl e - Hummert Inc..
WNAC. Boston
flalo Food Products Inc.. Oakland.
Cal. (Calo dog food). 13 *. thru
Emil
cisco. Brisacher & Staff, San Fran♦VLect Baking Co., Brighton, Mass.
(Ce-Lect Bread), 3fi sa. thru Harry
M. Frost Co. Inc., Boston.
Little Tree Farms, Framingham.
Mass.. sa, thru Harry M. Frost Co.
Inc., Boston.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Lava soap), 260 ta, thru Compton Adv. Inc., N. Y.
KGO, San Francisco
.Dorothy Perkins Co., St. Louis (cosmetics), 2weekly so, thru Ridgway
Co. Inc., St. Louis.
Mentholatum Co., Wichita (Mentholatum) 7 weekly sa, thru Dillard
Jacobs Agency Inc.. Atlanta.
Procter & Gamble Co.. Cincinnati
(Lava soap) 5 weekly t. thru
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.. Chicago.
KJBS, San Francisco
S & W Fine Foods Inc.. San Francisco (food products) 6 weekly sa.
thru Botsford, Constantine & Gardner Inc.. San Francisco.
Beverage
l' J^tandard
CO (Royal
Crown Ltd.,
ColaSanandFrancisNehi)
24 weekly sa. thru Emil Reinhardt
Agency, Oakland.
WET, Charlotte, N. C.
Webster-Eisenlohr Inc., New York
(Cinco cigars). 7 weekly sa, thru
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.
Southern New England Telephone Co.,
Bridgeport, 30 sa, thru Dowd &
Ostreicher Inc., Boston.
Kirk's in Dominion
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Kirk's Castile
soap),
will
use six Canadian
stations
in addition to a long list of U. S. stations
in broadcasting one-minute tran, scriptions, twice daily, five times
' a week beginning Sept. 6. CKY,
CKCK, CJCA, GFRB, CFCN, CFQC
will be used. H. W. Kastor & Sons
Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, is the
agency.
NEWS

Harold

Named

To Be WIND Manager
HAROLD (HAL) MAKELIN, on
July 19 will become the first sales
manager of WIND, Chicago-Gary,
resiening a similar post with
K X B Y Kansas
City, Mo., to take
over the newlycreated position.
Before going to
K X B Y, Makelin
was sales manager of WIRE,
Indianapolis.
Another change
has taken place
Mr. Makelin in the other
Ralph Atlass outlet in Chicago —
WJJD. King Bard has resigned as
sales manager of WOOD-WASH,
Grand Rapids, Mich, to join the
W' JJD sales force, under Herb
Sherman, sales manager.
To accommodate the enlarged
staff, new sales staff offices for
WIND have been built on the 21st
floor at the Chicago office of the
Gary station. The new offices
mark the third WIND expansion
in the past year-and-a-half. The
Chicago
offices
WINDSt. and W^JJD
are at 201
N. of
Wells
P. & G. In Canada
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Oxydol) has added three
Canadian stations to the list using
the transcribed Ma Perkins program five times weekly, bringing
the total Canadian list to 18. The
three stations added are CFCY,
Charlotte, CJCB, Sidney, and
CJCA, Edmonton. Stations on
which the program was recently
renewed are; CHNS, CFCY, CJCB,
CHSJ, CFNB, CKAC, C F R B,
CKCO, CJRC, CKCK, CFQC,
CFCN, CJCA, CJOR, CFNB. In
addition, a quarter-hour live talent
program in French is presented
five times weekly over CHRC, Quebec. Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., Chicago, is the agency.

Spot Series to Canada
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
Co., Chicago (Bindertwine) is using Canadian stations for the first
time in a current campaign extending through July. Daily one minute
announcements are being used on
CFRB, CKCO, CJRC, CJRM,
CFQC, CFCN, CJCA, and CHLP.
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago, is agency.
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And on the

European Radio Markets
NEW facts about European radio
markets, programs and practices
of special vertisers
interest
to American
adand producers
are being
published for the first time in the
new "European Section" of Trends
and Opinions, handbook of the
Script
Library,
division
of Radio Events
Inc. a The
information
is being gathered by Marjorie
Mueller, Radio Events' foreign representative, presently on the continent to investigate radio there.
The first section on European radio was to appear in the July 15
issue of Trends & Opinions, in a
loose-leaf arrangement which
brings the handbook up to date.

Receiving Set Licenses
Increasing in Dominion
NEW LICENSES issued and the
renewal of the $2 annual licenses
for the operation of radio receiving
sets in Canada totalled 1,038,500
for the fiscal year ended March 31,
an increase of approximately 20%
over the 862,108 in the preceding
fiscal year, according to a report
to the Department of Commerce
July 10 from Assistant American
Trade Commissioner Avery F.
Peterson at Ottawa. The largest
increase in the issue of licenses
during the year was recorded in
Ontario, first-ranking Province in
the number of radio receivers.
There was also a substantial increase in western Canada.
Records of the Radio Division of
the Canadian Department of Transport show that 424,126 licenses
were issued or renewed in Ontario
in the fiscal year, compared with
342,056 in the preceding fiscal
year; Quebec, 240,105 against 221,702; British Columbia, 91,978
against 80,205; Alberta, 72,458
against 55,318; Manitoba, 69,861
against 56,986; Saskatchewan, 68,193 against 49,059.

Pinex Canadian Spots
PINEX Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. (Pinex Remedy), will use 12 Canadian
stations in the fall campaign beginning October 5. Two and three live
spot announcements will be used
daily, five and six times weekly.
The following stations will be
used: CFRN, CJOR, CHRC
CKAC, CHAS, CHSJ, CFRB
CKCO, CJRC, CJRM, CFQC and
CFCN, Baggaley, Horton & Hoyt
Inc., Chicago, is agency.
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RADIO

DR. PETER FAHRNEY & SONS,
Chicagopleted a test
(proprietary),
campaign inrecently
Akron comand
Buffalo using WADC and WGR and
may add other stations this fall. The
campaign was conducted from February through June. H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, is the
agency.
HOTEL MAYFLOWER, Washington,
is releasing five-minute transcriptions
to about 40 stations on a duebill basis,
placed through Osgood Roberts &
Associates, Barr Bldg., Washington,
as special agents
for thein hotel.
Transcriptions were made
the studios
of U. S. Recording Co., Washington,
and feature actual recordings of hotel
activities.
CAROLINA SALES Corp., Greenville, N. C, regional distributor for
Kelvinator products and other household lines, has placed its account with
J. Carson Brantley Adv. Agency,
Salisbury, N. C.

ADVERTISERS

COSMESIS Inc. (Skin dew) and
Feldman Petroleum Co. (gas stations), Chicago, have placed their
business with Selviair Broadcasting
System, that city. Josephine Huddleston, whose beauty articles have been
syndicated in more than 100 newspapers, is head of Cosmesis Inc. A
quarter-hour program six times weekly starring Bob Paddock, vocalist, was
recently started over WAAF, Chicago.
Other stations will be added later.
Feldman Petroleum Co. is now on
WAAF, WJJD, WCFL, WSBC and
WIND.
GATELY-WHEELER Co., Chicago,
owners of 15 retail credit clothing
stores, two of which are located in
Chicago, has placed its business with
the Dade B. Epstein Adv. Agency,
that city. An extensive radio campaign
is planned for the fall.

ITALIAN-SWISS COLONY, New
York (wines), is sponsoring a daily
quarter-hour broadcast in Italian on
WPEN, Philadelphia. Program, while
broadcast only on WPEN, originates
in New York. Norman B. Furman
Inc., placed the account.
GOLDEN BROS. Inc., Kelvinator
dealers of White Plains, N. Y., has
added
morningnight
children's
programa Saturday
to its Tuesday
Quiz
Quest on WFAS, White Plains. The
new series, running for a full hour
each week, is called Kiddie Karnival
and is broadcast from the stage of
the Colony Theatre with juvenile talent directed by Neal Ormond. Program was first presented as a onetime shot to celebrate the firm's 16th
anniversary, but when a broadcast invitation brought a crowd of more than
3,000 youngsters to the theatre the
sponsor decided to continue it on a
regular basis.
THE 42nd Street Sales Co., Chicago
(cosmetics), on Sept. 15 will start a
spot series Behind the Camera Lines,
weekly half-hour playlets, on 21 eastern and midwestern stations. The program, produced by Charles P. Hughes
originator of the First Nighter program, has been on WGN for the past
two years. Broad\oay Melody, a quarter-hour program dealing with a fanciful trip to the New York showplaces
with Mr. Hughes as narrator started
July 11 on WJ.JD. Chicago, thrice
weekly. McGiveran-Child Adv. Agency.
Chicago, handles the account.
LEAGUE pendence.
for San Supreme
IndeFrancisco Court
(political),
on Juy 15, 12 :45 p. m. sponsored a
talk presented by John Francis Neylan, chief counsel of the Hearst interests, over the six stations of the
California Radio System (KYA,
KEHE, KFBK, KM J, KWG. KERN)
Agency is Emil Brisacher & Staff,
San Francisco.
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GENERAL FOODS Inc. is advertising Maxwell House Coffee in a new
studio talent show entitled : Maxtvell House Party Talent Show over
station KGMB, Honolulu, which began on July 15 and will be heard for
a half-hour each Thursday for six
months. The program features the
Singing Surf Riders, Helen Owens
and Webley Edwards. Agency is National Export Agency, New York. In
another series of programs over the
same station. General Foods is featuring Post Bran Flakes in a transcribed
drama series titled Hawks Trail,
starring Captain Frank Hawks. The
program is heard on Mondays. Wednesdays and Fridays. Agency is National Export Agency, New York.
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL Co. Inc.,
New York (Mobiloil, Mobilgas). has
started a series of sports summaries
and comment on WHEC, Rochester.
Lowell MacMillan is featured in the
series, which is broadcast each week
night from 6 :30 to 6 :45 p.m. Series
was
through
chell placed
Inc., New
York. .7. Stirling GetLOCAL LOAN Co., Chicago, (finance
company), on July 9 started Warren
Brown, sports editor of the Chicago
Herald d Examiner, on a daily quarter-hour sports program preceding
ball game broadcasts over WJJD.
Direct mail and posters will be used
to promote the program. In addition,
the loan firm, which has seven stores
in Chicago, is on WBBM with a daily
quarter-hour Dugout Dope program
over WBBM and on WGES three
times weekly. The business is placed
direct.

Forum
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BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York,
has announced the appointment of
Pedlar & Ryan Inc., New York, as
advertising
Mum deodorant and of agency
Young for
& Rubicam
Inc.,
New
York,
as
agency
for
Ingram's
Milkweed Cream and for the products
of the William Peterman Co., insecticides. Both appointments are effective
Jan. 1, 1938. No advertising plan.s
have been announced.
GROCERY STORE Products Inc.,
New York (Kitchen Bouquet, Foulds
macaroni,
spaghetti
and mushrooms),
noodles, Jacob and Kennett
canned
has named MeCann-Erickson Inc.,
New York, as advertising agency. No
plans have been announced.
COAST FEDERAL SAVINGS &
Loan Association, Los Angeles (savings), thru Westamerica Co., that
city, iod
in campaign,
an eight-day
whichreinvestment
started Julyper-I
announce100-word
used daily
KHJ.
ments on KEHE,
KECA,spotKFWB
and
NELSON BROS. FURNITURE
(reInc., Chicago
WAREHOUSE,
tail furniture) signed
with WBBM
man-on-street
to sponsor that WBBM
June 22 on
afternoons
programs
does
not broadcast
baseball games.
Nelson Bros, had been sponsoring
the Man on the Street for 18 months
the opening of the season. Seluntil viair
Broadcasting System Inc., Chicago agency, handles the account.
TRAVELLAC PUBLICATIONS,
s of pamphSan Francisco, publisher
lets dealing with travel information,
has purchased a series of weekly
our programs on KYA. San
quarter-h
Francisco. The program features a
narrator, Charles Freidrichs, who each
week takes some outstanding sumpleasure spot and discusses its
historymer and merits. The program is
designed to aid the public in choosing
Acvacation
a placecounttoplaced
direct. this summer.
Co., IndianaNACOR MEDICINE
placed its
), has
(proprietary
& Stites Adv.
Keelor
with
accountpolis
Agency, Cincinnati.
NEWS-WEEK Inc.. New York, has
named N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., that
city, as agency.
LADY ESTHER Co., Evanston, 111.,
(cosmetics). has named Lord &
Thomas, Chicago, as agency, effective
Sept. 1. & COWAN Inc., Buffalo
COWAN
account
placed itsBuffalo.
(proprietary),
with
Mansfield has
Advertising,
GORDON BAKING Co., Detroit, has
placed its advertising with Brooke,
Smith & French Inc., that city.
MASON, AU & MAGENHEIMER
CONFECTIONERY Mdg. Co.. Brookplaced
account
terlyn,A. hasLoeb
Inc.,itsNew
York. with LesDR. PEPPER BOTTLING Co.,
Washington, has named Henry J.
Kaufman Adv., that city, as agency.
BRUTON BREWING Co., Baltimore, has placed its account with
United States Adv. Corp., New York.
NISLEY Co., Columbus (shoes), is
advertising through Mumm, Romer,
Robbins & Pearson Inc., that city.
PFEIFFER BREWING Co., Detroit,
has named Martin Inc., that city, as
agency.
PRIMA Co., Chicago (beer), has
placed
its account witli Jim Duff Inc.,
that city.
Thomas Heads Centaur
HAROLD B. THOMAS, vice-president of the Centaur Co., Nevir York
(Fletcher's Castoria, ZBT baby
powder) has been named head of
the company to succeed the late
Frank A. Blair. He has been in
charge of sales and advertising
since 1931. Announcement of his
appointment was made by Dr.
William E. Weiss, chairman of the
board of Sterling Products Inc.,
its parent company.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Main Street? Yes! But it's just exactly like a thousand other
^^Main Streets'"^ in KMMJ^s territory . . . typical of our farm and
small toicn territory and audience.

We of KMMJ

live in a small town like this and

know these people as friends and neighbors. We know
that they are good spenders. We also know that it
takes a different language and approach to make
them buy.
Out here, human nature runs a little closer to the
surface. Tastes are simpler. Farm and small town
folks still thrill to things that the city man refers to
as "old stuff."
That's why our programs are informal . . . distinctly personal ... as friendly and neighborly as
the farmer himself. We talk as they do . . . sing and

play their own kind of music . . . build every program so that it renders a real service to our listeners
in Nebraska and Northern Kansas.
We're not bragging when we tell you that we get
enviable results for our advertisers. If you doubt our
word, write Armour and Company who have used a
program on KMMJ every day for five years. We're
simply telling you facts that you should know in order
to purchase radio advertising to your best advantage.
In planning your next campaign, let KMMJ take you
into these family circles and explain to them the
merits of your product as a friend and neighbor.
You'll get results too!

The
y
Cla

KMMJ

Station'
Trusty
Old
Center
Nebraska

Oivned and operated by KMIVIJ Inc.
RANDY

RYAN,

Represented
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"Teddy"

ANNUAL conferences with field managers of Radio Transcription Co. of
America, Hollywood transcription-program organization, will be held in that
city for one month, starting Aug. 1,
according to C. C. Pyle, president.
Daily conferences will be held to discuss fall program production, promotional activities, distribution methods,
sales plans, service angles and other
topics of like nature. Demonstrations,
field trips and laboratory-studio study
will complete the annual "study session."
THREE more stations have subscribed to ISIBC Thesaurus transcription library service — KVOR, Colorado
Springs, and KFAL, Salina, Kan.
starting the service on Julv 15, and
KFXD, Nampa, Idaho, on July 20.
CFQC, Saskatoon, Sask., has renewed
for a second year, and WJDX, Jackson, Miss., nad WIRE, Indianapolis,
have renewed for the third year effective Aug. 1.
RICHARD F. BROCK, Chicago representative ofPresto Recording Corp.,
New York, left for a six-week tour
of the East on July 15 visiting eastern radio equipment manufacturers.
Mr. Brock plans on spending about 10
days in the Presto Laboratories in
New York.
KFPY-KGIR
Adopt baby to
Keep KXL Company
See Page 51

A

Lives Again

VOICEvelt, of
former"Teddy"
president,Roosewas
made to live again on WOR,
Newark, July 8 when a
record belonging to Robert
Vincent was played and Mr.
Vincent was interviewed by
Jerry Danzig. The record
was made on an old style wax
disc at Oyster Bay, L. I., by
Mr. Vincent in 1913 when he
was a 13-year-old boy and
edited a magazine for boys in
which Mr. Roosevelt was
interested. In the record
"Teddy" urges fair play and
sportsmanship in civic affairs
and calls for a "square deal."
BRITISH - AMERICAN Productions
Inc., New York, program producers,
has entered the foreign field and is
planning programs for use in Australia, New Zealand and all Latin-American countries., A series of 52 transscribedsoredprograms
which
will be
sponin South and
Central
America
by Bristol-Meyers Co. for Ipana and
Sal Hepatica, has just been completed
under the direction of B. Charles
Dean, president of British-American
Productions.
RADIO program division of Walter
Biddick Co., Los Angeles, is cutting
a presentation series called Scrappy
in collaboration with Columbia Pictures and the Charles Mintz Studios.
The quarter-hour discs are original
cartoons of the film creation of the
same name. Giveaways and other merchandising material have been designed for the series. The Walter Biddick
Co.. on August 1 will start cutting
a half-minute transcription series for
furriers.

BILLION
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Listening Area has been
prepared and will be supplied you on request. This
rich, prospering market
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thru this powerful medium.
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TIMES

EARNSHAW - YOUNG Inc., Hollywood producers, has started to market
a Hollywood Nite Letter to radio stations in script form at the rate of
five-quarter hours weekly. Script is
written by Dorothy West and initial
sales were to KOY, Phoenix ; WTM.I.
Milwaukee; WON, Chicago; WDZ,
Tuscola, 111.; WJBC, Bloomington,
111. ; WFBR, Baltimore ; KGU. Honolulu and CFRB, Toronto. EarnshawYoung Inc., has also sold its 26 quarter-hour Radio Short Stories series
to KFQD, Anchorage ; Alaska ; and
WDEL, Wilmington, Del.; and 104
quarter-hour Chandu transcription episodes to CFQC, Saskatoon, Canada,
for Adilman's Dept. Store.
THE Watanabe <& the Professor series currently on the Don Lee Broadcasting System, five nights weekly
from KHJ, Los Angeles, as a live
talent broadcast, has been sold in
transcription form from 65 quarterhour episodes to the Broadcasting Service Association Ltd., Sydney, Australia. Deal was handled through its
American representative. Dr. Ralph L.
Power, Los Angeles, radio counsellor.
AEROGRAM Corp., Hollywood transcription concern, on July 9 held open
house for the trade and press to show
its news studios at 1611 Cosmo street.
Gordon d'A. Soule, is president and
production manager, with G. Curtis
Bird secretary-treasurer and business
manager.
of
sales. Harry P. Cox is in charge
STANDARD RADIO Inc., Chicago,
has signed WJJD, Chicago, as the
100th station to take its new Pop
Supplement
month ago. library service released a
Kellogg Grid Plans
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek,
Mich., will include sponsorsliip of
all Fordham football games this
fall on WINS, New York, in its
gridiron schedule. Exclusive broadcasting rights for the Fordham
schedule were obtained by the station, the first time the university
has made its games available for
commercial sponsorship. Among
the games to be broadcast are
those with Franklin & Marshall,
Pittsburgh, TCU, Purdue and St.
Mary's — all to be played at the
Polo Grounds in New York — and
the Fordham-North Carolina game
at Chapel Hill, N. C, which will
be broadcast by direct wire to
WINS. Arrangements for the sponsorship were made by the Kellogg
agency, N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
Philadelphia.
New Larus Spot Series
LARUS & BROS. Co., Richmond,
has started a spot radio campaign
for Edgewood tobacco and Domino
cigarettes, using a dramatic serial
Alias Jimmy Valentine, with Bert
Lytell in the title role. Program,
a quarter-hour WBS transcription,
is broadcast three evenings weekly
on 11 stations, WRVA, WEN,
WGR, WNAC, WLW, WCAU,
KFI, KGW, KLZ, KOMO, KSFO,
with more to be added in the fall
if results are satisfactory. The series was placed by Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., New York, recently placed in charge of the Larus advertising.
RED AND

BLUE NBC

WCO
L
COLUM9US, OHIO
Joseph H. McGilivra, Rep.
BROADCASTING

PaleyReceived$237,52
As 1936 Salary At CBS i
SEC
Report
Indicate? ;
SALARIES of CBS officials wer<
disclosed in a report filed July '
with the Securities and Exchang<
Commission. William S. Paley
president of CBS, received $2.37,
524 under the terms of his con
tract by which he is paid an annua
salary of $40,000, plus 21/2% 0:
the
net up
profits
of CB.*and consolidated
its subsidiaries
to $600,000
plus 5% of the sum by which th(
net profits exceed $600,000. Th(
sum paid to Mr. Paley includec
$4,097,viousdue
fiscal for
year.services in the preEdward Klauber, executive vicepresident, was paid $71,359 anc
Paul W. Kesten, vice-president, received $38,800. Hugh K. Boice
sales vice-president, was paid $45,098. G. A. Richards, the presideni
of WJR, Detroit and WGAR
Cleveland, received $100,000 foi
expenses and payments by him in
connection with the acquisition of
several properties which were not
described.
The bonus arrangement of CBS.
the report stated, at the discretion
of its board of directors, may be
changed from year to year. In
1936, the report shows, $141,525
was distributed among 89 executives, being $6,000 more than 5%
of the net profits in excess of $1,200,000.
Time Sponsors March
TIME Inc., New York, reassumea
sponsorship of The March of Time
on CBS on July 15, following a 13week period during which the weekly program has been sponsored by
Servel Sales Inc., New York, for
Electrolux refrigerators. With the
reversion in sponsorship to the
publisher of Time and Life, which
the program will henceforth advertise, the network is again reduced
to 34 stations, Servel having added 22 more during its sponsorship.
The program was recently a,warded a palmthatby the
Stage
proving
best Magazine
drama on "for
the
radio is the drama of everyday
events; for being the best of the
living
Barton,newspapers
Durstine &..."
OsbomBatten,
Inc.,
New York, is the agency for both
Servel and Time.
La Fendrich on NBC
H. FENDRICH Co., Evansville,
Ind. (La Fendrich cigars) will
start a half-hour network show on
21 NBC stations Sept. 26. The basic Red network and supplementary
stations will be used on the show
which will originate at WLW, Cincinnati, every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
(EST). The show will probably be
called Smoke Dreams and in addition to featuring a character known
as The Dreamer, will have nationally known guest artists weekly, a
concert orchestra under the direction of Virginia Marucci, and a
male octet. Nineteen stations will
carry the broadcast with two more
added before the opening program.
Ruthrauff
the agency. & Ryan Inc., Chicago, is
The Dudes are coming to Western Montanaplayground.
— the Nation's
summer
Reach
through
them in their leisure moments
1000 watts KCVO
1260 kc.
• Broadcast
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H. K. CONOVER Co., Chicago and
Niles-Richman, New York, have been
appointed representatives of the recently formed Southwest Broadcasters Inc., consistin
five newspaperowned stations gin ofTexas.
Thomas
Dalton, formerly head of the Chicago
office of Wilson - Dalton - Robertson
(now Wilson-Robertson, Inc.) is national sales manager of the Texas
group with headquarters in Dallas.
Stations comprising the Texas group
are KFRO. Longview ; KCMC, Texarkana; KTEM. Temple; KRRV
Sherman; and KPDN, Pampa.
BY MUTUAL consent, WHN, New
York, and E. Katz Special Adv. Agency, which has represented the station
for the past 16 months, have severed
connections. WHN has made no further announcement with regard to its
future plans for national representation.

AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES
JOHN BLAIR & Co., takes over national sales representation of the Don
Lee Broadcasting System Jan. 1,
Lewis Allen Weiss, general manager
of the network, Los Angeles, announced in a brief statement. Present
representative is William G. Rambeau Co. Contract is for three .vears.
DIANA BOURBON, producer in
charge of the F. Wallis Armstrong
Co., Hollywood offices, is in the East
conferring with executives of the
agency before returning to the West
Coast late in July.
ALDEN STEINBECK, formerly of
D'Arcy theLaboratories,
has
joined
sales staff ofChicago,
H. K. Conover Co., that city.

KWK
... a Home

Town

Reach

that brings in the Bacon*

THOMAS PATRICK.
Hotel Chase
Representative :
PAUL H. RAYMER
Chicago San

THIS

SUMMER

INCLUDES

Inc.
St. Louis
CO.
Francisco

WTAQ

PEOPLE

CHARLES F. DILCHER, in the national advertising department of
Scripps-Howard newspapers at Dallas, where he has been Southwest
manager for the past five years, has
joined the Chicago sales staifif of John
Blair & Co. Dilcher has also done
advertising work in Chicago, having
been with the Scripps-Howard organization in that city as well as a member of the advertising staff of the
Chicago Herald & Examiner.
ROBERT HANVEY, formerly of
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.. Chicago,
has joined Radio Sales Inc., in that
city to handle sales promotion.
MAXWELL HAGE, formerly radio
production manager of the United
Press, has joined VanCronkhite Associates Inc., as head of the New
York office. Hage, who was assistant
manager of WJAY, Cleveland, before
joining UP, will direct the eastern activities ofnews features and the news
counseling service of VanCronkhite Associates. Stuart Haydon formerly on
the editorial staff of Hearst papers in
Chicago, has joined the Chicago office of the VanCronkhite firm.

LISTENIIVG

FROM

ALL

OVER

AUDIENCE
THE

U. S.

In addition to over half a million people in our primary
area, thousands come here to spend their vacations on
our lakes and at resorts. Write or
/ FULLTIME
wire for details.
CBS
STATION
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James A. Wagner, Man.^Director
Small & Brewer, National
Representatives
250 Park Ave., New York City
307 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Adams to Erwin-Wasey
JOHN
T.
ADAMS, nentlypromiidentified
with radio
through station
management and
agency work, has
been appointed
radio director of
Erwin, Wasey &
C o., succeeding
Adams
Lewis R. Amis,
who resigned. Mr. Adams was associated with Lennen & Mitchell Inc.
in its radio department and was
formerly president of the Federal
Broadcasting Corp., which operated
WMCA, New York, under lease
several years ago. He came into radio originally through the Judson
Radio Program Corp. from the field
of concert management and has
spent considerable time in Hollywood.
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA.
New York and Chicago, on July 5 assumed both network and individual
representation of the eight stations
comprising the Oklahoma Network
which is affiliated with Mutual Broadea.sting System. Stations are KTOK
Oklahoma City ; KBIX, Muskogee
KCRC,
Enid; KASA.
Elk City
KVSO.
Ardmore;
KADA. Ada
WBBZ.
Shawnee. Ponca City and KGFF.
CRAIG & HOLLINGBERY Inc. has
been appointed national representatives for WCOL. Columbus, eifective
July 16. The firm has moved its New
York office to larger quarters in the
same building, at 250 Park Ave.
C. S. YARNELL has joined Charles
A. Mason Adv. Agency, Detroit, as a
partner. He was at one time a partner in the Herr-Yarnell Adv. Agency
of Minneapolis, and more recently
was the executive vice-president of the
Minnesota Life Insurance Co.
FRED FOLEY, formerly of KLZ.
Denver, has joined the Hower Adv.
Agency. Denver.
GEORGE W. S. REED, for the past
15 years in the Los Angeles agency
field, and J. E. Diamond, in the advertising department of various Los
Angeles newspapers for 25 years,
have organized their own agency under the firm name of Westamerica
Co., with offices in the Park Central
Bldg.. that city.
LEONARD BUSH, vice-president of
Compton Adv. Inc., New York, was
in Hollywood early in July on a station and talent survey for prospective
radio broadcasts.
MARITA DAVIS has been placed in
charge of RuthraufE & Ryan Inc..
Hollywood offices during the absence
of Edmund Ruffner, Pacific Coast radio director, who is on a two-month
vacation.
ELIZABETH BLACK, radio account
executive of Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc..
New York, was on the West Coast
early in July on a national survey
which included Hollywood and San
Francisco.
JOHN BLAIR & Co., Chicago, has
been tivesappointed
national
of KIDO. Boise,
Idaho.representaWEED & Co., station representatives,
has been appointed bv WJNO. West
Palm Beach, Fla.
STANLEY KAYE, Cleveland, has
changed its name to Borden Advertising Service.
CUT YOURSELF A SLICE
OF AMERIQA'S RICHEST EMPIRE .
You Can Get A Share of East Texas
by Appointing us Your Spoitesnian
> KFRO <:
"Voice of Longview" - TEXAS
BROADCASTING

WALTER W. HOOPS account
ecutive of Buchanan &, Co.,
Chicag
has been made vice-president i
charge
of the agency's office in th-'
city, succeed
resigned Juneing 25.S. J. Andrews, w
ED VOYNOW, head of Edward P_
try
& Co.'s Chicago office, has riW
Europe.
turned from a six-week vacation i"
J. O. BUCKERIDGE & Co.. Detroi
has moved to the Schmidt Pow
Bldg., that city.
CROWLEY-LA BRUM Adv. Age
has changed it
cy.
name Philadel
to La phia,
Brum Adv. Agency.
N. W. AYER & Son of Canada Ltd
has opened a new branch office at 81
Richmond St., Toronto.
I. A. GOLDMAN.
Baltimore, ha
named I. T. Cohen radio director.
C. E. RICKERD Adv. Agency, D«
troit, has moved to 550 Maccabee
Bldg., that city.
CHAUNCEY PARSONS, who broad
easts on WFAA, Dallas, for the Mei
cantile National Bank, that city, ha i
joined the Ratcliffe Adv. Agency, Dal
las, as director of its radio depart
ment.
ADVERTISING SERVICE Co.. Chi
eago agency, located at 118 E. Illi
nois St.. which was organized tin :
early part of this year has gone ou ,r
of business.
JERRY CROWLEY has opened ai
office at 123 South Broad St.. Philaphia, to handle publicity. advertis"f:
ing and delmerchandising.
Boynton Forms Agency
STANLEY G. BOYNTON, formei
advertising and sales promotior
manager of WJR, Detroit, h a e
formed a radio advertising agency
Aircasters Inc., with offices at 404£
West Lafayette Blvd. Mr. Boynton is president of the new firm.
Arthur W. Lenfestey is vice-president; Edwin G. Lenfestey, secretary-treasurer and Harold Pursell,
in charge of media and programs.
The new organization will sell, ori-.
ginate,
write Complete
and direct
its own'i
radio shows.
merchandising service will be offered in addition to the radio work, including
trade papers, distribution, packaging, direct mail and store tie-ins.
The agency
lists
amongDetroit,
its and^.
accounts stations
WJR,
Hi
Inc.;
Manufacturers;
ConCKLW, Food
Windsor;
General Kitchens*^^
sumers Research Inc.; Sea-Cut
Cleaner Co.; Dento-Gold Refining^
Co.; Mfg.
Boudreaux
Laboratories;
Re- '
tail
Furriers
Assn.; Professional Products Co.; and Ward
Mfg. Co.
Ferguson

Expands

phia
serviceof its
accounts,
WITH office
the to
opening
a Philadel-'
there, Courtland D. Ferguson Inc.,
Washington agency, now has offices in three cities, the third being
in Baltimore. John C. Mevius, onetime manager of WHAT, Philadelphia, and until recently with
WEMP, Milwaukee, heads the recently opened Philadelphia office in
the Philadelphia Saving Fund
Bldg., while Jon Embretsen heads
the Baltimore office. The agency
is now using spot on WFIL and
WIP for Gardner Mfg. Co., Philadelphia (Veet dry hair shampoo).
For F. H. Fowles, Philadelphia
disi;ributor for the Kno-Mark Shoe
Polish Co., it is placing spots on
those stations and on WHP, Harrisburg, and WEEU, Reading. The,
Washington and Baltimore offices
are using all network stations in
those cities for High's Ice Cream
Co.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Hied Ageucy Expands
ttivitv on West Coast
ALLIED Advertising- Agencies
Inc., which recently branched out to
San Francisco,
has expanded
offices and personnel in the bay
city, dedicating
them July 2. The
home office of the
company is in Los
,oles and up until the prestime the company
has been
dling radio accounts exclusiveThe new San Francisco offices
^ located in the Underwood Bldg.,
: Market St.
rank J. Oxarart, veteran agen-ind radio executive, has been
:.ed San Francisco manager of
^ firm. Among those added to
t San Francisco staff are Jerry
:on, account executive and
: ge Tolin, producer and special
pnouncer, who has been assisting
Irnie Smith in various sportscasts.
firm plans to service all media,
.ding newspapers, magazines,
>ards and carcards. Some of
- d'sexclusively
major accounts,
all ofinclude:
which
radio,
ntain Copper Co., Ltd.; Star
itting Co., S. A. Scherer, LachBrothers (furniture) and 0'inor, Moffatt & Co. (department
Ipre).
I
C. B. Wakeley
JeCIL B. wakeley, 41, secrey of Tracy-Locke-Dawson Inc.,
as and New York advertising
.'icy, died June 26 at the home
J, his brother in Bloomington, 111.,
.llowing
an illness of three
Mr. Wakeley had been
j.onths.
i.,th Tracy-Locke-Dawson since
1 ;19 and was well known in adver'ijing
He is survived by
~ wifecircles.
and brother.
Jacob P. Midler

^-^COB P. MULLER, president of
He J. P. Muller Adv. Agency, New
"Drk, died July
in the New
■':>rk Hospital from11 the
effects of
■J. series of strokes. He was 63
;-!ars old. He is survived by a
■laughter, a brother and two sis;?
- employes of the DeHEX -^
editorial
]tur (111.) Tlerald-Revieic went on
rike July 12, followinK unsuccessful
•sotiations between the management
'id members of the American Xews■ per Guild, the newspaper utilized
JBL. local station, to hroadcast its
III news reports.

MORNING PROGRAM
Of Farmers By Farmers For

ALL DAY — Bradford Simpson
(left) radio director of Jimm
Daugherty Inc., St. Louis, and
James D. Shouse, KMOX general
manager, watch production on the
all-day program staged by St.
Louis Dairy Company to dedicate
its new plant [Broadcasting, June
15].
Underwood to Agency
APPOINTMENT of Cecil Underwood, former program manager of
NBC in Hollywood, as a member
of the radio department of Needham, Louis & Brorby, Inc., Chicago, was announced July 10. His
first assignment is handling production on the agency's Fibber
McGee & Molly over the NBCRed Network for Johnson's Wax.
Mr. Underwood has been identified with a number of network
pi-oductions, among them Chase &
Sanborn, Jack Benny, Shell Chateau, Ben Bernie, Phil Baker, Bing
Crosby, Rudy Vallee and Ken
Murray. He entered radio in 1924
and for many years was with NBC
on the Pacific Coast. Since last year
he has been a free lance producer.
Sunbeam Testing
SUNBEAM LABORATORIES, Los
Angeles, manufacturers and distributors of Nailife, a finger nail
builder, to call attention to the new
productCo.on and
saleS. atH. F.Kress
W. &Woolworth
Co.
stores, on July 19 starts a sevenday test campaign on KNX, Hollywood, using one-day time signal announcements daily. Organization is
new and it's the sponsors first radio. If the test is successful, an extensive fall campaign is anticipated. Ivar F. Wallin Jr. & Staff, Los
Angeles, has account.
SYDNEY DIXON, NBC western division assistant sales manager. Hollywood, has been appointed to the directorate of the Los Angeles Advertising Club. Harold Bock, the network's Southern California publicity
director has been reappointed publicirv chairman.

ROBERT S. RAINS
announces his resrgnation from the position of
SPECIAL CONSULTANT
with the

Farmers On KMBC
ONE of the earliest morning programs in the country is the series
called Good Mo)-ning on KMBC,
Kansas City, designed for and featuring farmers. On Wednesday
morning several farmers who live
66 miles from the city get up at 2,
do their chores and drive in to pretheir rip
DogBand sentfrom
5:55snortin'
to 6:45 Hound
on KMBC.
Monday is Wool Producers Day
While Tuesday is Farm Home
Management Day when the microphone is turned
overfrom
to home
demonstration agents
nearby
counties.
Thursday is County Agents Day
with guest appearances by county
agents from
KMBC's
primary
area. counties
Friday in
is Question
Box Day when speakers from the
state agricultural colleges of Kansas and Missouri, the Resettlement
Administration and prominent
dairymen and stockmen are guests.
On Saturday morning a soil
conservation round table discussion
is held. Les Ryon, manager of the
Producers Commission Assn., is in
charge of the Good Morning pi'ograms. At farm meetings in five
counties within 225 miles of Kansas Citv it was found recently that
more than 50% of the 9,000 farmers in attendance were regular listeners to KMBC's Good Morning.
WIP, Philadeljihia, was honored recently when a antenna
reproduction
its 320foot vertical
in ofsilhouette
was added to the skyline in the Fels
Planetarium, that city.

SURVEYS

Crown Overall Series
CROWN
OVERALL
Cincinnati (work
and sportCo.,clothing),
began a series of weekly quarterhour transcriptions on five stations
the week of July 4 with the possibility that other stations may be
added later. WLS, WLW, CKLW,
WOR, and WHO have started the
program, called Croivn Headlight
Frolics. Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Corp., New York,
transcribed the series. H. W.
Kastor
& Sons Adv. Co., Chicago,
is
the agency.
Fels Expands on MBS
FELS & Co., Philadelphia (soaps)
will expand its Mutual hookup
from two stations to 15 on July
19. Tom,
now
heard
over Dick
WGN and
and Hari-y
WLW from
12:15-12:30 p. m. (COST) Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, will
broadcast on five eastern stations
in addition to the ten in the Don
Lee group.
& Rubicam Inc.,
New
York, Young
is the agency.
Simmons to Use Breaks
SIMMONS Co., Chicago (beds and
mattresses), will start a radio
canipaign the end of August, using
chain - break announcements. J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York,
is now making up the station list.

WTCN
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
National Representatives

Have

Proved

If you want to reach the rich Roanoke
and Southwest Virginia markets, you
must use WDBJ. It is the only network
station that can be heard consistently
and satisfactorily at all times in
Roanoke and immediate surrounding
territory . . . with many listeners in
the border counties of North Carolina
and West Virginia.
Representaiives
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
Sears & Ayer
Craig & Hollingbery

FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION
ard the establishment of
ROBERT S. RAINS AND

MUNSEY BUILDING Telephone: Metropolitan 2430 WASHINGTON, D. C.
Branch Office: 120 WALL STREET, NEW YORK CITY

;R0ADCASTING

heart
tntke

COMPANY

Special Consultants
In all matters of ACCOUNTING, TAXES AND ENGINEERING
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From the Playground
PLAYGROUND broadcasts are
aired on WJAY, Cleveland, in a
Thursday afternoon summer series.
John T. Vorpe, WJAY production
manager, has arranged instruction
for the kids in everything from tap
dancing and handicraft to dramatics and singing games. Angle: A
real civic service, for the parents
know where the children are and
the children have a good time.
Programs
are full of human interest— and names.

Are Ya' Mad?
PET peeves sent in by listeners
are broadcast on WCFL, Chicago,
during Top 'O the Morninp variety show, six weekly, sponsored
by eight local business firms. With
trips to Hollywood and theatre
tickets as prizes, listeners readily
send in their troubles. Seems that
women get more peeved than men,
for they send in 65% of the entries. WCFL says that ever-^'body
likes to hear his pet peeve broadcast. Makes them feel good. Spector-Goodman Adv. Agency, Chicago, has the account.

Plugs on the Block
AUCTION sale of horses is broadcast weekly on WDAY, Fargo,
N. D., from the Union Stock Yards
and has resulted in horse dealers
throughout
primary
bringing in WDAY's
more horses
than area
ever
before. Union Stock Yards may
arrange a long time series according to WDAY.
* * *
Airport Interviews
DISTINGUISHED visitors to
Portland, Ore., are interviewed at
the local airport on KGW-KEX, a
tie-up with United Air Lines having been arranged. Sir George and
Lady Wales, Lord High Mayor of
Melbourne, Australia were recently
interviewed by David Hazen of the
Oregonians. The program is a
natural as an audience builder, according to KGW-KEX.
* He *
Homes for Dogs
HOMES for dogs is the idea behind
a series of remote broadcasts on
WHIO, Dayton, from the Montgomery County Animal Shelter,
Ron Gamble, announcer, describes
the dogs and their pedigrees.

Edgar Answers
QUESTIONS about radio people
and programs are answered on
Friendship Circle by WTMJ, Milwaukee. Edgar Thompson provides
answers to listeners' queries.

OIffi

iAMC'W

LARGEST
PUBLIC

DOMAIN

RECORDED

LIBRARY

in the WORLD
LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS
420 Madison Ave.
New York

eLieaBlG
^«

MARKET

POPULAR
.

.

STATION

.WRE

Story of the Stafif
PERSONAL histories of the staff
are discussed weekly by Gilbert
Bayek on WDRC, Hartford, along
with the success stories of local and
national program personalities.
Slant: Makes listeners feel like
they'd
known the WDRC staff all
their lives.
WOAI, San Antonio, has begun
a series of behind-the-scene broadfeaturing theandstation's
ouscasts
departments
designedvari-to
acquaint businessmen and rural
audiences with the practical aspects of radio
* broadcasting.
* *
Hotels and Homes
HINTS for the home by hotel experts is the gyst of a program series on WGAR, Cleveland, titled
Home Interviews presented in cooperation with the Hotel Statler.
The programs originate in the food
storeroom, wine cellar, kitchen and
various other departments of the
hotel and talks are given on guest
entertainment, proper care of furniture, famous sauces and dressings, the service of wine and meal
planning. Graves Taylor, WGAR
promotion manager, conducts the
series. Slant: Practical information
builds good-will.
Where Ya Going?
MOTORISTS are interviewed by
Morey Owens on WROK, Rockford,
111., after a traffic cop flags them
down in front of the local police
station. The program is sponsored
by the Hart Oil Co. and each
motorist interviewed gets a free
greasing job at a company station.
What Youth Thinks
YOUTH survey remotes on WJR,
Detroit, include broadcasts from
CCC camps within a 100-mile radius of the city and interviews originating at summer camps and
schools. Young people are questioned about their personal lives, their
hopes and plans for the future and
their reactions
to ^ national
problems.
^
From the Local Press
ORGANIZATION of 40 daily and
county newspapers within its primary coverage area has been
achieved by E. Pierre de Miller,
news director of WLBC, Muncie,
Ind., who gives a daily newscast of
local items and credits the papers
sending in the items. The program
is called Eastern Indiana Passes in
Revieiv and is proving very successful, according to WLBC.
KFPY-KGIR
Adopt baby to
Keep KXL Company
See Page 51

KOMO
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO
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FINEST RADIO STATION - AFFILIATED
WITH COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM

I Remember When
FEATURE interviews on WROU
Rockford, 111., consist of talkin
with local folk about their unusuj
occupations and colorful experier
ces. On the first program Norma
Brinsley interviewed a woman wh
raises goats, a local chef renow
for his corn beef and cabbage an
a press photographer who liste. ^
the murder cases he'd covered, 'r
The Community Spirit
*under tb '
THE Community
*Forum,
*
auspices of the United Charitic
Assn. of St. Louis, is heard o
Sunday afternoons over KSD unde
the direction of R. FuUerton Plac
local advertising man. The prf
gram features prominent person
of civic, business and charitabl
organizations as speakers.

Completely
FROM Covered
tee to cup
KLZ, Denvei, ;^'
followed
the
Trans-Mississipij j
Golf theTournament
dui. gI
ing
last week ofshot-by-shot
June at Cherq
Hills. Connected by buried cables- j
seven 20-foot towers like this on-, i
were
strategically
course placed
and after
the balls over
were th,]hi
an announcer with a pack set de
scribed the happy landings, the
tagged along to tell about th

brassies and the mashies. Fiftee:
hours of match play were broad
cast during the week under th
supervision of Announcer Charle
and Jack
As Earl
for the
Na
Inglis
and Lovell.
Engineers
C. Hu'
tional Open in Denver next Junt
KLZ says Fore!
Dramatic Classes
CLEVELAND College will us
United Broadcasting Co. statioiL
WHK and WJAY next fall as
laboratory for classes in radio dra
matics, under direction of Gen
LaValle. The class will be limitej
to 30 students, who will participati
in sustaining dramatic programs. |
Feminine Minstrels
AN All-Girl Minstrel has bee
startedbeing
by WMC,
show
entirely Memphis,
feminine t'e:
cept for the interlocutor, Igor Ivai
An old-fashioned minstrel is staget
with comedy, solo and group songs
Sponsor is Leon Kahn Furnitum I
Co.

SEATTLE
WASHINGTON

KJR
5000 Watts
NBC Blae
National Representatives — Edward Petry & Company

5000 Watts L.S.
NBC Red
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Appreciating Music
I K. WALTER DAMROSCH will
Musical Appreciaihe SBC
Ktart
on its tenth season of
i(m Hour
sts
jKveekly
the
aid 15.in Prodesigrned toOct.
krrams. broadca
ion
in grade and high
fciusic instruct
schools, will be broadcast on Fridays from 2 to 3 p. m. on both Red
(find Blue networks.
* * *
Death and Driving
"JSAFE
driving
is the
aim of
•series on
WLBC,
Muncie,
Ind..a
titled Human Distortions during
i-which accidents are dramatized by
,B. character *known
* as
* "Death."
Up in the Air
IvIODEL airplane builders held a
contest recently at Wright Field,
Daj'ton, 0., and WHIO was on
hand with Robert Fidlar, special
features announcer, inter\newing
contestants and describing the various flights. He was constantly informed of the speed and distance
each plane flew by two army observation planes through radio connections *
with gi'ound
* « officials.
Fair and Warmer
LAUNCHING of a radio-meteoro^aph balloon and the rebroadcast
sind interpretation of its automatic
.-signals were features of a pro-am called The Weather Man at
Work on NBC Blue, June 27. The
methods employed in preparing
weather forecasts were described
by Prof. C. F. Brooks, director
N:.f Blue Hill Observatory at Mil"Ton, Mass., where the program originated.
* * ♦

Hoops and Kids
CONTEST series for kids called
HooproUers'
Club offirm
the on
Air KSTP,
sponsored by a coflFee
St. Paul, will be climaxed Aug.
14 by a big Twin City hoop-rolling. Hoops and entry blanks cost
a label and the prizes include
everything from movie cameras to
dolls. KSTP says its created lots
of local interest.
* * *
Food and Facts
STRANGE facts about food form
the program design of Food for
Thought, a believe-it-or-not series
'on WLS, Chicago, six weekly, fea' turingWLS
Mary Homemakers
Wright who conducts
.the
Hour.
[ Slant: Listeners are curious; es'pecially women.
* * «
f
The Ships Come in
FOR the many New Yorkers who
meet their friends returning from
abroad, WMCA, New York, broad' casts at 7:40 each morning the ar' rival schedules of transoceanic
ships.

Scrambled Programs
PROGRAM contest on WTMJ, Milwaukee, is given a novel twist in
celebration of the station's 10th
anniversary. programs
Lists of are
WTMJ's
commercial
all
scrambled
together
with
sponsors'
names and the products advertised.
Merchandise prizes are given to
those who unscramble and match
the three. Slant: Publicity and fun
and prizes make for listeners with
a W'TMJ habit.
Lady Baseball Announcer
WHEN Harry Johnson, sports announcer of KFAB, Lincoln, Neb.,
turned the microphone over to his
wife for one inning during a recent
game between Brooklyn and St.
Louis, fans were so pleased with
the performance of the first ladv
baseball announcer that they called,
wired and wrote for more. KFAB's
baseball sponsor. General Mills,
approves the feminine angle, and
has authorized a repeat broadcast.
The Madder You Get
COMPLAINTS about everythina:
from the kind of bathing suits
worn on local beaches to the dirt
from neighbors' rugs are welcomed
by W'JAY, Cleveland, on its six
weekly program called Complaints
Incorporated. John T. Vorpe, production manager, receives the
listeners' complaints and contacts
the pi-oper city officials while Guy
Wallace, WJAY announcer, tells
the agitated listeners how to solve
their problems. Slant : Folks love
to gripe.
Try A Combination
COMBINATION program called
The Boston Hour on WEEI includes human interest dramas from
the news by Jay Wesley; flash reports of police activities by Charlie
Ashley; fire news direct from headquarters byJohn Galway and manon-street interviews by Bob Freeman and Lloyd Morse. Every person interviewed gets two theatre
tickets and if his answer is correct
WEEI adds a crisp $1 bill.
*
* *

Laughing to Win
TO liven the spelling bees and inter\aews that he broadcasts four
nights weekly on WNEW, NewYork from the
stage Alan
of the Courtney
Newar-k
Paramount
Theatre,
takes his microphone into the audience, holds it in front of an
unsuspecting patron and says,
"Laugh." The laugher whose laugh
is the most contagious to the rest
of the audience is awarded a prize.
Baseball Biographies
INTIMATE stories of baseball
players called Tiger Tales are
broadcast on WJBK, Detroit, by
Bob Longwell just before Al
Nagler's
sportcasts
the Tigers'
road
games.
Liberty of
Service
Stores
sponsor the Tiger Tales while Good
Housekeeping Shops and a local
Coca Cola firm sponsor the sportcasts.
Something for Nothing
EVERYONE attending the Barn
Dance on WOL, Washington, is
given a numbered studio ticket and
10 lucky numbers are drawn for
local theatre tickets. The result
has been a full house every Saturday night, according to Ronald
Dawson who produces the show.

Happy
Am I
UNIQUE
man-on-street
was
broadcast
on KGKB,program
Tyler,
Tex., June 19, which is Emancipation Day to negroes of the South.
Lutherter,Ward,
KGKB's
colored porhandled the
interviews,
and
the colored folks fairly bubbled
over with good-will.
U. S. Naval Station
Boosts Pensacola Market
With

$5,000,000

Annual

Payroll.

PENSACOLA'
coFLORIDA
Aw
CBS
AFFILIATE
^epreseniaiive
JOHN H • PERRY
ASSOCIA T£S

Theatre Tie-Ins
FREE passes to a local theater
are given to those persons who
stump the sidewalk interviewer of
WORL, Boston, when they ask him
questions in a program that reverses the usual method. Another
theater tie-in results from a daily
organ recital of request numbers
played in a local theater by Stanley
Schultz, WORL program and music
director.

♦ Nebraska and Iowa are in top
rank as meat-producing states.
Meat from NEBRIOWA is first
quality, and brings top prices. As
second largest packing center in
the nation, Omaha is trade center
for virtually all Nebriowa farmers.
Millions of dollars in meat-money
make Nebriowa a fertile trade territory. Alert advertisers reach this
area through WOW! It's the radio
capital of Nebriowa!
ON
BROADCASTING

How Cops Do It
DEMONSTRATING a new twoway police broadcasting system,
WCCO, Minneapolis, recently aired
a broadcast between the local police
headquarters and a squad car
racing along
at 70 m.p.h.
leceiver
was tuned
to theOnepolice
transmitter and another to the
squad car's transmitter. The prohonored
the &convention ofgram,
thewhichMinn,
Police
Peace
Officers' Assn., built considerable
* *
good-will.
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WOW
Omaha, ^^ebraska
590 Kc.
5,000 Watts
John Gillin, Jr., Mgr.
JOHN tives— New
BLAIR
RepresentaYork, CO.—
Chicago,
Detroit,
San Francisco,
Owned and Operated by the
Sovereign Camp of the
Woodmen of the World
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Reactions

to Scripps Program
Plan
(Continued on page 13)
programs in the daytime go on one
our case where we are operating
a network with limited time avail- quarter-hour after another with
able on the other stations.
script acts, we nevertheless have
found from surveys that these
"We do, however, make a very
decided effort to use musical pro- script acts have a very large and
grams where possible to split up definite following. Many times
script acts, but in the case of when a good musical program folWNAC acting as an outlet for the
lows them, it does not I'etain all of
Red Network of NBC, it is of the audience.
course impossible to build much of
"I believe that the only way in
which this thought could ever be
a local program structure.
worked
programs
"Although Bill Scripps is start- would beoutforforthebalanced
networks to start
ing something for a certain definite half-hour, it does not seem to it, but there is so much money involved and clients and their agenme that this particular half-hour,
cies have their own ideas so that
in view of the entire broadcast
day, is going to really make the it is one of those dreams of possible perfection that I am afraid
listener conscious of this effort.
none of us will ever see happen on
"Although many of our network
a real lax-ge
scale."
"Utopia"
— Holliway
BLANKETING
From the 50,the
000 watt K F I,
Los Angeles, came
w
8th Largest
another blast
TRADE MARKET
questioning the
effectiveness o f
in the
the WWJ plan.
Harrison HolliM
United States
way, general
manager of KFI
at
and KECA asMr. Holliway
Lowest Cost
serted that "Mr.
I
Scripps' Utopian
very interesting but he isidea
only isscratching
Saint Paul
the surface of one evil .... that
Minneapolis
of
program
As consecutive
for the other,
that structure."
of telling
the
sponsor
what
he
is going to
N
WMIN
buy, "appears to me to violate the
St. Paul, Mlnnsiola
fundamentals of good advertising
practice." He continued:

Medium

for Maids

HOLLAND ENGEL, radio
director of Erwin Wasey &
Co., Chicago, needed a housemaid for his home so, true to
his medium, he put a "classified ad" on WGES, Chicago.
Though good maids are hard
to procure in Chicago, Mr.
Engel was literally swamped
by the response he got from
a single spot announcement
in Polish. Of the scores of
applicants, 13 were satisfactory and one is now an employe in the Engle home.

"A bird's eye view of a network
station's weekly program structure
is figuratively a crazy-quilt of 15
minute patches. Artistic control of
30 minutes each evening is not sufficient to materially change that
pattern
"This. hodge-podge evil which Mr.
Scripps hopes to cure is the penalty his station pays for being on
a network. If he was an independent his program department
would control the consectivity of
his programs. As it is he literally
has program directors in New
York, Chicago and Hollywood in
addition to Detroit and not to mention the sponsor's home . . . but
he's got that in hand.
"The remedy could more logically be administered at the source
and that is the network. However,
Mr. Scripps is lucky to have that
30 minutes each evening to do with
as he wishes ... I wish we had it.
I guess I'll have to see John
McCollough Sees Problems
The local indeRoyal!"
pendent station
viewpoint, as expressed by Clair
R. McCollough,
general
of WORK,manager
York,
Pa. andof WDEL
Wilmington, Del.,
along with other
stations of the Mr. McCollough
Mason-Dixon Radio Group, found flaws in the
Scripps plan.

isKjiiiii/rsi
C«»IJ.«'r
>M»WT
The international
scope
and sound growth of this
organization
are the and
rewards of experience
service applied to station
epresentation.

COLORADO

SPRINGS

1000 WATTS

Without going into the ramifications of the Scripps plan, Clarence
G. Cosby, general manager of
KWK, St. Louis, regional independent approved the plan in toto.
Complimenting WWJ for the position it has taken, he said that
KWK concurred in the belief that
programming is one of the most
vital arteries of the broadcasting
business and should be given the
utmost consideration by all executives of all stations.
i
"Service First" — Burbach
Asserting that "public service
and public acceptance should come
before net earnings," George M.
Burbach, business manager of the
St. Louis Post-Dispatch and of its
radio station, KSD, threw his support behind
plan.
"As
a result
of the
the Scripps
rapid and
unprecedented growth of the radio industry, it has sped along without any
well defined policy to govern its
service to the public," he said.
"The sound fundamental principles, such as censorship of programs and advertising, have not
been definitely established by the
industry as a whole. However, it is
apparent
that an
increasing
ber of station
owners
realizenumthe
importance of giving first consideration to public service and goodwill. This is encouraging. If the
well-managed stations can lead the
way for the others it will be helpful to all.
"The policy of self regulation in
radio will avoid some of the recessions other industries have experienced during their early years."

Affiliated with the Colorado Springs Gazette and Telegraph • Under Affiliated Management with WKY- Oklahoma City, KLZ- Denver and theOklahoma Publishing Co. • Represented by E. Katz Special Adv. Agency.
FULL TIME

"While I feel a great amount of
clear thinking is behind the plan,'
Mr. McCollough
believe
its actual as.serted,
operation "I
willalsc
bt
considerably hampered from day to
day by the many
extenuating
cumstances that have
a way ciroi
ness.
arising in the broadcasting busi"Knowingly or unknowingly, the
radio broadcasting day more or less
conforms with the make-up of a
good newspaper. Some of the best
newspapers in the United States
have tried from time to time to
change the present principle of
make-up whereby spot news, sports,
social news, comics, markets, etc.,
are more or less segregated in certain portions of a daily newspaper
for the convenience of the readers.
Whether from force of habit or
what, in practically every case the
distribution of these features
throughout the newspapers has
proven unsatisfactory to readers.
"Radio sponsors are fairly well
sold these days on confining certain types of programs to certain
general periods.
"This has listeners
the advantage of concentrating
without forcing the program on
any"Toone.much of an absolutely fixed
policy on the part of any station or
stations usually leads to a similar
attitude on the part of a sponsor.
It is not always well to continue
fixed policies unless all parties are
in agreement and thinking along
the same lines or our good friends,
the listeners, really will have something about which to suffer."
Approved by Cosby

Ttue, Certbioi Stafamn WHO
CLEARED-CHANNEL — 50,000
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INFANT

STATIC

Fawn Adopted by WHLB as
Station Mascot

'STATIC— to WHLB, Virginia,
Winn., is the name of a two-weeksold fawn, adopted daughter and
mascot of WHLB's staff. "Static"
Avas presented to the station by
. William Saari, state game warden,
; who found its mother dead by the
; Bide of a road — run down by a
■ careless motorist after nightfall.
Game Warden Saari, in a Caesarfan operation, saved one of a pair
unborn
fawns, after
the other
dying
W•Df few
moments
its unusual
■birth. "Static" thrived for a
touple of days under the game
warden's tender care and when
only five days old, was presented
to WHLB's staff. Game Warden
Saari told officials it was in payment "for services rendered" when
the state conservation department
and WHLB cooperated in sponsoring a drive to have farmers in
northern Minnesota keep their
dogs penned up at night. Many
ieer, trapped by crusted and drifted
enow
in Minnesota's wilds, had
.been found
killed by large farm
dogs travelling in packs.
WHLB's wide publicity of the
killings received immediate cooperation from the farmers.
The photograph herewith shows
Barney Irwin, commercial manager
of WHLB (left), holding "Static"
while Gleason Kistler, WHLB's
program director, coaxes a few
fawn-like sounds from the mascot
for the benefit of WHLB's listening audience. Publicity given
"Static" has lured hundreds of
^^sitors to WHLB's transmitter and
studios to see the newcomer to the
(Staff.

Hagman

EMERGENCY SERVICE
Given By KFRO as Phone
Lines Are Cut
PILE DRIVER accidentally cut
through 1500 pairs of telephone
cables while the streets of Longview, Tex., were being repaired recentlv, including the program lines
of KFRO, that city.
Telephone service was disrupted
in one whole section of the city,
so KFRO hastened to its auxiliary
studios at its transmitter site and
saved the telephone company a lot
of trouble by broadcasting the reason for the lack of telephone service. Emergency lines were run to
the main studios of KFRO and it
was back on the air from its downhours. town studios -after a delay of three

Heads WTCN
CLARENCE T.
(S W A N N E E)
HAGMAN,
mercial commanager

WTCN,polis, onMinneaJuly 8
was named manager of the
tion.
During stathe
last three years
Hagman
he has served as
St. Paul sales
manager, station sales manager
and commercial manager of the
station, which is operated jointly
by the Minneapolis Tribune and the
St. Paid Dispatch-Pioneer Press.
The post of manager has been vacant for about a year and Mr. Hagman has been acting head of the
station. A native of St. Paul, Mr.
Hagman has been identified with
the advertising departments of several newspapers in the city. Mr.
Hagman announced he planned a
number of innovations in WTCN
operations, including more intensive development of local programs.
Expansion activities include the
building of a shortwave experimental station, construction of which
is now under way.

WATR Full-Time Shift
ANOTHER local station went into the regional category when the
FCC Broadcast Division, sustaining the recommendation of Examiner Dalberg, on July 6 authorized
WATR, Waterbury, Conn., to
change its frequency from 1190
to 1290 kc. and to increase its
power from 100 to 250 watts full
time, effective Aug. 3. While operating on 1190, WATR was limited
to sunset at WOAI, San Antonio,
to which that frequency has been
assigned as a clear channel. The
1290 kc. channel is a regional frequency. Harold Thomas, chief owner of WATR, was also authorized
to erect a new 100-watt night and
250-watt day station on 1310 kc.
in Pittsfield, Mass., the Commission reversing Examiner Seward.
The
Pittsfield
will be WBRK. station's call letters

Mason-Dixon Shift
ASSIGNMENT of control of the
Mason-Dixon Radio Group Inc.,
operating six stations in Delaware
and Pennsylvania, to J. Hale Steinman and John F. Steinman, principal figures in the holding company,
was approved July 6 by the FCC
Broadcast Division. It is understood the change in assignment,
which in no way affects ownership
was effected for management pur-

WHAT

IS

FORMULA
RADIO

SELLING?

WHAT

IS

PRECISION
COVERAGE?

WHAT
KMBC

DOES

A

TESTED

PROGRAM
MEAN

TO

THE

poses.
ADVERTISER?

"The Nation's
Perfect Test

UKZO

These and other ques-

KRLRMRZOO
Market"
REAL

tions will be answer-

MERCHANDISING

ASSISTANCE

ed when you see this

for SPONSORS

symbol. Watch

for it!

The merchandising staff of station WKZO is
rendering a real service to program sponsors:
• contacting local retail outlets
MARTFO
STRIKE

R D, CO

• installing window displays
• making surveys

HOME!

The appealing programs on
WDRC create home interest . . .
and home interest means INCREASED SALES ... and
increased sales are why more
and more advertisers use WDRC
for results.

• actually opening new accounts for sponsors.
(In one case our staff secured 15 new dealers
for a sponsor within one week.)

KMBC
OF KANSAS CITY
THE PROGRAM BUILDING
AND
TESTING STATION
Free & Peters, Nat'l Representatives

Basic Network Station of the
Columbia Broadcasting System
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

Representatives: SMALL

Advertising

& BREWER,

Inc.
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WRAX-WPEN Power Boost
WRAX-WPEN, Philadelphia, on
July 6 was granted special authority by the FCC Broadcast Division to increase its power to 1,000
watts from 250 watts night and
500 watts local sunset on the 920
kc. channel to counteract interference caused by CMX, Havana,
WWJ, Detroit, and KPRC, Houston. The latter two stations recently were authorized to operate with
5,000 watts day and night because
of Cuban interference.
TO COMPLY with the letter and
spirit of the new Texas state law outlawing gambling on horse racing, the
Dallas city council recently ordered
the discontinuance of broadcasting of
race entries, results, and comments
on WRR. municipal station.
LOWEST

COST

WQDM
St. Albans.

Vermont

Senate

May Hold Radio Inquiry
{Continued from page 15)
of federal regulation. Shortly after should see whether we got off on
that address, Senator White draft- the right foot and if we did we
ed the proposed resolution. He should get a little more iron in the
declared July 7 tha-t it was not
Favors American Plan
until the preceding day that he decided to introduce it, after it had
In
his
interview with BROADCASTbeen
weeks. "kicking around" for several
ING, Senator White emphasized
that he has always favored private
Mr. White has been particularly
critical of failure of the FCC to operation
law."
by the American plan
that he has been very much
exercise a firmer hand in radio reg- but
dissatisfied with the way private
ulation. He has also attacked purported use of political pressure on operation, in all its elements, has
the FCC and made mention in his functiened. He reiterated too that
resolution of alleged political wire- he did not blame the broadcasters
pulling and of the failure of the for taking advantage of the existing situation.
FCC to "observe and effectuate"
In retracing the history of radio
the purposes
of the Communications Act.
regulation. Senator White pointed
The Senator said he did not out that the original Radio Act beblame broadcasters or networks or
came law in 1912 primarily to regulate ship code communication.
any of the elements in the indusThere
was no broadcasting and no
try for any inequities that may
communication a t
have crept into regulation of the in- point-to-point
dustry. Rather, he said, the regula- that time. In 1927, he pointed out,
tory authority should be taken to the first law governing broadcasttask for failing to mete out the
ingwasalongenacted
with other
phases of
of the
radio
and because
type of regulation essential to meager development up to that
bring about maximum public in- time Congress was in the position
terest.
of "guessing" as to what future
developments would be. Senator
"I do not look for an investigation at this session but it is my
White then was chairman of the
House Merchant Marine Committee
hope to have the resolution adopted
with the appointment of a sub- and co-author of the original law,
committee which would sit during under which the former Radio
Commission was created.
the
Congressional
recess," Senator
Not since 1927, he asserted, has
White said.
there
been a study of radio. The
"I think Congress ought to have only change
in the law since then
the picture as to what is involved
was that wlrich occurred in 1930
in this radio field and on that baaltering the so-called appellate prosis determine what are the sound
visions whereby reviews of Compolicies that should be incorporated
mission decisions were restricted to
in the law and the regulations. We
matters of law except in instances
of "arbitrary or capricious" actions.
Senator White said he never favored revision of the court provisions
but that in spite of his opposition
the changes were adopted.
"I think it is time for a serious
study of radio in all its aspects,"
the Senator said. "I want to emphasize that I am more interested
in the study than in an investigation in the ordinai-y sense which
hints that things are all wrong."
In addition to purely broadcast
Natural
phases the resolution goes extensively into international communibut not a samble
cations and their regulations. Senator White said he had discussed
with Senator
* Borah (R-Idaho), the
latter'sItresolution proposing an inquiry into the so-called Oslo case,
K
FH
involving direct communications
circuit from this country to Oslo,
WICHITA, KANSAS

DON'T GAMBLE WITH YOUR CAMPAIGN
Many a manufacturer and agency head knows that the
sure way to win good will and sales in the rich Kansas and
Oklahoma trade territory is to place their radio program
with KFH, at Wichita, Kansas.
The station with the programs has the listeners. KFH has
the programs, the listeners and the confidence of the
listeners. Don't gamble with your campaign. Bet on a
sure, consistent winner — KFH.
1,000 WATTS
NIGHT
KFH
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ASHEVILLE,
Full Time NBC Affiliate

N. C.
1,000 Watts

Wichita, Kansas
National Representative
EDWARD PETRY 8C CO.
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Fred Allen Renewed
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York,
has signed a two-year contract
with Fred Allen, who will return
as master of ceremonies of the
Town Hall Tonight series on NBCRed, every Wednesday from 9 to
10 p.m. (EST) in the interest of^
Ipana toothpaste and Sal Hepatica,
as soon as he has finished making
a movie in Hollywood. The date
is not yet definite, but will be sometime in the fall, probably about
Nov. 1. This announcement puts
to an end the series of rumors that
Allen was through with radio or
that if he did return to the air it
would be under new sponsorship.
Fellowship Awarded
H. M. PARTRIDGE, program director of the New York University
Radio Committee, has been awarded the third university fellowship
of 1937 for advanced study in
broadcasting given by the General
Education Board of the Rockefeller
Foundation. Partridge, lecturer in
chemistry at N. Y. U., has directed
10 program series, including 150
broadcasts, on local stations. He
will study under Dr. Franklin Dunham, NBC educational director,
during the three months included in
the appointment.

Tourist Business!
The 1937 tourist trade in the Asheville area is estimated at $20,000,000
. . . and from now to mid-September this great PLUS business comes
in peak volume. Speak for your
share NOW ... over WWNC sole
blanket radio coverage !

|
'

-

Committee
against
type , White
of in- ".
quiry
proposed
by the
Senator
Administration spokesmen, h o wever, raised the question as to whether the inquiry might not be '
regarded as an anti-New Deal at- ^
tack agencies.
upon one of the administra- '
tion
Sentiment seemed to be united on
one point — that the pressure of
Senatorial business at this time is
such that there would be little
chance for appointment of a committee to function during the current session. The fight on the Ad- j
ministration's Supreme Court plan
is expected to run into August on
a filibuster basis. It is hardly expected that the Wheeler Committee
will be able to get together before
that legislation is disposed of, since
Senator Wheeler is the leader of
the opposition and plans to devote
his entire time to the floor debate
on the measure.

$20,000,000

5,000 WATTS
(L.S.)

Basic Supplementary
CBS

WWNC

which was authorized by the FCC
for RCA
Communications Inc.
against the competitive application
of Mackey Radio & Telegraph Co.
On thisitscore,
Senator
declared
was time
to White
study the
question of what the attitude of
this country should be on foreign
communications. He indicated there
was a definite tendency toward a
single control in the field and that
thought should be given to the
question
whether competition
should beof maintained
in such
foreign service or whether virtual
monopoly should be permitted as in
the best interests of the nation.
There
to be little
sentiment
on seems
the Interstate
Commerce

NRTiONRL REPRESENTATIVES
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
• Broadcast

Advertising

)OSTER

STATION

IS GRAFTED
W LLH
N-CHRONIZED
operation of
iidcast stations on the same
;ency will be subjected to furexperimentation by WLLH,
-il, Mass., which on July 2 was
I orized by the FCC Broadcast
"satellite"
to construct
>ion
loster
station ina Lawrence,
- . nine miles distant. To oper. ith variable power of from 10
0 watts, the booster is authoi-^ lor unlimited time operation
I the 1370 kc. channel used by
.hLH. The order is effective Aug.
!£;very synchronized operation of
i| past has been authorized by
\ FCC on a purelv experimental
sis. WBZ, Boston, and WBZA,
ringfield, have been operating
ichronously for a number of
UTS, but now have pending an
plication to discontinue and to
(ablish WBZA as a separate stain on another
frequency.
W^BBM,
Scago,
and KFAB,
Lincoln,
Neb.,
io have been synchronizing extrimentally during certain hours,
tition.
have applied for separate opThe Broadcast Division recently
thorized WBAL, Baltimore, to
ichronize experimentally during
rly morning hours with a station
,ferated by its consulting engijrs at College Park, Md., on the
50 kc. channel with 250 watts
K\'er. McNary & Chambers, conIting engineers, operate the Colre Park station, which is in a
^urb of Washington. Baltimore
Jtl Washington are separated by
y 35 miles airline, and the operain presumably presages use of a
oster station which would give
B A L Washington coverage.
BAL now operates synchronously
th WJZ, New York, broadcasting
jntical programs after 9 o'clock
the evening, thus making pos,»le its full-time operation.
WDRC, Hartford, Conn., recentapplied for authority to erect
o booster stations in its service
ea, but withdrew the applications
3t month. Applications of WTNJ,
•enton, N. J., for boosters in
irlington and Princeton, N. J.,
ch some 10 miles distant, still
e pending before the Broadcast
vision.
AR RADIO PROGRAMS Inc.,
jiiw
script
service,
It itYork
has just
signed
seven announces
additional
itions for its syndicated one-man
-ipt programs. The additions are
»TJJ. WFBG, WTRC, WISN, utilfng Star commercials ; WLAP and
IMPC. subscribing for Morning Bullin Board; WBTM, signed for the
w Scripifolio, in addition to the
'mmerciah and Bulletin Board. The
riptfolio, just released, contains
ven half-hour programs. 20 com?rcial announcements and 30 tie-ins
r musical introductions. It is issued
Ice weekly.
IVIXG REIS. director of the Combia Workshop, CBS experimental
jdio drama series which celebrates
1 first anniversary July 18, is writlE a book about the series which
krrar & Rinehart will publish in the
III. Reis will leave for Europe on
ig. 29 to study foreign radio drama
ethods.
KFPY-KGIR
Adopt baby to
Keep KXL Company
See Page 51

iROADCASTING
I

DIN — Instead of pomp and ceremony furnished the background for
the first broadcast from the new
$200,000 studios of WFIL, Philadelphia. Atop a scaffold. Chief
Engineer Frank Becker points out
a feature as Announcer Al Stevens
(left) and President Samuel R.
Rosenbaum look on. The occasion
also marked the debut of the series
Backstage at WFIL, part of a big
promotion campaign to exploit the
new studios.
Television Far Away,
States Comdr. McDonald
THE assertion that television has
proved "a colossal flop" in England was made by Comdr. Eugene
F. McDonald Jr., president of Zenith Radio Corp., in applying June
30 for a construction permit for
an experimental television station
in Chicago. The London public,
said Comdr. McDonald, noted not
only as a radio manufacturer but
also as an explorer, is complaining
bitterly because of the lack of acceptable programs while paying
about $450 for television receivers.
"Television is just around the
cornerComdr.
— for stock
salesmen
only,"it
said
McDonald.
He said
was a long way off for general use
in the home. His company, he said,
has been working on television in
its laboratories for several years,
but he stated the art has many
economic and technical problems
yet to be solved. Zenith, he said,
has refused and will continue to
refuse to be "stampeded" into prematurely placing on the market its
television apparatus.
BROADCAST of works over a nationwide CBS network is the prize
offered for the five winners in the
short choral composition contest being conducted by the Federal Music
Project in New York.
In Cook County —
908,300
Radio

SOS Stops WMCA
FOR THE first time in nearly five years, WMCA, New
York, stopped broadcasting
for 45 minutes to clear its
airlines for SOS signals.
At 3:25 p. m., June 26,
the station was called by the
naval officials, requesting the
station to sign off temporarily because of interference
with compass bearings being
taken on the British freighter Sandgate Castle, afire at
sea, about 750 miles due east
of Norfolk. SOS signals were
broadcast until 4:13 p. m. after which the station resumed
its Grand Stand & Band
Stand program, broadcast
from 2:30 to 5:30 p. m. seven
days weekly under the sponsorship of General Mills Inc.

ST

CHOICE
OF

THE

LISTENER
Listeners from 52 counties out of
the 67 counties in New England
responded
Area
Survey.to a recent Listening
CHERRY
& WEBB
BROADCASTING CO.
Providence, R. L
Representative ;
PAUL H. RAYMER
COMPANY

Bauer & Black Plans
BLACKETT - SAMPLE - HUMMERT Inc., Chicago, has contracted with Associated Cinema
Studios, Hollywood, for 100 quarter-hour transcriptions featurir^g
May Robson under the title of Lady
of Millions. Bauer & Black Inc.,
Chicago, wiW sponsor the series beginning Aug. 1 for one of its cosmetics. The series marks the entrance of Miss Robson in radio.
DR. WALTER DAMROSCH, NBC
music counsel, arrived with Mrs. Damrosch aboard the Normandie July 12
after a five-week European tour.
While in Paris he spoke before the
International Conference of Music
Educators on "Education in Music
With the Use of Radio".

UUU nil. 500 W. NIGHT
AAA fgg^ 1000 W. DAY
BASIC
COLUMBIA

PRICE

$$$
SELL

ON

TAGS

or

<<r<}
WCAE

WCAE received more than 11,000 direct replies
from two short-term daytime sales campaigns concluded in June.
One sponsor sold flowers and shrubs
Over 6,000 sent a dollar to WCAE.

at $1.

A second client received over 5,000 replies,
wrappers from a five cent candy bar, in a limerick
feature.
For the LOWEST

cost-per-reply, use WCAE.

Homes!
★ * ★

That's More Listeners
Than Any County In the
United States!
* * Accounts
FIRST in ★Local
in Chicago and Cook
County !

WGES

• Broadcast

Advertising

*'Sepying The Public Interest*'
PITTSBURGH

•

BASIC NBC

RED NETWORK

Naiioncd Representatives - HEARST RADIO
NEW YORE - CHICAGO - SAN FRANCISCO ■ LOS ANGELES - DALLAS
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FCC

Portland

Decision

NBC

May

Separate
{Continued from Red
page 20)-Blue Staffs
May Be Taken on Appeal
The new stations aligned as of
cities in Virginia and the Carolinas
To the Supreme Court
Aug. 1 and their facilities are as
would be considered in connection
follows:
AN APPEAL to the U. S. Supreme
such an expansion.
Court from the decision of the with
WAGA, Atlanta, is owned by the
Coincident with the announceU. S. Court of Appeals for the
ment of addition of the 10 Southern
Liberty Broadcasting Co., of which
District of Columbia, sustaining
stations, NBC made known to its Arde Bulova, New York watch
the FCC decision authorizing a new
manufacturer, is the principal ownadvertisers
and agencies the base
station in Portland, Me., to be rates established
er. The Atlanta Journal, operating
for them. The
operated by the Portland Pressnew Southern Blue stations and WSB, which becomes the Red outHerald, will be taken by Eastland
let, also is affiliated in the orgatheir base one-hour night rates
Co., of Portland and the Congress
nization along with Harold A. Laare: WNBR, Memphis, $160;
Square Hotel Co. operating WCSH,
fount,
former Radio Commissioner
in that city. Both had applied for KXYZ, Houston, $200; WSGN,
and now identified with the Bulova
the same facilities on the 640 kc. Birmingham, $120; WAGA, Atlanradio interests. It will operate full
ta, $180; WDSU, New Orleans,
channel.
time on 1450 kc. with day power of
$180, and WJBO, Baton Rouge,
1,000 watts and night power of
Following
lower bycourt's
sion June 28,thewhich
a 4 decito 1
500 watts when it begins operating
For the supplementary Blue sta- on
or about Aug. 1.
vote sustained the FCC decision, a $120.
tions, the rates are: WROL, Knoxpetition for a stay of mandate was
WSGN, Birmingham, is operated
ville,
(available
for
use
with
Blue
filed with that court, pending filing Southern or Red South Central
by the Birmingham News & Age
Herald. In a market having a popwith
the nation's
highest
tribunal
group), $120; KFDM, Beaumont,
of petition
for a writ
of certiorari
ulation of 260,000, the station opKRIS, Corpus Christi, and KRGV,
erates on 1310 kc. with 250 watts
to review the lower court's action.
The appellants had contended that Weslaco, Tex. (each available with day and 100 watts night.
the FCC Broadcast Division was in the Blue Southern or the SouthWNBR, Memphis, is operated by
western Group), $120.
error because at the time the origithe Press Scimitar, an adjunct of
In
announcing
the
10-station
exnal hearings were held Commisnewspaper inpansion. President Lohr said it the Scripps-Howard
sioners Gary, Brown and Sykes
terests. Itis expected to become a
were members of the Division, but was NBC's answer to the demands
part of Scripps-Howard Radio. In
when the decision was rendered in of business and public for coma market of 253,000, the station
May, 1936, Commissioners Sykes,
plete coverage by two great NBC
operates on 1430 kc. with 1,000
Case and Prall were the members.
networks, each with adequate out- watts day and 500 watts night.
The majority of the lower court
lets to serve all of the United
WROL, Knoxville, is owned by
held that the change in personnel
States. Listeners in the South, by the Stuart Broadcasting Corp. and
did not invalidate the FCC ruling. virtue of the expansion, will have operates on 1310 kc. with 250
An opposite view, however, was
choice of two full-time NBC
watts day and 100 watts night.
taken by Associate Justice aservices
over separate Blue and Knoxville has a population of 105,Stephens.
802
and a trading zone population
Red chains, he said. The first ex- of 435,000.
The Supreme Court is in recess
pansion step was taken last Januuntil September. Whether it will
WJBO, Baton Rouge, is owned
ary when six Pacific Coast stations
grant the petition for a writ, under
were
added
to the Blue. The sec- by the Baton Rouge Broadcasting
which it would review the case, is
which also publishes the State
problematical. Only a few cases
ond came early this year when sta- Co.
Times & Advocate. It operates on
tions were added in 20 locations
involving FCC decisions have ever
1120 kc. with 500 watts.
been appealed to the highest court. over a period of several weeks.
WDSU, New Orleans, is owned
by WDSU Inc., of which Joseph H.
Uhalt is president. It operates on
1250 kc. with 1,000 watts in a city
having a population of 458,000 and
MOST
unusual/
a trading zone population of 850,000. The station formerly was a
CBS outlet.
-reminds
me
KFDM, Beaumont, is owned by
of
the Sabine Broadcasting Co., Inc.
and operates on 560 kc. with 1,000
iKe Carolina
watts day and 500 watts night.
KXYZ, Houston, is owned by the
COMBINATION
Harris County Broadcasting Co.
and operates full time on 1440 kc.
with 1,000 watts. Houston has a
Buying the two good stapopulation of 292,000 and a trading
zone population of 746,000.
tions—WIS and WPTF
KRIS, Corpus Christi, is a new
station owned by the Gulf Coast
Broadcasting Co. It operates on
— that intensely cover the
1330 kc. with 500 watts.
KRGV, Weslaco, now is underof the
rich
rket
Carohnas for one low

or

value. The results prove
it beyond doubt.

the world's most modern
INDEPENDENT radio
station in the heart of
the world's most typical

The

Carolina

rural and url>an population, consult

COMBINATION
WIS
COLUMBIA, S. C.
SOOO WATTS, NBC

WPTF
RALEIGH, N. C.
5000 WATTS, NBC

Represented by Free & Peters, Inc.
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W
Sold at one low rate-

Station

Rate

Agreed

on

Quotation!

for ForeigiT

Language Spot Accountg
NEARLY 20 stations broadcastinl
foreign language programs havl
adopted a policy, tentatively agree]
upon at a meeting held during th]

tional
advertisers that
on rates
foreign
NAB convention,
for prcr
n£j';
grams can be quoted only by thf.
stations
the pasl"
"brokers" themselves.
handling the Inforeign
prcf
grams have quoted the advertiser f ;
no
uniform
cardthewasresult
availablT
various
ratesratewith
tha'|'.
for the advertiser. Stations alsT,
agreed that insofar as possiblel
brokers
would be picture,
eliminated
the broadcasting
the fror^;'
sta^
tions themselves taking charge o
the foreign programs and the poli
cies to be followed on them.
Present at the meeting in Chi
cago, which was presided over b.
Georgelanguage
Roesler, division
head of of
the Van
forj'
eign
Cronkhite Associates Inc., were
C. Merwyn and John A. Dobyns
KGER,
Long Beach,
Klose, WTMV,
E. St.Cal.;
Louis,Wood111.
W. I. Moore, WBNX, New York
Harold Newcomb, WRJN, Racine
Wis.;
Frank
Stanford,
WSBC||'
Chicago;
Dr. A.George
F. Courriei
WHIP- WWAE, Hammond, Ind.
and
George Jaworowski, WGES
Chicago.
In addition to those attending
the meeting, those who have sinc'
for
national
advertisers
on foreigi
agreed
to adopt
the uniform
rat'
language
programs Rochester;
are: GordonFrec'^
P'r
Brown,
Hopkins, WSAY,
WJBK, Detroit;
Charle;]^
Lamphier, WEMP, Milwaukee'
Gene Dyer, KJBS,
WGES,SanChicago;
McCarthy,
FrancisesMand KQW, San Jose; Henry Le<.f2

Taylor,Westlund,
KABC, San
Antonio;
Ar'
thur
KRE,
Berkeley'
Cal.
*Sf31

rate — is a most unusual
Major R. E. Zultz

going change of ownership and
licensed to KRGV Inc. It operfaon 1260 kc. with 1,000 watts.
The other 20 stations which ha
joined NBC-Blue and supplemf:
tary networks since Jan. 1 h
WEAN, Providence, R. I.; WIC'
Bridgeport, Conn.; KGHF, Pueh
Col.; WTCN, Minneapolis, Minr
WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind.; WSPJ
Toledo; WLEU, Erie, Pa.; WJT:
Jamestown, N. Y.; WRTD, Ric
mond, Va.; WSAN, Allentown, P^
KGNC,
Amarillo, Tex.; KAR]
Little Rock, Ark.; WFEA, Mai
Chester, N. H.; WGBF, Evansvill
Ind.; WBOW, Terre Haute, Ind
KOB, Albuquerque, N. M.; KAN:
Wichita, Kans.; WORK, York, Pa
KSOO,
Sioux Falls, S. D., an,,
KIDO, Boise, Id.

R

0

K

ROCKFORD, ILL.
1410 K.C.
500-1,000 WATTS
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Beaumont'sLABORATORIESffc
Fall Plans *
BEAUMONT
St. Louis,
will start
coast-to-coas';
spot
campaign
this afall
consistingL
of quarter-hour and one-minutt
transcriptions. Included in the cam
paign will be two weekly quarteij
hour shows. H. W. Kastor & Son;
Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, is the agen
cy.
WFIL
560 Kc.
PHILADELPHIA'S MOST
POPULAR STATION
NBC BLUE
. MUTUAL
• Broadcast

Advertising

Grove Autumn Plans
other Cleveland stations was devoted to network renditions.
Back Cleveland Applicant
GROVE LABORATORIES Inc.,
Mr.
Reiter testified Transamer(Cotitinued f rom page 11)
St. Louis, is considering a new fall
icanlandwas because
anxious
to agetbasic
into Clevea archase 60 of the 100 shares of the Schenectady application of Cit- radio campaign for Groves Bromoit is
major
Quinine,
to
be
placed
through
izens
Broadcasting
Co.
for
a
1,000market
and
because
Transamerican
l^mon stock of Great Lakes at watt station on 1240 kc. DeWitt
Stack-Globe Adv. Agency, New
per share but with an added
had no arrangement with any oth3 that Transamerican would
C. Mower, of Schenectady, presi- York. Details have not yet been
er station in Cleveland. Mr. Loucks
.
not to exceed $100,000 for
dent of Citizens, testified in that settled.
brought out in this connection that
tf building of the station in the connection. He stated he had spent
Transamerican, through Mr. Reiter,
six weeks in Cleveland prior to the
fcnt the application was granted,
it was stated, would re- had contacted WHK and WJAY for
je agreement also pro\ided for hearing preparing data for the station,
quire an expenditure of some $90,and that H. K. Carapplication and in contacting Cleveit issuance
prefeiTedthrough
stock
000. Transamerican already has representation
land business concerns with respect
jthe
amountof of6""^$100,000
penter, general manager of the
advanced
$10,000
to
Great
Lakes
to
to advertising.
stations, explained he was under
. amendment in the corporate
That Transamerican has a time- prosecute the application, Mr. Ros•ucture, which would be issued
an exclusive representation conenberg said, of which more than
tract with Free & Peters, station
Transamerican in amounts equal purchase agreement with Great
Lakes under which it would buy $4,000 already has been expended.
representatives. On examination,
. the advances made by the cortime at 709c of the card rates of A witness for Warner Bros, testiration for the station construcMr. Reiter asserted Transamerified that his company had a net
can could not place business on
the proposed station, also was deworth of $173,000,000.
-Iz was brought out in testimony
veloped
■with
Mr.
Rosenberg
on
the
stations
without procuring a comat four Cleveland individuals
mission.
stand. Mr. Rosenberg said that
Programs proposed for the new
re assigned 10 shares of stock
similar contracts are in force with
Associated with Mr. Spearman
station were outlined by Don Beck:h in Great Lakes, with Transmost of the stations represented by
as counsel for Great Lakes was
er, Transamerican program direclerican holding 60 shares having
Transamerican with a few minor
tor and former program director
Herman Rosenblatt, brother of Sol
►.►alue of $5 each, or with a paid- exceptions in connection with guarof WLW. He emphasized the need
A. Rosenblatt, former NRA Divicapital of $500 for the voting
anteed time clearance.
sion Administrator and counsel
for a local program service and
))ck. The Cleveland individuals
asserted that most of the time of for Transamerican.
Installation of the proposed new
.>re Carl W. Brand, listed as pres:;nt, Donald S. McBride of Laketod, Judge Walther of the Com;3n Pleas Court, and Peter B.
;ein. Shaker Heights, attorney.
Sder examination it was stated
e original incorporators were M.
new
Radiating Hntenna
[lert, E. R. Cortland and Mr.
;ein, all of Cleveland. Mr. Klein
neuj madBrn
Transmitter
.scribed
these
individuals as
■.ummy" incorporators, asserting
'"atexplained
this was the
the former
practice two
in Ohio.
neui musical Quality
were
.:retaries in his office.
These incorporators subsequentnew Hbility tu Serue you
^, resigned and the three shares of
pck were issued to Messrs. Clark
• d Rosenberg. Then in June, 1937,
e company again was reorganized
; d the local figures were made
EverybodY was satisfied with WXYZ's
':)ckholders along with Transformer coverage of the Detroit District.
iierican.
In connection with the arrangeBut today that coverage has been inten?nt made by Great Lakes with
. ansamerican for the advance of
sified to the absolute limit of modem
1 1 ^
'00,000
in
return
for
preradio
engineering
skill.
rred stock, Philip G. Loucks,
unsel for WJAY, contended that
Crisp speech, and musical fidelity of
,e corporation had no authority
' der its charter to issue preferred
the
highest type, now add attractiveness
,5ck. Paul D. P. Spearman, counil for Great Lakes, contended that
to every WXYZ broadcast. And larger
r£ incorporators had authorized
audiences than ever before remain
amendment to the charter to
, rmit such a stock issue.
tuned to the WXYZ wave.
J.and,
"Withit Mr.
Rosenbergthaton Warthe
was developed
A fundamental station of the NBC Blue
_r Bros, owns 659<- of the comNetwork, WXYZ also leads in its pro"pn and
voting
in Transameri:,n
that stock
Warner
Bros, would
duction of original features. Many of
..ivance to Transamerican the
';00,000
for
the
Great
Lakes
enthese original features ore under sponirprise. There was placed in the
sorship. Others are being developed
xord a statement by Herman
.'arr,
Warner
Bros,
official,
in
for your specific advertising needs.
].iich he agreed to advance the
oney.
We offer them, COMPLETE WITH
Mr. Reiter, in testimony on
ESTABLISHED
AUDIENCES.
•ansamerican operations, declared
at during its first year, ended
UIKVZ time is available for Detroit and
Ask us about theml
st June, Transamerican grossed
regional coverage alone, or as key sta,;me $2,000,000 worth of business,
tion of the Michigan Radio Network,
t.-ider examination, he said more
King-TrendlB Broadcasting Corp.
5an oQ^/c of this was from busiwith affiliated stations in Grand Rapids,
Lansing, Jackson, Kalamazoo, Battle
^ss placed on WLW, Cincinnati. He
300 Madison Theatre Building * ■ Detroit
jstified Transamerican representCreek, Flint, Bay City and Saginaw.
Wm. C. Rombeou Co. Representative
82 stations. Under further quesHome Office: Tribune Tower, Chicago
"'.>ning,
it was was
brought
out thatin
•ansamerican
interested
Western
Office:
Russ Building
Eastern Office:
550 Chanin Building
San Francisco
New York
KFPY-KGIR
Adopt baby to
Keep KXL Company
X
V
z
DETROIT
See Page 51
arnerBros.
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For Radio Vets

Here^s
One

for

Ripley!
WWVA's friendly operating policy is far-reaching
and odd enough at times to
be a fitting subject for
Ripley's consideration!
Believe it or not, a fair
listener from Canton, Ohio,
(90 miles Northwest of
Wheeling) wrote in last
month and asked us what
she must do to get married
in the Southern part of
West Virginia, to which
section she was contemplating a trip for that express
purpose.
Of course we obliged —
because that's the way we
make staunch supporters of
the "Friendly Voice from
out of the Hills of West
Virginia." And staunch
radio station supporters are
always necessary to the success of any radio campaign.

A RADIO
Club,
with
those Oldtimers'
in the industry
from 10 to 15 years eligible
to membership, is being
formed in Los Angeles with
the avowed purpose of staging two events yearly. Heading the organization are
Walter Biddick, president of
Walter Biddick Co. station
representatives, and E. K.
Barnes, recording engineer.
Both were with KHJ, Los
Angeles, in its early days of
1923-25. Dr. Ralph L. Power,
radio counsellor, is secretary.
Events planned are a yearly
transcontinental program
featuring pioneer radio entertainers and an outing.
Organization will be social.
HENRY MARKS has been shifted
from the anouncing staff of WLBC,
Munice, Ind., to the sales staff.
COLEMAN COX, newspaper columnist, recently began a series of morncisco.ing programs on KSFO, San FranJENNINGS PIERCE, in charge of
NBC agricultural broadcasts on the
Pacific Coast spoke on "Radio and
the
Farmer"Exchange
at a meeting
of the7. San
Francisco
Club July
WHEN Dr. Jean Piccard, the Belgian
aeronaut, ascends from Rochester,
Minn., in his new balloon to seek a
stratosphere record, reports from the
balloon will be carried via shortwaves
to a ground station maintained by
KROC, Rochester, the FCC having
granted special authorization July 13.

To some folks we may seem
to be squandering good
money to buy space for
such publicity, but not to
those who really know good
old WWVA and have spent
a lot of money with us
publicizing their wares.
Join the WWVA "Friendly
Family Circle" and get the
full force of plenty of folks
who look to "their" station
for information on many
and various subjects — your
subject will be no exception.

Late Personal Notes
CLIFFORD L. FITZGERALD, r
BOB DUNVILLE has been appointed
elected vice-president and dire
assistant to James D. Shouse, gene- cently
ral manager of KMOX, St. Louis, re- tor of Fletcher & Ellis Inc., Ne\
placing Merle S. Jones who has been
York, becomes
head 15.
of the
agency'
Chicago
office July
Before
join
transferred to Chicago as western
ing Fletcher & Ellis, Mr. Fitzgeral
division manager of Radio Sales Inc., was
president of the Fitzgerald agenc:
CBS sales organization. Mr. Dunville
in New Orleans. Richard Barrett, wh
has been a member of the KMOX
has
been head of the Chicago officf
sales staff for three years.
will spend his time between Chicag
and
New
York.
ED LINDSAY, recently added to the
sales department of American Radio CHARLES GARLAND, with WBBM
Features, Los Angeles program-transChicago, for the last 12 years, is re
scription concern has been promoted
from the sales staff Aug. :
to the post of sales director. S. M. signing
to become assistant to Ralph AtlasE
president of WIND, Gary.
McFedrics, has been transferred from
sales to the production department.
KATHERINE CUFF, formerly o
C. C. PYLE, president of Radio
WFBL, Syracuse and Radio Guide
Transcription Co. of America, Holly- Chicago, has joined the Chicago ofiBc
of Standard Radio Inc., where sh(
wood, was married in Los Angeles will
have charge of promotion, public
July 3 to Elvie Allman, radio comity and Transcription Topics. Misi
medienne, Mrs. Pyle started in radio Cuff
succeeds Miss Doris Johnson
10 years ago as program arranger who is resigning to marry Merle Gud
of KHI, Los Angeles, and in recent jeon
of the Commonwealth Edison Co.
Chicago.
years has been guest star and free
lance on network programs. She was
GEORGE HARNEY, formerly pro
mistress of ceremonies on the Komduction manager of Chas. R. Stuan
edy Kingdom series produced by Ra- Inc., Los Angeles agency, has beer
dio Transcription Co. of America this added to the production staff ol
Scholts Adv. Service, Los Angeles.
DON FITZGERALD, for nearly two
BEVERLY S. LATHAM, formerlj
year.
assistant continuity editor of the NBC
years production manager of KGMB,
Honolulu, has resigned to handle all central division, Chicago, has been ap
pointed CBS Pacific Coast continuity
radio affairs for the newly-formed
stationed at KNX, Holly
agency, Bowman, Hoist, McFarlane & editor,
wood. He takes the post vacated by
Matson, Hawaiian subsidiary of BowHector Chevigny who resigned recent
man-Duete-Cummings. His headquarly to join the production staff ol
ters wiU be in Honolulu.
Young & Rubicam Inc., Hollywood
JOHN ESAU, former commercial
DEE MACK, for two years account
manager of WBBZ, Ponca City, Okla., executive of KHJ, Los Angeles, has
resigned to devote his time to West
has been appointed manager of KASA,
Elk City, Okla.
Coast cernFeatures,
in that city.radio production conROBERT ELLIOTT, formerly in the JOHN P. TAYLOR, formerly identi
commercial department of KGB, San fied with the Transmitter Sales SecDiego, Cal., has joined KFOX, Long
tion of RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, has
moved from Albuquerque, N. M. to
Beach, Cal., as account executive.
Williamsport, Pa., after a long illness.
Well known in radio engineering circles. Mr. Taylor plans to reenter the
profession this fall.
JAMES W. CROCKER, director of
radio for the Greater Texas and Pan
American Exposition, Dallas, and Elizabeth Rea, of Dallas, were married
in that city July 12.
WILLIAM HUTTON, former profes
sor of physics at Penn College, la.,
has joined the engineering staff of
WGAR, Cleveland, to design new
equipment
for the station and assist
in field tests.

KIRO
SEATTLE
lOOOWaUi
7IO KG

National Representatives
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
NEWyORK . . . CHICAGO
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Warner

Denies

Rumors

Sale
Regarding KFWB
Or KECA Replacement
EMPHATIC denial that KFWB,
Hollywood, is for sale or that the
station will replace KECA, Los Angeles, as the NBC-Blue outlet in
Los Angeles, was made July 7 by
Harry M. Warner, president of
Warner Bros. First National Pictures. Negotiations had supposedly
been in progress for several weeks
between Warner Bros, and Earl C.
Anthony, owner of KFI-KECA, Los
Angeles, for the latter to take over
the Hollywood station. KFWB was
to replace
KECA,
the latter's wavelength to be
vacated.
With this denial by Mr. Warner
in Hollywood, Harrison Holliway,
general manager of KFI-KECA,
and spokesman for Mr. Anthony,
stated that "we are still interested
in another station" but refused to
identify it. Mr. Anthony offered to
buy KMTR, Hollywood, from Victor Dalton, but was turned down.
The offer to Warner Bros, followed.
NBC rentals of the KFWB theatre-auditorium and extensive stage
alterations to accommodate the
Maxwell House Show Boat broadcasts from there, have caused wide
circulation to rumors that the network will buy the station. This
has been denied by NBC repeatedly, and Harold Bock, in charge of
the network's Hollywood publicity
department, speaking for Don E.
Gilman, western division vice-president, assured Broadcasting there
was no foundation to the reports.
★
W

ATL
offers you

WBIG

IN SPOTLIGHT

Dcspitc'Newspapcr Ban/Many
Novel Schemes Used
DENIED even the mention of its
call letters in daily newspapers in
its home town, WBIG, Greensboro,
N. C, is evolving many novel and
effective ways of getting publicity
other than over its own facilities,
according to Maj. Edney Ridge,
manager.
Newspaper antagonism to radio
in that city of 70,000 has gone to
such an extreme that the news columns of the two papers in the
town, published by the same concern, do columns,
not use the
word "radio"
in their
according
to the
station. Even when the President
addresses the nation, reviews of the
speech are made without any menair. tion of the fact that it was on the
On the theory that a picture is
worth a thousand words, Mr. Ridge
has used art in tackling his unusual problem. Autographed prints,
4x6 ft., of local and CBS stars,
together with placards and scores
of miniature galleries, have been
placed in public buildings, art centers, schools and colleges, department stores, radio stores, other cooperating business houses and
weekly newspapers.
Although the daily papers are
not cooperating, the weeklies are
doing so. Major Ridge said. As a
means of tying these publications
together, WBIG broadcasts a "good
neighbor" program in which 25
weekly, semi-weekly and tri-weekly
papers in the territory take active
part. The broadcasts are twice
weekly at 5 p. m. The program features material about the cooperating newspapers and the towns and
cities in which they are published.
By rotation, each city is brought
into the spotlight with its newspaper and by the same plan WBIG
is publicized in the news columns
of smaller newspapers.

the greatest
Transradio's Nov Bureaus
TRANSRADIO Press Service announces the opening of new bureaus at El Paso, Tex., and Phoenix, Ariz., and has moved its PhilATLANTA
adelphia bureau into enlarged
quarters. A. L. Williams has been
at
transferred from the Dallas bureau
to open the new El Paso office,
LESS COST
which will be in the building occupied by El Continental, Spanish
You pay less to get the
language daily newspaper. The
BEST Results!
Phoenix bureau's manager has not
yet been permanently assigned.
Harold Parr, until recently New
England division manager, is opening the enlarged Philadelphia quarters at 1622 Chestnut St. Before
1 joining Transradio, Parr was news
editor of KGA and KHQ, Spokane.
A /
1
|o
Hay Fever Placements
HISTEEN Corp., Chicago (Hay
Fever remedy) is making up a list
|o
of stations for spot announcements
and quarter-hour programs during
ifid
August when the hay fever season
is at its heighth. Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., Chicago, is the agency.
MACK DAVIS, member of the staff
of Columbia Artists Inc. since last
August and formerly a well known
orchestra leader and musical director of the Hearst Hotel chain, has
• 01
vnw
been appointed in charge of the radio division of Columbia Artists Inc.
4«»T
j
<
His new position gives him superMM
vision over all agency and artist contacts.
buying audience
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A SPECIAL EVENT— It was for
Mr. and Mrs. Paul W. White to
vacation at the Cavalier in Virginia Beach, Va., this month. Mr.
White is special events and public
affairs director of CBS. Mrs. White
is the former Sue Taylor Hammond. They were married this year.
Carpet Cooperatives
BIGELOW - SANFORD CARi>ET
Co. Inc., New York, has prepared
two new series of five-minute
transcriptions for use by its dealers during the fall. One series is
musical, featuring a male trio to
be called the Bigelow Melody
Weavers; the other mystery playlets. Each series includes 36 programs, which the company supplies to any dealer who wishes to
use them on a local station, either
alone or as part of a quarter-hour
or longer broadcast sponsored by
the store. Programs were recorded
by RCA under the supervision of
Karl Knipe, radio executive of
Newell- Emmett Co. Inc., New
York, agency for the rug manufacturer. Success of
sponsor's
first cooperative
radiotheadvertising
campaign last spring, when a
series of talks on interior decoration and a comedy series was
placed by dealers on more than 100
stations, led to the recording of
the new programs which are being
introduced to dealers at regional
sales meetings and in their offices
by the Bigelow-Sanford salesmen,
who carry demonstration records.
HERBERT WESTON, president of Aerial
Publicizing Inc., New York, program
builders, sailed for Europe on July 14.
He will visit Germany, France, Austria,
Italy and England, where he will attend
the television exposition at London.

RESULTS!
The "Yardstick" that
never grows old.
It matters not what you say
of this ad. WE WANT RESULTS! So do you . . . and
WSOC is ONE station that
sells and sells!! Let's get together .. . NOW!!!
WSOC

Brooklyn Case Decisioii
Taken to Federal Courl
FURTHER litigation in the five!
year-old
"Brooklyn
cases'
is
certainso-called
with the
determinatior
of WLTH and WARD— Brooklyn
stations which were ordered de
leted — to appeal the FCC decisioiof last month to the U. S. Court o:
Appeals for the District of Columc
bia. A petition for a stay order to
prevent the FCC from making its
decision effective also will b<
sought by the stations, along witlr
the Day, Jewish newspaper witlr
which WLTH and WARD have ar
arrangement.
In its decision, promulgated tc
become effective Sept. 15, the FCC
ordered assignment of three-quar
ters time on the 1400 kc. regiona'
channel to WBBC, Brooklyn, and thi
remaining quarter time to WVFW
Brooklyn.
Deletion stations
of the wa."
tw('
other quarter-time
ordered, along with denial of sev
eral other applications for the fa
cilities [Broadcasting, July 1]. *
SOmWRITERS

GET

MPPA REJECTIOIS
COMPLETE rejection by the Musk
Publishers' Protective Association
of the terms submitted to it by the
Songwriters' Protective Associa
tion has reopened the battle ovei
mechanical rights paid by tran
scription firms and moving pictun
producers which both sides though
was almost settled two weeks ago
Writers are demanding a large
share of the fees paid for mechan
ical reproduction of copyright mu
sic than the 33%% now general!;
allowed by the publishers and th'
SPA also asks the privilege o
checking the accounting of thi
MPPA, which handles all negotia
tions with picture and transcrip
tion firms.
Showdown of the struggle, whicl
has been running for nearly tw(
months [Broadcasting, June 1 anc
following] , was scheduled for Juh
14, when committees of the two or
ganizations were to hold anothei
meeting. Publishers say they art
tired of dickering and that unles:
the writers agree to their term,
they vdll refuse to deal with an}
member of SPA in the future.
FERRIS
& FIZDALE
Inc..'by public
ity
firm, has
been organized
Earle
Ferris and Tom Fizdale, to operate
Radio Feature Service Inc., Nev^
York, the Fizdale organization in Chi.
cage, and Earle Ferris Radio Featun
Service Inc., Hollywood. Irwin Na
thanson will be in charge of the Chi
cage office, Irwin Parker will be man
ager at Hollywood and W. F. Moonej
will be in charge in New York.
NORTHWEST'S
\ W W 11 LEADING RADIO STATION
OFFERS
LIFELIKE
RECEPTION

CharloHe,N.C.
an
NBC Affiliate
I
_
S^INNEAPOLIS
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iirtists Service Formed
f o Handle Management
;;i B-S-H Agency Shows
''EATURED Artists Service Inc.,
■ booking and management service,
t : ,s opened offices at 247 Park
fife.. New York, with Maurice
■•♦oop and Milton Klein as man■ ?. Primary function of the new
is to handle the talent for
numerous script programs
-d by Blackett-Sample-Hum: Inc.," in New York, but it will
place its artists on other pro.:us.
5'~f commission
charge
be Acollected
from actors
and

ifiectors placed by the company.
Formerly all contracts with tal•»t and writers employed on B-S-H
ramatic programs were handled
Inc.,involved
but the
'.7
in
of details
;ieerAirmassFeatures
eeping track of the large number
' actors, notifying them of audifOns, rehearsals and broadcasts,
eeping records and the like, made
necessary to form the new oranization, according to James E.
BUter, president of Air Features,
uestioned as to whether the comission, which was not charged
i^hen Air Features handled the
'ookings direct, would not constiJiite a double commission for those
^(ftists who have other managers,
^»uter stated that only a few of
|iie actors used on the script shows
l^ave agents, and that for those
jniat do arrangements would be
♦■lade to eliminate any double pay'\ent.
" Contract which Featured Artists
■'ervice offers to artists for appearances on programs handled by Air
T'catures contains a clause in which
^'le
artist waives
all program
claims foris
Tompensation
if the
i-ancelled "for any reason beyond
•ne control of coi-poration." This
■'.Erainst
merelystrikes
a necessary
protection
and other
events
"npossible to predict, according to
[|r. Sauter.
Daytime Sales Up

''ONTINUED increase in use of
''aytime by national advertisei's is
t'nown by figures for June revenue
f NBC, which reports weekday
evenue of $794,608, an increase of
7.29f over June of last year,
.i'eekday
income
for thea
vrst
half daytime
of 1937 is
$5,483,492,
«Dtal 79.2 'Tc ahead of the same
"•eriod in 1936. Evening revenue
^r June is 20.3 *";'<: better than for
"^he same month last year, and for
he first six months NBC's evening
.,acome has increased only 8.5rc.

Clifford Joins KXBY
HARRY A. CLIFFORD, since 1934
advertising manager of the Skelly Oil Co., has
been appointed
commercial manager of KXBY,
Kansas City, effective July 12.
Mr. Clifford
Before joining the
oil company he
was for nine years associated with
Re>Tiolds &representatives.
"Fitzgerald, Chicago
newspaper
Bacher Resigns
BILL BACHER, for two years
CBS HoUyivood Hotel producer of
F. Wallis Armstrong Co., Hollywood, resigned July 9, his duties
being taken over temporarily by
Ken Niles, assistant producer and
announcer. His successor was to be
named by Ward Wheelock, agency
Hollyarrival inJuly
president,
wood fromupon
Philadelphia
14.
Bacher's severance from the agency was amicable inasmuch as he
agreed to leave his entire production organization with the show until his successor was appointed. It
is understood that Bacher may take
over production of the Palmolive
Shoiv and the Maxwell House Show
Boat, for Benton & Bowles Inc., or
establish a free lance production
organization of his own in Hollywood.
Big Names for Serials
.A.IMING to have many of the leading dramatic and radio stars of the
country heading the casts of it^
daytime serials originating in Chicago, Blackett - Sample - Hummert,
Inc., Chicago, has signed Lillian
Gish and Harold Vermilyea for
The Couple Next Door beginning
July 19. This program, originating at WGN, is sponsored by
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
on Mutual. Other daytime B.S.H.
shows originating in Chicago,
which will probably have big names
heading the casts shortly, include
Betty & Bob (General Mills);
The Romance of Helen Trent
(Affiliated Products) ; Ma Perkins
(Procter & Gamble).
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Bunte Bros, to Place

"|5UNTE BROS., Chicago (candy)
\vill start scheduling list of stations
larrying spot announcements for
}all campaign in mid-August. For)y-three stations were used in last
N'ear's campaign. Fred A. Rob^'ins, Chicago, is the agency.

Dr. Caldwell Adding 40
DR. W. B. CALDWELL Inc., Monticello, 111. (Syrup of Pepsin), is
currently making up list of stations
for its transcribed Monticello Party Line. Approximately 40 stations
will be added Sept. 27 making the
total number broadcasting the
quarter-hour five-weekly serial
close to 70. Stations already set
include WIRE, WOOD, and the
outlets of the Don Lee Network.
Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee, is
the agency.
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Radio Writing Technique
LEWIS TITTERTON, manager of
the NBC Script Division in New
York, is analyzing the technique
of writing a radio play in a series
of three broadcasts of the National
Farm & Home Hour, which begins July 15, and continues July
22 and 29, at 1:30 p. m. (EDST),
over NBC-Blue. In each broadcast,
a portion of a radio play is enacted
by
professional
actors
in NBC's
studios,
and Titterton
comments
on
the structure of the play. The series is broadcast for the special
benefit of 4-H Club members in 40
States who are competing in the
National 4-H Social Progress program, which is sponsored by RCA,
RCA Victor and NBC. One of the
features of the contest calls for the
writing of a short, simple radio
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KROY To Join CBS
KROY, new 100-watt daytime station on 1310 kc. in Sacramento,
Cal., licensed several months ago
to Royal Miller, Dodge auto dealer, will join the CBS network some
time this fall under a five-year contract recently completed with the
network's station relations department. CBS expansion plans in California also embrace adding the
new KARM, Fresno, this fall, also
under a five-year contract. The
Fresno station is a new 100-watter
on 1310 kc. authorized July 3 to
George Harm, Don Lee Cadillac
and LaSalle distributor and truck
line operator. Whether the Sacramento station will be linked with
KSFO, San Francisco, and the
Fresno station with KNX, Los Angeles, will be determined later.
of
HOLLYWOOD

FCC

assignment problem will be conjectural.
Mr. Gary was appointed general
counsel of the FCC in July, 1935,
suceeding Paul D. P. Spearman,
who had resigned. He was a practicing attorney in Washington at
the time. A former American Minister to Switzerland he served on
the FCC from its inception in July,
1934, until Chairman A n n i n g
Prall took office in January of
1935. Bom in Tyler, Texas, in
1873, he joined the government service first in 1914 as special counsel to the Secretary to State. Later
he became solicitor. He served as
consul general in Cairo, Egypt,
from 1917 to 1920 and as Minister
to Switzerland the following year.
He was army captain in the Spanish-American War and a member
of the Texas House from 1901 to
1902.
Other Candidates
Comdr. Craven was first identified with radio regulation in 1928,
at which time the Navy Department assigned him to the former
Radio Commission to organize its
engineering work. After resigning
from the Navy in 1930, he practised consulting engineering until
he was called to become chief engineer of the FCC in 1935. It is
understood that President Roosevelt asked him to accept the post,
which he did at personal sacrifice.
He has served as technical advisor
or delegate at practically every international radio conference since
1920 and has held most of the high
communications offices in the Navy.

NEWS

HOLLYWOOD
KIDS!
GEORGE WOOD Jr.,
14-year-old commentator, tells about
them in "HOLLYWOOD STARLETS."
Five-minute show, t-wice weekly, transcribed. He knows many child stars
personally,
from broadcasts, stage
and picture interviews.
Available as exclusive feature in
your city.
Write
'—
wood--RADIO PRODUCTIONS
Hollywood, Calif.
220 Markham Bldg.
. . . WMd words s«Il . . .

The

W ar s

Brief

List Narrows to Three
(Continued from Page 9)
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. but—

FIGHT

When the price of peace is so small
To be exact
PER

Commissioners Shift
WITH THE vacancy created by the
retirement of Irvin Stewart, June
30, as a member of the FCC, Col.
Thad H. Brown, vice-chairman of
the Telephone Division, has been
assigned to temporary duty as a
member of the Telegraph Division.
The appointment was made June
30 by FCC Chairman Prall, who at
the same time designated Commissioner Payne as acting chairman
of the Telegraph Division on which
he regularly sits as vice-chairman.
Mr. Prall left Washington June 30
and named Judge E. 0. Sykes,
chairman of the Broadcast Division, as acting chairman of the
FCC in addition to his regular
duties.

YEAR
And your personal subscription to
f3
BROADCASTING includes the
YEARBOOK
NUMBER
Send

and the

Your

Order

RADIO'S MOST

CHILDREN

POPULAR

DAYTIME

PROGRAM

WRITTEN BY IRN A PHILLIPS — PRODUCED
NOW

Col

ministrative
practice."
WIL counsel
also argued tl
failure of the FCC to consider ]
titions for rehearing was not in ;
cord with legal requirements,
added
the Commission's
de
sion in that
preferring
a new applies
over an existing station such
WIL "constitutes misapplication
legislative standard, public convt
ience,score
interest
or necessity."
this
it added
that the pi:<
lie interest clause requires th:
other things being substantia
equal, the application of an exi,
ing facility is entitled to pref erer
as against that of a newcomer
the field. For that reason, it w
added, the decision was erroneo
as a matter of law "in failing
consider and give effect to Stati
WIL's position as an existing ut
The evidence was said to she
that there is need for an additic
al regional station in St. Louis, a;
that the application of WIL f
assignment to the available regio
al facility, under the circumstance
is entitled to preference over th
of the Star-Times. Answers to t
brief will be filed by both the FC
and by the Star-Times.
ity."Dayton, is no longer aflBliat
WSMK,
with the Dayton Herald and Journ
and sole ownership of the station nc
reposes in the company headed 1
Stanley M. Krohn Jr., accordL
to announcement by Mr. Krohn.

AT THE request of the Soviet consul
general, KNX, Los Angeles, stayed on the
air 24 hours a day during the second Russian flight to the U. S. via the North Pole,
as it had during the first flight a month
ago. The fliers reported that they could
hear the
from
the station's
Pole. signals all the way down

TODAY'S

With

By WBL Opposing Gra
To St. Louis Star Tim
ANOTHER
skirmish in the
Louis radio battle involving V
and the Star-Times Publishing '
over the latter's successful ap
cation for a new regional star
in that city, developed July
with the filing of a brief on be>
of WIL in the U. S. Court of .
peals for the District of Columi
challenging the FCC grant to
St. Louis Star-Times. WIL had
pealed from the decision grant
the newspaper an assignment
1250 kc. unlimited time with 1,'
watts, and last October procui
an order from the court stay;
the effect of the decision pendi
determination of the appeal. Lo
G. Caldwell heads the attom(
handling the litigation for WIL.
Counsel for WIL contended 1
FCC was without power or jui
diction to make the decision on 1
ground that it was not preceded
or based upon any finding of fa
The procedure of deciding ca;
without findings, it was added,
"out of line with established t

Mr. Wheat is 44 years old and
came to the FCC last September
after seven years of utility regulatory service in California where
from 1922 to 1929 he served as
counsel of the Railroad Commission. From 1933 until his FCC appointment, he was utilities counsel
for the city of Los Angeles. A progressive Republican, he is identified
with the Hiram Johnson wing of
that party in California. He was
born in Holliston, Mass., but moved
to California while a child. He
was admitted to the bar in 1920
in California and during the World
War served with the American
Ambulance Service as a volunteer
with the French Army. In 1917 he
transferred to the Army Air Service and was commissioned a first
lieutenant, having served overseas
with the AEF from 1917 to 1919.
He has written a number of books
on California historical events and
has been a frequent contributor to
law reviews in that part of the
country.

SEVEN NBC Hollywood announcers
were used in a special trailer for
Vogues of 1938 motion picture to be
released shortly by Walter Wanger
Productions Inc. They are Ken Carpenter, Clinton (Buddy) Twiss, Joe
Parker, Norman Field, John Mather,
Bill Thompson and Pat Marsh.
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Abbot Book Off Press
THE first book of its character
yet published, Handbook of Broadcasting, by Prof. Waldo Abbot, director of broadcasting of the University of Michigan, has just come
off the press of McGraw Hill
Book Co., N. Y. It is designed as

a guide for teachers and students
of broadcasting and is written in
nontechnical language being a
practical treatise on the entire
nontechnical aspects of radio. Bibliographical section and typical
successful scripts are included, as
well as a critical analysis of production problems.

CLASSIFIED!
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted and Situations j
classifications,
per word.
Wanted, 7c per12c word.
All Miniother "
advance.mum charge $1.00. Payable in
Forms close 25th and 10th of
month preceding issues.

PROFESSIONAL

Help Wanted
Salesmen Attention ! ! ! Complete chan
in sales setup. Excellent opportunity i
hustling salesmen with commission a,
liberal drawing account. 500 watt stati ;
situated
Southern
marketAddrf
—f;
time
NBC in redmajor
network
affiliation.
Box 728 Broadcasting, giving referent i;1
and full details of your past experience, j.

DIRECTORY

Jansky& Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press BIdg. Wash., U. C.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLEH
Consulflng Radio Engineer
982 Notional Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.
GODLEY

DRAMATIC — Scene at a WJAY
dramatics class, with Bev Dean and
Gene LaValle at left giving instructions.

& BROWN

Consulting Radio Engineers
Montclair,
"25 years N.of J.
Professional Background"

EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone : New Roehelle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes,
Allocation and Radio Coverage
Reports.

E. C. PAGE
Consulting Radio Engineer
1311 Livingston St. Davis 2122
Evanston, III.

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast ond
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

FRED O. GRIMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast Transmission and
Coverage Development.
p. 0. Box 742
Evansville, Ind.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strengtli Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. 161st St. NEW YORK CITY

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Radio ConsjitingServict
and Field Engineerins
!935 North Henderson Avenue
Telephones 3-6039 and 5-2945
DALLAS, TEXAS

ROBERTS . RAINS AND COMPANV
Special Consultants
Accounting, Taxes and Engineering
Munsey Building — Washington, D. C.
Telephone: Metropolitan 2430
Robert S. Rains
Former Special Consultant
Federal Communications Commission

ACTORS RESPOND
WJAY Dramatic School Is
Center of Interest
RESPONSE to the dramatic school
conducted on WJAY, Cleveland, by
Gene LaValle, dramatics director,
and Bev. Dean, continuity chief,
has been good and requests continue to pour into the station. The
Wednesday
night classes are limited to 150 students.
Informality marks the classes. A
microphone is placed in front of
the actors and LaValle coaches
them, pointing out the proper mike
approach, differences between radio
and stage drama, and importance
of pitch and inflection. A full halfhour of the two-hour class is broadcast each Wednesday night.
Those Patt Boys
RALPH PATT, keeper of the
early morning Musical Clock
at WJR, Detroit, is taking a
month's vacation, and therein
is involved a roundup of the
Radio Patts. With his brother
Bob, of the Campbell-Ewald
radio department, he drove
to the Patt home in Kansas
City, stopping off en route in
Chicago to visit Brother Jim,
special events man of CBS.
Somewhere en route, they
hope to pick up Big Brother
John, vice-president
general manager of and
WGAR,
Cleveland.
The Largest
Independent
Frequency Measuring
Service in the Country

Manager for 100 watt station located i:
Great
area. The and
man capable
acceptedof raip: 'rt
be wellLakes
recommended
ducing business, handling salesmen a i
building shows. A real opportunity i i
the right man. Inquiries handled cori
dentially. Write Box 729 Broadcasting T
Situations Wanted
Experienced operator. First Class rad
telephone and second class radiotelegra^
license. Box 721 Broadcasting.
Announcer-program director, six ye^i
experience, married, sober, and steady, j
anywhere. Box 720 Broadcasting. ^

Energetic,record progressive
salesman w.
w i
proven
wishes connection
station, any wattage, in east or midd;
west. Replies confidential. Box 724 Brox!
casting.
College graduate ; five years network 4
perience program traffic ; would like sm.
town station work. Box 723 BroadcastijI

Now with 1,000 watt station, promoti
and publicity director with newspaper a,
advertising background desires better pq
tion.
Present
employer's
available.
College
graduate,recommendatit
7 years expt
ence as publicity director, advertisi ?
assistant,
newspaper
reporter,
weeklyprogr
ne' i
paper editor. Experienced special
Broadcasting.
production and announcer.
Box ',[Ij
Licensed operator, young, single, will
anywhere. Will announce if desired. C
give references. Box 725 Broadcasting

Chief Engineer; 31, formal training, j
years continuous and exclusive broadcast!
experience,
under contract.
Specialji
execution
ofnow
engineering
sup f|
vising technicians.
Expectplans
to beandavails^
early
1938.
Travel
anywhere
for
perso:
interview. Native N. J. Box 726 Bro,]5i(
CASTING.
For Sale — Equipment
Modern high fidelitywatts.
radio Approval
broadcasti'l
transmitter,
F.C.C. under100-250
rule 132. Complete
A
operation, class B modulation. Spet
price. Send for photo. WHBI, Newa
N. J.
250-100 watt Doolittle and Falknor traf
Lansing.
mitter.
For details and price, write WJl
Wanted to Buy

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
at any hour every day in the year
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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all 250
A.C. Watt
operated
and approved
Transmitter,
late modelby '
the FCC. Give complete details and
price. Must be manufactured and
not
composite. Box 727 BROAD- f
CASTING.
Manufacturers and
Engineering Consultants
COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
216 E. 74th St., Kansas City, Mo.
BROADCASTING

For Rent — Equipment
Approved
equipment,
field
strength
measuringRCAunitTMV-7£
(nev
direct reading ; Estiline Angus Automs
Recorder for fading on distant statioi
G. R. radio frequency bridge ; radio osci
tors, etc. Reasonable rental. Allied
search York
Laboratories,
260 East 161st Stri
New
City.
• Broadcast

Advertisiri

Network Changes
FELS & Co., Philadelphia (Fels
Naptha) on July 19 expands MBS
network carrying Tom. Dick d Harry
from 2 stations (WGN, W^LW) to 15
stations, Mon., Wed., Fri.. 1:15-1:30
p.
: Young & Rubicam
Inc.,ra.N. Agency
Y.

iCTWORK ACCOUNTS
timed ED9T unless otherwise specified)
ll'BKLL SOUP Co.. Caniilen. X.
iup),ouJan 3, 193S starts Amos
ndy on NBC-Red network plus a
dian hookup, Mon. thru Fri.,
15 p. ni. (repeat 11 p. ra.). AgenF. Wallis Armstrong Co.. Phila^hia.
-J^KARD MOTOR CAR Co.. De:t. on Sept. 7 starts Lnniii/ Runs
'XBC-Red network, Tue.s.. 9-9:30
ni. Asencv : Young & Rubicam
I X. Y.
I^NERAL MILLS Inc., Miuneapom July 19 starts Holywood in
if*on on 32 CBS stations, Mon.
1 Fri., 1 :4r)-2 p. m., replacing
tj's ^Vho in the News, on Gold
tal Hour. Agencies : Blackett-SamHummert Inc., Chicago, and Knox
ves Adv. Inc., Minneapolis.
t; ANGELES, SOAP Co., Los An( White King soap), on .Tuly
started for 13 weeks Giis Edwards
tjol Days of the Air on 6 CBS-Pastations (KNX, KSFO, KOIN.
L, KVI, KFPY) plus KFWB,
i. 8:.30-9:l.j p. m. (PST). AgenBarnes-Chase Co., Los Angeles.
♦'^RLIXG
k (BayerPRODUCTS
aspirin), onInc.,
Aug.New3
ts Helen Mencken on 31 CBS
"iions, Tues., 7:30-8 p.m. Agency.
ckett-Sample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
Renewal Accounts
lART MFG. Co.. San Francisco
osmetics) on July 25 renews Pass\ Parade for 52 weeks on 5 NBCstations, Mon., 7 :45-8 p. m.
Ticy : Howard E. Williams Adv.
Dicy, San Francisco.
&ERICAX TOBACCO Co., New
[4; (Lucky Strike cigarettes), on
[7 31 renews Your Hit Parade for

i

IN

VASHINGTON
RADIO EXECUTIVES prefer the location and smart

^surroundings of this distinctive hotel. Write or wire for
reservations.
Rooms —

Single from $3.00
Double from $4.50
\ Completely Air-Conditioned

WINNING TROLLER — Shown
with the day's catch and his wife is
Howard Wilson (right) of WilsonRobei-tson, Chicago, who caught
two of the three muskies landed at
a radio fishing party given July 4
by Hugh Rager at his Wisconsin
lodge. Mr. Rager, director of First
National Broadcasters in Chicago,
was host to the following men and
their wives: George Roesler of
Van Cronkhite Associates Inc.;
George W. Besse, manager of Joseph Hershey McGillvra, representative; Homer Griffith, artist, of
WLS, and F. Lee Dechant, chief
engineer of WRJN, Racine, Wis.
Mrs. Besse caught the other muskie.
The third person in the picture is
a guide.
13 weeks on 90 CBS stations, Sat.,
10-10:45 p. m, Agency : Lord &
Thomas, N. T.
G. WASHINGTON COFFEE REFINING Co., Morristown, N. J. (coffee),
on
Sept.
Unclestations
Jim's
Question Bee on25 6 renews
NBC-Blue
Sat., 7 :.30-S p. m. Agency: Cecil,
Warwick & Legler Inc., N. Y.
AMERICAN CAN Co., New York
I Keglined cans), on July 27 renews
Ben Bernie on 58 NBC-Blue stations,
Tues., 9-9:30 p. m. Agency: Fuller,
Smith & Ross Inc., N. Y.
KRAFT-PHENIX CHEESE Corp.,
Chicago (cheese and salad dressing),
on July 29 renews Kraft Music Hall
for 52 weeks on 60 NBC-Red stations, Thurs., 10-11 p. m. Agency :
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
BOWEY'S
Inc., on
Chicago
chocolate milk),
.Tuly 12(Dari-Rich
renewed
Adventures of Dari Dan on 1.3 NBCRed stations, Mon., Wed., Fri., 5 :155 :30 p.
Agency : Russell C. Comer
Adv.
Co.,m.'Chicago.

^^^^

WIL
The Pioneer Commercial
Station In St. Louis

HAYADAMS HOUSE
LAFAYETTE PARK AT JIXTEfNTH
WASHINGTON.

If you're coming
through St. Louis, stop in
and see the busiest 250
watt station in America.

D.C.

ROADCASTING
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Goodrich Dealer Discs
B. F. GOODRICH RUBBER Co.,
Akron (tires), has recorded a
series of 26 programs. Success
Doctor, featuring Harry Balkin,
character analyst, and has made
them available to local dealers on
a cooperative basis. Goodrich
Service Stores sponsoring the
quarter-hour series in their cities
will be furnished with "success
charts" for distribution to listeners
who call for them. Progi-ams were
transcribed under the supervision
of Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., New
York, agency for Goodrich, but are
being placed by the individual dealers, to which they are made available'in the same manner as dealers
may obtain mats for use in their
newspaper advertising.

QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago (oatmeal,) on June 26 added 23 stations
to its hookup of 24 NBC-Red stations, bringing- the total to 47 stations, Sat., 5 :30-6 p. m. Agency :
Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
.Jersey City, N. .J. (Super Suds), on
Aug. 2 change Myrt & Marqe on 58
CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri., from
2:45-3 p. m., to 10:15-10:30 a. m.
(repeat 4 p. m.). Agency: Benton &
Bowles Inc.. N. Y.
WILLIAM R. WARNER Co., New
York
Linament),
on Oct.
18
returns(Sloan's
Warden
Lewis E.
Laives,
currently vacationing, on 32 NBCBlue stations, Mon., 10-10:30 p. m.
Agency : Cecil, Warwick & Legler
Inc., N. Y.

SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Francisco, programs featuring Hazel Warner, vocalist, and Martha Meade,
home economies expert, changed from
three to five weekly, 1 :30-l :45 p. m.
on Pacific Coast NBC-Red network.
BOWEY'S Inc., Chicago (Dari-Rich)
on July 19 replaces its Adventures of
Dari-Dan serial with a new program
While the City Sleeps on 9 NBC-Red
stations Mon., Wed., Fri., 4 :15 p. m.
(CDST). Agency: Russell C. Comer
Co., Chicago.

TIME
Y'ork
Life), onInc.,
Aug. New
13 will
move{Time
March andof
Time on 34 CBS stations from Thurs.,
10 :30-ll p. m., to Fri.. 10-10 :30 p. m.
Agency: BBDO Inc., N. Y.
SPERRY FLOUR Co., San Francisco, is changing its Friday Nir/ht
Special to Monday Night Special beginning July 19 at 9 :30 p. m. on
NBC-Pacific Red network. Agency :
AVesteo Adv. Agency, San Francisco.

J^IGHT
OUR

DOWN

^LLEY

Today's radio advertiser is not of the gold-brick buying
variety. He wants to know how well a station covers the
territory in which he wants sales, whether pockets of
listeners hold any cash, whether distributors and retailers
will co-operate.
Such advertisers prefer WGAR, the station sold on fact
instead of the gold-brick standard.
Over WGAR your selling message will be heard throughout
the seven counties in Northern Ohio that make up the state's
richest market . . . Cuyahoga, Lorain, Medina, Summit,
Portage, Geauga and Lake . . . will reach nearly a million
homes in this spending territory . . . will draw from the
purses of the families which spend one out of every three of
the state's retail dollars.
And, when you talk merchandising, you're firing right
down our alley! WGAR works closely with distributors in
its territory, knows and gets the help of top executives
of various trade associations, sends men out into the field to
talk with retailers in regard to your product and your
radio program.
First in number of accounts, first in total dollar volume
among Cleveland stations . . . first in merchandising assistance . . . you just can't help but place WGAR first among
the stations you consider in Northern Ohio!

CLEVELAND'S

W-G-A-R
STATION
FRIENDLY
John F, Patt, Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Edward Petry& Co., Inc., ATo/V Repr^s
July 15, 1937
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STUDIO

NOTES

WBAP,
helpedstudios
inaugu-at
rate the Fort
new Worth,
Gulf Radio
Fort Worth's Frontier Fiesta, opening night, July 7, with two quarterhour and one 30-minute radio shows.
O. H. Carlisle, division manager of
Gulf Oil Corp., Houston, presented
the studio to Merle Tucker, radio director for the Frontier Fiesta. Principal speakers included Will K. Stripling, president of the Fiesta ; Amon
Carter, of the Star-Telegram, and
James F. Pollock, general manager
for the Fiesta. Cosden Oil Corpora30-minute
show; theof A.variety
music andtion's
guest
artists
J. Krank
Co.'s Minute
Drama, and ofa
special
programMystery
in commemoration
the London School Disaster, were aired from the new studio before ap estimated crowd of 400 people. All Fort
Worth stations will be allowed to utilize the studio facilities and programs
will be fed to all three major networks. The Paul Whiteman Concerts
oyer NBC will originate from the studios once weekly, the pickup being
made under the direction of George
Cranston and R. C. Stinson.
WHIP, 5.000-watt sister station of
WWAE, Hammond, Ind., will open
about Sept. 1. WHIP recently received permission from the FCC to move
its transmitter closer to Chicago.
WLEU, two-year old Erie independent, made its debut as a network outlet July 3 when it originated for the
NBC Blue Network the Call of
Youth program featuring Rabbi Curreck, of the Erie Synagogue.
NBC broadcast seven programs during the annual convention of the National Education Assn. in Detroit,
June 27 to July 1.
AGRICULTURAL programs presented under the auspices of the United
States Department of Agricultural
Economics are being aired over
WAAB, Boston, and the Colonial Network. The new series is heard daily
at 1 :15 p. m., and on Colonial Network at noon. The programs present
a wide variety of subjects of interest
to the farmers of New England including timely discussions on insect
and disease control, fertilizing, market gardening. 4-H Club work and
poultry. Dr. Hugh P. Baker, President of the Massachusetts State College, will be the guest speaker on the
first broadcast.
HOMBMAKING bulletins sent out
weekly by Mrs. Ida Bailey Allen to
the audience of her daily programs
on WHN, New York, are being used
as the only text for classroom work
in the adult cooking classes conducted
by Mrs. Mary Nicholas at the Albert
Leonard Junior High School in New
Nochelle this summer.
RADIO Division of the Federal
Theatre of Massachusetts began a
twice weekly presentation of dramatic, historical sketches June 28 on
WHDH and WMEX, Boston, under
the direction of Kendall Weston.
WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield, has
contracted for exclusive broadcasts of
the Massachusetts Handicap from
Suffolk Downs race track during the
next three years, according to an announcement by Arthur S. Feldman,
special events manager.
WNAD, University of Oklahoma, Norman, announces the dedication of new
studios and transmitter tower built
with the aid of WPA funds. A course
in radio announcing was offered for
the first time recently and so many
students wanted to take the course
that entrance auditions were necessary. More than 150 students appear before the microphone each week,
according to WNAD.
WJJD, Chicago, is now broadcasting a complete half hour play every
morning from 9:30 to 10. Entitled
the Complete Story Hour, the stories
are especially written for radio and
offer a variety of plots.
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LEWIS
ALLEN
WEISS, genmanager of the Don Lee network
California, returning to San Fran
Saucy Charley McCarthy and His Stooge
CO after executive conferences v.
(From the July 10 liew York Times)
the Mutual network chiefs in the et
announced that George .Jessel s
Norma Talmadge have been signed
We don't often wax enthusiastic about particular programs,
lead a new sponsored variety sh
but when the staid "New York Times" devotes an editorial to
series to be heard over KFRC a
a satiric but basically serious philosophical appraisal of an
the
othernetwork.
stations of
coast-to-co
Mutual
Mr.a Weiss
sta
"artist" created by radio, seeing social significance in his whims
that the series will be weekly, beg
and fantasies, we think it is news to the entire radio fraternity.
ning
5 andstudios
will beorp
For our part, we bow in appreciation to Royal Gelatin's Rudy
dueed Sunday,
either Sept.
at KHJ
Vallee for discovering and to Chase & Sanboi-n for presenting
an act which is one of the real joys of current radio.
Hollywood. The musical portions
Charlie McCarthy, the overbred brat of the radio, is so insufferably the broadcasts will be handled by
name band and the programs v
satisfied with himself that it is risky to praise him in public. He is big
already in danger of bursting with vainglory. Fortunately, Edgar Bergen feature guest stars. Thirty Minu
in Hollywood will
the title
o6 •
A besecond
importx
can shield him from superfluous publicity, for Mr. Bergen is a ventrilo- presentations.
quist and Charlie is his wooden dummy.
Ordinarily, the spectacle of a series to emanate from the Pac I
ventriloquist with a voluble dummy on his knee is half the fun of such coast for Mutual is a nightly 1.5-m I
ute script show starring Nat aj
knavery.
Charlie's
audience
see voice
him, and
Mr. the
Bergen
Carr, dialect comedia
has had to Since
concentrate
on radio
the tone
of the cannot
simulated
wit Alexander
The feature which will be known
of the script. Both these things he has done with such skill and origi- Max and Matcruss in reminiscent
nality that Charlie has become the most real personality on the comic
the pair's world famed "Potash a
air waves this season. He is an imaginary being created entirely in Perlmutter" characterizations.
terms of the ear and his whole life is on the radio. Accordingly, it is A NEW sports program. Racing 1
not hard to believe in the truth of his fantastic persiflage.
suits, is being broadcast every wei
The impression of reality comes chiefly from his voice, which has day evening on WHN, New Yo
abundant range and variety. Basically, it is arid. Although Charlie with Jimmy Winchester, former S |
Francisco sports editor, broadeasti
is apparently
still infatigued
his 'teens,
his little
of the
results at all tracks and dramatizi :
It
has the infernal,
assurance
of voice
a lad iswhoaweary
has been
too world.
much
the feature race of the day.
in the company of his elders; it is suave, condescending and impertinently
- WEEKLY series |
familiar. But it also has the sound of an alert mind, for Charlie is A TWICE
on Charm has been started
clever enough to protect himself in all sorts of situations. He has a talks
WMCA, New York, featuring E
bland tone for throwing an adversary off the track. When he feels that Casanova, well known actress a ^
he is stumbling into an awkward situation his voice can make a dis- widow of the laie Lou Tellegan. w i
the beauty secrets of fame
arming plea for sympathy; it drops away into a choking tone of self- relates
beauties here and abroad.
pity, impossible to believe or to resist! His laugh is mocking and precocious. When he is in a wooing mood beyond his years his voice fairly THE San Francisco Chronicle, inc
coos with insincere rapture.
pendent morning newspaper, has a
nounced plans for the abandonme
As a whole, Charlie is a fairly objectionable little fellow. He is im- this
month of its broadcasting studi
pudent, lazy, egotistical and artful. A stern parent should have whaled
in the newspaper oflSce building. T
studios were aflSliated with KG
the conceit out of him years ago, and perhaps W. C. Fields, his colleague
on the same program, will do it yet. The great mountebank of stage NBC-Blue station and construct
several vears ago when the newspap
and screen is no one to trifle with. "My diminutive little chum," Mr. and KGO aflaiiated. They will
Fields calls him with grand and tautological venom as though he were
rented for ofiice space. An econon
sharpening a scalpel. For this wooden imp of the radio who sits on a wave
in the paper is said to be i
sponsible for the move. The ha
ventriloquist's knee has no respect for his betters. Make no mistake
dozen sustaining boradcasts preser
about it, he is a bad egg. And his personality is developing so rapidly
that even Mr. Bergen is losing control of him, and week by week has ed over KGO by the newspaper thei
after will o'-iginate in the NBC ma
less and less to say for himself. Charles Frankenstein McCarthy may
studios at 111 Sutter St.
be the proper way to refer to him a few months from now.
NBC-Chicago received a record brea
ing response of 41,000 cards and k
THE new .5.000-watt RCA transmitters, signed by 69,000 listeners, in r
ter of KYA was the victim of ansponse to five requests for mail mat
other freak accident on July 9, which
Show Must Go On!
on five successive broadcasts of tl
threw the station off the air for an
NBC-Red sustaining program. Dt
hour-and-a-quarter. A steam shovel,
AN ALARM clock of an anWinslow of the Navy. The letters, a
nouncer-technician atKSFO,
working on a road excavation a quaralyzed
by Emmons Carlson, NBC-Ch
ter-of-a-mile away at Candle-stick
San Francisco failed to funcgo all
salesmail
promotion
3.6'
tion on a recent morning. It
Point, San Francisco, where the transof
coming head,
from showed
clubs havir
mit er islocated, came in contact with
caused a predicament to Dude
an average of 16 members, many le
Martin and his hillbillies,
a high power line accidentally when
ters form schools, and only three le
the boom on the shovel was raised.
who found themselves ready
ters of the entire 49,000 criticizing tl
An arc was created and the line
to start their daily program
program adversely.
burned in two. It was the line that
at 7 a.m. but with no one in
furnished the transmitter with its
MORRIS H. SEIGEL, insurance an:
sight
to
put
them
on
the
air.
power. The station was silent from
lyst
reformer,
sponsoring
The hillbillies were deterries and
of talks
whichis he
delivers abinS'
11 :30 a. m. until 12 :45 p. m. when an
mined not to miss a program
self
each
Monday
morning
on WMCi
emergency crew from the power comand began pulling switches
New York. Talks are an expose c
pany repaired the severed line.
and pushing buttons until
the weekly premium insurance fiel'
which, he claims, costs American pol
they got the station on the
THE Tourist Bureau of Hawaii is
air.
They
broadcast
their
cy
holders some $750,000,000 annuaU; i
actively engaged in its endeavor to
own half -hour program, signraise $25,000 for its radio broadcastWEIL, Philadelphia, will take occi
ing activities over the three coast-toed theonFarm
Reporter
Ira
Smith
and off
in the —next
pancy
new executive
offices Bldj
Jul
coast mainland networks — NBC, CBS
21 in oftheits downtown
Widener
and Mutual during the next two
15 minutes and then someThe
new
studios
will
be
completed
b
years. The last appropriation of $25,how managed to plug in a
Labor Day, according to D o n a 1
000 expired last May and the transCBS
network
show.
The
techWithvcomb, general manager o
oceanic broadcasts, extolling the beauWFIL.
hour. nician was tardy just one full
ties of the mid-Pacific isles, which are
presented under the auspices of the
WHBF, Rock Island, 111., will hoi
Hawaiian Tourist Bureau, have been
its second annual Softball tournamer
off the air since that time. It is exin
August. Ivan Streed, WHBF pr(
ON
JULY
7.
Lhicle
Don
of
WOR,
pected that these features will return
duction manager, is in charge of th
tournament which was attended las
to the air by September.
Newark, presented his 4,365th broadcast from 6-6 :30 p. m. During nine year by more than 3,000 persons an
years of consecutive broadcasting.
THE PURCHASE of full-time INS
the winners an all-expense tri
news service and the appointment of Uncle Don has put on 3,150 broad- offers
to Chicago ball games.
Richard Brooks as news commentator
easts without missing one, for more
have been announced by WNEW,
KASA, Elk City, Okla., has starte
than 75 sponsors. His daily-exceptanother series of KASA Roundup.
New York. Brooks, who has been on Sunday program is participating, avesix sponsors at a time, and pulls Saturdays, 2 p. m. for two and a hal
the station's announcing staff for 1,000 rages
letters a day from the 1,500,000
hours, during which open house i
some time,
has been news
givencommentaa year's
contract
as exclusive
children
dience. estimated to make up his au- held and all visitors are given a chane j
tor.
to sing or talk on the air.
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CONTRO
ROOM
CARLOS CLARK, formerly with
RCA-Victor and WNEW, New York,
and William A. Irvin, with XBC
years ago but more recently with
Commercial Radio Sound Corp., New
York, have joined the maintenance
staff of NBC in New York. John E.
Holmes, formerly with Rangertone
Inc., Newark, will serve as a recording engineer. Donald Ewert, previously chief engineer of WMF.J, Daytona Beach, Fla., becomes a studio
engineer. Melvin A. Lewis, formerly
with WAAT, Jersey City, and later
with DeForest Radio Co., has joined
the field staff. T. Danielson, who
comes from
is sta-at
tioned at theWOR,
WJZ Newark,
transmitter
Bound Brook, N. J.
W. A. BRICKSON Jr., with KDOX.
Monterey, Cal., for some time, is to
join the staff of KGMB, Honolulu as
operator-announcer and assistant to
the chief engineer.
UNIVERSAL
HAND SET
for t ra n s re cei V er s,
'phone and intersystems.
Hi output quality micExtra sensi$5.88 trophone.
i V e uni - polar ear
net
'phone. Black bakelite
cost to case. 4-conductor coded
cord.
stationsMicrophone
Division
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO Hd
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood, Cal. U.S.A.

BULLET" MIKES
ISew 1938 Models Now
Ready — Get Details

JOHN G. PRESTON, of the engineering staff of WMAZ, Macon, Ga.,
has been appointed federal radio inspector. He will assume his new dulanta.ties Aug. 1, with headquarters in AtBOB MORTON was recently named
engineer of WADC, Akron, to replace
Lawrence Suhodalink, who left the
station to join the CBS maintenance
and experimental department in New
York.
DAN SMITH, former instructor at
Norfolk College, has joined the technical .staff of WTAR, Norfolk, Va.
FRANKLYN BECKER, chief engineer of WFIL, Philadelphia, was given a surprise party on his birthday
recently and the staff gave him an
electric razor.
GEORGE SAVIERS, Westinghouse
engineer, has been transferred from
the studios of WOWO, Fort Wayne,
to the transmitter. Glenn Thayer is
a new member of the control staff.
SCOTT KILGORE. operator of
WIXAL. Boston, has joined the staff
of WMEX, Boston.
RUDY ERICKSON, formerly of
CKCK, Regina, Alberta, has been
named chief engineer of CFAC, Calgary, that province.
R. M. WALLACE, formerly of
WEED, Rocky Mount, N. C, has been
named chief engineer of WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C. George D. Tate has
joined the engineering staff of WSPA.
MERRILL MITCHELL, chief engineer of WJR, Detroit, was in Beverly
Hills, Cal., early in July to confer
with Leo B. Tyson, general manager
of KMPC. He also supervised installation of new equipment at the station.
LESLIE E. SCHUMAN, formerly of
WHAT, Philadelphia, has joined the
engineering staff of KYW, that city.
.James V. Thunell, formerlv of
WOWO. Ft. Wavne, Ind., and W.
Sheridan Gilbert, formerly of WIBG,
Glenside. Pa., have also been added
to the KYW engineering staff.

IB

When our engineers created the new
1938
'Bullet'a dynamic
microphonesin
they built
line unsurpassed
quality
performance.
mikes are and
remarkably
sensitive, 'Bullet'
rugged
and dependable. You who appreciate
fine quality in sound reproduction will
do well to get complete data on the
TR-5, $27.50
6. 7.
8newand 'Bullet'
9 range line.
in listModels
price from
to
$90.00.
There's
a
model
to
fill
your
need. For complete data and prices,
write now to Dept. IB.

iL

QUARTZ
CRYSTALS
& MOUNTINGS
20 Kc-25 Mc

IN THE AIR — KIEV, Glendale,
Cal., recently
by technical difficultieswasto forced
broadcast
from
the roof of the hotel in which its
studios are located. The emergency arose due to a power frequency change-over which temporarily
disabled studio equipment. Here is
Ray McPherson, announcer, in the
open air studio. Undaunted, the
announcers moved commei'cials,
programs and production to hastily
erected "open air" studios adjoiningthe
KIEV'S
transmitter
the
roof of
Glendale
Hotel inonwhich
the station is located.
WILLIAM H. HARDY, has joined
KMTR, Hollywood, as remote technician.
GEORGE NEFF has been made chief
engineer of KIEV, Glendale, Cal.
succeeding Ed Olds, resigned. Verne
Wood fills Mr. Neff's former post.
HOWARD HAYES, formerly of
WBNS, Columbus, has joined the engineering stalf of WKRC, Cincinnati.
FRANK KERN, engineer of WFIL,
Philadelphia, is the father of a baby
girl born July 3.
JACK PEARCE, of the WGN, Chicago, engineering stalf has purchased
a 36-foot cruiser.

a

BROADCAST
CRYSTALS &
OVEN MOUNTINGS
Approved by F.C.C.

RADIO BEAM WIDTH
WILL BE MEASUREL,
HOW narrow is the radio bean]
sent out by so-called beam anten
na ? How far on either side of tht.
beam
is the broadcast
audiblean '
How effective
are directional
tennas in stopping interference be
tween stations in two or mon
countries broadcasting on the sam<
wave-length ? How much separa
tion is needed between short-wavtstations in various bands ?
i;
To answer these questions about
which there is admittedly littli
exacttheknowledge
at present, Corp
CB."and
British Broadcasting
are cooperating in a series of test
which will continue for the nexi
six months with the goal of hav-;
ing specific
dataconference
ready for ofpresentation at the
the
International Consulting Committee on Radio to be held early next
year in Cairo, Egypt. At this
meeting the governments of the
world will draft new standards for
international tele-communication.
Arrangements for the tests,
which will be conducted under the
supervision of the International
Broadcasting Union, were made
with the BBC by E. K. Cohan, CBS.

director
of engineering,
has'
just
returned
from Europe,whowhere!
he took part in the sessions of the
technical committee of the IBU in^
Bucharest, Roumania, held concur-,
rently with those of the ICCR.
During the tests the CBS short
wave transmitter, W2XE, at
Wayne, N.
will BBC
operate
simulta-i f»i
neously
withJ., the
transmitter

at Daventry,
are
now being England.
worked outSchedules
for the |first tests which will be conducted
on the 21-megacycle band. With a
separation of only 10 kc, CBS (on
21,250 kc.) and BBC (on 21,520
kc.) will broadcast simultaneously,
but with their directional antennas
aimed at right angles to each other.
For 15 minutes CBS will transmit
toward Europe and BBC toward
South America; then they will reverse and for the succeeding quarter-hour BBC will direct its beam
toward New York while CBS aims
at South America. Observers stationed at various points will chart
the reception of the signals.
The importance of these tests
cannot be overemphasized, Mr. Co-c
han stated. The number of short-'
wave stations has doubled in the
last year and the most efficient
use
of the islimited
number
of bands
available
essential
to avoid
in- '+
terference and over-crowding.

John C. Lynch
JOHN C. LYNCH, retired former
assistant vice-president of the
A. T. & T. Co., who was a pioneer
in -radio research and helped establish WEAF, New York, died in a
hospital at Great Barrington, Mass.,
June 29. He was 62 years old. An
1896 graduate of Cornell, Mr.
Lynch was with the Bell interests
until he retired to his ancestral
farm near Stockbridge, Mass. in
1931 on account of deafness.
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E Q I I P IM E N T
l:S radio
& SUPPLY Co.,
y. 111., anuouuces the following
latioiis : speech input equipment
W'RDW,
Augusta, Ga. ; KID,
■ Falls. Id.; CFCY, CharlotteP.E.I. ; WGTM. Wilson. N. C. :
Iv. Camaguey. Cuba : WGCM.
■ rt. Miss.;
XEFE. Laretlo.
; CHXS. Halifax. X. S. ; Dynaportable remote amplifiers in
i>EV, Waterbury. Vt. ; WBRC.
!u mingham ; WKZO.
Kalamazoo ;
AVE. Louisville; KMO, Tacoma ;
>'VD,
Los ; Angeles;
,uff. Xeb.
WABI, KGKY.
Bangor, SeottsMe.;
KTB. St. Catharines, Ont. ; WFBM.
ijdianaijolis ; B-60 pickup amplifiers
■■ WRDW. Augusta. Ga. ; WXLC,
)e\v London, Conn. ; KMO, Tacoma.
'ts'EL,
Brady,of Tex.,
has completed
construction
its 100-watt
trans:itter,
converting
it to of
2.")0Rupert
watts
uder the
supervision
4pyes. chief engineer, using equipment
Commercial Radio Equipment Co..
ansas City.
'ORMAX
B. XEELY,
radiofirm,
recordp and sound
equipment
on
Ug. 1 moves to larger quarters at
h:i4 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, due
) expansion of business operations.
I laboratory will be equipped also,
mailable to customers who do not
hve such facilities, and additional
irsonnel is being retained.
OR, Xewark, has purchased three
'B 22-A portable pickup outfits
'nipped for both AC and battery
'eration.
XEW "vertical" mi.xer attenuator.
0>e 214, is announced by Tech Labiitories, Jersey City, X. J. Advances claimed are ea.sy cleaning, easy
Iteration, better indication of volume
itting of each unit, smoother operai^m, less wear, longer life and better
Lipearance.
Ic'RTD.
Va.,went
newon 100jlitter on Richmond,
1.500 kc. which
the
.r
June
24,
recently
installed
a 32Sriot tubular steel vertical radiator
■^signed and constructed by .John E.
•!ngo & Son.
v[IXD, Gary, Ind., has installed its
■tird transmitter tower, a Truscon
leel antenna, at the Gary, Ind. transiitter. With a 14-ft. base, eight feet
■ which are located below the ground.
new modernistic rower rises 360
et into the air and forms a perfect
jiangle.
;NIVERSAL MICROPHOXE Co.,
iglewood, Cal., has started to manucture and distribute a line of crystal
icrophones, the first of which is the
'ystal handi-mike, which is small and
•rapact, with switch and ten feet of
■ ielded rubber cord. Universal will
(corporate the crystals of the Brush
jpvelopment Co., in its new crystal

says a
leading Portland
hatter
C. C.Portland,
'Charlie'Oregon
Bradley-

"KEX
WATT-SHOOTER— When WCKY,
Cincinnati goes on the air sometime between July 17 and 23 with
its new 10,000-watt transmitter this
350-foot tower will catapult the
doubled signal intensity into space.
It is a Blaw-Knox uniform crosssection half-wave radiator, located
high on a bluff overlooking Cincinnati on the Kentucky side of the
Ohio River. The smaller tower in
the background is one of the old
antennas of the station, now kept
in condition for emergency use.
WIBX Cuts Power
WIBX, Utica, N. Y., this month
will begin using entirely new
equipment. The only 300-watt
station in the country, WIBX will
reduce its daytime power to 250
watts continuing with 100 watts at
night. The tower is one of the
latest Blaw-Knox self-supporting
innovations, 204 feet high. A new
Western Electric transmitter has
been installed and a new transmitter house built. Scott Howe Bowen
is president of the station and Dale
Robertson is general manager.

means business to me; and

speaking from experience, I know it's
TOPS . . . it's not easy to dramatize
'hats,' but I'm getting top-hat results

KEX
PORTLAND
OREGON
1180 Kc. — 5000 Watts
NBC Blue Network

from KEX."
That's
right! Mr. Bradley
from experience ... he was
FIRST SPONSORS of a
program in the Pacific
Thanks, Mr. Bradley.

does speak
one of the
commercial
Northwest.

The Radio Stations of The Oregonian
KGW-KEX
are represented nationally by
EDWARD RETRY & CO., INC.
New York Chicago Detroit San Francisco

WOKO
ALBANY,

KWSC. Pullman, Wash., has recently installed new Presto recording apparatus.
ALFRED J. POTE, manager of
WMEX, Boston, has designed and
constructed a special boom microphone
for singing pianists.

NEW

POPULARITY

YORK

+ EFFICIENCY

RESULTS

Get Your

Share of

Results
In This Rich

Capital District

Market

lirror-gronnd surfaces make keen
edges for perfect recordings
natting
acetate.
rant
laboratories,
real
leasure to use StelliChicago
cutting: **A
needles
nd to recommend them to other
iboratories.'*
Honolulu: "Very pleased with
feeGVfresults.**
5ROADCASTING
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fANGERTONEjNC.
Electric-Music
201 Verona Ave., Newark, N. J.
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(Broadcast Division)
COMMISSION
COMMUmCA*TfoNS
JUNE 30 TO JULY 14 INCLUSIVE
opposition to pet. for further hearing file
NEW, CPMichael
F.
Murray,
St. CloudEx.—
by Sioux City Brdcstg. Co.
Decisions ...
Denied
560
kc
500
w
D,
sustaining
Walker.
JUNE 28
FCC Recess
NEW, CPClarence
Dill,unl.Washington(Suppiement to June 28 decisions printed Denied
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS: i
1390 kc C.1 kw
directional,
in the July 1 issue)
NEW, John S. Allen & G. W. Covingto
Ex. Bramhall.
MISCELLANEOUS— KHSL, Chico, Cal.. reversing
THE
FCC
Broadcast
DiviJr.,
Montgomery,
Ala. — - Remanded
NEW, Times-Herald Pub. Co.. Vallejo,
granted mod. license to 1260 kc. unl. 250 Cal.—
docket
for further hearing
for new teatt
sion held its final regular
Denied CP 1320 kc 250 w D, reversw : KVI, Tacoma, Wash., retired to closed
mony and take depositions.
meeting until fall on July 6,
ing Ex. Bramhall.
files applic. CP use old trans, as aux.,
NEW, Central States Brcstg. Co., Cotinc
NEW, Advertiser Pub. Co., Honolulugranted 4-2-37.
Bluffs, la.—Examiner
Denied CPDalberg.
1500 kc 100 w uml
after that session
adjourning
RATIFICATIONS— KPRC, Houston, ext. Denied CP 1370 kc 100 w unl., reversing
reversing
to
meet "at the call of the
temp. auth. 5 kw N ; WEST, Easton, Pa., Ex. Irwin.
NEW,
C.
W.
Corkhill,
la.Fred J. Hart, Honolulu — Denied
Chairman." The bulk of the
ext. temp. auth. Simul. — WKBO spec, CPNEW,
Denied
1420 kc 100 w Sioux
unl., City,
sustainit
ExaminerCP Hill.
hours ; WDAF, Kansas City, temp. auth. Irwin.600 kc 250 w unl., sustaining Ex.
docket was cleared up with
reduce D to 1 kw ; KGFI, Corpus Christi,
NEW, Sioux City Brdcstg. Co., Siou I
decisions rendered on a dozen
WGAR, Cleveland — Denied auth. transfer
Tex., ext. temp. auth. remain silent ;
City,
Granted Examiner
CP 1420 kc
100 w 2' II
docket cases along with other
the Goodwill Station, reWSAR, Fall River, granted pet. intervene control toversingWJR,
w NEW,
LS, la.—
sustaining
Hill.
Ex. Walker.
Fall River Herald News Pub. Co.: WSUN
routine
actions.
Meetings
will
State Capital
Brdcstg.
Assr
NEW, Courier-Post Pub. Co., Hannibal,
granted pet. intervene Tribune Co., Tambe held during the summer as
Austin, Tex.— Granted CP 1120 kc 1 kw I
Mo.— Denied CP 1310 kc 100 w 250 w D,
pa ;Monocacy Brdcstg. Co. granted appear- unl.,
spec.,
reversing
Examiner
Walker.
the
accumulation
of
business
reversing Ex. Walker.
ance CP Rockville; St. Petersburg C of
NEW, Falls City Brdcstg. Co., Fa)
NEW, Hannibal Brdcstg. Co., Hannibal,
C granted issuance subpoena W. W. Mc- Mo.—
warrants,
butis the
next
reguCity, Neb. — Examiner
Denied CP Walker.
1310 kc 100 w un
Denied CP 1310 kc 100 w unl., susEachorn, St. Petersburg in applic. Earl
lar
session
not
scheduled
sustaining
taining Ex. Dalberg.
Weir, St. Petersburg ; KPQ granted order
until
Sept.
7.
NEW
Radio
Enterprises,
Tex.NEW, Golden Empire Brdcstg. Co.,
take depositions ; WCAZ, Carthage, 111.,
Denied
1310 kc 100 w Lufkin,
D, sustainir
ExaminerCP Seward.
granted pet. intervene Leon M. Eisfeld, Marysville, Cal.— Denied CP 1140 kc 250 w
Burlington,
pet. inter- ; D, sustaining Ex. Hill.
NEW, Red Lands Brdcstg. Assn., Lufki: ,
vene Wm.la.F.; WKBN
Maag granted
Jr., Youngstown
Tex. — Granted CP 1310 kc 100 w D, su |
NEW, CPGeorge
Cal. —
1310 kcHarm,
100 w Fresno,
unl., reversing
KGFF,
Shawnee,
Okla. — 1420
Dismiss
without
taining Examiner Seward.
.
KRRV granted pet. intervene KCMO, Kan- Granted
prej.
applic.
mod.
license
to
1430
kc,
Ex. Hyde (Pet. of Chase Osborn Jr. to increase 100 w 250 w D to 250 w N & D
sas City ; Edison Elee. Ilium. Co., Bos- withhold
NEW,
Virgil
V.
Evans,
Gastonia.
N.
<
'
action denied, opposition of
ton, granted pet. intervene Birmingham
—Examiner
Denied CPBramhall.
1420 kc 100 w unl., sustainir I|
unl., sustaining Ex. Seward.
News Co. ; E. E. Krebsbach denied pet. George Harm dismissed).
NEW,— Granted
Central CP
Brdcstg.
Corp.,
Centralia,
accept appearance and participation
NEW, Hildreth & Rogers Co.. Lawrence, Wash.
1440
kc
500
w
unl.,
WJBR,
Gastonia,
N. extend
C. — Denied
as i 1J
KCMO hearing ; Leon M. Eisfeld granted Mass.— Granted CP 680 kc 1 kw D, sus- sustaining Ex. Bramhall.
default applic. mod. CP
completio
taining Ex. Walker.
continuance hearing ; Harry Schwartz
sustaining Examiner Bramhall.
NEW,
Frank
M.
Stearns,
Salisbury,
Md.
granted orders take depositions re applic.
NEW, CPLoyal
Cal.— — Granted CP 1200 kc 250 w D, sustaining
WATR, Waterbury, Conn.— Denied C
1480K.kcKing,
250 Pasadena,
w D, sustaining
CP Tulsa ; WUTK Inc. granted continu- Denied
change locally,
trans., change
directional
Chief Ex. Arnold.
ance hearing applic. CP Utica, N. Y. ; Ex. Walker.
trans,
1190 antenna,
to 1290 kcmo'ii t
Cleveland Radio Brdcstg. Corp. granted
crease
100
to
250
w,
change
ltd. to un i
WLLH,
Lawrence,
Mass.
—
Granted
exp.
pet. intervene applic. Great Lakes Brdcstg. auth. satellite station 1370 kc 10 to 100 w
reversing Ex. Dalberg.
1
JULY 6
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
Corp. ; Herbert Lee Blye granted postpone- synchronize WLLH, sustaining Ex. Hill.
ORAL
ARGUMENTS
GRANTED—
1'
ment hearing CP Lima, O. ; Jules J. Ru14-37
:
WMBO,
Auburn,
N.
Y.
;
NE^
WELI, New Haven — Remanded to docket.
WJIM, Lansing, Mich. — CP new trans. Curtis Radiocasting Corp., Indianapolif
bens granted continuance CP Aurora, 111. ;
NEW, Lawrence K. Miller, Pittsfield,
KRGV, Weslaco, Tex. — License for CP.
WKBV, Richmond, Ind. ; NEW, Beaumoi
WSGN,veneBirmingham,
granted
pet.
interMass.
;
NEW,
Harold
Thomas,
Pittsfield.
WORL, Boston — License for CP.
Birmingham News Co. ; Earl Weir,
Harold Thomas granted CP 1310
Brdcstg. Assn., Beaumont, Tex; 10-21-3')
KNEL,
Brady,
Tex.
—
License
for
CP.
St. Petersburg, Fla., granted continuance Mass.—
100 w 250 w D unl., reversing Ex.
WSM, Nashville — License aux. trans.
WMBH,
Joplin,
Mo. ; NEW, Vall<'
hearing CP ; Centennial Brdcstg. Corp., kc
Brdcstg. Co.,
Youngstown.
Seward.
KATE,
Albert
Lea,
Minn.—
Mod.
CP
as
APPLIC. RECONSIDERED A N
granted continuance to 7-15-37 ; Southmod.
trans.,
studio
sites,
vert,
radiator.
ern Brdcstg. Corp., Bogolusa, La.,
GRANTED— WATR, Waterbury, Conn
KGFI,change
Brownsville,
studio
equip. Tex. — Mod. CP trans., granted CP change trans., install dire
granted intervention WSMB applic. ; Houstional
move trans, locally, chanf
ton Printing Corp. granted pet. intervene
KTNC, Visalia, Cal.— Mod. CP change 1190 toantenna,
1290 kc, increase 100 to 250 ^
applic. Dr. Wm. States Jacobs Brdcstg.
equip., antenna.
ltd.
to
unl.,
sustaining
Examiner Dalbeif
Co., Houston ; Southern Brdcstg. Corp., Bogolusa, La., granted pet. intervene WDSU ;
w WQAN,
to 1 kw.Scranton, Pa. — Mod. license 500
JULY
13
KXL, Oakland, granted pet. intervene
WDEL, WAZL, WEST, WILM, WCAL,
Richard Field Lewis, Oakland ; WLAC and
WORK — Auth. trans, control of corp. to
KVGB, (Subject
Great
Bend,
Kan.days.
— Granted aut: '
to Ratification)
Yankee Network granted postponement
J. H. and John F. Steinman.
discontinue
operation
10
argument WMEX ; L. L. Cryell denied reKan. — Vol.
assign,
MISCELLANEOUS— KALB, Alexandra
instatement applic. re KCMO, also Cornto KFBI,
FarmersAbilene.
& Bankers
Brdcstg.
Corp.license
La., granted change license 1420 to 121
belt tionBrdcstg.
Corp. vol.
denied
similar
WJBO, move
Baton trans.,
Rouge —change
Mod. CP
;KIUL denied
assign,
licensepeti-to
radiator,
spec,vert,to kc, D to unl. 100 w; W. F. Maag J,
KIUL Inc.
granted pet. intervene WKBN applic
unltd. exc. 8-9 p.m. Mondays.
JUISE 29
WRAX Brdcstg. Co. & Wm. Penn State Brdcstg. Corp. granted pet. inte:
vene WSMN
applic. ; Colonial Brdcst;
WARD, Brooklyn — Denied CP move
Brdcstg.
Co.,
Philadelphia
—
Spec.
auth.
increase to 1 kw to counteract interference. Inc. granted pet. intervene Arthur Luci
trans., denied renewal license, denied vol.
NEW, Natl. Battery Brdcstg. Co., St. applic. Savannah; WTOC, same; Walk<
assign, license to Kings Brdcstg. Corp.
Paul — CP high-freq. 1 kw.
& Chapin granted continuance hearing C
WBBC,as Brooklyn
— Grantedof mod.
insofar
it asks facilities
WARDlicense
and
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, William Oshkosh, Wis., to 9-24-37 ; Athens Time
C. Smith, Bogalus, La., CP 1310 kc 100 w Inc.,
WLTH, and denied insofar as it asks faciliGa., granted continuani I
unl. ; NEW, M. M. Valentine, Laredo, Tex., hearingAthens,
to 9-29-37 ; WDNC granted pe 1
WVFW ; granted renewal license and
CP 1500 kc 100 w 250 w D unl. ; WFBR,
aux. ties
trans.
correct error in applic. ; WTHT, Har !
Baltimore, CP change trans, site, new ford, effective date extended and S. Geors
WLTH,
Brooklyn
Denied
license;
equip., directional increase 500 w 1 kw D Webb
nied vol. assign,
to —Kings
Brdcstg.
Corp.demod. CP and E. Author i
to
5 kw unl. ; WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., CP & Sonsdenied
Inc. denied CP Pawtucket, froi i
WVFW,
New CPYorkchange
— Granted
amended 1200 to 1390 kc, increase to 500 7-6-37
cense ;granted
equip.renewal lito
7-20-37
Optical Co. denit
w unl. ; WDSU, New Orleans, CP amended continuance h e ;arWard
NEW, Brooklyn Daily Eagle Brdcstg.
i n g applic. H a r r
re trans, site, equip., directional, increase Schwartz for CP Tulsa
Co., Brooklyn — ^Denied CP.
and dismissed pn
1 toaux.5 kw
; WAAB, Boston — Mod. license test of Harry Schwartz to grant of sa:
WEVD, New York — Denied mod. license.
to
trans.
MISCELLANEOUS— NEW, State Capimotion ; F. M. Gleason, d/b N. Ga. Bri:
tal Brdcstg. Assn., Austin, Tex., denied
SPECIAL
AUTHORIZATIONS—
KGDY,
cstg. Co., denied pet. withdraw applic. C
pet. to rehear and consolidate applic. with
Huron,
S.
D.,
ext.
temp.
auth.
remain
Ga., without prejudice and d
silent in July ; WFLA, Clearwater, Fla., Rossville,
that of Baton Rouge Brdcstg. Co., Inc. ;
itand beWJBW,
dismissed
NEW, Isadore Goldwasser, Anniston, Ala.,
ext.
temp. auth. close Clearwater studios rected
WBNO
New with
Orleans,prejudiw
grant< ,'
for
summer.
denied
rehearing
applic.
CP
(denied
4-27continuance
hearing
insofar
as
motions
a]
37).
APPLICATION
DISMISSED
— LSWSAI,
ply to WBNO applic. CP renewal and a
RATIFICATION — Denied motion Power
Cincinnati,
CP
1330
kc
1
kw
5
kw
unl.
signmentforlicense,
applic.Southern
CharlesBn <
City Brdcstg. Corp. to postpone effective
(request of applicant).
Carlson
CP andandapplic.
date order of 2-9-37 denying applic. new
MISCELLANEOUS — WAPI, Birming- cstg. Corp. for CP New Orleans, and d
station Niagara Falls.
ham, Polytechnic
granted vol.Institute,
assign, U.license
to Ala- ; denied
rected said
hearing
be continued
motions
insofar as tothey9-21-3'
app j
bama
of Alabama
JULY 2
WOAI, San Antonio, denied extension to applic. Standard Life Ins. Co. of tV
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS:
effective date grant applic. Hunt Brdcstg. South for CP and dismissed Standard o]
Assn. for CP at Greenville, Tex. ; NEW,
NEW, Continental Radio Co., Columbus
position to WBNO motion ; NEW, Robe S
Key City Brdcstg. Co., Kankakee, 111., Noble and J. Earl Salter, Lios Angele'
—Ex.Denied
Irwin.CP 1310 kc 100 w unl., sustaining
denied pet. take depositions re applic. new dismissed
pet. for rehearing en banc c
station, granted WKBZ and Northwestern
NEW, CPContinental
Radiow D,
Co.,sustaining
Toledo —
KMPC applic. transfer control ; Powc
Denied
1200 kc 100
Pub. tion
Co.for motions
to deny
and strike
peti- City
Brdcstg. Corp., Niagara Falls ,deni<
order take
depositions
; KGCX,
Ex. Seward.
Wolf Point, Mont., granted amended pet. rehearing applic. CP 630 kc 250 w D.
WALR. Toledo — Denied CP move Zanesacceptance of answer re hearing on applic.
ville to Toledo, reversing Ex. Walker.
PARABOLIC — This new microKCMO for CP 1450 kc 1 kw unl.; NEW,
NEW, CP
Community
Toledo —
phone recently completed by E. Anthony & Sons Inc., Pawtucket, R. I., Examiners' Reports . .
Granted
1200 kc Brdcstg.
100 w D,Co.,sustaining
KOOS,recommended
Marshfield, (1-453)
Ore. — Examiner
Ex. Walker.
denied
reconsid. & grant applic. in ward
that appliS
Houston, for remotes is part andpet.extend
effective date applic. CP
NEW, CP
Telegraph
la. — ■ KTRH,
1200 kc 100 w 250 w LS unl.; KLZ, vol.
said to facilitate spotting of sound
Granted
1340 kcHerald,
500 wDubuque,
D, reversing
250 wassign
D belicense
denied.to KOOS Inc. 1200 I
Ex. BramhalL
Denver, granted pet. intervene KVOD
eliminates manual conNEW, T. E.
Kirksey, Waco, Tex. —thatExarai
hearing ; WKZO, Kalamazoo, granted auth.
NEW, Marysville-Yuba Publishers Inc.. effectstroland
from the field. The microsuspend construction antenna ; NEW, Fall iner
Marysvrlle,
Cal.
—
Denied
CP
1140
kc
250
plic. Berry
CP 930recommended
kc 250 w 500(1-454)
w LS unL 1
River
Herald
News
Pub.
Co.,
Fall
River,
w D, reversing Ex. Hyde.
phone may be operated from a Mass., denied pet. withhold decision on denied.
WKBB,
Dubuque,
la.
—
Granted
CP
move
broadcast booth by a small switch
applic. Harriet M. AUeman and Helen W. ward
studio,
recommended
(1-455)
that appliS'
New Orleans
— Examiner
Bramhall.trans, new antenna, sustaining Ex. and battery, thus avoiding undeMacLellan, d/b Cape Cod Brdcstg. Co. ; CPWSBM,
change LS to 5 kw be granted.
NEW, C. W. Corkhm, Sioux City, la.,
NEW, Times Pub. Co., St. Cloud, Minn.
WBLK,
Clarksburg,
W.
Va.—
denied pet. for further hearing re applic. Seward recommended (1-456 ) thatExamin.
— Grantedtaining Ex.CPWalker.
1420 kc 100 w unl., sus- standing.sirable signals through misunderappli '
new station 1420 kc 100 w unl., dismissed mod. CPD to unl. be granted.
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_ Lo3 Angeles — Examiner Seward
_iended (1-457) that applic. auth.
|er
control Sr.fromand Frank
P. King
Dohertybe
F. Burke
Loyal K.
plications ....
. . ■
JUNE 30
«INY, Newburgh. N. Y. — CP change
.. increase 100 w to 100 w 250 w D.
X. First Baptist Church. Pontiac.
— Auth. transmit programs to CKLW.
W. Kanawha Val. Brdcstg. Co..
«Bton. W. Va. — CP 1500 kc 100 w unl.
VJ.
trans. Detroit — CP change equip.,
tBC.
Greenville.
C. — CP directionincrease
N to S.5 kw.
IW.
Frank
Ray.
Dickinson,
BIO kc 100 w 250 w D unl. N. D. —
Iky. Scottsbluff. Neb. — Auth. translontrol A. W. Hilliard to L. L. HillE.
Berkeley.
— License
i trans.,
antenna,Calif.move
trans. for CP
BB, Great Falls. Mont. — Mod. license
80. Seattle — Ext. exp. auth. 710 kc 1
;.nl.
JI-XY 2
*TD. Richmond. Va. — License for CP
|od. new station.
-NOX. Knoxville — Mod. license N to 5
I'YR, Bismarck. N. D.— Mod. CP move
JULY 6
BAI, Cincinnati — Mod. license D to 5
);IS.
Corpus
Christi
— License
•od. new
station,
increase
power.for CP
:W. Panama City Brdcstg. Co., PanCity. Fla. — CP 1420 kc 100 w D.
uW, Port Angeles Brdcstrs.. Port
ties.
Wash. — CPto Louisa
1500 kc B.100andw 250
»1., amended
M. E.w
.nton, d/'b Port Angeles Brdcstrs.
JULY 8
ill. Honolulu — License for CP as mod.
ge equip.
iPRA. Mayaguez. P. R. — License for
fps mod. new station.
'3C. New York — Ext. auth. transmit
•ded programs to Canada.
FIL. Philadelphia — CP new trans.,
tional antenna D, increase 1 kw to
• .5 kw D.
7IM. Lansing, Mich — CP new trans.
iCV. Weslaco. Tex. — Auth. transfer
M. S.
to O. L. Taylor. Gene
e-oland
T. NUes
E. Snowden.
WIN. St. Paul — -Assign, license from

ratherourthan
has_UALITY
always been
aim. QuantityQuality
is what distinguishes SCIENTIFIC
1 CRYSTALS from all others. Accuracy guaranteed BETTER than .01%
CRYSTAL SPECIALISTS
SINCE 1925
New Low Temperature CoeflScient Crystals are supplied in
Isolantite Air-Gap Holders in
the 560-1500 Kc. band. Frequency Drift guaranteed to be
'less
than
per
million cyclesthree
per cycles"
degree centigrade change in temperature.
Approved by Federal Communica$
tions Commission.
Two
Crystals $90
50

124 JACKSON AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
Send for our price list and
booklet
Dept. B-772
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FCC

WILL CURTAIL
EXPENSES BY 10%
IN COMPLIANCE with a request
from President Roosevelt, the FCC
will strive to curtail its expenditures during the coming year by
I0'"r or in the amount of some
?163,000.
Following announcement by the
President at his press conference
July 6 that he had requested all
government establishments to curtail expenditures by lOTc Acting
Chairman
Sykeswould
of the
serted efforts
be FCC
made asto
comply with the request during the
current fiscal year. For the fiscal
year which began July 1, the FCC
has an appropriation of $1,629,000.
Judge Sykes asserted details of
the plan to effect the saving had
not yet been woi-ked out but he
indicated it probably would not
strike at personnel in any considerway. Presumably
activitiesableof the
FCC will be other
curtailed
in
such fashion as to cause least possible hardship. The Telephone Investigation isnot directly involved,
since that phase of FCC activity
has been conducted under a special
appropriation.
President Roosevelt said a saving
of some $400,000,000 was sought
through the voluntary 10% reduction and in that way achieve a more
nearly balanced budget. Insofar as
the FCC is concerned, it may be
that the agency will not fill existing vacancies for the time being,
such as those created by resignations of staff members.
Edward Hoflfman. d b WMIN Brdcstg. Co..
to WMIN Brdcstg. Co.
San Jose.
CPNEW,
1330 Floyd
kc 250 A.w Parton.
D. amended
to 1170Cal.—
kc.
KSUB,
Cedar
City.
U.—
License
for CP
as mod. new station.
KVI. Tacoma — Auth. invol. transfer control from Edward M. Doernbecher, deceased, to Laura M. Doernbecher, executrix.
JULY 9
NEW, gationYoung
People's
Assn. —forCPPropaof
Gospel,
Philadelphia
1220
kc 1 kw unl.
WIBX, Utica, N. Y.— Mod. CP new
trans, trans.
antenna, change D 300 to 250 w,
move
J. F.
Tex.—
CPNEW,
1370 kc
100 Rodgers,
w 250 w Harlingen,
D unl.
KSTP,tional,St.increasePaul
—
CP
new
trans,
10 kw 25 kw D to 50direckw.
WGN,
Chicago
CP new trans.,111. antenna,
move trans, near— Schaumberg,
WLBL. Stevens Point. Wis.— Mod. CP
new equip.,
trans,
locally. increase, change hours, move
NEW,
Louis
Baker, Ore. —
CP 1500 kc
100 P.w Thornton,
250 w D unl.
JULY 12
Pennsylvania
w WIP,
additional
power. — Ext. spec. exp. 500
Fla.— Mod. license 1220
to WDAE,
780 kc, Tampa,
directional.
KOL,
Seattle
—
License
for CP as mod.
change equip.
Seeks Back Issues
ENOCH PRATT Free Library,
Baltimore, is anxious to complete its file of BROADCASTING
and Broadcast Advertising and
solicits offers of: Broadcast Advertising Vols. 1-2, 1928-1930;
Broadcasting Vols. 1-3, 6-11, 19311932, 1934-1936.
AMERICAN FUR Co., Salt Lake
City, has started its fifth year of
broadcasting on KSL, that city, and
attributes to radio its rise from a
small
leadingcompany
furriers. to one of the West's

Sponseller to Graybar
J. F. SPONSELLER, veteran
equipment engineer and salesman, has been
appointed
ta districtAtlanmanager of the
broadcasting
division of Graybar
Mr. Sponseller cording
Electric toCo.,
acan announcement byA. J. Eaves, Graybar sales manager. Prior to his
new affiliation, Mr. Sponseller for
eight years was an engineer for
CBS, RCA, Bell Telephone Labs,
and a salesman for Collins Radio
Co. He is a graduate of Stevens
Institute of Technology, Hoboken,
N. J. His headquarters will be at
167 Walton St., N. W., in the
southern city. He replaces A. S.
Wise, who has been transferred to
Philadelphia as district manager
of the newly organized broadcasting division in that city at 910
Cherrv St.
Alaska Radio Survey
E. K. JETT, FCC assistant chief
engineer in charge of telegraph,
and John B. Reynolds, assistant
secretary, were authorized by the
FCC July 13 to participate on behalf of the Commission in a survey of radio telegraphic needs of
Alaska. They will leave July 26
and are expected to return in early
September. Other government departments, including the Bureau of
Standards,
Commerce and theDepartment
Army Signalof Corps,
also will have representatives on
the mission.

MODEL

MR. E. H.
RIETZKE

PRESIDENT
OF CREI

irsXOT
FIRST

A

EDITION".

.

. . . but this book may prove to be
the most valuable you ever read 1
It's yours for the asking. Write
today
of thein PracCR£I
**Te3ted for
Plana forcopy
a Future
Radio aEngineering.'*
It costs
nothingticalbut
penny post card,
but
may open a new career for you.
Write to
CAPITOL
RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
14tli and Park Rd.
Dept. B-6
WASHINGTON, D. C.

STUDIO

K-2

TYPE

Astatic
Spring
The

New

Cable

Astatic

Protector

Plug and
Socket
NEW

REDUCED

PRICE

This quality wide range non-directional microphone has an
interior assembly of two dual diaphragm high fidelity units — a
dependable, clear toned microphone that broadcasting and P.A.
engineers are installing to replace now out-dated, bulkier, more
erratic devices. Never before has a crystal microphone of this
quality been offered at so low a price of $27.50 List.
WRITE

FOR

LITERATURE

GATES
Every Ihlnc In Speech— Remote—
Tranicrlptlon and Mler*phen«
Equipment
GATES RADIO & SUPPLY CO.
QUIMCY, ILLIMOl*
• Broadcast

Advertising

ASTATIC

ASTATIC PATENTS PENDING
MICROPHONE LABORATORY
DEPT. BR, yOUNGSTOWN, OHIO, U- S. A.
Pioneer Manufacluieis of Quality Crystal Devices
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Different — Fuzzy Curs — Rulers and Crops — Grocers Notified
— Uncle Don's Contest — Postal Barrage
MUTUAL Broadcasting System
has published a 45-page booklet
titled Along Different Lines listing
seven services offered by the network and illustrating each with a
sponsor's
booklet states success
that 21%story.
of allThenetwork
clients last year chose Mutual, that
present billings exceed previous
Mutual billings by 16% and that
Mutual offers the lowest coast-tocoast coverage cost.
In a two-tone cover of brown
and white portraying the outlets
of the network on a pictorial map,
Along Different Ldnes is plastic
bound and designed so a quick
glance at the contents suffices. At
the top of the pages pertinent
questions about the success of the
network are asked in large black
lettei's and between the pages the
answers are found in half-page
layouts done in red and black.
* * *
LEWIS-HOWE MEDICINE Co.,
St. Louis
(Nature's
which
renewed
July Remedy),
12 its We
Live Agaiyi program on WLW, Cincinnati, for another 26 weeks, broke
all existing mail records at the
Crosley station recently. More than
68,000 letters were received in five
days from listeners of the quarterhour serial broadcast five times
weekly at 10:30 a. m. The response
was all the more remarkable in
that only a small pamphlet containing pictures and biographical
data of the characters in the sketch
was offered the fans. Ruthrauff &.
Ryan Inc., Chicago, is the agency.
*
*
DURING the Home & Style Forum
conducted daily by Alma LaMarr
on KYA, San Francisco, T. F. Denman, local furrier, has been placing a daily spot announcement offering a miniature fur dog to all
listeners sending in questions relating to the care of furs. He received more than 1200 requests as
a result of five 100-word announcements and has had to withdraw the
offer until more of the toy dogs can
be manufactured.
* * *
THE classic recording of the
Hindenburg disaster May 6 at
Lakehurst has been mailed by NBC
to a select list as part of its recorded promotion campaign. The
disc, made by Announcer Herbert
Morrison and Engineer Charles
Nehlsen, of WLS, Chicago, marks
one of the epochal broadcasts of all
time. Accompanying the recording
is a letter from E. P. H. James,
NBC promotion manager.
* * *
A COLORFUL folder, titled For
All Good Sports — Who Like to Listen, and embellished with a red and
blue checkerboard of sporting silhouettes, has been issued by NBC,
containing a list of the outstanding
sports events that network will
broadcast during the coming year.
* * *
KMMJ, Clay Center, Neb., is mailsamples
gold"
whiching out
turn
out to ofbe "liquid
little bottles
of rain water. "Rain means lots
of corn and wheat and hogs. These
mean money. And KMMJ is the
means to acquiring your share of
the
farmers' money." Thus reasons
KMMJ.
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WFBM, Indianapolis, has distributed 500 counter cards calling
attention to the Len Riley Sportscasts sponsored
Williamson Tobacco by
Co. Brown
for Sir &Walter
Raleigh tobacco and Avalon cigarettes. The cards were placed in
drug and grocery stores after the
merchants had been told of the tiein possibilities.
* ♦ *
WXYZ, Detroit, publishes a series
of observations on store management in Grocers Spotlight, a
Michigan
paper The
for articles
wholesalers andtrade
retailers.
are written by Harold Christian,
merchandising manager of WXYZ,
and have been reprinted for mail* * advertisers.
*
ing to the stations'
WIBW, Topeka, Kans., is mailing
out three "yardsticks," little strips
of cardboard called "Yardsticks of
Coverage,
and Results,"
along
with Listeners
a trim little
business
reply card which claims that
WIBW delivers 12 full inches to
the foot all the time.
* * *
UNITED Broadcasting Co., Cleveland, has issued a sales presentation for WJAY, following up the
WHK brochure issued recently.
Similar presentations are being
compiled for the two other United
stations, WHKC, Columbus, and
WKBN, Youngstown.
* * ii<
KNX, Hollywood, published a promotion piece in the form of a giant
firecracker suggesting that KNX
dominates the California markets
like a cannon cracker dominates the
Fourth. It was mailed just before
Independence =}=Day.* ^
KFYR, Bismarck, N. D., has published ared, white and blue booklet
called KFYR Service Review which
includes a mail and coverage map
and analyses of listener response.

TO BRING advertisers and local
dealers into closer contact with
the station, KMOX, St. Louis, has
invited several organizations to
hold their sales meetings in the
studios. Since June 1 more than
2,500 have attended sales get-togethers at the station, conducted
their regular business meetings
and enjoyed live-talent shows
broadcast from the KMOX-CBS
Playhouse. Organizations entertained recently include Brown &
Williamson tobacco dealers and
dealers of both Associated Grocers
and General Grocers in St. Louis.
All outgoing mail at KMOX, St.
Louis, carries on the envelope a list
of outstanding, programs broadcast over the station. Out-of-town
mail carries CBS highlights and
city mail is* stamped
features.
* * with local
WORLD BROADCASTING SYSTEM, Chicago, has sent desk
souvenirs to radio directors of
midwestern advertising agencies,
calling
attention
to the firm's
new
transcription
headquarters
located
at 301 E. Erie St. The souvenirs
are a novelty lamp with a globe as
the base. A replica of a transcription which gives the firm's new
address is imprinted
shade. ^ ^ on ^ the lamp-

Hous
Maxwell
nry'
He
n
Captai

SHOW

Bor

It is Terrific! Colossal!
Stupendous! Towering Aho
Its Contemporaries!!!
A GRAND SHOW SUPERBLY PRESENT
BY A MATCHLESS COMPANYIIIl
Under thai krpAblfl
EntrepreiLenr
C n endA Impretscrio
R L E j

UNCLE DON, who broadcasts each
weekday evening on WOR, Newark,
under participating sponsorship, is
conducting a contest to find the
healthiestdience.
boyWinners
andwill
girlbeinflown
his au-to
Lehman.
Albany to meet
*
*Gov.* Herbert H.

FLYER— Benton & Bowles ma
bundles of 50 handbills like thi;
a long list of trade folk to
nounce the new Show Boat se
for Maxwell House coffee on N
Red. 8. The new program stai
July

A. J. KRANK Co., Minneapolis
(toiletries), is sending $50 weekly
by wire to the listener first solving
the Austin Ripley's Minute Mystery presented over a midwestern
CBS hookup Tuesdays, 10:15-10:30
p.m. (COST). McCord Co., Minneapolis, isagency.

APPROXIMATELY
3,000 F
and Lincoln dealers in the
Francisco bay region turned ou
the evening of June 29 to welc
Al Pearce and his Gang, w
Watch the Fun Go By pro
was broadcast over CBS coast
coast from the Oakland civic
torium.
Two broadcasts were prese
in the auditorium — one for
Midwest and East and anothe
the West. All Ford dealers in
surrounding counties were gi
admission tickets by the distr:
tors of the motor car. The ai
torium was filled
* *both* times.

CBS has published an orange and
black promotion folder concerning
its Pacific network titled Dialers,
Dealers, Dollars, which lists sponsors and radio ownership data of
California, Oregon and Washington.

WDAY, Fargo, N. D., is prepai
a home moving picture of the ;
tion's personnel and operations
be shown at various civic c
meetings and schools for the p
pose of acquainting the audie
with the station. Julius Hetla
chief engineer of WDAY, is tak
the shots and staff members ^
present lectures when the films
shown.
* * *
WJBK, Detroit, has placed 25 si
boards in and near that city ad^
tising its News of the Hour, Ev
Hour, Ow the Hour. During
program an automatic tone h
gives the correct time and is
lowed by five minutes of late n<
bulletins.
Outdoor
afMMUNiTY
0« THIS STaJBJ
. EVERYBODY WELmMPi

CROWDS — Estimated at 15,000 gather each Sunday evening at Sunnyside Beach, near Toronto, Ont., to participate in community sings
sponsored by George Weston Ltd., baking company, and broadcast
on CFRB, Toronto. Here are the performers, including the strong
man
turnspounds.
the pages
of "The
which
weighswho2,500
Ronalds
Adv. World's
Agency, Largest
Toronto,Song
has Book"
the account.
Series will last all summer.
BROADCASTING

THE PICTURE post-card of
New England scene that Coloi
Network sent to an agency and
vertiser mailing list developed
to a whole series. The person;
addressed cards carry nromot
and market data for New Engla
* * *
WHBF, Rock Island, 111., has p
lished the first edition of its p
motional tabloid WHBF Ra
News containing eight pages set
in newspaper form and carry
reproductions of news stories fi
local papers.
• Broadcast
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New

Cuts

RCA

5

Power

Kilowatt

Costs

Use

of

Metal
sets

Transmitter

nearly

new

Tubes

new

Air-Cooied

in 5-D

Transmitter

AT

THESE

of

MONEY

cent

reliable

. . . completely

nates water-cooling

LOOK

per

RCA

standard

operation

50

elimi-

equipment

SAVING

FEATURES

COMPLETELY

Other

AIR

Vertical chassis construction for

COOLED

OPERATING

COST

Figure at left
representserating coopst of
old 5KW sets.

DISTORTION

High fidelity audio with equalized high gain
feed-back means low distortion over the entire
audio-band . . . low carrier and noise level . . .
stable feed-back ... no critical settings.

OVER

ing over-load protection, air interlocks for power tubes, triple re-set
$
Figure above
represents operating
cost of new RCA
5-D tial
— asaving.substan-

High efficiency circuit reduces power consumption nearly
in half. . . savings up to |3,000 per year . . . tube expenses decreased ... no critical or complicated circuits.

LOW

Include:

easy accessibility, short electrical
connections, lower maintenance,
new control circuits, de-ion
breakers, tube hour meter, lighten-

Ends need of Water-Cooling Equipment.

LOW

Features

AUDIO

-BAND
urn wt^»ttreo

M too

1000 IC^OOO V> lOO

sequence, power changed without
program interruption, components
cooled with dust-filtered air, r-f
harmonics eliminated by low pass
filter, simple circuits — easy
in perfect adjustment,
thoroughly tested under
conditions.
Write for full technical

to keep
design
service
details

about this sensational new transmitter. Information will be sent
free and without obligation.

lOOO W,MK> — «Vejrv%.

Ml
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Somehow,

it seems

rather significant

to us that the advertisers wlio sell the
most goods most of the time, use WOR
pretty consistently to supplement
Stn

national
New

radio campaigns

York. They

know

their

in Greater

that the only

way to get a stranglehold on 17.3% of
the nation's radio homes

in WOR's

ter-

t show at a
ory,is to put on a differen
Srit
different time in addition to their network program. The whole thing seems
darn logical to us. And more

and more

advertisers whose major sales stem from
this fair ground are deliriously supporting it. It's also quite interesting to add,
that a WOR

supplemental

at the lowest 50,000 -watt
abouts. "Bag, Sir?"

WOR

can be had
cost here-

■h

,1-

CRinc

01

tl£i/lliill/
Today f American Business must
meet its critics man to man
y

NATIONAL

It

ase an old Irish sayTo paraphr
ing, "A worker in the shop is a
critic on the hearth." Today, as
never before, American business
must meet its critics man to man, in
the frankest, friendliest manner.
In no way can this be done so
simply, directly, and effectively

To your man's imagination, the
only limit of flight is that imposed
by the story you have to tell. In
the mysterious theatre of his mind,
— obburns and lives
your story
livious tosurroundings.
No other
medium is so perfect for completing the perfect understanding.
Today, in millions of homes,
millions of critics are being won
to a sympathetic understanding
of America's Business Aims
throughworks.the
useareof available
NBC NetThe facts
to

as through
radio.
in a man's
home,
on his
own For
hearth,
he is
under compulsion to no word
save that of his own choosing.
Over his radio, your story suffers
from no distractions, no visual
presence. Only his ear is engaged
business
through NBC represen— and his imagination.
tation— everywhere.
"RCA presents the ''Magic Key of RCA " every Sunday, 2 to 3 p. M., E. D. S. T., on the NBC Blue Network

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

A Radio Corporation of America Service

PUjcK

Xankee

and

WNAC

Boston

WTIC

Hartford

WEAN

Providence

WTAG

Worcester

WICC

Bridgeport

Network

Cover

New Haven

^^HEN you look at your New England market
data and consider the large retail sales

WNLC

New London

volume in relation to the small area, don't be too

WCSH

Portland

much impressed by this great concentration of

WLBZ

Bangor

WFEA

Manchester

WSAR

Fall River

WNBH

New Bedford

WLLH

Lowell

WLNH

Laconia

WRDO

Augusta

WNBX

Springfield, Vt.

THE

buying power. It isn't all in one spot.
It is no more logical to use one or two stations
here than to use one or two newspapers.

Them

All

The Yankee Network's 15 stations give you that
complete local coverage In every major market.
You have the twofold power of each station's
local popularity and Influence plus the continuous
daily appeal of Yankee Network programs, including NBC Red Network features In the larger
markets.

Every large city is a separate market that can

You have all of New England's best sales terri-

be sold effectively only by direct local effort. Long

tory at your finger tips with The Yankee Network.

distance selling will produce only scattered results.

You can make a direct appeal to more listeners

A strong local station will give you complete Intensive coverage.

In more markets than with any other combination
of stations you can buy.

YANKEE
NETWORK,
INC.
Vo^^;^^^
EDWARD PETRy & CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representatives

iblished semi-monthly, 25th issue (Year Book Number) published in February by Bboai>casting Pubucations, Inc.. 870 National Press Building, Washington, D. C. Entered as
second class matter March 14, 1933, at the Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3, 1879.
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the

moment

of

impact

COLUMBIA

In Wimbledon

IS

THERE!

or Forest Hills . . . Princeton or Portland . . . Milwaukee

or Carnoustie . . . broadcasting to the nation the most brilliant
sporting-event schedule in CBS history. In tennis, golf, baseball,
football, track, crew, horse, auto and yacht racing, Columbia
there! On

the field of play... at the moment

is

of impact .. .with

the starter's gun . . . with all the thrills and all the details. Here's
just part of Columbia's

COLUMBIA'S
TENNIS

advance

MAJOR

and exclusive sports schedule.

SPORTS

SCHEDULE

(ParHai usung)

u.s . — Germany Davis Cup Matches from England . . July 17-20
U.S.- England Davis Cup Finals

July 24-26-27

"kJhe National Doubles Tennis Championship .... August 23-28
'A'The National Singles Tennis Championship
GOLF

. . . September 2- //

^The National Amateur Golf Championship

August 23-28

'^The Women's Amateur Golf Championship

Ocfober 4-9

-A^The P. G. A. Championship

May 1938

RACING *The Kentucky Derby

May 1938

'ArAII 1938 races broadcast from Aqueduct, Belmont, Empire,
Jamaica, and Saratoga tracks.
Endeavor II vs. Ranger for the America's Cup . . July 31 to close
CBS will broadcast exclusively from the Official Boat of the Racing Committee
of the New York Yacht Club, and from the U.S. Coast Guard Cutter Tahoe.
Plus baseball and football, of course, on nationwide hook-ups.
'^CBS EXCLUSIVE BROADCAST FROM THE FIELD

COLUMBIA
THE

LARGEST

BROADCASTING
RADIO

NETWORK

IN

SYSTEM
THE

WORLD

JUNK

..k^w

corned

POPU

WHAT
WHY

IT

YOU

IS AND
NEED

ITI

\ — Tte only complete coverage of popular music
available on Kigli-quality transcriptions.
2 — A minimum of 40 popular tunes per month,
released in two montkly shipments to insure
fresKnessI
5 — Covers all current music as fast as released;
hit tunes from usual sources, plus all "restricted" selections from newest films and
stage shows, well in advance of their peakof-popularityl
4 — Interpreted by nation's finest dance orchestras
and novelty units available in Hollywood.
Real studio quality RCA recording, and
new-type Victrolac pressings for perfect
reproduction!
5 — Our licensing arrangement gives you unrestricted use of restricted numbers without
nuisance of individual clearance. And no
recording artist litigation worries, either!
6 — The "makings" of an exclusive local "Hit
Parade". Priced so low that just one sponsor
will cover cost of service and show a handsome profit!
7 — Available either as part of the regular Standard Library Service to subscribers, or as a
separate service.

^First
now

HAT*S

Vk^Jifplemmt

what

we

said — JUNK

'em! Sell them if you can,

give em away if you must — but get rid of them one way or another!
Clear the decks for Standard Radio's sensational new

popular

Supplement, the only complete coverage of popular music available
on high-quality transcriptions! . . . Already over 100 radio stations
have signed up, and are now

enjoying freedom from recording-

artist-litigation worries, and a licensing arrangement which provides
for unrestricted use of restricted numbers without the nuisance of
individual clearance . . . Priced so low that even one sponsor brings
a handsome profit, and every sponsor thereafter is all "velvet" for you!
Write or wire today for rates, and list of current releases don t let
another week pass without cashing in on this profitable new service!

releases
out

to

suhscrihersJ
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180 NoEtli MicKigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
6404 Holl^woGtl BoulevarA HoIlywotMl. Calif.
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W

UYING

radio time

on

the basis of

may

or may not favor the competitive sta-

general statistics is pretty much as uncertain as buying without any statistics.

tion— you're still out of pocket. And so
on through literally hundreds of instances

Because

(all of which, incidentally, almost scream

any given station (or any given

time on that station) may be stvell for sell-

the advantages of spot-broadcasting).

ing cigars (for instance) — yet may smell
for something else.

If you want to make sure of what you'll get
via radio, call us in and let us advise with

For example:

you. We've got fourteen men who do
nothing but study the ways in which radio

Lots of stations run special

sports reviews in the late afternoon.

If

you've got a maw's product on a competitive station at the same hour, you're probably wasting your dough. . . . The statistics

FREE

WHO
Des Moines
Buffalo
WGR-WKBW
Cleveland
WHK-WJAY
WHKC
Columbus
KMBC
Kansas City
WAVE
Louisville
WTCN
Minn«apolis-St. Paul
Omaha
KOIL
Portland
KOIN-KALE
KSD
...St. Louis
WFBL
Syracuse
KOL
Page 8 • August J, 1937

1
j
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

can be made more profitable for you —
hence for us. Why not telephone one of
the offices mentioned below?

&
PETERS,
(and FREE, JOHNS & FIELD, INC.)

iteM€seitt(tHtf€s
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
ISO N. Michigan
no East 42nd St.
Franklin 6373
Lexington 2-8660
SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT
LOS ANGELES
C. of C. Bldg.
One Eleven Sutter
New Center BIdg.
Ri
rhmond 6 184
Sutler
4353
Trinity 2-8444

inc.

WCSC
Charleston
WIS
Columbia
woe
Davenport
WDAY
Fargo
KTAT
Fort Worth
WDRC
Hartford
WNOX
Knoxville
KFAB
Omaha-Lincoln
WMBD
Peoria
WPTF
Raleigh
KVI
Tacoma
KTUL
-. Tulsa
WKBN
Younqstown
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Against
Radio
union musicians at their own statrol. tions directly or by remote conItimatum on Jobs Must be Met by Sept. 16; NAB-Networks
AFM, the statement added, first
ooperate in Industry Plea; Disc Sessions Continue
sought to have the network and
NAB representatives deal for innLESS the broadcasting
The joint NAB-network state- musicians satisfactory to the Feddividual stations, which were not
eration, at rates determined by its directly represented,
lustry submits a satisfacment recited the factor's leading
by having the
up to the conferences with the in- locals, will not be permitted:
networks deal for their affiliates
ry plan for reemployment
ternational executive board o f
(a) tions
To which
playutilize
electrical
transcrip-of and the transcription companies
musicians by Sept. 16, a AFM. Referring to the demands of
the ser\aces
and the NAB deal for independent
stations. The letter continues:
leral musicians' strike will the AFM, the statement said their union musicians.
called, under an ultimatum
avowed purpose was "to compel
(b) To play phonograph records
"Because you have not been dithe employment by our industry of which utilize the services of union
rectly notified, because it was recmusicians.
■aded the industry late July a substantial number of musicognized that this is a problem
by the American Federaians." As a means of enforcing
which
none of us has the power
(c)
To
receive
network
prom of Musicians.
these demands, the Federation ingrams which utilize the services
to decide on your behalf, and bedicates that broadcasting stations
of union musicians.
cause we felt it desirable to avoid
After several days of seemwhich fail to employ a number of
(d) To utilize the services of a course which might again divide
tIv futile negotiations, the
our industry, this proposal was re""M extended from Aug. 14
jected by us, and we urged very
til the September date, the
WHAT MUSICIANS ASK OF BROADCASTERS
vigorously upon the international
board that it was the duty of the
he limitation on the withFederation directly to approach
awal of studio orchestras,
1. Xo records or electrical transcriptions to be used at any stations unle.ss each involved and to consider the
nning of remotes, and the the number of musicians satisfactory to the American Federation of Musicians
problem of each station on the
is employed at same.
Ikout of musicians emmerits of economic, geographical
2.
To
have
musicians
employed
at
radio
stations
or
to
have
a
station
and other pertinent factors. This
•yed for record and tranuse records or electrical transcriptions of musicians belonging to the American
the Federation refused to do on
Federation
of
Musicians,
such
stations
must
be
licensed
by
the
Federation.
•iption manufacture, unground that the board has a
3. Radio stations may make records or electrical transcriptions for audition the
s a satisfactory compromandate from its convention of
purposes or for their own record but such records or electrical transcriptions
tee is reached. The meetlast June to make this a national
be commercially used. Furthermore, radio stations desiring to manurs were held in the offices must notfacture
records or electrical transcriptions must agree to the same rules and matter. The board further stated
regulations as to recording companies or companies manufacturing electrical that it would not tolerate the deASCAP in New York, and
transcriptions and be licensed by the Federation. In the event that a sponsored
incident to local negotiations
re reminiscent of the hecprogram cannot be put on the air at the exact time allotted to it. an electrical with layeach
individual station.
transcription may be made of such program to be put on the air on the same
copyright days of 1935.
day but the American Federation of Musicians must immediately be advised
AFM Won't Elucidate
that such has been done and the record of such transcriptions must be sent to
Resume Meetings Aug. 2
the American Federation of Musicians to be destroyed.
"We have, therefore, been given
viter handing representatives of
4. Members of the Federation will not be permitted to play for any broad- no alternative by the Federation
casting studio if their services are transmitted to a radio station which uses but to apprise you of the situation,
networks and of the NAB the
records
or electrical transcriptions but does not employ musicians.
and of the fact that our industry,
mation on employment, AFM
lounced that it would continue
5. Members of the Federation can only play for the manufacturer of records as a whole, has been given until
or
electrical
transcriptions
if
the
company,
firm,
corporation
or
individual
deliberations with transcription
Sept. 16 national
to lay
the which
intermaking same is licensed by the American Federation of Musicians.
ipanies on Monday, Aug. 2.
board abefore
proposal
6. Members of the Federation can only play for employers who use records will result in the immediate emmmediately following the ses- which
are registered and numbered in accordance with the agreement with the
is July 30, representatives of recording
ployment of what the Federation
or transcription companies and the Federation.
NAB, NBC, CBS, Mutual and
considers a satisfactory number of
7. Records which are taken from the air or pilfered in any other way are musicians.
Yankee and Colonial networks
not to be used under any circumstances.
together and issued a statement
"Despite repeated efforts to elicRecords can only be used at radio stations if same employ a number
all stations calling attention to of 8.musicians
it from the Federation a definite
satisfactory to the American Federation of Musicians.
seriousness of the situation.
statement
of what they consider
9.
All
contracts
with
radio
stations
made
with
members
of
the
American
i\idual stations, not heretofore
the
'satisfactory
number of musiFederation
of
Musicians
must
be
under
the
conditions
agreed
upon
between
ited to the conference in New
cians' which the broadcasting incorporations making records and such as make electrical transcriptions.
rk, were notified that further
dustry should absorb, the board
10. An announcement of a mechanical production must in all cases be
atings would be held during the clearly
made so as to make the public fully aware of same. Furthermore, each has so far refused to commit itg. 2 week with the AFM board, program of a broadcast published or caused to be published in a newspaper
self on this point.
1 were asked to participate.
or trade publication must indicate clearly those portions of the program which
The letter said it was obvious
Jnlike the ASCAP copyright sit- are broadcast from electrical transcriptions or records.
from the demands of AFM, as well
•ion of two years ago, networks
11. The Federation is ready and willing to permit transmission of music made as from the temper of the meeting,
by its members to a radio station which employs an orchestra and which in that the industry is expected to
'I the NAB were pulling together.
2 letter to all stations was sign- addition thereto uses nothing but records made by licensed recording companies.
a "substantial contribution"
by James W. Baldwin, manag12. All contracts made by members of the Federation must contain stipu- make
to the solution of the unemploylations in accordance with which records can be made and the stipulations under
director, for the NAB; Mark
ment problem or "face the consewhat conditions the services of studio orchestras may be transmitted to other
ods, treasurer, for NBC; Lawradio stations.
quences". It is too eaidy, it was
ce W. Lowman, vice-president,
added,
to attempt to give more than
13. In no jurisdiction of any local of the American Federation of Musicians
' CBS; Fred Weber, general
a
bare
outline
of the situation.
1 nager, for MBS, and John Shep- can members play for an employer in contradiction of any of the above rules. Moreover, it was stated, the final
14. If contracts between members and radio corporations, stations or net- result of the meetings between
j I 3rd, president, for Yankee and
works, or trade agreements between members and radio corporations, stations,
I onial. During the conferences
AFM and the transcription and reor
networks in order to be valid must be approved by the International ExecuI work representatives explained
cording companies, to be continued
tive
Board of the American Federation of Musicians, the president of the
I y could not commit themselves
Aug. 2, of necessity will have some
Federation or any authority designated for that purpose by the Federation.
I affiliated stations on any terms
effect
upon
the problem.
Furthermore, contracts must contain all stipulations under which members of
1 agreement, and that the stations
the American Federation of Musicians can make records or render services
"We do, however, state to you
{Continued on Page 85)
for radio corporations, stations or networks.
' Jld have to speak for themselves.
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WEOA

Joins

CBS;

KQW
to Don
Lee
NBC Plans Elaborate Salute
For New Southern Station'^
TWO NEW network affiliations—
WEOA, Evansville, Ind., on CBS
and KQW, San Jose, Cal., on Don
Lee-Mutual — were announced during the last fortnight, along with
plans of NBC to salute its 10 new
southern affiliates on Aug. 1 with
a program titled Meet the Blue
featuring an address by Judge E.
0. Sykes, chairman of the FCC
Broadcast Division.
WEOA, which becomes the 105th
CBS outlet, joins the network in
the fall, the date defending upon
the availability of telephone lines.
It operates on 1370 kc, with 250
watts day and 100 watts night. It
is owned by Evansville on the Air
Inc., which also owns and operates
WGBF, Evansville.
KQW, joins the Don Lee-Mutual network Aug. 1, increasing
the Pacific Coast units of Mutual
to 11 stations. Operating with
1,000 watts on 1010 kc, the station
is owned chiefly by Ralnh R. Brunton, who also heads KJBS, San
Francisco. Lewis Allen Weiss, general manager of Don Lee is expected to announce the affiliation
of KOL. Seattle, and other stations
on the West Coast to the network
within a short time.
Southern Salute
Elaborate plans for a salute to
the 10 new NBC stations, marking
a big stride in the expansion of the
Blue network as a separate entity,
have been made by the network.
San Francisco, Chicago, and New
York talent will unite for an hour
from 11:15 p. m. (EDST) over
the nationwide Blue network in
greeting the stations. The stations
are WAGA, Atlanta; WSGN, Birmingham; WMPS, Memphis;
WROL, Knoxville; WJBO, Baton
Rouge; WDSU, New Orleans;
KFDM, Beaumont; KXYZ, Houston; KRIS, Corpus Christi, and
KRGV, Weslaco.
All CBS commercials scheduled
on KTSA, San Antonio, Hearst
Radio Inc. station also v^iW be carried on KNOW, Austin, operated
by the same interests, through arrangements made with the network,
it was announced July 27. KNOW
is the only station in Austin, although a new daytime regional was
recently authorized by the FCC
[Broadcasting, July is].
The announcement was made after Emile J. Gough, Hearst Radio
vice-president, returned to New
York July 26 following an inspection of Texas stations in the Hearst
group with Elliott Roosevelt, vicepresident of the company in charge
of stations in the Southwest. In addition to KTSA and KNOW, they
visited KOMA, Oklahoma City, and
WACO, Waco. Plans to improve
the technical and studio facilities
were considered. One of the first
improvements will be at KOMA
where additional studio space and
new studios will be installed in the
Biltmore Hotel.
KMBC-CBS Renewal
KMBC, Kansas City, on July 21
renewed for a five-year period its
contract as the Kansas City outlet for CBS. Negotiations were
completed by Arthur B. Church,
president and general manager,
with Herbert V. Akerberg, station
relations vice-president of CBS.
Page 10 • August J, 1937
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CROSLEY

PUBLIC

MR. STRINGER
Michelson

Named

RELATIONS

CHIEF

MR. MICHELSON

Publicity

Consultant

By Crosley; Stringer Heads Promotion
COINCIDENT with the appointIn announcing the Michelson apment of Charles Michelson, pubpointment, Mr. Crosley said his
licity director of the Democratic
work as a journalist, editor and diNational Committee, as public rerector of public relations has been
lations consultant of the Crosley
so outstanding "that we regard
Radio Corp., and its stations WLW
ourselves as exceedingly fortunate
and WSAI, Powel Crosley Jr., in having secured his services as
president of the organization, announced the retention of Arthur
public relations consultant." He
added:
Stringer, Chicago newspaperman
"He will advise us on all phases
and publicist as director of sales of our relations with the public,
promotion of the two stations.
through the operation of stations
Mr. Michelson, who retains his WLW
and WSAI, the advertising
post as publicity director of the and sales promotion of both the
Democratic Committee, will serve
stations and our manufacturing
in an advisory capacity only, Mr.
operations
well as indicating the
Crosley said. Recognized as one of avenues of asresearch
through which
the nation's foremost journalists,
we may develop valuable info^'mahe joined the Committee in 1929
tion pertaining to the broadcastand has served continuously with
ing business and the service renit. His salary as a consultant, it is
understood, will be $10,000 per
dered by WLW."
year. He draws $21,000 from the
Mr. Stringer's Duties
National Committee.
Mr. Stringer, for many years
Though there was much speculaidentified with public relations
tion over the appointment, Mr.
in Chicao-o. notably in the
Michelson declared July 27 that his work
set manufactm-ing field, comes to
contract specifies his duties shall the
Crosley organization as the
not include practice before any
active head of station promotion
government agency. He asserted
activities. He will work under Wilhe will remain in Washington and
liam S. Hedges, vice-president and
will simply be called upon to give
general manager of the two staadvice on public relations matters
tions, and will have supei-vision
from time to time.
over publicity, sales promotion, advertising and research.
The corps of special wi-iters and
In his new work, Mr. Stringer
columnists in Washington immediwill coordinate the sales promotion,
ately sought to associate Mr. Michelson's new connection with WLW's
advertising, publicity, statistical
quest for regulatory authority to and research departments of the
broadcast with superpower of 500,- Crosley stations. He is a graduate
000 watts, which it has used ex- of the University of Chicago and
perimentally for the last three
has had many years of experience
years. A routine renewal of li- in editorial and advertising departcense to WLW, issued by the FCC
ments of newspapers, as well as in
Broadcast Division on July 26 general publicity work. He is best
along with scores of others, like- known for the handling of publicity
wise was tied into the retention of and advertising for the trade shows
the New Deal press chief.
The fact that WLW has been fo the radio manufacturing industrycagostated
in New""
under sporadic attack in Washingfor many
years.York and Chiton because of its high power
opei'ation also was played up in
GERALD C. GROSS, chief of the
the special articles. The outburst
FCC International Section, and Major
against the Crosley organization
Edwin
L. White, FCC engineer in
during the reallocation hearings of
charge of aviation and police radio,
last October by Telegraph Commissioner George H. Payne of the have been designated as United States
FCC, and the vitriolic speech of delegates to the Pan-American con;npi'"-iijicr j-adid.
Rep. McFarlane (D-Tex.) last to be heldference onatavintion.
Lima, Peru, in Septemmonth, also were mentioned.
ber.
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WILL

OFFER

SERVICE TO RADl
FOLLOWING the example of t
United Press, NEA Service In
also an affiliated interest of t
Scripps-Howard Newspapers, a
nounced July 29 that it was ente
ing the radio field by making :
newspaper features available to i
dio stations and regional and n
tional
is the advertising
Newspaper agencies.
Enterprise NE-A
sociation and has its producti
headquarters in Cleveland but se
out of New York.
According to Fred S. Fergusc
NEA president, NEA serves mc;
than 800 daily newspapers in
many cities and is the world's lai
est newspaper
service.to It
is NE/"
intention,
he added,
have
a si:
ilar station
radio plan,
contracting
w't
one
exclusively
in a to'Wi
Mr.
Ferguson
has
appointed
Step'
en Slesinger Inc., 2.50 Park Ay
New York, as its representative i
the radio field.
Mr. Slesinger stated that t
NEA radio service will be pattei
ed along the lines followed by NB;
for its newspapers wherein a v
riety of features will be group
into different daily budget serviC'
Special features will also be ma
available to advertisers accordi'
to their specific program needs. <
King Features Syndicate, Hear
subsidiary and a leading compe:
tor of NEA entered the radio fie
several years ago under Fr
Smith as radio manager, maki.
available its columns, cartoon chsl
acters, etc., such as Popeye the S(
lor, for radio sponsorship. i
Fanchon & Marco Star
Radio Script Departmei
FANCHON & MARCO Agen
Inc., New York, theatrical prodv
tion and booking agency which ci;
rently handles Al Pearce and h
entertainers,
has and
inaugurated
Gang, Nick Lucas
other rac'
radio script department under t
direction of Sam Shayon. Rac.
rights to stories and plays a
being secured by the compar:
which prepares the scripts ai
submits them to advertising age
cies with a guaranty that there w
be no trouble about rights, previo
difficulties having made agenci
somewhat hesitant about acceptii^
outside material. Mr. Shayon aL
saysthethattheatre
his firm's
long itexperien:
in
enables
to bri>
to radio a fresh showmanship poi5
of view.
t
Two New Vick Shows f

VICK CHEMICAL Co., Greensboi>
N. C, will start two programs <
CBS early in October, a threi
times weekly 15-minute mornii;
nrogram starring Tony Wons ai
a Sunday evening half -hour pr ;
gram starring Jeannette MacDo
aid. Latter show will be broadca
at
7 p.that
m.,has
opposite
Jack Bennf .;a spot
been sustaining
some time. Both programs we
placed through Morse Internationa
Inc., New York.
KFBK To 10,000 Watts;
KFBK, Sacramento, on July _c
was authorized by the FCC to icrease its power from 5,000 to 1(!
000 watts on the 1490 kc. chanm
It operates simultaneously on tl :■
wave
Cincinna':
which onwithJuly WCKY,
27 dedicated
its ne; ^t;
10,000-watt transmitter. KFBK ; t-j
operated by the McClatchy Broas li
casting Co.
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Cbairnian

■ ^VHILE the broadcasting and
( mmunications industries
ned his family and his host
ji friends in mourning, the
. ttiortal remains of Anning
- i.ith Prall, chairman of the
C, were laid to rest July 27
-ide those of his pioneer
rch forebears in Moravian
nietery, New Dorp, Staten
and, N. Y. Mr. Prall died
:y 23 at his summer home
,,n Boothbay Harbor, Maine,
*)f heart failure induced by
emic poisoning. He was 67
ars of age.
T The day before his burial
' iM radio fittingly paid tribute
a leader and friend by
J joserving a one-minute silent
oeriod at high noon, upon the sug-rion of James W. Baldwin, manng director of the NAB, who
id the request to each of the
broadcasting stations in the
ted States.
•Ir. Prall was the third member
a Federal radio regulatory body
md the second chairman to die
vhile in office. Admiral W. H. G.
H'Sullard, first chairman of the old
^''ederal
Radioserving
Commission,
died in
927 after
only eight
imonths. Col. John F. Dillon, also a
n-^mber of the first Commission,
I after serving just seven
nths.
a. The little Dutch Reformed
■^Jhurch
at Port Richmond,
where
ny generations
of the pioneer
*en Island family Prall have
shipped, was the scene of
obsequies
3 p.m.,
y ing
27, Prall's
and into
it were atcrowded
aieveral hundred friends and neigh-riors
and life.
officials in New York and
national
^1 Behind the open coffin was a
::nass of floral tributes, most promii'lent canamong
which inwassummer
an Ameriflag fashioned
flow:,: rs — the token of the staff of the
ii''CC selected by their late chairnan's
privateAnsecretary,
V.
Gossett.
AmericanMrs.
flag,Maud
the
•ift of Mrs. Prall, which always
•litood behind Mr. Prall's desk, was
(ihe inspiration for the floral trib^;.te from the FCC. Rev. Otto L.
•flohn, now of Asbury Park, N. J.,
:tor 18 years pastor of the Port
■jiiichmond church, delivered the
J ermon.
4A Friendly Man
t "The impression a man makes
pon his friends," said Dr. Mohn,
".rks him more clearly, more
nitely than anything else. Anmg Smith Prall was a friendly
;;ian. He who would have friends
lust show
himself friendly.
>nning Smith Prall loved h i s
:|iriends as he loved life."
These simple words preceded the
tliiarch before the coffin, which was
^■hen borne to the cemetery while
lounted police and firemen stood
(ft attention. Representing the FCC
t the funeral were Commissioners
<'ase and Walker, Chief Engineer
'raven and General Counsel Gary.
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Among those attending the funeral,
in addition to many notables in
New York civic life, were Senator
Robert F. Wagner and Rep. John
J. O'Connor, of New York, who
were among his most intimate
friends in Washington and who
represented President Roosevelt
and both houses of Congress.
From the ranks of radio came
President Lenox R. Lohr and Vicepresident Frank M. Russell, NBC;
Edward Klauber, CBS first vicepresident; Paul Kesten and Harry
C. Butcher, CBS vice-presidents;
Alfred J. McCosker and Theodore
Streibert, WOR; Fred Weber,
Mutual; Donald Flamm, WMCA;
James W. Baldwin, NAB; Arthur
Batcheller, FCC inspector. New
York; William G. H. Finch, former
FCC assistant chief engineer;
Arthur Reilly, the Hearst Globe
Trotter, Washington; Dean Jenkins, Mr. Prall's secretary; Martin
Codel, Broadcasting, and others.
Death Came Suddenly
Death came suddenly at 8 a.m.,
July 23, following a heart attack.
He had been reported well along
the road to recovery, after having
been stricken exactly three weeks
earlier with uremic poisoning upon
his arrival at the Prall summer
home at Boothbay Harbor. For
the last several months, he had
been troubled with a bronchial condition, and the combination of ailments apparently weakened him so
that he was unable to withstand
the heart attack.
With him at the time of his fatal
attack were Mrs. Prall and one of
his two sons — A. Mortimer Prall.
Other members of the family, including his son Bryan, and two
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grand-children, had been at Boothbay Harbor during the preceding
fortnight.
On July 21, Mortimer Prall had
notified friends in Washington that
his father was much improved and
that he expected to return to
Washington
Aug.Prall
1.5. had
Throughout his illnessby Mr.
made
inquiry
about aaff'airs
FCC,to
and
expressed
desire atto the
return
Washington as soon as possible.
Mr. Prall's untimely passing left
the broadcasting industry bowed in
grief. Even though he was in his
67th year, the fact that he had been
on the job in Washington almost
without a break during his tenure
led to the general belief that his
recovery would be rapid. From the
time of the first report of his illness a fortnight ago, his office in
Washington was beseiged with telephone requests for information as
to his condition. The same was true
at the summer home in Maine.
Immediately after word of his
passing, messages of sympathy
came from all. parts of the country.
President Roosevelt, a friend of
long-standing dating back to the
days when he was governor of New
York while Mr. Prall served as
president of the New York City
board of education and as tax commissioner, sent a message of condolence to the widow.
The ancestral Prall home in
Staten Island was overflowing with
floral tributes to the deceased Commissioner. At the little Dutch Reformed Church in neighboring Port
Richmond where Mr. Prall was
born, floral offerings abounded.
Though the rigors of presiding
over the Commission oftimes prov-

to

Mr.
Pr all
ed a heavy physical burden, Anning
Prall always could be found in a
cheerful mood. He had a good word
for everyone he met. The taxi
driver who shuttled him from his
Washington residence at the Shoreham Hotel to the FCC offices in the
Postoffice Building was a friend on
equal plane with those in high
public office. His office was open to
all who called. To clean up the
day's work after a constant stream
of callers, he often remained in his
office after all others had departed.
When Anning Prall came to the
FCC early in 1935 after 12 years
in Congress, he found himself confronted with many self-appointed
advisors on all phases of communications, but particularly broadcasting. He listened attentively, but he
decided on his own course of procedure.
Interested in broadcasting, and
more notably its educational aspects by virtue of his long service
on the New York board of education, he counselled the broadcasters
to undertake a self-imposed "housecleaning." Even though the law did
not give the FCC a program
censorship
power, he alike
advised
stations and networks
to take
steps to cleanse the ether of undesirable advertising and of sensational children's program which he
classified as "blood and thunder"
presentations.
Gradually, he saw his views take
root. Program standards were
adopted by individual stations and
by networks, limiting advertising,
rejecting particular types of commodity sponsorship and restricting
children's programs to avoid the
over-dramatic. He fostered the creation of the Federal Radio Education Committee to bring about a
greater casters
cooperation
broad-to
and educatorsbetween
and bring
an end the bickering that once had
resulted in an educational demand
for a portion of the available radio
facilities.
Soon after he became identified
with radio regulation, Anning Prall
adopted a thesis which he employed
as a yardstick in every broadcasting case. He said he regarded
broadcasting as a combination of
the schoolhouse, the public rostrum,
the theatre, the newspaper and the
music hall, operating with a public
franchise that carried with it the
obligation of providing for the public the maximum in the way of entertainment, education and enlightenment.

Took FCC Oath in 1935
It was on Jan. 19, 1935, that
Anning Prall became a member of
the FCC. He took his oath of office
and became first chairman of the
Broadcast Division after speedy
confirmation by the Senate — the
only member of the seven-man
agency accorded that honor without
preliminary interrogation by the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee. Several months later he was
named chairman of the full FCC,
and was twice renamed head of
the agency by President Roosevelt.
The last occasion was in March of
this year. His present term as a
member of the FCC would have run
until July 1, 1943.
Anning Prall was a member of
one of
America's
firstDutch
families.
was
in 1673
that the
familyIt
Prall settled on Staten Island, and
(Continued on page 32)
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New KYW
State

and

Regional

Divisions

Sales Chief

THE APPOINTMENT of John
S. K. Hammann
a s commercial
manager of
KYW, Philadelphia, effective
Aug. 1 was
nounced July an21,
b y Leslie Joy,
Hammann
station manager.
Mr. Hammann is former national
sales representative of NBC covering the Philadelphia territory. A native Pennsylvanian, he has been
with NBC since 1933 and formerly
was in the publishing business as
the representative of Scientific
American and Popular Science
Monthly in New York and the New
England states.

Planned
to
Strengthen
NAB
Baldwin to Tour Country; Meeting of Board To Be
Called in August, John Elmer Announces
Dakota,
PURSUING mandates of the NAB
North Dakota, South
Minnesota and Wyoming
convention in Chicago last June,
President John Elmer and ManagNebraska, Iowa, Missouri and
Kansas
ing Director James W. Baldwin
have set in motion machinery to
Colorado, New Mexico, Oklahoma
and Texas
revamp
association's
structure the
along trade
more active
lines.
Washington, Montana, Oregon
Appointment of a state comand Idaho
mittee of 48, to function as a unit
California, Nevada, Utah and
on all matters of transcendent im- Arizona
portance, will be effected as the
The regional committee presumfirst phase of the reorganization.
The 48 states will be divided into
ably would serve as a sort of steering unit available at the call of
12 contiguous regional divisions
President
Elmer. The state comwith one representative from each
mittee, representative of each of
division to constitute a regional
the 48 states, could be called to- NBC, CBS Technicians
committee serving under President
gether whenever matters involving
Elmer.
Get Raise, Shorter Hours
the entire industry arise. PresumNominations by NAB members
BOTH NBC and CBS have signed
ably this committee would function
in each state for the selection of in connection
with state and federal agreements with their technical
the broadcaster to sei-ve on the
as well as on other mat- employes throughout the country.
state committee were requested in legislation
ters. There has been no legislative The NBC agreement calls for a
letters sent to the some 400 memcommittee of the NAB for the last 15% increase in wages and a 40ber stations July 29 from NAB
three years and this committee, it hour, cials
five-day
week.
Network
headquarters. The regional comrefused to
comment
on offithe
mittee members will be selected is understood, would fill that void.
brief
announcement
of
the
agreeby President Elmer.
In line with Mr. Elmer's "open
ment. CBS announced July 30 that
In his letter to member stations, door"ber ofpolicy
on Thursdays,
a numit had signed an agreement last
broadcasters
conferred
with
President Elmer asked them to recJune 28 with the Association of
him July 22. These included Edwin
ommend the broadcaster to serve
Columbia Broadcast Technicians.
from the particular state on the W. Craig, WSM, Nashville; Arthur
It applies to all technical employes
State Committee. "It is my plan," B. Church, KMBC, Kansas City; regardless of membership in ACBT.
Edward A. Allen, WLVA, Lynch- A 40-hour five-day week is granted,
he
"to appoint
NAB
Statewrote,
Committee
of 48 an
members
burg; Harry C. Butcher, CBS
along with a scale of wage inconsisting of one member from each
creases averaging about 15%. The
Washington vice president; F. M.
state. It is my desire that the Russell, NBC Washington vice
agreement
is retroactive to June 20.
members in each state select one of
president;
Joseph
O.
Maland,
their number to serve on this ComTHE film This Way, Please, Paramount production featuring Fibber
mittee. The person selected must be WHO, Des Moines, and Ed Craney,
KGIR,
Butte.
McGee and Molly. NBC comedians,
able to spend whatever time may
will
have
its general release in all
be necessary in Washington, D. C,
key cities of America on Sent. 17.
NINE
feature
races
from
Saratoga.
at his own expense."
Others Mary
in theLivingstone,
picture areNed"Buddy"
New York, will be broadcast by Bryan
Baldwin to Make Trip
Sparks
Field over exclusive MBS hookups Rogers.
and Shirley Ross. Fibber and Molly
Plans for a swing around the during the four-week Saratoga meet play the roles they have made so popu]nr in their radio show.
country by Mr. Baldwin to help that begins July 31.
form state broadcasters' associations also were agreed to in a preliminary way with Mr. Elmer. With
Single Union to Embrace
Radio Talent
the adjournment of Congress during August regarded as a certainty,
Mr. Baldwin contemplates vi stingas many states as possible during
Is Organized ; Actors^ Equity
This proposalWithdraws
calls for (1) the
BULLETIN
the ensuing two months, conferring
with broadcasters as to means of
surrender of Equity's jurisdiction
Equity
on
July
30
approved
over radio to the A AAA; (2) isstrengthening of their own state
suance of a new charter for the raproposed constitution of Ameroperations. There are about a score
dio field to an autonomous radio
ican Federation of Radio Artists
of state associations, most of which,
union, as yet unnamed; (3) the
and surrendered control over
however, have been relatively inlaunching of a campaign to organactive.
radio to Associated Actors and
ize radio written
entertainers,
be underLikelihood of an NAB board
and financed tojointly
by
Artists of America who will ismeeting — the first since the new
sue a charter to AFRA as soon
Equity,
SAG
and
AGMA;
(4)
a
board took office at the NAB Conas it is ready. Campaign for
very
great
enlargement
of
the
duvention— between Oct. 1 and 15 was
ties and services of the AAAA to
members underwritten by
mentioned by President Elmer. He
its member unions.
Equity, Screen Actors Guild and
asserted that most of the projects
Frank Gillmore, president o f
now under consideration would be
American Guild of Musical Arboth Equity and the AAAA will
tists will start Immediately.
in tangible form by that time and
that most of the Board members
gradually
over all
his routine dutiesturn
at Equity
to of
others
and
ESTABLISHMENT of an autonowill
devote more and more of his time
tions.have returned from their" vacamous union of all radio talent ex- to
the administration of the
cept musicians, to operate under
The proposed 12 NAB regional
a charter from the Associated Ac- AAAA, which has heretofore funcdivisions, as outlined at the meettioned chiefly as a licensing board
tors and Artists of America, an
ing, would be as follows:
AFL international union having which issued charters to theatrical
Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire
unions and as an arbitration board
and Massachusetts
jurisdiction over the entire entertainment field, and the withdrawal
in the settling of disputes. GillNew York, New Jersey, Connectimore will definitely continue as
of Actors' Equity Association from
cut and Rhode Island.
Equity president, however. Under
the broadcasting field were anPennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland
the new setup, the AAAA will take
nounced by officials of Equity on
and Delaware
27, following a meeting of the over many of the operating details
Virginia, West Virgina, Ken- July
union's executive council. At this formerly handled by each group intucky and Tennessee
dependently and will attempt to
North Carolina, South Carolina, meeting Equity accepted a four- knit the whole field of entertainpoint proposal which was sub- meiit into a unified organization.
Georgia and Florida
mitted to it after a series of conWisconsin, Michigan, Indiana
ferences held by Equity with rep- Closer working arrangements with
and Illinois
union, the stageresentatives ofAmerican
the Screen Guild
Actors'of the musicians'
Guild and the
hands and other entertainment techArkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi
and Alabama
Musical Artists.
nicians are also expected to be dePage 12 • August J, 1937
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Walkout

at WPAY

Amicably
Settled
Union Recognition, Increa&e
In Wages Granted Employes
FOLLOWING a walkout of employes on July 19, taking the station off the air, WPAY, Portsmouth, 0., returned to the air the
morning
of July 21hadafter
conferences in Cincinnati
settled
the
strike. At the same time the American Radio Telegraphists Association, an affiliate of CIO, withdrew
discrimination charges against the
company.
The settlement provides for recognition of the union as collective
bargaining agency, salary increases
ranging from 12V2 to 25%, timeand-one-half for overtime, a 44hour week during summer months
and a 48-hour week nine months
of the year. Announcers, technicians, salesmen and office employes are included in the union.
Wage Increases
Thetivewage
become effecAug. 15increases
for all employes
and
several will get additional increases
Oct. 17. Vacations were granted all
employes
of service. with more than a year
The contract is the first negotiated in the Cincinnati area. A
hearing was conducted July 20 in
that city before Philip Phillips,
regional director of the National
Labor Relations Board. The station
was represented by M. F. Rubin,
of Cleveland, president of the Vee
Bee Corp., licensee of the station,
who owns 50% of its stock, who
is also a minority stockholder in
WHK and WJAY, Cleveland. Mrs.
Marie Vandegrif t, general manager
of the station, also participated on
the company side.
The employes were represented
by Paul Wagner, Maurice Myers
and Phillip Dusenbury, along with
Harry
Doll,Portsmouth
CIO subregional
tor in the
area, direcClyde
Butler, his assistant, and L. P.
Corn,ersrepresenting
the Steel WorkOrganizing Committee.
WPAY, a local, leaped into national prominence during the Ohio
River floods of last winter, carrying on emergency
communications forand
357 rescue
continuous
hours.
veloped by the AAAA, which will
serve as the spearhead of the
AFofL attack on the CIO invasion
of the entertainment field.
Another imminent result will be
a drive on the broadcasters by the
new radio union, which will be national in scope, although it is probable that local and regional governing boards, such as those recently
established in New York and Los
Angeles, will continue to deal with
problems of a local nature. Equity
has for some time been collecting
material regarding hours of work,
wages and other data pertinent to
the ers
employment
radio over
entertainwhich will be ofturned
to the
new radio group and which will
form the basis of the demands to be
presented to the broadcasters.
the independent
July 27 confei'encePresent
at whichat the
radio
union was announced were Frank
Gillmore, president, Paul Dullsell,
executive secretary, and Paul N.
Turner, counsel for Equity; the
Equity radio committee, comprising
Mark Smith, chairman, George
Heller,{Continued
Miss Lucille
on Wall
page and
77) Miss
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^ivo Posts IS'oil- Vacant;
Craven, Gary, W heat
Thought Leading
"AC ED with the necessity of maktwo appointments to the FCC,
icluding: the chairmanship left
acant by the sudden death of
Liming S. Prall on July 23, Presient Roosevelt is considering the
ualifications of a number of candiates with the uppermost thought
f injecting new leadership and
dding strength to the agency and
hereby checking the wave of critiism heaped upon it.
To the list of three men — each
n the FCC executive staff — who
ad been most prominently menoned for the vacancy which ex5ted
prior added
to Mr. several
Frail's other
demise,
as been
ames, it is understood. T. A. M.
raven, retired naval officer and
ie FCC chief engineer; Carl I.
•'heat,
counsel,
and
[ampsontelephone
Gary, rate
general
counsel,
■ere those considered for the vaancy created by the retirement
months ago of Dr. Irvin Stewrt. All three also are being condered in connection with the Prall
acancy, but new names have been
dvanced to the White House, with
16 final selections remaining seriisly in doubt at this writing.

jl Other Names Mentioned
As Broadcasting went to press,
'!ports flew thick and fast through
ficial Washington that other men
. public life were being consid■ed
for one or the other of the
incancies.
The Administration is reported
• be seeking someone of the Jos)h P. Kennedy type for the chairanship. Mr. Kennedy, an Admintration trouble shooter, once was
'lairman
of the Securities
& Ex-is
lange Commission
and now
lairman of the Maritime Comission.
Among other names mentioned as
'hder consideration, in addition to
['e
three "merit" Long,
candidates,
were:
I istaut
Breckinridge
formerunder
AsSecretary of State
'Vilson. and former Ambassador to
taly. a native of St. Louis, now in
.Europe on a vacation.
. Rep. Abe Murdock (D-Utah).
Ifrving his third term in the House.
: lawyer and a member of the Jiilieiary Committee.
Rep. William D. McFarlane (D,"ox.). also serving his third term,
.'ho
a vigorous
Hidio loosed
last month,
at whichattack
time on
he
idvoeated favorable action on the
"''jnnery Resolution (H. Res. 92)
" 'r an investigation of radio gen'irally.
Denis Driscoll. chairman of the
lennsylvania Utilities Commission
'ud former Congressman, who first
■as mentioned for the Stewart vaincy. and whose candidacy preimably has been revived with the
aening of the second vacancv.
Edward F. McGrady. of Boston.
DW Assistant Secretary of Labor.
former labor leader and former
?sistant administrator of XRA.
In the case of Comdr. Craven,
•10 two years ago left a lucrative
•^suiting practice at the behest
tthe President to become chief
i.neer, spontaneous support from
_ , broadcasting industry is known
' have developed. Comdr. Craven,
^wever, asserted July 30 that he
•3 not sought either the commis^nership or support as a candite. He added he hoped the develKROADCASTING
I

President
Given
FCC
Vice Chairman Norman S. Case to
opment would in no wise cause embar as ment in any quarter.
the chairmanship, in spite of his
General Counsel Gary, formerly
status as a Republican. A former
a high ranking officer in the diplo- governor of Rhode Island, Gov.
matic corps, served on the FCC for Case has known the president persix months immediately upon its
sonally for years, and is said to
creation in 1934, having been ap- be held in high esteem at the White
House.
pointed to serve until such time as
Mr. Prall could qualify by virtue
Should the appointments be made
of
prior to Congressional adjournof the
the latter's
House. service as a member
ment, than the appointees would
Mr. Wheat has won much praise have to be confirmed by the Senate
for his work during recent months
if they are to take office and drawin the FCC telephone investigation,
regular
Because into
of the
and has been credited with initiattion forpay.
an inquiry
the agitaFCC,
it is suspected in many quarters
ing negotiations which have resulted in substantial reductions in long that Senator Wheeler's Interstate
Commerce Committee might take
line telephone rates. He is now vacationing with his family on the that opportunity for an inquiry
Pacific Coast, being due to return
into regulatory methods.
to Washington Aug. 12.
On the other hand, should the
In high official circles, it was in- appointments be made with Condicated that only one of the three
gress in session but confirmation
members of the FCC staff, whose
not be forthcoming, then the appointees would have to serve withnames were advanced, has a "probable" chance of appointment. The
The other
alternative
—
second appointee, it was indicated,
that outofpay.recess
appointments
after
might be an individual never before
Congress
adjourns
—
would
permit
identified with communications in the appointees to serve with pay
any way, on the theory that a fresh but they would have to be nominated and confirmed for service
mind would infuse a new viewpoint
and exercise a strong hand.
beyond the recess of C ongress,
It is evident that the White
which ends in January, 1938, irHouse has in mind a revamping of
respective of the date of adjournment.
the FCC personnel alignment, preThat the President is giving deep
sumably with one of the newcomers to become the chairman. Thus
thought to the vacancies on the
there might be a rather sweening
FCC has been clearly evident to
observers on the radio scene. Mr.
revision of assignments on the
agency insofar as the makeup of Prall's death came as a blow to the
the three divisions is concerned.
Administration, since he had been
The President, it is believed, is a close friend of the Chief Execuconsidering the chairmanship in
tive and was the White House contact for the FCC. Mr. Prall thrice
the light of the new appointments.
The I'eport was current that he had been appointed chairman of
the FCC by the President, the last
might appoint Broadcast Division

for

Names

SAFETY

TROPHY

AWARDED

WXYZ

Michisan-Mutual Network 'Lone Ranger' Series
Wins Annual Trophy of C. I. T. Corp.
ANNUAL radio program award of
the Commercial Investment Trust
Safety Foundation, New York, was
presented July 23 to King-Trendle
Broadcasting Corp., Detroit, owner
and operator of WXYZ, for the
effective safety contribution made
by the Lone Ranger Safety Club.
The program has been a regular
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
night feature broadcast of WXYZ,
Detroit and the Michigan Network
since Jan. 1, 1936 and of MBS since
Sept. 28, 1936. The bronze plaque
for radio excellence was set up by
the CIT Safety Foundation early in SAFETY AWARD— George W.
1936, along with a similar award
president of WXYZ, Dein motion pictures and a number of Trendle,
troit, receives from John W. Darr
cash prizes given annually to news(left) the C.I.T. Safety Foundapaper men, school teachers and
tion plaque award bestowed upon
students.
The committee which designated
The
Lone Ranger program "the
the Lone Ranger program for the most effective radio promotion of
1937 award was composed of 0. H. safety for the year 1936".
Caldwell, formerly Federal Radio
Commissioner and present publisher of Radio Today; Edgar Safety Club with frequent addresses by outside speakers prominent
Kobak, formerly vice-president of
NBC and now vice-president of in safety work.
In its decision the committee
Lord & Thomas, and C. C. McGill,
director of public relations of the gave special consideration to the
Automotive Safety Foundation.
tangible evidence of widespread inThe Lone Ranger Safety Club has
fluence and popularity of the broada membership of over a million asts as borne out by the large
boys and girls who have signed membership and the participation
safety pledges countersigned by of parents. Formal presentation
their parents or guardians. On of the bronze plaque was made as
alternate Wednesdays the program
a part of the Lone Star Ranger
is devoted to a meeting of the program July 23 on MBS.

Broadcast

Advertising

appointment having been made last
March 11.
Mr. Prall was reappointed to a
seven-year term as a member of
the FCC on July 1, 1935. Thus, the
unexfill his1942.
to until
personpiredappointed
term will serve
In
the case of the vacancy created by
the retirement of Dr. Stewart, the
appointment will be for 7 years.
Both of the vacancies are Democratic. The law specifies there shall
not be more than four members of
the same political party on the
FCC. There are already three
Republicans — Case, Brown and
incumbent DemoPayne.crats areThe
Sykestwoand Walker. Craven
and Gary are Democrats as are all
the others save Wheat, who while
from CaliRepublican have
a registeredreported
voted
to
fornia, is
in the last
ticket
Roosevelt
the
for
two presidential elections. A fourth
Republican, it has been pointed out,
could be named to the FCC without
contravening the law, though such
an appointment is improbable.
Further evidence that President
Roosevelt is devoting more than
thought to the entire radio
casual re
was given on July 22
structu
when he wrote NBC President
Lenox R. Lohr on the occasion of
on of NBC's new Washthe dedicati
ington studios. Departing from the
ulatory mesusual type of congrat
sage, the President warned against
in the path
s
obstacle
of
placing
the radio
progress.
of
"It is not within the province of
reactionaries to put obstacles in the
way of orderly development nor to
mark boundaries beyond which
radio may not go," he said. He also
of televithe perfection
predicted
in the
declaring
sion and facsimile,
case of the latter that it may not
be long before radio will make it
at the
to visualize
possible
breakfast"for
tableus the
front pages of
or news
newspapers
dailymatter
no
how remote
we reports,
may be
from the place of their nublication
there was no White House
distribution."
andWhile
elaboration of this expression, it
was interpreted as meaning ae renewed expression of confidenc in
Plan from
Radio by the American
the Chief Executive, along with an
admonition to anti-radio interests
that itsferedprogress
with. The cannot
attitudebe ofinterthe
Administration against newspapers
of the
becauseduring
generally
Deal
sentiment
his anti-New
political
campaigning, it is felt in some
quarters, was reflected in his state"reactionaries."
ment regarding
Another
development
the national radio
front whichon aroused
speculation was the retention by
Powel Crosley Jr., president of the
C r o s 1 e y Radio Corp., operating
WLW and WSAI, Cincinnati, of
Charles Michelson, publicity director of the Democratic National
Committee, as public relations consultant. nouncement
PromptlyJuly 26
following
the 10]
an[see page
Washington's corps of correspondents sought to tie into this affiliation many political implications.
It is known that Mr. Michelson,
who retains his post with t h 3
Democratic National Committee,
received the approval of party
leaders before accepting the post.
It was emphasized too that his employment, at a reported salary of
connection
has nofor
year, quest
$10,000theperWLW
with
regular
authority to use 500,000 watts,
which it has employed experimentally for the last three years.
TheIContinued
combinationon ofpage
these81)develAugust J, 1937
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AT&T

Employes

ofKOIN

Acquire Stock
EMPLOYES of
station K O I N,
Portland, 0 r e.,
will be given an
to acopportunity
quire stock in
the corporation
and thus share
in its ownership,
according to a
new
policy
Mr. Myers
nounced by anthe
management. Approximately 50%
of the station's stock will be distributed to employes who have
been with KOIN one year or more.
Each employe may acquire a number of shares based on the length
of service and the relative responsibility of his or her position, according to C. W. Myers, president
of KOIN and KALE and former
president of the NAB. It will not
be necessary for those who participate in the plan to make payments
out of their wages unless they wish
to do so. About 40 persons will
qualify for stock ownership at
once.
"For more than 10 years, KOIN
was operated on a basis of plowing
profits back into the business,"
President Myers stated. "During
that period our employes stuck by
the ship in a grand manner, exerting their efforts to perfection of
the institution.
"The management of the station
rests with a managing board, consisting of department heads which
meets every week. In order to bring
these department heads and their
assistants more closely in touch
with the conduct of our business,
the present stockholders of KOIN
have diverted about one half the
stock in a pool of shares," he added.
KOIN at present is 521/2% owned by Mr. Myers, 221/2% by C. R.
Hunt, manager, and 25% by the
Portland Oregon Journal. KALE,
its sister station, recently merged
with KFJR to make a full-time
outlet, is one-third each owned by
the same interests.
May

Wireless Veterans Plan
Marconi Memorial Fund
A MARCONI Memorial Fund for
the purpose of erecting a monument to the late inventor somewhere in New York City has been
undertaken, it was announced July
28 by the Veteran Wireless Operators Association, of which Marconi
was "Wireless Veteran No. 1." A
board composed of prominent members of the communications industry will be appointed to approve
designs to be solicited from prominent sculptors. A committee also
will be appointed to make arrangements for a suitable location. The
fund was launched with a contribution of $100 by William J.
McGonigle, president of the
VWOA, and second and third contributions were pledged by David
Sarnoff, president of RCA, and
Alfred J. McCosker, chairman of
MBS and president of WOR. Other
contributions may be addressed to
the association at 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York.
ITALIAN residents of New York on
.July 26 heard a special memorial tribute to the late Guglielmo Marconi
over WOV, with Mayor LaGuardia,
Generoso Pope, Italian newspaper
publisher, and Edward Corsi, deputy
commissioner of public welfare, delivering eulogies.
Page 14 • August 1, 1937

GUGLliiLiViO iVlARCONI
world, and especially among radiomen
civilized
ALL OVER the
lands of his greatest
young and old in his native Italy and in the bowed
with gnef as the
achievements, England and America, heads were
flashed the
magic medium of his own creation — Radio — on Julyof 20
a heart attack
news of the passing of Guglielmo Marconi. He died
that morning in Rome at the age of 63 after an illness of only a few
after he had sent a telegram to his youngest daughter■
hours, and just
Ellerta who was celebrating her seventh birthday.
Few great inventors have lived to see such great results of their
first modest efforts and fewer yet have been honored in life and
death as Marconi was honored. American radio spontaneously expressed
in silent periods and in programs narrating his achieveits mourning
ments. Premier Mussolini knelt 15 minutes before his bier as the body lay
in state before being borne away for burial in his home city of Bologna,
ts and
Italy. Kings and queens, presidents and dictators, industrialis
of one of the truly
passing
the
at
grief
great
their
expressed
artists,
great men of our time.
.
• jof greatwith the simplicity space
bore himself he
Marconi always
Guglielmo
his
had conquered
ness. Even in 1895, when he first felt
to telehow
unaffected announcement simply read: "I have discovered
later he was demonstrating his wireFourtheyears
wires." for
without
first time from a vessel chartered by a
country
in this
less graph
to follow the America's Cup Races. The demonNew Yorkstrationnewspaper
was so convincing that within a year two vessels of the
with wireless, the beginning of AmeriAmerican Navy were equipped
can radio. Perhaps it is significant that, where he sent his stories by
Cup Races of 1937,
code from a vessel to a land station, the America's
scheduled to start off Newport July 31, are being covered by announcers and engineers in similar vessels and in airplanes — but their
voices go directly into the homes of the nation and the itworld.
today, and
Marconi was the true pioneer of the radio as we know
even to his dying day was pioneering the new vistas of television and
the ultrashort waves. His "firsts" would fill a bookshelf. It was given
to others to refine his methods — and American inventors like DeForest
developed code wireless into voice broadcasting — but it was Guglielmo
beginnings of the world's
Marconi who really was responsible for the
services of today.
great communications and broadcastingmourns
his passing and repeats,
The American broadcasting industry
with heartfelt conviction, the eulogy expressed for one of America's
own great men: "Now he belongs to the ages."
Young Marconi Sails
COUNT GIULIO MARCONL who
recently came to ?Iew York to work
with RCA and NBC to learn American radio methods, sailed for
Italy July 21 following receipt of
the news of the death of his distinguished father. He arrived too
late for the funeral services which
took place that day in Rome with
Premier Mussolini and other notables attending. A second funeral
service was held July 23 in Bologna, his birthplace, following which
the body was buried temporarily in
the Certosa of Bologna until a fitting monument can be built. Static
marred efforts to rebroadcast the
Rome services to this country, alBishop in St. Louis Star Times though they Were Carried for a
on an International short time when conditions cleared
"Broadcasting Band"
somewhat.

BROADCASTING

and

Farnsworth

Sign License Agreement
For Television Patents
WHAT MAY be a step towards
the broader use of television and
the standardization of definition
and other elements in visual broadcasting is expected to result from
the consummation of a licensing
agreement between Farnsworth .
Television Inc., and the American T.
Telephone & Telegraph Co. where- II/
by each grants
rights in"l'I
television
patentsextensive
to the other.
Announcement of the licensing
agreement was made July 26 in \
Philadelphia
by Farnsworth
vision Inc. officials.
The termsTele-of
the agreement, which was signed
in New York last week by Charles
P. Cooper, A. T. & T. vice-president,
and Philo T. Farnsworth, provide a
non-exclusive arrangement whereby both the A. T. & T. and the
Farnsworth company can license
others to manufacture television
apparatus under their patents. It
is understood that the Philco Radio
& Television Co. is the principal
licensee of Farnsworth, both in the
United States and in foreign countries.
"This clears the path," Donald
K. Lippincott of San Francisco,
counsel of the Farnsworth interests, stated in announcing the
agreement,
cooperation
between the Bell"for
System,
Farnsworth.
and certain Farnsworth licensees,
helps to clarify a difficult patent
situation and brings one step
nearer the broad use of television
and other advances in communications." The licensing agi-eement
only takes in television patents of
both companies and does not embrace exchange of patents on m-if
ventions dealing with public communications in telephony and te-s
legraphy.
At the same time it was disclosedfic
that the A. T. & T. had satisfactorily completed the first phase of
its testing
the and
coaxial
cable between NewofYork
Philadelphia
with
1,000,000
cycle repeaters.
Re-1
peaters
of 2,000,000
cycles widthj;;
are now being installed in the place
of the 1,000,000 cycle repeaters
and tests on that band will be heldj;
as soon as the installation is comreto installlater,
planned capacity
pleted.peatersIt isof greater
probably up to a band of 4,000,000;
capacities'
band before
are
essential
thej
The greater
cycles.deemed
cable can be used for television,
transmission by wire.

:
Series
pson Co.,
Dorothy Thom
AMERICAN
TOBACCO
New,
York, will start a series of news,
broadcasts featuring Dorothy
novelist,j-;.
the column
wife a ofnoted
the and
Thompson,
Sinclair Lewis
ist and former European news
30-,
station
networkon ona Aug
correspondent,
paper NBC-Red
6. Program will be broadcast Fri-.J;
the.
m., under
to 11
10:45 in
days, People
title
the p.News,
and will,.,,
be used to advertise Pall MallJ,;
cigarettes. Campaign is placed,,
through Compton Inc., New York,

Diamond Salt's Show
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, will start a new script show_
Crystal salt on NBCfor
BlueDiamond
on Oct. 3. Program will be
broadcast from 3 to 3:30 on Sun- ij
day afternoons
12 to
15 Newr
sta- f^,
tions.
Benton & over
Bowles
Inc.,
York is the agency.
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Advertising] i

Subject

^ome
iVhat

To* —

Annoyances
Kind

That

of Service

- A X ALL-DAY session on spot
Z_» broadcasting: was drawing
£ ^ Co a close, when the advertising manager of the client
tsked, "What do you mean that the
gency is the buyer and that the
. tations are the sellers of spot
-roadcasting? They never want to
-ell a period as badly as you want
so buy it." That was a revolutioneiy interpretation of the business,
encils were laid down, estimates
rorgotten and a general discussion
■msued.
- The first argument refuting the
■statement ran something like this,
-ladio stations have sales manaers, sales promotion managers and
talesmen. They picture advertising
, .gencies as a single source through
-'hich from two to two hundred adscrtisers can be sold. They allow
■ne standard
4-A'splaced
agencywith
commis^.ion
on business
them
, y agencies. All of this did not ap:ear as though the stations considrred themselves as buyers,
r The advertising manager smiled
nd said, "Theoretically that's cor[sct, but how does an agency select
be stations which it recommends
■ > its clients?" The answer to that
Ine was easy. There are a number
tf factors to be considered — power,
requency, network affiliation, prorams, broadcast, management, cost
nd results produced for other adertisers are a few of them.
Best for the Job

[ "Well," the a. m. renlied, "all of
faose factors lead to the recommenjation of one station in each city
5r any given campaign. These are
le stations you consider as the
est bets for the particular job,
ren't they?" There was no argument here for an agency submits a
.5t of stations which it feels best
lited for the job under consideraon. It is not always the same
. 5t, of course, for campaigns differ
'y. requirements.
[■ This was the answer the adverI;ing manager wanted. "Correct,"
; said. "Next, the program
se'Cted, the schedule set and the isestiates approved. Then, the agency
ants the best period available on
ich of those stations much more
an the individual stations want to
11 them. Why? Because they have
commended these stations and be■^ve that they will do the most ef^ctive
job for the advertiser." But
;ill, there
was no conclusive proof
^at the stations were not sellers.
: the agency cannot secure a suitlile period on the station recomended there are many cities in
hich two or more stations rank
Dsely in listener preference. A
itable period could probably be
und on another station without
;rceptibly weakening
the cam'iign and it behooves the station
'igmally queried to make every
^:ort to sell the agency on using
time that was available.

Confront
Is Expected

WHAT

1

an

Agency

From

Time

Buyer;

Stations?

do time buyers and sponsors talk about? Spots, says

Ned Midgley, who, like all spot buyers finds himself in some
hot ones now and then. It seems there are good spots and bad
spots, and just plain spots. Mr. Midgley is interested at the
moment in the bad ones, with which he appears to hare had
some contact. He is a master of the art of making a gripe stand
up and do tricks. And then he goes after those "Subject to's".
Some are unavoidable, he concedes, but one or two others make
the hardest boded time buyer jump out of his plush chair and
vehemently curse the day that kilocycles were born.
poor periods available? Or, take
the case of some specialized campaign such as news broadcasts,
time signals, chain - break announcements or baseball games
which might be sold out on the recommended station and not available on any other station in town.
There's a case in which the agency
and the advertiser are willing to
pay almost any price and they have
to sell the station on making some
such feature available to them."
That was true, but in the case of
a specialized campaign all the
availability data is assembled prior
to the final approval of the series.
Then, the advertiser knows in advance just where he can buy the
type of broadcasting he wants and
if it is not available on a sufficient
number of stations, a different kind
of program can be devised. If a
stand-out station has only poor
periods available, a bit of salesmanship on the part of the station
and some intelligent juggling of
schedules can, very often, produce
a highly desirable spot.
And so the discussion continued.
The advertising manager held
steadfastly to his belief that agencies as a rule were much more
anxious to buy time than the stations were to sell it. He was par-

" The client pondered over this be^re saying, "That's all very well,
■^t what about cities in which there
one standout station w'th only

'ROADCASTING

And
Other
Faults
By C. E. MIDGLEY
Jr.
Batten, Barton, Durstine 8C Osborn Inc., New York
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Advertising

tially right. That is true — after a
certain point is reached. Stations
must do a world of selling to agencies long before their call letters
appear on any specific estimates to
advertisers.
when theto station has been Then,
recommended
the
client and availabilities quoted,
quite naturally the agency wants
the time in question. They expect
to be able to deliver just as they
can with any other form of media
on a perfectly simple business
transaction. Spot broadcasting is
sold by agencies in competition
with all other forms of advertising
and the amount of selling to clients
that is actually done would be a
complete surprise to most stations.
Thus, this first question was settled but some other highly interesting concepts of spot broadcasting were brought to light. National
spot business has recorded an amazing growth during the past five
years. Will it continue at this
same pace for the next five years?
The answer
emphatically changes
"No" —
unless
some ismuch-needed
are made in station operation.
Upward Goes the Cost
In the first place, the cost of spot
broadcasting has increased at a
rate that is far from justified. Several years ago when a station increased its rates, some explanation
accompanied the announcement.
Now, a rate increase is accom
panied by nothing more than the
new rate card and a bald statement of the date on which the increase will go into effect. Most of
these increases have no logical reasoning behind them and are too obviously an attempt to charge what
the traffic will bear. All the sound
arguments for spot broadcasting
wall soon vanish if costs rise much
higher.
Every spot broadcasting schedule is loaded down with too many
"subject
A partial list of
them
wouldto's".
include:
1. Subject to Acts of God.
2. Subject to removal for network programs.
3. Subject to Daylight Saving
Time changes twice yearly.
4. Subject to removal for events
of national and local importance.
5. Subject
litical time. to demands for po-

of

Spots

6. Subject to baseball game interruptions.
7. Subject to the whims and sliptions. shod handling of the individual staPractically nothing can be done
about the first five conditions listed
above. The advertiser is fully
aware of them and goes into any
spot campaign with his eyes open
to these eventualities. He raises his
left eyebrow at the sixth point and
wonders how it is possible to sell
the same time to two advertisers.
Well, that too, is a peculiarity of
radio. He takes his courtesy announcements and says no more.
The seventh condition above has
never tract
appeared
in any station
conbut it embraces
a situation
which is doing more to tear down
the structure of national spot
broadcasting than any other single
factor. It covers the many "how
could it
happened"
renceshave
which arise
on everyoccurspot
campaign.
For example, an advertiser
placed a 26-week campaign of five
recorded programs weekly, for a
juvenile audience in the early evening, starting in February. Realizing that
cameDaylight
effective theSaving
last Time
week bein
April, simultaneously with nlacing
the original
placedstarting
a reservation for order
a laterheperiod
at the time change. The reservation was acknowledged by the station and the series began. The time
change came and the station then
sold a highly desirable later period
to a local advertiser and offered
the national advertiser a period at
noon or
an hour earlier than he had
been
using.
Standardization Needed
Another example is the case of
a station which failed to notify the
agency that a transcription had not
arrived until four o'clock one afternoon when the program was scheduled to be broadcast at 7 :30 that
evening.
These two examples are typical
of the many similar happenings
which occur on every spot campaign. They are avoidable and that
is the distressing part of it. Stations continue to handle their national business in a careless manner year in and year 9ut. Naturally
the advertisers are disturbed when
they do not receive the service they
contracted for and begin to draw
comparisons between radio and
other media. Agencies, in closer
daily contact with radio, can more
readily understand many of the unusual circumstances which arise
but when it is simply a case of inefficient management or poor business practice they are at a loss to
either explain or justify.
The time is fast approaching
when there should be some kind of
standardization of rate cards and
discounts. The variety of discounts
encountered in figuring a spot estimate makes it a monumental task,
necessitating the use of a calculating machine, slide rule, reams of
paper
in many
halfnelson. and,
If every
stationcases,
woulda show
on its rate card the net rates for
each period of time for the standard frequencies, it would save the
calculation of these costs thousands
of times each month.
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Fall

Spot

Placements

Aim
Toward
Record!
that labor strife will put a stop to
auto building in the meantime.
Disc and Labor Issues Only Dark Spots
Staff Cartoonist
Agencies placing one-m i n u t e
spots are complaining that it is
As Agencies Start Autumn
Buying
SID HIX, cartoonist of Chipractically impossible to procure
cago, whose work appears
good
evening
time
for
their
anALTHOUGH the fall time-buying season is just getting under
nouncements.
regularly in national humorous publications, with this
way, a survey of agencies and sponsors indicates that the
Los Angeles Optimistic
issue becomes a regular convolume of autumn spot business v^^ill top the 1936 figure by at
tributor to Broadcasting.
A general feeling of optimism
least 50%.
His unique style and piquant
prevails
in
Los
Angeles
with
agenhumor led the editors of
Two black spots threaten to interfere somewhat with third
cy and station executives declaring
Broadcasting to make the
and fourth quarter volume this year — Transcription troubles
that prospects for the fall and winarrangement with him. Hix
ter are the best in radio history.
cartoons appear on pages 17
centering around musicians' unions and a generally unsettled
It was pointed out that national
and 46.
labor situation in the nation's industries.
advertisers have become regional
Summer spot business, as predicted last spring, [Broadconscious, and besides using network shows and planning extensive
casting, April 1], is running far ahead of last year, a good
placed at the same time last year
spot campaigns for fall.
share of spot users maintainAlthough strike conditions have
Lindsey Spight, Pacific Coast man
ing their campaigns during
As several New York agency ex- affected business, causing some
ager of John Blair & Company
ecutives pointed out, one of the ad- concellations, an increase in spot was the most optimistic, stating
the warm weather period.
vantages of spot broadcasting is broadcasting of between 20 and that business to be placed througl
This trend, incidentally, has that it can
be lined up rapidly
30% over last year is predicted this his office would be well over 200%
when and where needed and does fall.
also been apparent in network
Agency executives have al- greater than last year.
placements.
not have to be planned far in adAn increase in daytime spot anways looked upon San Francisco as
nouncements to be placed out oi
While a number of seasonal
vance. "Today," said one of them, the spot headquarters of the West
San
Francisco this fall is indicated
Coast, but both Seattle and Los
a thing to place; tomorproducts will leave the air "I haven't
row I may be trying to buy time
Angeles are placing a goodly share.
Several fruit, vegetable and prowhen cooler weather arrives, their on 50 stations to start next week."
duce accounts are planning dayPractically every Los Angeles
absence will not be felt because
Despite this avowed uncertainty,
light
advertising, a big increase ir
agency
of
any
importance
has
beseasonal products which advertise
however, enough business is alof electrical transcripcome spot conscious and in plan- the number
in cooler seasons will more than
tions
is
expected.
ready
definitely
planned
for
the
ning campaigns for fall are includoffset their loss.
fall months to assure a profitable
Among the San Francisco acing this type of rendition.
Difficulty of finding desired time autumn season for the broadcastcounts to increase its radio expenNational and regional spot busifor announcements has been a coming industry.
ness originating on the Pacific
diture this year over last is Northplaint heard in a number of agency
Coast
last
year
came
to
about
a
west Boxed Pear Bureau. A cam-;
Chicago Agencies Busy
offices, particularly in the case of
half-million dollars and with an paign is now being shaped up foij
accounts which desire eveningoutstanding
summer
just
past,
the
Agencies in Chicago placing onethis advertiser for spot coverage,
hours for their spots. Adding to third of the nation's spot business,
immediate outlook for the fall sea- and representation on participating
this dilemma is the influx of ac- have
spent their busiest summer in
son is even brighter, according to
Izzard Company
of Seatcounts which have never before
history. As one radio director put leading West Coast time buyers. programs.
tle is the advertising
agency.
used radio, many of which want
it, "You'd think we were at the They point out that regardless of
The greatest volume of new fal
choice time.
strike conditions, more summer
business is being prepared for Sepheightworking
of the season
the way Aswe've
been
all
summer.
far
business
than
ever
before
in
the
tember and October, with some new
Activity in New York
accounts to start in August. Ir.
as I'm concerned there just wasn't history of the Pacific Coast was
Time buyers in New York agenmany cases the fall campaigns artcontrast,lull."
however, the picture
cies are looking forward to a busy anyIn summer
Pi-oblem facmg West Coast net- still in the planning stages anc
fall season, which many predict for fall as compared to a year ago placed. works is not how to get new busi- neither stations nor advertisers
will mark a new peak for spot is a bit unsettled. Although many
have come to definite agreements
ness, but where to place it. Few
broadcasting. While loathe to at- Chicago agencies have already
Practically every agency in Sar
sponsors cancelled for the summer
tempt accurate estimates as to how
made up their fall schedules, some
Francisco ranging from the one
and Pacific Coast networks are now
much spot business will be placed
are holding off because of the un- being besieged by sponsors for man type to the national organizaon the air this fall, radio execusettled transcription situation betions such as J. Walter Thompson
time which isn't available.
ing afraid to go ahead with their choice
tive in the major New York agenLord & Thomas, McCann-Erickplans for fear the discs will not be Advertisers who have never before
cies agreed that practically every
son, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Erwir-i
spot campaign now on the air will permitted to be played in all the used radio have suddenly become
Wasey & Co., and Emil Brisachen
aware
of
its
value
and
are
requestmarkets
desired
by
the
advertiser.
is
working on spot schedules.
continue through the fall and probPlans of many leading spot spon
ing
time
on
group
stations.
Nor
has
there
been
a
rush
by
adably through the winter. Such purely seasonal products as insecticides
vertisers to forego transcribed
sors as of July 30 follow:
San Francisco Placements
and sunburn lotions, of course, will shows in favor of live programs.
& Color WorksA check of radio departments of Acme White Lead
drop their advertising with the Many agencies are simply marking
Detroit
time pending outcome of the AFMend of the summer season, but from
San Francisco's leading advertispresent indications they will be re- network-transcription meeting in
ing agencies and sponsors indiMay supplement half-hour NBC
cates that spot advertising to be program starting Aug. 29 and featur
placed by heavier campaigns for New York.
other products.
Another factor causing some of placed out of that city this fall ing Smilin' Ed McConneU with transcriptions ofthe program. NBC-Blu
will be the heaviest in history.
the Chicago agencies to hesitate
Many New York agencies reportnetwork will be used and if supple
before starting new spot campaigns
ed that their clients will undoubtA number of the larger advertismentary
stations
be cleared selij
ing agencies stated that the radio that the program cannot
edly use extensive announcement
has been the unsettled labor situawill extend to th( At!
business
to
be
placed
by
them
durcampaigns, augment their network
tion. Especially is this true of the
transcriptions will probing the next three months of the West ablyCoast,
programs with transcriptions of auto manufacturers who are afraid
be used. Henri, Hurst & Me
the same shows, sponsor live talent to make any committments more
year will be from a third to a Donald Inc., Chicago, is agency.
programs on local stations, and than a month in advance for fear half gi-eater in volume than that
Agfa-Ansco Corp., Binghamton
otherwise swell the volume of spot
Will continue its use of spot anbusiness, but in most cases new and
nouncements on a half-dozen eastern
additional fall business is still a
LOST:
A
GOOD
OPPORTUNITY
stations
to advertise cameras and film^
matter of discussion and few conYoung
&
Rubicam
Inc., Xew York,
is the agency.
tracts have yet been signed. UnAsency
Offers
Client
a
Good
Radio
Spot
but
settled industrial conditions,
Alemite Sales Corp., Chicago
possibility of strikes that would the
tie
Delay Ensues so the Spot Was Not
up production, and similar factors
Started a test program on WIRE.
are causing many large advertisers
department recognized at once. To Indianapolis, .July 26 and may expanc
DON'T let this happen to you,
to make plans only a few weeks
a high official of the sponsor went in the Midwest this fall. A quarterwarns Groves-Keen Inc., Atlanta
ahead, except in the case of net- agency, in a circularized report ti- the project for his approval. He hour Sports Slant program fit 5 :.30 n
work programs where time must be
was out of town. Finally came the m. is being broadcast six nights weektled "The Wisest Plans Accomplish
ly over WIRE. Hays MacFarland &
secured well in advance. Practidecision:
want however,
it."
Nothing
When
They're
Adopted
too
Co., Chicago, is agency.
A month"Fine.
had We
elapsed,
cally no spot plans have been anAllied Mills Inc., Chicago
nounced by any automobile manuThe agency then tells how it sug- and the broadcast station had sold
facturer, yet it is almost a certainthe spot two weeks before. The
Will
start daily and thrice weekly
gested
to
one
of
its
clients
the
resLate." ervation of certain radio time for moral suggested by Groves-Keen is :
ty that this class of advertising
participation
on women's
Sept. programs^
15 for
will account for a substantial part the next season. It was a spot ideal- "If you contemplate using radio on seven stations
time
next
fall
or
winter,
contract
of the total volume of spot business
Kreemex
pancake
flour.
MorrisSchenly adapted to the company's proker-Roth
Inc.,
Chicago,
is
agency
when the year is over.
ducts, which the client's advertising
for it now."
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(American Chicle Co.. L. Island City
] Willcampaign
continuefor its
announceInient
Sen spot
Sen in
various
(markets.
The
transcribed
announcein:enfs are placed through Kailger «k
l^rownins: & Hersey Inc.. Xew York.
- American Home Products Corp.,
New Haven
Will resume its spot campai^ for
icin in the fall, using transcriptions
the Easy Aces program, broadon XBC-Blue. Blaekett-Sample.mmert Inc., >>ew York is agency.
, American Tobacco Co., New York
Will resume for Lucky Strike, the
fve-a-week series of tive-minute news
adcasts, the news being selected
the editors of the Yale Xews. Stai.L>n will be either WELI, Xew Havleu, or WBRY, Waterbury. Same idea
will probably be extended to other colIt-ges located in small cities in the
Fast during the fall, with the posility of becoming national at a later
•'. Series will be accompanied by
aensive
merchandising.
Lord &
tiThomasInc., Xew York, is placing.
Anderson Co., Gary
Will advertise its Sleet Master, a
ield wiper blade designed mto
-windsh
with a news progra
ir sleet away,
WOR. Xewark. a football sumi..ary on WIXD. Gary, participation
(liPiiii
th*- Urinii's
i <inn WTMJ,
kee, tlierx
weatherm
and progra
Milwau
s
irts on 26 other station throughthe sleet belt, in October, X^ovemand December. Account is handled
Schwab & Beatty Inc., Xew York.
j
Armand Co., Des Moines
[, This cosmetic firm started a quar' l-r-hour test program on WLS July
using hillbilly talent twice weekly.
'! bo program will be broadcast thrice
kly
starting of in
■ September
with
possibility
other
stations being
aded at that time. Wade Adv. AgenVcy. Chicago, handles the account.
Armin-Varady Co., Chicaeo
Using one-minute transcribed announcements on four stations, will
add five more Sept. 26 when Ted
^\'eems
returnsall onthea stations
Mutual
etwork. program
Practically
roadcasting the network program
rill carry the snots. Baggaley. Hortoii
tA: Hoyt Inc.. Chicago, is agency.
Associated Oil Co., San Francisco
r" For a number of years Associated
'h.T'Slusively
been using
sportsattention
events almost
to call
to its
line, motor oils anil l)y-pr()<hiets ;
.> recently placed a spot announce: u nt campaign on four stations in
the Pacific Xorthwest. Advertising
X>irector Harold Deal states that the
■company is planning one of its largest
' participations
in football
sponsorship
this fall. Plans
for this
program
^fcave not been completed. Lord &
Thomas placed the
oil company's
announcements
on the
Xorthwest spot
sta,tions, the commercials calling atten"tion to the firm's orchard spravs.
^f^tatinns
JKMED. signed: KIDO. KPQ. KIT.
^Assn. of Pacific Fisheries, Seattle
- Starts its national campaign in Sep^tember, including spot radio for the
-canned salmon industry. Agency is J.
AValter Thompson Co.. San Francisco.
Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia
- Will sponsor broadcasts of inter-collegiate football on 64 stations in
-the East during the fall to advertise
White Flash oil and gasoline. X. W.
'Ayer
agency.& Son Inc., Philadelphia, is the

.'Atlantis Sales Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Will begin participation in Martha
Beane's Hour on WOR, Xewark, in
August for Colman's Mustard. J.
'Walter Thompson Co., Xew York, is
the agency.
Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co.,
Louisville
Will start a radio campaign for a
-new cigarette named Zephyr early in
'the fall, using daytime program.s and
-appealing to women. Will start on
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Canada Dry Ginger Ale, New York
Will launch a national spot campaign in October, using an as yet unprogram on
stations. J. M. determined
Mathes
Inc.,some
New 60York,
will place.
Central Shoe Co., St. Louis
Will use quarter-hour transcriptions. Footsteps to Beauty, thrice
weekly on a list of stations as yet
undetermined, starting in October.
Transcriptions were produced by
Transamerican. Gardner Adv. Co,,
St. Louis, is agency.

'Hoiv About Putting Me and My
about 15 stations and expand later.
The sponsor will also expand the spot
campaign for Twenty Grand cigarettes, consisting chiefly of sports summaries. the
McCann-Erickson
York, handles
account. Inc.. X'ew
Bathasweet Corp., New York
Will keep its morning period of
news on WOR through the fall. Advertising for these bath salts is handled by H. M. Kiesewetter Adv.
Agency Inc., New York.
Bauer & Black, Chicago
Will start quarter-hour transcriptions five times weekly on 21 stations
Oct. IS for Velure lotion, with more
outlets to be added later. Discs were
cut by Associated Cinema Studios,
Hollywood. Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Inc., Chicago, is agency. Following
are the 21 stations which have been
tentatively selected : WGX, WCCO,
WHO, WDAF, KMOX. WFAA,
WW.T. WIRE. KOA. KFI. KPO,
AVOW, KOMO. KFPY, K G W,
KVOO. WKY, W T A M, W C A E.
KLR.V. KWKH.
Beaumont Laboratories, St. Louis
Will have, in addition to a twice
weekly quarter-hour live show on
WLW, quarter-hour transcriptions on
10 stations starting in October and
one-minute discs on 25 stations for
Four Way cold tablets. H. W. Kastor
& Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, is
agency.
Booth Fisheries, Chicago
Using 15-miuute discs on 12 stations. H. W\ Kastor & Sons Adv. Co.
Inc., Chicago, is agency.
Borden Co., New York
Will continue to advertise its Pioneer ice cream with a half-hour weekly variety show on WOR and WHX.
Xew York, and its Chateau cheese
with a weekly dramatized news program on the Yankee Xetwork. Young
& Rubicam Inc., Xew York, places
these programs.
Bosco Co., New York
Will expand its current announcementin the
campaign
milkinamplifiers
fallforon Bosco
stations
Xew
England, Pennsylvania and Upper
X'ew tionYork,
continue
in the will
Marjorie
Mills participaprogram
on the Colonial network, and will resume its participation in the Yankee
Xetwork news broadcasts in October
after a two-mouth layoff. Kenyon &
Eckhardt Inc., Xew York, is agency.
Bristol-Myers Co., New York
Will continue its present spot programs for Minit Rub : a quarter-hour
news period five times a week on
WOR, Newark ; a 10-minute daily
sport review on WWJ, Detroit ; and
a dramatic serial, Lucky Crirl, five
days a week on WGN, Chicago. Young
& Rubicam Inc., X^ew York, is agency.
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Drawn for Bro.xdcasting bv Sid Hix
Leopards on a Spot Program!"
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co.,
Louisville
Will continue and possibly extend
the sports review programs now being
broadcast on 31 stations for Avalon
cigarettes and Sir Walter Raleigh pipe
tobacco, thru BBDO, Xew York.
Builder's Life Insurance Co.,
Using a quarter-hour weekly program on WBBM. Chicago ; may add
other stations this fall. MeJunkin
.\dv. Co., Chicago, is agency.
Bulova Watch Co. Inc., New York
Will continue to use time signals
on an even larger scale than heretofore for Bulova watches, and is beginning to use the same type of advertising for its inexpensive Westfield
line. Westfield advertising is spotted
largely during the noon hour, whilo
Bulova concentrates on the evening
hours. Agency is Blow Co., New York.
Bunte Bros., Chicago
Will start live spot announcements
in September on about 50 stations for
its candy. List will be made up in
mid-August. Fred A. Bobbins, Chicago, is the agency.
Burlington Trailways, Chicago
W'ill expand schedule this fall using
quarter-hour programs thrice weekly,
one-minute announcements and chain
breaks varying from one to three a
day. Reincke-Ellis-Youngreen & Finn
Inc., Chicago, is agency.
Dr. W. B. Caldwell, Monticello. 111.
Will add nearly 50 stations on Sept.
27 to Monticello Party Line, quarterhour five-weekly transcriptions. Twenty-five stations are currently carrying
the serial. Columbia Transcription
Service cut the program. CramerKrasselt Co., Milwaukee, is agency.
California Pear Advisory Com.
A marketing organization established for the marketing of California
bartlett pears, it is one of the first
groups to get started in the new fall
season. Through J. Walter Thompson
Co., San Francisco, it has placed orders for daytime spot announcements
for a period of four weeks over 29
stations. The schedule started July
26 and is to run for four consecutive
weeks. In the case where the business has been placed on two stations
in the same city, the stations wiU divide the time — each taking the spots
for two weeks. Stations include :
WFBR, WTAM, WTMJ, KSTP,
WCAU, KYW, WJR, WWJ, KDKA,
WCAE, WSAI, WCKY, KMBC,
WDAF, WHN, WMCA, WOR, KSD,
KMOX, A\ GX, WLS, WEEI, WXAC,
WBZ, WBZA, KFI, KNX, KSFO,
KFRC.

Chappel Bros., Rockford, 111.
Used announcements and quarterhour programs on five stations last
fall and plans to use that many or
moreWendel
in September
Ken-L-Ration.
C.
Muench for
& Co.,
Chicago, is
agency.
Chasers Inc., New York
Considering a spot campaign in
Xew England this fall to advertise
Chasers, breath sweeteners. Agency is
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., Xew York,
Chicago
Chicago Engineering
Works,
Using 25 stations and plans to extend the list , this fall for its correspondence course in air conditioning,
Critchfield & Co., is agency.
Chicago Mail Order Co., Chicago
Will formulate plans for a fall spot
campaign the latter part of August.
Xine stations using quarter-hour live
programs thrice weekly were used
last
year. Chicago,
Matteson is- Fogarty
Co. inc..
agency. - Jordan
Chicago Motor Club, Chicago
Now on WBBM daily with the
Voice of Carelessness and plans to use
quarter-hour transcriptions weekly on
other midwestern stations this fall.
MeJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago, is agency.
Chocolate Products Co., Chicago
Will expand
fromthrice
10-minute
15minute
programs
weeklyto this
fall. Eight stations were used last
yearty that
for asStillicious,
many or with
more the
will possibilibe used
this fall. George H. Hartman Co.,
Chicago, is agency.
Coca Cola Co., Atlanta
Has recently launched a transcription campaign in some 50 cities in
which the company has bottling
plants, to continue through the fall
in most cities and probably through
the winter in the South. Program was
planned
Co.. St. and
Louis.produced by D'Arcy Adv.
G. E. Conkey Co., Cleveland
Plans to start quarter-hour participation in the WLS Barn Dance in
September or October. May also use
KFAB, Lincoln, with a five-minute
program
times & weekly
its poul-is
try feed. six
Rogers
Smith, forChicago,
agency.
Consolidated Drug Trade Products
Inc., Chicago
Currently on 10 stations will add
25 to 30 stations in September and
October making a total list close to
40 Programs
will beshows
half-hour
and
full-hour
live talent
broadcast
six times weekly. A few transcribed
programs will also be used. Benson
& Dall Inc., Chicago, is agency.
Continental Food Corp.,
Los Angeles
Planning a Pacific Coast campaign
for Brown Crock Baked Beans, using
one-minute dramatized transcription
announcements,
after Agency
a series isof Scholts
Southern California tests.
Adv. Service, Los Angeles,
Crowell Publishing Co., New York
WiU continue its Jean Abbey shopping programs
Woman's
Home
Companion
on 18for
stations.
Campaign
is handled by Geyer, Cornell & Newell
Inc, New York,
Crown Overall Co., Cincinnati
Using weekly
quarter-hour
transcriptions, Pleasant
Valley Frolics,
on WLS, WLW, WHO, WOR and
(Continued on page Jf6)
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and discussion of public
Nation^ s Leaders
Laud in particuRadio cationProgress
and chain broadcasting
President Pays Tribute
questions that have been made
lar as meeting a "real public
possible by this great modern inTo Industry at NBC
strumentality of communication.
Postmaster General Farley paid
high tribute to the development of As a result our people are now
Capital Opening
need."
broadcasting
in this country and kept completely and accurately informed at all times on national
to the work of the chains.
WITH Washin^on's officialdom
generously represented, NBC on
matters, a situation which has
"Certainly
no
one
can
deny
that
July 22 dedicated its elaborate new
radio has taken its place in the brought about keener interest in
studios in the Trans-Lux Building,
forefront of those things which public affairs than ever before
and the event served as the occain this country."
sion for renewed expressions of constitute our every day needs," existed
Speaking in behalf of Congress,
Mr.
Farley
said.
"It
has
done
much
confidence in radio by the Ameriin advancing our national unity Senator Wheeler said the progress
can plan from administraas well as providing a new and of radio in the last 20 years has
tion spokesmen.
been "incredible."
In a letter to NBC-President Le- peaceful
link Radio
among hastheaided
nation's
of the world.
im"Its influence," he declared, "is
nox R. Lohr, President Roosevelt
found in the marts of trade, in the
m
e
a
s
u
r
a
b
l
y
i
n
developing
musical
sounded a new keynote for radio.
cultural
tastes of our nation and
culture and appreciation, in banishthe formation of public opinion
"It is not within the province of
ing
provincialism
and
sectionalism,
reactionaries to put obstacles in
preventing the disintegra- on political and social problems."
the way of orderly development nor thereby
The Montana Senator also extion of our people into classes.
to mark boundaries beyond which
"The progressive policies being
pressed gratitude over the recogniradio may not go," the Chief Exadopted in the field of radio by
tion given by broadcastP'^s to their
ecutive stated in th° c-'m^^-'nni'^^- such oro-anizations as the National
"public duty." As a member of Contion, which was read over the air. Broadcasting Co. give inspiration
gress he said he was naturally
interested
in the part radio plays
sooner will
than be
many
to all of us. The Ameriof "Ius believe
realizethat
television
es- and hope
in
the
formation of public opinion
can
people
will
never
despair
as
tablished inhomes throughout this
as they can turn to their ra- on matters political and economic.
country. Indeed, it may not be long long dios
obtain instantly elevating
"I am glad to see in the radio
before radio will make it possible musical andprograms
a medium for expression pro and
or inspirational
for us to visualize at the breakfast
talks.
con on those matters by leaders in
table the front pages of daily news"For a long time I have been the various walks of life. Impartial
papers, or news reports, no matthoroughly convinced that one of and only impartial use of the radio
ter how remote we may be from
for discussion of controversies aids
the place of their publication and the greatest benefits provided by
in the making of intelligent deciradio
is
the
nation-wide
communidistribution."
Farley-Wheeler Tributes
The President said the opening
of the new studios seemed to him to
"symbolize the onward march" of
radio. "Although the ether is a
comparatively new means of communication and lends itself nationally in many other useful ways,"
the President's letter continued,
"we find ourselves continuously
amazed at the things which have
been accomplished and the development of future potentialities."
Other speakers were Postmaster
General James A. Farley, who is
also chairman of the Democratic
National Committee ; Senator
Wheeler (D-Mont.), chairman of
the Interstate Commerce Committee in which radio legislation originates; Acting Chairman E. O.
Sykes of the FCC; Mr. Lohr, and
Melvin C. Hazen, District Commissioner. Senator Wheeler made a
plea for freedom of speech by radio while Postmaster General Farley praised broadcasting generally
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NBC
FIRST studios
NIGHTERS—
Snapped
at the
gala opening
Washington
are (upper
center)
standing:
Melvin ofC. NBC's
Hazen, new
D.
C. commissioner, and NBC-President Lenox R. Lohr; seated are Acting
Chairman Sykes of the FCC and Senator Wheeler, of Montana. All
spoke during the ceremonies. Lower center: F. M. Russell, NBC Washington vice-president, seated in his sumptuous new office. Left: A candid
shot of Jack Latham (at phone) and Carlos Franco, both of the radio
department of Young & Rubicam Inc., New York, at the dedication.
Right: On the roof of the Trans- Lux Bldg., new NBC home, as 1,000
balloons with numbers painted on their sides were released by showgirls, the lucky numbers bringing prizes to those picking up the balloons. Gordon Hittenmark, NBC announcer, is at the mike.

BROADCASTING

sions by the American public and
for the increasing of the efficiency
of the Democratic form of government. That is one of the contributions of the radio to our nation and
that is one of its duties. And may I
add, that duty can only be performed by the maintaining of the
free and uncensored use of radio
Praise From Judge Sykes
facilities."
Judge Sykes commended NBC,
declaring that the studios represented the last word in technical
improvement. Harking back to the
position of radio 10 years ago,
Judge Sykes said that at that time
what was meant in radio by public
interest, convenience and necessity
was not well crystallized. "Today
it may be epitomized in service to
theMr.listening
he said. the
Lohr saidpublic,"
NBC dedicated
new studios with feelings of mingled patriotism and pride — pride
because "we feel that we are participants inmaking drama which is
the life of a nation's capital," and
patriotism "because we recognize
and welcome our public responsibility to serve the people by faithfully presenting the capital city to
its nation and the nation to its
While the new studios and the
new transmitter
for WRC and
capital
city."
WMAL represent the latest scientific developments in radio, Mr.
Lohr said they are merely steps
which an ever-changing art demand to bring to an audience programs of the highest quality and
with the greatest fidelity.
The formal dedication, broadcast
over the combination NBC network, climaxed three days of festivities. On July 20 WRC and
WMAL, NBC-operated Red and
Blue outlets respectively in Washington, held open house for the
press.
The
day'sandcelebration
was devoted second
to clients
agencies
and the third day to the formal
opening with some 1,500 persons,
including many members of Congress and officials of government
departments present.
The new studios occupy some 20,000 square feet of floor space in
■Ii Washington's
theatre of
building. There are newest
seven studios
the
i "floating" type. Latest innovations
I in studio construction and engiI neering were employed. All of the
I engineering and technical developI ments were under supervision of
I 0. B. Hanson, NBC chief engineer.
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To get 'em,

^

From the station log

you've got to reach 'em

News-Service for 31 States
Not long ago, J. O. Maland stepped
before a WHO microphone to invite
comment about WHO's evening news
broadcasts.
His talk, lasting less than five minutes,
had
to compete against Amos 'n' Andy
for listener-attention.
No
for anyreward,
reply. no inducement was offered
Yet 1,152 listeners went to the trouble
of writing to express their appreciation
for WHO's news service.
A tabulation showed these letters
came from 31 states.
Outstandins Broadest
Few single-station broadcasts anywhere in America regularly reach an
audience equal to that which tunes each
evening to WHO for United Press dispatches, edited and broadcast by H. R.
Gross.
The scope and accuracy of United
Press reports, the keen news-sense with
which Gross edits teletype copy, the impartial thoroughness of news-coverage
presented by each broadcast — all contribute to the intensity of audience-interest
in the WHO evening news.
Then add to the foregoing factors, the
WHO's 50 KW
which
signal out
strength of sends
on a clear channel,
transmitter
and you can understand why WHO
radio "high-spot"
news is a thenightly
throughout
Midwest.
Every advertiser using WHO has a
insimilar opportunity to reach and wel.l
fluence listeners in an area including
over half the entire United States.
Picture Offer Crcws 9,630
Time and again, specific of¥ers have
proved the exceptional audience reached
by WHO News Broadcasts. Most recent
test:
For two weeks, a brief announcement
was carried at the close of WHO evening news. In the announcement, a picto listure
teners. of H. R. Gross was offered

CENTRAL BROADCASTING CO., Des Moines
J. O. MALAND, Manager
Phone --3-71 47
National Representatives: FREE & PETERS, Inc.
New York
Detroit
Chicago
Los Angeles
San Francisco
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■ Clear

Channel

Despite the utter lack of novelty in the
offer, 9,630 requests were received within
two weeks. Even after the of?er was
withdrawn, requests continued coming in
at the rate of 400 a day.
Response came from 36 states and
Canada. Time of the announcement was
10:15 P. M. Central Standard (12:15
A. M. EDST)— another proof that Iowa
does not go to bed with the chickens.
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Federal
In

ASCAP

Trial

Believed Retiring
Andrew W. Bennett Is Said
To Plan Private Practice
UNCONFIRMED
curreports
rent in wei'e
Washington late in July
that Andrew W.
Bennett, for the
last three years
special assistant
to the Attorney
General in charge
of the GovernMr. Bennett rnent's anti-trust
suit against ASCAP, would resign
to enter prithat post, presumably
vate law practice in connection
with copyright.
Considerable question, it i s
learned, has arisen over continuance of the three-year-old suit,
now pending in the New York
Federal courts, seeking correction
of ASCAP activities alleged to be
in violation of Federal Statutes.
It is reported that Mr. Bennett has
sought a reopening of the trial
and vigorous prosecution of the
case, but other Department officials
apparently have opposed that view
and, it is understood have advocated abandonment of the suit. The
action was filed Aug. 30, 1934,
against ASCAP and 130 codefendants. After 10 days of trial in
June, 1935, however, the case was
recessed pending an effort to stipulate the record.
Department Loses Interest
The apparent indifference of the
Department toward the ASCAP
suit, recurring I'eports that the
suit may be dismissed and failure
of Congress to enact legislation
curbing the activities of ASCAP,
coupled with the fact that present
contracts will expire in less than
two-and-one-half years, has created
unrest among the group of independent broadcasters who fear a
repetition of the 1932 and 1935
negotiations for music license privileges. Indignation over this situation broke out at the Chicago convention of the NAB with the result
that several anti-ASCAP resolutions were passed. Some of the independents, however, expressed
themselves in favor of aggressive
and coordinated action in line with
these resolutions.
While Mr. Bennett would not
m comment on the report, it was
learned that a group of independent broadcasters, anxious to see
the Government suit prosecuted,
had discussed with the attorney the
possibility of an arrangement
whereby he would represent them
in copyright matters. Pendency of
the government suit, as well as the
Duffy and Guffey bills in Congress
seeking to strip ASCAP of much
of its arbitrary powers in collecting royalties, are matters in which
the independent broadcasters express greatest interest.
The fact that a half-dozen states
already have enacted state laws
placing ASCAP and other copyright groups under state jurisdiction, also has heartened the independent broadcasters in their offensive on copyright, in the hope of
achieving a legislative basis for
fair and equitable dealing with
ASCAP before present percentage
contracts expire in 1939.
Mr. Bennett joined the Justice
Page 20

tional organization and of the
status of copyright legislation in
various states, including the six in
which state laws already have been
enacted.
The new Florida copyright law
was discussed by State Senator
John R. Beacham, of WJNO, West
Palm Beach, who introduced the
measure in the Florida legislature,
and by H. T. Rogers, attorney who
drafted it. As introduced and passed by the Senate, the bill is the
same as the Nebraska anti-ASCAP
measure.
In addition to President Tison,
who succeeds Fred W. Borton,
WQAM, Miami, as president, other
officers clude:
elected
1937-1938
inL. S. for
Mitchell,
WDAE,
Tampa, secretary-treasurer; Harold
P. Danforth, WDBO, Orlando, first
vice-president, and Mr. Beacham
and Henry Wells, WCAO, Pensacola, executive committeemen.
A resolution was adopted extending the sympathies of the Florida
broadcasters to the family of FCC
Chairman Anning S. Prall, describlate chairman as
"a valued
and ing theunderstanding
friend
and

Counsel
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FLORIDA SLATE— Here are the 1937-38 officers of the Florida Association of Broadcasters elected at the group's second annual convention
in Jacksonville July 24-25. Seated, left to right: Spencer Mitchell,
bt. PeWDAE Tampa, secretary-treasurer; W. Walter Tison, WFLA,
nt.
tersburg, president; Harold Danforth, WDBO, Orlando, vice-preside
Pensacola, and State
Standing, left to right: Henry G. Wells, WCOA,
Senator John Beacham, WJNO, West Palm Beach, executive committee.

Superpower

on Non

■networkPlan

Urged

Head
By Florida Stations ; Tison Named
ELECTING as president for the eluded from the terms of the
if deemed in the public
ensuing year W. Walter Tison, measure
interest by the FCC, under an
vice-president of WFLA, Jacksonville, the Florida Association of amendment adopted during consideration. The proposed bill recites
Broadcasters at its second annual
convention in Jacksonville July 24- that its purpose is to "prevent
25 went on record in favor of legis- monopolies and to prohibit excessive duplication of broadcasting
lation limiting superpower stations
to non-network operation.
programs
in any area." Act
It reads:
The Communications
of 1934
In adopting a resolution favoring
is hereby amended by the addition of
introduction of a bill in Congress,
the following section immediately
the Association proposed that here- after Section 307 thereof and to be
after stations using more than
known as section 307% :
50,000 watts power shall originate
3071/2 (a) For the purpose of this
all of their programs with the ex- section a network program is defined
ception of one-hour per month, as any program lasting five minutes
designed to take care of extraordior longer which is broadcast simultanary events. WLW would be exneously from two or more broadcasting stations, whether by wire, aerial
electrical transcriptions, reDepartment in April, 1934, as reception, cordings,
film, or otherwise, or which
snecial assistant to the Attorney
being broadcast over any broadcasting
General, and handled all of the pre- station is recorded and thereafter renaration for the government suit, broadcast or repeated from another
instituted five months later. He such station by wire or mechanical
was formerly on the legal staff of means.
the United Fruit Co. in Boston,
(b) The Commission is directed to
refuse licenses and renewals of liand nrior to that, in general practice in Washington.
censes to additional broadcasting stations having an authorized operating
While there was no verification
power
in
of 50 kw. over which
either of the report that Mr. Ben- there shallexcess
broadcast any network
nett had resigned or that he had program as be
defined in this section. _
been proffered a post by the indeapplicaadvance on
formal
Upon
(c)
therefore
tion
the Commissi
may
nendent
broadcasters'
group, itstate
has
been known
that certain
from time to time authorize any stagroups have had in mind appointhavingkw.
tionof .50
authorized
power network
in exment of some law>rer who would
cess
to broadcast
coordinate the various copyright programs when the public interest will
be served thereby but in no calendar
activities into an offensive, look- month
shall such authority cover an
ing toward expeditious action.
If such a plan crystallizes, it is hour.
aggregate period of more than one
understood, it would not be in the
Commission
publish
nature of another "trade associain (d)
the The
Federal
registershall
appropriate
tion" movement to conflict with the regulations for the enforcement of
NAB, but on the other hand would
be designed to gear its activity this section."
A thorough discussion of induswith the NAB and operate on
copytry problems, including edthe during
fronts in which the trade associaright question, develop
tion cannot participate because of the meeting
s. James W. Baldwin,
its status as an organization rep- NAB managing director, flew from
resentative of all elements in the
Washington to participate. He told
broadcasting industry.
the group of activities of the na-
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Every station member was represented. Delegates were:
WCOA— Henry Wells, George
Willings; WDAE— L. S. Mitchell,
Ralph
Nicholson; WDBO— Harold
P.
Danforth.
WFLA— W. Walter Tison, Melvin
Meyer;
guide."WFOY— Col. W. B. Eraser,
Robert Tigert; WIOD — Frank
Malone, Milton Scott; WJAXJohn T. Hopkins III; WJNO —
John R. Beacham, George Hazelwood; WLAK— J. P. Marshall, B.
M. Brown; WMBR— Frank King,
Glenn Marshall, Jr.; WMFJ— W.
Wright Esch; WQAM— Fred W.
Borton,
Mizner;
Garland Fred
W. Powell,
Prof.WRUFJoseph
Weil; WSUN— Harold H. Meyer;
WTAL — Gilbert Freeman, Mrs.
Vera Freeman.
Baseball

Star Sponsored

By Peter Pan Bakeries
SPONSORED by the Peter Pan
Bakeries Inc., chain group, Gerald
Walker, Detroit outfielder, started
July 20 in a 15-minute Tuesday
and Thursday series titled Gerald
Walker on the Spot on the Michigan Network, keyed from WXYZ,
Detroit. Program is heard at 6:30
p. m., with Bob Evans as announcer asking Walker to answer baseball questions submitted by fans.
Walker's forte is his ad libbing
ability and his keen sense of humor.
He is not new to radio, having fre-'
quentlyformer
appeared
Harry who
Heil-is
man,
Tiger with
outfielder
baseball commentator for Michigan
Network.
Mail response already is great
from the Lower Michigan area
where the bakeries have their chief
distribution. Five writers of selected letters are heard on each program, each writer appearing with
Walker receiving an autographed
baseball and a loaf of Peter Pan
bread. When the Tigers play out
of town, transcribed versions prepared in advance are carried.
Packard-Neff, Detroit, handles the
account.
IN THE July 15 Broadcasting, it
was
that Prof.ofL.Toledo
D. Barnhart reported
of the University
had
joined NBC-Chicago as educational
counsellor. Prof. Barnhart has joined
NBC-Chicago as a production man
and not in an educational capacity.
Miss Judith Waller is educational director of NBC-Chicago. Broadcasting regrets the error.
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WW

J Bans

All

A nnouncements

For

Three-Hour
Period
Daily
. J. Scripps Tops Balanced Program Suggestion
With New Step Designed to Please Listeners
AS THE second phase of his plan
"Multitudinous and vicious have
been the complaints
complaints heard from
to
program
operations
on "balance"
WWJ, Detroit
[Broadcasting,
those in the industry — and out of
July 1 and 15], W. J. Scripps,
it — against the commercial anmanaging director of the station
nouncement evil, and this test will
announced July 26 that starting offer a way to abolish it. Naturally,
it depends upon the resnonse from
with the fall time change all commercial chain-break and betweensponsors
as to whether WWJ's polprogram spot announcements will
icy ultimately will be extended —
be eliminated between the hours of not alone to its entire broadcasting
12 noon and 3 p. m.
day — but to the entire industry as
Even moi-e revolutionary than
the announcement of WWJ's newpolicy of program control, Mr.
OFFERS
Scripps said this second step will BAMBERGER
well."
provide a three-hour stretch of en- SERIES TO
STORES
tertainment with no intervening
L. BAMBERGER & Co.,
announcements to compete for popoffering
Newarkto
ular attention. With the change,
department store, is
WWJ will increase its basic hour
other department stores throughout
rate for the three-hour period bv the country the daily column and
36.8^c, he added.
daily broadcast of Ed Fitzgerald,
which for some months have been a
Mr. Scripps' said :
part of the newspaper and radio
"The July
1 an
issue
of Broadcasting carried
announcement
advertising of the company.
Since Fitzgerald writes and talks
of WWJ's
policyof ofdiscussion,
program
control. Thenewstorm
without restrictions, doing no selling of individual merchandise, his
both commendatory and critical,
aroused by this announcement
material would be suitable for any
speaks for itself, and needs no store to sponsor, says the brochure
further elaboration.
sent out by Bamberger to other
stores, which adds that Fitzgerald
Adjustment of Rates
was
afterchoice
a year's
and chosen
that the
of asearch
man
"Now we are ready to take the rather than a woman was based on
second step in our effort to bring
a survey conducted through MBS
about a new and better era in commercial broadcasting — a golden era which showed an overwhelming
of service to the listener, which in preference for a man.
the long run means increased beneStores may purchase the 15-minfits to the broadcaster and to the ute broadcasts three or six days a
week
and either through Mutual or
! sponsor.
on transcriptions. Six time rate for
"Starting with the fall time the
live programs ranges from $30
change, that lucrative period beto $75 weekly, depending on the
'tween 12 noon and 3 p. m., within
store's volume of sales, and from
station optional time, will be clear$20 to $50, plus about $3 a record,
ed of all commercial chain breaks
for thecount transcriptions.
5% disand
between
program
announcewill be allowed forA contracts
ments.
of six months. It is reported that
"This will provide a three-hour
negotiations are being conducted
1 stretch of program entertainment
with stores in Providence, Boston
vnth no intervening announcements
and Binghamton.
to compete for popular attention
with the commercial credits of the
programs in this period.
P&G Signs on WOR
"To set aside this three-hour
period naturally will be costly, but PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cinshould make it a prime and cercinnati, has contracted for four 15tainly desirable period for sponsorminute programs five days weekly
for 52 weeks on WOR, Newark.
iship, since it is exactly what many
of the larger and more farsighted
Programs include a transcribed
advertising agencies have been version of The Gospel Singer, NBC/seeking and hoping for these manv
Blue network program, and Judy
'.months.
& Jane, which is also transcribed.
"It will be costly because the These shows advertise Ivory prodtodav
:revenue from announcements
ucts and are placed through Compconstitutes about 50 ""c of our sta- ton Adv. Inc., New York. A third
tion revenue — and by necessity,
transcription series, P e -pp e r
therefore, some rate adjustments
Young's Family, placed through
Pedlar & Ryan Inc., New York, for
"Rill be required.
Camay,
is also recorded from the
"The
and first
of some natural
broadcasters
wouldthought
be to network broadcasts on NBC Red
llet the sponsor pay the whole cost and Blue. The fourth program.
lof this 'preferred' position, just as The Couple Next Door, in the in'they are required to do in other meterest of Oxydol, is an MBS featdia. But WWJ does not desire to
ure originating at WGN, Chicago,
jeopardize the experiment by so and placed through Blackett-Samarbitrarily following custom laid ple-Hummert Inc., Chicago. Pointdown in the past. For the sake of
ing out that all of these products
radio's future, we at WWJ believe
are already advertised with netthat we should make concessions.
work programs broadcast in New
Iln other words, we feel we should
York, WOR cites Procter & Gammeet the sponsor half way.
ble advertising as an excellent
"Thus, we will increase our rate example of the supplemental radio
during the three-hour period by idea which the station is currentonly 36.8%, leaving approximately
ly promoting in its own advertistwo-thirds of the loss in revenue
ing. Basis of the theme is that in a
resulting from the elimination of market such as metropolitan New
commercial announcements to be York it is impossible to reach all
listeners with a single program.
borne by WWJ.
IBROADCASTING
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A GUEST OF NBC
Famous European Announcer
To Broadcast Here

Five

State

Offices

Closed by ASCAP
Stations Piling Up Contingent
Liabilities, Paine Asserts
DISCONTINUING its operations
in States which have passed antimonopoly copyright laws (MonWashington, Florida,
Nebraska tana,
and Tennessee),
ASCAP
has
closed its offices in these states and
is doing no business of any kind
within their borders. Letters received at ASCAP headquarters
from broadcasters, hotels, b a 1 1rooms and other establishments
which formerly operated under
ASCAP licenses, are returned unopened,ofstamped
"Refused,
American Society
Authors,
Composers

refusal of these letters, most
andThePublishers".
of which contain royalty checks,
does not relieve the broadcasters
LISA SERGIO, known throughout
and others of the responsibility of
Europe
as
the
"Voice
of
2R0"
for
copyrightcording topayments,
however,
acher broadcasts in French and EnJohn G. Paine,
general
glish from this station in Rome, is manager of ASCAP. The state laws
in New York to study American
may make it difficult or impossible
radio technique and has been made
for copyright owners to combine into such organizations as ASCAP,
a guest announcer of NBC dm-ing
her stay. Her first assignment for he stated, but they cannot take
an American radio program is to from the copyi-ight owner his
announce the Robin Hood Dell rights or declare them invalid.
symphony concerts, to be broadContingent Liabilities
cast on the Red network on three
successive Saturdays, July 31, AuEventually, Mr. Paine said, the
gust 7 and 14. She is also ancopyright owner will present his
nouncing in both French and Ital- bill for the infringement of his
ian the programs broadcast to copyrights that the states have now
Europe on
NBC's
short-wave
trans-a made it temporarily impossible for
mitter,
W3XAL, and
broadcasts
him to collect, and the broadcasters are meanwhile building up a
daily 15-minute news period in each
of these languages to the Eui'o- terrific pile of contingent liabilities.
This is especially true of the netpean audience.
works which are now sending .proBorn and educated in Florence,
where at 17 she edited the Italian
grams of copyright music to unlicensed stations, he stated, as all
Mail, only English newspaper in
stations
located in states in which
Italy, she was invited to broadcast
anti-ASCAP legislation was passed
in English from Rome by officials
automatically
of EIAR, the Italian Broadcasting
with
the agency.lost their licenses
Company. Within a short time she
had been put in charge of news
Mr. Paine said that this legislation is having its effect abroad as
broadcasts, personally taking care
of all English and French pro- well as in this country, as societies
grams and directing broadcasts in in foreign countries which have entered into reciprocal treaties with
a dozen other languages. She also
the United States are asking if
organized the American Hour,
their copyrights will be protected
which is broadcast daily from
over here as American copyrights
Rome to North America.
are protected in their countries.
Miss Sergio resigned from EIAR
Asked about the proposal that
in order to visit the homeland of
ASCAP become affiliated with the
her mother, who before her marAmerican Federation of Labor, Mr.
riage was Margaret Fitzgerald of Paine
said that there is little progBaltimore. She is staying in New
to report. He readily admitted
York at the home of her aunt. Miss that ressnegotiations
were under way,
Alice Fitzgerald, who was chief of that the two groups
had much in
the American Red Cross Nursing
common and that a series of meetService in France during the War.
ings had been held, but he denied
that any such affiliation is imminent. It is a very broad question
that requires a great deal of study,
Zephyr Spot Series
stated, and not something to be
AXTON-FISHER TOBACCO Co., he
Louisville, will shortly launch a rushed into.
spot radio campaign for its new
Zephyr cigarette. Daytime programs will be used chiefly, with the
Pepperell Back to Net
commercials stressing the honey PEPPERELL
MFG., Boston, will
flavor and smoothness of the brand
return to the ranks of network
in an attempt to capture the women smokers. Announcements and sponsors after a six years' absence
in November, when it will sponprograms will be used on various
sor a series of philosophical talks
schedules at various stations de- by Dr. Karl Reiland on NBC-Blue.
pending on what seems to be best Program, which was tested on WSB,
in each market. Axton-Fisher for Atlanta,
and WRDW, Augusta, last
Twenty Grand cigarettes has added
spring, will be broadcast Friday
daily-except-Sunday
sports
sumevenings 7:15-7:30. Dr. Reiland
maries on WCFL, Chicago, WSAI,
Cincinnati, and WGAR, Cleveland, will launch the series from New
but after the first few broadto its spot
Anothernight
ad- York casts
will return to Atlanta and fudition is a campaign.
series of Friday
ture programs will originate there.
fight broadcasts from the Hollywood Bowl on KFWB, Los Angeles.
Series will advertise company's
Advertising is placed through Mc- sheets and pillow cases. BBDO,
New York, handles the account.
Cann-Erickson Inc., New York.
MISS SERGIO
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Detroit
Stephenson BIdg.

Kansas City
Dwight Bidg.

From St. Louis
Star-Times
July 15th, 1937
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CIO Placing
To Promote

Spots
Cause

Labor Programs Are Placed at
Strategic Points in Nation
MAKING extensive use of broadcasting to help in organizing workers and in building sjnnpathy for
their cause among citizens, the CIO
is not planning any national radio
campaigns, at least for the present,
but is using frequent broadcasts on
stations in areas where organization is now going on.
Typical is the current radio campaign of the Steel Workers Organizing Committee, which sponsors
three quarter-hour programs weekly on WSAX.
WCBM,
Baltimore;
WHP,Allento\\-n,
Harrisburg,
and
WJAC, Johnstown. One program
each week features labor news from
Washington, compiled by Chester
Wright. The second broadcast
brings a talk by an outstanding
speaker, such as Senator Wagner
or John L. Lewis, which has been
transcribed, and the third program
of the week features a prominent
local man.
Handling of Programs
At the start of each broadcast a
citizen of some local prominence is
brought to the microphone to make
a brief plea to the management of
Bethlehem Steel Corp. to avoid
conflict and allow the rights of the
workers to be determined by an
election. The local organizer closes
each broadcast with a discussion of
the local situation on that day.
Broadcasts are advertised on sandwich boards, paraded at factories
during the lunch hours and at closing time, and with small space in
local newspapers.
The United Automobile Workers
of America also is on the air with
a 1.5-minute broadcast every weeknight on WJBK, Detroit, and on
Sundavs with half-hour programs
on both WJBK and WMBC. Twice
a week the WJBK broadcasts are
fed to WJIM, Lansing, and WFDF,
Flint, as well. Programs alternate
between straight organizing
speeches and dramatizations of living conditions of workers in automobile plants.
The Textile Workers Organizing
Committee, which opened its radio
campaign with a broadcast of a
mass meeting at Lawrence over a
five-station hookup which was hastily arranged after the Colonial Network had refused to carry the
broadcast without a preliminai-y
statement that the network management was "definitely opposed to
certain principles of CIO", is now
using two stations in New England.
WCOP, Boston, carries three
TWOC 15-minute broadcasts weekly, one in English, one in Polish
and a third in Italian. A fourth
weekly series, in French, will be
started in August. WSPR, Springfield, carries one weekly program,
in English, for the union. Recently
the TWOC has started a series of
■weekly broadcasts on WGAR,
Cleveland. Workers' position is
brought out through dramatizations of the testimony presented at
the hearings of the National Labor
Relations Board.
These campaigns are chiefly the
work of Morris Novik, director of
WEVD, New York's "labor station," which for more than a year
has been broadcasting the programs
of the Ladies Gannent Workers
Union and sending them to a network including WPEN, Philadelphia, WELI, New
Haven, and
BROADCASTING

RADIO DAY — Thirty-two members of the broadcasting industry in the San Francisco bay area on July 16
traveled 100 miles south in a specially chartered Greyhound bus to participate in the annual Radio Day as
guests of the California Rodeo at Salinas. Lloyd E. Yoder, NBC West Coast press chief, chairman of Radio
Day, was in charge of the party, which included station managers, artists and publicity men, as well as
newspaper radio editors. Among those in the party were: Ralph R. Brunton, Art Westlund, Don Hambly, Pat
Kelly, Mrs. Sherwood Brunton, Mrs. Elmer Pratt, Charles Harper, Cedric Davey, Walter Paterson, ("Nicky"
of
and Mrs.
Paterson,
Leo Cleary
and Mrs.
Cleary;
Phoebe Clark,
Squires, Helen
Bette
Ma One
rino, Man's
EstelleFamily)
Caen, Claude
LaBelle,
Ed Murphy,
Walter
Rudolph,
J. Clarence
Myers, Lucille
Jim Morgan,
Sawyer, Dante Barsi, Leo Catalano, Johnny Catalano, Dick Holman, Ruth Fischer, Mrs. Donald Stuart, Commander Scott, Ed Schoeb and Ed Hansen.

Drug

and

Toilet

Goods

Lead

Networks

Jones

and

Smith

Direct

J
J
J
INAUGURATED only six
weeks
^''''''f
In Time Sales for First Half of Year
DRUGS and toilet goods advertis- Breakdown of expenditures for ago as a full-time regional to reing exceeded that of any other in- NBC and CBS time during the first place the local station, which the
dustry on NBC during the first six six months of 1937, by industries, FCC authorized for removal into
months of 1937, was in second place follows :
Brownsville, Tex., the new KRIS
on the CBS roster, and heads the
^gc
CBS Corpus Christi, 500 watts on 1330
combined list with a total of Automotive
s 1,752,069 % 1,974,720 kc, is now being offered to adver39,296,031, according to break- a*^'"^Ci ar ttes
163,325
tisers in a joint rate card with
downs of advertising revenue by in- 'xobaccof ^"^^ ^'
80i,039
2,358,724 KXYZ, Houston. KRIS is operated
dustries
issued by
networks.
and
'
'by SmithTilford
Jonesheadandthe T.company
Frank
No such figures
wereboth
available
for Clothing
Dry Goods
64,688
who also
MBS, but it is probably safe to ^Tce^cr°eam^''
102.800
6O6.120 operating KXYZ. KRIS on Aug. 1
assume
of adver'
'
joins
the supplementary
tisers on that
that expenditures
network would
follow Drugs
.^'^'l?and Toilet
6,610,632
2,685,399
^j^^j Blue
networks whileNBCon Red
the
the same relative order as on the rns"urance"
153,060
26i,35i same date KXYZ joins the Blue,
other two.
Foods and Food
'
'
Heading KRIS as local manager
Advertising for food and food
^'^"I'^nn 3,479,068 jg cijff Tatum, long associated with
beverages
passes
nine CBS
mil- HoulrFurniture
South Texas
broadcasting,
and
lion mark also
when
NBCthe and
and Furnishings
267,471
259,118 George
Morrison,
formerly vidth
totals are combined, the exact total Jewelry and Silver^
KXYZ.
Wilson-Robertson reprefor this class of advertising for the Lub^kants Petroleum ^^'^^^
sents the station in the national
first
of this
being $9,086,Products' and
Fuel 1,068,052
1,162,146 field.
stationlibrary
subscribes
the
728. half
These
two year
industries
are a Machinery.
Farm
WBS The
program
service,to and
long
ahead ofthethenext
other
net- paints
KTuppHe"''
65.120
61,725 Transradio
work way
advertisers,
highest
and
c
•
1>Press.
f
T* If
total
being which
that forspent
the automotive
Hardware
199,005
Series
r^ayS
lOr Itseil
industrv,
$3,786,781 Radios,
Phonographs
,
U^f^^^ r-^i^^,
*U,c. A;^
AlT
On
Going
Bclore
377.335
749.420
"^^^^
and
NBC
on
talent
and
time
for
CBS. The tobacco industry ranks Schools and
A RADIO series that the
was comfourth with an expenditure of Correspondence
pletely paid for before a single
$3,159,763 onof the
two soap
networks.
Leather
program claimed
had gonebyon Pennzoil
the air is Co.,
the
Advertising
laundry
and sho^^nd
Goods
55,500
record
housekeepers' supplies, in fifth Laundry Soap and
Philadelphia, which recently began
place with a total of $2,775,735, un- Suppfkl^""^
1,596,892
1,178,843 an eight-week series of 15-minute
doubtedly accounts for a large part Sporting Goods
' 83,699 — '
transcriptions on 40 stations. In an
of the increase in daytime adver- stationery and
,,0 neo
qck effort to secure new dealers to distising on these networks over a Travel and Hotels
37 708 tribute its oil products, Pennzoil
year ago.
Co.
distributors
ra. wines.
LiquorsBeers,
27,792 '
(jjo offered
series ifitsthey
showed athefixed
WCOP, Boston. This series of hour Miscellaneous
285,037
277.683 pg^-cgntage of gain in accounts,
broadcasts, made up of opera and Total
$19,948,107 $i4,803,265 The quotas were reached and new
symphony music and dramatizadealers signed up with actual ortions depicting the conditions under
jgrs before any of the programs
which garments are made in nonPostal Using Spots
had been broadcast. The result
union shops, is said to have been
^
wo.'s, thousands of new Pennzoil
successful in creating a refusal on
TELEGRAPH - CABLE
and a prepaid radio cam•
camspot
a
started
York,
New
Co.,
retailers
and
the part of the public
to
takeWhenever
goods not anbearing
the union Paign in July, using daily an- ^ g«
^.
^j^^ medium selabel.
outstanding
la- nouncements and time signals on j
because of its effective covbor speaker broadcasts on WEVD, KFRC, San Francisco, and KHJ,
^ individual distributors'
Mr No^dk has the talk transcribed Los Angeles; four announcements ^^^^■^^^^■-.^^ ^^d because each proand furnishes it to local organiza- a day Monday through Friday on
^ presented under the
tions for local broadcasts. WNOX,
Knoxville, and WMC, Sponsorship of the distributor. The
TRANSRADIO Press Service has SpS^^UiI I^ WMl^p'Tf^vi"^ programs are tied in with the
extended a new leased teletype cir- '^^f ^^''^^^ °" WNBR, Memphis ; ^g^Tizoil national advertising
cuit through central Iowa, the ^^Jjl^ ^^w?"^™^^"!^
theme of "the extra margin of
fourth of a system of state circuits wrPO Slnrf/n
rTrv,rflT<rr safety" and are dramatizations of
being operated from Transradio's ,!;x!^,\,
^^^^^^
an adventure in which the extra
midwestern division headquarters ^\'a Jled by B^Salf &
^^^^^^ °f ^^^^^y plays the key
in Chicago. Other circuits carry
New York
^'o^^- N° "name" talent is used. In
teletype service to clients in Michi- ''
'
addition to the transcription series,
gan, Wisconsin and Illinois. TransPennzoil Co. has been sponsoring
radio's
northwestern
run- AMERICAN
Adverh er reports,
ning northward
from circuit,
Portland,
tising Agencies Association
has set Aprilof28-30
as time
sport signals,
flashes wande a tstraight
spots
Ore., has been extended to Vancou- the dates for its 1938 annual conven- for a number of years. Fuller &
ver, B. C, caiTying teletype serv- tion. which will be held at the Home- Smith & Ross Inc., Cleveland,
ice to CJOR.
stead in Hot Springs, Ya.
handle the account.
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FCC

Gets

League

BaseballComplaint
President Harridge Asks Probe
Of WJMK; Hopkins Replies
COMPLAINT against the "unauthorized bi'oadcast" by WJBK,
Detroit, of play-by-play descriptions of the out-of-town games of
the Detroit Tigers, was registered
with the FCC Broadcast Division
July 15 by William Harridge,
president of the American League.
In a letter addressed to Broadcast Division Chairman E. 0.
Sykes, Mr. Harridge requested that
the FCC investigate the conduct
and practices of WJBK and determine whether
theyhonest
are "not
only
contrary
to the
business
practices of licensed stations, but
also in violation of the Communications Act of 1934 and the provisions of Rule 177 of the rules and
regulations of the Commission with
reference
to rebroadcasting."
WJBK now
has pending before
the FCC a formal complaint
against Western Union, for its
alleged refusal to furnish it with
"ticker" accounts of the Detroit
out-of-town games. It has been
broadcasting these games under
sponsorship by procuring the accounts from undisclosed sources.
Permission Refused
Mr. Harridge declared that in
March WJBK requested permission
to broadcast the running accounts
of the Detroit games but was refused because previous arrangements had been made authorizing
broadcasts of all games by WWJ
and WXYZ, Detroit, including the
Michigan Network. After this refusal, the letter related, WJBK
petitioned the courts for a writ of
mandamus against Western Union
to compel service, but the order
was denied. Then he pointed out
that on May 18 WJBK advertised
in the Detrait Free-Press that although ithad been denied the right
to broadcast the games, nevertheless a description of the road
games would be broadcast. Mr.
Harridge added that these games
have been broadcast and charged
that
the practice
and pirating
the of
news"appropriating
of the baseball games which it has broadcast
is in our opinion an unfair utilization of the labors and expenditures
of others and is deceptive to the
public."
The WJBK situation, Mr. Harridge declared, presents the same
question involved in a similar complaint filed with the Commission
against WMCA, New York, with
reference to which the Commission
on March 1, 1937, ruled that the
"broadcasting of play-by-play descriptions and scores of baseball
games without the consent and authority of either the league or the
stations was deemed to be a violation of the spirit of Section 325 of
the Communications Act of 1934
and Rule 177 of the Rules and
Regulations of the Commission
with reference to rebroadcasting."
Hopkins Makes Reply
James F. Hopkins, president of
WJBK, declared July 28 that he
regarded the protest as an obvious
"attempt to control the broadcasting of news." He said the League
was using the "piracy charge" as a
"smoke screen to obscure the real
issue."
"WJBK has never obtained information for its baseball broadPage 24
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Uridge Heads WJR Sales
OWEN
F.
URIDGE, for the
last year Detroit
sales manager for
Radio Sales Inc.,
CBS subsidiary,
on Julyturned 15
reto WJR,
Detroit, as sales
manager, filling
Uridge the vacancy creatthe resignaAllen
tion last sprmg . edofby Lewis
Weiss, general manager of the
Don Lee Broadcasting System.
Mr. Uridge takes over duties
which Leo J. Fitzpatrick, veteran
WJR manager, had added to his
own. Mr. Uridge has been in
radio since 1926 and his present
position marks his third connection
with WJR. He started with WAFD,
now defunct local, and joined WJR
in 1928. Two years later he went
to WGHP as assistant sales manand remained
that stationager,became
WXYZ. until
He returned
to
WJR in 1930 but left to join CBS.
Western

Union

Petition

Of WJBK to Be Heard
CONSIDERATION by the FCC
of the complaint of WJBK, Detroit,
against Western Union, dealing
with the latter's refusal to furnish
it with play-by-play ticker reports
on baseball games of the Detroit
American League Club, was assured July 19 when the FCC Telegraph Division notified the comthat it hadUnion
"accepted"
the
petition. plainant
Western
was given
30 days within which to satisfy the
complaint or file its answer.
WJBK filed its former complaint
July 8, asking that the telegraph
company, as a common carrier, be
required to supply it with service.
It was the third effort of WJBK
to procure action. Last May it filed
simultaneously with the FCC and
with the courts in Detroit petitions
for relief. The court denied mandamus proceedings and the Telegraph Division afterwards notified
the station it would not take action on the basis of the informal
complaint.
Bans Grid Sponsors
FOLLOWING the policy it adopted
two years ago, WGN, Chicago, will
once more during the 1937 football season present its games, all
of which will be fed to the Mutual
Network, without sponsorship and
with Manager Quin Ryan at the
microphone. WGN has already
drawn up its schedule, which starts
Oct. 2 and ends Nov. 27 and includes five games in which Notre
ing.
Dame or Northwestern are competcasts in any manner that violates
FCC rules nor will it ever do so,"
Mr. Hopkins added. "Because the
American League has a recording
of our broadcasts and that of another station and because we follow by a quarter of a minute or
so they have falsely arrived at the
conclusion that we are pirating.
The station also carries a description of the games played in New
York where there is no broadcasting allowed. Obviously there can be
no pirating there. From other cities as from New York we receive
the information for our broadcasts
by wire without the use of a radio
receiver and no one can prove
otherwise."

Grid

OCTOPUS— Carl Mack, of WJAY,
Cleveland, ended his 15-minute
under-water date with an octopus
right on the nose, and also got a
gallon of water around his nose
when the diving suit's headgear
sprung a leak while he was submerged. Mack kept the 20-foot
man-eater under control by shaking
a few adjectives from a salt-shaker
microphone
on some
the octopus'
tails.
The stunt
was ofstaged
at the
Great Lakes Exposition.
Chesterfield Football
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
Co., New York, will sponsor Eddie
Dooley in a series of football forecasts and post mortems on a coastto-coast CBS network beginning
September 16 and continuing
through the football season. Programs, which will advertise Chesterfield cigarettes, are scheduled
for 6:30-6:45 p.m. Thursdays and
Saturdays, which means that the
Paul Douglas sports summaries
which the company has sponsored
during the baseball season on CBS
six nights weekly from 6:35 to 6:45
will be eliminated on these two
nights at least. Client says that no
decision has been made about the
other nights, but as the contract
for the Douglas series ends at that
time the probability is that it will
be dropped
during
the fall.didSummer series on
67 stations
not
include the mountain or Pacific
states, while football series will
cover the country. Newell-Emmett
Co. Inc., New York, handles the
Chesterfield advertising.
Radio Aids Baseball
AUGUST 3 will be Radio Appreciation Night at Ruppert Stadium
in Newark. Earl Harper, who arranged the event in connection with
his broadcasts of the games of the
Newark ball club on WNEW, New
York, will go on the air a half-hour
before game time that evening and
will act as master of ceremonies of
a special vaudeville show to be performed on the field, between the
pitcher's box and home plate. Fans
who have been listening to Harper's broadcasts are urged to come
out this night and a crowd of 20,000 is expected. This year has seen
an 800% increase over last year
in feminine attendance at the games
when they are not broadcast.
BROADCASTING

Sponsorship

Plans Take Shape
Northwestern
Railway Signs:
Atlantic, Socony Expand
CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN
Railway, Chicago, will sponsor both
home and away games of Northwestern University over WJJD,
Chicago, for the second successive
year, it was announced in late July
as plans for football sponsorship
took shape. In addition to Russ
Hodges and Norman Ross, the regular WJJD announcers, famous
gridiron personalities will appear
as guest commentators. Caples &
Co., Chicago, is agency.
Socony- Vacuum Oil Co., New
York (Mobilgas and Mobiloil) is
still considering sponsorship of
Northwestern games over WBBM.
The oil firm sponsored the games
over WBBM last year. J. Stirling
Getchell Inc., New York, is the
agency. Socony also will sponsor
the nine Yale games on 15 Yankee
network stations.
More Atlantic Games
KYW, Philadelphia, will broadcast
under sponsorship of Atlantic Refining Co., a play-by-play description of all Villanova football games
during the 1937 season both at
home and away and will make all
the pickups.
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., handles
the account with Thomas J. McDermott in charge.
University of Pennsylvania home
football games for the second consecutive year will be sponsored by
the Atlantic Refining Co. on
WCAU, Philadelphia and an independent network. N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., is agency. WCAU will feed
the six home games to WHP,
WCBA, WKOX, WERE, WGBI and
WPG. WBAL, Baltimore, will
broadcast two of the Penn games,
Maryland on Oct. 2 and Navy on
Oct. 30. The traditional Thanksgivgame with
Cornell
add
four ing
extra
stations,
WOR,will
WTIC,
WTAG and WJAR.
Curtis Buys Out KFRO
TRANSFER of 50% stockholdings
in Voice of Longview, operator of
KFRO, Longview, Tex., from
Rogers Lacy to James R. Curtis,
is sought in an application filed
with the FCC. Mr. Curtis now
owns the other 50%. With the filing
of the application,
Curtis announced that he wasMr.withdrawing
from the practice of law in Longview and will devote his full time
to the management of KFRO. Mr.
Curtis in July was elected president of the Longview Chamber of
Commerce for the 1937-38 term.
Lydia Pinkham Plans
LYDIA E. PINKHAM MEDICINE
Co., Lynn, Mass., will launch an
advertising campaign in September, placed through Erwin, Wasey
& Co. Inc., New York, now that
the Supreme Court of Massachusetts has ruled in favor of the
Pinkhams and against the Goves
in the fight for control of the company. Radio will undoubtedly be
used, but definite plans have not
been made.
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This advertisement appeared
in the DOWNTOWN SHOPPINS NEWS. June 10, 1937.

• ANOTHER
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SERVICE

CORDED ALL WLS

AC-
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ERS isthe promotion and advertising of their programs in associated
and affiliated publications having
a monthly circulation of more than
7,000,000 readers.
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DOWNTOWN SHOPPING NEWS
— reaching over 815,000 selected
buyers in metropolitan Chicago —
to publicize individually a WLS advertiser— the time of his program
—the

talent — and his product.

• In addition, newspapers in the
WLS area ask WLS for program
listings as a service to their readers.
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Survey Is Sought
Of Public Service
Industry Should Appraise Its
Achievements, Says Lafount
SUGGESTION
that the broadcasting industry
take stock periodically of the
character of service it is rendering in the "public
service" field was
made to the NAB
July 23 by Harold
Mr. Lafount
A. Lafount, forCommismer member of the Radio with
the
sion and now associated
Arde Bulova station interests.
Alluding to the address of FCC
Broadcast Division Chairman Sykes
at the recent NAB convention in
Chicago, in which the public service
,
obligation of stations was stressed
Mr. Lafount in a letter to the NAB,
asserted stations should be in a
better position to improve their
regular "invenservice tories"through
of their program offerings.
of a commitcreation
ed
advocat
He
tee to study and report on the subject, and ascertain, among other
things, how many broadcast hours
to public service activiare devoted
ties for which stations receive no
remuneration.
Public Service Obligation
' "As a member of the NAB," he
wrote, "I was deeply impressed by
the address of Judge Sykes before
the recent convention of the NAB
in Chicago." He emphasized particularly that stations must not forget their public service obligation,
under the "public interest, convenience and necessity"
Communications
Act clause
of 1934.of the
"It seems to me that the subject
matter of Judge Sykes' speech and
the significance of certain statements he made demand prompt and
intelligent consideration by the
broadcasters
of the nation," he
wrote.
Mr. Lafount pointed out that
under the present system, commercial sponsorship is permitted, but
not to the exclusion of public
service. "We all are aware," he continued, "of the excellent service the
broadcasting industry is rendering
in its day-by-day operations which
do not fall in the category of purely commercial operations. But an
inventory has never been taken, as
far as I am aware, of this type of
service.
"Therefore, I respectfully suggest that the
board of
directors
giveAssociation's
due consideration
to
an intelligent study of this whole
question, and take steps to catalogue the work being done in the
public service category. By making
such an appraisal, broadcasters
would be in the position to coordinate their efforts in such fashion
as to improve the level of that
service, and at the same time have
readily available information of a
nature that would answer the questions constantly being raised regarding the functioning of the industry.
"It isnizedan
established
and recogfact that
all stations
are
rendering a distinct public service.
However, it is reasonable to assume
that improvements can be made. It
is the constant effort of the industry to make such improvements. It
can be done most effectively if the
industry takes stock of its operations periodically."
Page 26
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PROGRAM NATURAL
New Interview Series With
Woman-in-Home
WHEN
it
thathis the
manin-the-street thought
was losing
program

WAGA
GOES

IN ATLANTA
ON

AIR AUG. 1
ADOPTING the

slogan
"NBC
Blue Ribbon
Sta-it
tion" because
becomes
a
suppleappeal, KWK, St. Louis, devised
mentary outlet
interviews with the woman-in-herof that network
home. The plan of the program is
on its inaugural
simply this : An apartment buildday, theAtlanta,
new
WAGA,
ingber large
enough to is
furnish
a numof interviews
selected
and Mr. Swicegood
two families are visited each morngoes on the air
Aug. 1 under the
ing. Questions range from houseANOTHER MODEL — This is the
hold and budget problems to the managership of Jess Swicegood
dream house built by WRVA, Richcare of children and the choice of onetime engineer of WSB, Atlanmond, which developed into a nice
ta, lately with other Georgia stasource of revenue as well as a good movies. Spontaneous and unretions, who has mustered his comhearsed, the interviews are full of
promotion scheme. Among partici- natural mistakes and snappy comeplete staff. At the same time it
was
announced
that WAGA, like
pating clients, were Matt P. Will,
backs that make a delightful debuilder; Columbia Furniture Co.;
its
parent
station,
will be repreparture
from
rehearsed
script
Jones & Rucker, realtors; Norge
sented in the national field by Edshows. The Apartment House Inward
Petry
&
Co.
dealers; C. C. Gerhardt, tile; Tomterviews is a natural for commerlinson Co., plumbing.
cial sponsorship, for an answer to
Mr. Swicegood listed the personnel of WAGA as follows: Earle
a leading question may be followed
easily and unobjectionably by a Pudney, program director; Chesta
Popular Brands Test
commercial plug. Then, too, the Fulmer, continuity; Chick Wilson
and Jack Hammette, salesmen;
POPULAR BRANDS Inc., New
programs is aired in the morning
York, a new company, has started when the audience is almost entire- Douglas Edwards, chief news announcer; John Minter and Paul
ly female and women buy 85% of
a 10-week test campaign for Pop,
a soapless dishwashing product, on the nation's goods. Moreover, talent Overbay, announcers; Cliff Hanson,
formerly of WSPR, Springfield,
WSYR, Syracuse, using daily spot costs are practically nil, for women
announcements and participation
like to talk and get a thrill out of Mass., chief engineer; Ivan Miles,
M. F. Adams Jr. and Vernon
in the Edwards Cooking School broadcasting. According to Ray
Cheek, engineers; Frances Summer
program. A similar campaign is Dady, studio supervisor of KWK
and Elizabeth Wicker, receptionplanned for WNBF, Binghamton,
and producer
ofInterviews
the show, Apartists.
ment
House
builds
but the schedule is not yet set.
Newspapers will also be used in good-will galore and is the answer
The station's studios, done in a
these cities during the test period. to a sponsor's prayers. Six days blue color scheme and modernistic
Campaign is being directed by after an offer of the announcer's
in design,
are located
the downtown Western
Union inBldg.,
while
Tracy - Locke - Dawson Inc., New
picturetaledhad
York.
1,650. been made requests to- its transmitter and 375-foot vertical radiator are located in the eastern part of the city. WAGA will
feature news broadcasts, using UP,
and has subscribed to the WBS
NOVEL
QUESTION- ANSWER
PROGRAM
library service. It will be under
the general direction of Lambdin
KSTP 'Umbrella Court' Uses Extensive Array of
Kay, WSB
manager,
Promotion Stunts to Draw Audience
lanta Journal
is 40% since
owner theof Atthe
station,
with
Norman
K. Winston
paper could answer them. Later, of New York owning 50%
FOR MORE than 35 weeks Umand H.
brella Court has been broadcast on when the program's popularity was
Lafount, former
Commissioner,
10%. Federal Radio
KSTP, St. Paul, and week by week
assured, civic, fraternal and busi- A.
ness clubs clamored for productions
its popularity has increased, ac- of the show at luncheons. This led
With WAGA going on the air
cording to Kenneth M. Hance, as- to the printing of a game called with 1,000 watts day and 500 watts
sistant general manager. ProducUmbrella Court with questions and night, on 1450 kc, the old WTFI,
ed by Bob Barclay, promotion
Ga., signs off permanently.
answers and rules given to per- Athens,
WTFI was purchased last year and
sons who sent in three coupons
manager of the Minneapolis Journal, the program is of the quesfrom the Journal. The first print- its removal into Atlanta to operate
under the new call letters authortion-and-answer variety.
ing of 5,000 has been exhausted
ized by the FCC.
and a second printing is under way.
Into an opened and inverted umIn a recent survey of the students
brella suspended from the studio
Sleet Master Campaign
ceiling are poured the questions for at Minnesota U, Umbrella Court
was voted the most popular local
each broadcast and "witnesses"
show on the air, according to ANDERSON Co., Gary, Ind., will
draw a question and try to answer
KSTP.
launch a three-month campaign for
it. If they fail to answer correctSleet Master, a sleet-clearing blade
theytheir
receive
a "Bronx
cheer,"a
but ly if
answer
is correct
for windshield wipers, early in OcWNBR Now WMPS
siren screams and in the order of
tober. Company will sponsor a
their scores the winners receive
CHANGE in the call letters of quarter-hour Saturday afternoon
$10, $5, $3, $2 and $1 each Sat- WNBR, Memphis, to WMPS, ef- news broadcast immediately followurday evening as the program is
fective Aug. 1 was announced July
ing the football games on WOR,
aired from 6:30-7.
26 by Jack Howard, president of Newai'k; a 15-minute Saturday
The questions used in Umbrella
Scripps-Howard Radio Inc., which
Court relate solely to topics of lo- is identified with the operation of evening football summary program
on WIND, Gary; participation in
cal interest to residents of Minnethe station. Simultaneously it was
apolis and the Northwest. Little announced that an application had the Heinie's Grenadiers broadcasts
known facts of local history, busi- been filed with the FCC requesting on WTMJ, Milwaukee, and evening
ness and social happenings are approval of the sale of the stock weather reports from five to seven
highlighted and so far over 12,000
of the Memphis Broadcasting Co., days a week on the following staquestions have been used. When
tions: WNAC, WEAN, WTIC,
operating WNBR, to the Memphis
Press - Scimitar, Scripps - Howard
WOKO, KDKA, WHAM, WFIL,
the series began "witnesses" were
subpoenaed on a court form pat- newspaper, by the Memphis ComWFBR, WRC, WRVA, WMC,
terned after a legal summons.
mercial Appeal. The latter newsWGN, WFBM, WJR, WTAM,
When witnesses failed to appear
paper,
along
with
WNBR
and
their names were read on the WMC, Memphis, were purchased as WCKY, WTCN, WHO, K S D,
KMBC, KFAB, KOA, KVOO,
program, accompanied derisively a unit by Scripps-Howard several
WFAA, KTHS, WKY. Campaign
by the sound effect of a cackling months ago, with WMC, however,
hen. At present so many witnesses
will continue through December
licensed in the name of the Commercial Appeal.
appear that the docket is full for
urging motorists to put a Sleet
months to come.
Master in the pockets of their cars
In its origin. Umbrella Court
was used exclusively to promote
BRITISH Broadcasting Corp. on when they change to winter oil, to
be protected when a sleet storm
the sales of the Minneapolis Jour- television
Aug. 23 will
begin itsperiod
third per
one-hour
broadcast
day, comes along. Schwab & Beatty
nal. Questions were framed so
11
:30
a.
m.
to
12
:30
p.
m.
that any regular reader of the
Inc., New York, is in charge.
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Page

Form

Firm
Engineering
Consultant and FCC Broadcast
Engineer Start Business
FORMATION of
the consulting engineering firm of
Page & Davis by
E. C. Page, consulting engineer
of Evanston, 111.,
and
George C.
Davis, broadcast
engineer of the
•
FCC, was anMr. Davis
nounced Aug. 1,
coincident with the resignation of
Mr. Davis from the FCC.
The new firm will begin functioning Sept. 1 with headquarters in
the Munsey Bldg., Washington. Mr.
Page also will retain his office in
Evanston, where he has been a consultant for the last five years.
The firm will handle a general
radio consulting practice including allocation and hearing work
before the FCC and field survey
work, in which Mr. Page has specialized for several years. Equipment for field sur,veys will be augmented and two survey cars will
be at the disposal of the firm.
Government Activity
For the last two years Mr. Davis
has handled practically all of the
Broadcast hearing work for the
FCC Broadcast Section under assistant Chief Engineer Andrew D.
Ring. While he leaves the FCC
Aug. 1, he will not join the firm
until a month later during which
time he will be on annual leave
from the government.
Mr. Davis has been in the government radio service since 1929,
when he joined the Radio Division
of the Department of Commerce,
which then served as the field section in radio regulatory operations.
He was transferred to the FCC
Broadcast Section in June, 193.5,
and since then has specialized in
allocations and hearing work. He is
a graduate of Drexel Institute of
Technology in Philadelphia and is
31 years old. After leaving school
he was employed in the laboratories of RCA Victor at Camden
and left that company to become
a government radio inspector in
Philadelphia. He has also served
in Grand Island, Neb., and in the
Baltimore field offices of the government service. All told he has
testified in some 500 docket cases
since beginning the assignment of
hearing engineer and has been subjected to cross-examinations by
practically all attorneys in practice
before the FCC Broadcast Division.
Mr. Page, a veteran engineer, is
well known in the consulting field
by his private practice during the
last five years.
Mr. Page began in practical
radio work in 1919 as an operator
for the American-Marconi Co.,
before the advent of RCA. He has
worked in all phases of radio
operation and development. In 1924
he was an engineer on WTAS,
Elgin, 111., which station subsequently was moved to Chicago as
WGN. The following year he built
WBBM, Chicago, and in 1927 became chief engineer of WEBH,
Chicago. Mr. Page entered consulting practice in 1929 with E. A.
Beane in Chicago and in 1932 entered practice for himself.
Page 28
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WRNL to Take the Air
In Richmond Soon With
Present Staff of WPHR

Modernistic Home of New WRNL
WHEN the new WRNL, Richmond, goes on the air some time
in September, the nucleus of its
staff will comprise the present staff
of WPHR, Petersburg, Va., the
FCC having authorized the purchase and removal of the latter
station into the capital city of
Virginia where it will be operated
in conjunction with the Richmond
News-Leader under the new call
letters. Its managing director will
be Earl Sowers, who is now supertion. vising the installation of the staOperating with 500 watts daytime on 880 kc, the new station is
being equipped with Western Electric equipment and a 280-foot
Blaw-Knox vertical radiator. Its
studios will be located on the second floor of the Neivs Leader Arcade in downtown Richmond. The
modernistic transmitter house will
be of brickstructionglass
conci'ete
conwith an and
exterior
of white
stucco.
Licensee of the station is WLBG
Inc., whose stock was purchased
last year by John Stewart Bryan,
publisher of the Richmond NewsLeader; Tennant Bryan, his son,
who is managing editor of the
newspaper, and Douglas Freeman,
editor. The FCC has been asked to
increase its power to 1,000 watts
with full time, and the same group
have filed an application for authority to erect a new local station
in Petersburg to replace WPHR.
New California Outlet
OWNED jointly bv four California
dailies, the new KTKC, 250-watt
daytime station on 1190 kc. at Visalia, Cal., authorized last January
by the FCC, went on the air July
18 equipped with a Western Electric transmitter, RCA speech input and a 195-foot shunted type
antenna. J. E. Burrell, who supervised the construction of KYOS,
Merced, and KHUB, Watsonville,
other new California locals, handled the installation. General manager of the station is Charles A.
Whitmore, president of TulareKings Counties Radio Associates,
the licensees, and SlVsVc owner.
He is also publisher of the Visalia
Times-Delta. The station will feature daily newscasts by Art Primm
direct from the newsroom of the
newspapers whose publishers own
it, namely, the Visalia Times-Delta
and Morning Delta, Portervillc
Recorder (25%), Tulare Advance
Register & Times (25%) and Hanford Sentinel and Journal (12%%).

KOKO on Full Schedule
THE THIRD of a three-unit Colorado group of stations is now in
operation with KOKO, La Junta,
authorized last January by the
FCC, operating on full schedule,
according to Leonard E. Wilson,
60% stockholder in the Southwest
Broadcasting Co. and manager of
the station. KOKO operates with
100 watts on 1370 kc. Its staff includes C. R. Anderson, H. D. WoodRea and throughout
R. W. Miller.ruff,
It isRalph
RCAW. equipped
and uses a 200-foot Blaw-Knox vertical radiator. Sister stations are
KGIW, Alamosa, owned by Mr.
Wilson, and KIDW, Lamar, of
which Mr. Wilson is 60% owner.
His associates in La Junta are
Charles T. Miller, 35%o stockholder,
and 0. C. Samuel, 5%,.
WHIP

at Hammond,

Ind.

Installs Equipment and
Will Soon Go on the Air
WHIP, new 5,000-watt daytime
station in Hammond, Ind., authorized last year by the FCC, which
will open Sept. 1 or 15, is planning
Chicago studios in addition to the
new Hammond studios in the Lincoln Life Building which will house
both WHIP and its 100-watt sister
station, WWAE.
Personnel for the new station
has not yet been chosen, although
a total of 40 people are planned for
the staffs of the two stations with
25 of this group to be with WHIP.
Dr. George F. Courrier is president
and general manager
of the Corp.,
Hammond-Calumet Broadcasting
licensees of WHIP-WWAE, Doris
Keane is secretary-treasurer and
managing director, and 0. E. Richardson, formerly Chicago sales
chief for Graybar, is general manager in charge of the business and
engineering
Chiefis engineer of the division.
two stations
Mike
Schradermeir. Stanley Corley will
be chief announcer.
Van Cronkhite Associates Inc.,
Chicago, has been appointed sales
representatives
of firm
WHIP-WWAE.
The Van Cronkhite
will handle
the merchandising activities of the
station and will take charge of
news broadcasts.
All of the equipment for the
station is now being installed. The
transmitter, located in the northern
city limits of Hammond, will be
standard Western Electric with a
110-A volume booster amplifier. In
the studios will be RCA speech
equipment and RCA 33 1/3 and 78
turntables, both vertical and lateral. The antenna system comprises
three Lehigh towers, each 300 feet
high
feet. with a base spread of only 12
WNAX Buyers File Papers
ARTICLES of incorporation for
South Dakota Broadcasting Co.,
Yankton, S. D., have been filed
with the Secretary of State of
South Dakota, with an authorized
capitalization of $500,000. Incorporators are Luther L. Hill, Gardner
Cowles Jr., John Cowles, and Fred
Little, all of Des Moines, and M.
Q. Sharp, Kennebec, S. D. The
corporation recently filed an application with the FCC for authority
to purchase WNAX, Yankton, from
Charles H. Gurney [Broadcasting,
July 15.].
BROADCASTING

Uniontown, Pa., Station
Dedicated and Operates
On a 12-Hour Schedule
WITH Congressman Buell Snyder
and FCC Attorney David Deibler
as speakers, the dedication of
WMBS, Uniontown, Pa., new 250watt daytime station on 1420 kc.
authorized last March by the FCC,
took place July 15 and the station
is now on a 6 a. m. to 6 p. m. daily
schedule. Manager is Joseph C^
Burwell, president
the Kenneth
Fayette'
Broadcasting
Co., of
with
M. Meredith as chief engineer;
Charles Affelder, formerly with
WWSW, Pittsburgh, and WGBI,
Scranton, engineer; Clifford Gorsuch, formerly with WWSW, engineer; Michael E. Slagel, formerly
with Dunn & Bradstreet, commercial manager; Lou Bennett, formerly with WMMN, Fairmount,
WFBM, Indianapolis, W C S H,
Charleston, and XERA, Mexico,
production manager ; Sullivan
Sages,
Otherprogram
membersdirector.
of the staff include Ralph Schulze, continuity
writer; Charles Underwood, formerly of WWSW and KQV, Pittsburgh, announcer; Harry Burwell,
announcer; Jane Sincock, announcer; Sally Crow, secretary; Carl
Anstine,
hostess. organist; Mary Lucius,
The station is equipped with an
RCA transmitter and WE saltshaker microphones and uses a
vertical radiator located on the old
Army radio station site near Burgess Field. Mr. Burwell is 20%
owner of the station, and 20% of
the stock is held each by Harry A.
Cotton,
judgePleas
of theCourt;
Fayette
County Common
Jacob
H.
E chard, superintendent of the
Pennsylvania State Highway Department; Edward Dumbauld, attorney.
torney, and W. Russell Carr, atStaff Lineup of WGTM
GOING on the air July 18 as one
of the first of the 31 new stations
authorized so far this year by the
FCC to begin operation, the new
WGTM, Wilson, N. C, licensed to
H. W. Wilson and Ben Farmer, its
directors, announces the appointment of Allen Wannamaker, formerly with CBS-WJSV in Washington and WBIG, Greensboro, N.
C, as commercial manager. The
remainder of the staff includes
Jimmy Riser, formerly with WJEJ,
Hagerstown,
Md.,
and WBIG,
sports and news announcer; Billy
Stedman, formerly with WSPA,
Spartanburg,
S. C, chief engineer ; Miss Clyde Lee, Florence,
S. C, and Miss Edna Stalling,
Wilson,
organists.
The
station pianists
operatesandwith
100 watts
daytime on 1310 kc.
Would Transfer WKOK
TRANSFER of the control of
WKOK, Sunbury, Pa., from the,
Sunbury Item to individual stockholders is sought in an application
filed with the FCC July 21. Where
now the newspaper owns 73% of
the Sunbury Broadcasting Co., it
is proposed that the controlling
shares of common stock be issued
to Harry H. Haddon, the publisher; Bassemanager
A. Beck, and
the newspaper's
general
the station
director, and George W. Beck.
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IT'S FESTIVAL TIME IN THE MID-SOUTH. Prosperity has
fired the imagination of the people! They are celebrating ... 8 big
parties in Tennessee, Arkansas and Mississippi. WREC, the Voice of
Memphis, is the exclusive Radio voice chosen to herald the approach
and broadcast the festivities of these parties.
Choose WREC — the FIRST-choice station — to sell this rich Agricultural and Industrial area for you ... a BIG market ... a
1/2-Billion-Dollar Market ... the 17th Wholesale Market of the
United States.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
NEW YORK • CHICAGO
BROADCASTING
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TENNESSEE'S FIRST AND MEMPHISFINEST RADIO STATION - AFFILIATED
WITH COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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But National Resources
Recommendation on the
IN A REPORT to President Roosevelt on Technological Trends and
National Policy, the National Resources Committee on July 19 upheld the American Plan of broadinevitable"
the "almost
result of castinga asgrowth
based on serving
the public in a democracy where
initiative and freedom of speech are
fundamental.
But after reviewing the social
blessings that broadcasting has
brought under private ownership,
the Committee suggests that visual
broadcasting will raise a fundamental question of national policy
and it leaves unanswered its own
question "Who shall control television?"
Whatever
body
wields such
power,
said
the
Committee,
"mightto
conceivably be able in time
undermine
all opposition. The
question is evidently raised whether
the control should be in the hands
of private capital, presumably
under government supervision, or
under direct government management and control."
In its bulky 388-page report, the
Committee takes up the social implications of new inventions and
discusses
various technological
trends from this angle. Considerable space is given in various portions of the report to broadcasting
and television. The full report can
be obtained for $1 from the Government Printing Office.
Like many official reports, this
one involves a time lag. In a discussion of television, for example,
the statement is made that Great
Britain is planning to start television service in 1936, indicating
that portions of the report were
drawn up at least a year ago, since
the service is already under way.

Social Implications
Discussing the social effects of
inventions, a chapter prepared by
S. C. Gilfillan, formerly of Chicago
Museum of Science & Industry,
devotes much attention to television. He says the main impact of
television will be to intensify the
social effects which broadcasting
already is producing. The most
popular type of visual broadcast
entertainment will be the drama,
he predicts. The motion picture
industry he will
feelbut television's
effects,
observes,
producers
are not likely to suffer as much as
exhibitors
"since programs
it is likely
most
television
willthat
be
recorded as talking pictures before
being broadcast."
Advertisers
be cautious
their
televised will
programs
to avoidin
giving offense to prospective
customers, the chapter says, and
proceeds with a discussion of television's
possibilities
political
campaigns.
Powerful infirms
with
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large
advertising
budgets in
are use
likely
to have
the advantage
of
visual programs, it is explained,
because of the limited number of
frequencies available.
This limitation also is viewed as
affecting the use which newspapers
will make of television and radio
phototelegraphy. Facsimile, it is
predicted, can be used for news
bulletins to supplement oral broadcasts, while broadcasts of pictorial
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Committee Does Not Offer
Control of Television
news right from the scene will
afford a "striking
Transmission
of whole innovation."
newspapers
or parts of newspapers from chain
newspaper headquarters is expected
to "have the effect of strengthening
metropolitan and chain newspaper
Standardization of mechanical
influence."
aspects of television on an improvable basis is described as one of
the problems to be considered so
that equipment will not become
obsolete with each improvement and
so that mass production can reduce
cost of making and servicing sets.
Eventual standardization should be
international, it is proposed. The
patent situation will present problems, it is suggested, but the monopoly and cooperation now existing are viewed as paving the way
for pooling satisfactory to the
public interest.
FCC Writes Section
An entire section of the Committee's report
devoted
to communications,isand was
prepared
by
a committee consisting of T. A. M.
Craven, FCC chief engineer; E. K.
Jett and Andrew D. Ring, assistant
chief engineers; Gerald C. Gross,
chief of international section; John
J. Hassler, of the FCC telephone
investigation staff.
New developments in visual and
aural broadcasting will speed up
ordinary life and business, it is
stated in the introduction to the
communications
section, industries,
and "will
affect certain existing
such as the motion picture, the
newspaper, advertising, and the existing telegraph, telephone, and
radio systems of the country. The
effect of these developments upon
the industry and their consequent
effect upon commercial activities in
every walk of business life, requires
modifications of economic views
which exist today.
"In education, the application of
these modern methods of communication may well effect a complete
change in methods of educating not
only the child and the adult but
also the entire public. The new
communication development may
also revolutionize the present school
systems of the country.
"Broadcasting is today an integral part of the everyday life of
most people in the United States.
It brings to
fireside
finer entertainmentthe
than has
heretofore
been
available to the average individual. This entertainment includes
comedy, drama, popular music, and
concert music. The gaining interest
in classical musical programs is
evidenced by the hearty response to
the Sunday evening classical hours.
Sports have an important place on
the program schedules of most
stations, particularly during the
baseball and football seasons.
"In this respect it has the effect
of clarifying the thought of people
on current topics and speeding
their decisions in national problems.
It is possible today to present to a
nation within a few minutes
through the medium of broadcasting information and discussions
which would have been utterly impossible 15 years ago. This fact
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KLZ NEWS— In the lobby of a
downtown hotel, KLZ, Denver, has
installed a bulletin board on which
is posted news hot off the wires.
The bulletins are changed five
times a day on schedule, supplemented by important flashes.
has a very striking effect upon the
mobility of thought and opinion."
Power of Broadcasting
The radio with its increasingly
permanent place in the home has a
unifying effect within that home and
it is thought by many that it may be
responsible,teractingtothe effect
some extent,
for counupon American
home life which has been produced by
the automobile, says the report. Further excerpts follow :
Broadcasting, with its direct personal appeal, its easy and ingratiating
entrance into the home, is in short
the most effective and can be the most
formidable means of mass communication which man has yet had the privilege of using.
It has provided a new field for many
already turers
established
manufac-of
and for theelectrical
establishment
other manufacturing industries for the
production of radio transmitters, receivers,Broadcasting
tubes, and associated
equip-a
ment.
has produced
new group of retail organizations
which employ salesmen and technicians
for the purpose of selling and servicing receivers.
There are, in addition, many independent technicians who gain a livelihood through
the servicing
of receivers.
Broadcasting
has provided
a new
field of employment in the operation
of the physical equipment and the
preparation
and presentation
grams for broadcast
stations. of proTaken as a whole, the present-day
broadcast receiver is a very satisfactory instrument which has attained a
fairly high degree of perfection. Major
changes in its construction and mode
of operation are not anticipated.
Changes when made will be more of
the order of refinements than radical
improvements.
Recent use of directional antennas
for the purpose of limiting the amount
of energy transmitted in any direction
in order to protect other stations on
the same adjacent frequencies from
undue interference or to enable a station to better serve a city or other
populous area from a given location
has produced gratifying results.
It is expected
that among will
otherbe improvements intransmission
the
use of greater power to provide a more
favorable signal to noise ratio.
Recent studies of the propagation
characteristics of radio waves indicate
the desirability of using certain of the
very high frequencies to secure limited
local coverage for certain services.
The system of picljup, transmission,
reception and reproduction required
for television is necessarily complex.
There are many different systems and
many phases of the subject being
studied by the various laboratories of

BROADCASTING

the world. It is desirable that before
any system
of transmission
standardized for use
in a country bethat
the
organization doing the standardizing,
whether it be commercial or governmental, be satisfied that the system
under consideration is the best available, that it is adaptable to continual
improvement without rendering existing equiment obsolete and that all
organizations wishing to transmit
television signals will employ the
standard system.
Television will be a reality in the
United States when it appears that a
system has been evolved which meets
these requirements and that there is a
sufficient public interest and support to
warrant the establishment of stations
to broadcast television programs. One
of the limitations which exists today
in providing
broadcasting service in athenationwide
United States
is the
lack of modate
available
channels
to accomtelevision because each
such
station requires a very large portion
of the radio spectrum ; for example,
600 times that required by the ordinary aural broadcasting station.
Another limitation lies in the apparent inefficacy
the can
ultra-high
frequencies
(whereofspace
more
easily
be
provided)
for
long-distance
transmission and hence, there is some
grave doubt as to whether television
of high quality can be provided for
rural ableareas
cost. in this country at a reasonThere is also some doubt as to
whether the low frequencies which are
already being used by existing services
other than television will be suitable
for rendering adequate television
service to rural areas even though it
be television of low definition. In any
event, if rural areas were to be given
low definition television and urban
areas high definition television, it is
certain there would exist economic
and other problems in the production
of two types of receivers and a certain
amount of discrimination. Thus it
appears vision
necessary
teledevelopmentto orconcentrate
means which
will enable the occupancy of smaller
space in the ether, cheaper costs and
methods enabling the standardization
of transmission for both urban and
rural areas.
Color Television Foreseen
Color television is already a laboratoi-y accomplishment. It, too. may
become practical before long. Developments have already been started in
three-dimensional sight and sound and.
if we consider past progress in this
field, is it too much to expect that a
future generation of Americans will
be able to sit at their firesides and see
reproduced before them in actual colors
and in three dimensions, both visually
and acoustically, scenes which are
being instantaneously transmitted from
the interior of some forest, accompanied with all the fragrant odors of
nature, and eventually the addition of
a vicarious, tactual sensation.
It is believed that the greatest
service which communications can do
in the future will be to provide extensions into the hitherto remote and inaccessible places whereby people who
formerly had no means of communication can be connected with the communication arteries of the world.
Tremendous progress has been made
during the last decade in this direction
and, undoubtedly, tremendous progress
will take place in the future. The
other great
stepmade
in world
lizationforward
which can be
is in civithe
effective use of communications, both
telegraph and telephone by wire, but
more especially by radio, in the development of understanding, mutual
respect and tolerance among the
nations of the world. Much has been
done along these lines in the past and
a great deal more is expected in the
future.
Much of this service will be accomplishedmission,
by printer,
by distance
facsimile vision.
transand by long
There are thousands of inventions
which have been made in the past and
it is confidently expected that a similar
number will be developed in the future
in the solution of the age-old problem
of mankind — communication.
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Distributors' and dealers' opinions about advertising are
important. In selecting radio facilities for a spot campaign
in Northern Ohio ask them what station will do the best job.
The odds are high on WTAM— the only station which reaches
the buyers of the entire Cleveland

Chamber

of Commerce

retail trading area, to say nothing of the many
munities inNorthern

Ohio, Pennsylvania

A Basic Red Network

and

other comNew

York.

Station

Completely Programmed by NBC
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By Rep. McFarlane
CHARGING that a dictatorship
exists in America "when 300 or
less persons have an absolute monopoly in the moulding of public
opinion through undisputed control
of radio stations, newspapers and
motion pictures," Rep. William D.
McFarlane (D-Texas) on July 19
urged in a speech in the House that
an investigation be conducted into
radio along the lines of the Connery Resolution, which he said was
being halted by the "radio monopolists."
Rep. McFarlane pointed to the
three chains as "comprising the radio monopolies which are dependent for their continued operation
on patent licenses which are controlled by the A. T. & T. Co., and
the RCA." He added that motion
picture connections and the ownership of stations by "200 or more
large newspapers"
represent an extension of the monopoly.
Various elements in the industry,
including CBS, NBC and the FCC
and various individuals, were severally assailed in the speech, during
the course of which the Texas
Congressman referred to "fraudulent practices" and to an alleged
"insult" to the late Chairman Connery of the House Rules Committee in the editorial in Broadcasting which advocated passage of the
White Resolution for an investigation of radio rather than the Connery Resolution [Broadcasting,
July 15.]
"These radio pirates," he said,
"through one of their paid apologists in an issue of Broadcasting
July 15, have the audacity to impugn the name of our late colleague, Billy Connery."
He laterascharacterized Broadcasting
the
"kept magazine of the radio monopoly."
Senator

Albanes

of Cuba

Visiting in Nat. Capital
SENATOR Wilfred Albanes, vicepresident of the Cuban Senate and
president of the North American
Radio Conference held in Havana
last March, arrived in Washington
July 28 on an unannounced mission. He visited the FCC headquarters and paid his respects to members in Washington and to Chief
Engineer T. A. M. Craven, who
headed the American delegation to
the conference.
One of Cuba's most eminent
statesmen. Senator Albanes is expected to he president of the InterAmerican Radio Conference in Havana scheduled for November at
which treaty plans will be devised
to distribute available radio facilities among nations of the continents. His direction of the March
sessions won the unanimous praise
of the delegations from this country, Mexico and Canada.
Pennsylvania Spot
PENNSYLVANIA Publicity Commission, Philadelphia, sponsored a
talk by Governor Earle on 25 CBS
stations from 10:45 to 11 p. m.
on July 24. Network some time ago
submitted a number of program
ideas to the commission for a
publicity campaign for the state
but no action was taken on them.
The one-time broadcast was placed
through Walker & Dowring, Pittsburgh.
Page 32
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PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT — The
loss which comes with such overwhehning force to those nearest to
Mr. Prall deprives the country of an
earnest and capable public servant
who will be greatly missed and widely
mourned.
JAMES A. FARLEY, Postmaster
General — He was my personal friend
for many years and one for whom I
had a great respect.
SENATOR ROBERT S. WAGNER
— During his long and distinguished
public career he has been my closest
friend. His passing is a great personal loss to me and a loss to the
state and country which he served so
unstintingly and so nobly.
REP. CLARENCE F. LEA. Chairman, House Interstate and Foreign
Commerce Committee — I had a long
acquaintance and friendship with him
and a very high regard for him.
JESSE H. JONES. Chairman. Reconstruction Finance Corp. — He was
a valued citizen and public servant.
I join with multitudes of friends in
mourning his loss.
REP. JOHN J. O'CONNOR, chairman c)f the House Rules Committee —
It is a matter of great personal grief
to me. Many of the members here
served with Rep. Prall during the
five terms he served in this House
which he entered in the 6Sth Congress.
He was exceptional in his courtesy,
and the
ated fromaspect
him. of
In ahisgentleman
death we, radiwho
knew him intimately and loved him.
have lost a friend and the administration has lost one of its outstanding
leaders.
LENOX R. LOHR. president of NBC
— To those in the radio industry and
to others whose business has brought
them in contact with Anning S. Prall,
his death comes as a great shock. Because we know how whole-heartedly
he strove, as Chairman of the Federal
Communications
Commission,
to promote the best interests
of the millions
of radio listeners in the United States,
we appreciate very fully what his
passmg wui mean, nis ousiness auiiiiy
was of a high order, and this, in conjunctionitselfwithinhis the
fine discharge
personality,
flected
of reall
his duties.
ALFRED J. McCOSKER. president
of WOR and chairman of MBS — The
passing of Anning S. Prall is to me a
great personal as well as an official
loss. His long governmental service,
intelligently and often valiantly performed, will. I believe, make a lasting
impress on the future of radio.
WILLIAM S. PALEY. president of
CBS — American radio has lost a true
and valued friend as the result of the
death of Anning S. Prall. Mr. Prall
brought to the chairmanship of the
Federal Communications Commission
his wide experience as an educator
gained during three terms as president
of the New York City board of education as well as a deep appreciation of
the meaning of public service which
he had learned during twelve years
spent as a repi-esentative in Congress.
During his two years as head of the
FCC Mr. Prall did a large amount of
important
pioneer work
co-ordinat-of
ing and improving
the instructure
American broadcasting with its more
than 700 separate stations. His imselfishties devotion
to the
duof his office
madecomplicated
him a man
whose services will be missed.
GROVER WHALEN, New York—
Our close friendship ran over a
period of 20 years and his passing is
a great personal loss.
DONALD FLAMM, WMCA, New
York — Anning Prall not only kept the
air free of objectionable programs but
he raised the standards of broadcasting literally overnight.

TO

MR.

PRALL

RESOLUTION by members of the
FCC — The Federal Communications
Commission records with profound
regret its deep sorrow at the sudden
and untimely death of its honored
Chairman. Anning S. Prall, and has
adopted the following resolution :
Whereas,
The Federal
Communications Commission
has in the
death of
its Chairman. Anning S. Prall, lost
a wise and valuable public servant,
devoted to the interest of the people
of the United States, an indefatigable
worker, and a courteous comrade, be
it therefore resolved :
That the Federal Communications
Commission
hereby
manent records
this places
memorialon : its per'•In memory of Anning S. Prall,
Chairman
the Federal
tionsofCommission
from CommunicaMarch 11,
193.5. to the time of his death, July
23, 1937. He made valuable contributions to the work of this Commission and to the art of communication
JOHN
ELMER,
phases."' president, Nationa!
in all its
Association of Broadcasters — In the
untimely death of Anning S. Prall,
a vast loss is sustained by the broadas chairHis service
Uiai' of casting
th" industry.
F'-deral
Commuiucations
Commission were notable, effecting a
tremendous contribution to the improvement of the public service of all
elements in communication. The
broadcasting industry in, particular
must write itself down as a great
beneficiary of his counsel and his
interest, for he was untiring in his
efforts to elevate standards of service
in behalf of both the industry itself
and the listening public. In few men
are wedded the experience and the
viewpoint which were so uniquely his
. . . for out of the richness of his
background as business man. educator
unique wissprangof the
and legislator
dom and breadth
view which so
distinguished his long official service.
American radio mourns Anning S.
Prall.
T^ESLIE F. MUTER, President, Radio Manufacturers Association- — The
passing of Chairman Anning S. Prall
is a great loss to the radio industry.
LOUIS K. SIDNEY. Manager, WHN,
sufOur industrycan has
New York —greater
express.
than I
fered aloss

Anning S. Prall
(Continued from page 11)
for many years the Island was
known as "Prall's Island," because
some members of his family originally from Holland resided there.
Mr. Prall never lived more than a
mile from the house where he was
born in Port Richmond.
Anning Smith Prall was born
Sept. 17, 1870. His appearance,
however, belied his years. Son of
the assistant treasurer of the Baltimore & Ohio railroad, he received
his preliminary education in New
York public and high schools, as
well as in the city institutions of
higher learning. A flair for writing
carried him to the old New York
World, where he served as a reporter for several years, which he
quit to work for a savings bank in
New York. From that post he joined the Cosgrove Coal Mining Co.,
which operates mines in Pennsylvania, Illinois, Indiana and Maryland, and long afterward served as
its vice-president.

In Congress 1923-35
Although prominent in local civic
affairs and politics during his
youth, it was not until 1918 that
Anning Prall found himself in the
limelight as a member of the New
York City board of education.
Three times thereafter he was
elected its president. He was appointed a commissioner of taxes
and assessments for New York in
1922, and the following year was
first elected to Congress, serving
continuously until he was appointed to the old Radio Commission in
1934 by President Roosevelt. He
continued in Congress until January, 1935, however, without serving
on the Radio Commission, but took
over the post on the newly created
FCC early in 1935.
He could not serve on the FCC,
created in 1934, because of the constitutional provision prohibiting a
member of Congress from becoming
a member of a commission created
by his own Congress.
Mr. Prall had been in vigorous
and robust health until shortly before his appointment to the FCC.
In August, 1934, while motoring in
Voice of Mr. Prall
New York State with his
IN A MEMORIAL service to upper
close friend, Senator Wagner (DAnning S. Prall, late chairman of N. Y.), on a fishing trip, the ear
the FCC, broadcast on WMCA, was wrecked, and Mr. Prall sufferNew York, on July 25, the voice of
ed a fractured right leg, a slight
g the responsiand many cuts and
Mr. Prall
the radio industry was concussion
bilities ofdiscussin
bruises. He was confined to his
means of a tran- home for nearly five months, but
introduced, by
scription made last November when effected a complete recovery.
An athlete himself in his youth,
addressed the broadcastMr. ersPrall
from the
ballroom of the Plaza
interested
athHotel in New York. A similar use he wasletics andalways
was active
in the inaffairs
of transcriptions was made two of the Down Town Athletic Club
days later by WNEW, New York,
New York. His other clubs and
which broadcast a talk on the of
Future of Aviatio7i recorded by societies included the Fox Hills
Golf Club, the Whitehall Club of
Amelia Earhart in 1931 but never New
York, the Columbia Country
previously broadcast.
Club of Washington, and the New
Rochelle Yacht Club. He was a
WSM Aids Coast Guard
Mason.
WSM, Nashville, will serve as an
emergency contact for trucks of
New Station Calls
the U. S. Coast Guard during the
hurricane season, which starts
CALL
assignments to three
soon, under arrangements announc- of the letter
eight new stations granted
ed July 28. These trucks, it was
the were
FCC assigned
[Broadpointed out, are rushed to various July 3 andcasting,6 Julyby15]
points along the Gulf Coast during
an emergency and frequently get by the FCC on July 28. The new
1,000-watt daytime station on 1120
beyond contact of directing officers. kc.
in Austin, Tex., will be known
Under the arrangement, these
trucks will be tuned to WSM, from as KTBC. The new 100-watt daytime station on 1310 kc. in Lufkin,
which point emergency instructions
will be relayed over the air. During Tex., will be known as KRBA. The
the Ohio-Mississinpi flood of last new 100-watt daytime station on
1200 kc. in Toledo will be known
winter, WSM was used in a simi- as
WTOL.
lar way by the Army engineers.
BROADCASTING
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1 ROOF is always more convincing than pronnises, so here's the proof of WCHS' tremendous audience influence ... It happens every Friday evening on "The Old Farnn Hour", but
the case in question shown above was on the evening of Friday, July 9th, 1937, with the temperature upin the 90's ... A paid-admission audience of 3,655 men, women and children
packed and jammed their way into the WCHS Auditorium to watch a commercial show — and
more than 2,000 others were turned away! ... A few "spot" announcements over WCHS
brought this capacity audience — no other form of advertising or publicity required . . . WCHS,
serving a population of 625,220 persons, sells 'em as easily as it "hangs them from the rafters"
as the proof above indicates . . . Hadn't you better investigate the WCHS market before
you complete your fall and winter schedule?
' West Virginia State Sales Tax Report

580 KILOCYCLES
1000-500 WATTS
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"Symbol of the Radio Age"

Radio changes life on the farm

National Farm & Home

The farm of yesterday and the farm
of today are vastly different. And
radio is the reason. RCA is proud to

ties knot of friendship between

have pioneered farm radio — proud to
have taken so large a part in every
phase of its development — from the
standpoint of broadcasting as well as
reception.
Of all forms of entertainment,
radio alone puts the farm family on a
par with families in big cities. Radio
is the farmer's chief source of recreation and his news ticker. Besides entertainment, radio helps the farmer in
business— bringing him a wide variety
of news and information about
weather, crops and livestock. It gives
him latest price quotations, aids in the
preservation of his property against
the ravages of the elements. In short,
radio has made the farmer's life a
better life.

RADIO

Hour

farmer and RCA
For the last decade, NBC (an RCA
service), the U. S. Department of
Agriculture and the national farm
organizations have joined forces to
bring farmers throughout the land the
most outstanding agricultural program
on the air. The National Farm &
Home Hour, which is broadcast over
91 stations from coast to coast on the
NBC Blue Network during the noon
hour, every day except Sunday, has
become the farmer's tuning habit.
This program is adapted to the farmer's special needs and presents a wellbalanced combination of national
farm news, educational talks and entertainment features.
The National Farm & Home Hour
is one of the ways in which RCA
serves the farmer— a service that has

created a bond of friendship between
farmers and RCA.
RCA's interest in 4-H Clubs
gives farmyouth brighter future
The U. S. Government in 1 899 originated what is now known as the Boys
and Girls National 4-H Clubs, Today
more than one million farm juniors
belong to these clubs. Under the sponsorship of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture and the State extension
services, RCA gives material aid to
agriculture in the constant betterment
of these clubs, sponsoring the Social
Progress Program, a contest that promotes the social, recreational and economic betterment of rural life. Club
members are using radio and recorded
music in this contest thereby extending
the usefulness and the potentialities of
the radio industry. The farm family
of America knows and likes RCA
and its broadcasting service, the NBC.
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RCA Victor 1 938 farm radios are the talk
of every farm home! Featuring the sensational new Distance Booster, which gets
more stations with finer tone and greater
volume, these new battery sets are creat(AT LEFT) RCA Victor Distance Booster Model 85BK, a stunning,
5- tube, 3-band superheterodyne, offering world-wide entertainment with
tremendous power and life-like tone. New, big "Save-the-Battery" Dial.
"B" battery plug connection, phonograph connection, 2-volt operation or
6- volt operation with Pak-O-Powr and 6-volt storage battery.
(AT RIGHT) RCA Victor Distance Booster Model 85BT, featuring 5
RCA tubes, "Save-the-Battery" Dial, aircraft and amateur calls, foreign reception, standard broadcast, police bands, and a host of extra-value features.
Other RCA Victor farm radios are Console Model 86BK and Table
Models 84BT and 86BT, which offer many outstanding performance
features— features that will help you make easy sales.
In addition, you can make handsome profits through sales of RCA
Victor electrically operated radios to power line farm homes. There are
21 models, ranging from $20 up, which offer a total of 55 splendid
features to help you sell. Foremost of these is the first truly automatic
tuning— RCA Victor Electric Tuning. Others include new Overseas Dial,
which makes short wave tuning 50 times easier than ever before. Armchair Control, Sonic-Arc Magic Voice, Beauty-Tone Cabinets, Magic
Brain, Magic Eye, RCA Metal Tubes.

ing new sales records in dealers' stores all
over the land.
They've got everything! Power rivals
that of big electrically operated city
radios. Cabinets are big and beautiful.
Prices are low— and operating costs are at
a minimum, with sets operated by either
Wincharger or gasoline motor generator.
These sets are real values— values every
dealer can cash in on. Push them with all
you've got— and they'll bring you plenty
in return! Because there are 6,812,350
farms in this country — and farmers this
year will have an estimated income of 1 0
billion dollars. That means that they are
likely prospects for a radio set. A radio is
the one thing that really completes a farm
home, and when you feature RCA Victor

RCA

sets, you pave the way for a profitable visit
with every farmer in your community!
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Manufacturinrj Company, Inc., Camden, N. J.
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Declares Research
By ED CLAPHAM
Sales Promotion Department
WOR, Newark
NOT LONG ago a radio writer
criticized the industry when he
suggested that radio "put on long
pants."
can be said for both
sides Aof lotthe
thought behind
this jibe but we
are more interested right now in
some other fallacies radio seems
to insist on harboring, which we
think
it's
be rid of. time to
Mr. Clapham
Particularly,
during the past two years, radio
stations, sometimes aided or provoked by networks, have consistently climbed out on a limb to
shout "We are first in Podunk
Holler!" The "first" may take the
form of a first in listening audience, the favoi'ite station, or the
station with the largest average
audience, etc. Usually one station
will engineer a scoop by bringing
out a sparkling survey and then its
rival, smarting under flesh wounds,
will scurry around to a second research organization to make a
survey to find something it can
claim a first in. If you happen to
examine the size of the samples on
which the jobs are based you get
the idea that these stations would
go out to catch whales with a
butterfly net.
Some Fallacies
An example of this recently took
place in one of our larger cities.
Station A brought out its survey
report
thereby
face very,
very making
red for Station
a time. B'sIt
didn't stay red long though, because B soon brought out its own
survey
to show
report was
all wetthatandStation
StationA'sB
was instead the leader.
There were several of radio's
fallacies in this particular experience, but the most interesting one
rests on the significance of the
figures which each station displayed. Station A, let us say, came
out with a huge ( ? ) leadership
because it had 36.2% of the audience as compared to only 33.5%
for station B. A difference of
2.7% out of several million potential listeners. Now isn't that a
pity?
And then Station B reversed this
leadership in its survey and — to
keep this example simple — we will
say showed that it had the 36.2%
and A the 33.5%.
Leadership ? Maybe, if you want
to
it that. But let's look a
littlecallfarther.
There is a simple test which
Prof. Theodore H. Brown of the
Harvard Business School has developed to determine the actual
significance of the results of such
a survey. Brown considers the size
of the sample taken in relation to
the audience to be measured, the
representative distribution of this
sample, and the diflterences in the
results obtained; i.e., the differences in the percentage of listeners
attributed to each station. If the
sample is small and the differences
small, he may conclude that there
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FIGURES are funny things^ especially when they shoiv
up in radio surveys, says the author, who is in charge of
WOKs market research. To prove his point he takes
some mythical and typical surveys, pins them on the
wall, steps back ten paces and starts shooting. You get
the idea that the institution of radio surveys is pretty
well shot full of holes by the time the tenth or fifteenth
paragraph is reached. Another ten paragraphs and he'll
blast your faith in the theory of gravity. Ifs really a
survey of surveys, with no pulling of punches.
is no significance in the results. If
the sample is adequate and the
differences still small or the sample
adequate and the differences large,
the latter may be significant, showing definite superiority for one unit
over another.
In the example we have quoted
above there was no significant difference— i.e., A and B were virtually in a tie for the leadership —
because the sample was small and
the difference of 2.7% was not
sufficiently large, considering the
lack of representativeness. So,
these two stations spent a lot of
money proving that one was just
as good a bet as the other.
But let's look at it from another
angle. Seemingly there was very
little difference in the programs
offered during the two periods of
these two surveys, and there was
no appreciable reason for the habits
of the people changing in the short
time between. And yet there was
a difference in the results obtained.
Can this mean that the samples
taken in one case were more representative than in the other? Or
can this mean that listening habits
fluctuate so rapidly and so much?
Or just what can be concluded from
the whole business ? It seems to
us that a nice dark cloud was
thrown over the picture by these
two performances.
Peanuts and Pickles
Significant differences? We
doubt it. And if significant, for
how long . . . considering the ever
changing complexion of radio
listening. But even if there was a
significant difference of maybe 57c
in total listeners for one station
over the other, what of it? The
sponsor is interested in the size of
his audience and as long as he is
getting
good will
big settle
audience
and
most of athem
for — 33%
or 36% of the listening audience —
he is getting a darn good buy. So
it looks to us as if Station A was
doing B a favor by showing that B
owned a 33% audience. Anyway
how can Station A claim that audience, or offer it, when the probability is that the program surveyed
belongs to the sponsor? But let's
get on.
If you
mind example,
we will just
stay
with don't
the above
and
let it bear these great sins of the
radio world— the sin being, in this
case, that of the averaging of radio
audience results and samples.
We all learned in school (Grade

we can cover a whole week of
listening and be able to point to a
nice large sample, in thousands, as
an adequate base for our results.
If we were to hear of a survey
of a single program of 15 minutes
we wouldn't think of paying much
attention to it if it was not based
on from 600 to 1,000 calls. But
just because we are makinj^ several
thousand calls during a week,
measuring seven days of listening
— including upwards of 350 separate andthat
distinct
quarter-hours
—
we think
the smallness
of our
sample will average out and we
will get a representative picture.
Now if you have a pencil handy it
will take just about five minutes to
divide the total sample taken on
one of these surveys by the number
of quarter-hours it represents and
to learn that the shockingly low
total of 25 to 50 calls per quarterhour is the basis of the remarkable
results representing the listening
of an area of a million and more

8) that you can't "average" pickles
and peanuts
and get jam.
pickles
and peanuts.
But aIt'slotstill
of
high-powered radio men are doing
it every day and seemingly getting
away with it.
Consider almost any so-called
"station audience" or "popularity"
survey. In nine out of 10 cases
you will find somewhere in the
report an average of the godawfullest bunch of pickles and peanuts
you could ever hope to dream over.
Morning, afternoon and evening
listening results are averaged and
a total taken and labeled representative of that day, or, even
worse, of that week. Mondays are
averaged with Fridays. Jack
Bennys are averaged with Ford
Symphonies. Quarter-hours are
averaged with hours. And the
whole thing is labeled jam . . . and
a huge significant leadership in
audience for station A. When
every last one of us knows that
there aren't two listening periods
which are sufficiently comparable
to be averaged.
(Now don't get us wrong. The
survey which sets out to measure
the influence of one particular program as compared to that of its
competitors over- a period of weeks
or months, as the results of a series
of Benny half-hours, can be averaged together
mean somethi^ig.
This goes
for and
the regular
audience
checks. When they are used correctly, to show trends and relative
munition.)
changes, they are darn good amBut radio statisticians don't stop
at averaging programs and periods.
We also try to average a sample,
that we know very well is too
small, into something that will
sound like a large and sufficiently
adequate
It's to
expensive
for
stations orone.
networks
make these
audience checks for only a few
hours. It's more expensive when
they decide to make a really representative check of a whole week.
(We haven't
seen a true example of one yet
of these.)
Anything less than several thousand calls as a sample for a survey
to cover two hours or more of
listening leaves a doubt in the
minds of statisticians and agency
men as to its reliability. But we
can't afford more than a few
thousand calls, so to get adequate
value out of the expenditure we
decide to increase the number of
hours surveyed. Maybe by adding
one more thousand we decide that

BROADCASTING

Breaking Down the Sample
people.
Examining several surveys of
this type you will notice that in
each case the "several thousand
sample" may mean calls, completed
interviews, or interviews with
radio
owners.
is "calls"
are factors
whichIf it
must
first be there
subtracted in order to arrive at the
size of the actual sample. Namely:
don't answers,
or disconnecteds,
refused busies
informations,
etc.,
until you finally get down to the
actual number of interviews with
radio owners.
Let's be liberal and assume that
the 25 to 50 calls in the above survey represented interviews with
radio owners. A 50% total radio
listening audience at any one time
is rare, but we will again be liberal.
Therefore our sample is cut in half
to between 13 and 25 interviews
with radio owners who actually are
using their sets at the time of the
call. Almost any city area has at
least four to 10 stations competing
for these 13 to 25 radio listeners.
This means that if three stations
own say 75% of the audience, each
has only from three to six listeners
as a base for the percentage of
audience credited to it. A sample
so small that the addition or subtraction of two listeners to a single
s*-ation's audience may make a 25%
to 50% change in the results.
Let's make this clear right now.
Regardless of whether or not there
is a change of program or competition at the end of any one quarterhour of listening, there is invariably achange
the size and Ifdistribution of thein audience.
you
want to measure the distribution of
the audience for any one period or
any series of periods it is necessary
to take an adequate and representative sample of every separate
and distinct quarter-hour of listening. So, how can we average a
sample of 25 to 50 calls per
quarter-hour to get a true picture
of the listening audience for a day
or an evening, when we know that
the makeup of that audience has
changed every quarter-hour during
the day or evening?
Do we clean house or are we to
keep right on kidding ourselves ?
Ironized Yeast To Place
IRONIZED YEAST Co., Atlanta
(yeast tablets),
will musical
stai-t a variequarter-hour transcribed
ty
program
on
approximately
stations in major markets early 40
in
September. Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
New York, is the agency.
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One ticket— your program
— takes you into all these homes
California, Nevada,

Idaho

and

on KPO

in Northern
Oregon.

takes you there to the accompaniment

And

of NBC

prestige and popularity — a strong combination.
A Pacific Coast Red Network Station
Completely Programmed
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Favor
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Rep. Celler Says NAB was "Ill-Advised" in Opposing
Plan; Hearings Await Action by President
the door in the face of the efficienANNOUNCING that President
Roosevelt has received a favorable
cy, enterprise and resourcefulness
report from Secretary of State of private ownership. Our radio system, despite certain besetting evils
Hull on his bill proposing government construction and operation of of commercialism, is still the greatest in the world, thanks to private
a powerful international shortwave
broadcasting station in Washing- control. But one Pan-American
ton, Rep. Celler (D-N. Y.), speak- shortwave station, set up in pursuance of the treaty, in an unasing July 20 in the Congress Today
series on Inter-City Network from signed channel, on a noncompetitive basis, will not militate in the
WOL, Washington, asserted that
against private initiative.
the NAB was "ill-advised" in going slightest
It will not lead to government
on record in opposition to the bill monopoly.
at its recent convention.
Action on the proposal, fi r s t
"Unfortunately,
the National
Association
of Broadcasters
has
broached by Telegraph Commissioner George H. Payne, who ac- gone on record in opposition to my
cording to Rep. Celler assisted in bill. I believe this is most ill-adThe broadcasters who oppose
preparing the bill, awaits the Presi- the billvised.are
standing in their own
dent's approval. If approval is secured, hearings will be called be- light.
fore the House Naval Affairs Com"I am a sincere friend of private
control of radio. Govmittee, of which Rep. Vinson (D- operation and
ernmental control of radio facilities
Ga.) is chairman. The bill (HR- would destroy
freedom of the air
4281) falls under the jurisdiction
of this committee because it pro- and utter freedom of the air, just
poses construction of the station, to as utter freedom of the press and
of speech, is essential as a correcbe known as the "Pan-American
tive of democracy. I believe in utRadio Station," by the Navy under
ter freedom in the discussion of
a $750,000 appropriation plus $100,000 annually for its maintenance.
governmental problems. * * *
The NAB resolution opposed the
"Setting up a Pan-American
bill as threatening an entering shortwave broadcasting station, in
wedge toward government opera- pursuance of a treaty with the
tion of broadcasting stations and as Pan-American countries, will not
in the slightest strike at the princibeing a waste of taxpayers' money,
ple of freedom of the air. Foreism
since existing international shortwave stations already in operation governments, notably Russia, Italy,
can perform the same task.
and Germany, are spending millions of dollars for propaganda
Favorable Sentiment
purposes under our very noses.
Daily and nightly there is poured
Under the bill the U. S. Commissioner of Education would provide into this country in the English
language all manner and kind of
"programs of national and interna- programs
the virtues of
tional interest," according to Mr. Communismextolling
and Fascism. At the
Celler, who added that it has had
the approval and encouragement of present time, there is no antidote.
responsible officials of the Depart- The villifiers of our American form
ment of the Interior, Department
of government, and those who
of Agriculture, FCC, National would breed treason within our
Committee on Education by Radio ranks, are given the uttermost
and the Pan American Union. Pres- freedom over these foreign shortident Roosevelt and Secretary of
wave stations controlled by supthe Navy Swanson, as well as Secposedly friendly governments.
retaryformally
Hull, have
heretofore
"inReaching
the Far Corners
indicated their approval
of the general purpose of a Pan"The
facilities
to be set up unAmerican radio station under U.
der the provisions of my bill proS. Rep.
government
viding for such a Pan-American
Celler control,"
pointed heoutsaid.
that
powerful enough to perPresident Roosevelt, following the stationmit are
shortwave broadcasting that
Montevideo conference of North would reach
the nethermost ends
and South American nations, had
Every part of Rusby executive order set aside certain of thesia,earth.
Germany and Italy could be
frequencies for such a station un- covered. We would be enabled if we
der the government control.
choose to fight fire with fire, poi"The station was never built,"
son with poison. But above all, we
he said. "Misguided persons threw could set aright the inhabitants of
many obstacles across the path of those nations and show them the
this much needed reform. They
feared this would be the entering ways of Democracy * * *
"You will note that an opporwedge into governmental control of
tunity is given, under well defined
radio in general. Their fear was ridiculous.
conditions, for a private company
"These persons should now cease to use the facilities of the Pan-Amtheir opposition. Otherwise, they
erican station. Despite great opwill get their fingers burned. Beposition, inserted
I
such provisions
cause of their pressure against car- in my bill. I anticipated objections
from the broadcasting companies.
the President's
order, ryingI outhave
introduced executive
my bill. It was for that reason that under
Its opponents should understand
bill, I gave the Commissioner
that I specifically provide there- my
in for cooperation of private sta- of Education, with the approval of
council, in his discretions in the maintenance and oper- an advisory
tion the right to allow privately
ation of the Pan-American broadowned
commercial
radio companies,
casting station.
to
use
without
charge
the facilities
"I am a Ifirm
initiative.
do believer
not wantin toprivate
slam of such a Pan-American station.
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DOUBLE DUTY— This ultra-high
frequency antenna recently installed by Westinghouse atop the Bradford Hotel, Boston, for WIXKA
both transmits and receives simultaneously on two frequencies without any interference. It is grounded
to the structure carrying the hotel
sign, grounding away all electrical
effects from lightning surges.
Westinghouse has used similar
antennas on a number of police
installations in New England.
NBC Expands Schedule
Of Shortwave Broadcasts
NBC on July 26 began a new shortwave service in six languages to
Europe, South and Central America on W3XAL with two new directional beam antennae in operation for the first time. On the air
from 9 a. m. to 1 a. m. daily
(EDST) the new schedule will carry NBC sustaining programs both
Red and Blue. Under the direction
of Charles Carvajal, production director of W3XAL, and Phillips
Carlin, NBC sustaining progi'am
manager, the service to Europe will
be available from 9 a. m. to 3 p. m.
on 17,780 kc. with announcements
made by Ernst Kotz and Miss Lisa
Sergio. Miss Sergio, NBC guest announcer, will announce in Italian
and French, while Kotz will make
the German announcements. Programs to Europe on the non-directional antennae will also be broadcast from 3 to 7 p. m.
The directional beam broadcasts
to South and Central America on
17,780 kc. will be heard from 7
to 9 p. m. and on 6,100 kc. from
9:15 p. m. to 1 a. m. Announcements for South and Central America will be made in English, Spanish and Portuguese by Martin
Viale of the Argentine, Pinto Tameirao of Brazil and Armando Mencia of Cuba. In addition to the network broadcasts, programs of particular interest to individual countries will be aired from time to
time and the specially arranged
programs for Latin America will
be continued.
In addition to broadcasting the
pick of the sustaining programs on
both Red and Blue networks, NBC
is also broadcasting nine 15-minute
news programs in six languages
daily, having purchased the complete INS news service for use exclusively on these foreign broadcasts. Domestically NBC uses
Press-Radio for its sustaining and
UP news for its sponsored news
broadcasts.
BROADCASTING

GE BOOSTS
POWER
OF SHORTWAVE
UNIT
WHAT IS expected to be the most
powerful shortwave transmitter in
the world is being constructed by
General Electric Co., in Schenectady under FCC authority for its
stations W2XAD and W2XAF.
With tenna,100,000
watts will
in the
the transmitter
havean-a
greater actual output than any of
the European
stations,
is understood, which rate
theirit power
by
input rather than off the antenna.
The transmitter will be used by
both stations on alternating schedules and with high directional
antennae, it is reported.
Presumably the effort will be
made to concentrate the beam in
the direction of South America for
best possible reception there. The
installation will involve a cost of
more than $100,000 and will increase the signals to more than
twice their present strength, affording stronger and clearer reception throughout the world, according to General Electric.
W2XAF has operated on the 9,530
kc. channel with 40,000 watts and
W2XAD on the 15,330 kc. channel
with 25,000 watts. By using a staggered system of transmission, the
stations can operate with the single
transmitter. W2XAD now broadcasts approximately 220 hours per
month and W2XAF 290 hours. GE
said this time will be increased as
a result of the greater range of
the new transmitter which will be
completed by the early part of
1938.
General Electric's application to
build a 20 kilowatt station in Belmont, Cal., on 9,530 and 15,330 kc.
unlimited time was favorably reported July 19 by Examiner Hill.
The station would operate when the
Schenectady stations on the same
frequencies are not on the air. It
would provide NBC service to the
Far East as well as broadcast
recorded and local live talent programs. Shortwave
New

Schedule

Is Inaugurated by CBS
CBS has inaugurated a new time
schedule for its shortwave broadcasts to Europe and South America
on W2XE. Each week day there
will be three separate periods totaling six hours for programs to
South America and three periods
totaling 5% hours for European
listeners. On Sunday there will be
two periods for each group, five
hours for Europe and seven hours
for South America.
The schedule follows: To Europe
(weekdays) 7:30-10 a.m. on 21,520
kc, 3-5:30 p.m. on 15,270 kc, 6:307 p.m. on 11,830 kc; to Europe
(Sundays), 8-10 a.m. on 21,520 kc,
1-4 p.m. on 15,270 kc; to South
America (weekdays), 10-10:30 a.m.
on 21,520 kc, 5:30-6 p.m. on 15,270
kc, 7 p.m.-midnight on 11,830 kc;
to South America (Sundays), 5-6
p.m. on 15,270 kc, 7 p.m. midnight
on 11,830 kc.
CHIEF Engineer Max Weiner of
WNEW, New York, on July 21 interviewed Frank Parker Stoekbridge,
the reporter
who wireless
covered tests,
Marconi's
first
Transatlantic
and
Sam Kaufman, correspondent in New
York for British radio publications,
on their contacts with the noted inventor. These were part of the station's memorial to Marconi, WNEW
also joining NBC-Red that day to
carry the funeral services from Rome.
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Yes, WTIC

does offer the advertiser

60.72%

were tuned to WTIC.

WTIC

more coverage in the rich Southern

24.37%

were tuned to the next
most popular station.

western New

New England market than any other
station. And here's proof of that
statement. During the week from
February 28 to March 6 the Ross
Federal Research Bureau made over

6.54% were tuned to the third
most popular station.

In WTIC's primary coverage area is
an audience of 1,737,810 and in its

2.28% were tuned to the fourth
most popular station.

secondary coverage area there is an
additional 1,660,626, making a total
potential audience of 3,398,436. In
income, retail sales, and radio owner-

ford market alone. Here is a summary of the results obtained.
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THIS BILLION DOLLAR

HARTFORD,

Paul W. Morency, General Manager
CHICAGO
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Networks
Prepare
For
Yacht
Races

Unique Coverage Is Planned
For Historic Competition
COMPLETE coverage of the
America's Cup yacht races for
every American listener has been
assured by the three nationv^ride
broadcasting systems, each of
which has scheduled more than 30
broadcasts during the seven days
of racing between the defending
Ranger and the challenging Endeavor II. Each network will
Ibroadcast several reports during
the progress of each race and will
also broadcast a summary in the
evening.
CBS, the only netwoi'k to have a
place aboard the official committee
boat, has assigned Ted Husing to
cover the races, assisted by Sherman Hoyt, who took his turn at
the helm of the last two Cup defenders, and John Scott Hughes,
Englisherica toyachtsman
in Amcover the who
racesis for
the
London Times. Each of the trio
will be stationed at a strategic
point along the 30-mile course,
equipped with short-wave equipment permitting him to broadcast
an eye-witness description directly
to the CBS network, and the three
will discuss
each day's race in an
evening
broadcast.
NBC-MBS Aerial Reporters
For Mutual, another Cup race
veteran, Cameron King, will assist
Dave Driscoll, special features announcer of WOR. in broadcasting
the races from the Coast Guard
cutter Ponchatrain through WOR's
relay broadcasting transmitter,
WBAM. A birdseye view of the
spectacle will be added by Howard
G. Barnes, who will follow the yachts
from an Eastern Air Lines transport plane above the course. NBC
will also broadcast from the air,
Bill Sterns, sports announcer, being
stationed in a TWA plane. Other
NBC race reporters include the
yachting authority, Kenneth Davison, who with George Hicks, special
events announcer, wil' be -aboard
the Coast Guard cutter Sebago,
and
of will
NBC'sbe
specialArthur
events Feldman,
division, who
located at the finish line in a Coast
Guard patrol boat.
Mutual has arranged for worldwide shortwave transmission of its
broadcasts through W2XGB, Press
Wireless station, and NBC has also
planned a number of shortwave
race reports to England. B. Charles
Dean, president of British American Productions Inc., who arranged
for Hughes to join the crew of CBS
announcers, is also woi-king on a
series of short-wave broadcasts to
England to be made by Hughes for
rebroadcasting by the BBC.

Vernor's Making Up List
VERNOR'S OF CALIFORNIA
Inc., Los Angeles (gingerale) has
appointed Allied Adv. Agencies
Inc., that city, to direct its advertising in 11 western states and
on July 15 started a 30-day test
campaign on KMTR, Hollywood,
using a daily quarter-hour of recordings. Test is to be followed by
an extensive transcription serial
campaign to start early in September, list of which is now being
made up. Stan Worsdell is agency
executive servicing account.
Page 42
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Goldbergs to P. & G.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, will sponsor The Goldbergs, dramatic serial, over the
NBC-Red network starting Sept.
13, having signed Gertrude Berg,
creator of the series under a five
year contract. Deal reputedly involves $1,000,000 by which she will
write and star in the new series
with a setup similar to that when
sponsored by Pepsodent. Contract
calls for five weekly quarter hour
episodes, to be heard daily 4:304:45 p. m. (EST), for 52 weeks.
Broadcasts will originate in New
York and later shift to Hollywood
while Mrs. Berg fills motion picture writing commitments. NBC
Hollywood Artists Bureau set the
deal with Leonard T. Bush, vicepresident of Compton Adv. Inc.,
New York, and account executive
for most of the Procter & Gamble
products, when he was on the West
Coast in July.
MacFadden Expands
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS
Inc., New York, is now sponsoring
the Good Will Hour 10-11 Sunday
evenings on a combined hookup of
the Inter-City Broadcasting System
and MBS in the interest of Tr2fe
Story Magazine. Program, originated at WMCA, New York, under
the direction of John J. Anthony,
has been broadcast for some
months on a five-station Inter-City
network as a sustaining feature. It
is an outgrowth of the ill-fated
Good Will Court, which also originated on WMCA and which also
was sponsored by MacFadden for
True Story, before it became a
nationwide network feature sponsored by Standard Bi-ands Inc. for
Chase & Sanborn coff'ee. Under the
new setup, the program will be
broadcast over two stations in New
York, WMCA and WOR, which will
feed it to the Inter-City and MBS
stations respectively. Series was
placed through Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., New York.
MARK SHRIEBER, sports commentator of KVOD, Denver, had a
nari-ow escape July 14 while he was
describing the midget auto races in
Denver. One of the racing car drivers,
roaring around the one-fifth mile track
at about 6.5 miles per hour, lost control of his tiny machine, and it nosed
into the grandstand within a few feet
of where he was standing. Neither
was injured.
TOUR

OF

THE

Radio

Production

Revived by Tiny
ARTHUR
W.
(Tiny)
STOWE,
radio director of
Hays
MacFarland
& Co.,
Chicago

KANDID FIEND— Too late for entry in Broadcasting's
convention Kandid KameraNABKontest
[Broadcasting, July 15] was this
shot of William Cline, sales manager of WLS, Chicago, taken by
John C. Baker, of the WLS program department. Baker says it
shows what the well-dressed candid
cameraman will wear. Believe it or
not, amidst all the trappings, all of
which are candid camera accoutrements, Cline actually is carrying a
chin) . (six inches southeast of
camera
FIRST

NAB

DISCS

SENT SUBSCRIBERS
WITH A tentative schedule of new
production of five hours per month,
the first 20 hours of the new NAB
public domain transcription library
now are ready for shipment to subscribing stations, James W. Baldwin, NAB managing director, announced July 30. Some 50 stations
have ordered the service and will
receive the discs during early August, the managing director asserted. Shipments are being made on a
C.O.D. basis at the rate of $10 per
hour per member station with a
library of 100 hours in view.
The production schedule, Mr.
Baldwin said, contemplates additional units of five hours per month
to subscribers. Preparations have
been begun for additional recordings
beyond the 20 hours, a cross section
of which was auditioned during the
NAB Convention in Chicago in
June. The 50 station subscribers
for the service were procured at
PLAYGROUNDS

Civic Response to Series for Children
On WTMJ Described as Favorable
grams and help to handle the chilCONCEIVED as a civic safety prodren during the broadcasts, while
motion and designed to encourage
the police department is cooperatchildren's summer play at city-suing in sending officers to the playpervised playgrounds, WTMJ, Milgrounds to participate in the serwaukee, has inaugurated a series
ies. Four different transmitters
titled Playground Tour. With the are being used on the Playground
slogan of "Keep Youngsters OflF Tour, including a 7 ¥2 -watt ultrahigh frequency plant rigged in a
the Streets", WTMJ, has begun its
tour of 44 local playgrounds under
small car, a medium-low 50-watthe direction of Larry Teich who
ter for three mile distances, and
two ultra-high frequency shortis the "Captain Larry" of Our
wave trucks. The adult reactions
Club, a WTMJ youth organization
with an active membership of to the programs have been most
favorable and the show is rich in
300,000 kids. In cooperation with
entertainment value, according to
civic authorities, Mr. Teich interviews the children at play and asks
WTMJ. On completion of the presthem simple question about their
ent series WTMJ plans to continue
the interviews under commercial
games and their school experiences. The city nlayground supersponsorship from vacant lots and
visors assist in arranging the pro- city parks.
BROADCASTING

Firm
Stowe

agency, resigned
Aug. 1 to reorGram Productions
ganize Stowe-A
Inc., which will
specialize in buildprograms
for spot advertisers.
»toweMr.
transcribed
ing originally
Stowe
organized the firm
in 1935tion tobut
disbanded
organiza-of
become
radiothedirector
Hays MacFarland on July 1, 1936.
He has already signed up two of
his shows with Chicago agencies
and the programs will shortly be
transcribed for spot release. The
firm's offices are at 360 N. MichiMr.gan Ave.
Stowe is one of the pioneers
in radio having been in the business for the past 14 years. He was
sports editor of the Dallas TimesHerald and was made general manager of KRLD when the newspaper built the station in 1924. He
resigned
to become
president in
and1929
general
managerviceof
the Southwest Network and was
instrumental in the founding of
KTAT. In 1930 he went to KSTP,
St. Paul, as continuity editor, later
going toduction
WSM,
promanager.Nashville,
In 1934 heas went
to WLS, Chicago, where he was
continuity editor until he formed his
own company.
Gold Medal
Minstrels and Broadway
Cinderella
were two ductions.
ofHe also
Mr. produced
Stowe's proMa
Perkins before joining the Hays
MacFarland agency. Succeeding
Mr. Stowe is Miss Evelyn Stark,
his assistant.
that time but formal contracts have
not yet been entered into with stations. At the Convention it was announced that the NAB Bureau of
Copyrights had been incorporated
as a going concern to make available the public domain music to
NAB member stations at the $10
per hour rate and to other stations
at Officers
$15 per ofhour.
the new corporation
are John Elmer, NAB president,
president;
Mr. V.Baldwin,
dent; Harold
Hough, vice-presimanager
of WBAP,
Fort
Worth,
and
urer of the NAB, treasurer,treasand
E. E. Revercomb, NAB statistician
and bookkeeper,
and
secretary. assistant treasurer
Plans to retain a salesman to
contact stations in connection with
the library have been discarded for
the present,
understood.
tations willitbeis made
direct Solicifrom
NAB headquarters. The library is
being recorded by E. V. Brinckerhoff & Co., New York, under the
direction of M. P. Frutchey Jr.,
chief engineer of the transcription
company. Processing and pressing
is being handled by Clark Phonograph & Record Co.
Abert WTMJ Manager
THE TITLE of manager of WTMJ,
Milwaukee, passes Aug. 1 to Donald Abert, assistant manager, while
Walter Damm continues as general
director in charge of the promotion department of the Milwaukee
Journal, operator of the station. No
other staff changes are contemplated. Mr. Abert joined WTMJ
about the
a newspaper.
year ago, coming over
from
• Broadcast
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Buryl Lottridge Named
Head of Oklahoma Net
APPOINTMENT
of Buryl L o 1 1ridge, former
commercial manager of Central
States Broadcasting Co., Omaha,
as managing director of the Oklahoma Network,
was announced
July 17. For the Mr. Lottridge
last six weeks he has been assistant manager of KOMO, Oklahoma
City, under Neal Barrett. His new
duties will include complete supervision of the activities of the network, formed several months ago
and now an affiliate of Mutual
Broadcasting System. Stations in
the network are WBBZ, Ponca
City; KCRC, Enid; KTOK, Oklahoma City; KBIX, Muskogee;
KASA, Elk City; KGFF, Shawnee; KADA, Ada and KVSO, Ardmore.

Windup

of State

Legislative

Sessions

Finds Few New Laws on Broadcasting
ALTHOUGH a bumper crop of copyright legislation occurred July
bills affecting broadcasting in vari- 27 when Gov. Frank Murphy of
ous ways was introduced in state Michigan vetoed the anti-ASCAP
legislatures during the current leg- bill, declaring he was advised by
islative season now drawing to a Attorney General Raymond Starr
close, there were few legislative that it would not stand up under
enactments except for state copy- court test. The bill, patterned after
right bills.
the Montana and Washington measures, was sponsored by the MichiCopyright legislation was considered in 13 states. The bills had to
gan
Radiostations.
taxation received some atdo with pool licensing and price
tention by state legislatures, notfixing of copyrighted musical comwithstanding the doctrine in the
positions. Such bills became law
in Florida, Montana, Nebraska,
so-called Fisher's Blend case in the
U. S. Supreme Court, wherein a
Tennessee, Washington, and Wisconsin. The Hlinois bill (H-567)
state tax levied upon gross rereceived a favorable committee
ceipts of broadcasters was held
report, but was tabled in the invalid. In Arizona, a revenue act
House, and the Iowa bill (H-2489)
was adopted which provides for an
was killed. In Indiana (H-459) and excise
tax on radio advertising. A
Minnesota (H-1521) and S-1367)
prior act did the same thing, but
and in Ohio (S-108) and Texas
it is understood that the law of(H-468) the sessions ended without
ficers of the state held that collecfinal legislative action on such bills.
tion of the tax should not be atThe only real setback on state

KING-TRENDLE BROADCASTING CORPORATION
300 Madison Theatre Building • • Detroit
EASTERN OFFICE:
WESTERN
OFFICE;
Russ Building
Wm. G. Rambeau Co. Repiesenlafive
550 Chanin Building
New York
Home Office: Tribune Tovrer, Chicago
San Francisco
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tempted because of its invalidity.
Several bills which would have
specifically taxed radio were introduced in Kansas (H-345. S-364,
S-514), but the tax bill which became law (S-522) omitted the radio tax provision. The same situation prevailed in Missouri where
several bills were introduced which
embraced the idea of a tax on radio
but the tax bill which was finally
adopted (H-6) eliminated this tax.
Tax Bills That Failed
Bills providing for the levying of
tax on broadcasters failed of pasin Minnesota (S-1389 and
H-163 sage
which provided for 5% tax);
Ohio (H-279 which would have
levied a 10% tax); Oklahoma (H14, a 10% tax) ; Utah (H-23, a 2%
tax); West Virginia (S-159, a 1%
tax) ; and Washington (S-313, a 2%
tax on intra-state radio receipts).
The bill which became law in Alabama exempted radio (H-179), and
bills in Colorado, Georgia, Idaho
and North Dakota are so phrased
as to permit of the construction
that they do not include a tax on
radio broadcasting. An Indiana bill
which did not pass (H-159) provided for a tax of $25 a day on radio
programs, and a New York bill
(S-1448) which met the same fate,
proposed the requirement of the
submission of all radio commercial
advertising copy to a division of
the State Department of Education and the payment of a tax of
10c for each word of the copy
which the state approved.
Numerous bills were introduced
and some were adopted which had
either direct or indirect reference
to the content of radio programs.
Measures which restrained dentists
from engaging in certain classes of
advertising enterprise died in aClifornia (A-2604) but were enacted
in Kansas, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Pennsylvania,
Texas,
and West
Virginia.
Bills "Vermont
of the nature
of pure
food
and drug measures and which
would have applied to radio advertising to the same extent as they
would have applied to other advertising media, were introduced
in California, New York, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, became law in
North Carolina (S-310), but failed
of passage in California, Colorado,
Georgia, Illinois, Iowa, Maryland,
Massachusetts and Pennsylvania.
Some of these false advertising
bills such as that in Pennsylvania
specifically exempted the broadcaster from liability. Liquor bills
which either prohibited liquor advertising or which laid onerous tax
burdens on liquor advertising died
or were killed in California, Minnesota. Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas,
Washington and Wisconsin, but
were adopted in Maine and North
Dakota.
The so-called
loans"
bills which
restricted"small
advertising
of the small loan business to some
extent were adopted in Connecticut, but failed of passage in Illinois, Massachusetts, New York,
North Carolina, Rhode Island,
Michigan and Tennessee.
A Michigan bill, which failed to
pass, would
havefiledrequired
all state
continuities to be
with the
(H-344). The use of the word
"Court" in a broadcast was prohibited by New York (S-176 and H197), but
not bill
enacted intothese
law. Abills
Newwere
Jersey
prohibited the broadcasting of
court proceedings (S-117). Proposals in California and Washington to prohibit the broadcasting of
(Continued on page 63)
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new studio

KCNC stepped out in June with an ultra-modern
— a vest-pocket Radio City!

Amarillo stepped out in May to lead all Texas cities in business gam over May 1936 — a 40% increase!

Together

KCNC

and Amarillo are a swell pair—
CO PLACES WITH THEM!
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Fall

Accounts
A im Toward
Record
General Mills Inc., Minneapolis
Guaranty Union Life Insurance
Disc and Labor Issues
Currently using half-hour transcripCo., Beverly Hills, Cal.
tions five times weekly on 20 stations.
Has a twice-weekly news period
Only Dark Spots
Betty & Bob, one of the shows on the News Behind the Headlines on 6 California Radio System stations (KEHE,
General Mills coast-to-coast CBS
On Horizon
hour, takes up one quarter-hour of KYA, KFBK, KWG, KM.J, KERN),
and
also
on KMPC and KFWB. Will
the
transcription
while
Hymns
of
All
(Continued from page 17)
Churches and Betty Crocker, also on extend the series to include 100 stawill carry the spot announcements.
the General Mills Hour, occupy the
tions nationally after Sept. 1, accordBaggaley, Horton & Hoyt Inc., Chi- other 15 minutes of the transcriping to Stodel Adv. Co., Los Angeles
cago, is agency.
tions. RCA Mfg. Co., Inc., Chicago, agency handling account. Sponsor remade the discs.
cently started using radio, having conD & M Finance Co., Chicago
In addition to returning on NBC
centrated its advertising on newsWill use spot announcements on 10
stations this fall for silverware. First this fall for Wheaties with Jack Armpapers in the past.
strong,
will
place
quarter-hour
tranUnited Broadcasters Inc., Chicago, is
Wizard Oil Co., Chicago
scribed versions of the program five Hamlin's
agency.
Will start half-hour weekly trantimes weekly on a list of stations as
ptions on 20 stations
1. Van-is
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
derbie & scriRubens
Inc., Nov.
Chicago,
yet unselected.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago,
is agency.
Coal Co., New York
agency.
Will use transcribed versions of its
H. J. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh
network program, The Shadow, in a
Graham-Paige Motors Corp., Defew markets to advertise Blue Coal.
troit
Will
sponsor
dren's
program, Russell
five daysPratt's
weekly,chilon
RuthraufE & Ryan Inc., New York,
Using one-minute announcements on
handles the account.
WTAM,for Heinz
Cleveland,
until
mid-fall
at
WBZ-WBZA, WJSV, WISN and least,
Rice
Flakes.
Company
WOR and plans to continue this list
de Elorza Cosmetics Inc.,
with other stations to be added in may continue and expand transcription campaign for its strained baby
Hollyweod
September. J. Walter Thompson Co.,
After a test campaign on KFWB
foods, kets.
now Maxon
beingInc..
tested
Chicago, recently took over account.
Newin two
York,mar-is
and KEHE will extend radio activiagency.
ties to other sections of the Pacific
Grant Watch Co., Chicao^o
Coast in fall, using spot announceWill use thrice-weekly chain breaks Household Finance Corp., Chicago
ments and programs, placing through starting in September on WMT,
Using live talent programs six
Continental Adv. Service, Hollywood.
and KSO and will start thrice- times weekly on 25 stations, may inProducts are Maillards beauty lotions. KRNT
weekly time signals on WFBM ; will
crease the list in September. Prodaily time signals on WEMP.
grams vary from 15 minutes to full
Devoe & Raynolds Co. Inc., N. Y. continue
hour
shows.
BBDO, Chicago, is
Morris
&
Davidson
Inc.,
Chicago,
is
Will start spot campaigns for two
agency.
of its subsidiaries in September. agency.
Huffmann-Holmes Co.,
Wadsworth-Howland & Co., Maiden.
W. T. Grant Co., New York
Los Angeles
Mass. (Bay State Paint), will use 13
This operator of a chain of 479
five-minute transcriptions on 11 New
conducted
variety stores throughout the country, on Recently
and KEHEa 13-week
for H & test
H
England stations. Peaslee-Gaulbert
a transcribed variety pro- foot KFWB
exerciser. Now making up a list
Co., Louisville (P-G Paint) will use will start
gram
on
19
stations
from
coast-toto
include
several
western
stations,
13 one-minute discs on 37 stations in coast early in September, to continue
the south. Agency is J. Stirling Get- through the fall, placed through N. using transcriptions. Advertising Arts
chell Inc., New York.
Agency, Los Angeles, has account.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., New York.
Illinois Meat Co., Chicago
Durkee FamouscagoFoods Inc., ChiGriffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn
Used quarter-hour programs daily
Will
sponsor
broadcasts
of
the
except Sunday last year and will use
LTsing spot announcements on four
many or more stations this fall
of the Ohio State Uni- as
stations and plans to add about 20 home games
for Broadcast corned beef hash.
versity
football
team
this
fall
on
stations this fall for its margarine
H. Hartman Co., Chicago, is
and coconut. C. Wendel Muench & WCOL, Columbus, in the interests George
of its shoe polishes. Griffith B. the agency.
Co., Chicago, is agency.
Thompson, radio director of BerChicago
Independent Grocer's Alliance,
mingham, Castleman & Pierce Inc..
F & F Laboratories, Chicago
New
York,
in
charge
of
the
Griffin
Will startnouncements
one-minute
spotonan-a
using station in Portland
and chain breaks
advertising, said that no further pur- andCurrently
Bangor, Me., will place Girl in a
nationwide scale this September.
chase of football games was contemMillion transcriptions on 20 stations
plated, but that the company would
About 50 stations will probably be
mid-September. The quarter-hour
used. Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., continue to sponsor its network pro- in
program wUl be sponsored by the local
gram
and
its
early
morning
broadChicago, is agency.
IGA
wholesalers. Charles Daniel
casts on seven midwestern stations
Frey Co., Chicago, is agency.
Dr. Peter Fahrney Co., Chicago
throughout the fall.
Off the air now but may return in
International cago
Harvester Co., ChiGruen Watch Co.. Cincinnati
September using minute discs on a
few stations. H. W. Kastor & Sons
Will make transcriptions of its Time
Started
one-minute
ments ondaily
25 stations
the announceweek of
of Your Life programs on NBC for
Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, is agency.
use in cities not reached by the net- July 26 on 25 stations for tractors.
Fels & Co.. Philadslphia
The
series
will
run
for
six
weeks.
work series. McCann-Erickson Inc.,
New York, is the agency.
Will keep its Fels-Naptha transcripNo
definite
plans
have
been
formutions of the Tom, Dick & Harry
MBS programs on WCSH. KGW,
KOMO and KHQ three times weekly
through
continue its the
live fall
talentandshowwillon also
WBOW.
Other stations vcill probably be added.
Account is placed by Young & Rubicam Inc., New York.
Folger Coffee Co.. Kansas City
Currently using WBS quarter-hour
transcriptions, Judy d Jane, five
times weekly on 15 stations and plan.s
to continue the same set-up this fall.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago, is agency.
General Cigar Co. Inc., New York
May add to its present schedule of
minute live and disc spots on five stations for William Penn cigars. H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, is agency.
General Foods Corp.. New York
Will sponsor House Divided, a dramatic serial, on Don Lee Network
five days a week for LaFrance laundry tablets through the fall. Sponsor will also continue participation in
Martha Deane's Hour on WOR. Newark, three days weekly for Minute
Tapioca. Both programs are placed
Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
through Young & Rubicam Inc., New
Y'ork.
''His Fan Mail Has Doubled Since We Built That Special Mike For Him."
Page 46
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lated yet for fall. Aubrey, Moore &
Wallace Inc., Chicago, is agency.
Ironized Yeast Co.. Atlanta
Will start a quarter-hour recorded
variety show in Septem)>er on 30 or
40 stations throughout the country for
its yeast tablets, to be placed by Kuturauff & Ryan Inc., New York.
James Mfg. Co., Ft. Atkinson, Wis.
Will start one- and two-minute
spots ontemberabout
six stations
in Sepfor its farm
equipment.
In
addition to WLS, other stations will
be in Wisconsin, Mipnesota and Iowa
and in Kansas City, Fort AVayne,
Dayton, and either Rochester or Schenectady. Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago, handles account.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
Will use football broadcasts to advertise its cereals, but on a smaller
scale than Atlantic Refining Co. Ten
or a dozen stations will probably comprise the list, unless present plans are
changed. N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
Philadelphia, is in charge.
Has recently renewed Sisters of the
Skillet on WJZ, New York, three
nights a week, to run until mid-October, when it will probably be extended
to network presentation. Agency is
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., New York.
Kester
SolderandCo..mayChi<"a«;o
Now
on WSM
add additional spots this fall. Aubrey, Moore
& Wallace Inc., Chicago, is agency.
Klingtite Products Co., Hollywood
Will double its radio advertising
appropriation
Sept. 1Pacific
and anCoast
extensive spot andbyprogram
campaign is being planned through Allied Adv. Agencies Inc., Los Angeles.
Kosto Co., Chicago
Will use one-minute live announcements three to six times weekly on
eight stations beginning Sept. 15 for
its dessert. Stations will be confined
to metropolitan sections in the Midwest. Perrin-Paus Co., Chicago, is
the agency.
Kraft-Phenix cago
Cheese Corp., ChiNow usingnouncementsone-minute
spota day
anthree to five times
on WRC, WGAR, WTAM. WFBM,
WBOW, WOWO, WGBF. WHIG,
WBNS,
WTAX, Other
and KWK
for 0-kedoke popcorn.
stations
will
shortly be added in Pittsburgh. Rochester and Buffalo. J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, is agency.
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis
testing
a quarter-hour
liveCurrently
show twice
weekly
on WDAF,
and will start an extensive coast-tocoast spot campaign this fall for its
shaving cream. Transcriptions of the
Kansas City program. Home Sweet
Home With Variations, may be used.
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv Co. Inc.,
Chicago, is agency.
Larus & Bro. Co.. Richmond
Will continue
the serial
Alias Jimmy
entine transcribed
which Valwas
started
in
July
for
Edgeworth
tobacco and Domino cigarettes through the
fall, and will probably expand the list
of stations. Program is placed through
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., New
York.
Laundry Owners Natl. Assn.,
Joliet, 111.
Planning to use spot this fall, with
stations and type of nrrgram not yet
set. BBDO, Chicago, is agency.
Lavena Corp., Chicago
This Quaker Oats subsidiary will
continue quarter-hour live program on
one station, with the possibility that
others may be added. H. W. Kastor
& Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, is
agency.
Thomas Leeminsr & Co. Inc.,
New York
Will use time signals during the
daytime in 10 or 12 markets, with
perhaps a news broadcast in New
York, to advertise Baum Bengue this
fall. Business is placed through William Esy & Co. Inc.. New York.
(Continued on page i.8)
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PRISON
BAND —
Because these men
practice all day while
fellow inmates work
in the prison furniture, overall or shoe
factories, their part
of the program was
plenty smooth and
snappy.

FEMININE TOUCH
— From the women's
building a piile from
the main prison came
two women prisoners
to add a vocal duet
to the hour-long program.

BOOKED
a one-night
on the
Junewalls
12th,ofWKY's
one-hour forbroadcast
fromstand
behind
Oklahoma's state penitentiary turned into a complete, allaround click. Another ■was promptly scheduled for July
10th; still another is set for August 7th.
From a seat in the air audience, the shows were tops
in entertainment and showmanship. As a vehicle for acquainting Oklahoma with the earnest rehabilitation efforts
being carried on in its penal institutions, the programs
were high in public interest. Most notable, yet unexpected,
was the striking morale-building effect of the programs on
the entire prison population, a subject of enthusiastic
commendation from prison and state officials.
Here is -another sample of how WKY goes out of its
way, turns off the beaten path, to serve public interest and
give its audience something fresh and novel in entertainment. Such are the accents in
programming that keep WKY
the most listened-to station in
Oklahoma and make it the station on which your sales story
gets the most attention and the
best hearing.

VOCALISTS, NOVELTIES—Among the
prison'smates3,500
inwere found
many experienced
vocalists and many
surprising mikeworthy novelties.

MUSICAL VARIETY
— Four separate instrumental combinations gave the show
everything from
Sousa to swing . . .
brass, hill-billy, jug
and swing bands.

OKLAHOMA'S "BIG HOUSE"— Using
the prison mess hall as a studio, WKY
piped the full hour show 120 miles
from McAlester to Oklahoma City.
More than 75 inmates comprised the
all-convict cast. A thousand inmates
were permitted to sit in on the show.
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Fall Spot Season
{Continued from page Jt6)

Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass.
Will continue its extensive chainbreak announcement campaign for
Spry,an Inc.,
placed
New through
York. Ruthrauff & RyLewis-Howe Medicine Co.,
St. Louis
Will continue and possibly expand
quarter-hour
and minute
on 15&
stations for Turns.
H. W.discs
Kastor
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, is agency.
Libby, McNeil & Libby, Chicago
Using foreign language programs on
WGES, WJBK, and KGFJ. WUl
probably continue with same setup
this fall. .T. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago, is agency.
Little Crow Milling Co., Warsaw,
Ind.
Using
children's
gram on quarter-hour
WLS six times
weekly proand
will continue the series this fall. Plans
to add grams
quarter-hour
children's
prosix times weekly
for Coco
Wheats on WJR, KDKA and WGY.
Rogers & Smith, Chicago, is agency.
iiij. the
Longines-Wittnauer Co., New York
Will use from one to a dozen time
signals, announcements and chain
breaks a day on approximately 50
stations throughout the country in a
fall campaign for Longines watches,
placed through Arthur Rosenberg Co.
Inc., New York.
P. Lorillard Co., New York
Has been sponsoring a series of
sports summaries on WGN, Chicago,
LISTENERS
and the Michigan Network, for its various tobacco products and now is
considering expanding this type of advertising to include other markets, but
has no definite plans as yet. The halfhour Sunday morning Italian program
No QUESTION ABOUT It! WIBW
for Old Gold cigarettes on WOV, New
which has been on for a year
has the Kansas farm and small York,
and a half, will be continued. Account
is handled by Lennen & Mitchell Inc.,
New York.
town LISTENERS. And they're Maltex Cereal Co., Burlington, Vt.
folks who ACT and BUY as well
Will participate in home economics
programs on about eight stations in
as listen!
New England, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio and Michigan in a fall
campaign for Maltex, placed through
J. M. Mathes Inc., New York.
Mantle Lamp Co., Chicago
Proof? Stacks of it— every day
Has completed its station list for
fall, starting on 55 stations Sept. 27
— right in WIBW's busy mail using quarter-hour programs from one
to six times weekly. Both live talent
room. Stacks of MAIL with in- and transcriptions will be used. Presba. Fellers & Presba Inc., Chicago, is
agency.
quiries, orders, money, checks
Mayflower Stations Inc., White
Plains, N. Y.
(many signed but not filled in) !
This chain of service stations will
continue its three-a-week safety series
Measure WIBW with ANY yard- on WFAS, placed through J. Stirling
Getchell Inc., New York.
McKenzie Milling Co., Quincy,
stick you choose — for COVERMich.
Will start quarter-hour program
AGE, for LISTENERS, for REdaily except Sunday over WLS, Chicago, Oct. 18.
Considering
quarterSULTS. Then give WIBW the job hour daily
except
Sunday ona WRVA,
Richmond, in October. Rogers &
Smith, Chicago, is the agency.
of selling Kansas — with its bumpMcKesson & Robbins. Bridgeport
Will continue and possibly expand
er wheat crop buying power — for minute transcriptions on to stations
for Pursang tonic. H. W. Kastor &
YOUR product. Mister, you'll Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, is agency.
W. F. McLaughlin & Co., Chicago
have a REAL JOB DONE!
Now tions on
WLS, may
add for
otherManor
stain Midwest
this fall
House cago,coffee.
Earl
Ludgin
Inc.,
Chiis agency.
Miles Laboratories, Elkhart, Ind.
Will start Comedy Stars of Broadway transcriptions, featuring different
popular
comedians each program, on
WIBW
25 stations in mid-September for AlkaSeltzer,tions areThe
thrice-weekly
transcripbeing
cut by WBS,
New
CAPPEr; PUBLICATIONS
York.
In
addition,
Alka-Seltzer
will
T O
P
E
K A
continue
with quarter-hour news
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broadcasts daily over KNX, daily except Sunday over WOAVO. Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago, handles the account.
Montgomery, Ward & Co., Chicago
Using quarter-hour transcriptions
on 75 stations and plans to add 25
more in September. The transcriptions. Neighbor Jim, are currently
broadcast thrice weekly and wiU probably be broadcast five times weekly
this fall. NBC Transcription division.
New York and Chicago, cut the program with Lord & Thomas, Chicago,
producing the show. Local stores are
placing the business direct.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago
Will mentsstart
one-minute
announceon 15 stations
in November.
In addition, time will also be bought
on barn dance programs of WLS,
WHO, and WSM. Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago, has the account.
Wis. Co., Burlington,
Murphy Products
Will continue with weekly halfhour programs on the WLS and WHO
barn dances for its feed. Wade Adcount.
vertising Agency, Chicago, has the acMutual Citrus Products Co.,
Anaheim, Cal
Through Charles H. Mayne Co.,
Los Angeles agency, on July 26 started five-minute dramatized commercials, five times weekly, on KMBC
and will extend the list of stations
nationally by September. Sponsor will
use the campaign to call attention to
its canned citrus juices, orange
marmalade and other products.
National Carbon Co., New York
Will launch a spot campaign for
Eveready batteries about the first of
the year. Yet to be settled are the
type of paign,
program
of the
camwhich willandbescope
placed
through
J. M. Mathes Inc., New York.
National Leather & Shoe Finders
Assn., St. Louis
Planning a spot campaign this fall
with stations and type of spots not
yet set. BBDO. Chicago, is agency.
New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol,
Conn.
Will start an announcement campaign late in September for its coaster
brakes for bicycles, using chain breaks
on the same 12 stations included in
last
possibly
few spring's
additions.campaign
Lord & with
Thomas,
Newa
York, is the agency.
New York State Bureau of
Milk Publicity
Will use 18 stations in the state
to broadcast a series of one-minute
dramatic transcriptions, recorded by
RCA and placed through J. M.
Mathes, New York, to start Oct. 1.
North American Accident Insurance Co., Newark
Will use 46 stations this fall in a
spot campaign.
Type, will
lengthvary
and with
freof programs
markets. quencyFranklin
Bruck Adv.
Corp.,
New York, is in charge.
Northwestern Yeast Co., Chicago
Now sponsoring Virginia Lee &
Sunbeam on WLS, Chicago, three
quarter-hour periods weekly for Maca
yeast, will start transcribed versions
"of the tions
program
on 15 West
Coast stain September.
Southern
and
eastern stations will be used later after satisfactory distribution for the
new fast-raising yeast will have been
secured on the West Coast. RCA Mfg.
Co., Chicago, is cutting the transcripHays MacFarland & Co., Chicago,tions.
is agency.
Nu-Enamel Paint Corp.,
Los Angeles
Planning a regional spot and program campaign for the fall which will
include a dealer tiein, through Advertising Arts Agency, Los Angeles.
{Continued on page 52)
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TUBES

craftsmanship

• . . expert

. . •

workmanship

Qualities outstanding even upon casual examination, are
true outward Indications of the painstaking thoroughness,
precision, and skill with which the new Amperex WaterCooled tubes were designed, engineered and constructed.
Spacings and dinnensions held to a fraction of a thousandth ofon inch — vacuums down to almost immeasurable
pressures are your assurance of unvarying characteristics,
highly efficient operation and of extraordinary long life.
A partial lisf of the types available is shown below:
207
$350.00
220C $290.00
228A 225.00
846
300.00
232B 480.00
848
325.00
214
300.00
863
325.00
222A 220.00
891
325.00
892
325.00
237A , 435.00
AMPEREX ELECTRONIC
79 WASHINGTON STREET

PRODUCTS, INC.
BROOKLYN. NEW YORK
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(Continued from page ^8)
weekly dramatic program over the
Omar Bakeries, Omaha, Neb.
Currently using four stations for NBC from one to three for the late
summer
and fall seasons. Formerly
quarter - hour transcriptions Your
heard only over KGO, San Francisco,
Home Town, six times weeljly. Omar
Mills Inc. Omaha (flour) will use the company's broadcast Tales of
California is now released over
quarter-hour programs thrice weekly beginning in September on eight KFBK, Sacramento and KMJ, Fresstations with the possibility that
no, as well.
Your Home Town transcriptions may
Penn Tobacco Co.,
Pa. Wilkes-Barre,
also be used. J. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago has both accounts.
Does not plan any change in its
Omega Chemical Co., Brooklyn
use of news and sports programs in
Will use announcements for Omega
major markets for Kentucky Winners
Oil, starting in August on WLW and cigarettes. Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., New York.
adding about
other stations
in Sep-&
tember and50October.
Husband
Piel Bros., Brooklyn
Thomas Co. Inc., New York, is agency.
Will continue its news broadcasts
Oyster Shell Products Corp.,
on KNX, Los Angeles, and WAGF,
New Rochelle, N. Y.
Dothan, Ala., and its announcements
Now using announcements for on WAPI, Birmingham, for its beer.
poultry grit on a few stations and Handled by Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.,
New York.
will increase its list to approximately
50 in the fall. Placed through HusPinex Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.
band & Thomas Co. Inc., New York.
Will use announcements from 35
Pacific Gas & Electric Co., San words up, on about 40 stations two
Francisco
to four times daily starting Oct. 1
This California utility has increased
for its remedy. Baggaley, Horton &
the number of stations releasing its Hoyt Inc., Chicago, is agency.

STEP

—BY

STEP

WNAX

usual large audience

Postal Telegraph Co., N. Y.
Will continue through the fall the
campaign of announcements, time signals and news flashes started in July
on seven stations, through Marschalk
& Pratt Inc., New York.
Premier-Pabst Sales Co., Chicago
Using one-minute live announcements on 20 stations coast-to-coast
once and thrice weekly, will continue
with the same setup this fall. Morris-Schenker-Roth Inc., Chicago, is
agency.
Princess Pat Ltd., Chicago
May extend weekly quarter-hour
program, Pat & Hank, on WMAQ,
Chicago, to other stations this fall.
Half-hour Princess Pat dramas may
be used on both Mexican and Canadian stations this fall. McJunkin Adv.
Co., Chicago, is agency.
Procter & Gamble, Co., Cincinnati
In addition to sponsoring Ma Perkins over NBC-Blue in the morning
and over the NBC-Red in the afternoon for Oxydol, sponsor is currently
using aworktranscribed
of the
show on 35 version
stations.
A netfew
more stations may be added this fall
for the quarter-hour transcribed show
which is broadcast five times weekly.
WBS, Chicago, is cutting.
Using a quarter-hour WBS tran-

has built an un-

by offering the highest

has built the confidence

of

these listeners by offering good clean merchandise. And the same goes for our advertisers; increased service and sales results is one reason
why WNAX

has more than doubled

its commer-

cial revenue in one year's time. WNAX
has no
room on its commercial schedule for accounts we
can't show sales results to your satisfaction. Fall
reservations are coming in fast. Make yours now
while

a few

of these

golden

markets spots are available.

5000 Watts (LS.) 1000 Watts Nite
570 Kilocycles
Yankton So. Dak.
Representatives
WILSON-ROBERTSON
Chicago — Kansas City — New York
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Purity Bakeries Corp., Chicago
Now on 17 stations five times weekly with quarter-hour RCA transcriptions, this
Hope Alden's
Romance,
and will
continue
fall with
the same
setup. is
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Inc.,
Chicago,
agency.
Radio Corp. of America, New York
Considering an announcement camto advertise sets
the given
10 pointby checkup ofpaignreceiving
RCA
service men, but has not definitely
approved
the planLord
or selected
any Inc.,
stations or times.
& Thomas
New York, is in charge.

standard of service possible to our listeners, and
step by step WNAX

scribed show Houseboat Hannah on
14 stations,
five times weekly for
Lava
Soap.
Currently using Kitty Keene Inc., a
quarter-hour
five-time
transcribed show
on 25weekly
stationsWBS
for
Dreft. Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.,
Chicago, has these accounts.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
Will continue and possibly expand
the following
Drene Shampoo
— quar- ;
ter-hour:transcriptions
on 25 stations
Kirk's Castile Soap — one-minute
transcriptions on six stations ; AmerSoap & Flakes,
hour ican
newsFamilybroadcasts
on one quarterstation.
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago, handles these accounts.
Provident Loan Society of New
York, New York
Continues its sponsorship of the
Answer Man, a quarter-hour program
three evenings weekly on WOR, Newark, placed
son Inc.,
New through
York. McCann-Erick-

BROADCASTING

Regional Advisers Inc., New York
Will continue transcriptions to supplement its twice-weekly broadcasts on
NBC, the discs being recorded from
the Mystery Chef network programs.
Series is placed by McCann-Erickson
Inc., New York.
Reid Murdoch & Co., Chicago
Using time signal announcements
varying from one to 15 a day, six
and seven days a week, on 60 stations
for Monarch food. Will continue the
current schedule this fall. Rogers &
Smith, Chicago, is the agency.
Reliance Mfg. Co., Chicago
Will use five-minute programs and
quarter-hour transcriptions on 30 stations daily from Aug. 16 to 21 for a
contest. This is in addition to the
regular quarter-hour transcriptions
currently on 30 stations for Big Yank
shirts. A quarter-hour daily live show
and a quarter-hour weekly live show
are also on WLW and WLS respectively. About 20 stations will be
used this fall. Mitchell-Faust Adv.
Co., Chicago, is agency.
Richardson & Robbins, Dover, Del.
Will continue to advertise its food
products with the Revelers Quartette
on WJZ, New York, and with time
signals on a list of eastern stations
that may possibly be extended in the
fall. Charles W. Hoyt Co. Inc., New
York, is the agency.
Rit Products Corp., Chicago
Using minute discs on two stations
for its dyes. H. W. Kastor & Sons
Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, is agency.
Rival Packing Co., Chicago
Using time signals, news broadcasts and variety programs on five
stations. Plans for fall will be made
in August. Charles Silver Co., Chicago, is agency.
Schaefifer Pen Co., Ft. Madison, la.
Will start spot announcements
varying from 35 words to one-minute
on nearly 40 stations Aug. 16. Fiveminute transcriptions will be used on
WOR. Baggaley, Horton & Hoyt Inc.,
Chicago, is agency.
(Continued on page 5U)
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CAXiXiINO THE SHOTS — From seven strategically placed towers (below) and with
pack set crew covering the ground between,
KLZ broadcast exclusively 15 hours of
match play during the 37th annual TransMississippi
at Denver's
Cherry Hills golf
coursetournament
the last week
in June.

Showmanly
keeps KLZ

activity

on all fronts

in the public eye and ear.

0 Biggest golf show and swankiest social event of
the season in the Denver region was the Trans-Mississippi golf tournament the last week in June.
KLZ covered it thoroughly and exclusively, adding another vivid chapter to the rapidly growing volume entitled "Community Service" which this station
began writing when its present management took over
two years ago.
KLZ's aggressive activity on all fronts, its continuous effort to sense and serve public interest along
with its day-in and day-out fare of superior local
and network entertainment have pushed this station
into top position in listening preference in the DenverRocky Mountain region.
Entrenched in this solid position with listeners,
KLZ is in a strong position to exert a vital influence
in behalf of your product in this big, able-to-buy
market.

• UNDER AFFILIATED MANAGEMENT WITH WKY OKLAHOMA CITY AND THE OKLAHOMA
PUBLISHING COMPANY • REPRESENTED BY E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY
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(Continued from Page 52)
S. A. Scherer Corp., Los Angeles
Sperry Flour Co., San Francisco
Covers California with branch auto
This General Mills subsidiary, alloan offices and plans to increase its
ready a heavy air advertiser, is
.J fall and winter spot announcement
doubling its time on NBC for the
and time signal radio usage. Sponsor,
fall season. The company has purthrough Allied Adv. Agencies Inc., Los
chased five afternoon periods on the
Angeles, devotes practically its entire NBC-Pacific Red network, 1:30-2 p.
advertising appropriation to radio.
m. During the second half of this
period it is presenting a new dramatic
Schering Corp., Bloomfield, N. J.
serial Gloria Gale. The first half
Considering a fall spot campaign
varies daily. Sperry also has a show
for Saraka laxative, but no decision called
Night Special heard Mondays,
has been made. Marschalk & Pratt
9 :30 p. m. Westco Advertising AgenInc., New York, is the agency.
cy has the account.
Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee
Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey,
Using quarter-hour transcriptions,
New York
Schlitz Palm Gardens, on 20 stations
Will
continue
broad-in
two and three times weekly ; plans to
casts of news on itsa four
dozen daily
stations
add more stations this fall. McJunkin
the
East.
Agency
is
Marschalk
&
Adv. Co., Chicago, is agency.
Pratt Inc., New York.
Schutter-Johnson
Star Outfitting Co., San Francisco
ChicagoCandy Corp.,
Has consistently used spot broadWill confine spot radio to New
casting for the last five years and the
England territory for Old Nick candy.
1937 appropriation for radio is 33Only Yankee Network stations will 1/3%
greater than last year.
be used, possibly the same three staSterling Casualty
tions—WNAC, WCSH, WTIC. The
ChicagoInsurance Co.,
business is placed direct.
Will make up their fall schedule
Sheffield Farms Co. Inc., New York
soon. Thirty stations were used last
Plans to keep on sponsoring Billj/ year
with spot placements varying
d Betty five nights weekly on WEAF,
New York, for its dairy products. N. from announcements to half-hour programs and transcriptions. FrankelW. Ayer & Son Inc., New York, is Rose Co.,
Chicago, is agency.
in charge.
Strasska
Laboratories Inc.,
Sherwin-Williams Co., Cleveland
Los Angeles
Will use around 50 stations to
A consistent user of radio time,
broadcast announcements and partici- will
increase activities in the fall,
pations for the companys paints this
fall. Agency is T. J. Maloney Inc., using both quarter-hour live talent
New York.
programs and transcriptions on Pacific Northwest and California staSimmons Co., Chicago
tions for its toothpaste, placing
city.
through Glasser Adv. Agency, that
Will start an announcement campaign for its mattresses late in August, using station break announcements nightly except Saturday on 37
stations from coast to coast. J. Walter Thompson Co., New York, is in
STORES ACTIVE
charge.
Skelly Oil Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Many Big Merchandisins
Currently using one-minute spots
and quarter-hour programs on a few
Enjoying Success
stations, will probably drop the onemmute spots and concentrate on quar- CHICAGO department stores have
ter-hour programs, adding to the list
been enjoying unusual success on
of stations. Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc., Chicago, is the agency.
the air. Not only is this true of
the large loop department stores
Snow King Baking Powder Co.,
Cincinnati
but of the smaller outlying stores
WUl continue and may increase as well. Marshall Field & Co., the
minute live and disc announcements
in the field, only recently
on 12 stations. H. W. Kastor & Sons pioneer
celebrated
its seventh anniversary
Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, is agency.
on the air having broadcast a twoSnugfit Sales Co., Los Angeles
hour morning recorded program
Has been using a five-minute week- continuously six days a week since
ly transcription serial on KVI, TaApril 7, 1930. A half-hour period
coma and WJAY, Cleveland, for sev- four
mornings a week is devoted
eral months for its dental plate material. Will extend its radio activities to Marshall Field's Store for Men.
nationally in fall. Record Adv. Agen- Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Inc. is
I cy, Los Angeles, has the account.
the Marshall Field agency.
Sobol Bros. Service Stations Inc.,
In contrast to Marshall Field's
New York
semi-promotional firm is G o 1 dThis chain of gasoline and automoblatt Bros., a promotional - type
bile accessory stores will continue its store. A few weeks ago Golddaily sports review on WMCA,
blatt's signed a 52-week renewal
through the fall. Account is handled
of its full-hour morning recorded
by J. Stirling Getchall Inc., New program
on WGN. The program
York.
started in May, 1936 and has
Socony-Vacuum Oil Co. Inc.,
proven highly successful. OperatNew York
ing nine stores in outlying secWill sponsor broadcasts of the Yale
tions and suburbs of Chicago, the
. football games this fall on the Yan- chain store during the past year
kee Network and WMCA, New York, bought the loop Davis Store for its
and also continue its daily 15-minute tenth outlet.
sports reviews on WSYR, WBEN,
■ and WHEC, and series of five-minWieboldt's, another chain of department stores, with six stores in
I ute news programs three times a day
on WOKO. J. Stirling Getehell Inc., metropolitan Chicago, has been
New York, is the agency.
sponsoring an hour recorded program on WMAQ for the past year
Soil-Off Mfg. Co., Glendale, Cal.
with successful results. Radio has
Through Jefferson K. Wood Adv., played a prominent part in the
Los Angeles, is contemplating a restore's effort to become better
, gional campaign, using spot announcei ments on various Pacific Coast sta- known as a semi-promotional type
store rather than purely a bargain
' tions in fall.
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Sunbeam Laboratories,
Los Angeles
After a seven-day
time signal
announcement test campaign
on KNX,
is planning an extensive fall campaign
through Ivar F. Wallin Jr. & Staff,
Los Angeles agency for its Nailife.
Campaign is to start on the West
tionally.with stations being added naCoast
Swift & Co., Chicago
Using announcements on WCAU,
KOA, WOR, KDKA, WOW, WFBL
and KSTP, and plans on using 50
stations this fall. Meats, Brookfield
butter and All-sweet Margarine will
be promoted in the commercials, but
only one product on a station. J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, is
agency.
Tide Water Oil Co., New York
Will continue through the fall the
various news, sports reviews, and inquiring reporter programs it currently sponsors on the Yankee network
and seven independent eastern stations
for Tydol and Veedol. Lennen &
Mitchell Inc., New York, is agency.
United Airlines, Chicago
Using spots on KFI and KFRC.
No additions likely this fall. J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, is agency.
United Drug Co., Boston
Will use radio in October to advertise its semi-annual One Cent Sale,
placing
a series
transcriptions
on of
somefive200quarter-hour
stations to
be broadcast the week of the sale in
each market. Placed through Street
& Finney Inc., New York.
Utility Engineering
cago. Institute, ChiWill launch extensive campaign this
fall on approximately 30 stations for
its air conditioning correspondence
courses. First United Broadcasters,
Chicago, is agency.

IN CHICAGO
Houses in the City Are
With Broadcasts
store. Needham, Louis & Brorby
is the Wieboldt agency.
Perhaps one of the greatest retail store successes in Chicago is
that of the Morris B. Sachs store
[Broadcasting, May 1]. A comparatively small store on the
South Side, this retail credit firm
in 1936 did approximately $1,500,000 business. So effective has radio advertising been for this credit
clothier that he has absolutely
been forced to curtail his radio
schedule because it is physically
impossible to handle the crowds
adequately. Schwimmer & Scott
handles the Sachs account.
Another credit clothier, Goldberg's, with two South Side stores,
has been consistently successful
with radio advertising. This firm
sponsors one of the largest local
programs in Chicago, a two-hour
Saturday night show. The Nutty
Club over WBBM featuring an
orchestra and numerous guest
stars. Goldberg's as usual was
planning to take the Nutty Club
off the air during July and August
and return in September with a
condensed one-hour version which
will be broadcast weekly instead
of semi-monthly. Julian Frank
agency handles the Goldberg account.
Numerous other Chicago retail
firms have found radio their best
advertising medium. Included
among these is Gordon's Credit
Clothing Co., the Gray - Newart
Co., the Erie Clothing Co., and the
Kelly Clothing Co.
BROADCASTING

Super Salesman
C. B. ARNOLD, general manager of KINY, Juneau, Alaska, visited in New York, was
interviewed on the Molle Vox
Pov sonprogram.
He toldthat
Johnand iiutterworth
he
sells electric refrigerators to
Eskimos over the air.
Vernor's of California Inc.,
Los Angeles
Started July 15 a 30-day test campaign on KMTR using a daily quarter-hour of recordings, through Allied
Adv. Agencies Inc., Los Angeles, and
is planning an extensive transcription
serial campaign in the the 11 western
states, to start early in September.
List is now being made up.
Walker-Gordon Laboratory Co.,
Plainsboro, N. J.
Will keep Gretta Palmer, feminine
commentator, on WOR, Newark, twice
weekly
through
the fall
in the
inter-&
est of its
acidophilus
milk.
Young
Rubieam
account. Inc., New York, handles the
Wander Co., Chicago
In addition to returning to NBC
this fall with Little Orphan Annie
for Ovaltine, will use quarter-hour
transcriptions of the network show
five times weekly on a list of stations
currently being made up. BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago, is the
agency.
Ward Baking Co., New York
Will news
continue
to sponsor
fivea-week
broadcast
of Boh the
French
on WHKC, Columbus, and the five
weekly society news periods of J^ancy
Nash on WJAX, Jacksonville, which
havethebeenlastonthree
the air
for This
Ward's
l)reaU
for
years.
company
may ernalso
use
one
or
more
major
eaststations to test a proposed national
campaign during the fall. Fletcher &
Ellis Inc., New York, is the agency.
Washington State Apples Inc.,
Wenatchee
This J. Walter Thompson Co. account making up its list for a fall spot
campaign to start in September.
Welch Grape Juice Co.,
Westfield, N. Y.
W^ill continue and possibly expand
minute discs on 10 stations and quarter-hour discs on six stations. H. W.
Kastor
& Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago,
is agency.
Western Growers Protective Assn.,
Los Angeles
To start a national spot campaign
in September, in the interest of iceberg
lettuce, placing through J. Walter
Thompson Co., that city.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago
Will use spot announcements on 50
stations starcing in September. First
United Broadcasters, Chicago, is
agency.
Wilson & Co., Chicago
Plans to continue
35-50weekly
word announcements six times
on
KOMA,
Oiilahoma
City,
participation in the Marjorie Mills program
on the Yankee uetworu and tnree
weekly quarter-hour live programs on
WGN. Other stations may be added
in fall including participation in
woman's program conducted by Mrs.
i^'ranees Troy Northcross, head of the
home economics department of the
Washington (D. C.) Herald, over
WOL. U. S. Adv. Co., Chicago, has
account.
Wincharger Corp., Sioux City, la.
WiU start one, five and 15-minute
transcriptions on 15 stations two and
three times weekly in September. Wincharger Corp. is a subsidiary of the
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago. Hays
MacFarland & Co., Chicago, is agency.
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Anning Prall
AT HIGH NOON July 26, some 700 broadcasting stations were stilled for one minute, paying silent tribute to Anning S. Prall, chairman
of the FCC and a public servant for more than
two decades. The broadcasting industry thus
mourned the passing of one of radio's outstanding personalities, and the radio listening
public was made aware of its own great loss.
For not only the industry but the public owed
a real debt to Anning Prall.
From the day he became a member of the
FCC nearly three years ago, Anning Prall
kept the mandate of public service uppermost
in mind. It was he who, conducting a lone
campaign of "moral suasion" when the FCC's
scope of authority remained in doubt, induced
the broadcasters voluntarily to clean house
and alter their program structures in accord
with good taste. He found the industry readily
cooperative because his motives were honest,
his ideals clear and his methods democratic.
Undaunted by the fire of self-serving opponents, Anning Prall confidently followed the
course of his own convictions in what is probably as complex an executive task as confronts
anyone in official Washington. He knew, as
everyone knows, that the broadcasting and communications structures were not perfect, and
that Uncle Sam's good offices were needed to
help them through their growing pains stages.
He staunchly defended, because he earnestly
believed in, the American system of radio.
Yet he never kept the public's interest out of
mind. It was always first and foremost.
Anning Prall was best described by his host
of friends as a "regular fellow." No one
laughed more heartily over a good story or
could tell one with greater gusto. He loved life
and he loved life's little things while doing big
things. Tribulations of recent months may have
hastened his passing, but he always maintained
the good humor which was his most marked
characteristic. Everyone who knew Anning
Prall had to respect him for his essential decency and his integrity. Those who came into
close contact with him, while sorrowing with
his family and realizing that the Radio Utopia
he envisioned to meet the desires of all Americans was far beyond his time, feel that his task
was well done while he lived and that his name
should be boldly and proudly inscribed upon
the permanent log of Radio.
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How's Business!
IT'S FINE, thanks, reply several hundred
station managers, for the autumn of 1937 will
make a lot of radio history, judging by preliminary reports from a hundred agencies
placing a substantial amount of national spot
business. Already time buyers are angling for
favorable spots in desired markets and many
stations are feverishly juggling programs in
an effort to find room for all who would contract for their facilities.
But while the outlook is rosy at the moment,
there are two possible sources of fall trouble —
transcription demands of musicians and the
general labor unrest. If these issues are disposed of amicably, station managers will feel
free to plan for a busy autumn.
The current summer is a record-breaker, as
predicted in these columns early in the spring
[Broadcasting, April 1]. The coming fall will
see a big improvement, with the result that the
close of 1937 will record perhaps a 50% increase in spot and a 30% increase in total
volume over 1936.
For the Slaughter?
WHILE the administration and the proponents of newspaper separation from the ownership of radio stations are withholding their
fire due to their concentration on more important national issues, the FCC blithely continues to grant new stations liberally to newspaper and publishing interests. Some 15 of the
31 new station authorizations so far this year
have newspaper or publisher control or partial control behind them. Last year the figure
was something like 20 out of 57.
It is true some of the FCC examiners have
been looking more and more askance upon
newspapers as ovraers of stations in reports
urging against new grants or purchases, but
the fact is the Broadcast Division does not
seem to be pursuing any such policy. Indeed,
the Division seems to be pursuing no particular policy whatever along that line, probably
awaiting the will of Congress not yet expressed except in sporadic outbursts. The examiners propose; the Commission disposes
just as it pleases, more than often reversing
those examiners.
It is difficult for us to believe that these
new newspaper comers into the radio fold are
being prepared, like lambs, for a slaughter.
Yet these are days of queer political developments, and it is a foolish owner or stock-

RADIO
SHELF

BASED

on two years of research, Radio Advertising in Australia, (Angus & Robertson
Ltd., Sidney $7.50) covers all phases of the
broadcast sponsorship problem in that country. The author, W. A. NcNair, is director of
the J. Walter Thompson Co. interests in Australia. Everything from programming to market information is included, along with a
number of tabular features.
STRICTLY and profusely technical is Fundamentals ofVacuum Tubes, by Austin V. Eastman, MS, assistant professor of electrical engineering. University of Washington (McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York, $4). Basic
theory underlying the operation of all types
of tubes, radio and industrial, is covered.
holder in a radio station, who happens also
to own or have an interest in a newspaper,
who can sit back calmly and think the issue
has been solved. President Roosevelt's word
might solve it, but he hasn't spoken out openly on the subject yet. Senator Wheeler has
been busy fighting the Supreme Court plan
during which he has broken vdth the President, whose tacit consent he is supposed to
have had for his original divorcement idea.
Rep. Wearin hasn't formulated a clearly defined plan, his bill being admittedly loosely
drawn.
Thus, all seems to be quiet right now on
the newspaper ownership front — except for
the fact that the newspaper"! are increasing
their raiio holdings slowly but surely.

EVEN a horseSubject
trader knov/s To
pretty well what
he's getting — most of the time, at least — if
he's on the buying end of the deal. But the
buyer of spot time has a harder time doing a
professional job of dickering than any purchaser of equine flesh, in the opinion of Ned
Midgley, of BBDO, who buys spot time in large
chunks for many clients, and who contributes
an article to this issue of Broadcasting.
Among the worries that confront spot buyers are those "subject to's" that appear in lists
of available time and in time contracts. Some
of them are like Aunt Mathilda's distrust of
anything in pants — there's nothing to be done
about it. Among such annoyances to time buyers are Acts of God, removal for network programs, daylight saving time.
Then there are two in particular that make
the strongest-willed time buyer bump his head
against the wall. They are "subject to baseball game interruptions" and "subject to the
whims and slipshod handling of the individual
The "whim" thing is full of pink cheeks for
many
a station and as for "slipshod handling",
stations."
it really happens and Mr. Midgley is pleased
to offer some pertinent exhibits in the form of
case histories.
Incidentally, he would be delighted if rate
cards and discounts could be standardized.
Outside of those complaints, Mr. Midgley
thinks radio is fine. He gives the impression
that he thinks a lot of the medium and merely
wants to tell it the facts of agency and sponsor life.
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PERSONAL

EVERYBODY knows the one
about what the Governor of North
Carolina said to the Governor of
South Carolina and how they polished it off with a bourbon, suh.
The radio counterpart of that tale
is what the manager of WPTF, in
North Carolina, said to the manager of WIS, in South Carolina,
and how they polished it off with
a combination rate.
For about a year the Carolina
Combination has been functioning.
The managers of the stations will
attest that it has been a worthwhile venture. On the North CaroI lina side (Raleigh) was Richard
( Haywood Mason, while G. Richard
Shafto did the honors for South
Carolina (Columbia). Real Southern gentlemen, both, they are
among the best known of the
younger generation of executives
in this youngest of major industries.
At this \vriting we essay the
story of the North Carolinian, who
on Aug. 10 punches his natal calendar at the thirtieth notch. And
it was just three years ago — at
the age of 27 — that he took over
the helm of WPTF, having been
elevated from program director.
But he had been in every branch
of radio operation except engineering from the time he broke in as
a "lunch hour announcer" in 1928.
Around Raleigh way, the folks
figure that when television makes
the grade WPTF will be all set.
That's because Dick Mason is one
of the best looking young fellows
in town — and they run pretty handsome dowTi that way. He is a native North Carolina, too.
Richard Haywood Mason was
bom in Raleigh Aug. 10, 1907, the
son of Col. and Mrs. Charles Winder Mason. His father was an Army
officer, and his paternal grandfather was General John Sanford
Mason, who served with distinction in the Civil War. On his maternal side. Grandfather Richard
Haywood was a distinguished Raleigh physician.
At the tender age of eight weeks,
the infant Richard found himself
en route to Manila. His father had
been transferred to Fort McKinley
there. A year later, the family moved to the Presidio, Monterey, Cal.
Col. Mason retired four years later

BROADCASTING

as the commanding officer of the
Presidio and moved his family back
to North Carolina. Dick was only
6 when his father died, and the
family moved from the mountain
country back to native Raleigh.
Grammar school in Raleigh, an
Episcopal School in Lynchburg,
Va., and back to Raleigh for high
school, and enrollment at North
Carolina State at Raleigh, completed Dick Mason's academic instruction. At 19 he got a job in the Raleigh agency of the Equitable Life
Assurance Society. For three years
he served in the cashier's office, but
even then radio had caught his
fancy.
At 21, Dick Mason found himself weaving in and out of the
WPTF .studios. Manager H. K. Carpenter (now vice-president and
general manager of W K Y and
WJAY, Cleveland) used him for
"lunch relief" at the microphone.
That same year— 1928— WPTF was
sold by the Wynne Radio Co., radio
dealers, to the Durham Life Insurance Co. Dick Mason thereupon
was hired as a full-time announcer.
About a year later he found himself production manager, but he also did utility service and functioned
in every phase of station operation.
When Manager Carpenter accepted the call of the Cleveland
Plain-Dealer to manage its stations, 27-year-old Dick Mason who
theretofore had been performing as
program director, was elevated to
the management of WPTF Radio
Co. National spot business of
WPTF, an NBC affiliate, has
increased something like 800%
during
last three
'The
station the
operates
on theyears.
desirable
680 kc. channel .with 5,000 watts
power. The transition from a 1,000
to a 5,000 watt outlet was effected
soon after Dick Mason became the
station's manager.
Mrs. Mason is the former
Margaret Devereaux Stockard, of
Wilmington, N. C, who is wellknown as an equestrian. They were
married in 1931. Both are ardent
horse fanciers and they ovm two
thorobreds. Aside from horses,
Dick Mason goes in heavily for
amateur movies. He is a Rotarian,
a member of the Chamber of
Commerce and of the Merchants
Association. He attends the Episcopal Church.
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DR. GEORGE F. COURRIER, president of the Hammond-Calumet Broadcasting Corp., operators of WWAE,
Hammond, Ind., and the new WHIP
station which opens there in September, is now in Europe, having sailed
on the S. S. Bremen July 17. He will
address groups in European capitals
before returning Aug. 18. Dr. Courrier is the fifth Chicago radio personage to leave for Europe this summer.
Others who have sailed include Bobby
Brown, program director of WBBN,
Dorothy Masters of the NBC Chicago
publicity department. Edwin G. Foreman, head of the RCA Mfg. Co. transcription division in Chicago, and Ned
L. Reglein, program director of WJJD.
JOHN SHELTON,
the sales
partment of WBBM, left
Chicago,
July de26
to ioin the Chicaeo sales office of
WOR, Newark. Mr. Shelton will
assist Bob Barrett, head of the WOR
Chicago office.
CAPT. dent JEAN
V. GROMBACH,
of Grombach
Productions presiInc.,
New York, sailed for Europe July 14
to represent the United States in the
World's Fencing Championships at
the Paris Exposition. Mr. Grombach
has been invited to produce a radio
show for BBC while in London.
ARTHUR
H. SCHROEDER,
salesman of KFAB,
Omaha, for five years,
has resigned effective Aug. 1 and is
moving to Washington where he will
be associated with George O. Sutton,
attorney. He passed his bar examinations last spring and holds a law
degree from Creighton University,
Omaha. He is also a graduate of University of Nebraska and attended
Georgetown Law School.
ALBERT N. SOCOLOW, formerly of
the local display advertising staff of
the Xetc York American, and John M.
Murray, formerly of the advertising
staff of Esquire, have joined the sales
department of WQXR, New York.
HARRY KOPF. of the NBC Chicago
sales staff, Charles Phelps, of the NBC
New York sales staff, and Norman
Morrell, NBC assistant commercial
program managpr, sailed in July on
the Europa for Europe.
BOB McILWAINE of the WLS, Chicago,Germanich,
promotion department,
and were
Sophia
WLS soprano,
married
in Chicago
.July to.31.beThey
■were
the
eighteenth
couple
married
while members of the WLS staff.
BERT HORSEWELL, formerly manager of WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis., and
also of WIBA. Madison, Wis., has
joined KH.T, I;OS Angeles, as account
executive. He succeeds Dee Mack, resigned.
VICTOR DALTON. owner of KMTR.
Hollywood, after being confined to his
home with an infected foot caused by
a rusty nail, has returned to his desk.
IAN B. MacDONALD, commercial
manager
Edmonton,
ada, wasofin CTCA,
Hollywood
during CanJuly
contacting clients and buying new
transcription serials for sponsorship
on that station.
BURRIDGB D. BUTLER, president
of WLS, Chicago, and chairman of the
board of KOY. Phoenix, went to Phoenix in mid-July to spend a month at
KOY.
W. E. FEATHERSTONE.
of the
commercial staff of KSL, Salt Lake
City, was an alternate delegate to the
international conclave of the Lions in
Chicago July 25.
FRED BOCK, commercial manager
of WADC, Akron, and Mrs. Bock are
the parents of a girl, Barbara Ann,
born July 16.
JESSE BUTCHER, NBC stations
relations representative, is touring the
South, visiting the NBC-Blue southern group and assisting the 10 new
stations in their dedication plans.

WILLET H. BROWN, assistant general manager of the Don Lee Broadcasting System, Los Angeles, is in
New York conferring with MBS executives on fall and winter programs
to be sent over the network and to
discuss the origination of several
transcontinental broadcasts from the
West Coast. Don Lee network is an
affiliate of Mutual. Brown will remain in the East six weeks, combining business with pleasure, having
left Los Angeles July 25.
JOSEPH W. LEE, manager of
KADA,cameAda,
on July
15 bemanagerOkla.,
of KTOK,
Oklahoma
City station recently acquired by Harold Hough, manager of WBAP, Fort
Worth. Mr. Lee is also secretary of
the Oklahoma Network.
ED KIRBY, who had announced his
resignation as sales promotion manager of the National Life & Accident
Insurance Co., operating WSM, Nashville, effective July 15, is remaining
with the organization in the same capacity but with an enlarged scope of
activity. He had planned to join the
Southern
Nashville. Agriculturalist, published in
LEON J. MARSHALL has joined the
commercial staff of KVOR, Colorado
Springs.
JOHN SHEPARD 3d, president of
the Yankee and Colonial Networks,
and Mrs. Shepard sailed Tuesday
July 20 aboard the Carinthia for a
cruise to the West Indies.
ROBERT DILLON, formerly of
woe, Davenport, la., has joined the
sales force of KSTP, St. Paul.
BOB INGHAM,
of the has
announcing staff of formerly
WADC, Akron,
joined the station's commercial staff.
W. B. LEWIS, CBS vice-president
in charge of programs, after several
weeks in Hollywood during which he
launchedhasthereturned
network'sto Shakespearean
series,
New York.
DON ALDERMAN, KFOX, Long
Beach, Cal., account executive, is the
father of a baby boy born July 20.
ROBERT CONVEY, operator of
KWK, St. Louis, led the discussion
on radio at a recent meeting of the
St. Louis Advertising Club. Other
station operators who participated in
the open forum were .James Shouse,
general manager of KMOX ; L. A.
Benson, president of WIL and Bob
Coe, chief engineer of KSD.
MARK WOODS. NBC treasurer, won
an electric clock for making the greatest number of holes in par at the
RCA Golf Tournament held at the
Wvkagvl
Countrv
chelle,
N. Y.,
on July Club,
13. New Ro.T. RAY CONLAN, account executive
of KYA, San Francisco, on July 10
married Miss Frances Duffy, San
Francisco school teacher.
FRANK P. FOSTER 11, formerly
merchandising nnd sales oromotion
manager of WINS, New York, has
been appointed sales promotion manager of Hearst Radio Inc., New York.
IRVIN GROSS, sales promotion
manager of WFAA, Dallas, dislocated
a knee cartilage July 4 and is hobbling
about on crutches with his leg in a
cast.
ALLEN T. SIMMONS, owner of
WADC, Akron, and an aviator enthusiast has purchased a new airplane. He is a licensed pilot.
CHARLES LANPHIER, manager of
WEMP, Milwaukee, is the father of
a boy born recently.
P. G. HOUSER was recently named
account eiecutive at KJBS, San
Francisco. He was formerly with
Brown & Bigelow.
ENES CAN ATA, office manager at
KFRC, San Francisco, was painfully
injured recently when struck by an
automobile in front of the studios.
August i, 1937
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HAL RORKE, who was added to the
CBS Hollywood publicity staff for the
Shakespearean series, has been appointed network,
Pacific Coast succeeding
publicity director of the
Dave
Carter, resigned. Rorke was in the
publicity department of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios before coming to
CBS.
Prioreditor
to that
page news
of he
the was
Los women's
Angeles
Times, and at one time managing editor of the Los Angeles Daily News.
Leonard Finch has been added to the
publicity staff as reporter, having
been transferred from the CBS Hollywood fan mail department.
JACK STEWART, KFI-KECA, Los
Angeles, account executive, was guest
speaker at the Long Beach (Cal.)
Advertising Club meeting July 30,
having for his subject ■•Tlie Romance
of Radio".
WHITNEY J. CLEMENT, recently
of Porter Products Co., Chicago, and
at one time with KYW, has joined
NBC-Chicago as a local salesman replacing Mel B. Wolens, who went to
WCFL as sales manager.
HOWARD BARLOW, CBS conductor, has been appointed a member of
the Advisory Committee on Music for
the New York World's Fair of 1939.
W. J. KAPPES Jr., has joined the
local sales staff of WNOX, Knoxville.

BRIEF CEREMONY
No Fuss as WCKY Starts
10 kw. Transmittei
THE SHORTEST dedication of
record is claimed by WCKY, Cincinnati, which on July 27 placed in
service its new 10,000-watt RCA
transmitter, doubling its previous
power. L. B. Wilson, station owner,
delivered a one-minute address, to
constitute the extent of the formal
dedication. Then he found himself
the surprise recipient of a gigantic
box of 10,000 of his favorite chocolates, one piece of candy for each
watt. His staff presented it.
Only the WCKY staff and newspaper men were present at the
ceremony. Each male staff member
and guest was presented with an
imported French hand-made tie as
a souvenir. Each lady received an
ivory vanity case. Inside the big
box of chocolates, which bore the
station's call letters, plus the numerals "XM," for 10,000, were 200
one pound boxes of candy. Many
radio people became recipients of
them by express.

Slendereen Placing
SLENDEREEN Inc., Los Angeles,
manufacturers and distributors of
Slendereen, a liquid reducer, to attract consumer interest in the new
product, started July 22 for 52
weeks, using 18 spot announcements weekly on KFWB, Hollywood. The concern, recently organized, will extend the campaign to
other southern California stations.
Associated Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles, has account.

Hecker Signs on MBS
HECKER PRODUCTS Corp., New
York, will feature Jean Paul King,
commentator, and Myra Kingsley,
astrologist, in an MBS series for
Hecker H-0 cereal, starting Sept.
7. Program will be broadcast for a
late morning quarter-hour in the
East with a rebroadcast for the
West Coast, five days weekly. Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc., New York,
is placing the series.

News

CHOCOLATE WATT — His well
known penchant for bon bons led
the staff of L. B. Wilson, operator
of WCKY, Cincinnati, to present
him with 10,000 chocolates manufactured by the John Mullane candy factory each bearing the letters "WCKY-XM"— meaning 10,000 — cent
to boost
symbolize
the station's reto that power.
Lehn & Fink Ponders
LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS Co.,
New York, is considering placement of a dramatic script show five
days weekly on the Texas Quality
Network, beginning early in October, to advertise
& Almond
cieam. Hind's
William Honey
ii^sty
& Co. Inc., New York, is the agency.
JERRY BELCHER has left New
York and has taken his Sunday af'Neighbors feature
over
NBC-BlueternoontoOur Hollywood
for the summer. He will take his microphone into
the homes of film stars and other city
celebrities for interviews.
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Electric Co.

gain
gain

with

control

Western Electric's new 23B Speech
Input differs from the popular 23A
only
trols. in the arrangement of its conIn the 23B, the main gain control
is located at the right of the row of
microphone mixers, for greatest convenience of operators who ride the
channel gain principally by the use
of the main gain control — and use
mixer controls for adjusting relative
source levels and for cutting in or
out mikes and other program sources.
Like the 23A, this new model gives
you a rare combination of flexibility, simplicity of operation and high
quality performance. For the new
23B Bulletin, write to
Graybar Electric, Graybar Building, New York.
GraybaR

TEST AND HEADPHONE
MONITORING JACKS

Western

Used

By KOMO-KJR to Show
Station and Market Data
AN EFFECTIVE method of presenting coverage and market data
has been devised by KOMO-KJR,
Seattle, which consists of moving
pictures similar to news reels. Conceived by Birt F. Fisher, general
manager of KOMO-KJR and exhibited by Hugh M. Feltis, commercial manager, the films show closeup shots of 21 leading industries in
the Pacific Northwest, with explanations by a staff commentator. A
comparison with regard to the
United States average is given in
each case. Unusual scenic views
are included in this film, — views of
Mount Rainier, the Seattle skyline
and
harbor, winter playgrounds,
vesting.
mining activities and wheat harA second film is devoted to station activities and shows how every
member of the staff cooperates in
creating, developing and producing
programs. The details of programming from the wrriting of the
scripts through rehearsals and
actual broadcasts are exhibited
dramatically. The technical phases
of the and
stations'
shown
include operations
scenes of are
the
master control room and 570-foot
vertical radiator near Elliott Bay.
The films were recently exhibited
before a luncheon crowd of agency
and advertising executives in Detroit and the method of presentation was generally conceded to be
the most graphic and effective so
far devised, according to Joseph
Spadea of Edward Petry & Co. Inc.

riding

LAMP AND PUSH
BUTTON FOR
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Reel Method

Etectric
In Canada:

Northern Electric Co., Ltd.
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THE

BEST

WAS

]\OT

GOOD

WDAF, already enjoying leadership In listener
preference and Uslener coverage, erects new
tower and transmitting station with latest broadcasting equipment, bringing signal strength and
listener coverage to new efficiency.
At Eighty-third street and Mission road, in Johnson County. Kansas,
WDAPs new broadcasting tower and transmitting station stand as a symbol
of radio progress.
Already WDAF enjoyed leadership in listener preference and in the distance reached by its programs. Every test by independent investigators revealed rhe Star's station as first in the Kansas City territory.
But with aD this, WDAF was alert to the inventions and refinements in
broadcasting apparatus and now, with the completion of its new transmitter
and tower, has the pleasure oi rewarding the loyalty ol its listeners with a
quality ol broadcasting iar in advance oi its own past periormaitoe.

ENOUGH

FACTS about
^ew Transmitter

WDAF's
and Tower

•
•
•
•

Tower 425 (eet high. Tallest antenna in the Kansas City area.
Pyramid base oi tower supports a 96X)00-pound down-puU.
Area oi tract occupied by transmitter and lower — S2 acres.
Ten miles of 1-inch copper ribbon buried underground, serving as 120 radiols with the tower as their axis.
• Power of new' transmitter, 5,000 watts.
• Studios and business offices to remain on top floor of The Star
building at I8th and Grand.
• First programs over new transmitter Wednesday, June 30r

To its advertisers WDAF offers the guarantee oi better reception over much
wider areas and an attendant increase in numbers oi listeners.
In the
photo and
announces
enjoyment

same spirit that prompted The Star to add such services as Wireotherwise to improve and extend its newsgathering facilities, WDAF
the opening of its new transmitter with the hope it will enhance the
of WDAF listeners.
FIFTEEN

YEARS

OLD

June 5 WDAF celebrated its fifteenth birthday anniversary. It is fitting that
WDAF's new station and tower should go into operation at this fime.
In the fifteen years oi its existence WDAFs radio broadcasting equipment has been rebuilt or entirely replaced many times. The erection of the
present station and tower marks a step that is by far the most momentous in the
history of WDAF.
BROADCASTING
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610 KILOCYCLES
OWNED AND OPEHATED BY THE KANSAS OTf STAR
Daytime— 5,000 watts

Night— •1,000 watts
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THE

BEHIND
MICROPHONE

DAX WICKENDEN, assistant trade
news editor of CBS since January,
1936, is resigning Aug. 1 to devote
his time to writing. Wiekenden has
placed material with Vanity Fair,
Stage and Story, and his first novel,
The Running of the Deer, will be
published
row & Co.in October by William MorLONE MORE, assistant publicity director of KEI3E, Los Angeles, left
July 24 on a three-week motor trip to
Chicago.
CLIFF WEBSTER, associate manager of Consolidated Radio Artists
Inc., Hollywood, has resigned.
SHERMAN ELLIS, former Princeton University student, has joined the
program department of WBBM, Chicago.
WALTER SHEPPARD, formerly of
KVOA, Tucson, Ariz., has joined the
announcing staff of KTAR, Phoenix.

MARION CRUTCHER. Kansas City
announcer, known professionally as
Patricia Peck, was seriously ill and
confined to the Hollywood (Cal. ) Receiving Hospital, several days during
July, for food poisoning.
EDDIE DAVIS, for five years gag
writer for Eddie Cantor has severed
his connections with the CBS Hollywood comedian and will join RKO
Radio Pictures Inc., collaborating with
Matt Brooks, his partner, on an original motion picture.
FRANK ELLISSEN of KMTR. Hollywood, has resigned to produce radio shows and is presenting the weekBi-itishstation.
Players, 30-minute dramas,
on lythat
JOHN BOYLAN, formerly assistant
production manager of WGN, Chicago,
has joined KFI-KECA, Los Angeles,
as continuity writer.
J. OLIVER RIEHL, formerly of
WSM, Nashville, has joined KVOO,
Tulsa, as production manager in
charge of programs and music.
WILLIAM WALLACE, announcer of
KFJM, Grand Forks, N. D., recently
married Miss Adelphia Brackley.

Far North Honors
AS A RESULT of his work
as announcer on the Messages to the Far North program Bill Beal, of KDKA,
Pittsburgh, will leave Moose
Factory, Canada, Aug. 6 for
a tour of 15 or more posts
around James Bay and out
into Hudson Bay as far
north as Belcher Islands. He
will travel in a cabin cruiser
the Charles Stewart which accommodates ten and will not
return until the last of Autrust. Beal will be the special
guest of W. L. Tyrer, Supervisor of Indian Affairs for
the Dominion of Canada and
also the men at isolated posts
on the itinerary who are taking this way of expressing to
him and to Westinghouse
their appi-eciation for the
"Far North Messages" which
are
lives. so vital to their lonely

(JEOFFREY A. PALMER, commercial continuity editor of 3DB and
3LK. Melbourne, Australia, was a recent visitor to the Chicago office of
Beoadcasting. Mr. Palmer left Melbourne May 24 to make a six-month
study of European foreign broadcasting methods. He was in Hollywood
and Canada before coming to Chicago
and then went to New York. He
plans to go to England before returning to Australia Nov. 22.
FRAN ALLISON, for the last four
years a member of the Waterloo staff
of the Iowa Broadcasting Co.'s WMT,
on .luly 26 joined the program staff
of NBC in Chicago. She will be heard
as featured singer in a number of
Blue Network presentations, including
the
Breakfast Cluh, Cluh Matinee, and
weekly.
a pi-ogram under her own name twice
FRANK CUNNINGHAM, Hollywood
correspondent of Foreign Press Syndicate, and formerly continuity editor of
the now defunct Inter-State Broadcasting System, has sold an original
story. Coast Guard Patrol, to Warner
Bros. First National Pictures.
WARD BYRON, for more than ten
years an NBC producer, resigned
Aug. 1ciscofrom
network's
Fran-of
staff tothe join
Music San
Corp.
America, sultant, Hollywood,
cona new unit of asthatstudio*
organization. Byron pnvluccd B ughouse Bhythm
and other
well-known
network
grams. He was a member of prothe
AVEAF^ New York production staff
in 192.5 before NBC was organized.
LEON ROSEBROOK has resigned
as musical director of KEHE, Los
Angeles.
KEN STUART, announcer and master-of-eeremonies of the five-weekly
one-hour Listen Ladies program on
California Radio System from KEHE,
Los Angeles, has been transferred to
the production staff. Al Poska, chief
announcer, has been placed in charge
of the program.
ROYAL ( Sheriff) UNDERWOOD
and Drury Lane, both formerly on the
production staff of KNX, Hollywood,
will become joint program directors
of XERB.
2.'5.000-watt
broadcasting station new
at Rosarita
Beach.
Lower
California, which is scheduled to start
operating Aug. lo. Appointments were
announced
by Harry B. Kronick, business manager.

MABKET

!M. A. SEARS, announcer-operator has
resigned from K.IBS, San Francisco
to
join KYOS. Merced, in the same
capacity.
NELSON (Pete) PRINGLE, for the
last 2% years
news writer
and commentator of KNX.
Hollywood,
has
been appointed news editor, succeeding
.John Clarke, resigned.
CHARLES BENFORD, former news
commentator of WOL, Washington,
has joined WOR, Newark, to conduct
an editorial series five nights weekly.
VIC HURLEY, continuity writer of
KOMO-KJR, Seattle, was recently
given the Philippine Free Press award
for his military history titled Swish of
the Cris, selected as the most significant historical writing of 1936 dealing with Filipino affairs.
DICK FISCHER, formerly of
WTAD, Quincy. 111., has joined the
announcing staff of KWK, St. Louis.
DAVID ROSS, CBS announcer-poet,
has
his afternoons,
broadcasts beginning
of Poet's
Gold resumed
on Sunday
the
sixth year of this series of verse
readings.

HOOSIER

STATION

Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc. . Fort Wayne,
10,000 Watts . NBC Basic Blue
E. KATZ
SPECIAL
ADVERTISING AGENCY
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RECENT additions to the page and
guide dios
staffs
of NBC's
stuare Daniel
H. Radio
Wells, City
recently
graduated from Hamilton College ;
Jere Baxter 3d and Albert Roraback,
from Yale ; Robert Evans Dennison,
Princeton ; Mark Saxton, Harvard ;
Frederick Judd Van Wagner, Peddie
School ; and F. Colburn Pinkham, formerly with J. C. Penny and BristolMyers Co.
• Broadcast

Advertising

1

.lEORGE
BARTOX.
former staff
jfmlver of music departmeut of
"iVBBM, Chicago, has joined the proiK-tion staff of KMOX, St. Louis.
iob I>unham, formerly of KSOO,
-iioux Falls, S. D., has joined the auounciug staff of KMOX.
lARRY W. FLAXXERY. commenator and news director of KMOX.
>t. Louis, was married recently at
Watervliet. Mich., to Miss Ruth Carnody. director of auditorium and dralatic activities of Jefferson School,
>outh Bend. Ind.
I EDITH JORGEXSOX has joined the
f accounting
department
of AVHKWJAY. Cleveland, to take over the
luties of Mrs. Thomas Harrison Jr..
the former Dorothy Kerruish. who
was married i-ecently.
TACK LEWIS, announcer of KARK.
Little Rock, has been named program
lirector to succeed John Cleghorn who
has returned to WMC, Memphis. Dale
Alford has joined the announcing staff
of KARK.
\VELLIX(;T0X morse, production
manager of KLS, Oakland, became the
father of a baby girl July 11.
ELEAXOR JACKSOX, formerly of
KMTR, Los Angeles, recently joined the staff of KGGC, San Francisco.
IIS a commentator.
HARRY LeROY, sports announcer at
K(iGC. San Francisco, was stricken
with the flu recently and was replaced
during his absence by Bill Grove.
i;ORDOX WILLIS, KGGC, San
Francisco, has been named special
> \cnts announcer.
1'E(jGY REILLEY, continuity writer
•t WISX. Milwaukee, sailed July 2:i
lor a month's vacation in Ireland.
FRED
TRACY,
one of whom
Xew York's
first radio
announcers,
thousands of fans from the crystal set days
will remember
as "FXT"
is staging
comeback
on WBIL.
Xew York.
Tracya
is producer and master of ceremonies
of a Friday afternoon varietv program
FAT ({ His Radio Pals, which will
feat ure Broadway celebrities as guest
stars in addition to the regular cast.
BERT CAIRXS has resigned as pub' Canada,
licity director
to join oftheCJCA.
United Edmonton,
Broadcast
J Sales, Toronto, in a similar capacity.
Norman Botterell, formerly of CFAC,
Calgary, has taken over Cairns' forI mer CJCA duties. Tom Tweed, formerly
ceededof CKY',
Botterell atWinnipeg,
CFAC. has sucFRAXKLIX TOOKE, announcer of
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, has been
named WOWO production director.
Bill Davies, formerly of WLBC, Muncie, has joined WOWO-WGL to handle production and publicity.
LARRY XIXOX, until recently publicity manager of WMCA, Xew York,
has been appointed to the newly-created post of
of special events
at WXEW. direi>tor
Xew York.
-\lYROX FOX. announcer of KDYL.
Salt Lake City, left July 26 for his
annual two-weeks training as first lieutenant in the Army Reserves. He is
at Monterey, Cal.
CHET CLARKE, of Washington, and
Hugh Ferguson, formerly of WCAU,
Philadelphia, have joined the announcing staff of WFMD, Frederick, Md.
• tEORGE CASE, formerlv announcer and producer of WCKY and
WCPO,
has joined WIS, Columbia,
S. C.
WESLEY YOUXGBLOOD. member
of the announcing staff of KFYO.
Lubbock, Tex., is the father of a
liaby girl born recently.
MAXXIXG OSTROFF. writer-producer of KFWB. Hollywood, has been
appointed assistant to Bill Ray, production manager.
JOHX CLARKE, formerly news editor of KXX, Hollywood, and Virginia
Cummings. secretary in the Paramount Productions publicity department, were married at Las Vegas,
Xev., July 13.
BROADCASTING

ENVIOUS BRITISH
Tune to American Stations
For Choice Programs
ALERTNESS of
American broadcasters to please
the audience as
contrasted with
program policies
of the government- operated
British Broadcasting Corp.
described in awas
recent
Murrow
article in the
London Evening Standard. The
article explained how E. R. Murrow, CBS European manager, cabled his New York office to get permission to broadcast to this country a typical English village scene.
The broadcast was arranged for
July 17, with BBC engineers handling arrangements, but the BBC
did not carry the program with the
result that British listeners were
compelled
to pick it up from American stations.

Presto

News

Superiority of American news
broadsasts was described in the
London Sunday Referree on July
6, which commented on Mr. Murrow's appointment by CBS as follows:
"A marvelous job that, getting
an e.xpert on each event or the leading actor in it, to tell America all
about it. The news service that
America gets from its two big
hook-ups, Columbia and National,
is infinitely more informative than
the carefully colorless snippets that
are all we over-nursed English are
allowed to know."
LEWIS S. PATTERSON, formerly
on the editorial staff of the JVashinglon (I). C.) Herald, and prior to that
publicity director of WCAE, Pittsburgh, has been appointed to a similar
post on KEHE, Los Angeles. He succeeds Fred Jones, resigned.
E R X E S T FELIX has been made
manager of the auditing department
of WIXS, Xew York, which is now
an independent unit. Formerly the
WIXS auditing was handled by the
accounting
department of Hearst Radio Inc.
WILLIAM MOULDER, formerly on
the sales staff of the New York State
Broadcasting System, is now handling
traffic for the network. A. A. Grobe,
former traffic manager, has been made
office manager and program director of
WIXS, X'ew York, key station of the
group.
DOX KXEASS, announcer, recently
with KOIX. Portland. Ore., has returned to KGW-KEX. Jack Little
has resigned from KGW-KEX.
DOX McXAMARA, formerly in motion pictures, and prior to that on the
announcing staff of KFWB. Hollywood, has joined KMTR, that city, in
a similar capacity.
CARLETOX KADELL, Hollywood
announcer of the XBC Chase ct Sanhorn Hour, sponsored by Standard
Brands Inc.. is now also announcing
the CBS Hal
Kemp'sbyDance
Band&
program,
sponsored
Liggett
Myers Tobacco Co., (Chesterfield cigarettes), fi-om that city. He succeeds
Don Forbes.
JOE BOLTOX, sports announcer at
WHX, Xew York, has been signed
as chief sports commentator for Paramount Xewsreels, for whom he has
been doing special assignments for
the not
pastaffect
thi-eehisyears.
Hisbroadcasts
contract
will
baseball
at WHX.
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^^ITH the new Presto 170-A telephone coil you can pick up
both sides of a telephone conversation so that it may be recorded
or fed to loudspeakers through your own input equipment. The
same coil can be connected to the amplifier output to feed a
recorded message or a complete radio program into the telephone
circuit. No need to disturb the telephone wiring. Simply lay the
coil on the ringer box as illustrated.
Radio stations use the 170-A coil on stunt broadcasts to record
interviews with listeners ... to record reports of new events
which are later edited for broadcasting ... to produce special
sound effects for use in dramatic sketches. Radio programs may
be auditioned to prospective sponsors any time by long distance
telephone.
Price 170-A coil with
and plug J
25' shielded
cable
10 NET
00
World's Largest
MANUFACTURER

PR[CTD
RECORDING

INSTANTANEOUS
RECORDING

CORPORATION

147 W. 19th St., New
Export Division
(Except Australia and Canada)
M. SIMONS & SONS, Inc.
25 Warren Street, N. Y.
Cable: Simontrice, N. Y.

EQUIPMENT
York City
Australia and New Zealand
and &.Stockists
A. M.Agents
CLUBB
CO., LTD.
45 King Street
Sydney, N. S. W., Australia
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F. E. BAUME, editor of the Sydney
(Australia) Sunday Sun, and 2GB
news commentator, arrived in Hollywood July 20 forto a New
week'sYork
stayonanda
then continued
business trip.
ARTHUR VAN HORN has joined
COVER
KSFO, San Francisco, and is handling
the Kindly
man Cox. Philosopher series of ColeKEYES PERRIN, formerly of
WPRO, Providence, has joined WBZU
O
Y
WBZA, Boston-Springfield, for the
AND
summer.
LYMAN CLAYTON Jr., has joined
COVER
the announcing staff of KGCX, Wolf
Point, Mont., succeeding Mel King,
!
who has gone to Grand Forks.
ALL
T
ALMOS
SAMUEL BENAVIB, music director
of WJR, Detroit, has gone to Hollywood for the month of August.
corer*
AVE
f^^iSnW
JIM BANNON, formerly on the andoes more
retaU
b"«i'^«!f \rl!.tet as thoroughly
nouncing staff of WABC, New York,
and prior to that on KMOX, St. Louis
beBut
buy.
ct«
vou
l
P-ef^
[his
t
^
has joined KHJ, Los Angeles.
as any medium you c ^^^^
cause we ♦'.^/''^^e give yo"
/^e
EDWARDS, one time an^^^t . . RALPH nouncer
of the world too, ^ e
with KSFO, San Francisco,
Louisville area at »7 ij^rpshooting
now with the CBS announcing staff
in New York, was a visitor at the
t^s the old «t«^;Xe« of
KSFO
^hen you 1^1^%^ bauging a>vay
July. studios during his vacation in
than
out
RUSS WISE, announcer of WTAM,
:raiThS BhaVo.s Outlet
Cleveland, is handling the NBC netC.
AnN.B.
work broadcasts from Chautauqua
Lake, New York.
JOHN FRAZER, formerly chief
announcer of KFSD, San Diego, Cal.,
has joined the announcing staff of
KEHE, Los Angeles.
ROBERT J. STEPHENSON, formerly with WNBF, Binghamton, N.
Y., has joined the announcing staff of
WHN, New York.
WILLIAM BOTZER, University of
Washington, debater, has returned to
the announcing staff of KOMO-KJR,
Seattle, after a year spent in a tour
around the world.

Harold Smith Recovering
HAROLD E. SMITH, president of
WOKO and WABY, Albany, is recuperating from injuries suffered
July 9 in an airplane crash near
his summer home at Clarksville, N.
Y. Flying his new Aronca from
the Albany Airport, with Pilot
Warren White at the controls, Mr.
Smith intended to land at his own
private flying field when the plane
went into a spin on a turn and
crashed into a tree. Mr. Smith suffered a triple fracture of the left
ankle, deep cuts about the head,
and severe body friction burns. Pilot White suffered a fractured left
leg, right arm and severe lacerations.
JACK LESCOULIE, who conducts
the daily half-hour early morning
Grouch Club on KFWB, Hollywood,
is acting as relief announcer of
KFVD, Los Angeles, during the vacation period.
ARNOLD SCHOEN, news commentator of WSYU, Syracuse University,
has joined the announcing staff of
WGNY, Newburgh, N. Y., for the
summer.
CHARLES GLENN HICKS Jr., announcer of WSOC, Charlotte, has been
promoted to program manager, succeeding Paul Norris, who is organizing
a new department at the station.
MARY ROBINSON, journalism student, at Iowa U, is producing and
broadcasting a 15-minute variety program The Stroller on WHBF, Rock
Island, 111., which includes interviews
with housewives.
STANLEY REESE, of the staff of
KSL, Salt Lake City, was married
July 20 to Helen Gaddie.
FLORENCE GEORGE, coloratura
soprano who made her debut on NBC
during the National Farm & Home
Hour less than a year ago, has signed
a motionmountpicture
contract with ParaPictures Inc.

Capital Columnists Sue
Commentator for Libel
SUIT for $200,000 alleging libel
was filed July 28 in the U. S. District Court for the District of Columbia against NBC and Arthur
Reilly, the Globe Trotter of the
Hearst newspapers who appears as
a commentator regularly over
WRC, Washington. Plaintiffs are
Drew Pearson and Robert S. Allen, authors of the newspaper column Washington Merry Go Round,
whose article July 19 stating that
the late Anning S. Prall had been
stricken with paralysis and would
not return to Washington was criticized by Mr. Reilly on one of his
broadcasts.
Plaintiffs charge that Reilly
called them "character assasins"
who distributed "dastardly misinformation" and claim their request
for a retraction in a subsequent
broadcast was not heeded. Their
counsel is William Leahy, Washington attorney. Mr. Reilly, an
intimate friend of the late chairman of the FCC, who died July 23,
asserted he followed the Prall family's request in denying rumors
then current in Washington regarding the seriousness of Mr.
Prall's illness. Pearson and Allen
at one time were sponsored under
the column title over Mutual Network by Gruen Watch Co.
GEORGE DIXON SNELL, assistant
production manager of KDYL, Salt
Lake City, who also writes novels and
short stories, has been informed that
two of his stories have been selected
by the famous critic Edward J.
O'Brien for inclusion in his yearbook
Best Short Stories of 1937.
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Wendt

With Hearst
R. P. WENDT,
formerly with the
B o t s f o r d-Constantine - Gardner
Advertising Agency in San Francisco and Portland, Ore., was
recently appointed national sales
representative of
R. P. Wendt
Hearst Radio Inc.
at San Francisco.
He acts as sales representative
for the Hearst radio stations in
California as well as the California
Radio System, making his headquarters at KYA. His appointment
came on the heels of that of John
Livingston, Hearst Radio Inc. sales
representative who is making his
quarters at KEHE, Los Angeles.
DL&W Plans Net, Discs
DELAWARE, LACKAWANNA &
WESTERN Coal Co., New York,
will use a combination Yankee and
Mutual network to broadcast The
Sliadow, half-hour mystery programs, on Sunday afternoons in the
interest of Blue Coal. Program will
be broadcast twice each Sunday
at 4:30 p. m. on WNAC, WTIC,
WEAN and WTAG, and at 5:30 p.
m. on WOR, WBAL, WOL, WGR,
WGN and CKLW. A few additional anthracite-burning cities will be
included in the campaign through
the use of transcriptions of the
network programs. RuthraufF &
Ryan Inc., New York, is handling
the campaign, which will continue
through the winter.
RICH

PANAMA
and ihe
CANAL
ZONE

e&n

.... and they buy goods and services
advertised over Central America's
newest and most modemly equipped
station.

HP5IC-HP50
LA VOZ de la VICTOR
•COLON Kc^uUk ^ PANAMA*
1440 and 6005 KCS.^RCA EQUIPMENT
(SIMULTANEOUSLY) NBC THESAURUS
BROADCASTING

State Legislation
(Continued from page
crime news failed of passage, as
did a Washington bill directed
against broadcasting sex matters.
The effort to stop broadcasting of
dog and horse racing information
was not successful in Massachunois. setts, California, Indiana and IlliLibel and Slander Laws
Of considerable importance to
broadcasters were the bills in California, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa and Oklahoma
on the subject of radio libel and
slander. For the first time, a bill
became law which takes an objective view of the extent to which the
broadcaster should be made liable
for defamatory utterances of
others. The Iowa bill (H-302) became law which provides, in effect,
that where the broadcaster proves
he was not negligent he is not liable in any degree for defamatory
statements spoken by ottiers. A
Florida bill (S-956) identical to the
Iowa act was not acted upon by
the legislature. In Indiana S-80
was enacted. In effect, it operates
to make stations free from liability
where retractions are made within
certain limits of time, but the
statute is of little use with respect
to political broadcasts because of
the time restriction limitations.
Each legislature saw the introduction of numerous bills on labor
matters. Many of them were on
subjects such as those having to
do with age discrimination, child
labor, collective bargaining, intimidation, wage assignments, deductions and kick-backs, time of payment, women and minimum scales.
In addition, bills were introduced in
some states on rights of privacy
and upon the suppression of manmade interferences with radio signals.
Federal Bills Pending
Bills in the Congress dealing
with radio subjects are more numerous than has been the ia.se in
most other sessions, but no important radio bill has yet received
Congressional approval. A list of
the Congressional bills follows:
Copyrigrhts: S-7. 2031, 2240 ; H-2695,
3004, 5275. 6072.
Pure
Food & Drugs: S-5 ; H-300, 5286,
5414, 5458.
Advertising: Liquor — S-1369 : H-13. 3140,
4738 ; moForeign
nials— H-5300. products — H-4960 ; TestiInvestigations
: H Res-61 and 92 : S-133
(Oslo case).
Opeartors
Licenses:
S-1353, 2407 ; H-3897,
5336. 5376.
Taxation
:
Voltage
tax
— H-6440 ; Dist. of
Col.— H-7472.
Administration Court :S-273 ; H-2240.
Labor: H-7180. 7200. 7401.
Education, Social, etc. program :S-i755,
2756, 2757 : H-3033, 3038, 3039.
Broadcasting Congressional Proceedings :
S-93.
Artists— Aliens : H-30. 5548, 6280.
Government Short Wave
Stations :
H-4281.
Department of Arts, etc. ; H-Res.-79.
Licensing
Corporation in Commerce:
S-10,
721.
Ship Radio: S-595 : H-7711.
Federal5854.
Trade Commission : S-414, 1077 ;
H-3143,
Anti-Trust
Laws : H-4726.
— Licenses
H-5038. : Newspapers
— H-3892 ; 5 years
WASHINGTON, D. C.
has an Annual Payroll of
$360,000,000
Reach it with
WOL
Washington, D. C.
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sportsmen (and sales

executives) don't take a shot in the dark.
They follow dependable pointers.

It is significant that KDYL

carries a

larger number of local advertisers and a
larger volume

of local advertising.

Alert national advertisers are profiting
by this guide to sales-finding in the rich,
responsive Salt Lake Market.

KDYl
SALT LAKE

^

Me

CITY

ShOmi

Re presentatives :
JOHN
NEW YORK

BLAIR

CHICAGO

& COMPANY
DETROIT
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot annovncements
ta — transcription announcements
WOR, Newark
Utilities Engineering Institute, Chicago (training scliool), weekly t,
direct.
Baldwin Laboratories, Saegerstown,
(Dwin insecticide), 1 sp and 2 sa
weekly, thru Yount Co., Erie.
Borden Co. (Pioneer Division), New
York (ice cream), 6 weekly sa,
thru Pedlar & Ryan Inc.. N. Y.
Gambarelli & Davitto, New York
(wines and vermouth), weekly sp,
direct.
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning Institute, Chicago ( training school ) .
weekly t, thru Critchfield & Co.,
Chicago.
Rogers Peet Co., New York (men's
stores), 5 sp weekly, thru Marschalk & Pratt Inc., N. Y.
Doyle Packing Co., Newark (Strongheart dog food), 3 t weekly, thru
Charles Dallas Reach Adv. Agency,
Newark.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (veast
tablets), 2 sp weekly, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Anderson Co., Gary, Ind. ( Sleetmaster), weekly sp, thru Schwab &
Beatty Inc., N. Y.
S. Gumpert & Co. Inc., Brooklyn (hotel supplies). 3 sp weekly, thru
Rose-Martin Inc.. N. Y.
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., Jersey
City (Supersuds). 5 sp weekly, thru
Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
B. C. Remedy Co.. Durham, N. C.
(headache powders). 3 sp weeklv.
thruY. Charles W. Hoyt Co. Inc.,
N.
Procter & Gamble Co.. Cincinnati
(Ivory), 10 weekly t. thru Compton
Adv. Inc., N. Y.
Procter «& Gamble Co.. Cincinnati
(Camay), 5 weekly t, thru Pedlar
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
WNAC, Boston
Simmons Co., Chicago (Beauty rest
mattress), 65 sa, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (Ironized
.veast), 8 thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
Baker Extract Co., Springfield, Mass.
(flavoring), 13 sa. thru William B.
Remington Co., Springfield, Mass.
KRKD, Los Angeles
Van-Tage Medicine Co. Inc., Los
Angeles, (liquid herb medicine), 3
weekly sp, thru General Adv. Agenc,v. Los Angeles.
Cystex-Knox Co., Kansas City, (Cystex), 3 weekly t. thru Logan &
Stebbins, Los Angeles.
WGN, Chicago
Duluth Chamber of Commerce, Duluth, Minn. (tourist business),
daily
Duluth.sa, thru Stewart-Taylor Co..
Bartlett Pear Advisory Board, San
Francisco, daily sa, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., San Francisco.
Idaho Fruits & Vegetable Adv. Commission, Boise, 5 weekly so, thru
Botsford-Constantine & G a r d n e r
Inc., Portland. (~)re.
KFBK, Sacramento, Cal.
Mentholatum
Co., Jacobs
M^ilmington,
sa,
thru Dillard
Agency Del.,
Inc.,
Atlanta.
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WHK, Cleveland
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Drene),
H. W.
Kastor
& Sousweekly
Adv. t,Co.thruInc..
Chicago.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 6 weekly ta, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.
American Pop Corn Co.. Sioux City,
la. weekly sp, thru Coolidge Adv.
Co., Des Moines.
Lewis-Howe Co., St. Louis (Turns),
10 weekly ta, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
American Chicle Co., New York (Sen
Sen), weekly ta, thru Badger &
Browning and Hershey, N. Y.
Western Growers Protective Assn.,
Los Angeles (lettuce), daily sa, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., San
Francisco.
KNX, Hollywood
Johnson, Carvell & Murphy, Los An(Kellogg's
5 weekly sp,geles
thru
Wm. AntA. Paste).
Ingoldsby
Co.,
Los Angeles.
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago (chewing gum), 5 weekly sa, thru Neisser-MyerhofiE Inc., Chicago.
Wilmington Transportation Co., Santa
Catalina Island, Cal.. (transportation), 13 sp, thru Neisser-Myerhoff
Inc., Chicago.
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., of Cal.,
Los Angeles, (tires), 6 weekly sp,
thru Arthur Kudner Inc., N. Y.
WQXR, New York
West Disinfecting Co., Long Island
City (C/N disinfectant), dailv sa,
thru Al Paul Lefton Co. Inc., N. Y.
Grayrock-on-Sound, Rye, N. Y. (country estate development), daily sa,
thru Grant & Wadsworth & Casmir Inc., N. Y.
Buckingham Hotel, New York, daily
sa, direct.
KJBS, San Francisco
Peacock Sedan Service. San Francisco (transportation) 42 weekly
sa, direct.
Goodrich Silvertown Stores, San
Francisco (automobile accessories),
weekly sa. direct.
HOW

THE

MUSIC

WNEW, New York
Yeckes-Eichenbaum Inc., New York
(honeydew melons), 6 weekly sp,
direct.
Madison Personal Loan Inc., New
York (financial) 6 weekly sp, thru
Klinger Adv. Agency, N. Y.
General Foods Corp., New York
(Diamond Crystal salt), 6 weekly
sa. thru Benton & Bowles Inc.,
N. Y.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 6 weekly sa, thru Street &
Finney Inc.. N. Y.
Jadwiga Remedies Inc., New York
(Flemex. Ready Rub, etc.), 4 daily
sa, direct.
KFWB, Hollywood
Diesel Hemphill Engineering Schools,
Glendale. Cal., (school), weekly t,
thru R. H. Alber Co., Los Angeles.
Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co., Louisville (Twenty Grand cigarettes),
weeklv sp. thru McCann-Erickson
Inc., N. Y.
Slendereen Inc., Los Angeles (liquid
reducer),
18 Agency,
weekly Los
sa, thru
Associated Adv.
Angeles.
Guaranty Union Life Insurance Co..
Beverly Hills, Cal., (insurance), .5
weekly sp, thru Stodel Adv., Los
Angeles.
WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield
Frank Bownes Point Co., Boston,
3 weekly sp, thru Redmond Co.,
Boston.
Baldwin Laboratories, Sagertown, Pa.,
(Dwin) 20 sa, thru Yount Co.,
Erie, Pa.
Harvey Whipple Inc.. Springfield.
Mass, 8 t, direct.
WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich.
American Chicle Co., Long Island
City, N. Y. (Sen-Sen), weekly ta.
thru Badger & Browning and Hersey Inc., N. Y.
Peiffer Brewery. Detroit, 24 sp, thru
Martin Inc., Detroit.
Montgomery Ward & Co., Chicago,
(retail), 3 weekly ta. direct.
TIDE

iS IUSI\G

The Piano Business
1933 ^

^^'^^

''"^^..^t ^^^^

34,305
47,193
65,086
$8,500,000
$13,000,000
$18,000,000
$18,000,000
BAND INSTRUMENTS
1933
1934
1935
$3,380,000
$4,040,000
$2,120,000
THE POPULAR SONG- HITS

1933

1934

1935

i,358
^ 190,
$23,00(
$23,000,000

1936
$7,000,000

1936

1937
125%
136%
100%
210%
345%
MURDER OF MUSIC?— It was a revived musical trade that convened for the annual trade show of the National Association of Music
Merchants in New York July 26-29, for the music business is definitely
on the upgrade despite charges that radio is responsible for declining
instrument and song-hit sales. More than 225 musical manufacturers
and seven radio concerns exhibited. The chart above is from the dealer
trade journal Radio Today.
BROADCASTING

KFI, Los Angeles
Bulova Watch Co., New York, (timepieces), 14 weekly sa, thru Biow
York.Co.. Pasadena. Cal.,
().Co.,
M. New
Tablet
(stomach tablets), 2 weekly sp,
weekly sp,sociates.
thru
Lou Sterling & AsLos Angeles.
Sears. Roebuck & Co., Los Angeles
(department
store),
14 sa, thru
Dana
Jones Co..
Los Angeles.
Maurice Ball Inc., Los Angeles
(furs), weekly sa. thru Lee Ringer
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Woolwine-Norris Corp., Los Angeles
(electric ranges), weekly sp, thru
McCarty Co.. Los Angeles.
Simmons Co., Chicago (beds & mattres es), 6weekly
ter Thompson
Co.. so,
N. thru
Y. J. WalJohnson, Carvell & Murphy, Los
Angeles
(Kellogg's
paste), weekly sa. thru
Wm. A.ant Ingoldsby
Co.,
Los Angeles.
WNOX, Knoxville
Armour Fertilizer Works, Atlanta, i
6 weekly so, thru Gottschaldt-Humphrey Co.,
Inc.,Fort
Atlanta.
Pinex
Wayne, Ind. (proprietary), daily so, thru Baggaley,
Horton & Hoyt Inc.. Chicago.
Postal Telegraph-Cable Co., New
York,
dailyN. so.Y. thru Marshalk &
Pratt 4Inc..
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Co., Monticello,
111. (proprietary). 6 weekly t, thru
Cramer-Krasselt Co.. Milwaukee.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Bulova Watch Co., New York (timesa, thru Biow
Co. Inc.. pieces).N.3.~i weekly
Y.
Gilmore Oil Co., Los Angeles (gasoline), .5 weekly sp, thru Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, Los
Angeles.
Mentholatum Co., Wilmington, Del.
(mentholatum). 6 weekly so, thru
Dillard-Jacobs Adv. Agency Inc.,
Atlanta.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
Piel Brothers. Brooklyn (beer), 4
weekly sa, direct.
Longines-Wittnauer Co., New York
(watches), 5 weekly t. thru Arthur
Rosenberg Co. Inc., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(soap),
weekly
Adv.
Inc.,5 N.
Y. t, thru Compton
WAAB, Boston
Hecker Products Corp., New York
(Heeker's H-0), 260 sp, thru
Erwin Wasey & Co.. N. Y.
Webster-Eisenlohr Inc.. New York
(Girard cigars), 78 sp, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
WBBM, Chicago
Sinclair Refining Co.. New York (gasoline.) 6 weekly sp, thru Federal
Adv. Agency. N. Y.
Chicago-Milwaukee Steamship Co.,
Chicago (boat travel), 2 weekly sp,
thru W. W. Garrison Co., Chicago.
WFAS, White Plains, N. Y.
Royal Dutch Products Corp., New
York (mustard), 52 t. direct.
Empire State Purchasing Co., New
York (gold redemption), 6 weekly
sp, thru Associated Adv. Co., N. Y.
KFAC, Los Angeles
Covered Wagon Trailer Co.. Mt.
Clemens, Mich (trailers). 6 weekly
sp. thru Rupert L. Larson. Los
Angeles.KFI, Los Angeles
Loma Linda Food Co. Inc.. Loma
Linda. Cal. (health foods), weekly
sp. thru Lisle Sheldon Radio Adv.,
Los Angeles.
WEAN, Providence
General Food Sales Co.. New York
(Certo).Inc..
30 N.sa.Y. thru Benton &
Bowles
KYA, San Francisco
Basic Science
Fran-t,
cisco (healthInstitute,
products) San
weekly
direct.
WHN, New York
Coca Cola Co., Atlanta, 6 weekly t,
thru D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis.
• Broadcast
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RADIO

ADVERTISERS

NATlL'NAL ICE ADVERTISIXG
Inc., Chicago, has reappointed Donahue & Coe Inc., New York, to direct
the
advertising
of ice year.
and
ice industry's
refrigerators
for another
I'ampaign
willlines
probably
follow
the
same
general
as that
of last
year,
the Homemakers'
lieing with
resumed
as a morning Exchange
network
program and with possibly an evening
program being added after the first
I'f the year.
THREE advertisers have already
Dick Brooks'
up as sponsors
signed broadcasts
news
on ofWXEW.
New
York, which on July 26 inaugurated
fuUtime IXS service. Warren & Arthur Smadbeck Inc.. Xew York (real
estate I, sponsors quarter-hour broadcasts on Saturday and Sunday mornings, placed direct. General Supply
Co.. Xew York (stationery), sponsors
the ~>:15
5:30 p. and
m. period
on Mondays.toWednesdays
Fridays
until
Aiig. <J. after which it will take the
same time Monday through Saturday.
Scheer Adv. Agency. Newark, placed
the account. Madison Personal Loan
Inc.. New York (loans), is sponsoring
news from 12 :30 to 12 :45 p. m. five
days a week. Klinger Adv. Agency.
New York, is the agency.
CHEMO-RAY EYE INSTITUTE of
San Francisco and Oakland (eye
lens), on July 23 inaugurated a series
of 104 twice-weekly broadcasts featuring atranscribed serial The House
of Peter McGregor on KFRC. San
Franci.sco. The agency is Rufus
Rhoades & Co., San Francisco.
GENERAL FOODS Corp.. New
York, has acquired Snow King baking
|).iwder and Dairy Maid baking powder, products of Snow King Baking
Powder Co,, Cincinnati.
CAPE COD STEAMSHIP Co.. Boston (excursions), is using a five-weekly series of quarter-hour dance periods
from Provincetown on WHDH, Boston, until Sept. 30 and .36 100-word
: in noun cements five weekly on WEEI.
Boston. A three - time announcement
rest was used on the following Boston
stations: WORL. WHDH. WAAB.
WCOP and WMEX. Agency is GreenIpaf Co.. Boston.
A. R. BOSCOW. formerly merchanilising director of General Motors
units, has been appointed director of
advertising and merchandising of the
Nash Motors Division of Nash-Kelvinatiir Corp.. Detroit.
MAURICE BALL Inc.. Los Angeles
(furs I. onon KNX.
.luly Hollywood.
21 started Modern
for ')2
weeks,
Screen Magazine of fhe Air. Hollywood gossip and fashion discussion,
with Lois Lee, commentator. The
weekly quarter-hour program calls for
.Miest appearance of motion picture
^rars ancl fashion designers. Weekly
spot announcements on KFI. Los An;;eles. are also used. Lee Ringer Adv.
Agency. Los Angeles, has account.
PETER DOELGER BREWING
(Staples
'nrf).. Harrison,
named
& Staples X.Inc.,J„ ashasagency,
H(^RSE & MULE Assn. of America.
Chicago, has appointed Gale & Pietsch
Inc.. Chicago, to service its account.
WILLIAM P. SHARPE. managing
-Jitor of the Twin Ciiy Sentinel, Winston-Salem. X. C has been appointed
publicity director
of Xorth
Carolina's
.S250,000
advertising
campaign
with
headquarters at Raleigh.
ONLY Station within a 100
Mile Radius of Missoula
1000
'KPVO Missoula,
1260 watts
kc.
Montana
Columbia Broadcasting System
Affiliate
BROADCASTING

3Iodest Sponsor
SEVEN nightly sportcasts
per week without mention of
a product and with only an
opening and closing mention
of the sponsor, Goodyear Tire
&. Rubber Co,, comprises the
new series started by Bob
Wilson in July over WADC,
Akron, Fifteen-minute program features local and national sports and the local
Goodyear activities, being designed as a community institutional service rather than
a selling show.
GRIFFIN MFG. Co., Brooklyn, has
contracted to sponsor the broadcasts
of the Ohio State University home
football games on WCOL. Columbus,
this fall, in the interest of its shoe
polishes. Berminghara, Castleman &
Pierce Inc., New York, is agenc.v.
PHOENIX HOSIERY Co.. Milwauke (men's, women's and children's
hosiery),
appointed
X'eisser-Meyerhofif Inc..hasChicago,
as agency.
Walter R. Xeisser will be account executive.
MAJESTIC RADIO & TELEVISION' Corp.. Chicago ( radio set manufacturers), is planning a thriceweekly quarter-hour network program
to start in September. Network and
talent have not yet been decided.
Morris & Davidson Inc.. Ciiicago, is
agency.
WM. WRIGLEY Jr. Co.. Chicago
(chewing gum), plans to expand its
^cattergood Baines show, currently on
the West Coast, to a network this fall.
Poetic Melodies, currently on CBS. a
quarter-hour five evenings weekly will
prol)ably
continued.
Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc.. beChicago,
is the
agency.
ALBANY CARPET CLEANING Co..
Boston, has started a four-station
campaign in New England to promote
its rug cleaning business. WBZ &
WBZ.\. Boston and Springfield. Mass..
had 24 one-minute announcements on
its Little Show at noon. WEEI is
used for 12 weeks of temperature reports on the E. B. Rideout Service.
Monday through Saturday. WNAC
has a Monday. Wednesday. Friday
schedule of spot announcements and
temperature reports, for a period of
•J6 weeks. Agency is Dickie-Raymond
Inc.. Boston.

CHICAGO-MILWAUKEE Steamship
Line. Chicago, recently started a
quarter-hour thrice - weekly program
over WBBM, Chicago. Entitled Melody
Cruise, the program, which is broaclcast Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays at 6 :30 p.m. features Milton
Charles, singing organist, and Edna
Odell. songstress. W. W. (jarrison Co.,
Chicago, is the agency.
RATCLIFFE ADV. AGENCY. Dallas, has placed five morning shows with
news and gossip of Hollywood on
KRLD for Cliff Maid Bread. Chauneey
Parson, radio director, handles the
account.
DOYLE PACKING Co., Newark,
with plants in Newark. Momence, 111..
Kansas City and Los Angeles, has
named Chas. Dallas Reach Co., Newark, to handle advertising for its
Strongheart dog food and cat food accounts. Radio, supplemented by newspapers, will be W.
used.Scott.
Account executive is Charles
GILMORE OIL Co., Los Angeles,
(gas & oil)), has placed its account
with Botsford. Constantine & Gardner,
that city. Cliff Clark continues as
actor-producer of the G-ihnore Circus
weekly half-hour variety show spon.sored on XBC-Pacific Red stations
and remains as Gilmore Oil Co. representative. John Weiser of the advertising agency is supervising director.
XUXX BUSH SHOE Co., Milwaukee,
is advertising through RuthraufiE &
Ryan Inc., Chicago.
RUUI) MFG. Co.. Pittsburgh, (water
heaters) has placed its account with
Ketehum.
Pittsburgh. MacLeod & Grove Inc.,
BRISTOL-MYERS Co.. New York,
has placed its ^Milkweed cream. Wm.
Peterman insecticide and Minit Rub
accounts with Young & Ruhieam
Inc.. that city, effective Jan. 1, 1938.
GROCERY STORE Products Sales
Co.. New York, has named McCannErickson Inc.. that city, agency for
its entire account.

STANBACK MEDICINE Co.. Salisbury, N. vC,
has renewed
its spot and
adertising on WWL,
New Orleans,
WALR, Zanesville, O. The schedule
has been expanded to include WAIR.
Winston-Salem,
N. C. Agency is .1.
bury.
Carson Brantley Adv. Agency, SalisWESTERN AIR EXPRESS Corp.,
Los Angeles,
has Los
appointed the (transportation)
Mayers Co. Inc.,
Angeles, to service its account.
KNOX GELATINE Co., Johnstown,
N. Y. (Knox Sparkling gelatine), has
placed its advertising with Kenyon &
Eckbardt Inc., New York.
COAST FISHING Co., Wilmington,
Calif., has appointed N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., New York, as agency for
Balto dog and cat food, effective Jan,
1, 1938. No advertising plans have
been announced.

WORTHY of tfl^spie ndid modtranscriptions!
surface
noiseernwith
this 100%Eliminate
shadowgraphed
needle, preferred by leading broadcast
stations.
Samples uponNEEDLES
request
PLAYBAC1<
STEEL Manufactured
CUTTING NEEDLES
by
W. H. Bagshaw Co
Lowell, Mass.by
Distributed
H. W. Acton Co., Inc.
370 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City

R. B. DONNELLY, vice-president of
General Foods Products Inc.. New
Yorli, was in Hollywood during July
to confer with John M. Nicholson,
newly-appointed special advertising
representative of the organization in
charge of Pacific Coast radio, and al.so
to lookemanating
over thefrom
company's
shows
the Westnetwork
Coast.

WWNC
ASHEVILLE,
Full Time NBC A(flliate
Sell

N. C
1.000 Watts

Here!

. . . in this great summer resort
land, where business is 'way UP
from
1937 now until mid-September. For
$20,000,000
Tourist Business!
. . . is the estimate for the Asheville
area. blanket
And >\ Vi'NC.
know,I offers
sole
radio you
coverage
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NBC RED NETrWORK

Station KSD— St. Louis Post-Dispatch
POST-DISPAKH building; ST. LOUIS, MO.
FREE & PETERS, Inc., National Adytertising Representative,
New York
Chicago
Detfoit
San Francisco ■ l.o's%ngeles
August

1, 1937
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SALES BULLETINS, describing
liow stations liave used Thesaurus
selections to build i^rograms for local
advertisers, are being sent to all subscribers of this recorded library servNBC's outlines
Transcription
Division.of
Eachice bybulletin
the problems
the advertiser and how they were
solved by the use of the Thesaurus,
and is accompanied by a sample script.
Three recent bulletins are headed,
"Station WIBG Sells Memorial
Park," "Thesaurus Helps a Children's
Show," and "How WJTN Sold Sears,
Roebuck & Co." Bulletins are preparedmotion
by Robert
sales prodirector ofFriedheim,
the division.
STANDARD RADIO Inc., Hollywood, announces the following new
subscribers to its Standard Program
Library Service : KHBG. Okmulgee,
Okla. : KIRO, Seattle; CFCY, Charlottetown, P.B.I. ; WSYR, Syracuse;
KTKC, Visalia, Cal. ; WGST, Atlanta; KWYO, Sheridan, Wyo. More
than 70 stations have subscribed to
the Popular Supplement launched in
July. Complete sound libraries have
been sold to Radio Cite, Paris ; Radio
Strasbourg. F r a nc e ; Radio Liege,
Belgium; Lyon P. T. T., France;
Palestine Broadcasting Service. Jerusalem ;VARA, Hilversum, Holland ;
Institut National de Radiodiffusion,
Brussels.
RADIO MERCHANDISING Associates, toHollywood
concei-n,
has moved
new production
offices in the
Otto
K. Oleson Bldg., N. Vine Street, that
city. Frank H. Baum and Claire Kerlee, continue to operate the organization. Jack Smock having resigned to
become assistant advertising manager
of Western Growers Protective Association, Los Angeles.

"FrRSTS^
New. constantly
original,
"different"
local
program
ideas
introduced.
During
WPRO
started news
broadcasts
from July,
the
street, "Dressing Room Interviews" with
prominent stage stars, "Public Auditions" 'Mr. Twister"
CHERRY
& WEBB
BROADCASTING CO.
Providence, R. I.
Representative:
PAUL H. RAYMER
COMPANY

AAA
1000 W. BAY
VWU nil. 500 W. NIGHT
BASIC

COLUMBIA

Since
A

^eur

Station

July
• A

15
^eiv

Market

For National Radio Advertisers

WMBS

UNIONTOWN
PENNSYLVANIA

Now, national and regional advertisers can cover
thoroughly and effectively, this prosperous area . . . the
heart of Pennsylvania's richest bituminous coal fields, a
thriving community and its environs representing steady
payrolls and purchasing power.
WMBS is equipped with an RCA transmitter and speech
input equipment. Western Electric microphones, a vertical radiator, new studios. Its balanced program schedule
has already won the hearts and ears of its listeners.
Here is a new market for radio advertising, particularly
ripe for foreign language programs because of the diverse
population elements in and near Uniontown. We are expertly staffed to handle the advertising and merchandising
of your product in this area.
FAYETTE

BROADCASTING

JOSEPH C. BURWELL,
Fayette Title and Trust Building
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NBC Transcription Division announces that KTUL, Tulsa, WFMJ,
Bridgeton, N. J., WSIX, Nashville,
and WMSD, Sheffield, Ala., have subscribed for its Thesaurus library service and that renewals for a third year
have been received from WMC, Memphis; WSAI, Cincinnati, and WJBY,
Gadsden, Ala., and for a second year
from WGBI, Scranton ; WOPI. Bristol; WOWO. Fort Wayne; CKCK,
Regina, Sask. ; KALB, Alexandria,
La.; KGNO, Dodge City, Kan.;
WEED, Rocky Mount, N. C, and
KMLB, Monroe, La.
ANTHONY A L V I N G Productions,
new Hollywood program production
concern, has established headquarters
at 6305 Yucca St. with Anthony
Alving as business manager and Harry
David Fields, production manager.
Concern plans to build custom and
original shows for agencies and .sponsors. Frederick H. Wagner, motion
picture writer, has been brought in
to head the continuity department.
Wagner created and wrote The Old
Judge, Metropolis and various other
radio shows.
IRVING FOGEL Radio Productions,
Hollywood transcription and production concern, has moved to larger
quarters at 8979 Sunset Blvd., that
city. Fogel has obtained exclusive fiveyear radio rights to the character of
Charlie Chan, created by the late Earl
Derr Biggers and popularized by the
Saturday Evening Post and 20th Century Fox Film Corp. Scripts for the
Charlie Chan radio series are being
prepared by a staff of writers including Hector Chevigny, Virginia Radcliff and Earl Derr Biggers Jr., son of
the author.
C. P. M a c G R E G O R, Hollywood
transcription concern, is cutting a
series of five-minute dramatic commercials for Mutual Citrus Products
Co., Anaheim, Cal., for placement regionally through Chas. H. Mayne Co.,
Los Angeles agency.
3ZB, Christchurch, and 4ZB, Denedine, New Zealand, have contracted
for WBS program service, through
A. E. Bennett, Sydney, Australia,
president of WBS of Australia. Order
was placed through National Commercial Broadcasting Service of New Zealand. Other stations in that country
subscribing to the service are IZB,
Auckland, and 2ZB, Wellington. Australian subscribers to World include
2GB, Sydney; 2KZ, Melbourne, 4BC,
Brisbane, and SDN, Adelaide.
ASSOCIATED Cinema Studios, Hollywood, has placed Hector Chevigny
under contract to write the Lady oj
Millions transcribed serial, cutting of
which was to start Aug. 1. Series of
100 quarter-hour transcriptions will
feature May Robson and is being
sponsored by Bauer & Black Inc.,
Chicago, for one of its cosmetics.
They are to be placed nationally
through
Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., Chicago.
THE

MacGregor

to Join

Disc

Staff

GENE

K. WALKER, for the la.st
four years director of sales trainAssociated
Oil ing ofCo.,
San
Francisco, has resigned to become
associated, startAug. 15, with
C. P.ing MacGregor,

Walker
Hollywoodscription
tranconcern, as manager of
the syndicate and sales promotion
departments. Mr. Walker, well
known in Pacific Coast radio as
writer and producer of several of
Associated Oil Co.'s transcription
shows, was at one time assistant
sales promotion manager of that
company under Harold R. Deal. He
has been instrumental in the develochandising
pment ofmanyprograms.
Associated merIn making the appointment, Mr.
MacGregor also announced the resignation of Gene Carman as production manager. Carman is writer
and producer of Problems for Pamela, 156 episode quarter-hour dramatic serial, production of which
has been stopped for 90 days while
Lila Lee, lead in the show, is making a personal appearance tour
throughout the country. Fifty-two
episodes of the serial have been
completed and production will be
resumed upon her return to Hollywood.
Piel in Three Markets
PIEL BROS., Brooklyn (beer), has
started using radio in three marsponsoring three
news kets,
broadcasts
weeklyquarter-hour
on WAGF,
Dothan, Ala., and KNX, Los
Angeles, and announcements following news broadcasts on WAPI,
Birmingham. Kenyon & Eckhardt
Inc., New York, is in charge.
RADIO FEATURES Inc., new Hollywood production company, has completed its series Donald Novis Sings.
52 quarter-hour shows for regional
sponsors. The series has been taken by
A. E.tion Bennet
of Sydney for distribuin Australasia.
STANDARD RADIO Inc., Hollywood, has recorded 20 musical numbers featuring Eddie Fitzpatrick and
his orchestra, which have been added
to the popular supplement section of
its library service.
JERRY KING, head of Standard Radio Inc., has returned to his Hollywood headquarters after a 30-day business trip in the East.
A

SCRIPTFOLIO
A Comprehensive Library Of Continuity
EACH WEEK:
Seven half-hour weekly continuity frameworks for
musical programs which one man of your staff can
present as live broadcasts.
TITLES:
Meeting Night
Sweethearts Forever
County Fair
Let's Remember Two For Tea
Just Thinkin'
Easy Chair Cruises
TOGETHER

WITH: Twenty tie-ins for your commercial announcements AND Thirty announcement leads for
routine musical introductions.
The Cost is Amazingly Low!

STAR
250 PARK

RADIO
PROGRAMS
INC.
AVENUE
NEW YORK CITY

President
PA.

K. Walker

STAR

CORP.

UNIONTOWN,

Gene
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Longiiies Autumn Spots
TN AUER
L 0 N G 1 N E S - W^T
\ork, will
\V\TCH Co. Inc., New radi
make extensive use of clockos, manda
its
fall campaign for
by
watches, which will be handled
Arthur Rosenburgr Co.. New York.
The c^paign are^now
T>ip--~
Grove Autumn Plans
GROVE LABORATORIES Inc..
St. Louis, is considering a new fall
radio campaign for Groves BromoQuinine, to be placed through
[itt Stack-Globe Adv. Agency, New
. .-York. Details- " '

ARE

vacation days for many
chained

. . . but advertising executives

are

to their desks . . . working late hours . . . planning

radio campaigns

for fall and early winter

big job during these sizzling summer
story to the men

who

placement.

Your

days is to tell your sales

control radio appropriations and influ-

ence time placement.

Your best advertising medium

be

cause your sales messages

^es\' Co-

^0

... be-

1-t

lO

SO'

is BROADCASTING

reach the radio advertisers and

en«?
agency executives

at the time they're thinking radio adver-

tising. InBROADCASTING

C «r ^^^c^>:i^

where

your advertising is concentrated

it will do the most good, economically.
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dvertisingr
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Trailer Firm to Place
HAYES BODY Corp., Grand
Rapids, Mich., has named U. S.
Adv. Corp., New York, as its agency. An extensive campaign is planthe company's
which nedisforexpected
to includetrailers,
radio,
but no schedules have been laid out
to date.
HOLLY SHIVELY. radio service
manager of Lord & Thomas, Chicago,
returned to her home on the north
side of Chicago Sunday night, July 17
to find that burglars had ransacked
her apartment for the third time within a year.

K

H

HILO,

B C
HAWAII

KQMB
HONOLULU
, HAWAII
FRED J. HART, P>«itd<nt irvd Ginmt Mwueo
SAN FRANaSCO OFFICE, CALIFORNIAN HOTEL
CONQUEST ALLIANCE COMPANY
NEW yORK. 51S MADISON AVE. CHKAGO. 100 N. LtSALLE ST

Tkati.

AGENCIES
AND
REPRESENTATIVES
PAT WEAVER. New York production supervisor of Young & Rubicam
Inc., is scheduled to arrive in Hollywood the first week in August to take
over supervision of the new Packard
Show which starts Sept. 7 on NBCRed. Joe Stauffer will produce the
series. Tom Harrington. West Coast
manager and radio director, has been
supervising all shows produced by the
agency in Hollywood, and with Weaver's arrival Young & Rubicam Inc.,
will have a double supervisory staff
on the West Coast.
DANNY DANKER. Hollywood vicepresident of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
after three weeks in conferences with
New York executive.? of the agency,
is scheduled to return to the West
Coast Aug. 7.
BRONSON WEST, of Grove Adv.
Agency, St. Paul, has been named
president of The Northwest Council of
Advertising Agencies. Other new officers are Frederick L. Frizzell, Frizzell Adv. Agency, vice-president ; Allan L. Firestone, Allan L. Firestone
Adv. Agency, treasurer, and Donald
M. Mitchell, Mitchell Adv. Agency,
secretary.
W. HOWARD SCHENDORF. formerly of Lord & Thomas and the
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Co., Chicago, has been named manager of the
Chicago branch of Edward L. Sedgwich Co., agency with headquarters
in Peoria, 111.
THEODORE E. ASH, owner, is closing the Theodore E. Ash Advertising
Agency, Philadelphia, and moving to
Hollywood Aug. 1. Mr. Ash is planning to engage in radio and motion
picture work, with ofiices in the
Shelton Bldg., 1703 N. Wilcox Ave..
Hollywood.

EARLS

fetro

Back-fence neighbor to 520,500 cornbelt homes — that's KMA, the Earl May
station in Shenandoah, Iowa! Farm and
small town listeners know KMA intimately
as a friend axvTi advisor since 1925.
Now with its five kilowatt, high fidelity
transmitter KMA is the dominant sales
force in the bumper crop sections of Iowa,
Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri.
Let us prove this to you! Let us tell
you of the many leading advertisers who
consistently report that KMA brings the
greatest results per dollar spent in America's No. 1 agricultural market.

Represented by

Heads Blair N. Y. Office
WITH George H.
Boiling taking
charge of the
New York office
July 23 succeeding Murray
Grabhorn,
resigned,
John Blair & Co.
announced that
Mr. Boiling, who
has been in
Mr. Boiling
of its
Detroit office for thecharge
last three
years,
will have the title of vice-president
and will have Lincoln P. Simons
and Frank Fenton as his sales staff.
Succeeding Mr. Boiling in Detroit
is his brother, R. H. Boiling, who
has been on the Blair Chicago staff
for the last year. Charles Dilcher,
formerly on the advertising staff
of the Chicago Herald & Examiner,
has been added to the Chicago sales
staff. Mr. Grabhorn left New York
in latter July for California but expects to return in the fall. He has
not yet announced future plans.
ABBOTT KIMBALL Co. Inc., new
agency, has been formed at 2.50 Park
Ave., New York, by Abbott Kimball,
chairman of the board of Kimball,
Hubbarddrawn&fromPowel
Inc., who has withthat firm.
N. W. AYER & Son of Canada Ltd.,
has established a branch in Toronto
in charge of .John F. Graydon, with
offices in the Victory Bldg.
EDDIE & NEWTON. Beverly Hills,
Cal., advertising agency, is now known
as the Howard W. Newton Co.,
Robert E. Eddie having withdrawn
fromly of the
the NBC
firm. Alden
S. Byers, publicity
formerSan Francisco
department has joined the agency as
account executive and copy writer.
Richard Clarke is in charge of radio.
LYNN MacMANUS. writer on the
staff of J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York, has been transferred to Hollywood and assigned to the NBC Werner
J a n s s and
e n Chase
program
( Fleischmann's
yeast),
& Sanborn
program
(coffee), both sponsored by Standard
Brands Inc. He was writer of the
Rudy Vallee and other network programs from New York.
.L ELWOOD ROBINSON Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has moved to 541 S.
Spring St., that city.
STEVENS & WALLIS Inc., Salt
Lake City, has moved its offices to 36
Richards Street.
BRANHAM Co.. Chicago, is representing KBIX. Muskogee, Okla., on an
individual basis while the other seven
stations of the Oklahoma Network as
well as the network as a unit are
being represented by Joseph Hershey
McGillvra, New York.
K
W
K
the Home Town Boy
with the Great BIG
VOICE!
(All of whichto means
PROFITS
You.)—
Thomas Patrick, Inc.
Hotel Chase
St. Louis
PAULRepresentative:
H. RAYMER CO.
NEW YORK CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO

Wilson-Robertson — New York, Chicago, Kansas City
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CECIL UNDERWOOD, fref lauoiii^j
for the past year, has joined the ra
dio department of Needham, Louis
P>rorby Inc.. Chicago. Mr. Underwoo'
will produce the Fibber McGee
Molly NBC show for S. C. Johnso:
& Son.
W JAX. Jacksonville, Fla., and WCOL
Columbus, have appointed Craig ^t:
Hollingbery Inc.. Chicago, as nationa
sales representative.
HENRY E. JOHNSON has joine<
Kirtland-Engel Co., Chicago, as spac«:
buyer succeeding Stanley Hambert.
of
who Screenland
resigned toUnit
join magazines.
the Chicago offic'
H. L. BART, formerly radio director,
and promotion manager of MacFaddei;
Publications, has joined Harold Gor"
count
executive.
don Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles, as ac'
BAGGALEY, HORTON & HOYG
Inc.. Chicago agency, has establishe--,
ofiices at 1.584 Cross-Roads-of-the
World.
Hollywood, with Clay Osborni
as manager.
A. B. C. ADV. Agency, Los Angeles
has taken additional offices in th'
Broadway Arcade Bldg., doubling it;
space and also added Gladys Dancer
formerly of Dallas, as account execu
tive.
JOHN BLAIR & Co., will assum<
representation of WDSU, New^ Or
leans, which recently joined the NBC
Blue network, on Oct. 1.

McCanu'
BURT COCHRAN
Erickson
Inc., for ,the with
last 10
year
and recently manager of the Seattle
Wash, branch, is now with the Chi
cago
H. K.office.
CONOVER Co., Chicago, an<
Niles-Richman, New York, have beei
appointed national representatives o
WIBU, Poynette. Wis.

«
Shifted
Ayer C.Staff
FRANCIS
BARTON
Jr., for
merly in charge of time buying ii
the New York office of N. W. Aye:
& Son Inc., was transferred oi
July 26 to Albany, where he wil
head the firm's office, principally
engaged in handling the adverti
sing of the Green Island Fore
Branch. On the same date Thoma
J. McDermott and Frank Coulte
were transferred from New Yorl
to the firm's home office at Phila
delphia, as the increased volume o:
radio advertising calls for a close:
coordination between radio an<
publication activities and hence
forth the agency's time buying i
expected to be centered for the mos
part in Philadelphia. Fred Pflug
felder continues as head of th.
New York radio staff.
Heinz Expands Radio
H. J. HEINZ Co., Pittsburgh, ha
launched campaigns for two of it
products. A ofchildren's
Adventures
Tommy Tprogram
hatches
broadcast by Russell Pratt fiv
quarter-hours weekly on WTAM
Cleveland, promotes Rice Flakes
For strained baby foods the com
pany is using a series of 13 tran
scribed talks by Angelo Patri
broadcast three times a week oi
WJSV, Washington, and WAPl
Birmingham.
If the
test
is satisfactory
it is three-wee]
planned t
extend the programs into othe
markets. Both campaigns ar
placed through Maxon Inc., Ne\
York.
CUT YOURSELF A SLICE
OF AMERICA'S RICHEST EMPIRE
You Cm Get A Share of East Texas
by Appointing us Your Spol(e»nan
> KFRO C
\^ -t^"Voice
^ ^o£ Longyiew"
^
^ -^TEXAS
• Broadcast
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"IWallis Armstrong
Shift in Hollywood

Agency Plans Central Control
Of Hollywood Activities
ESTABLISHMENT by F. Wallis
Armstrong Co. of a major agency
lice in Holl>"wood to take over its
:iereasing radio production origiating on the West Coast, heading
all accounts under a single supervisor, is in prospect within a few
weeks. L. Ward Wheelock, president of the agency from Philadelphia, while in Hollywood during
I July looking over the West Coast
oflBce setup, intimated that such a
plan was under way.
^
The agencv, now producing the
**- CBS Hollywood
Hotel and CBS
,~ Ken Murray
broadcasts
for Camp-to
bell Soup Co.,
and preparing
^ the
take same
Amos sponsor,
'»!' Andyis contemplating
on Jan. 1 for
he Holl>"wood expansion to accom.odate itself to the marked swing
of radio emanations from the city.
Contemplated move will set up a
large enough production office to
A handle all agency accounts under
If one responsibility, and thereby increase the Holly^vood staff considtt erably, putting it on a par with
cf Young & Rubicam Inc., Ruthrauff
>. & Ryan, J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Lord & Thomas and other agencies
on the West Coast handling several
shows.
Bacher to Join M-G-M
With Bill Bacher resigning last
month, production of Hollywood
Hotel, temporarily in the hands of
Ken Miles, announcer of that show,
and Diana Bourbon, producer of
the Ken Murray broadcasts, will
continue until final decision on the
move. Mr. Wheelock said that the
producer selection hinges largely
on the production setup under
prospective expansion, and in any
event is not likely to be made for
several weeks.
Meanwhile Bill Bacher is scheduled to join Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Studios, Hollywood, as supei-visor
of radio activities, under a sevenyear contract. He w^ill also occupy
an executive position in the production department. MGM is paving the way for its players to confine their activities to studio-produced radio shows with Bacher
producing. He also will have charge
of all talent and will call on their
services for shows.
Roesler Resigns
GEORGE ROESLER, on Aug. 1
resigned as head of the foreign
language division of VanCronkhite
Associates, Chicago, having sold
out his divisional interest in the
business to the firm. Both VanCronkliite and Roesler declined to
state the purchase price or terms
of the agi-eement. Roesler and Bob
Howard last year organized the
foreign language firm of Roesler
& Howard Inc., which was taken
over by VanCronkhite Associates
two months ago. The New York
office of Roesler & Howard Inc., at
60 E. 42nd St. will be discontinued.

Frothingham

Joins Weed
ROY

I
•^ . '

FROTHINGHAM, ip 0neer radio executive and for a
number of years
sales promotion
manager
for the
NBC's westeiTi

division, has been
ijl^^.^
W^'^'^H
named Pacific
Coast
.Mr. Frothingham for
Weed manager
& Company, international radio station
representatives with offices in New
York, Chicago and Detroit. The appointment was made by J. J. Weed,
head of the company, while visiting
San Francisco on his current
tour of Weed-represented stations.
Mr. Frothingham left the NBC
post in San Francisco about three
years ago to go in business for
himself as sales counsellor, specializing in radio surveys. He vvill assume his new duties in conjunction
with his present business.
Revere in Hollywood
TOM REVERE, head of Benton &
Bowles Inc., New York radio department, was in Hollywood late in
July to check up on the agency's
broadcasts and to survey possibilities of originating other programs
from the West Coast. A probable
transfer to Hollywood is the CBS
Gangbusters program sponsored by
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co., scripts
of which have been bought for pictures by M-G-M, with Phillips Lord
understood to have signed to collaborate on the screen scripts and
production. Benton & Bowies Inc.
has scheduled the new Log Cabin
broadcast for fall origination on
the NBC-Blue network from Hollywood, in addition to the Maxwell
House Show Boat now on NBC-Red.

SPIDER SICK— Jackson Wheeler,
CBS HoIlyAvood producer (seated),
left the hospital, ill from a spider
bite, in a wheel chair July
22 to produce the CBS Lloyd Pontages Covers Hollywood program
sponsored by A. J. Krank Co. Pantages also was handicapped, having
broken his ankle while exercising a
horse. Guiding W^heeler's chair is
Margaret
news
staff. MacDonald, of Pantages'
Pinex to Use 102
PINEX Co., Fort Wayne (Pinex
Remedy), will use 102 stations in
the fall campaign starting Oct. 1.
Two and three live spot announcements will be used daily, five and
six times weekly. In addition a
live talent program will be used
on WLW and Yankee Network,
(WNAC, WTIC, WEAN, WTAG,
WICC, WCSH, WLBZ, WFEA,
WSAR, WNBH, WLLR, WLNH,
WRDO). Baggaley, Horton & Hoyt
Inc., Chicago, is agency.

The

W ar s

Flycasting Champ
FRANK STEEL, radio director of the McJunkin Advertising Co., Chicago, recently
won the Illinois flycasting
championship in Chicago, retaining his title which he has
held almost every year since
1928. Mr. Steel is also the
worlds record holder in the
national flycasting tournament, his record cast having
been made in 1932 and never
equalled. In addition to his
Illinois title, Mr. ofSteel also
holds the Wisconsin state fly:asting championship.

HOLLYWOOD

NEWS

HOLLYWOOD
KIDS!
GEORGE WOOD Jr., ^
14-year-old commentator, tells about
them
in **HOLLYWOOD
STARLETS.**
Five-minnte
show, twice weekly,
transcribed. He knows many child starB
personally, from broadcasts, stage
and picture interviews.
Available as exclusive feature in
your city.
Write

BLUE NBC

WCOL
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Craig & Hollingb.ry, Rep.
ni BROADCASTING

---wood--RADIO PRODUCTIONS
Hollywood, Calif.
220 Markham Bldg.
. . . wood words sell . . .
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WBIG
IN GREENSBORO, N. C.
EDNEY RIDGE, Director
CRAIG andNational
HOLLINGBERY',
Inc.
Reps.

on
. but—

WHY

FIGHT

When the price of peace is so small ....
To be exact
PER
YEAR
And your personal subscription to
BROADCASTING includes the
YEARBOOK
NUMBER

RED AND

THE HONORABLE WATT
KILOCYCLE
AT HOME — EVERY DAY
6:30 a. m. ^— 1 2 p m.
WBIG
CBS 1440 unltd.
(This distinguished gentleman has
discovered that PEOPLE — not geography, BUY merchandise
— that
PROGRAMS,
merchandise.
) not wattage, SELL
WBIG, in Greensboro, the most
popular
station
a most
prosperous region,
has ainloyal
audience
and
also a loyal advertising clientele.
Both of these blessings are due to
one cause — the high standards set
and jealously maintained by WBIG.
The popular preferences thus created have kept
station's
advertisers
on some
its airof the
continuously
for more than four years. Success
is a hard habit to break !

Send
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Arc

You

Nosey?
We

Know

Who

People

Are —

for they tell us they keep
tuned to WSPD for lastminute News Flashes of the
United Press.
You see, they're "nosey" —
and newsy — because they're
afraid they'll "miss something."
And You,
Mr. Advertiser

are missing something if
you don't buy yourself a
couple of United Press
News spots which are now
available over WSPD.

15 minutes Monday through
Friday at 9:45 A.M. and
1:30 P.M.

BE "Nosey"—
learn all the facts regarding
the best radio buy in the
Northwestern Ohio and
Southern Michigan markets.
A basic station of the NBC
Blue Network
5000 WATTS
1000 WATTS

DAY
NIGHT

WSPD
Toledo,

Ohio
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PROGRAM
fi^
Reviewing London Plays
Station Questions
A SERIES of reviews of the new
WSPD, Toledo, has inaugurated a
plays in London will be broadcast
new series The Letter Box, with
on the nights of their openings on Joe Rockhold as commentator. It
WMCA, New York. This novel ar- is intended to give the listeners an
rangement, made possible by the
five-hour difference in time on the opportunity to write to Mr. Rockhold, asking any questions that
two sides of the Atlantic, was made
concern the Toledo station and
by Donald Flamm, president of may
its staff. The radio audience is inWMCA, on his recent European
vited to write letters of criticism,
trip. J. M. Marriott, noted En- which will be read and answered
glish author and critic, will serve
as readily as those of comment, or
as the London reviewer, attending
the openings and cabling his re- simply questions regarding the staviews to New York, where they will
tion, its personalities or its programs. Letters will be read and
be broadcast by local reviewer on
answered
over the air providing
WMCA and the Inter-City Netthe sender signs his or her full
work. * * *
Mike Mistakes
name, although only the initials
will be used in the broadcast.
A VARIATION of the kangaroo
* * *
court for announcers who make
From
the Skyways
mistakes in diction is the weekly
Phhibb Clubb program on WMBD,
INTERVIEWS with passengers
Peoria. Listeners report the and members of the airport person"phlubbs" and recommend punishnel make up Your Skyways Rement, such as tongue twisting
porter, a new program on WAAT,
poems and tricky sentences. Brooks
broadcast from 6-6:15
City,
Jersey
Watson and Bill Vickland are in p.m. three evenings
weekly. Bob
charge of the court for WMBD and Becker handled the interviews from
report an unusual listener response
the American Airlines terminal at
to this amusing program.
the Newark Airport, covering the
departure of the sky-sleeper for
Swing It!
Los Angeles and the arrival of a
SWING music with a vengeance, is non-stop plane from Chicago.
* * *
the gyst of a late Saturday night
program on WBBM, Chicago, durPanning the Fans
ing which five bands are chosen
AN INNOVATION in baseball
from local night clubs to vie for radio
interviews. The Fan Speaks,
the honor of the hottest, swingiest was inaugurated
by Bill Williams,
band in town. Ken Ellington of
sports commentator, WBZ-WBZA,
WBBM introduces the band leaders
Boston-Springfield, July 22. It gives
and comments on the songs. Late baseball
enthusiasts an opportunity
turner-iners love it, according to
WBBM.
to tell their story, for mici'ophones
are placed
entrances
of National at
LeaguetheField
and Fenway
What Parents Should Know
Park each afternoon before the
A PROGRAM dedicated to par- game, and Bill Williams interviews
ents, telling them that they are patrons on their way into the
chiefly to blame for their children's
* * *
misbehaving, has been started on
WMCA, New York, as a twiceWar and Peace
weekly feature. Conducted by Dr. Apark.
of programs dedicated
Bernard V. Grossman, child psy- to SERIES
neutrality and broadcast under
chologist, the series is called the
of the National
Voice of Understanding, and en- the cilauspices
for the Prevention
of WarCounhas
deavors to create a better underbeen
launched
on
the
Inter-City
standing of children
by
parents.
Network under the title The Road
* * *
to Peace. Leaders in the peace
All About Babies
TO HELP mothers in the care and movement and in the plan to keep
America out of any future Eurotraining of infants, WOR, Newark,
pean wars will speak each Tuesday
has started a weekly series of evening
from Washington.
Wednesday afternoon broadcasts
* * *
with prominent pediatricians and
Women and Good-Will
other children experts as speakers.
WCKY, Cincinnati, is cooperating
The New Jersey state department
of health and the home economics
with 91 women's organizations in
coverage area to publicize the
extension service of Rutgers U are its
Third Biennial Greater Cincinnati
cooperating with WOR in presenting the programs.
Woman's Exposition to be held No* * *
vember 10-17. Mrs. Eugenia M.
Thorpe, executive secretary of the
Ask The Bargain Hunters
ANOTHER slant on interviews is exposition is interviewing the leadgiven during a series titled
ers of the women's organization in
Friendly Store on KFOX, Long a Wednesday morning series.
Slant: Good-will builder.
Beach, Cal., when Foster Rucker,
* ^ ^
KFOX production manager, quesYour
Health
and You
tions women shoppers in Walker's
Department Store, sponsor of the AN INFORMATIVE program called Your Good Health directed by
progi-am. Questions range from
current events to bargains at WalkCarl F. Meyer Jr., vice-president
er's and each woman interviewed
of Meyer Bros. Drug Co., is broadgets her choice of sample cosmetics.
cast in a Monday night series on
KWK,
St. Louis. Prominent physiMind Your Manners
cians and chemists discuss interTEACHING etiquette by radio is
esting developments in medical and
the purpose behind Mind Your
drug science. The programs are
Manners, new series on NBC condedicated to family physicians and
ducted by Allen Prescott, writer
are devoted to public information
and commentator.
on science and medicine.
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Time at Night
LATE EVENING variety program
series corresponding to the widely
used morning variety shows is
broadcast nightly on WCFL, Chicago, and consists of time signals,
weather reports, news and hot
music. Sponsored by the local
Levinson Radio Stores, the program idea resulted from a survey
made recently by Schwimmer &
Scott Inc., Chicago agency, which
indicated that thousands of persons
in the city were calling the telephone company between 10 p.m.
and midnight to ascertain the correct time. Ed Burke and Ed Chase,
WCFL announcers, are in charge of
the series and report that several
thousand letters have so far been
received thanking WCFL for the
service.
Public Square Items
KFAB, Omaha, has started Home
Town News every afternoon, mak10 minutes
of theandquarterhouring upnews
program,
gives
items gathered by its statewide
staff of correspondents. News from
farms and villages is featured and
while weekly newspapers are scooped, they have proved friendly to
the program and frequently run
stories mentioning that local news
has been featured on the program.

DRESSED UP— At special events,
announcers of KCKN, Kansas City,
wear uniform sports coats like this,
with three-inch gold-braid letters.
Left to right are Announcers Randall Jessee, Ralph Nelson, also director of special events, and Karl
* * *
[
Willis.
The Little Show
The musical variety revue. The
Little Show, which is broadcast
twice daily on WBZ-WBZA, Boston
and Springfield, as a participating
program,
has made
such that
a hit NBC
with •;
New England
listeners
is now broadcasting a special Saturday afternoon half-hour Little
Shoiv as a coast-to-coast sustaining
feature on the Blue network. No
commercials are accepted for this
weekly network broadcast.
Built to give local announcement
sponsors a musical background for
their announcements and to give
the audience good entertainment
during the participation neriods at
noon and in the early evening, the
Little Show has also been used as
a testing ground
*
*for *new talent.
Wilderness Drama
WORC, Worchester, Mass., recently
began a series of nine weekly 15minute broadcasts titled Adventures in Exploration, designed for
young listeners. The programs deal
with the romantic side of science
and explorations, with accepted
scientic or educational facts as the
base. The first The Dragon of Komodo, dealt with the big lizards of
the East Indies. The programs are
presented through interviews of
Dr. Edward M. Weyer, Sherman
Voorhees and Donald R. Barton, of
the Museum of Natural History. |
• Broadcast

Advertising

For Tourists Only
N FORMATION for tourists is the
crvice angle of Calling all Touron KVOO,
. 1 1 Cars, a daily feature
11 Tulsa, directed to vacationists and
'•avellers who are motoring to. M-d Tulsa. The commercial announcements concern local fimis
■,vho cater especially to tourists and
he program consists of music and
about points of historialformation
interest.
«
* *
Getting Tourists to Listen
Colo[ TWO programs on KVOR,at tourare aimed
Springs,
rado In
the first, Zelle Wade is
;I .i ists.
] heard thrice weekly describing entertainment places around Colorado
Springs. A program staged by the
Junior C. of C. with A. Frederic
, Handke as master of ceremonies
offers historical and other interesting data about picnic spots, mo, tor trips and *hikes.
♦ *
Chicks and Tourists
WFMD, Frederick, Md., carried
four daily half-hour broadcasts
from the International Baby Chick
Association Exposition in Baltimore 40 miles away. Prominent
speakers in the poultry industry
were presented during the broadcasts. WFMD has also inaugurated
a program for motorists planning
summer vacations. It is captioned
See America Fii^t.
* * «
I
Another Tourist Idea
' ALSO for the tourist is Our MinI nesota, broadcast by KSTP, St.
t Paul. The program points out unt usual facts about the state and
goes deep into history and folk
lore.
* « *
Are You Listening?
TO ATTRACT
listeners, KFRO,
Longview, Texas, is broadcasting
? ' a short contest three times daily
which consists of naming some res'! ' ident of the area and the award
' of a theatre ticket to that listener
" if he calls the studio within five
J II' announced.
minutes after
his Are
nameYouhasListenbeen
Titled
ii ing? the series is creating a lot of
I comment, says
* KFRO.
* *
Housing Hows and Whys
TO HELP the homeowner with
- house, lawn and garden problems,
5 ' KFRU, Columbia, Mo., has started
^ j Y(yur Home and Mine, a twiceweekly evening
* quarter-hour.
* *
Fine for Fur Shows
' THE air-conditioned studios of
WKY, Oklahoma City, permitted
^ I the station to stage a fur style
I show a few days ago for Kerr Dry^ goods Co. The store reported a tre' mendous response to the program,
I with the largest crowds in its his■j tory appearing next day to inau' gurate the annual
fur sale.
^
^summer
*
For Rising Stars
PROMISING, but little known
movie actors participate in Hollytcood Shou'case, a weekly half hour
program on CBS. Charles Vanda,
CBS Pacific Coast production man► ager, supervises the series and Don
t'' Bernard
producesas the
show with
Arthur Gilmore
announcer.

BUMPER — Harvesting the largest
wheat crop in seven years, KMBC,
Kansas City, decided the Southwest's bonanza was nationwide
news and broadcast a half-hour
program over CBS. Here is Caroline Ellis interviewing J. W. England, farmer, and L. B. Hardin
(right) Johnson County (Kan.)
Agent at one *of *
the pickup
points.
*
Double Pay Ofif
LISTENERS and announcers are
competing in a contest series on
WCPO, Cincinnati, called Choose
Your Annoimcer, during which the
listeners write letters selecting
their favorite WCPO announcer
and the announcers try their best
to be chosen on merit. Prizes are
$25 for the best letter and $25
for the announcer chosen, with second and third prizes of $15 and
$10 for listeners and announcers
who place.
* » *
Money for Answers
FIVE silver dollars are given to
persons who answer the questions
asked on the Vox Pop program of
KTRH, Houston, conducted in a
local theatre by Ted Nabors, Tom
Jacobs, Harry Grier and Harfield
Weedin. The last question pays
$25 for a correct answer and is intentionally made difficult. Metzgar
Dairies, a local milk concei-n, sponsors the program which is becoming more and more popular, says
KTRH.
* * *
Announcers All
ANYONE may make an announcement during The Public Annozinces,
a new late evening series on WCPO,
Cincinnati. Stewart Finley, master
of ceremonies, introduces members
of the studio audience to the listeners and lets them announce one or
two musical numbers. Slant: Leads
to a lot of fun and makes the audience feel like they have a part in
things.
^
* ^
For the Shutins
A SUNDAY morning program
dedicated to hospital patients and
other shutins
is Lewis from
Charles'
Sunrise
Hour, broadcast
8 to
9 a. m. on WOV, New York.
IN
Atlanta

BROADCASTING

Dissecting Humor
A SERIES of seven lectures on
Humor in the Arts is being broadcast by David Canfield on WQXR,
New York, each Wednesday evenSeries, aof production
the radioing.division
the Federalof Theatre
Project is called "the first effort at
a sociological
study cultures
of humorandin life
relation to changing
^ ^ ^
College
THIRD annualSponsor
summerSeries
series of
commercial
broadcasts
sponsored by
patterns."
10 Iowa colleges is being broadcast
on the Iowa network, half-hour,
Sunday afternoon. Titled M%isical
Pastels, the series is under the supervision of Edwin G. Barrett, head
of the radio department of Drake
U, and includes talks by college
executives as well as string ensembles and soloists.

The Judge Tells
SAFETY is the theme of The
Judge Tells His Story, dramatized
version of actual manslaughter
trials broadcast by KVOD, Denver.
Leading roles are carried by a
municipal judge and assistant city
attorney. Scene opens in the home
of the judge, supposedly entertaining the attorney, then shifts to the
court room for the reenactment,
and finally retuns to the home
where it is explained how the accident could have been avoided.
*
* *
Sun Spots and Stars
HAYDEN PLANETARIUM, New
York, is doing its bit to educate the
radio audience astronomically. Miss
Dorothy Bennett, assistant curator
at the planetarium, is conducting
a Tuesday afternoon series, Drama
of the Skies, on a CBS network,
and various staff members are
heard in a Thursday evening series, Romance of the Stars, on
WINS, New York.

FAN''

FOR

SALE

STATION
Western

location, 500

Watts, Unlimited time —
Moneymaker with future.
Box

730
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Gauged by This Mail response, WHAS has a tremendous
early morning listening audience far beyond its proven
primary listening area . . .
OFFER— a fan
PROGRAM— The Morning Jamboree
TIME— 7 to 8 A.M.
DURATION OF 0FFER^3 weeks
RESULTS—
State
KENTUCKY
INDIANA
OHIO
ILLINOIS
TENNESSEE
TOTAL

Number
of letters
received

No. of
Counties
heard 90from
120
90
75
65

8,261
4,175
491
1,511
1,336
15,774

440

Total
Counties
in State
120
92
88
102
95
497

USE

WGST
WTCN
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
National Representatives

Sound From Sightless
A GROUP of blind actors and actresses presented a radio drama
on WLS, Chicago, July 19. Known
as the Braille Theatre Guild of Chicago, the group gave an original
play wi'itten by Bill Meredith of
the WLS continuity department.
Scripts were transcribed into
braille. Dorothy Proesch, director of the Guild, found that rehearsing the group of eight sightless actors for the microphone was
considerably easier than preparing
them for their yearly stage productions. Three microphones were used
which made it unnecessary for any
of the players to move nearer to or
away from the microphones.

CBS

5000

Represented Nationally by

watts day

1000 watts nite
Repls:
890 kc.
E, KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY
• Broadcast

Your message, broadcast over WHAS, will go into millions
of homes in the richest part of the middle west, morning,
noon and night.
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STUDIO

THE ANNUAL "On to Alaska with
Buchanan"
group40,ofleft
boysDetroit
and girls,
numbering over
.July
18 for a personally conducted tour
of the Northland by George E. Buchanan, Detroit philanthropist, who assists the boys and girls in financing
the journey. Accompanying the party
this year was Miss Betty Roberts, in
charge
women's
WJBK, of
Detroit.
She activities
will conductat
broadcasts by members of the group
in many of the cities which the party
visits, including St. Paul, Winnipeg,
Vancouver, Seattle and Portland.
WFMD, Frederick, Md., has started
construction of new studios and offices
to occupy the third floor of the Seminary Bldg. A large theatre studio,
two medium
speaker's
studio,
audition
room,studios,
reception
room, including new speech input equipment.
BOTH Mutual and NBC will broadcast the College All Star-Green Bay
game
on not
Sept.be 1permitin it's
entiretycoast-to-coast
but NBC will
ted to have an outlet within 150 miles
of Chicago, WGN being the only Chicago station broadcasting the game.
The game is being promoted for the
fourth successive year by the Chicago
Tribune in cooperation with other
newspapers all over the country. Mutual will hiive Bob Elson. WUN
sports announcer at the microphone
in addition to Coaches Elmer Layden
and Lynn Waldorf of Notre Dame
and Northwestern. Hal Totten and
Bill Stern will man the NBC mikes.
PAUL KENNEDY, radio editor of
the Cincinnati Post, has started a
twice-weekly commentary on WCKY,
Cincinnati, at the invitation of L. B.
Wilson, WCKY president.
WORC, its
Worcester,
Mass.,
w-asElmto
dedicate
new studios
at 65
St., Aug. 1.

RESULTS

TWO

NEW Sunday evening programs, one starring Sylvia Froos,
popular songstress, and the other fea- i
turing Benny Davis, song writer and
vaudeville trouper, are the latest additions to WOB's summer schedule of
light, fast moving musical programs.
Both programs start Aug. 1.
GUEST artists will appear in the
daily broadcasts of Sachs Quality i
Furniture Inc., New York, on WMCA
for six weeks while the regular talent
on thecentprograms.
Howard and Bill
.Tim Hanson,
Brennan.Vindo
some picture work in Hollywood. The
Three Little Funsters left New York
on July 25, following their 5,1.56th
broadcast for this sponsor.
KSFO, San Francisco, is building a
pier for pleasure craft for the use of
members of its engineering crew at
the new transmitter plant located but
25 feettion from
level. isConstrucwork onhightide
the plant
nearing
completion and erection of the 400foot tower will begin soon. The buildumn. ing will act as foundation for the col-

NOTES

.... that's what counts

The excellence of the job being done
for advertisers by WDBJ in the rich
Roanoke and Southwest Virginia markets ... is shown by the fact that 80%
of WDBJ's contracts are renewal contracts. To cover this prosperous area
consistently and satisfactorily at all
times you must use WDBJ.
Representatives
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
Sears & Ayer
Craig & Hollingbery

THE RAPID growth of the candid
camera hobby has prompted KSFO.
JOPLIN BALLOT— WMBH, Jop- San Francisco, to stage a weekly program dedicated to these enthusiasts.
lin, Mo., broadcast a burlesque on
the recall election campaign against
Every sentsThursday
the Camera night
Club theof station
the Air.pre-It
the mayor of the city. Bruce Quis- incorporates the latest news about
enberry, man-in-street conductor
cameras and photography and music
(left) interviews Madam Pandora
produced
the Dante
Barsi andSwingPinfeather and her campaign mantette. The by
program
is written
proley.
duced by J. C. Morgan and announced
ager, Honest John Hamilton Farby Joe
Walters. byTheJack
voiceMoyles.
of the camera is created
Department of the
TWELVE outlets on the grounds of MARYLAND
American Legion has presented the
the Centennial Exposition and Lum- personnel of W.JE.J. Hagerstown, Md.,
berjack Festival, July 17-31, were
a plaque for service rendered the
handled by WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich., with
Hagerstown post.
featuring notables from all over the
WCCO, Minneapolis, and KROC,
world. WWJ, Detroit, sent Program
Director Wynn Wright, Chief Engi- Rochester,cension joined
in presenting
asof Dr. Jean
Piccard the
in his
neer Eberle and Engineers Bill Allen
and Bill Dean to Muskegon July 17 stratosphere apparatus from Rochester, July 24. Going on the air from
to handle
an hour's
30 minSoldiers Field, Rochester, at 11 :10 p.
utes of which
were program.
fed to NBC-Red
via the WKBZ lines. WKBZ also m., the stations offered listeners a concarried a Street Broadcast from the
tinuous proceedings
eye witness until
picture12 :45
of thep. unusual
m.
grounds daily.
During
the
last
half-hour,
a
two-way
THE 240-mile Port Huron-to-Mackiconversation
with
Dr.
Piccard,
then
nac Island sailboat race, big event of
nearly a half mile in the air, was rethe Great Lakes summer sports pro- broadcast.
The famous stratosphere
gram,
was
broadcast
via
remote
control stations through WWJ, Detroit, balloonist carried transmitting and receiving
in the gondola of
the weekend of July 17-19. Harry his Pleiades. equipment
Tuned to his broadcastLeDuc,troityachting
expert
of
the
Deing equipment was another shortwave
Neios, was at the microphone
when the boats started. He and Mel setup on the field.
Wissman described the scene from a WLS, Chicago, is organizing ,a new
shore microphone, while Announcer
and advertising department
Bob Stanton hovered overhead in a promotion
with Robert L. Kaufman, formerly
plane and presented a word picture commercial manager of KMA, Shenof the jockeying for position. Nest
andoah, and program director of
day Stanton and Engineer Carl WesChicago, in charge. Working
ser handled a broadcast from a mo- WBBM,
with
Mr.
Kaufman are David Wilbile unit at Alpena. A short spot was
Bob commercial
Mcllwaine department,
and Or^n and
Alcut into the station schedules shortly burn,len of the
after the play-by-play of the Detroit- Virginia Seeds of the publicity departWashington baseball game. The finish, ment.
late in the afternoon of July 19, was
broadcast
Durham (N. C.) Sun. which
Mackinac. through this same unit at THE
with the Durham Morning Herald
forms the parent organization of
WDNC, has started a series of articles
on WDNC personnel, one staff member
being covered at a time. The series
»Ksui;rsi
to date has included Manager Frank
Jarman; Alice Waters, secretary;
Kay Lee, continuity writer ; Woody
The international scope
Woodhouse, sports announcer ; Lewis
Brown, salesman ; Bob Stratton. enand sound growth of this
gineer ;Al Harding, announcer.
organization
are the and
reCHARLES LAP WORTH, formerly
wards of experience
managing editor of publications of the
service applied to station
British Broadcasting Corp., has two
representation.
weekly quarter-hour commentary proSay. grams on KFI, Los Angeles, What
the Papers Say and What the Critics

WFIL
560 Kc.

mm
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PHILADELPHIA'S MOST
POPULAR STATION
NBC BLUE
- MUTUAL
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»lovie Tacticji Adopted
3v Atla-i Radio Corp. to
'romote
Disc Serials;
|l. plan to apply
V the transcrip:. industi-y the
:hods of distriion and exploi.on employed
;. motion picture
mpanies has
n announced
Herbert R.
-nstein, presi: of Atlas Ra-^^r- Ebenstein
Corp., new entrant into the
:-.scription producing field which
- opened offices at 1540 Broad,, New York. Mr. Ebenstein,
inerly a producer and distrib: r of motion pictures, stated that
;- company has 28 radio serials
eady for distribution, consisting
I 890 quarter and half-hour epiIdes and representing an invest•ent of $400,000.
He said that Atlas is entering
^ franchising agreements with
X distributing organiza.nns throughout the country, and
iat by Sept. 1 offices in 24 cities
^:11 be exclusively engaged in the
istribution and servicing of Atlas
toductions. Under the terms of
ae Atlas franchising contract,
kch distributor must maintain offces in specified cities. Criterion
tdio Productions Inc., 1540
h-oadway, has been appointed disributor in the eastern states with
Bices in New York, Boston, Philrielphia and Pittsburgh. Mr. Eben■ :ein has left New York to comllete franchising negotiations in
|:her areas. Most of the distribuors, he said, will be graduates
rom motion picture ranks.
As in the film industry, Atlas
I reductions will be leased to staI'ons for one playing only and will
i Dt be sold. Two separate sales
I rganizations will be maintained:
ne to lease programs to stations,
06 other to contact advertisers
tod advertising agencies as a servle to radio stations in securing
Donsorshii) of Atlas features.
In addition to Mr. Ebenstein, offers of the new company are Lou
. Winston, vice-p resident in
aarge of production, and Harold
. Hopper, treasurer in charge of
udio operations. Both Mr. Win•on, former president of Radio
.reducers of Hollj-wood Inc.. and
|,r. Hopper, currently president of
:'»e Cinema Mercantile Corp., Holl^ood, headquarter at 930 North
I'estern Ave., HoU.vwood, where
tl Atlas productions are made. •

•pLUM
BIACBS,ARTISTS Inc.. subHiary of
has moved its West
3ast headquarters from KXX, HoUyood. to the Equitable Bldg.. that
ty. Larry White continues as head,
irh
Arthur Rush handling the conrt clients.
iLADTS MILLER, responsible for
e Bigelow-Sanford Co. HoUyicood
oom Recipes series last fall, and in
finscription this spring, and now
•esident of Service Programs Inc..
uS been appointed to the facultv of
le
School of Retailing of New York
niversitv.
rHE SOBY YARDSTICK
DF AUDIENCE VALUE
I rapartial and comparable data about
(he size and location of the audience
^ radio programs and stations.
I Write for information and prices.
BENJAMI> SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
023 WaHace Ave.
Wilkixisbnrg, Pa.
ROADCASTIIVG

The

Other

Fellow's

Scouts Pleased
EDITOR. Broadcasting:
May we through you and j'our
excellent publication thank the
radio networks and the stations of
America for the splendid cooperation they gave the Boy Scouts of
America prior to and during the
first National Jamboree, which took
place in Washington, D. C, June
30 to July 9.
It was a great source of satisfaction to Walter W. Head. President
of the National Council, Dr. James
E. West, Chief Scout Executive,
and the writer, to learn that both
the networks and the stations were
definitely interested from the very
beginning in our planned Jamboree
Public Relations program on the
basis of ser\ice to their audiences.
I have proof in my office substantiating everj.'thing I say.
For six months prior to the
Jamboree we were in close contact
with the radio stations serving the
American people, and I have written evidence of the cooperation
they gave us during that period.
This cooperation was, undoubtedly,
a direct result of an understanding
and sympathetic attitude on the
part of the program managers of
the values that accrue to the nation
from an institution such as the Boy
Scouts of America.
All of us in Scouting are conscious of the rich contribution the
networks, stations, executives,
artists, and a selected list of commercial sponsors, made in behalf of
the greatest gathering of boys ever
held in the Western Hemisphere.
While Dr. West has thanked all
who have cooperated with us, I feel
that your publication, which so
definitely represents the industry,
should carry this letter as a furtude. ther acknowledgment of our gratiLeslie C. Strattox,
Director of Public Relations
Boy Scouts of America
New York City
July 23, 1937.

Viewpoint

.

Program Cooperation
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
I have been away and this is my
first opportunity to answer your
letter of July 1 %\ith regard to
Mr. Scripp's article in your July 1
issue.
There is certainly a lot of food
for
Mr. Scripp's
and thought
I believeinmost
of us feelarticle
that
a large number of stations have
not paid sufficient attention to programming and have permitted too
many similar shows to be broadcast in a period of time. I believe
that the advertiser using transcriptions can work with the station
managers and help the stations
have a more balanced daily proDuring the past two years we
gram. watched this point quite carehave
fully in spotting The Moyiticello
Party Line. I am convinced that
listeners are becoming worn out
with flocks of script shows, then a
bunch of musical shows, and another flock of variety shows when
cooperation between the advertiser
and the station manager could improve the picture.
Max\vell R. Hott,
Vice-President,
Dr. W. B. Caldwell, Inc.
Monticello, 111.
July 13, 1937
STANDARD OIL Co. of California
has signed Alfred Hertz, symphony
conductor, to direct the remaining
c-oncerts of the Standard Symphony
Hour summer series on NBC-Red. The
present series will continue through
September.

FTC Stipulations
THE Federal Trade Commission
announces action in the followingcases: Stipulations — R. L. Watkins
Co., New York, to revise claims
for Mulsified Cocoanut Oil Shampoo; Affiliated Products Inc., Chicago, to revise claims for Outdoor
Girl cosmetics; Oneida Ltd., Oneida, N. Y., to cease certain claims
for William A. Rogers Ltd. and
Simeon L. & George H. Rogers Co.
silverware in which half-price sales
are advertised. Complaints have
been issued oratories,
against
Cal-A-Mo
LabLos Angeles;
Lavoptik
Co., St. Paul, and General Motors
Corp. and Ford Motor Co. (allegedly false claims for auto prices).
Coolerator Co., Duluth, has been
ordered to cease allegedly disparaging
mechanical orstatements
electricalregarding
refrigerators.
By The Way!By
Savannah wholesale grocers are
reporting
lOO'^c increase
in
the sale75 ofto Wheaties.
The
reason? The Wheaties baseball
broadcasts over WTOC.
Investigate the rich Coastal
Georgia market when making
up your fall advertising campaign. WTOC
1260 Kc.
CBS NETWORK
Represented Nationally
Paul H. Raymer Company

Pear List Made Up
CALIFORNIA Fresh Bartlett Pear
Advisory Board, Sacramento,
(pears), on July 26 started for
three months, a fall campaign using daytime spot announcements
on 28 stations nationally. One and
two live spot announcements are
being used daily, five and six times
weekly on the following stations:
WOR. WHN, WMCA, WLS, WCAU,
KYW, WBZ, WBZA.WEEI.WNAC,
KDKA, WCAE, WJR, WW J, W JAY,
WTNJ, WFBR, KMOX, KSD.
KSTP, WSAI, WCKY, WDAF,
KMBC, KSFO. KFRC, KFI, KNX.
Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
San Francisco.

WFffR
NflTIONflL REPRESENTRTIVES
EDWARD RETRY & CO.
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MILLIONS
OF SUBWAY
RIDERS DO!
You may not find a WBNX listener in a luxurious, private
railroad car. But you'll be sure to find him and some 4,000,000
like him, on the subway. He's the man who works for a living
and spends a liberal portion of
his income on standard adverIQOO
IIMJU WATTS
nAIIS DAY
UHT AND
Anu NIGHT
tised chasing
goods.typeHe's
the
mass
purNEW
. . . the kind your
WBNX
product is designed to reach 1
YORK
"V. 's the Four Million u ho Usten to WBNX"

August
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CBS Training Course
TO PROMOTE better organization
and a fuller understanding of its
various departments, CBS is scheduling a series of ten 90-minute
meetings to start this month at its
Hollywood headquarters. Meetings
are directed to the younger men of
the network and will consist of presentation and discussion of every
phase of CBS activity, according
to Donald W. Thornburgh, Pacific
Coast vice-president. Discussions
wiW be basis of a training course
for the future. Subjects to be discussed at the ten meetings include:
CBS and the Radio Industry; How
CBS Sells Radio; Programs; Radio
Production; Music; Engineering;
The CBS Network Sales Promotion; Public Relations and Publicity; Office Procedure.

DON'T
THIS SUMMER WTAQ LISTENING AUDIENCE WILL
INCLUDE PEOPLE FROM
ALL OVER THE U. S.
In addition to over
half
in oura million
primary people
area,
thousands come here
to
spend
their
vacations on our lakes
FULLTIME
and at our resorts.
Write or wire for details. A. WAGNER
JAMES
CBS
Manager- Director
STATION
w
A
a
V GREEN T
BAY - WISCONSIN

\

TIMELY

Federal

PROMOTION

KXyZ, Houston, Has Ticin
With Phone Service
A BELIEVER in advertising of all
kinds, KXYZ, Houston, was quick
to recognize the advertising value
of the Houston Telephone Time
Service and has placed a contract
with this bureau for advertising by
telephone. Three thousand calls an
hour clear through Houston Telephone Time Service, and one announcement out of every five carries a message of some KXYZ service to the thousands who call this
bureau for the correct time.
"Fine entertainment, KXYZ,
NBC-Blue Outlet, 1440 on your
dial" is a typical announcement
delivered by the announcers over
the telephone. So popular has this
service become that the telephone
announcers are receiving fan mail
and much local interest has been
created with this useful sei-vice.
Van-Tage Testing
VAN-TAGE MEDICINE Co., Los
Angeles, which has devoted its entire advertising appropriation to
newspapers in the past, spending
$40,000 monthly to attract consumer interests, for the first time is
using radio, having started July
19 for 13 weeks, a test campaign
on KRKD, that city. Thrice weekly quarter-hour live talent program titled Dr. Nature with
Churchill Murray, as commentator,
is educational in nature. If test is
successful, sponsor will extend campaign to include other West Coast
stations. General Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles, has account.

Held

WOR

ON CRUISE— When a hundred or so members of the Madison
Squarefirst
Boys'
Club were
taken on
their
sea fishing
expedition
in
July aboard the yacht Sylph, Bob
Edge, hunting and fishing commentator of WOR-MBS, went along
as advisor and judge in the contest
for the biggest fish, and with Bob
went the men and equipment necessary to broadcast two programs
from the yacht. Pictured (left to
right) are Charles Singer, engineer
in charge of the broadcast; one of
the boys; Dr. Herman Berens; Bob
Edge, with the winning catch; and
Dave
nouncer.Driscoll, special features anCemetery Lots
"CAN RADIO sell cemetery
lots?" This is the question
put to WOWO, Fort Wayne,
some 10 weeks ago. Assured
that it could, the Greenlawn
Memorial Association went on
WGL, Fortstation,
Wayne,onWOWO's
associate
Sunday
afternoon at 1:30 p.m.
(CD ST), with recordings of
Homer Rodeheaver, evangelist, and his sister Ruth Rodeheaver Thomas. The account
reports present sales increasing at rate of lO^o to 30%
each week.

DOLLARS
AND
SENSE!

POWER
WOKO,

basic Columbia Network outlet, is

the buyers' guide in The Capital District,
a rich zone of highly diversified industry;
peak, stabilized purchasing power; widely
representative of every trade market.
In the heart of "The State that Has Everything" . . .
HAROLD E. SMITH, General Manager

STATION

WOKO
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Bill

in Commitee

House Group Delays Plan tc.

JOE E. BROWX, movie and radio
comedian, arrived in Chicago from
Hollywood July 23 to take over a
three-week job as announcer on the
WJJD ball games which are sponsored by the Kellogg Co. The comedian will work with John Harrington,
regular announcer on the games.
While in Chicago. Mr. Brown will
make two weekly appearances at various Chicago playgrounds giving instructions to youngsters
in the Kellogg Baseball
School.

ALBANY/N.Y

Trade

A common-sense program policy
has brought to WSOC thousands
of common-sense listeners. A
healthy percentage of each dollar they earn (and they earn
many) is spent for products
advertised over "The Friendly
Station." Join us and anprofit.
Charlotte, N.C.
WSOC NBC AfFiliate

BROADCASTING

Consider Related Measure '
House Interstate & Foreign Com
th<'
GH approved
ALTHOU
merce
Committee
more thanbya fort
t
night
the Act,
amendmen
thi
Federalago,
Trade
giving thetoFTC
advertising jurisdiction over foods
drugs and cosmetics, has been withj
held from the House calendar.
Inquiries at the Committee brind
the answer that the report on thI
amendment has been delayed pend
ing consideration of the Copelano
and Chapman food and drug bill^
Members propose to hold up th|
Federal Trade Amendment untJ
the food and drug bill is near com
pletion to make certain that advenj
tising
features
the formerbymeasj
ure will
not beinhampered
prd
visions of the latter bill, it wal
said.
J
Both bills, it wa s indicated
might be brought to the floor siirJ
ultaneously. In that way, somj
members of the Committee believt
a more favorable consideration o
the whole plan involved in bot,
bills will be obtained.
Minority Report Likely '
It was learned, however, that ^
minority of the Committee is prt
paring a report on the advertisin
features of the FTC amendmen.
and causing some delay. This m:^
nority report presaged a fight o_
the floorprovisions.
to put teeth in the advex"
tising
The minority probably will d(
mand that civil and criminal pre
secution by the attorney generi
be provided. The bill as approve,
by the Committee would give th
FTC powers to issue cease and d<
sist orders against fraudulent ac
vertising, and grant injuncti\
powers
to the
Department
Ju;'
tice upon
complaint
of theof FT(
With a drive being made for a<
journment by Aug. 14, food ar
drug legislation may again be loi_
in the legislative shuffle. For lev*
years eff'orts
have been
write
the existing
foodmade
and todruT'
laws, in force since 1909, but the)
have always developed circurf
stances which blocked enactmen
largely on the question of wheth
the Department of Agriculture
the Ti-ade Commission should ha'^
jurisdiction.
A split on the current measu
appears certain again betwee
House and Senate conferrees on tF
judisdictional question, assumii>
that the House approves its revis/
measure within the next week
10 days. The Senate passed tl
Copeland Bill (S-5) early in tl
session, giving jurisdiction to ti
Department's Food & Drug Admi
istration, but the House committ
scrapped the bill and placed the a
vertising in the Federal Trade A
amendment. The revised bill, ho
House. is still numbered S-5 in t'j;
ever,
The House Committee report
shortly.
the revised measure is expectr

KFPY— Spokane
KGIR — Butte
KXL— Portland
Serving 80% of the people of
the Pacific Northwest
• Broadcast

Advertisir

Bullock's
Boosts
Radio As Medium

Retail Stores
Oepartment Store Programs
'As Seen by Agency Expert
By 6. V. JOHNSON
Co., Los Angeles
PERHAPS it is a
b i t premature.
And perhaps
there's nothing to
our own private
surmise. But if
you were in our
place you would
at least be inclined to agree
that department
^lT. jotinson
stores are startmg: to regard radio advertising
rith renewed interest. We can't
yet call it a trend. The development is still too recent for that.
N'evertheless, we see this fact in
iharp focus — the attitude of the
iverage department store toward
•adio advertising has changed from
^ipathy to keen awareness.
, True, our opinion is based on
■^lealing with one client — Bullock's,
_os Angeles. With all modesty, we
fan point out that many a trend in
lepartment store merchandising
ind advertising can be traced back
■ tVTio
to an knows
origination
point this
at Bullock's.
but what
same inrtitution's pioneer endeavor in the
ield of institutional advertising via
; *adio will be the forerunner of the
ong sought acceptance of radio
idvertising
chant princes.by the nation's merThe title of the half-hour prorram presented every Friday evejiing
on KNX, The
Los proAn[ireles,byisBullock's
New Horizons.
rram's theme is "to provide inspi'-ation for embryo artists seeking
'lew horizons. Perhaps that sounds
•is if it might be another amateur
^lour. Actually, however it is very
-liflferent. In the first place the en^ ire program is geared to a pro.luction quality in keeping with the
J,
tore's unusually
standing.is
iKlusically,
too, the high
presentation
. ar above the average run of lo^ a 1 productions. Entertainment
f, anges from the swingiest of swing
j.o classics interpreted by talented
, .rtists of the concert stage. A rej.-ent broadcast, for example, prej ented Nino Albanase, concert pij .nist, who followed a series of Eu*. opean and American concert tours
ijvith this radio debut. His offerings
■i,ncluded "Tocatta" by Marticci and
t; .Hi.
Dance
Olaf " entertainment
by Pick MongigThe oflighter
on
^he same broadcast was furnished
:;iy Walter Schuman's "Swingl-ters," a unique vocal ensemble, and
t'y the orchestra of Felix Mills.
serve to
iBrief dramatizations
•rovide interesting variety. On one
•roadcast, for example, inspiration
Jras provided through dramatized
t lighlights from the life of Willard
^untington Wright, betterr known
S. S. Van Dine, autho of the
.illing Philo Vance detective ficThe program itself did not
For

KIDO's Kitty
A FOUNDLING kitten crept
into the studios of KIDO,
Boise, Id., the other morning
during a variety program,
fell on the piano keys while
chasing a fly, and became a
radio star five minutes later.
The announcer told about the
kitten and asked for a name.
More than 200 listeners have
sent in names which range
all the way from Wimpy and
Rasputin to Static and Roosevelt. The KIDO Kitty is a
regular feature of the early
morning program now, purring and meowing all over
the Northwest.
just happen. They never do. The
Xeiv Horizons actually was the culmination of months of planning
by executives of the store, KNX
officials, and the staff of this agency. Once the right talent had been
selected, we were able to release a
widespread publicity campaign assuring this broadcast a record first
night audience. Special stories and
letters were sent to every southern
California newspaper carrying a
radio column. This was coupled
with theradio
placement
by Bullock's of
special
page advertisements.
The sole purpose of the program
is to sell the institution rather
than the product — the store rather
than the price tag. For an institutional type of program, presented
by a store of exclusive individuality, it is thought by Bullock directors that both the choice of program and outlet have been ideal.
An opportunity to bring the first
flush of fame to embryonic stars
of the airways is surely a laudable
vehicle for carrying an institutional message. By the same token,
then, the choice of releasing station must logically be, by all standards, aleader in its territory.
That Bullock's has chosen wisely, both as to program and station,
is indicated by the widespread interest which has been aroused. Not
only has the listening audience
given the program an enthusiastic
reception, but artists from all parts
of the country have wanted to appear as guest stars. One in fact, a
Metropolitan Opera singer, made
the trip to KNX studios in Hollywood with an appearance on New
Horizons as one of her prime goals.
It's pleasant to record here that
this artist's successful audition and
subsequent radio appearance resulted in a motion picture contract
with one of the major Hollywood
studios. Bullock's and stores of
comparable quality throughout the
country have long enjoyed the patronage and confidence of newsNow Bullock's
points
the waypapertoreaders.
a similar
enjoyment
of
increased interest from radio listeners everywhere.
Blind Spot" for All
Outside Stations —

You MUST
TRAI^SRADIO

.3ROADCASTING

Use

WFBC
Altoona
• Pa.
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That*s our record for the first six months

of 1937 as

compared with
-- and even in *36 we were
standing **mail** station.

an out'

What*s the secret? Well, first, we*ve built local shows
which our listeners w<m*t miss [for the same reason
that you didn^t miss seeing your wife in that last
Little Theatre play] .... Second, we carry the best
of N. B. C
Third, we sell our entertainment.
Which,

in turn, sells your products-

WDAY.INC

T¥7you want to
A-l- Cover Rich
Central Pennsylvania

is your best bet

THUG SHOOTER— J. E. Denton,
who was kidnaped by the notorious
Traxler duo, tells how he shot the
two kidnapers. WKY, Oklahoma
City, broadcast the account from
Kingston, 120 miles away, with
Allan Clark interviewing the hero.
Earl Hull, chief engineer, is at the
controls.

Z

N. B. C.
Attiliated
FREE and
PETERS, INC.
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES

with

the

Fargo

FARGO
N. D.

August

Fornm

940 KILOCYCLES
5000 WATTS DAY
1000 WATTS NIGHT
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NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
(All times EDST unless otherwise specified)
New Business
W. A. SHEAFFER PEN Co., Fort
Madison, la. (fountain pens), on
Aug. 27 starts Harold Stokes and
his orchestra on 3 MBS stations
(WOR, WGN, CKLW), Fri., 8:158 :30 p. m. Agency : Baggaley, Horton
& Hoyt Inc., Chicago.
PONTIAC MOTOR Co., Pontiac,
Mich, (autos), on Oct. 1 resumes
Varsity Show on 77 NBC-Blue stations, Fri., 8-8 :30 p. m., rebroadcast
10 :30-ll. Agency ; MacManus, John
& Adams Inc., Detroit.
DELAWARE. LACKAWANNA &
WESTERN Co., New York (Blue
coal), onon Sept.
26 Yankee
will scart
'I'he
Shadow
10 MBSstations,
Sun., 4:30-5 p. m. (rebroadcast 5:306 p. m.). Agency: Ruthrauif & Ryan
Inc., N. T.
HECKER PRODUCTS Corp., New
York (Hecker H-0), on Sept. 7 wiU
start Jean
Hecker'
s Information
Bureau
with
King
and Myra Kingsley
on 25 MBS stations, Mon. thru Fri.,
11:45 a. m.-noon (rebroadcast 1:301:45 p. m.). Agency: Erwin, Wasey
& Co. Inc., N. Y.
JOURNAL OF LIVING PUBLICATIONS Corp., New York (Journal of
Living), on Sept. 13 resumes a series
of talks by Dr. Victor Lindlahr on 7
MBS stations: on WOR, WAAB,
WEAN, Mon., Wed., Fri., noon-12 :30
p. m. ; on WGN, CKLW, WCAE,
WHK, Tues., Thurs., Sat., 9:30-10
a. m. Agency : Franklin Bruck Adv.
Corp., N. Y.
VARADY OF VIENNA Inc., Chicago (cosmetics), on Sept. 26 resumes
Ted Weems on 11 MBS stations,
Sun., 1 :30-2 p. m. Agency : Baggaley,
Horton & Hoyt Inc., Chicago.
LUTHERAN
LEAGUE.
St. Louis, on LAYMEN'S
Oct. 24 will
resume
Lutheran Hour on 29 MBS stations.
Sun., 1-1 :30 p. m. until Dec. 5 and
after that 4-4 :30 p. m. Agency : Kelly, Stuhlman & Zahrndt Inc., St.
Louis.
PEPPERELL MFG. Co., Boston
(sheets), on Nov. 5 will start Dr.
Karl Reiland on 38 NBC-Blue stations. Fri.. 7 :15-7 :30 p. m. Agencv :
BBDO, N. Y.
VICK CHEMICAL Co., Greensboro,
N. C. (Vaporub, Voratone), on Oct.
4 will start Tony Wons on some 40
CBS stations, Mon., Wed., Fri.. 10:3010 :45 a.m. Agency : Morse International Inc., N. Y.
GROVE LABORATORIES Inc., St.
Louis (Bromo Quinine), on Aug. 27
starts Gabriel Heatter on 25 NBCBlue stations, Mon., Thurs., 8-8 :15
p.m. and Tues., Wed., 10-10 :15 p.m.
for 26 weeks. Agency : Stack-Goble
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
VICK CHEMICAL Co., Greensboro,
N. C. (Vaporub, Voratone), on Oct. 3
starts
Vick's Openon House
with .leanette MacDonald
approximately
80
CBS stations, Sun., 7-7 :30 p.m. Agency : Morse International Inc., N. Y.
COCA COLA Co., Atlanta, early in
September starts unnamed musical
variety show on approximately 80
CBS stations, Fri., 10-10:45 p.m.
Agency : D'Arcy Adv. Inc., St. Louis.
GUARANTY UNION LIFE INSURANCE Co., Beverly Hills, Cal., (life
insurance), on July 20 started for 13
weeks News Behind the Headlines
with Ed Stodel, commentator, on 6
California Radio System stations
(KEHE, KYA, KFBK, KWG, KM J,
KERN), Tues., Thurs., 4:10-4:15 p.
m. (PST). Agency: Stodel Adv. Co.,
Los Angeles.
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
Co., New York (Chesterfield cigarettes), on Sept. 16 starts Eddie
Dooley on a coast-to-eoast CBS network, Thurs., Sat., 6:30-6:45 p. m.
Agency
N.
Y. : Newell-Emmett Co. Inc..
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COSMOS CHEMICAL Co., Boston
(Sanovan), on June 21 began 15 participations in Gretchen McMullen
Household Program once weekly, on
15 Yankee stations. Agency : BBDO,
N. Y.
ACME WHITE LEAD & COLOR
WORKS, Detroit (paints), on Aug.
29 starts Smilin' Ed McConnell on 24
NBC-Blue stations, Sun., 5 :30-6 p. m.
Agency : Henri, Hurst & McDonald
Inc., Chicago.
GOLDEN BEAR COFFEE Co., Los
Angeles (coffee), on July 19 started
for 13 weeks Sycamore Street, dramatic serial, on 2 Don Lee stations,
(KHJ, KGB), Mon., Wed., Fri.,
10:30-10:45 a. m. (PST). Placed direct.
AMERICAN CEREAL Co., Clinton,
Mass. (Wheetabix), on July 27 began 7 participations in Yankee Network News Service on 12 Yankee stations. Agency : H. B. Humphrey Co.,
Boston.
MacFADDEN PUBLICATIONS Inc.,
New York (True Story Magazine) ,
on July 25 began Good Will Hour
on 12 stations of a combined Intercity-MBS network. Sun., 10-11 p. m.
Agency : RuthraufE & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
WANDER Co., Chicago (Ovaltine),
on Sept. 27 returns Little Orphan
Annie on 27 NBC-Red stations, Mon.
thru Fri., 5:45-6 p. m. (repeat 6:45
p. m.). Inc.,
Agency:
Blackett-SampleHummert
Chicago.
DUART MFG. Co., San Francisco
(cosmetics) on Sept. 12 starts Passing
Parade with John Nesbitt on 14 MBS
stations. Sun., time undecided, (rebroadcast on West Coast 9:15-9:30
p. m. PST). Agency: Howard E.
Williams Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Renewal Accounts
CAMPANA Corp., Batavia, Ill.(Campaua's newsItalian
Balm),foron52Sept.
First Nighter
weeks3 reon
53 NBC-Red stations, Fri., 10-10:30
p. m. laceAgency
: Aubrey, Moore & WalInc., Chicago.
B. T. BABBITT Inc., New York
(Bab-0 Harum
cleanser),
23 renews
David
for on26Aug.
weeks
on 21
NBC-Red stations, Mon. thru Fri.. 1111:15 a. m. Agency: Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
DRUMS Inc., Detroit (cleaner) on
July 22 renewed 13 quarter-hour
weekly programs, Chandler Chats, on
9 Colonial stations. Agency : C. C.
Winningham Inc., Detroit.
FIRST NATIONAL STORES Inc..
Somerville, Mass., on Sept. 29 renews
234 quarter-hour programs, six mornings weekly, First National Food
News, on 6 Yankee stations. Agency :
Badger & Browning Inc., Boston.
WELCH GRAPE JUICE Co., Westfield, N. Y.. on Aug. 15 renews Irene
Rich for 52 weeks and on the same
date shifts the program from NBCBlue, Fri.. 8-8:15 p. m.. to 41 NBCBlue stations. Sun.. 9:4.5-10 p. m.
Agency: H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co. Inc.. Chicago.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Corp., Louisville (cigarettes), on
July 27 renewed for 13 weeks Sports
Bulls Eyes, with Frank Bull, commentator, on 8 Don Lee stations
(KHJ. KGB, KDB, KFRC, KDON,
KGDM, KVOE, KXO ). Tnes.. Thurs..
Sat., 6:30-6:45 p.m. (PST). Agency:
BBDO, N. Y.
RICHFIELD OIL Corp., Los Angeles
(gas & oil), on Aug. 15 renews for
52 weeks Richfield Reporter on 6
NBC - Pacific Red stations (KFI,
KPO, KHQ, KOMO, KGW, KFSD),
and KTAR, Sun through Fri., 1010:15 p. m. (PST). Agency: HixsonO'Donuell Inc., Los Angeles.
GRIFFIN MFG. Co., Brooklyn (shoe
cleaner), on Aug. 16 renews All Wite
Melody Revue for 52 weeks on 45
NBC-Blue stations, Mon., 7-7 :30 p. m.
Agency : Bermingham, Castleman &
Pierce Inc., N. Y.

Gabriel Heatter Booking
Sought by Two Sponsors ; .
Complications Develop

TO NEW HOME— Ed Rogers
(left), WRC announcer, outsprinted
Jim McGrath, WMAL announcer in
a relay race from the old to the
new NBC-Washington offices, just
opened in the Trans-Lux building,
but McGrath won because Rogers
forgot to ring chimes and announce
himself as he reached the goal line.
At right with mikes is Gordon
Hittenmark of WRC. Other announcers who participated were
Ted Kimball, Bud Barry, Lee
Everett, John Hurley, Bryson Rash,
Bill Verner and Hugh Mcllrevey.
LEVER BROS. Co.. Cambridge.
Mass. (Lux), on Sept. 13 resumes
Lux Radio Theatre and on Sept. 27
renews it for 52 weeks on 57 CBS
stations. Mon., 9-10 p. m. Agencv : J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
TEXAS Co., New York (Texaco), on
Sept. 19 renews Texaco Frre Chief
starring Eddie Cantor for 52 weeks
on 92 CBS stations. Sun.. 8:30-9
p. m.
N.
Y. Agency : Buchanan & Co. Inc.,
Network Changes
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
.Jersey City (Super Suds), on Aug. 2
moves Myrt & Marge on 58 CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri., from 2 :4.5-3
p. m. to 10 :15-11 a. m., with a rebroadcast, 4-4 :15
ton & Bowles
Inc.,p. N.m. Y.Agency : BenFRANCISCAN FRIARS of St.
Christopher's Inn, Garrison, N. Y.,
on July 25 added 5 stations to Ave
Maria Hour on Inter-City BroadcastinggramSystem.
6 :30-7"on p.seven
m. Prois now Sun.,
broadcast
stations. WMCA. WIP. WCBM. WOL.
WORK.
direct. WGAL. WPRO. It is placed
KELLOGG Co.. Battle Creek (Kellogg's
on Aug.
changesCorn
The Flakes),
Singing Lady
on 132
NBC-Blue stations from Mon. thru
Fri.. 5 :30-5 :45 p. m., to Mon. thru
Thurs., 5 :.30-5 :45 p. m. Agency : N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.
GENERAL FOODS Inc., New York,
will switch Jack Haley from NBCRprl Maxirell Hons" S'"^irhon*. to
NBC-Blue half-hour Log Cabin Syrup
program. Oct. 8. Bert Wheeler, motion picture comedian, is to take Haley's spot on Showboat.
FELS & Co., Philadelphia (Fels
Naphtha soap), on July 19 moves Jack
Berch on CBS from Tues. and Thurs.
afternoons to Mon., Wed. and Fri.
mornings 9 :30-9 :45 adding WPG, Atlantic City, making 20 stations in all.
Young
& Rubicam Inc., New York, is
the agency.
TIME Inc., New York (Time and
Life), is keeping The March of Time
on 34 CBS stations, Thurs., 10:30-11
p.m., and not shifting it to Fridays as
previously announced.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York ( Tenderleaf tea ) , on Aug. S
switches
One Man's
Family from NBC
San Francisco
to Hollywood.
BOWEY's Inc., Chicago (Dairi-Rich)
will present a repeat broadcast of the
NBC-Red While the City Sleeps over
WMAQ, Chicago, starting Aug. 2 at
5:15 p. m. (CDST).
BROADCASTING

ABOUT
ago itFeet
was Co.,
an-'
nounced two
that weeks
Rogers
which operates several men's stores
in New York, would sponsor Ga-:
briel Heatter in a series of news,
commentation programs on WOR,)
five times weekly for 52 weeks beginning Aug. 30, and that thissponsor had the exclusive right to 1
Mr. Heatter's broadcasts during this
A day
or atwo
later '
NBC period.
stated that
it had
contract
for four broadcasts a week for 26
weeks beginning Sept. 27 from
Grove Laboratories Inc., St. Louis
(Bromo Quinine), and that the programs would be news comments
by This
Mr. Heatter.
dilemma was apparently
solved by Nat Abramson, chief of
WOR's Artists Bureau, who said
that the bureau had a three-year
exclusive contract with Heatter
that it had given Rogers Feet a ,
one-year exclusive contract for his.
services, that some time prior
Grove had been dickering for Heat-,
ter for an MBS series and at the
same time had tried to clear time,
on
NBC, cleared
and that
having
the probably
time, hadNBC,'
an-,,
nounced the series vidthout know- ,
ing that Heatter was no longer]
available. But up to press tiraej
Grove had neither cancelled itSj,
time on NBC nor announced any^
substitute talent.

Refining'.
Co.,Meanwhile
Bradford, the
Pa. Kendall
(Fennsbest
mo-j
tor oil), which had been planning
an
NBC asseries
featuring cancelled
John B. '
Kennedy
commentator,
its broadcasts as they would have
immediately preceded the Grove
time and it did not seem like good
programming
to another.
have oneBut commentator follow
before the cancellation was announced
Jay Lewis Associates Inc., New
York advertising agency, stepped
into the picture with a statement
that it had an agreement to place
any radio advertising done by Kendall, and that since this series was
being handled by BBDO Inc., regular Kendall agency, Lewis would
start suit if broadcasting was |
started. Latest word on this situa- '
tion was that Mr. Kennedy would
go on for Kendall as originally
planned, but at a time that would
not
series.conflict with Grove's Heatter
Meanwhile Heatter is on vaca-^
tion
and could not be reached for- ;
comment.
Gillette Appoints Maxon <
GILLETTE SAFETY RAZOR Co.,^
Boston, now sponsoring Gillette:
Summer Hotel on CBS through;
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., New York,:
has appointed Maxon Inc., NeW(
York, as its agency. No plans have_
been announced.
Parker Watch Plans |
PARKER WATCH Co., New York,
is planning a radio campaign toj
cover New York and Chicago, probably
hookup.Corp.,
Accountthrough
handledanby MBS
de Garmo
New York.
DOYLE PACKING Co., Newark,
which has placed the advertising of
Strongheart dog and cat foods with
Charles Dallas Reach Adv., Newark,
has started a series of five-minute
transcriptions, thrice weekly on
■WOR,
Newark,in and
extend into i
New England
the may
fall.
• Broadcast

Advertising\

jLosi Angeles Restriction
I On Radio Performances
Of Musicians Challenged
I SUIT attacking constitutionality
'I of
ruling Local
recently
Los the
Angeles
47, passed
Americanby
j Federation of Musicians, which
limits radio assignments of individual musicians [Broadcasting,
June 1], has been filed in Superior
Court, that city, by Harold L.
Carpenter on behalf of himself and
I other members. Action asks the
eourt to declare the measure unconstitutional and define rights and
j duties of members.
' regularly
The measure
prevents
employed
frommusicians
plajing
or contracting to play more than a
limited number of transcontinental
progi-amsofficers
weekly.of Carpenter's
claims
Local 47 suit
are
threatening to enforce the ruling
and are intimidating members who
play with musicians violating the
ruling. Carpenter also alleges in
his suit that he and other musicians have lost radio contracts and
other engagements as the result of
this ruling. They seek declaratory
relief and an injunction against its
enforcement.
Carpenter in his suit further declares that the measure was not
passed in compliance with the bylaws of the organization and that
it is a \nolation of the Constitution
of California ^d the 14th Amendment of the U. S. Constitution.
Union has requested extra time to
answer the suit and enter pleading
until Aug. 15, when C. L. Bagley,
attorney for Local 47, will have
returned to Los Angeles from the
New York executive meetings of
the American Federation of Musicians.
Union Convenes -4iig. 2
NATIONAL convention of American Radio Telegi-aphists' Association, C.I.O. union, at present active
in organizing technical employes
of radio stations, will be held in
the Hotel Edison, New York, beginning Aug. 2. Approximately 40
delegates of various ARTA chapters are expected to attend. ARTA
recently won an election of "live
traffic" employes
of RCA
nications Inc. in New
YorkCommuand is
now negotiating with the company
for a national contract. A hearing
was held on its application for the
right to represent the technical employes of WHN, New York [Broadcasting, July 15], under the auspices of the National Labor Relations Board and a decision is expected shortly.
AN INCREASE in day power from
2,500 to 5,000 watts was given
KFBB, Great Falls. Mont., bv the
FCC Broadcast Division July 30. The
station operates with 1,000 watts at
night.

Radio Talent Union
(Contmued on page 12)
Linda Carlon; Kenneth Thomson,
executive secretary, Lawrence Beilenson, counsel, and Mrs. Florence
Marston, eastern representative of
the Screen Actor's Guild; Leo Fischer, executive secretary, and Henry Jaffe, counsel for American
Guild of Musical Artists; Mrs.
Dorothy Bryant of Chorus Equity.
Los Angeles Artists Guild
Radio Artists Guild, recently
formed in Hollywood, has affiliated
with
Equity
of theEquity,
AFL
and isActors'
now known
at Radio
Local No. 1, the original nama having been abolished. Organization
includes actors, singers, announcers, producers, continuity editors,
writers, and sound effects engineers, and was formed in Hollywood as a part of the nationwide
move to unionize radio workers under the AFL.
It was explained by Norman
Field, newly-elected president, that
the only radio workers — aside from
white collar employes — not taken
into Radio Equity are the technicians who are expected to join the
International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes. Hollywood local has 300 members, of that number 80 having signed under the
Equity affiliation, which went into effect July 14. On the payment
of $10 former members of Actors'
Equity joining Radio Equity, were
re-instated in the organization and
all back dues cancelled. Monthly
dues of Radio Equity are $1, with
a $5 initiation fee.
Besides Field, other officers of
Radio Equity are: William Lawrence, CBS producer, first vicepresident; Duane Thompson, actress, second vice-president; Thomas Freebairn-Smith, CBS commentator-announcer, third vice-president,; Ralph Scott, CBS producer,
secretary, and J. Donald Wilson,
actor-producer, treasurer. A board
of directors consisting of 21 persons was also elected.
RAY NOBLE, musical director-stooge
for George Burns and Gracie Allen
over NBC-Red, Monday evenings, has
been signed by RKO as a film actor
in the picturization of P. G. Wodehouse's famous novel A Damsel In
Distress. Inasmuch as the production,
starring Fred Astaire and Burns and
Allen, will have England as its locale,
London-born Noble will be right in
his element in a story depicting the
droll adventures of the comic butler,
Jeeves.
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KEHE's

You pay less to get the
BEST Results!
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MILWAUKEE lUTITI

T

| TH||
JOURNAL STATION \JJ
E |J
GOT MOST OF

Listen

if they can't get your station.
California, only one station

bracing alarger area than KEHE's. A
3,538 people live in the area serviced only by Station A.

potential Vz mil/v audience,

however,

is

108,544 greater than Station C's;
331,465 greater than Station D's;
339,115 greater than Station E's.
5000
Watts

KEHE
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

A Member
at
LESS COST

BEGINNING
pressings
Standard Radio Aug.
will be1, onallRCA
Victrolac,byclaimed to have lower surface noise and
longer this
wear.
tests,hasit a was
show
new Wear
material
25% stated,
more
useful life than materials previously used.

18,307 greater than Station B's;

the greatest

ATLANTA

program

mere

ATL

buying audience
in

on WGN, Chicago; WCCO, Minneapolis; KMOX, St. Louis, and
WDAF, Kansas City. Schedule
started in July and will continue
until latter August, placed through
Stewart-Taylor Co., local agency.
Spots stress as
Duluth's
coolness
and
advantages
a summer
resort.
Barkley Schroeder, at one time
with WLW, Cincinnati, is now
publicity
chamber. director of the Duluth

(a 50,000 watter) has a V2 mil v signal em-

offers you

HOTEL
SHERMAN
1700 ROOMS 1700 BATHS

Duluth's 'Cool' Spots
DULUTH Chamber of Commerce is
currently using a series of daily
except Sunday
incorporated announcements,
into weather reports,

Don^t

In Southern

★

i'N THE FASHION OF TOMORROW

iBROADCASTING

BLACKETT- SAMPLE -HUMMERT
Inc., Chicago, has created a new estimating department under the direction of Lloyd Nelson. Mr. Nelson will
work in cooperation with C. P. (Pete)
Nelson, radio director, and George R.
McGiveran, space buyer for other
media. Miss Frances Kasmer and
the Misses Stanley and Jacobs will
assist him in the radio division of the
estimating department while Miss
Anne Miller will work with him on
other media.

to your

LIVE TODAY

CHICAGO

Union Requests Stations
To Help in Unfair List
MUSICIANS' Union, Local No.
6, San Fi-ancisco, in July circularized Bay District station managers
with a letter deploring the fact
that certain musicians and artists
from radio stations were appearing at nearby summer resorts that
have been declared unfair because
they use non-union musicians. Tlie
letter, writen by Eddie B. Love,
secretary
Musicians'
Union,
stated
thatofthethelocal
was endeavoring to prevent the resort owners
from capitalizing on the use of radio performers to build up their
business.
The writer advised station managers to cooperate in keeping their
artists away from these assertedly
non-union resorts, and suggested
that if such cooperation was not
given, the union would find itself
in a position of being forced to take
steps towards placing entertainers
or artists on the unfair list of the
union. The letter concluded that
Yosemite Valley is on the national
unfair list of the American Federation of Musicians and asked that
radio artists and musicians be so
advised by station managers.
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Transcribing New Serial
MRS. DELLA WEST DECKER,
author of the serial Helen's Home,
now appearing as a morning sustainer five days weekly over
WBAP, Fort Worth, received word
recently that J. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago, had placed 42 scripts

FCC Under

of another Decker show, Your
Home Town, with a flour milling
account. Louis Jackobson, of the
staff of J. Walter Thompson, Chicago, is in Fort Worth producing
the new serial on transcriptions.
The Your Home Town scripts are
now appearing over 14 stations in
the East and Midwest.

PROFESSIO]VAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Uldg. Wash., D. C.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulfing Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.
GODLEY

& BROWN

Consulting Radio Engineers
Montclair,
"25 years N.of J.
Professional Background"

EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone: New Rochelle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes.
Allocation
Reports. and Radio Coverage

E. C. PAGE
Consulting Radio Engineer
1 31 1 Livingston St. Davis 21 22
Evanston, III.

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earie Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

FRED O. GRIMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast Transmission and
Coverage Development.
p. 0. Box 742
Evansvrile, Ind.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL. MINNESOTA

HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strengtli Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. I6l8t St. NEW YORK CITY

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Radio ConsultingService
and Fi«ld Engineering
2935 North Henderson Avenue
Telephones 3-6039 and 5-2945
DALLAS, TEXAS

ROBERT S. RAINS AND COMPANY
Special Consultants
Accounting, Taxes and Engineering
Munsey Building — Washington, D. C.
Telephone: Metropolitan 2430
Robert S. Rains
Former Special Consultant
Federal Communications Commission

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
at any hour every day in the year
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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WROK's UNIT — This $4,000 mobile transmitter and sound unit includes a 2-watt ultra-high frequency Transceiver pack set; medium wave 50-watt Collins transmitter; Two Hallicrafter Super
Skyrider all-wave receivers; Pioneer 1 kw. generator; Gibbs p. a.
system; sleeping accommodations
for four, and kitchenette. The
Rockford station covers many rural
events.

One Roof

THE FCC staff is under one roof
in the New PostofRce BIdg. as tVi't
result of the transfer of the examiners unit, and the accounting, statistical and tariffs departments
from a private office building several blocks away during the week
of July 26-31. The Docket Room
has been transferred from the sixth
floor to Room 8233. The Legal and
Engineering departments have
been shifted from the fifth floor
to the 7300 and 7500 corridors,
with the exception of Assistant
Chief Engineer Ring, in charge of
broadcasting, who continues to occupy his same suite, 7213-17. The
examiners' unit has been located in
the 2400 corridor and the accounting department in the 2200 wing.
The Largest

The Navy's Cravens
T. A. M. CRAVEN, Jr., son
of the FCC chief engineer,
has passed his examinations
as a plebe at the U. S. Naval
Academy, following in the
footsteps of his dad, also an
Annapolis
graduate, who
retired as a commander
in the
Navy in 1930. Thus the sevgeneration
of the Crav-in
en enth
family
is represented
the Navy, which has had a
Craven in its ranks since its
inception during the American Revolution.
r a v e n' s
brother
is a Navy C lieutenant,
and Admiral T. T. Craven is
his cousin. He himself retains
a commission in the reserve.

Independent
Frequency Measuring
Service in the Country

Manufacturers and
Engineering Consultants
COMMERCIAL

RADIO

EQUIPMENT COMPANY
216 E. 74th St., Kansas City, Mo.

advertisements
classified
7c per word. All other classiSituations Wanted,
Help Wanted and word.
eharee $1.00. Payable in advance.
fications, 12c per
and 10th of month preceding issues.
close 26th Minimum
Forms
Help Wanted
Wanted — ■ experienced radio salesman.
Prefer man over thirty who lias good
record. Salary and commission. Right man
should earn three to five thousand first
year. Write your desires and brief history
to Manager WKBZ Muskegon, Michigan.
Announcer vrho can really sell. Sober,
dependable, experienced. Submit references,
photograph, recording of voice if possible.
Must be enthusiastic, hard worker. Good
opening
casting. for right man. Box 731 BroadSituations Wanted
Announcer-producer, 24. $25 weekly to
start. Will audition anywhere in east or
south. Box 738 Broadcasting.
Employed
1st and
class,sales
desires change.radio
Fair operator,
announcing
ability.
Experienced. Industrious. Box 735,
Broadcasting.
Experienced Radio Operator, 1st class
radiotelephone
2nd class
radiotelegraph
cense. Desire reliable
connection.
Box 739liBroadcasting.
Young, experienced
radio announcer
and
operator,
first class license,
desires radio
position anywhere. Excellent references.
Box 736 Broadcasting.
Sports commentator-announcer. Four
years New York experience all sports,
studio, ences.
remote.
anywhere. Sober, referBox 737 GoBroadcasting.
Girl, age 27, college graduate, two years
experience continuity editor and commentator, desires new situation. Can produce
salable
women's programs. Write Box 733,
Broadcasting.
News can be heard at any time on any
station. What holds your audience is the
man who presents it. Crack newscaster
with three years experience now available.
Also does straight announcing. State salary. Box 732 Broadcasting.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Con'td.)
Attention Local Station Managers : Ancontinuity, programs,
sales, typing,
studio
controls, nounce,
transmitter,
accounting,
experienced ; ten years retail sales, three
years college business administration, three
years KPAC.
licensed operator. Duane W. Hoisington,
Chief Engineer; 31, formal training. 15
years continuous and exclusive broadcasting
experience, now under contract. Specialty:
executionvisingoftechnicians.
engineering
superExpectplans
to beandavailable
early 1938. Travel anywhere for personal
casting. Native N. J. Box 726 Broadinterview.
: Experienced
deskNEWSCASTER
man, now employed,
seeks postreporterwhere
he can combine "radio voice" and writing
talent doing
news-casts.
Recent
college
uate, personable, neat. Knows howgrad-to
"write for the ear" and understands the
value of human interest. Has had microphone experience and training. Single, will
go anywhere. Box 740 Broadcasting.
For Sale — Stations
For Sale: Radio Station — see ad page 71.
One hundred watt station. Full time.
Fifteen thousand cash down. Reasonable
balance
ing cash onoffermonthly
now. Actpayments.
quickly. ConsiderBox 734,
Broadcasting.
For Sale — Equipment
250-100mitter.watt
Doolittle
and Falknor
transLansing.
For details
and price,
write WJIM,
For Rent — Equipment
Approved
equipment,
field strength
measuringRCAunitTMV-75-B
(new),
direct reading ; Estiline Angus Automatic
Recorder for fading on distant stations ;
G. R. radio frequency bridge ; radio oscillators,search
etc. Reasonable
AlliedStreet,
ReLaboratories,
260 rental.
East 161st
New York
City.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Chicago
Programs

Increases
on

NBC

OF THE FOUR leading cities originating NBC programs only Chicago fed to the network more program hours in June than in May
of this year, New York, San Francisco and Hollywood, all showing
, losses from the previous month,
i Contrasting June of this year with
I the same month a year ago, howI ever, shows gains for New York,
' Chicago and Hollywood, with San
Francisco taking a loss. These
. monthly figures are not especially
significant and prove little except
possibly to point out that Hollywood is originating far more programs this year than last, although
still far behind the other three
cities. The transfer of the Procter
& Gamble Gospel Singer proerams
to Chicago, the return of Fibber
McGee & Mollie to that city from
Hollj^wood, where they have been
making a movie, and the visit of
Amos ably'n'accounts
Andyfor tomuch
Chicago
of the probgain
showed by this city for the month.
Tabulation of program hours
iffrom these four cities follows:
'
June 1937 May 1937 June 1936
New York 611 hours 627 hours 545 hours
442 417 340
Chicago
San
315
Francisco 298
320
112
Hollj^wood 107
65
Percentages of all NBC programs according to their origination
the network's three divisionsby follows:
Division
June 1937 May 1937 Junel9S6
50.8%
Eastern
43.5% 44.9%
Central
29.2 27.4
23.5
25.7
Western
27.3 27.7
U. S. Adv. Co. Expands
DAVID MURRAY, former stage
dancer and producer of stage acts
and routines, has been appointed
manager of the New York radio
department of United States Adv.
Corp. In the past most of the
agency's radio activities have been
handled from the home office in
Toledo, but prospects of an increase in radio billing have caused
the agency to expand its New York
staff".
THE radio audience that heard the
All-Star baseball game played at
Washington, July 7, was almost as
, great as that of the leading evening
.show, according to a recent report of
The Cooperative Analysis of Broadeasting (Crossley). with 1S% of the
set-owners reporting hearing it.

Walter BidilickCi

^
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BREAD

THAT

Fast Music
LISTENERS
phoning
WPRO,
Providence,
and
giving Phil Saltman, pianist,

SELL

Baking Concern Breaks Into Closed Market by
Radio and Quickly Builds Business
their phone
number
rewarded within
five are
seconds
intricate questions from Wilbur,
with
a
new
tune
based
on
the
IT IS not unusuprovided lots of laughs for the
al for a concern
number. Saltman, pianist,
audience on the street, and the
to enter into
takes the phone number, the
radio listeners.
business in a new
digits 1 to 9 representing
The market into which the Somterritory, and it
nine consecutive notes starters Bakeries stepped was, accordisn't unusual for
ing with "do" and the naught
this concern to do
ing to many,
a
closed
territory
inis wild. He writes 32-bar
asmuch as three bakeries were
choruses at the rate of two
a fair amount of
coverage. Howa minute and is expected to
business provid- makingever,awithcomplete
a good product and a
rise from a 5 p. m. weekly
ing it turns out a live wire broadcast
business went
sustainer to a twice-weekly
good
product
commercial. The idea was
Mr. Wilbur
that has
a good up quickly.
conceived
by Lew Rogers,
market. But when sales suddenly
announcer.
jump 50 7r almost overnight — that Japan Already Planning
is very much out of the ordinary,
Broadcasts of Olympics
and instantly the wide-awake competitor wants to know why.
JAPAN Broadcasting Corp. will
The Somers Bakery interests
soon begin arrangements to broadcame to St. Petersburg, Fla., from
cast the Olympic games of 1940
Fort Wa^Tie, Ind., where they op- to be held in Tokyo, according to
erate under the name of the Hol- an official Japanese statement resum Baking Co. Herbert L. Somported to the Department of Comers, manager, believed that the
merce by American Trade CommisH ARTFOR D, CO
territory surrounding St. Peterssioner
Carl H. Boehringer at Toburg would be a fertile market, and
is planned to discuss the
sent his son, Herbert H. there to matterkyo. Itwith
the larger broadcastestablish the bakery. A brand new
ing systems in the United States
establishment was soon founded
Complete intensified coverage
and with 24 other representative
and production began last Jan. 11. radio organizations in as many
Sales at first were very moderate;
countries. They will be asked
of
Connecticut's major
a few announcements were used
market
where people
whether
they plan to send anon WSUN in St. Peter.sburg.
nouncers to broadcast accounts of
And Then Radio!
the games. The 24 nations include England, France, Germany,
Young Mr. Somers was sold on
HAVE money and, what's
Italy, Belgium, Australia, Hunthe idea of using a man-on-themore, where they SPEND it!
street broadcast but wanted somegary, Finland, Sweden, The Neththine unusual. Bob Wilbur, of the
erlands, Canada, Mexico, ArgentiBasic Network Station of the
na, Chile, Brazil, the Philippines,
WSUN staff, was employed to produce a broadcast that would sell China, Manchukuo, India, South
Columbia Broadcasting System
bread, and sell it in a hurry. As Africa, Egypt, Austria, New Zealand and Netherlands India.
soon as the first broadcast was
over, things began to happen.
There was a complete sellout —
and merchants demanded more
bread. Up and up went the sales
until the books of the Somers
Bakeries showed a 50% increase
in business. The reason? The Talk
of the Town.
The man-on-the-street broadMOST
cast is not a new idea, but if
worked with a little variation from
UNUSUAL
the cut-and-dried manner, it will
draw a huge audience. Wilbur,
knowing this to be true, worked
/
out a sample set of questions for
the first few broadcasts. Then he
asked listeners to send in what
they thought were the most humorous and ridiculous questions
along with the answers. Letters
poured in from all over the state,
even from points 1,000 miles away.
The best question of each broadReminds me of the
cast was rewarded by a weeks supply of Town Talk Bread. Each
person interviewed was given a
Carolina
Comhination
voucher for two loaves of Town
Talk Bread. Commercial announceBuying two good stations like the Carolina
ments were not used, the only
Combination for one low rate is like bagging
plugs being remarks about the
two elephants with one shot. It gives you
Major R. E. Zultz
bread when the interviewed perintense coverage of the two best markets in
son received a voucher.
the Carolinas and doubles the value of adverSt. Petersburg, being a winter
tising dollars.
resort, brings in people from all
over the world. Thus, those interviewed represented an interesting
Tiie Carolina
group. Their remarks prompted by
COMBINATION

STUDIOS
Tompfl
• •
WFLA
CLEflRUJATER •
J\ SERVINGTHE FLORIDA'S
CENTER TERRITORY
OF POPULATION
TAMPA TRADE

RADIO
STflTIOn

620 KC • 5000 Watts Day . 1000 Night - Full Time
BROADCASTING

BROADCASTS

• Broadcast

Advertising

WIS
COLUMBIA, S. C.
5000 WATTS, NBC

WPTF
RALEIGH, N. C.
5000 WATTS, NBC

Represented by Free & Peters, Inc.
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anniversary of the birth
a by tying-in asting
A
Cemetery^s the Decade
the announcement
ofof Broadc
Sales of Los Angeles
with the theme of the concert
noted composer.
whenever
possible.
For example:
Original compositions and outFirm Are Boosted
standing artists such as Nadine
A Mother's Day Concert might
Conner, now of Showboat, have emphasize the fact that the mother
By Radio
of the family usually does the
made their debut on the Inglewood
By PAUL R. WINANS
Park radio concerts. Every ef- planning and buying, and is genPresident, Advertising Arts Agency,
fort is made to present selections
erally the first to realize the imLos Angeles
heard infrequently, but which have
portance of completing cemeterial
special
merit
and
add
a
freshness
arrangements before need. A
NEARLY ten years on the air and sparkle to the concert.
recent Coronation concert tied in
without interruption with a total
In spite of current trends in nicely with Westminster Abbey,
of 525 broadcasts,
radio production, this feature has drawing a comparison of interment
may give the
kept to a formula which in some
in Inglewood Park Cemtery with
Inglewood Park
may sem outdated. It employs, as the burial places of most kings.
Cemetery Assn.
a rule, an opening, middle and
The Inglewod Park radio conof Los Angeles
closing commercial announcement
certs were never intended as a
claim to some
medium
for direct selling. George
of
one
minute
in
length.
The
kind of a sponselections on the program are
Letteau, president of Inglewood
sorship record.
woven together with an appropriate
Park Cemetery Association, took
In any event, it
narrative.
does represent
stand years ago that "it would
Without being morbid in its the
be a pretty good thing if the name
the part radio has
Winans
treatment of the subject of be- of our institution was heard over
played in the
reavement and cemeterial inter- the air regularly and repeatedly in
sales promotion of a cemetery.
ment,
the
commercial
message is association with fine music. Being
Many of radio's wiseacres have
confined to inviting persons to a cemetery, it should not be forced
come to look upon the Inglewood
visit the cemetery to view scenes
upon the public, and possibly a
Park Broadcast as a perennial
and objects of unsual interest. In
forward statement of our
favorite which, like 01' Man River, one instance, a brief mention of straight
policies
might
take the place of
just keeps rollin' along. But fre- the carving of some marble statuquent surveys indicate that the
high pressure, dramatic commerary
on
the
grounds
of
the
cemetery
cials. Ibelieve a specially arrangprogram continues to maintain a
drew hundreds of people eager to
ed concert program with orchestra
high average in the percentage
view
this
work.
and capable soloists might find a
break-down of radio listeners.
An idirect sales appeal is made
In all these years, radio has been
welcome audience."
used by the account almost exclusively as an advertising medium.
AN AUTO
FIRM TURNS TO RADIO
And strangely enough, its radio
program has remained practically
the same since its inception.
And Turns Over Its Stock With Unheard oF Speed/
A natural question then is: "How
has the sponsor been able to hold
The Story of Big Spring Motor Co.
an audience for such a long period
ate the broadcasts there would be
By V. A. MERRICK
of time?"
Manager, Big Spring Motor Co.
no entertainment during the 15Big Spring, Tex.
For General Consumption
periods, merely informative
A FEW years ago the business of minute
discussions about the automobiles
buying
and
selling
used
cars
was
The answer to this may lie in
Later, if the program atthe program itself which is a 30- considered more or less plebian. for sale. tracted
interest, talent would be
added.
Early transactions in used automominute concert type broadcast prebiles
were
made
at
very
great
risks
sented weekly at night. It is built
The broadcasts began in the lataround a full orchestra of from 19 to the purchaser, for they were sold
ter part of January. Six used cars
then entirely "as is", and in the were featured daily. With the aid
to 22 men, with vocal and instrusame
condition
as
when
leaving
the
mental soloists. The entertainment
of radio we did our best to paint
last owner. However, today, among
a word picture of the cars. The
is not "high brow" and is never
legitimate
dealers,
this
business
is
microphone was placed near the
planned for the choice few, but for highly developed, and dependable
motors and exhaust pipes to conthe general public. The sponsor
dealers
in
used
cars
use
just
as
has always endeavored to give the
vey the motors'
condition
the
much cai"e in reconditioning them
listeners.
Doors were
openedto and
listening audience a program of to
get the utmost mileage as is shut, and bodies were rocked on
distinctive musical excellence.
new cars just being de- springs to give an idea of tightThe present series on KFWB is given the
livered to first owners.
ness.
featuring radio adaptations of
All of this, of course, has called
It was not many days until we
some of the more popular operas,
for a complete change in the sys- realized through increased sales
such as Faust, Carmen, Rigoletto
tem of merchandising used cars. that the programs were a success.
and The Barber of Seville. Leon
The old plan of listing make, model
In February we added musical enLeonardi of KFWB's staff is conand price of a car in the classified
tertainment inthe form of a fourducting the concert orchestra dursection of newspapers had to be niece string band known as The
ing this series, and the weekly abandoned by those dealers who had Drifters, who also broadcast direct
broadcasts are released simultanmany units to dispose of daily. from the car lot, drawing quite a
Prospective purchasers wanted to number of spectators daily.
eously over KFOX in Long Beach.
A supplementary program is broad- hear a story about the used auto in
At the start of our radio camcast weekly over KFAC with Gino which they were interested.
paign sales were in the $60,000
In
January
of
this
year,
C.
M.
bracket. The month of February
Severi's augmented concert ensemble.
Games, commercial manager of showed an increase to $72,000. Net
In the past, the concerts have KBST, called at our office to dis- sales in March amounted to $92.cuss radio advertising, something
been built around definite themes
000, and in the month of April,
during vvhich we used three broadwhich have been planned some- which we had never utilized as an
advertising
media,
because
KBST
casts daily for one week, our net
times months in advance. While
sales
reached a peak of over $105,on KHJ, the concerts were con- started broadcasting only the pre000.
vious month. After a short discusducted by Frederick Stark whose
sion, we ordered a series of spot
At present we are offering a
uncanny skill in selecting the most announcements
to be used at our
of The Drifters to
fitting music enabled us to present option. At the same time we in- photograph
anyone
who sends us the name of
tone pictures and musical travelvited
Games
to
start
planning
a
a
prospective
car purchaser (a
ogues which sometimes employed
1922 radio idea). But. believe it or
program which he believed would
native singers and instruments.
really merchandise automobiles.
not, the idea is working profitably
Such titles as "Springtime in
for us, since we receive on the averCrazy,
But
It
Clicked
age of 10 prospects daily.
Germany," "Songs of China," "In
Old Vienna" and "Sketches of the
After a few days he returned
We believe that radio is the autoSea" have met with popular favor. with what he termed a "crazy"
mobile dealers' best friend as a
And whenever
we could, we took idea, but one which he felt assured
salesman. Obviously it has proved
advantage of the opportunity to would "click." The idea was to in- that to the Big Spring Motor Co.
salute some outstanding musical
stall remote lines to the largest one
and also that "crazy" program
of our four used car lots. To initi- ideas sometimes work.
event, as well as commemorating
Page 80
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The sponsor is sincere in h
desire to create good will, whic
he believes is far more important,
than a spectacular sale of th
moment.
Throughout the yeai
this radio concert has gained
loyal audience which frequent,
responds with many fine letters o
appreciation.
The effect upon sales, howeve/
is best determined by the sale
manager of the organization, Virgil
H. Noe, who reports that Inglewood Park Cemetery continues to
lead all other local cemeteries in
the number of yearly interments.
Says toMr,create
Noe: a "Our
problem
ha.s
been
friendly
reception
for the cemetery salesmen, to
enable them to gain access to the
home and be accorded the opportunity of a proper presentation.
We noted results almost immediately and have also been able to
trace a considerable number of
sales as a direct result of the program. No longer is the cemetery
saleman free as a 'come on.' The
salesmen, without exception, favor
the program's continuance, and this
alone is quite significant of its

Very Little Merchandising
Sales Manager Noe does not
success." to merchandise the broadattempt
cast. While Inglewood Park Cemetery Asosciation seldom uses any
advertising medium other than
radio, small two-column one-inch
ads announcing
week'sof concert are insertedeach
in each
the
six metropolitan papers on the day
of the broadcast. For a while,
bookmarks measuring 2% x 10
inches were distributed among the
local branch libraries. They carried pictures of the participating
artists as well as titles of the concerts for the curent month and
prover very ecective in publicizing
the programs.
Frequently, executives and advertising managers of dignified institutions have said to me: "I do
not see
how radio
help us."
And
so they
remain caninactive
while
their competitors get results. My
experience with the Inglewood
Park Cemetery Association has
proved totutional
me advertising
that consistent
does pay. instiJust the other day there came to
my desk a listener's card which
read: "I for
havea long
listened
to have
your' i L
broadcast
time, but
never written in before.
I par- I1 ai
ticularly
enjoyed
night's con- r
cert and the
voiceslastof
If your cemetery is as outstanding
as
programs,
and fine.
I'm sure
is, your
it must
be pretty
Pleaseit [
send me full information."
WEBC
Tells Your
Story In
SECOND PORT
AMERICA'S
DULUTH
& SUPERIOR
O
And on the
IRONWMFG
RANGE IT'S
HIBBING
%VHLB
VIRGINIA

• Broadcast

Advertising

U)th Aniiiversarv

on Air

its new 400-foot
antenna
. THObserved
by' WTjMJ
> er and Western Electric transrer nearly completed, WTMJ
waukee, on July 25, celebrated
tenth anniversary with an open
i-e and an all-day program preted from an outdoor stage at
transmitter on the Bluemound
id, 12 miles from Milwaukee,
e entire staff participated and
:ing former station favorites inJed Don McNeil and Louis
cn, now with NBC in Chicago,
.:.d Merle Blackburn, now with
^ CFL, Chicago. Recorded greet. rgs came from Stan Momer in
. Hollywood and Jack Turner, with
■ nBC in Chicago. Gov. Phil LaFol'.J ette
was which
one of the
speakers
in the
irogram
included
a 45-min: |te review of outstanding WTMJ
] programs and a dramatized chro^j pew
lologj'
of WTMJ's
progress.
tower
and transmitter
were Thein
I ilace for the visitors to see, but
, mey will not be ready to go on the
; iir until latter August.

t^agan Leaves CBS Sales
To Join Benton & Bowles
P.'ILLIAM
FAGAN
rom CBS sales
staff tohas
joinresigned
Benton
& Bowles Inc., New York, as busiless manager of the radio departnent. Fagan succeeds Chester
kIcCracken, who was recently
transferred to a similar position in
ihe agency's new Hollj'wood office.
iDthers new at the agency include
'""red J. Hamm, formerly a partner
•n the firm of Moore & Hamm Inc.,
.vho will assist in handling the
"olgate J.
- Palmolive
- Peet account;
Adolph
Toigo, formerly
research
iirector of John H. Dunham Co.,
•»nd Lester S. Dame, formerly with
•:he Lye Association, New York re'jearch company, both of whom will
t^-ork under Dr. Lyman Chalkley,
■Sirector of research. James S.
'l^^.dams, formerly vice-president and
2-eneral manager of the agency, has
Deen elected executive vice-presi3ent.
Heinz Renews, Expands
iM. J. HEINZ Co., Pittsburgh (food
■Droducts), will renew its contract
l-w-ith CBS on Aug. 31, at the same
time expanding its daytime broadoasts from three morning halfihours weekly to two half-hours and
i ithree quarter-hours a week. Nature
Df new program and exact time
schedule not yet settled. Maxon
Inc., Detroit, is the agency.

FROM THE AIR — Frank Austin
(above, left) interviews Bunny
Dryden, aerial pedestrian who had
just broadcast over KDYL, Salt
Lake City, through a pack transmitter while walking a tightrope
between two skyscrapers. Dryden
is shown (below) during the stunt,
which was fed to NBC-Red.
Show at Home
MOUNTAIN VIEW Dairies,
Long Beach, Cal. (dairy
products), which sponsors
Hal Nichols and His Mountain View School Kids six
days weekly on KFOX, that
city, gives away free radio
scripts as a promotion tie-in.
Quarter-hour live talent program is directed primarily to
school children and listeners
are informed that they can
secure a copy of the script by
purchase of one quart of
Mountain View ice cream.
Script is actual copy of one
to be used in a future broadcast and contains all the commercial announcements and
sound effects. Attention is
called to the fact that listeners can produce their own
program at home, then tune
into the actual broadcast of
the show at a later date and
compare production idea with
those of the station. Idea has
taken on with a decided increase in sales. Max Becker
Adv. Agency, Long Beach,
has account.

WICHITA
PF^FERREDofui iii:
.
TRADE TERRITORY
WICH ITA ,

KAN SAS
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practices.
EDWARD K. CARGILL, presidentmanager of WMAZ, Macon, made his
first solo airplane flight July 17 and
is now using the slack summer season
to attain the 50 hours necessary for
a private
"This pilot's
is . . . license.

WBNS
"T
his is
Columbus, Ohio
O
Our

Reactions in Congress
Reverberations on the FCC situation developed almost daily in
Congress. During debate July 29
on wages and hour legislation Senator Borah (R-Idaho), in a colloquy with the majority leader, Senator Barkley (D-Ky.), remarked
that "if the Communications Commission continues along its present

Representative . . .
JOHN

BLAIR

& CO.

"Ask John ... he knows"

ONESTY
Is ihe Best
Policy.
★

ON
ON

EST
EST

ONEST
jGEORGE DRISCOLL, former special
•event.s engineer of WHAM, Rochester,
ilhas been appointed technical repreI sentative and whojesale distributor in
^^■fstern and Central New York State
i Southern Ontario for Presto Rerding Corp. He is touring the area
with a sedan equipped with a recording installation capable of handling
] 6-inch discs and transcribing them
for broadcast purposes.

course, I certainly would abolish
it On
without
the slightest
the same
day. Rep.hesitation."
Wigglesworth, (R-Mass.) broke loose in
the House with a renewed plea for
an investigation of broadcasting as
proposed in the Connery Resolution, and supported the views advanced July 19 by Rep. McFarlane
alleging monopoly and improper

New Names for FCC
{Continued from page 13)
opments is viewed as an unquestioned effort on the part of the Administration toclean up the communications regulatory structure
and to bolster it in every possible
way. In so doing, the Administration evidently has in mind that it
would obviate or at least minimize
the demand for a Congressional investigation ofone of the New Deal
agencies which has been under almost constant fire during the last
two years.
Should Comdr. Craven or General Counsel Gary win appointments on the Commission itself,
there would immediately arise the
necessitv for filling their staff positions. Lieut. E. K. Jett, USN retired, assistant chief engineer in
charge of telegraph, is generally
regarded as a logical successor as
chief engineer. For the general
counselship, it is reported that Mr.
Wheat, if he is not appointed to
the FCC, would be chosen, although
close friends have indicated that he
is not interested in that post.

^"
RATES^'^'n''
E
G
A
R
COVE

RESULTS

WCOA
PENSACOLA,

FLA.
KFH

Southern
TEST

Write for Market Study
Find Out Why!
Representatives 'John H. Perry
CBS AFflllate Associates
225 W. 39th., Street
New York City
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Time

tested and proved HONEST
by advertisers and listeners.
l<lational Representative
Basic Supplementary
CBS
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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Freedom
SUMMER

KEEP
Your Copies of
BROADCASTING
in This Handsome
BIXDER
Don't lose or misplace
your copies of BROADCASTING — Lock each
copy, as it comes to you,
in this sturdy gold embossed leatherette binder
for future reference.
FEATURES
• Neat
• Light Weight
• Durable
• Flat Opening
• Snap In
• Snap Out
• Copies Not
Mutilated
The binder shown above
holds 24 issues (one
year's copies ). It is your
reference library to the
business of broadcasting.
50
'POSTPAID
Your name in gold, 25c extra

BROA

TING

broadcast
dverhsing"
National Press Bldg.
WASHINGTON,

D. C.
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COURSES

IN RADIO

Many Colleges Offering Instruction During the
Warm Season in Broadcast Technique
Drake University in Des Moines
Unusual activity in radio teachoffers a radio course under the
ing reported iy the colleges and
universities this summer, with
direction of Edwin Barrett, while
more than a score offering courses
William Duffy is carrying on a
not only to undergraduates hut to
well-outlined course at Marquette
instructors who are preparing to
University in Milwaukee. At Lateach radio technique during the
fayette, Ind., the director of radio
regular semesters. This summary
in
the Indianapolis Schools, Blanche
of the courses being offered and
the instructors conducting them
Young, is offering courses under
the auspices of Purdue University.
is reprinted from NBC's "EducaWayne University, the municipal
tional Bulletin."
institution of the county
FROM the Atlantic to the Pacific, teaching
in
Detroit is located, offers
in the great Southwest, in the workwhich
under Garnet R. Garrison. At
Rocky Mountain area, on the ferOmaha University is Dr. E. M.
tile plains of the Midwest, in nearHosman, University of Minnesota,
ly every area of America, "radio
has acquired the fine broadcast exworkshops" and incidental courses
perience of E. W. Ziebarth.
begin this summer. Staffed by colFurther west. King Whyte is
lege instructors with practical ra- carrying on work for the Unidio experience, these courses will
versity of Arizona, while Dr. Cline
train for greater and more intelli- M. Koon is conducting a series of
gent production and writing of ra- lectures at the University of Wyodio-materials for the coming year.
ming, prior to going East to ColumThe courses are planned to provide
background for active participa- bia.Missoula, Mont., will gain from
tion in radio production, as a stim- the experience of Marguerite V.
ulation of the creative faculties,
Hood, who is offering courses for
and a widening of broadcast ex- versity.
university credit at the State Uniperience.
At New York University, the RaOn the Pacific Coast, we find Dr.
dio Workshop is giving its fourth
Grayson N. Kefauver, who handled
session this summer under the di- the
American Education
rection of Philip Cohen, who has ForumNBC
out there this past year,
been Production Chief of the Federal Radio Education Project. At offering a comprehensive course
Teachers College, Columbia Uni- built on his experiences.
At the University of Washingversity, Dr. Cline M. Koon, specialist in Radio in the U. S. Office of
ton, a faculty to give courses in
Education, will give his course in radio broadcasting has been asAural Education, now in its fourth
sembled by Philip Jacobsen, which
year. At Louisiana State Univerwill give this year adequate work
sity, Dr. Harley Smith (in absenin both the theory and practice of
tia) is himself in training at the broadcasting.
Radio City NBC Studios, preparThese and many more, undoubting for an active year, beginning
edly, which have not yet reported,
September 1937.
represent a great upswing of interCourses in the West
est in radio-broadcasts and become
Moving westward, we find Waldo
particularly impressive in light of
Abbot, whose new Handbook of the fact that the summer session
Radio Broadcasting is being widely
is being utilized for such work,
accepted as a text, giving six thereby attracting many teachers.
courses this summer at the UniDr. Franklin Dunham, educaversity of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
tional director of NBC, has been
Paul C. Reed, who has carried on
engaged as special lecturer in the
those most interesting current
education department of
events programs at Rochester, car- music
New York University and also in
rying on radio courses at Northwestern University in Chicago. At the courses on school public relations at Teachers College, ColumChampaign, the University of Illibia. He serves as consultant on the
nois
is
carrying
on
a
series
of
radio courses under the direction of radio education boards of many of
Joseph Wright. George Jennings,
the projects now being carried on
production chief at WILL, is at in every section of the country.
NBC's Radio City studios in training this summer.
Kenneth Bartlett at WSYUWSYR will carry on his courses at
CBS Language Expert
Syracuse University as usual. Sara
DR.
W. CABELL GREET, editor
Lowrey is training young aspir- of American
Speech Quarterly and
ants for radio at Baylor University
Columbia University authority on
in Texas, while Ben Darrow, newly-appointed educational director languages, has been appointed
linguistic consultant for CBS. He
at WBEN, Buffalo, is at Southern
Methodist University, Dallas, this is making a systematic study of
month, going over to Austin for
the regular
network'sspeakanUniversity
of Texas courses in ra- the speechnouncers of
and other
dio next month.
ers and holding individual consulAt Ohio State University, ten
tations to eliminate affectedness
courses in radio are being offered from and instill naturalness into
under the direction of I. Keith the voices of all CBS broadcasters.
Tyler, who has ably edited the
Ohio Radio Announcer this past
year. At the University of Wis- MARY MARGARET BANNING,
consin in Madison, training is being
offered by Dr. H. L. Ewbank in daughter of novelist Margaret Culkin
Banning, joins NBC audience mail
conjunction
practical
experience at WHAwithunder
direction
of division in New York as a correspondent on Aug. 1. She is a Phi Beta
Harold McCarty, manager of that
university station.
Kappa from Vassar, Class of '37.
BROADCASTING

Claimec

For British Radic
Sir John Reith Asserts It I
Free From State Control
THAT British broadcasting, thoug
owned by the government, is fr
from state control and is not
mouthpiece of the party in powe
was emphasized by Sir John Reitl
director general of the Britis
Broadcasting Corp., speaking o
the relationship of radio news b
fore the recent Empire Press Co
ference in London. At the samtime, Sir John took a left-hande
slap at commercial broadcasting b
intimating that it might be cor
trolled. He said:
"A great deal is said about free,
and
other.
dom the
of this
and that in this spher'*'
"What do me mean by freedomfci
It wants definition, and I doubt r i
there is any freedom which is nc 2
or should
be, that;
conditioned.
by?
By thisnotand
by moralWha.r€ vm'i
w
sponsibility? Is every possessor o tar
great power and influence condr
tioned by moral responsibility)
Some of them may be, but some Of rer
ing.
them
don't give
much wants
evidence
o':
it. Anyhow,
freedom
defir4oii:
"You mean you are independen
of state control. Well, so is broad
casting. In whatever respects th
freedom of the BBC is curtailed ^\
is in black and white in the chartev
If and when the BBC is doin
something which it does not wan;
to
by government
thatdowould
be clear. orders, the.
"In Germany, Russia and Ital>
broadcasting is a mouthpiece of thl^H
state and an instrument of gov,
ernment," said Sir John. "A controlled press and
a controlleibroadcasting
system
may meai
biased or censored news. But ther
are other forms of control. I sup
pose it is possible to have a com
mercial control which produce
something like the same sort of re
suits
— in general
Discussing
the effect."
broadcasting o
news bulletins. Sir John asserte<
they merely give a taste of th
news. It is absurd, he said, tha
any one who is within reach of j
newspaper is going to be satisfie*
with the Empire news bulletin;
that are given out.
Dr. Stanton's New Duties^
DR. FRANK N. STANTON ha§\ti
been appointed manager of thi
CBS market research division an^
will take over many of the routinf s
duties heretofore handled by Johi
Karol, research chief of the net,
wox-k, allowing Karol to spenc
more time on creative work. Dr
Stanton came to CBS about tw<
years ago from Ohio State Univer
sity, where he had done researclj
on the strength of eye versus eaij
impressions.
JAMES W. BARRETT, chief of th(
Press-Radio Bureau in New York, oii
Aug. 16 will interview Finlay Petriej
of
Opal, contest
Wyo., winner
the Countrt
Home
as theof best
country
newspaper correspondent of 1937, oveJ
the NBC-Red Network. Petrie, eleri
in a general store in Opal, won $20(!
cash and a trip to New York ano
Washington.
ALLIE LOWE MILES, in the eour«
of 350 broadcasts of her woman's clul
programsceivedonmore WOR,
Newark,pieces
has re-oJ
than 300,000
mail. The tri-weekly broadcasts, whicl
are limited to three participating sponsors, are now in their third year 01
WOR.
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Sponsors Advised
Radio
Leave
To

^In Experts' Hands
„ A.geiicy Head
Says Patient
hj^uao>^^ Less Than The Doctor
By WALTER J. NEFF
President, »flF-Rogow Inc., New York
YEARS
ago
when radio was
new, it was anyguess as
to what body's
program
would produce
sales or build an
adequate audience. The industry was too
new to be guided
Mr. Neff
by precedents.
: jA.lmost everj-one overnight became
_an owner of a radio broadcasting
i'.ptation and they knew as little
liftbout their medium as the prospects live purchasers of their service,
c Therefore, it was easy to underL:istand why so many hard-boiled
■ business men became impressarios
over night. Even the hardest-boiled
: Df them all — the one who never
:-:ould be talked into becoming an
Bngel for a Broadway show — in'^cisted
on becoming an angel for a
i^iiradio show.
He knew exactly what would
fret him results, and he knew
"exactly
what hethe
( He thought
did).people
And hewanted.
knew

■-'this because his wife or Aunt Til'=Iie
it, or that
because
he really
1 was liked
convinced
he knew
how
'-:o cater to the whims of an enter- 'rainment-seeking public. He overooked entirely the years that were
'spent in the study of this phase
of business by the people who
-ated vaudeville, dramatic and
-ical shows and motion pictures.
i ney still had a lot to learn, and
•'^;hey knew it. But the business man
-■ gnored all this, and very compla";ently
jumped
the hurdlenothing
of their
, ;xperience
as meaning
at
llall.
* What I really wanted to talk
'iibout was that if the doctor said
^.ou had tuberculosis after a thor^)ugh examination, and advised that
.^rou go to Denver or Saranac, you
;ertainly would not look him calmy in the eye and say, "I'm sorry,
Dut you're wrong. I have what is
■ -tnown as the pipick, and what I
lyieed is a little night club life." No
xiir. You don't say that. You take
)i)i^-hat the doctor tells you as au;ei;hentic because you don't know
aJTiuch about the human body and

K3IOX Good-Will Tour
STAFF members of KMOX,
St. Louis, sailed down the
Mississippi July 24 on a goodwill tour of three cities in
Missouri and Illinois where
recordings were made featuring the history of the towns
and short talks by prominent
citizens. The recordings were
broadcast on the K M O X
Good-Will Tour program July
27 through July 30. Jerry
Hoekstra, director of public
attairs; Marvin E. Mueller,
announcer; Gordon Sherman,
recording engineer, and Norman Green of the KMOX production staff made the trip on
the packet boat Golden Eagle.
he knows something about it — and
you're
and it.something's got to
be done sick
about
They Never Learn
But radio programs! We just got
through talking about what used
to happen. If you think it's different today, you just don't know anything. Feople in the radio business who have been with it for a
number of years and made a study
of it — and there are quite a few
of them — are called in by an advertiser who wants to do some radio advertising. He grives these radio experts the symptoms the same
as he would to his doctor, and the
expert asks a lot of questions and
studies the case very carefully. He
makes his diagnosis and then
writes out the prescription.
And right here is where the simile ends! The patient starts to
tear the prescription apart because
he is sure that it's wrong. He is
sure it's wrong because his own
experience and that of his wife
and aunt Tillie tell him so. He
has not learned what the radio
experts krwws — that personal opinion means nothing. The advertiser
blithely goes ahead, ignores all suggestions and then sits back and
waits for results. And what a wait !
As a matter of fact his grandchildren will still be waiting.
But occasionally a radio expert
runs into a mild-mannered adverwho doesn't
know isanything
about tiser
radio
and who
foolish
enough
takeback
the expert's
advice.
He, too,tosits
and waits,
but
he doesn't have to wait long. His
results come quickly, and they are
measured in sales and the clatter
of the cash register and the hum of
the factory that is busy every day.

WRITES A BOOK
BBC Announcer Who Cried
'Fleet's All Lit Up", Author-^
THOMAS WOODROOFFE, the
British Broadcasting Corp. announcer who created something of
a turmoil recently when he referred to the British fleet being "all
lit up," — thinking of course only of
the vast ship illumination during
the King George VI coronation
review — is the author of a novelized
autobiography titled Yangtze Skipper just published by Sheridan
House, New York. That Mr. Woodrooffe is no longer on the air for
BBC, is reliably reported, but the
book discloses him as a writer of
no mean ability. It describes experiences in the British Navy,
largely in Chinese waters, in which
he served on a small Yangtze gunboat. From 1919 until 1933 he was
in the Navy, resigning to join the
BBC announcing staff in charge of
"outside" or remote control broadcasts.
FULL coverage of the Baker mine
disaster near Sullivan, Ind., in July
was provided e.xclusively by WBOW,
Terre Haute, when Horace Capes,
production chief, chartered a private
plane and flew to the scene with h\>staff of announcers and engineers. Interest was intense since Terre Haute
is surrounded with mining communities.
ENGLAND'S
Society
on
July
G awardedPhysical
the annual
Duddell
Medal to Prof Walter G. Cady, of
Wesleyan University, M i d d 1 e t o n,
Conn., for his work on piezo-electric
resonators
and oscillators as standards
of frequency.

WDSU Appoints Blair
WDSU, New Orleans, which on
Aug. 1 joined the NBC Blue network, on July 28 announced the
appointment of John Blair & Co.,
station representatives as its exclusive representatives. The station, of which Joseph H. Uhalt is
president, operates with 1,000
watts power on 1250 kc. Arrangements for the representation were
completed by Mr. Uhalt with John
Blair at the NAB convention in
Chicago in June.
SAM HAYES commentator on the
CBS -Pacific Coast (KNX-KSFO)
Newstime program, sponsored by Bank
of America National Trust & Savings
Ass'n., tureshasInc., been
signed by
Hollywood,
for Radio
a rolePic-in
Saturday's Hero.

We

Repeat —

FIRST
in local accounts in
the BIGGEST RADIO
COUNTY IN AMERICA— Cook County !
Yes. 908,300 radio homes in ONE
county ! A radio population of more
thanour3,600,000
of
towers !almost in the shadow
WGES
"In The Heart Of Chicago"
Gene T. Dyer, Manager

o

Colorado Springs'
DRUG STORE SALES

|Ahead of 152 Larger Cities
Volume of drug store soles in Colorodo
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inaugurated
A. RICHARDS
President

soles effort is productive . . y . KVOR con
qualify as the medium to moke it profitoble.

program features

1000 WATTS
FULL TIME

in past two weeks
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Colorado
Springs
AHiSaled with the Colorado Springs Gazelle and Telegraph • Under Affiliated Management with WKY- Oklahoma City. KLZ-Denvcr ond the
Oklahoma Publishing Co. • Represented by E. Katz Special Ad». Agency.
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By ENOCH PRICE
Editor, Greensboro Patriot,
Greensboro, N. C.
LOVE, the weather, taxes.
These three are leading topics of
public interest and discussion and
the greatest of these, perhaps, is
taxes. There is
little doubt that
taxes are first in
the public mind
at listing and paying time. Yet, despite the primary
public interest in
the subject, it is
one that radio
has largely neMr. Hudson
glected, except insofar as it is treated in political
speeches.
There is a man in Greensboro,
N. C, who has brought the business of taxes into the public consciousnes in a very effective way
over the radio and in so doing he
has blazed a path in public education and has pointed out a profitable field of exploitation by the
broadcasting stations of America.
He has shown what may be done
and all that remains is for others
to follow.
The man is A. C. Hudson, supervisor of taxation in Guilford
County, president of the Tax
Supervisors Association of North
Carolina, holder of 18 years of intensive experience in his chosen
field of listing and assessing tax
values. His medium of publicity on
the air is WBIG, Greensboro.
Getting Them Out
Mr. Hudson for years has followed with interest the advancing
fortunes of WBIG under direction
of Major Edney Ridge, manager of
the station. In 1933 he decided to

GETTING TAXPAyERS'
MONEY
Tax Supervisor in North Carolina Spreads His

Message Successfully by Radio
Once each week in April Mr.
use the tremendous power of radio
broadcasting in his program of Hudson delivers a seven-minute
talk, reading the North Carolina
public information as to tax listing law
on listing taxes, citing various
duties and responsibilities.
points of public misinformation and
His program that year was so misunderstanding,
telling carefully
well planned that it has been al- about the limits of exemption for
tered but little in subsequent ones
household goods, illustrating each
and success has been so cumulative
point in graphic manner so that
it does not appear that material
unlettered citizen can readily
alteration will be made in the im- the
understand just what is to be done,
mediate future.
how it is to be done, and where he
Every citizen, every partnership,
is to report to list this property.
every corporation owning taxable
There are five such short addresses
property in North Carolina is re- each April.
quired to list property for taxation
The second attack is through 50during the month of April for the
word spot announcements every
current year's ad valorem taxes.
If every taxpayer responded to his night in April. On the last days in
short hourly announceduty, the task would be quickly the month
warn the public that the
and easily done, but it has been availablementstime
is rapidly expiring
found from long experience that it
ur"-e that immediate response
is impossible to secure a perfect and
response from the public and in be made.
Results That Count
counties or large population and
high industrial development the
That is the simple but effectve
task is made correspondingly more
Hudson program through the air.
difficult.
It has brought results from the
Mr. Hudson for years has gen- first. In the first year, 1933, the
erously used newspaper space, bill- number of returns made by Guilboards, public addresses, direct
ford county taxpayers increased
mail and various other publicity
16,000 or a third more than had
channels in an effort to inform the been
listed
previous year. The
taxoaying public of its duties and big advance the
was in personal propto appraise it of penalties falling
course, since real estate
due if the listing is neglected be- can noterty, ofwell
escape attention. The
yond the end of April. Still there total of personal
property listed
were thousands who did not re- for taxation in Guilford
county in
1932
was
$22,000,000.
spond.
There is briefly outlined below
In 1936 the aggregate had risen
the carefully designed radio cam00. In 1937 Mr. Hudpaign he has used the last four to $32,000,0
son is confident that it was swelled
further by four or five millions. He
years.
does not think this increase has
come from cornering the taxTHE
MOST
payers by radio and scaring them
into making returns. He is convinced that there are many thousands of citizens who do not realize
L their responsibility and do not
PO
WE
R
F
U
know they are evading it. In instance after instance he and
assistants have been approached his
by
STATION
taxpayers who admitted they had
not hitherto listed their property
and would never have realized
their duty to do so, unless they had
listened in to the frank explanations over the radio.
. During the peak days of the listing each year, Mr. Hudson
his
assistants buttonhole severalandhundred taxpayers and ask them what
caused them to respond so promptbetween
ly. They have found that in a
large proportion of such cases, the
radio reminders had been the
Su Louis
sparkplug that brought action.
One of the most pleasing featDallas and
ures of the publicity over the airwaves has been the lightening of
Denver
the burden which in other years
has been so overpowering on the
last days of the month. To illustrate, m April this year 1,800
Covers
the Heart of the Triangle
Guilford taxpayers listed as compared with 3,600 on April 30, 1936,
25,000 WAHS
More population, more radio sets and
and correspondingly larger nummore spendable income than any other
bers on the last day of preceding
NATIONALLY
Oklahoma station, with extensive coverCLEARED CHANNEL
Aprils.
Mr. Hudson ungi-udgingly gives
age in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.
radio publicity a large amount of
COMPLETE NBC
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Nat'l Representatives
PROGRAM SERVICE
New York
Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco
KOMO
5000 Watts L.S.
NBC Red
K
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the credit for these advances, but ,
he points out that he has continued i
his other forms of advertising 4
without cessation.
That's the picture as to tax listing publicity, but the point immepresents itself that broad- casting diately
would undoubtedly prove .
as effective in the spurring of taxpaying as it has been in the listing
of them. Hudson is not concerned
with the field of collecting taxes,
but he is convinced that radio publicity is as badly needed there as in j
his own province and that tax collectors in the future are going to
be found in steadily increasing
numbers addressing pertinent and
timely appeals to taxpayers for
the prompt payment of ad valorem
levies. It opens up a vast new field . i
for public information and a cor-- tii
respondingly large one for devel- : lii
opment by progressive radio timej s
salesmen.

There is already plenty of evidence that others are following
the pioneering work over WBIG.
Radio waves stop at no county or
state boundries. Tax supervisors
from every part of the nation have
written Mr. Hudson and asked for m
ci
a detailed explananation of his.-publicity methods. He is a member : it"
of the National Association of As11
sessing
At last
year'sasked^
convention inOfficers.
Detroit
he was
to make a keynote speech, outlining his radio publicity methods.
The way is open and plainly
marked for the progress and the .
profit of other tax assessing ofR-cers, of other broadcasting sta-i
tions.
The proportionate cost is slight, :K
he says. The appeal reaches thou- .\
sands who would not otherwise be
assured.
touched and public cooperation is^^'^

PETER DOELGER BREWING
Corp.. Harrison, N. .1., has appointed at
Leonard F. Winston. New York, to
place the radio advertising for Doel- as;
ger's First Prize Beer. Company is
■"
using five announcements daily on ieal
WHN. New York, and a twice weekly <isk!
in German onftfj
program
musical
AVBNX, New York. Through a tieup : itiii
Jciia
with the Hobby Guild of America,
sponsor is offering booklets on various i !y\
hobbies free to listeners requesting
them.
J0!«
7

out of
Listeners

BUFFALO

^0
to

STATIONS

rson

tune in
WGR
or WKBW
between 5 and 7 P. M.
says Ross Federal
BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO
Represented by
FREE & PETERS

SEATTLE
WASHINGTON

KJR
5000 Watts
NBC Bine

National Representatives — Edward Petry & Company

TULSA
BROADCASTING

spei
■ !ord
Soed
iicl
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Alusiciai
sicians May Strike
. (Continu ed from Page 9)
it is the opinion of all present
he meetings, that the situation
■■ , an extremely serious one to our
' tiustry,"
• .^luded : said the letter, which
"he undersigned will meet in
. York City next week to con■ this matter further. Inash as this problem affects each
on most vitally and is one
our industry as a whole, and
station individually must
e, we urge you to join us in our
. liberations".
I -I
*
* *
- All of the threats, even the de- and that stations be allowed to
■• -oadcast recordings only if they
• nploy the same number of musi■ ans used in making the recording,
tre included in a list of 14 de> finds presented to broadcasters
z jily 29 at the joint meeting with
:. |d AFM council and revised July
IA list of demands also was sub's fitted to recording companies [see
r !P of this page] and another list
i fis to be given to transcription
» itoducers.
Weber's Viewpoint
"I ■
i M Since July 25 the executive coun!- •! of the musicians' union had
s. ten holding daily meetings in New
.7 jork, both alone and with repres kntatives of the broadcasting inastry, the makers of transcriph ons and of phonograph records,
iirpose of the sessions was to
k out some plan for the em,. ment of more musicians in
oadcasting; means set to achieve
.lis end by the musicians was the
mitation and regulation of the
Be of phonograph
records and
■ansci'iptions.
Point of view of the musicians is
''lis: When a musician makes a
nograph record or transcription
is helping to create competition
^jr his own services. When that
j'lechanical reproduction is used
i.Dt once but dozens of times, as in
: lie case of phonograph records or
1 '-anscription libraries, the musian who makes them is seriously
-■artailing
for
iiployment theof opportunities
many musicians,
'herefore the musicians are delanding that the use of these
lechanical reproductions be reguited and are agreed that unless
ne broadcasters, and the firms
taking records and transcriptions,
Doperate with them in establishing
nd maintaining such regulation
ley will stop making these mechnical reproductions.
Joseph N. Weber, AFM presient, stated at the beginning of
ne meetings that the musicians
ave no desire to put the recording
Dmpanies out of business, but that
ney shall insist on some kind of
Egulation. This insistence was
;hoed and emphasized in his
stters of invitation to broadcasters,
'scorders an d transcription makers,
'hich began by stating that AFM
lembers will cease making phonoraph records, transcriptions, or
endering service for any broadasting stations (depending on the
'erson to whom the letter was
ddi-essed) after Sept. 16 unless
n agreement regarding regulation
ad been reached. The letter closed
y stating that failure to respond
D the invitation will be taken as
idicating that the station, recorder
r transcriber is not interested in
aving the services of AFM memers after that date.
•RO A DC A STING

DEMANDS

GIVEN

RECORDING

COMPANIES

1. Dubbing of records is prohibited.
2. Records must be registered with AFM and cleared by AFM
before using.
3. Musicians will no longer assign rights for use of master
records to recording companies.
4. AFM members will not work at any place where records are
used unless agreement exists between employer and union.
5. Making records by lines from broadcasting studios or off the
air is banned.
6. All recording companies must be licensed by AFM and no
records can be used without consent of local union.
Invitations called for the phonograph record companies to attend
meetings July 26 and 27, for the
broadcasters to come on July 29
and for the transcription firms to
appear July 30. Representatives of
all three interests were present
from the start, however, with the
attendance growing from session
to session. Strict secrecy was maintained by officials of the union as
to what occurred in the closed
meetings. "These are only preliminary conferences to get the point
of view of each party plainly presented," they said, "and there is
nothing to report."
While agreeing that little progress had been made in reaching any
kind of a settlement, several of
those attending the sessions told
Broadcasting that certain demands
had been
by theOne
musi-of
cians forpresented
consideration.
these which seemed likely to be put
into effect is a ban on rerecording
or "dubbing" music from one disc
to another. This, is was said, would
in some measure increase employment of musicians without undue
hardship on either recorders or the
users of the recordings.
Licensing Proposal
Another demand of the musicians
was for some form of licensing of
recorders by the AFM in the
same way as they are now licensed
by the
Music Publishers'
Protective Association,
which controls
the
mechanical reproduction rights of
copyi-ight music. It was also proposed that some plan be found to
restrict the playing of phonograph
records to home use only, banning
them from use in hotels, bars,
restaurants, radio stations and

met with little discussion, however,
as it has been raised time and
again, but no one has figured out
a feasible method of enforcement.
Much more debatable was the
other commercial uses. This topic
demand presented to the broadcasters at the July 29 session that
no station should be permitted to
broadcast records or transcriptions
unless it also employs live musicians. This was a considerable
come-down from the demand made
by the Chicago union last winter
that each station must agree to
employ as many musicians as were
used in the manufacture of any
record or transcription played by
the station, but it was still felt by
the broadcasters that such restriction would put many smaller stations under a severe handicap, even
if the minimum number of musicians was kept very low. There
was so much discussion on this
point, especially by the networks,
who would be prohibited from furnishing programs to any station
not complying with this rule, that
the broadcasting session was continued on Friday morning and the
transcription meeting postponed
until Friday afternoon.
While generally sympathetic
with the desire of the musicians
for greater employment, a number
of broadcasters and transcribers
expressed the feeling that they
were being asked to remedy a situation they had no hand in bringing about. Unemployment among
musicians, they pointed out, is due
to the advent of the talking pictures which eliminated orchestras
and organists from all but a few
theatres, and not to radio. The stations that do not now hire mu-

DOWN UNDER — The ACORT, Argentine radio organization, checks
broadcasts of Buenos Aires stations with Ediphone wax cylinders,
which are then transcribed. The service is used by stations and advertisers as a check and it is a precaution necessary because of the uncertain copyright situation. ACORT has American recording and broadcast
equipment and acts as sales agent for American transcription companies.
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sicians but get their music from
networks, remote pickups, records
and transcriptions, they said, never
hired any musicians in the first
"The musicians are asking us to
place.
solve their problem," one broadcaster stated. "I can understand
their desire to get more work, but
I don't see that it is particularly
our problem. I may think that my
station tional
should
getting
more has,
nabusinessbe than
it now
but I don't
call a to
meeting
national advertisers
tell meof how
What the outcome will be no one
cared to predict, either on or off
to get
it." How far the musicians
the
record.
would go in insisting on increased
employment,
how far would
the broadcasters and recorders
go in
adding musicians to their already
heavy payrolls, and how close they
could come to agreeing on what
is fair and just are questions that
can not now be answered.
Companies represented at the
meetings included: Brunswick Record Corp., American Record Co.,
Columbia Phonograph Co., Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Corp., RCA Mfg. Co., Decca
Records, Conquest Alliance Co., E.
V. Brinckerhoff & Co., Standard
Radio, MacGregor & Sollie, Associated Music Publishers, Mid-West
Recordings, World Broadcasting
System,
Laboratories,
Muzak, JesseMarsh
L. Kaufman,
CBS, NBC,
MBS. James Baldwin, managing
director of the NAB, attended the
July
sessions as an observer
for the29-30
industry.
Opening Session
Littlesionsbut
discusoccurredpreliminary
July 26, opening
day of the series of meetings of the
AFM executive board with makers
records, representaof phonograph
tives of the broadcasting
networks
and
electrical
transcription
manufacturers.
Joseph N. Weber, AFM president, told Broadcasting that the
meeting which was closed to the
press, had been devoted chiefly to
an informal discussion as to the
number of musicians now employed
in the making of records and the
number that might possibly be emHe saidadvanced,
no concrete
sals hadployed.been
and propoadded
that none probably would be until
the end of the week, when all
groups
had board
met individually
the union
and when with
they
would probably all assemble in a
joint session to work out some sort
of agreement.
Questioned regarding the board
meeting July 25, Mr. Weber said
it was concerned chiefly with union
affairs, but added that union officials had agreed that some form of
licensing for makers of records and
transcriptions
mustthese
be putfirms
into pay
effect. At present
fees to tective
the Music
ProAssociationPublishers'
for permission
to use copyright music, but their
only union
payment
the musicians
the
scale towages
paid to theis
men
employed in performing for
the recordings.
WLW Power Renewed
WLW, Cincinnati, on July 30 was
granted an extension of its special
experimental authority to operate
with 500,000 watts day and night
using a directional antenna at
night. The action was taken by the
FCC Broadcast Division and covers
the six-month period from Aug. 1
to Feb. 1, 1938.
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fCONTROli
ROOM
HARRY SHELBY, formerly of
KMTR, Hollywood; Leo MeConnell,
Los Angeles, and H. C. Romero, Mexico City, have joined the technical
staff of XERB, new 2.5,000 - watt
broadcasting station at Rosarita
Beach, Lower California, Mexico,
scheduled to start operating with a
series of tests Aug. 1.5. George Berger, construction and supervising engineer, announced the appointments.
CARL DRITMMILLER has joined
the technical staff of KVOR, Colorado
Springs.
ORIN MILLER, assistant in the
Omaha traffic and accounting departments of Central States Broadcasting
System, has tal<en over new duties as
transmitter engineer for KOIL, Omaha. He has been replaced in the office
by Lois Farrady.
MARVYN ADAMS, NBC engineer,
recently returned to the San Francisco
studios from Canton Island in the
South Seas, where he spent several
months with the National Geographic
Society-Navy Eclipse Expedition,
WENDELL ROBERTS, assistant en2-ineer of WAIM, Anderson, S. C, is
the father of a baby girl born July 18.
She is named Cecile Barbara Sharon
Roberts, all family names, and will be
called CBS Roberts in commemoration of the
18 with
the station's
network. affiliation of July
SCOTTneer of KFYO,
BLEDSOE,
formerlv
Lubbock,
Tex., engihas
been appointed chief engineer of the
Plains Radio Broadcasting Co. With
headquarters in Amarillo. he will be
in
charge of KFYO and KGNC, Amarillo.
.JOHN AITKENHEAD, chief engineer of WADC, Akron, Mrs. Aitkenhead and Mrs. Allen T. Simmons,
wife of the owner of WADC, sailed
.Tuly 17 on the Orienia for a cruise in
the West
They are due to return earlyIndies.
in August.
ART PECK, formerly field engineer
of KSTP, St. Paul, has joined WCCO,
Minneapolis, as an operations engineer. Russ Person will be transferred
from
WCCO's
the transmitter. master control board to

# Take full advantage of the economies offered by the
new Postal Telegraph Night Letter Service. Use it for
business and social messages. Make it part of your daily
correspondence routine.
Under the new service, rates are as low as one-fifth
of a cent a word (beyond the initial 25-word base rate*)
to thousands of "short haul" points. Messages of more
than 200 words can be sent for seven-tenths of a cent a
word (beyond the initial 25-word base rate*) even
from coast to coast. The maximum rate for a 25-word
message between the most distant U. S. points on the
map is only fifty cents . . . two cents a word !
Call Postal Telegraph now and ask for further information concerning this new service and the staggering economies it offers.

R. O.
THATCHER,
NBC's intechnical service
department,of arrived
Phildelphia
Julynew19 KYW
to supervise
tion of the
studios construcat 1619
Walnut St. Foundations were already
in place and building and steel work
started the week of July 19.
CARL CHRISTIANSEN, technician
at KYA, San Francisco, recently received his final papers of American citizenship. He was a Danish subject.
WILLIAM G. GROVE has been added to the technical department of
KGGC, San Francisco.
DALE E. PHILLIPS Jr. has joined
the
burgh.technical staff of WCAE, Pitts-

*NOTE: The initial rate is based on a new minimum of
25 words. Extra words are charged for in 5-word groups.

H. J. BUCKLEY, formerly chief operator for Northwest Airlines, Chicago, has joined the engineering staff
of WGN, Chicago.

NO POSTAL TELEGRAM EVER HIT THE WASTE BASKET WITHOUT BEING READ!
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LEO E. YODER, Purdue graduate
has joined WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne,
as
engineer, coming from WCAE,
Pittsburgh.
GLENN THAYER, new engineer of
WOWO-WGL, Fort Wayne, on July
1 married Miss Betty Van Campen
of Grand Rapids.
PAUL VAN DEUSEN recently joined the engineering staff of WADC.
Akron,
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WARREN
J, STEVENS,
formerHotel,
control operator
at the Statler
Maiden,
Mass.,
has
joined
the
technical staff of WEEI, Boston,

GETS HAT — George McElrath
NBC operating engineer in New
York,' was presented recently witl'
a high-capacity hat by the Blackhills Roundup Committee. Mrs
McElrath received a silk neckerchief.
PATRICK F. SIMPSON, formerly ol
WNEW, New York, has joined th(
technical staff of WHN, that city.
DON McLLWAIN, former police de
partment radio operator at Litth
Rock, Ark., has joined the engineerinj
staff of WGY, Schenectady.
FRANCIS N. KING, formerly o)
AVEBR, Buffalo, has joined the engineering staff of WJTN, Jamestown
N. Y.
B. E. STAHL, engineer of WRC
Washington, has been promoted to th<
rank of Lieutenant, J.G., U.S.N.R.
T. W. MILLER, formerly of WGR
WKBW,nical staffBuffalo,
joined
of CBS,hasNew
York.the techGEORGE ROBINSON, assistant su
pervisor at the WOR transmitter a1
Carteret, N. J., is the father of e
baby girl born July 26.
WILLIAM KLINKE, Harry Berg
and Larry Flavin have joined th(
engineering staff of WJJD, Chicago
Jack Hayes, formerly assistant chiel
engineer at WJJD, has been promoted
to chief engineer.
DONALD ABBOTT, formerlv witt
WEAN, Providence, and WQXR
New York, has joined NBC in Nevi
York as a studio engineer.
CHARLES BUTLER, NBC-Chicagc
engineer, has been elected chairmar
ciation.
of the ATE, Chicago engineers' assoROBERT BIGWOOD, formerly chiel
engineer at WCAX, Burlington, Vt.
has joined the studio engineering stafl
of NBC in New York.
LEROYnical staffNUSS
has Philadelphia.
joined the techof WIP,
TED NOLEN, NBC audio facilities
engineer, is the father of a baby boy.
CBS Starts Tests
INTERNATIONAL shortwave
tests for the purpose of measuring
the effectiveness of directional antennae were started July 15 by CBS
in collaboration with BBC [Broadcasting, July 1].
Intensity
signals directed
toward
and ofaway
from observation posts in Buenos
Aires and in Brussels are measured
and
compared Broadcasting
by engineers Union,
of the
International
under whose auspices the project is
being carried out. Final results will
form the basis for recommendations to the International Radio
Conference meeting in Cairo next
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL

Decisions

. . .
JULY 20
( Subject to Ratification )
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
WTAR, antenna
Norfolk,D 1Va.kw.— Temp. auth.
directional
WJAR, Providence — Ext. temp. auth. 1
kw aux. trans, as regular.
WICA,approval
Ashtabula,
equip.,
studioO.—site.Mod. CP change
MISCELLANEOUS — WHFF. Attala.
Miss., granted pet. intervene applic. Standard Life Ins. Co., Jackson, Miss. ; Ventura
County Star and Merced Star Pub. Co.
denied 90-day extension effective date decision on applic. CP Ventura, Cal. ; KOOS,
Marshfield, Ore., granted extension time
file exceptions Ex. Rep. 1-453 on applic.
vol. assign, license ; WEMO, Milwaukee,
denied motion withdraw applic. CP without
prejudice, and entered final order dismissing same with prejudice.
JULY 27
(Subject to Ratification)
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
WAPO.
lent 10 days.Chattanooga — -Auth. remain siWAPY,
Portsmouth, O. — Auth. remain
silent 10 days.
KPRC,
Houston
— Ext. temp. auth. 5 kw
N.
WDAF, Kansas City — License for CP
and Mod. 610 kc 1 kw 5 kw D unl.
KRIS, Corpus Christi, Tex. — License for
CP
unl. and mod. 1330 kc. 250 w 500 w D
1370KOKO,
kc 100La w Junta,
unl. Col. — License for CP
KOHB, Rapid City, S. D.— License for
CP 1370 kc 100 w 250 w D unl.
KRE, Berkeley, Cal. — License for CP
1370 kc 100 w 250 w D unl.
MISCELLANEOUS — WSBT, South
Bend, Ind., effective date of order denying
applic. CP extended until action is taken
on petition for reconsid. & grant or in
alternative for further hearing.
APPLICATION DENIED — WMBD Peoria, 111., temp. auth. 1 kw N.
JULY 30
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
WFOY, St. Augustine. Fla.— CP change
D to 250 w.
equip., increase
WJBY,
Ala.
trans., studioGadsden,
site, increase —D toCP250 change
w
WAML, Laurel. Miss. — CP change
equip., increase D to 250 w.
WALA, Mobile, Ala. — Vol. assign, license to Pape Brdsctg. Co.
S KFBK
to 10 kw.Sacramento, Cal. — CP increase
WPTF, Raleigh. N. C— Extension exp.
auth.
tional. 5 kw LS KPO to 11 p. m. direcCincinnatil —N.Extension exp. auth.
kw directiona
500WLW,
KFBB. Great Falls, Mont.— Mod. license
1 to 5 kw D.
re WBEO,
hours. Marquette, Mich.— Mod. license
WWL. New Orleans — Extension exp.
auth. unl. 850 kc 10 kw.
KWKH. Shreveport, La. ■— Extension
exp. auth. synchron. - WBBM from LS
Lincoln
to midnight; WBBM. Chicago,
same.
WQDM,
Vt.— Amended mod.
license spec,St. toAlbans,
D.
WWJ, Detroit — CP main trans, as aux.
aux.KYA, San Francisco — CP use trans, as
WLBL,
move
trans. Aubumdale. Wis. — Mod. CP
KOAM. Pittsburg, Kan. — Mod. CP
trans., studio site. vert, radiator.
KOL,
Granted
1270
kc 1Seattle
kw 5— kw
D unl.license for CP
WRTD. Richmond, Va. — License for CP
new station 1500 kc 100 w unl.
WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C— Vol. assign, license to Piedmont Pub. Co.
MISCELLANEOUS— NEW. Ann Arbor
Brdcstg. Co., Ann Arbor. Mich., granted
pet. accept answer applic. United Brdcstsr. Co. ; granted petitions to intervene :
WABY and WOKO. Albany. N. Y. (Citizens Brdcstg. Corp.) ; WKBV, Richmond.
Ind. (Curtis Radiocasting Corp.) ; NEW,
World Pub Co., Tulsa (Harrv Schwartz) ;
WJDX. Jackson, Miss. (WHEF) ; WDZ,
Tuscola. III. (Decatur Newsoaners Inc.) ;
KGB. San Diego (Airfan Radio Corn.) :
KFPI, Spokane (C. P. Sud weeks) ; Honolulu Star-Bulletin and Zion Securities
Corp. (Honolulu Brdcstg. Co.) ; WRVA,
Richmond. Va., granted pet. reopen hearing applic. increase to 50 kw : NEW,
City of Jacksonville. Fla., granted pet.
accept answer in WTAD applic. ; NEW,
Ann Arbor Brdcstg. Co., granted pet. accept answer Decatur Newspapers Inc. ;
WQXR, New York, granted cont. hearing
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■JULY 15 TO JULY 30 INCLUSFVEapplic. Decatur Newspapers Inc. and Optical Co., Fayettesville, Ark., CP 1310
United Brdcstg. Co. to 10-14-37 ; NEW,
kc 100 w unl. ; NEW, Panama City Brdcstg. Co., Panama City, Fla., CP 1420 kc
Warren B. Worcester, granted pet. accept answer in applic. Airfan Radio Corp., 100 w D; WBAA W. Lafayette, Ind., CP
San Diego: NEW. Radiotel Corp., San increase 500 w to 5 kw D ; KGAR, Tucson,
Diego, granted continuance hearing 90 Ariz., CP increase N to 250 w; KGMB.
Honolulu, CP change 1320 to 580 kc ;
days ; sionWGAR,
time file Cleveland,
exceptions granted
to Ex. extenRep. WNOX, Knoxville, CP change 1 to 5 kw
1-453, Terminal Brdcstg. Co. grant new N ; Cedar Rapids, CP increase N to 5
station Cleveland ; NEW, W. H. Hartman
Worth, CPWACO,
trans,Waco,
conCo., Waterloo, la., granted motion accept kw: trolKFJZ,
to Ruth Ft.
G. Roosevelt,
appearance applic. new station and de- KTSA, San Antonio, KNOW, Austin,
nied applic. Waterloo Times Tribune Pub.
Co. to deny Hartmen applic. as in de- Tex., assignment license to Hearst Radio
fault ;WCLS, Joliet, 111., Commission on Inc.
own motion continued hearing to 9-27-37 ;
WSAU, gumenWausau,
oral art ;WMEX, Wis.,
Boston,cancelled
denied reconsid.
Examiners' Reports . . .
action granting applic. WCOP ; WHOM,
NEW, Food Terminal Brdcstg. Co.,
Jerseyout prej.
City,applic.
deniedCPmotion
dismiss
with— Examiner Bramhall recommend; KQW, San Jose, Cleveland
ed (1-458) that applic. CP 1500 kc 100
Cal., denied reconsid. & grant applic. auth.
move trans., vert, radiator. Increase D w D be granted.
WBCM,
Bay City, (1-459)
Mich. — Examiner
Ir1 to 5 kw without hearing.
win recommended
that applic.
SET FORCP HEARING
mod. license D to 1 kw. be granted.
Louisville,
250 w 500 —w NEW,
D unl. ;WAVE,
NEW,
WORL, Boston
— Examiner
recomRoberts - McNab, Livingston, Mont. CP
applic.NArnold
increase
500
1310 kc 100 w 250 w D ; WGNY, Newburgh,
w D to 1 mended
kw (1-460)
unl. that
directional
be granted.
N. Y., increase D to 250 w ; WPHR,
NEW, Ann Arbor Brdcstg. Co. Inc., Ann
Richmond, Va., CP increase 500 w D to Arbor, Mich. — Examiner Hill recommended
1 kw unl. : WNEL, San Juan, P. R., CP
(1-461) that applic. CP 1550 kc 1 kw unl.
change 1290 to 590 kc ; NEW, Slover be
denied.
Corp., Norfolk, Va.. CP 100 w 250 w D
NEW, General Electric Co., Belmont,
1370 kc : NEW, Harwell V. Shepard, Den- Cal. — Examiner Hill recommended (1-462)
ton, Tex., CP 1420 kc 100 w D ; NEW,
applic. CP 9530 and 15330 kc 20 kw
W. C. Irvin, Amarillo, Tex., CP 1500 kc that
(Rule 983) be granted.
100 w 250 w D ; NEW, Larry Rhine. San unl.WLB,
WTCN, Minneapolis; WCAL,
Francisco, CP 980 kc 250 w D : NEW,
—that
Examiner
recomFred M. Wiel, Grand Coule, Wash., CP Northfield,mendedMinn.
applic. Seward
WLB change
1420 kc 100 w 250 w unl. ; NEW. Carl 1250 kc 1 kw(1-463)spec,
to 760 kc 5 kw Sh.Latenser, Atchinson, Kan., CP 1420 kc WCAL (2/3 D) be granted:
applic.
100 w D ; NEW, Four Lakes Brdcstg. Co.. WCAL change 1250 kc 1 kw that
2V2 kw LS
Madison, Wis., CP 830 kc 100 w D : KYW,
spec
to
760
kc
5
kw
(Sh.
—
WLB
(1/3
D)
Philadelphia. CP increase 10 to 50 kw ; be granted ; that applic. WTCN increase
NEW, W. Va. Brdcstg. Corp. Charleston. spec, to unl. be granted if WLB and
W. Va., CP 1500 kc 100 w 250 w D unl. ; WCAL applic. are granted, but denied if
NEW, W. Va. Brdcstg. Corp., Wheeling, WLB and WCAL applic. are denied.
CP 1310 kc 100 w unl. : NEW, ScarborWIOD-WMBF, Miami, Fla. — Examiner
ough & Orvin, Charleston, S. C, CP 1210
recommended (1-464) that applic.
kc 100 w 250 w D unl. ; KSEI, Pocatello, Hyde
change
1300 to 610 kc be granted.
Id., CP increase N to 500 w : KTUL,
WBOW,
Haute, Ind. : NEW, Glenn
Tulsa, CP increase to 1 kw 5 kw D ; E. Webster,Terre
Decatur, (1-465)
111. — Examinerapplic.
Dalberg
recommended
NEW,
Martin
R.
O'Brien.
Aurora,
HI.,
CP 1250 kc 250 w D : WAAB. Boston. WBOW change 1310 kc 100 wthat
250
w
CP increase to 1 kw : WJBK. Detroit, CP unl. to 1290 kc 500 w 1 kw LS unl. LSbe
change 1500 to 1510 kc ; NEW. J. P. granted ; that applic. Glenn E. Webster
Harris, Hutchinson. Kan., CP 710 kc 1 kw for CP 1290 kc 250 w D be denied.
D ; NEW, Sam Houston Brdcstg. Assn.,
NEW, Robert E. Clements, Huntington
Huntsville, Tex., CP 1500 kc 100 w D : Park, Cal. — Examiner Hyde recommended
NEW. O. C. Burke, Dickinson, Tex.. CP
that applic. CP 1160 kc 250 w D
1500 kc 100 w unl. ; NEW, Sims Brdcstg. be(1-466)
dismissed with prejudice.
Co., Globe. Ariz., CP 1210 kc 100 w 250
NEW,
People's
Assn.Bay,
for N.Propaw D ; NEW, Louisa B. & M. E. Thornton,
gation ofYoung
Gospel,
Shark River
J.- —
Port Angeles, Wash.. CP 1500 kc 100 w Examiner
Berry
recommended
(1-467)
250 w D unl. ; NEW. Brenau College, applic. CP 640 kc 5 kw D to LS at that
KFI
be
dismissed
with
prejudice.
Gainesville. Ga., CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w
D unl. ; NEW, Natl. Life & Acc. Ins.
WSPA,recommended
Spartanburg,(1-468)
S. C. —thatExaminer
r.n.. Nashville. CP 1370 kc 100 w 250 w Dalberg
applic.
CP change 920 kc 1 kw D to 880 kc 5
Dtadv.
• NF:w.
CP 950Tri-City
kw 1 Brdcstg.
kw unl. : Co..
NEW,SchenecWard kw D be denied.

RADIO IN MODERN MOTIF— Strikingly showing various elements of
radio in its murals this view of the lobby of the new WOWO-WGL, Fort
Wayne, Ind., shows how effectively photo-murals can be applied to radio
stations. Particularly attractive is the floor, custom-built of Armstrong
linoleum, eggplant color and with a 16-point star of tan and terra cotta.
Call letters are of dark linoleum on a light background.
BROADCASTING

John C.
Hughes,
Phenix Cit
AlaNEW,
— Examiner
Irwin
recommende
(1-469) that applic. CP 1310 kc w D 1
denied.
NEW, WRBC Inc., Cleveland— Exam
ner Dalberg recommended (1-470) th:
applic. CP 880 kc 1 kw unl. be denied.
Applications
JULY .16 . .
WCBS,
Springfield,
increase D to 250 w. 111. — CP new tranf
locally.
KYA, San Francisco — CP move tran
KFEQ, St. Joseph,
July Mo.
17 — Mod. CP ver
antenna,
auth. movemove
trans.trans., to further reque
KICA, move
Clovis,trans,
N. locally.
M. — CP antenna a
proval,

0!
WTIC, HartfordJULY
— Ext.20 exp. auth. chang
1060 to 1040 kc, Sh.-WBAL to Simul
KRLD.
WBAL, Baltimore — Ext. spec. aut
change Sh.-WTIC to Simul.-KTHS to L
1060 kc, Synchro.-WJZ 760 kc after
p. m. 2V2 kw.
WESCS — Elmira, N. Y. — Ext. exp. aut
850 kc daylight to sunset New Orleans, jrff
as WMBS,
mod. new
station.
^ Jttrc
Uniontown,
Pa.— Corp.,
LicenseAmarillj
for C'""
NEW,
Amarillo
Brdcstg.
M
Tex.— CP 1500 kc 100 w unL
,U
KHBG,
Okla.—equip.,
Mod. approv;^'-''CP 12:' r",Pi
kc
100 trans,
w Okmulgee.
D sites.
to change
studio,
as WGTM,
mod. newWilson.
station.N. C. — License for C"
KUOA.
Siloam
license D 2"^ to 5 kw.Springs, Ark. — Mo
KTHS, Hot Springs. Ark. — Ext. ex; :
auth. change 1040 to 1060 kc. Sh.-KRL
to
susnend to 8 p. m
andSimul.
unl. -WBAL
8 p. m. totoLS,midnight.
WTIC.
KRLD. Dallas— Ext. exp. auth. Simu
WNAX.from
Yankton,
S. D.— Auth. transf<
control
Chas.
Dakota Brdcstg.
Corp.H. Gurney to Sout
WEAU, Eau Claire, Wis. — Auth. transff
control Morgan Murphy to Elizabeth i
Murphy.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. — Exp. autl I:
unl.
Olsen,
Port amended
Angeles. Wash.CPNEW,
1420 Tom
kc 100
w unl.,
1420 1
1500 kc, 100 to 250 w, hours from un
to D.
NEW. Shirley D. Parker, Yakima. Wasl
— CP 1310 kc. w 250 w D unl.
jrtf
JULY State
22 College, Storr
NEW, Connecticut
Conn. — CP exp. high-freq. 250 w.
WIXNU,
relay
station. New Haven — License for C
WOKO, Albany — CP new trans, equip.
WMAS,
— CP netrans.,
move Springfield,
trans., vert, Mass.
antenna.
control
from
Sunbury
Item
to
WKOK,
— Auth.H.George
transfe'W ■ W.ITO:
Beck.
Basse Sunbury,
A. Beck andPa. Harry
Haddor
KGVL,equip.,
Greenville.
Tex. — Mod. C:
change
move trans.
m
NEW, Tex.Northwestern
Vernon.
— CP 1500 kc Brdcstg.
100 w. unl.Co' ! ltd
KFBI,
Abilene.
— CP studio.
new trans itoi:
vert,
antenna,
move Kan.
trans.,
KTKC,
Visalia,
Cal.
—
License
for CP a
mod. new station.
newWJIM.
trans. Lansing,JULYMich.26— License for C.
WTAR, Norfolk, Va. — License for C!,
change equip., directional antenna.
WKBO
Simul.-D, Pa.Sh.-WKBO
N. Sh'
WEST,to Easton,
— Mod. license
WKBO,to Sh.-WEST
Harrisburg —unl.Mod.
license Sh.
WEST
D, Sh.-N.
KTSM, El Paso— CP change 1310 t
1350 kc,100neww 250
trans.,
crease
w Dchange
to 500antenna,
w, changin
Sh.-WDAH to unl., move trans.
NEW, W. A. Bamette, Greenwood, S. E iciiji
WDAH,
Elkc Paso
licensecontingen
1310 t "
250 —w Mod.
1370 Sh.-KTSM
—CP
1200
kc,
toD.
unl.,
KTSM being granted 1350 kc.
Virginia,
Minn. power.
— License fo,
CPWHLB,
change equip.,
increase
KSTP, St. Paul — License for CP chang
equip.
NEW, Hollenbeck Heights Christiai
Church, Los Angeles — CP 1170 kc 100 w ltd
Hollywood— CI
710NEW,
kc 500W.w H.
ltd., Kindig,
fac. KMPC.
KUJ,
Walla
Walla
—
CP
increase
100 ^
to 100 w 250 w D.
KXRO,
Aberdeen,
Wash.
—
License
fo
CP increase D power, move trans.
KVEC,
San
Luis
Obispo.
Cal.
—
Mod
license D to unL, 250 w to 100 w 250 w D
• Broadcast
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What Goes Up . . .
WHEN XBC dedicated the
new studios of WRC and
WMAL in Washington July
22 [see story on page 18], it
released 1,000 balloons, a
stunt sponsored by 35 local
advertising agencies and merchants who offered 175 prizes
rangring from theatre tickets
and free laundry service to
merchandise and cash discounts. Most of the balloons
came down in the District or
in nearby Mai-yland and Virginia, but three of them
sailed down near Mrs. Rose
Pasquarello as she sunned
herself on the beach at Nantasket, Mass., one landed on
Donald
D. McLaughlin's
lawn
at Sewell,
N. J., and 17
balloons which had been inadvertently released together
bounced down on Albert Bonocin's
N.
J.
Radiofarmsetsnear
were Newfield,
sent to the
long distance prize winners.

Presto Enlarges Plant

ffN'EW impetus has been given to
-ecording activity by the recent
L:-itunt pickups of the Hindenburg
f ,:rash by WLS, Amelia Earhart's
Ir'^akeoff
from ofMiami
by WQAM
;he landing
the Russian
fliersand
by
'^rCMTR, Hollj'wood, according to
t>,?resto Recording Corp., which reDorts that the use of instantaneous
ff-ecordings in connection with radio
station operation has nearly triped its business so far this year
)ver the same period of 1936. An;icipating further expansion, Presto has leased space in a building
idjoining its present plant at 139
\V. 19th St., New York, doubling
ts plant capacity. Orders from for; sign stations, particularly Austraian and Latin American, have been
-■specially heavy, it was stated.

EQUIPMENT
COXSTRUCTION of the new
KWXO. AYinona. Minn.. 100 watts
daytime on 1200 kc. will start about
Aug. 1.1. with all equipment ordered
from Western Electric, according to
M. H. White, business manager of the
Winona Repuhlican-Herald and one
of the partners in Winona Radio
Service, holders of the construction
permit. Personnel has not yet been
selected.
COMBINED new studio and transmitter building of WJBY. Crndsdeu.
ultrn-modern in design, is exin operationof bya new
Ansr. ver!.">.
On Aus.pected to1beconstruction
tical antenna was begun.
TWO new portnble narrow range
shortwave transmitters are being tried
out bv Harold Singleton, chief engineer of KGW-KEX. Portland. Ore.,
for special events.
COMPLETION of the 485-foot vertical tower for W.TBO, Baton Rouge.
La., was expected by Aug. 1.
WHITFORD DRAKE, president of
Electrical Research Products Inc.,
New York, after four weeks in Hollywood, is on his way home, having left
the West Coast July 28. He was in
Hollywood atto Romaine
inspect Erpi's
new plant
additions
& Seward
St.,
where the
company's
West
Coast
tivities will be centered after Sept. ac-1.
New plant is being erected at a cost
of more than .$250,000.
WESTERN ELECTRIC Co. has issued three new bulletins. The first describes the new 104A, 105A and 106A
amplifiers, the second takes up the
new llOA program amplifier, and the
third describes the new 23B input
equipment designed for use by stations
when the operators ride channel gain
by means of the main gain control.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J., announces sale of the following equipment : WIRE. Indianapolis. 250-D
transmitter; KROC. Rochester, Minn.,
lOO-EM modulator unit; KGLO, Mason City. la.. lOO-EM modulator unit ;
WJIM. Lansing. Mich., 250-D transmitter and KELO, Siou.\ Falls, S. D.,
100-O transmitter and studio equipment.

y^LIZABETH AMBROSE, stvlist for
•'?aks-Fifth Avenue, New York departiient store, and Nancy Turner, direcor of women's proRrams
WFBR,
T'.altimore, are in Paris toforcover
the
•jiutumn fashion openings for Trans•ddio Press. Miss Ambro.se will cable
laily reports for the Colgate- Palm*»live-Peet broadcast Women Make the
,^eics which Tran.sradio handles. Miss
*irurner will handle the fashion news
^or
Transradio's general —service.
;>
^ADIO
WRITERS Laboratory,
•cript syndicate of Lancaster, Pa . has
:}iiocepted The Ghost of Sioux Creek,
>y Donald Thompson, production
^(iianager of WHO, Des Moines, and
vill publish it for radio dramatizalon. Show is a radio adaptation of
^jThomas Duncan's story The Druggist,
i5rst presented on the WHO Play^■tovse.

STUDIO equipment used by WRC
and W^MAL, NBC Washington stations, prior to their removal to new
studios in the Translu.x Building, has
been purchased by the Capitol Radio
Engineering Institute, of Washington.
The engineering school purchased practically all of the control equipment, including switching panels, amplifiers,
racks, control equipment, battery installations, and battery switchboards.
Also included were loud speakers, microphones and portable units. The
equipment is being installed in the
residence school operated by the Institute for use by students, along with
other laboratory equipment now in
operation.
IRVIN W. YEIGEL, since 1931 an
accountant with the B-L Electric
Mfg. Co., St. Louis, manufacturers of
rectifiers and condensers, has been appointed treasurer of the company. Carl
E.
Peters has been promoted to secretary.

JULY 27
NEW,1 kw.WDRC Inc.. Hartford— CP highreq.
WRDW. Augusta. Ga. — License for CP
^ls mod. increase power etc.
^ KVOX.
CP vert,
100
to 100 wMoorhead,
250 w D,Minn.—
hours Mod.
to unl.,
intenna.
JULY 30
',:ucket,
NEW, R. Pawtucket
Brdcstg. Co., Paw'•ectionaL I. — CP 1390 kc 1 kw unl. diWCKY, Cincinnati — License for CP in^■rease power.
WGH, Newport News, Va. Exp. auth.
"acsimile
WKEU. station
Griffin,190Ga.w.— CP change 1500
;o 1310 studio,
kc, D toto unl.
100 w 250 D, move
:rans..
Macon.
WHBF,
Rock
Island.
111.— CP vert, anenna. move trans.
WNBR, Memphis — Auth. transfer con;rol from Memphis Commercial Appeal
Zo. to Memphis Press-Scimitar Co.

WITH the building completed at the
mouth of Islais Creek, three miles
from downtown San Francisco, the
new transmitter of KSFO. San Francisco, is now being installed by James
Middlebrooks, construction engineer.
A 400-foot triangular tower, self-supstructure. porting, will rise from the top of the
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Every Chine '«» Spe«ch— Rem.!*—
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AFTER THE STORM— The tower
of WSPD looked like this after it
was struck by a terrific windstorm.
RANGERTONE Inc., Newark, makers of broadcast sound equipment, has
placed a number of its new electric
chimes in stations throughout the
country, according to Maj. R. H.
Ranger, president. All NBC owned
and operated stations have purchased
the chimes, and WEIL, Philadelphia,
will place its new set in operation
late in August. The chimes, which
are entirely automatic with push buttons doing the work, are sounded in
a manner similar to the old Swiss
music box.
AYCAl,'. Philadelphia, will begin construction of its new high-frequency
station. W3XIR, in August and expects to start operation early in 1938.
John G. Leitch, technical supervisor
of WCAU, announces that the new
transmitter will be located atop a
downtown building, will operate with
100 watts on four frequencies and
have
line-of-sight
radiusa of
25 miles. operation within a

WGY, Schenectady, has begun construction ofa new modernistic studio
budding, with completion required by
Jan. 1 under the contract awarded
the A. L. Hartridge Co., New York.
The two-story building will
a
glass-brick front. There will have
be five
air-cond
itioned
studios,
electric kitchen studio. including an

WSPD, Toledo, Antenna
Wrecked by Heavy Storm
AfootSTORM
Julyantenna
16 struck
214vertical
of the
WSPD,
Toledo, tearing and twisting 114
feet of it into a crumpled mass of
wreckage. The station went off the
air at 7:38 p. m. Engineers on
duty at the time were Vern C. Alston and Larry Larsen, neither of
whom were injured. During the
three hours WSPD was off the air
the entire engineering staff worked through rain and lightning to
erect temporary lines so that
broadcasting could be resumed. Mr.
Alston, chief engineer, climbed
what remained of the tower, a
height of about 100 feet, to fasten
the temporary lines, amid flashes
of lightning and torrents of rain.
Members of the staff on the ground
feared for his safety because of the
possibilities of another bolt of
lightning striking the twisted
framework. WSPD resumed its
regular broadcasting schedule at
10:28 p. m.ofJ. Fort
HaroldIndustry
Ryan, vicepresident
Co.,
which owns and operates WSPD,
estimated damage above $3,000.
Work of rebuilding the wrecked
tower began immediately under
the direction of Chief Engineer
Alston, with T. C. Brennen, of the
Blaw-Knox Co., on the job as supervisor. Assisting are Engineers
George Brown, Larry Larsen and
Bill Stringfellow. The tower will
be the same as the original except
that the superstructure and crossstays will be of heavier material.
The new antenna is expected to be
in operation about Aug. 5.
WFIL. Philadelphia, has purchased
a four-manual Kilgen organ, costing
in mid-Sepbe completed
$22,700. tember,toin time
for the opening
of the
station's new
studios
now
under
construction in the Widener Bldg., Broad
and Chestnut Streets.
UNIVERSAL
VELOCITY
MICROPHONE
100% PERFORMANCE
100% APPEARANCE
100% SATISFACTION
OR 100% REFUND
Made in tollowing Imto connect
to for
carbon
m\kec
OHMS
33
Mike
Lines:teiepiione
200 Dynami
OHMS
pedances.
inputs: 500 OHMS
for
and
remote dance
lines:
10.000
OHMS
high
impedirect to grid. Not affected by
heat, cold or moisture.
Microphone Division
Universal Microphone Co., Ltd.
Box S99, Inglewood, Calif., U. S. A.

Scientific
Radio Service
Crystals are
recognized
world over the
for
DependabiUty,
curacy
of Frequency.
Output
and AcCrystals for any frebetween 13to and
8000 kc.quency
ground
an
accuracy
than
.01%. of BETTER
Low Temperature
Co-efficient Crystals
Supplied
in kc.
Isolantite
in 550-1500
band. Air-Gap
Frequencyholders
drift $
Approved
by F.C.C.
guaranteed
to bemillion
"LESScycles
THANperTHREE
Two Crystals $90
CYCLES" per
degree
SO ^^M^ Writefor toPrice
centigrade
change in temperature.
Dept.list.B-871

ICE

124 Jackson Ave., University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MD.
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MQ^tckandlaln^
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J^tomotlon
Golfers on Cloch — I Like Oxydol — Sky Smoke — Milk
Magazine — Travel Help — Screen Tests — Milk Jingles
MARSHALL FIELD & Co., Chicago store, capitalized on the $10,000 Chicago Open Golf tournament
won by Gene Sarazen July 25 by
interviewing famous golfers on the
store's morning Musical. Clock
broadcasts on WBBM. Field's linked the golf tourney with the golfing equipment featured on the fifth
floor of the store through a contest off'ering
sets of
matched
woods10andcomplete
irons together
with a golf bag, (each outfit valued at $150) to the 10 persons who
chose the three winning golfers
and their scores and gave the best
reasons for their selection. One
hundred runner-ups each received
a dozen golf balls of their own
choice. Aubrey, Moore & Wallace
Inc., Chicago, is the agency.
FOR the best endings in 25 words
or less to the sentence beginning
"I like Oxydol for washing clothes
because ..." Procter and Gamble
Co. will give away a new $1,000
bill daily for 30 days, beginning
Aug. 9 and running daily except
Saturdays and Sundays, until Sept.
17. Each day a separate contest
will be conducted. Entries must be
accompanied by box tops or facsimiles. Contest will be advertised on
the Oxydol's Own Ma Perkins
broadcasts and in magazines.
Blackett-Sample - Hummert I n c,
Chicago, is the agency.
HYDE PARK BREWERIES Assn.
Inc., St. Louis, is promoting its
sports programs on KWK, that
city, by using pictures of KWK
sportscasters on its billboards.
During July the photograph of Ray
Schmidt occupied the billboards
and the picture of Johnny O'Hara
was to be used throughout August.
In addition to basebajl broadcasts,
the brewing company sponsors boxing and wrestling matches and a
Saturday night variety hour on
KWK.
* * *
TO ALLOW the entire audience
and not a sextet of selected listeners to take part in its Quiz Quest,
broadcast each Tuesday on WFAS,
White Plains, N. Y., Golden Brothers Inc., retailer of that city,
now has the questions asked on one
broadcast and answers them the
following week, asking listeners to
mail or bring their answers to the
store and offering merchandise
prizes
received.for the best sets of replies
* * *
WBS has completed a sound movie
film portraying the process of making transcriptions. Titled "On the
Air With World," the quarter-hour
film is announced by Jean Paul
King. It can be viewed at the WBS
offices in New York and Chicago
and is available to groups wishing
to sh-w it.
WBS has issued a promotion
brochure on its new Chicago headquarters.
* * *
WCCO, Minneapolis, recently engaged an airplane to write its call
letters in the sky 10,000 feet above
the city. Colonel Arthur Goebel,
skywriter, participated in a twoway broadcast on WCCO while he
was writing the call letters.
Page 90
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KYOS, Merced, Cal. struck upon a
merchandising idea recently that is
bringing
customers to the hundreds
stores of ofits new
advertisers.
The program, titled The Market
Basket, is a participating program
with 12 sponsors. Each day during
the broadcast either the owner or a
clerk toofthea sponsor's
establishment
goes
radio studios
and reads
a spot announcement. The first
woman listener to telephone KYOS
the name of the clerk and the place
of his employment is awarded a
market basket filled with $1 merchandise orders from each of the
dozen sponsors.
Since the inauguration of the
program women have been pouring
into the stores of the firms mentioned on the Market Basket to
learn the names and voices of the
clerks and managers.
* * *
BORDEN'S FARM PRODUCTS
Co. Inc., New York, will bring
Borden's Special Edition back on
WEAF on Sept. 10, following a
month's layoff. Program, advertising milk, cream, and other dairy
products delivered by milkmen, is
a half-hour radio newspaper for
women. A printed tabloid newspaper, distributed by Borden drivers
to women requesting it, has attained aweekly circulation of 300,000. Program is written and produced by Stella Ungar of radio department of Erwin, Wasey & Co.
Inc., New York.
* * *
WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md., is offering 52 quarter-hour periods to local merchants as the prize for the
best program idea submitted. The
contest is open only to merchants.
It was started at the same time a
local rate increase was announced
and is said to have offset objections to the new scale.
* * *
LONGINES - WITTNAUER Co.,
Inc., New York, has placed metallic
counter plates in jewelry stores
throughout the New York metropolitan area, reading "Set your
watch by Longines time signals,
correct to 1 /20 of a second, broadcast nightly on radio station WOR
every hour on the hour."

WOAI, San Antonio, has issued a
24-page promotion booklet titled
News, which covers every phase of
the WOAI
news ofdepartment's
activity. Members
the news staff
are shown in action, the booklet being liberally illustrated. Sections
are devoted to special events, timely interviews, personalities, human
interest editing, local news and
publicity, each being appropriately
illustrated. Mail and sponsor materials are included.
Upon completion of the brochure
members of the News staff began a
friendly rivalry to see who could
garner the most mail from various
types of offers. Ken McClure offered a booklet on traffic safety.
Pat Flaherty, sports editor, offered
a baseball book. Leona Bender
offered a booklet on her morning
program
dealing with women's
news.
^
^ *
PASSENGERS on the Union
Pacific's crack train "Portland
Rose" are greeted like this as the
train gets within 30 miles of KIDO,
Boise, Mont. : "And we play the
following brief interlude of music
especially for passengers of the
'Portland Rose' and wish them a
friendly welcome to the city of
Boise."thePassengers
are urged
visit
Howard Piatt
Gardensto
surrounding the Union Pacific
Depot." The idea is a builder of
good-will among
* *passengers.
♦
WOWO, Fort Wayne, has mailed a
folder describing The Modern
Home Fwum, a program originating in the tells
station's
test program
kitchen.
The folder
of the
variety, the results for the advertiser, and a word about Jane
Weston, the home economist.
* * *
GOLDENROAD ICE CREAM Co.,
Chicago, is giving away five different foreign travel labels every week
to purchasers of its ice cream. The
labels can be made into lamp
shades, screens, bridge table tops
and other home decorations. The
ice cream firm recently started a
quarter-hour thrice-weekly chilcalled European
Travel dren's
Tourprogram
on WGN.
Salem N.
Baskin Adv. Agency, Chicago,
handles the account.
* * *
WHIO,ored streamers
Dayton, onisallplacing
two-collocal taxi
cabs
suggesting
that
there
is
"Always
a Good Show on WHIO at 1260
on Your Radio Dial."

SHAKESPEAREAN — The Los Angeles public library installed display
material to exploit network broadcasts of Shakespeare's masterpieces,
including the special display at left. The library lecture room is opened
to
the publicstore,
for devotes
CBS plays
heard toon the
KNX.
department
a window
cycle,Bullock's,
changing Los
the Angeles
display
weekly. At right is a corner of the Bullock display.
BROADCASTING

RELIANCE MFG. Co., Chicago
(Big Yank work shirts, underwear,
etc.) will give six gas-driven autoscooters as main prizes in a contest to close Sept. 4. Winners will
be judged solely by the quantity of
Big Yank labels sent in before that
date, the labels being taken from,
shirts, pants, underwear and children's play suits. In addition to the
programtions,being
presented
30 stathe Reliance
firm onwill
use
five-minute and quarter-hour transcriptions on the stations from
Aug. test.
16-21
the a conDealers to
are promote
being given
pad
of hints on how best to make up
their window displays for the contest with the winning dealers being
awarded $25 prizes. Mitchell-Faustl
Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, is the agenJ
cy.
* * *
BARNETT'S MILLINERY
STORES, Chicago, is offering a
chance for an RKO screen test and
a trip to Hollywood with all expensesHour
paid towhich
winnersbegan
of its over
Amateur
WIND, Gary,
Julyselected
30. Theby outstanding amateur
the
end of August will be given a twoday trip to Chicago to attend the
Carnival of Lakes and an opportunity to participate for the grand
prizes to be offered in connection
with RKO pictures. In addition,
cash awards are being offered the
winners each week as well as tickets for the coming Carnival of
Lakes, a feature of the Chicago
Charter Jubilee.
* * *
HORLICK'S MALTED MILK
Corp., Racine, Wis. (malted milk),
started a four -week jingle contest
July 23 on its NBC Lum & Abner
program and is giving away two
deluxe Silver King bicycles daily.
Entrants are required to accompany their last line to a jingle
read on the progi-am with a top
from Horlick's malted milk — either
the powder or tablet form. Judges
in the contest are Dr. Lyndon 0.
Brown, head of the Northwestern
University (McKinlock campus)
advertising department, and Esther
Schultz, radio director of the Chicago Evening American. Lord &
Thomas, Chicago,
* * is *the agency.
CIRCUMVENTING the U. S. postal regulation against the shipment
of matches through the mail, WPG
Atlantic City, in July, mailed packages of book matches in asbestos
envelopes
1325 nationalagencies.
advertisers to
and advertising
Twelve books, wrapped in cellophane and containing
the station's
advertising
message, were
mailed
to each individual on the list. Similar promotion will be made periodically during the year. The Yankee
Network also has made a match
mailing using asbestos boxes.
* *
BERNICE JUDIS, manager oi
WNEW, New York, is encouraging
program suggestions from station
employes by offering cash prizes
for any ideas good enough to try
out on the air. Stressing the commercial angle, the offer is in twc
parts, one when the program goes
on the air, the other when it gets
a sponsor. At the end of the first
week no awards had been made
but the engineers were way out ir
front in the number of suggestions.
^
^ ^
WKBB, Dubuque, has published ar
illustrated brochure presenting
market and trade data covering ,
that market.
• Broadcast
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'pHERE will be Tudor Plate on tables
in thirty four American cities this
Fall because of a program in the Fall
of 1936 over WGR, Buffalo, and KSTP,
St. Paul. WGR does not claim coverage
in half of those thirty four cities (despite new, ultra-modern equipment and
the highest vertical radiator in New
York State). Here's the story:
"Peggy Tudor" was first heard by
Buffalo and Minneapolis-St. Paul listeners in a test campaign to determine
whether daytime radio could sell medium-priced silver plate. Retailers were
invited to the WGR studios to hear

'"Peggy Tudor" and to see the line of
Oneida Tudor Plate. They were enthusiastic about both.
The public was equally enthusiastic,
and the sales curve in the test markets
began to climb. The radio schedule
that started with service for two goes to
service for thirty four this Fall.
Success of the thirty four
station campaign is a foregone
conclusion. "Peggy Tudor"
has been thoroughly tested
over an ideal test station in

ing to serve as the laboratory material
for your test this Fall. We'll wrap it up
and deliver it in any package of time
that you suggest.
P.S. Yes, Batten, Barton, Durstine and
Osborn have schedules all set. Please
don't call them or us about the list.

WGRUfKBlV

a natural test market. WGR's
daytime audience is quite will"lie enJs(f thecal'

OWNED

AND OPERATED

BROADCASTING

BY THE BUFFALO
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THIS W\m FIELD

IN

AMERICA

o

f A cheerful willingness fo spend money for worfh-while products
is characferisflc of the South Texan. No hoarder, he, and now
that wages are up and work is plentiful, he has plenty of money
to spend . . . and he's spending it. Many of his purchases are
influenced by what he learns from KXYZ or KRIS — for, no matter
v/here he is located on the Gulf Coast, It's dollars to doughnuts
that one of this fast-moving duo is his chief reliance.

KXYZ
HOUSTON

jf . . . and, back of this constant influence that reaches Info practically every home in one of the Nation's most prosperous sections, there Is a merchandising service that, through frequent
contact and a feeling of mutual confidence, operates to keep

NBC
O

Blue

Oh

dealers actively, personally interested in the products we "go to

stations are inhave said in former advertisements "These
We for"
j|bat
terested primarily In creating Advertising Value for the buyer
of station time." It is this dominant interest, recogniied and appreciated byadvertisers, that has made our amazing growth possible .V. and that has enabled us to score decisively In every case
where effective merchandising could be brought Into the picture.

O

KRIS
CORPUS

CHRISTI

NBC
Red and Blue

^An attractive combination rate puts both these stations, and
two complete merchandising units to work at one smalt cost.
REPRESENTATIVES
NATIONAL

Chicago

m

New York

KRIS

KXYZ

GULF

ASK

US

FOR

THE

INFORMATION

Wa
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Tab
l^TOP,

Acmn
Miss Schmutz!

ItgAtoM,
—

if they're call

letters you're taking, we can help you make

TWlAd
what programs

Sdinuct^!
are most effective for prod-

ucts in your classification. And remember

a good selection!

that all those factors vary from

First, because we know exactly what station

season and from year to year.

in every part of the country can do the best

So let us help you pick your stations.

kind of job for your particular product.

Naturally enough, we'll hope that all our

. . . Second, because we know

what times

list will meet your needs. But if they don't,

are best for you in each section. . . . Third,

we'll tell you . . . and ten to one you'll be

because

glad you called us in. How

we

have a pretty good

FREE

WHO
WGR-WKBW
WHK-WJAY
WHKC
KMBC
WAVE

Des Moines
Buffalo
Cleveland
Columbus
Kansas City
Louisville

WTCN
Minneapolis-St. Paul
KOIL
Omaha
Portland
KOIN-KALE
ICSD
St. Louis
WFBL _
Syracuse
KOL
Seattle
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Certain
Seen
enactment at this session, its considex-ation at the very outset of the
White
Resolution
Gets
Favorable
Report; President
next Congress in January is regarded as a certainty. In the House
Considering Many More Names
for FCC Vacancies
there is pending the Connery Resolution (HRes-92) for an inquiry
The inquiry, which Senator
AN ALL-inclusive inquiry into the radio regulatory structure,
mainly into alleged monopolistic
White repeatedly has asserted
tendencies in broadcasting by a seinvohing top personnel of the FCC and striking at the roots
would be in the nature of a "factlect committee, but the necessary
of the law under which it functions, now appears imminent
finding" study rather than a "fish- rule to bring it up on the floor has
expedition", probably would be not been forthcoming in spite of
as a result of activities on the Washington scene during the inpdirected jointly by the chairman
and the Maine Senator, with the strenuous efforts by some members
last fortnight.
full committee of 20 members
to The
jar itWhite
loose. Resolution embodies
With two appointments on the FCC to fill existing vacanrather than a subcommittee sit- a full portrayal of perhaps every
ting. A fund of $25,000, for retencies expected momentarily, another Congressional manifestaraised
broadtion of special counsel and clerical question casting
and itspertaining
regulationto during
tion of attitude toward radio and the FCC developed suddenly
assistance is sought, together with
the
last
half-dozen
years.
It
also
authority to subpoena
Aug. 11 when the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee re- customary
witnesses and records and to hold covers comprehensively the comported favorably the sweeping
mon carrier aspects of communicameetings at the call of the chairtions and its regulation. In addiWhite Resolution (SRes-149) for a son of the President, now of the
man
whether
or
not
Congress
is
in
tion to monopoly questions, it goes
White House secretariat — all have
session.
"fact-finding" inquiry into all been mentioned as possible inquiry
into purported playing of politics
phases of broadcasting and comMembers of Committee
fodder.
by the FCC; sale of stock by stamunications practices and regulation.
tions and companies; so-called
If the Senate approves the farMembers of the Committee in ad27-point White Resoludition to the Chaimian and Sena- "trafficking" in licenses; extent
Unless Congress adjourns post- reaching
tion [see July 15 issue for text]
tor White are: Democrats — Smith, and desirability of newspaper ownhaste, the resolution [Broadcastership of stations; effect of chain
ing, July 15] will be passed and during the waning days of this South Carolina; Wagner, Ne'w
then it is likely that the York; Barkley, Kentucky; Neely, operations upon affiliates and indethe probe begun — probably in No- session,
pendent stations, and the desiraW. Va. ; Dieterich, Illinois; Lonervember or December, or just be- Interstate Commerce Commission
bility of special regulations govfore the new Congress convenes in will begin its inquiry in November
gan, Connecticut; Brown, New
erningcastingclaims
; time used for
broadHampshire; Bone, Washington;
January. A fund of $25,000, to de- or December, or before the next
of commercial
programs,
Conahey, Ohio; Minton, Indiana;
fray investigation expenses, and to Congress convenes. Senator Wheeler (D., Mont.), chairman of the Moore, New Jersey; Truman, Mis- and whether there should be concompensate special counsel, is
trol or regulation of advertising;
souri; Andrews, Florida; Johnson, investments,
Committee,
favors such procedsought.
sales prices and fair
ure, as does senator White
Colorado, and Schwartz, Wyoming.
Looking for Business Man
value
of
stations;
geographical dis(R., Me.), author of the resolution
Republicans — Davis, Pennsylvania ;
tribution of facilities; advisability
At the White House it was as- and the best informed man in Con- Austin, Vermont. Farmer-Labor —
of rate regulation, and related subgress on radio and communicacertained that President Roosevelt
Shipstead, Minnesota.
tions.
Should the resolution fail of
has before him several dozen names
The Senate Committee action
as prospective appointees to fill the
was without dissent among the ten
two vacancies existing on the FCC
jects.
members present. Chairman Wheel— one of them the chairmanship
Payne Resumes
Personal Investigation
er was out of town but recomvacated by the death last month of
mended favorable action before his
Anning S. Prall. That he is searchdeparture.
The actual legislative
Of
Crosley
in
Letter
Asking
WLW
Data
ing for an outstanding figure in
course to be pursued, according to
business life for the FCC helm
sued as an FCC press release, Senator White, awaited the return
CONTINUING his one-man cammentioned an invitation extended
has been clearly indicated, but he
paign against WLW and its 500,000
of Senator Wheeler during the
to attend a baseball game on June week of Aug. 16.
appears to be having difficulty in watts, begun during the October
30 along with an informal lunch.
getting that type of man to accept allocation hearings. Telegraph
Senator White has openly indithe call.
Commissioner George H. Payne on "As I had never met you," the letcated that the FCC rather than
In informed circles, it is thought
Aug. 14 wrote Powel Crosley, chief
ter
said,
"the
invitation
and
the
the
broadcasting
industry would
the Administration desired to owner of the station, requesting
proffered
'good fellowship'
seemed be the primary subject of inquiry.
unusual. When
I wrote, however,
short-cut a possible inquiry into detailed information on the finanHe, along with Chairman Wheeler,
cial structure and profits of the that an official letter that I had has
the FCC by appointing to the exrepeatedly criticized current
station.
isting vacancies men of highest
addressed to you had remained unanswered for over six months, the FCC practices, and both have quesreputation. The White House has
In his letter, given out to newstioned the advisability of newspapermen on Aug. 13 but dated
indirectly resisted other investigaproblem became one not of gauchepaper ownership of stations.
tion efforts, it is reported, because
Aug. 14 for release on Aug. 16, the rie but of defiance of the law."
it was loath to see a New Deal
Commissioner said he asked cerFCC Nominee List Grows
The PajTie letter also made menagency under possible political attain questions at the October heartion of a "gratuitous and valuable
Just when the new FCC aptack and because the presidential
of WLW contained
ing regarding the "monopoly" of advertisement"
will be made, remained
family itself probably would be "unusual
in the last FCC annual report in doubt as pointments
power of 500,000 watts"
Broadcasting went to
drawn into the inquirj-. The posi- held by WLW "under the guise of which he said was "surreptitiously
tion of Elliott Roosevelt, son of an experimental license in the in- inserted". Obviously, he alluded to press. At his semi-weekly press
conferences, the President stated he
the President, as vice-president of
the so-called clear channel survey
terests of science."
Hearst Radio in charge of its
He added there is no great secret of the FCC Engineering Depart- was giving consideration to the vacancies and that he proposed to
about the fact that instead of this
Southwestern stations; his status
ment which, on the basis of postas a prospective station owner in experimental license being for
card returns, showed WLW to be fill them while Congress is in session so as to procure Senatorial
his own right by \irtue of his pur- scientific research, "it is used sim- the first station among rural lisconfirmation, rather than make rechase of KABC, San Antonio, subply as a means of earning unusual
teners
in
13
states.
The
Payne
letcess appointments without such
ject to FCC approval [see page commercial profits." He added that
ter made mention of the speech of confirmation.
Mr. Crosley had not yet furnished
12] ; a similar purchase of KFJZ,
Senator White (R-Maine ) on March
Fort Worth, by Mrs. Elliott Roose- the information and that no answer
Many names — possibly 50 — have
to his letter of Nov. 10, 1936, had 17 relating to radio and monopoly
been presented and considered at
velt, also awaiting FCC approval;
and
another
on
July
19
by
Rep.
been received.
the former radio activities in New
the White House. Several prospec(Continued on Page 62)
{Continued on Page 62)
England of James Roosevelt, eldest
The five-page Payne letter is-

iThorough
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Is AFM
Acting
as
RADIO faces another crisis. The American
Federation of Musicians threatens to strike
Sept. 16 unless the broadcasting industry
brings in an acceptable plan for reemployment of musicians. AFM
lays down "14
points" to broadcasters and 16 more to transcription and phonograph
record manufacturers, which, if complied with, would spell the
doom of many independent stations — conceivably destroy the industry.
The whole operation of AFM has a familiar
ring. It fits the mould of ASCAP which has
several times subjugated the broadcasting industry by employing a technique of manipulation and lobbying seldom encountered in other
pursuits. We find that the very plans of
AFM's international board were concocted in
the ASCAP headquarters in New York; that
the "conferences" at which the AFM demands
were made likewise were held in those offices,
and that ASCAP is openly seeking to align itself with the American Federation of Labor
of which AFM is a chapter.
At this juncture we interpose several questions: Can it be that ASCAP is aiding AFM
in an effort to divert the industry's attention
from its own copyright campaign, which has
had rather telling effect in recent months? Is
it ASCAP's plan to slide under the wire when
present contracts expire at the end of 1939
with more arbitrary demands for increased
royalties for the right to perform music?
We'll leave the answers to the reader's judgment.
Sound Movies Created Unemployment
Why should the musicians make the demands they do from radio because of unemployment? The movies, and not radio, are responsible for it. From the day in 1927 that
the first sound picture (The Jazz Singer, with
Al Jolson) appeared, the local musician began
to hit the skids. The fiddler and the twofingered pianist, the organist and the horntooter, in thousands of local motion picture
houses, lost out. Only theatres having stage
shows kept staff orchestras. Few of them were
qualified for anything else and have remained
without musical employment. (Many are only
musicians on the side, anyway.)
And the movies, we understand, have made
their peace with AFM simply by agreeing to
Sleet Master Campaign
Timed for Fall, Winter
ANDERSON Co., Gary, Ind. (Sleet
Master) , will use a Saturday afternoon sports and news program this
fall following football broadcasts
on WOR, Newark; a Saturday evening sports summary on WIND,
Gary; participation in Heinie's
Grenadiers on WTMJ, Milwaukee;
Yankee News Service five times
weekly on WNAC, Boston, WEAN,
Providence, and WTIC, Hartford;
and daily weather reports on
WOKO, KDKA, WHAM, WFIL,
WFBR, WRC, WRVA, WMC,
WGN, WFBM, WJR, WTAM,
WCKY, WTCN, WHO, KSD,
KMBC, KFAB, KOA, KVOO,
WFAA, KTHS and a few other
stations yet to be selected. Schwab
& Beatty Inc., New York, is agency.
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cease re-recording, or "dubbing" of music from
film to film or film to disc, and thus making
mandatory the use of an original orchestral
rendition for each film production. There isn't
any requirement for "stand-by" orchestras in
theatres throughout the country, and the producer isn't "licensed" by AFM.
Now let's see where radio came into the picture. About the time of the advent of the
sound picture and the demise of the theatre
orchestra, broadcasting began to come into
its own. NBC was born in 1926. CBS came
the following year. Both hired many musicians. Name bands began to prosper. There
are several hundred today, getting radio spots,
touring circuits, answering an unprecedented
demand. Before radio the name bands could
be counted on one hand.
A Local Problem for AFM
Also, we understand, the various locals of
the AFM are autonomous. They decide for
themselves the rules under which they function. Are they in sympathy with AFM demands on a national basis? It seems to us
that the matter is one for the locals to decide
with their local stations and not for the national organization to attempt to solve.
The fact is that the bulk of the unemployed
musicians probably could not qualify for radio anyway. The majority are old motion picture house musicians, or symphonic players
whose instruments are the oboe or the French
horn or the flute. Radio does not require that
type of talent because the public does not demand it. The modern tempo requires modern
musicians. If the driver of the one-horse
street car couldn't qualify as a motorman,
the traction company didn't pay him for
"stand-by" work.
We do not contend that AFM does not have
an unemployment problem. The nation has
one too. But we do protest any such demands
as are being made of broadcasting as confiscatory, unjust, audacious and impossible of
accomplishment. AFM, we understand, has
125,000 members who pay a tax of 10 cents
per month per man. It is said to have a bank
balance of $3,000,000. With that fund, and
with a prosperous paying membership (thanks
largely to radio employment and promotion)
it should be able to work out a form of un-

Ralston on for Year
RALSTON PURINA Co., St. Louis
(cereal), on Aug. 30 will start a
series of thrice-weekly transcriptions, quarter-hour in length, for
a full year on 25 stations. Time
of presentation will vary slightly
but for the most part will be
broadcast around 7 a. m. The account is placed by Gardner Adv.
Co., St. Louis. Stations are WHO,
WBAP-WFAA, WWL, WLS,
KDKA, KMOX, WCAU, KOA,
WBZ-WBZA, WFLA, KMBC,
WRVA, KARK, \TKY, WLW,
KPRC, KTSA, WSB, WGY, WOW,
WCSH, WHAM, KFH, KWTO,
WBT.
KFAM are the call letters assigned
by the FCC to the new 100-watt station on 1420 kc. which it has aut h o r i z e d the St. Cloud (Minn.)
Times-Journal to construct.
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An Editorial
employment relief for the older men who no
longer fit into the modern musical sphere,
without sapping the life-blood of radio.
There is perhaps some justification for the
demand against so-called "dubbing" or re-recording of music for transcriptions. Likewise,
we can see where the off-the-air recordings cut
in on work to which musicians are entitled.
But this proposal to make mandatory the employment of stand-by musicians whose chief
work could be thumb-twiddling, and the "licensing" of stations and transcription companies by AFM, is untenable.
We think it high time that radio again assert itself. It did when Warner Bros, attempted to pull out of ASCAP, only to find that
without plugging its motion picture business
was seriously threatened. We think radio
should not permit itself to be sabotaged and
intimidated in the way proposed, even if radio suffers temporarily in the effort.
Plenty of Other Material
Let AFM call its "general strike"^ next September if it does not care to get down to reason. There are quite a few thousand good
phonograph records around which would make
excellent program material in a pinch, along
with hundreds of playing hours of high-quality transcriptions. Script shows, too, go nicely
a part of the time, and of course the broadcast day, in such an emergency, can be abbreviated.
A few days, or even weeks, of that sort of
operation, with the public kept fully apprised
by the stations at regular intervals of the reasons for it, probably would shake AFM out
of its dictatorial complex. And how long
would AFM remain what it is if its best paying members, unwilling to accede to such orders, pulled out? Would CIO stand idly by
with such an opportunity to crash into one of
the strongest units in the AFL?
Tbe public wants its radio. It isn't concerned about copyright or the degree of unemployment existing among 125,000 AFM members, who happen to have a parent organization with $3,000,000 in the bank.
If there is going to be a strike, let's have
radio walk out on the musicians, too — and
make it unanimous.

WCTU Plans Drive
WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION, Evanston, 111.
is currently planning a series of
12 weekly quarter-hour transcriptions depicting the evils of drunken-driving. Last spring eight weekly transcriptions were used on 52
stations in 41 states and an even
larger group will be used this fall.
Each state WCTU unit will place
the transcriptions locally, according to Mrs. Munns, an official at
the national headquarters in
Evanston. Critchfield & Co., Chicago, is the agency.
LINTON WELLS, noted American
newspaper correspondent and globetrotter, whose book of memoirs Blood
on the Moon was published in July, has
been signed for a sustaining series
titled Bit of Life to be heard on NBCRed Saturdays, 8:30-8:45 p. m.
(EDST), starting Aug. 21.
BROADCASTING

Coughlin May Return
FOLLOWING conferences the
week of Aug. 16 with his new
Archbishop, Edward Mooney,
Father Coughlin is expected to announce plans for a new series of
broadcasts over an independent
hookup similar to those previously
used. Tentative plans call for a 26week Sunday series to begin Oct.
31.
Pancake

Flour Spots

ALLIED
MILLS Inc.,
Chicago
(Kreemex Pancake
flour),
will '
start 25-word to one-minute announcements on at least seven
eastern stations Sept. 25, five and
six times weekly. Other eastern
stations
chosen somay
far be
are added.
WGR, Stations
WESG, "
WHEC, WFBL, WSYL, WIBX,
W L E U. Morris - Schenker - Roth
Inc., Chicago, is agency.
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Stations,

Conferences

Seek

Music

Solution
York to confer with them and with
the AFM subcommittee, consisting
of Weber and two other members
of the executive board, selected
from the entire board as available.
NBC is arranging individual appointments for its stations; CBS
is making group appointments for
a number of its stations at a time.
Both of these networks expect that
by Sept. 1 the majority of their
stations will have personally disficials. cussed the situation with union of-

Networks

Prepare Plan to
Avert Strike
Bv BRUCE ROBERTSON
PUSHING all other duties to one
side, leaders of the broadcasting
industry are working on plans to
present before the American Federation of Musicians on or before
Sept. 16, when conferences regarding employment of additional musicians in radio will be resumed.
At the breakup of the first conference with the executive board
of the union, from July 26-Aug. 3,
the musicians ordered the representatives of the networks to return on Sept. 16 with a statement
of how many additional musicians
the industry will absorb. If that
statement is not forthcoming, says
the union, a general musicians
strike will be called.
All during the week broadcasters had repeatedly pointed out
that the problem is essentially a
local one, to be worked out in each
city between the stations and the
local musicians union, but the
AFM refused to view it in that
light. "It is an industry problem,"
they said,
entire
country
and "affecting
it must be the
settled
on
a national basis. We can speak for
the entire 125,000 members of the
AFM and we believe that you representatives of national and regional networks should be able to
speak for the broadcasting industry."
Demands of Union
Faced with this ultimatum, representatives of the N.A.B, NBC,
CBS, MBS, Yankee and Colonial,
and Don Lee networks, sent out
two letters to all broadcasting stations. The first letter, outlining the
demands that the union had made
on broadcasters, was dispatched
July 31 and was printed together
with the demands in the Aug. 1
issue of Broadcasting.
The second letter, sent Aug. 5,
contained the demands made by
the union on the transcription and
record manufacturers and discussed the AFM plan for licensing
stations, that is, permitting stations which employ a number of
musicians satisfactory to the union
to broadcast records and transcriptions as well, and forbidding the
makers of these reproductions to
supply them to unlicensed stations
under threat of themselves being
deprived of the services of union
men.
A special meeting of some 30
leading broadcasters at the Stevens in Chicago on Aug. 14 was
called Aug. 11 by Credo Harris,
manager of WHAS. Among those
expected to attend were Walter
Damm, WTMJ; Arthur Church,
KMBC; Harry Stone, WSM, and
Martin Campbell, WFAA. P resumably the meeting would discuss a
method of approach on the musicians matter and determine
whether the broadcasters individually or collectively should deal
with AFM.
Throughout his discussions with
broadcasters, Mr. Weber has
stressed the working out of a
"suitable
which
might
be applied yardstick"
by AFM in
connection
with broadcasting.
BROADCASTING

NAB

to Make

National

Survey

AN INDUSTRY-WIDE survey on the musicians' situation will be
undertaken at once by the NAB, it was decided Aug. 13 by John
Elmer, NAB president, and James W. Baldwin, managing director.
To serve as a clearing house on industry information in connection
with the current deliberations with the American Federation of
Musicians over unemployment, Mr. Baldwin will send a questionnaire
to all stations seeking data on employment and musical talent payrolls. AFM has claimed that the aggi'egate musical employment within
the industry totals 781 men, on the basis of a survey it has made.
This figure, however, is questioned as being too low. In canvassing
the industry, the NAB will urge prompt retum of the questionnaires
to permit it to collate the necessary data at the earliest possible time.
Throughout the conversations with the AFM, both the NAB and the
networks have consistently stated they could not bind their respective
members and affiliates in any agreement. The NAB survey, it was emphasized, isnot to be construed as a move toward collective action by
the industry, but is simply a fact-finding matter.
The Aug. 5 letter continued:
Both the purpose and tactics of the
WSl are obvious. The AFM insists
that many more musicians be regularly
employed
by broadcasting
tions. It has
elected
not to follow stathe
ordinary
practice
of
approaching
radio stations individually through local
chapters of the AFM and considering
the problem of each radio station locally and on its own merits, but.
rather, to put pressure on broadcasting stations by attempting simultaneously and by national action to deprive them of the services of union
musicians, not only at the stations
and by remote control, but also
through the medium of electrical
transcriptions, network programs and
phonograph records. We have urged
that this approach is not a fair one.
The International Executive Board
of the AFM, rather than the local
unions, has assumed exclusive jurisdiction to determine whether the number of musicians employed by any
particularrates
station
is "satisfactory",
although
and, presumably,
hours
will be determined by local regulation. What number will be satisfactory to the Board it declines to say
and we have no means of knowing.
It is clear that every broadcasting
station must solve this problem for
itself, bearing in mind, however, that
the problem must be solved for the
industry as a whole, and that the so-

lution By each broadcasting station
of the problem as it relates to that
station will contribute to a solution
of the entire problem for our industry.
We urge upon each broadcaster
that lemheas one
address
to this which
probof thehimself
most serious
has confronted our industry. All of
the undersigned will continue to work
cooperatively
and toduring
meet theat period
intervals in New York
between the date of this letter and
Sept. 16.castersItwillisfind
our itfeeling
usefulthatnotbroadonly
to c*onfer with any one or more of
us in order to get the full story of
what has happened and what is happening but also that they will find it
advantageous to confer with the appropriate persons at the AFM. The
oflScers of the Federation have notified
the broadcasters that they will ho
available for conferences during the
ensuing mitteeperiod,
executive
of three and
has anbeen
or willcom-be
appointed which can be convened on
two days' notice.
The solution to the present difficulty depends upon the cooperation of
each and every member of the broadcasting industry. The undersigned
cannot commit or even speak for you.
Toured now.cooperation is needed and needletter their
and wire
th*- networks
areByurging
affiliated
stations
to send representatives to New

CBS SUGAR-CAKE MODEL — Complete in every detail is this four-foot
cake dermodel
of the Gogo
new de
CBSLys,"million-dollar"
Hollywood
now unconstruction.
CBS artist making
guest studios,
appearances
on
network programs from the Coast, is applying the sugar-gun. The model,
constructed
plaster Biltmore,
and finished
architects'
plans internal
by Gus
Waser, chef from
of the rough
Los Angeles
includes
landscaping,
lighting, windows and other architectural features.
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Two main purposes are achieved
by these meetings: The station
men are given a chance to present
their individual problems before
the union executives and to show
the latter that the final decisions
on how many men each station can
employ must eventually be made
with the local unions, and the individual broadcasters are also given
a first hand view of the seriousness of the situation, which quite
a few broadcasters have been inclined to laugh off or to consider
as something for the networks and
the NAB to handle but as of no
special concern of the individual
stations.
Asks "Collective Answer"
Typical
of theone
meetings
nowwhen
being held was
Aug. 6,
union officials met with a CBS
delegation including Arthur
Church, KMBC; Lee Coulson and
Joe Eaton, WHAS; J. I. Meyerson, WKY, KLZ and KVOR; I. R.
Lounsberry, WGR and WKBW;
John A. Kennedy, WCHS, WPAR
and WBLK, and John R. Beacham,
WJNO. cussedThese
broadcasters
distheir local
situations and
ofi'ered to work out individual arrangements, only to be met by
Weber's insistence that the problem is one for the industry to deal
with collectively.
"Find out how many men you
can hire," he said, "and tell your
representative so he can give us
your
collective
answermusicians
Sept. 16."
Asked
how many
they
would have to employ to be given
a satisfactory listing by the AFM,
and on what basis they should figure, Weber replied that these were
questions for the broadcasters and
not the musicians to decide. A suggestion was made that station
rates be used as a basis of figuring, that, for example, a station
employ one staff musician for
every $10 of its one-time evening
quarter-hour
But with hour
the
wide variationrate.
in minimum
and wage requirements among the
various local unions, it was pointed
out that this would not work out
fairly to the broadcasters, and
again it casters
wasthat urged
by the
broadthe AFM
turn
the
whole problem over to its locals to
work out, which suggestion Weber
again turned down.
As this sort of experience is apparently to be expected from all
such informal conferences, network
officials are urging their stations
to consider their local situations
carefully and to report how many
musicians they will be willing to
add to their payrolls to either the
networks or to the NAB before
Sept.
can present
some 16.
kind"Unless
of an we
industry
figure
to the AFM at that time," one network executive stated, "we will
find ourselves faced vdth a gen(Continued on page 60)
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Elliott
Union

Battle

Squeezes

WHN

Pending
Labor
Board
Decision
AFL Threatens to Call Strike of Its Affiliates;
Station Willing to Accept Either AFL or CIO
By PAUL C. BRINES
Mervyn Rathborne, president of
WHN, New York, found itself in ARTA, argued that the broadcasting industry is separate from the
the middle of the bitter warfare
between the Committee on Indus- entertainment industry and that
radio engineers are not connected
trial Organization and the American Federation of Labor at a hear- with entertainment. He stated that
only
10 stations in the country are
ing in Washington, Aug. 11, before
the National Labor Relations Board owned by theatrical enterprises.
on the unionization of its 18 engi- The technicians of Warner Brothneers.
ers'
KFWB, he
Hollywood,
are members of CIO,
said.
AFL spokesmen threatened to
Of
the
remaining
stations
CIO
call a strike of Federation affiliates
if the WHN technicians joined the has membership in 50 and contracts with seven or eight. He reAmerican Radio Telegraphists Asferred to newspaper-owned stasociation, a CIO affiliate, rather
tions
and argued that it would be
than the International Alliance of
absurd
to
the press as a
Theatrical Stage Employes & Mo- bargaining consider
unit. He pointed out
tion Picture Machine Operators, its that radio technicians
are licensed
member union. Behind the apparent question of which union the by the government and may be employed in a business that has no
technicians should join lay the es- connection
with entertainment. The
sential issue of craft union (CIO)
CIO,
he
concluded, has no desire
versus the industrial union (AFL),
a struggle that involves the future to enter the entertainment field,
but does insist that it has a legal
of broadcast labor relations.
to organize radio engineers.
Testimony taken before a trial right
The hearing ended with counsel
examiner of NLRB in New York
July 6 [Broadcasting, July 15] for AFL threatening a strike and
counsel for CIO urging the NLRB
plainly showed that the 18 WHN
this challenge and uptechnicians wanted to join the to accept
hold the laws of the United States.
ARTA and had signed an agree- WHN remained in the middle. The
ment, it was stated.
NLRB was expected to hand down
Irving H. Greenfield, counsel for its
decision within a week.
WHN, said the station would negotiate with either union, but when
AFL threatened a strike powerful
enough to force it off the air, he WJJD.WIND, WXYZ
declared that WHN didn't know
jommc
WLW um
w^hat to do. WHN is owned and
operated by the Loew Booking WITH THE addition of two major
Agency, which is owned in turn by market outlets — WJJD - WIND,
Chicago, and WXYZ, Detroit— efLoew's Inc., Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
fective Sept. 15, the WLW Line
subsidiary.
The
majority
of
Loew's
will comprise at least six stations,
employes are members of some
and other affiliations are in the
AFL affiliate and a general strike ofl^'ing.
would not only force WHN off the
Keyed from the 500,000 - watt
air but would tie up the whole entertainment field, Mr. Greenfield
Cincinnati
station, the "line" is
said. He added that WHN had lost being built not as a nationwide
network
entity,
but as a means of
$2,000,000 in its 12 years of operation and suggested the NLRB di- providing a new unduplicated program service outside the WLW
rect the 18 technicians to join
lATSE so that a strike might be primary service area. Other staaverted.
tions in the group in addition to
WLW are WHN, New York;
Are Technicians Entertainers ?
WFIL, Philadelphia, and KQV,
Pittsburgh.
The essential question was
whether or not radio technicians
The Line is represented nationare an actual part of the entertainally on an exclusive basis by
ment business. Murray S. Kaplan, Transamerican Broadcasting &
counsel for lATSE, argued that Television Corp., of which John L.
engineers are so closely connected
Clark is president. Both WJJD and
with radio presentations that they its sister station WIND will affiliare a part of the entertainment
ate in the Chicago-Gary area bebusiness and as such belong under
cause the former station, a 20,000the lATSE. He said that lATSE
watt outlet, operates limited time,
contracts are closed shop contracts while WIND with 5,000 watts day
and that lATSE controls the men and 1,000 watts night, operates
who employ the WHN technicians. full time. Neither station is now a
He stressed the point that AFL
network outlet.
has had jurisdiction over WHN
WXYZ is a member of the NBC
since 1932 and that ARTA did not basic Blue, and also is the key stabegin to bargain with the employes
tion of the Michigan Network. It
until May 1937. CIO, he continued, operates with 1,000 watts power.
controls only five radio employes in The arrangements with the ChiNew York City and only 100 racago-Gary outlets were consumdio employes in the United States
mated by Virgil Reiter Jr., Transwhereas affiliates of AFL have
vice-president, with
held a dominant position in the en- Ralph L. american
Atlass, president of
tertainment field since 1903.
WIND and WJJD.
Chairman J. Warren Madden of
NLRB asked Mr. Kaplan if he felt
BILL BACKER, formerly producer
the wishes of the 18 technicians
the CBS Hollywood Hotel program
should be respected in the selection of
sponsored by Campbell Soup Co.,
of a union. Mr. Kaplan replied that from
was scheduled to take
a minority of employes should not over Hollywood,
the duties of Metro-Goldwyii
be allowed to dominate a situation
Mayef Studios radio supervisor and
now controlled by an AFL maproduction executive, on Aur. 15, rejority.
porting at the Culver City, Cal. plant.
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Get

Roosevelts

Second

Station

Acquire KABC, San Antonio,
From Present Operators

Mrs.

Craig

in Charge

Of Representative

Firm

After Husband's Death
NORMAN CRAIG, president of
the station representative firm of
Craig & Hollingbery Inc. and manager of its New York office, died
suddenly of a stroke at his home in
New York on July 31. His interest
in the firm was inherited by his
widow, Jeanne Craig, who had
been active in the business and
who has taken over many of her
husband's duties as head of the
New York office.
No new president has been elected as yet, George Hollingbery continuing as head of the Chicago office and F. Edward Spencer as
general manager of the New York
division. No changes are contemplated in the lineup of stations
represented by the firm, to which
WDRC, Hartford, was added on
July 30.
Mr. Craig, who was 63 at the
time of his death, was a pioneer in
the station representative field, entering it with Scott Howe Bowen
in 1928, and later forming his own
organization. He began his business career as a stenographer with
Armour & Co. in Chicago, later becoming manager of a group of
branch offices for that company,
which he left to enter the advertising business. He served as vicepresident of Fuller & Smith and
in the same capacity with Frank
Seaman and was later associated
with Campbell-Ewald before entering the representative field.
Graham-Paige Spots
GRAHAM - PAIGE MOTORS
Corp., Detroit (motor cars), has
started 100 - word announcements
four times weekly over the Michigan Network. In addition announcements are being used on KRNT,
Des Moines, and WBEN, Buffalo.
The auto firm has also renewed its
ten-minute program broadcast six
times weekly on WCAU, Philadelphia, and is using one-minute announcements on WBZ - WBZA,
WJSV, WISN and WOR. J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, has
the account.
BROADCASTING

PURCHASE of a second station—
KABC,liott San
Antonio
by theAug.
ElRoosevelts,
was —effected
2, subject to FCC approval.
Henry Lee Taylor, San Antonio
attorney and part owner of KABC,
announced Aug. 2 that plans for
sale of the station to Mr. Roosevelt,
second son of the President, and
Southwest vice - president for |
Hearst Radio, had been completed
and that an application seeking official approval would be filed. The
purchase price was said to be in
the neighborhood of $55,000 on a
"sliding scale" basis.
Last June Mrs. Elliott Roosevelt,
the former Ruth Goggins of Fort
Worth, purchased the majority
stock in KFJZ, local station operating on 1370 kc. The application for
assignment of license was set for
hearingat byits the
FCC July
Broadcast
vision
meeting
30. Di- I
KABC operates on 1420 kc. with
250 watts local sunset and 100
watts night. In addition to Mr.
Taylor, who owns 30% of the stock,
other stockholders include Mrs.
Thurman Barrett, holder of 35%,
and R. E. Willson, produce broker,
holder of 30%.
Mr. Roosevelt it is understood,
has arranged for the purchase of
KABC as an individual investment
rather than for Hearst Radio. He
has been Hearst Radio vice-president in charge of its Southwestern
stations for the last two years.
Strike

Crisis

Is Eased

By Philadelphia Stations
RADIO stepped into action in Philadelphia Aug. 2-4 when a local
trucking union strike affected the
movement of 5,000 trucks and tied
up food deliveries. WCAU immediately installed lines in Mayor Wilson's reception room in City Hall
under the supervision of Ken Stowman, public relations director, and
all six stations in the city joined
together to broadcast news bulletins, reports and comments by the
Mayor. The broadcasters stayed at
their posts day and night for three
days until the settlement of the
strike was first announced over the
radio by Mayor Wilson.
Micky Fields, writing in the local
Radio Press, commenting on the
work, called it one of the greatest
radio jobs ever attempted in Philadelphia, and particularly commended the stations for forgetting their
rivalries and cooperating for the
common welfare.
Cuban Tobacco Plans
DISCLOSURE of the intention of
the Cuban tobacco industry to use
radio advertising in this country
developed Aug. 7 with the receipt
of a cablegram by WCKY, Cincinnati, from President Bru of the
Island Republic. In a message to
L. B. Wilson, congratulating the
station on dedication of its new
10,000-watt transmitter. President
Bru said WCKY is received clearly
in
and is "a
great help" of
to
the Cuba
commercial
relationship
America. "We will soon use your [
station as a medium for advertising for Cubansaid.tobaccos abroad,"
the message
* Broadcast

Advertising

Peanutville^

s

Kindergarten
By WALTER
J. DAMM

for

Tricks of Time
Buying That Broadway
Doesn^t Teach;
An Answer
to Some Recent Criticisms of Radio
PROLOGUE
Day after day, broadcasters are
THEY eat supper in their shirt sleeves at 5:30, these everybeing admonished to use showmanship in program building. They are
day folk in Peanutville. They may or may not listen to a prourged, cajoled, and pleaded with to
gram dispensed by a time buyer a thousand miles away who
merchandise programs. All of
which is fine — as far as it goes!
But what happens when stations do stops for cocktails after work and wears a necktie at his 7 o'clock
all this? Do the advertisers believe
dinner. This simple theme inspired that pioneer broadcaster,
the station manager when they are
told that such and such a program
Walter Damm, of WTMJ, to do a piece in defense of stations
at such and such a time has built
and
in offense at a situation that station executives encounter
up a following and that in the station manager's opinion it will do a every day. Of late the agencies have been taking pot shots
better job for them than their proposed programs?
at radio. Now Walter takes the floor, and no one is better
No! The ready-made program
comes through along with a de- equipped to tell advertising agencies what's what and watt's watt.
mand for a specified time.
The following might well be a
2. That this group is at work by they propose was highly successful.
copy of a file of correspondence,
Will you please let me hear from
7:30 or 8 in the morning and is
but
it
isn't.
Although,
it
is
as
true
as life!
home by 4:30 and not later than 5 you as to whether you can clear
o'clock.
*
* *
this time and will accept this proNEW YORK CITY,
3. That people of this class
Yours very truly.
.JULY S, 1937
usually are sitting at their dinner
FRANK FOAKS
gram. Your Special Representative,
table
by
5:30,
certainly
not
later
RADIO STATION ABCD
Henry Hoaks.
than 6, and as a result, when they
PEANUTVILLE
*
* *
turn on their radio set, they are
RADIO STATION ABCD
JOE DOAKS AGENCY ON BE- not inclined to listen to dramatic
Peanutville
HALF OF CLIENT FIVE-CENT
CIGAR ACCOUNT PLACING
programs.
4. The experience you have had
July 12, 1937
THREE PROGRAMS PER WEEK
in the past with dramatic shows at Mr. Heni-y Hoaks,
WANTS SIX TO SIX FIFTEEN
this time, and your efforts during Our Special Representative,
MONDAYS WEDNESDAYS AND
the recent months in restricting New York City.
FRIDAYS STOP SHOW WILL BE
DRAMATIC TRANSCRIPTION
this period to music of a type that Dear Hank:
I can well appreciate the efforts
BAvSED ON HISTORICAL HIGHyou know from past experience the
LIGHTS STOP CAN YOU CLEAR.
which you made in our behalf in
majority
of
people
in
Peanutville
HENRY HOAKS
like.
trying to sell the Joe Doaks AgenYOUR SPECIAL
cy the local program for use by
We regret to say that our arguREPRESENTATIVE
«
* *
ments failed to make an impression the five-cent cigar account, rather
than the transcriptions. As you
PEANUTVILLE JULY 8, 1937 and we were informed that it would know
from past experience, this
be impossible to consider a local
HENRY HOAKS
show. We were further told that in situation is not an unusual one.
OUR SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
the test campaign which was run
If the agency will accept 6:15NEW YORK CITY
in Walnutville the program which 6:30, we will accept the transcripGLAD TO KNOW JOE DOAKS
AGENCY INTERESTED IN
THREE FIFTEEN MINUTE PERIA CHALLENGE
TO ARTHUR
PRYOR
ODS STOP THIS BUSINESS WELCOME ADDITION TO OUR FALL
SCHEDULE STOP SUGGEST
And Ned Midgley, Too,- Small Station Manager
AGENCY CONSIDER LOCAL
SHOW WHICH OVER PERIOD
Dares Them to Make Good Their Promises
OF TIME HAS BUILT UP UNUSUAL ACCEPTANCE HERE IN EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Broadcasting and other authentic
GREATER PEANUTVILLE FOR
sources.
Once
upon
a
time
the
writer,
a
PERIOD REQUESTED
STOP
Armed with this presentation
small station manager, attended
NUTVILLE LISTENERS
AS PEAYOU
the writer took the liberty of daran NAB convention in Chicago
KNOW DON T WANT DRAMATIC
SHOWS AT THIS TIME AND
ing to approach Arthur Pryor and
where
FURTHERMORE IT IS CERTAIN
radio Arthur
stationsPryor
(as Jr.
I "spanked"
afterward
Ned Midgley (by mail of course).
THAT MAJORITY OF FIVE-CENT
Now this small station manager
CIGAR USERS NOT GREATLY, read in Broadcasting). Mr. Pryor
said stations should build good sus- had never had any BBDO corresINTERESTED IN DRAMATIC
taining programs and submit them
PROGRAMS AND MUCH LESS IN
pondence (excepting form mail for
to his and other agencies, and that transcriptions to be placed by loHISTORICAL HIGHLIGHTS.
they would be considered. He also
F. FOAKS—
ABCD
cal dealers). Remembering that
•
«STATION
•
said that power was secondary,
Midgley and Pryor had stated that
YOUR SPECIAL
and had the support of his col- everything was carefully tucked
REPRESENTATIVE
league, Ned Midgley.
their files, the small staNew York City
With mouth open, the writer away tioninmanager
eagerly waited, mornJuly 9, 1937 thought of one program that had
ing after morning, for an answer,
Mr. Frank Foaks, Manager,
been
on
his
station
as
a
sustainer
or at least an acknowledgement.
Radio Station ABCD,
for two years. This program is of
Peanutville.
"Sorry, nothing from BBDO toDear Frank:
high calibre and has a tremendous
day," says theto postman
Prior to receipt of your wire, in following.
mumbling
himself inwhopity.now
After the convention the small is The
fact even before we wired you for
station manager
time clearance on the behalf of the station manager flew back to his thereforesmall
makes this challenge: If
Joe Doaks Agency (the 5c cigar home town biting his fingernails
account), we had a long talk with over his program that would be Pryor and/or Midgley can produce
the space buyer regarding the Pea- presented by mail to Arthur Pryor the material he sent them, he will
buy them a box of good cigars.
nutville situation. We pointed out —
1. That Peanutville should be an and Ned Midgley. He called the
An identical copy of this maprinter
and
ordered
a
nice
cover
ideal market for their five-cent
terial is enclosed with this letter.
cigar account as 70% of the male for the presentation. The program
Maurice C. Coleman,
population is in the so-called work- was mimeographed and along with
it went market data obtained from
ing class.
Aug. 4, 1938 WATL, Atlanta
BROADCASTING
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Agencies
tion program since this period is
farther removed from the dinner
hour of the Greater Peanutville listeners than is 6-6:15. However, we
wish to definitely go on record and
would appreciate your informing
the agency that it is our sincere
belief that this program will not i
produce
the expected results in this
area.
We feel that this client would
make a far better investment if he
were
to before
use early
morning
— ■
that is,
7:30,
or be time
guided
by
our
experience
in
connection
with another account which took
our advice and used 12:30 to 12:45
at noon. The noon period is during
the lunch
hour of the and
factory
ers
in Peanutville
we woi'kknow
that during that time the majority
of the workers go to the nearest
tavern with their lunch pail and sit
around in groups with a glass of
beer and their lunch.
Everyone of those taverns has a
radio set turned on and we have
gone out of our way to deliver the
type of program that appeals to
these people. Incidentally, the same
type of program appeals to the
wives of these men with the result,
as has been shown in past surveys, %
that Station ABCD has by far the
majority of listeners. This fact, we
believe, will be further substantiated by the foi'thcoming survey
now being completed
Cordially, by the John
Boaks Research Inc.
Frank Foaks, Manager.
* * *
NEW YORK CITY,
JULY 16, 1937
RADIO STATION ABCD
PEANUTVILLE
JOB DOAKS AGENCY ACCEPTS
SIX FIFTEEN TO SIX THIRTY
MONDAY WEDNESDAY AND
FRIDAY STARTING AUGUST
FIFTEENTH ORDER FOLLOWS.
YOUR SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
* * *
JOE New
DOAKS
York AGENCY
City
Radio Station ABCD, July 22, 1937
Peanutville.
Attention : Manager
Gentlemen :
Through your representative we
are forwarding an order for the
Smokem Cigar Co. for the program
to be known as Historical Highlights, which is to run Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, 6:15 to
6:30 p. m., starting Aug. 15.
The client has no salesmen covering your territory and therefore
it will be necessary for you to render certain merchandising service.
The1. client
requests asthatmany
—
You contact
cigar
outlets as you possibly can and
urge them
to order
call their
whole-of
saler and
a local
supply
Smokem Cigars so that they will
have them on hand when the first
program is broadcast.
2. You arrange for the installation of window displays of which
we are sending you 500 sets.
3. To those dealers and outlets
which you are not able to call on
personally, you send a letter along
the lines of the sample attached.
4. You contact your local newspapers and urge them to run the
publicity
stories and
pictures
{Continued
on page
H) which
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DAYTIME RECORD
Summer Time Sales Are Far
Above Past Years
MIDSUMMER radio advertising
has hit an all-time peak on CBS,
according
to that
reportin
on its billings
for network's
the first week
August, midpoint of the summer
season. During this week 41 CBS
advertisers, an increase of 46%
over 1936, spent $422,105, an increase of 51% over 1936. Average
time costs per advertiser for the
week were $10,295, as compared
with $9,978 in 1936. Evening sales
for the week totaled $296,530, a
gain of 20% over the same week a
year ago. But the really astounding gain was in daytime advertising expenditures, which increased
284% over last year, to $125,575.
The number of daytime advertisers also increased from 4 to 14.
The increase in daytime programs sponsored by advertisers
that has been one of the outstanding phenomena of the year is continuing right through the summer,
according to figures released by
NBC which show that July weekday daytime revenue from NBC
advertisers totaled $728,880, an increase of 38.0% over that of the
same month last year. Evening
billings for the month, $1,907,327,
were only 3.4% ahead of July
1936. For the first seven months of
1937, weekday daytime billings aggregate $6,250,862, a gain of 74.2%
over 1936. For the same period
evening billings were $15,127,518,
passing last year's mark by 7.5%.
PAYSON PUBLISHING Co. Inc.,
New York, will use an MBS network
to advertise Commentator Magazine.
beginning Sept. 19. Program talent
has not been selected nor the exact
time set, but it will be a Sunday evening, half-hour show on WOR, WGN,
WLW and the Don Lee network.
Account is handled by Cecil, Warwick
& Legler Inc., New York.

NAB Finds Six-Month Volume Totals $65,426,432;
Usual Seasonal Letdown Is Lessened
GROSS time sales of networks and month last year were fairly genstations increased 28.7% for the
eral, outstanding gains being in
first half of 1937 as compared with these fields : National network
the same period a year ago, ac- household equipment, financial and
cording to figures released Aug. 13 tobacco; regional network toilet
by the National Association of goods, soap and kitchen supplies
Broadcasters. The six-month time and financial; national nonnetwork
sales totaled $65,426,432 which
clothing, foodstuffs and tobacco;
compares with the 1936 half-year local tobacco and department store.
figure of $50,802,179.
The six-month gross time sales
The principal increase for the follow :
1937
1936
half-year period occurred in the na- Nat. Net
$28,181,976
tional network field, volume rising Reg. Net $35,564,039
644,473
669,293
from $11,527,860 a year ago to Nat. Nonnet 16,528,100
11,527,860
12,665,000
$16,528,100 for the current year, a Local
10,447,870
percentage gain of 43.4%. Close
TOTAL
$65,426,432 $50,802,179
behind this figure was the 26.3%
Figures for May and June, May
1936,
surge in national network business
follow :
as computed by the NAB, the total
June
mounting from $28,181,976 in 1936 Nat. Net
$5,554,987
to the current figure of $35,564,039. Reg. Net
$5,875,531
137,734
128,126
Local advertising for the six- Nat. Nonnet
2,716.000
2.962,200
Total
2,212,800
month period rose from $10,447,2,349.700
870 a year ago to the 1937 volume
TOTAL
$10,611,913
$11,325,165
of $12,665,000, an increase of
21.1%. Smallest increase among
the various types of business occurred in the regional network
Zephyr's Placements
field where a gain of 3.8% was re- AXTON- FISHER Tobacco Co.,
Louisville,
will use radio exclusivecorded, the dollar volume rising
ly to introduce its new Zephyr
from $644,473 to the current
$669,293.
cigarettes, starting by sponsoring
established local programs with
Broadcasting far outstripped
other advertising media in the per- large followings on stations in
centage increase for the first half New York, Chicago, Milwaukee, St.
Louis and Indianapolis. In New
of the year, national magazines
making the next best showing, fol- York, lieve
Martin
Block's
Ballroom on
WNEWMake
will Bebe
lowed by a gain in national farm
used.
Both
WIRE
and
WFBM,
Inpapers and a slight increase in
dianapolis, will also be used. Other
newspaper advertising.
stations and programs remain to
Types of Rendition
be selected. McCann-Erickson Inc.,
Transcription volume for the New York, is placing the campaign, which will start late in
half-year rose from $5,723,950 to
August.
$7,121,380. Live talent programs
soared from $10,643,770 to $14,593,890. Records increased from
$5,184,890 to $6,948,420 and an- Major Network
Time
Sales for July
nouncements went all the way
from $5,184,890 to $6,948,420.
Total 24%
Above
Figure Last Year
These rendition figures
to nonnetwork business. apply only NATIONAL advertisers spent
for the month, $2,018,820, a gain
Total broadcast advertising for $4,780,224 with the national net- of 25.1% over the Julv 1936 total
the month of June reached the figworks in July, 1937, making it by
July
ure of $10,611,913, reflecting a les- far the largest July in radio his- of
total $1,613,148.
of $688,630 NBC-Blue's
was 15.7% below
sening of the customary seasonal
tory, 24% ahead of the July 1936 the $816,835 revenue in the same
decline since it was only 6.2% be- total of $3,832,319. For the first month last year. MBS reported
low May. The volume, however,
seven months of the year the coast- $84,362 for July 1937, 23.0% less
to-coast networks have collected than the July 1936 revenue of
was 34% above June of last year
with national nonnetwork volume
$40,547,616 from the advertising
$109,561.
again showing the greatest gain industry, an increase of 26.8%
Gross Monthly 37.6%
Time Sales
over 1936 with its 44.2%. Na- over the $31,977,544 taken in durNBC-Red
tional network volume was 39.5%
ing the January-to-Julv period of
19S6
1937
over a year ago, regional network
1936.
Over 19S6
Feb. -$2,374,633
21% and local business 13.5%.
Considered individually all net- Jan.
$1,725,172
34.0
% 32.2
Principal gains in June as com—3Gain
1,697,524
.5
works show a gain for the seven March __ 2,273,973
2.531,322
1,915,357
30.7
pared with May occurred in these
months over the same period a April _ 2,304,035
—0.6
37.0
1,762,201
_
2,261,344
May __- _ 2.211,560
22.0%
1,650,046
groups: National netwoa-k clothing year ago, although NBC-Blue and June
1,490,426
—4.9
48.4
and
financial, regional network
Mutual both had lower July in- July _ _ 2,018,820
1,613,148
beverage and toilet goods, national
comes than in 1936. To date this
NBC-Blue25.1
nonnetwork automotive and finan- year, NBC-Red has a total income
—15.7
-$1,167,366
Jan.
_
1,021,809
0.5
cial, and local toilet goods and soap
of $15,973,431, a gain of 34.8%;
$ 1,016,776
956,643
Feb. _
March
and kitchen supplies. Retail volume
1,082,961
NBC-Blue, a total of $6,682,126, a
1,122,516
_ 973,802
979,727
24.2%
declined 5.4% from May to June
gain of 0.7%; the combined NBC
May
4.6
911,674
April - -- 953.475
but was 20% over June of last networks having taken in $22,655,- June
791,827
833,030
_ 688,630
816,835
year.
July
_
557 during
1937'sof first
Increases for June over the same
months,
22.5%theahead
1936. seven
CBS
CBS
_
total for this period is $16,791,677, Jan.
$1,901,023
_- 2,264,317
Feb. _ -$2,378,620
18.6
1,909,146
an increase over last year of March
2.559,716
17.8
2,172,382
Newspaper Buys WAYX
34.6%. Mutual shows a 9.2% in- May _ 2.563,478
31.4
1,950.939
46.4
April _ _ 2,560,558
COMPLETION of negotiations for
crease, with an income of $1,100,- June
—5.1
1,749,517
64.8
2,476,576
the sale of WAYX, Waycross, Ga., 382 for 1937 as compared with
1,502,768
1,292,775
July _ - 1,988,412 MBS 53.8
100 watts on 1200 kc, to Jack Wil- $1,007,919 for last year.
For
the
month
CBS
showed
the
liams, publisher of the Waycross
Jan. _ .$ 187,362
—23.0
12.7
162,358
Journal-Herald, was disclosed in largest gain both in dollars and in March
Feb. _ _. 202,088
24.4
$ 166,266
191,483
220,256
an application filed with the FCC.
percentage, its July income of
15.0
24.3
April _- 173,746
139,834
The station is now owned by Dr. $1,988,412 exceeding the $1,292,775 May
129,907
133,432
2.7
E. F. Sapp and S. F. Sapp and figure for July 1936 by 53.8%. June __
104,510
99.136
first went on the air Oct. 12, 1936. NBC-Red had the highest income July 109,561
84,362
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HOUSEHOLD

GOODS

LEAD CBS ADVANCE
BREAKING down its time sales
for the first half of 1937 CBS reports increases in the number of
advertisers, the total expenditures
and the average expenditure at all
times of the day. By industries,
soaps and housekeepers' supplies
showed the largest gain over a
year ago, 98%. Tobacco gained
61%; foods and food drinks, 59%;
and automotive accounts, 57%.
Time sales for the first half of
1936 and 1937 follow:
IBSe 1937 % Incr.
Mom.
$775,852 $1,828,466 136
Aft.
$1,452,551 $2,262,540 56
Total Day $2,228,403 $4,091,006 84
Eve.
$8,957,372 $10,712,259 20
Total
$11,185,775 $14,803,265 32
No. No. Aver. Aver.
Clients Clients Spent Spent
19S6 1937 1938 1937
Mom.
8 10 $96,982 $182,847
Aft.
16 24
$90,784 $131,968
$94,273*
TotalDay20
31 $114,202
Eve. 47 49 $190,582 $218,618
* Includes eight users of Pacific Coast
regional broadcasts and "one-time" programs.
New

Athens, Ga., Station

Is Favored by Examiner
ON THE heels of the recent removal of WTFI from Athens, Ga.,
into Atlanta, where it is now operated by the Atlanta Journal as
WAGA, Examiner Hill on Aug. 12
reported favorably to the FCC on
the application of J. K. Patrick &
Co. for a new 100-watt night and
250-watt day station on 1310 kc. in
Athens. The new company is a
partnership headed by Earl B.
Braswell, former WTFI manager
and publisher ners-Herald,
of the
Banwith J. Athens
K. Patrick,
Tate Wright, C. A. Rowland and
A. Lynee Brannen as the other
Examiner Bramhall the same
partners.
day reported favorably on the application of the Atlantic City Press
Union for a new 100-watt day and
250-watt night station on 1200 kc.
Examiner Dahlberg recommended
granting the Roberts McNab Co.,
operators of the new KRMC,
Jamestown, N. D., a new station
with the same powers on 1420 kc.
in Bozeman, Mont.
Bakery List Enlarged
ADDITIONAL stations carrying
the 15-minute transcribed series,
The Freshest Thing in Town this
fall have been announced by Frederic W. Ziv Inc., Cincinnati agency, originators of the campaign for
bakers. Stations recently added to
the list are: WWNC, WSB,
KRNT, WFBR, KFEL, KIEM,
WHBF, WJIM, KROC, WBRE
WKBN, WFIL, KSOO, WEAU.
WJBO, WSAZ, KSTP, WDBJ,
WKRC. Recorded in the Chicago
studios of RCA, the series comprises 130 transcriptions which are
to be broadcast on schedules callweek.ing for three and five programs a
May Add Outlets
FITZPATRICK BROS. Inc., Chicago (Automatic Soap Flakes and
Kitchen Klenzer), may add other
outlets for its Meet the Missus interview programs this fall. Quarter-hour programs broadcast five
times weekly
are nowWJR,
being WHK,
sponsored on WBBM,
WKRC. Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc.,
Chicago, is agency.
• Broadcast
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Wage-Hours
Is

Not

Bill

Applicable

Directly to Radio
Congress Nearing Final Action
On Black-Connery Measure
THE Black-Connery bill, providing
minimum wages and maximum
hours for industry generally as a
modified substitute for the outlawed NRA now in the final stages
of Congressional consideration, is
not expected to affect the broadcasting industry in any material
way as the legislation now stands.
Although involved in an eleventh
hour legislative jam, it is expected
the bill will become law at this
session. Specifying broadly a minimum wage of 40 cents per hour
and a maximum work week of 40
hours, the legislation does not appear toemploye
aff'ectgroups
any ofin the
important
broadcasting, with the possible exception of
miscellaneous help, such as messengers around stations and in
other branches of the industry.
Practically all classes of station
employes which might be classified
in the professional group, according to industry information, are
well above the minimum standards
specified in the pending legislation.
Limited Provisions
Unlike the NRA legislation, the
Black-Connery measure does not
provide for control over trade
practices within industries but is
restricted entirely to wages and
hours and protection of collective
bargaining arrangements.
The measure passed the Senate
on Aug. 2 but has been involved
in controversy in the House Laboi'
Committee which on Aug. 6 reported out one bill only to revise it
substantially
Aug.remain
11.' Basic
sions, however,
the provisame.
The revised House bill provides
that employes may be worked a
maximum of 40 hours per week,
except on extraordinary occasions,
but no maximum is set for any
particular day. In other words,
employes could work 10 hours per
day for four days during a week
and still fall within the terms of
the bill without payment of timeand-one-half for any hours over
eight worked in any one day, as
the Senate bill provides.
A board of five members would
administer the act. The law would
apply only to industries in interstate commerce and would not affect purely intrastate business.
State boards would decentralize
administration. The board would
be permitted to determine minimum wages and maximum hours
only in industries where substandard labor conditions exist.
Nothing in the act interferes
with the right of employes to bargain collectively or to seek a wage
above the minimum or a shorter
work week.
Horse & Mule Series
HORSE & MULE ASSN. of America, Chicago, is planning resumption of its annual radio series during 1938, using spot announcements as in previous campaigns.
Rogers & Smith, Dallas, is agency
for the Association and not Gale
& Pietsch, as incorrectly announced
in the Aug. 1 issue of Broadcasting.

Comet Rice Expanding
COMET RICE Co., New York,
and Steinhagen Milling Co., Beaumont, Tex., have consolidated to
form Comet Rice Mills Inc. Headquarters will be in Beaumont and
the advertising account has been
transferred to Freitag Adv. Agency, Atlanta.
product aswillComet
continue to be The
marketed
Rice, first of all rice to be marketed
in this country in sealed packages.
The original Comet company has
used radio in the Southeast but a
wider campaign is planned for autumn in the Southeast and Southwest, including radio. Later it is
planned to expand the advertising
to other sections.
Malt-O-Meal

Discs

CAMPBELL CEREAL Co., Minneapolis (Malt-O-Meal), will start
a transcribed program, Riibe Appleberry, over WGN, WCAU and
WLW Sept. 27 with other outlets
to be added later. The quarterhour show will be broadcast six
times weekly. Mitchell-Faust Adv.
Co., Chicago, is agency.

1940 RADIO COUNT
U.S. Census Bureau Plans
Second Tabulation
WHEN THE U. S. Census Bureau
makes it decennial population census in 1940 there will be a "nose
count" of radio sets, it was learned
in official quarters Aug. 6.
Already drafting the questionnaire to be used by census takers,
the Bureau has tentatively decided
to inquire about radio set ownership both in urban and rural communties to procure an actual figure
on radio set population for the
country.
In the last population census,
taken in 1930, a count of radio
sets was made for the first time.
This showed a total of 12,048,762
sets. Since then industry estimates
on radio set population have been
made, the last figure, as of Jan. 1,
1937, showing an aggregate of
24,500,000 sets in homes. In addition, there are some 3,000,000 automobile radio receivers while a
number of homes have two or more
sets which, it is estimated, brings
the aggregate number of sets in
this country to 30,000,000 — more
than half of the sets in use
throughout the world.
In discussions involving radio
questions, it is understood that it
has been tentatively decided to
break down the set inquiries into
two categories — rural and urban.
Presumably the city question will
be simply that of whether the particular household has a radio set,
whereas the farm question will include both the set and whether it
is powered by a direct power line
or through a farm electrical system.
Pinex Placing
PINEX Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.
(Pinex), will start a new quarterhour barn-dance type program on
at least four of the WLW-line stations with the possibility that
other stations of the new network
may also be used. The new program will originate in WLW and
will be on WHN, WFIL and KQV.
The program will be broadcast
from 7:45-8:00 p. m. (EST) five
times weekly with a full hour, 7-8
p. m. (EST), on Saturday nights.
In addition to the network show,
transcriptions of the program will
probably be used on other stations.
Baggaley, Horton & Hoyt Inc.,
Chicago, is the agency.

NEW HOME OF WGY— Architect's drawing of new studio structure
of General Electric's 50,000-watter at Schenectady, which will occupy
20,000 square feet of space and ground for which was broken early this
month. Building will be of steel, granite and marble, one and one-half
stories in height and 173 x 102 feet in dimension. Above, General Electric
officials break ground for the new home of WGY, to be ready by Christmas. Left to right are Kolin Hager, WGY manager; E. E. Tallmade,
head of GE Realty Corp.; Chester H. Lang, manager of GE publicity
department. Among modern conveniences in the building will be a twostory audience studio and a kitchen studio. Work is under way on the
new 600-foot antenna.
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New

Firm

Project

Dropped
by Petry
Asserts Proposed Rep Concern
Might Divide Attention
BECAUSE
it might
lead toPetry,
"divided attention",
Edward
president of Edward Petry & Co.,
national station representatives,
announced Aug. 7 that he and his
associates have abandoned their
project for a new representation
firm to represent all classes of stations, including locals.
Mr. Petry disclosed original
plans for the affiliated company at
a luncheon meeting of the 40
Petry-represented stations during
the NAB convention [Broadcast1]. stations
It was had
announced
then ing,
thatJuly the
raised
no objection to the project, original
plans for which included taking
some of the present Petry stations
and placing them in the new firm.
The firm's tentative name was to
be Christal, Petry & Voynow, after
the three partners in Edward
Petry & Co., but it was planned to
have aarateseparate
manager and sepstaffs.
Mr. Petry's statement gave the
reasons for dropping the plan as
follows:
"After a thorough study of the
various factors and considerations
involved, we have definitely decided against establishing a subsidiary
company toand
represent
powered
stations
stationslowin
minor markets.
"The idea of such an organization first occurred to us when it
became obvious that the rapid
growth of broadcasting would
mean an increasing number of radio outlets in minor markets, or
that additional small stations
would become units in the various
national networks.
"After giving the greatest consideration to all aspects of the
matter however, we felt that no
matter what technicalities seemed
to divide and separate the two
companies,
theywhich
would would
have anecescommon interest
sarily divide the attention of the
executives between the two com"We decided that this division of
attention
would have an unfavorpanies.
able result on both companies and
inasmuch as the present concern is
sufficiently large to require constant and diligent supervision, we
felt that it would be unfair and
unwise to divert any of this attention to another similar enterprise.
"We express our sincere appreciation to those stations which expressed an interest in having the
oroposed new company represent
them nationally."
Listerine Back on Net
LAMBERT PHARMACAL Co., St.
Louis (Listerine, toothbrushes,
toothpaste) will return to network
broadcasting Sept. 28 with a new
program
titled
Grand Central
tion on 23
NBC-Blue
stations,Sta-to
be heard 9:30-10 p. m. Tuesdays.
Lambert sponsored Metropolitan
Opera broadcasts on NBC-Red during the winter of 1935-6 but has
been an infrequent radio user since
that time, placing only occasional
spots. Some months ago the company had a premium tieup with
Campana Corp. in connection with
a program of the latter sponsor.
Lambert & Feasley Inc., New
York, is the Listerine agency.
• Broadcast
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Question Mo. 1 :
"What

Question No. 2:

radio station do you, as a business

man, listen to most frequently?"
No. of
Type of Business
Interviews KOMO-KJR
64%
50
Drug —
—
56%
Radio —
50
74%
Electrical Equipment 50
84%
Hardware and Paint- 50
74%

Gas and Oil

50

Groceries and Foods..

50

-

300

Stations *•
36%
44%

26%o
16%^
26%o

Drug

50

Radio

50

Electrical Equipment

50

Hardware

70.66%

28%c.
29.34%

* There Are 12 Other

22%

78%

22%

78%

and Paint.. 50

Gas and Oil

50

TOTAL

16%
26%

84%
74%

ions in KOMO-KJR's

...300 76.34%

Red— 5000 watts l.s.

23.66%o

Area.

KOMO
mC

28%

72%

Groceries and Food.... 50
72%^

TOTAL

All Other

"What radio station do you think is most valuable to a national or local advertiser in Seattle?"
No. of
All other
72%
Type of Business
Interviews KOMO-KJR
Stations ♦
28%

Radio Stations

Complete Ross Federal Survey Available at All Offices of Edward

KJR
Blue— 5000 watts.

Petry & Co., Inc.

VA6E
^50""*,

Are

in

United

Sets

States,

General Paint to Place
GENERAL PAINT Corp., San
Francisco (paints) , thru Walter
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, in
April of 1938 will launch a radio
campaign in the 11 western states,
plus Denver, Dallas, Tulsa and
Salt Lake City, using a quarterhour transcribed series featuring
Cordelia Pearl, color consultant
and interior decorator, with production recorded by the program
division of Walter Biddick Co., Los
Angeles. Series will tie-in with the
firm's
new the
Colorscope
due from
press Magazine,
April 1,
which will be available through retail stores carrying General Paint
Corp. products.
Sponsor
has previously used a color
horoscope
as

Survey Figures^
Times stronser than
any othef station:
1 . Homestead
51/2
2. Everslades 8V2
3. Moore
Haven . . ZVz
4. Okeechobee
City 2V2
5. Stuart
3
6. Belle Glade 2
7. Delray
Beach . . . 7»/2
8. Ft.
Lauderdale 8

560 KC

South Florida Sales throush WQAM

repeat for you all over the

Visitors spend Fifty Million Dollars here annually.
RESERVE

Miami

Half of Radio

Federal Survey Reveals
ABOUT 56,225,000 radio receiving
sets are owned throughout the
world, 30,000,000 within United
States, according to the Electrical
Division, Bureau of Foreign & Domestic Commerce. The United Kingdom is second with 10,000,000 units.
Ownership of other countries follows:
Germany
8,200.000
France
2,626,000
Czechoslovakia
928,000
Canada
867.000
Belgium
746,000
Australia
'
745,000
Denmark
651,000
Italy
530.000
Poland
519,000
Switzerland
434,000
Hungary
365,000
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 350.000
Mexico
250.000
Norway
240.000
New Zealand
194,500
Rumania
150,000
Union of South Africa
137.000
Finland
144,000
Uruguay
115.000
Irish Free State
104,000
Cuba
100, 00025
Arabia
Ethiopia
25
Swaziland
15
French Guiana
8
"Ownership of receiving sets has
increased materially in recent
years in countries where possession
is not hindered by the economic
status of the population or by some
unnatural to restrictive
according
J. H. Payne,measures,"
Chief of
the Electrical Division.
Many of the receiving sets originated in the United States, according to Mr. Payne, who stated that
exports of American-made sets in
1936 numbered 635,984 units,
valued at $16,041,147, a high figure
for all time.
American sets have established
an
"enviableandreputation"
in foreign
countries
future sales
abroad
will be in proportion to the efforts
which are devoted by American
manufacturers to share those markets which will develop with the increasing ability of foreign peoples
to purchase sets of a quality such
as are produced in this country,
Mr. Payne stated.

/TIME

nation.

Over

TIME

FOR

WINTER
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a giveaway on its radio time. Although station list will not be
made up for some time, actual production of the transcriptions is
scheduled to start Sept. 1.
WORLD PEACEWAYS Inc., New
York, non-profit organization devoted
to combating war, on Aug. 8 started
a series of talks by W. P. Ainsworth,
director, titled World Observer, on
WNEW, New York, with object of
placing them later on other stations
on sustaining basis. Organization for
several years has been placing advertising in leading class magazines on
a gratis basis accepted because of its
aims.
• Broadcast
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Power

—

with

.

.

a

purr

. thafs

Columbia

Power to drive a message home — geared to the most
precise measurements

in radio to tell you whose home

and where. Power to make that message live— with all
the soft-spoken strength of radio. Power

to cover a

continent— delivered by the world's largest radio network. That's Columbia— ytdir after year, the choice of
more

leading advertisers than any other network.

Colnnib'-a. far exauiple, has earned in 19 M (as in 1936) more
hours of ahloniobile advertising lhan the otloer iriajor nehvorks
combined. Automobile advertisers on Columbia in. the first six
manihi of 19 H . included: CHnvRoi.i;T ■ chrysli:r ■ or. soto • dodgf.
FORD • UNCOI.N-ZiiPHYR ■ IJNCOI.N ■ NASH • PLYMOUTH • PONTIAC

The

COLUMBIA

Broadcasting

System

Radio

Walks

the

Plank

at St. Louis

Ad

' ^^^^ last month

comprising the balance of the
broadcasting battery. The meeting,
described as the most successful of
the summer series of the club, was
heralded in the Club's weekly bulletin as "Radio Walks the Plank".
Question No. 1 was tossed in the
lap of Mr.down
Durney:
cutting
the "What
wordageaboutof

Sleeve Session"
B^^Mj^'
^^^^Bt^
vertising Club,
Mr. Convey
with four of the
city's broadcasters on the receiving end.
Members of the Club, including
local advertisers and agency personnel, popped sizzling inquiries at
a panel of broadcasters assigned
the subject "This Business of Radio". Bob Convey, president of
KWK, presided at the July 27 session, with James D. S h o u s e,
KMOX genei-al manager; Robert
Coe, KSD chief engineer, and Bill
Durney, WIL promotion manager,

responded:copy"The
limitation
of Hecommercial
is no
longer
copy?"
the
problem that critical listeners
believe it to be. This improvement
is not only the length of copy, but
also in the quality and conservativeness of material — thus, two
forces, working in unison. First of
all, advertisers as well as agencies
have learned that they defeat their
own ends, if they overburden their
programs with sales messages.
"Second, radio stations have been
a constant force in showing advertisers and agencies the results

,--Z:--.
/^tfB^V \
/ ^jj^^^N \
' 1
I

\ JKk^y

ALL OF the old
bugbears of radio
advertising, plus
ones received pro-

lind

Club

Session

which can be obtained through an
intelligent use of the broadcast
Question No. 2 to Mr. Shouse:
"Why
break anmedium."not eliminate
nouncements between network pro"Advertisers," said the KMOX
head, "do not buy full hour shows,
full half-hour shows or full quarter-hour shows. They understand,
orgrams?"
if they do not understand, they
can be shown that there are necessary delay intervals between the
signoff of their shows and the beginning of the next. Even if there
were no spots between shows, the
delay interval would still have to
be there, and it would be a distinct
loss to the broadcasting industry,
if these intervals should be left
silent." Also, said Mr. Shouse, the
elimination of spot business would
be a genuine local loss to advertisers if they could not avail them-

Is

Salad

lhat

Dressing

"
BetlY
Barton and her joUy chef have
been
De-lmaus!
welcome forenoon guests in Detroit and
Michigan homes since last October.
"Happiness Hour" is the title and it's correctly
descriptive of this popular program.
Interesting chatter, helpful suggestions, an
occasional chuckle, a weekly guest speaker,
usually feminine— all this so informally done
as to suggest the ad-lib.
Foods are mentioned naturally. Commercials
become integral parts of the day's dialog.
Miss Barton pulls a heavy spontaneous mail
and a significant array of gifts and tokens.

The Michigan Radio Network —
WXYZ Detroit, WOOD Grand Rapids,
WBCM Bay City - Saginaw, WFDF
Flint, WJIM Lansing, WKZO Kalamazoo, WIBM Jackson and WELL Battle
Creek — gives your sales message a
primary coverage of 83% of Michigan 's
buying power.

Here's a natural for you, Mr. Food Manufacturer. A quarter-hour, Mondays through
Fridays at 11:15 a.m. Intact or participating—
you say which.

King-TrendlB BroadEasting Corp.
300 Madison Theatre Building • • Detroit
Wm. G. Rambeau Co. Representative
Home Office: Tribune Tower, Chicago
Eastern Office:
550 Chanin Building
New York

V

Z

lU

K
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Western Office:
Russ Building
San Francisco

DETROIT
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selves of that effective and econ 0 m i c a 1 method of advertising
their products. The spot has also
been made necessary for local tieins, he added.
What of Television!
Bob Coe, engineering expert at
the session, answered the technical
questions, which, in the main, had
to do with television. He said that
television by its very nature and
its many complications answers the
question as to its long delay in
coming
into common
three-year-old
radio willuse.
still"The
receive present-day programs", he
pointedment ofout,
equipthree"but
yearstelevision
ago would
be
utterly useless in receiving the television broadcasts of today. That
is one reason the industry has been
reluctant to place receiving sets on
the market, even though there are
indications now that sending
equipment is passing out of the experimental stage into the realm of
reality." He ended his discussion
with the prophesy that television
will become one of the major channelsment
of advertising
and entertainwithin a few years.
Acceptable Advertising
The highlight came with the
question:
"Why does
radio accept
certain advertising
contracts
which
areMr.
not Convey
acceptable
to
newspapers?"
paried for further
details. "Did the questioner mean,"
he asked, "that radio's advertising
back yard should be kept as clean
as the national average in newspapers?" "Did he mean that radio's general advertising tone
should be kept on a par with one
newspaper in St. Louis which had
exceptionally
This brought rigid
a manrequirements?"
in the audience to his feet, who purported to
be employed by an East St. Louis
furniture house that would give
two apple trees and build a garage,
with the purchase of a "colossal,
sumptuous,
v e rstuffed
livingextraordinary
room suite oselling
for only |29". "Why, as an example", queried the young man,
"would radio stations accept business from his furniture house,
when
newspapers
would
With this
to guide him,
young not?"
Convey asked his questioner why radio
should in any sense regard newspapers as a shining example of
good advertising behavior. Radio
could stand on its own feet, so
why make invidious comparisons.
As a matter of fact, said Convey,
newspapers
might
withexamples
good reason follow some
of the
of
radio. "There are plenty of ads
running in St. Louis newspapers
today that radio would not touch
with
a ten-foot
pole." enquired the
"For
instance?"
young man in the audience.
"For instance, whiskey ads," responded Convey.
'For instance
whale of
medi-toa
cines.aWe lot
are ofnoproprietary
more bound
follow the individual whims of
newspaper ethics than a billboard
company is compelled to follow the
pattern of a Chicago daily. To be
perfectly frank, it is generally
known that a lot of business criticized in radio today is being solicited by the daily press — ^but they
At get
this it."
point, an official of the
can't
St. Louis Better Business Bureau
took the
floor
to uniformity
point out that
indeed there
is no
among
the press on what constitutes good
advertising and what is bad. He
made a short plea for the various
media to get together on what
business they should accept or re• Broadcast

Advertising

• This non-academic question is directed mainly to national adveV'
tisers . . . and specifically those who are already using network or spot
radio, but not W BBM: The Chicago market is a big melon, a ripe
melon ... a rich melon. So why nibble?
No matter what your choice of network or station, no matter
what your particular appeal, a campaign on WBBM

reaches new

millions . . . yes, milUons ... in an area which accounts for more
than 10% of the entire nation's purchasing power.
Many advertisers have already found the way . . . the WBBM
way . . . for WBBM

is carrying more national spot programs than

any other station in Chicago — programs that pay. All this in
addition to the complete and exclusive schedule of the Columbia
Broadcasting System, world's largest network.
The Chicago market deserves extra effort. For extra results from

big

and

that extra effort, use the leading station in the nation's second
Largest market.*

ripe

•

•

why

nibble^

CBS-Owned-and-Operated • Represented nationally by RADIO SALES, a division of the
Columbia Broadcasting System; New York • Chicago • Detroit • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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RCA's Half - Year Gross
Rises 9 Million Dollars
TOTAL gross income of RCA and
its subsidiaries during the first six
months of this year, amounting to
$53,167,621, represented an increase of nearly $9,000,000 over the
figure for the same period in 1936
when it was $44,382,100, according
to the report for second quarter
operations made public Aug. 2 by
David Sarnoff, RCA president. Net
profit of $4,647,386 for the first six
months of 1937 represented an increase of $2,883,606 over the corresponding period of 1936. The second quarter of 1937 alone showed
a net profit of $2,404,329.
While RCA does not break down
its report to show the revenues and
profits of its subsidiai-y companies,
the report on gross time sales revenues of NBC for the first six
months of this year showed $19,948,107, indicating that these represent some two-fifths of the parent company's gross.
SIX stations were added to the NBO
Farm d Home Hour Aug. 2, bringing the total to 70.

Federal

Shortwave

Bill^

Station

Tax

To Die With Congress Adjournment
ADJOURNMENT of Congress will near Washington of a powerful
mark the death of two bills against shortwave station by the Navy
which broadcasters have taken a under a $750,000 construction apvigorous stand, namely, the Celler
propriation, and a $100,000 annual
Bill (HR-4281) proposing a gov- appropriation for operation, to
emment-owned international short- broadcast programs of national and
wave station and the Boylan Bill international interest. Rep. Celler
(HR-6440) proposing to tax broadwould call the station the "Pan
casting stations $1 to $3 per watt
American Radio Station" and he
per year according to power. Both wanted it used to combat foreign
bills were suggested originally by shortwave propaganda, particularly
Telegraph Commissioner George
from Germany and Italy. Five
H. Payne, but in neither case was
frequencies set aside by executive
a companion measure introduced
order after the Montevideo conferin the Senate.
ence of North and South American
Whether either bill will be re- nations would be utilized for the
vived in the next Congress is station, which Mr. Celler said
problematical. Neither was pushed
would mitbeshortwave
"powerful
enough to that
pervery strenuously in this Congress,
broadcasting
would
reach
to
the
nethermost
although Rep. Celler (D-N.Y.) reported in a speech July 20 that
ends
the Navy
earth." Department and
Secretary of State Hull had recomBothof the
mended his measure favorably to the Budget Bureau were understood
President Roosevelt and said that to have approved the station, whose
it was also backed by the Navy
programs would be handled by the
and the FCC.
U. S. Commissioner of Education,
but no word was ever expressed
The Celler Bill proposed erection

The
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Self-Supporting
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H
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publicly on it by President Roosevelt. The NAB at its recent convention passed a resolution opposing it as threatening an entering
wedge toward government operation and
a waste
taxpayers'
money
in view
of theofexistence
of
other stations which might perform the same task.
A recent report by Acting Secretary of the Navy, Admiral William
D. Leahy, estimated the station
would cost $1,200,000 to build and
$160,000 a year for upkeep. The
understanding with the Navy was
that the broadcasting studios in
the new Interior Department building would be used and that the
station would be turned over to the
Navy in time of war.
The Boylan Bill was written and
first announced by Commissioner
Payne in a press release April 14
and then introduced by Rep. BoyIan (D-N.Y.). The Commissioner
asserted in his public letter transmitting the bill to Rep. Boylan that
"there has been a widespread conviction that the enormous profits
made by the broadcast stations
more than justify a special tax as
they now enjoy the use of a great
national resource and it is the government that bears the burden of
the regulation without which they
could not exist." He estimated the
tax yield would be $6,946,395 if a
tax were imposed of $1 per watt
on stations under 1,000 watts, $2
on stations of 1,000 to
per
10,000watt
watts and $3 per watt on
stations above 10,000 watts.
TELEVISIOIS

STATUS

HALTS CBS EDIFICE
FOREGOING its original plans to
have its new radio building at 59th
St. and Park Ave. completed in
time to welcome the visitors to
New York's World's Fair in 1939,
CBS has quietly suspended all
plans for the new structure, which
was to have surpassed even Radio
City as the world's most modem
broadcasting center, for an indefinite period. Construction, which
was to have been begun this year,
will probably be delayed for at
least another 12 months and possibly longer, it was admitted by
CBS officials, although no formal
announcement has been made concerning the postponement. The
rapid development of television was
given as the chief reason for the
delay. This new phase of radio,
which is expected to become a
practical reality in the near future,
makes it imperative that the new
building be equipped for the broadcasting of sight as well as sound,
yet to date engineers have only the
haziest ideas as to what sort of
studios will be needed for this new
art. Another reason for the delay
is the trend toward Hollywood as
the major
center
of the
broadcasting industry,
it was
stated.
Rogers Silver to Resume
INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co.,
Meriden, Conn., will launch a
series of half-hour dramatic programs on a nationwide CBS network early in October in the interest of 1847 Rogers Bros, silverware. Programs, to be broadcast
Sunday afternoons, will be dramatizations of short stories and novels, produced in Hollywood and
broadcast under the title The Silver Theater. Series is placed
through Young & Rubicam Inc.,
New York.
• Broadcast
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DIXIE

IS

BUSY

The charts, the maps, the indices by which
economic

diagnosticians feel the pulse of business all

show that the South is booming.
Particularly North

and South

Carolina. The

tobacco

and furniture factories, the textile mills, and the agriculturalists are beaverishly busy this year meeting the
growing national demand
Forbes
shows

for their products.

Sales High -Spots for June,
the Piedmont

in sales increases
That is where WBT

for instance,

section of the Carolinas second

for the entire country.
does its best work. Its 50,000-watt

signal welds the 1,750.000

people who

vice area into one neighborhood.

live in its ser-

These

people are

good buyers— and good listeners, too. If you'd care to
convert them into good customers, enlist the aid of their
favorite station— through any office of RADIO

50,000
Owned

WATTS,

SALES.

CHARLOTTE,

and operated by Columbia

Represented by Radio Sales: New

€•

Broadcasting System.

York, 485 Madison Ave.;

Chicago, 410 N. Michigan Ave.; Detroit, 902 Fisher Bidg.; Los
Angeles, 5939 Sunset Blvd.; San Francisco, 601 Russ Building.
BROADCASTING
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Fight
Found

Buick's Promotion
Ready-Made Audience Secured ;
No Big-Show Competition
By THOMAS A. CORPE
Advertising General
Manager, Motors
Buick Corp.
Motor Division,
BUICK will
broadcast, on
Aug. 26, the
fourth major boxing match it has
sponsored in the
past
years.
The three
continuation
of such efforts in
itself is testimonial as to their

KNOWS!

Of three major Twin
City Stations, this
LOCAL ADVERTISER chooses WTCN
because he KNOWS
it returns more sales
per dollar spent.

Because there are scores
like him who have experienced the same good returns, WTCN has MOllE
LOCAL
ADVERTISERS
THAN THE OTHER TWO
MAJOR TWIN CITY STATIONS COMBINED!

1

Owned and Operated by the
MINNEAPOLIS
and

ST. PAUL

TRIBUNE

DISPATCH-PIONEER

PRESS

With Over 300,000 Circulation Both Daily and Sunday
FREE
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Broadcasts
Effective in

RepresenfaHyes

effectiveness,
t
Corpe
least
from our astandpoint,
and we
have every reason to believe that
the broadcasting of the Tommy
Farr-Joe Louis match will be as
successful as its predecessor broadcasts.
Buick's adventures in the radio
program field during the past few
years have been exclusively confined to major broadcasts of the
big pugilistic events. From time to
time, we have gone in for spot radio announcements locally, but we
have not used the usual type of
radio program advertising.
We have found the fight broadcasts extremely valuable. They
have the first advantage of having
a huge, ready-made audience. It is
unnecessary to build up a program
or to develop listener interest in
the program inasmuch as the fight
broadcasts are a spot news event
of greatest sports interest and
command the attention of millions.
Furthermore, this special broadcast is not in competition with
other highly expensive network
programs that have been in effect
for some time, such as the Maxivell House program, Lucky Strike
program, and many others equally
successful and appealing.
No Time Problem
When a major ring event is
broadcast there is no difficulty in
clearing station time. The event is
of such importance that it is given
right of way over the large networks. The radio audience listening to the fight broadcasts is not
selected, but covers all types of
listeners, including women and
children as well as men if they are
ardent fight fans — which often
they are. In the case of the LouisBraddock fight, I believe this radio
audience was the largest ever to
tune in on a major broadcast.
In this connection, it is interesting to note the comment of the
New York Herald - Tribune under
the
heading "Pugilistic Kilowatts".
It said:
"Owing to the fact that many
New Yorkers were unable to attend the Braddock - Louis fight
Tuesday night in Chicago, those
listeners to the radio broadcasts at
home created an unusual demand
for electricity during the fight program. At 11:15 p. m., according to
the system load chart of the Consolidated Edison Co., the load
showed a gain of 171,000 kilowatt
hours, or 20 per cent, over the
night before at the same time. The
nearest approach to Tuesday
night's
peak atwas
BaerLouis fiasco
the during
Yankee the
stadium
,
when the demand was 131,000 kilowatt hours above that of the night
before, or 40,000 kilowatt hours
BROADCASTING

BUICK TO SPOISSOR
THREE MORE FIGHTS
Coincident with announcement
that the bout between Joe Louis,
heavyweight champion of the
world, and Tommy Farr, British
challenger, on Aug. 26, will be
broadcast by all 136 stations in
NBC's combined Red and Blue
networks, with the Buick Motor
Co. again
sponsoring
the battle,
blow-by-it
blow
description
of the
was learned that NBC had obtained from Mike Jacobs, fight promoter, the exclusive radio rights
to not only this but the next two
heavyweight championship fights
as well.
Buick is said to have options on
these bouts too, but this could not
be verified. Network and agency
officials also refused to comment
on the price paid for the broadcasting rights. From informed
sources it was learned, however,
that the three championship broadcasts cost NBC $100,000, of which
Buick is paying $35,000 for the
present tainedfight.
mainfor eachIfofthis
the rate
threeisevents,
NBC will have regained one-third
of the $15,000 it charged off to
prestige on the Braddock-Louis
fight, according to the same
sources who state that the network
paid
$50,000
for theonlyexclusive
broadcast
but collected
$35,000
from Buick.
As the event was signed so
shortly beforehand it was impossible for Buick to merchandise it
through boxes in the regular newspaper advertising of the concern.
Window posters announcing the
event and tieing in with the slogan
"It's Buick Again" have been sent
to ail dealers, however. Arthur
Kudner Inc., New York, Buick
agency, handled the details.
less than
Tuesday's
The increase in the
use of gain.
electricity
on
these occasions is not due to the
use of the radio alone, but to increased illumination in the homes."
Buick, as is well known, broadcast the two fights above referred
to.
As a result of the BraddockLouis broadcast, the Buick division
of General Motors has received fan
mail numbering thousands of letters and telegrams, predominantly
commenting upon the excellence of
the broadcast and commending
Buick on keeping its commercials
short and unobstrusive. These letters also complimented Buick on
the selection of Clem McCarthy
and Edwin C. Hill as broadcasters
of the event.
Another advantage of the fight
broadcasts is that it has so happened that the fight broadcasts so
far sponsored by Buick have been
timely from the standnoint of sales
strategy. The events have allowed
us to capitalize through our dealers by means
of various
sales promotion
activities
in connection
with the fights. Dealers likewise have been able to capitalize
on local coverage by taking local
time immediately behind the broadcasts. A great many dealers did
this and found it well worth while.
The whole sponsorshin has
linked Buick with a wanted broadcast. We, of course, have no definite means of ascertaining the actual number of car sales resulting
from the broadcasts, although it
might be of interest to know that
we are sure of at least two! James
Braddock and Joe Louis, both
bought new Buicks and are now
driving and enjoying them.
• Broadcast
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106

A

2 Stage
line amplifier
Incorporates Western Electric system of Stabilized Feedback.
Impedances: input 600 or bridging (10,000); output 600.
Frequency response: flat within + 1 db from 30 to 10,000
cycles. Cain: approximately 45 db. Gain Control:
range 38 db. Power supply: completely selfcontained, operating from 105 - 125 volts,
50-60 cycle AC Distortion level: less
than 1 at 400 cycles for 20 db output.
Noise level: -60 db unweighted, -75 db
weighted (as the ear would hear it ) at
maximum gain. Occupies only 7" of
standard rack space.

94

3 Stage,
high gain
unit
Stabilized Feedback. Impedances : 30 and 600 ohms input, 600
ohms output. Frequency response: flat within + 1 db from 30 to
1 0,000 cycles. Cain : approximately 70 db. Cain Control : range
38 db. Power supply: completely self-contained,
operating from 105-125 volts, 50-60 cycle, AC.
Distortion level: less than 1% at 400 cycles
for 20 db output. Noise level: -55 db
unweighted, -65 db weighted (as the
ear would hear it) at maximum gain.
Includes v. i. and plate meters. Occupies only 10% "of standard rack space.

104

type

A

t
High
level amplifier
The 94C gives remarkable performance as a bridging amplifier due to Stabilized Feedback. Cain: approximately 45
db. Output power stage for driving permanent magnet or
other loud speakers to a volume adequate for any normal
service. Noise level: better than -40 db unweighted, zero
level being 6 milliwatts. Impedances : 600 ohms or bridging
(25,000) input, 8 or 500 ohms output. Frequency response :
flat within ± 1 db from 40 to 10,000 cycles. Power supply : completely self-contained, operating from 105-125 volts, 45-65
cycles, AC.Either metal or glass tubes. Dimensions: 19x7x7%.

Western
Distrihuied by GRAYBAR Electric Co.
RADIO

TELEPHONE

BROADCASTING
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Single stage pre-amplifier
A high quality, low cost, fixed gain unit — extremely compact
and economical to operate. Cain: approximately 29 db. Frequency response: flat within 1 db from 30 to 10,000 cycles.
Impedances : 30 or 250 ohms input, 30|or 500 ohms output.
Dimensions: 5J^ x 4% x 6%.
Three 104A's on 998 type mounting plate (as shown)
occupy only 5J^" space on standard relay rack.
For details: Graybar Electric, Graybar BIdg., N.Y.

Electric
In Canada: Northern Electric Co., Ltd.
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Rate

Card

Has

105

of CBS
Stations

Cleveland Switch and Increase
In Louisville Rate Noted
LISTING 105 stations in 104 cities
as against 91 stations in 90 cities,
CBS on Aug. 12 announced a new
rate card to become effective Sept.
1. The card (No. 23) supersedes
one which became effective last
January.
For the complete nationwide facilities of the network covering
104 cities, a full-hour evening rate
of $21,770 is quoted as against
$19,920 under the current rate
card. The half-hour rate is quoted
at $13,070 as against $11,960, and
the quarter - hour at $8,720 as
against $7,980. Daytime and late
night rates are substantially onehalf of the night rates, being $11,-

004, $6,622 and $4,400 respectively.
The only impending change
noted on the new card is the Cleveland switch, effective Sept. 26, at
which time WGAR, present NBC
Blue outlet, replaces WHK on
CBS while WHK becomes the NBC
basic Blue station.
For the basic network of 21
cities plus three out of five optional basic cities, a $50 increase
is noted on the one-hour rate.
Under the current rate card, the
total for 24 cities is $8,475 as
against $8,525 on the new rate
card. The $50 increase is absorbed
entirely by an increase in rate for
WHAS, Louisville, from $400 to
$450. The half-hour night rate
for WHAS was increased from
$240 to $270. and the quarter-hour
rate from $160 to $180.
With the addition of WGBI,
Scranton, and WEOA, Evansville,
the basic supplementary group is
increased from 14 to 16 cities, with

Within

Nelson- Woodman Shifted
A. E. NELSON, since 1934 general
manager
Denver,
and former ownerof ofKOA,
WIBO,
Chicago,
has
been tionappointed
to
the
same
posiat KDKA, Pittsburgh, where
he will take charge on Sept. 1. On
the same day, H. A. Woodman,
present KDKA general manager,
will report at NBC's New York
headquarters for an executive assignment. Robert H. Owen, chief
engineer
of KOA,
will succeed Nelson as station
manager.
each station individually available
with the basic network. The aggregate one-hour night rate for
the basic supplementary group
thereby is increased from $1,975
to $2,250.
The Southeastern group of seven
cities, quoted at an aggregate of
$1,150, is increased to 12 cities
quoted at $1,800. New stations

the WOWO

one-half millivolt area

there are more than 300 towns of 1000 population
and over — a radio main street 100 miles long.
— and the 517,003 families who shop along that
main street spend $520,300,000 annually for all
manner of merchandise.
To these 517,003 families, 417,500 of whom
own radios, WOWO

is their home town station.

listed in this group are WAIM,
Anderson, S. C; WCHS, Charleston, W. Va.; WMAZ, Macon, Ga.;
WPAR, Parkersburg, W. Va., and
WJNO, West Palm Beach, Fla.
In the Southcentral group, an
increase from 10 to 12 cities is
noted, with KLRA, Little Rock,
shifted from the Soutwestem
group and WCOC, Meridian, Miss.,
added to it. A new rate of $1,950
per night-hour is quoted as against
$1,675 under the old rate.
The Southwestern group is reduced from 10 to eight cities, with
one of the deletions accounted for
by the KLRA shift. In addition,
KNOW, Austin, quoted separately
on the current rate card, is quoted
along with KTSA, San Antonio, on
the new card as a single station
offering. The present card rate for
the Southwestern group is $1,750
for a night-hour and $1,600 under
the new rate card. The Florida
group of four cities and the Canadian group of two cities remain
the same. The present Northwestern group of four cities, however,
is increased to nine cities with the
addition of the following stations:
WKBB, Dubuque; KDAL, Duluth;
WTAQ, Green Bay; WKBH, LaCrosse, Wis.; KGLO, Mason City.
The Northwestern grouo rate of
$875
basic night-hour was
doubledper
to $1,500.
The Mountain group of six cities
was increased with the addition of
KOY, Phoenix, and the rate increased from $1,000 to $1,125, the
entire increase being absoi-bed by
the rate quoted for KOY.
The Pacific Coast gi-oup of five
?ities remains the same. No mention is made in the rate card of
-he projected switch in the Seattle
autlet from KOL to KIRO, KOL
still being named as the Seattle
outlet along with KVI, Tacoma.

United Biscuit May Add
UNITED BISCUIT Co., comprising independents in various cities
and now on 13 stations, may add
other outlets this fall. Quarterhour Man-in-the-Street programs
broadcast six times weekly are currently being used on seven stations in addition to a chain program over six stations of the
Michigan Network. Stations are
WGN, WWJ, WTAM, WDAY,
WTMJ, WIRE, KMOX. Michigan
Network
list includes WELL,
WKZO, WFDF, WOOD-WASH,
WBCM, WJIM. Neisser-Meyerhoff
Inc., Chicago, is agency.

Sheaffer Pen Net Spots
SHEAFFER PEN Co., Fprt Madison, la. (pens) on Aug. 27 will start
weekly musical program over three
MBS stations. The program will
feature the orchestra of Harold
Stokes, WGN musical director, and
will be broadcast over WGN,
WOR, and CKLW. Baggaley, Horton & Hoyt,* Chicago,
* * is agency.
Sheaffer Pen will also start spot
announcements on a long list of
stations Aug. 16, included among
which are WFBR, WBEN, WHO
KTRH, KHJ, WAVE, W R E C,
WWL, KSTP, KSL, KOA. WOW,
KFRC, KOMO, WNAX.

HOOSIER

STATION

E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING

AGENCY

Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
10,000 Watts — NBC Basic Blue
Page 26
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KINGS COUNTY Communist Party
will sponsor a half-hour broadcast on
four New York stations the evening
of Aug. 26. Talks by Earl Browder,
candidate for president on the Communist ticket last year, and other
speakers will comprise the program,
which will originate on WINS and be
fed to WMCA, WNEW and WQXR.
• Broadcast
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DO, MI, SOL,— DOUGH ! Between
the lines of the musical score of
"Frigidaire Frolics" lies sales appeal
that has brought cash results to the
sponsor. Program just renewed for
third time over WHEC by Harold J.
Weisberg, Pres., Chapin-Oweu Co..
Inc., Frigidaire distributor, pictured
going over the score with J. Gordon
Baldwin, Musical Director. WHK(\

SAFE AT HOME — in the Rochester territory are Socony sales, thanks
in good
part (in
to good
will created
"Socony Red
SportWings,
Review"
WHEC.
Ray
Blades
uniform).
Mgr., by
Rochester
has over
dashed
from
the baseball stadium to take part in a broadcast. Others (from left) :
G. V. Swendeman and Charles G. Thayer of Socony, Lowell MacMillan,
WHEC Sports Announcer.

MORNING PROGRAM CATCHES "EARLY BIRDS" ! Rochester
Packing Co. entertains early birds
with "Musical Clock" program daily
at 8:30 a. m. over WHEC. Edward
Harrison, Adv. Mgr., Rochester Packing Co., and Francis Owens, WHEC
Program Announcer, inspect with
amusement a symbolic gift presented
by one of the program's fans.
THREE WISE MEX from
Rochester's advertising agencies
cooperate with WHEC in judging
a contest to determine the number
of people in WHEC's audience at
various hours on different days of
the week. Left to right : E. C. Rogers, E. C. Rogers, Advertising; H.
Lyman Hart, Pres., Hart-Conway
Co., Inc. ; and Albert T. Stewart,
Pres., Stewart, Hanford and Frohman, Inc.

UP. AND OUT, AND INTO more homes in the Rochester territory go
the programs of WHEC, thanks to the new high fidelity R.C.A. transmitter
and Blaw Knox vertical radiator antenna recently purchased. The increased
coverage amounts to 100 per cent, daytime, and 76 per cent, night time.
— And it's all "bonus" because WHEC has not increased its rates. New
market and coverage data now available. Write for folder.
BROADCASTING
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RASIC CttS
ROCHESTER,
X. Y.
RepresenUitives: Paul H. Raymer Co. ; New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco
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M-G-M Appoints Ford
Assistant to Sydney ;
May Go to Hollywood
TENTATIVE plans of MetroGoldwyn-Mayer to launch a largescale projeot for use of its name
talent in radio are going forward,
it has been indicated in company
circles.
The latest development is the
transfer of Gene Ford, manager of
the Loew's Capitol Theater in
Washington, to WHN, New York,
in an executive production capacity under Louis K. Sidney, director of the M-G-M station. Mr. Sidney is expected to go to Hollywood
shortly to handle M-G-M radio
productions, and negotiations have
been in progress with several important national accounts in connection with sponsorship of programs starring M-G-M talent. Mr.
Ford may accompany Mr. Sydney
to Hollywood as his chief production assistant. Mr. Ford for four
years was identified with the Capitol Theater in New York and in
his capacity there handled the personal appearances of M-G-M stars
over WHN.
Associate director and commercial manager of WHN is Herbert
L. Pettey, former FCC secretary.
He is now in his second year at
the station, having resigned from
the FCC in May, 1936, to accept
the post. During that period WHN
has become an increasingly important outlet in the New York
area.

ALL
A

SALE

THAT

SOLD

San Francisco's Largest Department Store Uses
— Air Waves and Breaks Records for Event —
A UNIQUE sales campaign by
Spot announcements were used
every half-hour on July 31 and
San Francisco's largest department store, in which only radio ad- Aug. 1. Two half-hour programs
won The
ac- were certpresented
on July 31feature
— Conclaim vertising
becausewas used,
of its has
results.
Masters, a transcribed
plan was conceived by Maurice H. at 10:30 a. m. and Cocktail Hour,
Hyde, advertising director of the a transcription, at 4:30 p. m.
Emporium Downstairs Store, to
On Aug. 1 two quarter-hour recorded programs were presented.
promote the 26th anniversary sale.
Rhythm Revue at 9:15 a. m. and
The only newspaper space used
This Rhythmic Age at 11:45 a. m.
was that employed to call attencampaign was topped off Aug.
tion to the intensive broadcast ap- The
1
with a 60-minute birthday party
peal, which ran through two days
from
3 to 4 p. m. over KJBS and
on KJBS (July 31 and Aug. 1), KQW.
climaxing with a big birthday
party broadcast on the afternoon
Kellogg Football
of the second day over KJBS and
CONTINUING the intensive sport
its sister station, KQW in San
schedule begun in Chicago last
Jose — 50 miles away.
The blast was accompanied by spring, the Kellogg Co., Battle
widespread distribution of 250,000
Creek, Mich., has signed for sponsorship of the Northwestern home
copies of a 12-page sales circular.
The front page of the circular
and away games this fall over
was devoted to flash copy and a WBBM. Although merchandising
plans for the football games have
color reproduction of the new
KJBS studio and tower, the latter not been completed, it is possible
that they may be almost on as
highlighted with red neon-like
coloring down the sides.
great a scale
as intheconjunction
company's with
promotional work
The first day's receipts in the
sale substantially exceeded last the current baseball broadcasts on
WJJD, which included car cards,
year's opening receipts, according
to Mr. Hyde, despite the fact the full page newspaper ads and billboards, in addition to presenting
sales circular was eight pages
famous sports personalities on the
smaller, no newspaper advertising
broadcasts. John Harrington, regwas used and the costly threeular WBBM announcer, now
month hotel strike had just closed.
"The results far exceeded our broadcasting the baseball games
over WJJD, will announce the
original estimates and more than
games. N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
vindicated
our
radio
campaign,"
Philadelphia, is agency.
Mr. Hyde declared.

AVAILABLE

NOW

RADIO

mw

ORLEANS

PHONED BY WDSL
PERSONAL telephone calls to
every residential telephone in New
Orleans were resorted to by
WDSU, Aug.
as a means
of informing 1housewives
or heads
of
families that the station was joining the NBC Blue Network. Denied the customary newspaper cooperation on such matters, because
radio news is restricted in all local
papers, Joseph H. Uhalt resorted
to the telephone notification
method.
One of ten Southern stations
which joined NBC on Aug. 1,
WDSU used many novel promotion
methods to acquaint the audience
with its affiliation. Flags and bunting used in decorating the main
street for the Mardi Gras were ordered out by Mr. Uhalt a week in
advance of the opening day. Hugh
blue lettering on white banners
carried the legend "Welcome to
NBC Blue Network over WDSU".
Street cars carried the same message and banners were placed in
many stores and all windows. The
new NBC "Blue Gown" [see page
47] was displayed in a large department store and special broadcasts were made from the store.
Mr. Uhalt explained he resorted
to this manner of promotion after
one of the local newspapers refused a special tabloid section by
WDSU on the ground that its request for a small amount of news
space in the 22-page section being
used for pictures of WDSU and of
NBC stars was in confiict with its
policy.

...

thr.ee

KFYR

NEWSCASTS
MEYER
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FORE

FOR

WTMJ

ADVERTISERS

^{JLJL

PERIOD

TIME

8-30 and^O

a.m.

8:00 aid

Milwaukee is an up-and-stirring
industrial community not addicted
to late sleeping. At least 70.3% of

8:30^.

SETS

m.

7:00 am

TbRNED

ON

59 PI

CENT

56 PI

CENT

40 PI

CEI

Milwaukee's
at
work
between male
7:30 population
and 8:00 a.is m.
The other 29.7% dash for desks not later
than 8:30. And of the 20% of Milwaukee
women who work, the great majority meet
an 8 o'clock deadline. A comparative
(lucky gals!) hit the deck at 9:30.

few

Which proves that the use of early morning
time on WTMJ
is both productive and
profitable. Not because Milwaukee hands
turn off alarm clocks in the wee hours. But
because these same hands turn on radios
almost as soon as the alarm is stifled!
Researchers discovered that of the 185,514
radios in Greater Milwaukee, nearly 75,000
were in operation between 7:00 and 8:00
a. m. Between 8:00 and 8:30, the sets tuned
in soared to 103,887. And from 8:30 to 9:00,
the number reached the astonishing total
of 109,453!
Here, certainly, is a numerical

market

that

even top flight space buyers can't afford to
laugh off! Here's a vast listener audience
whose a. m. tuning habits are largely a result of WTMJ's morning program menu!
Here are more ears for less money than can
be bought at any other time of the day!
Action, advertisers!
^^^^^^^^

THE

'^"^ents/"

MILWAUKEE

JOURNAL

STATION

Edward Petry & Co., Representatives
NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCQ

WTWJ
BROADCASTING
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SUBSCRIBERS
ALABAMA
WSGN Birmingham
WMFO
Decatur
ARIZONA
KOY
Phoenix
ARKANSAS
KUOA
Siloam Springs
KFPW
Ft. Smith
CALIFORNIA
KPMC
Bakersfield
KIEM
Eureka
KGER Long Beach
KHI
Los Angeles
KLX
Oakland
KGB
San Diego
KFBC San Francisco
KDB Santa Barbara
COLORADO
KFEL
Denver
KFKA
Greeley
KGHF
Pueblo
CONNECTICUT
WTIC
Hartford
WELI New Haven
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WJSV Washington
FLORIDA
Gainesville
WRUF
WMBR
lacksonville
WLAK
Lakeland
Miami
WQAM
WDBO
Orlando
WFOY
St.
Augustine
WSUN
St. Petersburg
WTAL
Tallahassee
WJNO West Palm Beach
GEORGIA
Atlanta
WAGA
WRDW
Augusta
WMAZ
Macon
Savannah
WTOC
WAYX
Waycross
IDAHO
KIDO
Boise
Idaho Falls
KID
Lewiston
KRLC
ILLINOIS
Chicago
WGN
Decatur
WJBL
WTAX
Springfield
INDIANA
WTRC
Elkhart
WLBC
Muncie
IOWA
WMT
Cedar Rapids
woe
Davenport
WKBB
Dubuque
KANSAS
KFBI
Abilene
KVGB
Great Bend
KWBG
Hutchinson
KENTUCKY
WLAP
Lexington
LOUISIANA
WJBO
Rouge
KMLB Baton Monroe
WDSU New Orleans
KRMD
Shreveporl
MAINE
Portland
WCSH
MARYLAND
WFBR
Baltimore
WTBO Cumberland
WFMD
Frederick
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Cycles and Kilocycles
LOTS of things run in cycles, besides radio
waves. Among them is the pastime of making
the broadcast medium Target No. 1 of the advertising field.
Of late there has been a deluge of pot-shotting at broadcasting, particularly from agencies. Perhaps Arthur Pryor Jr. and Ned
Midgley have been as vehement as any of the
critics in their suggestions to the industi'y,
although both are known to be friendly to radio advertising.
Now the cycle seems to be going the other
way, judging by the literary output of two
broadcasters who contribute to this issue of
Broadcasting. Curiously, both chose dramatic
literary devices to tell their stories. Walter
Damm, of WTMJ, one of radio's pioneers, uses
a letter-telegram exchange to implant several
friendly suggestions in the skyscraper offices
of metropolitan time buyers. Maurice C. Coleman, manager of WATL, Atlanta, obviously a
bit skeptical of the sincerity of some agency
promises, chose the fable method of telling
his story, and he tops it off with an authentic
premium offer with no box tops required.
Both sides, in their more candid moments,
will admit that honest criticism is healthy and
beneficial to all, since all are interested in the
spending of the same dollars. To date the
criticism has been honest and apparently is
exerting a helpful influence. Here's to more
and better verbal battles, and may both sides
win!
Into The Discard
INTO THE discard with the impending end of
Congress, will go not only the Celler and
Boylan bills but possibly the proposals to investigate the broadcasting industry and its
FCC regulators. This means merely a breathing spell until the next Congress, for we may
expect to see the measures crop up again in
one form or another next January. So far as
the broadcasting industry is concerned, their
revival and a thorough airing of their purposes
at that time may be wholly desirable.
The Celler Bill proposes a shortwave broadcasting station to be operated by the government to combat subversive radio propaganda
from abroad. The Boylan Bill proposes a $1 to
$3 tax per watt on various power classifications of broadcasting stations. Both had the
same origin, that is, were inspired and, in the
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case of the latter, written by a member of the
FCC. Both are opposed by the broadcasters —
the Celler Bill as an encroachment upon private
operation and a needless waste of taxpayers'
money since existing stations can do the same
job without the onus of governmental propagandizing, and the Boylan Bill as an inequitable tax on a business that already pays its just
corporate and excess profits taxes.
With regard to the Celler Bill, we doubt
whether it would have survived the scrutiny
of a Congressional committee despite the good
intentions of its author, for he was ill-advised
technically when he was informed that any
single station, even using a variety of frequencies, could possibly "reach the nethermost
ends of earth." As for the wattage tax bill,
some sort of franchise tax may eventually be
imposed on radio stations but not one that so
simply and blithely fixes a rate per watt
regardless of the varying values of frequencies, capacity to pay, etc. It is based on wholly
misleading statements regarding "enormous
profits" and on the theory, not followed in the
case of either the Federal Trade or Interstate
Commerce commissions, that a regulated business should directly defray the cost of regulation.
As for the investigation resolutions, we
repeat what we have stated in these columns
again and again: All radio will welcome a factfinding investigation along the lines of the
White Resolution, for it will air and perhaps
cleanse an atmosphere clouded by misstatements, misapprehensions and suspicion.
Neither a "fishing expedition" nor "headline
hunt," from our observations, is contemplated
in the sweepingly factual purposes set forth
in the White Resolution.
Believe

It or Not

RADIO learned a lesson the other day about
testimonial advertising. It grew out of the
battle of breakfast foods and the quest for
big-name athletes to endorse them.
In baseball lore the prize "boner" story is
that of the famed outfielder Snodgrass who
stole second with the bases loaded during a
world's series. Now radio has its counterpart
of that "bloomer" and all because of testimonial advertising.
On the last Friday of last month, Lou
Gehrig, stellar slugger of the New York
Yankees, stepped before an NBC mike as the
guest star on the Kellogg-sponsored Believe

BOOK

RADIO
SHELF

AN exceptional book on the non-technial
phases of radio is Handbook of Broadcasting
by Waldo Abbot, director of the Broadcasting
Service and assistant professor of speech at
Michigan U. who is also member of the Federal
Radio Education Committee (McGraw Hill
Book Co., New York, $3.50). Designed as a
guide for teachers and students of broadcasting in planning and presenting programs as
well as for those who at some time may make
a radio address, the book is a pratcical treatise
written by a man of practical experience in
radio. The section devoted to program planning includes reprints of successful scripts and
a critical analysis of production problems. Particularly informative are the chapters on the
networks, local station problems, transcriptions
and phases of radio reception. The section devoted to radio's legal aspects traces the historical growth of the industry and the litigation resulting from copyright and libel. Very readable and complete in bibliography, the Hand^
book of Broadcasting should be helpful to the
general public and students of radio in understanding the scope of the industry.
CREDO HARRIS, who was a playwright,
newspaperman and novelist before Ambassador Robert W. Bingham called him into the
Louisville Courier- Journal office one April
morning back in 1922, and told him he was to
run a broadcasting station, has not let some
15 years of radio pioneering dull the point of
his keen pen. In that momentous decade-and-ahalf he was watched and has been a part of
the development of the broadcasting industry,
guiding the destinies of WHAS, Louisville.
Therefore he is mechanically as well as factually equipped to turn out Microphone Memoirs,
a collection of anecdotes that deal with the
high and hot spots of interesting and exciting
years [Bobbs-Merrill Co., New York, $1.75].
Taking the journalistic approach to the subject, Credo Harris fills 281 pages with as
fascinating a group of tales as radio literature
has ever produced. Always the human and the
humorous side are featured in his account of
the horse and buggy days of radio and the
problems that confronted a manager who took
over the job of starting and operating a
broadcast station at a time when he didn't
know a tube from a condensor.
It Or Not program, on behalf of the Kellogg's
Huskies. After a dramatic build-up of Gehrig's
prowess as a home-run hitter and the "ironman" of the diamond who hadn't missed a
game in years, his interviewer asked him
about his favorite breakfast food.
And, believe it or not, the Columbia University graduate
replied:the"Wheaties."
Silence
shattered
ether. After an eternity, the interviewer finally collected his wits
and inquired whether there wasn't some other
breakfast food he liked. Gehrig then admitted
a deep
aff'ection
for Huskies.
On the
following
Friday, with another
famous athlete as guest star, ample safeguards were employed. The interviewer inquired whether he did not regard Huskies
as the ideal breakfast food. A one-syllable
answer was all that was necessary.
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JOHN RALPH
GO OUT and find out. There, in
five words, is the radio creea ol
John Ralph Latham, director of
spot radio operations for the
clients of Young & Rubicam Inc.
There also is the explanation for
his frequent absence from his office, for Jack Latham practices
what he preaches and a good share
of his time is spent in the field,
visiting stations, talking with
managers, salesmen, announcers,
talent, learning policies and practices, talking with listeners and
local business men, learning how
the stations are thought of in their
own home towns by audiences and
advertisers.
First-hand knowledge is essential to the intelligent use of spot
broadcasting, Jack believes. Speaking before the New York Advertising Club recently, he urged investigation before purchase as the
only sure way of getting the best
out of spot broadcasting. "Get out
in the field and learn for yourselves how the stations handle
their present accounts," he said.
"Learn how they handle their own
advertising and promotion, what
they really think of their audiences
and what their audiences i-eally
think
Don't be
fooled bya
power ofandthem.
frequency.
Sometimes
low-powered station or one with a
poor wave-length will be so stimulated by more powerful or better
located competition and will go
after the audience with such vigor
that it actually becomes a better
buy for the advertiser."
He also believes that live-wire
local stations are usually the best
judge of the likes and dislikes of
the listeners in their communities
and in spot campaigns he advocates the purchase of local programs wherever possible. "A program that has been built by a station either as a sustaining feature
or for local sponsorship is usually
built to the specifications of the
station's audience," he says, "and
if it has a good past record in
audience or sales response it will
probably be equally successful for
a national advertiser. And here
again the only way to know what
are the good local nrograms is by
personal inspection."
This theory — perhaps conviction
is a better word — of Latham's that
the way to learn is through seeing

BROADCASTING

LATHAM
and doing has kept him on the
move through most of his 30 years.
A native New Yorker, born Jan.
17, 1907, Jack began his migrations early, dividing his elementary
education among the schools of
New York, Greenwich, Conn., and
Westfield, N. J. He started his secondary education at Regis High
School in New York, but quit at
the end of his second year to become quarter-master on the Panama-Pacific Lines. With his wanderlust momentarily satisfied, Jack
returned to Greenwich and worked
for
months
in his
mill,sixfrom
which
he father's
jumped yarn
to a
job in Newark as manager of a factory engaged in making novelties
for the 5-and-lO cent stores. In
1925 Jack realized that his formal
education needed brushing up, so
he enrolled in the Greenwich High
School where he cleaned up the
four-year course in one and found
time on the side to win his letter
at football as high point scorer of
the team.
Following graduation from high
school, Jack entered Lehigh University, where his extra-curricular
activities included football, glee
club and the stewardship of his
fraternity (Psi Upsilon) house.
But in 1929 the lure of boom time
salaries combined with his drive
for first-hand knowledge to outweigh Jack's desire for more college and he quit school to take a
position with G. L. Ohrstrom Co.,
a firm of underwriters which was
active in the public utility field. As
an executive in the purchasing department Jack spent two years investigating securities, but when
Tri-Utilities, a holding company in
which Ohrstrom was deeply interested, collapsed in 1931, Ohrstrom
failed also.
Following a short term as a section manager at Macy's, Jack went
into the sound engineering business. Building and installing public address systems, operating
sound trucks, recording sound on
film and similar tasks gave him a
valuable knowledge of the technical side of radio. Serving as monitor man and frequently doubling
as an announcer, Jack handled
meetings ranging from style shows
and night club revues to political
rallies and thereby gained an even
more valuable first-hand view of
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NOTES

GEORGE DIEFENDERFER has resigned as manager of the Detroit office of William G. Rambeau Co., to
join the sales staff of WBBM, Chicago. Bill Dooley, with the station
for four years has also joined the sales
staff. He had been secretary to J.
Kelley Smith when the latter was
sales manager of WBBM before
heading Radio Sales Inc.
MORTIMER C. WATTERS, general
manager of WCHS, Charleston, W.
Va., and Mrs. AVatters are the parents of a daughter, Mary Ellen, horn
Aug. 3.
ANDY POTTER, former manager of
KOH, Reno, Nev., has been named
assistant thorized
manager
of the Rosa.
newly Gal.,
auKSRO, Santa
which is to be dedicated soon.
ENES CANATA. KFRC sales service manager, San Francisco, is recuperating at the Dante Hospital.
San Francisco from injuries received
when struck by an automobile.
M. F. WOODLING, manager of
KYOS, Merced, Cal., following a
month's leave of absence due to ill
health, has returned to his station
duties.
HENRY FRITZEN, new to radio,
has been
appointed
tive of KGER,
Longaccount
Beach,execuCal.
S. H. PATTERSON, manager of
KGGC, chasedSan
recentlyhe pura new Francisco,
launch on which
has
placed shortwave equipment.
RALPH WEIL, sales manager of
WISX, Milwaukee, sailed July 29 on
the Qitirga for a West Indies cruise.
RICHARD O'BRIEN and Dave
Caughlan have joined the sales staff
of KSD, St. Louis.
MERWYN (Dixie) McCABE has rejoinedexecutive,
KFRC, Sanafter
Francisco,
as ac-of
count
an absence
several months. He had been in ill
health.
the effect of the amplified human
voice on an audience.
From this it was a natural step
to radio and when, in 1933, after
a brief interlude in manufacturing
a patented card table he had invented ("We made thousands and
sold dozens," is Jack's comment on
this venture), he joined the merchandising and research department of Young & Rubicam, and
was soon
transferredAt tofirst
the he
agency's
radio
department.
spent
part of his time on production but
gradually concentrated more and
more on time buying and for more
than a year he has been in charge
of this activity.
In 1934 he married Donna
Brace, daughter of the publisher.
As this is written the Lathams
are residents of Manhattan, but by
the time it appears in print that
statement may no longer be true.
"I know of a place in Connecticut
that with just a little fixing up
remodeling
. . . ."intoJack
aanddreamy
look coming
his says,
eyes.
His hobbies are working with his
hands, building things, furniture,
houses, and especially boats. Sailing is Jack'she passion
the summer
is more and
likelyduring
to be
found at the tiller of his boat than
at home.
What the future will bring no
one knows,
least of itallis Jack
self. But whatever
radio himwill
very probably be involved, for as
Jack tion
says,
is an likes
ideal tovocafor a "Radio
guy who
go
places. The whole business moves
so rapidly and changes so quickly
that it's all a man can do to keep
up with it."

GEORGE McCAUGHNA. assistant
to Edward Buckalew, CBS Pacific
Coast sales promotion manager, Hollywood, has been promoted to assistant to Alan Cormack, traffic manager.
He has been placed in charge of all
CBS Hollywood
and the
Los duties
Angelesof theaters and takes over
Bill
Anderson, transferred to the sales promotion department.
MARTIN GOSCH, for the last year
radio director of Warner Bros. First
National
Pictures, and
vice-president
of Transamerican
Artists
Bureau,
who recently resigned to handle the
business affairs of several Hollywood
radio artists, is now in New York
to negotiate agency deals for clients,
having left the AVest Coast Aug. 9.
R. H. STIEPOCK, vice-president of
Rintoul-Stiepock Inc., New York, is
the father of a boy, Robert Clarke
Stiepock, born Aug. 4.
RALPH NORDBERG, former sales
manager of WGY, Schenectady, has
joined mentthe
station sales departin NewNBCYork.
ROBERT S. TAPLINGER, head of
Robert S. Taplinger Inc., New York
radio publicity service, is in Hollywood conferring
Pauline ofSwanson, West
Coastwithmanager
the
organization,
and
with
clients on fall
activities.
DONALD FLAMM, president of
AVMCA, New York, brought back a
Sicilian donkey and cart from Italy
after a recent vacation there.
DONALD W. THORNBURGH, CBS
Pacific Coast vice-president, Hollywood, is on his way to New York for
a series of network conferences,
having left the AA'est Coast Aug. 13.
COMBS nouncer ofBLANFORD,
anWLBC, Muncie, staff
Ind., has
resigned to join WKBV, Richmond,
Ind., as head of local sales.
PAUL WING, NBC director of chila talk Aug.
before dren's
the programs,
WharfgaveTheatre
School,7
Provincetown, Mass., on "Footlights
and
Microphones."
GEORGIA
NEFF, formerly in the
publicity department of N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., New York, has joined the
Hollywood CBS studios in a similar
capacity.
RALPH ATLASS, head of WJJD
and AVIND, Chicago and Gary, left
Chicago Aug. 9 for a two-week motor
trip during which time he will visit
Yellowstone and other national pai-ks.
.Toe Kirth, formerly on the sales staff
of WHBF, Rock Island, 111., has been
added to the AVJJD sales staff.
EdgarD. "Teddy"
Bill 19EDGAR
(Teddy) BILL,
year-old son of Edgar L. Bill,
president
of the
Peoria ofBroadcasting Co. and
operator
WMBD,
Peoria, died July 27 at Phoenix.
Ariz., after an illness of eight
months. He would have been a
senior this fall at Peoria High
School and was almost a genius at
radio engineering. He frequently
aided WMBD operators.
Albert E. Short
ALBERT E. SHORT, NBC staflP
orchestra leader in Chicago, died
Aug. 10 after a stroke of apoplexy
at the age of 46. He was once a
cornet
soloistHe with
Victor Herbert's
orchestra.
is survived
by his
widow and a daughter. Interment
took place Aug. 12 at Springfield,
Mass.
Lew Anker
LEW ANKER,
former
announcer, died Aug.
6 at WIP
the Mt.
Sinai Hospital in New York. He
had been ill for the last year. Surviving is his wife, Anice Ives, who
directs the Homemakers' Club at
WMCA, New York.
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LONNY WORTH, former assistant
to Stan Shaw, who announces the
midnight
to morning
nee on WNEW,
Xew Milkman's
Yorlv, has Matibeen
appointed studio manager of the station. The position has been vacant for
several months, since the resignation
of Walter Tibbies, who is now with
Biow Co. Inc. as assistant space
buyer. .John Flora, new to radio, succeeds Worth as assistant on the early
morning program.
JACK SATERS, in the CBS Hollywood publicity department, has announced his engagement to Gwen
Steele, the wedding to take place in
November.
HOWARD CHAMBERLAIN has resigned from KMA, Shenandoah. la.,
where he has been program director
for the last year, to become production manager of KLZ, Denver. He
was with WLS, Chicago, before going to KMA.
NATIONAL

GENE HALLIDAY, formerly of
KLO, Ogden, Utah, has been named
music director of KSL, Salt Lake
City. Irma Bitner has been promoted
to director of public relations of KSL.
JOHN HUGHES has been added to
the announcing
staff of Dick
WATL.Pyron
Atlanta. Chief announcer
has also assumed the duties of production manager. Ken Keese, for the
past year
musical
advisor, hasthe
beenstation's
appointed
program
director.
FRED GRAYSON has been appointed head of the KNX, Hollywood, purchasing department, succeeding Roy
Atchison, resigned.
ANDY POTTER, for the last year
program director of KOH, Reno, Nev..
has resigned to take a similar post
with KSRO, new Santa Rosa, Cal.,
station scheduled to open the end of
August.
ROY GRANDE, CBS Hollywood continuity writer, and Dorothy Lois
Smith, on the staff of KOL, Seattle,
in a similar capacity, will be married
Aug. 26 in the latter city.
KENNETH HIGGINS, KEHE, Los
Angeles, producer, and Lucille Lund,
motion picture actress, will be married in that city Aug. 20.

REPRESENTATIVES,

EDWARD

Announcing Sleuth
CLARENCE GARNES,
man-in-street announcer for
KBST, Big Spring, Tex.,
questioned a youth from
Bakersfield, Cal., who gave
his name as Jimmy Lyles,
formerly of Big Spring.
Deputy sheriffs who were
listening to the program recalled that Lyles was wanted
in Fort Worth to face
charges of forgery. They
took him in custody a few
minutes later.
BILL LAWRENCE has been assigned network producer of the CBS
Hollywood in Person program sponsored by General Mills Inc., from
Hollywood. Tom Wallace, of Baggaley, Horton & Hoyt Inc., continues
as agency production head.
BOB SANDERS, for seven months
on the staff of Consolidated Radio
Artists Inc., has been appointed West
Coast manager with headquarters in
Hollywood.

EVERETT MITCHELL, NBC :;enior announcer in Chicago, and William E. Drips, NBC director of agriculture, were pre.sented fishing reels
recently by a Lions Club delegation
frijm Clearwater, Fla. Mitchell won
first prize in the annual Clearwater
tournament with a 12 lb. .3 oz. kingfish while Drips took third with a
'.) lb. 2 oz. catch. They entered the
tourney last winter while in Florida
for a Farm & Home Hour broadcast.
ROBERT W. EHRMAN. formerly
professor of German at the University
of Richmond, has been named continuity director of WRTD, Richmond,
succeeding Bernard M. Dabney, named
publicity and promotion director.
MALCOLM (Buzz) EAGLE, assistant program director and head of the
artists' bureau of the old Affiliated
Broadcasting System, has joined
KVOD, Denver, where he will build
special programs for local sponsors.
M. C. BERTSCH, formerly of
KFBK, Sacramento, Cal., has joined
KJBS, San Francisco.
DEAN STEWART, announcer of
KGMB, Honolulu, recently made a
business trip to the mainland, visiting
stations in Seattle, Portland, Vancouver, San Franci-sco and Los An-

ED CARDER, continuity writer of
geles.
WLW,
July. Cincinnati, and Thelma Horn,
of Ludlow, Ky., were married late in

RETRY & CO., \nc

DON MARTIN, formerly of WIP.
Philadelphia, has joined the announcing staff of WTAR, Norfolk, Va.
GENE KRISCHER, member of the
publicity staff of KSFO, San Franflew toCBS
New officials.
I'ork on Aug. 2 to
with
confer cisco,

WARD BY'RON, writer and producer
on
NBC San Francisco staff, resigned
July 31 to join the Music Corporation of America staff in Hollywood as
proin MCA's
consultan
studio gram
a special
Under new
productiont unit.
arrangement with NBC, Byron will
continue to write the scripts for the
network's Bvghouse Rhythm proHERB ALLEN, announcer at
grams.
KFRC. San Francisco, and Miss
Jane Kasper were married recentlv
at Lake Tahoe, Cal.
EARL MELBY, formerly an announcer-producer ofKYW, then in Chicago,
has joined KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal..
announcing
Mills, resigned.staff, replacing Gordon
T. ROY REID. formerly of KTUL,
Tulsa, has joined the announcing staff
of KSD, St. Louis.
LANE WILLIAMS has joined the
announcing staff of KFAC, Los An-

Owned ond Operoted By
THE
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FOSTER GOSS has been appointed
news editor of KNX, Hollywood, havgeles.
ing resigned his city editorship of the
Los Angeles Illustrated Daily News
to take over the assignment. Nelson
(Pete) Pringle, temporarily appointed news editor when John Clarke resigned some weeks ago, remains as
Goss' assistant.
BILLY WELLS, formerlv with
WJNO, AVest Palm Beach, Fla.. has
joined the announcing staff of
WQAM, Miami.
CLETE ROBERTS, formerly of
KIRO and KOL, Seattle, has joined
KGER. Long Beach, Cal., as news
editor, the station having subscribed
to the full Transradio news service
effective Aug. 2. Gordon Mills formerly KMPC,
Hills,theCal.
announcer, hasBeverly
also joined
station
as newscaster. Lee Wynne has been
appointed publicity director, having
been switched from announcing.
FRANK PERKINS, continuity writer
of WJBK, Detroit, is nursing a broken
jaw as a result of being struck by a
hit-and-run driver recently. He is well
on the road to recovery.
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NBC Blue: MBS
Cedar Rapids- Waterloo Des Moines

Radio Stations of the Des Moines Register and|Tribune
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GENE FERGUSON of WCHS,
Charleston, W. Va., who is master of
ceremonies on the WCHS weekly
broadcast The Old Farm Hour, Aug.
6 celebrated his birthday and the
fourth anniversary of the program.
The Friday night show is broadcast
from the studio auditorium before
3.600 paid admissions.
QUIN RYAN, commentator and announcer of WGN. Chicago, departed
August 13 for a trip to Sun Valley.
Idaho ; Lake Louise, Canada, and
Alaska.
BROOKS WATSON, former police
reporter of the Peoria (111.) Star, has
joined the staff of WMBD, that city,
as news editor and announcer.
JAMES BEGLEY, program manager
of KYAV, Philadelphia, recently swam
in the Pacific and Atlantic oceans on
the same day when he flew from
Hollywood to Camden, N. J., at the
conclusion of his vacation.
JOSEPH J. AUERHAAN has resigned as publicity director of WNYC,
New tion.
York's
municipally-owned
staAuerhaan
has been associated
with radio since 1924 and at one time
was executive secretary of the Broadcast Owners Association, an organization of independent broadcasters.
EDITH BRINSON, secretary of
WRVA, Richmond, has sailed for
Europe aboard the Conte di Savoia.
She also will visit Palestine and
Egypt, returning from Alexandria
about the first week of September.
ROBERT ST. F. HURLEIGH. formerly in theatrical and announcing
work in Washington, has joined the
production staff of WFBR, Baltimore.
RAY SCHNEIDER, announcer of
WWSW, tenant inPittsburgh,
the reserves,a second
served lieuwith
his company during summer maneuvers during August.
REINALD WERRENRATH Jr..
member of NBC's guest relations
division in New York, married Elizabeth Imbrie recently.

IVAN EPPINOFF has been appointed musical director of KEHE, Los
Angeles, succeeding Leon Rosebrook
resigned. Eppinoff came to the West
Coast recently to appear iH M-G-M's
production of "Camille" after gaining
prominence in Chicago and eastern
cities as a violinist and conductor.
VIRGINIA SEEDS, head of the publicity department of WLS, Chicago,
is leaving the station Aug. Iri to free
lance. Miss Seeds started with Prairie
Partner in 1931. In addition to her
publicity work, she was also managStanding By.
editor of the station's magazine.

WPG ANGLERS — Nine members
of the WPG, Atlantic City, sales
staff and their national representative took a day off recently to go
fishing. The picture was taken as
they started out. Left to right:
top row, J. Fennell, W. S. Shook,
J. W. Mosher; center row, Walter
Doyle, Paul Von, Charles Flaherty,
Sidney Bogatin; bottom, William
H. Appleby, sales manager; Hibbard Ayer of Sears & Ayer,
George McGinley.
ANITA DAY HUBBARD, who conducts the "Good Neighbor" column in
the iS'on Francisco Examiner, is presenting a quarter-hour talk over
KYA, San Francisco, giving advice
to the perplexed. Josephine Avis, of
the program department of KYA, is
writing script for a new story and
music feature on the station's Saturday morning
ducted by BertMusical
Buzzini.Clock hour con-

BLUE
RIBBON

JOSEPH H. UHALT'S
WDSU
Tops Again in
New Orleans

CARLOS DEL PRADO has been
added to the CBS Hollywood continuity staff.
GEORGE T. CASE of AVIS, Columbia. S. C, married Miss Marilu
Geiselman Aug. 3. Both have been in
radio work for a number of years and
met while working for stations in
Cincinnati.
HERB CONNOR, Hollywood writer
of the Don Lee network dramatic
serial House Undivided sponsored by
General Foods Inc (Satina) from
KHJ, Los Angeles, has returned to
the West Coast after a New York
conference with sponsors on releasing
the series nationally.
AUSTIN PETERSEN and Jess Oppenheimer, editor and writer respecof lastbeen
season's
NBC byPackard
Hour, tively
have
re-signed
Young
& Rubicam Inc.. Hollywood, as members of that shows fall season writing
staff.
JOHN MURRAY, CBS Hollywood
producer of Cassandra, Pacific Coast
network dramatic serial sponsored by
Sylmar Packing Corp., (olives), has
returned to his studio duties after
being confined to his home through
illness.

IF

YOU

Rising Radio Standards
Seen in Canada by Weed
CANADIAN broadcasting is on a
par with American broadcasting,
according to Joseph J. Weed, president of Weed & Co., New York
station representatives, who returned recently from a six-week .
tour of Canadian stations. Exten- !
sive equipment and rebuilding programs are going forward in many
parts of the Dominion, according
to Mr. Weed who said that CKY,
Winnipeg, is spending $100,000 on
new equipment and that CKCK,
Regina, is building new studios
and transmitter at great cost. The
equipment, he continued, is the
latest and for the most part comes
from the United States.
Mr. Weed said further that in
his opinion Canada leads America
in the standard of its daytime programs and in its brand of radio
humor. He stated that daytime
programs are not treated as fillins in Canada and because of expert programming there are probably more daytime listeners proportionately inCanada than in the
United States. "American comics,"
Mr. Weed said, "use takeoffs on
vaudeville technique while Canada's
radio comics use an honest-togoodness radio technique solely devised and patterned for the edification of the home listener rather
than for a visible studio audience."
NORMAN BROKENSHIRE. veteran network announcer, on Aug. 4
began a new series of thrice-weekly
programs, sponsored by the Journal
of Living and booked through MBS.
on WAAB, Boston; WEAN. Providence, and WOR, Newark, originating in the latter's studios.

EXFECT

TO

SELL

DETROIT
. . . you must reach not only the
English - speaking population in
Detroit area, but also the very
large* foreign - language group
within its borders.
WJBK

broadcasts Programs in:
Polish
German
Jewish
Ukrainian
Hungarian
Italian
Arabic

Augment your English Program
by using one or more of these
foreign language programs.

WJ

National Representatives:
JOHN
BLAIR
&
Chicago
Detroit
New York
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CO.
San Francisco

ers are
either
if755,786
Detroiteign
- born
or forof
foreign or mixed
parentage.

BK

JAMES F. HOPKINS, Manager
ROESLER

& HOWARD,

Foreign Language Representatives
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• With a 68-million-dollar wheat crop (best cash
crop since 1928) already in, rural Oklahoma is buying. The best cotton crop in years is now practically
assured as well as bumper harvests in all other iarm
products. This year is the year for rural Oklahoma
with yields and prices well above the 10-year average . . . and
there'll be
in every pot"
throuahout
Oklahoma
this "a
fall chicken
and winter.
WKY serves 63% of Oklahoma's million and a half
rural population with a signal intensit-^' of .5 millivolts or better. But above this ability to cover the
biggest chunk of Oklahoma . . . WKY is the most
^requent and- welcome guest in Oklahoma homes
... a direct route to where big buying ideas are in
the making.

OKLAHOMA

• AFFILIATED

WITH

FARMER-STOCKMAN

THE

DAILY

OKLAHOMAN,

• REPREsl:NTATIVE

OKLAHOMA

- E. KATZ

SPECIAL

CITY

TIMES

ADVERTISING

CITY

AND

THE

AGENCY

Procter

&

each week,

Gamble

buy

on WOR

to increase cover-

age in tiie wealthiest

WOR

carried 49%

campaigns

during

1 hr./ 5 times

market

more

on earth.

national

spot

the first quarter

of

1937* than any other station in the
United States.
*based on an analysis made by Sales
Management from figures compiled by
the Publishers Information Bureau.

Known

as one

of America's

buyers, Procter & Gamble
using WOR,

smartest

time

believe that only by

plus their national network

shrewd

thinks of Greater New

York.

he

Advertisers vote

cam-

WOR

their "spot" favorite, too. In fact, 101 of

paign, can they hope to gain the additional

them

planked down

to WOR

goes the biggest slice of P & G's

local radio appropriation. For W OR has proved
(is proving) day in and day out that it is the

cold cash for WOR

cam-

paigns during the first quarter of 1937. Or 49%

coverage the world's wealthiest market demands.
And

advertiser's logical choice when

more

than picked any other station. And

got very good RESULTS
Next, please? 'VT^j^

they

at very little cost.

T'^~^

~H~ft

New

Shortwave

To Be Employed
Just

Mother
We folks at WWVA like
to feel that there is a heck
of a lot of sentiment in the
operation of a successful
broadcasting station. Experience has taught us that
the feeling listeners have
for "their" station means a
great deal to the advertiser.
And by "feeling" we refer
to a thought so eloquently
expressed in a recent fan
letter addressed to WWVA.
Among

many nice comments regarding our service, the writer said "When
I miss hearing your Radio
Pals, I feel as lonesome as
I do when I miss seeing my
own boys." Then the peak
in listener sentiment was so
superbly expressed in this
signature :
"Just a Mother to My

Methods
by GE

For Foreign Broadcasts
NEW DEVELOPMENTS in shortwave broadcast technique will be
employed in the operation of the
100,000 watt transmitter being installed by General Electric Co. in
Schenectady under FCC authority
granted last month, according to
Boyd W. Bullock, assistant broadcasting manager of GE.
The new transmitter, to be used
by W2XAD and W2XAF, will entail an expenditure of more than
$100,000
will transmitter
be the most inpowerfuland
shortwave
the
world [Broadcasting, Aug. 1].
One of the innovations is the
panel antenna developed by Dr. E.
F. W. Alexanderson, inventor of
the famous Alexanderson alternator. With this aerial, it is claimed,
it is possible to send signals in one
direction on a beam so narrow that
very little energy is dispersed more
than 15 degrees on either side of
the line of direction. Thus, it will
be possible to send more than three
times as strong a signal in one direction than is possible with the
conventional types of shortwave
antenna.
It is understood the effort will be
made to concentrate the beam in
the direction of South America for
best possible reception there with
the result that the signal trained
toward that locality will have an
intensity ratio of 300,000 rather
than 100,000 watts. A second development tobe incorporated in the
transmitter is a new type of transmitting tube which, according to
GE, will make practical shortwave
broadcasting with much higher
powers than now are being used.
The new equipment will be ready
for operation by the first of the
year, according to Mr. Bullock.

Central Shoe Series
CENTRAL SHOE Co., St. Louis
(women'sscribedshoes),
will start
transhow. Footsteps
to aBeauty
on 12 stations starting in October.
The program will be broadcast 15
minutes once a week. The entire
series was produced and transcribed by Transamerican. Kelly,
Stuhlman & Zarndt, St. Louis, is
agency.
TEXAS

COCA

COLA

0^ QUALITY GROUP
SUCCESS of their Coca Cola College Night program over WFAA,
Dallas, has led the Coca Cola Bottlers of Texas to extend the series
to the Texas Quality Network,
starting Sept. 30, Thursdays and
Saturdays, 6:30-7 p. m., until Nov.
27. The 18 broadcasts, picked up
by remote control from the campuses of the various universities
and colleges of Texas, will be handled by Wilson Crook Advertising
Co., Dallas.
For nine weeks last fall, the
shows were carried on WFAA,
featuring pep rallies from the
week's honor college on Friday
nights with football predictions
and comments by Jerry Mann, and
band shows from the participating
colleges on Saturday nights. A
merchandising tie-in called for
predictions of the outcome of the
games from listeners, with cases
of Coca Cola as the reward. As a
mail puller the show set a record
at WFAA, running 200,000 entries
in seven weeks.
This year's series will again
have Hal Thompson, WFAA chief
announcer, at the microphone,
with Benny Lee Boynton, Southwest football official, predicting
the scores on the Thursday night
shows.

Radio Friends"
It is such listener reactions as this that have made
"The Friendly Voice from
Out of the Hills of West
Virginia" a top ranking performer in a big industry.
A powerful claim to be
sure, but your check-up is
what we're after.

National Representatives
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
NEW YORK . . . CHICAGO
DETROIT . . SAN FRANCISCO
Columbia

5,000

Station

WATTS

WWVA
II60 KILOCYCLES
M
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CAST

BROAD

ifnof...
WRITE for the new UTC broorfcosf bulletin
describing transformer, equalixer and amplifier components for every broadcast
and recording application.
UNITED TRANSFORMER
CORP.
72 SPRING STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y.
BROADCASTING

WIXAL

Extending

Latin Nations
To
Pan American Union to Assist
Educational Broadcasts
EXTENSION of
the broadcasts of
WIXAL, tional
internashortwave
station at Boston,
into the Latin
American field is
planned under a
cooperative made
a rrangement
between the
Mr. Lemmon
World Wide
Broadcasting Foundation, licensee
of the station, and the Pan AmUnion isat devoted
Washington.
tionerican
WIXAL
entirelyStato
educational broadcasting, working
under a grant by the Rockefeller
Foundation and in cooperation
with Harvard,
Massachusetts
Institute of Technology
and other
institutions of higher learning. Its
founder and director is Walter S.
Lemmon, radio inventor who is
regularly employed as head of the
radiotype division of International
Business Machines Corp., New
York.
Purpose of the new series will
be to improve knowledge of the
American republics among one another. Broadcasts will be in English and Spanish, relayed to 10
cooperating stations in Central and
South America for rebroadcast
there. In addition, transcriptions
of all programs will be made during the broadcasts and will be repeated foralso
difi'erent
timeavailable
zones.
Discs will
be made
to any and all stations in Latin
America without cost. Some of the
transcriptions will be made in the
Pan American Union headquarters
in Washington, where recording
equipment is being installed under
Mr. Lemmon's direction.
Longer Schedule
Mr. Lemmon announced that
WIXAL will go on a seven to eight
hour daily schedule with the beginning of the new college year. Its
technical equipment is being expanded and improved, he said, with
an additional series of beam antennae to focus the shortwaves toward South and Central America.
Hitherto the station has concentrated on Europe, particularly
Great Britain, and on domestic listeners. Its educational courses, Mr.
Lemmon said, have had a regular
listenership of at least 500,000.
The station uses the 6040, 11790,
15250 and 21460 kc. frequencies,
directing them to various .points of
the globe
time
of day.according to season and
Dr. Louis B. Andrews, of the
Harvard Observatory, who is program director of WIXAL, is due
to return to Boston about Sept. 1
after a five-month study period
with the British Broadcasting
Corp. in London. He has been attending the BBC staff college,
working on program developments
and studying listener reactions to
WlXAL's programs in Great Britain. Chief engineer of WIXAL is
Hollis Baird.
WHEN the studio clock at KGMB,
Honohihi. gets too near the straight
up
mark, and
it looks
the Old-to
fashioned
t^peHing
Bee hke
is about
run over-time, the professor always
has a stopper. It's the name of one of
Hawaii's
smallest! fish — Humuhumunukunukuapuaa
• Broadcast
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LAWRENCE

HOLCOMB

Radio director, producer,
writer and time-buyer, few
men know radio better than
Mr. Holcomb. He has
served as radio head oF
Joseph Katz Co. and Fletcher
& Ellis; continuity editor of
NBC. Among his current
radio accounts are Ward
Baking Co. and Quaker
Oats Co.

^^^^

1*

interest
M r.in Holcomb's
BROADCASTING is
not unique. For included in
BROADCASTING'S 7,000 circulation ispractically every
time-buyer and radio advertiser of national and regional consequence in the
United States. They read
each issue from cover to
cover. And that's why you
will want to tell your story
to these buyers — through
BROADCASTING.
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WASHINGTON

, D. C.

Independent

Federal

Status

for

FCC

Is Advocated by Sykes at Senate Hearing
RETENTION of the FCC as an
dent would have authority to conindependent agency was advocated
solidate and revamp all other inAug. 9 by Acting Chairman E. 0.
dependent agencies within a twoSykes in testimony before the Sen- year period. Prompt passage by
ate Committee on Government Re- the House was predicted.
One of several witnesses repreorganization which has before it
senting independent agencies who
the Administration bill (S-2700)
under which that agency would be opposed the President's reorganization plan, Judge Sykes delivered
absorbed by the Commerce Department.
an analysis of the bill prepared
A drive for enactment of the under the direction of FCC General Counsel Hampson Gary. RePresident's
sponding to questions of Senator
ly Aug. 10 plan
when developed
a special suddenHouse
Committee reported favorably a Byrd (D-Va.), opponent of the
modified bureau merger bill but President's reorganization plan,
with 12 independent commissions
Commissioner Sykes said that posand agencies including the FCC,
sible harmful effects upon the efficiency and responsibility of the
specifically exempted from its provisions. Under its terms the Presi- FCC reposed in the bill's propos-

WAVE
rrr

DOEs

R
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8

04,12

121,7

LEl

PEOP

us,
;« tVie 1930 Cens

Station WAVE g'v- y^^^^
.ho live
^.^
F
P
NON -coverage of 121,W*,1^
outride our ^-^'^^l^''^^\o
who DO h.t
leaves 1,070,918

really Usten!
fider that they
tatives:
National Represen
INC.
FREE & PETERS,
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WAVE

be-

FOR SERVICES RENDERED— A
plaque is presented to W. Carey
Jennings, (right), manager of
KGW-KEX, Portland, Ore., by Colonel Clarence Hotchkiss of the Veterans of Foreign Wars in recognition of the stations' meritorius
services.
als that the hiring and discharging of employes be taken away
from the Commission and placed
under the Commerce Department.
Moreover, he intimated, separation of the administrative functioning of the FCC, which would be
placed in the Commerce Department, from the quasi-judicial actions of the Commission, would
tend to place the responsibility of
regulation upon the FCC without
giving it the staff necessary to
perform the task efficiently.
"If the power to employ and the
power to discharge for cause ie
taken away, I fear for the efficiency of the Commission," Judge
Sykes said.
In the legal analysis, the FCC
Law Department pointed out that
under one section of the bill the
executive department would be
to handle
permitted personnel
budgetary,
and "routine"
supplies
details for the FCC but that
this section could be subjected to
broader interpretation and therefore was ambiguous. It could be
construed, for example, the memorandum stated, to place under an
executive department such matters
as appropriations estimates and
appointment of personnel, which
are of primary concern to the
FCC.
Along with other independent
agencies, the FCC had been called
upon by the Senate committee to
submit its views on the reorganization plan but up to Aug. 9 had
failed to do so. Judge Sykes explained this was due to the sudden
death last month of Chainnan
Prall. In its legal analysis, the
FCC Law Department said that
the Commission had a well-defined
law under which it operated and
that in its coordination of work
with other departments there had
never been any appreciable overlapping or duplication of effort.
Most vigorous opposition to the
reorganization proposal came from
Joseph B. Eastman, ICC commissioner, who termed it "dangerous
and ill-advised". The bill, he dethe President
blankin
check" clared,
to gavereorganize
the "aICC
any way Fie desired and would pre-

BROADCASTING

FUNDS ARE SOUGHT
FOR HAVANA MEET
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT on
Aug. 3 sent to Congress a brief
message urging approval of an appropriation of $15,000 to defray
the expenses of the American delethe forthcoming
americangation toRadio
Conference Interto be
held in Havana beginning Nov. 1.
The State Department recommended approval of the appropriation.
The purpose of the conference,
which will have treaty - making
powers, will be to ratify the allocation plans worked out at the preliminary technical conference held
in Havana last March which, along
general lines, incorporate the socalled Craven-Ring allocation plan
pending before the FCC as a result
of the allocation hearings last fall.
The House Foreign Affairs Committee on Aug. 10 reported favorably its resolution (HJRes-476)
for
the $15,000 fund for the Conference.
The President's message was accompanied bya report from Secretary of State Hull, which covered
the purposes of the conference. It
stated that participation had been
approved by the FCC last May 27.
The report added that the preliminary engineering conference held
in Havana last March was "highly
successful." FCC Chief Engineer
T. A. M. Craven headed the American delegation to the conference
and was commended by the State
Department for the excellent work
done.
Mr. Hull pointed out that broadcasting problems dealing with the
allocation of clear channels, interference, the so-called Mexican border station situation and allocation
and use of high frequencies were
the dominant subjects to be considered at the Nov 1 conference.
Also enumerated were the 15 resolutions adopted at the conference
last March.
cipitate
a harmful
political
influence on the
ICC affairs.
Chairman
Byrnes (D-S.C.) of the Senate
Committee asserted, however, there
would be ample safeguards in the
measure to protect the ICC.
Chairman William A. Ayers of
the Federal Trade Commission,
also assailed provisions of the bill.
An administration not in sympathy
with the Trade Commission, for
example,string" it through
he said,thiscould
power."hamOther witnesses opposed the
nTiasure and praised the ICC for
its notable record of impartial,
non-political governmental regulation. The National Association of
Railroad & Utilities Commissioners through H. Lester Hooker,
chairman of the Virginia Corporation Commission, asked that the
ICC, FCC,
Federal Power
Commission and Securities
& Exchange
Commission be specifically exempted from the terms of the proposed
governmental reorganization legislation. He asserted the independent
commissions ought to be as free of
political influence and control as
the courts.
With adjournment of Congress
anticipatea this month, little hope
is held out for enactment of a reorganization program along the
lines advocated by the President in
a special message to Congress
earlier in the session. Such legislation,markedhowever,
appears towhen
be earfor consideration
the
uary.
new Congress convenes next Jan• Broadcast
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WMCA
NEW YORKS
OWN STATION

Kindergarten
for Agencies
{Continued from page 13)
we are sending you under separate
ever, we are in the broadcasting
cover.
business and not in the display dis5. After the first broadcast you
tributing, direct by mail, or brokercontact a representative number of
dealers and ascertain the number
Weage business.
shall do everything within
of cigars sold.
our power to be of assistance to
6. After the program has been you along such lines as are within
the provinces
a radio
on twice, you contact a representaYour ofvery
truly. station.
tive number of listeners and get an
Radio Station ABCD,
expression from them as to their
opinion of the program.
Frank Foaks, Manager.
7. Prior to the commencement of
*
* *
the program you make at least
JULY 29. 1937
NEW YORK CITY,
three announcements per day calling attention to this new feature.
RADIO STATION ABCD
( Be sure that the name of the PEANUTVILLE
CLIENT NOT INTERESTED IN
sponsor is mentioned each time.)
FOR SERVICE STOP DO
Please send us copies of all PAYING
WHAT YOU CAN FREE OF
stories, etc., as well as a detailed
CHARGE.
report of the work done.
JOE DOAKS AGENCY
Your very truly,
Joe Doaks Agency,
JOE DOAKS AGENCY
Aug. 27, 1937
By Harry Roaks.
New York City
RADIO STATION ABCD
Mr. Frank Foaks,
Peanutville
Radio Station ABCD,
July 27, 1937 Peanutville.
Mr. Harry Roaks,
Dear Mr. Foaks:
Joe Doaks Agency,
Our client manufacturing the
New York City.
Smokem five-cent cigars reports
Dear Mr. Roaks:
sales in Peanutville have not been
We are in receipt of your letter up to expectation. Unless sales pick
up the client has instructed us to
of July 22 relative to merchandising service for Smokem Cigar Co. cancel the contract.
Were we to engage the necessary
We realize the prestige and pophelp to comply with your request,
ularity of Radio Station ABCD but
the costs involved would be greater are positive that it cannot be the
than the profits accruing to the program's fault as it produced
station on this 13-week order. We
when tested in Walnutville. Thereshall be happy to comply with your
fore, we are at a loss to underrequest and bill the work to you at
stand why the program is not proactual cost.
ducing in Peanutville.
Please understand we are duly
May we suggest that you do
appreciative of this business. Howeverything
in your
to con-to
tact the dealers
and power
urge them
push thisYours
cigar. very truly,
Joe Doaks Agency,

M
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90
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ALL
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90 of
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"

102

820 KILOCYCLES
EDWARD

count

50,000 WATTS

By❖ Harry
Roaks.
*
RADIO STATION ABCD
Peanutville
Mr. Henry Hoaks, Aug. 29, 1937
Our Special Representative,
New York City.
Dear Hank:
Enclosed is a copy of the letter
from the agency relative to the results being produced by the Historical Highlights program of the
Smokem Cigar Co.
answerHowever,
with "I we
toldwould
you so!"
is To
useless.
appreciate your taking this matter up
personally with the agency. It is,
of course, not surprising to us.
First, let us point out that Walnutville and Peanutville are as distinct in the composition of their
population as is black from white.
Peanutville is an industrial community — a workingman's
while Walnutville
is more town
of —a
white collar town. As a matter of
fact, government statistics show
that there is very little manufacturing there, and while wages are
not much above the Peanutville
average, the working day is considerably different and the general
tone of the population is more inclined to the social side of life.
RED AND

BLUE NBC

Nationally by

RETRY
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COMPANY

WCOL
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Craig & Hollingbery, Rep.
BROADCASTING

Here in Peanutville, when the ,
average man gets home from work j
he sits down with his family at
dinner some time around .5:30 and
is finished by 6 o'clock. Then he
spends his time reading the newspaper, talking to the family, and if
it's summer, he probably goes out
in the garden or to a movie (Peanutville neighborhood movies open
at 5:30 and carry reduced rates
from 5:30
it's winter
he
either
goes toto 7).
the Ifmovie
or to the
neighbors for a game of "Schafskopf". In other words, Peanutville
is Mr.
a town
"gemutlichkeit".
and ofMrs.
Peanutville, as we
have pointed out to you before, and
as our surveys have proved, are not
inclined during their dinner hour,
nor shortly thereafter, to sit down
and listen to dramatic programs or
cut and dried speeches. Neither do
they permit their children prior to
dinner to get all excited by listening to grams
some
of on
the the
children's
prothat are
air.
Under the circumstances, it is
not surprising to us that this program has not produced the expected results. As a matter of fact,
we have, within the past week, had
the John Boaks Research Inc.
make a check of 6:15-6:30 because
we more or less expected this reaction on the part of the client.
While this survey was, of course,
not made on the extensive scale
that our usual surveys of this nature are made, the results, we believe, are accurate enough to reflect the general conditions. An
analysis of some thousand calls
shows that the percentage of radio
sets turned to ABCD at 6:15 to
6:30, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridaystorical
(which
the used
periodfor HisHighlightsis has
the
last month) has dropped from 53%
to 17%, while that of our competiand has
somegone
of the
also
tor
up other
from stations
9% to 36%,
show increases.
This survey also shows that on
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, at the same time (which
period still carries the Musical
Rounduj}) , the percentage of sets
tuned to ABCD has increased over

j\
'

■I je

!
'
j

ii

an

that
shownthein circumstances,
the previous survey.
Under
there J^'
can be no question that it is the ^„
program's fault and not the sta- [ fj,

We wants
again to
suggest
that job
if the
client
do a good
in
tion's.
Peanutville, he either take over the
local program, which we had on as
a sustaining feature, or better still, J
Cordially,
that
his program
the j "^
noon he
hourswitch
or early
morning tohour.
Frank Foaks, Manager.
*
* *
New York City
Peanutville,
SMOKEM CIGAR CO.
Sept. 15, 1937
Mr. Louis Loaks,
Advertising Manager,
Smokem Cigar Co.,
New York City.
Dear Louis:
Who in the hell ever ordered that
radio program Historical HighlightsIhave
over ABCD
Peanutville?
been here
here in
three
days
now and I can tell you positively
that you will never get anywhere
here with that program. I have
gone
and at
down
the streets
and
I haveupstood
factory
gates, and
asked men whether they heard the
program, and what they thought
times ! it. And was my face I'ed at
about
These people here, when they
turn their radio set on during the
dinner hour, and when Pa tells Ma
• Broadcast

Advertising

'
j
(

I|fei

i^^

what's happened at the factory or
want to
don't dramatic
during thebyday,some
officedistracted
be
with
Louis,
program, and my dear
all due credit to the quality and
educational value of this Historical
Highlights program, the class of
people who smoke cigars just is not
interested.
Incidentally, while I was making
these interviews, quite a number of
the men criticized our company for
for ABCD's havbeinging responsible
taken olf their Musical Romidiip and substituting Historical
Highlights. It is quite evident to
me, Louis, as I get deeper and
deeper into talking to radio listeners, that they have a deep faith in
their local station and its programs. Andtake
I can't
themof
much. They
it asblame
a part
their family life just as they do
their daily newspaper. Sure, I will
admit they like Rudy Vallee, Burns
and Allen, Eddie Cantor and the
rest who come over the networks,
but you would be surprised how
many listeners consider those features part of the local station.
I dropped over to call on the
sales manager of ABCD this afternoon and he showed me the correspondence with the agency and the
recommendation that we buy this
Musical Roundup instead of Historical Highligts. Believe me,
Louis, they were right, and I think
you couldn't do better than to be
guided
by the
station's
I quite
agree,
afteradvice.
spending
three days here, that we ought to
move our program to the noon
lunch hour. Station ABCD has done
a swell job in building up a tremendous audience at that time,
and there is hardly any place in
this town at noon where they have
aABCD.
radio That
set, that
to
not it
onlyisn't
goesturned
for the
taverns, but you'd be surprised at
the number of drug stores, restaurants, barber shops, etc., which entertain their customers with the
ABCD program.
And, Who
Louis,wants
I can't
the
people.
to sitblame
at lunch
and listen to a lot of talk — or in a
barber chair, or any place else as a
matter of fact? If we were selling
aagree
10 or
cigar,of Ireasoning.
wouldn't
with15-cent
this line
Then I would say, let's take an
early evening period. But our product is more limited to the wage
earner and the fellows who are
earning over |50 or $60 a week, in
my opinion,
be very much
interested inwon't
our product.
So why
not let's confine our advertising
largely to those who are our major
market.
' I am leaving here tonight, and
will be at my desk day after tomorrow.
Sincerely,
;
Smokem Cigar Co.,
Manager.
1 Geo. Coaks,
* * Sales
*
' RADIO
STATION ABCD
PEAXUTVILLE

PEANUTVILLE,
Sept. 19, 1937

YOUR SPECIAL
ABCD
REPRESENTATIVE
^ ^STATION
New Y^ork City
Sept. 21, 1937
Mr. Frank Foaks, Manager,
Radio Station ABCD,
Peanutville.
Dear Frank:
The Joe Doaks Agency has decided to experiment with local programs. They are following your
suggestion. This puts the burden of
proof directly on you.
We have no doubt from past experience that this change will be
for the best. However, if it hadn't
been
the Smokem
Co.'s
Sales for
Manager
having Cigar
personally
visited Peanutville, we doubt
whether this contract would have
been reinstated.
Cordially,
Your Special Representative,
Henry Hoaks.
"SMOKEM" CIGAR COMPANY
New York Citv
Peanutville, Dec. 1, 1937
Mr. Louis Loaks,
Advertising Manager,
Smokem Cigar Co.,
New York City.
Dear Louis :
Well, it worked, Louis. No matwhei'e you
now theSmokems.
men in
this tertown
knowgo about
Not only do they know about them,
but you can usually see one or two
sticking out of their breast pocket
and one out of the corner of their
mouths.
Sales here, as office records will
show, have been phenomenal. I
couldn't believe it, and that's why
I stopped off here on my way back
to the office — to do some checking.
Thanks for your cooperation in this
experiment in using local programs. Ihope we can do the same
in every one of our communities.
Yours for more and more local
programs,
Smokem Cigar Co.,
Geo. Coaks, Sales Manager.
KELA are the call letters assisriied
for the new .jOO-watt station on 1440
Uc. which the FCC has authorized foieonstriiction in Centralia, Wash.
[ P.uoAncASTiNG, .luly 1.5].

CUT YOURSELF A SLICE
OF AMERICA'S. RICHEST EMPIRE
You Cai Get A Share of East Texas
by Appointing us Your Spokesman '
> KFRO C
'Voice of Longview" - ^GLAST^^y %
• Broadcast

Montgomery
E. F.

Mr, Montgomery
ON VACATION — Jerry Danzig
refused to let a vacation trip to
Hollywood
interrupt
Let's
Visit programs
he and histhepartner
Dave Driscoll broadcast each Monday evening on MBS, taking their
microphone into the homes of interesting New Yorkers, even
though he and Dave were some
3,000 miles apart. Danzig, holding
the microphone, is seen interviewing Anita Louise of the movies,
with the aid of John Conte, KHJ
announcer (right), while Paul
Dudley, writer, listens in through
the headset and George Fischer,
Mutual's Hollywood gossip reporter, looks on.

MONTGOMERY, re-

ager
gionalofsalesWMT,
manWaterloo, la., on
Aug. 4 was appointed national
sales manager
of
the Iowa Broadcasting System.
He was formerly

commercial manager of KOIL, Council Bluffs, and
has been associated in the past
with the commercial departments
of KSTP, St. Paul, and WCCO
in Minneapolis, and John Blair &
Co.

Music Code Conference
HOLDING of a trade practice conference for the music publishing
industry in early October was
authorized Aug. 3 by the Federal
Trade Commission, according to
Judge George McCorkle, in charge
of trade practice conferences. The
NAB. it is understood, may ask
permission to participate in* the
conference on behalf of the industry, ."^mong problems to be taken
up are song plugging and bribery.

isKSiji;rsi
The international scope
and sound growth of this
organization
are the and
rewards of experience
service applied to station
epresentation.

UP!

PKE

u
No.l Farm

Americas
Market!

Farmers in Iowa, Nebraska, Missouri and Kansas have just harvested the biggest small grain crop in years! A history-making corn
crop is assured! Farm products reach new high prices almost daily!
The Mid-West is WEALTHY and SPENDING FREELY.
Now is the time for YOU to share in this harvest of SALES and
PROFITS! Cash in on the confidence and loyal following that Earl
May and KMA have built up during the past twelve years. Reach
and SELL the 520,500 farm and small town homes served by this,
powerful regional station.
We know this market and these people intimately I We're boosting
sales for ALL of our advertisers . . . every day. Let us do the same
for YOU!

AGENX'YCOMPANY
CANCELLING
SMOKEM
CIGAR
PROGRAM
EF\ FECTIVE IMMEDIATELY ASKING FOR YOUR RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SUBSTITUTE PROGRAM AND TIME.
H. HOAKS
YOUR SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE

BROADCASTING

IBS Names

H. HOAKS
OUR SPECIAL
REPRESENTATIVE
NEW YORK CITY
SUGGEST TWELVE FIFTEEN AT
NOON MUSICAL ROUNDUP
WHICH HAS BEEN ON AIR FOR
SEVERAL YEARS AND HAS
BUILT UP LARGE FOLLOWING.

Represented by
Wilson-Robertson — New York, Chicago, Kansas City
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transeriptiona
sa — spot annovncementa
ta — transcription announcements
KDKA, Pittsburgh
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
Mansfield, O., 10 sp, thru Fuller
& Smith & Ross Inc., Cleveland.
Bosco Co., New York, 78 sa, thru
Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., N. Y.
International Harvester Co., Chicago.
26 sa. thru Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago.
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning
Sales Training Corp., Youngstown,
13 sp, thru National Classified Adv.
Youngstown.
Oshkosh Overall Co., Oshkosh, Wis.,
78 t, thru RuthraufE & Ryan Inc.,
Chicago.
Pittsburgh Coal Co., Pittsburgh, 33
sp, thru Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
Calgon Inc., Pittsburgh. 26 sp, thru
Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
Ward Baking Co., New York, 195 ta,
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co. Inc., Chicago.
Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia, 8
sp, thru N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
N. Y.
WOR, Newark
Sherwin-Williams Co. Newark,
(paints), 1 sp and 2 sa weekly,
thru T. J. Maloney Inc., N. Y.
Saratoga Association for the Improvement of the Breed of Horses, New
York, weekly sp, thru Leighton &
Nelson, Schenectady.
Philco Radio & Television Co., New
York (radios and tubes), weekly t,
thru Sternfield Godley Inc., N. Y.
Lament Corliss & Co., New York
(Nestle'ssp, Ever
Cocoa), &5
weekly
thru Ready
Cecil, Warwick
Legler Inc., N. Y.
Skol Co., New York (sun tan oil),
3 weekly sp, thru Peck Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y.
Standard Brands Inc., New York
(Royal desserts), 5 weekly sp, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
WGN, Chicago
Oeneral Motors Sales Corp. (Cadillac
Motor Car Division), Chicago (Chicago Cadillac dealers), weekly sp,
thru George H. Hartman Co., Chicago.
■Gruen Watch Co., Cincinnati
(watches), weekly sp, thru deGarmo
Corp. ,N. Y.
MacFadden Publications Inc., New
York (magazine), weekly sp. thru
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
KFI, Los Angeles
'Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, Iowa
(plants), 5 weekly t, 3 weekly t,
thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co.,
Seattle.
rBlock Drug Co., Brooklyn (Omega
Oil), 5 weekly so, thru Husband &
Thomas Inc., N. Y.
JDodge Bros. Corp., Detroit (trucks).
9 sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
Detroit.

KFRC, San Francisco
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (yeast).
2 weekly t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
Roma Wine Co., San Francisco
(wines), 3 weekly sp, thru James
Houlihan Inc., San Francisco.
Rainier Brewing Co., San Francisco
(beer and ale), 7 weekly sa, thru
Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.
Richardson & Robbins Co., New York
(canned chicken), 21 weekly sa,
thru Charles Hoyt Co., New York.
General Foods Sales Co., New York
(Certo), 10 weekly sa, thru Benton
& Bowles Inc., N. Y.
Dodge Brothers Corp., New York
(autos), weekly t, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
WBT. Charlotte
Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee, 6
weekly ta, thru McJunkin Adv.
Agency. Chicago.
General Electric Supply Corp., Richmond, 3 weekly sp, direct.
American Memorial Co., Atlanta, 2
weekly
Atlanta. sa, thru Groves-Keen Inc..
Chatham Mfg. Co., Winston-Salem,
N. C. (clothing), 3 weekly sp, thru
Cahn, Miller & Nyburg Inc., Baltimore.
KGO, San Francisco
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
Oxydol). 5 weekly t, thru BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
H. P. Garin Co., San Francisco
(Fenugreek — Spring cover crop),
3 weekly sa, direct.
Petri Cigar Co. Inc.. San Francisco
(cigars), weekly sa, thru Emil
Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco.
KVOR, Colorado Springs
Kerr Dry Goods Co., Oklahoma City,
2 weekly sp, direct.
Derby Oil Co.. Wichita. 7 weekly sp.
thru sasPotts-Turnbull
Co. Inc., KanCity.
Storz Brewing Co.. Omaha. 4 weekly
sa, thru Buchanan-Thomas Adv.
Co., Omaha.
WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield
Florence Stove Co., Gardner. Mass.
(ranges), 11 t, thru William B.
Remington Inc., Springfield, Mass.
Sun-Rayed Co., Frankfort, Ind. (tomato juice), 26 sa, thru CaldwellBaker Co., Indianapolis.

WFMD, Frederick, Md.
Schmidt Baking Co., Baltimore, 3
daily sa, direct.
American Oil Co., Baltimore (Amoco), 4 weekly sa, thru Joseph
Katz Co., Baltimore.
WOAI, San Antonio
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning Institute, Chicago, weekly t, thru
Critchfield & Co., Chicago.
Page 46
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WFAA, Dallas
Idaho Fruit & Veg. Adv. Com., Boise
(potatoes), 100 sa (renewal), thru
Botsford, Constantine & Gardner
Inc., Portland.
Purina MUls Inc., St. Louis (Startena), 3 weekly t (one year), thru
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Gillette Rubber Co., Eau Claire, Wis.
(tires), Co.,
weeklyMilwaukee.
t, thru CramerKrasselt
Chamberlains Laboratories, Des
Moines, (cosmetics), 156 ta, thru
Coolidge Adv. Co., Des Moines.
Walker's Austex Chile Co., Austin,
130 sa, thru Wilson Crook Adv.
Co., Dallas.
Simmons Co., Chicago (beds), 78 sa,
thru J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Histeen Corp.. Chicago (Histeen), 26
sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
Chicago.
National Bellas Hess, Kansas City,
1.56 sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc.. N. Y.
WJJD, Chicago
Sof-Wash Products Co.. Chicago
(hard water softener), daily sa,
thru Schwimmer & Scott. Chicago.
Kent & Lane, Leroy. N. Y. (Orangeine powders). 15 weekly sa, thru
Hughes. Wolff & Co., Rochester,
N.
Y. Nursery Co., Osage, Iowa,
Gardner
6 weekly sa, thru Northwestern
Radio Adv. Co. Inc., Seattle.
Knox Co., Los Angeles (Cystex).
weekly
sas City.t, thru Dillon & Kirk, KanWestern Union Telegraph Co., Chicago, daily ex. Sun. sa, direct.
KNX, Hollywood
International Harvester Co., Chicago
(tractors), weekly sp, thru Aubrey.
Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Oxydol), 5 weekly f,Inc..
thruChicago.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Dreft), 5 weekly Inc.,
t. thruChicago.
BlackettSample-Hummert
WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
Stott Briquet Co., St. Paul, 2 daily
sa,
Paul.thru Erwin Wasey & Co., St.
International Harvester Co., Chicago
(twine), daily so, thru Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace Inc.. Chicago.
WHK, Cleveland
Simmons Co., Chicago (mattresses),
6 weekly
sa. thru
son Co., N.
Y. J. Walter Thomp-

Urawn for Broadcasting by Sid Mix
'Honest, Senator, Nolody's Trying to Be Funny . . . WIND Are Our Gall
Letters."

BROADCASTING

Snell Says Democrats
Solicited Radio Stations
A (:HARGE that the Democratic
National Connmittee, in its sale of
the 1936 national convention book,
had solicited every radio station in
the country to contribute $250
"with the threat implied that the
stations licenses would be revoked", was presented
Rules Committee
Aug. to12thebyHouse
Rep.
Bertrand H. Snell, the Republican
leader, in his demand that a Congressional investigation be made
of the sale of the publication. Each
book bore the signature of President Roosevelt. The charge was
based on a letter from a Chicago
business man dated June 15, 1937,
Rep. Snell told the Committee.
Representative Snell proposed to
the Committee that it "inquire directly of Mr. Farley (the Democratic National Committee Chairman and Postmaster General)
whether any such solicitation, direct or indirect, was made of the
radio
broadcasting
stations."
The
Committee
later rejected
the Snell
proposal.
MCA Hollywood Expansion
MUSIC Corporation of America
has augmented its Los Angeles
radio personnel with the transfer
of Harold Hackett from the New
York office and addition of Ward
Byron, formerly of San Francisco
NBC production staff. W. H. Stein,
executive vice-president, has also
been transferred from New York
to the West Coast and has taken
over the motion picture department. Taft Schreiber's position as
MCA coast manager is not affected by the additions. MCA is now
erecting its own studio-office building in Beverly Hills, Cal., which
will be ready for use the end of
the year and will house the enlarged activities of the organization.
Wrigley's Western Spots
WILLIAM WRIGLEY Jr. Co.,
Chicago announcements
(gum) has started
minute
on the onesix
Pacific Coast group stations broadcasting its Scattergood Baines
shows. The local announcements
immediately precede the network
program, and in addition to paying
tribute to the local dealers, a tribute to the city and other local
touches are interwoven in the announcements. Stations are KNX,
KOIN, KSFO, KOL, KVI, KFPY.
Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago,
has the account.
Packard Resumes Sept. 7
THE Packard Hour, Tuesday evening NBC program sponsored by
Packard Motor Car Co., Detroit,
will start its fall season on Sept.
7, when the current line-up of talent is replaced by a new cast featuring Florence
Lanny Ross, George,
Charles Butterworth,
Don
Wilson and
Paige's
orchestra. Raymond
Program is placed
through
Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
Lever's Extra Period
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
Mass.,sume which
on Sept.
rethe Al Jolson
series 8 forwillRinso
and Lifebuoy on CBS, Tuesdays,
8:30-9 p. m., has also reserved an
additional
eveningforhalfhour
on theTuesday
same network
an
additional program to begin Oct.
5 in the interests of an unspecified
product.
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., is
the
agency.
• Broadcast
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HOUSE OF HATHAWAY BAKERIES. Boston (New England bakeries), has renewed one-minute radio
ng historical highdramatizi
programs
lights of that
section of the country,
for a 22-week period on eight stations.
The programs, broadcast six times
weekly or thrice daily, are on WBZ,
WEEI. WPRO. WJR. WMAS.
WIBX. WFBL and WORC. VT. E.
Long Co.. Chicago, is the agency.
THE Association of National Advertisers will hold its annual convention Oct. 27-30 at the Homestead.
Hot Springs. Va. A portion of the
se«:sion will be open to invited guests.
BUDGET FINANCE PLAN Corp..
Hollywood (finance company), which
has confined its advertising entirely
to newspapers, for the first time is
using radio, having started Aug. 2.
for 52 weeks, using a quarter-hour
of United Press news on KECA, Los
Angeles, five nights weekly. Block &
Co. Inc.. Los Angeles, is the agency.
J. W. McCORMACK REALTY Co..
Chicago, has renewed its contract
with Homer Grifiith. The Friendli/
Philosopher, for a fall and winter
schedule over Chicago stations to
begin early in September. In addition
to his broadcasts. Mr. Griffith also has
been appointed director of sales and
publicity for the realty firm.
EASY WASHING MACHINE Corp..
Syracuse. N. Y.. announces the apjwintment of Morton Gilde as general
sales manager.
CANADA PACKERS Ltd.. Toronto
( Shur-Gain concentrates) has expanded its radio series now on CFRB.
Toronto, to include CKNX. Wingham.
Ont. The series consists of thriceweekly livestock reports.
IN CONFORMITY with a newlyinaugurated nationwide policy the
Pacific Coast League baseball games
FranStadium, San
Seals sponsored
at heretofore
played cisco,
exclusively
by General Mills Inc. for Wheat ies
are now being broadcast under split
sponsorship. The B. F. Goodrich
Rubber Co.. of Akron, is now alternating with General Mills on KYA.
UNION PACIFIC Railroad, buying
time for the third time in less than a
year on KSL, Salt Lake City, contracted for two one-hour periods Aug.
14 and 15 for remotes covering the
rodeo from its famous Sun Valley
Lodge in Southern Idaho, to be handled by Announcer Wally Sandack
and Chief Engineer Eugene Pack.
DURHAM GAS Co., Durham, N. C,
is
sponsoring
a newon women's
called
Magic Chef
WDNC, program
offering
recipes and kitchen advice and giving
away cookbooks to housewives who
write in.
GILLETTE RUBBER Co., Eau
Claire, Wis., on Aug. 27 starts a
.series of weekly quarter-hours on
WHO, Des Moines. Cramer-Krasselt
Co.. Milwaukee, is agency.
New KeUogg MBS Plays
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek,
Mich., -will supplement its quarterhour
of IreeneLady
W^icker
as thebroadcasts
Kellogg Singing
on
NBC-Blue, Monday through Thursday afternoons, ■with a Sunday series of half-hour musical plays,
written and performed by Miss
Wicker with the assistance of a
dramatic cast, a chorus and a
small orchestra, to be broadcast on
an MBS network beginning Oct. 3.
The broadcasts, which are similar
to those put on by Miss Wicker
last spring on Friday afternoons,
are produced for a juvenile audience in the interest of Kellogg's
Com Flakes, and are placed
through N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
Philadelphia.
BROADCASTING
1

NBC
Blue NhTWORK
Gown

>i

NBC BLUE GOWN — First fashion to be inspired by radio is the
Blue Network Gown, modeled here
by Margaret Brill, NBC harpist,
which was shown first in the South
in connection with the addition of
10 southern stations to the Blue
Network. Made of the brilliant
national blue cotton net, crossbarred in gold, with a corselet
bodice and a voluminous skirt measuring 25 yards around the hem,
the gown was featured in store
■wnndows and displayed at society
balls under the sponsorship of the
stations. Beauty contests, essay
contests and similar promotions
were used by the various stations
to publicize the dress and their
new network affiliations. The gown
was designed by Margaret Montague of Lenora Ormsby Inc.

Gen. Hugh Johnson Joins
Radio Columnists Ranks
SECOND of the noted syndicated
columnists to be signed for radio
during the last few weeks is General Hugh S. Johnson, foiTner
NRA administrator, now writing
a column occasionally critical of
New Deal policies. Gen. Johnson
on Sept. 27 will begin a series of
four weekly commentaries on the
day's news on NBC-Blue under the
sponsorship of Grove Laboratories,
St. Louis (Grove's Bromo Quinine).
He will be heard Mondays and
Thursdays, 8-8:15 p. m. (EST)
and Tuesdays and Wednesdavs,
10-10:15 p. m. (EST), broadcasting from New York, Chicago or
Washington. Agency is StackGoble Inc., Chicago.
Signed last month for a similar
series was Dorothy Thompson,
wife of Sinclair Lewis, novelist,
and a former European newspaper correspondent, who on Aug. 6
started People in the Ne^vs on
NBC-Red, Fridays, 10:45-11 p. m.
(EDST), sponsored by Pall Mall
cigarettes. Agency is Compton
Adv. Inc., New York.
Radio and Insurance
LIFE ADVERTISERS .A.ssn..
holding its annual convention at
Old Point Comfort, Va., Sept.
21-23. has scheduled a 45-minute
round table discussion of the use
of radio in life insurance promotion which will be conducted by Ed
M. Kirby, sales promotion manager of the National Life & Accident Insurance Co., operator of
WSM, Nashville. Mr. Kirby plans
to secure several figures from the
broadcasting industry as speakers.

Formula
Radio

Selling
•

Precision
Coverage

These and other safeguards for your expenditures in radio
advertising

are now

available.

Demand

them.
•
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story . . . .

Ask

THIS
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INCLUDES

WTAQ

PEOPLE
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FROM

ALL

OVER

Pro-

for it!

AUDIENCE
THE

U. S.

In addition to over half a million people in our primary
area, thousands come here to spend their vacations on
our lakes and at resorts. Write or
wire for details.
CBS
STATION .

WTAQ
GREEN BAY - WISCONSIN
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The Program Building
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James A. Wagner. Man.-Director
Small & Breicer, SationcU
250 ParkRepresenUUives
Ave- New York City
307 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago
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News Editors to Meet
THE Association of Radio News
Editors and Writers is planning
to hold its first annual convention
at the Sherman Hotel, Chicago,
Sept. 10-12. A program is being
formulated by the program committee, consisting of Jack Harris,
WSM, Nashville; Beckley Smith,
WJAS, Pittsburgh; Al Hollender,
WJJD-WIND, Chicago, and Ken
McClure, WOAI, San Antonio.
Outstanding speakers from the
broadcasting and newspaper industries will be invited to speak. John
Van Cronkhite is the current president.
TO REACH

BIRMINGHAM

"HOME
YOU
W

S

FOLKS"
NEED
C

N

Selected NBC programs PLUS exclusive
local features , . . news, sports, music
and drama . . . backed by more than 40
columns weekly of display and editorial
publicity,
keep toBirmingham
"home-folks"
tuned steadily
WSGN. Write
for facts!
THE NEWS
AGE-HERALD
STATION
in
Birmingham
1310 KC.
AFFILIATED
WITH
N.B.C. BLUE NETWORK

MYRON KIRK, radio director of
RuthraufE & Ryan Inc.. New York,
arrived in Hollywood Aus. 9 for a
series of conferences with Edmund
(Tiny) Ruffner. West Coast manager,
on fall production of the CBS Al
Jolson show sponsored by Lever IBros.
( Rinso-Lifebuoy ) and Joe Penner
program sponsored by R. B. Davis
Co. (Coeomalt).
C. P. McASSEY, who resigned in
.Inly as commercial manager of
WCFL, Chicago, has joined Schwimmer
& Scott, Chicago, as account
executive.
ERNST. G. HERMANN having
ioined the Los Angeles agency of
Leonard W. Block & Staff, the firm
has changed its name to Block & Co.
Inc., and moved to larger offices at
""010 South Olive street. Hermann
"ormerly with the Harrison Press.
London, is agency secretary and in
charge of production. Leonard W.
Block, president, remains in charge of
sales.
ED GARDNER. J. Walter ThompNew Y'ork to
script
writer, hasto
beenson Co.,
transferred
Hollywood
write for various network programs
produced by the agency.
JACK VAN NO STRAND has returned to the Young & Rubicam Inc.,
Hollywood
staff where
after several weeksproduction
in New York
he
produced Totcn Hall Tonight, sponsored by Bristol-Myers Co. (Sal
Hepatica, Ipana toothpaste).
CHARLES M. PRITZKER, former
advertising manager of the Gillette
Safety Razor Co., Boston, has joined
Maxon Inc., Detroit, as vice-president.
He has been succeeded at Gillette by
Craig Smith, formerly with Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., New York.

Orr Joins Stack-Goble
W YNTHROP
ORR on Aug. 15
left the ChicagoNBC studios as
producer
become radiotodirector of StackGoble Adv. Agensucc e e cy,
d i Chicago,
n g Bess
Johnson who I'etocently
join theresigned
radio staff of Orr
Lord &
Thomas, Chicago.
Mr. Orr is a veteran of radio
and is a prolific writer, having
written 1500 original radio dramas
in the 11 years he has been in
the business. At one time a legitimate stage actor, he spent his
first five radio years in Canada
and was at one time assistant
manager of CFCF, Montreal. In
1931 he came to this country and
for the last six years has been
with WJR, Detroit, WLS, Chicago
and WCCO, Minneapolis, leaving
the latter station to join NBCChicago the early part of this
year. He has produced, among other
shows, the Alka-Seltzer National
Barn Dance on NBC, General
Mills' Gloria Dale show on WCCO,
and more recently the Story of
Mary Marlin for Procter & Gamble Co.
GERTRUDE BERG, author of The
Goldberg's,
dramatic& Gamble
serial to Co..
be sponsored by Procter
over
the NBC Red network from Hollywood starting Sept. 13, is in New
York conferring with Leonard T.
Bush, vice-president of Compton Adv.
Inc., and executive in charge of that
account. Mrs. Berg, who makes her
home in Hollywood, is scheduled to
return to the West Coast the end of
August to start rehearsals.
DARWIN H. CLARK Adv. Agency.
Los Angeles, has enlarged its oflSces
in the Spring Arcade Bldg.. and also
added Karl A. Lott to the staff as
publicity director. He was formerly
with the Pacific Coast edition of Wall
Street Journal, that city.
BBDO, has established West Coast
offices at 515 Taft Bldg,. Hollywood.
.Tack Smalley, formerly with Fawcett
Publications Inc., that city, has been
appointed manager.
JACK HASTY, Hollywood producer
of McCann-Erickson Inc., has been
transferred to New York to produce
two transcontinental shows for the
agency this fall.
WALTER McCREERY, account executive of Allied Adv. Agencies Inc.,
Los Angeles, has been elected vicepresident in charge of sales. Russell
R. Rust continues as president.
"WE

WOW
listeners will spend
it!
Sudden wealth has swept down on the
"market
basketareof rolling
the nation."
lions of dollars
into the Milrich
middlewestern grain country known as WOW
Nebriowa*. Crop money gratifies yearlong desires. It is spent for a multitude
Omaha, Nebraska
of purposes, by thousands of smart5,000 Watts
buying farmers. Capitalize on this sud- 590 Kc.
John Gillin, Jr,, Mgr.
den wealth. Reach the spenders FIRST
—WOW.
through their favorite radio station, JOHN
BLAIR CO.— Representatives— New York, Chicago, Detroit,
San Francisco.
•"NEBRIOWAof— the
immensely
wealthywestern
trade
territory
eastern
NEBRaska.
Owned and Operated by the
IOWA and portions of Kansas, Missouri,
Sovereign Camp of the
Minnesota and South Dakota. Its business
Woodmen of the World
capital is Omaha. Its radio capital is WOW!
ON
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NETWORK

ALWAYS

SAF
E!"the best
About
compliment
we've received
in a long time
was not intendprominSaid
e ned astaa Chicago
"T-L."
agency e x e c umaking
tive
: "When upI'ma
list of stations for a new client I always include WGES because I know
that if the others fail WGES will produce enough to insure my own batting
average."
That's Chicago
another accounts
reason WGES
is FIRST with
!
PLAY

WGES
"In
the Heart GENE
of Chicago"
MANAGEMENT
T. DYER
BROADCASTING

MIKE STIVER. Australian manager
of .1. Walter Thompson Co., arrived
in Hollywood Aug. 9 for two weeks
during which time he will suney
radio advertising, confer with agency
executives and buy transcriptions for
clients. Thomas Luekenbill, general
production supervisor of .1. Walter
Thompson Co.. New York, is also in
ing.
Hollywood checking up on Pacific
Coast radio programs and vacationLOUIS BROCKWAY. New York
executive of Young & Rubicam Inc..
in charge of the Jello and other General Foods Corp. accounts, is to arrive
in Hollywood Aug. 16 to discuss plans
for that organization's
fallthenetwork
programs
to emanate from
West
Coast. Accompanying him will be
tives.
several General Foods Corp. execuANDREW CONE ADV. AGENCY,
New York, has moved to 400 Madison
Ave.
HUGO HAMMER, formerly of
Walton B. Crane & As.sociates. Los
Angeles packaging concern, has joined
^I. M. Dozier Adv. Agency. Whittier.
Cal.. as production manager.

BRANHAM Co.. newspaper and station representatives, announced Aug.
6 that on Sept. 1 it will take over
national representation of KWKH.
Shreveport.
La. Branham
will continue to represent
KTBS, Shreveport.
which is under the same management.
FORREST JOHNSON, of the sales
staff of Van Cronkhite Associates
Inc., Chicago, has been appointed
director of the firm's foreign language
station representative division, succeeding George Roesler, resigned. Sam
Knott, formerly with United Press
and
manager managing
of Transradio,laterhasdivisional
been appointed
editor of the VCA newsroom.
WCFL, Chicago, has appointed
Erwin, Wasey & Co., Chicago, as
special promotion counsel. Holland E.
Engle. radio director of the agency,
will be account executive supervising
production and program activities for
the station.
GILBERT M. HUTCHINSON, formerly with WCPO, Cincinnati,
has joinedG. the
Chicago sales staff of
William
Rambeau.
WIL, St. Louis, has named Small &
Brewer as national representatives.
WPA

Study Shows

Radio

Indispensable in Homes
A RADIO set is an indispensable
part of the household of the average unskilled working man, according to a survey of costs of living in
59 representative cities made by
the Works Progress Administration.
The study, released Aug. 1, disclosed that in the salary bracket
ranging from $1,130 to $1,450 per
year covered in the 59-city survey,
practically all of the families have
"a small radio but no automobile." These average families read
a daily newspaper, go to the movies
once a week and enjoy other simple leisure time activities.
KFPY— Spokane
KGIR— Butte
KXL— Portland
Serving 80% of the people of
the Pacific Northwest
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George

Bijur Organizes

Advertising-Sales Agency
FOLLOWING his
return early in
August from a
six-month survey
of European advertising- and
marketing techniques, George
B i j u r, who resigned early this
year asident vice-presMr. Bijur
of Fletcher
dc Ellis and who formerly was advertising and sales promotion director of CBS, on Aug. 9 anj n o u n c e d the establishment of
George Bijur Inc., new advertising
and sales promotion agency with
oflSces at 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York. The agency will begin operating Aug. 20.
Mr. Bijur visited eight countries
, and 23 cities in Europe and spoke
Ib e f o r e business conventions in
I Paris and Vienna. During his trip
I he studied histories of recent suc' cesses in European advertising
I campaigns, including radio. Although only 36, Mr. Bijur has been
in the advertising field 15 years.
I He formerly was advertising director of Weber & Heilbroner, Brokaw Bros, and Bonwit Teller, New
j York, and director of publicity for
I L. Bamberger & Co., Newark. In
the agency field he was a group
head at Envin, Wasey
& Co.,
' where he created and wrote campaigns for Log Cabin Syrup, Maxwell House Coffee, Baker's ChocoI late. Primrose
House Beauty
Creams, B a r b a s o 1, Whiz AntiFreeze, Philco Radios, etc.
Political Network
A STATEWIDE network of five
Virginia stations was used during
the first week in August by candidates for state, county and local
offices. Included in the network
were WRVA, Richmond; WDBJ,
Roanoke; WGH, Newport News;
WBTM, Danville, and WPHR,
Petersburg. Candidates were invited to submit data for biographical sketches which were presented
during the last few days of the
campaign so that each was given
a morning, afternoon and evening
■audience in the feature Meet Your
Candidates. No charge was made
for this broadcast but campaign
speeches were billed at regular rates.

Ballou Joins Aerogram
DAVID S. BALLOU, formerlv of
Standard Radio, and afterward
manager of KPDN, Pampa, Tex.,
has joined the Aerogram Corporation, Hollywood, it was announced
Aug. 8. The new transcription
organization is headed by G. Curtis
Bird and Gordon d'A Soule and
recently completed new studios at
1611 Cosmo Street. It has started
production on two series of quarter
hour children's programs.

IRVING FOGEL Radio Prochietious,
Hollywood transcription and production concern, has sold 260 quarter
hour transcriptions of The In-Laia,
dramatic serial, to Pepsodent Co.,
Chicago (toothpaste), for distribution
in Australia starting Oct. 1, with
option for New Zealand. Deal was
bandied by Frank F. Moor of Conquest Alliance Co. Inc.. Chicago.
Series is heard in live talent on 10
Don Lee stations under sponsorship
of Purex Corp. Ltd. (bleaching fluid),
being placed thru Lord & Thomas. Los
Angeles agency, which also services
the Pepsodent Co. account.
WBS announces the following subscriptions to its librarv service:
WHBC. Canton, O. ; KGER, Long
Beach, Cal. ; WAGA, Atlanta. Ga. ;
KGFI, Corpus Christi. Tex. ; WRDW,
Augusta, Me.; WTOC, Savannah,
Ga. ; WAYX, Waycross, Ga.
FREDERICK C. DAHLQUIST,
president of American Radio Features, Los Angeles transcription and
radio production concern, and producer of the weekly NBC Thrills
.sponsored by Union Oil Co., from
Hollywood, is on a six-weeks business
trij) to Chicago, New York and Washington, having left the west coast
Aug. 5. Ed Lindsay, newly appointed
sales director, is spending the entire
month of August in the Chicago area
contacting agencies.
C. P. MacGREGOR, Hollywood transcription concern, has sold 104 quarter-hour episodes of House of Peter
MacGregor, dramatic serial, to ChemoRay Eye Institute, Oakland. Cal.. for
twice weekly placement on KFRC,
San Francisco, through R u f u s
Rhoades & Co., that city.
ABBOTT RADIO PRODUCTIONS,
Hollywood transcription and production concern, has moved to larger
quarters at 1585 Cross-Roads-Of-TheWorld, and will confine activities to
production work only, according to
Miss Jesse G. Abbott, manager.
THE Yen- Sunday Players, dramatized biblical transcriptions, as announced by Mertens & Price Inc., Los
Angeles, have been sold to Hawaiian
Electric
Co., Federal
Honolulu,Savings
\j'2 weeks
on
KGU
; First
& Loan
Association. Shreveport, 52 weeks on
KTBS : Michigan Trust Co., Grand
Rapids. .52 weeks on WOOD ; Woodlawn Cemetery, Detroit. ~y2 weeks on
WXYZ; Burpee- Wood, Rockford, 111..
.")2 weeks on WROK. Agnes White,
KFI. Los Angeles, home economic expert and producer of the Mertens &
Price Radio Kitchen, is on a six-week
tour inaugurating
the series on Midwest and Eastern stations.

WEB€
Tells Your
Story In
AMERICA'S
SECOND
PORT
DULUTH & SUPERIOR
O
And on the
IRON RANGE IT'S
WMFG
HIBBEVG

NQTIONflL REPRESENTATIVES
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
BROADCASTING
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WHLB
VIRGINIA

James Leaves Fogel
WILLIAM M.
JAMES, for several months manager of Irving
Fogel Adv. Agency, Hollywoodto
has resigned
become affiliated
with
LockwoodShackelford
Co.,
Los Angeles
Mr. James
agency,
account executive. James,
who as
is well
known in Pacific Coast radio and
advertising,'
formerly
on the
sales staff ofwasKHJ,
Los Angeles,
and prior to that a member of the
commercial department of Associated Cinema Studios, Hollywood
transcription concern. For more
than a year he was on the staff of
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., as
writer, producer and announcer.
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★
W

ATL
offers you

the greatest
buying audience
ATLANTA
LESS atCOST
You pay less to get the
BEST Results!
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us,
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Never in the entire show business has any outfit planned more intensively or worked harder for wellrounded entertainment than we do here at WDAY ...
gaiety, tragedy, suspense, comedy-relief— every trick
of showmanship is used to give our audiences * *what
-—
m
it takes**.
The
result is an audience that would follow us even if
we went

out the window.

May we send you the proof?

WDAY.

INC

N. B. C.
AffiUated
FREE and
PETERS, INC.
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES

Advertising

with

the

Fargo

FARGO
N.

D.

Forum

940 KILOCYCLES
5000 WATTS DAY
xooo WATTS NIGHT
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Plans for New WOMI
RCA equipment has been ordered,
but otherwise plans for the new
WOMI, Owensboro, Ky., are still
indefinite and the station may not
go on the air until sometime in
October or November, according
to Lawrence W. Hager, publisher
of the Owensboro Messenger and
Inquirer, which secured the construction permit last June 15.
Manager of the station, Mr. Hager
reported, will be Lyell Ludwig.
Chief engineer will be Jack Starks,
formerly with WAVE, Louisville.
The rest of the staiT has not yet
been selected. The station will operate with 100 watts on 1500 kc.
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp. has
ruled against any liquor advertising
on the radio, but permits privatelyowned stations to accept wine and
beer accounts if they do not contravene provincial or local laws.
BLANKETING
the
w

8th Largest
TRADE MARKET
in the

M

United States
at
Saint Paul
Minneapolis

N

Now

With

NBC,

Using New Transmiter
INSTALLING a
completely new
tra n s m i 1 1 i n g
plant
in time,
recordbreaking
WJBO, Baton
Rouge, La., on
July 30 took the
air as a regional
station with 500
watts power in
Mr. Manship
lieu of its former
100 watts local assignment. On
Aug. 1, the station joined the NBC
Blue Network, having been one of
the 10 Southern outlets to become
affiliated with NBC on that date.
Under the direction of Charles
P. Manship Jr., president of the
station, installation of a new Western Electric transmitter, a 485-foot
Truscon vertical radiator and a
new transmitter house was begun
July 6. The work was completed
on July 30, at which time the
switch-over from 1420 kc. with 100
watts to 1120 kc. with 500 watts
took place. The station is affiliated
with the State Times and Morning
Advocate, Baton Rouge newspapers.
Walker's Austex Returns
WALKER'S AUSTEX CHILE Co.,
Austin, Tex., (chile), has returned
to radio with a series of 130 station break announcements on
WFAA, Dallas, starting Sept. 1
which will be divided into a fall
series of 65, with the remaining 65
scheduled for the spring of 1938.
Agency is Wilson Crook Adv. Co.,
Dallas.

Lowest Cost

I

WJBO,

WMIN
St. Paul, Minnnota

;v::-.-{':-.v.?'Vv^-..
-^-^v^isj*'
• • . •.*'.-'V*i-.Lt.

In the
SPOTLIGHT
of

"SOUND"

PROSPERITY

The business condition map of the United
States, as shown in "Nation's Business", of
July 1, 1937, spotlights the entire primary
coverage area of Radio Station KFH, in
WHITE. Here is YOUR rich harvest
market.

An Aid to Baseball
DOES

radio cut into baseball attendance? An emphatic "No" is registered by
WNEW, New York, and Earl
Harper, nouncer
its whoace
sports anbroadcasts
games of the Newark team
of the International League.
Once a year Harper asks his
listeners too show their appreciation of the broadcasts
by attending a Radio Appreciation Night. The paid turnout the night of Aug. 3 in
Ruppert Stadium totaled
17,816, and the crowd was
treated to a 45-minute vaudeville show staged by WNEW
talent before the game. Last
year's show brought out less
than 10,000. The best preV i o u s attendance for the
Newark Club for a daytime
double-header was slightly
over 20,000.

CIO VmOJS PLANS
WEST COAST DRIVE
WITH KFVD, Los Angeles, the
first station to recognize Los Angeles Local 15, American Radio
Telegraphists Association, as exclusive bargaining representative
for announcers and technicians,
the union now is making plans to
carry its CIO membership drive
into Hollywood and other parts of
Southern California.
KFVD agreement was negotiated on July 27 with J. F. Burke Jr.,
manager, by Ernest V. Roberts,
CIO organizer and approved by C.
H. Jordan, CIO leader. Union,
which will act as a sole bargaining
agent for the 15 employes of the
station claims that announcers,
technicians and office workers are
organized 100%. No attempt will
be made to negotiate on questions
of wages and working conditions
until J. F. Burke Sr., owner of the
station, returns from his world
tour on Sept. 1.
ARTA is negotiating with
KMTR, Hollywood, for recognition
and Roberts said at least nine
other stations in the Los Angeles
area will be the objective of the
drive. There are 17 stations in the
Los Angeles area. KFAC is reto be 1009r organized and
KGFJ, ported
99%.

i
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EDWAR-D PETIOf AND CO.
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FRED J. HART, Prnldinl and G«nml Mausu
SAN ntANOSCO OFFICE, CALIFORNIAN HOTEL
CONQUEST ALUANCE COMPANY
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Los Angeles Musicians
Prepared to Strike if
Disc Impasse Develops
FOLLOWING the ultimatum
handed down by the American
Federation of Musicians on July
30, Southern California radio executives remained noncommittal on
issues involved in the complaint of
musicians. They declined to enter
the controversy on the basis that
their representatives are negotiating with executives of AFM, but
expressed the hope that a satisfactory compromise would be
reached and the threatened general musicians' strike be avoided.
Los
Angeles
Musicians'
Mutual
Protective
Association
continued
its action in warning members not
to sign further contracts until the
entire problem of transcriptions
and records has been solved. Jack
B. Tenny, vice-president of the
association, and a member of the
California State Assembly, said
his organization would make no
further move until advised of results of the Sept. 16 meeting in
New York, but he predicted that
the delay simply means a postponement of the strike threat
deadline.
"Broadcasting stations are building up vast libraries of phonograph records and electrical transcriptions which can be used over
and over," he said. "Every time a
musician participates in the production of canned music, he is
working himself out of future employment. The local union, third
largest craft organization in the
world, stands ready to participate
in a strike if necessary to curtail
the commercial use of transcriptions and records." Los Angeles
Local has 5,000 members.
Meanwhile transcription plants
in Southern California hit a new
low in production these past few
weeks. Air checks and dramatic
productions remain the only consistent activities, with the latter
beingtion cut
to a large
minimum.
Producof several
programs
for

1

E

sponsors has been stopped temporarily waiting
the outcome of
the New York
meeting.

Parker Signs Friedman
BENNY
FRIEDMAN, former
University of Michigan football K
player and now coach at City College of New York, has been signed
by
Parker
Watch
series to start
Sept.Co.12forovera weekly
a spe- '
cial hookup of WOR, Newark, and I!
WON, Chicago, signed by MBS.
New angle of the series will be his :
post-mortems on Sunday mornings, ^
11:30-11:45.
will be titledandSun-'
day
Morning ItQuarterback
is
placed by de Garmo Corp., New
York.
THE SCRIPT LIBRARY. New
York, has opened a department for
the preparation of sales promotion
material. Each promotion plan of
booklets, give-aways, cards, window
displays and special continuities will D
be an integral part of the script program for which it is planned. A separate service, the material may or
may not be purchased by the stations
buying scripts.

Sii^ich/id Radio
Electriccd Transcriptions
for STATIONS and SPONSORS
HOLLYWOOD
CHICAGO
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McFarlane
Radio

MBS

Blasts

Once

More

'Advises Control of Rates and
IInvestigation of Industry
A RECESS investig-ation of "this
hole communications mess"
l ough enactment of the so-called
nnery resolution (HRes-92) was
.vocated in the House Aug. 10 by
p. McFarlane (D-Tex.) in his
- and attack within a month
,'ainst alleged "radio monopoly".
Concluding a speech in which he
levelled charges of monopoly
against NBC, CBS, RCA and other
ijrroups in the industry, Mr. McJFarlane criticized both the Rules
iCommittee and the House Ways &
'Means Committee for failure to
act upon the Connery Resolution
r.nd the Boylan Bill (HR-6640)
T reposing a franchise tax on a
attage basis for stations. He
zed rate regulation in radio and
..<serted that remedial legislation
'could be offered at the next session
if the special investigating committee proposed in the Connery
measure functioned during the recess.
No Word of Defense
During his address, Mr. McFarlane was interrupted by several
members of the House, each of
whom supported his views. There
was no voice raised in defense of
iradio during the debate.
Rep. Wigglesworth (R-Mass.)
•supported Mr. McFarlane's demand
that an investigation be undertaken, pointing out that for more
than a year he had advocated such
action and that the Rules Committee had failed to report out a
rule whereby the Connery resolution could be taken up on the floor.
Injected into the discussion also
was the newspaper ownership issue. Rep. Leavy (D-Wash.) inquired whether the speaker had
given consideration to the "abuse
that is generally recognized of
large metropolitan papers of the
country acquiring radio stations
and then hook in with the great
radio chains and thus controlling
channels of news through radio
as well as through the press." The
Texas Congressman replied that in
his original remarks of July 19 he
had brought out that some 200
newspapers own the "largest radio
stations in America".
Rep. Wearin (D-Ia.) interposed
that he has had pending for several months a bill proposing divorcement of newspapers from radio station ownership and vice
versa but that he had been unable
to get the bill out of committee.
In the ensuing discussion in which
Rep. Martin (D-Col.) participated,
Mr. McFarlane held that the big
newspapers control radio and that
the newspapers in turn are controlled by "the same crowd that
controls almost everytV.ing that is
worthwhile — the banking interests
of Wall Street".
"The fact is," interjected Mr.
Martin, "that the big newspapers
of the country are nothing but the
WASHINGTON, D. C.
has an Annual Payroll of
$360,000,000
Reach it with
wot
Washington, D. C.
BROADCASTING

NEW MEXICO — Station operators meet in Albuquerque to form the
New Mexico Broadcasters Association. Here they are gathered before
the downtown "sales slip contest" display of KGGM; left to right: John
C. Sweeney, national sales manager, KGGM; Charles Alsup, KICA,
Clovis; Mike Hollander, manager, KGGM, elected president; Jack Hawkins, manager, KLAH, Carlsbad, named vice-president; W. E. Whitmore, manager, KGFL, Roswell; L. Laurence Martin, manager, KRQA,
Santa Fe, secretary-treasurer.
loudspeakers and the cash regisof big prepared
business." address, Mr.
In tershis
McFarlane discussed lengthily the
CBS o\TOership structure and its
profits based on its investment.
Control of RCA, he charged, constituted a"Wall
Street directory".
The Texas
Congressman,
among
other
things,
said
the
"radio
trust
has a complete monopoly of the
40
clear channels"; that 93Cf of all
broadcast power is in the hands of
"this monopoly"; that trafficking
in "radio frequencies" has proven
a "flourishing racket", and that
FCC officials have admitted "the
present existence of the radio monopoly and its racketeering practices and are either unwilling or
unable to protect the public and
enforce the law."
Sail for Europe
SEVERAL figures prominent in
American radio, headed by David
Sarnoff, president of RCA, sailed
for Europe on the Normandie Aug.
4.
In on
addition
Mr. Sarnoff',
others
the boatto included
Hugh
J. Brennan, president of WJAS
and KQV, Pittsburgh; Abe Schecter, director of special events of
NBC; Howard Claney, NBC announcer, and Loyd A. Briggs,
European manager,
RCA Communications Inc.
CBS will broadcast au important
football game each Saturday of the
coming
fall, withgame
the onOhio
StateTexas Christian
Sept.
25.
and the Nebraska-Minnesota game on
Oct. 2 already scheduled. Ted Husing
will broadcast the play-by-play descriptions from the fields.

Iraci From Rome
JOHN IRACI, president of
International Broadcasting
Corp. and general manager
of WOV and WBIL, New
Y'ork, and WRAX and
WPEN, Philadelphia, extended goodwill greetings
from Rome on Aug. 5, his
talk
L2R0being
and short-waved
rebroadcastfrom
by
WBIL and WPEN. Mr. Iraci,
who is touring European
capitals investigating continental radio technique and
appraising foreign talent,
spoke atficials ofthe
of ofthe invitation
Italian station.
The rebroadcast was a r tice.
ranged on three hours' no-

Grid Schedule

TEN of the
fall's outstanding
western
football
contests willmidbe
broadcast over a Mutual network
as a sustaining feature. Quin
Ryan, manager of WGN, Chicago,
and a noted sports announcer, will
describe the games for the coastto-coast MBS audience. The schedule follows: Oct. 2, Iowa State at
Northwestern; Oct. 9, Notre Dame
at Illinois; Oct. 16, Purdue at
Northwestern; Oct. 23, Navy at
Notre Dame; Oct. 30, Michigan at
Illinois; Nov. 6, Illinois at Northwestern; Nov. 13, Army at Notre
Dame and Northwestern at Minnesota; Nov. 20, Notre Dame at
Northwestern; Nov. 27, Southern
California at Notre Dame.

KWK
makes
good* Town
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own Home
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Blue Network outlet in this

rich trading area for the NBC,
DIVIDENDS
has earned its enviable popularity. Every listener is a friend . . . every
friend a supporter . . . every
supporter a nice ripe prospect for your product. You
can depend on WSOC's
friends to pay YOU dividends! Let's get together!
Charlotte, N.C
an
WSOC NBC Affiliate
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Ghost Stories
HIS identity and whereabouts a
mystery even to the station personnel, The Ghost Reporter began
his series Aug. 9 on WINS, New
York. Picked up from a remote
point known only to station engineers, the "ghost" gives the inside
stories on personalities in the limelight and discusses civic welfare.
Noon Novelties
WEDNESDAY is Stuntday on the
noon Midday- Merry - Go - Round,
WNOX, Knoxville. Cast of entertainers, headed by Lowell Blanchard as M. C. and S2vi7igsters jam
band, steps out of character and
puts on a special show such as
"school days"
minstrel shows, and
courtroom
scenes.
U. S. Naval A!r Training
Station boosts Pensacola
market with $5,000,000
annual payroll.

WCO
PENSACOLA- FLORIDA
A CBS
AFFILIATE

JOHN H • P ERRY ASSQCJWBS

CHOICE

PROGRAMS
Mf
Radio Telepathy
Educational Series
MUTUAL-DON LEE on Aug. 16 RECENTLY conducting a telestarts Radio University on 11 stapathy test over WBBM which
tions. The feature will be conductbrought a sudden flood of mail,
ed by Dr. Seth Maker, who has
Tod Hunter, isone
of theto station's
newscasters,
planning
conduct
just concluded a series of broadanother. After telling the audience
casts over KYA, San Francisco.
Dr. Maker successfully tried his of the results of a recent investiRadio University in the Pacific
gation into telepathy, he invited
listeners to join him in a private
Northwest some months ago, some
test
of
his own. His announcer,
20,000 young people applying for
Dan Hancock, held the five top
the course, which was given over
cards of a suit in his hand and
the air. The number was too large
then showed two cards to Hunter
to handle, but Dr. Maker's Radio
University gave diplomas to up- giving tratehim
ten Hunter
seconds then
to concenon each.
asked
ward of 5,000 persons. The new
his
audience
to
try
and
intercept
series will be conducted along the
his thought wave and name the
same lines, with the audience takcards chosen. So many replies
ing an active part in the day-tocame in that Hunter had to postday sessions. On Monday, Wedpone announcement of the results
nesday and Friday the program
till
a later broadcast. The newcasts
will be presented under the sponare sponsored by Penn Tobacco.
sorship of the Parker Dental System. The Tuesday and Thursday
Incredible Happenings
programs
will
sustaining
tures. Time
of be
broadcasts
willfeabe A NEW program Lights & Shad1:30-1:45 p. m. Stations to release
ows, devoted to the sometimes incredible stories of romance, pathos
the feature will be KFRC, KHJ,
KDB, KGB, KFXM, K P M C, and tragedies in the lives of people
has been inaugurated over WTCN,
KDON, KGDM, KVOE, KXO and
Minneapolis. Dealing with unusual
KQW.
* *
events and the abstract phenomena
of life, the program dramatizes,
Six Shooter Serial
half in poetry and half in prose,
THE hard-ridin', fast-shootin' at- strange and fantastic stories. The
mosphere of the old West is creshow, which runs for a quarterated in a new NBC-Blue dramatic
hour every Sunday night, is writserial titled G^ln Smoke Law, conten by Robert Greer of St. Paul,
cerning the adventures of rangers.
and all of the characters in the
dramatizations are portrayed by
Charles Irving, assistant production manager of WTCN.

SPOTS

On WDBJ

WILL

BE SCARCE

This Fall

Although several desirable periods are
siill available, present inquiries indicate
that it will not be long before WDBJ's
best hours will be taken. Act now. Don't
let delay deprive you of a good spot
in WDBJ's excellent coverage of the
rich Roanoke and Southwest Virginia
markets.

Cops and Drivers
A UNIFORMED traffic officer acts
as broadcaster on the safety programs of WGRC, New Albany,
Ind., which has been cooperating
in the Louisville safety drive. The
officer stops motorists and pedestrians on a busy street and asks
them questions about driving and
crossing. The program. Your Inquiring Traffic Policeman, was
conceived by Bob Mcintosh and
Sammy Silverstein, of WGRC, and
is credited by Capt. Estel Hack,
traffic superintendent of Louisville, with aiding materially in reducing fatal accidents.

tges^SPOT!
MONTREAL

Representatives
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
Sears & Ayer
Craig & HoUingbery
^WQDM

intfie
heart
TRADING

AREA

ROANOKE^
VIRGINIA
MEMBER OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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^

Full
NEW Daytime
STUDIOS
APPROXIMATE

Questions With a Price
PRIZES for Man-on-Street broadcasts seem to be the order of the
day. One variation is suggested by
WBTM, Danville, Va., which offers tener
a giftsending
of furniture
to the
lisin the best
weekly
question. Schewel Furniture Co.,
that city, is sponsor. WBTM puts
the name of everyone who mails
a question into a hat and gives a
weekly cash award to the person
whose name is drawn, providing
the listener writes WBTM within 24 hours and says he heard his
name called.

Who Are You?
:
THE current craze for character
analysis is the basis of Ask Yourself Another, a new feature on the
Friday evening program of swing
music by Tommy Dorsey's orcheson NBC-Blue
by
Browntra,& sponsored
Williamson
Tobacco Co.
for Kool and Raleigh cigarettes.
Five persons each week will answer
a set of ten questions prepared by
a prominent psychologist. Each
question appears innocent in itself, but the combined score is said,
to be a true test of character.
Towns Full of Talent
DAILY matinee variety program
from 2-3 p. m. is broadcast on
WHBR, Rock Island, 111., with the
specific intent of home town talent
public service. The programs under
the direction of Forest Cooke are
divided into 15-minute periods of
foreign language broadcasts, spelling bees, juvenile acts, civic features and fishermen's forums.
Newscasters for the foreign lanp-uage presentations
readily and
recruited from the localarechurches
newspapers, *according
to
WHBF.
* *
Clearing House for Pets
THE dogs get a radio break in
Hawaii with The Pet Exchange of
the Air on KGMB, Honolulu. The
program offers to find homes for
small pets. Each broadcast announces available animals for those
wanting pets, and also puts out an
appeal for pets. The balance is
about even with a slight edge on
the side of dogs and cats.
KFRU
COLUMBIA,

1.560,000
ST. ALBANS
DM
WQ

ON MOWDOCK — Charles Irving,
special events announcer of
WTCN, Minneapolis, hopped
aboard the elephant Mowdock when
the circus came to town and interviewed Tosca Cannestrellis aerial
artist. Then he rode around the
big
broadcasting
an elephanteye top,
account
of the proceedings.

^
VERMONT

BROADCASTING

MISSOURI

A Kilowatt on 630
A Sales Message over KFRU
Covers the Heart of Missouri
• Broadcast

Advertising\

Heaven's Pennies
|JHE sidewalk
interviewer of
KGMB, Honolulu, known as the
tnian in the green shoes", is givbiT away 'pennies from heaven' in
tesponse to the ancient adage, "A
penny
for your
KGMB
broadcasts
three thoughts'.
times weekly
roni the Rata shoe store, interj-iewing passers-by and giving
iway brand new pennies to everybne willing to think out-loud on
he air. At the halfway point on
he 15-minute program, a fanfare
rsts forth and the question and
~wer stunt changes hands, the
jlic taking over the show and
announcer digging up the aners. Five questions are permitand if the announcer gets
mped on three of the five, the
errogator gets a pair of shoes
e. So far the score is about
c-n.
Beauty and the Cop
TOPS and pretty girls make excellent announcers, according to
S\'HBF,
Eockdrivers
Island.
111. curb
A local
fop motions
to the
and
' terviews them during the Cop on
Street series with a free washli job given by the Firestone
jealer who sponsors the program.
Bette Leins interviews people who
have parked for curb service in
front of Harvey's ice cream stores,
s
Harvey'
seriescoptitled
in a The
fponsor
loney Gal.
scares
folks
>.nto talking and a pretty girl can
:paake anyone talk, says WHBF.
Northland Lumberjacks
^■0W
IN it'sjacks
tenthon week,
hnid Lumber
WINS,NorthNew
tVork, serial of lumber camp life,
|has rapidly become one of the station's most popular programs.
^*;u-ting as a weekly feature,
*hland Lumberjacks
is now
■rented three mornings a week,
ne Ellis, author, appeals to the
inine audience by introducing
niance and thrills into the atmos! nere of the* tall* timber
country.
*
|f,
Your Nose Notes
-HOW Beethoven mixed up his overlltures, why the flute was originally
' playedcal through
the musiassociationstheofnose,
animals
and
«ther Musical Oddities will be described and illustrated in a new
series of that title on WQXR, NewYork, conducted on Wednesday af■iternoons by Alma Lubin, music
commentator and lecturer.
* * *
The Negro Hour
;FOR THE 100,000 negroes living
iin and near Cleveland, WGAR has
jonaugurated a Sunday morning
^series called the Negro Hour.
-iProminent negro artists appear on
'.the
programs
whichEach
are program
directed
by local
clergjnnen.
has an average mail pull of 650
letters with 35 % of them coming
tfrom
listeners.
■ other *than* negro
*
Praise de Lawdl
■>:AN ALL-NEGRO community sing
is broadcast Tuesday evenings on
<WPTF, Raleigh, N. C, from a recently completed negro recreational center with hundreds of rich,
untrained voices singing spirituals
and folk songs.
Farm Income up 31%
It will pay you to schedule
1000 watts K.G
1260 kc VO Montana
Columbia Broadcasting System
Affiliate

BROADCASTING

FROM BED— Stoney M c L i n n,
sports director of WIP, Philadelphia, can't hip
let ainterfere
little thing
dislocated
withlikehisa
broadcasts. Laid up for five weeks
at least, he resumed his program
from his bedroom after two days
in the hospital. The injury was
received when he slipped in the
bathtub. Engineer Willard Botts is
at the controls.
* * *
Local Information
MUCH information is disseminated through the Xeighborhood Hour
of WIL, St. Louis. This program
is allotted 30 minutes on a six-aweek basis and is strictly sustaining. Announcements and speakers
from various civic, church, charitable, club and fraternal organizations use this time to keep the St.
Louis metropolitan area posted on
the activities within their bodies.
* * *
Tall Corn Derby
IOWA Broadcasting System broadcast the Tall Corn Derby staged
July 31, with Governor Krasehel
of Iowa and Gov. LaFollette of
Wisconsin submitting tallest corn
from their states. The event was
arranged by Arthur J. Smith, IBS
special events man. Iowa won with
a 1612-foot stalk, over three feet
taller than the Wisconsin entry.
* * *
Soldier's Viewpoint
GEN. PEPPING GARIBALDI,
grandson of the famous Italian patriot, gives a five-minute soldier's
viewpoint on world events during
each broadcast of the Tango Cabaret, Sunday afternoon Italian
program on WOV, New York,
which is sponsored by P. Lorillard
Co., New York, for Old Gold cigarettes. Lennen & Mitchell Inc.,
New York, placed the account.

Martha Deaiie Honored
MARY MARGARET McBRIDE
(Martha Deane of WOR) was
selected as the \\inner of the 1937
award of the Wall Paper Institute in recognition of her distinguished service in stimulating better decoration of American homes
and was presented with the award
by G. Fred Beaudry, Institute
president, during her broadcast
Aug. 10, when she was guest of
honor at the Wall Paper Style
Show at the Waldorf-Astoria, New
York. The Institute also honored
another radio star, Jessica Dragonette, by selecting her as the
model and inspiration for a new
form of wall decoration especially
designed for radio and music lovers. The paper was designed hy
Emile Erickson, who sketched Miss
Dragonette as Thais, Pink Lady
and Rio Rita, roles she had chosen
as her favorites from the countless characters she has portrayed
before the microphone.

Humble Grid Plans
HUMBLE OIL & REFINING Co.,
Houston (gas & oil), for the third
consecutive year will sponsor playby-play broadcasts of the Southwest Conference football games on
Texas Quality Network (WFAA,
WBAP, WOAI, KPRC). The
sportscasts will be handled by
Kern Tips, manager of KPRC,
Houston; Cy Leland of WBAP,
Fort Worth; Hal Thompson and
Bill Hightower of WFAA, Dallas.
Franke- Wilkinson - Schiwetz Inc.,
Houston, has the account.
MOTION picture rights for Phillips
H. Lord's
program,
heard
on CBSGang
every Busters
Wednesday
night
for more than a year, have been purchased by Metro-Gokhvyn-Mayer and
a full-length
released
withinfeature
a year. picture will be

KVOX Starts Oct. 1
WESTERN ELECTRIC transmitter and speech input apparatus
and a 179-foot Blaw-Knox tower
have been ordered for the new
KVOX,
authorized for Moorhead,
constructionMinn.,
last vear
by
the FCC to operate with 100 watts
on 1310 kc. Delay in securing a
transmitter site has held up construction and Manny Marget, formerly program director of KXBY,
Kansas City, who will be its manager, reports that Oct. 1 has been
set as the tentative starting date.
Owner of the station will be the
Herbst Department Store of Fargo, N. D.
Reminds

me

of

Carolina

the

Combination

(U.E)
THE
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MARK
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WIDE

IN
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Major R. E. Zultz
WIS AND WPTF — the Carolina Combination, offers a
double value by intensely covering the rich cotton-tobacco
sections of the two Carolinas for one low rate. Try it for
double results.
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Carolina
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SALUTE TO TRAIN
Six Stations Will Honor
fCONTRO
L&N Limited
ROOM
THE Pan American, crack passenger train of the Louisville &
Nashville Railroad, on Aug. 14 ERIC PALMER Jr., well-known
celebrates its fifth anniversary as amateur radio operator and author
Riding the Airwaves, has joined
a "radio performer", with six sta- of
tions along the route saluting the the engineering staff of WQXR, New
York.
operator ever licensed
train in a special anniversary pro- in New Youngest
York, he received his amateur
gram. The actual sound of the license at
the age of 15 and a year
train as it speeds over the rails
was chief radio operator for the
has been broadcast over WSM for later
the last five years by means of a Calvao Expedition to Brazil.
special microphone pickup at the MINOR WILSON, for the last two
engineer of WCBS, ChiWSM antenna 12 miles from Nash- years chief
cago, has joined the NBC Chicago
ville.
engineering staff, and will be replaced
Besides WSM, WHAS, Louisat WCBS by his former assistant.
Don Burichter. Wilson came to
ville, WSGN, Birmingham, WCKY,
WCBS from KPRC, Houston, and
Cincinnati, WWL, New Orleans,
and WSFA, Montgomery, ai-e col- XER, Mexico.
laborating inthe anniversary pro- JAMES P. BUCHANAN Jr.. FCC
gram, as the train arrives in the broadcast engineer, and Mrs. Buchanan on July 30 became the parents of
respective cities. Jack DeWitt,
a daughter, born in Washington.
WSM chief engineer, and Aaron
Shelton, of the station's staff, have RALPH NULSEN, chief engineer of
constructed a special shortwave
WQAM, Miami, has designed a comstation aboard a coach on the Pan
plete two-way communication mobile
unit
car.
American and broadcasts will be
made via shortwave to the sta- ALFRED J. WIES, NBC field engineer, is the father of a baby girl born
tions all along the Pan American
run from Cincinnati to the Gulf recently.
Coast and New Orleans. Lee Coul- MEL NOE, formerly in the engineering department of KHJ, Los Angeles,
son, WHAS station manager, and
joined the technical staff of KNX.
Harry Stone, WSM manager, and has
Hollywood.
Jack Harris, WSM special events
announcer, also will participate in FLOYD CATON, formerly on the
the ceremonies.
production staff of KVOR. Colorado
Springs, has joined the Hollywood
EXACTLY 11,301 visitors were NBC sound effects department.
shown through the studios of WHKMALCOLM A. SEARS, formerly on
the technical staff of KJBS, San
WJAY, Cleveland, during July, coming largely in response to regular an- Francisco, and prior to that engineer
nouncements inviting heat-harassed
of WDAF, Kansas City, and also
Clevelanders to "visit our healthful, radio school instructor in that city,
air-cooled studios any time between has joined KYOS. Merced, Cal., engineering department.
9 a. m. and 9 p. m."

m

o
MODEL D-104

m

MODEL K-2

ENGINEERS— Of WMBD, Peoria,
111., examine tube-coolers in front
rectifier rack while installing new
5,000-watt Western Electric transmitter, expected to go into operation Sept. 15. Left to right are
Chief Engineer Ted Giles and Engineers Bob Connor, Bert Giles and
Harry McCormick.
LYNEE C. SMEBY, supervising
engineer of WXYZ, Detroit, will be
married Aug. 28 to Miss Evelyn True,
daughter of Harold True, news commentator of WXYZ and the Michigan
Network.
GLEN KOEHLER. professor of electrical engineering at the University
of Wisconsin, has been named consulting engineer of WHA. Madison,
and
WLBL,
owned stations. Stevens Point, stateGEORGE M. PATTERSON has been
appointed chief
engineer of KASA,
-n and
Elk City, Okla.,
George F. Fenter
has been named as his assistant.
WILLIAM SLATER, former engineer of American Airwavs, has joined
the technical staff of WGAR, Cleveland.
JOHN M. VAN HORN, graduate of
the Van Buren (Ark.) High School
and reputed to be one of the comedian
Bob Burns' many relatives from that
community, has joined KFRO, Longview, Tex., as a relief operator. He
formerly was with KXBY, Kansas
City, and KFPW. Fort Smith, Ark.
.John McDonald is acting chief engineer of KFRO while Chief Engineer
Edward Bumpas is attending National
Guard camp at Palacious. Tex.
BOB HARNACK has been appointed
chief sound effects man of KEHE,
Los Angeles.
J. ALFRED WIES, NBC field engiin New York, is the father of a
baby neerboy.

« MODEL D.2
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or bills introduced in states''
and inactedCongress
FCC

Names

Owen

C. L. lanta
OWEN,
inspector
oflSce of the
FCC, at
on the
Aug.At-1
took over temporary duties in the
Broadcast Section of the FCC Engineering Department as successor
to George C. Davis, engineer assigned to broadcast hearing work
who has resigried to enter a consulting practice in Washington
with E. C. Page, radio engineer.
Mr. Owen has been an inspector in
Atlanta since 1931, and prior to
that was on the engineering staff
of WSB, Atlanta. He is a native of
Springfield, Mo.
PROTECTION

73

FEATURES

A quality microphone for every purpose — NOW equipped
with special Astatic Plug and Socket Connector which permits instant interchange of microphones on same cable or
use of several lengths of cable on same microphone. PLUS
new Astatic Spring Cable Protector which prevents cable
breakage at mounting.
Model D-104 is the "Speech Range" type, the favorite of
the amateurs; Model K-2 is the dual unit, dual diaphragm
non-directional studio type; Model D-2 is especially adapted for Public Address work.
Licensed under Brush Development Company Patents, Astatic Pending
ASTATIC MICROPHONE LABORATORY, INC.
Dept. BR, Youngstown, Ohio, U. S. A.
Pioneer Manufacturer's of Quality Crystal Devices
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Outlined at The Hague
TENDENCIES
now manifest in
actual or proposed legislation involving the future regulation andl
conduct of the broadcasting Indus-'
try
in theby United
were de-* ^p
scribed
Louis States
G. Caldwell.j
Washington radio attorney, in a- fj
report to the Second Internationar
Congress on Comparative Law at
The Hague, Holland, Aug. 4-10.
_ In siona of "Legal
lengthyRestrictions
prepared discuson the
Contents of Broadcast Programs
in the United States," Mr. Cald-,!
well reviewed the history of broad- ■
casting jurisprudence from the in- ,
ception of the law. The legislative i
outlook, he said, was based upon
bills introduced, pressure being
brought and demands being made
for more or different regulation.
Some of the projects, he said, are \
receiving serious consideration !
while others, such as governments
ownership, are not regarded as 't
"serious possibilities in the immediate future".
.
included:
Government
ownership;
Among demands being made he'
allocation of facilities for exclu- ,
sive purposes
of education
dis-' "
cussion
of public
issues on and
a noncommercial basis; outright or in-^
creased censorship of programs;^
investigation of alleged tendencie;
toward monopoly, directed primarily at the network companies,
their ownership of stations and
their contractual relations with
others; divorcing of newspaper!
and station ownership and for pro-"
hibition,
increased restrictions on,'
or regulation
of particular types j
of
programs
and
advertising,
as*
illustrated by statutes
recently en-

New felt for)protected
container
(patent
apholdingneedles.
12 STELLI
premier
acetatepliedrecording
Max recordings
Kerr, E. I Lansing,
"The
best
have everMich.:
made using

fANGERTONEjNC.

WBNS,
Columbus,
"After recordyour
ing STELLI."
six fifteen
minuteOhio:
transcriptions,
the
noise level is still lower than competitive needles when new.*'

201 Verona Ave., Newark, N. J.
Electric-Music''
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EQUIPMENT
lAJ. EDWIX H. ARMSTRONG.
\lumhia University professor and in- ^eator, has placed an order for a 600Mt tower with the American Bridse
Pittsburgh, to he erected on the
alisades of Xew Jersey for experients in connection with his shortaTe "frequency modulation" developents.
<OTX. Pine Bluff, Ark., has connoted erection of a new vertical
; tenna atop the Simmons National
^ ink Bldg.. an 11-story structure.
Pke vertical antenna now towers more
level, andin
^.'anby 300far feetthe above
talleststreet
structure
utheast Arkansas. The antenna is
t J by a concentric transmission line,
vew equipment includes complete
::tenna tuning and coupling devices.
R. Whitworth, chief engineer, had
arge of installation and moving of
ansmitting and studio equipment.
^J:R0V0X Corp., Brooklyn, manucturers of transmitting condensers
id other condenser equipment has
-sued a ISth anniversary edition of
i annual radio parts catalog. The
>.>oklet is 32 pages in color.
bVJEJ. Hagerstown. Md., began operlung from its new transmitter house,
oated just outside of the city limits,
<ing a new vertical antenna, on Aug.
The transmitter house and tower
ere designed and built by Grover C.
rilley, general manager of the staon. Installation of equipment was
;ader the supervision of G. Harold
rewer, chief engineer. Construction
IS started on a building to house
-w studios for WJEJ. Station offices
md studios will use the entire second
1 X)r, and are to be completed by Dec.
XRO, Aberdeen, Wash., on July 23
-dicated its new 250-watt transitter and plant. A new Western
iectric transmitter and an 189 ft.
law-Knox vertical radiator were
aced in operation.
aSFO, San Francisco, and KQW,
-^an Jose. Cal.. have installed Western
electric lOA nro£:r,sm amnlifiprs.

Modern

H.\NDY — KPQ, Wenatchee,
Wash., has a convenient worki-oom
in its transmitter house, with turntables, transmitter and panel within easy reach of the operator. The
station distributed a souvenir 12page newspaper on the occasion of
its dedication June 27.
THE new 5,000-watt transmitter of
KOIL, Omaha, goes into operation
this month, along with its 310-foot
Truscon radiator, about two miles east
of the South Omaha Bridge. Dedicatory celebration is planned for the
week of Sept. 13 with General Manager John Henry. Bob Cunningham,
Paul Hammau and R. Bruce Wallace
in charge of arrangements.
THE Western Electric 71-A 1000watt amplifier formerly used by
KRKD, Los Angeles, has been sold to
the Central Broadcasting Corp., Centralia. Wash., now building a new
500-watt station in that city on 1440
kc. Amplification unit was used by
KRKD before it built its present
2. 500-watt transmitter, according to
Willis O. Freitag. chief engineer.
UXITED ELECTRONICS Co..
Newark, has issued a new catalogue
covering some 34 models of electronic
tubes designed for all types of transmitting equipment.
AN RCA 100-H transmitter with complete studio layout has been ordered
from Camden for the new KARM,
rro^n,, r-i} . 100 wnrrer on 1310 ke.

e withm 1 C. at »u ^.
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Studio

Design

JOHNS-MANVILLE

TYPICAL

of Johns-Manville's service to modern broadcasting is the design of this organ studio at WGN,
Chicago. Here, the predominance of low-frequency sounds
not only raised a problem in reproduction, but also the
question of effectively confining these sounds within the
studio itself.
Studio design by Johns-Manville solved this problem,
as it has solved many another for leading stations throughout the country. Stations that have found that better
broadcasting quality can be created and permanently protected against faulty acoustical conditions by designing
and building their studios in accordance with the presentday sound-control methods developed by Johns-Manville.
For information, write Johns-Manville, 22 East 40th
Street, New York City.

iJohns-Manville
SOUND-CONTROL
MATERIALS AND
ACOUSTICAL- ENGINEERING

SERVICE
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PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg. Wash., U. C.

GODLEY

There is no substitute for experience

& BROWN

Consulting Radio Engineers
Montclair,
"25 years N.of J.

GLENN D. GILLEH
Consulfing Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Wajhing+on, D. C.

Professional Background"

EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone: New Rochelle S474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes,
Allocation
Reports. and Radio Coverage

E. C PAGE
Contuliing Radio Engineer
1 31 1 Livingston St. Davis 2122
Evanston, III.

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

FRED O. GRIMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast Transmission and
Coverage Development.
Evansville. Ind.
p. 0. Box 742

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL. MINNESOTA

HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. 161st St. NEW YORK CITY

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Radio ConsultingService
and Field Engineering
2935 North Henderson Avenue
Telephones 3-6039 and 5-2945
DALLAS, TEXAS

ROBERT S. RAINS AND COMPANY
Special Consultants
Accounting, Taxes and Engineering
Munsey Building — Washington, D. C.
Telephone: Metropolitan 2430
Robert S. Rains
Former Special Consultant
Federal Communications Commission

W. E. HENDERSON
BROADCASTING CONSULTANT
45 LAUREL AVE.
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY

Situations Wanted
NEWSCASTER : Experienced reporterdesk man, now employed, seeks post where
he
can doing
combine
"radio Recent
voice" college
and writing
talent
news-casts.
graduate, personable, neat. Knows how to
"write offorhuman
the ear"
and Has
understands
the
value
interest.
had microphone experience and training. Single, will
go anywhere. Box 740 Broadcasting.

NO WONDER— KSD, St. Louis,
spent three months hunting someone willing to paint its directional
reflector tower, rising some 300
feet above street level. The steeple
jack had to swing back and forth
until he gained impetus to carry
him above each protruding strut.
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The Largest
Independent
Frequency Measuring
Service in the Country
i-

Bermuda Beams
WBAL, Baltimore, and WJZ,
New York, are checked by
the navigator of the Pan
American airship Bermuda
Clipper for radio bearings
on the New York to Bermuda runs, according to an
article titled "Five Hours to
Bermuda" featured in the
Aug. 7 issue of Saturday
Evening Post.

Manufacturers and
Engineering Consultants
•
COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
216 E. 74th St., Kansas City, Mo.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications, 12c p«r word. Minimain ehju^ {1.00. Payable in advance
Forms close 26th and 10th of month i>rec«dine issues.
Help Wanted
Announcer,
Manager,
with ex-of
perience, Program
someone interested
in chance
advancement. Station located in the Northwest. Box 744, Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
wish permanent selling connection on
small city station. Seven years inside and
outside experience. Box 747, Broadcasting.
Radio Operator desires position. Experience atmitter.
50 kilowatt
RCA boadcast
References furnished.
Box trans748,
Broadcasting.
Announcer, third year. Specialty: news.
Training : journalism, law. A competent
addition
to any staff. Box 750, Broadcasting.

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
at any hour every day in the year
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

New Home of KRE
■
KRE, Berkeley, Cal., recently ded
cated its new transmitter which i.si
located on the mud flats along the,
eastern shore of San Francisco
Bay. The transmitter is a newhigh-frequency 310-B Western
Electric, equipped with the latest
WE speech apparatus and six mile.s
of ground wire were laid in the
salt water near the tower to increase its efficiency. The 190-foot
Blaw-Knox vertical radiator is
shunt excited, the first on the
Pacific Coast to employ this recent
development in broadcast engineering, according to KRE. The transmitter house is of modern California architecture and is air conditioned, while the control room is
sound-proofed so that programs
may originate in it.

Station Manager available September 1.
Ten years'
experience
in Broadcastingpractical
with background
of Advertising
and
publishing.
who
can create
and sellSeasoned
as well asExecutive
direct. Some
major city preferred. Box 742, Broadcasting.
Broadcast
10 years' experience, desiresEngineer,
change. Permanency
necessary ; age
35 ;A.married
anywhere U. S.
Studio; will
and locate
transmitter
operation,
maintenance
and
administration. 1st Phone and 1st Telegraph License
since 1926. Box 743, BROADCASTING.
Creative salesman with excellent record
selling
ones"
positionas
on
salesthestaff"tough
in large
city,desires
or position
sales manager in fair-sized city, anywhere.
Will create sales ideas for salesmen and
get out and scratch for them to help
them increase their volume. In reply please
state
casting.complete details. Box 746, BroadBROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Chief Engineer 500 watt station desires
change in location. Education, three years
university, seven years well rounded experience, both telephone and telegraph licenses, age 32. Box 749, Broadcasting.
Announcer last
: 9 yearsyearsnetwork
and local'
experience,
announcer
eastern
station,four
handle allchief
phases
sporti h,
broadcasting and newscasting, pleasing. „
voice and mike personality. Travel any-,
where. Available late September. Now En-,
gaged. Box 751, Broadcasting.
Chief Engineer ; 31, formal training, 15,
years continuous
and exclusive
experience,
now under
contract.broadcasting
Specialty : '
execution
of
engineering
plans
and
super-'
vising technicians. Expect to be available,
early 1938. Travel anywhere for personal
interview. Native N. J. Box 726 Broad- CASTING.
For Sale Station
FOR SALE: 1,000 Watt Station, located
in good market. Station now making
money. Box 745, Broadcasting.
Wanted To Buy

Wanted modulation monitor. Quote price
and condition. Radio Station WHEF,
Jackson, Mississippi.
n
For Sale — ^Equipment
250-100 watt Doolittle and Falknor transLansing.
mitter. For details and price, write WJIM,
For Rent — Equipment
Approved
field
strengthequipment,
measuringRCAunitTMV-75-B
(new),
direct reading ; Estiline Angus Automatic
Recorder for fading on distant stations ;
G. R. radio frequency bridge ; radio oscillators,search
etc. Reasonable
AlliedStreet,
ReLaboratories,
260 rental.
East 161st
New York
City.
• Broadcast
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700 Miles From

■kvTAQ and WHKY. Green Bay, Wis..
1.") and
will Building,
dedicate with
new
■Au^.
lios atop
the 16
Belliu
[.i-opriate proKrammins and "open
! iise" festivities. Penthouse studios
bave been comi)letely redecorated, new
e(|uipmeut and fixtures inti'Utrol along
titalled.
with new offices for the
n-'nimercial. program and press deli rtments.
I
\i:W STUDIOS of KTSA. San Anii). now being constructed in the
iter Hotel at a cost of about
i.lHM). will be ready for occupancy
- ;.r. 15. Station staff, headed by
luager H. C. Burke, is planning a
. ila opening. Chief Engineer William
X;. Edgertou drew plans and is su|iervising the construction.
.[STAFF of WRBL. Columbus, Ga..
V 'cently received bonus checks rangfrom $15 to .S5() depending on the
iry and length of service of the
1 ■eii)ient. Similar midsummer bonus
iwas paid a few weeks ago to emBoth staWATL. byAtlanta.
at owned
.T.loyes are
ttions
.T. W. Woodrufif.
'IU'RIXG the Aug. 3 broadcast of
^A-j/ifQi/.t Reporter, an interview proat the Newark airIgram portoriginating
and aired on WAAT. Jersey
City. N. .1.. Miss Ann Margaret
I'.crker. a stewardess of American
•lines who had received her comK-ial radio operators license that
. handled the remote set-up with
and efficiency, according to Art
. adle, neer.theWilderotters
program's
regular store,
engidepartment
Xewark, sjjonsors the Skijirays Re|;/or/er.
nVBTM. Danville. Va., and KGER.
Iliong Beach, Cal.. recently installed
Transradio teletype service and are
itiring newscasts every hour throughjjt'Ut the day and evening.
"lAMATEFR
hobby Los
has
invaded the photography
studios of KH.I.
Angeles, with staff meml)ers organizing a Candid Camera Club. Members
include AVillett Brown, a.ssistant
manager; Charles Bulotti Jr., operations chief; Bob Murray, chief technician; Dick Webster, sales promoter;
-.Tames Bloodworth. continuity editor;
^ G 1 e n Turner, technician; Bob
'Wheeler,
transcription supervisor;
■ and James Burton, announcer.
GRANT POLLACK, NBC announcer
jiin San Francisco, presided at a special pickup from the Golden Bear.
rtwhose captain, E. X. Olsen, and crew
•'saved several hundred lives during
! the recent volcanic eruption in Xew
Guinea. The broadcast was heard
- over XBC stations on July 2.3.
jjWHO. Des Moines, has signed a
) long-term contract for Transradio
■5 news service, receiving the full leased
^ teletype trunk wire service recently
j extended through Central Iowa by
Transradio. WHO was the third 50.. (KtO-watt outlet signed by Transradio
within six weeks, others being WLS.
. Chicago, and WCAU. Philadelphia.
J WLBC, Muncie,
stration booth atInd..
the had
S5tha demonannual
. Eastern Indiana-Muncie Fair, and
presented programs from this studio.
All news programs originated from
the grounds and Transradio news
I and its preparation were featured in
the display.
WIL. St. Louis, gives temperature
J and humidity readings every hour on
the hour.

KERR DRY GOODS Co., Oklahoma City department
store, is following its customers into the mountain resorts of Colorado by sponsoring a program titled News
From Home on KVOR, Colorado Springs, more than 700
miles away. The twice-weekly
quarter-hour series features
transcribed music by former
Oklahomans now active in
radio as well as Oklahoma
City social and sports news.
It is heard at 10 a. m. Sundays and 10:15 a. m. Wednesdays. Only commercial is
suggestion that vacationers
can use their Kerr charge accounts and personal shopper.
SIX broadcasts over WCKT. Cincinnati, will be sponsored by the Cincinnati Cake & Specialty Co. from the
Pure Food & Health Exposition, to
l)e held at the Cincinnati Zoo Aug. 24Sept. l). The programs will feature
interviews with housewives attending
the exjiosition's
cooking
school. Mar.v
.lane,
WCKY girl
conmieutator.
and
Frank Zwygart, announcer, will conduct the interviews. WCKY has exchisive broadcast rights at the show
which is held under auspices of the
Cincinnati Retail Grocers and Meat
Dealers Association.
W(iAR. Cleveland, recently broadcast
a five-hour show to raise money and
furnish transportation so that childmight attend
Orphan'sAug.
Da.v1(>.at The
the
(Jreatren Lakes
Exposition.
results of the broadcast under the
direction of Sid Andorn were transj.ort.ition
in cash. for 4.600 children and $1,000

TOWARD
TOWERING

• Broadcast

IflDIO EVENTS
Stations who cry that they can't
afford
to produce live shows will have
something to think about when the
final A. F. of M. set-up is released.
Besides they never really had a leg
stand on because The Script Libraryto
has always had twosomes, really
thrilling presentations that required
two men or a man and a woman and
which freiiuently cost only a royalty
of less than a ^1.00 a fifteen minute
There is. for instance, the light comedy
episode.
"OH. JEXKIXS" with a $25.00 royalty for twenty-six fifteen minute
episodes.
A WORD",
aThen
two there's
character"LOVE
romanceIS which
is also
available at a royalty of twenty-six
fifteen minute episodes for .$25.00.
For
m.vstery400"fanswith
there's
"MURDER
IX THE
thrills
in every
one of its twenty-six episodes and
still with only two characters — at
.$25.00 the series.
There are also stations that have been
crying for a daily strip "across the
l)oards". Our answer to them (with
only two characters) is "The Road
to Xowhere"
in officer
which meets
a typical
English intelligence
a typical
Broadway chorus girl in India and
they start
the Guy
audience whotrouble
really but
grownottoforlove
and Sadie. As a daily feature (six
times a week) it costs only $5.00 per
week. Add the cost of two actors and
a production man and you have a
package, correctly priced, that will
sell for your sponsor.
By thewere
way,soldthirty-two
series
last weekbroadcast
because
station production men had
copies ofBRARY
THE
SCRIPT
LICATALOGUE
in their
files. If
haven'tThe
— why
write
for you
it today?
cost notto
you is just 00000.
Out of the six hundred and fifty stations in the U. S. A., over four hundred and fifty are on our mailing list
— by request. They receive news of
the
pagesScript
and Library
gobs of material,
facts andTREX'D
a few
fancies about where broadcasting is
going and why. Since it onl.v requires
"the asking" to be placed on our
mailing list, why not ask.
When it comes to making program
cooperation available, the writer, who
generalsible manages
an it's posto manage (as
Joe farKoehler
and
Georgia
Backus)
most
of
ties of The Script Library, the
has activinever
beenexample
known ofas SERVICE
a Xo girl. Ifjustyou'd
an
tell like
her
what you want and watch things happen. . . .
Broadcasting's
greatest season is
ahead and already The Script Library's business is 200% ahead of the
same time
last years
year —without
You can't
give
service
for five
someone
realizing it. That someone today is
someone.
exactly 235 stations — AIX'T that a
This is Genevieve Pace, who cut her
vacation short in order that some
station managers might have theirs.

The Radio Stations of The Oregonian
KGW-KEX
are represented nationally by
EDWARD RETRY & CO., INC.
New York Chicago Detroit San Francisco

KAN SAS

BROADCASTING

RESIIE

The Big Brother of The
Oregonian stations, takes pleasure in
announcing the completion of the new
625 foot vertical antenna.
Greater power and increased coverage and reception — tops in a
booming market.
OREGONIAN STATIONS BRING
RESULTS!

WICHITA
PREFERREDD
*uui ifil
TRADE TERRITORY
WICH ITA

Home

WHO. Des Moines, is broadcasting a
Sunday morning series titled Your
Hi/mns and Mine, a iJublic service
program under auspices of the Iowa
Christian Endeavor Union and conselected from hymnals ofsistingallof hymns
churches.
WFBR, Baltimore, will broadcast the
Chesapeake Bay Fishing Fair Assn.
contest from the middle of the bav
Sept. lS-19. Expert fishermen from ail
over the country are expected to participate, according to WFBR.
IMPROVEMEXT\S are being made
to a former residence at Worcester.
Mass.. being used as the new studios
of WORC. The station made its first
liroadcast from the new studios early
this month, and plans to hold formal
opening late in August, according to
Ted Hill, manager.
BEGIXXIXG Augu.st 16 the 45minute women's
conducted wiil
bv
Martha
Deane onprogram
WOR. Xewark.
drop the Saturday broadcasts and will
change the time of the Mondaythrough-Friday periods from 2-to-2 :45
p. m. to 3-3 :45 p. m. The programs
are cooperatively si)onsored by a maximum of 12 participating advertisers,
each of whom has been included three
times weekly. Under the new schedule
each advertiser will receive three commercial messages one week and two
the next.
SPOXSORED on WSAX. Allentown.
Pa., is Accent on Safety, presenting
Edgar P. Paulsen, giving a course on
the subject at Muhlenberg College.
All phases of the safety subject are
discussed, winding up with a oneminute transcribed message from the
State Highway Safety Patrol. The
series is being transcribed b.v Lope/.
Recording
Co. for use at other stations.
KPRC. Houston. Tex., announced
Aug. 4 that Kenneth A. Jlillican had
concluded 1.500 broadcasts of daily
talks on security trading under sponsorship of Sterling & Baker, local
lu-okers and investment counsellors.

Advertising

535 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N.Y.
Su^tai*7iff(j curd Co^m&icuU A/eee^
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CBS

Institute Will Consider
IN
WASHINGTON
RADIO EXECUTIVES prefer the location and smart
surroundings of this distinctive hotel. Write or wire for
reservations.
Rooms —
Single from $3.00
Double from. $4.50
Completely Air-Conditioned

HAYADAMSyOUSE
lAPAYETTE PARK AT SIXTEENTH
WASHINGTON.

D.C.

Radio and PublicOpinion
THE PART broadcasting plays in
developing public opinion in the
United States v^^ill be debated during the 1937 Williamstown Institute of Human Relations at Williams College, Williamstown, Mass.,
Aug. 29 - Sept. 3. Dr. Franklin
Dunham, of NBC, Sterling Fisher,
of CBS, and James M. Gillis, editor of the Catholic World, are
among
w^ho willforum
speakSept.
on
radio at those
the morning
3, over which Harry A. Garfield,
president - emeritus of Williams
College, will preside. Some of the
proceedings will be broadcast via
the networks.
Theme of the conference will be,
"Public Opinion in a Democracy".
The Institute will have two specific aims: "To consider the motion picture, the press, the radio
and other agencies by which American public opinion is shaped, from
the point of view of their relation
to ethics and religion;" and "to
suggest how these agencies of public opinion may promote more
wholesome human relations in the
United States, consistent with the
New World tradition of religious
liberty, civil freedom and human
rights for all culture groups in
our population."
AFTER battling storms, Ken Griffin,
of NBC's San Francisco studios, and
Director Blair Walliser, co-owners of
the 10-meter sloop Revenge, won the
coveted Mackinac Racing Division
Cup last month. The Revenge finished
the The
gruelling
331-mile
in longest
7.5 :24 :
.51.
Mackinac
race run
is the
fresh water sailing race in the world.

Joe Louis a Sponsor
JOE LOUIS, heavyweight
champion, is sponsor of a
commercial program which
advertises his "Brown Bomber Chicken Fifteen
Shack", minutes
Detroit
restaurant.
known as Brown Bomber
Shambles, featuring hot
transcribed tunes, are broadcast every morning at 2:15
a. m. during the Night Owl
stretch over WJBK, 24-hour
station.
WNBF Joins N. Y. Net
WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y., will
join the New York Broadcasting
System on Sept. 7, as the seventh
station in this intrastate network.
The station operates on 1500 kc.
with 250 watts day and 100 watts
nights
and is Other
a supplementary
let of CBS.
stations in outthe
network include WINS, New York
key station; WABY, Albany;
WIBX, Utica; WMBO, Auburn;
WSAY, Rochester; WBNY, Buffalo.
Barth Leaves WSYR
HOWARD C. BARTH, veteran
manager and secretary of WSYR,
Syracuse, has resigned and has
sold his interest in the corporation.
He left in July for an extended
vacation in the Gaspe Peninsula of
Canada and the Adirondacks and
made no announcement of his future plans. Owners of WSYR, who
are believed to have taken over the
Barth interests, are Col. Harry
Wilder and his father, Mark S.
Wilder.
Kaltenborn in Spain
H. V. KALTENBORN, CBS news
commentator who won the Headliners Club radio citation for his
reporting of the Spanish war from
the battlefront last year, is back
in Spain gathering material for
more broadcasts. After touring
rebel Spain, he was due to go to
Paris to broadcast back to CBS on
Aug. 15. He then returns to loyalist Spain and will broadcast his
observations on that sector on
Aug. 29.
Radio Helps Piano Sales
WITH piano shipments for the
first half of the year up 34% over
1936 and amounting to 49,595
units, the facturers
National
Manu-at
AssociationPiano
was told
its recent convention in New York
that radio has been a boon rather
than a deterrent to piano sales.
Broadcasting has developed a new
national appreciation developed the
nation's appreciation of music
which has been reflected in increased sales of musical instruments, itwas added.
Better Speech to Return
BETTER SPEECH INSTITUTE
of America, Chicago (correct speech
booklets), plans to return to the
air in September using a quarterhour program on NBC-Red network on Sundays. Dramatized
plays showing the effectiveness of
good speech may be used again this
year.
Auspitz & Lee, Chicago, is
the agency.
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In

Starts
San

Work

Francisco

New $350,000 Plant Will Be
Ready in Early November
CONSTRUCTION of the CBS new
northern California headquarters
and studios in the historic Palace
Hotel in downtown San Francisco
was started early in August. Although the site had been picked
and publicly announced a number
of weeks ago by Donald W. Thornburgh, CBS vice - president in
charge of Pacific Coast operations,
the 89-day hotel strike in San
Francisco held up the start of the
actual construction work. The
strike was settled and hotels again
opened just before the start of
August.
Bliss & Fairweather, San Francisco architects have drawn plans,
with William Lescaze, designer of
the new KNX building in Hollywood, as consultant. The project
will include two stories to accommodate the elaborate housing of
CBS and KSFO. Five broadcasting
studios, each with its own control
room,dios are
planned.
Two main high
stuwill have
extraordinarily
ceilings for proper acoustics and
each includes
observers'
balcony. The plansan call
for entirely
new construction work for the entire project, directly above the
Gold Ballroom of the hotel. From
the lobby of the hotel itself swinging doors vnW lead directly to a
smaller lobby vdth an entrance on
a rear street and a special elevator
to the Columbia reception room.
Special Facilities
Besides the studios, included on
the first floor vdll be the executive offices, a special program
planning department and announcers' lounge. The second floor
will contain the music library,
traffic, publicity and news departments, atranscription library, enand two and
client rooms.gineering
Air department
conditioning
ventilation equipment independent
of the hotel plant will be installed
on this floor also.
All the technical installation will
be under the supervision of James
Middlebrooks, CBS construction
engineer, who also directed the
erection of the new KSFO transmittpr at Islais Creek, San Frannew studios
are expected to cisco.
be Theready
fou occupancy
by
Nov. 1. Mr. Thornburgh said that
the estimated cost of the plant will
be about .^350. 000.
Meanwhile, the new 5 kw. WE
transmitter, transmitter house and
Truscon radiator for KSFO, CBS
outlet in San Francisco, have been
completed at Islais Creek. During
the construction of the transmitter
KSFO broadcast a number of special programs from the site, to
create public interest in the forthcoming new station facilities. Manager Phil Lasky stated that he
planned to use car cards and space
in the daily newspapers to promote the dedication, scheduled for
this month.
H. Z. Zane, construction engineer, went to San Francisco from
New York to supervise the work
on the towers for the new setup.
As a result of the CBS future
move into the Palace Hotel, NBC
loses its remotes from the hostelry. The CBS outlet already is
picking
the the
music
Paul
Pendarvisupfrom
Roseof Room.
• Broadcast
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fACHT COVERAGE — The major networks used all forms of conveyance
ad communication to bring the America's Cup races off Newport to a
listening world. At left is an XBC crew at Brenton Pt. Coast Guard
station (back to front) A. E. Jackson and H. T. Ashworth, field eng'ineers; Max Jacobson, eastern field supervisor; J. H. Hartley, asst.
director special events; Arthur Feldman, director special events, Boston.
NAB
Report
on SESAC
Repertory
[Indicates List Falls Below
Claims
CULMINATING several months
tions were involved, based on a
of intensive research, the NAB on
SESAC brochure date June 1,
Aug. 18 will release to its member1936, in which it named the cataship a detailed report analyzing
logs it was authorized to license
the copyright repertory of the So- without going into the actual numbers
involved.
ciety of European Stage Authors
The brochure contained the
i& Composers Inc. (SESAC), designed to portray to its member76 publishers or organiship the scope of the works held by names ofzations
but duplications in the
the organization so as to i>ermit items reduced the number to 52. In
stations to gauge their needs for addition, 17 publishers were elimithe catalogs.
nated by SESAC'swhoownentered
admission
Resulting from complaints from
and broadcasters
into
many stations that they have been license agreements with SESAC as
of that time apparently acquired
■paying SESAC royalties for an
^'unknown quantity" because it had
the right to perform musical selecTiever divulged its actual repertions of 35 publishers or organizatory, the analysis was undertaken
tions, instead of 76, the report
by James W. Baldwin, NAB managing director, and his copvright
On Jan. 1, 1937, SESAC disstaff after SESAC had declined to
tributed a new brochure which
supply the information requested
added and deleted certain firms
and had displayed "a lack of co- and showed the total number of
operation in supplying to the mempublishers and organizations as 62
bers
necessary
information."
as of April 1, 1937. "We find, on
The voluminous report, together
examination of the musical copywith some 400 pages of exhibits,
right entries in the Library of
tended to show that SESAC is not
Congress," said the NAB report,
the important entity in the copy"that a total of approximately
righted musical field it has claimed
5,500 unexpired musical copjTight
to be in negotiating performance
entries are credited to these 62
contracts with stations, some 400
publishers
or the
organizations."
Of
of which are said to be paying
these
62, said
report, 13 were
SESAC royalties. As far back as not credited with any musical enJanuary, 1936, the report brought
tries, three had not been credited
out, NAB endeavored to obtain
with any musical copy entries durfrom SESAC a list of musical coming the last ten years, and 35 had
positions itowns and controls, and
when it was not furnished the been credited with a total of less
NAB undertook a search of the than 50 entries each during the last
files of the Library of Congress to ten years. The remaining 11 publishers as of April 1, 1937, had enascertain precisely what composi-

In center is the MBS-WOR crew, with Cameron King and Dave Driscoll
at left and four engineers, Ed Franke, George Frazee, Shirley Davis,
Samuel Morse. Driscoll fell overboard three minutes before one of his
broadcasts. At right Ted Husing (above) and Sydney Bergere, engineer,
are feeding CBS from the radio shack on the Coast Guard cutter Tahoe.
Elaborate shortwave setups were arranged for the races.
tries totalling about 3,500 numbers.
In detail,
the report with
covei'edclaims
conflicts in connection
made by SESAC on exclusive
rights to perform numbers with
the rights of ASCAP. The disclosure, the report stated, emphasized
the "urgent need for remedial
Chapter legislation."
by chapter, the report
copyright
covered
the individual catalogs
claimed by SESAC, and designed
to show by title, name of author,
composer and publisher, all of the
musical selections which the NAB
could find credited to those publishers in the musical copyright entries of the Library of Congress of
Aprilbroadcasters
1. "These data
enable
the
to should
evaluate
the
need for the music in all these catalogs with the possible exception
of the Spanish catalogs," said the
report.

Sherwin-Williams Spots
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS Co., Cleveland, will start a spot campaign
for its paints early in September,
using participating programs on
schedules varying from one to six
times weekly on the Yankee Network, the Iowa Network and a network on the Pacific Coast. Individual stations signed are WOR,
WFIL, WBEN, WGY, KDKA,
WFBR, WBT, WJAX, WLS,
WGAR, WJR, WFBM, WCCO,
KMOX, KMBC, WFAA, WCKY,
WSB, WTMJ, KPRC. Programs
were placed through T. J. Maloney
Inc., New York.
FRATELLI BRANCA & Co. Inc.,
New York (bitters) is sponsoring a
weekly sports review in Italian on
WEIL, New York, and WPEN. Philadelphia, featuring Leandro Forno.
Series is titled La Rassegna Sporfiva.

"The I\ation's
Perfect Test

mm
KHLRMRZOO

Market"
WKZO Modern Radio Kitchea
Now In Its 2l8t Successful Week

Mary Martin, expert Home Economist, on the
TODAY'S
CHILDREN
RADIO'S MOST POPULAR DAYTIME PROGRAM
WRITTEN BY IRNA PHILLIPS — PRODUCED
NOW
Pillsbury

BY N. B. C.

ENTERING 5TH YEAR FOR
Flour

DIR.— HUTCHINSON
N. B. C. RED NETWORK

Mills

Company

ADVERTISING

COMPANY

— MONDAY

THROUGH

air six times a week — supplemented by merchandising men contacting retail eutlets, installing store displays and creating increased
distribution for sponsors.

Write for information.

FRIDAY

10:45— llaOO A. M., E. D. S. T.
Representatives: Wilson-Robertson Co.
Chicago — New York — Kansas City
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WFIL's New Studios
THE NEW $200,000 studio plant
of WFIL, Philadelphia, will be
opened for broadcasting Sept. 1,
according to Donald Withycomb,
general manager. Located on the
18th (top) floor of the Widener
Bldg., in the heart of mid-town
Philadelphia, the new plant is now
nearly
present&
quarterscompleted.
in the WFIL's
Strawbridge
Clothier Store will be closed at the
end of August and all personnel
and equipment moved to the new
location. Formal dedication of the
studios will be deferred until decorative work is finished, probably
late in October. Plant was designed
by Horace Trumbauer, with the
collaboration of Frank V. Becker,
WFIL chief engineer.

WWNC
ASHEVILLE, N. C.
Full Time NBC Affiliate
1,000 Watts

The Only Blanket Radio
Coverage of Prosperous
Western North Carolina
"The Quality Market
of The Southeast^'

THE

Conferences Seek Music Solution
(Continued from Page 11)
eral musical strike, and none of of the AFM on transcription makus wants that to happen. We are
ers mean that they "cannot make
using AFM musiexerting all the pressure we can to transcriptions
cians for use at any radio station
make our member stations apprewhich
fails
to employ a number of
ciate the necessity for action on AFM
musicians satisfactory to the
their part, and if the non-network
stations will take the same point AFM" and that "an attempt is to
be made to require the makers of
of view we believe that a solution
transcriptions to be licensed by the
can be peaceably worked out."
AFM" the letter continues:
The AFM is attempting to achieve
Danger of Blacklist
its end of requiring radio stations
to employ additional musicians by
The networks are also very much
threatening to place restrictions on
concerned about the possibility of the network companies by refusing
some of their stations refusing to to permit the transmission of music
hire a number of musicians satis- made by its members except to radio
factory to the union and being put stations employing musicians, and on
phonograph record and electrical
on the AFM unfair list. In such the
transcription makers rather than by
cases the networks would be for- local
negotiation through the locals
bidden by the union from feeding of the AFM in the territory served
any musical programs to these
by the radio stations. We have urged
blacklisted stations, under threat
the AFM to treat this situation locally because the problem of each raof losing their own union musidio station is a local problem which
cians, who will not be permitted
be decided on its own merits,
to work for any one serving a should
but they have declined to deal on a
blacklisted station.
local
basis
with the individual staThis same situation applies to
tions. We have no way of knowing
what number of musicians the AFM
the transcription and record manintends to require to be employed.
ufacturers. On Aug. 10 a letter
As transcription makers we are
was sent by NAB to all stations,
vitally
interested in this problem and
over the signatures of Advertisers
are anxious to do what we can to
Recording Service Inc., Atlas Ra- assist you in its solution. However.
dio Corp., E. V. Brinckerhoff & you are the most directly concerned
Co. Inc., Jean V. Grombach Inc., as the employment of the additional
musicians demanded by the AFM
Lang - Worth Feature Programs,
must be by the broadcasting stations.
MacGregor & Sollie, NBC Transcription Service, RCA Mfg. Co. . . . We believe that broadcasters will
find it useful to confer with the tranInc., Transamerican Broadcasting
scription makers whose products they
& Television Corp., WOR Recorduse, with such network companies as
ing Service and World Broadcastthe stations may be affiliated, with
the NAB and with officers of the
mg System.
AFM.
Pointing out that the demands
Licensing Plan

CINCINNATI

. . . in Radio

MARKET

Language

that's

WSAI

A potential audience of more than one million
listeners in the rich industrial Cincinnati area.
These
WSAI

WSAI listeners are your buyers
is the Cincinnati Buy.

and

Robert 6. Jennings, in charge of Sales and Programs, Cincinnati
New York and Chicago Offices: Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Corporation
J. Ralph Corbett, Inc.
• BASIC RED NETWORK, N. B. C.
• MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
• THE WLW LINE
THE
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One prominent transcription
maker told Broadcasting that
there is little that this group can
do until the broadcasters have
come to some agreement with the
union toanddecide
then, whether
he said to"werefuse
will
have
to furnish transcriptions to stations not licensed by the union or
to try to continue to serve them
without the aid of AFM musicians." He pointed out that in saying that transcriptions have contributed to unemployment of musicians the AFM officials quite evidently did not understand that advertisers using musical transcriptions were competing with network
programs for audience attention
and that in most cities live orchestras of the same excellence could
not be obtained and even if they
could the advertisers could not
afford to hire individual orchestras
in each city.
"If the present users of transcriptions are forced to turn to
other means of advertising they
will not hire local musicians," he
stated, "but will use local news
or sports programs, or script
shows, or will leave radio and go
back to newspaper advertising,
from which most of the transcription business has been taken." He
also said the situation was having
a bad effect on the transcription
business for fall as many advertisers were holding up their recording awaiting the outcome and
that if they were forced to delay
much longer they would be forced
tising.
to
use some other means of adverThe phonograph record manufacturers present a different aspect of
the situation, which is outlined in
BROADCASTING

the industry letter to all stations
of Aug. 5 as follows:
The AFM complained that the (
graph
by broadcasters
has t'
present records
uncontrolled
use of phonobeen a principal factor in deterring t
the employment of musicians by
broadcasters.
manufacturers,Phonograph
therefore, wererecord
told J'
that they would not be able to employ '
union musicians for the manufacture ■
of records
some plan
was de-of
vised for theunless
elimination
or control
the playing of phonograph records by
broadcasters. The phonograph record
companies
have, accordingly,
submitted a tentative
plan (a) whereby
broadcasting
stationsto which
are fair
"licensed" or declared
be on the
list by reason of the hiring of a
satisfactory number of musicians, will ;
be permitted to play phonograph records, and (b) whereby the phonograph record companies will endeavor
to prevent
stations
so "licensed"
from
performing
the not
records
made by
such manufacturers.
As part of this program, we are
advised that the phonograph record
companies will soon adopt a new label
and envelope for their records which
will set forth that the records are
manufactured and distributed pursuant ment
to awithpatent
license purchaser
and on agreethe original
that
they may not be used or resold save
for ordinary use in the home. It is f
reasonable to assume that this procedure will be the subject matter of i
litigation. In any event, the AFM
may attempt to withhold the services
of union musicians, whether live tal- I
ent, or through
tran- \
scriptions,
networkthe ormedium
remote ofcontrol,
from stations which make unapproved
use of phonograph records. The phonograph record companies, intend, we '
are informed, simultaneously with this
campaign, to attempt to put into effect 1
a plan which they inform us they
have long
contemplated
— namely,
li- ;
censing
broadcasting
stations
to play
phonograph Property
records.
*
Right

Milton Diamond,
counsel for f
Decca Records Inc. and member
of a committee of representatives
of Decca, RCA- Victor and Ameri- .
can Record Co. which will meet !
with the AFM sub-committee to
attempt to work out a settlement
before Sept. 16, told Broadcasting
that the makers of phonograph
records had long held they have
a property right in the records
they make that is being violated
when these records are broadcast.
He said that the courts had rec- Ifis
ognized this right when the record
companies were allowed to inter- ^|
vene in suits brought by artists
whose records had been broadcast
against the broadcasting stations. idi
These suits are still in the courts,
he said, and the record makers
hope to have their rights upheld
by definite rulings, after which aila
they, too, records.
will license stations to
broadcast
Whether these licenses will be
on a per piece basis or whether
they will follow the ASCAP plan
of an annual fee has not been decided, he said. He stated that the
recorders will of course not license t
any stations not licensed by AFM,
as to do so would cost them the
use of union musicians, but added
that in the meantime any station ^
broadcasting records, whether licensed by AFM or not, would be
considered as an infringer on the
rights of the recorders.
(
Querying a number of indepen-, i
dent stations
New consensus
York BroadCASTING
foundin the
was I'A
that they are now employing as|
many musicians as is economically
feasible and are not greatly worried, believing the AFM will not
force them to employ more men
• Broadcast

Advertising

than they can afford or seriously
affect their program schedule by
icepri\'ing them of the right to
Ibroadcast recordings and tran, scriptions.
, OflBcials at AFM headquarters
Isaid that while the subcommittee
will continue to meet with broadcasters and others no decisions
would be made until the resumption of executive sessions in September. Queried about the amount
of unemplovment among musicians
they replied that of the 125,000
AFM members many had other oc. cupations and that it was impossible to say how many were actually out of work. But they did state
very definitely that regardless of
the"
of unemplojTnent
they
feltamount
the broadcasting
industry
should employ more than 800 staff
musicians, which is the total number today. This does not include, of
course, the many thousands of musicians engaged for special programs by sponsoi-s or stations, but
only the regularly employed musicians on station pajToUs.
Asked how many men they
thought the broadcasters should
employ
said that wasto aanswer
question forthey
the broadcasters
and that when they heard the answer they would then decide
whether it was satisfactory to
them. Pending the September meetings the AFM has postponed its
Aug. 15 deadline with the motion
picture people, from whom the
union is trying to get a contract
forbidding the dubbing or re-recording from film to film or disc to film,
meaning that each picture production would require an original orchestral background. Similarly the
discussions with ASCAP regarding
an affiliation of the two groups,
possibly with ASCAP becoming an
AFL union, have been temporarily
discontinued.

AFM

Recording,

Demands upon phonograph recording
n
companies and electrical transcriptio
Federation of Mu-<
: ...
by American
sicians
companies
of
1. Explain the evil of circumventings by
employment opportunitiesled ofusemusician
the uncontrol
it.
reason
. of recording forofprof
against record2. There is nouse objection
or in their use for any
ings for home
and
States
United
the
of
outside
purpose However, records may be
used in
Canada.
are commonly
music machines such asrailroad
stations
found in candy stores,
used
They cannot be could
biUiard parlors, etc.
s
otherwise musiciantendency
in places where where
the
has
it
or
employed
be
of
to destroy
. employment opportunities
musicians
or
records
Manufacturers of phonograph
such
electrical transcriptions may make
their own
for audition purposes or for
record, but such phonograph records or
not be comelectrical transcriptions must
Federathe beAmerican
mercially used, andmust
advised in each
tion of Musicians
with
case
the
is
as
made
when
instance
other records.
.
3. Members of AFM arewillto notbe inusedfuture
for
make records which
employed in
profit unless musiciansentarewhere
so used.
the place or establishm
This includes radio, hotels, restaurants,
cafes or any other place whatsoever ofwhere
has the resultties de-of
the use of records
opportuni
members. stroying employment
If recording companies are requested by
for which
a sponsor to make recordings
own musicians,
furnishes his
the
then sponsor
such recording
companies obligate
themselves to do so only on condition that
it be done in accordance with their own
understanding with the AFM. the recordare onlyareto employed.
be used where members
of theingsAFM
Industrial recordings are permitted only
on condition that they are not to be used
as public recordings but are used solely
for the purpose of acquainting with their
contents the employes of the industrj' for
which the recordings are made or prospective
of they
the products
industry.buyers
However,
are not ofto such
be used
at any place or at any time to which the
general
is invited.
4. The public
Federation
is ready and willing
to permit their use in such places or for
such purposes as radio if it comes to some
agreement with the employers using such
records as the number of musicians to be
employed.
5. The dubbing or re-recording of recordstion.
will However,
not bemanufacturers
agreed to by may
the Federasubmit
to the AFM cases wherein, in their opinAudit Group Committee
ion, exceptions should be made, with the
understanding that the decision of the
Federation shall be final.
Of NAB Is Reappointed
6. Members of the AFM will only make
REAPPOINTMENT of the NAB
records under contracts containing these
'committee of five" which functions
stipulations.
as part of the Joint Committee on
7. The AFM
insists made
that itandmustfor bewhat
adall records
Radio Research representing equal- purposevised ofthey
are
to
be
used
(this
to
aply the NAB, American Associapear on the record) with the understanding that records should not be placed at
tion of Advertising Agencies, and
the
disposal
of an employer where it has
Association of National Advertisdestroy employment opers, was announced Aug. 12 by the tendencyportunities orto
the developing of such.
John Elmer, NAB president, and
8. Records henceforth made by each corporation must have a registered number
operator of WCBM, Baltimore.
to be filed with the Federation. Before
The group includes Arthur
such record is used anywhere for any purpose whatsoever, a clearance permission
Church, KMBC, Kansas City, must be
secured from the AFM.
chairman; Roy 0. Witmer, NBC
Recording companies agree to furnish
sales vice-president; H. K. Boice, the AFM with their catalogue of recordalready made and advise them from
CBS sales vice-president; J. 0. week ings
week of new recordings made, it
Maland, vice-president, WHO, Des being tounderstood
that the recordings are
Moines, and James W. Baldwin,
not to be used or released before the Federation is so advised. If necessary for the
NAB managing director.
immediate release of such recordings, the
Last year the NAB committee
Federation to he immediately so advised.
included seven men, five of whom
This also includes industrial recordings.
served on the Joint Committee on
Manufacturers of recordings when making report to the AFM of recordings made
Radio Research. Mr. Elmer decided
by
them, must also send copy of the script
to curtail the membership to five of the
recordings so that the AFM may at
be advised of what these recordfor both purposes during the en- all times
ings contain.
suing year. The Joint Committee
Manufacturers
of recordings shall at all
has been functioning for the last times, when a request
is made upon them
two years toward the goal of by the Federation, to furnish to the Fedof any record made by them
adapting standardized methods of inclusiveeration aofcopythose
pressed in Canada.
auditing station audience and cov9. Requests by employers that musicians
erage data.
should assign all their rights for the use
of the master records to recording companies will be considered by the Federation as an attempt to circumscribe the
employment
opportunities of other memCampana's Second Show
bers of the Federation and the Federation
CAMPANA Corp., Batavia, 111., will not agree to such assignments.
10. Members of the Federation will not
sponsoring Fiist Xighter on NBCany services at any place where
Red Friday evenings for Italian render
records of any kind are used whether they
Balm, will add an unnamed net- are new or library records unless some
agreement exists with the employer using
work progi'am on Mondav eve- the
records that musicians be also emnings, 8:30-9, on NBC-Blue, late
ployed in addition thereto.
in September. Aubrey, Moore &
11. The making of any records by running
a line through radio corporation stuIWallace Inc., Chicago, is agency.
BROADCASTING
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ST

dios or any other place for any other than
legitimate
contradictionpurposes,
with thesethatrulesis, ispurposes
not agreedin
to 12.
by The
the Federation.
making of records taken from
the air with or without the knowledge of
the musicians is not agreed to by the Federation.
13. All recording companies to be licensed by the AFM, the license to contain
the stipulations under which members of
the Federation wiU make records.
14. Nothing herein must be so construed
to rob an individual member of his property right that he may have or may acquire in any of his recordings.
15. In no jurisdiction of any local of
the AFM can members play for an employer in contradiction of any of the above
rules.
16. All contracts to be valid must be apBoard ofprovedtheby the
AFM,International
the presidentExecutive
or any
authority designated for that purpose by
the Federation.

IN
LOCAL
ACCOUNTS
Local advertisers can study listening
habits at first hand and pick the station
with
largest audience. In Providence,
WPROtheleads.
CHERRY & WEBB
BROADCASTING CO.
Providence, R. I.
Representative :
PAUL H. RAYMER
COMPANY

General Foods Session
GENERAL FOODS Inc., major
radio advertiser, held a three-day
conclave in Hollj'Avood starting
Aug. 13, with its main executive
personnel, including Clarence Francis, president, assembling for a
roundtable on merchandising plans.
Intimations are that the company,
which spent more than $2,000,000
on advertising the first six months
of this year, a substantial portion
of which went to radio, will expand broadcast originations from
Hollywood. Conferring with the
General Foods Inc. executives
were Young & Rubicam Inc., and
Benton & Bowles Inc., advertising
counsel. Both agencies represent
General Foods in radio production
in Hollywood and the East. Meetings started Aug. 13.
THE
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Senate

IT MUST BE GOOD!
Listener preference in
Hartford is indicated by
the fact that local advertisers choose WDRC, and
return again and again!
They KNOW they can depend upon WDRC for
Results !
Basic Network Station of the
Columbia Broadcasting System

MINNEAPOLIS

SAINT PAUL

Radio Investigation Foreseen
{Continued from Page 9)
the Federal Trade Comtive appointees, meeting the "busi- member of
mission, who as a former Congressness
executive"
qualifications,
it
is
man from Tennessee was one of
understood, had been offered the
chairmanship, but each refused for the framers of the Radio Act of
1927; Smith W. Brookhart, former
undisclosed reasons. The chairmanship appointee would fill out Mr. Iowa Senator; W. W. Howes of
Prall's unexpired term of five South Dakota, First Assistant
years, while the other vacancy — - Postmaster General; Rep. Ramthat created by the retirement
speck (D., Ga.), a member of the
June 30 of Dr. Irvin Stewart, Tele- House Merchant Marine Committee which until three years ago
graph Division chairman — is for
was charged with radio legislation;
seven years.
William E. Dodd, Ambassador to
The death this month of Associate Justice J. A. Van Orsdel of Germany; Judge Hall Lusk, of
the U. S. District Court for the Portland, Ore.; Willard Bliss, general organizer of the American
District of Columbia, the radio apRadio Telegraphists Association,
pellate body, gave rise to renewed
speculation regarding the possible who has CIO endorsement and
transfer of Acting Chairman E. O. whose name was substituted for
Sykes to that court. He was con- that of Hovt S. Haddock, former
sidered for it several times in the ARTA president; Capt. S. C. Hooppast. A former Mississippi Suer, USN, former director of Naval
preme Court justice. Judge Sykes
Communications, and Comdr. C.
is regarded as especially qualified R. Clark, retired Naval Communications officer on the Pacific coast,
for that bench, particularly since
it is the FCC appellate court pre- a native of Plattsburgh, N. Y.
scribed in the law.
One of the "big business" exNew Names Mentioned
ecutives reported under consideration was John D. Biggers, presiMany new names have been adddent of Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass
ed to the list of prospective ap- Co., of Toledo, but it was learned
pointees to the FCC, and most of authoritatively that he had not
the old ones remain. Foremost
been preferred the post, and that
among those considered initially even if the offer should be made
for the Stewart vacancy and also his business commitments are such
for the chairmanship are Comdr.
that he would not be in a position
T. A. M. Craven, FCC chief engi- to accept. Breckinridge Long, forneer; Hampson Gary, FCC general
mer Ambassador to Italy, and forcounsel, and Carl I. Wheat, FCC
mer Assistant Secretary of State,
is
another
understood to have been
telephone rate counsel.
offered one of the posts, which he
New names which have been ad- declined.
vanced are those of Ewin L. Davis,

WCBD
Ready to Start
With Entire New Plant
WCBD, Chicago, will start its new
5,000-watt Western Electric transmitter and 410-foot Truscon selfsupporting radiator on Aug. 16.
The station has been using the facilities of WMBI, with which it
shares time, since its $60,000 fire
April 2.
new of
transmitter
located The
just north
Elmhurst, is 111.,
at the old WMAQ site.
Studies and offices of the three
Chicago stations managed by Gene
T. Dyer, cations,
formerly
in different
lohave all been
moved into
the Madison- Western Bank Bldg.,
2400 W. Madison St. in the heart
of Chicago. Modernized offices and
studios have been built for the
three stations— WSBC, WGES and
WCBD, which had studios and transmitter at Waukegan and Zion, 111.
New Equipment Firm
BRAINARD - WALDER Corp.,
Hollywood manufacturers of communication, transmitter and recording equipment will change its
name to General Communication
Products Corp. and move to larger
quarters at 6245 Lexington Ave.,
that city, within the next 30 days.
S. A. Sollie, formerly of MacGregor & Sollie, Hollywood transcription concern, and Harold H.
Hanseth, formerly co-owner of
KIEM, Eureka, Cal., have joined
the organizatien which is headed
by W. E. Brainard, president, and
Robert B. Walder, formerly president and general manager of
Techna Corp., San Francisco
equipment manufacturers.

Payne

0^

Spends More for
Springs
Colorado
F
O
O
D
Than 44 Larger Cities
* Volume of food store sales, in Colorado
Springs, beats thot in cities up to double
its size and qualities it as a market in which
sales effort is productive . . . KVOR qualifies as the medium to make it profitable.

Resumes
Probe of Crosley
{Continued from Page 9)
casting revenues, deductions for
McFarlane (D-Tex.). In the latter
various expenses, and taxes; net
address the superpower operation
of WLW was criticized. No direct
operating
revenue,
and other
income data;
dividends
declared;
mention was made of the recent
broadcast
hours
sold;
broadcasting
retention by Crosley of Charles
Michelson, publicity director of the time devoted to advertising of
Democratic National Committee as Crosley products and the value of
the time; amounts charged for
public relations counsellor.
Concluding, the Payne letter said time; whether rates have been increased since the granting of the
that it was in the nature of a
experimental license and the
formal notification that the Comamount of increase. The data was
missioner would expect to receive
requested for each calendar year
answers to the questions propoundsince the Commission granted the
ed by Sept. 13, 1937. Questions
experimental power and for the
asked covered balance sheets showlast
full calendar year.
ing current assets, investments,
fixed asseis, intangible assets and
related financial data;
Try profit and JOHN McPHERRIN, sales manager
Chicago (cosloss statement showing gross broad- of Bauermetics), &is in Black,
Hollywood conferring
with Frank W. Purkett, vice-president
general
manageron oftheAssociAGENCIES
atedand Cinema
Studios,
May
Robson
transcription
series Lady of
AND
Millions, cutting of which started
STATIONS
Aug. 1. Series, through BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago agency, will be placed nationally.
"--wood-"IDEAS !
"They^ve clicked
successfully

HECKER PRODUCTS Corp., New
York work
(Silver
Dust)Beatrice
is planning
a net-in
series using
Fairfax
an afternoon program dramatizing
heart problems. Personality charts
will be given listeners. BBDO, New
York, is agency.

For 15 Years."
NEWS
®
COLORADO
SPRINGS
Affi£at«d with the Colorado Springs Gazett* and Telegraph • Under AifiUaled Management with WKY-OUohoma City. KLZ-Denver and the
Oklahoma PubUching Co. • Represented by E. Katx Special Adv. Agency.
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Hollywood, Calif.
220 Markham Bldg.
. . . wood words sell . • .
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Goodwin

itli GRID AyNOi y CERS
,»^TLAXTIC REFINING Co.. Phil.adelphia, will broadcast at least
-158 football games between mail r Eastern and Midwestern col.;es this autumn, using some 60
tiouncers on 64 stations. The
:\nge in rulings of the networks,
permitstations,
Atlantic's
jse..ich
of this
NBC year
and CBS
has
I hllowed the inclusion of almost
ery 50,000-watt station in its
ritory.
Announcers
for these broad^ casts are selected by a unique
. biethod developed by Joseph R.
■ Rollins,
Atlantic's advertising
-manager, and Les Quailey, foi-mer
■I analyst and assistant to Ted Husjing who now has charge of the
■Atlantic announcers. Candidates
1 iare given charts for the first quarter of a football game, from which
they broadcast, naming the playlers and describing the action.
, More than 150 candidates were
auditioned before the 60 announc^ers, analysts and color men were
^finally picked. A general get-to^gether of all announcers to be used
will be held in Philadelphia within
the next week, when Quailey will
train the men in calling plays so
that the listener can understand
lexactly what is happening. No announcements will be made during
actual play. The account is han,i|dled by N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
illPhiladelphia.

Decatur Newspaper Deal
NEGOTIATIONS have been com;pleted for the sale of 49";;: inter' est
in WJBL,
Decatur,Inc.,
III.,publishto the
Decatur
Newspapers
, ers of the Decatur Herald and
I Review. The station, owned chiefly
I by Charles R. Cook, operates with
I 100 watts on 1200 kc. It has api; plied for a shift to 1310 kc, asking
for the facilities of WBOW, Terre
Haute, if that station's application for a wave shift is granted.
WJBL
now shares time with
WJBC, Bloomington, 111.
Stewart-Warner Spots
LOCAL dealers of Stewart-Warner Corp., Chicago, handling the
firm's radio sets,
use after
local announcementswill
before and
its
CBS broadcasts Mondays, 7 p. m.
(CDST). The network program
usually promotes Alemite (lubrication) but the Aug. 23 and 30
broadcasts and succeeding alternate broadcasts will be devoted to
radio sets, and spot announcements will be placed only for these
broadcasts. Hays MacFarland &
Co., Chicago, is agency.

Late Personal Notes
GEORGE J. TROPP, formerly in the
script department
the Officebyof Hood
Education, has been ofretained
Educational Broadcasts Inc.. 142 E.
32nd St., New York, as program production manager. Mr. Tropp, also assisting in the Radio Workshop of New
York University, organized, wrote,
and directed the Safety Musketeers
and has collaborated in the productiontional
of many
programs.other successful educaELEANOR FULLER, formerly with
KXBY. Kansas City, and one of the
three women in America to possess a
radio operator's license, is now secretary to H. R. Makelim. recently appointed sales manager of WIND,
Gary, who also comes from KXBY.
Miss Fuller wrote and produced two
daily grams
experimental
television
probroadcast by the
Kansas City
station.
H. A. KRAMER, formerly in the
copy department of Batten. Barton.
Durstine & Osborne, Chicago, has
been appointed space buyer, succeeding Joseph C. Lieb. Mr. Lieb will act
as contact for several of the agency's
accounts.
tor of the Henry
agency.Klein is radio direcWHYTHE WALKER, veteran
WBBM salesman who recently joined
the WIND sales staff, is the father
of an 8-pound baby girl. Walker is
one oftion inthe
applicants
Evanston.
III. for a new staARTHUR W. STOWE will be the
name of the new Chicago program
production firm announced in the July
I.") Bro.\dc.\sting as Stowe-A-Gram
Productions Inc. Mr. Stowe has already produced a iniarter-honr program. The Affairs of Mrs. Forbes, and
has signed two new writers, Laura
Standish and Craig Lawrence.
HARRY KOPF. of the Chicago NBC
network sales department, and Charles Phelps, of the New York NBC
sales
rope. staff, are currently touring EuMAYNARD MARQUARDT. manager
of WCFL, Chicago, was married to
Louise Litten, Chicago radio actress.
Aug. 5. The bride is a teacher of
script writing at Mundelein College.
The coiiple plan to go to Mexico for
a four-week
or
December. honeymoon in November
SERGIO RO.TAS has joined the Latin-American department of British
American Productions Inc.. New
York, as continuity writer and translator. The firm has also formed a
stock company to be used in both
musical and dramatic script shows
for broadcasting in English-speaking
countries.
ALOIS HAYRILLA. 19.36 diction
award
to free winner,
lance. leaves NBC Aug. 31
EDWIN CURTIN. NBC news editor,
is the father of a baby bov lx)rn

Color Film Spots
DUFAY COLOR FILM Co., New
York, using 12 announcements
daily on WHN, New York, for
color film, expects to use spots in
the Florida resort region next
winter. The new campaign on
KFWB, Hollywood, will be continued. William H. Rankin Co.,
New York, is agency.
WFIL
560 Kc.
PHILADELPHIA'S MOST
POPULAR STATION
NBC BLUE
. MUTUAL

BROADCASTING

■

Aug. 12.
or

• Broadcast

■

the world's most modern
INDEPENDENT radio
station in the heart of
the world's most typical
rural and urban population, consult

W

R

0

Chrysler Pro Grid
CHRYSLER Corp., Detroit, for the
second successive year will spon"Thibroadcasts
sor eight
of the Suns
day professional football games of
the New York Giants on WOR,
Newark, for Dodge cars. The first
on Oct. 3 from Philadelphia and
the others from the Polo Grounds
in New York. Stan Lomax, will
give
play - by - play descriptions.
Ruthrauff
is
agency. & Ryan Inc., New York,
IS .
WBNS
"T
his is
Columbus, Ohio

Wallis Armstrong Shift
CONCENTRATION of its production activities in Hollywood will be
eff'ected by F. Wallis Armstrong
Co., agency producing the CBS
Hollywood Hotel and Ken Murray
programs, both sponsored by
Campbell
Soup to
Co.,larger
with offices
ti-ansferin
of
headquarters
the Equitable Bldg. Aug. 16. Diana
Bourbon continues in charge as
West Coast manager, with Fred
Ibbett heading the Hollywood Hotel
program as producer. It is understood he has a three-year contract.

O
Our

Representative . . .
JOHN

& CO.

"Ask John ... he knows'

J^IGHT
OUR

BLAIR

DOWN

^LLEY

Today's radio advertiser is not of the gold-brick buying
variety. He wants to know how well a station covers the
territory in which he wants sales, whether pockets of
listeners hold any cash, whether distributors and retailers
will co-operate.
Such advertisers prefer WGAR, the station sold on fact
instead of the gold-brick standard.
Over WGAR your selling message will be heard throughout
the seven counties in Northern Ohio that make up the state's
richest market . . . Cuyahoga, Lorain, Medina, Summit,
Portage, Geauga and Lake . . . will reach nearly a million
homes in this spending territory . . . will draw from the
purses of the families which spend one out of every three of
the state's retail dollars.
And, when you talk merchandising, you're firing right
down our alley! WGAR works closely with distributors in
its territory, knows and gets the help of lop executives
of various trade associations, sends men out into the field to
talk with retailers in regard to your product and your
radio program.
First in number of accounts, first in total dollar volume
among Cleveland stations . . . first in merchandising assistance . . . you just can't help but place WGAR first among
the stations you consider in Northern Ohio!

K

ROCKFORD, ILL.
1410 K.C.
500-1,000 WAnS

Advertising

Joins Esty

BILL GOODWIN, for three years
CBS Hollywood
- producer and contact announcer
on Lux Radio
Theater and Hollywood Hotel, has
resigned to join William Esty &
Co. Inc., that city, as assistant to
Savington Crampton, producer in
charge. He will assist Crampton on
CBS Oakie College sponsored by
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
(Camels), to be resumed Sept. 28.
Larry Holcombe, on the Coast several weeks, will return to New
York to handle the Benny Goodman end of the Oakie College program which will be piped from the
East. Greorge Corey continues on
the Hollywood continuity staff.
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FEDERAL
Decisions

. . .
JULY 30
(Supplement to July 30 decisions published
in Aug. 1 issue)
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
KGU, Honolulu — License for CP as mod.
WMBG, Richmond — License for CP as
mod.
CP.KPQ, Wenatehee, Wash. — License for
CP.KROC, Rochester, Minn. — License for
WMBS, Uniontown, Pa. — License for CP.
APPLICATIONS
DENIED—
ens, Ga., auth. operate
former WTFI,
trans, Athunl.
1310 kc 100 w 250 w D pending action on
applic. : NEW, Meno Schoenback, Woodward, Okla., applic. CP 1500 kc 100 w 100
w LS nied unl.,
heretofore set for hearing, deas in default.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED — WGCM,
Mississippi City, applic. extension permit
1120 kc 500 w unl. spec., heretofore set for
hearing ; KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal. ; NEW.
State Brdcstg. Corp., New Orleans ; WSAZ,
Huntington, W. Va.
MISCELLANEOUS — WJBW, New Orleans, granted leave file appearance applic.
renewal, appearance accepted and motion
So. Brdcstg. Corp. to deny applic. for renewal in default denied ; motion So.
Brdcstg. Corp. to deny as in default applic. of Chas. C. Carlson for CP granted
and reply of Carlson dismissed ; WBAA,
Lafayette, Ind., extension time comply
Rule 131 ; KFYR, Bismarck, N. D., granted
auth. suspend CP move station locally
pending agreement with Bureau of Air
Commerce and Eng. Dept. as to site ; Continental Radio Co., Toledo, denied pet. reopen hearing on applic. WALR, Zanesville,
for CP move and denied motion to reconsider and grant Continental applic. CP
new station at Toledo ; remanded for further hearing applic. WSBT, South Bend,
for reconsid. & grant or further hearing
on applic. CP change 1360 kc 500 w Sh.
to 1010 kc 1 kw ltd. directional ; WEDC,
Chicago, granted mod. license re hours.
AUGUST 10
(Subject to Ratification)
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
KGDY,
Huron,
— Extension
auth.
remain
silentS.toD. rebuild
trans. temp,
WPEN, Philadelphia — Granted extension
temp. auth. 1 kw N to counteract interference from CMX; WWJ and KPRC,
same.
KSTP,
10 kw 25 St.kw Paul—
D unl.License for CP 1460 kc
WJIM,
Lansing,
Mich. — License for
CP.
WHLB,
Virginia,
Minn. — License for
CP.
WTAR, Norfolk, Va.— License for CP.
WGKO, Albany— CP new equipment.

Examiners' Reports . . .
WEAN, Providence, R. I. — Examiner
Bramhall recommended (1-472) that applic. increase D to 5 kw be granted.
NEW, Roberts MacNab Co., Bozeman,
Mont., Gallatin Radio Forum, Bozeman —
Examiner Dalberg recommended (1-473)
that application Roberts-MacNab Co. for
CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w LS unl. be
granted
CP 250 w; that
D beapplic.
denied.Gallatin Radio Forum
NEW, J. K. Patrick & Co., Athens, Ga.
— Examiner Hill recommended (1-474)
that
applic.
CP 1310 kc. 100 w 250 w LS
unl. be
granted.
NEW, Press-Union Pub. Co., Atlantic
City — Examiner Bramhall recommended
(1-475)
w LS unl.thatbe applic.
granted.CP 1200 kc 100 w 250
KWTN, Waterown, S. D. ; KGDY,
Huron, S. D. — Examiner Berrv recommended (1-471) that applic. KWTN CP
change 1210 kc 100 w unl. to 1340 kc. 250
w 500 w LS unl. (facilities KGDY) be
denied; that applic. KGDY CP change
1340 kc 250 w D to 1210 kc 100 w 250 w
LS unl. (facilities KWTN) be denied; that
apphc. Dr. Finn Koren, obert J. Dean and
M. W. Plowman for auth. transfer control
to Greater Kampeska adio Corp. be
granted.
Applications . . .
AUGUST 1
WFBR, Baltimore — CP new trans., inrectional.crease 500 w 1 kw D to 1 kw 5 kw D diNEW, Times Printing Co., Chattanooga
—CP 1120 kc 500 w 1 kw unl. directional.
KVOL, Lafayette, Ind.— CP vert, antenna, increase D to 250 w, move trans.
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(Broadcast Division)
MM
UN
ICAPTIONS
COMMISSION
.JULY 30 TO AUGUST 13 INCLUSIVEAUGUST 3
ARTA Votes to Change
NEW, Auburn Pub. Co., Auburn, N. Y.
— CP ties1210
WMBO).kc 100 w 250 w D unl. (faciliTallest Antennas
Its Name; Member on
WAGA,
Atlanta
Licensestudio,
for CP
crease power,
move— trans.,
etc. inRISING
828
feet,
the
newlyinstalled antenna of KHQ,
FCC Urged at Meeting
— License for
CPWJBO,
as mod.Baton
changeRouge,
power,La. etc.
A REQUEST that Willard Bliss,
Spokane,
is
said
by
its
operWISN, Milwaukee — CP move aux. trans.
ators to be one of the tallest
general organizer of their union,
AUGUST 4
in the United States, broadbe appointed
to fill
the was
exWGAR, Cleveland — CP change equip.
casting
with
5,000
watts
days
isting vacancies
on one
the of
FCC,
WIND.directional
Gary, Ind.
— License for CP
and 1,000 nights on 590 kc.
sent to President Roosevelt by the
change
antenna.
Mason City,
Originally designed for 803
as KGLO,
mod. increase
power.la. — License for CP
delegates vention
at of the
the third
annual Radio
conAmerican
feet, it was extended anKOL. Seattle— Mod. license 1270 to 1040
other 25 feet to provide for
kc, increase D to 5 kw, amended to 1020
Telegraphists' Association, held in
kc.
shortwave and eventual telethe Hotel Edison, New York, beAUGUST 7
vision broadcasting. The
ginning Aug. 2 and expected to
Conn. — License for
tower was ordered from
CPWTHT,
change Hartford,
hours.
conclude on Aug. 15. At the same
Bethlehem Steel Co. Tallest
WCHS, Charleston, W. Va. — CP new
session
the
delegates also voted to
antenna, increase power, amended to diAmerican vertical radiator is
change the name of their union to
rectional N, new trans., move trans.
that of WSM, Nashville, risSanto
the American Communications AsCPNEW,
1200 kc
100 Sottile,
w 250 wCharleston,
D unl. S. C. —
ing 878 feet, while WLW at
sociation, as more fitting for an orCincinnati
is 831.
NEW,
J.
T.
Griffin,
Fort
Smith,
Ark.
—
CP 880 kc 1 kw D.
ganization which in the past two
KFRO,
Longview,
Tex.
—
Auth.
transfer
years has grown from a small orcontrol to James R. Curtis.
ganization ofmaritime radio operKSTP, St. Paul— Exp. auth. facsimile
Education Conference
station.
ators to a CIO affiliate with jurisKGDM, Stockton, Cal. — CP new trans.,
diction over the entire communicachange antenna, increase 1 to 5 kw, WITH a wider list of educational
tions field.
change 1100 to 1150 kc, D to ltd., move groups sponsoring it, the Second
trans.
In
the
broadcast division, Harold i
National Conference on EducationAUGUST 9
Katan, ACA organizer in this field,
al
Broadcasting
will
be
held
in
NEW. Piatt & Piatt Inc., Poughkeepsie.
all organization
Drake Hotel, Chicago, Nov. 29- urgedties bethat
N. Y.— CPto 1310
concentrated
on New activiYork
amended
1000 kckc 100
1 kww 250
ltd. wto DLSunl..at the
Dec. 1, according to its executive and New England territory with
WHO.
secretary, C. S. Marsh, 744 Jack- "a large number of stations in a
Corp., DetroitCPNEW,
1140 Cadillac
kc 500 wBrdcstg.
D.
son Place, Washington. The Amersmall geographical area, generally
WIP, Philadelphia — -License for CP new
ican system of broadcasting, an improved
trans., antenna, move trans.
business conditions and
evaluation
of
broadcasting
from
NEW. Valley Pub. Co., Harlingen, Tex.
low
salaries
being paid to workthe point of view of the listener,
—CP 1200 kc 100 w 250 w D unl.
KOCA, Kilgore, Tex. — License for CP educational broadcasting and the
change equip., increase power.
WLBL, Stevens Pt., Wis. — Mod. license future of radio have been selected
2 kw to 1 kw D spec, amended to 1 kw as the topics of discussion. Dr. Artist Federation Board
2% kw D spec.
George F. Zook, president of the
AUGUST 12
Will Hold First Session It
American Council on Education,
WIBX,
Utica,
N.
Y.—
License
for
CP
as mod.
will act as conference chairman.
NATIONAL board of the newlyWGAN,to Portland,
Ore. — Auth.
transfer
formed American Federation of
control
Lloyd C. Greene
and Wm.
N.
KLAH,to Carlsbad,
M.— Vol.
assign, Radio Artists will hold its first
Campbelll.
license
Jack W. N.
Hawkins
& Barney
WBNX— New York — CP new trans., Hubbs.
meeting Aug. 16, to elect officers
directional, increase 1 to 5 kw etc.,
AUGUST 13
amended to 1 kw 5 kw D.
and
apply for
a charter
from the
WOMI,
Owensboro,
Ky.
—
Mod.
CP
etc.
Associated
Actors
& Artists
of
amended to omit increase in power.
KOMA, 5 Oklahoma
increase
to 10 kw. City — CP new trans., be WSJS,
Winston-Salem,
N.
C.
—
CP
new
America,
parent
body
under
whom
directional, change 1310 to 900 kc,
AFRA will operate as an
to WLAK,
250 w. Lakeland, Fla — CP increase D trans.,
increase 100 w to 1 kw 5 kw D, move the
AFL union. The 45 members
trans.
WDWS,
Champaign,
111.
—
CP
increase
100 w D to 100 w 250 w D unl.
NEW, Broward Brdcstg. Co., Ft. Lauder- of the board have been approved
NEW, Wm. F. Huffman, Wisconsin
dale. Fla. — CP 1370 kc 100 w 250 w D unl.
Rapids, tionaWis.
—
CP
580
kc
250
w
unl.
directhe Screen Actors' Guild,
WJBL, Decatur, 111. — CP vert, antenna, by
l N.
change
1200 to 1310 kc. Sh.-WJBC to unl., Actors' Equity Association,
KLBM, La Grande, Ore. — Mod. CP move trans., seeks WBOW facilities if American Federation of Actors
change trans., antenna, studio sites.
WBOW applic. is granted.
and American Guild of Musical
Artists, sponsoring the new union,
which was formed last month
when Equity surrendered its radio
activity to the AAAA. The board
was also approved by the radio
locals that Equity had formed in
New York and Los Angeles, whose
members, numbering about 700,
will now
become the charter members of AFRA.
While members of the AFRA
1;
governingnounced iboard
have not
an- tii
t is assumed
theybeen
include
actors and actresses in both stage
and radio and who have been active in Equity as well. Members
were chosen in three groups, 15 for
one-year
for
three. terms, 15 for two and 15
Officers
Aug. 16'
will r
serve
until selected
the first AFRA
convention, tentatively set for November,
1938. This new group will proceed
with organization of radio talent
begun by Equity and with plans
for the demands they will make of
SUMMER FISHING— Is swell up in the north country, report these broadcasters as soon as they are
broadcasters. At left is Ray C. Jenkins, general sales manager of KSTP,
strongtion asenough
to ask for
recogniSt. Paul, with a 16 lb. northern pike which he caught, along with three
the bargaining
agency
for
more weighing slightly less, on Lake Vermillion out of Ely, Minn. At all radio entertainers. When Equity
right, kneeling, is E. L. Gove with a string of large-mouthed black bass surrendered its control over radio
caught during his July vacation on Moon River in the Muskoga Lake
to this new body it did not include
District. Gove is chief engineer of WHK-WJAY, Cleveland.
the television rights.
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ETWORK
ACCOUNTS
jAU limes EDST unless otherwise specified)
New Business
Inc.. New
BRANDS
STANDARD
Tork, on Sept. 22 will start a show
32 NBCon
or unannounced product
Viie stations. "Wed.. 8:30-9 p. m.
r-ncy : J. 'Walter Thompson. N. Y.
(MusCo.. onCleveland
I STEROLE
Oct. 4 starts
cle and Zemo).
vvoH Rohison and His Buckaroos
"Wed.,
Mon.. Erwin,
NBC-Bluep. stations.
HS 4-4:15
m. Agency:
a<ey & Co. Inc.. N. Y.
Inc.. Evansville,
{ FENDRICH
i. (La Fendrich cigars), on Sept.
■starts Smoke Dreams on 15 NBC1:30-2 p. m. Agenstations, Sun.
& Ryan Inc., Chicago.
:i Ruthrauff
PROCESS Co.,
FOOD
.lODERN
.iladelphia (Thrivo dog food), on
17 starts on 10 NBC-Blue staiis. Sun.. 4:15-5 p. m. Agency:
ments Co.. Philadelphia.
F. MUELLER Co., Jersey City
macaroni products), on Sept._ 13
NBCCavalcade on 7 10:45[tarts Kitchen Mon.
thru Fri.,
Bluea. stations,
Eckhardt
&
Kenyon
Ll m. Agency :
tnc, N. Y.
RALSTON PURINA Co., St. Louis
;Rye-Krisp), on Sept. 26 starts
Talley on 35 NBC-Red staVarion
ions. Sun.. 5-5:30 p. m. Agency:
Jardner Adv. Co.. St. Louis.
RALSTON PURINA Co.. St. Louis
(hot cereals), on Sept. 27 starts Tom
llix Straight Shooters on 23 _NBCBlue stations, Mon. thru Fri., 5 :45-6
0. m. Agency : Gardner Adv. Co., St.
Louis.
jENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), starts Jack Armstrong,
All American Boy for another season
•n 15 NBC-Red stations, Mon. thru
Fri.. 5 :30-5 :45 p. m. Agency : Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
BHERWIN-WILLIAMS Co., Cleveland (paints), on Oct. 3 starts ilet'■opoHtan Opera Auditions of the Air
jn 57 NBC -Blue stations. Sun.,
5-5 :30 p. m. Agency : Cecil, Warwick
8: Legler Inc., N. Y.
I'AMPANA SALES Corp., Batavia.
ill. (Campana's variety
Italian show
Balm),
32
on on
Sept. 20 starts
NBC-Blue stations, Mon., 8 :30-9^ p.
: Aubrey, Moore & Walm. Agency
lace Inc., Chicago.
AMERICAN CIGARETTE & CIGAR
(Pall Mall cigaCo., Newon York
irettes),
Aug. 6 started Dorothy
Thompson, political commentator, on
SO NBC-Red stations, Fri., 10:45-11
p. m. Agency : Compton Adv. Inc.,
N. Y.
LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS Co.,
New York (Lysol), on Oct. 4 starts
Dr. Dafoe on 22 CBS stations, Mon..
AVed., Fri., 4:45-5 p. m. Agency:
Lennen & Mitchell Inc., N. Y.
.LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS Co.,
iT\'ew
(Pebeco).
Oct. stations,
4 starts
FollowYork
the Moon
on 22on CBS
■ Mon. thru Fri., 5-5 :15 p. m. Agency :
• Lennen & Mitchell Inc., N. Y.
LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS Co..
New York (Hind's Honey & Almond
' cream),
startsstations.
Life of Mary
Sothern onon Oct.
22 4CBS
Mon.
thru Fri.. 5:15-5:30 p. m. Agency:
William Esty & Co. Inc., N. Y.
LEHN & FIN^ PRODUCTS Co.,
[New
York
(Hind's
HoneyLife& ofAlmond
'(•ream),
on
4 starts
^hothern
on Oct.
2 stations
of WLW Mary
Line
(WLW,
WHN),
Mon. thru Fri..
4 :15-4 :30 p. m. Agency : William
Esty & Co. Inc., N. Y.
Manufacturers at
GATES
Itarythinc in Speech— Rcmatc—
T'anscrlption and Micraphone Equipment
GATES RADIO & SUPPLY CO.
aUINCT. ILLIMOia

BROADCASTING

.TOHN H. WOODBURY Co.. Cincinnati (facial soap), on Oct. 3 starts
Tyrone Power in dramatic series on
.■")1 NBC-Blue stations. Sun., 9-9:30
p.
Lennonm.& (repeat
Mitchell11:30).
Inc.. N.Agency:
Y.
PAYSON PUB. Co. Inc.. New York
(Commentator Magazine) , on Sept.
19 starts a half-hour Sunday program on 13 MBS stations. Agency :
Cecil. Warwick & Legler Inc. N. Y.
COCA COLA BOTTLERS OF
TEXAS. Dallas, on Sept. 30 starts
Coca Cola College yight on Texas
Quality Network. Thursdays a n d
Saturdays, 6 :30-7 p. m., running until
Nov. 27 and featuring football predictions and remote pickups of college
rallies. Agency : Crook Adv. Co.,
Dallas.
TILLAMOOK County Creamery
Assn., Tillamook, Ore. (cheese)^ on
Sept. 17Red
starts
programFri..on 105 NBCPacific
stations.
a. m.
(tine
PST& ) .Gardner
Agency Inc.,
: Botsford.
ConstanPortland.
LUTHERAN LAYMEN'S LEAGUE,
St. Louis, on Oct. 24 starts program on 32 Mutual stations. Sun.,
4:30-5 p. m. (EST). Agency: Kelly,
Stuhlman & Zahrndt Inc., St. Louis.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Swansdown Flour and Calumet
Baking Powder), on Sept. 30 starts
Kate Smith on 75 CBS stations,
Thurs.. 8-9 p. m. (repeat 11:15 p.
m. ) . Agencv : Young & Rubieara Inc..
N. Y.
LEVER BROS. Co.. Cambridge.
Mass. (Lux), on Sept. 13 starts Lut
Radio Theater on its third year on 56
CBS stations. Mon. 9-10 p. m. Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
FOSTER CANNING Co. Inc.. Brooklyn (Dr. Olding Pet Ration), on Aug.
18 begins 13 weekly participations in
the Gretchen McMullen Household
program, on 15 Yankee stations.
Agency : Nathan Feist Agency, N. Y.
KELLOGG Co.. Battle Creek, Mich,
(corn flakes), on Oct. 3 starts The
Singing Lady on 3 MBS stations
(WOR, WGN. WLW), Sun., 5-5:30
p. m. Agency : N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc., Philadelphia.
INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co.,
Meriden, Conn. (1847 Rogers Bros,
silverware), on Oct. 3 starts Silver
Theater on 44 CBS stations. Sun., 55 :30 p. m. Agency : Young & Rubicam
Inc., N. Y.
GROVE LABORATORIES Inc., St.
Louis (Bromo Quinine), on Sept. 27
starts General Hugh S. Johnson on 23
NBC-Blue stations. Mon.. Thurs., 88:15 p. m. and Tues., Wed. 10-10:15
p. m.,Agency,
EDST.Chicago.
Agency: Stack-Goble
Adv.
LAMBERT PHARMACAL Co., St.
Louis (Listerine, toothbrushes), on
Sept. 28 starts Grand Central Station
on 23 NBC-Blue station, Tues.. 9:3010 p. m. for 52 weeks. Agency : Lambert & Feasley Inc., New York.
CUMMER PRODUCTS Co., Bedford,
Ohio (Energine cleaning fluid), on
Oct. 24 starts Radio Newsreel on 23
NBC-Red stations. Sun., 3-3:30 p. m.
Agencv
N.
Y. : Stack-Goble Adv. Agency,
UNIVERSAL
VELOCITY
MICROPHONE
100% PERFORMANCE
100% APPEARANCE
SATISFACTION
0100%
R 1 00%
REFUND
Made in following Impedances.
33
OHMS
Mike
Lines:tofor
200Dynamic
OHMS
to
connect
carbon
inputs; 500 OHMS for telephone mike
and
remote dance
lines:
10.000
OHMS
high
direct to grid. Not affectedimpe-by
beat, cold or moisture.
Microphone Division
Universal Microphone Co., Ltd.
Box 299, Inglewood, Calif., U. S. A.
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STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (California Syrup of Figs), on
Sept. 27scribedstarts
for Don
13 Lee
weeksstations
transeries on 10
(KH.J. KGB, KDB, KFRC, KFXM,
KPMC, KDON, KXO, KVOE,
KQW). Mon. thru Fri., 2:45-3 p. m.
(PST). Agency: Thompson-Koch Co.,
Cincinnati.
HECKER PRODUCTS Corp., New
York, on Sept. 7, starts 260 15minute programs, five times weekly.
Daily nialInformation
Bureau,
on 8Wasey
Colostations. Agency
: Erwin
& Co., N. Y.
AMERICAN BIRD PRODUCTS
Inc.. Chicago,
10 starts
Canary Chorus onon 10Oct.Mutual
stations.
Sun.. 11 :45-noon.
Renewal Accounts
GENERAL MOTORS Corp., Detroit
(automobiles), on Oct. 3 resumes
General Motors Concerts on a eoastto-coast NBC Blue network. Sun.. 89of p.Newm. York
AgencyInc..
: Campbell-Ewald
Co.
N. Y.
R. B. DAVIS Co.. Hoboken, N. .J.
(Cocomalt). on Oct. 3 renews Joe
Penner on 45 CBS stations. Sun., G0 :30 p. m. Agencv : Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc.. N. Y.
MacFADDEN PUBLICATIONS Inc..
New York True Story magazine), on
Sept. 3 renews True Story Court of
Human Relations for 52 weeks on 20
NBC-Red stations. Fri.. 9 :30-10 p-. m.
Agency : Arthur Kudner Inc., N. Y.
HORLICK'S MALTED MILK Corp..
Racine (malted milk), on Aug. 30
renews Lum and Ahner for 52 weeks
on 7 NBC-Blue eastern stations, Mon.
thru. Fri., 7 :30-7 :45 p. m., and on 9
NBC-Blue western stations. Mon..
Tues., Wed., Fri., 11:15-11:30 p. m.
Agency : Lord & Thomas Inc., Chicago.
PACKARD MOTOR CAR Co., Detroit
(automobiles),Hour
on on
Sept.
renews
the Packard
66 7NBC
stations. Tues.. 9 :.30-10 :30 p. m., and
on the same date replaces the summer
cast with Lanny Ross, Charles Butterworth, Florence George, Don Wilson
andcy : Young
Raymond& Rubicam
Paige's orchestra.
AgenInc., N. Y.
RICHFIELD OIL CORP., Los
Angeles, on Aug. 15 renewed for .52
weeks
Reporter,
7 NBCPacific Richfield
Red stations.
Mon. onthru
Sat..
10-10:15 p. m. (PST). Agency: Hixson-O'Donnell Adv. Inc., Los Angeles.
CARDINET CANDY Co., Oakland,
on Sept. 5 renews The Night Editor
on 10 NBC-Pacific stations. Sun., 99:15 p. m. (PST). Agency: Tomaschke-Elliott Inc., Oakland.
J. B. FORD Co., Wyandotte, Mich,
(cleanser) resumes Your True Story
on CBS Sept. 14, Tues.-Thurs., 2-2 :15
p. m. Agency : N. W. Ayer & Co. Inc.,
Philadelphia.

Network Changes
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., New
Yorkes Hotv
(cosmetics),
on Sept. from
29 switchTo Be Charming
NBC
New York to Hollywood.
GULF OIL Corp., Pittsburgh (gasoline and oil), on Oct. 3 starts Phil
Baker on 60 CBS stations, Sun.. 7 :308which
p. m.,hasreplacing
the Summer
been broadcast
at this Show
time
during Baker's vacation period. Agency : Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
Corp., New York (Kolynos toothHammerstein
paste), on Aug.
Music Hall
on 306 moved
CBS stations,
from
Tues., 8-8:30 p. m., to Fri., 8-8:30
p. m., and Oct. 1 adds 14 stations.
LOS ANGELES SOAP Co., Los
Angeles (White King soap) on Aug.
9 added KSL, Salt Lake City, to CBS
Pacific network carrying Gus Edwards
Schoolp. Days
of the Air, Mon. 8 :309:15
m. (PST).

MR. E. H
RIETZKE

PRESIDENT
OF CREI
WE'RE INTERESTED IN

MEN
WHO HAVE JOBS
BUT WANT FUTURES
If you have the ambition and realizeferthes . . opportunities
of. you have a that
desireRadio
to rise
above the ranks of the average
operator
or engineer
to a that
better job and
the better...salary
goes with
it.
If
this
thought
appeals to you ... so will the CREI
home study training in Practical
Radio Engineering. It is not our
aim to bring NEW men into the
industry, READY
butIN IT.
to help
ALCREI those
technical
training gives every man the opportunity to advance. The answer
is that
students inandover
graduates areCREI
now employed
200
broadcasting stations.
RIGHT NOW-WRITE NOW
Send for ymtr FREE COPY of
our "Tested Plan" for a future in
Practical
Engineering.
It's
interesting Radio
and inspiring.
A request
on a post card is all you need.
CAPITOL
RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
14th and Park Rd.
Dept. B-8
WASHINGTON, D. C.

♦ ♦ . Announces
REDUCTION

a
4-

on their "A" cut or Low Temperature Co-efficient Crystals
NEW
$4QEA. J^Oj^s
PRICE LOW
foymerly $50 each
New Low Temperature Coefficient Crystals are supplied in Isolantite
Air-Gap Holders in the 550-1500 Kc. band. Frequency Drift guaranteed
to be "less than three cycles" per million cycles per degree centigrade
change in temperature. Approved by F.C.C.
Scientific
Radio
Service
Dept. 827, 124 Jackson Ave., University Park, Hyattsville, Md.
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Grape Juice Exploitation — Dance Lessons for Yeast —
Yankee's Million Matches — News Cards — Postal Cards
WELCH GRAPE JUICE Co.,
Westfield, N. Y. (grape juice) is
sending out a four-page newspapersize promotional piece to salesmen,
distributors and larger grocers, announcing the addition of three more
stations to the firm's Irene Rich
program on NBC-Blue and a
change of schedule and origination
of the broadcast. The programs
will originate in Hollywood, where
Miss Rich is making a picture.
WEAN, Providence; WICC, Bridgeport, and WSPD, Toledo, will start
carrying the broadcast making a
total of 41 stations. Broadcasting's radio map, which will show
all the 41 stations, is beine incorporated in the brochure. In addition, sales and success material
is being used in the brochure. Last
year, the grape juice firm was
forced to quit taking orders for a
time because it was impossible to
meet the demand. A large part of
the firm's success is attributed to
the radio program. H. W. Kastor
& Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, is
the agency. ^ ^ ^
ON THE Rise & Shine program,
a participating broadcast, presented over KFRC, San Francisco, by
Bill Davidson, a sponsor is paying
for announcements but refuses to
be identified in them. The sponsor
tells about a free gift, but to get
the gift the listener must guess
who the sponsor is. There are no
clues and none will be given until
the 700 free gifts have been disposed of. ^ ^
AN EIGHT-PAGE brochure, Mrs.
Cohen Goes A-Buying, has been
issued by WLTH, New York, covering the results of a survey recently made by Ross Federal Research Corp. Booklet, which was
prepared by Adrian James Flanter & Associates, station's promotion counsel, is part of a systematic campaign to present to time
buyers the facts about the Jewish
market in Greater New York.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Fleischmann's yeast), on its
NBC-Blue network Werner Janssen musical program from Hollywood, Sundays, 3:30-4 p. m.
(EST), is offering a booklet of
dance lessons written by Arthur
Murray, New York modern dance
teacher, in return for Fleischmann
yeast tablet labels. J. Walter
Thompson, New
York,^ is agency.
* *
RANKING as the State's outstanding sales promotion of the
year, KGGM's Pot of Gold in Albuquerque, N. M., closed late in July
with a total of almost $750,000 in
retail sales. The campaign, a sales
slip type of promotion, was engineered by General Manager Mike
Hollander and offered $850 in cash
awards to the organization whose
membership showed best proof of
purchase from
* station
Hi * sponsors.
MORE THAN a million booklets
of matches have been distributed
by Yankee Network to 500 national advertisers and radio people during the last year. Each month a
50-book refill for the bakelite desk
box is mailed to every name on the
list. A new contract for over two
million books has been signed.
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WNAC, work,keycelebrated
stationits of15th
Yankee
netbirthday
July 31 by reversing the usual order and presenting gifts to over 300
space buyers and advertising executives. The gifts were clocks specially built by Electric Time Co.
Inc., of Boston. In place of the
standard hour hand there is a special four-armed hand. The hands
are colored red, white, blue and gold
and show simultaneously the time
in the different time zones. The
clocks were delivered on the morning of July 30 by Western Union
messengers. With each clock was
included a gift card and time zone
map prepared by the Yankee promotion department. Because of the
various types of current used it
was
necessary* to give two types of
clocks.
* *
MARSHALL FIELD & Co., Chicago, follows up inquiries regarding selections played on WBBM
during the morning lecorded program titled Musical Ciock, with a
personally signed letter gi'dng the
listener the information and suggesting that the selection is on sale
in its record department. Aubrey,
Moore
Inc., is the
agency. & Wallace
♦
♦ *
WQAM, Miami, has published a
mimeographed brochure described
as a "very plain prospectus" which
it is sending to agencies and sponsors. It tersely describes the stations coverage and includes two
coverage maps.

BOOTH AT FAIR— Where WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich., recently staged an
exhibit for the 200,000 Centennial Celebration visitors, displaying 200
articles typical of the various accounts served by WKBZ since 1934.
LEISY BREWING Co., Cleveland,
THE Screen Children Magazine,
Hollywood national motion picture
sponsor
of
Leisy's
Sports
Review
on WTAM six weekly for three
publication, which started July 6
years, is offering a weekly sports
for 26 weeks a weekly quarter-hour
award to the outstanding amateur
variety show titled Screen Children
in the territory covered by WTAM.
on KHJ, Los Angeles, is offering
Listeners and newspapermen send screen tests and other prizes to
in their nominations and gold plac- juveniles in a contest. Listeners
ques are awarded the winners each are invited to subscribe to the magTuesday evening.
azine and thereby obtain a free 8
* * *
by 10-inch professional photograph
WCAU, Philadelphia, is distributof their talented child. Photo in
ing a brochure titled The Women
turn is entered in the contest. At
concerning
its Women's
Club of end of 26 weeks, from photos subthe Air, a morning
and afternoon
mitted, 15 children will be chosen
feature program five days weekly,
and screen tested by Paramount
which lists the talent, advertisers
Productions Inc., Hollywood. First
and program *rates.
100 chosen in contest will be
* *
awarded free dramatic, dance and
KLZ, Denver, which has no newsmusic scholarships. Program, propaper affiliation, is distributing
duced by Robert Herrick, besides
cards urging those who know of
presenting variety of juvenile enany news
to
phone
it
to
the
station. The cards list the counties
tertainers, features well-known
of Colorado with numbers to facili- child picture stars in interviews.
Agency is Ivar F. Wallin Jr. &
tate the calls.
Staff, Los Angeles.
* * *
KMBC, Kansas City, has prepared
a file folder titled "KMBC Tested
Programs" for radio buyers. Mailing of the promotion piece was preceded by a letter enclosing a card
which said "Miss
._, when
an envelope arrives bearing this
emblem (KMBC Tested Program)
bring
to medesigned
immediately."
scheme it was
to carry This
the
piece
taries. through mail-culling secrePICTURE postal cards of WBT,
Charlotte, N. C, are being printed, to be sold at a penny each in
local stores. The cards carry color scenes of the tower, control
room and largest studio. WBT announced that it was the only commercial institution selected by the
postal card firm for inclusion in its
series.

ROGER BAKER NIGHT— There was a double reason for Roger Baker,
Buffalo Broadcasting Corp. sports announcer, to celebrate on July 26.
First was the eighth anniversary of his WGR Kendall Sports Column.
Second was completion of a contest which had pulled more than 75,000
entries from boys and girls in Buffalo and Western New York. Both
celebrations were combined in a baseball party at Offerman stadium with
35 youngsters personal guests of Roger Baker. Not present at the ball
park, but listening eagerly at home to the broadcast of the game, was
Robert Bagwell, of Sanborn, N. Y. Almost since birth the 10-year-old
boy had been confined to bed, victim of infantile paralysis. Faced with
the problem of completing a set of pictures of the Buffalo Bison baseball team through visits to Kendall gasoline stations, Robert had himself lifted from bed at dawn and hoisted into his uncle's milk truck.
Diligent
work on his gave
own him
part the
and complete
"swapping"
withpictures
other youngsters
in
the neighborhood
set of
in time to
win a first prize. Robert selected a baseball mitt and bat which were presented to him personally by the WGR sports announcer. Next year he
expects to be at the ball park for Roger Baker Night and the ninth
anniversary celebration.
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* *is basing new
WMCA, New* York,
promotional material on reviews of
its programs in the daily papers
using the comments of radio editors printed on colored post cards
with cartoon illustrations. The
cards are mailed to agencies and
prospective clients as reminders of
shows available
* *for *sponsorship.
WHO, Des Moines, is offering
total cash prizes of $275 for the
tallest corn stalks brought to its
studios during the corn season.
Herb Plambeck, WHO farm editor,
reports one entry of 16 feet and
the world's record stalk of 18 feet
* * * to be sur5% inches ispas ed. expected
WJR, Detroit, has issued a brochure covering its Household Economies series, a noncompetitive participation program.
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of WEEl's new Listening Area brochure. Its eight pages set forth Day and Night
maps prepared by the CBS Listening Area method, plus market data in 29 classifications, plus an explanation of WEErs powerful signal, and a definition of new
New England. ^ With the full weight of the Columbia Network program schedule behind it for nearly a year, WEEI now has a new story to tell. "THIS IS . . .
WEEI" tells it. It will be oflf the press in a few days. Get your copy from any
office of RADIO SALES— or directly from WEEI, 182 Tremont Street, Boston.
^ If you're interested in Boston and New England as a market, you will
also want a copy of "WEEI Commands

the Audience 5 Out of 7 Nights

Each Week" — a detailed report of a recent coincidental survey in Boston.

5000 WATTS, DAY; 1000 WATTS, NIGHT.
BOSTONby the• Columbia
1 Operated
Broadcanting System. Kepreeented by RADIO SAL£S:
New York . . . Chicago . . . Detroit . . . E^ce Angeles . . . San Francisco.
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man.

J; REE

& PETERS,

INC., is happy to an-

nounce the opening of an Atlanta Office —
an office which we believe is destined to
bring a new conception of radio co-operation to our many friends in Georgia and
the entire South.

radio and newspaper fields — a man whose
experience, and judgment, and sincerity
are already well-known
Whether

in Atlanta. . . .

or not your radio activities origi-

nate in the South, we hope that you will

to this im-

avail yourself of Lacelle Williams' facilities for serving you. Behind him is every

portant new post in Atlanta, we have se-

resource of this pioneer radio-representa-

cured a man whose experience covers four-

tion company, and of all the top-flight radio stations we have the honor to represent.

In calling F. Lacelle Williams

teen years of advertising work in both the
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Strike
Musicians
Avert
to
ROBERTSON
BRUCE
By
In return the committee asked
Mr. Weber to recognize that the
Planned;
Meeting; Other Conferences
Calls Board
NAB
burden is not entirely on broadcasting. "We are not solely responof Over $5,000,000 a Year Discussed
Assessment
sible for technological unemployment. We feel no sense of obligaNO DEFINITE solution to the problem of furnishing work
tion whatever to support the inSee
Editorial
on
Page
79
for many more musicians in broadcasting was reached by
competent or the poorly qualified.
We trust ypu will believe that our
representatives of 154 independently-owned network-affiliated
was sent to every station affiliated motive is sincere when we deplore
stations who met at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York
with a network independently
the large number of members of
owned for the purpose of taking your organization who, though
Aug. 23-24. However, the majority of the same 110 station
concerted action on a matter that they may have been accepted by
owners and executives left with the feeling that the meetings
as dues-paying constituents,
might conceivably deprive these you
had done much to convince the American Federation of Mucannot in any sense be regarded as
stations not only of their own musicians that broadcasters are seriously and sympathetically
competent professional musicians
ations. sicians but of their network affili- sufficiently trained in their art to
trying to work out an equitable solution to the problem and
the exclusion of other employment
Choosing Mark Ethridge, gen- so that their lack of musical enthat musicians will be less apt to rush into a general strike
eral manager of the Louisville
Courier-Journal and Times, owner
on Sept. 16 if an absolute answer is not forthcoming by then.
even a industries.
moral obligation gagements
on the creates
musical
and operator of WHAS, as their
NAB Board Meets Sept. 10
chairman,
the
delegates
discussed
"Without
power
to
bind
the innually, for the industry, which
the AFM demands [Broadcasting,
dustry, or even that section of it
A special meeting of the NAB
employment for apsent us here, we neverboard in New York on Sept. 10 would provideproximately
3,000 musicians at an
Aug. 1, Aug. 15], listened to re- which has
theless assure you that if we can
ports surer;
by Mark
Woods,
NBC
treawas called by President John El- average wage of $35 a week. These
Herbert Akerberg, CBS
agree with you on a formula which
mer, following a meeting in Washare staggering figures, yet as the
has reason and merit in its favor,
vice-president; Fred Webei", MBS
ington Aug. 27 of his executive first suggested that the problem
we shall proceed without delay to
committee. The committee com- might be worked out on a basis of general manager, and Mr. Baldwin
regarding discussions previously the best of our ability to endeavor
prises President Elmer, Treasurer
published rates, which give some
held with the AFM, and selected a to persuade all elements among
Harold V. Hough of WBAP, and indication of the individual sta- committee
of five to confer with the broadcasters we represent, and
Managing Director James W. Baldpossibly the industry generally, to
tion's ability to pay, it was re- Weber and report to the group.
win.
ceived favorably by the broadcastWilliam S. Hedges, vice-presisubscribe to it. If you are conThe board session was called in
ers. This was only a suggestion
dent and general manager of
vinced of the sincerity of our purlieu of a general membership
and was not in any sense an official WLW, Cincinnati, was chosen as
pose, we have no doubt you will
meeting, which had been under
statement of what the union will chairman, the other members being
eff'ective date of the tenconsideration. The advisory comaccept, which Mr. Weber says will Samuel R. Rosenbaum, president of defer the
tative Sept. 16 strike order we unmittee, representing the network
not be made until the full InternaWFIL,
Philadelphia;
Emile
Gough,
derstand
you have issued if we do
affiliate group which met in New
tional Board of the AFM reconvice-president, Hearst Radio Inc.; not before that date complete the
York, had advocated a meeting of
venes on Sept. 16 to learn how
Edwin W. Craig, vice-president, investigations and negotiations
non-network stations at the call many additional musicians the National
Life & Accident Insur- which must accompany our efforts
of the NAB on Sept. 11, which pro- broadcasters have decided they are
ance Co., owner and operator of
posal was not favored.
able and willing to employ. But the WSM, Nashville, and John J. Gil- and which have only today begun."
Letter to Stations
The board meeting, Mr. Baldwin
fact that it was made at all, no lin Jr., manager, WOW, Omaha,
matter how informally, gave the with Mr. Ethridge as ex officio
announced, was called "to canvass
Following
a discussion with Mr.
the result of negotiations" by the broadcasters the impression that a member.
Weber and other AFM executives
special committee of the Networksolution on this basis would probIn presenting its views to Mr.
Affiliates with President Weber.
ably be accepted as satisfactory by Weber, the committee pointed out at which the question of a yardstick based on a factor of the stathe
AFM.
This
impression
was
"President Elmer has notified the
that except for the 25 or so station's quarter-hour rates was inspecial advisory committee", the strengthened by the further fact
tions directly owned or controlled
troduced, the committee reported
NAB announced, "that all infor- that Mr. Weber at first suggested
by
the
networks
each
affiliate
staback
to
the meeting, where its six
mation which will be helpful to that the base be five times the
tion "is a separate concern, con- members were reappointed as a
them in their cooperation with Mr. quarter-hour rate and only after
trolled entirely by its owners, renWeber is available. He also an- considerable argument on the part
committee with authordering service in its own locality. permanent
ity "to negotiate for but not to
nounced fullest cooperation of the of the broadcasters' committee
Service
charges,
program
selecbind"
the
group
and to keep the
officers of the NAB with that Comcame down to the three-and-a-half
tions, employment contracts and
informed as to the progmittee and says he trusts they will mark.
all other operating conditions are industry
ress of its negotiations. A finance
be able to reach an accord with
independently determined by each committee
Meeting for Sept. 9
was also elected, consistthe AFM which will be in keeping
station for itself. There is no one
ing of L. B. Wilson, WCKY, Cinwith the principles and indepenThe committee will meet again company, committee or person who
cinnati,
chairman; Tom Gooch,
dence of the broadcasting indus- with Mr. Weber Sept. 9; the inde- is authorized to speak for the inKRLD,
Dallas;
Jack Howard, presdustry as a whole or the network
try."
pendently-owned network affiliates
ident, Scripps-Howard Radio Inc.;
A scarcely less important result will convene again on Sept. 10. affiliates as a whole for anything."
Campbell
Arnoux,
WTAR,WMAZ,
Norof the New York sessions was the Also on Sept. 10 the special meeting Adding that the present unemployfolk, and E.
K. Cargill,
of the NAB Board will be held.
suggestion by Joseph N. Weber,
ment of musicians is largely tech- Macon, Ga. The first job of this
AFM president, to the broadcastnological, due to the perfection of committee is to raise $12,000, not
The gathering of these network
affiliates was called at the instiga- transmission of music by radio, as a war chest, but to defray the
ers'
committee,
tentatively
named
Independent Radio Network Affiliwire and recording on disc and
tion of Barry Bingham, of WHAS,
mailing, cleriates, that a possible yardstick to Louisville, following a meeting of film, which cannot be blamed en- expense
cal workofandprinting,
other incidental
costs
tirely on radio, the committee
be used by the stations would be a a dozen stations in Chicago on
required to carry on the various
assumed by the negotiating
Aug. 14, at which time a telegram
■weekly expenditure of 31/2 times
stated that
the Isroadcasters
"ap- tasks
proach the problem
with sympathy
committee.
signed by Iowa Broadcasting Co.
each station's published one-time
and
with
a
desire
to
do
all
that
and
stations
WFBM,
WAVE,
evening quarter-hour rate. An estiA letter sent out by the commitcan reasonably be expected of us
mate gave a weekly total of $105,- WSM, KMBC, WHO, WHAS,
tee(Continued
on Aug. 26 toonallPage
broadcasting
75)
000, or just under $5,500,000 an- WTMJ, KRLD, WLS and WLAC,
toward a common solution."
Industry
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FrankR.

McNinch:Liberal^Not

New FCC Chairman To
Assume Post With
An Open Mind
By WALTER BROWN
IT WAS a typical, hot, sultry
Washington summer afternoon
when Frank Ramsey McNinch
picked up the buzzing phone at his
office in the Federal Power Commission to hear a voice not unfamiliar—
"The White House calling."
Within a few minutes the Federal Power Commission chairman
had paced the two blocks which
separate the Hurley-Wright Building and the White House, and as
he walked into the Executive offices he thought just another power
problemdent. was
bothering
thehePresiBut before
he left
had
been asked, and had agreed, to
take over one of the stormiest posts
in Washington — the chairmanship
of the Federal Communications
Commission.
The President had to move fast.
Many ugly rumors were floating
around, and the Administration
was having to exert pressure to
keep tucked away in the Senate
Audit & Control Committee the
White Resolution calling for a
sweeping investigation of the Commission. Someone had to be appointed as head of the Commission
who could be expected to inspire
confidence on Capitol Hill, and a
review of the background and political life of the small, wiry 64year-old North Carolinian will explain why he was suddenly called
to the White House Aug. 17 and
asked by the President to help him
get rid of his "radio headache".
Liberal, But Not Radical
What manner of man is this new
head of a Commission that controls the operation of every radio
station in the nation, not to mention its regulation of the telephones
and telegraph industry, and what
may the radio industry and the
listening public expect from his
exercise of the "free hand" Mr.
Roosevelt has given him in his new
duties?
These are some of the questions
the writer undertook to find out
for Broadcasting in a two-hour
talk with the new chairman soon
after he was confirmed by the Senate.
Although a thorough liberal in
his political philosophy, Mr. McNinch will take no radical steps
when he first moves into the Communications office sometime
around the middle of September.
He will take with him several
trained members of his staff and
for the first several weeks will
study the problems which face him
as chairman of the Commission,
both from an administrative and
quasi-judicial standpoint.
"I go to my new task with a
completely open mind and no preconceived ideas of what should be
done," Mr. McNinch declared.
"I shall give the industry and
* Mr. Brown, well-known Washington correspondent for the Greenville (S. C.) Neics and other Southem newspapers, has known Mr. McNinch personally for a number of
years. The editors asked him to undertake this interview and sketch because of his long acquaintance with
the incoming FCC chairman.
Page 10 • September
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the public
businesslike
administrationawithout
fear or favor
and
in the interest as I conceive it of
the industry, the workers and the
During his service on the Power
Commission, Mr. McNinch has bepublic."
come recognized as a man of judicial temperament, who cautiously
and thoroughly weighs all the facts
before acting. But once his mind is
made up he goes into action with
valid decisions and there is no
backing down.
His political life, as well as his
private
life, iswhile
as clean
a hound's
tooth, and
he asenjoys
the
friendships of numerous members
of Congress no amount of highpressure from Capitol Hill could
cause him to make a decision for
political purposes and not in the
public interest.
As he twirled his heavy hornrimmed glasses and ran his hand
through his thinning gray hair, Mr.
McNinch leaned back in his large
chair and frankly declared that all
he knew about radio was what he
heard over his own loudspeaker.
"But I intend to learn," he asserted. "When I first took this
Power Commission job I devoted
three months to studying the work,
and that is what I intend to do
when I go to the Communications
Commission.
Asked how long he thought it
would take him to complete his
new assignment from the President and return to the Power Commission, Mr. McNinch would not
hazard a guess.
More Than Three Months!
Certainly his service with the
Communications Commission will
take much longer than three
months, and probably will continue
during the remainder of the President's term, with the North Carolinian being on call for special "exofficio service" with the Power
Commission.
Mr. McNinch regards radio as a
utility, and while he has encouraged public ownership in the power
utility field, this should by no
means indicate that he favors
abandonment of the private owner-
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McNINCH

ship theory of broadcasting. It is
interesting, however, to set forth
what
has beenas chairman
Mr. McNinch's
broad objective
of the
Federal Power Commission. Here
are his own words:
"Protection of power resources
against plundering and profiteerencouragement
of projects;
developmenting;
of municipal
power
the drastic elimination from claimed costs of licensed projects many
large items which represent either
write-ups or fictitious values,
thereby enabling state bodies to
have this information in fixing
Then referring to the creed
which will guide him at the FCC,
particularly with respect to telephone and telegraph regulation,
rates."
Mr.
McNinch said:
"I regard the primary aim of
all public utilities to be in the service of the public. Making money
is to be included through fair profit
when earned by this service, but
profiteering on public utilities to
me is hateful, undemocratic and
While it is apparent that the
anti-social."
broadcast functions of the Commission are those the President desires
Mr. McNinch to straighten out
first, the Tar Heel chairman said
the telegraph and telephone divisions of the Commission will also
receive his close attention.
"I will, of course, address myself
to work of telenhone and telegraph
units of the Commission as they
are of great public value, and vitally effect the social and economic
welfare
people."
The lifeof oftheFrank
McNinch reads
like fiction and would be fitting
material for a Horatio Alger novel.
Franklin A. McNinch, the father
of the new Communications Commission chairman, was a native of
Chester, South Carolina. When
but 16 he joined the Confederate
forces and fought throughout the
war between the States, seeing
service at the battles of Seven
Pines and Bull Run before he
burg.
finally was shot down at GettysAfter the war, the elder McNinch, recovered from his wounds,
BROADCASTING

moved to Charlotte, which is only
a few miles above the South Carolina
He married
Sarahcounty,
Virginia line.
Ramsay,
of Iredell
North Carolina, and engaged in the
monument business, later serving
as The
chiefMcNinch
of policefamily,
at Charlotte.
like most
other families in the South after
the war, had to struggle for existence, and there was no silver spoon
to put in Frank's mouth when he
1873.
AprilThat27, Was
was A born
Degree
Earned
The lad had to quit school when
he was 13 and help with the family
budget. such
He didasoddcarrying
jobs around
Charlotte,
mail
and clerking in stores. When he
reached the age of 17, he had by
attending
a few
sessions ofnight
the school
BarrierandMilitary
Institute acquired a fair amount of
education for a boy of his age.
When 18, young McNinch secured a position as traveling salesman, selling heavy groceries for
four years. With the money he
saved in this job and by waiting
on tables and cleaning rooms, he
managed to attend the University
of North Carolina and secure a
law degree. While at Chapel Hill
he took double courses and completedtime.
the course in half the regular
The turn of the century found
the McNinch shingle hanging out
in front of a Charlotte office. In
1905
he was
elected to the became
North
Carolina
Legislature
floor
leader
for the and
temperance
forces,
which ofsucceeded
in securing passage
a bill regulating
saloons and the distillery interests.dryHemovement,
continued making
his interest
the
speechesin
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at
and
Anti-Saloon
League
rallies,
which
him :^'
moreW.C.T.U.
or lessall
in ofthe
publickept
eye.

Mr. McNinch in the meantime"
was no
building
law business
had
politicalhisambitions
when, and'
in
1917, his friends drafted him to
run for mayor. He had no opposition. Charlotte's charter had been
amended to provide a commission ■
form of government and Mr. Mc-j
Ninch was the first mayor underi
the new system.
In Utilities Fights
It was while serving as mayor
that he became interested in public
utilities. The Southern Power Co.,
now Duke, notified the mayor of a
raise in rates. After a study of the
company and rate structure, Mr.;
McNinch became convinced the
public was paying enough for its.
power bill and he set out to defeat. ;
the increase. The Southern Bell
Telephone at about the same time
also announced an increase in rates
and the vigorous mayor took on
another utility fight. The rates;
went into effect, but not until
Mayor McNinch had made a name
for himself as one interested in
lower charges for public utility:
services.
While mayor and after the war.
Mr. McNinch put into operation in
Charlotte the first municipal play-;
ground and recreational facilities
His work in this regard attractec
the attentionAssociation
of the National
Re'
creational
in New
York. Mr. McNinch resigned a^
Mayor to direct the field opera I
tions of this organization at £ I
much larger salary.
m
He returned to Charlotte afte]
two years in New York, and ii
1924lawbecame
senior partner
ii'. >]..
the
firm oftheMcNinch,
Whitlock
Dockery & Shaw. Business wa; :
good, and financial worries of hi;
(Continued on page 65)
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Reorganization;

McNinch
and Craven Likely on Broadcast Division
ber when Mr. McNinch takes his was provoked initially by James R.
WITH ITS new leadership inKiernan, formerly identified with
structed by the White House to oath of office. Comdr. Craven was
WLWL, Paulist Father station in
sworn in on Aug. 25, and immedi"clean up" from within, the FCC
New York recently sold to Arde
shortly is expected to undergo a
ately afterward left for a onebasic realignment of personnel and week leave of absence.
Bulova, watch manufacturer. Kiernan telegraphed members of the
Mr. McNinch, whose reputation
duties. Major aspects of the reSenate Committee charging Comdr.
organization will be directed by as a resolute, industrious execuCraven
with stock ownership in
tive
led
President
Roosevelt
to
Frank R. McNinch, incoming chairdraft him for the FCC, won speedy WPEN, Philadelphia, and assertman, drafted by President Rooseing Craven had holdings in other
velt from the Federal Power Comconfirmation by the Senate. Held
mission for the transition, and in high esteem by Chairman
stations. In the House, Reps. McComdr. T. A. M. Craven, chief Wheeler of the Senate Interstate
Farlane (D-Tex.), and Wigglesworth (R-Mass.), both of whom
Commerce Committee, his nominaengineer elevated to a commissionhave
repeatedly demanded an FCC
ership by the President.
tion was favorably reported Aug.
Just how the reorganization will 19 without opposition, and con- and industry investigation, participated in the attack.
be effected will await the next full
firmed the following day. Immedimeeting of the FCC, expected in
Reports that an American Fedately afterward, Mr. McNinch aneration of Labor representative
nounced he proposed to clear his
mid-September, at which time Mr.
had sought to block the Craven
McNinch officially will take a desk at the Power Commission
three-month leave of absence from
during the ensuing two or three confirmation developed just before
the Power Commission. He shortly weeks and then would take over the Senate took up the nomination, but William Green, AFL
^vill be named chairman of the the FCC post.
president, later let it be known
FCC, to succeed the late Anning S.
In contrast, however, Comdr.
that Mr. Craven had his support.
Prall.
Craven's nomination precipitated
one
of
the
most
heated
Senatorial
Sevei-al possible reorganization
White's Tribute to Craven
over a Commission appointprojects are being discussed infor- rows ment
in
recent
years.
It
was
used
The controversy over confirmamally. The Commission now is di- as the vehicle for an airing of
\-ided into three divisions — Broadtion of Craven developed into a dramatic incident on the Senate floor.
Congressional demands for an incast, Telephone and Telegraph —
vestigation of the FCC, with the The White Resolution for a factwith tAvo members assigned to each
former naval officer caught in the
division and with the chairman
finding study of the whole FCC
serving as the third member of crossfire [See page 67]. At two and radio situation [Broadcastsessions
Aug.
19
and
20,
Senator
each entity. Serious thought has
ing, Aug. 15] was drawn into it.
A dozen Senators participated in
been given in the past, and prob- Wheelerershipprobed
Mr.several
Craven'sstations
own- the
debate,
and glowing tribute,
of
stock
in
ably will be revived, for assign- while he was a consulting engineer
ment of each commissioner to two
particularly by Senator White
from 1930 to 1935, and until he (R-Me.), was paid the new comdivisions with five instead of three
missioner as one of the foremost
became FCC chief engineer at the
members on each.
behest of the President.
engineering authorities in the world
FCC Seen Bolstered
The last official act of the Senate
and as a public servant who at the
prior to its sine die adjournment
behest of the President had relinThe Broadcast Division, most
quished a lucrative engineering
Aug.
21
was
to
confirm
Comdr.
important and most beleaguered
practice
to
become chief engineer
Craven,
but
only
after
parliamentbranch of the FCC, will be bolary maneuvering which had to be in 1935 at a salary of only $9,000
stered in the reorganization. Both
resorted to because of an objection
Mr. McNinch and Comdr. Craven,
thing was made certain durit is anticipated, will serve on that to the confirmation voiced first by perOneyear.
ing thismentsdebate
— thatMcNinch
the appointdivision. But Mr. McNinch, with
West
Virginia's
youthful
Senator,
of Messrs.
and
Rush
D.
Holt,
and
after
that
was
his broad experience as a member
Craven,
even
though
motivated
by
by
Senator
King
(Dof the Power Commission since withdrawn,
Utah).
an administrative desire to clean
1930 — and its chairman since 1933
The confirmation controversy
up the FCC once and for all, would
— is expected to devote considerable attention to the public utilitycommon carrier aspects of the
FCC's work, which embraces the
telephone, telegraph and other
public service communication functions as destinguished from broadcasting.
The incoming chairman proposes
to remain only until the Administration feels satisfied that the
FCC, target of constant Congressional criticism during the last
session, is functioning smoothly.
He then proposes to return to the
Power Commission, and turn over
his portfolio to a new Presidential
appointee for the FCC — probably
some man from the Far West,
Iwhich now lacks representation on
, the seven-man agency. It is generally felt, however, that Mr. McNinch will find it necessary to
, remain
longer than the threei months, because of the complexity
of the internal FCC structure.
Assignments in September
Mr. McNinch paid an informal
NEW FCC MEMBER — Commander T. A. M. Craven (center) as he took
call at the FCC on Aug. 23, meethis oath of office as a member of the FCC on Aug. 25. On the extreme
ing several of its members for the right, holding the Presidential Commission is T. J. Slowie, FCC secre• first time. Revision of assignments
tary. Miss Pansy E. Wiltshire, personnel assistant in the secretary's
of members probably will not occur
office, is administering the oath. Frank R. McNinch, incoming temporary
until about the middle of Septemchairman, does not expect to be sworn in until mid-September.
iBROADCASTING
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Cleanup

not obviate an investigation or a
"fact-finding" study of that agency.
While the White Resolution failed
of enactment at this session, it remains on the calendar for the next
session, to convene in January,
when its passage appears assured.
The Ninch
appointments
of Mr. made
Mcand Comdr. Craven,
Aug. 17 scribed
byat the
the White
President,
wereasde-a
House
recognition by the President of the
internal difficulties at the FCC.
Mr. McNinch's nomination for the
five-year unexpired term of the
late Chairman Prall came as a
completeinatedsurprise.
was after
not nomuntil two He
hours
the
Craven appointment was announced, and on highest authority
it was learned that he had not
been selected at the time the
Craven appointment
nounced. He made a visitwas
to anthe
White House after the Craven announcement, and an hour later the
second appointment was revealed.
The Craven appointment for the
seven-year term was not unexpected, since he had been mentioned
as one of a number of prospective
choices for the post vacated June
30 by Dr. Irvin Stewart, Telegraph Division chairman. Definitely a "merit" appointment, Comdr.
Craven's elevation for the first time
in the FCC's three-year tenure,
places a practical engineer on its
roster. Five of its members are
lawyers and the sixth is a forrner
New York newspaperman, politician and tax commissioner.
Payne "Rebuke" Reported
Immediately following the two appointments, reports became current
that other changes impended.
Since then, however, these reports
have tapered off. The Craven appointment, however, was described
in newspaper reports as being in
and "reof a "slap"
the nature
buke" to Telegraph
Commissioner
George H. Payne, who has been in
dispute with the new commissioner
on several occasions.
Acting Chairman E. 0. Sykes,
who is regular chairman of the
Broadcast Division, was called to
the White House on Aug. 17 — before the appointments were announced— and talked with the President at considerable length. While
no statement was forthcoming, it
is thought that, in addition to the
appointments, policy matters were
discussed, particularly the newspaper-ownership situation and investigation matters.
This visit gave rise to speculation that Judge Sykes might be appointed to the Federal bench, probably the Court of Appeals of the
District of Columbia on which
there had been a vacancy. The latter vacancy, created by the recent
death of Justice J. 0. Van Orsdel,
however, was filled Aug. 17 by the
appointment
of Justin
Miller,
member of the Board
of Tax
Appeals.
This tribunal is the court of first
cisions.
instance on appeals from FCC deNormally, the lineup of the FCC
under its present organization,
would be for Mr. McNinch to join
the Broadcast Division, taking the
place of the late Chairman Prall,
(Continued on page 66)
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FR. COUGHLIN LIST
IS BEING SELECTED
PREPARATIONS are going forward to complete the schedule of
stations which will carry the renewed weekly Sunday talks of
Father Charles E. Coughlin beginning late in October. So far, 21
stations are definitely on the independent network which will be
used. At the Royal Oak headquarters of the radio priest, no doubt
was expressed as to his return to
the air on schedule Oct. 31- though
he has left the Shrine of the Little
Flower for an extended vacation
due to an attack of indigestion.
No word is available as to the
subject matter of Fr. Coughlin's
talks, although the general expectation is that he will follow the
lines of his addresses last spring
and touch on current topics only
gently.
Stations that have cleared time
up to now at the Sunday afternoon hour desired include some outlets of the WLW Line, all outlets of the Colonial Network, and
WGR, Buffalo; WGAR, Cleveland;
WHB, Kansas City; WHAM,
Rochester; WSYR, Syracuse;
WHO, Des Moines, and WMCA,
New York. This list will be considerably augmented, the probability
being that close to 50 stations will
carry the talks.
Bank Series to Resume
GROUP of banks which cooperatively sponsored the Philadelphia
Symphony a half-hour weekly, on
CBS last. winter, will return to the
air Oct. 18 over an NBC-Blue network of about 30 stations, using
a one-hour program featuring the
same orchestra Mondays, 8 p. m.
(CST). The broadcasts, which will
emanate from the Academy of Music, Philadelphia, will feature Eugene Ormandy, guest conductors
and guest soloists, in addition to
talks by Dr. Neil Carothers, dean
of business administration at Lehigh University, and monthly talks
by Willard M. Kiplinger on What's
Ahead in Washington. Wessel Co.,
Chicago, is producing the series.
Malt-O-MeaPs Show
CAMPBELL CEREAL Co., Minneapolis (Malt-O-Meal), will start
Rube Appleberry on a hookup of
WGN and CKLW on Sept. 27, with
transcribed versions of the program to start also on WLW,
WCCO, KDKA, WTAM, WHO,
WLW and WCAU plus four unnamed stations in Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Portland and Seattle. Stations in the Southwest, including outlets in Texas and Kansas City, also will be used. The
program will be 15 minutes long,
placed two and three times weekly. Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago, is agency.
Acme Feeds' Spots
ACME FEEDS Inc., Forest Park,
111. (protein feeds) will start twominute daily announcements on five
stations Sept. 15. A quarter-hour
weekly live talent program featuring the Songfellows will also start
at the same time on WHO, Des
Moines. Stations broadcasting the
announcements are WLS, WHIO,
WIRE, KROC, WMT. In addition,
a quarter-hour daily live talent
program will start Nov. 1 on KMA,
Shenandoah. K. E. Sheppard Advertising, Chicago, handles the
Acme Feeds account.
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Architects Drawing of New Home of WLW-WSAI
LOCATED on Clifton Heights
tain a pipe organ and most of the
others will be equipped to handle
overlooking Cincinnati, a new
electrical
organs.
$1,000,000 broadcasting center has
The master control room, the
been projected by Crosley Radio
Corp., operator of the 500,000- news room with space for editor,
watt WLW and its companion sta- writers, news morgue, automatic
tion WSAI. Powel Crosley Jr., news printers, and four studios
occupy the second floor. On
president of the company, an- will
the third floor will be the music
nounced Aug. 26 that construction
will start within two weeks, cul- library, measuring 16x50 feet, its
minating plans which have been efficiency increased many fold by
under way for two years. The the utilization of ceiling-high steel
storage cabinets.
plant will be of modern architecThis floor will also have space
ture, three stories in height and
with a five-story tower in front. for 28 offices, which will care for
the needs of continuity vsTiters,
Situated at the corner of Warner and Chicasaw streets, the music copyists, the educational director, special events director, the
gleaming white structure because
casting director, sales promotion
of its location and an ingenious
system of floodlighting will be vis- and research departments, sales
ible day and night for miles manager, program manager, manthroughout the neighboring Ohio
ager of WSAI, traffic manager, ofand Kentucky area.
fice manager, musical director, arrangers, copyright bureau, artists
"Erection of the building is in
harmony with the consistent policy bureau and employees.
of the Crosley Radio Corporation
Executives, Engineers in Tower
to keep its facilities abreast with
Offices of Powel Crosley Jr.,
the most modern improvements
Lewis Crosley, viceboth in transmitter design and stu- president,
president, and William S. Hedges,
dio facilities," said Mr. Crosley.
vice-president in charge of broad"In making possible the new
casting, will be located on the
broadcasting center, Crosley Ra- fourth tower
floor.
dio Corp. feels that it is making
The fifth tower floor will be defurther substantial contribution to
voted to the technical department.
the advancement of the radio art. Here will
be located the technical
It is a definite form of plowing
chief and his assistants, the meaback into improved broadcasting
surements laboratory and drafting
earnings made possible because of room.
the widespread service rendered
During its
the studios
16 years have
of WLW's
by WLW.
history,
been
Auditorium Studio
housed in the factory buildings of
Provision will be made in the
Radio Corp. The construcnew studios for the public to wit- Crosley
tion of the new building separates
ness the actual broadcasting of the broadcasting activities from
major radio productions, and an the manufacturing operations of
auditorium, 60 x 80 feet, seating
600 people, will be located on the the company. Samuel Hannaford
first floor. This auditorium will & Sons, Cincinnati, are architects
have an uninterrupted view of a for the new studios.
huge stage capable of handling
shows using 60 or 70 people. Six
New York Milk Discs
other studios, in addition to ample
locker and lounge space for men
NEW YORK State Milk Publicity
and women artists, a modern
Bureau, Albany, is placing onelunchroom, a radio postolRce, will minute
RCA discs for its spot raoccupy the balance of the first
campaign to start Sept. 27.
floor space. Four studios will be They diowill
be heard once daily for
located on the second floor.
21 weeks on WINS, WMCA
Three studios, one 27i/^x 48 feet, WBNX, WHN, New York; WOKO,
and two 27^/^x40 feet, will be large Albany, WIBX, Utica; WSYR and
enough to accommodate the maWFBL, Syracuse; WHAM and
jority
time"studios
radio measure
productions.of "big
Three other
WHEC, Rochester; WBEN,
17x19 feet; four, 14x14. In the WEBR, WGR-WKBW, Buffalo;
twelfth and smallest studio tran- WESG, Elmira; WNBF, Binghamton; WGY, Schenectady. Agency
scribed programs wall be handled.
Two of the studios will each con- is J. M. Mathes Inc., New York.
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Anger of Unionist
Starts KSD
Strike
IBEW Official Loses Temper
And Calls Out Electricians
UNION engineers at KSD, St.
Louis, 13staged
one-hour
strike
Aug.
when aArthur
Schading,
business agent of Local No. 1, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers,
becamePost
annoyed
because
a St. Louis
Dispatch
photographer tried to take his picinjunction
suitwasto onrestrain
ture.
Schading
trial in the
an
union from interfering with business firms in its jurisdictional dispute with Local No. 732 of the
Union.
Sign
As Hangers'
the photographer
of the Post
to take his
picture, KSD,
Schading
is
Dispatch,
operating
started
quoted as having said: "Go ahead
and shoot it. If you do, I'll stop
your presses and close your radio

j
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i
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i
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i
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'
;
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strike
wasThecalled
at 3 ofp. m.KSDbut engineers
the three
employes on duty returned to work
station."before 4 p. m. when Schadshortly
ing reconsidered his action and told
a Post Dispatch reporter : "I've got
something
else
up newspaper
my sleeve."
Electricians
on the
refused
to strike,
according
to the
Post Dispatch. KSD
lost little
broadcast time since it was off the
air from 3-3:45 p. m., a period assigned to KFUO, operating on the
same frequency with one-seventh
time.

'
;
.
^
'i■j
1
:
|
i

Commenting
on the i'
strike,
the Post editorially
Dispatch said:
"As an industrial disturbance, m
the affair was an unimportant epi- J|
sode. But Schading's
in- 1J
defensible
abuse of arbitrary,
his official
power is not unimportant. It is 1
something for the electricians' ■
union to think about, for organized '
labor to think about, for industry "
to
think about.
about, for public opinion '
to think
"Who is Schading? He has a record. He was removed back in 1929
from the office he now holds by the '
executive
the international council
union when of employers
charged that Schading had set up
on 'outside' organization to levy a
tax of 2 cents an hour on all their j
employes. This fee, auditors estimated, would have amounted to'
$50,000 a year. The council found
that
he had had
brought
the union
into|^^j
disrepute,
caused
employers
unnecessary expense and inconveni- !
ence by ofhisagreements
arbitrary and
action
in'
violation
in dis-^
regard of the union's constitution. ;
He was denied the rights of union'
membership for five years and disfor holding office for two
additional qualified
years.
"With his term of suspension:
ended,
a comeback.'
He was Schading
elected tomade
his old
place as'
business agent last month."
Heam Store Series
HEARN
DEPARTMENT
STORE,'
New York,
began sponsorship
of
Twenty Years Ago — and Today,
series dramatizing news of two,
decades ago in contrast to that of
today. The program started Aug.'
30 on WOR, and will be heard
weekly
8-8:30 New
p. m.,YorkEDST.|
Fanchon at& Marco,
the-;
atrical producing agency, is the;
producer of the show, its first inj
the
field. Fanchon
Sam Shayon,
who
has radio
been with
& Marcol
six years, heads the newly-or-i
ganized radio department. .
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Plans

AFL

Is j\ot Deterred By
CIO
Victory In
WH> Case.
By J. FRANK BEATTY
THE International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers, AFL affiliate,
will organize
broadcast efforts
technicians despite"all"
organization
cf the CIO.
This position was outlined to
Broadcasting Aug. 27 by the
IBEW on the heels of a National
Labor Relations Board decision adverse to another AFL affiliate. International Alliance of Theatrical
Stage Employes & Motion Picture
Operators. The Federal Board certified the American Radio Telegraphists Assn., CIO affiliate now
known as American Communications Association, as exclusive bargaining representative of technicians employed by WHN, New
York.
Explaining its determination to
proceed with organizational work
despite CIO and independent efforts, the IBEW steted: "Under
the charter given us by the AFL,
all employes in this field belong to
the International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers. There can be
no compromise on this issue and
we intend to bring all stations
under our organization."
AFL Unions Cooperating
AFL unions interested in organizing all types of broadcast personnel are cooperating in the division of crafts, it was indicated by
IBEW, which defined the scope of
its campaign to Broadcasting in
these words: "All employes in the
mechanical and engineering classifications and employes in other
classifications that do not impinge
upon other related groups.
"In the cognate amusement field,
namely, motion pictures, the relationship of the lATSE and IBEW
is most cordial and cooperative. It
is our expressed view that these
relationships will continue as these
organizations extend their effort
into the related amusement field,
namelv,
In Newradio."
York the IBEW local is
understood to have about 200 members in the broadcasting and sound
fields, organized by Edward F.
Kloter, IBEW vice-president. The
local still is in the formative stage,
IBEW stated, and local officers
have not been fully selected.
ARTA Is Certified
In its first decision affecting the
broadcasting industry, the Labor
Board ruled that the American
. Radio Telegraphists Assn., should
be certified as the exclusive bargaining agencv of engineers of
WHN, New York. ARTA, the
Board observed, has signed agreejKents with "about 15 stations in
theJurisdiction
country."
also had been
'claimed
by
Theatrical
Protective
Union, Local No. 1, lATSE.
The Board's decision stated that
lATSE as far back as 1931 had
tried to organize all "sound men"
and engineers of WHN but that
■'nothing came of the venture, al, legedly because of the lukewarm
attitude taken toward this move by
the executive board of lATSE."
Later some of the engineers joined
IBEW, after which some of them
formed the Association of Techni-

BROADCASTING

to Organize
cal Engineers of WHN, which won
a pay increase on one occasion.
When WHN was about to bargain with ARTA last May, the
Board observed, lATSE protested
and demanded recognition as bargaining agent. Other AFL affiliates
having closed shop agreements
with Loew interests also objected
and WHN refused to bargain with
ARTA until certified by the Labor
Board.
Reviewing testimony heard Aug.
11 [Broadcasting Aug. 15], the
Board's
sion said:announcement of its deci"The CIO affiliated American
Radio Telegraphists Association alleged that the appropriate bargaining unit was properly to be
found by grouping all of the station's engineers
together.
The
AFL affiliated
Theatrical
Protective
Union contended to the contrary.
It claimed the engineers under the
classification of 'electricians, public address men, tele\ision men,
and sound lamp and projection machine operators'
found
its constitution, as well
as in
under
the
classification of 'every employe of
a theatrical nature mechanically,'
to use the words of the TPU's secretary.
"In effect, the TPU claimed that
the appropriate bargaining unit
should consist of all those employes
of the Marcus Loew Booking Agency and Loews Inc., employed in the
mechanical department of the theatrical stage, and that the radio
broadcast engineers should be included.
Review of Claims
"In its decision determining the
appropriate bargaining unit the
Board pointed out the fact that the
company's
radio broadcast
neers had organized
along the engilines
proposed by the ARTA, and that
they had shown a desire for selforganization by becoming members
of this union. It further stated:
" 'No evidence was offered to
show that the TPU had recently attempted to organize the WHN radio broadcast engineers or had
been chosen as their representative. The TPU pressed its claims
only when it realized that the
ARTA had successfully organized
the radio broadcast engineers and
AGRAP

Organizes

All
Stations
was about to enter into an agreement with the company. John C.
McDowell, secretary of the TPU,
testified that to organize the radio
broadcast engineers would necessitate the creation of a separate
local with a new charter. The reason for this is that the officers of
the lATSE recognize radio broadcast engineers as a separate craft
unit and prefer to have such craft
groups govern themselves separately as distinct autonomies. Moreover, the radio broadcast engineers
could not be embraced in any of
the labor organizations of the
other employes at Radio Station
WHN because most of them, such
as musicians, writers, artists, etc.,
belong to separate craft unions of
their own of a limited craft membership. The radio broadcast engineers, desiring to organize along
craft lines, therefore joined the
Rival Contenders
"The case came before the Board
ARTA.'
upon
petition of the ARTA on May
24, 1937, that a question affecting
commerce had arisen concerning
representation of the broadcast engineers of the Marcus Loew Booking Agency.
"This agency is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Loews Inc., 1540
Broadway, New York City. The
latter is engaged in the distribution, production, and exhibition of
motion pictures. It also operates
about 100 theatres throughout the
United States. A hearing was held
in New York July 2, before
Samuel V. Gusack, Trial Examiner for the Board, and again on
July 6.
"At the beginning of the hearing
counsel for the parties stipulated
that insofar as the operation of
WHN station is concerned the
company is engaged in interstate
commerce within the meaning of
the Act; and that the ARTA and
the TPU both claimed to represent the 18 radio broadcast technicians and had made representations upon the company which
would raise a question of employe
representation. On Aug. 11, counsel
for the TPU, the ARTA and the
company orally argued the case on
the record before the Board in
Washington."
Key

Net

Advertising

WDGY

Drawn-Out

Settled

DiflBculties Ended

By Federal Conciliator
LABOR difficulties growing out of
a strike of operators at WDGY,
Minneapolis, were composed Aug.
17 after more than a month of
strife and negotiation, it was announced by Edward P. Shurick, assistant manager of the station.
Other stations in the St. Paul-Minneapolis area met Aug. 19 to discuss future policies in their dealings with unions.
Mr. Shurick pointed out that for
several years stations in the Twin
Cities have been having difficulties
■with labor. Last July 23, he said,
the WDGY chief engineer was discharged for alleged incompetency.
Two other engineers resigned and
the Electrical Workers Union 292,
affiliated with AFL, interjected itself into this situation. Mr. Shurick charged, among other things,
that the transmitter had been tampered with and that it was off the
air for a day because of damage.
Damage From Bullets
After the station refused to reinstate the three men, it was picketed and the Minneapolis Musician's Association, affiliated with
AFL withdrew union musicians
from the station. Mr. Shurick
charged also that a shot was fired
at him from a distance two days
after the strike, while he was at
the transmitter.
At no time during the controversy were wage scales, hours or
working conditions discussed, he
said. WDGY however, continued to
operate and Deputy Sheriffs and
private detectives were engaged to
police the transmitter property day
and night. On Aug. 13, he claimed,
three shots were fired at the transformer, causing four inches of oil
to leak out of a bullet hole. Conferences working toward settlement began Aug. 14 when Dr.
George Young, general manager of
the station, discussed the strike
with officials of the Electrical
Workers Union. A representative
from the office of the Federal
conciliator in Washington participated in the negotiations with the
result that the differences were
composed and two of the operators who had resigned were returned to work at the transmitter.

Stations;

AFRA
Seeks All Who Face Microphone
BY SIGNING the sound effects
producers [Broadcasting, April
men of NBC's two New York key 15], giving AGRAP two chapters
stations, WEAF and WJZ, the at that station. A contract calling
American Guild of Radio Announcfor increased wages and reduced
ers & Producers, independent ra- hours for announcers and producdio union, now has chapters in the
men at WOR,
Mutual's
New
New York outlets of all three na- York tionstation,
was signed
between
tionwide networks. Started last officials of the station and the
spring at WABC, CBS key in New
Guild on Aug. 13, after six weeks
York, AGRAP now claims some
of negotiations.
700 members in more than 20 staImmediate increases in wages
tions throughout the South, Mid- and graduated future increases are
west, New England and New York.
called for in the WOR agreement,
Negotiations are now being car- which also specifies a five-day, 40ried on with a committee of NBC
hour week and increased benefits
executives headed by Mark Woods,
with respect to leaves of absence,
treasurer of the network, accordpreferential reemployment, etc.
ing to Roy S. Langham, president
weeks' notice of discharge is
of the Guild, who said that the Two
required and the management
union had also signed the sound agrees to arbitrate any dispute
under the contract.
effects men at WABC, where
A similar contract has just been
AGRAP founded its first chapter
by winning recognition and an signed with WJSV, Washington,
{Continued on page 71t)
agreement
for announcers and
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Controversy

McGrady Is Appointed
As RCA Labor Chieftian
APPOINTMENT of Edward F.
McGrady, Assistant Secretary of
Labor, as director of labor relations
of RCA, effective Sept. 1, was announced widely in the press Aug.
25 but neither RCA nor Mr. McGrady would confirm the report. It
was said he will supervise labor
relations of RCA subsidiary companies, including NBC, RCA Mfg.
Co., RCA Communications Inc.,
and Radiomarine.
Arrangements with Mr. McGrady,
one of the best known labor arbiters in the country, were said to
have been made by David Sarnoff,
RCA president, prior to embarking
for Europe last month. He was formerly an executive of the American Federation of Labor, and recently was among those mentioned
for apix)intment to the FCC. It is
expected the formal announcement
will be made shortly.
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Television

Index

Covering

25,000

Titles

by ASCAP
Stations
Oflered
d, Says Mills;
Supplemente
Be
Sticker System to
Michigan Governor Vetoes ASCAP Measure
AFTER several years of prepara- Attorney General Raymond W.
tion, ASCAP on Aug. 25 announced
that "behad
Starr cause
it had assembled an index of some
of theadvised
oneroushimcharacter
of
25,000 musical titles which it is its provisions and the variety of
making available to licensed sta- restrictions imposed, the act would
tions at no charge.
unreasonably interfere with and
E. C. Mills, chairman of impair the rights secured to owners of copyrights by the federal
ASCAP's administrative committee, notified all licensed stations by- constitution and the laws of Conletter of the availability of the ingress" and that it was the Attordex and outlined the manner in
ney General's opinion that the act
which it could be installed by sta- "is unconstitutional and void in its
tions at minimum expense insofar
as the actual equipment is con- entirety."
The Attorney General's opinion,
also made public, stated that it was
cerned. He pointed out that ASCAP
has been assembling an index for his view that the act is "clearly
invalid because it is an unconstitumany years and that although
tional attempt to destroy the exmuch time and money has been exclusive rights of copyright owners,
pended, "the index is admittedly
far from complete, and probably guaranteed to them by the United
States Constitution and the Fedalways will be." He added, however, that it embraces most of the
Copyrfght laws."
Theeral six-page
opinion cited
musical titles, copyright and noncopyright in the USA, which are numerous provisions of the proposed act which it claimed were
presently current in broadcasting
programs.
clearly improper and unconstitutional. "Chief among these is the
"We now, as a matter of serv- fact that
act is so poorly
ice, offer to you, entirely free of drafted and the
so indefinite that it is
charge, as much of the index as it
is presently practicable for us to impossible to determine what constitutes aviolation and what is perprepare and furnish. It will cover
approximately 25,000 of the most
missible, under that
the said
It concluded
it wasact."the Atused titles."
The index, the letter added, will
torney
General's
opinion
that the
be forwarded to broadcasters re- dominant aim and purpose of the
that pracquesting it,on gummed and perfo- act is unconstitutional,
tically every essential feature is
rated sheets which can be pasted on
subject to attack and that the en3x5 index cards. The preliminary
tire act is therefore invalid.
index will be supplemented from
Litigation challenging the vatime to time free of charge, it was
lidity of the bills, almost identical
added. An investment by the sta- with the
Michigan act, which have
tions of some $200 for the purchase
enacted in Washington and
of equipment was recommended. It been
Montana, has been initiated by
was also pointed out that the same
ASCAP and now awaits decision.
index cards can be used by the sta- Injunctions are sought. ASCAP
tions for other purposes such as
is contesting similar legislafiling references to orchestras and also tion
enacted in three other states.
musical libraries, phonograph records, transcriptions, etc.
Mr. Mills urged stations to avail
Alka-Seltzer on 40
themselves of the offer so they will
MILES LABORATORIES Inc.
be enabled to accurately check
copyright ownership. "The index Elkhart, Ind. (Alka-Seltzer), will
start Comedy Stars of Broadway,
now offered is a starting point,"
thrice - weekly quarter - hour tranhe said. "It will grow substantially
through supplements sent by us
scriptions, on 40 stations Sept. 12.
and additions which will undoubtOf this number 21 stations will be
edly be made by your own staff new while the remaining outlets,
covering works not embraced in currently broadcasting Thank You,
Stusia will also start the new comthe ASCAP repertoire." He added:
edy transcriptions on that date.
"We are desirous of being helpful to you in every possible way as The transcriptions will be broadto every matter involved in your
cast in practically all instances on
relation with us and musical copySunday, Tuesday and Thursday.
right problems, and it is our inten- The series was cut by WBS, New
tion to extend this index as rapidly York. Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago,
as possible until it shall finally in- handles the account. The new staclude a reasonable complete refertions starting the series on Sept.
ence to practically all musical
12 follow: WEEI, WOR, WGY,
works. We can not hope to ever WGBI, KDKA, WGAR, WBNS,
make the index
WJR, WCCO, KFAB, WHO, WSM,
* entirely
* * complete."
WSB, WAPI, KOMA, KSL. WHAS,
With the adjournment of Con- KFEQ, WBT and WMBD. Stations switching to Comedy Stars
gress and most of the State Legislatures, conditions were otherwise
of Broadway on Sept. 12 are:
quiescent on the exclusive copy- KFH, KFXJ, KGHF, K M B C,
right front. The threatened strike KMOX, KOA, KVOO, WABC,
of musicians, reported elsewhere in WCAU, WDBJ, WFEA, WHAM,
this issue, dominated the scene.
WHIO, WLBZ, WNBX, WQAM,
The veto by Governor Frank
WRVA, WWVA, WGN, WOWO.
Murphy of Michigan of the antiASCAP bill adopted by its State
RESPECT will be paid to the memLegislature heartened ASCAP
ory of George Gershwin Sept. 8,
forces who are combating similar
bills in a half-dozen states. Gov. when CBS will carry a two-and-ahalf hour
of Gershwin's
Murphy in his veto message of musical
worksprogram
from Hollywood
Bowl,
July 27 asserted that after a carebroadcasting from 12 :30 to 3 a. m.
ful and extended review of the act. (EDST).
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Advanced
Seldes

GILBERT SELDES
DEBS GROUP
PLANS
WFAB-WEVD
MERGER
MERGER of WFAB and WEVD,
New York City time-sharing stations, is contemplated with the sale
of the former station to Debs Memorial Fund Inc., operators of
WEVD, subject to FCC approval.
The Debs group, a cooperative organization inwhich
the primeofmovers are the
management
the
Jewish Daily Forward, a newspaper, has agreed to pay $85,000 for
WFAB, and has deposited $10,000
in escrow with an agreement to
pay the remainder when approval
of the transfer is secured from the
FCC.
It is presumed that WFAB will
be discontinued and its time simply taken over by WEVD. The stations operate with 1,000 watts on
1300 kc. Also sharing the same
channel are WBRR, Brooklyn,
using the 3-8 p. m. periods six
days weekly, and WHAZ, Troy,
N. Y., using only the 6 p. m. to 1
a. m. periods on Sundays. They
are not affected by the proposed
deal entand
would retain their presschedules.
New York would thus get another important regional outlet,
lacking all but about five hours
daily of full time. Present owners
of WFAB are Joseph Lang and
Paul F. Harron, of Philadelphia,
who operates WTNJ, Trenton, on
a leasehold basis, and who formerly was part owner of WPENWRAX, Philadelphia.
Omar Mills Placing
OMAR MILLS Inc., Omaha, Neb.,
a subsidiary of National Baking
Co., on Aug. 23 started Four Home
Town quarter-hour transcriptions
thrice weekly on WNAX, KMMJ,
KOA, WHO, KGKY and KGNF
for Omar flour. At the same time,
100-word announcements five times
weekly were begun on KFDN and
thrice weekly on KSOO. The
bakery division of Omar Mills is
continuing Your Home Town transcriptions on WTMJ, WBNS and
WIRE with both the bakery and
and flour divisions sponsoring the
transcriptions on WOW. J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago, is the
agency.

BROADCASTING

in

Plans

by CBS;
Charge

New Studios Will Be Started;
Trial and Error l^roeedure
TELEVISION plans of CBS were
advanced Aug. 20 with the announcement that Gilbert Seldes,
writer and critic, has been appointed experimental television program director and that a television
center has been estabprogram
lished in the Grand Central Terminal Bldg., New York.
Mr. Seldes was to begin his program work Sept. 1 and the new
studios will operate in conjunction
with the CBS television transmitter atop the nearby Chrysler
Tower to which they will be connected by coaxial cable. Actual
construction of the new studios
will begin this fall with a central
studio measuring 225 feet in length,
60 feet in width and 40 feet from
floor to ceiling located directly
above the Grand Central waiting
room and overlooking 42nd street.
On three sides it will connect
with dressing rooms, rehearsal
chambers, a carpentry shop for set
construction and a fully equipped
television laboratory. The studios
will be made the testing ground
for several technical innovations of
lighting and scanning now being
developed in the CBS laboratories.
William S. Paley, CBS president,
disclosed last year in testimony
before the FCC that CBS had set
aside $2,000,000 for carrying out
this final phase of its experiments
in television. The appointment of
Mr. Seldes and the construction of
the new studios are believed to be
important indications of the approach of practical television
broadcasting on the part of CBS.
Trial and Error
The mode of operation outlined
by
Seldes
is intendedas "to
make as
many
experiments
possible
in
order to make as many errors as
possible in advance." His function
will be ments"toand "errors
direct in
these
"experiadvance"
as
a means of establishing television
on the same standard of entertainment value as other mature arts.
"The entertainment value of the
early
programs,"
he said,to"plus
the
novelty
value, ought
attract
widespread interest. As the novelty
value decreases, the improvement
in the programs themselves should
bring television entertainment up
to the current level of other matured forms of entertainment."
The author's analysis of such
errors, past, present and future,
was presented last spring in the
Atlantic Monthly and it was this,
revealing a sharp insight into the
problems of this coming new in-]
dustry, which led to conversations
between him and CBS executives
and resulted in his engagement.
His experience in the fields of the
the
four radio,
fundamentals
in television
theater,
movies and
music — "
programming — weighed largely in
the choice.
DICK mentDUNKEL
the radio
of Benton &ofBowles
Inc.,departNew
York,
consummated
a
deal
whereby'
Van Cronkhite Associates will be:
sales agents for the Dick Dunkel
Football Forecasting System in states
where it is not sponsored by Atlantic
Refining Co.
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I Am

a

Contest

Boxtops Aplentjf But
Never a Prize for
This Listener
By E. R. KELLEY
of contests does
WHAT
tesstant like best?
a conkind
How many contests will
the contestant enter in a
year ? How does it affect his or
her buying habits ? Advertising
men undoubtedly have the answers
to these and numerous other related questions all figured out —
and hope they're right, so a mere
and experiences
contestant's nideas ;hin
may not mea an>i g. And then
again, they may!
I consider myself an average
contestant, trying for perhaps 15
prizes a year. Interest in contests,
of course, varies with the age of
the individual, and the type of
community in which he lives. Children enter the greatest number
and variety; young grown-ups
quite a few; people past fifty, a
goodly number, also. Betw-een the
ages of 30 and 50 there is a dead
spot. Most people, especially the
men, take more interest in the
practical facts of everyday living
during that period.
In general, it may be said that
the size of the prize offered must

be raised somewhat in proportion
to the increase in age of the group
desired as contestants. Housewives are satisfied with smaller rewards than are men, or women
who support themselves, probably
because they are not in the habit
of placing a monetary value on
their time.
Rural Enthusiasm
Having lived in various sized
cities and towns within the past
few years, I have particularly
noticed the great interest in contests in the rural or village communities as compared with the
centers of population. A good
showing from Horner's Corner
doesn't mean you are getting a
better spread there than in Los
Angeles. It simply indicates that
the villagers have time on their
hands, as far as amusement is
concerned.
I have been a consistent contester but never a constant one.
My entries all emerge under spurts
of enthusiasm. Many of my friends
react the same way, although a
few are steady pluggers. There is
something about thinking up slogans, or furnishing last lines, or
picking the most important sentence that calls for inspiration.
When I get it, things fly; four or
five entries in a week. After that
; we settle down to eating or using
• the various products purchased for
i their labels, and wait for the prizes
i to come. So far none ever have.
Just one more reason I consider
myself an average contestant.

BROADCASTING

EntereYf

Occasionally

THE AUTHOR is just plain E. R. Kelley, without any brass
plaques or press agents. He listens to programs. He hmmms when
contests are mentioned. Often he grabs the nearest pencil. Almost as often he stops in the comer store for a boxtop and its
associated contents. He mails his entry. Then he eats the associated contents. Others may get prizes, but not Kelley. Here's
what he thinks about contests and those who promote them.
I will probably be suspected of
mild insanity when I say that after
its contest is over I seldom have
even a kindly thought for a product.
I hold no grudges, and I'm not silly
enough to think that my chances
of winning are anything but small.
Nevertheless, there is usually that
"brown taste" connected with the
goods whose contests I have entered and failed to win that somehow makes me pass it up on store
shelves. If I were an advertiser I
would be afraid of it.
There have been, however, some
exceptions in my experience which
I consider the high lights of contesting. A few years ago a typewriter company sponsored a contest, the first prize of which I
have forgotten. A few days after
the winner was announced I received a letter from the advertiser thanking me for my entry and
enclosing a key case that retails
for five cents and must have cost
them two. The positive impression created by that single incident
has been one of the chief reasons
for my partiality to their line of
goods ever since.
The practice of replying with a
card to all entries as they are
received, is a pleasing one to me

Prizes

hy

and to many others with whom I
have talked. It creates the feeling
that your Qntry is receiving the
utmost in consideration, in addition to letting one know that it
arrived all right. The good-will
gained by this, or any other form
of individual recognition will show
very little depreciation.

the

Simplicity also has its points. I
have in mind a radio program
through which was given an automobile every week. During the
program three reasons for the
popularity
of the the
sponsor's
ucts were read;
listener prodwas
asked to simply send in the reason he considered the best and how
many votes he thought it would
receive that week. Complicated
sounding, perhaps, but very simple
to act on.
There was nothing to buy and

Thousand

California Conserving Co., With Its " Who
Series, Gets Big Share of Audience
By EMIL BRISACHER
Emil Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco
IN THE fall of
1936, the reference departments
of public libraries
and the information desks of metropolitan newsswamped papers
by werea
tremendous flood
of inquiries for
facts about famous people.
Brisacher
"What p r e s ident of the United States started
out as a school teacher?"
"Was Katherine Cornell born in
Berlin, Germany?"
"Did Gary Cooper go to school
in AtEngland?"
first the hard-working attendants were at a loss to explain
this bewildering, overnight increase
in the demand for facts about famous characters. But they soon discovered that it was all caused by
a new, refreshingly novel radio
program called Who Am I?
This was the beginning of the
now-famous Who Am I? radio program, which has set unprecedented
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records of radio response and effectivenes inthe West. A quarterhour, once-a-week evening p r ogram, cisco
broadcast
from Sandivision
Franover the western
of the NBC-Red network. Who Am
J? was sponsored for 26 consecutive weeks by the California ConCo., makers
of C-H-B
tomato serving
catsup,
tomato juice,
pickles,
chili sauce, and others.
Just An Old Game
Who Am I? is an adaption of
an old parlor game, played in a
new copyrighted way over the air.
Questions are asked, and answers
are given, about the life and characteristics ofsome famous, but unnamed individual. From the mass
of hints given throughout the playing of the game, the radio listeners
could guess at the identity of the
famous character. And the makers
of C-H-B food products made it
well worthwhile for the radio audience to send in its guesses, by offering handsome prizes for the correct answers each week.
To be eligible for these nrizes,
the radio listener was oblij^ >d to
send in two labels from C-H-B products together with his entry. And
every week, the San Francisco of-

nothing to do that required deep
thought or prolonged agony. Just
a guessing game straight through,
and the listener probably had his
entry sealed before the program
was finished. I believe I entered
six or seven times, and became
quite familiar with the product in
question, even sampling it. Little
time was wasted, consequently
there was only a little feeling of
disappointment over not winning.
Naming the baby or picking a
by-line contain real dynamite, and
in this I am not trusting to my
own feelings but to the expressions
of those I come in contact with.
While a sponsor who fails to announce the winner or does so long
after the contest is ended is sure
to gain the distrust of many, so,
also, is the sponsor who finds it
necessary to publicize the result
as well as the winner. It is too
easy
to compare
one'schosen
own entry
favorably
with the
one.
Every baby-naming brings up the
question of whether it is the most
suitable name (as advertised) or
the strangest that draws.
A species of contest that has
always seemed peculiar to me ia
that sometimes found in jirint
and more often on the air, wherein
personal experiences of listeners
are presented on a competitive
basis. A current offering of this

type pays a small sum for each
story reenacted, with a larger
prize for the best of those presented. Although I listen every
week and have not even entered, I
am always so busy comparing the
stories with my own and my
friends' experiences, and wondering whether I could produce a
winner that I couldn't for the life
of me tell you what product is beI'm conAs farhasas gained
ing advertised.
cerned the sponsor
nothing. At the same time he has
lost
nothing except my quota of
wall.
the program's cost, which will
probably never drive him to the
fices of California Conserving Co.
received from 10,000 to 20,000 letters— each enclosing two labels,
prosignifying
ducts!purchases
According to of
NBCC-H-B
officials,
this represents a new and unique
record of radio success in the West,
as the audience mail has been the
largest ever received by NBC on a
far-western
hook-up for a 15-minute evening program.
Not only the heavy flood of mail,
but also the checks of impartial
listening surveys revealed tremendous popularity of the Who Am I?
program.
recentenjoyed
check
showed thatThethismost
program
the attention of 65% of the radio
audience in the West.
The Who Am I? game itself
usually followed this pattern: "Am
I living?" . . . "Am I a man," . . .
"Do I live in the United States?"
. . . "Am I a politician?" . . . and
so on. The correct answer was revealed on the following week's program, abit of strategy which automatically caused a large percentage(Continued
of the audience
to tune
on page
62) in to
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Chicago
Business
Far
Above
Sales
Recorded
in 1936
Increased Rates Do Not Stop
Inflow of National Spots
By HAL TATE
CHICAGO stations will have their
biggest autumn in history with
this year's business surpassing last
year's on some stations as much
as 50%. This boom is being expei-ienced despite the fact that most
Chicago stations are increasing
their rates in September and October and with the threatened
strike of the American Federation
of Musicians still hanging over the
stations' heads.
One sour note was injected into
this apparently booming business
tune. Discussing the ever increasing business in radio, an advertising manager of a company which
placed nearly a million dollar's
worth of spot advertising last
year, but who preferred that his
name not be mentioned, declared
that with stations continually increasing their rates, many advertisers heretofore placing their
radio appropriations blindly, after
investigating the increases would
discover that their radio advertising does not "pan out."
He predicted a sensational crash
in radio advertising with a swing
towards newspapers and magazines and said his firm was beginning to cut down on the number of
stations being used this fall with
a larger share to printed media.
Late Evening in Demand
At any rate, business for the
fall season in Chicago is so heavy
that many advertisers are beginning to use late evening spots. At
WBBM, included among advertisers using time after 10 p. m.
are Chevrolet, Penn Tobacco Co.,
and Longines-Wittnaeur. At
WCFL, Levinson Radio Stores is
using a two-hour nightly "musical
clock" program.
does not
accept commercialsWGN,
after 10
m.
According to William Cline, p.sales
manager of WLS, practically all
of the station's available commercial time for this fall has been sold
out. WLS is continuing its policy,
however, of not accepting commercials for certain of its programs,
including Julian Bentley's news
broadcasts. Among the advertisers
starting on WLS this fall are the
following: McKenzie Milling Co
Quincy, Mich, (pancake flour), 15
minutes daily except Sunday start"ig. Oct. 18, through Rogers &
Smith, Chicago; James Mfg. Co.,
Fort Atkinson, (Jamesway farm
equipment) daily except Sunday,
one minute announcements starting Oct. 18, through Wade Adv
Agency, Chicago; G. E. Conkey
Co., Cleveland (feed) daily except
Sunday announcements, starting
Oct. 4 through Rogers & Smith;
Campbell Cereal Co., Minneapolis
(Malt-O-Meal) weekly quarterhour program starting Oct. 2,
through Mitchell-Faust, Chicago;
Foley & Co., Chicago (Foley's
Honey & Tar), quarter-hour programs daily except Sunday starting Oct. 11, through Lauessen &
Solomon, Chicago Psychology
Press Inc., St. Louis (BernardPerfumer) two-minute announcements thrice weekly through Sel
(Continued on page 56)
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Refrigerator Campaign
WITH Dallas and several other
unnamed Southern cities selected as
test markets, a cooperative advertising and sales campaign of national proportions is reported to be
in the making on behalf of electric
refrigerators. Purpose is said to be
to offset the promotional efforts of
the National Association of Ice Industries, anetwork radio advertiser. Whether radio will be used has
not been indicated, but the campaigns are to run a month or more,
then analyzed later in the fall with
a view to a national campaign in
the spring of 1938. Ralph H. Jones
Co., Cincinnati, has the account.

Networks

Arrange

Autumn Expansion
WITH the approach of the peak
fall season, national and regional
networks are devising expansion
plans tionstoin new
embrace
markets.additional staThe most recent network affiliates
are KMED, Medford, Ore., which
on Sept. 15 joins the NBC-Pacific
Coast Network, available to both
the Red and Blue groups on the
Coast, and KELO, Sioux Falls,
S. D., new 100 watter on 1200 kc.
The beradditions
bring the
totalKMED
numof NBC stations
to 138.
operates on 1410 kc. with 250 watts
and is owned by Mrs. Blanche Virgin. Lee Bishop is manager. KELO
MORE AFFILIATES
is owned by Joseph Henkin, operator of KSOO in the same city.
OlS THE WLW
LINE
KDAL, Duluth, Minn., becomes
PRE-SEASON TUNEUP — Under
ADDITION of KWK, St. Louis, Kellogg sponsorship, home football a CBS affiliate Sept. 5, according
announced agreement begames of Vanderbilt University to an tween
WBAL, Baltimore, and WOL,
Dalton LeMasurier, KDAL
Washington, as affiliates of the for the third successive year will
general
manager, and Herbert V.
WLW Line, effective this month, be broadcast over WSM, Nashville.
was announced Aug. 27 through
Toting the pack transmitter is Akerberg, CBS vice-president.
KDAL operates with 100 watts on
Transamerican Broadcasting
Jack Harris, WSM sports commentator, who will handle the series 1500 kc. The station will be sa& Television Corp., exclusive repluted by CBS Sept. 5 during a profor the third successive year. He
resentatives ofthe Line. In addigram featuring Frankie Masters
tion WJJD-WIND, Chicago, and is testing the ultra-high frequency
and
his
orchestra. WEOA, EvansWXYZ, Detroit, also have been an- unit, which will be used during the ville, Ind.,
will also join CBS
nounced as definite aflfiliates of the season, in a conversation with Joe
line for its commercial programs
Sept.
5.
Agee, quarterback and 267-pound
On Sept. 26, WGAR, Cleveland,
beginning in September. It was
Alternate Captain "Baby" Ray, a leaves NBC to join CBS, with the
stated also that probably a few tackle, who had the day's lawn present
CBS outlet, WHK, taking
other stations would be aligned manicuring assignment. Last year
its
place
as a basic NBC-Blue affor the commercial program ser- Kellogg used an extensive promofiliate.
vice. Other stations on the WLW
tion campaign in connection with
While Mutual is working on exLine, in addition to WLW, are its broadcasts, including contest
plans in both the Pacific
prizes of automobiles, fur coats, Northwestpansionand
KQV, Pittsburgh, WFIL, Philadelthe South Atlantic,
etc. The plans for this season have no definite arrangements
phia, and WHN, New York.
yet have
At Transamerican it was stated not yet been announced but are expected to be on the same large been announced. Fred Weber, genthat no further plans for extendscale.
eral manager, has been in negotiaing to the Twin Cities or the West
tions with groups in both areas,
Coast have crystallized and that
although the Pacific Coast operafurther expansion of the project
tions are being handled directly
ginning Oct. 31 on all available
would be undertaken only when
stations plus the Quaker State through Lewis Allen Weiss, genbusiness warranted, thus avoiding Network
eral manager of Don Lee.
fed through WFIL for 26
needlessly heavy wire charges.
On Jan. 1, WRBC, current CBS
The line has eight to ten hours weeks. Sustaining programs of the
weekly sold for the fall, including line are available to all stations outlet in Birmingham, will become
a member of the NBC-Red SouthFather Charles E. Coughlin for a plus the New York Broadcasting
central group, coincident with the
full hour Sunday afternoons be- System, through WHN.
switch of WAPI, Birmingham
half-time clear channel station, to
CBS. An application whereby
WAPI would be leased by the
AN ANTIDOTE
FOR COCKINESS
three Alabama colleges owning it
to a new corporation in which CBS
Audition Script for Jaunty Announcers Serves
would have a 45% interest, now is
pending before the FCC for apAs Cheek-Pinker and Tongue Gnarier
proval. WBRC operates with 5,000
BOB CUNNINGHAM, program diergy added, is one of the surest ways
watts day and 1,000 watts night
being impotent in this pro- on 930 kc, WAPI with 5,000 watts
rector of KOIL, Omaha, has writ- to avoid fession.
Here, too, caution must be day and night on 1140 kc. The
ten an audition for aspiring an- used, since
the sacerdotalism of third Birmingham station, WSGN,
nouncers who show up a bit too announcing, in
co-workers are prone to
"cocky". He has no intention of immerse an egotistic neophyte in the on Aug. 1 joined NBC-Blue.
natatorium of ridicule. To avoid being
using this script as a standard
embroiled in any such imbroglio, the
test, but it serves to put the smart
newcomer should be bade to revere
alecs in their places.
those
who have precedence over him,
Thus far, it has been used main- and who
TwentyMILK
Get PRODUCTS
Nestle's
KOIL as their alma
NESTLE'S
ly on the staff announcers, who mater and regard
sanctuary.
Inc., New York (chocolate), will
En
route
to
this
estimable
estate,
read it "cold" before the regular
participate in Co-operative Cookannouncers committee, with no via long hours and probably mediocre
ing Schools, starting on or about
idea of what they are in for. Cun- menus, the embryonic announcer must
Sept. 15 on 20 stations: WOR,
have inherent strength in his abdo- Newark;
ingham's script follows:
WEEI, Boston; WTIC,
men, viz., in order to cope with such
Some aspirants regard an announcHartford; WJAR, Providence;
men as Bizet, Paderewski, Benes,
er's
audition
as
a
chance
for
a
coup
;
others with all the apparent symptoms
Mussolini, Petain, Lenin, Saint-Saens
WBEN, Buffalo; WHEC, Rochesof the ague. However formidable it and Roosevelt ; with such things as
ter; WGY, Schenectady; WSYR,
eggs, programs, carnivora,
may appear to be, it is best to enter lingerie,
Syracuse;
W C A U, Philadelphia;
news
and
exigencies.
into it with all the savoir faire at
WRC, Washington; WTAM, Cleveyour command ; much as an Irishman
Even
in
closing,
not
to
jest,
it's
land; WJR, Detroit; WGN, Chienters a melee — to be enjoyed, win or time to say this joust has just been
lose. A bona fide announcer will do
cago; WCAE, Pittsburgh; KHJ,
marked "finis".
the
best and
he can
he doesn't
Los Angeles; KFRC, San Franknow,
willwith
try words
sincerely,
even
cisco; KSD, St. Louis; WCKY,
Old Gold Eyes Sports
though he misses.
WBAL, Baltimore; and
The comptroller of currency in any
P. LORILLARD Co., New York Cincinnati;
KSTP, St. Paul. The agency in
radio station hears many things about
(Old
Gold
cigarettes),
have
taken
charge is Cecil, Warwick & Legler
announcers which are refutable ; but an option for the 1938 Chicago
Inc., New York.
a man's status as an announcer is Cubs and White Sox ball games
broadcast over WGN, Chicago, by
never inv. roved by a listener's vagary,
and of' n a machination, if repeated Bob Elson. The price for next
KGGF, Colfeyville, Kan. regional, on
ad ii ..nitum, will ricochet until it
resul s in the final ultimatum for the year's games will be the same as Sept. 1 joins the Mutual Network.
announcer.
this year's — $110,000. Lennen & The station is owned by the publishers
of the Coffeyville Journal.
Confidence, with the paprika of en- Mitchell Inc., New York, is agency.
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CHIPS
From the station log

Corn Records Threatened
With a record corn crop assured, likewise a record crop-income, lowans are
out to set still another corn record — for
the tallest individual cornstalk. This record is now at stake in the National Tall
Corn Sweepstakes, jointly sponsored by
Station WHO and the Iowa State Fair
Board.
Originated by Col. Palmer
The idea of a tall-corn sweepstakes
originated with Col. B. J. Palmer, president of the Central Broadcasting Company. Present accepted altitude record
for cornstalks is 18 feet SVz inches, set
1925.a Scott County (Iowa) farmer in
by
Contest-entries have come by the hundreds from states throughout the cornbelt. Even Canada is represented. Judging of entries takes place September 1,
at the Iowa State Fair. Cash awards
total $400.
income Gains Impressive
For corn-income, and for agriculturalincome generally, Iowa sits in the golden
chair. This table is significant :
lOW.A CORN
Bushels
1932
1931
1933
1934
1935
1936

CROP
Value

389,940,000
509,507,000
455,000,000
201,480,000
373,388.000
212.240,000
469,030,000

61,141,000
$136,479,000
141,050,000
161,184,000
231,501,000
218,607,000
348,321,000

*U. S. Crop estimate, Aug. 1, 1937.
Market value based on December corn
on date when August estimate was released.
1937*

CENTRAL BROADCASTING CO., Des Moines
J. O. MALAND, Manager
Phone--3-71 47
National Representatives: FREE & PETERS, Inc.
New York
Detroit
Chicago
Los Angeles
San Francisco

How to Cash in
The figures above tell their own story
— a story of unusual sales opportunity
for advertisers using WHO — the one radio station that reaches all Iowa at once.
Iowa does not live by corn alone. But
income from this year's bumper crop,
fed to animals going to market at 5-yeartop prices, will provide extra funds that
will be directly reflected in extra Iowa
business.
WHO offers you the direct means of
getting
your increased share of this extra business.

Moines

■ M
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WBLY,

Lima, Purchased

By Fort Industry Group
FORT INDUSTRY Co., owner and
operator of WSPD, Toledo, on Aug.
19 applied to the FCC Broadcast
Division for permission to purchase WBLY, Lima, 0. The price
was $27,000.
Now operated by Herbert Lee
Blye, an attorney, WBLY, has been
on the air since December of last
year. It operates on 1210 kc. with
100 watts and is licensed for daytime operation only. J. H. Ryan
vice-president and general manager, H. G. Wall, secretary and
counsel, and E. Y. Flanigan, commercial manager, conducted negotiations for the transaction for
Fort Industry. George B. Storer,
Detroit broadcaster and industrialist, is president. Other stations
identified with the Storer-Ryan interests are WWVA, Wheeling, and
WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va. Mr.
Storer also has a minority interest
in KIRO, Seattle.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
"Look, J. P., Some Chiseler Has Sent in a Reasonably Accurate

OCT. 29 (Friday)
S. Carolina-Citadel at Orangeburg, S. C,
WFBC.
OCT. 30
Holy
Cross-Temple
Mass.,
WEEI WORC WDRC at
WIPWorcester,
WPRO WMAS.
Penn-Navy at Philadelphia, Pa., WTAG
WTIC WJAR WCAU WHP WBRE WGBI
WGBA WKOK WPG WBAL WJEJ.
Boston College-N. C. State at Boston,
Mass.. WBZ WBZA.
Cornell-Columbia at Ithaca. N. Y., W©R
WFBL WHEC WIBX WNBF WESG
WOKO WGR.
Syracuse-Penn State at Syracuse, N. Y.,
WGY WSYR WHAM WBEN.
Pitt-Carnegie at Pittsburgh, Pa., WCAE
KDKA WTBO WFBG WLEU.
Lafayette-F. & M. at Easton, Pa.,
WGAL WORK WEST.
Albright-Bucknell at Reading, Pa.,
WRAW.
Delaware-St. Johns at Newark, DeL,
WDEL.
Washington & Lee-Duke at Lexington,
Va., WRVA WBT WDNC.
Virginia-Wm. & Marv at Charlottesville,
Va.,
WDBJWRNL
WSVA.WCHV WLVA WBTM WGH
Clemson-Wake Forrest at Clemson, S. C,
WBFC.
Tennessee-Georgia
at Knoxville, WSB
WTOC
WRDW.
Vallanova-Detroit at Detroit, KYW.
Maryland-Florida at College Park, Md.,
WJAX WIOD WRUF.
Chicago-Ohio State at Chicago, lU.,
WHK WHKC WADC WSPD.

Facsimile!"
163

Games

on

Atlantic

A TOTAL of 163 football games
covering 21 complete schedules or
complete home schedules is included
in the Atlantic Refining Co. schedule for the autumn season, described by Joseph R. Rollins, advertising manager, as the most
ambitious football schedule ever
undertaken by a sponsor.
Besides the Atlantic Seaboard,
the slate includes Ohio State in the
Big Ten. The schedule includes a
number of NBC and CBS stations
^ not available last year when neti work policies kept them off the
Atlantic list. In all, 65 stations will
participate in the schedule and 21
announcers
will work the programs, each having at least one
; assistant. Thus some 60 men will
|i be required each week to provide
u the play-by-play accounts,
j. Last year Atlantic broadcast 112
games on 41 stations. The commercials this year will be brief and
, none will be announced during
1 actual play, Mr. Rollins says. The
I list of games and stations was an; nounced by N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
Philadelphia, as follows:
SEPT. 18
Clemson-Presbyterian at Clemson, N. C,
WFBC.
SEPT. 24
Teraple-V.M.I. at Philadelphia, WIP.
Citadel-Newberry at Charleston, S. C,
WFBC.
SEPT. 23
Holy Cross-St. Anselms at Worcester,
Mass.. WEEI WORC WDRC WPRO
WMAS.
Cornell-Penn
Ithaca, N.
WTAG
WTIC State
WJANat WFBL
WHKCY.,
WGR
WIBX
WNBF
WESG
WOKO
KYW
WOR.
Boston
College-Northeastern
at
Boston,
Mass., WBZ WBZA.
Pittsburgh,
Pa.,Pittsburgh-Ohio
WCAE WFBG Wesleyan
WTBO at
WLEU.
Richmond-Randolph-Macon
at
Richmond,
Va.. WRVA.
Virginia-Hampton-Sydney at Charlottesville, WRNL WCHV WLVA WBTM WGH
WDBJ WSVA.
Maryland-St.
WBAL
WJEJ. Johns at College Park, Md.,
Georgia-Oglethorpe
at Athens, Ga., WSB
WTOC WRDW.
Ohio
State-Texas
Christian
at Columbus,
Ohio. WHK WHKC WADC WSPD.
La.
State-Florida
at
Baton
Rouge. La.,
WJAX WIOD WRUF
OCT. 1 (Friday Night)
Temple-Mississippi at Philadelphia, Pa.,
WIP.
Page 18 • September

Refining Grid Schedule
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OCT. 16
OCT. 2
Holy WORC
Cross-Georgia
Worcester,
Holy Cross-Providence at Worcester. WEEI
WDRC atWPRO
WMAS.Mass.,
Mass..
WMAS. WEEI WORC WDRC WPRO
Carnegie-Notre Dame at Pittsburgh, Pa.,
WTAG WTIC WJAR WOR WCAU WHP
Cornell-Colgate at Ithaca. N. Y.. WTAG
WBRE WGBI WCBA WKOK WPG KDKA
WTIC WJAR WFBL WHKC WGR WIBX
WGY WHAM WBEN WFBG WLEU
WNBF WESG WOKO.
WBZ
WBZA WTBO.
Boston College-Kansas State at Boston,
Cornell-Syracuse
at Ithaca,
Mass., WBZ WBZA.
WFBL WSYR WHEC
WOR N.
WIBXY.
Carnegie-N.Y.U. at Pittsburgh, Pa., WNBF
WESG WOKO.
WOR KDKA.
Syracuse-Clarkson at Syracuse, N. Y.,
Fordham-Pitt at New York City, WCAE.
WGY WHAM WBEN WSYR.
F. & M.-Muhlenburg at Lancaster, Pa.,
Pennsylvania-Maryland at Philadelphia, WGAL WORK.
Pa., WCAU WHP WERE WGBI WCBA
Georgetown-Lafayette at Washington,
WBAL WPG WKOK WJEJ.
D. C, WEST.
W. Virginia-Pittsburgh at Morgantown,
Ursinus-Albright
at CoUegeville, Pa.,
W. Va., WCAE WFBG WLEU WTBO.
Fordham-F. & M. at New York City, WRAW.
Delaware-American
Univ. at Newark,
WGAL WORK.
WDEL.
Lafayette-Muhlenburg at Easton, Pa., Del.,
Richmond-V.M.I. at Richmond, Va.,
WEST.
WRVA.
Albright-Geneva at Reading, Pa.,
WRAW.
Villanova-Manhattan at Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Ursinus-Delaware at CoUegeville, Pa., KYW.
WDEL.
Virginia- Maryland at Charlottesville, Va.,
WBTM WSVA
WCHVWJEJ.
WDBJ WGH
Villanova-P. M. C. at Villanova, Pa., WBAL
WLVA WRNL
KYW.
Citadel-Furman at Charleston, S. C,
WFBC.
Washington
&
Lee-Richmond
at
Lexington. Va.. WBTM WCHV WDBJ WGH
WLVA WRNL WRVA WSVA
Georgia Tech-Duke at Atlanta, Ga.,
S. Carolina-Georgia at Columbia, S. C WBT
WDNC WSB WTOC WRDW.
WFBC WRDW WSB WTOC.
Florida-Sewanee at Gainesville, Fla.,
Ohio State-Purdue at Columbus, Ohio, WJAX
WIOD WRUF.
WHK WADC WHKC WSPD.
OCT. 21 (Thursday)
Davidson-Duke
at
Davidson,
N.
C,
WBT
WDNC.
Florida-Stetson at Gainesville, Fla., WFBC.
S.
Carolina-Clemson
at Columbia, S. C,
WJAX WIOD.
OCT. 8 (Friday Night)
OCT. 22 (Friday Night)
Philadelphia, Pa.,
at Philadelphia, Pa.,
WIPTemple-Florida
WJAX WRUF atWIOD.
WIPTemple-Carnegie
WWSW.
OCT. 9
OCT. 23
Holy Cross-Georgetown at Worcester,
Holy
Cross-W.
Mar^'land at Worchester.
Mass.,
WEEI
WORC
WDRC
WPRO
Mass..
WMAS.
WMAS. WEEI WORC WDRC WPRO
Pitt-Duquesne at Pittsburgh, Pa., WOR
WCAE WLEU WFBG WTBO.
Boston CoUege-U. of Detroit at Boston,
Svracuse-St. Lawrence at Syracuse, N. Mass., WBZ WTAG WTIC WJAR WBZA.
Y.. WGY WSYR WHAM WBEN.
Colgate-Duke at Hamilton, N. Y., WOR
WBFL WHRC WGR WIBX WNBF
Princeton-Cornell at Princeton. N. J., WESG
WOKO KDKA WRVA WBT
WESG WFBL WGR WHEC WIBX WNBF
WDNC.
WOKO.
Maryland-Syracuse at Baltimore, Md.,
Purdue-Carnegie at Lafayette, Ind., WGY
WSYR WHAM WBEN WBAL
KDKA.
F. & M.-Drexel at Lancaster, Pa., WJEJ.
Penn-Georgetown
at Philadelphia,
Pa..
WGAL WORK.
WCAU WHP WBRE
WGBI WCBA
Gettysburg-Lafayette at Gettysburg, Pa., WKOK.
WPG.
WEST.
Pitt-Wisconsin at Pittsburgh. Pa.,
C. C. N. Y.-Albright at New York City, WCAE
WFBG WTBO WLEU WOR.
WRAW.
F. & WORK.
M-P. M. C. at Lancaster, Pa.,
Rutgers-Delaware at New Brunswick,
WGAL
N. J., WDEL.
Villanova-Bucknell at Philadelphia, Pa.,
Duke-Tennessee
WRVA
WBT WDNC.at Durham, N. C, KYW.
N. Y. U. -Lafayette at New York, WEST.
Villanova-Auburn
at
Philadelphia,
Pa.,
Albright-Moravian at Reading, Pa.,
KYW.
WRAW.
V.M.I.-Davidson
at
Lexington,
Va.,
Delaware-Dickinson
at Newark, Del.,
WBTM WCHV WDBJ WGH WLVA
WDEL.
WRNL WSVA.
Virginia-V.
M. I.WDBJ
at Charlottesville,
Maryland-Maryland
at Baltimore, Va..
WBTM WCHV
WGH WLVA
Md.W. WBAL
WJEJ.
Furman-N. Car. State at Greenville, S. WRNL WSVA.
Furman-Presbyterian
at
Greenville,
S.
C, WFBC.
Georgia-Clemson
at Athens, Ga., WSB
C,Georgia-Mercer
WFBC.
WTOC
WRDW.
at Athens, Ga., WSB
Ohio State-S. California at Los Angeles, WTOC WRDW.
Cal. WADC WHK WHKC WSPD.
Ohio State-Northwestern at Columbus,
OCT. 12 (Columbus Day)
Ohio, WSP WADC WHK WHKC.
Miss. State-Florida at State College,
Boston
College-Temple
Boston,WTAG.
Mass.,
WBZ
WBZA
WIP WTIC atWJAR
Miss., WJAX WIOD WRUF.
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Holy Cross-Colgate
Mass.,
NOV. at6 Worcester,
.
WEEI WORC WDRC
WPRO
WMAS
WOR WFBL WHEC WGR WIBX WNBF
WESG WOKO.
W. Maryland-Boston College at Baltimore. Md., WBZ WTAG WBZA WBAL
WJEJ.
Penn,-Penn. State at Philadelphia, Pa.,
WTIC WJAR WCAU WHP WBRE
WGBI WCBA WKOK WPG.
Syracuse-Western Reserve at Syracuse,
N. Y., WGY WSYR WHAM WBEN.
Temple-Michigan State at Philadelphia,
Pa.. WIP.
Notre Dame-Pitt, at Notre Dame, Ind.,
WCAE WFBG WTBO WLEU.
Carnegie-Duquesne at Pittsburgh, Pa.,
KDKA.
Ursinus-F. & M., ColIegeviUe, Pa.,
WGAL WORK.
Lafayette-Rutgers at Easton, Pa.. WEST.
Albright-La Salle at Reading, Pa.,
WRAW.
Delaware-P. M. C. at Atlantic City,
N. J., WDEL.
Richmond-V. P. I. at Richmond, Va.,
WRVA.
Villanova - Marquette at Philadelphia,
Pa., KYW.
Washington
& Lee-Virginia
at Lexington, Va., WBTM
WCHV WDBJ
WGH
WLVA WRNL WRVA WSVA.
WFBC.
Furman-Bucknell at Greenville, S. C,
Duke-Wake Forrest at Durham, N. C,
WBT WDNC.
Florida-Georgia at Jacksonville, Fla.,
WSB WTOC WRDW WJAX WIOD
WRUF.
Ohio State-Indiana at Columbus, Ohio,
WADC WHK WHKC WSPD.
NOV. 11
Boston U.-Villanova at Boston, Mass.,
WIP.
TexasReconstruction),
Tech.-Duquesne
at (Western
Union
WWSW.
NOV. 13
Brown-Holv Cross at Providence. R. I.,
WDRC WEEI WMAS WORC WPRO.
Dartmouth-Cornell at Hanover, N. H.,
WBZ WBZA WTAG WTIC WJAR WFBL
WHEC WGR WIBX WNBF WESG
WOKO KYW.
Pitt.-Nebraska at Pittsburgh, Pa., WOR
WCAE WFBG WTBO WLEU WBAL
WJEJ.
Columbia-Syracuse at New York City,
WGY WSYR WHAM WBEN.
WIP.
Bucknell-Temple at Lewisburg, Pa.,
Pennsylvania-Michigan at Philadelphia,
Pa., WCAU
WKOK
WPG. WHP WBRE WGBI WCBA
Mich. State-Carnegie at E. Lansing,
Mich., KDKA.
F. & M. -Geneva at Lancaster, Pa.,
WGAL WORK.
Lafayette-W. & J. at Easton, Pa.,
WEST.
Albright-Lebanon Valley at Reading,
Pa.,
WRAW.
Drexel-Delaware
at Philadelphia, Pa.,
WDEL.
Duke-N.
Carolina
WRVA WBT WDNC. at Durham, N. C,
Virginia-V.
at Charlottesville,
Va.,
WRNL
WCHVP. I.WLVA
WBTM WGH
WDBJ WSVA.
S. Carolina-Furman at Columbia, S. C,
WFBC.
Georgia-Tulane at Athens, Ga., WSB
WTOC WRDW.
.
Florida-Clemson at Gainesville, Fla., I
WJAX, WICD, WRUF.
I
Ohio State-Illinois at Colimibus, Ohio,!
WHK WHEC WADC WSPD.
I
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Stage Hollywood
Programs
Development of Film Colony Emanations Causing

Morgan MORGAN,
to M-G-Mfor the
BREWSTER
past year a CBS New York producer, has been signed by MetroGoldwyn-Mayer Studios, as an associate producer and is scheduled
to report to his new Hollywood
assignment the first week in October. Morgan in July was sent to
Hollywood to direct the recent
CBS
cycle
and the
i-eturnedShakespearean
to New York to
present
final of the series, Twelfth Night,
from that city Aug. 30. He was
radio director of N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., New York, before joining
CBS and produced several of the
agency's
network
considerable
noteshows.
as He
thegained
first
American Rhodes scholar to direct
Shakespeare at the Oxford Theater, England, and also has had
experience
in legitimate productions on Broadway.

Grabhorn

Named

to Head

KEHE ; Juneau Directing
Hearst West Coast Plant
FORD BILLINGS, director of
Hearst Radio
Inc. activities on
the West Coast,
on Aug. nounced8 the anap-

Shortage of Facilities ; New Studios Planned
CONCERN is being shown by Hollywood. They are Joe Penner
(Cocomalt) ; Jeannette MacDonald
Pacific Coast network executives
(Vicks), and Silver Theatre
over the problem of insuflficient
pointment of
(Rogers Bros.). Both the Campbell
facilities to handle the heavy
Murray horn,
B. formerly
Grabschedule of sponsored programs to Soup Co. shows, Hollywood Hotel
emanate from Hollywood this fall. and Ke7i Murray-Oswald, are
vice-president of Mr. Grabhorn
scheduled to continue. Likewise
John Blair & Co.,
Late summer finds every department being tuned up for the criti- Hal Kemp orchestra for Chesterstation representatives, as manafield cigarettes. Phil Baker, under
cal period. Problem is not actually
ger of KEHE, Los Angeles. The
how to handle the various network
sponsorship of Gulf Corp. is scheappointment,
Sept. 1, had
alduled to bring his aggregation to
shows, but where to place them for
lows Billings, effective
who temporarily
Hollywood, and Kate Smith will
origination.
filled the KEHE managership in
NBC executives, with more than
also be heard from that city. Sevaddition to his other duties, to deeral new strictly Pacific Coast
a score transcontinental and Pacific
vote his full time to managing the
shows are also on the CBS fall
Coast shows to originate from
California
Radio System and dischedule.
Hollywood, are shopping in earnest
activities.recting Hearst Radio's West Coast
The rush of NBC Hollywood
for theatres to house programs
emanations got under way Aug. 15 sometime and according to inforcalling for audiences. The network
At the same time Clarence Jumation, papers have been signed
has leased Sound Stage 3 at with nine broadcasts, both transneau, for more than a year assistWarner Bros. Studios on Sunset
continentals and Pacific Coast, and details are now being worked
ant manager of KEHE, was adBlvd., and is spending several
out.
vanced to a new post, that of gengiving the test
network's
Don E. Oilman, NBC western dieral superintendent of plant and
thousand dollars remodeling it into preliminary
of what facilities
is in storea
vision
vice-president,
refused
to
operations of Hearst Radio on the
a broadcast theater. Work is being for fall. The Aug. 15 schedule in- confirm details of the reported
West Angeles.
Coast, with headquarters in
cluded The Magic Key of RCA;
rushed to have it completed by
transaction
although
he
did
admit
Los
Sept. 7 for the new fall Packard
that
the
location
was
among
seveChase
&
Sanborn
Hour;
One
Man's
Hour, which is to emanate from
Grabhorn is a native CaliforFamily (Tender Leaf Tea);
sites negotiating
under consideration.
who had been affiliated with
there. The Tyrone Power broadare ralstill
for that "We
and nian,
Werner
Janssen
(Fleischmann's
several
stations there including
cast, which starts Oct. 3, under
Yeast) ; Our Neighbors With Jerry
KHJ,
Los
and KFRC, San
other
Hollywood
properties,"
he
sponsorship of John H. Woodbury
Belcher; two Walter Winchell
said. "We have not closed any deal Francisco. Angeles,
In both places he held
Co., and Standard Symphony spon(Jergens) and two Welch Presents
the position of sales manager. He
sored by Standard Oil Co., when
any site
properties."
is only a few blocks
Irene Rich (grape juice), broad- forThe
recently resigned the vice-presioriginating from Hollywood are casts.
from
the
new
CBS
studio
execuBlair & Co., in
slated for the new theatre.
tive building now being erected at charge dencyofof John
Other programs on the weekly
its New York office.
a
cost
of
approximately
$2,000,000
schedule
include
Bums
&
Allen
Building Big Stage
KEHE's new manager spent the
on Sunset Blvd. and El Centro
(Grapenuts) ; Amos 'n' Andy (Pep- Ave. Announcement on the part of last two weeks in August in New
Alterations to the sound stage sodent)
Lum & Abner (Hor- NBC as to its future plans centers
York and was to arrive in Los Aninclude construction of a stage lick's) ; ;Jimmy
geles with his family Aug. 30 to
Fidler (Procter & around disposal of its present
capable of handling a cast of ap- Gamble) ; Kraft Music Hall (Kraft
take active charge of KEHE.
proximately 1000 persons, installa- cheese) and Maxwell House Shmvheadquarters. Negotiations between Don Lee Broadcasting Systion of a control room and seating
boat (coffee). The Jack Benny
tem and NBC for the former to
equipment for 400 persons. When
(Jello) and Marion Tally (Ry- take over the Melrose Ave. propDevoe Spot Plans
completed NBC will have seven
Krisp) broadcasts are among those
erty have been under way for some
DEVOE & RAYNOLDS Co. Inc.,
studios, including four audience
to be resumed this month. Then
weeks and appear to be nearing
theatres, but this will not be there will be Rudy Vallee (Royal),
(paint), for its subsidi[Broadcasting, July New York
enough to accommodate, as many
the new Lanny Ross (Packard) ; crystallation
aries, Peaslee-Gaulbert Co., Louis1].
shows have repeat broadcasts.
Tyrone Power (Woodbury) and
ville, (P-G &Paint)
WadsworthDon Lee Expansion
Howland
Co., and
Maiden
Mass.
NBC also rents three times weekly Baker's (Stan. Brands) broadcasts.
from Warner Bros, the 400 seat Practically all of these programs
(Bay
State
Paint),
will
use
45
Lewis Allen Weiss, general mantions in its fall spot campaign. staFor
KFWB studio-theater which is have a repeat broadcast. Olsen &
ager of the Don Lee network, Los Wadsworth-Howland, the campaign
said to be mechanically perfect. Johnson (Richfield oil) ; Thrills, Angeles, on Aug. 4 made a formal
This house was formerly used also
(Union oil) ; Gilmore Circus (Gil- offer to NBC to purchase the equip- begins
Sept.
6, using
five-minute WBS
discs,
to be 13
aired
twice
by CBS for rehearsals. Gus more oil) and at least a half-dozen
ment and lease. It is understood
weekly.
The
stations
are
WEEI,
other
shows
for
Pacific
Coast
rethat
the
offer
was
favorably
reEdward's School Days of the Air,
WCSH, WGY, WJAR, WSYR,
lease only are also scheduled.
sponsored by Los Angeles Soap
ceived by Mr. Oilman who for- WNBF, WFEA, WSB, WJAX,
Co., on the CBS-Pacific network
warded
it
to
NBC
New
York
exeand WFLA-WSUN. For PeasleeNBC May Speed Plans
cutives for final consideration. Deal
emanates from KFWB's studioGaulbert, the schedule calls for 13
theatre.
provides for the taking over of one-minute
Faced with such a heavy schedWBS discs, three times
ule, it is generally believed on the NBC's lease which has SV2 years
CBS which owns the Radio Playweek, beginning Sept. 13, on
house on Vine Street, leases the West Coast that NBC will speed to run and an additional option of aWMAZ,
WEOA, WFBM, WSFA,
five years more. Sale figure was
Music Box Theatre on Hollywood
up the long-waited announcement
WGPC, WSM, WJSV, WRVA,
Blvd., the Wilshire-Ebell Theatre on its Hollywood expansion plans. not revealed.
WPTF, WBT, WSAZ, WCHS,
Don Lee network, with a heavy
on Wilshire Blvd., and Hollywood
With NBC leasing the Warner
WHAS, WFBC, WIS, WSB,
production
program
servicing
its
Bros,
sound
stage
for
a
broadcast
WTOC, WFLA-WSUN, WQAM,
Women's Club on Hollywood Blvd., studio, talk is being circulated
rapidly
growing
affiliated
group
is also looking for additional audiWALA, WMC, WJAX,
and the Mutual Broadcasting Sys- WAPI,
ence accommodations as the heavy that a deal is on between the two
WNOX, WJDX, WFOR, KTHS,
tem,
of
which
it
is
the
Pacific
fall deluge will tax the facilities for the network to acquire a parKELD, WWL, KWKH, WFAA,
Coast outlet, is faced with the neof the four houses to capacity.
KPRC, WOAI, KRLH and KRGV.
cel of the motion picture company's
cessity
of
expanding
physical
propCBS will be forced again to use property on Sunset Blvd. and erect
Agency is J. Stirling Getchell Inc.,
erties
immediately.
The
NBC
HollyNew York.
the Figueroa Playhouse in down- new headquarters. Although denied
wood
quarters
are
considered
adetown Los Angeles, but with a by NBC, it is also reliably reported
quate to meet the needs. Don
Hollywood sign-off. The Al Pearce that the network will purchase an
Lee network will strengthen its
program, Watch the Fun Go By, entire city block in the heart of hold on the Pacific Coast audience
Prof. Quiz for Nash
sponsored by Ford Motor Co., is Holly\vood and erect studios and
early this month with a chain of NASH MOTORS Division of Nashscheduled to emanate from there executive offices adequate to supply
22 stations stretching from Seat- Kelvinator will assume sponsorship
the demands.
Sept. 7.
tle to San Diego. Eleven new affi- of Kelvinator's Professor Quiz
Land involved in the transaction
With 13 transcontinentals now
liates will be added to the present
is owned by Paramount Pictures
chain of 11 stations. This will program on CBS, starting Sept. 4,
originating from Hollywood, CBS
Saturdays, 9-9:30 p. m. The proInc., and is bounded by Sunset
will have Al Jolson (Rinso-Lifemake the Don Lee-Mutual network
was originated by John
buoy) back on Sept. 7; Lux Radio Blvd., Selma Ave., Vine St. and Ar- top rank in station affiliations in Heiney gram
of the Washington Post,
Theatre (Lux), Sept. 12; Eddie gyle Ave. It is understood that the California, Washington, Oregon.
Mr. Weiss would not disclose the and formerly with KSO, Des
Cantor (Texaco), Sept. 18; Jack property is actually being purOakie Camel Caravan (Camel
chased by the Times Mirror Co., a call letters or ownership of the Moines. Bob Trout replaces Arthur
Godfrey as announcer of the procigarettes), Sept. 28, with this corporation publishing the Los An- new affiliates, stating that anshow resuming a full hour. On Oct.
nouncement would be made shortly
geles Times. Report is that NBC
gram, placed by Geyer, Cornell &
3 CBS swings into high gear with will take over the site from that and explained that several details
Newell Inc., Nash - Kelvinator
agency.
three new shows origin<tting from concern. Deal has been pending for are yet to be worked out.
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market

liappy landings are the rule

SCO

HC\

for advertisers

on KGO.

This popular

tion, serving a population
per capita than

any other

flies a straight course

which
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area in the country,
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A Pacific Coast Blue Network
r

NBC
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by NBC

A

Music

Why

Formula:

Lucky

Sherwood
A

SOCK

FROM

SALSINGER

Strike

Veteran Detroit News Sports Editor Offers Candid
Programs Succeed
—
Comment on Baseball Game Broadcasts
wrote the story of the ball game
Simplicity and Elimination of A BITING attack on the commercials used during the baseball
Doodads Basis of Formula
during two consecutive days "in
the radio manner". A mythical
broadcasts sponsored by General
George Washington Hill,
strength-giving product, Grippo,
Mills
and
Socony-Vacuum
Oil
Co.
President of American Toappeared in the Detroit News in was the main subject matter of the
bacco Co., and his "Lucky
mid-August in the columns of its reports, and the actual relating of
what happened at the game was
strike" shows have already
sports editor, H. G. Salsinger. One much
subordinated to discussions
ranked tops among radio sponof the outstanding baseball writers
sors and his recently inauguof the virtue of "Grippo", along
in the country and former presi- with
player testimonials for it. The
rated Wednesday Night "Hit
dent of the Baseball Writers Asso- heading
of the article was typical
Parade" series on NBC has
ciation,
Salsinger
has
himself
frebeen hailed as outstanding in
of the spirit in which it was writquently been invited to broadcast
the history of radio presentafor sponsors and otherwise but has
Who Won The Game?
tions. Here Harry Salter, dialways scorned the microphone.
rector of the show, sets forth
Grippo Always Wins
He rapped sharply what he Tigers Lead
— Hurray for Grippo!
a musician's interpretations of
called
"advertising
tripe"
and
verBrowns
Come From Behind —
ten—
Hill's
credos
for
a
musical
bal
mush"
which
intersperses
playHurray
for Grippo!
broadcast.
by-play reports of Detroit Tiger
The
Tiger
ball
games this year
ball games. The attack was the
By HARRY SALTER
are being co-sponsored by General
more interesting because the News
When I first received my con- owns WWJ, one of the two Detroit
Mills on behalf of "Wheaties" and
tract to conduct the orchestra on stations broadcasting games under by
the White Star division of Sothe Hit Parade programs, I was
cony-Vacuum Oil Co. Salsinger
General Mills sponsorship.
complimented
White Star for its
surprised by being given, in addiIn
addition
to
his
caustic
retion, a formula.
share of the sponsorship. He said:
marks in his column, Mr. Salsinger
The formula was a detailed out"In recent years the baseball
broadcasts from Navin Field were
line for musical presentation. Now
ical
mustache.
Listeners
are
not
my surprise was that of a doctor
sponsored
by White of
Star.
socalled
commercials
theThe
White
to whom a patient had arrived
concerned
withtune
musician's
tricks. Its the
to which fancy
they Star people were intelligent and
with a complete file of prescripdance and sing.
tion for his own treatment. Even
dignified. As a result of their
method of broadcasting they helped
Use Only the Chorus — Ask yourgreater was my surprise when, afself or any of your friends to hum
ter a little thought, I found that
baseball and helped themselves
the
verse of any of a dozen song also, for their style won friends
the
patient's
formula
was
so
simple
hits.
and fundamental in its approach
for the sponsors and also won custhat all doctors would do well to
tomers.
Soften the Coda — The word
look to it for guidance.
Rattlesnake Oil
"coda" is from the Latin "cauda"
The success of this formula is which means tail. That's exactly
best evidenced in the fact that the what it is — the tail of a musical
"This year White Star had to
share the broadcasts with the
composition. Now radio audiences
Hit Parade is tops for orchestras
want
a
short
stubby
tail
like
a
breakfast
food outfit, and as a rein as critical a survey as the
the radio reports of Navin
Crossley rating. The best comment
Scottie's on their music, not the Field sult
games have sunk to the level
I can make on the formula devised
long, twisting, flourishing caudal
appendage of the monkey. Fifty of country fair midways and mediby sponsor George Washington
years ago, Viennese composers
Hill is to set it down briefly.
In cine
another
wrote codas that went on and on,
shows." part of his column,
Straight to the Point
but these long-winded musical
Salsinger
remarked of "the breakThe first instruction is to get to farewells tend to bore even the
fast food outfit" that "the plugs
they
demand
are more frequent,
most
hospitable
listener
today.
your point quickly by eliminating
prolonged and bizarre than the
introductions. Musicians have been
Too Much Disguise
using these before going into their
plugs of a wagon show barker extolling the virtues of rattlesnake
Until the merits of the pioneeractual musical subject without
ing activities of the Hit Parade
questioning whether or not the inThe writer criticized the Ameritroduction added anything to a proved themselves, complicated
can League for not exercising
performances of popular music
musical performance.
greater control over the situation.
Most musical introductions are were heard widely on the networks.
Half of the time it was difficult to "This year," said Salsinger, "the
not necessary to radio. In recordAmerican League introduced a new
ing for the phonograph where the tell whether Brahms or Berlin was
official with the title of radio cobeing played.
turntable must revolve several
ordinator. The radio coordinator's
times to allow the needle to adjust
"Alabamy Bound" sounded like a
duty, as we understand it, is
properly into the groove of a Handel oratio. "Dinah" assumed a chief
to
censor
the
commercials of the
record, introductions are used to musical dress which might have
oil."
sponsors of baseball broadcasts
fill this probable loss. They are been designed by Debussy instead
and see that they are kept within
of one of our jazz couturiers.
also a sort of musical trailer which
dignified limits, but strangely
prepares the listener for the real "Frankie and Johnnie" pranced
out of the loudspeaker trying to enough the baseball broadcasts this
subject which follows.
year have passed all limits. They
In radio however, the "get look like "Samson and Delilah."
were never before as bizarre and
A
rare
exception
was
Guy
Lomready" opening bars are not need- bardo who has consistently been blatant, and as stupid, as they
ed. As a matter of fact, I have
learned that the radio audience of- unaffected by fads. He stood fast have been this season."
Officials at WWJ had nothing to
ten actively resents this musical
by his tunes
keynotepresented
of "accentin ona truth"
meandering.
dance
simple comment on the appearance of the
Shorten the Modulations — For melodic manner which is faithful article. They said there is no censorship of editorial department
to the original. His unflagging poppractical purposes a modulation
ularity is further evidence that work at the News, and that they
may be defined as a bridge to get
had no control over the situation.
from one chorus to another. Very tuner-inners want their music down
They added that they knew nothoften arrangers forget that a to earth.
ing of the article until they saw
The composer after all has some
bridge should be the shortest disit
in print.
tance between two points ; and they rights in the melody he has writSalsinger said that in recent
take a musical walk so long that
ten. Mr. Hill's formula is a Bill of
weeks both Ty Tyson of WWJ and
Rights for the song scrivener.
the audience no longer cares
Harry Heilmann of WXYZ have
If he has written a melody which
whether
or not. they get to the other side the public enjoys and hums and been censured for not "ad libbing"
dances to, what right has an or- enough commercials during slack
Stress the Melody — Too many
chestra leader so to distort that it moments of the game. Said Salmusicians play for each other insinger:
stead of their audience and adorn is sometimes difficult to recognize
it.
their performances with musical
"The Messrs. Tyson and Heilmann believed they were giving
furbelows that all but disguise the
To sum up, the Hit Parade sponthe
radio audience a pain in the
sor simply asks us to reduce things
melody of the song they are playneck as it was and were heartily
to their least common denominaing. The public doesn't appreciate
tor, to treat the song hits simply, ashamed of themselves, but not so
the arranger's skill when it cannot effectively
and without lost motion. the sponsors. Why, they even disrecognize the song behind its musPage 22
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Heads KCMO

APPOINTMENT
of Larry
wood, Sherformer
public events and
public relations
director
of
K M B C, Kansas
City, as manager
of KCMO, Kansas City, nounced
was Aug.an18
Sherwood
by Lester E. Cox,
executive head of the station. He
succeeds A. F. Schliecker. Mr.
Sherwood started in radio a dozen
years ago and is a graduate of the
Shenandoah Conservatory and the
University
of Kansas.
He is circles
prominent in music
and dramatic
of Kansas City and has worked in
practically
dio business.every branch of the raLook Tests Radio
LOOK Inc., Des Moines (picture
magazine),
has placed
its Chicago,
account
with
Schwimmer
& Scott,
and has started a late evening test
campaign on 10 stations with other
stations to be added later. On Aug.
16 a full hour of recorded music
six times weekly was begun on
WTMJ, Milwaukee, and WGAR,
Cleveland. Look is using the 11
p. m.-midnight period on WTMJ
and the 11:15 p. m.-12:15 a. m.
hour-on WGAR. A similar program was begun on KRNT, Des
Moines, Aug. 20. In addition to
these three studio programs, minute transcriptions were started
Aug. 23 on KFI, WCAU, WJR,
KSO, KWK and WNAC. The transcriptions, dramatized commercials,
are broadcast nightly between
10:30 p. m. and midnight and give
details of a contest which Look is
running.
Ting Tests in Chicago
PHARMA-CRAFT Corp., Louisstartedville,a (Ting
testathlete's
programfoot
on remedy)
WMAQ,
Chicago,
Aug.
18,
with
the
possibility that other stations will
be
used if the program is successful.
Quarter-hour sports featuring
Norman Ross every Wednesday at
9:45 p. m. are being used on
WMAQ.
& Rubicam Inc.,
New York,Young
is agency.
covered that one of the Navin
Field broadcasters had allowed a
15-second pause and this was unthinkable; he should have taken up
the 15 seconds with some re-hashed
slush about the breakfast food. So,
at least, they told him.
"For the present medicine show
type of baseball broadcasts you
should, least of all, blame the
Messrs. Tyson and Heilmann.
"You should not blame White
Star, who,
an to
economic
demand, werethrough
compelled
admit the
breakfast food outfit as co-sponsors.
"You should not blame the Detroit baseball club, who are as sick
of the sour business as you are.
"If any blame is to be attached
it should go to the American
League office that leaves the balderdash apparently uncensored and
unbridled.
"We wonder what the late Byron Bancroft Johnson would say
on hearing the current honky-tonkish air reports of ball games in
the league that he founded and
promoted to a point where baseball appealed to decent and intelligent citizens !"
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Here's a message of real interest for National Advertisers. Statistics show that 62 National Advertisers used WTIC for spot radio
programs during the first quarter of 1937, giving WTIC sixth place
in America. Statistics also show that these National Advertisers
secured an average of 149% more coverage in the Hartford market
than those using the second station. No wonder sales minded
advertisers are placing more and more programs with WTIC.

24% more families own radios in the Hartford market than in the
country at large. Equally important, Government figures show
that the WTIC market of Connecticut, western New York, eastern
Massachusetts, Vermont and New Hampshire has 15% more
spendable income, 23% more retail sales, and 50% more food
sales
per capita
than the the
national
That's
advertisers
are cultivating
close average.
to 4,000,000
rich why
and smart
easily
reached prospects in WTIC's primary and secondary coverage areas.

Write today for our new 32 page brochure giving full details on the
Ross Federal Survey and facts about the WTIC billion dollar market

50,000
WTIC
THE TRAVELERS BROADCASTING

HARTFORD,
SERVICE CORP.

Paul W. Morency, General Manager

I

CONN.

Member NBC Red Network and Yankee Network
James F. Clancy, Business Manager

National Representatives: Weed & Co.
DETROIT

CHICAGO
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Congress
But

Used

Ignored
Some

Radio

Harsh

Bills

Words

Resting in the Pigeonholes;
Await January Unless Congress Meets Earlier
RADIO took severe verbal lash- might be absorbed by the Comings during the first session of the
from the admerce Department standpoint,
ministrative
with the
75th Congress which adjourned
on
Commissi
itself
to
serve as a
sine die Aug. 21, but no legislation affecting it seriously was
quasi-judicial body; the Celler Bill
enacted.
to set up a government-owned and
In all some 50 bills and resolu- operated shortwave station; legistions affecting radio were introlation
to restrict
theght
acof musical
tivitiesdesigned
copyri
duced during the eight-month session, the most significant dealing
primargroups, such as ASCAP,
ily through elimination of the $250
with investigations of various aspects of radio regulation, primarminimum for instatutorynocentdamage
infringement, and a host of
ily FCC activity and purported
e
restrictiv
measures
dealing with
monopolistic tendencies in broadcasting.
tising.
particular aspects of radio adverCongress
wound
up with
a garriThe only hearings involving any
son finish on
radio.
Several
bills
and resolutions were dumped in- aspect of radio during the session
were in connection with the Trade
to the hopper during the waning
Commission Bill and, during the
days of the session. Congressional oratory on the subject reached
very last
week, with
the qualifications of Frank
R. McNinch
and
a new all-time peak as the FCC,
Comdr.
Craven
for
the
FCC.
the industry, and even personalities in it were subjected to a brand
Copyright legislation didn t get
of tongue-lashing never before ex- to first base, although seven bills
on
the subject are pending. The
perienced. The growing importance
Senate Patents Committee planned
of broadcasting in the national
sphere was reflected in this poli- to hold hearings on three of the
tical deluge.
bills in the hope of getting legislation through but never got
Demand for Inquiry
around to the setting of the actual
dates. At the last session of ConAs a matter of fact, practically
the last official act of the Senate
gress, action on a bill designed to
restrict copyright groups was
prior to its sine die adjournment
was to confirm Comdr. T. A. M. practically filibustered in the
Craven, chief engineer of the FCC,
House Committee by the House after the Senate had taken favorable
as a member of that agency. His
confirmation was used as a vehicle action.
Newspaper Ownership
for a new airing of broadcasting,
particularly with reference to deA measure which stirred up _ a
mand for a thorough-going factbut never got to Commitfinding study of the existing law rumpus
tee hearings was the Wearin Bill,
and its administration.
introduced by Rep. Wearin CDAll bills now on the legislative
calendar in both the House and Iowa), to force complete divorcement of newspapers or other pubSenate retain their places. The
organizations from radio
next session, to convene Jan. 3, stations. lishing
the Senate, Chairman
will be the second session of the Wheeler In
of the Interstate Com75th Congress and will pick up
merce Committee also fostered
where the old session stopped.
such a plan but never got around
There is, of course, a strong pos- to introduction of his bill.
sibility that a special session will
A measure which won spontanbe called by President Roosevelt
eous industry support but likein November which would mean an
wise did not receive committee recearlier start on the calendar bills.
ognition, was that of Rep. AnderAn investigation along the lines
(D-Mo.) for mandatory fiveof the White resolution appears to year son
licenses
for broadcasting
be in the ofiing. The Senate Intertions. With licenses
now issued stafor
state & Foreign Commerce Coma
term
of
only
six
months,
almittee, just before the close of the
though forthe alawmaximum
permits their
execution
of three
session, reported favorably this
far-reaching resolution. A $25,000 years, this short-term authorization
appropriation for hiring of counsel
has been a chief source of comand payment of current expenses
plaint from the broadcasting inwas blocked, however, when the dustry.
Committee on Audit and Control
A half-dozen bills dealing with
failed to act. Final debate in the food and drug legislation were inSenate in connection with the
troduced and even though the SenWhite Resolution indicated a geneate passed the Copeland bill for
ral disposition to launch the in- the second successive year, the
quiry at the next session.
House could not agree to a comBesides the unprecedented volume
promise after rewriting it several
of resolutions and bills for inves- times. As the session ended, a subcom it e of the House Interstate
tigations, there were a number of
other legislative measures affect& Foreign Commerce Committee
ing radio which failed of enact- reported out a bill bearing the
ment. These included the Copeland
Copeland Senate number but tofood, drug and cosmetics bill which
tally rewritten in content.
now has been before five sessions
Ripped from it were all of the
advertising jurisdictional provisions
of Congress without enactment;
the so-called Lea-Wheeler bill to which were incorporated in a progive the Federal Trade Commisposed new Trade Commission Bill.
The chief source of conflict between
sion broad regulatory powers over
merchandising and advertising of House and Senate on this legislaproducts including foods, drugs and
tion practically from the start has
cosmetics; the Presidential proposbeen the Senate's insistence for
al for reorganization of indepen- jurisdiction over advei'tising provident offices under which the FCC
sions and regulation by the DeOver
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John Henry Elected
JOHN M. HENRY, general manager of KFAB, KFOR and KOIL,
has been elected president of the
Nebraska Broadcasters Association, succeeding
John J. Gill in, >|
Jr., it was
nounced Aug. an16.
The organization
held its annual
meeting last
month at Grand
Island. Clark
Standiford,
KGFW, Kearney,
Mr. Henry
was elected
president
and viceArt Thomas,
WJAG,
Norfolk, was reelected secretarytreasurer. Directors elected were
Frank Manchester, WAAW, Omaha, and L. L. Hilliard, KGKY,
Scottsbluff. Mr. Gillin was designated as the Nebraska representative on the NAB national committee of 48.
partment of Agriculture whereas
the House has held out for the
Trade Commission.
Bills relating to advertising of
liquor,ucts and
testimonial,
foreign
prodthe like were
introduced
in both Senate and House during
the session without getting out of
Committee. There were four measures on liquor advertising, one on
testimonials, and one on foreign
products.
The Boylan bill, proposing a wattage tax on broadcasting stations,
precipitated a furor upon its introduction and now reposes in a pigeonhole in the Ways & Means Committee. Other bills directly or indirectly affecting radio had to do
with education, broadcasting of
Congressional proceedings, alien
artists, creation of a department of
arts, licensing of corporations in
commerce, anti-trust laws, setting
up of an administrative court, and
authorization of licenses to ship
radio operators.
Last-Minute Rush
Until the week Congress adjourned, there were only three resolutions dealing with investigations. The two in the House were
those introduced by the late Rep.
Connery (D-Tex.) dealing essentially with the same subject. The
first called for a thorough-going
investigation of the FCC and of
purported radio monopolies. The
second was introduced as a revision
of the first and dealt lightly with
the FCC, putting the greater emphasis on the monopolistic angles.
In the Senate, Senator Borah (RIdaho), introduced a resolution
seeking detailed information from
the FCC in connection with the socalled Oslo radio telegraph circuit
authorized by the FCC, which precipitated considerable controversy.
On Aug. 13, Rep. McFarlane (DTex.), who developed into a vigorous investigation proponent during
the session, introduced a four-page
resolution (H-Res.-313) to investigate "radio monopolies." He proposed designation of a select committee of seven members to inquire
into and investigate charges of
monopoly against CBS, NBC, Mutual and others and also to delve
into motion picture and newspaper
ownership of stations.
On Aug. 18, Rep. Wigglesworth
(R-Mass.) colleague of the late
Mr. Connery and a strong proponent of his resolution, introduced his
own proposal (H-Res.-321) dealing
with radio, asking that the FCC
be required to furnish full inforBROADCASTING

mation as to the name of any of
its employes who may have stock
ownership or other affiliation with
any organization in any way subject to FCC regulation.
Also having reverberations during the concluding
was the retention of WLW, days
Cincinnati,
of
Charles
Michelson,
publicity
director of the Democratic National
Committee
as public
consultant for the
Crosleyrelations
Radio Corp.
Rep. Fish (R-N. Y.) spoke in the |
House on this on Aug. 17, after
Reps. McFarlane and Wigglesworth
had dwelt on it at some length during earlier sessions.
The last radio resolution to be
thrown into the hopper, (H-Res.342), was that of Rep. Bacon (RN. Y.), who on the closing day on
Aug. 21 proposed appointment of
a committee of seven members of
the Houselegationstoand charges
investigate
althat "the
a lobby
and influences inimical to the public interest and impartial administration of the FCC exists in radio broadcasting." The resolution
cited a "vicious and arrogant lobby" which the Congressman said
"influences the radio industry and
attempts
to control
the FCC."
Mentioned
specifically
by the
Congressman was Broadcasting
Magazine. He asked that the Commitee be authorized to investigate
its editors and publishers and employes. He said the
been represented
as magazine
the channel"hasof
communication of the 1 o b b y's
The commotion precipitated by
Congressional discussion of the
FCC and of the industry led to
other repercussions. Senator
views."
Wheeler charged at the closing
session that radio had become a
"political football." The Republican
National Committee in its adjournment statement said through John
Hamilton, its chairman :
"Rumblings of corruption in the
Federal Communications Commismission had been consistently disregarded by the New Deal. The
Republican Party, through Senator White of Maine, kept pounding
away, however, and finally forced
the Democratic-controlled Senate i'
Interstate Commerce Committee to
approve an investigation of the en- tire radio situation."
Wisconsin Stations Start
New Cooperative Hookup
WITH Siems Bros. Inc., St. Paul
(Malt-O-Wheat) , as first sponsor
of a daily 8 o'clock morning period
starting Sept. 1, a new hookup of
Wisconsin stations was projected
as a cooperative venture last
month by WHBY, Green Bay;
KFIZ, Fond du Lac, and WIBU,
Poynette. Starting Sept. 1, network programs will originate in
those communities and in their remote studios in Beaver Dam, Portage and Madison. Both sponsored
and sustaining programs will be
exchanged over the new regional
network, to be known as the Wisconsin Broadcasting System.
It is hoped to extend the network
northward from Green Bay to
Wausau, Eau Claire and Minneapolis and southward from Poywaukee.nette to Janesville, Racine and MilThe organization meeting was
held Aug. 11 and it was decided
there will be no officers but rather ■
a directing body comprising Father
James A. Wagner, manager of
WHBY; Emory Martin, manager
of KFIZ, and William Forrest,
manager of WIBU.
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New

Tower

Line

Offered by Lingo
Tubular Radiators Covered by
Five-Year Insurance Policy
CLAIMING entirely new standards
of cost, performance, safety and insui-ance John E. Lingo & Son Inc.,
of Camden, N. J., announces a
new line of vertical radiators. This
company recently erected three
new type radiators at WTAR, Norfolk, and one at WRTD, Richmond. A radiator is now being
erected at CFAC, Calgary, Alta,
which was purchased in price competition with Canadian fabricated
structures not handicapped by
heavy import duties.
Lingo also built and erected the
four vertical radiators in use by
KYW, Philadelphia, the U. H. F.
turnstile antenna atop the Medical Center Bldg., in New York, —
the first commercial model of this
type of radiator — and numerous
tip-of-tower tubular elements for
the guyed, cantilever towers in use
bv WLW, WSM, WABC, WCAU,
WNAC-WAAB, and others.
It is claimed that the radiators
have been thoroughly engineered
from both the mechanical and radio standpoint. Lingo has been
making and erecting vertical structures since 1897, and as a part of
the purchase price of its radiators
provides a five-year insurance policy covering failures regardless of
cause.
High Efficiency Claimed
While tubular steel, guyed radiators are not wholly new in the
radio industry, Lingo claims that
its present offerings are the first
to utilize properly engineered section-joints. All shop joints of the
new product are die-drawn and
heat fitted, while all field joints
are of the swaged type. Joints are
covered by basic issued patents.
It is stated that the arrangement, disposition, and insulation of
supporting guys, together with the
inherent uniform cross-section of
the vertical tube, provides the sinusoidal current distribution of the
classical vertical wire.
Godley & Brown, consulting engineers of Montclair, N. J., were
retained in connection with the radio engineering problems involved
in the production and application
of this new type of radiating structure. The firm has completed studies covering guying and insulation
problems, sectionalizing problems,
and performance characteristics.
Maximum heights shown in the
present announcements go to 600
feet. It is said that greater heights
are wholly practicable, and that
the firm is now in a position to
provide electrical heights up to 190
degrees at any frequency within
the broadcast band.
Heights of this order in tubular
structures are understood to be
new, made possible by "boom"
type of construction and fabrication methods.
CHARLES FREDERICK LINDSLET, University of Southern California professor, is writer of the Don
Lee network new quarter-hour Sunday
program, Sands of Time, which emanates from KHJ, Los Angeles. He is
also narrator of Calling All Cars,
weekly half-hour program sponsored
overthat network by Rio Grande Oil
Co.
LOUIS K. SIDNEY, managing director of WHN, New York, has returned from a trip to Cape Vincent,
N. Y., where he caught the largest
bass of the season.
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FAN

MAIL RENTING
OPPOSED BY NAB
A WARNING to broadcast stations
against
the sale
or "renting"
fan
letters
or mailing
lists of
of
names of radio fans was sounded
in August by James W. Baldwin,
NAB managing director.
Alluding to solicitations currently being made for mailing lists of
this character, Mr. Baldwin said
the results of station participation
might be injurious to the industry.
A recent solicitation, he pointed
out, was for more than a million
juvenile names "of the type who
respond to broadcasts appealing to
the 10 and 15-year-old group." An
offer of some $2.50 per thousand
was made by the company.
"Once released," Mr. Baldwin
declared,
control the"the
use broadcaster
made of suchcannot
lists
but he must be prepared nevertheless to accept his share of the responsibility for uses made of his
mail. We must not allow this type
of business in radio broadcasting."
INCREASING

WEST COAST
EXPANDED

AIR-MINDED— Two ways is Allen T. Simmons, owner of WADC,
Akron, who has just acquired this
new Stinson Reliant with a 450
horsepower wasp motor.

SPOT

BUSINESS

Clearins House for Success Stories Suggested
-As One Means of Aiding Stations
thinks to remind the advertiser
Hoiv spot business may he increased is of vital interest to
that his program is still on the
every station executive — so vital,
air. We have no one to blame but
in fact that it held a place on the
ourselves if at the end of the conNAB convention agenda in Chitract the advertiser does not renew.
cago last June. But ivhen the
Creative Selling
time came for deliverey of a report on it, John J. Gillin Jr.,
In
connection
with this point, I
manager of WOW, Omaha, found
also want to suggest closer contact
himself in an NAB board meeting. His report, prepared for dewith our clients' or prospective
livery, follows :
clients' sales organizations. When
clients'
sales organiINCREASING national spot busi- I speak ofzations,the
I mean
primarily
their
ness is not mysterious. It means
local distributors, brokers and jobmerely doing a better job than we
bers, who frequently are important,
are now doing, because the medium
if not vital factors in the actual
selection of stations.
of national spot radio has proved
so potent that there is an increasAll of the foregoing has largely
ing voluntary desire to use our had to do with increasing our indifacilities.
vidual proportion of the present
From the individual standpoint,
existing business. However, it
should be rather obvious that we
there are several ways to increase
national spot business:
are not going to get any national
spot business from the Joe Goose
1. Better station promotion.
Co., if the Joe Goose Co. spends all
2. Better cooperation with naof their advertising appropriation
tional representatives.
in other media. What we have to do
3. One man contact between station and both advertisers and rep- is to convince them that their monresentatives.
ey will be better spent, their dealers better satisfied and t h e ir
4. Make spot broadcasting easier
own sales organizations happier if
for the advertiser to buy.
5. Use our own imagination, ex- a substantial proportion of their
perience and enthusiasm to make
appropriation is spent in national
spot broadcasting more profitable
spot broadcasting. To do this requires creative selling. Creative
for our present advertisers.
These points all seem simnle, but selling is the only answer for increase
in the total volume of nathey actually boil down to doing a
good job of taking care of our
tional spot business. The more intelligent salesmen, both in the
present advertisers, making our
medium profitable to them, and get- station and representative field, are
ting the most out of our repre- the men whom the industry can
sentatives inthe same fashion that thank for most of the national spot
we hone to get the most out of the business which exists today, because every good sales job reflects
ability and experience of our local
salesmen. Too often stations and credit on spot broadcasting as a
medium.
representatives quarrel over who
Every published success story is
sold the account. Actually, this is
a sales promotion piece. As the
not important. The important
industry
volume increases, we are
thing is — was the account sold?
It is only fair to say, that no picking up momentum, and the
total for the current year should
matter how good our representatives are, we cannot expect them to exceed $25,000,000. However, I
be mind readers, and it is not believe this momentum can be further increased. The individual
enough to do a good job for the
accounts we are running. We must
efforts of the relatively few highlet everyone know we are doing a class creative salesmen in the entire field can and should be supplegood job. Too many campaigns
mented by some concerted effort on
start off with big fanfare and pubthe
part
of the industry itself.
licity, merchandising cooperation,
There has been a great deal of
gratis announcements, etc., and
after the first week no one ever talk about a national promotion
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LINES
BY L. P.

CONTINUING its expansion and
development program for station
service. United Press on Aug. 23
added 700 miles of leased wire to
its West Coast radio circuit. This
circuit now extends practically the
entire length of the West Coast
and brings the total UP radio
news circuit mileage to well over
10,000 miles.
UP began operation of a leased
wire news service for stations in
July last year. The first circuit
was in the East and in less than
a year service was given stations
as far north as Minnesota, as far
south as Georgia and as far west
as Kansas and Oklahoma. The West
Coast circuit was established in
November, 1936, between Los Angeles and San Francisco. UP reported that more than 190 stations
in the United States and Canada
now are using its dispatches for
news broadcasts. Some 85 have
been added since Jan. 1, 1937, and
about 75% of the stations are on
the wire circuits.
Further expansion is now under
way, it was said, and within the
next few months the UP network
of newspaper wires will be duplicated by a similar netork for radio stations. UP credits this rapid growth to the manner in
which it handles its station reports.
said,stations
eliminates Thethe method,
necessityit of
maintaining an elaborate news processing staff and enables big news
breaks to be put on the air as
quickly as they occur.
WILLIAM C. FORREST, operator of
WIBU,
Poynette,
Wis.,formed,
heads which
Madison
Broadcasting
Co., newly
has
applied to the FCC for a new station in
Madison to operate with 250 watts on 1450
kc.
The Poynette
station
now and
has studios
in Madison.
Arthur
Towell
Ralph
Timmons, advertising men, and Charles A.
Sakrison, accountant, each owns 25% of
the project.
campaign.
Because
the difficulties of financing
and ofdirecting
such
a campaign, I do not believe this
will be done, but I do believe that
an exchange
of and
success
tween stations,
the stories
setting beup
of some workable clearing house
plan to make this information available to everyone selling spot b:-oadcasting, would do much toward giving us some better tools with which
to work. You recall the fine job the
NAB did several years ago in the
publication of a book on retail
radio advertising. The availability
of the information in that book has
unquestionably
of greatandassistance to local been
salesmen,
was
directly
for a substantial responsible
volume of additional
retail
business.
I strongly urge the publication
of a similar book, consisting of
actual case histories and success
stories of firms who have used national spot broadcasting. If a sufficient number of examples are included, the information will be of
tremendous help, not only in our
own selling efforts, but to agencies
as well. This book could well be
an actual manual of the many
ways national spot broadcasting
can be employed — how to go about
doing the job — and what results
have actually been accomplished
for our clients who have used it in
the past.
The information for this might
well be obtained from the sales
managers of NAB through their
various
ed to theregional
centralchairmen
office. forward• Broadcast
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I N T H E early
days of radio
broadcasting stations often advertised for announcers with university degrees, but
often did not employ a single
graduate. Today
NBC lists among
its qualifications
announcers a cultural background obtained in university or
college. Dr. Franklin Dunham,
educational director of NBC, recently commended the university
courses designed to improve the
speech and pronunciation of radio
speakers. Over 90 per cent of the
staff of CBS who are heard over
the air are university graduates,
according to John S. Carlisle, production director.
The college-trained broadcaster
is slowly but surely forcing himself into the air waves to calm the
flood of adverse criticisms of radio
grammar and pronunciation. The
newspaper long felt that its staff
should be recruited from those who
had worked up from the printer's
devil. The stage trained its own rctors from those who were hatched
under the wings. The majority of
those in radio today floated in on
the amateur waves. But all these
related professions are now seeking acceptable university-trained
employes.
The criticism most frequently

COLLEGES

• September

Overcome

Adverse

Some

on

Tips

of

the

Criticism

Instruction

PROF. ABBOT is one of the leading university authorities on instruction in broadcasting and has achieved
nationwide renown through his courses at Michigan U.
He has contributed notably to the art of training students in all phases of broadcast technique and is author
of A Handbook of Radio Broadcasting just published by
McGraw-Hill Book Co. In this article Prof. Abbot divulges some of the methods he uses in the classroom.
made of the graduate seeking an
announcer's position is that he has
a "university voice". \ university
voice may dominate the office, but
it seems it must not be used in
the studio. In order to overcome
this condemnation I have gathered
a library of electrical transcriptions from which the announcements are copied by a stenographer. The typed announcement
is given to a student whose delivery is recorded. A comparison of
his delivery, emphasis, intonation,
enunciation and word grouping
with that of the announcer who
was selected by a sponsor for the
transcription will emphasize and
clarify the faults of both. Various types of copy, different deliveries, and different motivations may
thus be studied and emulated by
the student who endeavors to develop an ability and a personality
that will make him acceptable to
the profession, and more acceptable

UNIVERSITIES

AND

Abilene Christian College, Abilene, Tex.
(1). University, Akron, O. (1) (2) (3).
Akron
Alabama State College for Women, Montevallo, Ala. (1) (3) (4).
Anderson College. Anderson, S. C. (9)
Augustana College. Rock Island. 111. (9).
Battle Creek College, Battle Creek, Mich.
(9).
Baylor University, Waco, Tex. (1) (2)
(3) (4).
Bob Jones College, Lynnhaven, Fla. (8).
Boston University, Boston (2) (4) (.5).
Butler College, Indianapolis (8).
Carroll College, Waukesha. Wis. (9).
Case School of Applied Science. Cleveland.
Catholic University, Washington, D. C.
(7).
Chicago Musical College. Chicago. (10).
Chicago Theological Seminary, Chicago
(1) .
Chicago. University of, Chicago (1) (2)
(3).
Cincinnati, University of, Cincinnati (5).
Cincinnati Conservatory of Music, Cincinati, (10).
The Citadel. Charleston. S. C. (1) (6).
Cleveland College, Western Reserve University, Cleveland (1) (2) (3).
Columbia University, Teachers College,
New York, (6).
Columbus University. Washington. D. C.
(7) .
Cornell College. Mt. Vernon. Iowa (3) (4).
Cornell University, Ithaca, N. Y. (1) (2)
(3) (4) (6).
Creighton University. Omaha. Neb. (1).
Denver. University of, Denver (2) (3) (4)
(8) .
Drake University. Des Moines, Iowa (1)
(2) (3) (4) (5).
Dusquesne University, Pittsburgh (1) (3).
Elmira College, Elmira, N. Y. (9).
Emerson College. Boston (1) (2).
Emory
University, Emory University,
Georgia (2) (4) (5).
Florida, University of, Gainesville, Fla.
(1) (2) (3).
Florida Southern College, Lakeland, Fla.
(8).
Fordham University Teachers College, New
York, (6).
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Broadcasters
By
WALDO
ABBOT
University of Michigan

to the listener than is the untrained man. Electrical transcriptions and speech recording equipment are important mechanical aids
in the teaching of broadcasting.
The motion picture is another
aid. The athletic department of the
university takes motion pictures of
its football players in games, so
that their faults may be observed
and corrected before the following
Saturday. This has not been entirely satisfactory during the past
two or three years at the Universiy of Michigan but we have many
such films. The student in the announcing booth looks through a
window into an adjoining studio
where the film game is being
played. His description of the game
is carried by the studio P. A. to
the classroom where those who
cannot see the film try to visualize
it from the description.
College students are severe
critics of the sports announcer who

WHERE

1, 1937

(4) .

gropes for descriptive words, fails
to follow the action, or is just
talky. There are usually a few athletes in the class to make life miserable for the announcer but his
training is one which develops keen
observation, quick thinking, a vivid
vocabulary and a flexible tongue.
Later in the semester sound effect records are blended with the
picture
announcer's
tion by and
a student
whose descripinterest
lies in the sound department. In
any speechperiencetraining
for radio,
exin impromptu
speaking
must not be neglected.
A generous graduate, Avery Hopwood,
of plays,
Getting
Garter author
and other
leftGertie's
an endowment to the university to be
used in developing writers of plays
and other forms of literature. In
the nal
annual
contest
short andHopwood
full length
playsorigiare
constructed, which, when expurgated and revised for radio, are
tested out by the students in radio
dramatics. The student actors, directors, and sound men, have previously listened to radio plays presented by professionals and have
used the same script in the classroom studio to emulate the broadcast performance. In the rehearsals of campus-written plays the
students revise, direct and produce
the play; the instructor merely
stands by as a referee or final critic.
No one learns more than a teacher
so the student director should be
given atroit
chance
learn. WWJ
Three and
Destations, toWJR,
WXYZ, have been gracious hosts
to students who desire to observe
the methods used in radio play production.
In (Continued
that connection
I desire
to
on page
63)

BROADCASTING

The following list of colleges and universities, compiled hy Mr. Abbot, reported
as of Jan. 1, 1937, that they icere presenting nontechnical broadcasting instriiction as separate credit courses in connection ivith speech received
training some
or as radio
noncredit courses. Seventy-one others reported that students ere not offering
any
experience in extracurriculur activities; 177 said they w students experience.
broadcast instruction; 35 educational stations give their ) radio speech, (2)
Types of instruction are indicated hy the numbers: (1 (6) education, (7)
writing. (3) dramatics, (U) production. (5) advertising, broadcasting
offered
law, (8) general cotirse in broadcasting (9) instruction in
in general-speech department courses, (10) music.
Friends University, Wichita, Kan. (1) (3) Michigan.
Mich. (1) University
(2) (3) (4)of. (6).Ann Arbor.
Michigan
State
College, Lansing, Mich.
George
University, Washing(4). ton,Washington
D. C. (3).
Minnesota,
University
of, Minneapolis (2).
(2).
Hamline University, St. Paul, (1) (2) (3).
Hardin-Simmons University, Abilene. Tex. Missouri, University of, Columbia, Mo. (1)
(1) .
Mount
College, South Hadley,
Hastings
College, Hastings. Neb. (1)
Mass. Holyoke
(9).
Houston. University of, Houston, Tex. (9).
(2).
College, Allentown, Pa. (1)
Illinois. University of, Urbana, 111., (1) Muhlenberg
(2) (3).
(2) (6).University. Washington, D. C.
Illinois
State(6).Normal University, Normal, National
111. (1)
(7)
Iowa State chanical
College
of Agriculture
and Me- Nebraska, University of, Omaha (8) (10).
Arts. Ames,
Iowa.
York University, New York (6).
Iowa, University of, Iowa City, (1) (2) New
North
University of, Grand Forks
N. D..Dakota.
(1) (6).
(4)
(5).
Jamestown College. Jamestown. N. D. (8). Northwestern University, Evanston, 111.
John Brown University. Siloam Springs,
Ark. (1) (2) (4) (5) (7).
(2) (3). University, Oglethorpe, Ga.
John Carroll University, Cleveland, ( 1 ) Oglethorpe
(2)
(3).
Kansas State College of Agriculture & Ap- Ohio State University, Columbus, O. (1)
(2) (3) (4).
plied Science, Manhattan, Kan. (1) (2)
Oklahoma,
(8). (1)College
Okla.
(3). for Women, Chickasha,
Linden
wood
College.
St.
Charles.
Mo.
(1).
(4). Academy. College Hill. Utah ( 1 ) .
Oklahoma. University of, Norman, Okla.
Logan
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Ruston
Omaha, University of, Omaha, Neb. (1)
La. (1).
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge,
(2)
Oregon
State College. Cornvallis. Ore. (1)
La. (1) (2) (4).
(3) . (4).
Loyola. University of Los Angeles, Los
(2)
Pacific. (9).
College of the, Stockton, Cal.
Angeles (8).
Pacific Union College, Angwin, Cal. (1)
Luther College. Decorah. Iowa.
Maine. University of, Orono, Me. (5).
Pasadena Junior College. Pasadena, Cal.
Marquette University. Milwaukee. (7).
McGill University, Montreal (8).
Phillips
University. Enid, Okla. (6) (8).
(2). University.
West Lafayette, Ind.
McPhail School of Music. Minneapolis. Pe-J-.o
Minn. (10).
BROADCASTING

Future

IS TAUGHT

Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst. Troy, N. Y.
Rollins College. Winter Park, Fla. (9).
(8) . College, Oak Park, III. (1) (2)
Rosary
St.(3).
Catherine, College of, St. Paul (1).
St. Lawrence University, Canton, (4).
St. Louis University. St. Louis (7).
St. Mary's College, South Bend, Ind. (1)
(2)Antonio,
(10).
SanTex.
(5) (6).University of. San Antonio.
cisco (9).
San Francisco,
University of, San FranSouthern California, University of, Los
Angeles, (1) (2) (4) (3).
D. (1).
South
Dakota, University of, Vermillion, S.
South
S. D.Dakota
(9). School of Mines, Rapid City,
Southwestern University, Georgetown, Tex.
(1) Teachers
(3).
State
College, Superior, Wis. (9)
Stephens College. Columbia, Mo. (1) (2)
(3) (4).University of, Syracuse. N. Y.
Syracuse.
Transylvania
(2) (8). College. Lexington, Ky. (8).
Trinity University, Waxahachie, Tex. (1).
Tulsa,
University
of, Tulsa,College,
Okla. (5).
(8). Agricultural
UtahUtahState
Logan,
Vassar College. Poughkeepsie. N. Y. (9).
Walla Walla College, College Place, Wash.
Washington, University of, Seattle,, Wash.
(1)
Washington,
State (3)College
(1). (2)(1) (3).(2)
Wash.
(5). of, Pullman,
Wayne University, Detroit (1) (2) (4).
Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn.
West
State College, Institute,
West Virginia
Virginia (2).
Western
Reserve University, Cleveland
(9) .
Westminster
Pa. (8). College, New Wilmington,
Whitman
(8). College, Walla Walla. Wash. (1).
Wisconsin, University of, Madison, Wis.
(1) (8).College, St. Louis (1) (2).
Webster
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The new balanced programming of WWJ — added to the
already existing prestige of America's pioneer broadcasting station among Detroit folks — gives you an opportunity
to have your message presented under the most favorable
auspices possible. Your program has the advantage, on
WWJ, of being placed so that the listener is never forced
to hear a running fire of similar entertainment. It thus gets
maximum attention! Advertisers should investigate what

WWJ's influence in America's fourth market con accomplish. WWJ is first in listener interest in Detroit according
to every general survey ever mode. It is PREFERRED as the
first tuned to station by 39% of all Detroit's families, thus
assuring you an absolute audience, based on Detroit's
1,800,000 population, of at least 600,000 -greater in
number than the entire population of such cities as Buffalo,
Cincinnati or Washington.

Owned and Operated by The Detroit News • Member NBC Basic Red Nelworl^
920 Kilocycles — 5000 Wolts Doytime
5000 Walts Nighl— Temporory Authority F. C. C.
*
National ttepntentalivei
The PAUL H. RAYMER COMPANY
New York • Chicogo * Detroit
San Francisco

Science

'^Symbol of the Radio

RADIO

Age'

CORPORATION

RADIOMARINE
NATIONAL

CORPORATION
BROADCASTING

OF AMERICA
COMPANY

.

. .Vanguard

of

INDUSTRY today is following the vanguard of science into new and infinite
realms of knowledge. It would be a rash
astronomer who said that he had calculated the outermost limits of space, beyond
which there is nothing. It would be a
rash physicist who claimed that he had
dissected the atom into its ultimate, indivisible fragments. Science and knowledge
have no boundaries.

Industry

"But science is siniultaneously creating
new employment, both by the modernization ofestablished industries and by the
creation of new ones. In our own generation we have seen the automobile, the
airplane, the motion picture, and the
radio provide totally fresh fields of activity
for millions of men and women. Many of
our older industries have engaged scientists, with notable success, to develop new
and remodel old products to meet the
needs of a modern era.

"So it would be a rash economist who
predicted any limit to the tangible results
of scientific thought in the form of new
goods and services placed at the disposal
of mankind. In fact, it is only by a constant development of new goods and services that we may expect to re-engage the
man-power released by technological improvements inestablished industries. The

"The industry which has not learned
how to employ scientists to make it new,
and keep it new, is doomed. Few industries are so stagnant as not to be aware
of this; but there are some so conservative
that the scientist is called upon to turn
salesman and show them how modern
science can rejuvenate them

market for every new commodity eventually reaches a saturation point and becomes primarily a replacement market,

to meet

present-day realities and survive."

so that a more efficient technology reduces the number of workers needed in
that field.
Radio Corporation of America

Your free copy of "TELEVISION"
is ready!
This new book of more than 20 recent laboratory and to the RCA REVIEW, an outstanding quarterly jourfield reports on the new art by leading RCA engineers nal of radio progress. $1.50 per year (foreign, $1.85).
will be sent without extra charge to all paid-up subscribers
Address RCA Review, 75 Varick St., New York City.

OF

AMERICA
RCA
RCA

MANUFACTURING

INSTITUTES,

INC.

•

RCA

RADIO
COMPANY,

CITY.

NEW
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Filmland

Acquiring Writers
Hollywood Pen Market Raided
For Fall Broadcast Shows
HACK-WRITING for radio is
headed for oblivion and Hollywood
advertising agencies, with their
talent rolls for the coming season
well in hand, are openly raiding
top flight writing markets to build
their script sources on a quality
basis which will insure most effective delivery for their actor resources.
Not only are the Hollywood
agencies, and sponsors too, listening to representatives of top stage
and film writing talent now frankly out to contract their writers to
radio, but numerous deals are un- MOUNTAIN TOP— Br oadcast
der way which will place a fair- from New York's highest peak.
Marcy, presented neat probsized slice of motion pictures' Mount lems
to four General Electric
$2,000-a-week writers under contract to the newer dramatic me- engineers who with the aid of this
dium.
horse hauled and shoved 500 pounds
Signing of George Marion Jr. in of equipment up 7% miles of narAugust by William Esty & Co.
row mountain trails for a 15Inc., to write the CBS Jack Oakie minute shortwave re-broadcast on
Camel Caravan scripts for the WGY, Schenectady, in connection
coming season is the tip-off. Marion
with the recent centennial celehas written Oakie's most success- bration.
ful picture vehicles and Savington
Crampton, manager of the Hollywood office of William Esty & Co., State Promotion Plans
and producer of the Camel broadcasts, frankly admits that he signed In Washington Outlined
the film writer on that basis. DurWASHINGTON STATE PROing the silent picture days Marion
GRESS COMMISSION has apwas one of the highest salaried
pointed J. Walter Thompson Co.
title writers in the business.
to handle its advertising. An act
George Corey, another film and of the recent Legislature authorstage writer, whose play The Valized $250,000 for state advertising
ley is slated for New York stage to attract
industry and tourists; a
production this fall by William
of this will be spent for state
Drake, has been re-signed as writer part
exhibits at the New York and San
on the Camel broadcasts, sponsored
World's Fairs in 1939.
by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. He Francisco
Advertising for the Progress
will
also continue
Commission will be handled in coproduction
assistant asandCrampton's
will work
operation with that of the Canned
with Marion to acquaint him with
Salmon Industry and the Washradio technique.
ington State Apple Advertising
Benny Pair Retained
Commission, also J. Walter Thompson Co. accounts. Norton W. Mogge
Addison Simmons has joined the
F. Wallis Armstrong Co. writing is in charge of J. Walter Thompson Co.'s Pacific Northwest activistaff and has been assigned to the
ties. C. E. Johns, formerly publicCBS Hollywood Hotel program
ity director of the Seattle Chamber
sponsored by Campbell Soup Co.
Simmons, a short story writer and of Commerce, is secretary-manager
novelist, has scripted for Gravid of the Progress Commission.
Hotel, First Nighter and Chase & BRUCE BARTON, chairman of the
Sanborn Hour. Bill Morrow and board of BBDO and a noted author,
Eddie Beloin, both well known as has been designated as Republican
short story as well as screen writ- candidate for Congress from the 17th
New York district, which will elect
ers, have been re-signed as writers
a successor to the late Rep. Peyser.
on the NBC Jack Benny shows
sponsored by General Foods Corp.
(Jell-0). They will work in collab- pensive talent with suitable mateoration with Young & Rubicam
rial, have concluded it is poor econInc.
omy to buy or hire on a hit or miss
basis from cheap sources. They
Arthur Ceasar, Academy Award
winner, has been engaged to write have come to the realization that
special dramatic scripts for Al a radio star is no better than his
Jolson when the latter returns to material. Several network shows
his CBS fall program under spon- have been using motion picture
sorship of Lever Bros. (Rinso- writers but only in a contributing
Lifebuoy), Sept. 7. Ceasar, inter- sense. Those few topflight writers
nationally known as a motion pic- who have been turning out material for radio under various non de
ture writer, is at present scripting
Show Business at Paramount Stu- plumes are not longer hiding their
identities. They are frankly ready
dios. Then there is Ken Englund,
another top flight comedy writer, and anxious to jump into the radio
swim.
who contributes to the Rinso-LifeA cursory glance at the setup of
buoy broadcasts through Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc.
top network shows indicates that
Bill Demling has resigned from those who start with time-tested
writing stables are consistent raWarner Bros.' KFWB, Hollywood,
to join his former partner Frank
dio box oflSce. Seasoned high-grade
Gill Jr., at Young & Rubicam Inc., radio writers are in the minority
now and reconstructed shows, some
as writer on the NBC Packard
Hour. Many agencies, because of of which have blindly hoped to get
studio committments, will not re- a good script from as many as 10
veal the names of their writers.
sources, are now using a single
Advertising agencies, hard writer who has proved his mettle
pressed last season to supply ex- in a related medium.
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1,000% Increase
THE
largest increase in
placement of spot radio by
any Chicago agency has been
claimed by J. Walter Thompson Co., which has scheduled
10 times as much business
the first eight months this
year as compared with the
same period in 1936. Accounts which are either currently using spot or have
used it this year include
Graham-Paige Co., Detroit;
Elgin National Watch Co.,
Chicago; Swift & Co., Chicago ;Kraft - Phenix Cheese
Corp., Neil Chicago;
Mc& Libby, Libby,
Chicago;
United Air Lines, Chicago;
Weco Products Co., Chicago;
Omaha
Flour Mills Co.,
Omaha.
Gene Fromherz is
radio time buyer of the
J. Walter Thompson Co.,
having joined the agency
Sept. 26, 1936.
Swift Southern Spots
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (Allsweet
Margarine), on Oct. 15 starts spot
announcements daily except Saturday and Sunday on 24 Southern
stations, three weekly participation announcements on the Marjorie Mills program on Yankee
Network and three weekly participations on the Topics of the Day
program on WLBZ, Bangor, Me.
The following Southern stations
are planned to be used: WWL,
WSB, WTOC, WBT, WPTF,
WFBC, WIS, WWVA, WRVA,
WDBJ, WHAS, WLAP, WBAP,
WDBO, WJNO, WWNC, WOAI,
KTRH, WBAP-WFAA, KFH,
KARK, WIBW, KGNO, KFBI.
J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago,
is agency.
INS on 24-Hour Basis
TO INCREASE the volume of
spot news on its Universal Service
night wire, available to broadcasting stations. King Features Syndicate Inc., announced last month
that this news gathering organization hereafter will be combined
with International News Service,
also a Hearst press association.
INS produces a daily news report
for evening
papers,
whereas
Universal Service
furnishes
a news
feature report for morning papers.
All special features of Universal
Service, including Louella Parsons,
Damon
"Bugs"
will writeRunyon
for theandnight
wire,Baer,
and
INS hereafter will operate on a
24-hour basis, furnishing complete
cable and domestic news reports.
WMC News Expanded
UNDER a reorganized set-up,
WMC, Memphis, now handles a
complete newscast coverage of national, sectional and local events,
with Associated Press automatic
leased wire printers installed in
the station's own newsroom, and
arrangements with the editorial
staff and rural correspondents of
The Commercial Appeal with
which it is affiliated for fast and
aggressive treatment of all news.
The new AP service began Aug.
14. Previously WMC had used International News Service. Associated Press Service printers were
installed immediately in the newlycreated station news room. Six
day.
news periods are broadcast every
BROADCASTING

H. Darrow

Joining

WBEN
as Director of
Educational Broadcasts
WITH Ben H. Darrow joining
WBEN,
Buffalo, Sept.
1 as director of educational
broadcasts,
the
Buffalo News station reports that
it believes it is "the first independently owned commercial broadcasting station to employ an educator
exclusively for this important
phase of director
radio." of
Mr.theDarrow
is the
veteran
Ohio School
of the Air and since 1933 has been
radio chairman of the National
Congress of Parents & Teachers.
Mr. Darrow has arrived in
Buffalo from Dallas where he conducted the first classes in radio
education ever held in the Southwest as a summer course of Southern Methodist University. At
WBEN, starting about Oct. 15, he
will begin sustaining periods several nights weekly at fixed time of
7:45-8 p. m., with additional
periods to be scheduled later.
Appointed
director
of broadcasting for the State
of Ohio
in 1928,
Mr. Darrow became the first man
ever to occupy such a position in
any state administration. He originated broadcasts of "civil government for those who govern" by
putting
the on
Governor
Ohiolater,
and
his
cabinet
the airofand,
followed up this effort by presenting President
Hoover's cabinet to
the radio
audience.
He held the first radio conference of teachers in Columbus, in
1929, assisted in the first National
Radio Institute in 1930, held the
first teacher's meeting by radio
(6,000 participated), and in 1931
produced the program Literature
by Living
the WLW,
first program of itsWriters,
kind, over
by
remote control from Washington.
He pioneered
in "radio
workshops"
although
the title
for that
type of
program was originated by Alice
Keith.antHis
book.is Radio,
the dealing
AssistTeacher,
the first
with nededucation
and planfor the useby ofradio
teachers
and
leaders in the movement.
Coca Cola on CBS
COCA COLA Co. will start a series
of weekly 45-minute musical variety programs
on astarting
93-station
CBS network
hookup
Sept. 10, Fridays, 10-10:45 p. m.
(EDST) with Kitty Carlisle,
singer and actress, as star. The
show will be called Cocal Cola Presents the Songshop. Featured performers will be Frank Crumit,
master-of -ceremonies ; Reed Kennedy, baritone; Alice Cornett,
rhythm singer ; the Songshop
Quartet, formerly known as the
Songsmiths Quartet, and a glee
club of 22, under the direction of
Kenneth Christie. A 47-piece ordirected by Gustav
Haenschen, willchestra,
accompany.
The agency
is D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Kling Bros. Placing
chain of 17 midKLING BROS.,
clothing stores featuring
western
Bradford Clothes with headquarters in Chicago, currently using
spot announcements on WOC, Davenport, will place one minute
transcriptions on 17 stations in
those cities where stores are located, starting the latter part of
September. Transcriptions were cut
by WBS. Selviair Broadcasting
System Inc., Chicago, is agency.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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No, gentle reader, ESTP doesn't claim that this "world-wide" coverage is
profitable, nor suggest the probability of delivering your sales message
clearly (above the noise) in Shanghai, China.

MINNEAPOLIS
SAINT PAUL
STANLEY E. HUBBARD, President and General Manager
25000 WATTS
For Rales and Schedules, Address Roy C. Jenkins, General Sales Manager,
KSTP, Minneapolis — Saint Paul, Minnesota, or our National Representatives;
In New York, Chicago, Detroit and San Francisco— Paul H. Raymer Co.
BROADCASTING
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KSTP does not "glorify" or exaggerate coverage but, with pardonable
pride, makes the indisputable statement that for the past nine years every
authentic survey made in the Twin Cities Area has proven more than 50%
listener preference for KSTP in the 7th U. S. Retail Market where annual
retail sales total a billion and a hali dollars. That means most listeners
per dollar and the BEST BUY in the entire Northwest.
September
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Texas Charter Granted
Elliott Roosevelts for
Radio Station Operation
WITH Mr. and Mrs. Elliott Roosevelt and Harry A. Hutchinson as
incorporators, a charter was
last
granted by the State of Texas ing
month to Frontier Broadcast
Co. Inc., with headquarters at Fort
Worth, authorizing it to operate
broadcasting stations. Its capital
stock was reported as $10,000. Raymond E. Buck, Fort Worth attorney and the owner of KTAT in
that city, was named as counsel
for the Roosevelts.
The second son of President
Roosevelt, as reported in the Aug.
15 Broadcasting, has arranged for
the purchase of KABC, San Antonio, for a reported price of $55,000. His wife, the former Ruth
Goggins, of Fort Worth, several
months ago [Broadcasting, July
1] purchased the majority stock
of KFJZ, Fort Worth, for an undisclosed price. Both of these stations presumably will be brought
under the Frontier Broadcasting
Co. if the transfers are authorized
by the FCC.
Mr. Hutchinson, formerly with
KVOO, Tulsa, and KOMA, Oklahoma City, is slated for the managership of KFJZ and is already
working at that station.
Mr. Roosevelt continues as vicepresident of Hearst Radio Inc., in
charge of that company's Southwestern stations — KOMA, Oklahoma City; KTSA, San Antonio;
WACO, Waco, and KNOW, Austin. His purchases, along with his
wife, of KFJZ and KABC are
purely personal ventures, it was
stated, and are in no way conrations. nected with the Hearst Radio opeCol. Wilder Announces
Shifts in Station Staffs
FOLLOWING the resignation of
Howard Barth as general manager
of WSYR, Syracuse, Col. Harry C.
Wilder, chief owner of WSYR,
who also controls WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y., and WNBX, Springfield, Vt., announced several
changes and additions in the staffs
of the three stations, which he personally supervises. Chief among
the changes was the shift to Syracuse of Charles Denny, manager of
WJTN and WNBX, to become director of sales of WSYR and to
head sales of the other two stations out of Syracuse. He succeeds
Bill Lane, former WSYR local
sales manager, who has opened his
own advertising agency.
Basil Blizzard, WSYR national
advertising manager becomes manager of WJTN, while Phil Hoffman, formerly with the Iowa Network, becomes manager of
WNBX. Fred Ripley has been
named vice-president of WSYR in
charge of programs, and will also
supervise the programs of the
other three stations. S. Goldman
IS transferred from WSYR to be
commercial manager of WJTN,
where W. Smith will be program
director. A. Beckwith and John
Blazek are new additions to WSYR
sales staff.
PAUL W. WHITE, CBS special
events manager, arrived in Hollywood
Aug. 18 to confer with Fox Case, the
network's
Coast public
affiairs
director onPacific
departmental
activity
and
to complete arrangements for a series
of shortwave broadcasts from the
Orient.
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Sheaffer Pen Spots
W. A. SHEAFFER Co., Fort
Madison, Iowa, whose radio advertising is now being handled by the
Russel M. Seed Co. Inc., Chicago,
started announcements and chain
breaks on 54 stations the week of
Aug. 16. The complete list follows:
WGN, WOKO, WFBR, KGHL,
KFYR, WNAC, WBEN, KGIR,
WSAI, WHK, KRLD, KOA, WHO,
CKLW, WEBC, KTSM, WDAY,
KTRH, WJAX, KMBC, KLRA,
KHJ, WAVE, WMAZ, WREC,
WIOD, WTMJ, KSTP, WLAC,
WWL, WOR, WKY, WOW,
KTAR, WJAS, KEX-KGW, KXL,
WPTF, WMBG, WDBJ, WHEC,
KSL, KTSA, KFRC, WTOC,
KOMO, KWKH, KFPY, KSD,
WSYR, WDAE, KTUL, WNAX.
Maca Yeast in West
NORTHWESTERN YEAST Co.,
Chicago (Maca yeast), will start
thrice-weekly quarter-hour transcriptions inthe Pacific Northwest
Sept. 15 on KGW, KOMO and
KHQ. Transcriptions will feature
Virginia Lee and Sunbeam, now
broadcasting for Maca yeast on
WLS, Chicago. Stations in California will be added within 30 days
when distribution in that territory
has been obtained. Hays MacFarland Co., Chicago, is agency.

ICONOSCOPE — This television
tube for Midland Television Corp.,
was shipped to Kansas City by air.
Jack Starr, announcer (center), is
interviewing Jerry Taylor, Midland president, who described the
tube on KMBC. At left is the pilot.
Local Vapex Series
E. FOUGERA & Co. Inc., New
York Games,
(Vapex),WOR,
will Newark,
sponsor Let's
Play
program featuring Jane Martin, effective Oct. 8. The program is heard
Fridays at 8:45-9 p. m. (EDST)
and will continue locally on WOR.
Agency is Small & Seiffer Inc., N. Y.

Crosley Letter Views Demand
of Payne
For Dataon
WLW
as a Personal Matter
this was prepared at your personal
REPLYING promptly to the alle- request, I preferred to have it pregations set forth in the letter by
personally to you. Our general
Telegraph Commissioner George counsel,sented
Mr. Charles Sawyer, of CinH. Payne [Broadcasting, Aug.
cinnati, at my request undertook to
present my answers to your questions
15], demanding detailed information on the financial structure, pro- in person. Due to the fact that you
fits and operating methods of were not in Washington but were ill
WLW, Cincinnati, Powel Crosley, in New York and later in Florida, he
Jr., president of WLW, on Aug. was unable to contact you until some
17 declined on advice of counsel to time later when he made an appointment to see you in Washington. When
furnish the data and took occasion
he appeared at your office he was told
at the same time to answer charges
by your secretary that you could not
and innuendoes in the Payne let- see
him and he thereupon asked when
ter.
he might have a chance to discuss the
Because the Payne letter, dated furnishing of this information with
Aug. 14, was released for press you, and was told that until I heard
publication Aug. 16, Crosley stated from you the matter could be held in
he was using the same method to abeyance. I have had no further communication from you or your secrereply, declaring:
tary in reference to this matter until
"Your letter to me, which I saw
I read your letter in the papers this
morning.
in the newspaper this morning in
advance of its receipt by me, reAs further evidence of the fact that
fers to the request for certain in- we were not trying to avoid contactformation at the hearing before
ing you in this connection, I would
the Broadcast Division of the FCC
state that Mr. William S. Hedges,
— of which I understand you are vice-president in charge of broadcasting, early this spring also called at
not a member — last October. Because you chose to make the press your office, after having made an appointment, and when he reached your
the vehicle for what you appar- office was advised
by your secretary
ently consider an official communithat you were too busy to see him.
cation, Iavail myself of the same
As stated above, my reply to your remethod of reply.
quest for information was written last
November. I am sending it to you now
A "Personal Request"
in compliance with my promise to you
at the rime of the hearing. The delay
The charges and countercharges
in the two letters were published in sending it is due wholly to your
to accord our repwidely in the press, and repercus- own unwillingness
resentative the courtesy of a meeting
sions were even heard in Congress and the statement
that until we rebefore it adjourned Aug. 21. Crosceived further word from you we
ley's refusal to furnish the data might withhold sending the letter.
demanded by Payne, which he said
You make an invidious reference to
the circumstance that I included you
was "a personal as distinguished
in
an invitation to some of my friends
from an official request," presumably will require full Commission
in Washington to attend the All-Star
baseball game. As the President of the
action if the "deadline" which
Ball Club I had been alPayne set as Sept. 13 is to be met. Cincinnati
lotted a number of tickets to this
The Crosley letter continued:
You doubtless recall that I advised game. As it was my feeling, as I
to you in my letter of Novemyou that the information you request- statedber 17th,
that I should like to know
ed was not available then ; that I
you
better
although I had,
would have it prepared and submit contrary topersonally,
your statement in your
it to you. I dictated a letter on No- letter, met you previously, I had hoped
vember 17, 1936, and attached there- to see you again. As it turned out I
to a copy of a financial analysis. As myself was unable to be in Washing-
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ton that day and have not been in
Washington since last October. While
some of my friends attended the game
and others did not, you are the only
one who has questioned the motive
of my invitation.
In response to the further request
made in your letter that I furnish you
with answers to certain questions propounded by you,
on respectfully
or before Septeml)er 13th,
I must
decline. I do so upon advice of counsel
that this is a personal as distinguished
from an official request. Although
widely ficial,accepted
the less
presspersonal,
as ofit is noneby the
since you are not a member of the
Broadcast Division and have not been
authorized by that Division or by the
full Commission to make such a request ; moreover that a similar retions. quest is not being made of other staYou refer to the monopoly of the
500,000-watt field by the Crosley
Company.
familiar withYou
the are
fact probably
that the not
Crosley
Company
has pioneered
experimentally every increase
in power
beginning
with the establishment of the first
.5000 broadcasting station. You should
know that after proving its value
from a standpoint of service to the
remote listener in over-riding static,
we were permitted to pioneer the
first experimental
50,000-watt
transmitter for the benefit
of the rernote
listener. When it was proved efficient
and useful
permits
tions weremany
granted
and toareother
stillsta-in
You find fault with the Crosley
operation.
Company for conducting its business
"under an experimental license", alour first 5,000-watt
transmitter wasthoughoperated
first experimentally
and later our 50.000-watt transmitter
was operated first experimentally.
May I bring to your attention that
this classification is entirely in the
hands of the Communications Commission. There has been before the
Commission ever since January, 1935,
an application to have the high power
assigned to the Crosley Company on
a regular basis. At that time, two and
one-half years ago, our Company felt
that the experiment
already
demonstrated the benefit had
of the
increased
capacity for remote and rural service.
I note
your statement
that the
tice of collecting
commercial
profitpracon
the basis
of
experimentation
is
"definitely prohibited by the rules of the
Commission." On the contrary, there
are numerous experimental permits
held by radio stations other than
WLW all over the United States on
which commercial business is being
done, and I assume being reported in
the course of routine to the Commission.
In your letter you refer to certain
statements made on the floor of Congress. I have
not seen
those statements
personally,
Congressman
McFarlane
stated but
as ifquoted
by you
that we had increased our advertising
rate fiftyformed.per
cent,increase
he wasin misinThe actual
rates
was twenty
per
cent,
although
crease in power was 1,000%. the inMoreover, in yo.ur published letter
you used this libelous implication :
"Immediately after my attempt to
question you there was surreptitiously
inserted into our annual report to
Congress— a report that was never
seen by
anyvaluable
Commissioner
— a gratui-of
tous and
advertisement
your sionstation,
confirming
my
impresthat there was something strange
Passing over the reflection in this
in Denmark."
statement
your fellow
Commis-as
sioners, iupon
t will strike
most people
remarkable that the Communications
Commission sent to Congress as its
official report a document that none
of the Commissioners had ever read.
I understand that the report in question,
with radio
the relative
larity ofdealing
various
stations popufrom
a coverage standpoint, was prepared
by your own experts and engineers.
Certainly the Crosley Company knew
nothing about it and first saw it when
the report was issued.
I hope that I have answered the
questions raised in your letter.
• Broadcast
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From its earliest days as America's first broadcasting station, KDKA has occupied a dominant
position locally and nationally. Its prestige is a
tremendous asset. And its records show that
leading local and national advertisers

have

cashed in on it day after day, year after year.
Basic Blue Network Station
Completely Programmed
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Union Pacific Stages
Finds Air Waves
Effective
By NELSON CARTER
Omaha Manager, Beaumont & Hohman Inc.
ON JUNE 5 a special Union Pacific bus rolled into Fremont, Neb.
On board was a special passenger
list, too, including a seven-piece
orchestra, announcers, a t e c hnician, members of the traffic department of Union Pacific Stages,
and officials of their advertising
agency. The occasion was the first
in a series of Ho%vdy, Neighbor
broadcasts over KFAB. Fremont,
a prosperous little city of 11,407
population located 30 miles from
Omaha, headquarters for the bus
company, had been selected as the
inaugural city for the summer
broadcasts.
Howdy, Neighbor, patterned in
the style of other air shows that
salute neighboring cities, was conceived and built by the Omaha office of Beaumont & Hohman to be
a program that would not only
stimulate immediate ticket sales
for Union Pacific Stages, but
would also create an immense
amount of good will in cities
served by that company. The program has succeeded in doing that
dual job.
A Believer in Radio
Union Pacific Stages believes
firmly in the value of radio advertising. This conviction is prompted
by the excellent results they have
had from the medium over a sixyear period. The company has consistently used radio during that
time on stations in cities that dot
its routes through 18 States from
the Great Lakes to the Pacific
Coast.
Howdy, Neighbor was an innovation in one regard. It was the
first time the bus company had
made use of remote control broadHowever,
"ballyhoo
trips",
in whichcasts.new
buses
were paraded
and displayed in on-line cities,
have always played an important
role in their promotional activities.
The success of this type of exploitation prompted us to take the
latest and most attractive type of
bus out for each broadcast. The
bus is driven through each town
with banners announcing the time
and place of the show in order to
build a larger crowd for the broadcast. It is also on display during
the program so that the local audience in each case will see as well
as hear about the splendid new
equipment offered by Union Pacific Stages.
This very element introduces
what we believe is a unique effort
to merchandise travel. The audience watching the broadcast is afforded a full opportunity to feast
their eyes on the blue and silver
bus that is parked at the side of
the broadcast platform. At the
same time, the audience becomes
better acquainted with the location
and services of the bus depot, for
the broadcast is conducted on the
street directly in front of the terminal. Inexpensive souvenir cards
are given to the audience. On one
side of the card is pictured a
Union Pacific bus together with
the entertainers. On the reverse
side are printed the words to
"Auld Lang Syne", the community
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TRANSPORTATION companies have usually been tough
prospects for radio time salesmen. Concerns like Greyhound,
Chesapeake & Ohio and Union Pacific Stages are among those
that have sampled radio and found it much to their liking. This
article deals with a new program that Union Pacific Stages has
started in Nebraska. Results have been favorable and Mr. Carter
gives an account of how Beaumont

SC Hohman

handles the

merchandising and exploitation angles of the series. It's a folksy
sort of program that the sponsor offers and the ticket offices
appear to be reacting favorably to the radio promotion.
sing that winds up each program.
Time-tables and travel folders are
passed out to those watching the
broadcast.
To make the unrehearsed broadcasts as foolproof as possible and
to capitalize to the greatest extent on the inherent publicity value
of the program, the following
method of operation has been set
up. Publicity stories, together with
matrices showing the bus and the
stars of the program, are mailed
well in advance of the broadcast
to the local newspapers by the promotionresults
department
KFAB.
Excellent
have ofbeen
obtained
by these efforts. Without exception
we have secured two or three
front-page stories together with
pictures in every city in which we
have held a broadcast.
A banner announcing the broadcast is sent to the local bus agent
and is displayed in front of the
bus depot. Newspaper advertisements calling attention to the
broadcast are released the day before the show. Letters are written
to the mayor of the city and the
secretary of the local Chamber of
Commerce telling them of the prograin anceand
on it.requesting their appearThrough the second named individual local talent is lined up for
the show, generally the city band.
Time is allotted for speeches, music, and man-on-the-street interviews, and the show is finished off
as much as possible. Two representatives of KFAB arrive in each
town well in advance of the broadcast. Announcer John Shafer handles last minute details and makes
sure that all local personalities
who appear on the program will
be on hand. Technician Al Bates
sets up loud speakers and checks
his remote lines.
The actual program is made up
of music by the orchestra who are
dressed in bus drivers uniforms;
a speech of welcome by the mayor;
vocal numbers by Dalton Norman,
cowboy singer; a speech by the
secretary of the Chamber of Commerce, describing the city from
which the broadcast originates;
special music by local talent; manon-the-street interviews conducted
by Shafer among the crowd gathered for the broadcast; and a community sing. The show has plenty
of talent and variety to keep
things interesting for both the
crowd at the point of broadcast
and the air audience throughout
the half-hour period. Every phase
of the program is designed to create a friendly, informal atmosphere. In cities where there is a
predominant group of foreign-
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Saved by Shouts
RUSS RUSSELL, of WGN,
Chicago, and Eddie Chase, of
WCFL, who both work late
shifts and who had been
visiting friends, were walking on Kenmore Ave. when
they noticed smoke pouring
out of a window on the second floor of an apartment
house. They ran into the
house yelling at the top of
their voices and banging on
doors to awaken the sleeping
occupants. More than 20 residents were awakened by the
two announcers and routed
from their beds. Russell tried
to enter the apartment of
Mrs. Hulda Wisner, where
the fire originated, but was
driven back by the flames.
Mrs. Wisner was rescued a
moment later by firemen but
she was severely burned.
born, songs of that particular
country are presented by the orchestra. Broadcast cities are selected with an eye towards being
on hand for special local events
such as fairs, rodeos, etc.
Why Saturday !
A visit to any Nebraska city or
town on a Saturday afternoon will
furnish the answer as to why that
time was selected as being ideal
for the broadcasts. Streets and
stores are invariably crowded, as
these cities become focal centers
for rural shoppers from surrounding points who seldom miss a visit
to town on Saturdays. Interviews
on the program reveal that many
members of the audience drive as
far as 50 miles to witness the
broadcast.
From start to finish, the program has been highly successful in
meeting the particular problems of
selling bus travel. It has also created a gratifying amount of good
will in every city that we have
saluted on the show, and it goes
without saying that this is a highly
important consideration for any
transportation company. Howdy,
Neighbor,
although
ster on the
Midweststillaira youngwaves,
has already become a strong argument in favor of the benefits of
radio as a means of selling transportation.
TRUMAN BRADLEY, Chicago CBS
announcer, made a hole in one on a
Chicago golf course August 18. The
shot was made on a 170-yard hole
with a No. 2 iron.
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Free Speech
Of Sponsored

Privilege
Program

Upheld in Federal Court
SPONSORED radio programs have
the same privilege as newspapers
in naming persons and telling
facts, without permission of those
involved, whether the events took
place a day or many years before
the time of broadcast, under a ruling handed down Aug. 18 by Judge
LeRoy J. Adair in U. S. District
Court of Chicago.
Judge Adair denied to Martin
Durkin, serving a 33-year sentence
for the shooting of a Federal
Agent in 1925, an injunction to
prevent CBS and Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co. from broadcasting
a dramatization of his career on
the Gang Busters series directed
by Phillips H. Lord.
The program was scheduled for
Aug. 18 but another was substituted when Durkin filed his action
Aug. 17. It was broadcast on Aug.
25 instead. Durkin objected to the
pi'ogram because he will be eligible
for parole in seven months and
claimed the broadcast might jeopardize his chances of obtaining a
parole.
Wallace Biscuits to Start |
WALLACE BISCUITS, a new reducing biscuit, will begin its initial
advertising with a test program
on WHB, Kansas City, Sept. 27,
with WGN to be added Oct. 18.
Wallace Rogerson, head of the new
firm, is currently conducting his
Get Thin to Music program over
WGN and Mutual Broadcasting j
System on a sustaining basis. The
Get Thin to Music, WGN and
WHB commercial programs will be
broadcast at 9:30-9:45 a.m. six
times weekly. Other Mutual outlets
will be added after distribution has
been secured for the new product.
Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen & Finn
Inc., Chicago, is handling the new
account.
Forms Promotion Firm
GEORGE W. DAVIS, one of the
founders of Willard Tablet Co.,
and vice-president of the firm from
1931 to 1933, has formed his own
company in Chicago bearing his
name, which will deal solely with
radio contests, merchandising and
promotion. Davis started the Walgreen Hour about 10 years ago on
a special broadcasting
chain of 10 midwestern
stations
a weekly
program which originated at
WLW, Cincinnati. On this participation program many advertisers
including
Lady Esther,
Italian Balm,
Ovaltine,Campana's
Kolynos
tooth paste, Wildroot hair tonic,
Coty's used
face radio
powder
Johnson's
Wax,
for and
the first
time.
The new company is located at 75
E. Wacker Drive.
Schmidt Bakery Series
SCHMIDT BAKERY Co., Baltimore (chain of eastern bakeries)
will start a series of 40 one-minute
transcriptions about Sept. 6 on
WCAO, Baltimore, with five other
outlets in the East to be added
later. The announcements, a his-i
torical series, will be broadcast'
thrice daily in the interest of Oldi
Home bread. Transcriptions were
cut by Columbia Transcription
Service, Chicago. W. E. Long Co.,
Chicago, is agency.
i
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JOIIST COMMITTEE
SEEKS RURAL BIDS
THE long-discussed radio survey
of the rural areas of the United
States will get under way the
latter part of October, according
to present plans of the Joint Committee on Radio Research, which
has already sent invitations for
bids to all the major research
organizations of the country. Deadline for bids has ben set for Sept.
15, which will leave a month for
discussion of methods between the
Joint Committee and the organization selected for the job of securing the desired data.
Project, to be financed jointly by
CBS and NBC, will attempt to
determine ownership of receiving
sets and broad form listening habits
of farmers and residents of towns
of less than 2,500 population, which
are not included in such studies as
those made by Crossley Inc. for the
Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting. Questions of listening areas,
or station coverage, will not be
taken up in the projected rural
survey.
Paul Peter, executive secretary
of the Joint Committee, has recently returned to New York from
Maine,, where he supervised the
last part of the New England survey which the Committee has been
making to test its methods of fact
finding before recommending their
application on a national scale.
The results of this test study are
now being analyzed by the technical subcommittee of the Joint Committee and will probably be presented to the latter body sometime
in the fall.
Plans for New KHBG
WHILE the starting date has not
yet been set nor the personnel
chosen, plans are going forward
for the construction of the new
KHBG, Okmulgee, Okla., 100 watts
daytime on 1210 kc, authorized
last June 15 by the FCC. E. M. Sepaugh, who will manage the station, reports that a 100-G RCA
transmitter, a 204-foot Blaw-Knox
tower. Western Electric speech
equipment and RCA microphones
and turntables have been ordered.
Standard Radio library service
and Transradio Press have also
been ordered, and J. J. Devine &
Associates has been appointed representatives. Mr. Sepaugh is part
owner of the new station, and is
also part owner of KVOL, Lafayette, La., KRRV, Sherman, Tex.,
and KPIC, Lake Charles, La.
Nunns Sell Newspaper
SALE of the Lexington Herald to
the publisher of the Lexington
Leader does not affect the ownership of WLAP, Lexington, Ky.,
which will continue in the hands
of J. Lindsay Nunn and his son,
Gilmqre N. Nunn. The Nunns, it
was announced, expect to remain
in Lexington despite the sale of
their newspaper, with the father
continuing as president of the
American Broadcasting Corp., licensee of WLAP, and the son supervising the station. The Messrs.
Nunn also own the Roswell (N. M.)
Dispatch and own two-thirds of
KICA, Clovis, N. M.
CKAC engineers have their difficulties
at their station just outside Montreal.
The station uses a cage antenna, and
they have to take it down at least
three times a month to free the birds
who fly into the cage and cannot get
out again.
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CIRCUS COURAGE
WCLO Manager Joins Aeria!
Acts on High Perch
WCLO, Janesville, Wis., broadcast
what Ringling Bros. & Barnum &
Bailey circus described as the first
program from the top of the tent
by shortwave and the most elaborate coverage ever given the circus.
Sid Bliss, WCLO manager, timidly climbed a rope ladder 110 feet
high in full view of the circus
crowd and dizzily spoke from the
tiny perch used by the famous
Wallenda aerial act, although he
admitted afterward he was too
weak to stand and couldn't remember much about the perfoi-mance.
Besides the matinee, WCLO also
broadcast an early morning remote
as the circus unloaded, erection of
the big top, interviews with bosses
and performers. Mr. Bliss was aided at the matinee by John Dixon,
Nancy Dearborn and Grae Duane,
who handled the ground acts.
NO

AT SEASIDE— Carleton McVarish
(center), sales promotion manager
of Yankee Network, Al Stephinson
(right), Yankee publicity director
and James Bagley, INS reporter,
took their vacation at the Cavalier,
Virginia Beach.

ACCOUNTING

FOR

RADIO?

Iowa Broadcasting System Handles Business
Details With a Staff of Three
By ROBERT
TINCHER
once, splitting the gross income per
Assistant R.
Treasurer
Iowa Broadcasting Co.
broadcast agency
resentativecommission,
commission and repnet
IN RADIO there
time
revenue.
We
make several
i s unfortunately
no uniform sys- copies of this breakdown, send the
original to Waterloo or Cedar Raptem of accountids, a copy to the sales force (or
ing. It is necescommercial department) and retain
sary to organize
methods that a copy in the accounting file that
facilitate the contains the contract. Thus we
a handy checking reference
handling of the have
thousand and one whenever needed.
Each day we start accounting
Mr. Tincher business
that areproblems
always
department activities with a comarising, and that are peculiar to
plete check
on announcers'
schedules,
continuity
books and operathe particular stations setup, Whattors' logs. We check announcers'
ever system is employed, however,
schedules
against
operators' then
logs
it should be characterized by speed, for
possible
discrepancies,
accuracy and flexibility, the ability check the continuity books against
to handle a wealth of detail withthe other two. From the announout slips.
cers' schedules, when verified, the
Here at the Iowa Broadcasting
program
or announcement is tabuCo. we have something of a unique
on anwhich
individual
client's
ledgerlatedsheet
indicates
the type
problem and a unique setup for
of announcement or program, the
handling it. All of our bookkeeping is done in one Des Moines office length and class of time.
On Mondays, at the close of each
by a staff of three. We have two
stations in Des Moines and one week, the time used by clients is
station located in the two cities of broken down in dollars and cents.
This revenue breakdown each week
Waterloo and Cedar Rapids, each
is summarized in the surnmary
having its own program, talent and
sales force. We have one station
ledger and broken down again acaffiliated with CBS and two affilicording to time, agency, representative, talent and line charges. The
ated with both NBC Blue and Mutual Networks. How do we handle
totals for each week are run cumusuch a volume of detail?
latively for four weeks, then posted
accounts in the genLet's start from scratch, with to theeralrevenue
ledger.
one of our salesmen bringing in a
All
expenses
excepting payroll,
contract. The accounting department gets the original and copies taxes and talent costs are accrued
each week. Exceptions are entered
go to the salesmen, the commercial
at the actual figure. Thus we can
department and the advertiser.
tabulate total weekly expense
Then the commercial department
issues a time order containing per- against total weekly income to give
tinent information. This order goes us a complete weekly profit and loss
to the traffic department which
balance. Accrued expenses are adsends the original back to accountjusted every four weeks to anticiing and copies for traffic, commerpate
needs "for the succeeding four
cial, promotion, continuity and pro- weeks. The weekly income, expenses and resultant profit or loss is
gram departments.
then tabulated and reported to the
How It Is Done
executives in comparison with that
The accounting department im- of the same week for the preceding
mediately makes up an individual
WMT in Waterloo and Cedar
file for the contract. If it happens
to be an Iowa Network contract,
Rapids report their local revenue
year.our Des Moines accounting delinking WMT with either KRNT or to
partment. To it is added the WMT
KSO, we make a breakdown at
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share of network revenue. All network accounts are entered, billed
and collected from this department.
We also determine the accrued expenses for Waterloo and Cedar
Rapids. In addition, we prepare
all ASCAP reports.
We keep each sales unit as a sepDes Moines salesventure.and
menarate
sell KSO
KRNT. Cedar
sells WMT and Waterloo
Rapids
sells WMT. By keeping the units
quickseparated, we can determine
ly the profit or loss of each and
keep expenses commensurate with
conditions.
Every week we determme all
chain reveand Mutual
NBC,nue ofCBS
stations separateour three
ly. We have separate bank accounts
in Cedar Rapids and Waterloo and
is
bank voucher
everyauditing
of for
a copy
sent
to us
and entry
in the books. All social security
and old age pension records for the
station are kept in our department.
Inasmuch as the advertising and
promotion department in Des
Moines prepares material for all
stations, we pay the bills here and
assign expenses equitably to each
station.
Another important duty here is
to prepare annual and semiannual
financial statements showing the individual operations of each station
and the consolidated result.
In addition, we keep complete
statistical information on every account for compiling data on types
of accounts sold, renewals and protions. gram and announcement classificaWe keep an accurate check on
furniture, fixtures and equipment
of Waterloo, Cedar Rapids and Des
Moines and prepare periodic depreciation schedules. These include
both technical and office equipment.
We make no attempt to differentiate between revenue from programs andclassifications
from announcements
within the
of local
time, national spot and representative spot revenue, and we charge
talent and line expenses against
net revenue to produce gross income. Against gross income is
charged fixed expenses such as depreciation, rent, insurance, dues,
etc., and variable expenses such as
payroll,
taxes
and travel to produce profit
or loss.
Since all stations are selling time
and talent, it would be a great
boon if a uniform system of accounting could be devised and
adopted by all stations, particularly withcationregard
to revenue
classifiand expense
analysis.
This
seems impossible. The fact, however, that our staff of three here in
Des Moines handles such a tremendous volume of detail smoothly
indicates that the complexities of
the radio business may be handled
efficiently by a small staff according to theexecutive.
exacting demands of the
modern
Y & R Talent Setup
WITH Therese Lewis in charge of
talent buying in New York and
Joseph Stauffer handling the same
assignment in Hollywood, Young &
Rubicam Inc., handling a large volume of radio business, announced
Aug. 24 that William R. Stuhler,
director of its radio department,
has taken on the additional duties
of complete responsibility for all
talent buying. Mr. Stuhler will
maintain offices in both New York
and Hollywood. Clarence Olmstead
has been named radio department
manager in New York, assisted by
Fred Wile Jr. Tom Harrington conas manager
of the Hollywoodtinuesbranch
of the agency.
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Its every action is a studied and planned
effort to widen its circle of friends and
to merit the high favor and esteem of
this region.

veals clearly the reason for this station's
rapid climb to top popularity among
listeners in the Denver-Rocky-Mountain
region.

KLZ's superior ability to win friends
and influence people in the DenverRocky-Mountain region is a powerful
force which more and more advertisers

KLZ has a personality and a manner
that wins friends and influences people.

are finding highly profitable to put behind
their products^

# Examination of the programming, the
showmanship and community service
records of KLZ during the past two
years under

present management

DENVER
NATIONAL

REPRES-ENTATIVE

UNDER MANAGEMENT AFFILIATED WITH STATION
WKY AND THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING COMPANY

— E. KATZSPECIALADVERTISINGAGENCY

Rcidio
Are

Emanations

From

Movie

Colony

More

Than
Tripled During Year
HOLLYWO 0 D duction concern, points out that
radio releases this figure is not based upon inhave increased
creased percentage of shows themabout 340% over selves.
last fall, Maj.
"Size of the show, cast and orDavid Taylor,
chestra have been taken into consideration and while it would be a
member of the
Los Angeles
presumption
to say340%,
that the
nue has increased
still revethat
Chamber of Comis about as close as anyone can
m e r c e research
statistics commithis report reads. "When
Maj. Taylor
tee, states in a come,"
one considers that increased Hollywood
productions have compelled
report made on the amount of
NBC to build studios locally and
money that Hollywood radio prothat they have in less than two
duction brings into Los Angeles
years outgrown their use to handle
county annually. Maj. Taylor, who
is also production manager of releases, one can get a better perspective of the increased activity.
American Radio Features, Los Angeles transcription and radio pro- Then there is CBS, building its new

Ll5T£N

WHAT

T««Y

ABOUT

^AY

US/

The latest Brookmire map gives North Dakota
tirst place in the nation with S3% increase in
estimated income for the next six months.
Building activity at Fargo is already up 56%,
compared to the nation^s average of plus 9%
above 1936. North Dakota *s gasoline consumption shows plus 5Z% against the nation *s plus
14%.
Maybe you think our present advertisers aren't
feeling these gains. Are you?

WDAY.INC
N. B. C.
Affiliated
FREE and
PETERS, INC.
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES
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Rodent

Ravage

KROW, Oakland, broke into
a dead silence one recent Saturday morning. Engineers
were befuddled but after a
check-up they found that
mice nesting in the main
power transformer had shortcircuited
it, throwing
the station off the
air. It was
one
hour and 23 minutes before
KROW got back its voice.
$2,000,000
West Coast
headquarters in Hollywood
and the
advent
of the Mutual network into the
field. More and more Hollywood
production for the networks also
has a perculiar effect upon local
shows.
From East to West
"To cite as example: Joe Doaks,
a local man, becomes assistant to
an eastern producer who has come
to the Pacific Coast to produce a
show. A local sponsor who has
been satisfied with phonograph records for his program, becomes
aware of the fact that Joe Doaks
can produce a show for him. Before he knows it, Joe Doaks is producing three or four shows using
dramatic talent. Here we have an
increased payroll — a purely local
payroll, but tracing its beginning
to the fact that an eastern release became a western release.
"Leaving the network for the
moment, we come to transcriptions.
The realization by sponsors that
Hollywood can hold its own with
New York talent, production, etc.,
will mean that transcriptions produced locally will receive a better
reception by eastern clients than
has hitherto been the case because
the sponsor, despite his denials, is
influenced by the fact that the people on Hollywood Hotel, for example, are also appearing in the
buy.
transcribed serial he is asked to
"There are pitfalls in trying to
estimate the increased revenue to
Los Angeles county because to
state that increased production in
Hollywood to the tune of 340%
means that the revenue to the city
will be increased 340% over the
previous year is entirely wrong.
The increase in Hollywood production over the previous year is in
programs whose costs run into the
thousands each, where the locals
are in the hundreds of dollars
each.
"Good local actors who last year
were playing three or four shows
a week and getting naid top prices
of perhaps $10 per show, are today
playing three or four network
shows a week and getting all the
way from $25 to $75 per show.
"Slowly but surelv, the choice
radio accounts have for one reason
or another migrated to the West
Coast. Among those who have
taken up permanent abode in California and who for years previous
were noted as definite eastern origare: Amos & 'n'
Andy:Marion
Lum
& Abner:inatorsBurns
Allen;
Talley, Ken Murray; Eddie Cantor; Joe Penner.
"As if this were not enough we
might safely say that within the
next few months Kate Smith,
Rudy Vallee; Fibber McGee & Molly and Lanny Ross are some of the
many still originatin? in the East
who contemplate moving to Hollywood to stay. Likewise it might be
well to take note that sponsors are
no longer looking to the East when
BROADCASTING

WICA,

in Ashtabula,

O.,

Goes on Air This Month
HEADED by R. B. Rowley, the
new WICA, Ashtabula, 0., 250
watts daytime on 840 kc, will go
on the air between Sept. 15 and
Oct. 1, according to C. A. Rowley,
publisher of the Ashtabula StarBeacon, Geneva Free Press, Painesville Telegraph and Conneaut
News-Herald, Ohio dailies. Harrison Bailey, formerly with KMOX,
St. Louis, will be program director,
and George E. Gautney, formerly
with WRBL, Columbus, Ga., will
be chief engineer. Commercial
manager and announcers remain
to be selected.
Theized theFCC
last January
author-It
construction
of WICA.
is installing a Western Electric
transmitter with RCA studio equipment. Johns-Manville Co. is handling the sound engineering and
acoustic treatment. C. V. Martin,
of Ashtabula, was architect for the
new studio and transmitter house.
A Truscon tower is being installed.
Joint Brewer Series
PLANS for a network series of
weekly sports highlights featuring
Clem McCarthy, to be sponsored by
a group of independent brewers,
have been announced by Harry S.
Dube, New York radio producer
and talent management company.
As outlined in a letter sent Aug.
20 to a number of brewers throughout the country, the plan calls for
a weekly quarter-hour program,
broadcast by Mr. McCarthy from
New York, with the commercial
announcement of each sponsor to
be done locally by an announcer at
the station in his city. Cost of the
program varies with the size of
the market and power of the station, with only one brewery in a
city being permitted to participate.
No specific network is mentioned
for the series, which is expected to
get under way about Oct. 1.
Penick & Ford Plans
PENICK & FORD Ltd. Inc. New
York, will start a spot announcement campaign for Brer Rabbit
molasses and syrup in the fall,
using daily announcements on
some stations in October and on
others in November, following the
return of the pancake season in
various localities. Extent of the
campaign and number of stations
is now being worked out by J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York,
agency of the company.
budgeting for new radio programs.
Joe E. Brown, Jack Haley and
stars of like rank are shining examples of the new trend in added
radio originators. These new shows
are deciding the future of the radio capital, not losing sight of television.
"Increased percentage of originating programs in Hollywood has
already had a telling effect on necessary budgeting for additional office space and personnel for advertising agencies dealing in radio.
Heretofore
agencies
ered New York
as thehave
focalconsidpoint
of interest and although this is a
'die-hard' rule, agencies are nevertheless awakening through sheer
necessity to the increasing demand
for technical and production supervision, which of course must be
done at the point of program origination. All this means new money,
additional work for many."
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The

New

Order

A NEW ERA looms in radio regulation. Infusion of new blood into the FCC to revitalize
it, and to acquire for it the prestige such an
important governmental agency merits, are
the first signs. The elimination of internal
friction and the rooting out of the causes for
repeated charges of political manipulation
have been ordered by the White House itself.
Merit, not politics, prompted President
Roosevelt in his selections of Frank R. McNinch and Comdr. T. A. M. Craven for the
two FCC vacancies. The President made it
plain he wants to "clean up the mess." The
FCC has been the most sharply criticized of
all of his New Deal agencies — some of it justified, much of it the outgrowth of agitation
from within the FCC's own ranks.
In drafting Mr. McNinch from the Federal
Power Commission to take over temporarily
as FCC chairman, the President chose a man
in whom he had implicit faith and confidence.
While Mr. McNinch has had no experience in
radio, he served with distinction as a Democratic member of the Power Commission under
Hoover and since 1933 has directed that agency's destinies as its chairman. Possessed of a
keen, analytical mind, a man of the highest
integrity and a "square shooter", Mr. McNinch
is said to be the type of executive who acts
promptly and hits hard when necessary. The
FCC needs that kind of direction.
The second appointee, Comdr. Craven, is
well known in the radio world and recognized
as one of its foremost engineers. Since 1935 he
has served as chief engineer of the FCC. He
has been instrumental in formulating many of
its policies, notably in the international field,
and he is held in high esteem not only by the
President but by Secretary of State Hull. In
all the hubbub over the Commission, there has
never been one word of criticism so far as we
are aware of his direction of its engineering
department in spite of the often controversial
and sometimes delicate nature of its work.
In view of the shortwave "Teapot Dome"
innuendoes and the more recent suggestion of
"surreptitious" activities in connection with
power allocations, it can be said that the new
appointments are a blow to the standing of
Telegraph Commissioner Payne, whose press
statements and visits with members of Congress, Democrats and Republicans, New Dealers and anti-New Dealers alike, have been responsible for many of the eruptions over the
FCC. Payne has been in repeated conflict not
Page 44 • September
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only with other members of the FCC but with
Comdr. Craven as chief engineer. It develops
that this was known to the White House,
which apparently led many newspapers to interpret the Craven appointment as a "rebuke"
to the New York Republican.
The Craven appointment came in the face
of opposition stirred up by certain factions
who attempted unsuccessfully to block his confirmation by the Senate, only to see Senator
after Senator arise to praise the selection
[see page 67].
The new order on the FCC does not mean
that an inquiry into the FCC and the industry will be averted. This was made plain in
the Senate debate. More than likely, the comprehensive White Resolution for a fact-finding
inquiry will be authorized at the second session of this Congress which convenes in January. Such an inquiry, we say again, should
tend to clear the atmosphere, for radio has
nothing to fear from any Congressional effort
to get at facts and utilize them to bolster the
law and the industry.
Resolutions — a half dozen of them — have
been introduced in the House to investigate
the FCC, the radio industry, the "radio monopoly" and even this publication. Just before
Congress adjourned on Aug. 21, Rep. Bacon
(R-N. Y.) introduced a resolution asking that
a committee be named to investigate a "vicious
and arrogant lobby" which he alleged influences the industry and attempts to control the
FCC. Broadcasting was specifically mentioned
as "the channel of communication of the lobby's views."
With
due deference to Rep. Bacon, a splendid
gentleman who did not take the trouble to inquire into the situation, we think it is more
than a coincidence that he represents the home
district of Telegraph Commissioner Payne.
We might point out that Payne is plaintiflF
in a $100,000 libel suit against Broadcasting
still pending in the courts.
We cannot quite fathom the term "lobby".
But if it means, as used in the resolution, that
Broadcasting has used its editorial prerogatives and the right of a free press to fight for
higher standards in broadcasting and good
government in its regulation; has condemned
the playing of politics with the FCC; has
criticized self-serving agitators who snipe at
the American Plan of radio; has deplored
trumped-up charges of "Teapot Dome" and
legal and engineering "skullduggery"; has
sought to expose malice and misrepresentation
— then we plead guilty!

BOOK

RADIO
SHELF

THE 452~page book Television recently published by RCA Institutes Inc., training subsidiary of RCA, containing more than 300 illustrations, has gone into a second edition.
It is available only with the quarterly RCA
Review as a premium, subscription $1.50 per

GENERAL FOODS makes Huskies, Genyear. eral Mills makes Wheaties, Kellogg makes
Kris-pies, Krumbles and other cereals, Lou
Gehrig mixes them up for a reputed fee
of $1,800 and Broadcasting erroneously
blames Kelloggs for making General
Foods' Huskies. They're all good and we're
all wrong. Please pass the cream and
sugar.
Foolish Figures
RADIO business up 29%! Network income
soars! Spot business doubles!
Such headlines, combined -with fantastic
tales of radio as a Get-Rich-Quick-Wallingford type of business, in no small measure
have been responsible for the fire aimed at
the industry as a whole. It is because the impres ion iswidely prevalent that radio simply
exudes gold, that every conceivable type of
service is trying to exact tribute from the
industry and that state and national bills are
introduced
for confiscatory taxation of stations.
It is true that radio, as an industry, is now
enjoying prosperity. But so is industry generally. Newspapers are carrying more lineage.
Magazines and billboards are eclipsing all
previous records. Crops are up and retail sales
monthly are smashing records. The percentages of increase may not be as spectacular
as radio's, but that is because broadcasting is
a young industry that started from scratch
when other basic media were well entrenched.
And it should be remembered, too, that broadcasting, from the standpoint of monetary turnover, represents but a fraction of the income
of most other advertising media.
But more important is the fact that broadcasting income figures now published monthly
are gross income and not profits. And it
should be kept in mind by those throwing the
bricks that it is only in the last three or four
years that the industry has emerged from
large smudges of red ink.
Certainly the majority of stations and networks are earning money. But each issue of
Broadcasting reveals that the industry trend
is toward diverting profits and income toward
new plants, new studios, modern equipment —
all with the objective of rendering improved
service to the public and to the client. That
is healthy development and should be encouraged.
Figures are risky because they are susceptible of outlandish interpretation, particularly
by those who wish to distort them. Moreover,
income figures are based on one-time rates of
stations and of networks, which obviously tend
to bloat them. We think the matter is one
dustry.
worthy of serious consideration within the in-
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PERSONAL

I ONE summer day 15 years ago a
young woman crossed the threshold
of radio with a new idea — an idea
\ for a program linking the infant
of the entertainment world with
the seasoned veteran, the BroadI way stage. The idea clicked. She
got the job.
That young woman — the name is
Bertha Brainard, "Betty" to her
jj friends — on Aug. 28 celebrated the
I5th anniversary of her association
with radio. Celebrate isn't quite
the right
word. Miss pad
Brainard's
daily
appointment
is too
crowded with matters of immediate
import to leave much time for nostalgia of the pressed-flower variety.
She isn't that kind of a person,
anyhow. And, besides, it's a mansized job to manage the commercial program department of NBC.
Miss Brainard is five feet two, and
intensely feminine. But in business
she's neither woman nor man;
she's a competent and successful
executive who has come up the ladder in and with radio.
Miss
quickly Brainard's
and calmly ability
under tothethink
fire
of modern business is one of her
best assets. With that, there's judgment, authority, responsibility, the
capacity and the willingness to
make decisions and to carry them
through. These qualities are, of
course, supposed to be typically
masculine. Yet she has them — and
in her, they're not masculine;
they're
Miss Brainard
You would
have to insitaction.
in at a
number of conferences to learn
that Miss Brainard has an uncannily accurate faculty for judging
human beings, and for handling
them. She somehow knows how to
get people out into the open, bringing out their views, ideas, prejudices, feelings, judgments. And
when the talking dies down and the
decision is to be made it's seldom
far from the one favored by the
quiet little woman at the head of
the table.
Miss Brainard's name doesn't
figure much in her present job — at
least not to the uninitiated. Instead
of being out front, she works for
others, for the public, agencies,
clients, the artists, actors and musicians. In addition, she does a full
time job of working for radio itself. Above all. Miss Brainard
watches over — and contributes to —

BROADCASTING

the creation of high standards of
radio.
show —
of Others
the showmayin think
hand. of
MissoneBrainard
must" think of the whole course of
radio showmaking — its past, present and future. And Miss Brainard
goes on to figure out whether the
program will help the client and
the agency to keep on making
money in the future.
On the biographical sheet Bertha
Brainard once filled out for NBC,
there were exactly 37 words and
all but a half-dozen were names —
birthplace, schools, other factual
details. She was born in South
Orange, N. J., the daughter of a
newspaperman. After learning to
be a teacher at the Montclair
(N. J.) Normal School, she travelled for a while. During the World
War, she drove an ambulance in
New York, carrying the wounded
from transports to hospitals. Then
she managed a resort hotel in
Greenwich, Conn., and quit to take
a job on the Daily Xews Record,
trade naper of the dress industry.
Whiling away her evenings at
home, listening with her brother to
the new-fangled crystal radio set,
she was fascinated by its newness.
Here, she thought, was something
of the future, something which was
bound to grow and develop ; here
was a great entertainment medium
and here was the career she was
seeking. Then she had an idea. Radio programs were all right so far
as they went, but they could be a
lot better. How? By getting Broadway perfoi-mers to sing and talk
over the air. It was simple. But in
common with many good ideas, it
wasn't so easy to put into eflf'ect.
She had been listening to WJZ,
then a small experimental unit,
operated in an out-of-the-way corner of Newark by Westinghouse
company, and went to look it over.
Turned away, she used her newspaper credentials to open doors,
and, on a second attempt, succeeded
in visiting the station.
The idea began to take shape.
Why not link radio to the stage by
broadcasting a weekly dramatic review? Why not, indeed, answered
the late C. B. Popenoe, then manager of WJZ. Miss Brainard didn't
tell him she knew nobody on Broadway. Instead, she went to Heywood
Broun whom she had never met.
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NOTES

SENATOR WALLACE WHITE.
Congressional leader in radio legislation and author of the White Resolution for an investigation of radio,
sailed with five of his colleagues, including Senate Majority Leader Barkley, on Aug. 25 for Paris to attend a
conference of the Interparliamentary
Union.
.JOHN SANDBERG has resigned
from the NBC-Chicago local sales
department to join Swift & Co.,
Chicago.
FLORENCE FREER, formerly of
Central States Broadcasting Co.,
Omaha, has joined Oklahoma Network, Oklahoma City, as assistant to
J. Buryl Lottridge, managing director.
DON E. OILMAN, vice-president of
NBC, in charge of Pacific Coast
operations,
and Miss
E. Hobson, his secretary,
wereSarah
married
Aug.
14 at a quiet wedding in Santa Rosa,
Cal. The ceremony was performed by
the Rev. Dr. E. E. Ingram in the
study of the First Presbyterian
Church. The witnesses were Lewis S.
Frost,
Mr. sister
Oilman's
assistant
and
Mrs. Frost,
of the
bride. The
couple honevmooned at Blue Lake,
Cal.
J. W. WOODRUFF, operator of
three Georgia
— WRBL,
Columbus ;WATL. stations
Atlanta,
and WGCP,
Albany
—
has
been
named
by
Gov.
River.s as a member of the State
Planning Board.
SYDNEY DINON, NBC western
division assistant sales manager,
Hollywood, has been appointed ways
and means committee chairman of the
Pacific Advertising Chibs Association
wliich will hold its Sfith annual con\ention in Los Angeles next .Time.
H. A. SCHILLINGLAW, assistant
manager of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles,
lia.s resigned to become assistant to
the general
in California for the sales
Earle manager
C. Anthony
motor
interests.
A. E. BENNETT, managing director
of 2GB, Sydney, Australia, left for a
business trip to New Zealand in
August and expects to come to the
United States shortly.
HAL I. LEYS HON, director of
WIOD, Miami, and managing editor
of the Miami Daily News, returned
on the French liner lie de France
Aug. 24 from a European vacation.
After all,permanwasn't
Broun Broun,
a newspatoo? Through
she
met Claude Greneker, press agent
for the Shuberts. She saw "Letty
Pepper",
Charlotte
Greenwood.thenShestarring
wrote her
first
script. She won her first battle with
the microphone. The weekly dramatic program. Broadcasting
Broadway, was a reality and Miss
Brainard was in radio.
But that was only a beginning.
Her idea wasn't merely to steer
people to Broadway shows. It was
to make radio an entertainment
medium which could do as well as,
if not better than the stage. So, she
began to cajole and convince stage
stars to appear before the microphone. And that was another beginning. It was the beginning — or, at
least, one of the lineal ancestors —
of the great modern radio show.
Miss Brainard stayed in radio,
she came up the ladder with it.
After creating her program, she
moved over to New York to act as
talent scout and booking agent for
WJZ. When NBC took over management of the station in November, 1926, she was its assistant
manager. The subsequent steps led
from the management of WJZ
steadily upward to the top of the
setup.
whole NBC commercial program

M. E. KENT, commercial manager of
WJBK, Detroit, on Sept. 1 joins the
new WOTL, Toledo, as manager. The
station was recently authorized for
construction by the FCC, with Frazier
Reams, former prosecuting attorney
of Lucas County and Ohio campaign
manager for President Roosevelt, as
its chief owner.
KENNETH FAGERLlN, manager
of WMFG, Hibbing, Minn., and Virginia Temples, WLS radio actress,
will be married Sept. 11 at the home
of the bride, Joplin, Mo. Miss Temples
is on the Ma Perkins show on NBC
and on the Virginia Lee d Sunbeam,
Pa d Ma Smithers and Chief Waldo
programs on WLS.
LESLIE JOY, manager of KYW,
Philadelphia, has been appointed to
the Pennsylvania Constitution Commemoration Committee by Gov. Earle.
George Jaspert, of the KYW sales
staff, has recovered from an apijendix
operation performed Aug. 4.
EPES W. SARGENT Jr., has joined
the Chicago staff of Radio Sales as
junior salesman. Sargent, who graduated from Rutgers last June, is one
of a group of college graduates selectannually byin CBS's
for edtraining
radio. New York office
DUDLEY FAUST, for seven years a
member of the advertising department
of the Chicago Ei^ening American,
where he was in the merchandising
and display departments, has joined
the WBBM,
Chicago,
succeeding Tom
Kivlan,sales
whostaff,
resigns
Sept. Co.,
1 toChicago
join theagency.
George H. Hartman
D. E. (Plug) KENDRICK, former
manager of WIRE, Indianapolis, who
heads a company seeking a new local
on 1210 kc. in Louisville, has taken
up his residence at 310 S. Fifth St.,
Louisville.
ELMER PRATT, Washington radio
attorney, left for San Juan, Porto
Rico, on Aug. 21 to confer with Juan
Piza, operator of WNEL. He will
return to Washington Sept. 6.
DEWEY L. DRUM has been promoted to assistant commercial director of WSOC, Charlotte, N. C. Edwin
Turner has joined the WSOC sales
staff.
A. B. HENDRY, onetime commercial
manager of WIL, and later on the
sales staff of WTMV, E. St. Louis, is
now on the editorial staff of the St.
Louis Glole-Demo&rat.
BEN S. FISHER, Washington radio
attorney, who has been touring Europe
turn towith
hisMrs.
officeFisher,
Sept. is
12. due to reGEORGE FREY, NBC sales representative, recently defended successfully his title as club champion of the
White
Beeches
Golf Club, Haworth,
N. J.
HAROLD STRETCH Jr., salesman
of WHN, New York, married Miss
Elinor Wood Aug. 16.
H. M. BEVILLE Jr., chief statistician of NBC, sailed aboard the Normandie
Aug. 16 for a European vacation.
GEORGE W. CLARK, formerly with
Radio Circulation Builders, Chicago,
radio contest promoters, as well as
Rhodes & Leisenring, Chicago, pubishers'staff
representatives,
has joined the
sales
of WLS, Chicago.
Emmett Moore
EMMETT MOORE, for the past
year account
executive
announcer of KFVD,
Los and
Angeles,
died in that city August 10, after
an illness of one month. Before
entering radio he was a vaudeville
producer and well known in the
theatrical world.
SIX-month-old son of Stanley McAllister, supervisor of CBS building
City.
operations,
died recently of pneumonia.
The burial was held in Salt Lake
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'BEHINPt&MIKE
CHARLES GLENN HICKS, Jr., formerly of WPTF, Raleigh, N. C. has
been promoted to program director of
WSOC. Charlotte, N. C. Dick Faulkner will assist Mr. Hicks in his new
capacity. Ron Jenkins, formerly of
WQAM. Miami, Fla., has been named
traffic^ manager of WSOC and Paul
W. Norris has been appointed merchandising director of WSOO.
PERRY ORANDALL has resigned
from the continuity staff of KGB,
San Diego. Cal.. to join Atlas Radio
Corp.. Hollywood transcription and
program production concern as writerproducer.
NELSON OLMSTED, formerly of
KNOW. Austin, has joined the announcing staff of WRAP. Fort Worth,
replacing Russ Lamb, who has moved
to Chicago.
IRVING AARONSON, musical director of WHN, New York, is the
father of a baby girl born Aug. 18.

VIOLA OSWOOD GLOWERS, who
conducted the Famous Philadelphia
Women of the Week series on WIP,
I'hiladelphia, for 26 weeks, has returned to Louisville to supervise and
announce a department store schedule
over WAVE and to conduct its
Musical Clock morning program.
CAROLYN ANN CROSS, director
of the Homemakers Cluh of WIP,
Philadelphia, has been appointed a
judge of the 1937 Atlantic City
Beauty Contest.
CHARLES STARK, announcer of
WABC, New York, became the father
of a boy, Charles Jr., born Aug. 2.
Mrs. Stark is the former Mary
O'Rourke and was a model at the
Gimbel store in Philadelphia when
Mr. Stark was an announcer with
WIP.
GENE HALLIDAY, recently named
head of the music department of KSL,
Salt Lake City, has been chosen night
director of station operations of that
station. Fred Taylor has been moved
into the continuity department, while
Byron Ray take.s on the duties of
auditioning commercial transcription
shows.

Can

Vou

Use

One

RICHARD L. SCHEIDKER, formerly of KXBY, Kansas City, has
joined the continuity department of
KMOX, St. Louis. He replaces Harrison Bailey, who re.signed to beconnbula,
O.
program
director of AVICA, Ashta

FROM TRAIN— Here is J&ck Harris (left) of WSM, Nashville, in
charge of production on the recent
900 mile broadcast aboard the
Louisville & Nashville's Pan-American, with J. J. Elder, executive assistant of the L & N Railroad.
At right is Jimmy Wilson, of
WWL, New Orleans. Seven stations gave the crack passenger
train a salute on its fourth radio
anniversary, WSM, Nashville;
WHAS, Louisville; WCKY, Cincinnati; WWL, New Orleans;
WSGN, Birmingham; WSFA,
Montgomery, and WMFO, Decatur, Ala.

Radio's

Man

Greatest

Show?

For years a successful artist on the national net'works. Dale
Wimbro'w is an even greater entertainer today over WXYZ
and the Michigan Radio Net'work. His daily quarter-hour
program at 8:45 a. m. has become a one-man variety sho'w
of state-wide fame.
Songs — often original— homely quips that make everybody
chuckle, pointed hillbilly philosophy, an occasional verse,
a bit on the wimbrola or the giant guitar— everything clicks.
And there's a swell organ accompaniment by lovely
Marguerite Werner.
A versatile chap this Wimbrow. And how he can put over
a sales message!
Whose sales message? Why yours, of course!
Another WXYZ feature complete with audience and covering
not only Detroit but 85% of all Michigan's buying power. Write!
King-TrendlB Broadcasting Carporation
300 Madison Theatre Building •
•
Detroit
Wm. G. Rambeau Co. RepTesentotive
Home Office: Tribune Tower, Chicago
Eastern Office:
Western Office:
550 Chanin Building, New York
Russ Building, San Francisco
Fall and winter buying power in Detroit and
Michigan will reach the highest levels since 1928,

X
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JACK SIMPSON recently joined th^announcing staff of WJDX, Jackson.
Miss. Mr. Simpson, a page at thi;
NBC-Chicago studios for the last four
years, is the sixth graduate of the
NBC
conducted
by
Seniorannouncer's
Announcerschool
Everett
Mitchell
to get a station position.
EDITH NIXON, on the news staff of
the Chicago
Herald
d Examiner
for
seven
years, and
society
editor of the
Chicago Daily News for the past year,
has been made publicity director of
WLS
and managing editor of the
station's weekly magazine. Standby.
Miss Dixon succeeds Virginia Seeds,
resigned.
JANET BAIRD, interviewer at NBC,
helSan Francisco,
and was
Aug. a23diving
and costumedonned
met
submerged beneath the waters of San
She
Gate.
Francisco'
s famed
surface
under the
45 feet Golden
was lowered
viewed the sunken hulks of
where
wrecked.shetankers.

'i
,
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<
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MARTHA MURRAY, product of the (
L nited Broadcast Co. dramatic school,
is the first student to become a pro- i
fessional
artist. She
heard on '
W.IAY, Cleveland,
as a isnewscaster.
JOSEPHINE WELCH, program director of WSAR, Fall River, Mass.,
has returned to her duties after injuring her arm while swimming. Francis
J. McLaughlin Jr., former announcer,
has been named production manager
and will handle special events.
MABEL
ALBERTSON, Hollywood
woman gag writer,
collaborating
wich Ken Piatt on a is
cartoon strip of I
"The Countess of Kleptomania" for i
newspaper
. Miss Albertson created publication
the character
on the Dress
Rehearsal program sponsored last year i
by lodent Chemical Co.
[
LYLE DeMOSS, program director of |
KFAB, Lincoln, is the father of a
son, born recently. Mr. and Mrs. De- I
Moss have one other child, William [
!
Lyle DeMoss, age 2.
CHARLES
O'CONNO
R,
announce
r,
!
has resigned from NBC, New York, i
to join Philip Morris & Co. Ltd., to ,
announce the sponsor's network series.
ERIC
BAUME,
Australian
radio '
trip.
commentator
and editor
of the Sydney
^
Sunday Sun, is in the United States '
on a combined business and pleasure '
FRED
of NBC's
di- I
vision inYOUNG,
New York,
recently music
won six
Bldg.
prizes at the annual gladiolus show
held on the 11th floor of the RCA
PAUL
CRUGER,
former scenario i
writer for First National and Universal, and Vina Jarboe, screen writer
of M-G-M, have joined the dramatic
continuity
staff of Wood Radio Pro- ,
ductious, Hollywood.
J. CHARLES McINTIRE, sports announcer of WMBH, Joplin, Mo., was j
honored recently when the local baseball corporation and fans staged a ii
"Mclntire
pre- '
sented
him Appreciation
with a set ofNight",
golf clubs
and paid tribute to his four years of
sporteasting.
ALBERT
WOAS,
formerly of
WPAD, Paducah,
has joined
the
announcing
staff ofKy.,
KFYO,
Lubbock,
Tex. Mr. Woas recently signed an
RKO Junior Players Contract which
will become effective on his graduation from Texas Tech. Bruce Collier has been named to the sales staff
of
KFYO
to replace Harold Scott
N.
who M.
has joined KGGM, Albuquerque,

>'
I
j
ii
i
[

SARTELL PRENTICE Jr., former \l j
script writer for March of Time, has !
joined the continuity department of i
WDRC, Hartford, Conn,
• Broadcast
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BUFFALO
Takes pleasure in announcing that on Sept. i, 1937
BEN

H.

DARROW

FOR NINE YEARS Director of the Ohio School of the Air; Radio Chairman
BEN H. DARROW

of the National Congress of Parents and Teachers, and considered the
country's foremost authority on EDUCATION

Director
Mr. Darrow

of

Education

at

BY RADIO

WB

will become —

EN

will devote his entire time to organizing and conducting a

comprehensive series of educational programs for broadcasting over WBEN
exclusively.

THE INITIAL SERIES of programs will be scheduled at an hour convenient for the listening habits of
young and old alike, namely 7:45 to 8:00 p.m. EST., and will commence about October 15. Later
on, additional periods at other hours of the day will be added to the educational schedule.
THIS SERIES will not be available for commercial sponsorship.
IT IS HOPED that WBEN's pioneer move in the direction of education by radio may demonstrate
that strictly educational material, so earnestly sought by educators, is susceptible to showmanly presentation acceptable to listeners.

WBEN

takes

#

WBEN

BROADCASTING

pride

in making

this announcement,

because :

We believe that WBEN is the first independently owned, commercial
broadcasting station to employ an educational director exclusively to
devote his time and talent to this important phase of broadcasting.

^

We have deliberately scheduled these educational features during the
choice evening hours when the peak audience potential is available.

^

We have secured the services of the nation's outstanding figure in the
field of educational broadcasting, Mr. Ben H. Darrow.

THE

RADIO
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Advertising
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LEE WYNNE, announcer of KGER,
Long Beach, Cal., has been assigned
to the
newly-created
of public relations
director.position
Another
new
addition to KGER is Gordon Mills,
announcer, six years with Los Angeles stations. Clete Roberts, formerly of KOL, Seattle, has joined
KGER as news editor.
RALPH
MADDOX,
former produc-of
tion director
and announcer
WJDX, Jackson, Miss., has joined the
production department of NBC in
Chicago. Jack Simpson, former page
at NBC Chicago studios and a graduate of the NBC announcers' school,
has replaced Maddox on the announcing staff of WJDX.
TOM DALY, veteran announcer of
KWK, St. Louis, has joined WDOD.
Chattanooga, as chief announcer and
sportscaster.
CHET GOWAN, formerly of KPLT,
Paris, Tex., has joined the announcing stafE of KFAB-KFOR. Lincoln,
Neb., where he replaces Carl Saunders who has joined KFXM, San Bernadino, Cal.
ERNIE SANDERS, announcer of
WHO, Des Moines, la., spent the last
two weeks of August in Fort Riley,
Kan., where the fourth army maneuvers were held. He is in the officers
reserve corps.

THERESA AEZER, music librarian
at KFRC, San Francisco, resigned recently to move to Los Angeles and
has been succeeded by Edith Drydon.
PAUL HEALY, formerly of the
Scripps-Howard central office in Cincinnati, has joined WNOX, Knoxville, in charge of accounting.
BILL DURNEY, director of public
relations at WIL, St. Louis, and Bart
Slattery, publicity manager, were
guests of the American Airlines on a
preview flight of the flagship of its
new fleet of 21 passenger planes.
.TANE LOCKE has joined the staff of
KDB, Santa Barbara, Cal., as society
reporter and Klyde Kraft has been
Theatre.
appointed director of KDB's Radio

Phooey on Papa
GORDON HERRIOT, news
commentator of WNYC, New
York, recently received a fan
letter from Ralph Kaltenborn, son of the well known
commentator, who wrote,
"There was a time when I
considered my father the
only liberal and honest news
commentator gracing the air
. . . But that was up until
last week when I heard you
for the first time. And now
unhesitatingly I place you as
the best of all by far."
ROBERT LONGENECKER, assistant to Bill Lawrence, CBS Hollywood producer, has been made a fuilfledged producer.
ALMA McKENZIE, dramatic radio
actress of WIP, Philadelphia, recently
married George Spittale of that city.
JOHN WAGNER, of the auditing department, NBC, San Francisco, recently married Miss Jean McCracken,
of New Jersey.

E. C.

LYLE FLANAGAN, head of the continuity department of WHO, Des
Moines, suffered facial injuries in a
faU last mobile
month
fromdoor
a moving
autowhen the
accidentally
opened.
HAROLD L. NORMAN, formerly
with KIUL. Garden City, Kan.,
KVSO, Ardmore, Okla., and WIRE,
Indianapolis, will join KFH, Wichita, Kansas, Sept. 1.
BOB SNOW, formerly of KGDE,
Fergus Falls, Minn., has joined the
announcing
rardeau, Mo.staff of KFVS, Cape Gi-

PAGE

Consulting '^adio Engineer
and
GEORGE

C,

DAVIS

T^adio Sngineer

formerly with the Broadcast Section
Federal Communications

Commission

cAnnounce
the formation
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&

of

Davis

Qonsulting '^adio Sngineers
Munsey Building
WASHINGTON,

D. C.

Field Office
EVANSTON,
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HAYDEN ROBERTS, formerly
WBBM, Chicago, commentator, is
being heard five times weekly in ii
quarter-hour of news on KFWB,
Hollywood under Arden Farms Inc.
(dairy) sponsorship.
JOHN NESBITT. commenator of
the weekly
Parade
seriesquarter-hour
sponsored byPassing
Duart
Mfg. Co., on 14 Mutual-Don Lee
stations, has been signed by M-G-M to
write, direct and produce a series of
short subjects based on his radio
program.
ALEX BUCHAN, announcer of
WTMV, E. St. Louis, 111., has re
turned from a vacation spent with
relatives in Scotland.
HERBERT
LATEAU, former
Okla-1
homa City newscaster,
on Sept.
joins KARK, Little Rock, taking
charge of news and dramatics. David
Byrn, who recently was promoted to
chief announcer of KARK, has taken
over The Farmers' Hour, 6-7 a. m.
BERNARD SMITH, formerly publicity director of Milton Weinberg
Adv. Co., Los Angeles, has gone to
KFI-KECA, that city, in a similar
capacity. Hal Bock, NBC Hollywood
publicity director, has been handling
KFI-KECA releases for several
months. KFI-KECA are the NBC
outlets in Los Angeles.
KARL KELLOGG, who formerly
headed his own Los Angeles promotion agency, has been appointed man
ager of the new promotion department
of KFI-KECA, that city.
TED BLISS, KHJ. Los Angeles,
writer-producer,
been named
director of programhasoperations
for the
Don Lee Broadcasting System, succeeding Charles Bulotti, resigned.
JAMES woodWALLINGTON,
announcer, became CBS
the Hollyfather
of an 8 pound baby girl Aug. 16.
HECTOR CHEVIGNY, Hollywood
continuity writer, will have his new
book Lost Empire, published by Macmillan's on Oct. 17. Book is a biography of the founder of the Russian
Atnerican Fur Trading Co.. a little
known phase of California history.
RUSS JOHNSTON has been appointed CBS Pacific Coast continuity
editor, wood,
headquartered
at KNX. Latham
Hollyand replaces Beverly
who resigned because of ill health.
Johnson was
of agency.
NeisserMeyerhoff
Inc., formerly
Los Angeles
ARTHUR BRYAN has resigned as
producerhis oftimeKFWB.
Hollywood, to
devote
to writing.
BERT BUZZINI, announcer of KYA.
San Francisco, has resigned to enroll
at
the University of California law
school.
MORTer" at KJBS,
WERNER,
"singing-announcSan Francisco,
flew to
Hollywood for a screen test recently
and is awaiting the outcome.
JEAN PAUL
KING, conducting
network an-a
nouncer, is currently
class in broadcasting technique at
the Provincetown Wharf Theater.
MARTIN BLOCK has been named
program director of WNEW, New
York.
JOSEPH C. GARRETT, announcer
and producer of WNEW, New York,
has resigned to go to the West Coast.
J. CHARLES McINTIRE, sports
announcer of WMBH Joplin, Mo.,
and Blanche Sullivan were married
Aug. 18.
JACK COSTELLO has replaced
Milton Cross as announcer on the
Vox Pop
program
Cummer Products
Co. sponsored
for Molle byshaving
cream Tuesday evenings on NBC.
Costello will also announce the same
sponsor's new Sunday afternoon NBC
show. Radio Newsreel, for Energine
cleaner.
LEWIS TITTERTON, manager of
the NBC script division, was to sail
Sept. 1 for a vacation in England.
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• WKY was first in the Southwest during
the first quarter of 1937 both in number
of advertisers using spot radio and in
number of sponsored spot programs, according to Publishers' Information Bureau reports. Only thirteen stations in
the entire country had more spot advertisers than WKY ; only twenty had more
programs.

WKY

is no stranger in

the group of top spot stations. Year after year it
gets more business from
advertisers because it gets
more business for advertisers.

WKY

has the frequency (900 kc.) and

the facilities which give it a coverage
advantage in Oklahoma

over all other

stations. And because the aggregate attractiveness of its programs and the
alertness of its showmanship have won
majority listener preference, WKY

can

furnish advertisers a "standing" audience
in Oklahoma far greater than any other
station.

OKLAHOMA

CITY

AFFILIATED WITH THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN, OKLAHOMA
CITY TIMES AND THE FARM ER-STOCKMAN o NATION AL
REPRESENTATIVE - E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY

GILBERT McClelland, head of
the trade paper division of the Chicago-NBC publicity department, is
bacli at his desk after being away for
five weeks. A tonsillectemy which
Mr. MeCleland had performed during
his two-week vacation did not heal
properly and he was forced to remain
home an additional three weeks.
RALPHtion MADDOX,
produc-at
director and formerly
announcer
■WJDX, .Jackson. Miss., has been
added to the NBC-Chicago production
.staff succeeding Wyn Orr who re.signed to become radio director of
'stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
:WILLLA.M C. HODAPP. former
'Indiana
LTniversity
,tor and recently
with dramatic
the Fort instrucWayne
civic dramatic players, has joined the
jXBC-Chicago continuity staff.
,.T. O. (Buck) WEAVER. CBSChicago news editor, has returned
(from a visit to Mexico City where he
;spoke in Spanish over station XGW.
iLLOTD E. TODER, NBC press reJatious head on the Pacific Coast, has
(been named Commissioner of Officials
ifor the Far Western Football Conference. Yoder also is secretary of
the Northern California Football Offi'cials Assn.
isiISS EDITH BRODT has been
:;added
ment. to the KYA accounting depart-

LEROY SIMMONS, formerly of
KWTO, Springfield, Mo., and KCMO,
Kansas City, has gone to KWK, St.
Louis, to replace Tom Dailey. who
is now chief announcer of WDOD,
Chattanooga. Tenn.
JACK PATTON. formerly on the
announcing staff of KIEV, Glendale.
Cal., has joined KMTR, Hollywood,
in a similar capacity. He succeeds
George Artz, who resigned to return
to college. William Kelso, a recent
addition to the KMTR announcing
staff, has been made night supervisor.
CY FEUER. musical director of
Brunswick Record Corp., Los Angeles,
has taken on the additional duties of
musical director of KEHE, that city.
He succeeds Ivan Eppenoff.
DON BERNARD, CBS Hollywood
producer, has been assigned to the
Eddie Cantor Texaco Town program
sponsored by Texas Oil Co.. taking
over production duties of Bill Goodwin
who resigned to join William Esty &
Co. Inc., that city.
JACKSON WHEELER has resigned
as CBS Hollywood
producer
nouncer to free lance
and and
act an-in
motion pictures. He has been given a
.stock contract at M-G-M. Wheeler
will continue to handle the commercials on the CBS Joe Penner (Cocomalt)
month. show which resumes next

DICK signed
WYNNE,
who post
recently
rehis announcing
at KYA,
San Francisco, to take a like position
at KJBS, has returned to KYA as
the voice of Columbia Outfitting Co.
and also staff announcer.
JOHN F. McNAMARA, program
director of WBZ, Boston, returned in
August from a British tour, in which
he inspected broadcast stations.
BOB EVANS, announcer of WSPD,
Toledo, married Miss Irene Osborn,
vocalist, in Akron Aug. 8.
MISS BETTY LEVEE, movie gossip
editor of KCMO, Kansas City, left
for Hollywood Aug. 14 to visit movie
studios.
HIBBARD CLEVELAND, formerly
of WHO, Des Moines, and Gene
Leffler, formerly at KTUL. Tulsa,
KFAB, Lincoln. KOIL, Omaha, and
WHO, Des Moines, have joined the
announcing staff of KSO-KRNT, Des
Moines.
BOB JONES, continuity writer of
KVOO, Tulsa, has resigned his posiversity.tion to return to Oklahoma UniRAY COLCORD, formerly of KFRU,
Columbia, nouncing
Mo.,staff has
joined theTulsa.
anof KVOO,
Porter Randall, also from KFRLT, has
been named assistant news editor at
KVOO.

Dominating

the

northwest

North

72.0, Minnesota
82.7

and

Dakota
NO.

91.4, Iowa

Nebraska

83.8,

DAKOTA

crop conditions the best in
years, a test program

MINNESOTA

on
SO.

will definitely in-

WNAX

clude your account

to the

DAKOTA

long list of satisfied national advertisers who have
found

a proven market

a record

tion. WNAX offers an unusual large rural and
market.

IOWA

on

mail pulling sta-

1

NEBR.ASKA

city

Rates and station

data upon request.

WNAX
5000 Watts

(L.S.) 1000 Watts

Night

570 Kilocycles
Yankton So. Dakota
Representatives
WILSON - ROBERTSON
Kansas
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Chicago —

New

DAVID MORRIS, formerly on the
announcing staff of KFEL, Denver,
has joined KGER. Long Beach. Cal.
EDDIE nouncerLYON,
chiefjoined
anof KTUL. formerly
Tulsa, has
KRKD, Los Angeles.
ROY WINSAUER. formerly with
CBS in New
has joined
the production staff York,
of WCCO,
Minneapolis,
under vard
Hayle
Cavanor.
is a HaralumnusC. and
spent He
a year
with
Columbia.
LARRY GENTILE, who has been
conducting the all-night request program titled Ni-ght Orel on WJBK. Dejoined aCKLW.
Detroit,troit,tohas handle
similar Windsorprogram.
JOHN J. H. HURLEY. NBC staff
announcer in Washington, who has
been attending night law school at
Georgetown
on Aug.
'2'>
was
admitted
to the District
of Columbia bar. University,
JOSEPH G. COREY, New York free
lance radio producer, has been appointed eastern fieldCo.
manager
of Radio Transcription
of America,
Holl.ywood transcription producers.
TRO HARPER, former special assignment man for Life and Time
magazines, recently joined KSFO.
San Francisco as news editor.
RALPH EDWARDS, announcer for
the Major Bowes and Horace Heidi
programs, has been given a screen
test for possible casting in the picture
Manhaitan Merry-Go-Roiind.
PAT KELLY, former NBC producer
and now director of radio activities
for the San Francisco Community
Chest,landrecently
returnedBritish
from radio
Engwhere he studied
activities.
KEN CARNEY, program manager at
NBC, San
Francisco,
dressed several
hundred recently
members ad-of
the Berkeley Breakfast Club on the
subject of radio production and sales,
BOB GARRED,
former manager
writer, an-of
nouncer and program
station KRLC, Lewiston, Id., was
recently named newscaster at KSFO,
San Francisco.
BOB GOERNER.
announcer,
has replaced Dudley Manlove
at KROW,
Oakland.
JOHN HARRINGTON, WBBM announcer broadcasting the baseball
games for Kellogg Co., this summer
on W.J.JD. Chicago, received a severe
shoulder
injury
during aWBBM
recent softball game
between
and
WCBD.
SYLVAN BROWN, formerly editor
of Zitsm. has joined the publicity staff
of
Artists Management Bureau. New
York.

—South
CONSIDERING
Dakota with 71.2 radio
ownership,

Asleep at Sea
SCOTT WEAKLEY, Production manager of KROW, Oakland, nearly missed several
programs recently when, on
a fishing
junket
in San
Fran-in
cisco Bay,
he fell
asleep
the boat. When he awoke he
found himself stranded on a
mud flat. He had to wait
several hours before a high
tide re-floated his craft and
he could put back to port. He
didn't report how many fish
he caught.

York

BROADCASTING

JOE BOLAND. special events director of WSBT-WFAM, South Bend,
again will assist Elmer Layden as
coach of the Notre Dame football
team.
JOHN CARL MORGAN, formerly of
WRTD, Richmond, has joined WTAR,
Norfolk. Va. Ernest Bowman goes
from WTAR to WRTD.
TED TURNER, head of the radio
program division of Walter Biddick
Co., Los Angeles, has been made a
detective lieutenant of the Los Angeles
police auxiliary.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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Archbold — American

Museum

of Natural

Expedition
BEXDIX

History

is Equipped
Radio

With

Apparatus

Into the interior of unexplored New
Guinea.

Richard

Archbold

goes

equipped with modern science's
latest devices. Bendix has installed
complete

radio transmitting, re-

ceiving, direction finding and interior communication equipment in the
large Consolidated PBY-1 Plane to
be used on this flight, as well as two
portable sets used by the ground
parties. The plane will transport the
exploring parties to this Malay
island, and there act as an air base
while the expedition heads into the
interior. The party is expected to
start some time this year.

Bendix Radio Aids Plane
in Locating Parties to
Drop Supplies
Each of the two ground parties
will have portable Bendix Radio
equipment consisting of a small
transmitter, a small receiver
and a gasoline motor-driven
generator to furnish transmitting power. The parties
will thus keep in constant
contact with the plane. By
use of Bendix radio equipment
the plane will be able to locate the position of the parties
and drop supplies as needed.

Interior View of Bendix Radio Equipment in
the Archbold Consolidated PBY-1 Plane
(Illustrated in position left to right) Main transmitter;
(above) Emergency transmitter; Intercommunication
system; Loop rotation indicator. (On the shelf above)
Two 6 band, 8 tube superheterodyne receivers. Radio
direction finder and loop rotation control in center.
Direct all communications to Bendix Radio Corporation, 9th »' Kearny Sts., N. E., Washington, D. C.

END!
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R
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T

I ON
OAKLAND

BENDIX

OFFERS

THE COMPLETE

MATIC FREQUENCY SELECTOR

RECEIVER
FOR

WITH

AIRPORT

AUTO-

CONTROL

^Number 22 . . . over Brandy wine ... at 4,000 feet . . . Visibility 2 miles
FLICK . . . ''Number 16 . . . over Brownsville ..." A
flick of the finger and you have instantaneous reception from
planes on any desired frequency. Bendix recognized the need
of modern airports for an Automatic Frequency Selector and
engineered this unit which combines convenience, accuracy and
superior performance. Entirely new in design and construction,
it embodies many of the latest contributions of science to Radio communication .. . offering the greatest utility per dollar cost.
■ 2 Receiver includes the following features in compact
Manual, Push Button, or Automatic Dial Control • Voice
or Telegraph, CW and MCW • AVC or Manual Volume
Control • High Image Ratio at high sensitivity • Noise
Suppression • Individual Filtering on Control
and Power leads • Novel Electro-Static Input
Shield (improves use with transmission
lines) • Four Channels per Unit • Single
Power Supply adequate for 3 Units (12
channels) • Quick-Change Crystals
or Tunable Coil Unit.

Also
available
the 'above
receiver
is the with
AUTOMATIC
DIAL CONTROL UNIT {pictured below), which may be
used as remote control, to
instantly and automatically
select the desired frequency
by the turn of a dial. This
allows the operator to avoid
troublesome manual tuning
and to devote more of his
time to the important job of
controlling airport traffic,
without changing his position.

Direct all communications to Bendix Radio Corporation, 9th & Kearny Sts.,N.E,Washington,D.C.

END

R
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D
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IX

CORPORATION

WASHINGTON

DAYTON

CHICAGO

OAKLAND"

CONTROlr^

IIA.
H.chief
SAXTON,
NBC "Western
division
engineer,
the transfer
of L. D.announced
Cully andAug.S. 20
C.
'I Hobat
of
his
plant
department
to
Hollywood, where they will be control
Ii bat
supervisors.
A. Sugg
Hoand T. B.P.Palmer
will replaces
act as relief
I supervisor. Additions to the San
Francisco staff are J. E. Burrell, H.
IN. Jacobs and F. L. Fullaway, stuI dio engineers ; R. T. Parker and M. D.
' Case, stationed at the KGO transImitter at Oakland, and R. B. Barnes
land M. S. Brewer, assigned to the
I KPO transmitter at Belmont.
MARVIN H. EICHORST, NBCChicago studio-field engineer, has been
promoted to control relief supervisor.
Hubert F. Abfalter and Minor J.
I Wilson have been added to the NBCChicago staff as studio-field engineers.
WADE PATTERSON, formerly with
WHBF, of Rock Island, 111., recently
joined
Omaha. the announcer's staff of KOIL,
EMMETT MELLENTHIN, formerly
with WJMS, Ironwood, Mich., has
joined the engineering staff of WAAF,
Chicago, succeeding Ben Hespen, who
has resigned to become manager of a
new local station projected for Bozeman, Mont.
PERRY HOFFMAN, transmitter
operator of WOWO, Fort Wayne, has
been transferred by Westinghouse to
KYW, Philadelphia.
EDWARD McGINLEY has joined
WJE.J, Hagerstown, Md., as control
operator.

HAROLD PEERY, formerly technical supervisor of Don Lee Broadcasting System, Los Angeles, is now a
member of the CBS Hollywood technical department.
WILLIAM GROVE has been named
chief
cisco. technician at KGGC, San FranBILL BOWEN, of the NBC plant
department in San Francisco, recently
returned
to his ofduties
following
a six-of
months leave
absence
because
illness.

Radiator in Lake
KYOS, Merced, Gal., has
erected a three-foot levee
around the four-acre plot on
which is located its vertical
radiator. From the canals of
the Merced Irrigation District, water flows into the
plot and a small lake covers
the radiator ground at all
times. Increased efficiency of
ground system is one of the
benefits of location in the irrigation district, according
to M. F. Woodling, manager.
LEWIS WINDMULLER, formerly
director of National Recording Studios
Washington, has been named sales
representative
recording Aerial
equipment divisionforoftheFairehild
Corp.ter inMr.Washington
Windmullerin will
headquarthe National
Press Bldg.
LEE PENNINGTON has been placed
in charge of the CBS Pacific Coast
maintenance department and is stationed at KNX, Hollywood.
PAUL SLOANE, of Wisconsin U., has
joined KDKA, Pittsburgh, as studio
engineer. Gerald Coleman, renowned
for his amateur broadcasts during the
1936 flood at Johnstown, Pa., has
joined the transmitter staff at Saxonburg. Kenneth Walborn, apprentice,
has been advanced to a transmitter
engineer.
W. J. FLEET, formerly of WPG,
Atlantic City, has joined the transmitter staff of KYW, Philadelphia.
Leroy Nuss, formerly of WIP, Philadelphia, has joined the control staff.
Walton W. Wilson, from Mackay
Radio Telegraph Co., Chicago, has
joined the control staff. At one time
he svas with KPRC, Houston.

IN A KAYAK— Bill Edwards, KFIKECA, Los Angeles technician,
can paddle his o^vn kayak along
with the best of them, it was revealed recently when he admitted
to being the mysterious Willard
E, Edwards
who broke
a world's
record
by paddling
a flimsy
kayak
across the choppy Catalina channel between San Pedro, Gal. and
Avalon, Gatalina Island. Edwards
made the 62 mile round trip in
15 hours. As provisions he took
only an orange, apple and quart of
water. His 12 foot boat weighs
but 40 pounds, and is pictured completing his unprecedented feat.
HARRY GRELCK, formerly of the
engineering staff of WOV-WBIL, New
York, has joined the technical staff of
NBC, that city.
JOSEPH DEPPE and Frank Kearney, formerly of the technical staff of
the former WLWL, New York,
have joined the engineering staff of
WOV-WBIL, that city. Gilbert McDonald, formerly of WNEW, New
York, has also joined the WOV-WBIL
engineering staff.
ED MANNING, member of the NBC
technical staff in San Francisco, is
nursing several broken ribs, suffered
in an automobile accident during his
vacation.

TWICE

THE

A. B.neer ofCHAMBERLAIN,
CBS, is the father chief
of a engibaby
girl, Nora Angel, born Aug. 13,
PAYSON
MALLORY,
amateur, has been
added toformer
the control
staff of WSOC, Charlotte.
FITZROY KENNEDY has joined the
operating staff of WICC, Bridgeport,
Conn.
EPHRAIM PAYSON MALLARD
has joined the engineering staff of
WSOC, Charlotte, N. C.
GERALD D. COLEMAN has been
transferred from the transmitter test
department of Westinghouse, Chicopee
Falls, Mass., to the KDKA, Pittsburgh, transmitter.
PAUL ADANTI, graduate of Union
College, Schenectady, has joined the
control of WGY, Schenectady. A licensed amateur, Adanti has previously been with WMBO, Auburn, N. Y.,
and WSYR, Syracuse.
MERVIN DAMME, formerly of
WJAG, Norfolk, Neb., has joined the
engineering
Lincoln,
Neb. staff of KFAB-KFOR,
ROBERT W. NICKLES and Lawrence Trembly have joined the engineering staff of KSD, St. Louis.
KENNETH FEES, formerly in radio
in Kansas City, has been added to
the field engineering staff of WIP,
Philadelphia.

POWER

SOON

KFBK

Sacramento,

Caiifornia
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FOR

10.000

McCLATCHY
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THE

Hudinadd

OF

BROADCASTING
STATION ACCOUNTS
ap — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WOAI, San Antonio
Coleman Lamp & Stove Co., Wichita.
2 weekly sa, thru Potts-Turnbull
Co. Inc., Kansas City.
CSO Laboratories, Dallas, 3 weekly
sa, thru Ratcliffe Adv. Agency,
Dallas.
Humble Oil & Refining Co., Houston,
weekly sp, thru Franke-WilkinsonSchiwetz Inc., Houston.
H. Fendrich Inc., Evansville, Ind.
(cigars), 3 weekly sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Bayuk Cigar Co., Philadelphia (Phillies), 5 weekly sa, thru McKee,
Albright & Ivey Inc., Philadelphia.
Carter Medicine Co., New York
(liver pills), 5 weekly sa, thru
Street & Finney Inc., N. Y.
Skinner Mfg. Co., Omaha (food), 5
weekly sa, thru Buchanan-Thomas
Adv. Co., Omaha.
Magnolia Petroleum Co., Dallas, sa,
thru Bruck-Sacks Inc., Dallas.
Devoe & Raynolds Inc., New York
(Pee Gee paint), 2 weekly t, thru
J. Stirling Getchell Inc., N. Y.
Lewis-Howe Co., St. Louis (Turns),
2 weekly t, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Frito Co., Dallas (Frito confection),
weekly sp, thru Brie Racey Adv.
Agency, Dallas.
WIND, Gary
Chicago-Roosevelt Steamship Co.,
Chicago (boat travel), 9 weekly t,
thru W. W. Garrison & Co.,
Chicago.
Morris B. Sachs, Chicago (retail
clothier), daily sp, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Chamberlain Laboratories Inc., Des
Moines (Chamberlains Lotion),
daily gp, thru Coolidge Adv. Co.,
Des Moines.
Chicago Motor Club, Chicago, weekly
sp, thru McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago.
WFIL, Philadelphia
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Spry),
5 weekly sa, 23 weeks, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Anderson Co., Gary, Ind. ( Sleet
Master), 6 weekly sa, thru Schwab
6 Beatty Inc., N. Y.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta. 2 weekly
*, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
N. Y.
Brown & Williamson Tobacco Co.,
Louisville, 6 weekly sp, thru BBDO.
N. Y.
KYA, San Francisco
Southern Pacific Co., San Francisco
(transportation) 2 weekly, sa, thru
Lord & Thomas, San Franciso.
Transcontinental & Western Air Inc.,
San Francisco (air transport), 6
weekly sa, direct.
Electric Appliance Society, San Francisco, 5 weekly sa, thru Jean Scott
Frickleton, San Francisco.
Budd & Votow Co., San Francisco
(Pebble Beach neckties) 3 weekly
sa, thru Doreums & Co., San Francisco.
KECA, Los Angeles
Maurice Bell Inc., Los Angeles
(furs), weekly sa, thru Lee Ringer
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Best Furs Inc., Los Angeles (furs),
weekly t, thru N. J. Newman Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles.
Edison Bros., Los Angeles (chain
shoe store), 8 sa, direct.
Page 54
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WOR, Newark
Atlantis Sales Corp., Rochester, N. Y.
( Coleman's mustard ) , 5 weekly sp,
thru .T. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart, Ind.
(Alka Seltzer), S weekly t, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Florence Stove Co., Gardner, Mass.
(stoves), weekly t, thru Wm. B.
Remington Inc., Springfield, Mass.
Restland Sales & Management Inc.,
East Orange, N. .1. (cemetery lots),
weekly sp, thru Hudson Adv. AgN. Y.
Weston ency,Biscuit
Co. Ltd., Passaic,
N. J. (Weston's English biscuits),
weekly ciates,
sp, Passaic.
thru Radio Adv. AssoLewis-Howe Co., St. Louis (Tums),
weekly sp, thru H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Agency Inc., Chicago.
Chrysler Corp., Detroit (Dodge cars),
weekly
Inc., N. sp,
Y. thru Ruthrauff & Rvan
R. H. Macy & Co. Inc., New York
(department store), 5 weekly sp,
direct.
Philadelphia Dairy Products Co.,
Philadelphia (Dolly Madison ice
cream), 5 weekly sp, thru Seheck
Adv. Agency Inc., Newark.
Standard Brands Inc., New York
(Royal Baking Powder), 5 weekly,
sp,
N. Y.thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,

WCKY, ClncInnaJ
State of Michigan, Lansing, 10 sa,
thru Fred M. Randall Co., Detroit.
Southeastern Michigan Tourist Assn..
13 sa, thru Brooke, Smith & French
Inc., Detroit.
Gardner
Nurseries, Osage, la., 3 t.
Northwest Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
Nestle's Milk Products Inc., New
York (cocoa), 52 so, thru Cecil,
Warwick & Legler Inc., N. Y.
Chamberlain Laboratories Inc., Des
Moines, 151 ta, thru Coolidge Adv.
Co., Des Moines.
Sherwin-Williams Co., Cleveland, .5
weekly sa, thru T. J. Maloney Inc.,
N. Y.
Bartlett Pear Advisory Board, 14 sa,
thru .1. Walter Thompson Co., San
Francisco.
Anderson Co., Gary, Ind. (Sleetmaster), 7 weekly sa, thru Schwab
& Beatty Inc., N. Y.
KDKA, Pittsburgh
Remington Rand Inc.. New York
(typewriters),
3 weekly
thru
Ralston Purina Corp., St. Louis, 156
Leeford
Adv. Agency
Inc., sp.
N. Y.
t, thru Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Sherwin-Williams Co., Cleveland
KHJ, Los Angeles
(paint), 20 sp, thru T. J. MaloIronized Yeast Co., Atlanta, Ga.
ney Inc., N. Y. Inc., Elkhart Ind.,
( yeast tablets ) . 2 weekly t. thru
Miles Laboratories
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.. N. Y.
39
t, thru Wade Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
Gallen Kamp Stores Co., Los Angeles
(shoes), 7 weekly sa, thru Long
Booth Fisheries, Chicago, 27 ta. thru
Adv. Service, San Francisco.
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co.
Standard Oil Co. of California, San
Inc., Chicago.
Francisco (petroleum), 21 weekly
Noss Pretzel & Cone Co., Cleveland,
sa, thru McCann-Erickson Inc., San
50 sa, thru J. Walter Thompson
Francisco.
Co., Chicago.
Block Drug Co., Brooklyn (Omega
WHN, New York
5 weeklv
sa, Y.thru Husban-l
Famous Fairsex Inc., New York
&Oil),
Thomas
Inc., N.
(women's
clothes),
3
weekly
sp,
thru
Frank Kiernan & Co., N. Y.
KSFO, San Francisco
P. J. Le Roy, Detroit (piano lessons),
Laborite, San Francisco (All Purpose
6 weekly, t, direct.
soap), 3 weekly sp, thru Allied
KFRC, San Francisco
Adv. Agency, San Francisco,
Bartlett Pear Advisory Board, San Rulo Corp., Los Angeles (automoFrancisco, 7 weekly sa, thru J.
tive), 3 weekly
thru C. Ellsworth
Wvlie. Los sp,
Angeles.
Walter Thompson, San Francisco.
William
Wrigley
Jr.
Co., Chicago
KGO, San Francisco
(chewing gum), 5 Inc.,
weeklyChicago.
so, thru
Gas Appliance Society of California,
Neisser-Meyerhoff
San Francisco (gas appliances) 6
WEEI, Boston
weekly sa, thru Jean Scott Frickelton, San Francisco.
Gould Oil Burner Corp,, Boston, 312
so, direct.
WQXR, New York
Ritz Carlton Hotel, New York, 7 Massachusetts Motor Car Co., Boston, 26 so, direct.
weekly
son Co.,sa,
N. thru
Y. J. Walter Thomp- E. T. Slattery Co., Boston (departmentReUly
store),Co.,
312 Boston.
so, thru J. Clifford
KPO, San Francisco
-SALES CHART
Howe Inc., Seattle (hand lotion),
weekly sp, thru S. L. Kay Inc.,
San Francicso.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 42
weekly sa. thru Biow Co. Inc.,
N. Y.
KNX, Hollywood
Chamberlain Laboratories Inc., Des
Moines (hand lotion), 6 weekly sp,
thru Coolidge Adv. Co., Des Moines.
Bauer & Black Inc., Chicago (hand
lotion),
5 weekly Inc.,
t, thruChicago.
BlackettSample-Hummert
KSL, Salt Lake City
Union Pacific Railroad, Los Angeles,
2 sa, thru Caples
Co., Los
International
Harvester
Co., Angeles.
Chicago
(twine),
5
weekly
sa,
thru
Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago.
WEAF, New York
Glass Container Assn. of America,
Toledo, 4 weekly sp, thru U. S.
Adv, Corp., Toledo.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 5 daily
sa, thru Biow Co, Inc., N. Y.
KYW, Philadelphia
Board, pears),
SacraDrawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix Bartlett Pear
mento, Calif,Advisory
(fresh Bartlett
5 weekly
J, Walter Thomp"Here's Where the Sponsor's Wife Began to Sing on the Program"
son Co., sa,
San thru
Francisco.
WGY, Schenectady
Block Drug Co., Brooklyn, 60 la,
thru Husband & Thomas, N. Y.
Baldwin Laboratories Inc., Saegerstown. Pa., 2 weekly sa, thru Yount
Co., Erie.
Curtice Brothers Co., Rochester (Blue
Label food products), participation
series, thru N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
N. Y.
Carleton & Hovey Co., Lowell, Mass.
(FatherW. .Johns'),
daily sa, thru
.John
Queen, Boston.
Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western
Coal Co., New York (Blue coal),
weekly t, 26 weeks, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Florence Stove Co., Gardner, Mass,,
weekly t, thru Wm. B. Remington
Co., Springfield, Mass.
International Harvester Co., Chicago
(tractors). 26 sa. thru Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago,
KFWB, Hollywood
Soil-Off Mfg. Co., Glendale, Cal.
(paint cleaner), weekly sp, thru
Jefferson Kaye Wood Adv., Los AnArden
geles.Farms Inc., Los Angeles (dairy
products), 5 weekly sp, thru Productive Adv. Inc., Los Angeles.
Lydia Pinkham Medicine Co.. Lynn,
Mass (medicine compound), 5 weekly t. thru Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc.,
N. Y.
Roberts, Johnson & Rand Shoe Co..
St. Louis (Poll Parrot shoes), 3
weekly sp, thru Glasser Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
Dufay Color Film Co., New York
(film), 36 weeklv sa, thru Wm. H.
Rankin Co., N. Y.
WAAF, Chicago
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello,
111. (Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin),
6 weekly t, thru Cramer-Krasselt
Co., Milwaukee.
Beaumont Laboratories, St. Louis
(Four Way Cold Tablets), daily
ta, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co., Inc., Chicago.
Histeen Corp., Chicago (hay fever
remedy), daily ta, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., Chicago.
KEHE, Los Angeles
Central Shoe Co., St. Louis (Robin
Hood shoes), 2 weekly t, thru Kelly
& Stuhlman Inc., St. Louis.
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IBULOVA WATCH Co.. New York.
; will broadcast five time signals each
Inight between 6 p. m. and midnight
I cn WEAF, that city, beginning Sept.
' 32, and continuing for 52 weeks. Four
<if the signals will be limited to product identification, but the fifth will include a 50-word announcement. Agency is Blow Co. Inc., New York.
: VLSTOX-PURINA Co., St. Louis.
that the
'Neighbor,
^mglounces
disc series
beingBing,
placed
on 25
I stations by Gardner Adv. Co., St.
; Louis, promotes poultry feed, a product of the Purina Mills division of
The company. Mid-West Recordings
Inc., Minneapolis, is cutting the series
[Broadcasting, Aug. 15].
PINAUD Inc., New York, (toiletries)
lias named Grey Adv. Agency Inc.,
New York, to service its account.
KENDALL DOG FOOD Co., Portland, Ore., makes up lists, including
radio, in September. Agency is W. S.
Kirkpatrick Adv. Service, Portland.
XORTHLAND SKI MFG. Co., St.
Paul, makes up lists in September.
The company has used radio in past
winters. Erwin, Wasey & Co., Min. neapolis, is agency.
STINEWAY DRUG Co., Chicago
(chain) will start a weekly hour recorded program on WCFL Sept. 19.
Popular musical numbers will be
j'layed every Sunday morning. Contestants will guess the most popular
, weekly selections on ballots obtainable at the drug stores. Prizes, as yet
undetermined, will be awarded the
; winners. Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago,
I is agency.
RIVERVIEW PARK, Chicago
(amusement park) has found spot announcements on five Chicago stations
so successful that it has started a series of weekly quarter-hour programs
I on a sixth station, WGN. A drama■ is
tizedbeing
program
entitledFriday
Thrilling
Rides
broadcast
evenings.
Thrilling events such as Lindbergh's
Atlantic
and Babe
high
spots are flight,
interwoven
with Ruth's
the amusement park's own rides. Besides the
<|uarter-hour program on WGN, spot
announcements are being used on
WBBM, WLS, W.TJD, WAAF, and
WIND. Louis G. Cowan, Chicago, is
the agency.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Drene) has renewed its Young
Hickory program on WMAQ, Chicago.
P & G is continuing a test of the
program in Chicago and if successful
plans to expand it to NBC, supplementing the two weekly programs fea, luring Jimmy Fidler. H. W. Kastor
■ & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, is
I agency.
' SEABOARD
FINANCE
Co., Los Angeles, statewide
finance organization,
has appointed Allied Adv. Agencies
Inc., that city, to direct its advertising and is planning an extensive radio
campaign. Frank Bull and R. V.
I tives.
Smith are the agency account execuLAMONT CORLISS Co., New York
( Danya hand lotion ) commencing
j Nov. 3 will sponsor two quarter-hour
• programs weekly on Women's Magazine of the Air, a participating program from 3 to 4 p. m. PST on the
XBC-Red network on the Pacific
Coast (KPO. KFI, KHQ, KOMO,
KGW). Program features Benny Walker, master of ceremonies, Janet
Baird, an orchestra and others. The
agency
York. is J. Walter Thompson, New
STOTT BRIQUET Co., St. Paul, is
not placing its WDAY schedule
through Erwin Wasey & Co., St. Paul,
as listed in the Aug. 15 issue on the
basis of information from the station.
Broadcasting regrets the error.
BROADCASTING

HOOKER GLASS & PAINT MFG.
Co., Chicago (Luna White enamel),
returned to the air Aug. 16 with three
weeklv quarter-hour programs on
WMAQ,
featuring
Holden as theChicago,
Old Painter.
The Jack
program
wenr off the air in July after doing a
successful run [Broadcasting, June
15], though timed at 6:30 a. m. It
will now be broadcast 1 :30-l :45 p. m.
Mon., Co.,
Wed.,
and Friday.
Albert Kircher
Chicago,
is agency.
TEXAS Co. (Texaco gasoline and
oils), has taken an option on football
games to be broadcast on WCFL.
Chicago. WCFL will broadcast all the
home games of Northwestern University, the Northwestern game at Wisconsin, and the Illinois game at Ohio.
Hal Totten, broadcasting Cubs and
Sox baseball games on WCFL for
Texaco, will also handle the football
games. Buchanan «& Co., Chicago,
places the Texaco account.
ALL news periods on KFEL, Denver,
are now sponsored, with the signing
of Rocky Mountain Beverages Inc.
(Cleo-Cola) for 52 weeks, through
Levy Adv. Agency. Denver. Other
sponsors are Bluhill Food Products,
Morton Dress Shop and Frumless
Jewelry Co.

Can't Be Cancelled
A TWO-YEAR non-cancellable contract has been
signed in Chicago between
WAAF and Morris B. Sachs,
retail credit clothier. The
contract, effective Sept. 1,
marks the third successive
year the Breakfast Express
a morning recorded program
broadcast six times weekly
will be sponsored by the
Sachs firm. Neither WAAF
nor Morris B. Sachs can
cancel the program until
Sept. 1, 1939. Schwimmer &
Scott, Chicago, is agency.
BLUE

MOON CHEESE PRODUCTS Inc., Minneapolis, has named
BBDO, New York, to handle all advertising of its cheese spreads.
ROANOKE GAS LIGHT Co.. Roanoke, Ya.. is sponsoring two quarterhour programs weekly on WDB.I, that
city, titled Roundup Ratigers. Agency
is Ilouck & Co., Roanoke.

HOFFMAN BEVERAGE Co., New
ark, is using spot announcements, two
to five daily, on WMCA, WNEW,
WHN and WOR for soft drinks in
metropolitan
New York. BBDO, N 'w
York,
is agency.
RITZ CARLTON HOTEL, New
York, is making its first use of radiO'
by sponsoringnouncemeants on WQXR,
series ofNew
dailyYork.,
anplaced through J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York.
lODENT CHEMICAL Co., Detroit,,
(toothpaste and powder), has placed
its account with Vanderbie & Rnhens
Inc.. Chicago.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Oxydol) on Aug. 16 started ai
39-week Polish test program on
WJBK.in Detroit.
Aug.aired
16. two
Women's
news
Polish is
fiveminute periods daily except Sunday.
If successful, it may be placed in other
markets. Blackett-Sample - Hummi rt
Inc., Chicago, is agency.
MODERN PRODUCTS LABORATORIES, New York (Formula 444),.
has appointed Norman D. Waters &.
Associates Inc., New York, to hancHe
merchandising and advertising.

I

And Kansas is BUYING.
pockets in WIBW's

Bumper

crops and high prices have opened bulging

839,770 farm and small town radio homes.

Here is a PROSPERITY

MARKET

that is dominated by WIBW!

A market that

can be reached by the most powerful, personalized selling force in Kansas — WIBW!!
WIBW's standing is a proven fact! Let us send you a copy of Kansas Radio Facts
. . . vital marketing information based on an accurate, carefully-conducted survey
made by entirely disinterested parties.
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Don Searle, Gen. Mgr.
New York —

Advertising

Represented by Capper Publications in
Detroit — Chicago —
Kansas City, Mo. —
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EMPIRE SHOE STORES. New
York,
of retail seaboard,
women's shoe
shops aon chain
the Eastern
has
appointed Samuel G. Krivit Co. Inc.,
New York, to direct advertising.
Newspapers and radio will be used,
but no definite plans have been made.
Harold Rieff is account executive.
BOWEY'S Inc., Chicago (Dari-Rich)
has placed its account with StackGoble Adv. Co., Chicago, and Roy A.
Sorenson, formerly vice-president of
Russell C. Comer Adv. Co., Chicago,
has joined Stack-Goble to continue
handling the account.
NELSON BROS. Furniture Warehouse Inc., Chicago, will start a new
weekly half-hour program called Stars
of Yesteryear on WBBM, Chicago,
Sept. 15. Radio stars popular in the
5 early days of radio, but no longer
S top-notch stars, will be presented on
the new show. In addition. Nelson
has renewed the following for fall :
Bureau of Missing Persons on WJJD ;
2 quarter-hour daily studio programs
on WCFL ; and a quarter-hour daily
studio program on WAAF. Selviair
Broadcasting System Inc., Chicago, is
agency.

SUSSMAN & WORMSER, San Francisco (food products) has extended
its S <6 TF Junior News Parade contract, which expired Aug. 15, through
Sept. 15, on 11 NBC-Red stations on
the Pacific Coast. Botsford, Constantine & Gardner Inc., San Francisco,
the agency,
auditioning a new morning variety isprogram.
TEXTILE WORKERS Organizing
Committee, CIO union, has added
weekly quarter-hour broadcasts on
WSAR, Fall River, and WPRO,
Providence, to the series already
sponsored on WCOP, Boston, and
WSPB. Springfield, aimed to aid in
the organization of workers and the
building of good will and understanding the listening
union's purposes
general
public. among the
HOWE Inc., Seattle, (hand lotion)
on Sept. 30 will start a 13-week program entitled The Hollywood Reporter on KPO, San Francisco. Agency : S. L. Kay Inc., San Francisco.
ANTROL LABORATORIES, Los
Angeles (insect exterminator), has
placed its account with BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.

GOLF PERISCOPE— Ted Husing,
CBS sports commentator, using
the new golf match device invented
by Paul White, public affairs chief
of the netvi^ork. The observer peers
into the periscope and can see over
the heads of crovk^ds.

POWERFUL

PROGRAMS

AREA
TRI-STATE
U^im
In the rich tri-state area of Northern Indiana,
Southern Michigan and Western Ohio no other
advertising medium will produce results.
so surely ... so quickly ... so economically
as WOWO. To the folks in 598,300 radio homes
(WOWO's primary coverage area) WOWO is their
home town station, 1160 kc, their radio J-99470
Main
Street.

Chicago Sales Up
(Continued from page 16)
Johnson Co., Chicago; Consolidated Drug Trade Products Inc.,
Chicago (proprietaries), daily
quarter-hour programs except
Sunday, starting Sept. 27, through
Benson & Dall Inc., Chicago; Olson
Rug Co., thrice
Chicago,
quarter-hour
programs
weekly
starting
Sept. 14, thru Presba, Fellers &
Presba, Chicago; Purina Mills, St.
Louis, (poultry feed) quarter-hour
programs thrice weekly, started
Aug. 26 and five-minute thrice
weekly programs for livestock
feed, started Aug. 26, through
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis; Republic Steel Corp., Youngstown
(fences), 2 weekly quarter-hour
programs starting Sept. 28, through
Meldrum & Fewsmith, Cleveland.
Hamilin's Wizard Oil, Chicago, 2
daily announcements except Sunday starting Sept. 27, through
Vanderbie & Rubens, Chicago;
Acme Feeds, Chicago (livestock
an2 minute
and poultry feeds),
Sunday
nouncements daily except
starting Sept. 27 through K. E.
Shepard Adv., Chicago; McConnon
& Co., Winona, Minn, (household
necessities), 3 weekly quarterprograms starting Sept. 27,
through McCord Co., Minneapolis.
Flexo Glass Co., Chicago (building materials), quarter-hour programs, thrice weekly starting Oct.
5, through Presba, Fellers & Presba,
Chicago; Coleman Lamp & Stove
Co., Wichita, half-hour on Bam
Dance, starting Sept. 18 through
Potts-Tumbull Co., Kansas City;
Mantle Lamp Co., Chicago, halfhour on Bam Dance, starting Oct.
2, through Presba, Fellers & Presba,
Chicago; Atlantis Sales Corp.,
New York (Coleman's mustard),
announcements thrice weekly on
Homemakers Hour, started Aug.
16, through J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York; Lamont, Corliss
& Co., New York (Danya), announcements thrice weekly on
Homemaker's Hour, starting Nov.
1, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York.

;.
q
d

p
,

Busy Season at WBBM
At WBBM, Harry Mason Smith,
sales manager, will have almost a
complete
this fall.
Many52
of
WBBM'sschedule
advertisers
are on
weeks of the year, including Nelson
Bros., Illinois Meat Co., Proctor &
Gamble
(American
Flakes)
and
Builder's
Life Family
Insurance
Co.
Included among new advertisers
for fall are Philco, which will start
a 16-week quarter-hour program

HOOSIER

STATION

Westinghouse Radio Stations, Inc., Fort Wayne, Ind.
10,000 Watts
NBC Basic Blue
E. KATZ
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Monday nights(Marvel
; Stephano
Bros.,
Philadelphia
cigarettes),
starting 3 weekly quarter-hour
Sport Huddles on Oct. 3. Spot advertisers coming back this fall inelude Simmons
Co. (beds, mattresses), Kosto and Maryland)
Pharmaceutical
Co., (Rem and
Rel).
Ed Wood, commercial manager
of
WGN in reports
40% over
increase
businessabout
this a fall
last. Mr. Wood said: "This year
business is coming from all over
instead of coming only from a few
agencies as has been the case in
previous years."
will7 :15
be
practically
solid thisWGN
fall after
a. m. Bathasweet Corp. will start
a quarter-hour news broadcast
Sept. 18. Quin Ryan will handle
the microphone for the program
• Broadcast
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which will be sponsored thrice
I weekly at 11:30 a. ni. A new ac! count, Wallace's Biscuits, will start
I a quarter-hour show on WGN, Oct.
I 18 across the board at 9:30 a. m.
Reincke-Ellis-Younggreen & Finn,
I Chicago, is the agency. Sterling
I Products will be back this fall
with Way Dcrwn East starting
I Sept. 27. Feature Foods will be on
I WGN starting Sept. 13 six times
la week from 9-9:30 a. m.
At WMAQ and WEXR, W. W.
I (Bud) Smith reports an increase
I in fall business this year. Accounts
currently on WMAQ include Ax'; Watch
:on-Fisher
Tobacco & Co.,
Bulova
Co., Chicago
NorthwestI ern Railway; Community Motors,
' Dodge Bros., Evans Fur Co., Great
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.; Grove
Laboratories; Hooker
Glass &
Paint Mfg. Co.; Thomas J. Lipton;
Mandel Bros; National Biscuit Co.;
Penn Tobacco Co.; Proctor &
Gamble (Drene) ; Refrigeration &
Air Conditioning Institute; Rival
dog food; Ruud Water heaters;
Srmoniz Co. and Wieboldt Co.
Current WENR accounts include
, Bulova Watch Co.; Erie Clothing
Co.; Hydrox Corp.; Newart Clothing Co.; P & G (Crisco).
Herb Sherman, sales manager of
WJJD, said: "Business this fall
, will undoubtedly be very good as
is evidenced by renewal of ac•1 counts." Mr. Sherman was of the
opinion, how-ever, that many advertisers are much slower in getting started this year than last.
' Included in new business are the
football broadcasts of Northwest1 em games sponsored by the Chicago & North Western Railway
through Caples Co.; American Pop
Corn Co., Sioux City, la. (Jolly
Time popcorn) five-minute live
program starting Sept. 1; Beaumont Laboratories, St. Louis (Four
Way cold tablets), 4 spots a day,
daily except Sunday, through H.
. W. Kastor & Sons, Chicago; Dr.
Preston Bradley, Chicago, 90 minutes on Sundays starting Sept. 12.
Others Expanding
Many other advertisers are in' creasing their fall schedules. These
include 42nd St. Sales Co., Chicago (cosmetics) increasing from 3
to 6 quarter-hour programs week^ ly, through McGivern-Child Co.;
Chicago;
Nu-Enamel increasing
, their schedule from 2 to 8 one^ minute live announcements Sept.
; 1; Holland Jewelry through MalI colm-Howard Adv. Agency, Chicago.
, At WIND, Gary, H. R. Makelin,
[ who was recently appointed sales
I manager, reported that fall busi1 ness this year was greater than
last. Included in the new business
is Dina-Mite Cereal Co., Los Angeles, starting thrice weekly quarter-hour transcriptions on Oct. 11;
Newart
Clothing Co., Chicago,
quarter-hour sports programs preceding the University of (^Ihicago
: football games and following the
i Chicago
Cardinals professional
I games; Middle West Radio Distributing Co., Chicago, five-minute
periods twice weekly for 26 weeks;
and Grove Furniture Co., Chicago
10 minute daily except Sunday
news programs.
Mel Wolens, who was recently
appointed sales manager of WCFL,
coming there from NBC, reports a
30% increase this fall over last.
Mr. Wolens has started a policy of
eliminating foreign language programs from the station retaining
only those making all their an-
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nouncements in English. The
Lithuanian Hour is switching to
English in 10 weeks.
Largest increase in fall business
in comparison with last year exhibited by any Chicago station is
WAAF. According to Arthur F.
Haare, commercial manager, there
will be a 50% increase this fall
over last. Included in the new national business starting this fall
are: Beaumont Laboratories, St.
Louis (Four Way cold tablets),
minute transcriptions, daily except
Sunday, through H. W. Kastor &
Sons, Chicago; Dr. W. B. Caldwell,
Monticello, 111. (S>Tup of Pepsin),
6 weekly quarter-hour transcriptions daily except Sunday starting
Sept. 27, through Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee; Histeen Corp.,
Chicago (hay fever remedy) 3
daily transcriptions thrice weekly,
through Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago. Numerous regional and local
accounts will be back this fall, including Checker Cleaners, Fox Secretarial College, General Furniture
Co., Bulk Oil Co., Evans Fur Co.,
Joy Candy Co., Nelson Bros. Furniture Warehouse, Morris B. Sachs.

KPFA Log Cabin Home
WITH its studios and offices located in a neat log building near
the state capitol building in downtown Helena, the new KPFA, 100
watts on 1210 kc, is scheduled to
go on the air on or about Sept. 15,
equipped with an RCA transmitter
and Truscon tower. The log building is finished in Western style, an
innovation in radio. K. O. McPherson, since 1930 with KGIR, Butte,
has been named manager. Station
is licensed to the Peoples Forum
of the Air, headed by Barclay
Craighead, of Helena, state director of the Federal Housing Administration.
Latest Time 'Offer'
LATEST "free time" list of continuities, carrying propaganda for
the machine tool industry, has been
"offered" to stations by the National Machine
ToolCarnegie
Builders' Ave.,
Association, 10525
Cleveland. The continuities consist
of weekly talks discussing technological progress. The Association
claims it is sending out 140 copies
of the talks every week.
MORE
IN

MODERN

and

KELO, at Sioux FaUs,
To Make Debut Sept. 5
OPERATING under the same management and from
the same studios
as KSOO, Sioux
Falls, S. D., the
new KELO, 100
watts on 1200 kc.
at Sioux Falls
Mr. Henkin

which was
authorized by the
FCC last year,

will be inaugurated Sept. 5, acto Joseph of
Henkin,
dent and cordingmanager
Sioux pi'esiFalls
Broadcast Association Inc., licensee of both stations. Morton Henkin, his son, is national sales
manager of both stations.
The new KELO will use an RCA
transmitter, R. C. A. speech input
equipment
215-foot
verticalof
radiator. Itand
willa be
a member
the basic supplementary group of
both NBC networks, along with
KSOO, which affiliated with NBC
last April 15.
MORE

IMPORTANT

PLACES

Since 1935, WIRE has been using United
Transmitting Tubes — another instance of
the fast-growing recognition of these
tubes by radio centers of importance.

STATION
This modern mid-west station is fast
Every day adds new significance to the
making an enviable name for itself among
national radio advertisers. A basic station
United slogan — "More And More — In
of the Red Network, it is on the air with
Important Places."
5,000 watts.
Write for complete new technical manual
UNITED
42 SPRING

• Broadcast

ELECTRONICS
COMPANY
Manufacturers of United Transmitting Tubes
STREET
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY
Cable:-. "UNELCO"

Advertising
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USE

THE

NEW

POSTAL

TELEGRAPH

LETTER

NIGHT

SERVIC

Make it part of your
regular correspondence
routine . . . use it for overnight
speed . . . for dependability . . .
for ECONOMY!

PAUL H. RAYMER Co. has been
appointed national representative for
the five stations of the McClatchy
Broadcasting Co. — KFBK. Sacramento; KWG, Stockton; KM.I, Fresno;
KERN, Bakersfield; KOH, Reno.
.TOHN BLAIR & Co. have been appointed national representative bv
KQW,
San
Jose, Cal.
; WROL. Tex.
Knoxville, and KFDM,
Beaumont,
WILSON ROBERTSON Co., has
been tivesappointed
national
representaof KGER, Long
Beach,
Cal.

AMAZING
THE WAY
AND

SAVINGS
FROM

RANGE

ALL

20^o TO

BEYOND. ..DEPENDING

UPON

LENGTH

OF

MESSAGE

N IO WONDER that business houses everywhere are switching to
fast, dependable overnight communication that is available at amazingly low costs through the new Postal Telegraph Night Letter Service.
Never before in all telegraph history have such staggering economies
been possible.
Under the new service, rates are as low as one-fifth of a cent a word
(beyond the initial 25-word base rate*) to thousands of "short haul"
points.
Under the new service, messages of more than 200 words can be sent
for seven-tenths of a cent a word (beyond the initial 25-word base
rate*) even from coast to coast. The maximum rate for a 25-word message between the most distant U. S. points on the map is only fifty cents
. . . two cents a word !
Take full advantage of the economies offered by the new Postal
Telegraph Night Letter Service. Use it for business and social messages. Call Postal Telegraph for further information.

Postal
Commercial
Cables

Telegraph
Qll Clmerica
Cables
tUackay 'Radio

*NOTE: The initial rate is based on a new minimum of 25 words.
Extra words are charged for in 5-word groups.
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F&P Atlanta Office
WITH F. Lacelle
Williams in
charge, Free &
Peters Inc., stationon Aug.
representatives
23
announced the establishment of a
branch office in
the Bona Allen
B 1 d g., Atlanta.
ivir. Williams
Mr. Williams formerly was on the staff of the Atlanta Journal. As manager of the
new office, he will travel the
Southern territory on behalf of
the Free & Peters stations. Other
offices maintained by Free & Peters
are in New York, Chicago, Detroit,
San Francisco and Los Angeles.

J, 19S7

DRUG PROMOTION
E. P. H. James Tells How
Radio Aids Stores
SUCCESS of coupling merchandising efforts to those of manufacturers using radio as a means of
boosting sales of independent drug
stores was described by E. P. H.
James, NBC sales promotion director, at the Aug. 17 session of the
Davis Brother s' Merchandise
Clinic, held in Denver.
Speaking
on "Making
More
Money
of Nationally
Advertised
Brands", Mr. James described in
detail the methods used by a number of drug stores in taking advantage of national radio promotion.
Typical among such cases was
that of Clark-McGeevy Drug Co.,
Springfield, Mo., explained to NBC
in a letter from Manager W. C.
McGeevy. By use of radio tieins
with merchandising displays, the
store checked sales on certain items
between Sept. 1 and Jan. 1, 1936.
On the six items covered, no special efforts to promote sales were
made prior to Sept. 1 ; all six items
were featured in conjunction with
radio tiein material both in window and counter displays during
the October-December three-month
test period; practically the same
prices were maintained on all six
items.
Using September as base, or
100%, the monthly sales increases
(percentage ) were Oct.
:
Nov. Dec.
Italian Balm
18
275 106
Lady Esther
23
31 100
Maxwell House
12
21 87
Campana
Skin
Invig.*
475
Junis Cream
45 125
Pepsodent Antiseptic 35
60 93
* Prize contest in December : entry blank
given with each 35 cent bottle.
THE hone Ranger dramatic series,
iriginating over WXYZ, Detroit, to
"he Mutual
Network,
purc!iased
for the
movieshasby been
Republic
Pictures, which is adapting it into a
.r)-episode serial.
BROADCASTING

Freeman

Keyes Acquires

Controlling Interest in
Russel M. Seeds Agency
FREEMAN KEYES, account executive of Baggaley, Horton &
Hoyt Inc., Chicago, for the last 20
months, has purchased a controlling interest in Russel M. Seeds
Co. Inc., Indianapolis advertising
agency, and will be president of
the agency, making his headquarters in Chicago. The new Chicago
offices are located in the Palmolive
Bldg. New Los Angeles offices
have been opened at 1584 Cross
Roads of the World.
Paul Richey and Jack Harding,
both with Russell M. Seeds Co. for
30 years, will be vice president and
secretary-treasurer of the revised
organization.
Before joining Baggaley, Horton
& Hoyt in January 1936, Mr. Keyes
was vice-president and later president of the Philip 0. Palmer Adv.
Agency, Chicago, dissolved after
the death of Mr. Palmer. Mr. Keyes
also was with NBC in Chicago before going into the agency field.
With the Seeds Co. already handling the Pinex Co.'s black and
white advertising and with Mr.
Keyes advertising,
account executive
on Pinex's
radio
the Seeds
firm
will now be handling the entire
Pinex account. Mr. Keyes also handles the radio advertising for the
Sheaffer Pen Co., Fort Madison,
Iowa which, with Pinex, are two
of radio's largest spot users. In
addition to the above two accounts,
Mr. Keyes is also handling a portion of the General Mills business.
He now has a quarter-hour program, Hollywood in Person, on the
air for General Mills' Bisquick on
the flour
coast-tocoast
CBS firm's
Gold full-hour
Medal show.
Clay Osborne, formerly of NBC
and KFI, Los Angeles, will head
the Los Angeles office force of 19,
aided by Robert Brillmeyer and
Tom Wallace. Jack Harding and
Paul Richard are in charge at Inin Toronto. dianapolis. Abranch is maintained
Included among the accounts being handled by the Russell M.
Seeds agency are: House of Crane
Co., Indianapolis (cigars) ; Burrell-Dugger Co., Indianapolis
(poultry remedies) ; Canned Foods
Inc., Indianapolis (B a y k o m o
Beans) ; Durham Mfg. Co., Muncie, Ind.
(firelessCo.,
cookers)
; Ice-'
land
Medicine
Indianapolis
(Viuna proprietary remedy) ; General Mills Inc., Minneapolis (in
Wis. ; Sheaffer Pen Co., Madison,
part)
Rollin C. Ayres
ROLLIN C. AYRES, vice-president
of James Houlihan Inc. advertising agency and founder of the San
Francisco Advertising Club, died at
his home in Oakland, Calif., on
Aug. 20. He was 64. Previous to
his agency affiliation Mr. Ayres
had been director of sales and advertising promotion for the Zellerbach Paper Co.
'Radio in Education'
A COLLECTION of quotations
from newspaper editorials, prominent educators and business men,
and from executives of NBC stations regarding the appointment of
Dr. James Rowland Angell as educational counselor of NBC has
been published by the network in
a brochure titled The Place of
Radio in Education.
• Broadcast
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JAMES
BLOODVVORTH. recently
appointed continuity editor of Don
System. Los AngeBroadcasting
Lee les,
resigned in August to join William
Bsty & Co. Inc., Hollywood. He is
working under Savington Crampton.
West Coast manager of the agency
and producer of CBS Camel Caravan.
I sponsored by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco
I Co. (Camel Cigarettes), until Benny
With Harry
goeswill East.
Goodman he
Ij Holcombe,
then be assigned to
j the Goodman part of the Camel CaraI van and also work on other accounts
in New York. Bill Goodwin, formerly
'I OBS
producer signed
and an-as
nouncer,Hollywood
was recently
I Orampton's assistant.
.TOHN L. SULLIVAX, former program director of WGES, Chicago, and
j a member of the WIND national sales
I -staff, has been appointed radio production manager of Malcolm-Howard
1 Adv. Agency, Chicago. Saul R. Woolf.
I former president of the old Woolf' Gurwit Adv. Agency. Chicago, has
also joined
Malcolm-Howard
as acI <x)unt
e.xecutive
and merchandising
<'Ounsel. Mr. Woolf was advertising
manager for Hartman Furniture
Stores, Chicago, for l.o years, and at
i>ne time was advertising manager of
Standard Home Utilities Inc., a subsidiary of the Spiegel, May. Stern
j Co., Chicago.
MARY EDITH STAHL. for two
years tionCBS
Hollywood
Hotel from
producassistant,
has resigned
the
' F, Wallis Armstrong Co. Hollywood
staff. Internal changes in the Holhjloood Hotel setup, which include the
disbanding of the stock company idea
with regard to bit players and supers
on the program and installation of a
"call
said toaccountable
be a part
of
the system,"
productionarechanges
fot
Miss
Stahl's
.severance.
she will associate with Bill Whether
Bacher,
j formerly HoUyicood Hotel producer
and now with M-G-M, was not
, learned.
i .TAMES W. FUSON .Ir., formerly
I with Arthur Kudner Inc., New York.
and Erwin Wasey & Co.. New York.
has joined Watt, Payne- Advertising
Inc., Tulsa,
as director of the agency's
radio
accounts.
LOUIS LOWENSTEIN, previously
general manager for Vinton Freedley,
New York, theatrical producer, has
been elected treasurer and director in
charge of radio production of Pettingell & Fenton Inc., New York agency.
FRANK WOODRUFF. .1. Walter
Thompson Co., Hollywood producer
and director of the CBS Lmj- Radio
Theatre, sponsored by Lever Bros.,
returns to the West Coast Sept. l.S.
from New York where he has been
' vacationing and conferring with
agency executives on fall radio activi' ties.
' New
ARTHUR
and been
Sue servicing
Tohrner.
York, KASS
who have
\! radio
advertising
for
national
advertisers and agencies, have dissolved
their partnership to form a corporation, Kass-Tohrner Inc., with Arthur
Kass as president, William Isaac as
vice-president, and Sue Tohraer as
secretary. Offices and studios are maintained in the RKO Bldg.
JULIAN FIELD has joined the copy
staff of Arthur Kudner Inc., New
York. He was formerly with Young
& Rubicam Inc., Lennen & Mitchell
Inc., CBS.

Stctmla/id Radio
Electrical Transcriptions
ior STAnONS and SPONSORS
HOLLYWOOD
^
CHICAGO

BROADCASTING

CHESTER J. LaROCHE. president
of Yo\ing & Rubicam Inc.. and Donald
Stuaffer.
director
of
radio,
boththeof agency's
New York,
are in
Hollywood for a series of conferences
with Tom Harrington, West Coast
manager, and to launch the new fall
NBC Packard Hour sponsored by
Packard Motor Car Co., from that
city starting Sept. 7.
JERRY FARRAR has joined the
Hollywood office of Robert S. Taplinger Inc., radio publicity service, in
an e.xecutive capacity. Miss Tommy
White, formerly New York department store publicity counsel, has
joinedant to the
agencySwanson,
as editorial
Pauline
West assistCoast
manager.
FRANK HEALY, formerly of NBC
New York publicity department and
more recently on the staff of Radio
Feature Service Inc., Hollywood, has
joined the Helen Ferguson Publicity
Service, that city, as head of the radio
department.
CONNIE
OSGOOD,
assistant director
of Lux formerly
Radio Theater
assisting Cecil De Mille, was to open
Chicago's
actor's
house
about
Sept.first
1. The
new clearing
firm probably
to be called the Central Casting Bureau, will supply Chicago agencies
with radio talent.
NORMAN FRANKEL. formerly of
Freitag Adv. Agency Inc., Atlanta,
has joined Houck & Co., Roanoke.
Va., as account executive and radio
director.
BERNARD WEINBERG, vice-president of Milton Weinberg Adv. Co..
Los Angeles, has returned to his desk
after two weeks in St. Paul. Minn.,
where he conferred with executives
of A. .1. Krank Inc.. (cosmetics), on
the CBS Lloyd Pantages Covers
Hollywood program.
CLARENCE B. GOSHORN, formerly with Arthur Kudner Inc., New
York, and Erwin. Wasey & Co. Inc..
New York, has been named vice-president of Benton & Bowles Inc.. New
York. Mr. Goshorn was previouslv
with Curtis Publishing Co.. Philadel-

Park G. Parker

Is Named

Vice-President of B-S-H
PARK G. PARKER, assistant to
the general manager at Nsince
B CChicago
1930, resigned his
post effective
T
Sept. 1 to become
vice-president of
Blackett -SampleA mm
Hummert I n c,
Chicago. Mr.
Mr. Parker
Parker is one of the pioneers in
radio having started with RCA in
1922. In that year he opened the
RCA offices in Chicago. As district
manager for RCA in Chicago, Mr.
Parker
the firm's
radio
set salessupervised
in 24 states.
In 1930,
he
joined NBC as assistant to Niles
Trammel, vice-president and head
of Mr.
the Parker
network'stold
Chicago
office.
Broadcasting
that a good portion of his work
at the agency will undoubtedly be
in the radio field although it would
not be confined to this media. As
yet no successor has been appointed
at NBC.
MIKE STIVER. Australian manager
of .1. Walter Thompson Co. for seven
years, has been transferred to the
London offices of the agenc.v and is
scheduled to take over his new duties
this month. He is now in the United
States visiting and conferring with
agency executives. His Australian
successor,
stationed at Sydney, is Sam
Dobbs.

BILL DEMLING has resigned from
the continuity staff of KFWB, Hollywood to join Young & Rubicam Inc.,
that city, as writer on NBC Packard
Hour,Co. sponsored by Packard Motor
Car
MARIGOLD CASSIN, of Erwin
Wasey & Co., San Francisco and producer of the Alberts' Bros, program
Oood Morning Tonight on NBC-Pacific Red network, is nursing a broken
arm, suffered in a fall.
BRYANT GRIFFIN, formerly of
Frank Presbrey Co., New York, has
joined Chas. Dallas Reach, Newark,
N. J. as account executive.
J. ROBERT CORRY, for the last 10
years with Lewis Edwin Ryan Inc.,
Washington agency, on Aug. 25 was
named vice-president and general manager of the firm.

KWK
. . . like the 'M.issouri Mule;
it always has a
STRONG PULL.

ROBERT DORFMAN. with Fairchild Publications for nine years, on
Sept. 1 joins Randall Co., Hartford
agency, as a member of the firm. The
agency is moving Sept. 1 to larger
(luarters in the .Tudd ]31dg.

Hitch Your Wagon to a Star
THOMAS
PATRICK,St. Inc.
Hotel
Chase
Louis
Representative:
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
New York Chicago San Francisco

phia.
MARY GARVIN has resigned as
office manager of Robert Taplinger
Inc.. Hollywood publicity service, to
l)eci)me assistant to Diana Bourbon,
manager
that
city. of F. Wallis Armstrong Co.
FRED JONES who recently resigned
as publicity director of KEHE. Los
Angeles, has joined the Hollywood
staff of Young & Rubicam Inc. He is
assistant to Bill Stuart, publicity
director.
KENNETH HARRIS has joined
Freitag Adv. Agency, Atlanta, in
charge of production.
AIRCASTERS Inc.. Detroit, on Aug.
19 opened its new offices at 4049 W.
Lafayette Blvd.

7

out of
Listeners

BUFFALO

^0

STATIONS

tune in
WGR
or WKBW
between 5 and 7 P. M.
says Ross Federal
BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO
Represented by
FREE & PETERS
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POWER
WOKO,

basic Columbia Network outlet, is

the buyers' guide in The Capital District,
a rich zone of highly diversified industry;
peak, stabilized purchasing power; widely
representative of every trade market.
In the heart of "The State that Has Everything" . . .
HAROLD E. SMITH, General Manager
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Cover the Waterfront
REALLY covering the waterfront,
WHEC, Rochester, N. Y., has had
an average of three broadcasts
weekly during the summer from
Ontario Beach Park on the shore
of Lake Ontario. Broadcasts have
included interviews with swimmers, merry-go-round riders, and
vacationists going and coming via
the Canada Steamship docks; historical programs about the Port
of Rochester and swimming lessons
broadcast from the life-guard
boats. Program Director Morden
Buck and Announcer Ken French
nearly got an impromptu vacation
when they failed to hear the warning whistle while interviewing passengers on a departing steamship,
but a quick sign-off and a quicker
leap saved the
* day.
* *
Police Human Interest
THE INSIDE stories of interesting eases from police files make up
the Police Human Interest Stories,
broadcast on WNYC, New York,
by
Detective
O'Connorof
of the
MissingGeorge
PersonsL. Bureau

PROGI^AMS
Drama From Abroad
DRAMATIC broadcasts from London and Dublin will fill the Sunday
evening Columbia W orkshop
periods on Sept. 12 and 19, through
arrangements made by Irving Reis,
director of this experimental radio
dramatic series, who left recently
for extended visits to London,
Dublin and Amsterdam to study
European radio techniques. On
Sept. 12 the Death of a Queen
from Hillaire Belloc's Marie Antoinette, will be transmitted to the
United States from the BBC
studios in London, where it will be
produced by Val Gielgud. The
broadcast from Dublin, featuring
actors from the famed Abbey Players, will be a radio version of
Synge's
to the
Sea. Reis'
studies atRiders
the BBC
headquarters,
at Dublin's Radio Athlone and
Holland's Radio Avro will be included in two books on experimental radio drama he is writing
for fall publication.

New York City's Police Department, each Sunday afternoon. Program follows the regular alarms
for missing persons that WNYC
broadcasts at 1 p. m. daily. A feature of the Sunday broadcasts is
the rhymed summary which DetecNo Longer Missing
tive O'Connor* writes
* for
* each case.
THE WJJD Bureau of Missing
Call of the Wild
Person, which celebrates its first
MYTHICAL fishing and hunting year on Sept. 1 has found 134 missing persons since the start of the
tour of Michigan, serialized during the next 52 weeks on WJBK,
program. Altogether 25,000 letters
Detroit, by Tom MacClure, con- have been received since the Chiversation engineer, will take
cago program went on the air a
WJBK listeners to every county in year ago. Tlie show is sponsored
the state. Assisting Mr. MacClure
by Nelson Bros. Furniture Warehouses Inc., Chicago. Selviair
will be Joe Karmann, chairman of
Michigan's Isaac Walton League. • Broadcasting System is agency.
mi

//r f t
1 t t
1
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Hey! Mr. Motorist
ATTRACTING wide interest is the
WO WO feature Hey! Mr. Motorist,
originating from one of the main
Fort Wayne business corners. In
cooperation with the Police DepartmeSafety
nt's ,
Carl
Vandagrift
and Bureau,
Bill Davies,
WOWO automobiles
feature men,
out-ofstate
for stop
interviews.
Questions put to drivers are all
pertinent to motoring, with pointers on safety given particular
stress. Booklets on sane driving, as
well as Westinghouse souvenirs,
give the feature unusual merchandising angles. Hey! Mr. Motorist is
rapidly becoming one of the most
popular noon airings of WOWO,
being heard at 12:30 p. m. CDST,
Monday, Tuesday
* *and ❖ Thursday.
Tieup With Newspapers
KASA, Elk City, Okla., has arranged atrade for newspaper space
against quarter-hour time on
KASA. Five county weekly newspapers in the neighborhood of the
station now carry complete "Radio
Ramblings," program highlights,
studio notes and other station activities. In exchange, KASA stages,
with the aid of a studio orchestra,
a "Hello Folks" community visit
once a week to each newspaper's
community. The only mention of
the newspaper on each program is
that the visit is made possible by
munity.
the particular issue of the com* * *
Saturday Opera
WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md., started a
new program Aug. 21 devoted entirely to excerpts from operas. It
is broadcast Saturday evening and
is
knownof asusing
Operatic
Intet-liid.es.
Instead
staff talent,
the
program features outstanding local
artists, both singers and instrumentalists, in guest artist fashion,
with no performers appearing on
more than one program during the
series. Talent has been arranged
for a period of 13 weeks. The program is sustaining. Letters to
members of musical organizations
and women's clubs were sent out
in advance of the first progi-am,
and card displays were arranged
with local music stores. The program is produced by Amos Harper.

VACATION IDEA— Mary Mason,
(right). Home Forum director of
WRC, Washington, gave traveler
clocks recently to each of her fans
who acted as "Cousin Mary Mason" while she took a vacation.
Guest Announcers
ROUND ROBIN for announcers
giving the sportcasts of Detroit
Tigers,
Redsunder
and way
the
ClevelandCincinnati
Indians is
with each announcer going from
town to town so that SoconyVacuum and General Mills, cosponsors, can find out what type
of announcing the public likes best.
The co-sponsors are offering $100
for the best letter analyzing the
most enjoyable announcing style.
Sports commentators participating
in the round robin are Ty Tyson,
WWJ, Detroit; Harry Heilman,
Michigan Network; Jack Graney,
WHK, Cleveland, and Harry Hartman, WCPO, Cincinn^ati.
Having a Fine Time
A SERIES of programs in the form
of Inquiring Reporter interviews
with St. Louisians summering in
the north, together with short descriptions of the towns, will be
broadcast over KMOX, St. Louis.
Jerry Hoekstra, director of public
affairs, Marvin E. Mueller, announcer, and Gordon Sherman,
engineer, have returned from
Douglas and Grand Haven, Mich.,
where recordings were made.
The Day's Doings
WSBT-WFAM, South Bend, Ind.,
has started a quarter-hour morningment
program
titled announcements
Your EngageBook. Brief
covering
all
types
of
tions, meetings, etc., aresocial
made.func-

111

4,000,000 NEW YORK HOUSEWIVES DO!
In millions of foreign language homes in metropolitan New
York, WBNX is a household word. The foreign housewife,
whether she be Jewish, German, Polish, Spanish or Italian,
in her native
listens to programs
...r..^
innn
IWUW WATTS
flHIIJ DAY
UHI AND
Hnu NIGHT
IDDO
.
,
,., , , . «
tongue and is prohtablY mfluN EW
enced by WBNX advertisers !
WBNX YORK
the Four Million u^o Listen to WBNX"
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New Bible Series
Ift'HBF, Rock Island, sent
150 letters to Sunday School teachers in
Rock Island, Davenport and Moline
po invite their cooperation on a
fiew program Miles of Smiles.
iroadcast every Sunday morning
^t 8:15. Miss Ruth Robinson, a
t-eacher, takes the children on a
'hical boat trip to the Holy
is where she describes the set...^s of well known Bible stories
in the manner of a guide or tourist. Children who come to the studios to take part on the programs
for thea "trip"
tire
I—
butgiven
first tickets
must present
ticket
=rom their teachers testifying that
V attended Sunday School the
;ous Sunday. Teachers are
. .amg contests to see which
l^oungster
■«ill win the most tickMs.
* * *
Tales of the Stars
TALKING about the celestial planits in manner comprehensible to
,he layman, Kearney Walton,
"mown as the "Backyard AstronoTier" recently started a weekly
series of programs over KFRC,
San Francisco and the MutualDon Lee network in California.
ie is heard at 8.30 p. m. P. S. T.
Mondays. From time to time the
arogram introduces as guest speakers men prominent in scientific research in astronomy.
* * *
Books Air Reviewed
\ WEEKLY series of dramatiza:ions of famous books, to be called
.he -V. Y. U. Literary Forum of the
Air, will be broadcast on WHN,
i^ew York, each Thursday beginling October 7. Programs, which
will feature reenactment of the
of WHN'sof
important andscenes
more company
itock
a discussion
-he book by two professors, will
oe supervised by H. M. Partridge
of New York University's radio division.
* *
*
I
;
The Big Idea
UNUSUAL listener response is reported by WHN, New York, for its
That's The Big Idea, a program
ieries dealing with inventors and
nventions. Descriptions of inven•ions ranging from trick mouse
:raps to alarm bells for motorists
who doze while driving have
jrought mail from all over the
tountry, says WHN.
* *
*
I
Music and Pleasure
DR. FRANKLIN DUNHAM, NBC
■educational director, is completing
irrangements at the National
Music Camp, Interlocken, Mich.,
fall program
to be series
titled
yr"oran a innewMusic.
The Tuesday
m NBC-Red network feature band
f essons from schools and will be
pnder the super\ision of Dr.
foseph E. Maddy.
* * *
I
For Home Inspectors
5DYL, Salt Lake City, takes a
tiicrophone inside new homes, unier sponsorship of a local realty
|irm, with Myron Fox taking lis:eners for a stroll through the
lomes. Announcements are used
:he preceding day to call attention
0 the program and bring inter;sted buyers to the program scene.
4
^
John Q. Shows How
.T WCPO, Cincinnati, Red Thornmrgh, m. c, invites the public to
step up to the microphone and
|:how how thev think announcing
hould be done'. Titled The Public
\i'inoiinces, the feature is proving
I I good drawing card.
BROADCASTING

THE

FRISKED — KVOR staffmen were
they entered the Colofrisked radowhen
State Penitentiary for a
broadcast, despite their credentials
from Governor Teller Ammons.
Roy Best (right center) looks on
as " a deputy inspects pockets
of
Manager Hugh Terry and Chief
45A
Taylor.
H. piped
EngineershowE. was
to KVOR,
minute
Colorado Springs, and KVOR,
Denver, using prison talent.
Rehearsal Noises
MICROPHONES planted in the
the Hollj-wood
orchestra shell of interesting
and
Bowl give forth
amusing sounds during Candid
Microphone broadcasts of symphonv rehearsals on KMPC, Beverly "Hills. Baron Von Egidy and
Lee Cooley, KMPC announcers,
handle the impromptu broadcasts
which have aroused an unexpectedly large listener interest, says
KMPC.
* * *
Golf Clinic
TEACHING dubbers how to smack
'em is the purpose of Golf Clinics,
Chia weekly program on WENR,
of
cago, broadcast from the aroof
select
Merchandise Mart before
audience of 500 golf fans. The
programs include interviews with
famous golfers, a weekly prize
limerick contest and a golf lesson
during which the pro drives ping
pong balls into the crowd and
prizes are given to those who catch
them.
* * *
Citv Entertains
ALL KANSAS City stations are
cooperating in a program series to
promote that city's fall festival
called "Jubilesta." A young lady
chosen as "Miss Jubilesta" is touring the state and making transcriptions of her interviews with
prominent
citizens
she The
invites to attend
the whom
festival.
disc series is broadcast on KMBC,
KDAF.
KCKN, WHB, KXBY, KCMO and
Fun With Norman
WCFL, Chicago, has inaugurated
a full hour program of recordings
and banter aimed at a feminine
audience and featuring Norman
Ross, who is billed as "The
Woman's Home Companion." During the program the following announcement is made at frequent
intervals: "Ladies, stay home and
have fun with Norman Ross." The
program is broadcast daily except
Sunday at 1 *p. m* . *
For Nightowls
INTERVIEWS with night club
entertainers on its midnight to 4
a. m. Night Watch program, are
featured by WIND, Gary, Ind. Recordings are made of the interviews at the entertainers' convenience and mail response from the
Chicago area indicates a most favorable listener reaction, says
WIND.
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Spark Oil-Gas Stoves
RADIO along with newspapers
and farm papers in California,
Washington and Oregon will be
used in a campaign being planned
by Hammer-Bray Co., Ltd., Oakland, Cal. (Spark gas stoves and
oil heaters), which on Aug. 20 announced the appointment of D'Evely & Wadsworth Inc., San Francisco, as its agency. L. M. Clayberger is advertising manager of
the concern, and will direct the
campaign along with C. R. Ohnimus, sales manager. The company
also has branch offices in Los Angeles, Seattle and Portland.
W. PAUL OURY, onetime general manager of WPRO, Providence ; Howard Thornley, WPRO chief engineer, and Frank F.
Crook, outo dealer, are partners in an application filed with the FCC for a new
1,000-watt station on 1.390 kc. in Pawtucket, R. I.

Prizes by the Thousand
(Continued from page 15)
the program each week. Since the Bulletin, said in his column about
C-H-B line consists of a large another unusual factor disclosed by
family of food products, the pro- the program:
gram lends itself to the manufac"A new means to judge the intel igence of a radio audience has
turer's advertising needs. One item
could be featured in the commerin percials, and a mention of all of the just been centagesfound:
— ratherRate
than'em yours.
principal C-H-B products included
KPO's Who Am I? contest has
at the time when listeners were
started the gossips and statistical
told what C-H-B products to select minded along radio row. And now
from, in mailing in their qualify- it seems evident that the program
ing labels.
producers under-estimated the aptness of their dialers.
Clipped Commercials
"Each week an unidentified perBesides the game, the Who Am
son is described and the audience
I? program featured an orchestra, invited to guess.
soloists,
The "curse"
"The first week 90% gave the
was
takenandoffcomedy.
the commercials
by correct
answer, naming the singer
having the comedian, Charlie Mardescribed as Bing Crosby.
shall, unsuccessfully attempt to de"Second week was tough, and the
liver orations about C-H-B products. Throughout the entire 26 description
contained
a 'joker'
into throw
the audience
off the
weeks, it is doubtful if Charlie ever trail oftendedaccuracy.
But
20%
named
was allowed to complete even one
Stalin,rect the
reply. dictator. It was the corof his little speeches, being pushed
off the air each time by the master
of ceremonies.
"Another "joker" the third week,
COVER
identified GarThe Who Am I? idea lent itself yet 40%
field as thecorrectly
President.
to
ingenious
stunts
in
the
grocery
E
;VtLk
An off-shoot of this original rastores. Sandwich men, with masks
lj>iii«
dio adaption of the Who Am I ?
over their faces, paraded slowly
game,
was the formation of numearound
the
larger
stores,
their
YOU
rous "Who Am I" clubs, informal
signs reading: "WHO AM I? Tune
AND
In— NBC Red Network— Tuesday
but
parties
held evening
'round the
radioregular
set every
Tuesday
at
at Thousan
7:45 P.dsM."of retailers displayed
COVER
the time of the C-H-B broadcast.
The Who Am I? program was
special C-H-B posters, calling the
LL!
public's attention to the fact that created for California Conserving
A
T
S
Co. by the San Francisco office of
they should buy C-H-B condiments
ALMO
and Staff, adverto secure the necessary labels to Emil Brisacher
tising agency.
accompany their guesses.
It is soon to continue on the air
Likewise, dramatic advertisedoes more t\^"stationWAVE corcrs
after a brief interval as mail reretail business. btan« ihoroughly
ments calling attention to the Who
turns were at an all time high as
this P'--f^"«i^ou can buy. But be-^ Am I? program appeared regularly
the summer season approached.
> ouc
on
the
radio
pages
of
leading
westas any medium
^y^^
don t try t
ern newspapers.
cause
..
^
of the u,orld too,
Hundreds of letters have been reWPA
Education Series
LouisvUle area at ^f/^^^ghooting
ceived by the sponsors, expressing
the
old
-^^^J'Xe^of
their
the listeners' thanks for the attrac^hen you
banging away
Serving Large Audience
tive prizes, and their satisfaction
WITH some 2,755 foreign - born
with the quality of C-H-B products
which were being tried for the first persons as regularly enrolled
^
^^
^^
^^
«^
'^
time as a result of hearing the members in the course in begin:niThTm^AnN.B. COuUet
broadcast.
ners English, the Ne2v Voice in
Education
The heavy response to each progcast over 13program
stations being
in thebroadNew
ram showed that the public was
York
metropolitan
area
under
just as interested in responding to auspices of the Radio Division
of
the offer of an inexpensive premium
-Adult Education Proas well as of an expensive one. The the WPA
gram, New York City Board of
Who Am I? game seemed to act as Education,
has established itself as
a mental challenge, and the public
a potentialstructionforce
academic
inentered wholeheartedly into the
in New for
York,
according
spirit of the broadcast. The listo S. Alexander Shear, project administrator. He estimated that the
teners were literally a part of the
radio program.
181 programs broadcast during
Here is what Bob Hall, radio June alone served 200,000 listeners.
Lessons in elementary English
editor of the San Francisco Callare given along standard scholastic
lines,
learner's tobook
free toa students
servebeing
as amailed
guide
during
the
broadcasts.
Students
Beverly Hills, California
send in their exercises to be corrected, thus making it possible to
K
count "attendance". Nearly 5,000
are
enrolled
in the entire program,
*
*
*
*
*
★
*
which includes other courses.
M
HARRY A. MacFATDEX, of the
NBC production staff, is adaptor and
"The Station of the Stars"
director of a series of three Friday
??-4 p. m. adaptations of former stage
successes beins presented by the XBC
P
Continues its march to the top with three
Radio Guild.
new program "scoops" that have the
whole town listening.

C
G. A. RICHARDS
President
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RED AND

BLUE NBC

WCOL
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Craig & Hollingbery, Rep.
BROADCASTING

LUCIO Productions,
VILLEGAS, ofHollywood,
Pan-Americaiii
Radio
August started to record a Spanis)
version of Chandu on 78 transcription
for release in Latin-American eoun
tries. Arrangement was made ihrougl
Harry A. Earnshaw of Earnshaw
Young Inc. A similar arrangemen
will
also Short
be made
for the series o"
26 Radio
Stories.
RCA MFG. Co., Chicago (transcrip
tion
division) willMart
move toUec.
the Merchandise
589 lij.
E. fron
Ilh
nois St.. where the entire RCA fam
ily in Chicago with the exception <j
XBC is now located. RCA tranbcrijj
tions will occupy the entire sixth flooi
which will be modernized and air
conditioned. In all, there will be thre<
studios -with the main one .50 by 3i
feet. RCA will do all processing a
the new plant, Ed Foreman, head o
the Chicago office, recently returnee
from a two-month European trip.
ORLAXDO R. MARSH, head o
Marsh Laboratories Inc., Chicago
founded in 1922, has retired from thi
business. The company is now in thi
process of reorganization and wil
henceforth be called Chicago Record
ing
Studios.to 615
The Lyon
organized
eompani
has moved
& Healy
Bldg
Although a representative of the firn
did not care to divulge the completi
personnel of the company, it is under
stood that J. H. Bosley and Mis;
Faber, both of the Marsh Labora
tories, will be associated with Chicagi
Recording Studios.
HECTOR CHEVIGXY, formerl^
head of CBS Hollywood script de
partment and later writer on Holly
wood Hotel program sponsored ovei
that network by Campbell Soup Co.
is under exclusive contract with As
sociated Cinema Studios, that city. t(
write the May Robson transcriptioi
serial. Lady of Millions, being cut foi
Bauer & Black Inc. ( Velure vanish
ing lotion ) . Series will be placed or
21 stations nationally, starting Get
mert
Inc.
15. through
Blackett-Sample-Hum
XBC announces the following new
subscribers to its Thesaurus service
WIBM, WMBS, WBLK, WBOW.
WBS announces the following nev
subscribers to its library service
C.JIC. Sault Ste. Marie, Ont. ; KATE
Albert Lea, Minn.
RCA-YICTOR studios, Hollywood,
has recorded music from seven of thi
latest Walt Disney "Silly Symphony'
cartoons
in Spanish, for Latin-American distribution.
J. O. WITTE has resigned as vice
president of Fitra Productions Inc.
Hollywood transcription and produc
tion concern and Edward Pavaroff
secretary-treasurer
has H.
acquired
interests. Dr. William
Voeller hi:ii
president.
Historic 'Document'
RECORDINGS
of the voice
of the late Guglielmo Marconi, speaking a few words
of farewell
during
a short-a
wave broadcast
to America
few months ago, have been
sent as souvenirs by NBC to
a select list of persons in the
radio are
industry.
words
precededMarconi's
on the
record by a brief dramatization of the first Transatlantic wireless
signal.
verse side of
the On
disctheisre-a
tribute to Marconi by his
friend of 30 years, David
Sarnoff, RCA president.
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ourt Decision Continues
Brooklyn Case Litigation
^A1TH THE issuance Aug. 16 by
lie U. S. Court of Appeals for the
istrict of Columbia of a stay or\:v. further litigation in the fiveir-old
"Brooklvn cases" was ased.
L'pon petition
WLTH which
and
ARD.
Brooklyn ofstations
1 e ordered deleted by the FCC,
court authorized me stay oi:. restraining the FCC from
king effective its decision in the
, .<es pending determination of the
appeals filed by the stations. Thus,
p.nother year of litigation appeared
tain. In its decision, promul- ;ed to become effective Sept. 15,
tie FCC ordered assignment of
three-fourths time on the 1400 kc.
regional channel to WBBC, BrookJ\Ti, and the remaining one-quarter
:t:me to WVFW, Brooklyn. Deletion of the other two quarter-time
stations was ordered, together with
(denial of several other applications
for the facilities. The cases have
been heard by the FCC en banc
after they had been decided on two
ether occasions only to be reheard
.and reconsidered.
Net Programs Prepared
TWO NEW network programs,
cne to feature Walt Disney's
Mickey Mouse and the other Mary
Pickford, are being prepared for
sponsorship by Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc. Myron Kirk, the agency's New
York radio director, was in Hollywood for two weeks in August conferring with Edmund (Tiny) Ruffner, West Coast manager, on the
shows which will emanate from
that city. Lever Bros., for an unnamed product, will sponsor the
Mickey Mouse series on CBS starting Oct. 5, and has reserved the
Tuesday, 8:30 p. m. period which
- comes directly before the Al Jolson half-hour program sponsored
by the same firm. Lever Bros, is
now committed to 4^2 hours weekly on CBS exclusively. Mary Pickford will be sponsored by an un■ named
of which
she is cosmetic
said to company
be a stockholde
r.
What network will be utilized and
title of the program was not learned but show is also scheduled for
early October.

Developing

Broadcasters of Futvire
{Coiitiiiitcd from page 2S)
commend the commercial stations
English courses
in compositioning.or rhetoric
are essential
both
I have had experience with for
their cooperation in the teaching of for the preparation of continuity
and for grammatical speech. A
broadcasters. A popular introductory course in broadcasting may be knowledge of English literature is
helpful to the interpretative reader
given which will appeal to all radio
listeners and users. If the class is and book reviewer. An insight into
located in a city where there is a civics or political science will be a
radio station, members of the staff worthwhile foundation for the commentator or interviewer. Probably
of the station may grant weekly
interviews concerning their work in one of the first questions asked by
the station. The technical staff will the station manager of an applicant is whether or not he has had
explain the operation of the microany dramatic training. Announcers
phones, control board, and electri- for
the networks are required to
cal-transcription pickup, and will
have some knowledge of foreign
take the class to visit the transmitlanguages.
ter.
Courses in music appreciation,
Contractual Relations
the history of music, and creative
listening will prepare the announThecussgeneral
cer for the introduction of and
contractual manager
relations will
with disthe
network and with ASCAP, costs comment upon operas and classical
selections. Many schools of journalof operation, the NAB, and FCC.
ism are recognizing the entrance
The program director, announcers,
of radio into the field of disseminasports announcer and news comtion and current news, and jourmentator will explain and demonstrate their methods and duties.
nalistic training is of great value
The dramatic director, with his to the broadcaster. Courses in buscast will demonstrate a rehearsal
iness management and economics
will help the announcer into exeof a play, later to be heard over
positions with the station.
the station's facilities. Using the The lifecutive
blood of the broadcasting
public-address equipment, the musstation is its commercial accounts,
ical director will illustrate balance
and over one half of the station
and distortion causes by different
placing of musical instruments be- staff is in the sales department ;
consequently courses in advertising
fore the microphone.
Continuity writers will discuss and the psychology of advertising
their problems. The sales depart- are among those recommended.
ment representative will tell of the
station's rates, explain how camPiel Places Spots
paigns are planned for the sale of
radio time, show by charts the sta- PIEL BROS., Brooklyn (beer), is
tion's coverage, and campaigns.
explain tie-in using one-minute live announceand merchandising
ments on WBT, Charlotte, four
Through these interviews and dem- days a week; WALA, Mobile, three
onstrations the class will gain a days a week; WSFA, Montgomery,
general view of the work done in
a week; WMBG, Richthe station and studios by the three days
Va., three days a week;
broadcaster. A number of adver- WSGN, mond,
Birmingham, three days a
tising agencies which figure i?) ra- week. WAGE, Dothan, Ala., is
dio advertising, a commercial mo- carrying a 15-minute news show
tion picture producer, and the tele- six days a week. KNX, Los Angephone company also assist in the
has also carried a 15-minute
instruction of classes. This service news les,show,
three days a week, but
is not only valuable to the student new plans are being formulated
but has publicity value for the sta- for this outlet. The agency is
tions and organizations.
A general cultural course is of Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., New
advantage to the student who looks York. Robert Degen is account
executive.
forward to a career in broadcast-
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Brush Creek

Folks

A Rural Comedy team —
3 years on station —
a guaranteed audience —
5 days weekly, 4:45
to 5:00 P. M.

*

The

Smile Club

A

children's show of unusual merit, featuring 20

professional kiddies is a Saturday morning Variety show
— full hour duration, 9:15 to
10:15 A. M. A five-year established WSPD Feature.
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RETA RAY
Sunshine Gikl^

This Southern

Gal has

everything — a personality
blues singer, plays own accompaniment —five quarter
hours weekly, 4:30 P. M. —
over a year on this station.
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Another Poetic Drama
UING the cycle of draCONTIN
matics which has characterized this
summer's features on the networks, NBC announces that Maxwell Anderson, Pulitzer Prize playwright, has written an original
poetical drama for presentation
over NBC-Blue on Monday, Sept.
20, 9:30-10 p. m. (EDST). It is
titled The Feast of Ortolans and is
his first radio play. CBS recently
presented a poetic drama, also
written exclusively for radio and
later published in book form, by
Archibald MacLeash, Pulitzer poet,
titled The Fall of the City, which
was highly acclaimed.
A NATIONAL memorial to that late
Guglielmo Marconi as one "who
should be remembered by all mankind" was in
proposed
in aAug.
resolution
introduced
Consress
17 by
Rep. Dickstein (D-N. Y.).

Atlanta
USE

5000 watts day
1000 watts nite
Rfpls:
890 kc
E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY

MR.

W.JBY. Gadsden, Ala., will move into
its combined studio and transmitter
Ibuilding about Sept. 10. Structure is
modern in design. New equipment including vertical radiator, has been
added tionand
the boosted
day power
of the
stahas been
to 250
watts.
KOY, rated
Phoenix,
has inauguTransradio Ariz.,
leased wire
service,
having previously received Transradio
service direct by wireless. Special
correspondents have been mobilized
throughout Arizona. News manager of
the station is Gerald Gordon.
KGER, Long Beach, Gal., recently
began receipt of the full leased teletype service of Transradio Press. The
station is on the air with five- minute
spots hourly and with 15-minute
news i-oundups and late flashes at
appropriate intervals during the day.
Clete Roberts, former Seattle newscaster, is news editor.
RADIO FEATURES SERVICE
Inc., vice,
Hollywood
has moved toradio
largerpublicity
quarters ser-in
the Taft Bldg., doubling its space.
Irving Parker is vice-president and
general manager.
WOL, Washington, will enlarge its
educational program this fall by opening a children's
schoolbe ingiven
radiofortechnique. Training will
13
weeks in microphone technique in the
belief that many youngsters possess
talent but merely lack proper training. Staffstructors
members
and invited
inwill participate.
Practical
elements of broadcasting will be included in the course, which opens in
September.
PEOPLE'S MEDICAL LEAGUE, a
nonprofit
organization
provide ofmedical and dental
care forto people
low
income, began a series of programs on
WBIL, New York, recently featuring
talks by prominent physicians.

SPACE

BUYER

-

- - and
other Big-Wigs
Is It True What They Say About Networks?
We know iVs true what they say
So this timeto I'm
taking
about Dixie, and it must be true quarter-page
tell you
that another
I took
what they say about Networks!
the fifty thousand and put it in to
make WDSU better. New equipment
— the first high fidelity wide range
In the last issue of Broadcasting
in the old tovm, renovated
I cluttered up a quarter-page ad quality
with my picture. No vanity, of studios, bigger staff, etc.
course,
—
just
wanted
to
let
you
over big ? Well, we
know that, after SI months of be- hadAndto didstopit goselling
spot ads one
ing- off a network <CBS), I'm still month before we went
alive and well. Fact is, we've been Just thought one spot on onan NBC.
ridin' here
high,at wide
six minutes allaverday
down
WDSU,andandhandsome
setting was agetooof every
much.
new records for local business.
Now, we are back on the NetSinceandweair couldn't
the
work— the Big Fellow (NBC), and
switch
a networkthrow
program,
coupled
our local leadership
during this 21-month period, we and finestwith
our advertising
just buckled up the old belt a friends in features,
New
Orleans are asking
couple of notches and bore down
us : the
"What
you goingthatto network
do with
heavier than ever on local features, all
extraarebusiness
news, sports, and everything the prestige inevitably brings to a local
yokelshave.
on any Main Street just
must
station
?" we don't know what
Honestly,
Looks like we kicked smack over we'll
do. Have
to order bigger
the
traces
and
almost
ran
away
trousers,
I guess.sureBut: I'll guarantee
you one thing,
from ourselves.
South,
can't
foolDown
an old
HorsetheyFlysay. . you
. neither
can you fool New Orleans merStreet rang,
knows wanting
it's radio.chants.
WDSUCanalphones
rates, contracts were signed, more
local business on WDSU than any
other local, surveys were the cause
of
surveys that showed WDSU
to beit, —tops.

WDSU will always lead locally,
and coupled with NBC's leadership
and
qualityplaces.
programs, we're sure
'nuf gain'
Will be glad to hear from you
anytime. Au revoir.
JOE UHALT,
President, WDSU, Inc.

National Representatives: John Blair & Company
New York
Detroit Chicago San Francisco

THE ALLIS-CHALMERS Mfg. Co.,
Milwaukee, (farm implements), sponsored a daily broadcast at the Missouri
Fair in St.
Sedalia,
Aug. The
2'j28, overStateKFEQ,
Joseph.
program
was
a
combination
of
musical entertainment by a hillbilly band
and
also questions and answers, interKFEQ.
views being conducted by Earl Williams, farm ijrogram director of

HELP !— Paul Hodges, announcer
of WMPS, Memphis, was marooned atop the 22-story Columbian Mutual tower when a practical joker pulled down the 22-foot
ladder that provided egress to the
world below. Using shortwave
equipment he had taken up for test
purposes, he broadcast to the studio for help, breaking into a sustainer. Police responded but figured it was a gag and refused to
aid. Hodges finally came down
hand-over-hand on the flagpole
rope.
WMBD. Peoria, 111., established
"trailer" studios at the annual Illinois
State Fair at Springfield, 111., Aug.
14-22, to maintain a daily schedule of
special broadcasts direct from the fairgrounds. Emil Bill, WMBD farm news
reporter, handled broadcasts from
stock and agricultural exhibits while
Howard Dorsey, announcer, conducted
daily interviews with fair visitors.
WHO, Des Moines, announcer, conducted daily interviews with fair
visitors. WHO, Des Moines, redecorted
its Crystal Studio in the Varied Industires building in preparation for
the 1937 Iowa State Fair which
opened Aug. 27.
KGGC. San Francisco, has announced
that effective immediatel.v station employes no longer will be required to
be combination men. No longer will
technicians have to double in brass as
announcers, and vice versa. Announcers willfession
stick
and theexclusively
technical tomentheir
willprobe
expected to do nothing more than
operate the transmitter, control booth
apparatus and monitor programs.
THE Holden Expedition under the
direction of Dr. Wm. Hall Holden,
staff surgeon of the American museum
of National History, is planning a
series of broadcasts on NBC-Blue
network from the Amazonian jungle
where lecttheanimals
expedition
gone to and
colfor thehasmuseum
study the folkways of the Indians.
A RELIGIOUS program appealing to
all classes is Mac 'n' Henry, now on
KFRO,twoLongvievv,
Mac characters
'n' Henry
are
ficitionalTex.
negro
and the program is back with singing
of a choir. It had been presented
previously in New Orleans and
Shreveport.
'A Blind Spot" for All
Outside Stations —
you want
to
IF Cover
Rich
Central Pennsylvania
You MUST

1, 1937

DETAILS of dealer spot broadcasting
and cooperative programming were the
subject of a monograph issued by
Service Programs Inc., New York.
The study will analyze the problems
involved in planning, writing and arranging for dealer transcription and
script programs designed to tie in
with network broadcasts or to sell on
their own. Miss Gladys Miller of the
New York U. school of retailing will
prepare the monograph and it will be
distributed
to sponsors,agencies.
station executives and advertising
THIRTY-FIVE San Francisco Bay
district radio station managers and
executives will be the guests of the
California State Fair at Sacramento
on "Radio Day," Sept. 6. The party
will be headed by Don E. Oilman,
NBC vice-president and chairman of
Radio Day.
and Lloyd E. Yoder, assistant chairman.
WBNX, New York, has revised its
weekday schedule slightly. Station
now broadcasts from 9 a. m. to 6
p. m. night.
and Formerly
from the
7 :30intermission
p. m. to midwas
from :30 to 7 p. m. There is no
change in the Sunday schedule.
KYA, San Francisco, is broadcasting
three announcements every night urging dialers to softpedal their sets after
10 p. m.
ADVENTURE, exploration, mystery
and romance are the features of a
new Saturday series on NBC-Red
network called Vagaiond Adventures
with Tom Terriss, globe trotter, as
narrator.
STUDENTS and faculty of three lo- 5
cal colleges — Virginia Interment, Sul
lins and King College-^will partici- }
pate in a series of broadcasts on
WOPI, Bristol, Tenn.

Use

WFBC
Altoona
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A NEW after-midnight program has
been started at CKLW, WindsorDetroit, called Dawn Patrol and
broadcast 1-4 a. m. daily, with Larry
Gentile as master of ceremonies.
Three sponsors were obtained for this
program before its inception Aug. 2S.
WEVD, New York, will move its
studios to the building at 117 W. 46th
St., recentl.y purchased by the Jewish
Daily Forward, major backers of the
station, when alterations have been
completed, probably about the first of
the
year. atStation's
quarters
160 W. lease
44th on
St. its
runspresent
until
Feb. 1, 1938.
WINS, New York, is broadcasting a
Monday series of non-political talks
by
members
the Fusion
Party's
speakers
bureauof designed
to acquaint
voters with the workings of the
various city departments prior to the
coming elections.
AN organization to provide financial
assistance to meritorious inventions
introduced on Your Invention program on WMCA, New York, has been
formed by Sam Hammer, director of
the program. Known as The Inventors' Institute, and comprising a board
of industrialists and engineers, the organization has capitalized on two intoy.
ventions recently presented on the
series, a light magnifier and a novelty

•
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rVGX. Chicago Tribune station, will
tart broadcasting news for the first
kme in the daytime on Sept. S. Heretofore the station's only news broadTrihTomorrow
calledbeen
last, has
tiie,
broadcastMorning's
nightly S :4.j
I. TO. Quin Ryan, manager of WGX.
' broadcast the new daily quarter;■ news show which will be spon1 Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri~ at 11 :45 a. m., by the Batha■ i Corp.. Xew York (cosmetics).
1. M. Kiesewetter Adv. Agency, New
It'ork, handles the account.
^ MEN KGW, Portland, Ore., dedi1 its new antenna Aug. 14, ten
. aier members of the staff of that
ft.ition participated in a special salute
Irom the XBC's San Francisco stuHarry Anincludeddivision
groupWestern
Si.)S.
sales
I rson.TheXBC
j inager; Larry Allen, head of the
Francisco office of XBC artist.s
ice; Archie Presby, Larry Kcatannouncers ;
_ and Hal Gibney,
• n Kleeb, actress; .Jane Burns, re. nonist ; Van Fleming, producer;
accordionist-eonduejilen
.or; andHurlburt,
Mary Alice
Moynihan of the
inditing department. The group did
« burlesque of Homicide 8(jiiad. a poice drama formerly written by David
Onimmond, XBC producer, while at
<GW.
ivGGC, San Francisco, is seeking a
new location for modern studios and
offices in the downtown section. The
.Station wants a new spot to house both
It-; transmitter and its studios before
jiH'ginning
.|ng schedule.a 24-hour daily broadeast-VaTL, Atlanta, and WRBL, Cohimnus, (Ja., have contracted for the
~.'d wire news reports of Internail Xews Service. WATL will re1 the complete day and night re(M.ri.s. while WRBL will receive the
day service, starting Sept. 1~>.
KECTIVE Oct. 1. KECA, Los An~. will abolish the dual rate card.
I crding to Harrison Holliway, KFI•KECA general manager. The local
•rate will be discontiniied and the one
Ifate card in force will carry national
ihites.
riX XESBITT,
through special
iigement with his sponsor, Duart
^ ,rs Co., Ltd.. San Francisco, to
whom he is under e.xclusive contract,
arranged to do four quarter-hour
proadcasts over the Mutual network
)fi>r World Peaceways. Xesbitt is
-iheduled to begin his I'asKing Parade
'ii Mutual Sept. 12. The sustaining
irograms for World Peaceways were
broadcast on Aug. 15, 22, 20 and
:he final one is scheduled for Sept. .5.
'The first broadcast was released from
.Hollywood and the remainder from
:he KFRC studios in San Francisco.
;XEARLY 3,000 boys and girls, at|,pn
tending
the state
4H-Club
roundup
the campus
of the
Oklahoma
A &
.RI College at Stillwater, Okla.. took
-part in a series of broadcasts during
(the past week over KVOO, Tulsa.
The special events department of
(KVOO installed lines to the campus,
(B distance of 75 miles, and broadcast
-five half-hour programs during the
•ifour days of the roundup. Included
on the broadcasts were interviews, descriptions of competitive demonstrations, and group singing by the 3,000
rit-legates.
,TRAXSRADIO Press has signed con, tracts with WIP, Philadelphia, and
WCLO,
.Janes ville, Wis. WCAU,
Philadelphia, also is served by Tran.s|Tadio. WCLO is owned and operated
■ by the Janesville Gazette.
■WHEX KFXF,
Shenandoah, Iowa,
recently made plans to pick up the
Waubonsie State Park Sunset Services, it found no power lines and only
Ione country telephone circuit into the
IPark — ten miles away. It solved the
(iproblem W9XPL
with its and
ultra-high
Istation
its own frequency
gasoline
operated power supply. The broadeasts worked perfectly.
COOPERATIXG
with the local
weather bureau WGBF, Evansville,
Ind., now has a five-minute noon
broadcast giving local forecasts and
detailed river stages.
BROADCASTING

CINCINNATI'S — Youngest radio
announcer, Lee Bland, is just 4V3
years old. Little Lee was guest anon Doiv's
Dawn
Patrol
conducted nouncer
dailv
except
Sunday
by
his father, Al Bland, o%'er WKRC
at 7:30 a. m. He gave the station
call letters with such distinction
that numerous requests have been
received for a return engagement.
McNincli: Liberal
(Continued from page 10)
early life became only a memory.
A political revolution took place
in the South in 1928 and Frank
McNinch was in the middle of it.
A life-long Democrat, the Charlotte lawyer joined the forces of
the then Senator Furnifold M,
Simmons in seeking to prevent the
nomination of Alfred E. Smith. Mr.
McNinch was a personal and political dry and his convictions ran
deep on this subject in 1928. After
Smith was nominated and refused
to accept the dry plank of the platform, Mr. McNinch became chairman of the anti-Smith forces in
North Carolina and put that state
in the Republican column for the
first time since Civil War days.
Mr. McNinch expected no political favors from President Hoover.
He met the President for the first
time in 1929 when he went to the
White House to endorse a North
Carolina friend for a position he
failed to get.
Into the Federal Scene
In July, 1930, President Hoover
tendered Mr. McNinch a place on
the Power Commission but it was
declined. In December the Charlotte lawyer was again offered the
place, and after Senator Simmons
and other friends urged him to accept he decided to enter the official
life of Washington.
The Democrat
appointment
the antiSmith
to aof Democratic
vacancy on the Power Commission
was like waving a red flag in the
faces of regular Democrats in
North Carolina. Josiah W. Bailey
had defeated Senator Simmons on
a party loyalty issue and before
he took his seat he roared out of
the old North State to fight Senate confirmation of his Charlotte
enemy. McNinch,
however, was
PREFERRED
anei iti.WICHITA
TRADE TERRITORY
WICHITA,
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confirmed with only 11 votes
against
him. Roosevelt, during his
President
power fight as Governor of New
York, Ninch
became
attracted
as a result
of some toof Mchis
liberal opinions on the issue. The
two tilmen,
however,
did not
unafter Mr.
Roosevelt
wasmeet
elected
President. Before he was sworn in,
Mr. Roosevelt made a swing leads In
through the Tennessee Valley, and PROGRAM
among those invited to accompany
him was the Hoover appointee to PLANNING
the Power Commission.
Since then their official relationship and mutual personal esteem
have increased month by month.
Power had been a paramount issue in the 1932 campaign and one
of Mr. Roosevelt's first acts as
President was to request the resignation of Chairman George Otis
Smith, of the Power Commission.
Mr. McNinch was designated as his
successor, and in 1934 was reappointed by the President for a fiveyear
term.
Mr. McNinch is a modest, homeloving man, with clock-like habits.
His hobby is growing flowers in his
garden at his suburban residence.
He arises early and when he arrives at his office around 8:30 has
already done three hours work in
his garden or his study, or both.
In 1905, Mr. McNinch married
Mary Groome, of Greensboro. They DETECTIVE
had three children, Frank Ramsey,
Mary Groome and Ariel. Before he
became mayor, Mrs. McNinch died.
A few years later he married HulDRAMAS
dah Groome, the sister of his first
wife, and they have two children,
9-9:30
PM ♦ MON-WED
Huldah and Robert Groome.
Mr. McNinch is a member of
the Presbyterian Church, a Mason
and a Knight of Pythias, and belongs to the Junior Order of
United American Mechanics.
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CHICAGO'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE
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KNOWS
That

a good radio program

will always at-

tract asizeable audience. That's why Selviair always presents the type of program that
appeals to all listeners of
RADIO
Line up your future radio sales campaign
with an agency that produces immediate
results. And that's
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75 E. Wacker
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Three
FCC

Leadership to Start Clean-up
{Continued from page 11)
along with the two other members,
signed the fifth post. His broad
Sykes and Case. Comdr. Craven
knowledge of broadcast matters,
presumably would succeed Mr. plus his former experience as genStewart on the Telegraph Division
eral counsel of the old Radio Comas its chairman. But it is regarded
mission,which
are construed
as qualifications
would warrant
such
as a foregone certainty that Mr.
Craven will be identified with the an appointment.
Broadcast Division — if it is reDuring the floor debate on the
tained by that name — possibly Craven appointment. Senator
Wheeler
reiterated statements
through enlargement of its personnel to a five-man group. And it is about rumors of "rottenness and
just as logically anticipated that, corruption" on the FCC. He said
should the division be enlarged.
he felt that there would have to be
an investigation unless something
Col. Thad H. Brown, now a member of the Telephone Division, but is done to cleanse the atmosphere.
formerly a Broadcast Division
Comdr. Craven's testimember, and a member of the old He recited
mony to the Committee, in the
course
of
which
the nominee said
Radio Commission, would be ashe left a consulting practice that
in its last year grossed $49,000 of
which some $32,000 was net, to become FCC chief engineer.
Senator Wheeler also outlined
the charges made by Kiernan
WOm
about
Mr.certain
Craven's
ownership
iAMC'
stock in
stations,
notablyof
WPEN, Philadelphia, which he disposed of prior to becoming chief
engineer. The contract of sale, it
LARGEST
was developed, was handled by
Horace L. Lohnes, Washington raPUBLIC DOMAIN
dio attorney. The Kiernan telegram charged that Mr. Lohnes
RECORDED LIBRARY
held this stock and that he (Kiernan) had information to that end.
in the WORLD
Wheeler Favors Craven
On the floor and in committee.
Senator Wheeler charged that the
LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS
FCC was being used as a "political football" and that unsavory
420 Madison Ave.
reports that pressure has been exNew York
erted from "high places" in the
Administration
had gained curANNOUNCEMENT
Effective September 1, 1937
THE
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SHREVEPORT,

WWNC
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S

Shreveport, Louisiana

THE

rency. He declared he was satisfied
that Comdr. Craven was a competent engineer and that he only
delved into the matter of confirmation because he was skeptical of
the FCC and its past and future.
He added it was unfortunate that
the Craven nomination came up so
late in the session and failed to
give the Committee the opporsired. tunity to make the study it deOther members of the Committee, to a man, however, extolled
Comdr. Craven in high terms after
his Committee appearance. In the
floor discussion, which was eclipsed
by the impromptu address delivered
by Senator White, regarded as the
best-informed man in Congress on
communications, a half-dozen members of the Committee took occasion to commend the President on
Mr. Craven's appointment. Senator
Truman (D-Mo.) asserted that he
had entered the Committee deliberations with a "violent prejudice"
against the naval officer because of
reports he had received, but that
after listening to his testimony he
felt he was highly qualified for the
post. Others who supported the appointment included Byrnes of
South Carolina, Chavez of New
Mexico, and the Democratic floor
leader, Barkley of Kentucky.
During the confirmation colloquy, both Senators Wheeler and
White emphasized they felt the appointments could not be regarded
as sidetracking the proposed investigation, said to be opposed by
the Administration. On the contrary, they held it strengthened
the need of a probe, with Senator
White declaring that he had in
mind a broad fact-finding inquiry

Louisiana

in addition to their present representation of our
RADIO

Special Supplement
THE editors of Broadcasting acknowledge with gratitude the many letters and
calls of commendation they
have received for their special supplement to the Aug.
15 edition, mailed first-class
on Aug. 17 to all subscribers,
announcing President Roosevelt's appointments that day
of Frank R. McNinch and
Comdr. T. A. M. Craven to
the FCC. The supplement
was published to furnish
complete background of the
circumstances of the appointments and the men selected, in view of their special significance to the broadcasting industry at large at
this time.
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Coverage of Prosperous
Western North Carolina
TIMES
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Mentioned

For Craven's Post
WITH elevation of Comdr. T. A.
M. Craven to a commissionership,
appointment of his successor as
chief engineer of the FCC is expected this month. The appointment will be made by the Commission itself and it
is presumed that
recommendat
io n
Comdr.
Craven's
will prevail.
Theof present
field
prospects,
so far as known,
is limited to the
three assistant
chief engineers. , . , t
They are Lieut.
E. K. Jett, retired naval officer,
now in
Telegraph
Division charge
activities; ofAndrew
D. Ring,
in charge of broadcasting, and Andrew W. Cruse, who recently became assistant chief engineer for
the Telephone Division.
Both Jett and
Ring are veterans
on the FCC and
its predecessor,
Radiosion Commisstaff. Mr.
Jett has been
identified with
communication
aspects of engineering regulaMr. Ring tion practically
since he was assigned to the old
Radio Commission in 1929 while
Mr. Ring, who joined the Radio
Commission shortly after its creation in 1928, has devoted his entire
attention to all phases of broadcasting. During the last several
years he has also had supervision
over visual and high-frequency
broadcasting, including television.
Mr. Cruse,
likewise a former
naval officer, was
with thetional
InternaTelephone
& Telegraph Co.
and for a time
managed its
broadcast station
CMC, in Havana.
He joined the
Commission o n
Mr. Cruse
Nov. 18 last year after having
served as chief of the Electrical
Division of the Department of
Commission since 1933.
which would have as its object the'
modernizing of the existing law.
Comdr. Craven testified in com-;
mittee in reply to Senator Wheeler,
that he had no definite views on
newspaper ownership of stations.
He asserted he regarded the whole
issue of special allocations as an
important one. Asserting he had
"strong views" on policy matters,
Comdr. Craven said he favored a
diversity of licensees among broad--;
casting stations and in the various
communities. He read a prepared!
statement covering his previous
service and experience.
GET TEXAS

MONEY/

Over Half Million Dollars a day Pouring I
from our East Texas Oil Field Alonel
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"Voice of Lojigview" - TEXAS
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jjicrhliglits of Senate

tESPITE the flurry in the Senate
i the nomination of Conidr. T.
.M. Craven, to the FCC, he was
:.e subject of glowing tributes paid
• \-arious Senators, Democratic and
iKoublican alike, during the Aug.
|L confirmation debate. Most of
He outburst in the Senate was
Bainst the FCC itself, labeled by
tnator Wheeler "a political foot' " and assurances were given
:\e floor that the White Reso.on for an investigation would
ieieive favorable consideration in
lie next Congress.
The high esteem in which Mr.
IcNinch is held was manifested
y the fact that not a word of obection to his appointment was
tiised. Senators freely asserted
lat they expected the McNinch■iraven
jie FCCcombination
situation, to
as "clean
urged up"
by
resident Roosevelt himself. Some
f the sentiments expressed in the
:ienate debate were as follows:
; SENATOR WHITE (R-Maine» —
have had occasion to know this man
C'jmdr. Craven] and to know someaing about the esteem in which he is
,eld by the radio industry of this
Duntry and by the radio experts of
W world. I say to the Senate that
'e is an outstanding engineering aunority in America today. I say to
pe Senate that iie is recognized l)y
in*' communications authorities of the
r«rU\ as one of the outstanding au,norities in the world. Mr. President,
inicineering problems constitute a majr part and most difficult part of the
r')blems presented to the Radio Comaission. No engineer is now a meniter of the Commission. In this iniltanee the President of the United
!»tates has gone to the very highest
;ioiirces of authority in radio matters.
■if has presented to the Senate of the
Jiiited States, as I believe, an outItundtng nominee, a man of unquesioned knowledge and ability in hi.s
hijsen field, and, I believe, a man of
:nquestioned personal character. I
•ersonally have had as much to say
B criticism of the Federal Communiations Commission as has any other
♦lember of this body. I think I know
•f many particulars in which that
•riticism
is justified
but President
I personallyof
was
delighted
when ; the
he United States sent this nominaion to the Senate, because I believe
hat throughout
the length and
iDreadth of this land we could not
piave found a man better qualified to
Nerve the countr.v and to meet the
I oroblems which are presented by this
inmazi'ng industry.
li SENATOR BORAH (R-Idaho) —
Iluander
I trust that
the will
confirmation
of ConiCraven
not dampen
the
hardor of the Senate to pass the re.sot ution providing for an investigation
(<)f the Federal Communications Comtnission and then to make the investir,?ation. Though the situation may be
F:aken care of for the future, yet if
'"-herewere
wereimproper
some past
i:hat
the.v transactions
ought to be
i.revealed, and the persons who inrlulged in them ought to be punished.

NflTIONRL REPRESENTRTIVES
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
BROADCASTING

Debate

on

FCC

and

SENATOR .JOHNSON (DCoI.) —
Ml-. President, in connection with the
report from the Interstate Comnierce
Commission Committee recommending
the confirmation of the nomination of
Mr. McNincli and Mr. Craven as
members of the Federal Communications Commission. I agree with the
President in his selection of them ; I
voted in the committee for their confirmation, and believe they should be
confirmed by the Senate. I have long
felt that some corrective measures
are necessary in the workings of the
Commission. For example, I have
just learned from Colorado that a
constituent of mine practicing before
this Commission, a man of splendid
rei)utation in Colorado, had accusanuule against
him by Instead
one mem-of
lier oftionsthe
Commission.
following the generally accepted practice of referring such charges to the
recognized bar association and its
grievance committee. the Federal
Communications Commission has been
spending months in fooling around
with these charges, with a great deal
of publicity. I understand that tlie
chairman of the bar association wrote
to the Commission and offered the
services of the bar association, but
the same member of the Commission
who brought the accusation also rethe mebar that
association's
offer. fusedItto accept
seems to
the confirmation of men of wide experience
and ciuirage would result in putting
a stopion theto President
such practices.
In mya opinhas made
wise
choice in these men, aiul their addition to the Commission will be very
wholesome.
SENATOR WHEELER (D-Mont. )
Mr. Craven is a graduate of the
Naval Academy at Annapolis. While
he was in the Navy he studied radio
communication. I have been told by
two or three members of the Senate
that he is one of the outstan<ling exl)erts and engineers in his line. He
is not only recognized in the United
States as such by i)e()ple who understand the business but throughout the
entire world.
SENATOR BYRNES (DSC.) —
I have never spoken to Mr. Craven
outside of the committee room, but he
is the best-informed man of whom I
know in the engineering division of
the • Commission, and we have come
to accept his statements without
question as to matters before the Commission. The impression made ui)on
us is that he is not only an uiuisually
efficient man, but that he is a patriotic public servant.
SENATOR CHAVEZ (D-N.M.) —
If Senators want to keep politics out
of the Radio Commission, if they want
good technical advice, if they want
the Radio Commission to function the

Radio

way it should function, he might as
well confirm Comdr. Craven now. He
is the only one named to the Commission up to this particular time who
understands radio. He is honest, a
man of the highest integrity, a man
who understands what it is all about.
I believe it is the best appointment
that could possibly be made. It will
do something for radio.
SENATOR BURKE (D-Neb.)— In
the light of what the Senator from
Idaho has said, I will state my position. Although
feel that the
firmation of theI nomination
of conMr.
Craven to the Commission might so
straightenmissionoutthat no
the investigation
affairs of the would
Comever be necessary, for myself I shall
be very glad to support the resolution
now tion
pending
made. and have the investigaOrange Crush Spots
ORANGE CRUSH Co., Chicago
(Orange Crush), started five-minute daily participation on the Polish program on WJBK, Detroit,
Aug. 16, and participation on the
weekly Friday night Arabic program Aug. 20 on the same station.
In addition a daily five-minute
sports program is being broadcast
on WAVE, Louisville. J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago, is the
agency.
CHARLES J. CORRELL. The
"Andy" ofnouncedAmos
Atidy, to
has Miss
anthat his 'n'
marriage
Alyee McLaughlin, of Chicago and
Hollywood, will take place Sept. 11,
in (Jlendale. Cal.

Seheriiig Test Series
SCHERING Corp., Bloomfield, N,
J., will launch a test spot campaign for Saraka laxative on Sept.
7 in seven markets. Program, titled Doctors Who Dared, is a series of 15-minute dramatic programs based on the life of Dr. William E. Aughinbaugh, transcribed
by RCA-Victor in New York. Programs will be broadcast twice
weekly for 13 weeks on stations
WHP, WMBD, WSBT, WIBX,
KTBS, KFBK, WFEA. Campaign
is handled by Marschalk & Pratt
Inc., N. Y.
Covers the
Islands
like the
w a te rs
cover the sea

K H B C
HILO, HAWAII

KQMB
HONOLULU
, HAWAM
niEO I. HAST. i>mIdMl ind Ou<nl Mmn
SAN FRANCISCO OFFICE. CAUfORNlAN HOra
CONQUEST AUJANCE COMPANY
III MADISON AVE. CHICAGO. 100 N. USALU f
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WORTHY of the splendid modern transcriptions! Eliminate surface
noise with this 100% shadowgraphed
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Samples uponNEEDLES
request
PLAYBACK
STEEL
CUTTING NEEDLES
Manufactured by
W. H. Bagshaw Co
Lowell, Mass.
Distributed by
H. W. Acton Co., Inc.
370 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City
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Cornish's Radio Course
THE establishment of a division
of radio, offering courses in broadcasting technique and writing for
the radio, has been announced by
the famous Cornish School of Seattle, headed by Miss Nellie C.
Cornish. George Jennings, production director of WILL, University
of Illinois station, who is now completing a course in training at
NBC in New York, will head the
new department, assuming his new
duties Oct. 1. The Cornish School
has equipped a new studio costing
$15,000 with complete RCA speech
input equipment. The studio is
used also by KOMO-KJR, Seattle.
NBC-Blue on Sept. 1 will carry a 1,5minute speech by Earl Browder, secretary of the Communist Party and
its recent candidate for President, as
a sustaining public service feature.
WEBC
Tells Your
Story In
AMERICA'S
SECOND PORT
DULUTH & SUPERIOR
And on the
IRON RANGE IT'S
WMFG
HIBBING
WHLB
VIRGEVU

Uniform

MOBILE UNITS— KFVS, Cape Girardeau, Mo., has put a new mobile
transmitter into service for remote
broadcasts, A new program Know
Your City is broadcast from the
truck.
Havana Fund Voted
A $15,000 appropriation for the
expense of the InterAmerican Radio Conference to be held in Havana beginning Nov. 1 was approved by both Houses of Congress
just prior to adjournment. The
conference, having treaty-making
powers, will consider distribution
of broadcast and high-frequency facilities among nations of North
and South America and also technical requirements governing their
use. Aug.
President
Roosevelt signed the
bill
18.
Rulo Starts Campaign
RULO Corp., Los Angeles (automotive device), has appointed C.
Ellsworth Wylie Co., Los Angeles
agency, to service its national advertising and on Aug. 12 started
for 13 weeks, using three weekly
quarter-hour transcriptions on
KSFO, San Francisco, and five
weekly on KLX, Oakland, supplementing the latter with daily spot
announcements. A Pacific Coast
radio campaign is being planned
for fall.

w

directs

the

in 520,500

EARL^ETMAY

buying
homes*

Bumper crops, coupled
with the highest prices in
years, have put these
homes into the class of
LUXURY BUYERS
a market that you can reach as a UNIT

by using KMA.
Twelve years of friendly, helpful service have built a loyal,
responsive audience that no advertiser can afford to overlook
. . . 520,500 farm and small town radio homes with implicit
confidence in the recommendations of Earl May and KMA.
Let us show you fact, figures, results . . . what KMA is
doing for other advertisers . . . what KMA can do for YOU!
*In Iowa, Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri.
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Wilgon-Robertson — New York, Chicago, Kansas City
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Antenna

Marks

Are Sought by the FCC
In Revised Regulations
UNIFORMITY in antenna marking is sought by the FCC in an order issued Aug. 23 by the FCC, designed to reduce the hazard to air
navigation. The rules are effective
at once and licensees were ordered
to comply with them at once. They
follow:
(a) All antenna marking fixtures now
equipped with lamps of 100 watts or less
shall be equipped with 100 watt traffic signal lamps. Type A-21 clear, medium screw
base. All lamps must be enclosed in aviation red prismatic obstructions light globes.
(b) All 200 watt code beacons shall be
equipped with 200 watt general lighting
service lamps. Type PS-30, clear, mogul
prefocus base (where mogul prefocus base
sockets
are not now installed, these shall
be installed).
(c) All 100 watt code beacons shall be
equipped with 500 watt general lighting
service lamps, Type PS-40, clear, mogul
prefocus base (where mogul prefocus base
sockets
are not now installed, these shall
be
installed).
(d) All 500 watt rotating beacons shall
be equipped
with 500 watt aviation lighting service
bi-post
base. lamps. Type T-24 clear, mogul
(e) All 1000 watt rotating beacons shall
be equipped
with 1000 watt aviation lighting service
bi-post
base. lamps. Type T-20 clear, mogul
Attention is invited to the fact that these
lamps which are particularly
for
the services specified, having designed
longer life than ordinary lampsconsiderably
of
similar
wattage, and in addition are much
efficient for these services. The use ofmore
the
proper lamps as above stated, should materially increase the effectiveness and retenance.duce the cost and inconvenience of main(f) The tower paint shall be kept in
good condition and repainted as often as
necessary to maintain this condition. Towers now painted black and yellow shall
when repainting is necessary,
be painted
m accordance with the
present standards
as follows :
"Each tower shall be painted throughout
its height
tionalwith
orange alternate
(orange bands ofNo.interna5 of
Color Card Supplementyellow
to the United
States Army Quartermaster Corps
Specifications No. 3-1) and white, terminating
with internati
onal orange bands at both
top and bottom. The width of the international orange bands shall be one-seventh
the height of the structure (if towers are
over 250 feet, bands should be from 30 to
40 feet). The white bands shall be onehalf the width of the international orange
Monitor Rule Extended
bands."
THE FCC Broadcast Division Aug.
18 further extended the working
date of Rule 981 for six months
from Sept. 15, 1937. This rule requires all relay, international, television, facsimile, high frequency
and experimental broadcast stations to have a frequency monitor
in operation by Sept. 15, 1936.
This monitor does not have to be
approved by the Commission but
must have an accuracy of one-half
the allowed tolerance of the class
of station with which it is to be
used. The unavailability of commercial monitors on the market
has necessitated this third extension of the effective date of
Rule 981.
WITH M. Jardillier no longer Minister of Communications of France,
having relinquished that post with the
last change of governments, France is
considering the establishment of a
new cabinet post of Minister of Radio. At present French radio falls
under the jurisdiction of Ministry of
Posts, Telegraphs & Telephones.

KFBK, Sacramento, operated by McClatchy Broadcasting Co. Inc., has
purchased an RCA 10-C-B modulator
unit
to increase itspursuant
power from
to 10.000
to grant.
the."i.OOO
recent FCC watts,
Broadcast Division
WCNW, Brooklyn, plans to have its
180-foot shunt-fed Lehigh radiator in
operation by Oct. 1. and is negotiatingtricto purchase
a new Western Elec310-B transmitter.

KASA.gone Elk
Okla., has Studios
under- /jSI
completeCity.
modernization.
have been remodeled, offices have been
enlarged,
and the reception room has
been
rearranged.
MODERNIZING and re-wiring of the iJh
control room of WBZ, Boston, under
direction of Plant Manager Dwight
A. Myer and Chief Supervisor Robert
G. Duffield, is nearing completion.
John O. Felmley, who handled the
wiring assignment, has returned to
Chicopee
ment for Falls
KYW. to work on new equip- r ill
ASTATIC Microphone Laboratory
Inc., Youngstown, announces a communications type microphone incorpoa "grip-to-talk"
switch,
designed ratingthat
a light grip
on theso
standard will cut the microphone in h
and when the grip is released the unit
is
use.cut out, eliminating possibility of
the microphone being on when not in
WJBO Has Lehigh Tower
THE new radiator of WJBO,
Baton Rouge, La., was constructed
by Lehigh Structural Steel Co.,
New York. The description of
WJBO's new tower in the Aug. 15
issue was incorrect. Broadcasting '
regrets the error.
APPLICATION
to move
time WKEU, Griffin,
Ga., theinto100-watt
Macon, daywas
filed with the FCC Aug, 17. At the same
time the station sought authority to shift
from 1500 to 1310 kc. and to operate full
time with 100 watts night and 250 day.
Hi

RADIO
STflTlOn
THE

RCA equipment has been ordered for
the new KEUB, Price, Utah, 100
watts on 1420 kc, authorized by the
FCC. Construction, however, has been
held up pending a court appeal of interests opposing the station. Frank
C. Carman, manager and chief engineer, reports that present plans call
for starting the station about March
1, 1938. with .Jack Lee Powers as
commercial manager and David G.
Smith as program director.
AN RCA 2.50-G 2.50-watt transmitter
has been ordered for the new KPFA,
Helena, Mont., which the FCC rethe People's
of the cently
Air authorized
to construct.
The Forum
operators will be Barclay Craighead, Helena ; E. B. Craney, Butte, and Sam
C. Ford, Helena.
WSBT-WFAM, South Bend, Ind.,
plans installation of a new pre-set
type trol
control
in the
conroom andpanel
a new
WE main
program
amplifier has been ordered. Technical
staff is also conducting tests with the
new mobile unit, WATD, and relay
pack transmitter.
KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, are installing new equipment which includes a
Fairchild Proctor recorder, speech input and amplifiers. New offices have
also been built in connection with the
recording unit.
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KHJ

Makes

Staff Shifts

Anticipating
Busy Fall
ANTICIPATING a heavy fall
schedule of coast-wide as well as
transcontinental sponsored p r o grams, the Don Lee Broadcasting
System, Pacific Coast outlet of Mutual, has reorganized and made
several personnel changes at KHJ,
Los Angeles.
Walter Johnson, formerly writerproducer of Lord & Thomas, Los
Angeles, and more recently on the
staff of Young & Rubicam Inc.,
Hollywood, has been appointed the
network's continuity editor, succeeding James Bloodworth who resigned in August to join William
Esty & Co. Inc. in its production
department. Ted Bliss, writer-producer, has been promoted to the
post of program operations director of the entire network, succeeding Charles Bulotti, with the Don
Lee organization for approximately five years.
James Burton has been elevated
from staff to chief announcer, succeeding John Conte. Arthur Q.
Bryan, formerly on the writing
staff of NBC and CBS, New York,
and WCAU, Philadelphia, has
joined KHJ and has been assigned
to the Mutual-Don Lee transcontinental Ecstasy, and coastwide
Wedding Bells programs. Floyd
Mack and Frankling Bingman are
new announcers. Mack was formerly announcer, writer and producer at WLW, Cincinnati. Bingman is also from WLW. Paul Dudley has left the Don Lee organization, where he was writer and assistant to Bulotti.
WCCO Plans New Home
WCCO, Minneapolis, has leased all
of the second floor and part of the
third of the Elks Club Bldg., 2nd
Ave. and 7th St., and within the
next few months will move its studios and offices to that location, according to an announcement Aug.
27 by E. H. Gammons, manager.
In this location, WCCO and its
parent company, CBS, will build
six new studios of latest design,
and install all new speech input
and electrical equipment at a cost
of more than $100,000. Fred Semmens, CBS designing architect,
drew the plans and was in Minneapolis the week of Aug. 23, making
final checks and measurements.
Hugh McCartney, chief engineer,
is handling construction work.

Brooklyn Eagle
'"Helen's Home' Sponsor
HAVING gone into 500 sustaining episodes over WPAB, Fort
Worth, Helen's Home, serial depicting life in a college community,
on Oct. 4 goes on the Texas Quality for Lehn & Fink Co., New
York (Hind's Honey and Almond
Cream). Contract placed through
William Esty & Co., New York,
calls for 250 broadcasts over
WBAP hooked up with KPRC,
Houston. The script is written by
Delia West Decker, of Fort Worth,
who is also author of Your Home
Toivn, released currently over 14
stations by J. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago.
The cast Cremains
tact, with Dorothy
a m p e rin-e,
WBAP dramatic director, playing
the title role.
Schlitz's Big Campaigns
SCHLITZ BREWING Co., Milwaukee, used 100-word announcements six days a week featuring
jingles concerning Schlitz beer on
10 North Carolina stations durinpr
August. Stations were WWNC,
WBT, WDNC, WBIG, WMFR,
WFTC, WPTF, WEED, WMFD,
WSJS. The brewing firm is plannine: sport programs this fall on
an extensive list in addition to the
transcribed program, Schlitz Palm
Gardens of the Air, currently on
20 stations. Sports programs will
be carried for five minutes six
times weekly and 15 minutes thrice
weekly. McJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago, is agency.
F. & M. SCHAEFER BREWING
Co., Brooklyn, will return to the air
Sept. 9 with a variety show on
WEAF, New York. The Schaefer
ajiency is BBDO. New York.

WHEN WHN, New York, recently
announced that Robert Taylor, movie
idol, would appear in its studios, the
crowd of women was so Kreat that in
order to escape them the interview
had to be broadcast from Mr. Taylor's
hotel suite. Last year at a WHN
broadcast Mr. Taylor lost his coat
and bedshirt
at him.when anxious women grab-

'Lone Ranger' Records
THE Lone Ranger, western drama
of Gordon Baking Co., Detroit,
through Sehl Adv. Agency, Chicago, which has renewed its MBS
contract for 52 weeks, recently
reached its 700th broadcast. First
broadcast was heard in January,
1933, on WXYZ, Detroit, where it
has continued to be produced since.
During that time, Fran Striker,
the author, has written more than
3,000,000 words, or the equivalent
of 30 novels of 100,000 words each.
The drama has filled 350 hours of
air time. Two records claimed for
the program are top mail response
for a serial program, and the fact
that no listener has ever seen a
picture of the hero unmasked.
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FREDERICK STRAUSS, a director
of RCA and NBC, and senior partner
in the banking firm of J. & W. Seligman72. Co., died Aug. 11 at the age
of
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BEST Results!
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J. T. GRIFFIN, president of a large wholesale grocery concern in Muskogee, Okla.,
and chief owner of KTUL, Tulsa, has applied to the FCC for a new 1,000-watt
daytime station on 880 kc. in Fort Smith,
Ark.

WTCN
ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
National Representatives

Virginians Organize
FORMATION of the Virginia Association of Broadcasters was effected in Richmond Aug. 20, with
C. T. Lucy, general manager of
WRVA, Richmond, and advertising manager of Larus & Bros. Co.
(Edgeworth
president. Othertobacco),
officers elected
are Edward
A. Allen, WLVA, Lynchburg, vicepresident, and Earl Sowers,
WRNL, Richmond (formerly
WHPR), secretary-treasurer. The
group heard an address by James
W. Baldwin, managing director of
the NAB, who also is owner of
WGH, Newport News, Va. Ovelton
M a x e y, resident manager of
WRTD, was the host to the meeting which was held in the new
studios of that station.
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Audition." Big Pinex Campaign
Hear
PINEX Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.
Proposed Disc Series
(Pinex) whose complete advertisPLANS for a nationwide spot caming is now being handled by the
paign to increase the amount of reorganized Russel M. Seeds agencredit buying which greatly decy, will start nouncem50
125-wordin ancreased during the depression were
ents on 67tostations
the
formulated Aug. 24 during the conUnited States and Canada Oct. 4.
vention of the Credit Retailers
Announcements will be broadcast
Association of America in New
one to four times daily. Following
York. A. Ralph Steinberg, presi- is the complete list of stations:
WLS WGN KFBI KGNC WGST
dent of Radio Film Methods Corp.,
KOHL KFYR WBZ-WBZA WBEN
New York transcription and pro- WFBR
KGIR WMT WLW KMMJ KRLD WFAA
gram firm, presented two tranKOA KLZ WHO WJR WEBC WDAY
KFBB KPRC WREN WKBH KLRA
scribed programs for the convenWMAZ WTMJ WCCO KSTP WWL WOR
tion's consideration.
WHN KFAB WLAC WNOX KDKA KGW
The first was a series featuring KTSA WTOC WGY KSL KIRO KMA
KWKH KSCJ KFPY KFEQ KMOX
Teddy Bergman, comedian, in five- WJSV
WWVA KFH WNAX CFRN
minute transcriptions two of which
CFNC
CKAC CJRC.
CHRC CJRM CHSJ CFQC
CFRB CJOR
the Association plans to release
weekly to members for broadcasting locally. The second series is a
AFRA Eyes Chicago
service program titled Budget
A
CHICAGO
drive for members
Facts consisting of household facts
for the newly-formed American
and trends designed to aid housewives in credit buying. In con- Federation of Radio Artists is
junction with the second series a planned within two weeks, according to Frank Dare, head of the
device called the "Budget Saver"
will be given housewives by local Chicago
office of Actor's Equity.
retailers. The programs will be re- Mr. Dare said between a third and
leased locally and a number of a half of the radio actors in ChiCRA members have signed for the
are members
of Actor's
two series.
Equity cagoand
will transfer
to the
Retail

Your Copies of
BROADCASTING

lawn '■>r iiKOAUL ASTING by Sid Hix
. . He Insists on Getting an

Creditors

Silvers Back on Lux
LOU SILVERS, one of Hollywood's leading musicians, returns
Sept. 13 as musical director of the
Lux Radio Theatre, which comes
back to the air Sept. 13. Silvers,
musical director of Twentieth Century-Fox, and his 20-piece orchestra will provide the "musical backdrop" for the full-hour dramatic
broadcast over CBS Mondays, 9 p.
m., EDST. He became musical director of the show when it moved
to Hollywood on June 1, 1936.
F & F Using Net, Spots
F&F LABORATORIES, Chicago
(F & F Cough Lozenges) will start
a program, Jenny Peabody, on Oct.
11, over 45 CBS stations. Series
will run 20 weeks, and be broadcast at 2:30 p. m. (CST) Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays, keyed
from WBBM, Chicago. In addition
quarter-hour spot programs, as
yet undecided, will be broadcast at
the same time as the network
show over KFYR, Bismarck, and
WHO, Des Moines. Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago, is
agency.
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AFRA, Equity's AFL sister unit.
Gumpert on WOR-WCAU
S. GUMPERT Co., Inc., Brooklyn,
has taken time on WOR, New
York and WCAU, Philadelphia, for
its gelatine, thru Gardner Adv. Co.,
New York, and will sponsor Harry
Balkan, character analyst, for 13
weeks starting Sept. 13. Program
titled The Success Doctor will be
heard on WOR, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, and WCAU,
Tuesdays and Thursdays.

wjly
GADSDEN,

ALA.

. . . intensified coverage
of Alabama's SECOND
industrial area . . .
COMPLETE
Merchandising Service

BROADCASTING

Gulf Refining Promotes
Southwest Expositions
IN AN EFFORT to promote
greater interest in the Frontier
Fiesta at Fort Worth and the
Greater Texas and Pan-American
Exposition at Dallas, Gulf Oil
Corp., Houston, on Aug. 30 started
a series of 13 quarter-hour broadcasts over the Texas Quality Network, featuring Ken Millican,
Houston commentator and humorist. Running daily except Sunday,
the series will be broadcast from
WOAI, San Antonio, 5-5:15 p. m.,
with a repeat show over WFAA,
WRAP and KPRC, 5:45-6 p. m.
Titled Gulf Presents Ken Millican, the first broadcast originated in Houston, with the second,
third and fourth due from San
Antonio, Dallas and Fort Worth,
respectively. Remaining periods will
alternate between Dallas and Fort
Worth for their origin. Intent on
advertising its products even more
effectively throughout the Southwest, Gulf Oil has taken on this
series of broadcasts to draw attention to its elaborate broadcasting
facilities at both expositions.
Bird Food on MBS
AMERICAN BIRD PRODUCTS.
Inc., Chicago (bird food), will
start Canary Chorus on Oct. 10
over four Mutual stations. The
program will originate at WGN,
will be broadcast at
Chicagoto and
11 a. m. (CST) also over
10:45
WHKC. isWesKFEL, WJAY
et Co.,and
the
Chicago,
ton-Barn
agency.
Barbasol Returning
WASEY PRODUCTS Inc., New
York, for Barbasol shave cream,
will sponsor a half-hour program
on MBS and the Don Lee network,
Fridays at 8-8:15 p. m., starting
Oct. 29. The show, not yet prepared, will probably be a musical.
Agency is Erwin, Wasey & Co.
Inc., New York.
Canada Dry Starts
CANADA DRY GINGER ALE
Inc., New York, will start Oct. 4
aandspotother
campaign
WOR,
stationson not
yet Newark,
decided,
using Transradio Press reports on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
6:30-6:45 p. m. (EDST). J. M.
Mathes Inc., New York, is agency.
ALTHOUGH
station
ers and agency
men men,
have advertisalready
regarding
made mentsinquiries
on baseball broadcasts forcommit1938,
L. C. McEvoy, radio director of the
American League, told Broadcasting
Aug. 27 there would probably be no
agreements made until the two major
leagues meet in Chicago Dec. 6.
KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, technical
and announcing staff, on Sept. 1, were
granted
salary
increaseemployment,
retroactive
from the adate
of original
according
to
Harrison
Holliway,
general manager.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
has an Annual Payroll of
$360,000,000
Reach it with
WOL
Washington, D. C.
• Broadcast
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Contest on 200 Stations
To Be Started bv Philco
PHILCO RADIO & TELEVISION
Corp., Philadelphia, will begin a
$50,000 cash radio mystery contest during the week of Sept. 6,
asing transcriptions on 200 stations. First announcement of the
plan had been made at Philco sales
conventions in June, calling for
lOO stations, but distributor and
dealer enthusiasm forced Philco to
expand the program, according to
C. E. Carpenter, manager of the
radio tube division, which is sponsoring the contest.
The chief objective of the contest is to create store traffic. Contestants must apply to Philco radio tube dealers for entry blanks
and contest books. Each mystei-y
book contains diagrams and synopses of four mysteries; this means
that during the 16 weeks of the
contest contestants will have to apply to their dealers four times. A
total of 2,016 cash prizes will be
awarded weekly winners, with 51
grand prizes, also cash, at the conclusion of the series. The first
grand prize will be $5,000. GeareMarston Inc., Philadelphia, is the
agency and has prepared all material and advertising for the contest.
New

Transradio

Office

Opened; Discs Planned
IN LINE with its announced plans
to enter new radio fields, Transradio Press will open an office in the
RCA Bldg., Rockefeller Center,
New York, on or about Sept. 15 as
a center for its dramatized news
service. Following the program
method used in March of Time, the
new service will consist of dramatized on-the-scene recordings, a radio equivalent of the news reel.
W. G. Quisenberry, Transradio
vice-president, who returned from
a recent European trip with recordings ofprominent political and
religious persons, such as Mussolini, Hitler and Pope Pius, is arranging for a complete foreign library of newsworthy personalities.
The new service is not yet for sale
and no rates have been announced.
Florida Citrus on CBS
FLORIDA CITRUS COMMISSION on Oct. 12 will start Emily
Post on a CBS network Tuesdays
and Thursdays, 10:30-10:45 a. m.,
placed through Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., New York. The agency also
has reserved the 8-8:30 p. m. period preceding the Al Jolson program on CBS, for the Citrus Commission.
lODENT CHEMICAL Co., Detroit
I toothpaste) which placed its business with Vanderbie & Rubens, Chicago, has made no definite advertising
plans, but it is understood that radio will be one of the mediums used.
ICqCA COLA BOTTLING Co., Memphis, will sponsor college and high
school football games in that region
on WHBQ, Memphis, with Bob Allurty announcing.
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• Some Random Thoughts,

SOVIET RADIO— New stamps to be issued by U. S. S. R. will illustrate
radio aspects of that government. In center is a 3 kopeck stamp showing
the Soviet Radio Palace, now under construction. At left on a 20 kopeck
stamp is the Central Theatre, from which plays are broadcast, and at
right is a 5 kopeck stamp showing the new telegraph offices from which
transmissions designed to reach foreign nations are broadcast.
CAPT.

DOBBSIE

TELLS

THE

TIME

West Coast Participator Has Waiting List for
Its Early Morning ''Alarm"
Audience
known nationally
as Capt. Dobbsie,
AMONG the popular early-mornwho
identifies
himself on the proging programs in San Francisco is
ram simply as H. B. D. During its
the seven-year-old KJBS Alarm
history on the local air-waves, the
KLOK KLUB, on the air with
Alarm Klok Klub has had other
transcriptions and frequent
well-known conductors, including
weather and time announcements
between 7-8 a. m. More than 20 Frank Cope, now production manager for NBC in San Francisco,
Bay Area concerns regularly use
and
"Al,
the Dunker," nationallythe program for short announcements and there is a standing list known radio personality.
A partial list of advertisers now
of sponsors waiting for spots.
One of the basic reasons for the using the Alarm Klok Klub includes: Earlfc C. Anthony, Inc.
program's
popularity
fre(autos), DeSota Sedan Service
quent announcing
of is
the the
correct
time, accompanied by the ringing
(taxis), Del Monte Creamery, Firestone Tire Company, Morris Plan
of an alarm clock. This occurs afCo. of S. F., Progressive Optical
ter each recording, or approximately every three minutes. At 7:30, Co., Paramount Theater, Stempels
Do-Nuts, Selix Clothing Co., S. A.
7:45 and 8 a. m. the U. S. weather
Scherer (loans), Benophene
forecast is given, including tem(mouthwash), Samuels Jewelry
perature, rainfall, barometric presCo., Provident Budget Plan, Ghirsure, wind, sky, weather forecast,
etc. Tempo of the show is brisk and
ardelli's Chocolate, Seven-Up
informal, with commercials being
(beverage), Stanley's (clothing),
given in a chatty style. Much of Tire Service Co. Among those waitthe success of the broadcast must
College.
inf
for time is Heald's Business
be credited to Hugh Barrett Dobbs,
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Dreft) on Sept. 13 will
start Kitty Keene for 41 weeks on
12 NBC-Red stations. Monday
through Friday, 4:45-5 p. m.,
through Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Inc., Chicago. P & G also has renewed the Jimmy Fidler series.
ARTHUR HAAG& ASSOCIATES,
publisher's
main offices representatives
in Chicago, have with
gone
into the radio representation business. First station to be represented is KGNO, Dodge City, Kan.
CLIFF HALL, Jack Pearl's "Sharley". will be heard on the NBC-Blue
network sustaining program. Home
Toicners. starting Sept. 4. Formerly
a 1.5-minute show. Home Towners
will now be broadcast at 8-8 :30 p. m.,
Saturdays. With Mr. Hall are Sicor
<t Luhin, blackface team, the Inkupots
fluartet,
chestra. and Bill Wirges and his orAMOS 'N' ANDY will be guest stars
on the first program of the new series
sponsored by Packard Motor Car CoDetroit, which will start Sent. 7 at
9:30-10 p. m. fEDST). Starring
Lanny Ross and Charles Butterworth,
the program is heard on the NBCRed network. The agency is Young &
Rubicam Inc.. New York.
KFRU
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
A Kilowatt on 630
A Sales Message over KFRU
Covers the Heart of Missouri
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Local Bakery Series
LOCAL bakers will begin sponsorship of Adventures of Ace Williams on Sept. 15 on six stations
with more to be added before the
program gets under way. The
quarter-hour transcribed show will
be broadcast five times weekly on
WWVA, KOY and KVOA, plus
stations to be chosen by bakers in
Waterloo, la., Uhrichsville, O.,
and Bluefield, W. Va. The programs were transcribed by Columbia Transcription Service, Chicago,
with W. E. Long Co., Chicago, producing the show.
There were many choice spots
But now there are few
The time is short
It's up to you
National spotters now well
know the power of Georgia
radio. Thru 'TOG they've
found the place to push their
wares at furious pace.
WTOC
SAVANNAH, GA.
1260 Kc.
CBS NETWORK
Represented Nationally By
Paul H. Raymer Company

Most of Which Concern
WGES,
WCBD, WSBC,
Chicago and WEMP,
Milwaukee
—

By GENE T. DYER

—

LET'S GO: This columnn —isa back
navacatio
from summer these
vacations,
tional calamity
r Shows" on ra"Summe
what dio,with
etc. — there
* should
* * be a law!
LOOKING BACK: Most popular
ast was
of
on WCBD
Summer program broadc
girls' baseball
games — alive
with thrills, comagain
We'll edydoand itglamor.
want to do it on
—
^r~>y^ next year — and
you'll
^y^yP*" *maybe
your * station.
LOOKING AHEAD: Prospects
couldn't be any better — we have
a "waiting list" for
sponsors
each
of ouron four
* *stations!
*
WGES — a "shut-in" proOnconducted
NEW: gram
by shut-ins. If the
invalids can't come to the studio
mike, the mike* is *
brought
* to them.
LOYALTY: More than 100,000
persons
have events
attended
WSB(];
this WGESseason
we
say. outdoor
— living
testimonials of friendship,
* * *
PLUG: "Little Radio City" is what
an important ad. exec, dubbed the
combined studios of WCBD,
WGES and WSBC the other day.
They're all under the same roof
* * *
now, you know.
QUIZ: inWhat's
the largest
radio
county
America?
Cook County
(Chicago) with
more than 900,000 radio homes
— more radio listeners in a single
county than any
one of forty-one
of the statescanin
America
claim in their entire state — and,
it's hard to believe — more radio
listeners than the combined list of
a dozen states we could name —
* * *
but won't!
ACADEMIC:
Colleges of Chicagoland are cational
beingseriesscheduled
for eduover WGES
this
Fall and Winter. Ten have already
enrolled. Only restrictions: Programs can't be "high-brow".
^ ^ sjsA carload of
MERCHANDISING:
canned milk sold from one half hour
show on WSBC!
SUCCESS: WEMP, Milwaukee,
carries more local accounts than
any other Milwaukee station. And
WEMP isn't a two-year-old yet!
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WLS

Broadcasts Educational Series Including
On-the-Scene Remotes From Industries
CAN a radio station set itself up
as an educational institution? It
not only can; it did. And in so
UNITED STATES
doing, it won the enthusiastic support of educators in the Midwest.
In February, 1937, WLS, Chicago,
Every city in the U. S. having
started School Time, under the
a radio station a> of January
quasi-sponsorship
of its parent
1, 1937, is shown . . . Time
organization Prairie Farmer. A
zones are indicated . . . The
quarter-hour program of very salreverse side of the map carries
able time was presented every
a complete log of broadcast
school day, designed for the school
stations, alphabetically by state,
room and for pupils about the
city, and call letters, with wave
12-year age level. Teachers and
shool officials were not asked until
lengths and powers shown.
the programs were started what
they thought of the idea.
The map is 17'/2xll'/2 inches,
printed on white ledger paper
Diverse Industries
that permits the use of ink.
Four topics were chosen and
PRICES
were presented the same day each
week. On Monday, Julian Bentley,
25 Copies
^2.00
WLS news reporter, presented a
50 Copies
^3.75
program of current events scaled
down to the understanding of the
100 Copies
^5.00
sixth grade pupil. This was more
200 Copies
^9.00
than a job of reporting, for Bentley
Single Copies
10c
gave the important news events of
the week, with the hows and whys
HOW STEEL IS MADE— Was
of those events. Each Tuesday,
music was brought closer to the told to School Time listeners when
(right)
of WLS general
interunderstanding of the pupils by John Baker
viewed Walter
E. Hadley,
Ralph Waldo Emerson, popular
superintendent
of
a
steel
mill.
BROA^STING
with WLS listeners as organist and
entertainer. In a friendly, almost
r Advertisingr
casual manner Emerson literally listeners rather than performers.
The more progressive schools are
took music apart and showed the
National Press Building
boys and girls what made it tick. following the policy these days of
their pupils to visit the post
Washington, D. C
Each program was built with the taking
office, a bank, a meat packing plant
thought in mind that most of the and other industries and service
boys and girls are going to be institutions when they are conveniently located. But even boys
and girls in the back country were
taken to visit a different industry
every week, one that made things or
performed services which they used
every day. The boys and girls
learned about such things as maps,
books, ink, paint, leather, gasoline,
coal, watches, steel, weather forecasting and airplanes. In each case,
John Baker interviewed an official
KFH
of the industry being visited and
the operations were followed step
by step through the plant. The
boys and girls heard the machinery
DOMINATES
in operation, whistles blowing and
trucks moving about, for activities
Radio Station KFH, in Wichita, Kansas, dominates
were kept going regardless of the
South-Central Kansas and Northern Oklahoma,
broadcast. The station paid the
the bright spot on the Nation's Business Map.
line charges rather than invite a
Bank clearings, greater . . . postal receipts show
speaker to the studio because it felt
substantial increase . . . much larger incomes for
By in being
there was a cash value
the rich agricultural territory around Wichita . . .
honest with the audience and bepassenger and freight traflSc on the railroads in
the Southwest is up . . .
These are facts . . . Take these facts into conOPEN FOR SPONSOR
sideration when you decide where to concentrate
your sales efforts.
"CHRONICLES COLONIAL"
An American Romance After
The Revolution.
New Radio Serial
OUTLINE MAPS
the

VINA JARBOE
Screen Writer
Thrilling — Entertaining
Historical.
Write

JVahanae

' r
Pi
•
^
/^ep^e^enUki^e EDWAKD
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PETJOf AND CO.

—
wood
—
RADIO PRODUCTIONS
Hollywood, Calif.
220 Markham Bldg.
. . . wood words sell . . .
BROADCASTING

cause showmanship has its plaCe in
educational broadcasting.
The Thursday programs were
devoted to a sort of glorified geography during which the boys and
girls heard men and women who
had lived in the countries concerned. Area, products and nationalities were minimized, because the
geography
have the
thatboys
sortand
of
information.books
Instead,
girls learned that Mexican boys
want to be toreadors when they
grow up; that at Fairbanks,
Alaska, a baseball game at midnight is an annual event on June
21; they met a nephew of General
Barrios, the George Washington of
Guatemala; they heard the American chosen by the Panchan Llama
of Tibet to fly Tibetan gold to the
outside world and learned that this
man
has him
a "passport
heaven"
granted
by theto Panchan
Llama. A jeweler who owns the
Crown of the Andes, perhaps the
most valuable piece of jewelry in
the world, brought this crown
about which is woven a fascinating
story of South American history,
out of its vault so that it could be
described in detail and its story
told.
The votedFriday
were deto talks byprograms
representatives
of
midwestern colleges. Each speaker
chose his own topic, and they covered a wide range,
such asfor
"What
Engineering
has Done
the
World;" "Geology;" "Why Study
English;" "When a Freshman
Comes to College;" "If You Want
Success," and many others.
Audience Develops
School Time was started without
fanfare of trumpets. Listeners
were invited to notify their local
school officials and teachers that a
program pecially
was
for thebeing
boys presented
and girls esin
the class room. With this sort of
promotion the school audience grew
steadily through the year. By the
end of April when the peak probably was reached, approximately
400 schools in the Midwest reported
that they were listening regularly.
State school officials told the station
that probably at least that many
more were listening but had never
made the fact known. An offer of
a booklet on the making of ink
brought more than 4,000 requests,
most of them from schools; a booklet on steel brought 3,200 requests.
In
Prairie
Farmer-WLS
invitedMay,
school
officials
from the
midwestern states to meet in Chicago. Figuratively speaking, the
station laid its program on the
table
and said.
"Here's
whatArewe've
been doing
for the
schools.
we
headed in the right direction and
do
want isusfound
to keep
it up?"
The you
answer
in the
fact
that plans are being made now for
the fall semester with School Time
continuing on about the same basis
as the original plan.
JOE HORVATH, staff musician of
WTMJ, Milwaukee, and a model airbuilt Fed
a motor
the i
size ofplanea hobbyist,
sparkhasplug.
gasoline
through a medicine dropper, the gadget putt-putted a half-inch from the
mike the
in needle.
a valiant attempt to kick '
over
ISEW

S

is your best het
TRAIVSRADIO
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FCC
On

Gets

Protest

Toledo

Station

Scripps-Howard Seeks Inquiry
Into Community Company
INVESTIGATION by the FCC en
banc of the status of Community
Broadcasting Co., successful applicant for a new 100-watt station
(WOTL) in Toledo, was requested
in a petition filed Aug. 17 by
Scripps-Howard Radio Inc., unsuccessful applicant for a station in
the same city.
In a recital of facts involved in
the proceedings, the petition alleged that Community was not the
principal in seeking the new station but that it could be inferred it
was acting as agent for WSPD,
Toledo, which previously had vigorously opposed a new station in
Toledo. Community, it was also
held, had procured an option for
the purchase of WALR, Zanesville,
seeking to remove to Toledo, with
monev borrowed from Fort Industry Co., licensee of WSPD.
The petition recited that WSPD,
WWVA, Wheeling, and WMMN,
Fairmont, are controlled by the
Fort Industry Co., of which George
B. Storer, of Detroit, is controlling
stockholder. As far back as 1934,
it was held, WSPD opposed removal of WALR to Toledo on economic grounds, which removal had
been authorized without hearing
by the FCC on Sept. 2.5. 1934.
WSPD fought this grant both before the Commission and in the
courts, it was pointed out.
Contentions in Petition
Inferences which can be derived
from the facts outlined, the petition concluded, are:
Fort Industry Co. and its predecessor, Toledo Broadcasting Co., fought
most energetically before the commission and the courts to avoid the establi-shment of another station in Toledo,
but with the obtaining of the option
upon WALR by Community Broadcasting Co., with money loaned without security by Fort Industry. WSPD
gave up its opposition. Therefore it is
suggested that Community Broadcasting Co. was acting in this particular
as agent or trustee for WSPD and
hence it was expected that WALR
would ultimately become, or in fact
was, owned by Fort Industry ; or in
the alternative, some arrangement had
been made between WSPD and the
optioner of WALR to the effect that
competition of the 100-watt station
against WSPD would he kept within
limits fixed by WSPD.
It was also contended that an
inaccurate statement of fact was
made to the FCC under oath in the
application of Community, when,
in reply to Question 11(a) on the
application, it stated that it was
not directly or indirectly interested
in the ownership or control of another station. Further, it was alleged that an inaccurate representation was made under oath in the
applications for renewal of the
license of WALR in response to
Question 11(c) when it replied
affirmatively to the question whether the applicant had absolute
control of the station.

PICTURE PUBLICITY
Networks Feedins Photos in
Larger Quantities
RADIO talent is having its photographic innnings, with heavy calls
for candid portraits swamping
Hollywood network publicity bureaus. The broadcasters, with no
Will Hays office ban on poses and
plenty are
of "lookers"
on theirpictures
talent
rolls,
giving motion
keen competition in all branches,
■from newspaper syndicates to class
magazines.
With a heavy
of transcontinental showsschedule
to emanate
from
Hollywood in the fall, rivalry
among the networks for space is
greater than ever before. Publicity
bureaus of Mutual-Don Lee, CBS
and NBC are giving their utmost
cooperation to newspapers and
magazines in the scramble for
space.areOi'ders
to build
files
understood
to up
havepicture
been
issued by network executives and
intensive campaigns are planned
for every big show to originate
from Hollj'wood this fall. Latest
move to cope with the demand is
that of CBS which has added Ted
Allan to its publicity staff as head
of the newly -organized photographic department. Allan, formerly still
photographer of Metro-Goldwyn
Mayer studios, has set up a laboratory and studio in the CBS Hollywood Music Box Theatre. He
in Ben Polin as assishas brought
tant and laboratory technician.
Jeanne Brooks has also been added
to the department as re-toucher.
Hal Bock, NBC Hollywood publicity director, has been emphasizing
sometime,
using "photo
both publicity
freelanceforphotographers and portrait artists, and it is
understood that the network will
shortly establish its own photographic department similar to that
of CBS. Seymour Peyser, MutualDon Lee network publicity director, Los Angeles, also uses freelance photographers and recently
had his budget increased to meet
the demand for pictures.
Sure Plans Net Series
SURE LABORATORIES, Chicago
(breath purifier), is planning a
quarter-hour program on a sixstation Mutual hook-up to start at
the conclusion of the baseball season. The new show will originate
at WGN, Chicago. Talent has not
been set. Selviair Broadcasting
System Inc., Chicago, is agency.

LOCAL
ACCOUNTS
Local advertisers can study listening
habits at first hand and pick the station
with
largest audience. In Providence,
WPROtheleads.
CHERRY & WEBB
BROADCASTING CO.
Providence, R. I.
Representative:
PAUL H. RAYMER
COMPANY

of

NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., New
York, sponsored the final round of
the National Amateur Golf Championship over 65 CBS stations Saturday, Aug. 28, from Portland, Ore.,
Ted Husing announcing. McCannErickson Inc., New York, handled the
account.

Hearst Radio's

MURRAY

OvU

50& W. NIGHT

W. DAY
fi^A VA
BASIC
COLUMBIA

Appointment

B.

GRABHORN

formerly vice-president of John Blair and Co.
and a veteran of the radio industry,
as Manager

of KEHE

in Los Angeles

is another in the series of moves
the best

in executives, in programs, in broadcasting —
and to serve the public interest.

5000
Watts

PHILADELPHIA'S MOST
POPULAR STATION
NBC BLUE
. MUTUAL

BROADCASTING

IN

New Trade Papers
A NEW supplement. Selling
Sou7id, will appear with the September and March issues of Ra^
dio Today, edited by O. H. Caldwell, former Federal Radio Commissioner. It will specialize in
sound apparatus. Bryan Davis
Publishing Co., New York, has
also announced that it is merging
Communications & Broadcast Engineering and Broadcast Engineer
into a new monthly starting in
September to be known as Communications. Its editors are Ray
D. Rettenmeyer and W. W. Waltz.

to give KEHE

lUEED

WFIL
560 Kc.

Delece Starts Test
DELECE Inc., Holly^vood, manufacturers of 22 cosmetic products,
to introduce a new hand cream to
the consumer market, on Aug. 17,
thru Margaret Kuhns, Beverly
Hills, Cal., started a 13-week test
campaign on KHJ, Los Angeles,
using a twice-weekly quarter hour
program What Does Your Hand
Say? Program features Doris
Field, palmist, doing character
analysis. Dialers are invited to
send in 10 cents for an impression
paper which in turn is remailed,
with senders palm imprint, to Miss
Field for analysis. This is the first
radio to be used by the sponsor and
if test is successful, campaign will
be extended to include the 11 Don
Lee Network stations in California.
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Advertising

A Member

780
Kilocycles

KEHE
of the California

Radio

System

National Representative: Hearst Radio
NEW YORK - CHICAGO - SAN FRANCISCO ■ LOS ANGELES • DALLAS
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Purity Products on MBS
PURITY PRODUCTS Inc., Jersey
City, N. J., (VBEV, vitamin beverage tonic), has appointed Raymond Spector to handle merchandising and Franklin Bruck Adv.
Corp., New York, to direct advertising. Victor H. Lindlahr, editor,
Journal of Living, New York, will
be featured in a series of health
talks starting Sept. 14, 9:30-10 p.
m., on seven MBS stations, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
VBEV was introduced three
months ago in a test radio campaign on WOR, Newark; WIP,
Philadelphia; WAAB, Boston;
WEAN, Providence. Additions to
the list are WON, Chicago; WCAE,
Pittsburgh; CKLW, Detroit.

Announcer

-Artist Unions
Organizing
(Continued from page IS)
for its announcers and production president of the organization; Helen Hayes, Lawrence Tibbett, Normen, and negotiations are under
man Field, Jascha Heifetz and
way with the management of WBT,
Charlotte. Langham visited both James Wallington were named
stations to participate in the nego- vice-presidents; Lucille Wall, retiations.
cording secretary, and George Heller, treasurer. In addition, the
At WORC, Worcester, the Guild
includes Edward Arnold,
is organizing the complete station board
Phil Baker, Jack Benny, Edgar
staff, with the exception of musicians and clerical help, on a ver- Bergen, John Boles, Richard Botical basis, taking in engineers and nelli. Reed Brown, Jr., Frank Chapman, Bing Crosby, Ted di Corsia,
writers as well as announcers, producers and sound effects men. Ger- Edward Fielding, Georgia Fifield,
ald Dickler, counsel for the Guild, Martin Gabel, Warren Hull, Carleis handling negotiations here. This ton Kadell, Joe Laurie Jr., John
vertical system is used only in sta- McGovern, Florence Malone,
Queena Mario, James Melton, Ray
tions with small staffs, Langham
Middleton, Grace Moore, Osgood
explained, the WORC staff includ- Perkins,
Dick Powell, Lanny Ross,
ing only 12 persons.
Mark Smith, Margaret Speaks,
Radio Artists' Union
Paul Stewart, Rudy Vallee. The
The American Federation of Ra- eight additional members necessary to bring the board up to its
dio Artists, newly - formed AFL
full membership of 45 will be
union, which holds jurisdiction
over anyone who appears before a chosen from the local organizations
microphone,
including actors, sing- to be formed in other cities.
hartford«connJ
ers and announcers and all talent
AFRA, which took over the raexcept musicians, has a meeting of
dio rights formerly held by Actors'
its
executive
board
scheduled
for
LOUNGE CHAIR
Equity Association, is seen as a
Aug.
31,
at
which
time
a
national
SHOPPERS . . .
part ofentertainment
AFL's move field
to weld
the
executive secretary is to be chosen. entire
together
Board meeting on Aug. 23, at to oppose any encroachment by
Tell your story to more
which the secretary was to have CIO unions. Possibility that AFR
than a million of them,
been selected, broke up without
who listen to WDRC bewill tangle over orany candidate being appointed. and AGRAPganization isalso
cause THEY LIKE IT. It
forseen.
Selection
will
probably
be
George
does a THOROUGH JOB
Increased organizing activities
Heller,
treasurer
of
the
group,
who
in its territory!
are being started by American
has been extremely active in or- Communications Association, forganization work.
merly ARTA, CIO union covering
Basic Network Station of the
At a previous meeting of the all branches
of the communications
governing board of the AFRA on industry. Concentrating on the
Columbia Broadcasting System
Aug. 16, Eddie Cantor was elected technical employes of broadcasting
stations, this union is understood
to have won contracts for its members from WBNX, New York;
WHEC, Rochester; WIBX, Utica;
WPEN and WDAS, Philadelphia;
WJW, Akron; WPAY, Portsmouth,
O. It has a majority of the techni5000 WAt;*'
cians signed up on WHOM, WHN
and WABC, in New York, and is
preparing to start negotiating a
contract with the management of
MORE
MONEY
TO SPEND
WCAU, Philadelphia, whose technical employes, formerly members
of a company union, came in as a
body, according to ACA officials,
Roanoke is a "sales highspot" because:
who expect the precedent estab— bank clearings are up 23% over last
lished by the NLRB decision in the
WHN case to aid the union in the
year; building permits are up 111%;
organization of other stations.
large industries have added $1,000,000
to payrolls by salary increases; and an
unusually good season has produced
large crops in the surrounding territory. Reach the people of the prosper(U.E)
ous Roanoke and Southwest Virginia
markets — who have more money to
THE MARK
spend — by using WDBJ.
Representat ives
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
Sears & Ayer Craig & Hollingbery
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Watch Tower Special Net
To Include 80 Stations
WATCH TOWER Bible & Tract
Society, Brooklyn, headed by Judge
J. F. Rutherford, is buying time
on a special hookup of some 80 stations for two Sunday broadcasts
by Judge
Rutherford
fromwill
Columbus, 0., where
the society
hold
its annual convention. The speeches
will
an hour's
duration,
one each
from be12 ofnoon
to 1 p.
m. on
Sept. 19, the other on Sept. 26
from 10 to 11 p. m. The agency is
Acorn
Agency
Inc., New
stations
are WAPI
WAGFYork.KGAR
KLRA KHSL KIEM KMTR KGFJ KYOS
KTRB KROW KQW KVEC KTKC KFXJ
KFKA KGEK WNLC WDEL WOL WLAK
WTAL WATL WAYX KIDO KSEI KTFI
WHBF WDZ WBOW WOC WHO KMA
KANS WCMI WPAD WABI WAGM
WCAO WFMD WORL WKZO KFRU
KFEQ KMMJ KGNF KGKY WCAP
KOB
WQXR WSMK
WFAS WMFR
WJW WESG
WBNSWGBBWCOL
WKBN
KTUL KVOO WSAN WLEU WHJB
WGAL WRAW WORK WFBC WSPA
KSOO WTJS WNOX KBNC KPAC
WQDM WSVA WPHR KMO WHIS
WMMN KDFN KSL KTHS WRY A.
Cocomalt in Latin America
R. B. DAVIS Co., Hoboken, N. J.
(Cocomalt), will launch a campaign in Latin America, using radio in the early evening hours
starting the first week in October,
supported
newspaper
magazine copy.byStations
to beandused
are
HP5J or HP5B (undecided), Panama City, Panama; YV5RA and
one other, Caracas, Venezuela;
WKAQ, San Juan, Puerto Rico;
two unnamed stations in Colombia;
TIGPH, San Jose, Costa Rica;
HRN, Tegucigalpa, Honduras;
YSS, San Salvador City, Salvador;
HIT, Santo Domingo, Dominican
Republic; TGX, Guatemala City,
Guatemala, and 0AX4A, Lima,
Peru. Transcriptions, made by Pan
American Broadcasting Co., New
York, will present the show Don
Quixote LAves Again, a comic sequence, once a week. H. N. Elterich
Inc., New York export advertising
agency, has the account.

Lydia Pinkham Lineup
li
1K Fl
LYDIA E. PINKHAM MEDICINE Co., Lynn, Mass., will start
Sept. 13 on a list of 53 stations,
using 15-minute Transamerican
n
transcriptions five days a week.
The program will feature Dr. M.
Sayle Taylor,
Theis Erwin,
Voice of
Experience. Agency
Wasey
& Stations
Co. Inc., are
NewWHN,
York. WFIL, KQV,
WLW, WJJD, WXYZ, WEAL,
KWK, WAAB, WSAR, W S P R,
WLBZ, WFEA, WNBH, W L L H,
WTHT, WBRY, WLNH, WBDO,
WEAN, WICC, KWK, WHAM,
WWVA, WBT. WGST, WJAX,
WAPI, WDSU, KLRA, WMC. WSM,
KRNT, WISN, KSTP, KTUL,
WKY. WFAA, WPSA, WOW, KOZ,
KDYL, KFWB, KOIN, WGAR,
WGR. KIRO, KFPY, KYA, KEHE,
KFBK, KMJ, KWG, KVI.
LIVE TODAY
IN THE FASHION OF TOMORROW
HOTEL
SHERMAN
1700 ROOMS 1700 BATHS
CHICAGO
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\. E. A. PREPARES
FOR RADIO DEBUT
I FIRST broadcasts of the new NEA
I radio program service will occur on
Sept. 27, according to Stephen
I Slesinger, president of Stephen
I Slesinger Inc., New York repreI sentative of Newspaper Enterprise
Association. Service consists of
I seven daily five-minute scripts
suitable for presentation by a
single announcer. Scripts, which
will be furnished to subscribers
live days weekly, may also be comI bined into two quarter-hour daily
programs, one with a masculine
I and the other with a feminine ap' sent
peal. out
Each
scripts
be
so asday's
to reach
the will
station
1 1 a day in advance.
I To avoid the complaints f re! quently received from stations that
news material too often has to be
rewritten before it can be broadcast, E. R. McGill, radio WTiter and
producer, has been engaged to supervise all material sent out to
NEA's
radio
subscribers.
written by NEA
special Material,
writers,
will be edited especially for broadcasting by McGill, who has written
the radio continuities for such successful programs as Bambi, in
which Helen Hayes was starred.
Cavalcade of America, and other
network programs,
including a
number of daytime serial script
shows.
The NEA features will be offered
as a group and contracts will be
made exclusively with one station
in a town, according to Mr. Slesinger. The following stations have
already contracted for the service:
KSTP, St. Paul; WWJ, Detroit;
WTHT, Hartford; WMEX, Boston;
WELI, New Haven.

1
1
1

\

t
I
'

Quaker Oats Shows
QUAKER
OATS
Co., Chicago,
(Aunt Jemima
Pancake flour)
started
a new musical-comedy
type quarter-hour program, Aunt
Jemima on the Air, on five NBC
stations Aug. 31. The program,
originating in Chicago, is being
broadcast from 8:45-9 a. m.
(CDST), daily except Sunday and
Monday, over WMAQ, WJZ, WBZWBZA, KDKA and WXYZ. Kaltemneyer's Kindergarten, Quaker
Oats' continue
Saturday onafternoon
program,
will
48 NBC-Red
stations. Lord & Thomas, Chicago, is
agency.

P & G in Canada
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cini cinnati (soap), began a transcribed
I series titled The P & G Rangers
i Aug. 30 on 10 Canadian stations,
featuring cowboy songs and ballads. The program will be broadcast Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays on the following stations:
CFCN, Calgary; CJCA, Edmonton;
CHNS, Halifax; CKCO, Ottawa;
CKCK, Regina; CFQC, Saskatoon;
CFRB, Toronto; CJOR, Vancouver;
1 CJRC, Winnipeg; CFCF, Montreal.
NBC will return to a five-and-a-halfday week schedule immediately after
Labor Day. Columbia employes haven't
received word, but will definitely continue to have free Saturdays until
Oct. 1.
TWO ex-athletes have been placed
under contract by WSOC, Charlotte,
to handle sports sponsored by General
Mills — Joe McLeskey, former American Legion junior baseball star, ast sisted by Ben Moffitt, University of
North Carolina grid star.

BROADCASTING

Mills Try Radio
WALLACE WOOLEN MILLS Inc.,
factory-to-wearer manufacturers of
Detroit, adds radio to its advertising schedule for the first time
when the firm on Sept. 6 starts a
three-a-week series over WJR.
Jimmy Stevenson will m.c. a
"swing" program Mondays and
Wednesdays at 7 :30 a. m. and Fridays at 5:45 p. m. Music will be
transcribed but Stevenson will have
the assistance of Harry Stahl,
singer, and Bud Mitchell and Bill
Saunders, as straight men. BassLuckoff Inc., Detroit, is the agency.
Chipso's New Shows
THE Personal Column of the Air,
now heard on the NBC-Red network for Procter & Gamble Co.,
Cincinnati (Chipso) at 4:15-4:30
p. m. (EDST) and on the NBCBlue at 11:15-11:30 a.m. (EDST)
will be dropped from both networks
after the broadcasts of Sept. 10. It
will be replaced in the afternoon
by The Guiding Light, which is
now heard for White Naphtha
soap on the Red network at 4:45-5
p. m. (EDST), which spot will be
occupied by new dramatic script.
The Road of Life, for Chipso. The
Road of Life will also take the
11:15-11:30 spot now occupied by
Personal Column. Agency for both
products is Compton Adv. Inc.,
New York.
Wants Authors Bylined
IN AN ATTEMPT to produce
finer scripts and radio productions,
the Script Library, New York, announces that it will release scripts
by better known writers only to
those stations who agree to broadcast bylines when the shows are
aired. According to Genevieve Pace,
director of the Script Library, the
author buildup will be handled in
much the same way as Hollywood
handles screen writer credits. Included among the well known writers of the Library are Heywood
Broun, Ben Hawthorne, Georgia
Backus, Edward Goldsmith Reilly,
Marjorie Williams and Edward
Morse.

Industry

Gommission or Gard
COMMERCIAL managers of all
broadcasting stations were addressed in a mimeographed letter
Aug. 14 by J. B. Buller, describing
himself as The Old Storekeeper of
St. Joseph Sales Co., St. Joseph,
Mo., offering 100 razor blades at
$1 to be reoffered to listeners on a
return-if-not-satisfied basis. Radio
selling on a commission basis of
40 '^^r is proposed. The letter states,
however: "If you are not in a position to accept commission business,
then don't
to send
us
a rate card,
but bother
write us
a letter
quoting us the lowest possible price
on one or two announcements daily,
and also on a 15-minute program

Advertising

RESULTS
for

CLASSIFIED
Koppers' Divisional Setup
KOPPERS
PRODUCTS Co., Pittsdaily." burgh (roofing,
building materials,
paints), has appointed BBDO, New
York, to direct advertising of the
following necticut
divisions:
ConCoke Co., Kopper's
New Haven;
Brooklyn division, Brooklyn; Seaboard division, Kearny, N. J.; Minnesota division, St. Paul, and Philadelphia division, Philadelphia.
This appointment does not affect
advertising of other divisions. Stations WEAF, New York, and
KYW, Philadelphia, will be used
for all but the Minnesota division,
Friday evenings, 7:30-8 p. m.,
starting Sept. 24. Eddie Duchin
and his orchestra and Roger Whitman, writer of the New York Sun
column. Aid to the Ailing House,
will be featured. John Johns is account executive.
Blue Plate Tries Radio
LAUNCHING its first radio effort to advertise mayonnaise and
salad dressing, Blue Plate Foods
Inc., New Orleans, is sponsoring
Ivan Wayne, romantic tenor of
WFAA, Dallas, and Alma Cunningham, Dallas Journal Shopper,
in a series of 13 quarter-hour programs, 12:15-12:30 p. m., Tuesdays and Thursdays. Started Aug.
10, the contract was placed through
Fitzgerald Adv. Agency, New Orleans.

Acts to Avert Strike
(Conti
nued from Page 9)
stations describes the circumstances
tion. The most the committee will undertake to do is to define a formula
of the meeting and then continues
of fair dealing between the industry
as follows:
It is the hope of the committee, and the Federation. Thereafter it will
in further conferences with the officials be optional with every station whether
of the Federation and as a result of to adopt or reject a contract with its
respective local, based on the formula.
factual investigations to be conducted
The committee hopes to be able to
by it, to be able to arrive at a forthe Federation on standmula or yard-stick which will be agreeard with
clauses for such contracts, making
agreed upon between the committee
and the Federation oflScials as setting uniform the general outline for all
forth a program of expenditure by stations and all locals, leaving, however to further negotiation between
each station which will be regarded
as fair. This yard-stick will in all stations and locals, the detailed rates
likelihood be based upon an agreement of pay and hours of employment for
by the station to expend for union each man within the framework of
the amount of money to be agreed upmusicians, weekly, a sum of money
weekly or annual expenditure.
which is a factor of the station's maxi- The on forcommittee
believes the Federamum quarter-hour national rate, as
tion officials will be willing to make
published in the standard rate books.
If such a formula can be arrived at, provision for exceptional situations
the committee will recommend it to which may exist with individual stathe network affiliates and to all broad- tions.
If such a formula can be arrived at,
casters in the industry. The national
networks have indicated their willing- it willcidebewhether
up itto chooses
the industry
deto bearto the
ness to cooperate with the committee
in its investigations and further dis- cost and interruption of service caused
cussions with the Federation. The net- by a strike, or to accept the burden
work representatives also pledged imposed by the agreement and avoid
themselves not to make any deal for hostilities. There will be no solution
themselves with the Federation with- unless a substantial majority of netout notice to this committee.
work affiliates accept the agreement.
It must be pointed out that the Network service will not be possible
committee was not given, and will unless this is done. It is for this rea{Continued on Page 78)
not accept, authority to bind any sta-
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ADVERTISERS

Broadcasting's complete cover®
eflbroadcasting
age of the radio
industry isyour assurance of reaching
the largest number of prospects for
what you want to buy or sell.
Help Wanted
You may choose a new employee
from numerous experienced applicants if you insert a Help Wanted
classified ad in Broadcastinc.
Situations Wanted
Outline your experience and qualifications in a classified ad in Broadcasting. Some concern may need
you — reach your next employer
through Broadcasting. Others have
done it with success.
Wanted To Bug or Sell
If you would like to buy some used
equipment, insert a classified ad in
Broadcasting and choose from several attractive offers.
Services
If you have a service for the broadcasting industry there is more business for you if you outline your
services through a classified ad in
Broadcasting.
Copy should reach this office five
days prior to date of publication.
7c per word for Help Wanted and
Situations Wanted. All others 12c
per word.

BROAD^TING

870 National Press Bldg.
WASfflNGTON, D. C.
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York Fair Using Spots
YORK INTER-STATE FAIR, to
be held at York, Pa., Oct. 5-9, is
using regional sponsored broadcasts to promote the event, one of
the largest in the East. Attention
is directed to educational and agricultural displays. Four stations

are being used, WORK, York;
WGAL, Lancaster; WCAO, Baltimore; WFMD, Frederick, Md.
Others may be added. J. Robert
Gulick, manager of WORK, is acting as radio consultant to the Fair
management. The account is placed
direct.

PROFESSIOI\AL
DIRECTORY

Jansky &. Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press BIdg. Wash., JD. C

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience

GODLEY

& BROWN

GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
Waihing^on, D. C.

Consulting Radio Engineers
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone : New Rochelle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes,
Allocation and Radio Coverage
Reports.

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey BIdg. Field Office
Washington, D. C. Evanston, III.
District 8456
Davis 2122

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

FRED O. GRIMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast Transmission and
Coverage Development.
EvansvMIe, Ind.
p. 0. Box 742

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL. MINNESOTA

HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. 161st St. NEW YORK CITY

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Radio ConsultingService
and Field Enslneering
2935 North Henderson Avenue
Telephones 3-6039 and 5-2945
DALLAS, TEXAS

ROBERT S. RAINS AND COMPANY
Special Consultants
Accounting, Taxes and Engineering
Munsey Building — Washington, D. C.
Telephone: Metropolitan 2430
Robert S. Rains
Former Special Consultant
Federal Communications Commission

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
at any hour every day in the year
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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EDITORIALS

AIRED

New York Papers Cooperate
■With WMCAPROGRAM series based on editorials in New York City newspapers
has been started by WMCA, New
York, designed to furnish listeners
with an unbiased cross-section of
editorial opinion. The program titled The Editor Speaks will be
heard each Friday evening, and
in keeping with the anonymity of
editorial writers the quotations
will be given by unidentified voices,
with all editorials credited to the
newspapers from which they are
culled.
The series will be broadcast
without comment or interpretation
and popular magazines as well as
metropolitan papers of other cities
will be added later, according to
WMCA. The following New York
papers are cooperating with
WMCA: Times, Sun, Herald-Tribune, World-Telegram, Evening
Post, Journal- American, Daily
News and Daily Mirror.
Oldest WCKY Account
THE oldest account on WCKY,
Cincinnati, has renewed for its
eighth consecutive year. Coca Cola
Bottling Works Co., of Cincinnati,
having signed for 52 weeks of the
Coca Cola Civic Club, twice weekly. News and announcements of
civic, social and fraternal organiA.'s,Theschools
and
churches zations,
areP. T.given.
broadcast
has been on the air since 1930.
Business of the company has expanded so greatly during the past
year that a new plant is being
erected.

Actual

Operation

Urged

By Television Observer
"TAKE television out of the laboratory," isthe advice of Allen B,
DuMont, president
DuMont
Lab- '0)1
oratories Inc., radioof tube
company
of Montclair, N. J., on his return
from an extensive visit to Europe's
leadingsion istelevision
centers.
an evolution
and "Televinot a
single Mont,
experiment",
saidwe Mr.
"and the sooner
takeDu-it
out of the laboratory and put its
operation on a practical basis the
Impressed
by the practical
operation of television
in England
where the London transmitter is
covering a service area of lOG
miles
and sets will soon be sold for
better."
$200, Mr. DuMont concluded that
the British method of trial and
error commercial transmission
should be adopted in America, and
that regardless of obstacles television should be put on a practical
basis of operation in this country.
France, according to Mr. DuMont,
will begin television broadcasts
from the Eiffel Tower this fall and
unusual interest is shown in the
television exhibits at the Paris Exposition. Television experiments in
Belgium, Holland and Germany
are
also impressive, concluded Mr.
DuMont.

ROBERT
D. HEINL
of the ' ,t
editor
of Heinl
Radio Jr.,
NewssonService,
Washington,
has
been
appointed
by *' "
President Roosevelt as a Second Lieutenant in the Marine Corps. He was » in
adjutant of the Naval R.O.T.C. at 8 I
Yale where he graduated with honors <, ti
last June and he also won the Houghton Hifflin literary prize at Yale. He
will be stationed temporarily at the t. 1
Philadelphia Navy Yard.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted and Situations Wanted, 7e per word. All other classifications. 12c per word. Hinimom eharee $1.00. Payable in advance.
Forms dose 25th and 10th of month precedine issnee.

« Tt

5f
Help Wanted
Assistant manager, with knowledge of
local and national sales, organization and
general
management
radio station.
An
NBC outlet
in a rich ofargicultural
market.
Box 761, Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Commercial manager proven record of
results. Thorough knowledge merchandising. Prolific idea man. Desires connection
preferably network. Box 751 Broadcasting.
Chief Engineer; 31, formal training. 15
years continuous and exclusive broadcasting
experience, now under contract. Specialty :
execution
engineering
supervisingoftechnicians.
Expectplans
to beandavailable
early 1938. Travel anywhere for personal
interview.
Native N. J. Box 726 Broadcasting.
Radio operator desires position. Experienced atmitter.
50 Kilowatt
RCA broadcast
References furnished.
Box trans760,
Broadcasting.
TECHNICIAN : Now permanently employed CBS basic in eastern state, desires
change for better. Married, 27, Christian,
go anywhere on reasonable notice. 8 years
radio background. Radiotelephone and
Radiotelegraph First. Copy Transradio,
design, construction. All round radio man
used to responsibility. Prefer network affiliate. References. Box 759, Broadcasting.
RADIO OPERATOR: Announcing experience. Desires
new position
cast station.
Salary
secondarywithto broadgood
position. Box 758, Broadcasting.
Engineer, chief operator. Seven years
experience operator clear channel station.
Technical school graduate. Desire better
opportunity. Box 757, Broadcasting.
Expert wireman and construction, over
15 years experience. National Broadcasting
Co., R. C. A. Communications, Inc., Bell
System, Western Electric Co. Have some
open time. Will go any place. Best references. Box 756, Broadcasting.
BROADCASTING

Situations Wanted (Cont'd)
Available
September
Program
Director and Producer
with1st,ideas.
Newspaper
Display & Selling background. 10 years in
Radio.
to co-operate
Sales. Understands
Permanence how
important.
Box with
755,
Broadcasting.
Right job
by A-1 employed
announcer.sought
Want to establish
home. Adlib,
newscasting,
all
writing,
production.
Prefer program desk. Chicago, Milwaukee,
other experience. Owners only write Box
754, Broadcasting.
Wanted To Lease

m

li

t is
Will Lease Station
Radio executive, ten years Managerial a
and advertising
experience
will
lease sta- '5'
tion, any reference.
size. Furnish
Character
Business
Mr. Best
Station
Owner ;andIf E
your station is not producing its maximum ars
revenue, Lease your station to a Specialist,
with tentisingyears
SUCCESSFUL
experience.
Will lease radio
one toadverfive s
year
casting.period. Address Box 753, Broad- h
For Sale— Station
100 watt station located in territory
where no other day time reception. Making
money. Box 752, Broadcasting.
For Sale — Equipment
250-100 watt Doolittle and Falknor transLansing.
mitter. For details and price, write WJIM, .
For Rent — Equipment
Approved
equipment,
field
strength
measuringRCAunitTMV-75-B
(new),
direct reading ; Estiline Angus Automatic
Recorder for fading on distant stations ;
G. R. radio frequency bridge ; radio oscillators,search
etc. Reasonable
AlliedStreet,
ReLaboratories,
260 rental.
East 161st
New York
City.
• Broadcast

Advertising ^

Product
For

15

Dormant
Years

Is

Revived by Radio
(Hostetter Bitters Enjoys Big
(Sale in Markets Tested
By W. H. INGERSOLL
President. IngersoU
& Norwell
Consultants
IT WAS back in
1853 that David
Hostetter put the
prescription h i s
doctor father had
been gi\'ing patients for stomach trouble on
the market as a
proprietary
cine, and formedithe
Mr. Ingerauil
following 66 years
Hostetter's Stomach Bitters showed
a consistent profit. Then came prohibition, making illegal the original formula which called for alcohol to extract the medicinal properties of the therapeutic herbs, and
the enterprise was allowed to lie
dormant for 15 years. With repeal,
however, it was possible to re-introduce the product to its old public and to a new public that had
grown up in the interim.
Meanwhile, radio had come into
■existence, and it was decided to
test this new advertising medium,
both alone and in combination with
newspapers. Since the small town
had always been the predominant
Hostetter market, a second decision
was to test several territories with
(different combinations.
Getting Action
In one state a good local station of medium power but with
excellent programs was selected to
be used alone. A period was chosen
after the noon news and before the
broadcast of farm product market
quotations in the belief that this
would catch both city and country
audiences. An electrically tran. scribed program of catchy music
and witty dialogue was used. This
test was only moderately successful and we believe that the fault
was mainly in the choice of midday time as evening programs have
been more resultful.
In another state one of the most
powerful and influential stations
in the country was selected for
spot announcements three evenings a week. This station blankets
. large parts of several states but
is in a territory where the product
never had a strong demand even
in its palmiest days. Not much was
expected but a pleasant surprise
resulted. After about six weeks a
very active demand began to be received through the distributors
serving some 1,500 druggists.
Field surveys have sho^;\Ti that
every druggist in the affected area
is enjoying a constantly growing
sale of Hostetter's Bitters whereas they had done practically nojthing on it in the last 10 years. As
far as we have gone we conclude
that strong stations and evening
time are most effective for this
' product.
The only station in the
CENTER
of Western Montana
1000 watts KGV
1260 kc O Montana
Columbia Broadcasting System
Affiliate
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WJBK's Grid Coup
ALTHOUGH the Detroit
Lions, professional football
team, is owned by G. A.
(Dick) Richards, chief owner of WJR, Detroit, broadcasts from its training camp
at Cranbrook School near Detroit are being carried for
15 minutes daily by WJBK,
Detroit, with Al Nagler at
the microphone. Last season
WJBK carried the Lion's
games exclusively under
sponsorship since WJR did
not have the time cleared for
the Sundav schedules.
In another section we have employed three medium-powered stations but good chain stations covering one general area. These have
been used with spot announcements
and old-time musical transcriptions
reminiscent of such an old preparation as Hostetters. In this territory
the sales have increased to beyond
what they ever were in the best
days of the product. Again evening
time has been used and for our
purposes we are satisfied is more
productive than day time.
Our very best results have been
experienced where we have used
morning newspapers in conjunction
with evening broadcasting. Our expenditures have been about 50-50
between newspapers and radio. At
the end of four months of testing
we are inclined to believe that
newspapers which have a strong
out-of-town circulation to show a
picture of the bottle and remind
people of the name and radio announcements todrive home the reasons for using Hostetters bring the
best results. Radio has the advantage that for at least one minute
those who are listening will have
their attention undividedly given to
our message. It sinks in.
In some territories our sales are
running at 80 times the rate of a
year ago and all those in which
we have advertised show increases
of at least four fold or more. Although only a small part of the
country has been tackled so far,
the increases in these sections have
been so marked that they show a
500% increase for the country as
a whole.
We have only begun our campaign and will make no change in
our plans for several months yet,
but up to this point we are satisfied
that radio has played an important
part in our results.

"This is . . .

WBNS
Columbus, Ohio
"This is

O

SESAC Claims Report
Of NAB Is Inaccurate
THE NAB report covering an analysis of the repertoire of Society
of European Stage Authors & Composers [Broadcasting, Aug. 15]
was described as "grossly inaccurate, misleading
and on
incomplete"
by officials
of SESAC
Aug. 25.
In detail, SESAC spokesmen
sought to break down the ponderous NAB volume, prepared under
the direction of James W. Baldwin, NAB managing director.
They claim 400 licensees among
stations and said that they have
found the service valuable as indicated in numerous letters from stations. SESAC management professed ignorance and amazement
concerning the NAB motive in publishing the report.

Zenith Radioes Show
ZENITH RADIO Corp., Chicago
(radio sets) program,
will start Sundays,
the Zenith
Foundation
starting Sept. 5, 10-10:30 p. m.,
EDST, over an NBC-Blue network. New program will deal
with the "unknown," with the radio audience participating in the
half hour Sunday night show. According to NBC, "implications of
the new programs will be so startling and unprecedented that it will
be approached gradually during the
opening broadcast, each of which
will be a related step in the entire
series as well as an informative
and entertaining program in itself." E. H. Brown Advertising
account.
Agency, Chicago, has the Zenith

Big Don Lee Show
GAFFNER & SATTLER, Los Angeles (gas ranges), starting Sept.
26, through J. H. Withington Adv.
Agency, that city, will sponsor for
26 weeks in California the new
George Jessel-Norma Talmadge variety show, 30 Minutes In Hollywood, on 11 Mutual-Don Lee stations (KHJ, KGB, KDB, KFRC,
KFXM, KPMC, KDON, KGDM,
KXO, KVOE, KQW), Sundays,
3:30-4 p. m., PST. Program will
have participating commercials,
and negotiations are on to arrange
sponsorship in various other regions to complete coast-to-coast
coverage. Jessel will be master of
ceremonies and Miss Talmadge
will g:ive fashion interviews and
dramatic chestrabits.
Tommy
Tucker's with
orwill also
be featured
guest vocalists.

RESULTS!
The ''Yardstick'' that
never grows old.
It matters not what you
of this ad. WE WANT
SULTS! So do you . . .
WSOC is ONE station

say
REand
that

sells and sells!! Let's get together .. . NOW!!!
Charlotte, N.C.
an
WSOC
NBC AfMliate

^

inaof
olme
ar
ds
^\Ct\

Double wheels assure more reliable transportation by distributing
the load just like the Carolina Combination — WIS and WPTF —
assures more reliable results by thorough distribution of your
advertising message through the two richest market areas of the
Carolinas.
Remember: The Carolina Combination keeps the Carolina situation on a paying basis for you.

Our

COMBINATION

Representative . . .
JOHN

BLAIR

& CO.

"Ask John ... he knows'
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Advertising

WIS
COLUMBIA, S. C.
5000 WATTS, NBC

WPTF
RALEIGH, N. C.
5000 WATTS, NBC

Represented by Free & Peiers, Inc.
September
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Act to Avert Strike
(Continued from Page 75)
son the committee has already been
authorized, in pursuance of its duties,
to negotiate between the stations and
the networks, if necessary, regarding
the burden of any settlement before
it is accepted.
It is the hope of the committee that
network and non-network stations
will, for the good of the industry,
recognize that an effort has been made
to solve an economic problem which
is facing the entire industry as well
as union musicians, and will be willing to adopt the solution, if any,
recommended by the committee. In
this connection it might be added that
the committee was informed by the
Federation officials that the transcription companies have already tentatively agreed to the terms required
by the Federation. If these are carried
out no station will be able to receive
further transcription or recording service unless it is on the Federation's
fair list.
The committe hereby notifies the
network affiliated stations to attend
a meeting in New York City at the
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel at 9 :30 A. M.,
September 10. It is essential that your
station be represented by a person
with full authority to act immediately.
Sympathy Strikes
While most of the broadcasters
feel that in complying with the
demands of the musicians they are
entering into another ASCAP
situation which, while it may be
fair at the beginning, opens the
way for greater and more unreasonable demands later on, little
disposition to defy the AFM to
call a strike was shown. Many stations are owned by newspapers
whose linotypers and pressmen
might be called out in sympathy
strikes if the musicians were called
out. Other stations are owned by
manufacturers who similarly do
not care to risk strikes in their
plants.
One broadcaster stated that in
his city the unions were so closely
allied that the musicians would be
able not only to deprive him of
broadcasting music but to call out
the electricians and cut off his
power, forcing him off the air entirely. Several broadcasters from
smaller cities, who felt that they
could beat the union situation,
said that they could not exist
without network programs.
Some declared that if they held
out their competitors would accede to the AFM demands, thus
placing them in a bad situation.
And all broadcasters realized that
a strike, even if won, would cost
much in loss of revenue from national advertisers who would be
inclined to cancel all broadcasting
during the period of trouble for
fear of alienating their pro-labor
customers.
A general cause for complaint
among all broadcasters except
those in the larger centers is the
dearth of acceptable musical talent. In one city of 50,000 it was
stated that the president of the
local union is a barber who plays
evenings in an orchestra. In another city of about that size the
union is headed by the mother of
an announcer, who is also a member of the union, although he has
not played an instrument professionally for years.
Many broadcasters stated that if
they are forced to hire the musicians in their community they will
have to put them to work in capacities other than that of musicians as they would lose their auPage 78 • September
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REGISTRATIONS at the meeting
of the Independent Radio Network
Affiliates called in New York Aug.
16 and 17 aggregated 108 broadcasters who represented 154 stations, Networks.
plus the Yankee
and forOklahoma
Invitations
the
meeting were issued by executives
of two stations in Louisville —
WHAS and WAVE. A number of
those present represented not only
stations which they owned or directed but also other stations in
their immediate area.
Invitations were issued only to
independently owned stations affiliated with NBC, CBS, and Mutual.
For the most part, those attending
the sessions represented ownership
or executive management of stations and station groups. Executives of network owned or operated
stations were not invited.
The group will hold another general meeting Sept. 10, under present plans.
trations : Following are the regisDonald B. Abert, WTMJ
Campbell Arnoux, WRTD, WTAR
Harry Bannister, WWJ
Stanley Barnett. WOOD, WASH, WXYZ
Hope Barroll, WFBR
Harold Batchelder. WFBR
John Bell. WBRC
Edgar Bill, WMBD
Barry Bingham, WHAS
Ray E. Blossom, WFBM
Lester Bliimenthal. WSGN
F. W. Borton, WQAM
John Boyle, WJAR
Walter Bridges, WEBC
Willett Brown, KDB. KFRC. KGB, KHJ
Charles Buddie, WOKO. WTHT, WESG
Vincent Callahan, WWL
Martin Campbell, WFAA
Charles L. Carper. KFAB, KFOR, KOIL
A. L. Chilton, KLRA
Howard Clark, WJAS
William Clark, WIRE
Lee Coulson, WHAS
James Cox Jr., WHIO, WIOD
E. W. Craig, WSM
Walter Damm. WTMJ
Ted Dealev, WFAA
Franklin Doolittle. WDRC
Wesley Dumm, KSFO
James Eaton, WHAS
Don S. Elias, WWNC
Mark Ethridge, WHAS
Walter Evans, WGL, WOWO
Carl Everson, WHK. WHKC, WJAY
Dean Fitzer, WDAF
E. Boyd Fitzpatrick, WHOL
Cedric Foster, WTHT
J. Leslie Fox. KMBC

John Gillin, Jr., WOW
Earl Glade, KSL
Tom Gooch, KRLD
Emile J. Gough, KEHE, KNOW, KOMA,
KTSA, KYA, WACO, WBAL, WCAE,
WINS, WISN
GuvKWGHamilton, KERN, KFBK, KMJ, KOH,
William Hedges, WLW, WSAI
Joseph Henkin, KSOO
Luther Hill, KRNT KSO, WMT
Harrison Holliway, KECA, KFI
Harold Hough, KGKO, KTOK, WBAP,
Oklahoma Network
Barron Howard, WRVA
Jack Howard, WCPO, WMPS, WNOX
Stanley Hubbard. RIGA. KSTP
Joseph
Imbrogulio,KFBB
WFBR
Jessie Jacobsen.
Tilford Jones, KPRC. KRIS. KTRH, KXYZ
Lambdin Kay, WAGA. WSB
George F. Kelly, WCSH, WFEA
John A. Kennedy. WBLK. WCHS, WPAR
William Knight Jr., WTOC
Clarence Leich, WEOA, WGBF
Nathan Lord, WAVE
I. Lounsberrv, WGR, WKBW
John C. McCormack, KTBS. KWKH
Clair McCoUough, WAZL. WDEL, WGAL,
WILM,
WORK, WSPD
WEST
Tom
McCuIlough,
Ezra Mcintosh, WWNC
Charles Manship, WJBO
Richard Mason. WPTF
Cecil
Mastin. WFAM.
WNBF WSBT
Ed Meehan,
Harold Meyer, WSUN
P.
Morency.
R. W.
Morris.
WSOC WTIC
Charles Myers, KALE. KOIN, KVI
Ralph
Victor Nicholson,
J. Nielsen, WDAE
CFCF, CFCX
Leo Omelian, WLEU
William Pape, WBRY
Charlie Peace. WFBC
J. Leonard Reinseh. WHIO
Edney Ridge, WBIG
Dale Robertson, WIBX
Sam Rosenbaum, WFIL
Don
Searle, KANS.
Bill Scripps,
WWJ KCKN, KMMJ, WIBW
Richard Shafto, WCSC, WIS
John
III, WADC
Yankee Network
Allen Sheppard
T. Simmons.
Henry
Slavick,
WMC
John Sorrells, WMC
Stuart Sprague. KSFO
Harry Stone, WSM
John Storey, WTAG
Theodore C. Streibert. WOR
W. H. SummerviUe, WGST
CliiTord M.Thomas,
Taylor,WDOD
WBEN, WEBR
Norman
Edgar Twamley. WBEN. WEBR
S. C. Vinsonhaler, KLRA
James A. Wagner, WHBY, WTAQ
J. T. Ward, WLAC
Fred Weber, CKLW
William Welch, WSAR
Warren Williamson, WKBN
L. B. Wilson, WCKY
Don Withycomb, WFIL
Samuel Woodworth, WFBL
Hoyt B. Wooten, WHBQ, WREC
Ed Zimmerman. KARK. KELD

diences if they broadcast such inferior talent. The AFM answer to
such statements is that if these
men, who have been unemployed
for some time, are given a chance
to get back into practice they will
soon become good musicians again.
Some broadcasters also stated that
in case of a national strike the
local bodies would not support
their national union, but none
seemed anxious to put them to the
test.
No Strike Date Set
Since there seemed to be some
confusion as to the date set for
the musicians' strike Broadcasting
asked Mr. Weber about it. His reply was that no date has been set,
but that the local musicians unions
have been notified to hold themselves in readiness for a strike
call at any time after Sept. 16 if
the International Board should notify them that the negotiations
with the broadcasters had been unsuccessful.
Mr. Weber also stated that he
believed the quarter-hour rate basis the most promising sign of an
agreement and if the broadcasters
would agree that a definite sum of
money is to be spent for reemployment of musicians in each locality

the' e will be no need for the International Bof)rd to go into the complicated subject of different wages
and hours for each local. In places
where local hours and wages have
been established the problem will
be one of simple arithmetic: So
many dollars will employ so many
men so many hours. In places
where there is no set scale, the
local union will establish one in
conformity with general practice.
The executive body, he said, will
determine whether the proposal offered by the broadcasters on Sept.
16 is acceptable; the local unions
will deal with the stations in their
own localities in working out the
details of employment.
Asked whether the transcrintion
and recording companies had already reached an agreement with
the AFM, Mr. Weber replied that
these companies are willing to
come to an understanding with the
union but that no official agreement with them can be made until
the broadcasters have been dealt
with.
In answer to a question as to
what, if
the advertisers
union intended toanything,
do about the
who employ many musicians for
their sponsored programs, Mr.
Webei' stated that neither the ad-
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vertisers nor their advertising
agencies are involved in this question, although they might be deprived of their musicians in case
of a general radio strike. He added
that as for the most part they employ name bands who are also employed in hotels and ballrooms the
cessation of such employment
would not throw many musicians
out of work.
Wants $5,000,000
While inclined to be optimistic
about the outcome of the negotiations vdth the broadcasters, Mr.
Weber emphatically stated that unless radio will agree to employ a
satisfactory number of men there
will definitely be a strike. He estimated that an annual expenditure
of about $5,000,000 for the industry would be about right, emplojring approximately 3,000 men
at wages averaging between $35
and $40 weekly, although he stated
that wages varied so greatly in
different cities that he could not
definitely
would
be. say what the average
The question of the effect the
AFM demands would have on advertisers and their agencies was
raised last week by E. V. Brinckerhoff & Co. Inc., transcription
manufacturer, in a booklet addressed to members of the American Association of Advertising
Agencies. The foreword points out
that while partments
the are responsible
agencies' radio
defor the
employment of a large percentage
of the musicians regularly engaged
in broadcasting, the agencies were
not invited to attend the meeting
called by the AFM to discuss ways
and means of increasing employment of its members.
To inform them of what is happening Brinckerhoff published 300
copies of the booklet, which contains copies of the AFM demands
on broadcasters and makers of
phonograph
and sent
transcriptions, of the records
two letters
to all
stations by the NAB and the networks, and of the letter sent to
all stations by the NAB and the
transcription companies. Mr.
Brinckerhoff said that the booklet
was very well received.
Agency interest in the question
is reported to have reached the
point of asking the AAAA to send
out a general questionnaire to its
membership to collect authentic information regarding agency expenditures. Officials of the AAAA rerumor. fused to confirm or deny this
Broadcasters Questioned
Two questionnaires have been
sent out, however, to broadcasters,
one by the NAB to all stations
and one by CBS to its affiliates,
asking for the details of their employment of musicians, the amount
of money spent for music by the
stati'on and its advertisers, the
union regulations and scale under
which it operates, the use of transcriptions and records, and similar
data, which when compiled should
give
an accurate
picture of radio's
employment
of musicians
with
which to check the statement of
the AFM that %1% of the broadno entire
musicians casting
at allstations
and employ
that the
industry of approximately 700 stations employs only some 800 musicians. The NAB has not yet analyzed its returns.
The letter sent to all broadcast• Broadcast
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Strike

Threat

A BASIS for negotiations looking toward settlement of the strike threat of union musicians
appears to have been established. A committee representative of the newly-formed Independent Radio Network AffUiates, operating
purely on an "exploratory" basis, reports satisfactory progress in that it has at least been
successful in procuring from AFM President
Weber a statement that may be used as a
starting point in conversations toward a solution.
Because of the work of the network affiliate
group, stories about a cleavage in industry
ranks have developed. That is regrettable.
Practically all of 154 stations represented at
the New York meetings last week are NAB
members. They were called together because
their problem was construed as one which the
NAB, as the trade association of the entire industry, could not handle, since the relationship
of the affiliated station with its network, in
the light of the AFM demands, was different
from that of the purely independent station.
NAB Needs Assistance
The situation is not one of the industry's
choosing. It is time for calm, cool and collected action, under the aegis of the NAB and
with the cooperation of all classes of stations
— clear channel, regional and local, independent and network affiliated. If the NAB has
not had the man-power to cope with such
emergencies, steps should be taken to bolster
it. Possibly, in these ti-jnng times, it should
have a general counsel and a labor relations
consultant. The AFM problem, while it is the
immediate issue, is not the last one which will
confront the industry- — target of every conceivable kind of group seeking to exact from
it all the tribute they can. Labor union activity, of course, reflects the tempo of the
times, and must be met equitably and fairly.
But the illusory demands for tribute from
parasitical groups operating on the "soak the
rich" theory because of unchallenged reports
that radio figuratively rolls in wealth, must be
checked.
' ers by the NAB and the networks
on Aug. 5, describing the AFM demands on the transcription and
phonograph record companies
[Broadcasting, Aug. 15], brought
an answer from the makers of
phonograph records, who pointed
out that the NAB letter might
lead some stations to believe that
if they are given AFM licenses
they will be able to broadcast phonograph records with no further
trouble. This, say the recorders, is
: untrue; AFM cannot dispose of
their rights and while they will
not allow the broadcasting of records by stations not licensed by
J AFM, neither will they admit that
! any station has a right to broadcast phonograph records without
= the express permission of the makers. This letter, dated Aug. 24 and
sent to all signers of the NAB letter, was signed by Decca Records
Inc.,
Bruns-wick
RCA-Victor
Co. Record Corp., and
Letter to Record Makers
At the same time the record
manufacturers were themselves in
■ receipt of a letter signed by Harry
iBROADCASTING

Calls

for

In our last issue we essayed editorially to
describe the present plight over reemployment
of musicians and the onerous demands of
AFM. That editorial drew instant and copious
praise, which we humbly acknowledge. We
said then that if AFM did not want to "get
down to reason", then the strike should be
called, and that radio, rather than accede to
such confiscatory demands, should stand its
ground.
We still feel that way. But we see some
faint signs now of a willingness on the part
of AFM and its learned advisors of Tin Pan
Alley to "get down to reason". There have
been no commitments; nothing is down on paper and battle lines are still drawn. By Sept.
16 — the walkout date set — the situation may
still be unsettled. Yet the fact that the preliminary conversations of the Network-Affiliate Committee with Mr. Weber proved amicable, and elicited for the first time a willingness to bargain, is heartening.
Exactly What Is Demanded?
We do not maintain that the AFM does not
have an unemployment problem and that
broadcasting should not do what it can to
alleviate it. We do object, however, to the untenable and confiscatory demands made and to
the refusal, until just before this writing,
even to indicate what really was expected of
stations in the way of a solution.
The broadcaster cannot relinquish the right
to determine the number or calibre of men he
will hire. He cannot legitimately be called
upon to bear the bulk of the unemployment
burden when his industry was not responsible
for it and when other industries are not asked
to share the load in equitable fashion. He will
not capitulate to unfair tactics.
The Network-Affiliate group has an advisory
committee of able men functioning. With President Weber they talked informally about dealing in expenditures rather than numbers of
men. They talked about a guarantee by all stations to expend sufficient money to insure emplojnment for 3,000 additional men, a figure

Fox, general manager of Music
Publishers' Protective Association,
regarding its intention to license
stations to broadcast phonograph
records [Broadcasting, Aug. 15].
Dated Aug. 23 and addressed to
all phonograph record manufacturing companies, the letter reads:
I read with considerable interest
articles appearing in various trade
publications which purport to reveal
your plans to undertake a system of
I'censins the radio broadcast of phonograph records manufactured by you.
I am constrained to call your attention to the fact that the manufacturing license granted to you by the
copyright owners of the musical works
recorded on such records does not extend permission to manufacture recordings intended for public performance for profit.
Accordingly, therefore, I anticipate
that you will give adequate notice to
all persons concerned that you have
no authority at the present time from
the copyright owners permitting you
to manufacture recordings of their
works for purposes of reproduction by
radio broadcast stations.
A meeting between Milton Diamond, counsel for Deeca Records
Inc. and member of the recorders'
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Front— /in Editorial
that might mean something like $5,000,000 a
year as the radio toll — another ASCAP type
of tribute though in somewhat different garb.
We emphasize that nothing has been decided. President Weber must go into a huddle
with his executive board. The Network-Affiliate Group must n^eet again under the agreement of last week's meeting. The rank and
file of NAB membership must assume the responsibility ofthe final arrangement. And the
solution this year may not be the ultimate answer, for next year, and next, revised demands
can be made, again a la ASCAP.
The industry cannot rest on its oars at this
time, no matter how bright the prospects for
an amicable settlement or for postponement of
the strike. Steps should be taken at once to
survey the availability of recorded and transcribed and script program material for stopgap purposes in the event the strike actually
is called. The industry should be fully prepared to cope with that contingency. There is
an ample reservoir of broadcast material available to keep operating in a pinch. The industry
wants to avoid chaos, but it should be ready.
Ethridge Leadership Lauded
The Network-Affiliate Group feels that in
view of the exigencies of the situation a most
satisfactory start has been made. Much credit
is given Mark Ethridge, general manager of
the Louisville Courier- Journal and Times,
operating WHAS, for the harmony which prevailed during the trying sessions and for the
general conduct of the meetings, over which
he presided as chairman.
All things considered, we feel that this
group has made the best of the circumstances.
We feel, too, that the NAB, as the representative trade association, can now move into the
picture where it could not a fortnight ago.
The situation requires a united front. There
should be no abortive movements or intra-industry strife. All broadcasters should be prepared to meet the issues squarely. The problem is their individual one — not that of any
particular group or cast in the industry.

committee, and Mr. Fox to discuss
the various interests of the recorders and publishers was scheduled for Aug. 27.
Only the independent, non-network stations, comprising some
two-thirdscasters,ofremain
theto country's
be heard broadfrom.
Individually, many of them have
expressed the attitude that they
have received no demands from the
AFM and that until they do they
are not going to worry about it,
but let the networks fight it out.
If, however, the network stations
come to an agreement with the
AFM on some such basis as previously discussed, the non-network
stations will probably have to follow suit or lose their right to
broadcast both transcriptions and
phonograph records.
Furthermore, where the network
affiliates may be able to pass a
portion of their increased expenditures along tohave
the nonetworks'
the
non-affiliates
one to fall
back on, but must carry their own
burden, which in some instances
seems impossibly heavy. The negotiating committee of the Inde-

pendent Radio Networks'
Affiliates,
while reporting
to all stations
as
to their meetings with the AFM,
sent letters to both Mr. Baldwin
of the NAB and E. A. Allen, president of the National Independent
Broadcasters, urging that the general meeting of all broadcasters
be called in New York Sept. 11, the
day five
following
the IRNA
meetingand
days before
the industry
must present its proposal for the
employment of more musicians to
the AFM.
Both NAB and NIB, however,
on Aug. 27, decided against this
call, with the NAB as the alternative, calling its board together on
Sept. 10.
Both Mr. Elmer and Mr. Baldwin have conferred with Mr. Weber and other interested parties in
New York on several occasions
during the last fortnight. During
those conversations, however, Mr.
Weber would not divulge the desires of AFM, but instead insisted
upon
a "proposition"
broadcasters
themselves. from the

September
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Mantle's Spot in Canada
MANTLE LAMP Co., Chicago, on
October 4 will start five-minute
spots two and three times weekly
on nine Canadian stations, with the
possibility that other Canadian outlets may be added. These stations
have been definitely set: CFRB,
CHRC, CKCW, CFQC, CFCN,
CFJC, CHWK, CKY, CJCA. Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc., Chicago,
is agency.

Late Personal
and News
Notes
West Coast Series
WILLIAM F. HOLLAND, since 19.31 GEORGE O. COUPBR, formerly
Involved
in Shifts
a member of the sales staff of WCKY,
with the Advertising Service Co., Chicago, has joined KXBY, Kansas City,
Cincinnati,
will
open
advertising
offices in the Glenn Bldg., Cincinnati, in a sales capacity. Mr. Couper has Ken Murray Half -Hour Ceases;
September counsellor.
1, specializing
radio been radio director of numerous Chi- Cantor Shifts to Wednesday
broadcast
Hollandasentered
cago agencies including Baggaley,
division of radio from the musical Horton & Hoyt, Hays MacFarland & CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden,
Co.,
and
Critchfield & Co.
end, had been at WLW as a musiN. J. (tomato juice), will disconcian for two years before joining
tinue its half -hour CBS Ken MurRUSH
HUGHES,
for five years comWCKY.
ray-Oswald broadcasts after Sept.
mentator on the five-weekly quarter
22, with no program replacement
GEORGE H. INCLEDON, formerly hour NBC-Pacific Red Langendorf
Pictorial,
sponsored
by
Langendorf
account executive at Selviair Broad- United Bakeries Inc., will leave that until Amos 'n' Andy joins the comcasting System Inc., Chicago, has
1. Ken
Murray,
headliner pany
onJan. the
current
program,
program Sept. 25.
been appointed
head of theof newlyBATTLE CREEK FOOD Co., Battle created
radio
department
Ford,
McGILLVRA has as- moves to the CBS Hollywood Hotel „
Creek, Mich., for its health products, Browne & Mathews, Chicago. Mr. JOSEPHsumed H.
of KDAL. new
program as a regular feature of I
thru John L. Wierengo & Staff Inc., Incledon was also on the sales staff CBS outletrepresentation
in
and KF.TM.
Campbell Soup Co. broadcast.
Battle Creek, on Sept. 7 starts for of WJJD before joining the Selviair Grand Forks, N.Duluth.
D. Neither of the theDecision
on the shift in the
13 weeks weekly participation in Ann agency.
stations
previously
had
a
representaCampbell broadcast setup, believed
Warner Chats With Her Neighbors
tive.
LOU WINSTON, vice-president of
imminent since signing of Amos
program on KFI, Los Angeles, Tues- Atlas
Radio Corp., Hollywood, on DON E. OILMAN, NBC western di- 'n' Andy, despite denials by F.
day, 10 :45-ll a. m.
vision vice-president, Hollywood, has Wallis Armstrong Co., agency
Aug. 28 left that city on a business
been named radio departmental chairtrip ern
to cities,
St. Louis
and other
man of the Pacific Advertising Clubs handling account, followed agreecontacting
clientsmid-weston fall Association
annual convention to be
ment by Murray to join forces with
business.
Concern
has
started
cutting
. THE DAILY HABIT
52 additional quarter hour episodes of held in Los Angeles in .Tune, 1938. Hollywood Hotel. Under agreethe Magic Island serial, written by RAY BUFFUM, formerly of the
ment, Oswald, Marlyn Stuart and
OF OVER ONE-HALF
Perry Crandall.
Robert S. Taplinger Inc., Hollywood
Murray's writers, Royal Foster
MILLION PEOPLE
and Johnny Hyman, remain with C. P. McASSEY, account executive publicity service, has joined Ruthrauff
Murray's unit will be fitted
of Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, on & Ryan Inc., that city as West Coast him.
into the hour show which will be
director. He was at one-time
. . . with an income the
Sept. 1 joined the local sales division publicity
publicity director of KFWB, Holly- materially revamped. Murray will
at NBC-Chicago. Before going to wood.
probably take over duties of masSchwimmer & Scott in June, Mr. Mchighest in Wisconsin outAssey had been commercial manager of JOHN H. LUBS, who has resigned ter-of -ceremonies.
side of MilWCFL since 1932. He succeeds John from the New York office of United
Eddie Cantor Explains
waukee.
Sandburg, who has joined the adver- States Advertising Corp., and who
Diana
Bourbon, Hollywood agentising department of Swift & Co.
operated his own agency for several
Write or wire
cy manager, now producing Ken
has joined Luckey-Bowman
GILBERT NEWSOME, formerly of years,
FULLTIME
Murray-Oswald programs, will
for details.
Norfolk, on Sept. 1 joins the staff of Inc., New York, as account executive.
the Discontinuance
Amos 'n' of
Andy
WRTD, Richmond, as an announcer.
WILLIAM J. ANDREWS, for sev- handle casts.
JAMES A. WAGNER
the broadCampNewsome has been connected with
CBS
Managing-Director
eral years San Francisco NBC subell
half-hour
is
said
to
have met
p
e
r
v
i
s
o
r
o
f
announcers,
has
been
proWGH,man has
Newport
News.
Ernest
BowSTATION
also assumed his duties as
moted to a newly created position of with Murray's approval as he has
wanted to be routined on a full
announcer for WRTD, swapping
night
manager
the network's
Hol- hour program.
lywood studios, oftaking
over his duties
places with John Carl Morgan, of
WTAR, Norfolk, who pinch-hit for Sept. 6. Richard Filers, an NBC San
Eddie
seW
T
A
Q
him at WRTD as guest announcer Francisco announcer since 1931, reries will Cantor's
take overnew
the Texaco
CBS time
GREEN BAY - WISCONSIN
while Bowman was at WTAR.
cently placed in charge of night op- formerly occupied by Murray on
replaces Andrews
supervisor of erations,
announcers.
Robertas Dwan,
Sept. 29. Cantor's
switch 8:30
from p.SunWednesday,
m.
who was Filer's assistant, becomes time dayisto the
to avoid the opposition of
night supervisor. Robert McAndrews
the NBC Chase & Sanborn Hour.
THE
MOST
will be transferred from announcing
It will mark the first time in six
to Dwan's former assignment.
MANN HOLINER, director of radio, years that Cantor has broadcast
Lennen & Mitchell Inc., New York, is on any night except Sunday. Canleaving this week for Hollywood to
tor, in statement issued, said:
POWERFUL
handle production on the Tyrone
"It has been my feeling for some
Poioer series of broadcasts for the time
that it was unfortunate to diJohn H. Woodbury Co., Cincinnati.
vide the listening audience on SunMr. Holiner will be replaced by Jay
STATION
important
Clark, his assistant, while away. The shows.day nights
When between
this newtwotime
became
Woodbury program will start Oct. 3
available
naturally
we
arranged
on the NBC-Blue network at 9-9:30
p. m., EST, replacing the Rippling
Rhythm Revue, and will consist of the change." Cantor was previously sponsored by Chase & Sanborn.
dramatic sketches of well-known plays
and short stories. Mr. Power will be
supported by prominent stage and
Local Dr. Pepper Spots
screen guest stars.
DR.
PEPPER BOTTLING Co.,
JACK KAPP, president of Decca
Records Inc., New York, arrived in Roanoke, Va., has started a contest
Hollywood Aug. 12 for six weeks,
between
on WDBG, Roanoke, WSVA, Harcombining business and pleasure.
risonburg, Va., and WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., in which cards, dealer
St. Louis
broadsides, point of sale display
and newspapers are being used as
Dallas and
supporting media. The contest is
being duplicated by Dr. Pepper
Denver
companies in a number of nearby
regions and stations tentatively
listed are WCHV, Charlottesville,
Va.; WGH, Newport News;
Covers
the Heart of the Triangle
WPHR, mond.
Petersburg;
Rich-is
Houck & Co.,WRVA,
Roanoke,
25,000 WAHS
More population, more radio sets and
agency for the regional campaign.
more spendable income than any other
NATIONALLY
Oklahoma station, with extensive coverBARNEY'S CLOTHES Inc., New
CLEARED CHANNEL
age in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.
Yorked Alvin
(men's
clothing),
has York,
appoint-to
Austin
Co., New
COMPLETE NBC
handle
its
radio
advertising.
Emil
EDWARD PETRY & CO., Nat'l Represenfatives
PROGRAM SERVICE
Mogul, formerly with Schillin Adv.
New York
Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco
Corp., New York, who has been account executive
since has
the
store started
its for
radioBarney's
advertising,
joined Alvin Austin Co. as executive
secretary. WMCA, New York, will
carry
six half-hour
and and
seven WNEW,
15-minK
V
O
O
ute programs
weekly,
MILWAUKEE
New
York,
will
carry
seven
half-hour
TULSA
JOURNAL STATION UITIIIJ and six 15-minute programs weekly.
THE
VOICE
OF
OKLAHOMA
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BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

Advertising

lOO

"What are the prospects
for radio station business

With apologies to
Charlie McCarthy and
Edgar Bergen.

IN

this Fall. Charlie?"

..

IN ONE«EeL'

.

■

o

"Any dummy knows that
national spot is due for
the. biggest
gain flocking
of all.
New
advertisers
into radio; old spot users
coming back stronger
than ever; national advertisers supplementing network programs with excolossal!"tensiveyspot! Why,
; it's

"Prospects? Don't you
ever read BROADCASTING? Everyone knows
that more national advertisers are preparing to
'board the broadcasting
bandwagon' this Fall than
ever before. Why . . ."

"indeed it Is. But how
can the radio station best
reach the men who are
placing this increased
spot business? How can
they most effectively and
economically 'sell' them
on their facilities?"

"Ho, hum. Because
BROADCASTING'S
7.000
circulation includes every
advertiser and agency of
radio consequence. Because time-buyers read it
religiously. Because a recent WBS survey conclusrvely proved BROADCASTING the favorite
radio trade magazine of
advertising executives
everywhere. Because . .

Yes, sir! Time-buyers read BROADCASTING! They
comb if for complefe, reliable, up-fo-fhe-minufe
information abouf fheir indusfry. And 150 stations
regularly catch the buying eye of these time-buyers
through BROADCASTING. Take a tip from them!

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

Advertising

"Correct. But telS me

"Ask me something hard.
Through BROADCAST-

why

ING, of course!"

"Enough! Enough!
Charlie, you earn 100 in
time-selling!"

you. specify

BROADCASTING."

And now, Mr. Station Manager, how would
you like to earn 100 In time-selling, too?
It's simple! Just follow Charlie's advice and
tell your story In the magazine that TIMEBUYERS
Maybe
puzzled about
the
most read.
effective
meansyou're
of preparing
your
insertions. Nothing to It! Just mail data
relative to your market and your station to
BROADCASTING. Our copy and layout
department will be glad to prepare a
suggested campaign that will do the job.

BROA^ISTING
r
Advertising
^Broadcast
870 National Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.
September
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FEDERAL
Decisions

. . .
AUGUST 18
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
WISN, Milwaukee — CP move aux trans.
WEGA, Rome, Ga. — CP change equip.
WTOC,
— CP change antenna,
increase D Savannah
1 to 5 kw.
KVOX,
Moorhead,
Minn.vr,— Mod.
site, increase D to 250
hours CPto tran.
unl.
WIP,
Philadelphia
—
Extension
temp,
auth. 1 kw.
WJBO, Baton Rouge; KGLO, Mason
City; WIND, Gary; WPRA, Mayaguez,
P. R. ; KSUB, Cedar City, Utah; WCKY,
Cincinnati ; WGTM, Wilson, N. C. ;
WTAR, Norfolk, Va. ; WRDW, Augusta :
KOCA, Kilgore, Tex. ; KTKC, Visalia.
Cal. each
; WTHT,
in
case. Hartford — License for CP
WFLA-WSUN,
Clearwater,
Mod.
license to sever joint
license Fla.—
and form
two stations WFLA and WSUN, spec,
hours. 620 kc 1 kw D, vol. assign. WFLA
to Florida West Coast Brdcstg. Co.
NEW, Yankee Network, Boston — CP
high freq. 250 w.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Hollenbeck
Heights Christian Church, Los Angeles,
CP 1170 kc 100 w ltd. ; NEW, Shirley D.
Parker, Yakima, Wash., CP 1310 kc 100
w 250 w D unl. ; NEW, Times Printing
Co., Chattanooga, CP 1120 kc 500 w 1 kw
P unl. ; NEW, GDa Brdcstg. Co., SafEord.
Ariz., CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w D unl. ;
NEW, WWPO Inc., Pittsburgh, CP 1120
kc 250 w unl. ; NEW, Chas. F. Engle.
Natchez, Miss., CP 1210 kc 100 w 250 w D
unl. ; NEW, Burl Vance Hedrick, Salisbury, N. C, CP 1340 kc 1 kw D ; NEW,
Northwestern Brdcstg. Co., Vernon, Tex.,
CP 1500 kc lOe w unl. ; NEW, J. F.
Rogers, Harlingen, Tex., CP 1370 kc 100
w 250 w D unl. ; NEW, Floyd A. Parton,
San Jose, Cal., CP amended to 1170 kc
250 w D ; NEW, Richland Brdcstg. Co.,
Mansfield, O., CP 1370 kc 100 w D ; WJSV,
Washington, CP move trans., directional,
increase to 50 kw ; KSTP, St. Paul, CP
directional increase to 50 kw ; KFBI, Abilene, Kan., CP move to Wichita, new
equip. ; WGAR, Cleveland, CP amended re
equip., directional N, increase to 1 kw 5
kw D ; WKFJ, Daytona Beach, Fla., mod.
CP re trans, site, equip., radiator, change
1420 to 1240 kc, increase 100 w to 1 kw ;
KRRV, Sherman, Tex., CP change 1310 to
1450 kc, increase to 500 w unl., contingent KTBS change in freq. ; KTBS,
Shreveport, La., CP change 1450 to 620 kc.
directional ; WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich., mod.
license 1500 to 1200 kc ; KVEC, San Luis
Obispo, Cal., mod. license to unl. ; KFDM.
Beaumont, Tex., vol. assign, license to
Beaumont Brdcstg. Corp.
ORAL ARGUMENTS GRANTED— Oct.
21 — Monterey Peninsula Brdcstg. Co., Del
Monte, and Salinas Newspapers Inc. :
Oct. 28^Bend Bulletin, Bend, Ore. ; West
Texas Brdcstg. Co., Wichita Brdcstg. Co.
and Faith Brdcstg. Co., KFPL, Dublin.
Tex., WFTX Inc., Wichita Falls, Chase
S. Osborn Jr., Fresno, Waterloo TimesTribune Pub. Co. ; Nov. 4 — Schuylkill
Brdcstg. Co., Pottsville News & Radio
Corp., W. W. Ottaway, W. E. Whitmore.
KROY;
Nov. WORL.
18— KSD, KFUO, KOOS,
T.
E. Kirksey.
RETIRED TO CLOSED FILES— Frank
Ryan, Detroit, temp. auth. transmit
CKLW program ; Dr. A. H. Schermann,
CP relay station ; Radio Service Corp. of
Utah, CP relay station ; Intermountain
Brdcstg. Corp.. CP relav station.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED —WKEU,
Griffin, Ga. ; WDSU, New Orleans : WFBR,
Baltimore; NEW, Hearst Radio Inc..
Albany; KGA, §pokane ; NEW, WKY
Radiophone Co., Oklahoma City ; WBNO,
New Orelans ; NEW, Carlinas Radio Inc.,
Charlotte, N. C. ; WCMI, Ashland, Ky. ;
NEW, Even News Press Inc., Port Angeles, Wash. ; WDZ, Tuscola, 111. ; New, A. I.
Beaird. Jasper. Ala.
MISCELLANEOUS— W. E. Whitmore,
Hobbs, N. M.. denied motion strike exceptions to Ex. Rep. 1-499 ; NEW, Ann Arbor
Brdcstg. Co., Ann Arbor. Mich., extension
time granted to file exceptions to Ex. Rep.
1-461 ; NEW, Old Colony Brdcstg. Corp.,
Lawrence, Mass., denied extension decision
on applic. Hildren & Rogers Co. and Old
Colony Brdcstg. Corp. ; WAVE, Louisville,
granted pet. intervene WCRC applic. ;
WIRE, Indianapolis, granted pet. intervene
applic. of Bruce McConnell ; WFBM, Indianapolis, same ; WSBT, South Bend,
Ind., granted pet. intervene applic. Walker
& Chapin ; WTOC, Savannah, granted pet.
intervene applic. Seaboard Brdcstg. Corp. ;
WOW, Omaha, granted pet. intervene
Great Western Brdcstg. Co. ; WTAQ,
Green Bay, Wis., granted pet. intervene
Walker & Chapin; WIBG, Glenside, Pa.,
denied reconsid. & grant without hearing
Page 82

• September

(Broadcast Division)
COMMUNICANT
IONS
COMMISSION
AUGUST 14 TO AUGUST 28 INCLUSIVE
hearing on applic. CP
applic. vert, antenna, increase 100 w D for continuance
: Falls City Brdcstg. Corp., de- paign. 111. — CP 1606, 2022, 2102, 2758 kc
to 5 kw LS Chicago; KGBW, Rapid City, to 11-15-37
nied
reconsid.
and
grant in part daytime 100KHUB,
w.
S. D., denied reconsid. & grant without
Watsonville,
Cal.— Vol. assign,
hours its applic. for CP denied 7-6-37.
license to John
P. Scripps.
hearing applic. vol. assign, license; NEW,
T. E. Kirksey. Waco, Tex., denied pet.
KMED, Medford, Ore. — CP increase to 1
remand for further hearing ; WHBF, Rock
kw, new trans.
Island, ment111.,including
deniedRock
request
new Moline
announceReports . . . increase
KAST, DAstoria,
— CP vert,
Island,
and Examiners'
to 250 Ore.
w, change
1370 antenna,
to 1200
NEW, aminer
Summit
Radio
Corp., Akron(1-476)
— ExDavenport ; NEW, United Theatres Inc.,
BramhaU
recommended
kc,
D
to
unl.
San Juan, P. R., granted postponement
that
applic.
CP
1530
kc
1
kw
unl.
be
AUGUST 20
hearing to 9-24-37 ; KOY, Phoenix. Ariz.,
NEW, Arlington Radio Service Inc.,
granted pet. accept answer on applic. Ark granted.
WGL, Fort Wayne — Examiner Berry Arlington,
Va.
—
Brdcstg. Co. ; NEW, Jules J. Rubens,
(1-477) that applic. increase amended to 1140 CPkc 1510
1 kw kcD. 250 w unL,
granted waiver Rule 104.6(b) and accept recommended
NEW, Cuyahoga Val. Brdcstg. Co.,
answer in applic. Evanston Brdcstg. Co. : D to 250 w be granted.
Cleveland
— CP 1500 kc w D, amended to
WMMN,
Fairmont, (1-478)
W. Va. that
— Examiner
unl.
KRKD, Los Angeles, denied pet. Frank
recommended
applic.
Doherty, transferor, for dismissal without Irwin
increase
500
w
1
kw
LS
to
1
kw
5
kw
pre:, auth. transfer control. Commission
NEW,
Cuyahoga
ren, O.— CP
1200 kcVal.
100 Brdcstg.
w unL Co., Wardismissed the applic. with prejudice ; LS be granted.
Key City Brdcstg. Co., Kankakee,
WAPO,
Chattanooga
—
License for CP
WKBB, E. Dubuque, 111., denied request, 111.NEW,
increase power, change hours.
Berry recommended (1-479)
to furnish applic. certain documents sub- that— Examiner
Richmond, Va. — CP increase D
mitted by FCC departments re applic. nied. applic. CP 1500 kc 100 w unl. be de- to WMBG,
1 kw directional.
Telegraph-Herald, Dubuque ; Gross _ &
NEW, Robert Raymond McCuUa, Oak asWSMB,
Orleansmove
— License
Shields, Saginaw, Mich., granted ext. time Park.
mod. newNewtrans.,
trans. for CP
111. — Examiner Berry recommended
file applic. approval trans, site ; WBNO,
that applic. CP 1500 kc 100 w D newWMFJ,
Daytona
Beach,
Fla.—
Mod. CP
New Orleans, granted in part pet. auth. be(I-48C)
trans.
denied.
move trans., studio sites locally, new
Ardmore, Okla.— CP increase D
KABR, Aberdeen, S. D. — Examiner Hyde to KVSO,
antenna and equip., with CP change 1200
250 w.
recommended (1-481) that applic. CP
to 1420 kc increase to 100 w 200 w D unl. change
1420 kc 100 w unl. to 1390 kc 500 CPWLBL,
remaining in dockets for hearing.
as mod.Stevens Point, Wis. — License for
w
1
kw
LS
unl.
be
granted.
RATIFICATION — Continental Radio Co.
NEW, Woodmen of World Life Ins.
NEW, Don M. Lidenton, A. L. Mc- Assn.,
denied 30-day extension effective date of
Omaha — CP high freq. 100 w.
Carthy, Poplar(1-482)
Bluff, Mo.
decision on applic. Continental Radio Co.. recommended
KUMA,
that— Examiner
applic. CP Irwin
1310 move
trans,Yuma, Ariz. — CP vert, antenna,
Community
Brdcstg.
Co.
and
WALR
kc
100
w
D
be
granted.
Brdcstg. Corp.
AUGUST 20
NEW, Hickory Brdcstg. Co., Hickory.
AUGUST 19
WKBW, Buffalo — CP change equip., inC. — Examiner Irwin recommended
crease 5to 10 kw, use present WGR trans.
MISCELLANEOUS— NEW, Chase Os- N.
(1-483)
that
applic.
CP
1370
kc
100
w
D
born Jr., Fresno. Cal., denied rehearing on
WGR, Buffalo — CP use WKBWs transmitter.
applic. George Harm, Fresno, which was be granted.
AUGUST 16
granted 7-2-37 ; WKBB, E. Dubuque, 111.,
WCNW, Lima,
Brooklyn — CP move trans.
denied extension effective date decision on
WBLY,
Industry Co.O. — Vol. assign, license to
Ithaca
— New
Mod. Orleans.
license 1040 to 850 Fort
applic. Telegraph-Herald, Dubuque, granted kc.WESG,
hours
to
LS
7-2-37 ; R.NEW,
E. Anthony
& Sons,
KALB, DAlexandria,
NEW. James F. Hurley Jr., Salisbury,
increase
to 250 w. La.- — CP new trans.,
tucket,
I., denied
rehearing
applic.PawCP
new station : NEW, Voice of Greenville, N. C. — CP 1500 kc 100 w D.
KID,
Ida
Falls, Id. — CP increase D to
WSIX,
Nashville
—
CP
new
trans.,
inGreenville, Tex., dismissed petition of
5 kw.
crease D to 250 w.
AUGUST 24
Voice of Greenville & Southland Industries
Inc. for rehearing on applic. Hunt Brdcstg.
AUGUST 18
WJAR,crease power.
Providence — License for CP inAssn.
new
station,
granted
5-18-37,
and
carried to court by Southland Industries.
New York
— Vol.
Richmond, Va. — CP increase 500
AUGUST 24
to WFAB.
Debs Memorial
Radio
Fundassign
Inc. license Nw WMBG,
&to D.500 w 1 kw D, amended to 1 kw
KUMA,
Yuma,
Ariz.
—
Granted
extension
Ga. — Vol. assign. CP
temp. auth. remain silent pending action andWAYX,
KSO, Desrectional NMoines
— CP500 change
license Waycross,
to Jack Williams.
on CP move trans.
, increase
w 2% trans.,
kw D dito
WMFR,
High
Point,
N. C. — Mod. license 1 kw 5 kw D.
MISCELLANEOUS — KGB, San Diego, D to unl.
granted pet. intervene Adams Recording
KCRJ,
Jerome,
Ariz.
—
License
for
CP
KABC,to San
— Auth. transfer
Studio case: WPEN and WRAX granted
change equip., vert., antenna, increase
ElliottAntonio
Roosevelt.
pet. waiver Rule 104.6(b) and accepted control
power, change hours, move trans.
NEW,
Madison
Brdcstg.
Co., Madison,
answer to appearance of Southern Minn. Wis. — CP 1450 kc 250 w unl.
Id. — trans.,
CP increase
directional.
kw KTFI,
to 1 kwTwin
5 kwFalls,
D, move
amended1
Brdcstg.
Co.,
Rochester,
Minn.
;
granted
motion W. Va. Brdcstg. Corp., Wheeling,
to omit increase in D power.
NEW, Champaign News-Gazette, ChamAUGUST 26
NEW, Thumb Brdcstg. Co., Sandusky,
Mich. — CP 500 w 1 kw D unl., amended
to specify 950 kw, change name to Fred B.
Fitch, d.b. Thumb Brdcstg. Co.
Waco, Tex. — CP increase D to
250WACO,
w.
KNOW, Austin, Tex.— CP increase D to
250 w, change antenna.
Co., directional
Atlanta —
CPNEW,
1240 kcConstitution
1 kw 5 kwPub.
D unl.,
N.
NEW, South Bend Tribune, South Bend,
111. — license and CP high-freq. 100 w.
Chevrolet Renews

PROUD IZAAK WALTONS — Radio men prove piscatorial prowess pictorially. In left photograph, center, is Jesse Butcher, NBC station relations, with 100-lb. tarpon he caught after 45 minutes of hard fighting
off Port Aransas, President Roosevelt's favorite fishing grounds in the
Gulf of Mexico. With him were, left, George Morrison, program director
of KRIS, Corpus Cristi, and Cliif Tatom, KRIS manager, right. In right
photograph, left to right, are Dick Mason, manager of WPTF, Raleigh;
Harry Hulick, WPTF chief engineer, and C. W. Horn, NBC technical
director, with part of the 430 pounds of Spanish mackerel they caught
while
late that
in August
out region,
of Moorhead
City, N. C, the season's
record fishing
catch for
particular
it is understood.
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CHEVROLET MOTOR Co., Detroit, will renew The Musical
Moments transcription series Sept.
6 on 267 stations for another 13week period. Talent for the series
will include Graham McNamee as
announcer, Songsmiths Quartet,
Victor Arden's orchestra and guest
soloists. The broadcasting schedule for the quarter-hour transcriptions calls for two to three airings each week. Campbell-Ewald
Co., of New York, has the account.
Bromo-Seltzer Back
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore
(Bromo-Seltzer) has signed Sidney Skolsky, Hollywood columnist,
for a series to start Oct. 6 over
the nationwide NBC-Blue network,
Wednesdays, 8:30-8:45 p. m., EST.
J. Walter Thompson, New York,
is theoffagency.
been
the airBromo-Seltzer
since the fallhas
of
1935.
• Broadcast

Advertising

^

p
!
\
i
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|
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NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
((All times EDST unless otherwise specified)
New Business
IPARKER WATCH Co.. New York,
ton Sept. 12 starts Sunday ilorninfj
iQuarteriack
starringstations
Benny (WOR.
Friedunan on 2 MBS
rVN'GX). Sun.. 11:30-11:45 a. m. Agency :De Garmo Corp., X. T.
iPHILCO RADIO & TELEVISION
C>. of Cal.. San Francisco, (radio
on Sept. 6 starts series of 16
L.dcasts ^yho Killed Cock Fobinf
. a Mutual - Don Lee network
(KFRC. KDON. KHJ. KDB. KGB.
KXO. KVOE. KQW, KFXM), S :30!S:45 p. m. (PST).
HECKER PRODUCTS Corp., Xew
[York
(Hecker
cereal), onService.
Sept.
rr starts
Daily H-0.
Information
■?\-ith Myra Kingsley, astrologer, and
Jean Paul King, commentator, on 29
MBS stations, Mon. thru Fri., 11 :45
II lency
la. m.-noon
m. ).N. Ag: Erwin, (repeat
Wasey 1:30
& Co. p.Inc.,
T.
'^Tudensed
MILK milk),
SALES onCorp..
Louis
Oct. St.
2 starts
. uur Pet Program on 51 CBS Stations, Sat.. 9:30-10 p. m. Agency:
'Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
LAMOXT CORLISS Co.. New York
I Danya hand lotion) on Nov. 3 starts
itwo quarter-hours a week — WednesWomen's ilaqazine day
of andtheFridav
Air. — onon NBC-Pacific
Red
3 to 4 p. m. (KPO. KFI. KOMO,
IKGW). Agencv: J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
EMERSON DRUG Co.. Baltimore
! (Bromo-Seltzer), on Oct. 6 starts
Sidney Skolsky on NBC-Blue, Wed..
S :30-8 :45 p. m. Agency : J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
; PURITY
PRODUCTS
Inc., Jersey
'City, N. J. (vitamin beverage tonic),
■on Sept. 14 starts Victor H. Lindlahr
I on 7 MBS stations. Tues., Thurs.,
p. m. N.
Agency:
Franklin
Ii'Sat..
Bruck 9:30-10
Adv. Corp.,
Y.
I LAMBERT PHARMACAL Co., St.
I Louis (Listerine, toothbrushes), on
I Aug. 30 started for 26 weeks The
' Xeiclytceds on 6 CBS Pacific stations
I -KNX, KSFO. KOIX, KOL, KFPY,
KVI), Mon. thru Fri., 10:4.5-11 a. m.
! (PST). Agency: Lambert & Feasley
i Inc., X. Y.
^ UART SALES Co. Ltd., San Fran•> (Creme of Milk), on Sept. 12
• rts The Passing Parade with John
I Xesbitt on 15 MBS stations, Sun.,
I. 9-9:15
(rebroadcast 12:1512:30 a. p.m.).m. Direct.
I.HECKER PRODUCTS Corp., New
;York (Silver & Gold Dust cleansers)
I on Aug. 31 started Advice to the
\. Lovelorn on 11 MBS stations, Tues.,
2:45-3 p. m. with repeat on four
Yankee Xetwork
stations (WTIC,
WTAG, AVXAC, WEAX). Agency:
BBDO, N. Y.
j AMERICAN
STATE MAGAZINE,
■ Los Angeles (publication), on Aug.
12 started for 5 weeks Talks on the
■ Horse Racing Question, on 8 Don Lee
- Stations (KHJ, KGB. KDB. KFRC,
■ KPMC,
KDON,
KXO, KVOE),
Thurs., 7:30-7:45 p. m. (PST). Agen. cy : R. H. Alber Co., Los Angeles.
• PRO-KER LABORATORIES, New
, York (Pro-Ker hair tonic) on Sept.
. 12 starts a 13-week campaign over
,j California
two X'BC-Red
(KPO,network
KFI) stations
Hair Rais-in
ers. Sun.. 3:45-4 p. m. on Sept. 12
I and 19. thereafter Sun., 1 :15-1 :45
i.p. m. PST. Agency: General Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles.
GATES
Every tklBK In Speech— Rcm*tc—
Traascrlptton an<S Micrsphanc
Equipment
6ATES RADIO & SUPPLY CO.

BROADCASTING

LYDIA PINKHAM MEDICINE Co..
Lynn, Mass. (medicine compound),
on Sept. 27 starts Voice of Experience
(transcriptions), on California Radio Svstem (KEHE. KYA. KFBK.
KWG! KMJ, KERN), Mon. thru
Fri., 1 :45 p. m. Agency : Erwin.
Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y.
QUAKER OATS Co.. Chicago (Aunt
Jemima pancake flour), on Aug. 31
starts
Aunton Jemima's
Cahin at
the
Crossroads
5 NBC stations
(WJZ,
WMAQ. WBZ-WBZA, KDKA,
WXYZ) Tues. thru Sat., 9:45-10
a. m. Agency : Lord & Thomas,
Chicago.
Renewal Accounts
CARDIXET CAXDY Co.. Oakland.
Cal. on Sept. 5 renews Xight Edition
for 52 weeks on 5 XBC-Red network
stations (KPO, KHQ. KOMO. KGW,
KFI) and add five more Western
XBC stations (KTAR. KOA, KDYL.
Agency: TomaschkeKGHL).
KGIR,
Elliott Inc..
Oakland.
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
Corp., New York (remedies), on Sept.
13 renews J/rs. Wiggs of the Callage
Patch. John's Other Wife, and Just
Plain Bill, for 52 weeks on NBC-Red
network. Mon. thru Fri. 10-10:45 a.
m., (rebroadcast 1:1.5-2 p. m.). Agen: Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc..
N. cvY.
RIO GRANDE OIL Co.. Los Angeles
(gas & oil), on Aug. 19 renewed for
52 weeks Calling All Cars on 11 Don
Loe stations. Thurs.. 8-8:30 p. m.
( PST Los
) . Angeles.
Agency : Hixson-O'Donnell
Inc..
TOWNSEND NATIONAL RADIO
CLUB, Los Angeles, (old age pension), on Aug. 2 renewed for 13
weeks Toicnsend Plan Talks, on 11
Don Lee stations. Mon. S :4.5-9 p. m.
(PST). Agency: Lisle Sheldon Radio
Adv., Los Angeles.
CAMP AN A Corp.. Batavia, 111.
(Italian Balm), on Sept. 3 renews
Campana's
Xighter.
forFri.,
52
weeks, on 44 First
NBC-Red
stations.
10-10:30 p. m. Agency: Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago.
GORDON BAKING Co.. Detroit, on
Sept. 27 renews The Lone Ranger
on a coast-to-coast MBS network
Mon.. Wed., and Fri.. 7:30-8 p. m.
Agency : Brooke. Smith. French &
Dorrance Inc.. Detroit.
Network Changes
AMERICAX'
CAN Ben
Co., Bernie
New York,
on
Sept. 7 switches
from
NBC New York to Hollywood.
SIGNAL OIL Co., Los Angeles, on
Sept. 26 shifts Carefree Carnival, to
Sun.. 7:30-8 p.m. (PST).
TEXAS OIL Co., New York, on
Sept. 29 resumes Eddie Cantor, shifting to Wed.. 8:30-9 p. m. on CBS.
repeat at 11 :30. with lapse of 10 days
when final summer program is heard
Sept. 12.
GEORGE McGARRETT, of Young &
Rubicam Inc.. continues in charge of
production of the Toicn Hall Tonight
series sponsored on NBC-Red by
Bristol-Myers Co.. New York, assisted by William Rousseau.
UNIVERSAL CRYSTAL
MICROPHONE
Ideal for p. a. systems,
special events, call systems, amateur phones,
etc. Rugged. Chrome finish. Output level 65 d. b.
Furnished in handi-mike
model, or stand model
as shown. 10 ft. cable.
Desk stands $2.50 for
$22.50 List hand! model: $3.50 for
stand model. Licensed under patents of
Brush Development Co.
Microphone Division
Universal Microphone Co., Ltd.
424 Warren Lane.
Inglewood, CaliF.
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Enacts 0>vii Role
BASIL LOUGHRANE, radio director of Lord &
Thomas,
Chicago,
onetime member
of and
the aRoyal
Northwest Mounted Police,
enacted a role from real life
in a broadcast of the NBCJamboree over NBC-Red Network Aug. 28. The Jamboree
play. Carry On, dramatized
the occasion, when Loughrane single-handedly prevented a riot in a French-Canadian lumber camp during the
period when the 0. B. U.
(One Big
Union)in was
izing workers
the organNorth
Woods.
Popularity of Programs
Is Increasing, Crossley
Audience Survey Shows
THE average popularity of programs during the past winter was
about 30 9<: greater than during the
previous summer, according to
analysis of 233 network programs
(144 evening and 89 daytime)
broadcast between October, 1936,
and April, 1937, recently completed
by the Cooperative Analysis of
Broadcasting, New York, an offshoot of the Association of National Advertisers.
The data, gathered by Crossley
Inc., are based on 255,000 completed
inter\iews and indicate popularity
of programs by type, length of
broadcast and geographical sections in addition to an analysis of
sponsored
come levels.network programs by inPersonality shows were the most
popular; amateur broadcasts dropped to second place; variety shows
were third and semiclassical programs moved from sixth to fourth
place, according to the report. The
10 leading evening programs for
the seven month period were:
Jack Benny, (Jell-o) ; Eddie Cantor (Texas Co.) ; Major Bowes
Amateur Hour (Chrysler); Lux
Radio Theatre (Lever Bros.) ; Fred
Allen (Bristol-Myers) ; Burns &
Allen (Campbell's Tomato Juice) ;
Hollywood Hotel (Campbell's
Soup) ; Rudy Vallee (Royal Gelatin) Bing
;
Crosby (Kraft Phenix) ;
Phil Baker (Gulf Oil).
During the past winter as compared with the previous summer,
the most striking change in daytime programs was the increase in
number. For the summer of 1936

ivicE

the CAB was able to analyze only
47 programs, but for the winter
period 89, an increase of almost
90%. The number of daytime programs rating over 5% increased
nearly 80%, while those rating less
than 1% declined 35%, indicating
an improvement in the amount of
listening to daytime programs.
Moreover, according to the report, the past winter showed a
programs.
greatersored
diversity
in daytime sponKeystone State Series
SPOT announcements promoting
motoring safety in Pennsylvania
will be tions
started
at least
26 stain that on state
Sept.
15,
through Oct. 15, under sponsorship of the Governor's Highway
Safety Council. Forty announcewill be broadcast,an two
oneminute ments
announcements
evening,
five evenings a week, warning of
common highway hazards. Barnes
& Aaron Adv. Agency, Philadelphia, is handling the spot phase of
schedule.
the
State's campaign. The entire
Quaker Network is included in the
Sterling Places Discs
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc.,
Wheeling, will use 14 stations for
its Way Doxvn East transcribed series, startingteen-minute
September
WBS discs 27.
will Fifbe
used for Danderine two days a
week and for Haley's M-O three
days ations
week
39 weeks.
includefor
WOR,
W N AStaC,
WFBR, WON, WSB, WFAA,
WHO, WDAF, WBEN, WCAU,
and an unselected Los Angeles station. Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., New York, is agency.
The Largest
Independent
Frequency Measuring
Service in the Country

Manufacturers and
Engineering Consultants
•
COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
216 E. 74th St., Kansas City, Mo.

♦ . ♦ Announces

a

^
REDUCTION
20%
on their "A" cut or Low Temperature Co-efficient Crystals
?R%^°.*
*40=A- ?^R°S7S
/ormeriy $50 .ach
New Low Temperature CoefEcient Crystals are supplied in Isolantite
Air-Gap Holders in the 550-1500 Kc. band. Frequency Drift guaranteed
to be "less than three cycles" per million cycles per degree centigrade
change in temperature. Approved by F.C.C.
Scientific
Radio
Service
Dept. 917, 124 Jackson Ave., University Park, Hyattsville, Md.
September

1, 1937
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DISCS TO PROMOTE
WGR-WKBW Record Spots
Murphy's Prizes — Life Postal — Bumper Money — For
Furs — Shots of Joe — Uncle's Kiddies — Coach Craft
MORE than 12,000 entries were received by Murphy Products Co.,
Burlington, Wis. (Murphy feeds)
in a contest which ran for 10
weeks over WLS and WHO the
winners being announced Aug. 19.
Contestants were required to submit the last line of a four line jingle which was obtainable in the
bags of Murphy's Feed. In all 106
prizes were awarded. These included an All-crop Harvester, a
Ford, a Schult auto trailer, an
ABC washing machine, a radio, 20
bicycles, baseball gloves, wrist
watches and 50 sacks of Murphy
Feeds. Announcements of the contest were made on the Saturday
night half-hour Barn Dance programs broadcast over WLS and
WHO. Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago, has the Murphy account.
GEORGE W. DAVIS, 75 E.
Wacker Drive, Chicago, who conducted the Mars, Inc. (candy)
"Win-A Race Horse Contest" over
WGN, Chicago, in the fall of 1935
in which more than 100,000 entries
were received will launch a similar
contest over a large group of stations this fall. The first nrize will
be choice of a yearling colt sired
by Man-O-War, or $10,000. Local
sponsors will tie-in with the contest. Window displays, streamers,
and counter displays will be used
to promote the contest. The contest
will start about November.
* *
IN A STRIKING red and black
folder headed . . . "we write a p. s.
to
a post
reprints ofa
postal
sent card,"
by theCBSpublishers
Life magazine to advertising men
and adds a postscript pointing out
Life "only magazine in history to
have written so glowing a success
story in so short a time ... is also
the only magazine to have had the
support of a radio advertising
campaign at its launching."
*
WHN, New York, has started a
dress contest on its daily homemaker program conducted by Mrs.
Ida Bailey Allen. Listeners send in
a description of their favorite
dresses, materials used and costs
and the five winners will appear on
Mrs. Allen's *program.
* *
OLINGER Department Store, Denver, is 12,380
off'eringto tuition
totaling
winners awards
of its
talent contests on The Children's
Hour, a weekly feature of KLZ,
that city. The entrance age limit
is 18 and two weekly awards will
be made during
series.
* the
* 52-week
*
THE BARRAGE of novelty promotion pieces being sent out by
KMMJ, Clay Center, Neb., reached
its peak with the mailing of a coin
pocketbook jammed with thousands
of dollars in stage money, tieingin with the bumper crops Nebraska farmers
* are
* enjoying.
*
DRAMATIC typographical treatment is given a brochure published
by KMOX, St. Louis, in which
results of a coincidental survey are
summarized. Programs and services offered by the station are depicted and numerous photographs
of the staff are included.
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GOLDBLATT BROS., Chicago
(chain of ten department stores)
sponsoring the Golden Hour over
WGN, Chicago, a morning recorded program daily except Sunday,
has started a contest which is
being promoted on the program.
Entrants are required to write a
letter answering "Why is Goldblatt
to buy furs?"
placeobtainable
ideal are
Bros., the
Entry
blanks
only
at the Goldblatt stores. A $200 fur
coat to be chosen by the winner is
the first prize with a $150 silver
fox fur scarf* the* second
prize.
*
KFRO, Longview, Texas, is presenting a program We're In The
Money, promoting a Buck Sale
by local merchants. Fifsponsored
ty merchants of greater Longview
are participating in the drive, promoted by KFRO. These merchants
give out 'bucks', an equal amount
in 'bucks' to the amount each cuswill
These 'bucks'
purchases.
be of tomer
value
in bidding
on many
articles of value to be donated by
participating firms, which will be
sold at auction in late October.
WCOA, Pensacola, Fla., pictorially illustrates its market and coverage data in a colorful brochure
which has just been distributed
and points to these local facts:
Army and Navy training stations
are in Pensacola; it is a summer
and winter resort; it has 68 manufacturing establishments employing 1,700 with an annual payroll
of $1,800,000.
WITH truck banners, theatre trailers and lobby announcements,
Seven-Up Bottling Co., San Antonio, Tex., is promoting its SevenUp Saturday Show on WOAI, that
city, originating
a local
theatre. The show from
includes
amateur
contests for kids, interviews with
children by Jimmy McClain, WOAI
announcer, and listener contests of
the question *and *answer
* variety.
UNION OIL Co., Los Angeles,
uses radio to announce new goodwill builders that are available at
dealers, such as maps, using pointof-sale material to furnish fresh
copy themes ^and ^aid ^salesmen.
A BROCHURE showing photographs of the seven local announcers, 67 staff artists and musicians,
and a number of the local program
casts in costume is offered listeners
writing to KVOO, Tulsa.
Rate Contest
KFRO, Longview, Tex., has
sent its contest rules on
"How To Improve KFRO
Rates" to 500 agencies and
reps in an attempt to settle
the rate question once and
for all. Along with the
rules and coverage data
KFRO mailed an offer of $25
for the most constructive
criticism of its rate scale.
Nothing will he considered
personal, ideas will be treated confidentially and the contest closes Sept. 15, according to KFRO.
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DISPLAY— This display piece is
used by local Dodge dealer to promote its weekly program on
WCOA, Pensaloca. At left is Manager H. G. Wells, of WCOA, with
Guy E. Yast, manager of the
Dodge firm.
ADMIRACION LABORATORIES,
Harrison, N. J. (soapless scalp &
hair treatment) , sponsor of the variety revue Fun in Swingtime on
MBS, will offer silver fox pieces
valued at $300 each for the three
best letters on complimentary remarks heard after using its shampoo. The contest will begin Sept. 12
and in addition to the offer of fur
pieces the 500 next best letters will
win pairs of silk stockings valued
at $2. The three top winners will
be telephoned by the stars of the
program
durineseries
the will
broadcasts
and the contest
run for
13 weeks.
^ ^ ^
THE baseball school conducted by
the Kellogg Co., Battle Creek,
Mich,ballinbroadcasts
conjunction
with its
baseon WJJD,
Chicago,
received nationwide publicity when
Pathe newsreels took pictures of
the young players in action, together with shots of Joe E. Brown,
movie comedian, who was guest
announcer on the games, and Lew
Fonseca, director of the school,
who will also be guest announcer
following Tris Speaker now broadcasting the games.
UNCLE DON, whose famed children's program is broadcast each
weekday evening and Sunday morning on WOR, Newark, under participating sponsorship, is awarding two silver loving cups monthly to the boy and girl accomplishing the best good deeds during the
month. His Good Deed Club has
fed, clothed and made happy several thousand persons during the
last year.
* ❖ *
WEBSTER-EISENLOHR Inc.,
(Tom Moore cigars) is giving
away Carl Hubbell baseball books
for listeners to Russ Hodges sports
program broadcast thrice weekly
from 8-8:30 p. m. by WIND, Gary.
Listeners send in three Tom Moore
cigar bands for the books. N. W.
Ayeragency.
& Son Inc., Philadelphia, is
the
=is * *
WSGN, Birmingham, new outlet
for NBC-Blue Network, has been
promoting its affiliation with NBC
by means of tire covers on local
taxis.
* *
WDSU, New Orleans, purchased a
page ad in the New Orleans Progress which put out a special edition
in
honor
the Mayor's
of his firstof year
in office. completion
* *
KFEL, Denver has started a program schedule with complete availability information as a service to
advertisers and agencies.
BROADCASTING

For Own Programs
'
TRANSCRIBED
nouncements are sustaining
made weekly anby
members of the production staff of
WGR-WKBW, Buffalo, in order to
approach the color and listener interest of carefully rehearsed commercial productions. In the past it
has been general radio practice to
insert brief sustaining announcements at available periods with the
ing
job.
announcer
doing a straight readNot only aredramatized
the transcribed
announcements
but they
have been kept short to make them
available at station breaks and the
fact that it is a transcription is on
the announcement itself to save
time getting into it.
Typicalis ofonetherecently
transcribed
sustainers
produced
for the Three Treys. It opens with
several bars of the theme used by
the act for their Friday afternoon
CBS sustainer from WGR. The announcer introduces the Three Treys
by name and each, in turn, invites
the listener to tune to the station
Friday afternoon at 5:15 p. m.,
the theme is then brought up and
faded out after a few more bars.
* * *
STAR OUTFITTING Co., San
Francisco (wearing apparel) on
KYA, San Francisco, Monday
through Friday at 5:30 p. m.,
recently changed its program from
the mystery serial drama Chandu,
the Magician
Harry's
Amateur
School.toTheUncle
quarter-hour
is participated in by amateur
talent up to 14 years and is presided over by "Uncle Harry"
(Dwight
Alleligible
children
within
the Newton).
age limit are
to
compete. The child participant receiving the most votes from the
radio audience at the termination
of a week is awarded a free course
in dramatic training, or dancing or
music at the Franchon & Marco
school in San Francisco.
* * *
DECORATED with Wheaties and
Mobiloil, cosponsors of home games
played by the St. Louis Cardinals
and Browns, a booth was set aside
at the recent centennial celebration
in Mascoutah, 111., in honor of
Johnny O'Hara and Tom Dailey,
sportscasters of KWK, St. Louis.
Six Cardinal players recently made
guest appearances at 12 St. Louis
grocery stores at autograph boxes
of Wheaties for the kids, as a part
of General Mills' promotion plan.
* * *
GENERAL MOTORS Corp. on
Aug. 31 awarded four $5,000 university scholarships on behalf of
its Fisher
to winners of the Body
annualDivision
craftsmanship
competition. The winners were selected from 200,000 contestants
who constructed model coaches.
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WIBW, Topeka, has published a
promotion piece shaped like a map
of the state and plastic bound. It
is liberally spotted with illustrations and station facts. Complete
audience analyses are included.
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago (cereal), recently presented a special
performancedergartenofbeforeKaltenmeyer's
28,000 grocers Kinand
friends attending the Milwaukee
Retail Grocers' Association picnic, i
• Broadcast
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(Complete

SPEECH

INPUT

Low in cost, the RCA 76-A Consolette offers
small stations a complete High Fidelity
System ideal for one or two studio operation.
Flexibility of unit permits studio auditions
simultaneously with transcription programs

SOUNDING a new note in speech input
design — the RCA 76-A Consolette
gives small stations the same desirable
control desk arrangement formerly available only in especially built control desks
used in network and large station studios.
The unit's compact design greatly simplifies control booth arrangement, reduces
time and installation expense to an absolute
minimum. External power supply units,
meters and similar accessories required by
other instruments of this type are unnecessary. This equipment can be used either
in individual studio control booths or in
one or two studio layouts. Provides all
necessary facilities for broadcasting from
two studios, origination of transcription

New YorK, 1270 Sixth Avenue

•

programs in booth itself, and handling of
programs from remote points. Has six
microphone and six line inputs which
may be divided between the two studios
and the booth, as desired.
In addition to normal program talkback and "cue" facilities, flexibility of the
Consolette conveniently permits auditioning or rehearsal while the program being
broadcast is supplied from transcriptions
or an outside line.
This equipment provides small studios
with reproduction fidelity equal to that
of de luxe systems — at a price they can
conveniently afford. For full technical
details write to the office nearest you.

SYSTEM!

Only the RCA 76-A Consolette
offers all these features
A complete, inexpensive speech
input system • High Fidelity reproduction •All necessary facilities for two studio operation •
Standard-type amplifiers and other
components • Six microphone inputs, plus six line inputs • Con\'enient handling of transcription
programs • F^ull-sized 8 watt
High Fidelity' monitoring system
with field current supplies • Jack
panel with jacks in audio circuits
• Complete plate current metering
on illuminated VI meter • Studio
talk-back with automatic speaker
cut-off • Provision for"cueing"both
studios and booth • Auditioning
simultaneous with program transmission •Easy to install, requires
a minimum of space • Attractive
in appearance, convenient in use.

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden, N. J. * A Service of the Radio Corporation of America
Chicago, 589 E. Illinois Street • Atlanta, 490 Peachtree Street, N. E. • Dallas, 2211 Commerce Street • San Francisco, 170 Ninth
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But nothing, Sir! The

cost of escorting Uvo of

America's richest markets — New

York and Califor-

nia— to the "Clnb de Sales" no longer is prohibitive.
• The CALIFORNIA

RADIO

SYSTEM,

on a recent test,

delivered twice as many inquiries as a major network
station at htdj the cost per inquiry. It's also interesting to
know that CRS

enfolds 96%

of California's 1,500,000

radio homes in its collective primary area — concentration
in metropolitan centers, your distribution centers.
• And the NEW

YORK

BROADCASTING

SYSTEM,

de-

livering one-sixth of the population of the country, goes
into its second Fall of operation with better than twelve
hours a week of commercials among which are a number
of repeat accounts. What more can be said for any media?

^^^^roit // fitpetially enjoy thf xfruiul act in iht' floor
shnn "Hit)' of ifir ^iilrs Chart* " ^hiiU m »• •iliirt. '<ir?
LALUOK.MA
KFBk
KYA
KMJ
KWG
KERN

Lo8 Angeles
Sarramento
San Francigro
Fresno
Slorklon
Bakersfielil

KAIliO

S^SIEM
5,000
5,000
5,000
1.000
100
100

watts LS
watt»«
watts
watts
watts
watts

NEW

YORK

BROADCASTING
Albany
WINS
New York
WABY
WIBX
WMBO
WSAY
WBNY

WNBF
emng

Utica
Auburn
Rochester
Buffalo
Binghamton

SYSTEM

The

HUGE

Menu

that

Best

Satisfies

APPETITE

this

Regiou'S

FOR

NEWS

3i-

• The emluring, iinquencliable curiosity of human nature
has made the gathering and dissemination of news one of
the world's biggest businesses . . . and one of radio's topranking attractions.
A prime factor in KLZ's quick climb to top audience
favor in the Denver-Rocky Mountain region has been it*

KLZ's news menu today is the most complete and best
balanced in the Denver-Rocky Mountain region, yet it is
merely a portion of the complete program fare whose agattractiveness
listeners gregate
to its
table. has enticed the majority of this region's

superior ability to satisfy this market's huge appetite for
news.

If you have an advertising dish to set before the DenverRocky Mountain region, the place where it will get the most
attention is on a KLZ menu.

From 32 years of brilliant newspaper publishing experience, KLZ two years ago took the success formula for its
crack news service . . . began delivering four times a day a
package of fresh, accurate local, national and world news
that attracted immediate and widespread attention.

Bepresenlative — E. Eatz Special Advertising Agency

Management

affiliated

with

WKY

- Oklahoma

City and

the Oklahoma

Publishing

Company

Rain

Water

Storms

Trees

the

ALL

doesn't send showers to wet just
NATURE
MOTHER
a few favored spots. Instead, when she reaches her
hands
WAAB
WEAN
WICC
WTHT
WNLC
WSAR
WSPR
WLBZ
WFEA
WNBH
WLLH
WBRY
WLNH
WRDO

skyward

she drenches

Boston
Providence
Bridgeport
I New Haven
Hartford
New London
Fall River

everything

tion of Mother

of the rain clouds,

spills the contents
below.

Success in developing
Nature's

That's why we have forests.

large sales volume
methods.

You

requires adop-

must

cultivate all

potential markets.
In New

Springfield
Bangor
Manchester
New Bedford
Lowell
Waterbury
Laconia

England

simultaneously,

this can be done, economically

by using the fourteen

stations that comprise

the Colonial

homes

of prospective

buyers

and

strategically located
Network, — fourteen

popular local stations that radiate your sales message
in the area of each

into the
of New

Augusta
England's

The

and

urban

shopping
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EDWARD

PETRY
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6? CO.,

BOSTON,
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MASSACHUSETTS
National

Representatives
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In swift tempo,

Columbia's

cal improvements continue

technito shrink

space. At the flick of a switch, in all
sections of the country, new
new

stations,

power, and every advance

science of radio, make
Columbia

in the

the "nearest

station" leap miles nearer

to millions of listeners. Turn

the

page for more

details on

these

Columbia
changes.

.

.

to

shrink

Columbia's
improvements in
facilities are as continuous

in

these days of radio's maturity as ever
before. This report, therefore, is "as of
date

of issue only." New
ments are immediately

the CBS
with

Market

any

wish about

develop-

available from

Research

Division,

further details you
the stations and

which are mentioned

may

markets

on the next page.
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the

Columbia

WGBI

Network

since

January

I.

. . . Scranton, Pa.

WRVA

. . . Richmond, Va.

WAIM

Anderson, N. C.

WEOA

. . Evansville, Ind.

WMAZ

. . .Macon, Ga.

WCHS

. Charleston, W.Va.

WCOC

. Meridian, Miss.

WPAR

Parkersburg,W.Va.

WKBB

. Dubuque, Iowa

KGLO

WTAQ

. Green Bay, Wis.

KDAL

WKBH

. La Crosse, Wis.

KOY

Complete

increased

their power.

Francisco,

CBS

and

Duluth, Minn.
Phoenix, Ariz.

stations

Network
From
have

Knoxville,

Stations

Buffalo to San
increased

in such key markets

Des Moines,
Pensacola,

City, Iowa

data on each are available from CBS.

Columbia

power;

. Mason

their

as Cincinnati,

Little Rock, Orlando,

Peoria and Sioux City. Of particular

interest is the new

KSFO,

San

has both increased

its daytime

Francisco which
power

to 5,000

watts, and greatly increased its overall efficiency
with a complete new transmitter installation that
engineers call one of the very finest in the country.

Columbia
other

ma/or

advances

Stations
in their

In addition to KSFO, Columbia
section of the country have made
ments in broadcasting

made

facilities.

stations in every
major improve-

facilities. These frequently

are the equivalent of a 20%

to 200%

power

in-

creasein the brilliance and strength of the stations'
signal. The whole

story is told in the latest CBS

brochure "...TO SHRINK

SPACE"

which

detail, all CBS technical improvements

gives, in
since the

first of the year. Your copy is available on request.

COLUMBIA
Broadcasting

System

When

you sell New

results are assured
sure way

Englanders,

the country

successful

over. And

one

to speedy sales is by radio over WBZ

and WBZA.

Serving an area in which

bulk of New

England's

purchasing

centrated, WBZ and WBZA
achievement

for national

the great

power

is con-

have a long record of
and

local advertisers.

Basic Blue Network Stations • Completely Programmed

BROADCASTING
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Advertising

X ES. our time can be your time (and mighty valuable time)
this Fall and Winter. Furthermore, we'll guarantee that you will
not have to change periods, once you have selected time over
WGR or WKBW.
When we speak of guaranteed available time, we don't refer to
the doldrum periods. We mean absolutely peak nighttime periods.
We mean the choicest daytime spots.
This Fall BBC is the answer to a time buyer's prayer with choice
guaranteed periods still available. This Fall BBC oflFers you the
prestige of a network with the complete CBS schedule plus the
flexibility of a local station!
Get in touch with us or our representatives now, and we'll be
happy to give you the facts and figures on BBC guaranteed
available time at peak audience hours.

BUFFALO

BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
Represented by Free & Peters, Inc.

WKBW
How would you like to have fifteen minutes "across-the-board" through WKBW,
Buffalo's highest powered station, at 7:45
P. M.? It's available now!
Monday thru Friday
7:05to7:10 7:30to7:45
8:30to8:45

WGR
Naturally we don't expect that WKBW
spot to last long, but if it's gone before
you've
a reservation,
we'll beWGR,
glad
to
offerwired
you 9:30
P. M. through
Buffalo's oldest station.
Friday
Monday thru Saturday Wednesday
9:30to9:45

9:10to9:30

10:15tolO:30

9:05to9:20

WGR*WKBW

'TTie ends
J BROADCASTING
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B 'ELIEVE
down

it or not, we recently turned

attitude of responsibility that both we and

a very sizeable order for one of our

our stations hold for your best interests.

stations because, although our own station

. . . It's a funny gag to say that "Rags is

could easily clear the time, we felt that a

royal raiment

competitor had a better spot for this par-

sake!" But every day a growing number of
sincere good friends convinces us that our

ticular advertiser. And what's more, our
station approved this decision, on the same

effort toward

unselfish grounds.
We

turn down good business, but to prove the

FREE

Page 10 • September

worn

for virtue's

honest-to-goodness

old-fash-

ioned trustworthiness is a powerful alche-

cite this case, not because we like to

WHO
Des Moines
WGR-WKBW
Buffalo
WHK-WJAY
Cleveland
WHKC
Columbus
WOWO-WGL
Fort Wayne
KM EC
Kansas City
WAVE
Louisville
WTCN
Mlnnoapolls-St. Paul
KOIL ..
Omaha
KOIN-KALE
Portland
KSD
St. Louis
WFBL
Syracuse
KOL
Seattle

when

my for turning rags to velvet —
you and us.

&
PETERS,
(and FREE, JOHNS & FIELD, INC.)

CHICAGO
I80 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

NEW YORK
no East A2nd St.

DETROIT
New Center BIdg.

Lexington 2-8660

Trinity 2-6444

ATLANTA
5i6 Bona Allen BIdg.
Jackson (673

SAN FRANCISCO
One Eleven Sutter
Sutter 4353

LOS ANGELES
C. of C. BIdg.
Richmond 6l84
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for both

inc.
WCSC
WIS
woe
WDAY
KTAT
WNOX
KFAB
WMBD
WPTF
KVI
KTUL
WKBN

BROADCASTING

Charleston
Columbia
Davenport
Fargo
Fort Worth
Knoxviile
Omaha-Lincoln
Peoria
Raleigh
Tacoma
Tulsa
Younqstown
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Session
Calls
NAB
Adopted;
affiliated stations if a satisfactory
Buttress Industry;
agreement were concluded with
Oct. 12 Is Set for Special Meeting to
the network affiliates, AFM Presie Under Contract
dent Weber declared that there
Network-Affiliates Pay $1,500,000 Mor
would be no discrimination and
AVERTING the most serious threat to unity that has yet Scripps-Howard Newspapers, has that the non-affiliates would be
informally by im- offered terms similar to those offaced the industry, 125 station owners and managers repre- been approached
portant broadcasters.
Mr. evinced
Aylesfered the affiliates. He said further
worth is understood
to have
senting 169 independently owned network-affiliated stations
that while no official postponement
concluded a hectic weekend of extraordinary sessions in New
real interest
prob- had been made of the Sept. 16 date
but is in
saidthetoindustry's
have asserted
York Sept. 12 after agreeing to double their payrolls for he feltlems he
could not entertain any the broadcasters may feel assured
union musicians by guaranteeing to spend an additional
that a general strike order vnW
proposition at this time.
not be issued by AFM as long as
$1,500,000 annually, effective as of Oct. 1. A three-year conThere was considerable "corridor it appears that negotiations may
tract is sought.
conference" discussion of other figures, with such names as Gen. be brought to a satisfactory conWith anything but harmony prevailing in industry ranks
Hugh S. Johnson, Secretary of clusion.
over the chaotic situation developed by the demands of the State
Cordell Hull, Robert Jackson,
■
American Federation of MuDealing With 'Recalcitrants'
Assistant Attorney Genei'al, Joseph
which has functioned during the A. Kennedy, chairman of the MariQuestioned further as to the
sicians to relieve unemploytime Commission, and Edward F. progress being made in coming to
ment, a special convention of last foi-tnight were approved by
of formal resolutions dur- McGrady, newly appointed labor terms with makers of transcript
the full membership of the adoption
ing the sessions from Sept. 10 to relations counsel of RCA, men- tions and phonograph records, Mr.
NAB was ordered by the 13. Substantial agreement was protioned as possibilities. In the case Weber stated that the AFM had
cured that the smaller local inde- of Mr. McGrady, thought was
board of directors, which met
agreed with them on the fundahaving quarter hour given to his possible retention in
mental issue, namely, that no reconcurrently with the inde- rates of $15pendents,
or less, would in no an advisory capacity for the induscordings can be sold to stations
try as a whole through an arrange- not employing union musicians. He
pendent radio netwoi*k affili- way be effected by the musicians
ates in New York. To be held demands. Presuipably other stament with RCA. The IRNA meet- added that no meetings would be
would be required to adhere
ing, however, adjourned without held with recoi'ding and transcripin New York, probably at the to the tions
same sort of measuring stick
tion representatives pending final
its committee to purWaldorf - Astoria Hotel, the applied by the network affiliated authorizing
sue this plan, but it was learned agreements with the broadcasters.
stations.
special industry convention
that the NAB board has the matMr. Weber indicated he would
has been called for Oct. 12 and will
To revitalize and buttress the
ter under consideration and prob- have "adequate means" of dealing
run until the business at hand is NAB so it can handle industry
ably will report on it at the forth- vnth other stations which might
coped with. Only unforeseen de- problems, the projected plan is to
coming special convention.
be recalcitrant. The implication
velopments, itwas explained at the take steps to retain labor relations
More
Time for Formula
was that, in the agreement to be
NAB, will cause a change in the and legal counsel as staff execuscheduled date.
tives of the NAB [Broadcasting,
The decision to attempt to bolster worked out later with transcription
the
NAB rather than set up a sep- companies and record manufacturStrike Fear Dissipated
Sept. 1, NAB
page dues
79]. will
A pi'oposal
to
arate network trade association
ers, an injunction against serving
increase
be laid bestations which had not come to
Any fear of a general strike of
fore the special convention to de- was reached after the musicians'
fray this added overhead. At the contract had been approved and terms with AFM would be invoked
musicians employed in broadcasting was dispelled with the network- last convention in Chicago, June the leaders of the network gi-oup through labeling of those stations
affiliate agreement. AFM President
21-23, a resolution to increase the had conferred with, the NAB
as "unfair." The fact that only the
Joseph N. Weber, asserted there dues 50 7o, or from $80,000 to some
Board.
The
proposition
for
a
denetworks and the network-affiliated
would be no strike order as long as $120,000 per year, was rejected. It
partmentalized NAB, vdth several stations participated in the negotinegotiations continue.
is confidently expected that this separate trade groups representing
ations up to this time has engenThe special convention will have same proposal will be authorized
natural divisions of the
dered a degree of bitterness in the
the dual purpose of appraising the as a necessary measure to carry particular
industry
making
up
its
component
situation
which likely will erupt at
entire musicians situation and of out the pi'ojected strengthening of
parts, came from the NAB itself. the special convention.
the association.
revamping and bolstering the NAB.
Conversation about retaining an Such a proposition was advanced
Sharply attacked by the networkThe negotiating committee, headyears ago by NAB Managing
affiliate group for failure to act in outstanding figure to head up the two
ed by William S. Hedges, WLW
Director James W. Baldwin.
the current crisis and at logger- industry permeated the New York
vice-president
and general manheads with the networks in the meetings, which ran from Sept. 10
Just how the industry will comager, brought back a recommendaply with the AFM agreement to
past, the NAB and its future be- through Sept. 12. The network-aftion that the network-affiliated stacame almost as important an issue
produce additional revenue for mutions raise the $1,500,000 additional
filiated group's negotiating commitas the music crisis itself.
sicians' payrolls remains to be de- by invoking a formula embodying
tee, however, had been in New
termined. The postponement of the
The judgment of the affiliates York most of the week.
strike deadline date from Sept. 16 a percentage of their gross income
was that such stations, as a group,
An Industry Leader
allows additional time in which to for time. However, it offered sevshould become a component part of
work out the formula. After its
eral alternative propositions. When
the NAB rather than precipitate a
While mention of hiring a "czar,"
ballots were counted, after the
schism by setting up a separate or- who would become this industry's protracted discussions with Presi- the
dent Joseph N. Weber of AFM on rendering of detailed reports by
ganization. This was agreed to, counterpart of Will Hays in the
Sept. 9 and 10, the negotiating
however, only after heated debate motion picture group and Kenesaw
members of the negotiating combehind closed doors during which
mittee, 60 of those in attendance
Mountain Landis in organized base- committee representing the affilithe trade association was described
ates brought back the proposition
ball, was deprecated because the
voted that the measuring stick be
of
dealing
in
dollars
rather
than
was viewed as ugly, there
based on a formula embracing the
variously as "innocuous" and "in- term
men, wages and hours. It was on
efiFectual"
as at present consti- nevertheless was much outspoken
quarter-hour rate of the
tuted.
sentiment for the retention of a na- that basis that the figure of $1,- highest
stations while 45 preferred the
While many details still are to
500,000
as
an
additional
expenditionally-known figure as "leader"
be worked out with AFM and with of organized broadcasting.
gross percentage basis.
ture by the some 260 networkIn these rough computations it
the stations themselves on the netOn this score, it was learned that affiliated stations was arrived at.
was
concluded that the percentage
When questioned as to what
work affiliate agreement, the ac- M. H. Aylesworth, former NBC
tions of the negotiating committee
president and now an executive of proposal would be made to the non- formula would probably mean use
Music

Boost
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WHETHER good, bad or indifferent, a deal
has been made with the American Federation
of Musicians by network-affiliated stations
and the danger of a strike and all it implies
has been averted.
The network group did not obligate stations
outside its fold. It couldn't. Non-affiliated independent stations will not be satisfied with
the deal, and we can readily understand why.
The NAB could not make a contract for them
because the trade association is not set up with
that degree of authority.
The whole musicians' situation has been
little short of chaotic. The agreement by network-af iliates toabsorb another $1,500,000 —
just double what they estimate they are now
paying — for the reemployment of musicians, is
a tough pill to swallow. Yet practically all
those who sat in on the sessions feel that the
negotiating committee did the best job possible
under the circumstances.
Important aspects of the relationship with
AFM remain to be solved. The effect upon
non-network stations and the manner in which
they will be required to pay must be determined. The network participation in the payments of their affiliates remains to be adjusted.
The transcription companies must make their
own contractual arrangements.
As a matter of fact, all that has been determined at this stage is a basis of settlement
for one group. The load is admittedly burdensome. It will cut in on many stations to the
of a denominator of 5% of the
gross in order to make up the $1,500,000 budget. On the basis of the
quarter-hour rate formula, however, it seemed to work out at approximately SVz times the highest
quarter-hour rates of stations. In
each instance, the factors used in
attempting to arrive at the solution was that of reemploying some
3,000 musicians at approximately
$35 per week, which would mean
an additional burden upon the industry of some $5,000,000 for union
musicians annually.
In their calculations the committee concluded that the networkaffiliate portion would be double
their present outlay, estimated by
President Weber at $1,500,000.
Instructions Given
While the contract ultimatum
was generally viewed as onerous,
the feeling was that the negotiating committee had done the best
possible job with a very knotty
problem.
In a resolution offered by the negotiating committee and subsequently adopted in amended form,
specific instructions were given the
committee regarding provisions
which should be included in the
standard form of uniform contract
to be worked out with AFM and
which had been agreed to in substance with President Weber. The
contract, it was specified, would be
standard as to all provisions except wages and hours, and local
working conditions which will be
incorporated in contracts to be entered into between stations and
union locals intended to carry out
Page 12 • September

point where it means the difference between
profit and loss.
There aren't any hats being tossed into the
air in joy over the existing situation — except
possibly by AFM. But we do see a ray of
light. The fact that the network-affiliates got
together under one banner and showed a spark
of vitality is a harbinger of good. The fact
that a special NAB convention is called for
next month to lift the industry out of its
lethargy and transform it into a virile, active
and adequately staffed entity, functioning
through an aggressive trade association, is a
hopeful sign. Such a meeting would not have
been called but for the extraordinary measures
taken by the network-affiliate group — taken
only because the NAB was not constituted to
handle such contingencies, just as it has never
been equipped to handle copyright contract
negotiations.
There was grave danger of an abortive
movement to break away from the NAB as a
crystallization of the network-affiliate sessions.
That, happily, has been sidetracked, but only
with the understanding that the NAB will be
reorganized and bolstered; that it will have
legal counsel and labor counsel; that it will
be departmentalized into natural groups of
network-affiliate, independent non-network and
possibly clear channel and regional groups —
each handling its own peculiar problems but
all rallying under a united industry banner
to fight the battles of a youthful industry that
perhaps has been a bit prodigal in the past

purposes
of the agreement with
AFM.
Specific instructions were given
that the AFM contract include
clauses giving the employer the
free right of selection of musicians
and complete control of program
materials; the right to use services of staff musicians for commercial, sustaining or network programs, any extra compensation received by them for commercials to
be credited against the station's
quota; a satisfactory clause for
arbitration of differences between
stations and their locals and a satisfactory clause for cancellation in
event of termination or modification of the station's FCC license or
other emergencies.
Provision was also asked that
there
be nounions
"sympathetic
strikes"
of other
which might
be
affiliated with AFM; that each station shall have the right to expend
its agreed quota as it sees fit, with
the understanding that it will attempt to provide not less than nine
months' employment for each musician in each year; that stations
shall have the right to book staff
bands for outside engagements,
and that the effort shall be made
for a contract of not less than
three years beginning Oct. 1 or
such
tive. later date as it becomes effecPayment Methods
The second resolution offered the
affiliated group covered the additional $1,500,000 stipend for employment of musicians agreed to
with AFM and described several
methods which might be employed

15, 1937

and altogether too disorganized and noncooperative to serve its own best interests.
Over the years Broadcasting, with all the
editorial strength it has been able to muster,
has advocated these precise steps. We have
sought to discourage intra-industry squabbles,
and to encourage a stronger trade association.
We have sensed and warned of the bigger
battles ahead that threaten the blood and
sinew of the industry. We have seen such
groups as ASCAP and now AFM, with bulging war chests and adequately-staffed and
with highly efficient executive direction, outnegotiate, outsmart and outwit a rather listless broadcasting industry never really preparpared to do battle.
The broadcasting industry should have a
trade association armed to the teeth with facts
about the big public job the industry is doing,
with the best experts in their particular lines
to advise it, and with enough money in the
bank (AFM has some $3,000,000) to pay the
way in emergencies and carry on a continuing
educational campaign.
It is up to 700 broadcasters to protect the
welfare of their listeners and their own investments. Itis the solemn duty of each broadcaster to attend the special convention of the
NAB next month. If he hasn't enough sense
of his own responsibility and obligation to his
own industry, he hardly can measure up to the
requirements of his franchise to operate "in
the public interest, convenience and ne-

by stations in arrivingcessity."
at the
amount. These covered (1) a percentage of the gross, roughly figured at 5%; (2) a multiple of the
stations maximum published quarter-hour rate expended weekly,
figured at SV2 times that rate; (3)
a sliding scale based on the quarter-hour rate according to size of
markets; (4) a weighted average
based on both local rate, national
rate and gross revenue; (5) an
option to the station to choose between 1and 2; (6) a factor of circulation or coverage as published
by the networks, or (7) any other
basis approved by the convention.
The final provision was that in any
event stations with a published
quarter-hour
rate of $15 or less
shall
be exempt.
In several quarters objection to
the percentage of gross basis was
voiced because it would mean inby
AFM justspectionasof broadcasters'
ASCAP sendsbooks
around
its traveling auditors for that purpose. Mr. Weber, it was reported,
however, had stated informally
that AFM was willing to accept
affidavits on gross from stations.
After the network affiliates adjourned Sept. 12, members of the
committee, and Mark Ethridge,
business manager of the Louisville
Courier- Journal and Louisville
Times, operating WHAS, who presided during all the sessions, informed the NAB board he felt
there was not sufficient unanimity
on the formula to warrant approval. As a consequence, a formula committee will be appointed
to attempt to devise a method of
computing the individual station
requirements on an actuarial basis.
BROADCASTING

in spite of the 60 to 45 vote in
favor of the rate card method.
Meanwhile, the negotiating committee will continue to function.
This committee comprises, in addition to Mr. Hedges as chairman
and Mr. Ethridge as ex-officio
member: Emile Gough, Hearst Radio Inc.; Edwin Craig, WSM,
Nashville; Samuel R. Rosenbaum,
WFIL, Philadelphia, and John J.
Gillin Jr., WOW, Omaha. In addition, John Shepard 3d, Yankee
Network, L. B. Wilson, WCKY,
Cincinnati, and George R. Norton,
WAVE, Louisville, served during >
the negotiations as advisors to the
committeewith
and Mr.
sat Weber.
in on the con- '
ferences
Seeking a Formula
It was indicated that a formula
committee would attempt to work
out a plan that will be a compromise of the percentage-of-gross .
and of the quarter-hour rate meth- :
ods. By getting a weighted percentage based on card rate, which ■
was
described
as theplus
station's
ap- 1
praisal of its value
the gross
income which represents the client's viewpoint, it is felt that an ■
equitable formula can be arrived i
at.
t
The networks were in and out 'j
of the negotiations from the start.
Their situation with relation to
affiliates is not composed even yet.
After conversation with the negotiating committee
the networks
finally agreed
to defray
10% of |'
the additional burden on their af-|^
filiates but not on a flat basis, t
Their proposal, accepted in sub
{Continued on Page 7U)
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Slander— How
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By JOSEPH
NBC Legal Department
to cenin a position
publish.
sor whatItitispublishes
and nothing
e
Defens
on
Short
and
ty
Liabili
on
Long
Broadcasters Are
its publication which it
goes into
cannot
delete either as a matter of
Law
the
of
State
ry
Under Present Unsatisfacto
policy or from pure whim or caconand other
these
price. Fromsiderations
the absolute
liability
MEMBERS of the NBC Legal Dein
interest
up,
coming
rule has been applied. Thei-efore,
partment have been especially in- WITH local and state elections
he who publishes publishes at his
terested in the subject of radio defamation, both criminal and civil, libel and slander laws as they affect radio naturally
The wisdom of that rule is not
during the past six years. This
questioned when limited to a busiany radio de- reaches high peak. In this treatise, prepared by two
before
study began
famation case was decided by any
that of the newsperil. ness such as logic
and good sense
court and has included a lively in- members of the staff of NBC's law department, the demand paper,thebecauseapplication
of it, but
terest in the subject because of the
on the
precedent
legal
available
all
given
is
broadcaster
logic and good sense seem to regreat potential danger of being
quire a different rule as to radio
mulcted in huge damages for imsubject which can be employed as guideposts. The con- broadcasting. The newspaper rule
proper statements of others. The
is a misfit in the radio business,
right to punitive damages in favor
clusion of this article will be published in our next issue.
yet the courts, prone to adhere to
injured persons and the possibility
analogy, seem Consequently,
unwilling
differof becoming liable to a large numif atosensible
ber of people have kept this ques- should be considered in the cate- whether that word is read from a rule is toentiate.
govern,
it
must
be
made
tion in the foreground. As was
gory of libel because of the pos- manuscript or spoken extempo- as a matter of substantive law
or
sibility of its wider distribution
raneously. Thus a new element is
stated in an English periodical:
court decision departing from exist"Because juries are the ones who and the consequent greater effect introduced by radio broadcasting.
assess damages in libel suits and on the community and the supRule of Liability
ing Commercial
precedent.
Programs
posedly greater opportunity for
often in round large numbers the
premeditation
in
its
publication.
action for libel or slander is someIn treating of radio defamathing which only the very rich or Technically speaking, it is not necAlthough
the broadcasting
busi-it
tion the courts have put the broadness is comparatively
young,
essary to resort to an historical
caster in the legal category of the
reckless or the very poor can conbackground
contenAs he who publishes, possesses established practices and
template.
tion becausetoit sustain
has beenthisheld
that newspaper.
In this" memorandum we discuss
publishes at his peril, it has been methods of doing business. It is
the law of libel and slander in to read to a third person from a held that he who broadcasts broad- maintained by private capital and
general and its application to radio defamatory writing is to libel
casts at his peril. This rule follows the bulk of its revenues is derived
broadcasting. Our conclusion is that rather than to slander the party general principles but disregards from advertisers. That is the commercial side of the business. The
the present state of the law is un- defamed. (Snyder 1. Andrews, 6 the fact that in its intrinsic nanon-commercial consists of the dissatisfactory from the viewpoint of Barb. 43). The question is thereture
the
broadcasting
business
is
fore reduced, it would seem, to a
the broadcaster, and that the
seminatertainment
tion ofeducational
and enmaterial supplied
by
determination in each case of unlike that of any other. When
broadcaster lacks practical means
such
rules
are
attempted
to
be
apor not the person speakthe
broadcaster
at
his
own
exadequately to protect himself, al- whether
plied by the courts to both meing the defamatory matter into the
though, were several suggested
dia imperfect analogies are resortwas reading.
Commercial programs, that is,
policies adopted, he might mini- microphone
ed
to,
but because both the newsIn the few cases which have conthose paid for by advertisers, are
mize some of the dangers now inpaper
and
the
broadcasting
station
sidered defamation by radio the disseminate information to the pense.
usually built by an advertising
herent in his operations.
The law of libel and slander is law applicable generally to ordi- public the rules everywhere fol- agency which engages the artists
nary cases of libel and slander has
lowed as to newspapers are likely and produces the performance. The
exceedingly technical, and the rea- been followed
by the Courts. While
sons for some of its underlying
broadcaster
the perforto
be
applied to radio broadcastmance in hispicks
studio,up carries
it by
principles seem no longer sound, there is no consensus of court opining except in unusual circum- wire to his transmitting station
stances.
ion on the subject, if the defamyet these principles continue to
atory matter is read from the manexist and receive application by the
The newspaper rule is that of and disseminates it into the ether
uscript it may be judged accord- absolute liability. That means that for receipt by those who "listen
Courts. Libel is the publication of
ing to the rules of libel. If it is the newspaper is liable regardless in." As what he does is a species
a writing which exposes a person
of every consideration of excuse, of interstate commerce, the Federal
to hatred, contempt, ridicule or ob- rendered extemporaneously it may
be considered as falling within the except as the statute has carved Government regulates much of hia
loquy or causes or tends to cause
conduct. The right to broadcast
him to be shunned or avoided.
field of slander. However, the per- out limited exceptions. The newsson who listens in hears only the
Slander may be briefly defined as
paper creates its own copy and exists only as long as the service
knows in advance what it is to meets the demands of "public inoral defamation. Both give rise to spoken word and he does not know
causes of action for damages but
convenienceresponsibility
and necessity."
As the terest,
ultimate
for
libel, at common law and by statLiabilities for Libel by Radio: A Summary
ute in many states, also constitutes
proper service is laid upon the
a crime.
broadcaster, he must have the
1. Broadcasters are subject to suits for damages, actual and punitive, for right of editorial selection of the
_ Generally
speaking,
the
legal
distinction between libel and slander
any word or statement broadcast by them which brings another into disrepute. material broadcast. Therefore, he
is important to broadcasters be2. The newspaper rule that he who publishes, publishes at his peril, has requires that commercial programs
cause one has greater freedom in been applied to radio in some jurisdictions so that at least in those states he shall be reduced to written form
called "continuities," and be passed
orally stating a matter than in who broadcasts, broadcasts at his peril.
3. The newspaper makes up its own copy and is circumstanced to protect upon by him before they are broadwriting and circulating it. In slancast. The broadcaster is then enabitself against libel. The broadcaster has been held responsible even though
der, unless proof of specific dampowerless to prevent a defamatory statement being broadcast.
led to delete improper matter conage is made, the words must imtained in the continuity. As to propute the commission of an indict4. The broadcaster may be liable for defamation broadcast in the speech
grams of this kind, the broadcaster
of a candidate for public office although Congress forbids the broadcaster from is not averse
able offense, unfitness in office,
to being subjected to
want of integrity or capacity in censoring any such speech.
the
newspaper
rule of liability, ex5.
The
broadcaster
is
liable
for
defamation
in
the
speech
of
a
public
officer
the conduct of a profession, trade
cept where the advertiser deviates
or business, or affliction with a di- regardless of his rank and this notwithstanding the practical impossibility of
the broadcaster exercising any substantial degree of control over the scope from the continuity and utters desease dangerous to society to warof the remarks.
famatory matter. In that instance
rant a recovery. There are other
6. The broadcaster may be liable for defamation broadcast by a speaker the advertiser alone should be redistinctions in the various jurisin a public or other place although neither the plaoe nor the speaker is under
dictions between libel and slander
sponsible.
Deviations
the supervision or control of the broadcaster.
which make it important to decide
7. One court has held that the broadcaster would be liable for defamation
whether radio defamation is libel
The broadcaster should not be rebroadcast by a speaker where such defamation occurred in a deviation from
or slander.
quired to exercise a degree of pruthe manuscript submitted to the broadcaster and although the deviation was
Radio Defamation
dence beyond the limit of reason.
so short and occurred so quickly that the broadcaster could not protect himself. He is not
a libel lawyer, nor might
8. As broadcasting is interstate commerce, the Government of the United
Broadcast defamation is directed
an expert in libel law be expected
States
may
claim
the
right
to
enact
measures
governing
radio
defamation,
to the ear, as is slander, rather
including exemptions in favor of broadcasters from liability in proper instances. instantly to apprehend that a givthan to the eye, as is libel, yet in Under
en statement deviating from the
existing circumstances, the States assert the right to regulate radio
all probability the rules of libel
defamation on the ground it falls within the police power and is a subject of continuity is libelous. The practical
will usually be applied in cases of local concern. It seems that Congress may fully and exclusively regulate the fact is that before an extemporaneous statement can be cut off the
defamation by radio. It has been
matter of liability for radio defamation and thereby substitute one universal
(Continued on page 38)
rule for several diverse rules.
argued that defamation by radio
Libel

and
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Unions

Encounler

Overlaps

WIN

IMPORTANT

PROMOTIONS

IN RADIO

in Drive

To Organize Radio
ARTA and WHN Are at Odds
Over Employment Terms
IN AN EFFORT to extend the
scope of its bargaining power after
signing the key New York stations
of the three major networks
[Broadcasting, Sept. 1], the
American Guild of Radio Announcers & Producers, Independent radio union, is negotiating with
WORC, Worcester; WEEI, Boston; WAAT, Jersey City, and
WBNX, New York.
Although no conflict has yet
arisen, the organizing activities of
AGRAP overlap in part those of
the American Federation of Radio
Artists (AFL) and the American
Communications Association
(CIO). Gerald Dickler, counsel for
the Guild, told Broadcasting that
the Guild did not want to compete
with CIO and AFL but wanted to
cooperate with them. He said, however, that affiliation with either
was out of the question. It is the
declared policy of the Guild to orstations'the
staff's
completely
stations ganize
where
staffs
are small.in
Organizing Efforts
At WORC, Worcester, negotiations had hardly begun when Engineer Herman Gruzin and Announcer Alfred J. Hadlin Jr. were dismissed. The Guild filed a complaint
with the National Labor Relations
Board Aug. 23, but the case will
not be pressed, according to Mr.
Dickler, pending negotiations with
WORC for reinstatement of the
two employes.
The Guild is trying to organize
the entire staff of WEEI, Boston,
with the exception of the engineers.
At WAAT, Jersey City, and at
WBNX, New York, negotiations
are going forward to organize only
the announcers. The engineers of
WBNX are already affiliated with
CIO. The possibility that AGRAP,
AFRA and ACA may tangle over
organization is clearly forseen.
The labor problem of the 18 eng i n e e r s of WHN, New York
[Broadcasting, Aug. 15], became
even more acute Sept. 12 when the
American Radio and Telegraphists
Association (CIO affiliate) met
with representatives of WHN and
failed to agree on terms of employment. Following the decision of the
National Labor Relations Board
which ruled that ARTA rather
than the International Alliance of
Theatrical State Employes (AFL
affiliate) should represent the
WHN engineers it was assumed
that the CIO affiliate had won its
fight for jurisdiction.
After the meeting of Sept. 12,
ARTA leaders refused to comment
on the procedure they would follow
to force recognition, declaring they
expected WHN to sign an agreement within a week. They said further that all engineers of all stations in Philadelphia, except WIP,
had been organized and that negotiations with the stations would
begin shortly. The engineers of
WOL, Washington, have also been
organized by ARTA representatives and negotiations will soon
begin.
The complaint of unfair labor
practices filed June 21 by ARTA
against CBS will be heard Sept. 21
(Continued on page 76)
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KEITH KIGGINS
Brophy

New

REGINALD
Canadian

Kiggins Heads NBC
WITH the resignation of Reginald
M. Brophy, who returns to his native Canada to become general
manager of the Canadian Marconi
Co., NBC on Sept. 15 promotes his
assistant, Keith Kiggins, to manager of the Station Relations Department in charge of all contacts
with affiliated stations.
Mr. Kiggins assumes his duties
on that date, Mr. Brophy planning
to take a vacation of a month or
six weeks in Canada before assuming his new duties on Oct. 15 or
Nov. 1. They have worked together
for the last three years, Mr. Brophy having been appointed station
relations manager in latter 1934
upon the resignation of Donald
Withycomb to become manager of
WFIL, Philadelphia, and Mr. Kiggins having been appointed Brophy's assistant shortly thereafter.
Merit Appointments
Both appointments were merited
steps upward. Mr. Brophy, who
was born and raised in Montreal,
and is still a Canadian citizen, will
headquarter in his native city and
will have complete direction of the
Canadian counterpart of the RCA
with its far-flung radio receiving
and transmitting equipment manufacturing plants,
its intei-national
and maritime
communications
services and its broadcasting station, CFCF, in Montreal. It was
from the latter station, which as a
radio operator he helped construct
in 1919 and of which he later became manager, that the NBC called
him to New York originally as assistant manager of station relations.
Mr. Kiggins is a native of Boise,
Idaho, was educated in the public
schools of Portland, Ore., and before the war attended the University of Oregon school of business
administration. During the war he
served 18 months overseas in the
Army ordnance service. In 1920 he
entered the banking business with
Blyth & Co. in Portland, seven
years later going to New York to
form the investment house of Kiggins & Vidal.
Following radio first as a hobby.
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M. BROPHY

Marconi

Chief;

Station Relations
Mr. cialKiggins
studied aspects
its commerand international
later
on behalf of clients of his firm.
This activity drew him to the attention of NBC, which invited him
to
join
its
station relations department.
Mr. Brophy, now only 37 years
of age, is one of the youngest major radio executives in either the
United States or Canada. In returning to Montreal to assume a
post which compares in that country with that held by David Sarnoff as directing head of RCA, he
goes back to a field he knows intimately. Having managed CFCF
for several years, he was promoted
in 1924 to the post of assistant
sales manager of the Canadian
Marconi Co., which duties kept
him traveling throughout the Dominion while he still kept control
of CFCF. He was successively appointed to general sales manager
and assistant general manager of
that corporation.
While with NBC he supervised
all programs orieinating in Canada for broadcasting in the United
States or originating in this country for broadcasting in Canada,
such as the Metropolitan Opera,
international sporting events, etc.
In this connection he made frequent visits to Ottawa to discuss
matters with the Canadian Broadcasting Commission, now the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. When
Canada was casting about early
last year for a new director-general to handle
Canada's
cial
broadcasting
system, semi-offihe was
prominently mentioned for the post
which later went to Gladstone
Murray, Canadian-born executive
of the British Broadcasting Corp.
No successor to Mr. Kiggins'
post as assistant manager of station relations has yet been named,
but it is expected the job will be
filled by promotion.
RAY LEE JACKSON, NBC portrait
photographer, whose subjects include
most
of radio's
celebrities,
awarded
the Certificate
of has
Meritbeenof
the Photographers' Assn. of America.
BROADCASTING

OCT,

14

SHIFT

SET

FOR
'MARCH
TIME'
SPONSORED
again OF
by Time
Inc.,
publishers
of
Time,
Life
and
Fortune magazines, the March of Time,
which since March, 1931, has been
featured as a sponsored or sustaining program on CBS, on Oct. 14
will shift to the NBC-Blue network
to be carried Thursdays, 9-9:30
p. m. (EST). The entire cast will
shift to NBC, with William Geer
of the Time staff continuing as
editor, Homer Fickett and William
Spier as production directors and
Howard Barlow as musical director.
The March of Time has several
times been selected in national
polls as the most popular dramatic
feature. It was originally sponsored by Time, was sustaining,
had Remington Rand and Wm.
Wrigley Jr. Co. as sponsors
and more recently had Servel Inc.
as sponsor. The NBC presentations
will promote Life as well as Time
and BBDO continues as agency.
NBC's parent organization,
RCA, recently contracted with Life
for one of the largest space advertising campaigns in history.
Eight pages of copy, largely pictorial and illustrative of the activities of RCA and its subsidiaries,
are carried monthly in Life at a
reported
cost of to$20,000
insertion, the second
appear per
Sept.
20.
Maxwell House Acquires
M-G-M Talent for Series
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, about Nov. 4 will broadcast
the show featuring movie stars
and artists under contract to Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp., New
York, fee.forNeither
its the
Maxwell
House
stations
nor cofthe
length of the series has been announced, but it is understood from
reliable sources that the program
will be broadcast on a major network for 52 weeks. Benton &
Bowles Inc., New York has the
account.
'Protection Committee'
CALLED the "Committee for the
Protection of the Public in Communications," a new "organization" whose letterhead
gives its
address as Room 209, 51 Chalmers
Bldg., New York City, is reported
to be functioning for the purpose
certain commercial
of combating
interests
in radio. The letterhead
indicates that the chairman of its
executive committee is Paul Bailey,
of Amityville, Long Island, editor
asof the Suffolk Every-Weekof andnewssociated with a group
papers nublished by Kingsland
Macy, lican
Westchester
Republeader who County
sponsored
the
original appointment of George H.
Payne as Republican member of
the FCC. Other members of the
executive committee are listed as
Howard M. Rice, Hvattsville, Md.;
Gabriel York, Los Angeles; Harry
Gottesfeld, San Francisco; Charles
H. Bryson, Columbus, and Martin
City.
S. Adelman, attorney, New York
ANTOINE DUBOIS, head of the
Dutch broadcasting office in Utrecht.
Holland, has been elected president
of Europe's International Broadcasting Union, succeeding Maurice Rambert of Switzerland. Sir Charles Carpendale
of England and Prof. Giandents.
Carlo Vallauri of Italy are vice-presi• Broadcast

Advertising

McNinch

Given

Begins Task Sept. 20;
Confers With the
President
GIVEN a "free hand" by President
Roosevelt to straighten out affairs
of the FCC at a conference at the
Summer White House at Hyde
Park Sept. 9, Frank R. McNinch,
incoming FCC chairman, will take
over his new duties Sept. 20 and
will immediately tackle the job of
reorganization.
Along with Comdr. T. A. M.
Craven, elevated to a commissionership from chief engineer, Mr.
McNinch assumes office with his
first function presumably that of
1 1 assigning commissioners to parI. ticular duties. Comdr. Craven,
named to succeed Irvin Stewart,
resigned chairman of the Telegraph Commission, was sworn in
Aug. 25 but has not yet been assigned to any division. He has been
on leave practically since he took
his oa*h of office.
Whether the FCC will reorganize to the extent of eliminating the
present three-man divisions is problematical. This matter probably
will be discussed at the first en
banc meeting presided over by Mr.
McNinch, which is expected to take
place Sept. 22 — two days after the
successor to the late Anning S.
Prall assumes office.
Three Possible Courses
There are several possible reorganization moves, the lines of
which may be:
1. Retention of the present three
, divisions — Broadcast, Telephone
and Telegraph — with two members
assigned to each and with the in;j coming
as third chainnan
member. serving on each
2. Assignment of each commisI sioner to two divisions, with five
instead of three members serving
on each division.
|i 3. Elimination of divisions altogether, with all formal matters
considered by the Commission en
banc, possibly through assignment
of individual cases to individual
commissioners who in turn would
report to the full Commission.
The latter procedure, it is underI stood, is followed largely at the
' Federal Power Commission over
which Mr. McNinch has presided
since 1933 and from which President Roosevelt called him to the
C.
I FCBecause
Mr. McNinch has indicated that he will undertake a
study of FCC operations before
projecting his ideas on policy matters, it is logically presumed that
t the status quo — a three-division
J structure — will be retained tempo1 rarily at least. That, however,
. would not mean that the assigncommissioners would reimerits mainofthe same.
Unquestionably, Mr. McNinch
will become a member of the
Broadcast Division. Under the
present organization that would be
automatic. Comdr. Craven, too, is
believed to be slated for a Broadcast Division post. If the present
three-man division is retained,
however, it would mean a shifting
of personnel, possibly with the
transfer of Broadcast Division
Chairman E. 0. Sykes to the
vacant Telegraph Division chairmanship and with Comdr. Craven
assuming the Broadcast Division
post.
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Free

Hand

Speculation has revived about
the possible appointment of Judge
Sykes to the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia,
particularly because of the vacancy
created by the resignation this
month of Chief Justice George E.
Martin — the second vacancv within
two months. The vacancy created
by the recent death of Associate
Justice J. A. Van Orsdel was filled
by the President by appointment of
Justin Miller of the Board of Tax
Appeals. The appeals court sits on
all regular appeals from FCC decisions.
The possibility of another vacancy on this court also looms, since
Associate Justice Charles H. Robb
becomes eligible for retirement
upon reaching 70 in November.
Judge Sykes has been mentioned
for this court for several years.
The only member of the original
Radio Commission created in 1927
still serving, he has had the endorsement, among others, of Senator Pat Harrison (D-Miss.).
Meets With President
Mr. McNinch was a luncheon
guest at the Summer White House
on Sept. 9 and, it is understood,
discussed in detail with the President the affairs of the FCC. He retains his chairmanship of the
Power Commission, but will take a
leave of absence from that body at
the behest of the President to direct the reorganization of the FCC.
Following the conference, Mr.
McNinch said that the discussion
was general and related to both
the FCC and the Power Commission.
"The President has given me a
free hand to find what may need
correction and to apply the remehe told
"I haveis
heard dy,"and
readnewsmen.
that correction
needed most in the radio division.
I am going back to Washington to
be helpful as one of the seven commissioners."
The new chairman also made it
clear that he would become identified with all phases of FCC activity — broadcast, telephone and
telegraph. While serving on the
FCC he will not direct the Power
Commission activities but may
make himself available from time
to time on a consulting or advisory

on

FCC

Post

basis. It is expected that his leave
of absence will be indefinite. While
at the time of his appointment,
which is for the unexnired fiveyear term of the late Chairman
Prall, the White House indicated
his leave from the Power Commission would be but for three months,
it is now considered likely that he
will be on the FCC for at least a
A stickler for economy in government operation, Mr. McNinch
year.
is expected to survey all phases of
FCC activity and then seek to revamp it in the most economic and
efficient fashion possible. Whether
he reaches into subordinate personnel will depend upon the results of
his investigations. It has been indicated that he may bring several
members of the Power Commission
staff over to the FCC.
Two important vacancies exist
on the FCC staff — chief engineer
vacated by the promotion of Comdr.
Craven, and assistant general
counsel for the Telephone Division, created by the death this
month of Elmer D. Hays in an
automobile accident in Maryland.
Elevation of E. K. Jett, assistant
chief engineer in charge of telegraph, to the chief engineership is
considered likely. While he is not a
candidate, the name of Andrew D.
Ring, assistant chief engineer for
broadcasting, also has been mentioned.
Meanwhile, the adjournment of
Congress last month has tended to
quiet criticism of the FCC, which
during the last year has reached
an all-time peak. The FCC itself,
torn since its creation with internal conflict, has been quiescent
pending the reorganization process,
acting primarily on routine matters during the last two months.
Another demand by Senator
Wheeler (D-Mont.), chairman of
the Senate Interstate Commerce
Committee, for an investigation of
the FCC was made Sept. 10 in Helena, Mont. Reiterating his view
that the FCC has been a "political
football ever since its inception,"
he said that while he was gratified
over
the administration's
of interest
in the FCC, heshowing
felt a
Senate committee should nevertheless conduct an investigation along
lines proposed in the White Resolution pending before the Senate.

IRACI WELCOME — There wasn't a microphone in sight when some 50
distinguished New Yorkers welcomed John Iraci, president and general
manager of WOV, New York, upon his return from a 10-week tour of
Europe with Mrs. Iraci. In this photo, left to right, are Mr. Iraci, Mayor
F. H. La Guardia of New York, and Arde Bulova, watch manufacturer
and station owner. The dinner took place at the Plaza Hotel Sept. 8.
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NAB

Trio

to Pick

Site of Convention
Yellowstone, Miami Mentioned ;
Board Considers Problems
SELECTION of the next convention city for the NAB was left to
an executive committee by action
of the NAB board of directors at
its meeting in New York Sept. 10.
The board decided that the committee, comprising President John
Elmer, Treasurer Harold V. Hough
and Managing Director James W.
Baldwin, should determine both the
time and place for the convention.
Last year's annual meeting was
held in June in Chicago. It is expected that approximately the
same time will be selected for the
three-day sessions but the place
probably will be some other city.
Mentioned as possible convention
places were Yellowstone Park and
Miami,
Aside from its consideration of
the situation involving reemployment of union musicians, reported
elsewhere in this issue, the board
considered a number of pending
matters, including the status of the
NAB Copyright Library, plans to
raise a fund of $83,000 for educational broadcasting projects in cooperation with the Federal Radio
Education Committee, the status of
committee appointments, etc.
The board also authorized NAB
representation
the Havana
Radio Conference atwhich
begins Nov.
1 and at the International Telecommunications Conference in Cairo,
Egypt, beginning next February.
CLEVELAND SWITCH
TO OCCUR SEPT, 26
TWO MAJOR Cleveland outlets
switch network affiliations Sept. 26
while a third joins Mutual on the
same date.
WHK and WGAR change their
affiliations,
the Blue
foi-mer
becoming the NI3Cwith
basic
outlet
and
WGAR joining CBS. Simultaneoussister station
WHK
in ly,
theWJAY,Cleveland
Plainof Dealer
group, affiliates with Mutual. On
the same date, WJAY becomes
WCLE,
under abychange
in call letters authorized
the FCC.
WGAR is owned by the same interests operating WJR, Detroit, a
CBS outlet. Managed by John F.
Patt, the station operates on 1450
kc. with 1000 watts local sunset,
500 watts night. Coincident with
its affiliation with CBS, it also severs its connection with Mutual as
well as NBC Blue.
WHK is managed by H. K. Carpenter, vice-president of United
Broadcasting Co., subsidiary of the
Plain Dealer organization. The
new WCLE also is under the general management of Mr. Carpenter, along with WHKC, Columbus.
WHK operates on 1390 kc. with
2500 watts local sunset and 1000
watts night. WJAY operates on
610 kc. daytime with 500 watts.
To publicize the switchover of
the station, WHK and WJAY have
been
house" Terminal
in their
studiosholding
in the"open
Cleveland
Tower. The central attraction is
the NBC photographic exhibit of
more than 200 pictures of featured
artists and of Radio City displays.
GEORGE H. PAYNE, member of
the FCC telegraph division, is scheduled to speak before the alumni of the
Sacred Heart in Boston Nov. 13 on
"Decency in Radio."
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Purchase

of KFJZ

Is Heard
by FCC
Elliott Roosevelt Says $57,000
Deal Is Personal Venture
ASSERTING again that the recent
purchase of KFJZ, Fort Worth,
was purely a personal venture on
the part of his wife, the former
Ruth Goggins of Fort Worth, Elliott Roosevelt, second son of the
President, appeared at a hearing
Sept. 7 before Examiner George H.
Hill of the FCC in support of the
application for transfer of the license from R. S. Bishop, present
operator.
Young Mr. Roosevelt, who is
also vice-president of Hearst Radio Inc. in charge of its four Southwestern stations, declared that the
proposed purchase of KFJZ by his
wife and the more recent proposed
purchase of KABC, San Antonio
[Broadcasting, Aug. 15, Sept. 1],
by a company which he himself
heads, have nothing whatsoever
to do with his Hearst Radio connection. The purchase price of
KFJZ was disclosed as $57,000
while that for KABC is $55,000.
Plans to Improve Station
Under the community property
law of Texas, said Mr. Roosevelt,
husband and wife share jointly in
estate and income. He told the examiner that Mrs. Roosevelt was
worth
"in
bonds and excess
stocks of
and $10,000
owned ina
1,500-acre area ranch valued at
$60,000 with a house worth $12,000,
stock worth $7,500 and other assets
of at least $10,000. His own income, he said, was "in excess of
$20,000", of which he could furnish half or more for any enterof his wife's.declared that his
Mr. priseRoosevelt
wife's aim is to make KFJZ one of
the finest small stations in the
country, and that she was ready
to expend up to $60,000 on its improvement over the next three
years. He added that the station
has shown a 45% increase in business since Harry Hutchinson, formerly of KOMA, Oklahoma City,
and KVOO and KTUL, Tulsa, was
made commercial manager last
June under Mr. Bishop, and that
its public service will be improved
commensurately under the new
management.
It is planned to increase station
personnel, said Mr. Roosevelt, with
present staff to be retained. Mr.
Hutchinson will be general manager of the station and also will
head KABC if and when the transfer is authorized. No hearing on
the KABC transfer has yet been
set. Mrs. Roosevelt herself will
direct KFJZ's operations, holding
the title of vice-president while
her husband acts as advisor and
becomes president of the concern.
Mr. Roosevelt acted as his own
counsel at the hearing, conducting
the examination of Messrs. Bishop
and Hutchinson, the other witnesses. His application was unopposed.
NATIONAL COUNCIL of the Young
Men's leaseChristian
reto its local Association
associations will
a series
of 13 WBS transcriptions for local
placement. Program will consist of interviews with prominent people such
as J. Edgar Hoover, chief G Man,
and Dr. C. T. Wang, Ambassador
from tion
China.
starting dates or stalists areNoavailable.
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1 ; New Acoustical Features
In Playhouse Opened by
Live Talent Required After 7:30 p. m.
WOR in New York City
any ailment may be recommended
By JAMES MONTAGNES
THE New Amsterdam Roof Theater, formerly used by NBC, CBS
CANADA'S first 50,000-watt sta- over the radio unless the treatment has been approved at Ottawa. and WOR for audience shows, has
tions, the new CBL at Toronto and
Liquor advertising is to have a been signed under a year's lease,
CBF at Montreal, will go into operation Oct. 1, with three more sta- new set of more stringent regula- effective
Oct. 1, by WOR and the
tions, and birth control speeches
tions of similar power and a 50,Mutual Network for the same pur000-watt international shortwave must first be censored.
Located just off Times Square
Whether or not influenced by in the pose.
transmitter yet to be projected.
heart of New York City, the
The stations will all be operated union musicians, a new regulation theater seats 700 and was once the
to go into force at an early date home of the Ziegfeld Follies. It
by the Canadian Broadcasting
that live talent must be used by
Corp. under the direction of Glad- is
be known as the WOR-Mutual
all stations between 7:30 p. m. and will
stone Murray, general manager.
Playhouse. Jack R. Poppele, WOR
11
p.
m.
No
recordings
are
to
be
chief engineer, is installing modem
CBL will replace the 5,000-watt
broadcasting equipment.
CRCT on its 840 kc. Canadian-expermitted
during
thoseCBC,
hoursthe without
authority
of
the
rule
clusive clear channel. CBF will ocPortable reflecting surfaces called
cupy the 910 kc. Canadian clear applying
to every station in Can- "gobos" have been designed for the
ada.
channel, but the CBC's present
Speaking of music, Maj. Murray auditorium, which seats 709 perMontreal outlet, the 5,000-watt stated
sons, to aid in dramatic presentathat in his opinion there
CRCM, will remain on the air on
They are two-sided and can
the 1050 kc. channel, shared with was too much dance music being be usedtions.
either to impart a resonant
the United States.
broadcast and that the public de- sound or, when the absorbing side
sired more serious music.
is used, to convey a hushed, deadAt the same time he announced
Stricter Control
ened tone. Hidden microphones will
that within a few months musi- also be used during dramatic
cians over CBC stations will be broadcasts so that the audience
Tightening
its
control
over
private commercial broadcasters, the paid in cash before leaving their
have the feeling of seeing an
CBC has decided that commentarrather than wait for may
actual stage production. MBS has
ies on stock market prices will be performances
a
check
to
go
through
in
the
usual
leased the theatre for one year with
banned in future. Stock brokers
routine.
an option of renewal and plans to
and mining companies taking time
Copying the British Broadcast- produce its more important neton the air will have to turn their
ing
Corp.,
the
CBC
has
formed
a
work shows in its Playhouse.
programs to other topics than number of church committees in
MBS also announces that a new
comment on prices. Too many comprincipal
Canadian
cities,
these
studio is being constructed at 1440
plaints have reached the CBC that committees cooperating with CBC
Broadway, New York, in which a
listeners following such broadcast
stations
for
daily
religious
broaddual control speaker system will
advice are losing money, it is said.
casts representative of all denomi- make it possible to broadcast news
nations. Morning broadcasts of 15 flashes to a number of its stations
There will also be new restrictions on advertising of patent med- to 30 minutes duration have been while a network program is being
icines, according to Maj. Murray, planned free of charge to the relig- aired on its other affiliates.
following a directors meeting in
ious bodies. Sunday church broadcasts from 12 noon to 1 p. m.
Toronto. vertised
Anyover the
patent
medicine
adair in
the future
would
be under the committee's
Dr. Caldwell on 61
must be approved by the federal care as well, but for broadcasts of
actual
service,
the CBC would give DR. W. B. CALDWELL Inc., ,
department of national health at
Monticello, 111. (Syrup of Pepsin),
Ottawa. Similarly no treatment of churches a special rate.
on Sept. 27 will start the fall series
of Monticello Party Line on 61
DEAD END — MICROPHONE
VERSION
stations, a few more than carried
the program last fall. Monticello
Party Line is the longest continuthe pilot, then an interview with
ous quarter-hour
five weekly
scribed series in radio,
having trangone
the reporter and then Dave Chapman, KGNC ace announcer, poked
on the air in the fall of 1935. The
the mike in front of the broadtranscriptions will be broadcast
caster and began firing away.
during morning periods daily exKalamazoo, announced Broadcaster
Saturday and Service,
Sunday. Chicago,
ColumbiaceptTranscription
Fetzer in his best Chamber-ofCommerce dialect, is not an animal
cut the series. Cramer-Krasselt
Co., Milwaukee, is the agency.
menagerie, but an honest-to-goodThe complete station list follows : WCFL
ness thriving city, and ranked as KOB
WGST WBRC WGR WDWS WCHS
the umpty-umph market, etc. (In WSOC WOOD WCKY KMMJ WFLA
WIS WHKC WFAA WOC WHIO
top cut surrounding mike are Miss WGAR
WJBL KLZ WHO WJR KPMC KXO
Prudence Grant, reporter; KGNC
KHJ KDON KGB KFRC KVOE KDB
KGIM KFXM WOWO WFBG WBIG KPRC
head Taylor, Interviewee Fetzer
WIRE KMBC WNOX WHAS WMAC
and Interviewer Dave Chapman.)
WMAZ
WTMJ WLAC WWL WKY WOW
Just then, the engineer rushed
WMBD WCAE WTAD WPTF WDBJ
forward with the end of the mike
KWK WOAI WTOC KWKH WIBW
KVOO WDZ WWVA KANS.
cable and asked where that was
supposed to go. (See bottom cut,
left to right, with staff engineer
Bank Plans Completed
who forgot to put the plug somewhere; Practical Joker Taylor,
SPONSORED BY a group of
Practical Jokee Fetzer, in quasibanks, the Philadelphia
hiding, and Dave Chapman.) Mr. American
Orchestra series will return Oct.
Fetzer thought the whole business
18 on NBC-Blue network, Mondays,
faked, even to the photography.
9-10
p. m. (EST). Banks particiSurprise, John!
pating in sponsorship include
Chase National Bank of New York,
First National Bank of Chicago,
Pennsylvania Co. of Philadelphia.
Gillette Tire Spots
Orchestra will be conducted by EuGILLETTE RUBBER Co., Minnegene Ormandie, with Fritz Reiner,
(tires, tubes, etc.), Eau Jose Iturbi and Alexander Smallens
PIX WERE REAL— When John E. anolis
Claire, Wis., will start weekly as guest conductors. W. M. KipFetzer, genial prexy of WKZO,
quarter-hour transcriptions on five linger, writer of Washington news
Kalamazoo, stepped off a TWA
stations Oct. 1. Program entitled letters, and Dr. Neil Carothers, diplane at Amarillo, Tex., late last Hometown
Memories will be aired
rector of the College of Business
month, up rushed a whole remote
Administration, Lehigh University,
crew from KGNC, as well as a staff on Friday nights. Columbia Tran- will
deliver talks throughout the
scription Service, Chicago, cut the
reporter and photographer from
series. The program, originating
the Glehe-News, operating the sta- series. Cramer-Krasselt Co., Mil- from the Academy of Music, Philawaukee, is agency. Stations are
tion, along with O. L. (Ted) Taydelphia, will run for 26 weeks.
WRVA, WSM, WFAA, WCCO,
lor, KGNC chief.
Wessel Co., Chicago, is agency.
First there was a picture with WHO.
Two
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WLS

moves

classrooms

to

as

I

homes

Board

of

Health

Keeps

^ I iHE Chicago
Dr. Herman
remain

Schools

Closed

Board of Health, under the leadership of
N. Bundesen, ordered the city schools to

closed indefinitely because of an epidemic of infantile

paralysis.
WLS

immediately suggested to the Board of Education a plan for

teaching school children in their homes by means of radio, — and
offered the use of the station's facilities.

In less than twenty-four hours, the Chicago Superintendent
Schools, William
WLS

H. Johnson, was announcing

of

on the air over

a fully detailed plan for conducting classroom work

radio. Regular classes started at once, from WLS

by

microphones,

installed in the offices of the Board of Education.

95c<s

"^JuxaAZc
870
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Don

Lee

Network

Expands;

Signs New
Series
Addition to 12 Affiliates in
Northwest Makes Total of 24
DON LEE Broadcasting System,
Los Angeles, the Mutual Broadcasting System's Pacific Coast outlet, will add 12 affiliates in Washington and Oregon, and one in
California to its chain of 11 West
Coast stations on Sept. 26, making
it the largest regional network in
the United States, according to
Lewis Allen Weiss, general manager.
With a total of 24 stations, this
will make the Don Lee-Mutual net- STATION ON WHEELS— A comwork top rank in the number of
plete broadcasting station in this
station affiliations on the West trailer unit of WFBR, Baltimore,
Coast. Negotiations have been un- which made its debut at the Maryland State Fair Sept. 5. View at
der way between the Don Lee network and the new affiliates for top shows the exterior of unit
built to design and specifications
some weeks and were finally completed Sept. 8. Weiss contends that of Chief Engineer William Q.
the extended West Coast chain will Ranft, by the Auto Cruiser Co., of
America, Baltimore. Note the pubmake available to the network's
lic address outlets (four) on panel
service fully 93 per cent coverage
on which the WFBR call letters
of the potential radio audience.
Washington affiliates will be are painted.
Rightandviewrearshows
interior of studio
control
KOL, Seattle; KMO, Tacoma;
comr)artment
with
Promotion
ManKIT, Yakima; KPQ, Wenatchee;
ager Robert Maslin seated at conKVOS, Bellingham; KXRO, Abertrol panel. Shortwave relay equipdeen; KFIO, Spokane and KGY,
ment is in the control compartment
01 y m p i a. Oregon stations are off which
there is a 4 h.r>. motor
KALE, Portland; KSLM, Salem;
Big cabinet next to door
KORE, Eugene and KRNR, Rose- generator.
is a folding piano unit, which also
burg. KIEM, Eureka, Cal., also has
drawers for equipment. WFBR
joins the network.
take its mobile radio staIn announcing the new affiliates, plans tiontoto fairs,
fishing places and
Mr. Weiss named the first commercourses, as well as to varcial program for the expanded net- racingices small
towns throughout Marywork. Dr. Miles California Co.,
land, and will also display it at the
Los Angeles (Alka Seltzer) which
forthcoming
Baltimore Automobile
has been sponsoring the 7 weekly Show.
quarter hour Alka Seltzer Newspaper of the Air broadcasts on the
11 California stations of the Don
American Gas Machine
Lee network, renews Sept. 26 for
52 weeks, and extends coverage to Begins on 39 Stations
include the new affiliates.
AMERICAN GAS MACHINE Co.,
_ The deal involves $250,000 and Albert Lea, Minn, (cook stoves
IS said to be one of the largest con- and heaters), will open a fourtracts signed on the West Coast. week campaign on a staggered
Contract was signed by J. E. schedule starting Sept. 13, 20 and
Clancy, vice-president
generai 27 over 39 stations with another
manager of Dr. MilesandCalifornia
half-dozen stations to be added.
Co. Sept. 8. Early morning news is Five-minute transcriptions called
sponsored on the California sta- the Sun-Flame Singers will be used
tions of the Don Lee network
two and three times weekly prothrice weekly by Bathasweet Corp
moting the firm's oil burning
(bath salts), with Mennen Co
heater. Ray F. Broholm, advertis(cosmetics), sponsoring on altering manager of the American Gas
nate three days. News and Views
Machine Co. was in Chicago the
by John B. Hughes, is currently week of Sent. 10 lining up the stasponsored on the California stations. Greve Adv. Agency, Minnetions by General Motors Accept- ar'lis, handles the account. Midance Corp., and will probably be West Recordings Inc., Minneapolis,
extended to the expanded chain
m*^de the transcriptions.
Followirnj are the 39 stations already
picked: KOA KFH WIBW WOW WKY
WNAX WFAA KGNC KRGV KATE
Spots for Ironers
WCCO WTMJ WHO KFYR WKBZ
WOR WHAM WCSH WEEI,
ELECTRIC Appliance Society of WBEN
WRVA WBT WPRO WFEA WJAX
Northern California, with head- WFLA KJR KIDO KSL KOH KOY
KOIN KVOA.
KFRK KQW KMJ KERN KHQ
quarters at San Francisco, is cur- KGVO
rently engaged in a month-long
radio campaign for electr
ironers
which started on Aug. 25ic and
Foley Spots, Test
continue until Sept. 25 on 15 will
sta- FOLEY & Co., Chicago (Foley's
tions in Northern California. Spot Honey & Tar) , will start programs
announcements are being
in October and November on three
used
every instant with the slogan beingin stations, a quarter - hour show
thrice
take the irk from laundry work "
daily except Sunday on
Ihe stations enlis
in the spot WLS, Chicago, Oct. 11, a quartercampaign are: KGO,tedKFRC
hou^ show thrice weekly on
KYA
WWVA, Wheeling, Oct. 18, and
^HbL,
KFBK,
lit
.KLg; KOW
quarter-hour newscast thrice weekkhIi ''^K^gp^^^o^KWG
KIEM, KGDM, KROW The aS
ly on WLW, Cincinnati, Nov. 15.
F. P. Wagener, radio director of
cy
is Jean
Francisc
o. Scott Frickelton, San Lausen
& Salomon, Chicago, agencv handling the account, said the
Foley firm would start testing oneKUOA, Siloam Springs, Ark., on Sept. minute
transcriptions in a number
7 was authorized by the FCC to inin October but decrease its day power from 2,500 to of otherclined tomarkets
name the stations.
5,000 watts
on 1260 kc.
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Grid

Contests

Again to Be Sustaining;
Local
Sponsors Active
MAJOR networks will cover outstanding football games of the
autumn season on a sustaining basis,
continuing the policy of previous
years, but they will carry numerous sponsored programs in which
experts will predict scores and give
expert comment on games and
Leading
sponsorRefining
of the seaplayers.
son will begrid
Atlantic
Co.
[Broadcasting
Sept.
1],
with
hundreds of local sponsors carrying

WGST TO commuE
PRIVATE CONTROL
ANY IDEA that the State of
Georgia,Commission,
through itswould
newly-created
Radio
take over
WGST,
Atlanta,
now operated
der lease
by interests
headed unby
Sam Pickard, CBS vice-president,
was dispelled Sevt. 3 at the first
meetinor of the State Commission.
Gov. E. D. Rivers, serving as chairman, asserted the Commission will
undertake efforts to expand the
operations of the station but said
nothing regarding anv possible
change in its structure. The station
is licensed to the Georgia Institute
of Technology but is operated under lease by the Pickard group. It
is a CBS outlet.
The Commission, in addition to
Gov. Rivers, comprises Dr. M. L.
Brittain, president of Georgia
Tech, who was instructed to continue his supervision over the present commercial setup ; L. W.
(Chip)tantRobert
Jr., the
former
assissecretary of
Treasury;
Clark Howell, publisher of the Atlanta Constitution which orieinally
owned the station and donated it
to Georgia Tech; Charles S. Reid,
John B. Spivey, and Roy V. Harris.
It was indicated that the FCC
would be approached for an increase in power for WGST and
possibly for establishment of other
State-owned stations. The Commission also proposes to consider shortwave communication for Georgia's
newly - organized State Highway
Patrol.
Venus Fruit in West
VERNON NUSSBAUM Co., Los
Ano-eles, packers and distributors
of Venus dried fruits, havine used
radio in a series of local tests, on
Sept. 13 started for 52 weeks Andy
& Virginia, quarter-hour song and
chatter program, on 7 Don Lee network stations (KHJ. KDB, KGB,
KFXM, KPMC, KVOE, KXO),
Tues. thru Sat., 8-8:15 a. m.
(PST). Glasser Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles, has account.
BROADCASTING

games tionsover
local and
regional staand special
hookups.
In addition to its Wednesday
night Andre Kostelanetz shows,
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. for
Chesterfield on Sept. 16 starts
Eddie Dooley in football comments,
assisted by Paul Douglas, on CBS,
Thursdays and Saturdays, 6:306:45 p. m. (EDST), with repeats
at 8:30-8:45 p. m.
Entering into the sports field as
a sponsor for the first time. Olds
Motor Works, Lansing, Mich.
(Oldsmobile) has contracted with
WJIM, Lansing, for exclusive sponsorship of all Michigan State football
games,
Sept. Michigan
25. Station v/ill
feedstarting
the entire
network, with Howard Finch and
assistant at the microphone. Nine
games will be carried, with five
announcers and technicians covering out-of-town games, which will
include those with Michigan U at
Ann Arbor, Missouri at (iolumbia,
Temple at Philadelphia, San Francisco at San Francisco. D. P. Brother Adv. Agency, Detroit, placed
the account.
Merchandising efforts will include a number of novel stunts
besides the usual schedules and
dope sheets. Pure Oil Co. of the
Carolinas, for example, will receive
calls from listeners, taking the
name and address of each and asking for votes on two current games.
All votes will be tabulated and results of polls announced on the
sponsor's Sunday program on
WDNC, Durham, N. C.
A football round table will be
one of the features of the Kate
Smith Hour on CBS beginning
Sept. 30. Jim Crowley, one of the
original "Four Horsemen" of Notre
Dame, and other prominent coaches
and sports experts will participate.
Graham Auto Spots
GRAHAM - PAIGE Co., Detroit
(autos), is using seven stations in
September
the Walter
firm's
regular lineto ofpromote
cars. J.
Thompson Co., Chicago, is the
agency. Following is the complete
schedule: 100-word announcements
Monday through Saturday, WJSV;
50-word announcements 12 times,
WCAU; one -minute
nightWBZ;
announcements, 12 times,
quarter-hour programs daily, Sept.
1-30, WMBC; 100-word
night
announcements thrice
weekly,
WBAX; 50-word announcements
daily Sept. 16-25, KGNC; 125word night announcements Sept.
14-Oct. 2, thrice weekly, WORK.
MAX WYLIE, director of script and
continuity for CBS, will conduct a
15-week course on radio writing atii
New York University beginning Sept.
28. Mr. Wylie, former professor of
English and short story writer, has
produced
for
CBS. more than 1,500 broadcasts
• Broadcast
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Auto
Use

Firms
of

Radio

to

Plan
for

New

Enlarge
Models

Cubs Sponsor Selves
WHEN the Chicago White
Sox played
the Newrecently,
York
Yankees
in Chicago
a reenactment of the game
was sponsored over WIND
by the Chicago Cubs! The
Cubs are sponsors of their
own games, which are reenacted nightly from 7 to 8
p. m. by Russ Hodges and
Jimmy Dudley. When the
Cubs were rained out in Philadelphia, and the White Sox
were playing an important
game against the Yankees,
the Cubs called WIND and
told the station to go ahead
with the broadcast — using
the Sox- Yankee game as mate r i a 1. Neisser - Meyerhoff
Inc.,
agency.Chicago, is the Cubs'

Approach of 1938 Season Finds Broadcasts Playing
A Prominent Part in Promotional Campaigns
POISED for the start of their vertising
ng this method of adalso employi
.
automobile man1938 model years,
in
radio
to
ufacturers are turning
Ford, even though it has dropped one of its chain programs, will
greater volume than ever before to continue
to be the largest user of
put over their forthcoming sales
stories.
regularly-scheduled time on the
air. Foi-d opened its winter SunRight down the list of the manuday Evening Hour series on CBS
facturers, the air waves are bulkSept. 12, and will continue for a
the plans for promolarge in
ing tion.
Companies which formerly 39-week period. Announcement of
did little more than dabble at the the fall series, incidentally, precipipossibilities of radio are taking
tated the resignation of Victor Kohold with regularly scheduled pro- lar, conductor of the Ford Symphony. Kolar issued a statement
grams. Others who have been main- saying that
his association with the
stays in the radio field for some
time are continuing their pace, and Ford hour had been a happy one,
and that he feared the happy conin many cases adding to it.
ditions would be different this fall 267 stations two and three times
Only one exception can be noted
to this general rule. Ford Motor as a result of a "change of policy" weekly in 15-minute programs, feaCo., which ran three network shows instituted in connection with the
turing Victor Arden's band; also a
broadcasts. Officials at N. W. Ayer regularly
last year, has cut its efforts down
scheduled
CBS,
details
of whichpi-ogram
are not over
yet
&
Son
Inc.,
the
agency
in
charge,
to two. Chevrolet division of Genand at Ford, said there had been complete.
eral Motors also has narrowed
somewhat its list of transcription no change of policy instituted. GenDodge: Eight games of the New
eral opinion in Detroit was that York Giants pro football team over
stations, but this total has always
been a shifting one and it may well Kolar was referring to the increas- WOR.
ing use of guest conductors on the
Nash: Prof Quiz program over
be back toward its former levels
CBS Saturday nights.
Last year he conducted
during the coming year, even program.
nine of the 39 concerts.
Pontiac: Kathryn Cravens, womthough it is comparatively low now.
Ford will also continue with the
an commentator, programs over
Many New Series
Tuesday night Al Pearce aiid His CBS three afternoons weekly;
Graham-Page Motors Corp., the Gang half-hour on CBS.
Varsity Show over NBC-Blue startDeSoto division of the Chrysler
ing Oct. 1. This year there will
Principal
Radio
Plans
corporation and Hudson Motor Car
be a repeat broadcast of the 8-8:30
show
10:30 for western points.
Co. are the two newest companies
A summary of the more impor- Pontiacat dealers
of Detroit are also
tant broadcasting efforts which the
to join the radio fold with regularother manufacturers will use fol- opening over WWJ, Detroit, with
ly scheduled programs.
Smoothies, a girls' harmony group,
Graham is on the air over lows:
Packard: New show starring coming on for 15-minute periods
WMBC, Detroit, with two 15-min- Lanny
Ross and including guest Sunday evening, Oct. 3 and thereute programs six times weekly, fea- stars, which
after. There are indications this
began Sept. 7 from
turing the Graham Health Girl, an 9:30-10:30 over
NBC-Red.
program will be extended to Thursexercise program. Indications are
days also about Dec. 1. Plans are
that this program, which is booked
Chrysler: Major Boives Amateurs, from 8-9 p. m., over 90 CBS also being completed for broadcasts
through the new Graham agency,
J. Walter Thompson Co., may be stations; also home games of De- to be held from dealer showrooms,
troit Lions pro football team over to bring in crowds of prospects to
extended later. Meanwhile, offers
see the broadcasting.
WJBK, Detroit.
of a free trip through the Graham
General Motors Corn : Sunday
Oldsmobile: Michigan State Colfactory made during the program
lege football games, nine in all,
have resulted in large crowds of evening symphony concerts led by
coming from WJIM, Lansing, over
women coming to WMBC to join Erno Rapee, 8-9 over NBC-Blue.
Chevrolet: Transcriptions over the Michigan network. This marks
an auto cavalcade heading to the
plant.
DeSoto is completing the recordIF TYPE HAD
WINGS
OF AN ANGEL
ing of a series of 15-minute transcriptions which will be heard over
a good-sized group of stations
Or the Press-Radio Feud That Knocked The Stripes Off
starting about the time the company announces its new models in
Inmates of Michigan State Prison
October. DeSoto is also making a
series of Ted Husing transcriptions
THE OLD press-radio feud has system then proceeded to scoop the
orf one-minute length which will be bobbed up in a new setting — with- inmate editor of the Spectator by
in the walls of the Southern Mich- getting the counterpart of a Visimade available to dealers for their
tor in the Prison interview with
igan State Prison.
use at announcement time. These
This
institution of 5,000 inmates
the head of the Board. He spoke for
are being handled by the Detroit
15 minutes and what he said made
publishes its own semi - monthly
office of J. Stirling Getchell Inc.
tabloid. It also has a centralized
the
Spectator's
story,oldto stuff.
be reHudson is going on a CBS net- radio system with a selection of
leased two days later,
work, along with WOR, on an am- three
programs.
It
happened
this
Result: A battle between the inbitious scale with the Hobby Lobby way:
mate broadcast manager and the
program heard this summer over
inmate
editor over the right of
The
inmate
editor
of
the
SpectaMBS. This series starts on Oct. 6
tor outdid himself in a layout and "radio" to scoop the "press."
P. S. The prison system feeds
feature story on the new Parole
for half-hours each Wednesday
evening at 7:15 (EST). There will Commission of the state. There three programs into tlae cells. Inmates may select the program they
be a repeat broadcast at 10:30 for were caricatui-es of the three memdesire by plugging the headphone
bers, biographical sketches, new
WOR and the western outlets of
into one of three jacks. Inmates
policies — in fact everything the
CBS.
educated inmate would want to procure service by paying a small
Once again spot announcements
know about his chances for release monthly rental fee. Programs are
will get a tremendous play from under the new order. Work had heard from WJR, WLW, WWJ,
the auto companies as their new
started a couple of weeks before
with the latter's procars are announced. Chevrolet, as the particular Wednesday release and WIBM,
grams on one channel continuously.
usual, leads in the size of the spot date.
effort. Thousands of spots will be
The warden, by pressing a butRadio's Scoop
used by this G. M. division to bring
ton on his desk, can connect a micprospects into the showrooms when
rophone in his office to all three
But on the preceding Monday,
the new cars are announced in the Parole Commission paid a sur- channels and utilize loudspeakers
mid-October. Nearly every other
prise head
visit of
to the
the centralized
prison. Theradio
in- around the prison and in the
manufacturer in the business is
mate
BROADCASTING
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the first time Olds has sponsored
athletic contests.
Hupp: This producer, back in
the field after an absence of about
20 months, is laying out clans for
an ambitious promotional campaign
during the winter. No decisions
have been made, but contemplates
a chain
radio ofprogram
shortly after the first
next year.
In addition to these schedules,
nearly all of the manufacturers
will make available transcriptions
and announcements to their dealers for use at announcement and
show time and thereafter. Some of
them are offering these on a 50-50
basis, and others are simply making the discs or the copy available
without charge for whatever use
the dealer cares to make of them.
FORD, G-M START
SUNDAY CONCERTS
GENERAL MOTORS Corp. and
Ford Motor Co. resume their
winter series of classical concerts
with arrival of the autumn season
but the programs are somewhat
altered.
General Motors will use famous
opera and concert vocalists for its
new General Motors Concert Company, a group to sing exclusively
for this program. Among those in
the group will be Grace Moore,
Maria Jeritza, Helen Jepson, Richard Tauber, Joseph Schmidt and
Donald Dickson. The artists are
signed for 13 weeks with renewal
options and at least eight will make
up the group. The series starts on
an NBC-Blue network Oct. 3, Sundays, 8-9 p. m. (EST). CampbellEwald Co. of New York is agency.
Ford renewed the Ford Sunday
Evening Hour Sept. 12 at 9-10 p.
m., on 95 CBS stations for 39
weeks. This is the fourth season
for the show which last year was
voted "best musical program" on
the
by the Women's
National
RadioairCommittee
and awarded
the
blue ribbon in two nationwide radio
editors' polls. W. J. Cameron of
the Ford Motor Co. will resume his
short talks during intermissions.
The agency is N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc., Philadelphia.

Hudson's

CBS

Campaign

To Be Keyed From WOR
HUDSON MOTOR Co., Detroit,
will start Hobby Lobby, weekly
half-hour novelty program, on 75
CBS stations and WOR, Oct. 6,
for 13 weeks with a three-year renewal option. The program will be
broadcast Wednesdays, 7:15-7:45
p. m., on CBS-WABC with a repeat from WOR
10:30-11
which
will include
and p.them.Midwest
and Pacific CBS networks. David
Elman of WOR devised the Hobby
Lobby, which consists of interviews
with colorful persons about their
hobbies. Brooke, Smith, French &
Dorrance Inc., New York, has the
account.
Parmelee Taxi Spot
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION
Co. Inc., New York, for Parmelee
System Management, operating
taxicabs in New York, started
Sept. 6 a weekly program heard
Mondays at 9-9 :i5 p. m. (EDST),
on WHN, New York, featuring
Bryce tator.
Oliver,
writer
Series will
run and
for 13commenweeks.
World
Wide
Adv.
Corp.,
New York,
is the agency.
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Missouri's

1937

Largest

5

in

Harvest

Years

REPRESENTATIVES:
FURGASON

&

ASTON,

CHICAGO
NEW YORK CITY
221 N. La Salle St.
17 E. 45th St.
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Cisler

Na\'y Requirements Lead
To FCC Restriction on
Stations on 550 kc. Band
FOLLOWING conferences with the
Nav>' Department, the FCC on
Sept. 7 issued an order stating a
new policy under which no broadcasting station will be licensed to
use more than 1,000 watts nights
and 5,000 days on the 550 kc. frequency. Moreover, no application
for a new station, or..for increase
in the power or time of existing
stations on 550 kc, will be considered unless the station is 300 or
more miles away from the nearest
coast. The purpose is to preclude
possible interference with the international distress (SOS) frequency on 500 kc, and also to protect naval aviation radio frequencies just below 550 kc. At present
nine U. S. stations operate on the
550 kc. frequency and one in Canada. The order follows:
No station will be licensed with
greater night power than 1 kilowatt,
or day power greater than 5 kilowatts,
on 5oO kilocycles. No application for a
new broadcast station or increase in
power or time of operation of an existing station will be considered which
is located at a distance less than 300
miles from the nearest coast of the
United States, unless approval of the
Nary Department is submitted in
writing with the application. No new
station or increase in power or time
of operation of an existing station will
be authorized which is located at a
distance from 300 to .500 miles from
the nearest coast, unless approved bv
the Navy Department.
The above mileages may be decreased if it is shown that a signal
intensity of not greater than 100 microvolts per meter will result at the
nearest coast or point of naval communications activities. In case a directional antenna is used that increases the signal
the coast,
the mileage may betoward
increased until
not more than 100 microvolts per
meter result at the nearest coast or
point of naval communication.

Sponsor Property Right
In Sport Event Left Open
WHEN an injunction barring
pansradio Press Inc., New York,
from supplying radio stations with
a running description of the LouisFarr fight was granted Aug. 30 by
Supreme Court Justice Ferdinand
Pecora, the question as to whether
or not it would be legal to take
tips from an actual broadcast and
then authenticate them outside of
the arena but within view of the
fight was left open by the court. In
ruling against Transradio Press
and for NBC and Buick Motor Co.,
sponsor of the broadcast, Justice
Pecora upheld the doctrine of International News Service v. Associated Press (248 U. S. 215) and
confirmed the property right of a
sponsor in an exclusive broadcast.
It is understood that Transradio
Press is considering appealing the
ruling as a test case to clarify the
exception of the International
News case and specify the procedure by which a news agency
may legally furnish its clients with
descriptions of athletic contests.
Penick & Ford Starts
PENICK & FORD Ltd. Inc, New
York, started Sept. 5 a spot announcement campaign for Brer
Rabbit molasses and syrup. Oneminute announcements six days a
week are running on five stations
in the South, according to J. Walter Thompson Co., the agency. The
list will be enlarged later.

BROADCASTING

As

Is Appointed

Head

of KTHS

Also Joins With Shuman to Buy
Control of WHBB, Selma
FULL management of KTHS
10,000-watt station in Hot Springs,
Ark., was taken over Sept. 7 by
Steve Cisler, who resigned the
week before as director of WSIX,
Nashville local, and who formerly
was manager of WJTL, Atlanta
(now WATL), and WSGN, Birmingham. Mr. Cisler has been joined
by H.ant A.
Shuman,
formerly
assistmanager
of KFDM,
Beaumont,

RECORD BREAKERS — These two 100-KW. tubes, in operation more
than 20,000 hours at KOA, Denver- 50,000-watt station, are claimants
for the world's endurance tube record. Photographed with the colossal
kilowatt catapulters are KOA engineers, left to right: E. L. Raeke, G. S.
Dutton, F. A. Nelson, Chief Engineer J. A. Slusser, H. G. Austin, R. D.
Carrier, V. J. Duke, R. C. Fell and R. C. Thompson.
20,000
KOA's

HOURS

ON

THE

AIR

Two 100,000 Watt Tubes on the Air Over
Three Years and Still Going Strong
Moreover, it was pointed out that
JULES VERNE'S name is indelihas struck the transmitbly enscribed in literary lore be- lightning
ter tower several times and that
cause of his Twenty Thousand
Leagues Under the Sea, and other normal vicissitudes of operation have been experienced.
Warden Lawes ranks as a radio
The KOA engineering staff,
topnotcher with his Twenty Thouproud of its claimed record, wants
sand Years in Sing Sing. And now,
KOA, Denver, claims an all-time to know whether any other stations
record for the life of a couple of can beat the performance. It would
transmitter vacuum tubes with welcome a little "friendly rivalry
Twenty Thousand Hours On the
and competition."
Air.
These are not just ordinary
WWL and KGO Favored
tubes either, for they are 100,000
watters, first installed for regular
For Increases to 50 kw.
service on July^T, 1934 when KOA,
owned by General Electric but HOLDING that there is need for
operated by NBC, took the air with
additional service in the area pro50,000 watts. And they are still
posed to be served and that the application complies with the FCC
going strong. The readine at the
rules
and regulations. Examiner
end of last month was 20,314 hours
for one tube and 20,382 hours for Hill has recommended to the FCC
the other. It is estimated that Broadcast Division that it grant
the application of WWL, New Ormore than 60,000 radio programs
leans, for a power increase from
have been broadcast since the giant
10,000 to 50,000 watts on its 850
bulbs were placed in operation —
kc. clear channel. The station is
an average of better than three an
operated by Loyola University and
hour. KOA engineers are convinced
by Vincent Callahan.
that the tubes will establish a managed
Increase in the power of KGO,
record of at least 30,000 hours.
San Francisco, from 7,500 to 50,000
Those who are technically dis- watts, and its removal to a new
posed may be interested in the locality with a directional antenna,
specifications of the tubes. Thev was recommended to the FCC
are UV-862 Radiotron 100-KW
Broadcast Division Sept. 1 by Extransmitting- tubes. They were inaminer John P. Bramhall. The
stalled in Denver for testing in station operates on the duplicated
April 1934, which tests ran until channel of 790 kc, with WGY,
•July, with the customary rigors.
Schenectady, which now operates
They were subjected to such abuses
with 50,000 watts. Both stations
as overvoltage, overmodulation
are ovnied by General Electric, but
and overload operation. Since regumanaged and operated by NBC.
lar service beean on July 7, 1934,
no loss in efficiency has been discernible, despite the terrific heat
Skelly Oil in Midwest
generated.
SKELLY OIL Co., Kansas City,
The remarkable record is hailed
will start the Court of Missing
as a tribute to the skill, care and Heirs on a midwestern CBS netattention of the transmitter engiwork Oct. 11 over 21 stations. A
neering staff, under the direction
contest will be run in conjunction
of J. A. Slusser. The cooling sys- with the show which will be broadtem necessarily has operated percast 7:30 p. m. (EST). Prizes will
fectly and there has been unvarying care and attention devoted to be given listeners who find the
rightful heirs of money left tied
all the other factors which made
such a record possible.
up in banks throughout the country. Transcriptions of the program
Apropos the record, it was pointed out that the hours during which
will be spotted in a few other marthe tubes underwent rough testing
kets. Blackett - Sample - Hummert
were not computed in the record. Inc., Chicago, is agency.
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Tex., who will be commercial manager of the Hot Springs station.
No other changes in personnel are
contemplated.
At the same time, it was announced that Messrs. Cisler and
Shuman have purchased 75% of
the stock
of WHBB,
100-watt
time station
at Selma,
Ala., dayand
plan to install new studios, offices
and technical equipment and to
make changes in personnel, if FCC
approvaltained.of
transfer
is obW, J. the
Reynolds,
holder
of
25% interest in WHBB, is manager of the station. Two other
partners, G. W. Covington Jr. and
J. S. Allen, have a favorable FCC
examiner's report for a new 100watter in Montgomery, while the
fourth partner, J. A. Hughes, has
applied for a new local in Phenix
City, Ala. bination
Thehas purchased
Cisler-Shuman
comthe stock
of the latter three.
Installs New Equipment
According to Mr. Cisler, KTHS
has installed new Western Electric
speech input
equipment,
a WE amplifier and WE
microphones
and
plans new studios in the projected
Hot Springs civic center, a $300,000 structure which wiH house the
city hall, chamber of commerce,
civic auditorium, etc.
Mr. Cisler hails originally from
Hot Springs and during his two
years as a student at the University of Arkansas was studio manager of the university's station,
KUOA, now located in Siloam
Springs, Ark.
KTHS is operated by the Hot
Springs Chamber of Commerce and
until Mr. Cisler's appointment had
been directed by Douglas Hotchkiss, chamber secretary. The station was purchased early this year
by Col. T. H, Barton, owner of
KARK, Little Rock, and KELD, El
Dorado, for $75,000. Local interests
headed by the mayor sought in
chancery court to prevent the sale,
which was upheld as legal, but the
case is now on appeal to the Arkansas Supreme Court. Hearings
before the FCC on the transfer of
owrnership and on the applica-tion
of the Barton interests to move the
station into Little Rock have several times been postponed due to
the litigation.
Elizabeth Arden on NBC
ELIZABETH ARDEN, New York,
on Sept. 29, will start Elizabeth
Arden Hour, starring Eddie Duchin and his orchestra on the NBCBlue network Wednesdays from 88:30 p. m., EDST. The contract is
for 52 weeks, through Cecil, Warwick & Legler Inc., New York.
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Opening of New WHIP
Is Deferred to Oct. 1
OPENING of WHIP, new 5,000watt daytime sister station of
WWAE, Hammond, Ind., will take
place about Oct. 1 instead of Sept.
15 as originally scheduled. The
three transmitter towers will be
completed about Sept. 15 and the
station will test them out for about
10 days before actually going on
the air.
Included among business already
lined up for the station are three
half-hours weekly placed by the
music department of the Boston
Store, Chicago, direct; a program
sponsored by Cooperative Meat
Packers, Chicago (wholesale meat
packers) through Carl Schmidt
Co.; Nelson Bros., Furniture Warehouse, through Selviair Broadcasting System Inc., Chicago.
Latest additions to the staff include Francis Obert, announcer,
and Everett Parker, production
manager.

An Upstate LocaVs 'Noble Experiments^
Runs
Own
Line Into New
York City
THE FIRST local station to have dissatisfaction, Mr. Trenner said
that the commissions normally paid
a direct A. T. & T. line into New
on national business are being diYork, and with its own branch
verted toward payment for the
office in that city, WNBF, Binghamton, N. Y., has launched a new full-time A. T. & T. circuit. The
experiment in program and sales wire terminates at the control
effort which will be watched with board in Binghamton on one end
and at the A. T. & T. board on
interest by the industry.
In general patterned after the Walker St. in New York on the
WLW Line project, by which the other.
Cincinnati 500,000-watter sends to
"Our pickups in New York City
and procures program service from will be made with local loops to the
stations in other cities strategically terminating point at Walker St.",
located, the WNBF effort already Mr. Trenner explained. "WOR and
has elicited favorable comments
WINS are already wired up to this
line and we are taking programs in
from a number of New York agencies, according to Harry Trenner,
conjunction with these two stations.
commercial manager.
"Three or four of the larger
WNBF, a CBS outlet, has disagencies have already expressed
pensed with the services of Joseph
interest
in having a loop put into
R. McGillvra as exclusive representative. Asserting that the repre- their offices so that they may produce shows in their own studios.
sentative "did a good job" and that
the change was not caused by any Most of the larger agencies have

IN ITS development of original
programs for responsible sponsors,
WXYZ has long been one of
America's most successful stations.

Vou

Should

io

Sell

Here's an audience ready-made to carry
your sales message.
Nancy learned how to hold audiences on
the stage. Her pleasant voice and winning

V
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Goods

michlgoo

Hnd Here's Vour Beaten Path
of michigan
Fresh news, about women, straight from
our U. P. wire; a gossipy Hollywood letter;
the very latest styles and the people
who're wearing them— that's the message
Nancy Osgood regularly broadcasts for
the women of Detroit and Michigan over
WXYZ. We caU it "Women In the News".
Mondays through Fridays, 1:30 to 1:45 p.m.
And do those women like itl

X

more

Right Inta the Packethoohs
Houseujiues
personality suggest intriguing merchandising possibilities too.
You should sell more goods in Michigan.
"Women In the News" is ready to shoot
your Michigan sales curve sharply
upward. Just ask us for the whole story.
King-Trendle Broadcasting Corp.
300 Madison Theatre Building • • Detroit
Wm. G. Rambeau Co. Represenlative
Home Office: Tribune Tower, Chicago
Western Office:
Eastern Office:
Buss Building
550 Chanin Building
New York
San Francisco

DETROIT

BROADCASTING

completely equipped studios. The
purpose of this move would be to
test shows in Binghamton, and
eliminate the necessity of cutting
transcriptions for test purposes,
giving more flexibility for changing shows than would be possible
in the case of wax, and getting a
true 'live talent' reaction to an advertiser's potential program.
"At the outset we believed that
the 'noble' experiment might be
just a little costly to us, but up to
the present time we are out of the
red and well into the black to the
extent of about double our investment. We hope to be able to pick
up some sustaining shows in New
York as well as the commercials
that we are after. While we are a
medium sized market 'up in the
sticks', as it were, we feel that our
audience is not going to be satisfied with sustainers that do not
compare favorably with what they
hear over our station through the
network.
"The policy is one of general improvement inprogram structure as
well as a commercial endeavor. The
idea is not entirely new. It is being
done by WLW and another station
outWNBF
in the has
Middlewest."
established offices at
366 Madison Ave., Mr. Trenner
said, and will operate the New
York end itself temporarily. The
station may not completely eliminate representation, Mr. Trenner
said, but temporarily that is part
of the experiment. Mr. Trenner
plans to spend several days each
week in New York during the coming season.
Beaumont's Big Series
BEAUMONT LABORATORIES,
St. Louis (Four- Way cold tablets)
will start a new program. Four
Stars Tonight, on four stations of
the WLW Line, starting Oct. 4.
The program will originate on
WLW, Cincinnati, and will be
broadcast Mondays and Fridays,
7:15-7:30 p. m. (EST) over WHN,
WFIL and KQV. Transcriptions
of the network show will be placed
on 15uteother
stations announcements
with one-mintranscribed
starting on 30 more. The entire
campaign begins the first week of
October and will continue through
the winter. H. W. Kastor & Sons
Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, is agency.
General Mills Test
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis (flour), will test Love for a
Day, tion,new
quarter-hour
in a few
Minnesota transcripmarkets,
including Duluth and Fargo, the
first part of October. Series will
run five times weekly. BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago, is
agency.
Barnsdall in Midwest
BARNSDALL REFINING Corp.,
Tulsa ("B" Square gas), will start
a musical variety show called
Funbug over a split midwestern
CBS hookup Sept. 26, keyed from
Tulsa,tive Adv.
Sundays,
2 p. is
m. agency.
CooperaInc., Tulsa,
ALL home
the Detroit Lionsand
pro away
grid games
team, of
owned
by
George A. Richards, chief owner of
WJR,
will thisDetroit,
season andbe
broadcastDetroit,
over WJBK,
possibly over the Michigan Network,
sponsored by Chrysler. Harry Wismer
and Al Nagler will handle the games.
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BUILT

FOR

WOR

is like a bicycle. Wait . . .

WOR

is like a racing bicycle.

A big one.
Built for you.
19 hours of each day it purrs up to the doors
of almost 4 million radio homes — or places that
people call homes. Nice homes. These last six
months 170 people who sell things hopped aboard.
Some paid $370 for a 14-hr. evening ride. Others
shot the works and spun around for a full hour
evening at $925. And a lot of those riders have
now stopped peddling and are coasting along
and coming home each day with their pockets
full of the nicest things. Some ride!

WOR

Program

Firm

Is Started

By Russell Comer Agency
RUSSELL C. COMER Co., Chicago
agency, has started a sepai-ate
company, National Radio Programs
Inc., for the purpose of taking over
all transcribed programs of the
agency together with outside programs which will be made available to all radio advertisers. P. W.
Hemingway will head the new
firm, which will be located at 540
N. Michigan Ave., Chicago. Present plans are to discontinue the
Chicago office of Russell C. Comer
Co., with the agency handling its
business out of the Kansas City
office. National Radio Programs already has obtained the exclusive
rights to several transcribed shows
including the Adventures of Jimmy
Allen, Lem 'n' Tina, Safety Cadets, Ann of the Airlines, Adventures of Frank Farrell and Katie
& Jim's First Year.

Chicago
As

Stations

Supply

Radio

Lessons

Infantile

Paralysis Closes Schools
such as 8A or 2B or 5A. Enough
By HAL TATE
PRACTICALLY all of the radio tim« has been donated by all Chicago stations to cover the six elestations in Chicago are cooperatmentary grades. First and second
ing with newspapers to present
regular schoolroom work for 450,- grades are not included.
High school pupils have been
000 school children who have
omitted because it is assumed they
missed classes since closing of Chi- are
mature enough to study on
cago schools due to the infantile
their own initiative. For the broadparalysis epidemic.
casts, WLS has built special stuOriginally suggested by George
dios in the Board of Education
H. Biggar, of WLS, the plan is as building.
follows: Each day the Chicago
Robert L. Kaufman, promotional
newspapers print brief excerpts
summarized from text-books used director of WLS, experimented
with a similar plan on a smaller
in the schools and covering various
scale in 1930. At that time, the
subjects taught in elementary
schools from grades 8 to 8, inclu- schools were closed in Marquette,
Mich., and WBEO, together with
sive. These lessons ai-e to be studied at home. The next day, on the the Daily Mining Journal, collaborated to present both textual and
Chicago stations, selected teachers
lecture on the texts.
audible instruction. The experiment
Each period of time on a station was highly successful.
In 1932 when lack of funds
is directed to a particular class

forced the board of education to
discontinue summer schools in Chicago, NBC presented a Summer
School of the Air over WMAQ. At
that time NBC hired its own teachers and printed its own textbooks.
In Chicago, subjects being taught
via radio
and the printed word include English,
history, geography,
mathematics, sciences and health.
The lessons will continue until the
schools open, the tentative starting
date having been set at Oct. 1.
When the pupils go back to school
they will be given examinations on
the material covered in the combined radio and newspaper lessons.
Some allowance vdll be made for
children whose homes lacjc radio
sets.
Details of time schedules on stations were still being worked out
as Broadcasting went to press.
Station executives and publishers
met over the Sept. 11 weekend
with Board of Education officials
to work out complete details of
the schedule. William H. Johnson,
superintendent of Cook County
schools and Miss Minnie E. Fallon,
assistant superintendent in charge
of elementary schools, were completing the complete plan with
station and newspapermen.
Stations carrying the broadcasts
in addition to WLS are WENR,
WON, WBBM, WIND, WJJD,
WCFL and WAAF.
Ironized Yeast's Spots
J. G. IES,
DODSON
PROPRIETARAtlanta (Ironized
Yeast),
started Sept. 5 on 39 stations
throughout the country, using a
15-minute transcribed program
featuring Whispering Jack Smith
and Arnold Johnson's orchestra.
Program
be heard
twice weekly for 13 will
weeks.
The same
series
will be used on a 13-week twiceweekly schedule starting Sept. 20
on Canadian stations CKY, Winnipeg; CJCA, Edmonton; CFAC,
Calgary; CKCK, Regina, and
CFCF. Montreal. Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., New York, is the
agency.

FREE

&

PETERS,

Cystex Plans Campaign
KNOX Co., Kansas City (Cystex),
which places its radio through Dillon & Kii-k and the Allen C. Smith
Adv. Co., both of that city, is planning a fall campaign using 26
quarter - hour transcribed short
newspaper stories titled Extra,
Extra! Series is being cut by Radio Transcription Co. of America,
Hollywood. List of stations and details of the campaign have not
been announced,
is under-in
stood that it willbutbe itnational
scope.

INC

As Exclusive National Representative For
WOWO
FORT

and
WAYNE,

WGL

White King Campaign

IND^ANA

WHITE

WOWO,
Indiana's Most Powerful Broadcasting Station, is a member
NBC Basic Blue Network.
WGL
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is its metropolitan affiliate in Fort Wayne and a member of the Supplementary Basic NBC Red or Blue Network.
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KING SOAP Co., Los Angeles
is conducting a(granulated
13-week soap),
fall campaign
on 14 western and midwestern stations, having started Aug. 16 using five times weekly a five-minute
dramatized travelogue transcription series, cut by Associated
Cinema Studios, Hollywood, which
features Kay White, commentator.
Althoughnouncedcampaign
anfor 13 weeks, has
it is been
expected
that it will be extended and list of
stations enlarged. Stations are
WDAF, KANS, KGNC, KLZ,
KOIL, KSD, KSO, KTUL, WFAA,
KTSM, KTRH, KTSA, KOMA,
KRGV. Agency is Barnes Chase
Co., Los Angeles, with H. H. Chase
account executive.
• Broadcast

Advertising

a

10,000
KYW—

that smash

hit on the home

field of America -PHILADELPHIA,
a teeming,
more

hub

with

single-family residences

than

metropolitan

Detroit, St. Louis, and
combined.

KYW

WATTS

KYW
PHILADELPHIA

Cincinnati

will boost the bat-

ting average of your

sales curve.

A Basic Red INetwork Station
Completely Programmed
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by NBC
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New

Market

Data

In CBS
Brochure
THE NEW CBS Listening Areas,
bringing up to date the maps and
studies of station coverage issued
by that network, will be off the
presses about Oct. 15. A notice to
CBS stockholders, announcing the
latest coverage folio, calls the maps
the only ones which measure the
distinction between day and evening audience-patterns of each
station.
In addition to maps of the coverage areas of each affiliate station,
a new series of maps will be inwhere the listen
nation'sto
dealers cluded
andshowing
distributors
individual stations. "Such maps are
important,"
it is stated,
the
typical merchant
plays"because
a dual
role in radio. He not only makes
available radio-advei'tised products
to the people who hear and are influenced by sponsored programs.
He is part of the general audience,
too, listening to the same influences.
new Columbia
maps
chart
his"The
whereabouts
both as
audience
and as dealer. They reveal the
completeness
of Columbia's
to advertisers.
Best of all,service
they
provide a new tool for Columbia
clients in working out distribution
and advertising problems."
CBS Listening Areas will contain more than 400 pages of reference data, including day and night
audience maps, day and night dealer maps and reports on the population and market for each station's listening area. Listening data
was gathered by canvassing the
audience over various periods, and
a response was obtained from more
than 950,000 listeners.

SPOT AIR NEWS
WAAT and Agency on Job
At Newark Airport
WAAT, Newark, has been carrying a sponsored Skyways Reporter
program from the American Airlines terminal at Newark Airport
since early July. During the program the reporter, Bob Becker,
interviews passengers departing
or
busiestof
air arriving
terminal atandthealsoworld's
a number
personnel.
Paul La Stayo, manager of
WAAT, announces that his station
will carry special broadcasts from
the field whenever anyone of public
interest passes thru. In addition to
the "personality" angle, such
events as the arrival of crosscountry record breaking events and
other news-worthy items will be
aired.
Broadcasting activities from the
American Terminal are controlled
by the Wm. N. Scheer Agency,
Newark, and handled by Bob
Becker, who is announcer for the
agency. This agency now has a
complete broadcasting staff, including also Robert Walsh, promotion, and Arthur F. Beadle, engineer. Mr. Scheer himself directs
the programs and is also a capable
announcer.
NEW RATE cards for both WHK
and WJAY, Cleveland, have been
issued by C. A. McLaughlin, general sales manager, to go into effect
when WHK leaves CBS to join
NBC-Blue and WJAY joins Mutual
Network Sept. 26.

CHILDREN— Of the General Protestant Orphan Home, Cincinnati,
made short work of the prize 79
lb. Texas watermelon given them
by William S. Hedges (center) ,
general manager of WLW. The
melon was one of 100 or more
sent via express in big galvanized
iron washtubs by Harold Hough,
manager of WBAP, Fort Worth, to
various friends throughout the industry. They were cultivated on
Hough's farm which this year enjoyed abumper crop of the luscious
giants.
WiUard to Use 100
WILLARD TABLET Co., Chicago
(Willard's Messenger), according
to Oscar E. Frider, president of
the firm, will start five-minute
shows and quarter-hour programs
on 90 to 100 stations starting the
first of November. Most of the
programs will run thrice weekly
with a few on a daily schedule.
Some stations will start Oct. 15.
First United Broadcasters Inc.,
Chicago, is agency.

Bradley Buys Talc Firm
But Continues in Radio
TRUMAN BRADLEY, CBS, Chicago commentator, heard on the
Sunday night Ford concert programs and newscaster for Proctor
& Gamble over WBBM, Chicago,
has purchased the Mme. Huntingford Cosmetic Co., Chicago. Mr.
Bradley is president of the firm,
and his sister, Elene Bradley, is
general manager.
A medium priced cosmetic, Mme.
Huntingford, has been on the market for the past 40 years, and it is
Bradley'sbutionplan
to increase scale.
distrion a nationwide
Newspapers and magazines will be
used first and possibly radio later.
Although head of the cosmetic
firm, Mr. Bradley will not forego
his radio chores. His sister will be
active in the sales end of the business. Miss Bradley, was with the
Elmo Co., Philadelphia cosmeticians, and later with Max Factor.
Mr. Bradley was married in
Chicago Sept. 8 to Evelyn Jane
Esenther of Oak Park, 111. Officiating at the ceremony was Oren
(Buck) Weaver, WBBM radio news
editor, who is assistant rector of
the Church of the Atonement
(Episcopal) in Chicago.
RICHARD LE BON COSMETIC
Co., Hollywood, which has used radio
locally in a series of short tests during
the last five months to advertise its 14
products, on Aug. 29 started for 14
weeks The People Cast on KFWB,
that city. Thrice weekly quarter-hour
program features
Croft, commentator, formerlyNona
of WEAF,
New
York, tureincelebrities
interviews
with
motion
picand in fashion talks.
Sponsor,
plans into late
exfall.
tend radioplacing
activitiesdirect,
nationally
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GANGPLANKING

The big ship docks.
Ambassadors

THE

Happy

voyagers

. . . golf chqmps

NOTABLES

scamper

. . . famous

down

the gangplank.

scientists . . . cinema

stars . . .

celebrities galore! They're chatting on the pier, telling about their trip
abroad, their future plans. Their stories will "make"
a microphone ... a WMCA
with these famous

NEW

YORKS

OWN

STATION

microphone!

New

personalities. Marvelous

tomorrow's

papers. But look! . . . There's

York radio fans are getting a scoop interview
thing, radio!

Enterprising station, WMCA!

WMCA

]

A.
NEW

STANDARDS

LOWERED

FOR

COSTS!
16000

- 14000
1—
/

■

\

-12000

LINGO COST CURVE
PRICES INCLUDE: Erection, painting, and
full insurance for 5 years. Airways
lighting and foundation costs on application.

-10000

8000

6000
4000

2000

IN
HEIGHT
ow
lOO

FEET

ZOO
4C

5-yEAR

W

000
\

9UU

INSURANCE!

JOHN

E.

LINGO

MANUFACTURERS

AND

&

SON

ERECTORS
CAMDEN
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C

A

VERTICAL

RADIATORS

PERFORMANCE!

OPTIMUM
40

38 -.MATIOH

/

SYSTEH

\

36
34
32/
3SL
UNATTENUATED FIELDS AT ONE MILE
VS. HEIGHT IN WAVELENGTHS
A. The 100% Efficient Radiation System
Having Sinusoidal Current Distribution.
B. The Systenn Using LINGO Radiator with
Adequate Ground System.

For the Development and Application of
LINGO Tubular Steel Structures to
Radio Uses we have retained as consultants the noted Radio Engineering
firm of GODLEY & BROWN. Concededly, this firm holds an advance
position in the radio art with respect
to radiator design and application.
HEIGHT

IN WAVELENGTH
I
I
I
0.25
0.3

0.2
INDIVIDUAL

INC.,
TUBULAR

4fNEW

ENGINEERING!

ESTABLISHED
STEEL VERTICAL
RADIATORS

1897

JERSEY
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KFRO, WKOK DEALS
APPROVED
BY FCC
TRANSFERS of the ownership of
two local stations — KFRO, Longview, Tex., and WKOK, Sunbury,
Pa. — were approved by the FCC
Division Sept. 7. At the same time
the proposed sale of WNAX, Yankton, S. D., to Gardner Cowles Jr.
and Luther Hill, of the Iowa
Broadcasting System, was ordered
set for hearing, date of which has
not yet been fixed. The sale price
of WNAX is understood to be
$175,000.
The KFRO deal represented a
transfer of 50% stockholdines
from Rogers Lacy to James R.
Curtis, thus giving the latter 100%
ownership. Mr. Curtis has quit the
practice of law to manage the station.
The WKOK deal represented
transfer of control from the Siinbury Item to individual stockholders. The newspaper formerly owned
73% of the stock, which is now
held personally by Harry A. Haddon and B. A. Beck, the publishers,
and George W. Beck.

^^TING

THE

Cudahy Packing Adds
CUDAHY PACKING Co., Chicago, for Old Dutch Cleanser, on
Sept. 27 will add 8 CBS stations
to the present schedule for Bachelor's Children. The program, heard
Mondays through Fridays at 9:4510 a. m. EDST, has been on 10
stations for the last year and
marks its first anniversary on
CBS on the same date. The agency
is Roche, Williams & Cunningham
Inc., Chicago. The new stations are
WOKO, Albany; WCHS, Charleston; KRNT, Des Moines; KMBC,
Kansas City; KFAB, Lincoln;
WHAS, Louisville; WCCO, Minneapolis.
DELAWARE. LACKAWANNA &
WESTERN COAL Co., New York
(Blue Coal), will sponsor The Shadow starting Sept. 26, on a Mutual
network of 11 stations. The mystery
play will be broadcast at 4-4 :30 p. m.
(EDST) with repeat at 5:30. The
agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., New
York.

LATEST

HIGH

Population
Coverage
Day
KSD

Night

Time
4,033^82

FIDELITY

Good

WHAT

AGAIN?— Yep, it's still another of Harold (WBAP) Hough's
Texas melons (See Page 26). It
may be an optical illusion or just
plain fake photography. Anyway,
left to right, we have one Texas
melon and Herb Hollister 3d, fouryear-old son of the manager of
KANS, Wichita, and one of the industry's crack candid cameriacs.
Herb 3d displaces 40 lbs. The melon
— well you guess!

5000

WATT

TRANSMITTER

the Distinguished

Present

commitments

indicate

that

all

available

will

Broadcasting
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time
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Cooperative Spots
Producers Turn to Broadcasts
To Move Surplus Supplies
BUMPER and surplus crops in a
nunAer of regions have led to extensive use of radio to move products to consumers. Among products
involved are California pears,
Maine potatoes, Ohio applies, Missouri apples and Pacific eggs.
State of Maine Development
Commission (potatoes) will start
Sept. 21 on Marjorie Mills, women's program originating in Boston, on 15 stations, of which 7 are
Yankee Network and 8 Mutual.
The broadcast will be Tuesdays
and Thursdays at 1:15-1:30 p. m.
(EDST), on the Mutual stations
and 1:45-2 p. m. on the Yankee
stations. The contract is for 26
weeks, placed through Brooke,
Smith, French & Dorrance Inc.,
New York. Stations are WNAC,
Boston; WEAN, Providence;
WICC, ford;
Bridgeport;
WTIC, WCSH,
HartWTAG, Worcester;
Portland, Me,; WLBZ, Bangor;
WBAL, Baltimore; WGN, Chicago;
WOR, Newark; WOL, Washington;
WCAE, Pittsburgh; WABY, Albany; WKBW, Buffalo; WFIL,
Philadelphia.

Lettuce Growers, Too
WITH a fall advertising appropriationcentrated
of about
be conin seven$65,000
major tomarkets,
the National Advertising Committee of the Western Growers Protective Association is using radio
along with newspapers and dealer
service to introduce the new brand
name "Crisp Eatin' " iceberg head
lettuce. The campaign will be
launched during the latter part of
September. Spots will be used in
New York, Pittsburgh, Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago, Des Moines
and Detroit. The agency is J. Walter Thompson Co.
BURRUS MILL & ELEVATOR Co.,
Fort Worth, has assumed sponsorship
of Lightcrust Doughhoys over the
Texas
Quality
Network,
ParkerJ.
O. Willson
as m.c,
placedwith
through
Walter Thompson Co.

station

Station KSD—
The BUILDING,
St. Louis
POST-DISPATCH
ST. LOUIS,Post-Disp
MO.
atch
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
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Apple Campaigns
Missouri apple growers are considering a national promotional
drive involving expenditure of perhaps $10,000. The money would be
raised by a cent-a-bushel assessment and wowld be spent for the
most part in Missouri.
Ohio Apple Institute plans to
use spots on a number of Ohio
stations, through Nesbitt Service
Co., Cleveland, to move its better
than usual crop. The list has not
been made public. The institute
comprises some 500 growers.
Pacific Egg Producers Cooperative, New York, at a recent meeting with the National Association
of Food Chains, Washington, discussed plans to remove surplus
advertisa consumer
eggs ingthrough
drive. Chain
stores agreed
to
cooperate with the cooperative.
Bartlett Pear Advisory Board,
through J. Walter Thompson Co.,
San Francisco, some time ago
placed ments
a in series
of of
spottheannounceall parts
country.

Time

2,481^90
Based on population of
counties receiving onehalf millivolt service
or better.

Crops

BROADCASTING

A. J. KRANK
agreed with
the
mis ion to cease
made for Balm

Inc., St. Paul, has
Federal
Comallegedly Trade
false claims
Argenta.

• Broadcast

Advertising

\

One

For

All

And

NO DICTIONARY NEEDED to answer that one! Robert Johnson, Mgr.,
Reliable Furniture Co., Rochester, promptly answers Charlotte Edwards' question: "What's helping boost sales at the Reliable?" The answer? — Reliable's
boys' and girls' question-and-answer program over WHEC! Charlotte has been
ratding off questions so effectively for six months that a third renewal has
been contracted.

INTO THE
BY THE
"AIRH. ROUTE"
go thousands
gallons of
of
Texaco
in theTANK
Rochester
area! H.
Wende (left)
and A. J.ofHocking
Goodyear-Wende, Texaco distributor, inspect approvingly a map showing
Texaco's local dealer distribution. No small share of the credit for Texaco's
enviable standing in Rochester is owing to the consistendy steady use of
WHEC time for more than four years.

"ALL RIGHT! — ALL RIGHT!" says Major Bowes' familiar voice, and Charles
W. Fields, distributor for Chrysler and Plymouth in the Rochester area, reechoes the sentiment as he tunes in on the famous "Amateur Hour" over
WHEC every Thursday. Making a good thing still better, C. W. Fields, Inc.,
has for many months tied in with a period of its own immediately following
the Chrysler program.
BROADCASTING
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Advertising

SHAKESPEARE AS YOU LIKE IT!— WHEC and CBS bring Rochesterians
outstanding Shakespearean drama every Monday evening. A room at Rochester's Central Library especially set aside for listeners to this program resulted
in tremendously increased demand for Shakespearean literature. John Lowe,
chief librarian, and Miss Taylor of the Literary Division, show WHEC's
Gunnar Wiig some of the library's special tie-in displays.

"UNSEEN FRIEND" BRINGS VISIBLE RESULTS! A seven-program-perweek client of WHEC is the Personal Finance Company, whose morning
"Musical Clock" program and evening "Your Unseen Friend" have both been
going strong for more than two years. W. C. Steffen, Mgr. of the Personal
Finance Company, shows keen interest as Lemoine Wheeler, WHEC Commercial Mgr., explains to him the Station's new wider coverage.

RASIC CRS
ROCHESTER,
^. Y.
Representatives: Paul H. Raymer Co. ; Neio York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco
September

15, 1937
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Judge Asliby Completes
Study of Foreign Radio
A. L. ASHBY, vice-president and
general counsel of NBC, returned
to his office Sept. 6 after an extended trip to Europe. He studied
broadcasting system methods and
law in England, France, Germany,
Italy, Holland, Belgium, Hungary
and Austria, and conferred with
broadcasting officials in those countries. He also conferred with officials of the International Broadcasting Union, central organization
of European broadcasters headquartered at Berne, Switzerland.
General counsel of NBC since its
creation in 1926, Judge Ashby has
been intimately associated with all
legal problems affecting radio.
Copyright law and problems have
fallen within the scope of his activity and during his European
studies, it is understood, he made
a complete investigation of copyright problems abroad.
LINDSEY SPIGHT, Pacific Coast
manager of John Blair & Co., on Sept.
22 starts to inaugurate a ten-weeks
lecture
in "Radio
Advertising"
at the course
University
of California
Extension Division.

EDUCATION

IN MODERNE

MODE

Benton to Adapt Methods of Successful Commercial
Prosrams to Broadcasts of Chicago U
educational features on the air. He
MODERN methods of popularizing
science through radio may be inferred that program methods
with success by big commerbrought into American education used cial
network programs would be
by a university which already has
upset the applecart of traditional employed to popularize educational
from the Chicago institeaching with a plan favoring pro- broadcasts
tution in a pioneering eflfort that
gressive students.
This was indicated by William may spread to other universities.
The former agency head was
B. Benton, vice-president of the summoned
to the University of
University of Chicago and retired
at the age of 37 as president of Chicago by his 38 year old former
classmate at Yale, Dr. Robert MayBenton & Bowles Inc., national ad- nard
Hutchins, who as president
vertising agency, on his arrival in of U of
C has been responsible for
Los Angeles Aug. 26 on the SS.
the famous Chicago plan of proMalolo from the Orient.
moting students as rapidly as their
Mr. Benton, one of America's
in studies permits. Benton
most brilliant advertising execu- aptitude
will
take
tives, disclosed that he will take duties Oct. 1.over his educational
over the active supervision of all
University of Chicago educational
radio programs, including the fa- GENE LA VALLE, director of dramous NBC-University of Chicago
matics of WHY-WJAY, Cleveland,
Sunday Round Table. Sponsored will conduct a weekly course in radio
dramatics
during the fall semester of
jointly by the University and NBC
for five years, the program, he Western Reserve University, the
said, is one of the most popular classes meeting in the station studios.

DriscoUManages KRKD ;
Sale Is Rejected by FCC
JOHN AUSTIN
DRISCOLL,
wellknown
Southern
California radio
sales and advertising
executive,agency
has been
made general
manager of
KRKD, Los Anivir. Driscoll
geles,pointment
the apbeing
announced by Frank P. Doherty,
president of Radio Broadcasters
Inc., operators of the station. Driscoll has been in radio for more
than 10 years in various capacities.
He is widely known in Southern
California for his sports announcing. For the past 2% years he has
headed the John Austin Driscoll
Adv. Agency in that city, which he
will continue to operate along with
his station duties. Hazel Ryan, who
has been acting manager of
KRKD, returns to her former post
of assistant manager and also ofRce
manager. Howard R. Bell, program
director of the station, has been
named studio manager in charge of
production.
The FCC on Sept. 7 dismissed
vdth prejudice the application of
Mr. Doherty to transfer control of
KRKD to J. F. Burke Sr. and
Loyal K. King, thus causing the
proposed sale deal to be dropped.

And Proud of It!
When

you select WBAL

to reach

the Baltimore and Maryland market,
results are "in the bag". It takes power
to reach this large audience; WBAL
has ten times greater power than any
other station in the State.
Our bag is bulging with contracts
from sponsors who KNOW

the value

of using the topnotch station in a topnotch area — Inquire about rates and
available time for your sales message.
"Serving the Public Interest"

WBAL
BALTIMORE,
10,000

MARYLAND
WATTS

The only clear channel station in Maryland
National Representatives — HEARST RADIO
Chicago
San Francisco
Los Angeles
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Radio School in Dallas
THE FIRST school of its kind in
the Southwest to teach the technique of radio broadcasting from the
standpoint of the artist, the Southwestern School of Radio Broadcasting on Oct. 1 will open with fall
classes in the Melba Building, Dallas. Each session will be two
months in length, the course of
study to include microphone technique, script writing, production &
direction, and diction. Studies will
be taught by radio experts actively
engaged in actual broadcasting
work over Dallas radio stations,
Forrest W. Clough, business manager, has announced. Students will
be auditioned before admitted to
school. Gordon Butler Radio Productions, Dallas, transcription producers, is the narent organization
of the school. It recently enlarged
its studios and plans are under
way dioforadjacent
building
x 20 equipped
foot stuto thea 20newly
control room.
Dr. Angell's Plans
ENTERING upon his duties as educational counselor of NBC on Sept.
9, Dr. James Rowland Angell, who
recently retired as president of
Yale University, announced that he
was planning a month of "apprenticeship" in his headquarters in
Radio City before sailing for Europe to study radio education in
England and the Scandinavian
countries. He will return early in
January, and indicated that his first
interest will be the extension of
adult or popular education through
the broadcasting medium.
DR. LEVERING TYSON, until
recentlyvisorydirector
the in
National
AdCouncil on ofRadio
Education,
assumes his post as president of
Muhlenberg College, AUentown, Pa.,
on Oct. 2, and the inaugural cereBlue. monies will be broadcast over NBC• Broadcast

Advertising

• • St. Louis is an important market.

one interested in the ultintate sale

It merits, on the part of any advertiser, careful, analytical judgment
of the selling forces to be employed.

and consumption of advertised merchandise— the dominant choice of
not only the great consuming public

• • If radio is to be used (and most
aggressive merchandisers do use it
because, through no other St. Louis
advertising medium will you find so
powerful a surge of sell ing force)
there is one station in St. Louis which
is the overwhelming choice of every-

ST. LOUIS -50,000 WATTS.
KMOX

Represented

by RADIO

Owned

SALES:

of metropolitan St. Louis and surrounding territory, but the dominant
choice of RETAIL DEALERS, BRANCH
MANAGERS,
LOCAL SALES
ORGANIZATIONS, JOBBERS AND
WHOLESALERS
. . THAT

• •

STATION

IS KMOX—

"The Voice of St. Louis''

and operated by the Columbia

Broadcasting System.

New York, Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles, San Francisco

Almonte

Networks'

Daytime

Sales

August

Time

Sales

of Major

Networks
VZB^I?}!!"*^
Summer
|r^^
Above Figure
Recorded Last Year
~
eradv
TURES of radio
EXPENDI
tisers
foi' weekday daytime hours
AUGUST time sales on CBS to- against $868,891 for Aug., 1936, a
have been released by NBC and
taled $1,955,280, an increase of loss of 20.5%. During the eightCBS showing that for July and 58.6% over August, 1936, when the months
period, the Blue sold $7,figure was $1,232,588. For the first 372,797 worth of business in 1937
August,work NBC's
Red and
Blue netbillings were
$1,443,469,
or eight months of 1937, billings were
and $7,506,092 in 1936, down 1.8%.
39.3% over 1936. For the same
$18,746,957, a 36.7% increase over
Mutual
Broadcasting
System's
the same period last year, when
period, CBS grossed $1,190,142,
total
for August,
1937. was
$79,against $332,910 in 1936, an in- the total was $13,711,138.
555.67, against $116,223.28 last
NBC
grossed
$2,784,977
for
Aucrease of 257.5%. NBC's weekday
year, a loss of 31.5%. For the
gust, 1937, against $2,422,431 for eight-month period, the total this
daytime hours in August brought
August, 1936, an increase of 15%.
in $714,589, up 40.6% over August,
This is the first time since 1933 year was $1,179,937.05, an in1936. The CBS figure for August,
of 5.3% over last year's figthat August has been better than
1937, is $566,827, up 308.1% over
ure of crease
$1,120,142.34.
July.
The
July
total
for
the
com37.6%
last year's August total of $138,bined NBC Red and Blue networks
Gross Monthly
904.
NBC-RedTime Sales
was $2,707,450. The eight-month
1937
19S6
Over 1936
A NEW NBC tour record was set figures for both nets for 1937 is Jan.
—
$25,440,534, against the 1936 total March „$2,374,633
3
.
during the Labor Day weekend when
5
34.0
$1,725,172
30.7
Feb. __ _- 2.273,973
1,697,524
% 32.2
Gain
8,296 persons made the tour through of $20,913,506, up 21.6%.
2.531,322
1,915,357
—0.6
the New York studios in Radio City
The Red network, for August, April _ 2,304,035
37.0
22.0%
_
2,261,344
June
48.4
Sunday, Sept. 5, and a week-end total 1937, grossed $2,094,306, an in- May _ 2,211.560
1,762,201
1,650,046
of 17,476.
1,490,426
25.1
—4.9
crease of 34.8% over last August's July _ __ 2,018,820
1,613,148
34.8
figure of $1,553,540. For the first Aug. _ 2,094,306
1,553,540
NBC-Blne0.5
STRICKLAND GILLILAN, noted eight months of 1937, the Red net—15.7
humorist and author of the famous
work sold time to the extent of Jan. _ -$1,167,366
—20.5
Feb. ^ _ 1,021,809
Off Agin, On Agin, Gone Agin, $18,067,737 against $13,407,414 for March
$1,016,776
956,643
1,122,516
973,802
Finnegan, on Sept. 10 started an 8- the same period in 1936, a gain of April -__ 1.082,961
979,727
953,475
911,674
8 :15 p. m. sustaining series on Mutual
4.6
May _ _ 791.827
24.2%
833,030
34.8%. For the Blue network, Au- June
Network, keyed from WOL, Wash816,836
ington.
gust, 1937, totals are $690,671, July - -- 688,630
690,671
868,891
Aug _
Jan. - -$2,378,620 CBS
17.8
18.6
Feb. _ _^ 2,264,317
$1,901,023
March
1,909,146
2,559,716
did
you
2,172,382
say
46.4
31.4
_
2,563,478
April
_
64.8
1,950.9.39
May _ 2,560.558
June
53.8
1,749,517
—5.1
2,476.576
1,502,768
July _ -- 1,988,412
1,292,775
MARKET
1,232,588
Aug. _ 1,955,280 MBS 58.6
12.7
24.4
—23.0
Jan.
187,362
162,358
_ 202,088
Feb. ^_ -$
—31.5
March
2.7
$ 166,266
- 220,256
191.483
15.0
then, look at this
_
173,746
139.834
April - 133.432
129.907
24.3
May
_
June _
99,136
104.610
109,661
July _
84.362
116,223
79,556
Aug. _
WEW

^ POPULATION
of course,
ARIZONA
is a good market—
BUT
— there are over half again as many buyers in this Central Illinois area, onefortieth as large as Arizona. The heart of Illinois, blanketed by WMBD, is a
"cream" market. Per capita spendable income is estimated at $491.00 annually.
Translate that into sales potential! If you
are interested in a real market, look
at the facts about this rich Central Illinois area. Remember, WMBD gives you
complete coverage at lowest cost.

FREE, JOHNS & FIELD, INC., National Representatives. ^^^^'U/^

PEORIA,
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WILL

ACCEPT

RADIO ADVERTISING
REV. WALLACE A. BURK, S.J.,
formerly with Loyola University
at New Orleans, operator of WWL,
announced Sept. 9 that St. Louis
University, St. Louis, will shortly
begin operating its broadcasting
station, WEW, on a commercial
basis, establishing new studios in
the downtown district and modernizing its equipment throughout.
Father Burk will direct the station
for the university. His commercial
manager will be Albert S. Foster,
also formerly with WWL.
St. Louis University, like Loyola
University, is a Jesuit school, it is
believed that the success of Loyola's
WWL in commercial operation impelled the decision to change its
policy. WEW operates daytime
with 1,000 watts on 760 kc.

ILLIM

Cooperative Druggists
NEW YORK STATE Pharmaceutical Assn., New York, is preparing a half-hour musical program
to foster good will between pharmacists and the public. The program, will
Pharmacists'
dio Hour,
start Good
about Will
Nov.Ra-1,
probably on three stations in New
York State. The Brooklyn Free
Musical Society will supply the
music, led by Dimitry Dobkin,
founder and general director of the
Society. Dr. Bernard D. N. Grebanier of Brooklyn College will act
as annotator, and one guest speaker will appear each week. "Fair
trade" manufacturers in the drug
and cosmetic fields will be invited
to sponsor the broadcasts. The
agency is J. P. Muller & Co., New
York.
BROADCASTING

Chosen

Lohr as NBC

to Assist

Official Host
APPOINTMENT
of
Juan denight
Jara
Almonte,
general
m a n aasger
of NBC,
an assistant
to
President Lenox
R. Lohr, has been
announced
by
NBC. In his new

A , -^-^
«
n
-^irH^.. Jhl
capacity, Mr. AlMr. Almonte monte will serve
as a "goodwill ambassador" for the
network and will handle arrangements for the reception of distinguished guests. He is an accomofficial host
sinceand1927.
plished linguist
has been NBC's
Creation
of
the
new
decided upon because of post
the was
change
in NBC pacity requirements.
his caas night general Inmanager,
Mr. Almonte had full charge of the
network's headquarters. These
duties, tachedhowever,
have
been deto the various
departments,
such as programs and sales, which
now have their own executives on
duty during evening hours.
Ray Succeeds Williamson
WITH the resignation of Albert
R. Williamson as head of the NBCChicago publicity department, William Ray, news editor, was appointed Mr.Sept.Williamson,
13 to become for
his nine
successor.
years the NBC central division
press chief, becomes assistant to
Publisher Davis Merwin of the
Minneapolis Star, which is owned
by the Des Moines Register &
Tribune interests, operating three
stations in Iowa. He was associated with Mr. Merwin on the
Bloomington (111.) Pantagraph
prior to joining NBC. Mr. Ray has
been with NBC for four years and
its news editor in Chicago for the
last year. Before joining the network he was a member of the publicity stafi" of the Century of Progress, and a reporter on the old
Chicago Evening Post and the
Louisville Courier-Journal.
NBC on 24 Hours
EDGAR J. HIGGINS Jr., formerly
of the New York American, has
joined NBC, New York, as early
news editor, to take charge of the
new shift between 3 a. m. and 7
a. m., which went into effect for
the news and special events department on Sept. 1. The early
shift, which puts NBC on a 24hour schedule, is largely intended
to keep a careful watch on developments in the Orient for early morning news programs.
Oneida Using Discs
ONEIDA, Ltd., Oneida, N. Y.
(Tudor Plate) will start Sept. 23
Silver Serenade, 15-minute transcribed program, on 33 stations.
Peggy
Tudor,
master
of ceremonies, will interview
prominent
women on a central theme of hospitality and the home. The agency is
BBDO, WOR
New KGO
York.KNXStations
are
WGN
KWK WBZ
WCCO WJR WLW KOIN WCAU KDKA
WHK KMBC WFAA KOL KSL KOA
WOW WGR WFBR WGST WOAI WJAX
WWL KHQ WKY WSM WGY WHO
KFH WJXV KPRC WBZA.
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT will
head the list of Constitution Day
speakersworkstoFriday,
broadcast
Sept. 17.over major net• Broadcast

Advertising

EVERY week in the year, six days
a week , a tremendous two-unit
audience throughout Milwaukee and
Wisconsin tunes in on WTMJ's ace
programs for participating sponsorship— "Ask Nancy Grey," and "Heinie
and His Grenadiers."
One audience is a morning group,
composed of people with expensive
tastes and tasty bank accounts— the
Nancy Grey fan following. And boyohboy! How merchandise sales out
when these women sail into the stores
endorsed by our Nancy !
The other unit of this daily audience
— the O'Grady's and the Colonel's
Ladies of this rich shopping area —
cup their ears, noon and evening, to
listen to the music and friendly humor
of Heinie and His Grenadiers!
These loyal listeners, either group,
are loaded with enough buying power
to pull any sales manager out of a hole.
Solvent and spending, their choice of
price tags range from the lowest to
the highest. They buy everything —
as participants in these two programs
have gleefully discovered!
BROADCASTING
f

• Broadcast

Best of all, this action audience is
ready to rally to whatever product
pennant Nancy or Heinie may wave.
Thus, it presents advertisers with an
established, proved, gold-mine market
— one that responds warmly without
costly build-up or ballyhoo.
Why not team your product with
Wisconsin's mightiest missionaries of
merchandise — Nancy and Heinie — and
cash in on this selling set-up? We
have a couple of sweet quarter and
half-hour schedule gaps that these two
ether experts will be glad to fill in

THE
MILWAUKEE
STAT

JOURNAL
IO N

ED. PETRY & CO., INC., Representatives
iVeu) York, Detroit, Chicago, San Francisco

your behalf — at rates that won't knock
the daylights out of any advertising
budget, however modest.
Your inquiries are invited!
Advertising

wmj
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KaDell

Named

President

Of Los Angeles AFRA ;
Board To Be Expanded
CARLTON
KaDELL,
Hollywood*
network
announcer,
has been
elected president of Los Angeles Chapter, American Federation of Radio
Artists, succeeding Norman Field,
actor, who resigned to take over
the duties of executive secretary.
Field continues as AFRA second
vice-president.
Other Los Angeles Chapter officers are Thomas Freebairn-Smith,
first vice-president; William Lawrence, second vice-president; Ynez
Seabury, third vice-p resident;
George Fifield, recording secretary
and J. Donald Wilson, treasurer.
Board of directors of Los Angeles
Chapter is to be increased from its
present strength of 21 members to
33, with the likelihood that four of
the additions will be drawn from
the ranks of singers and eight
from the members of Screen Actors Guild in radio.
Radio talent in San Francisco
and Oakland is being organized
following a visit by Field. Phillip
Sterns of San Francisco and Harold Henderson, Oakland, head the
membership drive in that vicinity.
John B. Hughes, Don Lee network
commentator, stationed at KFRC,
San Francisco, is being groomed
for presidency of the San Francisco-Oakland Chapter, with Van Conners as executive secretary. Group,
with expected membershin of 300
persons, will be under jurisdiction
of Los Angeles Chapter until organization iscompleted. Sacramento, Stockton, Bakersfield and Fresno radio talent is also being oi-ganized by the AFRA, under supervision of Field.

Department Store
BOY
SCOUTS
portrayed
coming events in
the first the
of year's
a new
series of Scout programs over
KJR, Seattle, sponsored by the
Bon Marche department store, one
of the Pacific Coast's major radio
advertisers.
Continuing the Boy Scout program conceived and produced last
year by Peter Lyman, of the
KOMO-KJR continuity staff, the
new series will be on the air each
week
next summer.
idea ofuntil
presenting
the Bon Lyman's
Marche
award to the troop which performs
the most outstanding civic service
during the week in the line of duty
will be continued.
Among the first shows of the
new series, will be the radio appeai'ance of Scouts who attended
the National Jamboree and an actual troop rally in the studio. Most
of the parts of the program which
include a serial drama of scouting,
interviews with personalities who
are in scouting or related activities
and the Scout news are taken by
professional players, but the Scouts
themselves all take some roles on
each progi-am.
Food Firm to Place
GROCERY STORE PRODUCTS
Co., New York, is planning a fall
spot campaign for its macaroni,
food flavoring and canned mushrooms with test markets in Hartford, Providence, Rochester and
Columbus. Final plans have not
been made. McCann-Erickson Inc.,
New York, is agency.

OVER Vi MILLIOX|PEOPLE DAILY TURIV TO
WTAQ FOR 1\EWS AXD ElVTERTAINMEBIT
It's a daily habit among residents in our primary area,
not reached by other large stations. And, these people
have the buying habit too, for they have an income, exceeded only by Milwaukee, to spend.
\

Write or wire for details now.

CBS
s STATION
W

T
A
Q
GREEN BAY - WISCONSIN
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SCOUTS ON THE AIR
KJR Program Sponsored by
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James A. Wagner, Man.-Director
Small & Brewer, National
Representatives
230 Park Ave., New York City
307 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago

Drops

Its Case

Against Western Union
WITHOUT assigning its reason,
WJBK. Detroit, this month sought
and obtained dismissal of its complaint against Western Union alleging discrimination in connection
with transmission of play-by-play
accounts of the Detroit American
League The
baseball
out-of-town
games.
FCC clubs'
Telegraph
Division on Sept. 7 announced it had
entered an order dismissing the
complaint without prejudice to the
issues involved in the case.
The Detroit station last July
filed with the FCC the formal complaint asking that the telegraph
company as a common carrier be
required to supply it with the service. The station first sought to procure Federal court action against
Western Union but a mandamus
was denied in' May. The station, in
spite of the refusal of Western
Union to furnish its service, has
been broadcasting out - of - town
games of the Detroit club by picking closed
up themanner.
reports
in an undisThe broadcasts
are
being sponsored jointly by the local
Good Housekeeping Shop and Coca
Cola Bottling Works.

WHOPPER— It took Bob Edge,
WOR-Mutual fish and game commentator, an hour and 30 minutes
to land this 711-pound tuna off
Liverpool, Nova Scotia, Aug. 21.
Edge's spokesmen assert it is the
largest fish caught by anyone in
radio to date. Edge's fishing broadcasts, including his MBS reports
of the International Tuna Angling
Matches at Wedgeworth, Nova
Scotia, Sept. 11, have been attracting widespread interest throughout
the East this season and he is
expected to have a sponsor next

Chesterfield's Shows
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
Co., New York (Chesterfield cigarettes), has renewed its Wednesday night show, effective Sept. 29,
and will start a new semi-weekly
series of football forecasts and
summaries, Thursdays and Saturdays on CBS. The Wednesday
show, 9-9:30 p. m., EST, on 96
CBS stations, will feature Andre
Kostelantez's orchestra, Deems
Taylor as commentator and master
of ceremonies, Paul Douglas, announcer, and guest stars. Guest on
the first program will be John
Charles Thomas. Eddie Dooley will
be the sports commentator on the
Thursday and Saturday broadcasts, assisted by Paul Douglas. He
will be heard, starting Sept. 16,
from 6:30 to 6:45 p. m., EDST
(rebroadcast from 8:30 to 8:45
p.
m., EDST).
Emmett
Co., NewAgency
York. is NewellMcCann Food Hour
ALFRED W. McCANN Jr. has
resumed Pure Food Hour on WOR,
Sept. 13, and is being heard Mondays through Thursdays at 10-11
a. m. (EDST). This is the 11th
successive year of broadcasting for
the series, which as a participation
program is unique in that Mr. McCann buys the time himself and
sells it to sponsors, usually mentioning 15 to 20 products, all of
which have been tested in the Mcance. Cann Laboratories before acceptBROADCASTING

Bakery Placements
QUALITY BAKERS of America,
New York, cooperative bakery organization, on Sept. 20, starts for
26 weeks, using a thrice-weekly
quarter-hour
transcribed
children's
detective adventure
program.
Speed
Gibson, on 55 stations nationally.
This is the first radio of the organization as a unit, and anprogram
elaborate club merchandising
has been worked out in conjunction
with the series. Written by Virginia Marie Cook, and directed by
Don Wilson, the series is being cut
by Radio Recorders Inc., Hollywood,ration
and placed
direct Radio
with coopeof National
Adv.
Agency Inc., that city, producers
of the program. Although produced
especially for Quality Bakers of
America, the series is open for independent sponsorship in other
cities.
Frosted Foods Spots
FROSTED FOODS Co. Inc., New
York, subsidiary of General Foods
Corp., is participating in programs
in New York, Boston, and Chicago,
for Birds Eye Frosted Foods, as
part of the largest advertising program in the company's history.
ProgramsWOR,
beingNewusedYork,
are Monday
Martha
Deane,
through Friday, 3-3:45 p. m.,
starting Sept. 7; Marjorie Mills,
WEEI, Boston, Monday, Wednesday
and Friday, 9-9:30 a. m., starting
Monday, Sept. 13; and Feature
Foods, with Martha Crane and
Helen Joyce, WGN, Chicago, Monday, Wednesday and Friday, at
9:30-10 a. m., starting Sept. 13.
The entire campaign will run for
13 weeks, placed by Young & Rubicam Inc., New York.
Sears Tests Discs
SEARS, ROEBUCK & Co., Chicago (mail order department), will
start a quarter-hour transcribed
series tentatively called Grandma
Travels in Minneapolis, Fargo and
Duluth in October. New show will
be tested for 13 weeks and will
plug the
order transcribed
company's catalog.mail
Series was
by
RCA
Mfg.
Co.
Inc.,
Chicago.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago,
is agency.
• Broadcast

Advertising

The Subway or . . .
*-

HOW

EASY

WHEEZY

CRASHES

THRU

CBS Bii.t, Dei Momei NBC Blu«-MBS, Ced.. R.pidi .Waleiloc. NBC BW-MBS, Dei Mom
IOWA
NETWORK
WMT Linked With Either KRNT or KSO ■ Radio Stations of the Des Moines Register and Tribune
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How

Libel

and

Broadcasters Liability
Confused as Result
Of Law Conflict
{Continued from page 13)
air the damage is done and it is
then too late to remedy it. The
speaker
and
before a may
few suddenly
seconds "ad
have lib"
passed
most grievously injure the reputation of another. The speaker should
be liable, and he is liable, but the
broadcaster should not be liable in
such instances because he is powerless to prevent the dissemination of
the statement. He has no reasonable
means to protect himself. He can
employ no one to insure himself
against being mulcted in damages.
He may have exercised the utmost
care in approving of the artist and
may have done everything possible
to obtain proper material, yet he
remains liable in damages under
existing court rules. There have
been instances where a broadcaster, fearing that a speaker too
lightly regarded an admonition
against making a certain deference,
cautioned the engineer at the controls to be alert to fade the speech
if necessary. Yet, by a clever interpolation, the reference was woven
into the speech without the broadcaster being able to prevent it.
Political Speeches
The second and more pronounced
injustice occurs with respect to political broadcasts. Those are programs broadcast on behalf of a
qualified candidate for public office.

Slander

Affect

The speaker exercises full right of
free speech and the broadcaster
must not censor his speech. The
act which fixes the rights and
duties of the broadcaster provides
that: "** such licensee shall have
no power of censorship over the
material broadcast under the provisions of this section." (Sec. 315,
Communications Act of 1934, Title
47, Ch. 5, U.S.C.A.)
While there may be a difference
of opinion among lawyers as to
the exact limitation of this inhibition, most broadcasters place no
limitation on what the speaker will
say. As a consequence, whether or
not a manuscript is submitted in
advance is not material. In practice some stations require the manuscript in advance and others
merely require it to be filed after
the speech is rendered. In many instances the speech is rendered extemporaneously while in others the
manuscript is practically worthless
because of the numerous interpolated remarks of the speaker.
Public Officials
Another situation which needlessly prejudices the rights of a
broadcaster occurs with respect to
broadcasts made by public officers.
The President and governors of
states and members of Congress
and all state legislatures, including
prominent people in private life
often broadcast to the public their
views on public questions. The censorship provision referred to above
does not apply in such instances.
Theoretically the broadcaster is

HANDBOOK

OF

BROA»CA$TI]\G
By WALDO ABBOT
Director of Broadcasting Service, University of
Michigan, Federal Radio Education Committee,
Vice-President, Ann Arbor Broadcasting Co.
424 pages, 6x9, $3.50
— the modern broadcasting system set-up ; — how programs are developed
and produced; — radio announcing, speaking, and acting; — how to write
for radio; —opportunities in the business end of radio; — radio singing;
— serving the sponsor; — training for radio; — etc.
A complete guidebook of broadcasting
for those in the radio profession, those
who hope to be announcers, actors,
Look Up In This Book:
or writers, or to fiU other positions
in radio producing agencies, and those
— station staffs
who are, or may be, called upon to
deliver addresses or make special ap— ^how
electrical transcriptions
are used
pearances before the microphone. Covers educational, commercial, legal,
— basic problems of radio
public
service,
and other aspects of
speaking
radio, but gives major attention to
— interpretation in radio reading
practical pointers on vocational op-—radio play requirements
portunities and requirements botii in
the before-the-mike and back-stage po— staging the radio play
sitions
of
broadcasting.
— suggestions for singers
— preparingcational
children's
and eduprograms
10 days* Free Examination — Send Coupon
McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc.,
— building commercial and sus330 W. 42nd St., New York, N. Y.
taining programs
Send
me Abbot's Handbook
of Broadcasting
for
— free-lance opportunities in radio
10 days'
on approval.
In 10or days
will
send examination
$3.50, plus few
cents postage,
returnI
— agency
the service of the advertising
book postpaid.
(Postage paid on orders accompanied by remittance.)
— -advertising or sales department
Name
requirements
— women in radio
Address
— glossary
Position
— radio practice in pronunciation
■— -studio musical
City and State
,.
— etc.,practice
etc.
Company
BR-9-15-37
Books sent on approval In U. S. and Canada only
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amply protected by his right to require a manuscript in advance of
broadcast and to censor the speech.
Actually no censorship is, or reasonably can be, exercised by the
broadcaster. Few broadcasters
would have the temerity to attempt
to
censor
Roosevelt'sof
fireside
talks President
or public addresses
senators or governors. The calibre
of the speaker and the nature of
his office or station in life are
deemed sufficient security for the
broadcaster. Notwithstanding this
fact, a curred,
few
instances
and many
may have
occur, ocin
which a prominent person or public officer of high rank viciously
attacked another and subjected the
broadcasting station to liability for
damages for defamation.
Outside Pickups
Another situation exists in which
the broadcaster is unfairly placed
in jeopardy. It arises from outside
pickups in connection with which
the broadcaster usually has no control of the place or the speaker.
The place may be the banquet ball,
the round table, the athletic field
or the public square. The speaker
usually has no business relation to
the broadcaster and he may, or
may not, have reduced his speech
or statement to writing. If in writing, it may not be available in
advance to the broadcaster. For his
utterances, however, the broadcaster may be plunged in damages,
as may he be for a chance remark
of a bystander who breaks into
the broadcast. The broadcaster has
no adequate
to protect himself in such means
circumstances.
Radio Cases
Considering the amount of risk
involved and the many opportunities for missteps in the operation
of more than 600 broadcasting stations over the course of a number
of years, it seems remarkable that
there are so few reported court
cases of radio defamation. Perhaps
the tendency to file such suits in
the heat of passion and permit
their dismissals in cooler moments
accounts for this. At all events,
only a few cases are reported in
the books and none of those arose
in the more populous states. Because of this dearth of precedent
we may not be sure that the rule
of these few cases will find universal apnlication but the doctrines
they announce seem persuasive
pending the handing down of cases
contra to them.
The first radio defamation case
was decided in the State of Nebraska in 1932. It involved a political
broadcast by a candidate for Railway Commissioner who was speaking on behalf of a candidate for
the Republican nomination for the
office of United States Senator in
the primary election of 1930. In
the course of his speech Wood libelled the plaintiff Sorenson, a candidate for the office of State Attorney General. The case is reported as Sorenson V. Wood and
KFAB Broadcasting Company
(1932), 123 Neb. 348, 243 N.W.
82. The plaintiff charged that the
defamatory statements concerning
him had been read by the defendant Wood and circulated to a
large radio audience by means of
machinery and equipment supplied
by the defendant broadcasting
company. The broadcasting company asserted that it did not have
BROADCASTING

a copy of the speech in advance,
that it did not know that the
speech was to be defamatory, and
that it did not have any power to
censor the speech under the Federal law.
At the conclusion of the trial of
the issues, the jury found in favor
of the plaintiff as against the individual defendant Wood, and assessed the damages at $1.00, but
exonerated the defendant broadcompany.the
Frombroadcasting
the judgmentcasting
absolving
company
from liability
awarding it execution
for itsandcosts,
the
plaintiff appealed. The case had
been submitted to the jury on instructions tothe effect that if the
station owner had honestly and in
good faith exercised due care he
was not liable for transmitting undefamatory
uttered by the privileged
speaker.
The words
appellate
court held that the charge based
on the law of negligence rather
than the law of defamation was
erroneous and rejected the theory
of privilege under the Federal Radio Act, stating that it did not
think that Congress intended by
the language
censorship of politicalprohibitinotalks to authorize
or sanction the publication of libel. The Court considered the defamation to be libel rather than
slander. It then likened the radio
business to that conducted by a
newspaper and, because of the
competition which it felt existed
between radio stations and newspapers, it asserted there was no
legal reason why one should be
favored over the other. An attempt to have this question passed
on by the Supreme Court of the
United States was unsuccessful
(54 S. Ct. 209). Therefore, in the
State of Nebraska the law is defiinitely established that there is an
absolute liability on the broadcasting station owner for defamation.
It is interesting to note that in
the decision of the Nebraska court
the station is criticised because its
employes "did not use or attempt
to use means to stop or shut off the
speech, though that could have
been done instantly by mechanism
which was a part of the equipment." The practical difficulties
presented by this test of conduct
are too well appreciated by broadcasters to require further comment.
Thetionnext
case involving
defama-of
was decided
in the State
Washington and is reported as
Miles V. Louis Wasmer Inc. (1933)
172 Wash. 466, 20 P. (2nd) 847.
The defamatory statement was
made in behalf of a person who
was not a candidate for public office and was defamatory of the
Sheriff of the County. The individual uttering the remarks did not
defend the action. The broadcasting station was held responsible
and judgment awarded in the
amount of $1,000. The Court here
assumed that the publication was
slander rather than libel, but in all
other respects followed the reasoning of the Supreme Court of the
State of Nebraska in the Sorenson
case.
The concluding iTistallment of
this article will appear in the
next issue.
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WKYHAS

iN

BEEM

OHIAHOMA

LOG OF WKY REMOTES DURING
JUNE. JULY and AUGUST
luna 12 from McAlastsr — A lull hour show with allconvict cost Irom state prison.
July 10 Irom McAlesler — Another hour show Irom
within walls of state prison.
Julyhall-hour
U Irom Hobort
First Oklahoma
of "Good Neighbor"
series
o(
shows — from
towns featuring
local saler
talent,
sponsored
by
Oklahoma
City
wholegroup.
July 18 Irom Ponca City — Second m series of wholesalers' programs.
July 21 Irom Kingston — Interview with J E Denton
captor of notorious Pete Traxler, Texas prison fugitive and kidnaper While a kidnap victim himself,
Denton grabbed his capl6rs gun. wounding the
desperado and killing his fugitive pal
July 22 Irom Hugo — At the hospital bedside ol the
wounded Traxler, WKY broadcast an interview with
Ihe
man and
who most
had dramatic
preapitated
one ol Oklahoma's
greatest
manhunts.
July 25 Irom Enid — Local talent in another hall hour
"Good Neighbor" program
August 1 olIromall-Clinton
Clinton — talent.
Another wholesaler-sponsored
program
August IS Irom Lawton — Budding radio stars Irom
this town entertained Oklahoma lor a half hour.
August 22 Irom McAlester— Radio talent outside the
state prison walls was heard.
August 29 Irom Bristow— The eighth in the wholesalers' "Good Neighbor ■ series featured talent Irom
this lo'wn.

• For timel-y, news'worth'y interviews ... for novel, air'worth'y entertainment for goodwill, WKY strung 1359 miles of line to pipe twelve
programs in 90 do'ys from ten different Oklahoma towns.
Continuous showmanl'y activit-y of this kind has made WKY the station
Oklahoma hears about, thinks about, talks about and listens to most.
Yet more striking than this record of going to towns in Oklahoma
FOR programs is WKY's obilit'y to go to Oklahoma towns WITH programs. B'y a wide margin, WKY covers more of Oklahoma than an'/
other station . . more of its radio
homes, more of its bu'ying power . . .
more of its bu'ying.
WKY is the station -your product
should be this
on fall
to "go
town" in
Oklahoma
and to
winter.

OKLAHOMA

CITY

• Affiliated with The Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma City Times and The
Farmer-Stockman
• Representative — - E. Katz Special Advertising Agency
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ADVERTISERS
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TWIN

iAe
CITIES

. . . they know the buying
habits of their customers
. . . and what medium to
use to get a quick response at small cost!
. . . because long experience has proved to them
thait W T C N produces
more sales per advertising
dollar, MORE
LOCAL
ADVERTISERS BROADCAST OVER WTCN
THAN ON THE OTHER
TWO MAJOR
TWIN
CITY STATIONS COMBINED!
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With Over 300,000 Circulation Both Daily and Sunday.
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BALTIMORE BARDS
WBAL Is Delused With Gems
Of Local Poets
BRAD BRADLEY, assistant program director of WBAL, Baltimore, stepped into a bit more than
he bargained for when in a philanthropic mood he invited amateur
poets in Baltimore to come up to
studios and read their original
selections.
The word that a radio station
was devoting part of its time to
giving the amateur poet a break
spread like wildfire. The embryonic
Shakespeares, Miltons and Lambs
who did not catch the announcement, peppered local radio editors
with verses.
Although Bradley asked amateurs to bring selections up the following week,
day after
announcementthe
found studios
crammed
with long hair and dreamy eyes.
Bradley sought the nearest exist.
Originally
intendedthe
for program
one 15minute
broadcast,
blossomed into a weekly half-hour
series with orchestra accompaniment, titled Bards of Baltimore.
General Mills Discs
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis (flour), has added half-hour
transcriptions to the coast-to-coast
CBS show, bringing the station
list to 33. Hymns of all Churches
and Betty & Bob are placed five
times weekly, with Betty Crocker
interspersed in the transcriptions
twice weekly. Series is transcribed
by RCA Mfg. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Blackett - Sample - Hummert, Chicago, is the agency. WCSH, Portland, has the quarter-hour Betty
& Bob portion only, with the other
32 stations carrying the complete
half-hour transcriptions.
The complete list follows: WRVA
WGY
WEBC WGBI
WMFG WICC,
WJMS WLW
WTMJ WOC
WWI WHO
WKY
KWKH KTUL KFH KOB KONG KTSM
WFAA KPRC WOAI KGHL KFYR
KFBB KGCX WGST WJAX WQAM
WTAR WFLA WBRC.

Owned and Operated by the
MINNEAPOLIS

WELCOME— Louis K. Sidney,
managing director of WHN, New
York, welcomes Gene Ford, his new
assistant, to the office. A few minutes later Mr. Sidney sailed for
London on the Normandie Sept. 1.
Mr. Ford came to New York from
Loew's Capitol in Washington to
be
assistant in production to Mr.
Sidney.

INC., National Representatives
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Carborundum Returning
CARBORUNDUM Co., Niagara
Falls, N. Y., will return to the air
Oct. 16, and will be heard Saturdays thereafter on CBS. The time
has not been definitely announced,
but it will probably be 7 :30-8 p. m.,
EST. BBDO, New York, is the
agency.
BROADCASTING

San

Heads

NBC

Francisco

Additions and Changes Made
In Golden Gate Personnel
LLOYD E. YODER, for the last
nine years NBC western division
publicity director, headquartered
in San Francisco, has been made
local manager of the network in
that
ovei'
KPO city,
and with
KGO. jurisdiction
The promotion,
effective Sept. 1, was announced
by Don E. Oilman, vice-president
in charge of the western division.
Yoder, along with his new duties,
will supervise the western press
division. Milton Samuel will continue as his assistant in San Francisco, with Harold Bock in charge
of the Hollywood press department.
One of the first members of the
NBC staff to join the network
after its establishment in the West,
Yoder started his radio career with
the network as announcer. Shortly
after he became NBC press representative in San Francisco and
later manager of the West Coast
press division. He is well known
for his football activities as Pacific
Coast Conference official as well as
for his work with NBC.
Other Stafif Changes
A number of additions to and
changes in the office staff of the
NBC Hollywood studios have been
made by studio manager John W.
Swallow. stituted,
Under
the City
new page
setup boy
inthe Radio
system has been installed to replace receptionists, five being added. Receptionists have been placed
in charge
of the enlarged
board as telephone
operators.switchTed Hediger, formerly of the
NBC Chicago production department, has taken a similar post in
the Hollywood studios. Russell
Hudson, formerly head of the page
boys, has been made assistant to
Karol Pearson, traffic manager.
Robert Edwards succeeds Hudson
as head page. Maryalice Moynihan
has been transferred from the NBC
San Francisco executive offices to
Hollywood as secretary to Walter
Baker, office and personnel manager. She succeeds Virginia Elliott,
resigned. Esther Baxter has been
brought in as secretary to the Hollywood publicity department and
Max Hutto has been made assistant to Fred Dick, mimeograph department manager. Margaret Kent
is also new to that department.
Aircasters Have Coughlin
PLANS have been virtually completed for the broadcasts, Simdays, 4-5 p. m., of Father Charles
E. Coughlin, which are to start
Oct. 31, but it is unlikely that
complete details will be available
before the radio priest returns
from a European vacation later
this fall. The date of his return
is uncertain as yet. Meanwhile,
the new Detroit radio agency. Aircasters Inc., has been appointed to
handle the account. President
Stanley Boynton of Aircasters is
giving sonal
theattention.
Coughlin series his perAUTHORITY to move WHEF from
Kosciusko to Jackson, Miss., where it
would be located in the Hotel Heidelberg, is sought
with the
FCC. in an application filed
• Broadcast
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Birmingham,

is now

represented

by

RADIO

WAPI, soon to become a member of the Columbia Broadcasting System, is note exclusively represented by RADIO
SALES for the sale of national spot time.
Alabama's only clear channel station, WAPI has 5 times
the power of any other Cotton State station — and dominates the entire trading area of the industrial center of the
South. The following data best describe Birmingham's
complete trading area — served by WAPI:
1,810,410 people • 177,400 radio homes • $414,557,000
annual effective buying income • $173,031,000
annual retail sales • $2,200,000 total weekly payroll
Based on the number of its national spot advertisers and
programs WAPI ranks first in popularity in Alabama,
third in the East South Central States, and is one of the
50 most popular stations with advertisers in the country.
WAPI is a worthy addition to the RADIO SALES list:
WABC, New York; WBBM, Chicago; KMOX, St. Louis;
WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul; WEEL

Boston; WBT,

Charlotte; WJSV, Washington; WKRC, Cincinnati; KNX,
Los Angeles; Columbia Pacific Network; Columbia
California Network; Columbia New England Network.
For data on the Birmingham market and WAPI (or on
any of the markets and stations listed above) consult the
nearest oflice of RADIO SALES.

RADIO

SALES

A division of the Columbia Broadcasting System:
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES

SUBSCRIBERS
ALABAMA
WSGN Birmingham
WMFO
Decatur
ARIZONA
KOY
Phoenix
ARKANSAS
KUOA
Siloam Springs
KFPW
Ft. Smith
CALIFORNIA
KIEM
Eureka
Six
Oakland
KGER Long Beach
KPMC
Bakersfield
KGB
San Diego
KFBC San Francisco
KDB Santa Barbara
KHJ
Los Angeles
COLORADO
KFEL
Denver
KGHF
Pueblo
CONNECTICUT
WTIC
Hartlord
WEU
New Haven
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WJSVFLORIDA
Washington
WRUF
Gainesville
WMBR Jacksonville
WLAK
Lakeland
WQAM
Miami
WDBO
Orlando
WFOY St. Augustine
WSUN St. Petersburg
WTAL Tallahassee
WJNO West Palm Beach
GEORGIA
WAGA
Atlanta
WRDW
Augusta
WMAZ
Macon
WTOC
Savannah
WAYX
Waycross
IDAHO
KIDO
Boise
KID
Idaho Falls
KRLC
Lewiston
ILLINOIS
WGN
Chicago
WJBL
Decatur
WTAX
Springfield
INDIANA
WTRC
Elkhart
WLBC
Muncie
IOWA
WMT
Cedar Rapids
woe
Davenport
WKBB
Dubuque
KANSAS
KFBI
Abilene
KVGB Great Bend
KWBG
Hutchinson
KENTUCKY
WLAP
Lexington
LOUISIANA
WJBO Baton Rouge
KMLB
Monroe
WDSU New Orleans
RRMD
Shreveport
MAINE
WCSH
Portland
MARYLAND
WFBR
Baltimore
WTBO Cumberland
WFMD
Frederick
MASSACHUSETTS
WEEI
Boston
WCOP
Boston
WTAG
Worcester
MICHIGAN
WHDF
Calumet
WJR
Detroit
MINNESOTA
KATE
Albert Lea
WEBC
Duluth
KROC
Rochester
KStP
St. PaulMinneapolis
MISSISSIPPI
WAML
Laurel
WQBC
Vicksburg
MISSOURI
KMBC Kansas City
KWK
St. Louis
KGBX-KWTO Springfield
NEBRASKA
KFAB
Lincoln
KOIL
Omaha
NEW MEXICO
KGGM Albuquerque
KRQA
Santa Fe
NEW YORK
WOKO
Albany
WGR-WKBW Buffalo
WOR New York City
WQXR New York City
WHDL
Olean
WHAM
Rochester
WFBL
Syracuse
NORTH CAROLINA
WBIG
Greensboro
WAIR Winston-Salem
NORTH DAKOTA
KLFM
Minot
OHIO
Akron
WIW
WHBC
Canton
WCKY
Cincinnati
WHK
Cleveland
Columbus
WHKC
W8MK
Dayton
VESN
Youngitown
Above: WJR announcer Franklin 'Bud' ^Ctchell and a World vertical recording on WJR turntable

.

.

a

wonderful

contribution"
"It is the wide range of frequencies of the WORLD
brilliancy and life-like tone to the program/'
Studio Engineer

of WJR, The Goodwill

a higher standard

Wide

Range

"Because

reproduction

Range

System*, acclaim

others are judged.

World

contribution

perfection. Then he adds:
Broadcasting

stations are members

transcriptions as the standard

there's a reason — World

trating on this scientific objective.

Chief

available to Ameri-

to the broadcasting

the product of the greatest array of engineering

listening audience

FriedenthaL

noiseless recording and

look upon World

engineers, whose

And

method,

contributing to program

transcriptions as a wonderful
other leading

has been made

VERTICAL

of these facts broadcasters

Many

says Andrew

gives

Station, Detroit. He points out that

of radio broadcasting

can stations by World's modern

transcriptions which

Broadcast

recording

System

industry."

of The

Wide

by which

all

facilities are

talent in the world, concenWBS

recordings

and

your

* The Wide Range System consists of 440 stations (402 in the U. S. alone),
specially equipped to broadcast World's Vertical-cut transcriptions.

WORLD

ATLANTA

• CHICAGO

. NEW

YORK

• LOS

ANGELES

SYSTEM

• SAN

FRANCISCO

KWYO WYOMING Wausou
Sheridan
KGMB HAWAII Honolulu
Calgary
Alberta
CFAC CANADA
Edmonton
CJCABritish Columbia
Winnipeg
TroU
Vancouver
CKWX
CHSI
CJAT Manitoba

will stay with you!
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SUBSCRIBERS
KADA OKLAHOMA
KVSO
Ada
KCRC
Ardmor*
Muskogee
KBIX
KFJI
Enid
KVOO
OREGON Tulsa
KOIN
Klamath Falls
Portlond
PENNSYLVANIA
WLEO
WCBA-WSAN
AUentown
Harrisburg
WKBO
WCAU
Philadelphia
Erie
WIP
Philadelphia
WGBI
Scranton
RHODE ISLAND
WJAR
Providence
KABRSOUTH DAKOTA
Aberdeen
TENNESSEE
WOPI
Chattanooga
Bristol
WDOD
WREC
WLAC
Mempliis
NashviUe
KFDM TEXAS
Beaumont
KGFI
Brownsville
KRIS
Corpus
KTSM
WRAP
Ft. Christi
Worth
KFRO
KXYZ
El
Paso
Houston
KRLH
Longview
WOAI
Midland
SanTexorkana
Antonio
KGKO
KCMC
Wichita
falls
UTAH
KDYL
Salt Lake City
WCAX
WNBX VERMONTBurlington
WDBJ
Springfield
Harrisonburg
WSVA VIRGINIA
WRVA
Richmond
KUI
Roanoke
KPQ
KXRO WASHINGTON
Aberdeen
KGY
KVOS
Bellingham
KMO
Olympia
KOL
Seattle
KIT
Walla Tacoma
WcOla
Wenatchee
Yakima
WHISWEST VIRGINIA
BlueBeld
WEAO
WISCONSIN
Eau
WKBH
WHBY-WTAQ
GreenClaire
Bay
WIBA
LaMadison
Crosse
WOMT
WHBL
Sheboygan
Manitowoc
WSAU

• WASHINGTON

CIRC New Brunswick
Saint lohn
CKCW
Moncton
Nova Scotia
CHNS Ontario HaUlax
CKPC
Brantford
CRCO
CKCL
Ottawa
Toronto
CKLW
Windsor
Sault Ste. Marie
cue
Province oi Quebec
CKAC
CHLT
Montreal
CKCV
Sherbrooke
CHLN
Three Rivers
SaskatchewanQuebee
Regina
CIRM FOREIGN
Australia Sidney
BC
54 DN
Adelaide
Brisbane
32 KZ
GB
Melbourne
I ZB New Zealand
Auckland
Wellington
2 ZB
3 ZB
Christchurch
4 ZB
Fronce Dunedin
Radlo-Tonlonse Pari*
Mexico City
Mexico
Union of South Africa
XEW
town, African BroadcastSouth
ing Corporation
(CapeGrahamstown,Durban.
lohannesburg)
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Libel & Slander
A CAMPAIGN year is coming up. The full
membership of the House — 435 — and one-third
of the 96 Senatorial seats are thrown to the
mercy of the voters. In states, cities and
counties there will be elections for everything
from dog-catcher to governor.
Pity the poor microphone which each year
takes a more severe beating from office-seekers, who now run to radio as their first line
offensive in vote-getting. But the plight of
the broadcaster is even greater. Because of
the lack of uniform laws on defamation, and
because the broadcaster, under the Federal
law, cannot censor, his position is hazardous.
In this issue we publish a treatise on radio
defamation prepared by two attorneys of the
NBC legal staff. It constitutes a complete
analysis of all available precedent on the subject, and emphasizes the inadequacy of existing law. It urges that Congress enact one
universal rule applicable to radio to take precedence over diverse rules now operative by
virtue of court decisions in state jurisdictions.
As things stand now, the broadcaster, even
though powerless to prevent a defamatory
statement from being broadcast ad lib, nevertheless can be held jointly responsible for any
statements made over his facilities. The most
he can do is examine manuscripts in advance
and suggest the elimination of possible slanderous statements. But he cannot prevent an
extemporaneous deviation from manuscript.
Thus, he is placed in the position of exercising
the greatest possible degree of caution at the
outset. Beyond that he can do little else than
fondle a rabbit's foot.
The Job Ahead
VACATION season is over. That means the
radio season is on. New network, spot and
local campaigns have started or are scheduled.
The demand for time, generally speaking,
appears to be unprecedented. It looks like
another big year.
That's the credit side of the ledger.
But let's take a look at the other side which,
for want of a more descriptive term, we'll describe as the regulatory side.
Broadcasting is being subjected to a greater
degree of tongue-lashing than ever before.
Politicians are on the warpath. They don't like
newspaper ownership, or high power, or commercialized radio, or whatnot — at least that's
what some of them have been saying. Unions
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are raiding radio. Demands for tribute are at
an all-time peak. On top of that, more stringent FCC regulations are talked about.
The reason the business outlook is bright is
an apparent one. Radio sells goods more effectively than do competitive advertising media.
Moreover, radio advertising commands greater
respect because the quality of programs and
of the commercial credits have been improved
appreciably during the last few years. Radio
is doing a far better all-around job, having
profited by experience, albeit some people seem
to be impatient because of the seeming slowness of the pace.
To us, the reason for the assaults upon
broadcasting as an industry is evident. The
industry hasn't gone to the trouble of informing the public and its critics of the job radio
is performing. Radio has left the attacks go
unanswered. It has not attempted to offset
erroneous or irresponsible statements.
The public is for radio. The American people are not doing the complaining. The public
would rear up indignantly if it realized that
broadcasting is being placed in any jeopardy.
Thus the job of the industry, and each of its
individual station components, is first to strive
constantly to increase the quality of its public
service, and then let the public know about it
by answering the chronic fault-finders.
A Wise Choice
THE ENTRY into radio of Edward F. McGrady, Assistant Secretary of Labor, as director of labor relations of RCA should be welcomed by the entire radio fraternity. Although
retained by RCA and its subsidiary companies,
including NBC, his identity with radio should
have a salutary effect upon labor relations of
the entire industry.
In these troublous labor times the need for
counsel in handling of relations between employe and employer has become glaringly apparent. The fact that Mr. McGrady's appointment was generally applauded in the daily
press and that he is held in such high esteem
by both the Administration and the rival labor
groups attests to the wisdom of the choice.
Like the recent appointment by NBC of Dr.
James Rowland Angell, former president of
Yale, as the network's educational counselor,
Mr. McGrady's association vdth radio undoubtedly will redound beneficially to the entire
radio industry. Such men, who are outstanding
leaders in the fields, tend to bring prestige and
stability to the youthful radio industry.

RADIO

BOOK
SHELF
I. KEITH TYLER, in a recent issue of The
Ohio Radio Announcer, publication of Ohio
State University, which conducts the Ohio
School of Air, outlines a method of selecting
suitable programs for classroom use. Mr. Tyler states five steps for the measurement of
the contribution of radio listening to the attainment of the objectives. They include the
definition in terms of student behavior of each
objective of the final list; the collection of situations which will reveal, for each pupil,
whether or not each objective has been accomplished; the presentation of these test situations to the students; the evaluation of the
pupils' reactions in the light of each objective
and the attempt to make the entire testing
procedure as objective as possible.
THE entire edition of the Aug. 21 number of
the War Cry, weekly publication of the Salvation Army, is devoted to religious broadcasts
on radio stations. Pictures of radio executives
whose stations have Salvation Army broadcasts are included in the 32 page magazine.
Included are photos of Father James A. Wagner, WHBY and WTAQ; James F. Hopkins,
WJBK; Ralph D. Foster, KWTO and KGBX;
Ed Hoffman, WMIN, and H. J. Thurber,
WHBY. The open-air broadcasts of WCBS,
Springfield, 111., are also featured in the magazine.
EDITED by Clarence S. March, who directed
the sessions, the proceedings of the first National Conference on Educational Broadcasting, held in Washington last Dec. 10-12, and
attended by several hundred educators, have
been published in book form under the title
Educational Broadcasting 1936 (University of
Chicago Press, $3). The texts of all the addresses, with a foreword by John W. Studebaker, U. S. Commissioner of Education, and
introduction by W. W. Charters, director of
the Institute for Education by Radio, are contained in the 463-page volume.
THE SECOND volume of FCC reports, prepared under the direction of General Counsel Hampton Gary, and containing in text the
decisions, reports and orders of the FCC from
July, 1935, to June, 1936, has been published.
It is available for purchase through the Superintendent of Documents of the Government
Printing Office at $2. The third volume, covering the period July, 1936, to June, 1937, soon
will be issued.
CONTAINING 536 pages, the 1937 edition of
the Radio Amateur's Handbook has just come
off the presses and is available from the
American Radio Relay League, West Hartford,
Conn., $1. The Handbook, the fourteenth to be
issued, is a reference for member-operators
of the ARRL and other skilled amateurs, and
also a source of information for those wishing
to participate in amateur radio but having
little or no idea how to get started.
DR. LEE De FOREST, in the September issue
issue of Coronet magazine, has an article on
television entitled "Movies on the Spot". It is
Dr. de Forest's contention that both television
and movies will profit by television as has
been the case with radio and motion pictures.
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LLOYD EDWARD

A FIRM believer in the possibilities radio holds for youth, is Lloyd
Edward Y'oder who on Sept. 1, became San Francisco manager of
NBC with jurisdiction over KPO
and KGO.
His enthusiasm is founded upon
experience, for the tall, handsome
who joined the netathleticwork chap
almost ten years ago to the
day of his promotion from western
division press manager, is one of
executives in the busithe youngest
ness. Born in Salem, O., July 13,
1902, he was just 25 years old in
October, 1928, when he found himself in charge of the brand new
of NBC'sin westdepartment
pressdivision
era
headquarters
San
a "beat" of
with
and
Francisco,
hundreds of miles up and down the
Pacific Coast to cover for radio
editors.
A graduate of Salem (0.) High
School in 1921 he attended Mt.
Union College, Alliance, O., for one
semester and then transferred to
the Carnegie Institute of Technology at Pittsburgh. That college,
by the way, still looks back on the
football season of 1926 as its big
year, for then it was that Tech
beat the seemingly unconquerable
Notre Dame. Yoder was captain of
that great Carnegie team and the
youth s name was a familiar one
in the national eye of sports that
year. He was named on the Rockne,
Warner, Jones and other All-America teams and received enough acclaim to have turned the head of
any one less modest and steady.
Yoder was president of the student body during his senior year
and also was the producer of the
college play Loose Ankles, which
afterward became a Broadway success. Two honor societies. Delta
Skull and Dragon, claimed him, and
the national fraternity Sigma Alpha Epsilon. He received his BA
degree in June, 1927. Some college
heroes recline on their football
laurels the rest of their lives, but
not Yoder. He pushed back the
wreaths from his brow and went
right on, gaining yardage in the
bigger game outside college.
Interested in radio, he was writing a column for the Pittsburgh
Press in 1927 when still in college,
continuing it until he graduated.
In June of that year, along with
his newspaper duties, he also beBROADCASTING

YODER

came studio manager of the publication's radio afiaiiate at the time,
WCAE. He still might be at WCAE
were it not for the fact that during
his senior year he paid a visit to
California as a member of the AllEastern grid team which played in
the Shrine East-West benefit game
for crippled children in San Francisco. That was New Y^ear's Day,
1927, and by the following autumn
Yoder had served his apprenticeship at WCAE, won his promotion
and turned again to the West
Coast.
Yoder
joined
the NBC on
SanAug.
Fran-8,
cisco staff
as announcer
1928, and two months later joined
the western division press department, becoming its manager a
short time later. As NBC's western division has grown, the numbers of newspapers and periodicals
it serves has done likewise, and
naturally so has the press department which will continue to operate under his supervision for the
present, in addition to his new
duties.
He was married in 1936 to Bette
Marino, San Francisco violinist who
directs the Petite Soiree program
on the California Radio System
from KYA. Yoder answers to three
nicknames, "Skipper", "Sheriff"
and
"Schmaltz",
the originHe of admits
which
he refuses
to reveal.
that besides his work and his home,
his hobbies are hunting and the
great outdoors.
Yoder was recently named Commissioner of Ofiiciais for the Far
Western Football Conference. He
is a Mason, member of the Olympic, Commonwealth, Press and
Army & Navy clubs, and a former
director of the San Francisco
Junior Chamber of Commerce. He
is a lieutenant in the U. S. Naval
Reserve. He attended the San
Francisco Law School and is a
member of Sigma Delta Kappa,
legal fraternity.
MA J. GEN. JAMES G. HARBORD,
president of the American Legion
convention in New York City Sept.
20-23, has appointed three radiomen
as vice-chairmen of the general entertainment committee — Maj. Lenox
R. Lohr, NBC president; William S.
Paley, CBS president, and Alfred J.
McCosker, president of WOR and
chairman of the Mutual Network.
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RONALD B. WODDYARD has resigned from the sales staff of KSOassistMoines, to
Des manager
KRNT,
ant general
of become
KSOO, Sioux
Falls, tion,S.the new
D., and
its
companion
staKELO. Lansing Benet
has resigned as assistant program
director of KSO-KRNT to become
program director of KSOO. Added to
the
stations'
salesformer
staff
this Des
monthMoines
were Dale
Morgan,
announcer ; Wayne Welch, former
secretary to Commercial Manager
Craig Lawrence, and Wayne Varnum,
formerly with the Des Moines Register
d Trihune promotion department.
MARVIN H. (Pete) PETERSON,
until recently head of the New York
office of Hearst Radio Inc., has joined
ChiVanCronkhite Associatesin Inc.,
charge of
cago, as vice-president
of
director
radio
was
Peterson
sales.
Inc., ChiBlackett-Sample-Hummert sales
staff
cago, and on the NBC
there. Ray Launder, formerly in radio
has joined VGA as
publication
sales
director.work,
R. M. WALLACE, for the last five
r and program diyears anrector ofannounce
WABI, Bangor, Me., has
been promoted to manager, replacmg
B. M. Havey, who has taken over the
newly-created post of news editor.
GEORGE C. WILLINGS, ofvicethe
president and general manager
John H. Perry publishing and radio
properties in Florida, including
Sept. 6 anWCOA, Pensacola, on
nounced his retirement from all business and civic activities, effective Oct.
1. On advice of physicians, he intends
Mrs. Wilto travel extensively with
lings during the next few months.
DR. CLINE M. KOON, for the last
senior specialist in radio and
six years
visual education of the U. S. Office onof
Education, Washington, resigned
Sept. ture1.plans.He has not disclosed his fu, announcer of
ROBERT MARVIN
the Musical Express on WGAR,
Cleveland, has resigned to become
WICA, Ashmanager
alO. Before
commercitabula,
goingof to WGAR he
Adv. Agenhad been with Interstate
cy Inc. He assumes the new post
Oct. 1.
HARRY W. WITT, CBS Southern
California sales manager, Hollywood,
has been named general entertainment
chairman of the Pacific Advertising
Clubs Association convention to be
held in Los Angeles next June.
, NBC diCLAYLAND T. MORGAN
rector of public relations, and Mrs.
Morgan, sailed Sept. 11 on the S.S.
visit in Lonwill 5.
They Oct.
France.
He dedon and
Paris until
MAJ. EDNEY RIDGE, general manager of WBIG, Greensboro, has been
named associate director of publicity
for the Greensboro Community Chest.
He will produce 14 skits for the 14
agencies of the Chest to be placed
over WBIG, depicting the duties and
activities of these groups. The programs will start Oct. 1.
H. H. HOLTSHOUSER, formerly
auditor of WBT, Charlotte, N. C,
has been transferred by CBS to
Birmingham, where he willhebe istreassucurer of WAPI. At WBT
ceeded by R. W. Carpenter, sent from
CBS New York headquarters.
PAUL FAUST, with the Chicago
American advertising department for
two years,t has joined the local sales
departmen of VVB±5M, Chicago. A
graduate of Dartmouth, Mr. Faust is
a son of Paul E. Faust, president of
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago.
A. L. ASHBY, vice-president and
general counsel, NBC, returned early
this month from his European trip
with Mrs. Ash by. While it was primarily a vacation trip, Mr. Ashby
studied the foreign copyright situation.

VINCENT CALLAHAN, general
manager of WWL, New Orleans, received a bronze plaque and notification of his election to honorary associate membership in the Washington
Advertising
Club, on manager
Sept. 2. He
formerly was commercial
of WRC
and WMAL, NBC-operated stations
in
Washington,
club's
affairs. and was active in the
JAMES GRIFFITH, formerly in the
commercial
department,
has been
promoted to manager
of KVSO,
Ardmore,
Okla.
HAROLD C. SCOTT, formerly of the
sales staff of KFYO, Lubbock, Tex.,
hasM. joined KGGM, Albuquerque,
N.
ROBERT
HOWELL,
formerly
assistant commercial
manager
of WNLC,
New London, Conn., has been promoted to commercial manager, replacing John C. Hinrichs.
JAMES
P. TURNER,
of theMemphis,
production department
of WHBQ,
has resigned to become manager of the
new station (KHBG) at Okmulgee,
Okla.
J. H. SPECK has resigned as chief
engineer of KGNC, Amarillo, Tex., to
become general manager of KBIX,
Muskogee, Okla.
HARRY W. LEHRUM, formerly
managerforniaoftheaters,
various
Calihas southern
joined KFAC,
Los Angeles, as account executive.
CHARLES RITCHIE, director of
sale of the Derby Oil Co., Wichita,
Kan., and past president of the
Wichita Advertising Club, has been
appointed sales manager of KANS of
that city, according to an announcement manager.
Sept. 9 by Herb Hollister, general
WALTER DUNCAN, for five years
with the NBC sales staff in New
York, has been appointed director of
national sales of WNEW, New York,
thus enabling Herman Bess, sales
vice-president, to devote most of his
time to local accounts.
JOHN W. GUIDER, Washington attorney, has joined the faculty of
Georgetown University School of Law
for the 1937-38 academic term to
teach radio and air law. He is chairman of the Committee on Communiciation. cations of the American Bar AssoJ. T. (Jake) CAUSEY, formerly
publicity director of Elon College, has
joined the commercial staff of WBIG,
Greensboro, N. C.
PHILIP S. LASKY, general manager
of KSFO, San Francisco, has been
appointedlationschairman
of the Publicof Reand Radio Committee
the
annual Navy Day celebration in San
Francisco Oct. 27. He is a lieutenant
in the naval reserve.
G. STANLEY MacALLISTER, CBS,
New York, director of construction
and maintenance, is in Hollywood to
survey and confer on progress of the
new $2,000,000 West Coast studios
and executive offices.
DOUGLAS
MOOERS,
district sales manager
of aformerly
liquor firm,
has joined
KHJ, Los Angeles, as account executive.
CARLOS A. ZUBLIN, of the program staff of station LRl, Buenos
Aires, Argentine, was in Chicago the
first dioweek
plants. in September, visiting raCHARLES DAVIS, formerly of
KMPC, Beverly HOls, Cal., account
executive, has joined KMTR, Hollywood, in a similar capacity.
SIDNEY B. GAYNOR, for two
years KHJ,
executive, has Los
been Angeles,
appointedaccount
assistant
sales manager of the station.
GEORGE M. BURBACH Jr., of the
NBC riedsales
department,
in Hartford,
Conn., will
Nov.be26,mar-to
Miss Natalie Clemens, daughter of
Mrs. James Clemens, of Hartford,
and a recent Vassar graduate.
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DUDLEY E. WILLIAMSON, formerly with NBC and more recently
manager of the Wesco Transcription
Co., Seattle, on Sept. 1 joined KOL.
Seattle, as production manager and
director of public relations. On Aug.
27 he was married to Rita Lane, well
known radio soprano.
WALTER J. BECK, formerly with
KTSA, San Antonio, has joined the
announcing-production staff of KVSO,
Ardmore, Okla.
JOAQUIN OSSORIO, of the staff of
CMQ, Havana, has been working at
WQAM, Miami, learning American
methods.
FRED FOWLER, formerly of WCFL,
Chicago, has joined the announcing
staff of WQAjVI, Miami.
SAM PIERCE, formerly producer of
Calling All Cars, weekly police dramatic serial sponsored by Rio Grande
Oil Co. on Don Lee network and CBS
Pacific Coast stations, has joined the
production staff of KHJ, Los Angeles.

NATIONAL

PHIL COHAN, of the CBS New
York music staff, on Oct. 1 will succeed Harry Ommerle as producer of
the weekly half-hour Hal Kemp
Dance Band program sponsored by
Liggett &terfield
Myers
Tobacco
Co. (Chescigarettes),
from Hollywood.
Mr. Ommerle resigned, effective Sept.
42, to head the radio department of
William Morris Agency Inc., New
York, on Oct. 18.
TED MEYERS has resigned from
the announcing staff of KFAC, Los
Angeles, to become assistant to Dale
Armstrong, who has succeeded Carroll
Nye as radio editor of the Los
Angeles Times. Nye resigned to join
Radio Features Service Inc., Hollywood publicity bureau.
GEORGE HOGAN has returned to
the announcing staff of WCAU, Philadelphia, after an absence of two years.
Calvin Jackson is another addition to
the WCAU staff.
JACK RAWEN, formerly with Montgomery Ward & Co., has been named
merchandising manager of WDGY,
Minneapolis.
JACK MOYLES, announcer-producer of KSRO, San Francisco, had his
program Silhouettes placed on the
Pacific Coast CBS network recently.

REPRESENTATIVES^
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Proven&en Back to NBC
HERLUF PROVENSEN, formerly assistant manager of WRC and
WMAL, Washington, and onetime
presidential announcer on the NBC
Washington staff, on Sept. 6 joined
the NBC announcing staff in New
York, replacing Don Lowe, resigned. Mr. Provensen resigned
from the NBC Washington staff in
1933 to become manager of the old
WLBW, Erie, Pa., and since 1934
has been radio director of the
Lewis Edwin Ryan Agency, Washington, handling the Chesapeake &
Ohio Railroad account which recently discontinued using radio.
JOHN CARPENTER, staff announcer of KOIN, Portland, Ore., since
January, left the station early in
September to take up sports announcing and public relations work
for Associated Oil Co. Taking his
place at KOIN is Marc Bowman,
formerly program director of KPQ,
Wenatchee, Wash.
ANN GILLIS, publicity director of
WJSV, CBS Washington station,
sailed
Europe. Sept. 9 for a six-week tour of

JOHN HAYES, announcer of WOR,
Newark,
been appointed
production has manager
under assistant
Harry
Carlson. Mr. Hayes formerly was program director of WIP, Philadelphia.
WOR has also added three announcers
to its staff — Tom Slater, formerly with
WLW, Cincinnati ; Bill Tuttle, forwith WIND,
and WilliammerlyPerry,
formerlyChicago,
with CBS.
JIMMY VANDIVEER has been appointed publicity director of the Don
Lee Broadcasting System, Los Angeles, succeeding Seymour Peiser who
resigned to enter agency work. Vandiveer, formerly a Los Angeles newshas beenpast
withyear
the Don
Lee
network forpaperman, the
handling
news broadcasts and conducting the
weekly Meet Some People program
on KHJ, that city. He retains the
latter program, Knox Manning, formerly of WNAC, Boston, has joined
KHJ as news commentator.
SANDY ROTH has resigned as
sports announcer of KMTR, Hollyto return
to college.
dutieswood,have
been taken
over His
by Bill
Kelso, night supervisor of studio ae-
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EDWARD
LYON, formerly chief an- '
tivities.
nouncer of KTUL, Tulsa, and more *
recently at KRKD, Los Angeles, has
joined
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., as
announcer.
JOHN HIESTAND, NBC Hollywood announcer, is being film tested
for a role in the M-G-M production
Navy Blue and Gold.

RETRY & CO., Inc.

i
',

|
,
j
[

nouncer CONTE.
of KHJ, formerly
Loa Angeles,
JOHN
chief has
an- '
been
a part in
Cheers,assigned
being produced
by Yesterday's
Paramount |
Productions Inc., Hollywood.
WALTER BUNKER, NBC Hollywood producer, has been promoted to
assistant production manager under
Marvin Young. Ted Hediger, formerly in the network's Chicago studios,
has taken over Bunker's duties.
HUGH
WEDLOCK
and as Howard
Snyder have
been signed
writers '
on cotheTownnewseries.
CBS-Eddie Cantor TexaWILLIAM KADISON, former Los
Angeles newspaperman, has been appointed day program manager of
3DB, Melbourne, Australia.
DOLORES EHLERS has returned
to the post of publicity director of
KMTR, in Hollywood,
after several
months
the sales department.
DOUGLAS CHANDLER has resigned from the production departNewark.
ment of the WPA's Radio Division
to join the announcing staff of WOR,

i
r
i

^

RAY FAGEN, assistant in the mail
room, on Sept. 4 left WHO, Des
Moines, to take a pwsition in the
sales department of the Columbia
Carbon & Ribbon Co., Minneapolis.
SID SCHWARTZ, publicity director
of WNEW, New York, has resigned
that position, effective Sept. 18. He I
has announced no future plans, nor
has the station announced his successor. Publicity at WNEW is now under
the supervision of the special events
department, headed by Larry Nixon.
BURKE CROTTY, head of NBC
New York photo department, and Bill
Haussler, staff photographer, are in
Hollywood sonalities
taking
of perappearingpictures
on network
fall
programs originating from that city.
MILTON J. CROSS, NBC announcer, has
stock, Vt.bought a farm near Wood-
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ED CERNEY has been appointed
head of the NBC-Chicago music library. He was formerly assistant to
Dan Marcotte, resigned.
RICHARD BARTLETT, formerly of
KBIX, Muskogee, Okla., has joined
the announcing staff of KARK, Little
Rc*k. Dave Byrn has been named
chief announcer in charge of public j
events.
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PETER LYMAN, continuity writer
of KOMO-K.JR, Seattle, recently
married Miss Gladys Miller, librarian.
Engagements include Gladys Niemeyer, who is secretary to Manager Birt
Fisher, Caroline Coffman, of the continuity staff, Florence Morrell of the
commercial department and Aileen
Barton, switchboard operator, all beindustry. trothed to persons outside the radio
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.TANE DILLON, who wrote the
script and played all the characters
in her popular House of Dreams proKram over K.JR, Seattle, has gone to
her home in Bridgeport, Conn., retiring temporarily from radio.
ALAN SCOTT, commentator, has returned to the air with a news program on WFIL, Philadelphia.
LAWRENCE WITTE, whose radio
column titled Static is carried in
many eastern newspapers, and who
recently has appeared on WPG, Atlantic City, has started a new series
of gossip programs titled Mike Notes
over KYW, Philadelphia.
DON DAVIS, of Nutley, N. J., has
beenWMBH,
added Joplin,
to the Mo.
announcers' staff
of
HARRY KUYKENDALL, graduate
of Davidson College, has become a
full-time news reporter for WBIG,
Greensboro — the first in the state, according to Maj. Edney Ridge, station
director.
FRANK ROBINSON BROWN,
KMTR, Hollywood commentator of
the Hollywood Chatteriox, has resigned to head a revue under the
same title.
FELIX MILLS, Hollywood composer, has been named musical director
of the new CBS Silver Theater series
which starts Oct. 3, from that city,
under sponsorship of International
Silver Co. Glenhall Taylor of Young
& Rubicam Inc., will be in charge of
production.

WITH

KF

JOHN LAIR, musical director of
WLS,nati toChicago,
to Cincinfree-lance has
workgone
at WLW.
He
will produce a daily morning show
of the Barn Dance type. Red Foley
and the Girls of the Golden West,
three WLS
to Cin-in
cinnati withartists,
Mr. Lairhaveto gone
take part
the programs.
ED PAUL, announcer of WLS, Chicago, and Eileen Jensen (Sally of
the Winnie, Lou and Sally WLS vocal trio), will be married Sept. 19th.
FRANK DEVANEY, until Sept. 1
manager of KRMC, Jamestown, N.
D., has joined the staff of WMIN,
St. Paul, as production manager. He
formerly
tion staff. was on the WMIN producART VAN HORN has been added to
the announcing staff at KFRC, San
Francisco. He was formerly announcer
and newscaster at KSFO and previous
to that worked at KGB, San Diego.
PATRICIA SULLIVAN, of the NBC
continuity acceptance department in
San Francisco has divulged her marriage two years Thev
ago were
to Norman
zert, attornev.
marriedGat-in
Reno Sept. 7, 1935.
WILLIAM
H. ANDREWS,
or of announcers
for the NBC supervisin San
Francisco, has been transferred to
Hollywood as night program manager. Richard Filers, formerly in charge
of night operations, succeeds Andrews
and his post is being filled by Robert
Dwan, who was Ellers' assistant and
Robert McAndrews of the announcers
staff
has position.
been promoted to Dwan's
previous
KEN DOUGLAS, announcer of
WRAP, Fort Worth, is the father of
a baby girl born recently.
LEWIS CHARLES, who left WINS.
New York, in June to join WOVWBIL, that city, has moved to the
announcing staff of WHN.
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Radio

advertisers

who

broadcast

to the

nation's 5th largest market usually refer to it
as "Cleveland" but actually it is "Cleveland
Plus."
"Plus" includes cities like Akron, Lorain,
Elyria, Norwalk, Painesville, Ashland, Wooster
and Ravenna — dozens of towns such as Kent,
Cuyahoga Falls, Willoughby, Medina and
Wadsworth — and literally hundreds
communities.

of smaller

Cleveland's

(Cuyahoga

County)

272,200

radio families and the "plus" coverage of
230,716 additional radio families can best be
reached by WHK.
Listener interest on WHK

has always been

high but now that WHK is the Cleveland station for NBC Blue Network programs (starting
in.
September

26th) even more listeners are tuning

We have facts and figures to bear out our
belief that WHK is best for you in Cleveland.
Shall we send them?

UNITED
BROADCASTING
COMPANY

WHK
CLEVE
LAND
H. K. Carpenter, Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
C A. McLaughlin, Sales Manager

FREE & PETERS, Inc. - National Representatives, New York - Chicago - Detroit
BROADCASTING
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so

YOU

WANTA

"BUST

IN"

EH?
Over the protests of
your vice-president
you want to try to
push

your

way

into

one of the toughest
marliets in the Little
Old U.S., is that the
idea?
You're

100% right!

Though tough, it's
worth fighting for,
because

Kansas

and the KMBC

GEORGE GODFREY, formerly Hollywood motion picture dialogue director, has been appointed to direct the
quarter-hour series of 100 transcriptions starring May Robson, now being
cut by Associated Cinema Studios,
Hollywood, for Bauer & Black, Jackson Wheeler, formerly CBS Hollywood
announcer and producer, is to do the
announcing.
JOHN HOLTMAN, chief announcer
of WFBM, Indianapolis, leaves that
station Sept. 20 to join the announcing staff of NBC-Chicago.
EDMUND LINEHAN has been promoted from the continuity department of KSO-KRNT, Des Moines, to
assistant program director, taking the
place of Lansing Benet, who resigned
to join KSOO, Sioux Falls, S. D., as
program director. James Randolph,
formerly with KFRU, Columbia, Mo.,
has taken Linehan's post. Program
Director Ranny Daly has also appointed Ken Brown as head of the
new special events department.
HARRIET RISTVEDT, former assistant to Ed Barrett, head of the
radio school of Drake University, has
joined the continuity department of
KSO-KRNT, taking the place of MayFloyd Siex, who resigned to free lance
in Chicago.
WESLEY WALLACE has taken over
the duties of program director of
WPTF. Raleigh, which has added
Mary Ellen Lawrence to its staff as
program director's secretary.
JACK GREGSON has joined the staff
of KSL, Salt Lake City, as special
events man.
CALVIN JACKSON, formerly of
WRAW, Reading, Pa., and George
Hogan, formerly of CBS, have joined
the announcing staff of WCAU, Philadelphia.

Day Into MacKnight
JOHN MacKNIGHT has
been added to the staff of announcers at WDGY, Minneapolis. This gives WDGY a
daytime announcer by the
name of Dick Day and Mr.
MacKnight during the evening hours. When the standby comes at 6 p. m. the following statement is made.
Your announcer has been
Dick Day . . . Day now gives
way to NIGHT . . . your next
announcer being, John MacKnight.
TOM JONES, producer, has joined
KYA, San Francisco, succeeding Wallace Ford, resigned. Jones was formernia. ly with stations in Southern CaliforJOHN SCHNELLER, studio supervisor of KOIN, Portland, Ore., is to
marry Ellen Kerry, of KGGC, San
Francisco, this month.
REGINALD FERGUSON, graduate
of Tennessee State Teachers College,
has been named production manager
of WHBQ, Memphis. Ned Cronk,
Memphis publicity man, has been appointed to handle special promotion
and sports programs. Robert W. Ramsey, Arkansas U graduate, has joined
the continuity department.
JOSEPHINE A\IB has been transferred from the program department
to the post of assistant traffic manager of KYA, San Francisco.
JAMES (Jerry) MATTHEWS, NBC
announcer in San Francisco, was
married Aug. 27 to Monty Margetts,
Seattle actress.

City
Mar-

ket is the country's
eighth richest, with
the biggest
wheat

money

crop in years

just harvested.

You

may not know that
KIVIBC is the Little
Marvel

Market

er, with KMBC

Tested

Precision

Coverage,

Formula

Selling. Read

all about it in a convenient folder that is

Your
When

Sales Will Reach New Highs
You Tell Your Sales Story to
904,999

WHAS
KMBC
OF

KANSAS

JACK GREGSON, formerly of KGA,
Spokane, has joined che annouccinx
staff of KDYL, Salt Lake City.
GILBERT BAYEK, announcer of
WDRC, Hartford, and Miss Dorothy
Collins, of Bangor, Me., were married
Aug. 30.
LEE DOUGLAS, M.C. of the Morning Bugle on WFAM, South Bend,
Ind., made his bow as a columnist
Sept. 5 with the publication of a
Sunday feature column called Radiopinions in the South Bend Tribune.
GEORGE THORNE, former chief
announcer of KRQA, Santa Fe, N.
M., has joined the announcing staff
of KGGM, Albuquerque, succeeding
J. B. Matthews, now on the West
Coast in radio and motion pictures.
ERNIE NEFF, announcer of KQY.
Pittsburgh, who became nationally
known for his handling of the Pittsburgh Symphony over CBS last fall,
will marrr May Blank of Brentwood,
Pa. on Sept. 18.
GRAEME
FLETCHER,
director of WIS,
Columbia, program
S. C, has
taken
the
same
post
with
WAIM.
Anderson, S. C.
MISS BUNNY OSBORN. of the
program
of WHK-WJAY,
Cleveland,department
has been promoted
to traffic
manager, succeeding Mrs. Winifred
Machan, who resigned following her
recent marriage. Dorothy Beeman of
the service department has succeeded
Miss Osborn.
BURT McMURTRIE, formerly CBS
New tor,York
has beencommercial
named to program
head the direcwest
coast radio department of Music Corporation of America, Los Angeles, relieving
Harold New
Hackett,
hasTaft
returned
to the
York who
office.
Schreiber continues as MCA's West
Coast general manager, also headquartered in Los Angeles.
LESTER ordiGOTTLIEB,
nator of the Mutual publcity
Network coin
New York, and Mrs. Gottlieb are the
parents
in
August.of a 6-pound daughter born
CLAUDE KIRCHNER has resigned
from the staff of WTMJ, Milwaukee,
to join the Chicago NBC staff.

Bust-

Programs,
Radio

CHARLES LYON and Durward
Kirby, NBC Chicago announcers,
joined Harold True and John Slagle.
announcers of WXYZ, Detroit, to
describe the Gold Cup Hydroplane
Day.
Race, feature of regatta of the Detroit
Yacht Club, in three broadcasts over
the NBC-Blue Network on Labor
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Golden Gate Expo Plans
Extensive Use of Radio
PRELIMINARY plans for the
1939 Golden Gate International
Exposition contemplate transmission of 25 programs daily from
Treasure Island in San Francisco
Bay, according to Arthur Linkletter, radio director. Plans are under
way for construction of a complete
broadcasting plant in a $250,000
radio building. There will be four
glass-encased studios, dressing
rooms, lounges, offices and monitor
and master control rooms, all visible to fairgoers.
Programs will be picked up also
from 20 remote control points on
the 400-acre Exposition grounds.
Approximately 40 sound pylons
will be erected at various points
for both radio and public address.
A staff of 35, exclusive of artists,
will be employed. Sponsors and
networks will be invited to use the
Exposition studios without charge.
The Fair will run 288 days with
broadcasts over all national networks, several regional chains and
all local independents serving the
Bay area.
• Broadcast
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^^Naturc

Don't

Allow

(ApologieS)

No

Outside

of course^ to a popular

Station

Here!

song)

IF national advertisers could twirl a radio dial here perhaps
they'd understand

why they haven't been getting their share

of this phenomenal

"The West

market.

Virginia Hills" are beautiful indeed — as the song

says — but to outside stations these selfsame

hills are a pain

in the sales totals. Signals, even the strongest, just don't seem
able to make

the grade in getting over these hills and moun-

tains and into the loud speakers of one of the brightest markets in the entire United

States.

This natural condition

which

strictly a one-station market
for us. It means

makes

the WCHS

is a pretty nice break for you and

delivery of one of the most

responsive markets

market

in its entirety, without

prosperous

much

and

loss of listen-

ers to other programs.

580 KILOCYCLES
1000-500 WATTS

COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING SYSTEM

WCHS
CHARLESTON,
NATIONAL
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Spot Campaign Planned
To Promote 1938 Sets
THE combined radio industry is
pooling its salesmanship for a campaign to instill consumer interest
in the new 1938 receiving set. All
the various fields of the industi-y,
the manufacturers, distributors,
dealers, broadcasters, Pacific Gas
and Electric Company, and the
Electric Appliance Society of
Northern California, are combining
their efforts in a three-week West
Coast campaign which will run
Oct. 11-30. It will be a comprehensive campaign of advertising in all
media. The theme of the campaign
will be: "You're There in Person
With
a 1938
Pacific
Gas High-fidelity
& Electric Radio."
Co. is
printing 435,000 special stickers to
mail to all subscribers. The company will make special announcements during its NBC program

Hammond Organ onWQXR
HAMMOND ORGAN Co., New
York, started it first radio campaign on Sept. 9 over WQXR, New
York, to be heard every Thursday
from 8:30 to 9 p. m., featuring C.
A. J. Parmentier, oi-ganist, and occasional guest artists. Agency is J.
Walter Thompson Co., New York.
California Tales, establish displays
of new sets in local offices and conduct a prize contest in its own publication the P.G.&E. Progress. All
Northern California stations will
present special announcements and
15-minute programs during the
campaign. The Northern California
Broadcasters Assn. is taking an
active part and has appointed Jean
Scott Frickelton as campaign manager.

Tahco?

Just for fan you tell us another

town

people which
Fargo.

well-known

ts as universally

as

The reason's simple: Fargo is important far
beyond its actual population-count because it
is the center of one of America's richest and
most prosperous sections.
Station WD AY is also far more important than
its mere size would indicate — it is the only radio
station by which you can cover the rich Fargo
region.

"Z
WDAY,iNC
N. B. C.
Affiliated
FREE and
PETERS, INC.
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES

with

■
the —
Fargo
d

FARGO
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QUAINT—
"tabby"
house builtIsof this
oysteroldshells
and
covered with logs and Spanish
moss, located in the famous Fountain of Youth Gardens at St.
Augustine, Fla., and housing
WFOY, recently established local.
Nearby, extending into the ocean,
is theTruscon
site ofvertical
WGOY'sradiator
new 200foot
and
WE transmitter.

KELA

of 29i000

Forum

940 KILOCYCLES
5000 WATTS DAY
1000 WATTS NIGHT

Validity

For Artist Upheld
Court Holds Document Legal

New Minnesota Station
PREPARED to begin operating on
Sept. 15, the new KATE, Albert
Lea, Minn., will have studios both
in Albert Lea and Austin, according to George B. Russell, production manager. Western Electric
equipment is being used throughout, with a Blaw-Knox vertical radiator. Manager of the Albert Lea
studios will be Mayor Edgar L.
Hayek of Albert Lea, one - sixth
partner in the venture, who is also
president of the Trades Publishing
Co., publisher of the Northwestern
Jeweler, a monthly. Manager of
the Austin studios is George Cutting. Roland E. Olson will be commercial manager, and George H.
Church has been named chief engineer. Sherman Booen is assistant engineer and associate announcer. Pi'oduction assistants are
Dorothy L. Hogg, Peggy Lee and
Eleanor Dale. Mayor Hayek's partners are Q. J. David, Haskell Sargent and L. B. Farrington, of St.
Paul, George J. Wolf, of Albert
Lea, and William B. Wolf, of
Austin.

WffY

KNOW

Contract

Though Made Outside State
A LOS ANGELES Superior Court
ruling that is expected to have a
far-reaching effect on artist-agency contracts by setting a precedent
in establishing legality in Californiaother
of agreements
drawn
anstate was handed
downinAug.
31 in the suit of NBC Artists Bureau against Cliff Soubier, actor.
Decison, handed down by Superior Judge Joseph P. Sproul, ruled
that Soubier's NBC managerial
contract was legal and binding even
if it does not conform with the
California agency law and lacked
approval
the labor
commissioner
of that of
state.
Artists
Bureau
placed Soubier under contract in
Chicago in 1931.
Defendant Overruled
While still under contract he
came to Hollywood and signed with
Warner Bros. First National Studios for a role in the picture Black
Legion, and notified NBC Artists
Bureau by letter that he was discharging it as his representative.
The agency,
holding
tract was still
good, that
filed its
suitcon-in
Los Angeles county and the case
was submitted for trial on May 30
of this year, with decision being
rendered after three months of
consideration of briefs submitted by
plaintiff and defendant.
The court overruled all defendant's arguments, holding that the
contract was legal and binding
despite where made or drawn. It
ruled that the NBC Artists Bureau is entitled to all commissions
on Soubier's work. First of its kind
in the California courts, the case
attracted wide attention in both
the radio and agency field. It affects employment under a contract
signed in another state. Intimations were that the NBC Artists
Bureau would file additional suits
in similar assertedly breached contracts.

Starts Nov. 1

LOCATED midway between Centralia and Chehalis on the Pacific
Highway,
the new Centralia,
500-watt Wash.,
transmitter of KELA,
is being
installed radiator
along withanda 190foot
Bethlehem
will
be ready to go on the air on or
about Nov. 1, according to J. Elroy
McCaw, general manager. Western
Electric transmitter equipment has
been ordered. The station, authorized last July 2 by the FCC, will
operate full time on 1440 kc. It
will affiliate with the Mutual-Don
Lee Network, Mr. McCaw reported.
Mr. McCaw is 25 9o stockholder in
Central Broadcasting Corp., licensee, with 371/2% each held by Arthur C. St. John, Ford dealer, bus
line operator and theatre owner of
Chehalis, and Cecil L. Gwinn, theatre manager of the same city.
KANS Transfer Sought
AUTHORITY to transfer control
of KANS, Wichita, Kan., from
Charles C. Theis, local banker, to
Herbert Hollister, general manager
of the station, and Don Searle,
manager of WIBW, Topeka, and
principal owner of KMMJ, Clay
Center, Nebr., was sought in an
application filed with the FCC
Broadcast Division Sept. 1. The
station, which went on the air last
year, is an NBC outlet.
BROADCASTING

CBS Artists Stock
CBS has just acquired 27V2% of
the authorized capital stock of
Columbia Management of California Inc. for $27,500, and its subsidiary, Columbia Concerts Corp.,
has acquired 22%% of the same
concern for $22,500, according to a
statement filed Sept. 7 with the
Securities & Exchange Commission. CBS owns 54% of the outstanding common and 100% of the
Company. stock of the Concerts
preferred
Ex-KGGC Manager Sues
W. NORMAN McGILL, former
manager of station KGGC, San
Francisco, through his attorneys,
has filed a $50,000 libel suit in the
Superior Court of San Francicso
against Robert J. Crai<r, pastor of
Glad Tidings Temple. Mr. McGill,
who lives near Los Altos on the
San Francisco peninsula, alleges in
his suit that the minister, who
owns KGGC, discharged him after
he had built up the radio station
and also, according to the complaint, "attempted to besmirch my
name by misrepresentations to
business associates." McGill had
been associated with the station
for nearly ten years.
• Broadcast
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beginning,

Blaw-Knox

Antennas have been intimately
ated with the growth of Radio.
The

first Vertical

Knox

Radiator

associ-

was

a Blaw-

development.

The most advanced designs in up-to-date
Radiator construction contributing to
present

broadcasting
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Blaw-Knox.

efficiency
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Gas Group Using Spots
GAS APPLIANCE Society of California, San Francisco, on Oct. 2,
will commence a one-week radio
campaign with 600 transcribed announcements on 21 stations in
Northern and Central California.
Stations are KGO, KFRC, KYA,
KSFO, KJBS, KGGC, KLX,
KDON, KLS, KROW, KRE, KHSL,
KFBK, KWG, KGDM, KQW,
KIEM, KVCV, KTRB, KMJ,
KYOS. The agency is Jean Scott
Frickelton, San Francisco.

WWNC
ASHEVILLE, N. C
Full Time NBC A ffiliate
1,000 Walts

Work
NEWSCASTING, and being
a volunteer
fireman,
mix.
At least
that just
has don't
been
the sad experience of William Paulsgrove, program
diretor and sportscaster of
WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md. A
candidate for election as chief
of
volunteer
fire Hagerstown's
department, Paulsgrove
must appear at all fires possible if he wants to poll the
votes. Late last month an
alarm came in just as he got
under way on his 15-minute
sports review. Then the
second alarm broke. He was
between two fires, so to sneak.
He wound up the sports review a little early and managed to get to the conflagration before it was over. But
he isn't so sure now about
that fire chief's job.
KGFI in Brownsville
AUTHORIZED to move from Corpus Christi into Brownsville, Tex.,
the 100-watt KGFI went into operation in its new location in latter August. It is chiefly owned by
Jack Wilson and Ernest Wilson.
Corpus Christi's new station is
KRIS, an NBC supplementary outlet, operating with 500 watts on
11530 kc.

The Only Blanket Radio
Coverage of Prosperous
Western North Carolina
'*T/ie Quality Market
of The Southeast''

On

NURSING MICROPHONE — Is
Gwen
women's
of
the McCleary,
Iowa Network,
who director
donned
nurse's garb to conduct a howl-byhowl broadcast of the Baby Clinic
examinations at the Iowa State
Fair in Des Moines. Telling her
the story of the infants is (left)
Dr. Lee F. Hill, medical examiner,
and (right) Mrs. S. E. Lincoln,
superintendent of the Baby Health
Department. Broadcasts were
sponsored by Flynn Dairy Co.
'FINED' FOR SPEEDING
Judge Orders Lowell .Culprit,
-Devise Safety ProgramWHEN Maurice Lowell, NBC-Chicago production director, faced
Judge J. M. Braude of the Chicago
traffic court on a speeding charge
Aug. 27, the judge, in lieu of a fine,
ordered Mr. Lowell to devise a radio traffic safety broadcast that
would
help the judge's auto safety
campaign.
Going into a huddle with Judith
M. Waller,
NBC-Chicago
educational director,
Mr. Lowell worked
out a solution. He booked the judge
for a quarter-hour spot on WENR,
the judge's topic being his own
court slogan, "On the Highway,
Death Begins at Fifty."
The payoff occurred at the broadcast Sept.
For the
production
director 1.
was Mr.
Lowell
who had
been assigned to the program with
instructions to see that Judge
Braude didn't talk over 50 words a
minute.
Musterole Switches
MUSTEROLE Co., Cleveland
(Musterole) and E. W. Rose Co.,
Cleveland (Zemo), on Oct. 4 will
start Carson Robison and His
Buckaroos. The program, formerly
announced as scheduled for an
NBC-Blue network, will be heard
instead on 33 MBS stations for 26
weeks, Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays at 1:15-1:45 p. m.
(EDST). The agency is Erwin,
Wasey & Co. Inc., New York.

Johanna Tidy Vale Lady, of Ackerhurst Farms.
Butter production for 1936 683 pounds.
Churned Gold . . . forty million
pounds a year! Omaha leads the
world in butter production, ranks WOW
Omaha. Nebraska
high as a corn and wheat outlet,
5,000 Watts
stands second in the nation as a 590 Kc.
John Gillin, Jr., Mgr.
meat - packing center. Reach the JOHN
BLAIR
CO.— Representa664,048 families in Omaha and its
tives— New York, Chicago, Detroit,
San
Francisco.
fertile trade territory through
Owned and Operated by the
their favorite radio station . . .
Woodmen of the World
WOW!
Life Insurance Society
ON

THE

N. B.C.
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NETWORK

Radio
Newsfeatures
Available
station toin only
eachonecityradio
Details on Request
Represented exclusively by
Stephen Slesinger, Inc.
250 Park Avenue
New York
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Federal

Studio

Interior Department to Have
Elaborate Broadcast Setup
UNCLE
one of theradio
most time,
prolific usersSAM,
of sustaining
will have broadcasting studios of
his own soon in the magnificent
new Department of the Interior
building in Washington.
Work was started early in September and is expected to be completed in latter November on the
long-projected
radio setup.
contract
was awarded
Sept. 3Theto
Industrial Fireproofing Corp., New
York, on its low bid of $88,200.
There will be one large and one
small studio, a conference room
that can be used as a studio, and a
control room. The larger studio
will be two stories in height and
will have a balcony on one side
where visitors may watch the
broadcasts
behind double glass windows.
The studios will be completely
equipped with RCA speech input
and microphones and will be acoustically treated by Johns Manville.
It will be complete in every detail,
lackingmuch asonly
a transmitter
no provision
is made inasfor
wave length assignments for the
governmental broadcasts. Secretary of the Interior Ickes, bureau
chiefs of his department and preother fordepartments willsumably
use heads
theofstudios
their
regular broadcasts, tying in with
the networks through their Washington keys.
Other Radio Projects
Construction of the model studios in the Interior Bldg. is part of
the educational radio plans of Secretary Ickes, who is also backing
the WPA Federal Radio Educational Project under which WPA
workers and actors are trained in
radio technique and write and
stage programs over networks and
stations. The project also has a
script library service which it offers to local educators and to stations.
Having operated on term grants
for about two years, the project
recently secured an extension grant
of $50,000 which will carry it until
December when a new grant is expected to be forthcoming. Its staff,
headed by William Dow Boutwell,
now numbers only 20 persons, havine been cut considerably from the
former roll of about 80. About half
sity.
of the staff is in Washington and
the other half works in New York,
headquarters at New York UniverBathasweet News
BATHASWEET Corp., New York,
will start Sept. 28 a news program
on WCAE, Pittsburgh, at 8-8:15
a. m., Monday, Wednesday and FriOn Sept. Chicago,
8 the company
started onday.WGN,
Quin Ryan,
news and comment, also Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 11:3011:45 a. m. (EDST). Other programs of the same sponsor now
running are news on WOR, Newark, Monday, Wednesday and Friday at 8-8:15 a. m., and on Don
Lee network Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 7:45-8 a. m. H. M.
Kiesewetter Adv. Agency Inc.,
New York, is in charge.
M. SAYLB TAYLOR, better known
as the Voice of Experience, has signed
areau.
contract with the WOR Artists Bu• Broadcast

Advertising

Now

the Gates DYNAMOTE

steps to the head of the line as radio's number one remote equipment.
Complete in facilities, electrically
superb and small in size. Broadcast engineers have been quick to
acclaim the DYNAMOTE as the
best they have seen. Today, leading
broadcasting stations from coast to
coast have picked the DYNAMOTE
to carry the brunt of their fall and
winter remote schedules. May we
suggest that you investigate this
outstanding remote equipment and
find how truly fine equipment may
be had at a reasonable price. Gates
bulletin 82 gives you this information.
1— High gain 4 stage amplifier of studio quality.
2 — Three
type
ohms.

position ladder
30 or 200

mixer,

3 — A.C. or battery operation.
Power unit supplied.
4 — Exclusive
V.I. meter.

5" edgewise

5 — Total weight

packed

39

lbs. 20 " by 12 " by 10 " in
size complete equipment.

Packed Dynamote above only 20" by 12"
by 10" includes room in case for 3 micrO'
phones.
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MANUFACTURING
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(Cable Address Gatesradio

SUPPLY
SINCE

CO.

1922
ILL,
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Goodkind's New Post
M. LEWIS GQODKIND Jr., who
on June 1 resigned from Lord &
Thomas, Chicago, after being with
the agency for nine years, becomes
vice-president of
VBurnet-Kuhn
e r t i s i n g AdCo.,
Chicago, Sept. 15.
Mr. Goodkind was
radio service
manager and
publicity
d i r e c-&
tor of Lord
Thomas. Prior to
Mr. Goodkind
^ ,, • , the
that merchandishe was on
ing research and reportorial staff
of the Chicago Herald & Examiter for two years. Tbe BurnetKuhn agency is headed by Paul R.
Kuhn, president, and F. J. Woods,
vice-president and secretary. Included among its accounts are the
Chicago Tribune, New York Daily
News, Radio Guide, Chicago Musical Instrument Co. and the Sampson Electric Co.

-ouJir

1 . » « u. -

Telepathic Blurbs
ZENITH RADIO Corp., Chicago (radio sets), is using
no commercials whatsoever
on its new Zenith Foundation
program started Sept. 5 on
an NBC-Blue network of 52
stations. The program is
unusual, the entire radio audience being requested to
take part in experiments in
mental telepathy. E. H.
Brown Adv. Agency, Chicago, is the agency.

Candider Faust
RUNNING neck and neck
with Bill Cline, WLS sales
manager,
Chicago's
most
avid radioas candid
cameramen is Paul Holman Faust,
radio director of the MitchellFaust Adv. Co., Chicago. Mr.
Faust recently sold a set of
candid burlesque shots to the
Chicago Herald & Examiyier.
The pictures were obtained
after the burlesque houses
had issued a ban on photographers of the strip tease.
Mr. Faust said: "I just sat
in the front row of the baland made
also cony—
recently
sold a 'em."
series He
of
photos to Look Magazine.
Sanib of Honduras
SANIB CORP., Puerto Cortes,
Honduras, will use radio advertising for Sun-Ban, a banana fruit
powder, starting early in October.
Tentative plans include several
MBS stations for a 15-minute musical program on Sunday mornings. "The agency is Jay Lewis Associates, New York, Jay Lewis, account executive. Norman Brokenshire, in charge of radio for the
agency, will probably participate
in the program.
KATHERINE LANE, CBS dramatic
actress in New York, was married
Aug. 30 to Paul T. Anderson, noted
Washington correspondent of the St.
Louis Post-Dispatch, and onetime
Pulitzer Prize winner.

1*^
says ike major

but if you want 'em Ive got 'em
A smooth statistician, it seems, could dig
up enough figures to paint a pretty market picture around the North Pole. That's
why the Carolina Combination bases its
appeal on BIG results at a low^ rate. But,
if
you Write
insist on
ones.
for figures,
them. we got 'em — BIG
The

Carolina

COMBINATION
WIS
COLUMBIA, s. c.
5000 WATTS, NBC

WPTF
RALEIGH, N. C.
5000 WATTS, NBC

Represented by Free & Peters, Inc.
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Efficacy of Broadcasts
In Influencing Opinion
Discussed
at Institute
PROS and cons of radio as a
means of influencing public opinion were discussed Sept. 3 at the
Williamstown (Mass.) Institute of
Human Relations under the auspices of the National Conference
of Jews and Christians.
Franklin Dunham, NBC educational directors, stated that radio
has "a tremendous and compelling
power to bring the world and its
happenings directly into the home
and the school room. At the basis
of this serious listening is the
essential element of conflict — the
conflict of personalities presented
on the air. This conflict appears in
the impact which is made on our
minds by radio commentators and
by other interesting personalities
who speak over the air on subjects
in which we have genuine enthusiasm. We may not agree with them
always, but this disagreement often
makes their talks more interesting
From the standpoint of religion.
Rev. James M. Gillis, editor of
Catholic World, argued that radio
is a valuable but imperfect adjunct
toto religion.
The first drawback, he
us."
said, is that radio transmits imperfectly and sometimes not at all
the personality of the preacher.
Father Gillis said that preaching
is a ministry, rather than mere
verbal communication. He described
religion as "a flame, a fire, a
battle." "In such a world as this,"
he went on, "the message of true
religion should not be polite, inoffensive. Quite naturally, radio
corporations
and on sponsors
don't
want disturbers
the program.
I doubt that a vital, authoritative,
uncompromising presentation of
the Gospel truth is possible on any
of the great radio chains under
present conditions."
Safeway Coast Discs
SAFEWAY STORES Inc., Oakland, Cal., Pacific Coast chain grocery store, to call attention to its
various departments and products,
on Sept. 13 started for 13 weeks
using five nights weekly a transcribed
quarter-hour
program,
The Land
of children's
The Whatsit,
on 13 stations in Washington, Oregon and California. Pre-program
spot announcements were made
over the stations to call attention
to the series. This is being supplemented by a series of half-page
comic section advertisements in Associated Weekly newspapers and
Family Circle, publication distributed free by Safeway Stores Inc.
An extensive store promotion campaign also supports the program
and includes package inslips, window banners, giveaway folders and
other paraphernalia. This will be
supplemented by The Whatsit, an
illustrated weekly tabloid newsfor children"paper
to be "published
issued byeachandWednesday
starting Sept. 29. Stations are
KFSD, KGO, KFXM, K D B,
KERN, KWG, KMJ, KFBK, KJR,
KGA,
KEX.Co.,Agency is J. KPQ,
WalterKECA,
Thompson
San
Francisco.
CANADA'S total
radios — Canadians
set tax — numbered
fiscal year ended
increase of 20%
fiscal year.

number of licensed
pay a $2 annual
1,038,500 when the
last March 31, an
over the preceding
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Let bandits beware

Illinois! That state is now

a model

of

broadcasting efficiency for the detection and prevention of
crime . . . location of missing

persons

. . . and the many

other activities of state police.
Seven
equipped

strategically located
with Truscon

state -wide hookup.

broadcasting

Vertical Radiators

stations . . .
. . . provide

a

(A typical station is illustrated). Every

state -police cruiser or motorcycle is equipped with a radio.
When the Illinois State Police go into action, an actual . . .
not theoretical . . . net blankets the entire state instantly!
A rapidly growing list of Truscon Vertical Radiator
installations for commercial and non - commercial radio
stations is definite proof of the outstanding
these modern antenna towers.
Truscon
determine
Truscon

offers expert cooperation

TRUSCON
TRUSCON

BROADCASTING
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STEEL

to meet

VERTICAL
COMPANY

of

in assisting you to

the most efficient and economical
Vertical Radiators

advantages

YOUR

application of
requirements.

RADIATORS
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STATION ACCOUNTS
ap —t— studio
programs
transcriptions
so — spot annovneementa
ta — transcription announcements
WBAL, Baltimore
Gardner Nurseries Inc., Osage, la.,
3 weekly t, thru N. W. Radio Adv.
Co., Seattle.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, 21
sa, thru Compton Adv. Inc., N. Y.
Lamont-Corliss Co., New Yorlc
(Nestle's cocoa),
sp, thru
Warwick
& Legler78 Inc.,
N. T.Cecil,
Thomas Leeming & Co., New York
(Baume Bengue), 156 sa, thru
Wm. Esty & Co. Inc., N. Y.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 24
weekly sa, thru Blow Co. Inc.,
N. Y.
Utica Knitting Mills, Utica, N. Y.
(underwear, sweaters), 3 weekly
sa, thru John Thomas Miller, N. Y.
Simmons Co., New York (beds, mattresses), 78 sa, thru J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
Ford Motor Co., Alexandria, Va., 20
sa, 12 sa, thru McCann-Erickson
Inc., N. Y.
Capudine Chemical Co., Raleigh, N.
C. (proprietary), 101 sa, thru Dillard Jacobs Agency Inc., Atlanta.
Schmidt Baking Co., Baltimore, 648
sa, thru W. E. Long Co., Chicago.
KYA, San Francisco
W. G. Keys, San Francisco (beauty
shop), 3 weekly sp, thru Johnson
Agency, San Francisco.
Transcontinental & Western Air, Inc.,
San Francisco (transportation), 6
weekly sa, direct.
Electric Appliance Society of California, San Francisco (electric appliances), 3weekly sa, thru Jean
Scott Frickelton Agency, San Francisco.
Travellac Publications, San Francisco
(travel magazine), 6 weekly sp,
direct.
WCKY, Cincinnati
Dodge Bros. Corp., New York
(trucks), 7 sa, thru RuthraufE &
Ryan Inc., N. Y.
McKesson & Robbins Inc., Bridgeport, Conn. (Pursang), 26 sa, thru
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
U. S. Industrial Alcohol Sales Co.,
Cincinnati, 52 sa, thru Lambert &
Feasley Inc. N. Y.
Ohio Apple Institute, Cleveland, parfor one Cleveland.
year, thru Nesbitt ServiceticipationCo.,
KSFO, San Francisco
Campbell Cereal Co., Minneapolis
(Malt-O-Meal), 2 weekly t, thru
Emil
cisco. Brisacher & Staff, San FranW. T. Grant Stores, N. Y. (department stores), 3 weekly t, thru N.
W. Ayer & Son, N. Y.
Gas Appliance Society, San Francisco
(gas appliance), 8 weekly sa, thru
•lean Scott Frickelton, San Francisco.
WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids
Coleman Lamp & Stove Co., Wichita
(furnace), 26 sa, thru Potts-Turnbull Co., Kansas City.
Chamberlain Laboratories, Des Moines
(lotion), 130 ta, thru Coolidge Adv.
Co., Des Moines.
KFI, Los Angeles
Look Magazine Inc., Des Moines
(publication), 7 weekly ta, thru
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Woolwine-Norris Corp., Los Angeles
(gas ranges), weekly sp, thru McCarty Co., Los Angeles.

KFBK, Sacramento
Petri Cigar Co., San Francisco, 100
sa, thru Emil Brisacher & Staff,
San Francisco.
Roma Wine Co., San Francisco, sa,
thru James Houlihan Inc., San
Francisco.
Schering Corp., New York (Sarake),
t, thru Marschalk & Pratt Inc.,
N. Y.
Sego Milk Products Co., San Francisco, 30 sa, thru Botsford, Constantine & Gardner Inc., San Francisco.
Calif. Dried Fruit Stabilization Co.,
San Francisco,
thru BrewerWeeks
Co., San sa,
Francisco.
Wilson & George Meyer Co., San
Fi-aneisco (calcium nitrate), 200 sa,
thru Gerth-Knollin Adv. Co., San
Francisco.
KGO, San Francisco
Look Magazine, Chicago, 6 weekly ta,
thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Thomas Leeming & Co., New York
(Baume Bengue), 7 weekly so,
thru William Esty & Co., N. Y.
Campbell Cereal Co., Minneapolis
(Malt-O-Meal), 2 weekly t, thru
Emil
cisco. Brisacher & Staff, San FranWIP, Philadelphia
Hecker Products Corp., New York
(cereal), 5 weekly sp, thru ErwinWasey & Co., N. Y.
Crowell Pub. Co., New York, monthly
sp, thru Geyer, Cornell & Newell
Inc., N. Y.
Kirkwood Laboratories, Clifton, N. J.
(her-ex), 6 weekly sp, direct.
KDKA, Pittsburgh
Oakite Prod. Inc., New York, 13 sp,
thru Calkins & Holden, N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, 23
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co., Inc., Chicago.
Carleton & Hovey Co., Lowell, Mass.,
156
ton. sp, thru John W. Queen, BosWJJD, Chicago
Histeen Corp., Chicago (hay fever
remedy), daily sp, thru RuthraufE
& Ryan Inc., Chicago.
Haysma Laboratory, Chicago (hay
fever remedy), 3 weekly t, direct.
State of Michigan, Lansing, Mich,
(tourist trade), daily sa, thru
Fred M. Randall Co., Detroit.

WGY, Schenectady
Bosco Co., New York (milk amplidaily N.
sa, Y.
thru Kenyon & Eckhardt fier),
Inc.,
Baker Extract Co., Springfield, Mass.,
weekly sp, thru Wm. B. Remington
Co., Springfield.
Lamont, Corliss & Co., New York
(Nestles), weekly sp, thru Cecil,
Warwick & Legler Inc., N. Y.
Popular Brands
Inc., New
York (dishwashing powder),
4 weekly
sp, 4
weekly
son Inc.,so,N. thru
Y. Tracy-Locke-DawSaltesea Packing Co., Providence
(soup), daily sa, thru Livermore &
Knight, Providence, R. I.
Williamson Candy Co., Chicago (Oh
Henry), weekly so, weekly sp, thru
John H. Durham Co., Chicago.
WIND, Chicago
Histeen Corp., Chicago (hay fever
remedy), ta, thru RuthraufE &
Ryan Inc., Chicago.
Chicago Roosevelt Steamship Co.,
Chicago (boat travel), sp, thru
W. W. Garrison & Co., Chicago.
Albert Dickinson Co., Chicago (livestock feeds), 3 weekly sp, placed
direct.
KFRC, San Francisco
California Fresh Bartlett Pear Advisory Board, San Francisco
(pears), 5 weekly so, thru J.
Walter Thompson, San Francisco.
W. A. SheafEer Pen Co., Chicago
(fountain pens), 7 weekly so, thru
Ru.ssel M. Seeds Co., Chicago.
KHJ, Los Angeles
Haas, Baruch & Co.. Los Angeles
(Iris Coffee), weekly sp, thru
Erwin Wasey & Co., Los Angeles.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta, Ga.
(yeast tablets),
weeklyN. t,
RuthraufE
& Ryan2 Inc.,
Y. thru
KNX, Hollywood
Skinner & Eddy Corp., Seattle (Peter
Pan canned salmon), 5 weekly sp,
thru J. William Sheets, Seattle.
Swift & Co., Vernon, Cal. (Formay),
5 weekly
sp, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., Los
Angeles.
WNEW, New York
Carol Pharmaceutical
Co., New6 Brunswick (Caruso Capsules),
weekly
sp, direct.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
'Wo, the Listeners Don't Care How She Dresses, but the Sponsor

WFAA-WBAP, Dallas-Ft. Worth
Rit Products Corp., Chicago (Rit),
52
cago.t, thru Earle Ludgin Inc., ChiPurity
Bakeries
Chicago
(Taystee
bread),Corp.,
5 weekly
t, thru
Blaekett-Sample-Hummert Inc., ChiLehn
& Fink Products Co., New York
cago.
(Hinds
sp, thru
Wm. Estycosmetics),
& Co. Inc.,260
N. Y.
Penick & Ford Ltd., New York (Brer
Rabbit), 102 ta, thru J. Walter
Dodge
Bros. Corp., Y.
New York
Thompson
(trucks), 3Co.,so,N.thru
RuthrauflE &
Ryan
Inc.,
N.
Y.
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello,
111. (Syrup Pepsin), 260 t, thru
Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee.
Barton Mfg. Co., Chicago (Dyanshine), 20 so, thru Anfenger Adv.
Agency,
Louis. Co., Los Angeles,
White
KingSt. Soap
65 t, thru Barnes-Chase Co., Los
Angeles.Corp., Chicago (proprietary),
Histeen
39 ta, sa, thru RuthraufE & Rvan
Inc., N. Y.
J. A. Folger Co., Kansas City (coffee), 150 t, thru Blackett-SampleHummert
Inc., Co.,
Chicago.
Carter
Medicine
New York (liver
pills), 260 ta, thru Street & Finney
Inc., N. Y.
Walker's tonioAustex
Chili Co.,
An(chili products),
65 San
sa, thru
Crook Adv. Agency, Dallas.
Purina Mills, St. Louis, 156 thru
Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Dr.City,
Salsbury's
Laboratories,65Charles
la. (proprietary),
ta, t,
thru N. A. Winter Adv. Agency,
Des Moines.
WMCA,Jewelry
New York
Finlay-Straus
Co., New
York,
13
weekly
sp and
66 sa, thru
SchiUin Adv. Corp.,
N. Y.
Barney's Clothes Inc., New York, 13
weekly
sp and
Austin Co.,
N. Y.66 sa, thru Alvin
Nature Friend Inc., New York (bird
food),
direct. River Forest,
Rev.
F. 13
F. sp,
Bosworth,

^'
'
i•
';

111. (religious
talks), Inc.,
52 t, Long
direct.
Community
Opticians
Island City, N. Y. 5 weekly sp, thru
Commonwealth Adv. Agency, Boston. Donohue Inc., New York
Grace
Redfield-Johnstone
Inc., 13
N. sp',
Y. thru
(beauty preparations),
Consolidated Drug Trade Products
Inc., Chicago, 12 weekly sp, thru
Benson & Dall Inc., Chicago.
WBBM, Chicago
Simmons Co., New York (mattresses),
daily so, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., New York.
Chrysler Dealers, Chicago (auto dealers),
3 weekly
sp,cag
thru Schwimmer
& Scott,
Chi
o.
Philco Co. Dealers, Chicago (radio
low, Chicago.
dealers),
weekly t, thru Max EneKosto
Co.,
Chicago
(Kosto dessert),
daily sa, thru
Perrin-Paus,
Chicago.
Stephano Bros. Philadelphia (Marvel
cigarettes), 3 Co.,weekly
sp, thru
Aitken-Kynett
Philadelphia.
KECA, Los Angeles
W. T. Grant Co., New York (chain
store), 3 weekly t, thru N. W.
Ayer &VanSon &Inc.,Storage
N. Y.
Lyons
Co., Los
Angeles, weekly t, thru Charles H.
Mayne Co., Los Angeles.
Sears Roebuck & Co., Los Angeles
(department store), 6 weekly so,
thru Dana Jones Co., Los Angeles.
WGN, Chicago
Bauer & Black, Chicago (Velure
Hand Lotion),
weekly t, Inc.,
thru
Blackett
- Sample 5- Hummert,
Chicago.
URE Druggist Inc., Chicago (chain
drugStevens
stores),Co.,daily
so, thru Jewell
F.
Chicago.
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Maryland
Pharmaceutical
Co.,sa,Baltimore (Rem
and Rel), daily
thru ,
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
KFOX, Long Beach, Cal.
Central Shoe Co., St. Louis (shoes),
2 weekly t, thru Kelly, Stuhlman
& Zahrndt Inc., St. Louis.

Likes It."
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GAFFERS & SATTLER, Los Angeles
stove and refrigerator manufacturers,
is including radio in a big fall campaign, being handled by J. H. Withington Co., Architects Bldg., Los
Angeles. It has already signed for
sponsorship
of aMinutes
Sunday in3 Hollywood,
p. m. halfhour
show, SO
on the Don Lee Network.
IBARTON MFG. Co., St. Louis
I (Dyanshine liquid shoe polish) has
named Anfenger Adv. Agency Inc.,
^;t. Louis, to handle its advertising.
which includes a spot announcement
campaign.
EASTERN WINE Corp.. Bronx
Terminal Bldg., New York, will include radio in an advertising campaign planned for the New York
metropolitan area, New York State
and New Jersey, to be handled by
Albert Frank-Guenther Law Inc.,
New York.
E. PRITCHARD Inc., Bridgeton, N.
.1. (Pride of the Farm catsup, etc.)
has appointed Walker & Wadsworth
Inc., New York, to handle its advertising, which will include radio. R. M.
S. Walker is account executive.
WILLIAM W. LEE & Co., Troy,
N. Y. (Save-the-Baby) makes up lists
in September, including radio among
the media used. Agency is Leighton &
Nelson, Schenectady. The annual advertising appropriation is $12,000.
TRUTONOPHONE Inc., New York,
has placed its radio account with the
newly-formed
Klinger Adv. Corp.,
New
York.
HARYEY-WHIPPLE Inc., Springfield, Mass. (Master Kraft oil burnems), resumed Castles of Romance
Sept. 7 at 6:35-6:4.5 p. m.. EDST..
over W.JZ, New York, and added
Melody and Mystery, transcribed program, on WBZ-WBZA, Boston, beginSept. 7 at featuring
6 :35-6 -A't
m.,
EDST. ningPostcards
the p.talent
of the programs are being furnished to
the company's
dealers.
agencyNewis
Willard
G. Mvers
Adv. The
Agency,
York.
LELEWER HAT Co., Chicago (retail
hat stores) nouncements
started
antwice daily100-word
on WCFL,
Chicago, Aug. 30. Dade B. Epstein
Agency, Chicago, handles the account.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co..
Jersey City started a series of sixtyfive 100-word announcements on
WGES, Chicago. Sept. 6. Benton &
Bowles, Inc., New York is the agency,
with the foreign language division of
Van Cronkhite Associates, Chicago,
handling the announcements.
R. B. SEMLER Inc., New York,
(Kreml hair tonic), on Sept. 14
started Josef Ranald, hand analyst,
on WOR, Newark, Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 5:45-6 p. m., EDST.
Agency is Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc.,
New York.
THOMAS LEEMING & Co. Inc.,
New York, (Baume Bengue) starts a
five weekly series of early morning
news broadcasts, Oct. 4 on WABC,
New York, 7 :5.5-8 a. m. Wm. Esty &
Co. Inc., New York, is the agency.
GLASS sponsoring
CONTAINER
ASS'N, Bottle
New
York,
the Steinie
Boys over WEAF, New York, on
Sept. 7 renewed the program but
changed to Tuesdays and Saturdays,
7:30 p. m., placed thru U. S. Advertising Corp.
VICTOR BREWING Co. on Sept. 1
undertook sponsorship of INS news
flashes on WWSW, Pittsburgh, nightly at 10:30, placed through the W.
Earl Bothwell Agency. Edward
Kreen, former program manager of
WHJB, Greensburg, Pa., handles the
program.
BROADCASTING

ON THE LINE— Signing- a quarter-million dollar contract with the
largest regional network in the
United States, J. E. Clancy, vicepi'esident and general manager of
Dr. Miles California Co. Los Angeles (left) is shown seated with
Lewis Allen Weiss, general manager of the Don Lee Broadcasting
System, that city (right), completing aiTangements under which the
7 weekly quarter-hour Alka Seltzer Neivspaper of the Air will be
renewed and extended over the entire West Coast network effective
September 26. Contract is for 52
weeks. Account is serviced by P.
O. Narveson, manager of Associated Advertising Agency, Los
Angeles, who is also pictured.
R. R. DAVIS, formerly apparatus
advertising manager of Westinghouse.
has been appointed assistant to the
general advertising manager, S. D.
Mahan. He ha.s been with Westinghouse since 1910 and headquarters in
Pittsburgh.
C. W. HAMMOND, Oakland. Calif,
(financial service), recently refurnod
to the air in a series of broadcasts
over KYA. San Francisco. Mr. Hammond has been a commentator for 11
years in the San Francisco Bay area.
CARTER COAL Co., Detroit, has
taken the sponsorship of In the Tlcrmit's has
Cave,beena W.IR.
that
on the Detroit,
air for serial
more
than two years without commercial
sponsor. Program has a cast of 20
directed by Charles Penman and three
sound
men. Agency is Ralph H. .Tones,
Cincinnati.
SIROIL
LABORATORIES Inc..
Detroit (drug preparations) on Oct.
5 starts a three-timn-weekly 15-minutp
sponsorship of news over WHK.
Cleveland, which may be expanded
later in the year if results prove satisfactory. Initial period will run for 26
weeks. Frank V. Martin Inc., Detroit,
is the agency.
FRED C. WILLIAMS, formerly of
Campbell-Ewald Co. Inc., Detroit, has
been appointed assistant advertising
manager for the Nash division of
Nash-Kelvinator Corp. He will work
under A. R. Boscow, the newly appointed director of advertising and
merchandising for Nash.
PACKER TAR SOAP Inc., New
York, now sponsoring Thatcher Colt
Mysteries on NBC-Red, will discontinue the series Sept. 26, but will
return to the air at a later date.
Stack-Goble Advertising Agency, New
York, is in charge.

VERNER'S of California Inc., Hollywo dbeverage
(
) has appointed
Chas. R. Stuart Inc., Los Angeles
agency,
direct initsSeptember
California started
advertisng andto early
participation five times weekly in
Fletcher tective
Wiley's
ProLeague Woman's
program Home
on KNX,
Hollywood. Charles Levitt is agency
executive servicing account.
KOSTO Co., Chicago (Kosto dessert),
on Sept. 15 started daily weather
reports on WBBM, Chicago, minute
announcements thrice weekly on
WSPD, mentsToledo,
and minute
twice weekly
on the announceMichigan
Network. Detail men are covering the
10 cities where the announcements
are being made. Perrin-Paus Co.,
Chicago, is the agency.
CONSOLIDATED EDISON Co. of
New York Inc., New York (public
utility) has appointed Lord & Thomas,
New York, to handle its new radio
campaign. A series will be heard over
WEAF, starting Sept. 20.
DRI-BRITE Co., St. Louis, is advertising through Louis E. Westheimer
& Co., St. Louis.
ALPHA PRODUCTS Co., Denver
(proprietary ) places advertising
through Ball & Davidson Inc., Denver.
PARK LABORATORY Co., San
Antonio vertising
(Grandma's
tea),Adv.places
adthrough Herald
Agency,
San Antonio.
PURITY PRODUCTS, Jersey City
(tonic) places advertising through
Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp., New
York.
GEO. W. CASWELL Co., San Franappointed
Long itsAdv.
Service,cisco,Sanhas.Jose,
to service
account.
LOUDEN PACKING Co., Terre
Haute (Doggie Dinner) has named
McTunkin Adv. Co., Chicago, as its
agency.
STERLING BREWERS Inc., Evansville, Ind. (Sterling beer and ale),
has placed its business with Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago.

CAROLENE PRODUCTS Co., Litchfield, 111. (Milnut — milk food product), has placed its business with
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., ChiAccording
to agency,
N. J. Pumpian,
dio cago.
director
of the
no radio ra-is
planned until a market study is made.
BRADLEY KNITTING MILLS,
Delavan, Wis. (bathing suits, etc.),
has placed its account with Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., Chicago.
NUNN-BUSH SHOE Corp., Milwaukee, has named Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., Chicago, to handle advertising.
GALLENKAMP STORES Co., San
Francisco on Sept. 26 will extend its
radio advertising to Washington and
Oregon when its Professor Puzzlewit
program moves to Sundays at 4 p. m.
over four coast NBC-Pacific Red stations, KPO, KOMO, KGW, KFI.
THEY'RE TUNING IN WATL
IN ATLANTA

1

"The I\ation's
Perfect Test

UIKZO
KHLPMRZOO

5 STATES
108 TOWIVS

!
!

545

LETTERS!

545

ORDERS

Market^'

!

Yes sir, 545 bona fide orders were received by
a sponsor as a direct result of time used over
WKZO.
WKZO

can do a real selling job for you!
Write for information.

WFBR
NnTIONQL REPRESENTRTIVES
EDWARD PETRY & CO.
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COLEMAN LAMP Co., Los Angeles,
to attract consumer interest in its
new floor furnace, on Sept. 7 started
for three months, daily participation
in early morning programs on KNX,
KHJ, KFAC, KMTR, and is adding
to the list. In addition sponsor has
weekly spot announcements on KNX
at 5 :30
m. Concern,
to call attention to itsp. liquid
fuel appliances,
also
sponsors a daily quarter hour news
broadcast on KGBU, Ketchikan, Alaska. Agency is W. Austin Campbell
Co. Inc., Los Angeles.
DAY & NIGHT HEATER Co., Los
Angeles (water heaters), on Sept. 7
started for 52 weeks, daily participationlutein Fletcher
Saprogram on Wiley's
KNX, Sunrise
Hollywood.
This is being supplemented by day
time signal announcements on that
station. Sponsor will shortly launch
an extensive Pacific Coast radio campaign and list is now being made up.
Hixson-O'Donnell
Inc., Los Angeles,
is
the agency.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, will start
a special campaign for RCA-Victor
Overseas Dial radios, promoted in announcements on Magic Key broadcasts,, and in publication advertising.
NORTHAMPTON BREWERY
Corp., Northampton, Pa. and New
York, (Tru-Blu ) , has appointed
Stuart, Ames & James Inc., New
York, to direct advertising.
WADHAMS OIL Co., Milwaukee, has
contracted for sponsorship of all
games of the Green Bay Packers,
1936 pro grid champions, with Russ
Winnie at the microphone.
BEST IN
THE WEST
1000 watts KGVO Missoula,
1260 kc.
Montana
Columbia Broadcasting System
Affiliate

Mr*

World Peaceways Using
Wide Radio Promotion
WORLD PEACEWAYS Inc., New
York, expanded its anti-war series,
We, the Living, into a full hour
broadcast, effective Sept. 5, and is
now heard Sundays at 12-1 p. m.
on WNYC, New York. The program is produced and directed by
Ted Cott, and Dr. J. Max Weiss,
director of research for World
Peaceways, is master of ceremonies. On the four Sundays preceding Sept. 12, John Nesbitt,
speaking from San Francisco, was
heard over MBS at 8-8:15 p. m.
(EDST) in a program Pages from
the Book of War, for World Peaceways. Mr. Nesbitt started Sept. 12
with Passing Parade for the Duart
Co., San Francisco. Sundays at
10:45-11 a. m. on WNEW, New
York,
program
World World
ObserverPeaceways'
is broadcast,
with
a news commentator.
On Sept. 13 at 8-8:30 p. m.
EST, a weekly
on world New
conditions startedforum
on WQXR,
York, conducted by Dr. Weiss, introducing guest speakers, and under auspices of World Peaceways
Inc.
W. P. Ainsworth, director of information of the organization, told
Broadcasting that another program will start in October, which
ent.
he
is unable to announce at presTHREE shows currently heard on
the NBC networks are written by
Irna Phillips, drama serialist. They
are Road of Life, Procter & Gamble
Co., Cincinnati (Chipso), which startSept. 10foron Procter
NBC-Red;
The Guidintj edLight
& Gamble
Co.
(White
Naphtha
soap),
and
Today's
Children, for Pillsbury Flour Mills
Co., Cincinnati.

Agency

Man

there are two stations in New Orleans
affiliated with NBC
lumbia.

and one with Co-

We will wager that WDSU is not the
third most popular, favorite, or most
listened to in New Orleans.

Schipa From

Ship

GOLDBERG ADVERTISING (Australia) Ltd., Australian advertising firm, recently arranged a broadcast
of Tito Schipa, world-famous
tenor, from the liner Mariposa
for its clients, De Reszke
cigarettes and Matson Steamship Co. Schipa was en route
to Australia at the time. A
250 watt transmitter was installed on the Mariposa, the
concert being picked up and
relayed to all commercial
stations in New Zealand. As
Schipa was unable to give a
concert in New Zealand, the
program is believed to ha<ve
attracted more listeners than
any broadcast
land history. in New ZeaWasmer Is Reelected
LOUIS WASMER, president of
KHQ and KGA, Spokane, was reelected president of the Washington Association of Broadcasters at
a meeting Aug. 29. Harry R.
Spence, owner of KXRO, Aberdeen, was elected vice-president to
fill the vacancy created by the recent death of E. M. Doernbecher,
of KVI, Tacoma. Bob Priebe of
KRSC, Seattle, was reelected secretary treasurer,
and Kenneth C.
Davis, Seattle attorney, was renamed managing director. Carl
Haymond of KMO, Tacoma, and T.
W. Symons, Jr., of KFPY, Spokane, were renamed trustees. The
Association adopted a resolution
complimenting the NAB and James
W. Baldwin, its managing director,
on its recent report on the Society
of European Stage Authors &
Composers (SESAC).
Look Tests in Gotham
COWLES PUBLISHING Co., Des
Moines, la. {Look magazine), has
added to its current test campaign
a series of daily half-hour programs on WMCA, New York. Entitled Stop, Look, Listen, the program started Sept. 7 for 13 weeks
consists of news, weather reports
and transcribed music. Schwimmer
& Scott, Chicago, is agency.
THREE out of every 100 aspirants
who come to NBC, New York, for
auditions are found acceptable for
network programs.
STELLI

DESERVE

SOUND RECORDING Inc., New
York, recently reorganized by Eugene
L. Bresson, announces the installation of new recording equipment. The
main amplifying panel contains eight
recording amplifiers with flat characteristics from 30 cycles to 20 kilocycles and each unit is arranged so
that the dynamic range of the signal
is expanded electronically. In rereeording, for example, the disparity between
piano and forte passages is returned
to the normal disparity that existed
at the microphone at the time of the
original recording, thereby making it
possible to obtain the effect of the
original recording, according to Mr.
Bresson. One of the panels in the recording room is equipped with correction networks for equalizing microphones and cutter heads, designed to
increase bass response without sacrificing high frequencies and vice versa.
Four new dubbing tables have been
installed as well as five combination
wax and acetate cutting machines.
Harold J. Brasson is in charge of
recording and Harry S. Holmes has
been named director of sales.
PAN-AMERICAN Radio Productions, Hollywood transcription and
production concern, which recently
opened offices at 6305 Yucca St., that
city, has incorporated with Lucio
Villegas as president and Rafael ^!
Elizalde as vice-president. Concern !i
has started a new daily quarter-hour
script series for women, Hollywood
Airmail Letter, written by Elena De
La Torre, which is being serviced to
stations in Latin-American countries.
H. R. JACOBS, president of National
Radio Adv. Agency Inc., Hollywood
transcription program producers, after
one year in New York, has returned
to his west coast headquarters for a
brief ofstay.
announced
establishment
a St.HeLouis
office in the
State t
National
Life
Bldg.,
with
Ray
Strieker in charge.
H. R. EBENSTEIN, president of
Atlas Radio Corp. on Sept. 11 left for
Denver to attend the Morris Plan
Bank convention. Morris Plan ha.s
parchased
of Call series
for
use in Atlas'
certainPorts
localities.
NEW, gram
subscribers
to Standard
Library Service
are K T KProC,
KWYO,
WGST,
WSAR,
KDFN,
WBBZ.
RADIOAIDS
Inc.,
duction concern,
has Hollywood
moved to pronew
offices at 1041 N. Las Palmas avenue,
that city.
E. D. Bedell is general manager in charge.
WBS will open new offices in Los
Angeles sometime in February.
PROTECTION

If you want to use better than the third
rate station in New Orleans you must
use WDSU.
For facts and proof call John Blair &
Company.

W^DSt^
New Orleans
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New felt for)protected
container
(patent
apholdingneedles.
12 STELLI
premier
acetate pliedrecording
International Correspondence Schools^
Scranton,
Pa.: "We
with the groove
cut byarethesehighly
styliipleased
...
We are great boosters for your STELLI."
KFH,
Wichita,
Kansas:
"We
find
RANGERTONE cutting needles are that
the
only tionneedles
that give
satisfacat our station
. . .absolute
the cuttings
are
perfect as far as noise level is concerned.'*
BROADCASTING

:angertone,inc.
Electric-Music
201 Verona Ave., Newark, N. J.
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Next time you want Presto
Green Seal Discs in a hurry,
order through your nearest
Presto representative. He carries a stock of discs to take
care of your rush orders. His
stock is always fresh . . . completely renewed several times
each month.
li there is no nearby representative wire to Presto direct.
Your order for any quantity of
discs will be on the way within
an hour after your wire is received.
These Presto representatives
stock Presto discs and needles.
They haye the latest Presto
equipment on hand ready to
demonstrate at your request.
INDIANAPOLIS.
ATLANTA, GA.
IND.
Morris F. Taylor
Van Sickle Radio
440 W. Peachtree
Inc.
St. N. W.
34 W. Ohio St.
BOSTON. MASS.
KANSAS CITY. MO.
H. Jappe & Co.
Office Appliance Co.
46 Corn h ill
302 Reliance BIdg.
CHICAGO. ILL.
KY.
Brock- Forsythe Co. LOUISVILLE,
Sound
20 E. Jackson Blvd. Peerless
Equipment Co.
CLEVELAND. 0. 703 S. First St.
Ernest P. Scott
PHILADELPHIA.
Sales Co.
PA.
1836 Euclid Ave.
Shryock Radio Co.
Penn A. C. Bids.
DENVER, COLO.
R. C. Mulnix
PITTSBURGH, PA.
1322 Lincoln St.
Cameradio Co.
DETROIT, MICH. 963 Liberty Ave.
Metropolitan Sound ROCHESTER. N.Y.
SystemsAlter Rd.
George
4651
199 BrettS. Rd.Driscoll
HOLLYWOOD. WASHINGTON,
CALIF.
0. C. Moran
Norman B. Neely James
5334 Hollywood Blvd. 1206 18th St. N. W.

PRESTO
RECORDING
CORPORATION
147 W.I 9th ST. N.Y.C.
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WHILE the crack Top Hatters
orchestra is perched among the girders phiying swing music, a delegation
of New York and Phihidelphia radio
executives was to lay the cornerstone
for the new KYW building at 1619
Walnut St.. Philadelphia, Sept. 14.
Included in the the group were to he
Leslie Joy, KYW manager ; Alfred H.
Morton, manager of NBC managed
and operated stations ; E. H. Gager,
Westinghouse plant manager ; .1. F.
M. Proulx, KYW office manager, and
.Tames Begley, KYW program manKYWorchestra.
musical director,ager.was,TantoSavitt,
lead the
WIP, Philadelphia, has organized the
WIP Dramatic Association to uncover latent talent and is inviting members of amateur dramatic groups to
enroll. All phases of microphone technique and radio production will be
taught and members will be given a
chance to perform on the air.
KOY, Phoenix, has installed a Barton
studio organ, which will be ready
about Oct. 1. Ralph Waldo Emerson,
staff organist of WLS, Chicago sister station, has been engaged as organist for KOY.
SINCE opening its studios in Wilson, N. C, on July 18. WGTM has
been host to more than 3.J,000 persons
who have come to witness the broadcasts and inspect the new studios. So
iieavy was the studio audience that
WOTM now has limited its visiting
iKuirs to two hours daily.
TWO outdoor shows, staged bv
WMBD, Peoria, 111., although only a
few days apart, attracted record
crowds estimated at 20,000 persons.
The first was the annual Police Radio Show, Aug. 27, produced by
Brooks Watson, WMBD police announcer and presenting an array of
WMBD talent in a one-hour vaudeville offering in connection with the
police events. The second event was
the annual .Juvenile Theater Park
.show, staged by Milton Budd, WMBD
announcer-production man. and presented a score of juvenile artists,
none older than 16 years. Newspapers
to l.'j.OOO
sonsestimated
crowded 10,000
Glen Oak
park perthe
night
of
Sept.
1
to
witness
the spectacle.
KFBI. Abilene, Kan., observed its
third anniversary by acting as host
to listeners at a free watermelon feed
held in Salina. Tickets were distributed by merchants. Balloons and
other favors were donated.
WLS, Chicago, has been host to even
more visitors this summer than in
the
ChicagowithWorld's
Fair.boom
Aug.years
2. setof atherecord,
more
than 600 people from 11 states and 1
Canadian province visiting the station that day. A former Chicagoan.
now living in Alaska, visiting this
country for the first time in 12 years,
came the greatest distance. Now a
gold miner in the Far North, he reported that the reception of WLS
programs in Alaska is clear, especially
the early morning programs.
WITH WRDW, Augusta, and WTOC.
Savannah, again cooperating, the
19.37-8S Atluuta Journal School of the
Air will resume its new school series
on Oct. 18 under the direction of
Louis T. Rigdon, founder and director. Some .300,000 Georgia school
children participate, with 10 college
scholar.ships and 20 trips to Radio
City as prizes for talent discovered
in auditions. Educational broadcasts
are carried over WSB, Atlanta, and
other Georgia stations.
INTERNATIONAL T«ina Angling
matches were described by Bob Edge
over the Mutual network via Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. Sept. 11. The tournament, extending over three days at
Wedgeworth, Nova Scotia, was the
first held between the British and
American anglers for the Alton B.
Sharp trophy.
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Some Random Thoughts,

PURLOINED CALF — When Arthur Godfrey (left), conductor of
the WJSV Sun Dial and formerly
on Kelvinator's CBS Professor Quiz
show, observed his birthday Aug.
31, the Advertising Club of Washington entertained in his honor and
presented him with a calf for his
nearby farm herd. The presentation
was made by Wilmot R. Squiers
(right) Ad Club president and advertising director of the Washington Gas Light Co. Godfrey was all
elated until he adjourned to his
farm that evening to discover that
the Ad Club officials had connived
to "borrow" one of his own calves.
WCFL, Chicago, relayed a broadcast
from HCJB, Quito, Ecuador, at midnight Sept. 3. Arrangements were
made by Maynard Marquardt, general
manager, andnowC. W.
Jones, HCJB,
an exChicagoan.
managing
who frecnicntly speak to each other
via short waves over their amateur
stations, W9TP and HCJB. The program consisted of music and singing
typical mentsofbeingEcuador,
made in with
English.announceNEW STUDIOS of WPMD, Frederick, Md., are nearing completion,
occui)ying the entire third floor of the
Frederick Seminary Bldg.
COLORADO'S
dictograph
scandal
was
covered by KFEL,
Denver.
The
eight-weeks special grand jury investigation was climaxed Aug. 28, with
the indictment of nine prominent men.
Within five seconds after the names
of the indicated persons were known.
Frank Bishop announced them over a
microphone set up in the KFEL news
room. A telephone line had been kept
open to KFEL from just outside the
court room. News Editor Wally Reef
and Mark fCrandall
the in-a
ormation to Bishop,telephoned
who sat with
telepiione receiver clamped on his
head, and a microphone in front of
liim. repeating their story on the air.
The jury report, one of the most
scathing denunciations of legislative
lobbying ever heard in Colorado, was
broadcast in this manner.
ATLAS RADIO Corp., New York,
announces the sales of its travel series
titled Ports of Call to the Morris
Plan city.
Co,, Albany, for use on WOKO.
that
RALPH NULSEN, chief engineer of
WQAM, Miami, has installed the
station's shortwave transmitter in
the U. S. Weather Bureau office to
serve as an emergency link between
the bureau and studios in event of
line failure during hurricane season.
WMCA, New York, announces that
beginning Oct. 1 it is sold out from
6 to 11 p. m. daily. Finlay-Straus
.Jewelry Co., New York, through
Schillin Adv. Agency, New York, will
use more time on WMCA than it has
ever used before on the air. Barney's
Clothes Inc., New York, through Alvin Austin Co., that city, has increased
its budget on WMCA by 50%. New
accounts include Consolidated Drug
Co., Chicago, through Benson & Dahl,
Chicago ; Community Opticians Inc.,
Long Island City, N. Y. ; Grace Donohue Inc., New York (beauty preparations), through Redfield- Johnstone
Inc. ; Stagg Laundry Inc., Brooklyn,
through Montrose Rosenberg, New
York
and Nature
York ; ( birdfood
) . Friend Inc., New

Most of Which Concern
WGES, WCBD, WSBC,
Chicago and WEMP,
Milwaukee
- By GENE T.DYER
CADY: WCBD with 5,000 watts
— new from microphones to antenna, from the all consuming
ashes of an April fire — greater
than ever before, our press-agent
estly.
would say. And we'd agree, modZAMERI
A T I O CANlN : A
policy long in
effect tions
on is to
our serve
staalso the
tremendous foreign
population
TWO
out(yes,
of
THREE in Chicagoland are of
foreign birth or parentage.) We
do it sanely, however, running all
aymouncements in English as well
— and bringing a better understanding among all nationalities
"Citizenship
America.
for
School" making Our
Americans by the
thousands, is one of our prideful
efforts in winning the enduring
*
confidence* of *these* millions.
SAFETY: A Junior Safety League
is one of our newest WCBD,
YoungWGES,stersWSBC
handle theventures.
broadcasts
and
teach traffic and street safety to
others. It's
* clicking
*
* in *results daily.
IDEA: For reticent street gossipers,
stirred
Milwaukee,
WEMP,walk interviews
to ahaswhite
heatsideby
a
interviewed
person
each
giving
candid camera shot of themselves at
the WEMP mike. Charles LaFource
interviews and Ray Host mans the
camera.
* *
* *
HELP: A brand
new Cord
sedan ^
vvjv
with
a powerful
public address
system aboard is
of WCBD. The
the latest
service
of thequirk
car

^,
(i\NCBD^
^
V;^'^'^^
W///

is given without
charge to* public
* outdoor
* * meetings.
NAMES: New contracts on WSBC,
WGES, WCBD include special
campaigns for Libby, McNeill &
Libby, Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Company,
Carnation Milk and renewal on Clorox.
* *
* *
HATS OFF: To John Elmer who
is doing a splendid job as NAB
chief ! * *
* *
SCOOPS: Two firsts in a week for
WReverend
C B D —R.the
"Duke's
Parson,"
Anderson
Jardine
and
the
great
conductor-musician,
Johann Strauss.
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PROGRAMS
All News Dramatized
FORMERLY handled as bulletins,
news from the Minneapolis Star is
now being broadcast daily at 1:15
p. m. over WCCO, Minneapolis, in
dramatized form. Only the three or
four leading news stories are
chosen, with Hal Parkes heading
a dramatic cast of four and Ed
Abbott, WCCO, announcing. George
Grim of the Star promotion department directs the program. Des
Moines Register & Tribune interests own the newspaper.
NEWS!
hot off the United
Press Radio teletype
is now regular service
to Northern Illinois
and Southern Wisconsin listeners

WROK
ROCKFORD, ILL.
1410 K. C.
1000-500 Watts

Executive Airings
NATIONALLY KNOWN celebrities will be presented weekly over
WJJD starting Sept. 24 when
broadcasts from the Executives
Club of Chicago will be "picked
up"
every Guest
Fridayspeakers
afternoon
1 to 1:45.
last from
year
who were on the program included
Silas Strawn, Mrs. Martin JohnFrank.son, Lynn Waldorf and Dr. Glenn
* * *
Twin Time
WOWO, Fort Wayne, broadcast
Aug. 29 the convention of the
National Twin Association. More
than 3000 twins convened, 600 of
which came from the City of Fort
Wayne. J. A. Becker, WOWO special event announcer,
♦ * * took charge.
New News Notion
WITH late dialers in mind, Jose
Rodriquez, news editor of KFIKECA, Los Angeles, has newscaster Pat Campbell read the headlines of all items before and after
flashes are broadcast on the 35
weekly news programs of the two
stations.
^ 4: %
"Tots and Tunes"
A POPULAR sustainer on WNLC,
New renLondon,
Conn., offeatures
childas announcers
recorded
shows, recordings being chosen to
appeal to juvenile audience. It is
titled Tots and Tunes.

MOTHER

DECLARES

NATURE

AN

" EXTRA"

Pre

ation KMa

lil^^^-Rad/o St.

THE

GRAIN

IS ''IN THE

BELT
MONEY''*

Smart advertisers are already cashing in on Nature's
Dividend. How? By using KMA! Why? Because KMA
is "just home folks" to 520,500 Radio Families in the
very heart of America's No. 1 Farm Market.
Share this harvest of ready sales and profits! Let
KMA tell your story to these homes — folks you KNOW
have MILLIONS TO SPEND.

Autumn Announcements
B. R. BAKER Co., Cleveland store
for men, conducted a survey of
alumni in the city to determine
the largest groups of collegians
and erstwhile collegians actively
engaged in living there. Then came
a survey of non-collegians, to find
their preferences as to colleges.
From the findings the company
prepared a series of one minute
announcements on WGAR. Each
announcement opens with a bandplayed college song — selected from
among
the "most
popular"
college
list. Music
is faded
after 30
seconds and a brief announcement,
aimed at past and present collegians, is presented. Results have
been
well. good. Fits the football season
Alibi
^ Airings
^ -3^
A LITTLE out-of-the-ordinary is
Alibi Airings, new weekly feature
on KDAL, Duluth. With Sgt. Roy
Erlandson of the police traffic bureau playing himself. Alibi Airings
literally re-creates scenes from the
day's business in the traffic bureau
where violators come to dispose of
"yellow tags". Program was started by KDAL because actual traffic
court broadcasts are not possible.
Alibi Airings is proving an entertaining way of selling traffic safety
messages. Started last week in August, program ties in with statewide campaign to "Make September the Safest
* Month".
* *
As the Whip Cracked
AS THE ferris wheel turned and
the "whip" cracked, WHEC, Rochester, N. Y., broadcast the recent
carnival held by the local American Legion. Harry LeBrun and
Ken French, WHEC announcers,
clung to their pack transmitters and
tried to yell out descriptions as the
cars scooted around the corners.
Engineers Maurice Clarke, Bob
Campbell and Perry Esten handled
the technical problems and the listeners got a big thrill out of it, according to WHEC.
* * *
Advice to Parents
ADVICE to parents is the purpose
of The Parents Club of the Air, a
Tuesday afternoon series on WOR,
Newark.editor
Aliceof Falgliesh,
children's
books
Parents Magazine,
recently discussed books for children and the problem of selecting
appropriate reading matter for
growing children. It fills a real
social need, says WOR.
Stars at Home
FROM the homes of movie stars
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., broadcasts series
a Sunday
interview
called afternoon
Stars at Home
during which Van Newkirk, program director, talks with the stars
and describes their homes. Movie
fans love it, according to KMPC.
NORTHWEST'S lEADING RADIO STATIOW
\ \ \ wii 1 1 mmsMt^
LIFELIKE
RECEPTION

DOG DOINGS— The man with the
mike is WGAR Announcer Bob
Kelly,ners ofinterviewing
two Pooch
winthe ClevelandthePress
Parade. The St. Bernard was adjudged "largest pooch" and the
little lady holds "Pint Size", Mexican pooch and winner of "small-,
est pooch" title.
Spelling Lessons
BARNEY'S
CLOTHES
Inc.,a New'
York, will start
Sept. 20
pro- .
gram to be heard for 13 weeks on
WMCA, New York, Monday
through Friday at 9-9:30 p. m.
(EDST), and at 9:30-10 p. m.
(EDST) on Saturday. To be called
You Don't Say, the program will
be dedicated each night to a different community in metropolitan •
Newinvited
York, to
members
will '
be
attend. ofSidwhich
Walton,
conductor, will spell a word to the
studio audience and require some
individual to pronounce it and give
the meaning. Prizes, as yet unspecified, will be given to the winner
each night. On Saturdays the
week's winners will congregate and
compete for the weekly prize. At
the end of the 13-week period the
weekly winners will again compete
in a final elimination contest for
the grand prize. The agency is Alvin Austin Co.,
* New
* *York.
Safety Campaign
AN INTENSIVE automobile safety campaign has been launched
over WMC, Memphis, in cooperation with local authorities. Constituting afour-ply effort, the series
includes addresses by police officials, a series of dramatizations
with safety as the theme and featuring a character called The Old
Observer, special programs on safety drives, and a weekly portable
shortwave
mobile unitbroadcast
patrollingfrom
the WMC's
streets
with a traffic officer and an announcer who comment on the safety habits of *
drivers.
* *
How It Works
WEEKLY talks on Our Federal
Government — How It Works are
broadcast on WMCA, New York.
Originating in Washington, D. C,
the series will include bureau and
department heads who will explain
the various functions of the government. Areal social service, says
WMCA.
* * *
Things to Do
AS AN AID to weekenders, KJBS,
San Francisco, is broadcasting a
new late summer feature, entitled:
Where to Go and What to Do This
Week-End, Wednesdays at 5:45
p. m., with Producer Harry
Wickersham at the microphone.

^^^^^

^^^^^

Represented ly : Wilson-Robertson — New York, Chicago, Kansas City
MINNEAPOLIS
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Firestone's Plowing
PIRESTOXE TIRE & RUBBER
]o., Akron, sponsored a recent
)lowing contest held at Plainfield,
11. and broadcast over WLS, Chiago from 9:30-10 a. m.; 1:45-2
>. m. and 2:15-3 p. m. The occasion
vas the 60th anniversary of a
ilowing match inaugurated in 1877.
According to the rules of the con«3t, "good plo^^^ng consists of
^turning the soil into nice, even,
I jlean and straight furrows of
undish formation." John Baker
:ined the mike for the special
adcast. Sweeney & James Co.,
.eveland, is*agency.
* *
Quarter Profit
Disproving that everyone wants
Biimething for nothing, WSAU,
^^'ausau, Wis., tried to sell dollar
bills for 75c duiing a recent nianDn-street broadcast. According to
Bill McClanahan, publicity director of WSAU, a big crowd gathered and after being told that the
'bills were fresh from the bank and
"guaranteed
United
grovernment by
onethetimid
littleStates
man
edged up and plunked down 75c
for a dollar. The crowd thought
tie was a sucker but they all had
tfun.
*
* *
Skyline Comments
"THE Microphone
interviews with visitorsin tothetheSky,
observatory on top of the Empire State
;31dg.. New York, started recently
as a sustainer on MBS. Formerly
heard on WNEW, the program is
conducted by Earl Harper and
Mrs. Julia Chandler, managing
director of the observatory. Each
:dnterview is centered about a
'■question
of the
day." Questions
:are
submitted
by listeners,
and for
!«ach one used on the program, two
passes are awarded.
* * *
Aid for Ladies
ON KLZ, Denver, Journeys Behind
4he News, designed to clarify the
rmysteries of national and world
situations, is said to have built a
•big following in its first few weeks.
pBen M. Cherrington, of Denver U,
i conducts the period. Another new
(•program, Ladies Aide, is broadcast
l:"week mornings with Brian Elliott
hand Les Weelans answering questions fired at them by the studio
'audience.

Praise for Program
HAAS BARUCH & Co., Los
Angeles, (Iris foods), on
Sept. 12, thru Erwin, Wasey
& Co., that city, started for
26 weeks sponsorship of Hal
Styles' Help Thy Neighbor
on KHJ, Los Angeles. The
program has been highly
commended by federal, state
and city officials, as well as
social service organizations,
has been a sustaining feature on the Los Angeles station for several months and
since January has been instrumental in securing employment for more than 2,000
job-seekers and in taking oif
county
I'elief over 360 families.
Arkansas on Parade
KARK, Little Rock, offered the
first in a new series of programs
Aug. 29 titled Arkansas on Parade,
aimed at familiarizing KARK listeners with the various localities
in Arkansas. Each Sunday a different section of the State sponsors
the broadcast under the supervision of the local Chamber of Commerce, using home town talent and
brief talks of interest to the general public about the locality.
* * *
"Welcome, Stranger"
PRESIDED over by Mayor Ben E.
Douglas, of Charlotte, WBT this
month inaugurated a Welcome,
Stranger program. Newcomers to
Charlotte gather in the studio and
are greeted over the air by the
Mayor who stresses the city's
friendlyficialsatmosphere.
Otherto city
ofalso are on hand
extend
greetings. Program is broadcast
each Monday night for 15 minutes.
* * *
Gush-by-Gush
A GUSH-BY-GUSH description of
a watermelon eating contest between four negroes on main street
is the newest stunt innovation of
WBT, Charlotte. With Grady Cole
at the microphone, the program
ran for 15 of the funniest minutes
on record, according to the station.

At the Altar
AN UNUSUAL new program has
been scheduled by WJAY, Cleveland (which is to become WCLE
Sept. 26).
It's titled
Marriage proLicense Romances,
a 15-minute
gram of interviews with young
brides-and-grooms-to-be. Louis Jewelry Co., Cleveland, sponsors of
the
Mondays,
p. m.
Leslieshow,
Marcus,
of Jay 1-1:15
& Company,
Detroit, agency handling the account, is building the show. Marriage license applicants will be
quizzed on their plans, hopes, ambitions, and romances.
* * =}:
"Foolish Questions"
THOMAS J. WEBB Co., Chicago
(coffee), is giving listeners to their
Foolish Qiiestioiis program on
WAAF, Chicago, a book of magic
stunts with complete information
on how to perform them. Program,
broadcast Mondays through Friday, 10:30-10:45 a. m., features
Bob Hawk, who asks foolish questions of passersby on State St. in
the
heart
of Chicago's
Loop.
George H. Hartman
Co., Chicago,
is the agency.
* * *
New News
THE prosaic title "news" is taboo
on KSFO, San Francisco. It's
"Streamlined Headlines". Using
United Press dispatches, the news
is cut to the bone, with crime and
violent deaths relegated to the
"back terest
page"
andfeatured.
with human inmaterial
* * *
Great Men
THE radio department of the
WPA is broadcasting a series titled Great Men in History on
WBNX, New York, consisting of
dramatized biographies of prominent Americans. The series opened
Aug. 28 with the life of Haym Salomon, the Jewish financier and
friend of Washington who devoted
atune
large
part Revolutionary
of his personal
to the
War.foi'* * *
Children's Feature
A NEW children's feature recently begun over WAAF, Chicago, is
Gray Wolf's Ti-pi. In addition to
telling legends about the Indians,
Gray Wolf also sings real American Indian songs. Youngsters can
join the tribe of Gray Wolf by
writing the chieftain.
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CRUSOE,
Featuring
TOP-NOTCH
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STARS

Suitable for MILK, ICE
CREAM, BREAD, COAL
and other Companies
who reach the Parent
through the Child!
39 EPISODES . . .
15 MINUTES EACH
Also
OPTICAL - LOAN
GENERAL INSURANCE
FURNITURE
SEARS-ROEBUCK
5 MIN. ENTERTAINING
DRAMATIZATIONS
Custom - built to sell the

5,000 Watts, Day QC Night

18 Hours a Day

LA

customer's product
ONE-HALF MINUTE
DRAMATIZED SPOTS

PRESSE*S

52 Optical Subjects . . .
68 Jewelry Subjects
CKAC
Member

COMING
SOON!
A Real Hit Show
? ? ? ?

C.B.S.

26 Episodes
15 Minutes Each
A "Transcribed" Show
For Everyone!

MONTREAL

Canada^s
Palmolive Bldg.
CHICAGO

BROADCASTING

Busiest

Representatives: Joseph H. McGillvra
366 Madison Ave.
NEW YORK

• Broadcast

Advertising

Station
Metropolitan Bldg.
TORONTO

Transcribed Radio Shows, Inc.
2 West 47th St.
NEW YORK
N. Y.
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.TACK MATHAE, announcer of
WBBM. Chicago, has joined BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago, ns
production
for General
Betty
& Bohmanprogram
which Mills'
is on
l)oth CBS and transcriptions. Dick
Lawrence, WGN announcer and production director, has succeeded Mr.
Mathae at WBBM.
ROSE HANDLEMAN, with Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago for three
years, is now writing commercial
copy for Selviair Broadcasting System
Inc., Chicago.
DONALD
COPE,
New York& production director
of Benton
Bowles

H. C. VOGEL, formerly of the
Freeze-Vogel-Crawford Agency, Milwaukee, and for several years on the
NBC sales staff, has been appointed
head of the radio department of
Beaumont & Hohman, Chicago.
ALBERT DAHLQUIST who has
been free-lancing in the East, has
joined the continuity staff of Selviair
Broadcasting System Inc., Chicago.
DONALD D. STAUFFER, who joined Young & Rubicam Inc., New York,
in 1933 as manager of the radio department, has been elected a vicepresident of the agency, and will be
assisted by Hubbell Robinson Jr. He
was formerly with BBDO, New York.

Inc., has been
appointedsupervisor
the agency's
Hollywood
production
and
arrived on the West Coast Sept. 6
accompanied by Tom Revere, director
of radio, who will remain several
weeks. Mr. Cope, along with his other
duties, has taken over those of
Herschel Williams, production director
of the NBC Maxwell House Bhoiv
Boat, who is on a leave of absence
on doctor's orders, and has returned
to New York. Mr. Cope was NBC
western division production manager
before joining Benton & Bowles in
1935.
BEN LARSON. New York producer
of Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., has joined
the agency's
staff
working Hollywood
under Tinyproduction
Ruffner,
West Coast manager.
LANG, FISHER & KIRK Inc.,
Cleveland agency, on Sept. 9 announced the appointment of Fred P.
Stashower as vice-president in charge
of merchandising and marketing. Mr.
Stashower has resigned from Wm.
Taylor Son & Co., Cleveland department store, where he had been advertising and sales promotion manager
for 11 years.

LARGEST
PUBLIC

DOMAIN

RECORDED

LIBRARY

in the WORLD
LANG-WORTH
FEATURE PROGRAMS
420 Madison Av*.
New York

A

JAMES O'BRYON, of CBS Press de& Rubi-to
cam Inc., partment,
Newhas joined
York, Young
as assistant
William
Thomas, radio publicity director.

STORY

...

that makes
KVI

more

advertisers:

listeners for

KVI

opens

Pa-

cific Coast's most modern studios
in famed Olympic Hotel, Seattle!
WELL

TOLD

. . .

by large multi-colored advertisements inSeattle and Tacoma newspapers; 24-sheet out-door posters;
highway bulletins; direct mail; lively spot advertising on KVI.
MORAL

&

NATIONAL

Rust BIdg., Tacoma
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Hacker

MAX HACKER, head of the media department of Pedlar & Ryan
Inc., New York, for the past three
and a half years, died Sept. 6 of
a heart attack after teeing off at
the St. Andrews Golf Course, Mt.
Hope, N. Y. Mr. Hacker was 45
years old, and is survived by his
wife and three children. Before
joining Pedlar & Ryan Inc., Mr.
Hacker had been office manager
and comptroller of the Blackman
Co.; office manager and space buyer of the Snodgrass & Gayness,
New York agency now defunct;
office manager of N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., New York; and statistician for O'Mara & Ormsbee. He
wrote a booklet, The Farm Market,
and developed a system of advertising agency cost accounting. Mr.
Hacker was born in Brooklyn, attended the Manual Training High
School and the College of the City
of New York.
JOSEPH T. AINLEY, radio director of the Leo Burnett Agency, Chicago, since it was founded in August
1935, has resigned to accept a similar
position with Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago. Mr. Ainley is now
producing the Campana First Nighter
show and the new Campana Variety
show which starts Sept. 20. J. H.
North continues as radio and space
buyer of the agency. No successor at
Leo Burnett has been appointed.
RICHARD D. MARVIN, radio director of J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, is starting his third year as radio instructor at the McKinlock Campus of Northwestern U. Albert Crews,
of the Northwestern faculty, conducts
broadcasting classes in the Evanston
and Chicago divisions.
BLACKETT-SAMPLE - HUMMERT
Inc., Chicago, will shortly take over
the entire second floor at 221 N. La
Salle St. for use as a radio production
department. Complete studios are now
being built. This is the fifth floor to
be occupied by the B-S-H agency and
the increased space is said to give
the firm the largest radio quarters of
any agency.
BASIL
LOUGHRANE,
radio director of Lord
& Thomas, Chicago,
has
composedgether awith song,
"Lovely
You,"
toAllen Grant, NBC staff
pianist and Roy Brower, NBC singer.
The song was given a premiere on the
NBC Aunt
tember 14. Jemima broadcast SepH. N. SW ANSON Inc., Hollywood
talent agency and representative, has
moved into its own building at 8523
Sunset Blvd., Beverly Hills, Cal., and
is enlarging
department under direction its
of radio
Nat Wolff.

DOLLARS
AND

. . .

KVI gives advertisers TWO
MARKETS
FOR THE PRICE OF
ONE . . . Seattle and Tacoma!

FREE

Max

• September

PETERS,

INC.,

REPRESENTATIVES
Studios:
—

Olympic
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Hotel, Seattle

SENSE!
A common-sense program policy
has brought to WSOC thousands
of common-sense listeners. A
healthy percentage of each dollar they earn (and they earn
many) is spent for products
advertised over "The Friendly
Station." Join us and profit.
CharloHe,N.C.
WSOC NBC an
Affiliate

BROADCASTING

Kivlan

New

Radio

Chief

Of Geo. H. Hartman Co.
TOM KIVLAN
with the sales
staff of WBBM,
Chicago, since
1932, who joined
the George H.
Hartman Co., Chicago advertising
agency on Sept.
1, has been apMr. Kivlan
rector.
H.
pointedGeorge
radio diHartman, president, announced
plans to specialize in use of radio
for
items.promoting food and grocery
A specially acoustically treated
broadcasting
and a client's
audition room studio
with electrical
transcription facilities is being constructed at the agency's offices, 307
N. Michigan Ave. The studio will
be used for rehearsals and auditions and as an experimental laboratory for .the development of new
radio
ideas. program and merchandising
Known
the "box
top" tosales-;
man,
Mr. asKivlan
comes
the;
Hartman agency with more than
20 years experience
in selling advertising media. Throughout
hi?
five
years
in
radio
he
has
built
pro-'
grams around merchandising and
sales ideas, rather than fitting
copy to stock productions.
WM. N. SCHEER ADV. AGENCY
Newark, has appointed Robert J
Walsh as program director. Mr. Walsl
is a former announcer recently witl
WNEW and has held a radio oper,
ator's license since 1930, having beerwith a number of metropolitan sta
tions in a technical capacity.
MILTON WEINBERG, president o
Milton Weinberg Adv. Co., Los An
geles, leaves for New York Sept. 2(
to make final arrangements for a ne^
sponsored transcontinental program t
originate from Hollywood. Name o
sponsor was not revealed.
HERBERT T. HAND, Jr., former];,
with BBDO and Ruthrauff & Ryai
Inc., New York, has joined H. B
Humphrey Co., Boston agency.
JAMES W. FUSON Jr. has bee:,
named radio director of Watts, Payn.
Adv. Inc., Tulsa.
■
SAM advertising
RUBIN, of agency,
Bass-LuckofE,
D(
troit
has bee
named head of its radio department
R. B. JEFFERS, formerly with B. E
Goodrich Co., has joined Russel y..
Seeds Co., Chicago, as account exect
tive.
GEORGE BIJUR Inc., New Yor
agency, has been named by Robert A
Schmidt, ofadvertising
and promotio;:
manager
Mutual Broadcasting
Syi
tem, to handle the account for th£
network. Mr. Bijur is former salt
promotion manager of CBS and aft(
that was
Ellis
Inc. vice-president of Fletcher
H. G. LITTLE, manager of the Da;
ton office of Lord & Thomas, has bes:
elected a vice-president and is no
headquartered in Chicago.
MURRAY BREESE ASSOCIATE
Inc., St.
New York, has moved to 12
41st
KFPY— Spokane
KGIR— Butte
KPF A— Helena
KRSC— Seattle
KXL— Portland
Five favorite stations available
with a single contract.
• Broadcast

Advertisini

ILuiike Opens in Chicago ;
,Air Conditioning Series
Includes Spots, Network
JAMES R. LUXKE, head of the
Seattle advertising agency bearing
,his name, has opened a Chicago
office in the Palmolive Bldg. Although Mr. Lunke
will headquarter
in Chicago, he
will continue the
Seattle office.
The agency which
in the past has
placed the West
Coast radio busiMr. Lunke
ness of Chicago
Engineering Works (Refrigeration
& Air Conditioning Institute), will
now handle the entire radio business of the air-conditioning firm,
with Critchfield & Co., Chicago,
handling black and white advertising.
A split NBC network is planned
on being used this winter. Programs varying from thrice-weekly
minute transcriptions to quarterhour programs are being used on
56 stations during September. The
transcribed program, Modem Miracles, is being incorporated in all
the shows. The following stations
are currently being used:
WGN WMAQ WCCO WSB WAGA
WGY WHAM WKBW WIBX W N B F
WJR WWJ KMOX KMA KWTO WKY
KMBC WREN KFH WMC KTUL KWBG
WFAA KWKH KTRH WOAI KRLD
KTSM KNX KFRC KGO KFBK KMJ
KIEM KLX KHQ KIDO KJR KVI KIRO
KOIN KOA KLZ KGNC KGGM and KSL.
In Canada, one-minute transcriptions five
times weekly are being used on CKBI
with five-minute transcriptions broadcast
one and two times weekly on the following
Canadian stations: CFCN. CFQC. CFRN.
CKWX. CFCY. CHNS. CFRB, CFSO and
CKOV.
JFILSOJSROBERTSOIS
START OWIS FIRMS
WITH the dissolution of WilsonRobertson Inc., Graham A. Robertson, New York manager, will
organize his own representative
firm while Howard H. Wilson, Chicago manager, forms a new firm
to be known as Howard H. Wilson Co. Mr. Robertson will probably maintain his present offices at
250 Park Ave., while the Wilson
company opens new offices in New
York at 551 Fifth Ave.
Succeeding Mr. Robertson in
New York is Horace Hagedorn,
head of his own firm, whose list of
stations is being added to those retained by Wilson.
No changes are being made in
the Chicago and Kansas City offices. Mr. Wilson, president of the
firm and owner of 99% of the
stock, will continue to make his
headquarters in Chicago, with R.
G. Patterson remaining in charge
of the Kansas City branch. A
fourth office, in Los Angeles, will
be opened after the first of the
year.
Recently added to the Chicago
sales staff is William Pugh, formerly with United Artists in Los
Angeles and previous to that part
owner of the West Coast Investor,
Los Angeles financial magazine.
CUT YOURSELF A SLICE
OF AMERICA'S RICHEST EMPIRE

r.RAXHAM Co. has been appointed
national representatives of WMC,
Memphis. WMC is the sixth station,
all newspaper-owned, being represented bv the Branham Co.. the others
beintr"
KWKH.KRLD. WTJS. KBIX. KTBS.
WMPS, Memphis, has retained E.
Katz Special Adv. Agency as its national representative.
BRYANT. GRIFFITH & BRUXSOX, newspaper and radio representatives, are now representing WAIR,
Winston-Salem. X. C. and WGTM.
Wilson, X. C. new locals.
.TOHX BLAIR & Co. has been appointed national representative of
WGBI. Scranton. Pa., it was announced Sept. 8 by Frank Megargee.
president of the station. WGBI recently became a CBS outlet.
.JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILL\'RA
has been appointed national representative of KXBY, Kansas City.
KAY BECKMAX, formerly of WHO.
KSO and KRXT, Des Moines, and
WCFL. Chicago, has joined the Chicago office of John Blair & Co.. radio
representatives.
WOWO-WGL
Name F&P
APPOINTMENT of Free & Peters
as exclusive national representatives of WOWO and WGL, Fort
Wayne, Ind., was announced Sept.
1 by Westinghouse Radio Stations
Inc., operating the stations. Both
stations are NBC outlets.

Coveny Joins Blair
DIVIDING its
West Coast operations, John Blair
& Co. has opened
a Los Angeles office
Chamber inofthe
Commerce
Bldg.,E. with
Carle-in
ton
Coveny
charge. He will
work under LindMr. Coveny
say Spight, who
headquarters in San Francisco. Mr.
Coveny was recently with KFAC,
Los Angeles, and formerly was
commercial manager of KJBS, San
Francisco, and its associate KQW,
San Jose. He is well kno%vn in
western advertising circles, having
been active in the Pacific Advertising Clubs Association and having
served as a director of the San
Francisco Advertising Club last

LOOK

Here!
s
Who'
Broadcasting,
like men, is
judged by the company it
keeps. Here's just a partial
list of the "fast company"
in which we will find our-

by October
"Partial"selves
is used
without1. reservation, because there are
many more associates which
we regret space does not
permit our listing:
American Oil Co.
Blatz Brewing Co.
Chevrolet Motor Co.
Continental Baking Co.
(C.B.S.)
Duquesne Brewing Co.
Ford Motor Co. (C.B.S.)
General Baking Co.
Graham Motor Co.
Gulf Refining Co. (C.B.S.)
Hudson 8C Terraplane
Ivory SoapPacking Co.
HyGrade
Lucky Strikes (C.B.S.)
McKenzie Milling Co.
Oxydoi
Pet
PhilcoMilk (CB.S.)

year.

Philip Morris Cigarettes
(C.B.S.)
Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph
Rinso (CB.S.)
Rival Dog Food
San Felice Cigars
Spry
Stewart(CB.S.)
Warner
Texaco
Wrigley's (C.B.S.)
And, as proof of local presHundreds of messages are being

tige, we serve Wheeling's
four department stores.

received from all over the northwest —
acclaiming the wider reception and greatNational Representatives

er power of KGW . . . the "Big Brother"
of the Oregonian stations.

JOHN

for towering restilts. For the sales coverage of your product, make use of the
Oregonian stations.

OREGONIAN

• Broadcast

Advertising

KGW-XEX
The Radio Stations of The Oregonian
are represented nationally by
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
New York Chicago Detroit San Francisco

BLAIR

& CO.

NEWyORK . . . CHICAGO
DETROIT . . SAN FRANCISCO

The new 625-foot vertical antenna recently erected by KGW, has made

You C»i Get A Share of East Texa*
by Appointing us Your Sp^eanan
> KFRo <:
"X'bjce of Long-view" - TEXAS

BROADCASTING

Rintoul Joins Katz
STEPHEN R.
RINTOUL, who
resigned
station relatasions
manager of World
Bro'adcasting System last Jan. 1
to organize Rintoul-Stiepok
Inc.,
on Sept. 15 joins
the New
York
dio staff
of raE.
Mr. Rintoul
Katz Special Advertising Agency,
radio and newspaper representatives. Mr. Rintoul, a veteran in the
spot radio field, announced that
Rintoul-Stiepock Inc. will be dissolved. The firm specialized in
merchandising and promotion.

Columbia

5,000

Station

WATTS

WWVA
II 60 KILOCYCLES
September
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KFWB's Charity Tax
A CHARITY tax on broadcast
tickets to all audience shows at
KFWB, Hollywood, is now being
manimposed by Harry Maizlich,
ager. Full proceeds will go to the
Los Angeles Children's Breakfast
Club, to provide warm meals for
school children of indigent families. Mr. Maizlich has proposed
that NBC, CBS, Mutual, Don Lee,
and other stations in the Los Angeles area adopt the same procedure. If generally adopted ticket receipts will amount annually
to more than $50,000. When the
new NBC and CBS Hollywood
studios are opened, with their proposed large auditoriums, the sum
would be twice that figure, it is
said.

53.1%

of radios on in North
Iowa between 10:30 and
11:30 a. m. on August
31 to September 4, inclusive, were
Listening to
KOLO
MASON

CITY

CBS Affiliate

ly^ Hours of GoK
SEVEN days, during which
they spent IV2 hours at the
hiike, constituted something
of a record for the crew handling the National Amateur
Golf Tournament play-byin latter AuCBSPortland,
playgust
overfrom
Ore.
Ted Husing and Jimmy Dolan handled the descriptive,
with Sid Bergers, CBS engineer in charge of technical
phases, reporting that the
pickups were the best yet
from a golf links. Assisting
him were Harold Peery, CBS
engineer, and Chief Engineer
Louis Bookwalter and Engineer Earl Donham, of KOIN,
Portland. Paul White, CBS
director of public events, supervised arrangements.
Wisconsin Net Starts
ALTHOUGH its first commercial
account started Sept. 1, formal
dedication of the new Wisconsin
Broadcasting System, a cooperative
network of three stations, took
place Sept. 10 with programs
picked up from the studios of each
of the stations — WHBY's studios
in Green Bay, Appleton and Oshkosh; WIBU's studios in Poynette,
Madison inandFond
Beaver
Dam;SixKFIZ's
studios
du Lac.
hours
daily of sustaining programs are
now being exchanged. The first account signed was Siems Bros. Inc.,
St. Paul (Malt-O-Wheat), using
daily 8 a. m. period.

'
5000 WATTS
S
T
I
A
W
,000
A

BUSINESS

Business is GOOD

HIGHSPOT
in Roanoke and sur-

rounding territory, according to numerous authentic sources.
Payrolls have been increased. Crops
are unusually good. People have more
money to spend.

Heads 3 Stations' Sales
CHARLES DENNY, manager of
W J T N,
Jamestown, N. Y.,
and
WNBX,field, V t.,
Springwas
transferred to
Syracuse
this
month
to become
director of sales
Mr. Denny
of WSYR and at
the same time
will direct the sales activities of
the other two stations. He succeeded William Lane, who resigned
from the WSYR staff to open his
own advertising agency in Syracuse. All thtee stations are controlled by Col. Harry C. Wilder, of
Syracuse. Basil Blizzard, former
WSYR advertising manager, now
heads WJTN, and Phil Hoffman,
formerly with the Iowa Network,
is now manager of WNBX.
Laborlite Opens Markets
LABORLITE SALES Co., Portland,
Ore. (cleanser) is using radio to
develop dealer-consumer distribution in Northern California. Although the product has been on the
market for eight years in Oregon,
Washington, Idaho and Montana,
it is new to California. Through
Allied Adv. Agency Inc., San Francisco, the company has started a
campaign over KSFO, KFBK and
KMJ and in newspapers. All requests for the product received at
grocery stores not stocked with the
cleanser are sent a sample direct
by the manufacturer.
Banfi To Use News
BANFI Corp., New York, United
jtates agent for Montecatini salts,
latural laxative salts from Monecatini Spa, Italy, has appointed
C. Tyler Kelsey Co. Inc., New
York, to direct advertising. About
Oct. 1 the company will launch a
radio campaign, beginning with
participation in established news
programs
eastern cities.onLeestations
Brown inisthe
account
executive.
J. B. Ford on CBS
J. B. FORD Co., Wyandotte, Mich.,
Wyandotte cleaning products, on
Sept. 14 started Petticoat of the
Air, featuring Isabel Manning
Hewson, commentator, on 13 CBS
stations. The program will be
heard Tuesdays and Thursdays at
2-2:15 p. m. The agency in charge
i"^ w. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.

Representatives
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
Sears & Ayer Craig & HoUingbery

in Hie
WEED

ROAN
O ICE,
V I RGI
MEMBER OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING
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Nelson on 15 Stations
NELSON BROS. FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE, Chicago, (Furniture stores), which will shortly
open a new store in Peoria, 111.,
has already launched an extensive
campaign over WMBD, Peoria, with
other stations in the Peoria territory to be added later. Three quarter-hour programs daily and a
weekly half-hour program started
on WMBD Sept. 9. The furniture
firm is also one of the first advertisers on WHIP, new Hammond 5,000 watt station which will
open about Oct. 1. A half-hour
weekly community sing program
will start soon on WLS. Fifty-two
week renewals were signed in September with the following stations:
WBBM, WGN, WCFL, WJJD,
WIND, WAAF, WCRW, WWAE,
WCBD, WGES, WTMJ and
WEMP. Selviair Broadcasting System Inc., Chicago, is agency.
New Campana Program
CAMPANA SALES Corp., Batavia. 111. (Italian Balm), will launch
a weekly half-hour musical variety
show on a 29 station NBC-Blue
network starting Sept. 20 and this
is called
Fair.
It
is an Campana's
addition to Vanity
the regular
First Nighter dramas sponsored
weekly over NBC Friday nights.
Starring in the new variety show,
which will originate in Chicago
Mondays, 7:30 p.m. (CDST) is Cal
Tinney, cowboy - humorist whose
style is somewhat similar to that
of Will chestra
Rogers.
Bob Trendler's
orwill be used
on the initial
program.
Aubrey, isMoore
& Wallace Inc., Chicago,
the agency.
Coca-Cola Extends
COCA-COLA Co., Atlanta, which
igned originally for 91 stations
for its new show, Coca-Cola Presents the Songshop, Fridays at 10. 10:45 p. m., EDST, starting Sept.
10, hastionsextended
the number
stato 95. KMBC,
Kansas of City,
will be dropped, while those added
are KDAL, Duluth; KFBB, Great
Falls; KGVO, Missoula; KGLO,
Mason City; and KOH, Reno.
Agency is D'Arcy Adv. Co., St.
Louis.

Be wise! Reach the prosperous Roanoke
and Southwest Virginia markets by
using WDBJ.

TRADING

"Baby" Television Sets
Are
Displayed
in London
"BABY"
television receivi
ng sets,
priced as low as $178 to $200,
showing black and white pictures
on 61/4 x 7% -inch screens, were
demonstrated for the first time
at
London's annual radio show at
Olympia in latter August, indicating that production methods are
bringing prices down from the $350
to $600 cost of the original televisors offered on the market. Largescreen sets showing high definition television, 16 x 20 inches on
flat screens, were also displayed,
on which the press viewed faithful
reproductions of the entire playing
court at the recent Wimbledon
tennis matches. It was said that a
three-foot square picture was obtainable by the use of a large
screen placed at a greater distance
in front of the projection tube.

E compflny
aepitesEii/nnves
Mcuf yoBK ' cHieaeo I
pemoiT' SM niMHaseo

PREFERRED
TRADE

TERRITORY

WICH ITA
BROADCASTING

WICHITA

• Broadcast
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Advertising

WHK

CLEVELAND

,
TTERE'S
a pioneer salesman and entertainer holding immense audiences in

^

Pioneer
Radio

the country's
Station WHK
audience

6th city. Established in 1921,
has won and held a vast daily

by the most

local commercial

in

adroit type of show-

manship. Itcarries more
hours

Joins

local sustaining and
than

work station in Cleveland.

any other

Blue

net-

For

advertisers

addition

is another

_

Station
Ohio

the

Great

Networic

September
and

listeners — WHK's

real improvement
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IN
WASHINGTON
RADIO EXECUTIVES prefer the location and smart
surroundings of this distinctive hotel. Write or wire for
reservations.
Rooms —
Single from $3.00
Double from $4.50
Completely Air- Conditioned

KELLOGG PRIZE — John Bradford (left) Kellogg representative,
and Henry Vance, sports aHnouncer of WSGN, Birmingham, standing with a new auto, one of the
prizes in the Kellogg Ladies Day
at the local baseball park. Corn
flake slogans written on box tops
were submitted by contestants.

HAYA0AM5 HOUSE
LAFAYEHE PARK AT SIXTECtfTH
WASHINGTON,

D.C.

Man on Lot
KSD, St. Louis, has a Man
on the Lot program, twice
weekly, during which Tom
Reid broadcasts from a local
auto dealers used car lot.
Autobiographical sketches of
the firm's salesmen, prospects
and persons at the broadcasts
are given. Frequently cars
are demonstrated within
range of the microphone,
salesmen starting the motor,
racing it, honking the horn
and adding a few special
selling points.

KFH

eans

Business!

To prepare the way for volume sales of
your product in South-Central Kansas and
Northern Oklahoma, point your sales message to the 792,250 radio fans, in the primary area of KFH, who like and prefer
Radio Station KFH, in Wichita, Kansas.

From the Farm
AT 10 minutes to 6 in the
morning, Station Manager
Clair B. Hull, Lazy Jim Day,
and an engineer of WDZ,
Tuscola,
111., loadinto
a ashortwave transmitter
car,
start driving in any direction,
and pull into the yard of
the first farmer they see.
The surprised host is told
that he is wanted on a broadcast, equipment is set up,
tested and at 6:15 the prois onthe
the farmer
air. Discussiongram with
is on
such topics as taxation, acreage, livestock, rural electrification, etc. Because the interview is on his own soil,
the farmer speaks quite freely, thus making the program
full of listener appeal. The
program is sponsored by an
implement and hardware
dealer.
Utica Mills Adds 5
UTICA KNITTING MILLS, Utica,
N. Y. (knit underwear), has added
5 stations to the list of those now
broadcasting
three-a-week oneminute live its
announcements.
The
stations are WGBI, Scranton;
WCSH, Portland, Me.; WFBL,
Syracuse; WWL, New Orleans;
WBAL, Baltimore, bringing the
total to 19 stations. The agency is
John Thomas Miller, New York.
Egg Drive
Planned
NATIONAL
ASSN.
OF FOOD
CHAINS, which has more than
400 members, met in Washington
Sept. 1 to make plans for a drive
to increase consumption of eggs.
Campaign, to start the first week
in October, will be placed locally by
the individual state committees.
Use of radio and other media will
be discussed at meetings of state
committees.
LYDIA TODD, fashion expert of
WBAL, Baltimore, has returned from
a three month study of the fall and
winter fashions in Europe, and on
Sept. 13 started a thrice weekly
fashion, etiqiiet, home, garden and
society From
programLydia.
at 4 p. m. titled
Letters
SMITH BROS., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
(cough remedies), this fall will use
spot announcements and possibly a
network show. No official announcement has yet been made. The agency
is Brown & Tarcher Inc., New York.
the
BLANKETING
8th Largest

w

TRADE MARKET
in the
United States

M

at
Lowest Cost
I

JVah'oKue

Pi .V.
' r
J^efl^e<LenUkye EDWARD
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Saint Paul
Minneapolis
St.WMIN
Paul, Minnstota

WDGY
Chief Engineer
Reinstated by Station
GEORGE KEENE JACOBSEN,
former chief engineer of WDGY,
Minneapolis, who was involved in
the labor troubles at that station
[Broadcasting, Sept. 1] has been
reinstated to his former position.
This step was taken by Dr. George
W. Young, owner and general manager of the station, in lieu of the
plan to termine
hold whether
an arbritation
deMr. Jacobsento was
discharged
otherwise. for union activity or
Since the labor difficulty arose,
Dr. Young engaged the services of
M. B. Lowe, as permanent radio
consultant and chief technician.
Rather than run into further difficulties. Dr. Young said he felt it
would be better to restore Mr.
Jacobsen to his former position
under the direction and supervision
of Mr. Lowe. The arrangement was
agreed to national
by theBrotherhood
local of
of the
InterElectrical
Workers, AFL affiliate, and Mr.
Jacobsen returned to his duties
Sept. 12.
Detroit Station Shifts
PAUL Y. CLARK, for the last six
years with WWJ and CKLW, and
before that for 10 years with the
Detroit Free Press, has been appointed commercial manager of
WJBK, Detroit, succeeding M. E.
Kent, who resigned to become general manager
of the recently
thorized new Toledo
local, to aube
known as WTOL. Leaving WJBK
with Mr. Kent to join WTOL also
are Jerry Fairbanks, announcer,
who
becomes
the Toledo
program
director;
Marvin station's
Krause,
who becomes chief announcer;
Wayne MacDonnell, engineer. Larry Gentile has left as WJBK Nite
Owl to join CKLW. Ed MacKenzie
takes
Fairbanks'
WJBK,
Fred Knorr
takesplace
the at
Nite
Owl
show, and Theodore Stahl takes
over MaeDonnell's duties. William
Walkermote staff.
has been added to the reNew

KSUB

on the Air

EMPLOYING a composite transD'Orr
Cozzens,
engineermitterofbuilt by
KLO,
Ogden,
Utah,chief
the
new KSUB, Cedar City, Utah, authorized last year by the FCC to
operate with 1000 watts on 1310
kc, is now on the air under the
managership of Robert R. Burton,
formerly with KLO, who is also
commercial manager. Archie Madsen, formerly with KSL, Salt Lake
City,ler R.isMiller,
program
director,
Cutformerly
withandKDYL,
Salt Lake City, is chief engineer.
The station is owned by Harold
Johnson and Leland M. Perry.
THE 75-minute broadcast of George
Bernard
Shaw's
specially
radio version
of Back
to prepared
Methuselah,
originally scheduled for Aug. 30, has
been postponed to Sept. 30 on the
NBC-Blue, 8:30-9:45 p. m. (EST),
the postponement having been caused
by the rescheduling of the Louis-Farr
fight broadcast.
RED AND

BLUE NBC

WCOL
COLUMBUS, OHIO
Crais & Hollingbery, Rep.,

PET iCf AND CO.
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GET HOT WITH SPOT! That's what stations all around you
are doing. National and regional spot is burning up previous
peak records in broadcast advertising activity — and time buyers
throughout the United States need information about your
station . . . and your market. Give them your story — now.
Reach them through the magazine you know they read:

BROAaWSTING
Prac+icaily every time buyer and
radio advertiser of national and
regional consequence Is included
among BROAiX^ASTING'S readers. It's easy to reach them when
youadvertise In BROADCASTING.

BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

dvertisingr

Advertising

National spot business during the
first half of 1937 was $5,000,000
above the corresponding period in
1936 ... an increase of 43.4 "/o.
And this Fall the trend is up and up.
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NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
(All times EDST unless otherwise specified)
New Business
ELIZABETH ARDEN, New Tork,
-on Sept. 29 starts Elizabeth Arden
Hour for 52 weeks with Eddie Duchin
and his orchestra on the NBC-Blue
network Wed., 8-8:30 p. m., EST.
Agency : Cecil, Warwick & Legler
Inc., New York.
WASEY PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Barbasol), on Oct. 29 starts
musical show on MBS and Don Lee
Network), Fri. 8-8:15 p. m. Agency:
Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (O.xydol), Sept. 13 started The
•Ooldhergs, on NBC-Red network Mon.
thru Fri., 12:15-12:30 p. m., EDST.
Agency : Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., Chicago.
OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Lansing,
Mich. (Oldsmobile) has signed for
sponsorship of nine Michigan State
football games, starting Sept. 25, over
the Michigan Network, keyed from
WJIM, Lansing, whose staff will also
handle out-of-town remotes. Agency,
D. P. Brother Adv. Agency, Detroit.
LEHN & FINK Products Co., New
York (Hinds Honey & Almond
Cream),
on Oct.
4 starts
Helen's
Home. 5 times
a week
on 3 stations
of Texas Quality Network (WFAA,
WBAP, KPRC), 8:30-8:45 a. m.
Agency: Wm. Esty & Co. Inc., N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Sanka coffee), Oct. 7 starts We the
People, starring Phillips H. Lord, on
41 CBS stations Thurs. 7 :30-8 p. m.,
EST. Agency : Young & Rubicam
Inc., N. Y.
FORD MOTOR Co.. Dearborn, Mich.
(Ford and Lincoln motor cars),
Sept. 12 started Ford Sunday Evening
Hour on 97 CBS stations, Sun., 910 p. m., EDST. Agency: N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.

LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
Co., New York (Chesterfield) on Sept.
16 starts Eddie Dooley and Paul
Douglas, sports commentators, on 61
CBS stations, Thurs., Fri., 6:30-6:45
p. m. (EDST) rebroadcast 8:30 p. m.
Agency : Newell-Emmett Co. Inc.,
N. Y.
VERNON NUSSBAUM Co., Los
Angeles (Venus dried fruits), on
Sept. 13 started for 52 weeks Andy
& Virginia, on 7 Don Lee stations
(KH.L KDB. KFXM, KPMC,
KVOE, KXO, KGB) Tues. thru Sat.,
8- 8:15 a. m. (PST). Agency: Glasser
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
AnGAFFERS & SATTLER, Losstarts
geles (gas stoves) on Sept. 26
Hollyin
Minutes
for 26 weeks Thirty
on 11 Mutualvariety show,
Don Leewood,stations
(KH.T. KGB. KDB,
KFRC, KFXM. KPMC, KDON,
KGDM, KXO, KVOE, KQW), Sun.,
3- 3:30 p. m. (PST). Agency: J. H.
Withington Co., Los Angeles.
APEX ROTAREX MFG. Co., (washing machines) on Sept. 7 started 27
broadcasts on Feminine Fancies. 3on 1126 Mutnal-Dnn
p. m. (PST)
3:30 stations.
Lee
On Sept.
KIEM will
be added. Agency: Emil Brisacher &
Staff, San Francisco.
DELAWARE. LACKAWANNA &
WESTERN COAL Co., New York
(Blue Coal), on Sept. 26 starts The
Shadow on 11 MBS stations. Sun.,
4- 4:30 p. m., repeat at 5:30. Agency:
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
PARTICIPATING BANK program
Oct. 18 will start for 26 weeks Philadelphia Orchestra on NBC-Blue, Mon.,
9-sel10 Co.,
p. m.Chicago.
(EST). Agency: The WesSWIFT & Co., Chicago (Sunbrite)
on Sept. 27 starts Junior Nurse Corps
on 6 NBC-Blue stations, Mon. thru
Fri., 4-4:15 p. m. (CST), repeat at
5 p. m. Agency : Stack-Goble Adv.
Agency, Chicago.

^OST

ranging
5 Census)size

AS BIO M

Pasture for Pests
A NEW announcer at
WGAR, Cleveland, excited at
his first break in commercial
work, tore into a fur company commercial. The copy
listed three special services
available
to loops,
patronsfree
— "newbuttons, new
glazing."
Said
the
announcer:
—
"Don't forget, the
Fur
Company offers these three
services — new buttons, new
loops and most important of
all, Flea Grazing."
H. FENDRICH Co., Evansville, Ind.
(La Fendrich cigars), on Sept. 26
starts Smoke Dreams on NBC western Red network of 15 stations, Sun.,
12:30-1 p. m. (CST). Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., Chicago.
PRO-KER LABORATORIES Inc.,
New York (hair treatment), on Sept.
12 started for 13 weeks Hair Raising
Mysteries on 2 NBC-Pacific Red stations (KFI-KPO), Sun., 3:45-4 p. m.
(PST). Agency: General Adv. Agency, Los Angeles.
CYCLE TRADES OF AMERICA
Inc., New York (bicycle trade association) on Sept. 26 s+arts variety
program on 41 NBC-Red network
stations for 13 weeks, Sun.. 3 :30-4
p.
m. Co.
(EDST).
Ewald
of New Affencv:
York, N. CampbellY.
F & F LABORATORIES, Chicago
(cough drons), on Oct. 18 starts for
20 weeks Jennie Peahody on 44 CBS
stations. Mon., Wed.. Fri.. 3 :.30-3 -45
p. m. (EST). Agencv: Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
PARKER DENTAL SYSTEM, San
Francisco (chain dental system >. on
Aug. 36 started for .52 weeks Radio
University with Dr. Seth Maker, commentator, on 11 Don Lee stations,
Mon.. Wed., Fri., 1 :30-l :45 p. m.
(PST). Asrency: Emil Brisacher &
Stfiff, San Francisco.
MUSTEROLE Co.. Cleveland (Musterole). and E. W. Rose Co.. CleveInnd (Zemo). on Oct. 4 will start
Carson Rohison and His Buckaroos
for 26 weeks on 33 MBS stations,
Mon.. Wed., and Fri.. 1 :1.5-1 :45 p.
m., EDST, and 3 WLW Line stations, Mon., Wed., Fri.. 11 :30-ll :45
a. m. Agency : Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
Inc., New York.
J. B. FORD Co., Wyandotte, Mich.
(Wyandotte cleaning products) , started Sept. 14 Petticoat of the Air on
13 CBS stations, Tues., Thurs., 22 :15 p. m. Agency : N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., Philadelphia.
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KEEPS BIRMINGHAM DIALS
TUNED TO WSGN!
ship"
and
Inlectedsports
.First
. . spiced
local"showman
color and
NBC with
network
features
. .se- .
combine to make WSGN first choice
of Birmingham "home folks!"
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THE NEWS
c^
^^^f
I^Sk AGE-HERALD
S^P
[■l^^^^a station
M^j FjttJBBj^B Birmingham
Hlg^Aj^V
1310 KC.

BROADCASTING

STATE OF MAINE Development 1,
Commission (potatoes) will start '
sta- '
on 15 net-T
Marjorie
21 the
Sept. of
and Yankee
MBS Mills
tions
works, Tues. and Thurs., 1:1.5-1:30*'
p. m. (EDST) on Mutual and 1 :45- f
26
Agency: onBrooke,
Smith,
ji
2 p.weeks.
m. (EDST)
Yankee,
for'"^
French & Dorrance Inc., N. Y.
-j
HUDSON
MOTOR
Co.,
Detroit,
on
Oct. 6 starts Hohly Lohhy for 13: "
weeks on 75 CBS stations and WOR, ^ ^
Wed.,
p. m., and
repeatMidwest
10:30-'
11 p. 7:15-7:45
m. on WOR
and Pacific CBS networks. Agency : , •
Brooke, Smith & French Inc., N. Y. ,
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Diamond Crystal shaker salt), Oct.
3 starts On Broadway on 13 NBC>
Blue network stations. Sun. 3-3 :30
p.
m. (EST).
Agency: Benton & j
Bowles
Inc., N. Y.
Renewal Accounts !
FORD MOTOR Co.. Detroit, for
Ford Dealers, on Oct. 5 renews
Watch the Fun Go By on 93 CBSstations, Tues., 9-9:30 p. m. (EST)
rebroadcast 12 midnight. Agency: N.
W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.
PONTIAC MOTOR Co.. Pontiac,
Mich, on Oct. 11 renews News Through
a Woman's Eyes, on 59 CBS stations, Mon.. Wed. and Fri., 2-2:15
with : rebroadcast
5p.:45m. p.(EST)
m. Agency
MacManus, 5:30John
6 Adams Inc., Detroit.
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTTS
Inc., New York (Edna Wallace Hopper Cosmetics, Old English Paste
Wax, Anacin) on Sppt. 27 renews
Romance of Helen Trent and Our
Gal Sunday on 31 CBS stations,
Mon. thru Fri.. 12:.30-1 p. m. (EST).
Agencv : Blackett - Sample - Hummert i
Inc., N. Y.
CAMPBELL SOUP Co.. Camden, onl
Oct. 1 renews Holhncood Hotel fori
.52 weeks on 60 CBS stations, Fri.,
9-10 p. m. (EST). Asrency: F. Wal-; _
lis Armstrong Co., Philadelphia. ;
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New;
York (Lucky Strike ei?arettes) , Oct.;
1 renews Edwin C. HUl for 13 weeks
on 88 CBS stations, M-^n. thru Fri.
12:1.5-12:30 n. m. (EST), rebroadcast to ti-e Pacific Cofist 2:30-2:45'
p.
Agency: Lord & Thorn-'
as, m.N. (EST).
Y.
WESSON OIL & SNOWDRIFT
SALES Co., New Orleans (salad oil,
Snowdrift)
on Sept.
renews onHawthorne House,
for 5226 weeks
the
NBC-Pacific Red, Sun. 7-7:30 p. m,
(PST). Agency: Fitzgerald Adv.Agency, New Orleans.
LAMONT CORLISS Co., New York;
(Pond's face cream and powder), on
Oct. 5 renews Husbands & Wives for
stations
on p.33 m.NBC-Blue
52 weeks
Tues..
8-8:30
(EST). Agency i
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y. (•
PACIFIC COAST BORAX Co., New
York, on Oct. 1 renews Death Valleif
Days for 13 weeks on 24 NBC-Blue,
stations,
Fri.. 8:30-9 p. m.Inc.,(EST).'
Agency : MeCann-Erickson
N. Y.
AMERICAN CEREAL Co.. Clinton.^
Mass. (Weetabix), on Aug. 2 renewed;
with participations in Yankee Network News Service, on 13 Yankeestations. Agency : H. B. Humphreys
Co., Boston.
MILES LABORATORIES Inc., Elkhart, Ind. (Alka Seltzer), on Oct. 2,
renews National Barn Dance for 52|
weeks on 73 NBC-Blue network sta-'
tions.
m., EST
cast forSat..
the 9-10
Westp. 11-12
p. m.(rebroad-'
EST).
Agency : Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago,
WFIL
560 Kc.
PHILADELPHIA'S
MOST
POPULAR STATION

'

NBC BLUE

^

.

• Broadcast

MUTUAL
Advertising

i^lGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
Xew York (Chesterfield cigarettes), on Sept. 29 renews Andre
Kostelanet: for 52 weeks on 96 CBS
stations. Wed.. 9-9:30 p. m. (EST).
J^jrency : Xewell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
-\MERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
l\)rk (Lucky Strike) on Sept. 29
■ renews for 13 weeks Your Hit Parade
.)u NBC-Red. Wed., 10-10:45 p. m.
\i:ency : Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
:,RIFFIN MFG. Co., Brooklyn (All.vte shoe cleaner), on Aug. 30 rered its contract for Monday, 7-7 :30
n., on NBC-Blue network, for new
^ Time to Shine, starring Lloyd
■ ffer. Agency : Bermingham, Castle.a & Pierce Inc., N. Y.
U. W. MARROW Co.. Los Angeles
^fsnd
Chicago
shampoo).
On Sept.
26 (Mar-O-Oil
renews Henry
Busse
Orchestra for 52 weeks on 9 NBCRed stations, Sun., 11 :45-12 noon.
Agency : Baggaley, Horton & Hoyt
Inc., Chicago.
t.EVER BROS Co., Cambridge
i Rinso ) , on Sept. 13 renewed for 52
Veeks Big Sister on 63 CBS stations
Mon. thru Fri., 11 :.30-ll :45 a. m.,
ri'peat 2-2 :15 p. m. Agency : Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
CHRYSLER
Corp.. Detroit (motor
c:irs), on Sept. 16 renews Major
.Botces Amateur Hour for 52 weeks on
'02
CBS : RuthraufiF
stations. Thurs.,
Agency
& Ryan 9-10
Inc., p.
N. m.
Y.
Network Changes
iFRANCISCAX
FRIARS
of the
■"Atonement
of
Graymoor,
Garrison,
N. Y., on Sept. 5 shifted their St.
^Anthony Hour over WHN, New York,
and four Colonial Network stations
'WBRY, WSPR. WEAN. WAAB )
:n Sundays. 9:30 a. m., to 2 p. m.
I'.ald Peterson, 1457 Broadway,
> w York, is producer.
II J. HEINZ Co., Pittsburgh, on
Aug. 31 added Tues. and Thurs. to
present three-a-week schedule for
-Magazine of the Air on CBS. Program formerly broadcast Mon., Wed.
.and Fri.. 11-11 :30 a. m., is now heard
Mon., Tues. and Thurs. 11:15-11:30
a. m. (rebroadcast 3:15 p. m.),
;'EDST, and Wed. and Fri.. 11-11:30
ja. m. (rebroadcast at 3:15 p. m.),
EDST. Agency : Maxon Inc., Detroit.
WILLIAM R. WARNER Co., New
■York (Sloan's Liniment), on Oct. IS
I'Changes 20.000 Years in Sing Sing
to Behind Prison Bars. Mon. 10-10 :3b
IT. m. (EST) NBC-BLUE network.
!FITGER BREWING Co., Duluth,
^linn. (beer), will change its halfshour network show from Friday to
■ Saturday nights in October. The proIgram is broadcast over a special Minmosota network consisting of WCCO,
WEBC, WMFG and WHLB.
TIME Inc., New York (Time and
Life magazines), on Oct. 14 moves
March of Time from CBS to 35 NBC
11Blue network, Thurs., 9-9:30 p. m.,
'EST. Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
"R. J. REYNOLDS Co., Winstons Salem, N. C. (Camel cigarettes),
<Sept. 28 adds WCHS. KOY, WKBB,
■^to
present CBS list, Tues., 9:30J 10:30.
J
.
Yale Series Assigned
SOCONY-VACUUM OIL Co. Inc.,
n^New York (Mobiloil and Mobilgas),
which will sponsor broadcasts of
all home games of the Yale football schedule, with Bill Slater doling the play-by-play description,
I has included WMCA, New York;
WFAS, White Plains, N. Y.; and
jWKBW, Buffalo in the campaign.
' The game with Pennsylvania will
also be heard on WFIL, Philadelphia. The games run from Oct. 2
through Nov. 13. J. Stirling Get• chell Inc., New York, is agency.

Advent
Causes

of Autumn
Production

By DAVID GLICKMAN
NETWORK production headaches
became increasingly aggravated in
Hollywood during the first half of
September, with the advent of
new programs and resumption of
shows suspended during the summer months. Frantic efforts have
been made by NBC and CBS to
acquire studio facilities for new
programs. Present studio facilities
are for the most part temporary
and makeshift, pending completion
of buildings by both networks.
Approval of NBC's building
plans and specifications was expected with Don E. Gilman at
New York headquarters consulting
with officials of the company. It is
understood that the general scheme
of NBC's new building structure
in Holl>'^vood has been put into
shape for review and approval,
and details will be developed immediately upon acceptance. Ground
breaking at the new site on Sunset
Blvd. and Vine street is expected
by Oct. 1, and work will be crowded to permit occupancy early next
year.

Don Lee's Problem
Mr.
Gilman's
easternof trip
will
also afford discussion
the Don
Lee Broadcasting
proposal to take overSystem's
the present
NBC headquarters in Hollywood.
The Don Lee load of production is
increasing and this, together with
the expected shift of Mutual programs to emanate from Holly^vood
in the next eight or ten months,
will require Don Lee to acquire a
new plant.
In the event it cannot agree with
NBC on the take-over of the latter's Melrose Avenue studios and
offices, Don Lee will build its own
plant
in Holh'\vood.
Another
definite move toward
building the commercial lead of the
enlarged Don Lee Network has
been the newly-effected alliance
with John Blair & Co., station representatives, to sell the network
comprising the entire 24 stations
in the group, rather than selling
the stations individually or on a
state-by-state breakdown.

Network

Programs

Jam
in Hollywood
CBS building in Hollywood is going ahead on schedule. The return
of Donald W. Thornburgh, the network's Pacific Coast vice-president,
to his desk on Sept. 8, resulted in
notification to his architects that
CBS desired greater speed in construction work to get as much
done as possible prior to the rainy
season which normally begins in
November. It is expected CBS will
occupy its new $2,000,000 headquarters in early spring.
A series of conferences was held
in Hollywood early in September
between northern and southern
California broadcasters aiming at
the creation of another California
statewide network. While these
discussions have not developed any
definite agi'eement, it is known on
the Coast that the parties have all
been interested in a tie-up for a
long time. There would be no surprise if another state network
came into being prior to the yearend. This would be comprised of
a group of loosely knitted stations
now functioning as local networks
in northern and southern California respectively.
Local station commercial commitments have been increasing
steadily during the past month in
the Hollj^'ood sector, and for the
most part stations have the facilities and staffs to handle all expected business. Construction work
on new studios of KMTR began
late in August, and the new radio
village designed for this property
will probably be completed before

WHO

Diamond Salt on NBC
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, for Diamond Crystal shaker
salt, will start Oct. 3 On Broadway, to be heard Sundays at 33:30 p. m. (EST) over 13 stations
of the NBC-Blue network. The
agency is Benton & Bowles Inc^
New York.
the end of the year. Agency
duction personnel shifts which
been so numerous during the
mer in Hollywood have been
stabilized, and little further
neuvering is expected in the
future.
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Danirosch Hour Resuming
DIRECTED by Walter Damrosch,
the
tenth year
NBC's
Music
Appreciation
Hour ofwill
resume
on Oct.
15 and will be heard again over
combined Red and Blue networks
Friday afternoons.
A teachers'
manual,
presenting notes
on the

broadcasts, lesson by lesson, has
been prepared by Laurence Abbott,
assistant to Dr. Damrosch, and
four student notebooks, one for
each series, have been written by
Prof. Charles H. Farnsworth of
Teachers
College, Columbia University.

PROFESSIOBfAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press BIdg. Wash., U. C.

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLEH
Comultlng Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.

Consulting l^adio Engineers
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone : New Rochelle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes,
Allocation and Radio Coverage
Reports.

PAGE
& DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey BIdg. Field Office
Washington, D. C. Evanston, III.
District 8456
Davis 2122

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

FRED O. GRIMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast Transmission and
Coverage Development.
p. 0. Box 742
Evansville, Ind.

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. 161st St. NEW YORK CITY

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
2935 North Henderson Avenue
Telephones 3-6039 and 5-3945
DALLAS, TEXAS

ROBERT S. RAINS AND COMPANY
Special Consultants
Accounting, Taxes and Engineering
Munsey Building — Washington, D. C.
Telephone: Metropolitan 2430
Robert S. Rains
Former Special Consultant
Federal Communications Commission

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
at any hour every day in the year
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Philco Series on 275
PHILCO RADIO & TELEVISION
Corp. entered the first week of its
$50,000
"Phyl
mystery
contest with
239 Coe"
stations
broadcasting the series. A sharp increase
in tube sales was reported by
distributors as well as an increase
in demand for servicing to assure
good reception of the program.
Geare-Marston Inc., Philadelphia,
is handling contest details.
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted and Situations
Wanted, 7c per word. All other
classifications, 12c per word. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in
advance.
Forms close 25th and 10th of
month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Local Texas station desires salesman.
Commission basis. Excellent prospects.
Give full details of self and experience.
Box 766 Broadcasting.
Two experienced transcription salesmen,
commission. See our ad page 63 this issue.
Transcribed Radio Shows, Inc.
Announcer for network affiliated station
in eastern market. State experience fully
in first letter. Box 768 Broadcasting.
Experienced
radio operator.
Give qualifications and references
when making
application. Box 767 Broadcasting.
WGCM at Biloxi-Gulfport on Gulf Coast
has permanent
for goodexperience,
announcer. Give full position
qualifications,
etc., and send picture if possible ; also
state
Miss. salary expected. Box 207 Gulfport,
Situations Wanted
Licensed Engineer wants position. Hours
and wages not initial. Little experience on
W. E. 5KW. Write Vernon Baumgartner
WDGY, Minneapolis, Minn.
Program ideas that sell! Nine years
newspaper and radio advertising. Professional continuity, script and program procasting. duction. Now employed. Box 770 BroadChief Engineer 10 KW station, 10 years
experience, formerly associated with two
50 KW tions.stations,
desires to better condiBox 771 Broadcasting.
Commentator, available in near future
for sustaining or commercial sponsorship.
Metropolitan
national network
ence. Excellentandreferences.
Abundant experiproof
of
listener acceptance. Box 769 Broadcasting.
ENGINEER : 1st class radio phone ligraduate RCAproduction,
Institutes continuity.
; experiencedcense,
in publicity,
Currently employed in publicity department
of network : 6 years radio experience.
Write Box 762, Broadcasting.
ANNOUNCER : Three years experience
in all phases of announcing, have written
numerous radio sketches in adidtion to
successful commercial copy. Would like to
work for small, growing station. College
graduate. Write Box 764, Broadcasting.
Young, selling
energetic
with
excellent
and station
executivemanager
background,
now employed,
desiresorchange.
Would con-of
sider lease, purchase
part ownership
station in good market. Married, one child.
Finest references. Box 765, Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy

Supreme Court Review
In New Portland Grant
Is Petitioned by WCSH
REVIEW by the U. S. Supreme
Court of the FCC decision authorizing Portland Broadcasting Sys- '
tem Inc. to build a new station ^
(WGAN) in ain petition
Portland,
sought
for Me.,
a writwasof '
certiorari filed Sept. 10 by the
Eastland
Co. of Hotel
Portland
and ;'.
Congress Square
Co., operators of WCSH,
The grant to the Portland Broadcasting to
Systemoperate
was for
watt station
on a640 500kc.
limited time and was the outgrowth of the bitterly fought "640
case," dating
back tohad1934,
Both
Eastland
and WCSH
appealed
from the FCC decision of last June
to theDistrict
U. S. Court
of Appealswhich
for '
the
of Columbia
sustained the Commission.
The question presented in the
Supreme
was decision
whether or notCourt
the petition
order and
of the Broadcast Division are
valid when the members of the
Division who made the findings of
fact had neither heard the evidence
nor received a report on it. At the
time the case was originally heard.
Commissioners Gary, Brown and
Sykes constituted the Broadcast,
Division. The decision was rendered by Commissioners Prall,r
Case and Sykes. Eastland had applied for a station on 640 kc. also,
while WCSH had been permitted
to participate in the hearing as a ,
party in interest. The Portland)
Broadcasting System is partially
owned by the Portland Herald Express. Both the Eastland Co. and
WCSH are adjuncts of the Rines;
Hotel interest.
Radio Editors Change
RUDOLPH BLOCK Jr., formerly!
assistant city editor of the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, has been appointed radio editor of the Los
Angeles Examiner, succeeding Bernie Milligan, who resigned after:
five years. Pat Hogan remains as
assistant radio editor. Block is the
son ofwriter.
Bruno Gene
Lessing,
ture
Inge,Hearst
radio fea-'
editor of the Los Angeles Herald-Express, is scheduled to leave that'
post the
Sept.radio
20 after
8 years,business^
to en-i
ter
production
He will establish offices in Holly-^
wood. Dale Armstrong recently,
succeeded Carroll Nye as Los An-,
signed Times
to head
copy Nye
desk re-'
of.
geles
radiotheeditor.
Radio Feature Service, Hollywood;
The Largest
Independent
Frequency Measuring
Service in the Country

Responsible party wants to buy station
and pay cash. Will consider 50% interest
with employment. Experience in sales, announcing, and technical. University graduated. Box 763, Broadcasting.
For Rent — Equipment
A real Bargain in a Used Transmitter,
in excellent condition. A 1000 watt RCA
Transmitter, Type 1 B complete with 6000
volt Generators, and all equipment as
shipped by factory. Specially priced for
quick sale. Act quick. Station KOY, Phoenix, Arizona.
BROADCASTING.

Manufacturers and
Engineering Consultants
•
COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
216 E. 74th St., Kansas City, Mo.
Broadcast

Advertising

Los Angeles Politician
'iles Suit in Mexican
jporder Station Venture
4 $450,000 damage suit was filed
-ti Los Angeles Superior Court
-j;ept. 10 by John A. Murphy, local
al figure, naming the Inter-politic
aational Broadcasting System Inc.,
>f California and 15 other defendants. Murphy, in his suit alleged
induced to invest $25,he
ithat
000 intowasthe erection of XERB,
ftosarito Beach, Lower California,
.Cor which he was to receive half
Df the issued capital.
1 He declares that he was later
Induced to withdraw from the enterprise after it was well organfeed and progressing nicely. The
station was scheduled to start operating with 150,000 watts Aug. 15
on 730 kc. He further declared that
J^certain of his business associates
caused him to believe that the venture was doomed to failure because
of refusal of the Mexican officials
to issue a permit for the station,
although such a nermit had actual'ly
iod.been obtained for a 20-year perBesides damages he wants
among other things, to be restored
to the office of vice-president and
a director of I.B.S.; 10% of its
capital stock; an interpretation of
Ws contract with the defendants;
an accounting of a receivership
and an injunction restraining the
■organization from any acts which
might impair his interests pending
the suit's outcome.
Codefendants with LB.S. are Radiodifusors International of Mexico; Pacific Escrow & Title Guar•anty
Co.; M. P.,
and Mi^el
Barbachane;
R. R.L. S.,Rust,
C. L.
Byers, G«orge Berger, Harry Kronick, V. Z. Herman, Roger Amebergh, M. M. Dexter, Cinema Adv.
Agency, Hollywood; L, W. Allen
and Gustevo Moran and others.
Health Aids Expands
HEALTH AIDS Inc., Jersey City,
N. J., has added WGN, Chicago,
and WCAE, Pittsburgh, to its present list of stations. A 25-minute
talk by Victor Lindlahr, editor of
Journal of Living, for Serutan,
laxative, and five minutes of transcribed music for VBEV, vitamin
beverage, make up the half-hour
program, which is heard three
times a week. The series originates
at WOR, Newark, and is piped to
WMCA, New York, and thence to
WIP, Philadelphia, through the Inter-City network. It has been renewed on those stations, and is
heard Tuesdays and Thursdays,
12-12:30 p. m., and Sundays, 10:3011 a. m. Transcriptions are used on
WNAC, Boston, and WEAN, Providence, on which contracts have also
been renewed. In addition, a 15minute test program has been
started for Serutan on WPRO,
Providence, three time a week. The
agency is Franklin Bruck Adv.
Corp., New York.
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for All to the tune
of "More Business"

MAYORS AT MIKE— When KDAL,
Duluth, affiliated with CBS Sept. 5,
the mayors of the Twin Ports were
pressed into service as announcers.
Mayor Bryn Ostby, of Superior
(left) took the regular station
break and Mayor C. Rudolph Berhult, of Duluth, announced "KDAL
now joins the Columbia Broadcasting
System" and pushed the control button.

Beg Yovir Pardon!
Editor, Broadcasting:
In the Sept. 1 issue of Broadcasting, on page 84, under the
heading "Merchandising & Promotion" you refer to an article of
Olinger Department
Store, Denver. This should be Olinger Mortuaries of Denver. We are calling
this to your attention because
there is no Olinger Department
Store in Denver and the client is
Olinger Mortuaries and we would
thank youW. toW.make
this correction.
MacGruder,
Hower Adv. Agency Co.,
Denver, Colo.
Sept. 10.

Strike the Key with
KWK
THOMAS PATRICK, Inc.
Hotel Chase St. Loult
New York

:
PAULRepresentative
H. RAYMCR CO.
San Francisco Chicago

HEATTER'S MIKES
Commcntalor Now Appears on
NBC, CBS and WOR
GABRIEL HEATTER, news commentator, will soon be broadcasting before three different microphones — over CBS, WEAF, and
WOR. Heatter, currently heard on
WOR for Rogers Peet Co., New
York, Mondays through Fridays,
9-9:15 p. m., will act as master of
ceremonies on We, the People,
starting on CBS Oct. 7, 7:30-8 p.
m., for General Foods Corp. (Sanka
coffee). Later in the fall he will
take over Special Edition, broadcast Fridays at 1:30-2 p. m. on
WEAF for Borden Farm Products
Co. Inc., New York.
While Mr. Heatter was signed
exclusively by Rogers Peet Co.,
they have given him permission to
broadcast on the other two programs because neither of them is
straight news, and therefore does
not conflict.
In addition to his radio activity,
Mr. Heatter edits The Shaft, magazine of the steel industry; is editor and chief announcer for Paramount Newsreels, and is writing a
book on Dr. James West, chief
executive of the Boy Scouts of
America.
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RCA Prize Campaign
RCA MFG. Co., Camden, N. J.,
will start a special campaign for
RCA-Victor Overseas Dial Radios
on September 19 with a $50,000
prize contest for the best 25-word
letter on "Why I Like RCA-Victor
Electric Tuning." Tke contest will
be announced on the company's
Magic Key program broadcast,
Sundays, 2-3 p. m., on the NBCBlue network, and will run for five
weeks. World-wide use of radio in
the protection of life in everyday
affairs will be demonstrated, with
examples of police work, fire-fighting, airplanes, and ships at sea.
Five thousand prizes will be awarded each week. The RCA agency is
Lord & Thomas Inc., New York.

Music

Boosted; NAB
Calls Session
{Continued from Page 12)
when formally presented by the
stance by the negotiating commitnegotiating committee, probably
tee but refused by the meeting,
would be rejected as confiscatory.
was
up "credits"fundof
It was stated, for example, that
10% that
as a they
sort ofsetequalization
dollars such a proposal would
which they would disperse to their in
affiliates in a manner they agree mean that NBC would donate some
in time value back to
upon as most equitable by giving $600,000
their stations while CBS would
the "deserving" stations or those contribute some $500,000 which
which might be jeopardized by the
additional payroll requirements for would mean that the affiliated stations would only be counted upon
musicians the bulk of the rebates.
to bear the burden of $100,000 in
It was figured that of the $1,500,000 additional asked from the actual additional outlay in the musicians' crisis. Moreover, it was
network affiliates, the managed and
contended that some stations, aloperated stations of NBC and CBS
ready having their quota of muwould automatically pay some
sicians in terms of dollars expend$200,000 additional and that the
ed by virtue of house orchestras,
key stations of Mutual would be
woulddeal.actually "make money" on
required to pay an additional $100,- the
000 for musical talent. This reThe special meeting of the NAB
duced the figure of the independent
called for Sept. 10, concuraffiliates to $1,200,000, it was esti- Board, rently
with the IRNA, proved a
mated, of which 10% or $120,000
stormy session. So did several other
would proposed.
be set up in the "credit"
emergency sessions called during
fund
the negotiations. No less than four
Moreover, the networks declared
of the members proffered their resthat President Weber indicated
ignations, which were not accepted.
they would be expected to hire
Edwin Craig, L. B. Wilson and
some 400 additional musicians in
John Gillin, the latter the first viceNew York, Chicago and Hollywood
president, offered to resign after
as a means of aiding the unemPresident John Elmer had depreployment relief.
cated their association with the affiliate group. Mr. Wilson served as
Proposal Rejected
chairman of the financial committee and had written a letter to all
The affiliates, however, in their
sessions rejected the proposal and
stations asking them to contribute
asked that instead the networks
the equivalent of their quartercredit every affiliated station with hour rate to defray the expenses of
a reduction in their "free time" to the negotiating committee and the
the networks, of two hours. Net- affiliate group, then estimated at
work spokesmen said this proposal.
$12,000. The actual figure, however, proved half that amount. President Elmer had criticized that action too. After the resignations ha-d
been proffered, the members were
prevailed upon to withdraw them.
The fourth
whichof
developed
at a"resignation"
Sunday session
the Board on Sept. 12 was that of
Edward A. Allen, _WLVA, Lynchand presidentBroadcasters
of the Nat i o n aburg,1Va.,Independent
representing local independent stations, which has been largely inactive during the past two years.
Out of sympathy with the entire
procedure
to theMr.negotiations withrelating
musicians,
Allen
contended many local stations
would be ruined and that he would
prefer to fight it out by permitting
the strike to come off as scheduled
rather than capitulate to the demands. His resignation, up to the
time Broadcasting went to press,
had not been accepted and he had
not withdrawn it.
Despite the tension that gripped
the group, there was much praise
for the manner in which the negotiating committee functioned and
for the expert way in which Mr.
Ethridge presided over the sessions. At the outset Mr. Ethridge
had explained that his only reason
for participating in the movement
of the affiliates was because the
NAB was not properly staffed to
cope with it due to absence of legal
and labor counsel.
Reports on various phases of the
negotiations were given the group
by Messrs. Ethridge, Rosenbaum,

who handled network negotiations, j
Norton, a well-known Louisville ;
attorney who drew up the form of i
contract, and Hedges, who defined
the negotiations with AFM. All of
the sessions of the group were
closed except to network affiliated
stations.
Possible Revision
In addition to the continuing
work of the Negotiating Committee, which meets again with President Weber on Sept. 15, Mr. Shepard was devoting study to a possible revised formula; Mr. Rosenbaum to continue conversations
with the networks on the degree
of their participation in the additional cost, and Mr. Norton on revision of the proposed contract.
It was decided to continue IRNA
as an organized group, at least until contracts have been signed with
the musicians and possibly longer
if it felt that the need still exists.
Mr. Ethridge was given authority
to call further meetings of the
group atessary toany
timeThehe group
deems made
it nec-it
do so.
plain, however, that it has in no
sense broken with nor is it a rival
organization to the NAB. At the
final meeting on Sept. 12, the NAB
Board presented the following
statement to the IRNA:
"The NAB always has invited all
broadcasting stations to membership. As a consequence there have
existed in the NAB membership
from time to time conflicting interests which could not be represented
by the NAB directorate. Nevertheless the NAB stands as the defender of the American system of
broadcasting.
"Realizing that various classes of
stations within the broadcasting
industry have divergent interests
which cannot always be served by
the NAB and that three organized
groups representing such classes
have already been formed (e.g. the
clear channel, the regional and the
local stations represented at the
October hearings before the FCC)
the Board endorses the formation
of such organized groups within
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the NAB and invites these groups
to become departmentals in the
JNAB. The Board also realizes that
"the stations affiliated with network
;rompanies have problems unlike
'the problems of unaffiliated stations and that they should be organized as a departmental of the
81'AB; andof that
the organization
structure
the Association
must
»>e sufficiently elastic as to permit
ir and impartial representation
\ arious groups and interests as
.ly be created from time to time
varying circumstances and conJitions."
I In accepting this message, IRNA
Expressed its "wholehearted cooption and support to the effectua:i of the purposes therein exessed" and authorized Mr. Eth: ige to appoint a committee to
.Mnfer with the NAB board on all
matters affecting the entire indus-;rv. The committee consists of Don
-B. Elias, WWNC, Ashe\nlle, chairman; Don Davis, WHB, Kansas
City; Edgar Bill, WMBD, Peoria;
iSamuel Rosenbaum, WFIL, Philadelphia, and Edgar Bell, WKY,
.'Oklahoma City.
Preparatory to the special con.vention called by the Board, Presivdent Elmer has begun to draft
plans for departmentalization of
':the
tradeBaldwin
association.
Director
also willManaging
draft a
["Complete report on the status of
the musicians situation. All staitions, whether or not NAB mem•ibers, have been invited to attend
the sessions.

Mr. Allen's Statement
' Mr. Allen presented the following state^ ment to the NAB board through Managing Director Baldwin: I had been in hopes
•"^at for once in the life of this Associan. the broadcasters, both big and little,
d find their way clear to stand 4
are and fight for the common good of
e industry as a whole. However, I realize
- V.-.
thanbroadcasters
ever before,arethatso the
inestsmore
of the
varied
•
the
attainment
of
that
goal
is
well
- n impossible.
The compromise agreement that the Affiliated Stations have worked out for pre,. sentation
prove economic
ruinous
to many toand thea AFM
very will
serious
'3' handicap
to
the
majority
of
our
local
independent broadcasters and as a result
there is nothing left to us but to fight our
way out. Handicapped as we are in being
forced to fight alone we will probably be
• licked in the end, but I prefer to go down
fighting.
The local independent in its fight for
economic life must make use of every
weapon available and I am sure that some
of these weapons will be frowned upon
by some of my friends around this table
and may even prove embarrassing : so, for
[ that reason and in order that I may be
I free to take whatever action I may think
II 1essential
to thediscontinue
local independent
feel I should
serving oncause,
this
i Board. Therefore, Mr. President. I here1a nestly
with tender
you
my
resignation
and
earrequest that the Board take immediate action upon same.
Brady Asks Injunction
WILLIAM A. BRADY, New York
theatrical producer, has filed suit
in New York Supreme Court to
prevent the broadcasting of Way
Down East, sponsored by Sterling
Products Inc., New York, for Phillips Milk of Magnesia toothpaste,
j Danderine,
Haley's H-0. Defendants areand
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Bamberger Broadcasting
Service, MBS and Chas. Phillips
Chemical Co. Scheduled to resume
Sept. 27 over WOR, New York, the
, program is a 15-minute WBS trani, scription series, heard five days a
p week.
[• Mr. Brady and his lawyers claim
that he has been owner of the play
and its title for 40 years. For a
single broadcast of the play in
i 1935, he received $750, the comi plaint says. The program was
II broadcast on WOR last winter.
BROADCASTING

Three

New

Locals

WIOD
Granted 610
THREE new local stations were
authorized by the FCC Broadcast
Division at its Sept. 14 meeting,
bringing to 34 the number of new
stations authorized for construction so far this year. At the same
time the Division dismissed or denied six other applications for new
stations. One of the new stations
was granted without a hearing.
Twin City Broadcasting Corp.,
Longview, Wash., w-as authorized
to construct a new 250-watt daytime station on 780 kc. in that
community, the division sustaining
Examiner Hyde J. Elroy McCaw,
of Centralia, Wash., who is also
associated with the new KELA recently authorized in Centralia,
Wash., is one of the chief stockholders, with 65 shares, the others
being A. C. Campbell, president,
Longview feed and fuel dealer,
821/^ shares; John McClelland,
treasurer, publisher of the Longview Daily News, 62V2 shares; A.
L. Raught Jr., vice-president, local manager of the Weyerhauser
Timber Co., 20 shares, and A. W.
Talbot, Seattle businessman, 20
shares.
Clarence A. Berger and Saul S.
Freeman w-ere authorized to construct a new 100-watt daytime station on 1200 kc. in Couer d'Alene,
Idaho, Examiner Seward being
sustained. Both are equal partners.
Mr. Freeman, a resident of Spokane, is backer of the project and
Mr. Berger, formerly with KHQ
and KGA in Spokane and KOL in
Seattle, will be manager of the station.
Without a hearing, the Commission authorized the Wyoming
Broadcasting Co. to erect a new
100-watt night and 50-watt daytime station on 1370 kc. in Rock
Springs, Wyo. President of the
concern is R. R. West, oil distributor and monumental works owner
of
community,
holding 50.98''ris
of that
the stock,
and vice-president
Kenneth M. Nielsen, manager of
a radio service concern, holding
48.99 9f of the stock.
The Broadcast Division denied
the application o f Peninsular
Newspapers Inc., Palo Alto, Cal.,
for a new 250-watt daytime station
on 1160 kc; dismissed with prejudice the application of Phillip Jackson for a new 100-watt daytime
station on 1420 kc. in Brunswick,
Ga.; dismissed without prejudice
'This
the application
of C. S. Gooch for
a new 100-watt station on 1500

Approved

by

FCC;

kc; Other Actions
kc. in Amarillo, Tex.; dismissed
with prejudice the application of
John D. Fields Inc. for a new 100watt station on 1370 kc. in Las
Vegas, Nev.; dismissed with prejudice the application of Robert E.
Clements for a new 250-watt daytime station on 1160 kc. in Huntington Park, Cal.; dismissed with
prejudice the application of the
Young People's Association for the
Propagation of the Gospel for
5,000 watts daytime on 640 kc. at
Shark River Bay, N. J. In all cases
the recommendations of the examiners were sustained.
WIOD, Miami, an adjunct of the
Miami Daily News, was granted
a shift in frequency from 1300 to
the choice 610 kc. channel, with
1,000 watts unlimited time. In sustaining Examiner Hyde, it made
the order effective Oct. 26. Other
important docket actions included:
WEAN, Providence, granted an increase in day power from 1,000 watts
to 5,000 watts on 780 kc. with night
power remaining
at 1,000 Bramhall.
watts, unlimited time, sustaining
WSMB, New Orleans, granted authority to install new equipment and
increase day power from 1,000 watts
to .^5,000 watts, with night power remaining at 1.000 watts on 1320 kc,
sustaining Examiner Seward. A directional antenna was specified.
WLBK, Clarksburg, W. Va., an
affiliate of the Clarkxhiirg Exponent,
granted
increase
in hours
of operation froman day
time to
unlimited,
with
100 watts on" 1370 kc effective Oct. 19.
WBCM. Bay City, Mich., granted
an increase in day power from ,500
watts to 1,000 watts on 1410 kc, with
night power remaining at 500 watts,
sustaining Examiner Irwin.

WSAU, Wausau, Wise, granted
an increase in hours from daytime to
unlimited on 1370 kc with 100 watts
effective Oct. 12 sustaining Examiner
Seward.
KIEM, Eureka, Cal. granted an increase in day power from 500 watts
to 1,000 watts with .500 watts at night
on 1450 kc. unlimited time effective
Oct. 5, with Examiner Seward sustained.
KID, Idaho Falls, Idaho, granted
CP to make changes in equipment and
increase day power from 1,000 to
5,000 watts with .500 watts at night.
WCBS, Springfield, 111., granted
CP to make changes in equipment
and increase day power from 100 to
By
250 watts and time of operation
from
specified to unlimited on 1420 kc.
WEST, Easton, Pa., and WKBO,
Harrisburg, Pa., granted modification
of licenses
to change day
hoursandof sharing
operation to simultaneous
at night
lieunight.
of time sharing operations da.yinand
OPEN
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"WALKS OF LIFE"
To Sell Shoes
PAUL CRUGER
Screen Writer
Footsteps on the Sidewalk
And Each Pair of Feet Tells
A Dramatic Story.
Write
—
wood
RAWO PRODUCTIONS
Hollywood, Calif.
220 Markham Bldg.
. . . wood words tell . . .
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Twelve-to-One
AN ILLUSTRATION that American broadcasting is rendering a
better job than the broadcasting
systems of other nations in giving
a world picture to the listener was
cited by C. W. Lattimer, RCA
Communications Inc. plant engineer, Sept. 13 in his testimony before the FCC Telephone Division
when he related that there was a
ratio of 12 foreign programs rebroadcast in the United States
against one American program in
foreign countries. He was a witness in a hearing on transatlantic
radiotelephone frequencies.

Chicago Schools
IN AN article on page 24 of
this issue, dealing with use
of radio to continue school
studies during the infantile
paralysis prevalence in Chicago, it is stated that the radio idea was conceived by
George H. Biggar, of WLS.
Inadvertently the names of
Ralph Atlass, president of
WJJD-WIND, and Al Hollender, WJJD-WIND publicity
director, were omitted as cooriginators of the idea. It
was also stated that WBBM
and WAAF were carrying
the school lessons, but as
Broadcasting went to press
it was learned that they were
not included in the list of
stations.
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WORLD

BOB BOWMAN, sports commentator
formerly on the outside broadcasting
staff of the British Broadcasting
Corp., handled the Louis-Farr prizefight for the BBC direct from the ringside Aug. 30, bis description being
relayed
network. via shortwave to the British

WIDE

IN

DARRIGO BROS. Co., Boston (labeled vegetables), started Sept. 13 a
series of announcements for 26 weeks
on WNEW, New York, and on Sept.
14 a women's news program in Italian, on WOV, New York. Neff-Rogow
Inc., New York, is agency.

NEWS

COVERAGE

UNITED

PRODUCERS of the Junior G-Men,
dramatic serial on MBS sponsored by
Fischer Baking Co., Newark, N. J.,
have received requests from various
European organizations for permission to form auxiliary groups.

PRESS

THE

MOST

POWERFUL

Unions Organize
(Continued from page H)
before a trial examiner of NLRB
in New York. The case arose
[Broadcasting, July 1] when
ARTA charged that Henry Grossman, CBS eastern operations manager, had tried to intimidate his
subordinates by threats of retaliation on the part of CBS if the engineers signed with the union. CBS
denied the alleged intimidation.
The American Federation of Radio Artists claiming jurisdiction
over anyone who appears before a
microphone, appointed Mrs. Emily
Holt executive secretary at a recent meeting of its executive
board. Mrs. Holt, a resident of
Dallas, Tex., where her husband is
in the oil business, was formerly
associate counsel of Actors Equity
and although she has not accepted
her appointment as executive secretary of AFRA her acceptance is
expected momentarily. At the same
meeting of the board, George Hellei', treasurer of AFRA, was appointed associate secretary.
Meanwhile, AFRA is concentrating its activities on membership
enrollment and has not yet begun
its proposed organization of station personnel. Local unions have
been organized in New York and
Los Angeles, and negotiations for
organization are going forward in
Chicago. In New York and Los
Angeles officers have been elected
and members of the national executive board have been named.
The total membership now exceeds 2,000, according to AFRA
headquarters, where it was further
learned that as soon as local unions
have been established AFRA intends to organize all persons who
may appear before station microphones, including announcers, actors, singers and solo instrumentalists excepting only those singers
and instrumentalists who are not
members of a band or orchestra
and therefore already members of
the American Federation of Musicians.
Nearly 450 Chicago actors attended ameeting of the American
Federation of Radio Artists in
Chicago Sept. 12. This was a much
larger number than attended the
first meeting held Sept. 5. It was
purely an organizational conclave
held for the purpose of signing up
new members. Included among the
evening's
speakers forwere
George
Heller,
an attorney
the AFRA,
and Rudolph Ganz. An election of
officers is planned for Friday night,
Sept. 24.
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Triangle

More population, more radio sets and
more spendable income than any other
Oklahoma station, with extensive coverage in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.
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reference library to the
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cClure

Olds

Elected

Writers
y News
Starts Inquiry
Into Alleged
Iwisappropriation of Funds
|KEN McCLURE, of WOAI, San
lAntonio, was elected president of
ithe Association of Radio News
DEditors and Writers at its first anI -nual convention held at the Sheran Hotel, Chicago, Sept. 10-12.
her officers elected were Beckley
-.ith, WJAS,
Pittsburgh; Jack
arris, WSM, Nashville, and Ken
;llar, vice-presidents; Al HollenWJJD-WIND, Chicago, secretary-treasurer.
At the convention it was decided
fto cooperate with schools of jour(nalism throughout the country in
(establishing classes in radio news
rv.Titing. A code of ethics was
'adopted, in which ARNEW mem;bers subscribed to the theory that
l"any promotion of any private initerest on any news program except
■ one designated as a paid commericial announcement is contrary to
igeneral
Plans welfare."
were made for setting up
Ieight regional groups throughout
the country with all groups exchanging ideas.
In a speech mailed to the convenItion by Boake Carter, the Philco
commentator said that even though
newspapers were buying more and
imore radio stations in this country
they should not be permitted to
gain control of radio in America.
Carter predicted that if newspaper
ownership continued the publishers
would eventually control radio and
would establish editorial air policies for the radio stations they
own.
publisher
who Carter
becomeswrote:
the "The
strongest
and
largest owner of the greatest radio
chain will be the one who can most
nearly become the uncrowned King
' of the United States."
Although decrying newspaper
ownership of stations, Carter believed that publishers and station
owners "should bury the hatchet
over the question of news — for the
very sake of the preservation of
the American principle of democracy."
Nextably beyear's
will inprobheld inconvention
San Antonio
the
eai'ly part of summer.
A rift occurred during the convention with two factions — one
headed by John Van Cronkhite,
former president of the organization, and the other headed by
Beckley Smith and Al Hollender —
battling for supremacy. Mr. Van
Cronkhite is chairman of the newly-formed board of directors which
is attempting to wrest the power
away from the regularly-elected officers. Although it was originally
planned to have all officers on the
board, Smith and Hollender are
not members.
McClure and Hollender will
launch an investigation into
charges that ARNEW funds have
been misappropriated. Although
regular initiation fees were $1,
some members of the organization
paid $5 with no accounting allegedly made of the $4 difference.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
has an Annual Payroll of
$360,000,000
Reach it with
WOL
Washington, D. C.
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and

De

Soto Plan

HOSTfo^AeWOED

Quarter-Hour Disc Series
OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Lansing,
Mich, (motor cars), has contracted
with WBS for 13 quarter-hour
transcriptions featuring the Casa
Loma orchestra. Discs will be cut
late in September, and will go on
the air some time in October. Agentroit.cy is D. P. Brother & Co. Inc., DeWBS is also currently making a
series of 13 quarter-hour transcriptions for De Soto Motor Corp., Detroit, featuring George Jessel, Will
Osborne's orchestra and guest
vocalists. The discs will be placed
with a long list of stations, to start
about Nov. 1. Agency is J. Stirling
Getchell Inc., New York.

"Guest"

KENDALL

Appearance

WHEN Ed Craney, co-owner
of KGIR, Butte, and KXL,
Portland, Ore., heard the
Kelly boys sing and dance
during Our Neighbors program on NBC, Aug. 29, he
wired them an invitation to
appear on KGIR and visit
Yellowstone National Park as
his guests. So awav went the
Kellys, Bobby, 8, Jimmy, 10,
and Tom, Jr., 11, from their
home in Higland Park, 111.,
where their dad is a golf
professional, to visit Mr.
Craney, see Old Faithful and
test Horace
Greeley's
sage
advice.
Mrs. Kelly,
who sings
on the radio as Ita McMahon, accompanied her sons.

McCLURE

Claims Most Newscasters
WNEW, New York, believes it has
the largest number of newscasters
on any New York station in its
24-hour coverage. Richard Brooks
has the 8:45 p. m. commentator
spot and 5:45 p. m. news broadcast; Earl Harper handles a daily
sports round-up at 5 p. m.; Stan
Shaw broadcasts Milkman's Matinee, 6:45 a. m.; John Jaeger and
William McGrath work together
at 9:45 a. m. Douglas Arthur is on
the air at 12:30 p. m. with news,
and Tom Brooks, radio editor. New
York Journal-American, broadcasts
news from the offices of that paper
at 1:45 p. m. WNEW has the full
leased day and night wire of International News Service, and its
news programs are under the direction of Larry Nixon.
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WABY

New WMCA Studios
WMCA, New York, on Jan. 1 will
move into palatial new studios located on the top two floors above
the Hollywood Theatre at 51st and
Broadway. A big auditorium studio
is being constructed.
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Every sound index of business pace is written in
swing-time for the Capital District as Autumn pours
an unusually rich harvest, governmental activity
brings expanded, well-paid staffs, and private industry
quickens to bigger opportunity all along the line.
And WABY,
Blue ofNetwork
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guide
for this area
stable prosperity,
the buyers'
perfect
permanent market.
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ACTIONS

OF

THE

FEDERAL

COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION
(Broadcast Division)
i
.AUGUST 30 TO SEPTEMBER 14, INCLUSIVEmod. license 1040 to 850 kc, also hours
wood, S. C. CP 1370 kc 250 w D; WFBC,
; WSAY, Rochester, denied pet. WMFR,
High Point, N. C. mod. license V
Decisions . . .
Greenville, S. C, CP directional antenna N, strikecenseissue
re interference with CJCS to unl. 100
w.
increase
N
1
to
5
kw
;
NEW,
Colonial
AUGUST 31
CKCH ; NEW, Harold Thomas, PittsBrdcstrs. Inc., Savannah. CP 1310 kc 100 and
APPLICATIONS
DISMISSED (reques*
field,
Mass.,
suspended
action
7-2-37
grantunl. : KOL, Seattle, mod. license 1270
ing CP new station pending court appeal ; of applicants) — NEW, Radiotel Corp.
MISCELLANEOUS— KGDY. Huron. S. w 1020
kc, increase N 1 to 5 kw ; NEW,
NEW. Salinas Newspapers Inc.. Salinas, San Diego ; NEW, United Brdcstg. Co.
D., extension temp. auth. remain silent ; to
Port Angeles, Wash., CP
WWJ, Detroit, extension temp. auth. 5 kw Tom Olsen.
oral arg. & dismissed with Tulsa;
WAIR,LS Winston-Salem,
N. C,Optica
125'
to 1500 kc 250 w D ; NEW, Piatt Cal., cancelled
kc 1 kw
D ; NEW, Ward
N ; WPEN, WRAX, Philadelphia, extension amended
Applic. CP 1390 kc etc.
Piatt Inc., Poughkeepsie, N. Y., CP prej.
Petitions
to
intervene
granted
to
WCHS,
temp. auth. use 1 kw N ; WMBQ, Brook- &amended
Co..
Fayetteville.
Ark.
1000 kc 1 kw ltd. ; NEW,
lyn, extension temp. auth. for Joseph Husid, Kentucky toBrdcstg.
W. Va. ; NEW, Louisville
ORAL ARGUMENT GRANTED— NEW
Corp., Louisville, CP Charleston,Co..
receiver, to operate during Sept. : WFIL,
KFRC. San Francisco. Food Terminal Brdcstg. Co., Cleveland
amended
to
1210
kc 100 w 250 w D ; Brdcstg.
Philadelphia, extension temp. auth. 1 kw
12-2-37 ; WBOW, Terre Haute. Inc
WCSC,
Charleston.
S.
C.
;
KGNC,
AmarilN; WCOA, Pensacola. Fla., mod. CP WINS, New York, CP move trans, lo- lo. Tex., NEW, Standard Life Ins. Co. of 12-2-37 : Glenn E. Webster, Decatur, 111
increase to 5 kw unl. directional ; the South; WOKO, Albany; NEW, Adir- 12-2-37 ; WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C
trans, site, vert, radiator ; KWNO, Win- NEW, cally,
F. Hurley Jr., Salisbury, N.
ondack Brdcstg. Co..
Albany
; NEW, Ind.,
Cur- 12-2-37 ; NEW. John C. Hughes, Pheni:
ona, Minn., mod. CP move trans., studio C, CP James
1500
100 w D; WLBL, Stevens
tis Radiocasting
Corp.,
Richmond,
locally ; WGRC, New Albany, Ind., license Point, Wis., kcmod.
City. Ala.. 12-2-37;
NEW. Watertown,
WRBC Inc E
re hours etc. ; WAIM, Anderson. S. C. ; NEW. Colonial Cleveland,
extended one month ; WRDO, Augusta, WDWS, Champaign, license
; KWTN,
111., CP increase 100 Brdcstg. Inc., Savannah ; NEW. Martin R. C. 12-9-37 12-9-37
Me., license extended two months ; WAPI,
; KGDY. Huron S. D., 12-9-37
w 250 w D unl. ; KVGL, La- O'Brien. Aurora, 111. ; WCAZ, Carthage, NEW. Roberts
Birmingham, renewal license on condi- w D to 100
- MacNab Co.. and Gal
fayette, La., CP change equip., increase 111.
tional basis ; Times Dispatch Pub. Co.
latin Radio Forum. Bozeman, Mont
ACTION
ON
EXAMINERS
REPORT—
250 Dw;toWLAK,
Lakeland,
Fla.,
CP KRKD, Los Angeles, dismissed with prej. 12-9-37 ; New. J. K. Patrick & Co., Athens
granted pet. intervene WRNL proceedings ; D"to
increase
250
w;
KMED,
Medford,
Havens & Martin granted pet. intervene Ore., CP increase 250 w to 1 kw ; KARK,
applic. transfer control from Frank P. Ga. : NEW, Press Union Pub. Co., Atlanti
WRNL proceedings ; Thomas J. Watson
Doherty to J. F. Burke Sr. and Loyal K.
Little Rock, Ark., vol. trans, control of King.
denied continuance hearing ; Hampden
City. 12-6-37.
Ark
Radio
&
Equip.
Co.,
licensee
from
Hampshire Corp. motion to strike pet. of
EXAMINERS'
REPORTS:
to Radio
and Inc.
trans-to
RATIFICATIONS— Denied pet. Chicka- ACTION
NEW. ONPeninsula
Newspaper
Inc., Pal ,
Citizens Brdcstg. Corp. for order to take Johnfer R.controlFrazer
of licensee
fromInc.,
Radio
sha
Daily
Express,
Chickasha.
Okla.,
withdepositions dismissed ; Thomas J. Watson,
draw without prej. applic. CP ; denied pet. Alto. Cal. — Denied CP 1160 kc 250 w L
T. H. Barton ; WBNX, New York. CP
denied motion to deny pet. of Citizens amended re trans., increase D 1 to 5 kw KYW cont. hearing ; denied motion WSAY
sustaining Seward.
Brdcstg. Corp. for order to take depositions
amended
500 w cont. hearing ; granted WGNY cont. hearWSAU.
Wis. — Granted
to 1; KLO,
kw 5 Ogden,
kw D CP
directional
; WNAX,
or, in alternative, to quash said order if etc.
cense
D toWausau,
unl., sustaining
Seward.mod. liil
ing
;
granted
WAIR
cont.
hearing
;
deissued ; Colonial Brdcstg. Co., Morristown,
nied pet. Hannibal Brdcstg. Co. to extend
Yankton, S. D., auth. transfer control to
KIEM,
Eureka,
Cal.
—
Granted
CP in
effective date decision ; denied motion crease D to 1 kw, denied 1 kw N, sustain
N. J., granted order take depositions and South Dakota Brdcastg Corp.
Continental Radio Co. postpone effective ing Seward.
opposition thereto dismissed ; Broadcasters
APPLICATIONS
DENIED
—
KWJJ,
date decision on applic. of Continental,
Inc., Gastonia, N. C, granted 30-day con- Portland, Ore., temp. auth. unl. ; KQV, WALR
NEW, Clarence A. Berger & Saul £
and Community Brdctsg. Co. ;
tinuance; W. Va. Brdcstg. Corp., granted Pittsburgh, temp. auth. Simul.-WSMK
Alena. Id. —Seward
Grante
WTAD granted continuance hearing ; Freeman,
CP 1200 kc Coeur
100 w d'
D. sustaining
60-day continuance hearing ; WKBV, Rich- spec.
;
WKBO,
Harrisburg.
spec.
auth.
NEW. Twin City Brdcstg. Corp., Long
WADC, Akron, granted extension time file
mond, Ind., granted pet. file late appearSimul.-WEST,
spec.
;
Adams
Recording
; petitions to intervene granted
ance etc. ; denied motions Curtis Radio- Studio, San Diego, denied as in default exceptions
Wash. — Granted
CP 780 kc 250 ^
D, sustaining
Hyde.
casting Corp. and C. Bruce McConnell to auth. make transcriptions and records for Constitution Pub. Co. ; WSPR. Springfield. view.
Mass.
;
WPTF,
Raleigh
;
W.
A.
Frank
KatXEBG and XEMO.
declare default on WKBV applic. ; WJW,
NEW, Phillip
Brunswick,
zentine, Miami.
— Dismissed
with Jackson,
prej. applic.
CP 142G
Akron, and KXBY, Kansas City, granted
APPLICATIONS
DISMISSED
SEPTEMBER 14
kc 100 w D, sustaining Bramhall.
joint pet. 15-day extension to file excep- Little
Rock, CP 1390
k 1 kw —5 kwKLRA
LS
unl. directional ; KSEL, Pocatello, Id., CP
tions Ex. Rep. 1-476 ; Portland Brdcstg.
N. w,Y. —unl.,
Granted
moc
CPWABY,
increaseAlbany,
D to 250
sustainin
Systemaction.
Inc. granted CP in pursuance 900 kc 500 w 1 kw LS unl. ; KRKO, Eve- APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
Irwin.
court
rett, Wash., CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w LS kw.WGR, Buffalo — CP aux. trans.
NEW.
Amarillo
Brdcstg.
Co..
Amarilk
KID,
Idaho
Falls
—
CP
increase
D
to
5
unl. ; NEW, Ohio Brdcstg. Co., Canton, O..
SEPTEMBER 7
Tex. — Dismissed without prej. CP 1500 k
CP 1310 kc 100 w D; NEW, Enterprise
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
Springfield,
111.
— unl.
CP increase D 100 w unl.. sustaining Dalberg.
Co.,
Beaumont,
Tex., CP 1350 kc 250 w to WCBS,
250
w,
hours
spec,
to
500
w
LS.
NEW,CP Las
Dismissed
wit
KFYR, Bismarck, N. D. — CP move locally.
prej.
1370Vegas,
kc 100Nev.w — unl.,
sustainin
WIP, Philadelphia — CP aux. trans.
MISCELLANEOUS—
WHAZ.
Troy, mod.
KDLR,
Devils
Lake,
N.
D.
—
License
for
license
increase
power
;
WTAQ,
Green
Bay,
KICA, Clovis, N. M.— Same.
Seward.
CP 1210 kc 100 w unl.
WSMB, New Orleans — Granted CP ne\
WIP, Philadelphia — License for CP new Wis., mod. license re antenna ; WJEJ,
KVOE,
Santa equip.
Ana. Cal.— License for trans., directional, increase D to 5 kw, sui
equip.
Hagerstown, Md., mod. license re hours ; mod.
CP
change
taining Seward.
KXRO, Aberdeen, Wash. — License for NEW, Ann Arbor Brdcstg Co., Ann ArWSNJ. Bridgeton, N. J. — License for mod.
denied motion to remand for
WBLK.
Va. — GranteS<
CP D Clarksburg.
to unl. 100 W.
w, sustaining
DCP tochange
250 w. equip., move trans., increase furtherbor, Mich.,
hearing applic. CP 1550 kc 1 kw CP studio site 1210 kc 100 w D.
KSFO, San Francisco — License for CP ward.
unl.
;
WKZG,
Kalamazoo,
ext.
GO
days
WIBX, Utica, N. Y.— License for CP.
vert, radiator ; WBEO, Marquette, Mich., new trans., equip., radiator, increase D to
KUOA,
Mich. — Irwin.
Mod. licens
D WBCM,
to 1 kw, Bay
unl.,City,
sustaining
cense D to Siloam
5 kw. Springs, Ark. — Mod. li- ext. time antenna ; KVOD, Denver, cont. 5 kw.
WIOD-WMBF.
Miami
—
Granted
mod. 1
WSMB,tional New
Orleans
—
License
for
direchearing
and
consolidated
with
ScrippsWGH,
Newport
News,
Va.
—
Temp,
authantenna, move trans.
cense 1300 to 600 kc 1 kw unl., sustainin
facsimile tests.
Howard Radio Inc. applic. ; NEW. Edwin
Seward.
WJDX,
Jackson,
Miss.
—
Mod.
CP
change
A.
Kraft.
Petersburg.
Alaska,
denied
reWGST, Atlanta — CP aux. trans.
equip.
consid. denial of auth. new station ; WLAP.
NEW, Robert E. Clements, Huntingto
WEST, Sh.-N
Easton,WKBO.
Pa. — Mod. license to kc.
Park,250Cal.w —D,Dismissed
CPWGCM,
change Mississippi
equip, etc. City — License for Lexington, Ky., granted continuance hear- Simul.-D,
sustainingwithHyde.prej. CP 116
to Nov. ; NEW, Ass. Adk. Newspapers
WAGA, Atlanta — License for CP new and ingRadio
Enterprises Inc., Hot Springs,
WKBO, Harrisburg — Mod. license to unl.
equip., increase power, etc.
NEW, Young People's Assn. for Proi
Ark., granted in part motion continue D, Sh.-WEST N.
WSIX,crease DNashville
of
Gospel,
Shark River Bay, N. J. — Di;
NEW, Wyoming Brdcstg. Co., Rock
to 250 w.— CP change equip., in- hearing; NEW, Walker & Chapin, Oshmissed
with
taining
Berry.prej. CP 640 kc 5 kw D, su:
kosh. Wis., denied cont. hearing ; KWOS.
Springs.
Wyo.
—
CP
1370
kc
100
w
250
w
WCNW,
Brooklyn—
CP
move
trans,
locally.
Jefferson City. Mo., granted cont. hearing ; D unl.
R. I. —Bramhall.
CP increas
KFJZ, Fort Worth, denied reconsid. &
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Union- D WEAN,
KNX, vert,
Los radiator.
Angeles — CP trans, site, new grant
to 5 kw, Providence,
unl., sustaining
without hearing applic. transfer Tribune Brdcstg. Co., San Diego, CP
equip.,
MISCELLANEOUS
—
NEW,
World Pul
1480
kc
5
kw
unl
;
NEW,
N.
B.
Egeland,
control to Mrs. Ruth G. Roosevelt ; TravKALB, D Alexandria,
Tulsa., pet. intervene United Brdcs _
increase
to 250 w. La. — CP new equip.,
elers Brdcstg. Service, Hartford, Conn., Roland. la.. CP 1500 kc 100 w D ; KAST. Co.,
Co.,
Tulsa;
NEW,
Beaumont
BrdcstfH
granted pet. accept appearance and state- Astoria. Ore.. CP change 1370 to 1200 Assn., Beaumont. Tex., pet. intervene
KHBG,studio
Okmulgee,
Eii
ment of facts re applic. vol. assign, li- kc. 100 w 250 w D unl. ; WESG, Ithaca, terprise Co., Beaumont ; WNEL, San Juai
transm.,
site, etc. Okla.— Mod. CP
KDNC,equip.,
Lewiston,
Mont. — Mod. CP
P. R., granted continuance ; St. Peter;
change
etc.
burg C. of C, granted subpoena W. W,
WOMI,
— Mod. CP.
McEachern to appear at Earl Wier heaj
trans.,
studioOwensboro,
sites, vert, Ky.radiator.
ing; NEW, Paul J. Gollhofer, Brookly^
WDBO,
Orlando,
Fla.—
Mod.
CP
change
granted oral argument Ex. Rep. 1-40?
equip.
NEW,
C. Burke,
Dickinson,
Tex^
WAPO, Chattanooga — License for CP
granted O.
appearance
applic.
CP ; WTC^
move trans., increase power, etc.
WNEW, granted pet. accept answers ij
WJEJ,
Hagerstown,
Md.
—
License
for
CP move trans., vert, radiator.
applic.
Martin R. O'Brien.
RATIFICATIONS—
Smith. Aurora.
Keller & 111.
Col '
WLBL, Stevens Point, Wis. — License for
CP and mod., increase power, etc.
granted
pet.
intervene
Airfan
Radio
Corp'
San Diego ; Cumberland Brdcstg. Co., re
KFRO,from
Longview,
Tex. — to
Auth.
quirements waived to intervene in appli'control
Rogers Lacy
Jamestrans,R.
Curtis.
WFNC.
Fayetteville,hearing
N. ;C.WSAN
: WHEan '
granted continuance
— Vol. Broadassign
B. Bryan Musselman granted continuant
CPKVOX,
RobertMoorhead,
K. Hertst Minn.
to KVOX
hearing ; KYW, Philadelphia, granted coi
casting Co.
tinuance hearing to 11-15-37; WEEI
WKOK, Sunbury, Pa. — Auth. trans, control from Sunbury Item Inc. to George
granted granted
continuance
hearing to
WSAY,
continuance
h e 10-7-3'i
a r in '
W. Beck, Basse A. Beck and Harry H.
10-14-37; Monocacy Brdcstg. Co., Rod'
2-7-38.
Hadden.
ville. Md., granted continuance hearing ^
WMAS.
Springfield,
Mass.
—
CP
move
locally, new equip., antenna.
SET FOR
HEARINGCP— NEW,
Brdcstg.
Co., Detroit.
1140 kc Cadillac
500 w
D : NEW, Santo Sottile, Charleston, S. C,
Examiners' Reports . .
CP 1200 kc 100 w D unl. : NEW, Louis F.
NEW. John W. Haigis. Greenfield, Masi
Thornton, Baker, Ore., CP 1500 kc 100 w
—
Examiner Berry recommended (I-484I
250 w D unl. ; NEW, Kanawha Valley
that applic. CP 1210 kc 250 w D li|
Brdcstg. Co., Charleston, W. Va.. CP 1500
kc 100 w unl. ; NEW. Valley Pub. Co.,
Harlingen, Tex.. CP 1200 kc 100 w 250
KGKO,
Wichita (1-485)
Falls, Tex.
Examine.ill
granted.
Hill
recommended
that — applic.
w D unl. ; KTSM, El Paso, CP new equip.,
crease 250 w 1 kw LS to 1 kw LS IJ
change 1.310 to 1350 kc 500 w unl. ;
WDAH, El Paso, same; NEW, J. T. Grifgranted.
fin, Fort Smith, Ark., CP 880 kc 1 kw
KFNF, recommended
Shenandoah, la.
D ; NEW, Broward Brdcastg. Co.. Ft.
Bramhall
(1-486)— Examine
that ajl
From the New Yorker
Lauderdale. Fla., CP 1370 kc 100 w 250 w
plic. increase 500 w 1 kw LS to 1
D unl. ; NEW, W. A. Barnette, Green5
kw
LS
be
granted.
"Don't forget your pause for station identification."
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. lW. George \V. Taylor Co.. WilliainW. Va. — Examiner Irwin recomc;>ded (I-4ST) that applic. CP 1370 kc
♦u w D be denied.
I KGO, San Francisco — Examiner BramipU recommended (I-4SS) that applic. infease
to 50 k\v— be
granted, Irwin rec'iWBNS.T>2 Columbus
Examiner
■trmended (I-4S9) that applic. increase
•0 w 1 kw 1 kw 5 kw LS be granted.
"T XEW. Warren B. Worcester. San Diego
'>;aminer
10. 1400 Hill
kc recommended
250 w 1 kw (1-490)
LS unl.thatbe
uxl.
WL. New Orleans — Examiner Hill
p.imended (1-491) that applic. increase
• ' 50 kw be granted.
:yw. W. F. Maag Jr.. Youngstown —
niner Bramhall recommended (1-492)
:rited.applic. CP 1420 kc 100 w D be
NEW. Abraham Plotkin, Chicago: Phila.
'.in Brdcstg. Co.. Philadelphia — Examiapplic.be
.Hyde
ham recommended
Plotkin CP 1570(1-493)
kc 1 that
kw unl.
i<;sed with prejudice : that applic.
I. Radio Brdcst. Co. CP 1570 kc 1 kw
be denied.
NEW, Earle
Las Cruces.
N. M.that—
-xaminer
Hill Yates.
recommended
(1-494)
' - pplic.
CP
930
kc
500
w
D
be
denied.
WKBH. La Crosse. Wis. — Examiner Hill
: (eeommended (1-495) that applic. WKBH
' mc.
license C.
renewal
be granted
: that
ipplic.for Joseph
Callaway
and Harry
paM
of control
of corp.
losephfor C.transfer
Callaway
to Harry
Dahlfrombe
Ranted.

I^pplications . . .
AUGUST 31
!'^PWSNJ.
Bridgeton. N. J. — License for
new station.
WOR, Newark — Exp. auth. facsimile
station.
NEW. Utica. WUTK Inc.. Utica. N. Y.
,1—£60CPw. 1420 kc 100 w unl.. amended D to
NEW. (KROC) Southern Minn. Brdcstg.
;Do., Rochester. Minn.— CP 920 kc 1 kw 5
*w D unl.. amended to change freq. of
I KROC from
ijincrease
100 w1310
250 tow 920
D to kc.
500 new
w 1 trans..
kw D
cflirectional N. move trans, locally.
! KDLR,
Devils Lake, N. D. — License for
(|!CP
vert, antenna.
• NEW. Union-Tribune Brdcstg. Co., San
I Diego — CP 1480 kc 5 kw unl.
r NEW, R. C. Atwood. Port Angeles.
f«V'ash.
1500 kc 100Brdcstg.
w unl. Co., Rock
1 NEW.— CP Wyoming
fSprings,
Wyo.—
CP
1370
kc 100 w 250 w
M) unl.
y KSFO. San Francisco — License for CP
Cnew trans., antenna.
r
SEPTEMBER 1
r WNBZ, Saranac Lake, N. Y.— License
I for CP change equip.
• NEW, WAVE Inc.. Louisville — CP 610
fkc
(kc 250
500 w.w 500 w D unl., amended to 880
j NEW. N. B. Egeland, Roland, la.— CP
'•11500
1100 w.kc D 100
only.w 250 w D spec., amended
' from
KANS.Charles
Wichita—
Auth.to transfer
C. Theis
Herbert control
Hollis^ shares)
ter (48. shares) and Don Searle (49
"
SEPTEMBER 2
t KOFI. Brownsville. Tex. — License for
fc'CP as mod. new equip., move station, etc.
i! WHEF. Kosciusko. Miss. — CP change
i; antenna, move trans., amended re studio
\l site.
SEPTEMBER 3
J
,, visual
NEW,station
NBC, 400
Neww York
Camden—
CP
visual,& 100
w aural.
WBCM, JamesBay E.City,Davidson
Mich. — toVol.Bayassign.
Jj license
Brd3 cstg. Co.
KMPC,
Beverly
Hills,
Cal.
—
Mod.
license
: to KMPC, the Station of the Stars Inc.
KTFI,1 kwTwinN. Falls, Id. — Extension exp.
n auth.
WHK, Cleveland — CP directional anj tenna N, amended re antenna.
3
SEPTEMBER 9
' WIP, tenna,
Philadelphia
increase D to —5 CP
kw. new trans., an• WJRD, Tuscaloosa, Ala. — License for CP
^ new trans., increase power.
WCBD, Chicago — License for CP new
' equip., move trans.
WGVA,tenna, trans.,
Indianapolis
— Mod.
vert, antrans, and
studioCP sites.
WDZ, creaseTuscola,
— CP new trans., in250 w to 1111.kw.
NEW. Roberts-McNab Co.. Livingston,
Mont.
— CPto 1310
amended
1210 kc
kc. 100 w 250 w D unl.,
SEPTE.MBER 14
New York— Mod. license 2% to
5 WNEW,
kw.
: WGBI, Scranton— Mod. lir-ense N 500 w
' to 1 kw.
Cincinnati — Mod. license N to
250WCPO,
w.
NEW, Panama City Brdcstg. Co., Fla. —
'- CPNEW,
amended
1500 kc. Barney H.
Jack1420W. toHawkins.
Hubbs, Odessa, Tex.— CP 1310 kc 100 w D.
BROADCASTING

Elmer D. Hays
Saving an Account
WHILE KIEM, Eureka, Cal.,
was est
broadcasting
The Sept.
Fresh-7
Thing in Town
for the Log Cabin Bakery,
the new baking plant, largest
in Northern California, was
burning to the ground. From
KIEM contact was made with
local and distant baking
plants and Log Cabin bread
was supplied as usual the
next morning, KIEV thus
saving thousands of customers as well as a radio account.
TELEVISION — Is uppermost in
the discussion of Dr. Peter C.
Goldmark (right), chief television
engineer of CBS, and Gilbert Seldes, CBS television program director. Dr. Goldmark has just returned from a European tour of
television laboratories. He sees importance in the development of the
light sensitivity of television cameras.

LEWIS BROWNE, author, traveler
and lecturer, inaugurated a news comment series of four weekly broadcasts
over CBS on Sept. 9, replacing Elmer
Davis, who in turn has been heard
each week in place of H. V. Kaltenborn, currently touring Europe.
Browne will be heard until Sept. 30,
speaking from KNX, Los Angeles.

ELMER D. HAYS, 45, since last
March assistant general counsel of
the FCC Telephone Division, his
wife, and 18-year-old son and the
son's classmate at Dartmouth,
were killed Sept. 2 when their automobile met in a head-on collision
with a bus north of Baltimore.
They were enroute to Hanover, N.
H., where the two boys were to
have entered their sophomore year
at Dartmouth. All but Mr. Hays
were killed immediately, and Mr.
Hays died en route to the hospital.
He entered the FCC employ as a
senior attorney in July, 1936, after
serving with the ICC and the Department of Agriculture.

Are

Special

Technique

for

Is Required^ Lubcke
A VAST difference exists between
the production of motion picture
film for the theater and for television, Harry B. Lubcke, television
director of Don Lee Broadcasting
System, Los Angeles, said at the
Aug. 30 meeting of the American
Society of Cinematographers, Hollywood. Using various types of film
to illustrate his talk, he cited seven
rules for television photography
which do not apply to motion picture filming, and stated that beautiful and artistic photography produced for the theater often is detrimental to television presentation.
The basis of the new television
technique, as developed during six
years of experimenting by the Don
Lee Broadcasting System, during
which some 8,000,000 feet of motion
picture film was transmitted, was
revealed by Lubcke as follows:
1. Do not violate usual rules of
photography. Observe old fundamentals of proper illumination,
composition, contrast, and exposure, in the absence of new instructions to the contrary.
2. Seek "checkerboard contrast."
3. Carry detail in the halftones,
painting objects of principal interest in contrasting strokes, but restricting these strokes to central
portion of the intensity curve. Fine
detail in very dark or light portions of a scene is usually lost.
4. This and the remaining rules
apply to the laboratory as well as
the photographer. Keep the overall
Gamma Range small. The scene

Television

Film

Tells Cameramen
should vary greatly in tone
throughout its area, but extremes
in variation should be small. This
is because the television process
tends to increase the overall contrast. Whites become whiter and
black blacker, and detail in the extremes is reduced.
5. Furnish medium or light denprints.
6. sity
Maintain
motion, either of
players,
by "panning"
with
blackobjects,
frame orlines.
7. Employ lap dissolves or quick
fades, in changing from scene to
scene.
fadeouts give the imwrong. Long
pression that something has gone
A SURVEY of letters received
from abroad by W2XE, CBS international station in New York,
shows that foreign listeners prefer
programs of music, both popular
and classical, descriptions of major
sports events, and talks by news
commentators. English listeners
prefer American dance bands and
singers of popular numbers, while
the audience in Latin America and
South Africa are most in favor of
classical music.
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Ready

To Step

Better Radio Job ?

You can say "YES"— if your technical
training has kept pace with the rapid
changesments Inwhich Radio.
developeliminateModern
some jobs,
also
create new ones. It's our job to keep
men ahead of their jobs. Write for
details about our home-study training
in Practical Radio Engineering.
STATION EXECUTIVES
AND EMPLOYEES
Are Invited to Send for
"THE ORE! TESTED PLAN
FOR A FUTURE IN RADIO"
CAPITOL
ENGINEERING

RADIO
INSTITUTE

Washinslon, Dept.
D. C. B-9
14th & Park Rd
New York City
29 Broadway

as

a

Bell

Every Piezo Electric Crystal
leaving our laboratory is
ground to an accuracy of
BETTER than .01% ... assuring youquencies.
of Accurate
FreUse a Scientific
Radio Service Crystal in
your transmitter. Remember
. . . !THE BEST COSTS
LESS

UNIVERSAL CRYSTAL
MICROPHONE
Ideal for p. a. systems,
special events, call systems, amateur phones,
etc. Rugged. Chrome finish. Output level 65 d. b.
Furnished in handi-mike
model, or stand model
as shown. 10 ft. cable.
Desk stands $2.50 for
$22.50 List hand! model: S3. 50 for
stand model. Licensed under patents of
Brush Development Co.
Microphone Division
Universal Microphone Co., Ltd.
424 Warren Lane.
Inglewood, CalK.

You

Into A

LOW itMPERATURE
Supplied in Isolantite Air-Gap holders
in 5S0-I500 kc. band. Frequency drift
guaranteed to be "LESS THAN THREE
CYCLES" per million cycles per degree
centigrade change in temperature.

CO-EFFICIENT CRYSTALS
New Low Price!
Two lor $75
Approved by F.C.C.

SCIENTIFIC RADIO SERVICE
Dept. 927, 124 Jackson Ave., University Park, Hyattsville, Md.
September
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BULLOCK'S
. . . one of the world's finest department
stores, last week
show, "Magic

placed

its twice-weekly

Island," on one station only

AFTER FIRE— That gutted the
old transmitter of WCBD at Zion,
111., last April, the Chicago station
was completely rebuilt with a 415foot vertical radiator near Elmhurst, 111., at the old site of
WMAQ. Station returned to air
with this transmitter Sept. 3. Modern house includes seven - room
apartment for chief engineer,
emergency studio, sleeping rooms
for operators and four-car garage
housing
WCBD's mobile transmitters.

KEHE
"Fastest
on

5000
Watts

Growing

the

West

Station

Coast"

780
Kilocycles

KEHE
Los Angeles, California

Member

of the California

Radio

System

''Serving the Public Interest"
National Representative: Hearst Radio
NEW YORK - CHICAGO - SAN FRANCISCO - LOS ANGELES - DALLAS

REMOTE
AMPLIFIER

ON

THE

for two

FIRING

years without

design, the Collins
continues
increasing

any change

12X

Remote

of broadcast

RADIO

CEDAR

RAPIDS
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AMPERITB CORP., New York, announces a new hand microphone o;
small size. Adaptable for use also as
a desk instrument or on a regulai
stand,weighs
the mike
is 2%" x 1" x 1^4'.
and
5% ounces.
WOW, Omaha, has completed a new
mobile unit, designed by Chief Engi'
neer Bill Kotera and Chief Contro:
Operator Joe Herold. The shortwavi
transmitter has a 100-watt capacity
and the unit houses demountable re.
cording equipment and shortwavi,
packs. The entire equipmeot
mounted on a ton and a half Chevro
let truck.
WSMB, New Orleans, on Aug. 21
dedicated its new Western Electri'
transmitter on the Behrman Highway
and also its new 392-foot Truscoj
radiator. Equipment cost $50,000.
CKNX, Wingham, Ont., has receivec
approval of the Canadian Depart
ment of Transport of its applicatioi
for an increase in power from 50 t
100 watts on 1200 kc, and C. Howar(
Bedford, commercial manager, re
ports that the new installation wil
be completed by Nov. 1.

Amplifier

standard

(OLiiiii
YORK,

WOR, Newark, has added six Western
Electric 22A portable remote pickup
equipments, making a total of nin(
sets placed in service during this sum
mer. The station handles some 30C
remotes
per month
its owrtransmissions
and for
forboth
distributior
over
MBS.

in basic

in an

stations.
Wide

NEW

WSYR, Syracuse, is remodeling itcontrol room, installing six new amplifiers and a modern console.
WJDX, Jackson, Miss., has purchased a5-D transmitter from RCA,
WKBW, Buffalo, has contracted for
the purchase
of ancontingent
RCA 10-C-A
lator amplifier,
uponmoduthe
issuance of a construction permit to
increase its power to 10,000 watts
WSIX, Nashville, also has signed an
RCA contract for a 250-D transmitter, contingent
struction permit.upon issuance of a con-

LINE

to be the dependable
number

GATES RADIO & SUPPLY Co.,
Quincv, 111., has opened a branch
office at 5334 Hollywood Blvd., Los
Angeles, to contact broadcasters in
western states. Norman D. Neely has
been placed in charge. Gates reports
that new speech input equipment, line
amplifiers, turntable equipment and
dynamic
microphones
have be'en shipped for structed
the
new studios
by CMAF,
Havana.being conTHE NEW 5,000 watt transmitter of
KSFO, San Francisco, went into
service Aug. 28. On the evening of the
same day James Middlebrooks, CBS
construction engineer, officially turned
the transmitter over to Philip G.
Lasky, KSFO general manager. He
introduced B. F. Mcintosh, engineer
from the Bell Laboratories, and R. V.
Howard, chief KSFO technician. The
new transmitter tower, located within
three miles of the heart of San Franon the400bay's
Creek, ciscorises
feet edge
in theatairIslais
and
represents an investment of over
$125,000.
WJBL, Decatur, 111., 49% of which
was recently sold to the Decatur
Newspapers
is constructing
modern studios Inc.,
adjoining
the newspaper
plant, and has ordered Gates speech
input equipment.

E. L. GOVE, chief engineer of WHK-j
and W.IAY, Cleveland announces thar
the first of six new remote control
amplifiers
has been completed in th<WHK-WJAY
laboratories. The new
amplifier embodies the "Gove vertical
mixer,"
is constructed
reduct-a:
tube andandamplifier
noises asto well
distortion. Capable of handling four
microphones simultaneously, the amplifier can be operated from alternating
current or a battery supply, contained
in a matched case.
KTHS. Hot Springs, Ark., has com
pleted installation of new control rooni
equipment under direction of Chief
Engineer James Moran. The equip
ment includes WE 23-A control console, 22-A amplifiers and microphone.^,
and RCA turntables, with new WP:
110-A
volume limiting amplifier ai
the transmitter.
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CONTROL
ROOM

LPH L. CLARK, FCC broadcast
.ineer, and Mrs. Clark, are the
•■nts of a baby boy. Richard Leigh,
I Sept. 2. He is their second son.
KRY BRYANT, KHJ. Los Ans. technician, and Alice Dahl, of
station's
script Aug.
department,
were
:Tied
in Mexico.
29.
RRY ADAJMS has been promoted
, bief engineer of Associated CineStudios, Hollywood transcription
- 1. Fred Bowen has rejoined the
- mization's technical staff.
AXLEY M. PARISEAU, formerly
rict superintendent of Electric Re■ch Products Inc.. San Francisco,
- been made division superintendheadquartered in Hollywood.
K. ALDEX, former chief engineer
WALR, Zanesville, O.. has been
-led chief engineer of KOY, Phoeiix, Ariz. James Ross has also joined
i jhe technical staff of KOY.
' r. E. BRIDGES, in charge of ref notes for WBAP, Fort Worth, is the
lather of a baby girl.
TACK MERDIAX, control operator
'of KQV, Pittsburgh, will marry Marie
vevilacqua of Dormont, Pa. on Oct.
:ORGE McELWAIX, of the XBC
.:neering department, San Fran1. and Miss Violet Weaver of that
. eloped to Reno, Aug. 29. NBC
-'ineer
Dave Kennedy and his wife
A re
witnesses.
FRANCIS RIES, of KXBY, Kansas
C:ry. has been transferred from the
transmitter to the studios as control
operator, and Ed Crane, former laboratory instructor at First National
: Television, has been named chief
operator at transmitter.
HARRY L. GRELCK, formerly with
the International Broadcasting Co.,
recently
York
engineeringjoined
staff asNBC's
a studioNewengineer.

RALPH BENNETT, formerly of
WOPI, Bristol, Tenn.. has joined the
engineering
erick, Md. staff of WFMD, FredJULIAN HUOK STROP, studio
engineer of WRTD, Richmond, Va.,
left the station staff Sept. 1 to matriculate at Randolph-Macon College.
MORTIMER SMITH, NBC Hollywood engineer, is the father of a
9i-pound baby boy, Richard Sewell,
born Sept. 2.
PAUL FRINKE, chief engineer of
WJBK, Detroit, is the father ^of an
S-pound baby boy, born Sept. 7.
BRENNAN, control enCHARLES
gineer of WISN, Milwaukee, is the
father of a baby boy, Thomas, born
last month.
Combined

Use of Bands

By Two Groups Refused
NOW operating simultaneously
daytime on the 1380 kc. frequency,
KQV, Pittsburgh, and WSMK,
Dayton, met rejection on the part
of the FCC Sept. 7 of their application to extend the simultaneous
operation from 7 p. m. to 7:30
p. m. in order to accommodate a
commercial program. KQV uses
500 watts and WSMK uses 200
watts and they split time on the
channel at night. The FCC exthat the half-hour extenpending action on
refused
tion was plained
their application for simultaneous
full-time operation.
The Broadcast Division on the
same date also rejected an application bv WKBO, Harrisburg, Pa.,
and WEST, Easton, Pa., 100 waiters which share the 1200 kc. frequency, and which asked for authority to operate simultaneously
from il a. m. to 12 noon from Sept.
21 to Oct. 30.
LETTERS Patent No. 2,092,120
covering his Radioelectric Voting System [Broadcasting. March 1] were
issued by the U. S. Patent Office Sept.
7 to Xevil Monroe Hopkins, New York
inventor.

One

of

modern

by

many
studios

JOHNS-MANVILLE

AN

BROADCAST
CRYSTALS &
OVEN MOUNTINGS
Approved by F.C.C.

Write fo

Bulletin G-g

BLILEY ELECTRIC
UNION STATION BUILDING
BROADCASTING

COMPANY
ERIE, PA.
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EXCELLENT EXAMPLE of co-ordinating soundcontrol work with basic studio design . . . this modern
studio at WDBJ, Roanoke, Va. As in many other stations
throughout the country, J-M Acoustical Engineers, using
the proper J-M Sound-Control Materials and J-M Sound
Isolation, were able to assure high-fidelity broadcasting
by eliminating faulty acoustical conditions. Result —
studios that are really designed for modern broadcasting!
If you are troubled with acoustical problems, in connection with new or existing studios, why not call in a
J-M Engineer? You'll find that better broadcasting quality is created and protected by designing and building
studios in accordance with the present-day sound-control
methods developed by Johns-Manville. For details, write
Johns-Man ville, 22 E. 40th St., N. Y. C.

Uohns-IVIanYillel
SOUND - CONTROL MATERIALS AND J
ACOUSTICAL- ENGINEERING

September

SERVICE^
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The Fair Season Is On — Electric Living — A Day at the
Lake — Chips — Stamps — Green — Mail — Pipes
county
e and
statin
WITH
full swing,
season
fair the
radio stations in all sections have been staging
n netpromotion campaigns. Eve
works have been participating, as
participain the case of the NBC
tion in the California State Fair
on Sept. 7 when a large party of
artists and officials traveled to the
exposition.
Central States Broadcasting System carried many programs from
the Nebraska State Fair over
KFAB, KOIL and KFOR. Shopping
bags with station insignia were
given away, the bags being filled
with samples and literature furnished by advertisers. WOW was
at the fair with its mobile equipment and a remote crew, programs
being sponsored by Chevrolet.
WHIG, Dayton, has included
seven Ohio county fairs in a remote
schedule. At each a large threepanel exhibit of pictures of radio
stars, special events and a graphic
layout of how programs are built
is displayed. A popular attraction
is an oscillograph which shows
visitors a picture of their radio
voice. Each visitor is given a complete program
* schedule.
* *
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., New
York, announced on Hour of Charm
Sept. 13 a contest "to realize the
electrical standard of living,"
prizes for which total $40,000 over
a period of ten weeks. For essays
on better living, $200 in script will
be given each week; the two grand
prizes are a $12,000 home and an
$8,000 home. The Hour of Charm
is broadcast on the NBC-Red network Mondays at 9:30-10 p. m.,
EDST. Maxon Inc., New York, is
the agency. * * ❖

NBC has released a merchandising brochure announcing the affiliation of WHK, Cleveland, with its
Blue network Sept. 26. The historical growth of WHK, its market and coverage data are presented succinctly in this attractive
blue and white booklet which also
points out that WCKY, Cincinnati,
and WSPD, Toledo, recent affiare "other
big service
improve-in
mentsliates,
in Blue
network
* * *
Ohio".
PAT FLANAGAN, announcer of
the ball games over WBBM, Chicago, for Socony and General Mills,
donated a box of Wheaties to each
home run made by boys playing in
the
Deborah
Leaguethat
in
Chicago.
WhenBoys'
Pat Club
discovered
the boys' tournament would last
three weeks he had to order enough
cases of the breakfast cereal to
swamp the WBBM
* * mail
* room.
LAMBDIN KAY, manager of
WSB, Atlanta, has sent out his annual 1937 football dopebook accompanied by a letter written on the
new stationery of Liberty Broadcasting Co., operating WAGA,
operated with WSB by the Atlanta
Journal.
* * *
WIL, St. Louis, has placed a large
bulletin board in the window of the
Melbourne Hotel, where the studios
are located. The news sheets are
changed every hour.
Page 82 • September

IT
WAS Beach,
"WDSU New
Day"Orleans,
at Pontchartrain
on
Aug. 26, with more than 60,000
people jamming the resort to be
guests of the station and Joe
Uhalt, its president. Free rides for
the children in the morning; reduced prices the rest of the day;
free refreshments served by the
station staff; souvenirs given
away, including 10,000 paper hats
bearing the slogan "I Listen to
WDSU"; a "Wheaties Eating Contest" with a bicycle as prize, and
huge banners reading "This is
WDSU Day"— all served to make
it one of the greatest promotional
ventures in the history of Southern radio.
* * *
WMCA, New York, in its program
Today's Doings in New York, incorporated mention of local hotels,
in return for which the station has
been piped into the rooms of those
hotels. Formerly New York hotel
bedrooms had only three or possibly four stations on their radio
dials, all of them major network
outlets. On the same program
heard Monday through Friday
10:55-11 a. m., the Postal Telefjraph Guide, weekly index to New
York activities, was mentioned to
sightseers, and WMCA's station
advertising
the Guide's
back
cover in*occupies
reciprocation.
* *
WRTD, Richmond, Va., is using a
new angle for group programs
with its tongue twisters series
sponsored by Seven-Up Bottling
Co. Programs open with pouring
of a bottle of the soft drink, and
then studio visitors are called to
the microphone to rattle of larynx
gnarlers selected from a bowl.
Listeners who contribute tongue
twisters get a half-dozen bottles
of Seven-Ur) and those who read
them rapidly and correctly get
similar awards. Cash prizes are
planned
series. at the end of the 13-week
FITZPATRICK BROS., Chicago
(Kitchen Klenzer) is giving away
a daily prize of a $25 Nesco Roastmaster to the woman who best finishes out the slogan, "I Like Kitchen Klenzer because — ." Each entry must be submitted on a Kitchen Missjis
Klenzer label.
firm's
Meet the
show isThe
broadcast
daily except Saturday and Sundav
over WBBM, WJR, WHK, and
WKRC. Neisser-Meyerhoff, Inc.,
Chicago, is the agency.
EVERY department of the new
$300,000 Montgomery Ward & Co.
branch in Salt Lake City is wired
for radio and a daily series of fiveminute remotes is broadcast from
the store. Department heads are
interviewed and special merchandising angles are given listeners.
Other programs are Neighbor Jim,
transcription quarter-hours thrice
weekly and 305^spot* announcements.
*
WRC-WMAL, NBC Washington
stations, have isued promotion
pamnhlets with real poker chips
on the cover beneath the cantion
"Bet either chip — Blue or Red — to
win!"
The chips
represent
Basic Blue
and Basic
Red. the NBC
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LAKESIDE BAKING Co., Cleveland (butter cookies), recently was
host to 112 youngsters who had
collected cookies.
50 box tops
the firm's
butter
The of youngsters
were treated to lunch, sat with
Tom Manning, famed sports announcer, at the Cleveland major
league baseball game, and received
autographed baseballs from the players. The Lakeside firm is sponsoring a Man-in-the-Street broadcast
daily except Sunday over WTAM.
Neisser-Meyerhoff
Inc., Chicago, is
the
agency.
^ ^ ij:
CANCELLATION stamps on the
publicity releases sent out by Benton & Bowles Inc., New York, carry
a brief legend of the program
being publicized. For example the
stamps may read, "Thursday Night
is Show Boat Night," "Tell Floyd
Gibbons Your True Adventures,"
or "Join the Crusade Against
Chime on Gang Busters Columbia
Network," Miss Helen Strauss,
publicity director of the agency,
devised the promotion
* * * method.
KGNC, Amarillo, Texas, is sending
out a handsomely bound booklet to
advertising agencies throughout
the country. Included in the book
are coverage maps, radio homes
by counties, spending income, programs and facilities population,
listener habits, standard of living,
success stories, and accounts currently using the station. The book
was compiled under the direction
of Ted Taylor, manager.
* * *
WATL, Atlanta, has adopted green
as its letterhead color since a rival
station has been heavily promoting
itself as "Atlanta's Blue Ribbon
Station." A new promotion piece
has been published by WATL,
showing its listening area and
offering market
* data.
* *
THE fourth annual Minnesota
Business Map has been published
by WCCO, KSTP and WTCN,
Minneapolis-St. Paul, in cooperation with six publications. Data
are compiled from Government
figures and recognized statistical
* * *
agencies.
KTOK, Oklahoma City, has published a promotion brochure describing that market and describing the station as "your Mutual
friend tionsinof the
Oklahoma
City."
Illustrastudio are
presented.

DIRECT-MAIL campaigns of NBC
WOR and CBS were listed amons
the first 50 selected as outstanding
by the Direct Mail Advertising Af^
sociation for 1936-37. Entries art
judged on a basis of 50 points foi
results, 25 points for continuity
and plan, and 25 points for copy
The winning campaign material;
will first be displayed at tht
DMAA convention in Cleveland
Oct. 13-15, later at regional conventions, and then will make th(
rounds of advertising clubs an'
classrooms.
^ * *
WSAR, in Fall River, Mass., re
cently conducted a broadcast oi
the speeches of the Sons of Itah,
Silver Convention in Massachusetts, during which it provide
promotional material in the forrr
of Yankee Network book-matches
Some 500 book-matches were distributed at the banquet. Inside the
cover, there was printed the name;
and locations of the 15 stations oi
the Yankee Network, and in addi ,
tion WSAR had had printed oi
stamped its own call letters on the
top of the inside cover.
GENERAL
three -houi
snorts
parade MILLS'
for Wheaties
hearc
daily on WMCA, New York, con
ducted a 10-day contest runninj
from Sept. 2 to Sept. 12, witl
prizes totaling $10,000. Unofficially
titled Grand Stand & Band Stand
the program will be renamed aftei
the contest and a $500 first priz<
as well as 261 other major prize;
will be given. The agency is Knox
Reeves Adv. *Inc.,* Minneapolis.
*
TO ANNOUNCE the opening o;
KSFO's new 5,000-watt transmit
ter in San Francisco, Genera
Manager Phil Lasky sent out 30(
personal telegrams to all loca
offices of both national and loca
advertising agencies the eveninj
before the formal
* * dedication.
+
CORN-COB pipes, stamped witl
KSO, KRNT and WMT on th<
bowl, have been distributed b;
Iowa Broadcasting System througl
trade channels. The accompanying
letter states that the pipe repre
sents Iowa's $600,000,000 corn crop
* * *
WIP, Philadelphia, has startet
100 line advertisements in th>
Philadelphia Inquirer with thi
heading
"Today's
Highlights".
Th.
outstanding
programs
of the weel
are publicized.

TALL CORN— Following a parade Sept. 1, WHO awarded $150 and th
governor's
trophy
to George
Osborn,
Springs,
Ark., whos
stalk measured
18 feet,
9% inches
and of
wonSiloam
the Tall
Corn Sweepstake?
In photo are (left to right) Col. B. J. Palmer, president of WHO; Go\
Nelson G. Kraschel, of Iowa; Mr. Osborne; Harold Fair, WHO prograi
director; Herbert Plambeck, WHO farm news editor. The event wa
staged at the recent Iowa State Fair, where WHO was active.
BROADCASTING
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1 sale
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radio

$15,000,000,000*

WLW's
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That

he

homes

made

1 sale

in WLW's

to every

1 19

radio

$61,000,000,000*

market.

All
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addressed

to
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Four new steps forwuird were I a ken recently by W OR,
its \'(ilue to the sponsors it series and
this greater Aew

York station from

3

WOR

increasing-

the listeners who

turn to

hour to hour: —

is the first station to install a

'I WOR is the first independent New York
station to offer its sponsors and listeners a

"booster." Now WOR's

modern, acoiisticallv perfect theatre of the

of 50,000 watts is governed and held within

air with a seatintr capacity of 800 atop the
New Amsterdam Roof in the heart of New

the band of perfect modulation assuring even

York's theatrical district.

for WOR's

2^ WOR's new electrical transcription and
recording division serves sponsors and others

greater fidelitv of tone and better reception

•4- WOR

sponsors.
adds a new studio. #9 and a master

control booth which permits the split-second

recording ecpiipment whose

interchange of WOR and Mutual network
announcements. Also allows the announcer

is rapidlv changing the descriptive

to voice the latest Transradio News flash to

with the skill of trained technicians ancl upto-the-minute
work

sales -effective energy

"radio recording" to "recorded realism."

WOR's

listeners the moment

it is received.

WOR

You're
If Management must learn Labor's
needs, it is equally true that Labor
must be taught Management's problems. And today — now — Business is
at \)2iX.. Tell your story to your own
workers, to the waiting American
public. Tell it to your sales organization..customers.
.
. .stockholders. . .

Up,

vour industry's
aims is Radio — bv
Busine
ss!
all odds. Over NBC Networks. For
America, in a million
radio is ///e one >uei^ium which \s 'mv\ted
stands, is looking for
into 24,500,000 American homes,
every day of the year. Its use reduces
a hit. We suggest you
pick the bat marked
''Radio -over NBC

employees. Tell it openly — honestly
— consistently. The most effective
and powerful means for presenting

the whole question of personnel management to the simple relationship
between two men — the employer
and the employee. America's packed
stands are waiting — watching — lis-

Networks"

tening. Business, You're Up I

Listen to the '^Mugic Key uf RCA" eiwry Sunday, 2 to J />. ///., E. S. 7'., un the NBC Blue Netzvork

National
A RADIO

Broadcasting
CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Company
SERVICE

ybur

Take

i"

Market

England

New

STRIDE

FU

IN the language

LL

of the cinder track, it takes

reaching power with full spread to clear the
hurdles.
In selling New

England, every market

is a

hurdle. Local station coverage and popularity become vitally important

in attaining sufficient

reaching power and spread for adequate
effect in each market.
For New

England-wide

sales

bined strength (14 stations) provides the most
far-reaching Network

broadcasting

Network

peak audience at all hours.
Here is the real reaching
spread to take you

of

direct outlets.

accepted

station stands the test —

as a powerful sales factor in its area

— popular both for local accounts and as a transmitter of Yankee
carry NBC

THE

Red

power

and

the
full

over the hurdles to sales

success in this rich and
territory.

highly competitive

selling, encompassing

is the logical combination

Individually each

Eng-

land— tieing in every market — commanding

all markets in all directions with equal effect, The
Yankee

in New

Network

programs.

Many

also

Network

features. Their com-

WNAC
WT IC
WEAN
WTAG

Boston
Hartford
Providence

Worcester
[Bridgeport
I New Haven
WICC<
New London
WNLC
Portland
WCSH

WLBZ
WFEA
WSAR
WNBH
WLLH
WLNH
WRDO

Bangor
Manchester
Fall River
New Bedford
Lowell
Laconia
Augusta

Jis?^°N°::.^'s^
INC.
EDWARD PETRy NETWOR
& CO., INC., Exclusive
Sales
Representatives ^c^X^s^T'll
K/National
YANKEE

Published semi-monthly. 25th issue (Year Book Number) published in February by BROADCASTING Publications, Inc., 870 National Press Building. Washington. D. C. Entered aa
•econd class matter March 14. 1933. at the Post Office at Washington, D. C, under act of March 3. 1879.

A

cello

takes

the

theme

.

.

.

Oboe and clarinet weep rhythmically. Violins answer
the tympani's roll . . . cutting across y a baton raps-rps-ps
the orchestra to a stop. '■'■Gentlemen, please! Please
listen to the cello!" Conductor Howard

Barlow turns

of radio's millions. Q To encourage America's musical maturity, is the charter purpose of the Columbia
Composers' Commission. But it is only one contribution in a full range of service to the world of music.
Over forty famous symphony orchestras were put on

to his control-room engineer. He is creating, for the

the air last year, by Columbia. Of these, the New

microphone, an exact shading of cello against orchestra:

York Philharmonic-Symphony

making the microphone an integral part of the music

begins its eighth

consecutive season of broadcasting, exclusively on
itself. A moment' s conference. The baton taps. Again,
the cello takes the theme . . .

CBS, when it resumes in October. Columbia's own
symphony orchestra, under the direction of Howard
Barlow, is as familiar to the radio audience as the

This is final rehearsal, in a CBS studio, for the world-

Philharmonic itself. Since 1927 it has given over a

premiere of Aaron Copland's work, "Music for

thousand radio concerts. And a listing of the chamber

Radio". Its first performance wrote a new chapter in
the history of serious music. For it belonged entirely
to the radio audience; coming immediately to the whole
of our people. In the long history of music, this has
never happened before. (J Already this year, five such
premieres have been broadcast by Columbia. Another
— a new American opera — will be heard October 17th.

music, composers, conductors and soloists heard on
CBS through the four seasons of the year would be
an international Who's Who of music. (J ^'All over
the country," writes Leopold Stokowski,

is arising which is more gifted by nature in music than
the past generation." (J Radio has done this; present-

Each is a work by a major American composer; each
is written expressly for the Columbia Composers'
Commission; each finds its frst audience in the homes

generation

ing great music with simplicity and sincerity —
bringing it nearer to us than it has ever been before.
The

Columbia

Broadcasting

System

Yes, it's Yearbook Building Time and we're already hard at work . . .
For the fourth successive year, questionnaires seeking pertinent facts about every
angle of the broadcasting business are in the mails. Once again we ask you to answer yours
promptly in the interest of accuracy and completeness, and to facilitate the prodigious task
of compilation.
As a matter of fact, the editors of BROADCASTING

for some weeks have been

busy laying plans for the fourth annual edition of the industry's original and most complete
encyclopedia of radio.
Like all previous editions, the 1938 YEARBOOK

will carry no frills, no sops, no

superfluous material — just plain, workaday facts that every time buyer, every broadcast
executive and everyone else in the industry wants to have at hand in concise and easyto-find form.
Like its predecessors also, it is a book with a guaranteed circulation (a bonus
book sent without extra cost to all our subscribers) — thus insuring complete coverage
of the entire time-buying and station field.
Again may we urge you to answer your questionnaire promptly. It's as important
as your listing in the telephone book, but on a nationwide scale. Thanks again for your
cooperation.

— TKe Editors

1

HIGH
SPOT
W\PI,

Birmingham,

is now

represented

by

RADIO

WAPI, soon to become a member of the Columbia Broadcasting System, is noic exclusively represented by RADIO
SALES for the sale of national spot time.

SALES

i \-\ )

If;
,i: ji'i .
i. ■i'!'
\}-•

Alabama's only clear channel station, WAPI has 5 times
the power of any other Cotton State station — and dominates the entire trading area of the industrial center of the
South. The following data best describe Birmingham's
complete trading area — served by WAPI:
1,810,410 people • 177,400 radio homes • $414,557,000
annual effective buying income • $173,031,000
annual retail sales • $2,200,000 total weekly payroll
Based on the number of its national spot advertisers and
programs WAPI ranks first in popularity in Alabama,
third in the East South Central States, and is one of the
50 most popular stations with advertisers in the country.
WAPI is a worthy addition to the RADIO SALES list:
WABC, New York; WBBM, Chicago; KMOX, St. Louis;
WCCO, Minneapolis-St. Paul; WEEI, Boston; WBT,
Charlotte; WJSV, Washington; WKRC, Cincinnati; KNX,
Los Angeles; Columbia Pacific Network; Columbia
California Network; Columbia New England Network.
For data on the Birmingham market and WAPI (or on
any of the markets and stations listed above) consult the
nearest office of RADIO SALES.

RADIO

SALES

K, ;J;i

NICE ? It's downright important to know that the right set of ears
is listening to the thumping of your innards.
We feel the same way about radio programs. That's why we took
the trouble to check up — to make sure we are reaching the right
kind of ears — and plenty of them.
For instance, Ross Federal's stethoscope revealed that advertisers
obtain 149% more coverage in the Hartford market through WTIC
than those using the second station.

What's more, the WTIC

market of Connecticut, western New York, eastern Massachusetts,
Vermont and New Hampshire has plenty of money to spend.
Government figures show 15% more spendable income than the
national average, 23% more retail sales, and 50% more food sales
per capita.
All told, WTIC's primary and secondary coverage areas include
some 4,000,000 of these rich and easily reached prospects. Smart
advertisers are proving to their own profit how economically they
can be influenced through southern New England's top station.

Write today for our new 32 page brochure giving full details on the
Ross Federal Survey and facts about the WTIC billion dollar market

WATTS
50,000
CONN.
HARTFORD,

WTIC
THE TRAVELERS BROADCASTING

SERVICE CORP.

Paul W. Morency, General Manager
CHICAGO
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Member NBC Red Network and Yankee Network
James F. Clancy, Business Manager

National Representatives: Weed & Co.
DETROIT
NEW YORK

BROADCASTING

SAN FRANCISCO

• Broadcast

Advertising

CAUSES OF CRIME
Mondays — 7:]5-7:45 P.M.
Dramatizations of octuot coies from the files
of social agencies and discussion of coses by
eminent authorities.
SOUVENIRS
Tuesdays — 7:15-7 45 P M.
A unique string orchestra and song program,
recoiling the post with story and melody.
KOTTLER CONDUCTS
Wednesda/s — 7 J5 -7:45 P M.
Miicho Kottler and 40 piece orchestra ploying
modern concert in both symphonic swing ond
classical idiom.
HOUSE PARTY
Thursdays — 7:15-7:45 P M.
Campus Rhythm and fun in a weekly collegiate
frolic including Paul Leoch ond his collegians.
AYouth.
fost moving "musicomedy" in the spirit of
RADIO EXTRA
Fridays — 7:15-7:45 P.M.
Human interest^eotures, news broodcosts direct
from "point of event." A new show os full of
voriety OS a doily newspaper.
VOICES
Sundays — 4:00-4:30 P M.
From voices heard on the street, from voices
there and everywhere this droma singleshere,
out
one porticulor group for the threads of its plot.

3ROADCASTING

To achieve balance in radio programming means
that a radio station must not only be willing to
forego revenue from valuable time, but it must, in
addition, make heavy inroads on its budget for
creative ability to produce meritorious sustaining
programs. WWJ in producing six such programs
has pioneered in a type of showmanship which
it hopes will not only bring more listeners to
all programs but will also point the way to other
radio stations which have a similar
interest in serving the radio audience.

• Broadcast

Advertising

In the meantime, WWJ invites sponsors to consider the programs which it has carefully built.
These will perhaps offer some sponsor a new
vehicle for reaching into the homes of America's
fourth city — a market humming with industry
which WWJ, more than any other radio station,
favorably influences. (By actual survey WWJ is
preferred by 39% of the homes in Defroif.)
You should be in Detroit with a fine program on

here offer you a unique opportunity.
The programs listed
J a fine station.

October
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//

that the

cies and advertisers who started off as well-

world is round and that night follows day,

advised, one- or two-station experimenters

we also hold that the right beginning in

— who sooner or later (and sometimes

lLONG

with our

conviction

radio advertising is the small beginning.
And

our help) hit on a real radio formula —

that's our belief as specialists who

have helped place several million dollars'
worth of radio time for all kinds of business. Today much

of the best and most

stable business we handle is that of agen-

FREE
WHO
- Des Moines
WSR-WKBW
Buffalo
WHK— WCLE
Cleveland
WHKC
Columbus
WOWO— WGL ...Fort Wayne
KMBC
_ Kansas City
WAVE
Louisville
WTCN
MinMapolis-S+. Paul
KOIL
Omaha
KOIN-KALE
Portland
KSD
St. Louis
WFBL
Syracuse
KOL
- Seattle
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by

who

then went

on to three, five, ten or

twenty stations, and to national success. . . .
That's the Free & Peters plan —

and it

works. May we talk it over with you?

&
PETERS,
(and FREE, JOHNS & FIELD, INC.)

IfPMPSPiiliktiuPS
CHICAGO
I60 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

NEW YORK
MO East 42nd St.

DETROIT
New Center BIdg.

Lexington 2-866o

Trinity 2-8444

ATLANTA
5l6 Bona Allen B\dg.
Jackson l67S

SAN FRANCISCO
One Eleven Sutter
Sutter 4353

LOS ANGELES
C. of C. BIdg.
Richmond 6l84

inc.

WCSC
Charleston
WIS
Columbia
woe
Davenport
WDAY
Fargo
KTAT
Fort Worth
WNOX
Knoxvllle
KFAB
Omaha-Lincoln
WMBD
Peoria
WPTF
Raleigh
KVI
Tacoma
KTUL
Tulsa
WKBN
Younqstown

BROADCASTING
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Convention

Future

of

NAB

to

Involved

D. C, OCTOBER

Test
By
SOL
in

Advertising

Special

$3.00 A YEAR — 15c A COPY
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Unity
TAISHOFF
Session

to

of

the

Consider

Musicians'
Demands;
Change
THE
ABILITY of the
broadcastvention
meeting, in
now Dues
tentatively Is Proposed
4. A report from the board on
ing industry to hold together as scheduled for Oct. 10. In the nonegotiations for the retention of
an organized trade entity presenttice to stations sent out by the counsel to represent the membering a united front will be tested at NAB Sept. 16, four items were
tance. ship in matters of national importhe first special convention to be listed:
called by the NAB which begins
Until the board holds its pre1. The union musicians' situation.
at the Waldorf-Astoria in New
convention session, the precise
York Oct. 12.
2. An amendment to the by- status of plans to be advanced to
While the immediate issue is
laws whereby dues would be in- bolster the ti'ade association,
that of coping with the demands
creased SO'^f , through payment by through retention of counsel and
member stations of their highest through departmentalization, will
of union musicians for widespread
reemployment by stations, there is quarter-hour rates bi-monthly in- not be known. It is expected, also
nevertheless interwoven in the
stead of quarterly. (This would
that several groups, including the
New York sessions the question of increase the NAB's income from
recently organized Independent
Radio Network Affiliates, will adthe NAB's future. That there will approximately ?80,000 to $120,000
be efforts toward a reorganization
per year.)
vance proposals for i-eorganization.
3.
A
resolution
adopted
by
the
of the NAB is a foregone concluThere will flare up at the meetsion, but whether various groups
board to departmentalize the NAB
ing, it is expected, conversation
within the industry will concur in so that groups having divergent
about retention of an outstanding
the plans to be advanced consti- interests, such as network-affiliatfigure in public life to become the
tutes the problem.
ed stations, clear channel stations, executive director of the industry.
Many names have been mentioned,
Never before in the 15 years regionals and locals, might have
separate organizations which
but little of a tangible nature has
during which
the
NAB
has
"funcbeen
done on this score.
would become departmentals of
tioned has a special convention
been called. The decision of the the trade association.
Two schools of thought have deNAB board of directors that such
a meeting be scheduled evolved
after it had proclaimed that a
state of emergency exists in radio
Group Approach
Contract
because of inordinate demands of AFM-IRNA
the American Federation of MuBy BRUCE ROBERTSON
board, with the resicians that stations be required to WHEN the membership of the AFM sultexecutive
that this agreement is now in
guarantee the employment of some
NAB and other broadcasters meet its final stages and should be ready
3.000 additional musicians or face at the Waldorf-Astoria in New
for submission to IRNA members
the consequences of a union walkin advance of the NAB session.
York
Oct.
12
to
work
out
an
indusout.
try answer to the demands of the
Agreement Reached
American Federation of Musicians
While independent network-affiliated stations have made headway
for increased employment of its
At
a
two-day meeting Sept. 15in their negotiations with AFM
members by broadcasters, they will 16 of the AFM board and IRNA's
and the immediate danger of a find a formula already drawn up nine-man
negotiating committee
strike has been averted, the situ- for consideration. This formula is headed by William S. Hedges,
ation nevertheless is viewed as the trade agreement worked out by WLW, the standard provisions of
critical on an industry-wide basis. the AFM international board and an industry trade agreement were
the negotiating committee of the agi'eed on in substance, and the
(See account of status of negotiations on this page.)
Independent Radio Network Affili- task of working out the details was
ates, organization of stations affili- turned over to a subcommittee on
Not Much E.xcitement
ated with the three nationwide net- trade agreement: Samuel RosenInvitations to attend the extraworks created in August to avert
baum, WFIL, chaii'man; Emile
ordinary sessions have been ex- a general strike of all musicians
Gough, Hearst Radio Inc., and
tended by President John Elmer to employed in radio and to solve with John
Shepard 3d, Yankee Network.
all of the 400 NAB member sta- the AFM those problems applying
On
Sept.
this subcommittee met
tions, along with the some 300 particularly to network stations again with21 the
full AFM board in
non-member stations. Thus far, [Broadcasting, Sept. 1, 15]. Major a session that lasted until well past
there have been no indications as clause in the tentative trade con- midnight and broke up only when
tract of network affiliates is an every point had been thrashed out
to attendance. Reactions, by and
agreement by these stations to to the satisfaction of both groups.
large, seem to have been rather
Both committees then retired to
apathetic, and it is felt that the double their combined expenditures
delegate attendance of stations for union musicians, increasing the draw up individual trade agree$1,500,000 to a minimum
ments on the basis of their undermay not reach 300. Average dele- present
$3,000,000 annually, which was
standings of the verbal agreement.
gate attendance during the last of
by IRNA members in Mr. Rosenbaum, who is an attortwo NAB regular conventions has approved
New York before the adjournment
ney as well as a broadcaster,
been about 275, with gi-oss attendof their second convention on Sept. agreed to mail his version of this
ance more than double that num12 [Broadcasting, Sept. 15]. Since document to AFM President Joseph
ber.
that date the IRNA negotiating
as soon as it is comcommittee and its subcommittee on N. Weber
Formal agenda for the sessions
pleted, for comparison with the
probably will not be available until trade agreement have been in al- AFM wording. When the verbal
most constant conference with the differences have been ironed out,
the NAB board holds a pre-conj;,}BROADCASTING
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veloped in connection
the personnel
structure of thewithNAB.
One
substantial group favors the hiring of a "Judge Landis" or a "Will
Hays" for the industry, vnth a sixfigure salary to be paid through
sharing of the cost by member
stations and by the networks. A
second, and possibly a more formidable group at this time, endorses a revision of the top personnel structure of the trade association through acquisition of a
legislative counsel to work with
the managing director, plus other
specialized personnel. The last
NAB convention in June authorized hiring of a public relations
director.
While there has been sharp criticism in the past and even currently of the executive direction
of the NAB by Managing Director
James W. Baldwin, there does not
seem to be any concerted movement to dislodge him. The issue
appears to be the development of
some means of materially strengthening the direction so it will be
Understanding

. . .

the agreement
will then
submitted to the AFM
boardbe and
the
IRNA negotiating committee for
approval,
andwillwhen
thatto isevery
obtained copies
be sent
network affiliate. If the final
agreement is acceptable to these
stations it will be used as a standard clause in all contracts between
individual stations and their local
unions regarding the employment
of musicians. Since each local
union holds the authority for regulating conditions of employment
and wage
the ultimate
tracts mustscales,
be drawn
locally. conBefore adjourning Sept. 17 the
IRNA negotiating committee sent
a letter to all network stations outlining its progress and calling attention to the fact that "owing to
the failure of the industry to respond to the NAB questionnaire
sent out
the end to
of August,"
it had
been
compelled
rely on figures
furnished by local AFM unions.
According to these, the letter continues, "the network affiliates as a
group,
networkowned including
and managed the
stations
but
excluding the originating key stations, employed about 775 staff musicians at a total salary of approximately $1,500,000 during the
preceding 12 months. There were
staff musicians employed in 109
{Continued on page 68)
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capable of coping with industrywide problems, such as that occasioned by the AFM demands.
Many broadcasters, too, are sensing possible future conditions, and
it is now an open secret that those
who promoted the IRNA project,
while precipitated by the immediate musicians' issue, actually
are more concerned about the general legislative and regulatory
outlook. A possible Congressional
investigation, talk of separating
newspapers from station ownership, the general pro-labor trend
and various other problems that
seem to confront the industry were
in large measure responsible.
the misgiving
"czar" talk,
is Apropos
considerable
aboutthere
the
ability of the industry to pay the
freight, even if a man of the necessary stature and qualifications
were found. In some quarters the
thought was advanced that the
networks, as the largest entities in
the industry, would have to underwrite the major portion of the expense. With the industry in its
present frame of mind, suspicions
unquestionably would develop that
impartial actions could not be expected from such a man.
The more conservative broadcasters have advanced the view
that haste should be made slowly.
Strengthening of the NAB political front, to offset lobbies opposed
to radio, they feel, might in large
measure accomplish the result.
They advance the view also that
the industry has been too panicky
over the musicians situation to
think clearly about means of bolstering the NAB at this time.
State Committeemen
One step toward bolstering the
NAB's legislative operations was
taken by President Elmer as September closed with the appointment of his State Committee of
48 and his Regional Committee of
12. Practically completed insofar
as personnel is concerned, Mr. Elmer had in mind calling these
committees together with the
board prior to the special convention convening to outline their
scope of activity as he viewed it.
The larger committee would
comprise one broadcaster from
each state, who would be charged
with the legislative activity for
that state. Each member of the
Regional Committee would represent four contiguous states, with
these 12 men serving as a sort of
strategy committee under the NAB
president.
As Broadcasting went to press,
35 of the state committee members
had been appointed by President
Elmer with word awaited from the
other 13. Eight of the 12 members
of the regional committee likewise
had been named and Mr. Elmer
confidently expected that the entire
rosters of both committees would
be considered prior to the special
convention.
Members of the state committee
already designated are as follows :
Arkansas, John A. England, KFPW ;
California, Harrison Holliway, KFI ;
Colorado,
Eugene Franklin
P. O'Fallon,
KFEL;
Connecticut.
M.
Doolittle. WDRC; District of Columbia, William B. Dolph, WOL ;
Florida, F. W. Borton, WQAM ;
Georgia, Maurice C. Coleman, WATL ;
Idaho, C. G. Phillips, KIDO ; Illinois, Glenn Snyder, WLS ; Indiana,
Clarence Leich, WGBF ; Iowa, Luther L. Hill, KRNT; Kansas. Don
Searle, WIBW ; Louisana, John C.
McCormack, KWKH ; Maine, Thompson L. Guernsey, WLBZ ; Maryland,
Edwin M. Spence, WBAL ; Michigan,
Page 12 • October

John E. Fetzer, WKZO ; Minnesoca,
W. C. Bridges, WEBC ; Missouri,
Lester E. Cox, KGBX ; Montana, E.
B. Craney, KGIR ; Nebraska, John
J. Gillin, Jr., WOW; New Jersey,
Alfred J. McCosker, WOR ; New
York, Harold E. Smith, WOKO ;
North Carolina, Richard H. Mason,
WPTF; North Dakota, Philip J.
Meyer. KFYR ; Oklahoma, William
C. Gillespie, KTUL ; Pennsylvania,
Clair McCollough, WGAL ; Rhode
Island, John J. Boyle, WJAR ; South
Carolina. G. Richard Shafto, WIS;
South Dakota, Joseph H e n k i n,
KSOO ; Tennessee, Edwin W. Craig.
WSM; Texas, O. L. Taylor, KGNC ;
Utah, Earl J. Glade, KSL ; Virginia,
C. T. Lucy, WRVA; Washington,
Louis Wasmer, KHQ ; West Virginia.
O. J. Kelehner, WMMN ; Wyoming,
R. E. Carroll, KWYO.
District chairmen already named
are : Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland
and Delaware, Clair McCollough,
WGAL ; Virginia, West Virginia,
Kentucky and Tennessee, Edwin W.
Craig, WSM; North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia and Florida, F. W.
Borton, WQAM ; Wisconsin, Michigan, Indiana and Illinois, Glenn Snyder,
NorthandDakota,
SouthW. Dakota,WLS;Minnesota
Wyoming,
C.
Bridges, WEBC ; Nebraska, Iowa,
Missouri and Kansas, Lester Cox,
KGBX ; Colorado, New Mexico, OkEugene
P. O'Fallon. lahoma
KFEL;and Texas,
California,
Nevada,
Utah
and Arizona, Earl J. Glade, KSL.
Presumably, the NAB board will
meet not only with the State Committee but also with the IRNA
negotiating committee preparatory
to the special meeting. By sounding out the views of these two
groups it would be in far better
position to devise the agenda for
the sessions.
Revamping Not Possible
Whether IRNA will call a meeting of network-afiiliated stations
prior to the Oct. 12 general NAB
meeting remains to be determined.
Should its negotiating committee
succeed in procuring an agreement
from AFM on the form of contract
for two years, and should it work
out a formula covering payment,
it is expected that it will take advantage of the presence of its
group in New York for the NAB
sessions by seeking ratification of
those actions.
One thing has been ascertained
in connection with the NAB session. Radical reorganization of the
trade association to alter its present operating structure is not possible at the meeting. The NAB
constitution and by-laws specify
that such action can be taken only
at a "regular" annual meeting.
That would mean that plans for
departmentalization, under which
the trade association would function in a basically different way,
could only be discussed and would
have to await formal action at the
forthcoming regular convention,
the date for which has not yet
been set.ventionItwill be
is expected
conscheduled that
for next
June.
There is nothing, however, to
preclude hiring of additional personnel, such as legal, legislative,
labor or public relations counsel,
since the constitution permits that
under its present terms. But no
new executive office other than
that of managing director can be
established without action at a
regular annual convention.
A welter of proposals on reorganization is expected. In past
months there has been talk of
making the NAB the mainspring
of several divergent industrial
groups. At the allocation hearings
held before the FCC just a year
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Back to Standard
MAJOR networks operating
on daylight time during the
late spring and summer
months returned to standard
timie at 2 a. m. Sunday, Sept.
26. The shift was marked by
the customary confusion
caused by juggling of programs. Individual stations in
daylight saving time cities
were similarly affected.
ago, where the interests were so
diverse that the NAB could not
appear, the clear channel, regional
and local stations set up their own
groups to advance their particular
viewpoints. All three of these organizations, on paper, are still existent. The most active is the clear
channel group, headed by Edwin
W. Craig, of WSM, Nashville.
Then, the IRNA group has developed and it has objectives outside the AFM situation. Newspaper-owned stations several times
have banded together on particular issues, notably copyi-ight. And
if the network-affiliates organize,
the non-network independents indicate they will want their own
trade group.
National Independent Broadcasters, representing for the most part
a group of local independent stations, still is existent, also on
paper, but at best is loosely knit
except for NAB convention elections. Its president is Edward A.
Allen, WLVA, Lynchburg, who
tendered his resignation from the
NAB board last month during the
musicians' negotiations because he
was out of sympathy with the
manner in which IRNA had conducted itself. In spite of entreaties
from board associates he thus far
has refused to withdraw his resignation, and doubt exists as to
whether he will ask his group as
such to attend the special convention.
Other suggestions include one
that the NAB change its apportionment of votes and membership
on the board in relation to amount
of dues paid. Thus a station paying
$500 bi-monthly by virtue of a
highest quarter-hour rate of that
figure, should have the privilege
{Continued on page 75)
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Joint
Committeei
Plans Farm
Study

Nationwide Personal Survey
Soon to Be Undertaken
PLANS for the first nationwide
rural radio survey undertaken by
the industry were approved in
principle Sept. 28 by the technical
subcommittee of the Joint Committee on Radio Research at a special
meeting in New York.
While no final action was reached,
the committee approved a question aire. It also decided to conduct the survey on a personal interview sample basis throughout
the country the last two weeks in
October or not later than the last
week in October and the first week:
in November.
The major networks — NBC and
CBS — will finance the undertaking^
which, however, will be under theauspices of the Joint Committee!
and will be a project of that organization, which represents equally
the Association of National Advertisers, American Association oJAdvertising Agencies, and NAB
It is expected $15,000 will be expended for field work, aside froa
tabulating and analyzing results. '
Sets and Listening Habits , b
Two factors will be involved — '
number and distribution of sets;
and listening habits. There will be
other questions, however, for correlation purposes, including auto
mobiles, telephones, electrificatio:
of farm homes, etc. The survej!
will be strictly rural, being confined to farm homes and towns oJ'
under 2,500 population, involving'
half the population of the countrjl
and
possibly 80% of the geographi'
cal area.
Six research organizations havi
entered bids. Selection of the or
ganization to undertake it wili
probably develop during the nex^j
tees
disposeafter
of particular
phases o:!
few days,
several subcommifc'
the preparatory work.
Bids include those of Hooper?
Holmes Inc., Daniel Starch, Markef
Research Corporation of America;^
Crossley Inc., Facts Inc., and Rosi^
Federal. Psychological Corp. haci'
entered a bid but subsequently'
withdrew.
In addition
to setthe
owner^
ship and listener
habits,
ag(
and sex of rural listeners, number
of people in the farm home and re
lated data will be sought. A crosi
section will be procured for everj
state.
Attending the Sept. 28 meetin;
of the technical subcommittee wer
L. D. H. Weld, chairman, McCann.;
Erickson Inc.; D. E. Robertson
Federal Adv. Agency; James
Baldwin, NAB; Arthur W. Leh
man, ANA; Hugh M. Beville Jr
NBC; John W. Karol, CBS, an
Paul F. Peter, secretary of tb
Joint Committee.

Newspapers Buy KIEM
CONTROL of KIEM, Eureka, Cal.,
500 watts on 1450 kc, has beeij
sold by Harold H. Hanseth to Will
liam B. Smullin, now owning 22 9n
of the stock, the Times Publishing
Co. and the Standard Printing Co.Smi
and application for a transfer o:««
ownership was filed with the FC(«'^
Sept. 28. Mr. Smullin is manage: ■ i
of
station. the
The Humboldt
Times Printinj'Bjlii
Co. the
publishes
Time;mk
and the Standard Printing Co. pub jBii
lishes the Humboldt Standard, botljl*
local dailies.
• Broadcast

Advertisin^m

^ Banks

Plan

Nationwide

Series

Steel Sponsor
SPONSORED by Wheeling
Steel Co., Wheeling, W. Va.,
a Sunday afternoon program
from the stage of a local
theater is being carried by
WWVA, Wheeling, and piped
to WPAY, Portsmouth, 0.,
as an institutional feature. A
22-piece orchestra and variety instrumentalists are
featured under the direction
of Walter Patterson. Show is
titled It's Wheeling Steel and
is placed direct.

Rental
Box
Deposit
• Promoting
Some 500 Banks May Join Cooperative Campaigns;
FAA Hears of Benefits From Radio Programs
to continue its local radio
LAN'S for a nationwide coopera- planned
e radio campaign to promote the campaign. Moreover, a good deal
of interest was shown by non-users
ntal of safety deposit boxes are of
radio, with several stating they
the radio depart- planned
fruition,
.caring
to go on the air as soon
■lental of the Financial Advertisers
they found suitable program
-sociation, which met in Syracuse as
material.
pt. 13-16, was told by James McThere was considerable discus.'in,
of New
the Chase
K Co.,
York, Safety Deposit
sion also of national cooperative
to start initially in the North- campaigns for banks but no con- reelected executive vice-president.
?t area with some 1500 banks
clusion was reached. This discusPrincipal
speakerwasat Arthur
the 22d annual convention
H.
, 0 m Maine to Maryland parsion centered on the type of program
best
adapted
to
such
efforts
Brajd;on,
personnel
manager
of
•. jipating in the cost, the camMarshall Field & Co., Chicago.
raign is designed for expansion on and the nature of the commercials
national scale, provided the test to be employed. The efficacy of past
out that the public's buyeration in this region proves efforts was discussed with ideas ad- Pointing
ing power is 14% higher than it
vanced as to what should be done was in 1929, he said that there is
ccessful. Mr. McBain outlined the
erchandising plan to about 50 ad- in future projects.
the opportunity presented to banks
rtising executives of banks who
William Neal of the Wachobia
to step up deposits, sales and adtended the radio departmental,
vertising results and still keep pubBank & Trust Co., Winston-Salicity and public relations honest,
lem, N. C, was elected president of
together, about 400 bank adverstraightforward
and productive.
ting and promotion executives at- FAA for the ensuing year, sucnded the sessions.
Fort Worth was selected as the
ceeding Tom Kiphart, of the Fifth
1938 convention city. No date was
Third Union Trust Co., Cincin'■^iRadio an Aid to Business
set, however.
nati. Preston Reed, of Chicago, was
' William Haas, of the Manufacturers Trust Co. of New York, also
discussed the safety deposit box
Union
Status of Network
Engineers
mpaign which has been presented
a number of banking groups by
McCann-Erickson Inc., New York
At Issue in CBS Labor Board Hearing
agency which will handle the camDO THE technicians employed at technicians at all CBS-owned and
paign if and when it goes through.
a network key station have the operated stations require essen- Program, tentatively titled You
tially the same training and skill;
right to choose their own repre-~^May Be Next, is a half -hour show
sentative
for
collective
bargaining,
that
general
conditions of employ• consisting of music, a dramatic
ment at all these stations are esor
does
the
right
to
make
that
- sketch illustrating what can hap- choice belong to a larger group
sentially the same, except for
V pen to valuables that are kept at comprising
hours and wages; that all accountall technical employes
home in desk or dresser drawers
ing and financial dealings for all
where they are easily found by of all stations owned and operated
stations
are handled by the netby
the
network?
sneak thieves, and a guest speaker
headquarters in New York,
To answ-er this question, as spe- from work
who will be an authority on some
which all pay checks are
to WABC, Newphase of the crime problem [Bro.\d- York, andcificallytoapplied
the Columbia net- sent to employes; that all quesASTING, April 1.]
tions of policy are determined in
work,
was
the
purpose
of a hearPlan is to broadcast the program
New
York; that any technician
ing
before
H.
R.
Korey,
trial
exith live talent on an outstanding
from any CBS station can easily
aminer
of
the
National
Labor
Reil. New York station, probably
be transferred to any other CBS
lations Board, held in New York
WEAF, and to record it from the
station; that peculiar union affilion Sept. 28-29.
J. . studio for broadcasting several
ation of KMOX technicians has
The hearing was based on a petiji-. days later on 18 other stations covcaused frequent difficulties in
tion
of
the
American
Radio
Telej : ering an area extending from
where engineers from other
graphists' Association, CIO union, cases
stations have been sent to St.
for recognition as the proper repf': and
Maineas as
as Baltimore
far far
westsouth
as Pittsburgh.
Louis to handle remote pickups
resentative of the approximately
J. L. Deane, of McCann-Erick80 technical employes at WABC,
from there; and that the only sat. son, who has been working on the about
60 of whom ARTA claims
isfactory arrangement is for all
J,, program told Broadcasting that
technicians at all CBS-owned sta^ while the cost of such a campaign
as
members.
Opposing
ARTA's
claim was the Association of
tions to belong to the same union.
^ would be prohibitive for any single Broadcast Technicians (foiTnerly
The company attitude is that
while the contest is primarily one
Association of Columbia Broad^'
committee
r- bank
headedorbysmall
Mr. group,
Haas isa attempting
cast Technicians), which claims
between two unions, a single nato secure the cooperation of some
tional organization of broadcast
the right to bargain for all 206
^ 1500 banks in this area. With such engineers
technicians would best promote
employed at eight CBS
a number of participants, the cost
owned and operated stations by the mutual interests of its memo to each would be only $4.50 weekly, virtue
of its 132 members within
bers and unify their dealings with
I. including both time and talent, a
the
company.
All testimony tend;^ figure that the yearly rental from this
group.
from ABT'sat
claims
are (Excluded
the 13 engineers
ing to prove the superiority of
a single deposit box would repay.
one
union
or
the
other was kept
KMOX,
St.
Louis,
in
which
city
In a round-table discussion on
technical employes of all ra- out of the proceedings by Exam,. radio presided over by Joseph F. all dio
stations are members of IBEW,
iner Korey, who struck out of the
Cornelius, of the First National
record accusations that WABC enBank of Spokane, use of radio by AFL electrical union.)
gineers joined ARTA only as a
banks was discussed both from the
Local Management
means of getting a better agreenational and local standpoints. Mr.
ment
from the company and the
ARTA's position is that since counter accusations
f Cornelius is chairman of the radio each
that ACBT is
station
is
located
in
a
differ^\ committee of FAA. Locally, the
ent city, with different costs of a company union, controlled and
bank executives agreed that radio
and since hiring and firing supported financially by CBS. He
r- has performed a meritorious ser- living,
and promoting is done by local repeatedly reminded the opposing
;,- vice in educating the public along managements,
and since various
attorneys that such arguments, if
„ proper lines. Increases in bank acmade local agreecounts have been definitely trace- stationsments have
only sei-ve
start
with AFL local unions and allowed,
a series would
of testimony
thatto could
'?. able to the radio campaign, it was
with AGRAP and, in St. Louis, go on for weeks without accomjj-. reported.
with IBEW without disrupting
r. A consensus of those attending
plishing the purpose of the hearing, to determine whether the CBS
the radio departmental was that the network's
efficiency,
the should
technicians
of
each
station
engineers
should be represented on
1^,; local studio programs rather than have a right to select their own
a national or local basis.
^ transcriptions are best adapted for
ARTA was represented by Sid^ local bank advertising needs. Every representative.
speaker save one declared his bank
(Continued on page 72)
The ABT argument is that all
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Jennings Is Appointed
WLW Program Manager
THE APPOINTMENT of Robert
G. Jennings,
assistant manager
of WSAI,
nati, Cincinprogram
manager of
WLW,
Cincinnati,
was announced
Hedges,
Sept. liam
29 S. by
WilMr. Jennings vice president and
general manager of the two Crosley stations. He succeeds Bob Kennett, program manager for the last
two years, who has resigned. Mr.
Jennings since early this year has
been in charge of programs and
sales at WSAI, which at that time
was established with its own staff,
whereas prior to that time the two
Crosley stations had been operated
with the same executive and production staffs. Mr. Jennings has
been associated with the stations
several years.
Recorded

Series Started

By
Medicine Co.,Co.
A. H. Lewis
LEWIS MEDICINE
St.
Louis
(Tums),
started
one-minute
announcements on 28 stations Sept.
20, using quarter-hour RCA tranof its NBC-Red
network
show VocalscriptionsVarieties
one and
two
evenings
weekly
on
24
stations.
Following stations are broadcasting
Vocal Varieties discs twice weekly: KFI
KPRC
WBZ-WBZA
WENR KSFO
WFAA WAPI
WJR WOAI
KMBC. WCAU
These
stations are broadcasting once weekly:
KDKA KOA KRLD KVOO WFLA WHAS
WKY WMC WOR WRVA WSB WSMB
WSM.
These are
broadcasting
one-minute
WBS discs:
KDKA
KFH KFI
KSFO
KSTP KTRH KVOO KWK KYW WADC
WCAU WEBC WENR WFBL WGR
WHAS WHB WHK WHN WINS WJR
WMAQ
WMC & WMCA
WSBCo. WSM
WWL. H.WMBD
W. Kastor
Sons Adv.
Inc.,
Chicago, is agency.
Oyster Shell Products
OYSTER SHELL PRODUCTS
Co., New Rochelle, N. Y. (chicken
feed), the first week in October
starts 100-word announcements on
38 stations, to be carried for 52
weeks on schedules varying from
once to six times weekly. Agency
is Husband & Thomas Inc., New
York. Stations are:
WBZ-WBZA. WESG. WJTM, WHKC,
WHIO. WADC, WOWO, WFBM, WHAS,
WDC, WTAD. WMBG, WTAQ, WKBH,
WCLO. KFBS, KWTO, KFEQ, WELL,
KEYS, WEAY, WNAX, WCCO, WHO,
KMA.
WMT. KTLO.
KMMJ, WJAG,
KFAB,
KOIL, KOA, WIBW, KVOO,
KSL.
D. P. Howard Spots
D. P. HOWARD MFG. & Hardware Co., New York, started Sept.
27 the use of thrice weekly one-minute spot announcements on WMCA,
New York, and WGST, Atlanta,
for Rolfast roller skates and bicycles. The announcements are
broadcast three times a week. WLS,
Chicago, and KHJ, Los Angeles,
will be added later. Agency is H.
M. Kiesewetter Adv., New York.
City Using Spots
CIVIC CAMPAIGN of Jersey City,
N. J., to present the advantages of
that city for residence and industrial purposes, will begin in and
near New York in a few weeks.
Local radio will be used to publicize, among other facts, the absence
of a state income tax in New Jersey. Campaign is being handled by
a committee of prominent business
men.

October
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Schedules
Complete
Sponsors
Broadcasts
Grid
Autumn
For
Atlantic Refining Adds to Original Football Program ;
Tidewater Associated Oil Again Active on Coast
OPENING of the autumn football
casts and stations, and a full explanation of the football terms to
season found sponsors completing
schedules for grid broadcasts and be used by Atlantic announcers; a
programs giving scores, predic- newspaper advertising schedule detions, dope or roundups. Leading
voted to the broadcasts and 24the grid ranks again are Atlantic
sheet posters for the same purRefining Co., Tidewater Associated
pose; and a series of 8 contests
Oil Co., Kellogg and Socony-Vacwith
grand
prizes of an automouum, with numerous regional and
bile each week, entry blanks oblocal sponsors taking an active intainable only from Atlantic dealterest in the sport.
ers, who will also be given teaser
Tidewater Associated is spend- contest promotion materials.
ing some $250,000 for football
Joseph R. Rollins, Atlantic adrights alone and is continuing its
vertising manager, who personally
policy of using only a few brief supervised the tests by which the
announcers were selected from a
commercials and not injecting commercials into the continuity during list of more than 300 applicants
actual play.
(Broadcasting, Aug. 15), and the
training school at which they were
New Atlantic Programs
taught the uniform terminology
To its broadcasting schedule of required, announced the announcintercollegiate football games, emers and the teams they will cover
bracing the complete or complete
throughout the season.
home schedules of 21 teams for a
The teams and announcers are:
total of 163 games announced by Florida — George Walsh, Dan Dan44 announcers and using, in all, 65
iels; South Carolina, Furman, Citastations (Broadcasting, Sept. 1),
del, Clemson — Frank Blair, CharAtlantic has added a series of
les Batson, Dode Phillips; Georgia
football forecasts and gossip pro- — Marcus Bartlett, John Tillman;
Duke — Lee Kirby, Ken Gerard;
grams, to be broadcast for a quarter-hour weekly on 26 stations, in- Richmond — Meb Davis; Virginia —
cluding two networks and seven
Peco Gleason, Joseph Hand Ian;
individual stations.
Maryland — Jake Slagle; John WilMade up of predictions of out- bourn; Temple — Jack Bari-y, Sanstanding week-end games on calGuyer, Bill Hewitt;
Cornell
—
Tom dy McMahon,
Al Triggs;
Holy
culations contained in the weekly
Atlantic Football Sheets, plus ad- Cross — Jack Ingersoll, Jay Wesley;
vance dope on the local teams and Albright — Bailey Goss; Franklin &
Marshall — Ed Gundaker; Lafayette
players, these forecast programs,
which began Sept. 23, are broadcast — Dick West, John Smith; Delaware— Herman Reitzes, Gorman
on Thursday evenings by the following sports authorities on the Walsh; Carnegie Tech, Duquesne
following stations: Lee Kirby, — Claude Haring, Bill Sutherland;
WBT, Charlotte; Ted Reams,
Pittsburgh — Jimmie Murray, NorWRVA, Richmond; Don Riley,
man Twigger; Ohio State — -Gil
WBAL, Baltimore; Claude Haring,
Gibbons, Fred Joyner; SyracuseWCAE, Pittsburgh; Frank Silva, Dan Dwyer, Fred Ripley; Boston
College — Jack Eraser, Joe Fay.
WHAM, Rochester; Dan Dwyer,
WSYR, Syracuse and Tom McBig West Coast Campaign
Mahon of WNBF, Birmingham.
On Friday evenings Jack Barry
Tidewater Ashandles the Atlantic broadcast on
sociated Oil Co.
the Quaker State Network of 14
will
snend
$25(1.stations: WFIL, Philadelphia;
000 for football
WWSW, Pittsburgh; WJAC,
broadcasts this
Johnstown; WORK, York; WRAK,
year states
in the westWilliamsport; WCBA, Allentown;
ei'n
and
WRAW, Reading; WEST, Easton;
Honolulu in the
WGBL Scranton; WERE, WilkesgreatesttrationconcenBarre; WAZL, Hazleton; WGAL,
in radio
Lancaster; WHP, Harrisburg;
advertising in the
WKOK, Sunbury. This, incidental^^alising
of the
ly, is the first commercial program
ry Harold
histoy,
compan
Deal, advert
of this regional network since the manager, told Broadcasting Sept.
political campaign a year ago, 27. This expenditure will represent
when the network was formed. Also an
increase of from 8 to 10% over
on Friday evenings are the broad- the amount spent for grid games
casts of Jack Ingersoll on a CBS
last year.
New England network of five staMore than 100 western stations
tions; WEEL Boston; WDRC,
will transmit the descriptions of
Hartford; WPRO, Providence;
90 football games during the
WMAS, Springfield; WORC, Worseason under the oil company bancester.
ner. The number of stations signed
Backing up the radio campaign,
by Tidewater-Associated represents
which blankets the country's East a 20 Vc increase over last year, Mr.
Coast, Atlantic's distribution area, Deal stated. The oil company has
is an extensive merchandising camsigned contracts for the sponsorpaign including the Football Foreship of games over the majority
cast Sheets for display by all deal- of the stations in the West, assurers to whom a new Sheet is sent
ing it a coverage in the remotest
each Wednesday; window stickers
spots.
Five networks will be employed
listing local games for three weeks
and calling attention to the play- by the corporation. They are NBC
by-play broadcasts; an Atlantic
Red and Blue, CBS, Mutual-Don
Lee and California Radio System.
Football Book, listing the schedules
of the most important college The broadcasts will extend into
teams throughout the country, a Montana, Idaho, Nevada, Arizona
and New Mexico, as well as along
complete list of all Atlantic broadPage 14 • October
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Fight Broadcast of RCA
Is Longest in History
RCA MFG. Co., New York (RCAVictor radios), on Sept. 23 sponsored the longest fight broadcast
in radio history, four 15-round
bouts being described by four announcers in a program that started at 8 p. m. and ran until well
past midnight. Broadcast over a
55-station NBC-Blue hookup from
the Polo Grounds in New York
City, the Carnival of Champions
included championship bouts in the
lightweight, welterweight, bantamweight and middleweight divisions. Each fight was described by
a different announcer: Sid Mercer,
sports columnist, leading off; Tom
Manning of WTAM, Cleveland,
covering the second match; Clem
McCarthy,
NBC's
star sports
reporter, taking
the third;
and Sam
Taub, who broadcasts several
fights a week for Adam Hats,
handling the final bout. Bill Stern,
of NBC's New York announcing
staff, gave the between-rounds
summaries. Last-minute decision of
RCA to sponsor the broadcasts
adds some $50,000 to the Blue
Netwoi'k's time sales for the
month. Program was placed direct.
the three Pacific Coast states —
California,
Oregon
ton. This season
will and
mark Washingthe first
time in history that Honolulu stations will broadcast all the regular
conference games. Both KGU, NBC
affiliate and KGMB, CBS affiliate
at Honolulu, will be tied to the
football chain.
According to Mr. Deal, the $250,000 represents remuneration to the
colleges for the privilege of broadcasting the grid contests and the
station time. With this 1937 season the Tidewater-Associated enters its 12th year of sponsorship
of football broadcasts in the West.
It was Harold Deal, who nurtured
the idea from the beginning, who
has seen to it that his company has
consistently improved its sport service to the public each year. This
year's
exceed expenditures
those of past and
years.coverage
Merchandising Plans
A large corps of sportscasters
and commentators has been signed
by the company for the season.
Among the veterans, who have
worked before the microphones for
Associated the past eleven years
are Ernie Smith, Doug Montell and
Frank Bull. The company adopts
a new policy this year by presentwith the
regular sportscastering along
a special
commentator.
The
sportscasters will describe the actual scenes of play while the commentator will be heard at the opening of the game, during the half
time, and at the close.
Tidewater-Associated is spending
many thousands in merchandising
its broadcasts. As a pre-season
stimulant the oil firm staged a
huge Football Radio Rally over the
CBS network on the Pacific Coast
Sept. 22, which was one hour in
duration. Simultaneously T i d ewater-Associated dealers were
holding sales meetings in nearly a
dozen cities in the western states
and Honolulu. They listened to the
radio rally in their meeting places
and various parts of the broadcast
originated at the dealer meetings
in San Francisco, Portland, Ore.,
Spokane, Seattle and Los Angeles.
Mr. Deal said Associated would
live up to its policy this year of
(Continued on page 50)
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Kellogg
Booking
Fall
Grid
Garner
Contests From New England t(
Denver Are on Schedule
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich
(cereals),
planning
an extensivseries
of is
football
broadcasts
thi
fall, sponsoring Saturday after
noon intercollegiate contests acros
the country from New England t
Denver.
According to preliminary an
nouncement, the Kellogg schedul
includes five home games of Ohii
State U, to be broadcast oil
WBNS, Columbus, and WTAM;
Cleveland; the full nine - gami]
schedule of Oklahoma U, or
WKY, Oklahoma City; the ful
nine-game Vanderbilt U schedule
on WSM, Nashville, and WAPO
Chattanooga;
eight -gam^oi
Northwestern Utheschedule,
WBBM, Chicago; a mixed serie
of broadcasts of the games of Ala
bama U and Auburn U, on th
Alabama Sports Network, mad'
up of stations WSGN, Birming
ham, WALA, Mobile, WHBB, Sel
ma, and WJRD, Tuscaloosa; a par
tial schedule of Fordham games o)
WINS, New York, and stations a;
yet unannounced; four games o
Catholic U. and three of Georg
Washington U., on WJSV, Wash
ington; five games of Colorad'
State U., on KLZ, Denver, Nebras
ka games on KFAB, Lincoln.
Jamboree Series
In addition to these play-by-pla}
broadcasts, Kellogg will also spon
sor a Football Jamboree progran
to be broadcast for 40 minute
preceding each
and Notre
two Dame
quarter-hour
following
game oi
an
8-station
hookup broadcast
of the WL'W
Line.
Preliminary
wil
be musical, with an 18-piece or
chestra, Kellogg's Collegians, am
a Quadrangle Quartette. The fina
15-minutes will be devoted to ;
summary of the game. Notre Dami
has consistently refused to sell thi
broadcasting rights to any of it;
games, but has made them avail
able to any station wishing t(
broadcast them on a sustaininj
basis, which the WLW Line wil
do. In addition to six regular mem
bers of the Line (WLW, WHN
WFIL, KQV, WIND and WAAB)
the hookup will include WGAR
Cleveland, and WJR, Detroit. Thi
Line's regular Detroit outlet
WXYZ, had already contracted U
broadcast the Michigan Statt
games. The Jamboree will not bt
broadcast on Oct. 9, due to a con
flict with the World's Series base
ball game on that date. The sched
ule was set by the Kellogg agency
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadel
Announcers are: WINS, Me
Allen, Norris West: WSM anc
WAPO, Jack Harris and Ottis De
phia.
vine; WJSV, Arch MacDonald
WBBM, John Harrington; WBNS
John Neblett; WTAM, Tom Man
ning; WKY, Walter Cronkhite
WSGN, WALA, WHBB, WJRD
WSFA, Bill Terry; KLZ, Warrer
Williams; KFAB, Reggie Martin
Auto Club Grid Series
AUTOMOBILE Club of Michigar
will sponsor University of Detroit
football games this season or;
WJBK, Detroit, with Al Naglei
handling play-by-play descriptions,;
Bob McLean will give a 15-minut<;|
football talk preceding each game^
with Motorola Radio as sponsor'
• Broadcast
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Insurance
Await Sales Theme
Use Air Medium

Firms
To

Extensively
^ JtUNTIL radio hits a theme that
4 5hwill produce mail inquiries for inisurance companies, it probably
(won't get any substantial amount
lof business from insurance underI writing concerns.
That was the consensus of a
, oup of representatives of nearly
. 0 major insurance companies
who participated in a survey coniucted by the Life Advertisers Asciation, the results of which were
vealed at its annual convention
Old Point Comfort, Va., Sept.
-22. The survey was conducted
• E. M. Kirby, of WSM, Nashlle, who is also sales promotion
anager of the National Life &
Accident Insurance Co., operating
WSM, chairman of the radio panel.
In responding to the questionnaire,
the majority of the insurance commies which are using or have
-ed radio, held that direct results
ere not readily apparent. In a
imber of instances, however, they
iiphasized that radio had an initutional advertising advantage,
id that it proved useful to field
en as a good-will builder and a
'or-opener. However, they were
our," by and large, on its useIness as a new-business getter.
The radio panel was addressed
y John F. Royal, vice-president in
charge of pi'ograms for NBC, who
spoke on "Programs and People",
and John Karol, director of Market Research of CBS.
How They Stand
The LAA roster of 98 insurance
mpanies was queried on radio as
advertising medium. Of that
r. umber, 74 responded. Nearly
•'^O'^f, or 31 of the responding comanies, have used or are using ra;o, but only seven of them now
re on the air. The companies were
roken down by size. Those in
Class 1 were companies with over
$.500,000,000 life insurance in force ;
Class 2, those having from $250,000,000 to $500,000,000, and Class
3, those under $250,000,000. In
Class 1 nine were in the category of having used radio, but
only three are at present
on the air. In Class 2, five have
used radio, but only one now is on
the air. In Class 3, 17 had been on
the air, with three currently using
radio. Of the aggregate there were
21
the first
seventhat
in
the in
second
and 39categoi-y,
in the third
had never used the medium.
Despite the showing of the survey, Mr. Karol told the insurance
advertising and promotional heads
that radio "should and can be" a
particularly successful advertising
medium for them as well as for
many other comparatively highpriced commodities and services.
He continued:
reason
for nature
this, weof believe,
is "The
inherent
in the
the reception of radio advertising. The
family listens. Obviously, insurance and investments are a family
matter of major importance — something to be discussed and determined only after mutual agi-eement on the part of those responsible for the welfare of the family.
Consequently, the opportunity to
reach the family — husbands and
wives — simultaneously, is an out-
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INSURANCE VIA RADIO— For the first time in its history, Life
Advertisers Association, at its annual convention in Old Point Comfort,
Va., Sept. 20-22, heard about radio at first hand from figures in the
industrv. Left to right are John J. Karol, director of market research of
CBS; C. C. Fleming, retiring president of LAA, and John F. Royal, NBC
vice-president in charge of programs. Ed Kirby, sales promotion manager of WSM, Nashville and of its parent National Life and Accident
Insurance Co., presided at the radio panel.
standing advantage of radio advertising for any comparatively highpriced commodity whose purchase
involves deliberations and interfamily consultation; such as insurance and investments."
A comprehensive analysis of the
manner in which radio has developed its own technique in measuring radio audience and listener
reactions was advanced by Mr.
Karol in an address studded with
statistics of the industry and its
meteoric development. He estimated the national annual radio
bill at about $700,000,000 including purchases of new sets, replacements and repairs, as well as electricity consumed in the use of sets.
Radio, the youngest medium of
them all, he pointed out, has been
subjected to more tests and surveys, more analysis and measurement, than any of its older advertising relatives. Field surveys employing sampling techniques have
provided analyses of the 25,000,000
radio families by geographical divisions, by income classes and population groups.

"It has been said," Mr. Karol
continued, "that measurements of
the radio listening audience have
stimulated the use of similar research techniques in other fields of
advei-tising."
The program side of radio was
stressed by Mr. Royal. He said that
Shakespeare succinctly expressed
radio's first consideration: "The
play's the thing". Radio, he added,
took its first great stride, so far as
programming is concerned, when
the performer forgot about playing
to an audience of four or 20 million, and geared his perfoiTnance
to the interest of just four people
— -the family group. The audience
equation, he said, is the four people
of the average family unit, multiplied by millions.
Specifically addressing himself
to the life insurance executives,
Mr. Royal said that in radio they
had access to the entire family, directly and emotionally. "And life
insurance, I am told, is sold
through an appeal to a man's better emotions," he asserted.

Typical Radio Experience of Insurers
ACACIA Mutual Life Assn., T. M. Rodlun, adv. mgr. — "I haven't seen
enough of radio to sell me on it."
Jefferson Standard Life Insurance Co., Karl Ljung Jr., asst. sec. —
"Too big a drain on budget."
Massachusetts Mutual Life Ins. Co., James M. Blake, mgr. field service— "Results would never catch up with cost."
Metropolitan Life Ins. Co., Stuart Benedict, adv. — "Some field men
capitalized on it as a good-will builder and as a door opener."
National Life & Accident Ins. Co., E. M. Kirby, sales promotion mgr.
— "Mail inquiries are generally sought with good results."
Ohio National Life Ins. Co., Arthur "W. Theiss, Mgr. Sales Promotion
— "Sales averaged 1% of inquiries received. Costs too high for returns
obtained."
Provident Life & Acc. Ins. Co., Bart Leiper, mgr. adv. & sales promotion— "Excellent prestige building if proper programs used."
Provident Life Ins. Co., Fred Monley, sec. — "Has a definite value from
an institutional and company standpoint."
Provident Mutual Life Ins. Co., Nelson A. White, adv. mgr. — "Went
after mail inquiries with good results. Radio better than magazines.
Direct mail better than radio."
Travelers Ins. Co., C. W. VanBeynum, mgr. publicity dept. — "Fine for
making name well known. Fairly good as a means of planting ideas."
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18

Fourteen Join MBS, Don Lee;
WNBX Now CBS Affiliate
NEW NETWORK affiliations for
18 stations were effected last month
as the 1937-1938 radio season hit
its full stride and as daylight saving time ended in many cities
Sept.
On 26.
the West Coast, 14 stations in the Pacific Northwest joined Mutual Broadcasting System
Sept. 26,
supplementing
thisfrom
national service
with programs
the Don Lee Network, along with
two others in California.
In Cleveland, a major switchover took place as WHK relinquished its CBS affiliation to
WGAR and became a basic Blue
network outlet in lieu of the latter
station. WCLE, formerly WJAY,
became an outlet for MBS on the
same day. It is owned by the same
interestsworksoperating
WHK. programs
The netcarried dedicatory
saluting their new affiliates.
CBS also added an outlet on
Sept. 26 with the affiliation of
WNBX,came the
Springfield,
Vt., which
first network
outlet bein
that state. The station operates on
1260 kc. with 1,000 watts and is
owned by Harry C. Wilder, who
also operates WSYR, Syracuse,
and WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y.
Mutual-Don Lee Additions
The 14 stations which joined Mutual and Don Lee are KALE, Portland, Ore.; KRNR, Roseburg,
Ore.; KSLM, Salem, Ore.; KORE,
Eugene, Ore.; KOL, Seattle; KMO,
Tacoma; KGY, Olympia, Wash.;
KXRO, Aberdeen, Wash.; KVOS,
Bellingham, Wash.; KPQ, Wenatchee. Wash.; KIT, Yakima, Wash.;
KQW, San Jose, Cal.; KIEM,
Eureka, Cal.; KGA, Spokane.
In the Mutual-Don Lee salute, a
full hour program was broadcast,
with Portland, Honolulu, San Francisco, Chicago and New York participating.
KOL, which joined Mutual on
Sept. 26, also is a CBS outlet.
CBS, however, is understood to
have made tentative arrangements
with KIRO, Seattle, for a switch,
effective Jan. 1 or before. Whether
the new
Mutual willKOL
mean affiliation
a switch with
by CBS
to KIRO in advance of next year,
was not ascertained.
When WHK became the NBC
affiliate, it keyed the RCA Magic
Key program from Cleveland.
WGAR, likewise, saluted CBS with
a special program.
Insurance Test
NORTH AMERICAN ACCIDENT
INSURANCE Co., Newark, N. J.,
will sponsorlosophical
Jacob programs
Tarshish's
titled phiThe
Lamplighter, on WOR, Newark,
Sunday evenings, 7 :45-8 p. m.,
starting Oct. 10. Other stations
may be added later. The agency is
Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp., New
York.
Buick on 91 Stations
BUICK MOTOR Co., Flint, Mich.,
will herald its 1938 models in spot
announcements on 91 stations the
week of Oct. 11-15. Over a period
of five days the announcements, 12
words in length, will be broadcast
26 times during the day and evening hours. Arthur Kudner Inc.,
New York, is the agency.
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Comic

But Eloquent

Are Cartoons

on Radio's

Use by Chicago

Schools
The 'I Will' Spirit

,k5)\^<; things TM«^«/0f5„o0V« k^o^

Chicago Daily Ntews

Chicago Tribune
Discs Added

by R & R;

Hoyt Places Two Locals
RICHARDSON & R O B B I N S,
Dover, Del. (boned chicken), has
renewed its program The Revelers,
on WJZ, New York, Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from 6:35
to 6:45 p. m. Ten-minute transcriptions will also be used three times
a week on WTIC, Hartford; WBZ,
Boston, and WGY, Schenectady,
Contracts are for 52 weeks. Spot
announcements will start shortly
for the company on KFRC, San
Francisco. The agency in charge is
Charles W., Hoyt Co., New York.
Also placed by Hoyt agency are
programs for two other accounts —
American Molasses Co., New York,
which will participate in a cooking school twice a week on WGY,
Schenectady, and Harper Method
Inc., New York (shampoo), testing participation on Nancy Turner twice a week on WFBR, Baltimore.
WTCN Given Full Tune ;
WLB-WCAL
to Divide
REAFFIRMING previous decisions
which it had withdrawn, the FCC
Broadcast Division on Sept. 28
granted full time to WTCN, Minneapolis, using 1,000 watts night
and 5,000 days on its present frequency of 1250 kc. The order is
effective Oct. 23 and sustains the
recommendation of Examiner Seward. WTCN is owned jointly by
the St. Paul Dispatch-Pioneer
Press and the Minneapolis Tribune
interests.
WTCN is thus relieved of its
present time-sharing arrangement
with WLB of the University of
Minnesota and WCAL of St. Olaf
College, Northfield, Minn., both of
which are made daytime stations
on 760 kc, with WLB operating
two-thirds of the daytime and
WCAL one-third. The shifts are
being made with all parties involved in agreement.
Shoe Firm Testing
SATISFACTORY SHOE Co., Chicago (Dr. Edward's
Health
Shoe),
will start
using radio
advertising
for the first time Oct. 10 when a
Sunday quarter-hour test program
will start over WJJD, Chicago.
Other stations may be added if the
test proves successful. First United
Broadcasters Inc., Chicago, has the
account.
Page 16 • October
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During Closing of the Public Schools
to me to be a field in which we
By HAL TATE
REOPENING of Chicago schools should go forward as rapidly as
Sept. 27, after two weeks of radionewspaper instruction, was marked
Mrs. F. Langworthy, editor of
by a series of tests designed to Parent-Teacher Magazine and forshow how successful the novel
mer president of the National Conpossible."
form of education had proved. Fear
gress of Parents & Teachers, deof an infantile paralysis epidemic
scribed the special educational
had caused the two-week postponebroadcasts as one of the finest servment of school opening.
ices the stations could haVe renEvidently, Dr. H. J. Johnson,
dered. Mrs. Langworthy said: "The
head of the Chicago Board of Edu- emergency
of this fall, when the
cation, considered the experiment a Chicago schools have been unsuccess for he was contemplating
opened on account of infantile pacreating a new educational post —
ralysis, has given an opportunity
that of radio director — whose sole to demonstrate for a huge school
task would be to direct the work
has been done successof radio in education. Under Dr. systemfullywhat
in a few places already, that
a
school
of
the air may be used
Johnson's tentative plan, radio
would be used to supplement the to reach children at home or at
work done in the classrooms with
school and that no time need be
the lessons being broadcast after lost for most of them. It is showing
regular school hours. Invitations
us, also, what a vast number of
were issued to managers of Chi- radios are owned by people of moderate circumstances as well as
cago radio stations and newspaper
publishers in that city to meet and those who habitually buy luxuries.
discuss the proposed plan and de- It is one of the finest services that
termine how it best might be the broadcast companies could have
worked out.
to a beleagured
city."
Stations that cooperated with rendered
Miss Judith
Waller, educational
the Chicago Board of Education in director of the NBC Central Dithe experiment were WJJD,
vision (Chicago) believes the
WIND, WLS, WMAQ, WGN,
emergency broadcasts may point
WCFL and WAAF.
the way to new methods of cooperation between educators and
Tributes to Radio
broadcasters. Miss Waller said:
Leading newspapers, magazines
have long known that radio
and educators heaped praise on ra- "We
as a motivating, stimudio stations and newspapers for could act
lating force in education and that
their splendid work.
in some instances it has aided in
Dr. Walter Dill Scott, president
teaching of many subjects, but
of Northwestern University, said: the
just how radio might best serve
"The recent closing of the Chicago the parent, the teacher, and pupil
public schools presented an unanremains to be seen. It may be that
ticipated opportunity for the use of
emergency will point the way
radio. Whether or not the school this
and Tirove to both educator and
systems were able to rise to the
alike that they can cooccasion in the use of radio is not broadcaster
operate in the best interests of all.
yet known. It should be remarked
This, in turn, will bring larger
that it was a long time after the benefits to the child, both mentally
printing presses were invented before any adequate use of books
was made in the schools of the and spiritually."
world. However, it is probable that
New Sterling Campaign
in certain phases of education veT*y STERLING PRODUCTS Inc.,
effective use could be made of radio, but it would seem to me quite Wheeling (California Syrup of
improbable that the radio could at Figs), began Sept. 27 a series of
the present time be regarded as an WBS transcriptions titled Young
adequate substitute for the facili- Widder Jones. Broadcast five afternoons weekly, the program is
ties provided by our modern educational plan and for the present heard on 22 stations, list of which
has not been released. The agency
contacts of our highly-t rained
teachers. In brief, it would seem
is ThompsourKoch Co., Cincinnati.
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Chicago Herald-Examiner
Rexall Sale Discs
UNITED DRUG Co., Boston (Rex
all
drug for
products),
will campaigi
use 20( •i
stations
its five-day
for its next Rexall 1-Cent Sale
starting Oct. 12. Quarter - hou:
transcriptions will be broadcast
made by Spot Broadcasting Inc.
New York. Featured are Conra( u
T h i b a u 1 1, Jane Froman, Song^
smith's
Don &Voorhee
and his Quartet,
orchestra.andStreet
Finne;
Inc., New York, is the agency.
WLW Line Sustainers
SEPT. 27 saw the start of th
feeding of a large group of sus
Line by programs
WHN, Newto York.
The:
taining
the WL'Vi
are Cocktail Lounge, with Irvini
Aaronson and his orchestra; Helei
Yorke and Joe Martin, vocal duets
To the Ladies, with Don Albei
and his orchestra; and The Jazzs
ters, colored vocal trio. Also ai
exchange of sustaining and spon
sored programs of the Line will b
a daily feature with WHN, bot|
receiving and sending broadcast
from the various stations on th
link. The round robin exchange ir
eludes WBAL, Baltimore; KQ\
Pittsburgh; WFIL, Philadelphia
WLW, Cincinnati; WHN, Ne\,
'
York.
Wally Frank Plans
WALLY FRANK LTD., New Yor
(pipes and tobacco), has increase
its advertising appropriation fo
the next three months to allow fo
the use of radio. Spot announce
ments will be tested on one or tw
eastern stations during the firs
two weeks in October, and othe
stations vdll be added. The agenc;
is
Bachenheimer,
Fran'
Inc.,
New York. Dundes
Norman & Winte
is account executive.

Royal Toy to Place
ROYAL TOY Co., New Yor
(games), will start a series o
spot announcements over 17 sta
tions, the first to be broadcast
about Oct. 20. Agency is Reis
Adv. Inc., New York.
BECAUSE it was 3 a. m. in Londof I
when President Roosevelt began hil
Sept. 17 Constitution Day broadca&
over the networks, the British Broaci
casting Corp. recorded the address o
the next
Blattnerphone
and broadcast :
the
day.
• Broadcast
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KEEPING

CLOSE

TO

THE

LISTENER
With record-breaking 1937
crops, Iowa naturally staged a
record-breaking 1937 State
Fair. Record-breaking crowds
milled around WHO's Crystal
Studio, at the Fairgrounds to
get a close-up view of their
WHO favorites — impressive
evidence of the close bond between lowans and Iowa's big
station.
WHO

has found that it best

serves the interests of its advertisers by keeping close to
the interests of its listeners.

Above— Traffic outside is temporarily
jammed while WHO performers
broadcast inside the Crystal Studio.
Left— Award of Tall Corn Trophy.
Left toidentright,
B. J. Palmer,
presof the Col.
Central
Broadcasting
Company, Osborne,
Iowa's Governor
George
Siloam Kraschel,
Springs,
Arkansas, winner of the 1937 Tall
Corn Contest, Harold Fair, WHO
program director; Herb Plambeck,
WHO farm editor.
CENTRAL

BROADCASTING

COMPANY,

Des

J. O. M ALAND,

WHO

Moines

BROADCASTING

Manager
National Representatives: FREE & PETERS, Inc.
New York
Detroit
Chicago
Los Angeles
i

' M
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Time

Advertising

- Clear

Channel

- 50,000

October

Moines
Phone - 3-71 47
San Francisco

waits
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Laud

NRDGA
Makes Survey
Among Department
Store Members
THAT department and other retail stores will continue to use more
radio is indicated in an analysis
called A New Concept of Retail
Sales Promotion published recently
by the National Retail Dry Goods
Assn. Reactions to a searching
questionnaire sent out by NRDGA
show that live and spot programs
are increasing sales for more than
60 stores located in various cities
of the country.
Auerbach Co., Salt Lake City department store, reporting eight
years of radio experience with 18
programs weekly featuring a commentator in remotes from the
store,
said:
brings which
direct
sales to those"Radio
departments
merchandise it with thought and
skill and prepare their copy intelligently. In 'lazy' departments
is not successful.
All radio canit
sell you is the potential audience
and what you get out of it depends
on what you put into it,"
Brown-Dunkin Co., Tulsa, Okla.,
another radio user with an eight
year record, reported: "It is a
means of reaching a number of customers who sometimes are reached
in no other way. We divide our six
weekly half-hour variety programs
into (1) Home needs, because the
programs are for the most part
received in the home, (2) Sewing
departments, for the programs are
aired in the morning to women who
are interested in this type of merchandise, (3) Current news of the
day and timely news about the
store's activities."
Efifective in Rochester
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr, Rochester, N. Y., has broadcast a 15minute morning program six times
weekly
five years.
"We
feel thatforradio
enables Itussaid:
to reach
a greater market. Radio introduces
new ideas faster than newspapers
or mail. Repeated tests have shown
we have a listening audience in an
approximate 60-mile radius."
Bry-Block Mercantile Co., Memphis, Tenn., which has broadcast a
full hour weekly program for nearly four years, reported: "As a
good-will
three Hour
yeai's from
ago
we
startedbuilder
a Juvenile
10 to 11 every Saturday morning.
This has continued to grow. Our
auditorium audiences average 600
and the station estimates that we
have a listening audience of 500,000. Children compete for prizes
based on the number of votes received. We inject into this program
store policies and are using it as a
means of building good-will." The
Killian Co., Cedar Rapids, la.,
which has broadcast a 15-minute
program 12 times weekly for three
years, concluded: "It gives us an
opportunity to talk to customers to
whom we used to advertise in small
out of town papers."
Types .of Programs Used
Two types of studio programs
used by various stores include variety, news commentators, female
household commentators, stunt remotes direct from the store and
straight discussions of sales features with incidental organ music.
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr, Rochester,
consistently uses the discussion type
and saysjection of
it: "Despite
the obof dullness
that can
be
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Abraham and Straus Inc., Brooklyn.
The Alms & Doepke Co., Cincinnati.
The Auerbach Co., Salt Lake City.
Ball Stores Inc., Muncie, Ind.
L. Bamberger & Co., Newark.
la. James Black Dry Goods Co., Waterloo,
The Boston Store, Chicago.
The Boston Store, Milwaukee.
The Brown-Dunkin Co., Tulsa, Okla.
Bry-BIock
Mercantile Co., Memphis.
Tenn.
Burdine's, Miami.
City of Paris Dry Goods Co., San Francisco.
The Davis Company, Chicago.
Davidson Paxon Co., Atlanta.
The Dupius Freres Ltd., Montreal.
The Emporium, San Francisco.
The Fair, Chicago.
Marshall Field & Company, Chicago.
Wm.
Co., Boston.
G. FoxFilene's
& Co.,SonsHartford,
Conn.
Frederick & Nelson, Seattle.
Gimbel Brothers, New York.
Gimbel Brothers, Philadelphia.
A. Harris & Co., Dallas.
The Harris Co., Redlands, Cal.
The Hecht Company, Washington.
Hochschild, Kohn & Co., Baltimore.
The J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit.
The Johnston-Shelton Co., Dayton, O.

of

USING

Radio

RADIO

The Jones Store, Kansas City.
S. Kahn Sons Co., Washington.
Kaufmann Dept. Stores Inc., Pittsburgh.
The Killian Co., Cedar Rapids, la.
Ernst Kern Co., Detroit.
Emma Lange Inc., Milwaukee.
LaSalle & Koch Co., Toledo.
Lit Brothers. Philadelphia.
Littman's, New York.
A. Livingston & Sons, Bloomington, 111.
Loveman's
Inc., Chattanooga,
Tenn.
James McCreery
& Co., New York.
R. H. Macy & Co. Inc., New York.
Mandel Brothers, Chicago.
O'Connor Moffat & Co., San Francisco.
Ohrbach's, New York.
Greek's
Inc., Duluth,
Minn.Angeles.
J.
W. Robinson
Co., Los
Roos Brothers, San Francisco.
Sanger Brothers, Dallas.
Ed Schuster & Co., Milwaukee.
Sheehan, Dean Co.. Elmira, N. Y.
Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co., Rochester.
E. T. Slattery Co., Boston.
Snellenburg's, Philadelphia.
Strawbridge & Clothier Co., Philadelphia.
Symons Dry Goods Co., Butte, Mont.
City.
John Taylor Dry Goods Co., Kansas
The Wieboldt Store Inc., Chicago.
Woodward & Lothrop, Washington.
George Wyman & Co., South Bend, Ind.

made to it, this continuity is the
most effective that we have found.
While it loses audience appeal, it
is good because only interested people listenofto spot
it." broadcasting, esUsers
pecially in connection with sales
days, were highly commendatory
of the medium. Of the merchants
who spoke negatively the followare typical
comments:
"We
have ingused
the radio
on several
occasions in the past and it was so
ineffective that we decided not to
do
furtherGiven
with up
it." except
"Used
foranything
two years.
for
and sales
used spots
a program
for events."
a year. "We
No
good. Had to return to spot announcements." "We have not been
able to get a high type of program
that could compete with national
programs." "We used radio the
first part of last year. We used a
daily 15-minute program at 8:30
a. m. We do not recommend any
general type of program. In the
opinion of this store unless you
have a special give-away or lessthan-cost item, it is useless to use
radio advertising. We made a survey of radio by interviewing a
given number of customers in each
section of our city. The information accumulated from this caused
us to discontinue radio advertis-
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WOV
Feeds 65 Foreign
ing."
Tongue Programs a Week
WOy, New York foreign language
station, is now feeding a minimum
of 65 network programs a week to
stations in other cities, with individual hookups running as high
as ten stations.
Associated in the network are
WBIL, New York; WRAX, Philadelphia; WPEN, Philadelphia;
WICC, Bridgeport; WEAN, Providence; WAAB, Boston; WSPR,
Springfield; WELI, New Haven;
WNBC, New Britain; WMBO, Auburn; WIBX, Utica; WABY, Albany; WSAY, Rochester, and
WGR, BuflFalo. WOV also acts as
a central office for an average of
20 programs a week fed to out-oftown outlets and not carried locally.

MGM

Series

Replaces Showboat
;
Elaborate Production Being !
Prepared
Nov. 4by Debut
WITH
the forsigning
General
Foods Corp. (Maxwell House coffee), and Loew's Inc., whereby
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayers Studios will

^'
.,
^
|

Red network
show from
Hollywood
produce
a one-hour
weekly
NBCstarting Nov. 4, buildup of a radio
production department has been
started at the film studio's Culver
City plant. department
Added to Bill
production
wereBacher's
Harry
Kronman and Mary Edith Stahl,
his former writing and production
assistants on the CBS Hollywood
Hotel program when he was associated with F. Wallis Armstrong
Co., Hollywood
agency handling
the Campbell Soup Co. account.
Bacher will have full charge of
production of the new series and
will add several persons to his department.
M-G-M
show will replace the
Maxwell House Showboat program
and Benton & Bowles Inc., agency
handling
account,instated
would be that
no change
time. there
New
series will be broadcast at 6 p. m.

'^i;

(PST)of over
the NBC-Red
time
the present
Maxwellnetwork,
House
program. It will be opposite the
CBS Major Edward Bowes program and NBC-Blue network
March of Time broadcast. Projected
willMaxwell
be a musicalvariety pi-ogram
show. The
House
Showboat on Oct. 28 terminates
one of the longest consecutive runs
in
radio,without
having a been
broadcast 265
weeks
break.

SIGNS— Lloyd Pantages (left),
radio and newspaper commentator,
is shown signing a contract for
sponsorship by Raymonds Inc., St.
Paul cosmetic manufacturers, of his
Lloyd Pantages Covers Hollywood
program scheduled to start Oct. 17
for 13 weeks on 26 CBS stations
from Hollywood. Looking on are
Harry W. Witt (center), CBS
Southern California sales manager
and Barnard Weinberg, executive
of Milton Weinberg Adv. Co., Los
Angeles agency handling Raymonds Inc. account. Program will
be heard Sundays, 2:30-2:45 p.m.
(EST), with rebroadcast to the
West Coast 8-8:15 p. m. (PST).
Products to be featured by sponsor are New Ray machineless permanent wave and Dona Ray cosmetics. This is said to be the first
time a transcontinental sponsored
program has been arranged by a
Los
Angeles gossip
agency. program
Pantages'
Hollywood
was
formerly sponsored on CBS Pacific network by A. J. Krank & Co.
13 Get Riverbank
RIVERBANK CANNING Co.,
Riverbank, Cal. (Madonna tomato
paste)
on Oct. transcriptions
10 will stai't a on
series
of 15-minute
13
stations — WDRC, WIP, WSYR,
WGBL WIBX, WMEX, KQV,
WKBN, WCBM, WOKO, WGR,
WPRO, WNBF. Additional stations may later be lined up, according to Klinger Advertising
Corp., New York, agency placing
the account.
BROADCASTING
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Big Stars to Perform
The M-G-M starring roster con- ,
sists eliminated
of 20 players,
of whom
a few ' i
are
because
of existing
broadcast contracts, or because the
company does not control their air .
appearances. Among the stars are .
NormaNelson
Shearer,
aid,
Eddy,Jeanette
WilliamMacDonPowell '
and Greta Garbo. Company also
has an additional 86 on featured
list and in stock. It is also understood that M-G-M will erect a studio
on its Culver City property from
where the new General Foods Corp.
show will be remoted.
William R. Baker Jr., partner
and vice-president of Benton &
Bowles, has been appointed head
of the
Hollywood
and
willagency's
take over
his new office
post: r
early in October. The agency's t
Hollywood staff also includes Don-F
aid
Cope, Chester
in chargeMacCracken,
of radio pro-i
duction,
inj,
charge of talent contracts, and
Burns Lee, in charge of publicity.
Herschel V. Williams Jr., formerly head of the Hollywood office, i
has been assigned to production
work in the agency's New York
headquarters.
Atherton Hobler, president of
Benton & Bowles Inc., is expected
in Hollywood within the next few
days for the launching of the NBC i
Jack shipHaley
series
under
sponsorof General
Foods
Corp.
(Log
Cabin syrup). He will remain in =
Hollywood for the next month conferring and assisting in the preparation of the new M-G-M series.
M-G-M has held out against radio for some time, refusing to take
to the air commercially and it is
believed that the decision of thisB
studio will have a marked effecti
upon other major studios. 5
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McNinch

Ready

to

Take

Post;

Studies
Proposed
FCC
Shifts
Newspaper Ownership Problem to Be Considered;
Changes in Organization Methods Proposed
visions [Broadcasting, Sept. 1,
ECHOING the view that the "honCommissioner T. A. M. Craeymoon is over" in radio regula- 15]. ven,
former chief engineer, has
tion, all those identified with
broadcasting were awaiting the not yet been assigned to a diviarrival at the FCC of its new
sion,McNinch.
pending theThearrival
of Chairman
new chairman,
chairman, Frank R. McNinch,
early in October to carry out the under the present structure, autoPresidential mandate that its afmatically would become a member
fairs be straightened out.
of each of the three divisions —
Thrice postponed because of the Broadcast, Telephone and Telepressure of affairs on the Federal
Power Commission, of which he is graph.
Whether the same structure will
be retained, however, is as yet unchairman,
Mr.
McNinch's
swearing
in now is expected to take place
known. Thought has been given to
Oct. 1 or 2. The chairman in- at least three plans: (1) Retenformed Broadcasting Sept. 27 that
tion of the present setup; (2) ashe now expected to relinquish his
signment of five members to each
Power Commission post and simul- division so that each of the seven
taneously assume the FCC chair- commissioners will have two asmanship by Oct. 1, or shortly
signments, and (3) abolition of dithereafter.
visions altogether, with commisAssei'ting he was deeply ensioners designated by the chairgrossed in cleaning up his affairs
man for the handling of individual
at the FPC, Mr. McNinch said he cases, whatever their classification,
had not been able to devote any and with the Commission acting
considerable time to the FCC, but en banc on all cases.
intended to apply himself to that
A possible fourth plan proposes
task full time as soon as he as- changing the designations of divisumed office. He is expected to
sions to make them fall in more
take several FPC employes with
categories. Broadcast, unhim to the FCC, but he has not yet logical
der this plan, would remain the
disclosed their identity.
same, but Telegraph and TeleExecutive Conferences
phoneentities.
would beInstead
abolished
separate
thereasmight
Twice last month Mr. McNinch
conferred with President Roose- be a "common carrier" division,
functions afvelt— the last time on Sept. 15. embracingfectingregulatory
both telephone and teleAfter that conference he asserted
and a matters
"mobile"
division,
he would devote his time at the handling graph,
such
as aviation,
FCC in "helping to formulate poli- ship, coastal and other types of
services affecting radio, but not in
cies". At his previous conference,
Mr. McNinch had been given a the purely broadcast phase.
"free hand" by the President to
It is generally anticipated that
reorganize the FCC to acquire for Comdr. Craven will be assigned to
it a new prestige. On Sept. 27, the Broadcast Division because of
President Roosevelt announced he his background and experience and
had accepted
McNinch's
nation as FPCMr.chairman
but resigwith because that has been the most
the understanding that the latter beleagured branch of FCC operaeventually would return to that
post. When the McNinch appoint- Ban
on Broadcasts
ment to the FCC was made, it was
indicated that he would take a
Is Recommended
in
three-month leave from the FPC.
Since then, however, it has become RECOMMENDATION that broadevident that Mr. McNinch plans
casting of court trials, along with
upon remaining longer — possibly a every other form of court arguyear. He was appointed to fill the
ment or discussion addressed to
unexpired portion of the term of
be "definitely
forbidthe late Anning S. Prall, which has the public,
den" was made
to the American
five years to run from July 1.
Bar Association at its 16th annual
Mr. McNinch paid an informal
in Kansas City, Sept. 27visit to the FCC on Sept. 18, at meeting
Oct. 1, by its special committee on
which time he looked over his of- cooperation
between press, radio,
fices and also conferred unofficially and bar as to publicity interfering
with commissioners and with other with fair trial in judicial and quasiexecutive personnel.
judicial proceedings.
There are indications that the
The committee comprised six
newly-constituted FCC will devote members of the Bar Association,
considerable study to newspaper
headed by Newton D. Baker, forownership of stations — a matter
mer Secretary of War, as chairthat is known to be close to the
man; seven members of the AmeriWhite House. Legislative efforts
can Newspaper Publishers Associaof the last session to focus attention, with Paul Bellamy, editor of
tion upon steps to bring about pos- the Cleveland Plain-Dealer, as
chairman,
and five members of the
sible divorcement of newspaper
ownership of stations have re- American Society of Newspaper
ceived the implied support of Ad- Editors, with Stuart H. Perry, ediministration leaders. This matter
tor of the Adrian (Mich.) Telegram, as chairman. While the scope
has been discussed at the White
the
group'swith
activity
House with members of the FCC, of
cooperation
radio,encompassed
there were
and presumably also has been no
broadcasting members on the
raised with Mr. McNinch.
committee.
One of the first functions of the
In addition to its recommendanew Commission will be that of astion that broadcasts of arguments
signment or possibly reassignment
in court cases be prohibited, the
committee
also recommended that
lof commissioners to particular diPage 20
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CORNERSTONE— For new KYW
building Philadelphia was laid Sept.
14. Left to right are Leslie Joy,
KYW manager; Alfred H. Morton,
manager of NBC managed and operated stations; E. H. Gager, Westinghouse plant manager.
tions. Whether he will become its
chairman, or simply an additional
member depends upon the manner
of reorganization decided upon.
Shouldsionthe
present
three-man divistructure
be maintained
and
should the former chief engineer
be assigned to Broadcast, it would
mean the shifting of Broadcast Division Chairman Sykes to another
division — most likely Telegraph.
Beyond the assignment of the
commissioners themselves, it is
not expected the FCC will move
very rapidly on other changes in
personnel and in policy. Indeed, it
is more likely that Mr. McNinch
and Comdr. Craven, as the new
members, will be inclined first to
survey the existing situation. That
there will be personnel shifts and
possibly deletions, as well _ as
strong pronouncements of policies,
is anticipated before many weeks.
Two major appointments also
must be made. The post of chief
engineer, vacated by Comdr. Craven probably will be filled soon.
Lieut. E. K. Jett, assistant chief in
charge of telegraph, is now acting
chief, and is regarded as the logical Craven successor. The other
vacancy is that of assistant general counsel for telephone.

From

Courtrooms

Bar

Group Report
newspaper accounts of criminal
proceedings be limited to accounts
of occurrences in court without argument of the case before public;
that no popular referendum be
taken during the pendency of the
litigation; that surreptitious procurement of pictures or sound records is wholly indefensible, and
that vaudeville appearances of jurors or court officers be banned.
Liability in Trials
Apropos
of trial broadcasts, the
committee said:
"The committee is especially impressed with the danger arising
from the misuse of the radio in
connection with trials. Practically everybody,
nowadays,
has to
a receiving set (there
are said
be
more than 30,000,000 in use in the
country) but
we have the
not effect
yet un-of
dertaken to measure
radio advocacy upon public opinion nor have we set up the machinery for correctives in radio
news which are obvious in the
printed page. If a newspaper prints
an incorrect account of a trial or
an improper plea by an advocate
engaged in a trial, the likelihood
of the prejudical statements being
brought
to the on
attention
of persons interested
the other
side
BROADCASTING

or of the court, so that steps can
be taken to prevent the corruption of the trial, is at least fair.
"Misleading statements and improper pleasandmade
over the radio
are fleeting
impermanent.
Any
attempt to correct them has to be
addressed to what is supposed to
have been said rather than to a
printed statement which can be
quotedandand
refutedThewithresponsible
definiteness
accuracy.
broadcasting companies, for obvious reasons, protect themselves
against
of their
ties in the
thismisuse
direction
but facililocal
broadcasting companies are under
a severe temptation to permit the
dramatization of a local trial which
is exciting public interest and danger of having trials going on at
the same time — one in the courthouse and one in the circumambient air— is obvious. The one in
the courthouse aims to arrive, dispas ionately, ata result which will
be just
the
state.to the accused and just to
Public Is Misinformed
The object of the trial in the air
is to achieve a dramatic result, to
arouse sympathy and perhaps even
to create prejudice. The trial in the
courthouse is surrounded by the
rules of evidence which require the
exclusion of hearsay and gossip
and assure the full presentation oi
both sides of the issue. The trial
in the air has no safeguards and
the narrator is not subject to crossexamination, nor is there any requirement that the narrator shall
himself be either intelligent or just
or that he shall even attempt to
present
both ofsides.
"The evil
the trial in the air,
when it is participated in by prosecuting attorneys and counsel for
the accused is peculiarly great.
Errors made in the record of the
trial in the air are not subject to
judicial review and the air audience,
when it has made up its mind upon
such a presentation, may well come
to distrust the whole process of
judicial administration when the
jury, acting under the responsibility of their oaths, reach a different
result by judging the weight of the
evidence from witnesses whom they
have seen and whose credibility
they alone have had an adequate
opportunity to measure. The evil
here referred to, of course, is the
larger
evil of in
a breakdown
in public confidence
judicial processes.
There is, however, a grave danger
that the trial in the air may affect
and obstruct the trial which is
contemporaneously going on in the
In its general recommendations
the committee* said
* *" there should be
courthouse.
a continuing effort, local in character, to regulate the relations of
the various publicity media. It
recommended that local bar associations appoint continuing committees on press relations to function with corresponding committees representing the press and
other means of publicity.
Hammer-Bray in West
HAMMER-BRAY Co. Ltd., Oakland (Spark Oil Heaters) on Sept.
20, started a 13-week campaign,
using five-minute dramatized transcriptions on 17 Pacific Coast stations. The transcriptions were Cut
by Titan
Productions,
San Francisco. Stations
are: KOMO,
KHQ,
KGW, KIDO, KIT, KOOS, KMED,
KXRO, KIEM, KVCV, KMJ, KWG,
KQW, KFBK, KSRO, KTKC and
KHSL. The agency is D'Evelyn &
Wadsworth, San Francisco.
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Shortwave

Stymie

Ended by the FCC
Orders 4 International Waves
Opened to Temporary Use
recACTING upon the unanimous artommendation of the Interdep
mental Radio Advisory Committee,
comprising delegates from the government departments dealing with
radio, the FCC on Sept. 22 added
ies to the internationfoural frequenc
broadcasting band to be made
available for non-government assignments on a temporary basis
and subject to cancellation at the
discretion of the Commission without advance notice or hearing.
The four frequencies were among
the five set aside by President
Roosevelt by Executive Order for
broadcasts between the United
States and the Latin American
countries. At the Pan-American
Conference at Montevideo in 1933,
Secretary of State Hull urged the
American nations to expand their
program interchanges and pledged
United States cooperation, with the
thought that eventually each of the
21 nations would exchange prowaves. grams by international shortApplications Made
The four frequencies involved are
9550, 11730, 15130 and 21500 kc.
They will now be available for assignment under the stated restrictions, and NBC, General Electric
and World-Wide Broadcasting System of Boston have all applied for
their use. It has been indicated
that a general hearing will be
held before the Commission decides
upon their assignment. A fifth frequency covered by the Executive
Order, 6120 kc. is already being
used under a temporary assignment by CBS for its Latin American service.
The action of the Commission,
which was unanimous, is in the nature of an amendment to Rule 229
covering international shortwave
assignincnts It also sets at rest,
temporarily at least, the dispute
whether these frequencies should
be reserved for a government operated international broadcasting
station to counteract European
propaganda. A bill proposing such
a station in Washington was introduced in the last Congress by
Rep. Celler (D-N.Y.), who prepared it in collaboration with and
at the suggestion of Telegraph
Commissioner George H. Payne.
The Interdepartmental Committee and the Commission were impelled to end the stymie over using
these frequencies in order to verify United States priority in their
use. They are already registered at
the Berne Bureau of the International Telegraph Union for United
States use, but custom demands
that these be placed in use by the
registering nation within a reasonable time.

NBC Toscanini Series
Will Be Started Dec. 25
ARTURO TOSCANINI, considered
the greatest living conductor, has
signed a contract with NBC for
10 sustaining concerts beginning
Christmas night, Dec. 25, and will
be heard Saturday thereafter at 910:30 p.work.m.,
EST, on the
netThe conductor
willRedreceive
$40,000 for the ten concerts.
The NBC Symphony Orchestra
will make its first broadcast Nov.
13 under the direction of Pierre
Monteux. On Dec. 4, 11, and 18,
Artur Rodzinski will direct, and
will resume after Toscanini's series is completed. Mischa MischakoflF, violinist and concertmeister of
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra,
will be violin soloist and concertmeister of the NBC Symphony Orchestra.
American

Meeting

in NewYork

Given Extension Coverage by Networks
WITH NBC, MBS and CBS vying stationed at various vantage points
to give complete word pictures of along tionthe
line of
march,
addito mobile
units
which inmoved
the American Legion Convention
in New York Sept. 19-23, any set from place to place. Commandeering the fiont office of N. W. Ayer
owner just
in thewhat
country
& Son Inc. at 42nd Street and
know
the who
boys didn't
were
doing from dawn to midnight had Fifth Avenue for his headquarters,
D. Fitzgerald, who directed
only himself to blame. From Co- John
lumbia's interviews with taxi driv- the parade coverage for CBS,
could keep an eye on the line of
ers, policemen and hotel and res- march
as he cued in his field men,
taurant managers as to their plans
for taking care of the Legion- were in constant contact with the
naires, broadcast on Saturday,
temporary master control by either
wires or shortwave.
Sept. 18, to the address of the new
national commander on Thursday,
A. A. Schecter, in charge of
Sept. 23, just before sailing for NBC coverage, did his directing
France, every feature of the con- from his office, unable to see the
vention was thoroughly covered by parade and depending on his
radio.
pickups from the various points
The bands, the speeches, the for his choice of broadcast at any
tributes, the meetings of Legion- particular time. Sponsors of NBC
naires and their Auxiliary, the 18- broadcasts on that day were ofhour parade up Fifth Avenue, the
fered parade pickups for use durreunions of various groups, and
ing all or part of their regular
time
if
they wished, but only the
the many impromptu gathei'ings
were all bi-oadcast. James E. Sau- Sun Oil Co., Philadelphia, acceptter, president of Air Features Inc.,
ed, Lowell "Thomas using a couple
of the parade as local
who handled the convention's pub- minutes
color for his news period.
licity, estimated that the broadcasts reached at least 80,000,000
The new microphone
WE "machinewasgun"
or
listeners.
"bassoon"
given
its first eastern tryout during the
Covering the Parade
parade by WOR-MBS. A bundle
High spot of the session was the of 50 slender duraluminum tubes,
parade, which began at 9 a. m. ranging from an inch and a quarter to five feet in length, all
Sept. 21 until 3 a. m. the next day.
Both NBC and CBS had crews
coupled to a standard dynamic

Lea & Perrins Places
LEA & PERRINS Inc., New York
(Lea & Perrins sauce), started
one-minute live announcements on
30 stations Sept. 20. Spots which are
broadcast once daily except Saturuaj, c...a a„„^^^_ will
09
weeks. Schwimmer <& Scott, Chicago, is agency.
Following is the complete list: WMAQ
WGST WFBR WGAR WNAC WBEN
KRLD KLZ WXYZ WFBM WKRC WHB
WHN WWL KECA WOW KPRC WIOD
WJAS WREC KOMA WAVE KSTP
WFIL KSD KTSA KGO WRC KJR KEX.
Page 22 • October

Legion

MIKE FOCUSING — This experimental "machine
gun"Co.microphone
of Western
Electric
was used
by WOR, Newark, to cover the
Legion parade in New York. The
microphone is said to eliminate to
a great degree sounds from other
sources. J. A. Lovington, Legion
machine gunner, is shown training
the microphone on a band from a
post on the Empire State building.

I, 1937

microphone, this tubular directional unit was mounted on a regular
motion picture camera tripod, enr
abling it to be focused on any unit
of the parade. Sounds directly
front of this microphone are clearly picked up; sounds from the side
enter the tubes at varying frequencies and tend to cancel out.
Dave Driscoll, who covered the
marching veterans for MBS, found
the machine gun mike especially
useful in picking up the music of
approaching bands and following
them past his location. He also
used this new unit to pick up the
various points of action during a
broadcast of the reenactment ol
the battle of Fleville, France,
staged byernor'sthe
Island 1st
on Division
Sept. 22. on GovDespite the counter attraction
of the parade on Tuesday, Legioii
naires and their friends to the total of 20,150 toured the NBC studios on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, breaking the previous
three-day record of 18,100 (Labor
Day weekend, 1936) by more thar.
2,000. Another 1,300 Legionnaires
attended the Philip Morris Johnny
the Call Boy broadcast in Radio
evening.
City's largest studio on Tuesday
WRAX-WFEN

Transfer

To John Iraci Approved
IN THE first major transfer of
license to be approved in several
months, the FCC Broadcast Division ment
on Sept.
21 authorized
of control
of WRAXassignand
WPEN, Philadelphia time-sharing
stations on 920 kc. to John Iraci,
of New York, president and general manager of WOV. Mr. Iraci
assumes 100% ownership of the
stations, which now will be consingle
full-time
unit with solidated
theinto acall
WPEN.
The
transfer was from Clarence H.
Taubel to Mr. Iraci, and the consideration, in the aggregate,
amounted to $240,000.
Simultaneously, the Division approved an increase in power for
the consolidated stations of from
250 watts night and 500 watts day,
to 1,000 watts full time on the 920
kc. channel, with a directional antenna. It also granted WPEN full
time operation, taking over the
WRAX time, which in effect involves simply a deletion of the latter call letters. The Division sustained, in general,
the recommendation
made by Examiner
Berry

MARCHING BY — Major networks spared no expense to give the nation coverage of the Legion parade ii
New York Sept. 21. Mutual and WOR used a bullet microphone (see photo at top of this page). At left
is the NBC crew, with Charles Nobel just back of the pai-abolic microphone. Right photo shows CBS parad(
headquarters in the office of N. W. Ayer & Son Inc. with (left to right) James Kenney, engineer; E. K
Cohan, director of engineering, and daughter; Dean Bailey; Hal Kay, page; Bob Trago, in charge of technical operations; John D. Fitzgerald, in charge of the parade coverage, and Mrs. Cohan.
BROADCASTING
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NBC

Names

West
Sales Chief
Succeeds Anderson ; Samuel
Is Named to Press Post
AFTER serving more than eight
years as sales manager of the
NBC Western Division, Harry F.
Anderson resigned Sept. 22 to become business manager of the
Honolulu Advertiser at Honolulu.
The newspaper owns KGU, NBC
affiliate in the Hawaiian islands.
Sydney Dixon, who has been assistant sales manager in charge of
sales in Hollywood, was appointed
Mr.
effective
Oct. Anderson's
1. He will successor,
continue to
make

Mr. Frost
Mr. Dixon
Hollywood his headquarters and
William B. Ryan of the San Francisco sales office will become San
Francisco sales manager.
At the same time Don E. Gilman, vice-president in charge of
the NBC Western Division, announced that on Oct. 1 L. S. Frost,
who has occupied various NBC
posts and who more recently has
been assistant to Mr. Oilman, will
leave for New York. He will be on
an indefinite stay during which he
will visit the NBC studios for a
series of conferences concerning
general Pacific Coast operations.
He will return to Hollywood to resume his executive duties.
Milton Samuel
has been promoted to manager of the San
Francisco press
department of
NBC. Activities
Hollywood
A 'J*^^
studio press deunder conthe
partmenttinuewill
^B^^^^g
Mr. Samuel
supervision of
Harold Bock. Samuel will have
supervision over eight people in the
Bay City press department, which
will handle all the network publicity copy for the Coast. He was
scheduled to assume his new position on Oct. 1, just eight years to
the day since he joined NBC. He
had been handling the Red network
press releases previous to his promotion. Before joining NBC
Samuel was in charge of publicity
for KGO.
Samuel's old post will be filled
by Robert McAndrews, now assistant to the night program manager
in San Francisco. Before joining
the NBC announcing staff in 1936
McAndrews was director of publicity of St. Mary's College. Jerry
McGee will transfer from the production department to replace McAndrews, as assistant to the night
program manager.
Further personnel readjustments
effective Oct. 1 include the transfer
of Marie Elbs from the press department to the continuity acceptance department and Nell Cleary
from continuity acceptance to the
press department. Charles Flesher
of the San Francisco production
department has resigned to enter
agency production work in Hollywood. Glen Dolberg, formerly proPage 24
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WJR

Ruling

In Station Sales;
A PAIR of opinions by the FCC,
one of which establishes legal precedent on transfers of licenses,
were handed down during the last
fortnight. The one involving the
transfer application had to do with
the shifting of control of WGAR,
Cleveland, to WJR, Detroit, when,
as a matter of fact, both stations
are owned by the same principals.
The second decision covered the socalled "Brooklyn cases" dating
back to 1932, which have been reconsidered on two occasions.
The Brooklyn cases were decided
June 29 but the Commission's statement of facts was not released until Sept. 15— some four months
later. In that case, the FCC ordered deletion of two quartertime stations on the 1400 kc. channel, authorizing WBBC to operate
three-quarters time and WVFW to
continue operating quarter-time.
Deletion was ordered of WARD
and WLTH. These stations, however, have appealed from the decision to the Court of Appeals of the
District of Columbia, and are operating under stay orders pending
the court's review of the decisions.
In a dissenting opinion in the
Brooklyn cases, which was heard
by the full Commission rather than
by the Broadcast Division, Commissioner Irvin Stewart, who retired
on June 30, dissented from the
opinion of the majority. This dissenting opinion also was made public Sept. 15. He held that all four
of the time sharing stations —
WARD, WBBC, WLTH and
WVFW — should be deleted and
that full-time operation on the
channel should have been given
WEVD, New York, licensed to the
Debs Memorial Fund but operated
by the Jewish Daily Forward, contending such a grant would have
been in the public interest.
Criticism of Delay

I, 1937

Appearance of these decisions,
several months after the actions
were taken, tended to provoke criticism of FCC procedure. In this connection, reports were published
that one of the important reforms
which will be asked when the newly-constituted Commission begins
functioning, with Frank R. McNinch as chairman and with T. A.
M. Craven as a new member, will
be that of publishing the written
decisions coincident with their announcement. Claims have been
made that the present procedure is
not only unfair but might be
viewed as improper.
In the WGAR case, the issue
was that of the application of
WGAR Broadcasting Co., licensee
of the Cleveland station, for consent to transfer control from G. A.
Richards, Leo J. Fitzpatrick, John
F. Patt and P. M. Thomas to WJR,
The Goodwill Station Inc. The examiner had recommended that the
application for transfer be grantgram manager of KFI-KECA, has
been named as his successor.
David Elton is transferred from
his position as producer of the
Woman's Magazine of the Air to
the NBC Hollywood production department and will be replaced by
Fred Hegelund of the NBC San
Francisco production staff. Lee
Strahorn will take Hegelund's
place.

Sets

Precedents

Brooklyn
Opinion
ed, but on July 2 the Broadcast Division denied the application, effective Sept. 14.
It was brought out that the individuals mentioned held all of the
1,000 shares of stock outstanding
on WJR and that the proposal was
to transfer the stock to WJR as a
means of consolidating the two
properties. A portion of WJR stock
has been sold over the counter to
some 400 individuals other than
those who originally held the corporation. It was brought out that
the proposal to transfer the WGAR
stock also included a plan whereby
20 shares of present WJR stock
would be exchanged for each share
of WGAR stock.
The plan also encompassed a further proposal whereby 9,200 shares
of WJR stock would be turned over
to W. E. Hutton & Co., brokers, so
that the amount of stock of the
two stations held outside the original ownership would be made coequal and consistent. Both stations
then would be brought under the
same corporate ownership and
structure.
Financial statements of both
WGAR and WJR, including earnduringdecision,
past years,
coveredingsin the
which were
disclosed
that both stations have enjoyed increased earnings over a period of
years. As to monetary benefits
which may accrue to either station
as a result of the transfer, the
Commission held that it appears
that WGAR "will not benefit from
the sale of its stock but on the contrary that all of the profits from
the sale of WGAR stock will go to
the
personally."
The
sale stockholders
of WGAR stock,
it was stated
further, will result in a great
financial benefit to the stockholders
privately. But it was pointed out
that the Commission is charged under the Communications Act "to
look to the licensee for financial responsibility, and we are not convinced from the record that the licensee will, by reason of the transfer, be put in any better financial
condition.
Public Service Aspect
"We are told the prices of the
stock sold and to be sold were governed largely by the earnings of
the stations. Under the existing
American system of licensing
broadcast stations, permitting the
sale of time commercially, the Commission realizes that some profit
must be obtained because stations
are not always licensed to philanthropic and eleemosynary organizations. Itis not felt, however, that
this condition should also permit
or require the sale of obligations
by licensees unless some useful
benefit will be served, particularly
where it appears that the proceeds
are to be obtained by the stockholders privately.
"Upon all the evidence and the
data adduced in connection with
the application,
the examiner's
report and the entire
record, the
Commission is of the opinion that
while some minor or incidental
benefit may accrue to the licensee
itself in the nature of a more closely knit management of WGAR by
WJR, the Commission is constrained to find that no direct public benefit will result in the granting of the application, but that the
stockholders will benefit privately
(Continued on page i6)
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STOCKHOLDERS
CBS
ARE LISTED AT SEC
STOCK holdings of CBS officers
and directors filed with the Securities & Exchange Commission
when the network obtained listings
on the New York exchange were
made public Sept. 17. The report
shows that 11 officers own CBS
stock, while a director of Class A
stock, Dorsey Richardson, has no
holdings. Portfolio listings were
as follows:
Wm. S. Paley, president and
Class B director, 20,530 Class A
direct, 87,980 Class A through a
holding company, 340,726 Class B
direct, holds of record and votes
as a voting trustee, 59,362 Class
B; Donald W. Thornburgh, vicepresident in charge of the Los Angeles office, 100 Class A; Herbert
B. Swope, Class A Director, 11,000 Class A; James M. Seward,
assistant secretary and treasurer,
200 Class B; Mefford R. Runyon,
vice-president and Class B director, 1,346 Class A; Jacob Paley,
Class B director, 24,958 Class A.
33,362 Class B; Arthur S. Padgett,
20 Class A; Samuel Paley, Class 1
A director, 23,200 Class A, 28,000 -l
Class B; Jerome H. Louchheim,
Class B director, 19,610 Class A;
Leon Levy, Class B director, 38,476
Class A, 44,924 Class B; Edward
Klauber, executive vice - president
and Class A director, 1,820 Class
A; Isaac D. Levy, Class B director,
65,270 Class A, 25,530 Class B;
Paul W. Kesten, vice-president and
Class A director, 544 Class A; J.
A. W. Iglehart, Class A director,
2,200 Class A; Harry C. Butcher,
vice-president in charge of the
Washington office, 175 Class A;
Prescott S. Bush, Class A director,
124 Class A, 4 Class B; Hugh K.
Boice, vice-president in charge of
sales, 674 Class A, 40 Class B; H.
Leslie Atlass, vice-president in
charge of the Chicago office, 144
Class A; S. R. Dean, comptroller,
40 Class A; Herbert V. Akerberg,
vice-president in charge of station
relations, 238 Class A. Both classes
of stock have a listed par value of
$2.50 per share.
Six-Month CBS Profit
Is Placed at $2,523,813
DURING the 26 weeks ending July
3, 1937, according to a report to
stockholders, CBS and its subsidiaries had a gross income from sales
of $17,640,184 and showed a net
profit of $2,523,813 or the equivalent of $1.48 a share on the 1,707,950 shares of $2.50 par value that
are outstanding.
eral income tax Its
andestimated
surtax fedwas
stated as $530,797.
CBS, whose stock is now listed
on the New York Stock Exchange,
in this report showed a considerably improved position over the
corresponding period of 1936 when
its gross income from sales was
$13,163,457 and its net profit
$2,086,850, or the equivalent of
$1.22 a share.
Pacquin Cuts Discs
PACQUIN Inc., New York (cosmetics) will start Nov. 1 a series
of five-minute transcriptions entitled Grace & Eddie Albert. Program is recorded by NBC and will
be heard three times a week on 15
stations, list of which is not yet
available. Agency is Wm. Esty &
Co. Inc., New York.
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For Chicago

Spot Coverage , , ,

YOU'LL
GOOD

ONE

BE

IN

COMPANY

of the great stations of the great NBC

■ ■ ■

Blue Network,

WENR

wields tremen-

dous sales influence in the country's No. 2 market. This advantage in Chicago itself
extends to the prosperous

towns and rural districts, where WENR's

intensive selling

power makes itself felt for many of the country's leading advertisers. WENR is a 50,000watt station . . . equipped with every modern radio facility for doing a thorough selling
job! You'll he in good company with these leading advertisen:
ADVERTISER
ADVERTISER
PROGRAM
Acme White Lead & Color Works
'American Can Company
American Home Products Corp.
-Anacin
Brown &WilliamsonTobacco Co.
*Campana Sales Co.— Italian Balm
Elizabeth Arden

"Smilin' Ed McConnell"
"Ben Bernie & all the Lads"
"Easy Aces"
"Tommy Dorsey's Orchestra"
"Campana's Variety fair"
"Eddy Duchin

*Emerson Drug Company

and His Orchestra"
"Sidney Skolsky—

'General—Huskies
Foods Corporation

Hollywood News"
"Believe It Or Not-

-Log Cabin Syrup
'General Motors Corporation
GrifiBn Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Grove Laboratories, Inc.
Horlick's Malted Milk Corp.
•Household Fmance Corporation
Jergens -Woodbury Sales Corp.
—Woodbury Soap
-Jergens Lotion
Lambert Pharmacal Company
*Lamont Corliss & Company

Robert Ripley"
"Jack Haley & Variety Show"
"General Motors Concert '
"Time to Shine"
"Gen. Hugh S. Johnson"
"Lum and Abner"
"Edgar Guest— It can be done"
"Tyrone Power"
"Walter Winchell"
"Grand Central Station"
"Husbands and Wives"

PROGRAM

*Miles Laboratories, Inc.
"National Barn Dance"
*Pacific Coast Borax Company "Death Valley Days"
Pepperell Manufacturing Co.
*Pontiac Motors
♦Procter & Gamble-Ivory Soap
*— Oxydol
*— Camay
*-Chipso
*-Crisco

"Dr. Karl Reiland"
"Pontiac Varsity Show"
"The O'Neills"
"Ma Perkins"
"Pepper Young's Family"
"The Road of Life"
"Vic & Sade"

*— Ivory Soap
"—Ivory Flakes
Radio Corporation of America
Sachs, Morris B.
Sherwin-Williams Company

"The Gospel Singer"
"Life of Mary Marlin"
"The Magic Key of RCA"
"M. B. Sachs Amateur Hour"
"Metropolitan Opera
Auditions of the Air"
'Standard Brands, Inc.— Bakers "WernerJanssen'sOrchestra"
Swift & Company
"Junior Nurse Corps"
Warner Company, Wm. R.
"Warden Lawes-20,000
Years in Sing Sing"
Wasey Products
"Carson Robison &
His Buckaroos"
Welch Grape Juice Company "Irene Rich"
Zenith Radio Corporation
"Zenith Foundation"

*NBC programs broadcast by Station WLS which uses same transmitter and frequency as WENR
"When

w

TOPS

1

L

in Doubt... Follow

STATION WATTS
WENR
1 50,000

the Leaders"

" CHICAGO,
ILlI
870
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WEW
Winning

An

Agency

the

West

Lady

for

Explains

Breakfast

Food

Alhers

Brothers

How

for Cereal Campaign
Program
Used Unusual
By MISS MARIGOLD CASSIN
Radio Department,
Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
WITH a crazy program title, Good Morning Tonite, and a
San Francisco
night-before-breakfast
series for serials, all conventional proIF it's breakfast food you're selling, you might take a tip from
gramming ideas were upset to make a success of breakfast
Albers Brothers of Seattle — morning starts the night before, so bid food sales. Miss Cassin tells how a contest put on primarily
your potential customers Good for women was won by a man and outlines the antics that
Morning Tonite. If on the face of
it, that doesn't seem to make good made this unusual program conventionally unconventional,
sense, just remember that several
hundred thousand people up and formally informal and surprisingly successful for the sponsor.
down the Pacific Coast felt the
after several consecutive programs
same way about it in the fall of
of dance music. For Good Morning
1936, when the title for this Tuesday evening NBC show at 8:30
Tonite benefits through the conp.m. on KFI, Los Angeles; KPO,
trast of its light classics, occasional
San Francisco; KGW, Portland,
opera excerpts, and ballads of the
KOMO, Seattle, and KHQ, Spoquiet,
strives flowing
to keeptype.
on The
the program
happy
kane, first began hitting them in
the eye from their radio pages. It
"middle-road" in music, and much
looked to them as it probably looks
care is given to selecting the numbers comprising each program.
to you — a typographical brainstorm. But the curiosity of the
To sum it all up briefly, the tip
listeners was aroused, which was
from Good Morning Tonite is
the first step. Then they listened,
simply this: Select the audience
and soon found that the whole
you want to reach; give them the
thing did make sense, and very
kind of music you believe will be
good sense at that.
most pleasing l^o them; present it
at a time when they are relaxed
But of itview
is that
fromit the
sponsor's
point
has made
the
and open to your message; make
best sense, because it has demonthat message as sensible as words
strated that tonight is the best
MARIGOLD CASSIN
will permit and present the urotime to sell tomorrow morning's
gram with the best possible talent.
breakfast food — tonight, when the contest was planned primarily to Above all, never take the attitude
evening radio audience is at its catch the interest of the women,
maximum, when the housewife is one out of four of the 269 prizes in your sellin"- copy that "the dear
public must be educated" and give
relaxed, ready to be entertained,
offered went to a male contestant,
them a patronizing, piece of comand willing to listen to any helpful
mercial. If you make it practical,
and the grand prize of $500 went
little suggestions which will asto a man. Similar success attended
reasonable,
convincing, they'll
suage the woes of early morning
the offering of an electric waffle listen. And and
they'll take it. And
cookery. Catch your woman at iron, complete with heat insulator,
they'll
buy.
And
what's more, your
8:30 p.m., Albers have found, when
cord, plugs, and numerous special sales department will have a "Good
the supper dishes are washed and
features, for $2.25 and the top morning" every morning.
your customer has given up the from a package of Albers' Flapjack
idea of going to the movies, yet is and Waffle Flour. This offer was
not quite ready to call it a day,
confined to radio alone, without
mention in other advertising except Network Series Revised
and
she's
pretty
certain
to
listen
to your message. That is, if you
for a few special retail outlet discan say it with acceptable, middleplays, yet more than 3,500 waffle
Fleischmann's
Yeast
irons were distributed, with only By
STANDARD
BRANDS Inc.,
New
road music, and in honest, straightforward continuity. Broadcast a five announcements over the air.
York
(Fleischmann's
Yeast
musical and mental tonic tonight
Although we believe the success
Bakers), started Sept. 27 on for
15
and you will go a long way toward
Yankee
stations, Getting
of
program
is primarib'
due tois the Most Network
assuring a pleasant, profitable good
the thefact
that the
night before
out of Life, inspirational
morning.
the right time to sell breakfast
talks by Dr. Wm. L. Stidger.
Results of Contest
Music will be supplied by the New
foods, much credit for the acceptance of the broadcast must go to England Singers. Scheduled to run
That the idea of presenting, on
the quality of talent and type of for 13 weeks, the program is heard
the night before, an easy-to-listenmusic offered. Conductor of the Mondays through Fridays at 12
to musical program with a definite
Good Morning Tonite program is noon to 12:15 p. m. (EST).
tomorrow-morning philosophical
Gyula Johann Ormay, Hungarian
On Oct. 3 Standard Brands will
slant is a good one, we believe has
pupil of the great Moszkowski, and return Bakers' Broadcast to the
been amply demonstrated by the well
known in Pacific Coast musical
air, starring Ozzie Nelson and Harsuccess of Good Morning Tonite.
circles.
riet Hilliard, and Feg Murray, carSince its inception last year, it has
toonist. The program replaces
Choosing the Right Time
"paid
off"
again
and
again
in
Werner
Janssen's musical progratifying dividends of increased
Artists heard regularly include
gram, in the interests of Fleischsales and good-will. Originally
such outstanding
■personmann's Yeast for Health, and will
planned for 13 weeks, the Albers
alities as Kathryn western
Julye, harpist;
on 61 NBC-Blue netshow has been renewed three times,
Frank Houser, first violinist with be broadcast
work
stations, Sundays from 7:30
the San Francisco Symphony;
and has continued through the
to 8 p. m. The company has dropped
summer months — something never
Betty Marino, widely known con- plans for a new show Wednesdays
before done with this account.
cert artist; and 14 other equally 8:30-9 p. m. on the NBC-Blue netConcrete evidence of listener in- fine musicians. The vocal ensemble
work [Broadcasting, Aug. 15].
terest is shown by the success of includes Edwin Imhaus and Gwynfi
Agency is J. Walter Thompson Co.,
the recently $2,000 slogan contest, Jones, both popular tenors; Oliver New York.
in which listeners in the West only Jones, basso, and Marsden Argall,
were invited to submit, together baritone, familiar to San Francisco
AGENCY activities of CBS subsidiwith a box top from an Albers' opera goers; Elsa Behlow Troutner
Pearls of Wheat package, a slogan
aries, Columbia Artists Inc., and Coand Myrtle Claire Donnelly, sopraof six words or less suitable for
lumbia Concerts Corp., will be coordinos,
and
Margaret
O'Dea,
contralnated in Hollywood under Columbia
featuring around the cellophane
to. None of point
them of
"bigview,
names"
from
Management of California Inc. W.
window of the new Pearls of Wheat
a national
perhaps,
is in charge of the Hollypackage. Response to this contest, but each one an artist with a defi- Arthur woodRush
office established in the Equitnite following and genuine talent
resulting from only nine programs,
able
Bldg.,
with
Larry White as asand artistry.
ran into 31,169 entries, all from
sistant.
Representation
rawestern listeners.
The hour of the broadcast is a
dio, concert and stage willin befi'ms,
handled
Amusing enough, although the happy one, too, coming as it does from that office.
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Signs

Sponsors ;

Overhauls Equipment
ITS STAFF completed and with
new RCA equipment purchased for
a complete overhauling, WEW, St.
Louis University station which has
been operating since 1921 on an institutional basis for the Jesuit institution which owns it, is now on
a commercial basis, according to a
report to Broadcasting by A. S.
Foster, business manager. Mr. Foster, leans,
formerly
with WWL,
New Oralso operated
commercially
by the Jesuit Loyola University,
stated that Father Wallace A.
Burk had been called from Albuquerque to supervise
operations.
Father Burk the
also new
formerly
was associated with WWL.
The station's first commercial acis the local
Carson Dick
Furniture
Store, countusing
newscasts.
Cross, '
who has managed WEW for the
last five years, has temporarily
been assigned to the post of program director. Ralph Stein, formerly with KMOX, as assistant
conductor, is musical director. Bull
Durbin, formerly
handling
a manon-the-street
program
at WTMV,
is announcer. Alex Buchan is manager of the sports department.
IGA Now Placing
INDEPENDENT Grocers Alliance,
Chicago (IGA — cooperative retail
grocers), has placed its business
with Russel M. Seeds Co. Inc.,
Chicago. IGA Stores, which used
Girl in a Million transcriptions on
about 25 stations last year, plan
to use even more outlets this year,
starting about Oct. 15. Minute
dramatized transcriptions and
quarter-hour transcribed dramatic
programs will be used depending
on the size of the market. Stations
already set are WDAY, WHO,
WCCO, and KFYR.
Autos Lead on CBS
AUTOMOTIVE ADVERTISERS
spent 320.9% more on CBS during June, July and August of this
year than for the same period last
year. Figures were $340,986 for
1937 and $199,812 for 1936. Billings for other classifications were:
1936
1937 crease
Soap, household $150,472 $542,992 260.9%
Tobacco
821,707 1,337,472 62.8%
Lubricants, fuel 330,177 475.340 44.0
Drugs, toilet art 721,544 948.038 31.4
Food, food drinks 1,173,782 1,348,163 14.9%
Pinex on WLW
Line
inPINEX Co., Fort Wayne, %Ind.
(Pinex) on Oct. 2 will start a daily
quarter-hour hillbilly program on
four stations of the WLW Line, and
a Saturday night half-hour show.
Other outlets may be added later.
Stations are WLW, WHN, KQV
and WFIL. Russel M. Seeds Co.
Inc., Chicago, is agency.
Pinoleum To Test
PINOLEUM Co., New York (cold
remedies) will start Oct. 18 as a
test campaign nouncemaents to be
series
of spot once
anbroadcast
and twice daily for 26 weeks. The
agency Stations
is Pedlar are& Ryan
New
York.
WQXR,Inc.,WHN,
WNAC, WMAQ, WBBM, KYW,
WTAM.
KWLK are the call letters assigned
for the new 250-watt daytime station
on 780 kc.
at 14Longview,
Wash., authorized Sept.
by the FCO.
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find
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Western

Electric

a
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better

with

for non-directional pickups — both can be transformed

And orders for the newer "Salt- Shaker" keep pouring
in from broadcasters — and from Public Address operators who find it ideal for their work, too.

quickly for directional work by simply putting on their
acoustic baffles.

At the low prices, you can't afford anything less than
the true Western Electric quality these two mikes will

mikes meet every broadcasting need. Both can he used

The "8-Ball," which jumped into immediate popularity two years ago, is still being bought in bunches.

Western
Disiributed by GRAYBAR
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Electric Co.

TELEPHONE
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give you! For full details: Graybar
Electric Co., Graybar Bldg., New York.

Electric
In Canada:

Northern Electric Co., Ltd. -
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Two World Conferences
Entail Technical Work
at FCC
Engineers
By
WITH TWO international radio
and communications conferences
scheduled within the next five
months, plans are going forward
at the FCC for full technical preparations.
On Nov. 1, the Inter-American
Radio Conference, comprising the
nations of North, South and Central America, begins in Havana
and will be devoted solely to radio.
Important questions of allocations
affecting broadcasting as well as
regulations governing assignments
will be considered at this treatymaking conference. The American
delegation is expected to be named
shortly.
A preparatory technical conference for the Havana sessions was
held in the Cuban capital last
March, at which time engineering
experts of the United States, Canada, Mexico and Cuba agreed upon fundamental allocation principles to be considered at the forthcoming sessions. Comdr. T. A. M.
Craven, the FCC chief engineer
and now a commissioner, was chairman of the American delegation
and probably will serve on the delegation shortly to be named by
the President.
On Feb. 1 the International Telecommunications Conference begins
in Cairo, Egypt, probably to run
several months. Only the broadest
principles of broadcast allocation
will be covered at the Cairo sessions, itis thought, with the major
problems centering upon telephonic
and telegraphic communications
and probably international broadcasting. Practically every matter
of importance to broadcasters in this country with relation
to allocations and regulations is
slated for settlement at the Havana, rather than the Cairo conference.
Preparations for the Cairo conference moved forward during the
week of Sept. 27 with studies of
the radio problems of all nations
distributed through the Berne Intei-national Bureau. The groups
studying technical matters met
Sept. 27 under the chairmanship
of Dr. J. H. Bellinger, Bureau of
Standards radio head; the traffic
subcommittee headed by Capt. S.
C. Hooper of the Navy met Sept.
28; the administration subcommittee headed by Comdr. J. H. Farley of the Coast Guard assembled
Sept. 29 and the allocations subcommittee will meet Oct. 8 under
the chairmanship of acting chief
engineer E. K. Jett, of the FCC.

Bunte to Buy Spots
BUNTE BROTHERS, Chicago
(candy bars), has appointed Homer McKee Inc., Chicago, as advertising agency. Spot announcements
will be used on at least 50 stations with definite plans to be
formulated when Ferd A. Bunte,
vice-p resident and advertising
manager, at Bunte Brothers, returns to Chicago Oct. 3 at which
time he will confer with John D.
Driscoll, account executive.
UPON his return from Europe Sept.
25, it was announced that Father
Coughlin's new radio series will definitely start over an independent hookup Oct. 31, running for 26 Sundays
and placed through Aircasters Inc.,
Detroit.
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WHBF Forms Volunteer Booster Club
A BOOSTER club has been formed buy products advertised over
by WHBF, Rock Island, known as WHBF. The idea was conceived
the WHBF Ambassadors, an unof- by Clair Heyer, national sales manager. It was develojied from an orficial promotion organization. The
ganization of 40 correspondents
club was launched in September who had been
in personal
with a banquet (see photo) and items for the sending
Mississippi Valley
theatre party, members also being Neivs program. After contributing
given merchandise gifts. Some 40 news for two years, the correspondworkers in nearby towns are
ents describe themselves as mempledged to serve the station by
bers
sort ofto'WHBF
talking WHBF and its programs and areof aanxious
do their Family"
part in
to friends and by urging them to boosting the station.

A DEPARTMENT
STORE'S RADIO
Old-Line Elmira Institution Uses Modern Medium
Coupled With Conservative Policy —
the usual groups of women talking
By FRANK T. KETTER
Radio Publicity Manager,
style over bridge table and kitchen
Sheehan, Dean & Co. Inc., Elmira, N. Y.
sink; the vision of a store that had
WOMEN'S cloth- satisfied it's older customers for
generations. We decided to put a
ing and the
ac- different
twist on the old stylist
cessoi-ies,
in fact
all the goods that broadcast idea that would put our
women buy con- message directly into the home and
stitute amultipleinto the lady's heart.
Over the aura or atmosphere of
ring circus of
sales.
the
address to "my lady" we put a
Fashion and canopy
of truth. Whatever we
matei'ials take the might do we must tell the truth
focal point of and the whole truth. If we had a
Mr. Ketter
feminine conver- material 25% silk and 75% mansations that over-ride a popular
we'd say so. If a cerradio program or a popular stage made tainfiber,
appeal was to be made in our
own
self
interest,
there must be
production, crowding out any
some mutual benefits and we must
masculine attempt at talk.
Women comprise about 85 per- include both angles of the topic.
Our station — WESG, Elmira —
cent of the nation's buyers. This
had all the faseems to mean that they buy men's suited uscilitiesperfectly,
the coverage we could
wear, too. It means they'd listen to ask. Since andthen
our confidence has
talk on and
men'sunderwear
wear. Who inbuys
the
socks
YOUR
strengthened by its cooperation.
style show for a small group
family?
Isn'ttimes
it a safe
thatdoes
nine? of Awomen
out of ten
your betwife
in a certain department
What of items for the children or was scheduled and advertised in
the infant? Why ... all you do is both newspaper and radio. About
125 women were present. They
earn the money .
Sheehan, Dean and Co., Elmira, were asked pointblank whether
is a 50-year-old dry goods firm they listened to this store's broadwhose reputation of leadership
cast regularly. Ninety-five of them
followed it through good and lean raised their hands in assent. But
years. Sometimes a drag. It was a did it bring cash business? More
than we thought the medrag so long as the idea of leader- business
dium had a right to expect.
ship was ignored and unexpolited.
We had a large shipment of
Then something happened. Newspaper advertising was first to step summer wool blankets and they
in line with modernism. It stepped
were displayed in the window on
right out — basically sound adver- a Monday. They were given a fivetising— to do a job of faithfully minute broadcast on Wednesday
representing a store hoary in tra- while the newspaper display appeared the following Thursday
dition and high principles. It led
a steady movethe way for a newer idea in adver- evening.ment Naturally
was noted as soon as the
tising, a new method of handling
an old thought. It was left for the window display went in. But during
new treatment and directional im- the afternoon and the day following the broadcast a really big
pulses of radio to make it a big
natural!
sized hole was made in that shipment of blankets. So big that we
We kept before us two visions;
BROADCASTING

hesitate to state the size in num- i
bers of blankets for fear it might
be thought an exaggeration.
So now we have a program, conceived and carried out to success,
the heart of which will now be
explained. The treatment of copy
managed most of the twist while
the presentation did the rest.
There's a way of talking intimately and confidentially that
brings the hearer close to the
broadcast. Then there are two or
three more "details", the details
being very important. Decision
was made in favor of a male exponent because of the obvious fact
(if you'll think a minute) that
women like to listen to a man's
voice, another natural! The speaker had to be a pretty good onei
a public speaker if possible, one!
who could get close to the microphone and talk directly to the
heart of the listener.
Script is Important
Then the script came in for attention. The script must have one
central theme around which must
be crystallized a subtle appeal in
the utterly uncommercial talk
about merchandise. There you
have it— the material must be true,
it must be inform.ative, it must be
glamorous and interesting, there
must be a romantic twinge to it
and all must be concentrated on
one item of merchandise. This put
it's own limit on the length of our
broadcast. Five minutes of this is
interesting. Six minutes is boring.
Writing the script was the trick.
It had to be original and flavored
with personality — and still faithfully express the individuality of
the store itself. Price must hardly
be mentioned. There must be no
ballyhoo.
Sincerity and naturalness are
coupled with a straightforward bit
of information. That means the
script writer must have newspaper
instincts to report his merchandise
information without error but with
interest. Next the script writer
must be quite versatile and an
original-thought man, one who can
and does create new atmosphere, a
new idea for each broadcast — one
who can wield a farflung net of
romance, adventure, philosophy
and pictureful glamor while he
speaks of material fact.
Let's see what the script looks
like when it is finished;
"Anyone likes to see a trimly
clad ankle. The feminine emphasis
seems to come from the sheer
whisps of flattery that we call by
the name of hosiery. Don't you
think so ? What would be your anto this question:
is the
most swerflattering
thing'What
a woman
ever wears?' Is there a doubt but
that the sheer film of silk veils
your ankle with a touch of glamor ?
Just an elusive mist of smart
color, fragile clothing that weaves
a subtle enchantment of shadowy,
charm. But perhaps you feel that
such stockings are luxuries you
can't afford . . . and yet, there's
an answer to that problem . . .
from Sheehan, Dean of Fashion.
"Surely you've had this experience — you've dressed carefully —
you want to look your best — you
arrive at a party all set for a
grand time, and then . , . well,
maybe it's just as you stoop to
pick up your handkerchief when
zip . . . there's an ugly runner in
your stocking."
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me, genius has slaved.
me,

Marconi

dared,

Listener!

This is the American
casting.

System of Broad-

Edison

worked on, great men and minds schemed and
sweated that a sound might come to me in the
loneliness of the night.
Now to my living-room, come the voices of
presidents, kings, statesmen, and holy men, such
as no man gone before ever heard.
To my ears, from the four corners of the earth,
comes the news of the day as it happens— without prejudice or censorship — that I may know
what's about me.
To my farm come prices from the world's market
places that I may, each day, receive fair exchange
for my labors in the field.
To my home comes the music of the world's
greatest masters; the thoughts of the world's
greatest men — without compulsion or cost.
At my finger tips is the world's finest entertainment, to take or leave as I wish — for many
compete for my favor.
No person decrees to what I shall listen; no government taxes me. In America radio is free.

I am perfectly willing to gamble with the advertiser who pays the bill because he is perfectly
willing to gamble with me. I do not have to
listen if he doesn't interest me.
There is always someone else, somewhere on
the dial, should he bore me; there is always
adequate redress should he offend me.
When

emergency strikes, radio lifts me from the

flood waters, brings me shelter and food, reunites my family, opens the purse strings of the
nation to my plight.
When the night sets in, radio fills up the long
hours; through the day brings my children
wholesome stimulation; my wife relaxation and
enjoyment.
I am the beginning and end of every radio consideration, for I am the American radio listener!
I am pleased because I am well served. That is
why I own 30,000,000 radio sets — that I may
listen to what I choose, when I choose.

A message in the interests of the American System of Broadcasting
by one fraud to be a fart thereof; by one -privileged from time to time
to have contributed to its progress; by one seeking new opportunities
to broaden its service to the American listener.

W
S
M
The Air Castle of the South
E. W. CRAIG, Vke-Presidtnt in Charge 50,000
of ^adio WAT*rs
...»
HARRY STONE, General lAanager
OWNED
AND OPERATED BY
The National Life and Accident Insurance Company, Inc., Nashville, Tennessee
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NBC-RCA

Test

Television

Mobile Unit Being Used by the RCA Manufacturing Company.
"The van mounting the video, or
By Field Crew for
picture, apparatus will be the mobilecontrol
equivalent
of aIt television
stuExperiments
dio
room.
will be fitted
PREPARING for the day when
with television and broadcasting
television will be expected to cover equipment similar to that now in
big outdoor events such as sports, use at Radio City. This will inparades and the like, NBC and
clude two cameras, video ampliRCA television experimenters this
fiers, blanking and deflector amplimonth will launch a new phase of
fiers, synchronizing generators and
their tests by placing in the field
for supplying the Iconoa mobile unit consisting of two rectifiers
scope beam voltages. The principal
specially consti-ucted motor vans sound apparatus will be microeach about the size of a large bus.
phones, microphone amplifiers and
The new apparatus is scheduled
sound mixing panels. All the
for delivery Oct. 18. From this equipment will be mounted on
unit pickups will be made of sight racks extending down the center
and sound, one van carrying pic- of the van, aflFording easy access
ture and sound pickup apparatus
any part for repairs, and the
and the other a video transmitter to
alterations which will arise from
operating on the 177,000 kc. band the outdoor experimentation.
for relaying to the main Empire
"Directly in front of the operState transmitter and thence to
ating engineers in the semi-darkthe 100 or so model television reened control room will be two monceivers in the laboratories, offices
itoring Kinescopes. One will show
and homes of RCA-NBC officials
actually being transand engineers. Authority to utilize the scene
mitted; the other will show the
the new ultra-shortwave band was
scene picked up by the second
granted by the FCC recently. Ten Iconoscope camera preparatory to
men will man the two vans, and transmission. Sound will be picked
the
videoto transmitter's
range is up by a variety of microphones,
expected
be about 25 miles.
including the parabolic microphone
Although the British Broadcastdeveloped
in the NBC laboiatories,
ing Corp., which already has introduced television on a public and will be monitored by loudscale in London, has been carrying
outdoor pickups from vans presumably like those on order by
RCA-NBC, this will be the first
time the Iconoscope cameras have
been taken into the field in the
American experiments. The BBC
outdoor pickups have been using
both shortwave relays and the
coaxial cable to connect with the
main transmitter in Alexandra
Palace, and used them with marked
success during the recent coronation.
Training a Crew
Lenox R. Lohr, NBC president,
announced the new experiments
Sept. 23, stating that immediately
upon delivery of the vans, engineers will begin their work with it
but warning that the field broadcasts, like those hitherto conducted in the laboratory, are on a
"strictly experimental" basis. O.
B. Hanson, NBC chief engineer directing the television work, declared that "our immediate purpose is to train a group of men in
handling the problems of special
events.
"We shall have need of all the
practical experience we can accumulate," Mr. Hanson continued,
"between now and the day when
television becomes a daily public
sei-vice.
When area
that of
willNew
be, York
even
in
the limited
City, it would be foolhardy to
Both RCA and NBC have deguess."
tailed large groups of radio engineers to the television task, with
the latter recruiting some of its
likeliest young men from its 15
owned and managed stations during the last year and sending them
to New York for schooling and
practical work. This summer
NBC's Coordinator of television,
C. W. Farrier, has been studying
methods and systems in Europe.
Describing the new apparatus,
NBC stated:
"The television system to be
used will be entirely electric, based
on the cathrode ray tube developed
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Outdoors

2,000 Televiewers
FIFTEEN manufacturers offering television receivers
ranging from $200 to $500 in
price have succeeded in selling only about 2,000 sets to
the trade in the year since
the British Broadcasting
Corp. started public television broadcasts in London,
David Sarnoif, RCA president and NBC board chairman, told ship news reporters
when he returned from Europe Sept. 25. Test sets being
tried out by RCA engineers,
who have not yet permitted
the public to view their
transmissions, are fully as
good as the British models,
said Mr. Sarnoff, who added
that Britain taxes radios and
subsidizes television and
thus can move ahead to the
extent that funds are available.
speaker. An elaborate telephone
cue circuit will keep the 10 engineers in contact with each other.
"The two Iconoscope cameras,
to be mounted on tripods, will be
technically equivalent to studio

TELEVISION STAR— -Miss Patience, NBC's television mannequin, is
submitting to experiments of makeup artists and engineers. The charming dummy is submitting to a light meter while posing for the television
camera in the top photo. Below, some of the boys are admiring her
charms. Left to right are 0. B. Hanson, NBC engineering chief, F. A.
Wankel, R. W. Clark, H. P. See, R. A. Monfort, and H. C. Gronberg.
BROADCASTING

cameras, although considerably
lighter in weight. Focusing will be
by looking directly onto the plate
of the Iconoscope, instead of
through a separate set of lenses,
as in the case of studio cameras.
The cameras will transmit the
image through several hundred
feet of multiple core cable, affording a considerable radius of operations. Four operating positions
will also be available on the roof
of the van.
Plan Power Unit
"The micro-wave television
transmitter will be housed in the
second van, linked to the first by
500 feet of coaxial cable. Here the
principal apparatus will be the radio frequency unit, generating the
carrier wave for picture signals,
and modulating apparatus for imposing picture signals on this carrier. The signals will be transmitted to the Empire
State station's
directional
receiving
antenna
either from a single dipole antenna
raised on the van's roof, or from
araised
highly
directive
ai-ray
on the
scene antenna
of the pickup.
"Because the transmitting
equipment will generate much heat
in operation, the interior of the
van will be cooled by air drawn
through filters at the rear of the
vehicle and forced out through the
front compartment. A water cooling system will be installed to
maintain tubes at operating temperatures.
"NBC engineers are at present
designing
completely
self-sufficient powera unit
to be used
where
suitable power supply for the mobile station is not available from
New York's commercial service.
Occupying a third motor van, this
unit will be a generator driven by
a gasoline motor and capable of
supplying the alternating current
required by both the control room
apparatus and the transmitter.
Power for the mobile station must
be free from fluctuations which
might seriously aff^ect the operation of television apparatus."
WMCA
Completes Plans
To Enter New Quarters
WMCA, New York, has just signed
an eight-year lease for 30,000
square feet of floor space in the
building at 51st St. and Broadway,
above the Hollywood Theatre. The
station's new quarters, which are
expected to be ready for occupancy
about Jan. 1, 1938, will include
nine studios, filling the entire
fourth floor, and 65 general administrative offices in the penthouse of the structure, which will
be known as the WMCA Building.
Studios, all to be built and equipped
in the most modern manner, will
include a broadcasting ampitheatre seating 300 visitors. All studios will be soundproofed and air
conditioned.
The station's new location, which
will afford just about double the
present space, is its third since
1925 when WMCA was located in
two rooms of the McAlpin Hotel.
In 1928 the present location in the
Hammerstein Theatre Building
was selected and during succeeding
years the station has expanded
from 6,000 to 18,000 square feet.
PLANS for an additional building in
the RCA
group at
Harrison. N. J.,Radiotron
were disclosed
Sept.
15,
with anthatannouncement
the city's
mayor
the $750,000 by
to $1,000,000
structure will be used for the manufacture and storage of television tubes.
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Clothes make the man, they say. And likewise, programs certainly make the radio
station!
Ever since our first venture into the ether,
we've been as fussy about our programs as
a prep school lad getting into his first tux.

COLUMBIA

that spend one of every three of the state's
retail dollars. We are rated tops in number
of accounts and total dollar volume in this
fertile sales area.
And we haven't gone high hat in our
new togs. The old rate card is still in effect.

And now, we are prouder than ever as we
further improve
swell programs

our array by having the
of the Columbia

Network

to put before our listeners.
Just in case you haven't heard, we

strut

our stuff through the state's richest market,
the Northern Ohio counties in which live
more

than two

million folks (better than

M Ohio's population). We
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CLEVELAND'S
FRIENDLY
STATION
Member Columbia Basic Network
John F. Patt, Vice-President and General Manager
Edward Petry & Co., Inc., National Representatives
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Opposed by Crane
Carl Menzer Named President
Of Educational Group
ASSERTING that the National
Committee on Education by Radio does not advocate a government monopoly of radio but favors
the ownership of some facilities by
non-profit agencies, Dr. A. G.
Crane, president of the University
of Wyoming and chairman of the
NCER, told the annual convention
of the National Association of Educational Broadcasters at the University of Illinois Sept. 13-14 that
"there must be a place and a provision made for state-owned, institutionally-owned, school-owned,
city-owned
Dr. Crane stations."
outlined a cooperative
plan proposed for certain regions
under which educational institutions and broadcasters would work
together and under which a "council" would be formed and certain
periods devoted to educational programs. "The Committee," he said,
"feels that educational stations are
rendering a pioneer service. They
must be preserved and their nummultiplied."
S. bers
Howard
Evans, secretary of
the NCER, reporting on Washington developments, referred to the
White Resolution for an investigation of radio as "the most exact
indictment ever made of the radio
industry"
are in suchanda asserted
conditionthatin "things
Washington as to indicate that there is
need for an explanation of radio's
activities."
The delegates, comprising for
the most part heads of educationalowned stations, heard their retiring president, H. B. McCarty, of
the University of Wisconsin, assert that the problem of radio educators is the problem of facilities.
He declared that educators can
build programs, can hold audiences
and can render a service if given
access to the radio audience. He
referred to the "high pressure
methods" of commercial broadcasters to entrench further the "American system" and said Congressional and public opinion are not entirely favorable to their position.
Speakers and Topics
Among the other speakers were
W. I. Griffith,
on "How
Educational WOI,
Stations Win
and Hold
Listeners"; L. A. Astell, University of Illinois, on "Auditory Education"; Everett Mitchell, NBC, on
"Announcing"; Elmo Scott Watson, Western Newspaper Union, on
"Continuity Writing"; Gomer
Bath, WMBD, on "Services of an
Educational Station"; John Doak,
University of Illinois, on directional antennas; Carl Menzer,
WSUI, on an educational network
by means of rebroadcasting; A.
James Ebel, WILL chief engineer,
on equipment; John Stiehl, WHA
chief operator, on recording technique and equipment; Prof. F. S. Siebert. University of Illinois on
"Regulations
and organizer
Copyright ofLaw;"
Elmer G. Sulzer,
Kentucky's mountain listening centers,
on "Listening Groups."
Mr. Menzer, veteran manager of
WSUI of the University of Iowa,
was elected president; H. A. Engel, WHA, University of Wisconsin,
vice-president; W. I. Griffith, WOI,
Iowa State College, treasurer, and
Page 32
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KEY — With the new $125,000
transmitter, 5,000 watts, for KSFO,
San Francisco entirely completed
and operating James Middlebrooks
(right) CBS construction engineer,
hands over the key to the modern
new plant to KSFO General Manager Phil Lasky.
WOR Appoints Samuels
As Executive Producer
ARTHUR H. SAMUELS, for the
past seven years editor-in-chief of
Harper's
House editor
Beautiful and Bazaar
formerlyandassociate
of the Neiv Yorker, will become
executive producer of WOR, Newark, on Oct. 11.
In this position,
which is a newly
created post in
the program department. Mr.
Samuels will speMr. Samuels
cialize in the production of a number of current
and new WOR-Mutual sustaining
p r o g r a ms , experimenting with
new program forms. He will also
develop programs and program
ideas for commercial sponsorship,
particularly in the field of "station
tested" programs. Composer of the
scores of two Triangle Club shows
while at Princeton, where he was
also conductor of the Club orchestra and accompanist for the glee
club, Mr. Samuels has since collaborated in composing scores for
"Poppy" and other stage productions and is at present at work on
a new musical comedy score.
Vapex Schedule
E. FOUGERA & Co. Inc., New
York (Vapex) , in addition to Let's
Play Games, quarter-hour program
starting on WOR, New York, Oct.
8, has scheduled for one-minute announcements on WENR, Chicago;
WMAQ, Chicago; KFI, Los Angeles; KGO, San Francisco; WTAM,
Cleveland; WJR, Detroit; WOKO,
Albany. A participating program
will be used on WHKC, Columbus,
and five-minute announcements on
KFRC, San Francisco. All are
transcriptions, starting late in October. The agency is Small & Seiffer Inc., New York.
T. R. PUTNAM has resigned as manager of KFRO, Longview, Tex., to
become general manager of KHBG,
Okmulgee,
Johnson succeeded Mr. Okla.
PutnamH. atC.KFRO.
Frank Schooley, assistant to Joseph F. Wright, director of WILL
of the University of Illinois, executive secretary. The executive committee elected comprises Garland
Powell, WRUF, University of Florida; Homer Heck, WNAD, University of Oklahoma; Harold G. Ingham, KFKU, University of Kansas; Luke L. Roberts, KOAC, Oregon Agricultural College; C. A.
Taylor, WESG, Cornell University;
H. B. McCarty, WHA, University
of Wisconsin.
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New York Journey
AN INNOVATION in broadcasting
was
I WTN achieved by Nancy Grey,
commentator of WTMJ, Milwaukee, when she visited New York
and sent back transcriptions of her
daily experiences so that her following women
among Milwaukee
consin
might keep and
up Wiswith
her round of important interviews
and engagements in the metropolis.
Each day Mrs. Grey's experiences were recorded in NBC's transcription laboratory and a fast
plane brought them to WTMJ for
broadcast at 9:45 a. m. the following day. The series of six recordings was sponsored by Gimbel
Brothers, Milwaukee department
store.
Included on her schedule of engagements in New York were a
trip to quarantine to meet the
Italian liner Rex, a trip through
Helena
Rubinstein's
fashionLeLong,
salon,
an interview
with Lucien
a visit to Tobe's New York school
for models and a visit to the "Airwomen's Luncheon", at which women in aviation appeared and spoke.
Not only did Mrs. Grey send
back to her WTMJ public much interesting lore from Gotham, but
returned with plenty of material
for direct broadcasts on her regular What's Neiv In Milwaukee
schedule.
New Sealtest Program
NATIONAL DAIRY PRODUCTS
Corp., New York, for Sealtest, has
appointed McKee, Albright & Ivey
Inc., New York, to direct its new
radio program, which will start
Oct. 17 on 40 NBC-Red stations.
The new series, which succeeds
Sunday Night Party, placed by J.
Walter Thompson Co., will be
called Rising Musical Stars. A
search for outstanding instrumental and vocal talent will be
conducted, supervised by Mime.
Yolande Merio-Irion president of
the Women's National Radio Committee. A jury of auditions, comprising Alexander Smallens, Alma
Gluck and Ernest Schelling, will
select the candidates weekly, each
of whom will receive a gold medal.
At the end of each four-week
cycle, one of the artists will be
chosen by the same group to receive a $500 prize, and to the outstanding artist of the entire series,
who will appear on the 13th program, the committee will award
a first prize of $1,000. The program will be broadcast Sundays
at 10-10:30 p. m.

Beeman Fisher Is Named
WOAI General Manager }|
BEEMAN FISHE R, advertising
manager
of the&
Texas Power
Light Co., on
Sept. 20 became
vice-president
and
general manager
of WOAI, Tex.,
San
Antonio,
50,000-watter. He
Mr. Fisher
resigned his
power company post after 17 years
as its advertising head.
Mr. Fisher takes over active
management of WOAI from Hugh
A.
L. HalfF,
of the
owner,
G. A.nephew
C. HalfF.
Hughstation's
Halflt
is expected to devote a portion of
his time to Southland Industries
Inc., parent WOAI company of
which dent.
theHe elder
Mr. Halff
is presialso will
continue
with
WOAI in an executive and supervisory capacity.
Mr. Fisher is a former president
of the Dallas Advertising League,
secretary
of the tenth Clubs
district
sociated Advertising
of Asthe ■
World and secretary of the Dallas Electric Club. He was a member ofnial
theCommittee.
original Before
Texas Centenjoining
WOAI he was on the Associated
Press news staff in Dallas and
Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
With the President
ACCOMPANYING President
Roosevelt
and tour,
party which
on theirbegan
current western
September 22, was a corps of radio
men representing the major networks and prepared to broadcast
any of his speeches which are
deemed of nationwide import. Stirling Fisher, director of talks of
CBS, is on the presidential train
representing that network, while
Carleton Smith, NBC presidential
announcer, represents that network. Albert E. Johnson, NBCWashington chief engineer, and
Clyde Hunt, chief engineer of
WJSV, Washington, complete the
radio personnel. Bob Trout, regular CBS presidential announcer,
who was in Portland in latter September on the Professor Quiz program, joined the party to handle
the two Sept. 28 broadcasts from
Bonneville Dam and Mt. Hood.
The public address system on the
presidential train was installed
under the direction of Jack Poppele, WOR chief engineer.

ICS Returns to Radio
RETURNING to radio, International Correspondence Schools,
Scranton, Pa., has appointed Frank
Wright & Associates, San Francisco agency specializing in radio,
to produce and place a series of
transcriptions on a national schedule. Two types of programs will be
tested — one-minute spot announcements and a quarter-hour dramatic
program
titled in
Along
way. Stations
New Life's
York, HighChicago,
Kansas
City
and
les will be first selectedLosforAngethe
tests.

Skelly's Added Discs
SKELLY OIL Co., Kansas City,
Mo. (gas and oil) will use halfhour transcriptions of the Court of
Missing Heirs on at least six stations starting Oct. 11, in addition
to its regular CBS hookup of 21
Midwestern stations. Dramatizations of two actual cases will be
presented on each program. If any
missing heirs are located, they will
be furnished information where to
go to claim what is due them. No
prizes will be awarded on the program. RCA Mfg. Co. Inc., Chicago, made the transcriptions.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Inc., Chicago,
is the agency. All transcriptions
will be broadcast the same night

ONLY station in the world boasting
antenna towers below sea-level is
KXO, El Centro, Cal. Top of one
tower measures 10 feet below sealevel ; the other is one foot below.

Stations
KFRU,
Columbia,
(Monday) are
as the
CBS broadcast.'
Mo.; WEBC,
AY,
Fargo;
WDAF, Duluth;
Kansas 'WDCity;
WMBD, Peoria; KVOO, Tulsa.
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How

Libel

and

Digest of Laws Shows
Much Confusion in
Various States
IN 1934 a case arose in the State
of Missouri. The station had not
originated the program which was
the subject of the action but was
on a network of stations broadcasting the program which had originated in New York. The plaintiff
joined
the network
sponsor and
the as
operator of the
as well
the
local station in the suit in the state
court which was transferred to
the Federal court by the defendants. The case received judicial
attention on a motion by the plaintiff to remand the case to the state
court, and is reported as Robert
J. Coffey V. Midland Broadcasting
Co., Remington Rand, Inc.. and
Columbia Broadcasting System,
Inc., 8 Fed. Supp. 889. The Federal
court granted the plaintiff's motion on the ground that the nonresidents were jointly liable with
the Missouri broadcasting station
and, under the rules governing jurisdiction in such cases, the action
had to be sent back to the state
court. In arriving at this decision
of joint liability, the judge followed the Sorenson and the Miles
V. Was7ner cases, stating that there
was an absolute liability on the
station similar to that of a publisher of a newspaper. In order to
emphasize its opinion that the
newspaper rule was applicable the
court said:
"In my thought I put the primary offender in the local studio
of KMBC at Kansas City. I assume his good reputation; I assume that nothing in any former
performance by him should put the
owner of the station on inquiry; I
assume even that he has submitted
a manuscript and that nothing in it
is questionable; I assume a sudden utterance by him of defamatory words not included in the
manuscript, an utterance so quickly made as to render impossible
its prevention; I assume, in short,
a complete absence of the slightest
negligence on the part of the owner
of the station. With these assumptions is the owner of KMBC liable to one of whom the primary offender has falsely spoken as an exconvict who has served time in the
penitentiary? The conclusion seems
inescapable that the owner of the
station is liable. It is he who broadcast the defamation."
Other Rulings
The court gave no consideration
to the question of whether the defamation was slander or libel. The
action was subsequently settled so
that the extent of the liability was
not judicially established.
In 1935 two cases were decided
in state courts: Singler v. The
Journal Company, 216 N. W. 431
(Wis.), and Weglein v. Colder
m Atl. 47 (Pa.), but in the latter
case the broadcaster was not made
a party. In the Singler case no rule
was laid down concerning the liability of the broadcaster for defamation and the court did not decide the question of whether the
defamatory statement was libel or
slander.
In Weglein v. Colder (supra)
the libelous publication was made
in the course of a political campaign in two broadcast addresses.
Page 34
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WITH

interest in libel and slander laws particularly
high as local and state elections approach, BROADCASTING began in its Sept. 15 issue a treatise on the
subject prepared by Joseph A. McDonald and Ira L.
Grimshaw, of the NBC legal department. All legal precedent is summarized in this treatise. The final portion of their informative summary is published herewith.

One of the addresses was released
to the newspapers and, while there
was no evidence that it appeared
in the newspapers, the release was
considered by the court to be a
technical publication of the libel.
The court held that the statement
constituted both libel and slander
and that no error had been committed by the trial judge in confining the jury to a consideration
of the case as one of libel alone.
Since the broadcasting station was
not joined in the action its liability
was not considered.
In Irwin v. Radio Station KFJI,
E. B. Ashurst, David R. Vandenberg and George Kincaid, in the
Circuit Court of Klamath County,
Oregon, 1936 (unreported), slander was predicated upon statements made during the broadcast
of a court trial. The case was dismissed as to the defendant Ashurst who was the judge of the Circuit Court and went to the jury
as to the other defendants on instructions to the effect that unless
there was a consipiracy to defame
the plaintiff and it was done maliciously averdict should be I'endered for defendants. Such a judgment was entered.
An interesting defamation case
was brought recently by an attorney in New York whose name was
pronounced exactly the same as
the names used in a fictitious firm
name of attoi-neys on a program
in which two well known comedians burlesqued the activities of
a small law office. The firm name
was Beagle, Shyster & Beagle, the
name "Beagle" being taken from
that of a hound whose habits are
well known. Immediately the
broadcast was announced, complaints were received from a Professor Biegel of Yale Law School
whose name was pronounced the
same as Beagle, and from a young
attorney in New York City named

I, 1937

"Beegel," whose name is also pronounced the same as Beagle, because of its association with the
word "Shyster." The professor
was satisfied with a letter of explanation, but the attorney commenced suit maintaining injury to
his reputation as well as an unlawful use of his name for the
purpose of trade in violation of the
New Sees.
York 50,statute
Law
51). (Civil Rights
Upon the, trial in June of 1936,
the Federal judge who heard the
case without a jury decided that
there was no indication that the
defendants knew the plaintiff or intended him as the butt of their
jests or that his name was used
for the purpose of trade, and dismissed the complaint without formal opinion. The case was docketed as Morris Beegel v. National
Broadcasting Company Inc., et al.
in the United States District Court
for
York.the Southern District of New
The Aunt Jemima Case
The most recent case in which
defamation arising out of a broadcast program was discussed is Tess
Gardella, also known as "Aunt Jemima," V. The Log Cabin Products Co., Inc., General Foods, Inc.
and National Broadcasting Company, decided May 10, 1937 by
the United States Circuit Court of
Appeals for the Second Circuit, reversing ajudgment in favor of the
nlaintiff for $115,968.27 based on a
claim of unfair competition and
violation of the New York Civil
Rights Law. It was held that the
cause of action under the Civil
Rights Law should have been dismissed under the particular circumstances ofthe case. The cause
of action based upon unfair competition was resolved by the opinion, wi'itten by Circuit Judge Manton, into two parts, one based upon

UNDER CANVASS— WIBW, Topeka, broadcast from the Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. tent at the recent Kansas Free Fair, held at Topeka.
The 12 tent programs were fed to KFEQ, St. Joseph.
BROADCASTING

imitation resulting in deception or
"passing off" and the second based \
on imitation allegedly so inferior
as to injure the plaintiff's professional reputation.
As said:
to the lat- J
'
ter element,
the court
"If the effect was one of actual '
impersonation, and if the imper- d,
sonation was defamatory, relief
would follow" and "if there was a
deceptive imitation which amounted to an impersonation, an inferior performance would constitute
an attack
upon appellee's
sional reputation.
To have professaid of
her, whether in writing or orally,
that her abilities had suffered, or
that she was an incompetent singer, or that she was no longer the
able and talented entertainer the
public knew her to have been,
would constitute a clear injury to |
her
reputation.
say thing,
it by selfrevelation
is the Tosame
and, ' \
if The
anything,
more however,
effective."that
court isheld,
there had not been sufficient proof
of confusion or deception to support the cause of action resting on
unfair competition. The case illustrates the necessity for the exercise of care in controlling not
only what is broadcast, but also
the character and manner of delivery of the material.
The industry can take no comfort from the majority of cases.
The newspaper rule of absolute
liability is the general standard
adopted and if it is to be considered as the controlling precedent
there is little relief in sight, insofar as the courts are concerned.
What is needed is remedial legislation or court decision which recognizes the differences in the nature of newspaper publishing and
broadcasting.
Legislative Remedies
Disregarding the impractical
view held in some quarters that
the broadcaster makes possible
widespread injury to the good
name of others and therefore
should suffer the consequent penalties, the question is as to what
remedies, if any, should be provided. Our object is merely to
point out plausible remedies.
State Remedies
|
Those who operate broadcasting
apparatus in only one state may
be satisfied to advocate a state
legislative enactment exempting
them except for lack of due care.
That seems to be a fair rule adequately to protect the public. No
broadcaster could afford to permit
promiscuous defamation over his
station for fear his conduct would
be considered as contrary to the
public interest, resulting in the loss
of his license.
Only in the State of Iowa has a
bill been enacted which deals with
this subject upon the basis of due
care. That bill became law during
the 1937 session of the Iowa Legislature. The bill is eminently fair
to both the stations and the public i
in that it holds the station to a
proper degree of care and places ,,
upon it the burden to prove that
it exercised such care. That act
might well be used as the pattern
for uniform state legislation on
this subject. Omitting the title ,
and the enacting clause, the Iowa||
"Section 1. The owner, lessee, '
Act is as orfollows:
licensee
operator of a radio
broadcasting
station,
and the
agents or employes of any such
{Continued on page i8)
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Xoday, Memphis is the trade center of the richest sections of Tennessee. Arkansas, and Mississippi, with portions of Missouri and
Kentucky. In the 68 counties embracing this Half-Billion Dollar market, there are 18,898 retail outlets .... all covered completely and continuously by Radio Station WMC

truly the market master of the Mid-South.
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IN RADIO there is a crisis almost daily. The
current one relates to union musicians. It
has propagated many other quaint crises. Out
of it has developed a conflict between network
affiliated and independent stations, between
network affiliates and networks, between transcription companies and stations, and between
groups in the industry over the functions of
their trade association.
Out of this welter of confusion has come a
call for a special convention of the NAB in
New York on Oct. 12. All stations have been
invited. Whether there will continue to be an
NAB as such has resolved itself into a seething issue. Whether there should be an industry "czar" (no matter how obnoxious the
term) also is a question. Of course, the underlying reason for the extraordinary session
is the demand of the AFM that stations pay
and pay dearly for union musicians, whether
they want them or not or whether or not they
are available in given localities.
Many minds — the best in the industry — are
grappling with the musician situation. Even
though the smoke hasn't cleared, we have an
abiding faith in the ability of broadcasters to
cope with this matter and to emerge with the
best possible terms. It isn't the first and it
won't be the last of the issues over "raw material" and labor used by radio.
But the real concern is about other crises,
past, present and future. All of those in the
past that have tended to split the industry
have dealt with dollars and cents. Every
other going business concern, fundamentally,
has its economic troubles. This is inherent in
the very nature of the competitive system.
But in radio there is another fundamental.
It is the government franchise — the license under which the station operates. Without the
license there would be no economic problems;
there would be no competitive American radio.
The American system is today well entrenched. The public would not condone a
change. The other issues, those dollars and
sense matters, are all collateral. Important?
Of course. The musician crisis alone, if not
properly adjusted, can spell the doom of many
stations. But the musicians, the copyright
owners, and the rest demanding tribute hardly
would profit from a condition that snuffed out
any substantial number of outlets. The negotiators must find an equitable level — and
will.
Our point here, then, is to convey one basic
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idea. If the NAB does nothing more than
exist to safeguard the American system and
the broadcaster's franchise to operate under
it, through eff'ective offensives against enemies of the American Plan, it more than fulfills its purpose. The NAB should be bolstered;
it should be given additional man-power and
money; it should appear for a united industry
before Congressional committees and before
the public which, despite constant criticism
merited and unmerited, is strongly in favor
of the American Plan.
Above all else, the NAB should not be weakened or disintegrated because of factional differences over dollars and cents. Every broadcaster who attends the NAB special convention should be prepared to speak and speak
freely on internal matters. But he should
fight as vigoi'ously as he knows how against
a movement to abort or destroy the "united
front" possible only in a single association.
Success and Failure
WITHIN the last fortnight, two national trade
associations identified with finance held separate conventions. Both discussed radio at separate departmentals. But there the parallel
ended, for in one case the chord was sweet for
radio and in the other decidedly sour.
The Financial Advertisers Associations met
for three days in Syracuse. At its radio departmental the use of radio for local campaigns
was lauded; practically all of those who
spoke told of their plans to renew their radio
efforts. Others who had not used radio were
inspired and announced their intentions of
looking up suitable ideas to advertise locally
for new depositors, special accounts and the
like. They were generally enthusiastic about
radio.
Just the reverse was true at the Insurance
Advertisers Association at Old Point Comfort,
held about the same time. A survey of results
procured by insurance companies was deplorable. They couldn't trace new business, said
most of them. There is an institutional value
in radio and it does serve as a good-will
builder, they admitted in some cases, but the
cost appears too high.
Selling insurance, basically, is not far different from selling any other commodity. Certainly itclosely approaches the problem which
confronted banks when they first resorted to
radio after they had abandoned their lofty
perches during the dark days of the depression. They learned how to use radio.
We recall the days not so far back when

RADIO

BOOK
SHELF
KENNETH M. GOODE, prolific writer on
advertising, is the author of What About
Radio?, published recently by Harper &
Brothers, New York ($2.75). The book is an
analysis of surveys, speeches and other books
dealing with the question of broadcast advertising and endeavors to explain the secrets of
successful sponsorship.
PROS and cons of radio broadcasts of court
trials are aired in the October issue of The
Rotarian, official organ of the Rotary International, with Mitchell Dawson, American lawyer, taking the affirmative view and Robert
Bernays, member of the British Parliament,
arguing the negative.
the banks on the air were few and far between.
We ran "success stories" on what financial institutions could do with judicious radio advertising. The number of bank sponsors increased.
The FAA, in aggressive fashion, suggested to
its members that they try the medium, reprinting many of our "success stories" as
examples. Station promotion and sales departments got busy. The answer is found in the
practically unanimous view of the FAA convention that radio advertising pays.
The discordant voices among the insurance
group present a challenge to radio. Insurance
faces a unique sales problem, but every service or product requires individual treatment
— especially on the radio — to meet its peculiar
needs. There are a half-dozen stations owned
by insurance companies. It may be a coincidence that these companies have grown in
size and importance since they have had their
radio adjuncts, but we doubt it. They have
learned that radio advertising is an asset to
them and in a class by itself as a good-will
builder.
A little concentrated promotional and sales
effort, we are confident, will provide the formula that will persuade the insurance industry. Radio hasn't reneged on a challenge yet,
and it won't with the underwriters.
A Legal Oversight
A COMMITTEE of the American Bar Association, working with committees representing
the American Newspaper Publishers Association and the American Society of Newspaper
Editors, has recommended that broadcasts of
court trials be forbidden as a possible undue
interference with court procedure. Perhaps
they are right. But it appears rather strange
to us that the press and the bar should get
together on matters relating to cooperation between the bar, press, radio, and other instrumentalities of publicity without inviting the
participation of radio people. A committee of
broadcasters, we feel, might have contributed
to the work of this special committee.
For example, we know of several instances
where judges have complimented stations for
broadcasts of police court and traffic trials as
a means of discouraging crime and encouraging safe driving. The broadcasting industry
wouldn't for a moment criticize the distinguished ABA for this evident oversight — particularly since the bar, above all else, insists
upon a fair hearing on all sides of an issue.
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NOTES

FRED HART, general manager of
Honolulu Broadcasting Co., operating
KGMB, Honolulu, and KHBC. Hilo,
will arrive in New York with Mrs.
Hart and their daughter Margaret on
Nov. 1, following a four months pleasure trip in Europe. They will first go
to Washington and thence to Mr.
Hart's headquarters in San Francisco.

WILLIAM ARTHUR
■
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LIKE MANY another broadcasting executive, "Bill" Schudt came
up from the amateur ranks and
entered radio via journalism. Like
most of the officials of the CBS
parent organization, for which he
manages
network's N.50,000-watt
WET at theCharlotte,
C, Bill
Schudt is still in his thirties. In
fact, he just turned 31 last January,
making him one of the youngest
chief executives of a major broadcasting station in the United
States.
WET recently entered a new
home, with a studio setup which
is one of the finest and most modem in the South — and to Bill
Schudt properly belongs the credit
for building the station to the high
ranking, commercially and artistically, that prompted CBS to install
such a plant. And it was only a
little more than four years ago
that he went to Charlotte to take
over the management of the then
25,000 watter.
Bill
bornAfter
in Brooklyn onSchudt
Jan. 18,was1906.
being
graduated from the Manual Training High School, he went to work
on the editorial staff of the New
York Evening Mail, which subsequently became the Mail-Telegram
and finally the World-Telegram.
Having
"ham"
radio station
operator withbeen
his aown
amateur
in Brooklyn ever since he was 14,
it was natural that he should soon
be assigned to the radio page. For
four years he wrote radio reviews
and a feature column, including
stories about
everything
from new
circuits
to radio
performers.
In 1924 the newspaper assigned
him to broadcast news flashes over
the old WFEH in the Hotel Majestic, New York. He developed this
program into an interview feature,
and later took it with him to CBS
where
Goingyears
to Press
ran forBill
moreSchudt's
than seven
and
brought before the microphone
hundreds of the nation's leading
newspaper
writers, editors and
publishers.
Resigning from the newspaper
in 1923, Bill started the Radio
Program Weekly which met a
quick demise when the New York
newspapers found it profitable to
BROADCASTING

SCHUDT

JR.

carry regular radio schedules.
Then A. H. Grebe, owner of
WABC, offered him a job as public
relations manager of both his
station and set manufacturing
business. It was not long afterward that Mr. Grebe sold WABC
to the Paley interests, and Schudt
went over to CBS with the station.
Bill Schudt's work at CBS was
largely in the public relations and
news departments, and he worked
not only on big assignments like
the Lindbergh kidnaping but on
the exploitation of such artists as
Guy Lombardo, Morton Downey
and the New York Philharmonic.
His superiors soon recognized his
exceptional talents and experience,
and in 1931 when CBS decided to
install an experimental television
station they put him in direct
charge with the title of television
director — said to be the first title
of its kind.
With no precedent to fall back
upon except the movies, about
which he confesses he knew little,
and with admittedly crude apparatus and a very limited group of
televiewers. Bill Schudt proceeded
on the theory that showmanship
in visual as in audible radio was
the thing. He undertook to create
shows in the 6-foot area of the
television camera's focus that included boxing, wrestling, dancing,
dramatics. W2XAB and W2XE
sight and sound transmitters gained CBS reams of publicity, and the
file of reports on their operations
will prove immensely valuable
when the more highly developed
cathode ray television system
emerges from the laboratories.
His flair for showmanship and
stunts Bill Schudt carried with
him when in February, 1933, the
television department was discontinued and he was sent to Charlotte
to put WBT on its feet. He soon
replaced the entire staff with personnel of his own choosing. He
went vigorously after business —
and got it. He recognized immediately that remote ownership might
be held against the station, and he
took pains to enter into the civic
life of the comunity. With his wife,
the former Dorothea Irene Sutherland, who at one time was secre-
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DAVID SARNOFF, RCA president
and NBC board chairman, returned
on the French liner Paris Sept. 25
from a combined business and vacation trip to Europe.
FRED SHEPHERD, of the commercial department of KNOX, Knoxville, and Miss Katherine Price
Haynes were married Sept. 18. They
left for a two weeks honeymoon in
New York and Washington.
MAXWELL HAGE. former radio
production manager for United Press
in New York, has joined the sales
staff of KFEL, Denver. Hage also
had been assistant manager of WJAY,
Cleveland, at one time.
TOM JACKSON, former program
director of WRBL, Columbus, Ga.,
has been named manager of WGPC,
Albany, Ga. Ross Smitherman has
been appointed program director of
WGPC, while James Cunningham has
joined the engineering staff and A.
G. Smith has been named to the
WGPC sales staff.
ABE CORENSON has resigned as
sales manager of KMTR, Hollywood.
WAYDEmotionGRINSTEAD,
prodirector of WBBM, sales
Chicago,
recently became the father of a baby
boy, weighing eight pounds, three
ounces.
CHARLES KENNEDY, a member
of the WLS, Chicago, sales staff for
two years, has been transferred to
KOY, Phoenix.
LOREN B. STONE, commercial manager of KIRO, Seattle, has been
named assistant business manager in
charge of national business and promotion by H. J. Quilliam, general
manager. Arch Morton has been promoted to commercial manager and
will handle local sales.
JOHN BOHN, of the sales department of KMOX, St. Louis, is conducting a cour.se in radio advertising
at Jefferson College of St. Louis
YMCA.
DON AVERY recently was named
commercial manager of KSRO, newly
dedicated station at Santa Rosa, Cal.
He was formerly newscaster for the
Federal Outfitting Co. on KROW,
Oakland.
ROLAND WENDT, Hearst Radio
Inc. sales representative at San Francisco,notresigned
sor has
as recently.
yet been His
named.succesFRED SCANLON, assigned by the
James Richardson & Sons Ltd. radio
interests to All-Canada Broadcasting
System in Winnipeg, has returned to
Regina to supervise the Richardson
radio interests there.
JESS WILLARD, manager of WJSV,
Washington,
the President's
Cup
at Bellhaven won
Country
Club, Washington, for the best medal score.
tary to the president of the George
B. David Advertising Co. of New
York, he makes his home in Charlotte and, though a born and bred
New Yorker, he confesses he likes
the congenial atmosphere of that
community immensely. And by coincidence, the home in which the
Schudts reside in Charlotte is
the former residence of Frank R.
McNineh, newly-designated chairman of the FCC, who was twice
Mayor of the North Carolina city.

JUDITH WALLER, education director of the NBC Central division, Chicago, will ofaddress
a sectional
conference
250 leaders
in the radio
fields
of radio and education on Oct. 16, at
the St. Paul Hotel, St. Paul. Miss
Waller will discuss methods of radio
education being experimented with
and developed by NBC.
RUSSELL SPARKS, formerly captaincago,of hasthebeenpage
boys atto NBC-Chipromoted
the sales
promotion department.
JOE MATTHEWS, formerly on the
sales staff at KFOR and KFAB, Lincoln, and WHBF, Rock Island, has
been appointed national sales and merchandise manager of WHBL, Sheboygan,
Wis.
PHIL FUHRMAN, new to radio, has
joined the commercial department of
KMPC,countBeverley
executive. Hills, Cal., as acB. J. HAUSER, assistant promotion
manager of NBC, will speak on "Radio, What
Accomplishes
and Why,"
at the
18thIt annual
convention
of the
First District of the Advertising Federation of America, to be held in
Providence, Oct. 3-5.
BOB FELDMAN, originator of
Da
Parade,
Milkman's
Matinee,as
andneeother
programs,
has resigned
vice-president of WNEW, New York,
to return to WMCA, New York, with
which he was connected until three
years ago.
E. A. THOMAS, formerly of KFJB,
Marshalltown, la., and KSO-KRNT,
Des Moines, has joined the sales staff
of WROK, Roekford, 111. Mr. Thomas
is a brother of Lloyd C. Thomas, general manager of WROK. Harold
Gregorson
has also joined the sales
staff
of WROK.
ROBERT E. DUNVILLE, assistant
manager of KMOX, St. Louis, is the
father of a baby girl born Sept. 15.
RICHARD WRIGHT, formerly with
Andrew Geyer Co., New York publisher, has joined the sales staff of
WHN, New York.
RALPH PATT, for eight years an
announcer on WJR, Detroit, has been
transferred to the business office as a
member of the sales staff. He will
continue to handle the early morning
full hour program for Household Finance, but otherwise will relinquish
his announcing duties. He is one of
four brothers prominent in radio.
John eral
Pattmanager
is vice-president
and gen- ;
of WGAR, Cleveland
Jim Patt, director of special events
for CBS in Chicago, and Bob Patt in
the radio department of CampbellEwald, in Detroit.
ELLIS
C. VANDERPYL,
commercial manager
of WGAR, Cleveland,
was in charge of all public address
announcing at the recent American
Legion Convention in New York City.
HUGH BOICE Jr., formerly head
of the commercial department of
WNEW, New York, has joined the
New York office of Transamerican
Broadcasting & Television Corp. as
an account executive.
JOSEPH R. MATHEWS, formerly
of Central States Broadcasting System, has taken over the national sales
post of WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis.
MRS. HAZEL R. SMITH, former
secretary to Chairman C. McK. Saltzman, of the old Radio Commission, and
now traffic manager of NBC in Washington, has resigned to become office
manager for George O. Sutton, radio
attorney with offices in the National
Press Bldg., effective Oct. 15. She
will be succeeded by Mrs. Bess Dees,
secretary to Carlton Smith, assistant
manager of WRC and WMAL, Washington.
ROBERT R. EGAN, of the NBC
sales staff. New York, has resigned to
join the sales department of This
Week. Walter Duncan of the sales
department, resigned to become sales
manager of WNEW, New York.
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LESLEY C. PAUL, of the publicity
department of Westinghouse with
headquarters in Pittsburgh, effective
Oct. 1 is transferred to the radio division of Westinghouse at Chicopee
Falls, Mass., to handle publicity
and promotion. He will report to Walter C. Evans, manager of the radio
division.
RAYMOND A. SMART. U of Washington graduate, and William Bernard
Ryan, formerly faculty member of
California U and Santa Clara U, and
recently with Foster & Kleiser, outdoor advertising firm, have joined the
NBC sales staff in San Francisco.
LLOYD M. SMITH, formerly of Toledo, and Bernard Wilson, from
WIBM, Jackson, have joined WKBZ,
Muskegon, Mich, as salesmen.
DUDLEY W. FAUST, and not Paul
Faust, as announced in Broadcasting, Sept. 15, has been added to the
sales staff of WBBM, Chicago. Dudley Faust is a brother of Paul Holman Faust, radio director of the
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Oliver W. Tuttle
OLIVER W. TUTTLE, 50, one of
the first managers of KPO, San
Francisco, before it became an
NBC affiliate, died suddenly Sept.
20 at his home in Burlingame following aheart attack. Mr. Tuttle,
for 25 years a newspaper man, was
instrumental in putting the San
Francisco Examiner on the air in
1922 with KUO, erected by the
paper on the roof of the Hearst
Bldg. in San Francisco, and was
its manager. Two years later he
joined KPO as manager and aided
in developing that station. In later
years he was promotion manager
of the San Francisco Examiner.
He remained "radio minded" and
staged numerous promotion stunts
over the Hearst ovimed KYA on behalf of the newspaper. He is survived by his widow and a son,
Oliver W. Tuttle Jr.
Lynn A. Willis
LYNN A. WILLIS, 30, announcer
of KYW, Philadelphia, died as the
result of a fall from a second story
window at the Presbyterian Hospital on Sept. 21. He had suffered
a nervous breakdown several
months ago and on Sept. 18 was
removed to the hospital after an
acute appendicitis attack. An operation was performed the following day. He had been with WIP,
Philadelphia, for eight years prior
to joining KYW. He is survived by
his widow and mother.
Harry H. Bliss
HARRY H. BLISS, president of
WCLO Radio Corp., operating the
station in Janesville, Wis., and publisher ofthe Ja?2esri7Ze Gazette, died
on Sept. 22 following a heart attack. He was 66. Surviving are his
widow, two sons, Sidney H. and
Robert 2nd, both identified with the
newspaper and the station and a
daughter, Mrs. Fergus Mead, of
Kenilworth, 111.
Ashley L. Hawken
ASHLEY L. HAWKEN, attorney
in the law offices of George 0.
Sutton, Washington radio lawyer
ended his life Sept. 26 by gas in
Washington. His family reported
he was apparently despondent
over financial affairs. Mr. Hawken
was 33 and had joined the Sutton
firm in December, 1936. He is survived by his wife, a. son, Ashley,
Jr., a brother in Washington, Dr.
Stafford Hawken, and his mother.
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SELF-CARICATURE — Of Benne
Alter, announcer of WMT, Waterloo, la., whose cartooning ability
has won him the plaudits of such
radio notables as the late Will
Rogers, W. C. Fields, Harry Von
Zell and others whose walls are
adorned with sketches he has done
of them.

BRUCE OGILVIE, announcer of
CJRC, Winnipeg, has joined CJRM,
Regina-Moose Jaw, with Clair Chambers, of CJRM, replacing him in Winnipeg.vertising
Georgeman,Titus,
jiublicity
and ad-to
has been
transferred
the C.TRC sales staff. He has been replaced by Norman Chamberlin. George
Kerr, of the CJRM continuity department, has been transferred to the same
department at CJRC.
JOHN CHARLES DALY Jr., born
in Johannesburg, South Africa, and
formerly of WLOE. Boston, has joined
the announcing staff of WJSV. Washington. He succeeds Charles Godwin,
who resigned recently.
BETTY HUDSON, fashion commentator of WJSV, Washington, has returned from an extended business trip
to London and Paris.
GRACE FULTON, for two years office manager of Radioaids Inc., and
more recently with C. P. MacGregor
Hollywood transcription concern, has
joined Associated Cinema Studios,
transcription firm in that city.
JACK STILLWELL. who was to
join the WLS announcing staff Oct. 1,
became the father of a 7% pound bov,
Sept. 21.
WILLIAM MEREDITH, head of the
continuity department at WLS. Chicago, has joined the NBC-Chicago
continuity staff. He has been succeeded at WLS by Frank Baker, who
had been Meredith's assistant. Baker
was formerly with NBC-Chicago and
was at one time radio director of the
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago.
JACK WILLIAMS, formerly with
KHBC, Hilo. Hawaii, who has been
visiting the United States to study
announcing methods, returned in September to Honolulu, where he joined
the announcing staff of KGMB.
BILL HIPPEE has joined the news
staff of the Iowa Network as assistant to Benedict Hardman. editor.
HOLLIS WRIGHT, chief announcer
of WNBX, Springfield. Vt., has resigned to join the announcing staff of
WTAG, Worcester.
ROBERT EMMET MacALARNEY,
former
city New
editorYork
of theTribune,
'New York
Post and
and
later managing editor of Ladies' Home
Journal, has become news commentator of WQXR, New York.

LEE C. GRAHAM, former assistant Van Newkirk Appointed
editor of the Chicago Daily Times,
has joined the NBC-Chicago press de- Don Lee Program Head
partment as assistant to Dan Thompson, in charge of the news desk. Under the new set-up, William Ray succeeds Al Williamson, NBC-Chicago
publicity head who recently resigned.
ial
Gilbert McLelland, a member of the
pec gramevent.s
s
department for more than three years,
and pro
opwill be in charge of exploitation, pictures and special assignments, while
ing ystem,
Dan Thompson takes over the news
cast
Ses,
desk.
os Angtemlent and
L
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PAGE OILMAN, 19, son of Don E.
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oin
vir. Ncvk
athpep post warsk ano-f
Oilman, vice-president of NBC in
i
charge of the Western Division, was
ki
married Sept. 21 at Burlingame, Calif.,
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just five weeks after his father was
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.
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married the former Miss Jean Mereerly iH es. Cal. cestsoo tak oves hri-s
dith
school sweetto ihni, fo
heart.LaFontaine,
He has beenhigh
a dramatic
actor new dutposition Suc
on the NBC San Francisco staff since
mererly special is enDtosn Aoudsutcedr, fordhis ninth year and is now a senior at
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an uncmer
Stanford University.
f. KGW, , Portl
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e
ntedabyg Leo Tyson KMPC gena
m
ALLEN FRANKLIN, formerly of
in
l
po
a
er
WFBR, Baltimore; WABC, New
York ; WHB, Kansas City, and
Growth of the West Coast chain,
KVOO, Tulsa, has joined the announc- which on Sept. 26 added 13 affilistaff formerly
of WKRC,of WHBC,
Cincinnati.Canton,
Robated stations to its list of 11 outerting Geis,
also has joined the WKRC staff.
lets, and now stretches from SeatDiego, inspired the
HIRAM HIGSBY, the Hiram of move tlebyto San
the Don Lee Broadcasting
Hiram d Henry, formerly with WLS,
a
System as a means of coordinating
Chicago, and WBT, Charlotte, has network
programs and developing
E
joined the program staff of WMPS,
new broadcasts hinging on special
Memphis.
YOLANDE LANG WORTHY, who events. Don Lee network is the
authored Arabesque when she was in Mutualcific Broadcasting
System's PaCoast outlet.
the program department of CBS, has
joined Radio Events Inc., New York,
Immediately following his apand will devote her full time to the
pointment Newkirk, accompanied
writing of dramatic serials.
by
Willett
Brown,
Don Lee
work
assistant
manager,
left netfor
LAURETTE PETERSON, of the
publicity department, WOR, Newark,
the
Pacific
Northwest
on
a
stahas resigned to become secretary to
tion check of operations and proDave Elman, producer of Hobby
Lobby, now sponsored bv Hudson Motors on WOR and CBS. Miss Peterson is succeeded in publicity by Rosa- grams.
lie Shutta.
VINCENT PELLETIER, NBC Chicago announcer, is taking courses in
JOHN FACENDA, night supervisor economics
and physchology at Northof WIP, Philadelphia, was married
western University. Pelletier, who seSept. 11 to Miss Dorothy Hunger at
his A. B. degree
at the University cured
of Minnesota,
is working
for his
St. Edmond's Church, Philadelphia.
GENE MORGAN, former staff an- master's degree at the Chicago school.
nouncer of WIP, Philadelphia, and JOSEPH WEEKS, veteran announcer
later a AA^FIL newscaster, has be- who has served at WXYZ, WGN.
come a staff announcer of WMCA,
WJR and WSBT. joined the staff of
New York.
WEIL, tember.
Philadelphia,
in latter
SepHe broke into radio
at WFDF
DAVID ZIMMERMAN, formerly of in his home
town
of
Flint,
Mich.
Al
WSPD, Toledo, has joined the NBCChicago announcing staff. Don Hall- newscaster.
Stevens has been selected as WFIL's
man, secretary to Everett Mitchell,
senior NBC-Chicago announcer, has
been made a junior announcer, with BARNES V. NASH, formerly with
W. Va., has
as producBob McCoy replacing Hallman as WHIS,tion manBluefield.
and announcer,
joined
Mitchell's secretary.
WOPI, Bristol, Tenn.
ROGER AVILSON. in charge of
BOB agerFINCH,
formerly
business
talks for the British Broadcasting
of the Albany
baseball
club,manhas
Corp. at Manchester, England, was been appointed
commercial
manager
in Chicago Sept. 17 conferring with AVGPC, Albany, Ga. Hubert Batelyof
Judith Waller, NBC-Chicago educational director, and other NBC execu- has been nouncing
added
staff. to the station's antives concerning broadcasting methods
in this country.
BOB MIMMS is now handling the
INS news broadcasts at WRBL, CoARCH McDonald, sports announcGa., and Dick Pyron has the
er of WJSV, Washington, has signed same tasklumbus, at
WATL, Atlanta. Both
aKellogg.
contract for 1938 to broadcast for stations are members
of the Woodruff
General Mills, Tydol, Dr. Pepper and Georgia group.
WILEY has succeeded Gladys
ROBERT E. LEE has joined the an- JEAN
Niemeyer as secretary to Birt F.
nouncing staff of WHK - WCLE,
Cleveland.
Fisher,
tle. Missmanager
Niemeyerof KOMO-KJR,
resigned beforeSeather
TOM HUDSON, recently with the marriage
recently.
announcing staff of KXYZ, Houston,
has resigned to join the radio staff VIC HURLEY, young Seattle author,
of Gulf Oil Co. in Dallas, where it was appoited continuity director of
is exhibiting at the Greater Texas KOMO-KJR, Seattle to succeed Grant
and Pan American Exposition.
Merrill, resigned. Hurley, who joined
RUSSELL HIRSCH, director of the staff last June, is the author of
three non-fiction books on the Philipprograms and publicity of WCOA,
pines, numerous travel articles and
Pensacola. and at one time with
only recently had his first fiction story
WRBL, Columbus, Ga.. has resigned accepted
and published.
to enter Maryville College, near
Knoxville, to study music and radio. TERESA AEZER, formerly KFRC,
San Francisco, music librarian, has
JANE BARRETT has been named
secretary to Manager Bob Roberts, of joined KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, in a
similar capacity. She succeeds Donald
KYA, San Francisco, succeeding Nan
Estep who recently returned to college.
Goforth, who resigned.
BROADCASTING
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WIND-UP
WITH

A

WALLOe

PMO.I 7-6631

July 1, 1937

Ur. M. H. Bonebraka,
WST Radlopbooe Caapany,
Sklrvln Hotel Tower,
Oklahoma City, Otclahona.
Dear Ur. Bonebrake:
Today «e begin our fourth eonsecatlTe noath of aponaorahlp on
your atatlon of "PBXRES IH TH3 WORLD 0? SPORTS".
This dally sports reTle* prograa has proTed Itself to be of
unestlmable Talue. For this reason, I hop* this letter will
In part express our appreciation for the flee Job HIT Is dolnn
for Progreas Beer.
During
monthvolume
of Uay,
the for
beerthebusiness
as a ofwhole
not
show thethesame
it did
same month
1956.did Cool
weather was probably the outstanding feotor in this deoreas*.
Progress Beer,
however,
for this
period,
showedBrewery
a sub-for
stantial increase.
Business
here seme
at the
Progress
the first six months of this year is up 50^ over the oorr»»pondlng
six months
satisfactory
year. of laat year which was , In itself, ■ T«r7

• "The
found to
wind-up
business

Since your redio ststion is the chief external means w* art
using
to promote toourWKT.product,
a lergeI can
parttruthfully
of this increase
is attributable
I believe
aay It to
be
the
bast
promotional
medium
we
have
ever
found to produoo
sales.

Those are strong words . . . enthusiastic words o
on advertiser who has exp>erienced the wallop WKV
wields at the box office . . familiar words in the
vocabularies of WKY advertisers.

Tours very truly,
PROGRESS HRCT;

best promotional medium we have ever
produce sales" . . that's the w^allopino,
of this letter telling of a 50% increase ir
. . . giving WKY most of the credit.

, IDC.
Seo'y-Trsas.

WKY has the greatest coverage of any station ir
Oklahoma, the finest facilities and the best programs. That's why WKY gets advertisers the kinc
of results that call for strong words and genuint
enthusiasm.

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE OKLAHOMA PUBUSHIN<
COMPANY — PUBLISHERS OF THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN
OKLAHOMA CITY TIMES AND THE FAHMER-STOCKMAl
REPRESENTATIVE
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THE YANKEE NETWORK
THE COLONIAL NETWORK
TEXAS QUALITY NETWORK
Represented fJiroughouf the United States by
EDWARD

PETRY
& CO.
INCORPORATED
DETROIT
•
NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO
•
CHICAGO

ED CASHMAN, for six years a member of CBS program and production
departments, has been promoted to
Columbia
Service,as wtiere
his
duties willArtists'
be serving
a talent
scout, maintaining close contact with
advertising agencies and representing
artists under CBS management. Before joining CBS in 1931, Cashman
was assistant production director of
the Yankee Network.
WILLIAM L. KLEIN, director of the
German Hour over WIND, Gary, for
nearly ten years, recently returned
from a European trip during which
time tions
he across
studied
the sea.broadcasting condiBEN WILBUR, formerly of WHKC,
Columbus, has joined the announcing
staff of WFBM, Indianapolis. Douglas Way assumes the duties of chief
announcer.
DERBY SPROUL, continuity editor
of KOA, Denver, has been transferred
to KDKA, Pittsburgh.
AL SARLI, entertainer, has been
placed in charge of music by KWK,
St. Louis.
DAVE ZIMMERMAN, announcer
and dramatist of WSPD, Toledo, has
joined NBC in Chicago.
BOB STANLEY, member of the studio orchestra of WOR, Newark, has
been named house conductor of popular music, succeeding Nat Brusiloff,
who resigned to join WMCA.
BILL SEARS and Bob Hansen, both
from WOMT, Mantiwoc, Wis., have
joined WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis.
JOHN LOWE, NBC announcer in
New York,
but will continue as a has
freeresigned
lance announcer
on
commercial programs.
LEAR MUCOY, midwest newspaperman, has been appointed publicity director of KGHL, Billings, Mont.
BOB WILBUR, former program director of WSUN, St. Petersburg, Fla.,
has joined the news and publicity department of WGY, Schenectady.
WARREN MEAD, formerly of Honolulu, has taken the place on the announcing staff of WTM.T, Milwaukee,
vacated when Claude Kirchner joined
NBC-Chicago in mid-September.
FRANK BURGER, formerly with
WIS Columbia, S. C, on Oct. 1
joined the announcing stafp of WOL,
Washington, the third South Carolinian to enter capital city radio in
recent months. George Gunn, formerly
with WCSC, Charleston, joined NBCWashington Sept. 1, and Walter
Compton, formerly with WIS and
WCSC, joined WOL last spring.
FRANK GRAHAM, formerly on the
K O M 0-K J R, Seattle, announcing
staff, has joined CBS Hollywood, in
a similar capacity.
FRANCES PYKE has recently joined
the program department of KYA, San
Francisco.
JEAN POLI, leading lady of the
First Offender show on WICC,
Bridgeport,
Conn., announcer
on Sept. 30
becomes a regular
of the
WICC staff, handling the morning
Musical Clock program.
MARGARET HANLEY recently
joined the accounting department of
KYA, San Francisco.
JAY FARAGHAN, formerly of
WTEL, Philadelphia, and Roy La
Plante. of WHAT, Philadelphia, and
K M T R, Hollywood, have joined
WFIL, Philadelphia, as announcer
and production man, respectively.
HENRY SWARTWOOD, program director of KOIN, Portland, Ore., has
resumed his post after a leave of absence.
JIM IRWIN Jr., a student at Wayne
University, Detroit, and son of the
dramatic actor on WXYZ, Detroit,
has joined the announcing staff of
WMBC, Detroit.
RUTH FENTON, formerly of WCAU,
Philadelphia, and WCAE, Pittsburgh,
is handling
Carol Gay's
Let's Compare Notes program
on KMOX,
St.
Louis, during Miss Gay's illness.
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THEy LISTEN TO 'RADIO LADY'
Still Better, They Take Her Tips and Their
-Pocketbooks to Louisville StoreTHE Ben Snyder Department
Store in Louisville for nearly three
months has run a successful Musical Clock program on WAVE, 8-9
each weekday morning. The program is conducted by Mrs. Viola
Cawood Flowers, a Kentuckian who
has studied in Tennessee, taught
school in Georgia and done radio
work in Pennsylvania. For six
months she conducted her own program for women over WIP, Philadelphia. When Mrs. Flowers first
came to WAVE in August she began by conducting a Homemakers
Club program, but after a few
weeks she was asked to take over
the more important job of conducting the Musical Clock.
She has held to a policy of cooperation with the manager and
owner of the Ben Snyder Department Store, with department heads
of the store, with newspaper advertising, and with WAVE.
The first man Mrs. Flowers contacts daily at the store is the advertising manager, who furnishes
a proof of advertisements to appear in the next day's newspapers.
Items for radio plugs are then tentatively selected.
Suggestions From Staff
Next the department heads are
visited and asked for suggestions.
The sent
sales
people, who
are to pre-to
the advertised
merchandise
the purchaser, are asked to give
their selling points on the item offered. In this way the ideas of
more people are secured and at the
same time the radio commentator
has opportunity personally to examine,the with
the shopper's
point,
subjects
of her viewradio
talk. Mrs. Flowers, being herself
college trained in home economics
and having
hadmanaging
several
years'
perience
a home,
hasex-a
very sympathetic understanding of
theNow,
purchaser's
with the attitude.
music to be used
on the program, the items to be
plugged personally inspected, and
with the suggestions of the various
store people interviewed all in
mind, comes the writing of the
plugs which are to carry this information to the public. First, the
advertising must be fitted to the
musical selections. Second, the individual paragraph may refer to a
specific item only, but usually some
description is also given of the department in which that particular
kind of merchandise is found. Thus
a much larger coverage is obtained.
This writing Mrs. Flowers does
in her ofiice at the store and each
HOWARD PETERSON, formerly
with WJJD, Chicago, and featured
organist on the Publix Theatre circuit, has replaced Ralph Emerson as
staff organist of WLS. Chicago. Emerson has been transferred to KOY,
Phoenix, Ariz.
ROBERT B. WHITE, who was an
actor and announcer at WXYZ and
CKLW, before becoming production
director at WOR, has joined the production staff of NBC, Chicago.
CARLYLE STEVENS, formerly CBS
New York announcer and producer,
has
joined staff.
the network's Hollywood
announcing
ALLAN McKEE, announcer for
WMT, Cedar Rapids, has been promoted to production manager, and
Benne Alter has been named assistant program director.
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MRS. VIOLA FLOWERS
plug is subject to the suggestion of
the store owner, the advertising
manager, or any department head
who may desire to alter what has
already been written. And, whenever, in going about the store, the
"Radio Lady" finds something
which she feels is of especial interest to the public, or an outstandvalue,Even
she the
doesn't
hesitate
to
plug ingit.
policies
of the
store are stressed; the fact that
the store buys for cash and sells
for cash, thus permitting lower
prices; the lower rental district in
which the store is located; air-conditioned comfort; and similar
When completed the program
points.
again goes to the advertising manager for check of prices and
final suggestions.
Nothing
is advertised which cannot
be shown
to
the customer just as described.
Final approval on each program
then must come from the program
department of the radio station.
Thus does the Ben Snyder transcribed Musical Clock become a living personality, inviting the people
of Louisville and surrounding territory to shop in this great
store. Customers entering the elevators see a large Musical Clock of
the "Radio Lady's" own designing,
describing the program and associating it in their minds with the
store. Thus a definite tie-in of the
Ben Snyder Store with the Musical Clock program. All customers
desiring to do so may meet Mrs.
Flowers in person.
Does the program get results?
Yes; every department plugged is
stimulated into activity, inquiries
are made for the items mentioned
over the air, and the merchandise
is being sold.
PAUL W. HEALY, formerly with
Scripps-Howard central office in Cincin ati, is now heading the accountville. ing department of WNOX, KnoxEARL CATON, formerly of WAIM,
Anderson, nouncing
S. C,
joined the
anstaff ofhasWOPI,
Bristol,
Tenn. Charles Greever, a member of
the WOPI continuity staff, has resigned to enter the Missouri U school
of journalism.
HELENE SMITH, for six years at
KGER, Long Beach, Cal., has been
appointed program director.
JACK PEYSER, formerly of WLW,
CBS, WCPO and KMOX. where he
specialized in news broadcasts, has
joined the announcing staff of WJJD,
Chicago. He has also been with
WCPO, Cincinnati, and KMOX, St.
Louis.
BROADCASTING

TED RANDALL, formerly of WDZ,
Tuscola, 111., and Ted Arnold, high
school teacher in Iowa, have joined
WHBF, Rock Island, 111.
GEORGE R. HOLBERT, announcer
of KIDW, Lamar, Col., has been
transferred to KOKO, La Junta, with
Sherill Ellsworth taking his place.
HARRY MARBLE, formerly of
WORL, Boston, has joined the announcing staff of WCAU, Philadelphia. He succeeds Robert Gill who
has taken over as production manager
for Horace Feyhl who will be away
for two months due to an operation.
MORTON LAWRENCE, announcer
of WCAU, Philadelphia, on Oct. 10
will marry Rosalie Shaffer of Philadelphia.
PETER DIXON, free-lance radio
writer, has been sent to Hollywood
with "Thomas McAvity to work on a
new show for Lord & Thomas Inc.,
sponsor unspecified.
JAMES HILL, former page boy with
NBC in San Francisco, and now a
member of its script writing staff,
was the author of The Clouds Look
Down, drama of American farm life,
presented Sept. 15 on NBC-Blue.
JOE McLESKEY, said to be the
youngest sports announcer in the
country, who handled the Wheaties
baseball broadcasts over WSOC,
Charlotte, this season, has left the
station to enter Davidson College as
a freshman.
FRANK COTTER, new to radio, has
joined the announcing staff of WSAR,
Fall River, Mass.
GORDON KELLY has joined the
announcing staff of KGGC, San Francisco. He was formerly with KQW,
San Jose. Malcolm Greenwood Jr.,
has been named a junior announcer.
REID KILPATRICK has taken over
the assignment of KEHE, Los Angeles, fights announcer. He succeeds
John Austin
Driscoll,
who recently
became manager
of KRKD,
that city.
RUBEY COWAN, Paramount Productions Inc., Hollywood, radio coordinator, is on an eastern talent
scouting tour making radio contacts
for his organization. He will visit
radio stations in the major cities,
checking on talent with picture possibilities.
MAX BRESLOW, musician at KYA,
San Francisco, is the father of a baby
girl born recently.
HERBERT
MacCREADY,
er of KMOX,
St. Louis, announcrecently
married Margaret Omohundro.
KENNETH WILLIAMS has joined
the announcing staff of WLBC, Muncie, Ind., to replace Robert Ebert who
has resigned
to complete
his Henry
education at Marietta
College.
Marks has been transferred from the
sales staff of WLBC to the announcing staff.
JACK gramSTILLWELL
as prodirector of WIRE,resigned
Indianapolis,
Oct. 1 to join the announcing staff
of WLS,
Chicago.
He started
radio at WNAX,
Yankton,
S. D.,in and
was with KTSA, San Antonio.
"SMILING" ED McCONNELL, star ,
of the Acme White Lead & Color '
Works Sunday NBC program, who
was bile
seriously
injured
in anrecovering
automoaccident Sept.
13, was
from his injuries when pneumonia
developed Sept. 18 when he was rushed
to a hospital at Grand Rapids, Mich.
Jod Du Mond has been substituting
for Mr. McConnell.
BILL MORROW and Ed Beloin,
Jack Benny's radio writers, have been
signed to write the dialogue for all
future Benny and Mary Livingstone
pictures at Paramount Productions
Inc. for the next three years.
FRANK LEPORE, former NBC
page andsistantfor
the pastNeel
four inmonths
asto William
handling
trade press news, has been transfered
to the audience mail department in
line with the network's policy to give
its youngsters a chance to learn the
broadcasting business by working in
a number of departments.
• Broadcast
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The only sales argument retailers can understand is
RESULTS! Maps, charts and statistics notwithstanding,
retailers demand and see to it that the money they put
out today for sales promotion returns tomorrow WITH A
PROFIT. Safe for any advertiser to follow is the course of
big, successful local retailers.
Significant, therefore, is the fact that Denver department
stores, shrewdest of advertising buyers, spend far more
money with KLZ than with any other station. Five out of
the seven big department stores are KLZ custom.ers . . .
two of them fifty-two weeks out of the year.
Denver retailers in other classifications, too, follow the
lead of department stores, spend more money with KLZ
than with any other station. They know that KLZ dominates listener interest in the Denver - Rocky Mountain
region with its dynamic showmanship, superior program-

ming and aggressive activity on all fronts. But more
interesting than the cause of KLZ popularity to them is
the effect: KLZ proves surpassingly, substantially and
economically resultful.
Get this same effect for your product in the DenverRocky Mountain region with KLZ.

KLZ
CBS AFFILIATE
UNDER AFFILIATED MANAGEMENT WITH WKY, OKLAHOMA CIT'i!
AND THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING COMPANY — REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY BY THE E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY

CBS

School

of Air

Resumeson
Oct. 18
THE CBS American School of the
Air returns for its ninth season
Oct. 18 with an expanded program
in which the National Education
Association, representing 750,000
teachers and officials, will join to
enter the schoolroom proper for the
first time in its history. Sterling
Fisher, CBS director of talks and
education, has received the NEA's
acceptance of an invitation to use
CBS facilities and participate in
preparation and school utilization
of the broadcasts. Another prominent organization, the Progressive
Education Association, of some
10,000 teachers and administrators,
has also accepted an invitation to
take part in the development and
presentation of another program
representing a new departure in
subject matter of radio education.
Miss Helen Johnson, director of
broadcasts of the American School
of the Air, has been assured of
continued cooperation by the National Council of Teachers of English, the National Council of Teachers of Geography, the National Vocational Guidance Association, and
Junior Programs, a group dedicated to improving radio presentations designed for young listeners.
Each day during the school term,
except Saturdays and Sundays, until May 6, the American School of
the Air will be heard over the network from 2:30-3 p. m., EST. The
school will suspend temporarily
during the Christmas and Easter
recesses. Nine separate series will
run during the term. Monday has
been divided into two divisions —
the first "Exits and Entrances,"
sponsored by the NEA, filling the
full half-hour for 13 weeks, and
the "Human Relations Forum,"
sponsored by the PEA, running a
half -hour, the final 13. "Literature
and Music" will be heard each
Tuesday throughout the term.
Wednesdays will be devoted to
"Geography." The final 15 minutes
on Thursdays will be given over to
folk tales and the first fifteen will
be divided in 13-week periods be"Songs for Children"
and bya
series tween
of shortwave
broadcasts
children in different European
cities. "Vocational Guidance" and
the "Science Club of the Air" will
divide
Friday's
the
entire
series. time throughout
YMCA

Teaches Radio

YOUNG Men's Christian Assn.,
New York, is offering courses for
the fall semester in electrical theory, radio physics, sound picture
servicing, radio code, and radio
servicing; for the winter semester,
electronic systems and industrial
applications ; electronic theory,
broadcasting, electron tube circuits
and television. Faculty is composed
of Julius L. Hornung, former instructor in radio theory, Guggenheim School of Aeronautics, New
York University, former chief engineer, WGBS and transmission
engineer, WINS; Chester L. Smith,
former assistant superintendent of
construction, Springfield Aircraft
Corp., and instructor, aerodynamics. Dodge School of Flying; Paul
Von Kunits, chief radio engineer,
Bruno Laboratories, former studio
engineer, WGBS and WINS;
Ralph Batcher, radio consulting
engineer, and Louis Bohmann, former radio operator. Independent
Wireless Telegraph Co., and Radiomarine Corp. of America.
Page 46
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Guy

Bolam^

Agency

Sees Hollywood
as
HOLLYWOOD is definitely the radio production center of the world
today, according to Guy Bolam,
manager of the London, England
radio department of J. Walter
Thompson Co., who was on the
West Coast late in September. Bolam arrived in Hollywood Sept. 17
for a 10-day conference with Danny Danker, vice-president of the
agency's production division in that
city. He was also in that city to
study the radio entertainment business from the standpoint of type of
production and entertainment patterns now in vogue as well as technical production aspects. Bolam expressed surprise at the rapid
growth of Hollywood as a radio
production center.
"I am amazed to find that it is
now necessary to travel an additional 3,000 miles from New York
in order to get to the heart of the
American radio industry," he said.
"I am most astonished that the center of the radio business has travelled so very far west in my five
year's absence from America. However, after a moment's thought it
seems very natural that this should

KSTP
Official in London^
Production
Center
be so because radio and films are
twin brothers in the entertainment
field and Hollywood is the world
center of both industries."
In discussing European commei-cial
he produces
said that38%
"J.
Walterbroadcasting
Thompson Co.
of the commercial broadcasts in
English in Europe and puts 43 radio
shows on the air per week. This is
in addition to several programs in
French. Due to the peculiar circumstances surrounding broadcasting in Europe, the stations disseminating these programs are located
in Luxembourg, Normandy, Lyons
and Paris.
"The Thompson idea in the matter of building radio programs to
fit the taste and psychology of the
listening audience is carried through
in Europe just as it is in Australia and other countries in which J.
Walter Thompson Co. advertising
interests include radio. It is nrobable for this reason that the success of the J. Walter Thompson
Co. foreign office radio operations
have paralleled those of the American organizations."

Rulings Set FCC Precedents
{Continued from Page 24)
ties and irregularities of which the
from the financial arrangements.
licensee of these facilities was
"It has not been shown that
shown to have been guilty are such
there will result any substantial
as to establish that the station
benefit to the public whatever
would not serve public interest if
transacthrough
tion. Theapproval
Commissionof isthemindful of permitted to remain in operation."
In the case of WLTH, the maits duty under the Communications
jority held that, while from a techAct to grant its consent only when
nical standpoint the station apshown that the giving of such conpears to have been operated by
sent would serve public interest.
persons and the program
The applicants having failed to qualified
service in some respects has been
sustain this burden, the conclusion
must necessarily be made that the meritorious, it nevertheless appeared "that a questionable numgranting of the application will
ber of commercial medical pronot serve the public interest."
grams were carried which adverThe Brooklyn Ruling
tised tonics, proprietary medicines,
liniments, etc." It was shown also
In the 14-page decision covering
that reasonable time had been afthe Brooklyn cases, the Commisforded all civic, religious, charision brought out that the late
table and educational organizations
Chairman Prall and Commissioner
for broadcasting purposes.
Sykes, Brown and Case concurred
Despite this, the decision stated
in the findings, that Commissioner
that the maiority was of the opinStewart dissented and that Comion that the affairs of WLTH
missioners Walker and Payne did
"have not been conducted in a mannot participate. It reviewed the
ner best suited
public about
interest."
various applications of the BrookQuestion
was to
raised
the
lyn stations and of certain other
financial
ability
of
the
licensee
of
WLTH.
applicants for full time operation
on the 1400 kc. channel in detail.
The last hearing, on which the new
Mr. Stewart's Dissent
decisions were based, opened March
19 and ran through April 13, being
Commissioner Stewai't's dissenting opinion written a day before he
the longest single station hearing
on record.
retired from the Commission, follows in full text:
In recommending deletion of
stations WARD, WBBC, WLTH and
WARD, the opinion said that the
WVFW seek renewal of licenses. The
FCC majority concluded the manoperations
these ofstations
afford stations
an excellentofillustration
what radio
agement of the station had not
not be. The difference between them
properly discharged its duty to the should
is the difference between bad and worse.
public in accordance with standThe several applications for renewal of
license should be denied.
ards imposed by the Commission.
Kings Broadcasting Corp. seeks to be
It was held that defective appathe assignee of the licenses of Stations
ratus was used, resulting in the
WARD and WLTH, and Kings County
station's failure to broadcast at a Council, Veterans of Foreign Wars, seeks
time when it was expected to do so permission to acquire control of Station
WVFW. A licensee whose operation of his
under the terms of its license; that
station does not merit renewal of license
arrangements as to sale of bulk
should not be permitted to escape the consequences of his conduct by assigning the
time made by the station managelicense to others. The applications for asment were "tantamount to a sursignment should be denied.
Brooklyn Daily Eagle Broadcasting Co.
of the
rights"
seeks a new station on the time to be made
granted renderinof certain
the license
to operate
available
by the deletion of the present
the station; and that, while it was
stations on 1400 kilocycles. The indications
shown that in many respects
are that the proposed station would be another run-of-the-mill mediocre broadcasting
WARD served the public meritoristation of which there are now too many
ously, nevertheless "the improprie-
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Gives

Training

In Radio Technique for
Public Service Groups J
CONVINCED that most of the
broadcast time donated to civic,
social and educational organizations is lost from a program standpoint because of inexperience of
the groups in program planning,
KSTP, St. Paul, this fall is planning to teach these organizations
program ference
production
through
a Conon Educational
Broadcasting, the first ever called in the
Northwest.
The conference, under the direction of Thomas Dunning Rishworth, KSTP educational director,
will be attended by radio representatives of parent-teacher organizations, safety groups, school officials,
social welfare agencies and others.
It will go into every phase of program planning, production, and
broadcast technique in an effort to
show the organizations how their
audience can be increased by more
carefully prepared programs.
In addition to actual broadcast
demonstrations and roundtable discussions, KSTP will bring to the
Twin Cities for the meeting several nationally - known educators
and broadcasters. The conference
is set for Oct. 16, the day following the three-day session of the
Minnesota Congress of Parents &
Teachers.
College Radio Courses
TWO major New York institutions
of higher learning are offering
various courses in radio this term.
Columbia University, as part of its
extension curriculum, on Sept. 25
started a course in radio writing
under Erik Barnouw, with classes
on Mondays from 7:30 to 9:10
p. m. in Philosophy Hall on the
university campus. New York University on Sept. 29 started a course
in amateur radio conducted by
Lawrence M. Cockaday, editor of
Radio News, and on Sept. 28 started an evening course in television
by Prof. H. H. Sheldon.
WLW School Resumes
THE National School of the Air
series conducted by WLW, Cincinnati, will start its tenth season
Oct. 11, the program to include five
one-hour broadcasts a week. The
station is cooperating with Fedei'al,
Statecies toand
educational
agenofferlocal
instruction
to children
in schools of a number of states.
Governors of five states have been
invited to participate in the opening program.
in the New York area. The application
should be denied.
Station WEVD seeks full thne operation
on the 1400 kilocycles channel which will be
freed
the deletion
the stations
on thatby channel.
The ofrecord
shows now
that
Station WEVD is one of the few stations
in the United States which places public
service above private profit and gives appropriate emphasis
statutory
gation to operate
in tothe the
public
interest.obli-It
has operated to provide a medium through
which all sides on public question might
be presented and has especially sought to
make its facilities available to minorities.
Its best
timethan
has tobeenadvertisers.
devoted to Operation
the public rather
on full time instead of its present half
time would substantially increase the field
of usefulness of an already useful station.
The reward for operation in the public interest The
shouldsubstitution
be forthcoming
wherever
sible.
of WEVD
for posthe
four
stations
now
operating
on
1400
cycles would most emphatically be in kilothe
public interest. The application should be

granted.
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COMMERCE
ON CBS

SERIES
RESUMES

AN EXPANDED
series of Department of Commerce weekly
programs on
American industries will be resumed over CBS
on Tuesdays 4:30
to 5 p. m., EST,
beginning Oct. 19
H. R. Daniel
and continuing
Arduring the fall and winter.
rangements were made for the
series by Secretary of Commerce
Roper with CBS officials.
The new series, in addition to
stories of the background and accomplishments ofAmerican industries, will include short talks by
members of the Business Advisory
Department of ComCouncil of theRelationship
s of industry
merce.
with government, labor and the
public will be covered.
Stories of industries will be
assisHarry R. Daniel,
given tantby
to Secretary
Roper, who
conducted the nationwide broadcast series last year. A new feature will include two or three episodes in dramatized form, prepared
with the U. S. Ofin cooperation
fice of Education.
The first talk by Mr. Daniel will
cover the furniture industry. Other
industries whose stories will be
told will include glass, motor vehicle, carpets, and rugs, petroleum,
commodity distridairy products,
bution, chemicals, tobacco, toys,
motion pictures, shoe manufacturers, coffee, tea and spices.
Stuart Tablets Test
F. A. STUART Co., Marshall,
Mich. (Stuart's Dyspepsia Tablets), started a 10-week test campaign Sept. 27 on the Don Lee network, plus WNAC, Boston and
WNAX, Yankton. Programs include
a quarter-hour show Monday,
Wednesday and Friday mornings, on the Rise & Shine program
over 11 Don Lee stations; Francis Cronin at the organ, Monday
thru Friday, 6:45-7:00 a. m., over
WNAC, and a quarter-hour hillbilly type program every morning except Sunday on WNAX. John H.
Dunham Co., Chicago, is agency.
The sponsor also was to start
quarter-hour live hillbilly shows
on five stations Oct. 1 with the
possibility that other outlets may
be added later. Benson & Dall Inc.,
Chicago, is the agency. Stations
are WHAM, WGN, WLW, WIBW
and KCKN.
Hoffman Drops Suit
RELEASE of all defendants in
the suit filed by Gov. Harold G.
Hoffman, of New Jersey, in which
Boake Carter, commentator, and
others had been sued for $100,000,
was announced Sept. 20 following
a friendly exchange of letters. The
suit was filed in July, 1936, against
Carter, Atlantic Broadcasting Co.,
WCAU, CBS and two Philco companies as a result of comment on
the governor's actions during the
Lindbergh trial. According to the
plaintiff's counsel, Harry Green,
of Newark, who announced the
settlement, fees and litigation expenses were paid by the Philco
companies.
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TALENT CONTEST— A view of the KFOX Talent Contest broadcast
from Walker's Department Store in Long Beach, Calif., daily at 11:40
a. m. This one took place in the store window and shows Hal Nichols in
window, center, conducting.
How

Libel

and Slander Affect
(Continued from page 34)

owner, lessee, licensee or operator,
shall not be liable for any damages
for any defamatory statement published or uttered in or as a part of
a radio broadcast, by one other
than such owner, lessee, licensee or
operator, or agent or employe
thereof, if such owner, lessee, licensee, operator, agent or employe shall prove the exercise of
due care to prevent the publication or utterance of such statement in such broadcast.
Sec. 2. This act shall not be applicable to or affect any cause of
action existing at the time this act
becomes effective."
Indiana enacted a law (S-80) in
March, 1937 which requires that at
least three days before a suit for
radio or television libel or slander
is brought, the aggrieved party
must serve on the station a written notice specifying the words alleged to be false and defamatory.
If upon the trial it appears that
the words were broadcast in good
faith, that falsity was due to mistake or misapprehension of the
facts and that a full and fair retraction was broadcast within ten
days after the libel was called to
the attention of the station, then
the plaintiff shall have only actual
damages, but none of these provisions apply as to a candidate for
public office unless the retraction
was made at least three days before the election. This law is aimed
in the right direction but the protection it gives to radio stations
still remains inadequate.
Federal Remedies
A number of bills on libel and
slander have been introduced in the
various state legislatures during
1937 and some of them are sufficiently inclusive to embrace defamation by radio. In California a
bill was introduced in the Senate
(S-785) providing that no owner
or operator of a radio station
should be liable for statements of
speakers discussing political matters except when the owner or
operator declares that the statements are made in behalf of such
owner or operator. At this writing,
the bill has not received legislative
sanction.
That the Congress of the United
States may constitutionally regulate the subject of radio defamation has never been decided. The
argument that Congress has this
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authority is bottomed upon the
theory state
thatcommerce.
broadcasting
is interThat has
been
decided by the Supreme Court of
the United States and by a number
of Federal courts of inferior jurisOn the other hand, the argument
ction. ** * right of Congress to
against dithe
enact a radio defamation law is
predicated upon the theory that
libel and slander constitute matters of local concern because they
affect the reputation of the citizens
of the state. According to that
theory the police power of the
state operates upon these relations
and as this power has not been
delegated to the federal government, the states are free to act. If
the state rule on the subject has
any relation to any phase of interstate commerce, it is merely incidental and indirect and the action
of the state in laying down rules
concerning radio defamation does
not burden interstate commerce. A
long line of analogous cases support this theory.
Constitutional Aspects
As the Supreme Court of the
United States has declared that
the broadcaster is engaged in interstate commerce, the fundamental constitutional principles applicable generally to interstate commerce and interstate instrumentalities need be noted. Most of
such principles are restated, by the
Supreme Court in the Minnesota
Rate Cases (Simpson v. Shepard,
230 U. S. 352, 33 S. Ct. 729) and
constitutes what may be considered
as an authorative case note. Briefly those principles are as follows:
1. The power of Congress to regulate interstate commerce is plenary and supreme and adequate to
secure the freedom of that commerce from state control and to
provide such effective regulation as
the national interest demands.
2. The power extends to every
part of interstate commerce and
to every instrumentality by which
it is carried on.
3. The reserved power of the
states to regulate local commerce is
limited to power consistent with
and not opposed to the grant to
Congress.
4. The states may not directly
control interstate commerce. Where
local action on local conditions affects interstate commerce, state action controls until Congress sees fit
BROADCASTING

to act. When Congress does act its
regulations
state
action. over-ride conflicting
5. Until Congress acts there
exists a wide range of permissible
action by states. This includes matters having obvious and most direct relation to interstate commerce, such as local improvements,
localalsfacilities,
and welfare health,
of its safety,
people. mor6. Congress is the judge of the
necessity for Federal action and its
paramount authority always enables it to intervene and thus displace local laws by substituting
laws of its own.
The decisions of the Supreme
Court in the so-called "Labor
Cases" fortify the view that Congress may go to great lengths in
taking action aimed to protect the
stream or flow of commerce. It
may deal with transactions which
are not of the essence of such flow
but which spring from other
sources — all to the end of protection and advancement of commerce,
the promotion of its growth and
the assurance of its safety. This
applies to every source of danger
which threatens interstate commerce even though the activity
may be intrastate in character
when separately considered, if a
close and substantial relation to interstate commerce exists.
The principles set forth in the
Minnesota Rate Cases, along with
the liberal interpretation set forth
in the "Labor Cases" seem to justify the conclusion that Congress
has authority completely to regulate the subject of radio defamation, and should it choose to exercise that authority the power of
the states on the same subject will
be suspended and superseded. This
the Congress may do because
broadcasting is interstate commerce and broadcasters are instrumentalities ofinterstate commerce.
Minnesota Case
In the Minnesota Rate Cases
supra the court said that interstate
carriers, in the absence of a Federal statute providing a different
rule, are answerable according to
the law of the state for acts of
nonfeasance, or misfeasance occurring within the state. The court
cited cases involving both state
statutes and "rules of law enforced
in the state
state
courts"
wherein
interagencies
were held
amenable
to rules of liability imposed by
the states, but always this was
done because the Congress had not
legislated on the subject.
The court said that until Congress passed the act of 1908 the
states determined the liability of
carriers for injuries received by
employes of railroads and this was
so because Congress had not acted.
If Congress has authority to
enact a bill covering all radio defamation it may either increase or
decrease existing rules of liability
therefor. It may subject the broadcaster to most drastic liability or
altogether relieve the broadcaster
of liability. Congress increased the
legal responsibilities of carriers
respecting death or injury to employees and respecting safety appliances. It decreased liability as
to shipments of goods and transmission of telegrams. Having the
power to legislate, it is not material whether it elects to augment
or
lessen
rights, duties and liabilities.
So far as the substantive law is
concerned these and numerous
cases which might be cited are
• Broadcast
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authority that the states, in the
exercise of their sovereign powers,
have authority to prescribe their
own rules, statutory or court decisions, to govern the extent to which
broadcasters shall be both ci%illy
and criminally liable for defamation transmitted by radio broadcast. The rules so prescribed apply
to dissemination within the states
but this right is suspended the
instant Congress lays down a rule
on this subject. As radio broadcasting is interstate in its characteristics, the Federal rule must
govern by force of these circumstances.
The industry must decide whether or not it will advocate the passage of a federal law on radio
defamation. In making its decision
it will have to consider two opposing views. One view is that according to the "practice of the
trade" broadcasters exercise no
censorship as to political speakers,
public officers, and speakers outside of the studio and have no
means of preventing defamation
where the speaker deviates from
his submitted manuscript. As to
these instances the broadcasting
company, under existing rules, is
subjected to an inequitable obligation from which it should be relieved. It is not able definitely to
appraise the extent of its liability.
A communication which reaches
several states may be held libelous
in one state but harmless in another. The situation is somewhat
analogous to that of the railroads
prior to the enactment of certain
legislation. This was described in
the Croninger case (supra), by
quoting as following from the Supreme Court of Georgia :
"* * The Federal courts, sitting
in the various states, were following the local rule, a carrier being
held liable in one court when under
the same state of facts he would
be exempt from liability in another.
Hence this branch of interstate
commerce was being subjected to
such a diversity of legislative and
judicial holding that it was practically impossible for a shipper
engaged in a business that extended beyond the confines of his owti
state * * * to know, without considerable investigation and trouble
and even then oftentimes with but
little certainty, what would be the
carrier'
* *
s actual
The
Congres
actionbility.
has made
sionalresponsi

an
end 151)
to this diversity. * *" (33
S. Ct.
In addition, the industry must
recognize the possibility of adverse
state legislation such as the Washington state bill which provides
for abatement of studios as nuisances in cases of radio defamation.
On the other hand there is the
view that granting all that the
Federal legislative advocates say
the fact remains that the existing
situation is not critical and through
indemnity agreements and the
proper handling of cases only a
remote chance exists for being
penalized. Should legislation be
proposed, the industry would take
the risk of having some unsatisfactory rules imposed upon it.
Again, while the rule of liability
may be settled in Nebraska, Missouri and Washington, no decisions
have been rendered in such pivotal
states as New York, Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Illinois,
Michigan and California. Those
taking this view may say that
until there is greater wealth of
court decisions on this subject
BROADCASTING

legislation should not be attempted.
If a Congressional Act is to be
drafted it should be so drawm as
to make certain that it covers the
whole field, and that it leaves no
room for the operation of state
statutes or rules of courts. This is
necessary in order that one rule of
liability shall govern. Unless the
Federal bill clearly and definitely
discloses an intention to supersede
state laws the courts will infer
that it does not. (Mintz v. Baldwin, 289 U. S. 346, 53 S. Ct. 611.)
In that case a federal law regarding cattle shipments from quarantine districts was held not to supersede a state law requiring a certificate that imported cattle were
free from certain disease.
Such a statute may fix liability
on the theory of negligence. The
theory of making broadcasters
liable for negligence is akin to the
liability rule applied to telegraph
companies (Western Union Telegraph Company v. Cashman, 149
Fed. (CCA.) 367), except that
the broadcaster is not a common
carrier. The statute might altogether exempt the broadcaster

It

from liability for damages and permit the Commission to revoke the
station license or deny applications
for renewals where the circumstances indicate that the station
indulges in the practice of being
negligent in preventing radio defamation.
Program Recording
Manuscripts of speeches and
discussions are sometimes filed
either before or after their broadcast. Many speeches and discussions, political and economic, are
not reduced to writing by the
speakers.
Even if reduced
to wi'iting
the broadcast
may contain
so
many deviations that the written
manuscript loses much of its value.
In order that the broadcaster
may be in a position adequately to
protect itself, its policy might be
to record all programs in which,
because of the calibre of the
speaker or the nature of the subject of the broadcast, it is anticipated defamation may occur.
Indemnifying agreements are
sometimes taken with respect to
particular broadcasts but the policy of some companies has been not
to require such agreements gener-

Pulls

lORE big Detroit-sponsored programs byWXYZ than by any other
Michigan station! That's the best
proof you can have that WXYZ
PULLS.
These major Detroit advertisers
know their radio stations. Follow
their lead to WXYZ

Ul
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ally except for political programs.
These agreements are taken to
safeguard
interests and nottheto broadcaster's
license the speaker
to defame others. Under such
agreements
broadcaster's right
is to recoup the
damages.
An indemnity agreement may, of
course, be required from all
speakers of their principals. The
value of such agreements is subject to certain limitations depending upon the responsibility of those
executing them but as a restraining and sobering influence they are
worth while. They tend to bring
home to the speaker the seriousness
defamationofandanyit indulgence
would seemin advisable
to require all users of radio facilitiesmenttoasgive
an indemnity
a matter
of course. agreeThe law discussed in this memorandum and the conclusions reached
are based upon existing situations.
The broadcasting art is in a state
of flux and the law pertinent to it
is in the same situation. Radio defamation has received but little
consideration in the courts and
such decisions as have been rendered are by no means determinative of the subject.
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Several good, established programs are waiting for you right now.
Write!

King-Trendle Broadcasting Corp.
300 Madison Theatre Building • • Detroit
Wm. G. Ramboau Co. Represonlalive
Home Oitice: Tribune Towei, Chicago
Eastern
Western
Office:
Huss Building
550 Chanin Office:
Building
San Francisco
New York

z

DETROIT
(BASIC STATION NBC BLUE NETWORK- KEY STATION MICHIGAN RADIO NETWORK)
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15,000 for Wheaties
FIFTEEN thousand children,
age 10 to 16, mo3t of them
bringing their lunches, jamLouis, medonSportsman's
Saturday,Park,
Sept. St.8,
filling the park three hours
before the Cardinals were to
meet Boston. They came as
guests of KWK and General
Mills at a KWK-Wheaties
party,
which principals
of the
local schools
announced
to
their classes beforehand and
which a big advertising
spread in a local newspaper
also publicized, along with a
week of announcements newscast theby John
O'Hara,
handling
Wheaties
programs.
Besides seeing the baseball
game,
they participated
in
stunts which
led to 360 prize
awards ranging from bicycles to tennis rackets.

2!S
... in San Francisco, or anywhere in Northern California,
we wouldn't have to run this
ad to tell you that . . .

<l o

r

O

c»

/Veu> TRANSMITTER

... sends your local or Columbia network program
booming, day or night, into its vastly extended coverage area . . . with all the
strength, clarity and tonal beauty of the world's
most modern equipment.

•aiSl oan. /recncisc

We

woidUUt't

kcujie to.

iUUad...
...because you, like 1,850,000 others,
would be tuned often to the swell shows
at their swellest from the new, 100%
high fidelity, distortionless Western
Electric transmitter of . . .

FO
SAN

FRANCISCO
DAY POWER now 5,000
watts. EVENING 1,000
watts . . . 560 Kilocycles,
RUSS BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO
Philip C. Laslty
Cen, Mgr,
REPRESENTATIVES
JOHN BLAIR & CO.

COLUMBIA
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Football Sponsors
{Continued from page H)
never giving a commercial announcement or any reference to its
product during actual playing on
the field. Commercials will only be
heard at the beginning, at the quarter and half time, at the end and
very briefly when there is time out.
Mr. Deal exploited the radio rally and the opening of the football
season in the West with quarterpage advertisements in 150 newspapers. He has ordered 750,000
printed schedules for the football
season, which will be handed to
motorists at filling stations. In addition to this thousands of posters
calling attention to the broadcasts
have been ordered for display at
all Associated dealers.
A weekly mailer to the dealers
shows the commercial to be read
by the announcer during the comweek's broadcast.
This will
give
the ing
dealer
an opportunity
of tying
in with the air commercial if he so
desires.
It is suggested to the dealers,
likewise that they call attention to
the Associated football broadcast
for the coming week-end by advertising inOilthe
local paper.
ciated
furnishes
the ad Assocopy,
cuts and art work that might be
necessary, free of charge.
Among the new tie-in features in
connection with the football sponsorship this year is "Professor Pigskin." Questions written to the oil
company by football fans will be
read over the air by the various
commentators between halves. At
the same time the commentator,
acting in the role of "Professor
Pigskin" will announce that the
answers to the queries will be
found dowsinof all
printed
form ondealers
the winAssociated
on
Monday morning following the Saturday or Sunday broadcast.
Other Grid Sponsorship
The local Sears-Roebuck store of
Tulsa, Okla., will broadcast the
complete schedule of Tulsa U on
KTUL with Edward Gallaher as
sportcaster. The first of the series
of 10 games was aired Sept. 25
when Tulsa U played Oklahoma U.
Dodge Motor dealers of Minneapolis and St. Paul will sponsor
the complete Minnesota U schedule
(eight games) on KSTP with Halsey Hall, sports commentator, at
the microphone. Commercials have
been banned during the actual
BROADCASTING

broadcasts from the field and will
be limited to a 15-minute preview
and a 15-minute review of highlights at the conclusion of play.
The sponsors will also air a pregame football party each Friday
night titled Football Highlights,
feautring
stars and interviews withguest
old timers.
WROL,nounces that
Knoxville,
it has paid Tenn.,
$2,000 anfor
exclusive rights to all games
played by Tennessee U during the
ship.
season and that the complete
schedule is available for sponsorOldsmobile will sponsor the nine
Michigan State games on WXYZ,
Detroit, and the Michigan Radio
Network, with Carl Gensel and
Harry Wismer as commentators.
Gensel will also give a Friday
night forecast, predicting the outcome of more than 100 games to
be played each Saturday throughout the country. Auto Owners Insurance Co., Detroit, is sponsoring
a Wednesday evening series on
WXYZ featuring Charlie Bachman, coach of Michigan State, who
will give a resume of the previous
week's games, explain wins and
losses and analyze playing tactics
of approaching games.
Milwaukee Programs
Sponsored by a local dairy, Harry Stuhldreher, quarter-back of
Rockne's original "Four Horsemen", will give three 15-minute
talks each week on WTMJ, Milwaukee. On Mondays he will conduct a post mortem on games
played the preceding week-end; on
Wednesdays he will discuss generally the players of various teams;
on Fridays he will forecast games
to be played the next day. The
broadcasts will originate in Madison, Wis., and when Wisconsin U
plays out of town games, Stuhldreher will broadcast from the cities visited. Russ Winnie, WTMJ
sports commentator, will assist
Mr. Stuhldreher.
Chrysler Motor Co., Detroit, is
sponsoring a series of talks on
football by Eddie Batchelor, local
sports writer, on WJR, that city,
Mondays, 6:15 p. m. Lee Anderson Adv. Co., Detroit, is the
agency.
The complete schedule of the
Ball State Teachers College football eames has been sold to the local Singers Bakery and the games
will be heard on WLBC, Muncie,
Ind.
Socony Adds Three
SOCONY-VACUUM Oil Co. Inc.,
New York, has added three stations to the previously announced
[Broadcasting, Sept. 15] trio on
which this sponsor will broadcast
all home
games
of the Yale
football schedule
to advertise
Mobiloil
and Mobilgas. Placed through J.
Stirling Getchell Inc., New York,
broadcasts will be made each Saturday from Oct. 2 to Nov. 13 on
WMCA, New York; WFAS, White
Plains; WKBW, Buffalo; WTHT,
Hartford: WABY, Albany;
WCAX, Burlington, Vt.
CHET CRANK Inc., Los Angeles
agency, tising
is handling
a $20,000
advercampaign, which
will include
radio, forbrationthe
anniversary
by Los25th
Angeles
Motor celeCar
Dealers, who from Oct. 30 to Nov. 7
will hold their Silver Jubilee Automobile Show.
• Broadcast
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PRyOR-MIDGLEY

VINDICATED

And Tactfully Ask for Smokes Made
Client After Winning
THE SMOKES are oh WATL,
Atlayita, but not because of
aJiy stork visitation. In our
Aug. 15 issue Broadcasting
published a letter from Maurice C. Coleman, manager of
WATL, challenging the radio
heads of Batton, Barton, Durstine & Osborn Inc. to produce
certain station promotion material sent the agency. Part
Two of this series follows:
EDITOR Broadcasting:
Is my face red or is it red ?
Midgley wrote me today, sending
all the information detailed even
to the color of the stamps, and
was I surprised, but I very humbly
admitted defeat as you can see by
the enclosed carbon copy of letter
to him mailed at the same time as
this one, and here is the answer:
* * *
"Now that fall is here and vacations are over, we have time to
turn around and indulge in some
of the more pleasant angles of this
broadcasting business.
"Arthur Pryor and I have derived a great deal of enjojinent
from your open letter in the Aug.
15 issue of Broadcasting. Upon
returning from my vacation on
Aug. 2, there was a large pile of
station promotional data on my
desk. This was not filed until I had
looked it over.
"Whenabout
your the
lettermiddle
appeared
along
of the
month, I called for the WATL
folder and in it found a wad of
material clipped together. The first
page bore two rubber stamped
'WATL'S', and contained a summary of the stores, sales personnel
and payroll in the city of Atlanta.
The second page was your good
letter of July 18. The next two
pages contained a resume of the
Slants on Life with Ralph program. Th next nine pages were a
sample script. The next three
pages contained factual market
data and were followed by the inevitable rate card.
"If this qualifies us for the box
of cigars, please make it a carton
of Kools or Raleighs instead. We
save the coupons.
tho, we are regarding
very glad
to "Seriously,
have this information
your program, and you may be
sure it will receive every consideration if a campaign is planned
in the Atlanta market. As a matter of fact, we have not placed
any business in Atlanta for the
past several months.
C. E. MiDGELEY Jr.
Radio Dept.,
if BBDO,
if ie New York"

by a BBDO

WATL Challenge
tion data and information sent
them.
"Being so elated over this fact
your request for a carton of Kools
or Raleighs will not only be considered, but you shall receive under separate cover a carton of
each, and all the coupons that can
be rounded up (maybe if you save
enough of 'em we'll trade you the

BROADCASTING

"Thanking you for your interest
in this station, and with kindest
personal regards,
I am.very truly,
Yours
MAxmicE C. Coleman."
Keystone to Place
KEYSTONE STEEL & WIRE Co.,
Peoria,
which
has placed
its business with
the Russel
M. Seeds
Co.
Inc., Chicago, will start half-hour
Saturday night Barn Dance show
on the WLW Line starting Oct.
9. Complete station lineup is still to
be decided.

from BBDO.'

Seven times a day CKLW

dialers hear the latest news brought to them by

our three ace commentators. Vol Clare, with his "newsy" style, Joe
Gentile, whose smooth, mellow voice always adds interest, and Steve
Douglas, hard-hitting, rapid-fire commentator. These boys put personality
in the news — build prestige and add background for your sales message.
(One news broadcast is still available for sponsorship.)

And there you have it my friend.
After all it does prove one thing.
If you want the radio industry to
know anything, just publish it in
Broadcasting. I'll let you arrive
at your own conclusions — Regards,
Maurice C. Coleman
Manager WATL, Atlanta.
Sept. 23
* * *
And here's Mr. Coleman's reply
to Mr. Midgeley:
guess everything
comes to
he
who"I waits,
and incidentally
I am
gratified to learn that my theory
has beento 'shot
fact I
intend
shout toit pieces',
from thein housetops, that BBDO does keep all sta-

radio station for them) as an extra inducement for your consideration of 'small station' publicity.
"As Taishoff stated in Broadcasting, criticism given and taken
in the proper spirit only adds zest
to the industry, as radio stations
have been the target in many issues, and I am very happy to learn
that Mr. Pryor as well as yourself
have
'criticism'
spirit accepted
in which myit was
written.in the
"And now, that all is forgiven,
and I have very humbly admitted
defeat, 'how about some business

We want an opportunity to tell you more about the success other prominent
advertisers are having on CKLW. 38 advertisers have increased their advertising over CKLW this year, and 23 are using CKLW for the first time.
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SWEEJEST

MASS PICKUPS — It took nine
microphones at as many strategic
points, four technicians and more
than 4,500 feet of open field wire
pole line to cover the Sept. 19
Pontifical Mass at Carrollton, Md.,
conducted by the Baltimore Catholic hierarchy to honor John Carroll, one of the signers of the Declaration of Independence.
Announcer
John Fritsch WBAL's
is here
shown at one of the points with
Engineer John Mutch at the controls. The massing of thousands of
clergymen and laymen over a huge
field furnished one of the feature
broadcasts of WBAL's history,
with part of the two hours on the
air relayed to the Mutual Network.

To A SALES EXECUTIVE, trying to pick
this spot or that for resuhful sales effort,
we submit that just about the sweetest
words in any language are:

A

MORE

SPENDABLE
f
MONEY
It is Salt Lake City speaking. Bank deposits here are at an all-time peak of
approximately $92,000,000.00— some
three million dollars above the pre-depression high.
To reach the owners of that spendable
money, alert national advertisers are using the station which consistently carries
more local advertising and serves more
local advertisers. There must be a reason!

KDYl
SALT LAKE CITY

Representatives:
JOHN
NEW YORK

BLAIR

CHICAGO
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SAN FRANCISCO

SustaiiiingProgramTime
Fed by CBC Is Doubled
STARTING Oct. 3 the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. will feed its
23 basic stations with sustaining
programs from 12 noon to midnight, doubling the six hours of
sustaining programs which have
gone to the stations during the
evening hours. The ultimate goal
is to feed 16 hours to the stations
throughout the Dominion which
want CBC programs. The other
four hours will be added graduprobablyOct.
next
year. calls
The
scheduleally,from
3 onward
for 11 hours of broadcasting from
noon to 11 p. m. to the Atlantic
Coast provinces, 12 hours each to
Ontario and Quebec, 13 hours to
the prairie provinces from noon to
1 a. m. and 14 hours to British
Columbia, from noon to 2 a. m.
The programs are mostly quarterhours during the daytime, with
some half-hour schedules.
In charge of daytime production in the Toronto region, where
many of the programs for the
national network originate, are
Ernest Morgan and George Temple, both veteran announcers and
program directors. Evening programs will be handled at the Toronto headquarters by Rupert Lucas, John
Kannawin,
kin and
George
Young. John AdasTo assist in handling the six
hours of additional broadcasting
from the Toronto regional office of
the CBC, four announcers have
been transferred to the CBC Toronto office. T. O. Wiklund comes
from CKOC, Hamilton, where he
has been for six years; G. Earle
Whittaker from CFCH, North
Bay; Raymond Mackness, from
the CBC studios in Vancouver;
Wm. O'Reilly from CRCO, Ottawa.
Norman Lucas is being transferred
from the sustaining program production department in Toronto, to
the CBC commercial department,
where he will be chief operator.
JOHN B. KENNEDY. NBC news
commentator, will be heard in a new
feature of the General Motors concerts, to be called Parade of Scientific
Progress.
BROADCASTING
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Calls

For
Big Stations
Two 50,000 Watt Stations To
Take Air Within Few Weeks
By JAMES MONTAGNES
CHANGING the policy of assigning three-letter calls only to Canadian Broadcasting Corp.'s 50,000watt stations, five of the low-powered CBC stations have been assigned such call letters. While the
new 50,000-watt transmitter in
Montreal will go on the air as
CBF and be used mainly for
French programs, the other CBC
station, CRCM, changes to CBM.
In Toronto CBL is the call of the
new 50,000-watt station, while
CRCT becomes CBT, and CRCY
will be CBC. In Ottawa CRCO be- t
comes CBO, in Windsor CRCW
changes to CBW, and in Vancouver
CRCV is to be called CBR. These
three change over on Oct. 1. The
Quebec CBC-owned station, CRCK,
remains unchanged.
The two 50,000-watt stations
which were to be ready for Oct.
1 have not yet been inaugurated
and the buildings are not quite
complete.
Latest
tion is that
the official
stations informawill be
ready
to
go
on
the
air
Nov.
Two more such stations are to be1.
built next year in the Atlantic
Coast provinces and on the western prairies. programs booked for
Commercial
CBL, Toronto, average for each
week 1% hours in the morning,
IV2 hours in the afternoon, and
2% hours in the evenings, with
Monday night booked solidly. The
accounts are split nearly evenly
between American and Canadian
advertisers.
New CBC regulations [Broadcasting, Sept. 15] which go into
effect on Nov. 1 are not meeting
with any opposition from independently-owned stations. Most station managers state that the regulations have been partly in force
for some time, and that the advertising content of 5% in an hour
had not been rigidly enforced. Said
Henry Gooderham, owner of CKCL,
Toronto: "There is nothing to wor-j
ry about in the new regulations.
They will not change our policy,
except that we may now use a little moi-e time for advertising." The
hourly content has been increased
to six minutes, with option to put
several hours allowance in any one
hour.
New Departure Spots
NEW DEPARTURE MFG. Co.,
Bristol, Conn, (coaster brake),
startedtion Sept.
27 a campaign ofto stabreak announcements,
be
broadcast three times a week for
13 weeks. The fifteen stations
carrying the announcements Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
are: KSTP, KFWB, KSL, WFIL,
KOMO, KPRC, WOAI, WFAA,
WTIC, WGAR, WSB, KSD, KGA,
KALE, KMBC. The agency is Lord
& Thomas, New York.
CRCY,byToronto,
100-watt Broadcasting
outlet oper- '
ated
the Canadian
Corp., is changing frequency from
1,420 to 960 kc. on Oct. 15, on the
grounds that it is now in a congested
area with 48 stations jammed near
that frequency, while there are only
three stations on 960. The station carries only CBC sustaining programs,
the other CBC - Toronto station,
CRCT, also carrying commercial programs.
• Broadcast
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Chairman

La uds Ante

Partisan Debate in
THE likelihood that radio and its
regulation may be taken up as a
partisan political issue was foreshadowed Sept. 28 in a speech delivered during the National Radio
Forum conducted by the Washi^igton Star on NBC-Blue by Chairman John Hamilton of the Republican National Committee, who
praised American radio as an example of competitive private enterprise that makes it "a triumph of
free speech" but who also took occasion to point out that Republicans are taking a leading part in
airing its "evils".
"Some evils have appeared in the
work of the FCC," said Mr. Hamilton. "Our Republican Senator Wallace White of Maine and our Republican Representative Richard
Wigglesworth of Massachusetts introduced resolutions into the last
session of Congress for investigating these evils. They wanted to put
the light of day on all bad practices whether by private operators
of radio stations or by public members of the FCC. Such an inquiry,
they believed, and they contended,
would lead to newer and better
regulations and improvements in
the already excellent radio broadcasting system."
Mr. Hamilton then pointed that
administration forces, despite a
favorable report on the White
Resolution from the Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, stopped
the proposed inquiries both in the
Senate and the House.
With respect to radio itself, Mr.
Hamilton lauded the Washington
Star
Forum
for presenting
"a vastof
variety
of talkers
and debaters
all shades of opinion. Republican,
Democratic, Progressive, FarmerLaborite, Left Wing, Right Wing
and Middle-of-the-Road." The discussions, he added, have "proceeded at a high level of temperateness and mutual consideration."
This he pointed to as an example
of American free speech, and he
praised radio's part as follows:
Freedom of Radio
"The amazing thing in American
radio is not, however, merely its
facilities and its technical engineering triumphs which take the
speaker's voice across such vast expanses of territory to so many millions of homes. Such triumphs are
in a degree known also in many
other countries. The truly amazing
thing about American radio is its
triumphs of free speech, of free
thought, of free access by listeners
to all the new things as well as to
all the old things in the mental life
and in the economic life and in the
political life of the nation. There is
more free speech, and more kinds
of free speech, in American radio
than in the radio of any other
country in the world. America leads
the world — and leads it by a wide
margin — in freedom of speech on
that new magical medium.
"But now let me ask you all a
question. It is a question that will
shed light on many other questions
of our day. Why is it that the
United States leads the world in
free speech on the air? Is it because the managers of America radio just simply happen to have
some sort of peculiar passion for
free speech? Is it because they are
personally morally superior to the
managers of radio in other countries? Well, I admire them very
BROADCASTING

rica n R adio ;

Congress

Foreseen

much but I don't want to flatter
them. They are human beings; and
human nature if of very much the
same stuff all around the globe.
Our American radio managers
have their fair share of human
weakness as well as their fair
share of human virtue. I would not
be able to agree that it is simply
their virtue, high as it may be, that
has given us American radio free
speech.
"No. The difference between ours
and foreign countries in this matter is not mainly a difference of
personalities. It is mainly a difference of institutions. The radio programs of almost all foreign countries are governmentally selected,
governmentally produced, governmentally controlled. This means
also that they are monopolistically
selected, monopolistically produced,
monopolistically controlled. There
can be no free speech in such circumstances.
"Contrariwise, here in the United
States, our radio programs are pri-

laHSaHi

STUMPERS— Listeners of WKZO,
Kalamazoo, Mich., submit freak renoises Effects
on the Man
station's
Stump quests
the for So2ind
program. Esconced in this corner,
Leonard Wood uses three turntables with four pickups, as well
as miscellaneous gadgets, to simulate the requested sounds. He has
produced some 200 different noises,
and has 350 more requests in files.
vately competitively selected, privately competitively produced, and
— I was going to say — privately
competitively controlled. But that

havi

Checks from the sale of bumper crops are
pouring into Kansas. 839,770 homes in the
WIBW area are in the market for cars, radios,
machinery, paint, fencing . . . the list is endless. WIBW is the most powerful, personalized selling force in this booming market.

• Broadcast

would be a poor and wrong way of
saying it. When there is full free
competition,
there
no reallyIf successful control
by isanybody.
one
radio station, through prejudice,
does not want to put on Norman
Thomas, the Socialist leader, there
is some other radio station which,,
through competition, will proceed
to put him on. That is the basic
reason, ladies and gentlemen, why
you have radio free speech in the
United States. The basic reason is
competition between stations, competition between chains of stations,
competition between producers for
programs that will provide new interest for the listeners."
33 Carry Oneida
ONEIDA LTD., (Tudor Plate
Silver), Oneida, N. Y. starts Oct.
1 a 15-minute transcribed program
of talks and music, titled Peggy
Tiido-r. Discs were made by WBS.
Stations being used, which number
33,WGN,
are: WOR. KGO. KNX. KWK. WBZWBZA. WCCO,
WJR, WLW, K O I N,.
WCAU. KDKA, WHK. KMBC. WFAA.
KOL. KSL. KOA, WOW, WGR. WFBR,
WGST, WOAI, WJAX, WWL, HKQ.
WKY, WSM, WGY, WHO. KFH. WJSV,
KPRC. The agency is BBDO, New York.

LET US PROVE

IT! Write for your free

copy of "Kansas Radio Facts," the most
thorough, intensive, and impartial surveyever made of a complete state. Unbiased
FACTS based on 5,000 house-to-house calls
. . . half city and half country ... in every
nook and corner of Kansas.

Don Searle, Gen. Mgr.
New York —

Advertising

Represented by Capper Publications in
Detroit — Chicago —
Kansas City, Mo.
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Purely Radio
ONE arm of radio is helping
the other these days in Oklahoma.
Through
ments
worked
out arrangeby WKY,
Oklahoma City, members of
the Oklahoma State Radio
Service Men's Association
and of the Professional Radio Technician's
of Oklahoma
will Association
be able to
attend their regular Tuesdayremote
eveningcontrol.
meetingsW5XAU,
by radio
ultra high frequency adjunct
of WKY, operating on 31.6
megacycles, will air each
weekly ciated
program
of the
organizations
at asso8:30

HOME

will drive your sales message into the homes
over 2,000,000
in South

of

listeners

Dakota,

North

Dakota, Iowa, Minnesota
and Nebraska.

with

its clear signal of

570 kc.5000
1000

watts (LS.)

watts

night

has

gained the confidence

of

its listeners and they depend upon WNAX

for

their merchandise.

is the largest mail pulling
station in this northwest.
Drive your sales record to
a new

high with WNAX.

Representatives
HOWARD H. WILSON
KANSAS

CITY
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p. m.Ballots for Pratt
IRE
And Turner as President
BALLOTING by mail began in latter September to elect 1938 officers
of the Institute of Radio Engineers, with two nominees for president — Haraden Pratt, vice-president and chief engineer of Mackay
Radio & Telegraph Co. and Hubert
M. Turner, associate professor of
electrical engineering at Yale University. Both have been very active
in IRE committee work in recent
Nominations for the honorary
vice-presidency, which annually
years.
goes to a foreign radio notable, are
Raymond Braillard, head of the
Control Center of the International
Broadcasting Union at Brussels,
and Ernest T. Fisk, chairman and
managing director of Amalgatralia. mated Wix-eless Ltd., Sydney AusSix nominations for 1938-40 directors are listed, of whom three
are to be elected, namely: Adolph
B. Chamberlain, CBS chief engineer; Frederick W. Cunningham,
assistant broadcast development
engineer, Bell Laboratories; Oscar
B. Hanson, NBC chief engineer;
Lawrence C. F. Horle, New York
consulting engineer; Albert F.
Murray, engineer in charge of television, Philco Radio & Television
Corp.; Cyril M. Jansky Jr., senior
partner, Jansky & Bailey, Washlots willington
be consulting
countedengineers.
after Oct. Bal26.
Minnesota U. Courses
FOR THE third consecutive year,
the University of Minnesota is offering courses in radio script writing in its extension division, with
classes both on the campus in Minneapolis, and at the extension center
in St. Paul. Started three years
ago as an experiment by Luther
Weaver, radio advertising man of
the Twin Cities at the reauest of
Dr. Richard R. Price, director of
the extension service, the course
has taken a definite place in the
University of Minnesota curriculum
with increased enrollment every
year. Mr. Weaver again will conduct the course. Classes will be offered for beginning script writers
and advanced workers, the latter
class usually embracing workers
already holding radio script jobs.
Programs, both sustaining and
commercial by those who have
taken the course, are appearing
regularly on Twin Cities and
northwestern stations.
BROADCASTING

Gen. Mauborgne Named
To Take Over Army Post
As Chief Signal Officer
ONE of the
Army'sCol.outstanding
authorities
on radio,
Joseph O.
Mauborgne, on Oct. 1 takes over
the duties o-f '^^ief Si-^nal Officer
under an appointm e n tdentbyRoosevelt.
PresiHe will assume
the rank of major
general.cently
Until
director reof
the Army's radio
aircraft
tory at laboraDayton,
:n. Mauborgne
Maj. Gen. MauAllison, who
Maj. Gen.
James
borgne
succeeds
retired
Sept.
30 asB ' chief of the
Army Signal Corps.
Maj. Gen. Mauborgne has served
in the Army since he was graduated from St. Francis Xavier College in New York in 1901. Formerly an infantry officer, he was chief
of engineering and research of the
Signal Corps in Washington from
1917 to 1921, during which he accompanied the Chief Signal Officer
to Europe and later served in Paris
in connection with the Inter-Allied
Radio Conference.
He has served as chief of many
strategic Signal Corps posts, including the Sixth Corps Area, Chicago, the Panama Canal Department, andFromthe
Francisco.
1930Presidio,
to 1931 San
he was
on
duty, in Washington as radio expert in patent cases before the
War Claims Arbiter.
NAB

Engineering

Body

Names
Loyet Chairman
PAUL LOYET,
chief engineer
of WHO, Des
Moines, was
named chairman
of the NAB Engineering Comfor 193738 on mittee
Sept.
28
by John Elmer,
Mr. Loyet
WCBM, Baltimore,
president. HeNABsucceeds
J. H. DeWitt
Jr., WSM, Nashville, chairman for
the last two years who, however,
remains a member of the committee.
Other members are L. A. Benson, WIL,
St. Louis;
L. S.
Book-E. '
waiter,
KOIN,
Portland,
Ore.;
K. Cohan, CBS; Gerald W. Cooke,
WBAL, Baltimore; John E. Fetzer,
WKZO, Kalamazoo; E. L. Gove,
WHK, Porter
Cleveland;
C. W. WCBM,
Horn, '
NBC;
Houston,
Baltimore; Carl Meyers, WGN,
Chicago, and John M. Sherman,
WTCN, Minneapolis.
ROBERT
S. management
TAPLINGERof announces that the
his
Hollywood office has been taken over
by Jerry Farrar, sharing executive responsibility with Pauline Swanson, '
who is in charge of national maga- '
zine rar
andwas syndicate
Farformerly contacts.
a public Mr.
relations
executive, vice-president of Box Office Digest and advertising manager
of Daily Variety. Other new members
of the Taplinger Hollywood office are
Paul Price,
formerlyas ofcopy
M-G-M's
licity department,chief, puband
Tommy White, in charge of fashions
and women's features. Hersehell McGraw has been appointed staff cammanager. eraman. Sally Wohl is now office
• Broadcast

Advertising

fCONTROt
ROOM
,A. H. SAX TON, NBC's westeru dijvisiou chief
supervise and
directly bothengineer,
the SanwillFrancisco
'Hollywood
technical
staffs
in
the
fuiture. He will divide his time between
Ithe network's
offices
in SanwillFrancisco
land
Hollywood.
Saxton
oversee
tthe installation of technical equipment
iin the new Hollywood studios, to be
Ierected shortly
and alsoin direct
imiprovements
contemplated
the KGO
,and KPO studios and transmitters at
I San Francisco. Curtis Peck, former
!announcer at KPO and for the past
it-everal
yearsatinBelmont,
charge ofhas
the been
station's
Itransmitter
promoted to engineer in charge of the
NBC studios in San Francisco. Donald De Wolf continues in a similar
|I>osition in Hollywood.
C. A. PEREGRINE, studio control
I supervisor of KOA. Denver, since
1927, has been promoted to chief engineer of that station succeeding Robert H. Owen, who last month was
made manager. Mr. Owen succeeded
A. E. Nel-son. who was made general
manager of KDKA. Pittsburgh. Additions to the KOA engineering de])artment include Ruben Isberg. studio engineer, formerly with KFKA.
Greeley, Colo., and Garland Dutton.
transmitter engineer, formerly of
"WHO,
terloo. Des Moines, and WMT, WaFARRELL BUCKLEY, operator at
resigned in Sep( KYA, San
tember to goFrancisco,
to Seattle.
: EDDIE MILLER. NBC New York
studio technician, has been transthe network's Hollywood
technicalferred tostaff.
ALFRED SPAN has been placed in
charge of the CBS Hollywood sound
effects department, having been transstudios. ferred from the network's New York
WILLARD .7. PT'RCELL. chief engineer of WGY. Schenectady, recently won
chami>ionship
the Western the
Massachusetts
Small of Bore
Rifle
'Tournament at Pittstield. Mass., scoring 35)7 out i>f a j)ossible 400. In
the actual shooting he was tied with
'another Schenectady man. A. O.
Dodge, of the radio department of
the General Electric Co.. but Purcell
had a better score at the lOO-yanl
distance and was awarded the championship.
FRANK MARTIN, formerly of
' WEEU. Reading. Pa., has joined the
staff of WCAU, Philadelphia, as production engineer.
, OWEN FORD. Transradio press
; operator of KDYL. Salt Lake City.
'1 has
promoted to has
control
and been
Al Gunderson
beenoperator
moved
1 to the transmitter staff.
, .JAMES BOOTH, of Davenport. la..
has joined the engineering staff of
' WHBF, Rock Island, 111.
.. MIR YEN GREELEY, operator of
WEBC, Duluth. was married Sept. 11.
WILLIARD MILLER, studio opera• tor
and WGL.
Ind..of isWOWO
the father
of a Ft.boyWayne.
born
Sept. 17.
GERALD H. PEASE, studio engineer for NBC in Chicago, has been
transferred to New York.
WILLIAM EDDY, formerly with the
; phia.
Farnsworth
Television
Pbiladelhas joined
the NBCCo..engineering
' department as television engineer in
' New
York.andHe retired
is a Naval
Academy
raduate
in 1934
as a
; lieutenant senior grade.
ROBERT PAULSON, KEHE, Los
technician,
has taken
a nine-to
: Angeles,
month leave
of absence
to return
the University of Washington.
BROADCASTING

CHARLES L. TOWNSEND, NBC
Chicago studio-field engineer, will be
transferred to the NBC-New York
television department Oct. 1. Wilson
T. Knight also of the Chicago staff,
has been
appointed
Townsend's
successor, with
George Maki
taking over
Knight's post.
RANDOLPH HALLETT. formerly
of WQAM and WIOD, Miami, has
joined
tor andWGPC,
engineer.Albany, Ga., as operaLEON LLOYD, formerly of WGPC.
Albany, Ga.. has joined the technical
staff of KLRA, Little Rock.
WALTERmaker,SWENSON,
William ElliottGeorge
and ShoeColor
Southern have joined the control staff
of WNEW. New York.
CHARLES CORLISS. NBC-Chicago
engineer, recently became the father
of a baby boy and Frank Schnepper.
also of NBC, is tlie father of a babv
W. E. PLUMMER con.sulting radio
girl.
engineer associated with Glenn D.
Gillett, Washington consulting firm,
sailed for the West Coast via the
Panama Canal on Sept. 17 for Los
Angeles, where he will arrive Oct. "2.
He will engage in lieUl strength survey work for various (iillctt clients
along the Coast and will remain tor
several months.

ED UPDEGRAFF, formerly chief
engineer at KF.JB, Marshalltown,
la., and WOC, Davenjiort, has been
added to
engineering
staff' D.of
WMT,
CedartheRapids,
by Charles
Quentiu, technical supervisor.
MICHAEL GOODOVER has joined
the staff of KGNF, North Platte,
Neb., as control engineer. He was
formerly with KXBY, Kansas City.

THREE IN ONE— This new shortwave truck of KDYL, Salt Lake
City, has three transmitters and a
p. a. system. Announcer Myron
Fox is shown in action from the
observation cockpit.
.7 O H N KENNEDY, formerly of
KRKD, Los Angeles, has joined the
KFWB. Hollywood, technical staff.
SAM HAGGARTY, second engineer
at C.7RM, Regina-Moose Jaw, Sask.,
lias been appointed chief engineer of
('.T<iX. Yorkton. Sask. He has been
replaced at C.7RM by Bill McDonald.

Catch
NEWS!

it when

Broadcast

Voices Recreated
QUIN RYAN, manager of WGN,
Chicago, now announcing a news
broadcast at 11:30 a. m., is presenting the voices of famous people, long dead, on his program.
Most of the recordings were made
before the advent of broadcasting.
■Voices heard on the program include Presidents Theodore Roosevelt, Woodrow Wilson, William
Howard Taft, Warren G. Harding,
and Calvin Coolidge. Other voices
include those of William Jennings
Bryan, Ellen Terry, the actress,
and E. H. Sothern, actor. Bathasweet Corp., New York, sponsors
Quin
Ryan's news
M. Kiesewetter
Inc., broadcasts.
New York, H.is
the
agency.

it happens

it when

convenient

American Legionnaires, bound for their annual convention in New York, left Miami on a 9:30
A.M. train. WQAM, witli time sold out until 11:00 A.M., sent their short wave truck to the
railroad station witli a Presto Recorder, transcribed the scene of departure and broadcast it two
hours later.

WQAM announcer, interviews
LeSlie
departingHarris,
legionnaires, as Ralph Nulsen, engineer,
oi>cratcs Presto recorder, hastily set up on station

When news breaks, you re on the scene at a
moment's notice with the Presto Recorder.

platform.
PRESTO

• Broadcast
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PROGRAMS
Sets for Sale
TO PROMOTE the sale of radio
sets for Hale Bros. Appliance
Store in San Jose, Calif., KQW
is combining two appeals to
the audience in a 13-week campaign. Two 15-minute studio programs built from transcriptions,
feature the Star of Today. A short
biography of the star of today is
'woven into the script, the main
part of which is devoted to selling
the Saturday morning program of
amateurs, juveniles under 20 years
of age, called Stars of Tomorroxv.
The Saturday morning live talent
half-hour program is remoted from
the store. Weekly winners are
given a six weeks' course of professional training by FanchonMarco School of the Theater. The
programs also attempt to stimulate the trade-in of old sets by
offering to repair the best of the
lot each week and donate it to a
needy individual, selected by the
local American
* Legion
* * post.
Peekers and Victuals
GOOD FOOD is the theme of a
new series on WCFL, Chicago,
called Peekers in the Pantry and
featuring Phil Libby, local food
consultant, who is said to give
liousewives directions for preparing dishes that "please the most
particular appetite without strainthe most
purse."presents
Along
with ingthe
talks,frugal
Ed Burke
news for women.

May I Cut In?
WBBM Bandwagon was inaugurated on WBBM, Chicago,
Sept. 19 after several weeks of
exhaustive short wave testing of
the
unit,listeners
W-10XAL. station's
At leastmobile
a dozen
"break in" on a program, gossip
with the talent miles away from
the studio, ask for their favorite
selection, and show their own entertaining ability.
Each Tuesday and Thursday
Paul Luther, announcer, and Ellery Plotts, field engineer, visit a
different point in Chicago with the
WBBM mobile transmitter, and
establish short wave communication with Milton Charles at the
console of the organ in the Wrigley building. Radio fans surrounding the "station on wheels" hear
Charles' organ selections over a
loudspeaker, break in, request their
own favorite numbers, and carry
on an informal conversation with
the artist.
THE

Jobs Unwanted
HUMAN interest series on WMCA,
New York, features people whose
jobs are so unusual that no one
wants them. Entitled The Only
Ones, the broadcasts will include
the only person who has gone over
Niagara Falls twice in a barrel and
the only man who drew pay from
both the U. S. Navy and Marine
Corps.

KFH

eans

Business!

To prepare the way for volume sales of
your product in South-Central Kansas and
Northern Oklahoma, point your sales message to the 792,250 radio fans, in the primary area of KFH, who like and prefer
Radio Station KFH, in Wichita, Kansas.

JVaUoKue

/^eft^e^^enU^ii^e
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EDWAP.D PETHY AND CO.

Police and Fire Coverage
WSBT-WFAM, South Bend, Ind.,
have arranged with local police
and fire departments for coverage
of all fires and accidents. A receiver is kept tuned to the local
police radio station. In case of accidents, a check is made by telephone with headquarters to secure
details which are then put on the
air with follow-up stories as soon
as complete details are available.
The fire department cooperates by
phoning reports on fire runs and
later, providing reports on amount
of damage, cause of blaze, etc. The
news room of South Bend Tribune,
owners of the twin stations, also
furnishes news bulletins, in addition to material for daily "Indiana
&WFAM
Michigan
feature.
WSBTalso News"
uses UP
service.
* * *
Rapid-Fire Riddles
A CONTEST in which listeners
compete while the program is in
progress
and learn
names
of win-of
ners instantly,
is the
feature
Red Boy Riddles on KFEL, Denver. Wesley Battersea, well known
to Denver radio listeners, handles
the program. He asks a riddle, and
gives the number of the telephone
beside him. Answers come in immediately. The radio audience hears
the phone ring and listens while
Battersea takes the answers,
names and addresses of winners,
and dispatches prizes. Without
waste of time, another riddle is
asked. The program is sponsored
by Red Boy Cereal Co., of Colorado, and was placed through Raymond Keane !¥
Agency,
* *Denver.
Words— But Not Spelling
titleda You
aPROGRAM
cross between
Prof.Don't
Quiz Say,
and
Spelling Bee, has been started by
WMCA, New York. The audience
is asked to give the correct pronunciation of words spelled by the
announcer and awards are given
to the winners in a series of elimination contests. Scheduled six
nights a week, each of the broadcasts is confined to participation of
a definite community of metropolitan New York. On Saturday nights
there are pre-elimination contests
of
preceding
night's
and the
on the
13th week,
the winners
winners
of the 12 preceding weeks will be
presented for the finals.
^
^ ^
About Neighbors
NEWSPAPERS in 40 counties of
Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana have
been invited to cooperate in furnishing interesting and unusual
items from their communities for
WCKY's Neighbors on the Cincinnati station. Full credit is given to
the publications sending in the
items. The program is intended as
a good-will
in WCKY's
primary area.builder
It follows
the NBC
Farm & Home Hour, at 1:30 p. m.
* * *
Fire Fighters
THROUGH an arrangement with
the fire department, WOPI, Bristol, Tenn., broadcasts the location
of every fire breaking out in the
city as soon as it is reported. These
Fire Flashes are sponsoi-ed by R.
C. Boswell, local insurance agent.
THE SOBY YARDSTICK
OF AUDIENCE VALUE
Impartial and comparable data about
the size and location of Uie audience
Df radio programs and stations.
Write for information and prices.
BENJAMIN SOBY AND ASSOCIATES
1023 Wallace Ave.
WUkinsburs, Pa.
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CHILDREN'S DAY— At Nebraska
State Fair found Lyle DeMoss
(left), program
KFAB,
Lincoln,
and Johndirector
Shafer, ofprogram
director of KFOR, Lincoln, hitting the high spots of the Midway
with Stanley
Capps,
boy commentator. The two
Lincoln
stations
and KOIL, Omaha, broadcast a
full week's coverage of the fair.
Three in a Row
MOVIE CRITIC, live stock auction
and home forum are the themes of
three new programs on WOWO,
Ft. Wayne, Ind. A local civic committee called Endorsers of Photoplays broadcasts a short resume of
current movies together with talks
on educational films and television.
The Lughill Bros, of Archibold, 0.,
sponsor
a weekly
live local
stock stock
auction direct
from the
yards. A daily morning program
conducted by Jane Weston consists
of demonstrated lectures to local
women's clubs
with guest
interviews fromalong
the model
kitchen
whichdio auditorium.
is adjacent
stu^ ^to WOWO's
^
Coupon Clippers
PROMOTING different features of
the Des Moines Register each day,
Orville Foster, Day Dreamer of the
Iowa Network uses organ music,
poetry reading and homely philosophy and receives 21,000 coupons
weekly from listeners and newspaper readers who ask for his scrapbooks. The Register, sponsor of the
program, scribers
mails
poemin sheets
to subwho send
the names
of
three friends. A good example of
the effectiveness of newspaper-rawork.dio cooperation, says the Iowa net^ # ^
Operatic Series
i
WQXR, New York, started Sept.
25 Gateway to Opera, presenting
a repertoire of operas, starting
with Don Pasquale. The program
is heard Saturdays at 7-8 p. m.
7

out of
Listeners

BUFFALO

10
to

STATIONS

lune in
WGR
or WKBW
between 5 and 7 P. M.
says Ross Federal
BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO
Represented by
FREE & PETERS
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On WCKY for Women
;
Cincinnati, is cooperatiWCKY,
ing with 90 women's organizathe Women's Expositions instaging
November, offering a weekII tion
ly program of interviews with
new
women.
club ms
p'rominentprogra
II WCKY
e weekly
includOther
inter%-iews with business women
and social leaders, two dramatic
programs in collaboration with
University of Cincinnati, and two
Foi- Women
s, old
morning
Hour.
The« Househ
Only and program
* *
The Whole Truth— Partly
WLS, Chicago, is presenting a program of "opposites" each Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday at 11:3011:45 a. m. Two staff artists, both
Oklahomans, tell the exact opposites
in stories — Chuck Acree relating
the "whole truth" while Pokey
Martin, who has developed quite a
large tall-story reputation, tells
the truth — with a hole in it. HowPeterson,
new W'LS
livensard the
program
with organist,
musical
selections.

STUDIO DRIVING — WGAR,
Cleveland, staged a studio driving
contest during the late September
Western Open Golf Touniament.
Here is Horton Smith, well-known
pro, driving one
* into
* *a net.
Thrills of the Gridiron
DRAMATIZED thrills in the careers of football stars is the theme
of a Friday evening series called
Gridiron Smoker on WHN, New
York. The programs close with
late football news flashes and are
proving to be verv popular, according to WHN. * * *
The Friendly Voice
WWVA, Wheeling, uses a different salute on the hour each day,
saluting a nearby town for a whole
day with an announcement of this
type: 'This is radio station WWVA
in Wheeling, W^est Virginia,
Moundsville's« Friendly
* * Neighbor."
Coffee and Doughnuts
SPEAKING of program titles that
are naturals, it appears that Lee
V i c k e r s, program dii-ector of
WDNC, Durham, N. C, struck
pure gold when he named a daily
early morning variety show Coffee
and Doughnuts.
* * *
For Early Birds
STAN SHAW, conductor of the
Milkmen's
Matinee
on toWNEW,
New York, from
2 a. m.
7 a. m.
each weekday, has inaugurated
a new period at 6:45 a. m. especially for commuters who can't
wait for the 8 a. m. broadcasts.
IS EW

For the Little Fellow
STEEL WORKERS get to express
their opinions over WIND, Gary,
Ind., in a daily series broadcast
from the entrances to the Gary
Steel Mills at 8:15 a. m. when the
mill hands change their shifts.
ClothSponsored bv Liberal Credit
ing Co., that city, the program is
titled The Worker, and has built
a tremendous* lot* of *good-%\'ill.
KGVO Fights Forest Fires
FIRE FIGHTING is a part of the
public service of KGVO, Missoula,
Mont., located near the national
forests of the Northern Rockies.
Recently when a forest fire broke
out, KGVO appealed for volunteer
stahalf-hour
every hours
on four
fire fighters
tion break and
later 750
volunteers were on hand. KGVO
says it's just a part of its routine
public service.«
* *
All About Cotton
COTTON came in for discussion
on WRBL, Columbus, Ga., recently when nine mill executives explained the cotton industry during
Cotton Mills, a full hour program.
It not only created good-will among
the mill employes, says WRBL, but
it acquainted the listeners with the
real value of the mills to the welfare of the city.
* * *
KGVO Aids Police
TO AID the State Highway Pati-ol in western Montana, which
lacks a transmitter although all
cars are equipped with receivers.
KGVO, Missoula, cooperates by
broadcasting notices of criminals
known to be abroad on the highways. Patrol headquarters at Helena flash such notices to KGVO,
which immediately broadcasts
them to the patrolmen, who keep
tuned to this« station
* * at all times.
Choice of Actors
ACTORS are chosen by listeners
who mail in their votes during
auditions broadcast on KYOS,
Merced, Cal., where a series of
dramatic programs is in production. The auditions are arranged
in the form of a build up for the
next drama to be broadcast. The
audience welcomes a chance to participate, says*KYOS.
* *
Flying Club Formed
WHIG, Dayton, and the Dayton
Daily News athletic association
have formed the Newhio Flying
Club, which now has over 400 members. The purpose of the Newhio
club is to create interest in aviation. In the Saturday morning program on WHIG the director discusses the plans of the club with
different members.
* * *
Public Personalities
IRA BLUE, NBC sportscaster in
San Francisco, has started Names
& Faces on KPO Sundays, a program dealing with prominent personalities. Joseph Magnin & Co.,
San Francisco clothing store, is
sponsor.
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STANDARD

Process

"Is that the new duplicator vou've
been"Yes,
telling
about,
Mary,me and
I'll Grace?"
never go back
to the old kind again. The Standard
is so much faster and cleaner."

"But surely vou have to set up tvpe,
or use stencils or ink or something
with
the IStandard,
"No,
don't, don't
Marv! vou?"
I tvpe a
master, attach it in the drum and
run copies right away '

Duplicator

"Do you really mean that you
haven't any messy gelatin rolls to
"No, they aren't needed. You see,
this
take iscarea direct
of? " process machine which
doesn't require a transfer medium."

"We get longer runs of much
brighter
in about
a third
the time. copies
It is clean
and always
readyof
to "I'm
use — going
and economical,
right backtoo."to our
station manager and ask him if he
won't get us a Standard. Gee, Grace,
but it will make mv work easv! "
Find out more about this new way
of making copies by direct fluid
process. Learn how to prepare bright
legible scripts easily, quickly, economical y— the fluid way. Find out
how other radio stations are using
the Standard New Process Duplicator
to real advantage.
FREE!

20 Page Booklet

Send forDirect
free Process
booklet Lowers
" HowStandard's
Copy Costs " which gives complete
information regarding the Standard
machine. There is no obligation.
Use the attached coupon for reply.
Duplicating Machine Division
Standard Mailing Machines Co.
Spring Street, Everett, Mass.
Without obligation, please send me free lo page booklet "How Standard's
Direct Process
LowersDuplicator.
Copy Costs" giving complete information on the
Standard
New Process
Namt
Firm
Address
i^f^W, COUPON

TODAY

S
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STATION ACCOUNTS
BP — Studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot annovncements
to — transcription announcements
WHN, New York
Knox Co., Los Angeles (Cystex), 26
t, thru Allen C. Smith Adv. Co.,
Kansas City.
Lea & Perrins Inc., New York, 5
weekly sa, 39 weeks, thru Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago.
Lewis-Howe Medicine Co., St. Louis
(Turns), daily sa, 39 weeks, thru
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Agency
Inc., Chicago.
Bernard Perfumers, St. Louis, 104 sp,
thru Johnson Sel Co., Chicago.
Technicians Institute, New York, 20
weekly sp, thru Winer Co., N. Y.
Midwest Radio Corp., Cincinnati, 5
weekly sa, 13 weeks, thru Key Adv.
Co., Cincinnati.
Eaton Paper Co., Pittsfield, Mass., so,
13 weeks, thru Badger & Browning
Inc., Boston.
Peter Doelger Brewing Corp., Harrison, N. J., sa, thru Leonard F. Winston, N. Y.
KYA, San Francisco
New Century Beverage Co., San Francisco (beverages), 30 weekly sa,
thru Emert R. Ham Adv., San
Francisco.
Carter Medicine Co., New York
(medicine), 6 weekly ta, thru Street
& Finney Inc., N. Y.
Tidewater As.sociated Oil Co., San
Francisco, 4 football broadcasts, direct.
The Knox Co., Kansas City (Cystex),
weekly t, thru Allen C. Smith Adv.
Co., Kansas City.
Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., New
York, 5 weekly t, thru Erwin Wasey
& Co., N. Y.
Tidewater Associated Oil Co., San
Francisco (gasoline and motor oils),
2 weekly football broadcast.^r thru
Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.
CJRC, Winnipeg
National Biscuit Co., Toronto, 13
weekly t, thru All-Canada Radio
Facilities, Winnipeg.
Ford Motor Co. of Canada Ltd., 26
weekly t. thru N. W. Ayer & Son
of Canada Ltd., Toronto.
Levy Bros., Hamilton (jewelers), 26
weekly t. thru Ferres Adv. Service,
Hamilton.
I'rocter
& Gamble
Co. of Canada
Ltd.,
6 weekly
t, (Crisco
and White
Naphtha
Soap),
thru Compton
Adv. Agency, Inc., N. Y.
WNOX, Knoxville
H. .1. Heinz Co., Pittsburgh (food), 2
weekly t, thru Maxon Inc., Detroit.
Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart, Ind.
( Alka-Seltzer), 3 weekly t. thru
Wade Adv. Agency Inc., Chicago.
Beeman's Laboratory,
(pro), 6weekly sp,Atlanta
thru GrovesKeen Inc., prietaryAtlanta.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 6 daily
so, thru Biovs' Co. Inc., N. Y.
WSAR, Fall River, Mass.
Coleman Lamp & Stove Co., Wichita,
daily so, thru Potts-Turnbull Co.,
Kansas City.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 5 weekly so, thru Street &
Finney Inc., N. Y.
WABC, New York
Thomas Leeming & Co., New York
(Baume Bengue), five weeklv sp,
thru Wm. Esty & Co. Inc., N. Y.
KEHE, Los Angeles
Union Pacific System, Omaha (rail
transportation), 42 so, thru Caples
Co., Los Angeles.
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KSO-KRNT-WMT, Iowa
Chamberlain Laboratories Inc., Des
Moines (lotion), 7 weekly ta, thru
Coolidge Adv. Agency, Des Moines.
Los Angeles Soap Co., Los Angeles
(White King soap), 5 weekly t,
thru Barnes-Chase Adv. Agency,
Los Angeles.
Zerbst Pharmacal Co., St. Louis
(proprietary),
dailyKansas
sa, thruCity.
Barrons
Adv. Agency,
American Tobacco Co., New York
(Roi Tan cigars), daily sa, thru
Lawrence C. Gumbinner, N. Y.
Block Chemical Co., Brooklyn (Omega
Oil), 5 weekly ta, thru Husband &
Thomas, N. Y.
Northup King & Co., Minneapolis
(seeds), Inc.,
6 weekly
sp, thru OlmstedHewitt
Minneapolis.
Sherwin Williams Co., Cleveland
(paint), sa series, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
KDKA, Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania State Publicity Campaign, Harrisburg, 6 t. thru Walker
& Downing, Pittsburgh.
Mantle Lamp Co., Chicago, 156 t, thru
Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc., Chicago.
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield. Minn..
52 t, thru Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co.,
Chicago.
Crown (Overall Mfg. Co., Cincinnati.
13 *, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons
Adv. Co. Inc.. Chicago.
Gorton Pew Fisheries Co. Inc., Gloucester, Mass., 60 so, thru H. B. LaQuatte Inc., New York City.
WHBF, Rock Island, 111.
Chicago Motor Club, Chicago, weekly
t, thru McJunkin Adv. Agency,
Chicago.
Welcome Baking Co., Davenport. la.
(Peter Pan bread), 6 weekly sp, direct.
Medica Products Co., Chicago ( Spirex ) , 4 daily so, direct.
Kohr Packing Co., Davenport, la.
(meat), 3 daily so, thru Rudy A.
Mortiz Adv. Agency, Davenport, la.
WOWO, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Miles Laboratories Inc., Elkhart, Ind.
(Alka - Seltzer), weekly /, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
McKenzie Milling Co.. Quincy, Mich,
(pancake flour), daily sa, thru
Rogers & Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Ironized Yeast Co.. Atlanta, 2 weekly ta, thru Ruthrauif & Rvan Inc.,
N. Y.
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WHO, Des Moines
American Chemical Products Co., Des
Moines, 2 weekly so, thru L. W.
Ramsey Co., Davenport, la.
Continental Baking Co., New York, 5
weekly t. thru Benton & Bowles
Inc., N. Y.
American Gas Machine Co., Albert
Lea, Minn, (stoves), 3 weekly sp,
thru Greve Adv. Agency, Minneapolis.
American
Tobacco Co.. New York
(Roi-Tan
cigars), 100 Adv.
ta, thruAgency,
Lawrence C. Gumbinner
N. Y.
Bernard Perfumers Inc., St. Louis,
weekly sp, thru Sel Johnson Co., St.
Louis.
Oyster Shell Products Corp., New
Rochelle,
N. Y., N.52 Y.so, thru Husband & Thomas,
KNX, Hollywood
Campbell Cereal Co., Northfield. Minn.
(Malt-O-Meal), 2 weekly t, thru
Emil Brisacher & Staff, San Francisco.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Dash), 5 wekly t, thru Pedlar &
Ryan
N. Y. Co., Cincinnati
Procter Inc.,
& Gamble
(Dreft), 5 weekly t. thru BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
Manhattan Soap Co. Inc., New York
(Sweetheart soap), weekly sp, thru
Milton Weinberg Adv. Co., Los Angeles. KSFO, San Francisco
B. T. Babbitt Inc., New York (Bab-O
cleanser), 5 weekly t. thru Blackett-Sample-Hnmmert Inc., N. Y.
American Home Products Corp., New
York (remedies), 3 weekly /, thru
Blackett
N. Y. - Sample - Hummert I n c,
Southern Pacific Railroad, San Francisco (transportation), 6 weekly sa,
thru Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.
WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich.
American Gas Machine Co., Albert
Lea, Minn, (stoves), 2 weekly t,
thru Greve Adv. Agency, St. Paul.
Watchtower Bible Society, Brooklyn,
weekly sp, thru Acorn Adv. Agency, N. Y.
KGHF, Pueblo, Col.
Miles Laboratories Inc.. E 1 k h a r t,
Ind. ( Alka-Seltzer), 3 weekly t,
thru Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Continental Baking Co.. New York, 6
weeklv t. thru Benton & Bowles
Inc.. N. Y.

WOR, Newark
Childs Restaurants, New York, 3
weekly
Inc., N. sp.Y. thru Ruthrauff & Rvan
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Oxydol), 5 weekly t,Inc.,
thruChicago.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Pacquin Inc., New York (cosmetics),
3 weekly t, thru Wm. Esty & Co.
Inc., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Crisco),
Adv.
Inc., 5 N.weekly
Y. t, thru Compton
North American Accident Insurance
Co., linNewark,
Bruck Adv.weekly
Corp.,sp,N.thru
Y. FrankWQSton Biscuit Co. Ltd., Passaic, N.
J. (English Quality Biscuits),
weeklyates,sp,
thru Radio Adv. AssociPassaic.
Canada Dry Ginger Ale Inc., New
York, 3 weekly sp, thru .1. M.
Mathes Inc., N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Drene shampoo), weekly t, thru
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Agency
Inc., Chicago.
Health Research Foundation, Ann
Arbor, Mich, (vitamin tablets),
weekly sp, thru Andrews Adv.
Agency,
Detroit.Laboratory, PlainsWalker-Gordon
bo ro, N. J. (milk),
5 weekly sp,
thru Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
R. B. Semler Inc., New York (Kreml
hair tonic), 2 weekly sp, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
WJJD, Chicago
Hamlin's Wizard Oil Co., Chicago
(Hamlin's Wizard Oil), 5 weekly t,
thru Vanderbie & Rubens Inc., Chicago.
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago (Wil- ,
lard's Messenger), 5 weekly t, thru
First United Broadcasters Inc., Chi- ■,
cago.
,(
McKesson & Robbins Inc., Bridgeport, Conn. (Pursang), 5 weekly so.
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co.
Inc., Chicago.
Nu-Enamel Illmo Co., Chicago (Chicago Nu-Enamel dealers), 1,000 sa
for 52 weeks, direct.
KFI, Los Angeles
B. T. Babbitt Inc., New York (BabOett-Sample-Hummert
cleanser), 5 weekly Inc.,
t, thruN. BlackY.
Manhattan Soap Sales Corp., New
York (Sweetheart soap), weekly sp,
thru Milton Weinberg Adv. Co.,
Los Angeles.
Larus & Bros. Co., Richmond, Va.
(cigarettes), 3 weekly t, thru
Blackett - Sample - Hummert I n c,
N. Y.
Thomas Leeming & Co., Inc., New
York (Baume Bengue), 6 weeklv
sa. thru Wm. Esty & Co. Inc., N. Y.
Buick Motor Co., Flint. Mich,
(autos), Inc.,
26 so,
Kudner
N. Y.thru Arthur H.
KFRC, San Francisco
Gas Appliance Society of California,
San Francisco (gas appliances), 31 ]
weekly
thru Francisco.
Jean Scott Frickel- j
ton Adv.,ta, San
Vermont Maid Syrup, New York
(syrup),
6 weekly
ta. Y.
thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., N.
American Pop Corn Co.. Des Moines
(pop Agency,
corn), weekly
t. thru Coolidge
Adv.
Des Moines.
Underwood - Elliott - Fisher Co., New
York (office equipment), 17 weeklv
so, thru Marschalk & Pratt, N. Y.
KPO, San Francisco
Howe Inc..
lotion),Seattle
weekly sp, (Howe's
thru S. hand
L. Kay
Inc., San Francisco.
Sperry
Flour Inc.
Co. ) , (Division
of Gen-1
eral Mills
San Francisco.
sp, thru Westco Adv. Agency, San r
Francisco.
Wesson
Oil & Snowdrift
San Francisco
(Wesson Sales
oil Co.,
and "
Snowdrift), weekly sp, thru Fitzleans. gerald Adv. Agency Inc., New OrWIND, Gary
Chicago Engineering Works, Chicago
(air conditioning instruction), 6 i
weekly
so, thru
James R. Lunke &
Associates,
Chicago.
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WOAI, San Antonio
t)lds Motor Works. Detroit (autos),
weekly t. thru D. P. Brothers &
' Associates, Detroit.
klantJe Lamp Co., Chicago (Aladdin
lamps), weekly t, thru Presba.
I Fellers & Presba Inc.. Chicago.
pneida Community Ltd., Oneida. X.
Y. (Tudor plate), weeklv t, thru
1 BBDO. Buffalo.
Folger Coffee Co., Kansas City, 5
weekly
thruChicago.
Blackett-SampleHummert t,Inc.,
becker Products Corp., New York
; (Silver Dust), 4 weekly /, thru
i BBDO. N. Y.
ator. Austin (magaresas Comment
zine), weekly sp. thru Shea Radio
Adv. Co.. San Antonio.
(A.merican Home Products Co., New
j York (Anacin), 3 weekly f, thru
I Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc..
j Chicago.
!
WFAA, Dallas
(White King Soap Co., Los Angeles
(soap),
t. thru Barnes-Chase
, Co..
Los 6.5
Angeles,
tearton Mfg. Co., St. Louis (shoe
polish), 52 sa. thru Anfenger Adv.
Agencv Inc., St. Louis.
IDt. W. B. Caldwell Inc.. Monticello,
111. (Syrup Pepsin), 260 /, thru
Cramer-Krasselt Inc., Milwaukee.
(Penick & Ford, New York (syrup).
204 so, thru J. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne (cough
syrup), 110 sa, thru Russel M.
Seeds Co.. Chicago.
Devoe & Raynolds Co., New York
fPee-Gee paints), 13 la, thru J.
Sterling Getchell Inc., N. Y.
Tiit Products Co., Chicago (dye), 52
ta, thru Earle Ludgin Inc., Chii cago.
KGER, Long Beach, Cal.
Petri Cigar Co., San Francisco
(cigars), 6 weekly sa, direct.
De Gregory Paint Co., Los Angeles
(paints), 6 weekly sa, direct.
Pacific Garden Magazine, Los Angeles
(publication), 3 weekly sa, thru
Wm. A. Ingoldsby Co., Los Angeles.
WON, Chicago
Anderson Co., Gary, Ind. ( Sleetmaster), daily sa, thru Schwab &
Beatty Inc., N. T.
IBathasweet Corp., New York (bath
product), 3 weekly sp, thru H. M.
Kiesewetter Adv. Agency Inc.N. Y.
KIDW, Lamar, Col.
Kuner-Empson Co., Denver (tomatoes), 13Denver.
sa, thru Woolley & Hunter Inc.,
H. D. Lee Mercantile Co., Kansas
City (overalls), 26 sa, thru J. Stirling Getchell Inc., Kansas City.
JACK BYERS, formerly with Associated Cinema Studios, Hollywood,
has joined the recording department
of Sound Reproductions Inc.. 15 W.
46th St.. New York, recently reoi-ganized by Eugene L. Bresson, who
announces that he has added three
cutting machines to present equipment now totalling six. When the
I reorganization of the firm took place.
I .Tohn Mayo became executive in charge
of sales. Mr. Mavo was formerlv
with NBC and CBS in New York and
Washington and with WNOX. KnoxviUe.
TRANSCRIBED RADIO SHOWS
Inc.. New York City, announce plans
for fall promotion of a new series
entitled Robinson Crusoe Jr., consisting of 39 fifteen-minute episodes. Top1 notch stars are used in the producI tion of this series made in the studios
of_ WBS. Promotion campaign for
I this series includes Robinson Crunoe
Jr. Club buttons, pledge cards, and a
' colorful map of Adventure Island.
BEST IN
THE WEST
1000
KGVO Missoula,
1260 watts
kc
Montana
;
Columbia Broadcasting System
Affiliate
BROADCASTING

NEW
stations
contracting
NBC's
Thesaurus
library
service for
include
KSRO. Santa Rosa. Cal.; WCBS,
Springfield, 111., and KOKO, La
Junta, Col.
NEW subscribers reported by WBS
for the World program library include
KATE, Albert Lea, Minn.; KOAM,
Pittsburg, Kan. ; CHLN, Three
Rivers, Quebec.
STANDARD RADIO reports four
new stations subscribing to its program librarv — WWAE. Hammond,
Ind. ; WMBD. Peoria : KATE, Albert
Lea, Minn. ; WLAW, Lawrence, Mass.
Standard's
Popular Supplement
has
also
been purchased
by KATE,
WWAE. WLAW and KCMO, Kansas
City, and WJBK, Detroit.
RADIO program division of Walter
Biddick Co., Los Angeles, on Oct. 1
starts to augment its 10 series of
dramatized half-minute programs
adapted to various lines of business.
An additional 26 programs will be recorded, including those for the fur industry, optometry, jewelers, loans,
clothing, used cars, bakeries and
others. Script writers added to the radio program division of the Biddick
Company
includeandDick
Hettrick,
Noreen Gammill
Irene
Korphage.
Writers will work on special assignments for the balance of the year.
DAVID S. BALLOU Productions has
l>een formed in Hollywood by David
5. Ballou and headquarters establi.shed at 1611 Cosmo St.. that city,
in the same building with Aerogram
Corp., transcription concern. Produchas startedtheonNews
39 quarter-hour
Thrillstion Behind
Reel. James
Guilfoyle is writer and Ray Fernstrom
narrator. Aerogram Corp. is cutting
the series.
RADIO RECORDERS Inc., Hollywood transcription concern, is cutting
6.") quarter-hour recordings of Love for
a Day, dramatic-musical series, featuring Helen Gahagan, which is being
placed thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Inc., Chicago, under sponsorship of
General Mills Inc. Series written by
.To Milward, and directed by Charles
Tazewell, under supervision of Courtney Savage, producer, is being heard
five times weekly on eastern stations
having started Sept. 27 for 13 weeks.
It will be heard as a CBS transcontinental live talent show after Dec.
27, emanating from Hollywood.
I. O. WITTE. independent radio producer and merchandiser of Los Angeles, who recently resigned as vicepresident of Fitra Productions Inc.,
Hollywood, plans production of a new
series of transcribed programs now is
headquartering temporarily at 5505
Melrose Ave.

WWNC
ASHEVILLE, N. C.
Full Time NBC Affiliate
1,000 Watts

The Only Blanket Radio
Coverage of Prosperous
Western North Carolina

''The Quality Market
of The Southeast^'
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May Robson Discs Made
At Hollywood Premiere
HOLLYWOOD radio fall season
promises many innovations with
previews and premieres of new
programs stepping up to the "top
hat" stage. Latest was the twohour audience premiere Sept. 24 at
the CBS HollyAvood Playhouse of
the May Robson transcription serial Lrady of Millions, being cut by
Associated Cinema Studios, that
city, during which five quarterhour programs were transcribed on
the theatre stage.
They were the first of a series of
100 which will be sponsored nationally by Bauer & Black (Velure
hand lotion), starting Oct. 18. This
was said to be the first time this
type of radio program had been
cut before a visible audience. While
not a broadcast, several hundred
persons saw the world premiere of
Lady of Millioyis. The event had all
the earmarks of a Hollj^ood premiere with kleig lights and film
celebrities in the audience. It was
doubly significant, the date marking Miss Robson's 54th anniversary
in show business. The sponsor presented 100 dozen samples of its
product to the audience following
the premiere.

SSS Schedules 50
SSS Co., Atlanta, Ga. (tonic),
started Sept. 27 its second year
on the air, using transcriptions of
Tonic Time, quarter-hour program.
More stations are being used this
year than last; between 45 and 50
have already been scheduled and
more may be added. Talent includes
Joe Green's Marimba orchestra;
Kay Spaulding.
vocalist;announcer.
a quartette; and Len Sterling,
Transamerican Broadcasting &
Television Corri.. New York, made
the discs, and the agency is Southern States Adv. Corp., Atlanta.
LONGWORTH MILLING Co., Toronto (poultry feeds), starts a weekly
15-niinute
noonday
programtalks,
of with
oldfashioned music
and poultry
live talent, for 2(i weeks over CFRB,
Toronto, and CKNX, Wingham. Ont.

NEW ZEALAND rights to 107 quarter-hour transcribed episodes of William and Watanbe, comedy serial,
have icebeen
Broadcasting
ServAssn. sold
Ltd.,to Sydney,
Australia,
holders of the Australian rights,
through its American representative.
Dr. Ralph L. Power, Los Angeles.
Series, written ■ and produced by Edmund J. Holden, and cut by RCAVictor,
Hollywood,
was ana NBC-Pacific Blue
network feature
year ago
under tories
sponsorship
of
Miles
LaboraInc. (Alka Seltzer).

Mr.

Yankee

Time

Buyer:

THE Florida sleeper goes through Augusta about
4:00 A. M. and the chances are that you haven't
had a good look at this city. Next time you head south,
plan to get oS here and spend a day as our guest.
But until then, remember that our natural resources are cotton, timber, fine clays and cattle (look
up current market quotations), and we have a lot of
mills turning out cotton goods, cooking oils, rayon,
building tile and paper. Uncle Sam has dredged the
Savannah up to our door, and in "Port Augusta" we
have a new shipping center.
Our people are old American stock, and whatever
has Gone With The Wind has come back to them on
the new tide of prosperity. They love radio entertainment and you can sell them a lot of your product by
going on the air over WRDW. 98% of all the 307,000
radio families within our range tune us in every day.
49% listen to no other station.
Put us on that list on the corner of your desk.
We'll deliver for you.
1500 Kc. W
K
■ « WW
WRDW
AUGUSTA,

GA.

National Representative
J. J. DEVINE and ASSOCIATES, Inc.
New York • Chicago • Detroit • Atlanta • Pittsburgh
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LONGWORTH MILLING Co., West
Toronto, which tested on CKNX,
Wingham, Ont., this spring, has
launched a fall campaign on CFRB,
Toronto, and CKNX, Wingham. G.
E. Dixon, poultry expert of Harper
Adams College, will be featured in
the CFRB broadcast each Monday.
His scripts will be used for the CKNX
on Friday by Howard BedRIVAL PACKING Co., Chicago broadcast
ford, of that station, who is also act(Rival Dog Food), currently on six
ing as Mr.
Dixon's The
announcer
for theis
stations, will add WMAQ, Chicago. CFRB
broadcast.
campaign
Oct. 4. A 10-minute musical clock once-weekly for 26 weeks, commencing
show will be broadcast at 8 :30 a, m. Oct. 4.
daily except Sunday. Other stations
being used by Rival dog food are : NORTHERN CALIFORNIA WiUys
WTAM, WGY. WBZ - WBZA.
have appointed Frank Wright
WHAM, WTMJ and WJR. Charles &Dealers
Associates, San Francisco, in charge
Silver Co., Chicago, is agency.
of advertising. Radio, newspapers
KROGER GROCERY & BAKING and
billboards will be employed to
Co., Cincinnati (Kroger stores), has stimulate the sale of new Willys 77
started an innovation on its daytime
script
serial,program,
Linda's First
Love, a
transcribed
by presenting
JENKEL - DAVIDSON OPTICAL
weekly guest stars on the transcrip- Co., America's largest optical pretions. Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati,
scription headquarters, operating nine
is agency.
branch offices in leading California
cities, has appointed the San Francisco offices of Frank Wright & As• THE DAILY HABIT
sociates to direct its advertising campaign, using newspapers, magazines
OF OVER ONE-HALF
and radio.
MILLION PEOPLE
HOFFMAN CANDY Co., Los Angeles, on Sept. 15 started for 26 weeks
. . . with an income the
"sing a weekly quarter-hour musical
transcription series. Marching Alone,
highest in Wisconsin outon KECA. that city. Same series was
also
started Sept. 18 on KFI, Los
side of MilAngeles. Mayers Co., Los Angeles, has
waukee.
account.
Write or wire
SAMARITAN TREATMENT. Los
FUilTIME
for details.
Angeles sistent
(alcoholic
treatment),
conuser of radio
time, on a Sept.
JAMES
A.
WAGNER
15
started
a
26-week
campaign
using
GBS
Managing- Director
quarter-hour musical transcriptions
STAHS«
and spot announcements on KFAC,
KFVD. KGFJ, KFWB, KJBS. KPO,
KLS„ KRE, and on Oct 1 added
KXYZ. and WTAM. Li.st of stations
will be extended nationally. Hugh
w GREEN T
Woods Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has
A
BAV
V.'ISCONSINa
account.
TO
OHIO

COVER
and

NORTHWESTERN

SOUTHERNJMICHIGAN

MARDI GRAS — Kellogg Co.
broadcasting six evenings a week
on WOOL, Columbus, with Irven
Scheibeck as the Kellogg Sportsman, staged a party for old and
young at a local amusement park,
climaxing the junior baseball league's season. Winners had been
given a trip to the Cleveland exposition and two leading teams
were outfitted with uniforms. At
the mardi gras, Kellogg boxtops
were worth a nickel on amusements and $250 in prizes were distributed. Here is a view of some
of the prizes on display in the
window of Cussins & Fearn. The
Columbus Knot Hole Gang, baseball group, participated in the promotion.
SCHLITZ BREWING Co., Milwaukee (beer), has started the Schlitz
Palm Garden on the Air, weekly quarter-hour transcription on WDBJ, Roanoke, Va. About 10 other stations
are current broadcasting the series in
addition to broadcasts in other marketsutors.
beingNo additional
sponsored by
local will
distribstations
be
added
until
the
first
of
next
year.
MeJunkin Adv. Co., Chicago, is agency.
CLEVELAND
RAILWAY
Cleveland, is sponsoring
a varietyCo.,program
weekly on WHK, that city, featuring
a chorus composed of its motormen
and conductors. The program began
Sept. 30, and will run for an extended
period. Griswold-Eshleman Adv. Agency, that city, has the account.

A Basic Station
of the NBC Blue Network
109 National advertisers used WSPD

in 1936. They know

5,000 Day —

is the No. 1 station.

1,000 Night

WSPD
John Blair & Co., National Representatives
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KRAFT -PHENIX CHEESE Corp..
Chicago (Kraftone chocolate malted
drink), ments
will
60-word
nightlystart
except
Sundayannounceon Oct.
4 over WGN for nine weeks, the first
time Kraftone has used announcements, previous radio advertising having been confined to a quarter-hour
children's program over WBBM, Chicago. According to Gene Fromherz,
spot radio director of J. Walter ■
Thompson, Chicago, air advertising
will
be confined
for the
present. to the Chicago market ■
YALE OIL Co., BUUngs, Mont., has
contracted for 12 weeks of football
broadcasts on KGHL, Billings,
amounting to more than 100 hours.
AU local high school night games are
included, as well as college contests.
Ed
Yocum, commercial manager, is
announcing.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati,
transferred
its Chipso
accounthasto Pedlar
& Ryan
Inc., New
York,
completing
its plan
to spread
advertising
of brands
competing
with
each other among different agencies,
according to Ralph F. Rogan, P & G
advertising director.

from experience that to cover this rich Northwestern Ohio
and Southern Michigan market WSPD

B. T. BABBITT Co., New York
(Bab-O cleanser), started Sept. 26 a
series of transcriptions of David
Harum on KFI, Los Angeles, and
KSFO, San Francisco. Recorded by
RCA,
the through
quarter-hour
discs placed
are heardby
Mondays
Fridays,
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., New
York. The program is also currently
heardnet.five days weekly on the NBCRed
HOUSE of Better Living, Los Angeles, national distributors of natural
foods, which has been sponsoring the
thrice-weekly
Housethatof
Better
Living quarter-hour
talks on KECA,
city, for the past several months, on
Sept.
30 renewed
for been
52 weeks.
Week-to
ly schedule
has also
increased
four programs. R. H. Alber Co., Los
Angeles agency, has account, with
Carl Nissen account executive.
HICKOK OIL Co., Toledo (HiSpeed) has renewed for 26 weeks on
WJR, Detroit, and will replace a
musical
program
withat a 6three-a-week
transcription
series
:45 p. m.
titled The Forty-niners. The account
is handled direct with Floyd Trac.v
advertising manager of Hickok.
HOWE Inc., Seattle, Wash, (hand
lotion) on
30 started
sponsorship ofSeptember
The Hollywood
Reporter
Thursdays at 6:45 to 7 p. m. PST.
for a period of 13 weeks over KPO,
San Francisco. The agency is S. L.
Kay Inc., San Francisco.
SAFEWAY STORES Inc., San Francisco (food products) on Sept. 13 in- \
augurated a five-weekly quarter-hour
transcribed
of theContract
Whatsit on KGO, serial
San Land
Francisco.
runs through Dec. 10. Agency is J.
Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco.
GREENBRAE DAIRY Co., San
Francisco (dairy products) is sponsoring a series of weekly studio pro- ]
grams
featuring high school news over
station
direct. KGGC, San Francisco, placed
SURE LABORATORIES, Chicago
(Sure-breath
started thrice
oneminute
WBS purifier),
transcriptions
weekly on WAVE, Louisville, Sept.
26. Sure, which is also on WJJD,
Chicago,
to add other
Selviair plans
Broadcasting
Systemoutlets.
Inc.,
Chicago, is agency.
AMERICAN INSTITUTE of Food
Products, New York (canned goods),
.started Sept. 27 For Women Only.
on WNEW, New York, 8:45-9:15 a.
m., Mondays through Saturdays.
Scheduled to run 52 weeks, contract
was placed
New
York. by Schillin Adv. Agency.

^Ll MILWAUKEE
mmi STATION UlTlllJ
BROADCASTING

WASHmOTON, D. C.
has an Ananal Payroll of
$360,»&0,000
Reach it with
WOL
Washington, D. C
• Broadcast

Advertising

[AUTOMATIC
AIR currently
COXUITIONIXG Corp.. Chicago,
using
three quarter-hour live talent programs on WIND, Gary, plans to expand to six programs weekly. The
lirm now deals in retail appliances
and may go in for air conditioning
courses "in
Other according
Chicago
stations
maythebe future.
added later,
I to Mr. Glaesner, advertising manager
I of the company. The business is
placed direct.
BELL-BROOK DAIRIES Inc., San
Francisco (dairy products), on Sept.
20 launched the first of a series of
thrice-weekly broadcasts, featuring the
transcribed
story. Francisco.
Sonny d
Buddy,
overchildren's
KYA, San
The agency is Long Adv. Service, San
Francisco.
ADAM HATS, Memphis branch of
the New York chain, has started a
Quarter-hour sports program on
WHBQ, Memphis.
GREATER BROADWAY FURNITURE Co., Los Angeles furniture retailer, iscurrently placing through Lee
Ringer Adv. Agency time signals and
spot announcements on KECA,
KFWB, KHJ, KMPC and KFAC.
REV. F. F. BOSWORTH, River Forest, 111., has recently added quarterhour transcriptions on WMCA and
WIP in addition to his broadcasts on
three Chicago stations. He plans to
use more than 50 stations this fall
and winter.
Rev. WCFL
Bosworth's
are
also
on WJJD,
and discs
WCBD,
Chicago, and will add WRR, DaUas.
The business is placed direct.
FOREST LAWN Memorial Park,
Glendale, Cal.. a consistent user of
radio time for many years, brings back
its half-hour weekly dramatic and
musical program, Reunion of the
Stateg, on KN^, Hollywood, starting
Oct. 3, for 52 weeks, Sundays, 2:303 p. m. Agency is Dan B. Miner Co..
Los Angeles.
Oil Scripts, Discs
OIL FEATURES Syndicate, Brown
Bldg., Wichita, Kan., which has
been syndicating dramatized stories of the petroleum and gasoline
industry to newspapers in the oil
territory, announces its expansion
into the radio field and is now offering aseries of scripts and transcriptions titled Oil Oddities for
local sponsorship. Author in both
the newspaper and radio features
is Sam Kornfeld, geologist and
writer.
Sears to Use Radio
SEARS, ROEBUCK & Co., Chicago (mail order house), has
placed its radio advertising with
Blackett - Sample - Humm«rt Inc.,
Chicago. The mail order firm plans
on spending |25,000 in radio and
will shortly start a test program in
the Twin Cities (Minneapolis-St.
Paul), Fargo and Duluth.

McCLATCHY Broadcasting Co., operating KFBK, Sacramento ; KMJ,
Fresno ; KWG, Stockton, and KERN.
Bakersfield. all in California, and
KOH, Reno, Nev., has opened new
sales headquarters in San Francisco
on the ISth floor of the Russ Bldg.
Don C. Robbins, in charge of local
and national sales for the McClatchy
stations,
is in charge of the San Francisco office.
E. KATZ SPECIAL ADV. AGENCY
has been appointed national representative for WCFL, Chicago, in all
territory outside of Chicago.
H. K. CONOVER Co., Chicago, and
its associate, Niles-Richman & Associates, New York, have been appointed representatives of WCAZ,
Carthage, 111.
FURGASON & ASTON Inc. will assume representation of WHBF, Rock
Island, effective Nov. 10.
WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich., has appointed J. J. Devine Co., Chicago, as
national representative.
WLEU, Erie, Pa., and WHBL, Sheboygan, Wis., have named Weed & Co.
as national representatives. WLEU,
a new NBC-Blue outlet, is the only
station in Erie, and is operated by
Leo J. Omelian. WHBL is a 500watt, full time outlet owned by the
Sheboygan Press.
HOWARD H. W^ILSON Co., Chicago, has moved to larger quarters on
the 15th floor at 75 E. Wacker Drive.
RAY LINTON, head of the Chicago
representative firm bearing his name,
Sept. 24 moved to larger quarters at
360 N. Michigan Ave.
L & T Names Sisson
EDGAR SISSON, who has been
with Lord & Thomas, New York,
for about a year working on radio
production, has been appointed
manager of the radio department.
He succeeds Thomas McAvity, who
has been transferred to the San
Francisco office. New members of
the Lord & Thomas New York
staff are Frank Wilson and Carl
Schullinger, both formerly with
NBC.

REPRESCNTApVES
LOS ANCILES'S [ATTIC'S AN FRANCISCO
BROADCASTING

WREC, Memphis, to become general manager of the Thomas W.
Briggs Co., a leading newspaper
representative organization with
offices in Memphis, New York, Boston, Kansas City and San Antonio.
Mr. Cohn now manages a firm
which for 28 years has been headed by Thomas W. Briggs in creating advertising for newspapers
and magazines. He was formerly a
partner in Lake-Spiro-Cohn, Memphis agency, and has also had wide
experience as a newspaper publisher.
P & G Gotham

YOUR

Springs,

of
Arkansas
owning and operating
KTHS
10,000 watts

1060 kyc.

Announce
the appointment of
S. A. Cisler
General Manager
H. S. Shuman
Sales Director
Experienced management
New equipment
New programs
National Broadcasting Co.
Red and Blue networks
FURGASON

YOUR

with

UTC

& ASTON

Re presentatives

FILAMENT

CORRECT
the

Hot

Discs

PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, has started Houseboat
Hannah on WOR, Newark, five
afternoons a week in the interest
of Crisco. The program, a 15-minute transcription series, is broadcast on only one station for the
present, giving Crisco further coverage in the metropolitan area, in
addition to Vic & Sade, currently
heard on both the NBC-Red and
Blue networks five days weekly.
Agency for Crisco is Compton Adv.
Inc., New York.
ADJUST

The
Chamber of Commerce

LINE

VOLTAGE
VOLTAGE

VARITRAN

THE annual Ad-Mix Convention
of New England Advertising
Clubs, affiliated with Advertising
Federation of America, will be
held Oct. 3-5 in Providence. Among
speakers scheduled to appear are
Westbrook Van Vorhis, the "March
of Time" voice, and Edmund S.
Whitten, of the Advertising Club
of Boston.
By
OPEN

Roxy Clothes Spots
ROXY CLOTHES Corp., New
York (men's clothing chain), has
appointed Gussow, Kahn & Co.,
New York, to direct advertising.
Spot announcements, transcribed
and live, will be used on WORC,
Worcester; WMAS, Springfield;
WPRO, Providence; WOKO, Albany; WICC, Bridgeport; WNEW,
New York.

Briggs Firm Adds Radio,
With Cohn as Director
WITH the inauguration of a radio department
as
one of the first
tasks, Bernard L.
Cohn, one of the
S o u t h's best
known advertising ered
men,hishas
sevconnection
as
commerMr. Cohn cial manager of

FOR

SPONSOR

"WALKS OF LIFE"
To Sell Shoes
PAUL CRUGER
Screen Writer
Footsteps on the Sidewalk
And Each Fair of Feet Tells
A Dramatic Story.
Writ«
wood
RADIO PRODUCTIONS
HoUywood, Calif.
229 MarkJutm Bldg.
. . . wood words sell . . .
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The UTC VARITRAN makes possible coirHnuously variable output
voltage, using a sliding contact riding over the turns of an auto-transformer.
Standard units are designed for 115 volts input, 0-130 volts continuously variable output.
Model V-i. 570 Watts — 5 amp. maximum rating, complete with cord,
plug and switch, net. _
$10.00
Model V-2. Same as V-I, but uncased, with terminal strip for rack or
panel mounting, net
$9.00
Model V-3. 850 watts maximum rating, 7.5 amps., uncased, with terminal
board and provisions for mounting, net
$14.00
Model V-4. 1250 watts, — II amps, maximum rating, uncased, net $20.00
Model V-5. 2000 watts maximum rating, 17.5 amps., uncased, net.. ..$32.00
UNITED TRANSFORMER
72 SPRING STREET

October
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Motta Joins Reiss
CHARLES MOTTA, well known
as Charles De La Motta, Italian
character actor of stage, screen
and radio, has joined Reiss Advertising Inc., Rockefeller Center,
New York, as executive in charge
of radio. He will head a newly
formed foreign advertising department of that agency. Mr. Motta
formerly was associated with
KTM, KMTR and KMPC in California. His first radio effort is a
half -hour transcribed program
which he produced and directed
and which is now being auditioned.

Get Your Copy Now
WLTH
NEW

YORK

JOSEPH T. AINLEY, recently appointed radio director of Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago, has
also been given the post of production
director of the University Broadcasting Council, Chicago. Ainley, who produces the new Campana Vanity Fair
NBC show, succeeds James Whipple,
resigned. Mrs. Marion Saunders has
succeeded Harry Grayson, publicity
director and script writer at UBC,
who recently resigned to devote his
time to free lance work.
L. WARD WHEELOCK, president
of F. Wallis Armstrong Co., Philadelphia, was in Hollywood late in September to confer with Diana Bourbon,
West Coast production manager, on
the Campbell Soup Co. radio shows
from that city. CBS Hollywood Hotel
weekly program goes into its fourth
year Oct. 1, and Wheelock was in
Hollywood incident to the change over
of Ken Murray and Oswald to that
series.
MURRAY BOLEN, on the KHJ, Los
Angeles technical staff for eight
months, has resigned to join Young &
Rubieam Inc., Hollywood production
staff and has been assigned to the
NBC Hollywood Mardi Oras program
sponsored by Packard Motor Co.
FRED WILE Jr., of Young & Rubieam Inc., New York production department, has been transferred to
Hollywood as assistant manager of
the West Coast offices, working under
Tom Harrington, manager.
DAVID GARTER, formerly CBS
West Coast publicity director, has
been appointed Pacific Coast representative of H. A. Bruno & Associates, New York public relations
counsel. Offices will be established
shortly in Hollywood.

ONE
BIG
CITY
says the U.S. Census

Amis Given Post
RAPID expansion of business in
radio handled by Brooke, Smith &
French, Inc., Detroit and New York
agency, resulted late in September in the appointment of the
firm's first director of radio, Lewis
R. Amis, formerly in the same post
with Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc. Mr.
Amis will direct Hobby Lobby,
the new coast-to-coast program for
Hudson Motor Car Co., which will
be broadcast over 75 CBS stations
and WOR starting Oct. 6. He will
also supervise the Lone Ranger
program for Silvercup Bread, originating in Detroit and going out
through MBS, and the State of
Maine's new program featuring
Marjorie Mills, which will emanate
from Boston and be broadcast over
both the Yankee and Mutual networks. Brooke, Smith & French
Inc. also has several other important new radio projects in process
of preparation.
ERIK BARNOUW, formerly with
Arthur Kudner Inc., New York, as
program director and script writer,
will conduct a course at Columbia
University this fall on radio writing.
HOLLAND ENGLE, radio director
of Erwin, Wasey & Co., Chicago, and
director of program operations at
WCFL,
Chicago,
musical variety
showis presenting
over the astation
nightly at 6 :30 p. m. Mr. Engle was
a piano and song man long before he
became an agency executive.
PACIFIC ADV. STAFF recently
moved its San Francisco headquarters
to the Hunter-Dulin Bldg., Ill Sutter
St., taking larger quarters. The firm
handles all of Associated Oil Co. radio publicity and other radio accounts.
CYRIL ARMBRUSTER, Benton &
Bowles Inc.,
Hollywood
production
assistant on the
NBC Maxwell
House
Shore Boat program, sponsored by
General Foods Corp., has left the
agency. Donald Cope continues as
producer with Sandy Cummings as his
assistant.
ADAM REINEMUND,
formerlyOmaha,
commercial manager of WAAW,
has been appointed head of the radio
department of Buchanan-Thomas Adv.
Co., Omaha.
CHESTER J. LaROCHE, president
of Young & Rubieam Inc., after four
weeks in Hollywood on agency business, has returned to his New York
headquarters.
NAT &WOLFF
joined Myron
nick
Co. Inc.,has Beverly
Hills, SelzCal.,
talent agency, as head of its radio dea year'sInc.,
affiliation with partment,
H. N.terminating
Swanson
for
whom he handled radio clients.

The People who live in Huntington, West Viiginia, Ironton,
Ohio, Ashland, Kentucky, or any of the smaller incorporated
places think of the group as constituting one large city — which
in fact it does— and refer to it as the "Tri-State."
The U.S. Census rates the Tri-State as a Metropolitan District.
W C M I covers all of it with a strong 5 millivolt signal — audible
over local thunderstorms.
A great spot buy is WCML 250.000 metropolitan city coverage
at very low cost.
THE TRI-STATE STATION
WCMI
ASHLAND, KENTUCKY

ChScoqo. 111.
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WALTER ZIVI. formerly on the
continuity staff of H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, and at
one time associated with Esquire
magazine, has joined Selviair BroadSystem Inc., Chicago, as accountcasting
executive.
JIM BEALLE, publicity department,
J. Walter Thompson Co., left New
York Sept. 24 to join the Hollywood
office of the agency, as assistant to
Ed Fortman, publicity director.
H. W. KASTOR & SONS ADV. Co.
Inc., Chicago, has established a publicity department with Felix B.
Streyckmans in charge. Mr. Streychmans was with the Chicagoan magazine, and has handled publicity for
the
Ilh
Federation
of ^Vomen's
Clubs, noi.s
Chicago
Safety Council,
and
the Century of Progress.
DAVE BENNETT, formerly on the
advertising staff of the Chicago Daily
News, has joined Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago, and is specializing in commercial copy for automobile accounts.
DUANE WANAMAKER, advertising
manager of the old Grigsby-Grunow
Co., Chicago, and recently acting as
advertising counselor for the firm, has
joined Arbee Adv. Agency, Fort
Wayne, Ind., as vice-president.
SHELLEY STARK, formerly of the
radio department of H. M. Kiesewetter Adv. Agency, New York, has resigned to join Benton & Bowles Inc.,
New York, as assistant to Ralph
Richmond, head of the radio commercial department. Mr. Stark is author
of the scripts of Famous Jury Trials,
for Mennen Co.
REUBEN PETERSON Jr., formerly
with Robert Everett Associates, New
York, the old New York World and
New York Tribune, has been appointed publicity director of Erwin. Wasey
& Co., New York. He succeeds Innes
Harris, who will now devote his full
time to radio for the agency.
TARR & ARANY, General Motors
Bldg.. New York, has been formed by
Archie Tarr, formerly in charge of advertising for Brillo Mfg. Co.. Brooklyn, and Utility and
Co., Armond
New York,
maker
of Gre-Solvent,
B. Arany,
former sales executive of those companies. The firm will represent food
manufacturers in metropolitan New
York, cooperating with agency operations.
RALPH STARR BUTLER Jr., of
Young & Rubieam Inc., New York,
merchandising
researchearly
depart-in
ment, was in and
Hollywood
Septemberrington,conferring
with Tom HeHar-is
West Coast manager.
the son of Ralph Starr Butler Sr.,
vice-president of General Foods Corp.
FRANK HEALY, who recently joined
the Helen Ferguson Publicity Service,
Hollywood, as head of the radio department, has resigned to fill a simpost with
Inc., ilarthat
city. R-K-0 Radio Pictures
ROBERT O. DAVIS, for the past
year account executive of KEHE, Los
Angeles,signedand
Hearst
Radio Inc.,
rethat post
to become
manager
of the San Francisco offices of Allied
Advertising Agencies Inc., effective
Oct. 1.
RUSSEL C. COMER ADV. Co., Kansas City, has acquired exclusive rights
to the radio serial Air Adventures of
Jimmie Allen and is arranging to place
the program on 30 stations.
Reach in Syracuse
CHAS. DALLAS REACH Co.,
Newark agency, has started a
branch office in Syracuse, with
Howard E. Sands, vice-president,
in charge, assisted by Francis R,
Risley. Carrier Corp., one of the
agency's clients, has consolidated
its five plants in the former
Franklin auto plant, Syracuse.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Kaufmau .^^^..^j
Agency Starts
I Contest for Announcers
[ THE 1937 contest for commercial
I announcers of Washington, D. C,
conducted for the past two years
I by Henry J. Kaufman Adv. Agen, cy, was to begin Oct. 1 and extend
I over a period of two weeks. Graded
I on diction, sincerity and effectiveness, the 20 contestants are judged
by eight radio critics, advertising
men and civic leaders who listen in
during the contest. The winner is
i awarded a silver victory trophy at
I a banquet which terminates the
contest.
, Lawrence Elliott, CBS ani nouncer of WJSV, won the award
last year, while William Coyle,
NBC announcer on WRC and
WMAL, won the 1935 award. The
committee of judges for 1937 includes: Dr. H. G. Dorsey, Coast &
, Geodetic Sur\'ey; E. W. Bond, Bliss
Electrical School; John Heiney,
Washingtoji Post; Chris Mathison,
Washington Star; Bernard Harrison, Washington Times-Herald; Leo
Fitzgerald, W a s hin g t 071 Daily
Neivs; E. H. Rietzke, president
Capitol Radio Engineering Institure, and F. G. Taylor, advertising
manager of Broadcasting.
Lever Changes Plans
MYRON KIRK, Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., vice-president in charge of
radio, and Clark Andrews, in
charge of dramatic shows for the
agency, both of New York, are in
Hollywood conferring with Tiny
Ruffner, West Coast manager, on
details for the Lever Bros, new
half-hour CBS dramatic series to
emanate from the latter city tentatively on Oct. 19. New services will
precede or follow the CBS Al Jolson broadcasts also sponsored by
Lever Bros. Featured will be Edward G. Robinson and Glenda Farrell, film stars, with a new vehicle
and supporting cast each week.
Lever Bros, originally was scheduled to sponsor the Walt Disney
Mickey Mouse series, but it was
postponed until early in 1938. It is
understood that the Mickey Mouse
show -will undergo several changes
and that the sponsor will give it
a heavy publicity campaign with
a possible contest tie-up in advance
of its launching.
Deltah Starts on WOR
HELLER
DELTAH
Co., New
York, started Sept. 26 a Sunday
morning quarter-hour news proj gram for women on WOR, Newark,
I to introduce Deltah cosmetics.
While distribution of the new line
is now limited to New York, other
stations may be used later as the
distribution extends to other cities.
The present program, titled Look
for the Woman, features Peggy
Grady. Complete Deltah cosmetics
sets, worth about $25, will be given
weekly for the best stories submitjI ted.
winner's of druggist
given Each
a duplicate
her award.is
The series runs for 39 weeks,
placed by Arthur Rosenberg Co.,
New York.
GET TEXAS

Viewp
j The Other Fellow^s
15, 1937
issue. ItointT
should go on record
ARNEW Protests
that the association members, as well
voted complete conEDITOR, Broadcasting: At the as the directors
Atlanta
the past administration of
instruction of the Board of Direc- Mr. Johnfidence inVan
Cronkhite
by re-electtors of the Association of Radio
ing him to the office of president and
News Editors & Writers, I am for- subsequently by unanimous vote electUSE
ed him chairman of the Board of
warding to you the attached state- Directors.
ment which has been passed by the
Board of Directors.
As the Board of Directors of The
In case you do not have a list of Association of Radio News Editors
the members of the Board, they are and Writers we ask the magazine
Broadcasting to retract the stateas follows : Kendall McClure,
ment in full.
WOAI; Bob Hurleigh, WFBR;
Erie Smith, KMBC; Foster May,
[Editor's Note — Broadcasting gladly
50qO watts uay
WOW; Ken Miller, KVOO; John publishes the foregoing in fairness to all
involved. The story carried in the Sept. 15
Hughes, KFRC; Jack Harris, edition
was obtained by our correspondent
from reliable sources within ARNEW.
WSM; Roy Brant, KFYR.
nite
watts
Inasmuch as the statement in- factional
R«p)s:
830
kc.AGfc.iCY
1000
Broadcasting's
investigation
that
E, KATZ SPECIAL
ADVERTISING
exist withinreveals
ARNEW,
volved Mr. Van Cronkhite person- but it hasdifferences
no
desire
to
engage
in
any
inally, he deemed it wise to not par- tra-mural controversy.]
ticipate in any manner in this
statement, hence his name has been
omitted, even though, as you know,
he is Chairman of the Board.
D. M. Antellin,
Ass'n of Radio News
Editors & Writers,
Chicago.
Sept. 22, 1937.*
* *
We the members of the Board of
Directors of ARNEW hereby go on
record as condemning the news item
of the Sept. 15, 1937 issue of the
magazine Broadcasting. Apparently
this article is the work of one or possibly two disgruntled members of the
organization, and is entirely without
ship.
foundation in fact or oflScial sponsorThere was no rift of any sort on
the floor of the recent ARNEW Convention in Chicago. Every official action of the convention was passed
either by acclamation or almost unanimously. At no time was a dissenting
voice raised on any major issue or
election. No talk of misapplication of
funds was heard on the floor at any
time.
There was no attempt made by any
faction or group as reported by
Broadcasting to wrest the power from
the duly elected officers. Mr. John
Van Cronkhite was re-elected president
ANO
ALSO
by acclamation. He immediately resigned due to the press of his personal
business. He was, however, elected to
the Board of Directors and named
chairman. The Board of Directors has
ft AY.
HAY
/
ascertained that Broadcasting magazine failed to make any accurate
check on the situation before publishing the aforementioned story, and also
failed or neglected to check the matter
with any official or board member in- The Red River Valley, noted for its fertility, enables
volved in the implications.
We the Board of Directors feel our farmers to make both hay and hey hey !
that we express the opinions of the
—
majority of the members of the assom us **hayseeds** living
in protesting the in
storytheas Sept.
car- That*s why you find so many of
ried ciation
bv Broadcasting
the same cosmopolitan free-spending lives as prosperous people in any section —
... And that^s why WDAY is a swell medium
product that's purchased with money ...

WDAY.

INC
Z

N. B. C.
Affiliated
FREE and
PETERS, INC.
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES

MONEY/

Over Half Million Dolian a day Pouring
from our East Texas Oil Field Alonel

with

the Fargo

FARGO
N.

D.

for any

Forum

940 KILOCYCLES
5000 WATTS DAY
looo WATTS NIGHT

> KFRO C
"Voice of Lon^isw'' - TEXAS
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CHEERIO, who has been on the NBC
networks for the past decade, returned to the Blue net Sept. 26 with
his inspirational morning programs.
Assisted by J. Harrison Isles and his
orchestra, chorus and guest soloists, Cheerio will go back over the
week commemorating the lives of great
men of history whose birthdays occurred during that week. Program is
heard Sundays, 10 :30-ll p. m.
AFTER COMPLETION of program
tests, WFAS, White Plains, N. Y.,
held the dedication of its new 190foot vertical radiator on Tuesday,
Sept. 28.
IN cooperation with the University of
Cincinnati, WCKY is broadcasting a
sustaining series of Friday night football interviews each Friday at 9:15
p. m., preceding Saturday night
games. Coaches of U. C. and the visiting eleven, as well as star players,
will be interviewed.

WJBY
GADSDEN,

ALA.

. . . intensified coverage
of Alabama's SECOND
industrial area . . .
COMPLETE
Merchanciisins Service

MORRIS B. SACHS, Chicago clothier, sponsor of the Chicago Amateur
Hour over WENR, now has the winning amateurs on the stage of the
Stratford theatre, Chicago, every Wednesday night. Schwimmer & Scott,
Chicago, is agency.
WIP, Philadelphia, announces a series
of dramatic broadcasts from the stages
of local legitimate theatres while
troopers are in action, combined with
interviews of visiting actors by "Top
Hat", WIP's theatre commentator.
KRKD, Los Angeles, has subscribed
to the full United Press radio news
service, effective Sept. 20.
TWO small Ryan open type airplanes
have been placed at the disposal of
KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, for its special events department, according to
Harrison Holliway, general manager.
They will be used along with the newly-acquired portable pack transmitter,
W6XCI.
DIRECTED by Tro Harper, KSFO
news editor and former Life correspondent, KSFO has completed a new
photographic darkroom. Complete in
every detail, equipped with both Leica
and regular enlargers, the darkroom
is ready to handle prints up to 16x20.
Both miniature and speed graphic
cameras are available.
SERIES OF PROGRAMS on life insurance reform was started on
WMCA, New York, Sept. 16, sponsored by Morris Siegel, life insurance
counsel. Entitled The Counsellor, program is broadcast Thursdays at 7 :458 p. m.
RADIO division of the WPA Federal Theater will produce a cycle of
Oscar Wilde's plays over WQXR,
New York, beginning Oct. 5 at 9-10
p. m., EST. The first presentation will
be The Importance of Being Earnest.

Vox Copped
GORDON MacCLAIN, vox
popper on CHML, Hamilton,
Ont., did so good a job during his 30-minute sidewalk
interview program Sept. 16
that he got in bad with the
law. One of the local helmeted "bobbies", objecting to the
traffic jam caused by the
broadcast, stepped up to the
microphone and in an impromptu radio talk ordered
MacClain
to "move
along".to
When
MacClain
refused
move, but continued the program, the irate policeman
gave him a ticket. Finally he
concluded his program in the
sanctity of a nearby store.
In the future, he says, he
will interview himself.
WLBC, Muncie, Ind., held open house
recently for 140 pupils of the Burris
School in conjunction with an educational survey ofhabits.
children's
and listening
The programs
teachers
and students were conducted through
the studios by Earl Kirk, auditor of
WLBC, Ottis Roush and Francis
Higgins, announcers, and Fred Ayer,
merchandising director.
WHILE Gov. Horner and other high
state and city notables looked on,
Edgar L. Bill, president of WMBD,
Peoria, 111., on Sept. 18 pulled the
switch that turned on the power of
the station's
mitter, whichnew
was 5,000-watt
dedicated attransthe
"WMBD Power Party" attended by
more than 10,000 persons who packed
the local armory.

FALL
People's
the Air series
startedforSept.
22 onForum
WNYC,of
New York,
subject
"America's Stake with
in thetheFar
East".
The
Forum's technique in the discussions
is to dramatize the subject in the
light of recent events before presenting authorities.
PHIL
Morning
has
resumedCOOK'S
on WABC,
NewAlmanac
York, and
Til LL PR 0 FIIS is
heard daily Mondays through Fridays ments
at 8-9
Editor daily
Cook news,
comon thea. m.
weather,
household hints and odd facts, and
includes special departments, comedy
and music in his program.
DRAMATIC
production
of the ofBritish Broadcasting
Corp.. March
the
Forty Five, will be broadcast Saturday, Oct. 2, atScene
8-9 p.of m.,
Blue network.
the over
play NBCis in
$304,000,000 CORN CROP
both England
and
Scotland,
and
duction will be divided between prothe
BBC studios in Edinburgh and
IN KMA
SERVICE AREA
Broadcasting House, London.
KSFO, San Francisco, CBS outlet,
Not only tall corn, but bumper crops of
has renamed its news broadcasts
Streamlined
Headlines.
wheat, oats, poultry and livestock are reachSAN
FRANCISCO
radio editors
With
profit.
^ ing new highs of production and
were the guests of Jack Moyles,
^.^ almost ONE BILLION DOLLARS of cash
KSFO, San Francisco producer, during a CBS broadcast from a United
income assured . . . with buying power
Airlines plane in a flight Sept. 14.
The broadcast from the air went over
greatest since 1929. . . . KMA listeners are
the Pacific Coast CBS network.
spending freely!
THE Federal Theater of the Air, a
new branch of the Federal Theater
That's where YOU come in ! For over 12 years these peoProject, is broadcasting three prople have guided their buying habits by the sound, friendly
grams a week on KROW, Oakland.
Phillip Stearns is in charge of the
advice of Earl May and KMA. Right now, we're helping
other advertisers set enviable new sales records in Amerproductions. The talent is drawn from
the local FTP list of more than 100
ica's No. 1 Farm Market. We can do the same for you and
actors.
we're ready to prove it!
WFIL
560 Kc
Represented hy :
Howard H. Wilson, Co. — New York, Chicago, Kansas City
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PHILADELPHIA'S MOST
POPULAR STATION
NBC BLUE
. MUTUAL
BROADCASTING

CLAIMING one of the longest remote broadcasts executed by a single
station
using technician,
that station's
own !;
announcerand and
WBAP,
Fort Worth,of broadcast
de- ',
scription
the Ohio a complete
State-Texas
Christian football clash in Columbus,
O., Sept. 2.5. When it was learned that
NBC would not feed the broadcast to
the Southwestern group, WBAP decided to make an independent effort
to broadcast the game. Sports Announcer Cy Leland and WBAP Technical Supervisor R. C. Stinson made
the trip to Columbus for the pickup.
WMT, Waterloo, la., broadcast a special event's program Sept. 20, when
Col. Art Goebel flew above the Cedar
Rapids business district and skywrote
the station's call-letters 10,000 feet
above the city. During the flight twoway communication was carried on by
short-wave between Benne Alter,
WMT announcer on the ground, and
Goebel.
WRBL, Columbus, Ga., celebrated the
formal opening of its new studios and
power increase in September with a
week of entertainment. Many men
and women of affairs in Columbus and
its environs, on invitation from Manager James W. Woodruff Jr., attended the inaugural luncheon of the recently-created "Greater WRBL Radio
Council," which was one of the outstanding programs of the week.
KTSM, El Paso, recently celebrated
its eighth anniversary with a birthday
improvements in program.
equipmentNumerous
and a power
boost
were effected during the past year.
KYA. San Francisco, recently completed the remodeling of all its studios
and reception
corridor
at its headquarters in the Hearst
Bldg.
WHN, New York, is broadcasting
Adeste Fideles, a Sunday afternoon
hour of music and drama under the
auspices
of Saint N.Vincent's
Home for
Boys, Brooklyn,
Y.
RICH

PANAMA
and ike

CANAL

ZONE

.... «nd they buy goodt «nd services
advertised
newest
and over
most Central
modernlyAmerica's
equipped
station.

HP5IC-HP50
LA VOZ de la VICTOR
•COLON Kcfiu^c »^ PANAMA*
l440a»d6005KCS.^RCA EQUIPMENT
(SIMULTANEOUSLY) NBC THESAURUS
• Broadcast

Advertising

I
THE 1939 Golden Gate luternatioual
Exposition on September 22 presented
the tirst of a series of unique broadcasts over station KYA, San Francisco. Acting as an "inquiring reporter". Art Linkletter, radio director
for the exposition, plants himself
microphone in the inwith a ofKYA
terior the building in Union Square
which houses a $30,000 model of the
1exposition. He conducts a Vox Pop
interviewing perbroadcas
style asof they
tilet,out of the building
Isons
I after looliing at the pretentious reI plica of the 1939 fair. There is an
i evening broadcast on Wednesdays
land a forenoon program of the same
nature on Thursdays. The programs
Iare produced by Reiland Quinn.
IDON LEE Broadcasting System, Los
I Angeles, on Sept. 26 increased its
30%, acannouncements by
I rate on spot
Lewis
; cording to announcements
Allen Weiss, general manager.
WBBM, Chicago, is sending Hal Bury direcI nett, the station's publicit
opponents of Northwesttor, to scout
ern University during the football
season. Spending three days weekly
at the schools, Burnett will also do
promotional work in conjunction with
asbroadcasts and ts
WBBM's football ton
on broadcas
sist John Harring
sponsored by Kellogg Co.
AFTER being absent from NBC-Red
for two months. Lights Out returned
to the air Sept. 29. The horror
drama, presented every Wednesday
night at 11 :30 p. m., was brought
hack after scores of petitions bearing
five to 50 signatures and hundreds of
letters from individual listeners were
at NBC. The show is writreceived
ten by Arch Oboler, Chicago.
DR. FREDERICK B. ROBINSON,
College of New
president of the Cityspeaker
on Public
York, was the first
Service Forum, which started Sept.
26 on WBIL, New York, and is heard
Sundays at 4-4:30 p. m.
CBS will begin a series Oct. 4 titled
New Horizons featuring internationally known scientists and explorers,
Mondays, 6:15-6:30 p. m. The broadColumbia's
casts willtbe ofpresented
Departmen
Talks inby cooperation
with the American Museum of Natuof the latter's Ten
History as part
nt plan.
Yearral Developme

WHK-WCLE

WMAQ's CAKE—
was twoMartha
anniversaries in oneIt when
Linn, Chicago NBC's only woman
announcer, served the cake presented to her by associates. It was
her first anniversary on the
WMAQ participating program
services in which NBC Thesaurus
is used, and WMAQ's second anniversary as a subscriber to the service. Left to right are Bill Earth, in
charge of all transcription shows
on WMAQ-WENR; Fred Schweikher, his assistant, and Pats Gallicchio, turntable operator.
PHIL LASKY, general manager of
KSFO, San Francisco, has been named
chairman of the Public Relations and
Radio Committee for the Navy Day
Fete in San Francisco Oct. 27.
!TRUE

Workshops

Opened in High Schools
HIGH SCHOOL radio workshops
have been established in three
Cleveland high schools by H. K.
Carpenter, vice-president of United
Broadcasting Co. and general manager of WHK-WCLE, that city.
Students are chosen from a selected group to participate in the
workshops where they will write,
produce and announce programs
for monthly presentation on WHKWCLE. "One of the main ideas of
this project is to develop new radio talent," Mr. Carpenter said,
"for the industry is greatly in need
of new voices and personalities.
We at WHK-WCLE feel that one
good way of satisfying this demand is by setting up such training courses, which may at the same
time scout for talent.
"These young folks may discover
they have a bent for radio work
sooner or later, but if we can help
them embark on a radio career
early in life, and they prove
successful, our purpose will have
been
accomplished."
workshop
program
will includeTheBedford,
Lakewood and John Marshall High
Schools.

^^^^

1:3:51 J

,
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Kruschen Testing
E GRIFFITH HUGHES Inc., Rochester, N. Y. (Kruschen salts for
reducing), started Sept. 27 Dr.
Friendly, a dramatic series, on two
stations of the WLW Line, WHN,
New York, and WLW, Cincinnati.
Program, which is a test campaign, is heard Mondays through
Fridays at 4-4:15 p. m., EST, and
will run for 26 weeks. Stack-Goble
Adv. Agency, New York, is in
charge.

l<) UJ lu <

on

CONFESSION!
~f <a at «.8

Suit to Be Heard
SUIT of Hal Fimberg, Hollywood
radio writer, against RuthraufT &
Ryan Inc., for $20,000 filed in the
Los Angeles Superior Court some
months ago, in which he charged
breach of an oral agreement, has
been set for hearing Nov. 4. Fimberg's contention is that the Hollywood agency hired him away from
the now defunct Ken Murray-Oswald show, which was sponsored
by Campbell Soup Co., to write material for Al Jolson show (Lever
Broe.), and after several weeks
discharged him.

609,229

^2
WDKD
That's Uncle Eph, the only hoarder to be found in the great

The folks in Savannah
like our
WORLD BROADCASTING
TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE
•

audience consistently and smartly entertained and sold by WOKO,

Why not build your "Spot"
around this preference.

a half-million buyers whose harvest of steady, high-scale pay spreads

basic Columbia outlet for this rich Capital District, perfectly diversified for perfect marketing. A prosperous rural population, yes, but

tweh

WTOC
SAVANNAH, GA.
1260 Kc
CBS NETWORK
Represented Nationally By
Paul H. Raymer Company
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In the Heart of "The State That Has Everything"
Harold E. Smith, General Manager
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New Kansas Station
WITH main studios in Pittsburg,
Kan., and with an auxiliary studio
in Joplin, Mo., 30 miles away, the
new KOAM, 1,000-watt daytime
station on 790 kc. authorized last
year by the FCC, will go on the
air Oct. 11 and expects to be
aligned with the NBC Red and
Blue supplementary network. It is
headed by E. Victor Baxter, local
lumber man, who is partner in the
enterprise with Norman Baxter
and A. Staneart Graham. Equipped
with Western Electric apparatus
throughout, it employs a 270-foot
Blaw-Knox vertical radiator. General manager is Ed Cunniff, formerly Avith KMA, Shenandoah, la.
Spencer Allen, recently with
KMOX, St. Louis, is program director. Merwyn Love, formerly
with KMBC, is continuity editor.

C. ROY HUNT, general manager
presidentofofKOIN,
KALE, and
Portland,
Ore., took up riding horses
as a hobby two years ago
and has already become an
expert. He took two of his
prize animals to the horse
show at the Oregon State
Fair in Salem in September
and came back with several
prize ribbons. In stiff competition, he rode his General
Freemont, three-gaited chestnut, for second winnings in
the big stake event of the
show, after carrying off top
honors and several place winnings earlier in the week. His
second entry. Lady's Fancy,
a five-gaited animal, helped
pile up his prize-winning collection.

WEBC
Tells Your
Story In

BELL OPEN

Horses His Hobby

WCKY-WSAI Series
first local commercial program ever broadcast jointly by
WCKY, operated by L. B. Wilson,
Inc., and WSAI, the Crosley Radio Corp., in Cincinnati, will be a
series featuring Lynn Cole and his
music. The program, sponsored by
Sloans Furriers, will be heard
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 6:15 p. m., starting Sept.
27. It will originate in the WSAI
studios. Cole is a tenor-baritone,
appearing with his own orchestra.
Until recently he was heard from
Chicago stations and also has been
soloist with name bands.
THE

AMERICA'S
SECOND PORT
DULUTH & SUPERIOR
O
And on the
mON RANGE IT'S
WIMFG
HIBBING
W H L B
VIRGINIA

WDBJ
CLIENTS
GET VALUABLE
Publicity AND Merchandising ASSISTANCE
WDBJ is owned and operated by the
Times- World Corporation, publishers of
the only local morning and evening
newspapers. This affiliation assures
WDBJ advertisers liberal newspaper
publicity. WDBJ also gives complete
and thorough merchandising service to
its clients . . . from the writing of letters to dealers, to personal contacts
among leading local dealers.
Representatives
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
Sears & Ayers
Craig & Hollingbery

//I t/te
heart

HOUSE

Phone Company Successful in
WKOK Broadcasts

WITH local telephone companies
natural sponsors of institutional
programs, WKOK, Sunbury, Pa.,
reports that the Bell System in
September bought time for a feature broadcast as well as a series
of spots
Results of for
the its
tour"Open
of theHouse".
telephone
company plant, during which four
microphones were set up in various
parts of the building, were so
gratifying that more similar periods are planned. In this photograph. Earl Peters, foreman of toll
test (right), is standing at one
of the mikes with Reg Merriden,
WKOK announcer. The script was
written by the Bell publicity department, and included interviews
with heads of the various departments, with the oldest living operator and with guests.
Jessel Show Deferred
THE new George Jessel — Norma
Talmadge variety show, SO Minutes
in Hollywood, scheduled to start on
MBS from Los Angeles Sept. 26
under regional sponsorship, has
been postponed to Oct. 10, according to Lewis Allen Weiss, general
manager of Don Lee Broadcasting
System. Jessel has been in New
York doing a series of 13-quarterhour transcriptions for De Soto
Motor Corp. which will be placed
nationally by Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc. There is a possibility that Miss
Talmadge will not participate in
the Mutual series. New variety
show will be sponsored on the
West Coast by Gaffner & Sattler,
Los Angeles (gas ranges) for 26
weeks
tions. on 11 Mutual-Don Lee staTHEY'RE TUNING IN WATL
IN ATLANTA
^^^^^

New York Philharmonic
Resumes Series Oct. 24
THE Philharmonic- Symphony Society of New York, whose Sunday
concerts have been an exclusive
CBS sustaining feature since the
fall of 1930, will resume on that
network Oct. 24, with Deems Taylor as commentator. Its concerts
will run 28 weeks, an extension of
four weeks over last year. John
Barbirolli, young Englishman who
distinguished himself as guest conductor last season, will occupy the
podium at Carnegie Hall in New
York for all but one month of the
term. In that month Georges Enesco, Roumanian conductor, composer and violinist, will direct for
two weeks and a second guest to
be announced will conduct for the
following fortnight.
The list of soloists includes the
sopranos Kirsten Flagstad and Beal
Hober; the baritone Richard Bonelli; the pianists Walter Gieseking,
Josef Hofmann, Vladimir Horowitz,
Mischa Levitzki, Eugene List, Guiomar Novaes, Arthur Rubinstein,
and Ernest Schelling; the British
duo-pianists Ethel Bartlett and
Rae Robertson; the American composer Abram Chasins as soloist in
his own piano concerto; the violinists Mischa Elman, Georges Enesco, Jascha Heifetz, Yehudi Menu- :
bin, John Corigliano, Mishel Piastro, Joseph Szigeti, and Efrem
Zimbalist;. the cellists Gregor Piatigorsky and Joseph Schuster.
Decade of Symphony
THE Standard Symphony Hour,
oldest commercial
network pro§ram
on
the
air
in
West,annion
ept. 30 celebrated itsthetenth
versary as a weekly radio feature
over five NBC-Pacific Red stations.
With the continued approval of thej
listening audience, no departures]
have
made from
the original'
style been
by Standard
Oil Co.,
of California. Presentation of music of universal appeal has been the desire
of
the
sponsor,
and generally
so-called "high
brow" works not
liked
have been avoided. Since 1928 the
Standard School broadcast, Thursday morning course in music appreciation for elementary and advanced school children, has been a
companion network feature, pioneering in radio education. The
School broadcast is definitely
linked to the Standard Symphony^
Hour, with the morning program i
serving to develop deeper appreciation of the musical numbers to be
played during the evening broad- ^
east. McCann-Erickson Inc., San'
Francisco, isconsecutive
agency.
SEVENTH
year of Sun-i "
clay broadcasts of Church of the Air?
has just been inaugurated by CBS.
During its six years on the air, the
program has presented a total of 532
broadcasts by representatives of the
15 leading denominations in the U. S.
LIVE TODAY
IN THE FASHION OF TOMORROW
HOTEL
SHERMAN
1700 ROOMS 1700 BATHS

^

CHICAGO

o/-aijfreaf
TRADING
AREA
ROANOKE,
VIRGINIA
MEMBER OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Mifornia State Fair
U Host to Radio Group
Northern CalirniRTY-EIGHT
lornia radio station managers, ex^jutives, artists and publicity men
!ook an overnight steamer trip up
;he Sacramento River Sept. 6 as
fuests of the California State Fair
'o attend
"Radio The
Day" party
at thewas
annual carnival.
(headed by Lew Frost, assistant to
I)on E. Oilman, NBC vice-presiident, who was chairman of the day.
Eloyd E. Yoder was assistant
ichairman.
' Among radio folk on the excurision were: Mr. Frost, Mr. and Mrs.
IJennings Pierce, Milton Samuel, Mr.
land Mrs. Charles Marshall, Janet
Baird, Memory Roberts, Beryl
ICameron, Mr. and Mrs. David ElIton, Mr. and Mrs. George NickIson, Bob Stevens, John Teel, Harivey Peterson, Mr. and Mrs. ArJmand Girard, Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Stuart, all of NBC; C. L. McCarthy and Mrs. Sherwood Brunton,
KJBS; C. S. Harper, KQW: L. B.
West, KGMB; Mr. and Mrs. Keith
Kerby, Gertrude Chavis and Blenda Newlin, KSFO; Leon Churchon
and J. Clarence Myers, KYA; M.
F. Woodling, KYOS; Mr. and Mrs.
Art Westlund and Mr. and Mrs.
Don Hambly, KRE; S. W. Warner
and F. Wellington Morse, KLS; J.
Lester Malloy, KGGC; Preston
Allen, KLX.

Funds

for Lungs

KWBG, Hutchinson, Kansas,
recently conducted a campaign for funds with which
to
buy
"iron
lungs" for
the twotwocity
hospitals.
Prompted by the spread of
infantile paralysis, W. B.
Greenwald, president of
KWBG, began a drive for
contributions on Sept. 11.
For a week, announcements
were made several times each
day reminding listeners of
the campaign. At the close of
the drive Sept. 18, $2,913 had
been received, more than
needed
for the
"ironwaslungs",
so the extra
money
used
to
purchase
two
baby
incubators.

Use Feature Foods
SIX national advertisers are participating on the Feature Foods
program for women recently begun
over WON, Chicago. They are
Bird's Eye Frosted Foods Co., New
York (frosted foods), through
Young & Rubicam Inc., New York;
Penick & Ford, New York (Brer
Rabbit molasses) , through J. Walter
Thompson Co., New York ; Burham
& Morrill, Portland, Me. (B & M
beans), Rapinwax Paper Co., Minneapolis (waxChicago
paper) , (Savoy
SteeleWedeles Co.,
Foods), and Squire Dingee Co.,
Chicago (Ma Brown pickles), all
Oh Henry Sketches
through
Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co.,
WILLIAMSON CANDY Co., Chi- Chicago. The
program is broadcast
cago (Oh Henry bars), recently at 9-9:30 a. m.
daily except Sunstarted one-minute transcriptions /
formerly on WLS where
on WGY and WTAM, making four it wasday, was
one of the largest mailing
stations carrying the announcethe station. Martha
ments, since KOA and W B Z- programs onHelen
Joyce, who conWBZA had already started carry- Crane ductand
the
show,
that over
ing them. WBS, Chicago, cut the a million lettersestimate
and
cards have
discs which are dramatized sketches
from listeners durbroadcast daily except Saturday been ing received
the past nine years.
and Sunday after 6:30 p. m. John
H. Dunham Co., Chicago, is the
Local Gas Drive
agency.
LOS ANGELES and suburban gas
companies, through McCann-Erickson Inc., that city, on Sept. 20
Payson's MBS Series
PAYSON PUBLISHING Co., New launched a seven-week cooperative
York (Commentator Magazine), effort using daily spot announcewhich started on 13 MBS stations
ments on KFI, KHJ and KNX. Instead of calling attention to the
Sept. 19, is heard twice weekly invarious
participating sponsors, anstead of once, as originally schednouncements are directed to the
uled. Entitled Commentator Forum,
the program is heard Sundays at modern kitchen and use of gas appliances in general.
9:30-9:45 p. m., and Thursdays at
10-10:15 p. m. Charles Payson presides over the forum, and speakers
include Lowell Thomas, John B.
Kennedy, Boake Carter, H. V. Kaltenborn, Gabriell Heatter, George
Sokolsky, Upton Close and Linton
Wells. Agency is Cecil, Warwick &
(UP)
Legler Inc., New York.
BOB GREEN, author of the Crime
Reporter series on KRLD, Dallas, is
handling script writing, and Switzer
McCrary, director and producer of the
series, is handling microphone technique on the faculty of Southwestern
School of Radio Broadcasting which
opens classes Oct. 1 in the Melba
Bldg., Dallas. Gordon Butler, head
of Butler
dent of theRecording
school. Studios, is presiPf^FERREDD
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f^'^JZ' station
virtually
at 9-9:45 p. m. on three stations
of the WLW Line (WLW, WFIL,
KWK). Both contracts are for 52
^e re«t of the ^13. S.weeks. Mennen is also sponsoring adelpretty
ivers a marke bte
15-minute news programs three
mornings a week on the Don Lee
network and on WCAE, Pittsburgh.. H. M. Kiesewetter Adv.
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Agency, New York, is in charge.
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JIMMY FIDLER, Hollywood news
AnN.B. C. Ou
commentator, sponsored weekly on the
NBC-Red network from that city by
Procter & Gamble Co., has been
signed by Warner Bros. First National Studios for five pictures. He
will receive $55,000 for his first film
and increasing to $100,000 for the
fifth if all options are taken up. First
picture is to start within 30 days
after .Tan. 1.
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Mennen Active
MENNEN Co., New York, Brushless Shave Cream, has resumed
Famous Jury Trials Monday eve-
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Mennen Commentator
MARY MARGARET McBRIDE,
best known in radio as Martha
Dlady,
e a nwill
e, for
WOR's
much-sponsored
the first
time in her
three years on the air use her own
name, as a news commentator for
Minute Tapioca, product of General Foods Corp., New York. The
program starts Monday, Oct. 4,
over 45 CBS stations, and will be
heard Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays at 12-12:15 p. m. The
agency is Young & Rubicam Inc.,
New York. Her daily 45-minute
participation
progx-amchange.
on WOR
will continue without

The

Carolina

COMBINATION
WIS
COLUMBIA, S. C.
SOOO WATTS, NBC

WPTF
RALEIGH, N. C.
5000 WATTS, NBC

Represented by Free & Peters, Inc,
October
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MacFadden Auditioning
MacFADDEN PUBLICATIONS
Inc., New York {True Story magazine) isplanning to inaugurate a
new program under the present
title Ti'ue Story Court of Human
Relations, on the NBC-Red network, Fridays from 9:30 to 10 p.
m. Arthur Kudner Inc., New York,
agency now placing this program,
and Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc.,
New York, which handles the same
sponsors Goodwill Court broadcasts, are both auditioning new
shows.
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E compflny
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AFM-IRNA

Approach
nding
(Continued from page Understa
11)

such stations out of all the 259 in
the group; 150 of the affiliates employed no musicians whatever. The
eight originating key stations employed about 360 staff musicians.
Among the non-network stations,
85 stations out of a total of about
325 stations employed a total of
about 420 staff musicians. Grand
total approximately 1,555 staff muObjection to Rate Basis
sicians."
Pointing out its success in demonstrating to the union the inability of the broadcasting industry to
meet the original demands for employment of 3,500 additional musicians, in securing a postponement
of the strike deadline from Sept.
16 to Oct. 15, and in working out
a tentative trade agreement for
network affiliates (the committee
did not attempt to bargain for key
or non-network stations), the committee continues:
"All of this is, however, subject
to adoption of a formula for distribution of the labor cost. At the
convention an advisory vote taken
disclosed that the affiliates were
fairly evenly divided between a
formula based on published rates
and one based on net revenue. The
objection, in many cases, to the
rate basis, was that the published
rate is a national rate on which
only a small proportion of the ac-
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Another open question is the
employment
of additional
musi-A
cians at network
key stations.
series of meetings, attended by
Mark Woods, treasurer, and Niles
Trammel, vice-president, of NBC,
and by CBS Vice-presidents Edward Klauber, Lawrence Lowman, Meflford R. Runyon and Leslie Atlass, with the AFM subcommittee,
had failed to produce any tangible
results as this issue went to press
Sept. 29. The last meeting on Sept.
27 broke up in a deadlock. Neither
the broadcasters nor the AFM officials would disclose the demands'
of thestoodunion,
it wasfeltunderthat the but
networks
they
are already employing a maximum
number of musicians and were
standing pat on their refusal to
increase expenditures.
Mutual was not included in
these
as it from
is organ^
ized onnegotiations
a different basis
NBC

K*M*P*C
rr

i

50,000

tual business is accepted. The objection to the revenue basis was
the unwillingness of many to disclose this figure to competitors
and to unions. After further careful study since the convention
your committee is pretty well convinced the inequalities involved in
the use of rates as a basis will
cause so many complaints it cannot be satisfactorily relied on, at
least as the sole criterion. Any
formula adopted will have to give
at least some consideration to the
factor of revenue.
"In order to attempt to protect
stations from improper disclosure
of this figure when furnished, it
has been decided to operate this
inquiry through a highly reputable
nationally knovm firm of certified
public accountants. Every station
is requested to furnish figures to
this firm. Ernst & Ernst has agreed
to act for this purpose. In case of
question, the certificate of Ernst
& Ernst will be accepted without
any competitor or union having
the right to examine your books.
The totals, however, for each station and for the group, must be
accessible to your committee in
order that it may make the computations necessary for devising
an acceptable formula. For this
puipose a questionnaire has been
prepared by this committee, aided
by a subcommittee composed of
John Shepard 3d and Emile J.
Gough.
To Analyze Data
In addition to such routine data
as call letters, ownership, power,
time of operation, population of
city and station's primary area,
the questionnaire specifically asks
for the net receipts during the
year ended Aug. 31, 1937, vdth net
receipts from NBC or CBS as a
sepaz'ate item, and the amount
spent during this period for employment of staff musicians belonging to AFM. The questionnaires were mailed on Sept. 18 to
the 259 network affiliates. Ten
days later, Ernst & Ernst reported the receipt of more than 200
completely filled out forms. This
prompt response was gratifying to
the committee which took it as evidence that the broadcasters are
more aware of the seriousness of
the situation and of the necessity
for their individual cooperation
than they were a month previous
when
the NAB questionnaire was
sent out.
When all of the stations have

answered, the subcommittee will
meet with the accounting finn to \
analyze the response in an effort
to determine a trend that will enable the selection of an allocation
formula that will be fair to all stations. The subcommittee admitted
it had a number of possible yardsticks in mind but refused to discuss any of them at this stage of , •,;
the investigation.
Absorbing the Costs
Question of how much and in
what way the networks should
absorb a portion of the additional
expense to be assumed by their
affiliates is still unsettled. The offer of the networks to assume 10%
of the burden, to be distributed
as they saw fit, which the IRNA I
negotiating committee had secured,
was rejected by the convention
and the committee was asked to
attempt to secure a better offer.
A single meeting was held following the convention, but no agreement was announced. A report
that the networks had increased 4
their offer to 15% was denied by
officials.
Negotiating Committee members
looked upon network contribution
as one of the salient factors in the
situation. CBS, it has been indicated, has evinced a willingness to
revise the 10% offer upward. On
the other hand, the intimation
was that NBC thus far has objected to any modification of the projected 10%nevertheless
fund. Committee
members
were hopeful
that some tangible basis would be
worked
out preparatory to the Oct.
12
meeting.
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1 710) . . . covering Southern California like the proverbial sunshine and by far the most talked of station
on the Pacific Coast.
Keep your "eyes and ears" on this fast stepping station.
G. A. RICHARDS
LEO B. TYSON
710
President
Vice-Pres. — Gen. Mgr. KILO.
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' increased emplojinent of musicians at MBS key stations would
Le considered separately.
Asked
II tions,
Mr. about
Weber the
saidCanadian
that the stafive
ftations in the Dominion which are
..ffiliated v^ith NBC. CBS and
MBS will be expected to sign the
>ame agreement as the United
States affiliates, and that the other
1] Canadian stations \\ill be treated
the same as the non - network
broadcasters within the U. S. Mr.
Weber planned to leave New York
Jet. 1 for Denver to attend the
AFL convention there, returning
:o New York on Oct. 13 or 14.
While authorized to represent
only the network affiliates, the
IRNAsubcommittees
negotiating committee
!j its
have tried and
to
1 keep in mind the interests of the
I non-network stations as well, it
was reported. Mr. Weber and other
union officials have consistently
held that any contract shall apply
to the entire industry and that
they shall expect every station to
sign on the same basis, regardless
of any question of network affiliation. For this reason, the IRNA
committee has in a sense been
forced to represent all broadcasters, whether it wished to or not.
By persuading the union to postpone its strike deadline until after
the NAB convention the committee
has given the industry as a whole
a chance to approve or reject its
negotiations before any station,
network or not, is faced with the
necessity of signing a new contract with its local union.
Representatives of a number of
makers of transcriptions and phonograph records met with the AFM
executive board Sept. 17 for a
short session in which Mr. Weber
informed them of the state of negotiations with the broadcasters
and that no further dealings could
take place with this group until
an agreement had been reached
with the broadcasters. Another
meeting was set for Oct. 16, day
following reconvening of the AFM
board which adjourned its meeting
on Sept. 22, after the final session
with the IRNA subcommittee.
Meanwhile, an AFM subcommittee
of three members: Mr. Weber;
James Petrillo, head of the Chicago Federation of Musicians; and
Fred W. Bimbach, Newark, secretary of the international board,
was appointed to continue negotiations with the subcommittee and
with network executives.
WXBC, New Britain. Conn, on Sept.
28 was authorized by the FCC Broadcast Division to increase its hours of
operation from daytime to unlimited
time on 1380 kc. with a change in
power from 250 watts to 1,000 watts
day and 250 watts night, effective
Nov. 16.
NORTHWESrS LEADING KAOlO STATION

BROADCASTING

Scope of AFM-IRNA

WHILE substantial agreement has
been reached by the negotiating
committee of Independent Radio
a commitNetwork Affiliates nwith
tee of the America Federation of
Musicians during the last fortnight
under which those stations would
to a 1009c incommit themselvesexpendi
tures for
crease in their
union musicians, or an aggregate
of $3,000,000 annually, actual
terms of the contract and trade
agreement have not yet been approved.
A half dozen tentative revisions
of the trade agreement, it is understood, have been drafted — the
last as of Sept. 28 — with the lanupon even
guage not yetthedecided
as between
two negotiating
groups. Basic principles, however,
evidently have been agreed to and
the committees are hopeful of
reaching
shortly. a definite understanding
Some three dozen provisions, it
is understood, are contained in the
tentative agreement, which would
run for two years. Moreover, it is
proposed that the same terms as
specified for the network affiliates
also shall apply for all other stations, with the exception of network key stations.
"Unfair" Stations
Having sent questionnaires to all
network affiliated stations as a
means of procuring information
upon which it can base an allocation to each affiliate covering expenditures for musicians, the
IRNA committee proposes to submit its suggested allocation to
AFM for approval preparatory to
invoking the proposed trade agreement Some 200 stations out of 259
network affiliates already have replied to this questionnaire, it is understood.
A strike date of Oct. 15 has been
established in the trade agreement
unless a further postponement is
agreed upon. AFM will declare as
unfair any stations not agreeing to
the terms of the contract. Moreover, network key stations or stations transmitting programs by
wire to others would be prohibited
from doing so if the receiving stations do not agree to union terms.
There would be a provision, however, that if the number of affiliates of a network satisfactory to
AFM have signed contracts, then
the union will permit the key station to provide service to the network upon assurance that the
music will be transmitted only to
affiliates which contracted for employment and to no affiliates which
have not accepted contracts.
Definite provision would be made
that the scale of hours, wages and
local working conditions for musicians should be determined by the
local union having jurisdiction.
Specific provisions would be made,
however, that no station shall pay
less for union musicians than the
amount it is now paying, whatever the effect of the allocated
quota. Moreover, no local union
would be permitted to require an
affiliate to increase its payments
during the contract tenure except
under certain conditions.
Nine-Month Guarantee
Stations would be permitted to
expend the entire amount of their
quotas for the emplo5mient of staff
musicians over a period of not less
than nine months in each year.
There would be exceptions to this
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requirement in resort cities, where
the business season might be less
than nine months and where the
provisions might involve undue
hardship.
A staff mtisician would be described as one paid on a weekly
basis rather than by performance.
Musicians hired as extra men or
employed for other work than that
of playing musical instruments
would not be included in the expenditure quota. Overtime and extra rehearsal compensation likewise would be excluded.
Apropos commercial programs,
the understanding is that if a local
requires a higher rate for use of
staff musicians in commercial programs as well as in sustainings, the
aggregate pay of the broadcaster
to the staff musicians on the regular pa^Toll would be credited
against the station's quota irrespective ofinvolved.
the number of commercial hours
Stations would be required to
employ union musicians in good
standing as staff members but with
the provision that the station shall
be permitted to employ virtuosos of
high standing, novelty acts of nonmembers, and similar extra musical talent subject to conditions prescribed by the local. Specific requirements as to qualifications of
musicians also will be written into
the agreement. The stations would
have full control over program material, selection of music, instrumentation and the like, and if it
has any complaint as to qualification of the musician furnished by
the local union, an examination by
the Federation will be ordered. If
the examiner then finds the musician is incompetent, the station
then will have the right to hire a
union musician from some other
local.
No Ban on Records
As was understood in the original conversations, the agreement
will carry a pro%iso that stations
contracting with AFM for guaranteed expenditures for musicians
will receive from it the right to use
phonograph records and electrical
transcriptions along with the privilege of receiving network programs. AFM, however, would require stations to contract only for
recordings and transcriptions made
by manufacturers licensed by the
Federation. AFM has withheld
making agreements with transcription and record manufacturers until arrangements are completed
with stations and networks.
Regarding recordings made for
audition purposes or for filing, the
agreement is expected to specify
that stations may make such records but that they cannot be broadcast. Moreover, AFM would require
notice from the stations when such
records are made. Stations making
transcriptions for broadcast use
would be required to agree to regulations prescribed by the Federation for such purposes.
In connection with recordings of
sponsored programs, AFM has insisted upon a provision that in the
event such a program cannot be
broadcast at the allotted time, a
transcription may be made to be
put on the air not later than a
week from the time it was made.
In such instances too, AFM would
have to be advised of the recording
and after it is used, destroy it.
Since the agreement terms were
{Continued on Page 81)
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Lesson in Crashing
THE SCRIPT of the Fibber
McGee & Molly program
Sept. 20 called for a porch
crash. So sound man Don
Mihan got together the following paraphernalia: A set of
wooden stairs, a flour barrel,
an orange crate, eight wooden
beer boxes, six music racks,
a flour sifter, a tea kettle and
12 tin cans. After repeated
trials, Mihan found that the
porch crash wasn't realistic
enough. Fibber himself (Jim
Jordan) finally suggested the
final ingredients that proved
satisfactory. Fifty small
wooden berry boxes were
added to the pile and Mihan
jumped on them to provide a
pei-fect porch crash.

• Some Random Thoughts,
Most of Which Concern
WGES, WCBD, WSBC,
Chicago and WEMP,
Milwaukee
—

By GENE T.DYER

Color : For almost ten years
without interruption, WSBC has
carried Chicago's only program appealing to, and stafifed by, colored
folk exclusively. There are a quarter million negroes in Chicagoland! The broadcast talent, unearthed on this program, has won
national prominence.
PLACID: Howard Zile, engineeer,
chose the 400-foot level of WCBD's
new vertical radiator for an xmexpected snooze recently, after long
hours of testing. Luckily a safety
belt kept his name out of the obituFRIENDS: An honor this writer
humbly received recently, a membership in the Illinois Club for
Shut-ins, a tribute to the service
of these stations in aiding these
unfortunates.
D O U B L IN G :
That GermanAmerican proGESyHOW^
gram that is
bringing so much
good comment on
'sGtW Milwaukee's
WEMP is announced both in
German and English by Carl Zimmerman, versatile ace WEMP staff
announcer. Milwaukee's vast German audience is remarkably responsive. Americanization material
is used much.
* *
* *
MILESTONE: WGES is completing its tenth uninterrupted year of
the exclusive broadcast of Catholic
High Mass. It's the greatest single
friend-making nrogram on WGES
among a million and a half Catholics in Chicagoland.
* *
* ^
COMMENT: We've kept a pretty
careful check on the alleged "success" of youngsters who have been
led into amateur (and later professional) pugilism through muchpublicized tournaments of fisticuffs.
Results of "success" is a lot of
"punch-drunk" young men who
might otherwise^ be ^good ^ citizens.
AIR - MINDED:
The Chicago
Girls Flying
Club looked to
WGES, WCBD
and WSBC to put
over its successful "Air Carnival" the other
week. From time on the air to public address system, these stations
served effectively.
*
* *

HEAR EXECUTIVE
KLZ Uses Discs to Repeat
70-Minutcs Program
KLZ, Denver, remoted 70 minutes
of President Roosevelt's stopover at
Cheyenne, Wyo., and repeated the
program by transcription the same
evening. The remote crew was
headed by Howard Chamberlain,
production manager, aided b y
Charles Inglis. Chief Engineer T.
A. McClelland ordered the recording. They worked in cooperation
with Sterling Fisher, CBS director
of talks, and Clyde M. Hunt, chief
engineer of WJSV, Washington, who
were with the presidential party.
During a talk by Senator Joseph
C. O'Mahoney, before the party
reached Cheyenne, the Senator remarked: "This seems to be Hamlet
without a Hamlet." Fearing a political tirade, the KLZ crew prepared to cut off the remarks but
the subject
cate vein. veered into a less deliEaton Paper Poll
EATON PAPER Corp., Pittsfield,
Mass., on Sept. 15 started a nationwide radio poll to continue for
90 days, offering a $1,000 prize to
the fan writing the best letter
about a radio krtist. The poll is to
be broadcast 26 times from eight
stations. A Letter of Gold trophy
will be awarded the most popular
artist. Stations are WBZ-WBZA,
WHN, WCAU, WHAS, WTAM,
WJR, WMAQ, KFI.
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YOUNGEST— Of all the news commentators inradio is Bob Hurleigh,
25, according to a claim by WFBR,
Baltimore, over which he handles
Transradio news for American Oil
Co., Baltimore (Amoco oil and
gas). Despite his youth, Hurleigh
has had seven years of newspaper
and radio experience, having started as assistant dramatic editor of
the Washington Times and edited
several local magazines and having
started in radio as an announcer
on WOL, Washington.
New Camel Series
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem, N. C, Sept. 28
started its new double-feature
Camel Caravan, first half-hour of
which
is JackandOakie's
Jack Oakie
Stuart College,
Erwin, with
and
second halJj^^ which is Benny
Goodman in a new Swing School
series. Program, broadcast on 96
stations of the CBS net, is in the
interest of Camel cigarettes and
Prince Albei-t -smoking tobacco.
The agency is Wm. Esty & Co.,
New York.
Vick Starts Two
VICK CHEMICAL Co., Greensboro, N. C, started its two new
series of CBS programs, Vick's
Open Ho2ise with Jeanette MacDonald and Tony Wons and His Scrapbook on Sept. 26 and 27, a week
ahead of the previously announced
opening dates. The MacDonald
programs will be broadcast Sundays from 7 to 7:30 p. m. EST,
and the Wons series on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays from
10:30 to 10:45 a. m. Morse International Inc., New York, places
both series.

Transmission— 5,000 Watts

Power

FIDELITY?: One of radio's worst
enemies ceivingisset! the "midget" radio re-

Imperial Sugar on TQN
IMPERIAL SUGAR Co., Sugarland, Tex., on Sept. 27 started
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 9-9:30 a. m., on the Texas
Quality Network, featuring one
transcription and two live talent
shows weekly and keyed from
WFAA, Dallas. Sponsor last spring
conductedto adetermine
"Get Whatthe You
Want"
contest
popularity
of three types of transcribed programs. The audience reacted favorably to all three but asked for
more variety. Agency is TracyLocke-Dawson, Dallas and New
York.
Work Starts on KWNO
WORK was scheduled to begin Oct.
1 on the new KWNO, 100-watt daytime station on 1200 kc, which the
FCC recently authorized for construction in Winona, Minn., and it
is hoped to have the station on the
air by Thanksgiving Day. Western
Electric transmitter and studio
equipment will be used with a
Blaw-Knox 199-foot vertical radiator. Staff selections have not yet
been made, according to Maxwell
H. White, president of the Winona
Radio Sei-vice,Herman
a partnership which
includes
R. Weicking,r
Harry Dahl and Otto M. Sehla-s
bach. Mr. White is business manager and Mr. Weicking is editor of
the Winona Republican-Herald.
Mr. Dahl is chief owner of WKBH,
LaCrosse, Wis., and Mr. Schlabach
is a LaCrosse attorney interested
also in WKBH.

THOMAS S. LEE, president of Don
Lee Broadcasting System, Los Angeles, and J. C. Lewis, producer of
KHJ, the network's outlet in that
city, have collaborated in writing a
new song, It Must Be You, to be
a major Hollywood motion
used by studio.
picture
KFRU
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Federal Control Status
Reviewed by Law Group
CUSTOMARY recommendations
that it be authorized to confer
with committees of Congress and
the FCC on matters affecting radio and communications law and
that it be authorized to attend international conferences and congresses having to do with communications regulations, were made
to the American Bar Association
by its Standing Committee on
Communications at the 16th annual convention in Kansas City,
Sept.
1.
In a27-Oct.
brief report
the committee
reviewed the status of federal regulations affecting communications,
pointing out that some 40 separate
bills are now pending in Congress.
Activities of the FCC during the
past 12 months together with a review of cases appealed from FCC
decisions constituted the major
portion of the report.
The committee comprises John
W. Guider, Washington attorney,
chairman; Douglas Arant, Birmingham; Edward Borchard, Yale
professor; Raoul E. Desvernine,
New York, and J. B. Faegre,
Minneapolis.
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A Kilowatt on 630
A Sales Message over KFKU
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Film Academy Planning
To Include Radio Data
i GROWING importance of radio in
Hollywood and its near-parallel to
j films in various activities and objectives, is reliably reported to
have impressed leading Academy
I of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences
! figures to the extent that pressure
may be brought to enlarge activi' ties of that organization to include the new industry.
Growing interrelationship of
films and radio, the intermingling
! of talent in both media, and the
fundamental purposes of both in
I providing entertainment for the
! masses, plus concentration of production resources in Holly^vood,
lead sponsors of the proposal to
under
bring toradio
I wing
feasible.s
planAcademy'
the the
believe
Look Still Placing
LOOK Inc., Des Moines, Iowa
i I (semi-monthly picture magazine) ,
! has started half-hour recoi'ding
programs over WJSV, Washington, D. C, featuring Arthur Godfrey as master of ceremonies. Programs are broadcast Tuesdays,
1 Thursdays and Saturdays, 11:0011:30 p. m. The magazine has also
started a nightly except Sunday
half-hour show on WCKY, Cincinnati, 10:30-11 p. m. Because Philadelphians are said to retire early,
Look is using recorded programs
i 8:30-9:00 a. m. over WCAU. Look
I is continuing full - hour nightlv
shows on WTMJ, KRNT-WMT
and WGAR. Half-hour nightly
broadcasts are being used on
WMCA, with a full hour show
on Sundays. In addition, minute
dramatized transcriptions are being used on KFI, KGO, KWK,
WNAC and WCAU. Schwimmer &
Scott, Chicago, is agency.
Spots Promote Film
UNIVERSAL PICTURES Co. Inc.,
New York, for "One Hundred Men
and a Girl" broadcast on WOR,
Newark, on Friday, Sept. 17, three
50-word announcements; Saturday,
Sept. 18, three 50-word announcements; Sunday, Sept. 19, announcement on program of Transradio
News, 10-10:15 a. m., EDST, and
on program of Stan Lomax, sports,
7-7:15 p. m. Universal agency is
J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
lodent Tests on WMAQ
lODENT CHEMICAL Co., Detroit
(lodent toothpaste), started sponsorship of Don Wiyislotv of the
'S'avy
WMAQ, which
Chicago,
Sept.
27. Theon program
is broadcast daily except Saturday & Sunday, at 5 p. m. (CST), will go on
an extensive NBC network if a 13v.-eek test proves successful. Van' derbie & Rubens Inc., Chicago, is
the agency.

Energine Discs
CUMMER PRODUCTS Co., Bedford, 0. (Energine), will make
discs of Radio Neivsreel, starring
Wallace Butterworth and Parks
Johnson. Transcriptions will be
macje during the network broadcasts, which start Oct. 24 on 23
stations of the NBC-Red net, Sundays at 3-3:30 p. m. List of stations for the transcribed series is
not yet available. The agency is
Stack - Goble Adv. Agency Inc.,
New York.

Spot

Use

WFBG
Altoona
• Pa.
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Available to only one radio
station in each city
Details on Request
Represented exclusively by
Stephen
Slesinger,New Inc.
250
Park Avenue
York

EXCLUSIVE!

Tidewater-Associated

Oil Co. chooses KEHE

to broadcast the Loyola University football
games

to the thousands

of ahimni

and fans

NEWS!
Another KEHE

"exclusive" . . . another good

advertiser on a powerful and capable station.

780
5000

you want to
IF Cover Rich
You MUST

gram.

in Southern California.

Blind Spot'' for All
Outside Stations —

Central Pennsylvania

Cavalcade Wins Citation
Of Women's Committee
"THE RADIO program most acceptable and worthwhile to the general family audience,"
— such
the designation
awarded
Sept.was
22
to Cavalcade of America by the
American Legion Women's Auxiliary, following a ballot conducted
among thousands of women
throughout the country by the
Women's National Radio Committee. It was the second annual radio
program award by the Auxiliary
and was announced by Mrs. William H. Corwith, chairman of the
Auxiliary radio committee, on the
CBS broadcast of the seventeenth
annual convention of the Auxiliary
in the Hotel Astor. William A.
Hart, du Pont executive, accepted
the award on behalf of his organization, which sponsors the pro-

Minor Film Folk Getting Radio Roles
Special Types
Writers Introduce
As
set to exploit a picture and to
By DAVID GLICKMAN
build up unknown talent. These two
THE virtual monopoly of support- industries are in a position to give
ing roles held in Class A netwoi'k and take. Radio is dipping deeper
broadcasts emanating from Holly- and deeper into the production rewood by strictly radio acting talsources of pictures and in turn is
ent is facing a breakdown. In- giving much of its star and nearsiders viewing changes in the Hol- star talent to the films. Smart Hollywood radio production setup and
lywood showmen connected with the
the interrelationship growing befilms now
to "play
with
tween radio and films predict a radio.
Theyoffer
realize
that ball"
a picture
rapid infusion in radio of pictuie
plug
on
a
transcontinental
proplayers known for their talent, but
gram means much to the success of
nameless outside the studio walls.
a film.
Holly^vood radio production executives heretofore conscious only of
stellar names are now building up
Sponsors Tennis Tourney
their files on supporting talent and ARROWHEAD SPRING WATER
the fall network programs will Co., Los Angeles (bottled water),
bring to the front many new
from Sept. 17 to 26 inclusive, sponplayers. A prime factor in the insored daily (12:30-12:45 p. m. and
creasing swing to film talent of the
2:30-4
p. m.) the
annual
Pacific"character" type is the introduction
Southwest
Tonnis
Tournament
of film writers in rapidly grow- from the Los Angeles Tennis Club,
ing number to radio production.
Beverly Hills, Cal., givBy word of mouth, and by inser- on KMPC,
coverage. Broadcast
tions of character description, seriesing elaborate
was supplemented several
such as a "Joe Doaks type," the days prior to the opening of the
film writers now in radio are ad- tournament with interviews of invertising the backbone of film actternationally known participants.
ing talent below the feature billing Allied Adv. Agencies
Inc., Los Anclass. By writing them directly ingeles, handled the account. Final
to scripts, they are paving the way
for a lucrative new outlet for this three days of the tournament, Sept.
26 inclusive, wei"e also broadtype of talent. Radio casters here- 24 to cast
over KHJ, Los Angeles, and
tofore
resti-icted
only
to
the
small
circle of radio actors familiar to the Mutual-Don Lee network on a
schedule, the event going
them, now look to films to aug- staggered
transcontinental.
ment the talent market many
times over.
Radio for some time has been DRYDEN & PALMER Inc., New
York (Gravy Master), will start Oct.
rubbing elbows, getting on congen6 participation in established proial terms and offering to work
on WFBR, Syracuse, and
hand in hand with pictures, and WGY, grams
Schenectady. The agency Is
the bigoted attitude taken by many
Samuel C. Croot Co., New York.
film studio executives is rapidly
disappearing. They have come to
realize that radio is a valuable as-

Watts
United Press
HEADLINE
News
every hour
on theHEADLINE
hour, from
Vt's
Station.

DM
WQ
ST. ALBANS
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KEHE

Kilocycles

Los Angeles, California
Member
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VERMONT
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Bowey's to Change
BOWEY'S Inc., Chicago (DariRich chocolate drink), on Nov. 1
will start sponsorship of Terry &
the Pirates, radio version of the
syndicated comic strip, on the
NBC-Red network from 5:15 to
5:30 p. m., and will be heard
Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays. Company has been sponsoring While the City Sleeps at the
same time on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays. Carried on 16
stations, the pick-up point of the
broadcasts will be shifted Nov. 1
from Chicago to New York. Program will be rebroadcast for the
West at 6:15-6:30 p. m., EST.
Staek-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago,
has been appointed to direct the series.
You'll want an Encore
when you try the Tune:
"MORE

BUSINESS"

Strike the Key with
KWK
Thomas Patrick, Inc.
Hotel Chase
St. Louis
Representative:
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
New York ■ San Francisco - Chicago

Status

of Engineers at Issue
(Continued from page 13)
announcement lists the recent gains
ney Cohn, CBS by Sol Rosenblatt,
of this independent organization
ABT by Leon Despres, and the which
has no affiliation with AFL,
NLRB by Charles A. Graham. Tes- CIO or any other general labor
timony as to the technical make
up of CBS was given by E. K. group. Announcers at KYW, Philadelphia, have joined the Guild
Cohan, director of engineering, and
as to the difficulties caused by the 100% and bargaining will soon be
IBEW affiliation of KMOX engi- begun for this group. Admission
neers by R. W. Chubb, attorney of announcers at WCAU, Philadelphia, WEEI, Boston, and WBBM,
for KMOX. H. E. Davis, former
Chicago, gives AGRAP a majority
president of ACBT, and Charles
of
CBS
announcers. Addition of
H. Kleinman, former secretary of
WBNX, WNEW, WOV, and two
the New York chapter of ACBT,
in which organizatestified regarding the move to othertion isstations
now under way, to WABC,
dissolve the New York chapter and
WMCA, for whose anto join ARTA. The hearing ad- WOR andnouncers
AGRAP has already won
journed Sept. 29.
contracts,
is
said
to give it a maInvites Free Lancers
jority of the announcing staffs in
New
York
City.
Definitely throwing down the
In the newly-entered sound efgauntlet to the recently organized
fects field, AGRAP states that it is
American Federation of Radio Arsound and
eftists, AFL union holding jurisdic- now bargaining
fects techniciansforof the
WABC
tion over all persons "appearing be- WBBM, CBS keys in New York
fore the microphone," with the ex- and Chicago, and for the sound efception of union musicians, the
fects staff of WJZ and WEAF,
American Guild of Radio Announcers and Producers has announced
NBC's keys in New York. Admitting that the membership in Acthe formation of an artist freetor's Equity Association has caused
lance chapter, which will make
many
actors and singers to join
AGRAP membership available to
AFRA, AGRAP says that its own
artists not on station staffs. Al- enrollment
in this field is steadily
ready members of this new AGRAP
branch are David Ross, Ted Hus- growing.
Other Negotiations
ing, Paul Douglas, Andre Baruch,
Fred Uttal, Del Sharbutt and AnNegotiations for the announcing
drew Stanton, according to the an- staffs of WORC, Worcester, and
nouncement made Sept. 25 by Roy
WAAT, Jersey City [BroadcastS. Langham, AGRAP head.
ing, Sept. 15], are still under way,
Stating that "the entrance of and organization is complete at
the AFRA into the field of or- WRAX-WPEN, Philadelphia, and
ganizing radio talent and particu- WFBL, Syracuse. Organization at
larly announcers has had no effect 11 other stations is under way; enrollment has been started in an
on the progress of AGRAP" the additional 12 stations and individual memberships received from 40,
the statement reports. In three
cases before the National Labor
Relations Board AGRAP has won
three favorable verdicts.
The first national convention of
AGRAP will be held Oct. 1, in
New York City.
Decision by Mrs. Emily Holt to
accept the position of executive
secretary of AFRA, which had
been offered her earlier in the
month [Broadcasting, Sept. 15],
is said to have brought together
the various factions of this new
talent union which had developed
during the campaign to select a
leader. A graduate of Cornell U.
law school, Mrs. Holt served for
seven years as associate counsel of
Equity,
charge of ar"Thisin isparticular
bitrations, and before her resignation in 1934 she was a member of

WBNS
Ohio
"This Columbus,
is
THE

BUTCHER,

THE

THE

CANDLESTICK

BAKER

AND

MAKER

DO!

In 1936, some 125,000 butchers, bakers and candlestick
makers in WBNX's area, sold over $2,500,000,000 worth
of standard advertised
1000 WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
products to the 4,000,000 !
NEW
WBNX

TuRK

Our
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JOHN

BLAIR

& CO.
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the Code Authority of the Radio
Broadcasting Industry as representative of performers other than
musicians. George Heller, member
of Equity council since 1933, and
extremely active in organizing the
radio field when it came under
Equity jurisdiction, has been
named as assistant executive secretary of AFRA, in addition to
serving as treasurer.
With a claimed membership of
2,000 radio actors already, AFRA
is expectedtionwide
to radiobegin
driveshortly
towarda naits
goal of 20,000 members. However,
the first council meeting since Mrs.
Holt's acceptance of leadership,
held on Sept. 23, had no plans to
report. One pressing question,
which will have to be decided by
the Associated Actors & Artists
of America, under which AFRA is
chartered, is that of the transfer
of actors from the stage, where
they are under Equity jurisdiction,
or the movies, where they come under the jurisdiction of the Screen
Actors' Guild, to radio.
When an actor moves from stage
to screen, or vice versa, he changes
from one jurisdiction to the other
for the period of his dues, and at
the end of that period pays his
dues to the organization under
which he then comes. But whereas
it is not ordinarily possible for an
individual to work for both stage
and screen simultaneously, it is
fairly common for players from
both fields to appear in a radio
series without interrupting their
stage or screen work. If they are
allowed to continue this practice
without paying additional dues to
AFRA or without having some
part offerredtheir
duesit transto this previous
radio union,
is apt
to find itself with a continually depleted treasury.
AFRA in Golden Gate
A San Francisco chapter of
the American Federation of Radio
Artists was formed Sept. 19, with ;
jurisdiction over Northern Califor- |
nia from the Tehachipi mountains i
to the Oregon line and over all of
Nevada. A charter was granted by
the AFRA national board in New
York. Vic Connors, executive secretary of the local, stated that
more than 75 members had signed.
"AFRA is not making any promises as yet," John B. Hughes,
MBS announcer, stated. "But when
it becomes solid and thoroughly organized then steps will be taken
for the betterment of working conditions. We are not going to go
gunning
the radio
employers."
Normanfor Field,
national
executive secretary of AFRA, announced
that members of the Screen Guild
of AFRA will be able to take out
membership in one or the other at
a reduced rate and that the cards
will be interchangeable. In concluding his address Field explained
that AFRA was organized to check
any other group from making mandatory demands upon radio workers such as "join de union or take
a ARTA
good sockhasin signed
de jaw."the technicians, announcers and continuity
writers of KOMA, Oklahoma City,
100%. While ARTA has hitherto
concentrated chiefly on the engi-
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ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
National Representatives
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neers in its radio organizing, ofthat in accordiicials anceexplained
with the CIO policy they
I were organizing any unorganized
and that such small groups as the
and writers of KOMA
announcers
II had
not and probably would not be
1 strong enough to set themselves
I up as individual locals. However,
the union spokesmen stressed the
fact that ARTA is not attempting
I to provoke any jurisdictional bat' ties and that if any more appro1 priate union affiliation were ofI f ered these announcers and writers
! ARTA
would gladly relinquish
them on request. The first conferI ence with, the station management
1 was held on Sept. 17.
The entire technical staff of
I \VBBZ, Ponca City, has also joined
; ARTA, it was stated.
I Officials of the union, whose new
I name, American Communications
j Association,
cial until it will
has not
been become
ratified offiby
the membership, stated that the
technical staff of WWSW, Pittsburgh, had signed up 1009c and
that negotiations would soon be
started with station officials. Negotiations are now progressing
rapidly at WCAU, Philadelphia,
.1 where the engineers were signed
; several weeks ago, and a contract
is expected in the near future.
I Negotiations with officials of
IWHN, New York, which was ordered to deal with ARTA by the
National Labor Relations Board
J after a series of hearings in which
the International Alliance of TheI atrical & Stage Employes, AFL
j union, had claimed the sole right
to represent any employes' organization at Loew's Inc., owner of
WHN, are temporarily at a standstill pending the outcome of the
I NLRB hearing on ARTA's case
I versus CBS, started Sept. 28, after
I two postponements. Meetings be!■ tween union and WHN officials
IIfailed to reach an agreement and
' a strike had been expected, but
the union decided to withhold acj tion until after the CBS decision.
Conferences are now being held
^vith officials of RCA Communica' tions, which has recognized ARTA
as bargaining agent for its "live
traffic"
employes
messengers.
An election
heldandunder
NLRB
|i auspices last summer showed a
: large majority of the company's
j- to
employes
in the
New York
area
be ARTA
members,
and upon
f - proof that a similar condition
■ exists throughout the country the
■ company agreed to recognize the
union as national agent. ARTA
; expects to enforce its closed shop
I demands and to have a signed
■ agreement with the company in
I the near future.
■ A Chicago branch of AFRA was
'• formed Sept. 26 with Carleton
■ Brickert, president; Anne Sey' mour, vice-president; Philip Lord,
' treasurer, and Raymond Jones, ex■ ecutive secretary. Following artists
• are on the executive committee:
' Hugh Studebaker, Bess Flynn,
I Henry Saxe, Forrest Lewis, Vir; ginia Payne, Bernard Burke, Ju.' dith
Lowi-y,
Love,
Davies,
HarryMark
Walsh,
Pat Edward
Peter:son, Philip Culkin, Richard Wells,
Major Holmes and Myles Reed.
KFPY— Spokane
KGIR— Butte
KPFA— Helena
KRSC— Seattle
KXL— PorUand
Five favorite stations available
with a single contract.
BROADCASTING

No Series Client
PROSPECT that coverage of the
World Series will be handled by
networks on a sustaining basis was
indicated as Broadcasting went to
press. A last-minute effort to secure sponsorship of the series was
being made but the high cost of
rights plus the expense of network
facilities appeared to be standing
in the way of prospective advertisers.

UP THEY GO— For a stunt broadcast from the top of the 190-foot
Blaw Knox tower of KGNF, North
Platte, Neb. John Alexander, program director, has started the
climb while Chief Engineer Buford
Eaves waits his turn. They described the nearby countryside and
conversed with Gene Rhein, announcer, who remained with a
crowd of 500 persons at the base
of the tower. A handful of theatre
tickets was thrown from the top.
Heatter's Committee
A FIFTH AVENUE mannequin, a New York business
man, a Manhattan tailor,
and a housewife comprise
the Radio
Listener's
tee to serve
with CommitGabriel
Heatter for We, the People,
starting Oct. 7 on CBS for
Sanka coffee. The group will
act as a governing committee to select most interesting
applications of persons wishrelateair.their
life-stor-of
iesing onto the
Members
the committee are Nancy
Bigelow, model; Wallace Seymour, business man; Amato
Violetti, tailor, and Mrs. Lena
Murphy of Otisville, N. Y.,
housewife and mother.

Anacin Adds Discs
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
Co., Newark (Anacin), at the end
of September started a thrice
weekly quarter-hour daytime RCA
disc series featuring Easy Aces on
a group of American and Canadian
stations, in addition to the NBCRed list. Weed & Co., station representatives, placed the Canadian
series.
stations are: KPRC WTNC WWL KLZ
KSL WOAI WCSH WOOD WKY WRVA
WFAA WTMV WSB WIOD KSFO KOMO
KHQ KGW CJCA CKWX CKY CJAT
CKKL CFCH CKGB CFCF CHNS CJRM
CFCN CFRB. KNX and WDAF also have
been taking the Easy Aces program via
disc.
Inc., New
York, Blackett-Sample-Hummert
is agency.
MICKELBERRY'S FOOD PRODUCTS Co.,will
Chicago
sausages),
start a(Mickelberry's
quarter-hour
sports program preceding the football
games every Saturday over WBBM,
Chicago. Pat Flanagan will handle the
series. Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago, is the agency.
HARRY LAYMAN, chief engineer of
WFTC, Kinston, N. C, and W. C.
Ewing, wholesale fertilizer distributor,
have applied to the FCC for a new
2.50-watt daytime station on 1340 kc.
in Fayetteville, N. C.

In

New
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to the WORLD

MODERN
WASHINGTON'S
HOTEL

Where

Broadcasters
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In

National

The

Capital

Rates No Higher Than At
Less Finely Appointed Hotels
Single Rooms from $4
Double Rooms from $6
All with bath, of course
THE
MAYFLOWER
WASHINGTON,
D. C.
R. L. POLLIO,

Manager

Orleans

Nash Announces Models
NASH division of Nash-Kelvinator Corp., Kenosha, Wis., starting
on Oct. 19 will broadcast for two
weeks a series of two daily minute
announcements by Boake Carter to
promote
new models.
Geyer,
nell & Newell
Inc., New
York,Coi'-is
agency.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co.,
Jersey City, is dropping its CBS
Palmolive Beauty Box Revue, to be
replaced in November by a daytime
script show. Benton & Bowles Inc.,
Xew York, is agency.

WDSU

First with the latest and always a few
wave-lengths ahead
•
Representatives
BIG RESULTS
FROM SMALL BUDGETS!
On WDRC you can concentrate your sales message in
a major-opportunity, majorprofit mai'ket . . . and how
little it costs! Investigate
WDRC before making your
winter plans.
Basic Network Station of the

JOHN

NATIONAL

BLAIR

&

CO.
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Fisheries Using Spots
GORTON PEW FISHERIES Inc.,
Gloucester, Mass., started Sept. 13
one-minute spot announcements on
KYW, KDKA, WTAM, WGY,
WMAL, WMAQ, WBZ-WBZA.
Schedule is for 20 weeks, placed
through H. B. LeQuatte Inc., N. Y.

Vermont Syrup Spots
PENICK & FORD Ltd., New York
(Vermont Maid Syrup), on Oct. 4
starts a series of transcribed announcements to run daily except
Sunday for 13 weeks on 24 stations, placed through J. Walter
Thompson Co. Inc., New York.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky &. Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Itldg. Wash., 1). C.
There is no substitute for experience

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

GQDLEY

& BROWN

GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
Washington, D. C.

Consulting T{adio Engineers
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone: New Rochelle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes,
Allocation
Reports. and Radio Coverage

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey BIdg. Field Office
Washington, D. C. Evanston, III.
District 8456
Davis 2122

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

FRED O. GRIMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast Transmission and
Coverage Development.
Evansville, Ind.
p. 0. Box 742

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL. MINNESOTA

HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. leist St. NEW YORK CITY

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consultins Radio Enjineer
2935 North Hendeison Avenue
Telephones 3-6039 and 5-2945
DALLAS, TEXAS

ROBERT S. RAINS AND COMPANY
Special Consultants
Accounting, Taxes and Engineering
Munsey Building — Washington, D. C.
Telephone: Metropolitan 2430
Robert S. Rains
Former Special Consultant
Federal Communications Commission

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
at any hour every day in the year
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N.
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ROLLING— This studio on wheels
has been placed in service by
WHK-WCLE, Cleveland. It includes apiano and 100-watt shortwave transmitter. The trailer is attached to the regular mobile unit.
Biscuit Firm's Time
SAWYER BISCUIT Co., Chicago,
currently using a sidewalk program featuring Bob Elson over
WGN, will add a second Chicago
station, WMAQ, Oct. 4 to promote
its fig bars. Bob Hawk will announce Shidio Stooges, daily except
Friday and Sunday at 1:45-2 p. m.
Other stations carrying sidewalk
programs for United Biscuit Co.,
with which the Sawyer firm is
affiliated, are W W J, WTAM,
WDAY, WTMJ, WIRE and KMOX,
plus six stations of the Michigan
Network. Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc.,
Chicago, is the agency.
BOB CUNNINGHAM, program director of KOIL, Omaha, is again
teaching the credit course in radio
methods at the Municipal University
of Omaha which he taught last year.
Class meets one night a week for two
hours in the KOIL studios.
KVRS are the call letters assigned
for the new local station at Rock
Springs, Wyo., authorized Sept. 14 by
the FCC [Broadcasting, Sept. 15.]

Institute to Place
UTILITIES Engineering Institute,
Chicago (air conditioning courses),
started a quarter-hour live talent
show on WBBM, Chicago, Sept. 26
making the sixth station to be
used by the air conditioning firm.
The new show features Winston &
Sutton, double piano team, every
Sunday at 10:45-11 a. m. Quarterhour programs varying from one
to six times weekly are being presented on WWVA, WHAM, KFEL,
WNAX and WMMN. At least 15
other stations to be added sometime in October. First United
Broadcasters Inc., Chicago, is
agency.
L. L. MILLIARD became controlling owner of KGKY, Scottsbluff,
Neb., by action of the FCC Sept. 28,
authorizing transfer of the stock of
Ruth K. Hilliard and Myron E. Kluge
of Los Angeles.
The Largest
Independent
Frequency Measuring
Service in the Country

Manufacturers and
Engineering Consultants
•
COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
216 E. 74th St., Kansas City, Mo.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted
and
Situations
Wanted,
7c per
All other
classifications, 12c per word. Minimum
charge
$1.00.word.
Payable
in advance.
Forms close 25th and 10th of month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Small station in delightful Southern city
desiresman withimmediately
go-getter
salesknowledge real
of local
and national
advertising. Must be trustworthy and real
salesman to meet requirements. Small salary. Congenial surroundings. Tell all In
first letter. Box 775 Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Licensed 1st class telephone operator and
announcer. 25. married, sober and reliable.
South or West. Box 779, Broadcasting.
E.xperienced Radio Press Operator Desiresnational
PositionNews. Copying
Transradio.
United Press,
etc. BoxInter772,
Broadcasting.
ANNOUNCER. Well-rounded experience.
Affiliated with two network stations. Available immediately. Smart wardrobe. GenBroadcasting. tile-operated station preferred. Box 776,
Young,
Experienced
Worker
Desires Position
On SmallRadio
Southern
Station.
Can Announce, Sell, Write Commercial
Continuity.
Broadcasting.Any Job Considered. Box 780,
Engineer struction,
: three
years
experience,Assoc.
coninstallation,
maintenance.
I. R. E. See Communication and Broadcast
Engineering, page 12, Aug. 1937. Box 782,
Broadcasting.

ENGINEER: RCA Graduate. Telephone
first, telegraph second licenses. Three years
station experience including installation,
survey,
copy Transradio, and supervising
ing.
technicians.
Highest recommedations. Married. Now Available. Box 778, BroadcastIf geryou
are looking
Manaor Assistant,
my for
cleana capable
and successful
record, 4 years Program Director, 2 years
Sales Manager, 1 year Manager, 2500 watt
metropolitan station, should interest you.
Excellent references. Available November i
first. Box 777, Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy
Wanted : Used Esterline Angus 5 milliampere recording meter. Advise price and
conditions. Box 784, Broadcasting.
Wanted : 100 Watt Transmitter not over
two years old. Composite not wanted.
Quote cash price and full details. Box 774,
Broadcasting.
Would be interested hearing from some
small station owner who would be interested partial or outright sale. Box 783,
Broadcasting.

Secretary Stenographer six years radio
advertising experience Chicago ; six years
previous legal and commercial experience ;
knowledge
bookkeeping. Box 781. Broadcasting.

For Sale — Eguipment
1
RCA
1-A rating
Modified2500
Broadcast
Transmitter,Type
output
watts,
complete with spare tubes, antenna coupler, monitor
and Federal
all accessories.
Unit
meets
Communications
Commission requirements. Wire or write
Radio Station WJDX, Jackson, Mississippi.
For Rent — Equipment

Licensed operator, radio telephone first
class, young, married, go anywhere. Some
experience. Salary secondary to securing
work. Desire
permanency.
furnished. Have had
instructionReferences
in television.
Box 773, Broadcasting.

fieldApproved
strength equipment,
measuring RCAunit TMV-75-B
(new), j
direct
; Estilineon Angus
Recorderreading
for fading
distant Automatic
stations ; ;
G. R. radio frequency bridge ; radio oscilla- J
tors, etc.
Reasonable 260 rental.
AlliedStreet,
Re- .
search
Laboratories,
East 161st
New York
City.
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Convention
to Test NAB
Unity
(CoHtinued from page 12)
I casting several votes rather the NAB's basic structure by setting up state and regional groups
:han a single vote on elections,
hereas now 100-watter and 50,- advanced at the last two conventions by Fred J. Hart, president
00-watter alike, irrespective of
Honolulu, also is expect,ues paid, have equal voting priv- of KGMB,
ed to be raised. The state and re;eges. This was described as the
gional committee project of Mr.
-ystem used in principle by other
Elmer is a variation of that plan.
lade associations, notably the
How long the special convention
American Newspaper Publishers
will run is problematical. Speedy
Association.
action on the musicians' matter is
necessary, since the AFM has
Urges Meeting in Denver
scheduled its new- strike deadline
Another proposal for an NAB
of Oct. 15 — three days after the
departmental came Sept. 25 from meeting begins. NAB officials are
hopeful of reaching agreement on
Gene
managerof oftheKFEL,
Denver,O'Fallon,
and a member
NAB
the essential points within two
da
vs.
card, in a letter to western staions. Urging a meeting of westrn stations in Denver Oct. 4, Mr.
Chamber Conteiifls Radio
j 'Fallon suggested that those men
-alely in the business of broadcastIs Outside State Control
ng have interests differing from
those to whom broadcasting is only THAT radio is necessarily a suban adjunct to another business. He
ject for federal rather than state
also advocated full attendance at regulation,
but that regulation
:he Oct. 12 special convention.
should not invade private manage"The threat of labor trouble is
ment, is asserted in a report on
different to a man with an insur- Policies Advocated by the Chamance company, a newspaper, or a
ber of Commerce of the United
aianufacturing concern to think of States made public in September.
and protect, than it is to a man
The report declares that radio
who depends entirely upon broad- regulation "should be based upon
casting for his entire livelihood,
the principle that the interest of
-^o my thought is that our crying the listening public is the paraeed is an NAB department for
mount consideration in radio
iiose who are broadcasters exclu:vely, and who cannot be guided broadcasting."
"No regulation," it continues,
jy regard for the interests of any "should
attempt to force upon the
>ther business or industry."
public undesired program matter.
Mr. O'Fallon's letter followed
Station owners, like newspapers
ne Sept. 16 from T. W. Svmons
and magazines, must be free to
Ji.. KFPY. Spokane, and KXL,
Portland, Ore., to all western sta- select and edit their program mations upon his return from the
IRNA sessions in New York, as
terial."
well as the NAB board meetings.
W BBM Aids Ad Clinic
He likewise had suggested a spe- WBBM, Chicago, is cooperating
ial meeting, and Mr. O'Fallon re- with 17 other Chicago business
ferred to Mr. Symons' suggestion.
firms in Northwestern University's
Network
affiliates,
Mr. assistance
O'Fallon
"Interneships in Advertising
said,
will receive
some
by reductions in sustaining pro- Plan" directed by Prof. Lloyd D.
Herrold of the school's College of
gram charges, but non - network
WBBM is the only stastations will have to carry the ad- Commerce.
tion participating in the plan,
ditional music burden themselves
by the Chicago Federunless they take steps. "If you be- sponsored
ated Advertising Clubs. Eighteen
lieve the radio industry should tell
graduates of universities throughthe musicians to 'go ahead and
out the country are studying for
walk out'," he added, "it's time to the degree of Master of Science in
speak your piece. If you think the Advertising while holding junior
industry should try to work out
advertising posts with large Chia 'compromise', this is your chance
cagosignedadvertisers.
The "interne"
as"0 have a voice in it. "The plan to
to study radio
broadcasting
-urther departmentalize NAB is at WBBM
is
John
Alden,
a
Carleintended to give every class of ton college graduate, who has
station an opportunity to solve the joined
the WBBM continuity staff.
problem as it applies to that par- In addition to directing the activiticular class of station."
ties of the one graduate student
Advocating Oct. 4 for the special assigned to radio, WBBM execuwestern meeting to "thrash out
tives will deliver "guest" lectures
some of these things in advance
before adand go back with some definite on radio broadcasting
vertising groups at McClinlock
ideas,
pointed
out Campus and at Evanston.
that theMr.
AFLO'Fallon
convention
is meeting in Denver at that time. Moreover, he said that Joseph N.
For OIL, GASOLINE, or
Weber, AFM president, and other
AUTOMOBILE SPONSORS
AFM officials will be in the city,
and that a meeting might be arranged.
"Oil < copyrighted
Oddities''
Many favorable responses to the
i
O'Fallon
letter
are
being
received,
dramatized 5-minute transcripit is reported, and there were intions (or scripts) of selected
dications that the regional meetsyndicated
stories by Kornfeld,
ing would be held as suggested in
on
the
Petroleum
Industry.
Denver. The proposal for a departWrite
mental within the NAB of broadcasters exclusively in the broadOil Features Syndicate
casting business appeared to arouse
415 Brown Bldg.,
spontaneous support, it is understood.
Wichita, Kansas.
The plan for reorganization of
BROADCASTING
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Telephone

engineers

learned

early in the life of chain broadcasts that sound is very touchy.
For instance: The telephone circuits that faithfully reproduced human
for symphonies

speech were inadequate

and song.

An elaborate system has been put into service
just to transmit radio programs.
are included

in telephone

Special wires

cables to carry the

extremely high and low sound
broadcasting.

frequencies of

Special switching panels enable skilled telephone men to route and reroute programs — dovetail the facilities of the telephone com-

.^^^

panics with the needs of radio.
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LEHN & FINK PRODUCTS Co.,
New York (Tussy cosmetics), on
Sept. 27
13 weeks,
dramatic andstarted
musicalforshow,
on 2 CBS
Pacific stations (KNX-KSFO), Mon.,
Wed., Fri., 5:30-5:45 p. m. Agency:
Wm. Esty & Co. Inc., N. Y.
RAYMOND'S
Inc., St. Paul
(permanent wave & cosmetics),
on Oct.
17
starts for 13 weeks Lloyd Pantages
Covers Hollywood on 26 CBS stations. Sun., 2:30-2:45 p. m. (EST),
repeat 8 p. m. (PST). Agency: Milton Weinberg Adv. Co., Los Angeles.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York (Jell-0), on Oct. 3 renews Jack
Benny for 144 weeks on 86 NBC-Red
stations. Sun., 7-7 :30 p. m., repeat
11 :30cam p.Inc.,m.N. Agency
: Young & RubiY.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Maxwell House Coffee), on Nov. 4
replaces Maxicell House Show Boat
with a new series featuring M-G-M
stars, on 51 NBC - Red stations,
Thurs., 9-10 p. m. Agency : Benton &
Bowles Inc., N. Y.
GENERAL MILLS Inc., San Francisco (flour) on Sept. 27 started fiveweekly
feature Jack
strong, transcribed
the All American
Boy. ArmsMon.

NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
(All times EST unless otherwise specified)
New Business
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
Mass. (Lifebuoy soap), Oct. 5 starts
unnamed dramatic show on the CBS
network, Tues., 8-8 :30 p. m. Agency :
RuthraufE & Ryan Inc., New York.
CHEVROLET MOTOR Co., Detroit,
on Sept. 26 started Romantic Rhythm
on 101 CBS stations, Sun., 6:30-7
p. m. Agency : Campbell Ewald Co.
Inc., Detroit.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Minute Tapioca), Oct. 4 starts
Mary Margaret McBride as news commentator, on 45 CBS stations, Mon.,
Wed., Fri., 12-12:15 p. m. Agency:
Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.

FRIENDS
AND
DIVIDENDS

thru
"Fri., 6-6:15
m. (PST) over
11 stations
of thep. Mutual-Don
Lee
stations. Agency : Westco Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York ers),(Fleisehmann's
YeastGetting
for bakon Sept. 27 started
the
Most Out of Life, on 15 Yankee Network stations, Mon. thru Fri.. 1212 :15 p. m. Agency : J. Walter
Thompson Co., N. Y.
ATLANTIC REFINING Co.. Philadelphia (White Flash gasoline and
motor oil), on Sept. 24 started Foothall Forecasts by Jack Barry on 14
Quaker State Network stations, Fri..
7-7 :15 p. m. Agency : N. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., Philadelphia.

WSOC

has earned its enviable popularity. Every listener is a friend . . . every
friend a supporter . . . every
supporter a nice ripe prospect for your product. You
can depend on WSOC's
friends to pay YOU dividends! Let's get together.
Charlottc,N.C.
WSOC

NBC Affiliate

THE

MOST

POWERFUL
STATION

between
St, Louis
Dallas

and

Denver
Covers
the
25,000 WAHS
NATIONALLY
CLEARED CHANNEL
COMPLETE NBC
PROGRAM SERVICE

K
"THE

Heart
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the

Triangle

More population, more radio sets and
more spendable income than any other
Oklahoma station, with extensive coverage in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.
EDWARD PETRY & CO., NafI Representatives
New York
Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco

V
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O
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WANDER Co., Chicago (Ovaltine),
on Sept. 27 started Little Orphan
Annie, on 23 NBC-Red stations, Mon.
thru Fri. 5:45-6 p. m. (EST), repeat
6:45 p. m. (EST). Agency: BlackettSampie-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Log Cabin Syrup) on Oct. 9 starts
Log Cabin Show with Jack Haley
and Ted Fio Rito's orchestra on 55
NBC-Red stations. Sat., 8:30-9 p. m.
(repeat 12:30 a. m.). Agency: Benton
& Bowles Inc., N. Y.
BONEY'S drink),
Inc., Chicago
chocolate
on Nov.(Dari-Rich
1 starts
Terry d the Pirates on 16 NBC-Red
network stations, Mon., Tue^ Wed.,
5 :15-5 :30 p. m., replacing While the
City Sleeps, shifted to New York,
repeat 6:15 p. m. Agency: StackGoble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Fleisehmann's Yeast for Ba3 starts Baker's
on Oct.NBC-Blue
castkers),
on 61
stations.BroadSun.,
7sen.
:30-8Agency:
p. m., replacing Werner JansJ. Walter Thompson
Co., N. Y.
ATLANTIC REFINING Co.. Philadelphia (White Flash gasoline and
motor oil), on Sept. 24 started Football Forecasts by .Jack Ingersoll
5
CBS stations in New England, on
Fri.,
6 :16-6 :30 p. m. Agency : N. W. Ayer
& Son Inc., Philadelphia.
FLORIDA CITRUS COMMISSION,
Lakeland, Fla. (grapefruit, oranges,
and tangerines) on Oct. 19 starts jffojo
to Get the Most. Out of Life, with
Emily Post, on 32 CBS stations, Tues.
and Thurs., 10 :.30-10 :45 a. m. Agency :Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., N. Y.
SKELLY OIL Co., Kansas City (gas
and oil), on Oct. 11 starts Skelh/
Court of Missing Heirs on 20 Midwest and Mountain CBS stations,
Mon.. 7-7 :30 p. m. Agency : BlaekettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
BEAUMONT LABORATORIES. St
Louis (4- Way cold tablets), on Oct.
4 starts for 26 weeks Four Stars Toniaht on 4 WLW Line stations
(WLW, WHN. WFIL, KQV), Mon
and Fri.. 7:15-7:30 n. m. Agency: H.
W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Agency Inc.,
Chicago.

WASEY PRODUCTS Inc.. New York,
N.
l), on Oct. 29 starts
for Y.26 (Barbaso
week.s program on WLW
Line (WLW. WHN and others as yet
unannou
"m.
Agency
Erwin. Fri.,
Wasey7:4.5-8
& Co.p.Inc.,
Chicago. :nced),
MENNEN Co.. New York (Brushless Shave Cream), started Sept. 22
Famous Jury Trials for 52 weeks on
3 WLW Line stations (WLW,
WFIL. KWK). Wed. 9-9:45 p. m.
Agency : H. M. Kiesewetter Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
MENNEN Co.. New York (Brushless Shave Cream), started Sept. 27
Famous Jury Trials for 52 weeks on
2 MBS stations (WGN. WOR),
Mon., 10-10:45 p. m. Agency: H. M.
Kiesewetter Adv. Agency, N. Y.
NATIONAL DAIRY PRODUCTS
Corp.. New York (Sealtest), on Oct.
17 starts Rising Musical Stars on 40
NBC-Red network stations. Sun.. 1010:30 p. m. Agency: McKee, Albright & Ivey Inc., N. Y.
MENNEN Co.. Newark (cosmetics),
on Sept. 28 started for 52 weeks,
Transradio News, on 6 Don Lee stations (KHJ, KFRC, KGB, KDB,
KDON, KXO), Tues., Thurs., Sat.,
7:45-8 a. m. (PST). Agency: H. M.
Kiesewetter Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y.
RflDIO
STflTIOn

Renewal Accounts
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
Co., New York (Chesterfield cigarettes), on Oct. 1 renews Music From
Hollywood with Alice Faye and Hal
Kemp on 95 CBS stations, Fri., 8 :.309 p. m. (rebroadcast 11 :30-midnight) . ;
Agency : Newell-Emmett Co., N. Y.
BATHASWEET Corp., New York
(bath salts), on Sept. 20 renewed
for 52 weeks News With Knox Manning, on 7 Don Lee stations (KH.T,
KFRC, KGB, KDB, KDON, KXO.
KGDM), Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:45-8
a. m. (PST).
Agency:
wetter Adv. Agency
Inc.,H. N.M.Y. KieseMILES LABORATORIES Inc.. ElkInd. ( Alka-Seltzer),
on Nov.
15
renewshart,Uncle
Ezra for 52 weeks
on 49
NBC-Red stations, Mon., Wed.. Fri.,
7:15-7:30 p. m. (repeat 11:15 p. m.).
Agency : Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
GENERAL
ELECTRIC
Co., News
York, Oct. 11 renews for 13 weeks
Hour of Charm on 55 NBC-Red network stations, Mon., 9:30-10 p. m. :
Agency : Maxon Inc., N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Huskies), on Oct. 9 shifts Believe It
or Not from 48 NBC-Blue stations,
Fri., 9-9:30 p. m., to 58 NBC-Red
stations (repeat midnight-12 :30 a.
m.).
N. Y. Agency: Benton & Bowles Inc.,

VARADY
OF VIENNA
Cleveland (cosmetics)
on Sept. Inc.,
26 renewed;
Ted Weems on 9 MBS stations, Sun. :
1ton:30-2
p. m. Agency
& Hoyt,
Chicago.: Baggaley, HorF. W. FITCH Co., Des Moines, Ia..i
(shampoo),
5 renewedstations?
Sunset Dreams on
on Sept.
31 NBC-Red
Sun., 7 :45-8 p. m., repeat 11 p. m.
On Sept. 26 program was replaced by j
Interesting Neighbors, with Jerry Bel- itj,
cher.
Agencyla.: L. W. Ramsey Co., ■ '
Davenport,
RIO GRANDE OIL Corp., Los An
geles (petroleum products), on Sept.,,
28 renewed for 52 weeks Calling All
Cars, on 2 CBS Pacific stations.
(KNX, KSFO), Wed., 9-9:30 p. m.
Inc.,
(PST).Los Angeles.
Agency: Hixson-O'Donnell
LOS ANGELES SOAP Co., Los Angeles, on Oct. Days
17 renews AirGusfor Ed13
weeks onwards'6School
CBS Pac.of the
stations. Sun.,
7:30-8
(PST).
Agency : Barnes
Chase p.m.
Co., Los
Angeles.
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek, Mich. ,
(cereals),
Oct. 11 stations,
renews Mon.
Girl '
Alone
on 8 onNBC-Red
thru Fri., 12-12:15 p. m. Agency:
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., N. Y.
Network Changes
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York,
adds seven stations to Kate Smith
(Swansdown, Calumet), on CBS,
WEOA, KDAL, WKBH, CKAC,
WBT,
Rubicam WDBJ,
Inc., NewWRVA.
York, isYoung
agency. &?
GEORGE A. BELSEY, Co., Los Angeles (General Electric products), on 1
Sept. 17 added KFRC, KFXM,
KDON, KVOE, KXO to Don Lee
California stations carrying David
Brockman Presents, Fri. 7-7 :30 p. m.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Sanka
eight scheduled
stations
to
list ofcoffee),
41 CBSaddsoutlets
to carry We, the People, starting Oct.
7 at 7:30-8 p. m.
BENEFICIAL MAN A G E M E N T
Corp., Newark (financial), on Oct. 2
shifts stations
Your Unseen
Friend 10-10:30
on 11 '
CBS
from Tues.,
p. m., to Sat., 8-8 :30 p. m. Agency :
Albert Frauk-Guenther Law, N. Y.
STUDIOS

Tompfl
• •
WFLA
CLEflRUUflTER •
m \SERVINGTHE FLORIDA'S
CENTER TERRITORY
OF POPULATION
TAMPA TRADE
620 KC • 5000 Watts Day . 1000 Night
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\^'MC4's Participating
TO CONTINUE its Grandstand &
Bandstand programs, which have
been broadcast from 2:30 to 5:30
every afternoon during the baseball season under the sponsorship
of General Mills Inc.. WMCA, New
York, has renamed the program Six
Star Revue and is making it available for sponsoi-ship by six non-competing advertisers. In its new setup,
which will begin following the end
of General Mills' contract on Oct.
12, the program will continue to
feature Don Kerr and Joe Tobin
as masters of ceremony, Bob Carter on racing results, Garnett
I Marks on news, Joe O'Brien on
1 sports, Powell Clark on Hollywood
1 news, Lee Grant's 13-piece orchesitra and the same soloists as during the summer. The only change
will be the necessary omission of
baseball scores and the curtailI ment of the Sunday bi-oadcast to
an hour and a half, to give
time for the previously scheduled
Father Coughlin series to start
Oct. 31. WMCA also announced
that General Mills will continue as
I one of the participating sponsors.

Signs 1938 Baseball
I
JOHN R. THOMPSON Co., Chicago (restaurant chain), will sponsor full-hour reenactment of the
Chicago Cubs and White Sox ball
games every evening for the entire
1938 baseball season over WJJD,
Chicago. The Cubs sponsored reenactment of their own games the
past season. Baggaley, Horton &
Hoyt Inc., Chicago, is the John R.
Thompson agency. The WJJD contract marks the second baseball
pact on Chicago stations for 1938.
General Mills Inc. and Socony
Vacuum Oil Co. will complete their
two year contract with WBBM
next year for sponsorship of the
Cubs and Sox games over WBBM.
FTC Stipulations
ADVERTISERS signing recent
stipulations with the Federal
Trade Commission to cease making
certain claims for their products
are: Duart Mfg. Co., San Francisco (cosmetics) ; Affiliated Products Inc., Chicago (cosmetics) ;
Rap-I-Dol Distrib. Corp., New York
(shampoo); Bristol-Myers Co.,
New York (Minit-Rub) ; Knox Co.,
Los Angeles (Cystex).
FTC Music Conference
THE Federal Trade Commission
will supervise a trade practice conference of the music publishing
mdusti-y, to be held Oct. 4 at the
FTC offices in Washington. Industry members will be given a chance
to consider rules designed to prevent unfair competition, subject to
FTC approval. Commercial bribery
and song plugging are two of the
practices to be considered.

UN-DERWOOD - ELLIOTT- FISHER
Co., New York (office
nt),
used spot announcementequipme
s for two
weeks, starting Sept. 17, on KOY,
KHJ. KFRC. WNLC, W F L A.
WBBL. WGST. WCOC, WCOA;
WAAW. K S T P. W G B I. K O L.
KOMO. KXA. KFIO, WMBH, and
the entire Don Lee Network. The
business was placed direct.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Ivory soap) on Sept. 27 started a five day a week 15-minute morning program on CFCF, Montreal, featuring the Gospel Singer. Compton
Advertising, Inc., New York, handles
the account.
BROADCASTING

SPONSORED INAUGURAI^Here is Gen. Hugh S. Johnson, erstwhile
custodian of the NRA Blue Eagle, and one of the best phrase-turners in
the business, in his inaugural NBC-Blue broadcast Sept. 27 for Grove
Laboratories Inc., St. Louis (Bromo-Quinine). On left is John de J.
Almonte, assistant to NBC President Lohr, and on right Frank E. Mason,
NBC vice-president in charge of station relations.
Late

News

and

WILLIAM S. PALEY, CBS president, and Mrs. Paley were scheduled
to return Sept. 30 from Europe on
the French liner Normandie.
ROBERT E. BARRINGER. well
known to Pacific Coast listeners as
the "Arkansas Minstrel", joined
KINY, Juneau, Alaska, in September
as program director. Wilson K. Foster,
KINY sports announcer, arrived with
his bride from Seattle Sept. 26 after
spending three weeks in the states.
STEPHEN WELLS, former free
lance news and publicity man, has
joined the staff of WTCN, Minneapolis, as director of publicity and special events. Wells has worked on papers in Canada and the West Coast
and has been active in publicity and
public relations work in the Twin
Cities.
RUSS LAMB, formerly of WBAP,
Fort Worth, is the latest addition to
the announcing staff of WTCN, Minneapolis. Laurent Dupont. WTCN announcer, in latter September was
married to Mary Fredericks, Minneapolis girl.
JOSEPH HERSHEY McGILLVRA
on Sept. 20 opened a San Francisco
office ill the Russ Bldg., with Harlan
Oakes in charge. Mr. Oakes, who had
been
firm's Chicago
for a
year, inwasthesucceeded
Sept. 8 office
by George
Roesler,
formerly
of
Roesler-Howard
Inc.
AL SPAN, CBS engineer, has been
sent to Hollywood to work on Phil
Baker'sOct.
series
for Gulf
which
starts
3. Mr.
Span Oil
has Co.,
improved
the apparatus required for sound
effects on the program, especially the
ghostly voice
of "Beetle",
whichbroadnecessitates an entire
miniature
casting system and a special loudspeaker.
J. OLIN TICE, Jr.. formerly of
WFBC, Greenville, and WAIM, Anderson. S. C has joined the announcing staff of WIS, Columbia, S. C.
CHARLES FLESHER. formerly an
NBC San Francisco producer, has
joined the Hollywood production staff
of Young & Rubicam Inc.. He will
assist Joe Stauffer on the Phil Baker
show (Gulf Oil Corp.), for a few
weeks and
then series.
take over entire production of the
WELI, New Haven, Conn., has named
Furgason & Aston, Inc. as its national representatives.
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Personal

Notes

RUTHRAUFF & RYAN Inc., Chicago added Ward H. Webb to its
Radio Sales department, Ros Metzger,
radio director, announced Sept. 27.
Mr. Webb will devote his time exclusively to the sale of radio time. He
was formerly account executive with
City.
the Russel C. Comer Co., Kansas
KIRTLEY BASKETTE, magazine
writer, has been signed by J. Walter
Thompson Co., Hollywood, to write
script soredfor
NBC Seein'
by Standard
Brands.Stars, sponSADA COWAN, veteran Hollywood
screenwriter, has been signed through
.1. Walter Thompson Co., that city,
to prepare script for the CBS Lux
Radio Theatre series (Lever Bros.).
KMPC, The Station of the Stars
Inc., is the new corporate name of
the Beverly Hills outlet recently purchased by G. A. Richards, principal
owner of WJR, Detroit, and WGAR.
Cleveland. The FCC Broadcast Division Sept. 28 authorized a change in
name from Beverly Hills Broadcasting Corp.
HAL HUDSON, formerly with the
Los
Angeles
office
hoff Inc.,
where
he of
wasNeisser-Meyerwriting copy
for
the
Wrigley
Co.'s
Scattergoodto
Baines show, has been transferred
the agency's Chicago office.
WORLD WIDE RADIO PRODUCTIONduction
Corp.,concern,
new has
program
and probeen organized
in Los Angeles WMth Lieut. William
L. Biber as president. Offices have
been established at 1105 Stock Exchange Bldg., and will later be moved
to Hollywood.
GEORGE BESSE, head of the Chicago office of Joseph Hershey McGillvra, was taken to the hospital
Sept. 27, for obsen'ation. He was
injured in an auto accident last summer but came out apparently unscathed. Three weeks ago he was
wracked with severe pains and was
forced to remain at home until Sept.
27 when the doctor ordered him to the
hospital.
Benny's FOODS
Long Contract
GENERAL
Corp., New
York, for Jell-0, has renewed Jack
Benny for 144 weeks, through June
30,
1940,& on
the NBC-Red
Young
Rubicam
Inc., Newnetwork.
York,
is
agency.

ATTORNEY
HEARIISG
DEFERRED
BY FCC
POSTPONEMENT until Oct. 19
of the hearing on charges of improprieties in practice before it
by Paul M. Segal and George S.
Smith, Washington radio attorneys, was authorized by the FCC
Sept. 27. The postponement was
from
5, and was on motion
of
the Oct.
attorneys.
Additional issues in the proceedings were raised on Sept. 16 when
the FCC, on motion of its special
counsel, Samuel H. Kaufman of
New York, enlarged the charges to
encompass three other applications
for facilities. Following this action, Messrs. Segal and Smith secured the postponement, so as to
have the additional witnesses present.
It is understood that the additional issues were the subject of
discussion between the FCC special counsel and Mr. Segal when
the latter appeared before Mr.
Kaufman several weeks ago in an
informal proceeding. The broadened issues involve applications
filed in behalf of Commercial
Broadcasters Inc. for a new station in Moorhead, Minn.; of Great
Western Broadcasting Association
Inc., for new stations in Prove and
Logan, Utah, and of Geraldine Alberghane, for a new station in
Pawtucket, R. I.
Columbia Artists Adds
Writers and Producers
COLUMBIA ARTISTS Inc., New
York subsidiary of CBS, announces
the extension of its managerial activities to include the contracting
of talent qualified to write, produce
and direct programs. Prior to this
change,fined Columbia
had conits activitiesArtists
to performers
and announcers. In announcing the
shift, Lawrence W. Lowman, CBS
vice-president in charge of operations, contracts
said that have
director-management
been signed
with Brewster Morgan, Irving
Reis,
son andEarl
Nila McGill,
Mack. William RobMr. Morgan recently directed the
CBS Shakespearian series and has
had extensive training at the Oxford Theatre in England. Mr.
Reis was the author of the playon the CBS
Columbia
Work-a
shoj} letsseries
and was
formerly
studio engineer. Mr. McGill and
Mr. Robson studied drama at Yale
and have had considerable experience on the legitimate stage. Miss
Mack has been director of the CBS
children's series.
Rit on 10 Stations
RIT PRODUCTS Corp. Chicago
(Rit Dyes), on
started
one-minute
transcriptions
10 stations
Sept.
14. Announcements are broadcast
Tuesday thru Friday about noon.
RCA Mfg. Co., Inc., Chicago,
made the transcriptions. E a r 1 e
Ludgin
Inc., Chicago,
is the W agency. Stations
are WSM,
S B,
WET, WAPI, WMC, WWL.
KWKH,
and KPRC.WFAA-WBAP, WOAI
SEMINOLE FLAVOR Co., Chattanooga (Double Cola), has started a
quarter-hour sports series thrice weekly on KECA, Los Angeles, with the
possibility that other stations in the
South may
used Chicago,
this winter.
Junkin
Adv.be Co.,
is Methe
agency.
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KILOCYCLE COLLECTORS— Of KMBC, Kansas City, got together
Sept. 18 when Wilbur Cramer, engineer, left the organization. It was a
stag in his honor in the attractive apartment of the KMBC transmitter
house. Opening a can of malt juice is James Gardner, as Kenneth Krahl,
studio director, reaches for another, as Ray Moler, heavyweight technical
supervisor, looks on. Arrayed around the room, left to right, are Earl
Reynolds, Gardner, Frank Mandancina, Roy Barron, the honor guest.
Allen Jacobs and Woody Smith.

% Take full advantage of the economies offered by the
new Postal Telegraph Night Letter Service. Use it for
business and social messages. Make it part of your daily
correspondence routine.
Under the new service, rates are as low as one-fifth
of a cent a word (beyond the initial 25-word base rate*)
to thousands of "short haul" points. Messages of more
than 200 words can be sent for seven-tenths of a cent a
word (beyond the initial 25-word base rate*) even
from coast to coast. The maximum rate for a 25-word
message between the most distant U. S. points on the
map is only fifty cents . . . two cents a word !
Call Postal Telegraph now and ask for further information concerning this new service and the staggering economies it offers.
*NOTE: The initial rate is based o« a new minimum of
25 words. Extra words are charged for in 5-word groups.
NO POSTAL TELEGRAM EVER HIT THE WASTE BASKET WITHOUT BEING READ !
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TWO new audio frequency amplifiers.
94 C and 94 D, have been introduced
b.v Western Electric Co. for use in
operating monitor loudspeakers. They
are designed for all general purposes
where a gain of approximately 4.5
db (on a 600 ohm input circuit) is
sufficient, except in the lowest level
circuits. They also provide amplification suitable for line use where good
performance at low cost is desired
but where the grade of .service does
not require the use of equipment especially designed for line amplification.
WCOA, Pensacola, Fla., is installing
new equipment including a BlawKnox shunt-excited radiator, a WE
program amplifier and WE speech
input console. The station expects to
be ready for broadcasting with 1,000
watts by Nov. 1.
KOOS, Marshfield, Ore., on Sept. 19
dedicated its new Hoke vertical radiator, which is located atop the Hall
Bldg. and stands 250 feet above the
ground — the tallest structure, according to Managing Director Walter L.
Read, in Oregon outside of Portland.
USING a Western Electric transmitter and speech input equipment
and a 179-foot Blaw-Knox radiator,
the new KVOX, Moorhead, Minn.,
100 watts on 1310 kc, is now under
construction and will be on the air
either Oct. 1.5 or Nov. 1, according to
R. K. Herbst, head of the Herbst
Deijartment Store, holder of the CP.
CJRC, Winnipeg, has installed and
on Sept. 29 put into operation a new
Northern
mitter withElectric
a coaxial 1,000-watt
transmissiontransline
to a new Blaw-Knox radiator. A new
line of speech input equipment and a
program expander, also of Northern
Electric make, have been added.
K6DM. Stockton, Cal., is modernizing with new Western Electric equipaccording to A. H. Green, stationment,
manager.
AN INCREASE in day power from
100 watts to 250 watts on 1370 kc.
was authorized WGL, Fort Wayne,
Ind., by the FCC Broadcast Division
on Sept. 21. The station will continue
operation at night with 100 watts.
J. M. McKIBBIN Jr., employed by
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.
since 1922, has been appointed apparatus advertising and sales promotion
manager of the comi^any.
BROADCASTING

PROTECTION GIVEN
455 KC. BY FCC
AS ANOTHER step in its effort to
give the
reception, the public
FCC onbest
Sept.possible
22 approved
an understanding whereby present
assignments of coastal, ship and
government stations in the band
450 to 460 kc. will be retained in
the status quo. Interference resulting to listeners using superheterodyne sets in the vicinity of coastal
operations in this band prompted
the action following discussions by
the FCC engineers and representatives of the Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee of the gov-j
ernment and of radio set manufacturers.
By agreeing
to protect
the kc.
inter-in
mediate frequency
of 455
that manner, it will be possible for
broadcast set manufacturers to control sales of their sets so that those
by-passing this intermediate frequency will not be sold in areas
close to coastal and government
stations. The nature of the interference on superheterodyne sets has
been that of picking up the powerful code signals.
In a letter to the Radio Manufacturers Association on the subject,deavor
the FCC
said it would
ennot to authorize
any new
frequency assignments in the band
450-460 kc; that no change in existing assignments in this band will
be made by the Commission, and
that in case a change of policy is
necessitated at a later date, the
Commission will notify the RMA
of any contemplated action.
KHBG, Okmulgee, Ready
WITH T. W. Putman as manager
but with its staff still incompleted,
the new KHBG, Okmulgee, Okla.,
100 watts daytime on 1210 kc. authorized last June by the FCC, ex-^
pects to go on the air the first weeki
in October, according to L. M. Se-i
paugh,
who is also
identifiedpart
withowner,
the ownership
of
KRRV, Sherman, Tex.; KVOL, Lafayette, La., and KPLC, Lake
Charles, La. Station has been
equipped
withElectric
an RCAspeech
transmitter. Western
input
and a 204-foot Blaw-Knox radiator.
CKCH, Hull, Quebec, Canadian bilinstation, has installed a BlawKnox gual
radiator.
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FEDERAL
Decisions . . .
SEPTEMBER 21
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
Twin Falls, Id. — CP move locally,
newKTFI,
antenna.
WCBD, Chicago — License for CP.
WAYX,
Waycross,D to
Ga. 250
— License
for CP ;
mod.
CP increase
w.
WMBF, Miami — License aux. trans.
KRLD, Dallas— License for CP.
WJAR, Providence — License for CP.
WBHP,
jnod.
CP. HuntsvUle, Ala. — License for
WMC, Memphis — License aux. trans.
WDBJ, Roanoke. Va. — Same.
SET CPFORincrease
HEARING
WACO,
Waco,
Tex.,
D to— 250
w; WFIL.
Philadelphia, CP increase D to 5 kw directional WFBR,
;
Baltimore. CP move trans.,
directional antenna, increase to 1 kw 5 kw
D ; NEW. Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints, Salt Lake City, CP amended re freq.
SPECIAL
AUTHORIZATION
— WFIL,
Philadelphia, ext.
1 kw N.
APPLICATIONS DENIED— WESG, Elmira. N. Y., temp. auth. Simul.-WWL ;
WELI, New Haven, temp. auth. unl.
10-10-37 ; Walter
Biddick Co., auth. supply
transcrip.
to XEMO.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED — NEW.
Decatur Newspapers Inc., Decatur, 111., CP
1550 kc 1 kw unl. : NEW, Athens Times
Inc., Athens, Ga., CP 1210 kc 100 w unl. ;
NEW, Port Angeles Brdcstgrs., Port Anseles. Wash., CP 1600 kc 100 w unl. ;
NEW,1010Walker
Oshkosh, Wis.,
CP
kc 250 &w Chapin,
unl.
ACTIONPhiladelphia,
ON EXAMINERS'
REPORTS:
WPEN.
granted mod.
license
from Sh.-WRAX to unl., directional (facilities WRAX), auth. transfer control
from Clarence H. Taubel to John Iraci,
mod. license 250 w 500 w D to 1 kw ;
WRAX,
Philadelphia,
auth.to transfer control
Clarence granted
H. Taubel
John
Iraci and mod. license same as WPEN,
both sustaining Ex. Berry in part; WGL,
Fort Wayne. Ind.. granted CP increase D
to 250 w. unl., sustaining Ex. Berry.
MISCELLANEOUS — KWBG, Hutchinson, Kan., granted pet. intervene applic.
John P. Harris ; KROW, Oakland, granted
pet. intervene applic. Larry Rhine; NEW,
James T. Hurley, Salisbury, N. C, granted pet. intervene applic. Earl Vance Hedrick ; KJBS, San Francisco, granted pet.
intervene applic. Larry Rhine ; NEW,
Times Ptg. Co., Chattanooga, granted pet.
intervene applic. Voice of Detroit Inc. ;
NEW, Lawrence K. Miller. Pittsfield,
Mass., denied pet. amend applic. CP, now
set for further hearing 9-23-37 ; NEW, Y.
W. Scarborough & J. W. Orvin, Charleston. S. C. denied pet. amend applic. ;
WCLS, Joliet, HI., granted pet withdraw
applic. mod. license without prej. : NEW,
Natl. Life & Acc Inc. Co., Nashville,
granted continuance hearing.
RATIFICATIONS— KPRC, Houston,
■ext. temp. auth. 5 kw N ; WAVE, India■WPHR. napolis, granted pet. intervene applic.
SEPTEMBER 22
ACTION ON PETITIONS— Pittsburgh
Hadio Supply House, Head of Lakes
Brdcstg. Corp., Intermountain Brdcstg.
Corp., dismissed petition for rehearing and
:applicant's
(WTAR)
statement
sition involving
CP 1290
kc 250 inw oppounl.,
jince parties have filed notice of appeal in
.court; NEW, Hildreth & Rogers Co., Lawrence, Mass., dismissed pet. extension effective date applic. Merrimac Brdcstg. Co.
rfor satellite station ; NEW, Michael F.
Murray, St. Cloud, Minn., denied pet. rehearing and ext. effective date applic.
Times Pub. Co. and Michael F. Murray;
KWBG, Hutchinson, Kan., denied further
hearing applic. CP directional antenna,
change 1420 to 650 kc, increase power, and
dismissed demurrer thereto of Pulitzer Pub.
Co.
RATIFICATIONS — Approved corrected
■order in Brooklyn cases ; denied Continen-tal Radio Co. postponement date order of
7-6-37 granting applic. Community Brdcstg.
Co. and denying Continental applic. retired to files pet. Lawrence K. Miller asking rehearing applic. Harold Thomas for
CP at Pittsfield since notice of appeal to
•court has been filed ; adopted and published
statement of facta and grounds for decision in Brooklyn Cases, WBBC and others.
SEPTEMBER 28
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
WGAR, Cleveland— CP change equip.
KELA. Centralia, Wash. — Mod. CP re
trans., equip., radiator.
KMPC. Beverly Hills. Cal.— Mod. license
to KMPC The Station of the Stars Inc.
1 KTFI.
kw N. Twin Falls, Id.— Ext. spec. auth.
KGKY, Scottsbluff, Neb.— Auth. transPage 80 • October
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Division)
COMMUM
CAPTIONS
COMMISSION
-SEPTEMBER 15 TO SEPTEMBER 29, INCLUSIVEMISCELLANEOUS — WOOD. WAPO,
fer control to L. L. Hilliard, renewal,
granted pet. intervene Times Printing Co. ; CPKSOO,
license.
vert, Sioux
antenna.Falls, S. D. — License for
KGGC,
granted pet. intervene Larry Rhine :
WHO.simile Daven'port,
la.
—
Exp.
auth.
facWHO,simileDavenport,
signals.
CKLW,
granted
pt. ;intervene
First Bapstation 1000 kc.la. — Exp. auth. factist Church,
Pontiac
WIBA. granted
pet.
WWSW, Pittsburgh — Ext. license 30 intervene
NEW, Evening News Press Inc.. Port
Four Lakes Brdcstg. Co. ; WAPO,
days.
Wash.— CP 1500 kc 100 w 2B0 w
granted pet. intervene WWPC Inc. ; KIT, DAngeles,
WISN. Milwaukee— License for CP.
unl.
pet. intervene Shirley D. Parker ;
NEW, Kenneth H. Thompson. Whittier,
WJRD, Tuscaloosa. Ala. — License for granted
WAPO, granted pet. intervene Voice of Cal.—
CP 1170 kc 100 w ltd.
Detroit Inc. ; WTCN, WDGY, granted pet.
CP.
SEPTEMBER 23
intervene KSTP ; Food Term. Brdcstg. Co.,
mo.KMAC, San Antonio — Ext. license 1 granted
WBRC. Birmingham — Invol. transfer,
pet.
intervene
WGAR
;
WSIX,
Anchorage. Alaska — Ext. license granted pet. intervene Natl. Life & Acc. control from Marcellus D. Smith Jr., de2 KFDQ.
mo.
ceased, to Eloise H. Smith, executrix.
Inc., 30-day conWBRC, Birmingham — Ext. license 1 mo. Ins. Co. :tinuanceBroadcasters
WRGA.trans.Rome, Ga. — License for CP
applic. CP Gastonia, N. C. ; Sum- change
SET FOR HEARING — CP amended to
Radio Corp., Akron, denied motion
1160 kc 1 kw D ; WMBG, Richmond, Va., strikemitexceptions
WJBY,equip.,
Gadsden,
of American-Republican change
etc. Ala., License for CP^
CP amended to 1 kw directional ; WQDM,
Inc.
to
1-476 ; Santo Settile.
St. Albans, Vt., exp. auth. increase D to Charleston,Ex.N. Rep.
C,
granted
postponement
WAML,
Laurel.
Miss. —license
Same. re studio,
unl. ; WMIN, St. Paul, assign, license to 60 days ; Wichita Brdcstg. Co. denied exWFLA, Tampa — Mod.
tension time oral argument ; Rapids new trans., increase power.
WMIN
Brdcstg.
Co.
;
NEW,
Roberts-McNab Co., Livingston. Mont., CP 1210 kc Brdcstg. Co. denied reopening Docket 3922 :
WMBD, Peoria, 111. — License for C~
100 w 250 w D : NEW. DuMont Labs.. KVSO, applic. held in suspension file ;
WJBL,
lU. —unl.,
Mod. asks
license
1200"
to
1310 kc,Decatur,
hours to
facilities
Uppertion ;WRTD,
Montclair.
N. J.. CPVa.,television
sta- Auburn Pub. Co., applic. heJd in suspen- WBOW
is assigned 1290 kc :
Richmond,
CP change
sion file pending action on WMBO applic. amended ifto WBOW
omit request for change in
1500 to 1050 kc, 100 to 500 w unl. ;
WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich., col. assign, to
cilities.
Ashbacker Radio Corp. ; NEW. W. H. Examiners' Reports . . . freq., hours, and omit request WBOW faKindig. Hollywood. CP 710 kc 500 w ltd.
WKOK,
Sunbury,
Pa.
—
Examiner
BramWHBF,
Island,
anetc., Rock
amended
1210111.—
to CP
1240 vert,
kc, new
asks facilities KMPC ; KMPC, Beverly hall recommended (1-496) that applic. tenna
Hills, renewal license.
change spec, to unl. be dismissed with pre- trans., increase 100 w D to 500 w 1 kw
ORAL
ARGUMENT — Ann Arbor
D, directional N.
Brdcstg. Co., Ann Arbor, Mich. ; Summit judice.
Santa station.
Rosa, Cal. — License for CP
as KSRO,
mod. new
Radio Corp., Akron ; Geo. W. Taylor Co.,
Williamson, W. Va.
Applications
SEPTEMBER. 16. .
SEPTEMBER 24
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS:
WOOD.change
Grand1270Rapids.
WHAL.D toSaginaw,
unl. 500 Mich.
w. — Mod. CP newtrans.,
to 1010 Mich.
kc. —500CPto new
250 station
WNBC,
New
Britain,
Conn.
—
Granted
CP directional, change 250 w to 1 kw D w. Sh.-WASH to unl., more trans.
WTAL,
Tallahassee,
Fla. — CP increast
250 w N. D to unl., sustaining Dalberg.
WJNO, West Palm Beach, Fla.— CP new D to 250 w.
NEW, Rapids Brdcstg. Co., Cedar Rap- trans., increase 100 w 250 w D to 1 kw,
KELO,
Sioux
Falls,
S.
D. — License foi,
CP as mod.
ids, la.— Denied CP 1310 kc 100 w unl., change 1200 to 1330 kc.
sustaining Hill.
SEPTEMBER
17
trans.
WTMJ, Milwaukee — License for CP newWLB.
— Granted
CP change
1250
to 760Minneapolis
kc. increase
D to 5 kw.
change
KFAM, re St,
WPRA.
equip.Cloud, Minn.— Mod. CF
spec, to Sh.-WCAL, sustaining Seward.
1370
to 630 Mayaguez.
kc. increase P.100R. w— CP
250 wchange
D to amended
WTCN,
Minneapolis
—
Granted
mod.
li250
w,
spec,
to
unl.
KDYL,crease power
Saltetc.Lake
City—reMod.
cense spec, to unl.. sustaining Seward.
amended
trans.CP inKPAC,directional
Port Arthur,
Tex. —1260
CP tochange
trans.,
N, change
1230
WCAL,equip.,
Northfield.
Los Angeles — Mod. license N tc
kw.
change
changeMinn.
1250— Granted
to 760 CP
kc, kc. increase 500 w to 1 kw. change D to 5 KEHE,
increase D to 5 kw. change spec, to Sh.- unl.
SEPTEMBER 28
WLB. sustaining Seward.
WAPO, Chattanooga — CP new trans.,
WLAW,
Lawrence,
APPLICATIONS
DISMISSED
—
NEW,
studio, trans. Mass. — Mod. CP r{'
change
to 1120
Honolulu Brdcstg. Co., Honolulu, 1010 kc directional
crease 100 N,
w 250
w D 1420
to 500
w 1 kc.
kw inD. antenna,
NEW.
Brdcstg. Corp., Syra250 w unl. ; KGMB, Honolulu. 580 kc 1
NEW. Clinton Brdcstg. Corp., Clinton, N. cuse— CP Sentinel
620 kc 500 w unl. directional,
kw unl.
la.—
CP
1310
kc
100
w
250
w
D
unl.
RATIFICATIONS— WCAX, Burlington,
SEPTEMBER 21
NEW,
Vt., granted temp. auth. spec, hours ; Senland— CP Cleveland
highfreq. Board
500 w.of Educ, CleveWOKO, Albany — License for CP aux.
tinel Brdcstg. Corp. granted pet. inter- trans.
WOSU,
Columbus
—
CP vert, antenna,
vene Colonial Brdcstg. Co., Morristown.
WSAL,tenna, trans.,
Salisbury,
Md.— Mod. CP re an- move trans.
N. J. ; KLX. granted pet. intervene applic.
studio.
Larry Rhine. San Francisco ; KTBS.
NEW,N. Piedmont,
Brdcstg.
C— CP 1500
kc 100Corp.,
w D. SalisShreveport, granted waiver Rule 103.8, ac- to KTBS,
620 kc,Shreveport,
directional La.
D —& CPN, change
amended1450re burg,
cept amendment CP without prej. hearing antenna,
WCLS, Joliet, 111. — Transfer control t«
trans.
L. W. Wood.
cancelled ; First Baptist Church, Pontiac.
KGFW,
Kearney,
Mich., granted pet. and accepted appear- vert,
antenna,
increaseNeb.D —toCP250 new
w. trans., as KPFA,
mod. Helena, Mont.— License for CO
ance applic. transmit programs to CKLW.
Kalispell,
Windsor ; W. H. Hartman Co. granted newKGEZ,
antenna,
move Mont.
trans.— License for CP trolKIEM,
Eureka, B.
Cal. —SmiUlin,
Auth. transfer
con
to William
Times Pub.
Continuance applic. new station at WatNEW. Mollin Investment Co., Hunting- Co., and
Standard
Printing
Co.
erloo, la., hearing postponed to 11-29-37 ;
ton Park, Cal.— CP 1160 kc 100 w D.
NEW, Mountain Top Trans Radio Corp
Seaboard Brdcstg. Corp. granted continuSEPTEMBER 22
Denver — CP 1370 kc 100 w 250 w D unl.
ance hearing applic. new station Savannah to 10-26-37 ; Earl Weir, St. Peters(formerly Newsteter Suit Co.).
WAAB,
Boston
—
Mod.
license
aux.
trans.
burg, denied pet. withdraw without prej.
WTAR, 1 toNorfolk,
applic. CP ; Havens & Martin, Richmond, increase
5 kw. Va. — CP new trans.,
denied pet. withdraw without prej. applic.
WFOY,
St.
new station at Petersburg. Va.
increase power. Augustine — License for CP New Station to Be Asked
By Newport News Group
FORMATION of Colonial Broadofprincipal
Corp., with
Va., was
News,
Newport
fices in casting
announced Sept. 1 by Major Raymond B. Bottom, president of the
Daily Press, Inc., which publishes
the Daily Press and the Times
Herald in Newport News. It is expected that the new corporation
shortly will file an application for
a new station in the Norfolk-Newarea.the new corporation
port Newsfor
Charter
was granted Sept. 14 with Major
Bottom as president; H. L. Collier,
Norfolk, first vice-president; C. G.
Marshall, of Washington, managing editor of the United States
News, second vice-president; W.
R. VanBuren, Norfolk, treasurer,
and L. T. Jester, Newport News,
secretary. All of those mentioned
are officers or directors of the Newport News corporation.
TIMER — This electric gadget warns speakers at WGY, Schenectady, of
the two-minute line and the conclusion of his speaking period. It may be
set for any time up to 30 minutes, a telechron motor operating a set of
switches which in turn operates relays, A tone chime can be used with
the "finis" warning.
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THE National Farm & Home Hour
will begin its 10th year on NBC Oct.
2, on that day the program will be
aired over the NBC-Blue when the
2,771st program will be broadcast.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Tests

of Facsimile

Permitted by FCC
WHO Gets Permission to Use
Its Transmitter Late at Night
TO TEST facsimile coverage in remot* areas, the FCC Broadcast Di^-ision on Sept. 28 authorized WHO,
Des Moines 50,000-watt clear channel station, to use its regular transmitter for experimental facsimile
transmission from 12 midnight to
6 a. m. daily on its 1000 kc. chan-to
nel. The station will place 50
75 facsimile recorders, which function as an attachment to a regular
receiving set, in homes located in
both its primary and secondary
service areas or possibly as far as
500 miles away.
The grant is the second to be
made by the FCC during the last
two months for the same purpose.
WGH, Newport News, Va., was
authorized to broadcast on its local
frequency for purely city coverage
of facsimile transmission. Both
WHO and WGH stated they intended to use the Finch system of
transmission and reception, patented by W. G. H. Finch, New York
consulting engineer and former assistant chief engineer of the FCC.
Under its new requirements governing television grants, the FCC
specifies placing of recorders by
stations so that public reaction can
be procured.
The viewtechnically
is that fac-is
simile transmission
feasible but that the need for the
service has not been demonstrated
by public reaction.
Chairman Sykes of the Broadcast Division, in an address before
the NAB convention in Chicago
last June, urged stations to experiment with facsimile during
early morning hours on their regular frequencies with the objective
of getting public reaction. A number
of other stations are experimenting with facsimile transmission but
not on their reg^ular broadcast frequencies, and not under the new
emperical requirements that recorders be placed within the service areas of the stations.
Durkee Food Discs
DURKEE FAMOUS FOODS Inc.,
Chicago (Durkee's Margarine),
will start quarter-hour transcriptions on various stations Oct. 1
with the possibility that others
may be added later. New show is
titled Komedy Kingdom features
many famous personalities including Elvia Allman, Gus Van, Loretta Lee and others. Show is broadcast from one to three times weekly depending on the market. Premiums will be offered to users of
Durkee's Margarine who collect 24
coupons, one coupon being enclosed
in every pound carton of the margarine. Stations already set are
KMOX, KOA, WFAM and WGBF.
Radio Transcription Co. of America Ltd., Chicago, cut the transcriptions. C. Wendel Muench & Co.,
Chicago, is the agency.
Oshkosh

Overalls

'OSHK
kosh. OSH
Wis., OVERA
will LL
start Co.,
LemOsTi-&
Martha, quarter - hour six - weekly
discs on WHO, Des Moines, Oct. 4.
About 10 stations will be added
soon. RuthrauflF & Ryan Inc., Chicago, is agency.
BROADCASTING

CONTROL BY GOBO
Two-Faced Screens Devised to
Regulate Echoes

"GOBOES" is the technical name
for the portable acoustical
screens shown above surrounding
John Holbrook. Developed at WOR,
Newark, by engineers C. C. Babcock and Ray Lyon, the gobo is
covered on one side by a rock wool
blanket an inch thick, which has a
great absorptive effect, and on the
other by a smooth wooden surface
which is extremely live.
Their use is to enable the production of a variety of effects in
a single studio. When an actor is
surrounded by the screens deadside inwards his voice is muffled;
when the screens are reversed
their lively reflections admirably
simulate the effect of outdoors,
one of the hardest effects to create
in studio broadcasts.

Agreement Scope
{Continued from page 69)
designed to apply only to network
affiliates and to the five Canadian
stations on the major networks, a
proviso in it will be that AFM
agrees it will not make an agreement with independent stations in
this country and in Canada containing conditions more advantaates. geous than those given the affiliGeneral clauses in the agreement
cover such matters as change of
station ownership, termination of
a station's Federal license or discontinuance ofoperation caused by
fire or Act of God and definite
agreement by AFM to guarantee full performance of the contract by its locals with the stoppage of work as long as there is
no violation of any of the provisions.
Apropos Canadian stations, the
agreement would specify that
union musicians will not perform
for stations interchanging programs with any Canadian outlets
unless the Canadian stations have
entered into agreement with AFM
locals covering employment of
union musicians.

Quality
ratherour than
has always been
aim. Quantity
Quality
is what distinguishes SCIENTIFIC
CRYSTALS
from
all
others.
racy guaranteed BETTER than Accu.01%
LOW TEMPERATURE
CO-EFFICIENT CRYSTALS
NOW
ONLy$40k?S
Two for S75.00 Approved byE*eh
FCC
Supplied
in
Isolantite
Air-Gap
Holders in the 550-1500 Kc. band. Frequency Drift
guaranteed
to be cycles
"less
than
three
cycles"
per million
per degree
centigrade
change in
temperature.

Insurance Company Plans
STERLING CASUALTY INSURANCE Co., Chicago, through
Presba, Fellers & Presba, Chicago,
will start quarter-hour shows on
20 stations Oct. 4. Some 35 or 40
stations will be on the schedule
by Nov. 1.

124 JACKSON AVENUE
Unlversitr Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
Send for our
price list and
booklet
Dept. B-1017

Beaumont^s Schedule
BEAUMONT LABORATORIES,
St. Louis, has started quarter-hour
discs on five WLW Line stations
(WGN, WMAQ, KFI, KRLD,
WNAC), with others to be added.
Transamerican cut the series. WBS
has recorded minute discs placed on
21 stations, with others to be
scheduled, placed through H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
stations are KFAB KFI KMBC KSFO
KSTP KWK WAPI WHB WHO WJR
WLAC WOOD-WASH WOW WSB WTIC
WWL
WBZA. WFAA KRLD WFBL KTRH WBZLAWRENCE J. CONNERY, of Lynn,
Mass., ofbrother
of theLabor
late Chairman
nery
the House
Committee,Conon
Sept. 28 was elected to succeed his brother
in Congress on the Democratic ticket. The
late Mr. Connery was author of the resolution for an investigation of radio.
12iSP[[ClimflSS[MBl!
Accepted as the most dependable and finest speech
input console, the 12H is being adopted as standard
equipment in more and more broadcast stations. 12N
and 12Q Consoles (similar to 12H, but modified in
circuit and switching arrangement) meet special re-

UNIVERSAL PORTABLE
RECORDING MACHINE

quirements inlarge studios.
Precisloned machined. Rugged. Compact.
Records in either direction at 33 1/3 or
78 RPM. 90, 110 or 130 lines per inch.
110 volts
Five
modelsAC.of Leatherette
recorders. carrying case.
Recording Division
Universal Microphone Co. Ltd.
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood, California
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Taxi Tuning — Kitchen on Tour — Hot Spots — ^Yardstick —
Neighborly — Trips to Gotham — Game
THE John B. Hughes nightly
news broadcasts for General Motors Acceptance Corp. on MutualDon Lee from KFRC, San Francisco, are being heard in five theaters
in Imperial Valley (Calif.) cities
as a regular feature preceding the
running of the evening motion pictures. The theatres advertise the
radio news programs with large
signs in front of the lobbies. The
complete broadcast, including the
sponsor's
message
in
the theatres.
Signs isonpresented
display in
front of the houses read: "Come
early — hear the news broadcast
and stay for *the show."
* *
WHN, New York, has made arrangements with one of its sponsors. National Transportation Co.,
operator of Parmelee taxis, to
change the faces on the radio dials
in 2,300 taxis in New York so that
the complete dial is covered with
the words "WHN DIAL 1010."
Words are printed on a large arrow pointing to 1010. In plugging
its program, the taxi company also
uses cards reading "At home dial
1010 — in your Parmelee taxicab,
the arrow." * -K *
HYDE PARK BREWING Co., St.
Louis, is promoting its sponsorship
of sporting events over KWK by
numerous billboards scattered
throughout the city. Johnny
O'Hara handles the seven ten-minute sportcasts weekly. The brewing
company, represented by Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., reports marked success through its air campaign
which also includes all sporting
events, wrestling, boxing, etc., over
KWK, as well as several program
features.
^
^ ^
STANARD-TILTON MILLING
Co., Dallas (American Beauty
flour) , is offering cash prizes ranging down from $1,000 for the best
100-word lettei's on their product.
Contest, which started Sept. 14 and
will run to Nov. 15, is conducted
through spot announcements on
KSD and KWK, St. Louis, and
WFAA, Dallas. The contest is directed by Certified Contest Service.
KMOX, St. Louis, has sent Jane
Porter and her KMOX Magic
Kitchen on a midwestern tour, the
kitchen having been packed into a
trailer. She visits a store every
morning, records interviews with
customers, and puts them on her
12:30 p. m. program. Cards announce her visit to stores and are
distributed in advance. Free recipe
books are distributed at stores.
NEARLY 50,000 CFRB listeners
have requested the new CFRB
Yearbook and Radio Log, issued in
commemoration of the Tenth Anniversary of the Toronto station.
Each listener was required to send
10c to cover cost of handling and
mailing the 64
* page
* book.
*
CKLW, Detroit-Windsor, publicized
success of Varady of Vienna cosmetics in using the station by issuing a folder titled This May Mean
$UOfiOO to You. It tells the story of
how the firm, starting from
scratch, has sold $40,000 worth of
cosmetics in nine months.
Page 82
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TO ANNOUNCE its affiliation with
CBS, WGAR, Cleveland, used every
known type of promotion medium
in an eight-day campaign. Five
hundred taxis carried tire covers;
street car cards were used; shields
were placed on downtown light
poles; direct mail folders were sent
to agencies and clients; a blimp
flew over Cleveland for two hours
each day; stickers were placed on
outgoing mail; newspaper advertisements were run; station facilities were used extensively, winding
up with a special program including Bob Feller, Eleanor Holm Jarrett and other well-known talent.
JOHN BLAIR & Co., Chicago, is
sending out a single page promotional piece, called Radio Hot
Sjyots, which presents an outstanding program on one of the stations
represented by the Blair firm.
Pictures of the program as presented from the station, a brief
synopsis of what the program has
done in the past, and rates are
included in the summary. The
pieces are under the direction of
Dick McBroom, head of the Blair
promotional *department.
* *
A LIST of advertisers using WOR,
Newark, during the first six
months of 1937, classified by type
of business and showing sponsor,
product and program, has been
issued
tion. in booklet form by the sta* * *
WIBW,
Topeka,
mailed
promotion folder
to which
was a attached
a five-foot cloth rule to emphasize
the
ment. "yardstick of results" argu-

STAR RADIO PROGRAMS Inc.,
has just released the Good Morning Neighbor sales brochure to
every station in the U. S. and Canada as promotion work on the new
women's new
program.
The brochure
contains
merchandising
plans,
with samples of form letters for
station use, press releases and
membership certificates for the
"Good
NeighborW Club."
StationsMorning
KDB, CJOC,
0 R L,
WMPS, KOVC, KTAT, WSPD and
CFAC are the latest to sign for
the
women's
KBTMpopular
has just
obtainedfeature.
exclusive
right for County Fair in its area
and KGKO has started broadcasting Star's The Adventures of Dexter Randolph.
*
* *
COCA COLA Bottling Companies
of Texas are repeating the College
Night broadcasts so successful during the football season last year.
A football winner contest is a feature of the two-month campaign,
1936 entries last year running as
high as 50,000 a week. The program is broadcast Thursdays and
Fridays, 6:30 p. m., from every
major campus in Texas, using
Texas Quality Network (WFAA,
WOAI, KPRC). Crook Adv. Agency, Dallas, has the account.
42nd St. Sales Co., Chicago (cosmetics) on its WJJD, Chicago,
programs,
all-expense trip is
to off"ering
New Yorkan for
the
two best letters on "Why I Like
42nd St. Products." A label from
any of the firm's four products
must accompany each entry. McGiveran-Child Adv. Agency, Chicago, handles the account.
WRBL, Columbus, Ga., has inaugurated the WRBL Fan Mail Club,
to promote correspondence from
distant points. Every day the person writing from the farthest
point is acclaimed a full-fledged
club member and is honored with
a special musical tribute.

This is to certify that ^he jandersigned

a member in good standing o£

Clxib
3(5
^eimfe
Over WTMJ • The Milwaukee Journal Station

HARMONY

— H EALTH

AND

HAPPINESS

CARD AND COIN — Members of
Heine's 3-G Club, of WTMJ, Milwaukee, are given cards like this,
as well as shiny pocket coins.
Heine and His Grenadiers has
been a WTMJ feature for 51/2
years. The three "G's" are Gemutlichkeit, Gesundheit and Gluck
(harmony, health, happiness). The
program is an evening participator.
No dues or assessments are involved. Young Milwaukeeans are
showing a lot of interest in the
club and the membership is growing rapidly.

WKRC

fjRST ON YOUR DIAL-

EVERY DAY — From the recent
Carthage Fair, WKRC, Cincinnati, picked up the frolic of the
farmers. In front of its booth near
the talent boards are Dick Bray
(left), special events announcer,
and Maynard Craig, staff announcer of WKRC.
KRNT, Des Moines, has issued a
pamphlet titled "KRNT Sports
Roundup" which contains a diagram of a baseball diamond, and
the instructions for a new parlor
game. The game is played with
red paper chips furnished by
KRNT and a pack of cards. The
idea is to draw a card from the
deck placed downward, and read
the play on the page for the card
drawn. The radio feature of the
game consists of merely using the
red chips, putting them on bases
representing players, and moving
them as the announcer gives the
* * *
HERB SHERMAN, sales manager
plays.
of WJJD, Chicago, has compiled a
promotional booklet presenting
three of the station's most populai
features. Warren Brown Talks
Football, The Courthouse Reporter
and The Complete Story Hour. In
addition, attention is called to the
recent affiliation of the station
with the WLW Line.
* * *
AN ATTRACTIVE volume de"California's
billion KWG,
dollar
market" scribing
served
by KFBK,
KMJ and KERN, along with the
McClatchy
Newspapers,
Sacramento Bee, Fresno
Bee and Modesto
Bee has been distributed to the
trade. It is thumb indexed and
plastic bound *with* varnished
cover.
*
NBC has distributed a brochure
reviewing its spring and summer
radio drama productions. The cover
is done in antique type and features the Shakespearian series, the
Eugene O'Neill cycle and the two
dramas written for NBC by Maxwell Anderson.
^
^ ^
KGIR, Butte, Mont., is giving
souvenirs of all sorts to children at
its theatre parties, with sling shots,
howling balloons, dictionaries,
memo pads and other trinkets as
trophies. Each week children from
orphan homes are guests.
CONCURRENTLY with the appearance of the Sept. 20 issue of
Life, containing the RCA-NBC advertisement entitled "Listen", NBC
distributed to advertising and business tization
executives
a recorded
of the sales
message.dramaFLOWERS are delivered daily in
Lamar, Col., in connection with the
Floivers for the Living program of
KIDW, sariesto
those having
anniveror otherwise
deserving.
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Local advertisers have the warmest feeling
for the station that produces the biggest box
office wallop. By the way they spend their
radio money you can measure accurately the
warmth of this feeling.

radio

xn

sales story into the homes of the Denver-Rocky
Mountain region over the same route which the
big and successful stores of Denver have found
most economical and resultful.

In Denver, merchants register favorably
toward KLZ. Department stores in Denver . . .
furniture, men's clothing, ladies' ready-to-wear
and jewelry stores ... all spend more money
with KLZ than with any other station.
The

customers

customers,

of these stores are YOUR

too. With

KLZ

you

can take your

AFFILIATED WITH WKY, OKLAHOMA CITY.
O/ ) AND THE OKLAHOMA PUBLISHING COMPANY
Representative E.KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING

AGENCY
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shopping

can direct your sales message

England
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be as well
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THE

COLUMBIA

J

WHO'S

GOING

IN?

The Rover Boys at end? Stover of Yale? Hardly. The coach Is short on fiction and strong
on facts. He'll send in a young dynamo.
WHO'S

GOING

Packed v\^ith brawn. Fast as an antelope.

IN for the successful advertiser? Radio packs both power and

speed. Tackles every distribution problem. Puts 86,000,000 customers on the line.
And

gets brand names

WHO'S

GOING

over. It's today's high-scorer for All-American

IN on Columbia?

Year after year, the Columbia

advertisers!

Broadcasting

System is the choice of more of the country's largest advertisers than any other network.
SOME

COLUMBIA

SCORES

AT

THE

BEGINNING

OF

THE

LAST

QUARTER:

For the first nine months of 1937 over 1936, the volume of advertising on Columbia (after a record
breaking 1936) increased 33.7%. tobacco, food and automobile advertising increased over
50%

. . . And since January 1st, 15 additional radio stations have increased the Columbia

"team" to a grand total of 107 Columbia Network stations . . .the largest network in the world.

BROADCASTING

S

Y

S

T

E

M

IIME

IS

MONEY

TO

VOV

IN

THE

nniME was money in those days when there were
giants in the stock markets and fortunes hinged
on the speed with which information could be gathered ahead of competitors .... and time is money

These periods have been "built-up" over a period
of months to deliver a valuable habitual audience
the moment a sponsor takes his advertising message
to the air. Naturally BBC cannot guarantee to have
today when radio's choice periods of time are be- these periods available a week or a month from now.
That's why time is money to you in more ways
coming increasingly scarce. ... You can't add a
than
one. This choice guaranteed time represents
single second to an hour. . . . You can't make a
far
too
valuable a franchise to be available indefisingle sponsor's time do double duty.
nitely. Itis time that means money in the cash regThat's where the Buffalo Broadcasting Corporaister for the radio advertiser who has learned that
tion brings joy to the heart of the harried timebuyer, BBC is still able to offer choice available
good time at peak hours always means mioney.
time and to guarantee that time.
Let us show you exactly where
BBC is able to offer time bethese choice guaranteed periods
tween 7:00 P.M. and 9:00 P.M.,
are and exactly why they are the
peak periods with peak listener
most unusual American radio
interest.
WGR-lifKBW
buys today.
THE ENDS OF THE DIAU

OWNED
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BV THE BUFFALO

BROADCASTING

CO., Represented hy FREE & PETERS, Inc.
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for

a Grand

Some

Job

excerpts from mail recently received

by KNX, Columbia's Los Angeles station,
from clients and their advertising agents:

YORK AGENCY EXECUTIVE.. . "I want to thank you and your West Coast staff of
gingers, program department, and production staff for their splendid co-operation and help in
putting over the
program while out here in Hollywood. Without a single exception,
everyone who has been assigned to the program from your organization has been of great help."

EASTERN CLIENT. . ."I want to thank you for your conscientious interest in our program
series and the excellent work you have been doing in our behalf. From every indication, the program today is better than ever and I am sure you are entitled to most of the credit."

LOS ANGELES AGENCY EXECUTIVE. . ."Orchids for the grand job. Our client can be justly
proud of this production . . their first venture in radio advertising."

WESTERN
CLIENT.. ."This broadcast has been the means of establishing one of our finest
connections , namely the
Hardware Company, who have complete hardware store
distribution throughout Southern California and Arizona, and whose initial order was for 120
dozen packages of our product."

ANOTHER N.Y. AGENCY EXECUTIVE. . ."Everything seems to be rolling along beautifully
as far as our client is concerned. The program, judging by the scripts, seems to be good, the sales
are swell and the client is happy."

DETROIT AGENCY EXECUTIVE.. . "I take this opportunity to thank you and every member
of the CBS staff for the splendid co-operation you have given us in solving our problems."

COLUMBIA

BROADCASTING

Represented

Nationally

KNX

50,000

Watts,

by

5939

SYSTEM

RADIO

SALES

Sunset

Blvd.,

Los

Angeles

YEARS

OP

LEADERSHIP

With

this issue BROADCASTING

enters its seventh

year.

Paced

by a

Fast advancing

industry, its growth has

been

Since

rapid.

1931

CASTING has gone

BROAD-

ahead

apace

with the radio industry.
^roadca

st

BROAEpmSTING

dvertising*

Let's glance at our
first year —

and

to-

day, comparatively:
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In policy BROADCASTING

remains

erage continues our editorial keynote.

unchanged.
And,

Alert, accurate, complete,

as ever, BROADCASTING

honest

news

cov-

strives to serve the

best interests iof its Industry.
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tions before making

F you're thinking about a flyer in radio,

ments. Then, when

you have your choice of "systems".
First, there's the so-called flying trapeze,
or slot>machine, technique. That's >vhere
you put in your coin, shut your eyes and
pray , . . Second, there's the Free & Peters
plan, by which you consider all available
data and

precedent, and

very carefully

test your ideas, your towns and your sta-

FREE

WHO
Des M oines
WGR-WKBW
Buffalo
WHK-WCLE
Cleveland
WHKC
Columbus
WOWO-WGL
Fort Wayne
KMBC
.
Kansas City
WAVE
Louisville
WTCN
. Mi nneapolis-St. Paul
KOIL
Omaha
KOIN-KALE
Portland
KSD
St. Louis
WFBL — Syracuse
KOL
Seattle
Page 10 » October
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any large commityou feel reasonably

sure you can't miss, you blast away with
what it takes.
In dead earnest, we've got some proven
dope for several advertisers and agencies
who covet the jack-pot, but who don't care
for slot-machine uncertainty. Are you one
of them?

&
PETERS,
(and FREE, JOHNS & FIELD, INC.)

CHICAGO
I80 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

NEW YORK
no East 42nd St.
-Lexington 2-866o

ATLANTA
5\b Bona Allen Bidg.
Jackson 1 678

SAN FRANCISCd?
One Eleven Sutter
Sutter 4353

DETROIT
New Center BIdg.
Trinity 2-8444
LOS ANGELES
C. of C. BIdg.
Richmond 6l84

inc.

WCSC
Charleston
WIS .
Columbia
woe
Davenport
WDAY
Fargo
KTAT .
Fort Worth
WNOX
Knoxville
KFAB
Omaha-Lincoln
WMBD
Peoria
WPTF
Raleigh
KVI
.- Tacoma
KTUL
Tulsa
WKBN
Youngstown
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WASHINGTON,

Advertising
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$3.00 A YEAR— 15c A COPY

Votes

Sweeping
Reorganization
By
SOL
TAISHOFF
tained in the all-inclusive resolution, charges it with the duty of
Powerful
Committee
to Select ^Paid President'; Names
"perfecting and presenting to the
Association detailed plans for the
reorganization and future devel'Loucks Counsel; Revamped
NAB
to Meet Early in 1938
opment of instructed
the Association".
The
jPROCLAIMING unanimously their determination to set up a
Board was
to appropriThe complete registratvirile, aggressive trade association, to supplant an "innocuate and pay
for the
tion of delegates attendexpenses,
including
the Committee's
employment
ous" NAB, some 300 broadcasters attending the special NAB
of a counsel [Mr. Loucks], and
ing both IRNA and NAB
Iconvention in New York Oct. 12-13 — called coincidentally
other necessary personnel.
conventions in New York
Iwith group meetings considering demands of the American
will be found on pages
Movement for Aylesworth
Federation of Musicians — created machinery to accomplish
76 and 77.
Ithis goal by early next year.
Names
avoided ofin the
connection with were
the selection
new
The mandate for new leadership, calling for the employment
industry
head,
but
there
persisted
February to put through the reorof a paid president imbued with broad powers and the setting
a strong movement for M. H.
up of new departments within the association, came with the ganization.
The reorganization movement
Aylesworth, former NBC president, now identified with the
adoption of an all-inclusive resolution drafted and offered by was precipitated by the plight of
the industry over the demands of Scripps-Howard Newspapers, even
I Edwin W. Craig, WSM, Nashimmediate impetus with the adopthough he has turned a deaf ear
union musicians for reemployment
tion of an amendment to the NAB
jville, with the approval of the
on an industry-wide scale, and the to the entreaties of delegations of
I NAB
board
of directors.
by-laws under which membership
failure of the NAB to act in a broadcastei-s to preliminary propodues are increased 50% effective at manner regarded as essential by
sitions. A. H. Kirchhofer and Ed
I Adopted at the opening sesTwambly, of WBEN and WEBR,
once. Assuming the Association's
the
majority
of
the
membership.
i sion unanimously and with- membership
remains at its present
out change, the resolution was
Buffalo, just prior to the convenfigure of appi-oximately 400, it will
tion, sent a letter to all stations
Baldwin's Status Uncertain
mean an increase in annual income
reconsidered the following
urging that he be drafted for the
The
future
status
of
James
W.
from about $80,000 to $120,000.
day and amended in such
position. His name unquestionably
Baldwin, managing director, was
The first action of the Reorganfashion as to make it even
by the Reorganization Committee, which held its thrown in doubt by the action of will be considered
ization Committee.
I stronger.
initial meeting Oct. 13, was to re- the convention. There was sharp
Despite the unanimous vote on
I By its action, the conventain Philip G. Loucks, Washington
criticism on the floor of the "executhe Craig resolution, there was eviattorney
who
for
five
years
was
the
tive
direction"
of
the
NAB
as
at
dent dissatisfaction in some quar(jtion delegated to a Reorganidirector, as its ad- present constituted, with no names
ters over failure to act immediatezation Committee of five, NAB managing
visor and counsel. Upon him will mentioned. But in the half-dozen
ly. It was solely for this reason
with the advisory assistance
devolve the task of revising the
Board meetings, no words were
that the convention did not adof Mark Ethridge, general
constitution ,and by-laws of the minced, and in two instances some
journ following the Oct. 12 session,
members went to the extreme of but reconvened
manager of the Louisville
NAB to make possible the prothe next morning.
demanding
the
resignation
of
the
posed
new
organization.
He
will
Courier-Journal
and Times
A substantial group wanted the realso advise on the proposed hiring entire slate of officers and direcorganization process to begin at
which operate WHAS. broadof an outstanding figure, pi-obably tors.
once, rather than await the next
er powers than ever before
with a $50,000 annual salary, to
Storm center of intramural conconvention, despite the fact that
flicts practically since he became
eriven any NAB group. Its become the NAB head. Mr. Loucks
the by-laws prevent any change in
made a flying trip to New York on
managing director in 1935, Mr. the basic structure of the NAB exfunctions in effect supersede
Baldwin did not participate in any
those of the NAB board of 20 Oct. 13 to confer with the Commitcept at a regular convention and
tee and outline immediate plans.
of the floor discussions on reormembers. Its other members are
on
proper
notice.
At this meeting the Committee
ganization except in connection
Mr. Craig, who was drafted as a
Convention Awaits Committee
decided
upon
its
immediate
course
with
his
public
domain
library
of
member by floor action; John Sheptranscriptions, which was thrown
ard 3d, president of Yankee and of procedure, after inducing Mr. out
In its original form, the reorganof the NAB fold and ordered
Loucks to assume the counselship
ization proposal specified that the
I, Colonial networks; Ed Craney,
and
become
the
executive
officer.
to
function
as
a
separate
corporate
NAB
board fix the date and place
KGIR, Butte; Walter J. Damm,
Suggestions will be sought from all structure as part of the Craig resfor the next regular convention
WTMJ, Milwaukee, former NAB
olution. It now must, in effect, some time in January or February.
president, and Edward A. Allen. elements in the industry preparato writing the report. The best pay its own way.
This was amended so the board
WLVA, Lynchburg, Va., leader of guess tory now
is that the next convenThe specific instruction to the could await the recommendation of
non-network independents.
tion will be held in Washington in Reorganization Committee, as conthe Reorganization Committee.
Action At Winter Convention
In its original form, the resolution ordained that at the special
This Committee was given the responsibility ofbringing in the new
convention there be adopted a proorganization structure, including
gram for departmentalization of
'Broadcasting' Moves New York Offices
possibly the name of a man to be
the NAB into administrative divisions, and that the Board be diplaced at the industry's helm, at
BROADCASTING Magazine takes pleasure in announcing the
the next general convention of the
removal
of
its
New
York
offices
from
the
RKO
Bldg.,
to
Suite
426,
to give "immediate
effect"
to such rectedprogram.
This called
for
NAB which will be held in January
administrative, engineering, legal,
Postum Bldg., 250 Park Ave., effective Oct. 15. The new telephone
or February. The Committee will
numbers will be Plaza 5-8355 and 5-8356. The editorial staff will
notify the board, upon completion
economic and information and liof its preparatory plans, that it decontinue to be headed by Bruce Robertson, assisted by Edith Grain.
brary departments —as alldistinguished
to function
as administrative
sires the convention to be called
Our advertising representative is Maury Long. Visitors are corat a given period, and the board,
from
policy-making
entities.
On
motion of Don S. Elias, WWNC,
dially welcome.
by instruction of the membership,
will follow through.
Asheville, N. C, this whole provision was stricken out, so that the
The new movement was given
3}i BROADCASTING
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The

New

NAB:

IT TOOK

A

A JOLT like the musicians' sandbagging, to the tune of several millions annually, to shake the broadcasting industry out
of the stupor of disorganization. It took a newelement of leadership in the industry, as exemplified by the Independent Radio Network
Affiliates, to set the reorganization on the
proper course.
The special convention of the NAB in New
York was not a meeting of despair and forlorn
hope, though it started out that way. A wellbalanced, competently manned committee has
been given plenary powers to draft a broad
reorganization plan as expeditiously as possible and to select a leader — possibly a paid
NAB president — for the industry. The committee is being ably advised and assisted by Philip
G. Loucks, for five years NAB managing director, and a man who has thorough comprehension and a deep appreciation of the problems
confronting organized broadcasting.
The NAB is still on trial. The first hurdle
of averting a schism in the industry was
cleared at the special convention in New York
City. A new element has taken over the leadership. It has a tough assignment. It must work
with dispatch. Before individual broadcasters
will be in position to determine whether they
will hang together in the "New Deal NAB" or
whether they will risk hanging separately in
separate groups, which would only mean more
internecine warfare, the new organization plan
Reorganization Committee, rather
than the Board, is authorized to
proceed with all phases of reorganization.
The original resolution named
Mr. Ethridge as chairman of the
Reorganization Committee of five,
and Mr. Craig was not named a
member. Mr. Ethridge, who won
the plaudits of the convention repeatedly for his work as chairman
of the Independent Radio Network
Affiliates in the AFM negotiations,
explained he could not accept the
chairmanship because of his duties
in Louisville, but he volunteered to
serve in an advisory capacity. His
superiors, Ambassador Robert W.
Bingham, and Barry Bingham, copublishers of the newspapers, he
reported, had deemed it inadvisable for him to accept the post.
Mr. ed Craig's
was votfrom the appointment
floor. The Committee
received in writing numerous proposals for reorganization, which
were discussed and turned over to
Mr. Loucks for analysis.
Reconciled to Musicians
Despite the evident dissatisfaction of the NAB body politic with
the tentative terms for reemployment of musicians, the majority
of broadcasters appeared reconciled to acceptance of the same
broad terms agreed to by the
IRNA group. That group has
agreed to an additional payment
of $1,500,000, a 507c increase, under a two-year contract, but with
details of the agreement to be
worked out in further conferences
with AFM. [See story by Bruce
Robertson on page 13.] The AFM
threatened strike deadline date has
been postponed for the third time,
having been advanced from Oct. 15
to Nov. 1. It is expected that a
further postponement will be
forthcoming.
A new and potent element in the
AFM situation developed after the
convention closed Oct. 13 when the
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must be appraised and then effected at the next
regular convention.
Infusion of new blood in the broadcasting
industry is deemed necessary. Certainly there
was more clear thinking at the special convention than has been exhibited in the past. The
manner in which Edwin W. Craig, of WSM,
set in motion the reorganization machinery was
exceptional. The generalship of Mark Ethridge, a newcomer in radio from the newspaper-owned WHAS, as chairman of IRNA, won
spontaneous
admiration from the membership
at
large.
No one questions the motives of those who
have directed the NAB. The association has
not been adequately staffed or financed to cope
with the constantly increasing welter of problems confronting the industry. Errors are only
human, and an error was made in the AFM
situation. That was the sense of the NAB
membership at the special convention. No personalities should be involved and none are. The
stakes transcend individuals. There should be
no recriminations.
The job immediately ahead is of paramount
importance. The NAB needs the help of every
station. Dues have been increased 50%. To get
the man power of the calibre required, to procure a new leader, there must be adequate
finances. The NAB has gotten just what it has
paid for in the past. The fault has been that
of the membership itself, which failed to take

NAB board at a five hour session,
adopted a resolution which in effecttionsrejected
"licensing"
by AFM theunder
contract.of staThe
proposal, offered by T. W. Symons
Jr., KFPY, Spokane and KXL,
Portland, held that the Federal
government has the exclusive right
to license stations; that the AFM
proposition might be a usurpation
of that exclusive right, and that
it might constitute restraint of
trade.
There were 297 stations represented at the special convention —
the firsttory. in
NAB's15015 were
years network
of hisOf these
affiliates and 97 non-network. The
attendance was regarded as disappointing, since not only all 400
NAB members but the 300 nonmember stations had been invited
to the emergency sessions.
Among the proposals expected to
be made for reorganization probably will be one whereby the voting privilege will be altered to be
exercised in proportion to payments
of stations into the NAB exchequer.
Whereas now each station, whether
a 50,000-watter or a 100-watt parttimer, has one vote on election of
officers and directors, the possible
new arrangement would be to allot
voting privileges according to dues
paid into the Association. Thus, a
group of 100-watters, substantial
in number but contributing only a
fractional portion of the NAB fund,
would not be in position to outvote
the larger stations. This formula
is employed by other trade associations, it was pointed out. Heretofore stations have been paying
their highest quarter-hour rate
quarterly as NAB dues to make up
the $80,000 annual income. Under
the revised schedule approved
unanimously at the Oct. 12 meeting, they will pay their highest
quarter-hour rate each two months
for
000. an estimated income of $120,Whether there will be defections

NAB

_ — ____

An

1

Editorial

cognizance of its vast and intricate problems!
and of the requirements of its trade associa
tion. It will get what it pays for in the future
Member stations should pay their increasec
dues promptly and willingly. Non-member sta
tions should join. They should have a voice ir
the affairs of their industry. A trade associa
tion is an insurance proposition and the due;
are the premiums — insurance against anti-radio onslaughts bound to recur, which can onlj
be combated by a well-organized, adequately
financed and ably-staffed
association.
*
* trade
*
The best, and perhaps the most constructive
smgle step that has been taken since the AFIM
volcano erupted, was the adoption of the resolution by the NAB board recommending thai
no hard and fast contracts, which would imperil the ability of stations to serve the public
interest mandate, be accepted.
The resolution expresses the good faith anc
the willingness of broadcasters to help alleviate the unemployment problem among musicians, and on the same general terms agreec
to. They offer this voluntarily. But they dc
not, and perhaps cannot, accede to arbitrarj
terms in a uniform contract that would endanger their Federal franchises or interfere
in any way with their obligations under these
franchises.

Reorganizer

PHILIP G. LOUCKS
from the NAB because of the increase was not ascertainable,
though some station owners indicated that course. On the other
hand, a number of stations which
have resigned from the Association
in recent months have indicated
their intention of returning to the
fold because of confidence in the
new order. Others, including the
Levy-owned WCAU, Philadelphia
50,000-watter, will remain outside
until the revitalized association
shows what it can accomplish.
Isaac D. Levy, who dramatically
walked out of the NAB two years
ago after a bitter speech castigating the Association and its then
leading lights, made his reappearance at the special meeting. By invitation he spoke his mind again,
and stated he would return only
when
value. the NAB had proved its
The revolutionary reorganization plan was brought in by Mr.
Craig from the Board of Directors,
of which he is a member, after
BROADCASTING

days of planning. It evoked no dis ;
cussion, but won a unanimous vote
It came after Mr. Craig made £
plea for unity in the industry, anc;
after a morning session Oct. li
during which President John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimore, and Mr,
Ethridge as chairman of IRNA.
had made similar strong pleas. The!
morning session had been devotee
to talk about the AFM situation.
In explaining his resolution, Mr
Craig pointed out that the conven
tion had the power to adopt a pro-^
gram for departmentalization oj
the NAB. He outlined the proposec
structure as follows:
"1. Administrative. This divisioij
would have charge of all office rec
ords. billings, collections, payment o:
current bills, stenographic work, print
ing, mailing, etc.
"2. Engineering. This division woulc
be headed by a competent engineer
with an adequate staff. It would de-_
vote its energies to collecting and com-,
piling
engineering
data forof use
th<'
Engineering
Committee
the byAssociation prepare
;
reports advising work-f
ing
operators
of mem;ber engineers
stations ofandchanges
in technical
rules and regulations of the Commis-;
sion ; gather and publish informatioB:
andstation
suggestions
which; collect
will beandhelpfu'.
to
operators
compile data for
useconferences
by the Associatior
at international
; bring uf
to date, amplify
and published
simplify the
en-gineering
handbook
by tht!
Association ; and perform such othei;
services as may be assigned to it.
"3. Legal. This division would devote itself
the collection
pub-,
lication
of todigests
on such and
subjects
as libel and slander, taxes, labor, decisions andCommunications
pronouncements
of the Federal
Commission
and
of
the
Federal
Trade
Commission,
andof the courts on appeal from decisions
of those commissions, and all othei
cases involving issues of interest to
broadcasters and their legal counsel.
This division should function in close
harmony
withstate
the legislative
tee and the
committees commitof the
Association to the end that all data:
pertinent to the issues raised by state,
or
legislation
avail-;
able.federal
This division
wouldmayhavebe charge
(Continued on Page 82) ;
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vice, counsel, assistance and cooperation" to any group or individual
member in its dealings with AFM
was unanimously carried.
Independents to Act
The discussion of this and othei
questions disclosed a wide divergence of opinion as to the best
course work
of stations
actionto for
the non-netfollow.
Several
members of this group thought the
best and easiest solution would be
to offer the AFM the same terms as
those secured by IRNA, saying that
they could not hope for a better
deal than that made by the more
powerful network group. Others
stated that if the independents are
less powerful they are also less
vulnerable, having no network affiliation to lose if negotiations
should fail, and might therefore be
able to make a better bargain.
Mr. Ethridge said that IRNA
was certainly not going to scrap
its negotiations, which had cost the
group some $10,000 for expenses
and fees to legal and accounting
counsel, to start all over again with
the independents, but pointed out
that the IRNA negotiations had
paved the way for the independents
to make much faster and less expensive progress in their own dealings.
He offered the advice of his committee but urged that the independents engage good legal counsel at
the outset. Samuel Rosenbaum,
chairman of IRNA's negotiating
committee,
that IRNA
negotiations with said
the union
will probably
be concluded within the next few
weeks and go into effect in December, at which time the AFM will
start after the independents and he
urged that the NAB act promptly
in their behalf.
At a work
meeting
of somethat
50 non-netbroadcasters
evening
Mr. Rosenbaum urged that they
immediately begin collecting figures
on the incomes and employment of
musicians by this class of stations,
pointing out that by being forced
at first to accept figures furnished
by the AFM because they had none
of their own, the network affiliates
were obligated to spend $3,300,000
instead of the contemplated $3,000,000. He also advised them to retain
able counsel from the start, pointing out that while there was no
doubt of the union's ability to deprive "unfair" stations of their

Settlement
Of 33,300,000 for Music Under IRNA
ABANDONING its attitude of necessary to bring them up to
ings with a committee of either the
NAB or the non-network stations
w atchf ul waiting and obeying the
quota.
for use in their dealings with the
Thenegotiations
history of with
IRNA's
repeated demands of the broadcastAFMformation
leading union. At the same session the
ing industry for leadership and and
to these results, which represent a NAB president, John Elmer,
Iguidance in the crisis precipitated
reduction of the origi- WCBM, described the position of
lupon it by the demands of the considerable
nal AFM demands for employment
the Association which, unable to
American Federation of Musicians,
3,500 additional musicians in speak for its members, had obthe NAB Board of Directors on of
broadcasting, was sketched at the
served the presentation of AFM deOct. 13 passed a resolution warnopening NAB session by the IRNA
dustry. mands and reported them to the ining broadcasters against signing chairman, Mark Ethridge, WHAS,
any contract with the AFM that who offered to go into the entire
A motion by Lloyd Thomas,
contains any restrictions designed to detailed background of these dealWROK,
that the NAB give "adprevent any station from broadcasting any program deemed by it to be
in the public interest. The resoluNAB BOARD RESOLUTION
ition urged each station to consult
its own counsel in all matters afInviolability of Contract and Franchise Rights
fecting arbitration, sympathetic
strikes, inviolability of contracts,
Must Be Preserved, Board Declares
possible restraint of trade, and its
obligations to sei've public interest.
Whkreas. the broaclcastin? stations of the United States are licensed by
The resolution, adopted by the the federal
jrovernment under a mandate to serve the public interest, convenience
Board only after five hours of and/or necessity ; and
heated discussion, was proposed by
T. W. Symons Jr., KFPY, during
'Where.\s,
radio broadcasting
constitutes
greatest
taneous mass communication
the world
has evertheknown
; and medium of simulthe meeting of the entire convenWhereas, every consideration should and is being given by the industry
tion, which had referred it to the
Board for action. It points out that to the social aspects of unemployment, in giving relief, the radio industry must
keep
foremost its grave responsibility to protect the freedom and growth of
through a uniform contract the this marvelous
facility for public service ; and
AFM is seeking to impose on the
broadcasting industry a system
Whereas, the broadcasting stations by virtue of long experience in rendering public service, have found that the public interest requires, in addition to
which in effect gives the AFM the
locally produced programs by union musicians, the broadcasting of other local
sole right to license the procureprograms
and of network and transcription programs ; and
ment by a station of network and
Whereas, there has not been and there is not now any dispute between
transcription programs and that
the broadcasting industry and the American Federation of Musicians, in regard
such a transfer of station control
to wages, hours or working conditions ; and
may be sufficient ground for revoWhere.\s, negotiations between the American Federation of Musicians
cation of that station's Federal license to broadcast and may also and committees representing a substantial part of the broadcasting industry
violate the Federal statutes relat- have resulted in a conclusion as to the degree of re-employment acceptable to
ing to restraint of trade. Copies of the American Federation of Musicians ; but
the resolution were sent to all
Whereas, the American Federation of Musicians seeks to impose upon
broadcasting stations.
the broadcasting industry, by uniform contract, a system which in effect gives
to the American Federation of Musicians the sole right to license the procureIncreased Cost of Music
ment by those stations of network and transcription programs ; and
Whereas, such contract in effect transferring the control of the operation
_ The meeting at which the resolution was adopted came at the end of any station may be sufficient ground for revocation of that station's federal
to broadcast, and also may constitute a violation of the federal statutes
of a two-day special session of the license
NAB at the Waldorf-Astoria in relating to restraint of trade ; therefore now be it
Resolved, That the Board of Directors of the National Association of
New York on Oct. 12-13, during
which members and non-members
Broadcasters recommends to broadcasters that any agreement entered into
alike had severely criticized the between the American Federation of Musicians and broadcasting stations
failure of the NAB to offer to the should specifically provide that such agreements shall not contain any restrictions designed to prevent any station from broadcasting network, transcription
industry the protection necessary
or any other programs including those of civic, educational, religious, fraternal
to meet adequately the AFM de- and
public
events character construed by it to be in the public interest; and
mands and had praised with an of- that each station
should consult its own counsel in all matters affecting (1)
ncial vote of thanks the work of arbitration,
(2) sympathetic strikes, (3) inviolability of contracts, (4) posthe negotiating committee of the
sible restraint of trade, and (5) its obligations to serve the public interest in
Independent Radio Network Affili- providing educational and entertainment programs.
ates in effecting a reasonably satisfactory solution for stations affiliated with the nationwide networks.
Briefly, this solution, which was
ratified by an IRNA convention
meeting at the Waldorf-Astoria on
Oct. 11, calls for an annual expenditure of $3,300,000 for the employment of staff musicians by the
289 network affiliates, an increase
of $1,500,000 over present expenditures. This sum is to be allocated
among the stations on the basis of
5^/^% of net income from the sale
of time, with stations whose national quarter-hour evening rate is
less than $15 being exempted from
any union demands. The Committee
had also secured a promise from
the networks to contribute a total
of $200,000 toward the total, to be
paid on a basis anjounting to rough- NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE— Of the Independent Radio Network Affiliates as they met in New York conly 16% of increased expenditures
vention. Left to right: Emile Gough, Hearst Radio Inc.; Mark Ethridge, WHAS, and Louisville Courier-Journal and Times; Samuel R. Rosenbaum, WFIL, chairman; L. B. Wilson, WCKY; John Shepard 3rd, Yankee
to those stations who do not already
employ as many musicians as are Network; John J. Gillin Jr., WOW; George W. Norton Jr., WAVE; E. W. Craig, WSM.
BROADCASTING
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network programs some lawyers
felt that AFM cannot legally forbid transcription manufacturers to
ship records to any station, as this
would constitute a secondary boycott. As Joseph N. Weber, president of AFM, has said that the independents would not be called until negotiations with the affiliate
group are completed and contracts
signed and accepted, they have several weeks in which to prepare for
action, Mr. Rosenbaum said.
After an extended meeting, at
which the varying problems of stations in large cities with strong
unions, small cities with less strong
locals, smaller cities in which union
musicians usually have other daytime employment and are available
as musicians only at night, and
towns without any local unions,
were discussed at length, the group
appointed a fact-finding committee,
authorized to collect data but not
to conduct negotiations. Members
are Lloyd Thomas, WROK, who is
also chairman of the entire independent group ; Howard Loeb,
WFDF; H. B. McNaughton,
WTBO; Gregory Gentling, KROG;
and S. Schultz, WLAW. Mr. Elmer
was asked to serve on the committee but he declined due to his position with the NAB.
Fact-finding Plans
The group met with Mr. Elmer
and James Baldwin, NAB managing director, following the adjournment of the convention to draw up
a questionnaire to be sent to all
non-network stations in the country as the first step in its fact finding carnpaign. The situation of the
transcription manufacturers was
stated by Lloyd Egner, manager of
NBC's transcription division, at the
convention, in response to a question from the floor. He said that
the union has ruled that no musicians will be furnished to transcription companies for the making
of records to be sent to "unfair"
stations, but that it has postponed
making an agreement with these
firms until negotiations with the
broadcasters are completed. Mr.
Egner stated definitely that no
agreement of any kind has been
reached with AFM, despite a common impression that the transcription companies had informally
agreed not to serve "unfair" broadcasters, which he labeled as completely erroneous.
The IRNA convention was held
on Oct. 11, day before the NAB
meeting opened. This group again
ratified the expenditure of $1,500,000 for employment of additional
musicians which it had previously
approved, and also the allocation
of this increase on the basis of a
weighted scale worked out by Ernst
& Ernst, firm of accountants, from
questionnaires filled out by 276 of
the 289 network affiliates. The remaining 13 stations were figured
on the basis of their published
quarter-hour rates. This rate basis,
incidentally, was found to be generally quite unsatisfactory, amounting in one case to 749% of the station's net receipts. The accepted
formula calls for an expenditure
for union staff musicians by each
station of 5.49% of its net receipts
from sale of time, that is, time
sales minus quantity discounts,
agency and representative fees.
The group also approved the action of its committee in securing
from the networks an agreement
to contribute $200,000 toward the
increased expenditures to be made
by affiliates, this contribution to be
made on a basis proportional to
(Continued on Page 86)
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NAB BOARD MEETS— Reading clockwise: T. E. Streibert, WOR; William J. Scripps, WWJ; Gene O'Fallon,
KFEL; L. B. Wilson, WCKY; Arthur B. Church, KMBC; Herb Hollister, KANS; Ed Allen, WLVA; Frank
M. Russell, NBC; Harold Hough, WBAP; President John Elmer, WCBM; John J. Gillin Jr., WOW; Tom
Symons, KFPY; Harry C. Butcher, CBS; Managing Director James W. Baldwin; John F. Patt, WGAR; Joe
Maland, WHO; E. W. Craig, WSM; Ralph Brunton, KJBS. Absent: Gene Dyer, WGES; C. W. Myers, KOIN.
Petrillo

Starts

New

Union

for

Radio;

Labor
Developments
in Other
Cities
JAMES C. PETRILLO, president was possible that a definite settlement of jurisdictional rights in
of the Chicago Federation of Musicians, has started a new union in Chicago would be made then. Petrillo isleaving for New York Oct.
Chicago embracing announcers,
producers and sound effects men,
16 to attend the radio-musicians'
to be affiliated with the Chicago
parley.
Federation of Musicians. A 20%
WHN Contract With CIO
increase in pay at WBBM for
members belonging to the new
Radio communications
Telegraphists'
Association, CIO
union became effective Oct. 11. The AMERICAN
union,
has
negotiated
a contract
musicians' agreement with NBC
and Mutual expires Jan. 15 at for the technical employes of
which time Mr. Petrillo hopes to WHN, New York, calling for a
44-hour, five-day week with timeget a 20% increase for the new
union members from the other
and-a-half for overtime, certain
salary increases and a preferential
two major networks in Chicago.
Petrillo told Broadcasting he shop. Thus when the station adds
it must either employ
was not looking for any more reve- technicians
nue for his CFM union in starting ARTA members or, if none are
the new organization. He said the available, the men employed must
move was made to prevent the CIO
join the union.
from gaining a foothold in radio
Signing of the contract ends nestations. When Questioned about
gotiations covering six months
the American Federation of Radio
since the WHN technicians joined
Actors recently formed in Chicago,
ARTA in a body last April. Delay
he said they were all "all right" was caused by the intervention of
lATSE, AFL union of theatrical
but "too slow", and that his new
union, because of its CFM tie-up, employes with which stage hands
would
"really get
somewould
place".
of Loew's
theHe admitted
there
be an and other
ater chain employes
are affiliated
and which
argument with the AFRA over claimed jurisdiction likewise over
jurisdiction in Chicago territory WHN employes, and a ruling of
inasmuch as the latter embraces
the NLRB was necessary before
actors, announcers and sound ef- ARTA could resume its dealings
with
the company.
fects men while Petrillo's union includes announcers, sound effects
ARTA officials also report the
men and producers. He was confi- signing of a similar contract at
dent, however, that this would soon
KYW, Philadelphia, where the
be straightened out as both are technicians
are also 100% ARTA
AFL organizations and are anti- members. Negotiations are now
CIO. In Chicago, the AFRA prob- under way at WCAU, Philadelably will eventually include only
phia, at which station the manageactors with Petrillo having jurisment has agreed to a closed shop,
diction over the other station ema 40-hour week, and time-and-ahalf for overtime, but the wage
ployes.
Initiation fee for Petrillo's new
radio union is $25 in contrast to scale is still a matter for discussion. In these negotiations Willard
the $100 fee charged musicians.
Dues are the same for both radio Bliss is acting for ARTA and Dr.
Leon Levy for WCAU.
personnel and musicians ^— $16 a
first national convention
year. He said about 30 people at- of AtthetheAmerican
Guild of Radio
tended the first meeting of his new
union but eventually hopes to have Announcers and Producers, held
in New York Oct. 1, some 200
about 400 members in Chicago.
members of this independent union
Meanwhile officials of the AFRA
voted unanimously to maintain
expressed
Petrillo's their independence, thus definitely
entry intodisapproval
what they ofconsidered
ending the widespread rumors
their own field. The AFRA, claim- that
AGRAP would become allied
ing 300 members in Chicago, has
established an office at 540 N. with either ARTA or the new AFL
Michigan Ave. Frank Gillmore, radio talent union, American Federation of Radio Artists. The conhead of Actor's Equity, was exvention elected Roger Bower,
pected in Chicago about Oct. 15 on
his way to New York from the WOR, Newark, as secretary, to reAFL convention in Denver and it
place Karl Schullinger, who has
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left CBS to join Lord & Thomas.
It was stated that AGRAP membership now includes some 350 announcers and producers, about 60
actors and about 20 engineers. A
full-time organizer is now active
in the field and the Guild predicts
that membership will grow rapidly
in the next few months.
At a meeting of the San Francisco Chapter, American Federa-j,
tion of Radio Artists Oct. 3, John
B. Hughes,
Mutual-Don
Lee network newscaster
and commentator,
was elected president. Other officers of the newly-organized chapter are: Ted Maxwell, NBC producer, first vice-president; Jack
Moyles, CBS producer, second vicepresident; Vic Connors, executive
secretary, and Theodore Hale, acting treasurer. The San Francisco
Chapter claims a signed-up membership of 130. Organization work
has started in Sacramento and
Stockton and the organizing committee headed by Mr. Connors
plans an early visit to Merced,
Fresno, Chico, Eureka and Reno.
Frank Gilmore, president, arrived
in San Francisco from New York
Oct. 7 to confer with the executives of the Bay City chapter of
AFRA regarding policy and future
Cincinnati Complaint
The AFRA, which now reports
plans.
a membership of between 3,000 and '
4,000 "with applications coming
in
at athegreat
rate",Equity
is planning
to"
leave
Actors'
building,
in which it has been making its
headquarters and move into its
own offices at 2 W. 45th St., New
York, about Oct. 15. In Cincinnati
this talent union has filed a complaint with the NLRB charging
WKRC and CBS with violation of
the Wagner Act in discharging'
William Seymour, a news writer,
for
union from
activity.
was alleged
discharged
theSeymour
station '
Sept. 30, the complaint states, be-,
cause of his activity in organizing •
for the union.
In reply to the charges filed with
the Labor Board, John McCormick, :
general manager of WKRC, made
the following statement:
"The policy of WKRC is not to
interfere in the slightest degree
with the union activities of any of ;
its employes. I have been engaged
for
approximately
a month
making '
certain
staff changes
necessitated
by policy changes instituted by me
(Continued on Page 75)
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1. The terms, provisions and conditions of this Schedule "A" are basic
jterms, conditions and provisions contained in the Trade Memorandum of the
day of
, 1937, between representatives of radio
Istations affiliated with national networks and the American Federation of
Musicians, involving a general plan for the solution of the unemployment
1 roblem of musicians, and all the terms, conditions and provisions of this
■ hedule shall, for all purposes, be deemed and be part and parcel of the
. Linexed agreement, and whenever and wherever the terms, conditions and
j)rovisions contained in the said annexed agreement are inconsistent with
the terms, conditions and provisions contained in this Schedule, the terms,
conditions and provisions of this Schedule shall obtain and prevail.
term the"Federation"
is used herein,
same shallWhenever
refer to
and 2.be Whenever
deemed tothemean
American Federation
of Musicians.
the term "Affiliate" is used, same shall be deemed to mean and refer to
I
the Broadcasting Station, which is the contracting party to the agreement
to which this Schedule "A" is attached.
3. The entire amount of the allocated quota to be expended by the
Affiliate, per annum, for the employment of staff musicians must be so
\pended during a period extending for not less than nine (9) months in
ich year, the intention being to provide regular employment for staff
musicians. Special exception, shortening the period of nine (9) months,
shall be made by the Federation in cases where the Affiliate operates in winter
resorts, as, for example, Miami, where the business season is less than nine
(9) months.
4. A staff musician is one who is paid at a weekly rate and not at a
single performance rate. Compensation for services of musicians employed
> extra men or employed otherwise than to play musical instruments, and
impensation to staff musicians for overtime or extra rehearsals is not to
lie included in the expenditure of the allocated quota of the Affiliate.
5. If a Local requires that a higher rate be paid for the privilege of using
staff musicians in commercial programs as well as in sustaining programs,
the full amount so paid by Affiliate to staff musicians on regular contract
thall
be creditedservices
againstrendered
Affiliate'sduring
allocated
regardless of the quantity
of commercial
any quota,
one week.
6. In expending the sums of money required to be spent by the Affiliate,
as per the terms of the annexed agreement. Affiliate agrees to employ members in good standing of the Locals affiliated with the Federation as staff
musicians.
7. Locals affiliated with the Federation will furnish Affiliates competent
and qualified musicians in good standing in the Local and members of the
Federation, who will be employed by Affiliates through a contracting member
or leader. Affiliate shall have full control of the instrumentation desired, but
shall not demand any instrumentation unusual for the number of men to be
employed. Affiliate shall have full control of program material and selection
of music. If Affiliate has any complaint regarding the ability or competency of
a staff musician furnished by a leader or contracting member, Affiliate may
first appeal to the Local Union of the Federation and then to the Federation
for an adjustment. Federation will cause the musician to whom the Affiliate
objects, to be examined. Such examiner shall not be a memljer of the said
Local Union. If the examiner finds the musician is not competent for the
class of service required of him and cannot be replaced by the said Local,
Affiliate shall have the right to employ a member of Federation from another
Local.
S. Affiliate may give any staff musician employed by him reasonable
notice for terminating his employment, which notice, however, shall be according to prevailing notice. In the event that the employment of a staff
musician is terminated, such change of personnel shall in no wise reduce
Affiliate's
musicians. obligation to expend the full amount of his allocated quota for staff
9. The Affiliate entering into the annexed agreement with the Local
I'nion videdoffor inthesaidFederation
for the expenditure
of for
an allocated
quota,
as proannexed agreement,
shall receive
the duration
of such
annexed agreement a clearance from the Federation for the use of phonograph
records and electrical transcriptions and by other means of mechanical production regulated by the Federation, and the right to receive national, regional
network and remote broadcast programs.
10. [To be amended so as not to violate existing contracts]. As a
condition of their employment by Affiliate stations, members of the Federation need not perform their services for any Affiliate which, after two (2)
weeks'(a)prior
written its
notice
to it,to will
any ofAffiliate
the following
Transmit
music
anydo other
station: in the United
States or Canada which fails to agree to expend the allocated quota for
staff musicians, or fails to comply with the agreement which it will enter
into with the Local Union of the Federation ;
(b) Contract to transmit music to any broadcasting station other than
Affiliate or Key Station as herein defined, located in the United States or
Canada, which fails to enter into an agreement satisfactory to the Federation with respect to the employment of staff musicians, or fails to comply
with the agreement which it will enter into with the Local Union of the
Federation ;
(c) Contract for records and transcriptions or take or use under such
contracts, records or transcriptions made by manufacturers other than those
licensed for that purpose by the Federation ; it being the declared intention of
the Federation that the purpose of this specific provision is limited to enabling
it to increase employment for its member musicians in the making of such
records and transcriptions. With respect to the question of the use of musical
records and transcriptions not made in the United States and Canada, same
shall be investigated further and left for future determination and agreement by the broadcasting industry and the Federation.
In the event that the Affiliate transmits under contract now existing music
to other broadcasting stations which are not Affiliate or Key Stations, the
same shall be reported to the Federation and all of the facts concerning
such transmittal of music to such stations disclosed to the Federation, and
negotiations shall ensue between such Affiliate and the Federation with
respect to such existing situation.
In the event any Affiliate station transmits music not under contract
jiow existing to any other broadcasting station or stations located in the
United States or Canada, which are not Affiliate or Key Stations, members
of Federation need not perform their services for such Affiliate station unless
such other broadcasting station enters into an agreement for the employment
of staff musicians satisfactory to Federation.
11. Announcement of a mechanical production must in all cases be
clearly made.
12. Affiliate may make records or electrical transcriptions for audition
BROADCASTING
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purposes or filing by Affiliate or agency or client, but such records or transcriptions must not be broadcast, and the Federation must be advised when
such record is made. Members of the Federation will not render their services
to any Affiliate for the manufacture of records or transcriptions for broadcast or any other use unless such Affiliate shall agree to regulations prescribed by the Federation for manufacturing such records and transcriptions
and be licensed by the Federation.
13.
Records of music which are pilfered are not to be used under any
circumstances.
14. In the event that a sponsored program cannot be put on the air
at the exact time allotted to it, an electrical transcription may be made
of such program to be put on the air no later than the seventh (7th) day
counting from the day that the transcription was made. As soon as the
transcription is made, the Federation must be advised immediately thereof
and the record of such transcription must be sent to it to be destroyed.
15. Members of the Federation need not render their services to a
station originally owned by an Affiliate but transferred or assigned by an
Affiliate unless the assignee of such Affiliate shall agree to carry out and
assume the unexpired portion of the agreement between said Affiliate and the
Local Union of the Federation.
16. In the event the Affiliate's Federal license is terminated or suspended, or in the event of the discontinuance of the operation of such station,
whether because of fire, war, force majeure, or Acts of God, the allocated
quota of expenditure as provided for in the annexed agreement shall be
reduced or canceled, as the case may be.
17. Any agreement entered into between an Affiliate and the Local
Union of the Federation in order to be valid must be approved by and
registered with the Federation Board, the President of the Federation, or any
authority designated for that purpose by the Federation.
18. Both parties to the annexed agreement, that is, the Affiliate and the
Local Union of the Federation, acknowledge that they have received a copy
of the Memorandum embodying the general plan for the solution of the
unemployment problem of musicians which forms the general basis for the
terms,19. provisions
of this
Schedule
"A". (2) years from the
The periodandof conditions
the annexed
agreement
is two
date thereof, and the expenditure undertaken by the Affiliate as in said
annexed agreement provided, shall be for each of the two (2) years of the
period of the said annexed agreement.
20. The Federation obligates itself for the full and complete performance
of the agreements entered into by Local Unions of the Federation without
stoppage of work so long as there is no default in or violation of any of the
provisions of such respective agreement by the Affiliate executing the same.
The Local Unions of the Federation and the Federation Board agree to notify
Affiliate in writing of what they deem to be a default or violation on the
part of such Affiliate, and the Federation agrees that there will be no stoppage of work as in this paragraph specified until such Affiliate shall have
had two (2) weeks from and after the receipt of such notice in writing to
rectify the default or breach complained of. Repetition by the Affiliate of the
violation originally complained of by the Federation Local shall thereafter
eliminate the necessity of any further notice to Affiliate.
In case the Affiliate shall be in default with respect to monies owed to
staff musicians for services rendered, the Affiliate shall not be entitled to
notice as in this paragraph specified.
[Arbitration clause to be added here, if possible.]
21. The musicians to be engaged in accordance with the annexed agreement are recognized by the Affiliate as being members of the Federation, and
nothing herein contained shall be construed to interfere with any prior obligation which any such musicians may owe to the Federation by reason of their
membership therein.
[To be amended to exclude sympathy strikes].
22. Federation agrees that neither it nor any of its Local Unions _ will
make or enter into any trade memorandum or agreement with any independent or Key Stations whether the same be situated in the United States
or Canada, containing conditions for the employment of members of the
Federation more advantageous to broadcasters than those contained in the
trade memorandum with the Affiliates, subject to the proviso, however, that
should the Federation or any of its Locals at any time during the two (2)
year period hereof grant more advantageous conditions for the employment
of members of the Federation to any independent or Key Station than those
herein contained, then and in any such case the Federation and/or the
Local Union of the Federation, as the case may be, will either adjust such
conditions or will grant such more advantageous terms and conditions also
to Affiliate Stations.
23. The amount agreed to be expended by the Affiliate under the annexed agreement represents an allocated quota or an amount equal to that
expended by the Affiliate from September 1st, 1936 to August 31, 1937,
whichever amount is higher, and the Affiliate shall not be compelled by
the Local Union of the Federation to increase the said higher amount during
the term of the annexed agreement except where the Local has given concessions to an Affiliate with the understanding that the Local could thereafter withdraw the said concessions.
24. The Affiliate agrees that it has received a copy of the Trade Memorandum prior to the execution and delivery by it of the annexed agreement and that it is fully familiar with the terms and provisions of said
Trade Memorandum. Affiliate further agrees that other Affiliates are executing and delivering agreements with their respective Local Unions at or about
the same time that the annexed agreement is being executed and delivered,
and that Affiliate has exchanged promises with numerous other Affiliates for
the purpose of inducing such other Affiliates to execute and deliver their
respective agreements with their Local Unions.
Affiliate further acknowledges and agrees that among the considerations
inducing the other Affiliates to execute and deliver the said respective Local
agreements is the agreement on the part of the Affiliate that in the event
it shall breach any of the terms of the annexed agreement or this Schedule
A, part thereof, and as a result of such default or breach. Federation shall
require any of such other Affiliates to discontinue any type of service which
any of the other Affiliates may be required pursuant to an agreement to render
to undersigned Affiliate so breaching or violating the annexed agreement.
Then and in that event, the undersigned Affiliate agrees that it will not
make any claim or demand for damages or otherwise, or seek any _ other
relief of whatever nature against any Affiliate discontinuing such service by
reason of the demand made upon it by the Federation or the Local Union
of the Federation, the provisions of any said existing agreement between
undersigned Affiliate and any other Affiliate to the contrary notwithstanding.
October
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McNinch
Commission
Three

Abolishes

Approves

Directorships

INVOKING its first sweeping
change in policy since Frank
R. McNinch assumed its chairmanship Oct. 1, the FCC by
unanimous vote Oct. 13 adopted an order proposed by the
new chairman abolishing the
three-division organization effective Nov. 15.
All seven members of the
FCC, under the revised structure, will participate in deciding all cases, whether
broadcast, telephone or telegraph. New rules and regulations, and modifications of
existing ones designed to
guide the FCC under the new
setup, will be drafted by
Chairman McNinch for FCC
action.
Announcement of the radical change was made by
Chairman McNinch at a press
conference Oct. 14 — his second
in a fortnight. Coincident with the
abolition of the three divisions, the
positions of directors of each division automatically were eliminated.
Mr. McNinch described this as an
"unavoidable consequence." John F.
Killeen, Robert T. Hartley, and A.
G. Patterson, directors of the
broadcast, telegraph and telephone
divisions, respectively, thus will be
released from these posts effective
with the new organization. The
posts are non-civil service and by
statute have paid $7,500 per annum.
The Chairman's Views
At his initial press conference
Oct. 2, the incoming chairman discussed at length his first impressions of problems confronting the
FCC, dealing largely with possible
rate regulation, alleged "trafficking" in station
monopoly,
franchise taxes licenses,
and similar
important issues. At the second conference, he issued a release on the reorganization and on related phases
of operation until the chanee takes
place Nov. 15, and then discussed
other aspects of FCC activity in
response to questions from the
three-dozen newsmen present.
The new McNinch plan follows
closely the organization of the Federal Power Commission, the chairmanship of which he relinquished
at the behest of President Roosevelt to "clean up" the FCC. While
the precise procedure in handling
cases prior to the full Commission
action must await the formal adoption of the new rules, there is the
probability that here again the
Power Commission method will be
employed. That, generally, is to assign specific cases to individual
comrnissioners for handling up to
the time of Commission consideration.
By acting with such celerity in
reorganizing the FCC, Chairman
McNinch presumably is seeking to
remedy defects which have brought
the wrath of members of Congress
upon that agency. It would not be
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of
15;

Automatically

Eliminated
surprising, it is felt, that the de- thorough and full discussion of the
mands for a Congressional investi- proposed order, it was clear that
gation of communications regula- it had the unreserved approval of
the judgment of every member of
tion, particularly broadcasting, made repeatedly at the last
the
Commission."
"Some
of the reasons underlying
session, will taper off at the forththis fundamental change of organicoming
special
session,
which
President
Roosevelt
has
called
for
Nov.
15.
zation policy," he said, "are that
experience has shown that to subdivide a small Commission has a
Half-dozen Proposals
There are a half-dozen resolu- divisive effect and tends away from
tions for varying types of inquiries, cooperation and mutual understanding. The assignment of such imthe most sweeping of which (the
portant work as has heretofore
White Resolution) already has been
reported favorably to the Senate by been handled by divisions theoretically composed
three
commisthe Interstate Commerce Commitbut in offact
functioning
tee. Whether Senator White (R- with two sioners,
commissioners because of
Me.) and Chairman Wheeler (D.Mont.) of the Committee, will press the impracticability of the chairman's
himself meetings,
currently has
infor an early probe on enactment of
formedkeeping
and attending
the legislation in the light of the resulted in two members of the
aggressive efforts toward reform
Commission carrying an unnecesunder the McNinch leadership, now
sary load of responsibility and
becomes problematical.
exercising an undesirably large
The specific order on reorganiza- portion of the power and functions
tion (No. 20) reads: "The divisions of the Commission, while at the
of the Commission created by Comthe other commission Order No. 1 adopted July same time denying
missioners any practical opportu17, 1934, are hereby dissolved and
nity to participate in decisions.
abolished as of Nov. 15, 1937, and
Freedom of Inquiry
all powers and functions heretofore
and presently vested in such divi"When
such major phases of the
sions shall thereafter be exercised
Commission's
work, as broadcastby the Commission.
ing, telephone, and telegraph, have
"Chairman McNinch, with such been committed to the handling and
assistance as he may require, is decision of only two members, these
hereby directed to prepare for sub- two members have been denied opmission to the Commission at the
portunity to exchange views with
earliest practicable date such new
and profit by free discussion and
and supplementary rules and regu- expression of opinions by the other
lations and such modifications of commissioners. Commissioners not
the present rules and regulations on a particular division have felt a
as are made necessary by this or- natural reluctance to inquire into
the work committed to others,
At his press conference, the hence, they were denied effective
chairman stated that approval of expression of their views upon
the new
order was "not merely pending matters. Furthermore, the
that
der."of assent but that, after a segregation of commissioners into

THE NEW ORDER— On the FCC began Oct. 1 when Frank R. McNinch
took his oath of office as Chairman after relinquishing temporarily his
chairmanship of the Federal Power Commission. Administering the oath,
in the presence of members and officials of both the FCC and the Power
Commission, is Miss Pansy E. Wiltshire, personnel assistant in the office
of the FCC Secretary.
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units, with power to act, unavoidably requires that they snecialize
in their thought and action upon
limitedand
phases
the other
Commission's
work
this, ofwith
reasons
above mentioned, prevents a rounded development of every commissioner's knowledge of and experience in the whole field of the Commission's work.
"A Commission functioning as
such has the benefit of the free discussion and exchange of views, it
learns better to cooperate, the commissioners gain a better understanding ofeach other, and they influence and share in every important responsibility. The aggregate
wisdom and judgment of seven
minds is surely greater than any
two or three of the seven.
"I am delighted at the hearty approval given by my colleagues to
the proposed reorganization plan
and I am confident we are thereby
laying
a solid
and making a real
startfoundation
toward functioning
cooperatively and much more effecSimultaneously, Mr. McNinch announced that, upon his nomination.
Commissioner George H. Payne was
elected chairman of the telegraph
tively."
division, to serve until the divisions
are abolished Nov. 15. He has been
acting chairman since the retirement of Commissioner Irvin Stewart in June. He announced also
that hesionerhad
T. A. designated
M. Craven, Commisformer
chief engineer, as a temporary
member of the telegraph division,
with the chairman serving as the
third member.
To avoid interruption in the preparation of the report to Congress
on the telephone investigation, the
FCC adopted another order (No.
21), under which Commissioner
Paul A. Walker, now chairman of
the telephone division, who has
been in active charge of the telephone investigation, is charged
with the sole responsibility of completing its report for submission to
the Commission. After the abolition of the divisions Mr. Walker
will continue this work.
Release of Directors
Commenting on the release of
the threeNinchdivision
Mr. Mcsaid that directors,
before adopting
Order No. 20 the Commission faced
"squarely and honestly the fact that
the abolishing of the positions
would have the unavoidable consequence of abolishing the positions
of director of the three divisions."
This, of
he regret
added,to was
a "genuine
cause
the Commisison,
as the Commission spoke highly of
the directors and they are regarded as uniformly loyal, faithful and
capable of performing their present duties. However, under the language of thefortunatestatute,
there
unly no nrovision
for istheir
continuance in their present capacity. If any or all of them are
able to qualify under the statute
and also meet the requirements of
any terposition
now Commission
open or hereafavailable, the
would
find pleasure in giving preferential
consideration
to them."
Mr. Patterson,
a native of Alabama, was counsel several years
ago teetoheaded
the by
Special
CommitformerSenate
Senator
Hugo
Black, now an Associate Justice of
the U. S. Supreme Court, in its air
{Continued on page 80)
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PHOENIX, ARIZ., OCT. 15 (Special to Broadcasting).—
Radio stations KOY in Phoenix and KGAR in Tucson
affiliated as the new Arizona network will make available
for the first time to a majority of Arizona residents programs of state-wide interest, originating in either of
Arizona's foremost cities.
A portion of KOY's contribution will be leading Columbia
network programs as well as last minute news bulletins
from the recent'y organized KOY Transradio News Bureau.
Broadcast Coast-to-Coast Stars
CBS» programs formerly heard infrequently in certain
portions of the state can now be heard almost whenever
and wherever an Arizona
ter of the newly installed
resident turns on his radio.
Barton Organ at the Phoenix station and will be heard
The coast - to - coast netregularly
over the new
work wires wiU bring prohookup.
grams such as Major Bowes
Schedule Educational Features
Through the facilities of KGAR
Amateur Hour; Kate Smith,
at Tucson,
State available
Universityto offithe Songbird of the South;
cials will make
the
network, programs of education
the Ford Sunday Evening
and extra curricular activities.
Hour; Nino Martini; Lily
Such pro^^rams heretofore have
Pons; Jack Oakie; Eddie
been denied listeners in the
Cantor, and other nationally
northern part of the state. Comprehensive schedules have been
knowTi ether artists.
Club,
Gleestudent
for the for
out
worked
Ralph Waldo Emerson, staff
for athletic contests,
organist of WLS in Chicago,
activities and for the presentation of numerous faculty memKOY's sister station, has arbers. KOY and KGAR together
rived yin Phoenix with his
will now make it possible for a
family for the winter. Dursingle program to reach more
ing his stay he will be masthan TO^c of the state's residents.
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This map indicates how KOY at Phoenix is
joined with KGAR at Tucson, thus making
available to advertisers a population whose
income last year was in excess of $279,000,000.
The retail sales for the same period were more
than $110,000,000. Arizona's fertility is partially indicated by an estimated wealth of
$1,578,000,000.
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Havana

Conference

to

Involve

Proposed
Shifts in Allocations
Craven Expected to Head Delegation; Conferences
Being Held; NAB to Offer Recommendations
EVEN THOUGH President Roose- encompass not only the regular
velt has not yet named the Ameri- broadcast band, but also would
can delegation, preparations for the seek to embrace an agreement on
Inter-American Radio Conference
use of frequencies between 1600
to convene in Havana Nov. 1, have and 4000 kc. An interchange of
been begun under the auspices of views on allocations to services
the
FCC, plans
to work
bi'oadcast throughout the spectrum, he said,
allocation
for out
the American
might also be encompassed in the
continents.
discussions, particularly in the
It is expected that FCC Com- light of the forthcoming Internamissioner T. A. M. Craven vs^ill be
tional Telecommunications Confernamed chairman of the delegation.
ence to be held in Cairo, Egypt, beThe second delegate, following cusginning next February.
tom, probably will be a diplomat
Aside from the standard broaddesignated by the State Departcast band, consideration of the ulment. Technical advisors will probtra-high frequencies and of the
ably include Lieut. E. K. Jett, act- short-wave band for broadcasting
ing FCC chief engineer, and A. D. purposes likely will become part of
Ring, assistant FCC chief engineer the discussions.
for broadcasting. A State DepartThe hope at Havana is to proment representative will serve as
cure an agreement among nations
secretary.
of this continent on broadcasting,
Preparations for the conference
among all Pan American nations
— considered the most important
on use of the band 1600 to 4,000
from the allocations standpoint kc, and an understanding among
since the advent of broadcasting —
the nations in the Americas on the
began Oct. 8 at the call of Commiscourse to be followed at Cairo.
sioner Craven. Some 50 engineers,
The American delegation probbroadcasters and lawyers, repreably will be divided into two
senting government departments,
one on engineering phases
networks and stations as well as groups,
and the other administrative. The
the NAB, participated in the pre- subcommittee on broadcast allocaliminary deliberations, which will
tions will be headed by Assistant
be continued under' subcommittees
Chief Engineer Ring. The Havana
until the American delegation de- conference itself is expected to sepparts in late October.
arate broadcasting considerations
Six Classifications
as between the continents — that is,
the North American region and the
The basic proposals to be considSouth American region — since the
ered at the Havana sessions will problem
division of facilities as
coincide largely with the proposed between of
continents does not affect
allocation standards drafted by the the standard band. Consequently,
FCC Engineering Department ear- it is possible there may be two
ly this year under the direction of
one covering North
Comdr. Craven, then FCC chief agreements,
America and the other South
engineer. These, in substance, were
America.
agreed to at the preliminary technical conference of the four North
Treaty or Agreement?
American nations held in Havana
Whether
there will be a treaty or
last March. Comdr. Craven headed
a "gentleman's agreement" as an
the American delegation at that outgrowth
of the sessions depends
conference.
upon the conclusions reached by
This plan, still awaiting consid- the respective governments, it is ineration of the FCC Broadcast Di- dicated.
vision, broadly proposes six rather
The Ott. 8 meeting was adthan three major classifications of
journed
followingat atheforenoon
stations, and seeks reduction of the
cussion,
to meet
call of disthe
number of clear channels from the chair. This
was done to allow the
present listed 40 to 25. Duplication
NAB Engineering Committee to
on certain channels is prescribed, advance suggestions as to possible
based on interference limits [see changes in the proposed resolutions
supplement Jan. 15, 1937 issue].
covering allocations. Such a request
In considering a revision of as- was made by NAB Managing Disignments inthe regular broadcast
rector James W. Baldwin, who said
band from 540 to 1600 kc, the In- his engineering committee would
ter-American Conference will seek meet during the NAB special conto reach a permanent arrangement,
vention in New York Oct. 12, and
by treaty or otherwise, for use of probably will be prepared to subfacilities by the four major nations
mit its recommendations during the
of this continent. The United States
following
and Canada since 1927 have been committee. week to Mr. Ring's subCommissioner Craven pointed out
operating under a "gentleman's
that the American delegation would
agreement"
whereby
they
use
the
broadcast spectrum in a manner
welcome the cooperation of the
designed to cause minimum mutual
groups in the preinterference. Mexico and Cuba, various industry
liminary stages but that the final
however, are not parties to this proposals would be developed by
agreement, and the purpose is to the delegation.
provide regularly assigned faciliIt is expected the Havana sesties to these nations, with adhersions will be open to industry repence to definite engineering standresentatives and to others aside
ards to safeguard against interfer- from the actual delegations, but
ence.
they will be required to function
In explaining to the preparatory
their delegations. Similargroup the scope and purposes of through
ly, it is anticipated that company
the forthcoming conference, ex- representatives will be allowed at
all committee and subcommittee
pected to last a month. Commissioner Craven said that it would meetings, on the theory that their
Page 18 • October
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Caldwell

Goes

to Cuba

As Clear Channel Envoy
DESIGNATING Louis G. Caldwell, Washington attorney, as its
official representative at the InterAmerican Radio Conference in Ha-

ts'
e Outle
icat
orks
Dupl
Of
Netw
Seen
In

WHN-NBC

Plan,

KIRO and WRDW Join CBS;'
KOAM Affiliates With NBC
A POSSIBLE departure in net
work broadcasting — the use of multiple outlets in the same city foi
simultaneous broadcasts of chair
programs
was 14
indicated
the
disclosure— Oct.
of an with
informal

arrangement whereby commercia
programs on either of the two NBC
networks may be duplicated or
ll
Caldwe
Mr.
of
York independent opeals
propos
the
an delegated
ion to the con- WHN, ratedNew
the Americ
by Loews Inc.
ference were advanc
and will be
The NBC-WHN arrangement be
presentedmitteetonowthe
prepar
effective Oct. 19 when th(
ng atory
meeti
under comthe comes
Packard Hour is broadcast or.
anship ' "
chairm
FCC
modifications
^
^^^^^^^^^
. C o m m i s- WHN and WEAF simultaneously
sioner
T. A. M.ofi
Craven
According to Herbert L. Pettey, as
The wingroup
met WSM,
at the call
of Edif
of WHN,
W. Craig,
Nashville,
director
sociate
a direct
affiliation
but "this
merelj
chairman, and heard reports from not
a
connecting
service
being
mad(
Mr. Caldwell as counsel and from
to prospective advertisers
members of the engineering com- available
While not unprecedented — WOF
mittee. In addition to Messrs. Caldwell and Craig, those attending the and WHN now broadcast Borden's
Melody programs simul
session included Philip G. Loucks, Broadway
former NAB managing director, taneously — it is believed the firsi
counsel for several of the stations;
application to regular networl
sponsored series of what is fre
Carl J.wellMeyers,
WGN;
R.
J.
Rockand G. F. Lydorf, WLW;
done for special feature
quently
broadcasts — the use of non-affil
Glenn Snyder, WLS; Martin Camp- iated
stations
for diplicate simul
bell, WFAA; Harold V. Hough, taneous coverage
in a single city
WBAP; Hugh A. L. Halff and
Beeman Fisher, WOAI; Joseph O. The arrangement is said to resuV
Maland and Paul Loyet, WHO;
from General Foods' pm;chase o:
Lambdin Kay, WSB; Lee Coulson, the Maxwell House series ovei
WHAS; Vincent F. Callahan and NBC-Red produced in Hollywoo<
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, whicl
J. D. Bloom Jr., WWL; Jack De- by
Witt, WSM. Other stations in the has the same ownership as WHNsi
be broadcast
This program will
group are KFI and WHAM.
multaneously
over WHN a n (
WEAF
from
its
inception
Nov. 4. .
Billings to Chicago
New CBS-NBC Affiliates '
FORD BILLINGS, regional director of Hearst Radio Inc. on the Paions"
two thenewlastaffiliat
fortnigh
during
cific Coast, with headquarters in announ
CBS, ced
one during
Los Angeles and with supervision NBC one and Mutual
over KEHE, Los Angeles, and the last fortnight. KIRO, Seattle
KYA, San Francisco, will shortly joined CBS on Oct. 11, replacinj
be transferred to Chicago to take Don-Le
KOL, ewhich
joined
k the the
networ
day Mutual
before
charge of sales there for the This shift
had
origina
beei
Hearst Radio organization. His slated for the end of lly
year
post may not be filled since both There was conversation ofthepossibL
stations have managers, and the
definite date of his departure for legal repercussions in connectioil
with the switchover.
Chicago
not Southwest
yet been fixed.
ElWRDW, Augusta, Ga., joins CBS,
liott has
Roosevelt,
regional
director of Hearst Radio, was in Oct. 31, and KOAM, Pittsburg
Los Angeles and San Francisco in Kan., became NBC's 139th outle
on Oct. 11, the latter joining tb
mid-October on routine work.
Southwestern Group available
both the Red and Blue networks
Iowa Net on WLW Line
The Georgia station is owned an(
TRANSAMERICAN Broadcasting
Augusta Broadcast
operated
& Television Corp., New York, on ing Co. J.by E.theReynolds
is manage:
Oct. 14 completed negotiations and and M. A. Metzger is executive
signed contracts with Luther L. head. The station is owned by Ar
Hill, vice-president and treasurer thur Lucas, William K. Jenkin
of the Iowa Network, for the net and Fi-ank J. Miller, Georgia thea
to carry programs of the WLW
tre 1500
operators.
It operates
full-tim
kc, with
250 watts
day
Line. The Iowa net is composed of on
KRNT, Des Moines; KSO, Des time and 100 watts night.
KOAM operates on a frequenc;
Moines; and WMT, Cedar RapidsWaterloo.
of 790 kc, with power of l.OOi
watts limited time. It is owned b;the Pittsburgh Broadcasting Corf
cooperation will be helpful.
and is managed by Ed Cuniff.
Establishment of an Inter-AmerKIRO operates on 650 kc, wit]
ican CCIR, or consulting committee
1,000 watts. Licensed to the Queei
similar to that functioning in Europe which meets biennially, also Saul Haas is the directing
heac
Co., of whic'
Broadcasting
City station
has been operated in
may be considered at the confer- the
ence. Commissioner Craven ob- dependently during the last thre
served that difficulties in enforce- years. Its general manager is H
ment of engineering standards
J. (Tubby) Quilliam, former sale
might thus be minimized.
of KOMO-KJR, Seattle.
In addition to broadcast matters director
new Mutual affiliate— KOI
covering the standard and high — The
operates on 1270 kc, with l,00i
night and 5,000 watts da5
frequency
thewith
Havana
ses- watts
sions likelybands,
will deal
amateur,
The owners are Louis Wasmer am:
international, government and avi- Archie Taft, the latter serving alS'
ation frequencies.
as manager.
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Big

Drive

Planned

By Maxwell House
LOUIS K. SIDNEY, managing director of WHN, New York, and
an executive of Loew's Inc., with
Ben Thau, production executive of
MGM, is in Hollywood to speed up
production and confer with Bill
Bacher on the forthcoming MGMMaxwell House series scheduled to
start Nov. 4 on the NBC-Red network from Hollywood. Sidney is
handling all the business transactions of the series. Bacher is in
complete charge of production.
An extensive exploitation campaign, said to be the heaviest ever
given a radio series, is under way
with MGM, General Foods Corp.,
and Benton & Bowles Inc., agency
for the sponsor, combining forces.
Tie-ins are being made with theaters throughout the country and
publicity material is being prepared for wholesale distribution.
Every store in the country handling General Foods products will be
bannered and a heavy newspaper
and magazine schedule is also
planned.
No name has been selected as yet
for the series, and to stimulate
greater interest the sponsor may
conduct a contest to get one. Formula for the series will undergo
weekly changes and emphasis will
be placed on new talent, it was
said. The show will be of the variety type, with motion picture previews, interviews and studio news
comment forming part of the onehour program. Meredith Willson,
NBC western division musical director, is to conduct the music.
Mantle Lamp Expands
MANTLE LAMP Co., Chicago
(Aladdin Lamps), in addition to
starting weekly quarter-hour program The Friendly Philosopher,
on the WLW Line (WLW-WIND)
starting Oct. 15, has started shows,
consisting of quarter-hour and
half-hour live programs in most
instances, on 27 stations. In addition dealer's cooperative programs,
some of which have already gotten
under way, are planned on being
used on 80 other stations. Presba,
Fellers & Presba Inc., Chicago, is
agency. Following are the stations :
WLS WSB KFYR KMMJ WBT WFAA
KOA WHO WDAY KTHS KMBC KFAB
WCCO WWL WSM WKY KDKA WCSH
WRVA KMA KMOX KWTO WGY KOAI
WIBW KVOO WNAX.
Colgate Plans Show
COLGATE - PALMOLIVE - PEET
Co., Jersey City, will start a quarter-hour dramatic show broadcast
five times weekly over CBS starting Nov. 1. Bess Johnson has resigned from the radio department
of Lord & Thomas, Chicago, to
take the lead in the new show.
Benton & Bowles, New York, is the
agency. Miss Johnson, for years
was Lady Esther on the Wayne
King programs and resigned as
radio director of Stack-Goble Adv.
Agency, Chicago, to go to Lord &
Thomas when the account moved
to the latter agency.
Hulman Disc Plans
HULMAN & Co., Terre Haute,
Ind. (Clabber Girl baking powder), plans to start a series of 13
quarter-hour WBS transcriptions
on a number of stations. Arbee
Agency Inc., Terre Haute, Ind.,
handles the account.
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THE

JUSTICE

TURNS

New Supreme Court Member

TO

RADIO

Given Facilities After

Week of Maneuvering by Networks
THE ADDRESS
NBC began bombarding him with
of Associate Jus- radiograms offering its facilities
tice Hugo L. Black for any statement he might care to
over the three make. The day before he landed,
major networks Mr. Black radioed Mr. Berkeley
Oct. 1 culminated that he would "avail himself of
a week or more NBC's facilities if and when I deof maneuvering
by
the efforts
chains to
in
When Justice Black upon his arfrantic
rival hinted at a possible radio
"outscoop" one speech, Mr. Berkeley broke page 1
Mr. Berkeley another. Carried in practically every newspaper
sire".
over the combined NBC-Red, NBC- with the release of his radiogram
Blue, CBS and MBS networks, the from the Justice. Then followed the
15-minute speech was accorded a details on available times and finalhookup comparable with those used
ly the arrangements for the address from the home of one of Jusfor President Roosevelt's now fatice
Black's friends — all of which
mous
"fireside
chats".
The battle of the networks to also made
front page news. While
align Justice Black for his first other networks carried the address,
public statement following the Ku NBC got the initial news breaks
Klux Klan membership revelations and Mr. Berkeley found himself
found NBC first to break the news the principal news source on the
of his decision to use the air. Ken- arrangements.
neth H. Berkeley, modest and softhowever, got
"firsts"
too,CBS,
by announcing
the its
originating
spoken generaloutlets,
manager WRC
of NBC's
Washington
and point of the speech. It also dupliWMAL, proved the star performer
cated copies of the speech for the
in the negotiations.
press, using a battery of typists
While Justice Black was still on livery.
and 30 messenger boys for the dethe high seas en route to Norfolk,
Property

Right

in Recording

By Appellate Court
RULING that performing artists
have a property right in their recorded performances of musical
compositions, the Pennsylvania Supreme Court Oct. 8 sustained the
lower court in the appeal of
WDAS, Philadelphia, from the decision in favor of Fred Waring,
orchestra leader, in litigation during the past two years. The case
was a test brought by the National
Association of Performing Artists,
which seeks to prevent stations
from performing phonograph records without permission of the artists. A project to license stations to
perform records on a royalty basis
is also being fostered.
Whether the decision will be appealed to the Supreme Court of the
United States has not yet been decided. The NAB participated with
WDAS in the appeal of the Waring
decision to the State Supreme
Court because of its importance to
the industry.
Property Rights
In the majority opinion rendered
by Judge Stern, the appellate court
said that though it may be said the
ordinary musician does nothing
more than render articulate the
silent composition, great actors and
vocal and instrumental artists by
their thinginterpretations
to the composition"add
whichsomeis a
right of property and which in no
way overlaps or duplicates the
property right of the author of the
composition."
All thatcase,
needthe becourt
decided in the Waring
said,
right
inheres"is inthat
the such
case a ofproperty
those artists
who elevate interpretations to the
realm of independent works of
art." It held that the testimony
showedsured that
Waring's
band meaup to this
standard.
The culiar
Waring
case
embraced
pefacts in that the orchestra
leader had not signed the usual
form of contract conveying all
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Is Found

in Waring Appeal
rights to the phonograph record
company. There are six other suits
pending in other states where such
contracts are involved and decisions may be rendered this winter,
notably in the case of Frank
Crumit in New York. The Federal
Court in Boston already has decided that under the standard form
of Victor contract, Ray Noble, band
leader, had no rights left to assert
against a hotel using the records.
In overruling the WDAS contention that Waring individually had
no rights but that the musicians or
the incorporated orchestra owned
these rights the Court ruled that
the orchestra's performance is a
composite work. Waring and the
musicians contributing thereto, no
one individual being able to claim
an individual property right in the
composite production and that although Waring individually would
ordinarily have no right of action,
the orchestra being incorporated,
the Court would disregard the fact
that the corporation should have
been the plaintiff instead of Waring and consider Waring, as the
owner of all but two of the shares
of the corporate stock, to be in
reality the real party in interest.
The Court further held that it was
no defense to the station that Waring may have assigned his rights
to the National Assn. of Performing Artists.
The Court discussed the argument of the station that the property rights of the plaintiff had been
lost upon the general public sale of
the records and that such rights
could not be reserved and said that
such cases as supported that principlecisions
were andcomparatively
early deinvolved situations
where the restrictions were against
public policy as in restraint of
trade or situations where the rights
could have been protected by copyIt held righting
thatthe work.
no such public policy
BROADCASTING

XERB EQUIPMENT
REPORTED STOLEN
RADIO equipment valued at $50,000 by promoters of XERB, Rosarita Beach, Lower California, Mexico, and attached by the U. S. Federal Court, Los Angeles, has disappeared from a Long Beach, Cal.,
warehouse. A Federal investigation
is under way. Equipment was attached by J. A. Murphy, Los Angeles broker and political figure,
who sued the International Broadcasting System Inc. of California
and others for $450,000 damages
alleging
that theyenterprise
"froze him
out"
of the proposed
[Broadcasting, Sept. 15].
Murphy, appearing in the Los
Angeles Superior Court Oct. 11,
contended the missing equipment
was spirited out of the United
States into Mexico to be used in
completing erection of the 100,000watt station scheduled to start operation Oct. 24 on 730 kc.
Best Foods on 200
BEST FOODS Inc., New York
(Nucoa), will place one -minute
transcriptions on about 200 stations, to start broadcasting about
Nov. 1. Announcements, in series
of 26 and 39 discs now being made
by Jean
will is
be Benton
broadcast one Paul
a day.King,
Agency
& Bowles Inc., New York.
against the restriction on the use
of the records existed in this case
and that the rights could not be
protected by copyright registration
of the records as the statute does
not permit
copyrighting
records. It saidthethat
restrictions ofhave,
notably in England, been held to
follow an article after it is sold
and, in this country in the trading
stamp and ticket scalper cases. The
Court said the notice on the record
was not
restric-to
tion and an
wasunreasonable
sufficient notice
purchasers
of the existence
extent of the restriction
imposedandupon
them by the understanding between
the Victor Co. and Waring.
Unfair Competition
The Court found an additional
groundding the
forusetheof injunction
forbidWaring records,
namely that of unfair competition.
The station and the Waring band
were in competition as both were
furnishing entertainment to the
public over the radio and both were
receiving revenue from advertisers,
said the Court, and furthermore it
probably must become increasingly
difficult for the band to obtain
$13,500 a broadcast if innumerable
reiterations of it are permitted for
75 cents, and the constant broadcasting of records must diminish
the commercial value of the bandj^
performances. The records beiifli
old ones, said the Court, the public
would be liable to judge the abilitj
of the band by work rendered before it had attained its present degree of excellence.
Judge Maxey wrote a separat«
opinion concurring in the resull
but on the sole ground that Waring's right of privacy had been invaded by the broadcasting of the
records. He expressed the belief
that the standard of excellence ol
the artist's work should have no
bearing on the case but that anj
artist who restricted his worl
should be permitted to enjoin th«
broadcasting of his performance.
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That familiar battle cry of old Eli again

This week

Thousands

of wild-eyed

it's ARMY

NEW

YORKS

OWN

STATION

over the big bowl!

next week, the irrepressible CORNELL

football fans will thrill to these gridiron classics. Countless thou-

sands more will be at their loud speakers when

fare that SOCONY

thunders

is bringing to New

the whistle blows.

For this is top radio

York fans exclusively over WMCA!

1
J.

Tea

for

Two

Million
By CARLTON

More
or
E. MORSE

Consumers

Author and Producer of "One Man's Family'

Tender

Leaf

Enjoys

Steady

Sales

Increase

as

Intimate

Narrative of Family Life Qrips a Large Following
terest that listeners would wait for
WHEN
Man's five
Family
firstago,
hit
the NBCOneairlines
years
it,
would
prepare to dial the stathose who held the destiny of the
tions carrying
Man's Family
show in the palms of their hands
on Sundays
and One
Wednesdays.
Once
this audience was established, it
were a bit dubious as to the success of the venture. True, radio
would then be necessary to make
had deinonstrated its adaptability
the commercials so tantalizing that
to practically every type of prothe greater majority, if not all of
the listening audience, would want
gram, but One Man's Family was
to try Tender Leaf Tea . . . after
something new, something different.
that it was up to the product to
sell itself so well that there would
This was a show designed to appeal to the masses, without any of
be a repeat sale, and finally a
the usual fanfare and buildup. It
steady customer.
was a brand new venture ... an
Strictly Human Interest
attempt to harness mob psychology
and through it, to carry out the
To create that vast listening
idea that this was the program to
audience, it was necessary to apdial . . . because "it could happen
peal to the audience in a "mob psyin your family".
chology" fashion. That is to say
After a period of sustaining
that the program should incortime. One Man's Family came unporate alarge cast, a cast of peoder the sponsorship of Wesson Oil.
ple who are not tempermental artIt was the first attempt at sponists, just human beings. Secondly
sorship, the first time that One
the program, as already established, should contain no instances
Man's
Familyto was
the radio audience
listenasking
to a commerthat would sound or could be intercial. Adjustment was necessary,
preted as being out of the ordinary,
and that adjustment was made as
that could be anything but human
MR.
MORSE
interest.
The show should blend,
rapidly as possible. But, was Wesson Oil the product to be plugged
should tug at the heartstrings of
on the show? You might say that
sponsorship
"bugs".
Man's every mother and father in the
a radio show can be fitted to any Family
went on
the air One
for Tender
In brief. One Man's FamLeaf
Tea.
The
question
now,
as it country.
sponsorship, but not One Man's
ily would sell Tender Leaf Tea beFamily. Peculiar in its makeup,
had been before, was: Would this
cause it would be subdued and rethe show needed something behind type of program help to sell Tenspectable, and would commend the
der Leaf Tea? We knew that the undivided interest
it that fitted harmoniously with the
of every one who
type of thing being aired. It needed product would fit the show, but listened.
a succesful product that would lend would the show increase the sale
I had already had my fling at
itself to the production as though of the tea? What would there be writing and producing mystery
it were a part of the show.
about this program that would
thrillers, so One Man's Family was
Wesson Oil relinquished spon- make
buy? listeners buy and buy and merely an outlet for the more conservative side that rebelled at
sorship and the program went susIf Tender Leaf Tea had intro- preposterous situations, thrilling
taining again.
duced their product in a bold and through screaming climaxes and
Allergic to Cigarettes
frank manner, the result would tense suspense.
probably have been disastrous. The
Thus
Family
went and
on
You undoubtedly remember when
theme of the program would have
air One
for Man's
Standard
Brands
Kentucky Winner cigarettes be- to carry through until the last note the
came popular, they flooded the of the theme song faded from the their product. Tender Leaf Tea.
audience already estabmarket and the company decided air . . . the commercial would have With an
lished through previous airings, it
to go on the air. One Man's Family to be cleverly done, and likewise as was now necessary to keep that
was chosen as the show to plug cleverly and inconspicuously in- audience and to build towards new
the cigarettes, and the family was
serted. The main job was to induce listeners. The show kept its same
once again under the wing of a the prospective purchaser to buy cast,
carried on without hesitation,
sponsor. Experience is a dear a package of Tender Leaf Tea,
and thi-ough
sheer
itself",
teacher, and the sponsorship taught after that the product would sell wormed
into "being
the hearts
of
us a lesson not soon to be forgot- itself. But could this, in the midst thousandsitsofway
fans.
ten.
of programs carrying long comThe program went on the air on
mercials, contests and inducements,
Kentucky Winner just didn't fit
Sunday night at 8:30 p. m. (PST).
carry
enough
weight
to
put
Tender
with
One Man's
It was
'This of course was too late for
incongruous
and weFamily.
soon found
out Leaf Tea over, or would it be just eastern
listeners, but it took in the
that the product did not fit the another radio flop?
Pacific Coast, leaving the eastern
show, that it would do more harm
The duty of the program, as coverage for the Wednesday prothan good . . . people just couldn't Standard Brands and I analyzed
gram. Why repeat on a different
adjust themselves to One Man's
it, would be to create such an in- day? Because we felt that the SunFamily and cigarettes. Fan mail
began to question the advisability
of connecting the product and the GOOD listening and good selling can walk arm in arm, if they
show. It was inevitable that we
must drop out of the Kentucky are at all compatible. Frequently, however, both would be much
Winner sponsorship and become
better oflF if they used separate sides of the street. That's what
sustaining once again.
The third and last sponsor to
One Man's Family learned in its earlier experiments in sponsortake over One Man's Family was
Standard Brands. At last, after
ship. Profiting by experience, a sponsor finally was lined up
two previous attempts at commercializing the production, we had who had a product that One Man's Family could sell without
gained valuable experience that annoying any of its large following. Nicely enough. Tender
only trial by fire could have taught
us. Standard Brands had a chance
to take over a show that was tried Leaf Tea is a product that One Man's Family is selling in quanand true, that had finally adjusted
tities, tothe delight of the program's following and its sponsor.
itself and had ironed out all the
Page 22 • October
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day show would give us a chance to
iron out
and at
the4 repeat showanyon "bugs",
Wednesday
in
the afternoon would also take in
the Coast. It would give, for the
first time in radio, a completely
polished
performance.
The show
went on. John Christ,
the J. Walter Thompson Co. producer, and I watched with baited
breath the results of the first proThe show that had already had
its first trial by fire in previous
sponsored and sustained programs,
gram.
clicked! The audience was there,
the response was great.
Essentially, the commercials must
be basically in tune with the program. Have you ever heard a program that gives you a dramatic
climax, ondsonly
breakthein aannouncer
few seclater towith
plugging
get box
tops forIt awas
bicycle or ato pair
of skates?
decided that this must be avoided,
but what to do about it?
If you program,
have heard you
the One
Family
knowMan's
the
answer to the problem. The show
ends, there is a fade in of the organ, a short announcement, then a
family scene again. Woven into
this little drama within a drama,
are the commercials. One week it
may be that Jack is making a
rhyme of Tender Leaf Tea, the
next perhaps Clifford has made a
verse incorporating the product
... a verse which all the family
takes delight in repeating. On the
other hand, there may be a tea,
given by Mrs. Barbour on the
patio, andnocently
herewoven ainto
testimonial
the script.is inDid the commercials work?
One of the Family
Results, polled from dealers all
over the country, show that these
commercials are creating interest.
Listeners are not being pushed into
buying Tender Leaf Tea, they are
being estedcajoled,
coaxed theandproduct.
interinto purchasing
How is this being done?
First of all, the program is so
designed that a listener feels he or
she knows personally each member
of the Barbour family. To the listener they are not just another radio cast, they are neighbors, just
as the Smiths, the Burkes and the
Johnsons
are. Leaf
If OneTea,
Man'sthenFamily
likes Tender
Mrs.
Smith, the listener who feels that
One Man's Family are neighbors,
feels that she must try it too. It is
much the same as Mrs. Smith running across the street to borrow a
cup of sugar from Mrs. Jones.
How long will the program last?
Should the time and the network
be changed?
To answer these questions, let
me ask a couple. How long will
Mrs. Smith go on borrowing from
Mrs. Jones? Will they forget one
another if by chance one of the
families moves?
The answer in both cases is that
it will
go onin indefinitely.
ond answer
both cases isThethatsec-a
change might very easily make
both parties drift apart.
No, One
nitely set aMan's
time Family
and day has
for defithe
broadcast.
The
neighbors
who
listen are expecting the show, they
dial their radios at a set time. No
(Continued on page 65)
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Don't be stumped by the thousand-and-one questions that arise in day-to-day affairs of broadcasting.
Get

that YEARBOOK

Number

habit.

It's indexed

and cross-indexed for ready reference. And it's ALL
there/ concise, factual and accurate. Every line of type
is checked and
answer edition.

TIME

double-checked.

It's the broadcasting

BUYER:

need

vital statistics on

in the areas our clients wants
it's in the YEARBOOK

all stations

to reach. Sure,

Number.

STATION

MANAGER:

"It's my encyclopedia. An easy-to-use
composite directory of everything radio in
the country.

ANSWER

The YEARBOOK
means

EDITION

Number

is a fixture in practically every office that

business in broadcasting.

And

tising agency/ advertising manager,
ducer, and equipment
their daily operations.

manufacturer

it's there by DEMAND.

station executive,

Adver-

transcription

alike find it an indispensable

Its pages are turned the year \ound.

pro-

ally in

That's why

it's the best buy in radio.

"\ wonder how our competitors used
radio last year. Guess that calls for the
1938

YEARBOOK

CHIEF

ENGINEER:

Number.

STING

least
isin

gr

"Who sells that type of tube that worked
so well? And how about that replacement
equipment. Let's see the YEARBOOK
ber for the answers.

Num-

Coiighlin's Return
Deemed
Unlikely
Detroit Prelate Is Reproved
By Ecclesiastical Superior
REPROVED by his Archbishop for
having stated in a press interview
that President Roosevelt showed
"personal stupidity" in appointing
Justice Hugo L. Black to the Supreme Court, Father Charles E.
Coughlin on Oct. 9 announced that
he has withdrawn his plans to go
on the air in a new series of 26
Sunday afternoon broadcasts scheduled to start Oct. 31.
An independent hookup of 36
stations, keyed from WJR, Detroit,
and arranged through Aircasters
Inc., Detroit agency headed by
Stanley Boynton, had already been
lined up for the return of the Detroit radio priest to the air. Father
Coughlin himself had told the Detroit correspondent of Broadcasting a few days earlier that he
planned again to discuss social, political and economic subjects as applied to Christian doctrine and that
he intended to renew his fight
against exploitation of the poor,
modern capitalism, Communism
and "other isms".
Father Coughlin's attorney,
Prewett Seemes, stated as the reason for his decision not to return to
the air: "It was quite apparent
that Father Coughlin would be permitted to talk only platitudes that
mean nothing; that he could not
say what he thinks but only what
the Archbishop thinks."
Archbishop Disapproves
Father Coughlin was publicly
called to task for his statement
about President Roosevelt, it was
disclosed, whereupon he framed a
reply to Archbishop Edward
Mooney, recently transferred to his
diocese to succeed the late Bishop
Michael J. Gallagher, who had frequently defended his broadcasts
and public statements. This reply,
it was stated, had been submitted
to Archbishop Mooney for approval
before being released to the press.
The Archbishop failed to give the
approval, leading Father Coughlin
to decide it was futile to go on the
air since he might not have the
backing of his ecclesiastical superior for what he might say.
The lineup of stations that had
been arranged for the renewed
Coughlin series was as follows:
WJR, Detroit; WLW, Cincinnati ;WIP, Philadelphia;
WCBA, Allentown; WRAW, Reading; WEST, Easton; WGBI, Scranton; WBRE, Wilkes-Barre; WAZL,
Hazleton ; WGAL, Lancaster;
WJJD, Chicago; WCAO, Baltimore; WOL, Washington; WHN,
New York; WMCA, New York;
WJAS, Pittsburgh; WAAB, Boston; WICC, Bridgeport; WSAR,
Fall River, Mass.; WSPR, Springfield, Mass.; WLBZ, Bangor, Me.;
WFEA, Manchester; WTHT, Hartford; WNBH, New Bedford;
WBRY, Waterbury; WLLH, Lowell; WLNH, Laconia, N. H.;
WRDO, Augusta, Me.; WNBX,
Springfield, Vt.; WNLC, New London; WGR, Buffalo; KXBY, Kansas City; WEW, St. Louis;
WHAM, Rochester; WOC, Davenport, and WHO, Des Moines.
This list included stations of the
WLW Line, most of the Quaker
State Network, and all of the Colonial Network.
Page 26
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Colin Named by CBS
RALPH F. COLIN, general counsel of CBS, was elected a director
of the corporation at a meeting of
the board of directors, held Oct. 6.
S. R. Dean, compli
was electt doiler,
an assistant
tMsasurer. Mr.
( 111 in has been
legal 1927
ad\( 1liS's
or since
when

he represented the Louchin purheim and terests
Levy
in-

FRANK BRAUCHER
ONE of the top ranking executives
in the advertising and publications
field has been engaged by WOR,
Newark, as vice - president in
charge of sales. He is Frank
Braucher (pronounced Brower),
until recently vice-president and director of Crowell Publishing Co.,
publishing Colliers, American,
Woman's Home Companion and
Country Home. His appointment
was announced Oct. 11 by Afred J.
McCosker, president of WOR, who
said he will assume his new duties
Oct. 18.
Mr. Braucher will assume a newly-created post, but under him will
come the duties previously performed by William Gellatly, who
resigned recently to live in Bermuda. Mr. Gellatly had been named
as successor to Walter Neff, who
left WOR several years ago to become a partner in Neff-Rogow Inc.,
New York agency specializing in
radio. Acting sales manager in recent months has been Eugene
Thomas, Mr. Gellatly's assistant,
who
will become Mr. Braucher's
assistant.
A native of Lincoln, 111., Mr.
Braucher left high school there to
go into newspaper work. He was
western
manager
Scribner's
before going
to New ofYork
to join the
advertising staff
Hometo
Companion.
He of
wasWoman's
promoted
eastern manager of all the Crowell
publications and later became their
advertising director. Mr. McCosker
hailed Mr. Baucher's advent into
radio
by asserting
"marks
step forward
for the itentire
radioa
broadcasting industry" because of
his publication and marketing experience and his high standing in
the advertising field.
Midwest Is Testing
MIDWEST RADIO Corp., Cincinnati, which sells on a factory-toconsumer basis, has started a test
campaign in five cities where it has
16 branch factory showrooms. Test
announcements are aired five times
weekly on KDKA, Pittsburgh;
WCFL, Chicago; WHK, Cleveland;
WHN, New York, and WFIL, Philadelphia. Key Advertising Co.,
Cincinnati, has the account.
CONTROL of WBRG, Birmingham,
passed to Eloise H. Smith, widow of
Marcellus D. Smith Jr., who died recently, by action of the FCC Oct. 5.
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of
the company.
Thereafter,
when
Mr. Colin
control
chasing
the
Paley interests acquired control,
Mr. Colin continued to represent
the company. From the beginning
he was one of the small group close
to Mr. Paley who was consulted on
policy matters. Mr. Colin, 36, is a
member of the New York law firm
of Rosenberg, Goldmark & Colin.
He is also a director of other CBS
affiliated companies, as well as of
Jonas & Naumburg Corporation,
Alfred A. Knopf Inc., and other
corporations.
SCRUTINY OF SALES
TIGHTENED
BY FCC
INDICATING its intention of inquiring more closely into proposed
transfers of ownership than in the
past, the FCC Broadcast Division
on Oct. 5 ordered a hearing before
an examiner on the proposed sale
of KRGV, Weslaco, Tex., to Gene
Howe, chairman of the Plains
Broadcasting Co., operating KGNC,
Amarillo; 0. L. Taylor, manager
of KGNC, and T. E. Snowden, of
Atchison, Kan. KGRV operates
with 1,000 watts on 1260 kc, and
it is understood the purchase price
is between $50,000 and $60,000.
The station would be sold by a
group of stockholders in KGRV
Inc., of which M. S. Niles, general
manager, is listed as owning 131
out of 326 outstanding shares.
Messrs. Howe, Taylor and Snowden would each own one-third of
KRGV if the transfer were approved. Mr. Howe is head of the
Amarillo Globe-News Publishing
Co., publisher of the Amarillo
Globe and News, and he is also an
officer in the Lubbock Avalanche
and Journal, Dalhart Texan, Midland Reporter-Telegram, Shamrock
Texan and Childress Index, all
Texas dailies, and the Atchison
(Kan.) Globe and Falls City
(Neb.) Journal. The Lubbock
newspapers own KFYO in that
community.
Orphan Annie Discs
OVALTINE Co., Chicago (Ovaltine) started quarter-hour Little
Orphan Annie transcriptions on 20
stations Sept. 27 in addition to the
regular NBC-Red show on 25 stations. Another station, WOR, will
begin the transcriptions Nov. 1.
The discslowing
arestations:
spotted
over theWHP,
folWHEC,
WCHS, WHO, KSTP, WDAF,
WWL, KLZ, KDYL, K P R C,
WOAI, WFAA, KFRC, KNX,
KALE, KIRO, WOOL, WCKY,
KHQ, WIRE. The network program, although on NBC outside
of Chicago, originates at WGN.
World Broadcasting System, Chicago, cut the transcriptions. Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Inc., Chicago,
is
agency.
BROADCASTING
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Consolidated Drug Buys^
Time in Many Markets ; 1

Will Soon Enlarge List
CONSOLIDATED Drug Trade
Products Inc., Chicago, large spot
advertiser, has placed programs in
various parts of the country and
plans to add other outlets. The
sponsor will start daily hour programs on WNAX, Yankton, Oct. 25
with a half -hour in the morning and
a half-hour in the afternoon. Two
full hours a day, seven days a
week, started on CKLW, Oct. 11.
Time on KCKN, Kansas City,
was increased Oct. 5 from a halfhour to a full hour five times weekly. KXBY, Kansas City, on Oct. 11
started a half-hour show Monday
through Friday with a full hour on !
Saturday. On Oct 18, a half-hour
show daily except Saturday and
Sunday, will start on WHO, Des j
Moines. On Oct. 2, Sunset Corners \
Frolic was started on WHO, Saturdays only. Numerous programs;
throughout the country are being
continued
of Zeke
Manners &including
His Gangthose
a full
hour '
daily except Sunday on WMCA,
New York, and the Briarhoppers
over WBT, Charlotte.
In Chicago alone. Drug Trade:
has started programs on four staLone Trail
Opera,
a full-hourshow, tions.
daily
except
Saturday
and
Sunday, began Oct. 11 on WGN.
Pavpy
Barnyard
Frolics
started Chesire's
11 hours weekly
on WBBM,
Chicago, following the end of the
World Series broadcasts. On WLS
the Morning Roundup is aired daily^
except Sunday. On WJJD, several
programs
are sponsored.
Dall Inc., Chicago,
is the Benson
agency. &"
Payroll Sliced by NBC
In Retrenchment Drive
RIGID retrenchment for th(
fourth-quarter operations of NBC
was ordered early this month bj
Lenox R. Lohr, president, with th(
result that 46 employes were re
leased in New York, scattering
others in other division headquarters and at owned and managec
stations and economies put into ef
feet in various departments. NBC;
New York payroll was reduced tc
1,222. As of Jan. 1 last the tota:
NBC payroll throughout the coun
try was 2,027 exclusive of artists
Reasons given for the retrenchment are current heavy outlaws foi
new studios and equipment, cost oJ
adding new stations to the network
the imminent increase in union mu
sician costs, the 40-hour week foi
announcers and engineers whicl
may shortly
a five-houi
week
for all include
employes,
and th(
large sustaining cost representee
in the Toscanini series.

"Ike" Lambert Buys KRQij
TRANSFER of KRQA, Sante F
100-watter on 1310 kc, to I. E
Lambert, former vice - presideni
and general counsel of RCA-Vic
tor Co., is proposed in an applica
tion filed with the FCC Oct. 6 bj
J. Laurence Martin, owner an(
licensee. Terms were not divulge<
and the transfer is subject to FCC
approval.
CALL letters of WMFN, Grenada
Miss., local recently acquired by P. K
Ewing, commercial manager o
WDSU, byNew
Orleans,
have beei'
changed
the FCC
to WGRM.
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WHE
cDRnabPQinsM
CDRnELL'COLGME
QMLbPRinCElOn
'(DIHIELISVRACUSE
CDLfiAFE^DUKE
CDRnELL-COUlNBIA lo
aHMTE-HOLVCROSSe
CDRnELbDARTIimri
coRnELL-PEnn m
"WHITE FLASH" CARRIES THE BALL!— The Atlantic Refining Co., a
' 4-year-old customer of WHEC, is sponsoring broadcasts of nine major football games this Fall. The college teams, listed in chart above, may win, lose
or draw, but Atlantic White Flash gasoline is bound to come out on top
every time, thanks to goodwill built up by these broadcasts. This opinion is
I shared by W. S. Shockley (left) and Glenn Ostrander, Rochester and N. Y.
'State managers respectively for Atlantic Refining.

"STRICTLY PERSONAL" IS STRICTLY PRODUCTIVE when term applies
to the sales-boosting program of Gray's Shoe Store over WHEC. A WHEC
client for more than a year. Gray's builds its "Strictly Personal" program
around tall stories and embarrassing moments mailed in by listeners. — Nothing
embarrassing about the large stack of mail response that Robert A. Myers,
manager
of WHEC!of Gray's, is shown receiving from the hands of Miss Ellen Horton

A LONG, LONG TRAIT. — ^back to the balmy days of 1928 marks the Rochester Jobbing House's consistent use of WHEC. For nine years, while stocks
have soared and sagged, depression flared and faded, the Roch. Jobbing
House has carried on as a steady client. Its present program, "Radio Short
Story" actually belies, in tide, the long radio story of this WHEC client.
Samuel Levin of Roch. Jobbing House and Ralph Barber of WHEC gleefully
discuss the "nine long years".
BROADCASTING
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EVERYBODY KNOWS AL SIGL— and "AI" knows everybody! This mutual
acquaintanceship is due in large part to "Al's" 12-time-a-week news broadcasts
over WHEC for the past 4 years. One of his many unique claims to fame is
the organization of a legion of volunteer blood donors. Frequendy a one-time
"patient" drops into the editorial rooms of the Rochester Times-Union to see
and
"Al's" broadcast and to thank him and Station WHEC for the good
he ishear
doing.

NO SQUAT, NO STOOP, NO SQUINT— NO LACK of Philco programs
reaching
the cars of Rochesterians
overadded
WHEC.a new
In addition
news commentaries,
Philco has just
programto toBoake
the Carter's
WHEC
schedule, "Phyl Coe Radio Mysteries". There may be plenty of mystery in the
new program, but there's no mystery about the success of the job that WHEC
is helping to do for Philco in the Rochester territory. — At any rate, Frank
Beaucaire, Rochester's Philco distributor, seems mighty happy about it all!

RASIC CRS
ROCHESTER,
IV. \.
RepreaenUUive*: Paul H. Raymer Co. ; Netc York, Chicago^ Detroit, San Francisco
October
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FCC
On

Amends
Station

Rule

Breaks

RELAXATION of the stationbreak call letter announcement rule
(Rule 175), so as not to cut into
broadcasts too arbitrarily, was announced Oct. 12 by T. J. Slowie,
FCC secretary. The change is in
the form of an interpretation of
the second sentence which reads:
"In no event shall more than 30
minutes elapse between such announcements, and insofar as practicable these announcements shall be
made on the hour and half-hour."
"Call letters of the stations," the
Commission's new ruling states,
"need not be announced within
exactly 30 minutes or less of the
previous announcement but shall
be made as near thereto as practicable. During variety show programs, baseball game broadcasts,
etc., of an hour or more in duration, the call letter announcements
shall be made on the hour and halfhour within a five-minute period
thereof. That is, the half-hour announcement shall be made between
25 and 35 minutes after the hour,
and likewise the hour announcement shall be within 5 minutes of
theRule
hour."
175 now reads as follows:
Each licensee of a broadcast station
shall announce the call letters and location as frequently as practicable
during the hours of operation, and in
any event before or after each program being broadcast. In no event
shall more than 30 minutes elapse between such announcements, and in so
far as practicable these announcements shall be made on the hour and
half hour. These requirements are
waived when such announcements
would interrupt a single consecutive
speech, play, symphony concert or operatic production of longer duration
than 30 minutes ; and in such cases
the announcement of the call letters
and location shall be made as soon as
possible.
William

L. Shirer

Gets

CBS Position in Europe
TO THE list of American broadcasting representatives abroad this
month was added the name of William L. Shirer, former Chicago
Tribune correspondent in European
capitals, as Central European representative ofCBS with headquarters in Vienna. He will work under
the direction of Edward R. Murrow, CBS European director with
headquarters in London. Mr. Murrow was sent to London last spring
to succeed Cesar Saerchinger, who
resigned and is now writing a book
of memoirs and will shortly come
to this country to consult his publisher.
Mr. Shirer is a native of Chicago
and a graduate of Coe Collesre. He
went to Paris for the Chicago
Tribune in 1925 and thereafter
served in London, Rome, Vienna,
Geneva, Berlin and Madrid. He
spent most of 1933 in Spain after
leaving the Tribune and went to
Berlin with the Universal News
Service. He is an accomplished linguist, speaking French, German
and Italian.
BROADCASTS of the newly-created
NBC Symphony Orchestra directed
by Arturo Toscanini, originally scheduled for the Red network Saturdays,
9-10 :30 p. m., instead will Wpresented over both Red and Blue, 10-11 :30
p.
NBC's
symphonic taking
cycle over
will
startm. Nov.
13, Toscanini
the
baton
Christmas
Night
for
10
concerts.
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SCHOOL VIA RADIO
Chicago Experiment Leads to
Permanent Program
FURTHER steps to continue Chicago's air schools will be taken Oct.
26 when educational leaders and radio officials will get together for a
second meeting. At a session Oct. 6
Chicago stations agreed to donate
a quarter-hour period daily for the
continuation of the radio school lessons begun when infantile paralysis epidemic forced postponement
of the opening of Chicago schools.
Miss Minnie Fallon, assistant
superintendent of schools in Chicago, told Broadcasting the radio
lessons will not duplicate or parallel regular school work but will
supplement regular school work,
having a cultural value directed at
adults as well as school pupils. Miss
Fallon planned to visit Detroit to
study educational broadcast methods there.
Among requests for information
about the Chicago experiment was
one from Les Bewick, station manager of CHSJ, St. John, Canada,
who, with the growth of the sickness in that city and the closing of
the schools, was planning a similar
series.
Harold Kent, principal of the
Trussing elementary school in Chicago, who has had educational radio experience, is being considered
for the newly-created post of radio
education supervisor [Broadcasting, Oct. 1]. Plans are to have six
or eight teachers work with Mr.
Prussing on the radio lessons.
Station representatives attending
the Oct. 6 meeting called by Dr.
William H. Johnson, superintendent of schools in Chicago, were:
John Baker, WLS; Al Hollander,
WJJD-WIND; Miss Judith Waller,
NBC; Miss Myrtle Stahl of WGN
and Holland Engle, WCFL.
Malt-O-Meal Starts
CAMPBELL CEREAL Co., Minneapolis (Malt - O - Meal) , started
Rube Appleberry, quarter-hour
transcriptions, two and three times
weekly, the first week in October,
over 16 stations. The following are
broadcasting thrice weekly: WGN,
WCCO, WLW, WCAU, WDAF,
KVOO, KRLD and KTSA, with
WGN and CKLW to change from
discs to live programs. The following stations have the program on
twice weekly: CKLW, KDKA,
WTAM, WHO, KNX, KSFO,
KOMA and KOIN. Mitchell-Faust
Adv. Co., Chicago, is the agency
with Emil Brisacher & Staff, San
Francisco, handling the Pacific
Coast placements. Transcriptions
were cut by Ti'ansamerican Broadcasting & Television Corp.
NBC Shortwave Chief
PERCY WINNER, well known
newspaperman recently attached to
the NBC press staff in New York,
has been appointed director of
NBC's international shoi'twave service, according to an announcement
Oct. 13 by John, F. Royal, NBC
program vice-president. He has already assumed his new duties. A
native New Yorker, Mr. Winner
has served on many newspapers in
this country and abroad, having
been with the Associated Press in
Europe for five years and having
acted as American correspondent
for the Manchester Guardian and
Havas of France.
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Stokely Bros. Schedules
Series Over Wide Area
Quits WLW,Rejoin8 NBC
STOKELEY BROS. & Co., Indianapolis (Van Camp food products),
through Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood, on Oct. 25 will start
placing a quarter-hour dramatic
transcription serial titled Charlie
Chan, on a group of 15 stations in
a national campaign. Show is to be
broadcast from three to five times
weekly, depending upon mark^
factors, and will start Oct. 25 ia
the East; Nov. 1 in the Midwest}
Nov. 8 in the North Midwest; Nov.
15 in the Texas area and Nov. 22
on the West Coast.
The staggered time has been arranged to enable inauguration of
an elaborate merchandising campart byof Raymond
the country
also to paignbein each
handled
R.
Morgan Co. Initial commitment is
for 26 weeks and list of stations
will be increased. Series is being
cut by Recorders Inc., Hollywood,
under direction of Cyril Armbrister. Dick Weil is writer of the
radio serial and J. Donald Wilson,
announcer-narrator. Felix Mills is
in charge of music. Stations to be
WILLIAM S. HEDGES
used thrice weekly are WGAR,
WEBC, KTRH, KTSA, KSD,
ALMOST immediately following KRLD. Those using the serial five
times
weekly are WOR, WGN,
his resignation Oct. 4 as vice-president and general manager of KSTP, KNX, KSFO, KOIN,
WLW-WSAI,
Crosley-owned
KOMO, KHQ and WIRE. Later
tions in Cincinnati,
William sta-S. the
campaign was extended to
Hedges was re-engaged bv NBC
from which he resigned last Jan. 1 WSB, WLAC and KOY.
to take the Cincinnati post. He will
Clairol on Coast
I
report for work at NBC in New
York on Nov. 1 but his assignment
CLAIROL Inc., New York (hair f
had not been determined up to the rinse), on Oct. 8 started for 52
time Broadcasting went to press.
of Let's Go HolBoth Mr. Hedges and the Cros- weeks sponsorship
lywood, on 6 California
Radio KYA,
Sys(KEHE,
ley organization made it clear that KFBK, temKMstations
J, KWG, KERN), plus
the former's resignation was acKFWB, Fridays, 8:30-9 p.m.
with the Reports
"utmost ofgood
(PST), the program originating
between ceptedthem.
any will"
serious controversy were disclaimed, from the latter station. Probabilalthough
some differences
of opinity is thatthe
after
a month's
ion contributed
to their decision
to campaign
program
will test
be !
routed transcontinentally over the
part company.
While attending the NAB special Mutual network. Sponsor, for the
convention in New York Oct. 12, time being, is concentrating on the
California market which has more
Lewis Crosley, brother of Powel
than
3,200 beauty parlors. As a
Crosley Jr., president of the Crosmerchandising tie-in sponsor is conley Radio Corp., told Broadcasting
a beauty and personality
that
not be contest. ducting
Users of the product are
filled Mr.
and Hedges'
that hepost
and would
his brother
invited
to
send
in a Clairol carton
will take a more active part in the
direct management of the stations. top along with photograph and
It was rumored that Robert Jen- qualifications
to act.
winners are awarded
screenWeekly
tests, with
nings, son-in-law of Powel Crosley,
would become assistant general a possible contract with Warner
manager, but this was denied by :^ros. First National Studios at end
Lewis Crosley, who asserted that of the contract. Agency is Wm. H.
Mr. Jennings will continue in Rankin Co., New York, the concharge of programs.
tract being negotiated thru Trans& Televi- !
One of the best known figures in american
sion Corp.,Broadcasting
that city.
the broadcasting industry, Mr.
Hedges and
was managed
manager stations
of NBC'swhen15
owned
Blackjack Gum Spots
he left to assume the post with
CHICLE Co., Long '
Crosley. He started in radio as ra- AMERICAN
dio editor of the Chicago Daily Island City, N. Y., for Blackjack ,|
gum, started Oct. 8 a foot- i
News, and was in charge of its sta- chewing
tion WMAQ until its purchase by ball show directed to men, titled jj
Little's Football Forecast. Pro- '
NBC in 1931. Joining NBC im- Lou
mediately thereafter, he first be- gram will run through Nov. 26, il
came general manager of KDKA,
Friday evenings, on 10 MBS sta-U
Pittsburgh, and then was trans- pleted
tions. the
Arrangements
were 8, com-'
morning of Oct.
and]
ferred to the New York post. He
was twice elected president of the the program was broadcast three
times that evening, at 6:45 for
NAB— in 1928 and 1929.
some stations, at 7:45 for others,
and at 8 for WOR, Newark. The
DeSoto to Place
time thereafter is from
DeSOTO division of Chrysler regular
7 :45-8 p. m. Agency is Badger &
corporation announced this week Browning
& Hersey Inc., New
that it win s-tart Nov. 1 a 15-minYork.
ute transcnption program on 55
stations, to run for 13 weeks, the A REENACTMENT of the inaugural
first time DeSoto has gone into ra- program
of KRBC,
Tex.,
dio on such an elaborate scale. Will when it went
on the airAbilene,
Oct. 1, 1936,
Osborne and his orchestra will be
formedanniversary
the highlight
of the station's
featured, along with guest singers. first
program.
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New
Louder
South

But

American

Not

Funnier

Audience

Has

Down
Its

Own

Under
Likes

and

Dislikes, And
Comedy
Is One of the Latter
By HENRY P. CLARK
Erickson Inc.
NOISE is what they want in South America, but not just any
South American Manager for McCannkind of noise. The Latin listeners like radio but they aren't inYOU don't have
to own a radio to
terested in comedy of the North American type. They have
get your favorite
other
radio
habits, too, which Mr. Clark knows about, for he is
programs in the
large South
general manager in that hemisphere for McCann-Erickson Inc.
American cities.
You just stand out
In this dissected review of broadcasting "down under" he dein the middle of
scribes methods that sell goods to Latins, as distinguished from
the street in Rio
methods that fail to arouse the urge to buy.
de Janeiro or Buenos Aires almost
Mr. Clark
any time of day
Each radio station has its own
reception is intense among the
and listen, and you will hear from eign
sustaining orchestra. The hours
owners
of
the
better
types
of
reone to ten receivers broadcasting
ceivers, the great mass of South are long and the pay is low comwhat's on the air. For no matter
pared with salaries paid in the
Americans
from the poorest laborhow soft and sweet the music, the
er
to
the
rich
landlord
listens
avidUnited
States, but the average muaverage South American radio fan
sician loves his work and puts his
ly to local broadcasts.
likes it loud.
To
this
vast
audience
commercial
every number. In addiBut somehow one is not offended interests make their appeal with best into
tion, every sizable cafe has two
by the volume of sound because of
orchestras — one to play the tango
"institutional"
pro- and the other to furnish less nosthe delightful, often classical, char- many splendid
grams. For one
of our clients.
acter of the music. The exotic note
West
India
Oil,
we
have
for
sevtalgic types of music.
These for
orof the tango may be ever so loud
available
eral years placed a series of con- radio workchestrasonare often
yet so much more appealing than
sponsored
programs.
certs on LR4 by that famous Euroso-called American jazz, that the
The "Federal Radio Commismaestro, Frider Weissman,
pedestrian may pause gratefully formerpeanconductor
of the Berlin
sion" of South America is the post
before a house from which music
office
department, which regulates
State Opera. On the air, too, with
seems literally to fill the street.
and
controls
all broadcasting. For
superior musical entertainment are
Then, too, the song or instrumenmany American firms, including too pointed criticism of government
tal selection is not often suddenly
officials, or policies, or for offenses
interrupted by a lengthy plea to Ford, General Motors, Bayer's, Col- against good taste, stations may be
gate-Palmolive-Peet,
Lambert's
and
penalized by being ordered off the
buy one's
pillsAmerican
or per- Kolynos.
day.
fume, forheadache
the South
air for from three hours to a full
They Have No Networks
takes his commercial announcements in homeopathic doses — just
One place where the North
Just as the coffee companies, in- American
a few words relating to different
influence in radio may
cluding Maxwell House and Chase
noted is in
the in
acceptsponsor's products as in the pro- & Sanborn, are leaders in radio ad- be clearly
ance of receivers
made
the
vertising in the United States, so
grams with "participating sponUnited
States.
Generally
the
chassorship"
sometimes
heard
on
North
does
mate
(pronounced
ma-tay),
a
American stations.
sis parts are manufactured in the
tea-like beverage, dominate the
South American air lanes.
States
assemblybuilt
and ininstallaComedy — But Not Much
tionfor
in cabinets
South
Incidentally if a world-wide taste America.
Very little comedy patter is for this variety of tea is to be creThere is a rich field in South
ated, aSir Walter Raleigh is needthrown in between numbers as poped who will popularize it as that American countries for many prodular interest is principally in muucts manufactured in the United
of Queen Elizabeth did tosic— in song and dance tunes and courtier bacco.
In subequatorial countries
States, but to be properly adverclassical airs. There are, of course,
tised over the air after being inpractically every one drinks mate.
a few comedians, but South Amertroduced into the most profitable
The hot brew is sucked hot from
ica has no counterpart of Fred
markets
an individual study of
Allen, Eddie Cantor or Jack Ben- a small gourd by means of a metal
tube. Served several times a day it merchandising methods and condiny, "big name" funny men.
tions must be made. It is not
the diet of the laborer who
While many owners of the lat- balances
est model radio receivers can listen often has nothing but meat for enough to assume that the same
at a time. Drinking mate is merchandising methods, or radio
to the shortwave programs broad- weeks
a social custom, like tea drinking, programs which sell goods in Des
cast by stations in the United
in
the
homes of the wealthy. One Moines will prove effective in BueStates, notably New York, Schenecnos Aires. Radio is, however, a
gourd
is
passed around like a lovtady and Pittsburgh, all but the
ing cup for each one to take a sip. powerful advertising medium in
music is lost to them because of the
difference in language. This, of networks
There inareSouth
no America
"coast-to-coast"
because the countries below the equator, if
course, precludes any interest in
of
the
different
languages,
nation- languages and tastes and national
comedy, drama, and talks, includalities and the concentration of the attitudes are taken into consideraing commercial announcements
buying population in a few large
tion in relation to evei'y sponsored
made in English.
cities, but three or four of the program that is put on the air.
Because the programs broadcast
larger stations are sometimes
by European stations, particularly linked together for a series of
the government-owned or con- broadcasts.
A powerful station like
NBC Resumes Opera
trolled outlets in Germany, Italy, LRI (shortwave
LEX), which is
Russia and England, are intentionNBC for the seventh consecutive
operated
by
the
El
Mundo
publishally pitched for the South Ameriing house, can be used, however, to year will broadcast performances
can audience, these foreign stations blanket
the major buying portion of the Metropolitan Opera from the
are
almost
as
popular
as
the
local
of the Argentine market. Other stage, probably starting Christmas
ones.
stations in other countries may in
From these powerful radio the same way be used by radio Day with Hansel and Gretel. No
sponsor has been announced for
sources comes the best in musical
sponsors to obtain a complete cov- the broadcasts, which will be heard
erage.
entertainment with announcements
in Spanish and Portuguese for the
Neither the stations nor the pub- three hours every Saturday afternoon on the Red. American Tobenefit of South American listenlic favor recorded programs, in
bacco Co., New York, was the first
ers. Of course, a certain amount
fact some of the large stations prohibit the use of records entirely. sponsor for the series, in the 1933of good-will advertising for the
34 season. Lambert Pharmacal Co.
country sponsoring the broadcast
Everywhere the "live show's the
is larded in, but so adroitly that thing," but there is no lack of tal- (Listerine), sponsored it in 1934it does not offend and often enent, both professional and amateur, 35; it was broadcast sustaining in
for the Latin American is a musi- 1935-36, and was sponsored by
hances interest in the program.
cian at heart.
But while this intere..t in forRCA Mfg. Co. last year.
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Latin

Fosters

Good

Series
Will

Federal Workshop in Charge
Of Pan American Broadcasts
AN ELABORATE new series of
broadcasts, titled Brave New
World and prepared by the Federal
Radio Workshop of the U. S. Office
of Education, will start over CBS
Nov. 1 for the purpose, as Secretary ofnounced
the
Ickes this
anOct. 10,Interior
of promoting
country's
Neighbor CBS
Policy will
toward Good
Latin America.
carry the programs for 26 successive Mondays, at 10:30-11 p. m.
(EST).
The Celler bill for the creation
of a "Pan American Station" to be
operated by the government on
shortwaves having failed, and the
international frequencies reserved
by presidential order having been
ordered by the FCC allocated on a
temporary basis to private licenses
[Broadcasting, Oct. 1], it is manifestly now the intention of some of
those urging
thisforproject
use existing facilities
their to
programs
— facilities which have been offered
them on a liberal scale.
Ideals of Others
The Federally - staged programs
will be dramatic episodes woven
about the lives of statesmen, educators, poets and artists of Latin
America from the days of the Conquistadores to the present. Cooperating in their
and presentation arepreparation
the Pan American
Union and diplomatic representatives of the Latin American republics. Dr. Samuel Guy Inman, executive secretary of the Committee on
Cooperation in Latin America, who
was an advisor to the U. S. delegation at the recent Buenos Aires
Conference, is acting as technical
supervisor. The series may also be
broadcast over CBS shortwaves to
Latin America.
The staff preparing the Brave
New World series is headed by
William Dow Boutwell, director of
the radio division of the Office of
Education, and includes Shannon
Allen,
director
on
leave of program
absence from
NBC;now
Philip
Leonard Green, research superan instructor
in Latin
icanvisor,affairs
at College
of theAmerCity
of
New
York;
Bernard
C.
Schoenfeld, author and playwright; Philip
Cohen, production director, who is
also manager of New York University's Radio Workshop, and Rudolp Schramm, musical director,
formerly with NBC.
The New York branch of the
Federal Educational Radio Project, supported by WPA funds, is
training the musicians and actors
for the program. "This will probfirstStudebaker,
time in history,"
said ably
Dr.be the
John
U. S.
Commissioner
of
Education,
one government has spent time"that
and
money on a sustained effort to help
its own citizens appreciate the
ideals of peoples across the border.
While war and talk of war are
darkening the horizon, it is heartening that the Americas are workthe radio
seriesing foraspeace.
a mostI regard
appropriate
way
of furthering the spirit and objectives of the Buenos Aires ConferGENE INGE, formerly radio editor
of the Los Angeles Herald-Express,
ence".opened radio production oflBces at
has
606 Taft Bldg., Hollywood.
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Net
Quaker
Permanent

Plans
Lines

Fall Business Points to Need
For Additional Facilities
ARRIVAL of the football season
and increased political activity in
Pennsylvania have brought new accounts to the Quaker Netv^^ork of
Pennsylvania, which now is planning to install permanent lines on
a 24-hour basis for its major broadcasts. Prominent among new accounts of the Quaker Network is
Atlantic Sportcast sponsored by
the Atlantic Refining Co.
The series of 10 sportcasts began
Sept. 24 on WFIL, Philadelphia;
WSAN, Allentown; WRAW, Reading; WEST, Easton; WGBI,
Scranton; WERE, Wilkes-Barre;
WAZL, Hazleton; WWSW, Pittsburgh; WGAL, Lancaster; WKOK,
Sunbury; WRAK, Williamsport;
WORK, York; WHP, Harrisburg;
WJAC, Johnstown. These Friday
night sportcasts originating in the
studios of WFIL feature Jack
Barry, commentator, who forecasts
the outcome of games sponsored by
Atlantic Refining, discusses individual players and gives historical
football highlights.
Political speeches on Quaker began Sept. 17 when the Attorney
General of Pennsylvania, Charles
J. Margiotti, broadcast an halfhour speech on WKBO, WLEU,
WWSW and WFIL, the program
originating at WKBO, Harrisburg.
Political Parties Active
Marking the beginning of the
Republican Party's organization in
Pennsylvania for 1937-38, the Republican State Committee broadcast a series of speeches from
Jaffa Temple, Altoona, on the
Quaker Network, Sept. 25, following the election of G. Edward
Green as state chairman. Senators
H. Stiles Bridges of New Hampshire and James J. Davis of Pennsylvania headed the list of prominent speakers which included Stat^
Senator Mason G. Owlett and Mr.
Green. The following stations carried this broadcast: WFIL, KDKA,
WHP, WLEU, WFBG, WGBI with
WFBG, Altoona, handling the remote pickup.
The Steel Workers' Organizing
Committee, CIO affiliate, with headquarters in Pittsburgh, broadcast
a program for half an hour on
Labor Day over the following stations of the Quaker Network:
WFIL, WRAW, WSAN, WEST,
WAZL, WGAL, WGBI, WERE,
WHP, WKOK, WFBG, WTBO,
WWSW. The program originated
at South Park, Pittsburgh. The
Pennsylvania Highway Safety
Campaign is also sponsoring a series of spot announcements and
five-minute live programs on the
entire group of Quaker Network
stations listed above with the addition of WHJB, Greensburg.
Carborundum's Twelfth
CARBORUNDUM Co., Niagara
Falls, N. Y., will begin its twelfth
season on the air and its seventh
on CBS with its broadcast Oct. 16.
Titled Voice of Niagara, program
will open with the roar of the
falls. The Carborundum Band will
be featured and Indian legends related by Francis D. Bowman, advertising manager for the sponsor,
who originally conceived the idea
for the programs. BBDO, New
York, is agency.
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Increases

Of Billings by the Major Networks
SEPTEMBER billings of the three were $28,291,115, bettering the
nationwide networks totaled $4,- $23,800,143 billing for the same
998,376, an increase of 2.1% over period last year by 18.9%. CBS
cumulative total is $20,775,542, a
the $4,894,488 for the same month
of 1936. For the year to date, the gain of 33.6% over the $15,550,070
cumulative combined time sales of
1936. Mutual's $1,299,148 is
the three networks totals $50,365, for
0.8% over the MBS billing of
805, topping the $40,639,274 for $1,289,061 for the period last year.
the
first nine months of 1936 by
37.6%
23.9%.
Gross Monthly Time Sales
NBC-Red
Individually the networks
19S7
showed considerable variation in
Over 19 S6
1936
their time sales as compared with Jan. -$2,374,633
_
2,273,973
$1,725,172
32.2
%
Gain
34.0
_
2,531,322
Feb.
—
1,697,524
those for which
last year.
NBC's
Red March
30.7
—3.5
1,915,367
network,
has the
highest
- 2,304,035
1,762,201
_
2,261.344
May
September billing, $2,057,513, April
48.4
June - . 2,211,560
—0.6
37.0
1,650,046
shows a gain of 3.2% over the July _ - 2,018,820
1,490,426
22.0%
—4.9
Aug.
.
1,613,148
25.1
34.8
.
2,094.306
September, 1936, figure of $1,993,3.2
1,553,540
371. The $793,068 reported by the Sept. _ 2,067,513
—15.7
Blue network, however, is 11.2%
NBC-Blue
_ -$1,167,366
—20.5
0.5
_ 1,021,809
under this network's $893,266 for Jan.
—11.2
March - -- 1,082,961
the month last year, resulting in Feb.
$ 1,016,776
956,643
973,802
1,122,516
979,727
a loss of 1.2% for the combined
- 953,475
4.6
911,674
April
May
NBC September billings, which June _ - 791,827
833,030
816,835
24.2%
were $2,850,581 as compared with July - -- 688,630
690,671
Aug .
$2,886,637 for September, 1936.
868,891
Sept.
_ 793,068
893,266
CBS time sales for the month
CBS
were $2,028,585, a gain of 10.3%
Jan. _
from the $1,838,932 figure for March
- 2,264,317
Feb. - -$2,378,620
$1,901,023
17.8
1,909,146
- 2,559,716
18.6
September a year ago. MBS sales
31.4
2,172,382
2,563.478
of $119,210 were 29.4% below the April - - 2,560.558
46.4
1,960.939
53.8
64.8
May _- 2,476,576
1,749,517
$168,919 of last year. Chief rea- June
12.7%
1.502.768
1,988,412
son for the comparatively poor July _
1,292,775
58.6
—5.1
1.955.280
showing in September is the fact Aug. _ -_ 2,028,585
10.3
1.232.588
that last year this month saw the Sept. 1,838,932
MBS—23.0
beginning of the commercial po- Jan. - -$
187,362
—31.5
162,358
Feb. - -- 202,088
litical programs in connection with March
—29.4
$ 191.483
166,266
220.256
15.0
24.4
the presidential campaign, which
_ 173.746
24.3
139,834
2.7
129,907
April
133,432
swelled last fall's business beyond June
May -normal.
99,136
104.510
84,362
109,561
Cumulative time sales for the July 116.223
79.556
119,210
Aug.
first nine months of 1937 for NBC
168,919
Sept.
Dolph Advises Census
WILLIAM B. DOLPH, manager of
WOL, Washington, has been appointed to serve in an advisory
canafitv dnving the forthcoming
unemploym e n t
census ordered
by
Congress
and
headed
by John
D. Biggers. Mr.
Biggers,
dent of thepresiLibby
Owens
- Ford
Glass Co., Toledo,
who wastioned formenthe
Mr. Dolph
chairmanship of
the FCC, has been appointed by
President Roosevelt to adminster
the census, which is formally
known as the Census of Partial
Employment, Unemployment and
Occupations. Mr. Dolph, formerly
radio director of the NRA and director of radio during the last campaign for the Democratic National
Committee, will serve as contact
man between the census organization and radio in arranging time
for speakers.
Nostane Testing
NOSTANE PRODUCTS, New
York (Minervite vitamin tablet),
is using WNEW, New York, for a
test campaign which started Oct.
4. Program is Old Family Almanac, heard Mondays through Saturdays from 9:15 to 9:30 a.m.
Contract is for 52 weeks. If the
test is satisfactory, the company
expects to use about ten stations
later in the fall. Agency is Schillin
Adv. Corp., New York.
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Taplinger to Warners;
Fizdale Takes Clients
ROBERT S. TAPLINGER, member of CBS press department from
1928 to 1935 and since then head
of his own publicity organization,
has been appointed publicity director of Warner Brothers Inc., including both motion picture and
radio interests. A long-term contract, signed in New York by
Charles Einfeld, director of advertising and publicity for Warners,
and Jack Warner, vice-president,
just
prior to moves
Warner's
departureto
for Europe,
Taplinger
Hollywood, where he will take over
on Nov. 1.
The Taplinger organization, currently handling publicity for Burns
& Allen, Eddie Cantor, Kate
Smith, Guy Lombardo, Robert L.
Ripley, Andre Kostelantz, Jack
Oakie's College, Benny Goodman,
Phil Spitalny's All-Girl orchestra,
Lehn & Fink radio shows, Sealtest
program, Bing Crosby and others,
will be taken over intact by Tom
Fizdale, Chicago publicist, whose
radio accounts include Fibber McGee & Molly and the National
Barn Dance programs. New firm,
which will maintain the Taplinger
offices in New York, Hollywood
and London, and the Fizdale office
in Chicago, will be known as Tom
Fizdale Inc., Warner Brothers having purchased exclusive use of the
Taplinger name.
Cooperative activities of Earle
Ferris Radio Features Service Inc.,
New York and Hollywood, and Tom
Fizdale, Chicago, were terminated
before
the latter's
acquisition
the accounts
of Robert
Taplingerof
Inc. Mr. Fizdale will leave for the
West Coast about Oct. 18
BROADCASTING

Radio Series Proposed
To Combat Propaganda
Harmful to Industries
CHARLES Mcdonough, advertising manager of the Combustion
Engineering Co., New York, in addressing members of the National
Industrial Advertisers the second
day of their 15th annual convention in Chicago recently, declared that industry should spend
$5,000,000
on newspapers
radio in a two-year
campaign and
to combat anti-industrial propaganda.
Conceding that the proposed sum
seemed quite large, he said that it
was nevertheless only 1.5% of the
appropriations of the 400 leading
advertisers in this country.
Attacking inroads the government has made on industry in recent years, Mr. McDonough said:
"I don't think that either our democratic form of government or our
economic system is in immediate
danger, but I do know that the undermining process to which they
have long been subjected has greatly increased
in recentbudget
years."would
The
proposed
advertising
be used to educate the public to
the advantages of the modern industrial system.
Concerning the media to be used
in the proposed campaign Mr. McDonough said: "We do not have
for the asking the use of the principal instrumentalities for forming
public
opiniontothat
ly
available
thoseare ongratuitiousthe other
side of the fence. Newspapers and
radio are by far the most effective
avenues of approach to the public
mind. Editorially, many of the leading newspapers may think as we
do. But, by and large, the public
doesn't read the editorial pages.
They read the news. What the politician says is considered news. The
point is that if we are to make a
real impact on the consciousness of
the American people, we've got to
rely largely on paid space in newspapers and paid time on the radio."
Little Crow on MBS
LITTLE CROW MILLING Co.,
Warsaw, Ind., maker of Coco
Wheats, will start a children's profeaturing
Jolly Joe
tualgramnetwork,
effective
Nov. on1. MuJoe
Kelly, once known as the "Irish
Nightingale," will be heard Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 55:i5 p.m., on CKLW and WCAE,
and one hour later on WGN, where
the program originates. The
agency is Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
Pennsylvania on CBS
PENNSYLVANIA Publicity Combroadcast mission
Oct sponsored
10 on a28 one-time
stations of
the CBS network, consisting of
music and an address by Gov.
George H. Earle of Pennsylvania.
The agency was Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh. The state also is
placing a spot campaign, with
Barnes & Aaron, Philadelphia, as
agency.
Sun-Maid to Place
SUN-MAID Raisin Growers Assn.,
Fresno, Cal., through Lord &
Thomas, San Francisco, will spend
approximately $150,000 for its 1938
advertising campaign and besides
newspapers, women's magazines
and
dio. trade journals, will include ra• Broadcast
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A characteristic of Milwaukee
most

A

DAK.

is liking music with meals.

Per-

haps it's an old-world throw-back — but whatever the reason,
people here have decided desires for table time melody.

To keep Milwaukee's family circle soothed and entertained we
serve music to four tables a day . . . breakfast, luncheon, bridge
and dinner. We also dish up our full quota of station-breaks on
these occasions. And not to be accused of muffing an opportunity, we add a little commercial spice by sprinkling in some
participating announcements.
This procedure has bloomed

beautifully and naturally with the

years. WTMJ's meal-time music offerings are now eagerly
dialed and attentively eared. A habit has been formed. A tremendous, worthwhile market has been established . . . approachable four times a day.
We believe that advertisers who cultivate this vast four-a-day
audience will show a profit on their investment. If you want to
shown, we invite you to sign up as a
"speaker" for any or all of these tabletime gatherings . . . and learn for yourself the sales success they offer. A few
choice spots are still available!
*For intermediate programs "HEINIE" is available
in the late afternoon, and Mrs. Grey with "WHAT'S
NEW IN MILWAUKEE?" in the morning, at
current announcement rates, less regular discounts.

MILWAUKEE

JOURNAL

STATION

EDWARD PETRY 8C CO., INC., Representatives
New York, Detroit, Chicago, San Francisco
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1

Seeing

Television

frosted
oblxong8 of
an in.
TAKE
glass 10
in. and a
loud speaker. To fill the one
with a living picture, the
other with concordant sound, for
120 minutes a day for six days a
week, and let it be a good picture
d."d This
, brie
good entr
soun
and task
ld fly,
uste
,
the
Cockis
to Gera
BBC Director of Television. Is it
easy?
If you have doubts ask a stage
producer whether he would choose
to turn out "something new" every
day; whether, instead of rehearsing for three weeks and then settling down for a steady run, he
would prefer the deliciously varied
job of putting on fresh material
every night. If he deigns to reply,
and if you still have lingering
doubts, put the question to a film
director who works feverishly all
day, rehearses his artistes line by
line and shot by shot, is mortified
a dozen times in as many hours by
having to "cut" and start again,
and whose daily output of screen
time is . . . perhaps two minutes.
His reply is a foregone conclusion.
Living Television
And still television lives. Animated images have been thrown on
the opalescent screen for more than
450 hours since Nov. 2 last year.
Drama, variety, ballet, musical
comedy, taHfs, outside broadcasts,
orchestral works, recitals — all
these have been presented, and although the programs are, of
course, open to all the winds of
criticism, it is generally conceded
that production has reached a
stage of finesse which justifies the
serious consideration of entertainment lovers.
How does a program evolve from
an idea to a finished production?
The story of any particular production begins just about five
weeks before it springs to life on
the screen. Someone on the program side is visited by an idea
— Dallas Bower thinks of "Pasquinade," George More O'Ferrall of
"Hassan," Stephen Thomas of
"Derby Day" — and the idea is
placed on the knees of the gods
at the next program meeting. If
the gods smile, the producer may
*From an article in Wireless World of
London. Reprinted with permission. Photos
courtesy of BBC.

Behind

the
Scenes
is monarch of all he surveys. Facing him are two monitor tubes, one
BBC
Visual Programs in the Making
showing the picture which, if
transmission were on, would acAt Alexandra
Palace Studios
tually be radiated, and the other
giving a choice of pictures from
By
E. C. THOMSON*
the other cameras in the studio.
ready he is designing the dummy
or may not be a happy man, depending upon how many other pro- revolving door of the "Hotel," and At the "word of command" the
sound and vision control engineers
hours. grams are absorbing all his waking it is now taking shape in the carsupply
any combination of picture
penter's
shop.
The
scene
painters
are at work in their rather flat and sound
that the producer may
Let us assume that Hotel Cosmomedium
of
black,
grey
and
white,
politan— a brisk singing and dancrehearsals the proing show — has been duly tabled for to supply the background of the require.ducerDuring
uses a "talk back" speaker,
presentation a month hence. Cecil "Hotel" lounge. But Hotel CosmoMadden, the Program Organizer,
politan only becomes really inter- but this, of course, cannot be emmust find the right niche for this
during actual transmission;
esting
when the artistes
assem-so but he ployed
can still communicate with
bled and rehearsals
have are
begun,
super production, his task being to
achieve program balance and avoid we may pass over such severely the studio by visual signals,
awkward clashes. The guiding
practical details as booking the ar- through headphones worn by the
principle is to please as many viewtistes, reducing the script to con- camera and microphone operators,
tinuity form, and cutting it to fill,
ers as possible in sixty minutes
of varied entertainment. The tele- say, 30 minutes.
and by telephone to the studio manager. Cue lights are also used, and
vision orchestra, conducted by the
And
Then
Rehearsals
are invaluable to the announcers
indefatigable Hyam Greenbaum,
and the conductor of the orchestra.
If a genius could invent a means
will be required, so Hotel Cosmopolitan will come up for discussion to obviate the learning of lines, telA Problem of Faces
evision rehearsal time could be cut
at the music meeting, which foldown
considerably.
In
the
case
of
Although
make-up is rarely resion. lows on after the program discus- a production with speaking parts
quired for rehearsal. Miss Mary
When a date has been found for a good deal of dogged rehearsing
Allen, in charge of make-up and
Hotel Cosmopolitan, the program
must be gone through before it can wardrobe, or one of her assistants,
is allotted a space in the elaborate be tried out before the cameras.
is present to observe whether certime-table of the productions de- Often the preliminary rehearsals
tain faces are likely to need special
are carried out at Broadcasting
partment, which is presided over
attention, and each artist is
House.
Once
in
the
television
stuby D. H. Munro. It is the producdio the show is treated as if it watched on the floor and on the
tions department that "pulls the
monitoring receiver. Nowwere
actually on the air; the pro- studio adays,
strings," attending
to studio
man-as
improved lighting has
agement and contriving
that,
ducer, after a brief period on the been madesince possible,
a very light
far as is humanly possible, the floor with the artists, leaves that
make-up
is
required.
side
of
the
business
to
the
studio
producer's
ideas are translated into
reality.
The stage is set, then, for Hotel
manager, and takes his seat at the
Meanwhile, the producer has producer's window high up at the
Cosmopolitan.
After
three of
hours'
found time to consult with Peter back of the studio. There, so far rehearsal on the
morning
the
Bax, the scenery expert, and al- as his own show is concerned, he day itself, including a final runthrough timed by the studio manager's stop-watch, all is ready for
transmission at, say, 3.25. As the
time draws near the producer gives
a last anxious look 'round the studio and then ascends to his uneasy chair to watch the closing
shot in the preceding news reel,
which, incidentally, has been timed
to the split second in the film viewing room.
"Twostudio
minutes
to go"who
he
signals
to his
manager,
blows the warning whistle. People
in the studio talk in whispers. A
make-up assistant dashes on to the
set to powder a nasal high light . . .
an announcer does smiling practice
(^Continued on page 53)

IN OPERATION — At left is the BBC mobile control room showing
connection to special television cable. Top center, the control room
and portable directional aerial. Bottom center, a television performance at Alexandra Palace, with Actor Tom Costello, orchestra, and audience. Right, the mobile unit testing for the coronation.
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WCLE

CLEVELAND

HAS

THE

COVERAGE

OF

ANY

CLEVELAND

STATION

$942,059,140 is a lot of money but that's the
annual retail volume in the territory covered by
WCLE.

Here, in Northern

Ohio

(and a portion of

Pennsylvania) lies the country's fifth largest market
with Cleveland at the hub.
WCLE's influence in this territory has been proved time and time again — by listener surveys and by
rising sales curves of sponsors who use the station.
Now

this enviable coverage

ever because WCLE

is increased

is a member

more

than

station of the "Coast

to Coast" Mutual Broadcasting System.
WCLE time rates are unusually attractive, considering the size of the market it reaches.
H. K. Carpenter, Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
C A. McLaughlin, Sales Manager
FREE & PETERS, Inc. - National Representatives,
New York - Chicago - Detroit
610 KC-500

WATTS

UNITED
BROADCASTING
COMPANY

CLEVELAND
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Program

DuMont

Problem

Delays Television
Declares
Sarnoff
British Public Has But 1,000
Sets, He Says on Return
PRACTICAL problems are delaying progress of television in Great
Britain, where geographical difficulties are comparatively simple,
David Sarnoff, president of RCA,
stated Sept. 30 on his return from
a European trip. The main problem facing television in both countries is developing of programs to
maintain public interest, he said,
pointing out that only 1,000 television sets are actually in the
hands of the British public.
Mr. Sarnoff 's statement follow^s:
"During my five weeks' stay
abroad, I studied the latest developments of television in Europe.
While interest is shown everywhere
in this new branch of the radio
art, greater progress has been
made in England than elsewhere in
Europe.
"Nevertheless, the experience to
date with television in England,
has only served to emphasize the
formidable nature of the problems
which must be solved before a satisfactory service of television to
the public can be rendered, and a
new industry soundly established.
A Year of Television
"The question is often asked:
'Is England ahead of the United
States in television?' I shall try
to answer this question by stating
the facts as I have now observed
them on both sides of the Atlantic.
"The has
BBC been
(British
Broadcasting
Corp.)
operating
its television transmitter, located at Alexandria Palace in London, for about
a year. The range of this transmitter is more than 25 miles and
covers all of London and its immediate vicinity. The system employed is known abroad as the
Marconi EMI television system
which is fundamentally based on
the RCA television system first developed in the RCA Laboratories
in the United States. Under an exchange of patent licenses, this British Company may use RCA patents
in England and in turn, RCA and
its American licensees may use
British patents in the United
States.
"Each side is therefore in a position to benefit from developments
and improvements made by the
other.
"For nearly one year the BBC
has been broadcasting television
programs to the public on a regular daily schedule of one hour in
the afternoon and one hour in the
evening.
"Some 15 British radio manufacturers have been offering television receiving sets to the public
at prices ranging between $200 and
$500 each. At the Olympia Radio
show which I visited while in London, all_ the manufacturers exhibited their latest television sets and
the BBC arranged special programs so that the public could
view the actual operations of television while visiting the radio show.
From a technical standpoint the results were highly satisfactory. The
public filled the television booths
and showed great interest. But
while hundreds of thousands of ordinary broadcast receivers were
{Continued on page 69)
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CBS TELEVISION — This derrick arrangement at Camden, N. J., is an
exact electrical reproduction of the top of the Chrysler Bldg., where CBS
will place its television transmitter. It is used to aid in working out designs for the transmitter and antenna. At right Gilbert Seldes (left),
CBS television program director, and Dr. Peter Goldmark, chief television engineer, inspects 15,000-watt tube and a 100-watt buffer tube.
CBS

Tests

New

Television

Transmitter;

Programming
Viewed as Big Problem
THE new CBS television trans- the main waiting room of the
Grand Central Station, the telemitter, now receiving its first powvision studios will be located in a
er tests at RCA's Camden plant
where it is being constructed, will space 230 feet long, 50 feet wide
probably be ready for installation and 40 feet high, providing room
in the Chrysler Bldg., New York for dressing rooms, laboratories,
City, shortly after the first of the and two large studios, one of which
year. The equipment consists of will be constructed immediately.
two complete transmitters of al- The television camera will be connected to the control equipment by
most identical construction, one
cables 1% inches thick, containing
for high-fidelity sound transmission
covering frequencies ranging up to a total of 32 circuits, four of them
10 kc, the second for simultaneous coaxial. Proximity of the studios
transmitter assures a mintransmission of pictures on fre- to the imum
electrical loss.
quencies extending as high as 2,500
On the employes' ball field at the
kc.Each transmitter has an output
Camden plant an "electrical reproof 7,500 watts with a 30,000-watt
duction" of the Chrysler Tower has
peak modulation, requiring about been constructed and various types
400,000 watts to produce. Together of antennae are being tested to determine which is best suited for
the transmitters comprise 24 wa- this location.
ter-cooled tubes, ranging in length
from 10 inches to four feet, which
Costly Programming
were especially developed for use
That a good part of television
on these ultra-high frequencies.
expenditures must go for programWhen completed the equipment
ming was pointed out in a talk by
will be installed on the 73d and
74th floors of the Chrysler Bldg. Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, technical
consultant to RCA and actively inThe main power units, transformterested in television development,
ers housed in a fireproof vault
and motor generators in a special- before the New Jersey Press Asly constructed room, will be lo- costs Hollywood
sociation meeting
on toOct.
4. "It
$400
$30,000
to
cated on the 73d floor and the
transmitters will be connected to produce a minute's worth of usable
a 16-foot power distribution panel 'feature' film for a total of 600
and to a 46-foot transmitter panel hours' entertainment a year," he
said. "Present sound broadcasting
with a central control desk sep- networks
render service for uparating the audio control on the
wards of 17 hours each day. Teleright from the video control on the
vision must develop its own proleft.
gram techniaue. If we may sumEvery safety precaution has been
marize the ultimate characteristics
taken. The steel structure of the
building has been strengthened to of such programs in a word, it
should be 'spontaneity.' Television
bear the additional 15 tons which must
capture images of the world
the apparatus weighs. Lights on in action.
the control panel indicate failure
"Television networks of stations
of any part of the equipment and comparable to those existing in
a second series of controls is in- sound broadcasting," Dr. Goldsmith
stalled at the back of the panel so said, "must await the development
that in an emergency the trans- of either the coaxial cable or automatic radio relay stations. Meanmitter can be operated from there.
while, if public service should be
Should any one open the door to
inaugurated,
station
the room in which the high-tension has recourse theto individual
three classificaequipment is housed an automatic
tions of program material: Local
cutoff would immediately shut talent, motion picture film, and
down the power.
'road shows' of live talent travelAcross the street, directly over
ling from studio to studio." In the
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Casts

Eye

Toward Television
Issuance of Stock Is Planned
For Program of Expansion
ALLEN B. DuMONT Laboratories
Inc., Upper Montclair, N. J., has
notified the Securities & Exchange
Commission that it intends to offer
20,000 shares of common stock ($1
par), underwritten by Schatzkin,
Loewi & Co. The company, incorporated Oct. 21, 1935, had recently
claimed infringement of its Patent
No. 2,014,106 covering the so-called
Magic Eye, which was settled when
RCA bought
the patent,
tration statement
shows. the regisThe company is now exploring
the industrial field to develop testing machinery using cathode ray
tubes. It has an exclusive United
States agency agreement with Cossor Ltd., British producer of television reception equipment. It is
stated in the application that the
company plans to manufacture and
supply tubes to other equipment
firms. Enlargement of plant space
is planned for television.
General Radio Co., Boston, on
July 21, 1937, filed suit against the
company asking an injunction and
damages for alleged infringement
of Patent No. 1,707,594.
Outstanding Obligations
The concern has outstanding
1,200 of 2,000 authorized preferred
6% cumulative stock, $25 par, and
54,000 of 100,000 authorized common stock $1 par. It is planned to
offer the new common at a price of
$12. Bonds valued at $16,000 are
now outstanding, as well as a
$20,000 note issued to Seaboard
Trust Co., Hoboken, N. J.
Owners of record of the common
stock are Allen B. DuMont, 21,100
shares; Schatzkin, Loewi & Co.,
New York, 23,800 shares. Preferred stock is held by Schatzkin,
Loewi & Co., 400 shares; Lawrence
Industrial Corp., Jersey City, 200
shares.
Officers of the company are Allen
B. DuMont, president, secretary
and nor,
director;
O'Conpromoter; Burdett
Henry L.H.Crowley,
director (promoter) ; Schatzkin,
Loewi & Co., underwriters; Mortimer W. Loewi, director, chairman
of board, treasurer (promoter,
partner of underwriter) ; Henry A.
Schatzkin, director, vice-president
(promoter,
writer)A. new partner
plant siteofhasunderbeen
acquired in Passaic, N. J. The
stock issue becomes effective 20
days after Sept. 29 unless amendments
fileddelay.
or unless SEC procedureare causes
instance of the last, it was pointed
out that "stock companies" would
face the necessity of developing a
new make-up technique, since the
television
not "see"
its
images in camera
the samedoesvalues
of color
and tone as does the eye or camera.
A possibility that this last problem may be solved in the labora-i
tory rather than in the dressingj
room has been mentioned by Dr.,
P. C. Goldmark, chief television!
engineer at CBS, who also spent al
part of the summer in Europe. Sci-!
entists there, he reports, are at-tempting to build television cam-j
eras that will reproduce natural
colors as effectively as is done withi
panchromatic film and already the i
BBC has put to practical use a
televisor that enables actors to perform with ordinary stage makeup, i
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Advertiser
But WWVA

Renigs
Gives

Free Car Anyhow
Keeps Faith With Listeners
By Paying for Costly Prize
BASING contract commitments on
two previous highly successful
campaigns sponsored by the advertiser involved, WWVA, Wheeling,
W. Va., recently accepted a third
assignment without much question,
a decision which proved to be disastrous in one direction and highly
successful in another. The advertiser started his third campaign in
the WWVA market with a plan to
promote the sale of two new food
products in a highly competitive
field.
Competition was powerful and
most effective, with the result that
the advertiser in question was immediately faced with an extremely
difficult job of publicity and merchandising. His merchandising
plan involved the awarding of an
automobile to the user of his products who submitted the largest
number of trademarks cut from
the packages in which his products
were packed. Contest rules were
announced over WWVA and the
campaign started immediately.
WWVA to the Rescue
After ten weeks it became evident to the management of the station that previous experience with
the advertiser would not repeat
and action was immediately taken,
leading to discontinuance of the
broadcasts. The advertiser took the
stand, on certain technicalities,
that he was not liable for the
awarding of the automobile offered
in connection with his broadcasts
over the station. Argument on the
part of the station had no effect
and in the meantime listeners were
beginning to inquire about the automobile prize they had been offered.
Rather than prolong the controversy at the expense of breaking
down listener confidence, the station was compelled to fulfill the obligation of the advertiser. The automobile was purchased and listeners were advised to send in their
accumulated trademarks direct to
the station. An extra staff of
clerks was assigned to the task of
counting the entries and the winner was selected. WWVA's fulfillment of the advertiser's obligation
was in keeping with its friendly
attitude toward its listeners and
did much to cement the enjoyable
relationship between station and
listeners. Favorable comments received were many and most gratifying.
Notwithstanding the attitude of
the advertiser towards the station,
the fulfillment of the contest obligation by the latter worked out to
the advantage of the advertiser.
During the ten weeks the campaign
was on the air, warehouse reports
indicated 11,734 cases sold, or 211,212 packages. Proof of retail purchases was evidenced in the return
of 70,454 trademarks, which came
from 173 cities and towns in Ohio,
Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
WWVA is now a firm subscriber
to the theory that it is an ill wind
that blows nobody good. Listeners
are happy — the station is happy in
that it kept faith with its listeners
— and the advertiser should be
happy.
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WCKY's

Coverage

WHEN

WWVA

PRIZE— Mrs. Nell Hammond, of Moundsville, W. Va., congratulated by Manager George W.
Smith for winning WWVA auto as
prize, with Charles Mowder, of
auto firm, watching.

Lee Goldsmith, program director of WCKY,
Cincinnati, was en route to
Columbus recently to see a
football game, a studio emergency required his immediate
return. Elmer Baighman and
Mary Jane Dunphy, of the
WCKY Household Hour, put
in a call for Goldsmith on
their program. He was listening to WCKY and phoned
the station from Morrow, 35
miles away, within a couple
of minutes. An hour later he
was back in the studios.

THE GENERAL'S
RADIO
CREED
Hugh Johnson Lays His Broadcast Rules Before
Listeners in Initial Grove Program
A TREATISE on radio commenment on fragmentary passing developthis amazing
world of turtating, outlining a new set of
moilmentsandin unrest
and change.
"rules of the game," constituted
Do I think I can accurately interthe debut of Gen. Hugh S. Johnson
pret all this crazy kaliedoscope? Not
as a sponsored commentator for on your
life. I know very well I
Grove Laboratories Inc., St. Louis, can't. I know that nobody else can
last month, over an NBC-Blue Net- either. But I do have to keep up with
work. Practically the entire 15- it and study it more thoroughly than
minute broadcast was devoted to a those of you who make your living
way. Like any other edidiscussion of what the hard-hitting some tor, other
Ihave to read all the news in my
soldier, lawyer, financier, govern- specialty.
I
to do that not only
ment official and columnist de- to write my have
but for this new
scribed as the formula he will fol- broadcasting column
I won't try to
low in his 13-week series of four talk about anyservice.
subject — I mean that
I won't try to talk about anything of
periods per week.
Because the General's remarks which I don't have at least some background of practical knowledge and expresent in such clearcut fashion —
and in unvarnished terms — the perience.
When
I say that these talks will
problems confronting the news not be partisan
in a political sense, I
commentator. Broadcasting pub- don't mean that they will not advocate
lishes herewith an abstract of his any particular point of view. They
initial address.
say an editorial commentator ought
Friends of the radio audience — and to be what the highbrows call objecothers. This going on the air is to be
tive— which is just a four-dollar word
that you must talk without
a three months' experiment in taking meaning
15 minutes of your time — or until you feeling. It is a great gift. I wish I
had
it.
I
like to meet the guy
tune off — to talk about day-to-day de- that reallywould
has.
velopments in this country and the
world — four nights a week.
Speaking His Mind
I have been trying to do that for
three years in a syndicated newspaper
I am going to try to give what I
column. making
You can't
broadcast
to be the arguments made
without
somebody
mad.opinions
I only understand
both sides on thesp great nuestions.
ask that, if you do get mad, you just bv
I
am
going
to
try to be fair in stating
get mad at me — not the broadcasting them. But I want
to say at the end
companyThey
or the
I'll absolute
tell you which view I think is ritrht. If I
why.
bothsponsor.
gave me
that one or the other is havwirp.
freedom to say what I think. That think
I am not coing to use the trick of
was a brave thing to do. But it was lawyers
and Senators of saying that
an absolutely necessary thing. When
we reach the day when opinion is it is learned and scholarlv and able —
but enouirh to make a hiiz'^ard sick.
controlled either for politics or money,
If I think it is a bunch of tripe, I
we will be on our way to join Joe can't
call it ravioli.
Stalin. Handsome Adolph and Maestro
Finally, I regret to say that there
Mussolini. That is the end of free
speech which is the end of everything won'tjoyous
be any aerial
Pied Finer
speeches
like
bout with
Father
properly called American. Here people the
have a right to say what they think. Coughlin and Huey Lone. We are
Other people have a right to get as going to talk about principles and not
persons. It's all right to go on the air
mad
as theyprinciples
please. It's
great because
it makes
clearer.
It also and lift
off toan doopponent andtheboyliving
how hide
I like
it I
makes people more willing to stand up
I mean it's all right as long as he
for
principles.
That's
this has
an equal chance to come hack and
country
was made,
and the
whenwayit gets
off your hide. But where you
to be country.
any other way, it won't be the lift
have the air four nights a week, and
same
he
maybe
at all, or if at all, only
An advertiser broadcasting a com- once — it's not
like a duel where you get
mentator ison the spot about this free
to the sorry
other about
fellow'sthat.
one. The
speechb,ybusiness.
You customers
don't sell mad.
your tenI shots
am awfully
stuff
making your
knock-down
and
drag-out
debate
And yet for
youdebate
can't ofserve
popular one of the oldest and most valuableis
demand
publicthequestions
of American institutions. It is a lost
without making somebody mad.
art and it is a grievous loss. It gave
The Passing Scene
to people both sides of every argument
If a columnist or an editor works at
the same time and hot off the
on a Democratic or Republican or out- griddle. Some genius is coming along
right New Deal paper, consciously or some day and find a way to revive it
unconsciously, its policy will color on the air. But he hasn't come yet
what his columns say. That also and
broadcasts can't even be
makes it hard for people to be ouite shadowthese
boxing with an imaginary opsure what is going on and what daily
ponent. The best you can expect to
news developments mean.
That is the kind of situation in see is a man winding up and knocking himself out because he isn't good
which I am going on the air to comenough.
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Joint Rates Announced
For Member Stations in
Pacific Northwest Group
A NEW joint rate card, covering
the five stations of the recently
formed Pacific Northwest CoverGroup, the innewMontana,
two-station
Z-BarageNetwork
and
the three-station Washington-Oregon Network, was made public this
month by E. B. Craney, manager
of the projects and head of KGIR,
Butte.
The Pacific Northwest Coverage
Group embraces KGIR, Butte, and
the new KFPA, Helena, which constitute in themselves the Z-Bar
Net; and KRSC, Seattle, KFPY,
Spokane, and KXL, Portland,
which make up the WashingtonOregon nected
Net.
are conduring Stations
evening hours
by
telephone lines, with programs
originating in any of the cities.
For the five stations one-time base
night rates of $214.40 per halfhour, $119.20 per quarter-hour,
$78.40 for five minutes, and $50.60
for a one-minute announcement or
30-word chain breaks are established.
For the Washington-Oregon Net
of three stations, the one-time base
night rates are $176.40 per halfhour, $101.70 per quarter-hour,
$63.90 for five minutes and $42.75
for one-minute announcements or
30-word chain breaks. For the ZBar hookup, the one-time base
night rates are $72, $36, $27 and
Joseph H. Mc$15.75, respectively.
Gillvra
is the representative
for
all groups.
Among the accounts already on
the KGIR-KFPA hookup are Lydia
Pinkham, Texaco news flashes,
WestPower
Montana
Cystex,
ern Auto
Supply
and Co.,
Morning
Milk Co. The combination started
operations Oct. 1.
Globe Flour Campaign
GLOBE GRAIN & MILLING Co.,
Los Angeles,
radio
in many which
years, hasn't
on Oct.used
27
will launch a 26-week campaign on
6 NBC-Pacific Red stations (KFI,
KPO, KFBK, KWG, KERN, KMJ)
and KDYL, Salt Lake City, to call
attention to its Globe A-1 Pancake
and Waffle Flour and other cereal
products. Program, titled The Best
of the Week, is to be heard Wednesdays and Fridays, 11:45 a. m.12 noon (PST), and features Clinton (Buddy) Twiss and Joe Parker
as commentators. They will give
the best news items of the week,
stressing the human side of each
story. As a merchandising tiein, a
handwriting chart will be offered
for one carton top of any of the
sponsors' various products. Agency
is Dan B. Miner Co., Los Angeles,
tive.
with Isabel Moses, account execuFoley Adding to List
FOLEY
Chicago
(Foley's
Honey & &TarCo.,Cough
Syrup),
will
start minute WBS transcriptions
six times weekly on WEBC, Duluth, Oct.
and Syracuse,
over WOKO, and
Albany;18WFBL,
WNBF, Binghamton, Nov. 1, with
other stations to be added later.
Foley's
is continuing
withweekly
quarterhour live
shows thrice
on
WLW, Cincinnati, five times weekly on WLS, Chicago, and six times
weekly on WWVA, Wheeling.
Lauesen & Salomon, Chicago, is the
agency.
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BIG

CLEVELAND

PROMOTION

Every taxi in the city of Cleveland and suburbs (450 cabs J for two
weeks carried tire covers announcing "WGAR Goes Columbia!"
Imprinted separately on covers were caricatures of Columbia stars.

1

■

1

il4

Street cars and motor coaches operating throughout the Cleveland
district carried striking, colorful car cards on their dashes to still
further spread the word of WGAR's affiliation with Columbia.

When WGAR, top Cleveland station in number of accounts and dollar
volume,
Columbia's
net, a special
section inofThe
Cleveland
Press
was used joined
to focus
listener attention
on programs
its new
advertisers.

MAJOR
BOWES lu.^

Colwnbio.
Riders of trolleys and coaches glanced up from newspapers and again beheld the reminder . . . "best radio
shows by far . . . Columbia net plus WGAR!"

Ads in a dozen trade papers carried punch-line to smart
time buyers . . . "we haven't gone high hat in our new
togs
. . . the
old rate card
is stillspread
in effect."
die-cut folder
of the
symbolical
hat also
the Aannouncement.

Gala broadcast,
fed to a CBS
coast -to -coast
network,
again
demonstrated
WGAR's ability
to create the best
in radio shows.
Up famed Euclid Avenue, several
hundred giant shields bore WGAR's
message. On each, the air-star of
some advertiser was featured.
BROADCASTING

Thousands visited WGAR's fine new
studios . . . saw this display staid,
and other interesting promotional
material on CBS and local programs.
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Kroger
Programs
Weave Guests Into
Theme
of Scripts
Personality of Visitors Now
Capitalized by Retail Chain
By CHAS. M. ROBERTSON Jr.
Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati
PROOF of the constantly increasing importance of the daytime
audience is evidenced by the fact
that Ralph H. Jones Co. of Cincinnati and New York is pioneering in
a new venture — that of weaving
into one of its daytime shows not
only the special ability, but the personality as well of some of radio's
great individual stars.
This new precedent went into
effect during the week of Oct. 4 on
the Kroger Grocery & Baking Co.'s
daily Linda's First Love. This popular program, spotted five days
each week on 23 stations
from
Pittsburgh to Kansas City and
from Atlanta to Chicago, and transcribed by World Broadcasting System, adheres to the daytime formula of love, money and social
problems , , . with all attendant
difficulties. It is an exceedingly
popular feature, having been accorded top ranking among daytime
shows in the Midwest.
The result of this new policy on
the part of Ralph H. Jones Co. is
being eagerly watched. This is the
first time that some of radio's forernost names have been brought into
this or any other show, not merely
as smgle-time "guest artists," but
as definite additions to the script
plot. Not only will this innovation
add greatly to listener interest, but
It will afford the radio audience
more than mere temporary contact
with their favorites.
Living Their Parts
The stars who will be used from
time to time are not, for example,
to be wedged into the show with an
introduction and one or two songs
and then dropped and forgotten
after having temporarily upset the
otherwise normal progression of
the story. It is our purpose to have
these nationally famous artists live,
love, work and trudge along shoulder to shoulder and hand-in-hand
with the familiar characters in the
story. This constitutes a radical
departure from the heretofore accepted one-time policy.
Irene Beasley was first to appear
as Linda's co-star. Since she first
"stumbled into singing over the
puts it,
air," as she
consist-s
been Beasley'
hasMiss
in radio
progress
ently upward, having been featured
and starred in numerous commercial shows on both NBC and CBS.
Plans are now under way to acquire the services of other nationally famous radio stars; and it is
obvious, if this new idea of Ralph
H. Jones Co. is copied by others,
that daytime radio programs will
be given another welcome and justly deserved upward boost.

New Bi-So-Dol Program
AMERICAN HOME Products Inc.,
New York, has started a new serial on NBC's Blue network to advertise Bi-So-Dol. Titled Mr. Keen,
Tracer of Lost Persons, the series
deals with the adventures of this
newcomer to the field of detective
broadcasts and will be broadcast
three evenings weekly for 15 minutes. Program is placed through
Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
New York.
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THAT FAN MAIL — Here is a section of the mail room of the Kroger
Grocery & Baking Co., at which fan mail received by stations carrying
its WBS transcribed series, is distributed and checked.
Snyder Is Elevated
GLENN SNYDER, manager of
WLS, Chicago, was elected vicepresident of Agricultural Broadcasting Co., operating the station,
at a board meeting held Oct. 8.
The announcement was made
by Burridge D.
Butler, president.
Mr. Snyder succeeds C. V. Gregory,
retired
from the whocompany
several months
Mr. Snyder ^go to become an
executive of another farm publication. Mr. Snyder has been with
WLS for the last seven years.
TREND

TO

WTCN Names Whiting
APPOINTMENT of Lee L. WhitTwin Citiesing,andof Minneapolis,
national salesasmanager
of
WTCN, Minneapolis, was announced Oct. 1 by
Clarence T. Hagman, general
manager.
member of the AWTCN
sales staff for the
last three years,
and before that
in newspaper advertising, he succeeds Mr. Hag- Mr. Whiting
man, who has
acted in both capacities since his
appointment as general manager
several months ago. Mr. Whiting
was educated in Southern California and is 33 years old.

PUBLIC

Grouping of Announcements

SERVICE

SPOTS

Advised; The Value of

Institutional Programs to Sponsors
By HARBEN DANIEL
casting companies, then it must inDirector of Sales and Merchandising,
evitably be the experience of adWSM, Nashville
vertisers. In fact, statistics show
WHILE it is true
that
public
service, or semi-public
that American
service broadcasts, have achieved
broadcasting i s notable
results for sponsors.
supported by a
Spot Controversy
competitive
mercial sy s tcome m,
At the recent NAB convention
it is also true
in Chicago, there arose controversy
that commercialization is entirely over spot announcements. There is
secondary to the a need and a place for classified,
rendering of a or small spot advertising in radio,
in To newspapers
and service
magaMr. Daniel worthwhile public just as zines.
eliminate this
service. The fact that this system would be to bar small competition,
has succeeded is fully evidenced by leaving the medium exclusively to
the high standard of public service
who could afrendered by American stations, as largerford theadvertisers
cost.
compared to other countries.
The day is near when stations,
No one denies that there has
been some commercial exploitation networks, advertisers and agencies
of radio. In a medium with such will get together to eliminate classified advertising from peak dayintimate appeal, it was only natutime and evening hours. A number
ral that some improprieties should
have occurred. But this is the ex- of stations are already doing this,
ception. Despite some criticism by grouping all announcements in
to the contrary, the fact remains specified periods. These announcethat the standard of advertising
ments still have the advantage of
in radio is equally high (and in a peak audience and are free from
many cases higher) than that direct competition for attention.
which prevails in other media.
But the main point is that spot anThis is as it should be. Intinouncements handled in this way
mate in its appeal, radio's voice is do not distract attention from the
guarded jealously. It is encourag- message of the advertiser who has
ing that stations with the highest gone to the expense to build up his
standards of advertising and pro- own audience through the presentation of an appealing program.
gram service, often at the sacriAdvertisers and advertising
fice of revenue, have in the long
run actually strengthened their agencies have discovered that,
economic positions.
while the announcement type of
If this is the experience of broad- copy is highly impressionable, it
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lacks the good-will influence and
lasting effect of copy appropriately
woven into a program that has
some institutional value in addition to direct sales appeal. Indeed,
it could almost be said that the
more service a program renders to
the allisteners,
value it hastheformore
the institutionadvertiser.
Obviously, there are many types
of public service programs which
can never be commercialized in
good taste. The National Farm &
Home Hour is an example. On the
other hand, many public service
programs lend methemselves
comrcialization, and more andto more
advertisers are turning to this type
of radio appeal.
Good-Will Appeal
The Pure Oil Salute to Cities can
be classed as a public service broadcast. These programs glorified the
history, beauty, culture and industrial progress of towns and cities
throughout the South, and gave
them a means of publicity that
was of definite interest and value
to the entire community.
The tremendous
influence of the Pure goodwill
Oil Salutes
made direct sales appeal both inappropriate and unnecessary. Increased sales followed a natural appreciation for the contribution the
advertiser had made to the community, and the public favor thus
built up had a far more lasting
effect than the usual type of proAnother typical example of public service was America's Flag
Abroad
gram. — a series of programs
based upon dramatic highlights in
the history of the diplomatic
corps. These programs, conceived
by the Educational Department of
the National Life & Accident Insurance Co. and prepared in cooperation with the State Department at Washington, authentically
portrayed
cal events. significant historiWith such goodwill now a major
objective of practically every business institution, it is apparent that
there is a definite trend toward
commercial sponsorship of programs that make some worthwhile
contributions to society.
Coco-Wheats Placing
LITTLE CROW MILLING Co.,
Warsaw, Ind. (Coco-Wheats), will
startWLS
Jolly for
Joe,the
children's
program,
on
nast two
years,
over a three-station Mutual network starting Nov. 1. Program will
be broadcast at 4:00-4:15 p. m.
(CST) over WGN, CKLW and
WCAE. In addition, Little Crow is
sponsoring
& HisSunday,
Pet Pa'sat
over WLS, Jolly
daily Joe
except
7:45-8 a. m. and has started children's programs and participations
and home economic programs on
seven other stations. Rogers &
Smith, Chicago, is agency.
WJK Income Rises
THE statement of WJR, Detroit,
for the first nine months of this
year discloses a material advance
in profits over the comparative
period of 1936. Net profit was reported at $390,399 after all charges
but before surtax, equivalent to $3
a share on the 130,000 shares of
common stock. In 1936 for the
first nine months profit amounted
to $322,439, or $2.48 a share. Net
sales for the nine-month period i
totaled $1,043,013, against $917,029 j^l
in the like 1936 period.
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IT'S

BIG

MONEY

MEMPHIS
Let WREC

AND

TIME

IN

MID-SOUTH

sell this BIG market for

you. MILLIONS of dollars to spend!
The highest crop yields in many a
year — cotton, rice, potatoes, corn,
dairy products, soy beans, live stock,
poultry, fruits, hay, alfalfa. Memphis
is a BIG market — 17th Wholesale
Market of the U. S.— a Half-BillionDollar market. Let WREC ring your
Cash Register in Tennessee, Mississippi, Arkansas, and parts of Missouri,
Kentucky and Alabama. Put the selling power of this popular network
station back of your products.

lUREC

5,000 WATTS

DAY; 1,000 WATTS

NIGHT

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
PAUL H . R A Y M E R COMPANY
NEW YORK • CHICAGQ

J BROADCASTING

- SAN FRAISLCISCO
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MUSIC PUBLISHERS
OFFER TRADE RULES
RULES proposed by the Popular
Music Publishing Industry designed to stop unfair trade practices were submitted to the Federal
Trade Commission at a hearing
Oct. 4 before George McCorkle,
director of trade practice conferences. The Commission took the
proposed rules under advisement,
but gave no indication of when it
would take action.
The industry proposes to consider it an unfair trade practice
to other
pay performers
money"to
or
gifts as an "push
inducement
perform numbers without consent
of employers of performers or
with or without the consent of employers where the purpose is to lessen competition or restrain trade
in marketing sheet music or orchestrations.
Leasing or sale of music for use
or resale with an unfair agreement
not to deal with competitors is
forbidden. Rebates and other forms
of price discrimination are deemed
unfair in domestic trade but quantity discounts, selection of customers and legitimate price changes
are permitted. Brokerage and commission payments are placed under
restrictions; advertising allowances
must not discriminate among customers; special services must be
afforded on terms available to all
purchasers; price discrimination
in violation of the Clayton Act is
forbidden.
WBAA
Shift Docketed;
WGVA
Looks for Site
PLANS to move WBAA, Purdue
, University station at W. Lafay: , ette, Ind., into Indianap^lir, w^r^
disclosed Oct. 5 when the FCC
Broadcast Divicion ordered a heir'„ ing on the proposal and also on the
application of the station to increase its power to 5,000 watts day
, and 1,000 night. The university
station, a non-commercial outlet,
now operates with 1,000 watts day
and 500 night on 890 kc, sharing
• time. It also seeks full time. The
date of the hearing has not yet
been set.
Plans meanwhile are going forward for the new WGVA, Indianapolis, 1,000 watts daytime on 1,050
kc, which the FCC authorized for
construction last March. It is reported a site is being sought.
Glenn Van Auken, Indianapolis attorney, holds the construction permit.
FCC Approves Two
IMPROVED facilities for two stations were approved Oct. 5 by the
FCC Broadcast Division. KLPM,
Minot, N. D., was authorized to
change frequency from 1240 to
1360 kc, and increase its power
from 250 watts to 500 watts night
and 1,000 watts day, and change
hours of operation from specified
to unlimited, effective Nov. 23. Examiner Bramhall was sustained.
KINY, Juneau, Alaska, was authorized to increase its power from
100 watts to 250 watts, unlimited
time, effective Nov. 23. Examiner
Hyde was reversed.
OKLAHOMA NETWORK Inc., Oklahoma City, has moved its offices to
the Wells-Roberts Hotel from 1800
West Main St., according to an announcement byBury! Lottridge, managing director.
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CBS Promotes Taylor
DAVIDSON TAYLOR, former announcer of the Philharmonic-Symphony Society and the Stadium
Concert broadcasts on CBS, has
been appointed
head of the network's music division. Coming
to CBS from
WHAS,
ville, Mr.LouisTaylor
has worked himself up steadily
in the program
department and
Mr. Taylor
his new appointment climaxes a period of production of manyof of
the music.
network's
presentations
serious
He
has just inreturned
vacation
Europe. from a month's

Suit, Counter

Suit

BARNEY'S Inc., New York, men's
clothing store, has filed suit
against WNEW, New York, for
alleged failure to broadcast announcements according to contract.
On the same day, Oct. 8, the
WNEW Artists' Bureau filed crosssuit against Barney's Inc., charging use of transcriptions of the
voice of Martin Block, announcer
for whom the Artists' Bureau
claims to have exclusive contract,
on stations other than WNEW.
Barney Pressman, head of Barney's Inc., is suing for $108,000,
the full amount paid to WNEW
from I'ebruary, 1984, through August, 1937. Suit of the station's
Artists Bureau is for $147,090,
which amounts to $10 for each
broadcast of Block's recorded voice
used on WAAT, Jersey City, WHN,
WMCA, and \/INS, New York,
over a period of two years.
American

System

CECIL U. PRICE, 44, for the last
five years manager of KFH, Wichita, Kans., died Oct. 5 in Wichita
Hospital. He had suffered from a
kidney ailment contracted during
the World War when he was engaged in experimental work in the
gas division of the governmental
laboratories in New York. While
Mr. Price had been ailing for
some time,
his until
condition
become critical
after did
his not
return
from a business trip to Washington
in early September. Prior to taking
over the management of KFH in
1931, Mr.
PriceGoodin
was secretary-treasurer of the
Radio Co. He
is survived by his widow, mother
and brother. Russel L. Lowe, commercial manager of KFH, has been
designated acting manager.
Offers

Free

Speech,

World's

Best Programs,
Hard Asserts
"OUR RADIO
Mr. Hard suggested to his audience, which included the NBCservice in AmerBlue network, that the minority of
ica
is
the
world's
most democratic,
managers can be given "a good
the world's most
entertaining
and push" by a "well publicized complaint to the
"If any
localFCC."
station of yours is
the world's finest," Hard,
declared not granting free speech," he said,
William
"or if it is not broadcasting the
views of all substantial elements in
noted
radio
commentator and your locality, if it is not being imMr. Hard
partial, ifit is not being complete,
publicist, National
now at- if it is not presenting a rounded
tached to the Republican
Committee, in an address on "Free- array of public-service programs,
dom of the Air" during the New
together andyour
write fellow-citizens
to the FCC about
York Herald-Tribune Forum Oct. why, get
4. Mr. Hard asserted that there is one month before that station's six
no censorship of public men in months' license on the air expires.
Washington because the FCC has Pretty soon, if enough of you
no authority to censor them and everywhere do it, you'll get the
FCC into publishing the publicbecause "the broadcasting com- service
program record of every
panies do not dare, and do not
radio station before, it renews its
want, to censor them."
"I therefore all the more regret," license. And pretty soon you'll
he said, "the occasional behavior of have more public-service programs
a certain minority of radio station
you wanted."
"Radio
stations operate on the
managers. They seem now and than
then to dream that they have a ether. And who owns the ether?
Which, isastheAristotle
himresponsibility for what their in- Nobody.
self remarked,
same thing
vited speakers on public affairs
everybody. And who repmay say. Of course they have a re- as sayingresents
everybody? There is only
sponsibility for what is said by
their employes. But if, when and one thing that represents everybody. And that's the Government.
as they may try to censor an invited speaker on public affairs, they So the Government, as trustee for
are outside the proper spirit of the people, owns the ether. We
sometimes speak of the NBC air,
American radio."
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the CBS air, the MBS air, the PDQ
air. We shouldn't. It's not the
PDQ scientific
air. It'sfacts
the people's
The
make it air.
so.
The laws of the United States make
it so. Just as much as in Germany, just as much as in Italy,
just as much as in Russia, just as
much as in any collectivist country, the ether in the United States
is public common property.
"But then we part company with
those countries and with almost all
other countries. We regard the
Government as the trustee for the
people. Yes. But we do not want
it to be the manager of the people. We do not want it to manage
the thoughts of the people. So
we take the ether and we split
it up and we assign a small fraction of it, under licenses which expire every six months, to each of
some seven hundred broadcasting
stations, almost all of which are
owned by private persons. Now
observe. Here are two consequences. Each of vital importance
to free speech.
"The first is competition. These
stations compete. There is no other
such competition among radio stations anywhere else in the world.
These American stations compete
with one another, some of them
locally. other,
They
compete
one ansome of
them,with
regionally.
They compete with one another,
some of them, through chains, nationally. They virtually all of them
in some way compete — and compete
intensely. They compete for advertisers. They compete for speakers.
And it is their competition for
speakers which is the basic reason
why the American air presents
more views, many sorts of views,
more conflicting sorts of views,
than anySues
other onair."Script
SUIT to recover $160,000 damages
from the Los Angeles Broadcasting
Co. Inc., operating KFAC, that
city, and a plea for an injunction
against further broadcasting of
Doctors Courageous, dramatic serial, was filed in Los Angeles Superior Court, Sept. 30 by Tom Gibson, radio and motion picture writ- .
er. Gibson alleges that the title
and material of the current series,
sponsored by Horton & Converse,
Los Angeles chain druggists, is
based on a cycle he wrote and produced for the station two years
ago. He charges that after writing
and producing the program on
KFAC for 40 weeks under sponsorship, his services were dispensed
with, ued but
contin- m
to usethat
the the
titlestation
with another
writer assigned to prepare the I
scripts. He contends that the title
and material are his and are being
used without his consent.
Listen In as Movie
WARNER BROS, is making a
movie of the radio book Listen In,
written last spring by Maurice
Lowell of the NBC-Chicago production staff. Mr. Lowell has been
appointed technical adviser of the
movie short, action of which takes
place at the Hit Parade and Magic
Key broadcasts in New York and
the Alka-Seltzer National Barn
Dance and National Farm & Home
Hour programs in Chicago. The
movie short will present every step
in the production of a major network show. The picture will be released in November. Lowell's book,
"Listen In, an American Manual
of Radio," was published March
this year by Dodge Publishing Co.,
New York.
• Broadcast
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Piercing the sky at 710 feet . . . the new Tniscon Vertical Radiator
at KDKA, Pittsburgh, Pa., is the tallest uniform cross - section
radiator on the North American continent, • By contributing
to greatly increased signal strength and enlargement of the KDKA
primary service area, the new Truscon Vertical Radiator provides
expanded commercial

advantages

for this highly successful

station. • Structural stability of the Truscon Vertical Radiator
is evidenced by this fact: the average material thickness with
heavy solid rounds is equivalent to the most conservatively designed bridge structure. Maintenance costs and corrosion hazards
are reduced to a minimum.

• Truscon engineers cooperate with

station engineers and radio consultants to determine the most
efficient and economical

design of Truscon Vertical Radiators

to meet specific requirements. Write for complete information.
TRUSCON
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How

Canada

Qovernment
Cordial

Formula

Relations

CK of
By HARRY
I
<,i
President,
CanadianSEDGWI
Association
ml.
Broadcasters
As told to James Montagnes

:

J

:

'

dcasters pay
CANA
a DI
lumpAN
sum broa
of $70,000 a year
for the use of copyrighted
music. They pay no additional charges, and they know at
the beginning of the year just what
their portion of the $70,000 will be.
That one known figure which
broadcasters must meet is the result of negotiations between the
Canadian Association of Broadcasters and the Canadian Performs Society Ltd., the Caing Right
nadian ASCAP.
This set annual sum has been in
force in 1937, and was brought
about by a government inquiry into the activities of the CPRS. Unsettled conditions as to payments
to the CPRS by all users of copyright music, rates which were considered exorbitant, and announcements of increases in rate schedules forced all users of music including broadcasting stations, theatres, hotels, restaurants, agricultural and
exhibitions, Soto
form
the industrial
Musical Protective
ciety.
Public Investigation
Agitation for this began in 1933.
With all commercial users of music
banded together, the government
at Ottawa was petitioned to investigate the copyright situation under the Inquiries Act and the Copyright Amendment Act of 1931. In
April, 1935, Judge James Parker
as Royal Commissioner, began investigations inToronto. The Commission also sat in Montreal, Ottawa, Halifax, Moncton, Winnipeg,
and Regina, taking evidence and
receiving information for 33 days,
concluding its investigations on
July 19. The inquiry was very exhaustive, with 143 witnesses including anumber from the United
States and England, and the filing
of 274 exhibits.
Judge Parker made his report in
October. As far as the broadcasters were concerned, he pointed
out that the CPRS rate of charging stations at the schedule of 10
cents per licensed receiving set in
their area was too high, above that
charged in the United States. He
felt that 8 cents would be sufficient, and if all sets in Canada, not
just those licensed, were taken into
consideration, 7% cents per set
would be a fair rate. As a result
Canadian broadcasters immediately received a return on the money
they had invested in the inquiry,
by receiving a Commission-ordered
rebate on their 1935 and 1936 assessment from the CPRS of 2 cents
for each receiver licensed in their
region.
As a result of the inquiry the
Copyright Amendment Act was
passed in 1936, which provides that
all claimants for performing right
fees file their tariffs at the end of
October for the following year,
leaving 30 days for the music users
to file their objections. An Appeal
Board is provided for in the Act
to hear such objections and arguments and make final rulings.
The CPRS filed its 1937 tariffs
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Solved
Specifies

Among

Copyright
Amount

of

Issue

Payments;

Parties

Maintained
5,000 watts or more pays the full
8 cents per licensed set.
This rate is multiplied by the
number of sets allocated to each
broadcasting center, giving the
hourly annual fee to be paid to
CPRS. If there is more than one
station in a broadcasting center a
graduated reduction is applied,
ranging from 25% for 2 stations,
35% for 3 stations, to 50% for 6
stations.
It is estimated that broadcasters
on the air 16 hours are not likely
to use copyright music for more
than 10 hours. This fact is applied
to the formula by multiplying
10/16 of the station's daily operating time to the hourly annual fee.
A concrete example would be to
determine the fee for a 5,000 watt
Montreal station. The total broadcasting center population for Quebec province is 1,092,920. The number of licensed receivers is 221,702.
MR. SEDGWICK
The number of sets per capita is
pursuant to the 1936 Act and the therefore .20286. Montreal's population is 818,577. The number of
Copyright Appeal Board approved
of the schedule drawn up by the sets allocated to Montreal is thus
CAB and the CPRS. This schedule
818,577 multiplied by .20286, which
and formula on which it is based give 166,055.
became the basis on which the 1937
The rate for a 5,000 watt station is 8 cents per set. Multiply
payments were made.
The formula is based on a rate 166,055 by 8 and apply a reduction
of 8 cents per licensed receiving of 40% because there are 4 stations in Montreal, and the annual
set, population, number of licensed
receiving sets per population, pow- hourly fee that station would pay
er of a station, number of stations is $797.06. But the station is on
in an area and the daily operat- the air 16 hours a day. Applying
the 10/16 formula, the annual fee
ing schedule of a station.
becomes $7,970.60.
Each radio station is considered
The formula has worked out sucas having a broadcasting center.
THE

AUTHOR,

managing director of CFRB, Toronto, one

of the most powerful and successful of privately-owned broadcasting stations in the Dominion, was largely instrumental in
drawing up the Canadian copyright formula and in carrying on
the negotiations with the Canadian copyright body. As a result,
copyright is considered a solved problem in the Dominion.
the most populous city or town
within its effective range. The
population of each of these centers
according to latest government figures is totaled to give the population within effective radio range in
each of the nine provinces of the
Dominion. To arrive at the number of receiving sets per capita,
the provincial population of the
broadcasting centers is divided into
the number of receiving sets licensed by latest government figures for each province.
How the Formula Works
This figure is used to determine
the number of radio sets in each
broadcasting center by multiplying
it with the population figure of
that center. With the number of
sets thus allocated to each broadcasting center, the fee each station
will pay CPRS is determined.
Based on the 8 cents per receiving set as suggested by Commissioner Parker in his report, a
schedule was worked out for various powered stations. Under 500
watts, a station pays at the rate of
3.2 cents per set. From 500 watts
but under 5,000 watts the rate of
4.8 cents per set, and station of
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cessfully, and the best of relations
exist between the broadcasting stations and the CPRS. The stations
need not pay their assessments in
one lump sum, but can make
monthly payments without being
charged interest. The CAB has assisted the CPRS in collecting its
outstanding accounts.
The CAB does not include all
Canadian stations, but practically
every privately owned station.
Nevertheless, it works out copyright
problems
closely Corp.
with stations
the Canadian
Broadcasting
and the Manitoba Government Telephone stations. The assessment,
incidentally,
applies to
govern-as
ment owned stations
as well
those privately owned.
Liberty on WLW Line
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS
Inc., New York, for Liberty magazine, has started a new series featuring Paul Sullivan, WLW commentator, in Behind the News.
Half -hour program started Oct. 5
on three stations of the WLW Line
as a test, and other outlets will be
added later. Erwin, Wasey & Co.
Inc., New York, is the agency.
BROADCASTING

MICHIGAN
STATIONS
FORM STATE GROUP
FORMATION of the Michigan
Broadcasters Association was effected at a meeting in Detroit, Oct.
4, with James F. Hopkins, president of WJBK, Detroit, elected its
first president. Other officers are
John E. Fetzer, WKZO, Kalamazoo, vice-president, and Howard
Loeb, WFDF, Flint, secretarytreasurer.
In addition four directors were
elected to serve with the officers as
a board of seven. They are W. J.
Scripps, WWJ, Detroit, who is also
an NAB vice-president; Owen
Uridge, WJR, Detroit; Arch
Shawd, WXYZ, Detroit, and Roy
Radner, WIBM, Jackson. The
meeting was attended by James W.
Baldwin, NAB managing director,
who reviewed current iudustry
problems
cussion. in an off-the-record disAttending the meeting, in addition to those named, were G. F.
Ashbacker, WKBZ, Muskegon; Ellis C. Thompson, WEXL, Royal
Oak; Howard M. Steed, WMBC,
Detroit; S. F. Northcott, WBCM,
Bay City, and D. E. Jayne, WELL,
Battle Creek.
Stunts Feature

Opening

!

Of KSRO, Santa Rosai
WITH a substantial list of spon- 1
sors, chiefly local and nearby mer- ^
chants, the new KSRO, Santa Ro- '
sa, Cal., 250 watts daytime on 1310
kc, is now on the air under the
management of Rossell F. Bjorn. 1
Its staff includes Don Avery, for- i
merly with KROW, Oakland, com- i
mercial manager; J. C. Van Groos, i
formerly of KFBK, Sacramento, •
chief engineer; Andrew Potter,
formerly with KOH, Reno, and
KGGC, San Francisco, program
director; Irvin Carlson, announcer;
Lee Berryhill, assistant engineer.
The station is equipped with RCA
apparatus
throughout,
to
NBC Thesaurus
and subscribes
maintains :
a 12-piece studio orchestra.
To create interest in its opening, KSRO conducted a talent
search in each of the eight communities it plans to serve, in
cooperation with the local chambers of commerce. Actual auditions ■
were held in each town and the
winners selected. The first two
hours on the opening day, Sept.
19, were occupied with 15-minute
salutes to these towns. Each quar- :
ter-hour featured the talent win- '
ners, the studio orchestra and the
mayors of the respective towns, i
From 3 to 4 p. m. the formal dedi- i
catory program was broadcast from I
the local high school auditorium |
before 11,000 persons. Bob Bence, j
Mutual-Don Lee network announc- \
er
and master
master ofof ceremonies.
ceremonies, was I'\
guest
Seeks Norfolk Station
SEEKING the same facilities applied for by S. L. Slover Inc.,
which published the Norfolk Virginian-Pilot, operating WTAR, and
the Richmond Times Dispatch, operating
WRTD,ofthe
Colonialon Broadcasting Corp.
Norfolk
Oct. 1
filed with the FCC an application
for a new station in that city.
The facilities sought are 100 watts
night and 250 watts day, unlimited
time, on the 1370 kc. channel. The '
organization
was formed
last 'I
month
by the Newport
Daily Press
and Times Herald, of which Maj.
Raymond B. Bottom is president.
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Primary cog in the merchandising machine that has

With no inducement but results, no motive but profits,

long kept Cain's Better Coffee one of the biggest sellers
in Oklahoma has been WKY.

Cain's along with scores of other local and national advertisers spend more money with WKY than with all
other Oklahoma City stations.

•

Early this month, Cain's Coffee Company began its
fourth consecutive year on WKY. Justified by previous
WKY performance, Cain's invested more heavily than
ever, launched a quarter-hour live-talent show straight
across the board.

The aggregate superiority of WKY programs has
gathered its own weight in audience ... an audience so
large and so profitable that advertisers keep coming
back for more.
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OKLAHOMA
ALABAMA
Ada
WSGN Birmingham KADA
Aidmore
WMFO
Decatur KVSO
KCRC
Enid
ARIZONA
KBIX
Muskogee
KOY
Phoenix KVOO
Tulsa
AHKANSAS
KUOA
Siloam Springs KFJI OREGON
Klamath
Falls
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Ft. Smith KOIN
Portland
CALIFORNIA
PENNSYLVANIA
KPMC
Bakersfield WCBA-WSAN
KIEM
Eureka WLEU AUentown
Erie
SGER Long Beach WKBO
Harrisburg
KHI
Los Angeles WCAU Philadelphia
KLX
Oakland
Philadelphia
KGB
San Diego WIP
Scranton
KFRC San Francisco WGBI
KDB Santa Barbara
RHODE ISLAND
WJAR
Providence
COLORADO
KFEL
Denver
SOUTH DAKOTA
KGHF
Pueblo KABR
Aberdeen
CONNECTICUT
TENNESSEE
WTIC
Hartford WOPI
Bristol
WELI New Haven WDOD Chattanooga
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
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Memphis
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WJSV Washington WLAC
FLORIDA
TEXAS
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Beaumont
WMBR lacksonville KGFI
Brownsville
WLAK
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KRIS
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Christi
WQAM
Miami KTSM
El Paso
WDBO
Orlando WBAP
Ft.
Worth
WFOY St. Augustine KXYZ
Houston
WSUN St. Petersburg KFRO
Longview
WTAL Tallahassee
KRLH
Midland
Pampa
WJNO West Palm Beach KPDN
WOAI
GEORGIA
San
Antonio
WAGA
Atlanta KCMC
Texarkana
WRDW
Augusta KGKO
Wichita Falls
WMAZ
Macon
UTAH
WTOC ' Savannah
Salt Lake City
WAYX
Waycross KDYL VERMONT
IDAHO
Burlington
KIDO
Boise WCAX
KID
Idaho Falls WNBX
Springfield
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Lewiston
VIRGINIA
ILLINOIS
Harrisonburg
WGN
Chicago WSVA
WRVA
Richmond
WJBL
Decatur WDBJ
Roanoke
WTAX
Springfield
WASHINGTON
INDIANA
KXRO
Aberdeen
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Bellingham
WLBC
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Olympic
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Seattle
WMT
Cedar Rapids KMO
Tacoma
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MAINE
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MARYLAND
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MASSACHUSETTS
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Edmonton
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Vancouver
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WHDF
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Winnipeg
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Detroit
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MINNESOTA
Monctor
KATE
Albert Lea CKCW
WEBC
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Saint John
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KSTP
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Ontario
Minneapolis
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Brantford
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Laurel CRCO
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WQBC
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Toronto
Windsoi
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SWK
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Clearing For Action
Where there is no wood the fire goeth out, and
where there is no talebearer the strife ceaseth.
WITH THIS apt quotation from Proverbs,
Frank Ramsey McNinch launched his temporary tenure as chairman of the FCC. Those
close to the Washington scene perceived in it
a deep significance, particularly since it was
evident he had picked the quotation with forethought.
Before he took office, Mr. McNinch spent
much time studying the FCC problem. In his
conversations with the President he was told
of conditions. It was plain that the new chairman, quoting from Scriptures, found a parallel
for what he construed as the real sorespot.
Busybodies carrying tales to Congress, to New
Dealers and anti-New Dealers and to Democrats and Republicans alike, have in large measure been responsible for the ill repute and
cloudy atmosphere that has surrounded the
FCC. Everyone interested in radio knows this;
it is evident the chairman knows it too — and
we think we are not going far astray in asserting he will soon be able to separate the wheat
from the chaff, both as to the talebearers and
their sometimes fantastic talebearing.
Mr. McNinch's maiden statement to the
press showed him to be a man fully aware
of his public responsibilities, and his I'ecord
shows him to be a man of courageous and
aggressive action. It is altogether likely that
his views, when they are ready for more definite expression, will not be shared by the whole
broadcasting industry. But he has not formulated those views yet, and he made it clear
he is approaching his task with an "open
mind." Radio can ask no more.
Rate regulation, license transfers, newspaper
ownership, franchise taxes, local monopoly,
network ownership — all these are fundamental
problems that face Mr. McNinch and his colleagues. On practically every one of them his
initial observation was that he desired to reserve opinion until further study.
Apropos rate regulation (and some sort of
inquiry into radio's fiscal setup seems inevitable) we would like to make one observation.
We recall that back in 1929 Chairman Ira E.
Robinson of the Radio Commission also expressed the view that broadcasting was a public utility open to all comers who had the
price. But he found and the courts held afterward that broadcasting was a peculiar sort
of utility. It was not a '"ommon carrier, and
Page 48
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it was not amenable to outright rate regulation, like power and the railroads, because the
public's pocketbook is not immediately affected.
It is the advei'tiser who pays for broadcasting's only commodity — time. And the advertiser represents an infinitesimal fraction of the
We do not project this as an answer to the
public.
new chairman, who made it plain he understands radio is not a common carrier. But it
is a matter that merits serious consideration
and, using the new chairman's own words,
seems to us, also, an instance where the maxim
caveat emptor (let the buyer beware) seems to
fit.
We trust Mr. McNinch will have the full cooperation of his colleagues. President Roosevelt's letter to him is tantamount to instruction to other members of the Commission and
its staff to cooperate. In the needful process
of rectifying deficiencies in Fed«ral regulation, there are bound to be some badly ruffled
feelings — perhaps even a few casualties in personnel. More stringent regulation is inevitable,
too, but the industry should be the first to
welcome Mr. McNinch's promise of "favoritism
to none" and his mandate of open covenants
openly arrived at.

Foolish Taboo
TIME heals all wounds, the saying goes, and
it took the chastening influence of time to
bring I'adio to the realization that its public
service mission is always greater than selfimposed prohibitions. We refer to the fact that
on Oct. 4 NBC carried the speech by Dr.
Thomas J. Parran, Surgeon General of the
United States and the nation's leading crusader against venereal diseases. Nor did Dr.
Parran pull his punches during his early evening talk, delivered as part of the New York
Herald-Tribune Forum. An outstanding authority speaking on a vital subject, Dr. Parran's
speech did not delete the word "syphilis" and
did not defer to artificial audience susceptibilities. He was once banned by one of the networks and, we think justly, raised considerable
fuss over the matter. Then a few independent
stations took up his crusade through their
local medical societies and found more favorable than unfavorable reaction. Finally, Dr.
Parran got his network — and we expect he
will get many more of them.

BOOK

RADIO
SHELF

PRINCIPLES of radio measurements are covered thoroughly in Measurements in Radio
Engineering by Frederick Emmons Terman,
professor of electrical engineering, Stanford
University [McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York,
$4]. Construction of equipment and relative
merits of various measuring methods are described. The book is a second edition of the
original work, with more than three-quarters
of the text completely rewritten. New material and illustrations are included.
IN Listen and Learn, by Frank Ernest Hill
(American Association for Adult Education
$1.50), educational radio programs of the last
15 years are discussed frankly from the educator's standpoint. Criticism is directed at stations and networks for their handling of educational programs and their tendency to "think
money," but credit is given for their pedagogical achievements.
AN ATTACK on radio advertising, sprinkled
with plenty of big names, is published by
Knight Publishers Inc., New York ($2), under
the title Poisons, Potions and Profits. The
author, Peter Morell, speaking for the Consumers' Union, dramatically belittles networks,
stations, sponsors and products in sweeping
generalities based for the most part on isolated
instances.
Havana

Conference

THE MOST important international radio
conference to be held since the ether first was
staked off for broadcasting purposes takes
place in Havana Nov. 1. The 23 nations of
the North, South and Central American continents will be present. At that session basic
allocations and allocation principles for both
broadcasting and international broadcasting
will be decided. A treaty, it is hoped, will be
worked out.
At this time there is every reason for optimism. The four major North American nations— the United States, Canada, Mexico and
Cuba — agreed to the technical principles to be
considered at the formal sessions when they
conferred last March in Havana. A basic plan
drafted by T. A. M. Craven, then FCC chief
engineer and now a member of the FCC, was
accepted with certain modifications. It prescribes six rather than three basic classifications of stations, and applies new principles
to allocations and technical requirements designed to make possible operation of a maximum number of stations with minimum interference.
In the new allotments of frequencies, this
country may find it necessary to relinquish
certain assignments.* Mexico has never been
a party to the agreement whereby frequencies
have been divided between this country and
Canada. So-called "border stations" have been
licensed indiscriminately along the Rio
Grande, causing serious interference with stations in this country. In any agreement that
is worked out, whereby Mexico acquires rights
to definite assignments by virtue of sacrifices
by the other nations, it is fervently hoped that
border stations will be eliminated.
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PERSONAL

NOTES

ERNEST B. FOOTE, who formerly
conducted his own program service,
has joined the sales staff of WMCA,
N^ewly York.
Mr. New
Foote York,
was previouswith WBS,
for five
years, in an executive capacity, and
was also in the station relations department of NBC for a year.
JOHN McLaughlin, chief of the
accounting department of CBS in
Chicago, is the father of a 7% pound
girl born recently.
HARRY F. ANDERSON, who rej/centlyager ofresigned
as commercial
manthe Western
division of NBC,
was to sail from San Francisco for
Honolulu on Oct. 15 to assume his
new duties as business manager of
the Honolulu Advertiser.
SU.Ij MURGREE. lowan, recently
•^with American
Radiator
Co. in
Washington, has joined the commercial staff of WJSY, that city.

REGINA
FROM her smartly clad slender
figure and her complete self-assurance at all times, the casual observer might guess that Reggie
Schuebel was a native New Yorker,
but unless he saw her behind the
paper-piled desk in her swanky office at 9 Rockefeller Plaza or revising ascript in a rehearsal studio, he would never picture her as
radio director of a busy advertising agency.
Yet it would take only a few
minutes' conversation with Miss
Schuebel to make him understand
why the clients of Blow Co. are
happy to place the responsibility
for their broadcast advertising in
her slender hands. The same rapidity of thought that has made her a
mistress of social repartee serves
her to equal advantage in the conference room, where her suggesgestions, often apparently tossed
off on the spur of the moment, are
usually the result of long consideration of the problem at hand,
backed up by pre\'ious experience
with similar problems.
It is this ability to think on her
feet, plus the courage to face facts
without flinching and an honest
faith in her own worth, that has
raised her to an executive spot in
the same concern in which, only a
few years ago, she was employed
as a stenographer. And strangely
enough teReggie
characristic at a timegained
when this
she was
not
on her feet, but lying in a hospital
bed, doubting if she would ever be
up and around again.
But before going into that, let's
sketch in the preliminary background. Born in New York City,
Miss Schuebel attended a New
York public school, and Morris
High School in the Bronx, and completed her education by obtaining
aSchool
B.S.of degree
Business.from
After Columbia's
the usual
succession of misfit jobs, Reggie
landed a place with E. R. Crow,
publishers' representative for a
newsstand group of pulp magazines— Snappy Stories, Live Stories, Black Mask, etc., which also included Popular Radio, a magazine
for the radio fan, who in those
days was nine parts mechanic and
one part listener. Perhaps it was
foresight, or more likely just
chance, but Reggie soon found herBROADCASTING

SCHUEBEL
self in charge of advertising production of Popular Radio, handling
the ads for tubes, parts and tools
that were interspersed with articles on how to build superheterodyne circuits and the like.
" But to
before
had reallybusiness,
settled
down
the she
publishing
Reggie
her name
Schuebel andchanged
for a short
time to
gave
her
occupation as housewife to census
takers and filler-inners of advertising questionnaires. Then her son,
William, was born, complications
set in, and for the next year Reggie'sceiling.
principal view was of a hospital
"It's remarkable," she says,
"how horribly uninteresting a view
that was. And yet, just because it
was so monotonous, I was forced
to think, probably the first real
thinking I ever did. As the youngest of the family, I had been rather
eff"ectively
sheltered
from andmost
the rough corners
of life,
whenof
I found myself up against a battle
which I had to fight alone and began to analyze my resources, I was
not very encouraged by the result.
I seemed to be pretty much of a
spoiled brat, who had muffed most
of When
her opportunities."
Reggie left the hospital
and . reentered the business world,
it was with an entirely different
point of view. Formerly a job had
been just a job, something to do
adequately so that a pay check
might be forthcoming at the end
of the week. Now, with an infant
son to bring up and educate, Reggie wanted something more than a
weekly pay envelope, something
more than just another job. She
wanted a chance at a career, a
chance to use the heretofore neglected ability she was sure she
possessed.
So, when Reggie entered the
Blow agency as secretary to Kenneth Goode in December, 1931, she
set about learning as much as she
could about the advertising business, with the idea of fitting herself for a better position some day.
Her first opportunity for advancement came the following August,
when Mr. B low's secretary left and
Reggie was chosen to replace her.
True, she was not yet freed from
her stenographer's
notebook
(.Continued on Page
62) and
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LO RAYNE GOLim^AUX. of Cedar Rapids. la., has joined the sales
staff of KGLO, Mason City, la.
WILBUR EICKELBERG, manager
of KFRC. San Francisco eloped to
Reno Oct. 1 and married Miss Sybil
Leonard of San Francisco. They flew
to Reno, were married at the airport,
and
to San Francisco the
same returned
day.
PAUL B. KLUGH, of Chicago, first
managing director of the NAB in
1923 and one of its founders, and
A. Atwater Kent, of Philadelphia,
former set maufacturer, have been
elected honorary members and directors of the Radio Manufacturers
Assn. They are the first to be so
honored.
EDWARD GREEN and Mrs. Stanley
Levin, formerly of the now defunct
Omaha Bee Xews, have joined the
commercial staff of KOIL. that city.
Other employes of the Bee Xetcs who
have joined KOIL are : .Jake Rachnian. who is in charge of a program
called Around Omaha and Miss Orlie
Penwitt, stenographer.
E. S. MITTENDORF, manager of
WIND, Gary, will return to his offive Oct. 16 after a three-weeks honeymoon in Florida. He married Miss
Yirginia Benoit, his assistant, in Chicago, Sept. 22.
.1. ERNEST GUTTING has resigned
from the artists service department
of NBC. and will tour the country
in a comprehensive search for talent
for radio, motion pictures, concert,
and all branches of entertainment.
ROBERT ELLIOTT, assistant to
John de J. Almonte when the latter
was evening general manager of NBC,
has resigned to join the local sales
staff of WGY, Schenectady.
NORMAN TERRY, formerly with the
Oakleigh R. French Adv. Agency,
and Laclede Gas & Light Co., St.
Louis, has joined the sales staff of
KSD. St. Louis.
RICHARD
the father
sales
staff
of KSD, Q-BRIEN,
St. Louis, of
is the
of a girl born this month.
WILLIAM SKAGGS. formerly of
KLO. Ogden,
Earl Pollock,
previously in the and
advertising
department
of Scripps-Howard Newspapers, have
joined KDB, Santa Barbara, Cal,, as
account executives,
CHARLES MILLER, executive of
the Music Corporation of America,
Chicago ofBee, and Mrs. Miller, arrived from Europe on the Xormandie
Thursday, Oct, 14.
RUSSELL WILLIAMS has been appointed merchandising manager of
WHK-WCLE, Cleveland, succeeding
William Brusman, promoted to the
sales staff.

LEONARD F. ERICKSON, western
sales manager of CBS, will be one of
the lecturers on the Advertising Salesmanship course being given under the
auspices of the Chicago Federated Advertising Club. Also included among
last year's lecturers were Hill Blackett, president, and Henry Selinger, ac- i
count executive, of Blackett-Sample- j ■1
Hummert Inc., Chicago.
.'1
vision
spoke western
Oct. 6 dionv. ' i
DON E.vice-president,
OILMAN, NBC
"Newguest
Developments
Broadcasting"
as
of honor atin the
San Diego
(Cal.), Advertising Club.
H. V. KALTENBORN, CBS comr, isthe author
Kaltenhornby
Edits the mentatoXeics,
just ofpublished
Modern Age Books Inc., New York.
JACKdent of the
GRIFFITH,
presiU. S. Soundformerly
& Recording
Corp., and recently with Warner
Brothers, has joined the Sales Deates Inc. partment of Yan Cronkhite AssociCLAYLAND
T. MORGAN,
NBC Mrs.
director of public
relations, and
Morgan returned Oct. 5 on the lie de
France from a European vacation. Returning on the same ship was Lewis
Tittertou. of the NBC continuity de-

"1
';
"j
■

PAUL
W. KESTEN, CBS vice-presi- '
partment.
dent, is back in New York after a
vacation.liner
He Hereturned
Oct. '
5European
on the French
de France.
ED SIMS, commercial manager of
WMFJ, Daytona Beach, is now correspondent for Transradio Press Service along with his other duties.
WILBUR EDWARDS, of the sales
staff of WBT, Charlotte, has entered
theological
schoolmanat Yale,
Robert Anders.
insurance
of Charlotte,
has
taken his place.

■
,
•
.

PAULfice of Radio
WILSON,
the and
Chicago
ofSalesofInc.,
Arthur
Kemp, eastern representative of Co- ,
lumbia's Pacific Coast network, left ,
Chicago, Sept, 30 for a three-week
inspection
tour of the network's West
Coast stations,
WILLIAM H, PAULSGROVE, assistant manager and program director !
of WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md., has resigned.
JACK HARRIS, publicity director
and news editor of WSM, Nashville,
and Miss Mary Curtis, of C, P. Clark
Inc., Nashville advertising agency,
were married Oct. 8 in Memphis.
JOHN BRODERICK, formerly of ,
tlie Perth Amhoy (N. J.) Evening j
Xeics, has joined the commercial i
staff of WSPR, Springfield, Mass. j
MAURICE COLEMAN, manager of ■ :
WATL,
article in
the '
October Atlanta,
issue of has
the anGeorgia
Police
Magazine titled "Radio — An Aid to j
Police."
LESLIE JOY, manager of KYW,
Philadelphia, has been appointed to ■
the radio committee of the Poor Richard Club, Philadelphia
advertising
organization. John S. K,
Hammann,
KYW sales manager, has been named ,
to the club's banquet committee.
Morrison to WOR
HERBERT

MORRISON, WLS announcer who gained nationwide
fame when he broadcast an eyewitness account of the Hindenburg
disaster, has joined the announcing staff of WOR, Newark. Morrison's recording of the catastrophe
is ranked as one of the outstanding
broadcasts of recent years.
YERNON ANDERSON, manager of
KJBW, Baton Rouge, La., was seriously injured last month when his
auto struck the rear of a truck. Mr.
Anderson was picked up unconscious
and taken to a Baton Route hospital.
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LYMAN BROWN, formerly of KASA,
Elk City, Okla., and KPDN, Pampa,
Tex., reports to KFRO, Longview,
Oct. 15, as a new announcer.
LEWIS SISK has succeeded Donald
Gehring on the WHK-WCLE continuity staff, Gehring having been
HARRY W. HOFF, for the past
three years with the Cleveland B. named traffic manager of the Cleve-,
land stations, replacing Winifred
Chase
Co., Radio
New York,
has joined
solidated
Artists
Inc., ConNew . Kellogg, recently married.
York, and will act as assistant to Earl
BOB GARRED, newscaster of
-Thomas, head of the radio department.
KSFO, San Francisco, will speak
Milton
Roemer,
head
of
CRA's
hotel
and cafe department, and Leo Salkin, Nov. 6 before the annual conference
manager of the Chicago office, have of the California Scholastic Press Asresigned to do talent representation.
sociation on "Writing for Radio".
MARGARET
SCHAEFFER, well EDMUND VAN ZANDT, formerly
knownbeenin named
Philadelphia
radio director
circles,^ correspondent of the Fort Worth Starhas
educational
Telegram, has joined the publicity deof WFIL, that city, and will conof Artists
Management
Butinue to act as production supervisor.
reau, NewpartmentYork,
as assistant
to Irving
Strouse
on
the
Paul
Whiteman
acBOB DUMM, special event producer count.
of KSFO, San Francisco, has been
signed by Associated Oil Co. of Call-- WYNN ROCAMARA, formerly of L.
fornia to announce football commenE. Behymer Co., Los Angeles, has
taries at each Associated football pro- been added to the NBC Hollywood
gram broadcast Saturday afternoons Artists Bureau staff.
over KSFO-CBS.
HORACE W. FEYHL, production
RUSH HUGHES, Hollywood com- , manager
of WCAU, Philadelphia, is
mentator, who recently announced his
retirement from radio, has been signed ' confined to the Jewish Hospital fol-^
lowing a major operation. His condiby MGM for a part in the forthcomtion is reported as favorable.
ing motion picture "Rosalie".

FROM CHINA — Geraldine Seto
More, Vancouver-born Chinese girl,
was interviewed as she left a liner
at Vancouver. She told Reg Dagg
(left), announcer of CKWX, Vancouver, how she left Nanking University when hostilities broke out.
EMERSON SMITH, formerly of
KOIL, Omaha, has joined KOH,
Reno,
ren. now managed by Wally WarJOHN K. CHAPEL, announcer of
WOW,
Omaha,
has returned
with his
wife from
a European
vacation.
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KEN DOUGLASS, announcer >,f
WBAP, Fort Worth, has been promoted to production director and has
charge of a series of programs originating in the local schools. Nelson
Olmstead, formerly of KNOW, Austin, Tex., has been named assistant
to Mr. Douglass, while Cy Leland,
sportcaster, has been placed in charge
of WBAP special events.
TED KIMBALL, formerly of WRC.
Washington, has joined the announcing staff of KDYL, Salt Lake City.
MORTON GOULD, who conducts
his own program with Sylvia Froos
on MBS Sundays. 10:30 p. m., and
provides the music for Georgie
Price's variety show on MBS Mondays, 9:30 p. m., has been appointed
director of the educational music
department of the Mills Music Co.,
New York.
ED THORGERSEN, sports commentator for Fox-Movietone News
and NBC, on Oct. 1 joined Lowell
Thomas on the latter's five-a-week
program for Sun Oil Co. Thorgersen will take over part of the program on Mondays and Fridays
throughout the football season. During the World Series he was on the
program five nights a week.
' BETTY HUDSON, fashion commentator of WJSV, Washington, was
married in New York Oct. 6 to Robert Sherrod, Washington correspondent of Time magazine.
DON THOMPSON, latest addition
to the NBC-Chicago production staff,
is the author of Last PuMic Appearance, short, short story appearing in
the Oct. 16 issue of Liberty.
VAN FLEMING, NBC producer at
San Francisco, recently sprained his
ankle in a fall.
LOU WITHERS, NBC announcer
at San Francisco, is nursing a broken right arm which he received in a
fall while horse-back riding.
ZEKE CLEMENS, KFRC, San
Francisco, yodeler, recently won a
part in Walt Disney's feature length
cartoon "Snow White".
HOWARD ESARY, free lance, has
been named production manager of
KEHE, Hollywood. He succeeds
Lewis TeeGarden, resigned.
JACK SAYERS, on the CBS Hollywood publicity staff, has been
named assistant to Hal Rorke, West
Coast publicity director, succeeding
Virginia Lindsay who resigned to
head the radio department of Helen
Ferguson Publicity Service, that
city. Miss Lindsay has taken over
the post formerly held by Frank
Healey who resigned to head the radio department of R-K-O Radio Pictures Inc., Hollywood. Charles Benson, KFWB, Hollywood news editor,
has been added to the CBS publicity
staf^ as feature writer.
STAN CONRAD, formerly of
WKRC, Cincinnati, has joined the announcing staff of WCPO, that city.

with a lot of variety . . . programs that appeal to the birds that are hard to
please and the birds that are not so hard to please.
A LETTER

OR WIRE

BRINGS

*survey
...
NUT and SHELL!
APublic
conductedINbywasR. AC.carried
Birmingham
Accountants,
on in the Company,
following Certified
manner:
A postalscribercard
was
sent
to
every
fourth
residence
telephone
subi
n
Winston-Salem,
North
Carolina
and
an
equal
of cards were mailed to telephone subscribers in the 28 townsnumber
and
villages considered by R. C. Birmingham and Company as being
in the Winston-Salem trade area. The following question was
asked on the card: "CHECK THE STATION YOU LISTEN TO
DURING mailino
THE DAYTIME
(beforeWAIR.
6:00 P.TheM.)"
60.6%
ofMOST
the listeners
in cards checked
next closest
station received 31.8%, giving WAIR nearly twice the listeners
during the daytime of any other station included in the survey.
All stations
cluded in thewithin
survey.a 50 mile radius of Winston-Salem were in-
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BILL REX POOLE, formerly of
WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md., has joined
the announcing
staff of WGPC, Albany, Ga.
JOHN HEISTAND and Lew Crosby have resigned from KFI-KECA,
Los Angeles, to free lance and their
assignments have been taken over by
Chet Huntley, part time announcer,
and Fred Gwynne, formerly of KIEV,
Glendale, Cal.
GEORGE SUTHERLAND, who has
announced fit WLW, Cincinnati,
WHK, Cleveland, WXYZ, Detroit,
WBEN, Buffalo, has joined the ankee.
nouncing staff at WISN, MilwauART JONES, formerly of WIND,
Gary, Ind., and WKBB, Dubuque,
la., has been nam^d program director of WEW, St. Louis. Hugh Sanders, formerly of WIL and KWK, St.
Louis, has joined the WEW announcing staff.
• Broadcast Advertising

VICTOR BOVEB, news writer of
I TOMMY RAGLAND, formerly of KEN WILBUR, new announcer of
WFBM, Indianapolis, was married
KOIL,
Omaha,
MisswereLoismarried
MunPaid His Bet
I WREC, has been named continuity
derloh, of
Sioux and
City,
chief of WMPS, Memphis. Bob Oct. 9 to Miss Lillian Ziegfeld, couin
September.
Howard
Wilcox,
KOIL
sin of the late Flo Ziegfeld, the cereof WCPO, Cincinformerlytraffic
Knapp,nati, is WMPS
A UNIQUE bet was paid off
continuity
has resigned
bemony taking place at Columbus, O.
manager. Fred
Oct. 4 when Art Gleason,
cause of ill writer,
health. Eddie
Butler, staff
Vosse, chief announcer, has been LEO BOLLEY, sports announcer of
W
h
e
a
t
i
e
s
sportcaster
at
organist,
has
resigned
to
join
his
placed in charge of special events, and WFBL, Syracuse, has received his
KFAC, Los Angeles, pumped
uncle,troit
J. investment
M. Butler,
head of
thename.
Deformer program di- third 52-week contract from Tidewater •
Clair Weidenaar,
firm
under
that
rector of WGL, Fort Wayne, is Oil Co., calling for 13 broadcasts
a bicycle
to the
San Fran-a
cisco cityuphall,
completing
WMPS program director.
weekly as well as three programs
GEORGEductionD.manager
SNELL,
assistant
profrom
WGY.
five-day
cycling
journey
from
of KDYL,
Salt Lake
JAMES A. WOODS, of Kansas City,
Los
Angeles,
470
miles.
Thus
has joined the announcing staff of HARRY W. FLANNERY, news ediCity, has
named publicity
dihe had paid off a wager that
rector.been
Doug Gourlay,
a Canadian
KGLO, Mason City, la.
tor of KMOX, St. Louis, was guest
who
recently
joined
KDYL,
has
taken
he had
lost to KYA's
out citizenship papers.
ALBERT AMUDSEX, of the sales speaker recently at the Rotary Club ,/
ies
sportcaster,
Ernie WheatSmith.
staff of WMBH. Joplin, Mo., and Miss of E. St. Louis, 111., speaking on "RaRecently
Smith
bet
Gleason
DOUGLAS ROMINB, formerly of
dio Yesterday, Today and TomorWillma Radley were married recently.
that a special baseball game
KLZ, Denver, and KVOO, Tulsa, has
KARL BARRON, announcer of KYA,
joined
the announcing staff of KARK,
RONALD DAWSON, dramatic direcin
wouldn't
Little Rock.
San Francisco, and formerly of WIP.
tor of WOL, Wa.shington, and C. M.
draw Los
20,000Angeles
persons to
WrigPhiladelphia, on Oct. 10, married
row." co-authors of a three-act .
ley Field
in that
GleaMiss Gwendolyn Sasso, former radio Roach,
son insisted
that city.
it would.
MARTIN
GOSCH,Bros.
former
radio has
didrama Ten O'clock, had their play
actress, in Larkspur, Cal.
rector of Warner
Pictures,
trieders out
by
the
Little
Theater
PlaySo
they
agreed
that
if
Gleaof
New
York
Oct.
7.
joined
York, writer.
as a program
son won the bet, Smith would
PAUL KENNEDY, radio editor of
directorCBS,
and New
continuity
have to get on a bicycle and
the Cincinnati Post, has resumed his,/ RAY CLANCY, former Daytona
s
eek
Beach
recreation
director,
has
joined
broadcast over WCKY,
twice-a-w
ride it from San Francisco
JOHN JACOBS, formerly of KTSA,
Cincinnati.
the announcing staff of WMFJ, Dayto Los Angeles, and if Smith
San Antonio, has joined the announctona Beach. He will also handle coning staff of KMOX, St. Louis, to rewon, the
route
wouldpedaling
be reJOHN J. COLBERT has been ap- tinuity.
versed
with
Gleason
place Spencer Allen who was recently
HollyKFWB,
of
editor
news
pointed
C.
F.
AVM.
BAMBERG
has
joined
the
appointed
program
director of KOAM,
from the south to the Bay
wood, succeeding Charles Benson, who ,
Pittsburg,
Kan.
staff
of
the
Cleveland
office
of
Wildy
resigned to join the CBS publicit
City.
The
disputed
baseball
will
Colbert
ing Picture Productions Inc. He was •
JOYCE WILLIAMS has joined the
department in that city.
game drew just 14,000.
formerly vice-president of General
the KFWB Lamplighter se- Broadcasting
publicity
continue
System Inc., that city.
Antonio. department of WOAI, San
ries in conjunction with his new
duties.
proANNE BRENTON has beenHollythe CBS
moted to the head of
wood music clearance department. She
has been assistant to Paul Zens who
resigned to join the Kalmar-Ruby
Music Co. Dick Hall has joined the
department as assistant to Miss Brenton.
JOHN NEBLETT, sports announcer
Columbus, was in Hollyof WBNS,
wood Oct. 9 to broadcast the Ohio
State-USC football game for CBS
I. It
from the Los Angeles Coliseum.
HARRY POMAR, formerly with
Harvey-Massengale Co. Inc., Atlanta
Agency, has been appointed head of
the newly-created merchandising department "of WATL, Atlanta.
RUSS DAVIS, formerly of KFBI,
KWTO, SpringAbilene, Kans., and named
production
field, Mo., has been
City.
Kansas
manager of KCKN,
years
CHARLES SPEER, for nine
in the continuity department of CBS,
Inc.,
has joined Douglas F. Storer
to work on script for the Ripley
show.
JULIAN BENTLY. news editor of
spoke on "Forces for
Chicago,
WLS,
Peace" before the Chicago
War and
Women's Aid Oct. 8.
JACK ZEIGIN, former announcer
and publicity director of WIBM,
has joined the anJackson, Mich.,
nouncing staff of WGAL, Lancaster,
Pa.
MARGARET McGUIRK, formerly of
Charles Dallas Reach Agency, has
TO SELL
DETROIT
joined the sales promotion departmentto
of WOR, Newark, as assistant
There may be some other radio slalion
everything else— PULLING ABILITY must
Joseph Creamer, sales promotion manall have contributed to such leadership.
ager.
which broadcasts as many major proCARLTON E. MORSE, author of the
grams for local sponsors as WXYZ does.
Pick a WXYZ program with established
NBC One Man's Family serial sponBill not in MichiganI
sored by Standard Brands Inc., has reaudience, as these big Detroit advertisers
turned to his Hollywood headquarters
after a New York conference with
have done. Get into this tremendously reExperienced showmaixship, central locaprospective sponsors on a proposed
new network program to emanate
sponsive market right— and SELL.
tion,
splendid
coverage
and
—
above
from the West Coast.
HARLAN DUNNING, announcer,
formerly with KROW, Oakland, was
King-Trendle Broadcasting Corporation
scheduled to sail from San Francisco Oct. 15 for Honolulu to join the
300 Madison Theatre Building • • • Detroit
announcing staff at KGMB. He sucWestern OHice:
Wm. G. Rambeau Co. Representative
Eastern Oiiice:
ceeds Dean Stewart, resigned.
Rttss Building, San Francisco
Home Office: Tribune Tower, Chicago
5S0 Chanin Building, Now York
NORMAN ROGERS, formerly with
KFXR, Oklahoma City, has joined the
announcing staff of KFYO, Lubbock,
Tex.
FRED WEBER, veteran announcer
WXYZ
• DETROIT
of
WFIL,
has station.
been ^
named
chief Philadelphia,
announcer of the
= Basic Statim NBC BluiNibM'j^
WARNER SCHOYEN, formerly of /
the Evansville (Ind. ) Courier, has'
been named to succeed Ray Behymer,
resigned, on the news staff of KSD,
St. Louis.
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STANLEY MAXTED, formerly regional director of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp., at Toronto, and one of
the few executives let out since the
change in managership last November, is now in Paris, France, producing live talent sponsored programs
for reception in England via a French
station.
PIERRE NORMANDIN, graduate of
Ottawa U and Loyola College, Montreal, and Alain Gravel, have joined
the announcing staff of CKAC, Montreal all-French station. Ferdinand
Biondi has been promoted to production.
NORMAN NESBITT (Don Norman), for several years with KHQKGA, Spokane, leaves Oct. 15 to enter radio in California.
DON MARTIN, for two years chief
announcer of KXBY, Kansas City,
and later at KWK, St. Louis, has
joined KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., as
announcer-producer.
CHARLES GODWIN, who for a
year was CBS presidential announcer,
on Oct. 5 joined the staff of WOR,
Newark. For the past year Godwin
was connected with WJSV, Washington and before that was with WLW,
Cincinnati.

Delivers Fire
ED PAUL, WLS announcer,
found the upholstery of his
car smouldering: when he left
his brother's house in Dubuque, la., October 3. Having no fire extinguisher, he
jumped in the car and drove
to the Dubuque fire department where the blaze was extinguished. Capt. John Stafford said that it was the first
time a fire had been delivered
to the door of his department.
MISS JEANE BROWN has been
named musical director of WOWOWGL, Fort Wayne, succeeding Mrs.
Dorothy Durbin, who has started a
radio school. Franklin Tooke has
been promoted to production director.
RALPH PRIEST, program director
of KDB. Santa Barbara, Cal., has
joined the program department of
KHJ, Los Angeles. Tony LaFrano
becomes program director of KDB.
Margaret Busse has been named oflSce
assistant of KDB.

e|}9
Fizdale

Tom

Complete

With

LYNN BRANDT, NBC-Chicago announcer, and Janis Herrington, Rockford 111., society girl were married at
Rockford, Sept. 29. The ceremony was
performed by Mr. Brandt's father.
Texas

and

Radio

Relations

is pleased

to announce

Service

that

of Robert S. Taplinger as

Director of Publicity and Radio for
Warner

Bros. Pictures

It has acquired

S* Taplinger
485 Madison
New

Inc

Ave.

York City

Telephone: Eldorado

5-5580

Offices
Chicago
20 No. Wacker Drive
Telephone: Central 7571
Director: Marge L. Kerr
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Hollywood
8532 Sunset Blvd.
Telephone: Woodbury 6-3101
Director: Jerry Farrar

Personnel

Howard, Bishop Named
To New Posts at WRVA
CREATION of two new executive
posts on WRVA, Richmond, to be
filled by Barron Howard and Wal- j
ter R. Bishop, who became business
manager and public relations manager, respectively, was announced
Oct. 9 by C. T. Lucy, general manthe Larus
Tobaccomanager
Co., whichof '
ager, and Bros.
advertising
owns the station.
Mr. Howard, heretofore sales
manager, joined the station four
years ago. In his new post he will
supervise all operating departments. Mr.withBishop
been 1925,
connected
WRVA hassince
having served as program manager
and studio director.

in

•bert

Fair

Leaving for New Posts
WITH the close of the Greater
Texas & Pan American Exposition
in Dallas, personnel of the Gulf
Radio Studios maintained by the
Gulf Oil Corp. are moving to new
posts. Jack Lyman, program director, has joined the radio staff of
the Golden Gate International Exposition, San Francisco. Marjorie
Luethi, continuity writer, has been
engaged by a Dallas advertising
agency. Tol Ware and Tom Hudson, narrators, have joined the announcing staff of KTSA, San Antonio, while John Hughes has been
appointed to the announcing staff
of KOMA, Oklahoma City. Ray
Lackland, former program director of the exposition's p. a.
system, has been named manager of the Odessa studio of
KRLH, wards
Midland,
Tex.KELO-KSOO,
Fred L. Edhas joined
Sioux Falls, S. D., as program director. Fritz Kuler has been named
to the announcing staff of KFJZ,
Fort Worth. Betty Allin, receptionist, has been engaged by the Music
Corp. of America, Dallas, while
Howard Bogarte has resumed his
studies at the Dallas Little Theatre
School. Bob Bogarte, page boy, has
returned to Texas U.

Inc*

Publicity

tKe Appointment

JAY SIMS, CBS-Chicago announcer,
and Janet Logan, CBS actress in that
city, will be married Oct. 29, with J.
Oren Weaver, WBBM news editor
and assistant rector of the Church of
Atonement, officiating at the ceremony. The wedding marks the third
CBS-Chicago union this fall. Others
are Truman
Bradley,
announcer-business executive,
who recently
married
Evelyn Jane Esenther, and Margarette Shanna, actress, who will be
married Nov. 4 to Elliott Woodruff,
Chicago financier.
WALTER H. SMITH, during the
past several months associated with
the CBS program service department,
has beenlumbiaappointed
Artists Inc. to the staff of Co-

GEORGE GUNN, former University
of Florida athlete and an announcer
on its station WRUF, and also formerly on the staff of WFLA, Clearwater, Fla., has joined the NBCWashington announcing staff. Dorian
St. George, formerly with WLVA,
Lynchburg, Va., has also joined the
staff.
BOB tionWHITE,
commercial
producdirector of WOR,
Newark,
has
joined the production staff at NBCChicago, where he is currently handling the Vanity Fair and Mar-o-Oil
programs.
FRANK BURKE, formerly of
CHML, Hamilton, Ont., has been
added to the announcing staff of
CKLW, Windsor.
WILLIAM HERBERT will continue
to write- material for Cecil B. DeMille
on the CBS Lux Radio Theatre sponsored by Lever Bros., his contract
having been renewed for 52 weeks.
Herbert is also De Mille's publicity
man. He has been working on the radio programs with Sandy Barnett and
George Wells of J. Walter Thompson Co., Hollywood production staff.
RAYMOND JOHNSON and BETTY
CAINE, members of the NBC cast
in A Tale of Today, were married
Oct. 1 in Chicago.

London
102-05 Shoe Lane, EC-4
Director: T. J. L. Crane

Saphier Names Stirton ^
JAMES STIRTON, of NBC Artists Service, resigns Oct. 15 to
/foin the New York ofBce of James
^ L. Saphier production firm, as
manager. Mr. Saphier plans to
leave shortly for Hollywood where
he will open a branch office.
GWENDOLYN SHORT, actress, has s
joined
WFBM, Indianapolis, as an
announcer.
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OHIO STATE PLANS
TECHMCAL
SESSION
PRELIMINARY plans for a broadcast engineering conference at Ohio
State University next February
were announced Oct. 5 by the Department ofElectrical Engineering
cf the University. The conference
would be held on the campus in
Columbus.
Arrangements are being handled
by Dr. W. L. Everitt of the Department of Electrical Engineerling. Among the subjects on the
I agenda to be covered by outstanding engineers are "Broadcast Antenna Design," "High Powered
Amplifiers," "Modulation and DisMeasurements," "Studio
Itortion
Acoustics," and "Ultra-high Frequency Propagation."
The objective,
according to Dr.
Everitt, is to arrange a program
that will be of interest to every
broadcast station engineer who can
attend. In some of the subjects
preparatory lectures will be given
by members of the University staff
before the outside lecturers appear
on the program.
Further information in connection with the conference can be
procured from Dr. Everitt.

OUTDOORS — The television camera of BBC picks up an explosion shot
out of a bunker with Miss Poppy Wingate wielding the niblick.
Seeing

Television Behind
Scenes
{Continued from page Si)
before camera 3 . . . the senior
Meanwhile, the producer has his
studio engineer moves a lamp a hands full. Following "continuity"
few degrees. Then another whistle, he has faded from the caption card
and the red indicator registers to the telecine circuit for a film
"Sound on. Vision on." A green loop showing
bustlehotel,
and excitement outside the
a large
and is
cue light flashes and the orchestra
now
bringing
down
the
gain
constrikes up with "Revolving Door,"
trol on orchestra for the announcthe opening chorus.

Canadian Apple Plans
j FOLLOWING the example of vari' ous associations of apple growers
in the western states of the United
States, apple growers of British
Columbia have perfected plans for
an advertising campaign in the
Prairie Provinces and especially in
; Manitoba, spending $10,000 on radio, newspaper and billboard advertising. The campaign will last
1 for three months and the cost is ,
being shared by the British Columbia Tree Fruits Board, the
I Okanagon shippers and the jobbers. An additional $2,500 has been
appropriated bv two retail grocery
i chains in western Canada. A dietician will be engaged for the
broadcasts.
J. A. Folger Resumes
J. A. FOLGER & Co., San Francisco (coffee), after a summer layoff, on Nov. 1 will launch a 2Gweek campaign, using the quarterhour transcription serial Judy &
Jane, on four West Coast stations,
KNX, KSFO, KOIN and KMJ.
Series to be heard Mondays through
Friday, has been used by the or-^
ganization in the midwest for several years, and an extensive promotional and merchandising tie-in
is planned for the West Coast. It
is expected that other western stations will be added to the list. Agency is Raymond R. Morgan Co.,
Hollywood.
Silver Net to Canada
I INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co.,
' Meriden,
Conn., hasCorp.
addedhookup
a Cana-of
dian Broadcasting
31 stations to the previously scheduled 46 CBS slj^ons which now
carry its Silver Theatre Sunday
afternoon broadcasts in the inter-/
est of 1847 Rogers Bros, table
silverware. The program, which
originates in Hollywood, is fed to
the Canadian network from one of
the two CBS Canadian outlets. The
Canadian business was handled by
A. J. Drenne & Co. Ltd., Toronto,
while the U. S. account was placed
through Young & Rubicam Inc.,
New York.

1
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er's opening sentences. Back to
full volume on orchestra, he fades
out the film loop and brings in
Camera 1 on the Cosmopolitan
Choristers gyrating around the revolving door.
The show is on.
From the Outside
Outside broadcasts are controlled
in just the same way, the only difference being that the producer is
denied a direct view of what is
happening, and must rely on what
he sees in the monitor and on messages received by field telephone
from his "studio" manager. He is,
of course, in constant touch with
camera and microphone squads by
means of headphones. Starting
cues eraareman usually
given by from
the camon instructions
the
control desk.
"And that, ladies and gentlemen,
concludes our television transmission for today," says the announcer
at
the and
end artists
of the goday's
program.
Staff
home.
Hotel
Cosmopolitan and all the effort it
involved will soon be forgotten, for
tomorrow a fresh band of artists
will arrive to give the public "something new."

Godley
Consulting
Phone: Montclair 2-7859

PAUL

GODLEY

25 years of professional background. Nationally known and one
of the pioneers in radio and broadcast equipment manufacture. Radio consultant, exclusively, since
1927. Consultant to the Regional
Station Group, for Reallocation
Hearing, 1936, etc.

and
T^odio

Brown
Sngineers
Montclair, N. J.

DR. GEORGE

H. BROWN

formerly RCA Manufacturing Co.
(research division). Internationally known for contribution to the
antenna art. Antenna studies with
models. Inventor of "turnstile" antenna for ultra-high frequencies,
etc.

Engineering Management . . . Commercial Coverage, Field and Allocation Surveys . . .
Advanced Antenna Designs . . . Performance Correction Problems . . . Ultra-high Frequency
Studies . . . Aviation and Police Radio Applications . . . Television Antenna Systems.
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TELEVISION FIRM
WILL ISSUE STOCK
FORMATION of a new television
corporation, Universal Television
Co., New York, the president and
-vice-president of which have had
15 years of experience in the movie
industry, was revealed Oct. 8 when
its prospectus was filed with the
Securities & Exchange Commission.
With 5,000,000 shares of capital
stock listed at SI par value, the
new Delaware corporation is licensed for television experimentation and development; to build, acquire and operate broadcastino; stations for the transmission of visual
and audible radio energy; to secure
and acquire patents and licenses
incidental to its business; to manufacture and distribute receivers for
television and radio. President of
the corporation is John W. McKay,
515 Madison Ave., New York, who
with Vice-president Arno Zillger,
430 Anthwvn Road, Narberth, Pa.,
holds 59.96% of the stock jointly,
representing 1,199,100 shares.
Mr. McKay and Mr. Zillger are
listed in the prospectus as inventors who have spent 15 years in
the motion picture and television
fields. Other officers are: P. Hendrik Schaap, office manager and
chief financial director; Curtis L.
Harrington and A. Richard Trapp,
directors, all of New York. Mr.
Schaap, as secretary and treasurer
of the firm, owns 20,100 shares and
Mr. Harrington, as secretary, owns
10,100 shares. There are 2,000,000
shares of stock outstanding and an
issue of 500,000 shares is being offered to the public at $2.50 per
share.

NEWSHAWKS — Flocked to Denver Oct. 8 to cover the annual convention
of the American Federation of Labor and Fred D. Fleming, news editor
of KLZ, rounded them up for a broadcast of their impressions. They are,
left to right: Edward Angley, New York Herald-Tribune; Edward B.
Lockett, Washington Bureau of International News Service; Jack L.
Fitzpatrick, KLZ news commentator; Bud L. McKillips, Washington correspondent for Labor; Fred Carr, Christian Science Monitor; Joe Alex
Morris, Washington Bureau of United Press; Joseph Ator, Chicago
Tribune; Ed Lahey, Chicago Daily News; Cyrus Sulzberger, Washington Bureau of United Press.
Big Langendorf Series
LANGENDORF United Bakeries
Inc., San Francisco, on Oct. 18
takes time on 18 Mutual-Don Lee
stations in California and Washington, the largest account signed
in San Francisco this year for the
Coast-MBS hookup. The bakery
company, through McCann-Erickson Inc., will sponsor a dramatic
program titled The Phantom Pilot
and will originate at KFRC, San
Francisco, Monday through Friday, 6:15-6:30 p. m. (PST). Langendorf Bakeries, big user of radio
time, for five years has sponsored
Rush Hughes on NBC-Red in the
West in a commentary.

WHEN

we fooled them. We

McGillvra Placement
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
Inc., New York (Anacin), is using
live programs on two Canadian
stations in addition to its quarterhour transcriptions running on 32
stations. CKAC, Montreal, is carrying Don Juan of Song, and CHRC,
Quebec City, has La Gaiete Parisienne ;' both are quarter-hour programs, broadcast Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays. These two
stations, as well as CHNS, Halifax; CJRM, Regina; CFCN, Calgary, and CFRB, Toronto, which
carry Easy Aces transcriptions, are
represented by Joseph Hershey McGillvra, New York. Agency, Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.

WE

f At

Problems of Broadcasts
Will Be Considered at
Conference of Educators
THE RADIO industry, audience
and education will be represented
among the speakers at the second
National Conference on Educational Broadcasting at the Drake
Hotel, Chicago,
Nov. 29-Dec. 1,
cording to an announcement
by acC.
S. Marsh, executive secretary with
offices at 744 Jackson Place, WashRepresentatives of
the Federalington.
Radio Education
Committee,
the FCC and the Federal Radio
Workshop Project of the U. S. Office of Education will report on
government activity.
Preliminary plans call for three
general sessions, with Dr. George
F. Zook, of the American Council _d
on Education, presiding at the ■
first; Dr. Walter Dill Scott, president of Northwestern University,
presiding at the second, and Dr.
Robert M. Hutchins, president of
the University of Chicago, presidthe third. also
There
he sec- ■
tionaling atmeetings
on will
cooperative
radio councils, radio as an art
form,
symposium
of listeners and
classroom
use of radio.
The final session of Dec. 1 will
by devoted
Dr. Zook^
be
to a discussion of "What
Shall We Do With Radio?", headed
PIONEER HI-BRED CORN Co.,
Des Moines, organized and controlled
by Henry A. Wallace, President
Roosevelt's Secretary of Agriculture,
sponsored the Corn Belt Hour on
WHO, Oct. 2. The same company
sponsors
at 6 :30 a.Herb
m. Plambeck's
three days afarm
weeknewson
WHO.

Dmilfli^^t^

practiced

long hard years to learn the score of the
symphony of agricultural marketing, industrial buying and area servicing
We

learned our lessons well I

THE

RESULT?

Only KFYR

has access to the keyboard

that thrills the hearts of the rich agricultural northwest
AND
Only KFYR has the instrument of quality that serves this area without com.petition.

MEYER
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BISMARCK
GENE fUR6AS0N
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Federal

Ruling

in

Film

Exhibit

Case

Viewed as Applicable to ASCAP
Suit
A DECISION by the Federal Dis- to actions brought for violation of
rict Court in Dallas in a motion- this statute. Moreover, Judge Atcture price-fixing case brought
well added, one's desire to have
the Department of Justice and his own business prosper is not
a
defense.
"The result of this tranIding that anti-trust laws had
saction was to take from others
jen violated, is being hailed by
which they have the right to
attorneys as being "on all fours" that
believe and to know, shall not be
' with the issues in the anti-trust
taken. It is as certainly theirs as
suit brought by the Government
is the right to breathe — the right
Iagainst ASCAP and its associated
members and organizations which
In conclusion, the opinion stated
has been lying dormant in the New
to live."
the
distributor respondents have
' York courts for two years.
the legal right to contract for the
The decision was handed down
last month by Federal Judge Wil- exclusive exhibition of their copyrighted pictures to the respondent
liam H. Atwell, in a case brought
by the Department against a group
exhibitors. "But if they should do
of film distributors including In- that as a result of a common understanding that, too, would be ilI jterstate Circuit Inc., Texas Conlegal. If they do that without any
[I solidated Theatres Inc., Paramount
Pictures Distributing Co. Inc., such common understanding or,
: Vitagraph Inc. RKO, Columbia
it is free from condem; Pictures Corp., United Artists, agreement,
nation, so far as the law is con' Universal Film Exchanges Inc.,
They must not, in their
i M-G-M Distributing Corp., and its contracts cerned.
with the exhibitor re!Texas subsidiary. Twentieth Cen|ltury-Fox and its Texas subsidiary.
II The government alleged that
'since April, 1934, the respondents
"have been engaged in a combination, conspiracy and agreement to
; restrain trade or commerce in motion picture films and to monopolize and attempt to monopolize
I their exhibition in said states of
Texas and New Mexico." The
opinion discussed the manner in
which the first run motion picture
houses contracted for film and the
effect upon other houses.
Owner's Limited Rights
"It must be conceded," the court
held, "that since films are copyrighted, the owner thereof has the
' right, under our laws to exhibit
i them, or, to license their exhibi' tion at such prices, or, in such
maimer as to him may seem approj priate. This well-defined right,
however, will not justify his agree; ing, or, combining with another
1 person in order to deprive a third
i person of a complete freedom of
I contract. The copyright statute
|iand the anti-trust statute are both
j in The
effectcourt
and held
vitally
necessary."
further
that the
owner of the copyrighted article
may contract with the exhibitor,
without the intervention of any
third mind, for full and free protection, both as to price and manner of use. But, it added, "when
the outside mind, with an interest
to serve, steps into the picture —
the contracting room — and interjects, persuades and coerces the
copyright owner to join with it in
its protection, as against the party
to whom the copyright owner is
selling or contracting, then and in
that event there are two or more
persons engaged on the side of the
copyright holder, when the law
gives only one privileges and immunities. Such a unity of minds,
if it be in restraint of interstate
commerce, is illegal. The copyright
privileges does not save it from illegality."
The court pointed out that the
sharp issue of the case was whether the respondents conspired together to bring about the fixing
of the minimum 25-cent admission
charge by the subsequent exhibitor
and the destruction of the practice
of double-featuring (two features
for the one admission price).
Good movies and good intentions,
the court said, are not a defense
BROADCASTING

Another

Youngest
FROM the
a m of
a zKalo o
city
other
claim
comes anfor the
youngest
mentator
news
com- ,

WKZO offering a s
evidence its
Mr. Koda
news editor, Wally Roda, 23,
who has been at it for seven years. In an article in
the Oct. 1 issue of Broadcasting it was claimed by
WFBR, Baltimore, that its
Bob Hurleigh was the youngdustry.
est commentator in the inspondents, contract away their
right to contract, completely and
fully, with other exhibitors, if they
contract
at all."
Attorneys
who are familiar with

the
government's
ASCAP
contend thatsuit
the against
factors
involved are almost identical with
those in the motion picture case.
They are inclined to regard the
opinion as legal precedent of a
character that inevitably would be
considered in the ASCAP case.
The Government's ASCAP suit
was launched in 1934 in the Federal District Court for the Southern District of New York against
ASCAP and 130 codef endants.
After 10 days of trial in 1935 the
case was recessed pending an effort
to stipulate the record. While still
on the docket, the case is not scheduled for resumption of trial, and
it has been indicated that the Department is indifferent about continuing it. Reports have been current the suit might be dropped.
PADGITT Co., Waco, Tex., manufacturer of saddles and other equipment, on Oct. 1 started a program
on WACO, Waco, to promote the use
of horses and mules on the farm and
offers prizes to farmers sending in the
best arguments in favor of farm animals.

ETRY & CO., Inc.

Owned and Operated By
THE

• Broadcast

NATIONAL

LIFE AND ACCIDENT INSURANCE
NASHVILLE/ TENNESSEE

COMPANY
/ Inc.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
ap — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
KGLO, Mason City, la.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul RR,
Chicago, 14 weekly sa, thru Roche,
Williams
& Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago.
Minneapolis Brewing Co., Minneapolis, 7 weekly sp, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., Minneapolis.
Oyster Shell Products Co., N. Y., 3
weekly sa, thru Husband & Thomas
Inc., N. Y.
Earl Ferris Nursery, Hampton, la.,
39 so, direct.
International Stores Inc., Minneapolis (feed), 6 weekly sp, thru
BBDO, Minneapolis.
X/eef Bros. Inc., Minneapolis (Spray
Brite), 2 weekly sa, direct.
Paxton & Gallagher, Omaha (Butternut coffee), 6 weekly sp, thru Buchanan-Thomas Co., Omaha
WDOI>, Chattanooga
American Tobacco Co., New York
(Roi Tan), 7 weekly sa, thru Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv. Agency,
N. Y.
Vick Chemical Co., New York (cough
drops), 2 weekly sa, thru Morse
International Inc., N. Y.
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello,
111. (proprietary), 5 weekly t, thru
Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee.
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall), 5
t, thru Spot Broadcasting Inc.,
N. Y.
KDYL, Salt Lake City
General
Mills Inc., Minneapolis
(Wheaties), 150 t, thru Wesco Adv.
Agency, San Francisco.
"Wander
(Ovaltine), 5
weekly Co.,
t, Chicago
thru Blackett-SampleHummert Inc., Chicago.
New Departure Mfg. Co., Bristol,
Conn,
(coaster brakes), 39 sa,
thru Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
Furmbilt Tailoring Co., Los Angeles,
13 sp, thru John Driscoll Adv.
Agency, Los Angeles.
KAST, Astoria, Ore.
Hammer-Bray Ltd., San Francisco
(oil heaters), 3 weekly i, thru
D'Evelyn
Francisco. & Wadsworth Inc., San
Pacific Power & Light Co., Portland,
weekly sp, thru McCann-Erickson
Inc., Portland.
Tidewater Associated Oil Co., San
Francisco, weekly sp, (football),
thru Lord & Thomas, San Francisco.

KFI, Los Angeles
Beaumont Laboratories, St. Louis,
(cold tablets), 2 weekly i, thru H.
W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
Table Products Inc., Los Angeles
(mayonnaise), 12 weekly sa, thru
Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles.
Glass Containers Assn., New York
(bottles), 2 weekly t, thru U. S.
Adv. Corp., N. Y.
Standard Oil Co. of Cal., San Francisco (petroleum products), 6 sa,
thru. McCann-Erickson Inc., San
Francisco.
Battle Creek Food Co., Battle Creek
Mich., (cereals), weekly sp, thru
John L. Wierengo & Staff, Battle
Creek.
Bayuk Cigars
Inc., so,
Philadelphia
(cigars), 5 weekly
thru McKee,
Albright & Ivey Inc., Philadelphia.
KGO, San Francisco
Lea & Perrins Inc., New York (meat
sauce),
weekly
thru Schwimmer & Scott
Inc.,so,Chicago.
Pacquin Laboratories, New York
(hand cream), 3 weekly f, thru
Wm. Esty & Co. Inc., N. Y.
Table Products Inc., Los Angeles
(Nu-Made Mayonnaise), 15 weekly
sa, thru Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles.
WRAK, Williamsport, Pa.
Bayuk Cigar Co., Philadelphia, 2 daily
sa, thru McKee, Albright & Ivey
Inc., Philadelphia.
Atlantic Refining Co., Philadelphia,
weekly sp, thru N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc., Philadelphia.
Carter Medicine Co., New York, daily
so, thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
KFRC, San Francisco
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (yeast),
2 weekly t, thru RuthraufE & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
General Cigar Co., Chicago (William
Penn cigars), 10 weekly ta, thru
H. W. Kastor &_Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago. - V
KFI, Los Angeles
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, Iowa
(plants),
weeklyCo.,t, thru
west Radio6 Adv.
Seattle.NorthEaton Paper Co., Pittsfield, Mass.
(stationery), 2 weekly ta, thru
Badger & Browning Inc., Boston.

WON, Chicago
Pinex Co., Fort Wayne, Ind. (Pinex),
6 weekly t, thru Russel M. Seeds
Inc., Chicago.
Consolidated Drug Trade Products
Inc., Chicago (proprietaries), 5
weekly sp, thru Benson & Dall Inc.,
Chicago.
Canada Dry Ginger Ale Inc., New
York, so, thru J. M. Mathes Inc.,
N. Y.
Kraft-Phenix
Cheese Corp., Chicago
(Kraftone),
thru J. Walter Thompsondaily
Co., so,
Chicago.
Washington State Apples Inc., 3 weekly so, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
San Francisco.
Oneida Ltd., Oneida, N. Y. (Tudor
plate), weekly t, thru BBDO, N.
Y.
Western Grower's Protective Association (Crisp
lettuce),
sa, thru
J. Eatin'
Walter Iceberg
Thompson
Go.,
San Francisco.
WMCA, New York
Chris,
Hansen's
Laboratory,
Little
Falls, N. Y., weekly
sp, 13 weeks
thru Advertisers Broadcasting Co.,
N. Y.
Zion National Kosher Sausage Factory, New York, weekly sp, 26
weeks, thru Advertisers Broadcasting Co., N. Y.
Kingway Press Inc., Scarsdale. N. Y.,
4 weekly sp, thru Alvin Austin Co.,
N. Y.
WENR, Chicago
Midland Flour Milling Co., Kansas
City (Town Crier Flour), so thru
Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Lewis-Howe Co., St. Louis (Tums),
2 weekly
ta, thru
H. W.
Kastor & Sonst,Adv.
Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
KECA, Los Angeles
Bayuk Cigars Inc., Philadelphia (cigars), 5weekly so, thru McKee, Albright & Ivey Inc., Philadelpha.
Buick Motor Co., Flint, Mich, (autos), 26 ta, thru Arthur H. Kudner
Inc., N. Y.
KJBS, San Francisco
Doyle Packing Co., San Francisco
(dog food)
5 weekly
thru Beaumont & Hohman,
San so,Francisco.
WTMV, E. St. Louis
Sears, Roebuck & Co., St. Louis (retail), 6sp, direct.

KNX, Hollywood
■Service
Life Insurance
Co., sp,
Chicago,
(insurance),
6 weekly
thru
Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc., Chicago.
■Chicago
Engineeringcourse),
Works, weekly
Chicagoi,
(correspondence
thru James R. Lunke & Associates,
Seattle.
Oneida Community Ltd., Oneida, N.
Y. (Tudor plate silverware), weekly t, thru BBDO, N. Y.
KSFO, San Francisco
Fruzert Co., Richmond, Cal. (fruit
concentrate), 2 weekly sp, thru
Emil Reinhardt, Oakland.
Chrysler Motor Corp., Detroit (Desoto division), 1 weekly t, thru Stirling Getchell Inc., Detroit.
Table Products Inc., Los Angeles
(Nu-Made Mayonnaise), 3 weekly
t, thru Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles.
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CFCF, Montreal
Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis
(Listerine),
weekly
bert & Feasley
Inc.,t,N.thru
Y. LamUnderwood Elliott Fisher Co., Toronto, weekly sp, thru Association
Brdcstg. Co., Toronto.
American Home Products Corp., New
York (Anacin), 3 weekly t, thru
Blaekett - Sample - Hummert I n c,
N. Y.
Eno Proprietaries Ltd., Toronto,
weekly
t, thru Tandy Adv., Toronto.
Standard Brands Inc., Montreal
(Chase & Sanborn), weekly sp,
thru
treal. J. Walter Thompson Co., MonProcter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Oxydol), 5 weekly t,Inc.,
thruN.Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., (Chipso), 5
weekly t, thru Compton Adv. Inc.,
N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co. (White Naphtha), 3 weekly
Adv. Inc.,
N. Y. t, thru Compton
Procter & Gamble Co. (Ivory), 5
weekly, t, thru Compton Adv. Inc.,
N. Y.
Coca Cola Co., Atlanta (beverage), 2
weekly t, thru D'Arcy Adv. Inc.,
St. Louis.
Ironized Yeast Corp., Atlanta (proprietary), 2weekly t, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., N. Y.
Milton Sales
of Canada3 weekly
Ltd., Montreal (antiseptic),
sp,
ronto.
thru United Radio Adv. Ltd., ToKHJ, Los Angeles
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (yeast
tablets), 2 weekly t, thru RuthraufE
& Ryan Nursery
Inc., New
Gardner
Co.,York.
Osage, la., 3
weekly f, thru Northwest Radio
Adv. Co., Seattle.
General Cigar Co., New York (Wm.
Penn Cigars), 10 weekly ta, thru
H.
W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
Nu Tonetric door
Chimes
Inc., 3 New
Yorkso, (elecchimes),
weekly
thru
Merrill Adv. Co. Inc., N. Y.
WIP, Philadelphia
Hecker Products Corp., New York
(H-0 cereal), 5 weekly sp, thru
Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Goldban Pharmacal Co., Philadelphia
(Tarpinod), 6 weekly sp, thru Harry Feiganbaum Adv. Service, Philadelphia.
KOA, Denver
California Animal Products Co., Oakland (Calo dog food), 2 weekly 8»,
thru Emil Brisacher & Staff, San
Francisco.
WHN, New York
Lamont
Corlis
& Co., 3Newweekly
York sp,
(Dan-2C
ya hand lotion),
weeks, thru J. Walter ThompsoD
Co., N. Y.
WJZ, New York
Carleton & Hovey Co., Lowell, Mass.
(Father John's Medicine), 2 weekly sp, thru John W. Queen, Boston.
WOR, Newark
Heller Deltah Co., New York (Deltab cosmetics),
thur Rosenberg weekly
Co., N. sp,
Y. thru ArWOV, New York
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Oxydol), 5 weekly sp,Inc.,
thruChicago
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
KYA, San Francisco i
Maryland
Pharmaceutical
more (Rem)
7 weekly so,Co.,
thruBalti
Jos i'
eph Katz Co., N. Y.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Glass Containers Assn., Toledo (hot
ties), 3 weekly t, thru U. S. Adv
Corp., Toledo.
KIDW, Lamar, Col.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la., 52
t, thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co..
Seattle.
WNEW, New York
Eagle Tire Co., New York, 13
thru Ravett Adv. Agency, N. Y.
• Broadcast
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Kadio Time Widely Used
Bv Candidates in Canada
' By JAMES
MONTAGNES
ONTARIO
has just
been through
a provincial election, much of which
•was
wagedOct.on 6thein air,
whichof
resulted
the and
return
Premier Mitchell Hepburn and his
Liberal Party to power. While definite figures are not available, becouse political parties are afraid
such information might be harmful if issued, a close estimate by
radio oflBcials places the network
time spent by the two leading political parties as 26 hours.
One party stated it spent 10%,
hours on the air at a cost, including line charges, of about $19,000.
Individual station records were difficult to obtain because of the many
short periods, but the time spent
on CKCL and CFRB in Toronto
is similar to that spent throughout
the province. CKCL had 14% hours
on the air and CFRB about 27
hours, total revenue for the two
stations being about §4,000. A close
estimate as to amount spent by all
political parties on the air, including line charges, would come to
about $45,000. The election broadcasts ended Oct. 2, according to
government regulations which require broadcasts to cease two days
before an election.

STAR RADIO PROGRAMS Inc..
New York, has prepared a new edition of its Christmas programs, available Nov. 15. Titled The Christmas
Tree of 1937, the series consists of 2.">
scripts, written by Edith Barnwell
and edited by Burke Boyce, formerly
continuity head of XBC.

FLORIDA

WHIP

STATION,

WKAT, TO TAKE AIR
HOUSED in its own modern building in the shopping district of
Miami Beach, the new WKAT, 100
watts on 1500 kc, will open Nov.
1 with a premier program featuring Harry Richman and other nationally known stars, according to
Jan Musselman, general manager.
Mr. Musselman came from Allentown, Pa., where he formerly managed WCBA and WSAN.
WKAT will be licensed to Frank
Katzentine, Miami attorney and
former Miami Beach mayor. Mr.
Musselman's assistant manager
will be Miss Bettye Lee Taylor,
formerly with NBC in Cleveland.
The new station is regarded as
a model lOO-watter, its building
containing two large studios, control and audition rooms, a spacious
lobby and commercial offices. Western Electric equipment is used
throughout, with a 154-foot BlawKnox antenna. WKAT will use the
18-hour UP teletype news service.
Magazine on Air
PUBLISHERS of Your Life magazine, Scarsdale, N. Y., started
Oct. 4 sponsorship of a series of
five-minute broadcasts on WMCA,
New York. Conducted by Douglas
Lurton, and titled Voice of the
Editor, the program consists of excerpts from the new pocket-size
magazine. Schedule is for one fiveminute period a day for four weeks.
Agency is Alvin Austin Co., New
York.

THE

AIR

AT HAMMOND,
IND.
WHIP,tion on new
5,000-watt
daytime
sta1480 kc. in Hammond, Ind.,
went on the air for the first time
Oct. 9, broadcasting the ChicagoWisconsin football game direct
from Stagg Field, Chicago. Actual
opening of the station, however,
took place Oct. 13 and various Chicago and Hammond officials were
scheduled to take part in special
dedicatory services about Oct. 17.
Charles Garland has resigned as
assistant to Ralph Atlass, president of WJJD and WIND, to become sales director of WHIP, starting Oct. 18. Executive personnel of
the Hammond-Calumet Broadcast100operatestothe
Corp., which
watt ingWWAE
in addition
WHIP,
comprises G. F. Courrier, president
and general manager; Doris Keane,
managing ardson,
director,
and 0. manager.
E. Richcommercial
Others are Everett Parker, former
assistant chief of radio for the
WPA in Washington, production
manager ; Ardella Kay, formerly
with WTAM, WCFL, KOIL and
WAAF, continuity editor; Gordon
Ray, formerly continuity editor of
WLW and producer at Affiliated
Broadcasting Co., in charge of dramatic productions; and Jack Holbrook, chief announcer. Bill and
Stan cial
Corley
sports andM. speevents,handle
respectively.
E.
Schrademeyer, chief engineer at
WWAE, will also head the WHIP
technical staff.

JAN MUSSELMAN
From

ON

a Vault

WMPS, Memphis, handicapped for space because of
studio construction, has converted a storage vault into a
temporary studio. The novel
studio is near present WMPS
temporary quarters and has
been cleaned out and wired.
WMPS
describes
it asin "the
most unusual
studio
the

CKLW, Windsor, is now on the air
22 hours a day. It is silent only from
4 to 6 o'clock each morning.
world."

.DONT
ABOUT
Ji/Sr

FRET
DETAILS

CALL

—

KWK
THOMAS

PATRICK

INC.

HOTEL CHASE, ST. LOUIS
REPRESENTATIVE, PAUL H. RAYMER CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
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WILSHIRE OIL Co^ Los AnReles.
early in October started to use all
available evening station breaks on
KFI, that city, continuing through
1937, said
for tothebe sponsor's
new Polly
Gas
the first polymerized
gasoline on the West Coast. It will
be marketed through independent gas
stations. Agency is Dan B. Miner Co.,
Los Angeles.
BIRELEY'S
Inc.,J. Hollywood
(beverage), has named
Walter Thompson
Co., that city, as agency.
JUSTIN HATNES & Co.. New York,
is advertising through William Irving
Hamilton Inc., New York.
RADIO GUIDE, Chicago, has placed
its account with Al Paul Lefton Co.
Inc., Philadelphia.

Oun

A

BOWL

IS

qovo

Post
Red

STOCKTON & JONES, Los Angeles
(S. & J. Prune Pudding), to attract
consumer attention on Sept. 27 started an eight-week test on KNX, Hollywood, using daily participation in the
five weekly half-hour Housewives
Protective League program conducted
by Fletcher Wiley. This is the first
advertising ever undertaken by the
firm. If test is successful contract will
be renewed and other California stations will be added to the list. Agency
is Chas. H. Mayne Co., Los Angeles.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, will use its present programs
for Maxwell House coffee, Grape-Nuts
and Huskies for the promotion of
Post-0, new hot cereal. First mention
of the product on the air will be made
about Nov. 1. Agency is Benton &
Bowles Inc., New York.
DAY BROS. Inc., New York (furs),
has appointed Jay Lewis Associates to
direct advertising. According to the
agency, a quarter-hour program on
WOR, Newark, will start about Dec. 1.

bowl/

River Valley Sarins and

buildings are valued at

$927.18 per capita •• 33% higher than the average of
$695.2S for the rest of the West North Central area . . .
That^s partly because richer soil, favorable climate
and better farming methods produce better crops.
Moral; Red River Valley citizens are well worth reaching . . . especially when WOAY brings them to you all
in one audience — at low cost!
—
u
WDAY,iNC
N. B. C.
ASSiliated
FREE and
PETERS, INC.
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES
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940 KILOCYCLES
5000 WATTS DAY
looo WATTS NIGHT

FALL'S HERE— And Myron Kirk
(left), vice-president in charge of
radio, Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., has
plenty of radio problems to discuss
with Edmund B. (Tiny) Ruffner,
manager
the agency's
Hollywood
productionof office.
This picture
was
taken just before opening of the
R. B. Davis Co. program on CBS
for Cocomalt, which started Oct. 3
from Hollywood.
EVANS FUR Co., Chicago, which has
been built into a $2,000,000 annual
business, primarily through radio, will
add a seventh Chicago station, WLS,
next February to promote its Fur
Coat Club. The fur firm is currently
considering Chicago sponsorship of the
George Jessel Mutual Sunday evening program. Evans renewed its
thrice-weekly quarter-hour program on
WMAQ. Oct. 4 for 26 weeks and is
continuing daily quarter-hour programs on the following Chicago stations : WGX. W B B M, W C F L,
W.J.JD and WAAF. In addition
Evans is using 3 quarter hour Polish
programs weekly on WGES. A halfhour Sunday Polish program, currently on WCFL, will also probably be
shifted to WGES in November as at
that time the Labor Station discontinues its foreign language programs.
Auspitz & Lee, Chicago, is agency.
POPULAR BRANDS Inc.. New
Tork. maker of Pop. a soapless cleanser, now using participating programs
on three New York State stations,
will probably add to its list before
Nov. 1. Stations now being used are
WNBF. Binghamton, participation ;
WGY. Schenectady, participation and
one-minute spot announcements ; and
WSYR, Syracuse, participation in
three programs. The aseney is TracyLocke-Dawson Inc., New York.
S. GUMPERT Co., Brooklyn (dessert), sponsoring a series on WOR,
Newark, and WCAU, Philadelphia,
advertises through Rose-Martin Inc.,
New York. The account was incorrectly attributed to another agency in
the Sept. 1 issue. Broadcasting regrets the error.
SITROUX CO. Inc., New York (Sitroux tissues), on Nov. 5 will start
participation in Allie Lowe Miles and
Sedley Brown program on WOR,
Newark. The company is also using
one-minute live spot announcements
on KYW, Philadelphia, six days a
week. Agency is Franklin Bruck Advertising Corp., New York.
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER
Co., Akron, sponsored two broadcasts
of the judging of the finest dairy cattle exhibited at the National Dairy
Show on the Ohio State Fair grounds
at Columbus. The two lo-minute
broadcasts were made from ringside
of the main arena as judges picked
the best of the 1,400 animals exhibited on the afternoons of Oct. 13
and 14, over the NBC-Blue network.
Programs were placed through Sweeney & James Co., Cleveland,
WESTLEY Co., New York (Westley's Hair Color Liquid and O'Lene),
has appointed Glicksman Adv. Co.
Inc., New York, to direct advertising.
According to Edward R. Black, account executive, a radio program, the
company's first, will be placed on
regional networks about April 15.
BROADCASTING

CUDAHY PACKING Co., Chicago
(Old Dutch Cleanser), expanded its
Old Bachelor's show Sept. 27, adding
one Mutual outlet and 7 Columbia
stations in addition to a switch made
in Cleveland from WHK to WGAR.
On Mutual, WHB, Kansas City, is
now tion
broadcasting
the show
in addito WGN, which
originated
the
program two years ago. On CBS
theed : WOKO,
following WCHS,
stations WFBL,
have been
addWHAS,
KRNT, KFAB and WCCO. Nineteen
stations are now broadcasting the
show which is aired at 10 :l-o-10 :30
a.m. (EST) over Mutual and 9:4.5-10
a.m.
(CST)
over CBS. Inc.,
Roche.
WOliams
& Cunnyngham
Chicago,
is agency.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York,
on Oct. 7 observed the fifth year sponsorship of the NBC Maxwell House
Show Boat. Final broadcast of the
series is Oct. 21 and it will be replaced Nov. 4 by a new network show
featuring MGM talent.
PRODUCERS Distributing Agency
Inc., New York (turkeys), will start
Nov. 8 Turkey Tales, transcribed
talks, on WOR, Newark. Program
will be broadcast Mondays through
Fridays at 4:50-4:55 p.m. The sponsor expects to add a Chicago station
about Nov. 15. Agency is Edwin M.
Phillips Co., New York.
ATLANTIC REFINING Co., Philadelphia (White Flash), has added
two broadcasts to its football schedule. On Oct. 16 the Chicago-Princeton
game will be broadcast on WOR, Newark, and the
the same
day Colgate-Tulane
will be heard ongame
WGY,on
Schenectady; WBEN, Buffalo, and
WHAM, Rochester, N. Y. Agency is
N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., Philadelphia.
DELTOX RUG Co., Oshkosh, Wis.,
has appointed Grey Adv. Agency Inc.,
New York, to direct advertising. Use
of radio is being considered.
AMERICAN PRODUCTS Co., Cincinnati (household necessities) has
placed its business with Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc., Chicago. A quarter-hour of the Top of the Morning
program on WLW, Cincinnati, thrice
weekly will start by Nov. 1.
BERNARD PERFUMERS, St. Louis
(perfume), on Oct. 15 started quarter-hour programs on WLW, Cincinnati, and five-minute spots two and
three times weekly over 15 stations.
Johnson Sel Co., Chicago, is agency.
MANTLE LAMP Co., Chicago
(lamps), started Homer Griffith, the
Friendly Philosopher, on two stations
of the WLW Line (WLW and
WIND) Oct. 1.5, Fridays, 7:17-7:30
p. m. Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc.,
Chicago, is agency.
REIDSVILLE, the Tobacco Market,
for the third season is using WBIG,
Greensboro, N. C, to promote the sale
of millions of pounds of bright-leaf
tobacco.cessive
Past
sucrecords broadcasts
in sales andleda to
volume
of 12 million pounds is expected this
season.
C. OWEN ROSS Mfg. Co., Los Angeles, manufacturers and distributors
of roller bearings for automobile
springs, for the first time is including
radio in its advertising schedule and
on Oct. 14 started for 26 weeks, a
Thursday evening quarter-hour news
period view,titled
Magic
NewsRinger
Reon KECA,
thatCarpet
city. Lee
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has account.
MONARCH BREWING Co., Los AngelesCo.,
(Balboa ofbeer),
Seven-Up
Bottling
Los and
Angeles
(soft
drink), alternated sponsorship of the
International Six Day Bicycle Races
from that city Oct. 5-11 on KFAC.
The former took the afternoon quarter
hour period and the latter the 15 minute evening schedule. Seven-Up Bottling Co. also sponsored the event twice
daily on KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Allied Adv. Agencies Inc., Los Angehas account,
with Stanley Worsdell les,
executive
in charge.
• Broadcast Advertising

MIDLAND FLOUR MILLING Co.,
Kansas City (Town Crier flour), on
Sept 23 started six weekly announcements on WMAQ, WHO and WMT.
A cook book containing 300 recipes,
all of which have won prizes, is given
with a sales check or part of a Town
Crier flour sack. Stack-Goble Adv.
Agency, Chicago, handles the account.
GAYTIME FROCKS Inc.. Chicago
(dress shops) has placed its business
with George H. Hartman Co.. Chicago.
A quarter hour program. Gay Time
Melodies started over WBBM, Oct.
10, with foreign language programs
scheduled to start on WHIP, Hammond, Nov. 1.
KREMOLA Co., Chicago (cosmetics), has placed its account with Van
Hecker-MacLeod Inc., that city.
GOLDEN BEAR COFFEE Co., Los
Angeles (Breakfast Club cofifee), has
appointed Philip J. Meany Co., that
city, to handle its advertising.
HYDE PARK BREWERIES, St.
Louis, will sponsor all sporting events
for the winter season on WIL, St.
Louis, except collegiate football which
is sponsored by the Industrial Bank,
that city. The brewing company will
sponsor wrestling, boxing, hockey, basketball, bowling, midget racing, indoor
tennis and track events.
WILLARD TABLET Co., Chicago
(Willard's Messenger) has moved from
215 W. Randolph St. to larger quarters at 9 W. Washington St. First
station Willard has selected for its
fall schedule is CKLW, Detroit, with
5 weekly five-minute news periods
broadcast at 10-10:15 a. m. starting
Nov. 1. First United Broadcasters
Inc., Chicago, is agency.
R. C. McKEE, son of Homer McKee, Chicago agency, on Oct. 1 joined
Standard Oil Co., of Indiana, at Chicago as assistant advertising manager
under Wesley I. Nunn, advertising
manager. He succeeds N. H. Reed,
who retires on annuity next Jan. 1.
MAYBELLINE Co., Chicago, according to Thomas L. Williams, advertising manager of the firm, will do no
radio advertising this year. The firm
did considerable air advertising last
year. Kirtland-Engel Co., Chicago, is
the agency.
CHARLES MARCHAND Co. (hair
wash, shampoo), has appointed M. H.
Hackett Inc., New York, to direct advertising. Radio may be used later in
the season.
Announcement Wordage
Is Restricted in Canada
BECAUSE the hourly advertising
content of 10% will be strictly enforced by the CBC, CKAC, Montreal, has notified advertising
agencies and representatives selling short announcements to limit
them to 50 words after Nov. 1.
Phil Lalonde, director of CKAC,
reports that several station managers are arranging to meet the
Corporation management in Ottawa so that this matter of advertising content, regarding spot announcements, may be discussed
further. "There is a possibility of
a loophole through the use of fiveminute periods," he said. The CBC
regulations allow the stations to
put several advertising announcements in at a time, provided the
total of such announcements in a
day does not come to more than a
daily use of six minutes per hour
for every hour the station is on
the air.
RATE CARD No. 12. readjusting the
time rates of WOR, Newark, has been
issued to go into effect Nov. 14, but
current advertisers may renew or extend their contracts at present rates
for 52 weeks from the effective date.
BRO AD C ASTIN<i

CONTACTS WOMEN
WBBM Names Mrs. Mountjoy
To New Position
WITH the rising importance of
women as buyers for the American
family, WBBM, Chicago, has appointed Mrs. Carroll Mountjoy, as
"Women's Contact Woman", said
to be the first post of its kind created by any major radio station.
Mrs. Mountjoy will maintain public
relations with women's clubs, parent -teachers associations, public,
private and parochial schools, libraries and other organizations in
addition to assisting in the merchandising of food broadcasts.
Among the programs coming under Mrs. Mountjoy's supervision is
the new hour Pantry Party homemakers' school to be conducted by
Eleanor Howe each Saturday mornine over WBBM. Coming to
WBBM from the Stack-Globe Advertising Agency in Chicago, where
she was a member of the copy staff,
Mrs. Mountjoy was at one time a
fashion writer for the Detroit
News. Before coming to Chicago
she conducted the Minute Parade
broadcast on WWJ, Detroit.

^

r

BUICK MOTOR Co., Flint, Mich.,
plans to sponsor the Joe Louis-Max
Schmelling heavyweight championship
match when it is finally staged, according to Arthur
Kudner
Inc., Buick's
agency.
The fight
will probably
take
place next June.
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ASK THE LOCAL
ADVERTISERS
r

. . . they know the buying
habits of their customers
. . . and what medium to
use to get a quick response
at small cost!

Sponsors in 32 Cities
Usinw Mutual Program
LOCAL coonerative camnaien of
sponsors in 32 cities started Oct.
10 on the Mutual network with
program, 30 Minutes in HoUvivood
featuring George Jessel, Norma
Talmadge, Tommy Tucker and his
orchestra. Amy Arnell and guest
stars. Scheduled to run for 26
weeks, sponsor for the show on the
Oklahoma net (KGFG, KCRC,
KGFF, KBTX, KADA. KVSO) is
Oklahoma Power & Lio'ht Co.; on
the Don Lee net (KHJ, KFRC,
KGB, KDB, KFXM, KPMC,
KQW) the sponsor is Gaffers &
Sattler, Los Angeles, makers of
gas ranges: on the Michigan net
(WXYZ, WELL. WBCM, WFDF),
Gobbels Brewing Co.; on WOR,
Newark, Crawford Clothes Inc.,
New York; WEAN, Providence,
Rhode Island Sunply Co.; KFEL,
Denver, New Method Drv Cleaning Co.; WHK, Cleveland, Standard Drug Co.; WWSW, Pittsburgh, Palace Credit Clothes;
KWK, St. Louis. Hyde Park Brewery; KOIL, Omaha, Interstate
Transit Co. (buses) ; and sustainine on WGN, Chicago. Program
originates at KHJ, Los Angeles,
and is broadcast Sundays from 66:30 p.m. Aeency is RedfieldJohnstone Inc., New York.
Bakeries Buy Discs
CAMPBELL-TAGGART Associated Bakeries have purchased rights
to Air Adventures of Jimmie Allen,
formerly sponsored by Richfield
Oil Corp. and others for units in
32 cities, following a 12-month test
in Indianapolis and Cincinnati.
Campbell-Taggart bakeries are operated in the Midwest and South.
Negotiations were conducted by
Mervin B. Cooksey, secretary of
Russel
City. C. Comer Adv. Co., Kansas

In

. . . because long experience has proved to them
that WTCN produces more
sales per advertising dollar,
MORE LOCAL ADVERTISERS BROADCAST OVER
WTCN THAN ON THE
OTHER TWO MAJOR
TWIN CITY STATIONS
COMBINED!

Owned and Operated by the

MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE
and ST. PAUL DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS
Wifb Oyer 300.000 Circulation Both Daily and Sunday.
FREE Cr PETERS,

INC., Notional Representatives
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H. H. DOBBERTEEN, for two years
in the media department of Benton &
Bowles Inc., New York, has been
named director of media for the agency. He succeeds A. M. Lewis, who
resigned to become media director of
Pedlar & Ryan Inc., New York, effective about Oct. 18. At Pedlar &
Ryan, William E. Steers, formerly assistant media director, has been placed
in executive charge of the space department, the position formerly held
by Max Hacker, who died recently.
HERB CARLBORG, a CBS salesman in Detroit, has been appointed
manager
of Radio Sales Inc., in that
city.

ROBERT C. WILSON Jr., for the
past seven years CBS sales representative in the Philadelphia and New
York territories, has been appointed
director of radio for Maxon Inc., New
York,
effective Oct.
The into
agency's
radio department
has 4.moved
new
and larger quarters on the 10th floor
of the General Electric Bldg.
LOUIS TAPPE, who has been in
charge of continuity for Schillin Adv.
Corp., New York, for the past six
months, has been made head of the
program and production departments
of the agency, succeeding Lewis Reid,
resigned. Mr. Tappe was formerly
with WHN, New York, NBC, and
KMOX, St. Louis. He is assisted by
Pearl Greenwald, who was also his
secretary at WHN. C. A. Kracht,
formerly with WHN, WMCA and
CBS, has
the secretary
agency's tosales
staff.
Ann joined
Weinstein,
A.
B. Schillin, has resigned and is succeeded by Gertrude Friedlander.
W. H. SANDIFORD, sales manager
of KAST, Astoria, Ore., has resigned
to join Mac Wilkins & Cole, Portdio contacts. land-Seattle agency, in charge of ra-

IRVING ROCKLIN, partner of the
Selvair Broadcasting System Inc..
Chicago, on Oct. 3 became the father
of a baby boy, Robert Elliot.
RALPH J. FAILOR, formerly with
the Pittsburgh office of BBDO, has
joined the Chicago office of Young &
Rubicam Inc., as account executive.
TOM REVERE, radio director of
Benton & Bowles Inc., has returned
to his New York headquarters after
several weeks in Hollywood.
TOM HARRINGTON, Hollywood
manager of Young & Rubicam Inc.,
has returned to his desk after recovering from a fractured ankle.

Tl

elivers

Denver's
Dollars

Coin is minted in Denver— spent there, too!
Station KOA— "Denver's Radio City"— has an
influential voice in directing the purchasing
power of some 358,000 radio families. Compact coverage in a wealthy domain
power

to deliver more
SO.OOO

means

retail sales dollars.

WATTS

PROGRAMMED AND REPRESENTED EXCLUSIVELY BY
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Lunke Names Baker
GENE BAKER,
until recently proproduction
manage r of KIRO,
Seattle, has been
appointed m a n agertle office
of the
Seatof James
R. Lunke & Associates, and will
also have charge
Mr. Baker
of the radio
duction unit proof the organization,
Weco Radio Productions. Prior to
joining KIRO, Mr. Baker appeared
on NBC and CBS shows originating in New York. He has been actively engaged in radio work for
the last 12 years. The main office
of the agency has been moved to
Chicago [Broadcasting, Sept. 15]
with Mr. Lunke in charge of both
the agency
and Weco
ductions in that
city. Radio ProEDMUND B. (Tiny) RUFFNER,
west coast manager of Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., Hollywood, has been appointed avice-president of the agency,
the announcement being made by F.
B. Ryan, president, while the latter
was in Hollywood. The appointment
relieves Ruffner of active production
duties on the agency's shows, giving
him full supervision over Producers
Nate Tufts of the Joe Penner show
(R. B. Davis Co. for Cocoamalt),
Ben Larson of the Al Jolson program
(Lever Bros.), and Clark Andrews of
the Big
Town series
Edward C. Robinson
whichfeaturing
starts CBS
Oct. 19 under the latter sponsor.
DAVID HEENAN, formerly of the
United Press, San Francisco, and
prior to that publicity director of the
Don Lee Broadcasting System, Los
Angeles, has
joined theR. publicity
department of Raymond
Morgan Co.,
Hollywood agency.
ALLAN SEAGER and George Milburn, on the Hollywood production
staff of Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., have
taken over the writing assignment of
Scattergood Baines, daily quarterhour CBS Pacific network serial sponsored by Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co. Serial
was formerly co-authored by Russ
Johnson, tinuity
noweditor,CBS
Pacific Coast
Hollywood,
and conHal
Hudson, who has returned to NeisserMeyerhoff Inc., Chicago offices.
SAM KOERNER, producer of the
NBC Ohen & Johnson program sponsored by Richfield Oil Co., has refrom Hixson-O'Donnell
Los
Angelessignedagency
servicing the Inc.,
account,
and will free lance in motion pictures
and radio. Ted Sherdeman, NBC Hollywood staff announcer, has taken over
production
the weekly
cific Coast ofprogram
from half-hour
that city.PaRAY HENDERSON, active in radio
for many years, has joined the staff
of C. Wendel Muench & Co., Chicago,
as account executive.
JACK BAKER, for 12 years merchandising and sales promotion director of various Hearst newspapers, has
been appointed merchandising service
manager of Scholts Adv. Service, Los
Angeles.
LARRY RAYMOND Adv. Agency,
with offices at 1151 S. Broadway, Los
Angeles, has changed its name to L.
Raymond Co.
W. E. FARMER, formerly editor of
the Burhank (Cal.)of 'News,
is now
production
stantine & manager
Gardner, LosBotsford,
Angeles. ConHe
succeeded E. F. Farnsworth, resigned.
RAY SULLIVAN, New York executive of RuthraufE & Ryan Inc., on the
R. B. Davis Co. (Cocomalt) account,
was in Hollywood early in October for
the opening fall broadcast of the CBS
Joe Penner show sponsored by the
latter firm.
WYNN ORR, radio director of StackGoble Adv. Agency, Chicago, became
the father of a baby boy, born Oct. 10.
BROADCASTING

LENNEN & MITCHELL Inc., New
York agency, has established West
Coast offices at 8949 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood. Mann Holiner, agency radio director, is in charge as manager
and he will remain on the West Coast
indefinitely supervising production of
the NBC Jergens Program (Andrew
Jergens
Co.),dramatic
and theseries
new NBC
rone Power
(John TyH.
Woodbury Co. ) , which emanate from
Hollywood. His assistant is Norman
Best who was transferred from the
New York offices. Blaine Butcher producer of the Jergens Program has returned to thea new
agency's
to produce
showeastern
now offices
being
readied. Robert Orr, vice-president of
Lennen & Mitchell Inc., was in Hollywood early in October to assist in
establishing offices and to attend the
opening
broadcast
Power series
Oct. 3. of the Tyrone

'!
,
,

,

WILLIAM BENTON, former senior
partner of Benton & Bowles Inc., who
resigned to become vice-president of
the University of Chicago on Oct. 15
was to discuss his reasons for leaving
the agency business at the age of 38
to go into the educational field. The
program, under the auspices of the
University Broadcasting Council, Chiby Allan Miller,
directorcago,ofwas arranged
UBC.
RICHARD MARVIN, radio director
of J. AValter Thompson Co., Chicago,
has been appointed chairman of the
entertainment committee of the Federated Advertising Club of Chicago.
ARTHUR BOOTH, formerly with
Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore agency,
where he handled radio work on the
Amoco Gas and Arrow Beer accounts,
has joined the Baltimore office of
Courtland D. Ferguson Inc., working
on national accounts, including radio.
HERSCHEL
DEUTSCH,
radio director of Lawrence
C. Gumbinner
Adv. Agenc.v,
York, was
in Hollywood late inNew
September
to complete
arrangements for 13 weeks sponsorship by American Tobacco Co. (Roi
Tan cigars), of Man to Man, weekly
quarter-hour sports program on 5
CBS Pacific stations.
H. K. BACHELDER, formerly with
20th Century-Fox Film Corp., Hollywood, has joined Allied Adv. Agencies
Inc., Los Angeles, as account executive.
MILTON S. SCHWARTZ, for seven
years a member of the copy staff of
Lord & Thomas, Chicago, was appointed to the Frigidaire account Oct.
1 and is now making his headquarters in the agency's Dayton office.
JOHN B. MORSE, with Lord &
Thomas, Chicago, for three years, has
joined Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.,
Chicago, as account executive.
FTC Stipulations
TWO firms that have used radio
have stipulated with the Federal
Trade Commission to cease alleged
unfair claims. Coleman Lamp &
Stove Co., Wichita, has agreed to
stop claiming its lamps are more
efficient than others on the market,
etc. Bathasweet Corp., New York,
has agreed to stop representing its
product
contains
the secretEnameling
of beautiful body
skin. Federal
& Stamping Co., Pittsburgh, has
been ordered to stop use of the
word "stainless" in advertising
enamelware unless it meets certain
tests, or that it will not chip, etc.
MILT GROSS, humorist and author, has been placed under a 39week contract by Savington Crampton, Hollywood manager of William
Esty & Co. Inc., to write the weekly scripts of the CBS Oakie College, West Coast part of Camel
Caravan sponsored by R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. from that city.
• Broadcast
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Lord & Thomas Expands
Facilities in Hollywood
To Handle New Business
;>RD & THOMAS plans to inlease its broadcast originations
"lom Hollj-wood to at least six
.ranscontinentals weekly in the
pear future and has established
headquarters at 1114 Guaranty
Bldg., that city, with a suite of 10
offices, moving from the Knickert)ocker Hotel. Tom McAvity, forknerly New York radio director,
nas "been
brought
in as inmanager.
Jack
Runyon,
formerly
charge
pf Hollywood production, has been
made assistant manager. Producers are James Fonda and Carl
Btanton. William Newberry is in
charge of motion picture studio
contacts.
The firm, collaborating with Don
iBecker, production manager of
Transamerican Broadcasting &
Television Corp., is setting up the
tnew Warner Bros.-Lucky Strike
(American Tobacco Co.) broadcast
iseries planned for NBC-Red release to replace the Wednesday
night Hit Parade. The show is
tentatively titled Your Hollywood
Parade, and with Dick Powell as
master-of -ceremonies will first be
put on transcription and sent to
Ithe American Tobacco Co. New
York office for audition and apjproval. It will be an hour show.
IUnder an agreement recently consummated in New York, American
Tobacco Co. has first call on War.ner Bros, picture talent.
' Prospects for Holljn\'ood originajtion under Lord & Thomas production also include the new Pepsodent Co. series, and Quaker Oats
Co. program, in addition to accounts now handled from that city
for the Pacific Coast and transcontinental release. Other accounts
now broadcast from Chicago, New
York and elsewhere are tentatively
on the Hollywood origination schedule.
Famous

Artists to Pick

Sealtest Starring Awards
A GROUP
of eight musicians
of America's
most
distinguished
will
serve as the Committee on Awards
for the Sealtest Rising Musical
Stars program, starting Oct. 17 on
NBC-Red. Committee members are
Leopold Godowsky, formerly of the
Imperial Royal Academy, Vienna;
Ernest Hutcheson, of the JuUiard
Graduate School of Music, New
York; Olga Samaroff, also of the
Julliard School, and head of the
piano department of the Philadelphia Conservatory of Music; Ernest Schelling, conductor of the
Baltimore Syinphony Orchestra
and of the Children's Concerts of
the New York Philharmonic- Symphony Society; Alexander Smallens, conductor with the Philadelphia orchestra. New York Philharmonic and others; Albert Spalding; Efrem Zimbalist; Alma Gluck
Zimbalist, former Metropolitan
Opera prima donna.
This committee will choose from
the hitherto unrecognized soloists
appearing weekly on the program
the one to receive monthly $500
awards. At the end of the 12-week
series, they will select the one to
win the Grand Award of $1,000.
Mr. Smallens, Mr. Schelling and
Mrs. Zimbalist will form the Jury
of Auditions to select the individual artist for each week's program.
BROADCASTING

Jack Latham Takes Post
At American Tobacco Co.
JOHN R. (Jack)
LATHAM, spot
time buyer for
Young Inc.,
& Rubicam
New
York, has resigned to join the
American Tobacco Co., where he
will work on general advertising
Mr. Latham
plans under supervision of George Washington
Hill Jr., son of the president. He
takes over his new duties Oct. 18.
Joseph Holmes, who has been
Mr. Latham's assistant, will succeed him as spot time buyer, working under the general direction of
Carlos Franco, radio department
executive of the agency.
Mr. Latham has been with the
agency since 1933 and two years
ago assumed
of spot
place-in
ments. He hascharge
been most
active
the use of local studio programs
for spot mediate
campaigns.
his imfunction at While
the American
Tobacco Co. has not been indicated,
Mr. Latham's familiarity with spot
broadcasting may be reflected in
his new activities.

Grid Sponsor's Premium
A
FOOTBALL
"Scoregraph"
for
listeners-in
on the
Yale football
games, designed by Announcer Bill
Slater, is being distributed as a
promotional feature to football
fans in New York and New England by Socony-Vacuum Oil Co.,
Nev.r York, sponsor of the broadcasts.
The "Scoregraph"
designed
so that
listeners may ischart

Woolley Rejoins NBC
E A S T O N C.
WOOLLEY, until
last June general
manager of
WWJ, Detroit, on
Oct. 1 rejoined
the NBC station
relations
ment in departNew
Mr. WoolleyYork.
He fills a
September

the play-by-play, and is being distributed by the company's dealers.
Agency is J. Stirling Getchell Inc.,
New York.

»* xtr II " ■ vacancy created
when Keith Kiggins, assistant
manager, became manager of the
station relations department. Mr.
Woolleyment was
in the
same but
departfrom 1933
to 1936
had
been with NBC since 1931. He is
a native of Los Angeles and is a
graduate lawyer. Richard Anderson, a member of the station relations department since last fall,
has resigned because of ill health.

McDougall, Weiss Form
New Advertising Agencv
CHARLES H. McDOUGALL and
Edward H. Weiss have resigned as
vice-nresidents of Henri, Hurst &
McDonald I n c,
Chicago, to form
a new advertising
agency.
McDougall & Weiss.
The
new firm will operate from New
York after the
first of the year
at an address to
be announced
Mr. Weiss shortly. Temporarylishedheadquarters
been estabat 410 N. have
Michigan
Ave.,
Chicago, with the possibility that
this office may continue as a
branch.
McDougall & Weiss will handle
all advertising of the Selby Shoe
Co., and its subsidiary. Orthopedic
Shoes Inc., embracing seven nationally advertised brands of women's shoes. No definite radio plans
have been formulated.
At Henri, Hurst & McDonald
where he was executive of the Selby account, Mr. Weiss was vicepresident, account executive and
radio head. He operated his own
agency in Chicago for six years
and spent two years with Critchfield & Co. before joining Henri,
Hurst & McDonald in 1933. A
pioneer in radio advertising, Mr.
Weiss was among the first to have
such famous names on the air as
Ben Bernie, Chic Sales and Mrs.
Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Mr. McDougall for many years
was with BBDO in New York and
Chicago. Among accounts he had
worked on were Celotex Co., American Rolling Mills, Sears Roebuck
& Co., Schlitz Brewing Co. and
Hart, Schaffner & Marx.

WAVE

EDDIE CANTOR Anniversary Week
will be observed Oct. 24-30, in recognition of the comedian's
years in
the entertainment
world. A 25testimonial
dinner in his honor, at the Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, on Oct. 28,
will be broadcast by CBS.
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J. WALTER THOMPSON Co., Chicago, is handling free the production
radio programs to be broadcast over
eight Chicago stations, all donating
their time, for the Chicago Community Fund starting Oct. 18.
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Furgason & Co. Adopted
As Name for Rep Firm
FURGASON & ASTON Inc., station representatives with main office in Chicago, will henceforth be
Icnown as Furgason & Co. with S.
M. Aston, former partner in the
firm in Chicago becoming the new
manager
of the Werh
firm's Hawthorne.
Detroit office, succeeding
Under the new set-up, Mr. Furgason told Broadcasting, services of
the firm will be expanded. No other
changes have been made. James
Wade and Pete Wasser of New
York are continuing as vice-presidents in charge of eastern territory, with Bill Lintecum as manager of the Kansas City office.
Lettuce Series
WESTERN Growers Protective
Assn., Los Angeles, has reappointed J. Walter Thompson Co., that
city, to direct its Crisp Eatin' lettuce fall advertising campaign, and
on Sept. 30 started for four weeks
using daily spot announcements on
16 eastern and midwestern stations.
A recipe booklet is also offered
through produce dealers. Stations
are WTAM, WNAC, WOR,
WMCA, WHN, WGN, WLS,
WCAE, KDKA, KYW, WWJ,
WSAI, WRC, WHO, WBAP and
WFAA. T. R. Paulson is agency
account executive.
THE Representatives Round Table,
Chicago, which, in addition to radio
reps, is attended by agency transcription and advertising men, has resumed
its Tuesday luncheon at 360 N. Michigan Ave.

ARTHUR HAYES, eastern manager
of Radio Sales, has just returned from
a midwestei'n trip on which he spent
three or four days at the CBS stations in Chicago, Minneapolis, St.
Louis and Cincinnati, and is just about
to leave his New York office for similar visits to Washington and Charlotte. Next month he hopes to visit the
Pacific Coast to complete his fall inspection tour, part of his job being to
visit each of the network's owned and
managed stations four times annually.
.JIMMY BINGHAM, with Howard
H. Wilson Co., Chicago, since September 1936, was transferred to the
New York office Oct. 1 where he will
be assistant to Horace Hagedorn, head
of
firm'sMitchell
eastern & office.
Bingham
wasthewith
Ruddell
Inc.,
Kansas City, newspaper representason Co.tives, before joining Howard H. WilBLAIR PRODUCTIONS, 520 Michigan Ave., Chicago, has inaugurated a
script service to function in connection with the stations represented by
John Blair & Co., of which the production company is a subsidiary. This
service will provide stations with
scripts to be used as sustaining or
commercial features.
ED VOYNOW, vice-president in
charge of the Chicago office of Edward Petry & Co., became the father
of a six-pound daughter, Ann Lait,
Oct. 4. Mrs. Voynow is the niece of
Jack Lait, Broadway columnist. The
baby is the Voynows' first child.
KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal., which was
started last month, has named the
McCIatchy West Coast sales office as
its
tives. Pacific Coast sales representa-
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• "Get the LOCAL ANGLE". On these instructions Local News Reporter Soren Munkhoff goes
into ACTION. News broadcasts on W O W are
known for.their accurate coverage of local events.
Local news builds local listeners — and gets
RESULTS for advertisers.
590 KG
John Gillin, Jr.,
Manager.
Owned and
Operated by the
Woodmen of the
World
Life Insurance
Society
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Radio Sales Specialists
IN ADDITION to his regular duties each member of the New York
and Chicago staffs of Radio Sales
Inc.
now a "specialist"
on this
one
of theis stations
represented by
organization, with the responsibility for visiting it frequently
and keeping at all times absolutely
up-to-the-minute on the station's
available periods, personnel, sustaining shows and any and all information that might be wanted
by an advertiser or agency. The
plan was devised by J. Kelly
Smith, general manager of the
CBS subsidiary which represents
the nine stations owned and managed by the network.
CHARLES M. FREEMAN, weU
known in midwest advertising circles,
has become associated with the Chicago office of John Blair & Co. Mr.
Freeman, after attending the University of Wisconsin, joined the staff of
Farmer's Wife Magazine in St. Paul
shortly after the war. In 1929 he became advertising representative of
Good Housekeeping Magazine and
more recently was western manager
of Forces Magazine.
J. J. DEVINB & ASSOCIATES has
been appointed national representative
of WJIM, Lansing and WJBL, Decatur.
Regina Schuebel
{Continued from page 43)
typewriter, but she was now in a
position at the center of the agency, where she could watch the
wheels go 'round and see just what
made it tick. By keeping her eyes
and ears open and by asking questions at opportune moments Reggie
gained so much knowledge and assurance that when Edward Petry,
who had been handling the Bulova
account, left to enter the station
representative field, she applied for
his job. At first somewhat dubious
about it, Mr. Blow finally consented to let her handle it under his
supervision.
This plunged her immediately
into radio, for Bulova even then
was an old-timer on the air with
its time signals on a great number
of stations throughout the country.
As she became familiar with the
Bulova setup and assumed increasing responsibility for placing its
advertising, Reggie also became familiar with the broadcasting situation and the differences in stations,
so much so that she was soon called
in whenever radio was being discussed for any Blow client. And so,
gradually, Reggie took charge of
the radio end of the agency. Today
she supervises not only the placement of the Bulova schedule, which
is still expanding, each year including more stations than were used
the year before, but also the production of the network programs
for Philip Morris and Kreuger
beer.
Regarding radio Reggie says
that its users are so varied that it
is impossible to lay down any hard
and fast rules for its use, but she
admits to one Golden Rule: A commercial program should never forget its sponsor. Too frequently, she
thinks, so much concentration goes
into making programs entertaining
and attractive to the audience that
the essential purpose, to sell merchandise, is overlooked. The program must be entertaining, of
course, but it must also sell goods
or goodwill, or it is not good advertising. Good sponsor identificaBROADCASTING

Branion
William

and Elges Join
Rambeau Staff

TWO new additions to the staff',
of William G. Rambeau Co., sta-.
tion representatives, have been an-,
nounced by Mr. Rambeau, Clark. ,
Branion, for the last five years on
the sales staff of WJR, Detroit, relocalWeiss,
sales •
managercently in the
undercapacity
Lewis of
Allen
is now visiting all Rambeau-repre- .
sented stations preparatory to tak-,
ing charge of the Detroit office.
Myron A. Elges, formerly with
Transamerican
Broadcasting &
Television Corp., has joined the
Rambeau New York sales staff.
Mr. Branion served with New!
York and Detroit newspapers and
later with the advertising department of the J. L. Hudson Co., Detroit department store, before join-i
ing WXYZ, Detroit, as publicity
director. From WXYZ he went to
WJR. Mr. Elges was formerly an
account executive with Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce and with
the airplane and marine division
of the Finder Corp. in charge of
advertising and sales promotion, j
tion is to her a prime essential of
any
for
Philipcommercial
Morris" program.
as called "Call
by page
boy Johnny on that program comes
close to perfection in radio sponsor
identification.
;

Another Schuebel tenet is that a '
program
needs a formula
that fits'
the
entertainment
preferences
of
the audience to be reached. If the _
proper canformula
is foundindefinitely
the pro-, ^
gram
be continued
with minor variations to keep it
timely but without any major;
changes. Again illustrating from- _
the Philip Morris programs, their; formula, chosen to appeal to alt
cigarette smokers, which means all =.
kinds of people, is a mixture of
drama and music, the dramas not ;
too long, the music appealing to all
ages. Without altering that basic ^
formula, the program has changed, a
orchestras and types of dramasi k
several times, also without altering.; jf
its success in selling its sponsor's
cigarettes.
A successful formula may be imi-; d
tated
competitors,
but isReggie"
believesbythat
this imitation
more- sr
of a help to the originator than to,
the imitator.
The recent
of^ ',\.
watch
manufacturers
to rush
sponsortime signals is so much free adver-, .
tising for Bulova, she thinks, be-f
cause people are so accustomed to i
hearing an announcement of the
correct time followed by a Bulova', ;
credit line that they continue to J hear it subconsciously, even though
the announcer actually gives credit ! ;
to some other brand of timepiece.]
Too busy with business to spend
much time on her former hobbies) ;of tennis and golf, bridge and I

dancing,
says she byhasair made,'
a hobby ofReggie
the traveling
that j her jobinterests
so frequently
main
in life, requires.
however, Her
areii ■ ;
two: Radio and her son, now 9„|
and an honor student at the New ;
wall.
York Military Academy at Com- ; ' ^
Itt
INCORPORATION
filed in Sacramento papers
(Cal.) have
for been
the
Famous Artists Corp., by Bdington-[
Vincent,Corp.,
Hollywood,
and Feldman-'
Blum
Beverly Hills,
Cal., tal-.
ent agencies. Listed as directors areRalph H. Blum, Charles K. Feldman,
Harry E. Edington and F. W. Vincent.
plan on
to Sunset
combineBlvd.,'
and'
erect aAgencies
new
building
Beverly
Hills.
• Broadcast
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Hollywood Studios
WBS Will Involve

$250,000 Expenditure
PAT
CAMPBELL,
West Coaet
manager of World Broadcasting;
System, after a series of conferences with Percy L. Deutsch, presi d e n t, in New
York, is expected
to return to his
desk Oct. 20 with
final details approved for the
■^■^
,
transcription
firm's
new
Hollywood
studios,

:OBIXSOX RECORDING Labora■ries. Philadelphia, has opened downown offices in the studios of WIP
i.ml has installed modern equipment
ulued at !<12,000. according to an
mouncement by William P. Robinn. president of the firm. The comptionsprocess
are made
transcriating
iuy"s
which byMr.a
< ret electropl
inbinson developed after 10 years of
■■osearch and experimentation.
VEW
to XBC's
Thesaurus
i vice subscribers
include C.TAT,
Trail.
B. C. ; ^^I^V
site
planned
mHi
at
Vine forSt.a and
<:a"\VM. Gallup. N. Mex. ; CB.57, SanMr.
Campbell
Waring
Ave.
iago, Chile; TGTV, Guatemala.
Mr. Campbell left Hollywood
STANDARD RADIO Inc.. has sold Oct. 1 accompanied by Marshall
its popular music supplement to Wilkinson, architect, with completed
WMBD, WBAX, and WFDF with
plans that call for a $250,000 two"\VBAP
buying WIND,
the complete
sound effects.
WJJD. library
KDLR,of story structure which includes ofand WPAY have purchased the Sons
fices and three large studios. The
of the Pioneers. KSEI has bought expectation is that all details will
children's
Time, ahas
Once Upon
gram, whilea KDAL
bought prothe have been settled for construction
to start immediately upon Campseries.
Men
King's
Kay Kyser and
return to permit occupation
RADIOTONE Inc., Hollywood, has of the bell's
new building by Feb. 15.
sold recording equipment to Leslie
C. C. Langevin Co., dealer in the
Noel Zemer, head of the new Radiage Studios in Chicago, specializing rental and permanent installation
in one-minute transcriptions.
of public address systems, is erectMICHELSON & STERNBERG. New
ing a one-story building at 1000
York, has appointed Jerry Diamond
N. Seward Ave., Hollywood, at a
to direct
sales of Speedy-Q, sound- cost of approximately $30,000, to
effect
records.
be ready for occupancy Nov. 15.
I'.ENE K. WALKER, manager of The present offices in the Richfield
Oil Bldg., Los Angeles, will be
-yndication, C. P. MaeGregor, HollyV )od transcription concern, was guest moved to the new structure, acIieaker at the Sept. 22 meeting of the
cording to F. M. Pease, local manSan Diego (Cal.) Advertising Club,
ager of the firm which is headhaving for his subject "The Commerquartered in San Francisco.
cial Use of Electrical Transcriptions."
.TERRY DIAMOND has been placed
in charge
of sales
Speedy-Q
sound
effects
records
for of
Charles
Michelson,
New York.
GRACE GIBSON, head of the transcription department of 2GB, Sydney,
Australia, and manager of the American Radio Transcription Agencies,
that city, is scheduled to arrive in
Los Angeles Oct. 30. aboard the
Monterey on vacation. Before going
t') Australia three years ago. she was
with the now defunct Freeman Lang
transcription studios, Hollywood.
T NITED BROADCASTING SALES
Ltd.. Calgary, Canada, has taken 39
i|tiarter-hour episodes of Blair of the
Mounties for release on stations in the
four western provinces. Series is
I'wned by the radio programs division
f Walter Biddick Co., Los Angeles.
P. MacGREGOR. Hollywood tran•ription concern,
announces that
'V.\IM. Anderson, S. C. and KSUB,
I'edar City, Utah, are new subscribers
■> its library service.
KSFO, San Francisco, has been
named by the Electrical Appliance Society of San Francisco to write and
produce a series of transcription
dramas. The programs are part of a
^ S40,000 campaign to be run in October in the general interest of sell* ing new radios. All San Francisco
area stations are contributing time,
aggregating $18,000 in value. J. C.
Morgan, KSFO production manager,
is preparing the productions.
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Central Shoe Expands
CENTRAL SHOE Co., St. Louis
(women's shoes), started their
quarter-hour weekly transcribed
program on WTMV, E. St. Louis,
Oct. 4, the 11th station carrying
the program. Other stations will be
gradually added with the possibility that eventually 50 stations may
be used. Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Corp. made the
transcriptions. Kelly, Stuhlman &
Zarndt, St. Louis, is the agency.
The list currently carrying the program follows: KFOX WBNS
WMBD KSTP WTMJ WHBL
WTAD WSBT WIBA KROC
WTMV.

LX^ "^H't^^E
r ofTStheIRON
U. ."S.
centeMEE
in the
VV V><1Vj
COAL
IVTT Righ
ATITT^
Metropolitan District designated as Huntington,
W. Va. - Ashland, Ky., and covering it all with a
5 MV/M signal. . . . WCMI delivers coverage of a
Metropolitan population of 250,000 at very low
cost.

KMOX, St. Louis, furnished copies
of its six five-minute recordings made
^. at the horse show in Ft. Meyer, Va.,
to KSD, KWK. WIL and WEW, St.
Louis, and WTMV, E. St. Louis. The
records were played by all stations
previous to the National Horse Show
in St. Louis in late September.
iBROADCASTING

Chicago Disc Firm
LESLIE NOEL
ZEMER
has
formed a new
Chicago radio
firm, R a d i a g e
Studios, at 154 E.
Erie St., to specialize in the makand ingsimilar
of one-minute
type
transcripMr. Zemer tions. Complete
transcription equipment purchased
from Radiotone Inc., Hollywood,
will shortly be installed. Mr. Zemer was formerly with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer in Hollywood, having
been technical director of What
Price Glory, Tell It to the Marines,
Biff Parade and other war pictures.
In addition to his transcription
work, Mr. Zemer will handle talent exclusively for radio. Complete
studios together with full microstalled. phone equipment have been in-
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WCMI Covers the Tri-State Market
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THE new WOR-Mutual Playhouse,
formerly the New Amsterdam Theater,
New York, is now housing 11 of the
net's programs : Rainbow House and
Admiracion Laboratories' Tim & Irene
on Sundays ; Georgie Price and Impressions on Mondays ; Hudson Moon Wednesdays
Music tor's
By Hohhy
andLobby
Sinfonietta
on Thurs- ;
days ; Opera House and Continental
Revue on Fridays ; Hi There, Audience! and Sylvia Froos Saturdays.
NBC WILL broadcast the 14th annual national cornhusking championship exclusively on its Farm <6 Home
Hour Nov. 4 with Hal Totten and
Everett Mitchell, at the microphone.
Over 100,000 spectators have been
witnessing the cornhusking "world series" in recent years.
WITH labor disputes on two fronts
in San Francisco apparently settled,
KSFO. San Francisco, is going ahead
with its construction program after being delayed for several weeks. A plasterers' strike in the bay region held
up completion of KSFO's transmitter
house at Islais Creek, recently dedicated. A dispute between factions on
the waterfront held up the delivery of
steel
for the construction
KSFO's
new $350,000
studios andof executive
offices at the Palace Hotel.
THE Stump Me series of WISN, Milwaukee, returned to the air Sept. 27
and produced a record volume of mail.
They play or sing every number requested by listeners and Aren Beverage Co. donates a case of its product
to
thethose
duo. submitting tunes that "stump"
PROBLEMS confronting residents of
Southeastern Colorado are discussed
in a quarter-hour program by the
C. of C. on KIDW, Lamar, Col.

TH LI

CREATION of a sports department
to coordinate all sports originating in
Washington carried by NBC was announced Oct. 5 by Kenneth H. Berkeley, manager of WRC and WMAL.
At the same time Berkeley announced
that NBC would expand its present
sportstal. coverage
the new
Nation's
CapiBerkeley saidin the
department
would consist of Bill Coyle, Bud BarGunn,
William McAndrew ry,
andGeorge
Robert
Cottingham.
FIRE destroyed one of the permanent exhibition halls at the Dairy Cattle Congress Oct. 1, where booth and
studio of WMT, Waterloo, were
housed. Several thousand dollars
worth of radio equipment and instruments was destroyed. Engineers Don
Kassner and George Olson drove 200
miles for new equipment to keep the
broadcasts on the air and Michael McElroy spoke via a telephone patched
through to the transmitter.
CKY,
Winnipeg, station,
at present
most powerful
usingCanada's
15,000
watts, has been ordered to change
Oct. 15 from 910 to 960 kc, sharing
with CRCY, Toronto. The 910 kc.
frequency is believed to be intended
for the new 50.000 watt transmitter
at Montreal, CRCM, Montreal, now
being on that frequency with 5,000
watts.

KTSA, San Antonio, began broadcasting an enlarged schedule of locally
produced programs Oct. 3 from new
studios constructed under the direction of the station's engineering staff
headed byborationW.with engineers
G. Egerton,
in collaof CBS
and
Hearst Radio. The studios, located on
the third floor of the Gunter Hotel,
consist of an auditorium studio seating
150 guests for locally produced audience shows, a smaller studio for regular productions, a small announcers'
studio
clients'
audition
room,
receptionandroom,
a music
library,
newsa
room and announcers' office.
KRLD, Dallas, on Sept. 1 instituted
a new policy whereby it will not accept programs
of any nature in which
laxatives
are mentioned.
KSAL, new station at Salina, Kan.,
has started a 60-minute Saturday
night Barn Dance for which 10c admission is charged. The show, sponPR D FITS
sored by a local motor company, atmissions.tracts from 1,100 to 3.000 paid adTWO PROGRAMS in English but directed to the Jewish audience are
starting on WMCA, New York. On
Sept. 30 Voice of Jerusalem, sponsorChris.
Hansen's
Laboratory,
Littleed byFalls,
N. Y.,
for Junket,
started
a 13-week schedule, featuring songs of
Palestine. On Oct. 4 Zion National
Kosher Sausage Factory, New York,
started sponsorship of Zion Variety
Show, half-hour program to run for
26 weeks. Both accounts are placed
by Advertisers Broadcasting Corp.,
New York.

^304,000,000
IN KMA

NEWS FLASHES — Featured by
WCOP, Boston, in the lobby of the
Copley Plaza Hotel are admired by
Harold A. Lafount (right), exFederal radio commissioner, now
president of the Massachusetts
Broadcasting Corp. and Gerald H.
Slattery, general manager of
WCOP.

CORN

SERVICE

CROP

AREA

Not only tall corn, but bumper crops of
wheat, oats, poultry and livestock are reaching new highs of production and profit. With
almost ONE BILLION DOLLARS of cash
income assured . . . with buying power
greatest since 1929. . . . KMA listeners are
spending freely!
That's where YOU come in ! For over 12 years these people have guided their buying habits by the sound, friendly
advice
of Earl May
KMA.newRight
we'reinhelping
other advertisers
set and
enviable
salesnow,
records
America's No. 1 Farm Market. We can do the same for you and
we're ready to prove it!
f 4 a

WDZ, Tuscola. 111., calls itself "one
stationopened
chain."in On
studiosin
were
the Sept.
Plaza 7Hotel
Danville, 111., Emerson Russell of the
WDZ sales staff in charge. On Oct.
11 studios in the First National Bank
Bldg. inerationMattoon,
111., wentalsointoof the
opwith Walt Schafer,
sales staff, as studio director. On the
same date, in Effingham. 111., broadcasts began from new studios in the
Register Bldg., with Salesman Ray
Livesay in charge. Every day each
studio comes on the air on set schedules.

WWNC
ASHEVILLE, N. C.
Full Time NBC Affiliate
1,000 Watts

The Only Blanket Radio
Coverage of Prosperous
Western North Carolina

''The Quality Market
Represented by :
Howard H. Wilson, Co. — New York, Chicago, Kansas City
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of The Southeast''
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KFJM,celled itsGrand
Forks, schedule
N. D., canentire morning
Oct.
4 to cover the president's moves from
the time he arrived at 9 :30 a. m. until he left at noon. The entire production staff was pressed into service
as mikes were set up at five different
points along the route of the parade
including the state fair grounds where
the President dedicated a new grandstand. The dedication and speech at
the fair grounds were fed from KFJM
to a regional network of 12 stations.
CKCW, smallest of the New Bruns-:
wick broadcasters in power, recently ■
opened new studios in the Knights of !
Pythias Bldg., Moncton, N. B.
TO
complete
and well-rounded
newsGIVE
coverage
to the
listeners of
WINS, New York, Jay Knox, news
editor, has started a News Parade series of four quarter - hours daily,
broken up as follows : Morning news
at 9 :45at a.12:15
m., news
the woman's
angle
p. m.,from
afternoon
news
at 3 :15mary atp.6 :30
m., p.andm. an editorial sumA SERIES of weekly interviews with
people book
picked
at random
the i
phone
is being
prepared from
for early
production at WMCA, New York.
WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va., announces .
that its offices and studios have been,
renovated, modernized and treated
acoustically. An interesting feature of
the new
laid
in thestudios
floor. is coverage map in-;
AN AGREEMENT has been effected
between
and British
ing
Corp.,MBSaffording
MutualBroadcast-'
networkt
equal recognition
with and
other exchanging?
Americannetworks
in releasing
of programs. First program on MBS
under the new arrangement was broad- 1
cast
shortwave
to the coast-tocoast via
Mutual
net Saturday,
Oct. 2, i
featuring the West of England Folk
MONTPARNASSE,
the Midwest
um
by Monte
Randall for-|
and: '
Singers.
Songconducted
comparable to the American Town
Meeting on the Air, returned to'
WCFL, Chicago, after being off the
air all summer. The program, originally on for 30 minutes has been expanded to 45 minutes every Satur-day night.
WQBC,
Vicksburg,
Miss., broadcast
a series of
radio classroom
programs
for a week, in which nearly 90% of
students at St. Aloysius school reported at the end of the week with
written reports. Regular 15-minute
periods were assigned to each of the
12 grades.

north-'
600 are
more than
S inpublic
STUDENT
lis-J
schools
California
ern
classrooms'
their
in
regularly
tening
to the Alameda City School of the Air,
s of
under'
Oakland,
production
of education^
the board
of KLX,
the auspices
of the City of Alameda and in co-,
operation with the California State
Department of Education.

Jack'
KLZ, Denver,
k, news recently
commenand sportssent
Fitzpatric
tator, on a 10-day football scouting
Mountain
Rocky airs
tour ofence.theFitzpatrick
sports
a daily Conferreview for the Derby Oil Co. and is
observer for Warren Williams who
handles the play-by-play broadcasts of
the Denver U games under Kellogg
'
sponsorship.
WICC, ducting
Bridgeport,
Conn.,
is
cona contest to choose student
commentators for its five weekly program titled News From Yale University. Transcribed auditions will be
judged by Boake Carter, Edwin C.
Hill and Edgar
nouncers will be Kennedy
selected. and two anFOREIGN
motion pictures
described in International
Film are
Review
which started Oct. 5 on WBNX, New
York. Program is heard Tuesdays at
5 :30. Commentator is Bob Stokes, a
member of the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures.
• Broadcast

Advertising

; TWO NEW radio series, each based
on a best-selling book whose author
has donated the radio rights to the
Radio Division of the WPA Federal
Theatre will soon take the air under
the auspices of this organization. Mary
Tish will be broadRoberts
a nationwide CBS network
cast onRinehart's
bein 13 weekly half-hour episodes and
ginning Oct 14. Leo Fontaine
made the radio adaptaHammil
Joel tion
of the novel and the series will
be directed by William N. Robson.
Leo Fontaine also did the radio adaptation of the second series, Epic of
America, from Dr. James Truslow
Adams' best-seller. This series will be
broadcast for 13 Sunday evening periods on MBS, beginning Nov. 7.
THIS
YEAR'S
the weeklyof
broadcasts
of the theme
Nationalof Congress
Parents & Teachers, which returned
to the air Oct. 13 as a half-hour Wednesday afternoon feature on NBCBlue, is "Youth in a Modern Community" and the officials of the Congress and other specialists in health,
education, recreation and allied fields
who will speak during the year will
attempt to aid parents in solving the
problems presented by modern life.
REVIEWS of new Broadway plays
are broadcast over MBS within an
hour after the final curtain by Bide
Dudley, veteran dramatic critic, for
the benefit of Hollywood story scouts
as well as the general theater-minded
public. Feature started Oct. 11 with
a review of "The House of Cantrell."
WNEW, New York, will issue a new
rate-card effiective Nov. 15. The station operates 24 hours a day, and is
about 80% commercial.
RADIO MUSIC LESSONS of Dr.
Joseph E. Maddy, professor of music
at the University of Michigan, were
resumed Oct. 12 for the second year
on the NBC-Red network under the
new title originates
Fun in Music.
Dr. Maddy's
program
in Chicago
and is
broadcast Tuesday afternoons.
PRESENTED under the auspices of
the Hayden Planetarium and the
American Museum of Natural History, New York, WQXR started Oct.
13 Music of the Spheres. Marian
Lockwood, musical director and assistant curator of the Planetarium, conducts the program, which consists of
poetry and music.
WMCA, New York, has added to its
schedule of news shows Man of the
Hour, a biographical sketch of the
dominant personality in the news of
the day, presented daily at 11 :45 a.
m.
TITLED Essays in Music, a new series of half-hour Thursday evening
broadcasts on CBS, deals with a wide
variety of musical subjects, collected
into unusual groups under the direction of Victor Bay, who also directed
the music in connection with Columbia's summer Shakespearean cycle.
WHIO, Dayton, O., is on the air at
5 :45 a. m. daily instead of 6 a.m.

HOWARD
2adLa

Maland Milks
STILL claiming to be unfeated cow-milking champion
of the NAB, J. 0. Maland,
manager of WHO, Des
Moines, has challenged Miss
Rose Amfahr of Jessup, la.,
who recently won the milkmaid contest of the National
Dairy Cattle Congress, to a
milking duel during the Sunset Corners Frolic Oct. 16.
Miss Amfahr milked 12.6
pounds in three minutes to
win the Dairy contest.
Tea for T'^vo Million
{Continued from page 22)
longer is a log needed, after five
years on the air the listeners are
tuned to the program . . . they
automatically know the day and
the time of the broadcast. Standard
Brands and One Man's Family are
appealing to the type of listener
who buys Tender Leaf Tea. The
scope is being covered fully, no different strata of listeners is desired,
because the show is for young and
old alike . . . the medium of advertising is complete in this one program.
Should a change of cast to
brighten the show, make it new,
take place?
Mail by the Carload
Again I answer a question with
a question. Does Mrs. Smith ask
Mrs. Jones to divorce her husband
so that the neighborhood may have
a new personality in its midst?
Of course the latter question is
preposterous. But not any more
preposterous than changing One
Man's Family would be. Ask any
listener what he thinks of Henry
Barbour. . . . The answer will probably be that he likes his grunt, his
quiet mien, his understanding
heart. And Fanny Barbour . . .
who wouldn't love her? And all the
scrapes that the children encounter
. . . just as they have been encountered by you and you and you.
Now that the fact the program
is definitely established as one with
listener appeal, that it has commercials that are creating results,
just what results have been attained?
Give aways have not been a
standing policy. However, Teddy's
diary was offered in exchange for
end cards found in a package of
Tender Leaf Tea. Standard Brands
did not anticipate the deluge of
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box tops that flooded their offices.
Over half-a-million listeners sent
in their end cards for the diary!
As many as seven mail cars packed
with One Man's Family mail were
pulled up to the railroad siding!
But even without giveaways, the
response is above average. Sales
have picked up from the first, and
their level seldom drops. Indeed it
may well be said that the graph is
just the opposite ... a steady
climb towards a peak that keeps
moving higher and higher. Statistics show that all tea sales increased 26% during 1936. In view
of this fact, it must be remembered
that One Man's Family is the only
air show advertising tea!
So now the job is done, the sales
talk and the initiation are over, the
program is established and not
only keeps its listeners, but adds
new dialers to its list of fans every
week. It can all be summed up in a
very few words:
Find out what the public wants,
give it to them . . . and your radio
program will be a success!
McKenzie Spots
Mckenzie milling Co., Quincy,
Mich, (pancake flour), on Oct. 18
will start a quarter-hour live show,
the Novelodeons, daily except Sunday, over WLS, Chicago; five-minute programs thrice weekly, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays and
100 - word announcements twice
weekly on WOWO, Fort Wayne,
and 100-word announcements thrice
weekly on WHKC, Columbus. On
Oct. 20 two quarter-hour programs
a week will start on WWVA,
Wheeling. Rogers & Smith, Chicago, is agency.

PATRICK

IS ISAMED

TO FCC BAR POST
DUKE M. PATRICK, former general counsel of the old Radio Commission, has been nominated for the
presidency of the Federal Communications Bar
Association, which
holds its second
annual meeting in
Washington Oct.
25. The nominating committee
brought
a slate
headed in by
the
Washington
attorney to succeed
Louis
G.
Caldwell,
a former
Radio who
Commissionalsogeneral
counsel,
had
served during the first year of the
organization's
Other officersexistence.
nominated by the
committee are Alfred Geiger,
Washington Counsel for the Independent Telephone Association,
first vice-president; Ben S. Fisher,
second vice-president; Phillip J.
Hennessey Jr., NBC Washington
attorney, secretary, and Herbert
Bingham, treasurer. Nominated for
three-year terms on the board of
governors to fill the vacancies to be
created with the elevation of
Messrs. Fisher and Hennessey were
Mr. Caldwell and Ralph Kimball,
counsel for Western Union, retiring first vice-president.
Chairman Frank R. McNinch of
the FCC may make the principal address at the opening session of the
Association at the Raleigh Hotel
Oct. 25. There will be a golf tournament in the afternoon and a banthat eveentertainment
quet
ning towith
conclude
the meeting.
Mr. Patrick

PERFECT

FIGURES
PLUS

COMPLETE

COVERAGE

Many a Miss has a "Million Dollar"
look . . . but . . .
"KTAT's MARKET
DATA"
Introduces you to the $522,000,000 Market
"KTAT's Market Data" booklet, full of
valuable facts about the Fort Worth Market, which covers a primary area of 21 counties with a population of 1,061,751. This
market has 184,230 radio homes, 14,122 retail stores and annual sales of ^322,000,000.
"KTAT's Market Data" contains much pertinent information and is yours for the asking— just write NOW on your company letterhead.
Affiliated with the Mutual Broadcasting System
1000 Watts — Full Time
TARRANT
BROADCASTING
CO.
Studios and Offices in the
Hotel Texas
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
Raymond Buck, President
Sam H. Bennett, Gen. Mgr.
Chicago
National Representatives: New York
Detroit
Atlanta
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
San Francisco
Los Angeles
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^LAYWRITING is the purpose of a contest on KJR,
Seattle, sponsored by Grunbaum Furniture Co., that
city, for a test period of 13
weeks. Short stories, plays and scenarios are accepted by David Halpern, of Ann Newman's Adv.
Agency who directs the show, and
the best manuscript of the week is
dramatized the following Sunday
on KJR. Grand prize is a two-day
visit in Hollywood as guests of
Paramount with the possibility of
selling the manuscript to the film
company. Titled Are You A
Writer? the program is going over
big, says KJR.

Spot

Mf

Football Tie-in
WELL PLANNED tie-in of football and merchandising is the program Can You Pick the Winners
heard weekly on KCKN, Kansas
City, Kan., featuring John Goetz,
former football star. Sponsored by
the local Shepherd & Foster Clothing Co., the program consists of
Tuesday forecasts by Goetz and
announcements that contestants
must
sponsor's
entry visit
blanksthe and
return store
them for
to
the store by Friday noon. Winners
are chosen right after the Saturday games and must go to the
store to get their prizes.

NEWS!

United Press
HEADLINE
News
hour
on the every
hour, from
Vt.'s
HEADLINE
Station.

Around the Clock
AT WCHV, Charlottesville, C. D.
Taylor, commercial manager, has
a copyrighted progpram in which
names of listeners are selected
from the telephone book. Those
who phone the station and repeat
the exact phraseology or manner
in which their name was read are
given cash prizes. If the name
given does not respond within five
minutes, another name is selected
and the award increased.
*
* *
Blonds and Red Heads
THE midnight Rhythm Club of
WMPS, Memphis, dedicates one
program to blonde girls, the next
to red heads, another to bachelors,
and on and on. Competition has set
in to top the list in requests.
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NATIONALLY
CLEARED CHANNEL

More populafion, more radio sefs and
more spendable income than any other
Oklahoma station, with extensive coverage in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.
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WCCO's School Series
AN EDUCATIONAL radio series,
North Star School, which has attracted nationwide attention, starts
its third successive year Oct. 20 on
WCGO, Minneapolis. Sponsored by
the Minnesota Educational Association, the program is under the
personal supervision of R. N. Ringdahl, radio chairman of the MEA
and a Minneapolis school principal.
Discussions of home and school
problems, with emphasis on child
behavior and training, will be featured. Assisting Mr. Ringdahl in
program planning and execution
will be Walter England, executive
secretary of the MEA, and Max
Karle, educational director of
WCCO. Outstanding musical organizations from Minneapolis and
St. Paul schools will be brought
before the microphone once each
month.
=5^ ^ *
What's Your Birthday?
REALIZING how much everyone
likes to be remembered on his birthday,
Indianapolis,
casts WFBM,
Your Birthday
Partybroadeach
Sunday morning for half an hour.
Dedicated to Indiana's leading colleges, towns, social organizations,
factories and business firms, the
program dramatizes important
events in the lives of individuals
and communities. Talent is chosen
from schools, factories and clubs.
Village mayors, football captains
and factory managers are featured
in this series sponsored by the
local Kirk Furniture Co. Participants receive free birthday presents from the sponsor and from
other WFBM advertising clients.
It's going over big, according to
WFBM.
^
^
Fun for Scavengers
SCAVENGER hunts have started on WBAL, Baltimore, with
Garry Morfit naming the articles
that have to be brought to the studio for competition in the grand
weekly prize of $10. The winner
must complete his list first and no
money has to be spent, for the articles are usually old things that
any listener is apt to have in his
attic or cellar, such as an old green
fedora or a pair of high topped
shoes. The first week's winner is
guest on
week's program andthe
so second
on throughout
the
series.
*
*
For Songwriters
AMATEUR songwriters get a
chance to have their compositions
plugged and win a nrize on the
weekly Can You Write A Song?
on KFWB, Hollywood. The songs
are judged by a committee of orchestra leaders and songwriters
and a weekly prize of $50 goes to
the winning composer. More than
500 requests were received by
KFWB the first week following the
initial broadcast
4.
* *of Oct.
*
Football Quiz
A QUIZ on Iowa Network Wednesday night is based on visits to the
homes of Iowa's college football
coaches, giving the grid mentors a
chance to chat freely of touchdowns and such. Schools of five
college conferences are to be represented in the visits.
BROADCASTING

TOUGHEST — Assignment Bill
Kelso, KMTR, Hollywood, special
events announcer, ever had was to
broadcast from the shoulders of Otto Gretona, during an aerial act, at
the Cole Bros. -Clyde Beatty Circus. With Kelso on his shoulders,
Gretona, who is one of the Great
Gretonas, aerial act, walked 75 feet
across the tight rope, 55 feet in
mid-air, balancing
himself with a
mammoth
pole.
Freshmen Have Fun
FRESHMEN at Minnesota U told
all about themselves without knowing it when WTCN, Minneapolis,
set up seven remotes on the university campus during the first
week of school. Charles Irving,
WTCN special eventer, hid a mike
in his lapel and danced with the
freshmen girls who told him things
that proved humorous and embarrassing to theirin.ma's
and pa's
as
they listened
WTCN
covered
the registration proceedings, campus interviews and vocational
guidance lectures as well as psychology and sociology classes.

DARWINIAN— When Joe Ford,
announcer of WSGN, Birmingham,
covered the recent Alabama State
Fair, he interviewed a monkey,
who
responded
some apparently
comic comment.
Fordwithis
wearing a pack transmitter. At
right is Paul Cram, chief engineer.
For Ordinary Folks
ORDINARY people who have extraordinary occupations are presented in a series on WLS, Chicago, titled Folks Worth Knowing.
The opening program included a
man who keeps 5,000 clocks running accurately, a telephone information operator, a veteran mail
man who takes a long walk on his
day off and a Chinese boy of 12
who witnessed the first bombing
of Canton. * * *
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WIND,
Gary, inaugurated The
Stamp Man on Oct. 4. An expert '
Man
The Stamp
in the philatelic
field,
the Stamp t
Man's name, character and background arelook
held upon
secret,himso purely
that children will
as !
the Stamp Man.
• Broadcast
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Good Deeds and Prizes
CKOC, Hamilton, Ont., has a Satmorning
Child}-eyi's
Deed urday
feature
which
startedGood
its
fifth winter season recently, running till March. Some 250 children
are on hand at 9:45 a. m. in the
concert studios of CKOC. A good
deed is a prerequisite of membership in the Good Deed Club which
last year had an enrollment of
7,000, and in the years it has been
on the air a total enrollment of
30,000. Annual theatre parties for
members bring out 3,000 children.
A weekly prize is given for the
best good deed, and the club has its
own orchestra of 18 pieces, its own
choir of 35 voices, all under 16.
The
program
is usedstore,
by T.
Canada's
largest
department
Eaton
Co. Ltd., with stores from coast
to coast, to foster good-will.

SOCK — Howard R. Chamberlain,
production manager of KLZ, Denver, attempted to attack Arthur
Wuth (right), program director
and
thehadKLZ
Court,judge
after of
a fine
been Boners'
levied,
but two Denver patrolmen kept the
defendant under
* *control.
*
News and Background
A NEW TYPE of news broadcast
is being presented on WNEW, New
York, Wednesday and Friday
nights. Titled Deadline, the broadcast is presented by George Clark,
city editor of the Neiv York Mirror, and Dave Charney, reporter.
Clark and Charney take the parts
of city editor and star reporter,
respectively. The reporter recounts
the big news of the day, discussing
the news behind the news with his
city editor. The program is under
the direction of Charles Martin,
producer and director of the Philip
Morris and other network shows.
* * *
The Fixing Mr. Fixit
AN ARTICLE in the October
Reader's
Digestcomplaint
describeshandler
the workof
of Mr. Fixit,
WFBL, Syracuse, who has dealt
with some 2,000 complaints in three
years. The S>Tacuse Community
Chest has persuaded him to do another weekly series for its annual
drive for funds. WFBL originally
offered time to the municipality to
aid its complaining bureau, and
the bureau's manager, Charles
Marks, became* WFBL's
* * Mr. Fixit.
Public Servants
THE LIVES of policemen and the
dangers of their professions are
dramatized on WNYC, New York,
in a series called Police Honor Men,
which began Oct. 2. Taken from
the metropolitan police files, the
dramatizations consist of factual
and heroic incidents. It makes the
public more appreciative of its
servants, says* WNYC.
* *
About Illinois Oil
WDZ, Tuscola, 111., has started
broadcasts from the Illinois oil basin, with Charles I. O'Neill, oil authority, delivering last minute information.
BROADCASTING

Homemade Weather
TROLLEY motorman Coston F. Whitaker, of Memphis, has been given a daily
morning weather program,
as well as a Thursday night
spot on WHBQ, Memphis,
for his unscientific forecasts.
The program capitalizes on
his feud with F. W. Prist,
ofiicial meteorologist of Memphis. The Whitaker predictions are based on observations of the moon and he
claims a better record than
the government meteorologist.

From the Depths
COOPERATION with Western
Union resulted in unique broadcast
on WCPO, Cincinnati. Robert
Bentley, WCPO special eventsman,
went into the depths of Western
Union's master manhole behind the
company's Cincinnati office and interviewed Jess Manning, city foreman for W. U., and his crew of
trouble-shooters. Show was sponsored by Truly Warner Hats on
their regular Yours Truly production, Oct. 7. Western Union ran
special lines direct from the manhole to the WCPO newsi'oom over
several city blocks. Show was first
in a series of broadcasts to be aired
direct from unusual business spots
about town.
*
* *
Bellhop Vox Pop
WHEN the tourist season closed in
Duluth, Minn., KDAL ended its
summer series of tourist interviews
titled Arrowhead Tourist Time by
airing a vox popper which featured
the bell boys who had waited on the
tourists all summer. When the boys
started telling what they thought
of tourists the show got so funny
that even the control room engineers laughed, according to KDAL.

COLUMBIA

Murder in Texas
LISTENERS name the guilty and
point out the clues that led them
to discover the murderers paraded
before the mike each week during
Can You Solve It?, a mystery series on WOAI, San Antonio. Written and produced by Lew Valentine
and sponsored by the local Milam
Finance Corp., each broadcast is a
complete detective story. Three
cash prizes are awarded weekly.
WOAI says that from the looks of
its mail you'd think that half of
the
country's detectives live in the
Southwest.
* * *
For Ranchers and Farmers
RANCHERS and farmers are the
listeners that KLZ, Denver, informs and entertains on its early
morning daily program which is
devoted to ranching bulletins, news,
livestock reports and western
music. Production Manager Howard Chamberlain of Natio7i Barn
Dance fame is assisted by Robert
Buchanan who airs the latest
farming news supplied by Colorado
Agricultural College and governmental agencies. It's service, says
KLZ, with a *"just* folks"
touch.
^
A Medal a Week
WASHINGTON heroes will be
honored in a new weekly program
on WRC, sponsored by Schwartz
Jewelry Co. Gordon Hittenmark
awards a gold medal every week
to the outstanding
of the
previous
seven days."hero"
Selection
of
the recipient of the medal is made
by a local newspaper.
* * *
Slants on People
WBNX, New York, has started a
program. The Modern Diogenes,
consisting of comment on personalities in social, civic and political
life. The commentator, anonymous,
is admittedly an attorney. Program started Oct. 8, and is heard
Fridays at 4:15-4:30 p.m.

KMBC
and

nobody

else

staged a gala Family Party Sept.
25 to dramatize the change of time
to the radio audience, present
new features of the KMBC
Greater Show Season. Cooperation plus, to build your program!

"TEX" OWENS, now entering 8th
consecutive year of sponsorship
by Aladdin Mantle Lamps, consistently ranks FIRST with KMBC
audiences. Available now for additional shows — and what a buy]
A KMBC Tested Program.

STATIONS

ATTENTION!

The Sunday Players stand ready to carry on with
your BIBLE DRAMAS, a world famous program
already featured on many Columbia outlets. Fiftytwo half hour episodes beautifully produced and
recorded. Your opening program by air express
if you wish to avoid missing another Sunday. Wire
today and keep that large and loyal audience of
your finest people.

MERTENS

& PRICE,

ACROSS

THE

BREAKFAST

TABLE — Great morning "natural"
for any household product or service. "Characterizations swelL
Show rates top bracket. With a
little exploitation can have maximum of the potential audience
them."
— VARIETY.
Ariding
KMBCwithTested
Program.

INC.
KMBC

THE
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New Bible Series
WHBF, Rock Island, sent 150 letters to Sunday School teachers in
Rock Island, Davenport and Moline
to invite their cooperation on a
new program Miles of Smiles,
broadcast every Sunday morning
at 8:15. Miss Ruth Robinson, a
teacher, takes the children on a
mythical boat trip to the Holy
Land where she describes the settings of well known Bible stories
in the manner of a guide or tourist. Children who come to the studios to take part in the programs
are given tickets for the "trip"
— but first must present a ticket
from their teachers testifying that
they attended Sunday School the
previous Sunday. Teachers are
holding contests to see which
youngster will win the most tickets.
OPEN

FOR

SPONSOR
By
"WALKS OF LIFE"
To Sell Shoes

PAUL CRUGER
Screen Writer
Footsteps on the Sidewalk
And Each Pair of Feet Tells
A Dramatic Story.
Write
---wood--RADIO PRODUCTIONS
Hollywood, Calif.
220 Markham Bldg.
. . . wood words sell . . .

Informative Programs
WMCA, New York, is offering cooperation toNew York City schools
by broadcasting programs of interest to students of civics and
modern history. Details of the programs arearrangements
furnished ' to for
teachers,
who make
group
listening and classroom discussion.
Among the presentations are Municipal and State Legislative Highlights, with Phelps Phelps, a member of the New York Legislature,
giving a Sunday resume of the
past week's activity in the legislature; Operation of the Federal
Government, broadcast from Washington on Tuesdays; and The Editor Speaks, a digest of editorials
in New York City newspapers,
broadcast Friday evenings.
* * *
WDGY and the Schools
WDGY, Minneapolis, has been
named official station for the Minneapolis Board of Education and
the Central Council of ParentTeachers of Minneapolis. Some 200
sets have been placed in schools
and a microphone has been installed in the office of Thomas
Buckston, publicity director of the
board of education. School programs are broadcast every school
morning, and talks are given two
afternoons a week.
* * *
Good Deeds Court
WBNX, New York, has started
Court of Good Deeds, to hear indictments against motorists who
have not made proper use of their
leisure. In the belief that motorists
should spend leisure calling on under-privileged old folks and inviting them for rides, the court convenes with municipal judges.

Have a Gripe?
IF you've got a grudge
against your wife or think
Hitler's a tyrant or have
some homemade poetry to recite, you're welcome on Radio
Soap Box, an half-hour Saturday night program on
WJR, Detroit. Duncan Moore,
who is in charge of the show,
calls it an uncensored halfhour of free speech, catch-ascatch-can and nothing barred.
With all this talk about freedom, says WJR, here is the
public's chance to give its
opinion and speak its piece.
WCPO Uses Trailers
WCPO, Cincinnati, is employing
trailers in five local theaters to
ballyhoo its news and early morning show. The station claims it
is "world's largest newspaper of
the air" with 15 newscasts a day
from rooma in downtown
special street-level
Cincinnati.newsSix
newscasters and three editors work
18 hours compiling more than
24,000 words of news a day. Early
morning show, the Six-to-Niners,
is a three-hour live talent production from 6 to 9 a. m. with 26
stars of stage and radio. Music
ranges from guitars to organ.
Question- Answer Variation
A NOVEL program combining the
best features of "Question-and- Answer" was
and "Man-on-the-Street"
broadcast
inaugurated by
KLZ, Denver, Sunday night. The
show, titled Answer Man, is handled from the stage of a downtown
theater by Matthew McEniry, as
the "Answer Man," and Norbourne
Smith, asSmith
his stooge,
"Question
Man."
roves the
through
the
theater, plying his questions at
members of the audience. McEniry, officiating from the stage, supplies the correct answer and
awards prizes given by the sponsor, the Seven-Up
Co.
^ ^ Colorado
^
Trivial But Interesting
CROWDED OFF THE AIR by important international and domestic
news, non-essential news of human
interest value has been given a
special spot, 1-1:15 a. m., on
WMCA, New York. On this broadcast, the major events of the day
are condensed into a three-minute
summary, and the rest of the
period is devoted to what the station calls "interesting trivial
Good Neighbors
KROW,
items." Oakland, is broadcasting
Good Neighbor's Club, conducted
by Dr. Sunshine. Recently he made
an appeal for volunteers to submit
to a blood transfusion in order to
save the life of a patient at a San
Francisco hospital, who had to undergo a serious operation on his
lungs. Within five minutes four
radio listeners contacted the station to offer their blood.
^ ^ ^
Doghouse Court
WTMJ, Milwaukee, broadcasts
Doghouse Court every Monday
afternoon, the accused persons facing judge, prosecuting
attorney
and
witnesses.
Offenses are
mistakes
made on WTMJ broadcasts. Persons sending in accusations used
for the program are awarded $1.
If more than one person sends in
the charge, the one suggesting the
most novel punishment gets the $1.
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For Better Movies
THE PUBLIC should know how to
judge movies and understand therri
as a cultural force, according to
WCLE,
Cleveland,
ed a series
called which
Movie has
Artstartand
Problems, featuring Miss Bertelle
M. Lyttle, editor of the Cleveland
Cinema Club Bulletin. Weekly 15minute interviews with film experts will include discussions of
acting, sound developments, harmony, historical drama, differences
between the movies and the stage.
Adult listeners find the programs
helpful in guiding the taste of their
children, says* WCLE.
* *
Rural School Music
WDZ, Tuscola, 111., is teaching
group singing in the country
schools of Douglas County with its
Rural School Music Program. Morris Russell conducts the class of
some 50 schools at the studio
grand, playing and singing the
songs from the radio text book
while the pupils sing under his di- z
rection. The program endeavors to
teach singing as done in the classrooms of large city schools. The
entire
course
part ofexaminations
the pupils'
curriculum andis after
credit will be given.
From the Past
KFRC, San Francisco, is presenting a series of historic dramatizations titled Twenty-Five Years
Ago. The first presentation Oct. 3,
was a commercial audition in addition to being a regular program.
A number of advertising agency
executives were listening in their
own homes under normal conditions where they were able to check
their reactions against those of the
"average
listener". The
series is
being
transcribed.
^
SOI
Swift History
KCKN, Kansas City, is offering
Crossroads of History, written and
produced by Olaf Soward, KCKN
news commentator, in which little
known facts of history are tied to
modern times with dialogue and
dramatic flashes. Although subject
matter is directed to more cultured
classes, the swift tempo has attracted ageneral audience. Roney
Monument Co. is sponsor.

Fromthere
Denver's
Harlem there
WHERE
are negroes
is talent and KLZ, Denver, recent- itE
ly had such luck with a variety
sidewalk show from the heart of
the local Harlem that it's now a 8
regular Thursday night feature,
Matthew McEniry and Larry Ro- il
bar, KLZ announcers, visit the col
ored districts. They place microphones in front of curbstone performers and help singing bootblacks do their stuff.

Informing the Public
SO THE public might know the de-\
tails of fire fighting, the fire de-.
partment
Miami, demonstration..!
Fla., recently^'
staged an of
elaborate
On hand was Norman McKay, an-j
nouncer of WQAM, who inter-; =1:
viewed Fire Chief H. R. Chase.
^ ^ ^
Junior Reporters
"UNCLE
DON,"
broadcaster,
whosepioneer
daily children's
program
on WOR, Newark, is sponsored by
a number of participating firms,
is organizing a Junior Reporters
and Press Club with the object of
bringingporterstogether
reand writers all
for editors,
school and
other juvenile newspapers and,
magazines. WOR plans a Junior^
Press Convention.
• Broadcast
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Sanioff on Television
(Continued from page 36)
d during the show the public
;i:ht less than 100 television re. ers in total.
During one year's operation of
lublic television service in Engi, less than 2,000 receivers in
i. have been sold to the trade and
fcss than 1,000 are actually in the
lands of the public. There is but
pe television transmitter in Lonton, and I was informed that it
rill probably be two years more
lefore a second transmitter is
rected in any other part of Engind.
"The foregoing represents the
resent status of television in Engand despite the fact that georaphically its problem is simple
cmpared with the vast area to be
erved by a television service in
he United States. Also it is to be
oted that in England the costs
i erecting a television station, the
■)stablishment of a special organiiation, and the furnishing of teleision programs, have been paid
=iy the Government out of license
ees paid by the public annually
«r the privilege of listening or
•eeing by radio.
Program Problems
"The range of the RCA televi•ion transmitter atop the Empire
'State
Bldg.,
now onerated
rem its
television
studiosbyinNBC
the
RCA Bldg. in New York City, is
upproximately the same as that of
ihe BBC station in London. The
television receivers installed in the
lomes of our experts, who have
■»een
carrying
tests during
fhe past
year, onarefield
likewise
of the
ame order of performance as those
m use in England.
; "The major problem of televiion, in both countries, is to pro'ide a program for the home that
Kill meet public requirements and
maintain public interest.
"To place
on aStates,
comnercial
basis television
in the United
It is necessary to establish a suffi^nent number of sending stations,
lhat must be interconnected and
ible to furnish a regular service
it least to the population residing
within the principal market areas
;»f our country. The erection of
^mch stations, the provision of necJessary interconnecting facilities,
■ind the establishment of a regular
^orogram service that would meet
oublic requirements and hold public interest, call for vast financial
■jxpenditures before any returns
■:an be reasonably expected.
"I firmly believe in the Ameri':an system of private enterprise,
•ather than government subsidy;
of free radio to the home, rather
:han license fees paid to the eov'jrnment
owners
of receiving
;ets; and by
I have
no doubt,
that in
due time, we shall find practical
answers to the practical problems
;hat now beset the difficult road of
;he pioneer in television. The road
:alls for faith and perseverance as
well as ingenuity and enterprise
out it is a road that holds great
promise for the public, for artists
and performers, and for the radio
ndustry."
Referring to published reports
,;hat the late Senatore Guglielmo
'Marconi
had said
left members
a vast fortune,
Mr. Samoff
of the
nventor's family told him the es;ate would not exceed $150,000,
:rom which many taxes and fees
■nust be deducted.
:BROADCASTING

CBS Names Rosenthal
HERBERT I.
ROSENTHAL,
with the CBS
ment for the
past
program
departseven years and
assistant director
of program
ations foroperthe
past two years,
has been appointMr. Rosenthal
edagergeneral
man- Artists Inc., efof Columbia
fective Jan. 1, 1938. This appointment completes the reorganization
of the CBS Artists Bureau, the
eastern division now being known
as Columbia Artists Inc. of NewYork, and the West Coast branch
as Columbia Management Inc., of
California.
TOURISTS — Networks sent special crews on the recent western tour of
President Roosevelt. At Bonneville Dam in the Northwest, KGW-KEX,
Portland, got this picture of some of the radio party. Left to right are
Bob Trout, CBS; F. T. Garesche, Standard Oil p. a. announcer; Art
Kirkham, KOIN, Portland, announcer; W. Carey Jennings, manager
KGW-KEX; Carleton Smith, NBC. Trout joined the party at Poi'tland
where he had been announcing the Professor Quiz program.
VOICE

OF THE P. A.

Tester's Roars Break Into
Funereal Solemnity
DURING the Pulaski Day memorial exercises in Washington Oct.
11, the President was stumped for
the correct pronunciation of the
name of General Wladimir B. Kryzanowski, Polish hero of the American Civil War. Turning to the
network announcers on hand for
the broadcast, Mr. Roosevelt asked
for help and Carleton Smith, NBC
presidential announcer, promptly
suggested that according to the
Polish Embassy the name was pronounced Chiz-a-nov-sky.
The big event of the day came
while the body of General Kryzanowski was being reburied in Arlington National Cemetery. For
some human reason, the NBC p. a.
crew forgot to test the sound equipment until the long line of ambassadors and governmental dignitaries
was filing out of the chapel after
the ceremonies. Breaking the formal silence was an informal, resonant voice which roared: . . makes
your teeth sparkle .... recommended by America's leading authorities on beauty."
WCBS, Springfield, 111., has affiliated
with the Illinois State Journal, local
daily, but has not sold any interest
in the station to that newspaper, according to Harold L. Dewing, president of WCBS Inc.

Quaker Oats Spots
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago
(macaroni), started participation
and programs on 14 stations Sept.
27 and Oct. 4. On Sept. 27 participation in Happiness House on the
Michigan network (8 stations) was
started in addition to five minutes
thrice-weekly on the Modern Home
Forum of WOWO. Other spots are:
Thrice-weekly announcements on
WRVA, WTAR, WFBC; quarterhour show on WBT; participation
on WTAM six days a week. Mitchell-Faust Adv. Co., Chicago, is
agency.

WROK
COVERS THE
BUSINESS
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NORTHERN ILLINOIS
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Vaseline on CBS
CHESEBROUGH MFG. Co., New
York (Vaseline products), will
launch a series of half-hour dramatic programs on approximately
58 CBS stations starting Nov. 7.
The program, to be broadcast Sunday, 2:30-3 p. m. (EST), with a
West Coast rebroadcast, will feature Jean Hersholt, motion picture
actor, in dramatizations of short
stories and will be produced from
Hollywood. McCann-Erickson Inc.,
New York, is agency.
CANADIAN Broadcasting Corp. has
signed the Canadian branches of
Standard Brands Inc., (Chase & Sanborn coffee and Magic Baking Powder), Imperial Tobacco Co., Ltd.
(cigarettes) and Imperial Oil Co. Ltd.
for sponsored network programs to
start in October and November.

STUDIOMOBILE— This roving studio, said to be the first ever built, is
used for Hollywood in Person. Joan Blondell and Leslie Howard are
speaking under Director Tay Garnett's guidance.
HOLLYWOOD

BLANKETING
the
w

M

8th Largest
TRADE MARKET
in the
United States
at
Lowest Cost

I

N

Saint Paul
Minneapolis
WMIN
St. Paul, MInnetola
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General Mills Series Staged by Russel M. Seeds Co.
Offers Candid Portrayals of Studios
in radio which he took direct to
By TOM WALLACE
Producer,
Person"
Donald D. Davis, president of GenRussel M.**HoIIywood
Seeds Co., InChicago
eral Mills Inc. One of radio's most
RADIO and moprogressive users. General Mills
tion pictures are
was quick to recognize the potenshaking hands
tial interest in a daily visit with a
again by means
"candid mike" inside the gates of
of the latest rathe great motion picture studios —
dio presentation
the idea met with immediate rewhich links the
sponse on the part of Mr. Davis,
two in a fiveand he and his company agreed to
wee k 1 y series
pioneer this new and novel radio
coming out of the
feature.
West, called HolMr. Wallacethat
lywood in Person.
Film Folk Cooperate
It was about a year ago
The
obvious
problem of whether
Freeman Keyes, president of Rus- the motion picture
would
sel M. Seeds Co., Chicago advertis- see the value of producers
such visits was
ing agency, conceived a new idea
solved through the influence of
Hollywood's
Wilkerson,
publisher of the Billy
Hollywood
Revorter;
Abe Lastfogel and William Murray
of the William Morris Theatrical
Agency. Mr. Wilkerson has been
most constant in recognition of
broadcasting as a medium for exploiting pictures. With his cooperation, the following studio executives have opened their gates to the
genial Bisquick Broadcaster, Bob
Baker:
Joseph Schenck, Darryl Zanuck
and William Goetz of Twentieth
Century-Fox; Samuel Goldwyn of
Samuel Goldwyn Studios; Adolph
Zukor of Paramount Productions;
Walter Wanger of Wanger Productions; S. J. Briskin of RKO Radio
Pictures; Harry Cohn of Columbia
Studios; David 0. Selznick of Selznick-International Studios ; Harry
Sherman of Sherman Productions;
Hugh Harman and Rudolf Ising of
Harman - Ising Cartoon Studios;
B. P. Schulberg of Schulberg Productions; Hal Roach of Hal Roach
Productions; Al Siegall of Republic Studios; and Charles R. Rogers
of New Universal Studios. Lines
are now permanently installed in
13 ofto Hollywood's
studios, with
more
come.
A 13-week test series was begun
last March and released over the
NBC-Pacific Red network. During
this test General Mills ordered
every type of survey available to
Today • . . the wise business
measure the interest and effectiveness of the new venture. The result
managers are all writing the
of these exhaustive tests found
same notes: The Oregonian
Hollywood in Person, beginnine
stations do a grand job !
•July 19, a part of the popular Gold
Medal Hour, coast to coast over
CBS.
National representative:
Shortly before the test series
EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.
was inaugurated, Mr. Davis made
York
Chicago
Detroit San Francisco
a visit to Hollywood and called on
every producer. It was during this
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visit that he conceived the idea i
a Trailer Studio — to our knowledg
the first in the history of broat
casting. A 22-foot trailer, 14 fe<
of which is devoted to a uniqi
sound-proof studio, the remaindf
to engineering control, with ever
improvement found in the most u]
to-date regular radio studios, w£
ordered. This innovation hi
proved to be of great value. Be
Baker finds it quite convenient 1
park his Studiomobile on any c
the streets of the movie studio
and invite passersby to "drop i
and
be interviewed".
. Doubtless
one of the most difl
cult assignments ever given thof
who produce radio programs — tl
job is at the same time one of tY
most pleasant and interestin
When you get to know them, t}
movie executives and stars are son
of the finest people in the worL
However, with almost constai
supervision, something unfor
seen "happens" daily. In some S
weeks, during which time we ha^
broadcast over 120 programs. Ho
lywood in Person has been le
high and dry, so to speak, only oi
time by the failure of schedult
personalities to appear. Which, i
addition to being a very fine re
ord, is conclusive proof that thor
who make up the motion pictui
industry are intensively cognizai
casting.
of the value and scope of broa.
Program Variety
Recognizing
the importance
maintaining interest
among tl;i'
preponderance
of women
Hollywood in Person
has listener!
purpos ^
program
ly
offered devoted
at least tooncebeauty
weeklyar '
makeup, featuring the f a m o xs^
family of makeup artists, tl
Westmores. Always, in these cha
one of the Westmores is accor
panied
some her
charming
feminii
star whoby lends
advice and
cor
ment to the occasion.
In addition to the visits to sue
places as the cutting rooms, sour
stages, fan mail, casting, musi
and wardrobe departments, sp'
cial broadcasts have emanate
from the Hollywood Brown Derb
Leo Carrillo's novel home, Ranc
Scott's beach home, the Screen A
tor's Guild division of the Lab(
Day Parade;
presented
intima
tour
through
Shirleyan Temple
bungalow on the Twentieth Ce:
tury-Fox
lot; the
a visit
Deani*lli
Durbin in
NewwithUnivers
School Room; the Paramount St<
dio Restaurant; the world-famot
Cafe de
Paris at direct
Fox; from
man-in-th;
street
broadcasts
HolH
wood Blvd., and many other nov)
features.
At present Hollywood in Perso^
is manned by a staff of eight peop
in the Russel M. Seeds Co. office :
Hollywood, headed by Clay 0
borne, general manager. Amor
the writers and newsgathers a:
Robert
Forrest Barn^
and Lee Brilmayer,
Cooley.
Bob Baker started these broa^
cast with just a fair acquaintanc
ship in Hollywood, but in the tin
he has been making his daily visif
he now numbers among his frien(
nearly every executive, star, dire
tor and camerman right on dov
through the studio personnel, i;
eluding the lot cops and firemen.
Hollywood in Person has help(
create a friendship between rad
and motion pictures — a friendsh;
that should be permanent.
PHILIP MORRIS & Co., New York, h
announced an increase in sales of 50
over last year, through O. H. Chalkk
president.
Most of the
adve
tising
appropriation
goes company's
to radio. Agen
is the Blow Co. Inc., New York.
• Broadcast
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jVjjlaw-Kiiox Gets Award
-ill Federal Contract for
i- M) Radio Range Towers
:';
VARD
$350,000
contract for
to
J- Rw
- Knoxof a Co.,
Pittsburgh,
"'fcrication
400 radio-range
?rs to beof erected
at various
ts throughout the country, was
unced Oct. 6. It is believed to
ne largest single contract for
purpose ever awarded by the
vrnment.
le radio-range towers provide
ane pilots, by means of radio
als, with a constant guide,
signals, leading the pilot from
on to station, constitute invishighways of the air. The modladio-range stations consist of
.rroup of five towers, four of
[lich form a square with the fifth
k^er in the center. They are
•out 135 feet high and the radio
ipulses go out directly from the
^^er structure. The four outside
wers transmit what is known as
« beam course, while the center
wer is used to transmit weather
.ports and other information
thout interruption to the beam
?nals.
^ Of the towers to be erected,
•out half will be used to modern,B or relocate existing stations
'kd 44 new five-tower stations
i til be built at needed points,
ilnce 1932, Blaw-Knox has fur- ed about 400 towers for radio-c stations.
Peter Fox to Place
:tETER FOX BREWING Co., Chi-'^ (beer), is currently making
:er-hour transcriptions of its
git show on WGN, Chicago,
■e placed three and six times
kly on southern and southweststations the first part of next
The Sivingit program was
WGN following the baseball
■s all summer and was recentenewed to follow football
es. Transamerican Broadcast& Television Coi-p. cut the
<criptions. Schwimmer & Scott,
.ago, is agency.
Roi-Tan in Far West
;;ERICAN tobacco Co., New
ork, is sponsoring Maji to Man
i'lrts for Roi-Tan cigars, a sees of sport-talk broadcasts. Proam started Oct 5 on six western
£S stations, through Lawrence
. Gumbinner Adv. Agency, New
ork.

MR.

LESLIE

UNSEEN BUT HEARD— A program dedicated to those who live in
the world of eternal darkness has
been started by WGBI, Scranton,
Pa. Broadcast thrice-weekly, it
features Ralph Ball, blind pianist,
who before losing his sight rearly
two years ago, had been on the
WGBI staff six years as announcer,
pianist and organist. Since losing
his sight in January, 1936, the
former announcer has mastered
Braille and has spent some time at
the world-famous Seeing Eye Inc.,
training school at Morristown, N.
J., where he obtained Myra,
(shown herewith) as a guide. He
became a WPA teacher and instructed the less fortunate blind
and now has made a successful
radio comeback. He announces his
own program and solicits mail
from blind listeners, requesting
them to write in Braille, if possible. He features as guests other
blind artists and personalities who
have attained success despite their
handicaps.
New CBS Lever Series
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
Mass. (Rinso-Lifebuoy) , on Oct. 19
will launch its new dramatic series
featuring Edward G. Robinson,
motion picture actor, on 58 CBS
stations. Emanating from Hollywood and titled Big Town, the series will be heard Sundays, 7-8:30
p. m. (EST). It will precede the
Al Jolson program also sponsored
by Lever Bros. Robinson will be
cast as editor of a tabloid newspaper and have Claire Trevor as
his feminine lead. Arthur Ceasar
is writer of the scripts, with Courtney R. Cooper acting in an advisory capacity. Tinv Ruffner, Hollywood manager of Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., agency handling the account,
will supervise production.

NOEL

Series

Covered

As Sustaining Program
FAILURE of the Ford Motor Co.
to continue its custom of sponsoring the World Series baseball
games and of the network sales
forces to find another advertiser
willing to pay the $100,000 asked
by the clubs plus time charges did
not keep the series off the air. Full
networks of CBS, MBS and the
combined Red and Blue NBC hookups carried the play-by-play descriptions of the struggle between
the New York Yankees and the
New York Giants for the title of
World's Champions.
Assigned to cover the games for
NBC were Tom Manning, Cleveland announcer,
and expert,
"Red" with
Barber,
WLW sports
Warren Brown, sports editor of
the Chicago Herald & Examiner,
summarizing the day's play and
George Hicks,
special
announcer, reporting
on events
highlights
and color. CBS microphones were
handled by France Laux, St. Louis,
and Bill Dyer, WCAU, Philadelphia, while Paul Douglas of the
New York staff did the betweeninning summaries.
Mutual's
coverage
of the WGN,
series
was
done by
Bob Elson,
Chicago,
St. Louis, Johnny
and Dave O'Hara,
Driscoll, KWK,
WOR,
Newark. Reason for the selection
of out-of-town announcers for this
purely New York series was the
insistence of Judge K. M. Landis,
high commissioner of baseball, that
the broadcasts be handled by announcers who had been broadcasting baseball through the season.
BLAIR WALLISER, producer of
the Romance of TIcJen Trent, sponsored bv Edna Wallace Hopper, on
CBS, celebrated the 1000th performance of the program on Oct 8. VirKinia Clark, actress, has been with
the show since it.s inception.

WPA Fall Festival
RADIO DIVISION of the WPA
Federal Theater is starting what
it hopes will be an annual presentation, the Fall Festival of Radio Dramas. The October schedule
consists of rebroadcasts of the
four best productions of the past
year. New and experimental
scripts will be used in November.
In addition to the programs running, on New York stations such
as Pioneers of Science, History in
Action, Repertory Theater of the
Air, Mena new
of Art,
Oscaron Wilde's
Plays,
seriesandbegan
WHN
and the WLW-Line Oct. 10, Jules
Verne, to be heard Sundays from
5 to 5:30 p. m. Director of the new
program is Ashley Buck, actor and
short-story writer, who has been
directing Pioneers of Science. He
is succeeded on the latter show by
Edward Latimer, former program
director of WNBF, Binghamton,
N. Y.

OVER A
MILLIOIV PEOPLE
. . . within a thirty mile radius
react favorably to this familiar station-break, "This is The Columbia
Broadcasting System . . . Station
WDRC,
Hartford." too,
Advertisers
the combination,
because likeit
brings RESULTS.
National Representatives
Craig & Hollingbery, Inc.
Basic Network Station of the
Columbia Broadcasting System
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Food Account on Coast
TABLE PRODUCTS Inc., Oakland, Cal., on Oct. 1 started a twomonth campaign on KFI, Los Angeles, and four other California
stations, using daytime spot announcements tocall attention to its
Nu-Made Mayonnaise. Agency is
Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles.

P & G Records Show
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Oxydol), on Oct. 11 started quarter-hour transcriptions of
its NBC show, The Goldbergs, on
WOR, WLW and WJR. Other stations are to be added. BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., Chicago, is
agency.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky &. Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National I'rpss Ltldg. Wash., U. C.

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GODLEY

GLENN D. GILLEH
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
Washing+on, D. C.

& BROWN

Consulting ''Radio Engineers
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone: New Rochelle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes,
Allocation and Radio Coverage
Reports.

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey BIdg. Field Office
Washington, D. C. Evanston, III.
District 8456
Davis 2122

JOHN
BARRON
Consulfing Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAfional 7757

FRED O. GRIMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast Transmission and
Coverage Development.
Evansville, Ind.
p. 0. Box 742

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EOUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL, MINNESOTA

HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. 161st St. NEW YORK CITY

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
S935 North Henderson Avenue
Telephones 3-6039 and 5-S945
DALLAS, TEXAS

ROBERT S. RAINS AND COMPANY
Special Consultants
Accounting, Taxes and Engineering
Munsey Building — Washington, D. C.
Telephone: Metropolitan 2430
Robert S. Rains
Former Special Consultant
Federal Communications Commission

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted and Situations
Wanted, 7c per word. All other
classifications, 12c per word. Miniadvance.mum charge $1.00. Payable in
Forms close 25th and 10th of
month preceding issues.
AT PARTING— When T. R. Putman (center) manager of KFRO,
Longview, Tex., for the last two
years, resigned to become head of
the new KHBG, Okmulgee, Okla.,
James R. Curtis (right), president
of the Texas station, presented him
with a fountain pen set. On the
extreme left is Harold C. Johnson,
sales manager of KFRO, who was
named by Mr. Curtis to succeed
Mr. Putnam as manager.
SPEAKER ATTACKED
CIO Leader Beaten Prior to
Speech on WMPS
FREE speech jumped right into
the copy books to become a live
issue in Memphis when Norman
Smith, CIO representative, was attacked as he was entering the studios of WMPS to deliver a paid
speech dealing with the advantages
of the CIO. Smith was severely
beaten by unknown assailants and
taken to the hospital with a fractured skull and other injuries. His
aide, Harry Elder, escaped, made
his way to the studio and delivered
the speech on schedule.
As two carloads of unidentified
men patroled the streets outside
the studios waiting for Elder to
come out to receive the remainder
of his beating, the WMPS staff
gradually oozed into a state of jitters. Elder outguessed the strongarmed gentsmissionerbyDaviscalling
Police inComand waited
the
WMPS studios until the commissioner with two officers arrived.
NEW
typefrom
of baseball
pre-view
was
broadcast
New York
on MBS
Oct. 5 when fans in Times Square
interviewed sports writers sitting at
press headquarters in the Hotel Commodore. Stan Lomax was in the pressroom, and Dave Driseoll broadcast
from Times Square.
SENATOR Robert F. Wagner of New
York has accepted the honorary committee chairmanship for a dinner-dance at
the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York, Dee.
5,
to
fundsFoundation,
for the McCosker-Hershfield raise
Cardiac
organized to
fight heart disease by Alfred J. McCosker,
president of WOR, and Harry Hershfield,
the cartoonist.
The Largest
Independent
Frequency Measuring
Service In the Country

Help Wanted
San Francisco Advertising Agency wit
splendid radio background wants expe
ienced man to build radio departmen
The man we want is probably a static
salesman who wants unlimited opporti
nity. Your answer will be held in stric
est confidence. Write Box 788, Broadcas
ING.
Sportswith
and program
News Commentat<
alsoWanted
announcer
departmei
experience
for southern
watts operating
to local radio
sunset.station
Qualificli
tions for above position requires got
sober reliable men who are willing
work. State experience, references, age at
salary expected in first letter. Addrc
Box 793, Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Chief announcer, studio director nc
employed
half kilowatt
static
desires position
with widenetwork
awake orgar
zation. Box 792, BROADCASTING.
Station Manager now employed, youn,
ambitious and industrious, now operatii
a network regional, desires change. Fine
references, perfect record, excellent sal
ability. Box 791, Broadcasting.
ENGINEER: Telephone first, telepho:
second licenses ; RCA graduate. Seveit
years experience, installation, mainte
ance, Excellent
operation, references.
and chief engineer.
_Me
ried.
Now availab
Box 789 Broadcasting.
Announcer — Now with major New Yo
station,
desires
anywhere.
A'7f
writes,
sketches.
Young.
bitious. produces
Excellentchange,
references.
Box A:
Broadcasting.
Licensed operator, radio telephone fii
class, young, married, go anywhere. Soi
experience. Salary secondary to securi
work. Desire permanency. References f\
nished. Have had instruction in televisic
Box 778, Broadcasting.
manager
years' expe
enceStation
including
networkeleven
now directing
sal
Wish complete charge of station wi,
guarantee of five hundred dollars I
month.
notice required. Wr"
Box 787,Thirty-day
Broadcasting.
Programstation
Director
with position
southern with
netwd^et
affiliated
desires
or midwest. Good background with bc;
CBS and NBC stations. Excellent co
mercial announcer ; newscaster. Marri5
Sober. Cooperative. Permanence imp*
tant. Box 786, Broadcasting.
For Sale — Equipment
500 at
watt
levelprice.
modulation
mitter
rocklow
bottom
WROK, tra'
Roi
ford. III.
Wanted to Buy
WANTED : Used Western Electric dv
speed turn-tables. Box 785, BROADCASir
Wanted: 100 Watt Transmitter not o
two years old. Composite not want
Quote cash price and full details. Box ?
Broadcasting.
For Rent — Equipment

FREQUfiNCY MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
at any hour every day in the year
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N.
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Approved equipment, RCA TMV-7<
field
measuring
(ne'
direct strength
reading ; Estiline
AngusunitAutomi
Recorder for fading on distant statio^
G. R. radio frequency bridge ; radio osci
tors, etc. Reasonable rental. Allied
search
Laboratories,
260 East 161st Stri
New York
City.
Manufacturers and
Engineering Consultants
•
COMMERCIAL RADIO
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
216 E. 74th St., Kansas City, Mo.
BROADCASTING

A REPORT from France states ti
the French government has increa;
the taxin on
radio from
advertisements
brocast
French
13% to 35%
gross receipts. The tax on radio
vertising in languages other tit
to 65%. was reported hiked from 4<
French
• Broadcast Advertish

CONTROL^
ROOM

THE two new 50,000-watt stations
of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
have been definitely located on frequencies now used by CBC stations
the new stations will replace. CBL in
Toronto will go on 840 kc and CBF
in Montreal on 910 kc. The stations,
by latest information, are not expected
to open till Nov. 15.
KSD, St. Louis, has constructed an
ultra-high frequency transmitter containing novel features said to give it
greater signal strength due to stability
and high percentage of modulation.
It is light in weight and compact.
Joe Yolk, KSD engineer, designed the
transmitter.
KECA, Los Angeles, has installed a
new Western Electric compression amplifier and is also adding other equipment, according to Harrison Holliway,
manager.
CFAC, Calgary, has increased power
to 1.000 watts from 100 watts and
installed a Canadian Marconi 1.000watt transmitter to take care of the
boost in power.
RCA has issued descriptive booklets
covering UHF Tvpe ET-4315 mobile
relay transmitter, MI-7802 and 7803
relay broadcast receivers. 76-A consolette. a two-studio speech input system, and the fiS-a beat frequency oscillator and 60-a distortion and noise
meter.
AN RCA 1-DA 1,000-watt transmitter and miscellaneous speech input
have been ordered for the new WLAW.
Lawrence. Mass., recently authorized
by the FCC. Licensee will he Ilildreth
& Rogers Co., publisher of the Lawrence Eagle and Tr'ihune. and stations
will operate
withAlso
1,000
daytime on 680 kc.
on watts
order with
RCA, contingent upon securing a CP,
is a 2.50-D transmitter with speech
input from the Spartanburg (S. C.)
Herald-.Tournal Co.. applicant for a
new station.
WORK started Oct. 1 on the new
4.50-foot Blaw-Knox vertical radiator
of WHAM, Rochester, which will replace the present antenna system and
will include 450-foot radials from the
base of the tower and utilize 70,000
feet of copper wire in its ground system. The new tower is to be in place
by mid-November.
KSFO, San Francisco, has received a
i' LEONARD SHREVE. formerly of shipment of Western Electric "saltshaker" microphones, to be used for
«' KWJJ, Portland, Ore., has joined permanent
hotel dance pickups. Two
operator-anas
Ore.,
Astoria,
KAST,
nouncer.
new WE 22B remote pickup amplifiers have also been acquired.
4 MERRILL HOUSER, new to radio,
J3 has
joined
the
control
staff
of
KOIL,
KRKD,
Los Angeles, has installed two
Omaha.
new type 6F preamplifiers manufacby Collins Radio Co., Cedar
BILL JONES, transmitter operator Rapids, turedIowa.
Station is also planning
at WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md., and Mrs. several other technical
Jones are the parents of a daughter, according to Willis O. improvements,
Frietag, chief
Ellen Elizabeth, born Sept. 22.
engineer.
N. T. BASS, formerly of Transradio Press, and more recently with the UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE Co.,
air division of the Department of Inglewood, Cal., has started to manufacture a new 1938 model of its proCommerce, has joined the technical
fessional recording machine for delivstaff of KDYL, Salt Lake City. HowA new development
-*r ard Johnson has been promoted to will erybein December.
an adjustable and illuminated
' chief control operator of KDYL.
microscope
with
.006
inch spaced hair
Owen Ford, engineer of KDYL, marlines. This will be mounted on a
ried recently.
slide bar assembly and will move with
the cutting head, thus enabling the
cutting action to be observed at all
times. New machine will also include
"i
NBC Shows Television
a playback pickup mount incorporated
* NBC staged a television preview in the main assembly of the recorder
of the 34th Annual Business Show, together with wiper bars. The firm
produces cordersfive
different types
re^ to be held in New York the week
for instantaneous
andof wax
J of Oct. 18, on Oct. 7, when Presi- work, portable and stationary types.
dent Lohr entertained a number
FAIRCHILD AERIAL CAMERA
of executives of exhibiting comrecording division, has sold a
panies with a televised program of Corp.,
outfit to Unisome of the new appliances to be completeversity oftranscribing
to becourses.
used in connectionMaryland
with its radio
displayed at the show.

];URT R. COLE, formerly of Bell
Kesearch Laboratories and the Graylar Electric Co., has been appointed
i technical director of the Louis WasTimer group of stations in TVashington.
T| JAMES WALLACE, chief engineer
- i t KVI, Seattle, has returned to his
;ties after a month's study and sury of "West Coast stations.
i;EORGE foster, formerly chief
nnouncer of WPG. Atlantic City, has
;ned the technical staff of KFWB,
'Uywood.
AROLD WHITE, of the engineer.- staff of KGLO, Mason City, la.,
1^ the father of a baby boy born Sept.
■.27.
GORDON BROWN, for seven years
the "Night Owl" on K.TBS where
he doubled as operator-announcer on
Oct. 1 joined technical staff of KYA,
" San Francisco.
- DON McBAIN, CBS Hollywood en<! gineer, has been awarded a pilot's
license, and v.-ill shortly buy an airplane.
r. NEWMAN has joined the con1 staff of KDYL. Salt Lake City.
TDDIE KNIGHT, CBS-Chicago en-'iieer, developed a streptococcus in' tion while covering the Al Pearce
"Qdcast from Lo\iisville. He was
iken to the Northern Hospital in
Louisville, and later transferred to the
S:. remained
Luke's hospital
in Chicago,
he
a week
before where
going
home Oct 3. He was expected to return to work about Oct. 15.
* JAMES GUEST. KMTR. Hollywood
I technician, and Lucille Rogers were
^ married in that citj Oct. 3.
HAROLD J. SAZ has been made
X manager of the new NBC Hollywood
5: sound effects department, having been
«i transferred from New York where he
' was one of eight effects supervisors
J at Radio City.
f RUBY ISENBERG has been named
f chief transmitter operator of WOWO,
.y Fort Wayne.
_ WILLIAM WHITE has joined the
^ operating staff of KDB, Santa Barit bara, Cal., replacing Ken Taylor, re♦ signed.
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No faulty acoustical conditions in this NBC control
room. Here, as in the control rooms and studios of
modern stations throughout the country, Johns-Manville Sound-Control Materials and methods were used.

FAULTY ACOUSTICS in the control room may impair the high fidelity of the most carefully prepared
studio production
. . , may cause "feedback" and resultant blurring.
When good studio acoustics are duplicated in the control room, the engineer hears the program exactly as it is
being produced . . . exactly as it should go to the listening audience. The proper use of J-M Acoustical Materials and Sound Isolation assures perfect monitoring.
Result . . . permanent protection of highest broadcast
quality.
Johns-Manville Acoustical Engineers, in studios all
over the country, have demonstrated their ability to
eliminate faulty acoustical conditions. They have actually created finer broadcast quality. If you are not entirely satisfied with the quality of your broadcasts, why
not let a J-M Acoustical Engineer help you solve your
problem.' For details, write Johns-Manville, 22 East
40th Street, New York City.

e^ ^
anvillAND
SOUND-CONTROL
MATERIALS
ohns-IVI
iJ
ACOUSTICAL- ENGINEERING SERVICE
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McKnight to KANS
PHIL Mcknight, wichita
branch manager of the CarterOwens Adv. Agency, on Oct. 1
joined KANS,
Wichita, as manager of merchandising.
His
first assignment
was a trip to
Chicago and New
York, to get the
national business
picture
hand
Mr. McKnight
and first
determine
what is needed
in the way of location promotion
for such accounts. He will function
under Herb Hollister, KANS general manager.

Who Was Dumb?
A DEAF and dumb wrestler
was interviewed the other
day by Jake Higgins, sportcaster of WLBC, Muncie,
Ind., who had prepared questions that could be answered
by movement of the head and
hands. The mistake came
when Jake asked the wrestler
about his favorite hold and
found himself on the mat
with his legs where his arms
ought to be and the mike half
way down his throat.

K

H

New Lever Net Series
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
Mass. (Lifebuoy soap), will star
Edward G. Robinson in a dramatic
series to start Oct. 19 on 58 CBS
stations immediately preceding Al
Jolson's program for Rinso. The
new show is based on newspaper
life, with Robinson as a crusading
managing editor of a tabloid in a
large city. Claire Trevor will play
the society editor. Ruthrauff &
Ryan Inc., New York, is the
agency.

B C

HILO, HAWAII

K
Q
M
B
HONOLULU
, HAWAII
FRED J. HART, Pmid<fit tnd Gtncral Manaan
SAN FRANasCO OFnCE. CALIFORNIAN HOTEL
CONQUEST ALUANCE COMPANY
r YORK. 515 MADISON AVE. CHICAGO 100 N. LaSALLE SI

50,000 WATTS-

Woman^s World Places
WOMAN'S WORLD, New York
(magazine) , started a test campaign on 10 stations Oct. 3 using
announcements, participations and
programs. Albert Kircher Co., Chicago, is agency.

NATIONALLY

spending

4,932,307 Population

money and more
needs to fill than at

i
1,267,519 Families

any time in the last
six years.

CHANNEL

PROVED PRIMARY
LISTEI\ING AREA . . .

NOW....
More

CLEARED

904,999 Radio Homes

•
962,233 Passenger

820 Kilocycles

FOR SERVICE— Harry Shatzman
(left) receives the annual KWK
Trophy for outstanding service to
the St. Louis Advertising Club.
Bob Convey is the donor. Mr. Connamed to the club's
boardvey has
of been
governors.
Pants for News
RAY COX, news editor of
WMT, Waterloo, la., hurried
over a picket fence Oct. 3
when he saw a stunt plane
hurtle 300 feet to the ground.
First on the scene, he obtained pictures and a complete story of the fatal crash.
After putting the story on
the air he discovered that he
had been in circulation for
quite a while without an embarrassing portion of his
pants, left on the picket
fence.
Swift Sales Meeting
SWIFT & Co., Chicago, on Oct. 2
broadcast a sales meeting on NBCRed network from 7:15-7:30 a. m.
(CST) with a repeat broadcast at
11 a. m. (CST). During the radio
sales meeting, company executives
and sales managers all over the
country addressed the nationwide
conclave.
is agency. J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Watch Tower Cancels
WATCH TOWER Bible & Tract
Society, Brooklyn, headed by Judge
Rutherford, has cancelled all the
contracts for commercial broadcasting, effective Oct. 31. Programs by
transcription vdll continue to be
available to stations wishing to use
them on a sustaining basis.

THEY'RE TUNING IN WATL
IN ATLANTA

Cars

C. B. S. Outlet
134,204 Income TaxEDWARD RETRY
& COMPANY
National Representatives

82,738,119,583 Total
payers
Sales in 1936

Wamboldt, Holden Form
Radio Production Firm
WAMBOLDT & HOLDEN, radio
program service agency, has been
established at 20 E. Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago, by M. P. Wamboldt and
Jack Holden, both veterans in the
broadcasting field. Mr. Wamboldt,
who has been associated with the
production of many outstanding
network programs, recently resigned from the NBC production
staff to form the new organization.
Jack Holden, for several years
chief announcer at WLS, Chicago,
currently writes and plays the lead
role in the Ralston-Purina Tom
Mix NBC series; announces the
Miles Laboratories Station
E-Z-R-A and National Bam Dance
NBC programs, and features the
Hooker Paint local broadcasts. He
has also conducted the WLS devotional programs for many years.
Serviced by the new organization are Tom Mix, a five-day-perweek dramatic series signed for .52
weeks through Gardner Adv. Co.,
St. Louis, and Public Hero No. 1,
a new weekly 30-minute dramatic
program sponsored by Falstaff
Brewing
Corp.Oct.
over18. NBC,
scheduled to start
Also placed
through Gardner Adv. Co., the new
program will glorify police organizations, which are placing their
files of criminal cases at their disAnti-ASCAP
Measure
posal.
Is Introduced in Texas
AN ANTI-ASCAP bill introduced in
the Texas legislature, which would ^
have proved
a boomerang
to bi'oadcasters
and other
copyright
users,
was killed Oct. 12 by prompt action of the Texas Broadcasters Association. The bill was introduced
by Assemblyman Metcalf, of San
Angelo, and proposed a tax of 25%
on gross collections made in Texas
for licenses to perform copyrighted
music, along with other requirements.
Mr.sureMetcalf
after it waswithdrew
explainedtheto meahim ^
that it might
cause
substantial
increases in the price users pay for
ASCAP licenses and might also afford ASCAP opportunity to file
tariffs that would definitely require
broadcasters to negotiate according
to such tariffs. 0. L. Taylor, president of KGNC, Amarillo, and of
the Texas Association, was in New
York to attend the special NAB
convention when the measure was
introduced. He promptly called a
meeting of Texas broadcasters
present at the convention, and swift
action followed. The bill, in addition to the tax ASCAP collects,
also provided for filing by the Society of a list of all compositions
and price schedules.
KFRU

WHAS
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at LOUISVILLE
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
A Kilowatt on 630

covers ALL the rich
Ohio Valley.
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A Sales Message over KFRU
Covers the Heart of Missouri
STATION
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IStudios

of

KEHE

Used by Networks
NBC OflScials Survey Sites for
Holh^wood Headquarters
NBC, faced ^^•ith the problena of
supplying an adequate studio theater for the MGM-Maxwell House
■trogram to originate from Holly,vood starting Xov. 4, has taken
I over the El Capitan Theater on
I Holl5'^\-ood Blvd., that city, on a
; short-term lease. It is understood
I that the transaction involves a
I monthly rental of approximately
S3,000. The network originally ne, gotiated rental of the Hollj-^vood
Playhouse
on Vine St., which
houses the Federal Theater Project, but it is understood that the
I Treasury Department in Washington turned it down.
While taken primarily for the
MGM-Maxwell House program,
XBC will also originate several
other transcontinental shows from
the El Capitan Theater, which has
a seating capacity of 1,571. NBC
will spend several thousand dollars
in remodeling the house for broadcasting purposes. The Maxwell
House show will originate there
while MGM is building its owti
broadcasting studios.
Construction Plans
Meanwhile formal announcement
on NBC's building plans in Hollywood are being awaited. 0. B. Hanson, the network's New York chief
engineer, and William Clarke, of
; his staff, were in Hollywood early
in October,
presumably
survey
IIi the
much discussed
Vineto St.
and
i Sunset Blvd. property and to start
I[' preliminaries
struction will so
getthat
underactual
way conimr mediately following official an; ; nouncement [Broadcasting, Sept.
■' 1].
Hanson's
presence
on the
WestMr.Coast
was taken
to indicate
that the NBC directorate has ap■ proved purchase of the site, ali- though public announcement is being withheld until the board meeting in New York Oct. 29.
With insufficient facilities to
handle the heavy schedule of sponsored programs emanating from
Hollj'wood, CBS and NBC on Oct.
t 10 started using studios of KEHE,
(3 Hearst Radio station. The CBS
Phil Baker program (Gulf Oil Co.)
is remoted from the 300-seat stu:o-theater and NBC's One Man's
nnily (Standard Brands Inc.)
irom the organ studio, with a rebroadcast on Wednesday; NBC
continues to use the KFWB stu»• dios for the weekly Hollywood
5 • Mardi Gras (Packard Motor Co.)
i program, Gihnore Circus (Gilmore
Oil Co.), and the present Maxwell
House Show Boat series.
ySun Gold Fruit Test
. CALIFORNIA Fruit Products Ltd.,
I Los Angeles, to introduce its Sun
Gold fruit spread to the consumer
market, on Oct. 19 ^vill start a 13week test campaign on two Southern Calif oiTiia stations, using participation programs. Firm will participate thrice weekly in Fletcher
Wiley's Sunrise Salute on KNX,
Hollywood, and Thursday morning
in Ann Warner Chats With Her
Neighbors, on KFI, Los Angeles.
This is the sponsors' first use of
radio and if test is successful, the
campaign will probably be extended to include other California sta; tions. General Adv. Agency, Los
i[ Angeles, has account.
<b BROADCASTING
I
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Petrillo's

New Union; Labor
(Continued from page H)

since my assumption of the managership of WKRC in May of this
year. These I had deferred making
until I might be completely familiar with the operating personnel. Any changes which have taken
place have been in accordance with
long considered policy and without
any knowledge on my part of
whether any employe was engaged
in activity on behalf of a labor organization. Ihave endeavored to
make my \newpoint clear to the
station's staff and feel sure that
the employes realize that they are
completely free to follow their own
views with respect to labor union
activity."
Philadelphia Contract
Contract has been signed between ARTA and WPEN-WRAX,
Philadelphia, resulting in an immediate $10 weekly raise for the
chief operator and a $5 weekly increase for all other operators, with
a minimum scale of $47.50 for the
station's technicians. John Iraci,
ow'ner of the stations, and Eugene
Dupree of ARTA, conducted the
negotiations. ARTA also aided
AGRAP in a dispute with Mr.
Iraci, helping to bring about the
reinstatement of 10 announcers
who had been discharged.
At WWSW, Pittsburgh, the
union secured a contract for technicians calling for an approximate
$10 increase per week per man,
with time-and-a-half for overtime,
a five-day, 44-hour week; arbitration of all disputes and dismissals;
the setting up of a grievance committee; two weeks' vacation with
pay and a similar sick leave; an
allowance of 7 cents a mile for
automobile traveling, and recognition of seniority rights. Frank R.
Smith Jr., general manager of
WWSW, and William Lievow of
ARTA negotiated the new contract.
Roy Langham, president of
AGRAP, is on leave from the CBS
production staff and is devoting all
of his time to organization activities of his union.
The New York local of AFRA,
talent union, has elected Mark
Smith, well-known radio character
actor, as president. He had been
acting as chairman of the group
pre\ious to the election. Other officers are: Walter Preston, baritone,
first vice-president; Bill Adams,
character actor, second vice-president; Ben Grauer, NBC announcer,
third vice-president ; Alexander
McKee, actor, fourth vice-president; John Brown, fifth vice-president; Wilfred Lytell, actor, treasurer, and Lucille Wall, dramatic
actress, recording secretary.
Oklahoma City Signs
The technical employes of all
four stations in Oklahoma City
(KFXR, KGFG, KOMA, WKY)
have joined the American Radio
Telegraphists' Association, CIO
union, according to information received at ARTA's New York headquarters, which also stated that
the technicians of stations in a
half-dozen nearby towns had likewise taken membership in ARTA.
Together with Equity, Chorus
Equity, Screen Actors Guild and
American Guild of Music Artists,
the AFRA has agreed that before
Dec. 1 any member of any organization in good standing who is
entering the jurisdiction of any
other group may join the new organization without any initiation
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Situation

fee,
a half-year's
dues butto hethemust
newpaygroup.
Artists
earning more than $25,000 a year
must
pay Dec.
a full
dues. must
After
1 ayear's
transferee
pay the difference of initiation fees
if the group he is joining has a
higher initiation than the one he is
leaving. Equity and the SAG have
also ruled that any of their members who come under AFRA jurisdiction must transfer to that organization immediately or he will
be suspended and fined by the parent organization. Reason for the
agi-eement is to help AFRA to
build its membership rapidly and
to become self-sustaining as soon
as possible. AFRA dues range from
$12 a year for members earning
less than $2,000 annually to $100
for those earning more than $50,000 a year, while initiation fees
vary from $10 to $25.

Operettas Orchestrated
COMPLETE orchestrations of the
Gilbert and Sullivan operettas have
been published by Bass Publishers,
11 W. 42d St., New York. Orchestrations available for radio stations include The Mikado, H.M.S.
Pinafore and The Pirates of Penzance and plans are under way for
the printing of The Gondoliers,
lolanthe, Patience and Yeoman of
the Giiard.
MARTIN BLOCK, program director,
WXEW, New York, and conductor of
the station's Make Believe Ballroom,
Sunday grams,Swing
and otherof prohas been Concert
made chairman
the
program board. The board, composed
of heads of production, sales and other
departments, sits on every new program idea submitted to the station.

Heinz in Michigan
H. J. HEINZ Co., Pittsburgh, on
Oct. 18 starts Adveyitures of Tommy Thatcher
on Mondays
six Michigan
Network stations,
through
Fi-idays, 4:45-5 p. m. from WXYZ,
Detroit, and 5:15-5:30 p. m. on the
rest of the network. Maxon Inc.,
New York, is the agency.
CARLETOX E. COVENY, Los Angeles manager of John Blair & Co..
station representatives, dealt himself
13 diamonds in a hand of bridge. The
dccii was made and cut by his oppouent. Mrs. Covenj' was his partner.

Available
station toin only
eachonecityradio
Details on Request
Represented exclusively by
Stephen Slesinger, Inc.
250 Park Avenue
New York

''The Nation's
Perfect Test

UKZO
KHLPMRZOQ
XEWS!

Market'*

West Michigan listeners look to
WKZO

for news broadcasts!

• News Editor— "Wally" Rodda
• 2 city reporters
• Correspondents in every town and city in the state
• Transradio news-national and international
• Newsflashes broadcast throughout the day
• Six regular news periods
Some periods still open for sponsor.
Write for information.

Representatives: Howard H. Wilson & Co.
Chicago — New York — Kansas City
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Registrations

at Special

•Donald
B. Abert,
WTMJ,Knoxville
Milwaukee
S. E. Adcock,
WROL,
Herbert Akerberg, CBS, New York City
Wm. Alcorn, WBNX, New York City
Ed. A. Allen, WLVA, Lynchburg
•Campbell Arnoux, WTAR. Norfolk
A. L. Ashby, NBC, New York City
Ralph Atlass. WJJD-WIND, Chicago
Hibbard Ayer, Sears & Ayer, New York
L. H. Bailey, WHAT, Philadelphia
W. A. Bailey, KCKN, Kansas City, Kans.
♦Lisle Baker, Jr.. WHAS. Louisville
Louis
BarreG. Baltimore, WERE, WUkes•Hope
HowardH. C.Barroll,
Barth, WFBR,
WSYR. Baltimore
Syracuse
•Harold Batchelder, WFBR, Baltimore

RESULTS!
The "Yardstick" that
never grows old.
It matters not what you say
of this ad. WE WANT RESULTS! So do you . . . and
WSOC is ONE station that
sells and sells!! Let's get together .. . NOW!!!

WSOC

Charlotte, N.C.
an
NBC Affiliate

Conventions
of IRNA
and NAB
(* Asterisks Indicate Registrant Attended IRNA Parley)

♦Robert E. Bausman, WIRE. Indianapolis
♦Wm.
City W. Behrman, WBOW, Terre Haute,
Ind.
♦Edgar T. BeU, KLZ-WKY, Oklahoma
♦John C. Bell. WBRC. Birmingham
H. M. Bess. WNEW, New York City
♦Edgar L. Bill, WMBD, Peoria
James E. Bingham, Howard H. Wilson
Co., New York City
Walter R. Bishop, WRVA, Richmond, Va.
♦J. D. Bloom Jr., WWL, New Orleans
♦F. W. Borton, WQAM. Miami
♦J.
L. Bowden.
WKBN.WIBX,
Youngstown.
Scott
Howe Bowen.
Utica. N.OhioY.
♦John J. Boyle. WJAR. Providence
Quincy
Mass. A. Brackett. WSPR, Springfield,
Otis P. Brandt, NBC. New York City
•Hugh J. Brennen. WJAS. Pittsburgh
*K. H. Brennen. KQV. Pittsburgh
♦W. C. Bridges, WEBC, Duluth
E. V. Brinckerhoff. E. V. Brinckerhoff &
Co., New York City
Gordon P. Brown, WSAY. Rochester
♦Ralph R. Brunton. KJBS. San Francisco
D. T. Bryan. WPHR. Richmond. Va.
♦M. L. Burbank, WJAR. Providence. R. I.
Jos. A. Burch. WROK, Rockford, 111.
W. Burk. WEW, St. Louis
Harry
D. C. C. Butcher, CBS, Washington.
♦Burridge D. Butler. KOY. Phoenix
♦John T. Calkins. WESG. Elmira, N. Y.
La. F. Callahan. WWL. New Orleans.
♦Vincent
Pat Campbell.
World Broadcasting System. Los Angeles
♦Martin Campbell. WFAA. Dallas
Charles Carlson. WJBM. New Orleans
♦H. Corp..
K. Carpenter.
Cleveland United Broadcasting
Clifford M. Chafey, WEEU. Reading. Pa.
Frank E. Chizzini. NBC. New York City
Henry
I. Christal.
Edward Petry Co..
New York
City
♦Arthur
B.
Church,
KMBC.
Kansas City,
Mo.
Frank
R.
Clarke,
WWRL,
Woodside.
Long
Island. N. Y.
♦Maurice C. Coleman, WATL, Atlanta
Irving Collin. WHOM, Jersey City
T. H. Comal. KPO. San Francisco

OVER K MILLION PEOPLE DAILY TU«X TO
WTAII FOR NEWS AND ENTERTAINMENT
It's a daily habit among residents in our primary area,
not reached by other large stations. And, these people
have the buying habit too, for they have an income, exceeded only by Milwaukee, to spend.
Write or wire for details now.
James A. Wagner, Man,-Direclor
Small & Brewery National
Representatives
250 Park Ave., New York City
307 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago
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♦Robert Convey. KWK. St. Louis
S. H. Cook. WFBL. Syracuse. N. Y.
W. L. Coulson. WHAS. Louisville
♦Lester field,
E. Mo. Cox, KGBX-WTMV, SpringEd. W. Craig, WSM. Nashville
W. F. Craig. WLBC. Muncie, Ind.
♦Ed. B. Craney. KGIR. Butte
Lewis M. Crosley. WLW. Cincinnati
C. C. J. Culmer, SESAC, New York
♦Walter J. Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee
Eva L. D'Angelo, WVFW, Brooklyn
A. delphia
W. Dannenbaum, Jr., WDAS, Phila♦DonFla.Davis. WHB. Kansas City
Louise DeLea. WJNO. West Palm Beach.
P. L. Deutsch.
tem. New YorkWorld
City Broadcasting SysJohn H. DeWitt. WSM. Nashville
♦Wm. B. Dolph. WOL. Washington. D. C.
♦Franklin Doolittle. WDRC. Hartford.
Conn.
City
♦Wm.
Dorman.WJAR,
WCOA.Providence
Pensacola. Fla.
John K.
J. Doyle,

in

New

York

♦Hugh A. L. Halff. WOAI, San Antonio
Va.
George
City
Wilbur E.M. Haliey.
Havens, KMBC.
WMBG,Kansas
Richmond,
Frank M. Headley, WSGN, Birmingham
Wm. S. Hedges. NBC, New York City
Sheldon B. Hickox, WGY, Schenectady.
N. Y.
♦Luther L. Hill. KSO-KRNT. Des Moines
John V. L. Hogan. WQXR. New York
♦Herb
KANS, Wichita
Fla. Hollister.
John
T. Hopkins, WJAX. JacksonviUe,

Bill L. Hoppes, World Broadcasting System, New York City
♦Harold V. Hough, WBAP, Fort Worth,
Texas P. Houston. WCBM. Baltimore
George
♦Jack R. Howard, WMC-WMPS. Memphis
*E. P. Hoyt, KGW-KEX, Portland, Oregon
•Stanley E. Hubbard, KSTP, St. Paul,
Minn.
Wm. Hutchinson, WAAF, Chicago
C. M. Jansky,
ington, D. C. Jansky & Bailey, WashWm.
K.
Jenkins,
WRDW, Augusta, Ga.
Thomas N. Eaton, Transradio. New York
K. B. Johnson, WOOL, Columbus, Ohio
•Tilford M. Jones. KPRC, Houston
C. Lloyd Egner. NBC. New York City •Ray P. Jordan, WDBJ, Roanoke, Va.
♦Wiliard C. Egolf. KVOO. Tulsa
♦T. C. Ekrem. KVOD. Denver
John J. Karol. CBS. New York City
♦Don S. Elias, WWNC. Asheville, N. C.
L.
Kay.Kaye.
WSB.CBS,
Atlanta
John Elmer. WCBM. Baltimore
S. M.
New York City
♦Geo. F. Kelley, WCSH, Portland, Me.
♦Mark F. Ethridge. WHAS. Louisville
W. T. Kelly, WCOA, Pensacola, Fla.
♦Walter C. Evans, KDKA. Pittsburgh
♦Carl C. M. Everson, WHKC, Columbus,
A. J. Kendrick, World Broadcasting System, Chicago. WCHS, WPAR, WBLR,
♦J. A. Kennedy,
Ohio
Charleston. W. Va.
♦Wm. A. Fay. WHAM. Rochester. N. Y.
♦John E. Fetzer. WKZO. Kalamazoo
KeithW. Kiggins,
York City
J. P. Fishburn. WDBJ. Roanoke. Va.
♦H.
Koster. WJZ.
WPRO.NewProvidence
Richard E. Fishell. WMCA, New York
Milton
E.
Krents,
American
Committee. New York City Jewish
♦Beeman Fisher. WOAI. San Antonio
S. M. Krohn. WSMK. Dayton
♦H. Dean Fitzer, WDAF. Kansas City,
Mo.
H. A. Lafount, WCOP, Boston
♦Leo Fitzpatrick. WJR-KMPC, Detroit
Joe Lang. WFAB. New York City
♦Ed. Y. Flanigan. WSPD. Toledo
C. New
O. Langlois.
Adrian J. Flanter, A. J. Flanter AssoYork City Langlois & Wentworth,
ciates. New York City
Paul
H.
A. S. Foster. WEW, St. Louis
N. J. LaStayo. WAAT. Jersey City,
♦Cedric
Conn. W. Foster. WTHT. Hartford,
♦Martin L. Leich. WGBF. Evansville. Ind.
♦Dalton LeMasurier. KFJM. Grand Forks,
♦Edwin J. Frey. WBRY. Waterbury. Conn.
M. P. J. Frutchey. E. V. Brinckerhoff
N. Dak.
Co., New York City
Isaac D. Levy, WCAU, Philadelphia
♦Leon Levy, WCAU. Philadelphia
Wm.
Gartland.
G. F Leydorf. WLW. WSAI, Cincinnati
New C.York
City Star Radio Programs.
Hal
Leyshon.
WIOD.WFDF,
MiamiFlint, Mich.
Howard
M. Loeb,
♦Gregory
Gentling.
KROC.
Rochester.
Minn.
Ruth Loeb, WFDF, Flint, Mich.
J. R. Lounsberry. WGR. WKBW, Buffalo
♦Wm. C. Gillespie, KTUL, Tulsa
♦Russel L. Lowe, KFH, Wichita
Glenn D. Gillett, Washington. D. C.
Paul A. Loyet. WHO. Des Moines, la.
♦John J. Gillin. WOW, Omaha
Ottis Lucas, Associated Music Pub., New
Benedict Gimbel. WIP, Philadelphia
York Citv
♦Earl J. Glade. KSL. Salt Lake City
T. Lucy, WRVA, Richmond
♦Earle
J. Gluek. WSOC. Charlotte. N. C. ♦Calvin
City
♦J.
Thomas Lyons. WCAO. Baltimore
Paul F. Godley, WFIL. Philadelphia
♦Tom C. Gooch, KRLD, Dallas
B. F. McClancy. WJZ. New York City
♦E. J. Gough. Hearst Radio, New York
♦Clair
Pa. M. McCuIlough. WGAL. Lancaster,
Edw. L. Gove.. WHK-WCLE. Cleveland
John
H. McGill. KGHF. Pueblo. Colo.
D. G. Graham, KJR-KOMO, Seattle
vra, New
York City
Joseph
H. McGillva.
Joseph H. McGill- ,
Gordon
Gray,
WSJS.
Winston-Salem,
N. C.
land.
Md.
Henry B. McNaughton, WTBO,
Cumber- ;
W. B. Greenwald, KWBG, Hutchinson,
Kans.
Mass. D. Gregory, WBZA, Springfield,
♦Joe
WHO, WCFL,
Des Moines,
la. \'
♦Sherman
M. F.Maland,
Marquardt.
Chicago
John Griffin. KTUL. Tulsa
E.
B.
Marshall,
WNYC.
New
York
City ■
Frank
D. C. E. Mason, WMAL, Washington, :
S. Guckenheimer, Transradio. Chicago
John G. Gude. CBS, New York City
♦Richard H. Mason. WPTF. Raleigh '
♦T. L. Guernsey. WLBZ. Bangor
♦Cecil D. Mastin. WNBF. Binghamton. !
N. Y.
!
L. M. Maxwell.
♦Frank
Megargee. WCAM.
WGBI. Camden.
Scranton. N.Pa.J. ■
Phil I. Merryman. NBC, New York City
Carl Meyers. WGN. Chicago
♦L. M. Milbourne. WCAO. Baltimore
♦Paul
Hartford,
♦JamesW. M.Morency,
Moroney.WTIC.
WFAA,
Dallas Conn.
A. H. Morton. WEAF, New York City
C. G. Moss, WKBO. Harrisburg
Joe M. Nassau, WIBG, Glenside, Pa.
GeorgeH.W.Norton,
Norton,WTAM,
WAVE,Cleveland
Louisville
♦John
City O'Fallon, KFEL, Denver.
♦Gene
W. Porter
Ogelsby, WHAT, Philadelphia
Norris L. O'Neil, WSJS, Winston-Salem
R. J. Parker, Kass Tohrner, New York
John Parkinson, Transradio, New York.
Dailey Parkman,
Dailey
sociates, New York
CityParkman & As♦John F. Patt, WGAR. Cleveland
WEED 8 compflny
Roger C. Peace, WFBC, Greenville, S. C.
Edward
Petry, Edward Petry & Co., New
York City
William S. Pote. WMEX, Boston
♦C. G. Phillips, KIDO. Boise, Idaho
♦D. J. Poynor. WMBH. Joplin. Mo.
MtU YORK • cHicaeo [
♦Hugh P. Powell. KGGF. Coffeyville. Kans.
E. Gardner Prime, KPO, San Francisco
K. W. Pyle, KFBI, Abilene. Kans.
♦S. D. Quarton, WMT. Cedar Rapids, la.
BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

Advertising W\

. F»ul
Raimer.
NewH. York
City Paul H. Raymer & Co.,
P. Read. WLVA. Lynchburg. Va.
H. Ream. WABC. New York City
.-man Reed. WPG. Atlantic City
..r!e
WD AY'. Da>-ton
Fargo. N. D.
L.H. Reineke.
Reinsch.
Reuman. WHIO.
WWRL. Woodside, L. I.
Ridge. WBIG. Greensboro. N. C.
^ e Robertson. WIBX, Utica. N. Y.
J. Rockwell. WLW. Cincinnati
Rose. WMCA. New York City
R. Rosenbaum. WFIL, Philadelphia
F. Rubin. WPAY. Portsmouth. O.
C. Ruddell. WJMS. Ironwood. Mich.
R. Run yon. CBS. New York City
. . M. Russell. NBC. Washington. D. C.
Frank Ryan. CKLW. Detroit
' iijohn H. Ryan. WSPD. WWVA. WMMN.
• Toledo
» II Stanley
EUiot M. M. Sanger.
York
Schulte.WQXR.
WLAW.NewLawrence,
^ pWm.
' Mass.J. Scripps. WWJ. Detroit
- Don Searle. WIBW, KMMJ, Topeka
•Harry Sedgwick. CFRB. Toronto. Ont
•C. Richard Shafto, WIS. Columbia. S. C.
' '»J. Shepard IIL Yankee Network, Boston,
■ Mass.
•Alex Sherwood. Chicago
•Howard A. Shuman. KTHS. WHBB. Hot
Springs, Ark.
► Edgar P. Shutz, WIL. St. Louis
•Allen Simmons. WADC. Akron
Calvin J. Smith, KFAC. Los Angeles
I "Harold A. Smith. WOKO, WABY, Al1 I bany, N. Y.
I Karl A. Smith, KGHL. Billings. Mont.
Porter J. Smith. KTHS, WHBB. Selma.
Ala.
(•Vernon
Kan. H. Smith, WREN. Lawrence.
WLS. WBAL.
Chicago Baltimore
L •Glenn
Edwin Snyder.
M. Spence.
•HarrjR.
Spence,
KXRO.
Aberdeen,
L Wash.
•Stewart Sprague. KSFO. San Francisco
, Burt Squire, WINS. New York City
I Pat. J. Stanton, WDAS. Philadelphia
J. Hale Steinman. WGAL. Lancaster. Pa.
Jack Stewart. WFIL. Philadelphia
Harry Stone, WSM. Nashville
'John J. Storey. WTAG, Worcester
f»Ted C. Streibert. WOR. New York City
Dan C. Studin, Star Radio Programs,
New York City
J ••T. W. Symons, KXL. Portland. Ore.
f»0. L. Taylor. KGNC. Amarillo. Tex.
i Hugh B. Terry, KVOR, Colorado Springs,
L
••Lloyd C. Thomas, WROK. Rockford. 111.
•Norman Thomas. WDOD. Chattanooga.
^ Tenn.
•Robert
M. Thompson.
Pittsburgh
Roy Thompson,
WFBG. KQV.
Altoona,
Pa.
•Geo. R. Torge. WBEN. Buffalo
. Niles Trammel!. WMAQ. Chicago
J. C. Tully, WJAC. Johnstown, Pa.
•Edgar H. Twamley, WBEN, Buffalo
C. H. Venner. KGMB, Honolulu
•James
Wagner.
Green A.Bay,
Wis. WHBY, WTAQ,
Lee B. Wailes. KGO, San Francisco
' in'.
J. Ward.
Nashville Cal.
I E. N.
Warner,WLAC.
KLS. Oakland.
' G. York
S. Wasser,
Furgason
& Co., New
City
Lorin L. Watson, Associated Music Pub.,
New York City
•Fred Weber, WGN. CKLW. Chicago
•Jonas Weiland. WFTC, Kingston. N. C.
•Lewis Allen Weiss, Don Lee Network,
J
San Francisco
I. •Philip Weiss. WSYB, Rutland. Vt.
Ralph C. Wentworth, Langlois & Wentworth. New Y'ork City
*Harold
I leans M. Wheelahan, WSMB, New OrfClarence
N. Y. Wheeler, WHEC, Rochester,
I RayN. B.J. White, WAWZ-KPOF, Zarephath,
- •Harry
N. Y.C. WUder, WJTN, Jamestown,
•W. P. Williamson. WKBN.Youngstown.O.
' F. S. WiUis. CBS. New York City

OWS'
OTHER FELLNT
VIEWPOII
Glad to Help!
EDITOR, Broadcasting:
Your cartoons [by Sid Hix] entitled Here's Where the President's
Wife Began to Sing on the Company's Radio Program and No, the
Radio Audience Doesn't Care Hovj
She Dresses, But the Sponsor
Likes It, did just what I hoped
they would do last night.
One of our sponsors was putting
too many foreign fingers in the
production of his show and when
he was shown these two cartoons
he saw our point — and with a
smile,
Eugene S. Thomas,
Assistant Sales Manager,
WOR, Newark.
Sept. 30, 1937.

HIS HOBBY TROPHY— Boys have
been the hobby of Leo Fitzpatrick,
vice-president and general manager of WJR, Detroit, for many
years.
While
isn't youngsters
generally
known, he
has aitdozen
attending the University of Michigan on scholarships he donated.
Here is the former NAB president
presenting a cup to Detroit Police
Commissioner Henrich Pickert to
be given to the outstanding Boy
Scout troop of 16, sponsored by the
Police Department.

Radio Degree

PEGGY MEYERS. 20, is said to be
the first full time woman staff announcer with a Canadian station. She
started
recently on CHML, Hamilton,
Ont.

GRANTING of a degree of
Bachelor of Broadcasting by
univercolleges
leadingsities
within theandnext
few
years is predicted by Ralph
Rogers, director of radio
courses at Boston University,
author of Do's and Dont's of
Radio Writing. He takes the
position that broadcasting offers a good field for collegetrained men and that training for the profession can be
given by institutions of
higher learning.

•L. B. Wilson. WCKY. Covington. Ky.
•Earl W. Winger, WDOD. Chattanooga
•Donald Withycomb. WFIL. Philadelphia
•Harvey
Wash. Wixsom, KHQ, KGA, Spokane,
•J. Ga.W. Woodruff. Jr., WRBL, Columbus,
Mark Woods, WEAF, New York City
Sam Wood worth, WFBL. Syracuse, N. Y.
•Hon B. Wooten, WREC, WHBQ, MemW.N.
C. Wynne, WEED, Rockv Mount,
phisAvera
G. W. Young, WDGY, Minneapolis. Minn.

Now

WABY,

Blue Network outlet for the coun-

try's prize marketing area, blasts its daytime entertainment and selling message with more power — stepped
up to 250 watts, eflFective Oct. 19th! Ride it.
*
In the Heart of "The State That Has Everything"
Harold E. Smith, General Manager

..SSXWO WATTS

★

WABY

STATION
, BROADCASTING

• Broadcast

Advertising

Out

W*A«B*Y-ALBANY,

Here

In Chicago . ♦ ♦
• Some Random Thoughts,
Most of Which Concern
WGES, WCBD, WSBC,
Chicago and WEMP,
Milwaukee
— By GENE T. DYER —
I WO BILLION: We mentioned
the vast negro market in Chicago
(250,000 population) in a recent
column. So much interest resulted
from mentthe
statethat WSBC
alone has served
this
encehuge
for auditen
years,
we
thus: Theamplify
negro
in America spends
TWO BILLION
Dollars annually, is far more gainfully employed than whites per
family, three times more gainfully
employed sponsive
women
thanother
whites
— rebeyond any
class
or
nationality to their own programs.
Get the success story of WSBC
with this tremendous negro market.
^ ^ ^ =4^
GLAD: A renewal we're proud of
on WCBD, *Carnation
+
* Milk.
*
KEEPING AT IT: Local Loan
Company of Chicago completed its
844th program over WGES the
other day — which is a Chicago record of consistency for that swell
outfit.
* *
* *
LEST YOU FORGET: WGES is
FIRST in local accounts in Chicago
— has been for five years! WSBC is
Chicago's most outstanding 100-250
waiter — more business than any other!
In proportion to time on the air,
WCBD is far out in front in local
and territorial business! WEMP is
first in local accounts in Milwaukee!
Our offer to correct these statements
publicly if *
we're* wrong
holds.
* always
*
COMPARE: The
<:^Q suspending of
IT'S A
on a recent holiof
publication
^PROGRAMS
newspapers
^^^y
TODAY- „ day
gave ofushowa
good
idea
easily we could
them. What a terrific
howlwithout
would
get along
go up if radio stations would shut
down on
"commercials" aredays
a bitwhen
low! the(The
writer
spenttor,12mindyears
as
a
newspaper
ediyou.)
* *
* «
WANT ONE? Field intensity measurement showing WCBD's model
coverage
on the
press.may
You want
fellows withare5,000
watters
one asking.
to see what we've done. Yours
for
^ ^ ^ ^
AGENCY SLANT: After a listener survey in ten Eastern and
Middle West cities, an agency
signed our contract first with the
comment, "You've got them all
licked for audience and merchandising sens-e."

*
N. Y.
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Examiner
Quick Gang
Action
THE Brady
were killed
in Bangor, Me., in a gun
fight with G-men at 8:30
a. m., Oct. 12. That evening
at
8, WABI
carried
a halfhour
program
dramatizing
the activities of the gang.
Script was written by R. M.
Wallace and Maurice Dolbier
within four
rehearsed by thehours'
cast time,
once and
produced without a flaw.
Lutheran

STUDIO MONITORING AMPLIFIER
The UTC model 7A-8A studio amplifier has been designed for audition and monitoring
service, or for home radio service, where the absolute maximum in fidelity is desirable.
It is also suitable for driver service for lOOW. or 250W. broadcast stations.
Three push pull stages are used, all transformer coupled. The first two stages employ
605 or 606 triode tubes. The output stage can be arranged for either 2A3 or 300A tubes.
The power output is 15W. The gain is 85 DB with noise level 60 DB weighted
below maximum output. The frequency response is uniform from 30 to 14,000 cycles.
The input transformer used has primary impedances of 50, 125, 200, 250, and 500
ohms. The output transformer can be altered to suit the particular requirements of
the user. Standard transformers are available for driver service, for impedances up
to 6,000 ohms, simultaneously with the voice coil windings.
A meter and switch is provided on the audio panel to check the plate current of the
first stage, second stage and the individual tubes in the output stage. A control is
provided in the output stage to balance the plate current of the output tubes. This is
extremely important in high power output stages to effect a minimum of hum and
distortion. The power supply panel incorporates a readily replaceable pilot light and
fuse. These units are finished in the UTC attractive etched metal panels with dimensions 83^" X 19". The model 7A-8A unit is supplied complete, wired and calibrated.
Net
..........'160.00

EQUALIZER
MODEL 3A — The UTC universal equalizer
will equalize telephone lines, recording
systems, pickups and cutters, microphones
and all other broadcast equipment. It is
accurately calibrated and quickly adjustable for both low and high frequency
equalization. Low frequency controls permit maximum equalization at 25, 50 or
100 cycles with zero to 25 DB control. The
high frequency end permits maximum
equalization at 4000, 6000, 8000, or 10,000
cycles with zero to 25 DB control.
Net price to broadcast stations SOtT A A
and recording studios
OD.UU

STUDIO PRE-AMPLIFIER
The
pre-amplifier
designed
to theUTCbest5A-6A
broadcast
standardsis for
studio
service. Input coils are hum-balanced and
in addition have quadruple alloy shields.
The hum level is practically negligible due
to extremely fine filtering in the power
supply. The noise level is 60 DB weighted
below the maximum output of plus 7 DB.
The frequency response is uniform from
30-to- 14000 cycles.
Input cmd output connections will accommodate 50, 125, 200, 250 or 500 ohm lines.
The audio amplifier is arranged so that
either 1, 2, 3, or 4 stages can be used with
respective gains of 25, 50, 73, or 95 DB.
Etched panels are used, having dimensions
31/2 X 19. This unit is supplied, wired, and
n"!'':........

UNITED
TRANSFORMER
72 SPRING

STREET
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Hour

Resumes

On 46-Station Network
THE Lutheran Hour, Sunday afternoon religious broadcast featuring Dr. Walter A. Maier, theologian, will start Oct. 24 on 46 stations, largest network to carry the
program since it began in 1930.
The series is keyed to MBS from
KFUO, Concordia Seminary, St.
Louis, and includes the Don Lee
and Oklahoma networks. Handling
the account again is Kelly, Stuhlman & Zahrndt Inc., the sponsor
being
Lutheran
League,the
cooperating
with Laymen's
Lutheran
International Walther League. Stations are:
WNAC WEAN WINS WFIL WBAL
WRVA WCAE WKBW WHK WHKC
WSAI CKLW WOWO WIRE WSM WCFL
WISN KSTP KFYR WMT KSO KFAB
WHB KWK KTOK KCRC KGFF KBIX
KADA KVSO WBBZ KASA KFEL WRR
KTAT KHJ KFXM KVOK KGB KXO
KDB KPMC KDOX KGIM KFRG.
MPPA Deal Pending
NEW CONTRACT designed to effect an agreement between the
Music Publishers' Protective Association, New Yoi'k, and the Songw r i t e r s' Protective Association,
may go through by Oct. 20, according to Harry Fox, general manager
of the MPPA. Negotiations for licensing stations to record programs off the air have been postponed until after the settlement of
the musicians' demands. Check-up
by the MPPA is said to show that
many stations make a practice of
transcribing programs off the air
without license.
Katro-Lek on MBS
KATRO-LEK LABS., Boston (Katro-Balsam) on Oct. 17 starts Polish Melodies on 11 MBS stations,
Sundays, 12:15-12:30 p. m., 52
weeks, placed through Chambers &
Wiswell Inc., Boston.

.*125.00

Cleveland

Againsi
Quesi

Berry Recommends FCC Den)
Warner-Transamerican Unit
DENIAL
of the application o
Great Lakes Broadcasting Corp.,
new corporation controlled b;
Transamerican
Broadcasting
6,'f
Television Corp., which
in turn i;|i
aommended
Warner Bros,
affiliate,
was
rec
to the FCC Broadcas ■
Division
Oct.
13 by Examiner Ty
ler Berry.

Finding that the applicant wa;
legally qualified and proposed ti
employ an adequate and qualifiei
staff, the examiner, however, heh
that the evidence does not show thi
company
tAfj
construct isand"financially
operate thequalified
propose(j
station". A sum not to exceec
$100,000, it had been brought out
would be advanced through Wari
ner Bros, by way of Transameri,
can, but only $10,000 had been ad
vanced by the latter, and the Grea- |Lakes' financial statement showec
cash on hand of $5,561.47.

that
the evidence
th
Examiner
Berry shows
held that
furthe"
primary
purpose
of
Transamericai
in furnishing the necessary fund
for
the for
proposed
station an
"is adver
to es
tablish
said agency
tising outlet, so that said agenc;^
may receive commissions from th
proposed station, if established, 01
business it may furnish. Said pur
pose is private,
the Communications Actwhereas
contemplates
tha!
'public interest, convenience or nd p'
cessity' only shall require the issu;
ance
of a construction
Warner
Bros., said permit."
the report f|
holds about 69% of the stock o T
Transamerican. The report statee }
that the original incorporators o ■ l
Great Lakes were Peter E. Klein 1
M. Ellert and E. R. Courtland, th. j
latter two secretaries in the offici I
of Mr. Klein,
attorney.the"Itchar
wa; 1I
testified
that inan drafting
ter," he said, "the purpose was t( i
provide the minimum sum witl f
which the company could begii i
business in order to keep the cor « .
porate fees at a minimum and tha ;i
the use of dummy incorporatori 1
was a custom resorted to in Ohio— 1
and that, after the charter is re
turned by the Secretary of State
the parties interested then proceec
to hold regular meetings, and mak(
amendments as occasions require.'
Mr. Berry stated also that unde]
its contract with Transamerican
Great Lakes proposes to furnish it;
facilities to Transamerican at 7095
of the net card rates. "According
to the evidence", the report con
tinned, "the Transamerican has £
similar agreement with all of th*
stations
represent."
In his they
conclusions,
the examine]
said the evidence does not show r
"substantial need for the additiona
service
by the applican'
as
the proposed
service proposed
does no , j
differ materially from the servici*
now being rendered by the station:'
serving the area involved." Tbl!
applicant sought an unlimited tim([j
assignment on 1270 kc. with 1,00(
watts
sunset. night and 5,000 watts loca|

13 ^
CORP.

NEW

YORK,

CHARLES VANDA, CBS Pacifi.
Coast production manager, is in NeV
York for three weeks, conferrmg witl
eastern executives on west coasi; pro
duetion and is expected to return t
his Hollywood headquarters Nov. 1.

N. Y.
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WALGREEN

DEBUT

Opening of Store in Miami
With R ecord Series

« fclG BASS— Dick Shafto (left) WIS, Columbia, S. C, pulled in this 34
* -pound channel bass Oct. 4 at Ocracoke Island, N. C. The rest of the
"party also found the angling full of excitement, the first morning yield* "Ing six bass weighing 144 pounds, C. F. Hundley, sales manager of Geneffsee Brewing Co., Boston, getting the largest, a 36-pounder. In the party
pre (left to right) : Paul Remlinger, sales manager Seagrams Distillers,
'Hartford;
Harryfirm;
A. Shafto;
Peters, Chicago,
of H. Preston
IFree & Peters
Hundley; father
H. Preston
Peters. Peters of the
X it—
ASCAP

PI BUSHES

J NEW HOUSE ORGAN
" ASCAPOne,thisVolume
month published
One of Numthe
~^CAP Joionial, designed to propandize the ideals, aims and prob.s of the organization. Released
a free basis to radio licensees,
■^CAP members, trade publicans and affiliated societies, the
V publication contains a large
. lount of statistical data designed
■-co show that ASCAP is ill-treated
'"byoadcasters.
users of music,
In an primarily
editorial radio
mes_-e,
ites:Gene Buck, ASCAP president

Aurora Laboratories
AURORA LABORATORIES Inc.,
Chicago (Clear-Again cold remedy), on Oct 15 will start Bob Elson's Sports Review on WGN, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at
6:15-6:30 p. m. ; a quarter-hour
Sunday show on WLW, starting
Oct. 17; and a quarter-hour daily
except Sunday in the Musical Clock
on WBZ-WBZA, starting Oct. 18.
Aubrey, Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago, is agency.

It is truly a sad commentary
; d somewhat fantastic that some
■1 the users of music, who without
r works could not possibly opee or enjoy tremendous revenue,
- loaded with lai'ceny and have
iberately violated our rights and
oughout the years have attemptthrough lies and propaganda, to
- alize piracy in their attempt to
.nge the Federal Copyright laws
Washington, D. C, and in nume:s states throughout the country
: their selfish interests."
•Valter Winchell, featured in the
le issue, says: "... radio was
. ing $412,000,000 worth of busi_;;iess annually [Sic!] and approxir.Tiately 75rc of radio time was deIj/oted to the performance of music."
■ , The publication carries a pie.^ihart showing that 62% of
^^A.SCAP's dollars are derived from
radio broadcasting,
s: John G. Paine, General Manager
>f ASCAP, told Broadcasting that
new house organ would be is^;ued probably four to six times a
ear. He said it was one of a se5 of services intended to build
closer relationship between
^SCAP and others with whom it
as affiliation or dealings.

WHEN Walgreen's opened its new
million-dollar drug store in Miami
Oct. 2,mitterWIOD's
new pack
transwas kept working
overtime.
In fact, it is believed the seven
broadcasts from the new store
during the day, set an all-time
high record for this tjrpe of broadcast. Festivities — and broadcasts —
began with Miami's leading clubwomen as guests of Walgreen officials in a tour of the new store.
Announcer Bill Pennell, pack transmitter strapped to his back, was on
hand giving descriptions and interviewing the guests and store
officials in two broadcasts during
the day. Efficiency of this type of
broadcast was demonstrated the
following day when Pennell took
the pack transmitter through every
department of the five-story plant.
The program came through without interruption even when broadcasting from within the enclosed
refrigeration room. Eleven remote
broadcasts and numerous spots
were
used during the three-day
campaign.
New

Got

"BROADCASTING" reported in its September 15
issue that Foley 8C Co., out
of Lauesen dC Salomon,
Chicago, would carry 15minute spot shows on three
stations and here they are —
WLW
CINCINNATI
WLS
CHICAGO
W W V A
WHEELING

PHIL W. TOBIAS, formerly account executive at Gardner Advertising Agency, St. Louis, has
formed his own agency, Phil W.
Tobias & Associates, at 612 N.
Michigan Ave., Chicago. Radio may
be used to promote some poultry
accounts handled by the new firm.

In our last "BROADCASTING" ad. we presented an imposing list of "Fast
Company", and by fast
company we referred to
some of our 1937-38 accounts. This time we're still
on the subject of "Fast
Company", but referring
to brother broadcasters. We
just
can'tmerit
help onbut our
sensesidea
lot of
when Foley 8C Company
and their Chicago agency
chose WWVA along with
WLW and WLS to feature 15-minute spot shows
for this season, and we're
not by any means trying to
ride in on our worthy
brethren's reputation, but
just the same we enjoy their
company! May we say —
There MUST Be a
Reason!
National Representatives
JOHN BLAIR & CO.
NEW YORK . . . CHICAGO
DETROIT . . SAN FRANCISCO
Columbia

5,000

- rOWXSEXD National Weekly,
I !!3hicago, plans to start quarterlour transcriptions on five Indiana
»i;tations Oct. 24 or Oct. 31. Tranf'^^cribed talks of Mr. Townsend,
^vhich will be broadcast Sundays,
'^.vill
probably
be .expanded to other
T'ections
gradually
• Broadcast

to

Shout!
Just

Chicago Agency

• Drug store sales are greater in Colorado Springs than
in 152 larger cities. Per capita drug sales are three times
the national average. Sell to
this A-1 drug market through
its favorite station.

To>vTisend in Indiana

BROADCASTING

WeVe

Station

WATTS

WWVA
II60 KILOCYCLES

Advertising
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McNinch
Abolishes
Divisions
of FCC
majority leader. Mr. Killeen is a bers of Congress and officials of all
Three Directors Are
kinds and character and of both
former New York newspaperman,
and prior to his appointment as di- political parties had written,
Eliminated in
rector, had been mentioned for ap- phoned and otherwise communicated with the Commission on certain
pointment on the FCC.
'New Order
Mr. McNinch emphasized that matters, but said he knew of no
{Continued from page 16)
the Commission would not abolish instances of attempting to influence
-mail investigations. He is said to be the divisions simply to reduce the decisions. When questions of a rourelated to the Justice. Mr. Hartley, personnel and get at the directors.
tine nature, pertaining to the statperhaps the most active of the Asked whether there would be
us of cases or applications or similar data, are asked, he added, they
three directors, is a nephew of Rep. other reductions in personnel, the
are not improper.
Sam Rayburn
(D.-Tex.), House chairman stated he contemplated
none and that he has the general
"No one inside or outside of
Congress has attempted to influence
"impression" that the Commission
may be understaffed rather than me in the least," he declared. "I
overstaffed.
hope they don't do so except on
He said there would be no vice- factual, legitimate grounds."
Six of the seven members of the
chairman under the one-division
FCC were present at the conferset-up but that he would designate
ence. Commissioner Thad Brown
a commissioner as acting chairman
when absent. Whether the elimina- being absent. It is the evident pur• SHOWMANSHIP
pose of the reorganized FCC to
tion of divisions will mean the elim• SPORTS BROADCASTS
release all publicitv through the
ination of the titles of assistant
O LOCAL PROG RAMS
chief engineers and assistants gen- chairman, and probably at regular
eral counsel for the three divisions, press conferences, and in that man0 S E L E CT E D N BO F E AT U R ES
he was not prepared to say. It was
ner put an end to "rumor" stories
• NEWSPAPER PUBLICITY
evident, however, that there is no
*
* *
Here are FIVE bio reasons why Birming- thought of dispensing with the per- and to "leaks."
A
Public
Utility
sonnel in these assignments, as was
ham "Home Folks" keep their dials
tuned steadily to WSGN . . . day and done in the case of the directors.
The new chairman's classificanight!
Reporters repeatedly questioned
tion of broadcasting as a "public
the
chairman
as
to
his
views
on
THE NEWS
his 2,initial
press
reports of unsavory and political utility"
conferenceduring
of Oct.
was made
actions within the FCC, which were
AGE-HERALD
with the reservation that his views
asked at the first press conference.
STATION
were subject to revision. He dein
He said he had not made any inclared he hadrelating
an "open
mind"FCC,
on
quiries as yet, though he has worked
all matters
to the
Birmingham
but that he had formulated certain
12 to 15 hours a day. No members of Congress are attempting ideas based upon his study of the
1310 KC.
to "influence" the Commission in its Communications Act.
AFFILIATED WITH ,
new policies, he retorted in reply
Mr. McNinch talked to some 40
to another inquiry. He would not assembled newsmen for nearly an
NBCJLU.I^NETWORJ!C.
hour at his first press conference.
say he had not heard that memPractically every controversial
question involving broadcasting
was raised — newspaper ownership,
trafficking in licenses, rate regulation, superpower, alleged monopoly,
franchise taxes and the past record of the FCC. On only two or
three of the issues did he make
direct comments; on others he said
simply he had not had sufficient
time to inquire into them.
THE PEOPLE OF ROANOKE
The press conference took place
Oct. 2, the day following his inAND SOUTHWEST
VIRGINIA
duction into office. Previously, the
President had accepted Mr. McNinch's resignation from the PowT OOK to WDBJ for the best in Coer Commission, but with the understanding that he would return to
lumbia Network and local enterit after fulfilling his mission at the
tainment, and special features. They are
FCC. The Power Commission
chairmanship, it was indicated, will
receptive lo your advertising messages.
be kept vacant for Mr. McNinch.
How long he plans to remain at
the FCC appears uncertain, but it
Progressive merchants and manufacis confidently expected he will be
turers are reaching this rich market
there at least six months and possibly a year. He was appointed to
through WDBJ — the only Network Stafill the unexpired term of the late
tion in the Western portion of Virginia.
Chairman Anning S. Prall, which
is for five years from July 1, 1937.
Mr. McNinch described broadRepresentatives
casting as a "public utility," but
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
not a common carrier like the telephone and telegraph companies and
Sears & Ayrea Craig & Hollingbery
the railroads. Pointing out that
the Communications Act does not
permit rate regulation, he said he
questioned "the wisdom of a policy
that would forever free from regulatoryhecontrolasserted,
any public
utility."
Therefore,
it might
be
advisable for the FCC to recommend to Congress that the law be
amended to make possible such rate
TRADING AREA
ROAN
O ICE,
VI
RGI
MEMBER OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING
Page
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fixing authority by the Commission. Declaring at the outset thai
he regarded broadcasting as a public utility subject to regulation, tht
new chairman said that regulatior
to himtion" does
mean "strangulabut thatnotit does
mean regula
tion by the Commission "and no1
being regulated by the industry oi
anybody
Continuing hehissaid
dis
cussion onelse."
rate regulation,
"The statute forbids that. I an
not certain that subsequent legisla
tion should not provide for somt
measure of control of charges bj
radio just as the statute does pro
vide for control of interstatt
charges made by telephone and tel
egraph. Saying that, I am advert
ing to the definition in the statute
that telephone and telegraph ar<
common carriers and that radio i;
not a common carrier, but it is nonecessary in law that an industry
be a common carrier to be subjee
to regulation.
"I have read in the press nov
and then some statements abou
amounts of money supposed to hav*,
been
made by organization.
this, that or anothe'-i
broadcasting
I knov
nothing about them. However,
have no hesitancy in saying that
while the statute does not now pro
vide for regulation of broadcasting
charges, I question the wisdom o
a policy which would leave foreve
free from regulatory control th
charges made by any public util
No Vested Right
The Act, Mr. McNinch contin
used, makes it perfectly clear tha
there can be no vested right in th
use
of radio
"I sha^t
do what
I can frequencies.
within the statute
prevent or break up anything, i
there has been anything, of wha
is commonly
known as traffickin;
ity."
in licenses," he said. Elucidating
he said he understood that undi
the statute the licensee has nothinn
to sell except the physical property
which
belong the
to provisions
him. "This ofseem
clear from
th;
law against vesting any rights i:
the use of frequencies and the ey
pressed waiver of license of anjj
such claim and the further pn
visions forbidding transfers, eithe
voluntary or involuntary, excep
with the consent of the Commis

WHQ-n
CLEARED-CHANNEL — SQrOOO WATTS —FULL-TIK'.
BROADCASTING
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jeion. One can sell only that to
'"fr'hich he has title, either absolute
qualified."
J;'lor"There
can be no good will to
ass on to another," he said, "it
>£
pe
^', •-eems
to me when a license is isIsued for the limited term of six
J" luionths
right or
to
Tenewal and
and with
can nobelegal
renewed
transferred only by written permission of the Commission and when
■ (furthermore the statute specifically
• (forbids vested rights, within which
term good will might be thought by
s.^me to come. I shall be interested
tv^ know, as licenses come before
the Commission for action, what is
t;ie actual, legitimate cost or value
Di the equipment that would follow
V ith the transfer of a license. In
• opinion by reason of various
-itutory provisions the legal maxi: 1, caveat emptor, 'let the buyer
beware', has even more than usual
::nificance because the buyer is
: on notice by the statute that
:ve is nothing he can purchase
jept physical property if the
jmmission is willing for the license to he transferred."
Asked regarding "going concern"
Rvalue, Mr. McNinch said he would
mot try to answer the question categorically as he was not familiar
■i with all the provisions of the statute. But, he added, "going con' cern" is a somewhat different thing
' than "good will." He added: "The
'ter implies, in part, the legal
,'ht to sell the continued use of a
good name, carrying with it the
jfood will of customers or the public, while 'going
concern'
may, for
illustration,
include
the legitimate
expense of organizing a business
;d getting it going. However, I
serve completely my opinion on
:nis question."
Newspaper Ownership
Asked regarding his views on
newspaper ownership of stations,
■ particularly
in the liq-ht
of recent
legislative demands
for their
separation, Mr. McNinch said he had
none at present. He added, however, that he regarded it as "one
of the important policy problems to
be thought through and either determined bythe Commission or presented to Congress with recommendations, if any, as the Commission may see fit to make for
determination."
He said his own views were opposed to monopoly and that the stat:.".ute
prohibits
monopoly.
not
now sufficiently
informed "I toamknow
■twhether there may be rare situations in which a limited monopoly
may or may not be able to serve
the public interest better and more
economically," he said. "I want to
.think more about this."
Responding to further questions,
^Mr. McNinch said he had no views
B<)i^e way or the other on the socalled superpower issue involving
WLW and that in his opinion there
was no difference between local and
national monopoly. Similarly, he

said heworkhad
"no of
feeling"
on netownership
stations
and
that he had given no thought to
government ownership.
"While there has been considerably more in the press about radio
than telephone and telegraph," he
said, "I shall not permit my entire
time to be completely absorbed in
any one particular phase of this
Commission's work. Telephone and
telegraph affect univei'sallv and
very materially both the social and
economic welfare of our people. I
shall take active interest in both of
these industries and if there appear to be things existing there
not in the public interest I shall go
directly into them and assist the
Commission in such way as I can
in their correction."
No Secrets at FCC
In reply to inquiries on license
fees to be assessed against stations, Mr. McNinch declared the
statute absolutely forbids the Commission from doing this. He added,
however, that if the Commission
had late
thethe earnings
authority by"itregulating
would reguthe
Mr. McNinch said he had no
charges."
views on assessment of license fees
to defray the cost of federal administration of radio and of carriers subject to its jurisdiction. He
said he had not "thought that
through" and that he had not
formed any opinion on any sort of
tax for broadcasters. On this
whole subject, he said that he
hoped that by the next session of
Congress he would know more
about the situation than now. Declaring he hadwere
"tentative
he said these
held in views,"
reserve
until he knew more about the situation and exchanged views with
his colleagues.
"My work has been in the electric power field,"myhe work
declared.
"I
am approaching
with an
open mind, desiring to hear and
receive impressions and views of
others who may be able to help
There will be "no secrets" while
he is chairman, Mr. McNinch said.
me."
IN MONTANA

WE

Series Audience
AN AVERAGE OF one out
of every four radio homes
listened each day to the
World Series broadcasts from
Wednesday, Oct. 6, through
Saturday, Oct. 9, according
to a study made by the Cooperative Analysis of Broadcasting. The high figure was
27% for Wednesday and Saturday, with a drop to 20%
on Friday. In the 1935 Detroit-Chicago Series, the average size of the audience for
four
32%. week-days was about
He added he held to the doctrine
of Thomas Jefferson that when a
man accepts a public trust he
should consider himself "public
"I am not here to do anything
for
he said. as"Iappear
shall
property."
make anybody,"
such investigations
to be necessary to enable me to ascertain what may have been done,
but which may not be beyond the
power of correction. I am not going to spend my time in graveyards, listening to ghosts. I have
a real job as I view it. I face the
future but I shall not neglect the
past if it appears to me that the
past may be a lamp to guide my
feet. There will be no covering up
of anything by me. I care not how
high or how low it goes. I would
not have accepted the job had I
not been given a completely free
hand to do what I think is right.
My judgment and my conscience
are going to be my only guides. As
a member of an independent Commission, created by the Congress,
I gladly recognize my responsibility to the Congress. Beyond that
I have no boss except the public.
I have been serving that public for
some years and, if you know anything about my course on the Power Commission, you may guess fairly accurately what my course here

may be."
BRAND
CATTLE,

SO

Mr. McNinch said he would
make some investigations of his
own about the Commission but that
these would not be anything "spectacular or formal." As to a Congressional investigation, he said
that is a matter for Congress to
determine rather than the Commission. He declared he did not have
in mind any immediate changes in
personnel, and when asked regarding his statement that nothing
would
up,"that
asserted
that hebedid"covered
not know
there
has been anything at the FCC
"that would not stand the white
light of publicity if the facts were
known." But he added:
"However, I think all of us are
familiar with the saying that
where there is a lot of smoke at
least there may be a little fire.
And I am a Bible reader, incithe greatest
of the
literaturedentally,
on earth.
And piece
one of
things I recall that the Great
Preacher in Proverbs said, is:
Where there is no wood the fire
ffoeth out; where there is no talebearer the strife ceaseth." I shall
not put any wood on the fire. I
shall try to dissuade any other who
might be so inclined, for if there
has been any fire, let's put it out."
Regarding
procedure
on transfers of licenses,
Mr. McNinch
said
he did not know what the present
procedure is but that he would not
suggest any delay which would
"visit
injustice
upon
At the
outset of
the anyone."
initial press
conference, Mr. McNinch made
public a letter from President
Roosevelt dated Sept. 17 — ^three
days before the Power Commission
chairman first announced he would
join the FCC. Addressed to "My
dear Frank," the President expressed the hope and belief that
Mr. McNinch's new associates
would give him the necessary support and cooperation.
Letter From Mr. Roosevelt
The :President's letter read as
follows
"As mentyou
go to your
assignas Chairman
of new
the Federal
(Continued on page 85)
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Votes
NAB
Paid President to
Selected by
Committee
(Continued From Page 12)
of collecting all legal data pertaining
to broadcasting and copyright, transcripts of testimony on state and federal bills, briefs, etc., and become a
central depositary for all legal information on the subject of broadcasting.
"4. Economics. This division would
collect and make available all statistical information such as the business
index ; cooperate
the commercial committeeclosely
of thewith
Association,
and through that committee with statistical departments of other Associations such as the ANA and AAAA,
collect and publish information on
sales, rates, sales costs, standardization of contracts and rate cards, and
such other services as may be assigned
to it from time to time.
"5. Information
and Library.
This
division
would collect
all available
publications on the subject of broadcasting with a view that the National
Association of Broadcasters will possess the most complete library of radio information in the United States.
It would also have charge of preparing publicity releases and would assist in the preparation of bulletins. It
would invite inquiries from the Congress, State Legislators, educational
institutions, students, speakers, and the
general public on the general subject
of broadcasting.
"At ablethe
outset it
advis-of
to combine
twomayor bemore
these divisions into one, or it may
be found advisable to create additional divisions. It should be kept
in mind that the purpose of getting
such divisions started at this time
is to provide an efficient and experienced staff which will actually
be in existence and functioning at
the time of the regular meeting.
In other words, these divisions, organized and staffed, and familiar
with the administrative work of
the Association and its standing
committees, would constitute a
necessary framework upon which
the superstructure of the association would be erected.
"It should be made clear that
these divisions are administrative
or working divisions, concerned
with routine and not with policymaking matters. To meet such
needs as may be raised by important specific questions of policy,
provision should be made to give
the officers and directors of the Association authority to retain expert
legal, engineering and other counsel, from time to time. For example, in a tax matter, the board
should have authority to consult
the best tax expert in the country;
on copyright matters, the best
copyright expert, etc. The Board,
acting in conjunction with the legislative committee, should have
power to appoint the best possible
legislative counsel to deal with
specific legislative proposals. These
appointments may be temporary or
permanent, depending upon the requirements of the specific task to
be performed."
Bureau of Copyrights
Separation of the NAB Bureau
of Copyrights from the NAB, so
that it must function on its own,
was ordered by the special convention as part of the Craig resolution. This Bureau, which was
created to build up a library of
public domain music, transcribed,
with the objective of tiding the

Sweeping

Reorganization

Be

Page 82
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BACK AGAIN — Because the NAB convention this time was open to all,
Dr. Leon Levy (left) and his brother Isaac D. Levy (second from left)
attended despite the withdrawal of their WCAU from the NAB at the
Chicago convention two years ago. Here they are shown by our cameraman in earnest confab with Stanley Hubbard, KSTP (with pipe), who
urged them to rejoin in a speech, and Benedict Gimbel Jr., WIP.
industry over in the event of another ASCAP crisis, has been one
of the main projects of Mr. Baldwin. Thus far, 20 hours of music
have been transcribed, with the library offered to station members
on a cost basis, and with a goal
of 100 hours. Some $50,000 of NAB
funds, it was disclosed, have been
invested in this project up to this
time.
The specific action was that the
Bureau be divorced from the Association and be required to function
henceforth as a separate and private business enterprise, the Association, however, to continue stock
ownership in it to the extent of control and with the Board authorized
by majority vote from time to time
to appropriate funds of the NAB
for
further
support
to the
extent
that "but
a realonly
needif and
for
such supnort develops and upon a
clear showing by the Bureau of the
nature and extent of such need."
In explaining this proposal prior
to its adoption, Mr. Craig said
that while the NAB Bureau is a
separate corporation, it nevertheless functions at the NAB headquarters in Washington and makes
use of the NAB personnel, finances
and facilities.
"There is now a widespread feeling among the members," he said,
"that ceedthe
ready
on its Bureau
own feetisand
that toit prowill
make better progress as an independent organization; in other
words, that the period during
which the Association willingly
gave liberal support to the Bureau is now over, and that with its
present public domain library and
transcribed selections, the Bureau
will go forward more rapidly if it
must look to its own work to produce revenue to meet its expenses
instead of being dependent upon
the Association for such revenue.
These members believe that the
funds of the Association must
henceforth be devoted to the general work of the Association and
cannot be further diverted to the
purpose of the Bureau.
"In order that the benefit of the
pioneering work heretofore done
may not be lost, it is hoped that
the Bureau will devote more ef-
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fort to a vigorous promotion and
sales program for the service which
the Bureau has to offer. Members
of the Association are urged to support it by purchase of the library
as insurance against future withdrawals of licenses by any licensing organization. To meet the case
where a real need develops at any
time in the future for support of
the Bureau by the Association, it is
suggested that the Board of Directors be given authority to appropriate funds for this purpose, but
only upon a clear showing by the
Bureau as to the nature and extent of this need."
Reorganization Plans
Regarding the functions of the Reorganization Committee, Mr. Craig
pointed out that at the special
meeting it was impossible to develop a detailed plan for the future. He said that many valuable
plans for reorganization of the
NAB have been advanced, and
some of these had been considered
by the board and other groups. He
added:
"The purpose of the proposed
Committee of Five is to give
thought and study to these suggestions, weigh them in the light of
the needs of the industry, set up
the objectives to be achieved, and
recommend the necessary changes
in the constitution and by-laws of
the organization to permit achievement of these objectives.
"Conceivably, this committee
would give thought and study to
such suggestions as the employment of a president who might be
compensated for his services and
recommend such changes in the
basic law of the Association which
would define the scope of his authority and his duties. It is hoped
and expected that it would adopt
policies so sound in principle that
each and every unit of this industry, from the largest networks to
the smallest part time station
would be proud of its membership
in the organization, and that provision would be made to make such
policies effective by binding each
member to adhere strictly to them.
If it is the will of the industry
to appoint and compensate such a
BROADCASTING

leader,
then each member should \
ship.
bind himself to follow his leader- j
"These are merely illustrations.
Many more must be considered. .
But it would be the duty of this ,
committee to draft a report, com- ■.
plete in detail, place a copy of it
in the hands of each member at
least 60 days in advance of the
date for the next meeting and invite criticism of the recommendations contained in the report. The
committee would then be expected
to redraft its report in the light of
the suggestions and criticisms of
the members and send copies of
such revised report to each and
every member at least 30 days in,
advance of the meeting in order
that each member may come to the
meeting prepared to act formally
and finally upon the report. The
report in its finished form should
contain estimates of cost and if further increases in dues payments
are necessary, the necessaryi ;
changes in the by-laws should bej a
recommended. The report should?
be complete in detail, the recommendations definite, and there
should be included therewith, drafts
of all amendments to the constitution and by-laws required to give
effect to the recommendations.
Through the work of this Commit-,
tee, the regular meeting of the!
membership would be in position
to take definite and decisive ac- '
tion upon the program for the f u- '
ture development of the Associa- j
tion. To complete the task expected*'
of it, the Committee of Five willlfc
necessarily need the assistance ofw
personnel, including a secretary,*
and will have other expenses. They
Board of Directors should, there- ■
fore, have authority to meet these ■«■Another resolution adopted, of-»'
fered by Harold V. Hough, gen-»:
eral
manager of W B A P, For tffc
expenses."
Worth, advocates a new policy oniWpublication of industry business^
statistics. To follow the procedure^!
of newspapers and other printedw
media, the policy is that the indus-iS;
try release such statistics in termsw
of unit hours, instead of gross*
dollars. The networks, under thew
resolutions, will be asked to adopt
this procedure, through a committee to be designated by President'
Elmer
call on them.
. [The text''
of this toresolution
is published
on'

the opposite page.]
Congressional Investigation Two resolutions dealing with proposed Congressional investigations j
of the broadcasting industry and
of the FCC, presented to the mem-,
bership, were referred to the Board;
for study. One, offered by Mr.;
Craney, proposed that the NAB go
on record as favoring such an in-:
quiry, and the other offered by
Lloyd C. Thomas, WROK, Rockford, 111., proposed cooperation with
Congress and with other Federalj
agencies on the theory that such;;
an investigation would be helpful
to the industry. The Resolutions
Committee, headed by Joseph 0.
Maland, dations
WHO,
no recommenon the made
resolution.
The morning session Oct. 12 was
devoid of pyrotechnics. It was:
opened by President Elmer with a j
plea for frank expressions by those j;
in attendance because the industry ij
is confronted with the greatest in
problems in its history. He urged, ij
that internal strife be avoided and si;
• Broadcast
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1 that the best practical steps be
[ itaken toward solution of the prob' ms. The history of the AFM sit.ition from the NAB standpoint,
. as recounted by Mr. Elmer.
Speaking for IRNA,
Mr. Eth'■ dge told of the reasons for the
nniation of the group. He urged
nity. He advocated an NAB strong
enough to give to the industry the
neasure of protection to which it
is entitled, and which other trade
associations give their industries.
[Details of his explanation of the
IRNA-AFM
negotiations will be
I'jund on Page 13.]
r' , Declaring he had no illusions
' ijabout the agreement, Mr. Ethridge
^paid there was no feeling on the
^ Ipart of the IRNA negotiation comthattheitAFM
was demands
a "good "arbideal."
«j ifcaittee
ifae called

John A. Kennedy, operator of
WCHS, Charleston, WPAR, Parkersburg and WLBK, Clarksburg,
W. Va., said he too had withdrawn
from the NAB because he failed to
see any advantages to it, but that
he intended to apply for membershipcrete"as issoon
done. as something "conMr. Shepard, who previously had
withdrawn three of his four stations from NAB membership, declared he would apply for reinstatement of WNAC, Boston;
WEAN, Providence, and WICC,
Bridgeport. Others that have withdrawn in recent months indicated
their intention of returning to the
fold.
Advises Naming of Counsel

Campbell Arnoux, WTAR, Norfolk,
the second
day's session bystarted
expressing
apprehension
over the Craig resolution, not beione. "I resent as much as anybody
cause of lack of sympathy for the
being black-jacked and looted, and plan but
because he felt there was
that is what it does," he declared. too long a lapse of time for acThe IRNA group, Mr. Ethridge
complishment of the reorganizacontinued, desires to go along with
tion. He urged appointment of
the NAB as part and parcel of it,
at once to cope with existprovided it is reorganized to afford counsel situations.
He was followed by
^stations that degree of protection Mr. ing
Hubbard, who had pressed the
deemed necessary. "I hope it will
the second
day's sesit be necessary to set up an or- motionsion.for
He declared
he understood
^nization designed for our own
many stations intended to resign
. otection," he said. IRNA will from the Association because they
• ntinue as a temporary organiza- were dissatisfied with the lack of
>n for the present, he added, un- initiative of the management.
it can determine whether the
defense of his plan, Mr. Craig
AB will give it the necessary pro- saidIn there
were two alternatives on
-••ction.
reorganization — one as he had outThen the Excitement
lined it, and the other to destroy
> J It was at the afternoon session the NAB at the meeting and start
» pet. 12 that the fireworks began, all over. The constructive thing,
he said, was to build on the present
ii ft was opened with the reorganiza- framework.
This, he declared, is
'"^on
and the prompt ac- the only practical, sensible proion resolution,
on it.
gram to follow.
A barrage of questions on the
Then in succession, H. K. Careffect of the IRNA negotiations
penter, general manager of WHK
J p o n contractual arrangements
vvhich might be worked out by non- and WCLE, Lloyd Thomas of
WROK,
Earl Glade of KSL, Salt
letworks independents consumed
Lake City, Cecil Mastin of WNBF,
iiost of the session, with many
Binghamton, Mr. Ethridge, Mr.
smaller stations participating.
Rosenbaum, and others spoke in
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, WFIL,
Philadelphia, newly designated support of quick action, but along
:hairman of the IRNA negotiating the lines of the Craig resolution.
:ommittee, along with Mr. Eth- Subsequently, the modification was
upon motion of Mr. Elias.
•idge, supplied most of the ans- effected
In this discussion it was empha>vers. John J. Gillin Jr., WOW,
sized again and again by speakers
Dmaha, NAB first vice-president
that the reorganization could not
md also a member of the IRNA
be
effected
overnight; that it takes
■ommittee, presided. Criticism of
:he NAB for its failui-e to handle time to select the proper personnel, but that the time element is
:he AFM negotiations for the iniustry as a whole permeated the important; and that the reorganization should be undertaken with
=cussions.
On motion of Edgar T. Bell, sec- greatest possible dispatch. Because
the next regular convention cannot,
-ctary-treasurer of the Oklahoma
Publishing Co., and of its stations under the by-laws, be held in the
WKY, Oklahoma City, KLZ, Den- calendar year 1937, it will be necessary to hold the session after the
ver, and KVOR, Colorado Springs,
the convention gave the IRNA ne- first of the^year.
A proposal by Paul W. Morency,
tiating committee a rising vote
thanks for its arduous labors general manager of WTIC, Hartford, who a decade ago was field
.uring the last several months.
The first day's session came to director of the NAB, that the board
; a rather dramatic close when Mr. be not permitted to advance further funds to the NAB Bureau of
/ Levy took the rostrum upon sugCopyrights until such time as the
gestion of Stanley Hubbard, KSTP,
St. Paul. Mr. Levy said he walked
reorganization is completed, elicited considerable debate which had
3ut of the NAB two years ago bethe effect of airing the entire sitcause he never regarded the NAB
uation.
as a "charitable organization" and
After this discussion, in which
because
he had never gotten anyithing out of it. He alluded to the Mr. Baldwin participated, Mr. MoA.SCAP difficulties current at that
rency withdrew his motion, declar:ime and compared them to the
ing the debate and explanations
current musicians' controversy. He had served his purpose. Mr. Bald;aid he regarded the IRNA arwin had explained that the public
■angements as favorable under the domain library has entailed an excircumstances. Unions today, he
penditure of $50,000 up to this
5aid, have a hold on America
time in research and personnel and
lave never had before. As forthey
his in arranging, recording and pressing transcriptions. Some 56 stations
■eentry into the NAB, he said he
.vould not rejoin until it had "done have subscribed to the initial 20
hours at $10 per hour. He said
iomething constructive".
■' r.-ary, high-handed and black-jackaddedthat
the could
commit-be
eg;."didButthehe best
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of the broadcasting industry, particularly, in relation of the receipts to
the stations.
Whereas, the published revenue,
as submitted to the public by the
agencies, stations and chains, does
not show that portion being actually
received by the stations, but makes
a misleading analysis, as no account
is published of the percentage going
to the stations,
missions, or the percentage
percentage for
for comline
charges, which is misleading to the
public,
the
FCC
and
the
advertisers.
Therefore be it resolved That
it is the wish of the NAB that the
standard yard stick of measurement
on broadcast business, in the future,
be computed and published in the
terms of unit hours instead of gross
Be it further resolved That the
dollai-s.
NAB urge
agencies, member
tions andall
nonmember
stations sta-to
adopt the policy of presentation of
unit hours, instead of gross dollars.
And be it further resolved That
a request be made to NBC, CBS Mutual, and any other chain, to use the
practice of presenting any volume in
phrases of unit hours instead of gross
dollars.
Be it further resolved That the
president of the NAB appoint a committee to confer with the Chain management and to present to them the
views of the NAB.

Sought by Hough
Offers Resolution to Change
Present Sales Yardstick
PUBLICATION of broadcasting industry business statistics in terms
of "unit hours" of time sold, instead of gross dollars, to avoid misunderstanding and confusion, and
also to parallel the methods employed in the published media
which use agate lines as their statistical factor was endorsed by the
special convention of the NAB in
New York Oct. 12. A resolution to
this end offered by Harold V.
Hough, general manager of WBAP,
Fort Worth, and treasurer of the
NAB, was adopted by unanimous
vote.
The resolution follows in full
text:
Whereas, it has been the custom
of agencies, broadcasting stations,
and the management of the chains
to
term losses
"dollars"
referringof
to use
gainsthe and
and inamount
broadcasting business ; and Whereas,
this method does not present a true,
fair, accurate picture of the business
about 1,500 selections have been
cleared as in the public domain,
Canadian Observer
and that arrangements are ready
on 50 hours for recording, or 30 CANADIAN broadcasters were
more than now are on wax.
represented at the NAB Special
Convention by Harry Sedgwick,
Mr. Hough, as NAB treasurer,
declared that, while he was per- general manager of CFRB, Tosonally opposed to spending addironto, and president of the Cational NAB funds on the library
Broadcasters' Association.
and felt that the service should pay As head nadian
of this group, Mr. Sedgits own way through subscription,
wick has actively assisted in the
the $50,000 already invested should negotiations between Canadian
not be frozen, and that if small ad- broadcasters and music organizaditional sums are necessary to retions in that country. He was prescord music already cleared, it
ent at the NAB gathering as an
should be advanced.
observer.

-in

Carol

the

inas

Judging by results, there's magic
in the low frequency broadcasting of WIS-WPTF— the Carolina
Combination . . . Covering the
rich cotton-tobacco areas of the
two Carolinas, these twin stations
assure maximum results for a

Major R. E. Zultz

single low rate.
The

Carolina

COMBINATION
WIS
COLUMBIA, S. C.
5000 WATTS, NBC

WPTF
RALEIGH, N. C.
5000 WATTS, NBC

Represented by Free & Peters. Inc.

October

Sold at one low rate-
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Libel Suit Dismissed
SUIT for damages brought by
Paul Locke, a script writer, against
Floyd Gibbons, was dismissed by
Justice Pecora in New York Supreme Court on grounds of defective complaint and insufficient allegations. Locke charged that on Jan.
28
Gibbons,
using Locke's
for
a network broadcast
fromscript
WLW,
Cincinnati, altered and colored the
material so that Locke's reputation
was damaged. Subject matter was
the flood in the Ohio Valley. The
broadcast was one of Gibbons' series for Colgate-Palmolive-Peet Co.,
Jersey City, N. J., in the interests
of Colgate Dental Powder and
Rapid Shave Cream. Agency in
charge was Benton & Bowles Inc.,
New York.

PROJECTED
TELEVISION — It
looked like this from back-stage
Oct. 14 as RCA television was
shown on a screen 3x4 feet in NBC
television studios before members
of the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers. An hour's revue involving eight scene shifts was shown.
RCA's new Kinescope projection
tube was demonstrated for the first
time. At right is the tube in profile
with the cover laid back.
REGGIE SCHUEBEL, radio time
buyer, the Blow Co., New York, is
out of town on one of her frequent
Bulova trips, conferring with station
managers. She will be gone a month.

^^^^■ f-^A'y^-'

4--i^V3^-vV-.

KFH

Means

Busmessl

To prepare the way for volume sales of
your product in South-Central Kansas and
Northern Oklahoma, point your sales message to the 792,230 radio fans, in the primary area of KFH, who like and prefer
Radio Station KFH, in Wichita, Kansas.

Thrift Drive Planned
THRIFT & SECURITY Foundation, New York, held a meeting at
the Hotel Commodore, New York,
Oct. 13, to raise an advertising
fund of $1,000,000. Eugene P.
Thomas, president. National Foreign Trade Council, spoke. If present plans materialize, much of the
appropriation
be spent thrift
for ra-in
dio advertising,will
promoting
time as well as money in an effort
to avert a possible recurrence of
the stock market crash. Officers are
Herbert N. Fell, executive secretary, and John W. Ticknor, vicepresident.
The Foundation believes Detroit
should be the focal point for its
thrift campaign, because of the
large numbers
of middle-class peo"This
ple in the
area and working in the
automotive industries. The account
is being solicited by at least one
unnamed Detroit advertising
agency.

i
WBNS
"This Columbus,
Ohio
is

Our

Representative . . .
JOHN BLAIR
'Ask John
^ T
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Shown

On

Screen]

Large

To Film Engineers
RCA Stages Hour Revue to
Demonstrate Its Progress
TELEVISION projected in blac?
and white on a screen 3x4 feet wa;
demonstrated on a practical basl:
for the first time Oct. 14 whei
RCA staged an hour revue befor<
the Society of Motion Picture En
gineers. A new Kinescope projec
tion tube of intense brilliance war
given its first demonstration out
side the laboratory.
David Sarnoff, RCA president
in presenting the revue, describee
progress attained since televisioi
was first brought out of the RC/
laboratory
by
week andJune
month29,by1936.
month"Wee!
tele
vision progress has seemed slov
and"Where
difficult,"
he ago
said. each separate
a year
image was scanned with 343 lines

UNIVERSAL PORTABLE
RECORDING MACHINE

Preclsloned machined. Rugged. Compagt.
Records In either direction at 33 1/3 or
78 RPM. 90, 110 or 130 lines per Inch.
1 10 volts AC. Leatherette carrying case.
Five models of recorders.
Reeordlns Division
Universal Microphone Co. Ltd.
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood, California

Television

& CO.

^
he knows"
BROADCASTING

today During
we are the
scanning
lines.
past with
year 44'
th<
color of television pictures has beei
changed from green to black-and
white,
and their brilliance greatl:':
increased.
"The size of the picture has beer
increased
inches to from
7x10 — approximately
almost double 5x.'
th
area. In addition, important prog
ress has been made in projectini
television pictures of approximate
ly 3x4 feet onto a screen.
New Studio Technique
"New techniques for the writei
the director, and the actor are be
ing explored. Practical experiment
with outside television pick-u
equipment will get under way with
in the next few weeks.
"If television programs are to b
provided through the support
commercial sponsors, advertiser
must first be furnished with suffici
ent circulation to justify their en
penditures. Here we have the du£
problem of simultaneously creatin
a cause and an effect; we muE
create large audiences in order t
support costly programs, and w
must build costly programs in oi ■
der to attract large audiences.
"To meet the requirements of
nationwide television service, vas
sums of money must be invested i
new facilities. The present rang^
of useful television signals is les^j
than 50 miles. The creation of eve
limited networks, with connectio
by coaxial cable or radio relay, i
a "We
highlycan,expensive
I believe,undertaking.
look forwar '
to the ultimate establishment of a
American television system, whicl
like our present system of sous
broadcasting, will employ maw
thousands of workers, will offer
unique advertising service to Ame:
ican business, and will render
free educational and entertainmei
The projection Kinescope, dt
veloped by Dr. Vladimir K. Zwor;
kin, W. H. Painter and Dr. R. 1
Law,
is designed to produce a clei
service."
image 18x24 inches. The demoi
stration consisted of both motio
picture film and live entertainmen j
It included two dramatic sketchd
written for television, harp solos li
Margaret Brill, a comedy skit tj
Herman and Banta and a new
reel. The show was picked up I
Iconoscope cameras in the NB
studios at Radio City, relayed I
coaxial cable to the transmitter i
the Empire State Tower, and I
air to the RCA Bldg.
• Broadcast
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^IcNinch

Retain;^

Staff
of FPC
^wo
'"'4'. J. Dempsey Named to Be
-c j.egal Adviser to Chairman
^'ITH
chair-1,
.nshiphis ofassumption
the FCC ofontheOct.
ank R. McNinch had transferred
that agency two of his assistants
the Federal Power Commission
er which he had presided since
33. They are William J. Demp_v, assistant general counsel of
he FPC, and Miss Julia Josephs,
lir.
personal secretary.
On McNinch's
Oct. 15, Chairman
McNinch
-'.nounced that John J. Murray, of
ston, had been retained as spe.1 counsel to the chairman for a
- w months. Formerly chairman of
::e Massachusetts Public Utilities
.%*mmission, of the Massachusetts
- Soard of Tax Appeals, and enin other
stateis utilities
ivities, ragedMr.
Murray
expected acto
Jevote his time largely to FCC
i*lephone matters. He was also pro''essor
law and eco,]aomics ofatpublic
Bostonutility
University.
[ Mr. Dempsey, who is 31, has
oeen named special counsel of the
?CC assigned to the chairman's
.^.iflBce. It is presumed that he will
oe legal adviser to Mr. McNinch
^_^.»n all FCC matters. He joined the
^^Power Commission in May, 1937,
^Vts assistant general counsel after
laving been identified with litiga" Administration
:ion involving the
Works
for Public
Administrator
Harold Ickes, Secretary of the Inerior. He is still special counsel
those PWA cases now in litiga. ■n.
Chairman
McNinch
holds Mr.
Dempsey in high esteem and regards him as an expert on public
itilities law. He occupies an office
the chairman's suite, rather than
the Law Department.
A legal resident of Santa Fe, N.
M., Mr. Dempsey was born in New
Vjrk, where he attended grammar
nool. He resided in Oklahoma
:y during his high school years,
d matriculated at Georgetown
.iversity, Washington, in 1927.
L.e then attended Georgetown Law
■^-hool at night, and taught matheatics and physics at the univery during the day. Receiving his
v degree in 1931, Mr. Dempsey,
■vever, was admitted to the Disct of Columbia bar the precedr.g year. He was admitted to the
New York bar in 1931, and joined
legal staff of the BMT Corp.,
e
i;h
subway operators, handling utilities litigation and trial work.
In 1933, Mr. Dempsey joined
PWA and was associated with
-.iiJerome Frank, special counsel haniipdling power litigation. He resigned
: , nis Power Commission legal post
s-.as of Oct. 1, upon his assumption
: I of duties at the FCC. Mr. Dempei-=3ey is married and has three chiliren, five years, two years and six
nths of age.
Miss Josephs is a native of Char:e and served as secretary for
McNinch at the Power Com..ssion during the last two years.
Prior to that assignment she was
1 secretary in a Charlotte law
irm. She attended school in Charotte.
THE FIRST broadcaster to interriew Frank R. McNinch, new FCC
j±airman, was Alfred J. McCosker,
Dresident of WOR and chairman of
±6 board of Mutual Broadcasting
system. Following his visit Oct. 7.
Mr. McCosker said he had a most
pleasant talk.

i BROADCASTING

No FCC Divisions
(Contimied from page 81)
Communications Commission, I
want you to know that I am confident you will render an important
public service in a field which so
\itally affects the public welfare.
I am sure your colleagues and the
public will expect and welcome
from you aggressive and fearless
leadership with fairness to all interests concerned. I hope and believe you will have the necessary
support and cooperation of your
associates and the staff, and you
are assured of any help I can properly give you.
"I regard it as of prime imporyou assist the Commissiontancein that
formulating policies and
principles of action and procedure.
After any Commission may have
had sufficient experience to enable
it to do so, the public and all who
may have business with such
agency should be advised as to
principles and policies by which the
Commission will be guided. In this
way all who are concerned may be
able to anticipate a reasonably consistent course of action.
"I earnestly hope you may be
able to complete your assignment
within a few months so that you
may return to your post as Chairman of the Federal Power ComIn opening his press conference,
mission."
Mr.
McNinch stated the reception
given him by members of the FCC
could not have been more sincere
if they, instead of the President,
had selected him as chairman.
He said he would "need and shall
count heavily" upon the support of
his colleagues for without it "my
efforts would be futile." "With the
support of the Commission and as
one of the seven members thereof,
acting in harmony, I am confident
we shall be able to do some constructive things in the public inOn Oct. 1, Mr. McNinch took
terest."
his
oath of office at noon in his offices in Room 6111, New Post Office Bldg. Present were members
of the FCC and of the Power Commission. Afterward he was host to
the members of both Commissions
at a luncheon. That morning the
staff of the Power Commission bade
him farewell at an assembly at
which they paid tribute to the man
who served seven years on that
agency and who has been its chairman during the last four.
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Kennison Buys WRDO
TRANSFER of WRDO Inc., operating WRDO, local outlet in Augusta, Me., to Conrad E. Kennison,
its manager, is sought in an application filed with the FCC. The
station is now wholly owned by
Henry E. Rines, who also is head
of the companies operating WCSH,
Portland, Me., and WFEA, Manchester, N. H.
APPOINTMENT of George Lasker
as manag-er of WPEN-WRAX,
Philadelphia, was announced Oct.
1 by John Iraci, new owner of the
stations, which recently were combined to form a full-time outlet.
He succeeds Charles Stahl, manager under the former ownership.
Mr. Lasker has been identified with
the sales departments of both
WPEN and WFAB, New York.

Where

to /Ae WORLD

MODERN
WASHINGTON'S
HOTEL

Broadcasters

Meet

In

National

The

Capital

Rates No Higher Than At
Less Finely Appointed Hotels
Single Rooms from $4
Double Rooms from $6
All with bath, of course
THE
MAYFLOWER
WASHINGTON,
D. C.
R. L. POLLIO,

Manager

PRE-AMPLIFIERS
AND

MAIN

AMPLIFIERS

easily removable
tion plates.

inspec-

Technical data sent on request.

NEWS

COVERAGE

UNITED

HOST

are built for stations who
use the best equipment
obtainable. Their design
includes every desirable
electrical feature, complete
metering, tube access
doors, modern styling,

(UP)
THE

WLS Seeks Transmitter
WLS, Chicago, on Oct. 15 filed
with the FCC an application for
authority
to install
own 50,000watt
transmitter
nearits Tinley
Park,
about 25 miles from the Chicago
Loop. The application specifies an
RCA transmitter with a 586-foot
vertical tower. The installation, including land and equipment, would
involve an expenditure of $200,000.
The station now shares time with
WENR, Chicago NBC-owned outlet, and during the last six years
has used the WENR transmitter
on a rental basis. Burridge D. Butler,
declared
WLS desires topresident,
install its
own transmitter
to keep abreast of most modern developments inradio technique, and
to improve its signal in its present
area as well as to extend its service to listeners outside the present
WLS area.

COLLIIS
RADIO
COMPANY
CEDAR RAPIDS IOWA
NEW YORK, N. Y : 11 WEST 42 STREET
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Chicago Unions Merge
THE Chicago Federation of Musicians has absorbed two other
Chicago musicians' unions — the
American Musicians' Union and
the Polish - American Musicians'
Union. James C. Petrillo, president
of the CFM, was especially interested in taking over the American
Musician's Union as the latter organization had been negotiating
with the CIO. With the amalgamation, Mr. Petrillo's union now numbers 10,524 as there were 1,840
AMU members and 682 PolishAmerican members.

Warns
of Danger in Contract
Changes in Agreemen
(Continued from Page 14)
With Musicians Urger
Another addition to the contract
the increase paid by each member
station, amounting roughly to 16%. requested by the network affiliates By Northwest Station;
Stations already expending their is an arbitration clause customary
FIFTEEN broadcasters of Orego
allocated amounts, which will not in union agreements but never ac- and
Washington, meeting in Port
cepted by AFM, which has always
be required to employ more muOct. 2 to unite on problem
sicians, will not receive any money
insisted that disputes between lo- land
and
needs of Northwest radio op
from the networks. The amount
cals and employers of musicians
erators and also to present resolu
be referred to the AFM interna- tions
was accepted by a vote that lacked
to the NAB convention, de
tional board for final settlement.
only four of being unanimous, a
cided to make their session the nu
marked contrast to the way in A third amendment desired is a cleus of a permanent organizatio
which the group had rejected the clause prohibiting sympathy
of station men in those two state
10% offer of the networks at a strikes, to protect stations against and also in Montana and Idahc
refusal of musicians to play for
previous session.
They elected T. W. Symons Jr
programs sponsored by companies
Mr. Rosenbaum was elected
KFPY, Spokane, and KXL, Port
having
labor
troubles
or
to
parland, temporary chairman of ;
chairman of the Negotiating Comticipate in strikes of other em- meeting
to be held in Spokane som
mittee, succeeding William S.
ployes
of
the
station
or
its
parent
time in October to complete or
Hedges, whose resignation from
In IjOashingtoru
company.
The
broadcasters
also
ganization. All broadcasters in th
the Committee followed his resigfor the four weeks' notice in four states have been invited.
nation from his position with ask
case of discharge provision to be
WLW. The 24-point trade agreeThe Oct.W.2 session
called an'b'
changed to the prevailing notice
Charles
Myers, wasKOIN
ment which the Committee had ne- period
in each particular locality, KALE,
Portland,
and
Mr.
Symons
gotiated with the AFM committee
usually two weeks.
Mr. Myers was elected chairman o
was approved with certain specific
A catch-all amendment, provid- the meeting, with Harvey Bensor
amendments which the committee
for clarification of certain
attorney for KOIN and KALE
was instructed to attempt to se- vagueing phrases
and the assurance
sei'ving as secretary. The meetin;
cure at further meetings with the
ended with a luncheon after th
that each statement in the agreeAFM board.
ment be worded to make its in- broadcasters had drawn up a se
Contract Inviolability
tended meaning legally sound, was
of resolutions to be placed befor
NAB and the negotiating com
Chief amendment, on which the also voted. This task will undoubt- , the
mittee of the Independent Radi
edly fall to Sol Rosenblatt, former
committee was instructed to insist
Network
Affiliates. Among othe
deputy administrator and
at all costs, is the recognition of NRA
counsel
for
Transamerican
and
for
things,
these
resolutions asked:
the inviolability of all existing
1. That the IRNA committee exac
CBS in certain labor matters, who
contracts. While this might appear
an
agreement
from AFM eliminatin
by the IRNA negoto be robbing the union of its chief was retained
all stations which have a potenti
tiating
committee
for
aid
of
this
means of forcing its demands, it kind.
market value indicated by a maximui
Consistent with the atmosreally will not have this effect due
card rate
per quarter-hour
less,
from ofall$15implied
obligation ot
Meets AFM on Oct. 18
to the method under which the new
phere oFa distinctive location,
contracts between affiliate stations
musicians.
the luxurious comfort, digniThe committee will meet again employ
2. That
the agreement with AFJ
and their local unions, of which
with the AFM board Oct. 18 to be modified to allow the musical d
fied service, and superior cuithis trade agreement will be a settle these differences, following
rector
of
the
individual station to li
sine of the Hay-Adams House
standard part, are to be handled.
which contracts will be sent out judge of a man's competency for hi
blend into an environment that
When each station signs its conto stations and locals. As it is work,
and that
four weeks'
notic
requirement
for thechange
of personnc
tract, it will send it to the comparallels the tastes of discrimipractically impossible for new
be
changed
to
the
generally
accepte
mittee,
the
local
union
at
the
same
nating travellers. Hay-Adams
and retime sending its signed copy to the contractsturnedtowithinbe 12negotiated
rates make any other choice
That anotice.
joint committee be ai
days, it is prob- two3. weeks'
AFM
headquarters.
When
the
time
able that the deadline which is pointed consisting of AFM member
a poor economy.
limit has been reached the comand
members
of
each industry emplo;
for Nov. 1 will be extendmittee and the AFM board will now ed tosetNov.
ing musicians to make a thorough
15.
meet and unless the number of
vestigation of the unemployment
While the IRNA committee was
musicians and make recommendatioi
contracts is satisfactory to the
for their reemployment by industri<
working out its trade agreement
board the deal ends there, with
DOUBLE
most responsible for abnormal unei
none of the new contracts being with the union, NBC and CBS
put into effect. If the number is were likewise negotiating agree4. Endorsed the formation of gee
ments for their key stations, which
ployment. technical, industrial and othei
satisfactory the groups will exgraphic,
were
finally
settled
on
a
basis
of
HAY-ADAMS HOUSE
change contracts and will send to
such groups within the NAB so tha
SIXTEENTH AT H STREET
the stations those signed by their an increased expenditure of $60.- a united front may be preserved i;'
the
solution of questions of genera
local unions and to the locals those
000 annually for each network
Opposite the White House
Overlooking Lafayette Park
originating station in New York, interest to the radio industry.
signed by the stations, consummatChicago and Los Angeles. Details
ing the agreement. Contracts are
ANA Plans Convention
of the agreement are not yet availto be for a two-year period, longest
WASHINGTON, D.C.
able, as announcement is to be THE Association of National Ad
the musicians would agree to.
made by Mr. Weber, who left for vertisers will hold its 28th annua
Denver to attend the AFL conven- meeting Oct. 27-39 at Hot Springi
STELLI DESERVE
PROTECTION
tion immediately after the agree- Va. The program includes informs
ment was reached. Mutual was not discussions of various media fo]
included in these negotiations as the first two days, when sessio
its setup as a non-profit networlc will be closed. On Oct. 29 and _
which does not sell sustaining pro- the convention will be open to in
grams to affiliates puts it on a dif- vited guests and subjects of gen
ferent basis from the others.
eral advertising interest will _b
discussed, including resale pric
All factors considered, the AFM
demands are going to hit the net- maintenance and fair trade laws
Among
speakers
at closed
works rather heavily. A little in- will
be John
Benson,
AAAA session
presi
formal figuring, for instance,
shows that CBS will have an added dent; Donald S. Shaw, McCann
musical expense of $365,000 a year Erickson Inc., and M. H. Leistei
or $1,000 daily, based on $100,000 Sun Oil Co.
for owned and operated stations,
Lawes' Crime Forum
$85,000 for its share of the $200,000 contributions to the stations, OPEN Forum on Crime will b
and $180,000 for the three key held on each broadcast of Behim
New felt protected container (patent applied for) holding 12 STELLI premier acetate recording needles. stations. With more owned and Prison Bars by Warden Lewis E
managed, affiliate and key stations, Lawes of Sing Sing, who will an
WBNS, Inc., Columbus, Ohio: We are
very much pleased with your needles and
NBC will be faced with an even swer questions put to him by mem
after recording
six
fifteen
minute
transcription, the noise level is still lower
bers of the studio audience, an<
higher total increase.
than competitive needles when new. The
will select one Question received ii
quality
on
the
transcriptions
is
much
bet:angertone,inc.
the mail for dramatization eacl
ter than we have secured with other cutting needles. We shall be pleased to recMERLE H. TUCKER, who is slated week. Program is sponsored b;
Electric -Music
interested.ommend your STELLI to others who are
Wm. R. Warner Co., New York
to become manager of the new KROD,
201 Verona Ave., Newark, N. J.
John
Prentice
Kurtz,surpass
Albany,anyN. onY.:the1
El Paso, construction of which has for Sloan's Liniment, and will star
think
your
needles
market today.
been held up by litigation, is tempo- Oct. 18 on the NBC-Blue networli
rarily on the staff of KGNC, Amarillo. Agency is Cecil, Warwick & Leglei
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97%

Efficiency

COST-

the

HALF

at

in

Constructed

TIME!*

the

HALF
JOHN

E. LINGO

&

SON,

Inc.

VERTIC^,-

ADIATORS
LOWERED
COSTS
Installations already tnade have been effected at savings up to ONE-HALF over other types of Vertical
Radiators. We will be pleased to quote our complete
prices in advance — including construction, erection,
lighting, painting, foundation, etc.
RELIABILITY
For 40 years the firm of JOHN E. LINGO 8C SON,
INC., has been constructing and erecting vertical
structures. Because we ERECT our own Radiators, you
enjoy SINGLE RESPONSIBILITY on the entire job.
LINGO TUBULAR STEEL towers have been used
by the U. S. Navy Dept. since 1925 at various points
between Maine and Panama. Their uninterrupted use
in tropical storm centers is worthy testimony
Every of efficiency in construction and performance.

OPTIMUM
PERFORMANCE
Actual working and field tests have proven that
LINGO TUBE Radiators give within 3% of 100%
efficiency. The copper-bearing seamless steel tube gives
necessary and adequate ground wave to assure optimum coverage of primary area.
5-YEAR INSURANCE
We fully guarantee the efficiency of every Radiator
and completely insure it against breakage, loss or
damage for a period of 5 years at no extra cost. The
LINGO TUBE Radiator will withstand a wind velocity of 100 m.p.h. and LINGO designs are available
in light weights for erection on building roofs.

Detail Affecting Radio Efficiency Thoroughly Investigated
Through Field Tests and Approved by
Paul F.
Dr. George H.
GODLEY
BROWN
— outstanding Radio engineer-consultants.
These two men had to be convinced that
we could construct and erect this high
type of Radiator at so low a price. We
proved it to them — now we'd like to
prove it to you.
Write Today for Descriptive Folder and complete Cost Chart

John

E.

Lingo

AND
SON,
INC.
Manufacturers and Erectors of
Tubular Steel Vertical Radiators
Established 1897
CAMDEN,
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FEDERAL

Decisions

. . .
OCTOBER 5
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
KUMA,
Yuma, Ariz.— CP trans, site,
vert,
radiator.
WJBL,
Decatur, 111.— CP trans, site,
vert,
radiator.
CP.KGFI, Brownsville, Tex. — License for
WRGA, Rome. Ga.— Same.
Santa Rosa, Cal. — License for
CPKSRO,
and mod.
WFOY,
St.
Augustine, Fla.— License for
CP.
WOLS, Florence, S. C— Mod. CP extend
date.
WAAB, Boston — Mod. license re aux.
trans.
WXYZ,
programs toDetroit—
Canada. Ext. auth. transmit
WEAU, Eau Claire, Wis.— Auth. transfern control Morgan Murphy to Elizabeth
Murphy.
WBRC. Birmingham — Invol. transfer
control to D.Eloise
Marcellus
Smith H.Jr. Smith, exec, estate
WBCM,
Bay
City. Mich.—
Vol. assign,
license to Bay Brdcstg.
Co. Inc.
KATE, Albert Lea, Minn.— Mod. CP
trans, site, vert, radiator.
SET FOR HEARING— NEW, Mittelle
Franklin
Noble, Anniston, Ala. CP 1420
kc 100 w D: NEW, Cumberland Brdcstg.
Co., Fayetteville, N. C, CP 1340 kc 250
wProp.
D ; Gospel,
NEW, Young
People's Assn. for
Philadelphia,
CP
kc
1 kw unl. directional ; NEW, 1220
Odessa
Brdcstg. Co., Odessa. Tex., CP 1310
kc
100 w D; NEW, W. F. Huffman, Wisconsm
Rapids, Wis., CP 580
250 w unl
directional N; WILL, Urbana,kc 111.,
CP increase D 1 to 5 kw; WDZ, Tuscola,
CP increase D 250 w to 1 kw; WBAA, 111W.
Lafayette, Ind., CP move to near Indianapolis, new equip., increase
1 kw
5 kw D. change to unl. ; WIP, to
phia, CP new equip., increase D Philadel1
to 5
kw ; WJNO, W. Palm
Fla , CP
new trans., change 1200 Beach,
to
1330
kc,
increase 100 w 250
D to 1 kw unl. ;
WGBI, Scranton, Pa.,w mod.
license N 500
w to 1 kw; WCPO, Cincinnati, mod. license N 100 to 250 w (before Division) ;
WNBR, Memphis,
auth. trans, control
Memphis Press-Scimitar Co. ; KRGV, Wes-to
laco, Tex., auth. trans, control to O L
Taylor, Gene A. Howe, T. E. Snowden ;
WGES, Inc.
Chicago, auth. trans, control to
WSBC
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS:
WFEA, Manchester, N. H.— Granted renewal license, sustaining Seward.
KINY, Juneau, Alaska — Granted
new
equip., vert, antenna, change 1310 CP
to 1430
kc,
increase
100
to
250
w
unl., reversing
Hyde.
KLPM, Minot. N. D. — Granted CP change
equip., vert, antenna, move trans., change
1240 to 1360 kc, increase 250 w to 500 w
1 kw D, change spec, to unl., sustaining
Bramhall.
ORAL ARGUMENT SCHEDULED— Ex.
Rep. ren1-485,
KGKO ; Ex. Rep. 1-490. WarB. Worcester,
San Diego, and Ex.
Rep. 1-493, Abraham Plotkin. Chicago, and
PhUa.
Radio
Brdcstg.
Co., Philadelphia, all
on 1-6-38.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED (request
of applicants)— NEW, James F. Hurley
Jr.. Salisbury, N. C, CP 1500 kc 100 w
D: NEW. W. Va. Brdcstg. Corp.. Wheeling. CP 1310
100 w unl.; KNOW,
Austin, Tex., vol.kcassign,
license to Hearst
Radio Inc. ; WACO, Waco. Tex., vol. assign, license to Hearst Radio Inc. ; NEW,
W. Va. Brdcstg. Corp.. Charleston, W. Va.,
CP 1500 kc 100 w 250 w LS unl.; KTSA,
San Antonio,
Inc. vol. assign, license to Hearst
Radio
APPLICATIONS DENIED— NEW. Hollenbeck Heights Christian Church. Los Angeles. CP 1170 kc 100 w ltd. denied as in
default; NEW. J. F. Rodgers, Harlingen,
Tex.,
Same
w LS unl. except CP 1370 kc 100 w 250
MISCELLANEOUS— NEW, Earl Weir,
St. Petersburg, Fla., dismissed with prejudice ; petitions to intervene granted
WAVE, Colonial Brdcstg. Corp., WGVA
(Indianapolis), WWJ, WRDW, WMEX.
WCAE. Floyd A. Parton (San Jose).
Citizens Brdcstg. Corp. (Schenectady).
WJAS, Charleston Brdcstg. Co. (W. Va.),
WJBX, Madison Brdcstg. Co. (Wis.),
WCSC. Jules J. Rubens ; oral argument
cancelled in applic. W. E. Whitmore,
Hobbs, N. M., 1500 kc 100 w D; Travelers
Brdcstg. Co. granted continuance hearing ;
W. A. Barnette, Greenwood, S. C, denied
postponement hearing ; FI jyd A. Parton,

COMMUnTcVtIONS
(Broadcast Division)

COMMISSION

■OCTOBER 1 TO OCTOBER 15, INCLUSIVE"
San Jose, denied continuance hearing, also
George H. Payne, San Jose ; KSD granted
extension Ex. Rep. 1-452 ; S. L. Slover
Corp., Norfolk, granted continuance ; Fred
M. Weil granted pet. take deposition.
Grand Coulee, Wash. ; EUwood Warwick
Lippincott Inc., denied continuance applic.
Bend Bullein ; A. H. Belo Corp., Dallas,
granted waiver Rule 104.6 (b) re applic.
George B. Storer, Pontiac ; WQXR granted
oral argument applic. Ann Arbor Brdcstg.
Co. ; WDNC denied reopening applic. CP ;
J. K. Patrick & Co. petition for Commis ion to affirm Ex. Rep. 1-474 dismissed,
oral argument cancelled.
RATIFICATIONS— WWJ, Detroit, ext.
temp. auth. 5 kw N ; KGDY, Huron. S. C,
ext. temp. auth. remain silent ; WBLY,
Lima, O., applic. CP increase D power
dismissed with prejudice ; petitions to in- HIGH SPEED— This fast mobile
tervene granted George H. Payne (San
Jose), KRE, Piedmont Brdcstg. Corp., unit of WBAP, Fort Worth, is one
City of St. Paul. City of Minneapolis : of the first in the Southwest. SquatWestchester Brdcstg. Corp. granted conting by the shortwave truck are
tinuancehearing
;
on applic. J. F. Rodsrers
continued, to be heard with Valley Pub. J. B. Bridges and Frank Parrish,
Co. ; Curtis Radiocasting Corp. denied technicians, and R. C. Stinson, techmod. order take depositions ; C. Bruce Mcnical supervisor.
Connell denied change date depositions
but granted request to vacate order isDISMISSED (request
sued sitions
to Knox
Radio C.Corp.
depo- ofAPPLICATIONS
applicant) — WLAP. Lexington, Ky.,
of Dr. Wm.
Dennisto ;take
continued
oral argument on exceptions to Ex. Rep. CP 610 kc BOO w 1 kw LS.
1-387 ; KRGV granted pet. intervene.
APPLICATIONS
DENIED— O..
NEW.CP Richland Brdcstg. Co.. Mansfield.
1370
OCTOBER 12
kc 100 w D, as in default; WCOP, Boston,
denied temp. auth. specified hours.
APPLICATIONS GRANTEOl
MISCELLANEOUS—
Petition
intervene granted KGB. KLUF,
KQW,to KFH,
to WTAL,
250 w. Tallahassee. Fla.— CP increase D KANS. WMBC. WWPO Inc. ; denied Cumberland Brdcstg. Co. pet. defer decision
— CP move trans.,
newWIRE.
equip.,Indianapolis
change antenna.
applic.niedWFNC.
N. C.decision
; depostponementFayetteville.
argument and
KFGW,
Kearney.
Neb.
—
CP
move
trans.,
studio,
new
equip.,
vert,
radiator,
increase
applic.
Beaumont
Brdcstg.
Assn.,
BeauD to 250 w.
mont, Tex. ; denied continuance hearing
WGN. Chicaor'^ — rp 'y^ve trans., studio, on applic. Valley Pub. Co., Harlingen,
new equip., vert, radiator.
Tex. ; granted WWPO Inc. pet. waive rule
accept appearance Times Printing Co.,
Ill — License for CP 1440 and
Chattanooga ; granted Tom Olsen motion
kc WMBD.
1 kw 5 Peoria.
kw D unl.
withdraw
applic. CP Port Angeles, Wash. ;
WJBY. Gadsden. Ala.— License for CP W. A. Barnette,
Greenwood, S. C. granted
1210 ena,
kc same.100 w 250 w D unl. ; KPFA, Hel- pet. withdraw without
prej. applic. CP
Greenwood. S. C. ; WDAH granted pet.
WAML. Lanrp'. Mis« — License for CP withdraw
without
prej.
applic. mod. li1310 kc 100 w 260 w D unl.
cense ;George B. Storer, Pontiac. Mich.,
KSOO. Sioux Falls. S. D. — License for granted
pet.
withdraw
without
prej. apCP
1110same,
kc 21/2
kwstation,
D ltd.;1200
KELO.
Siouxw
plic. new station ; Carl Latensor granted
Falls,
new
kc
100
pet.
take
depositions
at
Atchison.
Kan., to
unl.
applic. CP.
WSAL. Salisbury, Md. — Mod. CP re sites. support
RATIFICATIONS—
Petitions
to interKWNO, Winona, Minn.— Mod. CP
vene granted Cumberland
Brdcstg.
Co..
change equip., increase D to 250 w.
CadillacuanceBrdcstg.
Corp.
;
granted
KVI,trol to Tacoma
—
Auth.
invol.
transfer
conFour Lakes Brdcstg.continCo..
Laura M. Doernbecher, executrix. Lynchburg hearing
Brdcstg. Corp.. Larry Rhine,
KOIL.
Achbacker. oral
WSAY.
WREN
grant1 kw
5 kwOmaha
D unl.— License for CP 1260 kc Karl edL.postponement
argument ; KRRV
SET Press.
FOR Port
HEARING
Evening
granted request withdraw without prej.
News
Angeles.— NEW.
Wash.. CP
1500 applic.
CP.
kc 100 w 250 w D unl. ; WOOD, Grand
Rapids, CP move trans., change 1270 to
1010 kc, 500 w N & D Sh.— WASH to
250 w unl. ; WSJS, Winston-Salem, N. C, Examiners' Reports . . .
CP move trans., change 1310 to 900 kc,
WSMB Inc.. New Orleans — Examiner
increase 100 w to 1 kw 5 kw D directional Dalberg
recommended (1-497) that applic.
N ; WKBN, Youngtown, amended mod. CP 1500 kc 100 w 250 w LS unl. be
CP increase spec, to unl. ; KEHE, Los granted.
NEW. Dr. Wm. States Jacobs Brdcstg.
Angeles, mod. license N 1 to 5 kw (before
Division) ; KANS, Wichita, Kan., transfer Co., Houston — Examiner Berry recommendthat applic. CP 1220 kc 1 kw
control to Herbert HoUister and Don unl. edbe(1-498)
granted.
Searle.

Courtesy of the New Yorker
'You'pe^got a nice act there, Frederickson, but I think you're just asking
■"
for trouble with the musicians' union."
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KPQ. Spokane
— Examiner
Dalbergchang
rei
ommended
(1-499)
that applic.
kw
1500 unl.
kc be
100 granted.
w 250 w LS unl. to 1360 kc_
NEW, Genesee Radio Corp.. Flint. Micl
—Examiner Seward recommended (I-50O
that applic. CP 1200 kc 100 w 260 w L
spec,
be Great
denied.Lakes Brdcstg. Corp.. Clev'
landNEW.
— Examiner
Berry recommended (
502) unl.
thatbeapplic.
LS
denied. CP 1270 kc 1 kw 5 k
NEW. Fall River Herald News Pub. Co
Fall River, Mass. — Examiner Irwin recon
mended (1-503) that applic. CP 1210 t
100 w 250 w LS unl. be denied.
NEW,— F.Examiner
B. Clements
& Co.,
Mankat
Minn.
Seward
recommendc
(1-604) that applic. CP 1600 kc 100 w 2E
w LS unl. be granted.
OCTOBER 1
ations
ApplicAnchorage,
Alaska — CP chant
KFQD,
York- Mod. CP high-fre ^
to^W2XJI,
extend New
commencement.
NEW, Harold F. Gross, Lansing, Mic
— CP 580 kc 600 w 1 kw D unl., amendif(
station to CP
to change from CP new
kc, wdirections
move
trans,
WJIM
1 kw. ,J
to 600
250 wtoD 630
w 1210
100 locally.
increase change
Norfol
Brdcstg.
Colonial
w 260Corp.,
100
1370 kc
— CP
Va.NEW,
mile.
.w D. unl.
facsi
auth.
ex;
Ext.
—
Va.
News,
WGH, Newport
,
^
„
100 w.
1210 kcBrenau
to NEW,
Ga.e.
D unl., amendi
260 w Gainesvill
CP 1420 kc 100 wCollege,
NEW, State Brdcstg. Corp., Gretna, L
— CP 1370 kc 100 w 260 w D ltd., amendi
to spec, hours.
Brdcstg. Co., St. Peter
Pinellas 1370
NEW,Fla.—
kc 100 w 250 w
CP
burg,
""wTMV, E. St. Louis — CP new trani
directional, change 1500 to 1610 kc, i
crease trans,
100 w locally.
260 w D to 1 kw 5 kw 1
move
WJBL. Decatur. 111.— Auth. transfer cc
Inc.
Newspaper
to Decatur
trolWCBS,
for C '
d, 111. —s,License
Springfiel
change houi
increase— power,
equip.,Milwaukee
newWISN,
Mod. license 250 w
kw D to 1 kw D & N.
OCTOBER 5
WRTD,
Richmond,
Va. —Radio
Vol. Corp.
assig
license to Times-Dispatch
WRDW.
Augusta.
Ga.
—
CP
new
directional, change 1600 to 1240 kc,tran
crease 100 w 250 w D to 1 kw.
KMPC.
Beverly
— Exp.Brdcst
aut
unl.,
amended
from Hills,
BeverlyCat Hills
Corp. to KMPC.
OCTOBER 6
KRQA,
Santa
I. E. Lambert. Fe— Vol. assign, license
Okla. — License f
CPKHBQ,
as mod.Okmulgee,
new station.
WAIR,
Winston-Salem,
cense D to unl. 250 w. N. C. — Mod
Tex.NEW.
— CP Radio
1310 kcEnterprises
100 w D. Inc., Lufki
NEW, Panama City Brdcstg. Co., Pa
ama City,to Fla.—
amended
250 w.CP 1600 kc 100 w )
WJBO,increase
Baton 500Ronge.
— CP chan
equip.,
w to La.
1 kw.
OCTOBER 8
NEW. Cuyahoga
Valley Brdcstg. C
Cleveland
ed
to D. — CP 1500 kc 100 w unl., amen
OCTOBER IS
WGAR, Cleveland — License for CP n*;
NEW. Joe L. Smith Jr., Beckley, 1
equip.
Va.— CP 1210 kc 100 w 250 w D unl.
N WFLA.
to 6 kw. Clearwater. Fla. — Mod. licen,
WCAT. Rapid City. S. D. — Mod. licen
re spec, hours.
KUJ.to Walla,
— CPnewchana
1370
560 kc,Walla,
changeWash.
trans.,
tenna, increaese 100 to 250 w, move trai.
WJJD, Chicago, recently received tl
following
letter Suppertime
: "Just a word
to corV
ment
on your
Frolic.
think it is one of the best prograr
on the Exchange
air. I operate
a Farmer's
phone
and have
a small Telai
plifier that I connect to the farmei
lines
they may (signed)
hear the G.pi'
gram so
on that
the telephone,
Weetherly, Wlngo Telephone C'
Wingo, Ken."

AaT\IiN G
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NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
E5T unless olher-wiae specified)

New Business
K ATIOXAL ice Adv. luc, Chicaso
[ice and ice refrigerators), on Nov.
^Jo
Exchange
for
>2 starts
weeks Homeiuakers'
on 30 NBC-Red
stations,
rues.. Thiirs., 11:30-11:45 a. m. (reoeat 12 :45-l p. m. ) . Agency : Don<j'>hue & Coe Inc.. N. Y.
LANGENDORF United Bakers Inc.,
- Ill Francisco, on Oct. 18 starts The
intom Pilot on 18 Mutual-Don Lee
'ions, Mon. thru Fri., 0:15-6:30 p.
( PST ) . Agency : McCann-Erick1 Inc., San Francisco.
-l SSMAN, WORMSER & Co.. Sau
'"-aucisco,
17 starts Red
/ Want
. Divorce onon 5Oct
NBC-Pacific
and
UcClatchy California stations. Sun.,
i:15-8:30 p. m., Wed., 7:45-8 p. m.
PST). Agency: Emil Brisacher &
:Bta£E, San Francisco.
^LOBE GRAIN & MILLING Co.,
uos Angeles (Globe A-1 Pancake and
vVaffle Flour), on Oct. 27 starts for
:G weeks The Best of the Week, with
'linton (Buddy) Twiss and Joe Partr, commentators, on 6 NBC-Pacific
ied stations (KFI, KPO, KFBK,
<WG, KERN. KM J) plus KDYL,
i^'Ved.. Fri., 11:45 a. m.-12 noon
; PST). Agency: Dan B. Miner Co.,
jOS Angeles.
pLAIROL Inc., New York (hair
jfinse), on Oct. 8 started for 13 weeks
jei's Go
Hollywood
6 California
i; :iladio
System
stations on(KEHE,
KYA,
KFBK. KM.I. KWG, KERN), plus
;«FWB, Fri., 8:30-9 p. m. (PST).
i!,'ency : Wm. H. Rankin Co.. N. Y.
RAYMOND'S Inc., St. Paul (permaU'nt wave and cosmetics), on Oct 17
pill start Lloyd Pantages Covers Holywood on 26 CBS stations Sun., 1 :45: p. m. (rebroadcast 11-11:15 p. m.)
nstead of 2:30-2:45 p. m.
''ALSTAF BREWING Co.. St.
Oct 18 Public
.^uis, Mo.,F starts
iero No. 1 for 52 weeks on 17
"IBC-Red network stations. Mon..
-to :30-ll p. m. Agency : Gardner Adv.
']o., St. Louis.
JACFADDEN PUBLICA T I O N S
•nc. New York {Liberty magazine),
'n Oct. 5 started Behind the News
■•n 3 WLW Line stations (WLW.
■5VXYZ.
n. Agency WHN),
: Erwin, Tues..
Wasey 9:30-10
& Co. Inc..p.
liW. Y.
AMERICAN CHICLE Co.. Long Isand City. N. Y. (Blackjack chewing
mm) Oct. 8 started fj- 8 weeks Lou
i'jittle's Football Forecast on 10 MBS
.tations Fri., 7 :4.5-8 p. m. Agency :
Badger
V.
Y. & Browning & Hersey Inc.,
jOCAL Cooperative Campaign on
)ct. 10 started 30 Minutes in HoUyoood on 32 MBS stations. Sun., 65 :30 p. m. Agency : Redfield-John•tone Inc., N. Y.
3ULF OIL Corp., Pittsburgh, (gasome and oU), on Oct. 3, started Phil
3aker on 60 CBS stations, Sundays,
':30-8
m. which
(EST),hasreplacing
the
lummer p.show
been broadcast at this time during Baker's vacation period. Agency : Young & Rubcam Inc., N. Y.
VICK CHEMICAL Co., Greensboro,
■ C. (Vaporub, Voratone) on Sept.
5 Started Vick's Open House with
'eanette
McDonald,
stalons, Sundays.
4-4:30on p.51m.CBS
(PST).
.gency : Morse International Inc., N.

WHEN WHK— Cleveland, switched
from CBS to the NBC-Blue, last
month, there were festivities
aplenty — just as there were at
WGAR, which simultaneously became the CBS outlet. In this picture, left
to engineer
right, are
Edwai-d
Leonard,
chief
of WTAM,
Cleveland; H. K. Carpenter,
general manager of WHK and
WCLE, and John F. Royal, NBC
vice-president for programs and
former
general manager of
WTAM.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Roi-Tan cigares), Oct 5 started Man to Man Sports on 6 CBS
western stations (KNX. KSFO. KOL,
KOIN. KYI, KSL), Tues., 11:1511 :30 p. m. Agency : Lawrence C.
Gumbinner Adv. Agency, N. Y.
JOHN H. WOODBURY, Co., Cincinnati (facial soap), on Oct. 3 started
Tyrone Power in dramatic series on
51 NBC-Blue stations. Sun., 6-6:30
p. m. (PST). Agency: Lennen &
Mitchell Inc., N. Y.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Fleischmann yeast), on Oct.
3, starts Seein' Stars With Peg Murray, on 63 NBC-Blup stations. Sun.
day. 4:30-5 p. m. (PST), Agency:
J. Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
EMERSON DRUG Co., Baltimore
(Bromo Seltzer), on Oct. 0 starts
Sid Skolsky from Hollywood, on 32
NBC-Blue stations. Wed.. 5:30-5:45
p. m. (PST). Agency: J. Walter
Thompson Co.. N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS Corp.. New
York, (Log Cabin syrup), on Oct. 9
starts Jack Haley's Log Cabin series
on 55 NBC Red stations. Sat. 8:309 p. m. (EST), with Pacific Coast
rebroadcast 9:30-10 p. m. (PST).
Agency : Benton & Bowles Inc., N. Y.
INTERNATIONAL SILVER Co.,
Meriden, Conn., (1847 Rogers Bros,
silverware) on Oct. 3 started Silver
Theater on 77 CBS stations. Sun. 55cam
:30 Inc.,
p. m..N. Agency
: Young & RubiY.
F. A. STUART Co., Marshall. Mich.,
(proprietary), on Sept. 27 started for
10 weeks Rise and Shine, on 10 Don
Lee California stations, Mon., Wed..
Fri., 7 :30-7 :45 a. m. Agency : John
H. Dunham Co. Chicago.
ARE

YOU

CAS

TING

• Broadcast

TIME Inc.. New York (Time and
Life magazines), on Oct. 14 shitted
March of Time on 35 NBC-Blue network stations from 9-9:30 to 8:30-9
p. m. Thurs. Agency : BBDO, N. Y.

INCREASING
OR

POWER

MODERNIZING

YOUR EQUIPMENT
Don't order until you see what we
have to offer in modem —
TRANSMITTER CABINETS
RELAY RACK CABINETS
CONTROL CABINETS
CONTROL DESKS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
Sold direct to you
AT LOW FACTORY PRICES

CARBORUNDUM Co.. Niagara
Falls, N. Y., Oct. 16 starts for 26
(Weeks Voice of Niagara, on 18 CBS
rtations, Sat.. 7:30-8 p. m. Agency:
3BD0. N. Y.
LITTLE CROW MILLING Co.,
Warsaw, Ind., (Coco Wheats), Nov.
- starts Jolly Joe on 3 MBS stations
(CKLW, WCAE, WGN), Mon.,
Wed., Fri., 5-5 :15 p. m. Agency :
clogers & Smith, Chicago.
i BRP4D

STANDARD OIL Co. of Calif., San
Francisco, on Sept. 30 started Standard School Broadcasts on 6 NBCPacific Red stations. Thur.. 11-11:45
a. m. (PST).
McCann-Erickson
Inc., SanAgency:
Francisco.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-PEET Co..
Jersey City, N. J. (Palmolive soap),
on Nov. 1 starts Hilltop House starring Bess Johnson on 67 CBS stations. Mon. thru Fri.. 5 :45-6 p. m.
Agency : Benton & Bowles Inc.. N. Y.
J. W. MARROW MFG. Co., Los Angeles (Mar-o-Oil) on Sept. 24 started
Siceet Rhythms on 7 NBC-Pacific
Red stations. Fri., 1-1 :15 p. m.
(PST).
Agency: Janes-Morton Inc.,
Los
Angeles.
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS
Inc., New York (Bi-So-Dol), on Oct.
12 started Mr. Keen, Tracer of Lost
Persons on 24 NBC-Blue stations.
Tues.. Wed., Thurs., 7:15-7:30 p. m.
Agency
Inc.. N. : Y.Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Renewal Accounts
WESSON OIL & SNOWDRIFT
SALES Co., San Francisco, on Sept.
26 renewed Hawthorne House on 5
NBC-Pacific Red stations. Sun.. 77 :30 p. m. Agency : Fitzgerald Adv.
Agency Inc.. New Orleans.
STANDARD OIL Co. of Calif., San
Francisco, on Jan. 6, 1938 renews for
52 weeks Standai-d Symphony programs, on 5 NBC-Pacific Red stations.
Thurs.. 8:15-9:15 p. m. (PST).
Agency : McCann-Erickson Inc., San
Francisco.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York, news
(Lucky
reYour HitStrike)
Paradeon onNov.
91 6CBS
stations, Sat., 10-10:45 p. m. Agency:
Lord & Thomas, N. Y.
MACFADDEN PUBLICATIONS
Inc.. New York, on Oct 24 renews
Good Will Hour for 13 weeks on
WMCA-Inter City network, Sun.. 1011 p. m. Agency: Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., N. Y.
Network Changes
HECKER PRODUCTS Corp.. New
York, (Gold Dust and Silver Dust),
on Oct. 12 added 24 Don Lee stations
for Beatrice Fairfax, previously on
14 MBS stations. Agency : BBDO, N.
Y.
BROWN & WILLIAMSON Tobacco
Corp.. Louisville (Kool and Raleigh
cigarettes), on Oct. 15 shifted Tommy
Dorsey Orchestra on 40 NBC-Blue
stations. Fri.. from 10-10 :30 p. m.
to 9:30-10 p. m.
LAMBERT PHARMACAL Co., St.
Louis, started Grand Central Station
Oct. 8 8-8:30 instead of Sept. 28
9:30-10work stations.
p. ra.. on 23 NBC-Blue net-

Write or wire today for details
LEFEBURE CORPORATION
Manufacturers
Cedar Rapids
Iowa, U. S. A.
Advertising

Better Than
Every Crystal
our lab-of
oratory is groundthatto leaves
an accuracy
BETTER than .01% . . . assuring
you of Accurate Frequencies.
LOW TEMPERATURE
CO-EFFICIENT CRYSTALS
NOW
oNLy$40kS
Two for $75.00

Approved by FCC

Supplied
Isolantite Kc.
Air-Gap
ers in thein 550-1500
band. HoldFrequency
Drift
guaranteed
to
be cycles
"less
than
three
cycles"
per
million
per degree centigrade change in
temperature.

124 JACKSON AVENtJE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
Send for our price list and
booklet
Dept. B-1027

MR. E. H
RIET2KE
PRESIDENT
OF CREI
ARE you TRAINING
OR WAITING FOR
TOMORROW?
New EquippFtent ... New
Problems Will Demand Men
With MODERN Training
Thererow will
is no
mysteryAlready
as to what
"tomorbring."
we have
seen
highly complicated circuits. Facsimile
transmission
is
HERE.
Practical
television isnot far off! Men who want to
get
aheadtimein toRadioinsure
will their
find that
is the
futureNOWby
increasing their ability. CREI home
study courses are practical, and have
been
thoroughly
and proved.
Over 200
stationstested
now employ
CREI
men.
Write To-day for the "CREI
TESTED PLAN" for a Future in
Practical Radio Engineering
This FREE informative and illustrated
booklet will prove helpful to men not
satisfied with their present positions In
Radio. Write for your FREE COPY.
CAPITOL
RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
14Hi and Park Rd.
Dept. B-10
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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S & W Divorcee — Copper Pieces — Ranger Mail — Not
Forlorn — Chinese Waves — Where to Buy — Stooges

IN RESPONSE to an offer made
on The Lone Ranger program on
WOR sponsored by the Gordon
Baking Co., Detroit, the station
received 24,000 pieces of mail on
Oct. 1, breaking its all-time daily
record. Previous record was set
Feb. 3, 1935, with 19,000 pieces
of mail. Followers of the western
drama were invited to write for a
map with which to trace the search
for the lost Lone Ranger. During
the first week of October 78,000
pieces of mail were received by
WOR in response to the offer.
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance
Inc., Detroit, is the Gordon agency.

DURKEE FAMOUS FOODS Inc.,
Chicago, for its nut margarine, has
taken 39 quarter-hour transcribed
episodes of Komedy Kingdom from
Radio Transcription Co. of America, Hollywood, for broadcast from
one to three times weekly on 15
stations nationally, through C.
Wendell Muench & Co., Chicago.
Series started the week of Oct. 3 GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., New
on KOA, KMOX, WDZ, WSBP and York, will turn over its Hour of
broadcast period on NBCWGBF and other stations are be- Charm
Red on Monday, Oct. 18, to the
ing added to the list. As a merchandising tiein, premiums are be- University of Pennsylvania in connection with the school's bicentening
offered
to users
of Durkee's
nial celebration, starting on that
margarine upon
presentation
of 24
date.
Program
be broadcast
coupons. One coupon is enclosed in from Convention will
Hall, Philadelphia,
every pound carton of the nut mar- and will include the college band,
* ^ *
glee club, choral society, and speakgarine.
ers. Announcement of weekly winWINNER of the $500 first prize
ners of the Electrical Standard of
for a new name for Grand Stand
Living
contest will be made at the
& Band Stand was a 21-year-old
clerk who will add the money to opening of the program. G-E agency is Maxon Inc., New York.
a fund to take him to college. The
* * *
winning name was Wheaties Reviewing Stand, selected from 8,125 WOAI, San Antonio, has issued
entries. Program is heard three two promotion pieces, one of which
hours daily on WMCA, New York, contains a series of cartoons showing the success of a local client and
sponsored by General Mills Inc.,
indicating that the client's accounts
Minneapolis. Agency is Knox- prefer
WOAI to other stations in
Reeves Adv. *Co.,* Minneapolis.
*
that city 10 to 1. The second brocontains
facts aboutas WOAI's
ED CRANEY, operator of KGIR marketchureand
advertisers
well as
and KPFA, is sending out copper making.
promotional pieces to advertising photographs of productions in the
* * *
agencies. The copper pieces are as
large as a quarter-page in Broadcasting and are of the same mate- THE "Advicevertisemto
the Forlorn,"
ent of WOR,
Newark, adon
rial as the full-page copper ad that the front cover
of the Sept. 1 issue
attracted wide attention when it
appeared in Broadcasting, July of Broadcasting, caused so much
comment that the station has re1, 1936.
* * *
printed it as a folder with the
gentleman on the
KIDW, Lamar, Col., staged a swat- high-hatted
the-fly campaign recently, with a cover and the column of advice
sack of sugar being awarded to the printed on newsprint in the format
listener reporting the greatest of a regular *newspaper
* * column.
number of flies killed while the
program was in progress. The KROGER stores in Memphis pay
winner reported a kill of 27 flies, $50 in prizes for best answers to
1 moth, 1 cricket, 2 grasshoppers.
foolish questions propounded in the
aisles of the Orpheum theatre,
WHP, Harrisburg, and the affili- Memphis, by Paul Hodges, WMPS
ated Harrisburg Telegraph, cooper- announcer, winding up with a $100
ated in a 12-page supplement to the grand prize for a special question.
newspaper in which set distributors
Questions are selected from lists
advertised their new lines. The sup- of 25 distributed in Kroger stores
plement contained numerous ar- a week before* the* program.
*
ticles about WHP and CBS proUNITED BROADCAST SALES,
grams and artists.
Calgary, taking note of increasing
M. F. WOODLING, general man- U. S. interest, issued recently from
ager of KYOS, Merced, Cal., re- its Toronto office a promotion book
cently specified that all employes for advertising agencies in the
submit an idea to increase th§ sta- United States and Canada, giving
tion's local influence.
all data about the stations it represents—CKY, CKX, CKCK,
CJOC, CFAC,* CJCA,
* ♦ and CJAT.
HOME TO
WAVE, Louisville, uses its wellTO
known Chinese and wave themes
G? , LISTEN
INE*
\} GWHOER
ioY'
WDAS/
(suE
in a plastic-bound brochure dealing with the Louisville trading
area. Market and population data
are broken down with colored symbols. Comparison is made with coverage of competing
* * stations.
*
WISN, Milwaukee, has distributed
JR.-8-10 » "
a promotion piece describing its
SR.-7-4 " ' "
MERRY-GO-ROUND iL' i - M
promotion program. Described are
window postEVERY NIGHT— Philadelphians grin at the cartoons of WDAS pub- displayers, advertising,
radio previews, newspaper
lished in the Evening Ledger as the result of a trade off with the paper
publicity releases, Wiswhich gets a full hour of classical music on WDAS each morning. "The publicity,
consin state papers and a billboard
local kids have quit saying "Wanna buy a duck" and scamper around
campaign.
shouting "Going home t" listen to WDAS", according to the station.

" ng title,
tchi
caE.
th thAatDIeyVO
e-RC
WiNT
WAss
I Su
man, Wormser & Co., San
Francisco (S & W food products) will launch a novel series
over nine NBC-Pacific Red stations
Oct. 17, Sundays at 8:15 p. m. and
Wednesdays at 7:45 p. m. (PST).
Conducted in conjunction with
the broadcast series of dramatizations there will be a "Perfect
Mate" contest in newspapers and
on the air. A total of 2,606 cash
prizes totaling $10,000 will be
awarded the winners of the competition, which is scheduled to continue until January 15, 1938.
Emil Brisacher & Staff, San
Francisco, advertising agency handling the account, has prepared a
6-column, 16-inch ad announcing
the joint newspaper and radio contest, to appear in all the leading
newspapers in the key cities on the
Pacific Coast. The broadcasts will
be a series of dramatizations of
real life stories.
There is a direct tie-in between
the contest and the radio program,
the latter to call attention to the
contest after each dramatization.
In the newspaper advertisement
announcing the "Perfect Mate"
contest and the broadcasts — /
Want a Divorce, there will be
printed the S & W official entry
blank. Just above the blank spaces
for the contestants' answers appear
nine points over a "perfect husband" guide and an equal number
over a "perfect wife" guide.
With each entry the contestant
is required to enclose a one-inch
piece from the end of the tin strip
that unwinds from the side of a
can of S & W Mellow'd coffee, or
a reasonably exact replica of the
S & W Mellow'd coffee label. Contestants are asked to keep their
suggested tenth point within 20
words. Each contestant is entitled
to send in one entry each week
during the life of the contest.
All the entries will be primarily
judged on the basis of originality
of ideas, with literary style being
secondary.
Each week 200 cash prizes of
$2.50 each will be awarded. The
capital cash prizes at the termination of the contest will be: first
prize for women, $1,000; second
prize $500 and third prize $250. A
duplicate set of grand prizes will
be awarded the male winners.
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TROPHY— John Nesbitt, announcer of WBNS, Columbus, receives
the American Association trophy
for largest attendance at radio
appreciation night. Presenting the
trophy is George M. Trautman,
president of the baseball league.
COLEMAN LAMP & STOVE Co.,
Wichita, is giving $25 weekly to
the best performer on the Fireside
Party program broadcast over
WLS, Chicago. Amateurs are selected from the WLS Prairie Farmer home talent shows given all
over the country. Each week three
are presented on the program with
the best receiving $25 in cash. At
the end of the series, a board of
judges will choose the best act,
who will receive a four-week contract with WLS as the grand prize.
Potts-Turnbull Co., Kansas City, is
agency.
* * *
KSFO, San Francisco, recently inaugurated amerchandising service
to its sponsors. When a listener
writes or telephones to ask where
a certain advertised product can
be purchased,
the
station's
department
writes inamerletter to one chandising
or more
stores
the
neighborhood of the questioner, informing them that persons are inquiring for the product advertised
on the air. The information desk
at KSFO is now furnishing the
name of the store handling the
product they inquire about, which
is nearest their home.
* * *
UNDER the big sign on San Antonio's Gunter Hotel is a smaller but
conspicuous illuminated sign reading
KTSA".station
New were
studios "Home
of the ofHearst
dedicated Oct. 2 under the direction
of Harold C. Burke, station manager. They were designed by W.
G. Egerton, chief engineer of the
Hearst stations in the Southwest.
KTSA also recently installed a new
5,000-watt Western Electric trans* * *
mitter.
COLUMBIA PICTURES Corp.,
New York, and Pillsbury Flour Mills
Co., Minneapolis, will conduct a tiein advertising campaign for Columbia's "Three Stooges" comedies
and Pillsbury's Farina. On Oct. 18
the "Stooges" will be introduced
into the script
of Today's
Children.
Pillsbury
program
is broadcast
five
days a week
on
the
NBC-Red
network. The Pillsbury agency is
Hutchinson Adv. Co., Minneapolis.
* * *
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, has published aloose-leaf booklet containing analyses
of market
itsdata,
historical
development,
coverage
and program production. The folder is designed so that additional releasesmodated
from andWBT
may beofaccomits display
maps
includes
photostats
of survey and
coverage maps.
• Broadcast
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dealers
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They
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know

WLW

know

merchandise
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over

sup-

campaign.

experience,

sales
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you
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heard

WLW-ad-

moves

NATION'S

that

faster.

STATION

A

CURE

-the

MANY

FOR

RCA

STUDIO

Uni-Directional

ACOUSTIC

ILLS

Microphone

ailments caused by poor studio acoustics
MANY
can be cured with this remedy — the new RCA
Uni-Directional Microphone!
Type 77-A picks up sound coming only from one
direction — practically kills all unwanted sounds. It is
particularly adaptable to small studio work, and in
large auditoriums, for it picks up a much lower percentage of reflected sound. Its wide pick-up covers
the entire stage or studio where broadcasters are
located. This makes use of two or three microphones
unnecessary.
This microphone uses but a single ribbon. It operates on two proved principles — upper half. Pressure
— lower half. Velocity. It has an ingenious labyrinth
for proper terminating impedance. Offers uniform
frequency response, clear and natural reproduction.
Can be used interchangeably, or can be mixed with
standard Velocity or Inductor type microphones.
Complete information on request.
THIS

NEW

MICROPHONE

FEATURES

^

Uniform wide-angle response from the front.

2

Negligible response at ALL frequencies from
the back.

3

Attenuates audience noises in theatres or large
studios.

i|[ Can be placed closer to the wall in small studios
without pick-up of reflected sound.
5

Can be tilted and rotated conveniently.

^

Can be used with all RCA Microphone Stands,
or suspended.

III
III
II II II

O 0 o

I I I ''o o O0 0 0
Audience
O
I I I Mlc.^ Artist*

50

Type 77-A Microphone is uniquely aflapted for
pick-ups in auditoriums, theatrt-s, night clubs aofl
the like, where audience noise is always a problem.
Because of wide angle pick-up, one microphone
will usually sxiffice, even for large ensembles.

O o 0 o
' °'o' o O 0

Noise-discriminating feature of this microphone is similarly valuable if a
large audience is in limited space.

In small studios the Type 77-A Microphone
has the advantage that it can be placed
close to the back wall, with much less
pick-up of reflected sound from the back.

I O O O *5 o \
0 o 0 o I
MicO
*
°, oO o o o o o/'

Io
RCA MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, INC., CAMDEN, N. J. • A Service of the Radio Corporation of America
New York: 1270 Sixth Ave. Chicago: 589 E. lUinois St. Atlanta: 490 Peachtree St., N.E. Dallas: 2211 Commerce St. San Francisco: 170 Ninth St.
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IT'S the combined

Threads

Line

strength of all the threads

that counts

when a stout line holds a leaping, fighting sailfish.
And

it's the combined

strength of a network of stations that

counts when one conducts
multi-market
The Yankee
fourteen

a sales campaign

in the New

England

region.
Network

stations, each

gives complete, effective coverage
situated in an urban shopping

with

center

and serving that center's entire market area.
WNAC

Boston

WLBZ

Bangor

WFEA

Manchester

WSAR
WNBH

Fall River

WTIC

Hartford

WEAN

Providence

WTAG

Worcester

Wl

CC

WNLC
WCSH

) Bridgeport
/New Haven
New London
Portland

WLLH
WLNH

New

Bedford

Lowell
Laconia

WRDO
Augusta

Put Fourteen-Station Strength Behind Your Program

THE

'^r-,l
INC.
EDWARD PETRY NETWORK,
& CO., INC., Exclusive National
Sales Vos7o°.%'^sT.cV'u\
Representatives
YANKEE

•nblished semi-monthly. 25th issue (Year
published
in February
by Bboadcasttnq
Pubucations,
Building, Washington, D. C. Entered as
secondBook
classNumber)
matter March
14, 1933,
at the Post
Office at Washington,
D. C, Inc.,
under870actNational
of MarchPress
3. 1879.

OF

PORTRAIT

A

HERO

A pencil eased this child's bubbling patriotism. And in
pride, he mailed us his drawing. He had just heard history
dramatized by Columbia's School of the Air. "Gangway!"—move over ye football players — make room for
another hero, living in a boy's mind !

afternoon at two-thirty, from

the racing pulse of history for the nation.

Monday through Friday, text-books and

China's first lady f leads . . . the Japanese Vice-

school-walls are pushed aside. To more than

Foreign Minister maintains . . . refugees de-

6,000,000 American children, broadcasts of

scribeTo
! the very echo of gun-fire, they bring

Columbia's School of the Air bring a release
from blackboards to the wide horizons of the

the voice of the world into our homes, with

world. And their teachers each year exhaust

schedule to an hour-to-hour, minute-to-min-

EVERY

a flexibility which often holds Columbia's

an edition of 50,000 Manuals, prepared by
Columbia to coordinate classroom instruction

of the Cabinet, the leading figures of the

with the complete curriculum of the School

House and Senate, having heard their voices

of the Air: history, science, art, geography,

in exclusive Columbia series this year. Day by

literature, and current events. Now

in its

day, men of science, authors, educators, editors

eighth year, this service stands alone in the

pass in a steady stream before the microphone.

development of American education through

C[ Since History is many things, our pro-

broadcasting: the only program of its scope on

grams are as varied as the world they portray.

the air. (C But not only youth is served. Day

They reach to the far limits of the world. And

and night, Columbia

bring them home— wherever home may be.

THE
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: J'^'' ' : N)7QBI|J;5^^
*

Pennsylvania's

third

./ ;
jjafse^^^^^
and centrally located in the 17th
■/
Metropolitan area of the U. S.
To "pep up" your sales in Pennsylvania,
must use WGBI.

you

SCRANTON,PENNA
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•
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•
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THE

W

BT- originated

programs

are SHOWS/

from

beginning

to

end. That, more than power* or anything else, explains why
WBT

remains

without

real competition

in the Piedmont

Section of North and South Carolina — where
a population
30%

more

of 2,000,000
spendable

people who
income
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You

get

RESULTS

quicker

The proper tools — in skilled hands — can make short work of even
a tough job like felling big timber.
It's a matter of record that radio advertisers get better results
quicker in the. Hartford market when their efforts are backed by
Station WTIC. For one thing, statistics show that national advertisers using WTIC secure 149% more coverage in the Hartford
market than those using the second station. As a further check,
we had Ross Federal phone 12,000 families in and around Hartford.
They found 60.72% were tuned to WTIC. Only 24.3% were
listening to the next most popular station.

with

the

right

tool

And make no mistake about this — WTIC covers a mighty worthwhile market — all of Connecticut, a slice of eastern New York
western Massachusetts, Vermont and New Hampshire. That
accounts for about 4,000,000 people. As individuals they have
15% more spendable income than the national average, according^
to Government figures — and they account for 23% more retai)
sales and 50% more food sales per capita.
Briefly, here's a market you can use in your business. You can ger
results
most profitably by using southern New England's numbei
one station.

Write today for our new 32 page brochure giving full details on the
Ross Federal Survey and facts about the WTIC billion dollar market

5 0,000

WTIC
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Plans
By

Decision

in

Lawyer

Hearings; Chairman
L.FTER a two-week lapse during
hich it sat in its rare capacity as
judicial tribunal, to the exclusion
f practically all other activity,
he McNinch-directed FCC has rerned to its paramount task of
vising rules and regulations to
ave the way for introduction of
ts new plan of operation scheduled
become effective Nov. 15.
For eight solid business days, six
embers of the Commission heard
estimony in the disbarment proagainst two before
Washington
attorneys ceedings
practicing
it, on
-barges resulting from motions of
ithe seventh member — George H.
!Payne. On the very first day of the
proceedings — Oct. 19 — Mr. Payne
was disqualified from participating by a 5 to 0 vote of his colleagues after charges of "personal
malice, bias and prejudice" had
been lodged in behalf of the respondent attorneys — Paul M. Segal
and George S. Smith.
Opinion Awaited
The unprecedented hearings
(Closed at a night session Oct. 27,
land the FCC immediately took the
leases under advisement. As Broadi CASTING went to press, there was
"no indication as to when the opinion would be rendered. As a matter of sheer speculation, it was felt
at ppssibly a week or ten days
ould elapse, because it appeared
■ident that the Commission de-;red to exercise extreme care in
rendering an opinion of such moment— particularly in the light of
the Payne disqualification and the
latter's
challenge
of the
his
colleagues
to take
suchright
action.of
The Segal-Smith hearings served
as an effective prelude to the reorganization plans of the FCC's
new chairman, Frank R. McNinch,
and to its equally new member,
T. A. M. Craven. It gave them the
opportunity to observe at first hand
the manner in which certain existing rules relating to broadcasting
applications and procedure are invoked, and also to appraise the
FCC's
own
legal General
staff executives
in action. Both
Counsel
Hampson Gary and Assistant General Counsel George B. Porter, who
is assigned to broadcasting, participated in the proceedings as
aides to the special New York
counsel retained by the FCC.
Equally significant, however, was
the manner in which the Commission's new chairman directed the
hearings. The opening gavel had
hardly sounded before he was eonBROADCASTING
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for

Reorganization

TAISHOFF
After

Providing Forceful
fronted, along with his colleagues,
with the Payne disqualification motion. There were no reserved rulings or dodgings of issues; the incident was handled from start to finish before the case itself got under
way. And it was another in the
series of actions of Mr. McNinch
since he assumed the chairmanship
Oct. 1 denoting the new and forceful leadership acquired by the FCC.
The Payne disqualification, in
which Commissioners Sykes, Case,
Brown and Craven concurred with
the chairman, signalized a new
division in the FCC. Only Commissioner Walker refrained from
voting with the majority. He, in
the first instance, had held that
the FCC was without jurisdiction
to consider the disqualification, and

Two

Weeks

of

Leadership
as a consequence he did not vote
on the actual issue. Immediately
following the vote, Commissioner
Payne issued a press statement
challenging the action.
Payne Drops Challenge
Thus, it appeared evident that
Mr. Payne proposed to go his own
way under the revised FCC structure. His threat to challenge the
majority's action in court was
dropped Oct. 28, when the Payne
office announced he had abandoned
plans to that end.
[The affidavit of Messrs. Segal
and Smith to disqualify Mr. Payne;
the FCC's order on the disqualification, and the Payne press statement are published in this issue].

Whether the FCC will be able to
meet the Nov. 15 deadline for reorganization seemed to be in question because of the delay occasioned by the Segal -Smith proceedings. As announced Oct. 14, the reorganization plan offered by Chairman McNinch provides for abolition of the three divisions — Broadcast, Telephone and Telegraph —
and participation of all seven members in deciding each case, whatever its category. The McNinch
motion provided that the chairman
prepare for
submission
to the Commission as early
as possible
such
new and supplementary rules and
regulations as are made necessary
to effectuate the procedure.
While it was evident that every
effort is being made to have the
new rules in readiness prior to
Nov. 15, the complexities of the
problem and the race against time
might combine to make a postpone-

FCC Order Disqualifying Payne In Lawyers' Trial.
FCC order on motion of responto accede to a suggestion of counsioners hearing said motion to dissel for said respondents made in
dents for disqualification of Comqualify,and,
announced that he had no
such
desire;
missioner George Henry Payne:
open hearing that he withdraw
At the hearing on the above en- from participation in and consider(6) The fact that, in response to
titled matter before Commissioner
ation of these proceedings, which
Frank R. McNinch, Chairman (pre- suggestion was made prior to any a question of the Chairman in open
siding) and Commissioners T. A. formal motion in the matter; and, hearing as to whether he desired
to offer any evidence relating to
M. Craven, Thad H. Brown, E. 0.
(3) The fact that said Commissioner George Henry Payne did said motion and affidavit by way
Sykes, Norman S. Case, Paul
Walker, and George Henry Payne, not withdraw from consideration
of rebuttal or otherwise. Commisin Hearing Room C, ICC Bldg., of these proceedings in response
sioner Payne stated that he had no
Washington, D. C, on October 19, to a formal motion in writing di- such desire or intention; and,
19.37, a motion in writing was
rected to him, made by respondents
(7) The fact that the Chairman
filed by respondents for an order following his refusal to accede to stated
in open hearing that he did
disqualifying Commissioner George
such suggestion, and moving that not conceive it to be the duty and
Henry Payne from the considei'a- he withdraw from consideration of maybe not even the privilege of
tion of these proceedings and pre- the proceedings and refrain from
the Commission under the circumventing him from participating
stances to suggest to counsel for
participating
therein in any manner; and,
therein in any manner. Said motion appearing to be in due form,
the respondents or to Commissioner Payne what their respective
it was entertained by the Commis(4) The fact that said Commission, Commissioner Payne taking
sioner George Henry Payne, in re- courses of action should be, after
sponse to an inquiry from the Commissioner Payne stated that, if
no part in its consideration and
decision except as set forth below. Chairman at the open hearing as the members of the Commission
Now, UPON CONSIDERATION OF to whether said Commissioner
desired to obtain from him any inTHE FOLLOVl^ING MATTERS OF REC- Payne desired to file any motion,
formation or statement in justifiORD:
cation or denial of anything that
affidavit, answer or other paper or
(1) Said motion of the responin his own behalf in appeared, he should be very glad
dents and of the affidavit of said procedure
connection with said motion to to appear in person before the six
respondents in support of said moCommissioners
and testify under
and,
disqualify, announced that he did oath;
tion and of the certificate of re- not
have any such desire; and,
spondents' counsel were
that such
tion and affidavit
made mo-in
(5) The fact that, in answer to
(8) The that,
Chairman's
a further inquiry of the Chairman
statement
if said further
statement
good faith
and
of
counsel's
statement and argument in support of at the open hearing as to whether
of Commissioner Payne (mensaid Commissioner George Henry
such motion; and,
tioned in (7) supra) was to be
Payne desired to be represented by taken as a denial of all of the
(2) The fact that said Commis{Continued on page 2i)
sioner George Payne had refused
counsel before the six Commis-
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ment necessary. Moreover, Commissioner Craven departed for Havana Oct. 28 as head of the American delegation to the important
Inter-American allocations conference, and it was doubtful whether
the changes would be effected during his absence. While the conferenee is expected to run at least a
month, it is likely he will be in frequent communication with his colleagues.
The magnitude and extent of the
reorganization is being eagerly
awaited by the entire broadcasting
and communications realm, and by
the FCC staff from bottom to top.
With the three divisions abolished,
it is logically presumed that the
various sections under each division similarly will be discontinued.
At present each division has its
own engineering and its own legal
subsection.
In so doing, it is not outside the
realm of possibility that additional
jobs will be abolished — just as were
the three division directorships in
the original order of last month.
The new no-division organization
will be watched with interest.
Whether it will be the permanent
structure, of course, will depend
upon the manner in which it functions. It is presumed that Chairman McNinch plans to follow the
procedure he employed at the Federal Power Commission, the chairmanship of which he relinquished
at the behest of the President to
assume temporary direction of the
FCC until such time as he has its
affairs in shape.
At the Power Commission the
chairman delegates cases to individual commissioners who handle
them through their various stages
until ready for consideration by
the five-man commission. In that
way, the chairman controls the assignments in such fashion as to
allocate to individual members
those cases for which they appear
best qualified.
Efifect of Lawyer's Case
Changes in FCC rules and regulations, beyond those contemplated,
might develop as a direct result
of the Segal-Smith proceedings.
The two attorneys contended in
their defense that they had adhered to the letter and even to the
spirit of the rules, the law and the
requirements of the new-station
application forms in each of the
five cases on which they were
cited. The allegations charged creation of "dummy" corporations in
three instances, and of efforts to
block favorable FCC action in two
other instances wherein individuals
were the applicants.
Commission special counsel, aided by regular staff counsel, were
unable to cite any specific provisions either of the law or of the
FCC rules which precluded the actions of the attorneys in the cases
cited. Counsel for the respondents,
Henry Monsky, of Omaha, and
Lawrence Koenigsberger, of Washington, maintained throughout
their arguments that there were
no infractions. And FCC Special
Counsel, Samuel H. Kaufman, of
New York, in his argument, concluded with an appeal that the FCC
change its regulations.
Out of all this was drawn the
inference that the FCC, in remoulding its procedure, might
tighten up on requirements in its
application forms so there would
be the fullest possible disclosure by
the applicants. Moreover, the trend
Page 12 • November

toward formal hearings on practically all applications for new stations and on all transfers of assignments, probably will be emphasized in ensuing months, and
become an established policy.
The most dramatic incidents of
the eight successive days of hearings developed on the very first
and the very last days. In the former instance, the Payne disqualification, unprecedented so far as is
known in the history of Federal
Commission activity, eclipsed even
the hearing issue itself. Then, at
the night session, Oct. 27, the attorneys summed up their cases,
with Mr. Segal himself in a few
tense moments pleading his own
case as his own counsel in which
he categorically denied any violations of the law, any effort to
"hinder and delay" the prosecution
of competitive applications, or any
thought or possibility of deceiving
or misleading the Commission.
Preceding the argument of the
respondents. Special Counsel Kaufman made his plea for action, but
he did not directly demand disbarment or suspension or censure.
And in his rebuttal, which followed
the pleas of Messrs. Koenigsberger,mentSegal
andbeseech
Monsky,thehisFCC
argu-to
was to
amend its regulations and to admonish it that it must determine
for itself whether it would permit
such practices to continue.
Defense Witnesses
In the intervening sessions, which
i-an morning and afternoon. Special
Counsel Kaufman brought some
two dozen witnesses to the stand
and subjected them to a penetrating examination. Among the witnesses were a half-dozen broadcasters or station applicants, who
are Segal-Smith clients; employes
in the Segal offices who were original directors in certain of the corporations involved in the show
cause order, and FCC employes.
Messrs. Segal and Smith, who appeared as witnesses, were subjected to long cross-examination by
the special counsel.
For their defense, Messrs. Segal
and Smith employed only ten witnesses, including themselves. Seven
of these were character witnesses
— all, save one, members of the
Federal Communications Bar Association. All of them, under examination by Mr. Monsky, attested to the good reputation, character, ethics and standing of the
two attorneys, and also to their
high ability as practicioners.
These character witnesses were
Louis G. Caldwell, president of the
Federal Communications Bar Association; Swager Sherley, distinguished barrister recognized as
dean of the corps of radio practicioners; Duke M. Patrick, former
Radio Commission general counsel;
Ralph A. Van Orsdel, vice-president and general counsel of the
Chesapeake & Potomac Telephone
Co., and chairman of the Committee on Ethics and Grievances of
the Bar Association; Paul D. P.
Spearman, former FCC general
counsel; John W. Guider, chairman of the Committee on Communications of the American Bar Association, and James W. Baldwin,
NAB managing director.
Special Counsel Kaufman appeared to rely largely upon a
group of three applications filed in
the name of the Palmer Broadcasting Syndicate several years ago
for new stations and his piece de
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FINCH

FACSIMILE

Facsimile Recording Machine
HERE is W. G. H. Finch, with his
facsimile recording machine, which
functions as an attachment to the
ordinary receiving set. Three stations—WHO, Des Moines; KSTP,
St. Paul, and WGH, Newport News
— have contracted with the New
York engineer and inventor for experimental operation of the "radio
newspaper"
devices and
have pro-in
cured FCC authority
to engage
the tests on their regular frequencies from midnight to 6 a. m. Recorders will be placed in about 50
homes in the service areas of each
of the stations for the experimentation [Broadcasting, Oct. 1]. In
addition to these stations KFBK,
Sacramento, and KMJ, Fresno, of
the McClatchy group in California,
plan to engage in similar experimentation and now are negotiating
with Mr. Finch. Mr. Finch is a
former assistant chief engineer of
the FCC and a radio inventor of
note.
resistance in the prosecution. With
young women in his office as the
original stockholders and officers
of the corporation, Mr. Segal, at
the behest of his client, Henry P.
Rines, Portland hotel owner, and
owner of WCSH, Portland, WRDO,
Augusta, and WFEA, Manchester,
filed applications for three new
100-watt stations, it was brought
out in the testimony. The applications were filed after Congress
had amended the law to permit
granting of 100-watt applications
without regard to quota.
Mr. Segal denied that Palmer
was a "dummy" corporation, or
that it was employed to frustrate
FCC action on other applications.
Mr. Kaufman devoted most of his
argument to the Palmer applications in Portland, Lewiston, Me.,
and Cheyenne, Wyo. The principal
witness was George F. Kelley Jr.,
comptroller of the Rines interests.
Another of the cases cited was
that of Commercial Broadcasters
Inc., for a 100-watter in Moorhead,
Minn., on behalf of Earl C. Reineke,
president of WDAY, Fargo, N. D.,
to which Moorhead is adjacent.
Mr. Reineke testified he instructed
Mr. Segal to apply for the station
on his behalf, and that he was prepared to finance it.
The third corporate case was
that of Great Western Broadcast{Continued on page 56)
BROADCASTING

Shouse

Is

Slated

WLW-WSAI
Head
Merle S. Jones Successor to
Shouse as KMOX Manager
APPOINTMENT of James D.
S h o u s e, general manager of
KMOX, St. Louis, as general manager of WLW
WSAI,
Cincinnati,
succeeding and
William
S. Hedges,
who resigned last month to rejoin
NBC in New York as director of
station relations, was announced
Oct. 29 at CBS headquarters in
Chicago. As Broadcasting went to
press the appointment could not be
confirmed at Crosley headquarters.
Simultaneously, H. Leslie Atlass,
vice-president of CBS in charge of
its western division, announced appointment of Merle S. Jones, western manager of Radio Sales Inc.,CBS sales subsidiary, to succeed
Mr. Shouse at KMOX. Paul S. Wil-t
son, a member of the Radio Sales
staff, simultaneously was elevated
to succeed Mr. Jones.
Active Radio Career
Mr. Shouse became general manager of KMOX in July 1936, after
having served a year as an account executive for Stack-Goble
Adv. Agency Inc., In Chicago. For
the preceding five years he had
been on the sales staff of WBBM,
Chicago. Mr. Jones was formerly
assistant manager of KMOX, having held
post priora toyear
his ago.
Radio
Salesthat
appointment
Before that he was national sales
manager of KMBC, Kansas City.
Mr. Wilson, the new Radio Sales
Chicago head, joined the organization three years ago, and was formerly a local salesman on WBBM.
Prior to that he was on the Chi- 3
cago sales staff of NBC and before \
that
NBO'sYork.
statistical depart- .
ment in
in New
Bowey Expands List
BOWEY
(Dari-Rich)
in
additionCo.,to Chicago
broadcasting
Terry t
& the Pirates over 16 eastern stations of NBC-Red starting Nov. 1?
at 5:15 p. m., will broadcast quarter-hour transcriptions of the program five times weekly over
WMAQ,
WIRE,
WOW.
Stack-Goble
Adv. KMBC
Agency,andChicago,;
handles the account.
AFA Picks Chicago
ADVERTISING FEDERATION
of America will hold its 1938 convention in Detroit, June 12-15, according to an announcement by its
board of directors which met in
Chicago Oct. 20. George M. Slocum, president of AFA, in making
the announcement
said,cooperation
"We are
confident
of the fullest
of the entire membership of the
Federation in building a convention
that will establish a new record in
constructive accomplishment."
KSD,
St. Louis,
operated
by with
the PostDispatch,
on Oct.
27 filed
the
FCC an application for authority to
operate a 1,000 watt facsimile station
during early morning hours. The authority sought is similar to that recently given several stations on an experimental basis.
JACK LATHAM, formerly spot time
buyer of Young & Rubicam Inc., New
York, who resigned to join American
Tobacco Co., New York, has been
named assistant to the advertising
manager of the tobacco company.
• Broadcast
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IRNA

Advises

Completion

Affiliates

lowed to stand the AFM would
have no means of enforcing its demands for increased employment on
all affiliate stations, but would be
dependent on the actions of the individual broadcasters to employ additional musicians or not as they
see fit, at least until the expiration
of all existing contracts. In reply,
the IRNA committee pointed out
that the musicians are not bound to
acceptent any
unless toa sufficinumbercontract
is received
insure
the additional employment the
union desires, so the AFM would
not really be risking much in acceptingadvanced
such revision.by Legal
precedents were
attorneys
on
both sides to substantiate the opposing viewpoints.
As the
continued
after
hourargument
it became
more hour
and
more heated and at several times
it appeared as if the whole series
of negotiations would fall on this
single issue. Eventually, however,
a compromise was effected. Clause
10 was stricken from the agreement
and its parts rewritten in language
more acceptable to the broadcasters. The union board also gave assurance that it would take no hasty
action in forcing networks to cease
service endeavor
to "unfair"
stations,
but
would
to work
out each
case as it arose.
The meetings were held at AFM
headquarters in New York on Oct.
18, 19 and 20, and were attended
by the full AFM International
Board, the full IRNA negotiating
committee, and representatives of
the networks, each group accompanied by one or more attorneys.
On Oct. 21 a revision of the agreement, incorporating the changes
agreed to during the discussions,
was drawn up, but still the matter
was not finally settled.
William B. Jaffe, of the firm of
Rosenblatt & Jaffe, attorneys representing the IRNA negotiating
committee, told Broadcasting that
the musicians had asked for certain
changesvisedinSchedule
the wording
of thethese
reA and that
changes had been drawn up and
sent out to committee members on
Oct. 26 for their consideration.
Next Parley After Nov. 1
Another meeting with the union
board will probably be held shortly
after Nov. 1, he said, after the
committee members have had time
to study the changes and to express opinions
as to whether
not they
are acceptable.
Sayingor
that he could not comment on the
nature of the revised schedule until
it has been
the committee and approved
the AFM byboard,
Mr.

Problem
Have Own
To Sign; Disc Companies
the addition to the agreement of a
mittee,
however,
presented
to
the
UNLESS there are unforeseen deelopments within the next two board its own set of proposals, clause specifying that in matters of
eeks, stations affiliated with the which the board promised to con- dispute between any station and
its license forms. its local union a two-man arbitraationwide networks will have re- When siderain writing
tion board shall be established to
tentative draft has been
fived copies of the rewritten
the difficulty. The board shall
-chedule A, standard trade agree- completed the board said it would settle
consist of a member of AFM, but
ment worked out by the negotiat- call the committee to another meet- not
of the local involved in the
ing at which the various conditions
ing committee of Independent Rabe discussed before being put argument, to be chosen by the local,
dio Network Affiliates and the In- could
into final form.
and a member of the broadcasting
:ernational Board of the American
Federation of Musicians. They will
After three days of almost con- industry, but not of the involved
tinuous negotiations between the station, to be chosen by the station.
also have signed contracts con- IRNA committee
This is said to be the first time the
and the AFM
:aining this agreement with their
union ever accepted other
jcal unions, and will have sent board, the meetings on two days musicians
than its International Board as the
;nem to Ernst & Ernst, public ac- running well past midnight, the
two groups decided they had final arbiter in disagreements becountants in New York.
tween local unions and their emOn Nov. 15 the IRNA committee
reached an agreement. The broadcasters' committee members then
will meet again with the AFM
board to which the local unions will left for their respective home cities ployers.
The Troublesome Clause
-ave sent their copies; contracts with the feeling that they had done
Most
of the discussion centered
ill be exchanged, and the first step their utmost to protect the interests of the broadcasters. The tenta- on Clause 10, which forbade the
.n the program for employing more
tive agreement as submitted to the station to transmit music to any
musicians in radio will have gone
station which had not signed
IRNA convention on Oct. 11 (pub- other
into effect.
lished in full in Broadcasting, Oct. a contract with the AFM or to
That is, these things will happen
15) had been revised to comply broadcast records and transcrip: everything goes off according to with
most of the demands of the
tions manufactured by companies
hedule, and right now that's a affiliates. Clause 8, dealing with
by the AFM. The affilizeable "if". For one thing. Sched- the discharge of musicians, had not licensed
ates, at their convention, had exule A is still in the process of repressed
the
fear that this clause
vision and until it has been official- been changed to require "reasonable
notice"
instead
of
the
arbimight
lead
to
the violation of exly and
approved
both committee
the AFMit
isting contracts and possibly to
trary four weeks originally re- violations
lard
the byIRNA
of
the
restraint of trade
an not be sent out to the stations
quired. Clause 21, regarding obligations of musicians because of laws and to rulings of the FCC,
nd local unions.
and had instructed their committee
For another, although the final their membership in AFM, which
broadcasters had feared might to insist on a revision of this part
session of the two groups ended in the
of the agreement. The musicians,
them in sympathetic
a verbal agreement that the debat- embroil
was eliminated altogether. on the other hand, insisted that
able points had been worked out as strikes,
committee also won a victory this was the very heart of the confairly as possible, the IRNA com- on The
the question of arbitration, with
tract, and that unless it was almittee was not able to achieve all
the changes asked by the last
IRNA convention and while it will
recommend that each affiliate station accept the agreement as reused, all stations may not follow
:his advice. And unless the great
majority do sign the new contracts
the deal will be off and the strike
will be on.
The Disc Problem
Also within the next two weeks,
again with the provision that present plans are carried through on
schedule, the makers of transcriptions will have received licensing
agreements from the AFM and
will either have signed them or
have been deprived of the services
of union musicians. Attempts of a
ranscription committee to work
jut an agreement similar to that
negotiated by IRNA were cut short
by an AFM ultimatum that the
transcription companies are not in
a position to negotiate with the
A Big Year for Automatic Soap Flakes
union and that they can either acJaffe added that an extremely corcept licenses or do without union FITZPATRICK BROS., Chicago
The Meet the Missus programs
dial and cooperative spirit on both
musicians.
(Automatic
Soap
Flakes
and
Kitsides existed at the last meeting
conducted before women's
Whether the transcribers will acchen Klenzer), celebrated its first are
groups
lunching
at
the
Home
Arts
of the two groups on Oct. 20.
cept or fight the demands of the anniversary on Oct. 15 of their Guild. Tommy Bartlett, conductor
Following this meeting and the
union is not known, as their com- Meet the Missus program which of the original WBBM show, has
mittee said it is as yet unable to started on WBBM a year ago and flown to other cities when programs
final agreement of the two committees, copies of the agreement
issue any statement, although it is has since been expanded to four were started there. Stations carrymailed to each affiliate staunderstood they will take no action other stations. The show has been
ing the broadcast in addition to will betion and
local union for inclusion
f any kind until they have had a one of the greatest success stories WBBM are WHK, WKRC, WJR
in their contracts, which may be
hance to examine the licenses. in radio. One of the premiums
and WJAS. Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., new or a continuation of existing
vhich will be based on the original given away, a special Meet the Chicago, is agency. Left to right contracts, provided, however, that
16 demands presented to them by Missus game, drew several hundred
are Irwin L. Rosenberg, Home Arts
each station expends for the emGuild; Paul Winkler, treasurer,
the AFM last summer [Broaivcast- thousand box tops. Other premiums
ployment of musicians the amounts
ING, Aug. 15].
that have been successfully offered Fitzpatrick Bros.; H. M. Alexanof its come
quota
on the
5.49%as of
net inA similar licensing arrangement
der, account executive, Neisseron the program include Mixmastfrom sale
of time
agreed
to
was also offered by the musicians
ers and Nesco Electric Roaster,
Meyerhoff Inc.; D. C. Baker, adverpreviously
[Broadcasting,
Oct.
15].
with indications that a new game,
tising manager, Fitzpatrick Bros.;
to the committee of the phonograph
record makers when it met with the now being offered, may even surErnst & Ernst, firm of accountand Tommy Bartlett, WBBM's
(Continued on page 6Jf)
AFM board on Oct. 28. The compass previous offers.
quizzer.
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Committee

Hooper-Holmes Field Workers Interviewing in All
Parts of Nation, With 100 Counties Included
subject of lengthy debate by the
FIELD MEN from the Hooperwhich finally selectHolmes Bureau, New York re- subcommittee,
ed a method based primarily on
search concein, in mid-October be- population
so as to insure a proper
gan knocking on doors of farmhouses and small town homes in distribution of set-owners and nonset-owners, but with a minimum
all parts of the country, collecting
of calls on set-owners in
by personal interviews data that number
each
to provide a proper
will form the basis for the first in- basis locality
for
the
listening
habits part
tensive study ever made of radio
the study, a system which the
ownership and listening habits of of
committee believes to be the most
the rural population.
satisfactory obtainable.
The survey is being made under
As soon as a sufficient number
the auspices of the Joint Commitof
questionnaires have been retee on Radio Research, group of
the committee will begin
15 members, five each from the its work ceived,
of tabulating the returns
ANA, AAAA and NAB, and is and of applying
the complicated
being financed by NBC and CBS.
formula by which these figures will
The idea was approved last June
be projected to give figures of rural
by the Joint Committee whose
set ovraership by states. It is
technical subcommittee has just hoped to have these state totals
given its approval to the questionby the first of the year
naire and the methods of allocat- completed
and possibly at a later date a
ing the 20,000 interviews the surbreakdown by counties for each
vey will include. A number of recstate. Information as to listening
ognized research firms bid for the habits will be issued by time zones,
task of collecting the data, Hooperattempt to differentiate beHolmes getting the work on the with notween
individual states, although it
basis of the lowest bid.
will be separated into farmers and
The questionnaire includes questownsmen and possibly into economic classes. The committee
tions on ownership of radio set,
telephone and automobile, source
hopes
to
make a complete estiof power, times that members of
mate of both urban and rural set
the family are at home and times
ownership, either by making an
that set is in use. In homes where
of its own or by bringthere is no radio the residents will urbaning up-study
to date the figures obtained
be asked if they listen to broadby CBS in its survey of last year.
casts, and if so where. Answers
of non-set owners may point the
way for a future study of listening habits of that group. Of the Elliott Roosevelt Signs
20,000 interviews to be obtained, For Commentary Series
10,000 will be of farm homes and
10,000 of families living in towns
ELLIOTT ROOSEVELT, vicepresident of Hearst Radio Inc., has
of 2,500 or less population, which
have been largely neglected in pre- been signed by Irving Fogel Provious surveys.
ductions, Hollywood, for a weekly
radio program to be released transSelection of Counties
continentally starting early in November. Network and date of
Approximately 100 rural counties will be covered by the survey,
starting were not announced, but
ranging from one to six in each the feature will probably be sponstate. These counties were caresored, it was said. The quarterfully selected to be as typical as hour series is tentatively titled
/ See It.
possible. First, census figures were
studied to determine which counMr. Roosevelt will comment on
ties agreed most nearly with their
current events, national and international. He will also review
states on seven points: Distribution of rural population between
scientific developments, news oddifarm and town homes, density of
ties and their relative bearing and
rural population, average valuaimportance to the average citizen.
tion of farm equipment, average
Negotiations were handled by Murvaluation of rural town property,
ray Grabhorn, manager of KEHE,
distribution of owners and tenants,
the Hearst Radio Los Angeles stapercentage of non-farm families in
tion. Howard Esary, KEHE protowns, and radio ownership, the
gram manager, will produce the selast being the most important
ries, in conjunction with the Irving
point.
Fogel Productions staff.
While these figures were being
examined, letters were sent to agricultural experts in each state askFirestone Specials
ing them to select the counties
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER
most typical of that state's agriCo., Akron, which recently sponcultm-al population. This is imsored NBC broadcasts from the
portant, as a fruit farm, for instance, would make different de- National Dairy Show, Columbus,
mands on its owner's time than a will also sponsor daily programs
wheat farm, and a corresponding
from the International Livestock
difference in his listening habits.
From these two sets of data a Exposition, Chicago, from Nov. 29
tentative list of counties to be through Dec. 3, on the Blue network. William E. Drips, NBC direcstudied in each state was drawn up
tor of agricultural programs, and
and these lists sent back to the
Everett Mitchell, NBC Farm &
agricultural experts for criticism,
after which the lists were finally Home Hour announcer, will conduct
the broadcasts. Agency is Sweeney
corrected. Method of allocating
calls within each county was the & James Co., Cleveland.
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LATESTLeads
'YOUNGEST'
WOWO
MVke Race For
-Kid Commentator
COMES now WOWO-WGL, Fort
Wayne, Ind., claiming that Bob
Wilson is mentatorthe
youngest
in radio
and hasnews
beencomall
along.
His
birth
certificate reads
August 27, 1915,
and the last one
of his 22 years
has been spent
editing and commentating
on
WOWO-WGL. In
WTA ^^fB
■Bm.
t'il^B three
years.commercial
Bob has
Mr. Wilson
radio for four
f/B^^Wm^^
programs daily. And can he comment, says WOWO-WGL.
Broadcasting
started this whole
thing when it innocently published
a cut of Bob Hurleigh, 25, commentator for WFBR, Baltimore, in its
Oct. 1est".
issue
underWest
the on
titlethe"YoungFrom the
wings
of the air mail there came next day
a picture of Commentator Wally
Roda, 23, of WKZO, Kalamazoo,
Mich., which was published Oct. 15.
ROOSEVELT'S
DEAL
FOR KFJZ FAVORED
EXAMINER George H. Hill on
Oct. 22 recommended to the FCC
that it grant the application of R.
S. Bishop, owner of KFJZ, Fort
Worth, to transfer ownership of
that station to Mrs. Ruth G. Roosevelt, wife of the second son of the
President, Elliott Roosevelt. The
100-watt night and 250-watt daytime station on 1370 kc. is under
purchase option to Mrs. Roosevelt
for $57,000. Examiner Hill found
as a result of a hearing Sept. 7, at
which Elliott Roosevelt appeared
for his wife both as witness and
counsel, that she was legally, technically and financially qualified to
acquire control of Fort Worth
Broadcasters Inc., licensee of
KFJZ, and to continue its operation.
Mr. Hill pointed out in his report,
which awaits formal FCC action,
that the testimony showed Mrs.
Roosevelt will not have any connection, financially or otherwise with
Hearst Radio Inc., of which her
husband is vice-president in charge
of its Southwest stations. At the
hearing young Mr. Roosevelt had
testified that his wife's holdings
were in "excess of $10,000 in bonds
and stocks, a 1,500-acre ranch
valued at $60,000 with a house
worth $12,000, stock worth $7,500
and other assets of at least
$10,000." His own income, he said,
was "in excess of $20,000."
Mr. Roosevelt also heads a company formed to purchase KABC,
San Antonio, for approximately
$55,000. Hearing on the proposed
transfer of ownership has not yet
been held.
Morey Will Add
MOREY Co., Los Angeles, (Vitafoot) after a brief test, on Oct.
22 started for 52 weeks using
weeklv spot announcements on
KEHE, Hollywood. This is the
firm's first venture into radio, newspapers and direct mail advertising
being used exclusively in the past.
Campaign is proving successful
and other stations will probably be
added. Steller-Millar Agency, Los
Angeles, has the account. Helen V.
Millar is executive in charge.
BROADCASTING

Roosevelt Revises
KYA-KEHE
Setup
California Radio System Now
Expected to Be Dissolved
WITH Elliott Roosevelt, vice-president of Hearst Radio Inc. and managing director of its stations in the
Southwest, having completed reorganization of KYA, San Francisco,
and KEHE, Los Angeles, taking
direct control and making several
retrenchments, it was expected that
the California Radio System, of
which the latter two are links, will
be dissolved.
Mr. Roosevelt has been on the
West Coast for several weeks personally directing the reorganization
and he will divide his time between
California and the Southwest in
the future. E. J. Gough, vice-president and general manager of
Hearst Radio Inc., New York, arrived Oct. 25. Both have been in
conference with Guy Hamilton,
general manager of the McClatchy
Broadcasting Corp.. Sacramento,
which controls four California stations in the network of six.
From these conferences are expected to come the announcement
of
the network's
and
return
of the two termination,
Hearst stations
to an unaffiliated status.
Also substantiating this report
was the appearance of Murray
Grabhorn, KEHE manager, before
Los calAngeles
Lo47 on Oct. Musicians
20 to ask Union
the status
of the station as an independent,
without a network affiliation.
Personnel Changes
In the general reorganization
that followed. Ford Billings resigned as Hearst Radio Inc. West
Coast director and general manager of the California Radio System, and joins Hearst Radio Inc. in
Chicago. Grabhorn and Bob Roberts
continue as managers of KEHE
and KYA respectively. Others to
resign at KEHE include Mayfield
Kaylor, for eight years production
and program manager, who has
been replaced by Howard Esary;
Ken Higgins, producer and continuity writer, and Lewis Patterson,
publicity director. Reiland Quinn
replaces Leon Churchen as KYA
program manager.
H. C. Burke, manager of KTSA,
San Antonio, who came to Hollywood with Mr. Roosevelt for the
reorganization, installed a system
of operations in the two stations
similar to that in the Southwest.
Mr. Roosevelt spiked reports that
he personally, or any syndicate, including one in which he was assertedly
active,
is negotiating
for'
the Hearst
stations
in California.
He said neither the California stations nor any of the other eight^
Hearst-owned are for sale.
Cheney Tries Radio
CHENEY BROS., New York, makers of silks and silk neckwear, has
resumed advertising after a tenyear lapse. Placed through Jay
Lewis Associates, New York, announcements started on WLW, Cincinnati, Oct. 25. About 10 stations
on the Eastern seaboard will be
added later.
PRESIDENT
ROOSEVELT'S
tenth;
fireside chat from
the White House
since he took office in 1933 will be
delivered Sunday, Nov. 14, over com(EST). bined networks, 10:30-10:45 p. m.
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Group
Revision

Maps
to

Be

Plan
Given

to

Revamp

Industry

at

the

Convention

NAB
Likely

To Be Held in Washington About Mid-February
PLUNGING into its assigned task term, might be regarded as the injf devising a plan to revitalize the
Radio Investment
dustry's "ambassador."
Presumably,
this person would
XAB and to make possible the hiring of an dustry,
"ambassador"
for the in- become the paid president of the
FROM 1922 to 1936 inclusive,
the NAB Reorganization
new NAB. There would be an honthe American people spent
Committee in the fortnight since its
orary elective post, however, just
$5,829,994,480 on radio reappointment already has laid the as there is at present, but it probceiving apparatus, according
i^roundwork for its operations.
ably will be that of chairman of the
Designated bv the NAB special board. If the membership elects an
to a Department of Commerce compilation. This
jonvention in New York last month
"ambassador" under the revised
:o prepare a broad plan to reshape by-laws, he would necessarily beyear's
trade
that sales
willestimates
run close areto
:he trade association, the commitcome the president. If on the other
the
1936
total
of
$521,000,:ee at present is functioning
hand, this function is delegated to
000, which means that in 16
ihrough Philip G. Loucks, Wash- the board of directors, the paid
years of broadcasting the
executive would become chairman
ington attorney and former NAB
public will have invested well
I managing director, who was named
of the board, and the presidential
over six billion dollars in raits counsel and advisor. By order post would go to an active broadcaster.
of the convention, the committee
dio sets, tubes and accessories, not including the
will call the next reeular convenImmediately after his designatransmitting
and receiving
:ion once its work is completed.
tion as counsel at the Oct. 13 meetequipment used by the broadThe committee likely will recoming
of
the
Reorganization
Commitcasters, the government, the
mend that the convention be held
tee in New York, Mr. Loucks beamateurs and the commercial
in Washington, probably in midgan the initial work.
companies.
February. A preliminary report of
Not a Candidate
its recommendations, based upon
suggestions from stations as well
Current reports that Mr. Loucks
lis from the committee's own re- might be considered a candidate for try, and I will contribute the best
search, probably will be sent to all the new NAB executive post wei'e of which I am capable in the comstations in December for scrutiny emphatically
denied by the attorney.
mittee's work. When the NAB
ind criticism. The final report is
membership acts on the commitexpected to go out about the first
"I made it perfectly clear to the
tee's report early next year, my
of the year, to give all members
committee that I am not a candiwork for the organization termithe mandatory 30-day advance nodate for any position in the organization at the time I was asked to
tice, so they can attend the reornates
automatically."
committee,
by the terms of
g^anization convention entirely fa- become its counsel," he said. "Nat- theThe
NAB resolution, is functioning
miliar with the project in all its
ural y, Iam interested in having
phases.
the NAB function in the most ef- with NAB funds. The special convention voted a 50% increase in
ficient manner possible and in the
Officials Cooperate
best interests of the entire indus- dues, effective at once, which will
Members of the Committee, which
is functioning without a chairman,
are Edwin W. Craig, WSM, NashNBC STARTS BUILDING IN HOLLYWOOD
ville, author of the resolution
which resulted in its formation ;
John Shepard 3d, president of the
Yankee Network; Ed Crane y,
KGIR, Butte, and KPFA, Helena;
Walter J. Damm, WTMJ, Milwaukee, and Edward A. Allen, WLVA,
Lynchburg, Va. Mark Ethridee,
sreneral manager of the Louisville
Courier- Journal and Times, which
operate WHAS, is serving as an
ex-officio member. He was the
moving spirit of the Independent
Radio Network Affiliates movement
Drovoked by the employment controversy with the American Federation of Musicians. It was this orthe showdownganization's
on activity
the that
NAB forced
reorDesign of New NBC Structure Planned in Film Colony
sranization.
casting. Executive offices will be
Maintaining its headquarters at TO REPLACE its present Hollywood studios, alreadv outgrown al- housed in a central office building
-Mr. Loucks' offices in Washington,
at
the
corner
of Sunset and Vine,
though built only two years ago,
the committee is receiving the
begin immediate con- which visitors will enter through
wholehearted cooperation of Pres- NBC will struction
of its new Hollywood
a three-story lobby from which a
ident John Elmer and Managing
Director James W. Baldwin of the home at the famous intersection of huge master control room with its
Sunset Blvd. & Vine St., site of the intricate panels and apparatus will
NAB. The trade association,
Famous Players - Lasky be visible. Modern in every rethrough its directing heads, is mak- original
film lot.
spect, with the latest lighting faing available to the committee all
cilities, air conditioning, acoustical
The new structure will provide
of its facilities and is assisting Mr. for the immediate needs of NBC, treatment, the studios will also repLoucks in the preliminary aspects.
resent
the latest development of
occupying about half of the fiveThe NAB, of course, is functionacre tract, comprising two city NBC engineers, including an autoing in the customary manner and blocks, and leaving ample room for
matic pre-set switching system.
has not altered its activities pend- future expansion as well as for
"This development," said Presitelevision studios when needed. Deing action on the reorganization
dent Lenox Lohr, "marks a definite
signed by O. B. Hanson, NBC chief step in the importance of Hollyplan.
wood as a center for the radio inIt is a foregone conclusion the engineer, and the company's design
unit, working in cooperation with
dustry. That Hollywood is importplan will provide complete recon- the
ant
in radio is borne out by the
Austin Co., which will erect the
struction ofthe NAB with separate building,
fact
that
less than two years ago
the studios will be patbureaus to function in specialized
we
opened
the most modern broadterned
after
the
motion
picture
fields such as legal, labor relations, unit plan.
casting center we could construct.
research, public relations, economFour large individual studios un- Already we have outgrown it."
ics and administration. All these
It is expected that Don Lee
der separate roofs, each with an
would be headed by a paid execu- audience capacity of several hun- Broadcasting System, Los Angeles,
tive of outstanding stature, who,
will take over the present NBC
dred persons and four non-audience studios will be used for broadHollywood headquarters.
for want of a more descriptive
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mean an increase of from $80,000
to $120,000 per year in the association's income, based on the present
400-odd station membership.
On Oct. 26, Mr. Loucks addressed
a letter to all 700 stations on behalf of the committee, asking that
"full suggestions" on the reorganization be forwarded. These replies,
together with suggestions already
at hand, will be duplicated and
sent to each committee member, so
the committee at its next meeting
this month, will be thoroughly conversant with every developed detail.
A half-dozen committee sessions
probably will be held before the
final report is submitted to the
membership
leastconvention.
30 days in advance of the atnext
Meanwhile,
has The
undertaken twoMr.
basicLoucks
studies.
first is an analysis of the nrincipal provisions of the organization
of other trade associations. The
second isitationsaof trade
study associations.
of the legal With
limsuch a foundation, the committee
hopes to draft the strongest possible organization chart.
The final report of the committee
which will outline ideas of members of that group, as well as individual broadcasters, probably will
not mention the names of the possible "ambassador." Instead each
committee member is making his
own study of possibilities. Names
will be discussed at the committee
sessions and the probable course
will be to interview certain individuals from time to time to get their
reactions. Then the consideration of
the persons themselves probably
will be left to the convention itself,
after having been projected from
the floor by committee members.
Gains in Radio Industry
Shown in Data Compiled
By Dun and Bradstreet
NATIONAL advertising broadcast
during the first nine months of
1937 totaled $50,097,000, or 23.3%
more than the peak recorded for
the corresponding period of 1936
which was $40,637,000, according to
announcement Oct. 23 by Dun &
Bradstreet Inc., New York. It also exceeded the 12-month totals of
all years prior to 1936 and was
only 16% short of the $59,671,000
recorded for 1936 which was the
largest year in radio's history, the
report shows. The 1937 high of
$6,345,000 in March was the fifth
time that the monthly total had
passed the $6,000,000 mark since
broadcasting started.
Half-year sales by manufacturers of radio sets and equipment
rose to 3,348,635 receivers, a gain
of 12% from the previous high in
the corresponding six months of
1936. Lacking the support of bonus
money spending and the spurt in
demand for receivers prior to the
Presidential election a year ago,
the report states, comparative
gains in retail sales shrank during
the summer months.
Operations were well maintained
at factories turning out automobile
radios. Major shipments, however,
were to automobile makers, to be
included as part of the new models,
instead of to distributors as a year
ago. In spite of the slower rate,
1937 output was expected to top
the peak reached in 1936.
KGCI are the call letters assigned by
the FCC for the new 100-watt daytime
Idaho. on 1200 kc. at Couer d'Alene,
station
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Federal
Scrutiny
Shows Few
Radio
Trade
Complaints
FTC Finds Industry Helpful
In Advertising Review
OF 439,393 commercial broadcasts
by individual stations and 30,983
by networks, the Federal Trade
Commission found only 1,275 prospective cases to be subject to further review in procedure, the Commission announced in its annual
report covering the fiscal year ended June 30, 1937 and made public
Nov. 1.
The Commission stated it is receiving helpful cooperation from
the 620 active commercial stations
and noted a desire on the part of
broadcasters "to aid in the elemination of false and misleading advertising."
In its discussion of examination
of radio continuities, the FTC
stated that it "began the review of
advertising copy broadcast over the
radio at the beginning of the fiscal
year 1934-35. At the outset, the
Commission, through the Special
Board of Investigation, made a
survey of all commercial continuities, covering the broadcasts of all
radio stations during July, 1934.
The volume of returns received
and the character of the announcements indicated that a satisfactory continuous scrutiny of current
broadcasts could be maintained with
a limited force and at relatively
small expense, by adopting a plan
of grouping the stations for certain specific periods.
Transcriptions Included
"Consequently,
beginning
September,
1934, calls
have with
been
issued to individual radio stations
at the rate of four times yearly
for each station, according to their
licensed power and location in the
five radio zones established by the
Federal Communications Commission. These returns cover specified
15-day periods.
"National and regional networks,
however, respond on a continuous
weekly basis, submitting copies of
commercial continuities for all programs wherein linked hookuns are
used involving two or more affiliated
or member stations.
"Producers of electrical - transcription recordings submit regularly monthly returns of typed copies of the commercial portions of
all recordings manufactured by
them, for radio broadcast. As the
actual broadcast of a commercial
recording is not always known to
the manufacturer of an article being advertised, the Commission's
knowledge of current transcription
programs is supplemented by sptcial reports from individual stations
from time to time, listing the programs of recorded transcriptions
with the essential data as to ihe
names of the advertisers, and the
articles sponsored.
"The combined material received
furnishes representative and specific data on the character of current radio advertising which has
proven of great value in the efforts
to prevent false and misleading
representations.
the fiscal
year ended
June
30,"During
1937, the
Commission
received
copies of 439,393 commercial broadcasts by individual radio stations
and 30,983 commercial broadcasts
by networks, or chain originating
key stations. The broadcasts from
Page 16 • November

Kelly Heads N. Y. Net
BRADLEY KELLY, manager of
WINS, sumed
New
York,
hasNew
alsoYork
asdirection
of the
Broadcasting System for which
WINS is the key
station, following
the resignation of
Burt Squire on
Oct. 26. The offices of the network have also
been moved back
to the station,
from which they
were separated
Mr. Kelly
early in the summer. Mr. Kelly, who became manager of WINS about three weeks
ago when Mr. Squire resigned that
post to devote full time to the network, has returned to the position
he held from Dec. 1932 to April
1934, since when he has been assistant to Joseph V. Connelly, president of King Feature Syndicate
and of Hearst Radio Inc.
10 Get Dr. Lyons
R. L. WATKINS Co., New York
(Dr. Lyons' tooth powder), started
Oct. 25 a series of quarter-hour
RCA-Victor transcriptions to run
on 10 stations. Programs are broadcast Mondays through Fridays, and
are titled Wife vs. Secretary. Contracts are for 52 weeks on WJR,
WCAU, WFBR, KSFO, KFI,
KGW, KHQ, KOMO, WON, WHN.
Blackett - Sample - Hummert Inc.,
New Yoi'k, handles the account.
Mark W. Allen Plans
MARK W. ALLEN & Co., Detroit,
for its 2 Drop Hand Lotion, thru
Frank Presbey Co. Inc., Chicago,
has contracted for an extended series of five-minute transcribed
shows with Associated Cinema Studios, Hollywood transcription concern. Leroy King, vice-president, is
executive in charge of the account.
the independent stations averaged
1% paeres each and from the networks 10 pages each.
"The
special
board about
and its
staff"
read and
marked
959,264
pages of typewritten copies durine
the year, or an average of 3,145
pages every working day. From
this material, 24,558 commercial
broadcasts were marked for further study as containing representations that may have been false
or misleading. These were assembled in 1,275 prospective cases for
further review and procedure in instances that appeared to require it.
"From data now accumulated as
a result of the first three years'
systematic review of radio advertising, the Commission is in a position to ascertain the sources of
the more objectionable examples of
broadcast advertising and to take
action where necessary.
"In its examination of advertising, the Commission's only purpose
is to prevent false and misleading
representations. It does not undertake to dictate what an advertiser
shall say, but rather indicates what
he may not say under the law. Jurisdiction is limited to cases which
have a public interest as distinguished from a mere private controversy, and which involve practices held to be unfair to competitors in interstate commerce."
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EVERVBODy HAPPy
WSM Yields to Wishes of
Its Football Fans
WHAT amounts to a radio miracle
has developed
in Nashville
in connection with football
broadcasting,
through cooperation of sponsor
(Kellogg's), agency (N. W. Ayer
& Son), stations (WSM and
WLAC) and Mr. & Mrs. John Q.
Football Public.
WSM, owned by the National
Life & Accident Insurance Co., had
the Tennessee-Georgia game scheduled for Oct. 30, under Kellogg
sponsorship. But the Nashville public, strongly behind the undefeated
Vanderbilt team in Nashville, set
up a howl for a broadcast of that
school's
Atlanta. game with Georgia Tech in
Graham S. Mason, of the N. W.
Ayer radio department, was consulted by WSM executives. The result: WSM carried out its obligation of broadcasting the TennesseeGeorgia game under Kellogg sponsorship. WLAC carried the Vanderbilt-Georgia Tech game under
joint
sponsorship
Kellogg's with
and
National
Life & ofAccident,
WSM announcers and engineers
handling the remote. And the pubwere lic,
happy.
sponsors, agency and stations

WRDW
WDGY

Signs With CBS ;
Now With Mutual

TWO independent stations —
WRDW, Augusta, Ga., and
WDGY,cameSt.
Paul-Minneapolis—
benetwork
affiliates in latter
October. The Augusta station operating on 1500 kc. with 250 watts
daytime and 100 watts night, joined CBS Oct. 31 and at the same
time dedicated its new plant and
studios. The station is owned by
the Augusta Broadcasting Co., with
M. A. Metzger as its directing head
and J. (Ed) Reynolds as manager.
WDGY joined Mutual Broadcasting System Oct. 24. A limited time
station, it operates on the 1180 kc.
channel with 5,000 watts until local
sunset and 1,000 watts during evening. The station is owned by Dr.
George W. Young. The affiliation
does not affect the arranerement between MBS and KSTP, St. Paul
outlet for the NBC Red Network,
whereby KSTP carries certain
MBS commercials.
On Oct. 31, KTMS, Santa Barbara, Cal., became a supplementary
NBC outlet available to the Pacific
Bluestation
Group.is NBC's
affiliate,
the
owned 40th
and operated
by the News-Press Publishing Co.
of Santa Barbara. KTMS operates
with 500 watts, on 1220 kc.
KELA Joins Don Lee
KELA, new 500 watt Centralia,
Wash., station operating on 1440
kc, on Oct. 31 joined the Don Lee
Broadcasting System, Los Angeles,
as an affiliate. Identified as the
Twin City station, KELA is located
between Centralia and Chehalis on
the Pacific Highway. It is operated
by the Central Broadcasting Corp.,
with J. Elroy McCaw as general
manager. Don Lee network, which
is the West Coast outlet of the
Mutual Broadcasting System, now
includes 25 owned and affiliated
Pacific Coast stations. The network
saluted KELA as an affiliate with
a special broadcast on Oct. 31.
BROADCASTING

Mason

Assistant to Lohr;

Hedges Is Named by NBC
To Station Relation Post
WITH William S. Hedges assuming therectornewly-created
post Frank
of diof station relations,
E. Mason, NBC vice-president in
charge of station
relations, on Nov.
1 relinquishes
those duties to beto Lenox
come sistant
personal
asR. Lohr, NBC
president.
Mr.
Mason will have
Mr. Mason

a roving assignsecond
ment andpersonal
is the

assistant to be appointed by Mr.
Lohr, the first having been Clayland T. Morgan.
No changes in other executive
posts are involved. Keith Kiggins,
recently named manager of the station relations department to succeed Reginald Brophy, now general
manager of the Canadian Marconi
Co., continues in that capacity but
reports to Mr. Hedges instead of
Mr. Mason. Alfred H. Morton continues as manager of NBC-owned
and operated stations, to which
post he succeeded when Mr. Hedges
resigned Jan. 1, 1937, to become
vice-president
in charg-e
of broadcasting of Crosley
Radio
Corp.,
operating WLW and WSAI, Cin-'
cinnati. Mr. Hedges left the Crosley firm Oct. 4.
"This step has been made necessary," said Mr. Lohr, in making
the announcement of Mr. Mason's
new duties, "by the fact that the
number of important matters which
would ordinarily require my personal attention has been so increasingly multiplied that I must have
at my right hand a responsible
executive, who has my confidence,
to relieve me of many of them. Mr.
Mason's wide experience in many
phases
of the ofcompany's
over a period
six years, activities
fits him
admirably for this important post."
Hamlin's Starts Shows
HAMLIN'S WIZARD OIL Co.,
Chicago (Hamlin's Wizard Oil),
will start half-hour hillbilly shows
five times weekly on 11 stations the
first part of November with other
stations to be added. Vanderbie &
Rubens Inc., Chicago, is agency.Stations already signed are: WJJD,
WJR, WTIC, WWVA, WNAX,
KMMJ, WIBW, KWTO, WWL,
WHAM, KINY.
Scott Products on 5
SCOTT PRODUCTS Co., a new
Chicago firm manufacturing Scott
Powders,
started
announce-'
ments
threehas
to 12
times weekly
on
five stations with 20 others to be
added. Announcements are being
broadcast by KMMJ, WNAX,
WWVA, KFRU and CKLW. First
United Broadcasters Inc.. Chicago,;
handles the account.
Rail Express Spots
RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY,
New York, isnouncementsplacing
on stationsspot
in an32
cities, to start Nov. 15. Directed at
holidayments business,
the announcewill be broadcast
five times
a week, in the evening hours, and
will run for five weeks. Agency is
the Caples Co., New York.
• Broadcast
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ciWCAU
JjAFRA

Engineers
Claims

New

Join

CIO;

Members

"i i
American Advertising Gnild, an Affiliate of CIO,
I
Claims Many Members in Agency Radio Staffs
AMERICAN
Radio
Telegraphists'
Association, CIO
union,
on Oct. 20 are now affiliated with other unions.
signed a contract with WCAU,
Department heads will be considered for membership under the
Philadelphia, calling for a closed
shop with all technicians employed same general system as those in
the Newspaper Guild; that is, they
at the station to be ARTA members in good standing. Contract, will be eligible if accepted by a
signed by Dr. Leon Levy and Louis unanimous vote of their employes.
Levinson for WCAU and Willard
AFRA Gains Members
Bliss for ARTA the day after the
Membership in the American
station had secured an injunction
against picketing of the station by Federation of Radio Artists, AFL
ARTA, runs for two years and talent union, is increasing at the
also provides for a 40-hour week, rate of several hundred weekly,
and demands for organizers to set
7V^9c wage increase, minimum
wage of $46 running up to $69 on up local chapters have been rea seniority basis, time and a half
ceived from cities in all parts of
for overtime, and seven cents a the country, Emily Holt, executive
mile traveling expenses, 14-day no- secretary of the union, told Broadtice, two weeks vacation with pay,
casting. Locals have recently been
and the arbitration of all disputes. set up in Cincinnati and St. Louis
ARTA now claims the following in addition to those previously ormembership among technical staffs
ganized in New York, Los Angeles
of Eastern stations: New York:
and Chicago, she said, adding that
WOV, WBNX and WHN, lOOTr
in New York and Los Angeles 80%
-igned, under agreement; WEIL
of the talent has joined AFRA.
Despite the previous entry of the
.nd WHOM,
100':^^; WABC,
WEVD, 809/.
80%
under
agreement;
American Guild of Radio AnnouncPhiladelphia: WPEN, WDAS,
ers and Producers, independent
WCAU, KYW, lOO^c under agreeunion, into the field, Mrs. Holt
ment; WFIL and WIP, 809f . Pitts- stated that both staff and free
burgh: WWSW, 100% under agree- lance announcers were joining
ment. Washington: WOL, WJSV,
AFRA in large numbers. In New
1009'f. Baltimore: WCAO, 100%.
the majority of anAkron: WJW, 1009c under agree- York, she nouncerssaid,
at NBC headquarters and
ment. Portsmouth, Ohio: WPAY,
100% under agreement. Rochester, at
bers.WHN had become AFRA memN. Y.: WHEC, 100% under agreedemands have yet been made
ment. Utica: WIBX, 100% under onNo any
station or network by
agreement. Buffalo: WBNY,
this group. Local committees, acWEBR, WKBW, WGR, 100%.
cording to Mrs. Holt, are now
Contract With RCA
drawing up tentative wage scales
and working conditions for the
Contract was signed between
actors, announcers and
RCA Communications Inc. and singers,
ARTA providing for wage in- sound effects men, which will be
at the national headquarcreases for 700 live traffic employes collected
ters in New York and there coorand 300 messengers in continental
dinated into a standard form,
U. S. and Hawaii. First contract
will then be presented to
ever to be signed with any union which
broadcasters. Mrs. Holt would not
by RCA, the one-year agreement
just how soon these demands
provides for salary increases and say
be presented, but she did say
ither benefits totaling $200,000, will
that she preferred not to rush into
-ole recognition, time-and-a-half
anything and that the union would
or overtime and double time-andgo to the broadcasters until
a-half for holidays, vacations of not
it is certain that its demands are
■wo weeks after one year, three fair and that the result of its rec■.eeks after five years and four
ognition will benefit both its memveeks after ten years, and arbitrabers and the stations at which they
tion of all disputes. Contract was
are employed.
signed by W. A. Winterbottom,
Questioned regarding the situa\ice-president and general manation in Chicago, where James C.
ger, RCAC, and Mervyn RathPetrillo,
head of the Chicago Fedbourne, president, ARTA. Edward
eration of Musicians, recently orMcGrady, RCA labor relations diganized an affiliate union of anrector, assisted in the negotiations,
nouncers, producers and sound efis first major task since joining
fects
men, Mrs. Holt stated that
;he company.
she
had
had
several conversations
Newly-formed American Advertising Guild, which, according to its with Mr. Petrillo on the subject
and that his group had been
•iresident, has representation in formed
to combat the
-09c of the larger New York agen- invasion primarily
of AGRAP into Chicago
cies, will include in its membership
on the basis that an older, stronger
members of agency radio depart- union
such as the musicians could
ments who do not now come under
the jurisdiction of any other union. do the job more effectively than a
Organized as Local 20 of the new group such as AFRA. When
AFRA is further along, she said, it
United Office & Professional Workers of America, a CIO affiliate, will undoubtedly apply to AFL for
the Guild is headed by Merritt transfer of this Chicago group to
Crawford, of the publicity depart- its membership, which falls under
ment of Grand National Films Inc., AFRA jurisdiction by terms of its
New York. Offices of the Guild are charter.
at 425 Fourth Ave.
Complete data on all phases of
It is not entirely clear at present radio working conditions affecting
those eligible for AFRA memberwho will be eligible to membership
ship is being gathered by New
in the organization, inasmuch as
some people engaged in radio work York headquarters. Information
1 1 BROADCASTING
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WKY Not Signed
IN AN ARTICLE covering
broadcast labor developments
it was incorrectly stated in
the Oct. 15 Broadcasting
that employes
WKY,joined
Oklahoma City,of had
American Radio Telegraphists Association, along with
employes of other Oklahoma
City tion
stations.
The informawas obtained
from
sources believed reliable.
WKY states that none of its
employes have signed with
ARTA and that it is definitely assured that they have no
desire to affiliate with the
union. Broadcasting regrets
the error.
will be used in drafting proposed
basic pay schedules and working
conditions agreements with radio
stations and agencies throughout
the country, according to Norman
Field,tiveLos
Angeles Chapter execusecretary.
Expectations that the pact will
be in force early in December is
predicted
on theandsentiment
shown. Stations
agencies beinghave
indicated a willingness to come to
a closed shop agreement as quickly
as possible, it was said. Field
pointed out that the pay scale, in
many instances, was lower on the
West Coast than in the East.
AFRA has set Dec. 1 as the
deadline for admission to membership without initiation fees for
members of the other AAAA
units, namely SAG, AEA and
AGMA. The study influx of members during the past few weeks indicates a 100 per cent sign-up before that date. Field said. Los
Angeles Chapter now has more than
500 members and San Francisco
Chapter 200. Spokane and Seattle,
now organized in the Pacific Northwest, have a combined membership
of more than 100.
CIO Gets Recognition
Added impetus has been given
the CIO drive for organization of
Los Angeles radio station workers
with announcement of collective
bargaining recognition from KRKD
and KEHE, and consummation of
an agreement with KFVD.
Ernest V. Roberts, secretary of
Broadcast Local No. 15 of the
Radio Telegraphists,
announced that the unionOct.had25 been
recognized as the bargaining agent
for KRKD and KEHE technicians
at an informal hearing at the regional National Labor Relations
Board offices in Los Angeles. Working hours and wage increases will
be discussed at a later meeting he
said.
Wage increases ranging from 10
to 20% were provided for technical
workers, announcers and office employes under a Maximum
year's agreement
with KFVD.
weekly
hours of 38 for announcers and 40
for technicians and office workers
are provided, according to Roberts.
WEAF-WJZ Take Discs
WEAF and WJZ, New York key
stations of NBC, and KPO, NBCowned station in San Francisco,
■will now accept transcriptions before 9a. m. at card rates, follovdng
the lead of CBS for its New York
key, WABC. Other NBC managed
and operated stations already take
discs.

Television

Is Declared

Distant

Five Years Away, Loughrane
Informs Movie Industry
THE motion picture industry has
nothing to fear from television for
at least five years, according to
Basil Loughrane, radio director of
Lord & Thomas, Chicago, who arrived in Hollywood Oct. 25 for a
week's conference with Walt Disney Studio executives on the Walt
Disney cartoon series to be sponsored by Pepsodent Co. (toothpaste), over NBC-Red network
starting Jan. 2. He pointed out that
perfected television will force a
radical change in the film industry.
"It is impossible to say just what
form this change will take or how
far-reaching it will be," he said,
"but there can be no doubt however, that it is the entertainment
medium of tomorrow". Mr. Loughrane said one major motion picture
studio already is preparing itself
and has technicians and engineers
experimenting with television as
an insurance for the future.
Lucky Strike Audition
The Walt Disney cartoon series,
tentatively set for Sundays, 3:30-4
auwas f originall
p. m. (EST),
& Ryan y Inc.,
ditioned byRuthrauf
several weeks ago for Lever Bros.
Co., which turned it down in favor
of a dramatic series featuring Edward G. Robinson. The Disney se'n' tAndy,
will replace
ries
Co.
Pepsoden
theirAmos
who conclude
contract on Dec. 31 to go under
hip of Campbell Soup Co.
sponsors
in January.
John G. Rogers Jr., Lord &
Thomas, New York executive on
the American Tobacco Co. account,
was in Hollywood during October
to discuss with Tom McAvity, the
agency's radio manager in that
city, the new Warner Bros.-Lucky
Strike series planned for NBC-Red
network release to replace the Wednesday night Hit Parade. Auditions
of the variety show, with Dick
Powell as master - of - ceremonies,
have been transcribed and sent to
American Tobacco Co. executives
in New York for final approval.
Don Becker, production manager of
Transamerican Broadcasting &
Television Corp., collaborated with
McAvity and Jack Runyon, Lord &
Thomas assistant radio manager
in
that city, in producing the auditions.
Lucky Strike Tests
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Lucky Strike cigarettes),
will start on Nov. 2 a test program
on WOR, Newark, and WNBF,
Binghamton, N. Y. Titled Melody
Mysteries, the program will feature Richard Himber's orchestra,
Fred Uttal as m.c, and Stuart Allen, vocalist. On each Tuesday
broadcast a short dramatic sketch
will be cealedpresented,
which is song.
conthe name of ina popular
Ten ence
people
from totheguess
studio
will be asked
the audititle,
winners to receive $5 and a carton
of Luckies. The same prizes will be
given to members of the listening
audience who send in the best ideas
for future scripts. The show may
be extended
a large
Mutual Inc.,
network later. toLord
& Thomas
New York, is in charge.
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Bennett
From

Resigns

Justice

Post

Will Specialize in Copyright
And Antitrust Practice
ANDREW W. BENNETT, for
more than three years special assistant to the Attorney General in
charge of the government's
antitrust suit against
ASCAP, resigned
his post Oct. 31
to enter private
practice of law in
Washington sociation
in aswith
Guy & Brookes,
Edmunds Bldg. It
is understood he
will specialize in
Mr. Bennett copyright and anti-trust matters.
In recent weeks there has been
considerable discussion about possible abandonment of this threeyear-old suit against ASCAP, now
pending in the Federal courts in
New York. The case has been dormant for the past year and there
has been no indication from the Department as to whether it intends
to seek resumption of the trial
against ASCAP and 130 other defendants which was recessed in
June, 1935, after ten days of hearing. The case was recessed pending
an effort to stipulate the record.
Favored Reopening of Case
Mr. Bennett handled practically
all the
of the
of
suit,government's
which soughtpreparation
correction
of ASCAP activities alleged to be
in violation of Federal statutes.
While no reason was given for Mr.
Bennett's resignation, it had been
reported that he had sought a reopening of the trial and vigorous
prosecution of the case, but other
Department officials apparently opposed that view.
A group of independent broadcasters desirous of seeing the government suit prosecuted, it was
learned, have discussed with Mr.
Bennett the possibility of an arrangement whereby he would represent them in copyright matters.
This suit, plus the pendency of several bills in Congress seeking to
regulate music combines, such as
ASCAP, are matters in which these
broadcasters have evinced interest.
Moreover, the fact that a halfdozen states already have enacted
state laws placing copyright groups
under state jurisdiction, also has
had the effect of arousing interest
among independent broadcasters in
the establishment of a central legal
clearing house on copyright information. Mr. Bennett joined the Department of Justice in 1934 as special assistant, and handled all of
the preparation for the government
suit, which was instituted five
months later. He was formerly of
counsel for the United Fruit Co. in
Boston and prior to that was in
general practice in Washington.

THEN-KDKA

As

It Looked

in 1920

KDKA — The entire plant of the Pittsburgh station in 1920 (above)
looked like this, including the entire personnel. The photo was taken
Nov. 2, 1920 as the station broadcast returns on the Harding-Cox
election. Below is the modern transmitter as viewed through the
windows of the control room.
KDKA'S 17TH BIRTHDAY
PARTY
Pittsburgh Station Celebrates With Dedication
Of New 718-Foot Vertical Antenna
neers, were housed in a single
KDKA, Pittsburgh, observed its
room at the Westinghouse plant in
17th anniversary of broadcasting
East Pittsburgh. For the success of
Oct. 30 with a celebration attended
by prominent radio officials and at the original KDKA with its 100
watts and its small studio draped
the same time dedicated its new
718-foot Truscon antenna, symbol- with burlap, credit goes to Dr.
izing the advances achieved since Frank Conrad who had been experimenting with radio since 1912.
the Nov. 2, 1920, broadcast anDuring its 17 years of operation
nouncing Warren G. Harding's
election to the presidency. A spe- KDKA has achieved a number of
cial program was broadcast on "radio firsts". According to its
NBC-Blue.
management, KDKA was the first
station to broadcast a divine servAttending the celebration were
ice, Jan. 2, 1921 ; the first to carry
Lenox R. Lohr, NBC president; A.
W. Robertson, chairman of the an address by Herbert Hoover, an
board of Westinghouse E. & M. appeal for funds for European relief made Jan. 15, 1921; the first
Co.; Dr. Frank Conrad, Westinghouse assistant chief engineer; W. sportscast, a boxing match on April
C. Evans, manager of the Westing11, 1921; the first theatrical prohouse radio division; A. E. Nelson
gram. May 9, 1921, and the first
of NBC, manager of KDKA, and play - by - play baseball broadcast,
other Westinghouse and NBC offi- Aug. 5, 1921.
cials.
In 1922 KDKA began its experiments in shortwave broadcasting
Back in 1920 all of the station's and established
itself as a pioneer
equipment, technicians and engiNOW-KDKA

Modern

Control

Room

Canada Dry on 26
CANADA DRY GINGER ALE
Inc., New York, is sponsoring spot
announcements on 26 stations. Contracts started on dates varying
from Oct. 18 to Nov. 1. Agency is
J. M. Mathes Inc., New York. Stations carrying the announcements
are WSB, WBRC, WSFA, WBT,
WGN, WIRE, WAVE, WHP,
WJSV, four unnamed stations in
Florida, and the 13 stations of the
Yankee Network.
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in this new field of radio. A short
wave station with call letters o
KDPM was installed in Clevelan
and in 1923 KFKX, a rebroadcast
ing station, was constructed i
Hastings, Neb. Among the first sta
tions to become members of NB
in 1926 were KDKA and WJZ o
the Westinghouse station group
It is estimated by KDKA that it
new antenna will give primar
broadcasting service over an area
10 times greater than that pre
viously
provided.
Arounda circle
the 718-of
foot vertical
antenna
eight 90-foot antennas have been
designed to suppress interfering
waves.
The ring of shorter towers radiate skywaves, but in opposite directions so that they nullify the effect
of the skywaves emitted from tht
main antenna and extend the fading zone. The 60-ton structure is
composed of 32 three - cornered
welded steel sections five feet wid€
and it rests in the ball and socket
joint of asulator
single
large porcelain
instrong enough
to support
the additional 20-ton load added bj
the pull of the guy wires. At s
heighth of 336 feet the antenna is
electrically broken by three insulators. The conductivity of the grounc
has been improved by burying 5(
miles of copper wire, radiating oui
for 700 feet, one degree apart.
Foreign
License

Nations Discuss
Fee Violations:

Defer Copyright Action
THE problem of dealing with own
ers of unlicensed receiving sets wa;
taken un at the Sept. 28-Oct. 2 ses
sion of the Radio-Electricity Eightl
International Juridical Congress
held in Paris, nations which asses:
fees adopting a resolution callinf
for rigorous action and an inter
national agreement.
Conyright problems, includinj
broadcasts heard over p. a. sys
terns, were considered but no ac
tion was taken, the Congress post
poning decision until the next ses
sion because the various phases o
the problem were so complicated
Increase in wired radio, callei
"teleradiobroadcasting", was re
ported in Switzerland, where th'
percentage of such receivers wa
said to have risen from 15 to 259.
in a short time. This form of com
munication was described as a dan
ger to broadcasting in general du'
to improvement in wired radio tech
nique.
Folger on 18 Stations
J. A. FOLGER & Co., Kansas Cit;
(coffee), on Oct. 11, after beinj
off the air during the summer, re
turned with its Judy & Jane tran
scriptions on 18 stations. New sta
tions carrying the broadcasts thi
fall are KSAD, WMC, WNAX
WFAA and WOAI. The quarter
hour discs aired five times weekl;
are also on the following stationsISWOW, KPRC, woe, WHO, WD A
WDAF, KFH, KVOO, WK
WIBW, WEBC and KCRC. Black:k
ett - Sample - Hummert Inc., Chica;a
go, agency placing the discs, hanmlti
dies the Folger account out of Kan
sas City, with the Raymond B
Morgan Co., San Francisco, han
dling the account of the San Fran
Cisco office. World Broadcastinj
System, Chicago, cut the transcrip
tions.
• Broadcast
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BIG

M

AYBE it's because we ourselves grew
up on farms or in smallish cities — but somehow the people on our staff have succeeded
in keeping big WHO the ^'home-toivn station'''' tomillions of other plain folks throughout the Middle West.
Else why should 10,018 people write in to
ask for a picture of H. R. Gross, our very
swell news

commentator?

And

why

else

should these requests come from 38 states —
with 31% of them from outside of loua?
And

why

else such

an

amazing

from a few 40-word, summer-time
ments at 10:15

response
announce-

p. m., scheduled

over the

ii

Fourth of July holidays?
If you want response in the form of mail returns or sales returns from IOWA

PLUS, as-

sign the job to WHO. We're big, and bighearted — but not big-headed, even though
we'll call it quits if we can't quadruple the
results-per-dollar of all other Iowa stations
combined.

WHO
I
]. 0. MALAND,

DES

t^IOWA+
MOINES
—
5 0,0 0 0 WATTS

MANAGER
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One out of every 72 homes in Iowa wrote for a photograph
of Mr. Gross — and 3,104 other requests came in from
states as far away as Washington, Maryland and Georgia!

Advertising

FREE

&

PETERS,

-

' -

INC., REPRESENTATIVES
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Wave

Shifts

Six Classifications of
Broadcast Stations
Are Considered
NEW broadcast allocations in the
United States, adhering to revised
standards designed to eliminate
discrepancies in the present structure, will grow out of the conclusions reached by the Inter-American Radio Conference beginning in
Havana Nov. 1.
With a score of nations in the
Americas •— North, Central and
South — having signified their intention of being represented the
conference will consider ratification
of resolutions covering those portions of the radio spectrum available to sei'vice on both continents.
Adherence to engineering principles
outlined by this country at a preliminary four-nation conference in
Havana last March constitutes the
most important phase of the deliberations.
Expected to last a month, the
Havana sessions will seek to unite
the American nations not only on
broadcast allocation principles, but
on other services throughout the
spectrum, with the likelihood that
all these nations will present a
coordinated viewpoint at the International Telecommunications Conference, which convenes in Cairo,
Egypt, next February. Following
the Havana conference, however, it
is likely that this country, through
the FCC, will proceed with revision
of broadcast assignments in
conformity with the agreement
reached, which is expected to be
generally along the lines of the
so-called Craven-Ring plan pending before the FCC since January.
Headed by Craven
FCC Commissionar T. A. M. Craven on Oct. 23 was named chairman of the American delegation to
the conference by President Roosevelt. He was also chaix'man of the
preliminary engineer-conference in
the Cuban capital earlier this year,
at which time he was chief engineer of the FCC. Regarded as one
of the world's foremost engineering
authorities, and as an able treatynegotiator. Commissioner Craven
also is expected to be a delegate
to the Cairo sessions.
Named as the second delegate
was R. Henry Norweb, American
rninister to the Dominican Republic, a State Department career
man. He was a technical assistant
to the American delegation attending the CCIR radio conference at
The Hague in 1929 and is conversant with the diplomatic phases of
radio conferences.
A corps of technical advisors
also was designated by the President, with the advice of the State
Department. These are Lieut. E.
K. Jett, acting FCC chief engineer; Andrew D. Ring, FCC assistant chief engineer in charge of
broadcasting; Col. David M. Crawford, Army Signal Corps; Harvey
B. Otterman, of the Treaty Division, State Department, who
served as a delegate to the preliminary engineering conference;
Gerald C. Gross, chief of the FCC
International Section, and Carlton
Hurst, American consul in Havana,
who will be delegation secretary.
The delegation entrained Oct. 28
and arrived at the Cuban capital
on Oct. .30, making the overnight
Page 20
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at

HAVANA

Havana

WAVE

PARLEY

COMDR. CRAVEN

MR. NORWEB

trip from Miami by boat. As customary at such conferences, the
first week is to be devoted largely
to the formality of organizing subcommittees and assigning particular studies to particular groups. It
is expected there will be two major
groups — one administrative and the
other engineering. Industry groups,
such as the NAB, Clear Channel
Group, Regionals, and the like, as
well as individual networks and
companies, will be represented unofficially at the conference, and
possibly sit in subcommittee sessions, but the final proposals will
be developed by the delegations.
Fifteen resolutions, adopted at
the March preliminary conference,
will form the basis of the conference agenda. The finishing touches
to the proposals of the American
delegation were applied at a meeting Oct. 25 under the auspices of
the FCC, attended by members of
the Preparatory Committee.
Change in Classifications
The most important phase of
this plan covers allocations in the
range 540 to 1600 kc. It proposes
six rather than the present three
classifications of stations in the
broadcast category. It recommends
reduction of the nominal number
of clear channels from 40 to 25,
with duplication under certain conditions on the 15 nonexclusive
waves, and with high power. It
recommends new classifications of
regionals, with power up to 5,000
watts day and night permitted to
certain channels. It would be possible for 100-watt night locals to
increase to 250 watts where minimum technical standards are adhered to. Mileage separation tables
would become nonexistent except
for their collateral value.
Such a yardstick would make
possible use of channels on a duplicated basis among the four principal nations of this continent — the
United States, Canada, Mexico and
Cuba — without causing a complete
revamping of the spectrum. The
United States and Canada have operated on a channel-division basis

since 1927 by "gentleman's agreement", but Mexico and Cuba have
never agreed to any arrangement.
It is possible that in devising
the plan, certain exclusive waves
viill be shifted, plus arrangements
among the four nations on duplication on regionals and locals and
erstwhile clears by adherence to
engineering standards which will
seek to avoid interference. Whether
this will be accomplished by treaty
or otherwise, is a matter to be decided at the conference.
In addition to the regular broadcast band, the agenda includes consideration of frequencies between
1600 and 4000 kc. for services
other than broadcasting, because
of the Mutual inter-American interference problem. And in the international broadcast bands there
must be action in view of the impending Cairo conference. Thus,
the hope at Havana is for agreement among the four nations of
this continent on conventional
broadcasting; among all the Pan
American nations on the use of the
medium shortwave band from 1600
to 4,000 kc, and an understanding
on the entire spectrum in anticipation of the International sessions in Cairo.
It appears likely, moreover, that
the Havana sessions will separate
themselves into two distinct categories on broadcasting — the North
American region and the South
American region. That is because
the standard broadcast allocations
dp not involve
interference
considerations between
the two continents. Thus, there may be two
broadcast agreements — one covering each continent.
One of the important considerations of the conference, insofar
as the arrangement among North
American stations is concerned,
will be that of so-called "outlaM^"
stations along the United StatesMexican border, backed for the
most part by Americans for the
purpose of serving American listeners. These stations, using highpower and operating mainly on
mid-channels, have caused serious
interference with American and
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Canadian stations during the last
half-dozen years. The conclusion
of the preliminary conference that
stations are designed to serye nationals of the country in which
they are located, may have an important bearing on the future
status of such stations, among i
them
at Tex.,
Villa
Acuna, Brinkley's
across fromXER
Del Rio
and Baker's XENT at Neuvo Laredo, across from Brownsville, Tex.
Complete details of the preliminary engineering conference in
Havana early this year [Broadcasting, April 15] will serve as
the basis of the formal discussions.
The Canadian delegation to the
conference, named last month, comprises Laurent Beaudry, Department of State, head of delegation;
Comdr. C. P. Edwards, chief. Air
Service; Dr. Augustine Frigon and
Donald Manson, both of CBC; K.
A. McKinnon, Walter Rush and J.
Department of TransW. Bain,
port; W. L. Laurie, Signal Corps.
Final Meeting Held
The main American preparatory
committee for the Havana confergovern-of
of leading
ence,radio
composed
ment
officials
and experts
broadcasting and communications
interests, held its final meeting Oct.
its broadreport ofwhich
25, approving
casting asubcommittee
will
form the basis of the participation
by the American delegation in the
discussion at the Cuban capital.
The broadcasting subcommittee report, drafted by a group of leading
broadcasting engineering experts
under the chairmanship of FCC
Assistant Chief Engineer A. D.
Ring in charge of broadcasting,
embodied with only a few minor
changes the engineering principles
adoptedtechnical
at the conference
preliminaryheld
four-in
nation
Havana last March.
The keynote of the discussions
about the broadcasting subcommittee report and the preparations for
the American delegation was that
the program reseof
this Havana
country'sparley
repntatives atthe
should be left in a fiexible status so
the United States unit could adjust
any minor differences with the Pan
Am_erican nations. American Minister Norweb presided.
Representatives of the various
companies and organizations who
will attend the conference are:
James W. Baldwin, managing director, and possibly an engineer for
National Association of Broadcasters; Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, RCA;
Charles W. Horn, Phillip J. Hennessey Jr. and W. C. Lent for
NBC; W. B. Lodge, CBS; Louis G.
Caldwell, J. H. DeWitt Jr., WSM;
G. F. Lvdorf, WLW, and possibly
C. J. Meyers, WGN, and P. A.
Loyet,nelWHO,
for theGoldsborough,
Clear Changroup; Paul
Aeronautical Radio Inc.; P. A. de
Mars and Dr. G. W. Pickard for
regional stations; F. M. Ryan,
American Telephone & Telegraph
Co., and Haraden Pratt, vice-president and chief engineer of Mackay.
WCLS Control Sold
PROPOSED purchase of control of
WCLS, Joliet, 111., by L. W. Wood,
partner in the firm of Wood & AnCo., St. Louis was
manufacturers andderson
distributors,
disclosed
in an application to the FCC for i
authority to transfer 51% of the
stock. WXLS operates with 100
watts on 1310 kc. Its present owner
is R. W. Hoffman, who is also principal owner of WHFC, WEHS andl
'
WKBI at Cicero, 111.
• Broadcast Advertising
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Boom Nation's Commerce
BROADCASTS have taken a leading part in promoting foreign sales
of American drugs, pharmaceuticals, toiletries and soaps, according
to a survey by C. C. Concannon,
chief of the Chemical Division, U.
S. Department of Commerce.
Commenting
on radio's part in
commerce,
he stated:
"Radio has played no small part
in bringing this about. Manufacturers of these commodities have
blazed the way in chain radio advertising since radio became a reality. While designed for domestic
consumption, these sponsored programs know no boundaries. A few
years ago American programs extended only to nearby countries —
Mexico, Canada and Cuba. With
the perfection of shortwave, however, they encircle the globe, taking
their messages to the most inaccessible regions.
Cost of Talent
"During the current year American manufacturers will spend some
$70,000,000 for chain radio advertising— and this figure does not include the cost of talent. More than
25 per cent of this outlay will be
accounted for by manufacturers of
drugs, toiletries and soaps; another
25 per cent will be spent by processors of foodstuffs, and the rest
by manufacturers of automobiles,
clothing, home furnishings, smoking tobacco, and miscellaneous
items.
"In 1929, the year that chain advertising emerged as another great
American enterprise, the total outlay for chain advertising facilities
aggregated $19,000,000. During
each succeeding year, with the exception of 1933, expenditures for
this class of advertising increased,
reaching $59,700,000 in 1936, and
in the first half of the current year
the total was recorded at $35,500,000. Feeling their way, manufacturers of drugs and toiletries appropriated $5,000,000 for this new
form of advertising in 1929, and
each year thereafter, except for
1932, the budget was increased. In
1936, $16,400,000 was spent by this
group of manufacturers for chain
radio advertising and during the
current year the figure will approach $20,090,000, according to
present indications."
RCA Buys Local Shows
WHAT may be the beginning of
widespread purchases of locally
built shows to promote RCA prodin collaboration
"local
dealers,ucts has
been launchedwith
in Washington where the two NBC-operated stations, WRC and WMAL,
have signed RCA Mfg. Co. and its
local distributor. Southern Wholesalers Inc., as new sponsors. On
WRC, RCA is buying the Slumber
Hour, 11:15 p. m. to 12 midnight
transcription period, six nights
weekly, to promote the sale of Victor records. On WMAL, Southern
Wholesalers Inc. has purchased
Gordon Hittenmark's Man-on-theStreet program, Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 7:45-8 p. m., to promote the sale of RCA Victor radios. Campaigns are handled direct, but it is understood the distributor concern has a cooperative
advertising arrangement with RCA.
Page 22 • November
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John S. Young Is Named
To New York Fair Post
JOHN S. YOUNG, announcer, has
been appointed head of the department of radio and broadcasting for
the New York World's
and willFair,
begin1939,
his
new duties on
Nov. 1. His first
task will be to
work out a plan
of procedure for
this new department, which will
supplement
the
work of the press
in
Mr. Young department
publicizing the
Fair, and to build up a competent
staff for this work.
Beginning at WBZ in 1925,
Young joined NBC as staff announcer in 1928; was selected "allAmerican" announcer in 1929, '30,
'31 and '32 ; gave the first course in
radio technique at New York University in 1932; was the first announcer to be heard in experimental trans - Atlantic broadcasts
and the first exchange announcer
between England and the United
States. For the last year he has
broadcast a daily news commentation period on CBS sponsored by
General Mills Inc.
In announcing the radio and
broadcasting department of the
Fair, Grover Whalen, exposition
president, stated that widespread
use will be made of radio.
Knox on 10 Stations
CHAS. B. KNOX GELATINE Co.,
Johnstown, N. Y. (Knox Sparkling
gelatin), started the week of Oct.
25 one-minute spot announcements
to run for 13 weeks on the following stations: KDKA, W C A U,
WGN, WGY, WTAM, WJR,
KMOX, WCCO, KFI, KEX. Announcements are made twice a
week, some on Tuesday and Thursday and others on Wednesday and
Friday. The company the same
week started participation in
Gretchen McMullen's daytime program on the Yankee Network.
Agency is Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.,
New York.
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Tieup

Basis

Of Adverse Report
RECOMMENDATION that the
FCC deny the application of W. P.
Stuart, publisher of the Prescott
(Ariz.) Courier, for a new station
in Prescott, and that it grant a
competitive application in which no
newspaper connection was involved,
was made Oct. 20 by FCC Examiner P. W. Seward.
After finding that both Stuart
and the Southwest Broadcasting
Co., of Prescott (Albert Stetson,
president), were qualified legally,
financially and otherwise. Examiner Seward recommended that
the latter application be granted,
which had already been done by
the FCC. The report was on a rehearing of the applications in
Prescott, after the FCC had remanded the original report to procure further evidence on the financial responsibility ef the Southwest. In his conclusion, Mr. Seward, among other things, stated:
"The applicant W. P. Stuart is
the owner of the only daily newsnaper in northern Arizona, and
also publishes a weekly newspaper;
he devotes approximately four
days each week to his duties as
U. S. Collector of Internal Revenue in his office in Phoenix; if his
application is granted the station
will be operated as an adjunct to
his newspaper business, which will
give him a virtual monopoly in the
dissemination of news in the area;
and would virtually eliminate competition in advertising rates between the newspapers and proposed radio broadcast station,
which is not considered in the public interest."
Chicopee Plans Spots
CHICOPEE SALES Corp., New
York (Chixdown diapers), has appointed Campbell - Lamp ee Inc.,
New York, to direct advertising.
H. B. Irvine, account executive,
told Bboadcasting that local spot
radio will be used, statting about
Dec. 1. Both 100-word announcements and quarter-hour programs
are being considered.
BROADCASTING

Throckinortoh Is Named
As President of RCA^
Beal Head of Research
G. K. THROCKMORTON, executive
vice-president of RCA Mfg. Co.,
Camden, has been elected president
of the company. He has been in
radio since 1926
and has served as
operating head of
RCA Mfg. Co.
since the
retirement of E.
T.
Cunningham, forI i
mer president,
A p r i 1. Mr.
Mr. Throck
morton
•
been
in radio
^^^^^ -^Q22,
befor
^Ig^l^j
Throckmorton
hasC
that having been with Link Belt
Co. and Sears Roebuck. Until 1931
he was with E. T. Cunningham Inc.,
becoming an RCA executive that
year. He was born in Indiana and
attended Purdue and Cornell.
To coordinate the research work
of RCA and its various units,
Ralph R. Beal last month was appointed research director of RCA,
a newly-created post. Since 1934
he has been in the executive offices
of RCA in an engineering capacity,
which included advisory and supervisory functions
laboratories,
over ous
RCA's
variincluding television.
announcedRCA
that Mr.
Beal will direct
radio propagation
studies and the
development o f
new systems for
Mr. Beal
existing and projected communications applications, development of sound motion
picture recording and reproduction, general and electronic research,development,
facsimile development,
vacuum tube
etc.
Mr. Beal, a Leland Stanford
graduate, has been identified with
radio since 1912. During the war
he was ington
resident
engineer
in Washfor Federal
Telegraph
Co.,
later serving as chief engineer in
charge of the installation of highpower transmitting equipment for
the Navy. In 1926 he joined RCA
as Pacific Division engineer, later
becoming manager of the Pacific
Division of RCA Communications
Inc.
WHEF, Kosciusko, Sold
HAVING recently purchased a minority interest in WHEF, Kosciusko, Miss., 100 watts on 1500 kc,
Roy L. Heidelberg, owner of the
Heidelberg Hotel in Jackson, Miss.,
and also owner of three hotels in
Baton Rouge, La., has negotiated
for the purchase of the remaining
stock in that station. Application
for authority to transfer control
from J. E. Wharton to Mr. Heidelberg has been filed with the FCC.
The purchase price was understood
to be around $10,0.00. Mr. Wharton,
together with C. E. Wharton of
Bloomberg, Tex., was at one time
the owner of what is now WRGM,
Grenada, Misr; , recently sold to P. ,
K. Ewing, commercial manager of
WDSU, New Orleans.
ENGAGING its own line from 7 :45
to 8 p. m. (CST) each Sunday night,
WGN, sumeChicago,
Nov. 14 Comment
will rethe weeklyon Capitol
feature direct from Washington by
the Chicago Tribune Washington correspondent, Arthur Sears Henning.
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bined and cracked out a 4 to 1 decision over
its nearest competitor.
Time after time, year after year, in every
kind of test and survey, WKY has continued
to hold the radio-listening championship of
Oklahoma.
With both coverage-power and programpower in its line-up, WKY has what it takes
to attract the largest audience in Oklahoma
. , . and to keep your product in the upper
division of public favor.
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FCC

Gives

Allegation

of

Bias

Is Accepted By
Commission
(Continued from page 11)
allegations in the affidavit, the
Chairman should be glad to have
a general denial admitted of record
unless that would be objected to
by counsel; and,
(9) The fact that counsel for respondents stated that, if Commissioner Payne desired said statement (mentioned in (7) supra) to
be a general denial, counsel for
respondents should have the privilege of cross-examination and the
Chairman's statement that he
would be obliged to recognize that
right; and,
(10) The fact that neither Commissioner Payne nor counsel for
the respondents made any further
statement at that time or in answer to the Chairman's question,
addressed to Commissioner Payne
and counsel, as to whether the record was to be closed upon this preliminary question before the Commission by the presentation of the
motion by counsel for respondents
to disqualify Commissioner George
Henry Payne and the affidavit attached thereto and vdthout further
offering of affidavit or evidence or
plea of any kind by any of the
parties concerned.
Now THEREFORE IT APPEARING tO
the Commission, upon consideration
of said motion. Commissioner
Walker dissenting, (Commissioner
Payne not participating), that the
Commission has jurisdiction to
grant or deny the same; and,
It also appearing, in the circumstances above recited, especially after Commissioner Payne's
disclaimer of desire to deny, contradict, explain, answer or otherwise reply to said motion and affidavit, that said motion may properly be considered and finally determined solely on the question of
law raised thereby, namely, whether, taking the facts alleged in said
affidavit to be true for the purpose
of the motion, said motion should
be granted, without an inquiry
into the objective truth or falsity
of such allegations; and.
Claims in Affidavit
It further appearing that said
affidavit contains allegations of
fact, particularly the allegations
contained therein :
(a) In numbered paragraphs 1,
2, 3, and 4, which read as follows:
"1. On or about October 15,
1936, the Magazine
Broadcasting and Broadcast Advertising, owned by Broadcasting
Publications, Inc., a client of the
affiants, published an editorial
condemning certain conduct of
Commissioner Payne.
"2. During the period intervening between Oct. 15, 1936,
and Dec. 7, 1936, Commissioner
Payne made frequent threats of
an imminent suit for libel
against the magazine. He caused
an investigation to be made as
Page 24 • November

Reasons
lor
Disqualifying
Payne
part
of
Commissioner
Payne,
to the stock ownership of Broadcasting Publications Inc., and through "inaccurate statements"
Affidavit
during the course of such inves- to press columnists "to bring the Lawyers'
Not Contested
tigation ascertained that the affiants into disrepute and to faaffiant Segal was the owner of
cilitate his plan to bring about, if
one share of stock in Broadcasting Publications Inc., and a possible, the disbarment of affiFollowing is the Segal-Smith
By
Paynetheir momember of its board of direc- which ants" ; facts, if true, show that
affidavit
accompanying
tion to disqualify
Commissioner
tors. Thereafter, Commissioner
Payne. When Mr. Payne failed
Payne made threats that he Commissioner Payne has personal
malice, bias and prejudice against
to deny the charges, his colleawould 'get' the affiant Segal.
gues voted to disqualify him.
"3. Thereafter and on Dec. the affiants by reason of which he
Thereupon Mr. Payne issued a
7, 1936, Commissioner Payne as is unable to act impartially in this
press release challenging the Commission'sonauthority,
plaintiff instituted a suit against proceeding.
which starts
this full
page. text of
Broadcasting Publications Inc.,
It appears therefore to the
its editor and its publisher,
Commission that said motion and
Paul M. Segal and George S.
claiming damages to the extent
Smith, being sworn, say:
affidavit
in
support
thereof
are
leof $100,000 on account of the
They are respondents mentioned
gally sufficient and should be taken
publication of the editorial
above described. On Dec. 31, as true for the purpose of this in orders of the FCC dated May
motion.
19, 1937, and Sept. 16, 1937, bring1936, the affiant Segal in assoSaid motion to disqualify is, them.ing disbarment proceedings against
ciation with other counsel, filed
pleas in which, among other therefore, granted and
It is hereby ordered that said
things, it was set up that the
Hearing on such orders is to
matters of criticism published
Commissioner George Henry Payne take place Oct. 19, 1937.
in the editorial referred to were
Hon. George Henry Payne is a
be, and he is hereby, disqualified
true.
of and pre- member of the Commission and so
"4. After the filing of this from theventedconsideration
from participation in these far as affiants know he proposes
plea Commissioner
Payne unto sit as a member of the Comdertook to cause the bringing
of proceedings in any manner.
mission at the hearing, and to pass
disbarment proceedings against
The Secretary of the Commission
is
hereby
directed
to
file
said
judgment
upon the truth or falsity
the affiants and to give the afmotion and this order in the docket of the charges contained in the orfiants every possible unfavorfiles of the Commission with the ders.
able publicity."
Rule to Show Cause issued to the
Commissioner Payne is disquali" (b) Relating to statements made
fied so to sit, because he has perby Commissioner Payne to the pub- respondents by order of Septemsonal malice, bias and prejudice
ber 16, 1937, the Rule to Show
lic through the press on several
Cause issued by order of May 19, against the affiants by reason of
occasions and to the public through
which he is unable impartially to
the radio in the course of a speech
1937, and the answers filed by re- exercise his function as a member
spondents
to
said
Rules
to
Show
concerning matters at issue in this
of the Commission in this matter.
proceeding;
Cause.
His bias is of such a character
Federal
Communications
Commission
"(c) To the effect that Commisas
seriously to impair his imparBy Frank R. McNinch
sioner Payne sought to give the
tiality and to sway his judgment.
Frank R. McNinch, Chairman
charges against the respondents
His malice against the affiants
wide publicity;
Effective: Oct. 19, 1937.
has been shown by Commissioner
"(d) Charging attempts on the Filed: Oct. 25, 1937, 9:55 A. M.
Payne: In the conduct of a planned
campaign of public adverse publicity against the affiants in the
public and trade press and over raCommissioner
Payne^s Press Release
dio broadcasting stations; in actOn His Disqualification From Hearing
ing as investigator and prosecutor
Followinq is the full text of the
to permit me to make it at the of affiants at his own instance and
press release
Oct.challenging
19 ty Comhearing of Paul M. Segal and responsibility and without authormissioner Payne
the
George S. Smith on the ground that
ity from his colleagues as a Comauthority sioners
of in his
fellow commisit was improper. I have today been
mission, and in other ways which
disqualifying
him
disqualified by a majority of the will be made apparent below.
from
trial. sitting in the Segal-Smith
Commission from sitting at these
The malice of Commissioner
At the trial today of Paul M. disbarment hearings.
Payne against the affiants is due
"In the statement that I made to: the performance by affiants of
Segal and George S. Smith before the FCC a motion to dis- this morning I emphasized the fact
that neither in common law nor in fendants
their duty inas George
counsel for
de-'
H. the
PayneX
qualify Commissioner George Henconstitutional or statutory pro- Plaintiff, v. Broadcasting Puhlica-\
ry Payne was made by the counsel for Segal and Smith.
visions, and certainly not in the tions. Inc., Martin Codel and Sol\
Communications Act of 1934, is Taishoff, Defendants, being cause
The first appeal was to Commissioner Payne to disqualify him- there any ground for my disquali- No. 88319 in the District Court of
self, which he refused to do. The
fying myself in a case such as this. the United States for the District,
counsel for the two lawyers then
"The action taken by five memof Columbia, being an action forsbers of the FCC this afternoon, damages on account of an alleged:;::
moved that the Commission disqualify Commissioner Payne, and disqualifying me from sitting in libel published by the defendants,
this, the five members of the Comthis hearing, is, I believe, with- concerning Commissioner Payne;-,
out warrant of law and may lead the pleading filed by affiant Segal
mission voted to do. Commissioner
to grave consequences in the future. as of counsel for the defendants
Payne then notified the Commission that he would accept their de- Under this ruling it may be pos- in that case setting up, among
sible for a lawyer to ask for the other defenses, the truth of the alcision but would make a statement
in court as to his own views of the disqualification of any member of
leged libel ; the thorough investigaany Commission whose just judgtion conducted by and under the:
illegality of the action of the mament
he
has
reason
to
fear.
It
jority of members of the Commisdirection of the affiants — and consion. This the five members of the leaves the way open for absolute
cerning which knowledge has come
Commission declined to do on the control of the Commission in Wash- to Commissioner Payne — into the
ington by lawyers whose public in- qualifications, character, personal
grounds that it was improper and
terest issubordinate to the interest history and characteristics of Com"did not belong in the record."
missioner Payne.
of
their
clients.
Commissioner George Henry
The
information
available to the
"The
respondents
have
cited
only
Payne's statement was as follows:
"This statement is made to the one case (Cooke v. U. S., U. S. Re- affiants and which they believe,
press for the reason that the mathe malice
ports 267). In this case the Justice proving (Turn
to pageand
26) bias of
(Continued on page J^6)
jority of the Commission declined
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Commissioner Payne and its sources, is as follows:
1. On or about October 15, 1936,
the Magazine Broadcasting and
Broadcast Advertising, owned byBroadcasting Publications, Inc., a
client of the affiants, published an
editorial condemning certain conduct of Commissioner Payne.
2. During the period intervening between Oct. 15, 1936, and Dec.
7, 1936, Commissioner Payne made
frequent threats of an imminent
suit for libel against the magazine.
He caused an investigation to be
made as to the stock ownership of
Broadcasting Publications Inc., and
during the course of such investigation ascertained that the affiant
Segal was the owner of one share
in Broadcasting Publications Inc.,
and a member of its Board of Directors. Thereafter, Commissioner
Payne made threats that he would
"get" the affiant Segal.
3. Thereafter and on Dec. 7,
1936, Commissioner Payne as plaintiff instituted a suit against Broadcasting Publications Inc., its editor
and its publisher, claiming damages to the extent of $100,000 on
account of the publication of the editorial above described. On Dec. 31,
1936, the affiant Segal in association with other counsel, filed pleas
in which, among other things, it
was set up that the matters of
criticism published in the editorial
referred to were true.
4. After the filing of this plea
Commissioner Payne undertook to
cause the bringing of disbarment
proceedings against the affiants
and to give the affiants every possible unfavorable publicity.
5. On or about Feb. 10, 1937, because of the filing of certain depositions in the matter of Richard
M. Casto then pending before the
FCC, the Commission issued a letter of reprimand to the affiant
Smith concerning the filing of the
said depositions. On the issuance
of this letter of reprimand, it was
the understanding among the members of the Commission that the
matter of the filing of the depositions referred to was a closed incident and that no publicity would
be given to the letter of reprimand other than placing the letter in the minutes of the Commission.
6. At the time of issuing the reprimand, Commissioner Payne was
away in the State of Florida. On
his return to Washington and at
the next meeting of the Commission, namely, March 10, 1937, he
made the claim to his fellow Commissioners that he had additional
information "concerning the Smith
case" and upon such representations Commissioner Payne was appointed Chairman of a committee
with power to investigate such alleged additional information.
7. ForthvTith upon the appointment of said committee and notwithstanding the informal understanding against the issuance of
publicity and being actuated by
malice and bias against the affiants
Commissioner Payne sent for press
representatives, including representatives of the United Press, and
other agencies and published to
Page 26 • November

them the fact that a reprimand
had been issued to the affiant Smith
and specifically named Smith and
gave details concerning the filing
of the depositions, together with
quotations from the letter of reprimand.
At the same time Commissioner
Payne gave to Robert Heinl of
Washington, D. C, publisher of
Heinl Communications Letter (a
service subscribed to by broadcasting stations), for publication by
the said Heinl, a statement containing certain allegations the substance whereof was thereafter
published by the said Heinl as follows :
PAYXE AS
INITIATES
PROBE
GONNERY"LOBBY"
GETS
HEARING.
Under the sponsorship of George
Henry Payne, the FCC this week
initiated a new inquiry that may
delve into some of the ehai-ges of
"radio lobbying" as the House Rules
Committee opened hearings on the
Connery resolution calling for a
general broadcasting investigation
by Congress.
The FCC probe is directed at a
single Washington attorney, who is
As Educators

Convened

-Minneapolis Journal Photos
TO RAISE the level of educational programs, broadcast on time donated by the station, KSTP, St.
Paul, conducted the first educational broadcasting conference in the
Northwest, with more than 400
representatives of civic and educational groups and institutions in
attendance. Principal speakers
were Judith Waller, educational
director of the NBC centi'al division, Chicago; Henry A. Bellows,
former vice-president of CBS and
member of the original Federal
Radio Commission, now an executive of General Mills Inc.; Dr.
Malcolm S. MacLean, director of
the University of Minnesota's general college, and Mrs. B. F. Langworthy, junior past president of
the National Congress of Parents
and Teachers. Round-table discussions, addresses and production
demonstrations featured the oneday meeting.
Above, left to right, are Thomas
D. Rishworth, KSTP educational
director who was in charge of the
conference; Miss Waller; Mrs.
Langworthy and Dr. MacLean.
Below, with the help of Val Bjornson, KSTP editorial commentator,
left, and Mr. Bellows, center, Mrs.
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alleged to have disregarded FCC
rules of procedure by inserting affidavit copies in a Commission docket
file. The Commission had already
acted on the case, transferring an
aid in the manding
docket
section George
and repri-S.
the lawyer.
Smith, of missioner
Washington,
whenfrom
Com-a
Payne returned
period of illness.
Commissioner Payne, who has frequently assailed what he terms "the
Washington radio lobby" insisted
that the FCC action was not severe enough and demanded that
the inquiry be reopened. The FCC
then designated him Chairman of
a special investigating Committee.
The other members are Commissioners Irvin Stewart and Thad Brown.
"While the Committee was directed to investigate the Smith case,
it is not unlikely that Commissioner Payne will find a way to extend
his inquiry into general practices
of radio attorneys before the Com8. Thereafter, and prior to any
action
by the Communications Commission."
mission on the question whether or
not affiants had been guilty of any
improprieties. Commissioner Payne
gave to Drew Pearson and Robert
Allen, writers of the column "Washington Merry-Go-Round" (a feain Twin

Cities

George
Palmer,
state radio B.
chairman
of right,
the Minnesota
Congress of Parents and Teachers,
learns at first-hand the meaning of
the words, "This program is transcribed." Mr. Bellows was originator of the phrase "electrical transcriptions."
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ture syndicated ir a great many
American newspapers ) , inaccurate
statements calculated by Commissioner Payne to bring the affiants
in disrepute and to facilitate his
plan to bring about, if possible, the
disbarment of affiants.
9. On May 17, 1937, there was
published in the "Washington Merry-go-Round" the following article,
which was based on statements
made by Commissioner Payne to
the said Pearson and Allen, or one
of them, on or prior to May 13,
1937:
Watch for some fireworks within the FCC within the near future.
For a long time the FCC has
been one of the most haphazard and
politically-minded institutions in
Washington, and now some of the
practices
ing to thebelow
top. its surface are comOne of these is the custom certain radio lawyers have of coralling a bevy
of Commission
stenographers to entertain
their visiting
clients on dull Washington evenings.
Another is the substitution of
papers in the
accompanied byCommission's
certain radio files,
lawyers
through the cooperation of friendly
FCC stenographers.
Another is the setting up of dummy companies in order to secure
or oppose the granting of wavelength licenses.
A group of
missioners,righteous
irate at whatFCC
has Combeen
going on under their own noses,
are now investigating the latter
practice. They will soon expose the
fact that a Washington law firm
set up a corporation comiiosed of
three stenographers in order to file
petitions garding
with
the Commission
reradio licenses
at Cheyenne,
Wyo., Portland and Aroostook, Me.
The reference in said article to
the alleged substitution of papers
in the files of the FCC by "certain radio lawyers through the cooperation of friendly FCC stenographers," was Smith,
an obvious
reference to affiant
concerning
whom Commissioner Payne had issued the publicity described in par7 hereof,
said when,
reference wasagraphmade
moreandobvious
on May 19, 1937, both affiants were
charged in these proceedings with
such interpolation.
The statement that a group of
righteous FCC Commissioners will
soon expose the fact that a Washington law firm set up a corporation composed of three stenographers in order to file petitions with
the Commission regarding radio licenses at Cheyenne, Wyo., Portand Aroostook, Me., was likewise
obviously a reference to affiants,
who were thereafter, on May 19,
1937, ductcharged
with toimproper
conwith reference
applications
for permits at Cheyenne, Wyo.,
Portland, Me., and Lewiston, Me.
On May 21, 1937, there was published in the "Washington MerryGo-Round" the following article,
which was based on statements
made by Commissioner Payne to
the said Pearson and Allen, or one.
of them, on or prior to May 17,
1937.
Illustrating the phony trafiicking in radio wave-lengths sometimes
put across on the FCC is the case
of Richard M. Casto, who applied
for a radio license at Johnson City,
Tenn.
When Casto was examined by the
FCC. the extraordinary fact developed(Tiirti
that neverto page
in his28)
life had he
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song. Written by Mel Wissman,
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Dramatization of actual cases from
the files of social agencies, with
discussions by eminent authorities.
Written by Myron Golden.
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THURSDAY

from
Campus rhythm and fun in a
weekly collegiate frolic featuring
Paul Leach and his band. Produced by Wellington Granzow
and Jack Hill.

heavy

inroads upon its budget for creative talent.
This has been done cheerfully, in the interests of its listeners, and, we believe, in the
general

interests of radio broadcasting.
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National Representatives
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From voices here, there and everywhere this drama singles out the
group suitable for its particular
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' — directed by Wynn Wright, production manager.
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made more than $1,000 a year (the
maximum allowed without filing an
income tax return) and yet he had
$25,000 in the bank. He is now 30
years old.
It developed that in 1936 his total
income was $20. So a subcommittee
of the FCC finally concluded that
he was a subterfuge or dummy applicant for another person in order
to hinder and delay other applicants
from operating at Johnson City.
Applications for licenses made
simultaneously with an application
by another party is a favorite trick
for the purpose of stalling ofE a
competitor.
The reference in said article to
alleged "phony trafficking" in radio
wave-lengths was a reference to
the application of Richard M. Costo, in connection with which affiants
were, on May 19, 1937, charged
with improper practices.
Although the first rule to show
cause issued herein was not issued
until May 19, 1937, Commissioner
Payne, on or prior to May 15, 1937,
had made statements to the said
Pearson and Allen, or one of them,
the substance whereof was pub-

lished in the "Washington MerryGo-Round"
on May 19, 1937, as follows :
Fireworks within the FCC have
come to a head with a recommendation
clean-up
minded
Commissionersby that
two radio
lawyers,
Paul
Segal andmonedGeorge
S.
Smith,
be sum-to
before the Commission
show reason why they should not
be barred from ijractice before the
FCC.
10. Further in pursuance o f
Commissioner Payne's efforts to
bring discredit upon the affiants,
and after the publication through
the efforts of Commissioner Payne,
of the name of the affiant Smith in
connection with the filing of the
Casto depositions. Commissioner
Payne, on April 30, 1936, spoke
over the facilities of Blue network
of the NBC before the National
Lawyers' Guild then meeting in the
City of New York, and in the
course of his speech said:
In no field is there a greater need
for broad and humane consideration of the problems that confront
us than in that section of the law
that devotes itself to radio. The

enormous future, the prospects of
wonderful discoveries and developments, make this new art, industry
and science the most attractive of
activities. With 27,000,000 receiving
sets in existence, practically covering the homes of the country, the
responsibility of the men solving its
law problems is unique.
How much or how little time
there is given among the radio lawyers to weighing this responsibility
I would not venture to guess, but I
do know that able men of high character, and leaders of what is known
as the FCC Bar Association, have
come to me to say that certain men
are ruining the profession. Then
they add, rather iiitifuUy, that they
can't do anything about it because
no one has the courage to come forward.
The other day an attorney was
found to have changed documents
in the docket room concerning a
case before the Commission through
the weakness of a young employe.
It was Choate who said that there
are
of and
lawyers
— those
who two
know kinds
the law
those
who
know the judge. Now, they say in
Washington that the two kinds are
those who know the law and those
who know the docket clerk.
The reference in said speech to

an attorney alleged to have been
found to have changed documents
in the docket room concerning a
case before the Commissioner
through the weakness of a young
employe, was likewise reference to
the alleged interpolation of depositions by affiant Smith.
11. Carl Arnold, an Assistant
General Counsel of the FCC, was
assigned to the task of advising
with the Special Investigation Committee, of which Commissioner
Payne was Chairman, in the investigation of the "Smith matter."
During the course of this investigation Carl Arnold offered the affiant Segal an opportunity to appear before such Special Investigating Committee to report to it
concerning facts into which the
committee was investigating.
12. The affiant Segal entered into negotiations with said Carl Arnold concerning the time of his
appearance and very respectfully
suggested to said Arnold that a
reasonable postponement of his appearance before the Committee be
arranged
pending
determination whether
or notthe
Commissioner
Payne would continue as Chairman
of said Committee in view of the
relationships existing between Commissioner Payne and the affiant
Segal. Notwithstanding that these
negotiations were pending. Commissioner Payne, on May 19, 1937,
represented to his colleague members of the FCC at a meeting
thereof, that the affiant Segal had
flatly refused to appear before the
Investigation Committee so long as
Commissioner Payne was a member thereof, and wide publicity was
given to this assertion in the trade
press and radio industry.
13. In the pursuance of his efforts to cause adverse publicity
against the affiants Commissioner
Payne and Franklin G. Wisner, an
employe of the Commission bearing
the title of Chief of the Press Section, without authority from the
Commission, caused in excess of
1,400 copies of the disbarment citation against the affiants to be
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mimeographed
a "PresstheRelease"
and circulated asamong
clients
of the affiants, among radio stations throughout the United States,
telegraph companies, telephone
companies, members of Congress,
press associations, individual newspapers, lawyers practicing before
the FCC and wherever possible.
This was done with intention to
injure the affiants and contrary to
the general custom of giving no
publicity to the issuance of orders
to show cause in disbarment proceedings.
14. Thereafter and on June 19,
1937, the affiants filed their answers
to the disbarment citation and as
part of such answers requested the
Commission upon consideration of
the facts to dismiss the citation.
15. These answers of the affiants
came on for consideration before
the Commission on July 13, 1937,
and upon consideration of the request, the Commission denied the
same and fixed hearing upon the
citation for Sept. 13, 1937. There
was no authorization given by the
Commission for widespread publicity on this.
16. Nevertheless,
uponSO) the en(Turn to page
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big market cities such as Columbus, Denver, Omaha, St. Paul
and others.
And Radio Station WMC is reflecting this "big business"
touchdown, carrying the largest schedule of commercial
broadcasts, network, national spot, and local . . in the history
of any Mid-South

radio station.
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tering of the order by the Commission, Commissioner Payne and Wisner caused hundreds of mimeocopies22096,
of a "press
release,"
bearing graphNo.
to be prepared
giving publicity to the action of the
Commission referred to and, without authority from the Commission,
said Wisner sent hundreds of copies of the press release to the Club
Rooms of the National Press Club
on the 13th floor of the National
Press Bldg., at 14th and F Streets,
N. W., in the city of Washington,
where such copies of the press release were distributed in order that
they might be seen and reported by
the many newspaper reporters and
press - association representatives
who visit such Club rooms. This
distribution was contrary to all
precedent and custom of the FCC
and was done out of malice and for
tre purpose of injuring affiants.
Affiants further say that the motion to which this affidavit is attached, and this affidavit, are made
in good faith, and with no purpose to delay the proceedings.

Canadian

Stations

to

Discuss

Reps

As

Regional Conventions
Take Action
United States, but amended so as
By JAMES MONTAGNES
THE ANNUAL convention of the to suit Canadian conditions."
The recommendations, if passed
Canadian Association of Broadcastat the January convention — and it
ers to be held in Ottawa in Januconsidered fairly evident that
ary, will deal, among other topics, is
these recommendations will pass,
with station representation. Sea- though
not without a fight on the
sonal and district conventions in
both eastern and western Canada
part of general station representatives— will go into effect on March
have upheld the recommendations
1, 1938.
of the mittee
CAE's
Fact
Finding
ComEliminating secondary commisunder the chairmanship of
sions is the main reason for the
Al Leary, CKCL, Toronto, that
recommendations by the Fact Find"the establishment of authorized
ing Committee. With the second
radio agencies operating under a
franchise to be adopted by the commissions out of the picture,
the CAB Committee recommends
broadcasters setting down the re- that cash discounts of 2% again be
quirements in which the broadby the broadcasters.
casters will insist for those au- considered
They were turned down at the last
thorized agencies to receive the annual meeting. Cash discounts
15% agency commission of station would place radio on the same
time; appointment of exclusive ra- basis as other major advertising
dio station representatives in the media.
The recommendations eliminatmajor markets; adoption of a standard form of contract similar to
ing
commissions, and
exclu-a
sivesecondary
station representation
the one presently in use in the
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standard advertising contract are i
to cover only national business, J
leaving local business for the sta- I
tion to handle itself. The recom- I
mendations
were made after a U
number of meetings with repre- {]
sentatives of time-brokers, station i
representatives, the Association of
Canadian Advertisers, and the Canadian Association of Advertising
Agencies. The latter and the CAB
will make available to Canadian
radio stations a list of the agencies' bona fide clients and keep
such lists up to date.
In recommending exclusive station representation for broadcasters the CAB Committee points out
that such a representative must
provide accurate information to
advertisers and agencies on time
available, rates, markets, programs
and other data.
Recommendations
for a radio
agency
franchise
leave
roomto toenter
al- I
low new reliable agencies
the radio advertising field, and in- \
elude financial responsibility, adequate gross volume of business in- >
least three national adeluding at vertisers,
adequate organization,
and an undertaking to make no ,
rebates to adv-ertisers.
Meanwhile, Canadian Broadcast- /
request of the f
ing Corp., on the ng
bodies, is
advertisi
Canadian
on a
putting the finishing touches
standard rate schedule for its basic
national network. It is understood
that discounts are being allowed in
the schedule for regional sections.
The Dominion is divided into five
sections — Maritime, Quebec, On- ]
tario. Prairies and Pacific. Adver- ;
tisers will obtain the benefit of <
lower rates if they take complete
they take i
regions, and discounts if Under
the
more than one region.
be avail-of
ratethewillstations
a set on
schedule
able for time
not
each region. Adding stations
on the CBC basic network will cost
time
station's
advertiserto that
the addition
regional
the CBC
in
discounts are also benet. ingSpecial
worked out for line charges on
regional and national networks. ng
The step is hailed by advertisi
and had it
agencies as a blessinsrwould
have
been taken earlier
meant several more national netair this autumn. Disworkscountson the
are also included for more
than one time broadcasts, but no
definite figures are as yet available, though one advertiser is
working under the new schedule
starting with a November network
from coast to coast. It is understood that other national networks
receive
already
of
have
they benenew rateswillafter
fit the running

'
gone into effect.
Elks Plan Free Discs
NATIONAL organization of the
Order of Elks broadcast the first
in its series of safety programs on
Oct. 27 on the Mutual network,
originating in Los Angeles. On
Oct. 29, Charles Spencer Hart,
grand exalted ruler of the BPOE,
will speak on the Postal Telegraph
program on WINS, New York.
Starting in December, the organization will send to its member
lodges a series of 13 transcriptions to be placed on local stations.
Discs, which will feature Elk
bands and safety talks, will be
placed on a sustaining basis insofar as possible, and the organization anticipates the use of about
200 stations. H. Dorsey Newsom
has been retained as publicity
counsel.
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Annual

Kaufman

Award

Goes to Hugh Conover
HUGH CONOVER, of WJSV,
Washington, was awarded the Annual Kaufman Award for Washington commercial announcers,
Henry J. Kaufman, president of
Kaufman Advertising Agency,
donors of the
award, announced
Oct. 22. Bud Barry, of NBC, took
second place.
The award goes
annually to the
Washington commercial announcMr. Conover er who excels in
diction, sincerity, and effectiveness.
The Committee consisted of the four
local radio editors plus six disinterested local citizens. Award was
based on a month-long survey. Larry Elliott of WJSV and Bill Coyle
of WRC, winners in 1937 and 1936
respectively were ineligible for this
contest. Conover has been with
WJSV for two years. He is 23
years old, six feet tall, blonde and
newly married.

SOME DEFINITIONS
Z-Bar Net Bares Habits of
'Radio Accessories
WIDE attention has been aroused
by a copper promotion piece sent
out by Ed Craney, operating the ZBar Net (KGIR, Butte and KPFA,
Helena), in which salesmen, broad- CHALLENGING — Listeners who
casters and time buyers are defined
in this fashion:
disbelieved their fish stories. Bob
A salesman is said to be a man O Calen and Art Acers, instrumentalists on WBAP, Fort Worth, gave
who knows a very little about S
a
great deal and keeps knowing [
less a fish-by-fish broadcast from a
and less about more and more un- local lake. Announcer Ken Dougtil he knows practically nothing
lass is at the mike; WBAP Director George Cranston holds the oar;
about everything.
A broadcaster, on the other hand, Calen is manning the rod while
is one who knows a great deal Acers does the talking.
about a very little and who goes
along knowing more and more
Goodyear Testing
about less and less until finally he
knows practically everything about GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER
Co. of California started the week
nothing, whereas
A time buyer starts out knowing of Oct. 25 test campaigns on KNX,
practically eveything about every- Los Angeles, and KFOX, Long
thing, but ends up knowing nothing Beach. Fifteen-minute news programs are broadcast six days a
about anything, due to his association with salesmen and broadcast- week. Agency is Arthur Kudner
ers.
Inc., New York.
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"KANSAS RADIO FACTS" sets a new standard of unbiased fact-finding. It is based
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a temporary condition. It tells an accurate
story of radio in Kansas that will be true
for years to come.
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Sydney

in

Charge

Of MGM's
Radio
Film Releases Changed to Get
Value of Broadcast Tieup
LOUIS K. SYDNEY, now in Hollywood, has been officially designated
executive in charge of radio activity for MGM with supervision
over the new NBC Maxwell House
coffee (General Foods Corp.) series
which emanates from that city
starting Nov. 4. He will be headquartered on the MGM lot in Culver City. Mr. Sydney is also managing director of WHN, New York,
and an executive of Loew's Inc.,
parent organization of MGM.
Marcella Napp, MGM assistant
casting director, has been assigned
to a liaison position for the studio
and its radio activities. Bill Bacher continues in complete charge of
production and has brought in Ed
Gardner and Sam Moore as his assistants. Gardner was formerly on
the J. Walter Thompson Co. Hollywood production staff. Moore i
was formerly producer of the CBS
Camel Caravan for William Esty (
& Co. Inc., that city.
Promotion Plans
Howard Strickling, MGM Hollywood publicity director, has assigned Dean Doran to function in
collaboration with Burns Lee, Benton & Bowles Inc., West Coast publicity director, on exploitation for
the series which has been titled
Good News of 193 8. The agency
has augmented its publicity staff
with Lewis Patterson, formerly
publicity director of KEHE, Hollywood, and an extensive exploitation campaign is being conducted.
Series, to be heard Thursdays,
6-7 p. m. (PST), on the NBC-Red
network, will include 19 motion picture stars and contract players in
the premiere broadcast. Heading
the list are Jeanette MacDonald
and Allan Jones in scenes from
"The Firefly". Robert Z. Leonard,
MGM director,
be master-ofceremonies.
He will
directed
filming of
"The Firefly" for MGM. Meredith
Willson, NBC western division musical director, is to conduct the
orchestra and 20 voiced chorus.
Ted Pearson will announce the program. Harry Spears has resigned
as CBS audio supervisor to join
NBC as studio engineer, assigned
exclusively
House
show. to the MGM-Maxwell
MGM

will change general releases of all motion pictures previewed on the program to Fridays
to gain the full value of radio exploitation for its films.
An extensive merchandising campaign in connection
with theLarge
first
broadcast
Nov. 4, is planned.
space newspaper copy will appear
in all station cities, followed on
subsequent broadcast days by advertisements on radio pages. A
page
ad
appears
in thetheNov.
issue of Life heralding
show,1
and a radio fan magazine will be
used. Also a counter-display piece
is being prepared and an 8-page
tabloid newspaper in gravure, covering all G-F network programs,
will be distributed in grocery
stores.
In addition, cross-plugs will be
included
on all calling
of the attention
company'sto
network shows,
the new program. Agency in charge
of the M-G-M shows is Benton &
Bowles Inc., New York.
A second M-G-M show for General Foods is being considered.
• Broadcast
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WIOD BUYS SPOTS
PVBUCIZIISG SHIFT
USE OF radio advertising to advertise radio advertising was resorted to by WIOD, Miami, to publicize its change in frequency from
1300 to 610 kc. effective Oct. 26.
An affiliate of the Miami Daily
News, WIOD has used that newspaper extensively to notify the public of the change. It also used spot
announcements on several other
Florida stations to supplement the
newspaper campaign, which included daily and weekly newspapers in Florida and trade journals.
The Red Cab Fleet in Miami carried tire covers heralding the shift
to 610, and a treasure hunt, entitling the finder of lucky tickets to
prizes ranging from $1 to $15,
stimulated listener interest. Free
"610" cocktails were served with
the compliments of the station in
popular Miami bars at 6:10 p. m.
on the day of the change. In addi"610" sundaes
were presented
soda tion,
fountain
customers
with the
station's compliments.
WIOD broadcast several gala
programs to mark the frequency
shift. Congratulatory speeches
from state, city and county officials
were broadcast along with felicitations from officials of NBC.
Coverage of WIOD was increased
an estimated 3% times with the
frequency shift, according to station officials, who said this estimate
was based on data compiled by nationally-known radio engineers.
WINS, New York, which during the
summer has stayed on the air until
varying times in the evening, has returned toNov.a 1.12%-hour schedule, effective

FAMILY GATHERING — Arthur Church's prowess as a candid cameraman was the main interest as this picture was snapped of the KMBC
sales staff. Left to right are: Fran Heyser, KMBC production director;
Arthur B. Church, president; J. Leslie Fox, director of sales; Jimmie McConnell, head of the KMBC artist bureau; Don Wilkie, West Coast
representative; Carter Ringlep, regional sales director; George E. Halley,
director of national program sales; and Joe Story, local sales.
NBC Signs Fights
NBC has made arrangement with
the Twentieth Century Sporting
Club, New York, for exclusive
broadcast of 16 world championship
fights, consisting of blow-by-blow
descriptions of bouts in which
every big-name fighter in every
class will appear. Coming fights of
Joe Louis, Max Schmeling, Tommy
Farr, Freddy Steel, Fred Apostoli,
Barney Ross, Lou Ambers and
others will be included in the series.
First event, contest
the world's
featherweight
title, for
between
Petey
Sarron, the champion, and Henry
Armstrong, took place Oct. 29,
broadcast on the Blue network
from Madison Square Garden. Second event will be between Freddy
Steel and Fred Apostoli, for the
middleweight championship, to be
fought Nov. 12.
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Nestles Tests Serial
NESTLE'S MILK PRODUCTS
Inc., New York, is testing the Mad
Hatters fields, dramatic serial, on
two WLW Line stations, WLW,
Cincinnati, and WHN, New York, to
advertise
milk chocolate bars the
and sponsor's
hot chocolate.
Program, featuring Pauline Clark and
Owen Vinson, originates at WLW.
If the 13-week test proves successful the series, which is broadcast
for 15 minutes five afternoons
weekly, will be extended to include
six or seven additional stations of
the Line. A transcribed version of
the same feature will be started
Nov. 15 on WSMB, New Orleans,
which may also be extended to
other stations later. Series is placed
through Lord & Thomas, New
York.

SALE

Tenth

in

WN YC Opens New Studio
Built With Help of WPA
USING WPA labor and financed
chiefly with WPA funds, WNYC,
New York, on Oct. 24 completed its
five new studios and placed them
in operation. The municipal station
now occupies 8,000 square feet on
the 25th floor of the Municipal
Bldg.,
out incontrol
the form ofroom
a "J".is
The laid
master
equipped with a combination of
Western Electric and RCA apparatus, especially designed to the
requirements
of theis an
station.
Another new feature
extensive
music library of manuscripts and
recordings. The studios were dedicated with a five-hour broadcast
featuring talks by Mayor LaGuardia and Commissioner F. J.
H. Kracke of the Department of
Plant and Structures, under whose
jurisdiction the station falls, and a
reunion of the veterans who assisted in the station's first broadcast 13 years ago, a roster including such well known names as
Vaughn De Leath, Billy Jones
and Ernie Hare, Vincent Lopez
and others. A week later, Oct. 31,
the station dedicated its new transmitter at Greenpoint, two 304-foot
towers designed
by the the
station's
engineering staff under
direction
of Isaac Brimberg and built under
their supervision. The whole modernization program of WNYC was
carried on under the direction of
Seymour N. Siegel, director of the
station. Other equipment includes a
Collins line amplifier and Presto
turntables. Material for the transmitter was furnished by American
Bridge & Dock Co.
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TUBES

craftsmanship

. . . expert

. . •

workmanship

Characterize every element which enters into the construction of
Amperex Water Cooled tubes. The painstaking thoroughness, precision and skill with which these elements are designed and engine red isbest illustrated by the grid.
Welding, the customary method of attaching the fine grid wire to
the supporting rods, is entirely eliminated. The intense heat developed in this process results in the formation of oxide films on
the wires (a source of grid emission) and in the crystallization of
grid wire and rod at the point of junction.
For the Amperex grids, a machine was developed which slots the
supporting moiy rods at accurate intervals determined by the pitch
of the grid. The grid v/Ire Is securely swaged Into these notches,
forming a strong rugged grid free from brittleness due to crystallization and free from surface contamination because of any oxidation.
This minute attention to detail is a contributing factor to the outstanding performance of Amperex tubes.
AMPEREX ELECTRONIC
79 WASHINGTON STREET

PRODUCTS. INC.
BROOKLYN. NEW YORK
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of Action

DEMONSTRATING forcibly that the old order
has ceased in radio regulation, Chairman
Frank R. McNinch with amazing swiftness has
not only instituted a sweeping FCC reorganization plan but has introduced a new aura of
judicial administration into the FCC. President
Roosevelt's "trouble shooter" is a man of action— of that there can be no doubt. More than
that, he appears to be a man who will brook
no trifling on the part of either the politicians,
the broadcasters or his own colleagues.
Only experience will determine the practicability of the elimination of the three-division
setup [Broadcasting, Oct. 15], under which
the entire seven-man agency will rule on all
matters whether broadcast, telephone or telegraph. Certainly there are sound reasons for
it. We believe the soundest of them all is the
fact that it is a departure from the old order
that placed the FCC in such ill repute that the
White House had to take a hand.
Illustrating the judicial character of the
Commission's proceedings under the new chairman, were the hearings involving two lawyers
practicing before it. Chairman McNinch's consistently fair and positive rulings — notably on
the disqualification of Commissioner Payne for
bias — seemed almost without precedent in FCC
proceedings. It would indicate that the law and
regulations will henceforth be more determinant in the Commission's decisions than pressure from the outside.
With the abolition of the three divisions and
their directors, it is logically to be anticipated
that the sections under those divisions will
cease to exist as such. This augurs a reorganization down to bedrock, and the broadcast,
telephone and telegraph subsections of the
divisions in the Law and Engineering departments will be affected. Personnel in those
branches, notably legal, undoubtedly will be
involved in the process of realignment and of
removing the dead wood.
Within the FCC itself there appears to be
renewed friction such as existed before Chairman McNinch and Commissioner Craven were
appointed. Commissioner Payne, source of
much of the controversy before, bobs up again,
now at loggerheads with the majority. His
disqualification by his colleagues in the proceedings involving the two attorneys, and the
attendant publicity, seem to have cast the die.
Some weeks ago we observed in these columns that the honeymoon was over in radio
regulation. Events of recent weeks, we think,
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have confirmed that observation. The new
policies to be invoked may be more drastic
and the new order more unbending toward
licensees, but everyone affected should welcome
a mode of administration which seeks to insure
equitable regulation based on well-grounded
principles and non-pohtical decisions.
New

Frontiers

ON OCT. 18 radio history was written. The
FCC, after more than a year of study and
analysis, announced its allocations of ultrahigh frequencies to particular services, including television and what we choose to call
"apex" broadcasting. It marked the opening of
radio's new frontier — a broad expanse of the
spectrum heretofore purely in the general experimental classification.
In the future that action probably will be referred to as the Ultra-High Frequency Allocation of 1937. In staking off the range from
30,000 to 300,000 kc. for particular types of
operation, the FCC removed these bands from
a non-classified category and assigned them to
services, both regular and experimental, for
which they appear to be best suited on the
basis of present technical knowledge.
In so doing, the FCC gives impetus to experimentation in future broadcasting, both aural
and visual. A total of 19 channels — each 6,000
kc. wide — is set aside for television, together
with accompanying sound. Another 75 waves
are designated for ultra-high or "apex" broadcasting— the most promising of the future
broadcasting services destined to make possible
the licensing of hundreds of purely local broadcasting stations serving relatively small areas.
Totally aside from broadcasting services,
provision has been made for various types of
fixed and mobile services and for other experimentation. Rules to govern these operations
already are in force. The actual assignments
of licensees to these bands will be made later.
The new allocations do not become operative
for a year and there is the customary 90-day
protest period.
It is significant, with respect to television,
that the FCC emphasized it still is in the experimental stage. There are technical problems to be surmounted, and rules must be prescribed to insure development along proper
lines, once television is found feasible. That
can only be construed as an implied warning

BOOK

RADIO
SHOP

SENTIMENT is growing in favor of operative control of all radio by the government, asserts S. E. Frost Jr., associate, National Advisory Council on Radio in Education, in Is
American Radio Democratic? [University of
Chicago Press, $2.50]. The matter of advertising also should be determined democratically,
he adds, only so much, if any, being permitted
as the people want. The author proposes passage of a law to free station owners from present liability for libel and slander. He proposes
that the Federal I'egulatory commission be
manned by individuals whose tenure in office
is not based on politics and whose pay is adequate to free them from financial pressure.
COLLECTED addresses and papers by RCA
officials and engineers on recent technical developments and the future of television are included in Volume II of Television published in
October by RCA Institutes Technical Press, a
subsidiary of RCA at 75 Varick St., New
York. It supplements Volume I published in
July, 1936, and many of the articles are reprinted from the Journal of the Institute of
Radio Engineers.
BRITISH Broadcasting Corp. has issued its
yearbook covering its 1936 activities, BBC Annual 1937, showing increases in all activities
and particularly in radio set ownership and
receipts from set taxes and other sources. License receipts ran £2,509,750 (about $12,500,000), and net revenue from its publications ran
£442,009 (about $2,200,000). Program expenses
ran 45.34% of the total income, engineering
16.6% and administration 4.5%.
GERALD

C. GROSS, chief of the FCC international section, is the author of an article in
the current Journal des Telecommunications
of the International Berne Bureau, discussing
the preparatory technical North American Radio Conference, held last March in Havana.
to the public to beware of stock-selling schemes
involving visual radio, and to avoid any
thought that television overnight may become
a booming industry.
The high-frequency allocations come at a
propitious time. On Nov. 1 the Inter-American
Radio Conference convenes in Havana. Next
February, the International Telecommunications Conference convenes in Cairo. Those allocations, based upon intensive research and
analysis and study by the best engineering
and scientific minds of the United States,
should serve as the foundation stone for the i
working out of international agreements on the
use of this vast portion of the spectrum heretofore used only for general experimentation.
The ultra-high allocations constitute another
tribute to the United States as the nation in
the forefront of radio development and research. Broadcasting in the conventional band
was born here, and the other offshoots which
give promise even of excelling broadcasting as
a benefactor of mankind, likewise are taking
root in the United States.
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ALVIN ENUS NELSON
IX FICTION and in fact there are
many stories of men who came
back after suffering great hardships and reverses in their chosen
fields. But in all those narrations
there are probably few dealing
with radio broadcasting, it being
the youngster among industries —
constantly on the upgx-ade since its
advent in 1920.
The story of Alvln Enus Nelson
fits the former pattern. In 1933 he
was the principal owner of WIBO,
one of Chicago's important stations
which he had founded 10 years before. A test radio case which went
all the way to the U. S. Supreme
Court resulted in the snuffing out
of that station because it was in an
"overquota" state. His other business interests had been seriously
undermined in the depression. He
found himself seeking a job after
feeling secure in having once stored
away sufficient money to care for
his family for life. .
Determined to "come back" in
radio, the field in which he had
pioneered, this husky, blonde Norseman joined NBC in Chicago a few
months after WIBO was wrestled
from him because of the legal technicality. Since then the law has been
amended to eliminate the quota
requirement. Today, under a similar set of conditions, WIBO still
would be in operation in Chicago —
perhaps a million-dollar property.
A few weeks after his retention
by NBC he was detailed to Denver
to take over the management of
KOA, 50,000-watt clear channel
station that financially had been a
losing proposition. For three years
he guided its destinies, bringing
the station from last to first position in revenue percentage among
NBC's
managed
and operated
group of
15 stations.
His reward
came Sept. 1, when he was transferred to Pittsburgh to become
general manager of the Westinghouse-owned KDKA, pioneer station which on Nov. 2 observes its
seventeenth anniversary of continuous operation.
Many famous radio names owe
their start to "Al" Nelson. Just as
niany radio "firsts" are credited to
him. He is blessed with ideas and
imagination and personality. And
he has that determined Swedish
I BROADCASTING
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NOTES

LESTER GOTTLIEB, Mutual s publicity coordinator, will leave New York
Nov. 7 He
for will
a "good-will
of two
weeks.
visit radiotour"
editors
and
station publicity directors in Boston,
Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, Des
Moines, Omaha, Kansas City, St.
Louis, Indianapolis, Cincinnati, and
Washington.
GEORGE
formerly
musical directorWHITNEY,
of KFRC. San
Francisco,
has
joined
KFI-KECA,
Los
Angeles,
as account executive. Ernest Felix,
in radio for more than 10 years, has
been placed in charge of the accounting department
of the stations, succeeding H. M. Parker.
JOSEPH
E. KELLER,
administrative assistant
to FCC Commissioner
Thad H. Brown, has been appointed
to the faenlt.v of Southeastern University, Washington, to teach a course
on "'i'he Law of Communications".
Mr. Keller is 30 years old and has
been with Commissioner Brown since
the formation of the FCC in 1934. He
is the author of several technical law
treatises.
F. H. WEISSINGER, formerly of
Campbell-Ewald Co. and other advertising firms, has joined the sales staff
of WCKY, Cincinnati.
ALBERT A. CORMIER, commercial
manager of WIP, Philadelphia, and
onetime commercial manager of WOR,
Newark, resigned effective Oct. 23.
He has not yet announced any new
connection.
WHITNEY CLEMENT, formerly on
the local sales staff at NBC-Chicago,
Howard Kenfield, formerly with the
WBBM sales staff, and Harry Roesing, new to radio, have been added to
the sales staff of WHIP, Hammond,
Ind.

way of following through until the
job is done.
Appearance was never more deceiving than in the case of Alvin
Nelson. In his 44th year, he looks
at least 10 years younger. He was
born in Chicago, June 9, 1893. His
father, Olaf Nelson, had been decorated by the King of Sweden with
the Order of the Vassa — highest
PEGGY STONE, assistant to Herbert
try. by any one outside the counheld
Akerberg,
CBS vice-i^resident in charge
Show business attracted Alvin of station relations, has returned to
New
York
after a San Francisco vacaearly. He started selling candy and tion.
renting opera glasses at the old
Vicker's Theatre in Chicago, a le- BERNARD MeCRERRY. formerly of
gitimate house. Then he became an KRO^^■. (Oakland, has ioined the sales
usher, remaining in that work un- staff of KYOS, Merced, Cal.
til he was 19 while attending gramMOORE. NBC Hollywood
mer and high school. He also took TRACY executive,
has been appointed
a course in the business school at account
lianquet chairman for the 3.5th annual
Northwestern University.
convention of the Pacific Advertising
At 19, he became an agent for Clubs Assn. to be held in Los Angeles
next .lune.
the Continental Casualty Insurance
Co. and a year later, with his
EARL
J. GLADE,
younger brother Earl, formed the ctor
of KSL,
Salt Lakemanaging
City, has direcbeen
Nelson Bros. General Insurance
named
chairman
of
the
Speakers
BuAgency. This developed into the
reau of the local Community Chest.
Nelson Bros. Auto Finance Co., one
BACHEM,NBC,formerly
eastof the first in Chicago, which ex- JOHNern salesH. manager,
and Robert
isted and thrived from 1916 to
Buckley, formerly with William
1924. Then came the Nelson Bros. W.
G. Rambeau Co., New York, have
Bond.& Mortgage Co.^ one of the joined CBS, New York, as account
largest firms of its kind in Chicago. representatives.
It was also the licensee of WIBO
KIGGINS, manager of the
which had been created in 1923. In KEITH
station relations department, NBC.
1929, Al Nelson began to devote all has been elected a vice-commander of
of his time to radio.
Advertising
Legion, New Men's
York. Post, AmeriWhen WIBO was started, Al the can
Nelson began to crystallize his WALTER V. BENNETT, of the sales
ideas about what radio should be. staff of Hearst Radio Inc., New York,
His father conducted and super- resigned Oct. 18 to join Pathfinder
vised the WIBO Congregation of Magazine.
the World, which was on the sta- JACK STEWART, KFI-KECA, Los
tion every Sunday. He inaugurated
Angeles, account executive, is the
the Shut-ins, one of the first of the father of a baby girl born Oct. 19.
regular afternoon programs. Base- DANIEL C. PARK, formerly of Hunt
ball, football, wrestling and other
& Rasin, Philadelphia adversports events were broadcast from Bros. tising
agency, has joined the sales staff
the start.
of KYW, that city, to replace John
Such originations as The First N. Hinchey, resigned.
Nighter, which had 41 sustaining
broadcasts over WIBO before it
was sold to Campana, the Radio nick.
Young, Herbie Kay and Harry SosGossip Club, still on for its origiMrs. Nelson is the former Ethel
nal sponsor, and Fibber McGee &
Tiplady of Lake Forest, 111. They
Molly, now on NBC for Johnson's
two children, Jane and Alvin
Wax, were coveries.
among
Al Nelson's
dis- have
Among other
famous
Jr. Al Nelson was one of the early
names that got their start on his candid cameriacs. As a golfer he
WIBO were such band leaders as ranks among radio's best. He is a
Ted Fiorito, Mark Fisher, Victor Mason.
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HELEN M. STEWART, since 1933
radio mansupervisor
of the Henry
KaufAdvertising Agency,
Washington,
on Oct. 25 joined the sales staff of
NBC in Washington. She was formerly with WCAO and AVFBR in
Baltimore.
DAVID tionsPARMER,
with with
stain Georgia formerly
and lately
KDYL, Salt Lake City, has joined
the local sales staff of KLO, Ogden,
Utah, according
to Merrill J. Bunnell,
advertising
manager.
ARTHUR L. FORREST, formerly of
the NBC survey analysis division, and
previously
with Magazines
the marketing
sion of Hearst
Inc., divihas
joined the sales promotion division of
Mutual network. New York.
AMOSager ofBARON,
formei-ly sales
manC. P. MacGregor,
Hollywood
transcription concern, and prior to
that on the sales staff of KHJ, Los
Angeles, has
been made
an account
executive
of KBHE,
Hollywood.
ALAN SHEPARD, new to radio, has
joined count
KFVD,
executive. Los Angeles, as acLLYOD H. ROSENBLUM. manager
of sales and merchandising of WOAI,
San Antonio, has resigned effective
Nov. 5 to go into the general advertising agency business, probably in
Cleveland. His successor is Carl A.
Doty,
of NBC's
in Chicago,
who statistical
is already department
on the job.
Mr. Rosenblum joined WOAI in
March. 19.36.
HAROLD HIGGINS, formerly with
the commercial
Baltimore, now with staff
KTSA,of WBAL,
San Antonio,
was married last July 12 to Dorothy
Conner, secretary to Edwin M. Spence,
managervealedoflast month
WBAL. when
This Mrs.
was Higgins
first reresigned from the staff to join her
husband in Texas.
JESSE BUTCHER resigned Oct. 15
from the NBC station relations staff
to rejoin Bruce Chapman in his program building service.
BERT ARNOLD, formerly of WFLA,
Clearwater, Fla., and WSUN, St. Petersburg, has joinedMiami.
the sales department of WQAM,
LARRY ALLEN, formerly manaf«.3r
of the NBC Artists Service in San
Francisco, was transferred to the netw ^''k's sales rtivi -ion whPTi *" " ^^-ngram tiesdepartment
took over the activiof his department.
LLOYD E. YODER, general manager
of the NBC in northern California
(KPO and KGO), was recently elected president of
the AlumniSanAssociation.
Francisco Intercollegiate
He
likewise
was
recently
appointed
tor in the San Francisco Press direcClub.
PHILIP LASKY, manager of KSFO,
San Francisco, head of the radio departmental activities
of the
Fran-as
cisco Advertising
Club,
has San
named
his assisting committee : Bob Roberts,
KYA manager ; Ralph B. Brunton,
KJBS manager; Wilbur Eickelburg,
KFRC manager, and Clyde Coombs,
NBC sai! s representative.
ARTHUR M. TOLCHIN, formerly
of the sales staff of WOR, Newark,
has joined the sales department of
WHN, New York.
MELVIN DALBERG, of the FCC
examiner staff, was married Oct. 3 in
Washington to Miss Tamar Peterson,
a 1931 Wellesley graduate.
LINCOLN DELLAR, of CBS sta1 tionstor relations
is making
a motour of the staff,
Southeast,
calling
on
affiliated stations.
MAJ.-GEN. JAMES G. HARBORD,
board chairman of RCA, returned to
''New York Oct. 26 on the He de
France.
ROY BATCHLER has been appoint, ed sales manager
of Wood Radio Productions, Hollywood.
JERRY SULLIVAN, veteran Chicago
announcer, has been appointed com* mercial manager of Lillian Gordoni
Radio Productions, Chicago.
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MATT BARR, formerly in charge of
Univerity of Southern California student publications, has been added to
the NBC Hollywood publicity staff.
Martha Sherwin has been brought in
as secretary and writer. She was formerly on the Hollywood staff of Radio
Guide.
FRANK McINTTRE, formerly of
KXBY, Kansas City, and KFBI, Abilene, Kan., has joined the announcing
staff of KBST, Big Spring, Tex.
JOHN C. (Jack) SWEENEY is no
longer connected with KGGM, Albuquerque nor the New Mexico Broadcasters Association, according to Mike
Hollander, KGGM general manager
and president of the association.
JACK COMBS, assistant program director, WMCA, New York, resigned
Oct. 20.
CHARLES FOLL, production manager of KYOS, Merced, Cal., will be
married on Thanksgiving Day. He
was formerly with KROW, Oakland,
and KJBS, San Francisco.
MARY HARVEY, Joyce Williams
and Dan Cullinane have joined the
continuity, publicity and mail departments respectively of WOAI, San
Antonio.
EARLE FERRIS, publicity firm with
main offices in New York, has opened
a Chicago ofiice with Roger Doolens
in charge. Temporary quarters have
been opened at the St. Clair Hotel
with a permanent office to be set
Nov. 8 when Mr. Ferris will arrive
in Chicago. Accounts handled by the
firm in Chicago include Household
Finance Corp., .Taok Fulton, and Spencer Bentley.

ANGLERS — When NBC Hollywood artists went deep sea fishing in the
Pacific off Los Angeles Harbor recently, aboard the yacht El Perrito,
all they brought back to the mainland was a mess of alibis, but the expedition, arranged by the press and special events departments was
broadcast over the Red network via shortwave. Besides artists, on the
expedition were (left to right) Joe Alvin, NBC press department; Myron
Button and Joe Parker, NBC producers; Clinton E. (Buddy) Twiss,
special events announcer; Ben McGlashen, owner of KGFJ, Los Angeles,
and the yacht El Perrito; Bob Brooke, NBC technician; Hal Bock, NBC
Hollywood press manager, and Duke Hancock, manager of KGFJ.
TOM MORRIS, formerly of KOMO,
Seattle, has joined the staff of KLO,
Odgen, U., as announcer and producer. Rod O'Connor, formerly of
KVEC, San Luis Obispo, Cal., has
also joined the KLO announcing staff.
MARY tinuity
HARVEY
has joined
the constaff of WOAI,
San Antonio.
Joyce Williams has been named to the
WOAI publicity department and Dan
Cullinane
has joined the mail department of WOAI.
DON MARTIN, formerly of WTEL,
Philadelphia, and WTAR, Norfolk,
Va.. has joined the announcing staff
of WEIL, Philadelphia.
GEORGE GUYAN, program director
of KFRU, Columbia, Mo., married
Miss Helen Hoist Oct. 17.

GEORGE VOUTSAS, for the last
nine years with NBC in New York,
has been transferred to the Chicago
production staff succeeding Rex Maupin, who is conducting the orchestra
on the new Falstaflf Brewing Corp.
Public Hero No. 1 NBC-Red program.
Voutsas had served as .issis^nnt t'' the
NBC general music directors, Erno
Rapee and Frank Black, since 1931.
PAT FLANAGAN, of WBBM, Chion sports brK-idr-nst'U'i;
before cago,thelectured
Northwestern
University
Commerce Club Oct. 15.
GEORGE M. CLARE, formerly chief
of the audience mail department at
WBBM, Chicago, has been transferred
to the production staff to supervise
and check transcription broadcasts.

ALMA LaMARR, who conducts a
daily household hour on KYA, San
Franci-sco, has been loaned to NBC
for a series of twice weekly programs
titled Beauty Hints From. Hollywood
Stars sponsored by Lady Alycia Beauty Products, Oakland.
spenamed
has been at
LeROYannounce
HARRY
KGGC.
cial features
r
San Francisco.
HELEN O'NEILL, formerly with the
NBC Artists Service in San Francisco, has been transferred to the program department there.
RALPH CHILDS, formerly with
WMT, Waterloo and KXBY, Kansas
City, and Ted Arnold, formerly with
WDZ, Tuscola, 111., have joined the
announcing staff of WHBF, Bock
Island, 111.
RUPERT PRAY, traffic manager of
KJBS, signedSan
to takeFrancisco,
a post on recently
the KFRCreproduction staff. He was succeeded
at KJBS by Evalyn Morrison.
HERMON STANION has recently
been added to the announcing staff at
KYOS, Merced.
BOB OAKLEY, who was master of
ceremonies at the California State
Fair in Sacramento in September,
has been named program manager of
KROY, that city.
JOHN YOUNG, formerly of KRMD,
Shreveport, and WHBQ, Memphis,
has been added to the announcing staff
of KFRO, Longview, Tex. He takes
the place of Lyman Brown, who was
unable to report for duty at KFRO.
Travis Cabiness, formerly of KFRO,
has joined KRMD, Shreveport, La.
WOOD HOLDEN, announcer at
WAAf.wood Nov.
Chicago,
leave for
Holly15 to dowillpicture
work.
He
is
being
succeeded
by
Harry
Creighton, who has been handling sport
periods on WAAF but will now do
full time announcing.
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In time, when commercial manufacture of recording sets is imdertaken,
Mr. Maland believes the cost of everyone will not exceed $35 or $50 Station
WHO is assuming the cost of the experimental sets.
Using the two-column wide roll of
paper, WHO can transmit at the rate
of one inch per minute or five feetper hour. Wider paper will mean
less time necessary to operate the
transmitter £ind to receive i comP. A.pleteLoyet,
now chief et gineer for
"newspaper."
WHO, will be in charge of the technical development of facsimile transmission for the station.
Exhaustive Tests Planned
Mr. Maland believes that within a<
year it will be possible to have a compicture of news
the results
possible
with plete
facsimile
transmission.

An adveriisement sent by facsimile radio sh
illusirafion. Perforations at each side h,
THE MUCH TALKED-OF iUustratei
radio news bulletin delivered in
home by means of facsimile bro.
casting took a step nearer reality
week when it was learned that
radio stations, WHO, Des
50,000 watts; KSTP, St. Paul,
watts, and WGH, Norfolk, V
watts, have received FCC per
to install facsimile receiving
their territories for the p
experimenting with this proc
attempting to determine the
reaction.
Using the facsimile system
oped by W. G. H. Finch, formd
the FCC and new Pres. of the
Telecommunications Laboratories,!
York, each station will plate ir
territory from 25 to 75 machines
broadcast nightly from midnight
6 a.m, sending a news bulletin ser
ice, perhaps interspersed with adver^^
tising.
made plain
stations Mr.
wouldFinch
broadcast
news that'
and
other matter for home reception only.
J. O. Maland, vice-president of the
Central Broadcasting Company and
manager of WHO, said no high frequency will be used. The facsimile
tests will be made on the station's
regular power.
Experimental work will be carried
on
frommorning.
midnight imtil six o'clock
in the
50 Recording Sets
Facsimile recording sets will be installed by flie station in 50 homes
throughout the middlewest, some of
the sets as far east as Washington,
D. C, but no farther west than the
plains states at the start.
Orders have been placed for a

d received by the Finch system. News
n, but this sample shows the possibilities
At least 50 facsimile sets are to be
installed shortly in the metropolitan
area of Tidewater, Va., by WGH, station of the Hampton Roads Broadcasting Corporation, Newport News,
G
Va. The experimental authorization
granted recently by FCC permits
operation on 100 watts power from
is 1938
New newsYork midnight
print
prici
ofiBce
Thursday,
imtil 6 a.m. WGH now
ien received but it
REPOR'
operates
on
a regular broadcasting
was stated the compan
advance
to
$50
a
ton
lan firms, has not been determined wave of 1310 kilocycles,
250 watts day,
for 1938, announced last spring oy
and 100 watts night, timp unlimited.
and "may not be for some time
James
W. -Baldwin,
direc-of
tor of the
National managing
Association
PROPOSED AGENCY MERGER DROPPED
Broadcasters, and principal stockTHERE WILL BE NO MERGER of Erwin Wasey & Co., and the Frank
holder theof WGH,
told Editor
Publisher
transmissions
would&" begin
Presbrey Company, New York advertising agencies, it was announced as soon as facsimile receiving sets can
this week by Howard D. Williams, vice-president and general manager of be asembled and placed in homes.
Erwin Wasey, and Charles Presbrey, president of the Presbrey Company.
Additional sets will be put in operaUnion of the two companies had been considered for some time, but negotion as the problems are worked out,
indicated.
tiations have been dropped, they said.
Reproduced from Editor and Publisher, October 9, 1937
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LATHAM OVENS, comedy writer of MISS BETTY SHAFFER, of the
the CBS Joe Penner Show (R. B. program department of WIP, Philadelphia, is to be married Nov. 16 to
Davis Co.), married Miss Betty Quinlan of New Rochelle, N. Y., in Holly- Richard Bechtel.
wood, Oct. 17.
MICHAEL MAGAETH, formerly of
KID, Idaho Falls, Id., and KSEI,
MEREDITH
NBC western division WILLSON,
musical director
now
has joined
the where
announc-he
headquartered in Hollywood, has writ- Pocatello,
ing staff ofId.,KOIL,
Omaha,
is
announcing
under
the
name
Michael
ten a book titled "What Every Young Reed.
Musician Should Know".
HUGH WEDLOCK and Howard
BELLE WEST, formerly of the
Snyder have been added to the writing Omaha Bee-News, has joined the staff
staff of the weekly CBS Jack Oakie
of KOIL, that city to produce and
College, sponsored by R. J. Reynolds announce Shopping with Polly, a 15Tobacco Co.
minute cooperative program.
JOHN FRAZER, formerly chief an- RALPH L. POWER, Los Angeles
nouncer of KFSD, San Diego, Cal.,
has joined the NBC Hollywood an- radio counsellor, will talk on "Pronouncing staff.
and Personalities"
4 beforegrams
the radio
production Nov.
classes
of
Pasadena Junior College in the studios
GORDON WILLIS, production manager of KGGC, San Francisco, was
married late in October to Miss Adda /of KPPC.
Vittelli.
JERRY MOHR, former CBS Hollywood announcer, has joined KEHE,
BOB GARRED, newscaster of KSFO,
that city, in a similar capacity.
San Francisco, will discuss "Writing
NILES, announcer and masterfor the
the California
Radio" at Scholastic
the annualPress
meeting
of
As- KEN
of-ceremonies of the CBS Hollywood
sociation, composed of high school stu- Hotel Tpvogvam (Campbell's Soup Co.),
dents, which will be held on the Stan- has been signed by Warner Bros. First
ford University campus in Palo Alto National Studios for a role in the
on Nov. 6.
picture of the same title.

Troubles
JOHN GAMBLING, conductor of the early morning
gym classes
on WOR,
ark, is claimins:
the Newhard
luck championship of radio.
Within a single week (Oct.
14-20) he had his car broken
into and his new top coat
stolen, lost a piece of his left
ear in a barber shop, indelibly scarred his wife's baby
grand with a carelessly abandoned cigarette, broke his
newest and costliest driver,
had his car stolen and ran
his cruiser into a mud bank.
RAY Mcpherson, formerly of
KRE, Berkeley, Cal., has joined the
announcing staff of KIEV, Glendale,
Cal.
HUGH ERNST Jr., at one time manager of KMPC, Beverley Hills, Cal.,
has been added to the special events
department of KMTR, Hollywood.

WILLIAMnouncer atLEYDEN.
formerly has
anWHK, Cleveland,
joined the announcing staff of WCFL,
Chicago. Leyden, formerly a page boy
at NBC-Chicago, was a member of the
school conducted by Everett Mitchell.
JACK LAWSON, formerly night club
editor of the Chicago Daily News, is
now radio editor of the Fort Worth
Star Telegram, writing his column
from Hollywood where he is with the
Chattuck-Ettinger publicity firm.
WILKIE MAHONEY has joined the
Hollywood writing staff of the CBS
Al Jolson Show (Lever Bros. Co.).
He was formerly writer for the NBC
Ben Bernie programs.
GRADY COLE, commentator of
WBT, Charlotte, N. C, will receive
a^
citation
from the
Red
Cross
in November
for National
service during
the Mississippi flood. He is credited
with raising nearly $35,000 for victims.
CHARLES H. MAUGHAN, former
newspaperman and member of the continuity staff of WREC, Memphis, has
been named publicity director of
WREC.
JIMMIE McCONNELL. formerly of
WLW, Cincinnati, and WJAY, Cleveland, has joined KMBC, Kansas City,
to organize and direct an artists bureau.
KEN McCLURE, news editor of
WOAI, San Antonio, and president
of ARNEW, wiU publish Nov. 15 a
volume containing 60 of his newscasts
and talks on interesting personalities.
PAUL
KEAST has been made direc- [
tor-producer
of a weekly program
titled Curtain Calls on KFWB, Hollywood.
HOWARD RHINES, KGA, Spokane,
announcer, has won a Paramount Productions Inc.. screen test.
ALLAN GRANT, NBC staff pianist
in Chicago, and Willis Arthur, Chicago
script writer, have written a new
song, The Last Rider, scheduled for
early publication.
F. D. (DeU) OBERT. formerly of
KPAB, Lincoln, Neb., has been added
to the announcing
staff of WHIP,
Hammond,
Ind.
KENNETH OWEN, announcer-operator at KJBS, San Francisco, recently resigned to join the CBS staff in
Hollywood.
FRED HENRY has resigned as announcer at KJBS, San Francisco, to
join
the microphone staff of KNX,
Hollywood.

Farmers,

industrial

workers,

trades

people.... folks in all vocations
of WO
makes

WO

market.
area

as ''our station."

WOWO

in the buying
36 Indiana Counties
19 Ohio Counties
6 Michigan Counties

No

speak
That

a definite influence

habits of this important
other station covers

this

so thoroughly.

10,000 Watts. 1 160 Kc.
Basic Station NBC Blue Network
WESTINGHOUSE RADIO STATIONS, Inc.,
Fort Wayne, Indiana

/I FREE &PETERS.

INC. NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES
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LOU WITHERS, NBC announcer,
San Francisco, recently met with an
accident while horse-back riding. He
remounted his
andregular
went to
the studio
announce
schedule
oJf pro-to'
grams.
When
his
si-'+'
wfever
he
went to a doctor and learned that his
shoulder had been broken.
ROBERT LEE, formerly of KTUL,
Tulsa, and Chicago stations, has joined
the announcing
staff at WMBH. Joplin.
Mo.
LAWRENCE M. (Jack) HURDLE
is producing the new Jenny Peabndy
show which started over CBS Oct.
18. New program is sponsored by
F. & F. Laboratories Inc., Chicago.
BASIL LOUGHRANE, radio production director of Lord & Thomas, Chicago, will replace Bess Johnson (Lady
Esther),
in presenting
Lady1. Esther commercials
startingthe Nov.
JACK ZEIGIN and Cliff Gray, announcers, Ed Gundaker, announcerengineer,
and from
Eugene
Kent,Lancaster,
continuity, resigned
WGAL,
Oct. 18.
TED WEBBE,
chief announcer of
WNEW, New York, has resigned. No i
successor has been appointed. i
GORDON
CASTLE,
announcer of
WJR, Detroit, will broadcast vox pop
programs
for Toronto
General automobile
Motors of show
Can- ;
ada from the
Nov. 6-12 on CFRB.
• Broadcast
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Had Hughes, costumed here as ; fi
he master of
Pruner, will
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TJfl sure-fire barometer of the popularity of any
town's radio station is the grudging esteem in
which unaffiliated newspapers hold that station. When KOIL recently increased its power
to 5000 watts and moved into a new transmitter
building, metropolitan and weekly newspapers
thought so much of the news value of this
KOIL move that they front-paged it to the tune
of more than 1200 inches in less than two
weeks. ^Gratified. KOIL was not surprised by
this newspaper acknowledgment of its importance in the Omaha area. There have been
other emphatic manifestations of confidence in
this veteran Omaha radio station. Not the
least of these is the overwhelming preference
regularly shown by local advertisers. Month
in and month out, these local advertisers
consistently buy more time on KOIL than on
any other Omaha network station, — a vote of
confidence from friends and neighbors who
live in the KOIL area and know first hand what
KOIL stands for and what KOIL can do.
For the complete story of the NEW KOIL
write Free and Peters, Inc., National

TED KIMBALL, formerly with NBC
in Washington, has joined the announcing staff of KDYL, Salt Lake
City. George Snell, KDYL publicity
director,
sold a book-length
juvenile novelhas
to Caxton
Printers. Bstelle
Farmer and Macksene Smith have
joined the KDYL office staff.
DAVID FREDERICK of the continuity staff of KFRU, Columbia, Mo.,
has been promoted to the research department.
R. CALVERT HAWS, formerly production program director at WGFL,
■Chicago, has been appointed producer
of the Hollywood in Person part of
the CBS General Mills hour.
K. W. WINSAUER, assistant program and production manager of
WCCO, Minneapolis, spoke on "New
Frontiers inof Radio"
at the
annual&
convention
Minnesota
Parent
Teachers Assn., Oct. 14.
NORMAN PERRY, formerly of
WIRE, Indianapolis, has joined the
announcing staff of WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati, as sportcaster.
IRVING CARLSON, formerly of
KVCV, Redding, Cal., has joined the
announcing staff of the new KSRO,
Santa Rosa, Cal.
HAROLD GRAMS, formerly of
woe, Davenport, has joined the announcing staff of WHO, Des Moines.

VERNON F. LYON, former radio
specialist with the Brookings Institution in Washington, and recently in
broadcasting work, is now associated
with Braun & Co., Los Angeles public
relations counselors.
RAINE BENNETT, known as the
"poet of the airlanes," has been appointed radio editor of the Los Angeles Herald Express.
FERDINAND BIONDI, of CKAC,
Montreal, has been promoted to program producer. Flavins Daniel has
been transferred to the traffic department. New announcers are Pierre
Normandin and Alain Gravel.
BERT GERVIS, formerly roving representative for Consolidated Radio Artists, has been appointed head of the
firm's
ofBce resigned.
succeeding Leo
Salkin, Chicago
who recently
BILL HALEY, formerly of KMOX,
St. Louis, has joined the staff of
KFRU, Columbia, Mo.
LARRY PAYNE, announcer of
WIBM, Jackson, Mich., and Miss
Jane Priskey, were married Oct. 28.
FRED MIEGLE, chief announcer of
WTMV, E. St. Louis, and Miss Adele
Zahrndt, daughter of Walter W.
Zahrndt, of the Kelly, Stuhlman &
Zahrndt agency, were married Oct. 20.

PRESTO
RECORDERS
MAKE
WORLDWIDE PICKUP FOR NEW RADIO PROGRAM. Voices of

NBC ANNOUNCERS'
HANDBOOK
Dr. William A. Neiison Named Committee Head To Prepare
Book oi English and Foreign Pronunciation
especially Latin expressions of curTO BE entitled Broadcast Speech
rent usage and the names of well— NBC's Handbook for Announcers
known foreign personages; a short
and Speakers,
the
book's
publicatable of elementary rules for protion at an early date was assured
nunciation of German, French,
Oct. 25 when NBC announced that
and Spanish words suited to
Dr. William Allan Neilson, presi- Italian
American speech and a list of
dent of Smith College and interna- "Don'ts" dictated by euphony. The
tional authority on the English
will also include technilanguage, has been named head of handbook
cal musical terms and foreign musia committee to compile data. The
cal phrases; the names of foreign
purpose of the book, according to musical
artists and composers and
NBC, is to furnish a complete ref- the pronunciation of general techerence source for the occasional ranical terms, mechanical and medidio speaker and for the general
cal. Many idioms and phrases that
public as well as to provide a prac- have been introduced by radio
tical text book for announcers.
and now have found general
Subdivided into various classifi- speech
acceptance in the language will be
cations, the contents of the handlisted in a special section.
book have been planned to include
Dr. Neilson was editor of Webthe correct pronunciation of Amerster's New International Dictionary
ican words often mispronounced;
and was associate editor of the
correct pronunciation of American
Harvard Classics. He holds seven
and foreign place names; nronuncidegrees from American and foreign
ation of foreign words and terms, universities,
has been a professor
of English here and abroad and is
the author of numerous books on
English literature.

men and women who make the world's news — eyewitness accounts
of news events as they happen in all parts of the world — will be
heard in a new program series, shortly to be released to radio
stations throughout the country.
Using the combined facilities of Transradio News Features and
the newly organized Intercontinental Audio-Video Corporation of
Radio City, New York, recordings will be sent from all principal
centers to be edited and re-recorded on electrical transcriptions.
is used to record news at the scene
of action. The complete instrument
weighs only 35 lbs., operates on
house current or an automatic battery, makes 12 " records suitable
for broadcasting.

ster,
newsca
, ace
HaWley
Mark new
al organintinent
heads
Interco

Six Presto Recording Turntables are used at Intercontinental s
studio in the intricate process of combining these fragments of world
affairs to make unique 15 minute transcription programs.
YOU CAN USE THE PRESTO JR. TO PICK UP LOCAL NEWS
FOR YOUR STATION. SEND FOR OUR FOLDER DESCRIBING
THIS REMARKABLE NEW INSTRUMENT.

PRESTO
Page 44
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• ISovember
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Only the Presto Green Seal Disc
could be depended upon to journey
half way around the world and
arrive in perfect condition.

147 W. 19tli St., N.YX
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WSVA Post Not Filled
After Death of Williams
WITH Charles P. Blackley, commercial manager, now in charge,
the managership of WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va., left vacant by the
death on Sept. 14 of Floyd Williams, has not yet been determined.
Mr. Williams, 47, was 62% owner
of the station, with Mr. Blackley
owning 20% and Marion K. Gilliam, of Asbury Park, N. J., 18%.
Mr. Williams died as a result of a
heart attack. He joined WSVA in
1935 as program director, having
formerly been administrative chief
of the Washington Bicentennial
Commission and clerk of the Senate Rules Committee. In former
years he was well known as the
"Flying Tenor of the Air", making
weekly trips from Washington to
New York where he sang over
NBC. He was also soloist of WOV,
New York, for several years. Surviving are his widow, Mrs. Mabel
Linton Williams, and two sisters,
Mrs. Herman Mitts and Miss Lola
Williams, all of Washington.
Gene Carmen
GENE CARMEN, 32, nationally
known as the writer and producer
of several well-known transcription
serials, died at Pioneer Hospital,
Hollywood, on Oct. 18 following a
lingering illness. He had been in
radio since 1931 and was under
contract to C. P. MacGregor, Hollywood transcription concern. He
had written numerous outstanding
programs, among them Problems of
Pamela, which was recently retitled
Stars Over Hollywood, and the
Moving Stories of Life series. Surdren. viving are his widow and two chilEDWARD H. HARRIS, publisher of
the Richmond (Ind.) Palladium, and
former chairman of the radio committee of the American Newspaper
Publishers Association, died at his
home in Richmond Oct. 24 at the age
of 57.
WGTM, Wilson, N. C. averages 75
local advertisers daily although it has
been on the air only since July 18.
• Broadcast
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CANADA

The CBC's facilities for national and regional
network coverage are now available at the

■

most

attractive

rates

ever

offered

for

effective radio advertising.

Inquiries Invited
The

Canadian

1251 St. Catherine West
Montreal, Que.
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Payne Press Release
(Continued from page 2Jf)

THE

AVERAGE

TIME

to complete Long

calls in this country is 1^

Distance

minutes. The telephone

is a hard-working partner in any business that must
work fast. Pick up your telephone . . . talk to any
corner of the country. Ask your questions and get
your answers at once, when

you need them most.

The telephone is easy, economical, and final —
as well as fast. Artists, sponsors, directors, network
stations are all at your elbow — by telephone. Use this time-saving servant more
frequently, and get more
Page 46
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Princeton

Begins

Analysis of Radio
of the Supreme Court remanded
the case back to an inferior court Two- Year Study Is Financed by
in view of the fact that the Judge Rockefeller Foundation
had not followed due process of
law. When the case came up for AS A preliminary to a study of radio's effect on present day life,
trial again the Judge charged with Princeton
University is starting a
bias was invited to ask the senior
two-year research project which
judge of the court to assign an- will analyze current techniques
other judge in the second hearing and, if possible, devise better ones
instead of presiding himself. There
for discovering the basic motivational factors in radio listening and
is a very great difference between
the
effects of radio on the listener.
the present case and the one cited.
There has been in the first place The work will be carried on by the
university's school of public and
no violation of law on the part of international
affairs, which has
this Commissioner. As a matter of
been
granted
$67,000
for this purfact, this Commissioner has never
met the chief respondent and has tion. pose by the Rockefeller Foundanever seen him face to face until
Hoping eventually to deal with
he came into this court today. In such large scale problems as the
effect
of radio on family life, which
addition to that, in the case cited
from the United States Reports, might be either a unifying or a
disrupting factor; the use of radio
one Judge sat, whereas in this case
there are seven Commissioners sit- in education and propaganda : radio
ting. It is not conceivable that the as a new field for writers and composers; radio in politics; the difsix distinguished gentlemen who
ferent ways a single program affects various individual listeners
are sitting on this bench with Commissioner Payne would be so far and the different reactions of the
led to forget their oath of office same listener to various programs,
and their duty as to be affected and similar problems of human
motivation, the study will encomby the alleged bias or prejudice.
pass a large number of diverse
"In all the cases I have read it surveys.
One of the first of these
is clearly established, except where
will be in the library field, examinthere are constitutional or statuing all programs put on the air by
libraries and attempting to discover
tory provisions to the contrary,
the
effects of these broadcasts in
that the Judge sitting must be the
one to disqualify himself. The ap- increased library attendance, increased circulation of books dispeal, therefore, to the Commission
on the air and other changes
was clearly incompetent, and its de- due to cussed
broadcasts.
A second study
terest. cision against public policy and in- will examine the role of radio in a
few political campaigns, seeking
"As stated above, this is an en- answers for such questions as: Do
tering wedge which may render it people listen to the candidates of
impossible for any Commission to the opposing party? Does radio
supplement or displace newspapers
At the morning session, when a in furnishing political information?, and the like.
function."
request was made for CommissionFor the present, however, the
er Payne to disqualify himself, he Princeton study will concentrate
made the following statement from
on the examination of research
the bench:
techniques to determine which are
"In view of what has been said the best eralized
suited
study. to the more genhere, I wish to make this statement:
The Princeton project will be di"It is a well-established principle
rected by Dr. Paul Lazarsfeld, director of the research center at the
of common law, and to some extent
of constitutional or statutory pro- University of Newark, assisted by
Cantril, psychology
associate provisions, that a judge may disquali- Dr. Hadley
fessor of social
at
fy himself for one of many reasons
Princeton, and Dr. Frank Stanton,
including personal interest, bias or manager of the research division
prejudice, having acted as counsel, of CBS.
relationship, etc. None of these reasons exists in this case, as any acInsurance Test
tion taken in connection therewith
has been official and part of the GREAT WESTERN Life Insurduties of my office.
ance Co., Chicago, started a five"It may be remembered that my minute 13-week test program on
duties, as those of the other ComWENR,
Oct. partner
24. Accord-of,
ing to Chicago,
Jack Scott,
missioners, are administrative as
Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, agenwell as judicial and that practicalcy handling the account, if test
ly all judicial acts of the Commisproves successful from six to eight
station in five midwestern states
sion are based on or are taken pursuant to administrative action by will be used.
the same Commission. If, therefore, Iwere required to disqualify the Communications Act of 1934
myself in this case, any Commissioner could be required to disqual- contains no provision authorizing
ify himself in any case that should the Commission or the courts to discome before the Commission.
qualify a Commissioner from sitting in a case before the Commis"This principle, if given validity,
sion, nor is there any other Fedwould hamper the Commission in
eral law containing such provision.
its official duties and even cripple
"There is nothing in law nor in
it so that it would not be able to
fact,
therefore, to justify my disfunction at all.
qualification tosit in the present
"I want to emphasize the fact that
BROADCASTING
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GUIDE

# With no guide but the unerring accuracy of adding
machine and cash register, no inducement but results, no
motive but profit, Denver merchants add media which are
profitable . . . subtract those which are not.

This means that in Denver KLZ

THEM!

is the station which

is bes: meeting the exacting requirements of the most
result-demanding of all advertisers.

These, then, are meaningful words: Furniture stores,
department stores, ladies' ready-to-wear stores, men's clothing stores and jeuelry stores in Denver all spend more
money utth KLZ than with any other Denver station.
-'The Gadget — an Elliott-Fisher bookkeebing machine from an unusual angle.
BROADCASTING
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Advertising

Under Management Affiliated with WKY, Oklahoma
City, and the Oklahoma Publishing Company
Representative - E. Kaiz Special Advertising Agency
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Cranberry Spots
AMERICAN CRANBERRY Exchange, New York, is participating in Musical Clock programs on
WFBR and WCAO, Baltimore.
Also 12 weekly spot announcements are broadcast on WOW,
Omaha; WFBM, Indianapolis;
WFBL, Syracuse; KSCJ, Sioux
City; WMBD, Peoria, 111.; KMA,
Shenandoah, la.; WFAA, Dallas,
and KFH, Wichita. The announcements are heard three times a day,
four days a week, and placed
through Gotham Adv. Agency, New
York.
KVOR, Colorado Springs, Cel., aired
a remote broadcast from Golden, 100
miles distant, when Colorado College
played the School of Mines Get. 23.
KVOR's football remote crew consists
of Chief Engineer Eustace Taylor
and Announcers Fred C. Mueller and
Leon J. Marshall.

Kraft Selling Oleo
KRAFT-PHENIX CHEESE Corp.,
Chicago, introduced a new product,
Parkay oleomargarine over the air
Oct. 14. Instead of the usual cheese
commercials on the firm's NBC
Kraft Music Hall, nine stations in
the Southeast have local announcers "break in" and give commercials on the new margarine. In addition, WDAF, Kansas City, is
carrying oleomargarine announcements besides the cheese commercials. Needham, Louis & Brorby
Inc., Chicago, is handling the
Parkay advertising inasmuch
as the regular Kraft agency, J.
Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, has
a competitive oleomargarine —
Swift's Alsweet. Following stations
are breaking in with the Parkay
announcements: WJAX, WPTF,
WIOD, WFLA, WIS, WSB, WJDX,
WSMB and WSGN.

Jelke Back on Air
JOHN F. JELKE Co., Chicago
(Good Luck margarine), after being olf the air five years, resumed
broadcasting Oct. 24 when the firm
started sponsorship of George Jessel's Thirty Minutes in Hollywood
1 on WGN, Chicago. The company
at one time did extensive radio advertising and was the first sponsor
of Vic & Sade. According to F. F.
Scott, advertising and sales manager of the John F. Jelke Co., no
definite radio plans outside of sponsorship of the Jessel program for
24 weeks have been made. Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago,
is agency.

SMALLEST

THEY'RE TUNING IN WATL
IN ATLANTA

DUB to the demand for radio courses,
University of California. Los Angeles,
has started an additional class in radio
writing, with Marvin Young, NBC
production manager in Hollywood, as
instructor.

wjeo

MEET — Bob Kelley, sports announcer of WGAR, Cleveland, who
claims to be the smallest sports announcer in the business. The picture shows him interviewing two
Cleveland pro grid stars, Johnny
Drake (left) and Primo Miller.
Kelley is 5 feet 5 inches tall,
weighing 110 pounds. Games of the
pro team are broadcast over
WGAR by Kelley and Franklin
(Whitey) Lewis under sponsorship
of Standard Oil Co. of Ohio.
Hockey List Enlarged
IMPERIAL OIL Ltd. will broadcast all Canadian professional
hockey games starting Nov. 6 over
one of the largest regular networks
ever arranged in the Dominion
with 35 stations listed to date and
more expected. The broadcast will
last at least 20 weeks, with playoffs at the end for an undetermined
number of weeks. The broadcasts
will be play-by-play descriptions
with musical selections every Saturday evening from 9 p. m. to end
of game. MacLaren Adv. Co. Ltd.,
Toronto, negotiated the network
with the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., whose basic net is being
used. Starting in the East the program will be carried by CJCB
CHNS CFCY CKCW CHSJ CFNB
CHNC CJBR CRCS CRCK CBM
CBF CBO CFRC CRCT (to be
replaced by CBL when open) CBW
CKSO CFCH CJKL CKGB CKPR
CKY CKX CKCK CHAB CFQC
CKBI CJCA CFAC CJOC CKOV
CFJC CJAT CBR. The French
program will go out simultaneously
over five stations comprising the
Quebec network with CBM carrytreal.ing the English broadcast in Mon-

NEW FIRM ENTERS
RADIO NEWS FIELD
A NEWCOMER in the field of
supplying news for broadcasting is
Continental Radio Press Inc., which
has set up headquarters at 576
Fifth Ave., New York, to furnish
specialized news service to radio
stations, sponsors and advertising
agencies and to perform other
functions not now being offered by
other news services. T. L. Christie,
former radio news editor of INSUS and former associate editor of
Press-Radio Bureau, will direct the
Continental operations as executive
editor.
Primary function of the new organization, according to Mr. Christie, is to gather, edit and transmit
news of strictly local origin in the
large key cities of the country for
commercial broadcasts on stations
in those cities. Whereas most newspapers are made up chiefly of local
news, he says, most news broadcasts are made up of news of national and international scope, entirely ignoring the local angle.
Beginning Nov. 1, Continental
Radio Press plans to turn out
10,000 words a day of local news
in the New York area, written and
edited for broadcasting, which will
be available to stations or advertisers by wire or messenger in
whatever quantities they desire.
The news will be packaged to suit
individual requirements, Mr. Christie said, emphasizing angles of the
day's events which the station or
sponsor believes most appropriate.
The organization will also supply
spot news features by wire to stations desiring to amplify and diversify their present news coverage
with news of purely local interest
breaking in New York and Washi n g t o n. Later the organization
plans to set up offices in other!
cities, he stated.
Before entering the radio news
field four year ago, Mr. Christie
was connected with the Associated
Press, New York Herald Tribune,
Paris Herald and Shanghai Evening Post.
Com Husking Special
ALLIS - CHALMERS MFG. Co.,
Milwaukee, (WC tractor), will
sponsor the National Corn Husking Championship on Nov. 4 direct
from a farm in Marshall, Mo., over
a special network of 14 stations.
The program, which will be aired
from 11:45 a. m. to approximately
1:30 p. m. (CST) will originate
from the studios of WIBW, Topeka. Other stations are WLS,
KFEQ, KFRU, WEW, WHO,
KFNF, KMMJ, WDZ, W M T,
WAAW, WTAD, KANS, WNAX.
Bert
S. Gittens, Adv., Milwaukee,
is
agency.
WMC Using AP News
UNDER a reorganized setup,
WMC, Memphis, brings listeners
complete coverage of national, sectional sociated
and local
events, withleased
AsPress automatic
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wire printers installed in the station's
and staff
arrangementsownwithnewsroom,
the editorial
and
rural correspondents of the Memphis Commercial Appeal for fast
treatment of all news. Cancellation
of the station's INS contract went
into effect Aug. 14, and AP printers were installed immediately in
the
room.newly-created station news
• Broadcast
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Nine Percent Gain Over
Last Year Is Shown In
National Survey
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Charleston was one of a group of 55
cities in the nation in which business
in September was normal or above, a
survey of 147 trading areas by the
Brooke, Smith, French and Dorrance
Company, advertising firm of New York
City, revealed yesterday.
Business here stood at seven percent
above normal at the end of September—
a gain of nine percent over the corresponding period in 1936.
With about 50 Christmas shopping
days remaining, local business men prediaed one of the best holiday trading
seasons in many years.
Drug Sales Increase
Sales at Charleston drug stores (without soda fountains) amounted to ^261,000 in 1935, the Market Data Service
of Bridgeport, Conn., announced. The
dry's 75percents
capita
^4.32; the
state,
and sales
the U.wereS. ^2.30.
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Facts!

O ELECT any classification of business — you'll find it decidedly UP
in Charleston, West Virginia. This is the one market that's on the
UPgrade — steadily, consistently and unmistakably!
Clothing sales, hardware sales, building materials, drugs and cosmetics, foods and automobiles, clothes and finery — anything and
everything that's sold is booming and topping new highs not only
for the state but for the United States — per capita sales that actually
sound too good to be true, but are just sort of common-place here
where business in every line is so good!
If you want the true picture of business in the WCHS-CHARLESTON market, compare the per capita sales of the few items listed
in the article at the left, or better still, get the complete story from
the United States Department of Commerce figures.
As certainly as you'll find business unprecedendy good, you'll
find corresponding response through WCHS — the only radio station
that completely serves this business-making market!

Sales in drug stores with soda fountains here totaled ^1,051,000. Per capita was reported as ^17.40, as compared
with ^4.60 for the state, and ^7.74 for
the nation.
Hardware sales in the state gained 25
percent for the first eight months of 1937
as compared with the same periods in
1934-35-36, the National Retail Hardware Association survey showed.
— Charleston Gazette
Sunday, Oct. 24, 1937.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— tramcriptions
Ba — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WBAP, Fort Worth
Americau Cranberry Exchange, Xew
York (Eatmore), 12 weekly sa, thru
Gotham Adv. Agency, N. Y.
American Gas Machine Co., Albert
Lea, Minn. ( SunFlame burners), 2
weekly t. thru Greve Adv. Agency.
St. Paul.
Coleman Lamp & Stove Co.. Kansas
City (heaters), 12 weekly sa, thru
Potts-Turnbull
Adv. Co., Kansas
City.
Emerson Drug Co., Baltimore (BromoSeltzer), 300 25-word sa, thru J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
J. A. Folger & Co., Chicago (colfee),
150 t, thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
Gillette Rubber Co., Milwaukee
(tires), 13 t. thru Cramer-Krasselt
Inc., Milwaukee.
W. T. Grant Co., New York (chain
store),
Inc.. N. 39Y. t, thru N. W. Ayer & Son
Olds Motor Works, Lansing (autos).
13 t. ates.
thruDetroit.D. P. Brother & AssociAmerican Tobacco Co., New York
(Roi-Tan), 100 ta, thru Lawrence
C. Gumbinner,
N. Y.
Peniek & Ford, New York (Vermont
Maid), 102 ta, thru J. Walter
^ Thompson Co., N. Y.
Vick Chemical Co., New York (cough
drops), 104 sa, thru Morse International Inc., N. Y.
Lewis-Howe Co., St. Louis (Turns)
78 t, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons
Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
KGO, San Francisco
Bauer & Black, Chicago (Velour
Hand lotion) 5 weekly t. thru
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.. Chicago.
Local Loan Co., San Francisco (personal loans), weekly sp, thru Long
: Advertising Agency, San Francisco.
jSash-Kelvinator Inc., Kenosha, Wisconsin (autos), 12 weekly sa. thru
Geyer-Cornell & Newell Inc., N. Y
'General Cigar Co., New York (William Penn cigars), 5 weekly ta, thru
H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co.
Inc.. N. Y.
Eton Paper Corp., Pittsfield, Mass.
(paper), 2 weekly ta, thru Badger
& Browning Inc., Boston.
Tick Chemical Co., New York (cough
drops), 3 weekly sa. thru Morse International Inc., N. Y.
WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
Pillsbury Flour Mills Co., Minneapolis. 72 sa. thru Hutchinson Adv. Co..
Minneapolis.
Oyster Shell Products Corp.. New
Rochelle, N. Y., .52 sa, thru Husband & Thomas, N. Y.
Skelly Oil Co., Kansas City, 39 t,
thru
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.,
Chicago.
American Pop Corn Co., Sioux City,
la., 14 sp, thru Coolidge Adv. Agency, Des Moines.
CFRB, Toronto
National Breweries Ltd., Toronto
(.veast), 2 weekly half-hour sp,
starting
Nov. 15, thru CKOC, Hamilton.
Royal Tobacco Co., Toronto (cigaret es), 6weekly t, weekly sp. direct.
WMCA, New York
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall OneCent Sale), 6 t. thru Street & Finney Inc., N. Y.
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WON, Chicago
Aurora Laboratories Inc., Chicago
(Clear Again), 3 weekly sp, thru
Aubrey
Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago.
Lamont,
Co., York,
(Nestle'ssa, EverReady Corliss
cocoa). & New
thru
Cecil. Warwick & Legler Inc., N. Y.
Marshall Field & Co., Chicago (retail
store), 3 weekly sp, thru Aubrey,
Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago.
American Chicle Co., N. Y. (Black
Jack chewing gum), weekly t, thru
Badger & Browning & Hersey Inc.,
N. Y.
Chocolate Products Co.. Chicago (Stillicious), 3 weekly t, thru George
H. Hartman Co., Chicago.
WCKY, Cincinnati
American Pop Corn Co.. Sioux City,
la.. 52 sp, thru Coolidge Adv. Co.,
Des Moines.
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio, Cleveland,
47
so, thru McCann-Erickson Inc.,
Cleveland.
Weber Milling Co., Sunman, Ind., 26
t, direct.
Nash-Kelvinator Corp., Kenosha. Wis.,
26 sa. thru Geyer. Cornell & Newell
Inc., N. Y.
Wander Co., Chicago (Ovaltine), 5
weekly
thru
Blackett-SampleHummert sp,Inc.,
Chicago.
Penn. State Publicity Com.. Harrisburg. 15 sa, thru Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
KEHE, Hollywood
Doyle Packing Co.. Los Angeles
(Strongheart dog food) 6 weekly
sp. thru Beaumont & Hohman Inc..
Los Angeles.
Imperial Mutual Life Ins. Co.. Los
Angeles (insurance). 6 weekly sp.
thru Philip J. Meany Co., Los AnMorey
geles. Co., Los Angeles (Vita-foot)
weekly sa, thru Steller-Millar Agency, Los Angeles.
WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati
Nestles Milk Products Co.. New York
(chocolate), 5 weeklv sp. thru Lord
& Thomas, N. Y.
Strietmann Biscuit Co., Cincinnati. 5
weekly sp. thru Harry M. Miller
Inc.. Cincinnati.
Barbasol Co.. Indianapolis (shaving
cream), weekly sp, thru Erwin Wasey & Co.. N. Y.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Delta Clay Co.. Oakland, Cal. (cosmetics). 6weekly sa. thru Tomaschke-Elliott Inc.. Oakland.
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WGY, Schenectady
Little Crow Milling Co., Warsaw, Ind.,
6 weekly sp, thru Rogers & Smith
Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Penick bit& molasses),
Ford, New
York (Brer
5 weekly
sp, thruRab-.1.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
Mishawaka Rubber & Woolen Mfg.
Co., Mishawaka, Ind. (woolens), 2
weekly
Chicago. sa, thru Campbell-Ewald Co.,
Utica lvKnitting
York. 3Miller,
weeksa, thru Co.,
JohnNewThomas
N. Y.
Dryden & Palmer Inc., Long Island
City, weekly
Croot
Inc.. N. sp,
Y. thru Samuel C.
Bernard Perfumers, St. Louis, 2 weekly sp, thru Johnson Sel Co., St.
Louis.
WNEW, New York
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall OneCent Sale), 6 t, thru Street & FinN. Y. Loan Inc.. New
Madisonney Inc.,
Personal
York (financial), 7 sp. thru Klinger
Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Shell Union Oil Corp., New York
(gasoline),
weekly
ter Thompson
Co., sp.N. thru
Y. .7. WalEastern Wines Corp., New York
(wines). 6 weekly sa. thru Albert
Frank-Guenther Law Inc., N. Y.
CKNX, Wingham, Ont.
Blatchford Calf Meal Co., West Toronto, 6 weekly sa, thru Industrial
Adv. Agency, Toronto.
Dr. A. W. Chase Medicine Co., Oakville, Ont. (proprietary), 312 so,
thru Ardiel Adv. Agency, Oakville.
Dodds Medicine Co., Toronto, 312 so,
direct.
Longworth Milling Co.. West Toronto
(feed). 26 sp. direct.
KECA, Los Angeles
General Motors Corp., Detroit (Chevrolet), 3weekly
sa, thru CampbellEwald Co.
Inc., Detroit.
Railway Express Agency, New York
(expressage) , 5 weekly sa, thru CaLea & Perrinscestershire
Inc.,
New York (Worsauce),
' 5 weekly so, thru
ples Co., N. &Y.Scott
Schwimmer
Inc., Chicago.
WHN, New York
Chevrolet Motor Co., Detroit (motor
cars),
dailyInc.,so.Detroit.
thru CampbellEwald Co.

Carfcer Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 6Inc.,
weekly
Finney
N. sa,
Y. thru Street &
Chamberlain Laboratories Inc., Des
Moines
(Chamberlain's
weeklyMoines.
sp,
thru Coolidge Lotion),
Adv. Co.,7
Des
Baptizine Pharmacal Co., St. Louis
( Alko.sol ) , daily sa, thru Ernest
Kenze, St. Louis.
Sure Laboratories, Chicago (breath
purifier),
7 w^eeklySystem
sp, thru
Selviair
Broadcasting
Inc., Chicago.
Zion Gospel Tabernacle of Zion. Illisp, thru
Malcolm-Howardnois,
Adv.weekly
Agency,
Chicago.
KGFF, Shawnee, Okla.
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga. nooga (proprietary), 52 ta, thru
Nelson Chesman & Co., ChattaChicago Engineering Works, Chicago
(instruction), 52 ta, thru James R.
Lunke & Associates, Chicago.
Roberts, Johnson & Rand Shoe Co.,
St. Louis (Poll Parrot shoes), 26 t,
direct.
Central Shoe Co., St. Louis (Gold
Standard, Robinhood shoes), 26 t,
direct.
WCFL, Chicago
Dr. W. B. Caldwell Inc., Monticello,
111. (Syrup Pepsin), 6 weekly t,
thru Cramer-Krasselt Co., Chicago.
Sterling Products Inc., Wheeling (California Fig Syrup), 5 weekly t, thru
Thompson-Koch Co., Cincinnati.
Axton-Fisher Tobacco Co., Louisville
(20 Grand cigarettes), 6 weekly sp,
thru McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y.
Master .Jewelers. Chicago (chain of
jewelry stores), 3 weekly sp. thru
I. .J. Wagner Adv. Agency, Chicago.
O'Conner & Goldberg, Chicago (retail
shoe stores), weekly sp, thru Dade
B. Epstein Adv. Agency, Chicago.
WBT, Charlotte, N. C.
E. R. Partridge Co., Atlanta (Carhartt overalls), 3 weekly ta. thru
Harvey-Messengale
Adv. Agency,
Atlanta.
Early & Daniel Co., Cincinnati (feed),
4 weekly sa, thru Keelor & Stites
Co.. Cincinnati.
American Popcorn Co.. Sioux City,
la., weekly sp. thru Coolidge Adv.
Co.. Des Moines.
Swift & Co., Chicago (Allsweet margarine), 5weekly
thru .1. Walter Thompson
Co.. sa.
Chicago.
KFWB, Hollywood
Piso Co., Warren. Pa. (proprietary),
30
so. thru Lake-Spiro-Cohn
Inc..weekly
Memphis.
Union Pacific Railroad Co.. Omaha ^
(transportation),
Caples
Co., Chicago.8 weekly sa, thru 'J'^l
Santa Fe Railway. Los A n g e 1 e s i
rect.
(transportation), 6 weekly sa, di- 1
Pontiac Motor Co., Pontiac. Mich.,
(autos), 24 t. thru MacManus, John
& Adams Inc., Detroit.
KFRC, San Francisco
Royal Toy Co., New York (toys), 3
weekly sa. thru Reiss Adv. Co.. N.
Y.
Schlitz Brewing Co.. Milwaukee. 4
weekly
Chicago. so. thru McJunkin Adv. Co.,
KFI, Los Angeles
Kellogg Co.. Battle Creek. Mich.
(cereals). 5 weekly sp. thru N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc.. N. Y.
Penick
«& Ford
Inc.. New
Y'ork
(Vermont
MaidLtd.Syrup).
6 weekly
ta, thru J. Walter Thompson Co..
N. Y.
KYA, San Francisco

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
And Notv Let Me Present the Happiness Boys."
BROADCASTING

Gardner Nursery Co., Seattle. 6 weekly t, thru Northwest Radio Adv.
Co. Inc., Seattle.
KHJ, Los Angeles
National rison,OilN. .J.Products
Co. Inc.,
Har(Admiracion
shampoo),
5 weeklv /. thru Chas. Dallas Reach
Adv.. Newark.
• Broadcast
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'^■^:BER MILLING Co.. Ciiieiunati.
-.
U^u^'ht
Martha
Laiic'-s
Radio
tiheit,
Merteus
& Price
tran.scribed
lies of dramatized home economics
;sodesi. which have r\iii live-talent
'.ee years over KFI. Los Angeles,
The California Kitchen. The discs
11 lie broadca.st twice weekly over
WCKY.
STANDARD FURNITURE Co., San
I 'ie^o. Cal., currently placing thru
Hurley Adv. Agency, that city, is
sponsoring a new quarter-hour Monlilay night feature. The Pep Parade.
Ion KFSD. Program features a con'jfert of transcribed
banditems.
music, interspersed by local news
.liEORC.E A. HORMEL Co., MinneB|K>lis (food), has signed for five quari r-hours weekly on AVCCO. Minneap<. in addition to the tliree present
larter-hours. The show is known as
^^lesta wind
andorchestra
features
a string' and
in poiiular
and woodsemiclassical works. Hormel's other three
J njiarter-hour periods on AVCCO are
t' jTuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays
from S •.'M^ to 8 ;4.") a. m., featuring
•'. \llinty
Moore, musical
trade name
111(1 a varied
show. character.
1 DLLS RAZOR Inc.. Xew York, will
- Kinsor three broadcasts of Let's Get
/ iiijether. transcribed musical proj ■;im. (ui AVOR. Newark, on Sundays,
^ .v.rge14isthrough
2S. Agency
Kimball.Nov.
Hubbard
& Powelin
.. New York.
-HELL UNION OIL Co., New York,
I'U Oct. 16 started sponsorship of
iweekly
PigitkinS-9
on Parade
AA'NEAA',
New York.
p. m.. onSaturdays.
Ai,'ency
is
.1.
AA'alter
Thompson
Co.,
\i'\v York.
i'ROCTER & GAMBLE
Co., Cinadded
A\'GR.
iBluffalo. tocinnatithe(Lavalistsoap),
carrying
Hounehoat
■^lllannah
making
T5 stationsAA'BS
now transcriptions,
broadcasting the
proira. Blackett-Sample-IIummerf Inc.,
icago, is agency.
I itCAL LOAN Co.. California ( per- iial loans), which recently placed
I > radio advertising with the Long
.\ilv. Service. San Francisco, has
-•.irted a half-hour weekly program
I'.er NBC-Blue network in California. Tuesdays. 8 :.30-9 p. m. The program title is Meet Your Xeir/hhor, being heard over KGO. KECA. KFSD.
. KEX.
MILES LABORATORIES. Elkhart.
•Ind. ( Alka Seltzer I, recently inaugurated a series of programs presenting
Jewish news over KGGC, San Franpisco.
,:;ALLENKAMP
Shoe Stores, San
Francisco (shoes), recently inaugurated a series of two weekly programs
'eaturing
— Thursday and football
Saturday.recreations
7 to 7.4.5
p. m.
PST, over station KGGC. San FranI eisco. Agency is Long Adv. Service,
San Francisco.
GEORGE
AV. CASAA'ELL
San
Francisco (coffee
and tea), Co.,
recently
pegan an eight-week test period on
(participating programs over KFRC
and KSFO. San Francisco. Company
is buying a five-minute period on the
friendly Homemaker program on
KSFO twice weekly and the same
amount of time on the Morning HostSJKS program on KFRC. The agency
ts Long Adv. Service. San Francisco.
TAPPINS' .JEA\'ELRY STORES,
N'ewark.
a chain
in New
Jersey andoperating
Pennsylvania,
started
Oct.
J5 a series of quarter-hour transcripions. made by Universal Recording
-orp..AVDAS,
New York.
Stations are AA'^IP
ind
Philadelphia,
and
•VCAM. Camden. Discs are broadcast
■wo a day, 14 a week, for 13 weeks,
i^gency is Schillin Adv. Corp., N. Y.
BROADCASTING

American Tobacco Plaiis
To Test New MCA Show
WALTER JOHNSON, continuity
editor and producer of the Don Lee
Broadcasting System, Los Angeles,
has resigned effective Nov. 1, to
join Music Corporation of America, that city, as assistant to Burt
McMurtrie, Pacific Coast radio production jnanager. He will build
and produce shows for MCA,
working closely with Don Lee.
His most recent production,
Sci-ipt Teaser, which originated
from KHJ, Los Angeles, is scheduled to start early in November
on WOR, Newark, in a four-week
test under sponsorship of American Tobacco Co. (Lucky Strike cigaret es). Itwill then go transcontinental over Mutual and will
probably originate from the West
Coast. Don Lee Broadcasting System and MCA are cooperating on
new programs for sponsorship, the
latter supplying talent. Shows are
produced and auditioned at the network's Los Angeles studios.

.TOSEPH F. CORNELIUS, advertising manager of the First National
Bank, Spokane, and for the last two
years editor of the radio section of
the Financial Advertisers Association
Bulletin, has relinquished that post to
Harold Cothrell, assistant cashier of
the Fort Wayne National Bank, Fort
AA^ayne,
Ind. ofMr.FAACornelius
was elected a director
at its convention
in September.
BETTER SPEECH Institute of
America, Chicago, is advertising
through Young «& Rubicam Inc., New
York.

IN THE Oct. 1 issue of Broadcasting it was reported that the Keystone
Steel & Wire Co., Peoria, had placed
its business with the Russel M. Seeds
Co., Inc., Chicago. The Seeds agency
placed a half-hour Barn Dance program on WLW starting Oct. 9 but
Mace Adv. Co., Peoria, is still handling other
stone
account.placements of the KeyCHESAPEAKE & OHIO Railroad!
has placed its account with Robert
St. Clair Co., New York and WilkesBarre.
road has not used radiO'
for some The
months.

BILLINGS-CHAPIN Co., Cleveland
(paint)
has appointed
Co.,
Cleveland,
to service Bayless-Kerr
its account.
M. J. BREITENBACH Co., New
York, has named Morse International
Inc., New York, as agency.
GENERAL MILLS Inc.. Minneapolis,
has placed its Corn Kix account with
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
RAPINAYAX Co., St. Paul, has
named W. I. Tracy Inc.. New York,
to handle eastern advertising.
RITE-RITE MFG. Co., Chicago, has
designated Stack-Goble Adv. Agency
Chicago, as its agency.
AA'. M. AA'ILLETT Co.. San Francisco,
makers of Camelliue, a liquid face
powder,
has appointed
Frank to AA'right
& Associates,
San Francisco,
handle
its advertising. A radio campaign is
being planned.
DIESEL Training School, Detroit, is
sponsoring a new series of weekly
quarter-hour programs on WJR, Detroit, which pipes the show to WGAR,
Cleveland.
is agency. Brace-Beemer Inc., Detroit,

ZENITH RADIO Corp., Chicago
(Zenith radio sets), has placed its
business with J. AA'^alter Thompson
Co., sion
Chicago.
The firm
Wincharger
Diviof the Zenith
will continue
to be handled by Hays MacFarland
& Co., Chicago.
R. B. DAA^IS Co., Hoboken, N. J.
(O. K. baking powder), has appointed
Charles W. Hoyt Co.. New York, to
handle this account. Richard Stanton
is account executive. Participation in
women's
12 cities is now
being usedprograms
for the inproduct.
LOA'ELY
LADY Inc., Chicago, has
as
agency.
named
L. AV. Ramsey Co., that city,^

UNITED BISCUIT Co.. Chicago (cooperative bakeries), currently spon.soring Boh Hawk's Fun Quiz on
AA'MAQ. Chicago, on Oct. 18 started
the show to St. Louis where
piping
it is being broadcast over KMOX.
M a n - o n - s t r e e t programs are being sjionsored ovr>r 13 stations
(Broadcasting, Oct. 1) by the biscuit firms. Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago, is agency.
LEISY
distributors
of
Leisy BREAA'ING
Beer in theCo.,Midwest,
has
signed
for
a
13-week
series
of threea-week five-minute evening shows,
on KRUEGER BREWING Co., Newark,
placed its account with Monroe
AA'GAR. Cleveland, Roving Reporter, has
F. Dreher Inc., New York.
with Graves Tavlor as commentator.
Fuller & Smith & Ross, Cleveland, is
agency.
.TAMES H. MURPHY, president of
Murphy Products Co.. Burlington.
AA'is. (feed) on Oct 2 in Chicago
niMrric'l ^^iss Margn'-ft Dt-mpsey. of
the Winnie, Lou and Sally trio on
WLS, Chicago.
Vitd
a
ILLINOIS HYBRID Corn Growers
Assn., El Paso, 111., has placed its
account with Ford, Browne & Mathews Inc.. Chicago The Association,
which has been using announcements
on WLS, plans to resume announcethere in stations
addition intoIllinois
using two
or threementsother
and '
northern Indiana.
MALTEX CEREALS Co. Inc.. BurA't., will start
participation
Martha lington,Deane
program
on WOR,in
Newark, the first week in November.
Sponsor plans to add one or two New
England stations later. Agency is
.1. M. Mathes Inc., New York.
AMERICAN AIRLIXES Inc., Chicago, has placed its account with
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Inc., Chicago.

KFPY-Spokane
KGIR-Butte
KPFA-Heleiia
KRSC-Seattle
KXL-Portland
Five favorite stations
available with a single
contract.

OVER salt water from the
shore of San Francisco Bay,

Atlai
USE

SaKyrizn

Co..local
your program.
lumbia...sounds
like or
a million and reaches nearly two
million throughout Northern California.
KSFO

5000 watts day
1000 watts nite
Rtfti:
890 kc.
E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY
rnc
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Russ Bldg., San Francisco
Philip G. Lasky, Gen'lMgr.
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• Some Random Thoughts^
Most of Which Concern
WGES, WCBD, WSBC,
Chicago and WEMP,
Milwaukee
—

By GENE T. DYER

Sold OUT: Aside from a few
spots on participating program
the S. R. O. sign is our for
WGES, WSBC and WCBD for the
time being. Sustaining public service time, allotted for each station, cannot be purchased — and we
mean it.
* *
* *
MAIL: Most appreciated letter in
the mailhap in recent weeks — a
note of thanks from a shut-in for
a wheel chair obtained through
WGES.
^
^ ^
HERE'S WHY: Some several
wrote us asking why we condemned
the "midget" radio receiver. Need
we
say,results
it doesn't
give radio fails
a fair
break,
in distortion,
to
properly separate
* * stations,
* * etc., etc.
BUSY: Dick Kross, our public relations manager, is bringing radio
right into the heart of many Chicago luncheon clubs — latest organizations: Chicago Traffic Club and
Standard Club. Dick was honored
recently as publicity chairman of
"Historic Chicago
* * Week."
i{i *
FEUDS:
There's
the
feelings
of some radio stationshurt
whose
call
letters are left off the automatic
tuning dials of new receiving sets.
They threaten revenge by "plugging" the sets that DO list the
particular stations.
WELCOME: It's
unusual that bags
of mail greet a performer BEFORE
he goes on a station. Yet nearly
three thousand letters were waiting at
the WCBD mike
when Karl Berg (ex-WCFL) joined
the WCBD *
announcing
* staff
* recently.
MUCH HELP: A certain agency
radio
gets thestatement
"enviable"by credit forexec
the recent
him
(enjoyed much by the press) that
radio is the biggest gamble in the
show business. It hasn't worked
out that way for our advertisers —
because
been smart
enougha
to TEST they've
stuff before
they spent
bankroll on a mere guess. Maybe
this fellow needs some of that sort
of merchandising
^ experience.
^ ^
AMERICANIZATION : With the
consent and approval of the U. S.
Department of Labor, the Chicago
district director of naturalization,
Fred Schlotfeldt is conducting a series of talks over WGES on "How
To Become *An * American
* * Citizen."
AUDIENCE : The program mentioned above
IE the exclusive one of its kind for 200,000
aliens in Chicago. Read that over again
please I

F. B. DYCK HOFF, business manager of the radio department, Compton Adv. Inc., New York, resigned
Get. 15 to join American Tobacco Co.,
New York. He is replaced by Lee
Graves, formerly manager of the Chicago office, who is succeeded by Claude
Morris, of the New York office. Betty
Howard, in charge of talent and casting, resigned to join Pedlar & Ryan
Inc. Miss Howard is succeeded by
Florence Sperl, formerly secretary to
John McMillan, head of the radio department.
DOROTHY BARSTOW. McCannErickson Inc., New York, producer,
is in Hollywood snpervisinsr production of the new CBS half -hour dramatic series. Doctor Christian, which
starts Nov. 7 under sponsorship of
Chesebrough Mfs. Co. (Vaseline products). Series will feature Jean Hersholt, motion picture actor.
ROBERT BREWSTER, producer,
and Ed Rice, script writer, have been
transferred from J. Walter Thompson
Co. New York production staff to Hollywood and assigned to the weekly
NBC
Baker's
Broadcast,
by Standard Brands
Inc. sponsored
I?rewster
succeeds Ed. Gardner who resigned
from J.
Walter
Thompson
Co. toHollywood staff
to become
assistant
Bill
Bacher, MGM radio production head.
Rice is collaborating with Lynn MacManus and Kirtley Baskette, writers
on the Baker's Broadcast.
ASHMEAD SCOTT, CBS Hollywood
writer-producer, has been appointed
assistant to Savington Crampton,
West Coast radio manager of William
Esty & Co. Inc., that city, succeeding
George Corey, who resigned to go to
Detroit to assist in the production of
his
two tostage
FOB",
scheduled
open plays,
in that "595
city shortly,
and
whichshowing.
is being
readied"The
for Valley",
a Broadway
HERSCHEL V. WILLIAMS Jr.,
former head of Benton & Bowles'
Hollywood office, who was recently
transferred to New York, has resigned to join RuthraufE & Ryan Inc.,
New .York.
ARTHUR TRASK of the radio department of Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
Chicago, has resumed his series of
Book Chats over WAAF, Chicago.
BERT S. GITTENS, Advertising,
Milwaukee agency, has moved to new
quarters at 739 N. Broadway.
MARGARET WYLIE, associated
with Helen Edwards & Staff, Los Angeles personnel agency, has formed her
own personnel agency in the William
Fox Bldg., Los Angeles. Associated
with her is Lisa Raadlund, formerly
identified with advertising agency, radio and motion picture work. The
agency will handle all classifications
of personnel, specializing, however, in
radio and advertising agency fields.

\
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HOWARD

Agency Promotes Ring
KENNETH C. RING, radio director of the George H. Hartman Co.,
Chicago, since 1934, has been elected
vice-president, Mr. Hartman, head
of the agency,
nounced Oct.an16
following a meeting of the board
of directors.
Among accounts
handled by Mr.
Ring late
is the
ChocoProducts
Co.,

Agencies

in Hollywood

Planning Association to
Combat Talent Combines
A MOVEMENT is under way
among Hollywood radio producing
agencies to set up a central organization to encompass the adapta-;
ble
elements
of the Will
Hays'
office and Academy
of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences. It is
planned to establish a code of ethics and trade policies in dealing,
with talent factors involved in the
Chicago which
(Stilliproduction of radio programs.
Mr. Ring
cious),
Leaders of the movement, whostarted
three
refuse to be quoted, point out that
weekly quarter-hour transcriptions,
actors, writers, directors and
Buddy & Ginger, on WGN, Chi- with
representatives organized,
cago, Oct. 18. Two other stations, talent
Hollywood advertising agencies
WTCN, Minneapolis, and KDAL,
Duluth, started the program thrice which are unorganized are com-.
pletely at the mercy of these regiweekly Sept. 18. John T. Holloway,
mented forces. Agency executives
formerly of the Quaker Oats Co.,
Chicago, has joined the agency as express the feeling that with an
account executive. Tom Kivlan is organized and established viewpoint and mode of procedure they
radio director.
would be in a position to eliminate
COY WILLIAMS, formerly sports numerous difficulties which now
hamper them in the production ol
editor of the Los Angeles Examiner,
has joined the exploitation staff of radio entertainment.
Radio Features Service Inc., HollyRadio agency personnel and prowood. He succeeds Roger Doulens,
duction have mushroomed to amaztransferred to Chicago as head of the
firm's offices there.
ing proportions in Hollywood during the past year and will continuf
WILLIAM SHIFFRIN, head of the to increase.
Instigators of the orstory department, has taken on the
ganization movement feel that th^
additional duties of radio director of
Hawks-Volck Corp., Beverly Hills, stability of radio production ir
Cal., talent agency, succeeding George Hollywood and its institution on i
Rosenburg, resigned.
basis of permanency, requires tht
creation of a mutual protective,
JAY CLARK has been transferred
from Lennen & Mitchell Inc., New
and promotional organization com-'
York production staff, to Hollywood
parable to the efficiency of its reas assistant to Mann Holiner, West
Coast radio manager.
BERTA HENDRICKS, head of the
Pumpian Promoted
Is
publicity department at Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago, has been NATHANIEL H. PUMPIAN, di
promoted to the radio department.
rector of media of Henri, Hurst &
Louise Rouff has succeeded Miss HenMcDonald Inc., Chicago, since 192J
dricks.
has been appointed radio directoi
J. P. van HORN has been appointed
of that agency, according to an an
production manager and space buyer nouncement
Oct. 22 by H. M. Dan
of James R. Lunke & Associates, Chicer, general manager of the com;
cago. Mr. van Horn conducted his own
agency cently
inhas St.
moreLouis
re- pany. He succeeds Edward H
been Louis
with and
the 8t.
Weiss who resigned as vice-presi
Glohe Democrat.
dent and radio director [Broad
CASTING, Oct. 15] to form a nevj
agency, McDougall & Weiss. Mr,
Old Gold Returning
Pumpian joined the research dei
partment
of Henri, Hurst & Me
'P. LORILLARD Co., New York
(Old Gold cigarettes), will launch Donald Inc., in 1923 upon gradua
tion from the College of BusineS;
aseries
26-week
commentary'
over Hollywood
CBS starting
Nov. 16. Administration of the University
The program, to be broadcast Tues- of Chicago. After five years he wai
days and Thursdays, 8:15-8:30 p. promoted to media director anq
m. (EST), with a West Coast re- took part in the agency's first ma;
broadcast, will feature George Mc- jor radio promotion — that of plac
Call who has been heard with Louing Paul
Whiteman'snetwork
orchestr;
ella Parsons on Hollywood Hotel. over
a coast-to-coast
fo3
Series will be produced from Hol- 50 weeks for Allied Quality Pain! !
lywood. Lennen & Mitchell Inc., Mr. Pumpian will continue his duj
New York, is agency.
ties as director of media.
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WHK-WCLE, Cleveland, are enlarg
ing their educational program serie,
by cooperating with Ohio U station J
departmentsTheof fire,
Cleveland
prej
WOSU.
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COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
A Kilowatt on 630
A Sales Message over KFRU
Covers the Heart of Missouri
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Standardized Plan
Roto r'ci»»rlc in
V^w* Kate
tor
i.ards in
Canada
Proposed
N. P. Colwell Says It Would
Simplify Dominion Buying
Bv JAMES MON'TAGNES
A PROPOSED schedule of standidized rates has been sent to all
roadcasting stations in the Dolinion by the Canadian Associaon of Broadcasters. It is intended
1 simplify cost estimates by adertisers desiring to use time on
ny group of Canadian stations,
hich now vary so widely that it
-ikes many hours of work to give
:i advertiser the cost of his time
1 a Canadian netwoi-k. The schedle and analysis are the work of
X. P. Colwell, Canadian manager
i_if Joseph Hershey McGill\Ta.
The schedule was recommended
to the Canadian broadcasters by
the Fact Finding Committee of the
CAB, and will be discussed at the
annual CAB meeting in Ottawa in
January. It is pointed out that in
the United States similar chaotic
conditions prevail, and still do
among certain PTOuns of stations.
Vith Canada
having a smaller
imber of stations, all of which
-in readily be contacted, it is posble for the Canadian broadcasters
3 put this rate standardization in
:orce among all stations, enabling
n advertiser in the United States
' obtain a quotation for the entii-e
Jominion as easily as he can now
for the major chains in the United
States.
Rates Vary Widely
The analysis made by Mr. Colell from the rate cards of 67 Caadian stations, show that for halfour evening rates 17 different
roportions of the hourly rate were
noted, varying from 50% to
•'.7'vr. For quarter-hour evening
ates there were 21 different
proortions, from 25<Xr to 409c of the
Tourly rate. Five-minute evening
rates were not quoted on 17 rate
ards. and the remaining 51 cards
•owed 18 different proportions,
arying from 12.5'^y- to 2o'^r of the
)urly rate. One-minute evening
ates were not quoted on 11 rate
ards, and varied to 25 different
roportions on the remaining 57
ards, with a rate from 6.7% to
'->% of the hourly rate.
Mr. Colwell after making- a surey for the Canadian broadcasters
:'rations,
rate proportions
on American
recommends
that Canadian broadcasters adopt a schedule as follows: One hour 100%;
three-quarters
80%;
half - hour
60% ; quarter-hour 40% ; ten minutes 32.5% ; five minutes 25% ; one
minute 15%.
The high rate for one-minute
announcements is given "due to the
scarcity of (such) periods in most
cities, due to the new (CBC) regulations, and this increase would
tend to keep these announcements
to quality accounts."
Mr. Colwell suggested a table of
discounts to start at 26 times, and
to range from 5% for 26 to 51
times, to 20% for 200 times or
over. He suggested making discounts only for periods from 15
minutes up. He urged the CAB to
make variations to the schedules he
has drawn up, if they do not fit
into
the broadcasters' picture, but
he recommended:
"1. That a standard set of percentages of the hour rate be adoptBROADCASTING

CBC

Board

to Discuss

Commercials on Sabbath
g^^^^g
g^^^^^ commercials
will be considered by the
board of
governors of the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. at its meeting in Ottawa Nov. 16. According to Gladstone Murray, general manager of
CBC, religious organizations have
asked that Sunday commercial programs and sports broadcasts be deleted. Mr. Murray has removed
sportcasts from the CBC Sunday
schedules and has ruled against too
much light music on Sunday CBC
programs.
Privately-owned stations are
withstanding any strict rule that
would ban commercials on Sunday,
arguing that it would force them
off the air for all or part of that
day. A ban is considered unlikely,
for CBC has important Sunday
commercials from the United States
and is anxious to acquire more
more commercial programs to maintain its new 50,000 kc. stations.
When the five new stations are completed, $900,000 a year more than
CBC now obtains from license fees
and advei'tising will be required to
keep them operating. Limited periods for advertising and sportcasts
on Sundays may be set aside, but a
ban is not expected.
ed by all the stations in the Association.
"2. That a standard set of discounts be adopted by all the stations in the Association.
"3. That, to obtain maximum
publicity from both Canadian and
American trade publications, and
to avoid delay in getting the simplification of time buying under
way, a date be set at which time
all station rate cards will conform
to the standards set by the Association.
"Such a forward step as this
will do more for spot radio in Canada than almost any other. Once
and for all, it will demonstrate that
Canadian stations are fully as progressive as their American associates, if not a little more so. It will
do much to establish Canadian spot
broadcasting as an advertising medium which its Amei'ican counterpart would do well to imitate. It
will give to itself the prestige it
rightfully deserves among advertis-

APPOINTMENT of Free & Peters
as its national representatives was
announced Oct. 25 by WCKY, Cincinnati. The arrangement was made
by L. tion,B.withWilson,
president
of theof staJames L.
Free, head
the
representation firm. WCKY is one of
the last of the national market network affiliated stations to name a national representative.
JAMES BINGHAM, for the past
year with the Chicago staff of Howard H.ferredWilson
has office
been oftransto the NewCo.,York
the
same firm.
CARLETON E. COVENY, Los Angeles manager of John Blair & Co.,
station representatives, is the father
of a baby boy born Oct. 13.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., has appointed Howard H. Wilson Co. as national representative.
STUART EGGLESTON, formerly
western manager of CBS in Chicago,
has returned to that city to head the
sales office of WFIL, Philadelphia,
with temporary quarters at his home,
201 E.nentDelaware
Place, untilabout
a permaoffice is established
the
middle of November.
THE McClatchy west coast sales office has just been appointed sales
representatives
Santa Barbara, scheduledoftoKTMS.
be dedicated
Oct.
31. Norman McLaughlin is manager
of theager ofstation.
He was station,
formerlyKERN,
manthe McClatchy
Bakersfield, Cal.
WHBF, Rock Island, 111., after Nov.
10 will be represented by Gene Fergason «& Co.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, for Crisco, will start Nov. 8 a
program of Transradio News, presented by Dave Driscoll, on WOR,
Newark, three afternoons weekly,
placed by Compton Adv. Inc., New
York.

For

Coverage

Ohio

AND

Spencer Heads Office
F. EDWARD SPENCER Jr., formerly in charge of NBC spot sales
and since July 1 vice-president and
general manager of Craig & Hollingbery, New
station charge
representatives,York
assumed complete
of the New York office of the firm
Oct. 15. Mrs. Jennie Craig, widow
of Norman Craig, will remain with
the organization as a controlling
stockholder and officer. No change
in the present staff has been announced. Mr. Spencer, whose radio
background includes nearly 10
years of station management, representation and sales, reports that
the firm has enjoyed the most successful fall business since its incorporation.
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KRLD Crime Reporter
ADVERTISING the Servel Sales
Inc. Electrolux refrigerator, the
Crime Reporter series of dramatic
radio presentations has been renewed for 13 more weeks, following the recent completion of a 26week contract over KRLD, Dallas,
Monday evenings. The program is
produced and directed by D. Switzer McCrary, formerly on the faculty at Southern Methodist University and now head of the faculty
at the Southwestern School of Radio Broadcasting, Dallas. The series
is under combined sponsorship of
the Lone Star Gas Co. and the
West and East Texas distributors
of the refrigerators in Fort Worth
and Dallas, respectively. Agency is
Brennan Brown & Co. Inc., Dallas.
IN
MINNEAPOLIS
&

ST.

PAUL

W

NAB

Disc

Is Started in the East
A CONCERTED effort to sell the
NAB public domain transcription
library to broadcasting stations to
make it pay it.s own way has been
launched imder the direction of
NAB Managing Director James W.
Baldwin. Edward J. Fitzgerald,
head of NAB copyright activities
who handled clearance of the public domain titles and the recording
of the 20 hours already on discs,
left Washington Oct. 25 for a
month's trip in areas contiguous
to Washington. He plans to visit
Virginia, North Carolina, West
Virginia, Maryland and possibly
Pennsylvania on the first swing.
Mr. Baldwin also plans to send
a sample of the transcribed public
domain works to every station in
the country in the near future.
Some 60 stations have subscribed
for the service since the NAB held
its last re|,ular convention in Chicago in June. The new effort is in
accord with action taken at the
NAB special convention held in
New York Oct. 12-13, at which
time it was decided that the NAB
should funcCopyrights
Bureau
tion as aof separate
entity.
Axton-Fisher Adds
AXTON-FISHER TOBACCO Co.,
Louisville, Ky. (Twenty Grand,
Zephyr cigarettes), has contracted
in Make-Believe
for participation
Ballroom,
program on WNEW,
New York, heard Mondays through
Saturdays. For Twenty Grands the
program starts Nov. 15, to run 52
weeks, and Zephyrs will start
March 28, 1938, to run 33 weeks.
This is in addition to the comof thebouts
Americanpany's
Legionsponsorship
boxing
on
KFWB, Hollywood. On Nov. 8
Gruen Watch Co., Cincinnati, will
also become one of the participating sponsors of the program.
Agency for both accounts is McCann-Erickson Inc., New York.

T

C

N
HAS MORE LOCAL ADVERTISERS THAN THE
OTHER TWO MAJOR
STATIONS COMBINED.
WTCN
NBC BLUE NETWORK STATION
Owned and Operated By
MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE
ST. PAUL DISPATCH - PIONEER PRESS
Wesley Temple BIdg., Minneapolis
FREE&PETERS.Inc.NationalRepresentatives

Chef Boiardi to Add
CHEF BOIARDI FOOD PRODUCTS Co., Cleveland (Spaghetti
dinner), participating in the First
National Stores program on the
Yankee network five days weekly
for the past four months, will start
adding other stations after the first
of the year. Leroy A. Kling, vicepresident and general manager of
the Frank Presbey Co., Chicago,
agency handling the account, would
not reveal the stations or type of
program.

K*M*P*C
"The

Station of the
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Stars"

Announces the appointment of
HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
as Station Representative
G. A. RICHARDS *
President
^

1/ k i
i
LEO B. TYSON
IxlVll
Vice-Pres. • Gen. Mgr.

BEST "SPOT" ON PACIFIC COAST
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NEW TYPE of sound effects reproducer has been announced by Technisonic Recording Laboratories, 81S
Kingshighway, St. Louis, of which J.
M. Althouse is president and Lewis
W. Sieck is chief engineer. The reproducer is said to permit individual control of six different sounds reproduced simultaneously, voice or additional sound pickup, high-fidelity amplifiers, mobility, preselection of effects
desired and to prevent catacoustical
vibrations.
ALL-CANADA Radio Facilities Ltd.,
Toronto, has acquired exclusive Canadianmatic
rightstranscriptions
to the Du
Maurier dramanufactured
by
Du Maurier Productions, Sydney. Australia. The productions have been
used on 41 Australian stations and
include Cavalcade of Kings. Heroes of
Civilization, Torchhearers of History.
NILSEN'Sbourne,Broadcasting
Service,
Melhas secured the
complete
Australian rights to the Speed Gihson
transcription serial from National Radio Advertising Agency Inc., Hollywood. The children's adventure serial
is being sponsored in the United
States by Quality Bakers of America
and several independent concerns.
United Broadcast Sales Ltd., Calgary,
Alberta, has been appointed exclusive
representative
ern Canada. for the serial in westGRACE GIBSON,
of theSydney,
transcription departmenthead
of 2GB,
Australia, and manager of American
Radio Transcription Agencies, that
city, who is now in the United States
on'vacation, will go to England before
returning home. Before going to Australia
threewithyears
ago. Lang
she wasSound
associated
Freeman
Studios. Hollywood, and is well known
on the West Coast.
Colum-as
has joined
MAXbia SWOBODA
Transcription Service,
Chicago,
assistant technician. He was formerly
with Radio Products Inc., the WickerCo., and the RauRoyston
all in Chicago.
Co., Recording
land
FELIX A. MULGREW, formerly
special assistant to the U. S. District
Attorney for the Southern District of
New York, has joined the sales staff
of Grombach Productions Inc., New
York.
FRANK R. McDonnell has been
Advertissales manager
appointed
ers' Recording
Service ofInc.,
New
York. He had formerly been with
WHN and WINS, New York.
R. U. McINTOSH & Associates Inc.,
transcription
Hollywood
tion concern,
has movedandto produclarger
offices at .56-58 Wilshire Blvd.
FRED C. MERTENS, president of
Mertens & Price Inc., is taking a tour
of the East.
RICHARD L. HIXSON, new to rato the transcripbeen added
dio,
of KHJ, Los Angeles,
tionhasdepartment
as assistant to Robert Wheeler,
WPAR, Parkersburg, W, Va., and
AVOMI, Owensboro, Ky., have subscribed for NBC's Thesaurus service.
RECORDING news events with portable equipment on acetate transcriptions is a new service offered by Radio-Rundfunk Corp., New York, specializing inforeign language programs.
News happenings, recorded as they
occur, are edited and rebroadcast
whenever convenient.

Firms

Usin^

Disc Plant
WOR
Pressings of Studio Program
Sent to Other Stations
FOUR sponsors whose programs
are broadcast on WOR, Newark, .
are
using that
station's
recording IB
laboratory
to record
the broadcasts
H
for rebroadcasting on other sta-B
tions.
I
Fels & Co., Philadelphia, whose!
three-a-week Tom, Dick & Harry
programs come to WOR from
WGN, Chicago, via MBS lines,
uses WOR recordings on KOMO,
Seattle; KGW, Portland, Ore.;
KHQ, land,
Spokane,
WCSH, PortMe. Young and
& Rubicam
Inc., „
New York, is the agency.
Hecker Products Corp., New
York (Gold
Dust),, '
sends
pressingsDust,of Silver
its Beatrice
Fairfax programs, fed from WOR
to Mutual Network, to WFAA,'
Dallas; KPRC, Houston; WOAI,
San Antonio; WTIC, Hartford;,
WTAG, Worcester; WNAC, Boston, and WEAN, Providence..
Agency is BBDO, New York. !
Recordings of The Shadow, Sun- ;
day afternoon series on WOR aresent to WESG, Elmira; WGY.
Schenectady; WSYR, Syracuse;
WHP, Atlantic City, and WCSH,
Portland,
Me. This Lackawanna
series is spon-'&
sored
by Delaware,
Western Coal Co., New York, for
its Blue Coal, and is placed througl^
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., New York,
An announcement series for Bee-:
cham's Pills Inc., New York, placed
by Atherton & Currier Inc., New
York, is also recorded at WOR foi*
rebroadcast by WOKO, Albany ,
WHP, Harrisburg, and WPRO,
Providence. Copies of these discsare also sent to England, WOR's,
long distance record to date. (
'The recording laboratory, whicl
operates under the direction oj
Ray Lyon, research engineer, is being used to record programs fo]
agencyvide a filing
and to prolibrarypurposes
of auditioned
pro^i
grams available for sponsorship
The laboratory has also been extensively used by WOR as an aid ir
rebroadcasting important spot new?
events occurring at times when i
large part of the listening audience
could not tune in. Presidentiai
speeches, horse and boat races, thtf
coronation of King George VI anc
the abdication
Ed'
ward
VIII are speech
includedofinKing
the pro;
grams
via transeriptioi'
on
WOR repeated
for the benefit
of worker?
who could not hear these daytime
events at the time of their broadcasts

WRDW, Augusta, Ga., dedicated its
new transmitter and celebrated its affiliation with CBS Oct. 81 after being
host to friends and business associates
at a dinner held in the Richmond
Hotel.
BROADCASTING*

Available to only one radio
station on
in each
city
Details
Request
Represented exclusively by
Stephen Slesinser, Inc.
280 Park Avenue
New York
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>Iortimer Walters Named
West Virginia Net Head ;
^ Ferguson
Is Promoted
■VITH his headquarters moved to
larksburg, W. Va., Mortimer C.
.Vatters, station director of WCHS,
"harleston, W. Va., on Nov. 15
assumes the newly-created post of
managing
tor of the direcWest
Virginia Network, comprising,
in addition to
WCHS, stations
WBLK, Clarksburg, and WPAR,
Parkersburg. The
Mr. Walters
promotion was
(I announced Oct. 27 by John A. Kenand general
nedy,
three
and its manathe network
^er ofpresident
;ations. At the same time Mr.
J, Kennedy announced the promotion
the
B". (Gene)
J ofastE.seven
, proannouncerfor
years anFerguson,
ucer and salesman at WCHS, as
cal commercial manager.
director
Watters'
Mr.
filled,
not be as
will position
WCHS
ji Mr.
^ Kennedy said, as he will continue
the operation
be active
"'"^ toration.
of
28, is ofonethat
Mr. inWatters,
ne youngest major executives in
- . adio. He started six years ago as
Edwin
of the Lewis
7f'^ radio
on, shortly
agency, Washingt
Ryan director
fter being graduated from George'wn. He was with the agency two
ears before becoming commercial
lanager of WHEC, Rochester, reigning to join WCHS.
Mr. Ferguson is best known na:ionally for his highly successful
Old Far))i Hour, a program of his
:onception, operating under his diection with himself as the leading
naracter "Grandpappy Jones." The
Old Fa)~ni Hour is co-sponsored on
the air by eight regular Charleston
•^rms, with a waiting list of many
:.ore. It plays to regular "paying"
udiences each Friday night of an
verage of 2,000, with as many as
,655 paid admissions one night
and 2,000 turned away.
WABC Takes Discs
WABC, New York key station of
CBS, has announced to agencies its
offer of time from 6:30 to 9 a.m.
for use of transcriptions, which it
has not allowed since CBS reached
etwork status. The WABC day
'ill in the future start at 6:30 a. ni.
instead of 7:30 a. m., and Phil
Cook's Morning Almanac has been
moved back to the 7-8 spot, leaving
he hour from 8 to 9 free. In this
,_ connection, representatives of NBC
_ told Broadcasting that it has been
considering a similar move for several weeks, but no decision has been
reached as yet.

Townsend In Indiana
THE Townsend National Weekly,
Chicago, started weeklv quarter( hour transcriptions on five Indiana
stations Oct. 31 and Nov. 1 with
five unselected stations in Illinois
' scheduled to start the series either
Nov. 7 or 14. Indiana stations are
WGL, WKBY, WFAM, WLBC and
WBOW. D'Arcy Laboratories, Chicago cut the discs, placed direct.
RUMFORD Chemical Works. Provi'lenee. R. I. ( Rumford baking powder!, has renewed contracts for its
series of one-minute dramatized spot
announcements which are currently
heard on about 13 stations, most of
them in the South. Agency is Atherton & Currier Inc.. New York.
BRO-4DCASTING

New

York U Poll

RADI^poil"of takerT
by" Varieties,
UniverNew York
publication
sity, in which 3,376 students voted,
showed the following results: Comedian: (1) Jack Benny. (2) Fred
Allen; singer: (1) Bing Crosby,
(2) Kenny Baker; announcer: (1)
Harry Von Zell, (2) Martin Block;
band leader: (1) Mark Warnow,
(2) Horace Heidt, (3) Benny Goodman; children's program: (1) Funn\i
(2) L'nde (2^
Don; Edward
actor:
(1)Things.
Don Ameche,
Robinson; actress: (1) Helen
Hayes, (2) Claudette Colbert;
script writer: (1) Harry Conn,
(2) Fred Allen, (3) Jack Benny.
Flex-O-Glass Places
FLEX-O-GLASS MFG. Co., Chicago, startednouncements
pi-o^'ams
and Oct.
anon 14 stations
4. Quarter-hour shows broadcast
from three to six times weekly
were started on WLS, WCCO,
KMOX, WLW and WHO. Fiveminute programs thrice weekly are
being used on WJR, KFEQ, KWTO
and KFYR. Twelve announcements
weekly are being used on WIBW
and KMMJ with si x announcements weekly on WNAX, K M A
and KFNF. Presba. Fellers & Presba Inc., Chicago is the agency.

USE

THE

WWNC
ASHEVILLE, N. C
Full Time NBC Affiliale
1,000 Watts

The Only Blanket Radio
Coverage of Prosperous
Western JVorth Carolina
"The Quality Market
of The Southeast'"
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TELEGRAPH

LETTER

NIGHT

SERVIC

Make it part of your
regular correspondence
routine . . . use it for overnight
speed . . . for dependability . . .
for ECONOMY!

Varady Adds Spots
VARADY OF VIENNA, Chicago
(face powder), currently sponsoring Ted Weems and his orchestra
over 10 Mutual stations, will go off
the air Dec. 6 to i-eturn the last
Sunday in January when the program will continue until the middle
of June. Program will be broadcast
over the same stations at the same
time— 12:30 p. m. (CST). One-minute dramatized announcements, cut
by RCA, Chicago, are being broadcast two and three times daily over
four stations. Baggaley, Horton &
Hoyt Inc., Chicago, is the agency.
Marrow to Change
J. W. MARROW Co., Chicago
(Mar-O-Oil Shampoo), currently
sponsoring
orchestra over a Henry
NBC-RedBusse's
eastern
network, will go off the air Nov. 28 to
return Jan. 15 on 27 stations coastto-coast. Program, now heard at
10:45-11 a. m. (CST). will be
heard at 1:15 p. m. The firm's program on the NBC-Red network on
the West Coast will also go off to
make way for the expanded show.
Baggaley, Horton & Hoyt Inc., Chicago.

POSTAL

NEW

AMAZING
THE WAY
AND

FROM

RANGE

20<^o TO

ALL
73%

BEYOND. ..DEPENDING

UPON

N IO WONDER

SAVINGS

LENGTH

OF

MESSAGE

that business houses everywhere are switching to

fast, dependable overnight communication that is available at amazingly low costs through the new Postal Telegraph Night Letter Service.
Never before in all telegraph history have such staggering economies
been possible.
Under the new service, rates are as low as one-fifth of a cent a word
(beyond the initial 25-word base rate*) to thousands of "short haul"
Under the new service, messages of more than 200 words can be sent
points.
for
seven-tenths of a cent a word (beyond the initial 25-word base
rate*) even from coast to coast. The maximum rate for a 25-word message between the most distant U. S. points on the map is only fifty cents
. . . two cents a word !
Take full advantage of the economies offered by the new Postal
Telegraph Night Letter Service. Use it for business and social messages. Call Postal Telegraph for further information.
Tostal
Commercial

Telegraph
Qll Qmerica

Cables

Cables
Ulackaij "Radio
^NOTE: The initial rate is based on a new minimum of 25 words.
Extra words are charged for in 5-word groups.
November
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Quaker Oats Spots
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago
(cereal), has started minute participations on WTAM and WXYZ
and three-minute participations on
KDKA on home economics programs five times weekly. According
to Lord & Thomas, Chicago, agency
handling the account, no additions
are contemplated at this time.
New R. G. Dun Series
DEISEL- WEMMER - GILBERT
Corp., Detroit (R. G. Dun cigars),
has started a half-hour program
News Comes to Life, on WJR, Detroit, and WGAR, Cleveland. Big
news of the week is dramatized.
Account is placed for 13 weeks,
with Brace-Beemer Inc., Detroit,
as agency.

7

out of
Listeners

BUFFALO

'lO
to

STATIONS

tune in
WGR
or WKBW
between 5 and 7 P. M.
says Ross Federal
BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO
Represented by
FREE & PETERS

THE

FORT

FCC

Charting Reorganization
(Continued from page 12)

ing Association, which had filed
applications for new 100-watters at
Provo and Logan, Utah, and which
was the only one of the cases cited
which actually went to hearing. At
the hearing it was fully disclosed,
the respondents contended, that
Intermountain Broadcasting Corp.,
operating KDYL, Salt Lake City,
was the stockholder, and an appeal
now is pending from the FCC decision denying the applications after
an examiner had recommended
that one of them be granted.
The cases cited involving individuals were those of Richard Casto,
for a new station at Johnson City,
Tenn., and of Geraldine Alberghane for a new station in Pawtucket, R. I. The respondents disclaimed that they had ever represented the latter applicant, a young
woman residing in Boston, who is
the niece of W. Paul Oury, former
general dence.manager
WPRO,
In the Castoof case,
thereProviwas
involved a charge that Mr. Smith
improperly had interpolated signed
copies of depositions in the FCC
file, supplementing unsigned copies
of the same depositions.
The question raised
of Caste's
responsibility,
by thefinancial
Payne
inquiry, was answered when Zenda
Casto, sister of the applicant, testified, when called to the stand by
Mr. Kaufman, she had given him
$25,000 for the purpose of financing the station if the FCC approved the application. Bank books
were produced in evidence to substantiate that fact.
In the testimony on Casto, it
was developed that Mr. Smith had

WORTH

MARKET

Comprising the 21 Counties
Within a 50-Mile Radius of Fort Worth
POPULATION
1,061,751
NUMBER OF RADIO HOMES
....
184,230
NUMBER OF RETAIL STORES . 14,122
ANNUAL RETAIL SALES
. . . ^322,000,000.00
KTAT's Primary Coverage Fits
This Rich Market Like a Glove!
Write for FREE Market Data
Booklet on your Company Letterhead
Affiliated with the Mutual Broadcasting System
Get Your Share of this More than Three Hundred
Million Dollar Market with Advertising over . . .
TARRANT
BROADCASTING
CO.
Studios and Offices in the
Hotel Texas
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
Raymond E. Buck, President
Sam H. Bennett, Gen. Mgr.
1000 Watts— FuU Time
National Representatives:
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
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added the depositions to the file
with the permission of the docket
clerk of the FCC, who had made
the suggestion. Moreover, a question from the bench by Commissioner Case elicited the information that three other attorneys
were
in the the
docket
clerk's occurred,
office at
the time
incident
were cognizant of it, and apparently did not regard it as an act
that even warranted notice.
Throughout the eight days of
hearing, the six commissioners sitting were on the qui vive. The procedure, while more liberal than is
customary in the courts, nevertheless was far more judicial than
any other proceeding before the
FCC or its
predecessor
Commission.
Rulings on allRadio
objections
were prompt and clear. Chairman
McNinch frequently consulted with
his colleagues on such rulings, and
not a single objection was left for
a "reserved ruling" as is customary
in regular hearings beore examiners.
Disqualification Move
All of the hearings were held in
a hearing room in the ICC Bldg.,
adjacent to the Postoffice Bldg. in
which the FCC offices are located.
Immediately following Chairman
McNinch's exposition of the issues
and a detailed statement of the procedure to be followed, the Payne
disqualification arose. Mr. Koenigsberger inquired whether it was the
intention of Commissioner Payne,
who was present, to sit, and the
Commissioner replied that it was.
He then "suggested"
that the aCommissioner withdraw without
motion and disqualify himself.
Obviously prepared for the move,
the member under fire read from a
written statement, after Chairman
McNinch had observed that the
suggestion
to
the
conscience"isof addressed
the member first
of the
Commission who is charged with
bias,
whohisisground
challenged."
Payne orstood
by citingMr.a
"well-established principle of common law,"then
etc. that counsel for the
It was
respondents presented a formal
printed affidavit published elsewhere in this issue, which was the
basis of the disqualification by the
5 to 0 vote. After reading of the
affidavit, the chairman observed
that the motion was still addressed
to the individual commissioner and
that opportunity would be given for
its amendment as a formal motion

addressed to the Commission. Spe
cial Counsel Kaufman objected t
the whole move on the eround tha
there was no statutory basis for i
and no advance notice to the FCC
but the chairman ruled that th
FCC was not proceeding under .
statute requiring such notice.
A recess was taken, and whe
the afternoon session began, coun
sel for the attorneys presented th
formal motion, which was accepte,
by Mr. McNinch with the state
ment
would be was
"entertained'
Furtherit argument
presente
in its support. Asked by Chairma
McNinch whether he desired to fil
any motion or answer in his ow
behalf or if he wished to be repr(
sented before his colleagues on th
motion to disqualify, Mr. Payne r«
plied
had "no such
The he Chairman
then desire".
asked Ger
eral Counsel Gary whether he ha
any advice or counsel to give th
Commission on the motion and h
replied in the negative. Later whe
the Commissioner under attack sai
he would be glad to offer any test
mony or denial of the allegatiorn
under oath to the six commissior
ers, Mr. Koenigsberger declared b
felt that counsel for Messrs. Segs
and Smith should have the right ccross-examination.
Mc'
Ninch said he would Chairman
have to recog^
nize that ri'^ht.
Chairman's Ruling
With those preliminaries cor
eluded, the Commission recesse:
and went into executive sessioi
Nearly two hours later they file;
back into the room. Commissione
Payne wasthennot delivered
present. his
Chairma'
McNinch
rulinj
The Commission first considere
{Continued on page 65)
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OOPERATIXG with the X. C.
:te Employment Service in making
unemployment survey iu the city
Raleigh."
three
; iods weeklyWPTF
during setthe aside
census-takj g to interview job-applicants, asking
ICMiat interested employers who were
-.listening in contact the employment
nee to place the work-seekers. All
;ilicants
is
on thewereairgiven
and identifying
no names numwere
caled. the station fearing that some
.'ht be embarrassed.
ITH THE installation of its new
"A reproduction and recording
lipment WOV-WBIL. New York,
planning the preparation of an aui.tion library for the convenience of
"^ prospective sponsors.
■flip. Hammond.
Ind., started
irles
Copeland
Xnsxcers
programSmith's
Oct. Questions
25. Mr.
Smith formerly conducted his proram over WMAQ. Chicago. He has
-o been with WCFL, Chicago.
. ERY high school within a 40-mile
lius is scheduled to appear in a
-kly series of spelling bees on
VOS, Merced, Cal. The series is to
continued for thirteen weeks and
h week pen and pencil sets will be
arded the best individual spellers.
:ist watches will be awarded the
^t spellers at the end of the series
i::d a three-year silver trophy will be
•:esented the winning school.
KYA. San Francisco, recently inaugurated a Traffic School of the Air -protr&m under the auspices of the Traf"^Bc Bureau of the Oakland Police Deael^partment.
tEV.
FATHER
VALERIAN
ARCH has been appointed director
3^in charge of all foreign language prorrams on WHIP,
Hammond, Ind.
ither Karch has planned a group of
■adcasts covering various phases of
tligious, sociological and economic
I oroblems for the foreign language
I groups of the Hammond-Calumet in■ lustrial area.
\ SERIES of 10 short dramas titled
Triumph of a City, specially recorded
3T WBS and each telling a story of
e administration's record, has been
ed over WFBL and TVSYR in Syrase by local politicians as part of
eir November election campaign,
ach 10-minute disk is supplemented
\\ a three-minute speaker.
f
WEBC
Tells Your
Story In
AMERICA'S
SECOND PORT
DULUTH & SUPERIOR
And on the
IRON RANGE IPS
WMFG
HIBBING

i'BROAD

WHLB
VIRGINIA

High School Staff
LAKEWOOD High School
Radio eral
Workshop,
first of sevto be established
by
WHK-WCLE, Cleveland, has
been organized into a regrular
station staff. Larrv Roller,
director of public events at
WHK-WCLE and in charge
of the workshops, has named
a program director, production manager, publicity director and continuity chief. The
class meets weekly and uses
as its text book Behind the
Micro-phone, written by H. K.
Carpenter, general manager
of WHK-WCLE.
KYOS, Merced, Cal., staff with the
cooperation of telephone company employes installed lines and equipment
in 1.5 minutes in a hotel and was rewarded by an unscheduled impromptu
talk by Senator McAdoo.
NBC. San Francisco, has obtained exclusive rights to broadcast portions of
a series of five operas being presented
by the San Francisco Opera Co.
MUSIC Corp. of America recently
opened offices in 111 Sutter Bldg.,
San Francisco.
WFIL. Philadelphia, sent Engineer
Arnold Nygren 26.5 miles Oct. 29 to
DuBois. remote
Pa., where
he handled
a fourminute
broadcast
on Mutual
of a talk
on "National
Safety"
by
Charles
S. Hart,
Grand Exalted
Ruler
of the Elks.
AVIL. St. Louis, recently celebrated
the 10th anniversary of its variety
program sponsored by George L. Weber .Jewelry Co., that city. The program is an evening spot featuring
dance music with 75% of the copy
institutional.
CHILDREN in schools for the blind
for the third consecutive year will be
able to obtain in braille the four student notebooks used with the weekly
NBC Music Appreciation Hour programs.
KFXD. Nampa. Ida., is constructing a
SIO.OOO studio and office building consisting of three studios, four offices
and a new control room equipped with
Western Electric apparatus throughout. Modernistic in design, the building is of white glazed brick and is air
conditioned. KFXD expect.s to move
into the new building Jan. 1.
ANNUAL series of broadcasts under
the auspices of the New .Jersey State
Federation of Women's Clubs has resumed over WOR and is heard weekly
from 11 :.30 to 11 :45 a. m. on Wednesdays.
STANDARD BROADCASTING Co.,
operators of KFVD, Los Angeles, has
bought the building at 338 South
Western Ave., that city, and is remodeling it for studios and executive
offices. It will be ready for occupancy
Dec. 15. according to Frank i?urke
.Jr.. president and general manager.
Present studios are located at .3448
Wilshire Blvd.. Los Angeles.
TAXI drivers, filling station men and
other guests who are in a position to
know most about the causes of auto
accidents are featured on Fender
Benders, a Sunday afternoon program
on WCCO, Minneapolis. This safety
campaign conducted by WCCO and
the Minneapolis Star will include talks
by city officials and driving instructors.

RADIO
STflTIOn
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Tflmpfl •
CLEflRLUATER
WFLA
SERVINGTHE FLORIDA'S
CENTER TERRITORY
OF POPULATION
TAMPA TRADE
620 KC • 5000 Watts Day • 1000 Night

WITH THE Chevrolet Dealers of
Chicago already sponsoring the Chicago Cardinals professional football
games over WIND, Gary, a second
group of Chicago automobile dealers,
the Oldsmobile Dealers of Chicago, began sponsorship of the other Windy
City professional gridiron team, the
Chicago Bears, on Oct. 24. The two
Ralph Atlass stations have exclusive
broadcasting
professionalprivileges
games. WIND for
andtheWJJD
beingtan the
only
two
Chicago
metropolistations carrying the games. Last
year the Standard Oil Co. of Indiana
sponsored the Bears football games
over WGN with Chevrolet dealers
airing the Cai"d games over WIND.
Campbell-Ewald Co.. Chicago, placed
the Chevrolet business while the Oldsmobile account was handled direct.
Russ Hodges and Jimmy Dudley are
broadcasting the games.
THEODORE DREISER, through his
manager. William C. Lengle, has appointed Kass-Tohrner Inc., New York,
to handle adaptation of his works for
radio. William Watters of the latter
office is now engaged in the preparation of A Gallery of Women, which
will be offered as a group of half-hour
shows. Kass-Tohrner reports that several sponsors have expressed interest
in the series.
WFMD, Frederick. Md.. has moved
to its new studios which occupy the
third floor of the local Seminary Bldg.
and include a theatre studio.
WBBM. Chicago, has started Pantry
Party featuring Eleanor Howe, editor of What's TCetc in Home Economics and star of the CBS Ilomemaker's
Exchange. Miss Howe answers telephonic inquiries on cooking subjects
as they are received during her broadcasts and sends 3,000 recipe cards to
listeners each week. Last winter 300,000 CBS listeners entered recipes in
a contest conducted by her.
SOME 250 San Francisco announcers,
producers,
and technicians
friends attended thetechnicians
annual NBC
dinner dance in the Gold ballroom of
the Hotel Fairmont Oct. 9. Lloyd E.
Yoder. NBC San Francisco manager,
and Mrs. Yoder were guests of honor.
Benny tainer,
Walker,
veteran
NBC enterwas master
of ceremonies.
TO PROMOTE the 19.39 Golden Gate
International Exposition. Radio Director Art Linkletter is supervising
five radio programs a week over Bav
district stations. This schednl" will
be gradually stepped up until the
opening of the Exposition when 25
programs daily will be broadcast from
the fair grounds. According to Mr.
Linkletter several other broadcast programsas arethealsooccasion
using Exposition
terial
warrants. maWITHIN 30 minutes after an explosion had killed 32 miners at Mulga,
Ala., WSGN, Birmingham, was on the
air with a special broadcast from the
scene of the disaster. Joe Ford,
WSGN announcer, and James Evans,
engineer
the scoop.of WSGN, were credited with
STATIONS
ADVERTISERS
AGENCIES

We are about to release
several other new items,
all designed for radio
premiums.
your
needs, get inWhatever
touch with

TOMMY
BARTLETT,
CBS Louis
announcer in Chicago,
went to St.
Oct.
12 to assist Dan Donaldson, KMOX
announcer, on the first broadcast of
MeetFitzpatrick
the Missus, program
sponsored'is;
by
program
broadcast directBros.
from The
the Food
Craft
Shop, St. terviews
Louis,
and
consists
of
inwith ladies attending the
luncheon. Bartlett originated the program at WBBM a year ago.
WHIO, Dayton, O., has developed a
bonus
designedannouncements
to stimulateinterest scheme
in commercial
among the program and production
personnel.
pay a servicecharge of 2.5Advertisers
cents per announcement,
50 cents per five minutes and .$1 for
other time units in addition to regular
rates. The money is divided between
the program
and production departments each Friday.
WLS, Chicago,
broadcasting
Saturday morningis series
called a High
School Parade featuring students from
local high schools who dramatize their
extra-curricular activities. Listenersare asked to vote on the best programs and at the end of the series
six prizes will be awarded.
REMOTE studios were opened in
Union City, Miss., last month by
WTJS, Jackson, Miss., following the
reopening of the Hassell Furniture
Co. of that community. Its owner,.
J. A. Hassell, had been an enthusiastic radio advertiser and when he decided to come out of retirement insisted that WTJS establish in his city>
KCKN, Kansas City, Kan., has supplemented its two studios in the building of the Kansas City Kansan byconverting
the paper'sstudio
exhibition
hall
into an auditorium
for large
cast presentations.
WJSV, Washington, celebrated itsfifth anniversary Oct. 20 by reviewingits progress in service to the commuand the development of manyradio nity
stars.
When you say —
"SELL!"
WSOC gives you a market
of 638,470 people — owning
130,300 radios!
THEY'LL
BUY
if you'll make your offer over
WSOC
Charlotte, North Carolina

An Inexpensive "Sure-Fire" Radio
Premium for Homemakers
"Little Knacks of Cookery"
1938 Edition
Every woman wants one. Contains 186 valuable hints on cookery, comprising the experiences of thousands of housewives and
edited
by
one ofas the
food
experts. Priced
low world's
as 3c, toforemost
include your
advertising on outside front and back covers.
Easy to mail; a gift that will be treasured.
Send for Samples and Prices to
ANTON
PETERSON
173 W. Madison St.
CHICAGO,

ILL.
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Imperial Using Spots
IMPERIAL TOBACCO, Montreal,
has started a Friday evening series
titled Canada 1937, 10-10:45 p. m.,
on 35 stations of Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Each program of the
series will include interviews with
news commentators in Europe, a
five-minute review of New York
shows and a travelling reporter
who will broadcast from a different
Canadian city each week, discussing the district's contribution to the
economic life of Canada and interviewing those who make the contribution possible. Whitehall Broadcasting Ltd., Montreal, is agency.
Stations broadcasting the series are
CJCB CHNS CFCY CKCW CHSJ CFNB
CHRC CFCF CBM CBO CFRC CRCT
CROC CFPL CFCO CBW CFCH CKGB
CKJL CKSO CKPR CKY CKX CKBI
CFQC CKCK CJCA CFAC CFCN CJOC
CJAT CKOV CFJC CHWK CBR.

Westinghouse to Raisf
Strength of Shortwave

Signals by New Beam^
IMPORTANT changes in the trans
mitters of W8XK, Saxonburg, Pa
which will have the effect of in
creasing the signal strength o
these shortwave broadcasting stations many-fold, were announce^
Oct. 26. Radiation will be concen
trated on Europe and South Am
erica, and the four independent
transmitters, in operation severa
years, will be placed on definite
schedules.
Improvements include two direc
tional rhombic antennas, one t
South America beamed on Bueno
Aires, and one to Europe beameon London. The South America
beam, it was stated, will greatl
improve reception not only in Ar
gentina but also Brazil and othe
South American countries. Th
European beam will cover Englan
and continental Europe.
KELD CELEBRATES— Manager F. E. Bolls of the El Dorado (Ark.)
expected power gain will 1:
station cuts cake as he and staff wind up gala program Oct. 6 observing 25 The
times on 6140 kc, 36 times
KELD's second birthday. Left to right: Mary Gideon, Chief Engineer 11,870 kc. and 50 times on 15,21 1
Charles Mathis, Paul Thompson, Mel Cooper, Elizabeth Ann Reed, Rod- kc. In modernizing the transmi
ney Smith, Mr. Bolls and Leon Sipes.
ters,
fully-modulated
will bethe28,000
watts, 24,000carriei'
watv,
Durkee Oleo List
and 18,000 watts respectively c
Continental News Test
the three frequencies. The fourt
CONTINENTAL BAKING Co., DURKEE FAMOUS FOODS Inc., transmitter,
operating on 21,54
(Chicago division), manufacturers
New York (Wonder bread. Hostess
kc. will not be changed and will n?
cake), is testing Women in the of nut margarine, in addition to tain a power of 6,000 watts.
News, Transradio Press reports, on using 30 quarter - hour Komedy
is expected the South Amer
on 7 also
sta- canIt beam
WHIO, Dayton, and WJSV, Wash- Kingdom
will be ready by Nov. ,
tions withtranscriptions
others to be added,
ington, quarter-hour, Mondays
and the European beam by Nov. l i
using 100-word announcements
through Fridays. Agency is Benton is
after which time approximate)
& Bowles Inc., New York, which three to six times weekly o n the
original schedule of broadcas
KGNC, KFYO, WOAI, WAVE,
places a similar program for Col- WWL, WKBZ and KMMJ. At will be resumed. Later it is inten'
gate on WOR, and a third for WJDX, Jackson, Miss., a weekly ed to erect a directional antenr
Standard Milling Co., New York
quarter-hour disc You Be the and also to increase the r)ower
(Hecker's flour), on WIBX.
Judge is being used. Following the
transmitter of WIXK at Milli^
stations are carrying Komedy King- Mass.
.•v>;.>.*.v •.
dom: KMOX, KOA WDZ, WGBS,
■■v.-. ■■'•-"'•!.•^Ssl3^
WGL, WSBT, and WOOD-WASH.
SPA Uniform Contract
Hollywood Transcription Co. of
America cut the discs. C. Wendel
MEMBERS of the council of Son]
Muench & Co., Chicago, handles the writers' Protective Assn., includii
account.
Irving Caesar, SPA president, m
with Max Dreyfus, publisher, rel
To 887,110 Radio Listeners
resenting Music Publishers' ProtM
Olson Rug Resumes
tive
and counsel
for bo'T
SPA Assn.,
and MPPA,
on Monday,
OcJ
in Primary Area.
OLSON RUG Co., Chicago (Olson
25, to discuss phraseology of til
rugs), has started quarter-hour
uniform contract slated for a|
To 1,031,830 Radio Listeners
live talent programs on four sta- new
proval within the next two week!
tions. They are Morning Minstrels
While terms were not releaseJ
in Secondary Area.
on WLS, Chicago, thrice weekly;
they were said to be satisfacto:^
Grace & Eddie Albert, Wednesday
to both groups. The agreemej
morning at 9:30 over WEAF, New
York ; thrice-weekly progrrams on would be retroactive to June "
1937. The next step is submissifj
Morning Woman's Hour, WNEW
of the contract to SPA members i;j
New York; and thrice - weekly the
KFH
West Coast for approval, affrl
morning programs on WJR, De- which it will be returned to NeJ
troit. Agency is Presba, Fellers & York for final drafting.
Presba Inc., Chicago.
Means More Business
GENERAL CIGAR Corp., New Yo
The Largest
(William Penn cigars) on Oct. L
© To 100 ResularKFH Advertisers
started 10 weekly one-minute WIJ
Independent
transcribed announcements on KGl
San Francisco. H. W. Kastor & Soj
Frequency Measuring
Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, is agency. ,]
Service in the Country

^

a Bit

Su^

in
Southwest Radio
NBC or Spot

JVaUonae

J^ep^edenU^iire
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Manufacturers and
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•
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EQUIPMENT COMPANY
216 E. 74th St., Kansas City, Mo.
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Jfeneral Mills Sponsors
^ MCA Three-Hour Show
NEW daily three-hour program
; WMCA. New York, SU Star
lie, includes a complete variety
w, ministering to hearts in
.vail, bridge fans and sports f elvers. Talent is Ken Strong, Allnerican football star, for football
ks; Waite Ho>-t, former Yankee
her, baseball talks; Mae Mur. movie star, answering lovelorn
uiries; Frankie Basch, "Roving
jorter", interviewing personali- in headline news ; David Bernn, bridge expert, bridge talks;
veil Clark, with Hollywood
vs; Garnett Marks with general
c .vs and market reports; Bob
arter, racing news; guest stars;
:lrd
music bysingers,
Lee Grant's
rchestra;
Larry 14-piece
Winn,
lay & Buddy Arnold; Jerry Baker
nd Lorraine Barnett; and Don
-llerr, master-of -ceremonies. Program, which was sponsored
nroughout the baseball season by
j-eneral Mills Inc., is continuing
^Tider the same sponsorship.
tatement of The Ownership, Management. Circulation, etc. Required by the Acts of Congress of August 24. 1912,
and March 3, 1933
Bro-vdcasting Combined With Broad~W ashington,
Adn^ertising,D. C,
published
semi-monthly
for October
1, 1937.
strict of Columbia— 8S.
efore
me,
a
notarjpublic
in
and
for
. le District aforesaid, personally appeared
JIJjcording
etc Taylor,to who,
having
been
duly
sworn
law, deposes and says that
.Te is the business manager of Broad-JA^TING
Combined
Withfollowing
Broadcast
4 SING, and
that the
is, Adverto the
: of his knowledge and belief, a true
cment of the ownership, management
J if a daily paper, the circulation ) ,
of the aforesaid publication for the
shown in the above caption, required
he Act of August 24. 1912. as amended
, the Act of March 3, 1933, embodied in
ection 537. Postal Laws and Regulations :
1. That the names and addresses of the
lublisher,
editor, are:
managing editor, and
uiiness manager
. Publisher
—
Martin
Codel, Washington.
D. C.
^Editor
—
Sol
Taishofp,
Washington
D. C.
'anaging
Editor
—
J.
Frank
Beatty,
Silver Spring. Md.
.tineas Manager
—
GATE
TAYLOR.
Washington, D. C.
That the owner is: (If owned by a
oration, its name and address must be
-. ed and also immediately thereunder the
irries and addresses of stockholders own" oramount
holdingof stock.
1 per Ifcentnot orowned
moreby ofa
oration, the names and addresses of
individual owners must be given. If
=d by a firm, company, or other unin■rated concern, its name and address,
ell as those of each individual member,
" be given.)
ruadcasting Publications. Inc., Washington. D. C. ; Martin Codel. WashingD. C. ton. D. C. ; Sol Taishoff. Washington.
That the known bondholders, mort-ees. and other security holders owning
r holding 1 per cent or more of total
•^- "'unt
of are:bonds,
mortgages
e. ttles
(If there
are none,or soother
state.)seThat the two paragraphs next above,
■■■g the
the owners,
:ers.
and names
securityof holders,
if any,stockconnot only the list of stockholders and
r Jrity holders as they appear upon the
I ocks of the company but also, in cases
]_7here
security
holderas
ears the
uponstockholder
the books orof the
company
tee or in any other fiduciary relation,
name of the person or corporation for
ra such trustee is acting, is given ; also
: the said two paragraphs contain statetsbelief
embracing
full knowledge
as to the affiant's
circumstances
and conns under which stockholders and sety holders who do not appear upon the
K5 of the company as trustees, hold
y and securities in a capacity other
".n-ntthat
bona fide
owner; that
and this
has ofnoa reason
to believe
any
ir person, association, or corporation
any interest direct or indirect in the
i d stock, bonds, or other securities than
s so stated by him.
Gate Taylor.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
nd day of October. 1937.
Nathan Sinrod,
Seal)
Notary Public.
My commission expires Augrust 28. 1938.)
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A Life Saved
JERRY WHITE, announcer
of the midnight to 3 a. m.
program on WIND, Gary,
Ind., was busy presenting his
feature at the station's Chicago studios recentlv when he
heard a crash on the street
below. Concluding his announcement, White called for
another recording and rushed
to the window. Below he saw
the wreckage of a bad auto
smashup. He rushed back to
the mike where he interrupted the program, announced
the collision and the nlace of
the accident and requested
that an ambulance be rushed
there immediately. The clanging of an ambulance bell was
heard shortly and later it was
learned that a life had been
saved by a matter of seconds.
The name of the program,
oddly enough, is The Night
Watch.
James Roosevelt Named
To Coordinate Federal
Units With White House
W^ITH the abolition several weeks
ago of the National Emergency
Council, James Roosevelt, eldest
son and a member of President
Roosevelt's secretariat, has been
designated as the coordinator for
independent and emergency agencies of the Federal Government,
including the FCC.
This was made known Oct. 21
when the President's son held his
first conference with heads of
various independent commissions.
Chairman McNinch of the FCC
was not represented because of
FCC activity but it was indicated
he would be present at subsequent
meetings. This "conference system" is designed to increase efficiency in administering the work
of the bureaus involved, it was explained. The plan is for the agency
heads to have individual half-hour
conferences with Secretary Roosevelt each week. Mondays and Tuesdays have been selected tentatively.
At the White House it was stated
Oct. 22 that Secretary Roosevelt
was not officially the coordinator
but would serve merely as a "clearing house," which the independent
agencies had requested to aid in
clearing matters through the White
House.

Remington-Rand Spots
REMINGTON-RAND Inc., New
York (Remington electric razor),
on Saturday, Oct. 23, used 100word announcements before and after football games on the following
eight stations: WINS, WNEW,
WHN, WMCA, New York; WNBF,
Binghamton; WMBO, Auburn;
WIBX, TheUtica;
W^BRY,
bury.
same and
thing
may beWaterdone
on future Saturdays, but no plans
have been made. Agency is Leeford
Adv. Agency Inc., New York.
BEXTOX & BOWLES Inc., Xew
York, will open a Cliicago office in the
near future, to be headed by Edward
Aleshire. now radio director of H. W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.. Chieaso.
The new l>ranch of Benton & Bowle.s
will be organized as a separate agency,
retaining only the firm name.
0"DEA SHELDOX & Co.. Xew York,
has changed
name astothe0"Dea.
don & Canadayits Inc.
result Shelof a
merger with the Xew York and Baltimore offices of U. S. Adv. Corp.

Ofi'B

WHY
do Winston - Salem merchants pay higher rates
on WAIR?
WHY
does WAIR run far ahead
in number of local-sponsored programs?
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Bands
Upper
Channels Are Assigned
In Ultra Range for
Apex Stations
SETTING aside seven channels in
that portion of the ultra-high frequency range regarded as at present usable for television stations,
along -with another dozen channels
in the upper reaches of the spectrum for visual experimentation,
the FCC on Oct. 18 made public its
long-awaited allocations to services
in the ultra-high bands.
In addition, 75 channels definitely were assigned for aural or
"apex" stations in the ultra-high
range, to fall in the band from
41,020, to 43,980 kc. The revised allocations were adopted at a meeting Oct. 13, to become fully effective Oct. 13, 1938. All parties in
interest, however, have 90 days
from the date of issuance of the
orders to register objections. Other"wise the FCC will assume that all
holders of licenses, whether experimental or otherwise, consent to the
changes.
The revised frequency allocations
cover the entire range from 10 to
300,000 kc. Heretofore, the FCC
regulations have covered only the
spectrum from 10 to 25,000 kc. as
teing subject to regulation for
practical purposes, with everything
ieyond that regarded as entirely
experimental.
New Guide Posts
The new allocations were based
upon hearings before the FCC June
15-29, 1936, at which leading engineers and others in the industry
presented testimony on their work
in these bands and set forth their
views on bands best adapted for
particular types of service. Thus,
the new allocations definitely stake
off and assign portions of the ultrahigh frequencies for particular
types of service, but definitely label
the broadcast phases (including
television, aural broadcasting, etc.)
as experimental.
It was pointed out that the FCC
order makes only minor changes in
the older established portion of the
spectrum up to and including
25,000 significant
kc. "However,"
most
action itisadds,
with "the
reference to the so-called ultra-high
frequencies up to and including
300,000 kc, and in this the Commission has not only allocated
space for various radio services
utilized for the preservation of life
and property, but also has allocated
considerable space for broadcasting, including television.
"The importance of this action is
the profound influence it will have
upon the development of the radio
industry, because in a manner it
sets up guiding-posts for every
phase of the industry, including research, design, manufacture and
practical operation."
In setting aside 19 channels,
each 6,000 kc. in width, for television, including accompanying
"sound", the FCC made it clear
that its investigations "justify the
statement that there does not appear to be an immediate outlook
for the recognition of television
service on a commercial basis."
Adding that the FCC believes the
public is entitled to this information (presumably to discourage indiscriminate purchases of stock in
television companies), it added that
Page 60
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Set

Aside

for

Televhion

Allocations to Services Relating to Broadcasting
19 Channels Reserved for Television
(In Terms of Kilocycle Width)

66,000-72,000 78,000-84,000
50,000-56,000
44,000-50,000
96,000-102,000 102,000-108,000
84,000-90,000
156,000-162,000 162,000-168,000 180,000-186,000 186,000-192,000
204,000-210,000 210,000-216,000 234,000-240,000 240,000-246,000
258,000-264,000 264,000-270,000 282,000-288,000 288,000-294,000
75 Channels Reserved for Aural Broadcasting (Apex Stations)
Entire Band from 41,020 to 43,980 kc. (40 kc. separations)

16 Channels Reserved for Relay Broadcast Stations
30,820 31,220 31,620 33,380 33,740 35,020 35,260 35,620
39,260
39,620 39,820
37,340 37,620 37,980
37,020
35,820

it would inform the public from
time to time with respect to . furs in television
ther development
Seven
channels between 44,000
and 108,000 kc. were made available for television stations. These
were requested for the most part
by television experimenters at the
hearings last June, as being best
adapted for use, since equipment
has not yet been devised to function in an altogether satisfactory
fashion in the higher frequencies.
In addition, however, the allocations assign 12 channels between
156,000 and 300,000 kc. for television, apparently earmarking them
for the time when workable tubes
are devised for these very short
waves.
Television stations will be assigned these channels on an experimental basis with the same requirements as are now imposed," said
the order.
"This experimental
basis
will
be continued
until the several
remaining technical problems have
been solved and standards of transmission andwithin
receptionthe areindustry
adopted."to
Reaction
the assignment was mixed, with A.
L. Murray, chairman of the Radio
Manufacturers Association's television committee stating that the
FCC had gone only part of the
way. The RMA had asked that the
FCC allocate the whole band from
42,000 to 90,000 kc. for television
experimentation, and instead the
Commission scattered the channels
not only in this band but far beyond it. The television channels.
Institute

of

Radio

Mr. Murray pointed out, are sandwiched in between channels assigned for other purposes, whereas
the set manufacturers wanted a
continuous band.
For "apex" or ultra-high frequency broadcast stations, some 50
of which already are licensed, the
order sets aside 75 channels in the
band 41,020 kc. During the last
two years experimentation with
these stations has indicated intensified local coverage in limited areas,
and engineers feel confident that
ultimately local broadcasting will
find its haven in these bands.
"The Commission at an early
date," the order continues, "will
consider carefully the needs and
requirements for high - frequency
broadcast stations using both conventional modulation and frequency
modulation, as well as the needs of
educational broadcast systems.
The record of the June 15, 1936,
hearing concerning the purpose and
needs for the educational systems
will be given most careful consideration in the details of assignRelay Channels
Sixteen channels for relay
broadcast stations are provided in
the
band from 30,830 to 39,820 kc.
ment."
These
channels, the order explained,
will enable a continuance of the existine stations as well as provide
additional facilities for the growth
of relay broadcast service. It added :
"This number of channels and
limited interference range is such
that consideration may be given
Engineers

Praises

Appointment
of Comdr. Craven to FCC
On Aug. 17 vou appointed and on
EXPRESSING its approval of and
pride in the appointment of Comdr.
Aug. 21.
the U.T. S.A. Senate
confirmed1937.
Lieut. Comdr.
M. Craven,
T. A. M. Craven to the FCC, the a member
of the FCC. The Institute
Institute of Radio Engineers, lead- of Radio Engineers desires to express
to you its hearty approval of your
ing professional society of American radio men, through its secre- choice and its own feeling of satisfacat this recognition of the basic
atary, Harold P. W e s t m a n, ad- need tionfor
men of sound engineering
dres ed aletter to President Roosetraining, experience and judgment on
velt
Oct.
21
declaring
its
"feeling
a
Commission
where are formulated
of satisfaction at this recognition
of the basic need for men of sound and enforced the regulations which of
and control the deengineering training, experience necessity shape
velopment of electrical communicaandComdr.
judgment."
The Institute of Radio Engineers is
Craven, retired naval of- tion.
ficer, was selected along with the professional society of the youngest and most rapidly developing branch
Chairman Frank R. McNinch last
of the communication art. Its 5,000
August, and his appointment was
members take pride in the fact that
widely lauded not only by his col- you chose to fill one of the recent
leagues in the radio engineering
vacancies on the Commission with a
profession but on the floor of the member of its own board of directors
whose fundamental training and long
Senate. He has long been a memexperience eminently qualify him for
ber
of
the
IRE.
Mr.
Westman's
letter to the President follows:
the position.

J, 1937
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the licensing of every regular
broadcast station for two relay stations in this band, the frequencies,
however, being available on a
shared basis with other relay staIn its discussion of television,
the FCC pointed out that its action
is merely one step of many which
are required before the visual art
can become a reliable service to the
tions." Some of these many steps
public.
must be taken by the industry in
the development of proper standards which in turn the Commission
must approve before television can
technically be of great use to the
public on any scale. Discussing this
subject, it added:
"Also the Commission, at the
proper time in the future, must determine the policies which will governicethein operation
of television
servthis country,
particularly
with reference to those matters
which relate to the avoidance of
monopolies. And the Commission
must also in the future prescribe
such rules and policies as will insure the utilization of television
stations in a manner conforming to
the public interest, convenience and
necessity, particularly that phase
which willmissionprovide
trans-of
facilities astelevision
a medium
public self-expression by all creeds,
classes and social-economic schools
Describing allocations for experiof thought."
mental service, the FCC said a
number of frequencies throughout
the bands 30,000 to 40,000 and
132,000 to 140,000 kc. have been assigned for shared use by all persons who are granted licenses to
carry on fundamental research for
development of the technique of the
radio art. "It is the purpose of the
Commission to encourage experimentation inall cases where fundamental research for the development of the technique of the radio
art is the prime purpose of such
experimentation", it added.
New Allocations
Pointing out that at present
many requests are received for the
use of radio facilities by services
not recognized in the existing rules
and regulations, the FCC stated
that it is proposed to assign frequencies whenever the FCC finds
such use in the public interest on a
temporary basis for a specific
period of time. For mobile press
service, the FCC will provide channels of communication for the collection of press material from
points where wire facilities are not
available or are inadequate.
To cover the revised allocations,
the FCC made public two orders to
amend Rule 229 of the existing
Rules and Regulations. Order No.
18 covers all frequency assignments
from 10 to 30 kc. The assignments
from 10 to 25,000 kc, and from
28,000 to 30,000 kc. are the same as
in the past. Those from 25,000 to
28,000 kc have been reallocated,
but do not affect broadcasting, as
such. Order No. 19 covers the new
allocations of frequencies to specific services or classes of stations
in the frequency range from 30,000
to 300,000 kc.
"The Commission will at a future date prescribe the restrictions
governing the use of specific frequencies to specific services where
such intended use may be inconsistent with or not included in existing regulations," it was stated.
That portion
the general
FCC announcementofdescribing
• Broadcast

Advertising

phases of the new allocations, folI lows :
Order No. IS carries with it Part I
of Rule 229 covering the allocation of
I frequencies between 10 kilocycles and
' ci),000
kilocyces.
It is pointed
that
no changes
are involved
with outrespect
TO frequencies between 10 kilocycles
and 25.000 kilocvcles and 28,000 and
30,000 kilocycles. Since Rule 229 was
printed in 1932. the Commission has
brom time to time adopted a number
of individual changes with respect to
certain services. The order gives an
up to the minute listing of such
' dianges and should be considered
merely as a recapitulation of frequenaes in accordance with past actions
' of the Commission with the exception
, 1 of the band 25,000 to 28.000 kilocycles, which has been specifically re! allocated to new services except for
broadcasting
25,600
600 kilocvcles,between
effective
3:00anda. 26,m.,
EST. October 13. 1938,
Order Xo. 19 carries with it Part
I II of Rule 229 covering the allocation
of frequencies between 30.000 and
I $00,000
kilocycles.
All of except
the frequencies listed
in this range,
ama60,000 kUoand
0
56,00
en
betwe
r
Iteu
cycles, are assigned to specific services
for the first time. All outstanding licenses in this frequency range, except
amateur and point-to-point communication in Hawaii, are for experimental
services.
Inasmuch as only a relatively few
frequencies above 25.000 kilocycles are
now in use, it may be possible for the
Commission to make some regular as! signments within this band prior to
j the effective date of the order ; however, it is not expected that the existI ing licensed frequencies will be changed
i over to the new frequencies or that
assignments of a permanent nature
will be made on the present experimental channels prior to the effective
date of the order.
Although the transmission charac' teristics of frequencies above 30,000
' kilocycles for which commercial apparatus has been provided, are sufficiently well known at this time to
leave no doubt as to their usefulness
I in many established services, there has
not yet been enough developments to
permit frequencies within this range
to be used with closer separations than
those shown in the table. In the actual
{I assignments to be made, proper teehI nical considerations will be given to
such items as radio wave propagation
1 characteristics, limitations with reI spect to available equipment, portaI bility of apparatus, frequency band of
' emission, stability of carrier frequency,
selectivity of receivers, iwwer, and
station locations.
It is to be understood that the acj tion of the Commission in promulgat' ing Rule 229, listing frequencies alx)ve
' 30,000 kilocycles to specific services,
I is to serve only as a guide to the specific frequencies which may be used
by a given service. At a later date the
Commission will modify its rules and
regulations governing individual services so as to make provision for restricted use of these frequencies by individual station assignments. For example, it will be noted that twentynine frequencies are assigned to the
police service in the band 30.000 to
40,000 kilocycles. This does not mean
that all of these frequencies are available to all police departments, but
rather that the service as a whole will
be assigned frequencies from those
designated for police use. In all probability, certain of these frequencies
will be designated for low-power mobile police operation and will be duplicated over relatively short distances,
as compared to the police frequencies
which will be assigned for high-power
fixed police stations. The regulations
embodying restrictions as to all classes
of stations will be promulgated well in
advance of the effective date of October, 1938, when Order Xo. 19 becomes effective.
NATIOXAL AUTOMOBILE SHOW,
held in Grand Central Palace, Xew
York, from Oct. 27 through Xov. 3,
is covered by about 20 broadcasts on
local stations and networks.
BROADCASTING

NETWORK
ACCOUNTS
(AU times EST ualess other>»'ise specified)
New Business
AMERICAN'
Co., Xewon
York (Lucky TOBACCO
Strike cigarettes),
Xov, 2 starts Melody Mysteries on 2
Mutual stations (WOR, WXBF).
Tues., 8-8:30 p. m. Agency: Lord &
Thomas Inc., S'ew York.
AMERICAX ROLLIXG MILL Co..
Middletown. O.. on Jan. 2. 193S.
starts Frank Simon's Armco Band, on
the XBC-Blue network Sun., 3-3:30
p. m. Agency : X. W. Ayer & Son
Inc.. X'ew York.
J. W. MARROW MFG. Co., Chicago
(Mar-O-Oil). on Jan. 16. 1938. starts
Henry Busse on 21 XBC-Red stations.
Sun., 1 :15-1 :30 p. m., currentlv on
11 XBC-Red stations, 11 :45 a. m.-12.
but to be discontinued Xov. 28. Agency : Baggaley, Horton & Hoyt Inc.,
Chicago.
CHAS. B. KXOX GELATIXE Co..
Johnstown, X. Y. (Knox Sparkling
Gelatin), started Oct. 25 participation
in Gretchen McMuUen on 14 Yankee
Xetwork stations, Mon. thru Fri..
9:15-9:30 a. m. Agency: Kenyon &
Eckhardt Inc., Xew York.
BARBASOL Co., Indianapolis (shaving cream), on Oct. 29 started Mary
Jane Walsh. Singing Cinderella on 36
Mutual stations. Fri., 7 :4.5-8 p. m. on
6 stations; 8-8:15 p. m. on 7 stations;
11:1.5-11:30 p. m. on 23 stations.
Agency : Erwin. Wasey & Co. Inc.,
Xew York.
LEVER BROS. Co.. Cambridge.
Mass. (Rinso-Lifebuoy) . on Oct. 19
started Big Town on .58 CBS stations.
Tues., 8-8:.30 p. m. (PST). Agency:
Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.. X. Y.
XESTLE S MILK PRODUCTS Inc..
Xew York (milk chocolate), on Xov.
1 starts Mad HaitersHelds on 2 WLW
Line stations (WLW. WHX) for 13
weeks. Mon. thru Fri.. 4:45-5 p. m.
Agency : Lord & Thomas, X. Y.
DR, FRAXK B. ROBIXSOX, Moscow, Ida. (religious), on Oct. 17 started for 13 weeks Psychinia transcription talks, on 12 Don Lee California
stations. Sun.. 10:4.5-11 a. m. (PST).
Agency : Izzard Co., Seattle.
OLDS MOTOR WORKS, Lansing.
Mich, (autos). on Oct. 11 started for
13 weeks Glen Gray & His Casa Loma
Orchestra, transcriptions, on 11 Don
Lee California stations, Mon., 7-7 :15
p. m. (PST). Agency: D. P. Brother
& Co. Inc.. Detroit.
Renewal Accounts
SIGNAL OIL Co., Los Angeles (petroleum products), on Xov. 7 renews
for 52 weeks Signal Carnival on 8
XBC Pacific Red stations (KFI,
KPO, KHQ. KOMO. KGW, KMEB,
KHJ. KERX) and KTAR, Sun.,
7:30-8 p. m. (PST). Agency: Logan
& Stebbins. Los Angeles.

PET MILK SALES Co., St. Louis,
on' Xov. 2 renews for 52 weeks Pel
Milky Way with Mary Lee Taylor,
on 56 CBS stations, Tues.. Thurs..
11-11:15 a. m. (repeat 3-3:15 p. m.).
Agency : Gardner Adv. Co., St. Louis.
WAXDER Co., Chicago (Ovaltine).
on Jan. 3 renews for 52 weeks Little
Orphan Annie on 24 XBC-Red stations. Mon. thru Fri., 5 :45-6 p. m.
(rebroadcast 6:45-7 p. m.). Agency:
Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago.
ADMIRACION LABORATORIES.
Harrison,
Oct.
17 renewed X^.TimJ. £(shampoo),
Irene on 14on MBS
stations. Sun., 6 :30-7 p. m. Agency :
Charles Dallas Reach Co.. Xewark.
BROWX & WILLIAMSOX Tobacco
Co.. Louisville (Raleigh. Kool cigarettes), Xov. 12 renews for 52 weeks
Tommy Dorsey & His Orchestra on
55 XBC-Bhie network stations, Fri..
9 :30-10 p. m. Agency : BBDO. X. Y.
GOLDEX BEAR COFFEE Co.. Los
Angeles (Breakfast Club coffee), on
Xov. 2 renews for 13 weeks. Sycamore
Street, dramatic serial, on 3 Don Lee
stations (KGB. KHJ, KVOE). Mon..
Wed., Fri.. 9-9:15 a. m. (PST).
Agency, Philip J, Meany Co.. Los
Angeles.
BROWX & WILLIAMSOX TOBACCO Corp.. Louisville (cigarettes), on
Oct 28 renewed for 13 weeks Sports
Bulls Eyes on 24 Don Lee stations,
Tues.. Thurs.. Sat., 6:30-6:45 p. m.
(PST). Agency. BBDO, Xew York.
Network Changes
XATIOXAL ICE Adv. Inc.. Chicago
(ice, refrigerators), on Xov. 30 will
add 23 stations
to Homemaker's
change, previously
scheduled for Ex29
XBC-Red stations, Tues.. Thurs.,
11:30-11:45 a. m. (repeat 12:45-1
p. m.). Agency: Donahue & Coe, N. Y.
BRISTOL-MYERS Co., Xew York
(Ipana, Sal Hepatica). will temporarily move Toion Hall Tonight to the
Coast Xov. 17.

Basic Network Station of the
Columbia Broadcasting System
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PERFECT,

FOR

YOUR

SALES

MESSAGE

Up to the split-second (as always), WOKO
today announces installation of a perfected
Collins
fidelity
Capital
it gives

A Market Tied Up in a
l\eat. Compact Bundle, —
Easily Delivered
WDRC is the ONLY Columbia
Network Station in all of
Connecticut, a state whose
density of population is
fourth in the entire country.
Craig & Hollingbery, Inc.
National Representatives

REOR
D
TO
SO

Transmitter and complete new highestAmplification. WOKO, centering the rich
District, has had the perfect market; now
you, too, the perfect assurance of power

and clarity in telling your story . . . tomorrow's
best in equipment for TODAY'S SELLING JOB.
In the Heart of "The State That Has Everything"
Harold

STATIOR

E. Smith, General Manager
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Hazeltine Honored
THE first Armstrong medal was
presented Oct. 29 to Prof. Louis
Alan Hazeltine, of the Stevens Institute, Hoboken, N. J., and Hazeltine Service Corp., New York, by
the Radio Club of America, "in
recognition of his contributions to

radio art and science." The Armstrong medal, named for Maj. E.
H. Armstrong, is to be given annually by the club. Award was
made at the club's annual dinner,
held at the Engineers' Club, New
York. Membership numbers several
hundred radio engineers.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

ky &. Bailey
Jans
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press Bldg. Wash., D. C.

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience

GODLEY

& BROWN

GLENN D. GILLEH
ConsulHng Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washing+on, D. C.

(Consulting T^a<iio Engineers
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone: New Rochclle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes,
Allocation and Radio Coverage
Reports.

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. Field Office
Washington, D. C. Evanston, III.
District 8456
Davis 2122

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

FRED O. GRIMWOOD
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Problems of
Broadcast Transmission and
Coverage Development.
Evansville, tnd.
p. 0. Box 742

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL. MINNESOTA

HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. 161st St. NEW YORK CITY

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
2935 North Henderson Avenue
Telephones 3-6039 and 5-2945
DALLAS, TEXAS

ROBERT S. RAINS AND COMPANY
Special Consultants
Accounting, Taxes and Engineering
Munsey Building — Washington, D. C.
Telephone: Metropolitan 2430
S. Rains
FormerRobert
Special
Consultant
Federal Communications Commission

Late News Notes
APPOINTMENT of Lesley C. Paul,
formerly head of the press bureau of
the Westinghouse advertising department in Pittsburgh, as public relations
manager of the radio division of Westinghouse, with headquarters in Chicopee Falls, was announced Oct. 26.
Mr. Paul's new duties include responsibility for public relations and publicity for the Westinghouse broadcasting stations as well as for the
comjiany's plants at Chicopee Falls
and East Springfield and the Westinghouse New England district office. He
will report directly to W. C. Evans,
manager of radio broadcasting for
Westinghouse and head of the Chicopee Falls plant.
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERT,
president of the Craig & Hollingbery
Inc., announces the opening of a new
office at 564 Market St., San Francisco. J. Leslie Meek, active in the
newspaper and radio field on the West
Coast, has been placed in charge.
Other offices of Craig & Hollingbery
are in Chicago. New York and Jacksonville.
J. D. WOODWARD, radio engineer
with United Airlines, Oakland, Cal.,
on Oct. 28 joined the consulting engineer firm of McNary and Chambers,
Washington. He is the fifth radio engineer on the staff of the organization.
FRED eral.1.manager
HART,
and genof president
KGMB, Honolulu
and KHBC, Hilo, returned to the
United
States Oct.
19 afterwith
a threemonth sojourn
in Europe
Mrs.
Hart and their daughter. They visited
2.'j
countries
in Europe
America
during
the trip.and in South
WENDELL BARCROFT, formerly
of KGGF, Coffeyville. Kan., has joined
WREN,
Kan.,announcer.
as news editor and Lawrence,
special events
HOWARD E. WOODARD, formerly
of the St. Louis Little Theatre group,
has joined the announcing staff of
WTMV, E. St. Louis. Wendell E.
Evans, formerly of WDAE, Tampa,
has also joined the staff.
BRIANA GROSSMAN, receptionist
at WHN, New York, will be married
Nov.
2 to Irving Kern, New York
attorney.
JAMES W^ALDO, new to radio, has
been added to the program department of WBBM, Chicago. He comes
from Reijublican City, Neb.
BERNIE MILLIGAN. formerly radio editor of the Los Angeles Examiner, has joined the staif of Radio
Feature Service Inc., Hollywood.
J. J. DEVINE & ASSOCIATES
has been appointed national representative of WHEF. Koskiusko, Miss.
E. KATZ Special Advertising Agency
has been sentappointed
nationalArizona.
repreatives ofKVOA. Tucson,

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted and Sitaationg
Wanted, 7c per word. All other
classifications, 12c per word. Miniadvance.mum charge $1.00. Payable in
Formspreceding
close 25th
month
issues.and 10th of
Help Wanted
Help Wanted: Announcer — must be
young, experienced and willing to work.
West
Texas station. 100 watts. Box 798.
Broadcasting.
Wanted : Chief Engineer for midwestem
chain station. State fully experience, references and salary expected. All replies
treated confidentially. Write Box 797.
Broadcasting.
100 watt daytime station has opening
for good A-1 operator who can copy and
announce news. Married man or single
man with car. State references and expected salary. Station KBTM, Jonesboro,
Arkansas.
Situations Wanted
Operator, age 29, first class telephonetelegraph
license.
Ten NBC
years' experience
including
50,000-watt
Desires position
anywhere.keyBoxstation.
796,
Broadcasting.
ENGINEER — RCA Graduate, have licenses. SeveralHighest
years' experience
all phases
broadcasting.
recommendations.
Married.
casting. Now available. Box 795, BroadSports and News Announcer. Two years
of specialization in baseball, racing, boxing and football. Now employed but desires change. Box 794, Broadcasting.
Announcer : Young, unmarried, experienced as announcer, newscaster and advertising
writer inonnumber
250 watt
Wisconsin continuity
station. Played
of radio
dramas asperience.
wellNeitherasdrinks
three nor
years*smokes.
stage Deexsires position anywhere. Box 799, Broadcasting.
Engineer 22 have experience in construction, maintenance and operation of transmitter, studio, and high frequency equipment ;desires to make a change. Can furnish satisfaction as well as reference. Midwest only. Box 800, Broadcasting.
For Sale — Equipment
1 RCA Type 1-A Modified Broadcast
Transmitter, output rating 2500 watts, .
complete with spare tubes, antenna coup-v
ler, monitor and all accessories.
Unit meets Federal Communications
Commission requirements. Wire or write
Radio Station WJDX, Jackson, Mississippi.
For Rent — Equipment
Approved
field
strengthequipment,
measuringRCAunitTMV-75-fe
(new),
direct reading ; Estiline Angus Automatic
Recorder for fading on distant stations ;
G. R. radio frequency bridge ; radio oscillators,search
etc. Reasonable
AlliedStreet,
ReLaboratories, 260 rental.
East 161st
New York
City.

Write or Telephone for
A SQUARE DEAL
■ 24 Hour Service

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
at any hour every day in the year
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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MEASUREMENTS

■ Broadcast Frequency Measurements guaranteed
accurate within 1/4 cycle
■ All latest type General Radio equipment mounted
on floating concrete base
■ Primary and Secondary Standards
■ Accurate 365 days each year
■ You
have to sign contracts to do business
with don't
us
DONNELLEY MONITORING SERVICE
Phone Lake Bluff 546
Donnelley & Sheridan Rds.
Lake Bluff, 111.
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{Fulton Lewis Abandons
Newspaper Activity for
I'^OL Commentator Post
ANOTHER
noted newspaperman
i has quit the field of printed journalism for that of audible journalsm, with the resignation of Fulton
:,ewi5 Jr.. of the Washington staff
of International
^^^^^
News Service, to
^^^^^^^
join WOL, Wash0^1^
as a news
ington,
jV
commentator.
Mr.
Lewis on Oct. 25
began a 15-minute interpretation
of the dav's news
at 11:30"except
p. m.,
nightly
Mr. Lewis
Sundays when he
IE heard at 8:45 p. m. His talks
jiiay later be carried on the Mutual
[Network.
Mr. Lewis, a native Washingtonlian, conducted the original investijgation for the Hearst newspaper
[of the air-mail scandals, providing
material subsequently used by the
Black investigating committee. He
also gained fame for uncovering
the Farnsworth spy activities for
Japan in the summer of 1936 which
led to Farnsworth's conviction.
During his colorful newspaper career he has covered the State, War
and Navy Departments and the
White House, and he has made frequent trips with President Roosevelt. He covered t\e early stages of
the 1934 Cuban revolution, bringing back first-hand accounts of the
fighting.
He expects to maintain his fishing column in the Washington
Herald and may later do a fishing
broadcast on WOL since he is one
of the recognized authorities on
that sport in the Middle Atlantic
states. WOL uses Transradio news,
which is broadcast eight times daily
by Walter Compton, who will continue to do straight news announcing.
Bar Group Appoints
THE American Bar Association
"has appointed its standing committee on communications for 1938
with John W. Guider of Washington, renamed as chairman, and as
members Professor Ed\\in M. Borchard of Yale University Law
School, Bethuel M. Webster "of New
York, foi-mer general counsel of
the old Radio Commission, Milford
Springer of California who is associate attorney of the FCC Telephone Rate and Research Department, and Clyde L. Hester of
Jackson, Miss. The committee is
planning an extensive research program, cooperating with the law
schools of Georgetown University
and Yale University in which Mr.
Guider and Professor Borchard
are faculty members, into pending
important legal problems in radio.
'A Blind Spot" for All
Outside Stations —
IF

you want to
Cover Rich

Central Pennsylvania
You MUST

Use

WFBCi
Altoona
• Pa.
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Speaking for Canada
TWO American commentators are being imported for
the Canadian National Automobile Exhibition opening
Nov. 6 at Toronto. CKCL is
bringing Roger Baker of the
Buffalo Broadcasting Corp.
sports staff for the opening
night commentary on the
show for Goodyear Tire &
Rubber Co. of Canada Ltd.,
while CFRB on behalf of
General Motors of Canada, is
bringing Gordon Castles of
WJR, Detroit, for a 15-minute Vox-Pop from the show
every
week. evening during the

AGENCIES
ACTIVE
m NEW YORK RACE
MAYORALTY campaign in New
York was responsible for between
10 and 20 broadcasts a day on local
stations for the Oct. 15-Nov. 1
period. While time was bought at
all hours of the day, the early evening hours received most of the
business, cutting into the usual
broadcasts of dance music from remote pickup points.
Much of the business was placed
through agencies this year. Broadcasts of the Progressive Political
Party were handled by Jay Lewis
Associates; those of the American
Labor Party by Halpern Adv.
Agency. Business of the Citizens
Committee for Mahoney, Taylor
and Schneider was placed through
Radio & Film Methods Corp., and
that of the Democratic State Committee, which used eight Mutual
stations for two broadcasts, by
Fishier, Zealand & Co. Inc. Marschalk & Pratt Inc. was the agency
for 17 broadcasts for the Thomas
E. Dewey Citizens Committee.
Scheck Adv. Agency, Newark,
placed broadcasts of both the Republican State Committee of New
Jersey, and the Democratic Committee of New Jersey, for their respective gubernatorial candidates,
Senator A. Harry Moore and Lester H. Clee. Other agencies placing
political business were J. Stirling
Getchell Inc., Birmingham, Castleman & Pierce Inc. and Schillin
Adv. Agency.
The local Communist campaign
was to cost the party about $9,000,
according to William E. Browder,
state treasurer of the party, most
of the money coming from shop
collections.
. THE

DAILY

OF OVER
MILLION

Advertising

Vick Supplements
CHEMICAL Co., Greensboro, N. C. (cough drops), is placing 25 and 100-word announcements on about 80 stations throughout the country. Frequency and duration of contracts vary with the
stations, most of which carry the
announcements three or four times
a week. The agency is Morse International Inc., New York.
VICK

IngersoU Angling
INGERSOLL-WATERBURY Co.,
Waterbury, Conn, (watches,
clocks), may use chain breaks in
New England around the first of
the year. Federal Adv. Agency,
New York, is in charge.

Doyle Supplements
DOYLE PACKING Co., Los Angeles, manufacturers and distributors
of Strongheart dog food, is using a
quarter - hour program titled
Strongheart Lost & Found Dog
Column of the Air, on KIEV, Glendale, Cal., six days a week and a
similar broadcast on KALE, Portland, Ore., three times weekly. This
is being supplemented by daily spot
announcements on KEHE, Hollvwood; KLX, Oakland, and KJBS,
San Francisco. Agency is Beaumont & Hohman Inc., Los Angeles.

Touchdowns

Count
In the

12

Points

Carolinas

In the Carolinas, you can double your sales
points with WIS-WPTF — the two-station team
— for one low rate. . . . With favorable low
frequencies, these twin stations intensely
cover the two richest market areas of the

ONE-HALF
PEOPLE

T
A
Q
GREEN BAY ' WISCONSIN

• Broadcast

Carnation Spots
CARNATION Co., Milwaukee
(Contented Milk), in addition to
their NBC-Red Contented Hour on
58 stations Monday nights, is using
Polish progi-ams on three stations.
Called the Carnation Quarter-hour
of Contentment, the Polish programs are broadcast on WCBD,
Chicago, daily except Sunday;
WSBC, Chicago, Sunday only and
WMBC, Detroit, daily except Saturday. Erwin, Wasey Co., Chicago,
handles the account.

HABIT

. . . ^-ith an income the
highest in Wisconsin outside of MilwaukeeWrite or Mire
FULLTIME
for details.
JAMES A. WAGNER
CBS
Managing- Director
\ STATION

W

Pursang Using 12
McKESSON & R 0 B B I N S Inc.,
Bridgeport (Pursang), on Nov. 1
started one-minute WBS discs on
the following stations, varying
from 26 to 54 times: WHAM,
WGAR, WWL, WJJD, WJIM,
WFDF, CKLW, KWK, WLAA.
Stations carrying the discs 10 times
weekly are WTAD and WBZWBZA. H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv.
Co., Inc., Chicago, is agency.

Carolinas to change your sales score from 6
points to 12.
The

Carolina

COMBINATION
WIS
COLUMBIA, S. C.
5000 WATTS, NBC

WPTF
RALEIGH, N. C.
5000 WATTS, NBC

Represented bv Free & Peters. Inc.
November

1, 1937
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Supreme Court Denies
Appeal of 640 Decision
A PETITION for a writ of certiorari to review the so-called "640
case" in which the Portland (Me.)
Press-Herald, was the only successful applicant for a new station,
was denied Oct. 25 by the U. S. Supreme Court. The review had been
sought by Eastland Co., Portland,
after the U. S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia had
sustained the FCC decision granting the newspaper application. The
station, which has been designated
WGAN, will operate with 500
watts limited time on the clear
channel assigned to KFI, Los Angeles. There is pending before the
FCC an application for assignment
of license whereby 51% of the stock
staof the company to operate the Wiltion would be transferred to
liam Campbell and Lloyd Green,
former radio editor of the Boston
Globe, with the remainder to be
held by the Gannett Publishing interests.

Music

Pact Nearing Completion
(Continued from page 13)

ants which figured out the allocation plan on the basis of questionnaires filled out by the affiliates,
is now checking the amount for
each station with station management so that as copies of the
agreement are sent to the stations
each can include the amount that
the station is required to spend for
staff musicians. The few stations
which have still not filled out the
questionnaire are being urged to
do so immediately so their quotas
may be fairly determined. It is
hoped that all contracts may be
completed and returned to New
York by Nov. 15, but if this is impossible the AFM board has expressed its willingness to extend
the deadline another time for as
long as is reasonably needed to astracts. semble the complete set of conNegotiations will be commenced
with the networks for their key
stations sometime this week. An
amount of $60,000 for each key
station of NBC and CBS and a
somewhat lesser sum for MBS,
which does not sell sustaining programs, has already been agreed on,
but the other terms of agreement,
which will probably follow the
same general line as those worked
out with the affiliates, must be
drawn up. After these contracts
are signed the AFM will be ready
to deal with the non-network stations, but when these negotiations
will
say. start it is still too early to

Cosmetic Prospect
A NEW women's program is being
auditioned by Bachenheimer, Dundes & Frank Inc., New York, for
an unnamed cosmetic account. The
agency is requesting the presence
of as many women as possible at
the auditions, believing that the
feminine element is the one best
program.
qualified to pass on the be
placed
When set, the show will
on a test basis on 12 stations
If well rethroughout the country. run
to over
ceived, expansion will
100 stations.

Representatives of the transcrip-
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lOOOWAt

GREATER
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COST

WDBJ has just installed a new Western
Electric program amplifier which approximately doubles its signal strength
. . . giving increased and more intense
coverage to the large group of progressive merchants and manufacturers who
are already reaching the rich Roanoke
and Southwest Virginia markets through
WDBJ — only Network station in the
Western portion of Virginia. Rates have
not been increased!

tion and phonograph record companies met with the AFM board
on Oct. 21, postponed from Oct.
18 until the conclusion of the IRNA
negotiations, for a short session in
which the union again presented
its 16 demands. When the recorders asked to see the IRNA agreement before negotiating one of
their own, they were told that their
case was entirely different and
would be settled on its own merits.
That afternoon the recorders met
alone and chose a committee to
continue meetings with the union
board but without power to negotiate an agreement for the group.
The members are: C. Lloyd Egner, NBC transcription division,
chairman; M. E. Tompkins, Associated Music Publishers Inc.; A. J.
Kendrick, World Broadcasting System; Jack Capp, Decca Records
Inc.; Stuart Sprague, attorney for
E. V. Brinckerhoff & Co.; F. J.
Quillan, attorney for WBS, and
David Mackay, attorney for RCAVictor.
It was subsequently decided that
the interests of the transcription
companies and the makers of phonograph records were so diverse as
to be handled separately and a
second committee was appointed to
represent the latter group.
Members are Milton Diamond,
attorney for Decca Records Inc.,
chairman; David Mackay, attorney
for RCA- Victor; R. W. Altschuler,
American Record Corp., and TheoBlack, attorney for American
Recorddore Corp.
Union Ultimatum
The transcription committee met
with the AFM board on Oct. 26 in
a stormy session which was terunion'sto
ultimatum minated
thatabruptly
if by
theythewished
continue to employ union musicians
they would have to accept the licenses offered them. Previously the
transcribers had objected to the
union demands that they refuse to
supply transcriptions to stations
deemed "unfair" by the union on
largely the same grounds as those
on which IRNA had based its obviolation of ofexisting
tracts jections,
and restraint
trade. conThe musicians point of view, as
expressed to Broadcasting by Joseph N. Weber, president of AFM,
is that the question to be settled
with the transcription makers is
purely one of union policy. The

AFM, he said, is not asking the
transcribers to employ more men
or to increase wages, but is demanding that its members work
only for those firms which are
licensed by the union, the union
having the right to devise its own
rules andditions
regulations
the conunder which asitsto members
wall work.
He stated that the exact stipulations of the license have not been
worked out as yet but that tliey
will follow closely the 16 demands
presented last summer. In addition
to forbidding the sale of transcriptions to "unfair" stations, the chief
demands were for the prohibition
of dubbing and of making records
by lines from broadcasting studios
or off the air; the registration of
all records with the AFM, to be
cleared by both the AFM and the
local before using; and the discontinuance of assignment of rights
for use of master records to recording companies by musicians.
Although they are being dealt
with separately, the record makers
are considered in largely the same
category as the transcription firms
by the union which will offer them
licenses instead of contracts. By
presenting their own proposals,
however, the recorders feel that
they
be able to
work out a
more 'may
satisfactory
arrangement
than that offered previously. Their
acceptance or rejection of the AFM
license, like that of the transcribers, will depend on the terms of
that document.
CFGP to Debut
CFGP, Grande Prairie, Alberta,
takes the air Nov. 2. It is owned by
Northern Broadcasting Corp. of
Grande Prairie, with Cecil Berry,
president, and George Alford, secretary-treasurer. The station will
operate on 1200 kc. with 100 watts
power. A number of sponsored programs are booked. CFGP is represented by United Broadcast Sales
Ltd., Toronto.
Drene to Return
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, (Drene shampoo), using
quarter-hour discs featuring Jack
Randolph on 25 stations, will go
off the air during November and
December to return in January with
the same talent and practically the
same list. H. W. Kastor & Sons
Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, is agency.
P. LORILLARD Co., New York, auditioned three quarter-hour programs
for Muriel Cigars at WOR on Oct.
28 — a Man in the Street program with;
Tom Slater, Jack Major's One Man
Variety Show and a musical act. Account is placed through Lennen &
Mitchell Inc., New York.

(U.E)
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CHICAGO
NEW YORK
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Arnico to Return
AMERICAN ROLLING MILL Co.,
Middletown, 0., on Jan. 2 will return to the air with a program
originating at WLW, Cincinnati,
and broadcast on the NBC-Blue
network. Heard Sundays from 3 to
3:30 p. m., program will feature
Frank Simon's Armco band, presenting symphonic numbers. Agency is N. W. Aver & Son Inc., New
York.

Hold

Gathering
Autumn
RADIO played a smaller part than
ngs of the Assousual in proceedi
ciation of National Advertisers,
which met Oct. 27-30 at the Homejtead, Hot Springs, Va. Instead of
the usual closed radio session, the
ANA scheduled a meeting at which
all media were discussed, this occurring on the afternoon of the
first day.
Among speakers at the closed
session held on the opening day
were John Benson, n president, American Associatio of Advertising
s; Donald S. Shaw, McAgencie
Cann-Erickson Inc.; Gordon E.
Cole, Cannon Mills Inc.; M. H.
Leister, Sun Oil Co.; B. C. Duffy,
BBDO.
Speaking on the general topic
"How to Win Stations and Influence Networks", Mr. Shaw, who is
radio director, McCann - Erickson
Inc., criticized the apathy of advertisers on questions of importance
to the broadcasting industry the
solution to which will be reflected
in radio advertising rates. The musicians union demands, the chainbreak announcement question and
similar matters have been largely
ignored by advertisers, Mr. Shaw
told them, yet they are the ones
who will be called on to make up
any increased expenditures incurred by broadcasters. Other matters touched on by this speaker
were the value of the CAB and
other surveys and the question of
how
work. many stations make a netThe session Oct. 29 was opened
to invited guests, with speakers including Dr. Alexander Dye, chief
of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce; Dean Donham,
of Harvard Graduate School of
Business Administration; Arthur
Kudner, head of Arthur Kudner
Inc. ; Lewis Brown, president,
Johns-Manville Corp.; Mrs. W. D.
Sporborg, chairman of the legislative committee, General Federation
of Women's Clubs.
ASCAP Bucks LaM's
THAT ASCAP intends to combat
\-igorously state laws seeking to
restrict its activity, was made
known Oct. 28 by Gene Buck, president of the Society, in addressing
its semi-annual meeting in New
York. He declared that state
groups affiliated with the NAB
were responsible for the passage
of laws restricting copyright
groups such as ASCAP in Montana, Nebraska, Tennessee, Washington and Florida. ASCAP already has taken steps to appeal
the actions in the Federal Courts
in Montana, Washington and Nebraska, he said.

CLOCKS— Everywhere in the studios of KLZ, Denver, so news
broadcasters can tell what time it
is in other countries. The center
clock is Denver time.
FCC Charts Plans
(Continued from page 56)
the question of whether it had
jurisdiction, and by a 5 to 1 vote,
Commissioner Walker dissenting,
it concluded that it had. It then
considered the motion.
"After such careful consideration," Mr. McNinch recited, "the
Commission being under the rule
of law as it understands it, obliged
to accept the affidavit as true for
the purpose of the motion, grants
the motion to disqualify Commissioner Payne. I omitted to add, and
I am sorry for the inadvertence
for the moment, that upon that
question, namely the sufficiency of
the affidavit. Commissioner Walker's vote should be recorded that he
did not vote as he did not believe
he was under duty to vote, having
first voted against taking jurisdiction— or such modification as Commissioner Walker may desire to
make of that if I have inaccurately
stated
This it."oral ruling was supplemented on Oct. 25 by a formal
written order, predated to Oct. 19
setting forth the grounds on which
the disqualification was based,
which is published in full text in
this issue.
In addition to General Counsel
Gary and Assistant General Counsel Porter, Special Counsel Kaufman was assisted in his prosecution by Eugene M. Parter, an attorney in his New York office who
handled most of the preparation
and preliminary detail, and by Andrew G. Haley, FCC attorney.
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Thru —
Jewish Voices of the Street
3- times weekly
Sponsored by
By
BO]>JD BREAD

Booth Using Spots
BOOTH FISHERIES Corp., Chicago, on Oct. 26 and 27 started
WBS discs varying from four to
10 announcements weekly on the
following stations: KSL, WFBM,
WSPD, WOOD-WASH, WOWO,
WJR KMBC. H. W. Kastor &
agency.
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago, is

WLTH
NEW YORK
OPEN FOR SPONSOR
"THIS WOMAN IN WHITE"
Mystery Serial

P. & G. Prize Contest
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, will conduct a prize contest
for best completions of sentence
"/ like Chipso because " in 25
additional words or less. Starting
Nov. 8, the contest will be broadcast on Chipso's Road of Life progi-am, NBC
heardnetworks.
five days For
a week
both
the on
30
best sentences submitted, each accompanied by a Chipso box-top or
the usual reasonable facsimile
thereof, 30 gold Benrus men's or
women's wrist watches, worth
$49.50 each, will be given daily.
Contest, which will run for 25 days,
through Dec. 10, will be handled by
Elsie M. Rushmore. Agency for
Chipso is Compton Adv. Inc., for
Benrus Watch Co., Brown &
Tarcher Inc,
THE

ADILA COMER
A thrilling new radio show
set in Elite Residential
Holly woodland.
26 15-Minute Scripts.
Write
---wood
—
RADIO PRODUCTIONS
Hollywood, Calif.
220 Markham Bldg.
. . . wood words sell . . .

MOST

POWERFUL
STATION

St. Louis
Dallas

and

Denver

Local Flavor
Means Local Favor!

WFBR
NATIONRL REPRESENTRTiVES
EDWARD PETRY U CO.

L Sell it to Cohen]

Covers

the

25,000 WAHS

"He Just Can't Resist Those Clothing
Store Programs on WHB"
111
If
• Kansas
Dominant
Daytime
yH
n
affiliated
with
Mutual,
has the
■ ■ Kn —•station
Audience,
but City's
no national
representatives.
For
time
clearance,
ecfaedulee,
information,
data, telephone Harrison 1161, collect, or wire collect to —
DON DAVIS, President, KANSAS CITY. MISSOURI
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Heart

of

the

Triangle

NATIONALLY
CLEARED CHANNEL

More population, more radio sets and
nnore spendable income than any other
Oklahoma station, with extensive coverage in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.

COMPLETE NBC
PROGRAM SERVICE

EDWARD PETRY & CO., Nat'l Representatives
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PROGRAMS
Kids on Street
Hairpins One Dollar
DOLLAR for a safety pin is the KIDS-OX-THE-STREET is a new
price paid by WWSW, Pittsburgh, slant given to an old progi-am
during its Radio Sivaps, five weekly idea by KMBC, Kansas City, during its weekly broadcast called
programs sponsored by the local
Joseph De Roy & Sons, jewelers. Young America Speaks. Jack Starr
and Xeal Keehn, KMBC special
Walt Framer and Terry McGrough
pop up in different sections of Pitts- events men, interview children on
burgh and offer dollars to their their way home from school and
street audience in exchange for pass out samples of Baby Ruth
tri\"ial items. If the person asked candy (Curtiss Candy Co., Chicago) to those who participate.
doesn't produce the article, back
Besides telling what happens in
goes at
the the
dollar
and
end toofthethe"swap
week pot"
the school the kids tell about what
goes on at home which makes for
"swap pot"
goes unique
to the listener
names
the most
item for who
the fun all around, says KMBC.
coming
swap.
are calledweek's
for and
five Five
dollarsitems
ofFathers of the Funnies
fered on each broadcast.
COMIC-STRIP artists are featured
on WIXS, Xew York, in a Thursday series called Fathers of the
The Country Press
Funnies. Problems encountered by
COL'XTRY editors of small town
newspapers are interviewed in a the cartoonists in the development
of their brain children will be disFridav nightonseries
cussed.
Roundtable
KSTP,titled
St. Editors'
Paul.

BETTER
AND

HEALTH

GIRLS

TUBERCULOSIS,
AS

A CAUSE

FOR

. . . PROTECT
THE DISEASE

OF

DEATH

BUY

OUR
them

THAT

CHRISTMAS

As Thousands Jammed
BAXG-UP department store dedication was broadcast for an hour
on WCKY, Cincinnati, Oct. 27
when thousands of local folk packed
Shillito's new store to hear Alfred
Segal and Paul Kennedv, staff
member of the Cincinnati Post, interview the visitors. There were
searchlights, a p.a. setup and a
speech by the mayor with WCKY
right in the middle of things.
A Song a Day
CHILDREX will be taught new
songs
Charlie's Singing
School, aduring
daily 15-minu
te program
on the WLW Line. The idea of
this constructive program is to get
away from the bang-up thriller
programs during the children's
hour.
For persons of all ages, the
WLW Line has started a Sunday
series called Rural Roundup which,
as the title implies, is a roundup
of variety entertainers with the
slant on small town carrings-on.
*
* *
The Break Is Given
TO GIVE professional entertainers a break and help them avoid
the red tape of agency and network auditions, WCFL, Chicago,
has started a Wednesdav series
called The Talent Scout. The show
gives sponsors a chance to listen to
potential talent without being involved and has already resulted in
some good talent contracts, savs
WCFL.

against

15 AND

SCAVENGER HUNT— Garry Mor
fit, "Head Huntsman" for the j
Scavenger Hunt of WBAL, Baltimore, registers some of the participants. A list of ten articles is requested at 7:45 p. m. Saturdays.
Winners are interviewed over the
air at 8:45. Nearly 500 persons
stormed studios with the complete
list of articles in a recent broadcast.
Among requests last week were: A
pottedmal.plant,
a pickle,
andsquirrels,
an aniCats, canaries,
dogs,
chickens, love-birds, snakes and one
raccoon were presented to Morfit
within the hour.
*
* *
Stars Imported
IMPORTING guest stars from Chicago for personal appearances in
the sponsor's store has put the
SRO sign
in front
X'elson
Bros.'
Furniture
Co. of
in the
Milwaukee,
according to WTMJ. Once each
week George Comte, WTMJ announcer, and Eddie Thompson, radio nal,
editorinteiwiew
of the orchestra,
Mihvaukee radio,
.Jourand movie stars for the delight of
listeners and fans who crowd the
store.
Flowers and Pep
FLOWERS for the sick are delivered every morning by KDB, Santa
Barbara, Cal., during its program
called Pep Unlimited. The local
Alpha Florists foots the bill as a
part of its sponsorship and the
neatly engraved cards reading
"Best Wishes For A Speedy Recovery, KDB"
cost thecompany
station
anj^hing,
for don't
the printing
has its name on them. Listener interest is very favorable, according
to KDB.
Dogs Are Heroes
EXPLOITS of heroic dogs are
dramatized in a Sunday afternoon
series on NBC-Blue network for
Modern Process Co., makers of
Thrivo dog food. An award is given
for the bravest dog of the week in
the series titled
*
*Dog* Heroes.
You're a Liar!
LIE DETECTOR provides the interest and furnishes the amusement for a new program series on
WJSV, Washington. Theatre goers
are invited to the WJSV studios
where they try to outwit the gad-

BOYS

STILL LEADS

BETWEEN

and

Old Razor Blades
THE IRPJTATIXG problem of
v.-hat to do with old razor blades
was turned into a neat bit of social
service by KFRO, Longview, Tex.,
the other day when it began a series of announcements and set up
boxes on local street corners. The
old blades are melted do-wn and the
steel fashioned into braces for donation to local crippled children.
Swords into plough shares, says
KFRO, and we're swamped with
^ ^ ^
applause. Don't
Listen
MAKING use of the old truth
that everyone wants to hear what
he's not supposed to, a Friday evening program
called
has started
on the
WLWDon't
Line.ListeJi
The
series presents unusual men and
women in unusual jobs and four
announcers preface each interview
by shouting
Pullman porters, "Don't
chorus listen!"
girls, jockeys
■— all sorts of people are featured
and WLW says the listener response is terrific.

LIVE TODAY
IN THE FASHION OF TOMORROW

25

HOTEL
SHERMAN
170 0 ROOMS nOO BATHS
get.
CHICAGO

USE
SEALS
'^MILWAUKEE

The Notional, Stole, and Local Tuberculosis Associations in the United States
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Iiifonnatiou

PROGRAM informationedservice has been start
by
WCCO, Minneapolis, to
handle the telephone calls of
listeners who want to knowabout program times, contest
rules and the personal histories of its guest stars. Its incoming wires are swamped
most of the time, says WCCO,
in telling of its new service.
Listeners' Digest
the week's outHIGHLIGHTING
standing radio performances in
comedy, song, drama and special
•/vents",-am onCBS
has started
proits Pacific
network a called
<teners' Digest. The show was
leated by Charles Vanda, CBS
Vest Coast program director and
t will feature mimics of the radio
artists whose programs are re^viewed.
* * *
Forgotten Heroes
IlISTEXERS send in toasts to unlike cab drivers, janifsung torsheroes
or telephone girls for a new
Friday evening program titled A
Toast' to .theDesigned
Towv on asKSFO,
San
Francisco
a contest
proQ-ram, the Roma Wine Co. of
California, its sponsor, gives a
radio set each week for the best
toast. The show is going great
guns, savs KSFO.
* * *
Hymnology
HY'MXOLOG'/ is the name that
WBNX, New York, has given to
its new form of hymn presentation
in a Friday afternoon series under
the supervision of Miss Eloise R.
Griffith. The idea is to give biographic briefs of the composers,
' the circumstances under which the
hvnnns were written and the different methods of singing hymns up
through the years.
«
* *
Artists Wanted
FOR THOSE who aspire to a career in radio, WHK-WCLE, Cleveland, has started a weekly show
called New Names under the supervision of Mendel Jones, WHKWCLE program director. Artists
must have appeared previously on
the stage or radio and if liked by
listeners, will get repeat engagements.
* ♦ *
Smaller Grows the World
FOREIGN COUNTRIES are saluted in their own languages and
music during Around the World.
a Sunday night program on WHN,
New York, featuring Joseph Ries
and the orchestra of Virginio Marucci. The series is also carried bv
the Crosley International shortwave station,
* W8XAL.
* *
For Little Tots
CHILDREN from two to six years
old tell their own stories during a
program
called Children's
Story
Hour on KGVO,
Missoula, Mont.,
sponsored by the local Dairy Farm.
In between stories the kiddies sit
around and drink milk provided by
the sponsor. * * *
Notes to You
NOTES instead of votes are given
contestants who guess orchestra
theme songs on WGN, Chicago,
during its Monday midnight broadcasts of Kay Kyser from a local
night club. A correct guess wins
100 notes and the most notes win
the grand prize.
BROADCASTING

TROPICAL

HURRICANES

PROVE

"STORMPROOF STABILITY"
LINGO STRUCTURES

OF

In the Florida hurricanes of 1926 and 1928
the many Lingo tubular structures safely
withstood gales up to 125 miles per hour
(practically highest ever recorded in U. S.)
without a single failure. Lingo tubular radiostructures erected for the Navy Department,
over 12 years ago are still giving uninterrupted service in tropical areas. Lingo vertical radiator installations at U. S. Coast
Guard Stations in hurricane belt further
attest to the stability of Lingo structures^
In our 40 structures
years of constructing
vertical
throughoutandtheerectingworld
THERE HAS NEVER BEEN A LINGO
FAILURE.
This record is important to you. Perhaps,
your station is not in the hurricane zone,,
but you are interested in a vertical radiator
that is constructed to withstand the onslaught of the elements. Lingo Vertical
Tubular Steel Radiators made of seamless;
copper-bearing steel, withstand storms andi
resist rust.
NEARLY

100% EFFICIENCY

Lingo Tube Radiators give within 3% of
100% efficiency at heights as low as 0.1&
wave length. Every detail affecting operating efficiency is tested and approved by PauL
F. Godley and Dr. George H. Brown, ourconsulting engineers.
Write for Folder and Full Particulars Regarding Our Lowered Costs £ind the 5-Year
Insurance Plan that Protects Every Lingd
Vertical Tubular Steel Radiator.
JOHN

E. LINGO & SON, INC.
Established 1897

CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

JOHN

E. LINGO

&

SON,

Inc., Maaulacturers

and Erectorso^

VERTIC
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FEDERAL

Examiners'
Reports
. . .
NEW, Richard Field
Lewis, Oakland,
Cal.
—
Examiner
Seward
recommended
501) that applic. CP 1160 ke 1 kw D (Ibe
denied.
NEW, Colonial Network, Providence —
Examiner Berry recommended (1-505) that
applic. CP 720 kc 1 kw ltd. be denied.
NEW, Geraldine Alberghane, Pawtucket,
R. I. — Examiner Berry recommended
(1-506)
that prejudice.
applic. CP 720 ke 1 kw D be
•denied with
KRE, Berkeley, Cal. — Examiner Dalberg
recommended
applic.
changekc
1370 kc 100 w (1-507)
250 w that
LS unl.
to 1440
500 w 1 kw LS unl. be granted contingent
upon granting of KGGC applic. change
1420 to 1370 kc and denial of applic.
Chase
Fresno S.on Osborne
1440 kc. Jr. for new station at
NEW. Chickasha Daily Express, Chickaaha, Okla. — Examiner Berry remommended
(1-508) that applic. CP 1500 kc 250 w D
he dismissed with
prejudice.
NEW, Louisville Times Co., Louisville
Brdcstg. Co., Louisville — Examiner Hyde
recommended (1-509) that applic. new
stations on 1210 kc be denied.
NEW, Southwest Brdcstg. Co., Prescott,
Anz. ; W. P. Stuart, Prescott, Ariz.— Examiner Seward recommended that applic
Southwest Brdcstg. Co. CP (1-510) kc 100
•w 250 w LS unl. be granted ; that applic
y. P. Stuart, CP 1500 kc 100 w unl. be
denied.
KXA, Seattle — Examiner Berry recommended (1-511) that applic. increase 250
w 500 w ltd. to 1 kw ltd. be granted.
NEW, Harry Schwartz, Tulsa — Examiner
Irwm recommended (1-512) that applic.
CP 1310 kc 250 w D be granted.
NEW. Clark Standiford, L. S. Coburn
A. C. Sidner, Fremont, Neb.— Examiner
Hyde recommended (1-513) that applic
CP 1370 kc 100 w unl. be denied.
KFJZ, Fort Worth— Examiner Hill recommended (1-514) that applic. transfer
control of Fort Worth
Broadcasters Inc
to Mrs. Ruth G. Roosevelt be granted.
NEW, Galesburg Brdcstg. Co., Galesburg,
111. — Examiner Hyde recommended (1-515)
that applic. CP 1500 kc 250 w D be
granted.
NEW. Leon M. Eisfeld, Burlington, la.—
Examiner
Berry recommended (1-516) that
applic. missedCPwith prejudice.
1310 kc 100 w unl. be disNEW, Standard Life Ins. Co. of South,
Jackson, Miss. — Examiner Seward recommended (1-517) that applic. CP 1420 kc
100 w 250 w LS unl. be granted.
NEW, Arthur Lucas, Savannah — ExamJner Dalberg recommended (1-518) that
applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w unl. be granted.
Applications . . .
OCTOBER 16
WNBX. Springfield, Vt.— Mod. license to
Twin State Brdcstg. Corp.
WOMI,
Owensboro,
mod.
increase
D to 250 Ky.
w. — Mod. CP as
WHEF,
Kosciusko,
Miss.
— Auth. trans,
control amended from J. E.
Wharton to
Roy L. Heidelberg.
KALE, Portland, Ore. — CP change equip.,
ancrease 500 w to 1 kw.
OCTOBER 19
WRDO, Augusta, Me. — Transfer control
Henry P. Rines to Conrad E. Kennison.
NEW, Greater Greenwood Brdcstg. Sta.,
Greenwood,
■w D unl. S. C. — CP 1420 kc 100 w 250
WTAW, College Station, Tex. — CP
change
antenna, hours, move trans., asks
KTBC facilities.
NEW, L. B. McCormick, Greenville, N.
C. — CP 1370 kc 250 w D.
WOW, Omaha — Mod. license to Woodmen of World Life Ins. Society.
KFBK, Sacramento — Exp. auth. facsimile.
KMJ, Fresno, Cal. — Exp. auth. facsimile.
OCTOBER 21
WCHV, Charlottesville, Va.— License for
CP change equip., antenna, move trans.
Minn. — Radio
Vol. Service
assign.
CPKWNO,
as mod.Winona,
from Winona
to Winona Radio Service Inc.
NEW, Roberts-MacNab Co., Livingston,
Mont. — CPto 1210
amended
1310 kc
kc. 100 w 250 w D unl.,
NEW, Chester Howarth & Clarence Berw D ber,
unl.Wallace Id. — CP 1420 kc 100 w 250
KGCI,
D'Alene,
dio site, Couer
antenna,
trans. Id.— Mod. CP stuKIEM, Eureka, Cal.— License for CP
new equip., increase power.
ID KSRO,
to unl. Santa
100 w Rosa,
250 w Cal.
D. — Mod. license
Page 68
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(Broadcast ACTIONS
Division)
COMMUnTc
COMMISSION
■OCTOBER 16 TO OCTOBER 30, INCLUSIVE.
OCTOBER 25
Three Groups Ask
WPRA, Mayaguez, P. R.— CP change
WMCA EQUIPMENT
1370 to 630 kc, increase N to 250 w unl.,
amended
to
780
kc
1
kw
2V2
kw
D
unl.,
Use of Shortwaves
New Features Are Included
change equip.
WNYC, New York — License for CP new
-In
RCA
Assembly
A
THREE-CORNERED contest
equip.
WJBW, New Orleans — Mod. license from EQUIPMENT for the new studios between World Wide Broadcasting
Sh-WBNO
Corp., NBC, and General Electric
for
WBNO).to unl. (contingent new freq.
New York, is being as- Co.,
for the use of the four shortKXL, Portland, Ore. — CP new trans., of WMCA,sembled at the
RCA plant at Camwave frequencies recently released
antenna, change 1420 to 1110 kc, 5 kw
den, N. J. Entirely new in desigii
N & D unl., move trans, to near Van- and construction,
the equipment is for private use by the Navy Decouver, Wash.
partment, was staged in a hearing
expected to reduce the risk of error starting before
CPKTMS,
as mod,Santa Barbara, Cal. — License for to
a minimum. The best features of Division Oct. 29.theOutFCCof Broadcast
OCTOBER 28
plans
both rack-mounted and consolette of the three broadcasting the
concerns
WTOL.
Toledo—
Mod.
CP
re
studio,
types are being combined, to allow
trans, sites, antenna, trans.
expansion of their internaKPAC, Port Arthur, Tex. — CP change the operator complete control with for the tional
shortwave programs, con1260 to 1230 kc. increase 500 w to 1 kw, a minimum of effort. Mechanical
siderable information of value to
change D to unl., amended to 1350 kc.
equipment
is
enclosed
in
new
metal
NEW, Piedmont Brdcstg. Corp., Salis- desks, which are of modernistic de- the American delegation at the Inbury, N. C—100CPw 250
1500 w kcD, 100
w D,antenna,
amendter-American Radio Conference in
ed to unl.,
change
sign to scheme
harmonize
the decoratrans.
Havana is expected to be produced
tive
of the with
studios.
WJDX, Jackson, Miss.^ — License for CP
The master control room will be because the four frequencies had
as mod. change equip., increase power.
been intended for use by the govsimplified. It is furnished with new
WLS.
Chicago
—
CP
new
trans.,
change
antenna, move trans.
ernment or by the Pan American
type RCA amplifiers, and has a
NEW, Kathryn B. Gosselin, Aurora, 111. special dial control system for re- Union to send programs to South
America.
—CP 1500 kc 100 w 250 w D unl.
mote broadcasts. This dial, in use
Lea. Minn. — License for
Walter Lemmon, president of
CPKATE,
as mod.Albert
new station.
only at WMCA, will make it possible for the operator to open any World Wide, occupied the stand
KSD, St. Louis — Exp. auth. facsimile.
of 100 remote circuits simply by most of the Oct. 29 session, describing the additional programs
dialing for contact. A similar dial
WPEN's New Operation
system will be installed in all ex- which his station, WIXAL at Boston, transmits over shortwaves
ecutive offices for selecting any outTHE CALL letters WRAX will
four hours each day. A trio of
going
broadcast
from
other
stadisappear from the Philadelphia
tions. Executive offices will also leading officiKis representing NBC
radio lanes Nov. 2 when WPEN,
have high fidelity reproducing
was slated to describe that netwhich formerly shared the 920 kc units.
work's new plans for international
channel with it, goes into full time
broadcasting which necessitate adoperation with its new 1,000-watt
ditional frequencies. The NBC witWorkshop Subsidiary
transmitter. George Lasker, newlynesses were John Royal, vice-president
in
charge of programs; Dr.
appointed manager for John Iraci, FIRST subsidiary of the Columbia
who recently purchased both sta- Workshop has been formed in Balti- C. B. JoUiffe, chief frequency engineer for RCA, and C. W. Horn,
tions, announces that WPEN will
more, is known as Unit 1 and
hereafter balance its programs as broadcast its first program Oct. 20. NBC technical director.
NBC recently announced an 18between English and foreign lan- Under the general supervision of
Irving Reis, director of CBS ex- hour daily service to South Ameriguage schedules. WRAX formerly
perimental
drama
programs,
and
ca and Europe during which fourspecialized exclusively in foreign directed locally by Sidney Paul,
teen periods of news broadcasts in
language programs. Angelo Pa- young actor and director, the unit six different languages would be
lange, who handled the Adams Hat is working on a 13-week experimentrans-mitted and many of the other
sports broadcasts, has been aptal basis, with broadcasts each programs would be devoted to the
pointed head of the sports departdissemination to foreign nations of
Wednesday
ment.
more affiliate.on WCAO, CBS Baltithe "policy making" addresses of
high government officials such as
speeches by President Roosevelt
and Secretary Hull. NBC is asking
for a construction permit for
W9XF,
Downer's
Grove,9,550,
111.,
using theat four
frequencies

FOOTBALL— At his fingertips is what Bill Stern, NBC Sportcaster,
wanted when he devised these signals given to him by "spotters" while
the ball is in play. On top, left to right: Backfield in motion; too many
time out; unnecessary roughness; interference on pass. Bottom, left to
right: Crawling; piling on; holding; roughing kicker.
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11,730, 15,130 and 21,500 kc, together with 6,100 and 17,780 kc.
with 50,000 watts,
A group of witnesses headed by
Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson was
slated to present the plans of the
General Electric Co. for the use of
three of the former Navy frequencies by its station W2XAD in
S chenectady with 100,000 watts .
Marconi Memorial
LEADERS in radio have already
contributed substantial sums to^
ward the creation of a monument
to the late Guglielmo Marconi under auspices of the Veteran Wireless Operators Association. David
Sarnoff, chairman of the committee
in charge, announces the following
subscriptions, although the drive
has barely
started:
Veteran Wireless Operators
Association,
$100;
A. J. McCosker, WOR, $100; Lenox
Lohr, for morton,
NBC,
for RCA$250;
Mfg.G. K.
Co.,Throck$250;
W. W. Winterbottom, for RCAC,
$250; C. J. Pannill, for RMCA,
$250; Mr. Sarnoff, $1,000.
• Broadcast

Advertising

I'm- Me

UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE Co.,
Inglewood, Cal., in November will
iBCart to distribute its new transmitterjtype microphone. The new instrument
IwUl be an airplane desk type for small
transmitter stations, and in design is
similar to a telephone. It is heins produced with the switch at the top of the
microphone, in the base as a press
imtton, or in the side of the tube.
From the base upward the center of
the microphone will be 10 inches or
ttie standard telephone height. The
instrument will be furnished with
aeroplane or police type of single button, high-sensitivity carbon microlAone, or with Brush crystal unit,
c|r as a dynamic.
NEW
medium frequency mobile
ansmitter has been completed by
FI-KECA. Los Angeles, and was
,sed Oct. 27 on a si)ecial Navy Day
[program
over the
NBC -Johnson,
Blue "Westof
Coast network.
Seymour
the station engineering staff, designed
I the unit which can be carried in a se,; j dan
and operates
a gas-driven
generator.
It is of from
100 watts
power
I and is adaptable for four frequencies
I between 1,600 and 2,000 kilocycles.
ASSOCIATED BROADCASTING
Co. Ltd., Toronto, has finished building its new studios on the top floor
of the Hermant Bldg., using Presto
equipment. The company will build
similar studios in the near future in
, its Montreal office. It is now engaged
I in the production of several made-toj}order transcription shows for local
\ Toronto sponsors.
j THORNE
DONNELLEY, former
, owner of WDAP which he founded
in Chicago in 1921, later selling the
station to the Chicago Tribune which
.changed the name to WGN, has start' New
ed a firm,
monitoring
stations.
which service
is calledfor Donnelley
1 Monitoring Service, is located at Don1I nelley
Sheridan
Lake Bluff.
111., 35 & miles
northRoads.
of Chicago.
I WEATHER conditions have retarded
building on the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. new .50 kw. stations at
Montreal and Toronto. Latest information gives the opening of CBF.
Montreal, late in November, and
CBL, Toronto, Dec. 1.
CHAB, Moose .Taw, is rebuilding its
entire station from microphone to antenna. In addition to new RCA microphones, Collins speech input assembly
and other control equipment, the station purchased a Canadian Marconi
100-250-watt transmitter, to take care
of a raise in power from the present
100 watts.
CKMO, 100-watt station in Vancouver, has modernized its transmitter,
remote control equipment and made
other technical improvements. The
studios have been acous1;ically treated
and enlarged.
UNITED TRANSFORMER Corp.,
New York, has released a 48-page catalog of broadcast components coml^letely describing its line of widerange high-fidelity equipment. Printed
in three colors, the catalog is thoroughly charted and illustrated.

CONTROL^
ROOM
ROBERT MOSS. Burt Capstaff and
Carl Lorenz, NBC studio engineers in
New York, have been transferred to
Hollywood. At NBC. Chicago, four
engineers have been added to the staff :
Robert R. Jensen, from KLZ, Denver ;
J. W. Conn, formerly with RCA Mfg.
Co. and KMA. Shenandoah, la. ; M. J.
Wilson from WCBS, Springfield, 111. ;
and
troit. H. F. Abf alter, from WWJ, DeGRANVILLE KLINK, engineer of
WJSV, Washington, and Miss Marian
l!l:Kk, children's hour director of
WDAS.
Oct.
22. Philadelphia, were married
TALLEST — Structure in Western
New York will be the new 450-foot
self-supporting Blaw-Know antenna of WHAM, Rochester. E. A,
Hanover, vice-president of Stromberg-Carlson Co., and John J.
Long, WHAM chief engineer, are
breaking ground for the tower,
said to be first of a new type.
WGN, Chicago, has received FCC
authority to move its transmitter
from Elgin to a site about 24 miles
northwest of Chicago. A tract of 101
■.icres iias been purchased. On this
site a complete new transmitter, including a 750-foot vertical radiator,
will be built. According to Carl J.
Meyers, chief engineer at WGN, no
tower contracts have been let as yet.
KFWB, Hollywood, has augmented
its equipment with a mobile unit
mounted in a special truck for coverage of special events and remote
broadcasts. In recognition of the efficiency of this equipment, the station
has been designated a part of the
Major Disaster Emergency Council of
Los Angeles and will work in conjunction with city, county and state
officials.
FAIRCHILD Aerial Camera Corp.,
manufacturer of broadcasting sound
equipment, announces the removal of
its general offices and manufacturing
facilities from Woodside, Long Island,
N. Y., to larger quarters at 88-06 Van
Wyck Blvd., Jamaica, Long Island.
The telephone is Jamaica 6-3800. R.
H. Lasche is manager of the Sound
Equipment Division.

• Broadcast

JOHN SCHNELLER, control board
supervisor of KOIN, Portland, Ore.,
on Oct. 11 married Miss Ella Kowolowski, of Tulelake, Cal., an actress
at KSFO, San Francisco.
JACK TIERNEY, for the past six
years a member of the technical staff
of WXYZ. Detroit, bus bee't nni)'>''>ted
night studio supervisor. Karl Scheiren. formerly of WMBC, Detroit, and
WJIM, Lansing, and J. D. Flewelling,
formerly of WOOD, Grand Rapids,
have joined the engineering staff of
WXYZ.
ERNIE VOGEL, engineer of KWK,
St. Louis, recently married Miss Ann
Neise.
FORREST A. HOBBS has joined the
technical staff of KDYL, Salt Lake
City.
GEORGE LEWIS, assistant technical
supervisor of WCAU, Philadelphia, is
the father of a baby girl born in
October.
DAVID CONLON, chief remote engineer of WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati, is
cently.
the father of a baby girl born reLEE BERRYHILL has joined the
technical staff of the new KSRO, Santa Rosa, Cal.
JESSE MILLER, chief engineer of
KUOA, Siloam Springs, Ark., is
teaching
University.a radio class at John Brown

JOHN LARSON, of the NBC-Chicago
engineering staff, has been transferred
to the network's New York office,
where he is currently helijing conduct
experimental submarine tests for the
U. S. Navy. Wilbur Cummings has
succeeded Larson in Chicago.
WCCO Awards Contract
WCCO, Minneapolis, has awarded
the contract for construction of
new studios to James Leek Co., that
city. Work on the $100,000 project
is to start at once. C. R. Jacobs,
CBS construction manager, has
placed Frank Moore of his department in charge. The project marks
the fourth time in 10 years that
WCCO has enlarged its facilities,
according to Earl H. Gammons,
manager. Plans were prepared by
CBS in cooperation with Hugh S.
McCartney, WCCO chief engineer.
LETTERS Patent No. 2,097,392 covering an electronic distributor were
issued by the United States Patent
Office Oct. 26 to William G. H. Finch,
New York radio engineer and former
assistant chief engineer of the FCC.
EXACT
FREQUENCIES
Are easier to get with
Scientific Radio Crystals
• Accuracy BETTER than .01%
• Frequency Drift Guaranteed
"Less than 8 cycles" per million
• Low Temp. Co-eff. Crystals
(complete with holder). Now
$40.00. Appr. by F. C. C.
"The Crystal Specialists
Since 1925"

FRED LIGGETT, chief engineer of
WTMV, E. St. Louis, who suffered a
relapse during his recoverey from
pneumonia, has returned to Florida
in an effort to regain his health.
cancy.
Thomas R. McLean is filling the va-

COLLINS

12 y

ICE

University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MD.

REMOTE

AMPLIFIER

The 1 2y Is the smallest and
most compact single channel ampllFier. It more than
meets every exaction which
can be placed upon it by

Universal Microphones
el d "XXModtche
diaStre
Standard
Impes.dance.phragm. Gold
spot Low hiss
relevel. Frequency
4,sponse.s.100 toFur000 cycle
d In 3 s.sensinishetivitie
Output
db.,-50 senlevel -45 sitive:
db.,
um: d.or -55
medidampe
List $15
Also
db.,
ete a
n
e
l.
singl
catalog. butto mode Send for compl
Microphone Division
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. Ltd.
424 Warren Lane, Inglewood, Cal., U.S. A.
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STANLEY THOMPSON, formerly
day operations manager at WBBM,
Chicago, has been promoted as assistant to Bobby Brown, program director. Louis L. Thompson, no relation,
formerly night engineering supervisor,
succeedsationsStan
manager.Thompson as day oper-

modern

broadcasting.
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Almanac Again- -Songs in Canada — Barn Folk — Hunt for
Heirs- -Show Is Born — Cooking Knacks
HORLICK'S MALTED MILK
Corp., Racine, Wis., on Oct. 29 on
their Lum and Abner program
started offering listeners the new
1938 Lum & Abner Family Almanac. This is the third successive
year the offer has been made. The
almanac is sent in exchange for
the outside wrapper of a 50-cent
or larger size package of Horlick's Malted Milk. In addition to
the traditional almanac contents,
this year's illustrated book, 32
pages in length, features the Arkansas storekeepers' own fulllength story of their adventures in
Hollywood;
's spe-a
cial map of Lum
the and
movieAbner
capital;
Hollywood
"dickshunary";
their
own birthday
predictions and
for
evei'y
day
in
the
year.
The
offer
will last until about Dec. 1. Lord
& Thomas, Chicago, is agency.
MARSHALL FIELD & Co., Chicago (retail store), on Oct. 20
started a new type of toy merchandising by radio with the features
of the merchandise dramatized as
entertainment on their Toy Center
Tonight program on WGN. Heretofore the mei-chandise or selling
points of a sponsored program have
been carried only in the brief commercial announcement during the
program.
In thehasField's
program,
the merchandise
been especially
chosen for its opportunities of radio dramatization. In the store's
toy center the leading character of
the program,
Night
Watchman, appears Field's
in person
every
day.
He works in conjunction with floor
displays of the merchandise featured on the programs. A bronze
pin, a Key to Toy Center, is given
to every child visiting the Toy Center. Programs are broadcast over
WGN, Wednesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays at 6 p. m. (CST). Show
is authorized by Les Weinrott.
WAAB, Boston, is broadcasting a
dramatic series for the Whiting
Milk Co., Charlestown, Mass., which
offers the high school actors a scholarship to Emerson College, Boston
dramatic school, as a grand prize.
Boys' clubs attend the broadcasts
in groups and the sponsor gives all
studio guests a bottle of milk.

V 6 , s9 /
ATLANTIC
WHITE FLASH

AIDS FANS— Atlantic Refining Co.
has donated large electric 15-minute clocks
this one ■^o several
stadia
in thelikeEast.
Page 70 • November

CKAC, Montreal French-speaking
station, in conjunction with Woodhouse & Co., largest furniture dealers in Montreal, with stores in Quebec and New York, has conducted
a survey of listener preference
throughout French-speaking Quebec. CKAC carries a community
sing-song sponsored by Woodhouse
& Co. and last May distributed
70,000 song books, this fall 50,000
books. Of the first lot 25,000 had
reply postal cards asking listeners
preference questions. These were
distributed half in greater Montreal, the remainder throughout the
province, with 5,000 replies received by an independent research
bureau. The findings are listed in a
30-page booklet, giving a comprehensive survey of French-speaking
Quebec covering every possible
item of radio data.
IN CONJUNCTION with its spot
series on 34 stations, Oneida Community Ltd., Oneida, N. Y., sent
its salesmen for Tudor silverware
on a tour of the various stations to
set up displays in the studios so
that local dealers and merchandising managers might see the exhibit
and hear the program. According
to BBDO, the company's agency,
the tie-in has been effective.
* * if:
CJCJ, Calgary, one of the few Canadian newspaper-owned stations,
recently put out an eight-page
folder showing its coverage and listener preference based on an independent survey, mailing with a rate
sheet to advertising agencies and
local advertisers. The pamphlet has
double-page spread showing studios
and technical equipment.
* * *
CKAC, Montreal, Canada, has published a 32-page listener analysis
titled The Quebec Listener Writes
His Own Survey. Based on an
anonymous postcard survey of
5,000 Quebec radio homes, the
analysis contains detailed breakdown by counties and favorite stations. Included, also, is a complete
CKAC rate card.
* * *
OVER 50,000 people attended the
four day Pancake Jubilee held recently by KMA in Shenandoah, la.
Free pancakes and ham, through
the cooperation of KMA advertisers, including milling companies,
syrup manufacturers and other
food distributors, were given guests.
* * *
KGVO, Missoula, Mont., has issued
a little folder attractively decorated with drawings of farm characters and animals, to promote its
Tuesday evening Barn Dance.
Piece was prepared by Adrian
James Planter & Associates, promotion counsel for KGVO.
*
* *
CUDAHY PACKING Co., Chicago
(Old Dutch Cleanser), sponsors of
Bachelor's Children over Mutual
and Columbia, received more than
100,000 requests for engraved wedding announcements announcing
the marriage of two of the principal characters in the show. The
announcements were given out as
souvenirs. Roche, Williams and
Cunnyngham Inc., Chicago, is the
agency.

1, 1937

SKELLY OIL Co., Kansas City, is
distributing 500,000 four-page bulletins weekly at all its service sta- .
tions describing eight actual cases
of unclaimed estates. Two cases
are dramatized on the firm's Shelly Court of Missing Heirs show
which started over a midwestern
CBS network Oct. 11. Transcriptions of the program are also on
seven other stations. The life of
George H. Wilkins, assistant traffic manager and purchasing agent
of WBBM, Chicago, who died Feb.
15 this year leaving an unclaimed;
estate valued at approximately $7,000, was one of the two dramatized
on the first program. A potential
heir has already been found for
one of the cases. Blackett-SampleHummert Inc., Chicago, is agency.
STRIKING among recent promotion pieces is the sit-up-and-stayput brochure, spiral bound, prepared by E. Katz Special Advertising Agency for Iowa Network.
With pages printed sideways, the
brochure includes a self-supporting
gadget. A sweeping red and black
color scheme is used to convey
terse messages relating to the networks coverage and market, with
other sections devoted to publicity,
programs and merchandising services. It is shipped in a carton with
cellophane window.
* * *
BURDINE'S Bouquet for Today,
heard daily over WQAM, Miami,
is merchandised by the department
store through newspaper advertising and special store and window
displays. An actual floral gift is
presented to some deserving woman
at the hour of broadcast each day.
Women are nominated for the award
and radio tribute by the radio audience writing to Burdine's general
manager.
* 5is ^
GROCERY bargains are announced
six days a week on KFRO, Longview, Tex., in a program called
Bargains of the Day featuring lastminute quotations on vegetables
and meats. The grocer's price tags
read "As Advertised on KFRO"
and printed circulars are placed in
customers' sacks telling the public
to stay tuned to KFRO.
^
^ )!i
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York, is wrapping bags of Chase &
Sanborn coffee in folders carrying
pictures of its radio stars, Charlie
McCarthy. W. C. Fields, Don
Ameche, Herbert Marshall, Nelson
Eddy and others appearing on the
firm's
Sunday evening series on
NBC-Red.
* * *
CBS is distributing a folder titled
A Show Is Bom which illustrates
the speed with which its West
Coast program department worked
in producing a recent network
show. Done in black and yellow,
the folder contains favorable comments of various agency executives on CBS programming.
KWK, St. Louis, is sending out a
folder called "Vital Statistics for
Time Buyers" which includes a
succinct summary of local business
conditions, a coverage map done in
red and white and three cuts showmanship.
ing the effectiveness of KWK show* * *
THE Sears Roebuck store in St.
Louis sponsors Wake Up & Live on
WTMV, E. St. Louis, with listeners
whose names are announced receiving merchandise orders if they
phone within 30 minutes. Names
are picked from the telephone book.
BROADCASTING

X)N THE FLY— To the tune of
Lohengrin, this couple took marital
vows in an airplane, with WOR,
Newark, providing music and putting the ceremony on the air. Left
to right are Dr. Henry Merle Mellen, of the First Presbyterian
Church, Atlantic City; Jerry Danzig, WOR
Lylburn Albertson
andannouncer;
Sara Brittingham,
the
marital duo.
HONOLULU Broadcasting Co. Ltd.
(KGMB-KHBC), is mailing a 32page brochure the text of which begins, "Setting aside the glamorous
(and very
muchandover-sold)
hula
dancers
getting hularight
down to business . . ." and proceeds
to giveanda concise
summary
of busi-^
ness
radio in
the Hawaiian
Islands. Filled with scenic views,
the brochure makes its facts
business
graphic byconditions
comparingwiththe areas
islands'in
the United States of comparable
population. An important feature
of the booklet is the constant attempt to replace with facts the illusions that people living on the
mainland may have about the
islands.
* * *
MERTENS & PRICE Inc., Los Angeles production concern, is producing 26 quarter-hour episodes of
Dining With Dad, new transcribed
musical serial featuring Wade Lane
and Leone le Doux, former musical
comedy troupers. Series, being cut
by Recordings Inc., Hollywood
transcription firm, has already been
reserved for Canada by the AllCanada Broadcasting System, Winnipeg. An extensive merchandising program is being worked out
for the feature.
* * *
KGIR, Butte, is sending Little
Knacks of Cookery, a booklet containing 186 hints on cooking, to
homemakers in its area. Included)
in the 24-page booklet are such
hints as "How to get more juice
out of a lemon" and "How to peel
and slice an onion without weepThe booklet Chicago
is publishedradio
byAnton ing."Peterson,
premium manufacturer.
WSM, Nashville, has published a
16-page roto booklet called WSM
Radio News which pictorially describes programming and staff
functions in addition to relating
the part played by WSM during
the January floods. The booklet is
being distributed by salesmen of
the National Life & Accident Insurance Co., owner and operator of
* * *
WSM.
SELLING used cars by radio is
not a new sales method, but a dif- ferent slant is produced when the
demonstration is broadcast while
the car is on a trial run so that
customers can hear the motor and
listen to the springs. WATL, Atlanta, figured out this novel sales
scheme and reports that it's working well.
• Broadcast
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DEDICn

Keystone

of Your

. . .THE

RCA

40 -D

providing

Speech

STUDIO

BROADCASTING

operated, de luxe amplifier

features . . . yet available

quality depends upon

' the studio amplifier. Since all programs,
whether remote, transcription or studio,
usually pass through this unit, it is of fundamental importance to have an amplifier
which will assure high fidelity performance
at all times.
The RCA

AMPLIFIER

is a high fidelity, AC
many

Input Equipment

40-D does even more than

this. It is a combined high fidelity, AC operated amplifier having uniform frequency
response, low distortion and low hum level
plus a volume indicator capable of reading
either average or peaks. When

set for the

latter position, its characteristics are similar
to those of the modulation monitors required in every station. Thus the operator
in the studio control room can adjust gain
settings to obtain more nearly the actual
desired modulation percentage than was ever

OF

Input and output imps. . 250/500 ohms
Overall gain
75 db
Normal output level
Max. usuable output
V. I. range
Output noise level at

....... 0 db*
.... -t- 18 db*
20 db to + 18 db
normal output

(55 dbgain)
- 70 db
Output noise level at normal output
(full gain)

- 60 db

cost!

before possible. This "slow return" setting is
made possible by the use of a tube type V.I.
which also introduces less distortion than the
conventional copper oxide type rectifier.
The 40-D offers the maximum in convenience, too. Having a hinged chassis, it
is possible to reach every part for inspection without removing the amplifier from
the rack. Tubes are accessible from the front.
The Volume

Indicator uses the latest il-

luminated type meter. Components

are

heavily chromium plated for pleasing appearance and permanence. With all of this,
the 40-D is not expensive and will assure
you of trouble-free, high fidelity operation.
The nearest district office will be glad to

Heavy, chroiniion pLiuJ 'ljuLii inr components

furnish you with full details. Ask for data
on the RCA

41-C triple preamplifier, too.

It's a matching unit.

Replace weak transmitting and receiving tubes with the tubes
SPECIFICATIONS

at moderate

THE

preferred

40-D

by network

stations — RCA

AMPLIFIER

RMS Distortion (400 cycles) at normal
output
0.3%
Frequency response
30 - 17,000 cycles ±1 db
Tubes used . . .Two RCA-l603's, Two
RCA-89's,OneRCA-25Z5,OneRCA6A6, One RCA-76, One RCA-84
Power input
85 watts
Panel height

13-31/32 in.

til I I I I / . hassti
TYPE 40-D AMPUFIEE
DISTORTION CHARACTER/STIC
LINEnull'
VOLTS I20V,-60'V
OUTPUT LEVEL O db. (.0(25 WATT RER)

FREOUENCY
IN CYCLES PER1000SECOND
100
Loii' distortion over entire band

FREQUENCY CHARACTERISTIC
RCA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC., CAMDEN, N. J.
A SERVICE OF THE RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
NEW YORK: 1 270 SUth Ave. . Chicaso: 589 E. Illinois St. • Atlanta: 490 Peachtree St., N. E.
Dallas: 2211 Commerce St. • San Francisco: 170 Ninth St. • Hollywood: 1016 North Sycamore St.

40-0 AMPLIFIER
OF
FREQUENCY IN CYCLES PER SECOND
100
1000 I0,000
Uniform frequency response
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,YES

WHO, is the fad that there's not even one stuffed
shirt on our staff . . . not even one man who feels,
for instance, that a single-shot, SO-word announce*
ment is too small to warrant the best time and the
most ''zip'" we ran give it . . . not one piece of business so unimportant that we won"! move mountains
to get it. and then work like the flickens to make
it productive.
Our advertisers often tell us that this attitude alone
would make WHO

"the favorite station on the list.**

But when you add the fact that WHO

has nine timet

the night-time power of all other Iowa stations rolled
together^ the combination is irresistible ... At least
it is to most of the advertisers who want to cover
!0\^ V PU S . . . How about you?

Des
Moines
J. 0. MALAND,
Mgr.
-P
WA
FREE &LU
PETERS, INC.,S
Representatives
50,000 Watts IO
OK
WH

COMPASS

STEERS

LOCAL

ADVERTISERS

TO

DENVER'S

MOST

SALES

- PRODUCTIVE

UNDER-THE-SURFACE

STATION

VIEW OF NATIONAL

CASH REGISTER.

stores, furniture stores, ladies ready-to-wear
stores and jewelry stores to do likewise.
^ Denver

merchants

have only one destination

. . . Profit. Only one means

of getting there . . .

Sales. With the cash drawer
they choose

as their compass,

the sales-quickening

media

which

The cash-drawer compass
as the Denver station which

is pointing to KLZ
is most effectively

meeting the exacting requirements
demanding advertisers.

of result-

will take them to this destination by the quickest, most direct route.
The

cash-drawer

compass

men's clothing stores in Denver
of their radio money with KLZ

is what

guides

to spend more
than with any

other station . . . leads Denver's

department

Under Management Affiliated with WKY, Oklahoma
City, and the Oklahoma Publishing Company
Representative - E. Katz Special Advertising Agency

^1
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New
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Linked
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effective coverage

any other
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provide
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NORTH

Each is a guide for those who

STARS

listen— each

is a guide to those who listen. They are the
pole-stars of their communities — magnetic
with the world's voice, its drama, music,
and wit. Together, they pull irresistibly on
the lives within their reach. They
1 08 stations of the Columbia

are the

Broadcasting

System, the world's largest radio network.

ERHAPS we are
a bit early, but
BBC has the habit of
being first. BBC has
the habit of being first in the number
of local advertisers, and that's important to any "spot" advertiser, because
the local buyers are on the ground.
They know the best buy, and they
insist on getting it.
BBC happens to be first in the
number of local advertisers because
it has always been first in results.
The two go together, of course.
You will note the headline says
"Happy New Year for 1938, 1939

OWNED

AND

Page 6 • November

OPERATED

and 1940". That's an old Scotch joke,
but it has a double meaning when you
apply it to your advertising schedule. It
means that you pay less for each listener
when you specify the stations at the ends
of the dial, and we have surveys to
prove it. It also means that once you
have become acquainted with BBC re-

suits in 1938 you'll have us up at the
top of your schedule for a good many
years to come. We base that statement
on the extremely low mortality rate
among present BBC advertisers.
Make 1938 a happy New Year and a
prosperous one. You can do it if you
will give us or our representatives
a few moments to tell you about

WGR-WKBW
The

BY THE BUFFALO

enJs

of the Jial

BROADCASTING
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COMPANY,

BBC's guaranteed available time at
peak times during the day and evening. You can make 1938 a profitable one in the Buffalo and Western
New York market with BBC on your
schedule. It isn't too early to get
the information now.

Represented by free <^ peters, inc.

BROADCASTING
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Advertising

Leading American manufacturers of food products hove chosen KMX

to help sell

their wares in the rich Southern California market. Shown here are only those foods
and beverages which are currently advertised on KNX. And when they are advertised on KNX

it means they are also being featured in hundreds of grocery stores

and super-markets throughout Southern California^ for wise storekeepers in this territory like to push KNX-advertised items. They jlcnow these products move quickly.

Iso currently on KNX

1^

COtfiHOAL
H/ukntes
In KNX's primary daytime listening area live 3,322,600 people. Annually they
buy $303,617,000 worth of food products from 14,461 food stores ... In KNX's
primary evening listening area are many more people; 7,069,700 in all. The U.S.
Census figures say their annual food purchases amount to $571,231 ,000 . . . That's
a whale of an appetite, and it's growing every year. May we explain how to get
your product on more Southern California pantry shelves?

* Equally impressive is the array of
soaps and cleansers, drugs and cosmetics, tobacco products and confec- '
lions, advertised on KNX. Revised i
lists of all advertised items are sent '
regularly by KNX to the drug and i
grocery trade.
have Would
a copy?you care lo'
Owned and operated by the
Col umbio Broadcasting System
5939 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles

Represented nationally by
Radio SaLES: NewYork, Chicago,
K-

N
X
50,000
WATTS

Detroit,Los Angeles,San Francisco

I

But we like nothing

O get results out of radio

better

how

than to do just that kind of

All rolled together, the radio

work, with anybody who's
trying to go places in radio.

and advertising experience of

Whether

you've got to know
to make it work !

you

are an adver-

years.

tiser or an agency man, please

We know the whys and where-

don't hesitate to ask us for

fores of almost every big suc-

any dope that will help you

our

staff totals 140

cess and every big flop in the

in any way whatsoever.

industry. We'd like to share
this information with you.

And

No, the word

swarm

your inquiry will not bring a

"Consultants"

isn't written across our doors.

FREE

CHICAGO
180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373

pMikm'
NEW YORK
110 E. 42nd St.
Lexington 2-8660

please be assured that

of us buzzing around

Exclusive Representatives:
WGR-WKBW
Buffalo
WCKY
Cincinnati
WHK-WCXE
Cleveland
WHKC
Columbus
woe
Davenport
WHO
Des Moines
WD AY
Fargo
WOWO-WGL
Ft. Wayne
KMBC
Kansas City
WAVE
LouisTille
WTCN
Minneapolis-St.
Paul
KOIL-KFAB
Omaha-Lincoln
WMBD
Peoria
KSD
St. Louis
WFBL
Syracuse
WKBN
Yonngstown
Southeast
WCSC
Charleston
WIS
Columbia
WNOX
K V 11
WPTF
Raleigh
Southwest
KTAT
Ft. Worth
KTUL
Tulsa
Pacific Coast
KMED
Medford, Ore.
KOIN-KALE
PortUnd
KVI
Seattle-Tacoma

your ears!

&
PETERS,
(•nd FREE, JOHKS & FIELD, INC.)

inc

JUuUa StoUoH
Reftuseniatwes
SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT
LOSC. ofANGELES
C. Bldg.
New Center Bldg.
One Eleven Sutter
Sutter 4353
Richmond 6184
Trinity 2-844,4 •

ATLANTA
Bona
Allen Bldg.
Jackson 1678
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a

Glass

TAISHOFF
Guarantee

Impartial,

Non-Political Handling of All Commission
Affairs
ELIMINATION of the last
vision" operation. Thus, the Broad- been determined but probably will
cast, Telephone and Telegraph Di- be decided within a week or so.
semblance of "politics" in the
visions of the Commission pass out Chairman McNinch indicated there
conduct of the FCC was de- of existence
as of midnight Nov. might be two regular meetings a
creed by the Commission Nov.
15, with all business thereafter to week for the consideration of pendbe handled by the full Commission.
10 in adopting orders proposing applications
one forto broadChairman McNinch stated that
casting and the— second
cover
ed by its emergency chairman
all unfinished business of the di- telephone and telegraph matters
Frank R. McNinch, radically
visions will be considered by the combined, instead of three separate
changing the procedure in full Commission as if originally meetings as heretofore. Because the
handling of affairs of that commenced before it. Oral argu- work entailed by broadcasting is
ments heretofore set for hearing much heavier than that of either
agency.
before any of the divisions will be telephone or telegi-aph, which fall
Announced at a press con- heard by the full membership. Re- in the public utility category, it
ference Nov. 11, the new or- argument of cases which may have might be necessary to hold the
ders take effect with the aboli- been argued before individual di- broadcast sessions for one full day
visions, but which have not yet or possibly two days.
tion of the division form of been decided,
also will be allowed
Whether the chairman will asFCC operation, effective Nov.
and fitted into the new oral argusign sioners
caseshas to
commisment schedule.
not individual
been decided.
The
15. Revision of general rules
Just how the newly-constituted law specifies that the Commission
and the promulgation of new
Commission will function in handl- shall delegate its functions as it
regulatory policies were left
ing individual cases has not yet sees fit and is not entirely clear as
for the future. The FCC
henceforth will be a "glass
house" operation, Mr. McNinch promised.
Special Congress
Faces
Group
Under the orders [publishOf 50 Bills Affecting
ed in full text on page 57]
Industry
any communications from
SOME 50 legislative proposals afDuring the eight months of the
public officials, whether they
fecting radio await the special ses- last Congress there was more orasion of Congress which convenes
be Cabinet members. Senatory on the subject of radio than
tors, Representatives or others Nov. 15 after a three-month ad- in any past Congress. The loudest
journment, but probably will not note was for an investigation of all
in public life, will be disregarded in the consideration of receive consideration until the reg- things radio, including the FCC,
ular session convenes in January.
so-called "trafapplications for new or imCalled by President Roosevelt to alleged monopoly,
ficking" in station licenses, newsproved facilities, Chairman
consider legislation he regards of
paper ownership of stations, reverMcNinch announced. Weekly
an emergency nature, the new Con- and a hostberationsofaboutother
radio allegations
"lobbies",
gress is expected to plunge into
notices to public officials on
which have gone unanswered. There
such
matters
as
wages
and
hours,
all pending matters will be sent farm legislation and government were speeches upbraiding radio and
out, showing the status of each ap- reorganization. At this writing it its proprietors and its regulators.
plication, and such officials will be probably will have little time to de- There was not a single speech in
invited to present any relevant tesvote to legislations considered in its defense.
timony they desire at the time of the routine category, and all of the
Things Have Happened
hearing.
radio proposals appear to fall in
Most
substantial of a dozen or
that
classification.
Modification of Rules
The special session may run be- some resolutions seeking an investigation was the White Resolution,
The second order specifies that
yond the end of the year and into
the FCC secretary make a record the second session of the 75th Con- offered by the Republican Senator
gress. All of the bills introduced in from Maine with the endorsement
of all communications received by
the Commission or members of its the last session hold over for both of Chairman Wheeler (D-Mont.) of
staff relating to the merits of any the special and the new session, the Senate Interstate Commerce
application pending before it, and can be considered at the will Committee, charged with radio
showing the name and address of of the Houses before which they legislation. All - inclusive in its
scope, this measure was reported
the person making the statement
favorably by the Senate Committee,
Recommendations for amendment
together with substance of the compend.
was stopped when the Senate
munication. This record will be pub- of the Communications Act of 1934 but
Committee on Audit & Control
lic and the parties so contacting and for other legislation probably
the Commission will be invited to will be made by the FCC to Con- failed to approve a pronosed
$25,000 cost.
appropriation to defray the
the hearing to testify.
gress. They will not be forthcom- initial
The first step toward the impending, however, until January when
When the last session ended,
ing full-scale reorganization was ef- the new Congress convenes. At this both
Senators White and Wheeler
fected by the simple expedient of time it is problematical as to what
stated they would pursue their remodifying existing rules so as to these recommendations will encom(Continued on page 62)
eliminate any provision for "di-
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House

to the authority of the chairman in
such matters. The effort will be
made, however, the chairman asserted, to delegate miscellaneous
matters in the best practical way
so that the Commission itself will
be relieved of detail and be in a
position to "get down to constructive the
thinkingconsideration
and policy making"
and to
of more
important cases.
He asserted there would be no
recommendations sent to the special
session of Congress for amendment
of the law or for delegation of additional powers to the Commission.
Whatever recommendations the
Commission may have in mind will
be submitted to the regular session
uary.
of Congress which convenes in JanDiscussing the orders designed
to end political suasion. Chairman
McNinch declared that from various sources he had o'athered the
impression that there had developed the practice of "making suggestions, requests or recommendations to members of the Commission or its staff as to matters pending
those notandof also
recordby as
parties byin interest,
parties
in "This
interest,
their
has orbeen
the attorneys."
basis for a
part of the criticism as to political
or outside influence aimed at the
Commission, and I think it should
be said, in all fairness, that whatever may have been the responsibility of the Commission and staff in
this respect, such responsibility also rests in part upon any who may
have made such suggestions to or
requests of any commissioner or
staff member," he said.
Frontal Attack on Politics
The new procedural orders obviously are in the nature of a frontal
attack on politics in FCC actions.
Throwing open of hearings to all
parties, including plain citizens
who can make a proper showing
of interest, similarly must be regarded as a move to deflate reports which have been current
that a lawyer, and more specifically
"right
necessary totheget
evenlawyer"
routineis things
accomplished at the FCC.
A recent instance, in which a
CIO official protested the action of
an examiner in precluding testimony regarding an applicant under
CIO attack because of a situation
involving ship operators, also appears to take on a significant
aspect under the new orders. Such
an organization, for example, unquestionably will be in a position
to offer testimony, whether or not
it proves relevant or competent in
the final analysis, under the re(Continued on page 52)
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Bank Association Offers
Disc Series to Members
ABOUT 200 stations may be used
for a series of 52 WBS transcriptions being offered to members of
the American Bankers Association,
New York, for local placement. The
series, to start around Jan. 1, is
titled Money Matters and the quarter-hour programs consist of light
classical music and dramatizations
of financial problems, with Howard
Claney as m.c. The association is
urging cooperative use of the progT.'ams by clearing house associations and other banking groups, regardless of membership in the
ABA.
Before starting work on the plan,
the association made a two-year
study, sending questionnaires to
banks in every city where a radio
station is located. Use of radio was
eventually decided upon because
the survey revealed a belief among
the bankers that it is best fitted to
dramatize and humanize banking
services and reaches groups not accessible through other media.

Air Conditioning Spots
CHICAGO ENGINEERING
Works, Chicago (air conditioning
courses), started two 15-minute
programs weekly on KMOX, St.
Louis, Nov. 15 and a weekly quarter-hour program on 24 stations of
the Don Lee network on Nov. 10.
Five-minute programs are being
used on WESG WGY WFBL WGR
WHO WOW KMA KOA WMCA
KFRC KTFI KLO KDYL. Weekly quarter-hour programs are being
used on WJR WTAM KSD WLW
WMAQ WDAF WOR WBZ-WBZA
WCAU. In Canada weekly five-minute programs are being used on
CFCN CFRN CKY CJCX CHNX
CKCL CKCF CFNB CFCY. The
transcribed show Modem Miracles
is incorporated in all programs.
James R. L. Lunke & Associates,
Chicago, is the agency.
Sun-Kist in East
CALIFORNIA Fruit Growers Exchange, Los Angeles, which has
used spot radio on occasion, on Nov.
22 starts a 26-week early morning
campaign using a half-hour transcription serial on 11 eastern stations to call consumer attention to
its Sun-Kist oranges and lemons.
Series, to be heard Monday through
Saturday, is titled Sun-Kist Time,
and is basically a musical show,
with Ken Carpenter and Bill Goodwin as commentators. Stations are
WFBR, WEEI, WOR, WCAU,
WKBW, WGN, WCKY, WHK
CKLW, WCAE and KWK. Agency
is Lord & Thomas, Los Angeles.
Don Belding is agency executive in
charge of the account. James Fonda
supervised production.
Zanol in Two Cities
ZANOL PRODUCTS Co., Cincinnati (Zanol products), which recently placed its business with
Presba, Fellers & Presba Inc., Chicago, started early morning programs on WLW and WLS Nov. 2.
Prairie Ramblers <f- Curly is being
sponsored over WLS at 6:30-6:45
a. m. (CT) daily except Sunday
with the Top of the Morning Gang
sponsored on WLW at 6:15-6:30
a. m. (ET) Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday.
Page 10 • November
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Roosevelt on Discs
THE current affairs and international events series titled As I See
It by dentElliott
of HearstRoosevelt,
Radio Inc.vice-presiand son
of the President, slated for national release soon by an unnamed
sponsor, will also be transcribed
and made available for sponsorship in Canada, Australia and
other English speaking countries,
according to Irving Fogel, head of
Irving Fogel Radio Productions,
Hollywood, handling arrangements.
Concern has sold the Australian
and New Zealand right to 130
transcribed quarter-hour episodes
of Charlie Chan, adventure serial,
to Broadcasting Service Assn. Ltd.,
Sydney. Sale was made through
its American representative, Ralph
L. Power, Los Angeles. The series
is currently on United States stations under sponsorship of Stokeley Bros. & Co. (Van Camp food
products).

FROM KNX, Hollywood, the land
of the "unusual", comes claim for
the youngest news commentator
honors. This station submits not
one, but three, everyone of whom
admits to only 21 years of age and
can prove it. They are (left to
right), Richard Joy, Maurie Webster and Ken Craig. Webster is the
veteran of the trio, having started
seven .vears ago as announcer on
KVI, Tacoma. The trio conducts
the KNX Sun-Up Neivs, sponsored daily at 7 :45 a. m., by Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., and also
440 For Students
SIX days a week WJAS,
Pittsburgh, broadcasts the
standard A tone of 440 cycles
per second for the benefit of
music students wishine to
tune their instruments. The
tone is broadcast at 4 p. m.
Mondays through Fridays
and at 11 a. m. Saturdays.
It has less than 3% content
of harmonics or overtones, to
aid in exact tuning.
Bulova Increases
BULOVA WATCH Co., New York,
has set its schedule of time signals
for 1938, increasing its expenditures about 50% over last year and
addingtions to many
be used more
total stations.
about 140. StaOn
the nine CBS-owned stations
Bulova announcements will be
heard at a rate of 10 a day, or
3,650 in a year. All contracts are
effective Jan. 1. Agency is the Blow
Co., New Yox-k, Miss Reggie Schuebel, account executive.
Magazine Series
AMERICAN Poultry Journal, Chicago, isments
using
daily spotNew
announceon WNEW.
York;
WAAB, Boston; WIP, Philadelphia; WAAF, Chicago. Campaign,
which is part of a circulation drive,
started in October for 39 weeks
through Schillin Adv. Corp., N. Y.
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the 1:30 p. m. edition of the KNX
Newspaper of the Air program.
KNX predicts that one or more
of its contemporaries will submit
photographs of commentators
clothed in rompers or diapers in
an eff'oi-t to wi'est the title from
Hollywood,
but three
assurescommentators
Broadcasting that all
are regular members of the station's staff, assigned to the programs named. [For other entries in
what seems to have developed into
a "Youngest announcer contest" see
page 28].
NBC Adds 2 in Canada
TWO Canadian stations, CBM and
CBF, became affiliated with NBC
Nov. 14,
an announcement bvaccording
Lenox R. toLohr,
president
of NBC, to make available NBC
service for both French and English speaking Canadians of Quebec.
CBM is owned by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation and operates on a frequencv of 1050 kc.
with 5,000 watts. CBF is a new
station and is operated by CBC on
910 kc. with 50,000 watts. It will
be exclusively a French-lancuaffe
station and its programs will be
available to either the NBC-Red or
NBC-Blue networks. It was also
announced that CRCT, the NBC
affiliate in Toronto, will change its
call letters durinar the next few
weeks to CBL and that its power
will be increased from 5,000 to
50,000 watts.
CBS in Minnnesota
TWO Minnesota stations— WMFG,
Hibbing, and WHLB, Virginia —
joined CBS on Oct. 31. They are
sold onlv in conjunction with
KDAL, CBS outlet in Duluth, at
a combination rate of $150.
KDAL's rate is S125. Both WMFG
and WHLB operate with 250 watts
daytime and 100 watts night,
WMFG on 1210 kc. and WHLB on
1370 kc. Both stations are owned
b.v Head of the Lakes Broadcasting
Co., which also owns WEBC, NBC
outlet in Duluth, and are hooked up
as a regional network known as the
Arrowhead Network.
BROADCASTING

RCA Buying Locals
CONTINUING its policy of buying
local shows, RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, N. J. (RCA-Victor i-adios,
tubes, etc.) has added two new
shows to its schedule. On Nov. 11,
a program featuring Larry Clin
ton's orchestra started on WEAF,
heard each Thursday, 11-11:30
p. m. The
presented in asame
new orchestra
program was
on WJZ,
New York, which started Nov. 13,
8-8:30 p. m. Guest bands will be
heard on future broadcasts. Both
programs may be expanded to NBC
networks. Other stations being used
on a spot basis for similar programs are KOA, Denver; WBZ,
Boston ; KGO, San Francisco;
WGY, Schenectady; WRC, Washington; WMAL, Washington;
KYW, Philadelphia; KDKA, Pittsburgh, and WTAM, Cleveland. All
spot business is being financed
equally
by understood.
RCA and itsItlocal
dealers, it is
is being
placed direct by RCA, Camden.
B-S-H Disc Studios
TWO COMPLETE transcription
studios and control rooms reported
to cost $25,000 will be ready by the
first of the year, according to a
spokesman
forChicago.
Blackett The
- SampleHummert Inc.,
layout
will be located on the second floor
at 221 N. LaSalle St., with the
agency abandoning its studios on
the 39th floor. New studios will be
used for auditions. Whether the
agency will
scriptionsactually
could not be make
learned.tranCorn-Kix

Testing

GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis, has started a test campaign
on WTMJ, Milwaukee, for its new
dry cereal, Corn-Mix, using five
quarter-hour transcriptions, titled
Love for a Day, starring Helen
Gahagan. Radio advertising in
other markets is expected to get
under way as soon as adequate distribution has been secured. Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Inc., Chicago,
is agency.
Digest to Use Spots
PROMOTIONAL campaign for the
Literary Digest is being planned
by Prins & Keifer, New Yoi'k agency.
Stations
and program
ules will
be announced
shortly.sched• Broadcast
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Don Higgins Quits CBS
To Form Publicity Firm
nOXALD A. HIGGINS, acting diiVtor of publicity for CBS, has reined to start his own public relaons service. Until a successor is
appointed Luther
Reid, news editor,
will act as temporary head of the
Department. Mr.
Higgins, who was
named publicity
director last
spring when John
S. G u d e was
transferred to the
Higgins
network's station
relations department as assistant
to Herbert V. Akerberg, is a graduate of Kansas University. His
first newspaper job was with the
\ Kansas City Star, followed by six
ivears with UP before he entered
jradio in the nress department of
JNBC. Transfering
to CBS, he
[served as news editor for more
Ithan three years before his promotion.
Luther Reid, who succeeded Hig: gins as news editor last spring, began his career as a reporter for
the Washington Daily \ews, later
becoming city editor and news editor of that paper. After several
- years
with toAP his
in Washington,
returned
native stateReidof
Oklahoma to serve as managing
editor of several papers, returning
East in 1935 as special adviser tn
Gen. Hueh S. Johnson. He joined
CBS in the fall of 1936.
First Dividend

Declared

On Its Common by RCA
DECLARING its fir.st dividend in
history on its outstanding common
stock, amounting to 20 cents per
share payable Dec. 21. together
with a dividend of $31.25 a share
on old preferred B stock and the
regular quarterly of 8712 cents a
.share on new convertible Preferred,
RCA on Nov. 6 disclosed its earning statement for the third quarter
of 1937 and for the first nine
months of this year.
Gross operating revenues of RCA
and its subsidiaries, including NBC.
aggregated $30,279,802 for the
third quarter compared to $25,345,735 for the same period of last
year, an increase of $4,934,067. Net
income after all charges was
$1,951,726.
Gross operating revenues for the
first nine months of this vear
totalled $83,447,424, compared to
$69,727,836 in the corresponding
nine months of last year, an in
crease of $13,719,588. Net income
for the first nine months after all
expenses and charges was $6,599,111.
Pate Heads KNOW
JAMES W. PATE has been appointed manager of KNOW, Austin, in addition to his duties as
manager of WACO, Waco, and will
divide his time between these two
Hearst stations. R. E. Glasgow, of
the WACO staff, has been appointed assistant manager of that
station. On Nov. 9 KNOW was
granted a construction permit to
install new equipment and to
change its vertical radiator and
was also given the right to increase
its daytime power from 100 to 250
watts. The WACO application for
a similar power increase will be
heard by the FCC on Nov. 30.
BROADCASTING

Less

Political

Time

on

Air

This

Fall

of Networks
Causes Dip in Revenues
POLITICAL business last year is
CLEVELAND STUNT
cited as the reason national networks reported lower billings for
WHK-WCLE
Start Celebrity
the month of October, 1937, than
for the same month last year. Total
Picking Contest
time sales of NBC, CBS and MBS
WHK and WCLE, Cleveland, have
for October, 1937, were $6,110,192, started a promotion campaign using
a loss of 9.1% from billings for advertisements in all three local
the same month a year ago. For newspapers and spots on both stations to promote a secret celebrities
the year to date, however, these
nationwide radio net\vorks still contest, with $1,000 in cash to be
show incomes well ahead of those awarded Christmas to listeners who
for the first ten months of last identify 61 prominent Clevelanders
year, with a 1937 cumulative total who broadcast anonymously.
Two daily broadcasts are carried,
of $56,475,997 as compared with
with newspaper copy listing names
last
year's
$47,362,200,
an
increase
of 19.2%.
of 12 of the celebrities to aid conConsidered individually, NBCtestants. Radio editors of local paRed had an October income of
pers are judges, and are selecting
celebrities
as well. Listeners will
$2,222,803, a loss of 8.1% from the
month a year ago. NBC-Blue re- submit letters not over 200 words
ported $1,116,936, a loss of 12.7%. long with entries, telling what
CBS showed the highest income for broadcasting can do for Cleveland.
the month, $2,564,259, but even
that was less than last year's by
6.9%.than
Mutual's
$206,194
less
October,
1936. was 14.7':^
Individual cumulative figures for
the year, January through October, show NBC's combined networks totaling $31,630,854, an increase of 15.4% over the $27,496,632 for the ten months' period in
1936. CBS total of $23,339,801
beats last year's figure of $18,304,878 by 27.5%. MBS shows a slight
loss for the year to date, its 1937
billingsthose
of $1,505,342
3.5^^of
below
for the samebeing
period
last year.
Cro88 Monthly Time
NBC-Red
37.6%
Over mse
I9S7
Jan. . $2,374,633 % Gain
Feb.
34.0
2.273.973
32.2
March
2.531,322
__
2.304.035
April _ _^ 2.261.344
30.7
—8.1
May __
June
37.0
48.4
2.211.560
25.1
Aug.
July __ 2.018.920
2.094.306
—3.23.5
34.8
__ 2.057,513
—0
.6
Sept.
_
__
2,222.803
Oct. __
NBC-BIoe—4.9
0.5
1.021.809
Feb.
March _- 1,082.961 —15.7
4.6
__
973.802
22.0^-^
—20.5
April - __ 953.475 —11.2
May
June
791.827 —12.7
688.630
July __
Aug. 690.671
793.068
Sept.
Oct. - __ 1,116,936
CBS
24.20i
_
$2,378,620
Jan.
_18.6
Feb.
2.264.317
17.8
March
2.559.716
31.4
._
2.563.478
—6.9
46.4
__
2.560.558
64.8
May
June
April •- __ 2.476.576
53.8
July __ 1.988.412
Aug.
1.955.280
58.6
10.3
2.028.585
Sept. . — 2,564,259
12.7%
Oct. MBS —5.1
Jan.
- $ 187,362
Feb. .._
24.4
202.088
15.0
March __ 220.256 —23.0
24.3
173.746
—31.5
April
2.7
July
May
—29.4
June _ ___ 133.432
99.136
—14.7
84.362
Aug.
79.556
Sept. .__ 119.210
Oct. _ ___ 206.194

Sales
193C
$1,725,172
1.697.524
1.915.357
1.762.201
1.650.046
1,490.426
1.613.148
1.553.540
1.993.371
2.417.743
$ 956.643
1,016.776
1,122.516
979.727
911.674
833.030
816.835
868.891
893.266
1,278.746
$1,901,023
1.909.146
2.172.382
1.950.939
1.749.517
1.502.768
1.292.755
1.232.588
1.838.932
2,754,808
$ 166.266
162.358
191.483
139.834
129.907
104.510
109.561
116.223
168.919
271.629

CBS Income Report
GROSS income of CBS and its subsidiary companies from sales during the 39 weeks ending last Oct. 2
amounted to $24,926,420 compared
to $18,898,721 for the same period
of 1936, according to the consolidated income
the net-'
work sent
to statement
stockholdersof early
in
November. Net profit after taxes
and all charges amounted to
$3,053,416 during the nine-month
period of 1937, compared to $2,451,740 for the same period of 1936.
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REAL DRAMA— Irving Reis, noted
director of the CBS Drama Workshop, enjoyed some nice thrills
landing a tuna. W. B. Lewis, CBS
vice-president in charge of prosnapped these
ing Reisgrams,
hooking
and shots
landingshowthe
tuna, and his final smile of victory. Reis on Jan. 2 will become a
writer-director for Paramount. He
is under a five-year contract to
CBS, only six months of which have
been completed and negotiations are
under way to allow him to continue
the Workshop program from Hollywood. He sails from New York
Dec. 18 for Hollywood. Paramount
contract,
by CBS
Artists'
Bureau, set
guarantees
Mr. Reis
the title
of director after one year.

ASCAP
Index

Mailing

of Numbers

Preliminary Compilation Now
Covers 25,000 Numbers
THE ASCAP index of some 25,000
of the most used musical compositions currently is being distributed to broadcasting stations who
have requested it, E. C. Mills,
adminischairman of the ASCAP
trative committee, announced Nov.
10. The index shows the title of
the work, names of the composer,
author and publisher and the name
if any, having jurof the society,
isdiction over the performing
rights.
for use as an aid
is designed
in checking copyright
to Itstations
also covers restrictownership. It ns
ed compositio and the ASCAP
e by
it up-to-dat
keepadditions
plan is toand
as they
deletions
are made by members covering
such restricted works.
"It is the intention of ASCAP
to supplement this preliminary inadwithsame
possible
dex as rapidly
ditional titles asas soon
as the
can be prepared, until it shall
cover practically the entire field
of used
or usable
music," Mr.
Mills
informed
Broadcasting.
ASCAP also planned to add the
names and addresses of all musical copyright owners as far as
they can be ascertained.
A large
production
was Mr.
entailed in devising
the jobindex,
Mills pointed out. More than 2,000,000 gummed sheets, containing 10
titles to the sheet and perforated
so that each title may be detached
and aflSxed to a 3 x 5 filing card
have been produced. This represents the first effort ever made to
assemble a complete card index
of musical compositions of the
type used in public performances,
Mr. Mills stated. The index is
being furnished gratis by ASCAP
to licensed stations, and constitutes a voluntary "good will gesture upon its part toward the
broadcasting industry," he said.
* * *
FINAL ratification of the new
contract of the Songwriters Protective Assn., is being held up fpr
minor changes in language, which
will probably be clarified within
another week. The contract has
been returned from the West
Coast, where it received 100% approval by SPA members there.
Rev. Smith for Fr. Coughlin
REV. GERALD L. K. SMITH, national chairman of the Committee
of One Million, and former disciple
of Huey Long, started Nov. 14 a
series of 26 weekly broadcasts over
an independent network of from
60 to 75 stations. This is practically the same
previously
contracted
for network
but dropped
by
Father Coughlin. The series is
handled by the same agency, Albert M. Ross Inc., New York. New
York outlets are WHN and WMCA.
The broadcasts are officially claimed
to be non-religious and non-political, but Rev. Smith, in his capacity
as chairman of the committee, is
definitelyti-Newanti-Communist
Deal in his views. and anHAVING
recently
secured
tion for a new
100-watt
local authorizain Couer
d'AIene, Ida., to be known as KGCI,
Clarence Berger and Chester Howarth
have applied to the FCC for another
local on 1420 kc. in Wallace, Ida.
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GeD.

Johnson

Cut;

NBC
States Views
Would Have Reached Pacific
Audience at Dinner Hour
BECAUSE of NBC's policy against
discussions of vebroadcasting
nereal diseases, listeners who had
tuned in the Blue network at 10
p. m. laronbroadcast
Nov. 10ofto Gen.
hear the
Hughregu-S.
Johnson heard instead an announcement that Gen. Johnson
would not be on the air that evening, followed by piano music from
a standby studio. A few minutes
later Gen. Johnson came to the
microphone and made the following statement:
"I came to the studio tonight
prepared with a speech in support
of Surgeon Gen. Parran's, of the
United States Public Health Service, crusade against social diseases.
A few minutes before I was to go
on the air, I was informed that
that discussion was not in accord
with the policies of the National
Broadcasting Co. Thank you and
good night."
NBC Explains Position
Shortly afterwards NBC issued
to the press its explanation, which
reads:
"Gen. Hugh S. Johnson came to
the New York studios of NBC tonight prepared to present his regular sponsored program. The script
he had prepared discussed in detail the ravages of social disease.
It was impossible for NBC officials
to reach Gen. Johnson before his
arrival in the studios just before
his broadcast, when he was informed that his subject was not acceptable under its policies, leaving
him no time to prepare another
subject.
"The policy
NBC has beenwith
established of
after consultation
reputablemittedphysicians,
who
have
adthemselves at a loss as to
how to discuss the topic of social
diseases before an audience composed of children, adolescents and
adults. NBC is in entire sympathy
with the war on social diseases, but
has not yet found a way for radio
to contribute to this campaign
without seriously embarrassing the
family
Gen. group."
Johnson, who broadcasts
four evenings weekly under the
sponsorship of Grove Laboratories
Inc., St. Louis, maker of BromoQuinine, said that his script was
sent to the studio at 8 p. m. and
that if he had been notified of the
ban promptly he might have prepared a substitute script. NBC's
night program department said
that the script was not received until 9:20, too late to reach the General at his hotel. Lenox R. Lohr,
president of NBC, was summoned
from the Cornell Club, where he
was making a speech, and he concurred in the decision that the
script was contrary to network
policy. After an amicable discussion of the situation by Mr. Lohr,
Gen. Johnson and Richard A.
Porter of Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, which handles the Bromo-Quinine advertising, the General made
his brief statement on the air.
Pointing out that it had shown
its willingness to cooperate in the
fight against social disease by
broadcasting a discussion of the
subject by Surgeon General Parran
from the H erald-Trihune Forum on
Current Aff'airs, NBC said that its
sole reason for prohib'ting JohnPage 12 • November

At left, Andrew D. Ring, FCC asHAVANA DELEGATES— Caught in candid poses by our photographer. Cuban
reception of U. S. stations. In
sistant chief engineer for broadcasting, improves his spare time testing
is snapped blinking m the
center photo, the chief of American delegation. Commissioner T. A. M. Craven,
Hotel Sevilla-Biltmore dining room as cigarette smoke blinds his eyes. At his right are Paul Goldsborough,
Aeronautical Radio Inc., and E. K. Jett, FCC acting chief engineer. Right photograph shows "action at ji
hotel conference; left to right: Fritz Leydorf, WLW, crystal gazing on the possibility of 5 megawatts; Louis
G Caldwell, concentrating on clear channels; Gerald C. Gross, FCC engineer; Harvey B. Otterman, State
Department treaty division ; Paul D. P. Spearman, registering only regional channel interest in discussion.
Behind Mr. Spearman is L. F. Bockover, Western Electric Co.

Openingof

Long

Waves

Sought

Parley
at Havana
Canada
Move Is Resisted as Conference Finally Goes to
Work; Craven Drafted for Key Projects
Special Correspondent of Broadcasting
ation of the regular agenda. This
HAVANA, Nov. 12 — After a series move was opposed by the United
of unexpected delays during the States and by other delegations
first ten days, the Inter-American
because it runs counter to recognized allocations.
Radio Conference finally has settled down to consideration of the
progress as has been made
important allocation and policy to Such
date, it was generally agreed,
problems confronting it, with the has been due largely to the untirhope of reaching an amicable seting efforts of Commissioner T. A.
tlement by the end of this month.
M.
Craven,
chairman of the AmerHaving formally convened Nov.
ican delegation, to persuade delegates to devote themselves to the
1, the conference
suffered
a
succession of annoying delays, some
mass of work embraced in the
unavoidable, others not, which
is chairman of the imcombined to prevent it from agenda. He
portant Technical Committee and
emerging from the mass of pre- the United States representative
liminary detail in the time expect- on the Steering Committee of the
ed.
conference, composed of the heads
A fight for opening of the long- of the 15 countries represented.
waves, from 160 to 240 kc, for
Accomplishments Thus Far
regular broadcasting instead of
As Broadcasting went to press,
aviation and safety of life services,
already has been precipitated by the only decisions reached, even of
the Canadian delegation and had a tentative character, have been
more or less foregone conclusions.
the tendency of delaying considerReached in meetings of the conference committees and subject to
son's talk was to protect its audi- approval at later plenary sessions,
ence. The program reaches the these actions were: (1) That no
West Coast at 7 p. m. during the changes should be made in existdinner hour and the mountain
ing allocations to services in the
states in early evening before the
10-160
(2) that
1500children have gone to bed and to band
1600 kc.
bandkc;should
be the
allocated
have an unexpected discussion of definitely to broadcasting and that
syphilis and gonorrhea come boom- the 550-1500 band should be alloing into the family circle might
cated exclusively to broadcasting
have caused untold embarrassment
[it is now, theoretically, subject to
to many listening groups, it was
limited use by mobile services
said. By announcing the topic in under the Madrid treaty]; and (3)
advance and by choosing an hour that certain of the resolutions, not
when the audience is chiefly adult, having to do with allocations,
local stations may be able to broad- adopted at the Inter - American
cast discussions of this topic for Technical Aviation Conference at
the general good, network spokes- Lima, Peru, last September, be
man stated, but for a nationwide
network the task is far more diffi- approved.
Except in a general way, the
cult.
proposals and claims that will be
In his prepared speech the Gen- made to the conference by the
eral referred to syphilis and gonor- various countries are not yet
rhea as Public Enemies Nos. 1 and
2, and continued, ironically enough, known. Prior to the opening, Canada had informally proposed that
to list as their chief ally "the con- the 160-240 kc. band and the frespiracy to conceal and protect not
only them but all their deadly
quency 540 kc, just below the
regular broadcast band, be allomethods."
15, 1937
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cated to broadcasting. It is obvious
from statements made by representatives at committee meetings
that Canada will advocate those
proposals vigorously, but it unquestionably will encounter stiff
opposition from the United States
government
departments definitely
because
the
Lima Conference
agreed
that
these
frequencies
navigation.
should
be used for aids to air [j
Whether Canada seriously desires the allocation of 160-240 kc. t
to broadcasting, or is merely mak- \
ing the proposal for strategic purposes in order to lay a basis for
more extensive claims in the standard broadcast band is of course
conjectural. There was prevalent rumor, for
however,10 that
Canada's — demands
will be
frequencies
eight in
class A, which would mean use of
unlimited power and entirely clear
in the Continent; two in Class B,
which would be in the nature of
continentally duplicated clears; and
enough in Class C, or 50 kw. duplicated channels, so as to accommodate a total of 15 high power stations. This would mean an increase
of one clear channel for Canada
over what she now claims on the
basis of her existing assignments.
She is already using 540 kc. and is
duplicating on 1050 and 1100 kc,
both of which are otherwise clear
channels assigned to this country.
Bands Above 6000 Kc.
Very few other proposals having
directly to do with broadcasting
are yet formally before the conference, and those that have been circulated to date have to do with the
allocation of bands above 1600 kc,
either for use in the tropical countries or for international broadcasting. Brazil, for example, has made
elaborate proposals calling for allocations of bands ranging from
2,000 to 9,000 kc. to broadcasting.
On the really knotty controversies affecting the standard broadcast band in North America, no
specific suggestions have been
made by
any of the
countries
involved — United
States,
Canada,
Newfoundland, Mexico, Cuba, and
possibly also Haiti and Santo Domingo. Resolutions adopted at the
preliminary engineering conference
in March were to serve as the basis
{Continued on page 60)
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AFM

and

Network

1^
All But Minor Changes
Eliminated;

Affiliates

ROBERTSON
By BRUCE
Approved, With Boycott Qause

AFM

in

Accord

musicians would refuse to work for
recording firms which do not accept the licenses. Furthermore, the
union intimated that it would not
be distressed if its licenses were rejected, as without mechanical reproductions of music all stations
would be much more dependent on
live musicians. The union also said
that the same license would be presented to both transcription companies and makers of phonograph
records, although the latter group
had asked to be permitted to submittionit own
considerabefore pi'oposals
the license foris drawn
up.
Spokesman
for
the
record
companies said that this group is taking
no action until it hears from the
union.

Completes Proposed Disc License
each affiliate and another letter to
I^ROGRESS on all fronts is the throughout the whole series of every broadcasting station in the
meetings with the AFM. They
[flatest
report
of
negotiations
belltween the American Federation of pointed out that to sign such an country to keep the industry informed as to exactly what the afagreement would be placing the
Musicians and the various groups
involved in the situation created
filiate group has done in its dealstation in jeopardy, with the posings with the musicians union.
its license, and
by the union's demands on the that evensibility ofiflosing
the committee were
At AFM headquarters it was
industry for employment of a conto accept the clause few attorneys stated that work on the licenses to
siderable number of additional musicians.
would permit the stations they be presented to the transcription
Restraint of trade objections of represented to sign it. The elimi- and phonograph record companies
all interests affected by the pronation of this part of the agree- was virtually completed and that
ment leaves the enforcement of the the licenses would soon be in the
posed agreement of AFM and Independent Network Radio Affiliates
employment of musicians up to the hands of these firms. No details
have been eliminated, it was learned
union. However, unless the num- were divulged, except that the license forms would follow closely
Nov. 12 as Bro.\dcasting went to
ber of musicians employed and
16 demands laid down by the
press. The action followed several
Negotiations of AFM with the
their allocation thi'oughout the the
networks for a contract covering
weeks discussion by IRNA attor- country is satisfactory, the union union last summer [Broadcasting,
news with counsel for networks
all key stations have reached the
has the right to reject all contracts Aug. 15]. While the transcription
and to proceed with its threatened committee held several meetings, no point of submission of a national
and transcription companies. AFM
strike.
official statement was forthcoming.
agreement by the union. While the
cooperated in permitting the
It was also learned that the job It was learned, however, that the networks objected to many of its
changes and IRNA lawyers are
now preparing an opinion along of allocating the $3,000,000 which transcribers were agreed that none clauses they still considered it a
with letter of advice for submission
the affiliate stations have agreed would accept a license unless it met satisfactory starting point and
about Nov. 17 to affiliate stations.
to spend annually for staff musi- with the committee's approval, and said they expected to reach a satisfactory agreement without much
cians is just about completed, with that the committee would follow
The networks are continuing
difficulty, feeling the AFM was
their negotiations with AFM and
the union's approval. As soon as the example of the IRNA group
the form is approved each station and refuse to sign until the boycott making every effort to treat them
also, for the key stations in New
fairly. The networks have also
York, with Local 802 of the union, will be notified of its allocated clause had been eliminated.
The union position was that any commenced dealings for their New
but have not yet come to final amount at the time it receives its
copy of the standard form. The worker has the right to refuse to York key stations with AFM Local
agreement although it is underIRNA committee will also at that work unless conditions of employ- 802 and(Continued
again theyon report
satisfacstood that the major issues have
page 65)
been settled. The transcription and time send an explanatory letter to
ment satisfy him, and that AFM
phonograph record companies are
awaiting the licenses which the
union had expected to send them
by the end of last week and are
Threatens
Strike
at
NBC-Chicago
making no comment until they Petrillo
can study the AFM demands. The Network Seeking Removal
tions which remain fair agree not for six days work (five hours per
non-network stations are sitting
day) starting Jan. 16, 1938, will
to furnish any music, either direct- receive
the same amount for five
Of Boycott Clause
tight, waiting for the union to aply
or
indirectly,
or
by
remote
connroach them, and are gathering
trol during the period that any days work (or 25 hours per week).
From Contract
Musicians on commercial programs
data for use in their negotiations.
station or stations so declared unBy HAL TATE
fair, forbidden territory, or de- will receive $140 for the five-day,
Some Ambiguous Clauses
25-hour week. Starting Jan. 16,
IN AN INTERVIEW with BroadThe Independent Radio Network
Concerning the clause Petrillo
1940, for a one-year period until
casting
Nov.
10,
James
C.
Petrillo,
faulters."
Affiliates and the AFM were
said: "It has been a part of our the termination of the current
president
of
the
Chicago
Federaradi agreement since the inception
thought to be in complete accord
agreement, musicians will receive
tion of Musicians, emphatically de- of
radio and it was put in for the a $10 weekly boost in salary. The
on the terms of their trade agreeclared that if NBC does not sign reason
that if a local, large or minimum number of musicians rement following a final meeting of a contract with the musician's
their subcommittees on Nov. 6. union
small, should complain that Chiquired was raised from 15 to 20
by Jan. 15, 1938, at which
Further study, however, convinced
cago orchestras were feeding pro- but both WGN and WBBM have
time the current contract expires,
the IRNA group that the agree- the musicians union will definitely
grams into a station declared un- long since exceeded that number.
fair, then the Chicago Local would
ment still contained a few phrases go on strike. Although CBS in ChiSolo ments
engagements
within its rights in withdrawing
for two hours ororaccompaniless were
which might be ambiguous to the
cago and WGN, Mutual outlet, be
its services until such time as the increased from $18 to $25 with
broadcasters, so the mailing of have already signed contracts, NBC
these contracts to individual sta- is said to have refused to do so un- station in question had again be- single engagements of two hours
come fair to the Local in whose
or less raised from $16 to $24. Six
tions was held up until the requitil a boycott clause is deleted that
site changes could be made and states the network agrees not to jurisdiction the dispute had arisen.
weeks'
notice
be given
We will not consent to eliminate
sicians insteadmust
of four
weeks mu-as
approved by the AFM. Each day broadcast to any station which the this
rule.
Instead,
we
will
continue
heretofore
and
men
engaged
for
it was expected that the forms
union declares unfair. If the clause
less than six weeks (instead of
to protect
all
Locals
of
the
Federawould be sent out with explana- remains, it means that any NBC
tion at all times whenever it is
tory letters to the affiliate stations, network affiliate on the AFM unthe present
four) and
are will
now beconsidered extra men
paid
but each day saw another postfair list will not be able to receive within our power to do so."
ponement.
$4
extra
per
day
in
addition
to the
Heart of the Agreement
any NBC programs emanating
basic scale.
Meanwhile, spokesmen for both from Chicago — either commercial
Petrillo was confident that NBC
Petrillo has inserted a television
the union and IRNA insisted there or sustaining.
would sign the agreement. As his clause, reading: stations agreeing
was complete agreement and that
By signing the agreement with trump card he declared he would
only a couple of changes in wordto thebersfollowing:
"Whenever
the Chicago Federation, both CBS
play for television
where memthey
and Mutual have agreed not to order all remote pickups from Chiing were necessary to complete
appear
in
sight
of
audience,
an
cago
night
clubs
and
hotels
discontheir lengthy negotiations, but nei- broadcast any programs from Chi- tinued.
extra charge of $4 per day, per
ther side would comment on the
cago to any of their respective netRegarding the making of musical
man, shall be made in addition to
provisions of the final agreement
work affiliates that are "unfair".
in Chicago, at a vir- all other extra charges called in
until it had been officially released.
The CBS and Mutual pacts with transcriptions
tual standstill all summer, Petrillo
It is understood, however, that the union were the first to be
as soon as the transcripNov. 9 the Chicago FederaforOnthe
the union had capitulated on the signed. Negotiations are now going said that
tion firms are licensed and agree
tion rules."
nominated Petrillo to head its
most argued point and that the on for similar network agreements
not to send discs to "unfair sta- organization for another five years
in the other three key cities — New
boycott clause had been completetions", Chicago
transcription firms starting next January.
York, Los Angeles and San Fran- can resume
production.
ly removed from the agreement.
This clause, which would have cisco.
In the CBS and Mutual pacts, CAMPBELL SOUP Co., Camden,
The clause in the contract over
required the stations to agree
effective for three years, union
will cancel its Dec. 24 program on
not to supply music to any which NBC is in disagreement
musicians will receive the highest
for a 105-minute show Christstation which had not signed reads: "In case any station or sta- salary and work fewer hours than CBS mas
afternoon, in which Hollywood
the AFM agreement regardless of
tions should be declared unfair, any other musicians in the country.
Hotel will be accompanied by Lionel
Musicians on sustaining programs
existing contracts, was vigorously forbidden territory, or defaulters
Barrymore's annual rendition of
fought by the IRNA committee
to members of the AFM, other sta- currently receiving $11Q weekly Dickens' Scrooge.
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Two

New

Continental

Stations

by FCC
Approved
KABR and WBNS Permitted
To Boost Operating Power
TWO NEW local stations were authorized, one was raised from local
to regional status and another won
a power increase in grants made by
the FCC Broadcast Division at its
Nov. 9 session, the last regular
meeting visions
before
dion Nov.abolition
15. At of
thethesame
time the Division denied applications for four other new local stations in as many communities.
John W. Haigis, Republican candidate for governor of Massachusetts in 1936 and now president of
the Franklin County Trust Co.,
Greenfield, Mass., was authorized to
construct a new 250-watt daytime
station on 1210 kc. in that community. Examiner Ii-win being sustained. Mr. Haigis, former newspublisher,
been and
active inpaper
local
and has
statelong
affairs
has been a member of both the
State House of Representatives and
State Senate.
Don M. Lidenton, licensed operator and radio repair man, and A.
L. McCarthy, his employer, a radio
and electrical dealer of Poplar
Bluff, Mo., were authorized to erect
a new 100-watt daytime station on
1310 kc. in that community. Examiner Tyler Berry being sustained.
KABR, Aberdeen, S. D., operating with 100 watts on 1420 kc, was
authorized to shift its frequency to
1390 kc. and increase its power to
500 watts night and 1,000 day, effective Dec. 7. was
Examiner
Hyde's
recommendation
sustained.
WBNS, Columbus, 0., was authorized to increase its power from
500 watts night and 1,000 watts
day to 1,000 watts night and 5,000
day on 1430 kc, effective Dec. 14.
Examiner Irwin being sustained. It
was also authorized to install new
equipment, including a directional
antenna.
The Broadcast Division denied
the applications of Arthur H.
Croghan, former manager of
WDGY, Minneapolis, for a new
100-watt daytime station there on
1310 kc, sustaining Examiner
Dahlberg; of Charles Porter and
Edward T. Eversole, seeking 100
watts daytime on 1420 kc. in Festus, Mo., reversing Examiner Seward; of Kenneth Baker, Hartwell
Gaus and V. A. Bernier for 100
watts on 1500 kc. in Kankakee, 111.,
sustaining Examiner Berry; of
Robert Raymond McCulla for 100
watts daytime on 1500 kc. in Oak
Park, 111., sustaining Examiner
Berry.
WHOM, Jersey City, was denied
authority to increase its day power
to 1,000 watts, and General Electric
Co. was authorized to construct a
new international broadcasting station, using 20,000 watts on 9530
and 15530 kc, near Belmont, Cal.

WOMI Getting Ready
WITH Lyell L. Ludwig as manager, the new WOMI, Owensboro,
Ky., 100-watter on 1500 kc. authorized by the FCC last June, is
scheduled to get into operation the
first week in December, according
to Lawrence W. Hager, president
of Owensboro Broadcasting Co. Inc.
and publisher of the Owensboro
Messenger and Inquirer. RCA
equipment with a 180-foot Truscon tower are now being installed,
and NBC Thesaurus has been ordered.
Page 14 • November

WLW-WSAI CHIEF — James D.
Shouse, who on Nov. 15 becomes
vice president of the Crosley Radio
Corp., in charge of its stations
WLW, WSAI and W8XAL, succeeding William S. Hedges, now
NBC director of station relations.
Mr. Shouse relinquished general
management of KMOX, St. Louis,
to accept the new post.
Crosley Improving
Present
Facilities
MODERNIZATION of the plant
studio and office facilities of WLW
and WSAI, Cincinnati, was announced Nov. 5, pending construction of the new Crosley broadcastinglayed
building,
which has been detemporarily.
Already in progress, the work
probably will be completed by Dec
1 or shortly thereafter, it was announced. Engineering difficulties,
the announcement stated, have
made necessary the temporary delay in the construction of the new
Crosley broadcasting building,
plans for which were announced
several months ago. Because of this
interruption, it was stated, immediate improvements are being
made in the present broadcastingdepartment.
Three New Studios
The improvements are being carried out under the direction of
Powel Crosley Jr., president of
Crosley Radio Corp. The changes
include three new studios and a
number of offices to be constructed
in the main Crosley bu i 1 d i n g,
along
with equipment
a new artists'
lounge.
Technical
of present
studios is being replaced with the
most modern available, it was
stated.
The first step was the modernization of the WLW 500,000-watt
transmitter at Mason, 0. Work
there already has progressed to the
point where visitors are again being conducted on sightseeing trips.
For several months, during the instal ation ofnew equipment, it was
closed to the public as a safety
measure.
Auxiliary studios and offices of
the two stations maintained in the
Union Central Annex in downtown
Cincinnati during the last two
years will be dispensed with when
the expansion at the main plant is
completed. Several new buildings
for the Crosley manufacturing division have been completed, and
sufficient space has been made
available there to accommodate the
broadcasting division.
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RADIO AVAILABLE
To Wiikcs-Barre Reporters
-In Guild StrikeWHEN the Newspaper Guild, CIO
affiliate, declared a strike for closed
wages and better
shop, higher
working
conditions Nov. 2, forcing
a shutdown of the Wilkes-Barre
days, memsix immediately
(Pa.) bersRecord
Guild
of the for
bought time to tell their story to
the people of their community. Joe
Walsh, of the Record city staff, became "Voice of the Guild" over
WBAX and WBRE, which on Nov.
7 tied together to carry his broadMore than that, the Record reporters during the six-day strike
to WBAX
proffered their services
as local reporters since the station
had been shut off from its source of
local news, which was the Record.
They cooperated fully with radio
availmade time
because
not only
able to them
but it because
the local
newspapers refused to carry paid
advertisements telling their side of
the story. The strike ended with
the publisher's capitulation Nov. 8.

Woodyard Buys Interest,
WiU Be WALK Manager
acquisiheels oft the
the interes
CLOSEtion ofon50%
in WALR,
Reams,
Frazier
by
Zanesville, 0.,
Toledo attorney, Ronald B. Woodyard, assistant to
James C. Hanrah a n, dent
vice
- presiof ScrippsHoward Radio
Inc., announced
on Nov. 5 that he
had purchased a
tial station
substanthat
interfromest in Mr.
Reams,
, ,
rd Wood
oval. to
s to
appr
Mr.FCC
Woodya
planyard
Mr.
subjeect
leav
Scripps-Howard Nov. 15 to
nt
take over active manageme
of the
instation, where
leaving WCPO, Cinc
nati,
he has been employed.
Previously he was assistant general
manager of KSOO, Sioux Falls, S.
D., and before that he was sales
representati
System.for the Iowa Broadcastingve
Mr. Reams was disclosed as 50%
owner of WALR, a 100-watter on
1210 kc, with the filing of an application for a license renewal with
the FCC. He also holds a construction
new kc.
100-watt
daytimepermit
stationforon a 1200
in Toledo.
Owner of the other half of WALR
is E. B. Graham, an attorney. Formerly Mr. Graham ovimed 30.4%
of the stock, with Gladys Weimer
of
Akron
owning 22.4%
22%. S.and
W. Townsend
of Akron
J. E.
Henry of Detroit 22.4%.

WLAW Starts Dec. 12
THE new WLAW, 1,000-watt daytime station on 680 kc. at Lawrence,
which the last
FCC July,
authorizedMass.,
for construction
will go on the air on or about Dec.
12, according to A. H. Rogers,
president of Hildreth & Rogers Co.,
publisher of the Lawrence Eagle
and Tribune, which holds the construction permit. Its manager will
be Irving E. Rogers, with David
M. Kimel as commercial manager.
Stanley N. Schultz as program director and George R. Luckey as
chief engineer. RCA transmitter
equipment and a 300-foot Lehigh
tower are being installed.
BROADCASTING

Drops

Suit,

Clearing Way for WOL
To Take Regional Status
CULMINATING a two-year battle
for regional status, WOL, Washington 100-watter, is proceeding
with plans to install a 1,000-watt
transmitter for full-time operation
on 1230 kc. An appeal from the
last FCC decision granting it the
improved facilities filed by Continental Radio Corp., Scripps-Howard radio subsidiary, was withdrawn from the U. S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia
on Nov, 5, thus clearing the way
for the construction.
William B. Dolph, WOL manager, asserted Nov. 8 that WOL
planned
to install
the new and
transmitter as soon
as possible,
hoped
to be on the air as a regional within three months. A Western Electric transmitter and two 230-foot
Blaw-Knox self-supporting radiators will be installed at a location
adjacent to Washington, the site
for which already has been approvThe station recently removed to
new ed.studios.
The WOL application was filed
in January, 1936, and granted in
September of the same year. Motions for reconsideration and rehearing resulted in successive postponements until the Continental
appeal was filed in February of
this year. Continental is an applicant for a local station in Washington, and claimed that it had not
been accorded a hearing competiAn tiveoutlet
with 1^t ofofMutual,
WOL's. WOL now
operates on 1310 kc. It is ovsmed by
American Broadcasting Co., of
which LeRoy Mark is president and
principal owner. Mr. Dolph has
been manager of the station for the
last two years.
Kandi-Bone Discs
KANDI-BONE Inc., New York
(dog confection), plans sponsorship of a women's program, to
start early in December. Quarterhour transcriptions will be placed
on a number of stations in the
East with expansion through the
Midwest and West to follow as
distribution is completed. According to Erwin M. Frey, publicity
counsel for the company, national
distribution and subsequent national radio coverage will be completed by February. Advertising is
placed direct.
Tex-Sun Recordings
TEX-SUN GRAPEFRUIT Co., in
the Rio Grande Valley of Texas,
has recently contracted with the
Butler Recording Studios, Dallas,
for 117 transcribed spot dramatizations, advertising "A m e r i c a ' s
Sweeteston Grapefruit".
Spots will
be
placed
key radio stations
in the
North and Midwest around Nov.
20, Gordon Butler, manager of Butler Recording Studios, has announced. Agency is Leche & Leche
Adv. Inc., Dallas.
Tetley Tea Places
JOS. TETLEY & Co., New York
(tea), has inaugurated a quarter-hour series, Stella Dallas, on
WEAF, New York, Mondays
through Fridays. Other stations
may
H u m be
m e added.
r t Inc.,Blackett-SampleNew York, is
agency.
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Helpful in
Nelson's
Tidal
Wave
of visitors
Air
Waves
who came
to Chicago at Found
that time to see the fair visited
' Business of Furniture
BuildingGood-Will
the
stores
"they
House Skyrockets
Gets Good Reaction by
to see
the because
place they
had wanted
heard WRBL
much about
oversuccessful
the radio."radio
As Fostering Local Group
Through Radio
aso result
of their
advertising that year, the firm took
By IRVING ROCKLIN and
By
JAMES
WOODRUFF
Jr.
General
Manager,W. WRBL,
Columbus, Ga.
ARTHUR A. KOHN
over an entire five-story building
on the south side.
Sclviair Broadcasting System, Chicago
WITH community service looming
In 1935 Nelson's, feeling that the larger and larger as a factor in
WHEN speaking of radio suctime was ripe to begin using high- adding to the utility and popularity
cess in the retail field there are
Mr. Kohn
Mr. Rocklin
power stations began The Man on of broadcasting, stations the counprobably few stores that can surthe Street program on WBBM with
pass the record of Nelson Bros.
Pat Flanagan as announcer. This
grams are live talent. The store
try over, particuFurniture Warehouse Inc. in Chi- goes in heavily for novelty pro- program has been on continually
larly in municicag-o. It was in May 1932, when
grams and was the first in Chicago
ever since. The same year, NelNelson Bros, was just a small 25- to put on Bureau of Missbiff Pereratepalities
size,of modwill
son's
started
sponsorship
of
the
foot-front store located on the far
sons show. Other novelty programs
find it advisable,
Tenth Inning with John Harringsouth side of Chicago, that the coton interviewing the fans direct
because it would
sponsored by Nelson's
include
owners, Herman and Abe Blender, Man-on-the-Street
show, The
Tentha from the ball park on their reacdecided to take a chance and spend Inning (a program
direct from
vantageous, to
of the an
day'sextensive
game. Nelson's
a little money on radio advertising. the ball park immediately
prove highly adalso tion
began
foreign
followA budget of $50 per week was set
ing the broadcast of the game),
program tractedcampaign
in 1935 and
conaside for radio and a quarter-hour and the Grand Old Opry House,
give tionconsideraMr. Woodruff
to the creafor Polish, Italian,
Swedish
recorded moiTiing program, seven
and
German
hours
over
various
tionnanceandof amaintefeaturing
old-time
"melodramas".
Radio
days a week, was begun on WEDC.
Nelson Bros, is really radio Chicago stations. It found this parCouncil.
Today Nelson Bros, spends over
Already
the
minded
having
repeatedly
tried
ticular
phase
of
radio
advertising
$150,000 annually on radio on 12 newspaper advertising and found it highly successful and is still using
.r..ii.c.*^j — Radio Council of
Station WRBL, which we formed
Chicago metropolitan stations. In- not nearly as effective as radio. it today with ever-increasing rerecently and on which outstansdingof
stead of the little single small store
Today it seldom uses black and sults.
citizens are serving as member
of 1932, Nelson Bros, today haa white space. A good example of
In 1936 the radio schedule was
two giant warehouses in Chicago, just how effective is their radio expanded still further by adding
the first unit, has more than justified my hope that it would create
on May 1 opened a third store in advertising is sho^\^l by the fact WAAF, WJJD, WIND, and WWAE
additional good-will for the station.
Milwaukee and now has a fourth
to
the
chain
of
local
stations
althat
though
only
stations
in
metAs a continuing potent advisory
in Peoria. And just to show the
ropolitan Chicago are used, cars
ready
carrjnng
its
programs.
Tol of the Radio
agency, the personne
tremendous power of radio adverday the furniture company is using Council
are often lined up in front of Nelmay well be drawn from
tising one of the south side stores
12 stations, WGN, WBBM, WCFL,
son Bros, stores from a half-dozen
among men and women prominent
is located accross the street from
in the trades, industries and proa cemetery, there are no retail
fessions and civic, educational, restores around for blocks, and yet ONE of the interesting retail success stories in radio
ropand philanth
the crowds continue to flock in
charitable
ty.
ic affairsligious,
in the
communi
day after day!
is that of Nelson Bros., furniture and drug firm in ChiRegular Meetings
All this has been accomplished
cago. In 1932, it started a recorded program on one
without the use of any premiums
The most appropriate type of
or free gifts. The secret of Nel- station. Today, it is using 12 stations in metropolitan
Radio Council is one which would
son Bros, success, if it may be
meet monthly, either on a set or
called a secret, is simply due to Chicago. In 1932, one little 25-foot-front store; today,
at lunchdate, preferably
movable the
guests of the station.
eon as
the
firm's policy
of offering prices
good
merchandise
at reasonable
In
such
a
gathering
of
about
20,
two giant tcarehouses in Chicago and another in Milthe men and women of affairs who
and telling the radio listeners
attend the luncheon meeting will
about it.
waukee. The story is told by Irving Rocklin and Arthur
frankly,
in round-table discussion,
A. Kohn, heads of Selviair Broadcasting System Inc.,
They Learned About Radio
present their views freely concernproDuring the five years the fur- Chicago advertising agency dealing in radio exclusively,
and future
ing past,
grams present
of the station,
including
niture firm has been on the air it
new
and
additional
service
which
has naturally found out many in- which has had the Nelson Bros, account since its first the station can extend to further
teresting fa<rts concerning radio
develop unity and civic pride within
advertising for retailers. For in- trial of the broadcast medium back in May, 1932.
its coverage area.
stance, finding that evening time
If such discussion is broadcast,
neighboring states. Especially is WJJD, WAAF, WIND, WCBD,
it will meet with interesting auis not as good a "buy" as day time
programs for their particular
this true on Sundays. Numerous
WGES, WWAE, WCRW, WTMJ,
dience reaction, including the ofneeds. Nelson Bros, today does no customers have written in saying WMBD, WEMP— and using all of
fering of additional helpful sugadvertising after 6:30 p. m. The they would like to shop on Sunday, them with ever increasing success.
gestions by listeners to the profirm begins as early as 7:15 in the
so Nelson's keep open till 5 p. m. Thousands of Chicagoans, and now
morning and continues on various
that day, and license plates from
An
appropriate
Radio Council
Milwaukeeans, too, heed the admostations throughout the day.
that can be established and mainIndiana, Michigan, Ionition
in
all
the
firm's
shows
—
The firm has also learned that Wisconsin,
gram.
wa and Ohio can be seen on the "Don't buy your furniture or rugs
tained at small cost, will constantcommercial copy is most effective
the
in intimate
customers' cars parked in front of until you get Nelson Bros, low touchly keep
with
the station
best element
in the
when impressed on the listeners
Nelson's stores.
rock-bottom
prices."
over a long period of time. As a
community, enable station officials
Does
radio
advertising
pay?
Ask
Old WIBO Site Bought
to meet face to face, under ideal
result copy is changed very infreNelson Bros. From a $50 weekly
quently,
with
the
same
commerauspices, men and women promiIn
the
fall
of
1932
the
furniture
expenditure
in
1932
to
a
current
cials sometimes used without
nent in shaping community welfirm took over the main floor of budget of $150,000 annually is cerchange for two-month periods.
fare, and the facilities and perthe
old
WIBO
building
located
on
tainly
ample
proof
of
the
high
esNelson Bros, checks all prosonnel of the station, vdll natuteem that the firm holds for radio.
grams carefully and finds that Chicago's north side and immedirally,
becomeknownbetter
and who
moreserve
faately bought time on WIBO, intheir sales each month as a result
vorably
to those
Morton Salt Spots
on the Radio Council. The sum
of their ether advertising are the giant building
corporating the phrase
"Look
for
with the radio MORTON SALT Co., Chicago has total of the good-will for the stalarger than the preceding month!
tion which will thus be engendered
towers
top" in commercial copy started announcements and proFor Nelson there is no such thing for
thisonstore.
grams on six stations on behalf of is beyond purchase price.
as a furniture season with the reWhen WIBO went off the air, its smoked salt used in rural disWithout any specific effort for
sult that all contracts are for 52tricts in winter for preservation of that purpose, it is reasonably cerweek periods. And of interest to Nelson's took over the entire buildtain that the Radio Council wdll,
ing and hired Jerry Sullivan, vet- meat. Following is the schedule
advertisers who go off the air dureran Chicago announcer, to handle which started on a staggered ba- in time, also produce new business
ing
the
"slow"
season
is
the
fact
sis: Minute announcements daily for the station.
that Nelson Bros, spends most of all programs exclusively.
upon the population
its annual advertising appropriaIn 1934 Nelson's began its multi- except Sunday, WLS; minute an- in Dependent
the immediate section reached
tion for radio during July and Denouncements, KQW, San Jose; 100station
campaign
which
it
has
continued ever since. In addition to word announcements, WBT and
by the station, a new council may
cember— the so-called "death
WEDC, time was bought on WGES,
WFAA; three quarter-hour pro- well be recruited monthly or bimonths" for furniture dealers.
monthly. Thus the station will enAlthough recordings were used WSBC, WHFC and WCFL. It was
grams weekly, WHO, quarter hour
of Grand Ole Opry on WSM. Wade
almost exclusively in all programs
joy service during a year from as
in
that
year,
too,
that
Nelson's
many as 250 community leaders,
when Nelson Bros, first went on learned just how effective their ra- count.
Adv. Agency, Chicago, has the ac- if
the attendance is limited.
dio advertising was. Hundreds of
the air, today practically all of proBROADCASTING
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Stations

Favor

Paid

Group

President,

Organizations Are
Advocated
PRACTICALLY unanimous g reactions in favor of broadenin the
base of the NAB operations to
function for all branches of the
broadcasting industry, is being received by the NAB Reorganization Committee designated last
month by the special convention of
the association in New York.
Nearly 100 communications from
stations support the proposal for
reorganization, and in general espouse almost the same course _ of
action. These proposals are being
cleared through Philip G. Loucks,
Washington attorney serving as
counsel and advisor to the committee, whose members are drafting
their ideas in preparation for the
initial drafting meeting, tentatively scheduled for the end of November in Louisville or New York.
Flexibility Sought
The principal points raised in
the communications from stations
are: (1) That it is both desirable
and necessary to strengthen the
present NAB, and obtain for the
industry a capable, outstanding figure, probably to become the paid
president of the association (they
shy from the idea of a "czar" or
a "stuffed shirt") ; (2) the revamped organization should be sufficiently flexible in its framework to permit departmentalization of groups
having common problems, but not
necessarily on a permanent basis,
and (3) that the trend should be
toward state and regional organizations within the NAB, with proper
recognition and representation of
those groups on the governing body
of the NAB itself.
First of the new NAB regional
groups to get together in preparation for the revision of the NAB
are broadcasters in six western and
northwestern states, which scheduled a meeting in Spokane Nov. 13.
Broadcasters in Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming
and Utah, were invited, with the
preliminary arrangements made by
Ed Craney, of KGIR, Butte, a
member of the NAB Reorganization Committee.
The committee probably will decide within the next two or three
weeks on the dates and place for
the 1938 convention, at which the
proposed reorganization is slated
for action. It appears to be leaning
toward Washington as the site,
with the time in mid-February.
There is some sentiment, however,
for Chicago as a desirable central
point.
Members of the committee, in
addition to Mr. Craney and Counsel Loucks, are Edwin W. Craig,
WSM, author of the resolution
which resulted in its appointment;
John Shepard 3d, Yankee Network;
Walter J. Damm, WTMJ, and Edward A. Allen, WLVA. Mark Ethridge, business manager of the
Louisville Courier- Journal and
Times, operating WHAS, is serving ex officio.
Mr. Loucks has hired Mrs. Bert
Siebert McNary, until early this
year secretary at NAB headquarters, as his assistant in handling
NAB reorganization matters. She
had been with the NAB for some
six years, having served as secre-
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Plan

to

Broaden

tary to Mr. Loucks during most of
his tenure as managing director.
In drafting his preliminary plans
for revision of the NAB constitution and by-laws to effectuate the
proposed new structure, Mr. Loucks
has been surveying the entire trade
association field. He also has been
conferring with outstanding men in
trade association work and in public relations to get their reactions,
as well as with many broadcasters.
Campaign for Discs
Meanwhile, the NAB had divorced the NAB Bureau of Copyrights from its regular activity,
pursuant to the mandate of the
special convention. James W. Baldwin, managing director, is in Haattending the Intei--American
RadiovanaConference,
and probably
will be gone several weeks. John
Elmer of WCBM, NAB president
is spending a day each week in
Washington and is handling necessary matters by telephone from
Baltimore at other times.
In the effort to make the Bureau
of Copyrights transcription library,
a self-sustaining venture, in compliance with the New York action,
Edward J. Fitzgerald, its director,
has taken to the field on a selling
mission. He is most optimistic about
the prospects. Twenty hours of
public domain music already recorded are being offered member
stations at $10 per hour, and the
Bureau's project is for 100 recorded hours of tax-free music,
covering some 6,000 individual compositions.
Under the resolution adopted at
the extraordinary convention last
month, the Reorganization Committee will submit its first report covering recommendations to all stations at least 60 days before the
annual meeting. After procuring
criticism, it must submit its final
report by mail at least 30 days
prior to the meeting. It probably
will not propose in that report the
name or names of personnel either
for the suggested paid president or
for the division posts, such as legal,
labor relations, research, public relations, economics and administration.
The meeting of the Pacific Northwest broadcasters was thrown open
to NAB members and non-members
alike. Principal speakers scheduled
included former Senator C. C. Dill,
of Washington, co-author of the
original Radio Act of 1927, and
NAB

Requests

NAB

New York World-Telegram
"I can't allow myself to get excited
over a touchdown. I'm trying for the
radio diction prize."
Alfred J. Schweppe, counsel in the
Montana and Washington cases involving the ASCAP appeals from
the state copyright laws. Senator
Dill was to discuss 1937 problems
of the broadcaster, and Mr.
Schweppe was to give a resume
of copyright and outline future
steps broadcasters should take.
The meeting was called in the
Davenport Hotel, Spokane. The
agenda arranged
by Mr.
included a discussion
of Craney
the AFM
form of contract for hiring of
union musicians by T. W. Symons
Jr., KFPY and KXL, a member of
the NAB board; discussion of the
NAB music library by C. W. Myers, KOIN-KALE, former NAB
president; the value of a state
broadcasters association by Louis
Wasmer, KHQ-KGA, president of
the Washington State Broadcasters
Association; problems of a 50,000watter by Earl J. Glade, KSL, Salt
Lake City; problems of a 100-watter
Studebaker,
KRLCby; Harry
radio and
newspapersKUJby
W. Carey Jennings, KGW-KEX,
and the NAB reorganization project by Mr. Craney.
Mr. Craney also had invited
Ralph Wentworth, of Langlois &
Wentworth, transcription producers, to discuss problems of that
type of activity. It had been hoped
too that President Elmer, Managing
Director Baldwin and Mr. Loucks
would address the convention, but
other obligations were expected to
prevent their attendance, Mr. Craney pointed out.

$83,000

From

Stations

To Help Federal Educational
Project
PURSUANT to plans worked out the first year and half that amount
by the Federal Government in col- the second year. The solicitation
laboration with a group of repre- was made by James W. Baldwin,
sentative broadcasters, the NAB on NAB managing director, in a lettertionto all
written by direcNov. 5 asked all broadcasting staof thestations
NAB Board.
tions to contribute a radio education fund of $83,000 which will be
The projects involved were apdevoted to improvement of educaproved by the Federal Radio Education Committee of 40 members,
tional broadcasting.
With two educational foundarepresenting the FCC, the broadtions contributing $167,500 of an
casting industry and education. A
aggregate $250,000 fund, the NAB
sub-committee of six drafted the
asked all 700 stations to contrib- plans for the projects. It is unute their pro-rata portion of the
derstood that the Rockefeller and
$83,000 fund allotted them. The lat- the Carnegie foundations have
ter fund will be divided into two agreed to contribute the bulk of the
parts — $55,000 for the first year fund of $167,500.
and $28,000 for the second year of
The NAB, at its last regular conthe projected plan.
vention in Chicago, approved a resEach station is asked to donate
olution favoring the contribution of
twice its highest quarter-hour rate
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$83,000 from the industry over a
two-year period. The Board was in- i
structed to devise a formula where- u
by the contributions of each station y
could be on an equitable basis. P
his that
letter,the
Mr. Communications
Baldwin point- II
ed Inout
Act of 1934 carried a provision re- f
quiring the Commission to study the
proposal that fixed percentages of
broadcasting facilities be allotted
to particular types of non-profit
radio programs. The Commission,
following hearings that year, made
a report to Congress recommending
that no fixed percentages of facilities be allocated by statute to any
groups but proposed a cooperative
undertaking between the two
groups to improve the quality of
educational programs.
As a result, the Federal Radio
Education Committee was appointed by the FCC and immediately undertook the study. Work of the
committee was financed by an appropriation of $27,000, of which
one-half was pledged by the NAB
and the balance by the National
Advisorycation.Council
on Radio
in EduOf the $13,500
pledged
by
the NAB, NBC and CBS each contributed $5,000. I
Definite Projects
Following the meeting of the
general committee, a subcommittee
of six was designated to devise defiComof thisTyson,
nite projects.
mittee were Members
Dr. Levering
then executive Secretary of the
National Advisory Council on Radio in Education and now president of Muhlenberg University,
chairman;
A. Willis,
assistant to Frederick
the president
of CBS;
John F. Royal, vice-president,
NBC; Dr. W. W. Charters of Ohio
State; Prof. Hadley Cantril of
Baldwin. This comYale, and
mitteeMr.
examined a number of projects which had been proposed and
evolved the plan of procedure.
Following completion of this
committee's report, a meeting was
of the Broadmembers
with
held cast
Division
of the FCC and with
Dr. J. W. Studebaker, U. S. Commissioner of Education and chairman of the full committee. The report in general was approved.
Together with the letter was sent
a report of the Committee of Six
Baldinvolved.it Mr.
on thewinprojects
should be
od thatthat
understoemphasized
these projects
might be modified.
Mr. Baldwin pointed out that the
Committee of Six found that it
would be advisable to engage in
projects which would resome ten from
quire two to four years to
complete and which would entail
As broken
expense. summary
the $250,000
of
in the financial
down
concluded
was
it
the committee,ters
should spend
that broadcas
$55,000 for the first year of the
$62,500 by the
project, as
ns against
during that period.
foundatio
The cost for the second year was
estimated at $28,000 for the broadfounda$35,000
castersTheandcost
tions.
for for
thethethird and
at
estimated
fourth years were
founthe
by
year
each
for
$35,000 dations, with no expense to the )
broadcasters.
In its report, the Committee of
Six held that neither educators nor
broadcasters believe any proposal
has yet been presented which
would solve the so-called problem
of educational broadcasting and
that before any recommendations
can be proposed inquiries must be
undertaken and program experiment conducted.
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Historical
Compels

Series

Store

to

Double
Its Space
WSAI Program Raises Level
Of Firm's Average Sales
FOR NEARLY nine months WSAI,
Cincinnati, has broadcast a regular Sunday afternoon program
called Canal Days under sponsorship of the local Mohawk Radio
& Electric Shop. The store was established 15 years ago in that part
of the Cincinnati business district
which fronts on the Old Erie Canal and had provided a good, steady
income for its proprietors, a German family of early settlers named
Hengehold. It was in January, 1937
that "Pop" and "Ferd" Hengehold,
father and son, decided to advei-tise
and decided, moreover, to use radio.
They chose a program of historical stories about the Mohawk district, the opening of the canal and
the growth of the city. So appealing to the old-timers and their
children has been Canal Days that
Mohawk Radio & Electric Shop
is now enlarging its store to double
capacity. In August the shop won
the Norge cup for the largest sales
of any dealer within 100 miles of
Cincinnati and found that the average price of all refrigerators sold
during the season was $180. Prior
to its use of radio, the sales of
the shop had been nominal in price,
but today the store finds the demand for more expensive goods
greater than for goods of cheaper
prices.
And Sales Increased
_ Before Canal Days went on the
air, the sponsor wrote its old customers and new prospects asking
them to visit the store as guests
at the shop's 15th anniversary. The
guests were given small gifts, such
as miniature Norge banks, juice extractors and glassware. Electric
roasters valued at $17.50 were given with each purchase of a $59.50
washer. The radio tie-in was most
effective, according to WSAI, and
sales increased immediately.
A cooking school for men will
be used as a promotion stunt when
the new store is opened. Ray Shannon, character actor of WSAI, will
direct the store's radio promotion
and coordinate it with Canal Days
which he has supervised since its
inception.
Outside salesmen and both father
and son now have a most productive habit of talking program with
customers instead of merchandise.
High pressure methods are entirely foreign to their operations.
The stage is set in an atmosphere that reflects confidence, stability and a desire to serve through
supplying quality merchandise.
At the Mohawk Radio and Electric Shop most sales are closed at
night when husband and wife are
both present.
Wander Adds WOR
WANDER Co., Chicago (Ovaltine),
sponsor of Little Orphan Annie on
23 NBC-Red network stations five
days a week, on Nov. 1 added a
transcribed version of the same
show on WOR, Newark, and placed
it in the spot immediately preceding the broadcast on WEAF. Agency is Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., Chicago.
Page 20 • November

100 kc. of the frequency range of
the cable system where transmission is unsatisfactory and the
various components cannot easily
be amplified. There was also introBoost Programs
duced compensation for the different velocities of transmission of
PURSUING its policy of "balanced
different frequency components.
programming", WWJ, Detroit, has The result is the delivery of an
set aside
o'clock essentially perfect replica of the
period
each the
night,7:15-7:45
Monday through
almost infinitely complex current
Friday, for the production of local- produced at the sending end by the
ly built programs, and this month
engaged several additional staff scanning equipment. These are reartists following a talent search in
sults neverasbefore
obtained."
As soon
the present
series of
New York by Wynn Wright, protests is completed. Dr. Jewett disgram director. Now on the WWJ
closed, the experimental 1,000,000
staff are Eugene Conley, concert
cycle repeaters with which the
tenor recently heard on the Metro- cable
is now equipped and which
politan Auditions of the Air; Jona- accommodate
television current
WINNER— Of the Norge trophy in
than Hole, recently with the "Three sufficient for 240-line images will
Men
on
a
Horse"
cast
touring
Austhe Cincinnati district was the Motralia, who will play juvenile leads be replaced on a portion of the
hawk Radio & Electric Shop.
cable with experimental 2,000,000
in WWJ dramatics, and Georges
"Ferd" Hengehold, proprietor and Miquelle, first cellist of the Detroit cycle repeaters. This, he asserted,
son of the founder (left), and Ray
was the next orderly step in the
Shannon, WSAI program director Symphony
orchestra.
of equipment which
The
half-hour
shows
begin
with
of Canal Days for the shop, are Causes of Crime, dramatizing city development
will give a coaxial cable system
smiling about the success of the and state efforts to combat crime, capable of accommodating the
store's radio advertising.
maximum number of telephone
Mondays; Voices, trying out a new
dramatic technique, Tuesdays ; channels that would be economical
to handle on the cable and the
Oklahoma Hookup
Mischa Kottler, WWJ Musical direc- widest
band of frequencies which
tor,
and
40-piece
orchestra,
with
soORIGINATED and produced by
loists, Wednesdays; House Party, the best television scanning and
featuring Paul Leash and WWJ
reproducing apparatus may reKVOO, has
Tulsa,
Social,
been Sunday
sold on Aft'noon
a two- dance band with instrumentalists
quire. The telephone channels
station hookup including WKY,
and soloists, Thursdays; Detroit available under the 1,000,000 cycle
Oklahoma City, providing a state- News Radio Extra, variety show repeater setup will provide 240 siwide audience for the Oklahoma
multaneous telephone channels.
with news oddities, Fridays.
Tire & Supply Co., which operates
With 2,000,000 cycle repeaters
a state chain of auto accessory and
there will be 480 simultaneous
telephone channels or a frequency
appliance stores. The show, a
Spots for Softkurd
barn-dance type, has a cast of
band capable of 350-line television
about 25 musicians, singers and M & R DIETETIC LABORATORcomedy characters who play in
IES Inc., Chicago, producer of pictures.Coaxial Possibilities
makeup and full costume before a Softkurd, a new modified mineral
studio audience of several hundred
In explaining the demonstramilk, will soon start spots on two
tions at Philadelphia, Dr. Jewett
people. Two KVOO staff artists, Chicago stations according to Russ
Trafton Robertson and Toby Ne- B. Williams, radio director of emphasized that the tests were not
vius, write and produce the show
"show improved telewhich has been on the air for the Reincke - Ellis - Youngreen & Finn, designedvisiontoper se".
He pointed out
Chicago agency, which recently ac- that "in fact the
last six months as a sustaining
(240
quired the account. Dairies in met- lines) were inferior images
in grain to
feature
of
KVOO.
Sunday
Aft'ropolitan
sections
are
now
being
linoon Social is broadcast over the
censed to handle Softkurd with the those produced by the most modern television equipment (441 lines
two-station hookup from 5 to 5:30 possibility that radio will be used
in those areas.
p. m. each Sunday.
or better). This was not due to
any limitation imposed by the
scanning or reproducing apparatus
but to the limitations imposed by
Television Via 90-Mile Coaxial Cable
the experimental terminal and repeater equipment now on the New
York-Philadelphia cable. This
Is Demonstrated
by Bell Laboratories
equipment limits the top frequency
By ROLAND C. DAVIS
sion of television currents over of the transmitted current to approximately 1,000,000 cycles so
SHOWING the possibility of the wire, since that had been demonthat a 240-line picture is about
strated in 1927 between New York
coaxial cable for television transmis ion, aseries of demonstrations
and Washington, Dr. Frank B. the finest grain image that can be
in which televised motion picture Jewett, president of the Bell Labfilms were sent between New York
Explaining that the demonstraoratories, emphasized that the transmitted."
tions were not the first transmisand Philadelphia was staged Nov. value of the demonstrations was
sions of television image currents
9-12 in Philadelphia by the Bell the showing for the first time of
over
wires
for long distances. Dr.
Telephone Laboratories for a numand economical utiliber of leading officials of the "the unique
zation for television of the fre- Jewett said the 1927 tests between
American Telephone & Telegraph
New York and Washington were
quency band of a long coaxial
Co. and Bell System companies
cable." Dr. Jewett said the dem- made over specially conditioned
and principal radio and broadcastonstrations had developed a methtelephone circuits of ordinary coning companies engaged in televiod for single sideband transmisstruction. The 1927 demonstrations
sion development.
sion, instead of using the double
produced
a relatively poor grade
The demonstrations consisted of sideband method common to broadthe transmission of a group of
casting, which utilized to the full- of television pictures because the
est extent the frequency range for scanning and reproducing equiptelevised films explaining the opment then was capable of only
erations of the coaxial cable and which the cable was equipped.
50-line images over a frequency
several regular news films, sent
"The double sideband method
over the 90-mile stretch of coaxial
has been used in Europe for the band of 22,500 cycles.
cable between the Bell Laboratransmission of 180-line images
Bell Laboratories executives, in
tories at 463 West St., New York,
discussing the results of the tests,
over coaxial cables," Dr. Jewett
to the A. T. & T. Long Lines of- stated. "In that transmission each indicated their satisfaction with
sideband occupied only about one- the demonstrations by Dr. Herbert
fices in the Bourse Bldg., Philadelphia. The film television tests third of the transmission range of
Bell electro-optical rethe cable system, amounting to the E. Ives,
were reproduced on a screen 7x8
search director, said there was no
television use of the available freinches, and the sound accompaniment came over a telephone chanquency range at only 33% effi- limit to the application of the
ciency. In the method which has coaxial cable system "but first we
nel of the cable. The demonstration was regarded as pointing the just been demonstrated at Phila- must wait for the development of
way to eventual network television
delphia a single sideband is ob- television". The cable is being
transmission.
tained by double modulation and used constantly on its testing for
Pointing out that the tests did precise filtering; and this side- telephone toll operations and the
band is placed to avoid the first telephone clarity has been excellent.
not constitute the first transmis-
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Lucky Strike joins parade of big-time radio advertisers
using
WOR to intensify greater- New York network
/
coverage with half-hour evening show.
WOR sells 34 K hours of time to major political parties
as they sally into 1937 campaign. Or 90 individual
2 broadcasts.

WOR evening dramatic skit pulls 24,000 letters in one
8 day, setting a new one day, one station, mail count.
WOR sells more than 2000 commercial hours for first
9 10 months of 1937.

Sixty minutes after the curtains drop on New York's
3 first nights, WOR's listeners are given the critical lowdown by the inimitable Bide Dudley.
4 WOR's

5 -time a week dramatic strips hop to twelve.

WOR pulls plaudits from educators and social welfare
organizations as it ups caliber of kid shows with addition
S of two new educational features: "Music for Schools"
and "This Wonderful World."

6

7

WOR nabs Chicago Symphony
broadcasts.
WOR

for series of exclusive

is used as experimental base for facsimile broadcasting, revolutionary
a
new radio idea.

*. . . and all within the brief space of one month I

Wisconsin Net Changes
Name; Gets 3 Accounts
NOW carrying three accounts under one-year contracts, the recently
formed Wisconsin Broadcasting
System announces it has changed
its name to the Wisconsin Radio
Network. Hookup comprises KFIZ,
Fond du Lac; WHBY, Green Bay;
WIBU, Poynette. Its president is
Father James A. Wagner, of
WHBY and WTAQ, Green Bay.
William Forrest, WIBU, is vicepresident, and A. H. Lange, KFIZ,
is secretary-treasurer. Accounts being carried are the Siems Co., St.
Paul (Malt-o-Wheat), daily except
Sundays, 8-8:30 a. m., placed direct; Palmer Wittkopp Co., Hartland, Wis. (Pal-o-Pak insulation),
Sundays, 9-9:30 a. m., through Arthur Towel Inc., Madison; Ben H.
Anderson Co., Madison (CleanEasy milking machine), Sundays,
2:15-2:30 p. m., through Arthur
Towel Inc., Madison.
SACHS Quality Furniture Store,
New York, on Oct. 31 celebrated its
1,000th broadcast over WO V, New York.

G'E

WILL

EXPEND

$360,000

FOR
VISUAL
TEST
STATIONS
PLANS TO expend $360,000 in range. Whether the applications
television transmission apparatus will be designated for hearing remains to be determined.
for experimentation at three Eastern locations in the new ultra-high
In describing the Easton application, GE pointed out it sought
frequency band were revealed Nov.
2 with the filing of applications for powers of 10,000 watts for the
construction permits for the sta- video or picture signal and of 3,000
tions by General Electric Co., watts for the oral or voice signal.
Schenectady.
Identical powers wei'e requested
The applications seek two high- for the transmitter plant for Alpowered stations of 10,000 watts
bany. The equipment in each case
each in Albany, N. Y., and Easton, would be General Electric developnear Bridgeport, Conn. In addition
mental apparatus with RCA tubes
two low-powered stations of 40 and other parts specified.
At
Easton
it was estimated that
watts are sought at General Electric headquarters at Schenectady. the transmitter cost would be
In each instance the 6,000 kc. tele- $70,000 with the studios cost
vision band of 44,000 to 50,000 kc. $50,000, and the voice transmitter
cost $20,000. The same figures were
is sought.
The applications are the first to given for the Albany plant. Land
and buildings would cost $15,000 at
be filed since the FCC announced
Easton and $10,000 at Albany, and
its ultra-high frequency allocations the antenna cost would be $40,000
Oct. 18 [Broadcasting, Nov. 1]. at Easton and $5,000 at Albany.
They are for the lowest of the 19
For the two 40-watt stations at
channels set aside for television ex- Schenectady, it was estimated that
perimentation in the ultra-high the transmitter cost would be

$4,000 and the antenna $1,000 in
each instance. No studio costs wert
given and the applications specified
that existing facilities would be
employed. Other items of expense,
it was stated, would be concurrent
with the expense occasioned in the
development of the larger stations.
Both of the 40 watt stations would
be for video transmission only with
no voice accompaniment.
In citing its reasons for the applications, GE stated that there was
much developmental work to be
done in visual broadcasting above
42,000 kc. GE, it added, desires to
investigate
"broad
developmental scaleon
the atype
of apparatus,
method of transmission and propagation characteristics that will be
necessary in order to properly disseminate television emissions."
The proposed station at Easton
would be 12 miles away from
Bridgeport, where General Electric
manufactures practically all of the
radio devices. Thus, it would be
possible to have GE engineers stationed there to carry on the experiments simultaneously with those
going on at Schenectady headquarters.
WGIS

AND

WSM

JOIN

FACSIMILE TESTERS
INDICATING heightening interest
in facsimile transmission on their
regular wave lengths, two more
stations during the last fortnight
joined the ranks of applicants to
the FCC for authority to broadcast
pictures after midnight until 6 a.
m. under the revised rules permitting such service on an experimental basis. Stations WGN, ChiWSM, Nashville, are the
latest cago,
to andfile.

UR leadership in big produced
grams by Detroit sponsors
shrewd

is nothing new.

Ask

These

Detroit major advertisers have kept WXYZ

at the top in big-time entertainment
Reason

pro-

MUST

for y^cirs.

be that we PULL.

us about the established

programs

we

have

waiting for you — with audiences.
King -Trendle
Broadcasting
Carporation
Detroit
300 Madison Theatre Building
Western
Office:
Eastern Office:
Russ Building.
WM. G. RAMBEAU CO. REPRESENTATIVE
550 Chanin Building.
New York
San Francisco
Home Office: Tribune Tower. Chicago
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•
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WGN proposes using the Finch
recepsystem of transmission and
H. Finch,
W. G.engineer
by chief
tion, developed
of
assistant
one-time
the FCC [Broadcasting, Nov. 1]. |
WSM has not indicated the system
it proposes to use but KSD, St.
Louis, intends using RCA facsimile.
Other applications are pending
from WOR, Newark, and KSTP,
St. Paul. KFBK, Sacramento, and
KMJ, Fresno, McClatchy stations,
were authorized by the FCC Nov. 9
to conduct similar tests and expect
to use Finch apparatus.
faca. m.tions
other 12-6
two transmission
Only simile
authoriza
have thus far been issued by the
Commission — to WHO, Des Moines,
and WGH, Newport News, Va.,
both of which have also ordered
Finch apparatus. It is expected the
remaining applications will be
granted readily since the services
are non-competitive and are on an
experimental basis.
Penn-Dodge

Split

PENN TOBACCO Co., WilkesBarre, Pa., and Greenwich, Conn.,
and Dodge Bros. Corp., Detroit, division of Chrysler Corp., are splitting sponsorship of news programs
on KMBC, Kansas City, and WJR,
Detroit. On KMBC, 12 programs
are broadcast weekly, with Earl
Smith as commentator. Each sponsor has six of these, all running for
52 weeks. On WJR, there are six
news programs a week, three for
each advertiser, conducted by Jimmy Stevenson.
Agency & for
both Inc.,
accounts is Ruthrauff
Ryan
New York.
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Advertising

Great

Oaks

From---

WheC

mm

,
ROTOGRAVURE FULL PAGES in their newspapers afford Rochesterians
and Western New Yorkers food for leisurely Sabbath cogitation, further
impressing and
the fact
of WHEC's
expansion
enlargements.
• 1^

WHEC
COMPLETES
ITS EXPANSION PROGRAM!—
Window displays like this throughout the Rochester territory
visualize the new transmitter, new antennae, enlarged
studios, — and help merchandise WHEC's wide
variety of programs.

THE ARTIST RAISES
THE ROOF AT
WHEC!

WINDOW CARDS in every nook of
WHEC's territory list the schedule of
special broadcasts.

Advertisers
will note
that studio
been more

familiar with WHEC
from the diagram
and office space has
than doubled.

THE HOME OF WHEC in
the Rochester Savings Bank
Building, Heart of the city.

THE MURALS in the new reception room at WHEC. Left, detailed colored
mural showing WHEC's new expanded coverage. Right, mural of the new
, WHEC transmitter at sunset. Executed by John Wewich.

BASIC

CBS

Representatives: Paul H. Rctymer Co. ; Neto York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco

Daily Three-Hour Series
Of WNEW
Now Sold Out
PURCHASE of three quarterhours weekly by R. B. Davis Co.,
Hoboken (Davis Baking Powder),
hangs the SRO sign on the Make
Believe Ballroom programs on
WNEW, New York, according to
Herman Bess, sales manager of
the station. Progi'am, made up of
phonograph records interspersed
with the gossip and sales talk of
Martin Block, is broadcast three
hours daily, from 9:30 to 11 a. m.
and from 5:30 to 7 p. m. every
weekday. In addition to R. B. Davis
Co., the BaUroo7n sponsors include
Alkine Laboratories, New Brunswick, N. J. (Flemolun cough remedy) ; B. C. Remedy Co., Durham,
N. C; Gruen Watch Co., Cincinnati; Madison Personal Loan Co.,
New York; Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge, Mass. (Spry); A x t o nFisher Tobacco Co., Louisville
(Twenty Grand and Zephyr cigarettes); Olsen Rug Co., Chicago;
Community Opticians, Jamaica, L.
I.; Carol Pharmaceutical Co., New
Brunswick, N. J. (Caruso Cap-

4^

'Coffee Pot Inn'
SPONSORED by Paxton & Gallagher, Omaha, to promote Butternut Coffee, a new show titled
Coffee Pot Inn has started on
WHO, Des Moines, and the Corn
Belt Wireless Network, being heard
daily Sunday at 8 a. m. Handled
by Buchanan-Thomas Advertising
Co., Omaha agency, the program
features the comedy team "McNutt
& McNutt" with Kay Neal, songstress, and the Four Aces, instrumental team. The show is produced
by WHO and taken off the air and
rebroadcast by WMT, Cedar Rapids; KGLO, Mason City; WOW
and WAAW, Omaha; WIBW, Topeka; KMMJ, Clay Center; WJAG,
Norfolk; WNAX, Yankton, and
K F A B, Lincoln. Other stations
may be added.
sules) ; Canadian Fur Trappers
Corp., New York; Franklin Laboratories, New York (patent medicines) Coleman-Halloran
;
Automobile Co., Newark.

Don

AUDIENCE SHUDDERS — Hit a
new high when KLZ, Denver, put
on a Halloween show. Just to keep
the record clear, assembled spooks
are (left to right) : Howard R.
Chamberlain, KLZ production manager; Bob Bradley, tenor soloist;
Les Weelans, pianist, and Mrs.
Carter Ault, mistress of the Gas
Hospitality House.
SO HEAVY has been the demand
from listeners for piano instruction
books, given away in connection with
Dr. Joseph E. Maddy's Fun in Music
series Tuesdays, 2 p. m., on NBCRed, that the first printing has been
exhausted and more ordered, according to Judith
Waller,director.
NBC central division educational

MILLION

PEOPLE

Lee

Seeking

New Headquarters
May Build as NBC Hangs on
To Studio; CBS Progressing
DON LEE Broadcasting System,
having outgrown its present Los
Angeles headquarters, is making
immediate expansion plans and will
either ture"buy,
build or in
lease"
strucin Hollywood,
the avicinity
of Sunset Blvd. and Vine St., near
the new CBS and NBC western
division headquarters, which are to
be ready in early spring.
Don Lee's plan to take over the
present NBC Hollywood studios on
Melrose Ave. when the latter's new
structure is erected, failed to materialize. NBC is reluctant to abandon the property until satisfied its
new studios will accommodate the
heavy schedule to emanate from
Hollywood. Plans for the new NBC
structure call for only enough facilities for immediate needs.
Lewis Allen Weiss, general manager of Don Lee, West Coast outlet ofrent
Mutual,
out thatin curbusiness ispointed
the heaviest
the
company's
12
years
of
broadcasting
and additional studio accomodations
are needed immediately. The network, which has four owned stations and 21 affiliates in California,
Washington and Oregon, already
has under lease the Ambassador
Hotel Theatre, Los Angeles, and
Filmarte Theatre, Hollywood, but
is still crowded, he said. Sponsored
programs on the network number
29, with KHJ, Los Angeles, carrying 55 weekly.
A new structure, to meet the
needs of the Don Lee network,
would cost approximately $750,000,
Mr. Weiss pointed out. This would
also serve as West Coast headquarters of Mutual.
CBS-NBC Are Building

have

of

the

happy

listening

to

habit

WJAS

These 4V2 million people are in the concentrated
Pittsburgh trading area, where Columbia ISetwork programs are available to them only on
WJAS.
No

duplication of coverage from "outside" stations gives WJAS full swing at this vast audience.

5000

Watts

WJAS
PITTSBURGH

BASIC

COLUMBIA

Representatives:
NEW YORK
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GENE FURGASON
CHICAGO

& CO.
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The new CBS five-story building on Sunset Blvd. between Gower
St. and El Centro Ave. is to be
ready in February. The new NBC
site at Sunset Bldv. and Vine St.
is being cleared and pround breaking for the studios and executive
building was expected shortly after Nov. 15. NBC will depart from
the conventional radio center design by patterning its studios and
executive building after the motion
picture studio unit idea. KMTR,
Hollywood, is also erecting a similar type of broadcasting center at
1000 N. Cahuenga Blvd. at a cost of
more than $100,000 which will be
ready for use late in December,
according to Victor Dalton, owner.
CBS will start building its new
KNX, Hollywood, transmitter about
Nov. 15 on a 37-acre tract in the
El Nido district of Los Angeles, at
the intersection of 190th St. and
Hawthorne Ave. Structure and
equipment will cost $300,000, to be
in operation about May 1.
Central features of the new
transmitter will be the 500-foot
tower and a building to house the
equipment. Of circular design, the
building will be of shock-resisting
reinforced concrete. Wings will provide offices; a laboratory to service
and make equipment; an apartment for engineers; special shortwave equipment room, and a garage. A standby power plant for
emergency use only, is included.
John Parkinson and Donald D.
Parkinson, Los Angeles architects,
will erect the structure under supervision of J. L. Middlebrooks, CBS
New York engineer.
• Broadcast

Advertising

A

Man

Waited

in

the

Belfry

'N July 3, 1776 a man waited in
the belfry of Independence Hall, Philadelphia.

all barriers of time and distance and cir-

Below

No

him, spread round

cumstance are swept aside in the public
interest, convenience and necessity.

the public

square, hundreds more waited, too.
The old man peered over the bannister, down
the shaft below.
Suddenly a barefoot boy rushed to the foot of

They've signed the Declaration

of Independence! Ring the bell!"

the heavy rope. And he rang the Liberty Bell
*'in the public interest, convenience and necessity."
Of such is the soul of radio, then and now.
Had radio then existed, the strong, proud notes
of the Liberty Bell would have sounded in every
in city and village so that all might hear

what had happened when
all might know

And

yet no tax, no charge of any kind is impeople for such serv-

ice. This is the broadcaster's obligation as
trustee in the public interest.
In America radio is free: tax-free; and free from

Tears came to the old man's eyes. This teas the
moment. Out went his gnarled hands to grasp

home

world, that radio is not there to record —
instantly, impartially, fully. . . .

posed upon the American

the stairs, looked up and shouted:
"Grandfather:

moment of transcendent importance occurs in the state, nation or the

it happened; so that

partisan domination.
In our competitive system no one can be compelled to listen. The problem of getting the
listeners' ear challenges only the ingenuity of
the broadcaster and not that of the police force.
Here one is free to select the things he will
listen to — if, as and when
That is the American way.

he cares to listen.

a great day was at hand.
Here, a man

For under the American System of Broadcasting,

waits in the belfry . . . "in the

public interest, convenience and necessity."

A message in the interests of the American System of Broadcasting by
one poud to he a part thereof; by one privileged from time to time to
have contributed to its -progress; by one seeking new opportunities to
broaden its service to the American listener.

The Air Cdstle of the South
50,000 WATTS
'•'^
M HARRY
S
E. W. CRAIG, Vice-President in Charge ofWRadio ....
STONE, General Manager
OWNED
AND
OPERATED BY
The National Life and Accident Insurance Company, Inc., Nashville, Tennessee
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HILDEBRAISD GIVEN
PITTSBURGH AWARD
KENNETH HILDEBRAND, announcer of WJAS and KQV, Pittsburgh, has been selected as the
1937 winner of the H. P. Davis
Memorial Award
for the best local
announcing, receiving as his
prize a gold
medal and $1E0 in
cash. The award
was established
by Mrs. Davis in
1933 in memory
of the late Westinghouse official Mr. Hildebrand
who founded KDKA and who
served until his death that year as
chairman of the board of NBC. It
was won last year by Bill Sutherland, of KDKA, and the year before by Tony Wakeman, then with
WJAS and now with WOL, Washington.
Tlie jury of award consisted of a
board that included Edith Skinner,
Carnegie Tech; William W. Woodside, Pittsburgh Drama League;
Madeline Skelley Foust, Duquesne
University, and Ray Hurd, Shadyside Academy. The presentation
was made Nov. 2 by Judge J. J.
Jackson, of the Westinghouse company, before a gathering in the
WJAS-KQV studios.
All-Bran May Place
KELLOGG Co., Battle Creek,
Mich., has appointed Kenyon &
Eckhardt Inc., New York, to direct
advertising of Kellogg's All-Bran.
While plans are still in the formulative stage, radio is being considered.

IN

Procter & Gamble Signs
For Two Series on CBS
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati, already the largest user of
network time as sponsor of 11 programs broadcast for 87 quarterhour periods weekly on the two
NBC networks, has just signed a
contract with CBS calling for the
use of 20 15-minute broadcasts a
week on that network. New contract, which goes into effect Jan. 3,
1938, comprises four programs
daily, Monday through Friday. The
tentative schedule includes a broadcast for Chipso from 9:30 to 9:45
a. m., and a second morning feature advertising Oxydol from 10:45
to 11 a. m., an early afternoon series from 2:15 to 2:30 p. m. with
the advertising divided between
Ivory and Dreft, and a late afternoon broadcast from 4:30 to 4:45
p. m. in the interest of Naptha.
The CBS series will be placed
through three advertising agencies: Compton Adv. Inc., New York,
handles Ivory and Naptha; Pedlar
& Ryan Inc., New York, places
Chipso; and Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago, is in charge of
Oxydol and Dreft.
Two programs which vdll move
from NBC to CBS are The O'Neill's,
for Ivory soap, now heard on the
Blue network from 11 to 11:15
a. m., Mondays through Fridays,
and Road of Life, for Chipso, now
on the Blue network from 11:15 to
11:30 a. m. Both are at present
handled by Compton Adv. Inc., although Chipso has previously been
announced as moving to Pedlar &
Ryan Inc. "as soon as arrangements can be made."

THE

Rate
For

Card
CBC

Ready

Network

NETWORK programs covering the
Dominion are now likely to develop
in considerable numbers according
to requests for information from
advertisers coming into the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. commercial
offices in Toronto and Montreal.
CBS nite
hasrate finally
a defischedulesettled
and on
discounts,

OLDEST — News commentator on
the air, is the claim made by
WDAS, Philadelphia, for Charles
H. Ingersoll, retired co-founder of
the watch company bearing his
name. At 72, he broadcasts twice
weekly on economic subjects over
WDAS,
commutingfrom ofNew
York, where
he is president
the
Manhattan Single Tax Club. His
hobby.
radio talks and lectures are his
P & G Special Spots
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Camay soap), is using
spot announcements on about 85
stations throughout the country for
a special offer of a bottle of perfume with each three cakes of soap
bought. The offer is broadcast for
four days in a total of from 10 to
14 announcements. Starting dates
vary with the stations, some having started as early as Oct. 15, and
others running to Dec. 15. Transcriptions are one minute, made by
WBS. Agency is Pedlar & Ryan
Inc., New York.

making
or coast-to-coast
network regional
prices quickly
available.
Underlying the scheme is the
fact that line charges have been reduced by special contracts with the
telegraph and telephone systems
from a former high of $1,100 an
hour for coast-to-coast coverage
to $330. Basic networks have been
developed in each of the five CBC
regions (Maritimes, Quebec, Ontario, Prairies, and British Columbia)
making it possible to quote such
low trans-Canada line rates. Where
other than basic network stations
are used or other stations are
added line charges will be added
for each individual circuit.
There are six stations in the
Maritime network, six in the Quebec with two in Montreal, nine in
the Ontario region basic net, nine I
in the Prairies basic chain and four
in the British Columbia region.
An advertiser using any two regions obtains a 10% reduction on
time charges in each region. On a
three-region net the discount is
15%, in four regions the discount
is 20% and on all five regions the
discount is 25%. This does not include line charges. Frequency discounts start with 5% for 13 times,
107c for 26 times and 15% for 52
times or over. Networks can be arranged through NBC and CBS.
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THOMAS PATRICK INC.
REPRESENTATIVE. PAUL H. RAYMER
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HOTEL

CHASE, ST. LOUIS
SAN FRANCISCO
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DO

ITALO-AMERICANS

YES!

AUTOMOBILES?

DO!

THEY

BUY

THEY

...AND

BUY

MORE

of the
ve at
as representati
City and
take NewcanYork
J^ET'S
let us look
the
Market
Italo-Ameri
figures: in New York, the Italo-Americans constitute
15.44/C of the total population and the latest available
figures for automobiles registered under their own

THAN

THE

AVERAGE

money spent and results obtained — radio is by far the
strongest single force to reach and sell the ItaloAmerican Market. As far as we know, no one in
the automobile industry is using this force •

Scores

names are as follows: pleasure cars 17.44% and commercial vehicles 18.37% • No comment is needed.

of leaderships have been created through radio —
and radio alone — broadcasting in Italian from WOV,
WBIL and WPEN. We specialize in this market. We

They buy automobiles, and buy more than the average.
• But the strangest part of the story is that nobody is

can sell your automobiles. We
Italo-American Market of New

advertising to them. Certainly the industry is not losing the Italo-American Market, but the manufacturers
are certainly overlooking a tremendous opportunity.

Pennsylvania, Connecticut and Delaware, and we devote

#

Today and for the past five years — judging from

INTERNATIONAL

cover 100% of the
York, New Jersey,

our time in reaching 2,300,000 Italo-Americans living in
this territory. This market deserves your attention. If
you wish further information, please call or write to us.

CORP.,
BROADCASTING
TELEPHONE. BRyant 9-6030

"32 W. 43rd St., New

York City

*
WBIL
WPEN
PKILADELPHIA,
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TRANSRADIO
BEGINS
RECORDED
FEATURE
TRANSRADIO News Features
Inc., which has recently opened offices at 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York, is recording and auditioning
Meet the Headliners, a series of
men-behind-the-news broadcasts.
From a library of recorded speeches
of national and international figures, which is constantly being augmented and kept up to date, the
company will interpret current
news developments by giving listeners the actual words in the real
voices of the men responsible for
the news.
First transcription of the series
deals with the Russian-German
situation and includes excerpts
from speeches of Lenin, Stalin and
Hitler. By translating a sentence at
a time the foreign language is kept
from being motonous and the realism imparted by the voices of the
men themselves is strengthened by
the device of including as background music recorded airs from
the State bands of the governments.
A subsidiary of Transradio Press
Service Inc., the new company is
headed by W. G. Quisenberry, who
supervises the production of each
program. Presto portable recorders,
weighing only 35 pounds, have been
sent to Transradio correspondents
in all parts of the world to obtain
material for the series. The final
programs are produced in the company's own laboratory with custombuilt equipment that comprises
RCA arms
r-ecording
heads,
Fairchild
tone
and Presto
turntables.
About 10 program series are in
the planning stage, Mr. Quisenberry stated, although he said that
for the present he was concentrat-

Parkerson
— And

Some

More

of the Youngest

ADOLESCENT— WBAL and WCAO, Baltimore, offer two more candidatestinuity
in thefor WBAL.
"youngest"
H. Warren
Baker,
15 High
(right),School,
writeswrites
conHe israce.
a student
at City
College
A Little Helps, Thursday program, and has completed a 39-episode serial.
The Rise of Jimmy Stone, being held for sponsorship. William H. Shriver
Jr., of WCAO, age 20, has three sponsored news broadcasts a day and a
show titled College News on WCAO. The college program covers news
from institutions of higher learning in Maryland.
ing on the Meet the Headliners, for
gun, he said, will probably be
which he has assembled the voices Americana, which will employ the
of the last seven U. S. Presidents,
same technique in assembling less
the last three English kings, the important personalities who have
head of almost every government
their day in the headlines, covering
in the world, and many other ce- such events and persons as the
lebrities. The next series to be be- child brides and other highlights.

KFYR

I
id
uriik

clienU

ihe

Named

Head

Of Fultograph as Drive
On Facsimile Is Planned
WITH the announcement that John
T. Parkerson has been granted an
indefinite leave of absence as business manager of Transradio Press
Service to assume active direction
of the Fultograph Co., the latter
organization announced Nov. 8
plans for widespread expansion of
facsimile broadcasting of both
printed matter and pictures. The
Fultograph is the invention of Dr.
0. Fulton, British inventor, and
was demonstrated by Transradio
two years ago.
Plans call for production of
equipment on a large scale, the announcement said, "which will make
it possible for anyone who can afford an ordinary radio set to have
a receiver in his home." The Fultograph, one of several competitive
facsimile devices, was said to produce a complete picture comparable
to half tones found in magazines.
Dr. Fulton discounts the idea
facsimile will mean the doom of
modern newspapers. On the contrary, it was stated, he believes
that its chief function will be in
transmitting pictures and flash
news into the homes, thus whetting
the appetite for newspapers.
Mr. Parkerson has been a close
student of facsimile for several
years and feels that facsimile
broadcasting soon will become as
important a part of radio as anything yet developed. He was a
World War correspondent and afterward organized Fox Newsreel in
Europe.
he joined
radio he Before
was business
head Transof the
Herald-Tribune in Paris.
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CLEVELAND
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Western

104

A

AMPLIFIER

A compact single stage, fixed gain preamplifier— giving you high quality and
operating economy at low cost. Powered from 105A or 106A amplifiers or
15 A rectifier. Gain: approximately 29
db. Frequency response: flat within
1 db. from 30 to 10,000 cycles.

--''"Tremens''
105

A

AMPLIFIER

A three stage, high gain program unit incorporating stabilized feedback and self contained power supply operating from AC
source. Gain approximately 70 db. Flat
frequency response and excellent signaldistortion and signal-noise ratios. Occupies
only 10^" rack space.

106

A

AMPLIFIER

A two stage line amplifier incorporating
stabilized feedback and self contained
power supply operating from AC source.
Impedances: input 600 or bridging
(10,000); output 600. Flat frequency
response and excellent signal-distortion
and signal-noise ratios. Gain: approximately 45 db.

DISTRIBUTED

BY

GRAYBAR

ELECTRIC

EQUIPM

Etectric

94C

and D

AMPLIFIERS

12 Watt high level amplifiers that give
remarkable performance due to stabilized
feedback. Self contained power supplyoperating from AC. Gain: approximately
45 db. Flat frequency response. Excellent
noise and distortion ratios. 94D has self
contained volume control.

23A

le is ai- >

and

INPUT

23B

SPEECH

EQUIPMENT

Space -saving complete studio
channel equipments. These two
popular console models differ
only in arrangement of controls.
Both give you a rare combination
of flexibility, simplicity of operation and high quality.

A AMPLIFIER
If
i'ogram amplifier that doubles
e?5d audio signal with no increase
iiisr power. Greatly improves signal
) 3 ratio — prevents distortion due
Iir modulation — gives continuous
ii'teak indication.

In

Canada

8 -BALL

and

SALT- SHAKER

MIKES

Between them, they meet your
broadcasting needs. Both can be
used for non-directional pick-ups
—both can be transformed quickly
for directional work by simply
putting on acoustic baffles.

NORTHERN

ELECTRIC

DIRECTIONAL-!
<- NON-DIRECTIONAL
OR
COMPANY,

LTD

Office

Is

Opened

By B&B
Chicago
Sherman, Aleshire, Marquette
Head Newly-Formed Agency
OPENING of a nevvr agency in Chicago, one of the largest to be formed there since Blackett-SampleHummert was organized in Chicago
about 10 years ago, was to take
place Nov. 15 when Benton & Bowles— Chicago, Inc. planned to open
offices in the Palmolive Bldg. Although affiliated with both the New
York and Hollywood offices of Benton & Bowles, the Chicago firm will
maintain a complete independent
organization, with all executives of
the new agency formerly associated
with leading Chicago agencies or
advertisers.

Mr. Sherman

the
J-M

more

they

Acoustical

need

Treatment

SMALL stations often find their acoustical problems
complicated by the fact that they must work with very
limited facilities.
The studio above is a perfect example of this. Unlike
those in larger stations, usually designed for a single purpose, it has to serve as an announcer's studio and as an
auxiliary studio for soloists or small groups. The use of
the right J-M Acoustical Materials and the J-M System of
Sound Isolation met these varied demands economically
. . . and provided a high degree of broadcasting perfection.
Everywhere, stations large and small count onJohns-Manville's acoustical service to assure high-fidelity reproduction. It is a service so broad as to include advice on selection of studio site, as well as on design and construction.
If acoustical conditions in your studios are not all that
they should be, a check-up by a J-M Acoustical Engineer
may help you improve materially the quality of your broadcasts. Write Johns-Manville, 2 2 E. 40th St., New York, N. Y.
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Heading B e nton
& Bowles
Chicago
Inc., —is
Stuart Sherman,
formerly v i c epresident of the
Pepsodent Co. and
Lord & Thomas,
Chicago.
A graduate of Williams
College,
was
divisional hesales

manager of Colgate-Palmolive-Peet
Co. in Chicago before becoming
vice-president of Lord & Thomas
in Chicago in 1934. In April 1936
he left the agency to become vicepresident of Pepsodent Co.
Vice - President
of the new agency is Edward
shire, one of Alethe
pioneers
Chicago radio,inbeing
the firstrector radio
for Lord di-&
Thomas, Chicago.
He left that post
to become radio
director of Black- Mr. Aleshire
ett-Sample-Hummert Inc., resigning
there to become head of the radio
department of H. W. Kastor &
Sons Adv. Co. Inc., which last year
had a radio billing of over one million dollars with current indications
that that amount will be surpassed
this year.
Chester B. Bowles
will be chairman
of the board of
& Bowles
—Benton
Chicago
Inc.,
which also
includes Messrs.
Sherman, A 1 eshire, Arthur F.
Mr. Marquette j^^^^
g p^^^^^^
Marquette,
Atherton
W. Hobler
and
Mr. Marquette, copy chief of
and memThomas,
Lordber &of the
faculty Chicago,
of the University
be vice-presof Chicago,
ident of the will
new also
agency.
Questioned regarding accounts
the new agency would handle in
Chicago, Mr. Aleshire said that he
was not at liberty to divulge what
they wouldnational
be. Cellucotton
ReportsProducts
that InterCo.
(Kleenex and Kotex) and Pepsodent Co. might be handled by the
new firm were squelched when Mr.
Aleshire emphatically declared that
no account currently being handled
by either Lord & Thomas or H. W.
Kastor & Sons Inc. would be handled by the new firm.
Gordon Cooke, radio director of
Guyer, Cornell & Newell, Inc., New
York, is leaving that agency to
succeed Mr. Aleshire as radio diBROADCASTING

Appleby Brothers Form
Engineering Firm With
Office in Atlantic City
FORMATION of the firm of Appleby & Appleby Inc., consulting
radio engineers with headquarters
and laboratories in Atlantic City,
was announced
Nov. 5. Thomas
Appleby,
veteran
radio engineer
and a lieutenant
commander in the
Naval Reserve,
was elected
president. His brother,
William H. Appleby, is vicehead
a commercial
radio Appleby
analysis
and will Thomas
president
division.
The latter is experienced
in newspaper and radio advertising
and
has been
Atlantic
City. associated with WPG,
Thomas
Applebyfor hasmore
beenthan
identified with radio
35
years, beginning in 1899 with the
erection of a complete wireless
transmitter and receiver. During
the war he was assigned to the Office of Naval Communications as a
lieutenant and erected 33 radio
compass stations on the Atlantic
Coast. He became a civilian radio
engineer in the Navy Department
in 1919 and in 1921 was admitted
to practice before the U. S. Patent
Office as a patent attorney specializing in broadcast equipment. He
has a number of patents dealing
with
sion. all phases of radio transmisOffices and laboratory of the new
firm are located at Jasper and
Winchester Ave., Atlantic City.
Yeast Series in Canada
NATIONAL BREWERIES Ltd.,
Montreal, on Nov. 15 will start a
16-station studio program over a
special Canadian network, advertising its yeast. The program originates in studios of CKOC, Hamilton, and is fed to CKLW, CFRB,
CKSO, CFCH, CJKL, CKGB,
CFRC, CKCO, CFCF, CJCB,
CHNS, C F C Y, C K C W, C H S J,
CFNB. The program. Black Horse
Tavern, and network were arranged by CKOC.
U. S. Rubber

Plans

UNITED STATES RUBBER Co.,
New York (tires), is reported to
have contracted for the 9:30-10
spot on CBS Wednesday evenings,
to start in January. This is the
time formerly occupied by Palmolive Beauty Box and now by Tish,
dramatization of Mary Roberts
Rhinehart's stories, sustaining series presented by the Radio Division, Federal Theater. U. S. Rubber agency is Campbell-Ewald Co.
of New York Inc.
rector of H. W. Kastor & Sons
Inc., Chicago.
At the Pepsodent Co., because of
Mr. Sherman's resignation the following changes have been made:
Charles Luckman, vice-president in
charge of sales is now vice-president in charge of sales and advertising. Malcolm Hart, assistant
sales manager, is sales manager,
while J. Baxter Gardener has been
raised from assistant advertising
manager to advertising manager.
• Broadcast
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we
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Station WTMJ
12 man HEINIE'S
Brass BandGRENADIERS
. . .original German
and other folk music.
STARDUST SYMPHONY
35 members. . .playing heavy concert
and symphonic music.
RHYTHM RASCALS
5-plece Rhythm Combination with
specialties and "doubles".
BLACK AND GOLD
14-plece
Concert
. . . light
concert, semi
classicEnsemble
and production
numbers.
BLUE ROOM ENSEMBLE
5-ptece. . salon group. . . light classic,
popular numbers, non-rhythm style.
VICTORIANS
9 men. . .concert group. . .medium concert and light symphonic music.
PARK AVE. HILL-BILLIES
4-piece novelty and singing combination, using hill-billy and old popular
numbers.
LOS CABALLEROS
9-exclusively
Plece Spanish
combination.
. .playing
Mexican.
Cuban. Argentin3
and Spanish music.
WTMJ BRASS BAND
16 men ... standard Instrumentation
Brass Band., playing marches and
concert matarial.
RHYTHM AND RHYME
10- piece.orchestra.
. .sweet and
smooth
rhythm
dance
Musical
introduction
In rhyme.
SINGING STRINGS
5 men. . . i4 strings and organ) playing
s^mi-classic and popular numbers.
HANS BADNER'S BAVARIANS
8-piece, built to get desired effect fron\
German light concert, folk music and
German popular orchestrations.
EARY BIRDS
A varied hill-billy and rustic group.
GYPSY FOUR
4 men . . . playing typical Hungarian
and gypsy music.
SWINGSTERS
14 men... dance orchestra, specializing
in latest jam and popular melodies.
TUNESMITHS
< men and vocalist . . . using current
popular in the sweetest manner presentable.
ARISTOCRATS
16 men . . . special arrangements ir.
both concert and dance form of
American music.
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Asks Canada Rate Boost
International Shortwave Pros(rams
^
Canadian Performing Rights
THE
Society has filed a new tariff with AMERICAN supremacy in radio
cies
would
be
alloted
on
a borrowthe Canadian Department of State does not extend to the internationed basis, and can be retrieved by
to net the Society $145,390 for the
al broadcasting field where inroads the Navy for governmental use if
coming year as against the $70,000
made by European na- and when desirable.
received from broadcasters this are being
A score of witnesses appeared
tions,
notably
Germany, Great Brityear. The Canadian Association of
ain and Italy, according to testi- in behalf of the applicants for the
Broadcasters and Canadian Broadduring the four day hearmony
visiongivenfromthe
Oct.FCC
29 Broadcast
to Nov. 2 Dion facilities
casting Corp. have filed an appeal
ing. World Wide, now using four
to be heard by the Appeal Board
competitive applications of NBC,
frequencies in the international
appointed by the Department of General Electric and World Wide
band, requested four of the six
State [Broadcasting, Oct. 15].
Broadcasting Corp., Boston, for Pan American frequencies — 9550,
The Society bases its claims on authority to use the so-called "Pan
11730, 15130 and 21500, with powan increase obtained in Great
er of 20,000 watts. General Elecin
the
inBritain and increased fees in the American" frequencies
ternational band for broadcasting
tric, now operating on two such
United States. The appeal is ex- to South America and to other na- channels, requested only 9550 and
tions.
pected to be heard in Ottawa early
21500, with 100,000 watts power.
in December, and the ruling of the
NBC, at present using two such
Germany, particularly, is flooding
Appeal Board is final. Whether or the South and Central American
channels, requested all six of the
not there will be an increase, the nations as well as North America
channels— 6110, 9550, 11730, 15130,
17780 and 21,500 with 5 0, 0 0 0
basic formula outlined and ap- with shortwave programs largely of watts.
proved by the Appeal Board for a propaganda nature, according to
Principal witness for World Wide
this year's
payments, will
effec- the testimony. Government-owned
tive in determining
the beamount
stations operate on regular sched- was Walter S. Lemmon, president
of the company and a member of
each station will pay.
ule, tional
it wasstations
brought
out. InternaSAM STIEFEL ENTERPRISES Inc..
in the United
States the executive staff of International
N. T., talent representativp. has open- are maintained by private interests Business Machines Corp. He testied a new radio script department, with
fied that World Wide has received
under experimental regulations
Fred Robbins as sales manager and but
endowments from the Rockefeller
commercialization.
.Jimmy Lyons as writer and director. preventing
and Carnegie foundations and that
The frequencies in question,
he, along with certain associates,
ranging
from
the
6,000
to
the
21,000 kc. band are those allocated to personally had invested considerUSE
able money in World Wide and
this country by international convention but which have not yet WIXAL, which it operates. He outlined in detail plans of the organibeen assigned. In the testimony, inzation to conduct the international
cluding that of Captain S. C. Hooper, Naval communications expert, broadcasts with particular emphasis on educational features. There
it was emphasized that these frewas protracted examination of Mr.
quencies should be used forthwith
TION
on the
financial qualificalest they be assigned to other na- Lemmontions of his
company.
tions at the International TelecomCOLUMBIA
NETWORK • SOOXC
munications Conference to be held
I.DOO WATTS NIGHT - S,D 00 WATTS DAY
$15,000,000 for Talent
in Cairo in February. The frequenAppearing as an NBC witness,
John F. Royal, vice-president in
charge of programs, estimated that
advertisers on NBC are now paving about $15,000,000 a year for
talent, in addition to orchestras.
Several millions have been spent by
NBC during the past three years
for artists and orchestras on sustaining or non-commercial broadcasts, he said. Of this amount, $2,300,000 has been spent for artists
and $3,200,000 for orchestras. During the first nine months of this
year, he said, 1,434 separate programs for transmission to foreign
countries were broadcast, as compared with eight such programs in
1930. He said NBC spends about
$7,000 a month for international
shortwave station programs.
Among witnesses who appeared
for General Electric were Dr. Er-

APPLEBY

nest F. W. Alexanderson, famous
radio inventor and consulting engineer for that company. He testified
regarding experiments in s h o r twave international broadcasting undertaken by the company,
after
covering extensively the history of
radio development and experimentation by General Electric and in
which he participated.
as a general
andAppearing
not on behalf
of any witness
of the

three applicants, Capt. Hooper, former director of Naval communications and now director of the
technical division of the Office of
Naval Operations, reviewed the history of the Pan American frequency projectsirabiand
emphasized
delity of launching
the the
service
as expeditiously as possible. In
about 1928, he said, when other nawere "preempting"
shortwaves tionsrather
rapidly, he the
suggested
to the Pan American Union that it
might be wise to have the U. S.
Government register some channels
in the International Bureau at
Berne, for that purpose. The Navy
Department, he said, aftei'ward,
registered
the so-called
ican channels
for futurePanuse.AmerThe
Pan American Union, however, he
said, was not able to occupy these
channels sufficiently to retain them.
"I think that it is vital that we
get these waves allocated on a temporary basis and in operation as
soon
as
we can," heCapt.
said. Hooper
Under
cross-examination,
said that he felt programs broadcast to Latin and South America on
these frequencies should be specially built, with no advertising. Declaring he was not speaking for
the Navy on program matters, he
said his department is only interested from the point of view of
helping the State Department and
also for the purpose of having stations which the Government might
would inbe properly
equipped.
use
emergencies
and which ^

Weco-Calox

Tieup
WECO PRODUCTS Co., Chicago
(Dr. West's Tooth Powder) and
McKesson - Robbins Inc., Bi'idgeport, Conn. (Calox tooth powder),
are using four time signals daily
on WHBF, Rock Island, and six
announcements weekly on WJDX,
Jackson, Miss., in a special threeweek campaign in a tie-up for the
two dental products. J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago, is the
Weco agency with Brown & Tarcher Inc., handling the Calox account.

&

APPLEBY

ConsLiliins Rac/io Jinsineers
38 Years Professional Experience
FIELD INTENSITY AND LOCATION SURVEYS
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA SYSTEMS
ALLOCATION AND RADIO COVERAGE REPORTS
TELEVISION SPECIALISTS
BROADCAST, HIGH FREQUENCY AND ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY BANDS
MARKET DATA AND COVERAGE PRESENTATIONS FOR SALES PURPOSES
—SPECIAL APPOINTMENTCIVILIAN RADIO ENGINEER U. S. NAVY DEPARTMENT IN 1919
Colorado
PROGRAMS
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ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.
JASPER AND WINCHESTER AVENUES
Telephone 2-2535
Lieut-Comdr. Thomas Appleby, U.S.N. R.
President and Chief Engineer
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LEADS

Of

Four

Program

2%

Stations
WDAF

TO

Broadeasting

Leads

in

1

the

Listeners

Same

2%

to

1

It was a unique test. Made when four Kansas City network stations
were all broadcasting the World

Series baseball games. For once no

station could claim any advantage or disadvantage in program

popu-

larity. Everything was even on that score.
The check-up was made

by the Ross Federal Research

Corpora-

tion, anational fact-finding concern, October 6, 8 and 9 during the
hours the World

Series baseball games were being broadcast by all

four stations.
The result :
Listeners
64.1%

WDAF
Second

Station

26.3%

Two Other Stations

109.6%
0.0%

One Program !
Four Stations!
WDAF

Leads, 21^ to One!

Details of this and other independent surveys may

WDAF
DAY

5,000

610

KILOCYCLES

WATTS
OWNED

BROADCASTING

•

be obtained from any representative of WDAF.
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Some Random Thoughts,
Most of Which Concern
WGES, WCBD, WSBC,
Chicago and WEMP,
Milwaukee
• By GENE T. DYER
EFFICIENT: Field intensity
readingsmitteron
new perfect
transoutfit WCBD's
shows almost
signal strength in all directions —
and ground conditions ideal. Glenn
Roberts, way up in Madison, Wisconsin, told us the other day "it
comes into*Madison
*
* 1000%."
*
CENSOR: WSBC has solved the
matter of the frenzied fanatics who
try to crash street
propaganda,
getting broadcasts
over their with'
poison before they can be stopped. Th"
announcer hides a button mike inside his coat — permits only as much
to be said as he is quite sure is
right and proper and shuts off the
rest by hiding the mike.
BRILLIANT: There's a lot in the
Federal Communications Commission pronouncements that justify
Judge Ira Robinson's thoughts of
years ago. The Judge is truly one
of the finest, wisest characters that
ever meditated a radio problem.
EXTREMES:
Match this, you
lads who are
claiming youthful commentators.
WEMP, Milwaukee, has an a nnouncer 71 years
old, Ben WoM,
and another just the reverse of
those figures — yes, actually only
17 years old. The latter is Carl
Zimmerman rated as one of Milwaukee's best. And Ben is as good
as they come!
^
^
^ ^
MAIL: Yes, mail response may not
mean much to the station that
doesn't get any — but tve still count
it as a very potent yardstick of listener interest. When a person will
spend a half-hour writing you a
complimentary letter, he, or she,
usually has a lot of confidence in
you. Uncle John counted the mail
he received from WCBD listeners
in a single week and marked dowyi
close to three thousand recently.
And Uncle John merely comments
on the news!
* *
* *

MERTENS & PRICE Inc., Los Angeles, has sold the Sunday Players,
dramatized biblical transcription serial, to Kindt Funeral Home, Reading.
Pa., for 52 weeks on WEEU, and
the Lima Memorial Park. Lima, O.,
52 weeks on WBLY. Series has been
renewed for another 52 weeks by Ottawa Hills Memorial Park, Toledo,
O., on WSPD; Washington Flour
Co., Washington, D. C. on WJSV;
Locustwood Memorial Park, Camden,
N. J. on WCAM ; Greenwood Memorial Park, San Diego, for 20 weeks
on KGB. Wm. Cook Funeral Manson.
Baltimore, on Dec. 5 renews for 52
weeks on WCAO, this making the
third consecutive year of continued
sponsorship. Piersdorff Funeral Home,
Toledo, has taken the Home Folks
series for .52 weeks, for sponsorship
on WSPD. starting Nov. 17.
TEDDY BERGMAN, radio comedian
and character actor, on the air for
some years
House
Party in
and Joe
otherPalooka,
programs,Penthas
joined Sound Masters Inc., New
York, recorders, at 1560 Broadway.
Mr. Bergman will head a new profor totheproduce
firm's
radio division, gram-building
and service
plans
shows for audition on 16 mm. sound
films instead of on wax, for greater
durability and ease in handling. Instead of using regular sound film with
a separate sound track, Mr. Bergman is now developing a film which
will be sound strip alone, about an
eighth of an inch wide.
C. P. M A c G R E G O R, Hollywood
transcription concern, has sold 156
quarter-hour episodes of Stars Over
Hollywood, motion picture colony dramatic serial, to Bi-So-Dol Co., New
Haven, Conn. (Bi-So-Dol) for thrice
weekly release on KGMB, Honolulu.
Transcription concern is cutting a
new 26
quarter-hour
children's
Christmas serial,
Santa Claus
Programettes,
which relate the adventures of two
children in the toy factory of Santa
Claus. Series is to be released starting Thanksgiving Day and each episode is complete in itself. William T.
Johnson and Dr. Kimball Sant are
writers of the program.
GETTIN&

SUCCESS: "Work faithfully for
eight hours a day, and don't worry; then in time you may become
the boss and work fourteen hours
a day and* have
* all
* the
* worry."
UNUSUAL: Chuck Lanphier, boss
at WEMP in Milwaukee should believe in astrology but doesn't. Recently he celebrated his birthday,
his wedding anniversary and the
anniversary of his coming with
WEMP — all on the same day!

15, 1937

TRANSCRIBED RADIO SHOWS
Inc.. New York, has sold its 39 quarter-hour children's program, Roiinson
Crusoe Jr. to Buck Glass Co., Baltimore, through Cahn, Miller & Nyburg
Inc., for use on WFBR. Baltimore ; to
E. T. Smith Coffee Co.. Worcester,
Mass., direct, for broadcast on
WORC; and to Ray Jewelry Store.
Detroit, through Ad Masters Advertising Inc., Washington, for broadcast on
WXYZ, Detroit.
NEW subscribers to the WBS program service includes WFBG, Altoona. Pa. ; KRMC. Jamestown, N.
D. ; CFAR. Flin Flon, Manitoba;
KVOX, Moorhead, Minn.; KPDN,
Pampa, Tex.; WESG, Elmira, N. Y.
RESULTS

IN

R. U. McINTOSH & Associates Inc..
Los Angeles
transcription concern, production
has started and
cutting
a new
five minute series, Lucky Victims of
Misfortune. Each episode, complete in
itself, relates the story of a handicapped
who has
gained has
fame,
cess person
and fortune.
Concern
soldsuc65
quarter-hour episodes of The Plainsman tothru
theAssociated
Red River Broadcasting
Cereal Co., Canada,
Co.,
Ltd., Toronto, which has exclusive
rights to the serial in Canada. R. U. m
Mcintosh has announced the appoint- '
ment of R. A. Calhoun as Chicago district manager
the Merchandise Martwith
Bldg.offices
Ivan inPaul,
421
Broadway, Birmingham, is southern
representative and Charles Stevens,
480 Lexington Ave., New York, represents the firm in the eastern states.
PAN-AMERICAN Radio Productions
Inc., Hollywood, has acquired the exclusive Latin- American rights to the
Charlie Chan adventure serial. Arrangements were made through Irving
Fogel Radio Productions, Hollywood.
Series will be transcribed in Spanish.
DECCA RECORDS Inc., has moved
its Chicago sales office from the Furniture Mart, 666 Lake Shore Drive,
to 22 W. Hubbard St. Monroe Wayne
is in charge of Decca's Chicago office.
JACK KAPP, president of Decca
Records Inc., New York, is in Hollywood lining up talent and also supercordings.vising the cutting of a series of reWORLD Broadcasting System has
moved its West Coast offices and audition room from the Richfield Building,
Los Angeles, to 1000 N. Seward Ave.,
Hollywood, according to Pat Campbell, manager.

MONTANA

KPFA

KGIR

HELENA

BUTTE

p. O. Box
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PROGRAM division of Walter Biddick Co., Los Angeles, has started
production of a new quarter-hour 26
episode transcription serial Daredevils of Hollywood which dramatises
the experiences of Hollywood film
stunt men. Series is being cut by Recordings Inc., Hollywood, with Ted
Turner directing. Curt Forman, formerly scenario writer of 20th Century-Fox Film Corp., is writing
scripts. Hal Styles is narrator.
ASSOCIATED BROADCASTING
Co. Ltd., nounces
Toronto
and Montreal,
anit has obtained
Ontario,
Quebec and Maritime rights to the
transcriptions Blair of the Mounties
from Walter Biddick, Los Angeles,
and Lady of Millions from American
Recording Corp., Hollywood. It also
has obtained all Canadian rights to
transcriptions of The Plainsman from
R. U. Mcintosh Inc., Los Angeles,
and all transcriptions of Titan Productions and Max Graf Productions
Inc., both of San Francisco.
TWO new subscribers to Standard
Program Library Service are WSAL,
Salisbury. Md., and KTMS, Santa
Barbara, Cal. The sound effects library has been sold to WKAT, Miami
Beach. Fla.. and Bronislaw Paskzkiewicz. Poland.
CLIFFORD M. NORBERG. sound
engineer of WBS, New York, is in
Hollywood to confer with Pat Campbell, West Coast manager. He will be
superintendent of construction of the
firm's
to be proposed
erected atnewVine$2.50,000
St. & building
Waring
Ave.
ment. and have charge of sound equip-

1956

BUTTE,
BROADCASTING
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Leadership

Since

the very beginning

radio Blaw-Knox

o£

has supplied a

majority of the leading broadcasting stations with their tower
equipment. This leadership has
continued year by year because
now, as then, the most advanced
designs in up-to-date radiator
construction are concededly
Blaw-Knox.
BLAW-KNOK
COMPANY
2038 FARMERS BANK BUILDING
PITTSBURGH, PA.
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The
Young Man
a Lute

with

•
FRANS

HALS

No better painting has
ever appeared in the
world than that of the
great Dutch master,
Frans Hals, who lived
from 1581 to 1666. Hals
painted in broad, slashing strokes or in the
most exquisite detail, as
the job required. Sharing honors with Rembrandt, his technique
was guided by quality
and craftsmanship.
COURTESY OF THE METTROPOUTAN MUSEUM OF ART, NEW YOR^

World Progrom Service
SUBSCRIBERS
ALABAMA
WSGN
Binninghazn
WMFO
Decatur
ARIZONA
KOY
Phoenix
ARKANSAS
KUOA
Siloom Springs
KFPW
Ft. Smith
CALIFORNIA
KPMC
Bakersfield
KIEM
Eureka
K6ER
Long
Beach
KHI
Los
Angeles
KLX
Oakland
Son Diego
KFRC
Son Francisco
KDB
Santa Barbara

KFEL
KGHF

COLORADO

Denver
Pueblo
CONNECTICUT
WTIC
Hartford
WELI Nev7 Haven
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WJSV Washington
FLORIDA
WRUF
Gainesville
WMBR Jacksonville
WLAK
Lakeland
WQAM
Miami
WDBO
Orlando
WFOY St. Augustine
WSUN St. Petersburg
^AL
Tallahassee

WJNO West Palm Beach
GEORGIA
WAGA
Atlanta
WRDW
Augusta
WMAZ
Macon
WTOC
Savannah
WAYX
Waycross
IDAHO
KIDO
Boise
Idaho FaUs
KRLC
Lewiston
ILLINOIS
WGN
Chicago
5ID
WJBL
Decatur
WTAX
Springfield
INDIANA
WTRC
Elkhart
WLBC
Muncie

WMT
woe
WKBB
KFBI
KVGB
KWBG
EOAM
WLAP
WJBO
04I3
WDSU
ERMD
WCSH

IOWA
Cedar Rapids
Davenport
Dubuque
KANSAS
Abilene
Great
Bend
Pittsburg
Hutchinson
KENTUCKY
Lexington
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Monroe
NewShreveport
Orleans
MAINE
Portland

MARYLAND
WFBR
Baltimore
WTBO Cumberland
WFMD
Frederick
MASSACHUSETTS
WEEI
Boston
WCOP
Boston
WTAG
Worcester
MICHIGAN Calumet
WHDF
WJR
Detroit
MINNESOTA
KATE
Albert Lea
WEBC
KBOC
Duluth
KVOX
Moorehead
Rochester
K§TP
Minneapolis
St. Paul-

MISSISSIPPI
WAML
Laurel
WQBC
Vicksburg
KMBCMISSOURI
Kansas City
gWK Springfield
St. Louis
KGBX-KWTO
NEBRASKA Lincoln
KFAB
KOIL
Omaha
NEW MEXICO
KGGM Albuquerque
KRQA
Santa Fe
NEW YORK
WOKO
Albany
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Programs: A Diagnosis
RADIO broadcasting moves swiftly — so swiftly in fact that ever so often it behooves
broadcasters to take inventory of their operations.
We think the time has come for an appraisal of programs, but not from the customary angle of quality. It is generally conceded
that as the technique advances the quality improves and that programs today are at a
higher lever than ever before. We do not maintain that the millenium has been attained, but
we do hold the public has never been better
satisfied with its radio than now.
The impending problem, if it isn't now existent in many cases, is that of striking a balance between commercials and sustainings and
between local and national programs. There
are only so many waking hours in the day. All
those hours are not and should not be given
over to commercial programs or to non-local
programs in the cases of most stations. There
are of course notable exceptions to the latter
classification. Large stations which serve more
than their local areas are required to devote
practically their entire schedules to national
as distinguished from local programs, and in
such cases there are smaller stations to take
care of the local obligation.
Nearly half of the country's 700 stations are
network outlets. A portion of their choice time
is given over to network programs. That is
only natural because those programs are generally of high calibre. Moreover, the basic
wherewithal of these stations is derived from
such programs.
Networks and stations alike have consistently adhered to the policy of cancelling commercials to clear time for public service programs
of extraordinary interest. All radio contracts
carry such a proviso. That is radio's obligation to the public, and it will be maintained.
The demand for radio time, in spite of what
appears to be a temporary dip at this time, has
increased from year to year. The temptation
is great to drop sustaining features and local
programs for better-paying national programs,
particularly with the increase in operating
costs growing out of widespread unionization
activities plus the general upward surge of
ordinary overhead.
We think it of utmost importance that stations and networks ponder this matter seriously; that they attempt to strike an irreducible
minimum in the hours to 'le devoted to public
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service programs — ^whether it be a Presidential fireside chat, a Congressional speech or a
convention of national import. And for the vast
majority of the stations that serve local communities, we think it just as important that
they keep their local identity through a certain
proportion of home-town and home-talent programs. Local programs have tremendous importance, closely resembling the importance of
local news in a newspaper. Without them the
station stands to lose its identity as a home
institution.
Over the years — and there haven't been
many of them — radio has learned that by selfinstituted correctives it can do the most effective job of public service. The matter of
program balance, we feel, is one of those problems requiring a degree of self-correction.

Congressional Records
AS THIS issue goes to press. Congress is
warming up for its special session. Some 50
separate measures directly or indirectly affecting broadcasting are pending — holdovers from
the session that wound up last August.
The special session was called by President Roosevelt to consider and enact emergency legislation. Consequently, radio is not
expected to figure in the activities of that session except for occasional oratorical outbursts
from those who have adopted it as a favorite
topic. But at the regular session, which gets
under way in January, it is a practical certainty that renewed efforts will be made for
investigations of radio and its regulation.
Radio, as we have said repeatedly in these
columns, has nothing to fear from any factfinding investigation. It is consistently improving the calibre of programs it offers the public. Its record will speak for itself, but only
when properly presented.
At the last session orations on radio reached
a new high peak. It was a bandwagon proposition. As we recall it, every speech was critical
of broadcasting or of the FCC; there wasn't
a single expression of a favorable nature.
About a half-dozen members made practically
all of these addresses. Some of the criticism
was perhaps justified, but much of it was
based upon haphazard information and pure
speculation.
The performance at the last session reflects
the need that exists for the circulation of
information on the accomplishments of the
broadcasting industry and on its never-ending

RADIO

BOOK

SHOP

BLOOD drips from almost every page of The
Radio Studio Murder by Carolyn Wells (J. B.
Lippincott Co., Philadelphia, $2.), beginning
on page one when Laurence Haviland, big
game hunter and radio commentator, falls dead
at the mike and ending on page 317 when
Fleming Stone figures the whole thing out. It
doesn't have much to do with radio, but if you
can't sleep here's your book. For it will either
put you to sleep or frighten you so much that
just staying awake will be a thrill.
effort to improve the public service it renders.
That should be the major function of the trade
association of the industry. In the NAB reorganization, now under consideration, it is
earmarked as a prime objective. It will come
before the NAB reorganization convention
tentatively set for next February. Approval of
a plan embracing a sound public relations program for the industry is imperative, and
should be made operative as soon as the convention acts.

The 100- Waiter Fallacy
WHY DO 100-watt stations, or at least a
substantial portion of them, persist in bragging about being "little fellows"? The "100watter" is a misnomer. It does not necessarily
denote that a station has limited coverage or
that it is the most insignificant thing in
broadcasting.
The advertiser doesn't buy power or frequency per se. He buys audience and results.
We know of many independent stations in the
local category that do effective jobs, by virtue of efficient management and intelligent
operation. Conversely, there are all too many
of the so-called "big boys", from the standpoint of power, that are mediocre because
they lack the type of direction that makes
for distinctive operation and public service.
The fact is, therefore, that stations are
large or small depending upon the intelligence and resourcefulness of their management, and cannot all be measured by the yardstick of kilocycles and watts. If the locals will
forget their technical inferiority complexes
and quit calling themselves names, they will
begin reaping the profits promptly.

Youth

Has

Its Day

BOB MASLIN of WFBR started something
that several dozen stations seem anxious to
finish when he dropped into Broadcasting
headquarters with a picture of a young man
from Baltimore whom he titled the youngest
announcer in radio. [Broadcasting, Oct. 1].
Already the age level has reached into high
schools. If the thing doesn't stop somewhere,
the yowling babes on maternity ward remotes
will be on station payrolls — for photographic
purposes
least.
Even theat embryos
are having their privacy
invaded, WOR recently submitting a photograph of an interview with a chick picking its
way through an eggshell.
Truly, radio is a young industry!
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BRUCE
BRUCE BARTON, chairman of the
I board of Batten, Barton, Durstine
h & Osboi-n Inc., famed in advertising circles for the astuteness of
his counsel and the force of his
copy, knowTi to millions of readers
for his books and magazine articles, noted for his philosophy
which has been hailed as the true
American credo, and generally considered to represent the highest
' type of American businessman, is
now, at the age of 51, embarking
I on a new career in politics.
Drafted by the Republicans of
New York's 17th district as their
[ candidate to fill the vacancy caused
by the death of Rep. Theodore Peyser last August, Mr. Barton was
II elected to Congress by a plurality
of more than 12,000 over his Democratic opponent. This was the largest majority ever scored in the
"Silk Stocking District", so called
because
New section,
York City's
swankiestit includes
residential
but
ignoring the fact that it also contains a large number of Manhattan'swithout
poorest ahomes.
Running
almost
platfonn,
his only
pledge that he would use in the affairs of state the same judgment
he has exercised in his advertising
career, Bruce Barton did little campaigning, letting his record speak
for itself. The result was but another testimony to that judgment.
Bom in Robbins, Tenn., on Aug.
5, 1886, eldest son of a Congregational circuit rider who christened
him Bruce Fairchild Barton (the
middle name has long since been
j. discarded), the boy was early
moved to Oberlin, where the senior
Barton obtained his doctorate. Bruce
attended a succession of primary
schools in Ohio towns until, in 1900,
the Rev. William E. Barton, D.D.,
was called to the First Congregational Church of Oak Park, 111., a
suburb of Chicago. Here Bruce began his literary activities as editor
of the high school paper, following
in the path of his father, author
of many volumes dealing chiefly
with Lincoln, on whom he was an
outstanding authority.
After a year at Berea College,
BROADCASTING

NOTES

FRANK R. McXIXCH. chairman of
the FCC, addressed the Investment
Bankers Association of America at
White Sulphur Springs. W. Ya.. Nov.
4, on "Federal Regulation and Power
Securities." The address was scheduled
Mr. McNinch's
assumption ofpriortheto FCC
chairmanship
and
while he was chairman of the Federal
Power Commission. Radio was not
mentioned in his remarks.
MAJOR EDWARD A. DAVIES,
Philadelphia pioneer, on Nov. 1 became director of sales of WIP, Philsucceeding Mr.
Albert
A. Cormier, whoadelphia,
resigned.
Davies
was
formerly program director of WIP
and then became an account executive
with the John Falkner Arndt Adverjointising
WIP, Agency, leaving that post to reMAXWELL HAGE, former radio
production manager of the United
Press and former assistant manager
of WJAY, Cleveland ; George Luck,
former merchandising manager of
KGNC, hardt,
Amarillo,
and Colorado
Hettie Bernformerly with
Club
Woman Publications have joined the
commercial staff of KFEL, Denver.
Frank Ford, formerly manager of
KGCU, Mandan, N. D., has established a client's service department for
KFEL.
EARL H. GAMMONS, manager of
WCCO, Minneapolis, on Nov. 9 spoke
on
"Adventures
in Radio class
Advertising"
before
the advertising
of the
University
of
Minnesota's
department
of journalism.
THOMAS
F. sales
O'CONNELL
joined the local
staff of has
WNOX.
Knoxville. He formerly was press
agent for Ruban & Cherry Combined
Shows.
TEX RICKARD. formerly manager
of KMTR, Hollywood, has joined
KGER, Long Beach. Cal.. as account
executive. Mai Bratton, formerly of
KMTR has also been added to the
sales staff.

BARTON

Bruce continued his studies at Amherst, earning most of his expenses
by selling cooking utensils during
the summers. With a Phi Beta
Kappa key hanging beside the
badge of Alpha Delta Phi, he was
graduated
classmost
of '07,
whichto
voted him inthetheman
likely
succeed. Jobs were scarce in that
depression year, so young Barton
became a timekeeper in a Montana
construction camp until the hopedfor chance to join a publication
called him back to Chicago.
After a variety of editorial jobs
with a number of Chicago pub- the Salvation Army. His campaigns
lishers, he moved on to New York
Dr. Eliot's Five Foot Shelf and
as assistant sales manager of P. for
Electric Co. made adF. Collier & Son Co. It was here for General
vertising history.
that he wrote his first advertiseMeanwhile he was winning even
ment, for Dr.
Foot greater fame for his writings outBook Shelf.
FromEliot's
ColliersFive
he went
side of advertising. His best known
to Conde Nast, as assistant sales
manager and sales manager, then book. The Man Nobody Knows, and
back to Colliers as editor of its almost as popular sequel. The
Everyweek and writer for Ameri- Book Nobody Knows, were best sellcan Magazine. Came the war and
ers in Eui'ope as well as in AmerBarton turned his typewriter to
ica, being translated into many forwartime work, producing copy that
eign
editorials languages.
in Redbook His
and monthly
his frequent
is said to have been largely responsible for the greatest sum of articles in other publications attracted thousands of readers. One
money ever raised by any war
of these articles, published in the
board.
During the war he met Roy S. American Magazine in June, 1922,
Durstine and Alex F. Osborn, men under the title This Magic Called
whose ideas matched his, and in Radio shows that even at that early
1919 the advertising firm of Bar- date Bruce Barton realized the potential uses of this new phenometon, Durstine & Osborn was launch- non.
ed with Bruce Barton as president.
The agency prospered, grew, and
"We may begin to picture for
in 1928 merged with the George ourselves what radio will mean in
Batten Co. to become Batten, Bar- our homes in the years to come,"
ton, Durstine & Osborn Inc., Mr. he wrote. "We shall all have reBarton at the same time becoming
ceiving sets — there is little doubt of
that. We shall come down in the
chairman of the board.
From the start it was plain that morning to hear the newspaper
Bruce Barton was a born copywrit- headlines read while we eat. A little later, perhaps, a department
er. His advertisement for Alexander Hamilton Institute, "The Years store will have bargains of interest to announce — sugar-coating the
that the locust hath eaten," is con- advertisements
with some good ensidered by many the greatest piece
tertainment sothat we shall not be
of advertising copy ever written,
and although it was first published tempted to turn our machines off.
in 1921, the Institute found it good After that, the ladies may have a
enough to run again within the university extension lecture. At
lunch time, the chef of a famous
last two years. His slogan, "A man
hotel may nomical
suggest
tasty afternoon
and ecomay
be
down
but
he's
never
out,"
is
menu. In a the
still rendering valiant service for
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MRS.
HELEN
has
been added
to theWILTON
sales staffQUINN
of CJRC,
Winnipeg, with special duties to work
on programs
interest
to women
teners. Mrs.ofQuinn
comes
from listhe
advertising department of the Winnipeg Trihune, where she also conducted a woman's column "Peggy's Point
of View" which she is now broadcasting once weekly. She previously did a
radio program Home Builders.
ALFRED J. McCOSKER, president
of thevice.
Bamberger
Newark, N. Broadcasting
J. (WOR), Serand
chairman of the board of MBS, has
been appointed
American
Hebrew's
Jury
of Award to
to fill
the vacancy
created
by
the
death
of
Felix
M. Warburg, financier and philanthropist.
The
jury
confersof anbetter
annual
medal for 'the
promotion
understanding
between Christian and Jew in America."
PAULney, hasM. removed
SEGAL, hisWashington
law offices attorfrom
the Shoreham Bldg., 15th & H Streets,
to
the 1026
street.Woodward Bldg., just across
JOHN A. STEAVART. assistant to
Carl Haverlin. KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, sales manager, has resigned to
join the
Hollywood
ment as NBC
account
executive.sales departSAM BOOTH, former newspaperman
of Washington,
joined
the commercial staff of has
WJEJ,
Hagerstown,
Md.
KELLY ANTHONY, son of Earle C.
Anthony, owner of KFI-KECA, Los
Angeles, has returned to his station
duties
rope. after a three-month tour of EuGENE CAGLE, for several years on
the sales staff of KFJZ. Fort Worth,
and well known as a football announcer, has l)een appointed general manager of KABC, San Antonio.
BARRY ALEXANDER and Kenneth
Cooke have joined the sales staff of
WATL, Atlanta.
PAUL KAPP, brother of Jack Kapp,
president of Deeca Records Inc., has
been appointed
of Consolidated Radio radio
Artistsdirector
Inc., Chicago.
there may be a matinee; and at
6 or 7, when the boys and girls
have had their supper and are
ready for bed, someone like Thornton Burgess may lift the transmitter in his home and broadcast a
bedtime story to a million youngover written,
the land."remember, in
Thatsters allwas
1922. Three years later the agency
puts its first program on the air
for Atwater Kent, for whom it had
obtained the exclusive right to
broadcast the stars of the Metropolitan Opera. From then on the
agency played an increasingly important part in the development of
radio advertising. John Charles
Thomas, Grace Moore, Edwin C.
Hill, Sousa (who was engaged in a
radio series for Goodyear at the
time of his death), and many other
radio names made their first broadcasts for BBDO clients. While Mr.
Durstine has from the start directed the agency's radio developments,
Mr. Barton has retained his enthusiastic interest in broadcasting
and has aggressively sold this new
medium to hesitant advertisers. His
most notable contribution to any
broadcast campaign was the series
of salutations to the 48 states that
formed the basis of General Motors' Parade of the States programs on NBC-Red in 1932, though
he has given valuable advice and
close supervision to many other of
the agency's programs.
In 1913 he married Esther Randall of Oak Park and is the father
of three children : Randall, 22, Bet(Continued on Page H)
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JAMES ROY MAYNARD. formerly
of KXBY and KCKN, Kansas City,
and KWBG, Hutchinson, lias joined
the announcing staff: of KBST, Big
Spring, Tex.
MARTIN BLOCK of WNEW, New
York,
named for
master-of-ceremonies has
for been
the benefit
the medical
fund of Local 802 of the American
Federation of Musicians to be held at
the Hotel Astor, New York, Nov. 15,
and broadcast on WNEW.
JOSEPH R. BOLTON Jr., announcer
of WHN, New York, is the father of
a baby boy, Joseph R. Bolton, III.

^

Sen
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in
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NBC or Spot
10,000 WATTS
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DELIA ANNE RAGLAND, formeny
on the continuity staff at WLS, Chicago, has become continuity editor of
KWBG, Hutchinson, Kan.
AL HARDING, announcer of
WDNC, Durham, N. C, has resigned
to join WCCO, Minneapolis.
EARL J. GLADE Jr., son of the director of KSL, Salt Lake City, and
a member of the station's staff, won
a .$.50 award in a national snapshot
contest recently with a picture titled
"Kiddies Kapers in a Kitchen".
DEANE S. LONG, announcer and assistant program director of WFMD,
Frederick, Md.. has resigned to accept
the position of program director and
chief
Md. announcer of WSAL, Salisbury,
RUTH HENRICKSON has been added to the continuity department of
WNOX, Knoxvillo. Allen Fort, announcer has resigned to take a position in Miami.
HARRY ELDRED, for several years
script writer-actor with WTMJ, Milwaukee, has been appoined publicity
director. He was formerly in a similar
capacity with Shubert Theater Corp.
and was at one time with the .1 Walter
Thompson Co.
FRED HENRY, formerly of KNX,
Hollywood, has joined KGER, Long
Beach, Cal., as announcer, succeeding David Morris, resigned.
ROY W. WINSAUER, assistant production manager of WCCO, Minneapolis, addressed a Washburn High
School group Nov. 8 on radio writing.

you

say

MARKET
then,

look

at th!s

CARL HOHENGARTEN, musical arranger and assocate conductor of
WBBM, Chicago, has succeeded Carlton rector
Kelsey,
as Mr.
musical
diof CBSresigned,
Chicago.
Kelsey
will gomoon intoSouth
Hollywood
after
a
honeyAmerica.
LEO POULETTE. who has been announcing at WHAM. Rochester, as
Don Harris,
joined the announcing
staff
of WIND,has Gary.

TOPS — In baseball broadcasting is
George H i g g 1 n s (right) , crack
sports announcer of WTCN, Minneapolis, singled out by General
Mills as "the baseball announcer
with the largest audience in proportion to population in the United
States" after a survey of its
Wheaties bi'oadcasts. He is here
show^nform
afterof receiving
his aw^ard
the
a check from
Waynein
Hunt, president of Knox Reeves
Adv. Inc., Minneapolis agency.
MAURICE GAFFNEY. CBS trade
news, became a father for the second
time was
on Nov.
Gaffney
born 7,atwhen
New Katherine
York Hospital,
Cornell Medical Center.
ARCHIE OLSON has been appointed
specialcial
events
announcer
representative
of and
the commerrebuilt
CJGX, Yorkton, Sask.
VANer at KJBS,
CONNORS,
newscaster-producSan Francisco,
recently
was promoted
to
the
post of production manager at the affiliated
station
owned by Julius Brunton & Sons,
KQW, San Jose.
VICTOR PAULSON has been named
daytime announcer-oi)erator at K.IBS,
San Francisco.
(iORDON BROWN, who resigned
from K.IBS after seven j'ears as
Night has
Owl,returned
to jointoKYA's
staff,
his old operating
post,
GEORGE
STUART,
announcer-operator at K.IBS,
San Francisco,
has
resigned to join KLX, Oakland.
CHARLES GLENN, formerly of
WNAX, Yankton, S. D., has joined
the announcing staff of KWTOKGBX,
Springfield.
Lonniemusic
McAdams. formerl.y
of Mo.
the NBC
singing.
staff' in New York, is announcing and
GUY SAVAGE, formerly of KTRH,
Houston, has joined KABC. San Antonio as announcer and publicity director. Fritz Kuler, recently of the
Greater Texas and Pan-American Exposition, also has joined the announcing staff. Pearl Sohn. with a San Anuity. tonio department store until recently,
has been placed in charge of contin-

STATIONS
SURE
MONTANA
is a good market
Here in one-twenlielh the area you get I I 1,000 extra prospects — and they're folks
who can buy! Their annual per capita spendable income Is higher. Conditions are
splendid in WMBD's area — factories are booming, wages are higher — farm crops
the best In years.
Now — with WMBD's 5000 watts power daytime, 1000 nite — you can cover this area
economically — and in no other single medium can you cover It fully. WMBD — the
high fidelity station of Central Illinois — gives more results per dollar spent.
FREE, JOHNS & FIELD, INC., National Representatives ^•^^^l^^^iTf^
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FRANCES BREWER, who uses the
radio tin,nome
de plume
Frances Marhas joined
W.I.ID.of Chicago,
as a
producer
and
assistant
continuity
editor. Miss Brewer, for the pa.st four
years, has been with KSTP, St. Paul,
and WCCO and WTCN, in Minneapolis.
OTTIS ROUSH, chief announcer of
sary.ed to write
WLBC,
Muncie,
has abeenprogram
selectand Ind.,
direct
marking the station's 11th anniverDOROTHY HUFFMAN, Southwest
continuity writer, and Marjorie Hailey
have joined the continuity staff of
KVOO, Tulsa.
FORREST nouncerW.and continuity
CLOUGH, former
writer an-at
KRBC,dred Abilene,
Tex., of
and the
MissKRBC
MilWyatt, formerly
program department, were married
Oct. 30 in DaUas.
KEN
NILES, announcer
master-of-ceremonies
of the CBSand Hollywood Bote}, is the father of a 6%pound girl, born Oct. 30.
CHARLES WELLMAN, AVest Coast
announcer-entertainer has joined
KFWB, Hollywood. He opened that
station in 1926 and was manager for
18 months.
EDITH
BLACK,department
formerly in
radio production
of the
N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc.. has joined KMPC.
Beverly Hills, Cal., as publicity director.
ROBERT F. MONROE, of Columlnis.
an Ohio State graduate, and Eleanor
Daniels, of Cleveland, have joined the
continuity staff of WHK-WCLE.
Cleveland.
GENE EDWARD, recent with Iowa
stations, has joined the announcing
staff of WDAS, Philadelphia.
DAVID H. HARRIS, traffic manager
of WOOD-WASH. Grand Rapids, is
the father of a babv girl born Oct.
29.
KAYE BRINKER has joined the
WBBM, Chicago, production staff in
charge of experimental program production.
HAL O'HALLORAN. formerly chief
announcer of WLS, Chicago, and later
at WOR,
WCFL, staff
Chicago, is nowNewark,
on the and
announcing
of CKLW, Detroit.
BILLtor and
WISEMAN,
promotion former
managerradio
of edithe
Omaha Bee Netcs, has joined WOW.
that cit.v, to assist in the news and
jnomotion departments.

An Inexpensive "Sure-Fire" Radio
Premium for Homemakers
I
"Little Knacks of Cookery"
1938 Edition
Every woman wants one. Contains 186 valuable hints on cookery, comprising the experiences of thousands of housewives and
edited
by
one ofasthelowworld's
foremost
food
experts. Priced
as 2 Vic,
to include
your advertising on outside front and back
covers. Easy to mail; a gift that will be
treasured.
Send for Samples and Prices to
ANTON
PETERSON
173 W. Madison St.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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TAKES

YOU

INTO

MORE

HOMES!

• Making calls — plenty oi them — is the first essential

purpose, they are spending more money with WKY

of successful selling. With its seven-league boots of

than with any other station in the state.

superior facilities and equipment, WKY

can cover more

territory, make more calls in Oklahoma

than any other

Put your radio advertising on WKY

today

the station

station. And its prestige, personality and programming

which has entree to more homes than any other station

make it welcome wherever it calls.

in Oklahoma.

No random

boasts are these, but hard, cold facts

proved by survey after survey, verified by a brilliant
record of sales.
So successfully does WKY

take local and national

advertisers into the homes of Oklahoma

that, for this

p\
y)
m

AFFILIATED WITH THE DAILY OKLAHOMAN, OKLAHOMA
CITY TIMES AND THE FARMER-STOCKMANm NATION AL
REPRESENTATIVE - E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY

G. THOMAS STEWART, Jr., continuity editor of WSM, Nashville, and
Mrs. Stewart are parents of a son,
Guy Thomas Stewart III, born Nov.
2.
The infant's
grandfather
is Guy
Stewart,
sales manager
of WKZO,
Kalamazoo, and onetime manager of
the old WLAP in Louisville.
HARRY .JACKSON, announcer of
WKZO. Kalamazoo, has resigned beof doctor's orders that he live
in the causeSouth.
THOMAS H. BELVISO, manager of
NBC's
music and
division,
has gone
San Francisco
Hollywood
and willto
stop off in Chicago on his way back
to New York, to study the musical and
copyright situation.
VANCE BABB, manager of NBC's
New Y'ork press department, is following doctor'snervous
orders and
staving off
a threatened
breakdown
by
taking a vacation of indeterminate
length.

DEAN MARKHAM, of the NBC New
York production staff, has joined Don
Lee Broadcasting System, Los Angeles,
editor and
producer.as continuity
He succeeds Walter
.Johnson
who resigned to become assistant to
Burt McMurtrie, Pacific Coast radio
production manager of Music Corp.
of America, Hollywood. Bud Rutherford who writes the nightly quarterhour Alka Seltzer Neicspaper-of-theAir programs, sponsored by Dr. Miles
Co. of California Inc., on the Don Lee
network, has taken on additional duties of publicity director. He succeeds
Jimmy Vandiveer who resigned to become special events director of KFIKECA, Los Angeles.
JACK SAYERS of the CBS Hollypublicity department,
ried wood
to Gwendolyn
Steele on was
Nov. mar5 at
Beverly Hills, Cal.
ARTHUR Q. BRYAN has resigned
from the continuity staff of KHJ,
Los Angeles, to free lance.
TED STEELE, who handled _ CBS
publicity in Birmingham, has joined
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal., as announcer-producer.
JIMMY WALLINGTON, CBS Hollywood announcer, is enacting the part
of an announcer in Start Cheering,
now being
tures Corp. produced by Columbia PicBOB BOWMAN and Hal Bennett
have been added to the announcing
staff of WHIG, Dayton.
HILTON HODGES, station announcer of WIBW, Topeka. and Miss
Dorothy Kenna, daughter of Dr. and
Mrs. Alpha H. Kenna, of Topeka,
were married in October at St. Louis.
PAUL PHILLIPS, station continuity chief of KMOX, St. Louis, has
returned to the station after six
months leave of absence.
PAUL CARLISLE, formerly of
KWKH, Shreveport, La., has joined
WKRC, Cincinnati.

On
Get

Your

Mark

Set

. . . .

GO!

Wouldn't you like to "dip in" ... to "go after" . . . and
"take" your full share of the millions of dollars of business
Radio is bringing every day.
Radio has sold so many things successfully in the Southwest. A Radio campaign on KTAT will sell your merchandise, product, or service.
Now's the time to start, with a heavy volume of Winter
business in view.
And, KTAT is the Station to use to cover the RICH
FORT WORTH MARKET completely and economically.
TARRANT
BROADCASTING
CO.
Studios and Offices in the
Hotel Texas
FORT WORTH, TEXAS
Raymond E. Buck, President
Sam H. Bennett, Gen. Mgr.
1000 Watts— FuU Time
National Representatives :
FREE & PETERS, Inc.
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WL6C Interviewer Surprised
On Hotel Program
KEN WILLIAMS, the Man-at-theHotel interviewer of WLBC, Muncie, Ind., has found out what actually makes an announcer go almost dead-pan before a mike. Second person he interviewed on the
program one night recently gave
his name as P. W. Seward. "And
what is your business," Ken asked.
"I work for the government," Seward replied. "What kind of work do
you do," the announcer further
queried. "I am an examiner for the
Federal Communications Commission," was the reply.
To which Williams suddenly announced to his listeners "Goodnight
all." Seward next morning visited
the studios and conversed with Don
Burton,
owner.
Seward's
Muncie was
purely
on a visit
privateto
matter not related with the FCC.
CHARLES G. HICKS, program director of WSOC, Charlotte, is under
doctor's cation,
orders
take until
a month's
and his toplace
Dec. 1 va-is
being filled by Don .Jenkins.
MISS IRENE LUCAS, of the sales
staff of WTAR. Norfolk, was married
recently to .lohu Flemming.
DAVE TYSON, veteran Philadelphia
announcer,
has been
ervisor of WFIL,
thatnamed
city. night supFRED GRAHAM, formerly of the
announcing staff of the Don Lee Network, has rejoined KFEL. Denver.
Duncan Wagner, formerly with
KGFW,
ed KFEL.Kearney. Neb., also has joinFLOYD FARR, announcer of KDYL.
Salt Lake City, has been invited to
lectureU. on "Radio and Education" at
Utah
IVAN STREED, production manager
of WHBF, Rock Island, 111., spoke
to the state convention of ParentTeachers Oct. 27 on "Making PTA
Radio
More Valuable."
DORIANPrograms
ST. GEORGE,
formerly of
WLVA,pant in several
Lynchburg,
and particiNBC Va..
dramatic
shows
in Radio City, has joined the NBC
announcing staff in Washington.
CLAUDE
formerly
musical directorSWEETEN,
of KFRC, San
Francisco,
has been appointed to a similar position with KEHE, Hollywood, and suction aceeds
fewCy Feuer
months who
ago. joined the staBRUCE ROBERTSON (no relation
to Newing) andYork
BroadcastCarl manager
Erickson ofwere
added to
the W.LJD, Chicago, announcing staif
Nov. 8. Robertson was formerly chief
staif announcer at KXBY, Kansas
City, while Erickson has been chief
announcer at WROK, Rockford, 111.

BROWN

& WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Co., Louisville (Avalon
cigarettes),
made theon largest
afternoon time purchase
any Chicago
station (excluding baseball sponsors) when it signed a contract
Nov. 8 to use two hours daily except Sunday on WJJD, Chicago.
The program, conceived and sold
by Herb
Sherman,
WJJD acommercial manager,
is literally
verbal
sports edition
with
a
complete
editorial staff headed by Warren
Brown, of the Chicago Herald &
Examiner, assisted by Jimmy Dudley and Russ Hodges together with
others yet to be named. Every type
of sport will be covered during the
two hour session. BBDO, New
York,, is the agency.
Lottridge to KTUL
APPOINTMENT of J. Buryl Lottridge as commercial manager of
KTUL, Tulsa, and of Joseph W.
Lee, manager
Oklahoma City, as of
his KTOK,
successor
as
managing
directorwas
of the
Oklahoma Network,
announced
Nov. 3. Mr. Lottridge became managingmonths
directorago.
of the network several
Bruce Barton
(Continued from page H)
sey
Alice, 20,
and residence
Bruce, Jr.,
16.
In addition
to his
at 117
E. 5jth St., Mr. Barton has a
country home at Foxboro, Mass.,
where his family has owned land
for more than 40 years. He is a
member of the Authors League of
America, Advertising Club of New
York, University Club of New
York, Bi nd Brook Club and Amherst Club of New York. An excellent golfer and bridge player, his
chief extra-curricular activity is
reading, and while his particular
interests are history and biography
he somehow finds time to keep up
with the important literature in all
fields.
His radio philosophy was summed
up in a talk at a radio industry banquet in 1928 when, speakfor allthing
listeners,
he said:
"In
this inggreat
that we
call radio
you have something which is so
much greater than yourselves,
which is so miraculous, which has
in it such tremendous power for
good or evil, that we feel that
everybody connected with it ought
to regard it with a certain sense
of awe and reverence. Give us better programs, even, than you think
we can appreciate. Raise our stanards of taste. Don't be afraid to
do the courageous thing in experimenting with so great a force in
the interest of great and good

causes."

Radio Station

is your best bet

New York
San Francisco
15, 1937

Detroit
Los Angeles

Chicago
Atlanta
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Much
WJMS, Irouwood, Mich., celebrated
its sixth anniversar}' Nov. 1. A dramatic program was presented depictingcurethea license
history forof atheradio
efforts
to se-in
station
Ironwood by William L. Johnson,
whose father, the late Marius Johnson, was the original licensee, which
extended over a four-year period.
Events surrounding the organizing,
installing and officially inaugurating
on the air of WJMS by Noel C. Ruddell. the present and only manager
WJMS has had, and all the highlights of progress made during six
years, were presented by the entire
staff of the station. Before putting
WJMS on the air in 19.31. Mr. Riiddell was the first manager of WBOW.
Terre Haute, Ind.
WGN, Chicago, has secured exclusive
broadcasting privileges for all home
games played by the Chicago Blackhawk hockey team for the fifth consecutive year. Bob Elson will be at
the mike.
SAINT JOHN. New Brunswick, has
just had an infantile paralysis scare
and CHS J provided radio lessons to
the pupils while schools were closed.
The Npw Brunswick department of
public health closed all schools during
the epidemic.
WNOX. Knoxville. celebrated its 15th
anniversary Nov. 3. Established Nov.
8. 1922. WNOX is the oldest licensed
station in Tennessee.
CKNX. Wingham, Ont.. on Nov. 1
doubled its power, installing a 100watt transmitter authorized in September. Robert J. Deacham, member
of Parliament, officiated at the dedicatory program. Three accounts were
started at the same time — Bulova
Watch
Co., Templeton's
Ltd., and W.
K. Buckley
Ltd.
KFJM. Grand Forks, N. D., in cooperation with CKY, Winnipeg, Canada, broadcast the recent North Dakota U football game which was played in Winnipeg. Elmer Hanson.
KFJM sportscaster for the sponsor.
Regans Holsum Bread, gave the playby-play description.
KIDO.lar musical
Boise, series
Ida., hasfrom
started
reguthe a Idaho
State Penitentiary, thrice weekly. The
inmates work out the programs themselves on the basis of mail requests.
KFRU, Columbia, Mo., has started
another winter series of night classes
for newscasters from the Missouri U
school of journalism under the direction of George Guyan, program director. During the past six months three
former KFRU students have joined
KVOO. Tulsa; KMBC, Kansas City,
and KWTO, Springfield, Mo., as newscasters.
MACY JEWELRY Co., new St.
Louis firm, offers correct time any
time of the day or night. The sponsor's program, broadcast by WIL. St.
Louis, is titled "Sight d Day.
WATL. Atlanta, has started that
city's first broadcasts in Yiddish. Series,
SundayA. evenings,
tures Mr.broadcast
and Mrs.
R. Mason feain
dramatic sketches.
THE safety program of WMPS,
Memphis, is sent over the police station and is heard by all occupants of
police squad cars.
ARRANGEMENTS have been completed with WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.,
and the state champion girls bowling
team of Connecticut to present the
team under the WICC banner for the
season.
WOPI, Bristol, Tenn., on Nov. 15
was to open permanent studios in the
Homestead Hotel, Kingsport, 20 miles
away. An inaugural program was to
include salutes to local business firms
and industries.
BROADCASTING

Safer

FRANK AUSTIN, sports
commentator of KDYL, Salt
Lake City, is commenting
from the third row at local
wrestling matches since Jack
King jumped out of the ring,
gr?bbed Austin, applied a
headlock, and dragged him
into the arena. The strong
man later apologized and
said he was momentarily confused by a crack on the head
as he went through the ropes.
CHICAGO Radio Artists will hold
their first annual Radio Costume
Ball Nov. 27 with proceeds to be devoted for the Radio Artist's Fund of
Chicago, a social organization.
WAAF, Chicago, has started a new
quarter-hour Sunday afternoon program called Quickies which contains
15 separate
and distinct
Included are music,
news, features.
style notes,
drama and comedy. Program is sponsored by Gordon Credit Clothing Co.
with Sherman Perlman Co.. Chicago,
agency handling the account. Exactly
opposite of the Quickies broadcast is
a full-hour Once Around ihe Clock
program also heard on Sunday afternoon, a variety show. Sundberg Electric Co., Chicago (electrical appliances) thru Selviair Broadcasting
System Inc., Chicago, sponsors the
latter program.
TWO Chicago stations, WBBM and
WIND, have started programs in
which views
recordings
are made
of interwith housewives
and others
and
broadcast later.
KQW, San Jose, is presenting each
Thursday night a program for amateur announcers. Station invites embryos desiring to try-out before the
microphone to participate on the affair. The turn-out has been heavy.
Edward
monies. Calder is the master of cereKWTO,
taking the airSpringfield,
at 5 a. m. Mo.,
with isa now
program
aimed at the rural audience.
WNEW. New York, has issued a new
rate-card, effective Nov. 15, on which
■'package" rates are quoted for Make
Believe Ballroom. Joymakers, Milkman's Matinee, and news broadcast
periods. Rates for these features are
up from 10% to 35%. No other rate
changes have been made.
MICROPHONES were placed in a
U. S. District Court by WMCA, New
York, to pick up the ceremonies attending the admission of .300 aliens to
American citizenship.
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STUDENTS in Philadelphia's vocational schools tell "what we did in
school noontoday"
a Thursday
afterseries on inWFIL
titled School
Days. Presented under joint auspices
of the WFIL educational department
which is supervised by Margaret
Schaefer and the local board of education, the series will feature dramatic
skits and round table discussions.
MAUDE ADAMS' debut as a stage
director will be broadcast on the NBCRed network on Nov. 20. Miss Adams'
production
Rostand's
Chanteclerof
will be heardof from
the auditorium
Stephens College, Columbia, Mo.,
where she is teaching dramatics and
experimenting with new ideas in sound
effects and lighting.
WCAU, Philadelphia, is presenting a
weekly series called Dramas of Science
featuring members of the local Franklin Institute. Dramatized biographies
of leaders in science and industry are
highlighted.
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STATION ACCOUNTS
ap — studio programa
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
to — transcription announeemenia
KHJ, Los Angeles
American Tobacco Co., New York
(Roitan cigars), 3 weekly sa, thru
Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (yeast
tablets), 2 weekly t, thru Ruthrauff
& Ryan Inc., New York.
American Chicle Co., Long Island
City, N. Y. (Sen-Sen), 80 ta, thru
Badger & Browning Inc., N. Y.
Dr. Frank B. Robinson, Moscow, Ida.
(religious), 6 ta, thru Izzard Co.,
Seattle.
McCoy Health Institutions, Los Angeles, (health service), 2 weekly sp,
thru J. H. Withington Co., Los Angeles.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati.
(Crisco), 90 ta, thru Compton Advertising Inc., N. Y.
Golden Bear Coffee Co. Ltd., Los Angeles (Breakfast Club coffee), 2
weekly sa, thru Philip J. Meany
Co., Los Angeles.
WGY, Schenectady
Best Foods Inc., New York (Nucoa),
daily sa, thru Benton & Bowles
Inc., N. Y.
R. B. Davis Co., Hoboken, N. J.
(baking powder), 2 weekly sp, thru
Charles W. Hoyt Co., N. Y.
Rumford Chemical Works, Providence,
R. I., 2 daily sa, thru Atherton &
Courier Inc., N. Y.
American Pop Com Co.. Sioux City,
la., weekly
sp, thru Coolidge Adv.
Co.,
Des Moines.
Reid, Murdoch & Co., Chicago (canned food), 6 weekly sa, thru Rogers
& Smith Adv. Agency, Chicago.
American Oil Co., Baltimore, 2 weekly sa, thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Knox Gelatine Co., Johnstown, N. Y..
6 weekly sa, thru Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., N. Y.
WPTF, Raleigh, N. C.
Kraft-Phenix Cheese Corp., Chicago,
18 sa, thru Needham, Louis & Brorby Inc.. Chicago.
Best Foods Inc., New York (Nucoa),
26
sa, thru Benton & Bowles Inc ,
N. Y.
Dr W. B. CaldweU Inc., Monticello.
111. (Syrup Pepsin), 260 t, thru
Cramer-Krasselt Inc., Milwaukee
.
American Oil Co., Baltimore (Amoco),
12
sa,
thru
Joseph
Katz
Co.,
Baltimore.
WEAN, Providence
Felber Biscuit Co., Columbus, O.
(Kenneth crackers), 14 so, thru
Harry M. Miller Inc., Columbus.
Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich, (cereals) 21 sa, thru Chambers & Wiswell Inc., Boston.
WNAC, Boston
Best Foods Inc., New York (Nucoa),
ta, thru Benton & Bowles Inc .
26
N. Y.
Deerfoot Farms, Southbridge, Mass.
(Meat products), 39 sa, thru N. W.
Ayer & Son Inc., Boston.
WHBF, Rock Island, 111.
United Drug Co., Boston (Rexall
sale), 5 t, thru Street & Finney
Inc., N. Y.
M. L. Clein Co., Atlanta (Menthomulsion), 6 weekly t, thru RawsonMorrill Inc., Atlanta.
Page 46
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WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids
Booth Fisheries, Chicago (Tastyloins) ,
39 ta, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons
Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Durkee Famous Foods Inc., Blmhurst,
N. Y. (margarine), 26 t, thru C.
Wendel Muench & Co., Chicago.
Lever Bros. Co., Cambridge (Spry),
208 sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc..
N. Y.
Anacin Co., Chicago (proprietary),
156
thruN. Blackett-Sample-Hummert t,Inc.,
Y.
Barton Mfg. Co., St. Louis (Dyanshine), 52 so, thru Anfenger Adv.
Agency, St. Louis.
Gamble Stores, Minneapolis (antifreeze), 48 so, thru BBDO, Minneapolis.
WAAF, Chicago
American Poultry Journal, 6 weekly
sa, thru Schillin Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Busch Jewelry Co., Pittsburgh, 35
weekly sa, thru Sayre Adv. Co.,
Pittsburgh.
Bulk Oil Co., Chicago (gas stations),
6 weekly sp, thru Lee Biespel, Chicago.
CKNX, Wingham, Ont.
Bulova
direct. Watch Co., Toronto, 1825 sa,
W. K. Buckley Ltd., Toronto (proprietary), 6weekly ta, direct.
Nyal
Drug
Co.,
Windsor, 12 so, direct.
KVOE, Santa Ana, Cal.
Golden Bear Coffee Co. Ltd., Los Angeles (Breakfast Club coffee), 2
weekly sa, thru Philip J. Meany
Co., Los Angeles,
KSFO, San Francisco
R. L. Watkins Co., New York (Dr.
Lyons toothpaste), 5 weekly t, thru
Blackett
N. Y. - Sample - Hummert I n c,
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.
R. G. Sullivan Inc., Manchester, N.
H. (7-20-4 Cigar), 260 sa, thru
Broadcast Advertising, Inc., Boston.
KGW, San Jose
Seven-Up Bottling Co., San Francisco
(soft drink), weekly t, thru Beaumont & Hohman, San Francisco.

WOR, Newark
Stokely Bros. & Co., Indianapolis
(Van Camp Food Products), 5
weekly t, thru Raymond R. Morgan
Co., Hollywood.
Procter
& Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Oxydol), 5 weekly t,Inc.,
thruChicago.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert
Washington State Apples Inc., Wenatchee. Wash., 5 weekly sp, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco.
Wander Co., Chicago (Ovaltine), 5
weekly
thru
Blackett-SampleHummert t,Inc.,
Chicago.
De Soto Motor Corp., Detroit (motor
cars), weekly t, thru J. Sterling
Getchell Inc., N. Y.
California Fruit Growers Exchange,
Los Angeles (Sunkist oranges), 6
weekly sp, thru Lord & Thomas,
Los Angeles.
Modern Living Health Institute Inc.,
New York (Hood-Lax and Calpar),
3 weekly sp, thru Alfred P. Zabin
Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Colgate - Palmolive - Peet Co., Jersey
City (soap and Supersuds), 5 weekly sp, thru Benton & Bowles Inc.,
N. Y.
Blue Moon Cheese Co., Minneapolis,
5 weekly sp, thru BBDO, N. Y.
John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa, la.
(Red Heart dog food), 5 weekly sp,
thru
Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc.
Chicago.
Schoomaker Laboratories, Caldwell,
N. J. (cold remedy), 2 weekly t,
thru Luckey Bowman & Co. Inc.,
New York.
Laird & Co., Scobeyville, N. J. (apple
cider), 3 weekly t, direct.
WNEW, New York
Gruen Watch Co., Cincinnati, 24
weekly so, thru McCann Erickson
Inc., N. Y.
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 70
weekly
N. C. sa, thru Blow Co. Inc.,
Lever Bros., Cambridge, Mass.
(Spry), 6 weekly sp, thru Ruthrauff
6 Ryan
Y.
Knox
Co., Inc.,
Los N.Angeles
(Cystex),
weekly t, thru Allen C. Smith Adv.
Co., Kansas City.
KJBS, San Francisco
Liberty Orchards Co., Cashmere,
Wash, (seeds, plants), 6 weekly sa,
thru Beaumont & Hohman Inc., San
Francisco.

KDKA, Pittsburgh
E. L. Knowles Co., Springfield, Mass.
182
thru Lawrence M. O'Connell, sa,
Springfield.
Lewis Howe Co., St. Louis, 39 t,
390 ta, thru H. W. Kastor & Sons
Adv. Co. Inc., Chicago.
Pacquin Lab. Corp., New York, 52 t,
thru Wm. Esty & Co. Inc., N. Y.
United Drug Co., Boston, 5 t, thru
Street & Finney Inc., N. Y.
Bayuk Cigars Inc., Philadelphia, 40
sa, thru McKee-Albright & Ivey
Inc., Philadelphia.
Utica Knitting Company, Utica, N. Y.,
30
so, thru John Thomas Miller,
N. Y.
Penick & Ford Ltd., New York, 300
so, thru J. Walter Thompson Co.,
N. Y.
Olds Motor Works, Lansing, Mich., 13
t, thru D. P. Brother & Co. Inc.,
Detroit.
Oneida Ltd., Oneida, N. Y., 13 t, thru
BBDO. N. Y.
MarylandmorePharmaceutical
Co., Joseph
Balti(Rem), 78 sa, thru
Katz Co., Baltimore.
Ward Baking Co., New York. 195 fe,
thru H. W. Kastor & Sons Adv. Co.
Inc., Chicago.
Anderson Co., Gary, Ind., 42 so,
thru Schwab & Beatty Inc., N. Y.
Pinex Co., Ft. Wayne, Ind., 132 so,
thru Russell M. Seeds Co., Inc.,
Chicago.
Bernard Perfumers, St. Louis, 62 ap,
thru Sel Johnson Co., St. Louis.
KNX, Hollywood
Bulova Watch Co., New York
(watches), 70 weekly sa, thru Biow
Co. Inc., N. Y.
Standard Oil Co. of Cal., San Francisco, 21 Inc.,
weeklySansa,Francisco.
thru McCannErickson
Skinner
&
Eddy
Corp.,
Seattle
(Peter
Pan canned salmon), 7 weekly
sp,
thru J. William Sheets, Seattle.
Stockton & Jones Co., Los Angeles
(S. & J. Prune Pudding), 5 weekly
sp, thru Charles H. Mayne Co., Los
Angeles.
KSFO, San Francisco
Folger Coffee Co., Los Angeles (coffee,
tea, spices)
5 weekly
Raymnod
R. Morgan
Co., t,
Losthru
Angeles.
Van Camp-Stokely Co., Los Angeles
(pork and beans) 5 weekly t, thru
Raymond R. Morgan Co., Los AnMilens Inc., Oakland (jewelry) 6
weekly sp, thru Theodore Segall,
Francisco.
geles.
WHO, Des Moines
Chrysler Corp., Detroit (De Soto), 13
t, thru J. Stirling GetcheU Inc., De^
troit.
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee,
90-minute program, thru Bert S. /
Gittins, Milwaukee.
Paxton & Gallaher Co., Omaha (Butternut coifee),
thru Buchanan-Thomas 135
Adv. Co.,sp, Omaha.
KFI, Los Angeles
Beaumont Laboratories, St. Louis
(cold tablets), 6 weekly ta, thru H.
W.
Kastor & Sons Adv. Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
Loma
Loma Linda
Linda,Food
Cal.Products
(health Co.,
foods),
weekly sp, thru Lisle Sheldon Radio
Adv., Los Angeles.
WHN, New York
R. L. Watkins Co., New York, (Dr.
Lyons' tooth powder), 5 weekly t,
52 weeks, Inc.,
thru
Hnmmert
N. Y.Blackett-SampleCoca-Cola Bottling Co. of New York,
5 weekly
Adv.
Co., t,N.13Y. weeks, thru D'Arcy

"Have This
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Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
Fan Mail Picture Retouched — I Can Still See Some of the
Boxes Under the Letters."
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KPO, San Francisco
Lady Alycia
Beauty2 weeklv
Products,
land (cosmetics),
sp, Oakthru
Frank Cox & Staff, Oakland.
WAAB, Boston
United Service Stores Inc., Boston
(Shure-Fine Coffee), 13 sp, direct.
WMCA, New York
H. P. Carr Co., New York (tooth
powder), 5 weekly sp, direct.
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Commercials Cut
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS Co.,
Cleveland (paints), sponsor
of Metropolitan
Opera
Auditions of the Air,
broadcast
IN THE Nov. 1 issue of BroadcastI>'G
it was Inc.,
reportedNew
that York,
Nestle'stesting
Milk
Products
J/ad Hatiersfields on two stations of
the WLW Line through Lord &
Thomas, New York, is the maker of
milk chocolate bars and hot chocolate.
The agency states that the program
advertises the sponsor's Lion Brand
evaporated milk, and has no connection with the chocolate business,
which is a separate organization.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Lucky Strike cigarettes), sponsoring a new program on 2 Mutual
stations, has changed the name of
the program to Melody Puzzles. It
started Nov. 2 and is heard each
Tuesday on WOR, Newark, WNBF,
Binghamton. Agency is Lord & Thomas, New York.
SPECIALTY SALES Co., Atlanta,
for BB headache powder, has bought
the si.\-hour Dancing Till Dawn Saturday night program of TVATL. Atlanta. The show was a sustainer for
two years.
PRESIDENT Theater. San Francisco (motion pictures) on Nov. 4 started a schedule of quarter-hour news
broadcasts simultaneously over KGGC,
San Francisco and KLS, Oakland,
which are being presented nightly except Sunday. Harry LeRoy and Rene
LaMarr are the two voices on the
broadcasts. Stations are using International News Service copy.
MASTER JEWELERS Co., Chicago
(chain of seven jewelry stores) has
added a third program on WCFL,
Chicago. The new show, called Keeping Time With Master Jetcelers, is
broadcast daily e.xcept Sunday 7 :30
a. m. Other programs on WCFL are
a full hour Sunday evening and a
quarter-hour Wednesdav and Friday
evenings.
I. J. Wagner"
Adv. Agency,
Chicago, handles
the account.
E. FOUOERA & Co. Inc.. New York
(Vapex), on Nov. 5 added WAAB,
Boston, for Let's Play Games, program featuring Jane Martin previously heard only on WOR. Newark.
Other stations may be added later.
Agency is Small & Seiffer Inc., New
York.

GORDON BAKING Co., Detroit,
New York and Chicago, (Silver Cup
bread), has appointed Young & Rubieam Inc., Detroit, to direct advertis29. The
effective Nov.
heard on
now company's
program,
Lone ing,Ranger
the Mutual network, will continue
with no changes. Harry Ackerman
York theoffice,
agency'sto New
of the
show.will
produce
to Detroit
go

WWNC

ASHEVILLE,

N. C
Full Time NBC Affiliate
1,000 Watts

The Only Blanket Radio
Coverage of Prosperous
Western North Carolina

"T/ie Quality Market
of The Southeast"
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MILK —commentator,
Martha Deane,
WOR's28
feminine
on Oct.
did her broadcast from the Rotolactor at the dairy of the WalkerGordon Laboratory Co., Plainsboro, N. J., one of her sponsors.
Henry W. Jeffers, president of the
company and inventor of the famous cow "merry-go-round" milking machine, and Alfred S. Cook,
Walker-Gordon advertising manager, also spoke on the broadcast.

Sundays on the NBC-Blue
network, is reducing commercials on the program to a
minimum, on the theory that
good-will
and listener
interest
will
be increased
sufficiently
to offset the usual commercials. Commercial announcement in the middle of the
program hastogether,been
dropped and
aland opening
closing sponsor identification
is put in as few words as possible, according to the agency, Cecil, Warwick & Legler
Inc., New York.

UNDERWOOD. EUiott Fisher Co., VALUPTE Inc., New York (vanities,
cigarette
has New
apToronto (office machinery), is run- compacts,
Abbott Kimballcases),
Co. Inc.,
ning 26 Sunday afternoon piano re- York, to pointed
direct
advertising.
Spot
radio
citals by Ernest Seitz, jjianist, from
the new studios of Associated Broad- will be used in four cities.
casting Co. Ltd.. Toronto, over CRCT.
DENNISON MFG. Co., FramingToronto; CBO, Ottawa, and CFCF,
Montreal. The account was placed ham, Mass., has appointed Grey Adv.
New York, to direct adthrough J. J. Gibbons Ltd., Toronto. Agency Inc.,
vertisiexecutive.
ng. E. R. Weiss,Usevice-president,
is
account
of radio is
CJRC, Winnipeg,
has concluded
tiations for exclusive
rights tonegothe now under consideration.
broadcasts of 10 major professional
hockey games played in the United CURTIS FURNITURE Co., New
States this season. The station will York, has appointed Alvin Austin Co..
5000
New York, to direct advertising and
WATTS
use local sponsors.
merchandising. Radio may be used
SITROUX Co., New York (face and later in the season.
mentholated tissues), on Nov. 5 startdailies have turned to raed a weekly quarter-hour program on CHICAGO
dio to boost street sales in Omaha
WOR, Newark, featuring Allie Lowe
Miles and Sedley Brown. Agency is since the city became a one-newspaper
Franklin Bruck Adv. Corp., New
town a month ago. The Chicago HerYork.
LAMAR LIFE INSURANCE CO.
ald-Examiner (Hearst) is now carrying a spot campaign over WOW.
CYCLES TRADES of America, New
York, has placed its account with
Campbell-Ewald Co.. of New York.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincin- 50,000 WATTS -NATIONALLY CLEARED CHANNEL
nati (Ivory soap), sponsor of Ivory
Tower on WOV, New York, on Nov.
1 started repeat broadcasts of the
same program on WCOP, Boston,
Proved Primary
from noon to 12 :15 p. m. Mondays
Listening Area
through Fridays. Program, in Italian
and English, stars Giuseppe Loffredo.
Compton Adv. Inc., New York, is
The More
4,932,307
agency.
Population
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER
1,267,319
You Tell the
Families—
Co., Akron, will sponsor five quarterhour programs
direct
from
the
InFood8292,726,998
Sales——
ternational Livestock Exposition in
More You Sell
Chicago Nov. 29-Dec. 3 over NBCDrug Sales
Blue.
S52,54S,833
This station covers
UTILITIES Engineering Institute,
Radio
Homes^—
Chicago, (air conditioning courses),
904,999
added CKLW to its quarter-hour tranALL the rich Ohio ValPassenger
scription series. First United Broad962,233 Cars
casters Inc., Chicago, is agency.
ley where TODAY
JOHN WIELAND has been elevated
Filling Station Sales577,575,083
there is more money to
to the advertising managership bv
Standard Oil Co. of Ohio.
Income
Taxpayers—
134,204
spend and a greater
GRANADA VINEYARDS Inc., CamTotal 1936 Sales
bridge, Mass. (winery), has placed
itch to buy than at any
82,738,119,583
its account with David Malkiel Adv.
Agency, Boston.
other time since 1930.
HONOR BRAND Frosted Food Corp.,
New York, has appointed N. W. Ayer
820 Kilocycles
& Son Inc., New York to handle its
entire line. Earl B. Thomas is acC.B.S. Outlet
count executive.
MURINE Co., Chicago (eye lotion),
has placed its business with BBDO,
Chicago. No definite radio plans have
been formulated yet according to a
spokesman for Robert B. Barton and
L. Edward Scriven, account execuEDWARD PETRY
tives.
& COMPANY
DAVIDSON BAKERIES (chain of
National Representatives
bakeries) and Davis Jewelry Co. (retail jewelers) both of Chicago, have
placed their radio advertising with
Ford, Browne & Matthews, Chicago.
The bakery firm has started daily
COURIER-JOURNAL & LOUISVILLE TIMES STATION
spot announcements on WJJD, Chicago.
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Bannan

Rep. Ofl&ce
BERTHA BANNAN, for several
years
buyer for space
the James
F. Fay Advertising Service, Boston,lished
has offices
estabas
the first woman
in that city actively to engage
Miss Bannan in the radio representative field. She reports her
list as WCSH, Portland; WTAG,
Worcester; WSPR, Springfield;
WTIC, Hartford; WJAR, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor; WFEA,
Manchester, and WLNH, Laconia.
Miss Bannan has been in the advertising business for the last 12
years and in radio since 1933.
OPEN FOR SPONSOR
"THIS WOMANBy IN WHITE"
Mystery Serial
ADILA COMER
A thrilling new radio show
set in Elite Residential
Hollywoodland.
26 15-Minute Scripts.
Write

wood--—
RADIO PRODUCTIONS
Hollywood, Calif.
220 Markham Bldg.
. . . wood words sell . . .

Reps Merge in Canada
MERGER of two station representative firms servicing stations
of Western Canada has just been
announced, effective Nov. 1. United
Broadcasting Sales Ltd. has
merged with All-Canada Radio Facilities Ltd. and the new concern
will bear the latter name. The
move brings under one firm the
representation of the majority of
western Canadian stations, for the
two companies had practically
dominated the western territory.
Although not officially announced,
it is believed that H. R. Carson,
managing director of the former
United Broadcast Sales Ltd., will
be managing director of the new
company. The new concern will
maintain a complete transcription
service and is equipped to prepare
transcribed shows for sponsors.
Offices will be maintained in Montreal, Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary
and Vancouver.
McDermott to Agency
G. B. McDERMOTT, who recently
resigned as national sales representative ofNBC-managed and operated stations in Chicago, on
Nov. 8 joined the Kirtland-Engel
Co., Chicago, as radio director.
Mr. McDermott joined the local
sales department of NBC-Chicago
in 1932, coming from WBS, later
being named commercial manager
of the NBC-Chicago owned and
operated stations, WMAQ and
WENR, a position he held until
promoted to the national sales post
last March.

just a few of the repeat
Advertisers

attesting

the sales

coverage of kgw-kex . . . steady
users for over seven years .
Gevurtz Furniture Co.
Fisher Flouring Mills
Chas. F. Berg
Elsie's Millinery
Chevrolet Motor Co.
Montag
& Furnace 60. 1
J. K. Gill Co.
Ireland'sStove
Eastern
Outfitting Co.
Sign of the Rose
Baby's
Boudoir
Davidson Bread
Tommy Luke^ ^
Edwards Furniture Co.
Sears,
Roebuck
& Co.
Young's
<
Portland Gown
Gas & Shop
Coke Co. Gill Seed Co.
Bulova Watch Co.
Meier & Frank Co.
Portland General Elec. Co. Union Pacific Railroad «
U.S. Bakery
RADIO STATIONS OF
THE OREGONIAN
PORTLAND, OREGON

620 KC
N.B.C. Red Network

1180 KC
N.B.C. Blue Network
Representatives: COWARD PETRN & CO., Inc.— New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco
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McClatchy Now Manages
California Radio Group ;
NORTHERN BROADCASTING Co.
Ltd., tions
owning
Northern
CJKL, CKGB
and Ontario
CFCH, stahas
opened a Montreal sales office in the
Dominion Square Bldg., with Don
Bassett transferred from the Toronto
office in charge. Jack Cooke has been
placed fice.inHe was
chargeformerly
of the with
Toronto
ofCJCS,
Stratford, a station partly owned by
Roy Thompson, president of NortherntionsBroadcasting
Co. Theto three
stahave been added
the basic
commercial network of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp.
CRAIG & HOLLINGBERY, radio
station
opened Westrepresentatives,
Coast offices atrecently
564 Market
St., San Francisco. The company also
has offices
New York, Chicago,
Detroit and inJacksonville.
The branch
will be under the supervision of J.
Leslie Meek, active in the radio and
newspaper field on the Coast for 10
C.
years.L. SLEININGBR, for the last
year ingwith
Transamerican
Broadcast& Television
Corp., Chicago,
on
Nov. 8 joined Gene Furgason & Co.,
Chicago, as manager of the Chicago
office. With
Mr. Sleininger's
ment, Mr. Furgason
plans toappointspend
more time traveling.
THE Canadian office of Joseph Hershey McGillvra,
Toronto,
has been appointed exclusive
representative
for
Ontario and Quebec for the three
James Richardson stations in western Canada — C J R C. Winnipeg ;
CJRM, Regina. and CJAX. Yorkton.
AUSTIN JOCELYN. formerly of
Free & Peters Inc., has joined the
Chicago sales staff of Radio Sales
Inc.
WEED tional
& Co.
has been
appointedGreat
narepresentative
of KFBB,
Falls, Mont., effective Nov. 15.
WJMS,
Ironwood,
Mich., has
ed Mitchell
& Ruddell
Inc.appointas its
representative.
Jonathan Dorr Pierce
JONATHAN DORR PIERCE, 35,
president of Bermingham, Castleman & Pierce Inc., New York agency, died at his home in New York
Nov. 6 following a short illness. A
Princeton graduate of 1924, he
formed the agency with Arch Bermingham and the late Samuel
Castleman in 1931. The agency
handles such radio accounts as
Beneficial Industrial Management
Corp., Newark (finance) ; Conti
Products Corp., New York, and
Griffin Mfg. Co., Brooklyn (shoe
polish). He is survived by his
widow and a young daughter.

m

Available to only one radio
station in each city
Details on Request
Represented exclusively by
Stephen
290 Park Avenue Slesinger,New Inc.
York
BROADCASTING

Ford Billings Resigns
FOLLOWING consultations in San
Francisco between Emile Gough,
vice - president of Hearst Radio
Inc., and Guy C. Hamilton, general manager of
the McClatchy
radio stations and
newspapers, Mr.
Hamilton
nounced that anthe
McClatchy
interests has taken
over complete
management o f
the California
Radio
Hamilton
of
Nov.System
8. At astheMr.same
time it
was revealed that Ford Billings,
Hearst Radio executive in charge
of Pacific Coast operations, who
has been supervising the regional
network, has resigned from the
Hearst organization. Howard Lane,
business manager of McClatchy
Broadcasting
Co., will supervise
the network setup.
With the vnthdrawal of Hearst
from its tieup with McClatchy in
the cooperative operation of the
state network, KFWB, Hollywood,
becomes the Los Angeles outlet in
lieu of KEHE, the Hearst Los
Angelesciscostation.
KYA, remains
San FranHearst station,
as
the bay district outlet. The McClatchy California stations comprise
remainder
of the
network asthebefore
— namely,
KFBK,
Sacramento; KM J, Fresno; KWG,
Stockton; KERN, Bakersfield.
KFWB, owned by Warner Brothers, and KYA will feed programs
to the hookup, as will KFBK. The
network will be represented nationally by Transamerican.
Grant in Chicago
GRANT ADV. Inc., Dallas agency,
has opened a Chicago office with
Joseph
L. O'Connor,
with
the
Myer-Both
Adv. formerly
Co., Chicago,
in charge. The Grant agency has
recently been appointed to handle
all advertising for Mars Inc., Chicago (candy bars), which has used
radio extensively in the past. No
definite radio plans have been
formulated yet according to Mr.
O'Connor. Mr. Grant, account executive for Mars, is currently diChicago.viding his time between Dallas and
Castl cherry's Adding
THE Riddle Man series of Castleberry's Food Co., Augusta, Ga.,
which started on WMAZ, Macon,
has been extended to WATL, Atlanta, WAIM, Anderson, S. C,
WRDW, Augusta, and will be
placed soon on WJAX, Jacksonville, Fla. Cans of food and pressure cookers are given listeners,
who get their awards at grocery
stores. This feature has caused
many grocers to stock the line.
Groves-Keen Co., Atlanta, has the
account.
Research Firms Unite
PAUL T. CHERINGTON and
Market Research Corp. of America
have merged, with Mr. Cherington
becoming president. Other officers
are Miss Pauline Arnold, Percival
White, J. E. Graham, Richmond
Watson. Offices are in Rockefeller
Center, New York, and 120 S. LaSalle St., Chicago.
• Broadcast
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APPOINTMEXT of Phil Christol.
as vice-presiHearst,
formerly
dent and with
account
executive
on radio
of Aircasters Inc.. Detroit Asency.
was announced Nov. 2. Dr. Ralph
Campbell has joined the agency as
treasurer and will be in charge of
research, and Edwin G. Lenfestey becomes secretary and account executive
on all business. Stanley G. Boynton,
formerly of WJR. Detroit, remains as
president. Miss Violet Cory is in
charge of media for all publications.
BRACE BEEMER Inc.. Detroit
agency specializing in radio advertising, has opened new offices in the Maccabees Bldg. Nov. 3. King Bard, formerly with NBC and various radio
stations throughout the country and
former commercial manager of
WOOD-WASH, Grand Rapids, has
been added to the staff. R. H. Edsall
has been appointed comptroller.
SHAW-BETTS Inc.. Denver agency,
has been dissolved. Robert J. Betts
! has formed Bot Betts Inc.. 810 14th
St., that city, and E. O. Shaw has
I formed tional
theBank Shaw
Bldg., Adv.
Denver.Agency, NaEARL L. HADLEY, formerly general
manager of the Rudolph Wurlitzer
Co., Chicago, has joined Henri, Hurst
& McDonald, that city, as account executive. The agency will launch a
broader program of merchandising service for its client, Fairbanks, Moore &
Co., Home Appliance Division, Indianapolis, with the possibilit.v that
radio advertising will be used for the
company's
newtheradio
wiiich was recently put on
market.
DAVID P. BROWN, account executive at P. P. Dillis Corp., Chicago agency, and Brooks Midclleston,
account executive with CampbellEwald Inc., Detroit, from 1929 to
19H6 have joined Blackett-SampleHummert Inc., Chicago, as account
executives. They will work with
O'Neil Ryan on the American Airline
account which recently placed its business with B-S-H, Chicago.
CARLTON D. STODDARD, formerly with the Joiinial-Stockman, Omaha,
has joined Bert S. Gittins, Advertising, to assist accounts.
in handling the agency's
agricultural
GEORGE McGARRETT, producer,
and Bill Rousseau, assistant, of Young
& Rubicam Inc., have gone to the
West Coast to produce the Fred Allen
Town Hall Tonight programs for
Bristol-Myers Co.. which will originate in Hollywood until Allen finishes
his picture engagement. Harry Von
Zell has also gone to Hollywood to
announce the series. Bill Thomas,
agency's publicity director in New
Y'ork,ing has
program.also gone out for the openCOWLES & GOEHRING, publicity
and advertising agency, has been
j| formed at 250 Park Ave., New York.
I Principals are Reta Cowles, formerly
T with
Altman &andCo.,.Jack
Russeks'
and
CollegeB. Humor,
Goehring,
formerly publicity and advertising director, Monocraft Products Inc., New
York. The agency has been appointed
to place advertising for Alexander
Doll Co.. New York (Quintuplet
dolls). Radio may be used for the
account after the first of the year.
FRANK LINDER, formerly in charge
of production at WIXAL, Boston,
has joined BBDO, New York, as assistant director of March of Time.
VAN SANT, DUGDALE & Co. Inc.,
Baltimore advertising agency, is instal ing aradio audition room for transcriptions and trial programs.
GRANT ADV. AGENCY, Dallas, has
opened a branch office at 919 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago.
BROADCASTING

Slaiiffer-Fraiico Raised
ELEVATION of
Carlos Franco
from station relations manager
to manager of the
radio department
of Young & Rubic a m Inc., New
York, has been
effected coincident
with tionthe
promo-D.
Mr. Franco
of Donald
Stauffer to vice-president in charge
of radio. Mr. Stauffer has been
manager of the radio department.

R. CALVERT HAWS has beenoftransRusferred from the Chicago offices
sell M. Seeds Co. Inc., to Hollywood.
proHe has been placed in charge ofHollyweekly CBS
of the five
wood inductionPerson
program sponsored by
General Mills Inc., working with
Clav Osborne, manager of the Seeds
Co. West Coast offices and Tom ^yallace in charge of studio production.
Sponsor has extended its southern
California coverage to include KFWB,
Hollywood as well as KNX, that
city, Nov.
adding
list
8. the former station to its
CAL J. McCarthy, vice-president
of Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc., New York
was in Hollywood early in November
conferring with Tiny Ruffner, West
Coast radio manager, on Lever Bros,
program. Merritt W. Barnum. who
accompanied Mr. McCarthy from New
York, will remain in Hollywood as
contact man on the CBS Al Jolson
Shoic.
RICHARD N. HEATH, formerly
Chicago representative of the Ladies
Home Journal, on Nov. 1 joined Leo
Burnett Co. Inc., that city as vicepresident in charge of merchandising.
DONALD D. STAUFFER, manager,icamradio
& RubInc.,department.
New York, Y'oung
will leave
for
the Coast about Nov. 18 to be gone a
month.
WILLIAM J. THOMAS, head of
Young & Rubicam Inc., New York,
publicity department, is in Hollywood
to confer with Bill Stuart, West
Coast publicity director.
PAUL PIERCE, formerly copy editor of KFWB, Hollywood, has joined
Howard W. Newton Co., Beverly
Hills, Cal., advertising agency, as radio department manager.
JAMES VAN LEIW, formerly publicity casting
directorsystem,
of Central
BroadLincoln,States
Neb.,
has
been added to the writing staff of Radio Feature Service Inc., Hollywood.
MILTON WEINBERG, president of
Milton Weinberg Adv. Co., Los Angeles, has returned to his desk after
a two months eastern business tour.
* Are

ijour

BOB .JOYCE, formerly of the M-G-M
publicity department, Hollywood, has
joined Jimmy Fritz & Associates, exin that
as partner and ploitation
the btireau
firm
namecityhas
been
changed to Jimmy Fritz-Bob Joyce &
Associates. .Joyce heads the newly organized radio nublicity department.
MARGUERITE LYON of the radio
department of Henri, Hurst & McDonald Inc., Chicago, is in charge of
a newly-created script writing department at the Hewitt School of English
and Public Speaking. Chicago.
DOROTHY BARSTOW, head of the
radio production department of McCann-Erickson Inc., New York, paid
a visit to the San Francisco offices of
the agency recently.

NITE-LETTER
S,iend for free sample scripts of
this new 5-minute Script Program.
Original, authentic, breezy sumof the capital,
day's biggest
of themaryfilm
gatherednewsby
our own r^orters. Air-mailed daily
direct from Hollywood. Exclusive
franchise still .open in many choice
cities. Cost is trifling. Wire today.

BABYLAND, largest exclusive baby
shop in the Southwest, located at
Tulsa, after six weeks on the air over
KVOO, reports the largest business in
its history and credits it largely to radio. Its show is directed to parents of
children up to 3 and features Marguerite Munselle. harpist.

Earnshaw Radio Productions
6425 Holly>»ood Blvd., Hollywood, C.liF.

u
HOMS

TAUNT

pimrr

IS

lousy/

We admit with candor that Fargo **home talent,**
like that of other cities of similar size or smaller, is
pretty lousy ! But you can*t— tell our home
D
They like it !
We*ve brought
our home-town
idea as to what

SOUND

HOLLYWOOD

folks that !

advertisers some swell results with
boys and girls. Would you like an
we*d suggest for you?

EFFECTS
WDAY,iNC.
up to

N. B. C.

2

A complete, quality catalog of unsurpassed
so^and eHect discs, flawlessly recorded from life
and released on cjuiet, unbreakable Viotrolac
and
leading networks
pressings. Preferred theby world.
Write for catalog.
stations throughout

Affiliated
FREE and
PETERS, INC.
NATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES

with

the

Fargo

FARGO
N.

D.

Forum
940 KILOCYCLES
5000 WATTS DAY
looo WATTS NIGHT

SimdaJid Radijo
ISO N. Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO
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1938

ABOUT

YEARBOOK

Guaranteed

THE

NUMBER

circulation to all regular subscribers

of BROADCASTING.

Indispensable
account
executives,

to radio advertisers, time buyers,

executives,

station

station sales managers

of all services

and

network

and executives

relating to radio broadcasting.

Your year 'round advertising medium —
regular rates and Frequency discounts apply.
RESERVE

SPACE

TODAY!

FCC

Placed

in a Glass House
from page 9)
(Continued
ing in three weeks, and a mass of
vised procedure permitting any one
to participate in such hearings. miscellaneous matters was cleared,
The CIO also condemned the FCC
along with 10 docket cases based
reports of examiners. But the
for "star chamber" proceedings in upon
a resolution at its October con- docket was not cleared by any
vention in Atlantic City.
means, and practically all controIn the reforms to be instituted,
versial cases ready for decision
Mr. McNinch declared steps would were passed over, presumably for
be taken to close the gap between
action of the newly-constituted "dithe time decisions are announced
vision-less" body. Most significant,
and the formal statement of facts however, was the fact that a score
or
more
of
cases
dealing with newsand grounds for the action is repaper applications for new stations,
leased.
Now,
anywhere
from
several weeks to several months
or for acquisition of existing outlets, were passed over.
elapse.sibleWhile
it maybothnot the
be bare
posWhile there was no comment,
to announce
this lack of action obviously grows
action and the formal decision
simultaneously, he said the effort out of the desire, if not the instruction, that consideration of all newswould be to have the written opinpaper applications be suspended
ion available within a much shortuntil the formulation of definite
er span.
policies regarding newspaper ownPolicy Matters Awaited
ENJOY
STAR
ership of stations.
When President Roosevelt draftImportant changes in policy, noted Mr. McNinch to assume the FCC
ably in connection with broadcastPERFORMANCE
ing and its regulations, will await chairmanship several months ago,
fuller consideration of the newly- it is understood he emphasized
With Asiatic's New
constituted Commission. Changes in newspaper ownership of stations as
Acorn Mode! T-3
one of the matters he would like to
rules of practice and procedure,
Crystal Microphone
regarded as long overdue, will be see cleared up. Legislation seeking
This is the instrument so highly praised
reached with greater speed, Mr. separation of newspapers from stafor exceptional
beauty,
pertion ownership, for the avowed purMcNinch said. Personnel reorganiformance at the
recentflexibility
Nationaland Trade
Show. Tilting mount permits directional
zation, which may affect a substanor non-directional position to control
pose
of
_ thwarting "monopoly in
tial number of executives immepublic opinion", now is pending in
acoustic feedbaclt.
Complete
interchangeable plug and
socl<etwith
connector,
diately
below
the
Commission
itself,
Congress, and the issue sporadicalcable and spring cable protector. Chrome
probably will develop piecemeal and
finish. LIST PRICE $25.00.
ly has bobbedministration
up with
implied adendorsement.
as the result of analysis of the
functions of each department and
That the Commission, as a matASTATIC
branch of the Commission.
ter of policy, also plans to set for
The three-man Broadcast Divi- hearing all applications fo'' new
MICROPHONE LABORATORY, Inc.
stations and for transfers of ownsion held its final regular meeting
Dept. 0-2, Youngstown, Ohio
ership, similarly was indicated at
Nov. 9, with Division Chairman
Licensed Under Brush Development Co.
the final Broadcast Division meetPatents
S y k e s. Division Vice-Chairman
Case and FCC Chairman McNinch
ing. A score of new station applications were so designated at that
in attendance. It was the first meetmeeting. The only action on a
transfer before it that day, which
was set for hearing, was that for
assignment of the license of WAPI,
Birmingham half-time clear chan^ LEADING IN LOCAL BUSINESS
nel station, from three state colleges to an operating companv in
which CBS would assume a 45 7o
interest, under a lease arrangement.
^ FIRST FOR NATIONAL SPOT BUSINESS
With the trend definitely toward
procurement of more complete information on the fiscal and economic aspect of station applicants,
it is more than likely that, in the
reorganization ultimately effected,
provision will be made for an economic unit on broadcasting within
the FCC. This was recommended
mitially by T. A. M. Craven while
he was chief engineer as a desir-

WSAI
CINCINNATI'S

OWN

Spot NEWS!
MONTREAL

STAIION

^ TOP TALENT OF THE NATION'S STATION

^WQDM

^ RED NETWORK, NBC

^THERE

IS A REASON!

United Press ^^!(^^^^^^^^ |
hour \n/
onNewsthe every
hour, from
Vt.'s HEADLINE 1
Station. 1
I
A 10 0 0

fl390
ST. ALBANS ft WATTS
VERMONT
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able and perhaps necessary step.
The plan was to establish it as a
part of the broadcast operations,
but since the divisions have been
abolished, such a unit may be encompas ed in the functions of the
accounting department under Chief
Accountant W. J. Norfleet. The unit
presumably would inquire into such
matters as the ability of particular
localities to support new stations
for which applications are filed; to
guage the
degree
petition that
would ofbe station
entailed comand
whether the addition of another station in a given market might imperil existing stations, and to check
valuations in instances of proposed
station sales.
Assignment of Attorneys

h

Thought is being given, it is un- i t
derstood, to the assignment of an
attorney to each member of the
FCC,
addition
to hiswould
regular
sistant.in The
attorney
act as.as / K
the legal
assistant
to
the
commissioner and in that way assist in io
drafting of recommendations on
the cases assigned to the member.
Such an arrangement already exists
in Chairman McNinch's office. Two
attorneys, William J. Dempsey, former assistant general counsel of
the Federal Power Commission —
to the chairmanship of which Mr. 15
McNinch plans to retuin when he
completes his task at the FCC — to
and John J. Murray, former chairman of the Massachusetts Public ti
Utilities Commission, now serve as
Mr.Under
McNinch's
the assistants.
division structure,
every member aside from the chairman himself, was either a chairman or a vice-chairman of a division. Those titles become non-existant with the new arrangement.
The post of vice-chairman, held by
former Commissioner Irvin Stewart, has not been filled, and probFourably willofnotthebe.seven FCC members
are well-versed in broadcasting
matters — Sykes, Case, Craven and
Brown, the latter having served as
a member of the Radio Commission
until it was succeeded by the FCC
and as a member of the FCC Broadcast Division during its first year.
Chairman McNinch, of course, has
been on the FCC only six weeks,
but appears to be assimilating a
knowledge of its workings with
amazing rapidity. Commissioner
Walker has devoted practically all
of his energies to the A. T. & T.
investigation as chairman of the
Telegraph Division, and Payne has
been on the Telegraph Commission
from the start.
Creation of a sort of "motions
court" within the FCC, to clear
miscellaneous legal pleadings on
broadcasting,
probably
will be the
effected as a means
of relieving
Commission of burdensome detail
and at the same time of expediting
action on such matters. Other reforms and refinements in legal and
hearing procedure, long under consideration, are expected to grow out
of the movement toward modificacedure.tion of rules of practice and proIt is not unlikely that in such
changes, there Avill be the requirement that applications for new stations automatically be designated
for hearings; that applications for
transfer of licenses be handled in a
similar manner, and that competitive applications for facilities in
the same geographical area be
held in the field, rather than in
Washington.
That Chairman McNinch will
stay at the FCC a minimum of six
months — probably longer — before
• Broadcast

Advertising

He was besieged with questions by
the score of newsmen present on
the
tion. "political" aspects of the acPointing out that the FCC is an
independent commission created by
Congress and having important administrative, legislative and quasijudicial powers, the chairman said
that for anyone to make a request
of or asionersuggestion
to a touching
commisor staff member

•etuvning to ms chairmanship of
:he Power Commission, was indij a t e d by the Administration's
•trouble-shooter" during the last
ortnight in his first radio address
>ince taking over his new office
3ct. 1. Interviewed over WBT Nov.
; in his native Charlotte, N. C,
vhere he stopped to visit relatives.
Mr. McNinch said that when the
President first announced his appointment he said he hoped the
task could be completed in three
months.
Much To Be Done
"I do not know how long it may
take," he told the WBT audience.
"I shall stay at the Communications Commission as long as it is
the pleasure of the President to
have me do so, and as long as I
believe there is yet anything important that I might help do. I
have no idea now, however, that I
could do any worthwhile work
there within the three-month period. And while I cannot undertake
to say in terms of months how long
I expect to be there, I doubt if I
will be there less than six months,
since I am unwilling to turn aside
from this work, however intriguing
it is to me, to go back to the
Power Commission as soon as I can,
until I had become convinced that
I had made whatever contributions
I could to the w-ork of the Communications Commission. Therefore, I
have enlisted for whatever period
that may be in terms of possible
accomplishment."
Himself a former mayor of Charlotte, Mr. McNinch was interviewed
by the present mayor, Ben E.
Douglas. It was the fourth time
Mr. McNinch had spoken over the
air, and although the interview was
extemporaneous, William A.
Schudt Jr., WBT manager, reporthe showedhimself
no "mike
fright"
and edacquitted
with the
skill
and ease of a veteran mikeman.
Discussing broadcasting, he said
its great possibilities are only partially developed, and added he
hoped the holders of licenses will
make further contributions toward
the "finer things of life." He continued:
"I am glad to commend a great
deal of the programs now on the
air, but we lack, the ability to make
progress whenever, in any situa-

McNINCH & M A Y O R — While
week-ending in his native CharNov. 6,McNinch
FCC's new (left)
chairman,
Franklotte,R.
was
brought before the WBT microphones for an interview — his first
radio speech since assuming his
new post Oct. 1 and the fourth in
his career. On the right is Charlotte's Mayor Ben E. Douglas, who
served as interviewer. Mr. McNinch was himself formerly mayor
of Charlotte.
tion, we find ourselves satisfied
with that which is. Always ahead
of us, there should be some higher
level toward which we aspire, and
which we have the courage to hope
to attain.
speak specifically
about
the"I cannot
Communications
Commission
and its work for the very good
reason that I do not know a great
deal about it. I shall first be most
active in any reorganization plans
and problems that appear to me to
demand immediate consideration,
but soon I hope to push out into
other fields of activity in broadcasting, and at the appropriate time I
may make an appeal to the broadcasting industry and to the listeners to give to the Commission their
fullest cooperation, in order that
this most marvelous discovery of
recent times, as yet in its infancy,
may become one of the most potent and helpful influences in the
United States."
Confab With Reporters
At his Nov. 11 press conference
— the third since he assumed the
FCC chairmanship Oct. 1 — Mr. McNinch defined minutely the scope
and import of the new procedure.

any
or forpending
anyone quasi-judicial
to respond to matter
such a
request which is not a part of the
record "does violence to the true
conception of how an independent
Commission should exercise its
quasi-judicial
this was not function."
applicableHe toadded
any
purely administrative matter. Inquiries as to the status of cases
were entirely proper, he declared,
and the information would be available from the secretary's office.
"These candid statements are
prompted not only by the conception of my associate commissioners
and by myself as to the way in
which the Commission should discharge the important powers and
duties committed to it by the Congress,"thehe went
on, "but
also the
because
Congress
created
Communications Commission as an
independent agency with quasi-judicial powers and the Commission
is directly responsible to the Congress for the fidelity with which it
discharges those delegated duties."
Discussing the new procedure designed to keep public officials advised on all matters pending before the FCC, Mr. McNinch declared that the Commission henceforth
will dwell inthat
a "glass
He emphasized
no house."
person
would be precluded from giving
competent testimony at any hearing and that this included private
citizens as well as public officials.
He added that hearsay testimony
and irrelevant or incompetent tescluded. timony would necessarily be exThe chairman explained that at
the en banc meeting Nov. 10 a
dozen department heads were consulted on the changed rules. He
bluntly denied a published report
prior to the announcement of the
orders that he had charged "corruption' within the FCC. Declaring(Continued
this was an "inaccurate
on page 56) state-

KMBCr
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Arthur B. Church shook hvinds with Jimmie McConnell, (rlghk) new head of
ortists' bureau. LisleoeTs select programs not stations, oi^d Arthur B.
Church is out to see KMBC consisWestern tently
air.presents the best on Middle'

KMBC news department took seven
league stride —Erie
Transrodio
Press bureau
established.
Smith, KMBC
News
Editor, likes 24 hour news service, close
touch with territory correspondents in 80
Kansos-Missouri towns now give him.

Studio Director Kenneth Krahl familiarized Dr. Fred Schumann (center) and
Kenneth Cook (left) with KMBC short
wave equipment. Facsimile, television,
come what may, KMBC engineers ore
ready and waiting.

I.OOO
TO

BE

REASONS
THANKFUL

Personalities, programs, performance. . . KMBC leads in
all three. The word is going
'round: ''Forget claims and
get down to facts. Put your
program on KMBC."
KMBC

WBNX

YORK

i,ooo
WATTS DAY AND NIGHT
THE STATION THAT SPEAKS YOUR LANGUAGE

OF

KANSAS

CITY

The Program

Building

and

Station

Testing

FREE & PETERS, Nat'l Rep's.
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studi
M, new
ago,erTom
myo
Chictrail
ofGWBBthe
USIN
Bartlett, housewife interviewer, has started a new
series The Missus Goes to Market.
He visits grocery stores and chats
with housewives while they are
rviews are transhopping. Interick
scribed. Fitzpat Bros, is sponsor for the new series, which promotes Automatic Soap Flakes,
while Meet the Missus, another
Bartlett program for the same
hen Klenzer.
sponsor, sells Kitc
Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc., Chicago, is
agency.
* * *

In ^ashingtoru

Unbroken Swing
ON THE theory that Saturday
night is party night, KFRU, Columbia, Mo., broadcasts two-and-ahalf solid hours of dance music unbroken except for station identification, orchestra and tune announcements every quarter-hour.
Program is titled Saturday Night
Club. KFRU inscribes in a book as
"Patron Saints" those who send in
questions and answers to the Three
Wise Guys, heard every morning.
They will receive recognition on
"Judgment Day."
* * *

Consistent with the atmosphere ofa distinctive location,
the luxurious comfort, dignified service, and superior cuisine of the Hay-Adams House
blend into an environment that
parallels the tastes of discriminating travellers. Hay-Adams
rates make any other choice
a poor economy.

A Woman's Voice
MEN'S hats are sold in a Sunday
afternoon series on WOAI, San
Antonio, titled For Gentlemen
Only which starts with a woman's
voice half-whispering, "Sh-sh-sh.
This is for gentlemen only!" Sponsored by Byer-Rolnick Co., Dallas,
for its Resistol hats, the show features popular music. In addition
to WOAI, it is heard on the Texas
(siuality net and WKY, Oklahoma
City.

^3 SINGLE ^4^''dOUBLE

HAY-ADAMS HOUSE
SIXTEENTH AT H STREET
Opposite the White House
Overlooking Lafayette Park
WASHINGTON,

D.C.

ASK

LOCAL

ABOUT

DEALERS

STATION

WDBJ

They'll tell you that invariably more
people ask for the products that are
advertised over WDBJ.

There's a reason — several in fact; one
of which is that people in Roanoke and
surrounding territory listen constantly
to WDBJ

programs — and — they BUY!

Representatives
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
Sears & Ayer
Craig & Hollingbery

heart

;

TRADINGAREA
ROANOiTE,
VIRGIN
IA
MEMBER OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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PROGRAMS
X-Raying the News
THE FIRST radio program officiallyriculumadopted
a part and
of theSenior
curin theas Junior
High Schools of Minneapolis is
broadcast on WCCO each Thursday at 2:30 p. m. The broadcasts,
known as News X-Rays, represents
the first attempt in Minnesota to
correlate a radio study course with
regular school studies. News XRays covers current happenings on
the national and international
scene. Important news events of
far-reaching significance will be
correlated with social science
WHAT HE SAID— The Governor
courses in the schools, including
history, economics and sociology.
of South Carolina, Olin D. JohnThe object of the series is to show
into football
commentary
iceston,
at a pressed
recent
gameservby
students how their social study
courses fit into the scheme of world
WIS, Columbia, S. C, gave a brief
events, and to give these courses a resume of the day's proceedings,
play.
Floyd Rodgers (right) standpractical application. Narration of with
the programs is handled by Max
ing by. Vic Lund did the play-byKarl, assistant program manager
of WCCO.
Apples, Just Apples
* * *
ANN LESLIE, conductor of the
High Schools and Colleges
Ann Leslie's Scrapbook, popular
IN ADDITION to a 30-minute city women's
feature running over
high school program from WBAP,
WISN, Milwaukee, sponsored by
Fort Worth, each Saturday mornthe Milwaukee Fresh Fruit & Veging at 8:30, WBAP began a coletable Advertising Council, fea
legiate educational series on Nov.
tures
a
recipe contest in recogni6 with a quarter-hour to be broadtion of National Apple Week. The
cast each week immediately follow- 25 women who sent in the best
ing the high school programs and
recipes each received a box
to originate on the campuses of apple
or bushel of apples. The entries
various Texas colleges and univer- were
to
be tested by a committee
sities. On Nov. 6, Abilene Christian
of
cooking
experts
kee-Downer College. from MilwauCollege, 150 miles distant, was air* * *
ed. On Nov. 13, John Tarlton College, 60 miles from WBAP, was
Fun in Canada
presented and on Nov. 20, Texas
Christian is scheduled.
A NEW game called Criss Cross
* * *
Clues has been started by the AsMurder in Iowa
sociated Broadcasting Co. Ltd.,
IN THE Iowa State House is the Toronto, on CKCL, that city. A
state's Bureau of Investigation, the radio adaptation of the parlor
remote point of a weekly broadcast game "Guess Who", the new game
on Iowa Network titled Scientific may be even more popular than
Criminal Investigation. Ken Brown the radio Credit game introduced
KSO-KRNT special events chief, in Canada last spring by ABC
does interviews and case histories which caused disaster when 10,000
of noted crimes.
listeners tried to call one line to
* * *
CKCL and blew the fuses on the
Headline Realities
Toronto telephone exchange.
* * *
PLAYING the part of the ordinary
Beaver Dam Scoop
citizen who is just a little griped
and saddened by it all, Frank Per- WHEN THE U. S. Dept. of Agriculture announced recently that
kins, news editor of WJBK, Detroit, gives three weekly newscasts
Beaver Dam, Wis., had been chosen
titled Cynic during which he pre- as the typical American city,
sents the news as viewed by any WISN, Milwaukee, claimed a radio [
gentleman who is mildiy cynical. scoop with a half-hour remote
Listeners like it, writes WJBK.
program from the office of Beaver
Dam's mayor. Businessmen, farmers,werestudents
and old-time residents
interviewed.
* + *
WEBC
A Youthful M. C.
Tells Your
A YOUTH of 14, George Wood Jr.,
is announcer, singer and host to
Story In
Children's
its
debut Oct. Party,
31 on which
KMPC, made
Beverly
Hills. The lad is a radio veteran
AMERICA'S
SECOND
PORT
with seven years experience. He
DULUTH & SUPERIOR
has three talented children as
guests
Sunday.
Sweet Furni-is
O
tureeach
Exchange,
Hollywood,
And on the
* * *
IRON RANGE ITS
sponsor.WREC Honors Women
WMFG
AT WREC, Memphis, Women MakHIBBING
ing News, invites listeners to nominate women in the territory deservWHLB
ing recognition. The sponsor,
VIRGINIA
Levy's Ladies Toggery, a department store, awards handbags and
other prizes to letter writers.
BROADCASTING
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Keep

WINS Scavenger Hunt
j^ji
r II WINS,
New York, on Nov. 14
\ -started a weekly feature, Scavenjji|.t,'er Hunt, game originally populars game
Vfized
New York
, who
Header,by Elsa
Maxwellsociety'
was
^*pi'esent at the first broadcast.
'Earlydevoted
in the afternoo
a half-hou
ementr
(was
to the nannounc
^ lof the articles to be collected. An
^ ihour-and-a-half was allowed to
I jielapse, at the end of which time
^f I zbe
first required
person bringing
the stu-a
iio the
articles to
received
jash prize, presented by Miss Maxwell. Ten other prizes, consisting
i jf pairs of theater tickets, were
s took part in
e-winnerhour
Allngpriz
»iven.closi
II
program.
quarterI the
*
*
*
I
Finding Talent
I WCFL, Chicago, started The Tal! ent Scout recently for professional
entertainers who have never had a
5 "break" in radio. Program is designed to give aspiring artists a
chance to display their talent for
agency and advertising executives
without all the red tape involved
' in setting up auditions. Paul Kapp
■ is writing and directing.
On Their Own
WNOX, Knoxville, has a program called Conversation,
just what the title infers. The
station gets five townspeople
to appear on air, gives them
a subject, and then puts them
on their own. Several unusual discussions have developed.
Snatches of Opera
WIND, Gary, is presenting Opera
Pre-Views in cooperation with the
Chicago City Opera Co. every Monday, Wednesday and Friday afternoon. The previews feature interviews with opera stars who have
leading roles in the opera that evening, together with musical selections of the opera played by Fred
Beck at the organ and commentaries by Robert
*
*LaBour.
*
For Young Musicians
MUSIC arranged especially for
high school bands and orchestras
with a commentator offering technical advice to young players is
the theme of a Wednesday afternoon series on WOR, Newark, called Music for the School. The first
program, says WOR, brought response from 21 school principals
who are having the series piped to
the schools.

"'First

CIRCUS— WNOX, Knoxville, carried a full-hour broadcast from
Ringling Bros, circus under sponsorship of a local flour milling company, with Lowell Blanchard, program director, handling the microphone. Here he is shown intei'viewing a clown.
Rustlers Beware!
ON ITS 6 a. m. Rocky Mountain
Roundup, KLZ, Denver, is cooperating with police and courtesy patrolmen in attacking the cattle
rustling problem. The station gets
information from police and
broadcasts it on the program. On
its Home-Makers Hour, KLZ is
presenting interviews with prominent chefs and others who serve
the public. Howard Chamberlain,
production chief, arranges the interviews.
* * *
From the Dressing Room
FROM the star's dressing room of
Washington's National Theatre
comes a weekly interview on WJSV
titled Backstage. Stage history and
traditions are included in the programs handled bv Miss Dolly
Slaughter of WJSV.

Hustli

ng

Is the
ThingI

We broadcasters at WWVA,
"The Friendly Voice From Out
of the Hills of West Virginia",
have long since learned that
there are a bunch of up-anddoing radio stations in the
United States and to stay in the
swim you've just got to keep
hustling. You can't rest on past
laurels and let it go at that, because if you don't break your
own records, somebody else will!
So record-breaking is our pet
hobby. Saturday, October 30,
we presented to our listeners
the 237th weekly stage presentation of the famous WWVA
Jamboree, which wound up the
month with three new records
for the feature. October saw
14,751 WWVA listeners pay
their way to see their favorite
WWVA entertainers in action
— a new month's high.

Ivy League on WFIL
THE series of "Ivy League" intercollegiate debates in which University of Pennsylvania will compete has been scheduled exclusively
WFIL, Philadelphia, beginning
by
Jan. 7. The series lasts 16 weeks.

October 16 saw 7,087 "paids"
hang up a new high for one
Jamboree. And the third record
— a total of "paids" up to and
including October 30 of 93,215,
gave 1937 the one year's high
by a comfortable margin out of
five years the show has been on
earth — and there are still two
more months to add to that
margin. We consider these figures quite outstanding and concrete evidence of the enormous
and responsive listening audience we enjoy — an audience
which will do as much for you
if properly solicited.

1

^W^_MINNEAP0L(S

ST PAUL l^^l

National Representatives

200

CARRIES
MORE

Davs
Now in printed form "—
Get the pictorial and factual story of the fastest
growing station in America— Read the "Big Apple
Story" in the "First 200
Days of KGLO". Write
F. C. Eighmey, manager,
for your copy.

THAN

OTHER

JOHN BLAIR & CO.
NEW YORK . . . CHICAGO
DETROIT . . SAN FRANCISCO

ADVERTISERS

TWO

MAJOR

TWIN

CITY

COMBINED

Columbia

The Reason? Local Advertisers know the local market. They
use WTCN because it produces more profitable sales per advertising dollar.
WTCN

CITY, IOWA

BROADCASTING

THE

LOCAL

STATIONS

KGLO
MASON

Boy Meets Girl
GOSSIP about high school parties
and who's dating who is broadcast
weekly on KCKN, Kansas City,
Kan., in a series called Classroom
Whispers. A boy and girl from
each local high school report the
low down and Owen Balch tells the
listeners while KCKN's Bob Davis,
Karl Willis, and John Larkin do
dramatizations. Sponsored by a local cab company, tire covers call
attention to the program and cards
are given to all passengers. Everybody like whispers,
KCKN.
* * says
*
Cotton, Rice, Watermelons
SALUTATIONS to nearby fairs
and local celebrations are featured
on WREC, Memphis, during Fanfare Salutes. WREC has recently
aired remotes from the Arkansas
Rice Carnival at Stuttgart, the
county fair at Columbus, Miss., the
Cotton Festival at Water Valley,
Miss., the Watermelon Carnival,
Clarksdale,
and the Farmers'
Celebration Miss.,
at* Martin,
* * Tenn.
High Schools Compete
WMBH, Joplin, Mo., has started
DeSoto Little Theatre of the Air,
a 15-week 30-minute Sunday afternoon broadcast in which high
schools stage one-act plays. A $50
prize and loving cup will be awarded the winning school. Voting is
by cards at *participating
dealers.
* *

• Broadcast

Owned and Operated By The
MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE
ST. PAUL DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS
With over 300,000 Circulation Both Daily and Sunday
FREE & PETERS, INC., National Representatives

Advertising
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Stem lo Hollywood
JULES STEIN, president of Music
Corporati-OTi of America, has moved
from Nuw York to Hollywood
-where "he has established his home
lor the "next six months. He is supervising construction of the new
MCA "west coast headquarters at
■9300 BnTton Way, Beverly Hills,
Cal., and which will be ready in
late December. Besides executive
offices, the two-story structure of
colonial design, will contain a
^broadcasting studio and audition
Tooms. It will house the newly-or;ganized radio department as well
.as other west coast divisions of
MCA.

FCC in Glass House
(Continued from page 53)
ment," he said the report was erroneous in another respect — that he
had asked his fellow commissioners
to go, along in such a crusade.
The chairman asked newsman
present to supply any information
they
might have available on such
"leaks".
Violation of Confidence

Expressing surprise over the published report, Chairman McNinch
said there had been a distinct understanding that no statement was
to be given out on the changed
rules until he had an opportunity
to prepare the announcement. "I
don't mind saying it was a flagrant
violation
of confidence," he declared.
LISTENERS
Questioned by newsmen as to
how the anti-politics order would
HOST TO IRENE — KWK, St.
function, Mr. McNinch emphasized
two days with promothat it was not the intention of the Louis,tionfilled
Cotm&
activity while Irene Rich was
FCC to police the operations of all in town. Here is Bob Convey, KWK
its employes but that they would
manager, with Miss Rich at a
IN BIRAAINCHAAA
be duty-bound to obey the orders
banquet the station gave for local
disregard any communications
wholesalers and representatives of
Power alone can't guarantee listeners and
in behalf of any pendWelch Grape Juice Co., her sponin Birmingham. It takes local color, "lobbying"
matters. He said there was no
sor. Fred W. Kastor, vice-presishowmanship and FULL TIME COV- way ing
in which the Commission could
dent of H. W. Kastor & Son Adv.
ERAGE I That's why Birmingham possibly preclude such contacts with
Co.
Inc.,
Welch agency, was an
"homefolks" keep their dials tuned members of its staff or with comhonor guest.
steadily to WSGN!
missioners themselves but that it
could definitely preclude giving any
Ninch asserted. He said he regardTHE NEWS
weight to such efforts.
ed it as a desirable type of proAGE-HERALD
"I would personally regard it as f^edure
which is followed, for exama
very
grave
breach
of
duty
if
a.n^^
STATION
ple, by the
Federal
Power
Commember of the staff willfully viomission, of which
he was
chairman
Birmingham
lates
these
new
orders,"
he
said.
and
to
which
Commission
he
plans
He indicated further that punitive
1310 KG.
action would be taken in such to return after completing his reorganization detail at the FCC.
cases.
He said he had not discussed any
AFFILIATED WITH
The new rules were not motivatmatters with the PresiNBC BLUE NETWORK
ed by any desire to block a Con- of these
dent and as a matter of fact had
gressional investigation, Mr. Mc- not conferred with the Chief Executive since his visit at Hyde Park
manship.
prior to assuming the FCC chairMa^or R. E. ZuLtz says —
Asked whether the FCC would
discontinue making any grants
without hearings, Mr. McNinch asserted that it must follow that procedure in certain uncontested matters under the law unless it sets
cases down for hearing on its own
motion. He added, however, that a
review of FCC actions in recent
months indicates that the number
of cases granted without hearings
has steadily decreased.
The Chairman concluded h i s
press conference with the assertion
that he was hardly "half way
through"
process he hadthein reorganization
mind. He asserted
that in any cases of bad faith disclosed by Commission employes, he
would be "hard boiled."
In his announcement covering
the order abolishing the division
form of operation and instituting
the new procedure. Chairman McNinch said that because of lack of
... on the double value of buying the Carolina Combitime,
no
effort whatever was made
nation. These tv/o stations broadcast top programs on
to make any general revision of
rules, regulations and procedure.
favorable low frequencies to bring advertisers double
He said, however, that this matter
results. You can call this bet for only one low rate.
would be given early consideration.
Regardinghe handling
of unfinished
business,
said:
The

Carolina

COMBINATION
WIS
COLUMBIA, S. C.
5000 WATTS, NBC

WPTF
RALEIGH, N. C.
SOOO WATTS, NBC

Represented by Free & Peters, Inc.
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Sold at one low rate'

Unfinished Cases
"While no formal action was
taken at the Commission meeting
yesterday," said Chairman McNinch, "in regard to the hearing
of oral arguments on matters before the several Divisions which will
be pending and unfinished after Nov.
15, it was informally agreed, and
will subsequently be officially ordered, that oral arguments heretofore set for hearing before either
BROADCASTING

of the Divisions will be heard b;.
the
full membership of the Commission.
"It will be found necessary to
make some adjustments in the dates
heretofore set by the Divisions for
oral arguments after Dec. 1, but
those set for hearing during the
last half of November will be heard
at the time now set unless the
Commission reconcilable
may conflict
discover
sometime
iras to the
set for arguments on matters now
pending, in which event the Commission will advise parties in interest at the earliest possible date
as to any change in dates for arguments. Hence, in the absence of
notice to the contrary, parties in
interest should be prepared to
make oral arguments on their respective matters on the November
dates now set.
"It is probable, though this has
not been definitely determined, that
where oral argument has been made
before either of the Divisions in a
matter on which final decision has
not been made, parties in interest
will be offered opportunity to argue such matter before the full
Commission. However, if such parties should avail themselves of the
opportunity for re-argument, it
rhay unavoidably delay decisions in
these matters as dates for re-arguments would necessarily have to be
reconciled with the dates for oral
Another now
orderset."
(No. 24) by the
arguments
(jommission enumerated the
changes in the rules necessary to
eliminate the division mode of operation. Some two dozen changes in
rules were ordered but affect only
the procedure in such manner as to
tivity.
circumscribe the former requirements with relation to division acGriffith Heads KFJB
HOMER GRIFFITH, Chicago
writer and producer, known best on
the air as The Friendly Philosopher, will become station and commercial manager of KFJB, Marshalltown, la., effective Nov. 21. At
the same time Irene Wigton Griffith will become program director
for the station. KFJB recently installed complete new Western Electric equipment, and has appointed
Howard H. Wilson Co. as national
representative. Mr. Griffith has
been in radio for the past ten years,
starting in the commercial department of KFWB, Hollywood, in
1928. In 1932 he went to Chicago
to continue his own business. He is
giving up all his Chicago radio
work with the exception of his
Friendly Philosopher program
sponsored by Mantle Lamp Co. Friday nights over the WLW Line
from Chicago (WIND and WLW).
"JOLLY BILL" STBINKE, who instituted the reading of the Sunday
comics on WINS, New York, some
years ago, returned Nov. 7 to resume
his reading from the funnies of the
Sunday American.
. . . Serving an area with
the highest income in
Wisconsin outside of Milwaukee. Write
or wire for
FULLTIME
JAMES A. WAGNER
Managing-Director
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CAM ADA LICEMSim
SMALLER STATIOiSS
TO GIVE better local coverage the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. and
:he Department of Transport are
approving and licensing numerous
lOO-watt stations throughout Canada in spots where there have been
no stations to date. Numerous applications are on file at Ottawa for
such low-powered stations which
will carry mainly CBC sustaining
programs and local sponsored business with some network advertising on regional and coast-to-coast
programs, where big city stations
cannot penetrate.
Among the places known to be
negotiating for stations are Red
Deer and Medicine Hat, in Alberta, while power and frequencies have been allotted to H. Fleming, publisher of the Oweyi Sound
(Ont.)
Sun-Times
and at
Monty's
Radio Service
(CFAR)
Flin
Flon, Manitoba, 400 miles noi-th of
Winnipeg, a mining town. Both
stations will have 100 watts power
and operate on 1370 kc. No call letters have as yet been assigned to
Owen Sound. In Canada each station must pay an annual ?50 license fee.
Three stations have been recently authorized in as many Quebec
towns on the St. Lawrence River.
These are CHLT, owned by the
Sherhrooke (Que.) La Tribune,
French language dailv newspaper,
on 1210 kc. with 100 watts; CHLN,
owned by the Three Rivers (Que.)
Le NouvelUste, French language
daily newspaper, with 100 watts on
1420 kc, and CJBR, Rimouski,
with 1,000 watts on 1030 kilocycles,
a basic CBC French network station. CJBR is owned by Lower St.
Lawrence Power Co. G. A. Lavoie
is manager and P. E. Corbeil program director. The station will be
oflScially welcomed on the air Nov.
15 with opening ceremonies over
the entire national CBC network.
More Tobacco Shows
BROWN & WILLIAMSON TOBACCO Co., Louisville, has started
five new sports programs, through
BBDO Inc., New York. On Nov. 8,
for Big Ben smoking tobacco, a
sports news series on WBT, Charlotte, N. C, started at 6:30-6:45
p. m., to be heard Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays.
Featuring The Novelteers, this series will run through Feb. 4. On
WDAF, Kansas City, sports commentators, Ernie Mack and Joe
Mehl, started Nov. 15, to continue
through Feb. 12. Program is broadcast the same days as The Novelteers, and is for the same product.
For Avalon cigarettes, WWJ, Detroit, is carrying Bill Kennedy's
sports talks on Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saaturdays, at 7:4.5-8
p. m. Also for Avalon, WJJD,
Chicago, starts Nov. 15 a full-hour
sportscast, Mondays throue-h Fridays from 3 to 4 p. m., featuring
Warren Brown. On the same station the Handicappers, covering all
race-tracks, are heard Mondays
through Saturdays at 8-8:15 a. m.
CJCS, Stratford, Ont.. recently
changed hands when Roy Thompson
of Northern Broadcasting Co. Ltd..
sold the station to Frank Squires, of
Stratford, a former lawyer, who has
taken over the management of the
station himself, with a staff of six.
Jack StaufEer is chief engineer.
BROADCASTING

Texts of FCC

Orders

FCC ORDER NO. 25
is hereby directed to
Secretary
The
make a record of all communications
received by the Commission relating
n pendto the merits of any applicatio
ing before the Commission requesting
the granting, renewal, modification or
construcrevocation of any licenseof orconvenien
ce
tion permit, certificate
Such
schedule.
rate
or
and necessity
record shall show the name and adstatedress of the person making the stateof such has
substance
and the
mentment.
hearing
of
date
the
When
been set. if the matter is designated
shall nofor hearing, the Secretary
tify all persons shown by the records
with the Comto "have communicated
mission regarding the merits of such
persons will
such
that
order
in
matter
have an opportunity to appear and
progive evidence at such hearing,
of communicavided, that in the case
tions bearing more than one signature
notice shall be given to the person
first signing unless the communication
clearly indicates that such notice
should be sent to some one other than
such person.
No such person shall be precluded
from giving any relevant material ond
competent testimony at such hearing
because he lacks a sufficient interest
to justify his intervention as a party
in the matter.
No such communication will be conthe Commission in detersideredtheby merits
mining
of any such matter
nor shall any such communication be
considered by any examiner unless it
has been introduced into evidence at
the hearing and appears as a part of
the record. The admissibility of any
such
the Secretary's
recordcommunication
of any suchor communication
shall be governed by the applicable
rules of evidence and no such communication shall be admissible on the
basis of a stipulation unless Commission's counsel as well as counsel
for all of the parties shall join in such
stipulation.
Such communications, however,
may be considered by the Commission
if circumstances warrant in deciding
whether or not a matter shall be set
down for hearing in cases where in
the absence of such communication no
hearing
mission. would be required by the ComG-E's Big Fund
A $4,000,000 advertising and promotion campaign for General Electric Appliances during 1938 was
announced Nov. 10 by A. L. Scaife,
manager of advertising and sales
promotion of GE. Details were not
disclosed but it was understood
radio would be used extensively.

on Procedure

FCC ORDER NO. 26
The Secretary is hereby directed to
prepare each week a report listing all
applications which have been filed
during the preceding week for the issuance, renewal, modification, transfer or revocation of licenses, constructioniencepermits
or certificates
of convenand necessity,
as well
as all
rate schedules filed. Such report shall
also show that, if any, action has
been taken by the Commission during
the preceding week with respect to
designation of any of said applications
for hearing, the setting of a date for
a hearing on any such application,
the granting or denial of petitions for
intervention, continuance, etc., as well
as final action on any of such applications by the Commission. It shall
not be necessary for the Secretary to
include in such report any information with respect to either the filing
of or action upon applications for
operator's,
amateur,or itinerant
or ship licenses
permits, aircraft,
or the
modification or renewal thereof, nor
of applications for temporary privileges such as special broadcasts, etc..
nor of applications for emergency
services.
The Secretary is also directed to
mail a copy of such report to all Senators, members of and delegates to
the House of Representatives and
Governors of the several States, as

Standard

_

well as the utility commissions of
such states.
Thereport
Secretary
shall that
include with such
a request
all such persons shall advise the Commission whether they desire to appear either in person or by accredited
representative at a hearing on any apin saidthereport
as having been plication
filedlisted with
Commission,
when and if such matter shall be set
down for hearing, in order that they
may inform the Commission as to any
public interest involved in the matter.
The questSecretary
alsoadvise
directed
resuch personsis to
any tostate
or municipal ofiicials charged with the
duty of protecting the public interest
likely to be affected by the granting
or denial of any such application that
such an application has been filed and
that such public official should advise
the Commission if he desires to appear either in person or by accredited
representative at a hearing on such
application when and if the matter is
set down for hearing.
KTAR Would Buy KVOA
PROPOSED purchase of control of
KVOA, Tucson, Ariz., by the operators of KTAR, Phoenix, was disclosed Nov. 11 in an application for
transfer of ownership filed with
the FCC. KVOA, 1,000 watts on
1260 kc, is ovraed hy the Albert
Steinfeld Co., leading mercantile
store of Tucson. KTAR is owned by
the publishers of the Phoenix Republic & Gazette.
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DLETOWN
MUNCIE, INDIANA
THE TEST TUBE STATION OF
THE NATION
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CLEVELAND'S
FRIENDLY
STATION
Member Columbia
Basic Network
John F. Patt, Vice-President and General Manager
Edward Petry 85 Co., Inc., National Representatives
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Oxydol to Boston
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Oxydol), on Nov. 8 started
piping Album of Love from WOV,
New York, to WCOP, Boston. Program, Italian love stories, is heard
Mondays through Fridays, placed

by Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.,
Chicago. P & G's Ivory Tower, for
Ivory soap, originally scheduled to
be piped from WOV to WCOP on
Nov. 1, also started the new set-up
on Nov. 8. Agency for the latter
program is Compton Adv. Inc.,
New York.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press BIdg. Wash., U. C.

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLEH
Consuliing Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
Washing+on, D. C.

Consulting l^adio Engineers
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

EDGAR H. FELIX
32 ROCKLAND PLACE
Telephone: New Rochelle 5474
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y.
Field Intensity Surveys, Coverage
Presentations for Sales Purposes.
Allocation and Radio Coverage
Reports.

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey BIdg. Field Office
Washington, D. C. Evanston, III.
District 8456 University 141 9

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. 161st St. NEW YORK CITY

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL. r/llNNESOTA

ROBERT S. RAINS AND COMPANY
Special Consultants
Accounting, Taxes and Engineering
Munsey Building — V/ashington, D. C.
Telephone: Metropolitan 2430
Robert S. Rains
Former Special Consultant
Federal Communications Commission

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
2935 North Henderson Avenue
Telephones 3-6039 and 5-2945
DALLAS, TEXAS

APPLEBY & APPLEBY
Consulting Radio Engineers
38 Years Experience
Jasper & Winchester Aves.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.
Telephone 2-2535
Lieut. Comdr. Thomas Appleby, U.S.N.R.
President and Chief Engineer

OTHER FELLOWS'
VIEWPOL^T
On Selling News
Editor Broadcasting:
I wish to quote as follows from
a letter received recently from one
of the well-known agencies referring to a company which is well
known nationally although it has
regional distribution :
Their experience with news
broadcasts in other cities has been
that when they got started with
these things they usually had to
continue continue
along
after aandfew could
weeksnotat disit ;
and it was felt that because of the
ultimate importance of the New
York market that we do not break
into it with just a five or sixweeks sponsorship of the news.
This seems to be a new reason for
not buying and I thought it might
be useful to those selling news in
other cities. Although I cannot
quote further from the letter without revealing the identity, there is
nothing amplifying the meaning. It
is simply a case of too much success with news.
Theodore C. Streibert,
Vice-President, WOR,
New York City.
Oct. 27, 1937.
Everybody Busy
EDITOR Broadcasting:
We wish to take exception to the
box on top of page 63 in your issue
of Nov. 1, which reads . . . "Speaking for Canada"
Commentators,
etc. — re American
The box strikes us as being a reflection on the ability of Canadian
announcers, where such is not the
case as far as CKCL ii concerned.
Mr. Baker has on a number of occasions been a guest commentator
on CKCL, and he was invited to
come to the opening of the Motor
Show this year due to the fact that
all other commentators in this area,
who are capable of doing the job,
are tied up with football and
hockey on that particular date.
Most of them being out of town at
points where they could not possibly get back in time to do the
opening of the A.
Motor
Show.
E. Leary,
Manager, CKCL, Toronto.
LIKE NBC. KDYL. Salt Lake City,
has published an Announcers Handhook, including sections on ad lib, announcer-operator signals, announcements, e. t. rules, program failures, etc.
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al assistance."
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted and Situations
Wanted, 7c per word. All other
classifications, 12c per word. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in
advance.
Forms
close 25th
month preceding
issues.and 10th of
Help Wanted
Wantedmercial: withEngineer,
programmer
or cominvestment,
good opportunity.
Box 801, Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
ANNOUNCER. Experienced as Program
Director, Producer, Artist, Emsee, Special
Events Director, Newscaster, Continuity
Writer, Station Manager. University graduate. Personable. Dependable. Cooperative.
Showmanship and creative ability. Single.
Travel anywhere. Available December 1st. |
Box 804, Broadcasting.
j
Announcer, 6 years New York City experience ; good ad lib, commercial, dramatic. Willcopy.
submitYoung,
electrical
transcription
with your
single.
Best references. Box 807, Broadcasting.
Young Texas, experienced announcer,
copy tion
writer,
change
small: Paul
staanywhere.desires
Available
now. toWrite
Wilson, Country Club Road, Abilene,
Texas.
Engineer-RCA Graduate ; both licenses.
Experienced maintenance, operation, supervising, transradio. Married. Highly recommended. Box 805, Broadcasting.
Announcer 22 yrs. wants change. 2%
years experience. Sports news, dramatics,
commercial. Box 803, Broadcasting.
Announcer, four years experience, can
entertain, write continuity, best reference.
Affiliated with three network stations. All
offers considered. Box 802, Broadcasting,
Wanted to Buy
Field strength meter. Give complete description. WMBG, Richmond, Virginia.
Hill-billy transcription series — at least
39 quarter-hour programs recorded. Box
806, Broadcasting.
For Sale — Equipment

(U.E)

FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
at any hour every day in the year
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
Commercial Department
A radio corporation of AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.

Data on Authorities
ERWIN M. FREY & ASSOCIATES, New York, has announced
a new service to agencies, radio
stations and publishers, to be called
"The Clearing House for Authorities". According to the company,
the most distinguished men and
women in the country have been
gathered
together "to authority
lend prestigeto
and unquestionable
technical claims for foods, cosmetics, household appliances, baby
foods and other products. They are
available to conduct laboratory and
clinical research; to test and develop new uses for products; to
advise on claims made for a product; to act as consultants on copy;
to write booklets, brochures and
articles for publicity purposes; to
make personal and radio appearances and lend valuable promotion-

MARK
SPEED

ACCURACY,

INDEPENDENCE

IN

1 RCA Type 1-A Modified Broadcast
Transmitter, output rating 2500 watts,
complete with spare tubes, antenna coupler, monitor and all accessories.
Unit meets Federal Communications
Commission requirements. Wire or write
Radio Station WJDX, Jackson, Mississippi.
For Rent — Equipment

WORLD

WIDE

NEWS

COVERAGE

PRESS
UNITED
BROADCASTING

Approved
field
strengthequipment,
measuringRCAunitTMV-75-B
(new),
direct reading ; Estiline Angus Automatic
Recorder for fading on distant stations ;
G. R. radio frequency bridge ; radio oscillators,search
etc. Reasonable
AlliedStreet,
ReLaboratories, 260 rental.
East 161st
New York
City.
• Broadcast
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District
, J
rO ENABLE a control man to check
jis studio volume indicators against
:he modulation peaks of the transmit;ers. the engineering department of
U OV-WBIL. New York, has installed
, relay connected across the flashing
imp of the modulation monitor at
che transmitters to operate a phantom
i>u the telephone circuit back to the
studios, which in turn operates a
I sounding device that tells the studio
I engineer whenever 100% modulation
for level
average
j has
musicbeen
thisreached.
would be"While
a zero
on
the volume indicator, various voices
and musical instruments give this peak
modulation at levels ranging from mi. nus 6 db to plus 2 db. This device.
I by giving the control operator instau(taneous notice of transmitter peaks,
has proved of great value in helping
him keep various programs at the corm
level with
rectlation
to minimum
produce maximu
distortion. moduWHFC. Cicero. 111., has installed complete new Western Electric equipment,
including transmitter, antenna, speech
input, turntables and microphones.
KOIL. Omaha, started tearing down
its old 135-foot twin towers at the
Hilltop transmitter in Council Bluffs
on Nov. 4. Burt Davis, KOIL transmitter engineer, is doing the work
with one assistant. The towers were
i built in July. 1925, and were used
until Sept. 13 of this year when
KOIL began operation of its new
5,000-watt
transmitter with 310-foot
vertical radiator.
KYA, San Francisco, recently installed under the supervision of Chief Engineer Paul Schulz, distortion measuring equipment. It is being used to
check mentthe
for theentire
station.transmitter equipKOAM. new 1.000-watt station on
790 kc. in Pittsburg. Kan., which first
went on the air Oct. 11, has ordered
a Collins Radio Co. console, Collins
amplifier and power supply. Collins
relay racks and other equipment from
the same company.
KGVO, Missoula. Mont., is installing
a new ground system of 120 half-wave
radials and a new Truscom 220-shuntfed vertical radiator. KGVO recently
- took a half-hour shortwave pickup
from the Seely Lake Forest Service
station 60 miles away in the dude
ranch area.
ALLEN B. DuMONT Laboratories
Inc.. Upper Montclair. N. J., has
named Rowe Radio Research Laboratory Co., Chicago, as technician sales
representative in that territory.
WIL. St. Louis, has added RCA
equipment for cutting instantaneous
recordings. The installation was
made by Chal Stoup, chief engineer of
WIL.
WKZO. Kalamazoo, has installed a
Gates remote amplifier.

FOR CBL — This transmitter building is one of two to accommodate
50 k\v. Canadian Marconi transmitters being built for Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. It is located at
Hornby, 30 miles outside Toronto.
Ford's Forfeiture
MOTOR Co., Detroit, forfeited $100,000 because of its failthis year's
seriesure toitsponsor
was revealed
Nov. woi-ld
4 by
Commissioner Landis. Rather than
spend $275,000 for sponsorship of
the series — $175,000 for time and
line charges plus $100,000 for exclusive broadcast rights — Ford forfeited the latter amount presumably because he did not consider this
year's world series a particularly
"good buy." Surveys showed this
year's
series ofto any
haveprevious
less of series.
a radio audience
Commissioner Landis gave Ford
the privilege of selling the contract, but no sponsor could be
found.
FORD

Seal Drive Discs
NATIONAL Tuberculosis Assn.,
New York, will open its annual
Christmas Seal sale with a quarter-hour WBS transcribed talk by
Alexander Woollcott. Transcription,
to be heard on between 200 and 250
stations throughout the country,
will be placed locally by tuberculosis associations, and will be
broadcast on or about Dec. 1. This
year's Christmas seals carry a picture of a "town crier", as a tie-up
with
of thatWoollcott's
role when charac*terization
he was on the
air for Liggett & Myers Tobacco
Co. (Granger tobacco) and Cream
of Wheat Corp.

INSTRUCTIONS to be foUowed in
connection with use of indicating instruments in broadcast stations, pursuant to Rule No. 143 of the FCC
Rules and Regulations, were announced Nov. 10 by the FCC Broadcast Division. Copies have been sent
to all station licensees.

60.6%
One out of 4 telephone subscribers in Winston-Salem and
28 towns and villages in the
trade area were asked: "Which
station do you listen to most
during the day?" 60.6% reWrite,
Wire or Call —
plied, "WAIR!"

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

•^ppto^ed.
It If 7.
BLILEY
CRYSTALS

BLILEY ELECTRIC
UNION STATION BUILDING

COLUMBIA
NETWORK • BOOKC
I.DDD WATTS NIGHT - 5,000 WATTS DAY
• Broadcast

Installed by FCC
Personnel Assigned for Work
At Several New Offices
OPENING of one new radio district office of the FCC field service,
and of four suboffices, to take care
of increased inspection work, was
announced Nov. 5 together with assignments of personnel.
A new office in San Juan, Puerto
Rico, to cover District 22, comprising Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands, will be opened about Dec.
15, with Joe H. McKinney, as inspector in charge. Mr. McKinney
was transferred from the Miami,
Fla., office and will be succeeded
there by Arthur S. Fish, as inspector infrom
charge,
who York
was transferred
the New
office.
His secretary will be Alice Redington, who has been secretary to
FCC Commissioner Payne.
William E. Downey, former assistant chief of the Radio Division,
Department of Commerce, will open
the suboffice at San Diego, about
Nov. 15, under the supervision of
the Los Angeles district. His secretary will be Miss Eleanor Hildebrandt, formerly in the office of the
late Chairman Prall.
A new suboffice at Juneau, Alaska, to be opened about Nov. 15, will
be in charge of Inspector Stacy
Norman, transferred from Portland, Ore., and under supervision
of the Seattle office. His secretary
will be Miss Clara Carpenter,
transferred
from intheWashington.
secretary's office of the FCC
William R. Foley, of the Norfolk
district, has been transferred to
Savannah, Ga., to open a new suboffice there, headquartered in the
Postoffice Bldg. His secretary is
Miss Gladys Fagan, also transferred from Norfolk.
The new->suboffice at Tampa, Fla.,
was opened Nov. 1 in the Chamber

of Commerce Bldg., with Paul
Herndon Jr., as inspector. He was
transferred from the Atlanta district office. His secretary is Charlotte Gottwald, formerly in the
Docket Section in Washington.
In addition, the field service has
added to personnel in a number of
coastal offices because of the increased duties entailed by the new
safety of life at sea regulations,
enacted during the last session, and
due to other enlarged ship inspection duties. Four inspectors added
in the New York district Nov. 1
are William B. Bernard, Cecil C.
Harrison, Jesse W. Holland and
Amos B. Collins.
Alfred Brodie has been added to
the Portland, Ore., office; Martin
Kiebert Jr., to the Seattle office;
Arthur Johnson, to the San Francisco office; Alfred Ritter to the
Los Angeles office; W. D. Johnson,
transferred from the Kansas City
office to Boston; Harry D. Pickett,
transferred from the Dallas office
to Norfolk; Henry B. Dumphey Jr.,
appointed to the Atlanta office.

Bliley Broadcast Crystals, Holders
and Ovens are specially designed for
General Communication Frequencies
from 20 Kc. to 25 Mc. Bliley Broadcast
Crystals and Ovens .are approved by
F.C.C. For full information and prices,
write for Bulletin G-9.
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Obrist Joins Jones
EDWARD C. OBRIST, since 1930
supervisor of commercial copy for
WBEN, Buffalo, and formerly program director of WSYR, Syracuse,
has joined the radio staff of Ralph
H. Jones Co., Cincinnati agency.
The Jones agency also reports that
Drackett Products Co., Cincinnati
(Drano and Windex), has renewed
its spot schedule of Hello Peggy
for 13 weeks on WLW, WFLA,
KOA, KFI, KGO, KOMO.
T. M. SAYMAN PRODUCTS Co., St.
Louis (soap products), has appointed Benson & Dall Inc., Chicago, to handle its advertising. A quarter-hour feature. Top of
the Morning, daily except Sunday, has
been
started
other stations on
to beWLW,
added. Cincinnati, with

Long

Waves
Sought
(Continued
from page at
12), Havana
for discussion, but they are not of delegates, absence or illness of
considered as binding on any of the others, incomplete preliminary arparties and each country is free to
rangements, religious holidays, entertainment and ceremonies, etc.
proposetions such
changes Whether
or amplificaas it chooses.
the Moreover, the American co-deleclassification of channels and of
gate, R. Henry Norweb, was called
stations set up in these resolutions away to the Dominican Republic
of the unrest along the
will be approved; whether frequen- because
cies will be designated for each Haitian Border. He was scheduled
class of channel; what degree of to return Nov. 12. The political
situation in Cuba also tended to
protection against
in- make
terference will beobjectionable
accorded each
the status of the Cuban Delegation somewhat uncertain.
class of station; and how the chanAt the first plenary session, the
nels, particularly those open to
conference
organized itself into
high power, will be distributed
amongtions tothe
nations
—
all
are
questhree
principal
committees — Techbe decided.
nical, headed by Commissioner
It is not known what share of Craven; Administrative - Legal,
facilities, particularly in the high headed by Mateo Marquez Castro
power class, will be demanded by of Uruguay, and Drafting, headed
any of the countries or will be con- by Emilio Edwards Bello of Chile.
ceded by the United States. It is Topics on the agenda, some 35 in
number, were distributed among
possible only to make conjectures
WDRC
based on the earlier demands of the three committees. It was in the
IN!I1^„^""J""'<'
THE AftVERTISIMCTEST
TESTSTATIOM
CITy
Canada, Mexico and Cuba at the technical subcommittee that the
March conference, when Canada
m ARTFORD,CONN.^
longwave controversy precipitated
Canada developed.
asked
15 "exclusive"
six in for
addition
to what channels,
she now by American
delegates and technical
WILLING
claims to have. Mexico then also advisors were assigned to the Techasked for parity with Canada, and
nical Committees as follows: ComE: A IS $
Cuba asked for anything up to five.
missioner Craven; Acting FCC
.... bring RESULTS to
There is, of course, no possibility
Chief
Engineer
E. K. Jett; Assisthat such demands, or anything
tant FCC Chief Engineer A. D.
your sales message on
like
them,
vdll
be
satisfied.
WDRC . . . the ONLY
Ring; Gerald
C. Gross,
Under the conference procedure
national Section,
FCC; chief.
Lieut.InterCol.
Columbia Network Station
adopted at the plenary session Nov. D. M. Crawford, Army Signal
in Connecticut!
4, all new proposals were required
Corps,reau and
H. Simson,
Buof Air Lloyd
Commerce.
Mr. Ring
Craig & Hollingbery, Inc.
to be submitted by Nov. 12. Proposed by Commissioner Craven, this was assigned to the subcommittee
National Representatives
was designed to speed up the con- of this committee having to do with
ference in the hope of termination
broadcasting, along with Jett,
Basic Network Station of the
by Nov. 20. Because of many de- Gross, Simson and Crawford. A
second subcommittee having to do
lays, this hope has all but faded.
Innumerable factors contributed
Columbia Broadcasting System
with broadcasting in whatever
to the delay, including late arrival
bandsicemay
be assigned
to that servincludes
in its membership.
Craven, Ring and Crawford. On the
Administrative -Legal Committee
are Craven, Norweb, Gross, Crawford and H. B. Otterman, State DeOn the Drafting
mittee are partment.
Otterman
and Gross.ComIt was agreed that all plenary
The story of "Aladdin and His Wonderful
sessions would be public, that meetings of the Steering Committee
Lamp", is duplicated every day for sponsors
should be private and that all committee and sub-committee meetings
using the Southwest's most popular radio
be open to representatives of private interests and to the press, exstation.
cept when in executive session. On
matters of a general international
character, which will require revision of the radio regulations annexed to the International Telecommunications Conference of MadK
FH
rid held in 1932, the Havana Conference will limit itself to resolutions making recommendations to
(To get things he desired, Aladdin had to
more than want them. He had to rub the
THEY'RE TUNING IN WATL
IN ATLANTA
lamp. Radio Station KFH is your magic

the Cairo Conference beginning
next Feb. 1. The effort is to have
the American nations attend the
Cairo session as a united front.
On matters
to dobroadcast
with allocations in thehaving
standard
band, the aim will be to arrive at
an agreement among the North
American nations (United States,
Canada, Newfoundland, Mexico,
Cuba, and perhaps also Haiti,
Santo Domingo and the other Central American nations). Principal
South American nations already
have a formal regional agreement
among themselves reached in
Buenos Aires in 1935 and revised
in Rio de Janeiro in the summer of
this year. To date no necessity has
appeared for revision of this agreement. If agreement is reached
amongtions, itthe
North whether
Americanit will
nais uncertain
emerge as a formal treaty requiring ratification by the Senate in the
case of this country or by what is
known as an executive agreement.
The third aim of the conference
will be to reach formal agreement
among all American nations on allocations between 1600-4000 kc,
and perhaps also to a limited extent
with respect to certain bands of the
low frequencies. The principal questions calling for agreement have to
do with the claims of broadcasting
and aviation. If an agreement is
reached on allocations in these
bands, it seems likely that it will
take the form of an executive
agreement and not a forma] treaty.
Committees and Observers
Committee B of the Technical
Committee has the herculean task
of handling questions in the band
550 to 1600 kc. In this band it is
faced with the problems raised by
the resolutions adopted as a basis
for discussion at the March conference, including classification of stations and channels, determination
of the degree of protection which
each class of station is to receive
from objectionable interference,
subdivision of channels into several
classes, and determination of what
facilities shall be assigned to the
several North American nations,
particularly in the high power or
clear channel class. If a satisfactory agreement is to be reached on
North American broadcast allocations itwill be the work of this subcommittee.
In addition it must decide what,
if anything, can be done to meet
the claims of nations in the Northern part of South America and in
Central America for bands above
1600 kc. for broadcasting, and perhaps also how they vnW be allocated, as well as to devise recommendations for the Cairo Conference designed to bring to an end
the overcrowded conditions of the
casting.
bands used for international broad-
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Committee,
with the
its two
subcom- [°
Consequently,
Technical
mittees, is the all-important committee of the conference. It was
regarded as extremely significant
that the delegations present should
have unanimously selected Commissioner Craven as chairman, although he did not seek the posi- I
tion.
American observers attending
the conference included:
James W. Baldwin, NAB ; Louis
G. Caldwell, J. H. DeWitt Jr.. WSM,
and G. F. Leydorf, WLW, Clear
Channel Group; Paul D. P. Spearman and Dr. Greenleaf Pickard. National Association of Regional Broadcast Stations ; William B. Lodge,
CBS ; Dr. C. B. Jolliffe, C. W. Horn,
Worthington C. Lent, Philip J. Hennessey Jr., NBC and RCA; J. R.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Barbour,
Poppele, WOR; P.
AmerB. Warner, H.
; Kenneth
WIXALican
H.
Radio Relay League ;
IT&T
Pratt,
n
Harade
and
Buttner
cis M. Ryan.
iandMackay Radio ; Fran
, AerosboroughCald
PaullRadio Gold
\T&T; nautica
well,
Inc.; Mr.
less
s
Inc. ; W. L. Carroll,
Pres Wire
ican Airways; L. F. Bock.Panr Amer
and Robert E. Poole (both of
love
jwhom have left). Western Electric;
t APCO ;
[Maurice B. O'Neill, presidenans
Police
[Henry Querens, New Orle
ent; Capt
ld
.
Leonof
S.
Dona
"Departmard,
International Association
* Chiefs of Police; E. C. Denstadt, De□•oit Police Department. ,
Among other Americans present
who did not participate in the meetings of the American Delegation beoause of connections with foreign interests were : W. A. Beakes, manager
of Tropical
attending ; asCharles
technical advisorRadio,
for Nicaragua
(5. Roberts, RCA, and Walter C. Bay,
delegates from Guatemala ; Lyman F.
Seiberi, manager of Teleradio, Press
Wireless subsidiary in Havana : F. T.
Madsen, Associated Telephone Co ,
subsidiary of Automatic Electric Co.,
Chicago, technical advisor to the Dominican Republic.
Religious Campaign
ST. GERMAINE PRESS, Chicago
(religious), through Allied Advertising Agencies Inc., Los Angeles,
is using a weekly quarter-hour
transcribed talk on 14 stations nationally, supplementing this with a
similar live-talent program on six
stations. Inspirational talks feature Mrs. G. W. Ballard, head of
The Mighty 'I Am' Presence, religious movement, and Catherine
Rogers, vocalist. Transcriptions,
cut by the Don Lee network transcription department, Los Angeles,
are being used on KYA KOL
KFAC KGB WIND WJBK KXBY
KMBC KGER WIP WOL KFXR
KOMA KFXD. Live-talent programs are on WMCA WAAB WIP
CKLW KHJ KFRC. Series is to be
I run indefinitely and other stations
\ will be added to the list. Ted Dahl
is agency account executive in
charge.
Squire Forms Net
BURT SQUIRE, recently general
manager of the New York State
Broadcasting System and WINS,
New York, has organized the Mohawk Valley Broadcasting System, with headquarters at 29 W.
57th St., New York. New company
will act as commercial sales organization for a regional network
composed of WABY, Albany;
WIBX, Utica; WMBO, Auburn;
WSAY, Rochester, and WBNY,
Buffalo. They will be connected by
Class A lines. The company will
have no New York key station but
will hook up the network with any
station in the city desired by an
advertiser. A number of sponsors
are said to be planning to use the
Mohawk hookup when it begins
operations about the middle of November. For the present at least
the network will be available for
commercial programs only.
BRYANT Publicity Service, NewYork, headed by Gordon H. Bryant,
has been named national advertising
representative of WSAR, Fall River,
Mass. Adam .J. Young Jr., for the last
seven years engaged in sales promotion work for NBC. New York, has
joined the Bryant organization as account executive for the station.
S. C. JOHNSON Co., Racine, Wis. (JohnFibberis
McGee son's
& wax),
MoUycurrently
on NBC sponsoring
Monday nights,
planning to increase its radio advertising
by using a daytime network script show
directed to women. Needham, Louis &
Brorby Inc., Chicago, is agency.
BROADCASTING

Unions

Are

Stations;

Still

Engineers

A ClO-supported "sit down" strike
at WOL, Washington 100-watter,
was terminated temporarily Nov.
11 after the station had been off
the air for more than seven hours.
The strike was settled the following day with a definite contract
covering a new wage scale for the
station's seven operators.
The operators, presumably on
their ovm initiative, decided to sit
down when the station opened
Nov. 11, after the management
had rejected a demand for a wage
scale of $49.50 to $92.00, similar
to that obtaining at WABC, New
York. The existing wage scale was
from $23.00 to $43.12 for men with
the station more than a year.
William B. Dolph, WOL general
manager, refused to negotiate with
the operators or with CIO-American Radio Telegraphists Association organizers who joined in the
affair, until the station was put
back on the air. Informing the FCC
of the incident, Mr. Dolph was
told unofficially that he would be
expected to operate as required
under his license if union operators
were available in Washington. He
immediately rallied a number of
available operators but by that
time WOL
the regular
decided"
to
put
back on men
the air
and reopen
negotiations.
After conversations which lasted
from 2:15 p. m., Nov. 11, through
the afternoon of the next day, a
one-year contract was decided
upon. Covering a 40-hour six-day
week, it prescribes pay of $30.50
per week for the first year, and
$35 per week for the second year,
with a maximum of $55 per week
to be reached through $1.50 per
week increases in pay each six
months. Apprentices will be paid
$25 per week for the first six
months and $27.50 the second six
months with the apprenticeship
not to be counted as the first year
of service.
ARTA reports that it has signed
the technical staff of WQXR, New
York, 100% and that demands for
recognition have been presented to
the station management. It is expected that negotiations will be begun within a few days.
An increase of 115 new members
within the last month is reported
by the American Guild of Radio
Announcers and Producers, independent organization. The announcing staffs of two New York City

Active

vidual stations and networks. Just
when these demands will be presented Mrs. Holt refused to say,
stating that although work is progressing rapidly it is impossible at
this time even to hazard a guess as
to when they will be ready.
She is planning to leave soon for
a visit to the West Coast, where
she said that the locals in Los Angeles and San Francisco had overflowed their city boundaries and
had spread out into the surrounding communities, becoming regional
rather than local bodies. The same
condition also exists in Chicago,
she said. In New York an open
meeting on Nov. 8 was attended by
an overflow crowd of more than
600, which was told about the formation and progress of the organization.

Organizing

at WOL
on Strike
stations, WNEW and WOV, have
joined AGRAP 100% and bargaining will be started immediately at
both stations, according to Roy S.
Langham, president. Bargaining
has been begun at WIP and WCAU
in Philadelphia, he said, and is continuing at KYW and WPEN in
that city, as well as at WORC,
Worcester, and WEEI, Boston.
Mr. Langham also said that
AGRAP expects to complete its negotiations for the New York sound
effects forces at NBC and CBS in
the near future, these negotiations
having been delayed because the
network officials were tied up with
their dealings with the musicians
union. Langham, who returned to
his work as a production man at
CBS on Nov. 8 after several weeks
absence on leave, stated that the
activities of the American Federation of Radio Artists, AFL talent
union which is organizing all persons except musicians appearing
before a microphone, including announcers, has had little effect on
AGRAP's progress.
AFRA Adds Locals

The
Intimate Touch
of
Community Service
for
Northern Illinois
and
Southern Wisconsin
ASSURES YOU
LISTENER ATTENTION

New AFRA locals were organized in Montreal and Detroit early
in November, according to Emily
Holt, executive secretary of the
talent union. Committees in all
parts of the country, she said, are
busy drawing up conditions of employment, wage scales and other
data from which the executive
board will formulate the demands
which it will present to the indiTHE
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Faces
Congress
Special
General Legislation to Craven from chief engineer to commis ioner, a new complexion has
Be Given Priority,
been given that agency. With even
greater celerity than anticipated,
However
Mr. McNinch has outlined a sweep{Continued from page 9)
ing reorganization of the FCC and
quest for the inquiry at the new given it the type of leadership the
session. As a matter of fact, there Administration obviously desired.
While this reorganization is in
appeared to be a substantial agreement among many members of the process, it is doubtful whether Congress will dip very early into FCC
Senate that they would support the
activities via the investitratory
probe.
Since then, however, things have route. On the contrary, it probably
liappened in radio regulation. With will prefer to await the results.
the assumption of the FCC chair- Moreover, Chairman Wheeler is
manship by Frank R. McNinch at known to hold Mr. McNinch in
the behest of President Roosevelt, high esteem, not only as an exceland with the promotion of T. A. M.
lent public servant and executive
but also as a man of capacity for
effecting a reorganization.
Senator White, regarded as the
best-informed man in Congress on
radio and communications, is believed to harbor the same views toward the new chairman. And Senator White paid highest tribute to
Comdr. Craven at the time the Senate considered his confirmation last
August, alluding to him as one of
the world's foremost radio engineers.
In addition to the two dozen measures having to do with i-adio per
se, there are numerous other bills
indirectly bearing upon radio. These
include copyright measures; bills
for regulation of the sale and advertising of foods, drugs and cosmetics; measures to broaden the
functions of the Federal Trade
"VTRGINIA-S
Commission which would include a
OLDEST
greater degree of surveillance over
BROADCASTER
radio advertising; a measure for a
Government - owned broadcasting
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WABY.
centering the rich Capital
District of stabilized, top buying power, now is equipped
to blanket your sales story into every corner — a can'tmiss assurance of even greater results from this perfect
merchandising area. WABY's daytime programs now
go forth propelled by 250 watts — a premium for you.

In The Heart of "The State That Has Everything,'
Harold E. Smith, General Manager
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Bills

imporstation; and, perhaps most
tant from the standpoint of subject matter, the Wearin Bill to
force complete separation of news-as
paper and radio stations insofar
ownershin is concerned.
The Co'peland food and drug bill
has now been before five sessions
alof Congress without enactment,
though it has been on the brink
becoming law three or four
of
times. There is a strong possibility
that some form of legislation along
that line will become law at the ensuing session. Senator Copeland
(D-N. Y.) wants the Department
of Agriculture's
Foodthe& regulatory
Drug Administration to be
House
The
bill.
his
under
agency
consistently
has refused to go
along, proposing that the Federal
Trade Commission assume this jurisdiction. That constitutes the major difference over the legislation.
Labor Legislation
Wage and hour legislation and
the President's reorganization program, of course, will have a bearing upon the broadcasting industry.
In the case of the former legislation,dustry
practically
all units
in the
inare believed
to be
within
the minimum standards which
might be specified in such legislation. A 40-hour week is rather generally observed in radio, except for
technicians, and the minimum
wage, bv and la'-'-e. is believed to
be
conside:ably
higherbethan
an^'
minimum
which might
specified.
Apropos the reorganization bill,
under its original terms the FCC
would have been absorbed by the
Commerce Department, presumably
becoming a bureau of that entity
under an assistant secretary. In
the committee consideration of the
measure last session, however, the
FCC, along with such other agencies as the ICC, Trade Commission and Securities & Exchange
Commission were specifically
exempted from absorption by departments. Consequently, it is expected that the FCC would remain
an independent entity in any legislation proposed for enactment.
The Celler Bill for a government
owned and operated shortwave station, which provoked quite a furore
last session, apparently is slated
for abandonment. The proposal was
to build a high-power international station, financed by government
funds, for operation by the Navy
Department but with programming
handled through the U. S. Office of
Education.
Legislation to restrict the activities of music copyright combines,
such as ASCAP, likewise has been
pending several years. The basic
proposal is that the $250 statutory
damage minimum for innocent infringement of copyrighted works
be eliminated, with the courts to
decide the degree of damage.
ASCAP has fought such legislative efforts bitterly. While the Senate has been disposed to act favorably, and has on two occasions during the last two years, the measures have been successfully stymied in House Committee. It is hoped
that the Senate Patents Commiting. tee will hold hearings on three
bills involving copyright still pendThe newspaper ownership bill of
Rep. Wearin (D-Ia.) never got beyond the introduction stage. Senator Wheeler also has fostered legislation along that line but did not
BROADCASTING

introduce a bill in the last session.
Whether this issue will erupt again
in the forthcoming session depends
upon the degree of administration|
support given it, it is indicated in
Congressional circles.
The FCC also has this problem)
before it in a preliminary way andS
it is expected that some time in the 1
future, there will be a statement I
of policy on it. Certain groups in
the Administration are understood
to be shipopposed
to newspaper
owneron the theory
that operation
of a majority of the stations by
anti-administration ne w sp a p e r s
might result
in of
a reflection
of editorial attitude
an undesirable
nature.
Five-year licenses for broadcasting stations, in lieu of those now
issued for six months, are proposed
in the bill introduced by Rep. Anderson (D-Mo.). The present law
permits censes
issuance
of broadcasting
lifor a maximum
of three
years, but the FCC and its predecessor Radio Commission have contended that the short term license
is desirable as a means of keeping
assignments flexible. The industry
practically since the enactment of
the 1927 Radio Act has protested
the short term license as an obstacle to stability.
Food-Drug Measure
Food and drug legislation is of
vital importance to the broadcasting industry because it is estimated
that substantially one-third of the
annual radio turnover (some $40,010,000)chase ofistime
represented
the purby food,bydrug
and
cosmetic advertisers. In all, a halfdozen bills dealing with the legislation are pending but the Copeland bill has had the spotlight during the last five years. Passed by
the Senate at the last session, the
bill again
of House
ment whenfailed
the House
wouldenactnot
agree to a compromise after rewriting the bill several times. After the session ended, a House subcommittee reported out a bill bearing the Copeland designation but
totally rewritten in content. Presumably that bill will go before the
full committee for further consideration and then get to the House
floor at the next session.
The Boylan bill proposing a wattage tax on broadcasting stations
is still pigeon-holed by the House
Ways & Means Committee. Whether anything will happen to it is
questionable. FCC Commissioner
George H. Payne sponsored the
measure.
Practically all of the oratory
during the last session related to
measures proposing investigations
of radio and of the FCC. Reps. McFarlane (D-Tex.) and Wiggleswortheral(R-Mass.)
sevmeasures. Bothintroduced
of them have
taken up the fight of the late Rep.
Connery (D-Mass.) who introduced
the initial resolution calling for a
wide-spread investigation of the
FCC and of purported radio monopolies. Mr. Connery's brother, who
served as his secretary, was elected to succeed the energetic labor
leader of the House.
Another investigation measure
has to do with allegations of a
"radio lobby" in Washington.
The remainder of the bills dealing with radio touch such matters
as advertising of liquor, testimonials, foreign products, and the like
and of amendment of the so-called
political section of the existing radio law so as to guarantee time for
public forum discussions free for
sponsorship.
• Broadcast
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ICONTROL
ROOM
:aROI.I> J. McCREARY. former
lef engineer
Chicago Tele-ion
Researchof the
Laboratories,
has
■>iiP(l
a
consultins
engineer's
office
W. Ailams Sr.. Chicago. He wasat
rraerly with Leich Electric Co..
noa. 111.. Western Electric Co., and
. tomatic Electric Co.
1' STARNES. formerly of KFJZ.
rt Worth, has been named chief
hnician of KABC. Santonio. W. D.
id. also of KFJZ. has joined the
utrol staff.
iHX SCALES has resigned as sup■ ising technician of KFWB. Holly•od. His successor has not been anunced.
DM E. ATHERSTOXE, formerly
rausmitter engineer, has been promot; la.
to chief
Mont. engineer of KGVO. Misi:RT
SEIVER
has joined
al staff
of KFEL.
Denver. the tech-

MEW

STANDARDS

VERTICAL

i'WARD McGIXLEY, control opej>r of WJEJ, Hagerstown. Md.. has
linue the
his station
education.temporarily to con-

CLIFF SCHOENHARDT, former
Federal Barge Line radio operator,
j v tias joined the engineering staff of
\ WTMV, E. St. Louis, and has been
i assigned to handle recordings produced
■on WTMVs new FairchHd recorder.
LINDSAY L. COFFMAN and J. B.
. Fuqua, recent graduates of Capitol
j Radio Engineering Institute, have
joined the engineering staff of WIS,
;' Columbia, S. C.
[ . JOHX H. KULIK. veteran NBC en. gineer and an accomplished musician,
f has been assigned to handle the Tosj canini-Rodzinski
concerts
bined XBC networks
startingover
Nov.com13.
t : REED SNYDER, engineer of WHO.
. Des Moines, is the father of a baby
. . girl born Nov. 5.
■ ARTHUR Q. FELTHOrSEN. for■ ■ merly of Recordings Inc.. Hollywood,
t : has joined C. P. MacGregor. Holly. wood transcription concern, as chief
, I sound engineer, succeeding Lyle Cain,
\ ' resigned.
> ARIE VAN DYKE, of Amsterdam,
Holland, an engineer formerly connected with the Phillips Co. of Holland, has enrolled for a course in tele■ , vision
at Kansas
First City,
National
School of
whichTelevision
operates
television station W9XAL and is the
''■' parent company of KXBY.
; , EDWIN RECTOR, chief engineer of
WKZO, Kalamazoo, has returned to
^ his duties after a tonsilectomy.
I I J. R. POPPELLE, chief engineer of
, ' WOR. Xewark, left Xov. .j by plane
I; for
Havana. Radio
Cuba, Conference.
to attend "the International
,(. SAil HAGGERTY. formerly assistant
. engineer at C.JRM. Regina. has been
promoted to chief engineer of the affiliated CJGX. Yorkton. His assistant
' is Bill Horback.

Lowered Costs
s up to ONE-HALF the jsuat
Sa%"ins
over other types of Vertical Radiators are
possible. We will be pleased to quote our
complete prices in advance including construction, erection, insurance, painting. Detions, etc. partment of Commerce Lighting. FoundaOptimum Performance
Actual working and field tests have proven
that LINGO TVBE Radiators give within S/r
of 100*^1:steel
eflficiency.
The necessary
copper-bearing
seamless
tube gives
and
adequate ground wave to assure optimum
coverage of primary area.
5-Year Insurance
Ever> LINGO erected Radiator is insured
against breakage, loss or damage for a
period
5 years
at no w extra
cost. Thea
LINGO ofTUBE
Radiators
ill withstand
wind velocity of 100 m.p.h. and are also
available in lighter weights for erection on
building roofs.
Reliability
For over 40 years the firm of JOHN E.
LINGO & SON. INC., has been constructing
and erecting vertical structures. LINGO
TLBVLAR STEEL towers have been used
by the points
L". S. between
Navy Dept.
various
Mainesince
and 1925
Panama.at
Their uninterrupted use in tropical storm
centers
struction. is worthy testimony of their conIndividual Engineering
Lingo Radiators are individually engineered
for your Station. They are not mere makeshift assemblies of light-weight pipe, but
are made of new full- weight Copper Bearing Seamless Steel Tubing. This material
has a greater rust resistance value and a
higher tensile strength.
Single Responsibility
Due to the fact that Lingo not only
constructs, but ERECTS every Radiator, you
are assured of lOO^c satisfaction and service. You are not harried by the annoyance
and difficulty of dealing with two or more
contractors^— we "actually see the whole
job
through". Delivery
Immediate
There are no delays and disappointments,
even though every Radiator is custom-built
and
thoroughly tested and approved in our
laboratories.

# Optimum performance at lowered costs! Check these seven
exclusive Lingo features plus the seamless copper bearing steel
tubular construction. . . . Let us show you how you can obtain high
antenna efficiency at a saving you cannot afford to overlook.
Both laboratory tests and actual results of radiators now in use,
prove the great efficiency of Lingo "Tube" Radiators. For over 40
years the firm of John E. Lingo & Son has been constructing and
erecting Vertical Structures all over the world. . . . THERE HAS
NEVER BEEN A FAILURE!
Every Detail Affecting Radio Efficiency Tlioroughly
Investigated and Approved by GODLEY & BROWN—
Paul F. Godley and Dr. George H.
Biovm are well-knowri not only as
prominent Radio engineer-consultants,
but for their valuable contributions to
the Art. These two men as consultants
to the John E. Lingo & Son Company
are actively engaged in carrying on
field tests and experiments for the improvement and greater performance of
Lingo Radiators.
Write for descriptive folder giving details
with complete cost and performance charts^
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FEDERAL
Decisions . . .
NOVEMBER 9
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
WCBS. Springfield, 111.— Lie. for CP.
WDGY, Minneapolis — Mod. CP re equip.
KLBM,sites,La antenna,
Grande, Ore.—
studio
equip. Mod. CP trans.,
WSMJ, Bridgeton, N. J. — Measure power.
KHBG,
Lie. for CP as
mod.
1210 Okmulgee,
kc 100 w Okla.—
D.
WGAR, Cleveland — Lieense for CP.
WGRM, Granada. Miss.— Mod. CP.
KCRJ. Jerome, Ariz.— Lie. for CP.
WLAW.
trans., studio,Lawrence.
antenna. Mass. — Mod. CP
KARM,
Fresno,
Cal.— Mod. CP re equip.,
antenna.
WCAT, Rapid City, S. D. — Mod. hours.
WBNX,
Vt. — Mod. license to
Twin
StatesSpringfield,
Brdcstg. Corp.
WCHV.
Charlottesville,
Va. — Lie. for
CP.
KOAM.
Pittsburg,
Kan.
—
Lie. for CP
as mod. 790 ke 1 kw D.
KIEM, Eureka, Cal.— Lie. for CP.
KGEZ, Kalispell, Mont.— Lie. for CP.
Mutual Broadcasting System — Ext. auth.
to 6-1-38 exchange programs with CKLW.
KFBK, Sacramento — Exp. auth. facsimile.
KMJ, Fresno — Exp. auth. facsimile.
WTMJ,as aux.
Milwaukee — Lie. for CP, use old
trans,
WOSU,
Columbus
ly, vert, antenna. — CP move trans, localWJDX,
mod. 1270 Jackson.
ke 1 kw 5Miss.
kw —D Lie.
unl. for CP and
KATE. Albert Lea. Minn.— Lie. for CP.
WNYC.
Lie. for CP and
mod.
810 keNew
1 kwYork
LS —directional.
WGAN,
Portland,
Me.
—
Mod. CP extend
completion.
WLLH,
Lowell,
Mass.
—
Mod.
exp. auth.
trans, site.
KFGQ, Boone, la. — CP new equip.
KNOW,antenna,
Austin,increase
Tex. — DCPto new
change
250 w.equip.,
W2XBT,
NBC,
New
York
—
CP
television
station, mobile.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Y. W.
Scarborough, J. W. Orvin. Charleston. S.
C amended CP 1210 ke 100 w 250 w unl. ;
NEW, Amarillo Brdcstg. Corp., Amarillo.
Tex., CP 1500 kc 100 w unl. ; WKEU,
Griffin, Ga., CP move to Macon, Ga., change
equip., change 1500 to 1310 kc, increase 100
w D to 100 w 250 w D unl. ; NEW, Thumb
Brdcstg. Co., Sandusky. Mich., CP 950 ke
500 w 1 kw D unl. ; NEW, Mountain Top
Trans Radio Corp., Denver — CP 1370 kc
100 w 250 w D unl. ; KOMA, Oklahoma
City, CP new equip., radiator, increase 5
to 10 kw 1480 kc unl. ; WKBW, Buffalo,
CP increase 5 to 10 kw 1480 kc ; WGR,
Buffalo. CP change equip. ; WISN, Milwaukee, mod. lieense N 250 to 1 kw ; WAPI,
Birmingham, vol. assign, lieense to Voice
of Alabama Inc. ; NEW, Pinellas Brdcstg.
Co.. St. Petersburg, Fla., CP 1370 kc 100
w 250 w D unl. ; NEW, Colonial Brdcstg.
Corp., Norfolk, Va., CP 1370 kc 100 w
250 w D unl. ; NEW, Fla. W. Coast
Brdcstg. Co., Clearwater, Fla., CP 1300 kc
250 w unl. ; NEW, Joe L. Smith Jr.. Beckley. W. Va.. CP 1210 kc 100 w 250 w unl. ;
NEW, Madison Brdcstg. Co.. Madison,
Wis.. CP 1450 kc 250 w unl. directional :
NEW, Great Western Brdcstg. Co., Omaha,
CP amended to 1500 kc 100 w unl.; NEW,
Brenau College, Gainesville, Ga., CP amended to 1210 kc 100 w unl. ; NEW, Greater
Greenwood Brdcstg. Station, Greenwood, S.
C, CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w D unl ; WJBO,
Baton Rouge, La., CP change trans., increase 500 w to 1 kw 1120 ke unl. (exc.
8-9 p. m. Mon.) ; KUJ, Walla Walla,
Wash., CP change equip., change to 56C
Ice, move station, increase 100 to 250 w. ;
KROC, Rochester, Minn., CP move trans.,
locally, change 1310 to 920 kc increase 100
w 250 w D to 500 w 1 kw D : WAIR, Winston-Salem, N. C, mod. lie. increase 250 w
D to 250 w unl. ; NEW, Southern Brdcstg.
Corp., Covington, La., CP amended to 1500
kc 100 w 250 w D unl. ; KSO, Des Moines,
CP increase 500 w lyo kw D to 1 kw 5 kw
D directional N ; NEW, Piedmont Brdcstg
Corp., Salisbury, N. C, CP 1500 ke 100 w
250 w unl. : NEW, Constitution Pub. Co
Atlanta, CO 1240 ke 1 kw 5 kw D unl
directional
N; NEW, L. B. McCormich
•Greenville, N. C, CP 1370 kc 250 w D ■
NEW,
Brdcstg.
Corp..D Gretna.
La '
CP 1370State
kc 100
w
SH; KSRO,
Cal., mod.250 lie.w 250
w D to 100
wSanta
250 Rosa,
w D unl.
APPLICATIONS DISMISSED— WJNO
W. Palm Beach, Fla., CP 1350 ke 1 kw
LS unl. ; WDAE. Tampa, mod. license
1220 ke 5 kw LS unl. ; NEW, Mittelo
Franklin
Anniston, Ala., CP 1420
kc
100 w Moble,
D.
MISCELLANEOUS— Petitions to intervene granted : NEW, Greater Greenwood
Brdcstg. Sta., Greenwood, S. C. (Broad-
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(Broadcast Division)
COMMUnTca't/oNS
COMMISSION
NOVEMBER 1 TO NOVEMBER 12, INCLUSIVE
NEW. WFNC. Fayetteville, N. C. ; NEW,
Aberdeen.
S. D. —to Granted
Capitol Brdcstg.
Raleigh, N.(1-522)
C—
1420KABR.
to 1390
ke, increase
500 w 1change
kw D Examiner
Seward Co.,
recommended
unl., sustaining Hyde.
that applic. WFNC CP 1210 kc 250 w D
be denied ; that applic. Capitol Brdcstg.
NEW, Don M. Lidenton & A. L. Mc- Co.
CP 1210 kc 100 w 250 w LS unl. be
Carthy,w Poplar
Mo. —Irwin.
Granted CP
1310 ke 100
D, Bluff.
sustaining
NEW, John W. Haigis, Greenfield, Mass. granted.
— Granted CP 1210 kc 250 w D, sustaining Berry.
WBNS, Columbus — Granted CP increase Applications
NOVEMBER. 1. .
to 1 kw 5 kw D,. sustaining Irwin.
NEW, Garden Island Pub. Co.. Lihue,
ORAL ARGUMENT GRANTED —
WBAX, Wilkes - Barre. 1 - 13 - 38 ; NEW,
Hawaii — CP 1500 kc 100 w 250 w D unL
Genesse Radio Corp., Flint, Mich., 1-13-38 ;
Juan Piza, San Juan, P. R. —
NEW, Dr. Wm. States Jacobs Brdcstg. CPNEW,
high-freq. 100 w unl.
Co., Houston, 1-20-38 ; NEW, Great Lakes
WBRE,
Wilkes-Barre,
Pa. — License for
CP move trans.,
vert, antenna.
Brdcstg.
Cleveland.
1-20-38:Co.,NEW,
Fall
RiverCorp.,
Herald
News Pub.
Fall
NEW, WGAR Brdcstg. Co., Cuyahoga
Heights,
O. — A.CP Barnette,
relay station
100 w. S. C.
River, Mass., 1-20-38.
NEW, W.
Greenwood,
RATIFICATIONS — KUMA, Yuma, Ariz.,
granted ext. temp. auth. remain silent — CP 610 kc 250 w D.
KRLD, Dallas— CP new trans.
to 11-19-37; KPRC, Houston, granted ext.
WSM. Nashville — Exp. auth. facsimile.
temp. auth. 5 kw N ; WIOD-WMBF, MiKFGQ. Boone. la. — CP new trans.
ami, granted temp. auth. 610 kc ; WWJ,
KGEK, Sterling, Col. — Mod. license re
Detroit, granted ext. temp. auth. 5 kw N ; hours.
WFIL, Philadelphia, granted ext. temp,
NOVEMBER 3
auth. 1 kw N ; WMBQ, Brooklyn, granted
NEW, Gen. Elec. Co., Albany, Easton,
ext. temp. auth. for Joseph Husid, Receiver, to operate station ; WPEN-WRAX,
— Video stations.
Philadelphia, granted temp. auth. increase Schenectady
NEW, King-Trendle Brdcstg. Corp., Ponto 1 kw N ; WTNJ, Trenton, N. J., set tiae.
Mich. — CP 1440 kc 250 w unL direcfor hearing
applic. vert,
renewal
and temp,
cense, move trans.,
radiator:
WRDO,li- tional.
C. wTodd.
1420 kcF. 100
250 Gastonia.
w unl.. N. C.—
Augusta, Me., granted ext. lieense two CPNEW.
months ; WNBZ, New York, granted ext.
WDAE,
Tampa.
Fla.
—
license two months ; KMAC, San Antonio, to 781 kc directional. Mod. license 1220
granted ext. license two months ; KGNC,
KGGC, move
San Francisco
CP D newto
Tex., granted temp. auth. 1 kw antenna,
trans., to— Mod.
increase
NEW STUDIOS— WCCO staged a DAmarillo,
: NEW, Valley Pub. Co.. Harlingen, 250 w.
special broadcast when work was
Tex., denied as in default; NEW, S. L.
NOVEMBER S
started on its new studios, to be Slover Corp., Norfolk, Va., dismissed at
applic.
request CP new station ; KYW,
ready next March. Wielding shovel
WDEL,
Wilmington,
Del. — CP vert, antenna, move trans.
Philadelphia, dismissed at applic. request
and syllable are, left to right, C. applic.
NEW.
Harry
M.w D.Ayers, Anniston, Ala.
CP
increase
10
to
50
kw
etc.
;
—
CP
1420
kc
100
R. Jacobs, CBS manager of con- WCBA, AUentown, Pa., granted withdrawal applic. vol. assign, license without trans.
struction; Hugh S. McCartney,
WSPA, Spartanburg, S. C. — CP new
prej. ; WSAN, AUentown, same ; accepted
WCCO chief engineer; Earl H. appearance
NEW,
in
pet,
Hazlewood
Inc.
;
Harold
—
CP 1400Michael
kc 250J. wMingo,
D. Tacoma, Wash.
Gammons, WCCO general manThomas granted ext. 60 days trans, site
at Pittsfield, Mass. : WGRC denied pet.
ager.
NOVEMBER 8
hold open record in 4654 and consol. with new equip.
WOKO, Albany, N. Y. — License for CP
4649, 4731, 4679 and denied cont. hearing
casters Inc., Gastonia) ; Broekway Co
on
applic.
Kentucky
Brdcstg.
Corp.
;
Canton. N. Y. (WFPR) ; WIP. PhiladelNEW. Pontiac Brdcstg. Co., Pontiac,
effectiveRadio
dates,Corp.
and applic.
WRAX,visual
ex- Mich.
phia (Young Peoples Assn. Prop. Gospel) ; WPEN tended ;Zenith
— CP 1100 kc 1 kw D.
WFIL.
Philadelphia
(same
as
WIP)
■
NEW,
S. B.w Quigley,
Mobile, Ala. — CP
WGNY, Newburg, N. Y. (Piatt & Piatt station reopened for further testimony ; 1200
ke 100
D.
Inc., Poughkeepsie) .
Louis P. Thornton denied request take deWKAT,
Miami
Beach
—
Lieense for CP
positions.
Baker,
Ore.
:
Voice
of
Detroit
WJBW, Charles C. Carlson, denied furmod.
ther hearing and permission intervene on Inc. tiongranted
leave
amend
applic.
new
sta- as WHBB,
Selma,
Ala.
—
Auth.
:
Sharon
Herald
Brdcstg.
Co.
granted
control to H. A. Shuman
and transfer
S. A.
WSMB applic. ; Radio Enterprises Inc. and
Associated Ark. Newspapers, granted joint pet. for stipulation ; Piatt & Piatt Inc.
Cisler.
motion continuance hearing on applic. CP granted waiver rule 104.6(b), and acWHBF,
Rock
Island,
111.—
CP
change
1240 kc, increase to 500 w 1 kw
cepted appearance.
Hot Springs, Ark. ; WKBZ, Muskegon,
to intervene granted George D1210etc..to amended
to 1 kw N & D.
Mich., granted pet. withdraw without H. Petitions
Payne
(Floyd
A.
Parton,
San
Jose)
:
prej. applic. mod. license ; WCOP, Bos- Dorrance D. Roderick (Tri-State Brdcstg.
Quincyto— CP,
Mod.directional
license D N,to move
unl.
1 WTAD,
kw, amended
ton, denied motion dismiss without prej. Co.) ; Isle of Dreams Brdcstg. (Dorp. trans.
applic. mod license ; NEW, Arlington Ra- ( Broward Brdcstg. Co. ); Savannah
NOVEMBER 11
dio Service Inc., Arlington, Va.. denied
Co. (ColonialHotel
Brdcstrs,
Savan-T.
hearing in Clarendon, Va., on applic. CP ; Brdcstg.
NEW, Peter J. Caldarone, Providence,
Go. (J.
WOOD, Grand Rapids, granted applic. Griffin,nah) ; Southwestern
I.— CP 1270 kc 250 w D.
Smith, Grants
Ark.) ; Pass,
KMED Ore.)
(Pa- ; R. NEW,
withdraw applic. CP without prej. ; KANS.
Cherry & Webb Brdcstg. Co.,
cificFort
Radio Corp.,
Wichita, granted pet. withdraw without
Providence.
R. I. — CP new trans.
KQV
(WWPO
Inc.,
Pittsburgh)
;
Kingprej. applic. transfer control ; WSAY,
WSIX.increase
Nashville
— License for CP new
Brdcstg. Corp. (Cadillac Brdcstg. trans.,
Rochester, denied reconsid. action setting Trendle
power.
Corp.,
Detroit)
;
KDYL
(Interstate
Brdcstg.
for hearing applic. increase power etc. ;
KWK.
St.
Louis
— Mod. license D to 5
; El Paso Brdcstg. Co. (KTSM),
WESG. Ithaea, granted continuance hear- Corp.)
delay in final decision pend- kw. amended to directional.
ing 60 days: NEW, Richland Brdcstg. and inggranted
court
action
on
Dorrance
D.
Roderick
NEW,
Pulitzer
Pub.station.
Co., St. Louis —
Co., Mansfield, O., dismissed pet. with- applic., and denied delay in final decision License for facsimile
draw applic. CP new station (denied as until Commission acts on apple. El Paso
CP
in default 10-12-37) ; NEW, Charles F.
980NEW,
ke 250Larry
w D, Rhine,
amendedSanto Francisco
1150 kc 1— kw.
Co. and Earl Yates.
Engle, Natchez, Miss., granted withdrawal Brdcstg.
Continuance of hearings granted Union
KYOS,
Merced,
Cal.
— Vol.
assign,
liwithout prej. applic. new station ; WBNX,
cense
Merced
Star
Pub.
Co.
to
Merced
Tribune Brdcstg. Co., to 3-1-38 ; Peter
New York, denied reconsid. & grant with- Goelet
Brdcstg. Co.
to 1-5-38; Colonial
out hearing applic. move trans, locally Brdcstrs.(WGNY)
and Seaboard Brdcstg.
KVOA. Tucson. Ariz.— Trans, control
etc. : NEW, Church of Jesus Christ of Corp. to Inc.
12-20-37 ; Charles F. Engle, from Albert Steinfeld & Co. to KTAB
Latter-Day Saints, Salt Lake City, grant- Natchez.
Miss., 11-19-37 ; Floyd A. Parton, Brdcstg. Co.
ed pet. retain hearing date: NEW, Radio
KTKC. Visalia. Cal.— Mod. license 1190
Jose, to 1-10-38 ; WLAK, to 12-16-37 ;
Enterprises Inc., Lufkin. Tex., denied pet. San
KFH, intervenor in applic. Farmers & to 1210 kc, D to unl., 100 w 250 w D
that applic. new station be set for hear- Bankers
Corp., to 11-23-37 : J. T. (contingent KDON applic. 1400 kc).
ing and that effective date of decision on Griffin toBrdcstg.
1-11-38; WCBA and WSAN,
No. 4162 and 4312 be postponed ; WNBC,
New Britain, Conn., changed effective date AUentown, to 1-5-38 ; WBNX and Havens
&
Martin
Inc.,
to 12-10-37; WMFR to 12Ex. Rep. Nov. 16 to Nov. 12.
1-37 ; denied pet. Dorrance D. Roderick,
Names Reps Abroad
ACTION ON EXAMINERS' REPORTS:
an
intervenor
for
hearing
NEW, Arthur H. Croghan, Minneapolis of Tri-State Brdcstg.postponement
Co., KTSM, pending BRITISH American Productions
—Denied
Dalberg. CP 1310 ke 100 w D, sustaining court decision in Tri-State Brdcstg. Co. Inc., New York, has announced the
V. FCC and Dorrance D. Roderick, interNEW, Charles Poter & Edward T. Ever- venor.
appointment of representatives in
sole, Festus, Mo. — Denied CP 1420 kc 100
Great Britain, Australia and New
w D reversing Seward.
Zealand in addition to representaWHOM, Jersey City — Denied CP new
tion in Latin America and the
trans.,
increase
Reports . . .
sustaining
Hyde. 250 w to 250 w 1 kw D, Examiners'
KPOF, Denver — Examiner Berry recom- United States. Additions in personNEW, Gen. Elec. Co., Belmont, Cal.—
that applic. increase 600
Granted CP international station 20 kw w 1/3 timemendedto(1-519)
nel, according to B. Charles-Dean,
1 kw Sh.-KFKA be granted. president
unl., sustaining Hill.
of BAP, include Charles
NEW,
Centennial
Brdcstg. Corp., DalNEW, Key City Brdcstg. Co., Kankakee,
las—
Examiner
Irwin
recommended
(1-520)
S.
Pearsall,
vice-president; Arthur
111.— Denied
CP 1500 ke 100 w D be detaining Berry.CP 1500 kc 100 w unl., sus- that applic.
nied if Commission grants applic. Dallas R. Learey, formerly of Tested SellNEW, Robert Raymond McCulIa, Oak Brdcstg. Co., A. L. Chilton or Richard
ing Inc., director
of broadcast-merPark, 111. — Berry.
chandising, and Irving
J. Henry,
Denied CP 1500 kc 100 w D, : nied.
S. Gozzaldi ; and granted if they are desustaining
sales manager in charge of i-adio.
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OUNTS
INETWORKunless ACC
otherwUe specified)
(All timM EST
New Business
, CYMPANA SALES Co., Batavia, 111.
started
iiitalian Balm), on Nov. 8 network
t}rand Hotel on 29 NBC-Blue
which
Fair,
I stations, replacing Vanity
: Aubrey,
[started Sept. 20. Agency
Moore & Wallace Inc., Chicago.
1». LORILLARD Co., New York (Old
(iold cigarettes), on Nov. 16 starts
with George
Hollywood Screenscoopsstations,
Tues.,
i McCall on 55 CBS
Agency
:
m.
7
Lenp.
:30
:15-7
' Thurs.,
scu & Mitchell Inc., N. Y.
MFG. Co., New
. OHESEBROUGH
i York (vaseline products), on Nov.
'T started Dr. Christian, starring Jean
I Hersholt, on 58 CBS stations. Sun.,
rickm. Agency
2:30-3
York. : McCann-E
Inc.,p. New
son
(gasSIGNAL OIL Co., Los Angeles start14
1 aline and motor oil),foron 52Nov.
11
on
weeks
Carnival
Signal
ed
I
VBC-Red Pacific and Mountain stans. Sun., 7:30-8 p. m. (PST).
-ency : Logan & Stebbins, Los Angeles.
0X0 Ltd., Montreal (Oxo bouillion
Oxo ProNov. 16 starts
cubes), onon4 NBC-Paci
fic Red stations,
gram
Tues., Fri., 9:30-9:45 a. m. (PST).
Agency : Doremus & Co., San Francisco.
BENJAMIN MOORE & Co., New
York (paints and varnishes), on Jan.
' 3, 1938, starts Betty Moore for 21
weeks on 32 NBC-Red stations, Mon.,
I 11 :45 a. m.-12 noon. Placed direct.
DATED Drug Trade ProdCONSOLI
ucts Inc., St. Louis (McCoy cod liver
oil, Acidine, Kolor-Bak), on Nov. 8
i started Charley Stookey's Ozark
' Mountain Minstreh on 2 Mutual stations (WGN, KWK), Mon. thru Fri.,
5-6 p. m., after Nov. 29 also Sat., 5-6
p. m. Agency : Benson & Dall Inc.,
Chicago.
, BERNARD PERFUMERS, St.
( Louis, on Nov. 16 started for 52 weeks
' Arthur Chandler on 2 stations of the
WLW Line (WLW, WHN). Tues.,
'Thurs.,
a. m. Agency:
Johnson 8:30-8:45
Sel Co., Chicago.
[PACKER MFG. Co., New York
(Packer's
tar soap),
Jan. 9, on1938.
starts
Thatcher
Colt on
Mysteries
23
NBC-Red stations, Sun., 2 :30-3 p. m.
Agency : Stack-Goble Co., Chicago.
B. MAX MEHL, Chicago (numismatics), on Nov. 8 started for 4
weeks Money and Music on 2 stations
of the WLW Line (WLW, WHN),
Mon., 7 :45-8 p. m. Agency : Guenther-Bradford & Co., Chicago.
CHICAGO ENGINEERING
WORKS, Chicago (correspondence
course), on Nov. 10 started for 26
weeks Modern Miracles on 25 Don
Lee stations. Wed., 9:15-9:30 p. m.
fPST). Agency: James R. Lunke &
Associates, Seattle.
Renewal Accounts
NASH-KELVINATOR Corp., Kenosha. Wis., on Dec. 4 renews for 43
' weeks Professor Quiz on 61 CBS stations. Sat., 9-9 :30 p. m. Agency :
Geyer, Cornell & Newell Inc., N. Y.
PACKARD MOTOR CAR Co., DeI troit, on Dec. 7 renews Hollywood
l'Mardi Gras for 52 weeks on 62 NBCRed stations, Tues., 9:30-10:30 p. m.
Agency : Young & Rubicam Inc., N. Y.
CARNATION Co., Milwaukee (condensed milk), on Jan. 3, 1938 renews
Carnation Contented Hour on 59
NBC-Red stations for 52 weeks,
Mon., 10-10 :30 p. m. Agency : Erwin,
Wasey & Co. Inc., Chicago.
I PHILLIPS PETROLEUM Co., Bartlesville, Okla. (gas and oil), on Nov.
9 renewed Phillips Poly Follies on 19
CBS stations, Tues., 10:30-11 p. m.
Agency : Lambert & Feasley Inc., N. Y.
BROADCASTING
i.

Liickies New Show
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Lucky Strike), will replace
Hit Parade
the present Wednesday
on Dec. 1 or Dec. 8 with a new
Warner Bros.-Transamerican show
featuring Dick Powell on 74 NBCRed stations plus KFWB, 10-11
Your Hollywill be
It Parade.
p. m. wood
Lordtitled
& Thomas,
New
York, is agency.
Warners Drop Scripts
FOLLOWING a national survey,
Warner Bros. First National Studios, Hollywood, has discontinued
versions of
supplying radio script
its motion pictures to more than
was
Decision
stations.
200 small
made, according to a statement by
the Warner studios, on the finding
that these broadcasts were proving
into theof company's
detriment
its exhibitors.
terestsaland those
tion
Transcrip
programs however,
will be continued, it was said.
Other Hollywood motion picture
studios it is understood are preparing to follow and discontinue
the issuing of scripts on forthcomelimination of traning films. The
scriptions isalso deemed likely to
follow.
WM. WRIGLEY Jr. Co., Chicago
(chewing gum), on Nov. 8 renewed
for 52 weeks Scattergood Baines on
6 CBS Pacific stations (KNX, KSFO,
KIRO, KFPY, KOIN, KVI) plus
KSL. Mon. thru Fri., 8-8:15 p. m.
(PST).
Agency: Neisser-Meyerhoff
Inc.,
Chicago.
TOWNSEND National Radio Club,
Los Angeles
on Nov. 1Plan
renewed for 13(political),
weeks Townsend
talks on 11 California Don Lee stations, Mon., 8:4.5-9 p .m. (PST).
Agency : Lisle Sheldon Adv., Los Angeles.
WM. WRIGLEY Jr. Co., Chicago
(chewing gum), on Nov. 8 renewed
for 52 weeks Poetic Melodies on 49
CBS stations, Mon. thru Fri., 7-7:15
p. m. Agency : Neisser-Meyerhoff Inc.,
Chicago.
CARNATION Co., Milwaukee (evaporated milk), on Jan. 3 renews for
.52 weeks Contented Hour on 59 NBC
Red stations, Mon., 10-10:30 p. m.
Agency : Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc.,
Chicago.
Network Changes
GROVE LABORATORIES Inc., St.
Louis, Mo. (Bromo-Quinine), on Nov.
9 added 12 Mountain and Pacific stations to the Tues. and Wed. schedule
for General Hugh S. Johnson, previously heard on NBC-Blue.
ZENITH RADIO Corp., Chicago (radio receivers), on Dec. 5 moves Zenith
Foundation from 67 NBC-Blue stations to 51 CBS stations. Sun., 1010 :30 p. m. Agency : J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
lODENT CHEMICAL Co., Detroit
(toothpaste) on Nov. 15 changed Don
Winsloio of the Navy from NBC-Red
6:15
p. m. to NBC-Blue 5:15 p. m.,
five weekly.
Universal Microphones
tche
diaStre
ele.dphragm."XX"
Mod
Standard
danc
Gold
impe
spots. Low hl88
level. Frequency
sponse. 100 to re4,000
cycles.
Fiirnlshed Intivities.
3 sensiOutput
level -45 sitive:
db.,-50 sendh..
List $15
medium;
orAlso-55a
db.,
damped.
single button model. Send for complete
catalog.

Microphone Division
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE CO. Ud.
424 Warren Lane, Inslewood, Cal. , U. S. A.
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AFM-Net Accord
{Continued from page 13)
tory progress. In these meetings,
which were to be resumed Nov. 17,
NBC was represented by Mark
Woods, treasurer, and C. W. Fitch,
business manager of program department; CBS by M. R. Runyon
and L. W. Lowman, vice-presidents; and MBS by Alfred J. McCosker, board chairman, and T. C.
Streibert, vice-president.
A one-year contract has been negotiated between Muzak Corp.,
supplier of to
so-called
"wired radio"
programs
restaurants,
hotels
and other places desiring music
without talk, and 802, whereby
Muzak agreed not to install its
equipment
approval and wil;hout
to removetheitsunion's
equipment
from establishments in which orchestras are employed. While this
agreement applies only to New
York, it was said that if Muzak
extends its service to other cities
the same contract terms will apply
there.
Teleprograms Inc., also engaged
in "wired radio", has rejected the
802 contract on advice of its lawyers as being in restraint of trade.
The New York musicians local is
also carrying on negotiations with
WINS, New York, which is trying
to get its classification changed on
the basis that as a part time station it should not be required to
employ as many musicians as it has
been. The station is temporarily
operating without any staff musicians and has been placed on
802's "unfair" list. The union is
picketing
which protests thatthe
this station,
is unreasonable
as
it gave its orchestra the required
notice and as it is attempting to
negotiate a new agreement.
Quaker Oats Plans
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago
(Puffed Wheat), will start Dick
Tracy on 12 NBC stations in the
East in January with about 18
other stations in the West and
South to carry transcribed v e rsions. The program will be broadcast 15 minutes daily except Saturday and Sunday, both on the network and in transcribed form. Fletcher & Ellis, Chicago, handles the
Puffed Wheat and Puffed Rice account.

Late Personal

Notes

GERALD
V. (Jerry)
rector of sales
promotionMOORE,
of WFIL,diPhiladelphia, resigned Nov. 10. He
has not yet
his new
nection. Heannounced
was formerly
on conthe
sales staffs of stations in Baltimore
and Washington.
FRED SMITH, for the last two
years publicity director of BBDO,
New York, and publicity director for
Bruce Barton's successful Congressional campaign, has resigned and on
Nov. 15 opened his own firm, to handle public relations and promotion.
Located at 383 Madison Ave., the new
organization will be known as Fred
Smith : Promotions.
EDWARD L. FOERTSCH, president of Radiad Service, Chicago, and
his former secretary. Miss Betty
Sahn, were married in Chicago Nov. 6.
WALLACE FORD, formerly of
CKLW, Windsor, and KBW, Buffalo,
and more recently of KYA, San Francisco, on Nov. 1 joined the staff of
KFRO,
Longview,
Tex.,editor.
as production manager
and news
John
Young, formerly of the announcing
staff of KFRO has left to free lance
in Shreveport, La.
DON C L A R K, for the past six
months program director of KFIKECA, fective
Los Nov.Angeles,
has resigned
ef15, to become
manager
of the radio department of H. N.
agency.
Swanson Inc., Hollywood writer's
HERBERT H. HYMAN, formerly
exploitation director of Columbia Pictures, has joined Radio Events Inc.,
New York, as account executive.

MR. E. H.
RIETZKE

1^au5

PRESIDENT
OF CREt
to Know

BILL McINTOSH, formerly m.c. for
Ray
Noble's orchestra
on the and
Britishat
Broadcasting
Corp. network,
one time news editor, announcer and
writer with KLZ, Denver, has joined
the staff of WEW, St. Louis. George
Sutherland, formerly with WISN,
Milwaukee, has also joined WEW.
"The Crystal Specialists Since 1925"
SCIENTIFIC
LOW TEMPERATURE
CO-EFFICIENT CRYSTALS
NOW
ONLy$40kS
Two for $75.00
Approved by FCC
Supplied
Isolantite Kc.
Air-Gap
ers in thein 550-1500
band. HoldFrequency
Drift
guaranteed
to
be cycles
"less
than
three
cycles"
per
million
per degree centigrade change in
than
.01%. Accuracy "Better"
temperature.
VICE

How You Can Step Ahead
into a Better Radio Job
If you are not satisfied with your preaent position. If you have the desire to Improve your )ob
and your salary . . . "Invest" In a penny postsend for
new free INboolilet
— "A
TESTEDcard andPLAN
FOR our
A FUTURE
PRACTICAL RADIO ENGINEERING". Write today for
your
copy.48 You'll
thankandus Illustrated
many timespages.
after you
read its
Interesting
CAPITOL
RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
14lh and Park Rd.
Dept. B-ll
WASHINGTON, D. C.

124 JACKSON AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND
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What Food Stores Like — Milk Promotion — Mending
Kit — All for Frogs — Dog and Girl — Bus Cards

D,r
EAge
s promotGio
RnINSmaTna
leE
sa
D
WAYof
WBBM, Chicago, has
just completed a survey
of food stores in Chicaggo in whichs
answers to the followin question
were obtained: What medium of
ing do the food stores preadvertis
fer for assie?stance in moving their
is
nd
ha
(2) How many of
merc
them have radios in their stores
and (3) What brands move the
fastest in thTheeir paeyrticular classifiis said to be
cation? surv
significant in view of the fact that
o, America's second marin Chic, ag
ket there are approximately 10,000
y
grocer stores doing an annual
business of more than $250,000,000.
Following are highlights from the
survey :
Food dealers like advertising assistance— they appreciate it. And
they recognize results — recognize
them not only by their sales figures,
but by the mystic sixth sense that
comes fi-om watching the flow of
merchandise.
Here's
way Radio
they 65.6%
named ;
first
choice the
of media:
newspapers 28.2% ; counter displays 2.5%; magazines 2.2%; billboards 1.5%. It was found that
53.5% of the stores had radios
turned on.
^ ^
Prizes for Answers
HILTON Co. Inc., New York
(men's clothing), on Nov. 3 started
sponsorship of Qxdzmaster on
WMCA, New York. Program, conducted by Martin Starr, is broadcast for 30 minutes from the stage
of the Strand Theater, Brooklyn,
and consists of nontechnical questions. First prize on the weekly
show
is
a suit inofcash
men'sif the
clothes,
its equivalent
winneror
is a woman. Second and third prizes
are $10 and $5. At the end of 13
weeks, all previous winners will
compete for the $100 grand prize.
Agency is Bachenheimer, Dundes &
Frank Inc., New
4: ^York.^
Recorder and C. of C.
WTMV, E. St. Louis, sent its
Fairchild recorder and Program
Director Woody Klose across Illinois on a St. Louis cavalcade of
businessmen, sponsored by the St.
Louis C. of C. Drillers in the new
Flora, 111., oil field opened a well
for the party, with Klose, Operator
Cliff Schoenhardt and the recorder
getting sprinkled with oil. Each of
the businessmen on the trip received a letter advising when to
hear the program.
* * *
The Red River Valley
WDAY, Fargo, has issued a 12page book of facts and figures
about the Red River Valley marand WDAY's
of thisis
rich ketfarm
section. coverage
The brochure
illustrated with maps and charts
and decorated with amusing drawings of the little farmer who represents the station's average listener.
* * *
Bread at Fair
JONES FINE BREAD Co., Waco,
Tex., operated an elaborate studio
at the Brazos Valley Free Fair,
originating a number of its WACO
programs for the site.
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Milk Merchandising
RESPONSE indicating record success for the Salt Lake Milk Producers Association's radio show establishes that juvenile activity
angles merchandise milk. Program
is heard thrice weekly over KSL,
Salt Lake City. Promotion is year
round and bears title Golden Glory
Adventure Club. Local theatres,
sporting arenas, youth leaders, etc.,
execute a planned and varied weekly day
activity
Club's Saturpartiesprogram.
have attracted
25,000
at meetings. Ed Broman handles
the account. Stevens & Wallis
Agency produces. Admission to part'cipation is firm's
* * bottle
* tops.
Local Newsreels
WTCN, Minneapolis, in cooperation with local theatres is making
a series of newsreels covering
events of local interest with emphasis on special events broadcast
on WTCN. Stephen Wells, WTCN
director of special events, edits and
writes the film continuity while
Charles Irving of the production
department acts as commentator.
The theatres furnish the equipment
and camera men.
* * *
Rinso and Dime
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
Mass. (Rinso), on Nov. 5 started a
daily gift offer on its five-a-week
CBS program, Big Sister, in observation of the series' first anniversary. The gift, a personally initialed
mending kit, is offered daily for
three weeks in return for the top
of a big box of Rinso, plus 10c.
Agency is Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
New York.
For the Youngsters
KFOX, Long Beach, Cal., has mailed out 10,000 program pamphlets
to its young listeners. The threepage leaflet is done in two colors
with illustrations and promotes the
station's
series of juvenile
dramas. evening
* =i= ^
The KMA Market
KMA, Shenandoah, has issued a
promotional piece, the Candid Story
of KMA, showing coverage, market
data and results obtained by advertisers.

The Frogs Have It
CAPITALIZING on the name,
Frouge's Department Store in
Tulsa, the store with the two big
frogs out in front, has inaugurated
a verygram over
successful
children's
proKTUL five
days a week
at 5:15 p. m. The program is titled
Old Frougie. Old Frougie is supposed to be a genial old bull frog
who tells the children stories with
the assistance of Aunt Sylvia. The
stories he tells concern the adventures of a little frog, Bigeye. To
tie in with this idea of frogs the
store is giving away free to any
child who comes in with their parent a little green frog luck charm,
the statute of Bigeye of whom Old
Frougie tells every day.
Results of Survey
A PROMOTION piece, summarizing the results of a recent radio
survey made by the Minnesota
Congress of Parents & Teachers,
has been released by WCCO, Minneapolis. Questionnaires for the
survey were distributed by PTA
groups in 29 Minnesota communities. Over 10,000 were returned
and analyzed by Dr. Kenneth H.
Baker, professor in University of
Minnesota's cholodepartment
of psygy. * * *

SHUCKING— WIBW, Topeka, with
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co. as sponsor, went to the Cornhusking Contest at Marshall, Mo., in this bus.
A special telephone network was
set up for the remote.
Girl Names Dog
ONE appeal for a name for a
Scotch terrier brought 23,139 replies when broadcast on the Azmt
Jenny's Real Life Stories program
on CBS. Sponsor is Lever Bros.,
Cambridge, Mass., for Spry shortening, through Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., New York. Jean Jarvis, 14, of
Kansas City, submitted the name
"Stymie" and won the dog.
^ ^ ^
WHIP Promotion Piece
WHIP, new 5,000 watt daytime
Hammond, Ind. station, has issued
a green-covered folder for agencies
and advertisers giving complete
data on the station's equipment,
coverage, service, etc.

tAoAc/ wKo' .aac/ Axoi uAin^'

to 93 ^ §

REQUIEM — Too bad, moans WBIG, Greensboro, N. C, sympathizing
with those not using its facilities. The folder also carries the WSM
creed "I Am the American Radio Listener!"
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WMAZ BOOTH — The Macon station was represented at the Georgia State Fair with an exhibit of
products sold by all its sponsors.
On duty when the photo was
snapped was Lew Kent (left). Mrs.
Allie V. Williams, program director, is standing at the extreme
right.
In Chicago Buses
WAAF, Chicago, has colored car
cards in all Chicago buses calling
attention to outstanding programs
on the station. The placards,
changed monthly, are in all the
firm's 750 buses. Although advertisers are not mentioned in the
cards they a^e benefited by them
inasmuch as attention is called to
the names and time of broadcast
of various commercial programs.
WAAF has also recently put out
a brochure giving facts and data
about its King of the Kitchen pro* * *
Interest in Music
gram.
DR. JOSEPH E. MADDY'S 193738
in Muftic
r^n ^hp
NBCRedFunnetwork
h^s series
received
requests
for textbooks from every state, all
the provinces of Canada, and a
dozen foreign countries. Now in its
second year over NBC networks
and its eighth year on the air, this
is the first season the series has
included instruction in piano and
voice. First printing of the piano
instruction books was exhausted
within four weeks after the first
broadcast, Oct.
* 12.
* *
Program Service
WRVA, Richmond, Va. celebrated
its 12th anniversary Nov. 2 by
publishing its first issue of WRVA
Dialog,
a monthly
selection service.
The firstprogram
copy included
a resume of November programs
and defined the program policy of
WRVA. Offering quick reference
to programs by types and filled
with ersdescriptive
foldare mailed comment,
monthly the
without
charge to all listeners who ask for
them.
* * *
Bank Merchandisers
THE three banks using WOWOWGL, Fort Wayne, Ind., are active
merchandisers. Fort Wayne National Bank has a six-foot electric
sign with call letters and tips on
the next program. Fort Wayne
Morris Plan has a four-foot sign of
palm trees for the Arabesque
series of Radio Events Inc. Lincoln
National Bank & Trust Co. sends
blotters in all direct mail, listing
time of program on WGL.
^ ^ ^
WOR Piece Wins Award
OF THESE We Sing, market
data book of WOR, Newark, won
honorable mention at the Third
Annual Exhibition of the New
York Employing Printers Assn.
held at the Hotel Astor in early
November.
• Broadcast
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new RCA 96 -A Limiting Amplifier prevents excessive levels from causing distortion

Hence, it is important that it introduces no distortion itself. Less than 2% RMS distortion

or over-modulation. Provides normal circuit gain

over the entire limiting range — and between 50

of a program amplifier (58 db maximum), is entirely A.C. operated and has important features
offered by no other equipment of this type.

and 5,000 cycles — is produced. Uniform frequency response is practically unaltered during
compression . . . Convenient to use and moderate

When operated above its critical level, the 96- A
provides a compression ratio of about 10-1. If the
input is increased by 10 db, the output will increase by 1 db. Below the critical level, it functions as a normal amplifier with linear characteristics. As a result, it is usually possible to increase

in price, the new RCA 96-A is made to order
for use in your station. The nearest office will

THE

both modulation and signal levels, before overmodulation causes distortion. Chances of transmitter "off-ons", due to sudden peaks of modulation, are greatly reduced.

give you prices and technical data without obligation. Write or call today.
SPECIFICATIONS
Constructed in two units — amplifier and regulated power supply. Mounted in chromiumtrimmed panels. Matches the RCA de luxe line
of speech input equipment. Regulated power

96-A uses an all electron tube circuit, assuring
uniform compression during normal operation.
After a peak has caused compression, the return
to normal gain is slower than offered by other
similar amplifiers. This prevents audible rise in

supply insures constant limiter action regardless of line voltage changes. By means of a
switch, illuminated Volume Indicator Meter may
be read as normal V. I. meter, to indicate db

gain, usually apparent by a varying background
level. The 96-A will compress completely in oneone thousandth of a second, but gain is restored
to 90% of normal value in about 7 seconds.

age. Amplifier gain and output controls calibrated directly in decibels. Hum level — 75 db
below signal for normal settings. Range of in-

Because of the circuit used, the 96-A's extremely
low distortion does not change
appreciably with

compres-

compression or to check tubes and plate volt-

puts for limiting —0 to —40 db. Range of output
level for limiting — —10 to +18 db. Separate
switch included for disconnecting limiter portion of amplifier. Amplifier panel height — 14

inches. Supply panel — 101/2 inches. Input and
sion. This equipment's job
to reduce distortion.
output impedances — 500 ohms.
Replace weak transmitting and receiving tubes with the tubes preferred by network stations, RCA.

RCA MANUFACTURING CO., INC., Camden, N. J. • A Service of the Radio Corporation of America
New Yoric: 1270 Sixth Avenue • Chicago: 589 E. Illinois Street • Atlonta: 490 Peachtree Street, N. E.
Dallas: 2211 Commerce Street
•
San Francisco : 170 Ninth Street
•
Hollywood : 1016 N. Sycamore Avenue
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second competing station have more than 20%
Wlarht

of the total listeners at L. Bamberger & Co.'s
time.
Then, the market bit the man!

oites

Wlan!

"Ah!" said our C. S. "Here's this city known
as Newark in whose retail trading area 1,000,000
people live. Here's a city where 17% of the total morning radio owners LISTEN. And WHAT

{Please follou- thi.s dull charade
with your undivided attention;
there are so many facts in it. . . )

have WE been doing? We've been talking about
metropolitan New York as if it were the only

Three weeks ago our Chief Statistician called in

market we ve got, while another of the world's
greatest markets is just across the river from
us. And each day WOR pumps 50,000 good

some people named Ross-Federal. Plucking his
slide rule from his tunic, our C. S. said, "Gentlemen, let us descend upon a city known as
Newark and conduct a coincidental. Let us
know how large an audience L. Bamberger & Co. 's
Mr. Ed Fitzgerald has on \^'0R between 9:00
and 9:15 A.M. in metropolitan Newark and
some towns to the east and west of it."
So it uas agreed.
Came back Ross-Federal. In time emerged this
report: L. Bamberger & Co.'s Mr. Ed Fitzgerald
held 41% of the total audience for three days
and on one day niblicked his total to 54%;
while 77% of Mr. Fitzgerald's listeners identified his sponsor and on no one day did the

watts into it. And people LIVE and BUY and
have babies and 1-i-s-t-e-n!"
Put THAT in your tambourine and thump it!

um

h

the

medioine

for

Are your selling efforts suffering from Low Ad Pressure?
Take the radio treatment. It works miracles — but not
in the hands of those who have not studied the field.
Many

of the worst cases of Sluggish Sales on record

respond quickly to a radio transfusion of new ideas.
But, before you start to use radio broadcasting, consult aspecialist. Select your markets, your radio stations,
your programs and your time on the air — as carefully as
a skilled physician prescribes the compounding of potent
elements to achieve specific results.
We maintain at every Hearst Radio office a staff of
lladio Consultants who will gladly advise )Ou on radio

Serving

the Public

Interesti

sluggish

sales!

potentialities for your particular purpose. Our time is
your time.
And remember, your business does not have to be sick
to benefit bv judicious broadcasting. Radio also keeps a
perfectly healthy business strong.
HEARST
WBAL

RADIO presents 10 major markets
Baltimore KNOW
Austin
. . Milwaukee
WCAE
Pittsburgh WISN
Oklahoma (]ity
KEHE
Los Angeles KOMA
WACO
Waco KTSA
. Sau Antonio
WINS
New York KYA .
San Francisco

The

Yankee

14

Network

~/7ttunecl

to

the

Tempo

STATIONS

of
THE past year will be recorded

felling
as a period of success and prosperity

WNAC

Boston

WTIC

Hartford

WEAN

Providence

facilities. With its fourteen popular local stations covering all of New

WTAG

Worcester

England's major markets and with its programs commanding an audience of steadily increasing size and loyalty, this group of stations is

WICC
WNLC

( Bridgeport
( New Haven
New London

by The Yankee

Network

and tfie advertisers who

established as the vital factor in New
The coming

year beckons

are using its

England trade.

with bright promise. In the future, even

WCSH

Portland

more than in the past, the network and its personnel will be equipped

WLBZ

Bangor

for effective service; they offer direct contact with a vast and active

WFEA

Manchester

shopping region, they are attuned to the tempo

WSAR

Fall River

WNBH

New Bedford

WLLH

Lowell

WLNH

Laconic

WRDO

Augusta

of modern

selling.

W/fh happy memories and eager anticipations
we offer the time-hallowed greeting

and

THE

YANKEE
NETWORK,
INC
lh^^^:tX<^M
EDWARD RETRY & CO., INC., Exclusive National Sales Representatives
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advertising

of summer

last summer!

radio!

A?ito7}?oIuU' advcrtisers

CjUddrupIe-d thei?' iircest^jicrit in CBS sunnner-tiiiie^ over a
record-breaking 7gj6

Soaps & Household Supplies more than

tripled their investment
iQj6

Cosmetics & Toilet Goods on CBS last summer

up ^1%

Gasoline CBS summer

Cigarette CBS summer
The

in CBS sunj/ner-tinie, igjy over
ivent

advertising icent up 4:^%

advertising 'went up 6j%

in Jgsy.

largest and most careful buyers of advertising in the world

are making

radio's summer-cwve

advertising. And

this summer,

the swiftest-rising curve in all

more

millions will listen to more

radios at home, in automobiles and on vacation than ever before.
So— it von want a IVIerrv Summer

()lA\VIBrA

in 1938, start planning now!
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A BOOMERANG
BACK
FOR

WITH
YOUR

ALWAYS

COMES

A RETURN

SA

SALES

RETURN

WBNX»
1000

WATTS DAY AND NIGHT

MEW

^

TMPROVE the performance of your Presto recorder by mounting it on this new stationary
base. The Presto 180-A mounting adds weight and
rigidity to your turntable . . . reducing the effect
of vibration from outside sources . . . and it imtion.

proves immensely the appearance of your installa-

lOMPLETENG

its 16th year of serving Arizona

with the best in radio KTAR,

Phoenix, pledges a fur-

The type 180-A mounting is a high grade, close
grained, iron casting weighing 40 pounds. It is
equipped with adjustable mounting feet for accurately leveling the turntable. And it is drilled and

therance of progressive policies to maintain its great
.
c
audience acceptability!

tapped to accommodate the standard Presto 16"
recorder chassis. You can transfer your recorder
from the carrying case to the stationary mounting
in less than 10 minutes time.

1,000 WATTS

FULL

TIME

*

620 KILOCYCLES

'^Blanketing the Gold ISugget of Western Markets'^

Install these mountings in your control room. Get
the advantages of a heavy stationary recorder for
studio work and at the same time have a recorder
that can be adapted for outside use when necessary.
PRICE OF 180 A MOUNTING
When furnished in place oF carrying case
$16.00
Price when purchased separately
36.00
Above Prices Are Net To Radio Stations.

RECORDING
PRESTO

CORPORATION

147 W. 19th ST.

NEW
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YORK,

N. Y.

KTAR
Representatives—
' .
E. KATZ SPECIAL
ADVERTISING
AGENCY
New York, Chicago, Detroit,
Atlanta, Philadelphia,
Kansas City, Dallas
WALTER BIDDICK CO.
lios Angeles, San Francisco,
Seattle
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WGBI

can "wrap up and deliver" 175,000 radio homes in
Northeastern Pennsylvania because these homes are absolutely
dependent upon this CBS outlet
for satisfactory broadcast service.

SCRAMTON

BROADCASTERS,

WGBI broadcasts from the center of the 17th largest U. S. Metropolitan area and is located in
Scranton,
largest city. Pennsylvania's third

INC

WGBI

is a MUST

station on

your list if you are to do a complete selling job in Northeastern
Pennsylvania.

I. 0 0 0

l/V A T T

FKANiC MEGAftGEE.

500

WATTS

^a/i^na./ J^epted.efLireLfii^^L^iM BLAIR £lCO.

8 8 0
SCRANTON,

S

LS.
NIGHT

KILOCYCLES

P E NNA
4

The

ARIZONA

K

S

BISBEE

•

The addition of KSUN

•

N

•

DOUGLAS

100 Watts Night

to the link already established by KOY

tween that station and KGAR
ress of KOY

U

LOWELL

250 Watts Day

Network

Phoenix

is a further step in the prog-

to give Arizona people the best possible radio service.

To advertisers this three station hookup
of Arizona's major market
commensurate

offers maximum

coverage

at a reasonable cost — and from

which

results can be expected.

In its first year of the present ownership
equipment

be-

KOY

has installed new

i

throughout, has established local progress of outstand-

ing interest, has brought the Columbia
through Transradio
local news. The

network

to Arizona

Press gives hsteners complete

result — Arizona

and

i

national and

!

has gone KOY — and KOY

ad-

vertisers profit accordingly.

KOY

Manager — ^Fred Palmer

KGAR

Manager — ^Frank Howe

KSUN

Manager — H. Carleton Morris

The Arizona Network is affiliated
with CBS and Transradio Press.

100 Watts • Day and Night Affiliate
For rates, time available and all details, consult John Blair Company,
Chicago, New York, Detroit, San
Francisco, and Los Angeles, or write
KOY.
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Burridge D. Butler, Chairman
Fred Palmer, Manager
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Accord Is Noted on Regional Station Assignments
By Special Correspondent
volved was that of recognition of
Presumably, substantial agreeHAVANA, Nov. 26.— Reserving
ment has been tentatively reached mileage separations even with
its most important problem — Noi-th in the sub-committee sessions on all transmitters of 50,000 watts to be
American broadcast allocations —
save clear channel allotments in used on a shared channel basis and
for its last order of business, the the conventional 550 to 1600 kc. for definite interference limits on
Inter-American Radio Conference
band. The fact that the regional
power in the regional and lohere has about completed all other stations are satisfied with the pro- use of
cal categories. Provision for 5,000
aspects of its work and now is
ceedings was indicated with the de- watts power at night on certain
plunging into the home stretch on
parture from Havana on Nov. 21 regionals was made, as against the
an agreement for use of channels
of Paul D. P. Spearman, counsel present maximum of 1,000 watts
in the band 550 to 1600 kc.
for the National Association of Re- night, and for increase of powers
While still in the sub-committee
gional Broadcast Stations, and on of locals to 250 instead of 100 watts
stage, the conventional band broad- the following day of Dr. G. W. night, where interference limits
cast allocations are expected to be- Pickard, consulting engineer for permit through adequate geographthat group.
come the major order of business
ical separation.
during the first week of DecemThis presumably means that there
With
all save the regular broadber, with adjournment hoped for has been substantial agreement on
cast band cleared up, and with
by the end of that week or in no regional station assignments and everything in the broadcast band
e^-ent later than Dec. 10. The na- classifications on a shared channel
apparently agreed to except clear
ture of the sub-committee discusbasis, and that the nations are channel allocations, delegates are
sions has been kept confidential,
the proposals ad- hopeful of arriving at an amicable
and for that reason the status of satisfied vancedwith
solution within the next fortnight.
by the United States
While there have been threats of
negotiations on the most important
Delegation on mileage and power
problem before the conference is limitations on such frequencies, to an impasse, confidence was exnot known.
avoid interference. Basically, the
pressed that an agreement, in
Nevertheless, it has been indi- United States proposals for the treaty form, would be reached.
cated that, as was suspected, the conventional broadcast band were
Conciliatory Attitude
differences between the North
those embraced in the Engineering
American nations have developed
All present, including industry
Report of last January of FCC
entirely on the distribution of clear Commissioner T. A. M. Craven,
were distinctly imchannel facilities, with the total de- then chief engineer, and the chair- observers,
pressed with the fairness with
mands far exceeding the total supman of the American delegation which all interests are being treatply. Involved in this, of course, are to the conference, and A. D. Ring,
ed and considered by the delegates
the United States, Canada, Mexico
assistant
chief engineer for broad- and their frank discussion of the
casting.
and Cuba, and to a lessor degree
problems. No controversies develsuch nations as Newfoundland,
within the ranks between the
This report, proposing six in- clear oped
channel and regional groups,
Haiti and the Dominican Republic.
stead
of
three
major
classifications
The latter two nations have not
of stations and providing for re- networks or other industry interbeen attending the meeting, even
ests represented. James W. Baldduction of the number of clear
though a part of the American rewin, NAB managing director, rechannels
from
40
to
25,
was
agreed
gion, because of internal difficulties,
turned to Washington on Nov. 21
to
at
a
preliminary
technical
conand the Newfoundland delegate,
after having been at the conferference
of
the
four
major
North
Claude A. Fraser, departed last
ence since it convened Nov. 1, but
week, leaving his interests with the American nations in Havana last there was the possibility he would
return.
Canadian delegation.
March. The broad principle in-

HARD WORK AT HAVANA — As discerned by our candid cameraman
Jack DeWitt, chief engineer of WSM. In left photograph an absorbing
conference of U. S. and Canadian delegates, left to right: Comdr. T. A
M. Craven, chief of U. S. delegation; C. P. Edwards, Canadian Department of Transport; Luarent Beaudry, chief of Canadian delegation. Second photo at left shows hard-working group on Havana Country Club
beach; left to right: G. F. Leydorf, WLW; James W. Baldwin, NAB;
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Channels
On the clear channel demands, it
was apparent that much depended
on such questions as the extent to
which the band 1500-1600 kc. will
be deemed acceptable for some such
channels, the extent to which channels will be duplicated as between
Canada and Mexico and Cuba, and
similar issues. The fact that utmost good will and a conciliatory
attitude is being displayed by all
North catedAmerican
delegations
a determination
to reachindian
amicable agreement.
Chairman Craven of the American delegation left suddenly Nov.
25 for Washington at the behest of
chairman Frank R. McNinch. He
was expected to spend one business
day — Monday Nov. 29 in Washington to work with the FCC in
adopting rulesorganization
relating
its and
re(See page to14)
probably to vote on certain other
matters, and then return to Havana by Dec. 1.
Ultra-High Action
Comdr. Craven has been under
considerable handicap because his
brother delegate, R. Henry Norweb, American minister to the Dominican Republic, has not been
present practically since the first
days of the conference
to Haitian-Dominican borderduedifficulties
which forced return to his diplomatic post. Thus Comdr. Craven
and his advisors have been working day and night, but the Commissioner's tactfulness and ability
have won the plaudits of all those
Allocations above 1600 and inpresent.
cluding the ultra-high frequencies
in substance have been agreed to,
and no longer constitute any serious problem. On international
(Continued on page 66)

Paul D. P. Spearman, counsel for Regional Channel Group; Senor Emilio
Ascarraga, XEW, Mexico City. Third photo shows P. J. Hennessey, NBC;
Mr. Spearman, and A. D. Ring, FCC assistant chief engineer. Right photo
shows Canadian group at Sevilla Biltmore, where most of the more
important committee sessions are held; left to right: Walter Rush, C. P.
Edwards, J. W. Bain and Conald Manson. Comdr. Craven left Havana
Nov. 25 for Washington, but was due to return there Dec. 1.
December
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Atlantic City Mayor Agrees to 1130 Assignment;
WOV, WPEN, WELI, WNBC and Boston Included
FORMATION of a North Atlan- compensate it for necessary changes
tic coastal network to stretch from in location, antennas and other
Philadelphia to Boston under the modern equipment to be installed.
direction of Arde Bulova, promi- Mr. Bulova also agreed as part of
nent watch manufacturer and
the arrangement, to dismiss an application of WCOP, Boston, which
bi'oadcaster, approached fruition
with the approval Nov. 19 of a he owns, for increased hours of
plan whereby WPG, the municipal operation from 6 to 8 daily on the
station in Atlantic City, changes
1130 kc. channel, which would elimfrequency, thus clearing the way
inate danger of night interference
for a full-time high-power outlet to WPG upon its switch to that
in New York under Bulova owner- wave.
ship.
Mr. Bulova's rise in radio has
An agreement signed by Mayor been meteoric. During the last five
White of Atlantic City approving years, he has become an important
transfer of WPG from its present owner. He holds half interest in
1100 kc. channel upon which it WNEW, New York, and also has
operates with 5,000 watts except control of WAGA, Atlanta, as well
for two evening hours a day, to the as his interests in these other sta1130 kc. channel on a full-time bations. His plan from the outset was
sis with 1,000 watts, paves the way to form a North Atlantic regionfor the New York full-time outal network, but the procurement of
let. This transaction, however, is a full-time high-power station in
Iraci Dies
subject to FCC approval, and con- New York constituted the main ob- John
sent also must be procured from
stacle. By surmounting these last From Heart Attack
KSL, Salt Lake City to allow WPG
remaining obstacles — approval of
to operate full time, with a direc- KSL consent for WPG operation Pioneer in Foreign Programs
tional antenna, on the 1130 kc. on 1130 kc. full time, and approval
wave.
Spent Decade in Industry
of the FCC of both transactions —
Subject to these two considera- he stands to accomplish his aim.
JOHN
IRACI, president and gentions, Mr. Bulova plans to place
eral manager of WOV and WBIL
Paid $275,000 for WLWL
New York, and owner of WPEN,
in operation a network of a minimum of five stations to be keyed
His purchase early this year of Philadelphia, died suddenly Nov.
24 of a heart attack following a
by a full-time outlet on 1100 kc. WLWL from the Paulist Fathers
in New York, probably with 50,000 for some $275,000, culminated a one-week illness.
watts. This outlet will result from four-year fight which had many
Well-known in broadcasting cirthe relinquishment of the 1130 kc. repercussions in Congress, and in
cles, and one of the pioneers in
limited time assignment now held which CBS was involved in its foreign language broadcasting, Mr.
by WOV, New York, and the two- earlier stages. WOV also was af- Iraci entered radio in 1928, at
fected in that conflict since WLWL
which time he established WOV.
hour per day operation on 1100
kc. held by WBIL (formerly
sought full-time operation on the He sold the station earlier this
WLWL) . Both stations were pur- 1100 kc. channel which was
year to Arde Bulova, New York
chased by Mr. Bulova within the blocked by the operation of WOV
watch manufacturer and broadlast year for approximately $600,- in the same metropolitan area on
caster, but shortly afterward pur000, but in separate transactions.
1130 kc — only 30 kilocycles rechased WPEN-WRAX, Philadelmoved.
Mr.
Bulova
purchased
both
phia,
and continued management
Stations Included
stations and thereby was enabled and operation of the New York station as well as the Philadelphia
To be known probably as the In- to clear up the trouble, which had
ternational Broadcasting System, reached industry-wide proportions outlets. He also took over general
the Bulova network definitely will because of the reaction it precipi- management of WBIL (formerly
tated in Congress.
WLWL) which was purchased by
encompass such stations as the fullMr. Bulova is chairman of the Mr. Bulova several months ago.
time WOV which will be established in New York; WPEN, Phil- board of the Bulova Watch Co. and
Burdened by Overwork
a pioneer user of radio spots. His
adelphia, WELI, New Haven,
WNBC, New Britian-Hartford, and "Bulova time" announcements were
Mr.
Iraci suffered a slight nerWCOP or WORL, Boston, in all of among the first ever to be placed
vous breakdown a week ago, prewhich Mr. Bulova is said to have nationally.
cipitated by over-work occasioned
Because of the expansion of net- not only because
an ownership interest. Participatof the vagaries of
work activities of WOV and WBIL,
ing with him in this project have
management of three stations, but
been the late John Iraci, president the stations will establish a master
also because of protracted labor
and founder of WOV, which he control room for network opera- negotiations in Philadelphia and
sold to Mr. Bulova, and president
tions only, separate from the pres- reorganization activities. He reent routine control room. Now
turned from a vacation in Europe
of WPEN, which he acquired afterward, and Harold A. Lafount,
under construction, new facilities last September, during which he
former member of the Radio Com- will begin operation Jan. 1, and had visited his native Italy, and
mission, who holds partial interest will also be used by WEVD and was accorded a lavish welcome by
in several of the Bulova stations WFAB, New York, to pipe proNew York's leading lights, includand presumably would become gengrams to out-of-town stations.
T. Exingsonal
Mayorfriend.
LaGuardia,
close high
pereral manager of the network.
Mr. Iraci a stood
pansion of WOV-WBIL also
eludes
installation
of
A.
New York's Italian community
Mr. Iraci's untimely passing
& T. in
and was a leader in its political
Nov. 24, tended to complicate the teletype communication.
and
social activities.
network plans and came as a severe blow to Mr. Bulova. At the
Mr. Iraci was born 52 years ago
time of his death, Mr. Iraci not
in Riposto, Sicily, and came to this
Boake Carter's Plans
only operated WPEN, but also
country as a youth. Prior to enterWOV and WBIL. It is understood
ing the broadcasting field he was
BOAKE CARTER, at the termination of his contract with Philco an importer.
Mr. Bulova had contemplated a
m
Mr. Iraci is survived by his
purchase of a 40% minority inter- Radio & Television Corp., Philaest in WPEN from Mr. Iraci, or
delphia, Feb. 1, will be sponsored widow, two daughters, Rosaria and
had actually acquired such an in- by General Foods Corp., New York, Mariania and a son, Sebastian Julio. Burial took place Saturday in
terest shortly before his sudden de- for an as yet unspecified product.
mise.
Cypress
Hills Cemetery, Brooklyn.
Benton & Bowles, New York, sponThe arrangement with Atlantic
Miss Hyla Kiczales, assistant
sor's agency, will neither confirm
manager of the stations headed by
City, it is understood, embraced
deny the report, however. It is Iraci, is expected to take over acpayment by Mr. Bulova of $75,- or
understood
that
Philco
will
return
tive direction, along with Harold
000 to defray the cost of a new
1,000 watt-transmitter for opera- to the air with an entirely different A. Lafount, former radio commistion on 1130 kc. and to otherwise
sioner, and vice president of WOV
type of program.
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Sales

Group

Plans

Steering Session
L. H. Avery Calls Meeting to
Be Held in Chicago Dec. 16
TO FORMULATE
for asales
national convention ofplans
station
managers, L. H. Avery, sales manager of WGR-WKBW, Buffalo, and
chairman of the NAB Sales Managers' Division, has called a meeting of 17 station officials in Chicjigo Dec. 16. The group, functioning
as a sort of steering committee,
will develop plans for a national
convention of the organization to
be held probably in Chicago in January so as not to conflict with the
contemplated NAB reorganization
meeting the following month.
Mr. tional
Avery
appointed
seven ofsecchairmen,
six members
an
executive committee and four committee chairmen for local, national,
recommendations, and cooperation
with the National Radio Dry Goods
Association.
Promotion of Sales
The entire effort of the Sales
Managers' Division, Mr. Avery declared, is that of procuring "bigger, better andstations.
cleaner" Numerous
sales for
broadcasting
station sales managers and executives, he said, had written him
since the last NAB Convention in
Chicago seeking additional meetings because of the good derived
from previous sessions.
The Chicago preliminary meeting will be held at the Sherman
Hotel. Personnel appointed by Mr.
Avery, who holds title as acting
chairman
Sales Managers'
Division isofas the
follows:
Executive Committee : Lewis H.
Averv, WGR-WKBW; J. Buryl Lottridge, KTUL ; William R. Cline,
WLS; Purnell Gould, WFBR ; Craig
Lawrence. KSO - KENT ; Mallory
Chamberlin. WMC-WMPS, and Jack
O. Division
Gross, KWKH.
Chairmen : New England,
WUliam Warner. WAAB ; Mid Atlantic, Morteastern.
C. .John
Watters,
WCHSJr..; WSB
South- ;
M. Outler
Southcentral. Herb Hollister, KANS ;
Northcentral. C. T. Hagman. WTCN ;
Mountain Division. Frank Bishop,
KFEL, Pacific Division, C. C. Mittendorf, KFWB ; Local Sales Committee,
E. Y.Sales
Flanigan,
WSPDK.; National
Committee.
W.
Church. KMOX ; Committee to cooperate with NRDGA, Harry Trenner. WNBF
; Recommendations
mittee, Charles
C. Caley, WMBD.ComCanada's 50 Kw. Soon
THE new 50,000 watt transmitters
of the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., CBL at Toronto, and CBF at
Montreal, are now slated to be definitely on the air during the early
part of December. Both stations
are practically finished and ready
for tests. CBF is expected to be
on a few days or a week before
CBL. They will be highest powered
transmitters in Canada, the first
of a chain of five to be built by
the government - controlled broadcasting body in the near future.
RKO PICTURES Corp.. New York,
Las made an official denial of reports
that it would enter the radio field
with
athe
showcoming
similar Warner
to that ofone
M-G-M
and
for
American
Tobnoci^
and WBIL.
Mr. Iraci was a member of the
Cavour Masonic Lodge order. At
Masonic services on Nov. 26, Mayor
LaGuardia participated along with
other Masonic celebrities in New
York.
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Music

Strike

Negotiations

for

Key

Date

May

Station

Contract

Be

Deferred

in Drafting

Stage;

Revision
with them until the affiliate con- submitted to IRNA members at
convention (pubtracts have been received and ac- their September
lished in full in Broadcasting,
cepted. In fact, practically all fu- Sept. 15). Section 10 of the first
ture
dependstations.
on the ac-If Schedule A, which required signing
tion ofnegotiations
the network
stations to agree not to transmit
they accept
the musicians
increased expenditures for staff
and the music to any station not signing
the agi'eement
and or
not phonograph
to contract
terms of employment as specified for
transcriptions
in the agreement, it will form a
from any company not liprecedent for the union to use in records censed
by the union, is missing
dealing with the independent sta- from the final
form, which permits
tions. If they
the union's
terms, there
will reject
be no necessity
for the signer to "send to and receive
the union to deal with the inde- from any station in the United
States national and regional netpendents, as the strike presumably
would be on.
work programs."
It mentionsonly
tran-in
scriptions and recordings
Many Changes Made
regard to their manufacture by an
The plan of settlement calls for affiliate station for purposes of
I' might easily have ended in a the additional expenditure by net- record or their use to replace a
radio-music war.
network program which the station
work affiliates of $1,500,000 an- was
unable to take at the time of
nually for employment of staflf
The committees had fought
musicians over the amount spent its original broadcast, except to
out the major issues involved ; by this group during the year Sept. prohibit the use of "pilfered" records.
1^ 1936 to Aug. 31, 1937, making
their law>'ers had wrangled
The revised Schedule A also spean aggregate expenditure by these
over wording; an agreement
stations of not less than $3,000,000
cifically states contained
that "nothing
in
this
agreement
shall be
had been reached. Now it is annually during the two years of deemed
to
require
the
affiliate
or
the contract. Each station is reany local union to violate any law
up to the individual stations
quired to expend either the amount
and local musicians unions to allotted to it as a quota or the or The
any new
regulation
of the
FCC." that
agreement
specifies
amount previously spent, whichaccept or reject this document
staff musicians may be used for
ever is greater. This network affil- both
sustaining and commercial
iate includes the five Canadian staas a part of each individual
tions affiliated with U. S. networks
programs;
that if the local union
contract; to back up the judgmakes special rates for advertisers
(CKAC, CFCF, CKLW, CFRB,
ment of their committees or CRCT)
and
agencies
it shall also give the
as well as the U. S. affilthe benefit of such rates;
iates, but excludes the following station
to throw it overboard and rethat salaries of leaders are to be
turn the status to that of last key stations: WEAF, WJZ, WABC,
WOR, New York; WMAQ, WENR,
credited against the s t a t i o n' s
July when the AFM first presented
Chicago; NBC stu- quota; that the union shall furnish
to the broadcasters its demands for WBBM,dios, WGN,
KNX, KHJ, Los Angeles.
"competent and qualified musithe employment of more of its While individual contracts are to
cians"; and that the station shall
members in radio. Dec. 1 has been be signed by stations and local have full control of instrumentaset as the deadline for the return unions, it is understood that none
tions, program material and selection of music. The affiliate agrees
of the signed contracts, but in view of these will become binding unof the late date at which they were
less the total number is satisfac- to employ only union members as
sent out it is almost certain that
tory to the AFM as achieving its staff musicians and to employ
the deadline will again be extended
purpose to increase employment of other than staff men upon terms
its members.
probably to Dec. 15 or Jan. 1.
and conditions as agreed upon between the station and the local
The final form of Schedule A,
Key Station Contract
as the standard agreement is union.
Meanwhile union officers and net- called, is considered changed from
Original
requirement
(Continued
on page that
58) stawork executives have reached the the document that was originally
drafting stage in their negotiations for a standard contract for
the networks' key stations in New
Northwest
Stations Urged
to Refuse
York, Chicago and Los Angeles.
Spokesmen for both broadcasters
Contract; NAB
Change Is Favored
and musicians say that they are in AFM
A RESOLUTION that broadagreement on all issues and nearly
Sherman anti-trust law or the
casters in the six Pacific Northso on wording and that their work
should be completed within the
west states refuse to sign the conradio law."Appointed
presentCommittee
week. The license form which the
tracts for employment of musicians
union will present to the makers
offered by the American FederaA standing committee comprisof transcriptions and phonograph
tion of Musicians, "in their present
ing five broadcasters and headed
records is undergoing some re- form", was adopted by the region- by H. J. Quilliam, KIRO, Seattle,
visions and will probably not be
al meeting of broadcasters in Spo- as chairman, was named to study
ready until later in the month.
kane, Nov. 12. Twenty-four sta- the Musicians Union problem and
The recorders are taking no action
tions, represented by 18 broadcastreport to the broadcasters.
ers, attended the meeting, called
at present, but are waiting for an
Another resolution adopted dealt
by
Ed
Craney,
general
manager
of
writh the NAB reorganization and
opportunity
to study
the onunion's
KGIR, Butte, and KPFA, Helena, the group voted that the trade asdemands before
deciding
what
course to follow. The union has who is also a member of the NAB
sociation should be re-established
Reorganization Committee.
previously stated that its license
in such a way as to become an efProposed
by
Louis
W
a
s
m
e
r,
\\dll be based on the demands preficient
propei'ly job
fiKHJ, Spokane, and seconded by H.
nanced
to do organization,
a representative
sented last summer; the transcripE. Studebaker, KUJ, Walla Walla, for each station in the country. It
tion and record companies have
the AFM resolution followed dis- proposed that the NAB be comstated that they will not accept
cussions of the musicians contract,
such terms; but it is probable that
posed of state groups and regional
in which the practically unanimous
a compromise will be reached here
groups which would elect delegates
to the national convention or elect
also. The Canadian situation has view was evinced that broadcasters
been referred to Canadian local of that region "could not give up directors to the NAB board, with
their rights and their duties to the the director or delegate having a
unions, who will follow Schedule
public that would in any way limit voting power in proportion to the
A in drawing up new contracts
with Dominion stations.
number of stations he represents.
them
in whatit they
the air."
Moreover,
was put
heldonthat
they It proposed also that the NAB be
AFM has not yet begun to congeared to represent and to do for
sider the case of the non-network
"could not enter into an agreement
stations and will take no action which would be in violation of the the industry everything except rep-

Disc Proposal Still
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
WITH THE mailing out Nov.
16 of the standard trade
agreement drawn up by the
international executive board
of the American Federation
of Musicians and the negotiating committee of the Independent Radio Network Affiliates, the first big step had
been taken toward a peaceful
It settlement of a problem that
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Is Undergoing
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Advertising

resentation of individual members i
before
the body.
FCC or any other gov- ^
ernmental
Unless the reorganization is affected soterests ofasbroadcasters
to representalong
the the
inlines proposed, the resolution
stated, the Pacific Northwest
broadcasters concluded that their
"further support of the present or- ,
ganization
undesirable."that The
meeting also isrecommended
the

;,

;
|l[

next convention of the NAB be '|
held in Washington "at as early a .
Delving
into broadcast line rates,
date
as possible."
another resolution adopted con- ir
eluded that a closer understand- ,
ing of the rates, rules and regulations of the telephone companies
vdth whom broadcasters do busi- , i|
ness would lead to advancement ' i
of both the telephone and broad- ; |
casting industries. The group recommended
that every
tion be provided
with member
a digeststaof
the fundamental rules, practices,
regulations and rates filed vdth
the FCC which relate to telephony
insofar as it concerns broadcastThe convention also went on
record in support of the NAB publie
domain
transcription
library
and
urged
members
to purchase
it. Dis-

' '.
': i
'

ing.
: ,i
: ,!
■; [.
*

cussionthaton broadcasters
this score also
oped
of thedevelPa- 'j'
. ;|1
cific Northwest were in favor of {• ||
subscribing
to the Lang-V/orth pub- j
lie domain library.
I j!

Other Speakers " s"
Guest C.speakers
former ■';
Senator
C. Dill, included
now a Washington attorney, who spoke on 1937 '
problems of the broadcasters and ' f
warned that broadcasting was not ' '
out of its and
infancy
organize
workstageas andan must
es- ;'
tablished industry; Alfred J.
Schweppe, NAB copyright counsel
in the Montana-Washington ^ '
ASCAP cases, who presented a resume of what has taken place in ; these two states on copyright matters and outlined briefly things ;
broadcasters
should Wentworth,
do in the future;
and Ralph
of
Lang- Worth
Features, who discussed problems of transcription
manufacturers and of the broadcasting industry under present
copyright
law.
Mr. Wasmer,
president of the

'
,
; ',
;

Washington
State
Broadcasters " :
Association,
on theandactivities of that reported
organization
dis- ,'
cussed his views on what state or- ,
ganizations
broadcasters on a should
country- do
wideforbasis.
T. ',
W. Symons of KFPY-KXL
and : ,
NAB board member, spoke on the
AFM contracts. Other speakers in- i >
eluded
Earl J. Glade, KSL, and " :■f
Mr.
Studebaker.
Present at the meeting were:
T. W. Svmons, Jr., KXL, Portland; O. P. Soule, KSEI, Poeatello; John E. Gardner, KTFI, Twin ,
Falls; Arthur L. Bright, KFPY,
Spokane;Wenatchee;
Cole E. Earl
Wylie,J. KVOSKPQ,
Glade, ■
KSL, KGVO,
Salt Lake
City; W.Robert
J. Mosby,
Missoula;
3. '
Priebe,
KRSC, Seattle;
Louis H.
Wasmer, KHG-KGA,
Spokane;
E. : '
Studebaker,
KUJ-KRLC, Walla
Walla; J. A. Murphy, KIT-KMO,
Yakima;
H. J. Quilliam, KIRO,
Seattle; John A. Kendall, KVI, .
Portland; B. F. Fisher, KOMOKJR,
Seattle;
J. B.
^
Roseburg;
Frank
E. Toles,
Hurt, KRNR,
KFXD,
Nampa; Arthur L. Smith, KFIO, , '
Spokane;
Ed Craney, KGIR- :
KPFA, Butte.
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Dog Food
Business

Wessel

Bringiog
to Radio

Makers Begin Schedules After
Layoff Since Last Spring
INACTIVE since last spring, leading national dog food manufacturers will shortly launch nation-wide
radio campaigns with both network
and large spot schedules to be
used. Center of all the activity is
in the Midwest packing center.
John Morrell & Co., Ottumwa,
la., (Red Heart Dog food) will
launch a quarter-hour weekly NBCRed network program Jan. 9 featuring Bob Becker, outdoor editor
of the Chicago Tribune. Show will
be broadcast coast-to-coast over 25
stations from 1-2:15 n. m. (CST).
Because of his newspaper affiliation, no NBC outlet will be used
in Chicago but a special broadcast
will be heard on WGN. In addition, spots will be used on a number of stations, to start at the
same time as the network show. At
present John Morrell is on WOR,
Newark,andwhere
5 minute onepai'ticipations
two weekly
minute
spots are being used. Henri, Hurst
& McDonald is agency.
Doyle Packing Co., with plants
in Newark, Momence, Kansas City
and Los Angeles, manufacturers of
Strongheart dog food, which recently placed its business with
Beaumont & Hohrnan, Chicago, will
soon add six stations broadcasting
transcribed minute announcements,
making a total of 18. Stations already picked are WMAQ, WCFL,
KFI, WHB, KOIL, WBEN, KYW,
WFBL, WOR, WBZ-WBZA, WHAS
and WGAR.
New Firm Using Spots
A new Chicago dog food firm,
Davis Dog Products Co., Chicago,
has been foimed with George W.
Davis, formerly vice-president of
Willard Tablet Co., Chicago, as
head. The firm makes dog tablets
containing cod liver oil. One-minute discs have been started on seven stations with 50 to be used
eventually. Baggaley, Horton &
Hoyt, Chicago, is agency with
Steve Horton account executive.
Rival Packing Co., Chicago (Rival dog food), currently using announcements and programs on
seven stations, may expand its list
the first of the year. Stations are
WMAQ, WTAM, WGY, WBZWBZA, WHAM, WTMJ, WJR.
Charles Silver Co., Chicago, is
agency.
Two of the three leading Chicago packers, all of them manufacturing dog food may soon start radio campaigns. Swift & Co., Chicago (Pard) and Wilson & Co.,
Chicago (Ideal), are potential radio advertisers. J. Walter Thompson Co., and U. S. Adv. Corp. respectively, both of Chicago, are
agencies. At Armour & Co., Sam
Teitelman, director of research,
said the company had no radio
plans at this time. Armour's product, formerly known as Sandy dog
food, has been changed to Armour
dog food. Lord & Thomas, Chicago,
is the Armour agency.
Other dog foods that will use radio after the first of the year are
Chappell Bros. Inc., Rockford, 111.
(Ken-L-Ration) and Simpson Produts Co., Terre Haute, Ind., (Doggie Dinner). Agencies are C. Wendel Muench & Co., and McJunkin
Adv. Co., respectively, both of Chicago.
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NBC

Promotes

Three

to Vice President

MR. HEDGES
MR. WOODS
MR. HANSON
NBC, at a board meeting Nov. 26,
nical radio, having been a wireless
amateur in 1912. In 1916 he was
elected three new vice-presidents —
Mark Woods, treasurer; William
operator on the SS Stephano, torS. Hedges, in charge of station repedoed by enemy craft. From 1917
lations, and 0. B. Hanson, chief to 1920 he was chief testing engineer of the Marconi Co. at Aldene,
engineer.
All continue
their present activities
in connection
with N. J. Later he was at the then
their vice-presidential responsibili- WAAM, Newark, and in 1922 became assistant plant engineer of
ties. There now are 11 NBC viceWEAF. He joined NBC during its
presidents.
Mr. Woods has been with NBC
organization in 1926 as manager
since its organization in 1926, and of technical operations and engipreviously had been with WEAF
neering, being promoted to chief
under AT&T for four years. He engineer in 1934.
helped set up and formulate financial policiestablished
of thethe
networkoffices
and esbranch
in
Named to Court
Washington, Chicago, San Francisco, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and
ASSOCIATE Justice D. Lawrence Groner was named
Boston. He was elected NBC treasurer Jan. 1, 1937.
Chief Justice of the U. S.
Mr. Hedges entered radio in
Court of Appeals for the
1922 as manager of WGU, ChiDistrict of Columbia Novemcago, now WMAQ. He became
bervelt.26 AtbythePresident
Roosesame time
the
president of WMAQ and in 1928-9
served two terms as NAB presiPresident nominated Henry
dent. When NBC bought WMAQ in
White Edgerton of New York
1931, he was made manager of
and Rep. Fred M. Vinson of
WMAQ-WENR. In 1933 he was
Kentucky to be Associate
named manager of KDKA and in
Justices of the same Court
1934 became manager of NBC
to fill existing vacancies. The
managed and operated stations. He
court is the appelate body
left NBC Jan. 1, 1937, to become
sitting on all appeals from
vice-president and manager of
FCC decisions. The appointWLW and WSAI, Cincinnati,
ments are subject to Senate
confirmation.
which post he resigned Nov. 1 to
return to NBC station relations.
Mr. Hanson is a pioneer in techYOUNGER

AND

STILL

YOUNGER

NO END IN SIGHT — They keep getting younger every issue, these
"youngest announcers" whose qualifications for the mythical title are
coming in day by day. Among those of tender years is Emma Kristine
Heyer (center), daughter of Clair Heyer, national sales manager of
WHBF, Rock Island. Her actual air experience is not listed in the
entry. Jack Parker, news commentator of WJIM, Lansing, (left), is 21,
having made his radio debut in 1932. At right is Irwin Drake Bingham,
19, of WKY, Oklahoma City, and WKY reports that he fibbed about
his age to get the job. WTNJ, Trenton, N. J., submits two entries but
no photos. The two are George M. Cahan, 18, who made his debut five
years ago as an actor at WCAU, Philadelphia, and is now a full-fledged
announcer, and "80" Adams, 20, script writer who started six years ago.
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Preparing

New
Local Series
Nationwide Cooperative Will
Be Launched Early in 1938
WESSEL Co., Chicago agency
which is handling the series of
NBC programs featuring the Philadelphia Symphony orchestra and
sponsored by banks throughout
the country, is sending out salesmen in major markets to line up
local tive
sponsors
new cooperaseries to of
be alaunched
about
the first of the year.
New program, being transcribed
by
a race Three
horse
skit WBS,
called Chicago,
Boots & isSaddles.
separate contests will be run in
conjunction with the broadcasts in
which winners will get their choice
of sons of Man 0' War, Burgoo
King and Bubbling Over or cash
prizes
of $10,000, $5,000 and $2,000 respectively.
Promotional Plans
Complete merchandising and
promotional advertising will be
given to local sponsors including
placards, banners, direct mail
pieces and other literature. Local
sponsorship will not be limited to
any particular classification, such
as department stores, but will be
available to any local merchant.
Cost of the program will be determined by the size of the city.
The show was conceived by
George W. Davis, Chicago, who
originally ran a similar program
on WGN a couple of years ago for
Mars Candy Co. in which choice of
a race horse or a cash prize was
awarded the winner. The winner
chose the cash prize and subsequently the horse has won a far
greater amount than the cash
award.
The series will be broadcast
three quarter-hour periods weekly.
Herb Futram, Chicago writer, is
author.

Quaker's New Shows
QUAKER OATS Co., Chicago
(Aunt Jemima pancakes), currentCabin
the Crossroads
on a
Jemima's
Aunt show
ly at
sponsoring
six-station split NBC-Blue network
at 8:45-9:00 a. m. (CT), is planning on adding the preceding 15minute period with another program to make a half-hour strip
Tuesdays through Saturdays. Margot of Castlewood, a script show
featuring Barbara Luddy is being
considered. New setup in no way
afi'ects the sponsorship of Kaltenmeyer's Kindergarten oyer NBC
Saturday afternoons. Lord &
Thomas, Chicago, is the agency.
For Muffets, Quaker Oats Co. has
started a daily except Sunday half
hour show. Woman's Club, over
Arthur KudPhiladelphia.
WFIL,
ner
Agency,
New York, handles the
Muffets account.
Radio School Buying
DE FOREST'S TRAINING Inc.,
Chicago (radio correspondence
courses), on Nov. 21 began quarter-hour periods on WOR, Newark.
The firm, a new radio advertiser,
has been using three five-minute
periods
on program
WJR, Detroit,onandWTIC,
one15-minute
Hartford. Presba, Fellers & Presba
Inc., Chicago, is agency.
• Broadcast
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'

the
on
Dust
Film Exhibitors Hiding
Advertising Raids
Behind Wails
By T. E. KRUGLAK
Radio Department
E. KalE Special Advertising Agency
WITH the radio hegira to Hollywood, lamentations have poured in
about the fate of the poor exhibitor, harried by the spectre of
vacant seats, while audiences sit at
home, listening to Charlie McCarthy belabor W. C. Fields. In all
the clouds of dust kicked up by the
exhibitors, their own onslaught on
the 100 watters, and local radio
stations, has been carefully concealed. To get the entire story, a
movie
technique,
must be utilized. the "flashback"
It is the early days of radio —
and the stations are trying to
break down the resistance of advertisers to auditory advertising. And
you remember the terrific battle we
had.
With that picture in mind, return
to the present. To a great degree,
advertisers have been convinced
that radio, bringing entertainment
to the listener, is a splendid medium for sugar-coating an advertising message.
A Place for Both
With the chains and stations in
most cities, radio advertising to a
great degree supplements the space
used in newspapers, but in the
small stations, and in the bulk of
the towns, despite protestations on
the part of radiomen that their
product does not compete with the
newspaper, it has resolved itself
into the condition, where an advertiser impressed with radio goes the
whole hog, and abandons his newspaper campaigns.
Radio, having conditioned the advertiser to the point where he does
not look upon the newspaper as
complete coverage, also places him
in the frame of mind of being
open to a further development of
the same theme.
At this point another medium
steps up and produces a logical
argument which runs somewhat as
follows: "We admit that the printed word and photographs have a
great deal of authority in the presentation of a good sales argument.
We also admit that there is another important medium, the auditory reception, which can hear demands and be swayed by a convincing voice. The voice is an important
medium, gentlemen — balanced only
by the power of the printed word
or photograph.
"Now, just supposing — now mind
you, just supposing there were a
medium, combining both these
powerful weapons — wouldn't it be
terrific? We don't mean television
— that's not perfected, we mean
something practical — a medium
which has a guaranteed attendance
each week — where the audience is
entertained, and placed in a receptive mood."
The advertiser, drooling at the
mouth at the vision of this juicy
morsel, is all ears and eyes. Then
comes the revelation — the medium
is none other than the motion picture theatre. The advertisers' objections about audience resentment
BROADCASTING

Menace
Neiv
Trailer- 'A
are answered by pointing out that do you advertise in the movies
most theatre audiences have been
yourself,
if you important
think it's no
Even more
hasgood."
been
conditioned by radio into accepting
the
trend
of
national
advertisers
to
advertising as a part of the price
of amusement. It is pointed out the screen. One of the methods
that the small town motion picture used is a local newsreel, using professional camermen, to cover events
house is the center of the comoverlooked
by the big newsreel outmunity's activities, and it would
fits. Presented on the screen with a
have to be a pretty dull picture to
commentator, it has been simple to
keep the average movie-goer away
from the theatre.
utilize the radio technique of introducing credits. Pure-Oil, for exing.
Raiding the 100-Watter
ample, uses this type of advertisHow has the motion picture adWhat is radio to do about it?
vertiser fared. Examples are in orFirst of all, to get out of the recipder. One of the important distriburocal arrangement with motion
tors of screen advertising is "Screen
picture houses — for the radioman
Broadcast". It lists as its customers, in each small town covered, the can't cry "advertising under false
local restaurants, cleaners, garages,
pretenses" to the movieman under
the theory that even a slightly
and other independent merchants —
soiled kettle is barred from describin other words, the source a 100ing pots. He must be ready to dewatter draws on for spot announcemand payment for his services.
ments and sponsored recordings.
The other phase of the matter is
With the trend of the advertiser to
the screen, the point may soon be merchandising. It is in this respect
that the station can perform a
reached where he uses the motion
picture theatre as the medium, to service for its advertisers. It should
the exclusion of the radio station. be able to cite figures, draw diaIn line with this, is the relation
grams, and present material so
of a motion picture theatre to the that the advertiser knows what he
local radio station. Up to the pres- is buying. It is on this line that the
radioman can stand up against the
ent, the movie has been looked upon
as a type of entertainment, not in movie threat — for with proper merchandising, radio can do a job
conflict with radio. Operators have
which will render the trailer as imgood-naturedly cooperated with
potent as an infant trying to bite
the movies in plugging shows,
a nine-pin.
or engaging in promotion stunts.
UNHERALDED, a competitor to radio is mushrooming into
serious proportions, the author warns. He then proceeds to
peel oflf the disguise of box office mourning that exhibitors are
displaying. Worst of all, he states, many stations actually are
oflFering their facilities to nourish this sprouting enemy
through the medium of screen-radio promotional tieups,
usually conducted on a swap basis. These deals are one-sided,
befitting the screen medium but providing stations with little
more than a stiff sock in the rebuttal, he warns broadcasters.
In a large number of towns,
there have been "swaps", whereby the radio station presents a
daily resume of the movie showings, in exchange for a trailer
plugging the radio. The radio station presents a sprightly program
of recorded music, in exchange for
a dull, dispirited trailer. The net
results has been a boosting of theatre attendance by means of the
daily program. The benefit to the
radio station is less tangible. The
movie audiences, which still resent
trailers, transfer some of the resentment to the radio
station;
it's
true the station
can point
to the
trailer in its promotion copy, as a
means of publicizing their outfit.
But this is more than counteracted
by loss of income from the free advertising; and the fact that the
motion picture company has the advantage of a good program at no
cost.
A Hard One to Answer
These same stations, going after
the local trade, find the advertisers
turning to screen broadcasts — and
when the salesman points out the
superiority of radio advertising, he
is confronted with the fact "why
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Thomas

J. Watson

Seeks

Permit for 'Peace' Station
NEWEST big business figure to
seek to enter the ranks of the
broadcasters is Thomas J. Watson,
president of International Business
Machines Corp., who as president
of the International Chamber of
Commerce was recently decorated
by Chancellor Hitler of Germany.
He seeks a new 1,000-watt station
on 1240 kc. in Endicott, N. Y.,
where cated.
hisHis case
firm'swasfactories
loconcludedareNov.
16 before FCC Examiner Bramhall, where the new station was
urged on the plea that it is intended "to promote the cause of
education and world peace." IBM
is also interested in the radio-typewriter invented by Walter S. Lemmon, who heads a division of that
company devoted to its development and who heads World-Wide
Broadcastingternational
Corp., shortwave
operating
instation
WIXAL at Boston, a recent applicant for more shortwaves for its
non-commercial service. The Washington law firm of Davies, Richberg, Beebe, Busick and Richardson represents the Watson application.

WBBM, RADIO SALES
USING
SAME
STAFF
ted its
consolida
Chicago,
WBBM,
local sales force with the Chicago
staff of Radio Sales Inc. Nov. 19,
g to H.
accordin
Leslie Atlass,

vice-president in
charge of the
western division
of CBS. The
was made
change
sales
increase
to
eflSciency rather
than for economthe
n of Conic reasons.
Mr. Smith solidatio
forces willofgive
local asales
spot andSales
10
field staff
Radio
to
salesmen in Chicago, inof contrast
the past,
the three-man staff
with each salesman serving a
smaller number of agencies and
accounts.
J. Kelly Smith, general sales
manager of Radio Sales is in
charge of the combined sales
forces. He served as local sales
manager of WBBM for six years,
before assuming his Radio Sales
Smith,
year. Harry r Mason
post last sales
manage for the past
WBBM
year, and Paul S. Wilson, recently
manager of the Chicago
appointed
Radio Sales office, will act as J.
Smith's Chicago assistants.
Kelly
WBBM salesmen will continue to
service their Chicago accounts in
addition to representing the nine
owned and operated CBS stations,
the CBS Pacific network and the
New England regional networks
with midwestern agencies and advertisers. Radio Sales staflf members will continue to service their
present accounts and handle time
clearances, contracts, and other administrative phases of the national spot business.
The Chicago consolidation had no
effect on Radio Sales offices in
other cities. In New York, all sales
of WABC, both local and network,
are handled by Radio Sales.
Radio-Education Session
Is Convened in Chicago
THE Second National Conference
on Educational Broadcasting convened Nov. 29 at the Drake Hotel,
Chicago, with numerous prominent
figures in radio and education
scheduled to speak. Chairman of
the conference was George F.
Zook, former U. S. Commissioner
of Education, who delivered the
opening
address.
Following
his talk, William S.
was schedpresident,
CBS
Paley,
uled to speak on behalf of the radio industry, with Merrill Denison,
author, as spokesman for the radio
audience and Harry Woodburn
Chase, chancellor of New York U,
speakingsionerfor
Georgeeducation.
H. Payne, Commisof the
session
Dec.to 1.
FCC, was
speak at the closing
Shoe Firm Testing
SHOE CUSTOMIZER Co., Danville, 111. (Heal-locks)
, has Sunday
started
five-minute
daily except
programs on WDZ, Tuscola, with
the possibility that other stations
in
Illinois and Indiana will shortly
is agency.
be added. Burton-Keith, Chicago,
ADAM HAT STORES, New York
(nationalsorshipchain)
has assumed boxing
sponof 13 championship
matches on NBC-Blue network. The
matches,
for which NBC has excluBuick.sive rights, had been sponsored by
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Duplicated

Clears

Project Is Revived
WAPI Petition for 50 kw
Indicates Others' Plans
REVIVAL of the project to bring
about full-time operation on a duplicated basis of a half-dozen clear
channel stations now dividing time
on clear channels was revealed
Nov. 19 with the filing of an application by WAPI, Birmingham, to
switch its frequency from 1140 to
1020 kc.
Five of the six stations are expected to seek increases in power
to 50,000 watts in lieu of their
present powers which range from
5,000 to 25,000 watts. In addition
to WAPI, these include WOWO,
Fort Wayne; WWVA, Wheeling;
KVOO, Tulsa, and KYW, Philadelphia, the latter already having
asked an increase from 10,000 to
50,000 watts.
In each instance, with the exception of WOWO, the stations plan
directional antennae. Only KEX,
Portland, which already has filed
for full-time operation on a duplicated "clear", will not seek for the
present the increase to 50,000
watts. It would operate jointly
with WOWO on 1160 kc.
Class B Category
All of the applications, which
likely would be set for hearing,
would fall within the "Class B"
category of duplicated channel application as proposed in the allocations recommendations pending before the FCC and which also are a
fundamental part of the deliberations at the Inter-American Radio
Conference in Havana.
The 1020 kc. assignment sought
by WAPI is the clear channel on
which KYW now operates full time
and with which it would operate
jointly. WAPI is a half-time station owned by three Alabama colleges and shares time with KVOO.
An application whereby WAPI
would be taken over under lease
by a new operating company in
which CBS holds a 45% interest,
recently was designated for hearing by the FCC.
In addition to the 1020 application which seeks an increase in
power from 5,000 to 50,000 watts,
WAPI also has filed a second application seeking a switch to the
KYW channel but on an experimental basis with its present 5,000
watts and a directional antenna.
That presumably is in the nature
of a "stop-gap" application.
The original plan for duplicated
operation on time sharing channels
was projected early this year in a
series of applications. In its initial
phase, this project contemplated
allocation of the 1020 kc. clear
channel exclusively to WCFL, Chicago Labor station, but this nlan
was rejected by the late E. N.
Nockels, general manager of the
station, who then insisted
clearing of the 970 kc. channelupon
on
which it operated jointly with
KJR, Seattle, to which the channel
origmally was allocated as a West
Coast clear wave.
All these applications were
founded on testimony at the allocation hearings before the FCC
Broadcast Division in October,
1936. At that time it was testified
that operation of half-time stations
on clear channels was both uneconomical and contrary to public
service, since listeners were not
given a continuity of service
Page 14 • December

Air School Director
ELOISE DAUBENSPECK, formerly national radio director of
the Girl Scouts of America, has
succeeded Helen Johnson as broadcast director of the CBS American
School of the Air.
M,issi Johnson,
who held the post
for eight years,
recently resigned
to marry. Miss
Daubenspeck
before coming
to
New York
a year
'mr/i
ago, taught school '^^JtA
for
six
years.
In
'7^ ,
^
-work
1 with
i Miss Uanbenspeck
her
the Girl Scouts, she wrote scripts,
directed programs, occasionally acted in them, and publicized the
broadcasts.
AL PEARCE
renewed
his CBS
contract with FordhasMotor
Co. on
for one year.
Promulgation
By

AMONG the promotion ideas
being executed by KIEM,
Eureka, Cal., is the placing
of cakes of soap in the rooms
of hotels in Eureka and adjacent cities. The wrapper on
each bar bears the compliments of the station - — "the
voice of the Redwoods".
CENSORSHIP charges made against
CBS by Ferdinand Louis Kerran,
British Labor candidate for Parliament, have been withdrawn. Mr.
Kerran, now in New York, spoke on
WABC, provedFriday,
19, inandthedisapof deletionsNov.made
text
of his address. Later, however, Mr.
Kerran said that the incident was entirely due to a misunderstanding, and
that there was no question in his
mind of CBS' good faith in the matter.
of

New

Rules

Soon
is Expected
the FCC
Preliminary Revision Is Now Being Considered;
Rotation Duties and Motions Court Studied

NEW rules to govern operations
of the McNinch-revamped FCC
have been completed in the rough
and probably will be promulgated
vdthin the next week.
A flying trip to Washington on
Nov. 29 was undertaken by Commissioner T. A. M. Craven, chairman of the United States delegation to the Inter-American Radio
conference in Havana, to consider
the new operating structure along
with other matters. Comdr. Craven has been in Havana since
Nov. 1, when the conference began, and his absence resulted in
delay in the drafting and promulgation of the rules. Because of the
pressure of his Havana duties,
Comdr. Craven was unable to leave
earlier. He planned to be in Washington for one day only and to return to Havana immediately.
In addition to the approval of
the reorganization structure, which
is designed to make fully effective
the new mode of operation necessitated by the abolition Nov. 15 of
the three divisions of the Commission, the board is expected also to
render its opinion in the case involving proceedings against Paul
M. Segal and George S. Smith,
Washington radio attorneys. A
fortnight ago. Chairman Frank R.
McNinch announced that the decision was delayed because of Comdr.
Craven's absence and that action
would be taken as soon as the
commissioner could find opportunity to leave Havana.
How far-reaching the new rules
and procedure will be is not ascertainable at this time, since the
discussions are yet in the preliminary stages. Chairman McNinch
throughout the day. WOWO now
operating half-time on 1160 with
10,000 watts, has an application
pending for full time on the channel and shortly is expected to supplement that with the request for
50,000 watts. WWVA, sharing time
on this channel with WOWO, has
an application for full time on
1140 kc. to duplicate with KVOO
and both stations are expected to
file
their 50,000-watt applications
shortly.
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Clean Scoop

having been forced to devote much
time to the power-utility problems
at the President's behest. He has
been working day and night since
he joined the Commission Oct. 1.
The proposed new order dealing
with allocation of functions on a
permanent basis to individual commissioners has been the question
of greatest concern, it is understood. During the last fornight a
series of "conferences", as distinguished from regular meetings,
have been held by the Commission.
At these sessions the proposed new
rules have been considered together with recommendations received
from the Rules Committee comprising the heads of the five departments of the Commission
which, practically since its formation, have engaged in the prelimiders. nary preparation of rules and orMay Rotate Work
It is likely that the order allocating functions on a permanent
basis will carry a clause for rotation of those functions among the
commissioners rather than making
the assignments themselves permanent. For example, one commissioner may be delegated to handle
miscellaneous broadcasting matters of a non-policy making nature
for a one-month period while another commissioner may devote his
interests to public utility-common
carrier matters of a routine nature, and a third to supervision of
a motions docket likely to be set
up, with a fourth handling some
other phase of non-policy making
operation and so on. By rotating
such assienments month by month,
or possibly even on a fortnightly
schedule, each commissioner would
become familiar with every phase
of FCC activity.
This same order presumably
would delegate authority to boards
or committees of the FCC — constituting possibly such officials as the
secretary, general counsel and chief
engineer and in other cases the immediate assistants of these depai-tment heads — to pass upon routine
license renewals, special authorization and other matters of a nonBROADCASTING

policy making nature. Only the approval of one commissioner would
be necessary to make these authorizations operative.
Formation of a Motions Court is
regarded as a foregone conclusion
under the revised rules. This motions docket would pass on all routine pleadings such as motions to
intervene, demurrers and other lean examiner
will gal
be papers.
made Whether
the presiding
official
of this court, or whether a commissioner will be so delegated remained to be determined. More
than likely this function will be
delegated to a commissioner, again
on a rotating basis, but probably
confined to the five lawyer members of the agency rather than to
all seven commissioners. Comdr.
Craven and George H. Payne are
not members of the bar.
Should the commissioners themselves take over the motions docket, it is possible that an examiner
will be detailed to work with whatever commissioner is serving and
to whom the commissioner might
delegate authority. Only on matters of controversy, in such instances, would the commissioner be
called in.
Handling of Docket Cases
This all-inclusive order on allocation of functions also may cover
the handling of individual docket
cases after the customary hearing
before an examiner. It might be
decided to have the Commission
function as does a court. When a
report is issued by an examiner, it
might be assigned to an individual
commissioner
for study
and submitted to the full
Commission
for
action by that member rather than
direct from the examiner. The
commissioner so delegated would
have the benefit of advice from
the law and engineering departments. Thus, cases might be rotated among the six commissioners
by the chairman, with the chairman possibly taking his turn.
Since the abolition of the division form of operation Nov. 15,
temporary assignment of all emergency matters having to do with
broadcasting was delegated to
Commissioner E. O. Sykes. Commissioner Thad H. Brown has handled all miscellaneous and emergency matters dealing with public
utility common carriers. In the
case of broadcasting, this covers
temporary special authority to
broadcast special events outside of
regular hours, authority to operate
without approved equipment and
similar miscellaneous but nevertheless important matters.
No meetings on broadcasting
have been held since the abolition
of the division. Docket cases,
therefore, have been held in abeyance. But on matters encompassing more than routine emergency
items but which would not involve
actual policy making, action has
been taken by the circularization

Some disappointment over the
slow evolution of new procedure
process.
has been expressed but this is genregarded as unavoidable due
to the erally
enforced absence of Comdr.
Craven and to other duties which
time.
taxed
have
While
the the
FCC chairman'
staff stills appears
to be jittery about the future, there
have been no further indications of
immediate changes in the staff beyond the Nov. 15 elimination of
directors of divisions. Nevertheless the view persists there VTill be
additional deletions as the reorganization process develops.
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! McNinch
I

Congress

Reform
Stands

By

as

Defers

FCC

Chairman

Copyrighty and Food and Drug Bills
dations for Congressional action,
By WALTER BROWN
and if he thought regular hearings
CHAIRMAN Frank R. McNinch's
the Senate Interstate Commerce
handling of the FCC since he be- by
Committee would be sufficient to
came its "emergency" head has al- accomplish his objectives without
> layed, for the time being at least,
Senate investigation. Sens ij the demand in Congress for a a special
ator White said that he did not
e I sweeping investigation of that
care to comment until the recom1 i: agency.
mendations had been made.
r • The special session of the 75th
No
Immediate
Action
Congress,
which convened
Nov. 15,
9^- 'I is
considering
farm legislation
He
said
he
had
been
collaborat'. i along with modification of the uning with Senator Wheeler, and un5 distributed profits and capital gains
til he had the opportunity to contaxes to help business. This probwith him, did not care to make
- i ably will be the only legislation any ferfurther
statement. He does
• I seriously debated until the regular
any action at the spe■ ■ session in January. The feeling on not expect
cial session on legislation directly
■ I Capitol Hill, even among those who affecting
the radio industry.
i I have sponsored a FCC probe, is
Senator Wheeler returned to
; I against hauling Chairman McNinch
Washington Nov. 24 but said he
• i before a Congressional committee
not to talk about radio
• ' until he has had ample time to put preferred
until he had opportunity to survey
! through his reorganization pro- the
situation.
gram, study the problems before
In the House side there is a simthe Commission and make whatilar attitude toward a probe of the
ever recommendations to Congress
FCC. Representative Wiggleswoith
he thinks desirable.
(R-Mass.) has been an outspoken
Most prominent of the dozen
i I resolutions proposing an FCC in- critic of the communications agency and a supporter of the resolu; • vestigation is that sponsored by
tion sponsored by his late col! :i Senator Wallace H. White (R-Me.)
league. Rep. Connery (D-Mass.),
1 I and which Administration influordering
a House probe.
i , ence, at the last session, caused to
"I have a great deal of confibe pigeon-holed in the Senate Audit
& Control Committee after it was
dence in Mr. McNinch," Rep. Wi^approved by the Senate Interstate
glesworth said. "I am still supporting the Connery resolution but
Commerce
Committee
of which
I am not disposed to push it until
Senator Wheeler (D-Mont.) is chair- the
new
FCC chairman has had an
( man.
opportunity
to deal with the big
Not in a Hurry
job
before
him."
He said that although Rep. ConSenator Byrnes (D-S.C), chairman of the Senate committee that
nery i^ dead, his resolution will remain before the House Rules Comclears all resolutions providing apmittee and can be acted upon at
propriations, told Broadcasting he
any
time.
His chief complaints are
would
resist any
effort
to take"certainly
up the White
resolution
against
"monopolistic
control" in
until Chairman McNinch has had radio and "profiteering"
in licenses, two subjects Mr. McNinch
• time to reorganize the Commission
has said will have his attention.
1 !' and put in the reforms the Presi"I do not see why the GovernI ■ dent has requested."
should grant a license to me
"I believe that when this is done withoutment cost
and then allow me to
there will be no need for a special
sell
it
for
a
half-million dollars,"
investigation,"
added. did not go Ren. Wigglesworth
observed.
While Senatorhe White
The- one discordant note toward
that far, he has no intention of
pushing his resolution during the the FCC as Congress returned to
work was sounded by Rep. W. D.
' special session. "I do not think
McFarlane (D-Tex.). In a long
i that the appointment of new men
letter to Chairman McNinch, the
I down at the Commission will obvioft-heard Texan called for an exI, ate the need for such a fact-findplanation ofthe action of the Cora' ing study as my resolution promission in disnualifying Commisposes," Senator White said. "But
sioner George H. Pavne in the SeI think Mr. McNinch is doing a
e-al-Smith case. Chairman Mcij
good
job
and
I
feel
it
would
be
unNinch, in a curt reply to Mr. Mc1 fair to have him before a commitFarlane, stated he had presented
■ tee until he has had time to make
a full study of conditions at the his letter to the members of the
Commission who participated in
■ Commission and acquaint himself
i with the problems facing the ra- the Payne action and all deemed it
' dio industry."
improperof toaction
debatetaken
with inhim
"the
He explained it had never been merits
judicial
»I
II
1
'
(.
!
i
;;
4
■|

his intention
on a fishing with
expedition
into tothegoCommission
the desire of uncovering "Administrative skeletons". "I think we
did a good job for radio in the
1927 act," he stated. "We were
pioneering then, and during the
last ten years radio has moved a
long way. I think there is need for
a real fact-finding study of the
new and broad problems facing the
radio industry. That is the real
purpose
resolution."McNinch
Asked of ifmy Chairman
should submit specific recommenBROADCASTING

proceeding."
The Actual Facts
"Such action can only appropriately be discussed or argued by
the Commission in its opinion in
the case," Mr. McNinch added.
Meanwhile Rep. McFarlane addressed another letter to Chairman
McNinch, but it was not made public.
The first McFarlane letter, sent
Nov. 16, asked why Commissioner
Payne had been disqualified in the
light of a precedent established in
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Inquiry

Continues

to Act;

Inactive
1932 when Commissioner Thad H.
Brown was permitted to participate in a case involving WNYC,
New York municipal station, over
objections of that station. He further stated that the WNYC application was rejected "by a vote of
3 to 2 with Commissioner Brown's
vote
the majority".
Theconstituting
official Radio
Commission
minutes of May 6, 1932 in the
WNYC case, disclose that the Texas Congressman was in error. It
is shown that the vote was 4 to 1,
and not 3 to 2, and that Commissioner W. D. L. Starbuck dissented. Moreover, in the arguments on
the appeal taken by the station to
the Court of Appeals, Duke M.
Patrick, then Radio Commission
general counsel, argued the point
of Commissioner Brown's participation and held it did not prejudice WNYC. The court, in its opinion the following April, evidently
attached so little significance to
this that it made no mention of it
whatever.
While the special session is not
slated to take up any of 50-odd
measures pending before the Congress affecting radio, the legislative wheels are being oiled to begin consideration of some of these
measures in the regular session.
Senator Duffy (D-Wisc.) intends
to resume his efforts for copyright
legislation and also ratification of
the copyright treaty which ties in
with his copyright bill.
"I will move for consideration of
the copyright treaty during the

w G A R
Traffic Safety Award
ri M.llli l Hch n«l !a S.lm D'lm abunrJ bj Cut Gtorf*
a to Cl-Jlfy «. :

-

SAFETY AWARD— Carl George
(left),tive inofSafety
WGAR,
Cleveland,
acCouncil
activities,
has started a series designed to
point out good and bad points of
city driving. Three times weekly
Mr. George with a Cleveland Safety Department representative,
drives
streets
in WGAR's
mobile Cleveland
transmitter.
Listeners
hear
from Mr. George and the patrolman who describes actions of motorists in thearecity's
busier sections.
Broadcasts
scheduled
at rush
hours. To the "Best Drivers of the
Week" WGAR awards a merit certificate, which tells of the honor
conferred. Others in upper photo
are Frank Austin and Safety Representative Holsinger.

special session if possible," he told
Broadcasting. "If I do not have
the opportunity at the special session, Icertainly will do it early in
explaining
the need for early
theIn regular
session."
action on the copjrright treaty,
Senator Duffy said an edition of
Margaret
Mitchell's
Gone Within
the Wind was
being published
Holland, and the Atlanta author
wasa signatory
powerless to
to the
stop treaty,
it. "Holland
is
and if
the United States had ratified it,
Miss Mitchell could prevent reublication of her book,"
he said.
Although pSenator
Duffy asserted
that ratification of the treaty will
help, he feels that passage of his
copyright bill is needed to straighten out the copyright situation.
This measure passed the Senate
during the Seventy-fourth Congress and Senator Duffy will move
to again put it through during the
next regular session with the hope
that it will not again be bottled
up by tee.theHe does
House not
Patents
Commitminimize
the
power of ASCAP in opposing his
bill but feels there is a good chance
of getting favorable action, especially in view of the international
situation.
Administrative Court
Another bill to have serious consideration dui'ing the regular session is the proposal of Senator
Logan
for establishment
of
an (D-Ky.)
administrative
court. He
pointed out that France already
has such a court and it is functioning in a highly satisfactory
manner. "Early in the regular
session I expect to ask for hearings by thecommittee
Senate
selected toJudiciary
consider subthe
bill," he said.
Under the Logan bill the proposed court would have powers to
review the "final action" of departments and commissions over
the granting and revocation of licenses, permits, registrations, or
other grants for regulatory purcenses. poses, including radio station liA House Interstate & Foreign
Commerce subcommittee is expected to meet during the special session to perfect a new print of the
food and drug bill which has alacSenate. No
readyhowever,
passed the
tion,
is expected
by the
full committee until the regular
session. The main difference between the House and the Senate
is on whether the Department of
Agricluture
or administer
Federal Trade
mission will
the Combill.
Because
estimate
that(some
onethird of of
the the
radio
turnover
$40,000,000) is represented by the
purchase of time by food, drug and
cosmetic advertisers, this legislation is important to the broadcasting industry.
There is a much more friendly
attitude in Congress toward _private business than has existed
since the depression. More and
more Congressmen apparently feel
that if the nation is to continue a
recovery
then private
business mustmarch,
be encouraged
in order
to bring capital out of hiding and
take up where government spending leaves off.
Senator Byrnes attempted to
bring upizationthe
government
reorganbill before
the Senate
on
the second day of the session, but
was blocked by those advocating
the anti-lynching bill. The Byrnes
government reorganization bill, as
well as the separate bills passed
by the House, exempt the FCC.
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Smith

SOUNDS
WHEN
THEY'RE WANTED
New CBS Turntable Removes the Guesswork From

Pepsodent's Plans
PEPSODENT Co., Chicago (toothpaste), will use either a 3:30-4
p. m. spot or the 5:30-6 t). m. halfhour on Sunday afternoons for its
Walt Disney show starting on the
NBC-Red network Jan. 2. Fortyeight stations will be used in the
coast-to-coast hookup. Basil Loughrane, head of the radio department
of Lord & Thomas, Chicago, agency handling the account, will go to
Hollywood to handle production for
the first two programs. Whether he
will stay in Hollywood or return to
Chicago and let the West Coast office of the agency handle production of the show is still undetermined.
Fairbanks Dealers
FAIRBANKS-MORSE Home Appliances, Indianapolis (Conservator refrigerators), through local
dealers will shortly start placing
one-minute transcribed dramatized
commercials on a group of stations. Discs were cut by RCA, Chicago, and produced by Arthur W.
(Tiny) Stowe. Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago, is agency.
Smith Bros. Spots
SMITH BROS. Co., Poughkeepsie,
N. Y. (cough drops), started Nov.
15 a series of spot announcements
to be heard on a list of more than
50 stations throughout the country.
Agency is Brown & Tarcher, New
York.
OUT of 102 broadcasting stations in
Australia, 20 are "national stations"
operated by the government and 82
are privately owned, deriving their
revenues from advertising. Of the latter, newspapers control 20 and have
an interest in 11 others.
Page 16 • December

Transcribed Effects
DEVELOPMENT of sound effects
records to the point where more
than
radio's
effects
come 75%
from ofdiscs
has sound
relieved
the
sound effects engineer of much
brain-racking to produce his own
sounds, but it has raised a new
problem — that of dropning the
needle on the record exactly at the
desired point and time so that the
wished for effect arrives on the
dot and not five seconds too soon
or too late.
Chalk marks have been of some
help but not nearly enough in this
split-second business where a miss
of a single groove may entirely
spoil the effect. But such worries
are a thing of the past in CBS
studios in New York, which now
boasts a new turntable equipped
with an automatic spotting device
so exact that it can split a word in
half, dropping the first syllable.
Secret of this device is a dial
which registers the position of the
tone arm so exactly as to enable the spotting of the needle not
only to the desired groove but to
any spot on that groove. In rehearsal the sound effects technician
presses a button beside the dial.
When the desired effect is reached
he lifts his finger; the dial hands
stop and he makes his reading.
During the broadcast he sets the
dial at that point and when he
gets his cue and starts the record the motor-driven tone arm lowers the needle to the disc at exactly the right spot at exactly the
right time. The whole spotting
operation can be done in six seconds.
One Man, Not Three
Three turntables, each individually driven by its own variablespeed motor drive, accurate to within a fraction of 10% at any set
speed from 10 to 120 r.p.m., and
each with its own automatic tonearm, are contained in the CBS console. The parts are so carefully
tooled and constructed that a record may be rehearsed on one table
and played on another at the same
reading. The tone arms may be
swung either to the right or left,
permitting the use of two simultaneous pick-ups from a single record. The individual and master
speed controls, the low pass and
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by Novel Devices
high pass filters and the volume
controls for the basis and intermediate speakers are accessible to
one engineer, who can handle as
many effects as would require three
men with ordinary reproducing
equipment.
A separate unit contains the two
18-inch Jensen dynamic speakers,
each mounted in its own loading
column. Each speaker has its individual power amplifier, giving
clearer tone and better quality and
allowing complete control of both
high and low frequencies. Other
turntables or electrical effects or
microphones may be plugged into
the turntable console and fed
through these speakers.
This mentunique
reproducing
is the result
of moreinstruthan
three years of experimentation by
Walter R. Pierson, head of the
CBS sound effects division. After
conferring with many manufacturers and himself building several
spotting models, he collaborated
with Mr. Proctor of the B. A. Procter Co. in planning this device. Additional refinements of design and
construction were carried out by
Fail-child Aerial Camera Co.
Proof that such a machine aids
rather than replaces the ingenuity
of the sound effects engineer was
illustrated recently when a script
called for the sound of a glacier
breaking up. After contacting m.useums,
colleges
and explorers'
to
locate
someone
who had clubs
witnessed such a spectacle and learning what it sounded like, the CBS
sound staff achieved a perfect imitation through the simultaneous
use of a record of bacon frying,
played at 10 r.p.m. and with all
the high frequencies filtered out,
a record of corn popping, likewise
played very slowly, and a thunder
record.
STAR RADIO PROGRAMS Inc.,
New York, has released a new holiday series entitled Christmas Tree of
1937, which includes 25 scripts. Subscribers to the series include KDYL,
KMO, WBLK, KGU, KFBK, KFXM,
WMC and WQBC. New subscribers
to the organization's program, Good
Morning, Neighbor, are CHAB, KLZ
and WMMN,
BROADCASTING

Takes

Post

With Gruen Watch
LEAVING WLW to become director of advertising of the Gruen
Watch Co. in Cincinnati, Frank M.
Smith, sales manager of the Crosley station for the last three years,
was to assume his new duties Dec.
1 and immediately begin plans
covering an extensive advertising
campaign which will include radio.
Mr. Smith's duties at WLW have
been taken over by Robert G. Jennings, heretofore identified with
the management of WSAI. Whether this assignment will be permanent was not divulged. James D.
Shouse, foi-mer general manager
of KMOX, St. Louis, has taken
over active direction of the Crosley
stations as vice-president and general manager vwth Mr. Jennings
serving as his chief assistant.
Mr. Smith's decision to join the
Gruen Co. developed after several
months of negotiation, it is understood. Arrangements were completed on Nov. 17, He will continue
to make his headquarters in Cincin ati. Itwas learned Gruen plans
to concentrate the major portion
of its advertising budget on radio
under Mr. Smith's direction. The
nature of the contemplated camdivulged.paign, however, has not yet been
Euclid Candy Expands
EUCLID CANDY Co. of California Inc.,
Francisco, of
manufacturersSan
and distributors
candy
bars, which formerly concentrated
radio activities to the San Francisco Bay region, has expanded its
coverage and on Nov. 23 started
sponsoring Knox Manning, news
commentator, on two CBS California stations (KNX, KSFO), Tuesdays, 5:30-5:45 p. m. (PST). Initial contract is for 13 weeks. Sidney Garfinkel Adv. Agency, San
Francisco, has account.
Live Show for Lydia
LYDIA E. PINKHAM MEDICINE Co., Lynn, Mass., sponsoring
the Voice of Experience five days a
week on 56 stations, some live and
some transcribed, on Dec. 27 will
start broadcasting the program
live throughout on a special hookup of the same stations. WOR,
Newark, is the key station, plus
WMCA, New York, WLW Line,
and Colonial Network. Agency is
Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc., New
York.
Hecker Adds Four
HECKER PRODUCTS Corp., New
York (Silver Dust, Gold Dust),
has added four stations to the list
carrying the transcribed program,
Beatrice Fairfax. New contracts,
with
WBAP, WBEN,
Dallas-Ft.Buffalo;
Worth; WFAAWFBR,
Baltimore, and WCAU, Philadelphia, will run for 52 weeks, two
quarter-hours weekly, starting
Nov. 30. Total list now carrying
the program
8 Mutual
stations, 14 Donincludes
Lee and
nine spot.
Agency is BBDO, New York.
CALCIUM CARBONATE Co., Chicago (Hen-Dine poultry food), has
startediodsthree
five-minute
peron twoweekly
Wisconsin
stations,
WIBA, Madison, and WTAQ, Green
Bay, its first use of radio. K. E.
Sheppard
the
account.Adv. Co., Chicago, handles
• Broadcast
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Baseball Leagues Plan
Discussion of Radio at
Sessions in December
POLICIES that minor and major
leagrue ball clubs will take regarding baseball broadcasts next year
probably will be determined when
the minor league club owners meet
at Milwaukee Dec. 1-3 and the
major league meeting in Chicago
December 6-8. Representatives of
General Mills Inc., Wadhams Inc.,
Socony and other leading baseball
advei-tisers together with representatives of their agencies, are
planning to attend both meetings.
Among major league problems to
be discussed will be broadcasting the New York Giants and New
York Yankee games in New York.
In the past, the New York clubs
have been adamant in their stand
not to permit broadcasts from
their grounds. Also up for discussion will be the question of curtailing the number of stations in one
city broadcasting ball games. In
Chicago last season, five stations
(WBBM, WGN, WCFL, WIND
and WJJD) broadcast Cubs and
Sox games.
The National League will hold
its meeting on Dec. 6-7 at the Congress Hotel, the American League
at the same time at the Palmer
House. A joint meeting of both
leagues will be held at the Palmer
House Dec. 8. L. C. McEvoy is radio director of the American
League while Ford Frick, president
of the National League and a former announcer, has charge of radio policies affecting his league.

BAD NEWS OF GOOD
M-G-M Spectacle Runs Into
Internal Trouble
WITH Bill Bacher resigning as
production head of the M-G-MMaxwell House program. Good
News for 19S8 on Nov. 19, Ed
Gardner and Sam Moore, his former assistants on the show, have
temporarily taken over production
under supervision of Louis K. Sidradio. ney, M-G-M executive in charge of
Bacher, who had a seven-year
production contract with M-G-M
which called for motion pictures as
well as radio, said he had asked to
be released from his obligation to
the studio because of conflicting
elements in producing the show.
Breach between M-G-M and Bacher
is understood to date from two
weeks before the starting of Good
News of 1938 on the NBC-Red network Nov. 4. Bacher wanted "free
rein" and better cooperation from
the studio, which he claims was not
forthcoming. Efforts were made by
both sides to patch up the difficulties but without success. Bacher is
credited with selling General Foods
Corp. the idea and it is reported in
Hollywood that the organization
might step in to bridge the difficulties.
It is understood Good News of
1938 will be revamped with a motion picture star added as masterof-ceremonies in an attempt to
build the series around a personality, much like the new Warner
Bros. -Lucky Strike program which
starts on the NBC-Red network
Dec. 8.

College and Club Groups
Form Texas Air School
RECOGNIZING the potential
force of radio in the field of education, representatives of various
colleges and prominent clubs in
Texas met Nov. 20 in Dallas and
began organization of the Texas
School of the Air. Through the
general education board, the new
radio project — described as first of
its kind in the United States — is
asking for a grant of $126,000
from the Rockefeller Foundation to
finance the school for two years.
Destined to go on the air in September, 1938, tentative plans call
for four daily radio programs
ranging from broadcasts for the
youngsters to college bands and
adult educational features. The
plans include establishment of radio workshops at the University of
Texas, Southei-n Methodist University and Texas State College for
women at Denton. Broadcasts
would be recorded at these shops
and records sent to stations
throughout Texas.
Mrs. J. C. Vanderwoude, State
Radio Chairman of the ParentTeachers Association, was elected
president of the new School of the
Air. Other officers elected are Dr.
T. H. Shelby, University of Texas,
vice president, and Dr. G. O.
Clough, Southern Methodist University, secretary-treasurer.

! WBS Auto Campaigns
NEW YORK Automobile Show
prompted
WBS,News
New theYoi'k,
to publish in World
list of
auto
manufacturers for which it makes
transcriptions, and the number of
stations each uses. Chevrolet leads
with 401 stations; others are Ford,
331; Buick, 93; Plymouth, 82;
Oldsmobile, 65; Pontiac, 62; DeSoto, 58; Willys, 50; and Studebaker, 29.

AKRON LAMP Co., Akron (farm
lamps), has started weekly quarterhour participation of the Grand Old
Opry House on WSM, Nashville. Additional outlets will be limited to
farm stations, according to the agency, Guenther-Bradford & Co., Chicago.
BROADCASTING

mw

COVERED WAGON — Built to
scale is this model, symbol of United Broadcasting Co. and WHK,
Cleveland. It was made and presented by W. E. Braun, Cleveland
specialist in the art. With the
model is Helen Thornton, of the
WHK-WCLE staff. WHK was the
pioneer Cleveland station.
Packard Signs for Year
PACKARD MOTOR CAR Co., Detroit, is renewing its Hollywood
Mardi Gras Tuesday evening hour
program
on beginning
NBC's RedDec.network
for
52 weeks
7 and
on the same date is adding Walter
O'Keefe as a permanent member of
the cast, which also includes
Charles Butterworth and Lanny
Ross, with
Raymond
Paige's orchestra.
Program originates
in
Hollywood and is placed through
Young & Rubicam Inc., New York.
Scott's Powders Adds
SCOTT'S POWDERS, Chicago,
have added 7 more stations carrying their 2 and 5 minute spots
making 15 stations now carrying
the schedule with others to be added shortly. New stations are
WDBJ, WMMN, KFEQ, WWL,
KFJB, and KOAM. Two and 5minute programs are being broadcast three and six times weekly.
First United Broadcasters Inc.,
Chicago, is agency.
FOURTH seasou of Baseball School
of the Air started Nov. 16 on WAAB,
Boston, under the direction of Jack
Onslow who interviews prominent
players, holds studio class discussions
and answers all questions about the
game.

NBC

TELEVISES

FASHIONS

Experimental Prosram Shows Styles and Such;
Effect of Makeup Is Demonstrated.
FIRST all-fashion television demmake-up were the subject of the
onstration was held Nov. 18 by test.
NBC, under the supervision of
One phase of the demonstration
Betty Goodwin, NBC fashion edi- was a scene featuring the artist,
tor, and Ben Grauer. Purpose of Lester Gaba, and his much-photothe demonstration was to detergraphed mannequin, Cynthia. Inmine how much fashion detail can
troduced as "Mr. Gaba Goes Shopbe transmitted by television at the
ping,"
close-ups evening
of jewelry,
brocade
handbags,
sandals,
present stage of its development.
Lenox R. Lohr, NBC president, in- handkerchiefs and various small accessories were shown.
troduced the demonstration, and C.
W. Farrier, the network's tele- in Make-up
successive experiments
short scenes televised
showed
vision coordinator, gave an explanatory talk.
the medium's demand for dark redAlthough conducted along lines
dish-brown or dark purplish-red
of a laboratory experiment, rather lipstick, rather than orange shades,
which
are
too
light to be effective.
than an entertainment, the demonstration indicated possible tele- Blue eye-shadow failed to show up
until brown was applied over it.
vision technique in covering arrival
of fashion celebrities at an airport, Television make-up technique rerequires a special base similar to
televising guests at a luncheon
that used for motion picture work.
table, and possibilities of showing
Demonstration was given in honby television how to arrange an
or of committee members for Fashelaborate hairdress, how to apply
ion Futures, annual style pageant,
and was viewed at about 20 exmake-up, and "Christmas shopping
television receivers set
made easy by air." Daytime and
Bldg.on the perimental
evening ensembles in silk, wool and up
62d floor of the RCA
cotton, coiffures, accessories and
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YORK

SCHOOLS

START BROADCASTS
NEW YORK City School System,
on Nov. 23 started its first action
in presenting programs produced
by and for public school students.
Programs
are heardNew
Tuesday
nings on WNYC,
York, morand
will run for seven weeks, according to Dr. Harold G. Campbell,
superintendent of schools. Series
will include adaptations of plays,
poetry readings,
and a They
symposium on housingsongs,
problems.
will be broadcast from the studio
recently established by the Board
of Education in Brooklyn Technical High School, supervised by the
ston.
school's principal, Albert L. ColWhile city schools have at times
taken part in broadcasts, this is
the first time the Board has taken
action of its own. All new schools
in the city are equipped with radio
receiving sets with speakers in individual classrooms. The present
series is designed for junior and
senior high school students, but
tentative plans are being discussed
for a spring series to include
broadcasts
for parents
and for elementary school
children.
According to Dr. Campbell, the
Board of Education will not permit commercially sponsored programs
schools, to
and befeelsbroadcast
that mostinof the
the
sustaining programs now broadcast
are of little educational value.
Imperial Optical Discs
IMPERIAL OPTICAL Co., Toronto, (optical supplies) starting Jan.
uary 2 will sponsor for 26 weeks
Wade Lane's
Folks,
transcribed dialog Home
and song
serial
by
Mertens & Price Inc., Los Angeles production
six Canadian stations,concern,
CJRC, on
Winnipeg;
CJRM, Regina; CFQC, Saskatoon;
CKBI, Prince Albert; CFCN, Calgary, and CJCA, Edmonton. Series
is also being sponsored by Pacquine's Limited, Montreal (hand
cream), on CRCT, Toronto and
CFCF, Montreal. The business was
placed thru All-Canada Broadcasting System which has also placed
the Merten's & Price Inc., Sunday
Players series on CKCW, Moncton, N. B.
Lead on Eaton
EATON PAPER Corp., Pittsfield,
Mass., announces that leaders in
its
radio's
favorite
are poll
Jack for
Benny,
Rudy
Vallee,artist
Bob
Bums, and Gracie Allen. Offering
a $1,000 prize for the listener writing the best letter about a radio
star, the contest closes Dec. 15.
The poll is being broadcast on
WBZ-WBZA, WHN, WCAU,
WHAS, WTAM, WJR, WMAQ,
KFI [Broadcasting, Oct. 1] and
the agency is N. W. Ayer & Son
Inc., Boston.
Jewelry Schedule
PEOPLES CREDIT Jewelers
Ltd., with main office in Toronto
and branches throughout Canada,
is running a Community Sing Song
once a week over CKCO, Ottawa;
CKCL, Toronto, and CHML, Hamilton. Each program uses local live
talent and will run all winter. Fifteen-minute programs are carried
five times weekly. MacLaren Advertising Co. Ltd., Toronto, placed
contract.
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Washington Meeting Considers Loucks Resume
100 Reorganization Proposals; Plans Report
GRADUALLY crystallizing i t s
plans for revamping of the NAB,
the Reorganization Committee of
the association already has made
tentative arrangements for Senator Burton K. Wheeler, key legislative figure in Congress, to address
the forthcoming convention of the
NAB, to be held in February.
The invitation was advanced
through Ed Craney, director of
KGIR, Butte, and a member of the
Reorganization Committee. A formal invitation probably will be advanced shortly through the NAB
board of directors. Under the instructions ofthe special NAB convention held in New York in October, at which the Reorganization Committee was appointed,
broad plans for the convention were
to be advanced by this committee
and ratified by the board.
Meanwhile, the Reorganization
Committee has scheduled its first
meeting since its appointment at
the New York session for Washington on Dec. 8. On the agenda
were some 100 suggestions for reorganization, which have been reduced to a composite plan by
Philip G. Loucks, former NAB
managing director and counsel
for the committee. Members of
the committee are Edwin W.
Craig, WSM, author of the reorganization proposal; Mr. Craney;
John Shepard, 3d, Yankee Network; Walter J. Damm, WTMJ,
and Edward A. Allen, WLVA,
with Mark Ethridge, business manager of the Louisville CourierJournal and Times operating
WHAS, as ex-officio member.
Will Issue Report
The committee, immediately following its meeting, proposes to
send out to all NAB members and
to nonmembers alike its first report on the reorganization recommendations. Under the resolutions
adopted at the special convention
in October, these must be in the
hands of all members 60 days in
advance of the next regular convention which would act on them.
Upon receipt of criticisms on this
broad plan, the committee will
draft its final proposals, to be submitted by mandate of the recent
New York convention at least 30
days in advance of the next regular convention.
It is expected the convention will
be held the first or second week in
February, assuming that the two
deadlines on the preliminary reports will be complied with. Washington appears the most likely
place, although some committee
sentiment exists for Chicago and
possibly New York.
At this time it is likely the reports will be devoid of any specific
recommendations as to the identity
of the man or men who might be
considered for the paid presidency
of the NAB. While the Committee
is known to be giving thought to
such a personage, it nevertheless
does not feel it is in the position
of making any direct propositions
to a man of such stature until the
NAB membership authorizes it.
Sentiment on this point largely
surrounds the retention of a man
of demonstrated ability but not of
Page 18 • December

of

the so-called "czar" status. It is
felt the industry neither needs a
dictator nor desires one and that it
requires simply a man of impeccable reputation and recognized
ability to take over the helm and
direct the broadcasting industry as
a foremost instrumentality of public service. Similarly, the committee is not expected to recommend
individuals for particular positions
within the NAB, such as heads of
the legal, technical, information or
other departments which may be
created. It is felt the man designated as the head and as paid president should have the opportunity
of selecting his own aides. But the
committee is expected to recommend departmentalization to provide for such branches of the
NAB. It may also provide in the
by-laws for appointment of standing committees and recommend establishment of committees or departments to deal with regional,
local, clear channel and other
groups which make up the industry. Such plans have been suggested.Getting Out of Politics
Based on the multiplicity of recommendations already received it
appears obvious that the committee
will recommend that election of officers and of the board of directors
go out of the convention itself. The
preponderant view is that politics
should be taken out of conventions
and that broadcasters, by states or
districts, should designate their
own directors or council members, as the case may be. Both the
president and the secretary would
be paid executives, under most of
the proposals. The honorary office
of chairman of the board would be
designated by the new board or
counsel, as would the post of treasurer.
By adapting the best portions of
the procedure of other trade associations, and making them applicable to the broadcasting industry,
it appears likely the committee
recommendation will be that delegates or board members be selected
by broadcasters in the various
states. Each director might represent a maximum of 15 stations.
Thus every state would have at
least one director but states hav-

WATL

Prizes

WATL, Atlanta, is sponsoring a College Scholarship
Contest for seniors in high
schools and accredited private schools of Atlanta. A
total of $700 will be awarded
to three boys and girls, in
the amounts of $200, $100,
and $50, as the first, second,
and third prizes, vdth a special award of $50 each to the
school whose pupil wins first
prize. Competition is based
on the vvrriting of a half -hour
radio drama. The dramas will
be presented over WATL,
with the winners selected in
a series of eliminations. J.
W. Woodruff Sr., president of
WATL, who initiated the
contest, is personally contributing the $800.
ing more than 15 but up to 30
stations might have two directors,
with those having more than 30
stations three directors. In that
fashion, it is estimated that
the board or council would be
composed
of some 60 broadcasters. An administrative
committee
of possibly seven members could
be designated by the board and by
association statute, and possibly be
required to hold a number of meetings during the year. The board of
60 would meet on special call and
before and after each annual convention, with the convention time
and place probably designated in
the new constitution.
The proposed board would be
given broad
authority
in the
stitution to carry
on from
yearcon-to
year all of the trade association
functions. That could be done in
very brief by-laws under which the
board would be empowered to delegate as much or as little power to
the new paid executive as it sees
fit. That provision would coincide
with those of other trade associations, it is indicated.
Cost of Conventions
Thetion probable
for elecof directorsproposal
or members
of
the council, of course, could not take
effect until after the annual meeting, since membership approval is
required. So far as indicated, there
is no proposal to change the basis
of voting for directors, with each
station to carry one vote but with
the voting to take place before
future conventions and by states.
Consideration also has been
given to a proposal that the NAB

pay the expenses of delegates to
conventions on a bare mileage basis. This would be premised upon
the requirement that the delegate
attend every meeting on time or
forfeit the payment of transportation. In that manner, it has been
found in other trade associations,
full attendance is practically guaranteed. The cost is absorbed in the
membership dues.
The matter of paying dues under the proposed new structure is
still in doubt and depends upon the
final plan worked out and approved. Some thought is being
given to payment of dues on the
basis of percentage of gross receipts of stations rather than on a
flat fee based on income brackets.
The NAB has had an income of
from $80,000 to $90,000 annually,
based on quarterly payment of the
station's
highestconvention,
quarter-hour
rate.
At
the special
however,
a 50% increase in dues was voted,
with the requirement that stations
pay
their highest
six times
instead quarter-hour
of four timesratea
year, which would bring the income up to between $120,000 and
$130,000, provided the membership
of 400 odd remains intact.
Another proposal likely to be
advanced is that for provision of a
class of associate memberships with
nominal dues and a non-voting
classification. This group would include set manufacturers, transcription companies and possibly radio
set dealers and service men.
The plan also will encompass a
project for establishment of cooperation with other groups directly and indirectly interrelated
with broadcasting, such as the Radio Manufacturers Association, Association of National Advertisers,
American Association of Advertising Agencies, Institute of Radio
Engineers,
and Advertising Federation of America.
The Reorganization Committee
is expected to decide definitely the
place tion
andfor time
of the next convenrecommendation
to the
NAB board during its Washington
discussions. The tentative plan is
to have all of the guest speakers
appearwhich
at thebroadcasters
initial day'swould
session
after
be
expected to take off their coats and
get down to the work of reorganization.
James W. Baldwin, NAB managing director, returned Nov. 21
from Havana, where he attended
the Inter-American Radio Conference, still in progress. He immediately plunged into accumulated
NAB affairs but intended to return to Havana in event the situation there required it.
Resort Tests Radio

FOR KNX — This new building, on which work began Nov. 15, will house
the new transmitter of KNX, Los Angeles, and will cost $300,000. It is
located on a 37-acre tract at Hawthorne Ave and 190th St., Los Angeles.
A circular room 56 feet in diameter will house equipment, surrounded by
astaff,
glassed-in
visitors' construction.
gallery. JamesArchitects
Middlebrooks,
of CBS
engineering
is supervising
are John
Parkinson
and
Donald D. Parkinson. Construction will take several months.
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PALM SPRINGS
Business Cal.,
Men'sis
Association,
Palm Springs,
using radio for the first time in a
three-month test campaign on KFI,
Los Angeles. The weekly quarterhour program is institutional with
no commercials. Besides a vocalist
and guitar accompanist, program
includes
"Letter towho
Kim"setsreadforth
by
a woman a narrator
the desirability of Palm Springs as
a homesite. Resort attractions, hotels or rentals are not mentioned.
Copy is confined to Palm Springs
real estate, but with no individual
names mentioned. Palm Springs is
a fashionable Southern California
desert resort community. If test is
successful it will be continued
through the winter and other stations will be included. Allied Advertising Agencies Inc., Los Angeles, has account.
• Broadcast
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Facsimile's
Place
in Radio
Spectrum
experimental category and the
The
production cost of the exFour Stations Already on
FCC has adopted a liberal policy
perimental recorders, it is underThe Air; Six Others
on experimental operations.
stood, averages about $100, but it
In
addition
to
these
projected
exhas been estimated by experimenPlan Service
that on a mass production
perimentations, five other broad- basis tersthe
THE PLACE facsimile broadcastcould be brought
cast organizations have _ been ex- down to $30cost
ing is destined to hold as a radio
or $35.
perimenting with facsimile for
program service medium may be periods ranging
WHO, it is understood, plans to
several
defined in new experiments nov/ months to several from
years but on the transmit news in typewriter type
under way in various sections of ultra-high frequencies. These in- rather than set up a regular newsthe country, undertaken largely at
clude the Journal Co., which operpaper format. Initially, its transthe suggestion of the FCC.
ates WTMJ in Milwaukee, with
mission schedule will be from midTaking advantage of the new
two stations; Oregonian Publishing
night to 1 a. m. Since the same
rules governing such experimental
Co.,
operating
KGW
and
KEX,
system will be used by a number
operations, placed in effect early Portland; Radio Pictures Inc., Long
this year and permitting facsimile
Island City, headed by John V. L. of stations, the receivers placed in
transmission on regular broadcast
Hogan, radio engineer, and the the field by such stations will be
frequencies, four stations already
Yankee Network, Boston.
able to pick up the transmissions
have been granted licenses for facof all stations within range with
Receiving Sets Placed
simile experiments and six others
the identical system. In other
have applications pending. In addiwords,
the signals of such stations
WHO,
according
to
its
vice-prestion, five stations are experimentident and manager, J. 0. Maland,
ing with facsimile in the general plans to undertake rather exten- as WHO, WGH, WSM and WGN,
will use the Finch sysexperimental high-frequency band,
sive experiments, and proposes to all of which
will be able to pick up the
rather than on their regular broad- work in conjunction with certain visualtem,transmissions
of all those
cast frequencies.
other stations, such as WGN and
stations. KSD, it is understood,
Already an established commerWSM. Fifty receivers have been
cial medium for "record communileased from the Finch organization
plans to use RCA facsimile equipment.
cation" in the transmission of
WHO, 30 of which will be
weather maps, photographs and by
placed in Iowa and 20 outside the
Regular reports on the results
other record material, facsimile is State. Recorders will be located in achieved
in this transmission will
still an unknown quantity as a sup- such cities as Chicago, Washington,
be sent to the FCC periodically,
plementary listener service. TechDenver, San Francisco and Omaha,
the experimental rules.
nical y, itis feasible to accomplish
in addition to those in Des Moines under
A new facsimile station to opertransmission of record material,
and in every other section of Iowa.
ate in the ultra-high frequencies
such as halftone ads, newspaper
The receivers are equipped with
applied for Nov. 23 by the St.
pages and the like, through a comautomatic time clocks so thev will was
Louis
Star-Times. An applicant for
paratively simple attachment to shut off after the transmission is a regular
broadcast station, the
the regular radio receiver. Simi- concluded, and they therefore are Times' facsimile
request sought
larly, relatively inexpensive equip- more expensive than the recorders use of the high frequency
station
ment can be used in conjunction
likely to be used when mass pro- transmitter of its station W9X0K
with the regular broadcast transduction
is
possible.
with
100
watts.
mitter.
Advocated by Judge Sykes
MODEL CHART FOR STATIONS
In its early stages, facsimile was
regarded as a possible competitor
of the newspaper, but this view
largely has been dispelled. More
rapid transmission of recorded
news to remote and outlying areas
is possible with facsimile, it is
pointed out, but it is not regarded
as a likely competitor of the newsP.OQ.am Di.ettor
paper in metropolitan areas.
In an address before the NAB
Convention in Chicago last June,
Sale. PwTut^
Judge E. 0. Sykes, then chairman
of the Broadcast Division, said the
ECC was "very much interested to
rSal;onol and
know whether the general public
wants a facsimile broadcast servR.<>'.onalBL.a-.n<
ice, and if such a service can be
supplied at this time." He urged
broadcasters to engage in the experimentation and test public reaction.
IDEAL CHART— Drafted by Herman S. Hettinger, former NAB reStations already holding licenses
search director and Walter J. Neff, head of Neff-Rogow Inc., advertising
for experimental facsimile transagency, which will be included in their new book Practical Radio Admission on their regular broadcast
vertising to be published early next year by Prentice-Hall. The volume
will be the first, its authors claim, to deal comprehensively with the
frequencies are WHO, Des Moines;
KFBK, Sacramento; KMJ, Fresno,
planning and execution of a radio advertising campaign from determining at the outset whether the product should go on the air and, if it
and WGH, Newport News. Under
does, to checking the results after it is under way.
authorizations given them, they are
permitted to broadcast from midBy HERMAN S. HETTINGER
the organization of a group of repnight until 6 a. m. and in each inAssistant Professor of Marketing
resentative larger stations, as well
stance they plan to pick up the sigUniversity of Pennsylvania
nals on receivers strategically lo- RADIO stations vary greatly as to as a detailed analysis of station
as revealed in the excelcated in both urban and rural points.
organization. This is due in part functions
lent classification of accounts deWHO and WGH are installing the to the fact that there is much doubveloped several years ago by the
Finch facsimile system, invented by
up of jobs,
especially
small- NAB Cost Accounting Committee
W. G. H. Finch, former assistant
erlingstations.
However,
the ininfancy
chief engineer of the FCC. The
of radio as a business and the ex- as part of its standard accounting
tent to which stations have grown
McClatchy stations — KFBK and
KMJ — also are understood to be by chance rather than planning are system. The Basic Functions
planning use of this system.
still reflected in the majority of
Four basic activities must be
station organization charts.
Pending applications for similar
Because of the confusion in the performed by radio stations, and
authority to transmit facsimile are
those of KSTP, St. Paul; WOR,
field, it is advisable to approach these have been used as the basis
Newark; KSD, St. Louis; WSM,
the problem of station organiza- for the organization chart. A signal must be produced, programs
Nashville; WGN, Chicago, and
tion from the viewpoint of an ideal
WCLE, Cleveland. It is anticipated
station faciliorganization chart. The chart re- musttiesbe
must broadcast,
be sold to advertisers
and
produced in connection with this
that the applications will be granted, since they are definitely in the article is based upon a study of the general activities of the staPage 20 • December
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tion must be carried on by an adequate administrative and clerical
force. Consequently four departare necessary:(2)(1)program;
Technical or ments
engineering;
(3) sales and (4) general office.
Frequently there is a publicity director responsible to the station
manager. Since his work is to aid
the three major divisions in their
contacts with the public, this activity can be considered as a portion
of the administrative function.
The technical or engineering department is to the station what
the mechanical department is to a
periodical. However, in addition to
its routine activities, it also is
charged with responsibility of developmental work. The pressure of
securing better coverage and the
desire to receive a more favorable
assignment from the FCC make
research of this type highly important to the station. In the larger
stations, this work may be carried
on by specially trained engineers.
The chief engineer and his principal assistant usually perform this
task in the smaller stations.
The work of the program department includes the production
of sustaining programs, together
with those commercial programs
which are under the direction of
the station. The department also
cooperates with agencies producing
progi'ams
the station.
The
work of theover
department
is usually
divided into three subdivisions; Music, program production and continuity. have
All except
the smallest
stations
a musical
director,
whose work usually includes copyright clearance and maintenance of
the music library as well as the
preparation of musical programs.
Larger stations maintain separate personnel for national and local sales work. The service function is usually delegated to a merchandising department. Often this
department consists of a single individual known as the merchandising manager. In other than the
largest stations the merchandising manager frequently includes
sales promotion and research
among his duties.
New Lucky Strike Series
Will Make Debut Dec. 8
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York, on Dec. 8 will replace its
Your Hit Parade series on NBCRed, broadcast Wednesdays from
10 to 10:45 p. m. EST, with a
full hour program, 10 to 11, originating at KFWB, Hollywood, to
be known
as Your
HollywoodLucky
Parade. Program,
advertising
Strike cigarettes, will feature Dick
Powell as master of ceremonies, an
orchestra directed by Leo F. Forbstein, musical director of Warner
Bros., a choir of 30 to 40 voices directed by Dudley Chambers, and
previews of forthcoming Warner
Bros, pictures with the featured
players taking the same roles on
the air as they do in the pictures.
Unlike other radio-movie tie-ups,
this series will advertise only the
sponsor's
and Warner
Bros,
need product
not be mentioned
on the
air. The sponsor is free to use
whatever guest talent he wishes
from other studios or entertainment fields. Program was originally planned resenting
by Transamerican,
Warner Bros., and repwill
be produced jointly by this firm
and
by Lordagency.
& Thomas,
sponsor'sof
advertising
Don Becker
Transamerican and Thomas A. McAvity of Lord & Thomas are in
charge of production.
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New Station in Richmond,
Now on the Ah*
WRNL,
WITH its old staff as a nucleus,
the new WRNL, Richmond, Va.,
went on the air Nov. 14, using
Western Electric transmitter and
speech input
equipment and a
280 -foot BlawKnox tower. The
station, operating:
with 500 watts
daytime on 880
kc, was formerly
known as WLBG
and operated at
Petersburg, Va.
Mr. Sowers
It was purchased
about a year ago by the owners of
the Rich7nond News-Leader and
authorized by the FCC to move
into Richmond.
Manager of the station is Earl
Sowers, formerly with the newspaper, and commercial manager is
C. Alden Baker, who held the same
post with WLBG. Walter Selden
continues as chief engineer. John
Stewart Bryan, publisher of the

Discs for Horlicks
HORLICK'S Malted Milk Corp.,
Racine, Wis. (malted milk), on
Nov. 29 cuts its NBC Lum & Abner
series from five to three programs
a week and also increased coverage
to include several more stations.
Series is now heard Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 8:15-8:30 p.
m. (PST) on the NBC-Blue network from Hollywood. Under a new
contract, Chester Lauck and Norris Goff who enact the roles of
Lum and Abner, received a salary
increase. This change in schedule
is their first in seven years of continuous network broadcasting. Horlick's i", also considering transcribing the series for placement on
stations not available to the network, it is said. Agency is Lord &
Thomas, Chicago.
newspaper and president of William & Mary College, is president
and chief owner of WLBG Inc., the
licensee corporation, with minority
stock held by his son, Tennant
Bryan, managing editor, and Douglas Freeman, editor.

New

Maryland

Station

THE broadcasting
Maryland Eastern
first
station, Shore's
WSAL
at Salisbury, went on the air Nov.
17 with a large booking of local
and nearby advertisers. It operates
with 250 watts daytime on 1200 kc.
Licensed to Frank Stearns, former
Washington insurance man, the
station was designed and built by
Glenn D. Gillett, Washington consulting engineer. It uses a Doolittle
& Falknor transmitter with RCA
speech input and a 150-foot Lehigh
self-supporting tower. Its manager
and commercial manager is J. Roy
McLennan, formerly assistant advertising manager of Firestone and
recently owner of his own advertising agency in Salisbury. Deane
S. Long, formerly with WMFD,
Frederick, Md., is program director, and Richard W. Bullers, formerly with WJEJ, Hagerstown,
Md., is chief engineer.
CHESTER A'BECKET, of WHAT.
Philadelphia, on Nov. 23 presented
the 1500th Dorothy Dix column dramatization. More than
a score
sons are included
in the
cast. of per-
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This big distributor has used
KSD to popularize its brands.
What better testimony cart be
given than that of a local
sponsor who knows the results
he gets from a local station.
KSD daytime programs
include a population of
5,099,802.
(Sased on population of
counties receiving one-halj
millivolt service or better, t

The Distinguished

Broadcasting

Station

Station KSD—
The BUILDING.
St. Louis
POST-DISPATCH
ST. LOUIS.Post-Dis
MO.
patch
FREE & PETERS, INC., NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
ATLANTA
SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES
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Mohawk

Valley

Net

Has Six Sponsors
Three Stations Are Added to
Original Group of Five
WITH six sponsors having signed
contracts for four hours time a
week, the newly organized Mohawk
Valley Broadcasting System, which
began operations
the
NoV e mmiddle
b e r, offeels
that editon has
the startright
track. Basic idea
of the gional
new hookup,
reaccording to Burt
ager, is to supply
Squire, its mancoverage in New
Mr. Squire
York State and lower New England to advertisers without affecting their broadcasting in metropolitan New York. The network
has no New York City key station,
but will pick up programs from
any station in the city the advertiser may desire.
Beginning with five stations that
were formerly members of the
Hearst-controlled New York State
Broadcasting System, which ceased
operations on Nov. 20 and which
Mr. Squire formerly headed, the
Mohawk Valley network has added
three more stations, and now includes WABY, Albany; WIBX,
Utica; WSAY, Rochester; WBNY,
Buffalo; WNBF, Binghamton;
WMFF, Plattsburg, in New York,
and WDEV, Waterbury, and WSYB,
Rutland, in Vermont. Syracuse
may also be added if desired, with
a choice of stations being available
to the advertiser.
Accounts Signed
The freedom to use any metropolitan station desired and the fact
that the stations are connected
with class A lines have gained the
new network a ready reception by
advertisers and agencies, Mr,
Squire stated. Business signed by
the chain includes: Five quarterhours weekly for Hecker Products
Co., New York (Hecker H-0 cereal), placed through Erwin, Wasey
& Co. Inc., N. Y.; two weekly
quarter-hours for Maine Development Commission (Bangor potatoes), placed through Brooke,
Smith, French & Dorrance Inc.
N. Y.; a weekly 15-minute program sponsored by American
Chicle Co., Long Island City
(chewing gum), placed through
Badger & Browning Inc., N. Y.;
two quarter - hours weekly for
Clear Again Inc., Chicago (cold
tablets), placed through Schwimmer & Scott Inc., Chicago; a Sunday half-hour talk by the Rev.
Gerald K. Smith, head of the Committee of One Million, placed
through Transamerican Broadcasting & Television Corp., N. Y.; and
a Sunday one-hour sermon by the
Rev. Elmo Bateman.
L. C. Paine, who was associated
with Mr. Squire when he was general manager of the New York
State network, has joined Mr.
Squire's new organization as a
salesman.
KPBM are the call letters assigned
for the new 100-watt daytime station
on 1310 kc. which the FCC on Nov. 9
authorized Don M. Lidenton and A.
L. McCarthy to construct at Poplar
Bluff, Mo.
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Inhere are 2,300^000 Italo-Amencans living
in New York, New Jersey, Connecticut, Pennsylvania and Delaware*
population larger than

It is a market with a
any city in America,

with the exception of New York'andl Chicago;
larger than Philadelphia and Detroit; about
WBIL
NEW

YORK, 5000

Watts

twice the population <A tos Angeles, and three
times the population of Cleveland
market
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New
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York City, We
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specialize in this

reach the ftalo-Amertcan popula*

tion of this territory every hour of the day and
every day of the year. It is a billion dollar
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Are you overlooking it?
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Policy of Cash Discounts
Endorsed by the AAAA
REPLYING to newspapers which
have eliminated the 2% cash discount, the American Association of
Advertising Agencies, in a printed
circular, has released a resolution
adopted recently by its executive
board declaring the AAAA "as being unequivocally in favor of the
continued maintenance of the cash
discount policy and its adoption by
the small minority of media which
have not adopted this wide policy."
The standard cash policy of the
advertising business, says the circular, is the principal stimulus to
prompt payment to advertising
media owners by agencies and to
agencies by their clients. It adds
that the cash discounts are regularly passed on to the advertiser
by the agency when the advertiser
pays on or before the agency's discount date, and thus the agency
has no profit motive in suggesting
that media allow it.
BELL CLOTHING Co., Oklahoma
City,response
sold 185to suits
of men's
in
a program
on clothes
WKY,
no other medium being used.

Regular

Series

of School

Broadcfists

On 12 Stations Arranged
in Chicago
FIRST OF the educational radio shows in cooperation with the
broadcasts to start on a regular
various Chicago stations. For the
basis as the outgrowth of the suc- most part acting talent will be
cessful use of radio by Chicago
drawn from high schools, with
other schools contributing talent
schools, closed in September be- later.
cause of an infantile paralysis epidemic, will begin Dec. 2 on WGES,
Personnel Assigned
with a special weekly education
series directed primarily to foreign
Three Chicago teachers have
born citizens.
been assigned to write scripts, anUnder the direction of Harold
other is in charge of auditions,
while a fifth has been appointed
W. Kent, who has been appointed
radio director of the project, pro- music supervisor. Luella Hoskins,
grams will shortly be launched on Cecelle Mulroy, Genevieve Forbes
11 other Chicago stations. The 12- are writing scripts and doing research work, assisted by Lillian
station setup represents the largest educational broadcasting ex- Novotny, acting as clerk and liperiment ever undertaken by any
brarian. Lucille Steinmetz is hanboard of education.
dling production. No music director has been appointed. Allen MilAlthough scripts from the Federal Radio Script Exchange in
ler, head of the University Broadcasting Council, Chicago, is acting
Washington will be used on the
in
an
advisory capacity.
first eight programs of the WGES
show, the Radio Council of the
According to Mr. Kent, the
Chicago Public Schools, as it is school board's programs will generally be directed to elementary
officially known, will handle the
writing and production of all sub- and high school pupils while the
sequent programs. The council will University Broadcasting Council's
shows will be directed to college
also wi'ite and produce all other
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A

/

MODERN

TO

AID

PROFITABLE

MERCHANDISING

"KANSAS RADIO FACTS" sets a new standard of unbiased fact-finding. It is based
on 5,000 house-to-house calls . . . half city
and half country ... in every nook and
comer of Kansas.
Here are USABLE

FACTS that tell you at

a glance WHAT types of programs are preferred by each group — WHEN they listen —
WHY they buy! "KANSAS RADIO FACTS"
is not based on a specially-selected area or
a temporary condition. It tells an accurate
story of radio in Kansas that will be true
for years to come.

Write For Your Free Copy Today

Don Searle, Gen. Mgr.
Represented by Capper Publications in
New York —
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students and adults. Eventually a
tieup is hoped to be made between
the UBC and the newly formed
radio council.
of the
broadcast:willAlthough
be heardmany
in the
evening,
some
will go on in the afternoon and
will be tuned
by entire
rooms. Radioinlessons
in classthese
broadcasts, will be tied in with
regular school lessons.
Mr. Kent, radio director of the
air education program, has been
detached from Prussing Elementary School, where he has been
principal, to head the experiment.
He conducted the School of the Air
over NBC for some time and in
the early days of radio was in
charge of 15 educational broadcasts weekly over WMAQ, Chicago. He recently returned from
Detroit where he conferred with
Miss Kathleen Lardie, director of
a similar radio educational project
there. Miss Helen Johnson, director
the CBS
American
School
the
Air ofover
for the
past ofeight
years, who retired from that post
last week, was also in Chicago
Nov. 10 discussing the Chicago
plans with Mr. Kent.
Stations that will carry the
broadcasts are: WAAF WBBM
WCBD WCFL WENR WGES
WGN WIND WJJD WLS WMAQ
WSBC.
More Townsend Spots
TOWNSEND National Weekly,
Chicago, on Nov. 21 added four
more stations carrying transcribed
talks, making 24 stations throughout the country being used either
by Townsend National Weekly or
local Townsend clubs. Townsend
National Radio Club of Los Angeles, recently renewed weekly quarter-hour talks on 11 Don Lee stations, placed through Lisle Sheldon
Adv., Los Angeles. The national
headquarters in Chicago, is sponsoring weekly talks on WCAZ
WLBC WMBD WHBF WKBV
WDZ with other stations shortly to
be added. Burton Keith, Chicago,
is agency. Local Townsend Clubs,
placed
direct, are
weekly broadcasts
oversponsoring
KGGC WMEX
WRAW KYOS WHAT WSPD,
with daily except Sunday proKWJJ. grams broadcast over WTMV and
Perfection Expands
PERFECTION BISCUIT Co., Fort
Wayne, has signed a new contract
with WOWO in commemoration of
its 1,200th program, and its ninth
consecutive year of broadcasting.
The company, one of the largest
in the Midwest, has in the past
broadcast two programs weekly,
and these all live talent shows.
Results have been so successful
that the coming year will see three
15-minute programs weekly instead
of the previous two. Plans are in
the making to feed the Friday program to an Indianapolis station,
as the company has recently opened
a branch in that city.
Biscuit Firm Returning
NATIONAL BISCUIT Co., New
York (crackers, cookies), now
sponsoring network,
Dan Harding's
Wife on
NBC-Red
originating
in
Chicago, and who last year had
Twin Stars nationally, is planning
to return to the air on a national
scale this winter. No details are
available. Agency is McCannErickson Inc., New York.
• Broadcast
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WWJ

Is First

in

Detroit!

With Detroit now THIRD among America's markets, measured by both
personnel and payroll in business and industry; and with WWJ FIRST in listener
interest in Detroit (proved by actual survey), there is no doubt about Detroit
being a MUST market and WWJ a MUST medium. The figures below and
impartial WWJ coverage facts completely substantiate this claim. Investigate
before planning future schedules.
Percent of U. S. Total
5.94%
Personnel
County
Payrollt
4.31%
Leading City
9.27%
1.95%
Chicago
New York County
3.36%
New
York
2.84%
3.67%
2.38%
Cook County, 111.
1.70%
Employeci*
Detroit
Wayne County, Mich.
Philadelphia
Philadelphia County
1.76%
Los Angeles
24.10%
Los Angeles County
13.08%
Total for five counties
* Employed in industry and business and on farms.
t Payroll for industry and business; farm figures not available by counties.
Authority: ig^^ U.S. Census of Business — "Personnel and Payroll in Industry and Business, and Farm Personnel." Published in June. 1937.

National Representaiives
H. RAYMER COMPANY)
New York • Chicago • Detroit
San Francisco

America's Oldest Radio Broadcasting Station
Otvned and Operated by The Detroit News
,
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Work Started by WOL
On 1 kw. Transmitter
WITH the last legal obstacle removed from its path, WOL, Washinglion, has begun installation of
Its IjOOO-watt transmitter which
will increase it from local to regional status on a full-time basis,
William B. Dolph, station manager, announced Nov. 18. The station will operate on 1230 kc. in lieu
of its present assignment on 1310
with 100 watts night, 250 watts
day. A two-year quest for the regional facility was terminated last
month when Continental Radio Co.,
Scripps - Howard subsidiary,
dropped its appeal in the local
courts against the FCC grant.
A Western Electric transmitter
is being installed in a new transmitter house to be located in northwest Washington, just outside the
District line. Two Blaw-Knox selfsupporting antennas, each 230 feet
high, will be installed for directional effect. Mr. Dolph said he
hoped to have the new transmitter
on the air in February or March.

Showmanship

Lucky Campus Plans
COLLEGIATE news broadcasts,
which American Tobacco Co., New
York, has been testing at Yale and
Cornell in the interest of Lucky
Strike cigarettes, may be extended
to other colleges and universities
early next year. Some 10 or 15
schools which publish campus dailies and which are located near
broadcasting stations have been
picked for consideration by the
sponsor, but no decision is expected
to be made until after the Christmas holidays. Plan calls for daily
quarter-hour broadcasts of campus
news, written, edited and broadcast
by the staff of the school paper,
with only the commercials being
furnished by the agency, Lord &
Thomas, New York. First tested at
Yale for a month last spring, newscasts are currently broadcast for
Yale students on WICC, Bridgeport, and for Cornell undergraduates on WESG, Elmira.
WHFC, which operates on 250 watts
days and 100
nights,and
is now
consolidatedwatts
with WEHS
WHBI.
also in Cicero.

Networks
Cincinnati
KTSM

ALL GRINNED— When Le Moine
C. Wheeler, commercial manager
of WHEC, Rochester, N. Y., got
himself right in the middle of a
bevy of beauties during a Lake Ontario yatching party. Mrs. Wheeler
is on the left and the big grin
on the right belongs to the popular
Peggy tions.
Stone
of girl
CBS instation
relaThe little
the middle
is Peggy's sister, Teddy. W. S.
Shockley, local manager of Atlantic Refining Co., who took the picture, says he doesn't know what
prompted the grins unless it's the
success of Atlantic's sportcasts.

WXYZ's long leadership in major sponsored programs
for Detroit advertisers must also have a ioimdotion of
GREATER SALES PER DOLLAR.
These big Detroit advertisers place their campaigns
with us becaiise we pay ovit for them.
Give us a chance to make money for you, too.
Choose from several established radio programs all
ready for you, with responsive audiences. Writel
King-TrendlB Broadcasting Corporation
300 Madison Theatre Building
Wm. G. Rombeou Co. Representative
Home Office: Tribune Tower, Chicago
Western Office:
Eastern Office:
Buss Building, San Francisco
S50 Chanin Building, New York

•

DETROIT

= Basic Statlm NBC BUNtbotMi • -Kfuj StatimMiBi^
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Setup

AffiUated With NBC As

Supplementary Outlet
PARTIAL alteration of network
service in Cincinnati, occasioned i
by the peculiarly dominant posi- |
tion of WLW, together with a curtailment of sustaining service of
the WLW Line, new independent
network project, developed during
the last fornight.
The only other development in
the network-station sphere was the
affiliation of KTSM, El Paso, Tex.,
with the NBC-Pacific supplementary group to become effective next
April 1. To be available either
to the Blue or Red networlgs,
KTSM will join as soon as lines
between El Paso and Albuquerque,
230 miles away, are installed by
AT&T. The network rate will be
$120 per
operates onevening
1310 kc.hour.
with KTSM
250 watts
day and 100 night but has a pending application for a shift to 1350
kc. with 500 watts full time. Karl
0. Wyler is manager.
Cincinnati Setup
Under the new Cincinnati arrangement, all NBC outlets in the
city— WLW, WCKY and WSAI—
become available to advertisers on
either the Red or Blue Network
on an optional arrangement. WLW
continues as optional to either Red
or Blue advertisers. WSAI has
been the Red outlet and WCKY
the Blue.
It was also reported that Mutual
programs
might beon made
available in Cincinnati
an optional
arrangement covering the three
stations. While no formal announcement of this was made, negotiations have been in progress
on it and it was thought likely
that the arrangement would ensue
to enable Mutual to clear time in
the Cincinnati area when WLW
is not available.
Transamerican Broadcasting &
Television Corp., sales representatives for the WLW Line, has announced discontinuance of permanent lines to WJJD-WIND, Chicago-Gary, WXYZ, Detroit, and
KWK, St. Louis. Henceforth, it
stated, only commercial programs
will be fed to these outlets. Sixteenhour service will be retained for the
original WLW Line group, comprising WLW, KQV, Pittsburgh,
WFIL, Philadelphia, and WHN,
New York, plus WBAL, Baltimore.
These stations will continue receiving the Line's sustainin as
well as commercial features. g The
reason ascribed for dropping the
sustaining service to the midwestem cities, it said, was that these
stations were broadcasting only a
few of the sustaining programs
and they did not require this service. It was felt that to continue
the heavy costs of permanent lines
was uneconomical.

and coverage imdoubtedly help. But

WXYZ

Realign

=
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Thrift Plan May Place
THRIFT & SECURITY Foundation, New York, headed by Herbert N. Fell, a non-profit philanthropic society, which has for some
time been contemplating use of radio to promote thrift, has concluded
plans for a campaign to arouse
public interest in its "automatic
savings plan".
UseNewof York,
radio will
probably
start in
and
the Foundation is now seeking the
cooperation of local stations.
• Broadcast

Advertising

Even before the Western Electric llOA Program
Amplifier was officially announced, orders
began pouring in from broadcasters. They'd
heard what we said it would do — and they
bought on faith. Now they've been using it for
some months — and some of them have written
us what it has done for them. Today you need
not take our word . . .

you

can

WINS : "marked improvement in signal
...certain dead-spots eliminated ... both
quality and volume improved."
WKBH : "signal at outer edge of service area noticeably improved ... a great
help in maintaining high program level
without over modulation."
WOR: "areas where signal was hashed
with monkey chatter now cleared considerab.3
ly. db audio increase has definitely aided in clearing this condition."
WT AG ; "no difficulty in normal operation at level 3 to 4 db higher than
previously used."
WAIM: "a very good investment . . .
has increased fidelity of signal."
WDAE: "n ormal coverage increased
25^c . . . quite possible to use 5 db of
compression without any particular
change in quality of transmission . . .
never worry any more about any conceivable sort of line surge."
WISN: "Materially aids in maintaining
higher average percentage of modulation
. . . signal boosted between 3 and 4 db."
WMBD: "better sig nal to noise ratio."

Western
Distributed by GRAYBAR
RADIO

Electric Co.

TELEPHONE
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THEIRS!

KFYR: "average modulation percentage very much higher . . . interruptions
due to high audio surges have ceased to
exist . . . stations separated 10 KC can
be tuned in without monkey chatter."
KXRO: "any station without it can
hardly be called modern . . . makes it possible to broadcast most any voice, ballyhoo or shouting without spoiling effect."
WMBH: "unsolicited reports from localities and distances never or rarely
heard from before, best prove the llOA
is really doing its stuff."
WD AY: "unsolicited reports that we
come-in much better . . . average modulation level about 3.5 db higher."
WJBO: "consider the llOA the outstanding development during the past 5
years . . . decided increase in signal . . .
practical abolition of monkey chatter."
WHAM: "no fear of distortion from
over modulation . . . will raise standards
of any station which has one."
KQW: "has improved signal about
100 ;7 . . . much favorable comment from
listeners and sponsors."

GrayBaR

Ehctric
In Canada:

Northern Electric Co., Ltd.
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CONTROI^
ROOM
JACK
SMITHSON
promoted to chief
engineer hasof been
KFVD,
Los
'Angeles, and succeeds James H.
Brown who resigned to join the NBC
Hollywood technical staff. Added to
the KFVD technical staff is Robert
Clark, formerly of KRKD, Los AnI WALTER J. SWENSON, formerly
* with Paramount Newsreel in Washgeles. ington, has resigned from WNEW,
New York, to become recording engineer for International Audio-Video
Corp., New York.
M. B. LOWE, chief engineer of
WDGY,tion to join
Minneapolis,
has left that staBendix Radio the
Corp.engineering staff of
~M00
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The Curve "A" shows
the measured resistance of a Lingo Tubular Steel Radiator,

n

■ ■

* The chart illustrated here shows
comparison of a
Lingo Tubular
Steel Radiator from
tests made by Paul
F. Godley and Dr.
George H. Brown,
' \^:^ IJQ^
well-known consultant engineers . . .
and of an actual
structural steel tower of conventional
type from test figures published in
June, 1937, issue of "Proceedings of the
Institute of Radio Engineers." Note
that the tower radiator (B) reaches a
peak of 500 OHMS, with the Lingo
Radiator (A) reaching 1200 OHMS . . .
over TWICE that value.
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varying as a function
of antenna height.
(Note tenna
that
anheight the
is given
In degrees).
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ANTENNA HEiaHT(DEOKEES)

The
Curve
similar
curve"B"foris aa
section
steel
uniform-crossguyed structural
tower now in use, and
considered up to now,
the nearest approach
to an ideal antenna

yet obtained.
These facts, based on actual tests made
by well-known antenna authorities,
prove the superior performance characteristics of Lingo Tubular Steel Radiators, and denote the sinusoidal current
distribution of an ideal straight wire,
and give proof of the extremely low
base capacity.
WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED, DETAILED FOLDER
Describes Our Lowered Costs and the 5-Year
Insurance Plan that Protects Every Lingo Vertical Tubular Steel Radiator.
JOHN E. LINGO & SON, INC.
Established 1897
CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY

A. C. TIFFANY, of WKBZ, Muskegon, Mich., is the father of a baby
boy born in November.
15-yearON, manager
NORWOOD
old
son of S. PATTERS
H. Patterson,
of KGGC, San Francisco, recently
was awarded a first-class radio operator's license, after but five months
study.
He isoperator
believed into the
be the
est licensed
West.youngR. MORRIS PIERCE, chief engineer
of WGAR, is the father of a baby
boy born Nov. 6, his third child.
HAROLD SW ANSON, engineer of
WJJD, is in a serious condition at
follow111., hospital
Libertyville,
the ing
an accident when
his motorcycle
collided with a truck Nov. 21.
PAUL KRIEGER and Paul Ernest
been added to the operatWalden
of KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash.
ing staff have
EDDIE MILLER, NBC New York
studio engineer, has been transferred
to the network's Hollywood technical
staff.
N has
BENZO
R to the
ARTHUferred
Seattle
studiobeenof transKVI,
operaremote
and
studio
as
Tacoma,
the
joined
has
McArdle
tor. Rodney
transmitter staff.
GORDON JOHNSON, former radio
Northwest Airmaintenance man for on
the control
lines, Inc., is now
staff of KSTP, St. Paul.
Los AnC. W. COMEGYS,and KFAC,
Mary Lou Stack
geles, technician,
of that city were married Nov. 13.
PHILIP WHITNEY, of Keene, N.
H., has joined the engineering staff of
WJEJ, Hagerstown, Md., as control
operator.
Fred S. Liggett
FRED

S. LIGGETT, chief engineer of WTMV, East St. Louis,
died Nov. 17 of complications following asiege of pneumonia more
than a year ago. He had gone to
Florida a few weeks ago for a rest
and succumbed at Lee Memorial
Hospital, Fort Meyers, Fla. He was
a native of Virden, 111., where he
was born in 1898. He is survived
by his
and entered
5-year-old
ter. Mr.wife
Liggett
radiodaughas a
sea-going
operator
more
thantime
15
••°ars ago. He was at one
tra.ismitter chief for KMOX, and
chief engineer of KSD, St. Louis,
and joined WTMV in 1935 as its
chief engineer.
FOLLOWING the example of the
British Empire shortwave broadcasts,
which are regularly done as recorded
repeats of BBC programs due to
time zone differentials, CBS is recording its Sunday night Headlines &
Bylines feature and repeating it next
night for Europe on W2XB's frequency of 11830 kc.
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HERE,

Grove

TOO...

Considering

Johnson
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Johns-Manville

MODERN

in design . . . construction . . . and appearance—this WWJ Auditorium Studio in Detroit,
Michigan. And typical of the complete acoustical service
provided by Johns-Manville in studios the country over!
Using J-M Acoustical Materials and Sound Isolation,
J-M Engineers assure permanent protection against faulty
acoustical conditions. Moreover, studios designed by
these men are outstanding for their attractiveness, as well
as for their assurance of high-fidelity reproduction.
Your own acoustical problems, whether in connection
with new or existing studios, will be handled effectively
and economically when you call in J-M Acoustical Engineers. Helping to design and build your studios in accordance with present-day sound-control methods developed by Johns-Manville . . . they create and safeguard
broadcasting quality. For full details, writeJohns-Manville,
22 East 40th Street, New York City.

11

Johns-Manville

SOUND -CONTROL

MATERIALS

ACOUSTICAL-ENGINEERING
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THE Oct. 1 Broadcasting reported
in this
KOAM,
station at column
Pittsburg,thatKan.,
was new
equipped
with Western Electric equipment
throughout. In the interest of accuracy, we are
glad tospeech
make amplifying
a correction.
Complete
equipment for studio and transmitter
installations were purchased by
KOAM from Collins Radio Co., Cedar
Rapids, la., and has been used since
the station was opened. This equipment includes Collins 12Q and 12L
speech input consoles, 12X remote
amplifier, 7R-2 amplifier, 19G equipment cabinet and miscellaneous accessory units.
RADIO ENGINEERING & MFG.
Co., dio
.lersey
City,has
maker
of Remco
raequipment,
issued
a bulletin
describing its new 26B transcription
playback, which is designed for advertising
radioandstations,
educa-of
tionalagencies,
institutions
producers
recordings or transcriptions.
WBRC, Birmingham, has purchased
from RCA Manufacturing Co., Camden, a .^-D
mitter.5,000-watt
together withbroadcast
speech transinput
equipment.
WJR. Detroit, has ordered a complete
new Western Electric master control
equipment at a cost of $30,000. Andrew Friedenthal, W.JR technical supervisor, who has been working on
the plans for several months, placed
the order in New York. The equipment will be placed in a new control
room early next year.
CAPITOL Radio Engineering Institute of ^yashington, has published a
new catalog titled "A Tested Plan for
a Future in Practical Radio Engineering". Copies are available on reKFEL, Denver, has installed Remler
quest.
recording equipment, under direction
of Chief Engineer Pade Veatch.
RALPH ATLASS. president of
W.J.TD, Chicago, and WIND. Gary,
has instructed his attorney to file an
application
the FCC
for permission to use with
facsimile
broadcasting
for
WIND. If application is granted the
station will be the first in the Chicago
area to get a facsimile license.
UNIVERSAL MICROPHONE Co.,
Inglewood,nouncedCal.,
of Dec.microphones
1, has anthat allas model
listed above $10 will thereafter be
manufactured with a plug instead of
connecting cable direct to the microphone. The new arrangement is a
locking plug, developed especially for
that purpose. The microphone will be
separated. The velocity and dynamic
models are at present going through
production
on theR. new
schedule,
according to James
Foueh,
president.
RADIAGB STUDIOS, Chicago, has
been appointed
midwestern
representative of Radiotone
Inc., Hollywood.
Radiotone will soon announce a complete new line of studio, portable and
home recording equipment. Leslie
NoelChicago.
Zemer heads the Radiage Studios
in
WCNW, Brooklyn, N. T., has comits new in180-foot
tower, pleted
located
nearby transmitting
Greenpoint.
On Nov. 26 the station celebrated
its 11th anniversary.
KDLR, stal ed Devils
Lake, speech
N. D.,amplifier.
has ina new Collins
It also has added a Western Electric
saltshaker mike to its studio in the
Grand Theatre. Other new equipment
recently installed included a BlawKnox shunt-excited radiator.
Digest Making Plans
LITERARY DIGEST, New York,
after Jan. 1 will test use of radio,
starting with one New York station. Detailed plans have not yet
been made by the agency, Prins &
Keifer, New York.
BROADCASTING

Rebuttals

May Sponsor Discussions of
General's NBC Comments
NEGOTIATIONS are under way
whereby Grove Laboratories Inc.,
St. Louis, may pay for the time requested by reputable groups and
individuals to discuss and refute
issues raised by General Hugh
Johnson during his regular NBC
series for Grove's Bromo Quinine.
According to Stack-Globe Adv.
Agency, New York, the possibility
of radio discussions and rebuttal
broadcasts suggested itself as a result of the nationwide publicity
attending the refusal Nov. 10 of
NBC to air the General's speech
on venereal
ing, Nov. 15].diseases [BroadcastQuestions of policy and the method of selecting worthwhile and
representative groups are being
discussed by the network, the agency and the sponsor. Whether this
type of program would open the
way to a flood of controversial
broadcasts or be a public service
with strong
listener appeal, remains to be seen.
Dr. Fishbein Speaks
Meanwhile, NBC clarified its
policy on social disease broadcasts
by having Dr. Morris Fishbein
make an address Nov. 16 on its
Blue network after he had been
introduced by Gen. Johnson who
said in
part:
"I don't
careto who
talks
about
venereal
diseases
the
radio audience so long as the subject is brought out in the open and
frankly
discussed."
was
the nervous
tension So
of keen
the NBC
staff that in presenting General
Johnson the announcer introduced
him as "Doctor Johnson."
Dr. Fishbein, editor of the Journal of the American Medical Association and a recognized authority on social diseases, spoke at
10:30 p. m. He told of experimental work on venereal diseases, of
the discovery of organisms causing
syphilis and gonorrhea, of the Wasserman test and of the introduction of salversan in treatment. Dr.
Fishbein gave credit to Dr. Thomas
Parran, Surgeon General of the
U. S. Public Health Service, for
"bringing the control of these diseases more prominently to the pubAfter the cancellation of Gen.
Johnson's
lie mind." speech, WJR, Detroit,
and WCAU, Philadelphia, CBS outlets, invited the General to deliver
his speech over their facilities.
These invitations were refused because of the General's contract to
present his series on NBC. KSO,
Des Moines, and WMT, Cedar
Rapids, wired General Johnson for
his script and asked permission to
have their newscaster read the
speech.
permission
was granted andThis
Benedict
Hardman,
news
editor of the Iowa Broadcasting
System, read the speech on these
stations Nov. 15. According to
IBS, many letters of commendation
were received and the speech had a
large audience appeal.
Chevrolet Increases
CHEVROLET MOTOR Co., Detroit, on Dec. 6 renews Musical
Moments, WBS transcriptions, for
13 weeks, and will increase its station list to 350, an increase of
about 85 stations. Campbell-Ewald
Co., Detroit, is the agency.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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New

FCC

Considers

Policies

Cases
Newspaper-Radio
In Two
Hears Arguments on Kansas City Star Application
For WREN and Transfer of Station in Oregon
ating such properties.
THE FIRST of a series of more
fact that Paul M. Segal and
than a dozen pending cases involv- A. The
W.
Scharf
eld were asked to file a
existof
ing newspaper acquisitions
brief
by
Dec.
15 on the WREN
ing broadcasting stations was presented to the reorganized FCC
sale and that Ben S. Fisher, counsel for KOOS, was asked to file a
Nov. 18 in oral arguments involving the proposed purchase for memorandum covering his views on
the
factors which should be taken
$295,000 of WREN, Lawrence,
Kan., by the Kansas City Star, into account in considering newspaper acquisition of stations, was
which operates WDAF.
In a second case, that of acquisi- viewed as particularly significant
and pointing to the desire of the
tion of Station KOOS, Marshfield,
Ore., by Sheldon Sackett, publisher newly-constituted Commission to
lay down policies on those subof the Coos Bay Times of Marshfield and the News of Eugene, Ore.,
The cases were heard by five
and copublisher of the Statesman
jects.
of Salem, Ore., members of the members of the seven-man CommisFCC likewise showed considerable
sion in the first day's oral argument
interest in both the purchase price before that agency since its reorganization Nov. 15 under which the
and newspaper acquisition of the
only radio station in the city. The division form of regulation was
Commissioner Sykes, forpurchase price was $14,000 but the abolished.
mer chairman of the Broadcast
examiner found that the equipment
Division, presided at the request
of the station had only an esti- of
Chairman McNinch, who was
mated $5,000 replacement value.
In both newspaper acquisition present, however. Also present were
cases, the nature of questioning by Commissioners Brown, Case and
Walker. Altogether, oral arguments
FCC members indicated that some
on five separate cases were heard,
policy might be evolved on both
with
the most important involvnewspaper ownership and transing the WREN sale on which
fers of stations. It has been conExaminer
Hill had recommended
tended that the FCC does not have
denial on grounds that it would be
any control over the purchase price "a step" toward monopoly.
of stations. Consequently, on that
Precedents Are Cited
score the FCC may undertake to
determine whether or not it does
Deep interest in that issue was
have such jurisdiction and if it evinced by Messrs. McNinch and
concludes that it does, what for- Walker, the latter participating in
his first regular broadcast case, and
mula it proposes to adopt in evalu-

REPRESENTATIVE
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Oh, Mr. Gehrig!

Chicago Herald-Examiner.
"/ forget the name of the cereal —
but it was awfully good!"
counsel for WREN and for WDAF
were plied with questions.
The issue is a live one, in the
light of legislation proposing complete separation of newspapers
from radio station ownership, now
pending in the House, and because
the FCC under the McNinch chairmanship is making a thorough investigation of this whole subject
due to Administration and general
interest in it from the purported
monopoly standpoint.
Numerous precedents for acquisition of second stations in the
same area were cited during the
oral arguments of Mr. Segal, coun-

sel for WREN, and Mr. Scharfeld, counsel for the Kansas
City Star. The latter pointed out
that the FCC during the last year
had granted a half-dozen transfers
to present station owners in the
same locality with no question of
monopoly raised, and he held that
the monopoly question was not a
part of the testimony in the formal
hearing and therefore could not be
made a part ofommendation
theunderexaminer's
recthe FCC regulations precluding
an examiner
from establishing
policy.
It was pointed out that there are
now seven stations in the Kansas
City metropolitan area and that
acquisition of WREN by the interests operating
WDAF would not
constitute
a monopoly.
Prefacing his question with the
statement that he was not familiar
with the precedents and procedure,
Chairman McNinch inquired as to
the best evidence that the transfer
of WREN would serve public interest. He said this point should
be cleared before the matter of
monopoly was even considered,
since the law prescribes that the
FCC must regulate broadcasting
in such manner as to assure itself
that the proposed operation will
serve public interest, convenience
and necessity. He said the Commission, in this instance, could not
take into account the fact that
WREN might profit from the sale.
Answering this point, Mr.
Scharfeld stressed the present high
quality of WDAF programs and
of the promise in the record that
if the transfer were approved, the
Kansas City Star would place all
of its resources behind the station
in an effort to give maximum public service.
Commissioner Walker frequently
(Continued on Page 3^)

THOMAS
PATRICK
INCORPORATED
HOTEL CHASE
- ST. LOUIS. MO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
PAUL H, RAYMER CO.
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WKY

DELIVERS

BIGGEST

ADVERTISERS

AUDIENCE

BEST-BUYING

OKLflHOmRCITYS
APPROVED BY THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF LAUNDERING •
!Tovember 17, 1937
I.:r. M. H. Bonebroke, ndv. i«Igr.,
Radio Station
"KY,
Skirvia
Tower Hotel,
Oklshoraa City, Okla.
Itty Dear Mr. Bonebrake:
During the past two years our Approved Laundries programs
over TTCY have attracted national attention. /Imost every
weak we receive letters from radio stations and laundries
ell over the country regarding the effectiveness of our
radio advertising.
We feel, of course, than an important factor in the success
of our prot:rams has been our continuous effort to put on
interesting shows. But a show without an audience would be
ato flop,
are glad todaytime
give full
credit to VKY's ability
deliverso we
a tremendous
audience.
Daytime programs have proved both T)roductive and economical
for us. For two consecutive years we have had one or more
daytime programs running on WKY and we have never failed to
get results. This record speaks for itself.
Just as housewives
of Oklahoma
haveprograms,
"approved"so our
Approved
Laundry service
and ourCity
radio
do we

OF

THE

OKLAHOMA'S

LISTENERS!

• Modern, efficient facilities enable WKY to provide satisfactory daytime reception in more Oklahoma homes than any other station. The aggregate
attractiveness of its programs makes WKY the topheavy favorite wherever it is heard. Added together,
these give WKY "ownership" of Oklahoma's biggest
audience of active, practical housewives . . . radio's
best-buying listeners.
Best able to approve this statement (and ready
and willing to talk) are the WKY advertisers who
day by day see and feel the power of WKY stimulate sales . . . steadily, economically and surely.
Typical is the statement at the left. Significant is
the fact that every-day WKY results have "attracted
national attention" and interest.
On its production record, WKY

is the first buy

in Oklahoma . . . ranks high in the "must" list of the
country's best-selling stations.

"approve" ^nCY's daytime audience, 'it delivers the goods.
Sincerely yours,
OKLAHOMA CITY'S APPROVSD LAUMDRIiS
BB:fs

Ben Earnett, President

AFFILIATED IN MANAGEMENT WITH THE OKLAHOMAN,
OKLAHOMA CITY TIMES AND THE FARMER-STOCKMAN
Represenfafive — E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY

Newspaper -Radio Cases
(Continued from Page 32)
inquired as to the "public advanthat would He
accrue
a result
of the tage"transfer.
askedas whether
it was the intention of the Star
to "junk" WREN and thereby eliminate acompetitor in the Kansas
City area. Mr. Scharfeld disclaimed
any such intention, pointing out
that the $300,000 purchase price indicated the serious intentions of
the proposed purchaser to continue
operation of the station. He pointed
out also that even with the acquisition, there would be five other competitive stations in the Kansas
City area.
Finally, it was pointed out that
the FCC has never denied an application either because of newspaper ownership or because of multiple ownership. Thus, Mr. Scharfeld contended, if two stations out
of seven in a metropolitan area
can be adjudged a monopoly, then
such monopolies exist all over the
country.
WREN and WDAF counsel were
given until Dec. 15 to file a brief
on the transfer. The decision is regarded as of great importance
since it will constitute the first expression of the reorganized FCC
— under the chairmanship of Mr.
McNinch and with a second new
commissioner, T. A. M. Craven
participating — on the formulation
of policy regarding newspaper
ownership and acquisition of stations.

/~~yROM January 1st to and including No^ vember 14th, station KDYL participated
in no less than 28 events of community interest.
At every event except two, the broadcast was
exclusive over KDYL.
That's an example of the audience-building,
goodwill-building service which has won leadership for KDYL as the popular station.
Alert advertisers are quiek to recognize the advantages of such popularity in the most important market between Denver and the Pacific
Coast.

KDYl

Ofv

SALT LAKE

CITY

9l.B.a

Station

Nationally Represented by
JOHN
NEW YORK

BLAIR

CHICAGO

& COMPANY
DETROIT

LOS ANGELES
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SAN FRANCISCO

During Mr. Segal's argument,
Chairman McNinch inquired
whether the pui'chase price on
WREN did not represent a "capiof the station's
He said ittalizationwas
not clear license."
to him
that the Commission could shut
its eyes to the price and that he
desired to know what the station
has to sell in addition to its license.
His assertion that the mere desire
of two parties to buy and sell could
not be construed as sufficient basis
to warrant approval, indicated
that in the future stations must
make an affirmative showing that
improvement of service will result
from transfers of licenses.
Mr. Fisher made a strong plea
on newspaper ownership, pointing out that in no few instances
newspapers pioneered commercial
broadcasting. In a market the size
of Marshfield, he said, economic injury could I'esult if the two separate advertising media were under separate ownership. He contended further that those who are
fostering separation of newspapers
from station ownership do not understand the factors involved and
the elements that unite to make
for improved public service.
Sterling in Canada
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Phillips Milk of Magnesia,
Dr. Lyons' toothpowder) , on Nov.
22 started a Canadian sales campaign using 11 stations. Contracts
are for five quarter-hours weekly,
52 weeks, placed through Weed &
Co. Program is the RCA transcription version of Stella Dallas, now
heard on WEAF, New York, for
Tetley tea, and on WJR, Detroit,
for Calaspirin. Agency is BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., New York.
Canadian stations are CKWX
CJAT CFAC CKY CFCF CJKL
CFCY CFRB CHNS CKCO CHSJ.
BROADCASTING

Transamerican

Appoints

Bill Ray to Be Manager
Of West Coast Activity
WILLIAM (Bill)
RAY, for the past
18 months
production manager
of KFWB, Hollywood, has been
made western
manager
of
Transamerican
Broadcasting
&
Mr. Ray
Television Corp.,
theJohn
appointment
being announced by
L. Clark,
president, on Nov. 20, on his departure from that city for New
York, his headquarters.
Ray has been with KFWB 13
years and became production manager when Harry Maizlish took
over management. Ray stated
Transamerican production activities wall be centered in Hollywood.
He will make his headquarters on
the Warner Bros. Sunset Blvd. lot
in that city. An extensive production organization is being set up
with the assistance of Don Becker,
production manager, who will divide
his time between New York and
Hollywood in the future. A San
Francisco office will also be established. KFWB and Transamerican
are subsidiaries of Warner Bros.
With Ray's promotion. Manning
Ostroff, producer, was elevated to
production manager of KFWB and
Robert Kennett brought in as his
assistant. Kennett was formerly
production
manager of WLW, Cincinnati.
Following affiliation with the
California Radio System, production at KFWB is also being increased and a heavy schedule of
network programs is to originate
from there. Network includes 7
California stations, KFWB, KMJ,
KWG, KERN, KFWB, KFOX, and
KYA. Transamerican represents
the network nationally.
CBS Asks Reargument
In Plea to Buy KSFO
REARGUMENT of the proposal
of CBS to acquire KSFO, San
Francisco, through a long-term
lease, was requested by the network
in a petition filed with the FCC
Nov. 17.suantThe
was filed purto thepetition
announcement
last
month, coincident with the reorganization of that agency, that
cases still undecided but which had
been argued before any division,
would be reheard by the newly constituted Commission.
Oral arguments on the KSFOCBS application were heard last
summer but the Broadcast Division
did not render its opinion prior to
its dissolution Nov. 15. The proposal was for lease on a five-year
basis with options to renew for
succeeding five-year periods. Examiner R. H. Hyde recommended denial of the transfer, which proposed that CBS pay to KSFO a
rental of $25,000 a year plus an
amount equal to one-seventh of the
gross annual income in excess of
$175,000.
THOUGH MANY STATIONS have
been receiving literature from Radio
Bands Inc., 180 N. Wacker Drive,
Chicago, a Broadcasting reporter
was unable to contact any such firm
at the address. The firm had been
writing stations regarding a new
transcription library service.
• Broadcast
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It takes a well-stocked platter to see the family through a holiday
dinner without skimping. And the only way to get a full measure
of coverage in the Connecticut-Southern New England market is
to use the station that's right for the job — WTIC.
WTIC

does a thorough job of reaching all of Connecticut, and

to government figures: 15% more spendable income than the
national average, 23% more retail sales — and 50% more food
sales per capita.
As for their listening habits, Ross Federal's carefully chosen sample
shows that at any given time 60.72% of these prosperous people

big slices of Western Massachusetts, Eastern New York as well as

can be expected to tune in WTIC

Vermont and New Hampshire. About 4,000,000 people are included

next most popular station. You will find, as other national

in WTIC's primary and secondary coverage areas. As prospects
for most anything you have to sell, they rank like this, according

advertisers have, that this 149% greater coverage in the Hartford
market makes WTIC a paying proposition.

compared to 24.37% for the

Write today for our netv 32 page brochure giving full details on the Ross Federal Survey and facts about the
WTIC billion dollar market.

5 0,000
WT

C
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CONN.

Member NBC Red Network and Yankee Network

Paul W. Morency, General Manager
National Representatives:

WATTS

James F. Clancy, Business Manager

Weed & Co.
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WMC, Memphis, has a stunt broadcast conforming to station policy of
making stunt shows educational as
well as unique. A 45-minute broadcast
was made from a Federal Barge Line
steamer Sf. Louis captained by Emory
Johnson. The portable shortwave
transmitter was taken down the river
by motor launch and transferred to
the St. Louis about ten miles downstream. When boat was nearing Memphis,
put onscene
a "pilot-house"
interview,announcer
describing
and interviewing pilot, captain, and the members of the crew. Highlight of broadcast was the sing-song chanting by relay man reporting readings as the
channel was sounded.
KRLD, Dallas, has started a monthly
Singing Convention of the Air. catering to the public liking for old-time
singing. Some 1,400 attended the initial presentation Nov. 10. 11 to midnight, although a small charge was
made for admission.
TO PRESENT a condensed, fasterpaced version, the veteran NBC West
Coast
Wornan's
of
the Airprogram
was recently
cut Magazine
from 60 to
30 minutes daily except Saturdav and
Sunday. The show, of which Benny
Walker is the master of ceremonies, is
a participating broadcast.
KSFO. CBS outlet in San Erancisco,
has adopted a 1 a. m. .sign-off to accom odate a new sponsored midnight
variety show Hour of Romance sponsored by Milens, Oakland jewelers.
The broadcast, written and produced
by Bob Garred, features recordings
and is heard seven nights a week from
midnight to 1 a. m.
WEW, St. Louis, furnishes a standard
tone atstudents.
3 :u9 p. m. each weekday for"A" music
DEBATES direct from Senior High
School are being broadcast by WBIG,
Greensboro, N. C. A recent
debate
from a class in French
deluge of calls from listeners.brought a
WINS, New York, started Cowboy
Tom's Roundup
Nov.children
22, a Western
thriller
designed for
but emphasizing comedy rather than blood
and thunder. The daily program, long
a popular feature on WINS, returns
to the air after an absence of three
years.
NBC began its third season of broadcasts called Music Is My Hobby Nov.
15 on the Blue network by presenting
a New York tax lawyer, whose hobby
IS playing the piano. Designed to
prove that many laymen have developed their musical hobbies to a
near professional degree, the program
has a large listener response,
according to NBC.
A SERIES of programs on child
care, presented under Government
auspices and featuring Miss Katharine Lenroot, chief of the Children's
Bureau, U. S. Department of Labor,
will be broadcast on NBC-Blue each
Saturday morning, starting Dec. 4.
Practical hints and expert advice
will
be offered to parents by Miss Lenroot
and a number of guest speakers.
TO ACQUAINT parents of school
children with the extra curricular activities of the Philadelphia schools,
WDAS is presenting a series of weekly programs in conjunction with the
local board of education. Pupils of
senior and junior high schools are
heard with orchestras, choral groups,
and student commentators explaining
their various activities, and displaying their accomplishments.
KMBC, Kansas City, has set up a
news studio for Erie H. Smith, news
editor, working with Charles E. Logan,
head of the newly-established Kansas
City bureau of Transradio Press Service.
GOV. BIBB GRAVES, of Alabama,
is giving a series of fireside talks on
WAPI, WSGN, WSFA, WALA,
WJBY, WBHP.

BROADCASTING

KVOX,Moorhead,

Minn.

Has Thanksgiving

Debut

WITH Manny
Marget
as man\
ager and commer^^^Bk_
|i cial manager, the
100
new KVOX,
^|PPI| { watts
night and
250 day on 1310
kc, went on the
^ air at Mooi'head,
Minn., on Thanksgiving Day state
with
Mr. Marget prominent
and local officials and business men
participating in the inauguration
ceremonies. The station is owned
by Robert K. Herbst, owner of the
leading department store in Fargo, N. D., which is across the river
from Moorhead. It uses a Western
Electric transmitter with RCA
speech input and a 179-foot BlawKnox radiator. The WBS transcription library has been ordered.
Mr. Marget formerly was with
WDAY, Fargo, and KXBY, Kansas City. Robert Schulz, formerly
with WMIN, St. Paul, is chief engineer, with Alfred Mokonnen and
Willard G. Hartho as operators. E.
Durand Hasen and Emery Putnam
are announcers and Beatrice
Grundfor is head of the office staff.
-^^mm^^
^Bji^^N.

WTMJ, Milwaukee, originated an
NBC-Blue program Dec. 1 about 360
feet below Lake Michigan 25 miles
north northeast of Milwaukee. Max
Gene Nohl, co-inventor of a new type
of diving suit attempted to break the
previous record of 307 feet which was
.set during
attempt to
rescue survivors of a ansubmarine
disaster.
WHIP, Hammond, Ind., has worked
out an agreement with the Warner
Bros, theatres of Chicago whereby
the station will get publicity in all
southside (Chicago) theatres. Warner
Bros. wUl sponsor a quarter-hour period at 1 p. m. daily except Sunday.
WINS, Hearst station in New York,
is now affiliated with the New York
Mirror, a Hearst publication, and
broadcasts four daily quarter-hour programs sponsored by the paper. These
features are Mr. d Mrs. Reader, a
morning news program in dialogue
form, a domestic science program feaMirror's
expert,
Prudenceturing thePenny
; a culinary
late afternoon
sports review and the Olobe Trotter
news summary in the early evening.
Station's call is now announced as
"WINS, Voice
of the
Previously,
WINS
wasDaily
the Mirror."
voice of
the Netc York American, Hearst
KEHE,
Los Angeles, to inaugurate
paper.
the House of MacGregor, dramatic
transcription serial, staged a typical
Hollywood premiere with Kleig lights
and the usual fan-fare, on Nov. 15.
Following a man-on-the-street broadcast, during which many celebrities
attending the festivities gave curbstone
interviews, the cast of the transcription serial presented a live episode of
the serial to a studio audience. Howard Esary, KEHE program director
presided as master-of-ceremonies and
there were brief addresses by Murray
Grabhorn, KEHE manager ; C. P.
MacGregor, Hollywood producer of the
transcription serial, and by the author,
Dr. Kimball Sant, who also introduced members of the cast.
FOLLOWING an annual custom, and
for the protection of California and
Arizona citrus fruit growers KNX,
Hollywood, is again broadcasting
nightly detailed weather reports and
frost warnings, the information being supplied by Floyd Young, meteorologist at Pomona, Cal. More than
50.000 families in the Los Angeles
area alone depend upon the $100,000,000 citrus industry for their livelihood.
KFRO, Longview, Tex., has started a
drive for old toys to be distributed at
Christmas.
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WFBL
FIRST with the News

of the OLEY,

& GEARY

CROWLEY

CAPTURE

FIRST with the news of the capture of the three jail-breaking O'Connell kidnapers! FIRST with the air interviews
giving the personal story of the kidnaped keeper, plus interviews with police ofl&cers, the tip-off men and others close
to the scene of the capture. And FIRST with the running
story of the hunt . . . with original reporting . . . with INS
reports . . . and with all-night communication flashes to
New York State Police: As usual, WFBL gave its listeners
the most complete story — and gave it FIRST. Here is the
thrilling record:
XOV. 16 (3:10 A.M.) — Convicts Oley, Crowley
and Geary escaped from the Onondaga Penitentiary,
forcing Keeper Hayes to accompany them:
the
(7:00
escape.
A.M.) —WFBL flashes news of
(11:15P.M.)
— Keeper
viewed over WFBL.

Hayes inter-

N^OV. lO (in the evening) — Henry King kidnaped
by escaped convicts, who forced him to feed them at
his home.
I^OV. 17 (2:55 P. M.)— Oley and Crowley captured in a rooming house by City Policemen Robert
Holland and Harold Kelley — result of a tip-ofi by
Ivan Whitford:
(2:591^ P. M.)— WFBL flashes news of
capture.
(4:00 P.M.) — Miss Norma Gray, who
lived in the rooming house, and Mr. and
Mrs. Henry King, the unwilling hosts of
the kidnapers on the previous night, interviewed over WFBL.
(5:00P.M.)— Policemen Holland and
Kelley, who made the capture, interviewed over WFBL.
(6:25 P. M.) — WFBL flashes exclusive
story that District Attorney Martin will
call a special grand jury investigation.
(7 :30 P. M.)— WFBL requested by State
Police to act as communication center for
State Police cars. WFBL remains on the
air all night to render this service.
NOV. 18 (10 A.M.) —Tip-off man Ivan Whitford
(just released by police) and his wife are interviewed by WFBL.
NOV. 18 (2:50 P.M.)— Oley and Crowley leave
for Albany jail.
(2:53 P.M.) —WFBL flashes news of
Oley and Crowley departure.
NOV. 18 (4:35 P.M.)— Geary captured by City
Policeman Thomas Lewis and tip-off man Casper
Mirra.
(5:15 P. M.) — Policeman Thomas Lewis
and tip-off man Casper Mirra interviewed
WFBL.
NOV. 19 by
(5:30
P.M.)— WFBL sums up the entire case by personal interviews with Lieut. Dillon of
State Police; Sheriff Auer, First Deputy Sheriff
Schmidt; Captain Humphreys of Syracuse Detective
Bureau, Captain Arnold of Radio Division, Syracuse
Police; and Detective Sergeant Casey.
• FIRST with the News
• FIRST with Listeners
•
WFBL

IN

FIRST

with Advertisers
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G-E Soon to Complete
Pacific Shortwave Unit
THE first international shortwave
station to be located West of the
Mississippi will be completed and
ready for operation late next year,
according to Chester H. Lang, General Electric broadcast manager in
Schenectady. The FCC Broadcast
Division last month authorized GE
to build the station at Belmont,
Cal. and operate it on the two international frequencies — 9530 and
15330 kc— with 20,000 watts.
Mr. Lang said the station should
send American programs to parts
of the world that receive practically none of this service from this
country now. Specially designed directional antennas will be employed, with the beams directed to
the Far East and to South America. Programs will consist of features offered by NBC as well as
many other programs designed especially for shortwave. Programs
will be designed for evening reception in Manila and Tokyo, afternoon reception in Shangai and Calcutta, and night reception in Sydney, Australia.

Ohio

BEHIND NEWS — Iowa Broadcasting System took the microphone into
the Des Moines Register & Tribune conference room to catch a session
on news and features in the making. Around the table (1 to r) are J. S.
Russell, farm editor; Kenneth MacDonald, asst. managing editor; Ken
Brown, Iowa Network special events chief; Ken Clayton, Sunday feature
editor; Sec Taylor, sports editor. In background are Engineer Bob Chadwick of IBS, and King Park and Hallie Podrebarac, promotion staff.
Overhaul Placing
OVERHAUL SALES Co. of Michigan, Detroit, has appointed Brace
Beemer Inc., Detroit, as advertising agency. Spot announcements
have already been started on several Michigan stations and other
stations are to be added. J. R. Edsall is account executive.

Casco to Test Radio
CASEIN Co. of America, New
York (Casco glue), is planning to
use radio for the first time. Plans,
though still in the formative stage,
will probably take the form of test
programs on several stations in the
East. Agency is Ferry-Hanly Adv.
Co., New York.
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Group

Urges

Recognition
Plan
Industry Problems Taken Up
At Recent Statewide Session
PROBLEMS confronting the broadcasting industry and steps thatshould be taken to combat them
were discussed at the meeting of
the Ohio Broadcasters Association
in Columbus Nov. 12-13. J. Harolderal
Ryan,manager
vice-president
genof WSPD, andToledo,
was elected president succeeding
John F. Patt. Warren Williamson,vatedWKBN,
was eleto the Youngstown,
first vice-presidency
from the secretary-treasurership
and C. R. Thompson, WOOL, Cosurer. lumbus, was elected secretary-treaThe meeting,
since the ones-a
tablishment ofthefirst
Association
permanent basis, was presided over
by Mr. Patt. During the last two
years the organization has been
a voluntary
one and was incorporated last February.
Legislative Activity
The group continued the employment of P. R. Gingher as legislative representative. He also represents the Ohio Newspaper Association. Itwas developed that as
a result of his work, several bills
regarded as unfair to broadcasters
were effectively killed at the last
session of the Ohio State Legislature. Among these were measures
requiring vertised
thetraderegistration
of all admarks; a measure
to
require all Ohio stations to pay
a 10% franchise tax and a bill
proposed by the Musicians Union
which would have prevented union
musicians playing at the Ohio
State institutions from going on
the air.
After explanation by Mr. Patt
of the Cleveland Media Group Plan
for Agency Recognition, Cleveland
broadcasters recommended that the
plan be adopted as a state measure with the hope that it eventualget national
H.ly might
M. Melvin
of therecognition.
Ohio Bell
Telephone Co. explained new telephone charges which have recently
gone into effect throughout the
state. Mr. Melvin further promised
to assist the executive committee
in drawing up a schedule of rates
covering line costs within the state
boundaries. This will further be
broadened to revise existing costs
for combination or network station groups in Ohio.
R. C.orary
Higgy,
of the
WOSU,
an honmember of
Association,
reported on educational programs
not in effect throughout the state.
These programs have been originated
the Department
of Education ofbyOhio
State University
and
are being broadcast by many stations throughout the state.
Edward J. Fitzgerald of the NAB
Bureau of Copyrights spoke on the
public domain library and the work
of the bureau.
library was half
auditioned and The
an additional
dozen attending
broadcasters subscribed to the service.
Lists of committees were set up
with Columbus broadcasters in
charge of legislation, with Cleveland and Cincinnati operators composing the commercial committee.
Mr. Gingher, legislative representative, has established a permanent
office at 33 High Street, Columbus,
in charge of Miss Marie Polk. The
new executive committee was requested to meet at least three times
during
theMr.coming
year in Columbus with
Gingher.
• Broadcast
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and place your radio advertising on KLZ to get maximum
sales intensity in the Denver-Rocky Mountain region.
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The ^Radio Family'
THERE are all sorts of ways by which those
in radio can help radio to help itself. Radio
■manufacturers, for example, should be among
the most important advertisers, and we delight in noting that they are improving in
that respect. And broadcasters should do
everything they can to help manufacturers
and their local dealers in selling receiving
sets. In so doing, they assist in increasing
their own audience and "circulation," which
in turn helps them do a more comprehensive
job for their clients.
At this season a golden opportunity presents
itself for this sort of cooperation. The Yuletide
is approaching. People everywhere are in a
Christmas-buying mood. A modern radio receiver makes an ideal Christmas gift. And
people want ideas.
Thus we think the broadcasters, even though
there isn't any immediate direct return, should
help their local dealers and the manufacturers
in the Christmas campaigns, both in the spirit
of goodwill and of good business. We suggest
that stations, in their free spot time from now
until Christmas, without mentioning tradenames, of course, gratuitously intersperse such
spots as: "Buy her that new set for Christmas", or "A worthwhile gift for the entire
family is a modern high fidelity receiver that
transforms your living room into a veritable
broadcasting studio." Put your continuity people on it and give your business partner a lift.
And the dealer, in reciprocation, might well
urge the manufacturer with whom he does
^business to concentrate on local spot campaigns in cooperative dealer efforts. It's a
natural with the right sort of spirit behind it.
Jitters
DEPRESSION failed to stay the rising
curves of broadcasting, and we don't expect
the current business recession to do more
than flatten them out somewhat. We base
this observation on reports from stations
large and small which, vdth a few exceptions, state that business is still good though
some accounts seem to be getting a little jittery
.along with the business community as a whole.
Newspaper linage is dropping as advertisers
■curtail their budgets, but few of the advertisers holding franchises to select periods on
the air want to give up those franchises —
not only because of "preferred positions" they
■enjoy and audience followings they have develPage 42 • December
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oped but because their radio advertising pulls.
It is because we have a profound belief in the
continued pulling power of radio that we are
convinced radio will suffer only slightly by the
current recession, and really stands to gain as
political efforts are exerted to halt that recession.
With L. D. H. Weld, research director of
McCann-Erickson Inc., we agree entirely when
he tells a New York Times interviewer that
some companies could do better by maintaining their advertising during periods of business recession, and points to the successful
experience of drug companies during the last
depression in maintaining sales volume by
maintaining advertising schedules. In times
of declining sales — advertise. That ought to
be an industrial axiom and that business, particularly ifit is in a highly competitive field,
will survive best which trumpets its story
loudest.
Facsimile

Future

LAST June FCC Commissioner E. O. Sykes
made a plea to the assembled broadcasters attending the NAB Convention in Chicago that
they do something about facsimile broadcasting. The Commission, in changing its rules,
had opened the way for experimentation of
"still picture" transmission on regular broadcast frequencies and was anxious to learn to
what degree public demand existed for such a
service and whether it would likely become a
medium of mass dissemination of record information comparable- to aural broadcasting.
Heeding this plea, four stations already
are maintaining experimental facsimile operations. Another half-dozen applications are
pending and probably will be approved. In addition five other stations — even before Judge
Sykes' plea — had engaged in facsimile transmission on the ultra-high frequencies, whereas
these new licensees and applicants are authorized to carry on with their regular transmitters on their regularly assigned channels, but
only from midnight to 6 a. m.
Whether facsimile is headed as a medium of
public service, it is not possible to foretell.
Less glamorous than its visual radio associate
— television — it is nevertheless much further
advanced technically. In commercial pursuits
in the point-to-point field, facsimile today is
being used advantageously for the transmission
of weather maps, photographs and other "record" type communications.
There are many who believe that facsimile

RADIO

BOOK

SHOP

THE RISE and decline of educationally-owned
broadcasting stations in the United States is
traced in full detail in Education's Own Stations by S. E. Frost Jr., an associate of the
National Advisory Council on Radio in Education, just published by the University of
Chicago Press ($4). The 481-page volume lists
168 educational institutions that have held 202
broadcast licenses between 1921 and 1936
pointing out that as of January 1, 1937, there
were only 38 left [The Broadcasting 1937
Yearbook lists only 37, of which 12 are operated commercially, and also 14 more that are
church-owned; the 38th is Lincoln Memorial
University which holds a CP for a new local,
not yet built]. News to radio people of today
will probably be the fact that such institutions
as Emmanuel Missionary College, Boise school
district, Graceland College, Omaha Central
High School and others equally obscure once
held radio licenses. The author devotes a chapter to each of the former and present license
holders and in factual manner tells why it
still is or is not on the air. For the most part
lack of revenues is attributed by the sources
of the chapter data for the failure to keep
going.
HOW lightning menaces broadcast transmitters, and what to do about it, are explained by
J. E. Young, RCA engineer, in an illustrated
article in the November Broadcast News,
house organ of the transmitter sales division
of RCA Mfg. Co. The same issue carries an
article on the "Human Side of Marconi" based
on reminiscences by the veteran wireless men,
John Cowden, Harold Beverage, Paul Godley
and H. E. Hallborg.
UNDER the title School Broadcasting in
Great Britain (University of Chicago Press,
$1), Lester Ward Parker reviews results of
a survey made in that country. The author
suggests that school broadcasting be made an
integral part of public education, if it is to
develop, and that education authorities give
it their sanction and support.
will not enjoy any practical application as an
adjunct to broadcast service, and that it will
be outstripped by television. There are others
who take a diametrically opposite view. The
economics involved are substantial.
But first, technical feasibility must be ascertained and listener acceptance checked.
That is what these pioneering applicants for
licenses to experiment propose to do. They will
invest substantial sums in experimental equipment, and retain engineering specialists to
supervise the work. And the "program material", whether news reports or other photoand "edited"
must be prepared
matter, requires
— all of graphic
which
man-power and overhead. Systematic technical studies as well as
"listener surveys" must be undertaken and reports submitted to the FCC.
Experimentation of this sort is healthy. And
it is the obligation of present-day broadcasters, many of whom pioneered the way in the
aural field, to break this new ground. They
are doing it even though there are no immediate prospects of pecuniary return, which is as
it should be.
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HAROLD EVERETT SMITH
SOME DAY when broadcasters de- In 1925 the station was moved to
cide to stage a contest to determine
Peekskill, and
the most versatile man in radio, his homean town,
increase to 500 watts.
Harold Everett Smith, general granted
But Harold Smith was notofsatismanager of WOKO and WABY,
still
fied. He saw possibilities
Albany, will get our vote. Violin- better service and in 1931 moved
ist, painter, aviator, draftsman,
WOKO again, this time to Albany.
In the state capital he shared time
"ham" vision
operator,
pioneer
in teleand station
owner,
Mr. with
WHEC, Rochester, until a
Smith does many things — and does change in frequency permitted fullthem all well.
time operation and another power
As a violinist, he was concertit to 1,000 watts day
grant500upped
meister of the famed Hippodrome
and
watts night.
in New York. As a portrait and
In 1934 Mr. Smith bought
landscape painter, his work has WGLC, located at Hudson Falls,
been on exhibition- at the Art
to his "betstill true
and, ideal,
League. As an aviator, he has per- N. Y.,
ter service"
arranged its resonally owned three planes and
moval to Albany. Today the two
piloted them all. As a draftsman
Harold Smith's diunder
stations rection
he designed the WOKO transmitemploy about 45 persons
ter building and planned the and are housed in studios of exWOKO and WABY studios. As a
beauty. The studios
ham operator he invaded the air themselves,ceptional
decorated with light
with call letters 21 M as early as fanciful murals, are a reflection of
1916. As a pioneer in television, his artistic talents.
he maintained an experimental telDuring the years since Harold
evision station on Mount Beacon 12 Smith's
advent into radio he has
years ago. And as a station owner
found time to fly. He piloted his
he "nursed" a 10-watter into a own planes but recently hit a snag
prominent 1,000-watt network out- that has dampened his aviation arlet, and added another station for
dor temporarily. It happened last
good measure.
July when a fellow aviator was
Harold Smith is a local boy who flying the low-wing cabin job that
made good, and then returned for Harold Smith had taken from the
a time to prove he could do it factory only three days before.
again in his home town. He was
With Smith as a passenger, everybom Oct. 11, 1891, at Peekskill,
one was happy until one of the
N. Y., where his parents still re- wings touched the tip of one of the
side. His early education was en- tall pines that line the slopes of
riched with lessons in the arts, and the Helderberg Mountains. The
he displayed unusual talent as a plane went into a spin, and when
violinist and painter. Thus, when
Smith came to he found that he
he left Peekskill as a youth it was had sustained some severe scalp
to become a musician on Broadabrasions and an ankle fractured
way. When the World War was
in three places. For months he
declared he joined the Army, be- had to visit the doctor thrice weekcame a regimental radio sergeant
ly and carry
cane.a cockpit
He saysagain.
he's
and went through the Army radio anxious
to get a into
school. After the Armistice he reAs a station operator, he is a
turned to his first love, music, and
prolific
who doesn't
hesitate toidea
put man
his ideas
into action.
became
meister. the Hippodrome's concertBut he never lost his interest in He thinks rapidly and acts nromntIn anpearance, he is of middleradio, and when in 1924 he found ly.
height, full-faced, stocky. His hair,
it possible to purchase WOKO,
brushed pompadour-style, is grey
then a 10-watter on Dykeman St. tineed and receding at the temples.
in New York City, he jumped at
Several years ago he married
the chance. At the time the trans- Helen Frances Schoolderfer, Garmitting equipment of the station
rison, N. Y. They have one child,
was mounted on a breadboard, and
Harold Everett Smith Jr., born
the rest of the equipment was in March 17, 1937. The Smiths bekeeping. Before long he succeeded
lieve in enjoying life. In addition
in increasing its power to 50 watts. to their beautiful residence in AlBROADCASTING
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NOTES

HARRY A. WOODMAN, associated
with NBC since its inception in 1926
and for the past three years manager
of KDKA, Pittsburgh, has returned to
the network's New York headquarters
in theWoodward
station's entered
relationsin department.
Mr.
radio as a
sales and station contact man for
WEAF, New York, in 1925, and when
NBC was formed the following year,
he became traffic manager of the new
network, holding that position until he
was sent to Pittsburgh. Since leaving
KDKA he has been on an extended
vacation.
SAMUEL R. ROSENBAUM, president of WFIL, and prominent Philadelphia businessman, has been reappointed by Gov. George H. Earle to
another term on the Pennsylvania
State Banking Board, to which he
was first named in 193.5. Mr. Rosenbaum is also vice-president of the
Philadelphia Orchestra.
BENEDICT GIMBEL Jr., president
of WIP, Philadelphia, has been appointed to the Radio Committee of the
President's Birthday Ball.
ELMER DRESSMAN. pnblieity and
continuity director of WCKY, Cincinnati, on Nov. 27 married Miss Sidney Christie, of Miami. They will join
the International Radio Party convention to Cuba during their honeymoon.
HERBERT H. HYMAN. formerly
engaged in promotion for Columbia
Pictures and United Artists, has
joined Radio Events Inc.. New York,
as an account executive.
BERNARD WILSON has ioined the
sales staff of WKBZ. Muskegon.
Mich., and his brother George has
joined the announcing staff.
H. C. JOHNSON, manager of KFRO.
Longview.
was elected
vice-president of theTex.,
Longview
Kiwanis
Club.
WALTER F. WILLIAMS, business
manager of The American, a weekly
local come
newspaper,
has resigned
to becommercial manager
of WBNO,
New Orleans, which is installing new
ment.
apparatus,
antenna and other equipCAPT. ARTHUR PRITCHARD, assistant manager of WWL, New Orleans, having served as manager from
1930 until the recent appointment of
Vincent F. Callahan, has left that
station.
known. His future plans are not
EARL SMITH, announcer of WDSU.
New Orleans, has been promoted to
assistant advertising manager.
MACK CHAMBERLAIN has been
added to the staff of KGGC, San
Francisco, as account executive. He
was formerly with KROW. Oakland.
LESLIE JOY, manager of KYW, has
been elected to membership in the
Orpheus Club, renowned Philadelphia
singing organization.
GEORGE M. KUHN has succeeded
Sam Silverstein as station and commercial manager of WGRC, New Albany, Ind.
DICK SHIREMAN, at one time with
NBC and CBS and recently with
WRJN, Racine, Wis., as commercial
manager, has been appointed general
manager of WOMT, Manitowoc, Wis.,
by Francis
Kadow,
local theatrical man who M.owns
the station.
MRS. MARY HULST, formerly with
the Minneapolis Tribune advertising
department,
joined the
lis sales staffhasof KSTP.
St. MinneapoPaul.
bany, they have a winter residence
at Coral Gables, Fla., and a summer home in the Helderberg Mountains. He is a Mason.

DR. HERMAN S. HETTINGER,
former NAB
research
director andat Assistant Professor
of Marketing
the
comhas
Pennsylvania,
of
University
pleted a survey of the management
and operation of the Rochester Symat the reconducted
Orchestra,
questphony
of National
the
University
of Rochester
and the
Orchestral
Survey
Committee. The survey probably will
be followed with a national study in
the symphonic field.
COL. B. J. PALMER, president of
Central Broadcasting Co., operating
WHO, Des Moines, and WOC, Davenla., on fishing,
Nov. 13hiswent
air to port,
discuss
hobby,on asthea
result of his recent experiences in
Florida and Cuba.
DICK WYLIE, former general manager of Don Lee Broadcasting System, who now operates his own advertising
agency inhome
Los in
Angeles,
has purchased a new
San Fernando
sary. which he presented to Mrs. Wyvalley
lie on their tenth wedding anniverDON B AS SETT, former manager of
Northern
Broadcasting
ronto office,
has openedCompany's
an officeTo-in
Montreal to handle sales for the companv's stations, CKGB, Timmins,
CJKL,
Kirkland Lake, and CFCH,
North Bay.
J. W. DENBOW, formerly of the
St. Louis Star Times, has joined the
sales staff of WTMV, E. St. Louis.
EARL PATRICK, J. P- Grainger
and Gill Winneguth, new to radio,
have joined the commercial departmentcount
of KIEV,
executives. Glendale, Cal., as acGLEN LITTEN, for several years
manager of KFSD, San Diego, Cal.,
has resigned.
WILLIAM E. FORBES, for the past
vear on the KNX, Hollywood sales
staff, has been appointed agency and
client contact for CBS in that city.
by Donnewly-created
The post
ald W. was
Thornburgh.
CBS Pacific
Coast vice-president. Hollywood.
EARL PATRICK. J. P. Grainger
and Gill Winneguth, all new to radecommercial
dio, havepartmjoined
ent of KIEV,theGlendale,
Cal., as
account executives.
HINES HATCHETTE, formerly a
salesman at WINS, New York, is now
with J. H. Perry Associates, New
York,
as salesman for WCOA and
newspapers.
MRS. MARY HULST, formerly with
the Minneapolis Tribune advertising
department, has joined the sales staff
of KSTP, Twin Cities.
PAT STANTON, general manager of
WDAS,other Philadelphia
trip to Ireland. is planning anHERBERT I. ROSENTHAL, general manager of Columbia Artists,
Inc., New York City, left by plane
Nov. 24 for Hollywood where he will
remain three weeks on business.
Virginia Shook
VIRGINIA
former Radio
minute clerk ofSHOOK,
the Federal
Commission, died Nov. 22 at the
Mt. Wilson Sanitarium, Mt. Wilson, Md. She was stricken with a
lung ailment in January, 1934, and
had been confined to Maryland
Sanitoria since that time. Burial
was at her home in Buckystown,
Md., on Nov. 25.
Floyd Orrin Spicer
FLOYD ORRIN SPICER, night
manager of WNEW, Newark, died
at his home in Newark Nov. 12. He
had been connected with radio for
more than 15 years, joining
WNEW in January, 1937, as an
engineer. He was 38 years of age,
and leaves a wife and daughter.
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'BCHINDt&MIKt
LESTER E. GOTTLEIB, publieity
coordiuator of Mutual, returned to
New York Nov. 22 after a two-week
swing around
the Mutual
exclusive of the West
Coast. circuit,
He visited
a dozen cities as far west as Denver
and discussed network publicity and
special
ments. features with the manageROBERT WHITE, former manager
«f WBZA, Springfield, Mass., and now
an announcer of WBZ, Boston, married Josephine E. Tiernev. acting manager of WBZA, Nov. 25.
SPENCER ALLEN, program director of KOAM, Pittsburg, Kan., was
married Nov. 18 to Miss Deane
Steger, of St. Louis. KOAM has engaged Romelle Fay as staif organist
and has installed a Hammond organ.
BILL PALEY of the WBBM. Chicago, transcription department is a
patientcago,infollowing
St. aLuke's
sudden hospital,
illness. Chit ED PEARSON, former press agent
for Houdini, is writing continuity for
WCOP, Boston.
JAMES
0"HARA,
formerly
WCOP. Boston,
has joined
the an-of
nouncing staff of WHDH, that city.
JOHN HAYES, assistant production
manager of WOR, Newark, and former program manager of WIP, Philadelphia, is writing a book on radio
in collaboration with Horace Gardner,
Philadelphia, to be released Jan. 20.
The publisher is Lippincott.
ARTHUR Q. BRYAN, continuity director of KHJ, Los Angeles, has resigned to engage in freelance writing
for the movies. He was formerly on
the staff of WIP. Philadelphia. '
HOW

PICK FEMME TALENT— Gone from radio's often quaint idiom will
be
the audition
phrase "casting
couch" and
whenactresses,
stations a have
committee
women
all girl singers
plan arecently
startedof
at WBBM. The Chicago CBS key is banning male production men from
the control booths when women display their talents before the microphone, entrusting all decisions on employing women staff members to
a newly-created "women listeners board." Members (left to right) are
CarrollBrinker,
Mountjoy,
director
of WBBM's
women'sresearch
programs;
Kave
director
of program
production
in theChairman
Chicago
CBS studios; Gertrude Dyer, publicity contact woman; and Helen
Keppler Brooks, music librarian. Miss Dyer watches prospects from
the control room to appraise their movie possibilities, publicity picture
prospects and the general nature of their audience personality.
RUTH WENTWORTH, who waa
the original Martha Logan for Formay, is the new Polly the Shopper on
KSTP, St. Paul. She formerly was
with KFRC, San Francisco. Edith
Shedlove. the former Polly, is now in
New York planning to free lance.
HAL CHAMBERS, KFWB, HoUywood announcer, has been appointed
commercial copy editor.

THREE

CAN

DON LAWRENCE recently joined
the announcing staff at KOIL, Omaha, after a period with KSO and
KRNT, Des Moines.
MAX KNEPPER has resigned as
publicity director of KFVD, Los Angeles, to produce a play.
FRANK BIGNELL and Cecil Hubbard have joined the announcing staff
of KTUL, Tulsa.
GET

MILES

REID KILPATRICK, KEHE, Los
Angeles, sports announcer, has taken
on the additional duties of night supervisor in charge of production. Station has also added Sylvester Gross
as announcer-producer. He was formerly chief announcer of the Southwest Broadcasting Co., Texas.
LYLE FLANAGAN, head of the continuity department of WHO, Des
Moines, has been named president of
the Des Moines Poetry Society.
H. R. GROSS, news editor of WHO,
Des Moines, is the father of a baby
boy born Nov. 10, his second child.
GEORGE H. COMBS, Jr., former
Congressman and New York attorney,
has joined WHN, that city, as news
commentator in a thrice-weekly series
called The Editorial Slant on the
News.
FRANK BLAIR, program director
of WFBC, Muncie, Ind., has returned
to his duties after an appendectomy.
Mason Dixon, formerly of WRVA,
Richmond, has joined WFBC as continuity writer and announcer.
TED HUSING, CBS sportscaster,
was guest of honor Nov. 17 at a
testimonial banquet given by the New
York Athletic Club. Sports writers
and prominent athletes were among
the guests
and a portion
of the banquet was broadcast
on CBS.
JEANETTE SPIEGELMAN has
been shifted from the music rights to
the program department at NBC, San
Francisco, and Florence Crowell of
the music library replaced Miss
Spiegelman in music rights.
JACKdio staffs
LYMAN,
formerlyandwith
raof the Dallas
San the
Diego
expositions, joined the production staff
at NBC, San Francisco, on Nov. 24.
EDNA FISCHER, NBC. San Fransold Studios
four popularcisco
tunespianist,
to recently
Paramount
for
use in films.

TOGETHER

APART

• An agency man, a station representative and a

• Quickly, the three men talked together, as if in

station manager had a last-minute problem of time
clearance. No two men could settle the matter

the same room, by telephone. Each one could hear

without the third. They were miles apart. One of
them picked up the telephone and asked Long
Distance for "Conference Service."

BELL

SYSTEM
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and be heard. The problem was settled immediately. Much valuable time was saved. Telephone
Conference Service is fast, adaptable and useful
in a business where minutes count.

CONFERENCE

(

SERVICE
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MERLE BJORK, formerly of KGDE.
has been addFergus
ed to the Falls,
staff ofMinn.,
KDLR, Devils Lake,
N. D. Donald Donahue, secretary of
the Sports Officials Association has
joined KDLR as sports commentator.
COXRAD RICE, announcer of
W'lSX. Milwaukee, was married in
Minneapolis in November.
PARKS JOHNSON and Wally Butterworth. conductors of the NBC Vox
Radio NewsprogramhaveandbeenNBCnamed
Pop series,
reel
editors of
the
"Twenty
Questions"
department
of Liberty magazine.
JOHN GIHON has resigned as program manager of KDKA, Pittsburgh,
to work on production and teleTision
under John Royal at NBC, New York.
DICK POST, formerly of WCCO,
Minneapolis, has joined the announcing staff of WBBM, Chicago.
JAMES McKIBBEN, with various
southern California transcription concerns as writer and actor, has joined
the transcription department of KFIKECA, Los Angeles. He takes over
the duties of Bob Heistand who was
promoted to assistant production manager.
DR. FRANK BLACK. NBC New
York general musical director, was in
Hollywood during November on a national survey and for a series of conferences with Don E. Oilman, western
division vice-president.
•GEORGE JESSEL has been released
from visor
hisof Warner
contractBros.
as production
adFirst National
Studios, Hollywood, and will devote
his time exclusively to radio production and acting and also a syndicated
newspaper column which he is writing.
BOB BENCE. chief announcer at
KFRC, San Francisco, has returned
after an attack of flu.
MEMORY ROBERTS has resigned
from XBC to write the Sperry Flour
Co. Martha Meade scripts for Westco
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
ALEX RETRY, formerly of NBC,
New York, has succeeded Russell McNeil, resigned, as chief librarian of
NBC in San Francisco.
JOHN NESBITT, Mutual network
•commentator of San Francisco, was
recently signed by M-G-M studio in
Hollywood to write and direct movie
«horts
rial. patterned after his air mateTED MAXWELL, NBC playwright,
actor and producer, recently resigned
from the San Francisco NBC studios
to return to NBC. Chicago, for the
second time. He will continue to write
Memory Lane and Hatcthorne House
lor San Francisco NBC production.
TTALLACE GADE, announcer of
XJBS. San Francisco, and Miss Ann
Bradley were married recently.
OREL PHILLIPS recently joined
the announcing staff of KJBS, San
Francisco.
HERMON STANION has been added
to the announcing staff of KYOS,
Merced, Cal.
DICK DE ANGELIS has been named
•newscaster
KJBS,Connors,
San Francisco,
succeeding ofVann
recently
named production manager of KQW.
San Jose.
CHARLIE FOLL. production manager of KYOS. Merced, Cal., and
Miss Margaret Marshall were married
in mid-November.
LES MALLOY, announcer and publicity director of KGGC, San Francisco, recently returned from a trip to
Mexico.
HELEN
O'NEILL,
for many
years
an executive
in the NBC
production
department at San Francisco and preceding that affiliated with KFRC and
KTAB (now KSFO), recently left
XBC.
GARNETT MARKS, announcer of
WMCA, New York, has resigned.
He has announced no future plans.
BROADCASTING

UNDERWATER— Two Navy divers -went to the bottom of the Mississippi last month, carrying: mikes,
and were heard clearly over WWL,
New Orleans. Here, left to right,
Engineer Dan Hynes, Capt. E. L.
Roach of the Na\^ and Announcer
Henry Dupre are talking it over
aboard the USS Mallard.
MILTON BURGH, of the NBC news
and special events department acting
news editor for some weeks, has been
officially appointed to that position.
IRVING RUBINE, assistant to Robthe latter
was
head ertofTaplinger
Robert -when
Taplinger
Inc., New
York, has resigned from the firm,
now Tom Fizdale Inc., to join AVarner
Bros, publicity department, Hollywood, to resume his post as assistant
to Mr. Taplinger.
MALCOLM L. McCORMACK, announcer of WBZ-WBZA, BostonSpringfield, is the father of a 10%pound baby boy, Lawrence, born in
late October.
JACK PARR, announcer and producer, has just joined the staff of
WGAR, Cleveland. He was formerly
with Michigan Network ; WKBN,
Youngstown ; Atlantic Screen Service
(movie shorts, news reels), and more
recently at WCAE, Pittsburgh.
CARLTON H. DICKERMAN, announcer of WEEI. Boston, and Miss
Sybil J. Morse, WEEI organist, were
married recently.
ARTHUR Q. BYRON, script writer
who recently resigned from KHJ, Los
Angeles, to free lance, has returned to
KFWB,
Hollywood, as writer-producer.
NORMAN NESBITT, at one time director of continuity and production
of KHQ-KGA, Spokane, has joined
the writing staff of KHJ, Los Angeles. He is the brother of John Nesbitt.
commentator of the Don Lee-Mutual
Passing Parade.
THOMAS BELVISO, head of the
NBC New York music rights division,
was in Hollywood during X'ovember to
check the
network's
ments in that
city, musical requireDOUGLAS COULTER, assistant to
W. L. Lewis, CBS N^ew York director
of program operations, was in Hollywood during November to confer with
Charles
Vanda, director.
the network's Pacific
Coast program
The folks in Savannah
like our
WORLD BROADCASTING
TRANSCRIPTION SERVICE
•
Why not build your "Spot"
around this preference.
WTOC
SAVANNAH, GA.
1260 Kc
CBS NETWORK
Represented Nationally By
Paul H. Raymer Company
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SYL BIXKIN, who handles the Night
Watchman program on WEW, St.
Louis University station which recenthas been
to its sales staff.
WEW -transhas
ly wentferredcommercial,
completed revamping its offices in the
university's law building.
in Greensboro, the most popMAURIB WEBSTER, KNX, Holular station in a most proslywood, announcer, won the National
perous region, has a loyal
Newspaper
Snapshot
Award
for
amateur photographyy. He was given $50
audience and also a loyal adand a gold embossed sheepskin.
vertising clientele. Both of
ARTHUR SUTTON, production manthese blessings are due to
ager of CKLW, Detroit, has been appointed program director of KMPC.
one cause — the high standBeverley Hills, Cal.
ards set and jealously mainJOHN CHARLES DALEY III, antained by WBIG. The popnouncer of WJSV, Washington, is the
ular preferences thus created
father of a baby boy, John Charles
Daley IV, born Nov. 15.
have kept some of the station's advertisers on its air
EDNA MAY, fashion stylist of the
continuously for more than
Cincinnati Times-Star, has started a
seriesholdofHourweekly
talks on the Housefive years.
of WCKY.
WMess Success is a hard habit to
break!
R. BRUCE WALLACE, promotion
managerment of and
head
of
the
news
departKFAB. Lincoln, and KOIL
A Columbia Station!
and KFOR, Omaha, addressed the
Cosmopolitan Club Nov. 15 at its regular
noon meeting in Omaha. The stations
Craig and Holllngb«ry, Inc..
operate a speakers bureau as a free
National Representatives
service for Nebraska gatherings. The
members of the radio staff have prepared 16 speeches covering different
phases of radio.
Write
THOMAS. J. CONNELLY, formerly
Edney Ridge
with a building supply concern, has
Director
joined WTMV, E. St. Louis, as promotion director. Paul R. Reetz, formerly of WSUN. has joined WTMV
as a writer handling special accounts.
TED COOKE of KAST, Astoria,
Facts and Data"
Ore.,
KALE, returned
Portland. Nov. 15 to KOIX^HERBERT WELCH, recent Ohio
State graduate, and Merrill Madden,
at one time with WNAC, Boston,
have joined the announcing staff of
WBNS, Columbus.
Greensboro,N.C.
Announcing
the opening

WS

of

AL

^The Eastern Shore^s Own
SALISBURY

•

Station*'

MARYLAND

The only station serving wealthy Southern
Delaware and the Maryland Eastern Shore
with a primary signal.
One of the nation's most modern

1200

Kc

•

250

Watts

•

stations.

Daytime

Write for rates and time available
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MISS BETTY KUHL has joined the
bookkeeping department of KVI, Tacoma. Miss Dorothy Anne Simpson
and Miss Dorothy Tennant have
joined the Seattle office staff. Bernard
D. Elliott has joined KVI as staff
photographer. New to the musical
staff are the Four Esquires.
JERRY GEEHAN, sports announcer
of KVI, Tacoma, has been Associated
Oil commentator for Seattle and Tacoma games. Ruben Gaines, announcer, has been transferred to the Seattle studios in charge of programs.
H. J. McAllister has been named
KVI chief announcer.
WALTER CRONKITE, football announcer, has been appointed to the
news bureau of WKY, Oklahoma
City. He was formerly with UP and
came from Austin.
HARRY ALDRED, formerly script
writer and actor of WTMJ, Milwaukee, has been named publicity director.
EDDIE RIVERS, veteran pressagent of the Hamrick-Evergreen Theatres, has been named publicity director of KRSC, Seattle.
DOUGLAS KAMP, recently of the
Catholic Herald-Citizen, has joined
the continuity staff of WTMJ, Milwaukee.

GLAN HEISCH. production manager
of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, has resigned, effective Dec. 1 to join the
production staff of Radio Transcription Co. of America Ltd., Hollywood.
BOB ANDREWS, formerly script
writer on the NBC Maxwell House
Show Boat program, has joined the
MGM, Culver City, Cal. radio continuity staff and is working with
Harry Kronman in writing motion
picture adaptations for the MGMMaxwell
House program, Good News
of 1938.
DAVID TYSON, announcer of juvenile programs, has been named night
supervisor of WFIL, Philadelphia.
ROY LaPLANTE, of the production
department of WFIL, PhOadelphia,
and Miss Myra Singer, that city, were
married recently.
No

matter what point you want to reach

. . .whether it be in 80,000 places in the
United States or Canada or in all the
world

beyond, send your message

via

Postal Telegraph.
For Postal Telegraph is the only American
telegraph company

that offers a world-

wide service of co-ordinated telegraph,
cable and radio communications under a
single management.

EARL CATON Jr., formerly of
WAIM, Anderson. S.
has replaced
Louis Farrior at WSFA,C, Montgomer
y,
Ala.,
Farrior
having
moved
to New
York.
ED BUTHERUS, formerly with
KWSC, Pullman, Wash., has joined
Walla, as sports anKUJ, Walla
nouncer and continuity
writer. Added
also to the KUJ announcing staff
were Logan Jackson, Richard Carey
and Floyd Fitzpatriek.
GORDON JOHNSON, former radio
maintenance man with Northwest Airlines in St. Paul, has joined KSTP,
St. Paul, as control operator.
BOB ROGERS, son of Naylor Rogers, formerly general manager of
KNX, Hollywood, has joined the announcing staff of KFAC, Los Angeles.

Kelly Anthony Is Named
To Post on KFI-KECA
KELLY ANTHONY, in radio since
1931 and John (Bud) Edwards
have been made program director
and production manager respectively of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles.
Mr. Anthony, son of Earle G. Anthony, owner of the stations, was
assistant manager of KFI-KECA
when he resigned several months
ago to make a tour of Europe. At
one time he was with the NBC
New York traffic department and
Edward Petry & Co. Inc. He replaces Don Clark who resigned to
join H. N. Swanson Inc., Beverly
Hills, agerCal.,
agency, as manof its writer's
radio department.
Mr. Edwards, for five years with
KFI-KECA, and more recently assistant production manager, succeeds Glan Heisch who resigned to
join Radio Transcription Co. of
America, Hollywood, as assistant
to Lindsay MacHarrie, production manager. Bob Heistand, in
charge
KFI-KECA
transcription andofsound
effects department,
has been duction
elevated
to
assistant
promanager.
Father Wagner Is Named
Head of Wisconsin Group
REV. FATHER James A. Wagner,
managing director of WHBY Inc.,
Green Bay, owner and operator of
WHBY and WTAQ, was named
president
the Leagueat ofa Wisconsin Radioof Stations
special
meeting
held inOther
Milwaukee
latter November.
officers in
named
include H. S. Mann, WRJN, Racine,
vice-president; Wayne T. Cribb,
WSAU, Wausau, secretary; Hiram
Bom, surer.
WHBL,
Sheboygan,
Stations affiliated
withtreathe
Leaguetionsof
Wisconsin
Radio
Stainclude WHBY and WTAQ,
Green Bay; WRJN, Racine; WCIO,
Janesville; W E M P, Milwaukee;
WHBL, Sheboygan;
WOMT, KFIZ,
Manitowoc; WSAU, Wausau;
Fond du Lac; WIBU, Foynette;
WKBH, La Crosse; WEAU, Eau
Claire. The next meeting is scheduled for Dec. 14 in Madison.
WyethCHEMICAL
Places onCo.,
12 New
WYETH
York (Hills cold tablets), a subsidiary of American Home Products Corp., on Nov. 1 started use
of three live announcements a week
on 12 stations, KFI WRC WMAQ
WIRE WNAC WJR KSTP KWK
WGR WTAM WCAU WCAE. John
F. Murray Adv. Agency, New
York, is in charge.

Postal Telegraph will speed your message to the other end of the town or the
other end of the world... with accuracy...

AXXOmCEMENT

with dependability. And when you send a
message via Postal Telegraph by telephone,
charges will appear on your telephone bill.
THE

lIVTERXATIOiyAL

With the completion of our new Radiotone installation we are pleased to offer the facilities of our
recording department for advertisers and their

SYSTEM
agencies.
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Commercial
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FOR SWEETEN — Old friends and new associates greeted Claude Sweeten when he recently took over^
the
musical directorship of KEHE, Los Angeles. Following his inaugui'al program he was honored guest at
a studio party given by Murray Grabhorn, KEHE manager. Attending were (left to right), Charles
1
Flesher, Young & Rubicam, producer; Wilt Gunzendorfer, assistant manager, Thomas Lee Artists£Bureau; Walter Bunker Jr., NBC producer; Tom Breneman, CBS producer and master-of-ceremonies; Arnold
Maguire, NBC producer-writer; Mr. Grabhorn; Raymond Paige, network musical director; Pat Weaver,
Young & Rubicam, radio director; Mr. Sweeten; Murray Bolen, Young & Rubicam Inc., producer; Harrison
HoUiway, KFI-KECA manager; George Whitney, KECA account executive; Jack Van Nostrand, Young &
Rubicam, producer; Howard Esary, KEHE production manager; Al Cormack, CBS traffic manager; Mickey
Gillette, NBC musician, and Tommy Harris, NBC tenor.
VOICE

OF PUBLIC

Citizen's Foundation Allots
Public Service Time
of the "KIRO FounTION
FORMA
dation," to be directed by a committee of public-spirited citizens
which will allot time to various
noncommercial public service
purely sustaining basis,
groups on a ced
was announ
Nov. 18 by H. J.
Quilliam, general manager of the
Seattle outlet.
Pursuant to action of the KIRO
board of directoi-s, Mr. Quilliam
has written a number of outstanding leaders in education, radio and
other pursuits, seeking their advice and suggestions in connection
with the pioneering venture. The
committee, to be representative of
political, charitable, industrial and
religious groups, will seek to establish a procedure under which
all may have the right of expression over KIRO facilities. The committee, in its survey, will undertake to establish how much time
should be devoted to such causes,
including minority groups, after
which the station will definitely set
aside the time requested. Time will
be allotted to the groups on the
basis of merit and the degree of
public interest involved.
"Inasmuch as we have a sincere
desire to serve the public interest
in the best possible manner," Mr.
Quilliam stated, "we are asking
the public, by this committee, to
assume this responsibility to themselves."
The resolution adopted by the
KIRO Board upon motion of Saul
Haas, a principal stockholder, sets
forth that the proposed grant of
time tion,
be to be
"a used
free for
gift"dissemination
of the staof useful information in the furtherance of civil and charitable
causes, with the limitation that the
KIRO Board resei-ve the right to
reject that which is libelous, obscene, obviously untrue or obviously intemperate. The Board ordered
also that Mr. Quilliam send a letter to the FCC, to the several heads
of departments of political and social science of universities located
in the West, and particularly to
those universities which own and
operate their own stations, asking
for advice and suggestions for the
use of the proposed committee.
BERT HORSWELL. headquartered
in Chicago, has been appointed Central States sales representative of
C. P. MacGregor, Hollywood transcription concern. He was formerly
manager of WIBA. Madison, and
WHBL. Sheboygan, Wis., and at one
time was sales promotion manager
of
lis. Wingate Kickernick Co., MinneapoBROADCASTING

The

Other

Fellow's

WIBU's Average City
Editor, Broadcasting:
Referring to the article under
Purely Programs in the Nov. 15
issue of Broadcasting, it might be
well to inform the brother broadcasters that WISN of Milwaukee
did not scoop the Typical Town on
the air.
WIBU, from our Beaver Dam
Studios fed a 30-minute program
to the newly-formed Wisconsin
Radio Network, in honor of the
Average City — not the Typical
Town, one hour and 30 minutes
previous to the WISN program.
Local townsmen
musical gi'oups
as well as
local
were interviewed
during the program.
Bruce Beichl,
Studio Manager, WIBU,
Beaver Dam, Wis.

Viewpoint

.

none has been received through an
agency.
We know we do a good job or
we would not be carrying a large
list of local advertisers. We do believe that we have efficient management and intelligent operation
and we do know we have a good
plant and we do know our rates
are fair . . . but what account executive can we convince without a
personal
Maybe call?
we do not know how . . .
maybe our methods are wrong . . .
but we try.
Incidentally your editorial is
framed where all may see. Thank
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you lor It.Director, KDLR Inc,
Nov. 19, 1937.
Devils Lake, N. D.

Re 100 Walters
Editor, Broadcasting:
Your editorial "The 100 Watter
Fallacy" hit a spot in my heart.
Personally I would like to see
every account executive in the
country have a copy of that writeup framed on his desk . . . under
the glass top as it were. From
where I sit the 50 kw stations have
done too good a job in selling themselves via the advertisements in
publications such as yours. . .
Be that as it may they are doing a job for themselves that we
cannot do. The national and regional business here makes up a
fair share of our income but with
the exception of a large automobile manufacturer all of it has
been sold by personal contact and

K

FH

The Four Star Station of the Rich Southwest Trade Territory.
Leading in Local Spots and Sponsored
Programs.
Top Talent on Local Commercials.
The Best CBS Commercials and
Sustaining.
A Live-wire Merchandising Service.

Available to <ynly one radio
station in each city
Details on Request
Represented exclusively by
Stephen
Slesinger^New Inc.
250 Park Avenue
York
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STATION ACCOUNTS
ap t—— studio
■programa
tranacriptiona
aa — spot annovncementa
ta — transcription announcements

1,: ;

WOR, Newark
Modern Living Health Institute, New
York (proprietaries), 3 sp, weekly
sp, thru Alfred P. Zabin Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
Rap-In-Wax Paper Co., Minneapolis,
5 weekly sp, thru W. I. Tracy,
N. Y.
Daggett Chocolate Co., Cambridge
(chocolate), weekly sp, thru Muzzy
Adv. Co., Cambridge.
General Motors Corp. (Oldsmobile) ,
Lansing, Mich., weekly t, thru D.
P. Brother & Co., Detroit.
Washington State Apples Inc., Wenatchee. Wash., 5 weekly sp, thru J.
Walter
cisco. Thompson Co., San FranUnited Drug Co., Boston (Rexall), 5
t, thru Street & Finney, N. Y.
Producers Distributing Agency Inc.,
New York (Norbest turkeys), 5
weekly sp, thru Edwin M. Phillips
Co., N. Y.
Modern Living Health Institute, New
York (Hood-Lax, Calpar), 3 weekly sp, thru Alfred P. Zabin Adv.
Agency, N. Y.
Remington-Rand Inc., N. Y., 8 weekly
sp, thru Leeford Adv. Agency,
N. Y.
KFRC, San Francisco
Rosicrucians, San Jose (religious),
weekly sp, thru Richard Jorgensen
Adv., San Jose.
E. Fougera & Co., New York (Noxacorn), 30 sa, thru Small & Seiffer,
N. Y.
Dr. Frank Robinson, Seattle (psychology), weekly t, thru Northwestern Radio Adv. Co., Seattle.
GallenKamp Stores Co., San Francisco (shoes), 7 weekly so, thru Long
Adv. Service, San Francisco.
Peter Shoe Co., St. Louis, 7 weekly
sa,
thru Long Adv. Service, San
Francisco.
Gas Appliance Society, San Francisco (gas appliances), 5 weekly so,
thru Jean Scott Frickelton, San
Francisco.
WNAC, Boston
Rumford Chemical Works, Rumford,
R. I. (Rumford Baking Powder),
531
N. Y.so, thru Atherton & Currier,
Ironized Yeast Co., Atlanta (Ironized
Yeast), 26 t, thru Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y.
Larned
Y. (Hill's Cold
Drops),Corp.,
39 ta,N.direct.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago, 156 sa,
thru Fletcher & Ellis, N. Y.
WICC, Bridgeport, Cenn.
Wm. S. Scull Co., Camden (Bosco
milk amplifier), series so, thru
Fletcher & Ellis, N. Y.
Christian Science Committe on Publication, Boston (renewal), 52 t, direct.
Crawford Laundry Co., Bridgeport,
26
N. Y.sp, thru Redfield-Johnstone,
WCLO, Janesville, Wis.
Zerbst Pharmacal Co., St. Louis,
daily so, thru Barrens Adv. Agency, Kansas City.
Northland Greyhound Lines, Chicago
(bus line), daily sp, thru Beaumont & Hohman, Chicago.
WAAB, Boston
Kay Jewelry Co., Boston, 15 sp, thru
Salinger & Publicover, Boston.
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WTMJ, Milwaukee
Reid-Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Monarch food), 17 weekly so, thru
Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
Musterole Co., E. W. Rose & Co.,
Cleveland (Musterole, Zemo), 3
weekly t, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
N. Y.
Tree Sweet Products Co., Santa Ana,
Cal. (citrus products), 3 weekly sa,
thru Dana Jones Co., Los Angeles.
KGO, San Francisco
E. Fougera & Co., New York (Vapex), 2 weekly ta, thru Small &
Seiffer, N. Y.
Railway Express Agency, New York,
6 weekly so, thru Caples Co., N. Y.
Drackett Co., Cincinnati (Drano), 2
weekly t, thru Ralph H. Jones Co.,
Cincinnati.
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden (radios and
tubes), weekly sa, direct.
KEHE, Los Angeles
Old Mission Tablet Co., Pasadena,
Cal. (proprietary), 7 weekly sp,
thru Lou Sterling & Associates,
North Hollywood, Cal.
League For Advancement of Peace,
Los Angeles (political), weekly sp,
thru Lockwood - Shackelford Co.,
Los Angeles.
CKNX, Wingham, Ont.
Templeton's
Ltd., Toronto
(proprietary), 3 weekly
t, thru Associated
Brdcstg Co., Toronto.
Bayer-Semesan Co., Wilmington, Del.
(fertilizer), 6 weekly so, thru
Thompson-Koch Co., Cincinnati.
WMAQ, Chicago
Chrysler Corp., Detroit (autos),
daily so, thru Lee Anderson Adv.
Co., Detroit.
Railway Express Agency, New York,
daily so, thru Caples Co., N. Y.
KGGC, San Francisco
Miles Laboratories, Elkhart, Ind.
(Alka- Seltzer ) , 2 weekly t, thru
Associated
Radio Adv.. Los Angeles.
WNEW, New York
Bulova Watch Co., New York, 5
weekly sp, tliru Biow Co., N. Y.

WHN, New York
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Oxydol), 26 weekly sp,Chicago.
thru Blackett-Sample-Hummert,
R. B. Davis Co., Hoboken, N. J.
(baking powder), 13 weekly sa,
thru Charles W. Hoyt, N. Y.
Nostane Products Co., Brooklyn
(Minervite), 52 weekly sa, thru
Schillin Adv. Corp.. N. Y.
E. Griffith Hughes, Rochester. N. Y.
(Kruschen Salts), 5 weekly sp,
thru
cago. Stack-Goble Adv. Agency, ChiRailway Express Agency, New York,
so, five weeks, thru Caples Co.,
N. Y.
WFBC, Muncie, Ind.
A & O Co., New Bern, N. C. (proprietary), 26 so, thru J. Carson
Brantley
Adv. Agency, Salisbury,
N. C.
Best Foods Inc., New York (Nucoa),
26 so, thru Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
Nash-Kelvinator Co., Kenosha. Wis.
(autos). 26 so. thru Geyer, Cornell
& Newell. N. Y.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati, 10
so, thru Pedlar & Ryan, N. Y.
WNEW, New York
Michaels Department Store, Newark,
66 sp, thru Schillin Adv. Corp.,
N. Y.
Westchester Laboratories, Port Che.ster, N. Y. (Sulophen nose and
throat spray), 3 weekly sp, thru
Robert & Reimers, N. Y.
KJBS, San Francisco
Miles Laboratories, Elkhart, Ind.
( Alka-Seltzer) , 3 weekly so, thru
Walter Biddick, Los Angeles.
KMPC, Beverly Hills, Cal.
Remington-Rand Inc., Buffalo (typewriters), weekly sp, thru Leeford
Adv. Agency Inc., N. Y.
WQXR, New York
Martinson Coffee Co., New York, daily
so,
Law, thru
N. Y. Albert Frank-Guenther
WICC, Bridgeport, Conn.
Saltesea Packing Co., Providence, 28
so, thru Livermore & Knight Co..
Providence.

WIRE, Indianapolis
Bowey's Inc., Chicago (Dari-Rich),
weekly t, thru Stack-Goble Adv.
Agency,
Smith
Bros.Chicago.
Co., Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
(cough
Brown &drops),
Tarcher,6 weekly
N. Y. sp, thru
Stokeley Bros. & Co., Indianapoli.'(Van
CampRaymond
tomato R.
juice),
5 weekly t, thru
Morgan
Co..
Los Angeles.
Central Shoe Co., St. Louis (Perfect
Ease .shoes), weekly t, thru Kelly.
Stuhlman & Zahrndt, St. Louis.
Prophylactic Brush Co., Florence,
Mass., 10 daily so, thru Lambert &
Feasley, N. Y.
Deisel-Wemmer-Gilbert, Detroit (San
Felice cigars), 7 weekly sp, thru
Brace Beemer, Detroit.
KFI, Los Angeles
Horlick's Malted Milk Corp., Racine,
Wis. (malted milk), 3 weekly sp,
thru Lord & Thomas, Chicago.
Quaker Oats Co., Chicago (cereals),
3Chicago.
weekly sp, thru Lord & Thomas.
R. L. Watkins Co.. New York (Dr.
Lyon's tooth powder), 2 weekly t,
thru
Blackett - Sample - Hummert
Inc., Chicago.
The Neutral Thousands, Los Angeles
(political), weeklyCo.,t,Los
thruAngeles.
Lockwood-Shackelford
KFRC, San Francisco
Chamberlain Laboratories, Des Moines
(cosmetics )_, 5 weekly ta, thru
Coolidge Tobacco
Adv., Des Co.,
Moines.
American
New York
(Roi-Tan
cigars).
6
weekly
Lawrence C. Gumbinner, N.sa,Y.thru
Pinex Co., Chicago (medicines), 5
weekly so, thru R. M. Seed Co.
Inc., Chicago.
Nutome Chimes Inc., New York
(dinner chimes), 3 weekly to, thru
Merrill Adv. Co., N. Y.
WIND, Gary
"I Am" Reading Room, Los Angeles,
weekly t, thru Allied Adv. Agencies,
Los Angeles.
Peter Fox Brewing Co., Chicago
(beer), weekly sp, thru Schwimmer
& Scott, Chicago.
California Hawaiian Sugar Refining
Corp., San Francisco (C & H
Sugar). 6 weekly Inc.,
t, thruSan
BowmanDuete-Cummings
Francisco.
KDYL, Salt Lake City
Coca Cola Co., Atlanta (beverage). 5
Louis. t, thru D'Arcy Adv. Co., St.
weekly
Furmbilt, New York (clothes), 4
daily so, thru John Austin Driscoll,
Los Angeles.
Carter Medicine Co., New York (liver
pills), 6 weekly sa, thru Street &
Finney, N. Y.
WENR, Chicago
RCA
Mfg.
direct. Co., Camden, 6 weekly sp,
Great Western Life Ins. Co., Chicago,
Chicago.sp, thru Schwimmer & Scott,
weekly
Nahigian Bros., Chicago (rug dealChicago.ers), so, thru Critchfield & Co.,

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
'It's Oiir New Package, Designed for Radio Contests — Three Full-size
Containers Under ONE Box Top!"
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WEAN, Providence, R. I.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
(Lava
ton
Adv.,Soap),
N. Y. 98 sa, thru CompWard Baking Co., New York. 10 so,
thru Fletcher & Ellis, N. Y.
WCKY, Cincinnati
Lawrence Roller Mills Co., Lawrenceburg. Ind. (Town Talk flour), 100
so, direct.
Kentucky Sales & Service Co., Newport, Ky., 2 weekly sp, direct.
WMCA, New York
Madison Personal Loan Co., New
York, 6 weekly sp, 4 weeks, thru
Klinger Adv. Corp., N. Y.
KFRU, Springfield, Mo.
Staley Milling Co., Kansas City
Kansas
City.sa, thru Potts-Turn bull,
(feed), 26
• Broadcast

Advertising

KEV. F. F. BOSWORTH, of River
Forest, 111., on Nov. 21 started weekly quarter-hour transcribed talks on
WLBC, Muneie, WELL, Grand Rapids, and a Wilkes-Barre station.
KOBH, Rapid City, S. D. ; WSPD,
Toledo, and WAGM, Presque Isle,
Maine, started the discs Nov. 14 and
KGCX, AVolf Point, Mont., Nov. 7.
Rev. Bosworth
is now
on "\YJJD,
WCFL
and WCBD
in Chicago
and
is heard via transcribed talks on Sundays on AVMCA. New York, and WIP.
Philadelphia.
D'Arcy
Laboratories,
Chicago, cut the
transcriptions.
The
business is placed direct.
F. A. STUART Co., Marshall, Mich.
(Stuart's
Dyspepsia
has
placed
its entire
accountTablets),
with Benson
& Dall Inc., Chicago.
THE George .Tessel variety show, 50
Uinutes in Holli/tcood, has added to
its sponsors Crawford Laundry Co.,
Bridgeport, on WICC, and Standard
Drug Co., Cleveland, on WHK. Program has been carried on those stations as a sustainer. Agency for both
accounts
New York. is Redfield-Johnstone Inc.,
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE-FEET Co.,
Jersey City, N. J. (Colgate tooth
powder. Rapid Shave Cream and
Brushless Shave Cream), has transferred those accounts from Benton &
Bowles Inc., New York, to Benton &
Bowles-Chicago Inc., effective Dec. 1.
None of the products is using radio at
present.
HEALTH RESEARCH Foundation,
Ann Arbor, Mich. (Vimm), started
musical clock series Nov., Tues.,
Thurs., Sat., on WHO, Des Moines.
Andrews Adv. Agency, Detroit, has
the account.

Paper Uses Radio
SINCE Omaha Bee -News
left the Hearst fold to be absorbed by the Omaha WorldHerald, the Chicago Herald
& Examiner has been buying
time on KOIL, Omaha, in a
free-for-all circulation battle.
Starting with Saturday announcements, the Chicago paper assumed sponsorship of
Uncle Don Reads the Comics,
a Sunday half-hour program
that had been conducted in
cooperation with the BeeNews. Don Kelley writes the
program and narrates the
Uncle Don role, with Arthur
Faust directing the dramatic
staff.
HALGAR Inc., new Chicago firm,
with offices at 2448 S. Michigan Ave.,
started a test program on WMAQ,
Chicago, Nov. 18
advertising
firm's
Mar-Vo-Curl.
Product
is a the
complete
permanent wave set selling for $1.
The new quarter-hour show, broadcast at 10:45 a. m., Tuesday and
Thursdays and at noon on Sundays,
features Perro Como, vocalist, with
Ted
orchestra,
and Baggaley,
the piano
team Weems'
of Marlowe
& Lyon.
Horton & Hoyt Inc., Chicago, handles
the new account.
HEALTH PRODUCTS Co., Newark,
N. J. (Feenamint), is planning use
of radio, probably spot, after the first
of the year. Wm. Esty & Co., New
York, is agency.
0X0 Ltd., Montreal and London
(0x0 beef cubes), is sponsoring a
twice weekly morning program featuring Clarence Hayes, singer and guitarist, over four NBC-Red network stations on the Pacific Coast. Tlie agency is Doremus & Co., San Francisco.

50,000 WATTS -NATIONALLY

CLEARED

CHANNEL

STATION
LOUISVILLE
Gives you better returns for every dollar
you spend advertising your product in
the rich Ohio Valley. . . . Let us prove
it to you.
FACTS
PROVED
PRIMARY LISTENING
Radio
HomesPopul*tioD—
904,999
4,932,307
Families—
Passenger
962,233 Cars
1,267,519
Food Sales —
Filling
Station Sales
877,575,083
$292,726,998
Drag SSales
Income
134,204Taxpayers^—
$52,, 545,833
Total 1936 Sales 82,738,119,583

I

EDWARD PETRY
& COMPANY
National Representatives
1
820 Kilocycles

C.B.S. Outlet

COURIER.JOURNAL
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GENERAL BAKING Co., New York
(Bond bread), on Nov. 3 started
Voice From the Street, a Jewish program on WLTH, Brooklyn, quarterhour three days a week, conducted by
Walter Packer. In addition, a thriceweekly Roving Reporter program
started Nov. 15 for the same product
on WELL New Haven. Show is billed
as Bt/ Golly, Golly being a WELI
staff man, and is broadcast from the
lobbies of local theaters. Agency in
charge is BBDO, New York.
AMERICAN Automobile Insurance
Co., St. Louis, has placed its account
with
Chicago.Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc.,
KNIGHT-KAP Inc., San Antonio,
Tex., is placing radio advertising
through Payne Adv. Agency, San Antonio.
M & R DIETETIC LABS., Columbus (Sofkurd modified milk), is advertising throush Reincke-Ellis- Younggreen & Finn Inc., Chicago.
MARYLAND LABS. Inc., Baltimore
(Dia-Lax), is placing advertising
through Louis E. Shector Adv. Agency, Baltimore.
PITTSBURGH COAL Co., Minneapolis, is advertising through McKenzie Inc., Minneapolis.
CLAIROL Inc., New York, is now
advertising through Kleppner Co. Inc.,
New York.
GORDON BAKING Co., Detroit, has
appointed Young & Rubicam Inc., Detroit, to service its account.
K. A. HUGHES Co., Jamaica Plains,
Mass., has named Badger & Browning Inc., Boston, as agency.
DOROTHY PERKINS Co., St.
Louis, has selected Gardner Adv. Co.,
St. Louis, as agency.
DEERFOOT FARMS Co., Southborough, Mass.. has placed its account with McKee, Albright & Ivey
Inc., New York.

O

ROSICRTJCIANS, San .Tose (religious order), on Nov. 16 began a
series of transcribed programs titled
Mysteries of Life on KFRC, San
Francisco. The agency is Richard
.lorgensen Adv., San .lose.
MILES LABORATORIES. Elkhart,
Ind. ( Alka-Seltzer) , recently inaugurated a series of transcribed half-hour
programs of Jewish news over KGGC,
San Francisco, to be heard twice
weekly for a period of .52 weeks.
Agency tising,
wasLos Angeles.
Associated Radio Adver-

O

COOPER Co.,
Texas' largest
wholesale
house,Central
has contracted
for
radio time for the first time to promote its Cooper's Best Coffee over
WACO, Waco.
UNITED AIR LINES, Chicago, used
one-minute transcriptions nightly Nov.
17-22 over KH.I, Los Angeles. Agency
is J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
MERRIMAC MILLS, M e r r 1 w a c,
Mass., has started a quarter-hour
daily morning sports program on
WCOP,
Boston,
Sporting
Views. The
showcalled
reviews
the last
evening's activiities in local and national athletics and features Jim Donovan, WCOP news editor. Account
placed direct.
CARNATION Co. Milwaukee, adds a
fourth station, WHIP, Hammond,
Ind., to Polish Contented Hour, a
half-hour program every morning except Sunday at 9 :30. Erwin, Wasey
& Co., Chicago, is agency.
R. B. DAVIS Co., Hoboken, N. J.
(O. K. baking powder), now participating in women's programs in 12
cities,
on Nov.
a quarterhour show,
Rain 23£ added
Sunshine,
for 13
weeks on WEAF, New York. Agency
is Chas. W. Hoyt Co., New York.
BORDEN Farm Products Division of
the Borden Co., New York, has appointed BBDO, New York, to direct
advertising, effective Jan. 1. Media
have not been selected.
December
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a short time the
IN
WITHCar
rier Salesman's Radio
Party, conducted on Iowa
Broadcasting System stations by Detroit Register & Tribune
youths, has become the second
largest radio show in the state, according to the network. It is presented Sunday afternoons and uses
a cast of 55, mostly carrier boys.
Well-known persons are invited as
guest stars. Each week the program salutes the town from which
carrier talent originates. The series is designed to build good-will
in the carrier organization.

Covers the
Islands
like the
w a te rs
cover the sea
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SAN FRANOSCO OFFICE. CALIFORNIAN HOTEL
CONQUEST ALLIANCE COMPANY
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RESULTS

Snow Wanted
SNOW on the street and the
man-on-the-street jumps on
the sled on the snow on the
street. That is the formula
planned by a Salt Lake City
department store to tie-in its
toy and sporting departments
on KDYL with winter's arrival. [As Broadcasting went
to press it had not snowed
in Salt Lake, but Jack Gregson, KDYL special events
man, was all ready to jump.]

PROGRAMS

Easy Education
ON THE theory that to educate by
radio it is necessary to entertain,
WFIL, Philadelphia, now has six
program series offering knowledge
in easily absorbed doses. Alma
Mater dramatizes achievements of
prominent graduates of Philadelphia colleges; School Days depicts
trends of modern schools with demonstrations by pupils; Neighborhood School Centers covers teaching of tenement youngsters.
^
% ^
Bar Association Series
THE BAR Association of Erie
County
and inthetheLawyers'
Club of
of
Buffalo are
second season
a broadcast series, heard on
WBEN, and produced by Ellis Adv.
Co., Buffalo, with Jerry Harris
writing script. A series of 26 playlets has been arranged, designed to
recapture good will for the bar.
Transcriptions again will be made
and offered to other bar associations.

Designed for emergency use
when it becomes necessary to postpone schools because of sub-zero
weather, the Minneapolis Board of
Education has been given a fivejob.
minute "across the board" spot on
KSTP, Minneapolis and St. Paul,
for its School Bulletin.
Forgotten Facts
ANOTHER slant on the present
quiz craze is called the Inquiring
Historian on KRKD, Los Angeles,
during which Howard R. Bell,
KRKD studio manager, asks five
members of the audience questions
concerning
history. The
winner
gets American
$5.
* * *
Others'have
Jobstheir day in
NIGHT workers
the new Men at Work series on the
WLW Line each Tuesday at 10:45
p. m. With special lines and a mobile unit this series brings to the
audience policemen, firemen, airport attendants, night club employes and others who work while
the city sleeps.
^ ^ ^
Headline Headaches
THE STORY behind the headlines
is featured in Making of a Newspaper, ahalf-hour Friday evening
show on KYA, San Francisco, under sponsorship of the local Exartviner. Darrell Donnell, radio editor
of the paper, and Don Dudley, program director, dramatize their visits to the composing room, the
morgue, press room and editorial
department. * * *
The Answers
ONCE a week members of the
KIRO staff appear on the Seattle
station's Dear KIRO to answer fan
letters affecting various departments of the station.

. . . that's what counts

The excellence of the job being done
for advertisers by WDBJ

KSTP at College
THE Minneapolis Junior Chamber
of Commerce, feeling that the
movies, magazines and fiction have
given the public the wrong impression of what the college student
does with his time, has taken over
sponsorship of a Know Your University series on KSTP, St. Paul
and Minneapolis. The series, aired
on alternate Thursdays, publicizes
classroom work, experiments, littleknown departments and research at
the University, utilizing mobile
shortwave unit and pack to do the

in the rich

Roanoke and Southwest Virginia markets ... is shown by the fact that 80%
of WDBJ's contracts are renewal contracts. To cover this prosperous area
consistently and satisfactorily at all
times you must use WDBJ.
Representatives
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
Sears & Ayer
Craig & Hollingbery

Female and Mail
WITH its engineer behind a screen
and its microphone in the hands
of women commentators, MBS penetrated the no man's land of backstage at the recent New York fashion show and brought stirring descriptions of late underthings to
eager feminine ears.
Another recent MBS remote took
place high above New Jersey during the experimental shuttle flights
to test the possibilities of intrastate mail service for the communities off the regular airlanes. |
Jerry Danzig and Dave Driscoll,
MBS
special
events
viewed
the state's
oldestmen,
rural intermail :'
carrier as they zoomed along.
Money Makers
\
'
*
*
*
A
WEEKLY
quarter-hour
show
which started on WMAQ, Chicago,
titled Dr. Dollar, dramatizes sue- cess story of men and women who
have made
money in odd
ways. Material for programs
is supplied
by
listeners and is adapted for radio
by William Meredith of the NBCChicago continuity staff. Program
is sponsored by Vocational Service
Inc., &LosCo.,Angeles,
field
Chicago.through CritchFor Peace
DEDICATED to peace, two new
programs have been started on
WMCA, New York. Titled The
Modern Woman, a morning program features Estelle M. Sternberger, executive director of the
World Peaceways. An evening series called Between War & Peace
is given tional
under
of the NaCouncil auspices
for Prevention
of
* * *
War.
Behind the Lens
NEW SLANT on a camera program is the series on WBNX, New
York, called Candidly Speaking.
Guest speakers dedicate their talks
to various local camera clubs, answer questions asked by club representatives who attend the broadcasts. Under the direction of William R. McCue, the first program
featured Alfred Eisenstadt, staff
photographer * of *
Life. *
Italians Learn English
DESIGNED to teach English to
Italian listeners, the Elementary
School of the Air on WOV, New
York, is a leader in audience response. More than 1,000 reprular
listeners submit homework and ask
for criticism. Heard twice weekly,
the series is under auspices of the
WPA and the Adult Education
Project of the city's Board of Education.
KFRU
•

heart

COLUMBIA,

^

MISSOURI

A Kilowatt on 630
of^atfre
at
TRADING
AREA

A Sales Message over KFRU
Covers the Heart of Missouri

RdANOlCE,
VIRGIN
IA
MEMBER OF THE COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
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Our Foreign Neighbors
TO ACQUAINT listeners with the
problems and progress of foreign
nations, MBS has started a Sunday afternoon series called World
Neighbors, featuring dramatized
highlights in the lives of famous
world citizens whose achievements
have benefited everyone. The first
of the series called "The Rise of
the British Empire" was given
Nov. 21 under auspices of the University Broadcasting Council, on
WGN, MBS Chicago affiliate.

ITONGUE TIED— WJBK, Detroit,
has solved the Chinese pronunciation problem by engaging three
Chinese students from a local university to provide tips on uttering
oriental names. In the photo (left
right) Sterritt,
are WJBK's
Knorr,
II to
Charles
Angus Fred
Pfaff,
Bob
' Longwell and David Lim (Chinese).
A Small World
WHEN Bill Davies and Carl Van, dagrift, announcers of WOWO, Ft.
Wayne, Ind., stopped a car the oth' er day to interview the driver during a safety program called Hey!
Mr. Motorist, out he jumped and
i made them honorary members of
' the New Jersey Accident Prevention Bureau. The chief of the NewJersey bureau just happened to be
doing a little touring, a little
checking up. WOWO says it's
mighty proud.
* * *
For Better Music
TO DIVERSIFY a recorded music
program and instill in listeners
the desire for more classical music,
KCKN, Kansas City, Kan., has resorted to argument. Ben Allmeyer,
of the KCKN staff, poses as a professor and breaks in to complain
about too much swing music, pleads
for more musical classics. Listeners
like it, say KCKN and the sponsor, Jenkins Music Co.
Bill Board
THE Bill Board of WOWO, Fort
Wayne's
'most listened
to' program
has
an interesting
history.
When
originated, it was decided to use
the 15 minutes allotted to review
the station's own programs. But
the merchandising department
found that Bill Board had too many
listeners to be non-paying, so used
it to publicize bigger and better
shows. Listeners grew in number
so Bill Board was made a halfhour participating show.
* * *
News of the Week
BON MARCHE, large Seattle department store, has started So Goes
the World on KJR, Seattle, with
Dick Keplinger narrating news of
the past week with the aid of a
dramatic cast. The show is in addition to the
store'sdaily,
fouras quarterhour news
periods
well as
two more on Sunday, all on KJR.
* * *
What Dudes Are Wearing
WTMJ, Milwaukee, has sent Nancy Grey, conductor of the women's
feature What's New in Milwaukee
on a two-week trip to Arizona dude
ranches and resorts via American
Airlines. She is gathering impressions of what's new in women's
wear. During the trip she is sending letters to her sponsors back in
Milwaukee, as well as a daily letter for George Comte, pinch-hitter
on her program.
BROADCASTING

For The Youngsters
SCHOOL children are interviewed
by announcers of WMAQ, Chicago,
in a new program. Children Speak,
which broadcasts originate in theatre lobbies near schools at 4 p. m.,
after classes are over for the day.
Questions are supplied by listeners.
The quarter-hour program is
broadcast daily excent Saturday
and Sunday under sponsorship of
Foley's
Honey & Chicago,
Tar Syrup.
Lauesen
& Salomon,
is agency.
Chance

for Students

CLEVELAND high school
students are given a chance
to compete for a nosition in
radio by WGAR, which offers to the outstanding school
newspaperman the post of
editor-in-chief of the WGAR
High School News Bureau.
The appointment will be
based on scholastic standing
and ability to report and
write news. Students will be
eligible only in their senior
year. They may, however,
submit applications in their
junior yearon toselection.
the station's
committee

Headaches and Earaches
THE THEME of a new Sunday
evening comedy series on CBS called
Earaches of 1938 is the back stage
humor incidental to producing a
radio series like Earaches. Comedy
within comedy, the program will
feature Harry Conn, oldtime vaudesters. ville artist, and a cast of 40 fun* * *
Opportunity for Censor
NBC is conducting a nationwide
search for the champion American
talking parrot, winners to compete
later in coast-to-coast broadcast
tests. Associated stations will
comb their localities for birds with
ity.
superior diction, originality of expression, vocabulary and voice qualFor Naturalists
FROM theMuseum
lobby of
New York's
American
of Natural
History, a question and answer program originates weekly on WORMBS. Called This Wonderful
World, the series features Bob
Emery and Mrs. John M. Saunders
in discussions of natural history.
* * *
In the Control Room
ON WBAL, Baltimore, Control
Room tells dramatic and amusing
incidents in the rehearsal and
broadcasting of a typical network
commercial. The program is a Saturday half-hour feature and succeeds Club Radio.
4: * *
Ancient Annals
FROM files of local papers, WHBF,
Rock Island, obtains material for
Ralph Childs' Pressroom Echoes, a
thrice-weekly evening quarter-hour
in which Childs and Forrest Cooke
exchange gossip.

from
and all
★ film
Only studios.
aNBC
few and
blocksCBSor minutes
★ and
Luxurious
modernwith
rooms,
apartments
full suitas
hotel
service* agency
Hollywood
headquarters
for
radio executives
and
radiomen,stars.

"JUST A V/HISPER OFF
HOLLYWOOD

BOU LEVA R D"

Foe's Horrors
ADAPTED to radio by Virginia
Wiltten of the production staff,
WBAP, Fort Worth, is attracting
widespread comment with a series
of horror dramas from the works
of Edgar Allen Poe. Titled Black
Night, each broadcast is 30 minutes
in length and is presented as a sustaining program by the WBAP
players. Many eerie sound effects
never before used on the air have
been worked out under the direction of Ken Douglass, production
director, WBAP,
*
*claims.
*
Chance for the Audience
THE audience provides the talent
for Everybody's Invited, new program on WFBC, Muncie, Ind. Besides submitting to interviews by
Eber Lineberger, an audience provides the cast for melodramas.
THANKS !
Response Terrific
At Your Demand
"WALKS OF LIFE"
Now Transcribed.
Built especially for Shoes —
Sale or Repair.
13 15-Minute
Ready. Shows
Priced Right.
Write
wood —
RADIO PRODUCTIONS
Hollywood, Calif.
220 Markham BIdg.
. . . wood words sell . . .
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Bull Heads Agency
•CONCENTRATION

OF ALL RETAIL SALESo
IN
»/
MINNESOTA
44 ARE MADE TO
TWIN CITIES LISTENERS

w

T

C

N
NBC BLUE NETWORK STATION
Covers An Even Greater Area Than
This Rich Metropolitan Marltet
Owned and Operated By
MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE
ST. PAUL DISPATCH - PIONEER PRESS
Wesley Temple Bldg., Minneapolis
FREES PETERS.Inc. National Representatives

YOUNG & RUBICAM Inc., New
York, announces the following additions to its personnel : Tom Lane, formerly of the WOR publicity department, andCBS
Jamespress
E. O'Bryon,
ly of the
department,formerhave
joined
the
agency's
radio
publicity
staff ; Adrian Samish, formerly of the
radio production staff of Arthur Kudner Inc., New York, has been named
to handle production of We The
People.
PETER BARNUM, formerly of
Young & Rubicam Inc., New York,
has joined the general radio production stafiE of Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
that city.
LARRY WHITE, formerly executive
assistant to Arthur Rush, Hollywood
manager of Columbia Management of
California Inc.. has joined Leland
Hayward Inc.. Beverly Hills, Cal. talent agency, as head of its radio department.
NATE TUFTS, of Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., Hollywood production staff, and
Mrs. Tufts are the parents of a baby
boy born Nov. 12.
DANNY DANKER, vice-president in
charge of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Hollywood, is the father of a baby
girl, Suzanne, born Nov. 12. James S.
IJealle. assistant publicity director, is
the father of a daughter. Celia, born
the same day.
J. M. TODD has been named continuity director of W. K. Nash Adv.
Agency. St. Louis, succeeding Dick
Sharp, now with W. K. Nash Adv.
Agency. Clair Callihan has joined the
KSD continuity staff.
S. K. ELLIS Jr.. formerly with CBS
in Chicago,
has joined
office of Fletcher
& Ellisthein Chicago
a research
capacity.

^ acciiTote,
*
unbiased cmalysis of LISTENING HABITS in the seven major
cities of Nebriowa . . . proving
again that WOW dominates the rich trade territory of eastern
NEBRaska and western Iowa. If
your copy has not yet arrived,
write us today! You'll want it
for your files.
JOHN GILLIN, Jr., Mgr.
WOW
Owned and Operated by the
Woodnnen of the World Life Insurance Society
Omaha, Nebraska
JOHN BLAIR CO., Representatives
590 KC
5,000 Watts
New York, Chicago, Detroit, San Francisco
ON

uiiiBV
nllAT

THE

NELSON CARTER has been named
managermont &ofHohman
the Chicago
of BeauInc., office
coming
from
the Omaha office where he has been
succeededhasbybeen
O. W.
J. A.
Barnes
namedO'Neil.
an account
executive in the Chicago office and
Clarke Trudeau production manager.
CROSSLEY
& HAM Ore.,
Inc., San
cisco and Portland,
has Franbeen
formed by consolidation of Ernest R.
Ham Adv. Agency and J. T. Crossley
Co. Inc. The San Francisco office is
now at 500 Sansome St. Mr. Ham is
manager of the Portland office, in the
Oregonian Bldg.
WAMBOLDT & HOLDEN, new Chicago production firm fBroadcasting,
Oct. 151, has expanded to larger
quarters. Previously at 20 E. Jackson
St. the firm is now located on the
19th floor at 165 W. Wacker Drive.
W. W. Joyce, formerly assistant sales
manager of Rural Progress magazine,
and later chief sound effects man at
NBC, Chicago, has been added to the
production staff. The firm is writing
and producing Public Hero No. 1 for
Falstafi^ Brewing Co., St. Louis, and
the Tom Mix show for Ralston-Purina Co., St. Louis.
CLIFFORD CARDING has joined
Columbia Management of California
Inc.. Hollywood, as executive assistant
to Arthur Rush, manager. He succeeds Larry White, resigned. Paul
Louis, inlumbia
charge
radio talent
CoConcertsof Corp.,
New ofYork,
was in Hollywood early in November
conferring with Mr. Rush on expanded West Coast activities.
BERT LEVEY Theatrical Agency,
Los Angeles, was to open branch offices in Warner Bros. Theatre Building, Hollywood, on Dec. 1. A radio
department was to be established.
JAMES
M. COSTELLO,
coiTespondent
for the
Milwaukee Sentinel
and
formerly with a contracting firm in
Janesville, Wis., has joined Bert S.
Gittens, Advertising, Milwaukee agency, to handle industrial accounts.

HERE'S A SURVEY THAT
COUNTS EARS!

EARS

■ np
AKC

FRANK BULL, well-known Pacific Coast sports commentator
and agency account executive, has
been elected president of Allied Advertising Ag e ncies Inc., Los Angeles. He succeeds
R. L. Rust who
resigned Nov. 15
to devote his time
to other business
interests. Dick
Smith is first
vice-president
and
Walter McCreary,
Mr. Bull
second vice-president in charge of sales. Fehr Gardner is secretary-treasurer. Officers
of the agency are all former radio
station executives and are still actively engaged in broadcasting.

AAiiUTi
COUnl!

N. B. G. RED
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ADAM J. YUNG Jr., formerly in
sales promotion and research for
NBC, New York, and more recently
with Bryant Publicity Service, New
York, has been appointed time-buyer
of H. M. Kiesewetter Adv. Agencv,
New York.
FREEMAN KEYES, president of
Russel M. Seeds Inc., Chicago, has
appointed Tom Wallace as manager
of the agency's Hollywood office.
CECIL UNDERWOOD, of the Needham, Louis & Brorby Inc., Chicago
production staff, was in Hollywood
during November on a combined business and pleasure trip. He produces
the NBC Fibber McGee d MoUie series spon.sored by S. C. Johnson &
Son Inc.
GEORGE D. LOTTMAN, New York
publicity service, has established Hollywood offices at 6605 Hollywood
Blvd., with Jerry Olenick and Murry
Weintraub as co-managers. Speclializing in radio, the organization has
added Amy Alexander and Robert
Joseph to its writing staff.
WALTER SCHWIMMER, partner
of Schwimmer & Scott, Chicago, will
sail from New Orleans Dec. 22 on a
two-week cruise. Included in Mr.
Schwimmer's itinerary is Havana,
Panama, Honduras, and Nicaragua.
CHARLES S. KNAPP, New York
advertising man, has joined Chambers
& Wiswell, Boston, to direct copy and
idea activity. He had formerly been
with Young & Rubicam, J. Walter
Thompson Co. and Ruthrauff & Ryan.
WESTON W. HILL, copy chief and
account executive of Cecil, Warwick
& Legler, New York, has joined
Brooke, Smith & French to head the
promotion
unit on the Hudson auto
account.
CHARLES SANFORD KNAPP, formerly copy and
account Co.,
executive
J. Walter
Thompson
Youngwit-k&
Rubicam, Frank Seaman, and Ruthrauff & Ryan, has joined Chambers &
Wiswell Inc., Boston. He will head
its copy staff.
DON
Lord FRANCISCO,
& Thomas, Losvice-president
Angeles, has•£
been made
president
the new
Hollywood Pacific
Coast of
League
Baseball
Club.
CARROLL NYE and Robert Woodburn of Radio Feature Service Inc.,
Hollywood publicity concern, were
married at Riverside, Oal., Nov. 20.
WILLIAM REUBENS, at one time
radio editor of Orchestra World, New
York, has joined Radio Feature Service Inc., Hollywood publicity concern, as agency contact man.
MASON BARLOW Advertising, is
the title of a new agency established
by Mr. Barlow at 201 N. Wells Bldg..
Chicago. Mr. Barlow for many years
has served manufacturers and others
as sales and advertising counsel but
heretofore has placed no contracts.
Clients include Adolph I. Buehler,
metallurgical apparatus and optical
instruments ; Castle-Ford Co., decorative linens ; Clayson Governor Sales
Co., automotive governors ; D & B
Mfg. Co., automotive gears, and Klipfel Mfg. Co., steam specialties.
WILLARD (Doc) HALL, wellknown radio has
director
master-of-&
ceremonies,
joinedandKeighley
Keate, Beverly Hills, Cal. production
agency under a five-year contract. He
directs the radio department and new
commercial production division. On
Nov. 18 he started a weekly 45-minute
professional
program Hollywood,
Discoveries of 1938 talent
on KFWB,
under sponsorship of The Boston
Store, Los Angeles.
WAIR, Winston-Salem, N. C, claims
to have one of the most unique sponsors on the air. He is C. A. Boles,
local mule dealer, who has purchased
amonths.
daily spot announcement for six
• Broadcast
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rOM
REVERE,
head &of Bowles
the radioInc.,
dejartment
of Benton
Vew York, was named a vice-presiient of the agency at a recent meetng of the board. Announcement was
nade by Atherton W. Hobler, presilent.
5HAW & MILES Inc., Los Angeles,
vith otfices at 309 W. 12th St., has
leen formed by Robert Shaw and Ken
Miles. They have acquired the adver;ising interests of Production Service
y>., that city. Shaw was at one time
idvertising manager of Phelps-Terkel,
[lOS Angeles and Miles, founder and
)ublisher of the Beverly Hills (Cal.)
!^iti:en.
TAMES M. COSTELLO, corresponient for the Milwaukee Sentinel and
formerly with a contracting firm in
Janesville, Wis., has joined Bert S.
Kittens. Advertising, Milwaukee agenpy, to handle industrial accounts.
SRAYTOX
G. "WEIDER
has joined
AK W. Becker
Adv. Agency,
Long
{Beach, Cal.. as account executive. He
jwas formerly advertising manager of
rthe Oxnard (Cal.) Daily Currier.
[HERBERT
director, LordGLOVER,
& Thomas publicity
Inc., New
iTork, flew to Hollywood Nov. 28 to
[Spend a week coordinating publicity
jactivitirs for the agency in connection
iwith the Lucky Strike-Warner show.
ISAVINGTON CRAMPTON, HoUyIwood manager of William Esty & Co.,
Iwas married in that city Nov. 17 to
ISarah Adams of Wellesley, Mass.
IgUILBERT GIBBONS, formerly an
lannouncer at WHK-WCLE, Cleveland, has joined the radio production
(department of Lord & Thomas, ChiJeago,
assistant to Basil Loughrane,
radio as
director.
DOREMUS & Co., Chicago, on Dec.
' absorbed Gamble & Co. Ltd., also
f Chicago, organized by Thomas Gamble, president and owner of the agency
Isince it was organized 15 years ago.
_i At Doremus, Mr. Gamble will con! tinue to handle the Halsey Stuart &
Co. account which had been handled
J by his own agency.

WEED

& Co., representing many stations in the United States and Canada, will represent the stations
brought
under the Ltd.,
wing aof All-Canada
Radio Facilities
merger of
United Broadcast Sales and All-Canada Broadcasting Co. Main offices of
the merger, of which H. C. Carson is
general manager, are in Toronto, with
branches in Calgary, Montreal, Winnipeg and Vancouver. P. H. Gayner,
manager of the Toronto office, has been
transferred to Winnipeg in charge of
the western sales staff, with G. F.
Herbert, Winnipeg, transferred to
Toronto. The Toronto ofiice will be
moved Jan. 1 to Victory Bldg., 80
Richmond St. W.
JAMES F. FAY, Boston, has taken
over New England representation of
all the Hearst Radio stations — namely, WINS,
WBAL.WISN,
Baltimore;New
WCAE, York;
Pittsburgh;
Milwaukee; KOMA, Oklahoma City;
W^ACO,
Waco;
KNOW,KYA,
Austin;
KTSA. San
Antonio;
San
Francisco ; KEHE, Los Angeles.
WEED & Co. has been appointed national representatives of WLAW, New
Lawrence, Mass., station, which will
open in mid-December. WLAW is a
1,000tonwatt
station
miles from Weed
Bosoperating
on 68040 kilocycles.
& Co. will also assume representation
of WLNH, Laconia, N. H.
WMAZ, Macon, has retained J. J.
Devine & Associates as exclusive representatives inthe national field effective Jan. 1, 1938. The announcement
was made by E. K. Cargill, presidentmanager of the CBS outlet.
JAMES R. CURTIS, president of
KFRO, Longview, Tex., announces
that John H. Reagin, Atlanta, has
been named station representative for
the Southeastern section of the United States.

Swallow Advanced
JOHN W. SWALLOW, for five
years NBC Hollywood studio manager, has been appointed western
division program manager, with
headquarters i n
that city. The
promotion
announced was
Nov.
18 by Don E. Gilman, NBC western division vicepresident, who
stated that "the
substan
t i avolume
1 i ncrease in
Swallow
and Mr.
of business
amount
production
the
Hollywoodofstudios
of the in
network
has
necessitated the concentration of
more executive manpower in that
locality." Mr. Swallow will spend
considerable time in San Francisco and other key cities of the western division.
Wester Starts Firm
CARL WESTER, NBC salesman
in Chicago, has formed a radio
writing and production firm to
start operation Dec. 1 with offices
in the Palmolive Bldg. He joined
the staff in March, 1930, and has
handled many big NBC accounts.
He will be associated with a wellknown network writer whose identity has not been announced.
De Garmo Merges
DE GARMO' Corp., New York, advertising agency, has merged with
Arthur H. Fulton Co., that city.
Lee Ellis, a newcomer to advertising, has joined the firm, now called
Fulton-de Garmo & Ellis Inc. with
offices at 30 Rockefeller Plaza.

Myron Kirk to Quit
,
I MYRON KIRK, vice-president in
I charge of radio, Ruthrauff & Ryan
Inc., New York, will relinquish that
' post shortly to become radio de■ partment manager of Famous ArtI ists Corp., newly-formed Beverly
. Hills, Cal., talent agency, it is reliably reported in Hollywood. The
' new talent organization consists of
■ the combined interests of FeldmanI Blum Corp., Beverly Hills, and H.
_ E. Edington-F. W. Vincent Inc.,
■ Hollj-wood. Mr. Kirk, with Ruth' rauff & Ryan four years, is to take
over his new duties after Jan. 1.
Heagen Bayless, his New York assistant, will join him on the West
Coast. Amory Eckley, now in
charge of Feldman & Blum Corp.
radio contacts, will also join the
new firm. Although not confirmed,
< it is understood that Edmund B.
'I (Tiny) Ruffner, West Coast radio
production manager of the agency
in Hollywood, will succeed Kirk as
radio director of RuthrauflF & Ryan.
Mr. Ruffner was recently made a
vice-president.
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COMPLETED!

For but 4 station owners in the past 14 years,
one man has
Established and built up
station prestige
Increased local and
national incomes
many-fold
and
Built permanent organizations for eleven separate properties, each of
which is a leader in its

% With the successful
field.
completion of his
eleventh consecutive promotion, this executive's
services are now available
to a station owner who
is desirous of better serving his market while insuring advanced profits.
O His most outstanding

—

HDouhles
the

^ag

'Says the G9)fCajor
When there is plenty of game,

results have been associated with stations of 5
to 50 kilowatts in major
markets which have had
national network connection.
O He will be in Chicago
through the 15th of December or will arrange

you can bag twice as many
with a double-barrel gun. . . .
In the Carolinas, the twin stations, WIS-WPTF, double results among the large group
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ATLAS

New WFIL Transmitter
AT A COST of approximately
$125,000, WFIL, Philadelphia, on
Dec. 1 will begin installation of its
new transmitter. Paul Godley, consulting engineer, will supervise
technical construction with Walter
Thomas, Philadelphia architect
handling the design. A 38-acre
tract fronting on the Schuylkill
River in Southwest Philadelphia
four and one-half miles from the
heart of the city, has been purchased. A two-story Colonial house
to serve as a combination technical
laboratory and living quarters will
be erected. Completion is expected
in two months, according to Donald Withycomb, general manager.
RICH

Singing School
TO TEACH proper radio
technique and inspire confidence in prospective artists,
WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y., has
established a Singing School.
Vhe coaching is done by Jack
Curren and Ed Jacobs of the
WFBL staff and the class is
strictly limited to entertainers who show definite talent.
From its point of view, says
WFBL, the purpose is to
build up a roster of reliable
and experienced artists.
Moore Paint to Return
BENJAMIN MOORE & Co., New
York, has again signed up for a
series of 21 quarter-hour weekly
broadcasts on NBC-Red network,
beginning early in January and
continuing until the end of May.
Programs, talks on interior decorating and art in arranging and
decorating the home by "Betty
Moore", are run each year by the
company from mid-winter until after the end of the normal housecleaning and moving season, both
on the network and on a number of
supplementary stations with transcriptions. Programs are placed direct.

PANAMA
and ihe

CANAL

ZONE

FOR
WLBC

THE

RURAL

HOBBY— Bernard Cruger, first assistant engineer of WGY, Schenectady is one of those chaps who
seeks recreation in working. The
publication Modern Mechanix has
awarded him third prize in the
"Midget Mike" model locomotive
contest. The tiny model is complete
in every detail and is built to a
scale of 5/32 inch to a foot. Its
total overall length is IIV2 inches
as compared to 72 feet, the length
of the real locomotive.
BUSINESSMAN

Gears Noon Program to Desires of Farmers,

Presenting Daily 10-Minute Service
izing their harvesting methods by
AN UNUSUAL service program
for the rural audience has been de- making the process as nearly mechanical as possible.
veloped by WLBC, Muncie, Ind.
Heard six days weekly from 12:20
The result was a ten-minute program devised especially to be of a
to 12:30
p. m., the ofprogram
der the direction
Fredericis unW. service nature. The program includes: Chicago grain quotations;
Auer, merchandising director, who
made a study and a survey of the New York noon stock market reprimary and secondary areas of the
port; Chicago, Indianapolis and
rural listeners. The study included
local livestock quotations; Indianquestionnaires answered by county
apolis, Chicago and local produce
agricultural agents, 4-H and and poultry market prices; local
grain quotations; national, regional
Grange leaders, farmers and memand local farm news bulletins;
bers of their families, and rural
merchants who filled their orders
temperature report and forecast;
for commodities.
weather report and forecast and
According to Mr. Ayer the study the correct time.
The program has been set up on
and survey indicated that the farma noncompetitive participation basis
ers valued their time during workfor sponsors with each sponsor being "hours
as were
highlyfound
as their
cousins.
They
to be city
living allowed to be known as the company bringing the special report.
ing under modern conditions, drivMany farmers have expressed a
ing automobiles, sending their chilpreference for this service type of
dren to central schools, and truckprogram over the more lengthy
ing their products to market. Many
ones carried by other stations.
farmers were found to be modernWILLARD TABLET Co., Chicago,
will start its proposed radio campaign
after the first of the year, according
to Hugh Rager, account executive of
First United Broadcasters, Chicago.
WILSON,
GO.

.... and ihey buy soods and services
advertised over Central America's
newest and most modernly equipped
station.
I
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PROMOTING
£
RECORDED
SERVICll
AN ADVERTISING campaign t L
be begun shortly in radio fan pub
lications to sell to the i-adio publil'
the transcribed programs produce^ n

£
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Un
O
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. . . intensified coverage
of Alabama's SECOND
industrial area . . .
COMPLETE
Merchandising Service
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was
announced
Herbert
Eb
by Atlas
Radio byCorp.,
New R.Yorl-'J'
enstein, president, at a nations '
convention of the company's dis' tributors, held at the Stevens Hot'
tel, Chicago, Nov. 28-29. Atlas doe' ;
not employ
salesmen
sell it '
records
to stations
and to
advertiser
in the usual fashion, but has intro
duced to aradio
a franchise
systen'
whereby
distributor
is given
th
exclusive rights to sell Atlas prof'
ductions in a given area. Each dis |'
tributor will maintain branch of !'
fices
throughoutof his
the placement
the territory
programs fo'V
t^r
stations, programs being leased oi j:
an exclusive basis within any mar''^
ket area.
is similarof to
tha'''
used
in thePlan
distribution
motioi
pictures,
Ebenstein in
has which
a wide industry
experience.Mr''
Franchises for three distributor; '
in thezones,
Central,have
Southern
Westbj ^
ern
been and
issued
Atlas. L. Daniel Blank, former mo i'
tion picture distributor, heads thrr
central zone organization, wit?;'
branch offices in Minneapolis
headquarters
in Chicago anc,
an6''
Detroit. In the South, Claude C,
Ezell, former sales manager for
Warner Bros, and at present western sales manager for Bank Night; ;
will handle Atlas programs fron"^ his
Dallas Western
offices anddistributor
a branch ir^'
Atlanta.
Ray Coffin, likewise from the mov
ies, who will make his headquar
ters in Los Angeles with branche
in Denver and Seattle. Mr. Eben
stein is manager of the easter
division and will open district of
fices in Pittsburgh and Boston
the near future.
Atlas already has 28 serial fea
tures ready for release, comprisin
some 900 15-minute and half-ho
episodes and representing an in
vestment of $400,000, it was stated
at the company's New York head
quarters. A booklet describin
these releases has been issued as
part of an elaborate broadside de
scribing the publicity and mer
chandising the programs will re
ceive, the whole plan of exploita
tion being similar to that used m
the promotion of motion pictures
Consolidated Acquires
CONSOLIDATED Drug Trad
Products Inc., Chicago, large user
of spot radio, has purchased three
nationally known products, Krank
Lather Cream, from A. J. Krank
Co., St. Paul; Zymole Trokeys
(throat lozenges), from Frederick
Stearns & Co., Detroit; and Blue
Bird Nail Polish, Minneapolis,
from the firm of the same name.
Quarter-hour daily except Sunday
participation on the Make Believe
Ballroom program started on
WNEW, New York, Nov. 22 for
Blue Bird, through McCord Inc.,
Minneapolis. Salem N. Baskin Adv.
mole Trokeys.
Agency, Chicago, is agency for ZyUTILITIES Engineering Institute,
Chicago (air conditioning courses),
has added three five-minute programs
on WOWO and a weekly quarterhour Sunday show on KVI making
20 stations now carrying the broadcasts. First United Broadcasters Inc.,
Chicago, is the agency.
EDWARD F. McGRADY, who recently resigned as Assistant Secretary
of Labor to become labor relations
executive of RCA, on Nov. 26 was
elected a director of RCA.
• Broadcast

Advertising'

Careful

Rhetoric

Urged by Peterson
I pays Commercials Should Be
i\en Careful Preparation
OMMERCIAL announcements
. lould have all the advantages
■at good writing and persuasive
eech can supply, according to
-ut Peterson, radio director of
.:: Marschalk & Pratt, New York, in
^ speech recently before the Jane
■r Manner Speech & Drama Forum at
■r ,?teinway Hall, New York.
Mr. Peterson, a former NBC anx"nouncer
andtheprogram
director,
the
part which
ij. pointed out
J- stage and screen have played in the
5, promotion of better speech, and the
t.-great importance of speech today
ji^as the medium through which raj.-Aio entertainment and advertising
jtjis brought into millions of homes.
"The client that sponsors a radio
thousaid, "invests
[j. program,"
sands ofhe
dollars
in something
p. whose success depends to an ex'(^traordinary
on speech.
j.
tertainment extent
must have
the aidEn-of
(.'speech and
advertising
...almost
solelythedepends
upon message
it. And
^-110 matter how or by whom the
,'.raessage
delivered itandmust
have
Jrdarity ofis expression
warmth
pbf personality to make an impact
listener."
jj^DnHethe condemned
^,
casual
.aier with which thisthelatter
and manvital
j'phase of broadcasting is often
^handled. "Advertisers," he said,
j./'spend days and months preparing
i^jprograms, auditioning orchestras,
I'.'singers, comedians, etc. At the last

Goes Scot Free
IT WAS a good thing that
of WestminGeorgester,Ambrose
British Columbia, was
listening to the WLS National Barn Dance Nov. 13. Accused by the police of holding
date, Amon that
up a store
that he was
brose testified
home listening to the Bam
Dance. He even told police
the name of the selection bethe robthe time
sungwasatcommitte
ingbery
d. It was
Boys Can Whistle and Girls
Can Sing, sung by Lulu Belle
and Scotty. Sergt. Frank W.
Gallagher, officer of the
crown, wrote to WLS-NBC
to check his story. Records
established the alibi, and Ambrose was freed.
minute somebody remembers the
"commercials", and this vitally irnportant part of the program is
then hurriedly thrown together
with an equally hurried selection of
an announcer." "This", he pointed
out, "is highly inconsistent. The advertiser who takes space in a magazine depends upon illustration and
text to put over his message. In
most cases he employs the best art
and copy talent he can get. In radio, the same thing should hold
Mr. Peterson also touched on the
part
that better speech over the ratrue."
dio is playing in breaking down
sectionalism. He mentioned the fact
that listeners have become educated
to voices that deliver the English
language in the same way in every
section of the country. He also discussed the technique of writing
"ear" copy for the air and the importance of using short sentences
and simple words. After the meeting Mr. Peterson and Arthur Brashears, of the Marschalk & Pratt
staff, answered questions in a half
hour general discussion of the subject.

7

out of
Listeners

BUFFALO

Conquest Appointed
CONQUEST ALLIANCE Corp.,
New York, has been appointed exclusive radio representative of Col.
Theodore Roosevelt Jr. According
to A. M. Wilson, production director of Conquest, the colonel plans to
discuss his experiences as a youngster in the White House, as a biggame hunter, his experiences in the
World War, and famous and interesting people he has known. Four
advertisers ai'e reported to be considering sponsorship of a program
featuring the colonel. Conquest has
also announced that it will place
radio serial now being written by
Earle Stanley Gardner, well known
writer of detective fiction. Program entitled The Case of the Duplicate Double, deals with Perry
Mason,
acter. Gardner's best known char-

^0
to

STATIONS

tune in
WGR
or WKBW
between 5 and 7 P.. M.
says Ross Federal
BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO
Represented by
FREE & PETERS

BROADCASTING

USE

Cormier Heads WINS
ALBERT A CORMIER, who resigned Oct 23 as commercial manager of WIP, Philadelphia, on
Dec. 6 will become
general manager
of WINS, New
York. Before joinWIP he had
beeningcommercial
manager of WOR
ade.nearly
Bradley
.
for
a decMr. TT^"^^
Cormier - months
manager
twoof
forgeneral
Kelly,
^^mjr^
WINS, returns to King Features
Syndicate as assistant editor.
Peters Shoe in West
PETERS SHOE Co., St. Louis, on
Dec. 1 started a spot campaign
in California, going on the air
seven nights weekly with a 100word announcement over KPRC,
San Francisco and KHJ, Los Angeles. The account is placed by
Long Adv. Service, San Francisco.
Film Chatterers' Cards
RADIO reporters covering Hollywood motion picture studios for
news will be required to present
identification cards similar to those
now issued to studio press correspondents by the Motion Picture
Producers & Distributors of America. Cards will be issued after Dec.
1 by Tom Pettey of the Will Hays
office who also issues identification
passes to reporters and correspondents covering film studios for trade
papers, daily newspapers and syndicates. Action was decided upon
following a meeting between Petty
and publicity directors of major
and independent Hollywood motion
picture studios on Nov. 16. Practically every radio commentator in
Los Angeles county has applied
for a pass.

WSAI Newspaper Series
WSAI, Cincinnati, was to carry
five broadcasts from the plant of
the Cincinnati Times-Star during
the week beginning Nov. 29. The
series was arranged by George
Fries, Times-Star general manager,
Lew Heck, editorial promotion
manager, and Robert G. Jennings,
WSAI program manager. P r ograms are designed to acquaint listeners with the problems of newspaper production, and are a part
of
the WSAI Cincinnati, Your City
series.
WINKELMAN SHOE Co., New
York (women's shoes), has started
broadcasting two announcements
daily on WHN, New York, and is coutemplating use of stations in Boston
and Cincinnati. Jay Lewis Associates,
New York, is placing the business.
. . . Serving an area with
the highest income in
Wisconsin outside of Milwaukee. Write

• Some Random Thoughts,
Most of Which Concern
WGES,
WCBD, WSBC,
Chicago
and WEMP,
Milwaukee
—

By GENE T. DYER

I^ROOF: This is a two-minute story that should be read
and re-read by those who are
interested in getting sales results in Chicagoland. It was
told by Mr. A. C. Faeh, general manager of the Chicaga
Automobile Show just prior to
the tremendously successful
show this year. Said Mr. Faeh:
"We have cast about each year
for a BIG IDEA, or theme that
would prove an attractive added
background to bring people to
the automobile shows. We made
surveys and investigations in Chicago and finally in studying the
lists of actual automobile buyers
we were struck with the amazing
fact that the PREPONDERANCE HAD NAMES DIFFICULT TO PRONOUNCE! We
had the idea instantly — the facts
were clear that a great percentage of the motor car sales in
Chicagoland were made to foreign-born persons or persons of
foreign parentage! Our show appeal was based on a pageant of
the brides of all nations. We appealed to each of the nationality
"Result:
A
groups.

show

attendance

greater than that of any in history resulted!"
We think
this backs up our oft
repeated story of the fabulous
opportunities in the field of foreign born Americans in Chicagoland. Does that mean anything
to you, Mr. Advertiser? Do you
overlook the fact that two out of
three persons in Chicagoland are
of foreign birth or parentage?
We believe you are making a
mistake if you're not including
WGES, WSBC or WCBD on
your advertising schedule — they
are the preferred stations of this
overwhelming but almost generally forgotten population!

GNER
^"^S A. WA
/ ] -"ManagingDirector
.
us
deta
C-a^ ^ \
N ' A
W STATIO
T
Q
GREEN BAY - WISCONSIN ~
£5

CtfiUMBIA
NETWORK • BOOKC
I.DOO WATTS NIGHT - 5,000 WATTJ DAY
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May

of all Retail Sales in
Carolina

take

place within WSOC
Coverage

up, AFM
a union ofmusician who appointing
is not a member
the
local involved, and the station appointing aperson engaged in broadcasting but not employed by that
station. The decision of these two
shall be binding on both parties.
Stating that the agreement is
based on mutual good faith for the
purpose of increasing employment
of musicians in broadcasting, the
schedule continues: "It is agreed
(a) that if a substantial number
of affiliate and/or any network
company or corporation executing
contracts in pursuance of such plan
of settlement have defaulted with
respect to the expenditure of their
respective quotas as provided in
their agreements, or (b) that if in
the sole judgment of the Federation, the operation of this and
other agreements with affiliate or
key stations entered into pursuant
to the plan of settlement fails sufficiently to carry out the purpose of
the Federation to increase employment of instrumental staff musicians in the broadcasting industry,
then and in its sole determination
and option, the Federation shall

Makes
sale-ing
easier!

Supplementary to
NBC Red and Blue

THE

MOST

POWERFUL
STATION

between
St, Louis
Dallas

members in their choice of program material or manner of presentation or which would be in violation of the Sherman Anti-Trust
Act or the present Radio Law.
Since Schedule A in its final form
had not been received by these
broadcasters at that time, it is possible that their objections have alreadymittee
been will
metnowand recommend
that their comthe
agreement's
acceptance.
The
attorneys for the IRNA committee
gave their opinion that the agreement "contains no propositions
which would compel any affiliate
agreeing to the terms and provisions thereof to violate any existing Federal Act or breach any exThe isting
negotiating
contract." committee, in a
lengthy
letter
to all stations
ated with nationwide
networks affiliand
so involved in the agreement, points
out that its negotiations have accomplished the following results:
1.
The
threat
of a nation-wide
strike will be averted
by your
agreeing, together with all other
affiliates, to spend not less than
your allocated quota for staff musicians during each of the next
two years.
2. The strike deadline date is
now moved forward to December 1,
1937.
3. Right to use staff musicians
for commercial as well as sustaining programs is assured.
4. Reasonable
assurance
is provided that affiliates
will not
be
compelled to accept incompetent
musicians.
5. Affiliates retain control over
program material and station operations.
6. Execution of the agreement
assures
affiliates receipt of network services.
7. ticeSatisfactory
for noof terminationprovision
of employment.
8. Reasonably satisfactory clauses
regarding strikes and adjustment
of differences.
Thetion isletter
posiclear. continues:
We believe"Our
a settlement of the Federation's demands
is to the best interest of the broadcasting industry. We were chosen
to negotiate such a settlement. We
have done so. The enclosed copy of
the Plan of Settlement and accompanying is
Schedule
what we
are satisfied
thecontain
best settlement
that can be made. We recommend

Music Strike Deadline
{Continued from page 11)

tionterminating
must give itsfour
weeks' notice
in
employment
of a
staff musician has been changed to
read "reasonable notice" with the
provision that controversies about
the length of such notice shall be
determined by the AFM board. If
the union accuses the station of
default the station shall have two
weeks in which to rectify the default or answer the charge, and
if it tion
denies
an arbitraboard ofthetwocharge
men shall
be set

30.7%

North

Defer

and

have the right to cancel and terminate all agreements executed in
pursuance of the plan of settlement by giving fourteen (14) days'
notice to such effect."
Violation Claimed
Srong objections to section (b)
of this clause and to the condition
that "all musicians other than staff
musicians employed by affiliate
shall likewise be employed upon
terms and conditions as agreed
upon between affiliate and local
union" are voiced in a telegram
sent to Broadcasting Nov. 21 over
the signature "Philadelphia Broadcasters" callingofthese
"in
direct violation
whatsections
the IRNA
convention authorized." Inquiries
have failed to disclose the identities of the "Philadelphia Broadcasters". Joseph N. Weber, president of AFM, told Broadcasting
that the message could not have
come from any IRNA station as
all three network affiliates in Philadelphia have already approved
the agreement and are now meeting with the musicians local there
to work out new contracts.
Samuel R. Rosenbaum, president
of WFIL, Philadelphia, and chairman of the IRNA Negotiating
Committee, in a telegram to Broadcasting Nov. 24, asserted that the
"anonymous telegram purporting
to come from Philadelphia Broadcasters emanated from an unausource".
The fact thorized
is, andheirresponsible
said, that all
three
Philadelphia network affiliates are
accepting the plan and have opened
negotiations with the musicians'
local.
A more serious threat to acceptance of the agreement by Dec. 1
arose at a meeting of 18 broadcasters representing 24 stations in
the Pacific Northwest, held in Spokane on Nov. 13. A resolution "that
we refuse to sign the union conin their
present
adoptedtractsby
a vote
of 16form"
to 1, was
one
member not voting, and a committee of five was appointed to give
further study to the problem. Committee members are: H. J. Quilliam, KIRO, chairman; Louis Wasmer, KHQ-KGA; Judge John A.
Kendall, representing a group of
stations; 0. P. Soule, KTFI-KSEI;
and W. J. Mosby, KGVO. Discussion preceding the adoption of the
resolution revealed that this group
was unwilling to enter into any
agreement that would limit its

it
to theSMITH
industry."
KATE
was presented the ten
millionth Philco radio set Nov. 18
during her regular CBS program for
General Foods. H. Pierson Mapes,
vice-president of Philco Radio & Television Corp., made the award.

"

WBL

Denver

rrKMPC
Covers
the
25.000 WAHS

Heart

of

the

Triangle

NATIONALLY
CLEARED CHANNEL

More population, more radio sets and
nnore spendable inconne than any other
Oklahoma station, with extensive coverage in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.

COMPLETE NBC
PROGRAM SERVICE

EDWARD RETRY & CO., Nal'l Represenlatives
New York
Chicago
Detroit
San Francisco

BEVERLY HILLS,
Station
The
CALIFORNLV

HOWARD H.
WILSON CO.
Stntion Representative
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in^, Research
• • • Corporation
W. R. Penny
survey shows KMPC in 4 months
has :
Increased morning audience 95%
Increased afternoon audience 600%
Increased evening audience 16%
Increased Saturday audience 64%
Increased Sunday audience 247%
Keep your eyes and ears on this
fast stepping station.

— TULSA
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CANADA POSTPONES
SIN DAY
DECISION
By JAMES MONTAGNES
DECISION on the main topic of
:he Nov. 16 meeting of the board
of governors of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. at Ottawa — a
ban on Sunday commercial proarrams — has been delayed. According to General Manager Gladstone
Murray, "consultative efforts" will
be can-ied out \\ith the owners of
privately - owned stations across
Canada in the hope of arriving at
a mutual arrangement, satisfactory to the Lord's Day Alliance
with respect to Sunday radio programs.
Theada Lord's
Alliance
of Canasked theDay
board
of governors
at the Nov. 16 meeting (1) that
professional and commercial sports
be banned from the air on Sundays
at any time throughout the year;
(2) that all spot advertising and
sales talks be eliminated from Sunday broadcasts in connection with
commercial advertising programs,
which would confine all commercial
broadcasts on the Sabbath to some
such statement as "this program
is sponsored by"; (3) that programsspirit
"which areandoutideals
of harmony
with the
of our
Canadian Sunday, such as the
cheaper jazz music programs and
vaudeville
be resti'icted.
It is not programs"
expected however
that
much will be done about the request in actual practice, as there
are few sports broadcasts of any
nature on the air on Sundays over
Canadian stations, and the CBC
cannot stop listeners from tuning
in to American stations carrying
commercial programs on Sunday.
It is expected, however, that the
"consultative efforts" of Gladstone
Murray with the privately-owned
stations will tend to curb somewhat
overlong sales talks.

Market Series
ASSOCIATED MARKETS of Chicago (meat markets), on Nov. 22
started a half-hour daily except
Sunday program on WIND, Gary,
with WTMJ, Milwaukee, and
WTAM, Cleveland, scheduled to
start similar programs shortly.
Beaumont & Hohman Inc., Chicago,
is agency.

Lutherans Add 13
LUTHERAN
Laymen's
St.
Louis, has added
13 moreLeague,
Don Lee
stations on the West Coast to the
Lutheran Hour network, bringing
the number of stations to 59, according to Kelly, Stuhlman &
Zahmdt, St. Louis, handling the
account for the third season. Stations are KVOS KOL KXRO KMO
KGY KPQ KIT KALE KSIM
KORE KRNR KIEM KQW.
Gulden's Adds Two
CHARLES GULDEN Inc., New
York (mustard), on Jan. 4 will
start Gulden's Melodeers on WJZ,
New York, Tuesdays and Thursdays, from 6:35-6:45 p. m., and a
quai-ter-hour broadcast of records
on WGY, Schenectady, to run 13
weeks, also Tuesdays and Thursdays. Company also has a program
of records on WEEI, Boston. Agency is Charles W. Hoyt Co., New
York.

Dafoe on Social Diseases
DR. ALLAN ROY DAFOE, sponsored on CBS by Lehn & Fink
Products Co., New York (Lysol),
on Nov. 26 devoted his broadcast
period to a discussion of social diseases. Dr. Dafoe is heard three
days a week from 4:45 to 5 p. m.
He praised the courageous people
who are working to bring the vital
problem to the light, and recommended that every child be given a
blood test. Agency is Lennen &
Mitchell Inc., New York.

Sells because

Round-up,

eight years.
what

They

GET

Happy

all know

SHARE

KTHS
NBC
10,000 Watts
HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

of farmer

Herb, M-C

has been

YOUR

^20,000,000
Increase
Arkansas Business
27% Increaseof Cash Receipts
Arkansas Farms

CKY, Winnipeg, most powerful station in western Canada with 15 kilowatts, has been transferred from 960
to 910 kc, a Canadian exclusive channel, which it is expected will also be
used by CBF, Montreal's new 50,000
watt station when it opens in December.

it speaks the language

and city folks alike.
Morning

Liire of Dollars
BILL WEST, manager of
WTMV, St. Louis, is using
pocketbook appeal to obtain
sponsors and program ideas.
To the wife of each salesman
he recently sent a letter listing six available programs
along with the commission
her husband could make by
landing a sponsor for each.
Total monthly commission on
the six programs would
amount to $473.03, he reminded. Announcers, writers,
actors and newsmen will be
given extra money for ideas.

of the

their friend for
him,

and

believe

he says.

Increased
program
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Leading

American

manufacturers

of food products have chosen

their wares in the rich Southern CaHfornia
and beverages

which

tised on KNX

it means

and super-markets

are currently advertised on KNX.

throughout

primary

buy $303,617,000
primary
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a whale
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worth
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they are adve
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these products move
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quickl
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a copy?

50,000
WATTS
Owned and operated b7 the
COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Represented nationally by radio sales:
NEW YORK.CHICAGO. DETROIT
LOS ANGELES. SAN FRANCISCO

Q

g

ANGELES

G-E Radio Plans
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Schenectady, which recently announced
it would spend $4,000,000 for advertising and sales promotion next
year, plans to continue the NBC-

Red Hour of Charm series and cooperative advertising of receiving
sets. Plans are still in the formative stage and no other radio advertising has been scheduled at this
time. Maxon Inc., New York, is
agency for the network series.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press BIdg.
Nat. 4048
Washington, D. C.

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
National Press BIdg. Wash., D. C.
There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLEH
Consuliing Radio Engineer
982 National Press BIdg.
Washing+on, D. C.
JOHN

Consulting T{adio Engineers
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

BARRON

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey BIdg. Field Office
Washington, D. C. Evanston, III.
District 8456 University 1419

Consull-lng Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washing+on, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757
HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consjiting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL. f/llNNESOTA

HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Design of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. 161st St. NEW YORK CITY

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consultins Radio Engineer
2935 North Henderson Avenue
Telephones 3-6039 and 5-S945
DALLAS, TEXAS

ROBERT S. RAINS AND COMPANY
Special Consultants
Accounting, Taxes and Engineering
Munsey Building — Washington, D. C.
Telephone: Metropolitan 2430
Robert S. Rains
Former Special Consultant
Federal Communications Commission

38 YEARS PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
APPLEBY & APPLEBY
RADIO ENGINEERS
JASPER & WINCHESTER AVES.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.
Lieut. Comdr. Thorrwis Appleby, U.S.N. R.
President and Chief Engineer

Religious Spots
EDWARD J. O'TOOLE Co., New
York (religious articles), will use
spot announcements on about 10
stations in its pre-Christmas campaign. WINS, New York, on Nov.
15 started broadcasting one announcement weekly. Agency is
Niles-Richman Co., New York.

Seal-Tite Buys Time
SEAL-TITE PRODUCTS Co.,
Angeles, to introduce Intra-Kle
a new liquid paint cleaner, to , i
consumer
market, on Nov. .
started a 52-week participation, r j
times weekly, in the Eddie Alhrii
philosophical program
on KK ^
Hollywood,
first advertis:'
in
any media.its Coverage
is soon i
include
western and
static'
Firm alsoother
manufactures
tributes Seal-Tite Bakelite, a s
facing material and is planningradio campaign after Jan. 1 wh,
will include daily participation t \
the five-weekly Fletcher Wile^
Housewives Protective League
KNX. Agency is Ivar F. WalK
Jr. & Staff, Los Angeles.

100- Watt Coverage
THE play-by-play eyewitness
account of a football game
in Santa Barbara, Cal., between Santa Barbara State
and El Paso, was heard by
P. M. McTavish, a Santa
Barbara resident, by tuning
to KTSM, El Paso. 1,000
miles dred
away.
a hunwatter KTSM
on 1310is kc.
The
vocal account thus traveled
2,000ish miles,
McTavcould hearalthough
yells from
the
away.
stadium less than a mile

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted and Situations Wanted, 7c per word. All other classifications, 12c per word. Minimum charge $1.00. Payable in advance.
Forms close 25th and 10th of month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Manager wanted for 100 watt station.
Must nishhave
experience Excellent
and be able
to furgood references.
opportunity
for right man. Give complete information
in first letter. Box 815. Broadcasting.
Announcers for small stations in smaller
cities. State experience and acceptable
salary in application. Box 811, Broadcasting.
Two engineers for 100 watt station in
smaller table
city.
experience and
wagesState
in application.
Boxaccep810.
Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Engineer transmission.
— ExperiencedQualified
all phases
broadcast
to erectof
new station or operate and maintain established station. Box 813, Broadcasting.
Inexperienced
operator.classFirstradiotelegraph
class radiotelephone and second
license. Practical electrician. Box 810,
Broadcasting.
Announcer and Licensed Operator with
some experience desires new connection.
Voice Recording on request. Box 820,
Broadcasting.
Engineer — RCA Graduate. Have first
class telephone
no station
ience. Willing to license
start —work
for smallexperbut
progressive station at nominal salary. Best
of references. Box 817, Broadcasting.
Engineer : 1st class radio telephone operator ; young, unmarried, energetic. Also
can double in announcing. Salary secondary to good opportunity. Go anywhere.
Furnish references. Box 808. Broadcasting.
Experienced operator, first class telephone
license, CREI resident graduate, six months
Bendix Radio Corp. engineering departcasting.ment. Excellent references. Box 814 BroadBroadcast Engineer, both licenses. Several years experience including transradio.
Chief engineer one year. Can supervise,
maintain, and operate. Best references.
Box 821, Broadcasting.

Situations Wanted (Con'td 7
Licensed 1st class telephone operator
announcer, 25, married, sober and relia
South or West. Box 779, Broadcasting.,
Announcer — Program Director : 4 y(
New York experience, desires connects
growing
station, anywhere.
worker. References.
§30. Box Young.
822, BroH'
casting.
Announcer,
includ'%^
major
network.varied
Also experience
do continuity,
duction, and control work. Now emplov
but desire change. Prefer West or So?
Please state compensation. All reasond
offers considered. Box 818, BroadcastIj
Able American announcer, thirty, se
good connection. Outstanding radio vo
fine appearance.
Skilledradio
newspaper
eight
years training
speaking,wri>p
tics, theatrical press agency. Skilled ha'
ler
of people,
referenced.
legally
educatedhighly
showman
who isHere'il
a j
ented general announcer. Seeks reasons
salary, ample opportunity. Box 809, Bbo'
casting.
Broadcast engineer and licensed opera
seekingstation.
permanent
position
with inest
lished
13 years
experience
sign, building, and operation of all ty
of equipment used in radio, recording,
producing,
high fidelity transmission,
dio and outside
to m'ne'
anywhere.
Best of pickup.
references,Willing
including
years at WE station. No union affiliatio
Salary reasonable. Box 812, Broadcasti'
For Sale — Equipment
FOR SALE: Two used RCA 40C Am]
fiers,
casting.complete with tubes. Box 816, Bro
For Rent — Equipment
Approved
field
strengthequipment,
measuringRCAunitTMV-7f(nev direct reading ; Estiline Angus Automaci ■
Recorder for fading on distant statioii
G. R. radio frequency bridge; radio oscili
tors, etc. Reasonable rental. AJlied i
search
Laboratories,
2«0 East 161st Strel
New York
City.

Write or Telephone for
A SQUARE DEAL
■ 24 Hour Service

IN

MEASUREMENTS

2

■ Broadcast
Frequency
accurate within
^ cycleMeasurements guaranteed
FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
at any hour every day in the year
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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■ All latest type General Radio equipment mounted
on floating concrete base
■ Primary and Secondary Standards
■ Accurate 365 days each year
■ with
You us
don't have to sign contracts to do business
DONNELLEY MONITORING SERVICE
Phone Lake Bluff 546
Donnelley & Sheridan Rds.
Lake Bluff, 111.
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P &

G Plans

For Contract

Programs
With

CBS

conGAMBLE Co.'s
ER & quarte
PROCTtract
r-hours weekly
for 20
"Broadcasting, Nov. 15] on CBS
will take six programs from NBC
on Jan. 3. In those cases where a
urogram is heard twice daily, on
ooth NBC networks, it is impossible to say which spot will be vacated, inasmuch as NBC has not
yet received cancellation orders.
The Goldbei-gs, for Oxydol, now on
the Red network, will be heard on
WABC-CBS from 2:15 to 2:30
p. m.; OxydoVs Own Ma Perkins,
on both NBC networks, is scheduled for 10:45 to 11 a. m. on
WBBM-CBS. at the same time
that The O'Xeills is on WABCCBS for Ivory. Latter program is
now on both the Red and Blue networks.
Guiding Light, now on the Red,
will be heard from 4:30 to 4:45
p. m. for White Naphtha soap;
Road of Life, broadcast twice daily
on NBC for Chipso, will take the
9:30-9:45 a. m. spot on CBS; and
Kitty Keene, on NBC-Red for
Dreft, goes to WBBM-CBS at
2:15-2:30 p. m., same hour as Goldbergs in the East. All are scheduled for Mondays through Fridays.
Agencies are Compton Adv. Inc.
for Ivory and Naphtha; Pedlar &
Ryan Inc. for Chipso, and Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc. for Oxydol and Dreft.
j CHICAGO Institute of Diesel Eugi\ neering, Chicago, according to R. L.
^ Toles, general manager of the firm, is
planning a nationwide radio program,
f Spot announcements and short talks
will carry the substance of the sched•j ule. Brace Beemer, Detroit, is ageu:jI cy,
with Bromley House, account executive.

PREVIEWS— For the antenna dedication ceremonies of KDKA, Pittsburgh, were given recently for some
500 Pittsburgh businessmen and
advertising executives who viewed
the new 718-spire and heard special
progi'ams. They were entertained
in a large tent at the antenna base.
A thousand visitors were entertained the next day.
P & G in Dominion
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., CinCastiletwo
Soap),
on
Novembercinnati23(Kirk'sstarted
weekly
quarter-hour periods on 6 Canadian stations. P & G, for its White
Naptha soap has been sponsoring
P & G Rangers transcriptions Monday, Wednesday and Friday and
the two additional periods give the
firm a strip across the board. Of
the six Canadian stations, CFRB,
Toronto, CJRC, Winnipeg, CFCN,
Calgary, and CFQC, Saskatoon, are
represented bv Joseph Hershey McGillvi-a Edmonton,
wath'CKCK,represented
Regina, and
CJCA,
by
Weed & Co. H. W. Kastor & Sons
Adv. Co., Chicago, is agency for
Kirk's Castile Soap with Compton
Adv., New York, handling P & G
White Naptha.

More Parkay Cut-Ins
KRAFT-PHENIX CHEESE Corp.,
Chicago, which has recently placed
its new oleomargarine, Parkay, on
the market, on Nov. 25 added 20
other stations to the dozen already
cutting -in on the NBC Kraft
Music Hall program with local
commercials for Parkay. In addition to the 12 reported in Broadcasting Oct. 15, new stations are :
WTIC WDEL WNAC WCSH
WTAG WWJ WGY WJAR WMBG
WBAP KPRC WOAI KTHS KTBS
WTAR KOA KFI KPO KTAR
KGW. J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago, is the agency for Kraft,
with Needham, Louis & Brorby
Inc., Chicago, handling Parkay. In
the Christmas eve show of the
Kraft Music Hall to be broadcast
Dec. 23, there will be little or no
commercial talk and all cut-ins
will be eliminated. A ki-aft chorus
composed of Kraft employes in
Chicago, will be piped in from Chicago broadcasting Xmas carols.

THE TEST TUBE STATION
THE NATION

OF

Bocalav Plans Radio
BOCALAV Co., New York (mouth
wash), plans to use radio after the
first of the year, starting with one
local station. Agency is Lawence
C.
York.Gumbinner Adv. Agencv, New-

Too Late To Classify
Help Wanted
Excellent opportunity for radio time
salesman to make good income. Must have
at least three years experience, preferably
some
network, ability.
good personality,
. ship, creative
Age betweenshowman27 and
40. Box 826. Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
f
i Commercial man. long productive record
in sales, sales management, sales promotion, production and agency contacts. Can
produce immediate results, will work on a
basis to mutual satisfaction. Box 827,
Broadcasting.
Salesman — -12 years radio experience all
• branches. Desires change January 1st as
sales manager with live wire stations. Will
furnish sales records showing top sales for
past three years averaging 50,000 per year.
40 years old. Married. Will consider bonafide ofTers. Arrange interview. Box 825.
Broadcasting.
Wanted to Buy
Manager with proven record will purI chase all, part interest or lease station.
Box 824. Bro.ajjcasting.

KFPY-Spokane
KGIR-Butte
KPFA-Helena
KRSC-Seattle
KXL-Portland

SO

I

Five favorite stations
available with a single
contract.

* Are

SOUND

ijour

EFFECTS

up to

*^

A complete, quality catalog of unsurpassed
sound effect discs, flawlessly lecorded horn life
and released on quiet, unbreakable Victiolac
pressings. Preferred by leading networks and
stations throughout the world. Write for catalog.
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Maybe it's hard to believe, but it*s a fact that here in
our prosperous Red River Valley, thousands of radio
sets are left tuned to WDAY month in and month out !
—
WHY? Partly because WDAY n is the only N. B. C. station—and the ONLY chain station — serving this section!
Nowhere else can you find such a favorable set-up
today . . . May we tell you more ?

WDAY«iNc

USE

STATION
I COLUMBIA
NETWORK • BOOKC
I.DDQ WATTS NIGHT - 5,000 WATTS DAY

puitN

N. B. C.
Affiliated with the Fargo Forum
FREE and
PETERS, INC.
FARGO
940 KILOCYCLES
NATIONAL
5000 WATTS DAY
Z"
N.
D.
looo
WATTS NIGHT
REPRESENTATIVES

ISO N. Michigan Avenue, CHICAGO
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Apex Distance Record
THE THEORY that ultra-short
wave or "apex" broadcast transmitters carry only a few miles, and
that their coverage is purely local,
again is blasted with a report that
W2X0Y, new General Electric
apex station in Albany, N. Y., had
been picked up 2,000 miles away — •
in Phoenix, Ariz. This was the
first letter received by the station
reporting reception. The station operates on 41,000 kc. with 150 watts,
and is designed to transmit signals
primarily in the Albany and Schenectady areas, within a 20-mile
radius from the transmitter.
OSHKOSH OVERALL Co., Oshkosh,
Wis. of(Oshkosh
overalls)
the first
.JanuaryB"Gosh
will start
five
weekly quarter-hour transcriptions,
Lem & Martha, on 15 stations. Program is currently running on WHO,
Des Moines. Discs cut by RCA-Chicago, will be spotted either at an
early morning or early evening period
according to Ros Metzger, radio director of RuthraufE & Ryan, Chicago,
agency handling the account.

Astatic
Acorn Modeland T-3non-directional
Microphone,
with directional
characteristics,
the
hit
of
Write for Literaturethe year.
ASTATIC MICROPHONE LABORATORY, Inc.
Dept.
0-3
Licensed Under Patents
BrushYoungstown,
DevelopmentOhioCo.

^

Twiced Moved
NINE WEEKS on the air
with an all time high in sales
following each broadcast and
two necessary changes to
larger creaselocations
inin business due
is the tostory
of Trippett's Pied Piper Shoe
Store, Tulsa. The store sponsors a 15-minute children's
amateur program on KTUL
Saturdays, 9:15 a. m., and it
has been so popular that it
has created an increased interest in health shoes for
children throughout Tulsa.
DISC REGULATIONS
REVISED IN CANADA
NEW regulations of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. eliminate transcriptions between 7:30-11 p. m.
except with written permission,
starting Nov. 1. In a circular letter released by General Manager
Gladstone Murray, 35 stations in
smaller centers of the Dominion
are allowed one hour of transmissions between 7:30-11 p. m. and 17
stations, including one CBC station, are allowed one-half hour of
transcriptions between those hours,
with no date limitations.
Only stations which must strictly
adhere to the "no transcriptions"
rule are in Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Winnipeg and Vancouver.
The smaller stations in these cities
are appealing to the board of governors at their Nov. 16 meeting in
Ottawa on the ground that live talent costs have gone up with this
new regulation in those five cities.
All guessing games and programs
which can be interpreted as games
of chance or lotteries have gone off
the Canadian air, on receipt by stations of a notice from the CBC that
such programs are not allowed under the Canadian Criminal Code.
The circular from CBC states that
any person involved in such pro-

PEBf

ECT,,

TOO

A FOR

YOUR

SALES

EFFECTS— From $16,000 worth of
new sound equipment, Alfred Span
is supplying background for 16
CBS shows originating in Hollywood. Recently transferred from
New York,
Mr. Span
has effects.
introduced a number
of new
Here he is at the thunder screen.
grams including sponsor and managercution
of station,
liable Code
to proseunder the are
Criminal
and
Radio Act regulations. The question is being studied from its legal
aspects as a number of games of
the bingo variety and amateur
shows where the winning depended
on a drawing by picked listeners
have been sponsored by commercial
firms. Meanwhile the stations have
pulled the programs off schedule
and a test case program may be
arranged when all the legal angles
have been studied.
New Pillsbury Show
PILLSBURY FLOUR MILLS Co.,
Minneapolis, in early January plans
to
replace with
its NBC
Children,
a new show.
script Today's
by the
same author, Irna Phillips, entitled
Women in White. Latter show is
being produced by new Chicago
firm, Carl Wester & Co. Agency is
Hutchins Adv. Co., Minneapolis.
THE St. Louis Star-Times, holder of
a construction permit for a new 1.000watt broadcasting station on 1250 kc.
in St. Louis, erection of which has
been delayed by litigation, has applied
to the FCC for authority to erect a
100-watt facsimile station to operate
on the ultra-shortwaves.

MESSAGE

Up to the split-second (as always), WOKO
today announces installation of a perfected
Collins Transmitter and complete new highestfidelity Amplification. WOKO, centering the rich
Capital District, has had the perfect market; now
it gives you, too, the perfect assurance of power

(UP)
THE
OF
AND

In the Heart of "The State That Has Everything"
Harold E. Smith, General Manager

WORLD

WOKO
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ALBANY,

N.Y.

SPEED

ACCURACY,

and clarity in telling your story . . , tomorrow's
best in equipment for TODAY'S SELLING JOB.

STATION

MARK

INDEPENDENCE
WIDE

IN

NEWS

DELAY IN NEBRASKA
IS
GRANTED
ASCAP i
Astraining
TEMPORARY
injunction
re- J
the State of Nebraska
ui
from enforcing the provisions of jll
its far-reaching copyright law was wl
granted
Nov.ASCAP
13 by the
U. S. filed
Dis- jjl
1|
trict
Court.
attorneys
suit Sept.
11, alleging
ment
of the
Nebraskathatactenforcewould I
violate rights granted to ASCAP
by the Federal Copyright Act and
Section 8 of Article 1 of the Constitution. It was further alleged
that the Nebraska law impaired [
the terms of existing ASCAP contracts. The injunction is only a
temporary restraining order and
the state will have 30 days to
answer.
The Federal court, sitting in
equity, ruled that if the Nebraska
law were enforced the plaintiffs
would be irreparably damaged and '
that they had no remedy at law. j r
The practical effect of the ruling,
according to E. C. Mills, chaii-man 1
of the ASCAP administrative com- H
mittee, is to suspend the operation I
of the State law pending the final 1
decision and should the act be declared unconstitutional, ASCAP j
fees will be payable from the date
of the Nov. 13 injunction. The usual procedure, however, is for the I
court to rule on the status of the
contracts at the time it hands down i
its decision and contracts may or
may not be reinstated as of the
injunction date.
I
ASCAP
filed
for
an
injunction
'
in Montana April 24 and in Wash- ; ii
ington June 29, but to date no !
decision has been given. According i
to Mr. Mills, suits will be filed in
Florida and Tennessee within the
near future.
,
Hyde Park Schedules
HYDE PARK BREWING Co., St. y
Louis, has started programs on I
four Missouri stations, using 1
weekly
on
KMOX; Half
Franz Hour
Laux Serenade
news, sixj
times a week, on KMOX; MBSIj
George Jessel program on KWK, I'
Sunday halfsix-hour;
JohnnyandO'Hara
sports,
weekly,
Ray
Schmidt's news, six weekly, on
KWK;
blanket control of WIL
sport news
events;
six- weekly
quarter-&
hour
on KFRU.
Ruthrauff
Ryan Inc., Chicago, is agency.
Heinz Adds Warnow
H. J. HEINZ Co., Pittsburgh (57
Varieties), on Dec. 2 will add a
new afternoon edition of Magazine of the Air on CBS, presenting
Mark Warnow's orchestra and chorus, David Ross as editor, Channing
Pollock, playwright, in a series of
talks,
"The asArtfoodof editor.
Living,"
and
Bill Adams
Maxon
Inc., Detroit, is agency.
LIVE TODAY
IN THE FASHION OF TOMORROW
1700 ROOMS 1700 BATHS
SHERMAN
L
TE
HO

M
^
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UNITED

PRESS
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Three-Year Extension
Of Its Lease on WMAL
SALES

Wayne U Forms Guild
To Merge Radio Activity
WAYNE UNIVERSITY, Detroit,
has established a Broadcasting
Guild for the purpose of correlating the school's
radio programs
and
courses
of instruction
in radio.
Headed
by
Gai-net
Garrison,
who
is director of radio at Wayne U
and has charge of its five radio
courses, the Guild lists as its objectives the training of students in
the technique of broadcasting by
providing laboratory work in planning, arranging, writing and producing programs; the cooperation
of stations with the municipal university for the betterment of educational programs and the development of facilities for graduate
work in broadcasting. The Guild
is auditioning students who will
originate, write and produce several broadcasts each week on Detroit
stations. The college will continue
its school of the air called The Contemporary Scene on WXYZ.
A round table discussion of techniques in teaching appreciation of
radio programs was held in Detroit
Oct. 30 under auspices of the Guild
with the various grades of the
city's educational system represented by teachers and professors.
Frank Ryan, manager of CKLW,
represented the commercial side of
radio in the discussion.

Is Negotiated by NBC
A THREE-YEAR extension of its
lease of WMAL, Washin^on, NBCBlue outlet, has been effected by
NBC, dating from Feb 1., 1938,
and insuring operation of the station under NBC management until
1941.
NBC has operated the station
under lease for the last five years,
at an annual rental of $36,000, including WMAL studios. The threeyear extension is for $38,000. The
arrangements were consummated
with the heirs of the estate of M.
A. Leese, founder and owner of the
station.
Several years ago Hearst Radio
Inc. entered into a contract to purchase WMAL for $265,000, which
contract subsequently was held invalid by the local courts. Hearst
Radio sued for specific performance of the contract but the courts
held that it had not been fully consummated and that therefore the
heirs to the Leese estate had the
right to reject it. The station operates on the 630 kc. channel with
250 watts night and 500 watts day.

at a
PROFIT
WAIR

advertisers demand and get profitable
results. Let ^'AIR tell
vour story, too.

WAIR
W inston-Salem, North Carolina

WEBC
Tells Your
Storv In
' AMERICA'S
SECOND PORT
DULUTH & SUPERIOR
O
And on the
IRON R-\NGE IT'S
W>iFG
HIBBESG

^USE
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ASSOCIATED Retailers of St. Louis
joined Nov. 19 for a half-hour early
evening program produced by Frank
Eschen, program director of KSD,
which was fed to all other local stations — WIL, WEW, KWK and
KMOX.

TION
COLUMBIA
NETWORK • BOOKC
1,000 WATTS NIGHT - 5,000 WATTS DAY

W H L B
\TRGEVL\

Local Flavor
Means Local Favor!

IN

CANADA

NETWORK
TO

NETWORK

COAST

COVERING

IS NOW

DIVISIONS

WFETR
NRTIONRL REPRESENTATIVES
EDWARD PETRY & CO.

OF

AVAILABLE
THE

CANADA
TO

NATIONAL

SPONSORS
ARE:

British Columbia — Tlie Prairie Provinces — Ontario
Quebec — The Maritime Provinces
•

FOR

FULL

NETWORK

NEW

LINKS

PARTICULARS
RATES

AND

CANADIAN
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ARE:

CBL

Toronto,

Ontario

50,000

WATTS

CBF

Montreal,

Quebec
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APPLY
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Radio Party Plans
THE International Radio Party,
which goes into its eighth annual
celebration, will include Miami and
Cuba this year. It will convene in
Miami Dec. 4 at the MacfaddenDeauville Hotel and remain there
until Dec. 7 as the guests of Bernarr Macfadden, publisher. The
party will carry on Dec. 8 through
12 in Havana at the Sevilla-Biltmore. The Cuban Tourist Commission will be host. Jack Rice, president of the Club, is handling arrangements and is headquartering
at 1700 County Court House,
Miami.
More than 100 reservations have
been made for the Havana meeting.
Four special programs will be rebroadcast by WLW during the Havana visit of the Club, including
an interview with President Laredo
Bru of Cuba, conducted by Joseph
Ries, WLW educational director,
on Dec. 10.
WAGA Safe Rifled
BURGLARS broke into the offices
of WAGA, Atlanta, on Nov. 19
and rifled the safe of $2,035 in
cash and checks. The station managed and operated by the Atlanta Journal, recently was removed
from Athens, Ga., and became an
NBC-Blue outlet.

LOCAL
MAKE

BOVS
GOOD!

The money of Hartford
merchants and Jobbers
goes where they will find
most of their customers,
— where today's advertising investment increases
tomorrow's sales.
They know WDRC is the
ONLY Columbia Net
Work Station in Connecticut. They know
WDRC's programs are as
much a part of the local
picture as Hartford itself.
.... pretty sound reasons why national advertisers should check closely on how the money is
being spent in Hartford.
CRAIG dc HOLLINGBERY, Inc.
National Representatives

Focuses on Clear Channels
(Continued from page 9)
broadcasting channels, the nations more important, experience has
in subcommittee have assented to proved that it is best for television.
a virtual united front at the
"Also in these bands there is a
International Telecommunications
development in respect to broadConference to be held in Cairo next
cast of the normal type which, inFebruary.
sofar as we can see, gives the possibility of having high fidelity serThe subcommittee A of the techvice at distances greater than some
nical committee, dealing with
broadcast allocations for the Amerof
the broadcast
stationstheof table
today."of
After
this discussion,
icas other than the conventional
broadcast band 550 to 1600 kc. ultra high allocations presented by
has completed its work. On use of the United States was unanimously
accepted in principle as a guide.
high frequencies for broadcasting,
Interference to high frequency
Colombia presented its need for frereception
caused by diathermy maquencies above 4,000 kc, for nachines, which use ultra high fretional broadcasting in tropical
quencies became a committee topic.
countries.
The U. S. proposal that practitionA Colombian proposal finally was
such machines confine
approved, not as an agreement but them erstousing
12, 25 and 50 megacycles,
simply accepted for study between was adopted.
now and the Cairo conference
Wholly outside the subject of Inwhich in substance proposes a band
ter-American allocations, was an
of 300 kc. between 4500 and 5200
kc. for broadcasting. The result under-the-surface conflict, between
German business inwas simply that the countries Americanterestsand
having to do with the sale
would study the proposal between
now and the Cairo conference.
of apparatus in the South American nations. Germany has been
Other proposals of the United
States for use of ultra-high frequencies for various services including broadcast allocations in the
As She is Spoke
band 6,000 to 25,000 kc. were approved. On motion of FCC Acting
HAVANA,
Nov. 26.—
DiffiChief Engineer E. K. Jett, the asculties of translation
arising
signment of the 25,000 to 27,000
in the Inter-American Radio Conference here were
kc. band for bi'oadcasting (apex
channels) was approved as a propnicely
illustrated by the fate
osition to be submitted to the Cairo
met by the definition of a
conference. This band is looked upclear channel (canals despayon ultimately as the haven for local
ados) which have been carebroadcast stations with limited
range.
fully worked out in the preliminary sessions in Washington. After going through
Television Bands
the wringer of translation
Television came in for a share
from Spanish and then back
of discussion, with Commissioner
again into English it had become as follows, as reported
Craven explaining in detail why
in the official minutes of the
television assignments in the ultra
technical subcommittee on
high range had been scattered,
broadcasting :
through assignment of the band
"A clear channel is one on
56,000 to 60,000 to amateurs. He
said that at first it would seem
which
therender
predominant
stations
service from
most logical from an engineering
wide
areas
and
which
are
standpoint to have all the television bands together. But, he addclear
of
objectionable
intered, because television stations in
ference, free from primary
service areas and from all
themselves take so much space in
the ether, putting together all of
areas of substantial operathe television in one space would
tion of the secondary service.
completely prohibit other services
from using that space by reason
of the mutual interference between
cultivating that business for many
the services.
years, and for economic as well as
Discussing the 30,000 to 300,000
political reasons, directing many
kc. range, Mr. Craven declared
of its short-wave broadcasts to the
it presents one of the outlets of the Latin and South American nafuture for relief of congestion now
tions.
existing in the normal bands, and
Cuban Interferences

WWNC
asheviLle, n. c.
.Full Time NBC Affiliate
1,000 Watts

WDRC
THE ADVEftTISINC TEST STATION
N THE ADVERTISIHCTEST CITY"
m A R T FO R D
, C O N N. ^
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"The Quality Market
of The Southeast"

During the conference, American
delegates and observers have had
an opportunity to see what is
threatened in the future if some
agreement is not reached. The air
is full of rumors as to new stations in Cuba and increases in
power for existing stations.
On Nov. 22 a change became effective which threatens new interference to at least three U. S.
clear channels. A Cuban station of
about 1,500 watts began operations
on 710 kc. about three weeks ago.
Jack Poppele, chief engineer of
WOR assigned to that channel, immediately made a trip to Havana
and as a result, the station shifted
to 750 kc, replacing one of smaller
power which shifted to another frequency. This meant possible interference to WJR, Detroit. A byproduct of this was the shift of a
station previously on 730 to 720
kc. with 1,000 watts, causing interBROADCASTING

ference to WGN. On the same day
— Nov. 22 — room was made for a
new 5,000-watt station to go on |
800 or "805 kc." a mid-channel,
thus threatening interference toi
WFAA-WBAP.
It was reported that shortly a
law will be proposed forbidding
power above 20,000 watts in Cuba
because so
are consideringmany
installing stations
higher power
up
to 50,000 watts.
The most serious clear channel
interference situation, of course, is
that of Mexican border stations.
This problem is being considered
at the conference, but all details as
to results are lacking at this time.
American CCIR
Creation of an American C. C.
I. R., or a cooperative technical
committee to meet every two years
to exchange technical information,
moved a step closer to accomplishment during the last week. It will
probably be called
Office of The
InternationaltheCommunications.
organization, under the pending
proposal would have a permanent
secretariat in one of the countries
for a period of five years, presumably Havana. Companies, associations and private radio orgnizations would be entitled to participate. Its activity would be of an
advisory character and its purpose
primarily to promote technical
progress among member nations.
Considerable progress also is being made in putting the so-called
pressit proposals
in suitable
and
seems virtually
certain form
that
a resolution will be adopted which
recommends that the interchange
of news between the American nations be encouraged for the sake of
good will and mutual understanding it creates,
that oftheradio
multi-directional advantages
and the
economies resulting therefrom be
given full opportunity; that the
countries resist any endeavor to
handicap the economic advantage
of such use of radio through tariffs
or restrictions that stand in the
way (that is word count as against
time basis for charges) ; that the
use of devices to insure secrecy of
press in such service be encouraged, and that news be considered
to include not only news sent to
newspapers but also to other outlets for dissemination to the public, such as by broadcast, news
reels, printer services and the like.
The resolution of course, will be
devoted mainly to radio multiple
destination services.
Sure Places Spots
SURE LABORATORIES, Chicago
(breath purifier), will start three
daily minute announcements on
WCKY,stations
Cincinnati,
with
other
to be Dec.
added6 after
the first of the year. The following
schedules have been started on four
other stations: 28 weekly announcements, WMCA; 21 weekly
announcements, WHK-WCLE; 14
weekly announcements on WIP;
and 21 weekly announcements on
WIRE. Free bottles of Sure are
offered in the commercials with listeners
writing
in receiving
a certificate
redeemable
at full value
at
any store handling Sure. Dealers
get full credit on all certificates redeemed. Kirtland-Engel Co., Chicago, has recently been appointed
agency, executive.
with Milton Mendelsohn,
account
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AFRA

Claims

Most

CAB February Convention
CANADIAN Association of Broadcasters will hold its annual convention at Ottawa Feb. 7-8, with
headquarters at the Chateau Laurier. While the agenda has not yet
been fixed. Secretary Arthur Evans
stated exclusive representation will
be one of the topics to be definitely
discussed at the meeting. The convention is one of three held every
year, and v^ill be followed during
the summer months with regional
conventions of members in eastern
and western Canada.

Artists

In

Key
Cities
on
Its Rolls
No Ban Imposed on Free Appearances on Radio,
Says 3Irs. Holt; ARTA Claims More Affiliations
THE AMERICAN Federation of 71% for engineers and 22% for
announcers. Technicians will work
Radio Artists has not presented
any demands to radio producers or 48 hours weekly and announcers 42
hours under the new arrangement,
stations and does not contemplate
doing so for some time, Emily
which also nrovides for two weeks'
vacation with pay and sick leave
Holt, national executive secretary,
told several hundred Los Angeles
with pay up to 60 days annually.
At KEHE the technical staff,
county members when she addressed them at a mass meeting in which had joined ARTA 100%,
Hollywood Nov. 23.
won an average increase of apCorrecting reports that AFRA
proximately 40%, with the minimum salary being raised from $35
had imposed a ban on free radio
appearances, Mrs. Holt said this is to $49.35 weekly. This contract was
a problem that may be dealt with signed Nov. 15 by Murray Grabhorn, manager of KEHE, and E.
eventually, but that no action can
be taken until the entire situation
B. Roberts, representing ARTA.
is charted. AFRA will be the colIn New York, ARTA is conducting negotiations with WOV and
lective bargaining agent for the
artists of the industry, but since expects to have a contract within
free appearances at present hit a few days. It has also organized
the technical staff of WNEW 100%
mostly the higher salaried entertainers, their grievaMces can wait and that of WQXR 75% and will
until more data has been collected
shortly start negotiations at these
and a platform presented that will stations. For the engineers employed in the New York office of
equally benefit the lesser paid
the Radio Division of the Federal
workers, she explained
Between 70 and 90 9( of the radio Theatre Project, ARTA won a 50Vc
increase, from $95.44 to $145
ai"tists in the key cities have al- wage
ready been signed, Mrs. Holt said, monthly. The contract was worked
giving the organization sufficient out by Harold Katan, chief orstrength to act when necessary.
ganizer of ARTA's broadcast division, and Paul Edwards, New
Unless a sound working agreement
York
administrator
of WPA. The
is presented to stai-t with, the most
efficient protection will not be af- broadcast division of the union has
moved its New York headquarters
forded. In line with this, "AFRA
from the main office at 10 Bridge
shop"
rather
than
closed
shop,
will
St. to a more central location at
probably be one of the first points
of negotiations. A large number of 800 8th Ave.
Other southwestern activity of
producers and stations throughout
the country have already shown a ARTA includes the signing of
willingness to cooperate, even to technicians, announcers and continuity men at KBIX, Muskogee,
the extent of instituting AFRA
shop before being asked, and no Okla., and of the entire staff of
difficulty is anticipated in aiTiving
KFXR, Oklahoma City, on a vertical setup. Negotiations are under
at a final working pact.
Mrs. Holt who came to Los An- way with the managements of both
geles from New York primarily to stations. At KLUF, Galveston, organization isin progress. Progress
confer with national board members of AFRA on the west coast is also reported in Philadelphia
urged that members be patient. where negotiations at WFIL will
"Now that we have declared our probably be completed within a
organization the bargaining repre- few days, following which bargainsentative for radio performers, we
ing will commence at WIP.
soon will be ready to start negotiations", she said.
NBC announces that members of its
Sign in Oklahoma City
production staff will be called "direcTwo Hearst stations, KOMA,
tors" in recognition of their important
Oklahoma City, and KEHE, Los contributions to its programs. The
stafiE is headed by Director William S.
Angeles, have signed contracts Rainey.
with the American Radio Telegraphists Association, CIO communications union. The KOMA contract, signed Nov. 20 by Elliott
Roosevelt, vice-president of Hearst
Radio, for the station and J. B.
1
Harriss for the union, calls for a
completely closed shop for technicians and announcers, with salary
increases ranging from 15% to

BILL CARTWRIGHT — Manager
of the Chicago office of William G.
Rambeau Co., went quail hunting
in southern Illinois near Albion
over the Nov. 13 week-end and
here he is all rigged up in his
hunting
with his day's catch
of quail outfit
and pheasant.
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STATIONS

COAST-TO-COAST
ARE USING SRC

tanicliptionA
In transcriptions it's QUALITY.
Quality of production — quality of
recording. SRC which today serves
162 radio stations coast-to-coast
and a growing number of national advertisers and agencies, is
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Honor Brand Test
HONOR BRAND Frosted Food
Corp., New York, which recently
appointed N. W. Ayer & Son Inc.,
New York, to direct advertising, is
testing the Washington, D. C, market with participation in the Home
Forum on WRC. Contemplated expansion to regional networks will
depend on results of the test.

equipped to do the job. More than
that, they DO it! And at a remarkably moderate cost. Give SRC a
trial now!

0- You'll appreciate
SRC transcription quality.

is your best bet

Lever in Dominion
LEVER Bros., Toronto (soap), has
placed a 28-time 50-word spot
campaign to run four weeks as a
tiein with newspaper advertising
for free towels on coupons from
soap. The campaign started Nov.
22. The account was placed by J.
J. Gibbons Ltd., Toronto, on CRCT
CFRB CFRC CKTB CKSO CFCH
CKGB CJKL CKPR CJRC CKX
CJGX CKBI CFQC CHAB CJRM
CJOC CFCN CJCA CJAT CJOR.

REPRODUCTIONS

NEW YORK
17 W. 46th St.

CITY —

BRYANT

CORP.

9-8265

Eugene L. Bresson, President
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FEDERAL

COMMUNIC
ACTIONS
(Broadcast Division)
•NOVEMBER

Applications .
NOVEMBER 15
^
WBRC. Birmingham — Mod. CP new
trans., etc., increase D to 5 kw.
WGN, Chicago — Exp. auth. facsimile.
KOVC, Valley City. N. D.— License for
CP change equip., power.
NOVEMBER 16
■WCLE.
Cleveland
— Exp.Newauth.Bern,
facsimile.
NEW, Jonas
Weiland,
N. 0.
^P 1370 kc 100 w unl.
Ind. — CP increase N to 5
kw,WIND,
changeGary,
antenna.
NOVEMBER 18
WPRA, Mayaguez, P. R. — Mod. license
to unl.
WGTM,
Wilson, Inc.
N. C. — Vol. assign, license to WGTM
WGRM, Grenada, Miss. — License for CP
^s mod.
WFOY, St. Augustine, Fla. — CP change
J2ie to 590 kc, increase N to 250 w.
KBPS, Portland, Ore. — Mod, license Sh.
— KXL to1/7 1110
time kc).
to unl. (contingent KXL
change
NOVEMBER 22
WEAN, Providence — Mod. CP increase
j)ower, with license.
WMBS, Uniontown, Pa. — Mod. license
jfrom 250 D to 100 w 250 w D unl.
NEW, King-Trendle Brdcstg. Corp., Deiroit — CP 1010 kc 250 w unl.
WLAP. Lexington, Ky. — CP change 1420
■i/x)
kc. wnewD trans.,
increase
iOO 1270
w 250
to 1 kw.directional,
move trans.
_ KTBC.
Austin,
Tex.
—
Mod.
CP
new
tion new trans., vert, antenna, amended sta-re
gtudio site, extended completion.
NEW, Spartanburg Herald-Journal Co.,
Spartanburg, S. C. — CP 1420 kc 100 w 250
^ D unl., amended re trans, site.
_WAPI, Birmingham
— CP 1140
new totrans.,
directional
antenna, change
1020
Jcc, 5 to 50 kw, move trans.
NOVEMBER 24
WRNL, Richmond — License for CP as
ijnod.
JiewWOLS.
station.Florence, S. C— License for CP
NEW, Hal Brdcstg. Co., Camden— CP
?,500 kc 100 w 250 w D unl.
WLAC, Nashville — CP increase to 50 kw
:^mended to directional N.
WGCM, Mississippi City — CP move
-trans., studio, new antenna.
Birmingham^Exp.
auth. 1020 kc
Mm.WAPI,
directional
N.
NEW,
Star-Times
Pub.
Co.,
St. LouisCP facsimile.
Examin
ers'Theatres
Report
. .
NEW, United
Inc., sSan .Juan,
J". R. — Examiner Berry recommended
(1-523) that applic. CP 570 kc 1 kw unl.
"be granted.
KQV. Pittsburgh; WSMK, DaytonExaminer Dalberg recommended (1-524)
-that applic. KQV unl. time on 1380
1 kw directional N be granted; that ap-kc
phc. WSMK for unl. time on 1380 ke
:^50WBZA,
w 500 w LS directional N be granted.
Springfield, Mass. ; WDEV
Waterhury. Vt. — Examiner Hvde
recommended (1-525) that applic. WBZA for
A^P 550 kc 1 kw unl. be denied ; that applic.
-WDEV renewal license be granted.
NEW. Smith & Mace. Saranac Lake.
S*- Y. — Examiner Hill recommended (1-526)
-that applic. CP 1290 kc 100 w D be
^granted.
A Station's Standards
COMPLETELY indexed and covering every phase of broadcast station operation, a 28-page loose-leaf
liandbook on Standards of Practice
was issued Dec. 1 by WTMJ, Milwaukee, said to be the first such
volume ever published by a station.
It outlines the duties of each official
.^nd employe of the station, covers
hours and salary schedules, vaca-tions, sick leaves, bonus, etc., lays
down employment policies for officials and staff and sets forth salesmen's standards of practice. The
t)Ook, according to Walter Damm,
|s invaluable for new people joining the staff and for reducing arguments between division employes.
Copies may be obtained from Mr.
Oamm at WTMJ.
page 68 • Decemoer
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Pratt Heads

HONORED — Dr. Fred Schumann
(center), of KMBC, Kansas City,
has been awarded his doctor of
philosophy degree in electrical engineering from Michigan U. He is
assistant to Kenneth Krahl, studio
director. Kenneth Cook (left), new
operator, is a graduate in electrical
engineering from Kansas State College. In the photo Dr. Schumann is
patching a shortwave receiver to
rebroadcast from the KMBC shortwave car.

COMMISSION

the IRE

HARADEN PRATT, vice-president and chief engineer of Mackay
Radio & Telegraph Co., has been
elected president of the Institute of
Radio Engineers for 1938. He was
chosen over Prof. H. M. Turner of
Yale in the mail balloting in which
most of the 5,000 or more members
of the IRE participated. The honorary vice-presidency, which annually goes to a distinguished foreigner, was won by E. T. Fisk,
managing director of A m a 1 g amated Wireless Ltd. of Australasia. Three new directors named
to serve through 1940 were C. M.
Jansky Jr., former IRE president,
consulting radio engineer of Washington; 0. B. Hanson, NBC chief
engineer, and E. W. Cunningham,
president of RCA Mfg. Co.

Late News and Personal Notes
RALPH NELMS, continuity editor
BURRIDGE D. BUTLER, publisher
of Prairie Farmer and president of of KWTO-KGBX, Springfield, Mo.,
the Agricultural Broadcasting Co., married Miss DeLacy Hunt on
owner of WLS, Chicago, has left for Thanksgiving Day. Lonnie McAdams,
Arizona where he is spending the formerly of NBC, New York, and
winter.
presently an announcer on KWTOKGBX. is featured in a variety proHELEN FERGUSON, head of the
gram called Macaroni Mac, sponsored
Hollywood publicity organization bear- by Skinner's Macaroni.
ing her name, has returned to her
desk after a five-week New York busi- TOM PROPHET of the merchandisness trip. While in New York she
ing department of KWTO-KGBX.
Springfield, Mo., is the father of a
appointed
resentative. Marion Byram eastern rep- baby
girl, Mary Sally, born recently.
VIRGINIA BARBER. Southern Cal- CECIL HALE, announcer and contiifornia radio writer, has joined the
nuity writer at WFAA. Dallas, and
continuity and script department of Miss Marjorie Clare Hollenberg. of
Associated Cinema Studios, Holly- Cincinnati,
nati Nov. 16.were married in Cincinwood.
MARTIN JACOBSON, formerly of H. J. HEINZ Co., (57 Varieties) has
WKY, Oklahoma City, on Nov. 22 placed a thrice-weekly three or fourwas added to the announcing staff of minute series on local participating
WIND, Gary.
women's
programs
19 Canadian
stations:
CKLWon CFCO
CKPC
NBC-Chicago, which formerly had all CKTB CKOC CKCO CKSO CFCY
legal matters handled by the net- CHNS CJCB CHRC CKCK CHAB
staff in New
York, has
opened
CKY CFAC CJCA C.IOR
a legal work's
division
in Chicago
under
the CFQC
C.JAT. The account, placed through
direction of Joseph A. McDonald, who
J. J. Gibbons, Ltd., Toronto, runs
has been transferred from New York.
from November to AprO.
BUD RICE, formerly with Cue MagCROWN COACH Co., Joplin, Mo.,
azine, has joined WNEW, New York,
has placed a 15-minute, twice-weekly
as night news editor, and Paul Kregg,
show
on WMBH, Joplin, advertising
from Benton & Bowles Inc., has
bus transportation. Theme song of the
joined
the
production
department
of
the station.
show is : "Let Yourself Go". Copy follows the theme "Let Yourself Go
SOLAR MFG. Co., New York, has
Crown Coaches". Transcripissued a catalog describing its line of Places tionsinare used.
transmitting capacitors. Copies are
FINK & Co., N. Y., distributors of
available
at the company's offices at vitamin
599
Broadway.
products, health foods and
cosmetics, has named Alfred P. Zabin
Adv. Agency, that city, to handle a
GEORGE NOBBS, formerly with
test campaign. Radio may be used
AVHN, New York, has joined the radio production staff of Ruthrauff & later.
Ryan, New York.
WASEY PRODUCTS Inc.. New
FRED PFLUGFELDER, radio di- York, on Nov. 30 started Sxiti Dial on
rector. N. W. Ayer & Son Inc., New
WABC.
NewGodfrey,
York. Program,
ing Arthur
with JohnfeaturSalb
York, has changed his name to Fielding.
at the organ, is piped direct from
RUTHRAUFF & RYAN. Chicago,
W.ISV, Washington, where it has been
a local feature for some years. New
will shortly add a publciity division
series will be heard three mornings a
to its radio department, with three
more writers to be added.
week from 8 to 8 :15 a. m. It is sponsored by various Wasey subsidiaries :
HAAN J. TYLER, who has been in On Tuesday by R. B. Semler Inc., for
Kreml
hair tonic ; on Wednesday by
charge of service and an account exthe Barbasol Co. (shaving preparaecutive at John H. Dunham Co., Chicago, has been appointed radio director.
tion), and on Thursday by the Musterole Co.-E. W. Rose Co., for MusLESLIE W. PERRY has been added
terole and Zemo remedies. Agency is
to the WROK, Roekford, sales staff.
Erwin, Wasey & Co. Inc., New York.
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UNITED FACTORIES Inc., Kansas>
City (Heat King Oil Burner), hasl
started a spot campaign on eight
American and Mexican stations. No
other stations will be added at the
present
time. isPresba.
ba, Chicago,
agency. Fellers & PresMETROPOLITAN Life Insurance
Co., New York, has appointed Young
6 Rubicam, New York, to prepare a
new national eamnaigrn. No plans
have been made as yet.
LIBBY. MCNEILL & LIBBY, Chicago (100 Foods), on Jan. 3 will
start stories
a program
dramatizing
short-to
short
of Liberty
Magazine,
which the sponsor has exclusive air
rights. Program is produced and
placed
by Transamerican
ing & Television
Corp.. New BroadcastYork, on
7stations
or 8 stations,
including
WLW-Line
WHN. WFIL. WLW.
Some
of the others will be transcribed.
Present plans call for 3 quarter-hours
weekly. Libby agency is J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
BETTER VISION INSTITUTE,
New York, has started its fall series
of Men of Vision. RCA-Victor discs
discussing
the work
experts
optical science.
Seriesof runs
14 in
weeks
and istions.
broadcast
about
200 staWhile most on
of the
stations
are
carrying the program on a sustaining
basis, about 10% of them have sold
the time to local opticians.
COLGATE-PALMOLIVE -PEET Co.,
Jersey scribe
City,Mijrt N.'n' J.,Marge,
is planning
now onto tranCBS
for Supersuds. and Hilltop House,
also on CBS for Palmolive soap, for
use on a group of stations thus far
unspecified.
Benton & Bowles, New
York,
is agency.
EDISON GENERAL ELECTRIC
Appliance Co.. Chicago (Hotpoint appliances), held a meeting for sales
and distribution executives of the
Eastern Seaboard at Hotel Pennsylvania.
Nov. 22-23.
According toNewW.York,
L. Sayre.
New York
district manager, the company does
not plan a national radio campaign,
but cooperates with dealers and distributors ifthey are interested in using radio. Transcriptions are prepared
at the factory for use of dealers who
request them for local placement.
Agency is Maxon Inc., Chicago.
U. S. RUBBER Co., New York
(tires) which has bought time on
CBS from 9:30-10 p. m. on Wednesdays, is auditioning Ben Bernie and
orchestra
spot,Starting
but no date
signa-is
tures are onfor thetheline.
.ilso still indefinite. Agency is Campbell-Ewald Co. of New York.
CAMPBELL CEREAL Co.. MinneapolisMalt
f
- O - Meal) which has
placed its business with Ruthrauff &
Ryan, transcriptions
Chicago, will onstart
hour
15 quarterstations
Jan. 3 with the possibility that 35
stations will be used. New show. Jack
Westaicay Under the Sea. will be
weekly.
broadcast
from three to five times
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapoplanningshow
on starting
hourlis, is script
Mondaya quarterthrough
Saturday over CBS coast to coast
starting the latter part of December.
Knox
Reeves Adv. Inc., Minneapolis,
is agency.
URE

DRUGGISTS, Cleveland, (independently-owned drug stores), has
startedments ondaily
announceWGN. 100-word
Chicago, making
the
sixth station being used by the drug
firm. Other stations are KMOX,
WTAM. WJR. WTMJ and WBNS.
C.
Wendel Muench & Co., Chicago, is
agency.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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ACCOUNTS
NETWORK
i All times EST unless otherwise specified)
New Business
HI MPHREY Homeopathic Medicine
Xew York (patent medicines),
11 Nov. 28 started Martha & Hal on
- Mutual stations. Sun., 11-11:15 a.
: Wed.. Fri., 9 :45-10 a. m. Agency :
;;„.w Co.. X. Y.
AMERICAN
TOBACCO
Co., New
\»i-k (Lucky Strike cigarettes), on
l)t'c. 8 starts Your HoUyicood Parade
• aturing Dick Powell and other Wari- Brothers talent on 74 XBC-Red
itions plus KFWB.
Wed., 10-11
,i. m.. forX..">2Y.weeks. Agency: Lord &
Thomas.
OXO Ltd.. Montreal (Oxo beef
(.ubes), on Xov. 10 started Oxo Program With Clarence Hayes on 4
XBC-Pacific Red stations. Tues., Fri.,
9:30-9:45 a. m. (PST). Agency:
l)oreiuus & Co.. San Francisco.
\ CANADA DRY GIXGER ALE Co.,
D X. Y.. on Oct. 25 began 52 participaI tions Yankee Xetwork Xeics Service
i weekly, to Feb. 14, 1938. on 12
f Yankee stations. Agency : .J. Walter
I Thompson, X. Y.
AMERICAX OIL Co., Baltimore, on
Nov. 1 began IS minute participations
in Musical Roundup, 3 weekly, on 3
Yankee stations. Agency : Joseph
Katz Co., Baltimore.
, EUCLID CANDY Co. of Cal., San
Francisco (candy bars), on Nov. 23
started for 13 weeks Knox Manning
on 2 CBS California stations (KNX.
KSFO), Tues., 5:30-5:45 p. m.
( PST ) . Agency : Sidney Garfinkel
Adv. Agency, San Francisco.
Renewal Accounts
REGIOXAL ADVERTISERS Inc.,
New York
(gas 30
companies'
tive), on Xov.
renewed cooperafor 26
weeks Mystery Chef on 17 XBCRed stations. Tues. and Thurs., 11 :4512 noon ( repeat 2 :45 ) . Agency : McCann-Erickson Inc., N. Y.
C. F. MUELLER Co.. Jersey City,
N. J. (macaroni), on Dec. 13 renews
for 13 weeks Kitchen Cavalcade on 7
NBC-Blue stations. Mon. thru Fri.,
10:4.5-11 a. m. Agency : Kenvon &
Eckhardt Inc., X. Y.
CARDIXET CAXDY Co., Oakland
(candy bars), on Dec. 5 renews for
13 weeks The Night Editor on 10
NBC-Pacific Red stations. Sun., 99:30 p. m. (PST). Agency: Tomasehke-Elliott Inc.. Oakland.
FORD MOTOR Co., Detroit, on Jan.
2 renews for 13 weeks Watch the Fun
Go By on 93 CBS stations, Tues., 99:30 p. m. Agency: X. W. Ayer &
Son Inc., Philadelphia.
Network Changes
LUTHERAX LAYMEX S LEAGUE,
St. Louis (religious). Dec. 19 adds 14
Don Lee stations to Lutheran Hour.
UNIVERSAL
NEW DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE
Self energizing. Not
affected by heat or
climate. I mpedance
33. 50, 200 or 500
ohms. Also high impedance direct to
grid. Freq. res. 408000
-58 db.C.P.S. Output

Microphone Division
UMVERSAL MICROPHONE CO., LTD.,
424 Warren t^e, Inslewood, Calif., U.S.A.
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has anion division
NBC transcript
recorded version
nounced a full-hour
of Taming of the Shreiv,^ ShakesChrist-.
as this syear's
peareantocomedy,
subscribers
Thesauru
mas gift
The more than 220 stations subscribing to this recorded library service
will receive this feature gratis in time
for broadcasting during the holiday
season. In previous years programs of
hymns and carols and a dramatic verof Dickens'. Christmas Carol have
been siondistributed
LUCIO VILLEGAS. prresident of
Pan-American Radio Productions.
Hollywood
transcription
production concern,
has been and
engaged
by
Walt Disney Studios to supervise and
direct the Spanish version of Snow
White d- the Seven Dwarfs, now being filmed. He will also dub the voice
of
Grumpy, one of the principal characters.
FELIX A. MULGREW has joined
the sales staff of Grombach Productionsducer.Inc.,Mr. X'ew
York, a program
Mulgrew.
lawyer, prowas
formerly in the office of the district
attorney of Xew York.
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO
Co., Xew York (Chesterfields), on
Dec. 31 replaces Hal Kemp with Paul
Whitcman on SI CBS stations, Fri..
8Co.:30-9
Inc.,p. N.m. Y.Agency : Xewell-Emmett
MILES LABORATORIES Inc., Elkhart, Ind., on Xov. 29 added four stations to XBC-Red Uncle Ezra programs.
SKELLY OIL Co., Kansas City, on
Dec. 5 shifts Skelly Court of Missing
Heirs on CBS from Mon., 7-7:30
p. m., to Sun., 10:30-11 p. m.
NASH - KELVINATOR Corp., De
troit, on Dec. 4 adds 4 stations to
Prof. Quiz. Sat, 9-9:30 p. m.
H. J. HEIXZ Co.. Pittsburgh (57
Varieties),
Dec. 2 starts
new Air
schedule for Heinzon Magazine
of the
on
CBS. Now heard three days weekly
at 11 :15-11 :30 a. m.. and two days at
11-11 :30 a. m., will drop the extra
quarter-hour on the latter two days,
and will add new edition, Thurs.,
3 :30-4 p. m.
ACME WHITE LEAD & COLOR
AVORKS, Detroit (paints), on Nov.
21 changed their Sundav afternoon
XBC-Blue program to 4 :.30-4 :45 (CT )
but will resume full half-hour schedule at the end of 13 weeks.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Lucky Strike cigarettes), on
.Tan. 8 Parade
renews on
Edwin
Your
News
93 C.
CBSHill's
stations,
Mon. thru Fri., 12:1.5-12:30 p. m.
Agency : Lord & Thomas. N. Y..
HECKER PRODUCTS Corp.. New
York (Silver Dust. Golddust). on
Nov. 30 renewed for 13 weeks Beatrice Fairfax on 38 Mutual-Don Lee
stations, Tues. thru Fri., 2 :45-3 p. m.
Agency: BBDO, N. Y.
SIGNAL OIL Co., Los Angeles (oil
and gasoline), on Nov. 14 renewed
for .52 weeks Signal Carnival on 11
NBC-Pacific Red stations. Sun.. 7 :308 p. m. (PST). Agency: Logan &
Stebbins, Los Angeles.
H. FENDRICK Inc., Evansville, Ind.
(La Fenrich cigars), adds WEBC.
KFYR, WDAT to Smoke Dreams over
a split NBC-Red network Sun., 12 :30
p. m. (CT).
E. FOUGERA & Co., New York
(Vapex), on Jan. 7 will add WGN,
Chicago,
to the MBS hookup for Let's
Play Games.
KWTO-KGBX, Springfield, Mo., is
combining its studios in one building.
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MAYFIELD KAYLOR, prograni director of KEHE, Los Angeles, has organized his own radio production unit
under name of Mayfield Kaylor Radio
Productions, and established offices at
1041 N. Las Palmas Ave.. Hollywood.
He will specialize in building shows
for agencies and sponsors. Firm is
now producing 60 one-minute dramatized transcriptions for Seven-Up Bottling Co. dealers represented by Beaumont c& Hohman Inc., Chicago. Recordings Inc., Hollywood, is cutting
the series with pressings by Allied
city.
Phonograph & Record Mfg. Co., that
F. W. HEMINGWAY, part owner of
X'^ational Radio Programs Inc., Chifirm,having
is nowbought
exclusive
owner cagoofproduction
the firm,
out
the part interest previously held by
the Russel C. Com.er Co., Kansas
City. Paul Weikel, author of the direct-mail series, "Elfective Letters",
has been added to assist Mr. Hemingway. Sale of the Adventures of Ace
Williams, transcribed series, is now
being handled by National Radio ProHARRY RIDGLEY, formerly of
grams.
WEAN,troit, hasProvidence,
WXYZ, staff
Dejoined the and
production
of Kasper-Gordon Studios, Boston,
and is handling the Jordan Marsh Co.
series, Bobhy d Betty in Santa Land.
thrice weekly on WAAB, Boston.
A THRICE-WEEKLY live talent
program Dream Time on KEHE, Los
Angeles, also transcribed by the Irving wood,
Fogelhas been
Radiotaken
Productions,
Hollyfor 52 episodes
with option
Broadcasting for
Serviceadditionals
Assn. Ltd.,by Sydney,
for Australia and New Zealand. The
deal was negotiated by Dr. Ralph L.
Power, Lossentative ofAngeles,
the firm. American repreTITAN PRODUCTIONS, San Francisco, is cutting a series of transcri]itions titled Twenty-five Years Ago.
The series is being produced with
KFRC staff announcers and actors,
including Howard Duff, Toby Reed,
Bob Bence, Art Van Horn, Joan
Davis and .Jack Edwards.
FIDELITY RADIO Pty. Ltd., Sydney, has bought the Australian rights
to the entire 1937-38 transcription
output of Radio Transcription Co. of
America, Hollywood, according to C.
C. Pyle, president.
BROADCASTING Service Assn. Ltd.,
Sydney, through its American agent,
Dr. Ralph L. Power, Los Angeles, has
acquired the rights in Australia and
New Zealand to a new 26 quarterhour series of Wade Lane's Home
Folks, song
and dialog& programs,
scribed by Mertens
Price Inc. tranLos
Angeles casting
production
Service Assn. concern.
also has Broadrights
to the first 26 programs of the series.
W'GCM, Mississippi City, Miss, regional station owned by P. K. Ewing,
commercial manager of WDSU. New
Orleans, has applied to the FCC for
authority to move into Mobile, Ala.

Is There

A

Doctor
in the
House?
There's always a specialist in
our house, ready to cure your
technical ailments; or, to pereration.form a major engineering op38 Years Professional
Experience
— Special Appointment —
Civilian Radio Engineer U. S.
Navy Dept. in 1919
Lieut. Comdr. Thomas Appleby,
U. S. N. R., Pres. and
Chief Engineer
if Field
Intensity
Location
Surveys.and Station
if Directional Antenna
Systems.
Allocation
Television
Broadcast,
and Ultra
Bands.

if
if
if

Problems.
Specialists.
High
High Frequency
Frequency

if Management
and Sales
Analyses.
if Coverage
Presentations for
Sales Purposes.
if Market Data.
A COMPLETE

SERVICE

FOR THE
BROADCASTING STATION

Appleby

"The Crystal Specialists Since 1925"
SCIENTIFIC

and

LOW TEMPERATURE
CO-EFFICIENT CRYSTALS
Appleby
NOW
Two for
$75.00 $40e°?h
Approved by FCC
Supplied
in
Isolantite
Air-Gap
ers in the 550-1500 Kc.
band. HoldFrequency
Drift
guaranteed
to
be
"less
than
three cycles"
per million
cyclesin
per degree
centigrade
change
temperature.
than .01%. Accuracy "Better"

Consulting Radio
Engineers
Jasper 8C Winchester Aves.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.
Telephone 2-2535

124 JACKSON AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE, MARYLAND

Field Engineers operating tlirougliout the
United States and Canada.
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Holiday Stunt — WCOA's Auto Show — Scholarskip —
Spots — Double Sales — Rubber Windows

e sal
timwau
UP,, Mil
SSMJ
,
keeesman ofJE
WT
JOHN C.
ped
elo
a
has
dev
a
new
ide
foi'
merchandising Christmas
toys which
resulted in securing a
substantial schedule from a firm
not using the air. Realizing that
all advertising appeals in the form
of programs and exhibits to sell
toys through children had been
used up, he recommended addressng appeal to paring theon advertisi
ents the theory that they would
react to a sales story which assured
a sizeable discount on toys, especially in view of the business recession.
Kunzelmann - Esser Co., large
furniture dealers with a toy inventory covering an entire floor, took
quickly to the idea and bought a
heavy schedule of 100-word announcements on WTMJ to sell parents "Christmas toys at discounts
of 20 to 40%."
WOWO Brochure
WOWO, Fort Wayne, is mailing to
agencies a folder on its live talent
participating program the Morning Roundup. The folder's cover
carries a picture of Herb Hayworth, the m. c, while other pages
show pictures of a few of the 17
musical and comedy acts available
for the program, and figures explaining results. The back stage
has a map of the WOWO listening
area, field intensity and mail response.
*
* *
WCOA's Own Auto Show
WCOA, Pensacola, Fla., directly
sponsored the local automobile
show Nov. 5-7, believed to be the
first time a station has staged an
exposition of this type entirely on
its own initiative. Henry G. Wells,
WCOA manager, directed the
event. Inquiring renorters and
broadcasts of regular WCOA features from the floor were his^hlio'hts of the ^event.^ ^
The Story of KMOX
THE KMOX Chart Story, a 56page brochure in three colors, has
been furnished salesmen of KMOX,
St. Louis. The book contains the
station's history, facilities, market
data, and other information outlined in an attention-compelling
form.

CAKE CUTTERS— On the second
anniversary of the WOWO manon-street program of PattersonFletcher Co., Fort Wayne, Mayor
Harry W. Baals cut the cake. In
photo are John Jackett, WOWO
announcer; the mayor; Harry
Fletcher, president of PattersonFletcher; Franklin Tooke, WOWOWGL production manager.
Page 70 • Decemler

Memory Books
DR. W. B. CALDWELL Inc.,
Caldwell's
c e 1 1 o. 111.is (Dr.
o n t i Pepsin),
MSyrup
giving away
Party Line Memory Books on its
Monticello Party Line transcribed
programs broadcast on 61 stations.
It contains biographical sketches of
all the characters as well as household hints, gardening information,
recipes and other data. During the
past two years almost a million
cook books have been sent to listeners requesting them. CramerKrasselt Co., Milwaukee, is agency.
The New Symphony
TO ADVERTISE the "great new
NBC Symphony Orchestra, first
full-size, full-time major orchestra
to be maintained by an American
broadcasting
which
will broadcastorganization,"
over the combined
Red and Blue networks each Saturday from 10 to 11:30 p. m., during the 1937-1938 concert season,
NBC has distributed five post
cards describing the series and picturing the orchestra and its conductors to each employe for mailing to his friends.
* * *
Dollars and Photos
AUTOGRAPHED picture of the
cast goes to any listener who
guesses
name during
of a "mystery"
selection the
played
the MtdSouth Dinner Time Program on
WMPS, Memphis. Another bit of
the show's
promotion ofis athedollar
off^er for
to
the
studio audience
some item called for during the
broadcast. First call was for a milk
bottle cap and sure enough, there
was a milkman in the crowd.
* * *
Dates for Charlie
STANDARD BRANDS Inc., New
York (Chase & Sanborn coffee),
is currently offering likenesses of
Charlie McCarthy in return for
dated labels of four coffee bags.
The cardboard figure is 20 inches
high, rolls its eyes and opens its
mouth. Offer was first made on the
NBC-Red network program on
Nov. 7. J. Walter Thompson Co.,
New York, is agency.
^ ^ ^
Newspaper's featured
Promotion in the
MERCHANDISE
Jimmie Allen transcription series
on WCBS, Springfield, 111., are
printed in the Illinois State Journal, Springfield, which has purchased 650 episodes of the serial.
WCBS is not connected with the
Journal. Agency is Russell C.
Comer Adv. Co.,
* Kansas
* * City.
Briefs About WAIR
WAIR, Winston- Salem, N. C, has
started publication of WAIR
Briefs, a twice-a-month mimeographed letter devoted to talent,
program, studio and commercial
news about the station. It was conceived by Harman I. Moseley, Don
Gardiner and* Roger
* *Von Roth.
From Case to Sponsor
WKY, Oklahoma City, has 3x5 foot
display cases in the building housing its studios, featuring talent
photos and advertising copy. Cards
are changed monthly, being given
to sponsors for display in store
windows.
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Response at WOR
MAIL RESPONSE at WOR, Newark, passed the one-million mark
Nov. 15, bringing the total of le1>
ters and postal cards received by
WOR so far this year to 1,000,384.
to ofThis total includes responses
fers made on numerous commercial
programs as well as artist fan
mail, but does not include mail sent
direct to sponsors. All-time high
for daily mail receipts was set Oct.
pieces of corre1 when 23,751
spondence were received by WOR
as a result of a map offer made on
the Lone Ranger program. The
year's response to this program
totals 141,836* mail
* requests.
*
Vie for Scholarship
WHITING MILK Co., Boston, sponsoring a quarter-hour junior high
school dramatization of standard
plays, is giving a scholarship in
connection with the WAAB program. Promotion includes pamphlets, newspaper and magazine
advertising. Audience votes decide
best dramatized roles. N. W. Ayer
& Son Inc., the agency, will prepare
a script suitable to winners acting
in semi-finals and finals. Votes are
mailed or left in a milk bottle on
the doorstep. Students are treated
to milk and crackers.
* * *
KGLO Does a Good Job
SAME OLD story in an attractive
way is told by KGLO, Mason City,
la., in its blue and silver and gold
promotion
"The
First 200 booklet
Days". For called
one thing,
the booklet is well organized with
the smallest details of coverage
and market data emphasized conthing,
booklet hascisely.anFor another
attractive
ringthebinding
and its photographs of station personnel and programming are clear
and candid. * * *
Remote Christened
WWVA, Wheeling, has christened
its new mobile unit "Little
WWVA". It headed the procession
in Wheeling's annual Christmas
parade
Nov. describing
26 with the
station's
announcers
proceedings
along the line of march. At a predetermined point the mobile unit
pulled out of line and broadcast
the remainder of the parade as a
"stationary" *station.
* *
A Typical Survey
ROSS FEDERAL Research Corp.,
New York, has released a new 37page radio coincidental report repsurvey Titled
conducted forresenting
a a typical
radio station.
Report to Your Radio Station, it
is available to all broadcasters. Approximately 275 stations already
have requested the report.

AWARD— W. A. Schudt Jr., manager of WBT, Charlotte, displays
the plaque awarded the station by
the Charlotte Junior C. of C. for
"outstanding civic contributions"
during the year. The station's new
motto is "Showmanship Station of
the Nation."
BROADCASTING

BEAUTY — This cosmetic booth in
a Kansas City department store is
the scene of a daily broadcast on
WHB, with women being interviewed by Dick Smith.
Always Open
"CHICAGO latchstrings are always
out
the
title to
on WENR
the coverprograms"
of a new is
folder
just issued by the NBC-Chicago
sales promotion department under
the direction of Emmons Carlson,
NBC sales promotion manager in
Chicago. The cover design shows a
door with a piece of string knotted
through the perforation, representing a latchstring. The brochure
lists 46workoutstanding
NBC-Blue
netand local Chicago
programs
having WENR-WLS
* * *outlets.
Anonymous Advertising
IN ITS spotlight advertising in
newspapers, Hyde Park Breweries,
St. Louis, has no sponsor identification
whatever,
calling The
attention to the
showmerely
on KMOX.
sponsor is identified in the program only at the start and finish.
Some 2,500 engraved invitations to
listen were sent symphony orchestra subscribers and again the identification was omitted.
First Spot Doubles Sales
THE first commercial devoted to a
particular department by Grum
Bros. Furniture Co., of Seattle,
doubled sales of the rug division
during the week following, according to KJR, Seattle. The store
sponsors Are You a Writer, a contest in which prizes are offered for
best weekly radio dramatic scripts.
Ann Newman Agency, Seattle, created the program.
* * Survey
*
Northwest
COMPLETE with a field strength
survey map over which fits a transparent sheetan
recording
this promoyear's
mail count,
attractive
tion brochure has been published
by KFBB, Great Falls, Mont. The
essential facts of coverage and
well-written
copy.
market are included
in the folder's
* 4= ^
Gillette's Windows
GILLETTE RUBBER Co., Eau
Claire, Wis. (tires and tubes), is
placingdows inplacards
in all calling
dealers'attenwinthe Midwest
tion to its new program. Home
Town Memories, broadcast over
WLS, Chicago, Saturday nights.
Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee, is
agency.
* * *
On Childs Menus
LITTLE 2x4 yellow tags are
clipped to all menus in Childs New
York restaurants each Monday,
Wednesday and Friday to call attention in bright green ink to The
Musical Chefs, a quarter-hour pro* Newai-k.
* *
gram on WOR,
A Yard Wide
KLZ, Denver, has distributed a
huge brochure about a yard wide
and done in red and blue to boost
its program and advertising features.
• Broadcast
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Radio Station WLW
Cincinnati, Ohio
Gentlemen:
As you know, we have been on a coastto-coast network using 69 stations
each Sunday night from 10:00 to 10:30
Eastern
Standard Time since September
5.

Your

station

WLV/ has

done

such

an

out-

standing job for us that I just cannot let it pass unnoticed; therefore
this letter.
Our program, as you knov/, is on the
subject of Telepathy and Extra-Sensory
Perception.
On September 19 we offered
to send gratis to anyone making the request, a booklet giving an outline of
our subject — Telepathy.
There were
no prizes offered -- no premiums.
The
auc'ience was required to send in nothing
but a letter or a postal card.
The announcement was made only once over each
one of the 69 stations and the audience
was requested to address us in care of
the station to which it was listening.
From your station WLW we received 25.97o
of all the responses sent in to the 69
stations.
This is outstanding and you
are to be complimented on the popularity
and responsive audience of your station.

★

A
A

DESIGN-

UNIQUE
NEW

STANDARD

OF

PERFORMANCE

TUBE

FOR

BROADCASTING:

^

=

ECONOMY

RATED AT 500 WATTS per tube by FCC for high^ level service, two RCA-833's can be used as final
RF stage in 1 KW Transmitters.
Its low cost and extra performance suggest the
RCA-833 as an economical replacement tube. Note the
radical new features which will make the RCA-833 of
interest to every radio engineer.
FOR SHORT-WAVE

AND

UHF RADIO

SERVICES:

The unique features of the new RCA-833, which include low driving power, high efficiency and ease of
neutralization, insure stable, economical operation at
the higher frequencies.

RES*
RCA-833 AT FEATU
EFFICIENCY
HIGH FREQUENCIES
HIGH INSULATION
SHORT, HEAVY LEADS
LOW DRIVING POWER
COMPACT DESIGN
TANTALUM ANODE
MODERATE PLATE VOLTAGE REQUIREMENTS
EXTRA EMISSION FROM 100-WATT
THORIATED-TUNGSTEN FILAMENT
*Technical bulletin available on request.
HIGH

Replace weak transmitting and receiving tubes
with the tubes preferred by network stations — RCA

RCA

MANUFACTURING
COMPANY, INC.
• CAMDEN, NEW JERSEY
A SERVICE OF THE RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA

WHOklOWAPLUS
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

J. 0. MALAND,

Mgr.

.

.

.

FREE

& PETERS, INC., Representatives

THESE

ARE

WHICH

THE

PROVE

KLZ's

SELLING

POWER

TO

DENVER

MERCHANTS

spend more of their radio money with KLZ than with
any other station.
KLZ offers this as competent, credible and convincing
evidence of its ability to satisfy the requirements of the
most result-demanding advertisers ... of its ability to do
the most efficient job of speeding up sales of your product
in the Denver-Rocky Mountain region.

• In their own sales books, Denver merchants find the
kind of radio data they can quickly understand. These
are the data books which day-by-day record clearly and
decisively the selling power and profit-value of their
advertising media. These are the data books which
carry weight with local merchants.
On the basis of data gathered- and compiled by
themselves, Denver's biggest Cind most successful firms
AFFILIATED

WITH

WKY

- OKLAHOMA

CITY

REPRESENTATIVE — E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY

AND

THE

OKLAHOMA

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

Your

Courier

to

most
England's
New
Profitable
Markets

BETWEEN
are more

WAAB
WEAN

Boston
Providence

WICC

' ( Bridgeport
[ New Haven
Hartford
New London
Fall River

WTHT
WNLC
WSAR
WSPR
WLBZ
WFEA
WNBH
WLLH
WBRY
WLNH
WRDO

shopping centers. Though widely scattered they can be
covered economically and so effectively that response to
your sales efforts will be reflected immediately
volume.

stations in a strong, popular, regional network. It provides coverage in more New England markets than can

< 1 Lowell
\ Lawrence
Waterbury
Laconia
Augusta

be reached by any other combination
parable cost.
Contact

COLONIAL
21 BROOKLINE
EDWARD

PETRY

in sales

This intense and comprehensive coverage is best obtained by using the Colonial Network as the courier to
deliver your message. It makes available to you fourteen

Springfield
Bangor
Manchester
New Bedford

Fo7- Direct

ry^e

southern Connecticut and Aroostook there
than a dozen active, prosperous, urban

&

AVENUE,
CO.,

with the New

of stations at com-

England

Market

NETWORK
BOSTON,

Inc., Exclusive

MASSACHUSETTS
Natio?iaI

Representatives

Published semi-monthly, 25th issue (Year
published
in February
by Beoadcastino
Publications,
Building, Washington, D. C. Entered as
secondBook
classNumber)
matter March
14, 1933,
at the Post
Office at Washington,
D. C, Inc.,
under 870actNational
of MarchPress
3, 1879.

summer

ADD

the 25^000^000
planning

your

ANOTHER

radio
summer

families

ofjY

advertising

REMEMBER what happened last summer!
c radios were in use sometime
time, 4 hours and 54 mmutes.

MILLION

tO

"^hen

budget!

75.6% of all home

daily — average listening

Specifically, 18,900,000 families

tuned in each day for a total of 92,610,000 family-hours of daily
summer -YviX^riing* And

this summer

there'll be at least another

million new radio families to swell the audience! Q These figures
do not include radios on the road. Last summer,

every fifth U. S.

automobile was radio-equipped. The most conservative estimate
indicates that this summer

every fourth car (6,000,000 of them)

will carry radio with them as they ride. And
new automobiles, whose owners

most of them are

are the most responsive market

in America. Q That's why radio's summer-curve is the swiftest rising
curve in all advertising. So— -start plannmg for summer

COLUMBIA

BROADCASTING

radio now!

SYSTEM

OUR heartfelt wishes for a full measure of joy and prosperity
. . . And

a note of thanks to those stations, who

during

1937, have broadcast almost a quarter of a million hours of
Standard

Hollywood,

Cal.

Transcriptions, our biggest, most successful year.

•

I80

N. Michigan

Ave., Chicago,

111.

MINNESOTA

BUSINESS

c^^M^

TO

CARRY

TO

THE

WCCO

PEOPLE

OF

THE

The mosi elaborate and impressive local program

STATE
ever

presented to the Northwest,
A

FULL

THE

HOUR

- SUNDAY

EVENING

LEADING

businesses

and

great

basic industries

throughout

the

state^

realizing the need of promoting

- 26

WEEKS

a better

understanding and appreciation of Minnesota resources sponsored the job of
selling Minnesota
medium

most

MINIilAFOLfS

to its citizens. The

effective in coverage

variety of presentation,
radio.

THE

MARCH

splendidly

PAUL

50,000
WATTS
NATIONALLY CLEARED CHANNEL

COLUMBIA

is equipped to

BROADCASTINe

SYSTEM

REPRESENTED BY RADIO SALES INC.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO DETROIT
tOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO

do this type of job. With top-notch production
facilities . . . 50,000 watts . . . and a nationally
cleared channel, only WCCO is equipped to
deliver the show and audience. In Minnesota
only WCCO

SAINT

and

is, they decided,

. . . and in Minnesota only WCCO

AND

can be heard throughout the state.
OF

MINNESOTA,

executed,

and

broadly

conceived,

of distinguished

sponsor-

ship, features Minneapolis' famed symphony orchestra, dramatized highlights of Minnesota history,
appraisals

of basic industries,

and

remote

control

interviews with leading citizens. The March of Minnesota establishes a new high in civic promotion.
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i^NE of the best things
about spot radio is that

buyer today is playing a more
valuable role in radio than

it enables

the talent.

you

to fit your

weapon to your job: Whether
you hunt business on a local
or a national scale, spot

Free & Peters, Inc. is a na-

broadcasting permits you to

But

do it more

time- 6 My er knows that Free
& Peters is essentially on the

method

sensibly and economically than by any other
. . .

That's why so many advertisers are getting away from
hard-set groups and chains
and networks, and are buying
individual stations. The time-

FREE

CHICAGO
180 N. Michigan
Franklin 6373
Page 8 • December

Jiitm&i
NEW YORK
110 E. 42nd St.
Lexington 2-8660
15, 1937

tional group of time-sellers.
many a conscientious

same side of the desk, since
our final fate depends on our
ability to help make
more
want

productive.
help
ment ?

Do

radio
you

in that assign-

Sr
PETERS,
(•nd FREE, JOHNS & FIELD, INC.)

Exclusive Representatives:
WGR-WKBW
Buffalo
WCKY
Cincinnati
WHK-WCLE
Cleveland
"WHKC
Columbus
"Vv'OC
Davenport
WHO
Des Moines
WD AY
Fargo
WOWO-WGL
Ft. Wayne
KMBC
Kansas City
WAVE
Louisville
WTCN
Paul
KOIL-KFAB Minneapolis-St.
Omaha-Lincoln
WMBD
Peoria
KSD
St. Louis
WFBL
Syracuse
WKBN
Youngstown
Southeast
WCSC
WIS
WNOX
WPTF

Charleston
Columbia
KnoxvUle
Raleigh

Southwest
KTAT
Ft. Worth
KTUL
Tulsa
Pacific Coast
KMED
Medford, Ore.
KOIN-KALE
Portland
KVI
Seattle-Tacoma

inc.

JUuUa
SUtUau
JUfuteseitUUives
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
LOSC. ofANGELES
C. Bldg.
New Center Bldg,
One Eleven Sutter
Sutter 4353
Trinity 2-8444
BROADCASTING
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ATLANTA
Bona Allen Bldg.
Jackson 1678
Advertising
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Require

Wave
Shifts
the same, but those above are shiftReshuffling of North American
ed from 10 to 30 kc. because of the
Assignments
Safeguards
assignment of channels to Mexico
United States But Involves Changes All Over Band
and the switching of assignments
(By Special Correspondent of Broadcasting)
countries have exercised what to Canada. All stations in such
shifts, however, maintain their
to squatter's rights in same relative positions.
Havana, Dec. 13.— a reallocation of broadcasting sta- amounted
the
absence
of
an
agreement.
tions in the United States, which will run the length of the
regional channel — 1010 kc.
Principal features of the allo- — One
is abolished so as to become a
550-1600 kc. spectrum and involve a substantial number of ascations treaty (which is published
signment shifts must be effected during the next two years to in text in this issue insofar as fre- Canadian clear, but the stations on
it are to be given assignments on
comply with the terms of the treaty on distribution of broadquency allotments and conditions duplicated clears.
casting channels among nations of the North American conti- are concerned) can be summarized
All regional and local channels
as follows:
nent reached at the Inter-American Radio Conference which
from 1200 to 1450 kc. undergo a
completed its work today.
Principal Features
shift of 30 kc. upward. The local
channel on 1500 kc. is shifted to
Adopting a drastic plan of new allocations might become efThe broadcast band is widened
fective in about 18 months, since 10 channels and will cover from
allocation which, in the main,
1490 kc, and the four high-power
channels, henceforth to be
safeguards the position of the they cannot be made operative un- 550 to 1600 kc, with the addi- regional
classified as clear channels, are
til a year after ratification.
tional channels distributed among
United States from the standDeeply significant is the fact the nations for regular assign- shifted from 1460-1490 kc. to 1500point of station assignments
1530 kc.
that by assigning specific station ments.
available to it, the conference
positions to Mexico and Cuba, the
Channels heretofore classified as
Increases in Power
nevertheless agreed to a proj- so-called "border" station will be- regional and local in the United
come
practically
non-existant.
OpeStates, to a certain extent, have
ect which requires a reshufflThe treaty proposes increases of
rating with high-power and direc- been shifted but in such fashion
ing of portions of the band to
maximum night power on certain
tive
antennae
aiming
their
signals
that practically all stations on regional channels from 1,000 to 5,make possible designation of exclusive and semi-exclusive facilities to the United States, these stations them l^eep their same relative po- 000 watts and on local channels
to Canada, Mexico and Cuba, as are causing disastrous interfersitions. Regional stations in the from 100 to 250 watts.
ence in this country and Canada.
band 550-630 kc. are not changed.
well as shai-ed facilities with Hai- Only Canada
Time-sharing clear channel staand the United States
Nine of the ten regional channels
ti, the Dominican Republic and
tions, 10 in number, will be in posihave
adhered
to
an
agreement
on
from 640 to 1200 kc. undergo shifts
Newfoundland — all parties to the
tion to get full time operation on
use of wavelengths in the past, of from 10 to 30 kc. Clear chanagreement.
duplicated
inand as a consequence, the Southern
nels from 640 to 720 kc. remain
clude suchassignments.
stations as These
WOWO,
After six weeks of protracted
negotiations, in which FCC Commissioner T. A. M. Craven, chairman
of the United States delegation,
Basic Provisions of North American
Agreement
was the key figure, the six nations
reached the agreement. Under its
by the other countries, parties to this
5. 2i umber of channels of each class
Allocations, on an assigyiterms, it will not become effective
— The number of channels of each
ment basis, agreed to by the
Agreement,
such arrangeuntil a year following ratification
ment as maypursuant
be agreedto upon
by their
class shall be as follows :
Inter-American Radio Conferby the four principal nations — the
respective
administrations
and with59
United States, Mexico, Canada and
Clear channels
ence in Havana, subject to ratout any necessity for revision of this
41
Cuba or by three of them if the
Regional
channels
ification by the nations inAgreement.
6
Local
channels
(c) No country to which a clear
106
fourth signifies its intention of dovolved, are set forth as folchannel has been thus assigned shall
ing so.
lows :
permit, or agree to permit, any other
All U. S. Stations Safe
Classes of Channels and Allocation Thereof
to in
use conformity
such channel with
in a manthis
6. Allocation of specific channels to countryner not
All of the 700 stations in this
Agreement without first giving 60 days
1. Three classes — The 106 chan- each class — The channels are allocated
nels
in
the
standard
broadcast
band
country are assured of continued
to the several classes as follows: [See
(calendar days) advance notice of
its intention so to do to all other
existence, under the allocations, are divided into three principal classes table on page 11.1
—
clear,
regional
and
local.
but there will be shifts up and
7. l^se of regional and local chan- countries, parties to this Agreement.
channel — A clear channel
If during this period of 60 days (calnels hy countries — All countries may
dowTi the band. Because of the as- is 2.oneClear
on which the dominant station
use
all regional and all local channels,
endar days) any other country shall
signment of wavelengths for major or stations render service over wide subject
present
objections to such proposed
to
the
power
limitations
and
stations in portions of the band to areas and which are cleared of objec- standards for prevention of objectionuse of the channel, the country to
which
the
clear channel has been
able
interference
set
forth
in
this
tionable interference, within their prithe other nations, the assignmary service areas and over all or a
assigned
shall
not permit, or. agree to
ments of clears, regionals and lo- substantial
Agreement.
permit, such proposed use until the
S. Priority of use of clear channels
cals in this country except in iso- service areas.portion of their secondary
difference presented by the objection
lated instances, will be subjected
has been amicably resolved.
3. Regional channel — -A regional
countries
—
The
clear
channels
are
asto change, in most cases moving channel
is one on which several sta- iy (a)
signed for priority of use by Class I
(d) If within the period of this
from 10 to 30 kilocycles, but keeptions may operate with powers not in and II stations in the several counAgreement the country to which a
excess of 5 kw. The primary service
tries in accordance with the table set clear channel has been assigned shall
ing their same relative positions.
area of a station operating on any
have made use of the channel but not
forth in Appendix I.
This country, it is anticipated,
may be limited, as a con(b) Each such channel shall be in the manner above prescribed or
will not essay to work out the re- such channel
sequence
of
interference,
to
a
given
used in a manner conforming to the not to the extent required by the proallocations until the Senate ratifies field intensity contour.
best engineering practice with due
visions of this Agreement, such counthe treaty. Should that be accom4. Local channel — A local channel
regard to the service to be rendered
try shall be considered as having replished early in the next session is one on which several stations may
linquished that portion of the rights
by the dominant stations operating
of Congress, then presumably the operate with powers not in excess of thereon, as set forth elsewhere in this which it has not used and at the exAgreement. If. for one year within
piration of this Agreement the other
Commission would undertake to de- 2.50 watts. The primary service area
a station operating on any such
countries party thereto shall have the
the term of this Agreement, a counvise its allocations pursuant to the of
channel may be limited, as a consetry
fails
to
make
any
use
of
a
clear
right, if they see fit, to withdraw the
treaty, and hold whatever hearings
quence of interference, to a given field channel thus assigned to it, the chanunused{Continued
privileges from
such72)country
on page
are necessary. Thus, conceivably, the intensity contour.
nel shall be considered open for use
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Fort Wayne; WWVA, Wheeling;
KEX, Portland, Ore.; KVOO, Tulsa; WAPI, Birmingham, and others
in that status.
Provision is made to accommodate 100 stations of substantial or
high power on 59 clear channels.
Fifty of these clear channels are
in the band 640 to 1220 kc, and
nine in the band 1500-1580 kc. Stations using clear channels were
classified under technical standards
and a distribution of positions on
the channels was made between the
countries. In the classification calling for the highest power's, 50,000
watts or more, Canada received
six positions (690, 740, 860, 990,
1010 and 1580 kc.) Mexico received six positions (730, 800, 900,
1050, 1220 and 1570), with the locations specified. Cuba received
one, 1540 kc.
The United States is to have at
least 25 in the classification on the
remaining clear channels, and will
have nine months after the treaty
becomes effective in which to designate which ones it will use that
way. The other classifications of
clear channel stations which will
use 50,000 watts or less power,
likewise have been allotted among
the countries. The net result is that
the United States will have accommodations for 63 stations on
clear channels, Mexico 15, Canada
14, Cuba 5, Newfoundland, Dominican Republic and Haiti each one.
Duplication on Clears
To accomplish the duplicated
clear results, it was necessary to
duplicate two or three stations on
some clear channels, but with geographical separations such that it
is not believed that interference
will result. Where there is danger
of interference, provision is made
for directional antennae.
Indirectly, Mexico has agreed to
discontinue its border stations by
placing her allotment of clear channel stations at specified places [see
allocation text]. It was the border
station question that caused the
North American conference held in
Mexico City in 1933 to end in disagreement.
The manner in which station assignments will be affected can be
deduced from the listing of frequencies designated for particular
classes of service, published in this
issue. The precise assignments, of
course, must await the judgment
of the FCC following ratification of
the treaty.
So-called high-fidelity stations
now operating in the 1500-1600
band, are forced to move to the extreme end of the band to 1590 and
1600 kc. Local stations now operating on the five lower frequencies
ranging from 1200 to 1420 kc, will
move up 30 kc, except that those
on 1500 kc. will go down to 1490
kc.
Clear channels from 640 kc to
720 kc. stay the same, which means
that such stations as WLW, WGN,
WOR, WEAF, KFI, W S M,
WMAQ, and KPO, remain where
they are, although their side channel neighbors in some instances
change. Others, however, move up
10, 20 or 30 kc, while WHO,
KDKA and WBZ move up to 40
kc. The KNX channel of 1050 kc.
is made a Mexican channel, so
KNX goes up to 1070 kc, while
KYW in Philadelphia goes to 1060
Page 10 • December

Havana

Delegations

Pay

High

Tribute

To Untiring Efforts
HAVANA, Dec. 13.— High tribute to Commissioner T. A. M.
Craven, head of the American Delegation to the Inter-American Radio Conference in Havana, for his
"tact and ability" was paid at closing sessions of the conference and
at concluding committee sessions.
Comdr. Craven carried the primary
burden of the sessions, having been
responsible for drafting of the
basic plan adopted, and having
served as chairman of the all-important allocations committees.
The head of each of the delegations, at the concluding sessions,
expressed his confidence in outcome of the treaty arrangements,
and also took occasion to expi-ess
gratitude over the cooperative efforts, and more particularly, the
work of the United States' delegation, and of Comdr. Craven.
At one of the concluding sessions of the six-week conference
ordeal, during which Comdr.
Craven acted as the sole delegate
for this country because of the enforced absence of the second delegate. Minister Henry R. Norweb,
the Communications Commissioner
stressed the attitude of the United
States toward North American al-

of Comdr.
Craven
locations. He pointed out the combined population of the other
countries was only 30,000,000 as
against 130,000,000 in this country,
and that with one exception — Canada— the others were much smaller
in area. He stated the willingness
of the United States in the spirit
of cooperation to see to it that
each country had a fair share of
the facilities, but added that in
view of these factors he did not
feel the United States was called
upon to make any disproportionate
sacrifice. He also pointed out that
the ultra-high frequencies offered
possibilities in the future which all
nations should consider.
In turn. Delegates Nicolas Mendoza, for Cuba, a spokesman for
Mexico, Walter Rush and C. P.
Edwards of Canada, answered
Comdr. Craven's address, and each
expressed gratitude over the attitude of the United States and apof itsMexican,
delegation and preciated
itsthe work
chairman.

kc. These shifts of course are simply deduced from the treaty, and
cannot be construed as accomplished until ratification and subsequent FCC action.
U. S. Clear Assignments
The allocation agreement specifies that the United States shall
have priority on 32 clear channels,
of which 25 shall be for Class 1-A
stations which will operate with a
power of 50,000 watts or more and

years. have their primary service
which
areas within the limits of the country freeference
from
objectionable
from other
stations oninterthe

Dominican
Haitian representatives madeand
similar
statements.
Comdr. Edwards, acting as chairman of the session, added a personal tribute to Comdr. Craven,
whom he has known for many

same or adjacent channels and secondary service areas within the
same limits free from objectionable
interference from stations on the
same channel. On the remaining
7 channels, the United States is
authorized to assign Class 1-B stations, which are stations operating
with power of not less than 10,000

PROTECTED SERVICE CONTOURS AND PERMISSIBLE
INTERFERENCE SIGNALS FOR BROADCAST STATIONS
TABLE I
Class of
Boundary or signal intensity
Class of
contour of area protected Permissible
channel
Permissible
from objectionable interfering
iised
station
interference a
signal b
IA
Day
Night
Day
50
kw
or
more
power
Boundary
of
country
in
i
uv/m
25Night
uv/m c 3
Clear
which station is located
Clear
10 kw to 50 kw 100 uv/m 500 uv/m
IB
i uv/m
25 uv/m
II
kw to 50 kw 500 uv/ra e (50%
2500 skyuv/mwave)
e
1 uv/m e 125 uv/m e
Clear d 0.25
(Ground wave)
III A
day
1
kw
to
5
kw
500
uv/m
2500
uv/m
I uv/m 125 uv/m
Regional
(Ground wave)
III B
Regional 0.5 kw to 1 kw 500 uv/m 4000 uv/m
i uv/m 200 uv/m
night and 5 kw
( Ground wave)
4000
uv/m
500
uv/m
0.1 kw to 0.25 kw
IV
Local
( Ground wave) 25 uv/m 200 uv/m
a In accordance with other provisions in this Agreement this freedom of interference
does not apply outside the boundaries of the country in which the station is located.
b From
Table
I. other stations on same channel only. For adjacent channels see Appendix III,
c Sky wave field intensity exceeded for 10% of the time.
fl No Class II station shall be assigned to the same channel as a Class I-A station for
nighttime operation (from sunset to sunrise) less than 650 miles of the nearest border
of the country in which the Class I-A station is located.
e These values are with respect to interference from all stations except Class I. which
stations may cause interference to a field intensity contour of higher value. However,
it is recommended that Class II stations be so located that the interference received
from Class I stations will not exceed these values. If the Class II stations are limited by
Class I stations to higher values, then such values shall be the standard established with
respect to interference from all other classes of stations.
ADJACENT CHANNEL INTERFERENCE
Channel separation
Maximum ground wave
hettoeen desired and
field intensity of
undesired stations
undesired station
10 kc
0.25 mv/m
5.0 mv/m
20 kc
25.0
mv/m
30 kc
The uudesired ground wave signal shall be measured at or within the
0.5 mv/m ground wave contour of the desired station. These values apply to all
classes_ of stations both day and night and are based on ground waves only.
No adjacent channel interference is considered on the basis of an interfering
sky wave.
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watts or more than 50,000 watts,
which are in the nature of duplicated clear channels. The United
States thus is free to assign two
or more class "1-B" stations and
one or more Class 2 stations
(which is a secondarv station operated on a clear channel with 250
to 50,000 watts) for nighttime operation on each of these 7 channels.
In addition to the 32 clear channels on which the United States
has priorities not shared with other
countries, provision is made for 18
Class I-B and 6 Class 2 stations on
other channels shared with other
countries.
In adopting that portion of the
agreement relating to priority of
use of channels, it was specified
that the United States must make
extensive adjustments in the assignments of its existing stations
in order to make possible the carrying out of the agreement, that
these adjustments will require approximately a year and that it is
not possible for the United States
at this time to specify on which
of the 32 channels it will have
priority
of
for stations,
class "1-A"
stations,
classuse"1-B"
and
class
2 stations
respectively,
nor
the locations of such stations,
power and other information respecting the assignments. This
country agreed, on that basis, that
not later than 90 days before the
effective date of the agreement it
would communicate this information to each of the other countries
which automatically would become
a part of the agreement.
106 Channels Involved
The broadcast band agreement
deals with the 106 channels, 10 kc.
wide, contained in the band 550
to 1600 kc. Of these 59 are designated as clear channels, 41 as regional
channels and six as local channels.
While the clear channels are specified insofar as allotment to countries are concerned, regional and
local channels are not allocated to
specific countries but rigid engineering standards, agreed to as part of
the treaty,
will govern
their location in the various
countries.
Mileage separation tables, tables
governingference,adjacent
channel signal
interand other protected
contours specified in the agreement
are similar in general to those incorporated inthe so-called CravenRing report
on allocations
mitted to the FCC
just a year subago
and still pending.
From the technical standpoint,
it is held by engineers that the
interference standards for practically all classes of stations will
be materially improved. Despite
this contention, however, there is
some talk, that objections will be
made to certain of the projected
shifts, on the indicated premise
that service of stations may be
curtailed.
The formal agreement approved
by the conference sets forth it shall
remain in effect for five years after ratification. In connection with
possible conflicts in the use of regional and local channels, the
agreement specifies that priority of
use shall be recognized in each
country with respect to stations
which at the time of signing of the
agreement are in actual operation,
and which in substance conform to
the definition of such classes as set
• Broadcast
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DESIGNATIONS OF CHANNELS
Clear channels — The following channels are designated as clear channels:
640 650 660 670 6S0 690 700 710 720 730 740 750 760 770 7S0 800 810 820
830 S40 S50 860 870 880 890 900 940 990 1000 1010 1020 1030 1040
1050 1060 1070 1080 1090 1100 1110 1120 1130 1140 1160 1170 1180 1190
1200 1210 1220 1500 1510 152Q 1530 1540 1550 1560 1570 and 1580.
Regional
— The
channels
designated
nels :550 560channels
570 580
590 following
600 610 620
630 790are 910
920 930 as950regional
960 970chan980
1150 1250 1260 1270 1280 1290 1300 1310 1320 1330 1350 1360 1370 1380
1390 1410 1420 1430 1440 1460 1470 1480 1590 1600.
Local
— -The1450following
are designated as local channels:
1230
1240channels
1340 1400
and 1490channels
kc.
Assignments of Positions on Clear Channels to Nations
(Appendix I of the Inter-American Treaty)
Under the provisions of Section II of this Agreement each country may use
all the 106 channels when technical conditions with respect to interference to
established stations are such as to render such use practicable. However, priority of use on specified clear channels is recognized for the following number
of Class I and II stations in each country.
TABLE I
Canada
Cuba
Dominican Republic
Haiti
Mexico
Newfoundland
United States

14
9*
1
1
15
2*
63

*See Table V for special arrangements provided for Cuba and Newfoundland.
These stations and the conditions of their operation are as specified in
Tables II, III, IV, V, VI. VII and VIII following herewith.
TABLE II
Class I-A Stations
(Canada, Cuba, and Mexico)
Frequency
Location of Stations
690
Quebec. Canada
730
Mexico. D. F.
740
Ontario, Canada
800
Sonora, Mexico
860
Ontario, Canada
900
Mexico, D. F.
990
Manitoba. Canada
1010
Alberta, Canada
10.")0
Nuevo
Mexico
1220
Yucatan,Leon,
Mexico
1.540
Santa Clara, Cuba
1570
Nuevo Leon, Mexico
1580
Quebec, Canada
TABLE III
Class I-B Stations
Power
Limitation
Location
of stations
Frequency
{Ktc.)
810
New York, U. S. A.
810
California, U. S. A.
940
5 kw. min.
Quebec, Canada
l)ermissible
940
Mexico. D. F.
—
1000
.Jalisco. Mexico
20
1000
Washington.
U.
S.
A.
—
1000
Illinois. U. S. A.
—
1010
Havana. Cuba
—
1060
Mexico. D. F.
—
1060
Pennsylvania, U. S. A.
—
1070
Maritime Provinces, Canada — .
1070
California. U. S. A.
—
1080
Connecticut. U. S. A.
—
1080
Texas. U. S. A.
—
1090
Baja Calif.. Mexico
—
1090
Maryland. U. S. A.
—
1090
Arkansas. U. S. A.
—
1110
North Carolina, U. S. A.
—
1110
Nebraska. U. S. A.
—
11.30
British Columbia, 5 kw. min.
Canada
permissible
1130
New
Jersey, —
U. S. York-New
A.
1140
Chihuahua. Mexico
—
1140
Virginia. U. S. A.
—
1170
Oregon. U. S. A.
—
1170
Oklahoma. U. S. A.
—
1170
West Virginia. U. S. A.
—
1190
Sinaloa,
Mexico
—
1190
Indiana,
U.
S.
A.
—
1.5.50
Ontario.
—20
1550
Vera
Cruz.Canada
Mexico
1560
Havana, Cuba
—
forth in the agreement. A change
in frequency in order to conform
to the designation of channels in
the agreement would not be considered a"substantial change."
BROADCASTING

Requirements as to
directional antennas
None
To be determined
Determine from operation
Determine from operation
To be determined
To be determined
To be determined
Determine from operation
To be determined
To be determined
None
None
To be determined
To be determined
To be determined
To be determined
To be determined
To be determined
To be determined
None
None
To be determined
To be determined
To be determined
To be determined
To be determined
To be determined
To be determined
Determine from operation
Determine from operation

The treaty is designed to bring
an end to the turmoil that has
existed in the broadcast band because of the absence of an agreement to which Mexico, Cuba and
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Frequency
640
690
740
800
810

Havana

Agreement

TABLE IV
Class II Stations
Power
Location
1 imitation
of stations
(Kw.)
Newfoundland
Kansas-Oklahoma, U. S. A.
Calif., U. S. A.
Ontario, Canada
105
Tamaulipas (Tampico)
50
Mexico
10
155
Quebec, Canada
Tennessee. U. S. A.
Oriente, Cuba
New York, U. S. A.
Alberta, Canada
10
20
Alabama, U. S. A.
Manitoba, Canada
Haiti
10
Mexico, D. F.
15
Louisiana, U. S. A.
Dominican Republic
Havana, Cuba

Requirements
as to
directional
antennas
None

To
To be
be determined
determined »
To be determined
To be determined
To be
900
To be determined
990
To be
1000
To bo determined c
1050
determined
To
1060
To be
be determined
1070
To be determined
1080
To
1080
To be
be determined
determined
1110
To
be determined
1130
determined
1170
To be determined
1190
To be determined
Permissible to increase field intensity above 25 uv/m (10% sky wave) west
of Minnesota on Canadian border.
b Same as ^ except west of North Dakota.
c Same
as « except east of Minnesota. Also 650 miles from border requirement waived.
TABLE V
Class II Stations ^ on Regional Channels
(Cuba and Newfoundland)
15
25
Maximum,
Power
Frequency
Location of Stations
15 in kw.
10
560
Newfoundland
570
Santa Clara, Cuba
590
Havana, Cuba
630
Havana, Cuba
1270
Havana, Cuba
a These stations shall use directional antennas to prevent objectionable
interference to the Class III stations on the channel in accordance with
Appendix VII.
TABLE VI
Special Conditions Affecting the United States
The 24 Class I and II stations in the United States which use clear channels
with other countries party to this agreement are given in Tables III and iV.
The remaining 39 Class I and II stations of the United States will be
assigned the following clear channels :
640 650 660 670 680 700 710 720 7.50 760 770 780 820 8.30 840 850 870
880 890 1020 1030 1040 1100 1120 1100 1180 1200 1210 1500 1510 1520 1530
It is recognized that the United States must make extensive adjustments in
the assignments of its existing stations in order to make possible the carrying
out of this Agreement, that these adjustments will require approximately a
year, and that it is not possible for the United States at this time to specify
on which of the said 32 channels it will have priority of use for Class I-A
stations. Class I-B stations and Class II stations respectively, nor the locations of such stations, power and other information with respect thereto. The
United States may assign Class I-A stations to at least 25 of said channels.
The United States agrees that ninety days before the effective date of this
Agreement it will communicate this information to each of the other countries
parties to this Agreement, and such information, when communicated, shall be
considered part of this Agreement as if fully set forth herein.
Nothing stated in this Agreement shall be construed to preclude the United
States of America from asserting, and enjoying recognition of. priority of use
with reference to certain other Class II stations (not included in the 63 stations mentioned in Table I) which are now in actual operation in the band
640-1190 kcs. and which are known under the Regulations of the Federal
Communications
as "limited
time stations"
and at
"daytime
stations"
(having hours ofCommission
operation limited
to sunset
taken either
their respective
locations or at the locations of the respective dominant stations on clear
channels and in some cases including hours not actuall.v used by said dominant
stations) which stations may, so far as permitted by the terms of this Agreement and the engineering standards herein set forth, be given assignments
substantially equivalent to those they now enjoy.
TABLE VII
Special Conditions Regarding the Use of 1010 kc. by Cuba and Canada
With regard to the use of the clear channel of 1010 kc by a Class I-A
station in Canada, and by a Class I-B station in Cuba, both countries mutually
agree that the interfering signal shall not exceed for 10 per cent of the time
or more the value of .50 microvolts per meter at the following points of
measurement : in Cuba at any point east of the province of Camaguey, and in
Canada at any point west of the province of Manitoba.
TABLE VIII
Special Conditions Affecting Canada
Nothing stated in this Agreement shall be construed to preclude Cariida
from asserting priority of use with reference to certain Class III and IV
stations now in operation in Canada on existing clear and regional channels
which through this Agreement will become of a class of channel which may not
permit their use by Class III and IV stations.
the Latin American countries were
parties on assignment of frequencies. Only Canada and the United
States have adhered to an understanding on division of the 96 chan-

nels in the band between 550 and
1500 kc, which now is widened 10
channels to 1600 kc.
Because these other nations, less
{Continued on page 76)
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Facsimile

Printer
Samples

Is Oflfered by RCA
Carbon System Features Both
Line and Black and White
RCA MFG. Co., Camden, announced Dec. 13 that it is ready to
offer to broadcast stations on an
outright sale basis its carbon
printer and facsimile system which
features half-tone reproductions of
photographs as well as text in
straight black and white. The
equipment being offered, it was
disclosed by H. C. Vance, manager
of communication equipment and
station sales of RCA, is the carbon printer system developed by
Charles J. Young, RCA engineer.
It reproduces the various shades of
gray between the extremes of black
and white on a roll of white newsprint paper 8V2 inches wide at the
rate of about 4,000 to 4,800 words
per hour, or 65 to 75 words per
minute. This speed is based upon
the use of 10 point type. Usp
smaller type is not recommended
by RCA.
In explaining the system. Mr.
Vance
a number of facs'^in'i"
systemssaid
have been developed by
RCA during the last decamp. Som°
of these have been employed in
commercial radio circuits for several years. As a result of this experience, the simple carbon printer
system has been deemed most reliable for use in general broadcast
work where the receiver - record^
must function in homes without
skilled operators.
Half-tone Equipment
Because reproduction of highquality half-tone pictures is said
to be especially difficult, RCA has
included compensated amplifiers
with the transmitting scanner,
along with a complete and especially designed radio receiver chassis in the receiver-recorder units.
The receiver will be available in
two different chassis, one covering
the standard 550 to 1600 kc. broadcast band and the other for operation in the 30 to 41 megacycle
ultra-high frequency band. Either
of these receiver chassis can be
installed in the standard recorder
cabinet.

Two designs of carbon recorders
have been made by RCA, one quite
elaborate which automatically cuts
the paper into pages 12 inches
long and deposits them in a tray;
the other a more simple design
which does not cut the strip of
paper into pages. It is the simply
designed recorder which will be
placed on the market by RCA at
this time. It is felt that for the
purpose of initial tests by stations
the apparatus in the homes should
be as simple and inexpensive as is
consistent with reproduction of
good quality copy.
The scanner equipment includes
scanner mechanism, a compensated
line amplifier and a regulated
poy^er supply, together with a time
clock and signal unit for timing
transmission periods accurately.
The equipment delivers a zero level
signal to a 500 ohm line and can
be located in any convenient place,
such as in a news room, special
studio or newspaper office. The audio output of the scanner can be
used to modulate any standard
broadcast transmitter.
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Facsimiles

for the oncorona
tube.
ert of
IfDreakdawn
a voltage isvalue
impressed
the corona
tube which ^Me
field thyra^jns
current and were"*te«»^maH'v^^tify^be
their output was used for the fiel<i
lags in phase behind the rectifier voltage, the average an exciter.
current may be reduced to less than 50 per cent of its In this case a further difliculty arose in the time
maximum value because the grid bias wifl then be
reversed after the peak of the voltage wave. When the
•■orona tube is supplied from a voltage 60 degrees behind
the rectifier voltage as in a three-phase machine, the
''a -ra>^rw
corona
tube will reduce
of the maiimam
value. the averasre current to 7 per cent
c^-s —Mr
The circuit as described above will vary the excitaf^,-ia.QQO—si.
tion by definite steps and will give Suctnz&aa in the
f- _1_ o c Cs -I — i^f
excitation just as are produced by opening and closing
the contacts of a vibrating regulator. However if
^ l&k is placed acrtss the end biasing coodeneer of
Four Stations Are Given
FCC
Facsimile Grants
AUTHORITY to engage in facsimile experiments on their regular
frequencies was granted WGN,
Chicago; WSM, Nashville; KSD,
St. Louis, and WOR, Newark, by
the FCC on Dec. 8.
The grants are similar to those
recently given WHO, Des Moines;
WGH, Newport News; KFBK, Sacramento, and KMJ, Fresno, to test
public reaction to facsimile transmission on regular broadcast channels during early morning hours.
Experimental facsimile receiver attachments for the ordinary radio
set are being placed in strategic
locations to test reception. [See
Dec. 1 issue,]
Camel Plans Changes
R. J, REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem (Camel cigarettes
and Prince Albert tobacco), will
discontinue the Jack Oakie College
portion of its CBS Camel Caravan
program after Dec. 28. The halfhour Beyiny Goodman's Swing
Schoolcast will
portion
of the
continue
fromweekly
New broadYork.
Oakie College emanates from Hollywood. It is understood that the
sponsor is considering moving the
Jack Oakie College division to NBC
intact, if favorable time can be secured. Savington Crampton, Hollywood manager of William Esty &
Co. Inc., agency handling the account, was scheduled to go to New
York in early Dec. to confer on
future plans for the program.
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Vadsco Buys Court
71
MACFADDEN
PUBLICATIONS
Inc., New York, has sold radio
rights to the title of its NBC-Red
program. True Story Court of Human Relations, to Vadsco Sales
Corp., New York, which will start
on a Mutual network Jan. 9. Excerpts from editorial content of
True Story will be used on the program. Macfadden will change the
name of its own show to A. L.
Alexander's Court and alter the
format somewhat.
Mr. Alexander, originator and
director of Good Will Coiirt, has
just been released from his contract
with Standard Brands, and conducted his first program for Macfadden on Dec. 3, under the old
title. Vadsco products are Quinlan
cough remedy. Mavis talcum powder, Djer-Kiss and Melba cosmetics. Agency for Vadsco is Albert
M. Ross
Inc.;Inc.
for Macfadden, Arthur Kudner
Steel Firm on MBS
WHEELING STEEL Corp.,
Wheeling, W. Va., on Jan. 2 will
start a half-hour Sunday afternoon
institutional program featuring
Musical Steel Makers. While the
musicians are professional, all
other talent is from the company's
plants and offices. Show will originate at WWVA, Wheeling, where
it has been broadcast locally, and
will be heard on 5 Mutual stations,
placed direct.
BROADCASTING

RCA VISUAL VANS
DELIVERED TO JSBC
AMERICA'S first mobile television
unit, consisting of two vans the
size of large buses, were delivered
to NBC on Dee. 12 by RCA Mfg.
Co., from its Camden factory. Delivery ceremony was broadcast as
part of RCA's Magic Key program.
NBC plans to use the new equipment for experimental televising of
parades, sports
events, and other
out-of-doors
spectacles.
In one van are the synchronizing
generators and rectifiers for supplying Iconscope beam voltages,
amplifiers,
and all
otherup apparatus necessary
for the
picking
both
sight trol
androom sound,
as
well
as
a
in which engineers concan
see thecastpicture
it is being
and can asswitch
frombroadone
camera to the other. These two
Iconscope cameras are connected to
the car by several hundred feet of
coaxial cable.
The second van connected to the
first by 500 feet of cable, houses
the picture transmitter, to operate
on a frequency of 177,000 kc, with
a special directional antenna from
which the pictures will be relayed
by micro-wave to the transmitter
in the Empire State Building for
rebroadcast. Principal apparatus
here is the radio frequency unit
which generates the carrier wave
for picture signals and the modulating apparatus for imposing picture signals on this carrier. Because of the great amount of heat
generated by the large vacuum
tubes in television, this van is fitted
with a water cooler for the tubes
and an air-conditioned unit for the
engineers.
KGAR, Tucson on CBS
KGAR, Tucson, will become a
CBS outlet on Dec. 24, available
as a "bonus" station for all CBS
advertisers purchasing time on
KOY, Phoenix. Sustaining p r ograms of the network will also be
broadcast by KGAR, fed through
KOY. Both stations are members
of the Arizona Network, which also includes KSUN, Lowell.
Alsweet's List Now 40
SWIFT & Co., Chicago (Alsweet
margarine), has added two Vermont stations carrying spot announcements, bringing the total
list close to 40. Stations are
WDEV, Waterbury, and WQDM,
St. Albans. J. Walter Thompson
Co., Chicago, is the agency.
KING GEORGE TI's Christmas message to the
Empire Blue
-will and
be broadcast
over the
Red Networkscombined
of the National
Broadcasting
Company on Christmas Day. Deeemher 25. King George will begin speakapproximately
10 a. m. (EST),
froming athis
castle at Sandringham,
just
outside of London.
Labor Pains
TECHNICIANS at WINS,
New York, have signed 100%
with IBEW, the union reports and announcers are being organized by A F R A.
While these unions are organizing, the station has been
put on the "unfair" list by
AFM Local 802 pending negotiations for a new contract,
and the AFM was picketing
WINS Dec. 13.
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Washington
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Site;
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Convention

Feb.
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Committee

Submits

Plans

To Revamp
Association, Based on $250,000 Budget
resent medium stations, and the
bers would be established, 15 of
THE 1938 XAB convention,
called to effectuate plans for whom would be elected from 15 third pair to represent small stations. This committee would have
drastic reorganization of the separate NAB districts into which
trade association and to give the country would be divided, with broad powers.
each district having from 40 to 50
The plan proposes the creation
the industrv "new leaderstations. The six additional direc- of a number of standing committors, described as directors at
tees— for programs, sales, law and
ship," will be held at the Willard Hotel, Washington, Feb.
large, would be elected by the engineering. Each of the 15 state
14, 15 and 16.
divisions would have the right to
membership at the annual meetA comprehensive plan of
ing and would be named for three- appoint one member to each of
reorganization, including hir- year terms, whereas the 15 divi- these committees.
sion directors would be named for
ing of a paid president and
Groups to Continue
only
one year. At the February
abolition of the office of manProvision likewise is made for
convention,
however,
two
of
the
aging director, and entailing
continuation of various groups in
a proposed doubled budget of six would be elected for a threethe association, such as clear chanyear
term,
two
for
a
two-year
$250,000 a year, has been
nel, regional channel, local station,
term and the third pair for a onedrafted by the NAB Reorgannetwork affiliates or any others
year
term.
ization Committee, which set
An executive committee of six, that might have special interests.
the date for the convention.
with the paid president serving as It is specified, however, that these
The committee made public its plan its chairman, would be elected by groups conduct themselves to avoid
after meeting in Washington Dec. the board. Two of the members
invasion of industry policies as a
8 and 9, and submitted it to all would be selected to represent
stations. It was drafted in basic large stations, another pair to rep- whole. The board would be authorized to prevent any such group
form by Philip G. Loucks, former
NAB managing director and WashHIGHLIGHTS OF NAB REORGANIZATION PLAN
ington attorney, who is serving as
the committee's counsel.
1. Appointment of paid president by newly-created board of directors,
Convention Speakers
with broad policy-making powers. Salary and term of office to be fixed
Simultaneously, the committee
by board.
tentatively arranged for in^^tations
2. Abolition of office of managing director.
to Senator Burton K. Wheeler,
3. Appointment by board of secretary-treasurer, as administrative
FCC Chairman Frank R. McNinch,
FCC Commissioner T. A. M. Cra- officer, with no policy-making functions.
4. Appointment of directors of labor relations, research, engineering,
ven and Rep. Bruce Barton (R.N.Y.), chairman of the board of public relations, law and education to assist new paid president.
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn
5. Creation of new board of 21 members, of whom 15 shall be nominated by 15 districts into which country would be divided, with each
Inc, to address the convention.
In addition to creating the post director to serve one year. Six additional directors to be elected at large
of paid president, similar to other by convention, for three-year terms.
6. Creation of executive committee of six selected by board itself,
large trade associations, the broad
two each to represent large, medium and small stations, and vnVn
reorganization plan advocates re- with
tention on a full-time basis of a president to serve as its chairman.
7. Establishment of a $250,000 budget, or double present estimated
secretary-treasurer — who would
become executive officer on nonincome, to defray cost of new organization, with dues based upon income brackets of stations. Minimum dues $10 per month and maximum
policy making matters — of a legal
director, labor relations director, $500 per month.
8. Provision made for continuation of special groups within NAB
research director, public relations
director, engineering director and such as those representing clear channels, regionals, locals or network
educational director. Under the affiliates, as temporary groups which would so govern themselves as
powers given the committee, it not to conflict with policy matters involving entire industry.
9. Creation of standing committees on programs, sales, law and techcannot hire the personnel but is
nical, with each state division to have right to appoint one member to
instructed to make its recommeneach committee. Recommends that sales managers organization be abdations to the board of directors
sorbed by Sales Committee.
and the membership.
10.
Continuance
of NAB cooperation in the Joint Committee on ReThe increased budget of a quarsearch with ANA and AAAA for ultimate development of yardstick of
ter million dollars, moi'e than dou- measuring audience and coverage, and in its other research projects.
ble that now received by the asso11. Creation of a committee on cost accounting to confer with FCC
ciation even after the 50% increase in dues voted at the special on accounting methods of stations.
12. Creation of a committee to study establishment of a credit bureau
NAB convention last October,
would be based upon station in- and to combine agency recognition.
come brackets. A minimum of SIO
13. Creation of a committee to cooperate with Radio Manufacturers
per month and a maximum of $.500 Association on all matters in which there is common interest.
per month, calculated upon station
14. Complete divorcement of NAB Bureau of Copyrights, covering
receipts, are recommended.
transcription public domain library, from NAB, with some $55,000 alThe plan proposes to rebuild the
ready invested in library by NAB to be adjusted through stock procured from Bureau and held in trust for NAB members.
association from the ground up.
The old constitution, in force since
15. New Executive Committee should take over all copyright matters,
the inception of the NAB in 192.3, including pending state and federal copyright suits and consideration
would be abolished with an entireof negotiations %vith ASCAP on new contracts.
ly new set of by-laws to become
16. Board to be authorized to employ special counsel to act for NAB
A board of directors of 21 memor any of its members in litigation in which there is a general industi-y
operative.
interest.
BROADCASTING
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from arrogating to itself the general powers of the Association.
The NAB president, who by no
stretch of the imagination would
be a "czar", would be selected by
the board of directors, which would
also determine his salary and term
of office. He would have broad
powers to carry into effect the policies enunciated. The by-laws as
revised would empower the board
to determine the duties of the
president in such fashion as to
give him any degree of power
deemed necessary. The president
would preside over all meetings of
the association, board or executive
committees, and would be a member of all committees with power
to vote.
The Reorganization Committee
was not empowered to consider
candidates for the paid presidency
and therefore made no recommendation for the appointment. However, it reported that if it were
called upon by the board, it would
be "prepared to make such recomAll officers of the NAB, includmendation."
ing the present board, automatically would be relieved of service
with the adoption of the proposed
plan, and a new executive slate
would be elected. This would mean
that James W. Bald\vin, managing
director, would be relieved of service in that capacity. The committee report brings out that Mr.
Baldwin was retained by the present board to serve until next June.
It adds "in order to clear the slate
and leave the new board free to
give effect to the recommendations
herein, the committee recommends
that the incoming board fulfill the
financial requirements of this contract." In other words, it suggests
that Mr. Baldwin, as managing director, be paid for services up to
next June but that his service as
managing dii-ector be dispensed
with when the new board is elected. Whether he would be retained
in another capacity depends upon
the action of the new board. Mr.
Baldwin's salary is $16,000 per
The preliminary plan has been
sent to all stations for criticism
with the urgent request that they
year.
submit suggestions as soon as possible. The Reorganization Committee has scheduled another meeting
in Washington for Jan. 5, at which
time the report will be revised in
the light of the suggestions made,
and again sent to all stations. Under mandate of the resolution
adopted at the special convention
of the NAB in New York last October, the Reorganization Committee must submit its final report to
the membership at least 30 days
in advance of the convention.
Complete harmony of view prevailed at the Reorganization Com{Continued on page 78)
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Auto

Firms

Slice

Advertising Plans
Radio, However, Not Affected
As Much as Other Media
FAIRLY marked recessions in automobile sales, together with consequent reductions in automotive
output, have combined to reduce
the volume of auto advertising
emanating from Detroit agencies —
a reduction that is taking its toll
of radio as well as other media.
None of the agencies talk for
publication, of course, in recessive
situations such as the present one,
but virtually all of them admit off
the record that they are curtailing expenditures for their client
companies, many of them quite
sharply.
At this writing three major
shows are wound up. The CBS
Seymour Simons musical show for
Chevrolet ended Dec. 9. The Varsity Show program for Pontiac is
due to wind up later this month on
NBC-Blue, and the General Motors
Concerts on NBC-Red are slated to
end by the first of the year.
The two big shows — Ford Sunday Evening Hour, and the Chrysler Major Boives program — appear
slated to ride through the present
lull in business. Hudson has no intention of discontinuing Hobby
Lobby, which is attracting a torrent of fan mail and pleasing the
dealer body. Nash appears well
satisfied with the success of Prof.
Quiz. Pontiac will continue with
its women's commentator, Kathryn
Cravens, even though it is giving
up the Varsity Sho2v spot. These
comprise the bulk of the chain
shows.
Disc Prospects
Transcriptions, of course, have
always been on a fluctuating basis
and may be subject to revision as
their contract periods terminate.
Substantial transcription schedules
are being undertaken at this time
by Chevrolet whose Musical Momeyits have become almost a success
pattern in the automotive field, and
by DeSoto. No word is available
on what action will be taken on
these, but retrenchment would be
no surprise.
The space and time buyers in
the Detroit agencies made it plain
to Broadcasting that all media
were affected by the narrowing of
schedules, and that, if anything,
radio was faring somewhat better
than magazines, newspapers and
outdoor advertising.
At the root of the present slackening in car sales appear two factors— the pile-up of used cars which
have made the dealers impervious
to almost all except "clean" deals
— those without trade-ins — and the
higher prices announced coincidentally with the 1938 models.
Many quarters feel that price revisions may be on the way. All
are fairly well agreed that the
early spring will begin to see the
used car jam break up, and with
the break-up, they say, will come
a return toward normal car sales
levels. At that time, if such developments take place, it may be
quite logical for the advertising
drives to resume in earnest with
radio in the front line of intensive
selling campaigns. Such at least is
the
most.hope of all — and the belief of
Page 14 • December

CABINET ORATORS
Secretary Wallace Is Ahead
With 22 Talks
HEARD most frequently among
Cabinet members broadcasting on
NBC networks in 1937 was Secretary of Agriculture Henry A. Wallace, an NBC smwey reveals. Mr.
Wallace faced the NBC microphone
22 times during the year, well
ahead of the 1936 figure set by
Postmaster General James A. Farley. Third leading Cabinet speaker
was Secretary of State, Cordell
Hull, who spoke seven times, and
following him were Secretary of
Interior Ickes and Attorney General Cummings with six each.
President Roosevelt made 20
NBC appearances during the year,
the same as in 1935, or a total of
110 for his five years in the White
House.
New Fr. Coughlin Series
To Return Early in 1938
HIS differences with the archbishop of Detroit patched up, Fr.
Charles E. Coughlin will return to
the air in a new series of broadcasts sometime after the first of the
year. The return will be made as
soon as time is cleared on a network which probably will consist of
about 26 stations. Differing greatly
from his previous programs, this
new one will in all likelihood be
heard on an evening hour during
the week.
Fr. Coughlin had little to say
about the topic matter of his talks,
except that they would be on subjects not subject to censor by the
church. The chain of stations is being arranged by Fr. Coughlin and
his radio advisor, Leo Fitzpatrick
of WJR, Detroit.

Miss Kiczales

Is Named

As General Manager of
Three
Iraci Stations
APPOINTMENT of Miss Hyla
Kiczales, assistant manager of
WOV and WBIL, New York, and
of WPEN, Philadelphia, as general
manager of the three stations, was
announced Dec. 3. She takes over
the executive duties of the late
John Iraci, president and general
manager of the stations under
whom she served in radio since
1928. Mr. Iraci died suddenly Nov.

Of

Is Sponsor

Treasure

Hunt

WBAL Program Idea Adopted
By American Tobacco Co.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York, has started a spot campaign
for Cremo Cigars in six cities, basing its program on the Scavenger
Hunt idea which took the Baltimore public by storm when it was
tested as a sustaining feature on
WBAL this fall. Originator of the
pi'ogram was Leslie H. Peard, Jr.,
of WBAL. Plan is a radio version
of the society
game
a fewin
seasonsof ago,
which the participants are given
a list of assorted

HYLA KICZALES
24 of a heart attack. The New
York stations are owned by Arde
Bulova, New York watch manufacturer and broadcaster, while WPEN
recently was purchased by Mr.
Iraci with Mr. Bulova holding a
minority interest.
Miss Kiczales was secretary to
Mr. Iraci at the time he acquired
WOV
and assistant
since thenin has
served in
as 1928'
executive
his
radio operations. Her appointment
as general manager was made with
the consent of the Iraci estate and
of Mr. Bulova. Horace L. Lohnes,
Washington attorney, is counsel for
both the Iraci estate and Mr. Bulova in these station operations.
Miss Kiczales announced the appointment of Ralph Nardella, of the
WOV-WBIL sales staff as commercial manager. WPEN is managed
by George Lasker, who was appointed recently.
The new head of the three stations is a native New Yorker, and
has lived there all her life. She had
been associated with Mr. Iraci for
13 years.

Hurst With Frey
R. L. HURST, former president
of Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborne Corp., of Illinois, Chicago,
and for the last two years account
executive with Lord & Thomas,
Chicago, has become partner with
Charles Daniel Frey, president of
the Charles Daniel Frey Agency,
Chicago. Mr. Frey said that the
partnership of Mr. Hurst was the
first step in a new expansion program of the agency and that further plans as well as new business developments would shortly
be announced. Effective Jan. i, Ferrin New Radio Chief
1938, the Blatz Brewing Co., Milwaukee, will place its advertising
with the Frey Agency. No radio As Pumpian Is Promoted
FRANK FERRIN, for the past
plans have been formulated yet.
five years vice-president of MidWest Recordings Inc., MinneapoHSG Chicago Branch
lis, has joined Henri, Hurst & McHSG ADVERTISING Agency, New
Donald, Inc., Chicago, as radio diYork, headed by Harry S. Goodman,
rector. Nathaniel H. Pumpian, who
has opened a Chicago branch at was made
radio director Oct. 22
134 N. La Salle St., with Miss H.
Knuth, formerly with the New
following the resignation of Edward H. Weiss to form his own
York office of the agency, in
charge. Included among the ac- agency, has been promoted to accounts being handled by the Chi- acount executive.
cago branch are L. Fish Furniture
At Mid-West Recordings Inc.,
Stores, Chicago (chain of furniMr. Ferrin handled national spot
ture stores), which recently start- work for many nationally known
ed a thrice weekly quarter hour accounts, including Pillsbury Flour
show on WCFL; Aren Beverage
Mills Co., General Mills Inc. (Bis& Spring Water Co., Milwaukee,
quick & Wheaties), General Motors
and Pilley Dairy Co., Springfield,
Mo.
Corp. (Pontiac), Chrysler Corp.
(Plymouth & Dodge), and Acme
White Lead & Color Works. The
CHANGE in the winter wavelength
schedule for W2XE, CBS interna- current Sing Neighbor Sing protional station in New York, calls for
for Ralston-Purina Co., St.
broadcasts at 1-2 :15 p. m. and 2 :30-6 Louis gram
(cereal), was also handled
p. m. weekdays instead of from 1 p. m.
to 4 p. m.
by Mr. Ferrin.
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Cremo
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objects ually
which
cannot usbe
secured without
some little difficulty and told to
return with as
Mr. Peard
many of the list as they can at a
certain time, when the one bringing in the most nearly complete
list is the winner.
Renamed Treasure Hunt, the
Cremo
consists
two 15minute series
broadcasts
eachof Saturday
night. First part of the program
goes on about 8 p. m. during which
the announcer lists 10 articles to be
assembled, such as a washboard,
a photograph album, a ten-day old
newspaper,
number corner,
of the and
fire
alarm box atthea certain
similar items which must be hunted. The list of prizes is also announced at this time, to be awarded to the first listeners who show
up at the studio with the complete
list of objects.
Time limit is set for an hour
later, when the program resumes
with a description of the winning
lists, interviews with the winners
as to their adventures in collecting
the items and the awarding of
prizes. Each week 35 awards are
made: 3 cash prizes, 7 boxes of
cigars and 25 pairs of tickets to a
local motion
Listeners may alsopicture
competetheatre.
for prizes,
10 boxes of cigars being awarded
weekly to those suggesting the 10
items included in the list.
Program was launched under
Cremo sponsorship Dec. 4 on
WBAL, Baltimore; WCAE, Pittsburgh; KOMA, Oklahoma City;
KEHE, Los Angeles, and KYA,
San Francisco, all Hearst stations.
On Dec. 11 KSD, St. Louis, was
added to the list and other additions will be made later if the present broadcasts prove successful.
Campaign
is placed through
Lawrence C. Gumbinner
Adv. Agency,
New York. Herschell Deutsch is
account executive.
Willys Plans Series
WILLYS - OVERLAND MOTORS
Inc., Toledo (automobiles), will
present a new spot program, Willys
Orchestra of Soloists, recorded by
NBC Transcription Service. The
quarter-hour discs will be placed
locally by Willys dealers. Agency
is U. S. Adv. Corp., Toledo.
MAJ. LENOX R. LOHR, president
of NBC, was to be a dinner guest at
the White House Dec. 16. He is a
native Washingtonian and planned to
spend the following day with his family in Washington.
• Broadcast
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Further

Strike

Stations Proving Slow
To Return Signed
Contracts
By BRUCE ROBERTSON
A FURTHER extension of the
strike deadline is almost certain to
be forthcoming after the meeting
between representatives of the Independent Radio Network Affiliates and the American Federation
of Musicians on Dec. 15.
This statement is made despite
optimistic reports from spokesmen
of both IRNA and AFM that many
local unions and network stations
are hastening their attempts to
conclude new contracts before that
date.
It is made despite the statement
of the union at the time of the last
extension, from Dec. 1 to Dec. 15,
that "the Federation took this action in good faith for the purpose
of giving the affiliated stations sufficient time to consummate contracts with our local unions but
Dec. 15 is positively the last deadline date as our organization cannot possibly agree to any further
postponement."
It is made in view of the fact
that only 50 signed contracts had
been received last weekend and
even the arrival of two or three
times that number on Dec. 13-14
would have left the total far below union demands.
That an extension mil be asked
for or that it will be granted has
not been admitted by either IRNA
or AFM. Thus far, it is understood
no outright refusal to sign a new
contract containing the standai-d
provisions of Schedule A had been
received from any station. The
delay has been occasioned by
many requests for interpretations of the
schedule's
clauses
from both
stations
and unions.
As
a consequence a further postponement to Jan. 1 is regarded as inevitable. Joseph N. Weber, president of AFM, told Broadcasting
that on Dec. 10 he had receiv-ed
wires and letters from 55 unions
reporting negotiations in progress
v\ith stations in their communities.
Both parties said they would wait
until the deadline date before making any decisions as to another
extension. Unless the miracle occurred, however, there was no
doubt that the deadline would be
postponed until Jan. 1. The only
alternatives would be for the AFM
to accept a minority of contracts
as satisfactory, which they could
not do without discarding their
one means of forcing recalcitrant
stations into line, or to break off
negotiations completely and call
their threatened general strike,
which would seem unlikely at this
stage of proceedings.
To speed negotiations and to
discover reason for failure of so
many stations to complete new
contracts with their local unions,
the IRNA committee on Dec. 7
sent a message over the teletvT)es
of NBC, CBS and MBS calling attention of all stations to the Dec.
15 deadline and asking if contracts would be hi the hands of
Ernst & Ernst by that date or, if
not, what were the specific causes
of delay. The following day Samuel
Rosenbaum, W F I L, Philadelphia,
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chairman of the IRNA committee,
and Emile Gough, Hearst Radio,
secretary of the committee, met in
Washington with three other committee members — Mark Ethridge,
WHAS, Louisville; John Shepard
3d, Yankee Network; and Edwin
M.
WSM,in Nashville
— w^ho
wereCraig,
already
Washington
as
members
of
the
NAB
reorganization committee.
Officially the meeting was said
to have consisted of a general discussion, but it is understood the
session covered the slow retm-n of
contracts and the possible need of
additional time in which to survey
the stations to discover the reason
for their failure to sign and, if
necessary, to amend further Schedule A to secure compliance. Unpalatable as it may be, such a decision maj' be forced on both broadcasters' and musicians' committees,
as many stations throughout the
counti-y are refusing to accept the
schedule. In the State of Washington, for instance, six of the eight
network stations have rejected the
standard form, and it is believed
that the others will follow suit. In
no case did a station refuse to employ the additional musicians needed to bring it up to its allotted
quota; in every case, the rejection
was due to a refusal to accept
Schedule A. Similar reports from
AGRAP
On

Defers

Possible

all sections indicate a widespread
fear that the form still contains
provisions harmful to the broadcasters' standing with the FCC,
despite assurances of the IRNA
committee
contrary. and its attorneys to the
Contracts covering the key stations were signed by Mr. Weber
on Dec. 2 and sent to network officials. To date none has been returned, although all parties say
they are in complete agreement on
all points and only minor differences in legal wording remain to
be settled. Contracts call for an
expenditure of more than §500,000 for the 11 stations identified
as kevs (WEAF, WOR. WJZ,
WABC, New York; W M A Q.
WENR, WBBM. WGN, Chicago;
NBC studios, KNX, KHJ. Los Angeles) on the basis of $60,000 for
each NBC and CBS key station
and a slightly lower rate for MBS
keys.
Dealings with the transcription
and phonograph record companies
will not be resumed until the IRNA
situation is finally settled, Mr.
Weber said. When the stations are
signed, licenses will be drawn up
and issued to these companies, he
stated.workNegotiations
non-netstations must with
also wait
for
the network affiliates to complete
their dealings, he added.

Affiliation

Advertising

Foreseen

Convention

THE convention of representatives of AGRAP (American Guild
of Radio Announcers and Producers) locals to receive the report of the special committee
on "what affiliation with either
the AFL or the CIO would entail"
has been postponed from Dec. 10 to
Jan. 7, due to large number of announcers on sick leave at Guild
stations. While officials i-efused to
discuss the question, it is understood that a bitter fight is expected, some members inclining toward affiliation with AFRA. others
with ARTA, and a lai'ge number
believing that AGRAP should
maintain its independence.
A contract between CBS and
AGRAP for the sound effects technicians at WABC, New York, was
concluded Dec. 2. Contract, which
is retroactive to Oct. 1, 1937, and
runs to May 1, 1939, calls for a
40-hour, five-day week with a $50
minimum wage and provides for additional blanket increases dming
the term of the contract. Threeweeks vacations with pay, sick
leave with pay, preferential reemplovTnent and a Guild shop are also
provided.
AGRAP on Dec. 5 signed an
agreement with WBNX, New York,
for the announcers at that station,
winning a W^c immediate wage increase and promise of a further increase of 14% within the next
year. Contract calls for a closed
shop, arbitration of discharge,
minimum weekly wage of $35, 40hour week, time-and-half for all
time over eight-and-a-half hours
in any one day, with 15 minutes before and after each assignment included in computing time, two
weeks vacation with pay and an
additional week in lieu of holidays.
Negotiations with WNEW, New
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York, reached an impasse when the
union and the management could
not agree as to rights of AGRAP
to represent announcers already under contract to the station and the
case hastionalbeen
refen-ed toBoard
the NaLabor Relations
for
settlement. Bargaining has been begun with WOV, New York, and is
expected to be started shortly
with WMCA for a new contract,
the current contract expiring at the
end of this year. Hearing of the
charges
"by AGRAPfor before
the
NLRB offiled
Worcester,
representation of employes of WORC, began on Dec. 13.
WEVD Signed By IBEW
Bycal staff
signing
the complete
techniof WEVD,
New York,
the
newly-organized Local 913 of
IBEW, AFL electrical workers unbeganheretofore
its driv^e dominated
in the New
York ion,
area,
by
ARTA, CIO union. IBEW has long
controlled engineers engaged in
broadcasting in St. Louis, where all
stations have a blanket contract
with the union, and has contracts
with a half-dozen other stations
throughout the country, but this is
its first attack on the New York
territory. Stephen Kovacs, president and business manager of Local 913, which was granted a charter for autonomy in the broadcast
engineering field by the IBEW on
Nov. 26, told Broadcasting his
group has been promised the full
support of AFRA, talent union,
AFM, musicians union, and other
AFL groups and that it is planning an intensive drive to organize
radio technicians in unorganized
stations and to win over technicians
now affiliated with ARTA. This
drive will be started as soon as
standard demands regarding wages
and hours and conditions of em-

CIO Buys Radio Time
When Meeting Is Blocked
FOLLOWING refusal of Mayor
Frank Hague of Jersey City to
issue a permit for a CIO mass
meeting, leaders of the union have
turned to radio to reach their members and time
the general
public, New
pui-chasing
on WEVD,
York's "labor station", and broadcasting its message
son. First
broadcastacross
was the
madeHudby
WilliamrectorCarney,
CIO
regional
diin New Jersey, on Dec. 3,
and a second on Dec. 14 by George
Slaff, attorney who successfully
represented the CIO in similar
suits in other cities. A half-hour
program, featuring a number of
outstanding speakers, is scheduled
for Sunday, Dec. 19, which is the
date of New Jersey's Constitution
Day celebration.
Further
casts will be scheduled
frombroadtime
to time, it was stated, with plans
in the hands of Morris L. Ernst
and Abraham Isserman, CIO attorneys who are planning to contest
the
of Mayor
action in legality
the Federal
courts. Hague's
Broadcasts will be adv^ertised in Jersey
City by means of trucks bearing
signs, sound trucks and dodgers
having also been prohibited by
Mayor Hague.
Sales Group Electing
A DOZEN station sales executives,
functioning as a sort of steering
committee for sales managers, were
to meet at the Hotel Sherman in
Chicago Dec. 16 to form plans for
a national convention in Chicago
in
The meeting
w^as called
bv January.
L. H. Averv,
sales manager
of
WGR-WKBW, Buffalo, and chairman of created
the Sales
sion
under Managers'
the NAB Divitwo
years tionago.
On
the
agenda,
in
addito the convention plan were
the advisability of holding sectional meetings, consideration of policy
problems, rates and other sales
problems.
ployment
have been formulated, he
said.
Officials of the broadcast division
of ARTA expressed little concern
over the entry of IBEW into New
York. With a year's start in organizing broadcast engineers the
ARTA group is confident that its
progress will continue unimpeded.
In Philadelphia ARTA has signed
a one-year contract with WFIL,
calling for a closed shop, a minimum wage of $43 a week, seniority
rights, vacation and sick leave with
pay, and the reinstatement of one
man. Contract was signed by Samuel R. Rosenbaum of WFIL and by
S. C. Waldeman for ARTA. Negotiations have been started at WIP,
only station in Philadelphia with
which this union does not have a
contract.
Mrs. Emily Holt, executive secretary of AFRA, returned to New
York after several weeks on the
West Coast to report rapid growth
in membership throughout the
country. Progress in coordinating
the reports of committees and formulating demands of radio talent
for standard conditions of employment is as rapid as could be expected, she said, and AFRA hopes
soon to mands
begin
presenting
deto networks
and these
stations.
She refused to set even an approximate date for these demands, however, saying that there is still much
to be done.
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Recording
Starts New

Group
Drive

Would Exact Royalties From
Records on Commercials
A NEW campaign to collect royalties from broadcasting stations for
commercial use of phonograph records, was launched Dec. 10 by the
American Society of Recording
Ai'tists, companion of the National
Association of Performing Artists,
through Kenneth C. Davis, Seattle
attorney. Mr. Davis in the past has
been identified with the antiASCAP copyright fight and is
managing director of the Washington Association of Broadcasters.
He participated in both the Washington State and Montana antiASCAP legislation.
In his letter to Western stations,
Mr. Davis cited the Waring decision in Pennsylvania holding the
recording artist has a performing
right in his work. He cited also the
Court of Appeals decision in San
Francisco in the newspaper case of
KVOS, Bellingham, Wash., holding
that the decision is law in the
Western District. Stations now using records, he held, must account
for the time they use them or take
licenses from ASRA. He advised
stations that if they did not want
to take a license they should refrain from using the works of
members of ASRA.
Asks Quick Reply
Declaring he would convince stations "legally and logically" that
they must pay for these performing rights, Mr. Davis asked that
stations inform him within seven
days whether they are using music
of his clients, whether they intend
to continue using such records without payment or whether they wish
to pay a license fee for such use.
He added stations would receive no
other communication before suits
were instituted for accountings. Asserting he was willing to discuss
rates or rights with a station or
their lawyers, he added he did not
intend to conduct "law school discussions".
The Davis letter occasioned surprise among Western broadcasters
because it represented a complete
reversal of the attorney's strategy
in combating ASCAP for the broadcasters of Washington and Montana. He pointed out also that
broadcasters should scrutinize the
transcription market carefully because he claims many transcriptions have been bodily lifted from
phonograph records.
Harvard Rejects Sponsors
OFFERS of sponsorship of the
seven Harvard home football
games next season have been declined by university officials, according to the Harvard Crimson,
which reported this action was
taken as "part of a policy to prevent overemphasis and avoid commercialization of football." Thus
far only the Harvard- Yale games
have been broadcast.
BLUE BIRD NAIL POLISH Co.,
Minneapolis, which was recently purchased by Consolidated Drug Trade
Products Inc., has placed its business
with the McCord Agency, Minneapolis.cently
Krank'spurchased
Shaving
Cream, also had
reby Consolidated,
previously placed its account with the
MeCord Agency [Broadcasting, Dec.
1].
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Networks and Stations Take Up Susgestion That
Audiences Be Urged to Buy Radio Sets
Northwest Coverage Group —
KFPY, Spokane; KGIR, Butte;
KRSC, Seattle, and KPFA, Helena
— are using announcements at station breaks, according to Ed Craney, official of the hook-up.
In launching the Iowa effort, Mr.
Lawrence acquainted dealers with
the campaign in a letter in which
he pointed out that the time was
right to boost new sets. Declaring
that a number of the better known
makes are on the air with Iowa
Network stations, he added:
"We feel that with Christmas
coming up, these next two weeks
should be good weeks to urge the
purchase
of new
He advised
them radios."
that talent on a
number of programs would suggest to listeners that they buy
radio sets as Christmas gifts. The
campaign, which began Dec. 9 and
ends Dec. 22, comprises a total of
76 announcements.
"This is only a drop in the bucket
compared with what needs to be
done in the way of selling replacement business, but we feel that it
would have a beneficial effect and
that some day such a campaign
will be carried on in a persistent
determined manner by the leaders
of radio said.
merchandising," Mr.
Lawrence
The Broadcasting editorial
pointed out that broadcasters not
only help their local dealers and
the set manufacturers in advocating new set purchases, without
mention of trade name, but they
also aid themselves in increasing
their own audience and circulation.

THE "Radio Family" editorial published in the Dec. 1 issue of Broadcasting urging station cooperation
with dealers and manufacturers of
radio receivers through a gratis
announcement campaign, has been
taken up spontaneously by a substantial group of stations, including the Iowa Network, owned and
operated stations of NBC, certain
of the CBS oviTied and operated
stations, and the four-station Pacific Northwest Coverage Group,
all of them have reported to
Broadcasting.
First to take up the campaign
was Iowa Network, through its
stations KSO, KRNT and WMT.
An extensive campaign has been
launched by commercial manager
Craig Lawrence, and he reported
that dealers have evinced considerable pleasure over this type of
cooperation.
NBC-owned and operated stations, 13 in number, are interspersing spots suggesting that radio sets be purchased as Christmas
gifts. The suggestion was made to
the stations by Alfred H. Morton,
manager of NBC-owned and operated stations. NBC also planned to
suggest to affiliates that it follow
the same course.
WJSV, Washington - owned and
operated station, also launched a
campaign locally and CBS v\c^president M. R. Runyon, in charge
of the network's owned and operated stations, suggested to his
group that they follow the same
coui'se.
The four stations of the Pacific

Chile Next
THE invitation of Chile to
be host to the next InterAmerican Radio Conference,
tentatively scheduled for
1940, was accepted by the
Inter - American Radio Conference which adjourned in
Havana Dec. 13. Presumably
the Chilean capital — Santiago— will be the site.
Western Nations at Cairo
Will Have United Front
HAVANA, Dec. 13— The nations
of North, Central and South America will go to the International
Telecommunications Conference in
Cairo next February as a "united
front"
on all mattersneeds
affecting
their communications
as a
result of agreements reached during the ference
Inter-American
Radio Conin Havana.
The Conference agreed to study
the widening of the ultra-high frequency broadcasting bands, preparatory to the Cairo Conference,
and have tacidly agreed that shortwave communication be used primarily for international purposes.
Other understandings reached by
the American nations related to
aviation communication, steps to
be taken to keep abreast of modern
technical advances in all phases of
radio operations so as to minimize interference, and detailed
rules governing the handling of
press traffic.
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"WHAM"— An antiquated 225-foot
antenna which once majestically
catapulted the 50,000-watt signals
of WHAM, Rochester, into space,
bit the snow Dec. 7 after a Northwest wind did some puffing. It was
a lucky break because WHAM had
planned to topple the tower Dec.
11 as a publicity stunt as well as to
make calway
for a new
450-foot vertinow under
construction.
The
tower was out of service, its twin
supporting an emergency antenna
pressed into service prior to completion of the new 450-foot spire.
FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER
Co., Akron,
on Nov.
added K 3 F NBCRed
stations
(WD 29AY,
Y R,
WSGN) for Voice of Firestone, Mon.,
8:30-9 p. m., making a total of 74.
BROADCASTING

Cairo

Delegation

Soon to Be Named
Senator White, Capt. Hooper
Among Those Mentioned
THE MAKEUP of the American
delegation to the Cairo International Telecommunications Conference to commence Feb. 1, 1938 was
expected to be presented to President Roosevelt on or about Dec.
15, according to the State Department.
While there has been no inkling
from official sources as to identity
of the American delegation, it is
understood that the names of Senator Wallace H. White Jr., of
Maine, ranking Republican on the
Senate Interstate Commerce Committee, who is conceded to be the
foremost authoritj' on radio in Congress, and Captain S. C. Hooper,
of the Navy, are high on the list.
Whether any member of the FCC
will be named a delegate also
could not be confirmed. One possible delegate from the Commission
had been previously reported to be
Commissioner Norman S. Case.
Craven Too Busy
A strong demand in official cirof CommissionerclesT. forA.placement
M. Craven,
one of the
world's foremost radio engineering
authorities, on the delegation, is
known to exist. The fact that the
revamped FCC has yet to go
through the most important phases
of its reorganization, and that a
broadcast reallocation is impending, would augur against his appointment, however.
Comdr. Craven headed the Amerrto thee Inter-Ame
delegation
ican
ican Radio
Conferenc
in Havana,
which on Dec. 13 reached a successful conclusion [page 9-11 et
seq], and he has been a delegate
or major technical advisor to practically every international radio
conclave during the last two decFrancis C. deWolf, of the Treaty
Division of the State Department,
is expected to attend the Cairo
sessions either as a delegate or a
major technical advisor. He has
been on several recent technical
delegations as a State Department
representative.
From the conventional broadcasting standpoint, the Cairo sessions are not of particular moment, but allocation internationally
of ultra-high frequencies for broadcastof particular
purposes, as bands
well asforrecognition
visual
communications do come before the
sessions. In addition, matters relatingteur
to aviation,
press, assignments
ship, amaand other radio
are on the advance agenda.
The sessions are held each five
years, the last conference having
been held in 1932 in Madrid. It ran
for three months.
Toscanini Arrives
ARTURO TOSCANINI, the noted
Italian conductor who was recently
signed by David Sarnoflf to direct
the NBC Symphony Orchestra in
a series of 10 Saturday night
broadcasts over the combined NBC
networks, arrived Dec. 13 on the
Conte Di Savoia. His first broadcast will be Christmas Night. The
NBC Symphony series started
earlier this month with Artur Rodzinsi temporarily handling the
baton.
• Broadcast
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An

Airfull

of Holiday

Stations Offering JSew
Ideas on Christmas
Programs
THE AIR is full of Christmas
programs. Out of the sky dropped
Santa Claus to greet 30,000 children at the St. Paul airport and
be interviewed on KSTP before
flying on to Indianapolis where
7,000 youngsters thronged the local
airport as WFBM asked him about
conditions at the North Pole. Later
he flew to Salt Lake City and was
greeted on KDYL.
When his plane landed at Tacoma, Wash., KVI found Mrs.
Santa Claus with him and the kids
delighted in her stories of the
Northland. To other cities and
towns he journeyed by train and
automobile. More than 4,000 children cheered as WNBX, Springfield, Vt., met him at the local station and presented him in a series
of programs sponsored by the
Chamber of Commerce.
Presidential Broadcast
NBC will broadcast the ceremonies when President Roosevelt
lights the National Community
Chest Christmas Tree in Washington Dec. 24. CBS, MBS and NBC
are featuring remotes and special
events programs during the holiday season with world coverage.
Locale of these many broadcasts
varies from Greenland to Honolulu, from British Guiana to Palestine. As in years past, local stations from coast-to-coast are broadcasting all sorts of programs designed to help the needv.
On KGER, Long Beach, Cal., a
daily series solicits letters from
poor families and arrangements
are made with the more fortunate
to send food and toys. WRC, Washington, has a Christmas house on
the street for toy reception and
WJSV is cooperating with a local
sponsor in giving away hundreds
of overcoats to poor children. Merchandise totaling thousands of dollars is donated by Milwaukee business men to be auctioned off" by
WTMJ from a special downtown
booth, with proceeds for the needy.
WIS, Columbia, S. C, is featuring
a Saturday Toy Matinee with admis ion a toy.
On WHO, Des Moines, a coffee
sponsor is buying any toy that a
child specifies when anyone sends
in labels from its coffee bags. Lisusing the
coff^ee
may havein
the toy teners
sent
to any
youngster
the locality. WLS, Chicago, holds
its fourth annual party for children Dec. 18 and admission is a
can of some food to be given to
charity. Last year WLS listeners

HAPPY FACES— More than paid
for the work and trouble, says
KDYL, Salt Lake City, of its chilprogramofcalled
S. S. Santa,
one in adren's
series
Christmas
broadcasts.
BROADCASTING

Merchandising
WAAB and the Colonial Network,
while KOMO-KJR, Seattle, broadcast a series of choral programs.
WMPS, Memphis, covered the
city's annual festival with many
remotes and KDYL, Salt Lake
City, broadcast from the cavalcade
of floats that opened its holiday
season. WCOL, Columbus, O.,
broadcast
the which
city's featured
annual Christmas parade
hugh
air-inflated rubber animals. Veteran Santa Claus, Walter Linthicum, kept the studio full of children at WBAL, Baltimore.
Among the many remote broadcasts from department store toy
CHRISTMAS DOLLS— Are collected by WRC, Washington, in a departments were KRKD, Los Angeles; WPTF, Raleigh, N. C, and
downtown Doll House where Gordon Hittenmark broadcasts h i s WWVA, Wheeling, W. Va. Seven
sponsors gave their time on
daily program. Last year Gordon
coralled 5,000 dolls. This year he WDNC, Durham, N. C, to songfests
featuring a chorus of 800
hopes to beat that record if Detective Cecelia Clark of the local school children. WHN, New York,
is distributing toys contributed by
police will only let him alone.
listeners to its Ainateiir Hour and
and employes contributed $4,000 to Warden E. Lawes appealed for
buy 150 radio sets for poor people toys for prisoners' children on his
i-egular NBC show for Sloan's
and this year contributions will exceed that amount. WGL, Ft. Liniment. Old timers in radio will
Wayne, Ind., is airing a series of welcome the return of Leo Fitzpatrick of the original Kansas City
charity programs and WSAI, Cin- Nighthawks
and Neal Tomy of
cinnati, has a daily feature called
the Red Apple Club when they
Miles of Dimes and reports dimes
head the talent list of Dec. 17 for
the Detroit Newsboys annual show.
Entertainment of all varieties
galore.
Mr. Fitzpatrick is now general
fills the air. A new type of contest
appeared when Paul Kennedy, ra- manager of WJR, Detroit, and Mr.
dio editor of the Ciyicinnati jPost, Tomy is publicity director of WJR.
Sponsors all over the country
went on WSAI to off'er prizes to
listeners who would keep track of gave freely of their time for special Christmas programs and in
the number of times they hear
"Holy Night" played or sung on many instances commercial announcements were dispensed with
the air during the holiday period.
altogether. Programs for New
"Help save this song," Mr. Kennedy urged his listeners. Annual
Year's will
a crosscountry again
review of include
dance bands
by
carol festival on WHK, Cleveland,
drew an audience of 10,000 and all networks and the annual Bkvliugton Liars Club championship
WGY, Schenectady, has its Christmas programs on a downtown P. to be decided Jan. 1 on NBC. CBS
A. system and reports keen listen- will present its third annual
er interest in the stunt. The Iowa
Twelve Crowded Months, dramaNetwork will broadcast Christmas
tizing the 12 biggest news stories
mass under the direction of Orville
of the year as selected by a poll
Foster as well as a series of good- of newspaper city desks. NBC
will participating programs with plans a similar program of the 10
sponsors aiding the poor.
biggest stories to be chosen by a
New England postmasters dis- bers.
board of Associated Press memcussed the mailing problem on
SOME
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ABOUT

CONTESTS

Promoters Advised to Plan Them With Great Carc/
Data Show Cost of Big Campaigns
By HELEN KING
ABOUT this time of year most
agencies are checking over contests
in thefitspast,
determine
benederivedto from
them.theWith
charts, and graphs before them,
they endeavor to learn the most
popular type (from a standpoint of
sales), and the least expensive to
run. The annual increase in money
alloted to contests proves their
paying value.
A common practice among advertisers is to send a thank-you card
to all entrants. This is a courteous
and costly gesture, and appreciated
by man — but why hasn't some advertiser thought to send out anHELEN KING
nouncement post-cards?
Any letter house can supply a group of entrants. It insures a conlist of contest fans, and mail out
test audience, and assures immediate returns, eliminating that
cards calling attention to the program, the prizes and requirements.
dreadful
first-week, when entries
This would act as a stimulant and merely trickle
in.
start the company off with a large
After getting the audience, the
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next step is to find out the type
of contest they like, and the prizes
that have the most appeal. A questionnaire was recently conducted to
determine these facts, the results of
which are in accord with the returns on most contests.
Prizes
Type
Cash, 40%
Slogans. 20%
Cars, 12%
Letter, 36%
Elec. appl., 20%
Jingles, 15%
Handwriting,
Misc., 28%
Puzzle, 10% 20%
Length
4-8 weeks, 40%
2 weeks,1-1310%weeks, 50%

It might be of interest to note
that 75% of those returning the
2,500 questionnaires were women!
decidedly
Contestin
made to
thusis bea woman's
andg should
game,
fancy. It is
feminine
appeal to the ng
also interesti to realize that the
liked the letter-writing conwomen tests,
and men the slogan types.
According to figures released by
agencies that were queried, there
were 10% fewer contests in 1936,
over 1935, but the prize value of
this
earlier90%.
year!was triple that of the
In 1935 128 contests were staged
by 80 advertisers who gave 125,000 prizes valued at $750,000. In
1936 118 contests were staged by
74 advertisers who gave 2,500,000
prizes worth $1,750,000.
During the course of these contests their sales increased from 10close.
after the
dropping
A45%,
recent
tobaccooff contest
reported
500%) increase during the contest,
with a steady increase of 150% for
the three months after the close.
The advertiser who cannot afford
to run a contest efficiently, and
thoroughly, should not attempt to
run it at all. It is a dangerous
practice to allow an inexperienced
staff to obtain the work at a ridiculously low price. The natural ques"How difficult
can theytodojudge
it?"
It tion
is here
of iscourse
the operating costs, as conditions
are not the same all over the country— and the advertisers' requirevary. has
However,
a breakdownmentsof may
figures
been obtained
from four contest operators, all of
which are about the same. These
figures are based on the actual
cost,
of acontest:
simple "Why I
Like per
. . ."unit,
letter
Picking
up, opening
andprimary
counting mail,for$.003
reading
rules per
and entry;
boxtops,
$.005
per entry; secondary reading for
duplicates and "fair" entries, $.0075
per entry; final judging .0015 per
entry; total, $.017 per entry.
This is considered a fairly low
estimate,
but shouldanybe contest.
the minimum in computing
By the time the additionals have
been included, the cost runs to approximately 2cents per entry. Of
course there are contests that cost
5 cents each, when there is much
checking to be done.
The question of "duplicate
prizes" is one that is gradually
coming to the foreground. It usually test
popswhenupa once
during
conpublicity
boy each
conceives
the bright idea of really giving a
duplicate set of awards. All budgets should be prepared for the
possibility of such an emergency.
For those who are statistically
inclined, the following figures on
returns might prove of interest.
Type
Time
Prizes Returns
Slogan 6
$2,100 145,000
Jingle 8
2,500 240,000
Letter 8
1,500* 245.000
420.000
Title
6
5,000
Handwriting 3
l,500t 262,000
* Weekly ; t Daily awards of $100.
In all these contests the percentage of facsimiles was under 1%.
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Uniform
Would

AccountingPondered

Eliminate

Present

Confusion

in

hy FCC

Station

Data;

Immediate
Action Is Not Deemed
Likely, However
submits less detailed information
INTRODUCTION of uniform
which it is empowered to insure
and the smallest group supplies
that licensees serve public intermethods of accounting by broadest, convenience and necessity,
cast stations, to be used as a ve- very simple data.
hicle for providing the FCC with
Presumably, the broadcast re- might be in the position to enunciate policy holding that stations
ports might be broken down into
reasonably comparable data on starealizing more than a specified
tion operations, may be required
categories
covering
a
Class
"A"
amount
profit would not meet
under new policy being considered
group sibly
having
incomesper ofyear;
pos- the publicofinterest
requirement, but
by the staff of that agency.
more thangross
$250,000
Whether the FCC in the final Class "B" from $50,000 to $249,- this again is regarded as a remote
analysis will seek a uniform sys- 000, and the miscellaneous class, possibility.
On the other hand, the fact that
tem of cost accounting for all sta- or the "C" category, covering stabroadcast licensees enjoy only a
tions with incomes of less than
tions or will attempt to procure
this data by questionnaire or some
six-month license would be a strong
$50,000. In the latter group might
argument against rate regulation
other means, has not yet been de- be 100 watters in smaller markets,
or
limitation of profits in any
termined. The matter has been dis- daytime stations and others upon
cussed in Commission circles for which the burden of filing detailed
form. The hazard to the broadsome months and was precipitated
reports might be construed as
caster operating under a shortterm license in the face of a heavy
originally with the suggestion that onerous.
an economics unit on broadcast
Yet another system that might investment would militate against
matters be created within that be adopted would be to base the re- regulation of profits or of rates, it
body.
ports on power and channel classi- is felt.
Commission research on this
fications, such as clear, regional
A uniform cost accounting system for stations was recommended
subject goes back more than a and local and part-time.
by the NAB in 1934, at which time
year. The
is to procurefordata
Rate Control Lacking
which
woulddesii'e
be consistent
all
Philip G. Loucks, Washington atstations so that a dollar on the
torney, was managing director. A
Despite fear of rate regulation
books of one station would mean
special committee headed by H. K.
of stations, it is generally believed
the same thing as that on the books that a uniform accounting policy,
Carpenter, now general manager
of another. The thought is not if and when adopted, would not be of WHK-WCLE, Cleveland, drafted
that of invoking upon stations any
employed in any effort toward that a proposed standard system in corigid methods which would work
operation with a group of certified
goal. In the first place, it has been
a hardship, but of procuring data clearly established that the FCC, public accountants. It was recomin one way or another which would
mended that stations voluntarily
under existing law, does not have
enlighten the Commission and per- authority to regulate rates, since adopt the system, but there was
mit it to more intelligently prebroadcasting stations are not de- nothing mandatory about it. A
scribe general rules of station
fined as public utility common car- number of stations, it is underoperation.
stood, have followed this procedure
riers. There has been some speculation, however, of possible ulti- but the lack of uniformity in staComment Withheld
tion ownership of stations has
mate limitation of profits of stato retard general adoption
Official comment was not forthtions, but this view also is dis- tended
of
the
standard form.
counted on the theory that the aucoming but there have been a numNearly two years ago the FCC
thority is lacking insofar as the
ber of indications that the ComFCC is concerned under existing
accounting department began its
mission and its accounting departstudy of the broadcasting financial
ment are thinking along this line. law.
structure under special order of
A few weeks ago, for the first time
Purely in the realm of speculain the history of the FCC, an FCC
tion, the thought has been ad- the FCC and in the course of its
vanced that limitation of profits researches delved deeply into the
accountant was called in by an exNAB proposed standard contract
aminer in a broadcast hearing to possibly could be invoked through
form.
testify on the proper form of an special tax laws but this does not
Use of a reasonably uniform
appear to be imminent. The FCC,
operating statement of a station.
under the broad authority with method of accounting would tie
Moreover, applicants themselves
have been turning more and more
to the practice of introducing detailed economic information at
DAVID
PENN MEETS DAVID
PENN
hearings through expert witnesses.
There appears to be no immediAnd WCOL Throws a David Penn Day to Celebrate
ate prospect to introducing new
policies on accounting methods but
A Lot of Confusion About Names
the subject is expected to be one
to which the Commission itself will
THE telephone jangled in the
devote considerable time. Before
news room of WCOL, Columbus,
any broad policies would be introrecently, and the operator announced that David Penn would
duced there would be a public conlike
to see David Penn. David
ference at which broadcast licensees would be in a position to exPenn, WCOL's ace newscaster, laid
press their viewpoints on the type
aside his script and waited. Into
of data to be included.
his busy office walked David Penn,
Very little information on the a student at the Ohio State U. high
fiscal operations of stations has school. He said that inasmuch as
been available. On renewal appli- he listened regularly to David
cations, filed each six months, the
Penn's news programs and that
FCC requires bare statements of his
name, too, was David Penn
gross and net revenues along with
they ought to meet each other. The
an average breakdown of monthly
WCOL newsman agreed. The
expenditures for talent, equipment
and other large bracket items. younger Penn also confessed that
This information, however, is not he had a yen to become a news
at all comparable in individual
commentator. So the WCOL promotion staff set aside a David
cases, since stations use divergent
*; methods of bookkeeping.
Penn day. The elder Penn took the
Should the Commission decide to
David Penn Meets David Penn
younger Penn under his journalistic arm for the day and showed
*: pursue such a course, it probably
■f would be inclined to follow the pro- him all the ropes. In addition, the one daily news strip sponsored by
San Felice cigars and the rest by
cedure it uses for telephone carrii ers. It has three classifications for younger Penn read a portion of the Dunn-Taft Co., local department store. The picture shows the
such carriers based on gross in- one of the news programs. Incidentally, the two Penns are no re- younger David Penn editing a
,• come, with the larger carriers sublation and they both are south- news story while David Penn, the
mitting reports covering detailed
operations while a middle group
paws! The WCOL newsman has elder, studies his work.
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into the proposal — discussed nearly a year ago by Commissioner T.
A. M. Craven, then FCC chief engineer— that an economics unit be j|
established within the FCC to con- '
sider economic aspects involved in
all broadcast applications. The nature of competition, ability of a
community to support additional
facilities and similar data would
be accumulated by such a unit for
the edification and benefit of the
FCC in determining broadcast
cases. Solicitation of standardized
accounting data, it is felt, would
become a necessary prerequisite in
establishment of such a unit — probably within the accounting departhead. ment, of which W. J. Norfleet is
Would Require Time
Comdr. Craven has drafted a detailed economics report based largely on testimony adduced at the socalled broadcast allocations hearings of October, 1936, before the
Broadcast Division. This report is
expected to recommend creation of
the economics unit. The report has
been held up by the FCC pending
reorganization under the chairmanship of Frank R. McNinch.
Originally the recommendation
contemplated
setting
the economics unit within
the up
engineering
department and as a part of the
broadcast section of that department. Since then, however, the division form of FCC operation has
been abolished with all departments functioning directly under a
seven - man Commission. C o n s equently, it is logically anticipated
that the new recommendation will
be that the economics unit be established under Chief Accountant
Norfleet.
Even with the spade-work for
uniform fiscal information already
done, the task that remains is a
large
includingsuchways
and
means ofone,
effectuating
a policy,
should it receive FCC approval and
the likelihood of a hearing to get
all possible information having a
bearing on the subject. Thus, it is
estimated roughly that possibly a
year would elapse before fixed
policy could be established.
Because of the natural reticence
of any industrial group to bare its
inner
workings
the scrutiny
all comers,
it is to
logically
presumedof
that a strict mandate would be embodied in the projected policy
against
publicity
of anywords,
information procured.
In other
it is
felt that the information would be
kept strictly confidential as far as
the FCC is concerned, with that
agency itself simply to use the information as a broad basis for declaration of policy in general station operations.
One of theit first
reactions of the industry,
is felt,
would be that this information
might be culled by the Internal
Revenue Bureau and that if the
FCC statements did not reconcile
themselves with those submitted in
tax returns, litigation might ensue.
Minnesota Promoted
A GROUP OF businessmen of
Minnesota on Dec. 5 started a fullhour Sunday evening program on
WCCO, WMFG,
Minneapolis;
KDAL,
Duluth;
Hibbing;
WALB,
Virginia, and KROC, Rochester,
Minn. Program, featuring the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra and
entitled March of Minnesota, promotes good-will for industry in general and each week pays tribute to
a different town in the state. Agency is BBDO, Minneapolis.
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Which
Provides a Nonpartisan and Open Forum
BROADCASTING may be divided, tices which flow out of them, and
somewhat arbitrarily, it is true, the reasons for them. Most fundainto three broad categories. The
mental in my own mind is this:
Broadcasting as an instrument
first is public affairs. The second,
for want of more exact language, I of American democracy must forshall call culture and education.
ever be wholly, honestly and miliThe third is entertainment.
tantly non-partisan. This is true
not only in politics but in the whole
If I were talking about broadcasting in the countries of the dic- I'ealm of arguable social ideas.
tators Ishould have a simple story
To put it another way, we must
never have an editorial page, we
to tell. In those countries broadcasting has been owned by the must never seek to maintain views
state and used by the state to mold
of our own, on any public question
the people to its will, with the peo- except broadcasting itself. Moreple compelled to listen to what
over, we must never try to further
their rulers wanted them to hear either side of any debatable quesand barred from hearing anything
tion, regardless of our own private
else.
and personal sympathies. Of course
In America it has been different.
I do not mean that any broadcaster
We were pioneers and there was
as an individual may not on occano authoritarian hand to mark out
sion express his own views like any
a path for us.
other citizen. I state this principle
In the beginning we stumbled
of non-partisanship first and I
state it as emphatically as I can
and groped. We saw only dimly
because I believe this is the cornerthe possibilities of mass communistone of democratic broadcasting.
cation, the complex and often conflicting avenues that were open to
You will perceive at once a strikMR. PALEY
us. We were new in a world that
ing difference between our position
was changing and changing fast. and that of the press. Let me point beginning on the power that lies in
Economic necessity was driving out the reason for that dilfez'ence broadcasting I must offer logical
the man in the street, the man in and at the same time try to clear evidence
back my conclusion
the factory and the man on the up some of the confusion that has that we to
ourselves must not use
farm to take a deeper and a more
existed as to the meaning of such
in the realm of controactive interest in the public affairs terms as "freedom of the air", that power
versial ideas, political or otherwise.
and the politics of his country.
Now,
freedom
of the press as I
"freedom of the press", "censorPower of Radio
the like. ship", "editorial judgment" and understand it, means the right of
or the editor to exAs more and more millions
I realize that having dwelt in the the publisher
press any view he happens to hold
abroad were forced to lay their
liberties on the altars of dictators,
Americans, slowly realizing that
democracy anywhere might be Educators ConcedePro gram Deficiency ;
threatened and even lost, found
to Arouse Greater Interest
Seek Means
themselves newly and intimately
and deeply concerned with the
drama of Europe and the chief WHEN the Second National Con- basis. A colorful pioneer in the inference on Educational Broadcastactors in it.
dustry, Mr. Kay told how radio
ing met Nov. 29-Dec. 1 in Chicago has influenced the life of the ordiWhile all this was happening,
nary listener. Discarding highflown
under the auspices of 27 educathe evidence was accumulating
theories, he graphically narrated
tional and culturthat broadcasting could move the
the story of the early years when
al organizations,
actions of men. People would lis- the educators
and
ten, they would understand, and
the question was not "What shall
not the broadwe do with radio?, but "What is
they would act. Living participation in the events of the world and casters were put
radio?" Step by
traced the
development
of step
radiohe control
by
of the nation — events great and on trial. Rather
governmental
agencies
and paid
small — had arrived. Frontiers melt- than simply crititribute to the FCC for "established like mirages, cold type turned
cize the radio ining a system of channels that
into the warm voices of real men;
made
the best reception possible
dustry, nationalideas, good and bad, traveled farly
known
educather and faster.
under
inherited
limitations."
tors discussed
Benefits of Advertising
Naturally once so powerful a
In defense of commercial broadKay
thing as broadcasting had proven
- ^Ar. and
of improv
wayseducation
al programs
ing
for
casting Mr. Kay pointed out that
itself, all sorts of people and all the
first
time
openly
admitted
they
sorts of interests wanted to use it
"advertising has produced the
had
failed
to
provide
programs
of
goods and services which give
for all sorts of purposes. Manifold
evidences of this desire forced us wide listener appeal. Significant Americans the highest living standwas
the
fact
that
not
a
single
ards enjoyed by any people on the
to think, to decide and to act. Par- speaker condemned the American
ticularly inthe realm of public af- plan of private ownership and, on globe." "The cost," he continued,
"when split up among many stafairs did we need, as we grew in the whole, commercial stations
tions and advertisers, was, and reexperience, to develop a code of were
highly
praised.
mains, relatively nominal when
ethics. We were under a very comTo the conference came outstandcompared to the fabulous values
pelling necessity to do our best.
ing industry figures to explain and contributed toward the public inPublic confidence and goodwill
the American plan. William
was the only thing we could rely defend
he explained the position
on to perpetuate the system in S. Paley, CBS president, spoke andFinally
capacity of the present day
which we believed. Seldom if ever brilliantly in defense of commercial
terest."
"In 16 years we have
has private enterprise had strong- radio and the benefits of competi- broadcaster.
er motives for trying to serve the this page].
tion [Text of Mr. Paley's speech on turned out the professional broadcaster— a type of specialist trained
public interest. I come now to some
Kay, genei'al manager
after a generation of experience,"
of our major conclusions, the prac- of Lambdin
WSB and WAGA, Atlanta, rep- he said. "He can run his business
resented the local station and his better than any banker or elevator
*Text of address delivered at Second
boy or(Continued
preacher on
or page
professor
National Conference on Educational Broad- summary of radio's development
58) and
put the meeting on a practical
casting Nov. 29-Dec. 1 at Chicago.
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on any public question and even to
refuse to publish the utterances of
those who seek to controvert his
views. He may even use his whole
publication for the sole purpose of
furthering his own ideas.
Why may
be pleases,
as editoriallythe
partisanpress
as it
while we may not? For the reason
that there can be an unlimited
number of publications devoted to
countless purposes whereas the
number of broadcasters is rigidly
limited for physical reasons and
therefore an editorial attitude on
the part of broadcasters would always carry with it the danger of
one side of a vital argument being
maintained preponderantly or even
exclusively. If an editor's views are
stodgy,
unpopular,
he rides
hobbies orthat
bore mostor if
people,
he
pays the penalty
culation, but he ofhasdwindling
violated cirno
public obligation.
If you accept my definition of
freedom of the press, let me next
define freedom of the air as I and
nearly allderstandother
broadcasters
it. Freedom
of the unair
means the right of a speaker to express any views he may hold on
any question of general interest.
He must be guarded, and he is
guarded in that right, regardless
of how the operators of network
or station may themselves feel
about the thing he discusses. If he
is not libelous or otherwise unlawful, if he is not obscene, if he
does not seek to provoke racial or
religious hatred he may say whatever he pleases over the air. I admit that ordinary questions of good
taste or good manners sometimes
arise, but virtually always they
can be satisfactorily settled by consultation with the prospective
Right here I want to admit, too,
speaker.
that isolated instances of violation
of this canon can be found. Most of
them lie in what is for radio the
distant past. Occasionally one is
due to sudden emergency and lack
of time for proper consideration;
now and then someone, somewhere
blunders.
A Fair Air
The next great principle in keeping American broadcasting forever keyed to the needs of our demis "Fairness
air." By
that I ocracymean
that ofnothediscussion
must ever be one-sided so long
as there can be found anyone to
take the other side. The party in
power must never dominate the
air. No majority must ever monopolize. Minorities must always have
fair opportunities to express their
views. Again, because the number
of broadcasters is limited by physical necessity and since, in the case
of networks, millions listen at one
time, it is imperative that all sides
be fairly treated. Moreover, the
dramatic velocity with which ideas
reach the nation through this new
medium, the compelling attention
gained by those who, in this modern way, contend in person in the
public arena of thought and opinion, the degree to which our people
have come to rely on the radio for
first-hand contact with men and
events, all thunder this same democratic moral of freedom and fairness. For us wilfully or by the
{^Continued on page 3 If)
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TOO!

. . In News
Casting !
A battery of automatic printers feed a constant stream of
news bulletins on world happenings as covered by the ace
reporters of the International News Service. WMCA reports these happenings in five regular daily programs.
News of transcendal importance is broadcast the instant
it breaks! SP££D/
. . In

News

Dramatizations!

Five nights a week at 7:15 and Sundays at 9:00, "Five Star
Final" is on the air "to bring you news of the world we
live in— Love, Life, Hate, Heroism"— made vividly real!
SPEED!
; . In Gangplank
Interviews!
As the big ships come and go, WMCA reporters interview
the celebs at the pier. The doings of these famous personalities are always headline news! SPEED!
. .In

Theatre

Reviews!

Less than an hour after the curtain fails on a broadway premiere, the WMCA theatre critic is on the air with his candid
review of the show— impressions that brook neither fear
nor favor. SPEED!
. . In

Roving

Reporters!

There is a human-interest angle to every news story!
WMCA Roving Reporters uncover the human side— often
in the form of exclusive scoop interviews with the news
makers themselves. SPEED!
. . In

Spot

News!

A burning dirigible— a devastating flood— whatever the
calamity that makes news banners scream, is an SOS to the
WMCA staff. By remote control, by short wave, or whatever it takes— WMCA men set speed records in relaying
their eye-witness accounts of the disaster. SPEED!

NEW
OWN

YORK'S
STATION

FCC
To

to

Revise

Delete

Applications

Present

Loopholes

McNinch Gratified
VERY
"gratifying"
results
from the
newly instituted
system of handling political
and other inquiries directed
to the FCC, were reported
Nov. 30 by Chairman Frank
R. McNinch. At a press conference he said he had made
inquirysults ofto
the rethe ascertain
notice instituted
Nov. 15 designed to eliminate
politics in the conduct of the
FCC. Mr. McNinch declared
thatthea "marked
falling
off"
in
number of
inquiries
made to the Commission has
been detected and that there
have been none during the last
fortnight dealing with the
merits of cases. He expressed
gratitude over this "wonderful cooperation",
that the
FCC is not asserting
receiving
suggestions, recommendations, or even "significant
inquiries"
about pending
cases.

Will Require More Detailed Disclosure to Avoid
Citations of Type Involved in Segal-Smith Case
TO INSURE full disclosure of in- necessarily during this time the reformation relating to the status,
spondent, Segal, has been more
responsibility and qualifications of or less under a cloud because of
applicants for broadcasting facili- these charges, and that necessarily
ties, the FCC shortly will issue a his practice must have been adrevised application form eliciting
In onlyversely
twoaffected."
of the five cases into
far more detailed data than heretowhich the Commission inquired did
fore required.
Necessity for far-reaching re- it find that the grounds were justivisions in a measure was tracefied. These had to do with appliable to the disclosures made in the
cations in which the actual principals were Henry P. Rines, operator
hearings in October involving Paul
M. Segal and George S. Smith, of WCSH, Portland, Me., and Earl
C. Reineke, president of WDAY,
Washington attorneys, and which
the FCC decided Dec. 4. By tight- Fargo, N. D. In the first instance
ening the application forms, it is the Palmer Broadcasting Syndicate
presumed matters that arose in the Inc., was formed to seek new facilities in Maine and in Cheyenne,
citations involving the attorneys
will be avoided in the future.
Wyo.,cialand
in the Inc.
second
Broadcasters
wasCommerformed
Charges against Mr. Smith were
dismissed by the FCC while Mr. to apply for a new station in MoorSegal was suspended from practic- head, Minn. Allegations of improing before that body from Dec. 6
priety involving applications for
undisputed affidavit had been
to Feb. 5.
stations in Johnson City, Tenn., an
filed that Payne threatened to
Pawtucket,
R.
I.,
and
Logan
and
The present broadcast applica"get" the two attorneys and had
tion form (No. 301) has been in Provo, Utah, also dug up by Payne
given out publicity designed to cast
as chairman of an investigating
force practically since the FCC
reflection upon them even before
committee, were dropped.
came into being in 1934, but was
the formal charges were made.
revised slightly last year. It comIn the two instances cited, testi- Messrs. Segal and Smith are counmony
of
the
principals
during
the
sel for Broadcasting in a $100,000
prises eight pages of interrogatorhearings showed they intended to libel suit instituted by Payne, still
ies. The new application form, now
disclose
their
identities
at
the
usual
in the last stages of production,
pending in the local courts.
public hearings before examiners.
probably will run a dozen pages,
That portion of the opinion dealand will cover both applications for The Commission's opinion stated
with the "bias"Walker
charges,
alonein
new stations and for modifications
that under the law it is possible whiching Commissioner
of license covering new facilities.
dissented on the grounds that the
to grant applications without hearings. There was no mention, howwas without jurisdicPublicity Campaign
ever, of that fact that in all such Commission
tion to disqualify a fellow meminstances there is a protest period
ber, and in which no words were
The FCC opinion, which fol- and, moreover, that in each case
minced, read in part as follows:
lowed eight full days of heai-ing in the existence of competitive appli"The facts alleged in the affidaOctober, was by unanimous vote of
cations would have made hearings
vit, particularly those alleged in
mandatory.
the six commissioners participatparagraphs 1 to 4, both inclusive;
ing. It comprises 31 pages, more
those relating to statements alleged
Disqualification of Payne
than half of them devoted to cirto have been made by Commissioncumstances surrounding and reaer Payne to the public through the
Seventeen pages of the 31-page
sons for the disqualification of decision
were devoted to reasons
press on several occasions, and to
Commissioner George H. Payne by why five commissioners upheld the the
public over the radio in the
course of a speech, concerning
his colleagues for "personal preju- motion to disqualify Payne from
dice, bias and malice."
sitting in the proceedings after matters at issue in this proceedCharges against the two attorneys, instituted and made public
under Payne's direction last May,
were found without basis except in FCC
Adopts New
Procedural
System
two instances in which Mr. Segal
fox-med corporations at the behest
With Rotating Plan to Handle Routine
of clients, which corporations applied for facilities vsdthout disclos- INVOKING an entirely new pro- Thursday is set aside for oral arcedure in handling its duties, the
guments on cases already heard by
ing the real identity of the prinFCC on Dec. 1 began functioning
examiners and in which reports
cipals in the applications before
have been issued.
they were set for hearing. This pro- under the system of rotation
Announcement of the new orders
cedure, common among practition- whereby particular routine and
ers before the FCC, was found to non-policy making activities are as- allocating functions was made by
signed to individual commissioners
Chairman Frank R. McNinch,
be without justification, the opinion
emergency head of the FCC, at a
stating that "nowhere in the law for a month at a time.
Simultaneously, a motions docket
press conference Nov. 30, to become
may it be inferred that an application may be filed under oath for a was established for the hearing and effective the following day. Action
was taken Nov. 29, at which time
totally undisclosed principal or un- determining of matters arising
Commissioner T. A. M. Craven, who
under FCC rules relating to puredisclosed party in interest."
had been absent from Washington,
The lengthy opinion referred to
ly preliminary judicial motions
the testimony at the hearing of a and interlocutory pleadings relat- returned for one day to participate
in the drafting of the order. He
ing to procedure.
number of the leading lawyers who
The three-division method of immediately returned to Havana,
practice before the FCC as to the
to resume as chairman of the
good character and reputation of regulation having been abolished
15, the Commission henceforth
American Delegation at the InterMr. Segal. "No other fact or act Nov.
American Conference there.
of alleged misconduct in his life will act as a body on all matters
Mr. McNinch emphasized that the
other than those of a purely rouas a lawyer for ten or more years
tine nature. Effective Dec. 6, a new procedure provides for delegahas been called to our attention," new schedule
of meetings became
tion to members of the Commisthe opinion stated. "This testimony
sion and staff heads the authority
The seven-man Commisshows that Mr. Segal's standing, operative.
sion will meet on broadcasting
to act upon matters of a routine,
character and integrity as a lawmatters on Wednesday instead of engineering or emergency characyer has been of the highest."
"We also take judicial notice of Tuesday as it has in the past. If it
ter. He pointed out all these matis unable to complete its broadcast
ters require prompt action and that
the fact that wide publicity has
docket on that day, it will carry
been given to the charges contained
the steps taken will insure promptness and also tend to relieve the
over until Friday of the same week.
in the two orders of the Commiseach Tuesday, at 10 a. m., Commission itself of much detail
sion," the opinion added. "This pub- theOnCommission
will consider tele- and routine. This procedure, he
licity has existed for a period of
(Continued on page 63)
more than six months and that
phone and telegraph matters. Each
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ings; those to the effect that Commissioner Payne made efforts to
give the charges against the respondents wide publicity; and those
charging attempts on the part of
Commissioner Payne through 'inaccurate statements' to press columnists 'to bring the affiants into
disrepute and to facilitate his plan
to bring about, if possible, the disbarment of affiants', if true, amply support respondents allegation
that Commissioner Payne had personal malice, bias and prejudice
against the respondents by reason
of which he would be unable to act
impartially in the proceeding. In
consequence the Commission could
not dismiss the motion on the
ground that it was not sufficient
Double Mint CBS Series
in law."
Is Based on Double Motif
WM. WRIGLEY Jr. Co., Chicago,
for the first time will start air advertising of its Double Mint gum,
using a new comedy-variety show,
Double or Nothing, on a 65-station
coast-to-coast CBS hookup, starting Dec. 26. Emanating from Chicago the program will have a double motif throughout. There will
be two comedians, Al Shaw and
Stan Lee; a double piano team,
Sutton & Bliss; singing duo. Jack
Brooks & Paul Small; girl duo,
Betty & Jean, and a double quartet. The show is authored by Bob
Hafter, with Carl Hohengarten
furnishing music and George Watson as m. c. Program will be
broadcast at 6:30-7 p. m. Included among the 65 stations are three
in Montreal, Toronto and Honolulu making Wrigley the first advertiser using both Canadian and Hawaiian stations on a network.
In addition to the Doublemint
show, Wrigley is continuing two
other CBS shows for Spearmint.
They are Poetic Melodies broadcast over 45 CBS stations daily
except Saturday and Sunday, and
Scattergood Baines, on 6 CBS West
Coast stations, a quarter-hour five
times weekly. Neisser - Meyerhoff
Inc., Chicago, is agency.
KWNO to Start Jan. 1
WITH the appointment of A. E.
M i c k e 1 as manager, the new
KWNO, Winona, Minn., 100 watts
daytime on 1200 kc, will go on
the air on Jan. 1, 1938, according
to an announcement by the Winona
Republican-Herald, whose publishers will be the chief owners of the
station. Mr. Mickel until recently
was manager of KFJB, Marshalltown, la., where he was succeeded
on Nov. 21 by Homer Griffith, formerly known as the "Friendly
Philosopher" over various stations
where he was sponsored by Mantle
Lamp Co. A Western Electric
transmitter and a 199-foot BlawKnox radiator are being installed.
Johns-Manville Discs
JOHNS - MANVILLE Corp., New
York, will use five-minute transcriptions on a small list of stations, starting in February. Reports that Gabriel Heatter has
been signed for the campaign could
not be verified through the agency,
J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York.
• Broadcast
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Attempt

to Muzzle

Radio
Is Charged
AN ATTACK upon the Administration, alleging that it is attempting to muzzle the press and that it
also "has its fingers on the air
waves," was launched in the House
Dec. 6 by Rep. Crawford (RMich.). In extending his remarks
in the Congressional Record, Rep.
Crawford used as his thesis a remark by Postmaster General Farley, chairman of the Democratic
National Committee, in a recent radio address in which he inferred
that he preferred using radio because "it will be uncontaminated
by coincident editorial comment."
Praising radio for the great benefits that have accrued to the people
in its development, Mr. Crawford
said, however, he was in disagreement with the Postmaster General
when he stated that "if it were not
for this new agency of communication the public mind would inevitably be confused."
Mr.man ofFarley's
remarks Committee,
as chairthe Democratic
the Congressman declared, implied
that the Democratic Party will resort wholly to radio in its campaigns of 1938 and 1940. The Michigan member also criticized the
Treasury for ignoring newspapers
and even broadcasting stations in
its advertising campaigns to boost
the sale of United States Savings
bonds. He said that advertising
policy did not seem consistent with
good business practice. Discussing
radio. Rep. Crawford said:
"The Federal Government has a
closer grip on the radio stations
than it has on the newspapers. The
broadcasting stations must renew
their licenses every six months.
They dep^end entirely upon the partisan FCC to keep competition out
of their broadcasting field. In protecting this field, the Commission
indirectly protects the revenues because the stations derive their income from their advertising field.
With the six-months' renewal regulation there is a close relationship
between the broadcasters and the
Administration. Then, too, alterations and improvements at the station must bear the approval of the
Government. The Administration
has its fingers on the air waves.
As yet it has not attempted to
stifle speech on the air waves but
the facilities for so doing are within its reach."
Five Star Sponsor
COMMUNITY OPTICIANS, Long
Island City, N. Y., has assumed
sponsorship of Five Star Final,
news dramatization, heard six days
a week on WMCA, New York, and
the Intercity System. Contract, effective Dec. 5, is for 13 weeks,
placed by Commonwealth Adv.
Agency, Boston. The optical chain
has also become one of the participating sponsors of Six Star Revue, WMCA's three-hour daily
sports and variety program, of
which General Mills is another
sponsor.
Lorillard News
P. LORILLARD Co.. New York
(Muriel cigars), ©n Dec. 14 started
Headlines, dramatized news program to be heard Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 7:30 to 7:45 on
WOR, Newark. Show is produced
by Ben Rocke; agency is Lennen &
Mitchell Inc., New York.
Page 24

influence to those who feel that the
press may gradually absorb the raNewspaper
dio industry." stations, he declared
emphatically, were in the forefront
as pioneers in radio and that the
radio industry owes a great debt to
the advances made possible by this
pioneer work. "The development
into the field of broadcasting," he
said, "is a natural thing for the
press, and radio simply furnishes
another means of achieving the
aims and ideals of all newspaper
owners." He compared the advertising facilities of the two media
and endeavored to show that the
acquisition of stations by newspapers was in the natural course of
an economic and social trend.
He lem,preferred
the probhe continued,to bysolve
applying
the
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Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"You'll Never Convince Me, Elmer, That Radio Will Take the Place
of the Newspaper."
Newspaper

and

Religious

Ownership

Mark
Argument
of KSD-KFUO
Case
NEWSPAPER-ownership and re- continued, are "religious denomiligious-ownership of stations
national propaganda" and since
marked the argument of the KSDonlyica2%
Lutherans
Amerlive inofSt.1;heLouis,
KFUO inappeals
KFUO case, argued Dec. 2 and 3
before five commissioners of the to only 100,000 listeners. KFUO
FCC. Commissioner Craven, who broadcast 55 sermons in one week
and repeated seven of them, he
was attending the Havana Confer- charged.
ence, and Commissioner Payne
Chairman McNinch, who had
were absent during the arguments
which began with a severe criti- taken a keen interest in the argument, asked Mr. Richberg to excism of Examiner Seward's report
denying the application of KSD,
plain his "conception of the Commission's duty concerning the deleowned by the St. Louis Post Dispatch, for full time on 550 kc. with
tion of a station that is solely re1,000 watts night and 5,000 day
ligious." Mr. Richberg said that as
and favoring the application of a general proposition the CommisKFUO, owned by the Lutheran
sion has no specific duty to withdraw a station rendering a general
Synod, to share one-half of the time
proposed for KSD. At present the service whether it is a religious or
commercial
station. He cited the
stations share time on the basis of
91 hours a week for KSD and 2%V2 WOW-WCEJ case (57 Fed. 2nd)
hours for KFUO.
wherein a religious station was not
deleted because it was rendering
Attorneys for KSD were Donald
Richberg, former NRA head; Seth a general, public service. He referred to the Unity School case (69
Richardson, former Assistant U. S.
Solicitor General; Paul M. Segal Fed. 2nd 571) wherein a religious
station
was deleted because it was
and George S. Smith. Counsel for
KFUO was J. Edward Burroughs not rendering a public service. The
and George 0. Sutton.
danger in granting the KFUO application, he said, lay in the fact
Mr. Richberg opened the argument with a denunciation of the that hundreds of other religious,
political and economic groups would
examiner's
report,
did
not follow
the charging
record andthatthatit clamor for stations. This would reit obscured the facts. He warned
sult in "a welter of discordant
that action on it by the Commission
voices, each pleading for its spe"could not be justified by a court."
Tracing the development of KSD
"The
whole trend of democratic
cial cause."
from its inception in 1922, Mr. government is against special inRichberg emphasized its pioneer- he concluded.
terests getting special privileges,"
ing aspects and subsequent development. He told how it had given a
Just before Mr. Richberg conpart of its time to KFUO in 1924
cluded his argument. Commissioner
and traced the series of negotia- Brown asked him to explain his
tions and disagreements which
views on newspaper ownership of
prompted KSD to ask for full time. radio stations. There are at present about 200 newspaper-owned
Public Service
stations in the United States and
The conflict, he charged, was be- 14 church-owned stations. Mr. Richtween anon-profit religious organiberg replied that in general newszation seeking to convert its listenpaper ownership is not extensive
ers by extensive missionary work
enough to create a problem of serious moment. He added that compeand propaganda, and a commercial
tition between newspapers and bestation equipped and staffed to pertween radio stations is far too
form "a real, public service". "Pub- keen to allow the press to dominate
lic
preference,"
he
declared,
"is
the
only safe guide to public interest, radio. He pointed out the powerful
unless our government is to be influence of the networks, none of
given over to propaganda." More which is controlled or owned by
than 74% of KFUO's programs, he newspapers, as being a "stabilizing
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government's test of whether or
not a station served in the best public interest to individual stations
be
they
newspaper-owned
or not.
And in this
connection he referred
to the power of the FCC to correct
abuses by carefully examining license renewals and applications for
construction permits. Mr. Richberg
concluded
he thought
too
new forthat
ultimate
policies "radio
to be
In his reply, Mr. Burroughs,
formulated."
for
KFUO,
report
and praised
charged the
Mr.examiner's
Richberg
with making
"picayunish
cisms". He tried to establish critithat
KFUO is non-sectarian and in his
summation held "there must be
some place in our system for a
government franchise to be available to a non-profit organization."
Attorney
Seth referred
Richardson
rebuttal for KSD
to ainlong
list
of exceptions
the examiner's
report
"brilliantly tocompiled
by Mr.
Segal and every one of them subby the attorneys
record". with
He
charged the stantiated
KFUO
bringing
the case of
thethe"stock
and
well-worn toargument
big comm e r c i a 1 station over-riding the
rights of the little religious staEXAMINER
FAVORS
NEWSPAPER
GRANTS
GRANTING of two of the four applications for new 1,000-watt station."tions on the
940 kc. regional frequency, heard jointly last June 16
by Examiner John P. Bramhall,
was recommended by the examiner
in an FCC report made public Dec.
3. The conditional granting of a
third was also recommended, the
fourth being recommended for denial. All of the proposed stations
would be newspaper-owned.
Examiner Bramhall urged that
the Commission authorize new stations to be built by the Tulsa World
and the Tampa Tribune, each to
operate with 1,000 watts night and
5,000 day on 940 kc. He recommended a1,000-watt full-time grant
to the El Paso Broadcasting Co.,
provided Dorrance D. Roderick,
publisher of the El Paso Times,
abandon his recently granted application for a new 100-watter in
that city, which grant is now pending appeal to the courts on the
part of
Paso. stockholder
Mr. Roderick is KTSM,
also theEl chief
in the El Paso Broadcasting Co.
The application of KGKL, San
Angelo, Tex., now operating with
100 watts night and 250 day, which
seeks to improve its facilities with
1,000 watts night and 5,000 day on
940 kc,
denial.was
KGKL recommended
is controlled for
by the
same interests that publish the
San Angelo Standard and Times.
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The

ARIZONA

-Announced

K

tke

S

Network

■^^^iliation

U

N

DOUGLAS
LOWELL
•
100 Watts Night
250 Watts Day

BISBEE

The addition of KSUN

to the link already established by KOY

tween that station and KGAR
ress of KOY

Tucson

be-

is a further step in the prog-

to give Arizona people the best possible radio service.

To advertisers this three station hookup

offers maximum

coverage

of Arizona's major markets at a reasonable cost — and from >vliich
commensurate

results can be expected.

In its first year of the present o>\nership KOY
equipment

throughout, has established local programs

ing interest, has brought the Columbia
through

has installed new

Transradio

local news. The

network

to Arizona

Press gives listeners complete

result — Arizona

of outstandand

national and

has gone KOY — and KOY

ad-

vertisers profit accordingly.

KOY

Manager — Fred Palmer

KGAR

Manager

■Frank Howe

KSUN

Manager — H. Carleton Morris

1000 Watts • Day and Night Affiliate
Burridge D. Butler, Chairman
Fred Palmer, Manager
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Radio
U.

Is

Not

a

Public

Utility,

Holds
Court
S. Appellate
Economies of Industry Are Given Recognition

In 'St. Louis Star Times' and Utah Cases
Court, who was drafted to sit in
IN THREE opinions handed down
the cases. Thus, only two of the
Dec. 6, the U. S. Court of Appeals
for the District of Columbia wrote
SMALLEST— Transmitpresent members of the court par- WORLD'S
ter was recently presented by O. B.
fundamental law pertaining to ticipated.
Pointing out in the KSD appeal Hanson (left), NBC vice-president
broadcasting, holding among other
chief engineer, to Jules
things that broadcasting stations that it was contended a broadcast- and
ing license is a public utility and Charbneau, owner of a miniature
are not public utilities.
a new utility ought not to be museum. The transmitter was deIn two cases, it sustained the de- that
veloped at NBC while shortwave
cision of the FCC, granting the St. allowed to enter the field until an experiments
in progress,
Louis Star-Times a new regional old established utility is given op- weighs less were
than a pound, and
portunity to extend its service, the
station to operate on 1250 kc. with
1,000 watts full time. In so doing court discussed at length its con- transmits a wave of one meter's
tention that a broadcasting station length on 300,000,000 cycles. Its
it dispensed with the competitive
application of WIL, St. Louis local, is not a public utility. This ruling sending radius is four miles.
for the same facilities, and declined provoked considerable discussion in
radio circles because it was in di- that stations are a public utility,
to sustain the contention of KSD,
rect conflict with a ruling of the the court asserted it had never
operated bv the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, that the FCC first should
same coui't in 1929 in the so-called said that a station is a public utilGeneral
Electric cases when it held
pass upon its application for full
ity "in the sense in which a railtime and that it was entitled to that broadcasting stations are a
road is a public utility". Generally
priority over an applicant for a "peculiar public utility". About a speaking,
it added, that term comyear afterward, in the Brinklev
new station.
prehends any facility employed in
Possibility of further litigation case, in which KFKB, Milford, rendering quasi-public service such
Kan., was ordered deleted, the
was indicated by Washington counsel for WIL, Louis G. Caldwell and court held that "the business of as waterworks, gas works, railroads, telephones, telegraphs, etc.
Donald C. Bealar. They might seek broadcasting is impressed with a The court
stated :
to petition the Supreme Court
for a writ of certiorari. The Star- public interest."
"The
use
and enjoyment of such
Mr. McNinch's Viewpoint
Times application was filed in Nofacilities the public has the legal
Adding zest to this particular right to demand ; but its right to
vember, 1935, and the WIL appliruling also was the statement of the use and enjoyment of the facation for the same facilities was
Chairman Frank R. McNinch of
filed the following month. The FCC
of a privately-owned radio
already has assigned the call the FCC, upon assuming office in station cilities
a much more limited
October, that he regarded broad- character.is of
KXOK to the Star-Times.
We have often said that
casting as a type of public utility
but that he was not convinced in radio communication as contemUtah Rulings Sustained
plated by the
Act and
constitutes
In addition to the two St. Louis his own mind that it was a "comstate
commerce
involvesinterthe
mon carrier". the KSD contention
applications, the court sustained
Answering
public
interest
and
that
in
this
rethe FCC decision denying the applications of Great Western Broadcasting Association for new 100- FCC Slowed Down
on Docket Decisions
watt stations in Provost and Logan.
Utah, on the ground that Great
Western failed to show the citizen- As Result of Recent Ruling by Court
ship of the only stockholder and
failed to establish financial qualifi- THE STERN i-uling of the U. S. reason why this should not be done,
cations and other necessary data. Court of Appeals for the District
with the formal finding of facts
An appeal of KDYL, Salt Lake
of Columbia Dec. 6, that the FCC
issued only when an appeal is
City, from the grant of a new 100- must issue its grounds for decision
taken. This is construed to mean
watter in that city to Utah Broadcoincident with announcement of that the FCC can issue a short
casting Co. was dismissed.
its rulings in docket cases, has
statement of its facts and grounds
It was in the St. Louis cases that slowed
down FCC action on such
at the time of announcing its opinthe court held broadcasting is not cases to a walk.
ion and then supplement it with a
a public utility and in the Great
The immediate effect of the more detailed statement if an apWestern cases that it cited ecocourt's ruling in the WIL-St. Louis
peal is taken.the new procedure will
nomic factors and held an estabStar-Times case was reflected at
Whether
lished station must be preferred to the FCC meeting Dec. 8 — its first slow up FCC decisions in the fua new applicant where the effect of regular broadcast session under
ture remains to be seen. It is felt,
granting of an application for a the new organization — at which it however, that once the FCC orients
new license will be to destroy the passed over all docket cases. It itself and becomes accustomed to
ability of the holder of the old li- will not be in a position to decide the new procedure, it will be able
cense to carry on in the public in- those cases until it has a written
to keep abreast of docket cases
terest. Itsaid that in the latter in- statement setting forth the facts without
hardship. The new prostance the application should be and the grounds for its action so
cedure does not affect routine
denied.
broadcast
matters unless there is
that parties in interest will be fully
Another important ruling in the aware of the Commission's reasona controversial element and a hearWIL appeal was that the Commising has been held.
ing and in a position to appeal.
sion must render its statement of
The
coui't edict has the affect of
Heretofoi-e,
the
FCC
has
simply
facts and grounds for decision at announced its bai-e decision in nullifving
a recent pronouncement
the time of its decision. Pointing
broadcast cases with the statement
of FCC Chairman Frank R. Mcout that this was not done in the of facts and the grounds written
Ninch that statements of the
Wlh-Star-Times case, the court,
by the law department to conform
grounds for decision would be ishowever, concluded that in this case
with the ruling some weeks and
sued only in "novel" cases. The
the failure of the Commission to even
months later.
Groner ruling is internreted as refile its statement simultaneously
quiring issuance of such statements
In the WIL appeal it had been
in all docket cases and leaves no
with the order was "hai-mles's contended the FCC did not release
discretion
whatever to the FCC.
error" since WIL was held to have
its statement of the grounds until
suffered no damage from it.
Chairman McNinch also had stat60
days
after
the
decision
had
been
All three opinions were rendered
rendered, and Chief Justice J.
ed it would be his effort to r'^^irm
by Chief Justice J. Lawrence
Lawrence Groner established the
of delayed isGroner, who was elevated by Pres- new ruling on the basis of that the wholesuance ofprocedure
the statements and to
ident Roosevelt to that post last issue.
try to close the gap completely.
month. Participating with him were
Justice Groner said that while
With the court ruling, simultanJustices Robb, who has since reeous issuance of the decision and
the reduction of factual findings in
tired, and Miller, a new member,
the statement covering it becomes
along with Chief Justice Wheat of given cases to a concise statement
the District of Columbia Supreme in writing requires time, there is no mandatory.
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spect Congress could exercise its
power to regulate it.
"But the power of Congress has
not yet been extended to the point
of fixing and regulating the rates
to be charged by the licensee or the
establishment of rules requiring it
to serve alike the entire public in
the use of its facilities. Nor has
Congress assumed the right to
limit the profits on the basis of its
investment or otherwise. The licensee of a radio station chooses its
own advertisers and its own program, and generally speaking the
only
requirement
for the
renewal
of its license is that
it has
not
failed to function and will not fail
to function in the public interest.
"As long as this continues to be
the policy of Congress the term —
public convenience, interest or necessity— should not be given such a
broad meaning as is applied to it
elsewhere in public utility legislation. And so we hold that the Commission as a matter of positive
duty is not required to give the
owner of an existing station priority to enlarge or extend its facilities because alone of the priIn deciding
the WIL appeal, the
macy of its grant."
court in effect instructed the Commission to enter its statement of
facts and grounds for decision
simultaneously with its decision.
Chairman McNinch has indicated
that this is one of the reforms he
proposes to introduce at the FCC.
Pointing out that the question
is not new, the court said it could
not assent to the position of the
Commission that to give binding
effect to its orders the Act requires
it to do no more than to make a
"stark finding one way or the other
that the public interest, convenience and necessity
will bethe
served."
To sustain
this position,
court
said, would
to ignore
the "rea-in
sonablebeimplications
inherent
the language of the Act (402-C)
that the Commission shall file a
full statement in writing of the
facts and grounds for its decision."
After lationreviewing
law with the
reto the FCCthedecisions,
court said it unquestionably requires the Commission in every
case of appeal to file not only the
record and its decision but a statement of facts of the grounds of its
decision.
Economic Injury
In the third issue in the Utah
cases — the Intermountain appeal
from the decision the Utah Broadcasting Co. to build a local station
in Salt Lake City — the court held
that since the other two stations in
the city toareseeon why
networks
"it is not
difficult
the Commission
decided that public interest would
be served by the construction of a
local non-network station in Salt
It pointed
that InLake
City." out,
termountain didhowever,
not suggest
or
claim that the financial or economic interests of Intermountain
are adversely affected by the action
in granting the Utah Broadcasting
application. It added:
"If that were the contention we
should have a wholly different case,
for we are by no means in agreement with the contention frequently urged upon us that evidence
showing economic injury to an existing station through the establishment of an additional station is
too vague and uncertain a subject
to furnish proper grounds of contest. On the contrary, we think it
is a necessary part of the problem
(Continued on page 65)
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Claim
Propaganda
Denied by German
Educational Service Declares
Discs Not Nazi Promotion
CHARGES that the German Educational Service is an organization
for the promulgation of Nazi propaganda throughout the United
States by offering recordings without cost to stations, were emphatically denied by Ernst Kotz, head
of the Service's New York branch.
"Our organization is purely cultural," he told
Broadcasting,
we have
no political
ambitions"andor
affiliations. From Germany we receive records of German music and
speech which we lend without
charge to anyone wishing to use
them. The bulk of requests comes
from teachers who wish their students to hear German spoken correctly and from German-American
societies for use at their parties and
special meetings. A number of radio stations also use them on their
German hours."
Mr. Kotz, who is employed by
NBC to broadcast news in German
and to announce German programs
broadcast for European listeners
via its shortwave statie-n W3XAL,
said that the records are largely
musical and that the others, which
include descriptions of German cities, dramatic sketches and readings, contain no propaganda for the
Nazi regime. National Socialism is
not an article of export, he said,
and Germans living abroad are forbidden to take any interest in the
political situations of other countries. Mr. Kotz added that while he
is a German citizen he is not a
member of the National Socialist
party.
Shipped Direct
Questioned as to the number of
radio stations broadcasting records
supplied by his organization, Mr.
Kotz said that he could speak only
for the New York area, as the
records are shipped directly from
Germany to each district Service
rgroup, and that there is no national organization of the Service. He
:said that he had sent records to
two stations in New York and two
in Philadelphia, adding that there
^as not much demand for them in
the East as they are standard Telefunken and Polydor records and
are available at many music stores,
which will often supply stations
with records without charge in return for a courtesy mention on the
air.
Dr. Kotz was identified by William Leick, reporter for the Cleveland Press, in an article Nov. 16
as New York chief of a Nazicontrolled propaganda effort in this
country alleged to stem from Herr
Goebbels, aganda.Hitler's
Minister
PropIn his article,
Leickof named
Rev. John Foisel, pastor of St.
John's Church of Cleveland, as
agent for Ohio, Michigan and Indiana, and quoted Foisel as admitting freely that he was sending
batches of free recordings to Midwestern radio stations, most of the
recordings being musical but some
carrying Nazi propaganda "with
varying degrees of subtlety."
According to Leick, who heard
auditions of the records, 22 records
will be purely musical but three
will carry such remarks as:
"We owe Der Feuhrer thanks for
the beautiful automobile highway.s
that now criss-crcss Germany. He has
Page 28
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to Appeal Trespass Fines as Result of
WIBW Charges Covering Cornhusking
FINED $10 each in a justice of the
peace court for alleged trespassing
on charges preferred originally by
an official of WIBW, Topeka, Foster May, news editor of WOW,
Omaha, and two engineers of that
station through their counsel,
served notice after their trial in
the rural courtroom at Miami, Mo.,
Dec. 8, that they intended to appeal in an attempt to establish a
"free air" principle in the broadcasting of big public events.
The alleged
episode Mo.,
occurred Nov. 4trespass
at Marshall,
where the National Cornhusking
Championship was held. The Topeka station had arranged for exclusive rights to the broadcast, and
the trespass was claimed when May
put
WOW's
unit intogrounds
action
to test
frommobile
the contest
over the protest of WIBW. May
and his crew were ejected from the
grounds but rented a nearby field
and carried the bi'oadcast.
An impressive array of legal talent appeared in the makeshift
rural courtroom to defend the
WOWor technical
men, charged
minFOSTER MAY
offense. with
The the
Missouri
statute covering trespass says that lagers and farmers attended the
such an offense can only occur when
trial.
the land in question is marked or
"We contend that WIBW acted
posted by written signs saying in violation of public policy when
"keep ducedoff."
was where
intro- it tried to bar WOW from broadto showTestimony
that the field
casting this event," said John J.
the alleged trespass took place was
not so marked. There was no testi- Gillin Jr., manager of WOW. "We
are
only
beginning to fight to esmony that May or the engineers attablish the principle that it is not
tempted to get into the field proper
only a station's right but a stawhere the contest took place, which
tion's duty to broadcast such
field
was
marked
"keep
off."
More than 100 overall clad vil- events as the National CornhuskWOW

ing Tournament."
KELA

Now

on Full Time

With Its Staff Completed
NOW on the air on full schedule,
the new KELA, Centralia, Wash., reports that it has completed its staff
headed by J. Elroy McCaw, who is
also 25% owner of the station. Mr.
McCaw also holds the title of commercial manager with Joe Chytil
as his assistant. Paul Corbin, formerly with KHQ, Spokane, and
KWSC, Pullman, is program director, and Richard Downie, formerly
with KWSC, is assistant program
director. Chief engineer is Samuel
Norin, formerly with KXRO, Aberdeen.
Other staff members are Garland
Baker, traffic director; DeWitt
Morris, operator and announcer;
Arnold Werner, musical director,
and Francis Specht, publicity director. The station operates with
500 watts on 1440 kc, having been
authorized by the FCC last July 2.
It is equipped with Western Electric transmitter, speech input and
amplifier and RCA frequency and
modulation monitors. It subscribes
to Transradio Press.
personally supervised this great
"A new spirit prevails in Germany,
infused by Der Feuhrer, whose untiring efforts for a new and imited
work." should inspire every GerGermany
man at home or abroad."
The Cleveland Press reporter also ascertained from Rev. Foisel
that Germany is also planning to
use its agents to distribute "educational" movies in this country.
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Ice Industry Contest
NATIONAL ICE ADVERTISING
Inc., New York, (association of ice
and refrigerator industry) , has
started a twice-a-week series on
NBC-Red featuring Eleanor Howe,
home economics expert. Miss Howe,
who lives in Chicago, will go to
New York each week. Prizes of $5
will be awarded for suggestions
used on the air, and $1 to those
whose contributions are used in a
weekly mail bulletin. A letter-writing contest will be conducted.
Prizes will be one refrigerator a
week for 50 weeks. Agency is Donahue & Coe, New York.
Six Get Tex-Sun
ADVERTISING Tex-Sun as
"America's Sweetest Grapefruit,"
the Rio Grande Valley Citrus Exchange,
Tex., Recording
has contracted
with Weslaco,
the Butler
Studios, Dallas, for 117 transcribed
one-minute spot dramatizations.
Scheduled for distribution early in
December, the spots will be placed
on WJJD, Chicago; WWJ, Detroit; WHB, Kansas City; KSD,
St. Louis; WGAR, Cleveland;
KXYZ, Houston. Agency is Leche
& Leche Adv., Dallas.
DON WILSON and Ken Carpenter,
ace NBC announcers on the West
Coast,ballwill
report
Bowl footgame for
the the
radioRose
audience,
and
Bill Stern,
star
NBC
sports
announcer, will describe the Sugar Bowl
game at New Orleans, when the two
New Year's Day gridiron classics are
broadcast by NBC under its exclusive
deal.
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PICKED

FOR RADIO SURVEY
THE Rotarian Magazine, Chicago,
organ of Rotary International, is
distributing
program
questionnaires to the
several thousand
clubs belonging to the organization. The questionnaires were submitted, the magazine says, by "one
of
our toleading
advertisers"
"wants
learn more
about the who
radio listening habits in the families
of representative businessmen the
"He feels that our readers are
country over."
most typical of this substantial
group and in return for our help
in securing answers to a few simple
he promises You
us may
severalquestions,
pages of advertising.
want to check these programs in
consultation with your family or
from ence.
your
You doown
not individual
have to signexperiyour
name or reveal your identity. Your
cooperation in filling it out will
mean more income to The Rotarian, so we send in advance our
thanks for this mutual help."
The questionnaire lists nine programs for each day of the week;
asks which one, if any, is preferred
each day, and if there are other
favorite programs not listed.
Lord & Thomas Ofi&cials
On Coast for New Series
WITH American Tobacco Co.'s
new program,
Parade, starting Your
Dec. 8Hollywood
on NBC and
the Mickey Mouse series scheduled
to start on that network Jan. 2 under sponsorship of Pepsodent Co.
eastern executives of Lord & Thomas, agency handling the accounts,
made Hollywood their mecca in
early December.
James G. Rogers Jr. and William Griffin, account executive and
copy chief respectively on the
Lucky Strike account and both
from New York, were on the West
Coast cialstofor check
on the commerYour up
Hollywood
Parade.
Herbert B. Glover, the agency's
New York
publicity
director,
conferred with
S. Charles
Einfeld
and Robert Taplinger, advertising
manager and publicity director respectively of Warner Bros. First
National Studios on exploitation
activities in connection with the series. Also on the West Coast was
Edward
Lasker,
the agency's
York radio
director,
to checkNew
on
activities. David Noyes, vice-president and head of Lord & Thomas
Chicago offices, was in Hollywood
to confer with Tom McAvity, the
agency's radio manager in the latter city, on the forthcoming Pepsodent Co. program.
Musterole - Zemo Discs
MUSTEROLE Co., Cleveland
(Musterole), and E. W. Rose Co.,
Cleveland (Zemo), are starting a
spot campaign on 24 stations, using transcriptions of the Carson
Robison & His Buckaroos programs broadcast three quarterhours weekly on 45 MBS stations.
Programs are placed through Erwin, Wasey & Co., New York, and
are recorded by the WOR recording laboratory.
stations
include: WHAM WJAX WHAS
WSB WSOC WMC WTMJ WSM WEBC
WWL WFAA KPRC KSL KVOO WFBM
WOAI WWVA KWKH WDRC WIBA
WGY WMBD WPTF WIS.
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FOR ALL the good things of the earth we shout ''Noel!" and give praise, according to our
custom, now in December.

We

thank heaven that the comet which

earth has not arrived as yet, or hadn't at the moment

of writing. We

glee of another year rolling by without our getting our thumb

is traveUng toward the
are drunk with the mild

caught in a bowling ball and that

with only two weeks remaining to complete the year, this great station has hit a new high in
total time sold. We

are glad that some

hundred

odd sponsors have used us with success

within the year and hereby wish them a choice slice of the fruited cake on Christmas

'

day

and the days that will follow it. Glad, too, that the points of our skis are still curled up, I
after a summer
more

of neglect; and that the vitamins in beer are tasteless. We

than 1,000,000 letters which
edge their receipt. Thankful

are grateful for the '

people have sent us in the year and hereby acknowl-

that, though many things in life change, some

the same . . . such as the way

18,000,000

people in the area we

things remain

serve buy 18^%

of the

nation's goods sold at retail, and that though they voted to continue an experimental rather
than a traditional form of democracy,
the families in this area still own

4,000,000

radios. We

of

thank

heaven, too, for the recovery of our rubber plant
which was pruned with a dull knife in the tenth month
of the year.

Anti -Radio
Lures

Free

Tirade
Press

Succumbs to Scurrilous Drive ;
Hopkins Answers Fallacies
ITSELF the onetime chief owner
of WJR, Detroit, the Detroit Free
Press in latter November aligned
with what appears to be a
concerted anti-radio campaign by
printing an editorial bitterly assailing "the abuse of radio in this
country." An undercurrent campaign of publicity known to be
under way is believed to have suggested the editorial outburst, which
drew from James F. Hopkins, manager of WJBK, Detroit, a strongly
worded
editor. reply to the newspaper's

HOME

ECONOMISTS

Accordingly, Says KSFO
The author, director of the
Home Science Institute, of KSFO,
San. Francisco, recently told the
California State Retail Grocers
Convention at Del Monte ivhat
home economics programs can do
for grocers. She conducts the
daily participating ''Friendly
Homemaker" and appears on the
CBS "Western Home" program
on the West Coast. Loose-Leaf
recipes and food notes are mailed
monthly to her listeners. Folloiving are excerpts from her talk to
the grocers.
By ELMA
HACKETT
KSFO, LATTA
San Francisco
THE SERVICE is being given by
home economists on the radio all
over the country and most gratefully used by the housewife. Instead
of getting in the usual rut, and
serving a few dishes over and over,
the modern radio-conscious housewife has infinite variety on her
table at low cost. How do we sell
the product of the sponsor on the
program? Better, I think, than is
possible through any other medium.
You may impress a label on a woman's mind through newspaper, magazine, or billboard so that when she
goes into a store she glances over
the labels, and chooses the advertised brand. But, that woman may
not have thought of buying a can
of beans today, until her favorite
home economist tells her of
"Blank's Fine Baked Beans", the
simplicity of their service, the excellent meal plan that can be built
around them, and down she dashes
to you, and demands "Blank's
She may never have been enthusiBeans".
astic about canned spinach. But,
the home economist on the air can
create an appetite, even for canned
spinach, by telling the housewife
how to prepare it in a beautiful
ring mold or souffle, adding the fact
that she will do well to buy
"Smith's Garden Fresh Spinach",
which is "green in color, and with
never a grain of sand in it". And
the listener buys it — buys everything the radio voice tells her to
buy, once that voice has gained her
confidence, with its sincerity and
its proven choice of quality products.
Some Experiences
Though every home economist on
the air undoubtedly has the same
results, may I quote a few experiences from my own few years on
the air, to prove that women listen,
and women buy? I spoke a few sentences back of the service you can
give women by planning a simple
inexpensive daily meal plan. I have
no information that tells me that
other women on the air do the
same, but I plan meals one day in
advance, because I believe women
should do their shopping early, instead of dashing in during your
busiest time — and because I believe
your customer buys more intelligently and you serve her better,
when
day. she comes in earlier in the

Buys Basketball
GENERAL BAKING Co., New
York (Bond Bread) has bought
time on WIRE, Indianapolis, for
basketball games. Total time will
lun about 14 hours. Agency is
BBDO, New York.

Occasionally, in times of special
cake baking discussions, or other
such prolonged chatter, I have
dropped the daily meal plan for the
time being — to have a barrage of
mail come to my desk asking me,
please, never to do that again . . .
that the listener had come to de-
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Housewives Listen and Govern Their Buying Habits

The Free Pr-ess is edited by Malcolm Bingay, at one time a radio
commentator, and the newspaper
has occasionally taken a "sour" attitude toward its local radio competition. Mr. Hopkins, assailing the
newspaper itself for alleged defects, wrote it to say that "admittedly radio is not perfect. And
many within the industry are working to raise the quality of the material that goes on the air. Unfortunately, the problem is an economic one, for the radio station,
like the newspaper, depends upon
the advertiser for its support. When
the consumer-listener becomes sufficiently irked to let his reaction
be known, you will find the broadcasts changing to conform with his
desires."
Literature Distributed
Anti-radio literature, including
mimeographed copies of speeches
assailing the broadcasting industry and criticizing the FCC, have
been circulated widely in recent
weeks as obvious "plants" designed
to incite certain newspapers to take
slaps at the industry. The wording
of the Pree Press editorial is suggestive of some of this literature.
It reads as follows:
The abuse of the radio in this country is unquestionably
glaring
example of the history's
perversionmostof
a tremendously valuable invention into a public nuisance — and worse.
And the most discouraging thing
about it is that in many respects it
is becoming worse instead of better.
Apart from a few really splendid
programs, which bring entertainment
and information to the radio audience,
American listeners, if they tune in
any longer, are compelled to listen
to advertising claims which no reputable newspaper would print, to dirty
and suggestive inuendoes respecting
persons in the public eye, to false and
misleading propaganda deliberately designed to get this Country mixed up
in European politics again.
Grave as is the menace which this
sort of broadcasting creates when
adults listen to it, what must be its
effect on the minds of children, who
will be the citizens of the future?
The forces of decency have made
their voice heard in other directions.
Will they continue to ignore the increasing abuse of the radio to mislead
and corrupt the public mind, when it
might be used as the most valuable
means of communication and entertainment and education ever perfected
by the hand and mind of man ?
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Commentator

ELMA HACKETT
pend on that service so that she
was lost without it!
As proof of the fact that we
economists on the air help to move
merchandise from your shelves,
may I again revert to the personal,
because, of course, I know my own
listeners best. Naturally, we are
always interested in letters from
listeners which say, "I bought this
product because I heard you recommend it." If you are one of the
many who think women do not
write such things in letters, may I
say that we jot down such remarks
on legal size sheets of paper — and
treasure them — and I have in my
files, over a hundred sheets of such
excerpts, with an average of 15
quoted remarks per page, each saying that the listener bougAt the advertised product and found it all
that was claimed for it.
The distributor puts the product
on the shelves — proper advertising
moves it off, with a profit. What
better medium could the producer
choose than the home economist on
the air, who, in her intimate,
friendly way, comes into your customer's home via radio, tells her of
the sponsor's product, and tells her,
too, how to use it.
Venereal

Disease

Talks

Sought by 100 Stations
MORE than 100 broadcasting stations have ordered electrical transcriptions oftwo talks on venereal
diseases by Dr. Thomas J. Parran,
Surgeon General of the United
States, and Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur, president of the American Social Hygiene Association. This was
reported Dec. 8 in a pamphlet on
Social Hygiene and the Public
Mind issued by the association,
which headquarters at 50 W. 50th
St., New York, which supplied the
discs.
"Just as those newspapers and
magazines with the courage to publish articles on syphilis received
credit for it," the ASHA reports,
"the radio stations which permit
discussion on the air — and the
great broadcasting chains too — deserve praise for opening up this
powerful and wonderfully persuasive avenue of public education."
It points out that MBS, NBC and
CBS have all carried talks on venereal diseases, though they first
"hesitated" to do so while "numerous individual stations took a dif-

ferent position."
BROADCASTING

RCA Drops From Opera
AfterDemandsby Union ;
Will Follow With Spots
RCA's announced sponsorship of
the Saturday afternoon broadcasts
of the Metropolitan Opera on
NBC-Blue in behalf of RCA-Victor products was to have begun
on Dec. 4, but was suddenly canceled day before the first broadcast, which was aired on a sustaining basis. Reason is insistence of
musicians union that each member
of the pit orchestra be paid an increase of $12 per hour if the
broadcasts are sponsored, a tidy
sum when the orchestra averages
85 men, with perhaps 20 more for
Wagnerian operas. Questioned as
to previous years when opera has
been sponsored, officials of AFM
Local 802, having jurisdiction over
New York musicians, told Broadcasting that in former years the
contract called for a premium of
$12 per man
for the
entire performance in case
of sponsorship,
but that the 1937-38 contract
called for a boost to $12 an hour.
He expressed surprise at the last
minute cancellation as he said
there is no reason that RCA should
not have known all along what the
rate was. Officials at RCA and
NBC refused to comment on the
situation.
American Guild of Musical Artists refused to comment beyond
stating that the contracts of
AGMA members with the opera
management do not call for increased compensation in case of
sponsorship.
RCA will use announcements on
87 Blue stations immediately folthe opera products.
to advertise
RCA-is
Victor lowing
musical
Opera
carried by 94 stations, but seven
will not accept announcements.
Length of announcement is one
minute on some stations and two
minutes on others, depending on
the rate. Campaign is placed
through Lord & Thomas, New
York.
'Hotel' Changes
CAMPBELL SOUP Co. will change
the pattern and talent personnel
in its CBS Hollywood Hotel program by Jan. 1 if plans now under
way are carried through. Ken Murray and Oswald are scheduled to
leave the show at the close of the
year to head a new series for a refrigerator account. Added as a regular
feature
may beLouella
a "name"
master-of -ceremonies.
Parson's
previews will continue and it is
understood that Raymond Paige orchestra, Frances Langford, Jerry
Cooper and Anne Jamison, will be
retained.
Bosco Back on Air
BOSCO Co., New York (milk
amplifier),
will start
three-aweek
quarter-hour
show a featuring
Don Ross,
singer Jan.
and 3actor.
Program will start
on WOR,
New York. The company is a subsidiary of Wm. S. Scull Co., Camden, N. J., and has just become a
separate organization. Previously
spots have been used, placed
through Fletcher & Ellis. Bosco advertising is now handled by Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., New York.
RADIO broadcasting will be subject
of a March of Time film to be released
shortly, in connection with which
cameramen have been taking shots of
various NBC departments at work.
• Broadcast

Advertising
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WAGE

Here's a peek at the good things
Mr. S, Claus is going to use for
stocking stuffing in the Badger
state . . . and man, the picture is as
cheering as a Turner sunset.
Millions in Christmas Club funds!
Wage increases galore! Dividend
checks to swell checking accounts!
Bonuses to boom holiday trade!
And best of all, jobs for the big
majority . . . year 'round jobs that
spell year 'round prosperity!
The natural result is going to be
a post -season spending spree in
Wisconsin ... an orgy of ordering
that will be a sales set-up for advertisers who use WTMJ to whip
the cream in this rich market.
Why

WTMJ?

Because WTMJ

.'. .
lace-curtain
is not
coverage
it's
solid as
steel.
Its low cost
a treasurer's language . .'
speaks
and
what's more important, experience has taught retailers that
WTMJ
advertising actually
moves merchandise!
Need more be said — except to urge
you to hurry? This post-season
paradise won't last forever!
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Ohio

State

Begins

Educational Study
Radio Courses in Four Areas
Are Slated for Analysis
ANOTHER educational survey
financed by the Federal Radio Education Committee and consisting of
a five-year study of broadcasts designed for school use, has started
under the direction of I. Keith Tyler of the Bureau of Educational
Research, Ohio State U. The Rockefeller Foundation has set aside
$69,000 to pay for the first two
years of the survey and it is expected that funds for its completion will be drawn from the committee's general
education
fundbeento
which NAB
members
have
asked to contribute $83,000 [BROADCASTING, Nov. 15].
National and local broadcasts
planned for use in schools will be
studied and specific areas to be analyzed include Chicago, New York,
Detroit and California. Major purposes of the investigation are to
gather evidence of the effectiveness
of selected school broadcasts in
achieving specified educational objectives and to develop criteria that
will be helpful in determining new
methods of making radio in the
school more effective.
This survey differs from the
study of radio techniques begun
recently at Princeton U [BROADCASTING Nov. 1], in that it is confined to the analyses of school
broadcasts and the practical effects
of radio as an educational medium
in the class room. The Princeton
survey, likewise financed by the
Rockefeller Foundation, is concerned with the general effect of
radio on family life and the use
of radio in propaganda and politics
as well as a detailed analysis of
program types.
Mr. Tyler's committee includes
J. Wayne Wrightstone, formerly
of Columbia U; Norman Woelfel,
former editor of Social Frontier;
Alton O'Steen,
formerly
nesota U, and Louis
Heil of
of MinOhio
U.
Mexican Programs
Arranged under the direction of
Prof. William S. Hendrix, director
of romance languages at Ohio State
U., a Sunday evening series emphasizing the cultural relationship
between Mexico and the United
States has started on seven Mexican stations. The programs which
began Nov. 21 with talks by Josephus Daniels, U. S. ambassador,
and Eduardo Hay, Mexican secretary of state, will continue through
Feb. 27 and will be financed by the
Rockefeller Foundation. The series
will include discussions of Mexican
literature, music and drama. Mexican stations carrying the broadcasts include shortwave: XEXA,
XECR, XEUZ and XEBT; long
wave, XEPD, XEFO and XEB.

A Non-Radio Owning Newspaper
RAPS BACK AT A CRITIC OF RADIO
Editorial in the Boston Traveler, Dec. 4
Fedei-al Communications Commissioner Henry Payne is one of the
government's big bosses of radio. The ether waves, you see, are the
inalienable property of the public, and the government only lets the
broadcasters use them — the waves, not the public.
". . . the average program of the broadcastei's is addressed to an
is important to
a child of 12," said Payne. "Itdanger
intelligence possessed by adult
that radio
age; otherwise there is
raise this average to the
will perpetuate mental immaturity in the grown-up.
"There is the danger," he went on, "that radio and the movies will in
time make us a nation of grown-up children. Radio must be prevented
growth of the American mind."
stopping
from
So spoke
the the
commissioner.
Sort of a case of "make me a child again just for Monday and Friday
nights between 7:30 and 7:45."
In the first place, commissioner, you must have been reading a book,
one of those books that talk about 12-year-old intelligences and 16-yearold intelligences and the national median.
Just what is a 12-year-old intelligence, commissioner? And what do
you listen to on the radio — the symphony concerts or Charlie McCarthy?
We plead guilty to both charges. What does that make us — senile?
Don't you worry about the radio, commissioner. After a few looks at
some of the hokum federal bureaus send out, we think they think we
are still holding up our pants with a safety pin.
Over in England the government runs the radio and it cannot touch
ours for quality of programs.
Better listen again, commissioner.

tions and rising appreciations. He
who sits before the loudspeaker,
within easy reach of switch or dial
is king. He likes some of everything and he is very vocal about
what he wants. It is our job to find
the best for him and to keep on
bettering that best.
What to Broadcast

Program Insurance
DON LEE Broadcasting System,
Los Angeles, has made application
to Lloyd's of London for insurance
on the Mutual-Don Lee broadcast
of the New Year's Day Tournament
of Roses Parade at Pasadena, Cal.
The application requests insurance
against one-sixteenth of an inch of
rain within four hours previous to
the parade which will be described
in a two - hour transcontinental
broadcast, according to Van C.
Newkirk, Don Lee network director
of public events.

So long as there is broadcasting, someone is going to have to
decide what should be broadcast and
what should not. These decisions
are always going to be made by
fallible human beings. Just as
newspapers
who not
decide what tohave
printeditors
and what
to print (there is never room to
print it all) so do we have staffs
to decide what is worth broadcasting and what is not. We engage
people of background and skill, and
experience, and we drill them in
the principles
I havewe been
ing. In special fields
do notrecittry
to exercise unaided judgment. Inwe avail
tentstead,advice.
Forourselves
example, ofwecompehave
both a child psychologist and a
committee of qualified advisors to
insure that all our children's programs conform to very high standards.
We have a council of qualified
clerics and laymen to allot fairly
and sensibly the time we set aside
for religious broadcasting, and our
School sional
of faculty.
the Air has a profesKeeping Out The Editorial Page
{Continued from page 20)
Though I have narrowed my
field of discussion to those phases
force of others, to do differently those things which they want.
would be an unforgivable betrayal
When I have said "access to truth" which I thought would be of especial moment to you as educators,
I have defined our policy with reof the people themselves.
gard to culture and education. To I would be sketching too inaccuThis discussion of fairness leads
the limit of public acceptance the
me naturally to the next cardinal
rate a picture of American broadbroadcasters must be willing that
casting if I did not dwell for a
principle
evolved
out
of
experience. Let me describe another and the listener shall be exposed to all moment on the stimulus of competition. Frankly, I think we have
a costly lumbiapolicy
maintained
by Co- kinds of ideas on all kinds of suband, I believe,
by virtually
come a long way in a short time.
He
must
look
for
those
who
know
Had we not rivaled each other,
all broadcasters as a further safe- and those who do and bring them
spurred each other, dared each
guard to the fair and democratic
jects.
use of our medium. We sell time to the microphones whether or not other, we would not have done so
We sit hourly beto sponsors solely for the adver- he likes them or their ideas or well sofore quickly.
the whole people as our
tising of their goods and services. their ways,
satisfied,
with
democratic discipline, to let the people judges. None of us can let himself
We
da. do not sell time for propagantake what they can use and reject be outdone in the public service.
The general cultural level of our
By propaganda we mean any the rest. Continually, the broadcaster and all the creative agen- people has risen, but far more sigattempt to influence legislation, regcies which help him, put on the
nificant is the increasing aspiraulation, taxation and the like. Detion toward better things. The
spite the tempting revenue we air a variety of things which both
might have derived from such sales arouse and satisfy listener appe- great variety of daily broadcasts
tite. It is a widely varied and a have all done their part to spread
we decided against them first of all
because we believed it was part of voracious appetite; it is often a knowledge of the way men live,
fickle
one. Sometimes it startles work, fight, play, and think in a
our public obligation to provide
time for the discussion of contro- with swift response, sometimes it mobile world. Broadcasting's conversial issues.
disappoints with the sluggishness
tribution to the pleasure and hapof its reaction. Let him who seeks
piness, as well as to the social and
An even more compelling reason
was the danger that the side with to force upon it too strongly his intellectual equipment of millions
of people, is no less real because
the most money would win the ar- own ideas of "good" beware!
it has come to be taken for granted.
Listener is King
gument
and
often,
that
special
interests would drown out the voice
But of greatest importance is
the fact that radio broadcasting
An inconceivably assorted mass
of the public. Moreover, if we did
audience can be led, but we have has developed
sell time for such uses, the amount
cratic philosophy.and used a demoof talk on the air would be wholly yet to find a way to drive it; nor
Democracy is precious to us all.
dependent on the willingness and do I believe that we are entitled to
drive it toward our own or anyone
In broadcasting it has not been
ability of proponents and opponents of issues to buy it. Obviously
else's particular conception of what achieved without a struggle. The
we could not sell time for such use will
fight is not over and it never will
"uplift" it.
Just as it is vital that we shall be. There will be danger from
to some and refuse to sell it to
others and thus we should be un- live up to these democratic ideals those who seek to lay rude and selfish hands on the medium. There
able to maintain anything like pro- in the fields of public affairs and
gram balance. The sole exception culture and education, if we are to will be even greater danger from
we make to this policy is the sale serve, it is essential that we shall those who are sincere and well-inof time to political parties during maintain them in the field of entertentioned but know not the meanan actual election campaign. This
ing or the value of the word I
tainment if we are to survive. I
exception is made because the believe I do not even need to argue have used so often.
parties
want
use than
and are
enti- the right of the audience to be enAs solemnly and as sincerely as
tled to use
moreto time
we could
tertained. Entertainment, and par- I know how, I repeat that our prespossibly afford to give away.
ent American system of broadcastticularly the free entertainment to
If I may venture my own defi- which nearly
every man, woman
ing,
on must
freedom
and fairnition of democracy it is this: the
ness of founded
the air,
be preserved
ability of a people, provided they and child in America has access and strengthened. Allow censorship
shall have free access to truth, to through his radio set, is a fine
be imposed upon it, deliver it
thing in and of itself. I shall not to
into the hands of autocrats, make
choose by instinct and understandit a tool of any party in power,
ing, by trial and error, that way of dwell on the degree to which much
life which, with fairness to minor- of it is a vehicle for education, for destroy it, and you will have begun
enlightment, for deepening percep- to destroy liberty in America.
ities, gives to the greatest number
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WSB
WAGA
WFBR
WAAB
WNAC
WICC
As the holiday
farewell

season

approaches,

we

bid

to the year that is past with thankfulness for the definite

and

encouraging

it has brought.

Such

successes

progress

has fallen to our lot, we
vertisers whom we

owe

have

as

to the many

had

ad-

the privilege

WEBR
WBEN
WCHS
WGAR
WFAA
WBAP
KVOD
WJR
KPRC
WFBM

of serving;
express

and

that the services

them

also have

to their success.
may

progress,

holiday

may
With

the hope

we

to

have

contributed
that the New

WDAF
KARK
KFI
KECA
WHAS
WLLH
WTMJ

be for all of us a year of continued
we

extend

their agencies,
to read

take this opportunity

the hope

rendered

Year

we

and

to our advertisers
to all who

this, our sincere
season.

wishes

may

and

chance

for a joyous

WSM
WSMB
WTAR
WFIL
KGW
KEX
WEAN
WRTD
KSL
WOAI
KHQ
KOMO
KJR
KGA
WMAS

-4^

KVOO
KFH

Atlanta
Atlanta
Baltimore
Boston
Boston
Bridgeport
Buffalo
Buffalo
Charleston, W. Va.
Cleveland
Dallas
Fort Worth
Denver
Detroit
Houston
Indianapolis
Kansas City
Little Rock
Los Angeles
Los Angeles
Louisville
Lowell
i
f
Milwaukee
Nashville
New Orleans
Norfolk
Philadelphia
Portland, Ore.
Portland, Ore.
Providence
Richmond, Va.
Salt Lake City

NBC
NBC
NBC
MBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
CiJiS
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC
CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
YN
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC

Spokane
Spokane
Tulsa
Springfield

CBS
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
NBC
CBS
NBC

Wichita
Also

CBS

San Antonio
Seattle
Seattle

THE YANKEE NETWORK
THE COLONIAL NETWORK
TEXAS QUALITY NETWORK
Represented throughout the United States by
EDWARD
PETRY
& CO.
INCORPORATED
NEW YORK
•
DETROIT
CHICAGO
•
SAN FRANCISCO

^

From

the

very

beginning,

Blaw-Knox

Antennas have been intimately
ated with the growth of Radio.
The

first Vertical

Knox

Radiator

associ-

was

a Blaw-

development.

The most advanced designs in up-to-date
Radiator construction contributing to
present

broadcasting

cededly

Blaw-Knox.

efficiency

are con-
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WLLH
Operating
Booster
Station
Second Transmitter 10 Miles
Away Expands Service Area
NEW FIELDS for existing frequencies in the broadcast spectrum
have been opened by WLLH,
Lowell, Mass., in the opinion of A.
S. Moffat, president. WLLH now
broadcasts from two transmitters
located 10 miles apart, and synchronized on 1370 kilocycles. Joint
operation was begun Dec. 1, and
has been markedly successful, with
no objectionable interference or
"mush area." The step has added
a market of a quarter-of-a-million
persons to the urimary area of
WLLH and similar synchronization
may be adopted by other stations
in similar situations.
The new Western Electric 310-A
transmitter is located in the Cregg
Bldg., where studios and offices are
situated. A 150-foot tubular steel
antenna on the roof serves as radiator. The Lawrence transmitter
operates full time on 100 watts,
while the Lowell transmitter uses
250 watts until local sunset and
100 watts thereafter. Synchronization is achieved through Bell Laboratories equipment built to meet
the peculiar requirements. Paul A.
DeMars served as technical adviser
on the experiments, together with
Paul Godley and Dr. G. H. Brown,
consulting engineers. William MacDonald, chief engineer of WLLH,
was in charge of the construction
work. Studio or nemo 2.rogi"ams
from Lowell or Lawrence, as well
as Mutual, Yankee and Colonial
network features, are available to
both transmitters.
Increased Service Area
"We have demonstrated that a
local station need not necessarily
confine its service to the immediate vicinity of its main transmitter," Mr. Moffat stated. "Where
conditions warrant the heavy investment in equipment, it will be
possible to synckronize another
transmitter in a neighboring center of population and increase its
service materially. We have done
something to solve the problem of
a limited number of available frequencies by making two stations
grow where one grew before."
Engineers pointed out that this
method of synchronization differs
materially from any used heretofore, being the first synchronization of stations in such proximity.
Betw^een the two stations are three
sets of lines, one carrying the
synchronizing frequency, another
carrj'ing programs and the third
for the interstation communication. The single set of call letters
WLLH, includes both transmitters
at Lowell and in Lawrence.
Frozen Stick Plans
FEOZEN Stick Confection Division of Joe Lowe Corp., New York,
is planning to devote most of its
1938 advertising appropriation to
radio. Present plans call for use of
both network and spots, starting
early next summer. Agency is
Blackett
- Sample - Hummert Inc.,
New York.
A SPECIAL cash divideud of oQ
cents a share on the present Class A
and Class B stock of $2..50 par value
was declared by the CBS board of directors at a meeting on Xov. ,30. Dividend was payable on Dec. 13 to stockholders of record at close of business
on Dec. 6.
BROADCASTING

A MINUTE APIECE
But 21 Auto Salesmen Each
Get in Their Plugs
WHILE many production heads
are getting gray trying to figure
out commercial plugs, W H A M,
Rochester, N. Y., reversed the usual process and gave a half-hour
program of nothing but commercials. It happened during the recent Rochester Automobile Show
when 21 automobile salesmen were
given one minute each to plug their
cars. Of course they tried to outsell each other and the three judges
had a difficult time deciding on
the winner of a box of cigars.
Jack Lee and Dick Toole, announcers of WHAM, were on hand
with whistles and if any salesman
ran over his time limit they let
him have it. Even though the air
was blue with commercialism listeners w-rote in by the hundreds
congratulating WHAM on the program and swearing that they enjoyed it. The show was recorded by
WHAM who rounded the stunt out
nicely by thanking the auto exhibitors for their cooperation and inviting them to listen to themselves.
Gulf Oil Buys Spots
GULF OIL Corp., Pittsburgh, will
start spot series on four Florida
stations the first week in January.
Schedule calls for weather reports
broadcast four times daily on
WQAM, Miami; six quarter-hour
news periods weekly on WDAE,
Tampa; six quarter-hours sports
summaries weekly on WJAX, Jacksonville, and three 15-minute hill
billy broadcasts a week on WDBO,
Orlando. Programs are placed
through Young & Rubicam Inc.,
New York.
PAUL F. HARROX and Joseph
LanK. chief owners of WHOM, Jersey City, and lessors of WTX,I, Trenton, have applied to the FCC for a
new
2,'50-wattX.day.7.
station100-watt
on 1,500night
kc. and
in Camden,
THE

SWING

WLAW 0^ THE AIR;
STAFF IS PICKED
ITS STAFF organized and equipment installed, -the new WLAW,
Lawrence, Mass., recently authorized by the FCC to operate daytime on the 680 kc. regional frequency with 1,000 watts, was prepared to make its debut Dec. 19
under the managership of Irving
E. Rogers, vice-president of Hildreth & Rogers, publishers of the
Lawrence Daily Eagle and Laivrence Tribune, the licensee. The
station will affiliate with the In-

Home of New WLAW,

Lawrence

tercity Network and will use Associated Press news and the Standard transcription library.
Commercial manager of WLAW
is David M. Kimel, who has been
with the newspapers for the last
23 years in advertising and editorial capacities. Stanley M. Schultz,
p r o g r a m director, has been in
broadcasting for 15 years, having
formerly been chief organist for
the Yankee Network and program
director of WMEX, WCOP and
WPAR. George R. Luckey, formerly with WORL, Boston, and
WLLH, Lowell, has been named
chief engineer. J. H. Harrison
Flint, formerly musical director of
WMEX, is production manager.
The WLAW transmitter, including a 300-foot Lehigh tower installed by Hartenstine & Zane, is
located in West Andover, Mass.
Transmitter and speech input are
RCA, and RCA and WE microphones are used in the studios.
Weed & Co. has been named national representatives of the station.

TOWARD

GLOBE

investment Firm Finds 6 a. m. Pulls a Big
Audience for Its
PREFERRING to build its advertising theme around dignity and
friendliness in loan transactions.
Globe Investment Co. of Southern
California, Los Angeles, has abandoned spot announcement campaigns for a type of radio program
that lends itself more to the idea
of friendliness.
About six months ago, after taking over the sponsorship of
KEHE's Musical Clock, a six-daya-week early morning program,
Globe began featuring dance music.
The idea met with such a ready response that it was decided to organize a club to be known as the
"Globe
Musical Clock
Club."
A membership
card Swing
was issued,
entitling the holder to request his
or her favorite number, and, also,
serving fias
a valuable
credit identication at the
Globe Investment
Co.
when the holder needed financial
assistance. A swing session with
hot coffee and doughnuts was then
planned. The program directors
were totally unprepared for the
150 people, who literally stormed
the studio at 5:45 a. m. Before
the program was ended, the studio
was filled.
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KEHE Program
Stodel Adv. Co., in charge of the
account, decided to make the o:ettogether a monthly affair. Members and listeners wishing to attend were requested to write in
for tickets. It was necessary to do
this for at the following two sessions 700 persons were present. The
membership is above the 2.000
mark and climbing steadily. At the
Thanksgiving get-together five
turkeys were given away. So familiar isthe audience with the program that when the commercials
are given practically every voice in
the studio chimes in to give the
terms and the telephone number.
The unusual hour was chosen
with the thought in mind, that a
person is usually more conscious
of his bills and obligations, upon
first arising and consequently is in
a receptive
mood for suggestions
of
help.
Success of the idea is testified to
by the fact that when Stodel Adv.
Co. took over the account there
were two Globe Investment Co. offices; today, there are five. Edward C. Stodel personally supervises all radio activities.

P. & G. Debut on CBS
Results in Time Shifts
WHEN Procter
Gamble
Co.'s
contracts
with CBS& go
into effect
Jan. 3, four of its NBC shows will
change times as well. Story of
Mary Marlin (Ivory flakes), will
move on the Blue network from
10-10:15 a. m. to 11-11:15; and on
the Red from 4:30-4:45 to 4:154:30 p. m. The O'Neills (Ivory
soap) will drop its Blue network
show and move the one now on the
Red from 11-11:15 a. m. to 12:1512:30 p. m.
Pepper Young's Family (Camay
soap), now on both NBC networks,
moves on the Blue from 10:3010:45 to 11:15-11:30 a .m. Guiding
Ligh t (White Naphtha soap ) ,
which is only on the Red, moves
from 4:15-4:30 p. m. to 3:45-4
p. m. The latter show will not go to
CBS as previously reported. Only
five programs are changing to CBS
instead of six. In one of the cases
where a show is now scheduled to
use a western network at the same
time that another is on in the East,
a full network will be available.
Agencies are Compton Adv. Inc.
for Ivory and White Naphtha and
Pedlar & Ryan for Camay.
Packer's Discs
AMERICAN PACKING & Provision Co., Ogden, Utah (meat packers) through Gillham Adv. Agency, Salt Lake City, will release the
transcribed American Kitchen dramatized home economic series over
an Inter-mountain network of eight
stations, starting the first week in
January. Series, produced by Mertens & Price, Los Angeles, is a
recorded version of the twice-weekly quarter-hour KFI, Los Angeles,
program featuring Agnes White,
national consultant on foods and
home
economics,
as "Martha
Stations
are KDYL
KLO Lane."
KID
KTFI KSEI KHO KSUB KEUB.
Canada's New 50 Kw.
CANADA'S first 50 kilowatt transmitter officially took the air at 8
p.
m.
Dec.
when American-born
Minister of11,Transport
C. D. Howe,
under whose department comes the
CBC, and Minister of Justice Ernest Lapointe as Acting Prime
Minister, opened CBF at Montreal
(910 kc.)monies.with
appropriate
The station
had beencereon
the air during late evening hours
for about 10 days prior to the opening. CBL, Toronto, on 840 kc,
opens officially at 10 a. m. Christmas Day, as the second 50 kilowatt
station. Minister of Transport C.
D. Howe officiating. The station began tests after midnight during
the second week of December.
Boake Carter Signed
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, has signed Boake Carter for
a new series to start Feb. 28 on
CBS, The commentator will be
heard Mondays through Fridays
from 6:30
p, m.
Announcement has tonot6:45
been
made
of the
product to be promoted. Agency is
Benton & Bowles Inc., New York.
IX LIXE with the policies of XBC,
WSOC, Charlotte, has adopted the
practice of signing off each night with
the Star Spangled Banner.
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Ben Bernie for Tires
U. S. RUBBER Co., New York
(tires), which early in November
bought the Wednesday 9:.30-10
p. m. spot on CBS and has been
auditioning ever since, on Dec. 6
signed Ben Bernie to star in a
show starting Jan. 12 on 94 stations. Agency is Campbell-Ewald
Co. of New York.

Stations Since Jan. 1, 1937
* Indicates Station now on the air.
M. Lidenton and A. L. McCarthy, radio
CALIFORNIA
and electrical dealers and service men ;
100 watts daytime on 1310 kc.
KARM, Fresno — CP issued to George
Harm, operator of truck line system and
MONTANA
distributor of Cadillac, LaSalle and Oldsmobile cars under Don Lee, San Fran- *KPFA, Helena, Mont. — CP issued to Peocisco ;100 watts on 1310 kc.
ples Forum of the Air (Barclay Craig*KTKC,
Licensed(Charles
to Tulare-A.
head, Helena, 50%, ; E. B. Craney, Butte,
Kings Visalia,
County Cal.—
Associates
40%;
Sam C. Ford, Helena, 10%) : 250
Whitmore, president, publisher of Visalia
watts
daytime and 100 watts night on
Times-Delta, 31 ¥2%: Homer A. Wood,
1210
kc.
publisher of Porterville Recorder, 25% ;
NEW JERSEY
Percy M. Whitehead, publisher of Tvlare
Advance Register and Times, 25% ; J. *WSNJ, Bridgeton, N. J.— Licensed to
E. Richmond,
publisher
of Hanford
Eastern States Broadcasting Corp. (Hownel and Journal,
12Vz%)
; 250 Sentiwatts
ardtelS. Frazier,
consulting
engineer.51%)Ho- ;
daytime on 1190 kc.
Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia,
*KTMS, Santa Barbara, Cal. — Licensed to
100
watts
daytime
on
1210
kc.
News Press Publishing Co., publisher of
Santa Barbara News and Press (T. M.
NORTH CAROLINA
Storke, 95%) ; 500 watts on 1220 kc.
*WGTM, Wilson, N. C— CP issued to H.
COLORADO
W. Wilson and Ben Farmer ; 100 watts
daytime on 1310 OHIO
kc.
*KOKO, La Junta, Col. — Licensed to Southwest Broadcasting Co. (Leonard E. Wilson,
Lamar, T.and
KGIW,
Ashtabula, O. — CP issued to C. A.
mosa, KIDW,
60% : Charles
Miller,
35% Ala; O. *WICA,
Rowley,: 250
publisher
of Ashtabula
C. Samuel, 5%) ; 100 watts on 1370 kc.
Beacon
watts daytime
on 940 Starkc.
FLORIDA
WTOL,
Toledo
—
CP
issued
to
Community
Broadcasting
Co.,
100
watts
daytime
on
*WKAT,
Miami
Beach, Fla.
— CP mayor
issued of
to
1200 kc. Stockholders listed as Frazier
A. Frank
Katzentine,
former
Reams, president, prosecuting attorney
Miami Beach, one-third owner of The
of Lucas County, C, 98%; Thomas
Society
a weekly ; 100 watts
Bretherton,
Toledo 1%.
attorney, 1% ; Mrs.
on
1500 Pictorial,
kc.
Mildred Aderman,
IDAHO
OKLAHOMA
KGCI, Couer
d'Aleneand
— CPSaulissued
to Clar- *KHBG, Okmulgee — CP issued to Okmulgee
ence A. Berger
S. Freeman,
Broadcasting Corp. (Harry B. Greaves,
equal partners ; 100 watts daytime on
1200 kc.
41% ; 16%
E. M.; John
Sepaugh,
27%, ; T.
ford,
Caruthers,
10% B.; LangR. M.
kc.
INDIANA
Dean, 6%) ; 100 watts daytime on 1210
WGVA, Indianapolis — CP issued to Glenn
Van time
Auken,
; 1,000 watts dayOREGON
on 1050 attorney
kc.
IOWA
KLBM, LaGrande — CP issued to Harold M.
Finley,ningpublisher
the' LaGrande
EveObserver, andof Mrs.
Eloise Finley,
KDTH, Dubuque — CP issued to Dubuque
Telegraph-Herald (F. W. Woodward,
his mother, as partner ; 100 watts night
and
250
watts
day
on
1420
kc.
publisher)
;
500
watts
daytime
on
1340
kc.
PENNSYLVANIA
KTRI, Sioux City — CP issued to Sioux City
Broadcasting Co., 50% of the stock *WMBS, Uniontown, Pa. — Licensed to
owned by Sioux City Tribune and 50%
Fayette Broadcasting Corp. (Harry A.
by Dietrich Dirks, formerly with KOIL,
Cottom, judge of Common Pleas Court
Omaha, and KFAB-KFOR Lincoln, Neb. :
of Fayette County, 20% ; Edward Dum100
watts
night
and
250
watts
day
on
bauld, attorney, 20% ; Joseph H. Echard,
1420 kc.
superintendent, Pennsylvania State HighKENTUCKY
way Department, 20% ; Joseph C. Burwell, radio, 20%, ; W. Russell Carr, atWOMI,
Owensboro — CPCo.issued
to Owenstorney 20%,) ; 250 watts daytime on 1420
boro Broadcasting
(Lawrence
W.
kc.
Hager, publisher ; Bruce Hager, general
TEXAS
manager, and George N. Fuqua, business
manager, of Owensboro Messenger and
Owensboro Inquirer) ; 100 watts on 1500 KTBC, Austin — CP issued to State Capitol
Broadcasting Association (R. B. Anderkc. (Goes on air in latter December.)
son, president, state tax commission ;
MARYLAND
R. A. Stuart, Fort Worth attorney;
A.
W.
Walker,
of law.
Uni*WSAL,
— CPmanissued
Frank M.
versity
of Texas) professor
; 1,000 watts
daytime
Stearns,Salisbury
insurance
of to
Washington,
on
1120
kc,
utilizing
time
not
used
by
D. C. ; 250 watts daytime on 1200 kc.
WTAW, College Station, Tex.
KGVL,
Greenville,
Tex.
—
CP
issued
MASSACHUSETTS
Hunt Broadcasting Association (Fred E.to
Horton, publisher of Greenville Banner;
WHAI, Greenfield— CP issued to John W.
J. L. Collins and Nobel W. Young) ; 100
Haigis, president of Franklin County
watts daytime on 1200 kc.
Trust Co. ; 250 watts daytime on 1210 kc.
*KRIS, Corpus Christi, Tex.— Licensed to
*WLAW, Lawrence — CP issued to Hildreth
Gulf Coast Broadcasting Co. (W. G. Kin& Rogers Co., publisher of Laivrence
solving, publisher of Corpus Christi CaJEagle
on 680 and
kc. Tribune; 1,000 watts daytime
ler-Times ; John A. Mobley and Margaret
Browning) ; 600 watts on 1330 kc.
WBRK, Pittsfield — CP issued to Harold
KRBA,
Lufkin,
Tex. —Association
CP issued (Ben
to RedT.
Thomas,
89%
owner
of
WATR.
WaterLands
Broadcasting
bury ; 100 watts night and 250 watts day
Wilson, Nagadoches, Tex., auto dealer
on 1310 kc.
and garage man ; Thomas W. Baker,
MICHIGAN
Nagadoches, wholesale oil distributor ;
Thomas W. Baker, Lufkin, banker and
WHAL,
Saginaw,
Mich.
—
CP
issued
to
road
engineer) ; 100 watts daytime on
Harold F. Gross. WJIM, Lansing, and
1310 kc.
Edmund C. Shields. Saginaw, 50% each;
VIRGINIA
500 watts daytime on 950 kc.
MINNESOTA
*WRTD,
Richmond,
Va.— Co.,
Licensed
Times Dispatch
Publishing
publisherto
*KATE,
Lea, Minn. —Corp.
Licensed
of
Richmond
Times-Dispatch
;
100
watts
Albert Albert
Lea Broadcasting
(E. L.to
on 1500 kc.
Hayek, president. Trades Publishing Co.,
Richmond — Licensed to WLBG,
publisher of Northwestern Jeweler ; Q, J. *WRNL,
Inc. ; removed Oct. 31 from Petersburg,
David, president, David Inc., St. Paul ;
where it operated as WLBG. Chiefly
George J. Wolf, vice-president of Meyer
Wolf & Sons Co., Albert Lea furniture
owned by principal owners of the Richdealers ; Haskell Sargent, assistant to
on 880 mond
kc. News-Leader. 500 watts daytime
president of Twin City Rapid Transit
Co., St. Paul ; L. B. Farrington, St.
WASHINGTON
Paul: William B. Wolf, Austin): 250
watts daytime on 1420 kc.
*KELA, Centralia — CP issued to Central
KFAM, St.lishingCloud—
CP toofthetheTimes
PubBroadcasting Corp. ; 500 watts on 1440
Co., publisher
St. Cloud
kc. Stockholders are Elroy McCaw,
Times-Journal (Fred Schilplin, publishChehalis,
Wash., formerly connected with
er) : 100 watts on 1420 kc.
broadcasting stations in the state of
KWNO,
Winona,
Minn.—
CP
issued
to
Washington,
25% ; Cecil L. Gwinn,
Winona Radio Service, a partnership
Centralia theater manager, 37% ; Arthur
(M. H. White, business manager; HerC.
St.
John,
Chehalis
dealer,
bus
line operator and theaterFord
owner,
37V2%.
man R. Weicking, editor. Winova ReKWLY — Longview — CP issued to Twin
publican-Herald; Harry Dahl, chief owner of WKBH,
M. SchlaCity Broadcasting Corp. ; Stockholders
back,
LaCrosseLaCrosse;
attorney)Otto
: 100
watts
are A. C. Campbell, Longview grain
daytime on 1200 kc. (Goes on air Jan.
and fuel dealer, 82% shares; J. Elroy
McCaw, manager of KELA, Centralia,
1, 1938.)
65 shares ; John McClelland, publisher of
MISSOURI
Longview Daily Neivs, 62% shares ; A.
L. Raught Jr., local manager of WeyerWPBM, Poplar Bluff— CP issued to Don
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Cash

Deduction for Agencies May
Come Up at NAB Convention
A SHARP division within the
broadcast industry on allowance of
the 2% cash discount to advertising agencies has developed since
the enactment two months ago of
a resolution by the American Association of Advertising Agencies
advocating payment of the discount
by all media.
A substantial number of independently-owned and newspaper
and group-owned stations are not
allowing the discount, and are opposing any move for x'igid enforcement. As a consequence, group action by the industry is being advocated and it is likely that the
issue will come before the emergency convention of the NAB, probably to be held in Washington in
February.
The AAAA, in a resolution
adopted in October by its executive
board, pointed out that the 2%
cash discount is allowed by most
advertising media, including more
than 95% of the magazines and
more than 94% of the daily newspapers. It added the cash discount
is passed on almost universally by
advertising agencies as a "stimulus to prompt payment by advertisers."
Ability to Collect
Moreover, it held that payments
to media by agencies in the final
analysis depend on the agencies'
ability to collect, and that the failure of a small minority of media
to allow a cash discount is unfair
to the large majority which do and
which thus sustain agency credit
for the benefit of all. It added that
a few newspapers recently eliminated the cash discount in the mistaken belief that agency credit
would not thereby be impaired.
The Association resolved that it
is
"unequivocally
in favor
the
continued
maintenance
of theof cash
discount policy and its adoption by
the small minority of media which
have not adopted this wise policy."
The viewpoint of those advocating industry-wide action on the 2%
proposal is that a uniform policy
should be adopted. As now represented to stations by the AAAA,
it is pointed out, individual stations are called upon to determine
for themselves the policy they will
pursue.
That the NAB intends to compile
a report on cash discounts was disclosed Dec. 2 by James W. Baldwin, managing director. In his bulletin to the membership, he said
that the AAAA statement touched
upon a matter of "very great importance" to the industry. "Broadcasters should not take any action
in this matter until the question
has been thoroughly investigated
and a comprehensive report thereon can be furnished to all stations.
Such a report will be compiled by
the NAB," he said.

• Decemler
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Pennsylvania
On

Records

Fee

Asked

,

NAPA Now Attempts to Exact '
High Fee From Stations
AS theA Pennsylvania
result of the Supreme
recent ruling
of
Court '
in the so-called Waring - WDAS
case, holding that performing artists have a property right in their
recorded works, Maurice Speiser,
counsel for the National Association of Performing Artists, has
launched a licensing campaign
among stations in Pennsylvania.
The association, of which Fred
Waring, band leader, is president,
is said to be seeking from stations
a fee of ten times their highest
quarter-hour rate per year to perform phonograph records.
Whether the effort is the forerunner of national campaign to license stations to use phonograph
recordings
haswasnotcreated
yet been
cated. NAPA
for indithat !
purpose several years ago.
Pennsylvania stations generally,
it is stated, have not capitulated
to the demand. Legal opinion given
them is that they cease performing
recordings of members of NAPA.
NAPA claims a membership, it is
understood, of some 250 recording
artists
at a copyright hearing. ing two but
years ago the membership
list presented was far less imposThe NAB is cooperating with
Pennsylvania broadcasters, and
Managing
Director
W. Baldwin has sent
stationsJames
a confidential
report The
covering
the association's
views.
Pennsylvania
Supreme
Court ruling does not have effect
outside the state, according to legal
opinion, and can only be invoked
if test cases in other states are decided against stations.
Test cases are pending in New
York, Chicago, and Los Angeles
involving other artists. Stuart
Sprague, New York attorney and
former
counsel,
is the NAB's
attorney NBC
in these
matters.
Jello in Canada
THE Jello program with Jack
Benny goes on three regional Canadian Broadcasting Corp. networks starting Jan. 2. It has been
carried for some years on two
Canadian stations, NBC outlets in
Montreal and Toronto. Now added
to CFCF, Montreal, and CRCT,
Toronto, are CJCB CHNS, CFCY
CKCW CFNB and CHSJ in the
Maritime region ; CBO CFRC CBW
CFCH CJKL CKGB CKPR in the
Ontario region; and CKY CKX
CKCK CHAB CFQC CKBI CFAC
CJCA CJOC in the Prairies region.
The account was handled by Baker
Advertising Agency Ltd., Toronto.
hauser Timber Co., 20 shares ; A. W.
Talbot, Seattle, 20 shares. 250 watts
daytime on 780 kc.
WISCONSIN
WDSM,
Superior,
Wis. —former
CP issued
A. Baxter,
retired
mayorto ;Fred
100
watts on 1200 kc.
WYOMING
KVRS, Rock
Springs
—Co.CP; R.issued
to Wyo-oil
R. West,
dealer mingandBroadcasting
monumental
works
owner,
50.98%,vice;man,Kenneth
M.
Nielsen,
radio
ser100 watts
250 watts 48.99%.
day on 1370
kc. night and
In addition, the FCC has authorized the
removal
of KGKO, Wichita Falls, into
Fort Worth.
• Broadcast
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The 2 for 1
LOW PRICE STORE

Look lot the
BIG RED BELL
Oklahoma City
OKLAHOMA

117 West Main St.
PHONE 3-2838
November S3, 1937
WKY

POWER

HAS

THE

TO

SELL

liir. LI. K. Bonebrake
Advertising i-^anager
SKirvin
Tower Hotel
Radio Station
'.•'KY
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Dear mr. bonebrake:
believe
in giving
where
is due, sothewe feel
that we owe',reyou
a letter
to tellcredit
you how
muchcredit
we appreciate
splendid results we ere getting from our radio program, "The Bell Boys,
v/hioh
Friday.v.e broadcast over your station at 7 a.m., Llonday through

OKLAHOMA'S

POWER-TO-BUY!

Frankly, vje considered this program an experiment when v;e
began a three-tiraes-a-iveek schedule about a month ago. '.Ve had never
used a program before, and we were dubious as to its ability to
produce business.
two why
weeks,
".'e beganand
asking new './ithin
customers
theyhowever,
ceme to wethewere
Bellconverted,
Clothing Company,
in nine cases
out program.
of ten theyEspecially
told us they
came as v;as
the anresult
of' in
hearing
the radio
gratifying
increase
our out-of-town business. *./e may add that the second Saturday follov^ing our first program produced the largest single day's volume in the
history of our store.
'..'e also mention our Tulsa store in all programs, and I am
sure you will be pleased to know that the Tulsa store is feeling the
same response.
As the result of this proof of VfKY's pulling pov/er, we have
concentrated
entire
radio appropriation
our '.VKY
program,
as.
you know, our
we are
broadcasting
five days a onweek,
instead
of thewhich,
three originally scheduled.
Ck)od merchandise at fair prices, combined with good
advertising, is an unbeatable conhiRu±ion,
You3?s^ei?^C2u

OKLAHOMA'S CASH FARM
INCOME IS UP 30%
t Sale 01 P*rMEI
GOi/EBNMENT
^.SEPTEMBER
1937

• The factual evidence of WKY's ability to turn
time into money may be found in the case histories
of its advertisers. The individual instance cited
above is merely a sample of the collective opinion
of its entire roster of local and national advertisers . . . expressed by their spending of more
money with WKY than with any other Oklahoma
Station.
On every hand is evidence, too, that there is
money in Oklahoma ready to be turned into sales.

This map, compiled by the U. S. Bureau of
Agriculcural £conomics. shows Oklahoma to be one
of the states which showed greatest increases in cash
farm income during the first nine months of 1937.
Oklahoma's
increase amounted to 530,433,000 ... an
increase of 30%.
AFFILIATED

WITH

This has been the best year for farmers since 1931.
Farm cash income for the first nine months, for
instance, was $30,433,000 greater this year than
in 1936. Forbes magazine (Dec. 1) puts Oklahoma in the country's fourth best sales spot.
Brookmire and others put special emphasis on the
good sales prospects in Oklahoma during the
coming six months.
Oklahoma's ability to buy and WKY's ability
to sell are two vital forces which can mean more
sales .and more profit for you immediately.

REPRESENTATIVE — E. KATZ SPECIAL ADVERTISING AGENCY
THE

OKLAHOMA

PUBLISHING

COMPANY

Plans

Are

Drawn

By Survey Group
Financial Support Is Sought
For Another Six Months
DECISION to continue the work
of the Joint Committee on Radio
Research for another six months if
the necessary financial support
could be secured was made at a
meeting of the Committee in New
York on Dec. 9. Originally scheduled for Dec. 3, the meeting had
been postponed four times because
of inability to assemble a quorum
of the 15 members, five each from
the NAB, AAAA and ANA.
Eight members attending were
Roy C. Witmer of NBC and Hugh
K. Boice of CBS, representing radio; John Benson, president of the
AAAA, which was also represented
by L. D. H. Weld. McCann-Erickson Inc.; Chester La Roche, Young
& Rubicam, and Frederick C. Gamble, executive secretary, AAAA;
Chester Lang, General Electric Co.,
and Paul West, ANA president,
representing that group.
Shortage of Funds
Discussion was chiefly financial.
Failure of the NAB to contribute
the $10,000 previously pledged and
with little hope that any of this
money would be forthcoming until
after the reorganization of the
NAB, leaves the Committee practically without funds. It is understood, however, that NBC and CBS
will probably underwrite the Committee for the six-month period by
a combined contribution of approximately $20,000, although they have
not yet officially agreed to do so.
Rural Radio Survey
These networks are currently financing the rural radio sui'vey
made by the Committee, which is
now in the tabulating stage, with
hopes of having figures on set ownership and listening habits in small
towns and farm areas ready for
release about the first of the year.
Question of best method of release
of these data also came up for discussion without being settled, networks taking the stand that since
they paid for the study they should
have the say about releasing results while remainder of Committee held it is a Committee undertaking to be governed by entire
group. Absence of Dr. George Gallup from the meeting prevented the
planned discussion of combining
the data secured by the Committee
and the breakdown of set ownership made by Gallup's Institute of
Public Opinion before either is
made public, to forestall arguments
over differences afterwards.
Paul F. Peter, secretarv of the
Committee and director of its statistical work, was reappointed for
the succeeding six months, provided the Committee continues to function.
Pillsbury Spots
PILLSBURY FLOUR MILLS Co.,
Minneapolis (flour), has started
minute announcements daily except Sunday on KRGV, Weslaco,
Texas, and WJAG, Norfolk, Neb.
Howard H. Wilson Co., Chicago, is
representative. Agency is Hutchinson Adv. Co. Inc., Minneapolis.
TWENTY county weekly newspapers
are cooperating with WLBC, Muncie,
Ind., in furnishing news for its
Around the Counties program.
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Safety WAVE
A SURGE of ice and sleet,
abetted by some snow, caused
an epidemic of accidents in
Louisville Dec. 5. So WAVE,
at the request of the local
traffic bureau, broadcast an
emergency
"Almost
immediatelywarning.
the accidents
started declining," Lieut Geo.
McAleese, acting bureau
head, wrote WAVE in giving
the station credit for stopping the accidents.
Gallup Completing Data
On Ownership of Radios
NEW figures on radio set ownership throughout the country are
now being compiled by the Institute of Public Opinion and will
be available to interested broadcasters shortly, according to Dr.
George Gallup, director of research
for Young & Rubicam Inc. and
head of the Institute. Information,
collected during the last week of
November and first week of December in the course of the Institute's
regular surveys of public opinion
conceniing matters of cuiTent political, social or economic import,
will be broken down by sections
(New England, Middle Atlantic,
East Central, West Central, South,
Mountain and Pacific) but not by
states. Breakdowns of set ownership by urban and rural dwellers
and by income groups will also be
made. Data were scheduled for release early in the month but decision to double-check the figures
caused a delay.
Network

Income

for

Lucy

to Give Full Time

To Management of WRVA
C. T. LUCY, general manager of
WRVA, Richmond, and for the
last 12 years advertising manager
for Larus & Bro.
Co., makers of
Edgeworth
T obacco
and owners
of the station,
nounced Dec.an-7
he h a d r e 1 i nquish the
latter
function
to devote
full time to the
Mr. Lucy
station.uation"The
in both sitthe
tobacco and radio fields has been
so complex that it was necessary
for me to give up one or the
other," Mr. Lucy declared. "I am
gratified to have the decision of
my company
the general
agement of that
WRVA
requiredmanmy
fullThetime
in
the
future."
post of advertising manager
for Larus has been abolished and
R. C. Garden Jr., general sales
manager, is taking over all duties
relating to advertising.
New 1,000 Walters
TWO WESTERN Canadian stations have put in new 1,000-watt
transmitters following permission
to raise their power from 100
watts given by the CBC. CFJC,
operated by the Kamloops Sentinel
at Kamloops, B. C, and CKCK, of
the Regina (Sask.) Leader-Post,
have begun their operations on
their increased power, and added
to their studios to take care of the
increase in business.
11 Months

of 1937

Running
17,2% Ahead
of 1936 Figure
DESPITE the recent business re- for November 1937, 9.2% better
cession and the lack of the politi- than the $2,429,917 for that month
cal revenues that increased the in- a year ago. MBS, with a November
comes of the nationwide networks
income of $230,274, passed its last
last year, the combined income year's figure of $227,543 by 1.2%.
from advertisers of NBC, CBS and
MBS for the first 11 months of
Gross Monthly
Time Sales
NBC-Rcd37.6%
1937 is 17.2% ahead of that for
1936
the same period in 1936 and som^e
19S6
1937 Over
—5.0
__$2,374,633
$3,000,000
ahead
of
the
total
netJan.
—8.1
34.0
work revenue for the entire year of Feb.
March _- 2,273,973 %32.2Gain $1,725,172
1,697,524
1,915,357
1936.
30.7
2,531,322
37.0
2,304.035
April _ __ 2,261,344
1,762,201
Total network income from Jan- June
—3.5
1.650.046
^_
2,211,560
48.4
May
_uary through November this year
—0
25.1
__
2,018,920
.6
1,490.426
1,613.148
is $62,675,830, as compared with July __ __ 2,094,306
1,553,540
3.2
34.8
$53,488,388 for the same period a Aug.
_-_ __ 2.057,513 —4.9
22.0%
Sept.
1,993.371
__ 2,288,866
2.222,803
Oct. __ __
year ago. Individually, NBC re- Nov.
2.417.743
2.408,286
ports a revenue from advertisers
NBC-Blue
of $35,012,200 for the 11 months, Jan. — —$1,167,366 —15.7
0.5
13.1% ahead of the $30,965,360 March
Feb. _- __ 1,021,809 —20.5
—11.2
$1,016.776
956,643
__
979.t27
for the same period of 1936. CBS
— 1,082,961
973,802 —12.7
1,122,516
figures are $25,935,500 for the first June
April
4.6
953,475
May
—
791,827
911,674
11 months of 1937, 25.1% over last
833.030
816.835
688,630
July
__
year's
MBS isreporting
slightly Aug. . „ 690.671
868.891
24.2%
behind $20,734,795.
its 1936 billings,
893.266
793,068
Sept. _
$1,728,130 for 1937 to date, 3.4%
1.278,746
Oct. __ — 1,092,480
1,116,936
Nov.
3.0
less than the $1,788,233 revenue
May
CBS —6.9
1,060,442
for the first 11 months of 1936.
Jan. __ __$2,378,620
17.8
__ 2,264,317
Feb.
1:8.6
For the month of November,
$1,901,023
1,909.146
July
March
combined billings of the networks
2,172,382
2,559,716
— 2,563,478
31.4
1.950.939
__
2,560.558
totaled $6,266,093, a gain of 2.3%
June
46.4
1.749,517
64.8
over the November 1936 figure of April - 2,476.576
1,502,768
—
1.988,412
53.8
$6,126,188. Individually, CBS and
1,292,755
__
1,955.280
—5
1,232,588
12.7%
58.6.1
MBS both showed gains for the Aug-. __ — 2.028.585
10.3
1.838.932
Oct.
month, while NBC took a loss. Sept.
2.505.485
2.754.808
Nov. _. __ 2,654,473
9.2
2,429,917
Blue's gain not being enough to offMBS—23.0
set Red's decrease. For the month, Jan. —__S 202,088
187,362 —31.5
- __ 212,861
162.358
NBC-Red reported gross billings of Feb.
March
$ 191,483
165.266
—29.4
15.0
$2,288,866, down 5.0% from the July
24.4
—14.7
__
173,746
24.3
139.834
April
.
$2,408,286 billings in November
2.7
104.510
129.907
133,341
June
99,136
1936. NBC-Blue, on the other hand, May __
116.223
109.561
had a total of $1,092,480 for the
84,362
79.556
168.919
month, 3.0% above the $1,060,442 Aug.
119,210
Oct. _ „_
__ 230,274
206.194
figure for the same month last Sept. - __
271.629
227,543
1.2
year. CBS figures are $2,654,473 Nov.
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Wired
Tried

Television
in New

York

Peck Television Corp. Starts
Service to Restaurant
COMMERCIAL television, using
wires instead of radio waves, was
introduced Dec. 9 when Peck Television Corp. began supplying televised news bulletins to its first
client.
at 50thJackSt.Dempsey's
and 8th Restaurant,
Ave., New
York, from a transmitting machine
in the Hotel Lincoln at 44th St.
and 8th Ave. Mr. Dempsey sent
the first message over the new
system, which at present uses
standard wire lines, although it
can be operated by radio.
Messages are typed on a transparent ribbon passing through a
special automatic-feed typewriter
and into the transmitting cabinet |
about the size of a four-drawer
filing cabinet. Here the ribbon
passes through a beam of light i
which scans it mechanically by 1
means of a Peck lens disc. Broken
by the typed letters, the light falls
on a photoelectric cell at the top of
the cabinet and is transformed
into electrical impulses which are
then amplified and conducted to
the lines.
At the receiving end these impulses actuate a high-gain amplifier which feeds a Peck light-modulator cell controlling a beam of
light that passes through it and
falls on a Peck lens disc, rotating
at 1200 rpm. The images are here
"reassembled" on the screen in
their original form, but greatly enlarged and reversed so that they
appear as white on black. The
screen is reflected in a three-foot
mirror at the top of the receiving
cabinet, which is about 7 feet high,
4 feet wide and 18 inches deep.
Messages,
reproduced
with 24-line
definition, are
plainly visible
from
all parts of t?ie room.
Invented by Peck
The apparatus was invented by
William H. Peck, who began experimenting with television in
1929, following research with colored movies, and who is a firm believer in the optical mechanical
scanning
as opposed
to thesystems.
betterknown cathode
ray tube
Mr. Peck is president of Peck Television Corp., which has offices at
66 West Broadway, New York.
Sales of the television news service will be under the direction of
Dailey Paskman, fonnerly managing director of WGBS, the old
Gimbel Brothers station, before
its sale to Hearst, which now operates it under the call WINS.
Present plan is to lease receivers
to restaurants, bars, hotels and
clubs, for bulletins of finance,
sports, and general news. Rental
of $45 monthly is said to be considerably below that of standard
ticker services and officials estimate that they will be able to
make about 2,000 installations in
the New York area. As soon as
they have 200 installations they
will apply
the FCC
for astated,
television to
transmitter,
it was
and if their application is granted
will replace their wires with radio
transmission.
THE p.nrtnership of B. J. Retail and
F. Arthnr Bostwick. operators of
WQDM. solvedSt.and Mr.
Albans.
Vt.. would
be disBostwick
would
become sole licensee of the station under
an application
for with
transfer
of ownership filed Dec. 10
the FCC.
• Broadcast
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I'm

GLAD

I BOUGHT
AMERICAN
Air

IS

/

a radio for Christmas.

It's a beauty, too, with an all-wave receiver.
These cold winter days I tune-in the world.
But I hear strange things.
Things I never hear in American

FREE

/

radio.

Some of the programs are good, all right. They seem to know
their music over there.
But foreign radio is so different, so tense. Surrounding each
broadcast there seems to be an atmosphere of awful dread, of
fierce control.
That sense of freedom to which we are accustomed just isn't there.
Much of the air is oratory, inflamed and destructive. Neighbors
seem to be set against neighbors. They are selling hatred.
Maybe I don't understand the language, but the words, the tones,
the manner of delivery can be understood by anyone with ears
to listen.
That isn't our conception of radio's place in the world.
We don't do that here.
No one on the American air dares tell us to hate one another
because of race or religion.
No one dares use the air to drive us apart. In America radio brings
us closer together.
American radio enjoys freedom in which to contribute the
greatest service to the American listener, to develop the art to
its widest possibilities. Here its purpose is to entertain, to inform, to serve.
We are free to turn the dial until we find the message, the service,
or the music to match the mood we feel. The only dictator we
know in America is the dictate of our own desire.
I'm glad the American

Air is free.

I'm glad particularly now, because American radio is free to
bring us
again the Christmas message: Peace on Earth, Good-will
toward
M.en.
This is the American

system of broadcasting.

A 7nessage in the interests of the American system of broadcasting by one proud to be a
fart thereof; by one -privileged from time to time to have contributed to its progress, by
one seeking new ways to broaden its service to the American listener.
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Baseball
Left

to

Coverage
Each

Club

General Mills, Atlantic and
Kellogg Again Interested
THOUGH major league policies regarding baseball broadcasts were
still undecided at the conclusion of
the baseball meeting held in Chicago Dec. 6-8, future decisions being left up to the individual clubs,
two sponsors signed to broadcast
two minor league schedules in
1938. They were General Mills,
which for the second successive
year will sponsor all home games
of the American Association, and
Atlantic Refining Co. It was learned
however, that this was part of a
three year contract which General
Mills has with the American Association for three years terminating with the 1939 games.
Atlantic Refining, which sponsored games in four cities of the
New York - Pennsylvania League
(now the Eastern League) during
the past season will sponsor games
in all seven of the league towns.
In addition to the four stations
used in '37— WNBF, Binghamton,
N. Y.; WERE, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.;
WAZL, Hazleton; WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y. ;— the following three
stations will also be used in 1938:
WESG, Elmira, N. Y.; WTNJ,
Trenton, N. J., and WGBI, Scranton, Pa. For the most part, in the
American Association, General
Mills will use the same station setup as prevailed in 1937 although
there may be two or three changes
before the season gets under way.
Stations used last year were
WHAS, WBNS, WIRE, WCCO,
KXBY, WISN, WTCN and WSPD.
Other Deals Pending
Deals with other baseball clubs
were consummated but the advertisers declined to reveal them until the entire lineup is complete.
In the American League, contracts
with all major league teams permitting broadcasts of games have
terminated and although reports at
the major league session were
widely circulated that rights for
the American League games would
be sold to one sponsor, L. C. McEvoy, rector
vice-pi'esident
radio told
diof the American and
League,
Broadcasting they were without
foundation.
Instead the following American
League teams will again make their
own contracts for their own clubs:
Chicago, Boston, St. Louis, Cleveland, Philadelphia and Detroit.
Both New York and Washington
have so far refused permission for
any broadcasts of their home
games.
Although the entire station setup for 1938 is not complete inasmuch as stations are not selected
until advertisers have secured the
rights to broadcast games from
the teams themselves, both Atlantic
Refining and Kellogg will definitely
be on more stations than last year,
with the latter firm possibly doubling its nine-station set-up of 1937.
General Mills, which last season sponsored games on more than
80 stations either alone or with
Socony Vacuum Oil Co., will probably use as many or more stations
next year. Socony cosponsored
games on nearly 50 stations last
season and this may be slightly increased next year. Agencies for the
leading baseball advertisers are:
General Mills, Knox Reeves, Minneapolis; Socony Vacuum Oil Co.,
Page 44
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Means
IT SOUNDED

NUny,

But WDAY Found That
Listened to Midnight
The snow may be flying in
North Dakota, but WDAY still
talks about the way it handled
its baseball dilemma during
the summer. Dave Henley,
manager, tells interestingly of
WD ay's experiences and the
story will prove informative to
other stations with baseball
problems.
By DAVE
HENLEY
Manager
WDAY, Fargo, N. D.
WITH local baseball fans swinging
into concerted action behind the
Fargo-Moorhead Twins, of the
Northern League, this year, WDAY
determined to give baseball to its
entire area but, and that was a big
"but", there was a big obstacle to
overcome.
WDAY was carrying a heavy
early and late afternoon schedule.
The one spot that was open was an
T^'^ur-and-a-half starting at 3 x>. m.
The management of the Twins was
approached with the idea of starting games at 3 p. m. instead of
4:30 and 5 p. m. Careful consideration was given the idea but it had
to be given up after being tried
out for a few days since it was impossible to get crowds out that
early. So back they went to 5
o'clock which meant that WDAY
could not broadcast the games.
Right there is where El Prough,
sports announcer, stepped into the
picture with his idea of rebroadcasting the games.
Getting the Color
With his typewriter tucked under
his arm Prough attended the afternoon games. Wrote a complete running account of the game including
fill the color he could cet. At
10:15 p. m. the rebroadcast of the
day's p-ame wpnt on the aiv. It
sounded nutty, baseball at 10:30 at
night and especially out in this
part of the country where presumably people hit the hay at 8 o'clock.
The success
story ofis WDAY's
rebroadcasting
now history
but it is
history well worth keepinar in mind.
The folks out here wanted their
baseball so sincerely that they gave
concrete evidence of sitting up
nights and listening. When Prough
made his first rebroadcast he asked
for comments and expressions from
the listeners. He didn't have to wait
long — but he was a busy little man
for a few days trying to explain
just exactly how and where he attended a Twins baseball game at
10:30 at night.
Realism is what Prough gave his
work. With a carbon copy of his
running account in the hands of
Henrv Shiels. an operator, Prousrh
would go on the air. It was Shiels'
job to run the sound effects of the
crowd and with the running acaccount in front of him he did a
realistic job. For the bat contacting
the ball Prough found that a snap
of his fingers worked well; for the
ball landing in the catcher's mitt
he used a mallet and catcher's mitt.
From the time one of his games
started there was no doubt in the
J. Stirling Getchell Inc., New York ;
Kellogg Co., N. W. Ayer & Son,
Philadelphia; Atlantic Refining
Co., N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadel-

phia.
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THIS

IDEA

Even Early-to-Bed Folk
Baseball Recreations

BASEBALL — WDAY used three
men to handle its rebroadcasts late
at night. Left to right are _ El
Prough, announcer; Harold Smithson, operator; Henry Shiels, sound
effects.
listener's mind that he was at a
ballOut-of-town
game.
games were handled
by Western Union direct wires.
Prough worked directly from these
reports, letting the game get a
head start in the event it was a
night
The game.
rebroadcasts became a major
feature of WDAY — the Twins
drew the best crowds in their history and local sponsors clambered
to participate in the broadcasts.
Some of the sponsors were: YB
Cigars, Fitgers Beer, Coca Cola
and a number of local accounts.
The rebroadcasts solved the problem for WDAY and gave the local
team a mighty boost in popularity
which was exactly what everybody
interested wanted and as a result
everybody is happy and the station
has a baseball feature for 1938 that
is already established with a listening audience in three states.
News Test on WFBR
FRANKLIN ROUDYBUSH, newspaper man, lecturer and head of
the Roudybush Foreign Service
<?,^v.nr^l wVi^r-Vi trains young Amei'icans for the
diplomatic service,
began a series
of interpretative
newscasts
on
WFBR, Baltimore, Dec. 2 und-of
er sponsorship
Remington - Rand
Inc.,
York.
M r. New
Roudybush,
Mr. Roudybush who speaks eight
languages and during two trips
around the world interviewed prominent political leaders for the
American press, will confine his
news periods to a timely exposition of what is going on in world
capitals with a dramatization of
personalities and events. His series
will consist of 13 quarter-hour
newscasts on Thursday evenings.
Leeford Adv. Agency, New York,
has the account.
BRIGGS & VARLEY Inc., New
York agency, has been purchased by
Leo McGivena, formerly promotion
manager, Netv York Daily News, and
more recently copy director of Lennen & Mitchell Inc., New York ; Frederic Suhr, executive art director of the
latter agency ; and Tom Varley, vicepresident, Briggs & Varley. Harry
Varley, president, recently resigned to
become president of Schick Razor
Corp. ship The
agency's
in owneris effective
Jan. change
1.
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to Improve

Programs

Sought

Chicago Group Favors Awards ;
Higher Standards Advised
CHICAGO agency and station men
met Dec. 8 at the invitation of Bobby Brown, WBBM program director, toshows.
discuss ways to improve radio
One of the plans suggested was
to offer cash prizes, as the motion
picture industry does through its
Academy Awards for best scripts,
best produced programs, best acted
radio shows. Rather than have orlike the Women's
National Radioganizations
Committee
offer various awards it was agreed that radio itself should assume the initiative in offering some worthwhile
prize
material.for better-grade dramatic
Stations and networks were
urged to refuse programs of a substandard nature. Even though better-grade dramatic programs do
not sell immediately, stations
should continue to put on good
dramatic programs because once
proven successful with listeners,
advertisers will be only too glad to
sponsor them on the air, the group
suggested. Smaller stations were
urged to take the initiative in fostering better grade dramatic productions especially since, in most
instances, they have more sustaining time available than the larger
stations.
Both networks and stations were
urp-ed to foster more workshops
like those at New York University
and the CBS programs directed by
Irving Reis. Once high-grade writers and actors are developed, radio should expend more money in
their behalf so that Hollywood
would not be constantly seducing
radio's best talent, the radio men
concluded.
Suggestion was made that radio
salesmen, rather than thinking of
only selling time when contacting
prospective advertisers, approach
them with suggestions for bettertype programs.
selves came in forAdvertisers
criticism in themthat,
though they might be successful
business
men,haveagencies
stations should
completeandcharge
of production.
Agency men attending the meeting were: George Fogel, Jack Hurdle, Jack Mathae and Ed Morse
of Blackett-Sample-Hummert; Joseph T. Ainley, Aubrey, Moore &
Wallace; Lou Jackobson, J. Walter
Thompson Co.; Arthur Meyerhoff,
Neisser - Meyerhoff ; Cecil Widdefield, Schwimmer & Scott; Station
folk included Myrtle Stahl, Blair
Walliser and Russ Young, WGN;
Harold Safford, WLS; Miles Reed,
WCFL; Joe Allabough, WJJD;
Judith Waller, NBC; and Bobby
Brown, Stan Thompson, Walter
Preston, Kaye Brinker, Orin Tovrov, Stuart Dawson, Phil Bowman, Dick Lawrence, Ted MacMurray, Hal Burnett, Frank Rand and
Dick Chindblom, of WBBM. Harold W. Crews of Northwestern University; Harold W. Kent, radio director of the Chicago Public
Schools, and Read Wight of World
Broadcasting System also attended.
PRODUCERS Distributing Agency
Inc., New York (Norbest turkeys),
on Dec. 13 started a new series of
daily five-minute broadcasts on WOR,
Newark. Agency is Edwin M. Phillips Co., New York.
• Broadcast
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The Newspaper
Issue
DEEP MYSTERY may enshroud the newlyconstituted FCC in its efforts to remould policies governing broadcasting. But it is glaringly apparent that just about the knottiest job
before it deals with newspaper ownership.
There is no mistaking the fact that the
FCC has embarked upon a quest for information on this subject. The zeal with which commissioners have plied attorneys with inquiries
on the subject at recent oral arguments; the
deeply significant manner in which examiners
delve into newspaper ownership matters in applications they hear, and in manifold other
ways this interest has been demonstrated.
Although he has made no direct statement,
Chairman Frank R. McNinch is understood to
have been advised by President Roosevelt that
he wanted the newspaper ownership issue considered. Nearly a year ago, FCC General
Counsel Hampson Gary, in response to an interrogatory from Senatqr Wheeler, held that
the FCC, under the existing law, has no
authority to separate newspapers from station
ownership, but he felt Congress constitutionally could evolve legislation to that end.
The issue is a live one. Presumably, the FCC
will make some recommendation to Congress
after it has thoroughly exhausted all phases of
the problem. But the Commission obviously
isn't ready as yet to crystallize its views.
The degree to which the FCC is plumbing
this issue has been reflected in the questions
of members at oral arguments. The most recent instance was in the case of KSD, owned
by the St. Louis Post Dispatch, against KFUO,
owned by the Lutheran Synod, the latter using
a few hours weekly on the KSD channel of
550 kc. Commissioner Brown took occasion to
ask Donald Richberg, of counsel for KSD, and
former NRA administrator, as to his views.
In pointed response, Mr. Richberg held that
newspaper ownership has not reached the point
where a monopoly issue is involved; that newspapers were in the forefront of broadcasting
development and should not be penalized by
any class restrictions; that it was perfectly
natural for newspapers to pioneer in broadcasting since both are dedicated to general
public service, and that the Bill of Rights
guarantees freedom of the press. He concluded
that the issue should not constitute a policy
problem, except in handling of individual cases.
With that viewpoint we are inclined to concur wholeheartedly. But there is no sidestepping of the issue as far as the FCC is conPage 48
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cerned. It is under a virtual mandate to probe
newspaper ownership and that it is doing.
On the same subject, William S. Paley,
brilliant young president of CBS, put his
finger on the very crux of the newspaper
ownership issue in an address before the educational conference in Chicago. He asserted
that radio "must never have an editorial page;
that it must forever be wholly, honestly, and
militantly non-partisan, not only in politics
but in the whole realm of arguable social
We have advocated that view even before
the
newspaper divorcement agitation. It has
ideas."
been engendered by the fear that militant publishers will go to the microphones they own
and orally "publish" their editorials, while
their opponents have no such opportunity.
In his speech, published elsewhere in this
issue, Mr. Paley ably differentiates between
freedom of the press and freedom of speech.
There is a real difference. Radio would be in
very grave danger if station owners exercised
the prerogatives of newspaper publishers to
plead partisan cases via the instrumentalities
they control. But the answer is that radio, except in very isolated and remote cases, simply
isn't doing it. And a thinking broadcasting industry, sensitive to the tempo of the times,
and aware of its public service responsibilities,
will not permit itself to become tainted with
any political complexion or involved with any
partisan movement.
Legion Revival
SIGNS are becoming increasingly plentiful of
impending revival of a "Legion of Decency"
campaign against radio. Feelers are being
thrown out. Editorials are being adroitly
"planted" in anti-radio journals, as an obvious
build-up. "Radio lobby" propaganda is being
disseminated at an accelerated pace. The same
clique of calamity-howlers appears to be sowing the seed.
The first "Legion of Decency" against radio
started some three years ago. It attempted to
carry on anonymously. It had a fictitious New
York address. It pandered its stuff successfully to the amusement trade press — constitutionally opposed to commercial radio even
though it attempts to hide that antagonism —
and to anti-radio newspapers. They didn't
bother to check the source or the veracity of
the tirades; it was anti-radio and that was
sufficient.
A few days ago the Detroit Free Press carried a significant editorial citing "the abuse

of radio in this country" and pointing out that
the "forces of decency have made their voice
heard in other directions." This was ably
answered by James F. Hopkins, head of
WJBK, in a letter that must have caused the
Free Press editorial board to do a little reflecting and perhaps some checking.
Simultaneously, members of Congress and
of other radio groups in Washington have
been queried in a systematic movement by
certain amusement trade-press legmen on the
"Legion" revival. That is the old army game.
Radio is not vulnerable to attack on the
basis of decency. On the contrary, it has kept
itself scrupulously free of such things as sex
and crime and other morbid pursuits that appear to be in public demand but not public
interest. Radio caters neither to the level
of the tabloid-reader nor the very rich. But
it provides a service, all things considered,
that satisfies them equally along with the
great majority of the listening populace. And
it is constantly improving that service.
Let those who have crusading complexes
direct their energies toward conditions that
need correcting, and where they might be rewarded with some degree of success. And, as
is always the case, they might first take, a look
in the mirror and decide whether there isn't a
preliminary job to be done.
Reorgaaization Plan
A PLAN for reorganization of the NAB has
been drafted under the mandate of the emergency convention held in New York two
months ago. It is a good plan. It is the fruit
of the labors of a committee of able men. It is
the result of two months of intensive study
and analysis of the problems confronting all
elements of the industry, undertaken by Philip
G. Loucks, an attorney peculiarly fitted for the
task by virtue of having served as the NAB
executive officer for five years.
The plan soon will be in the hands of all
broadcasters, NAB members and non-member?
alike. The committee asks that it be studied
and criticized. Then it will be redrafted to
encompass the best of the new thoughts advanced, and again submitted to the industry
30 days prior to the annual convention to be
held in Washington Feb. 14 at which the reorganization must be effectuated.
The plan is a democratic one. It provides
for strong leadership through the designation
of a paid president. Sanely, it recommends, in
effect, against a "czar". It provides means
whereby all elements in the industry may participate in activities of the association. And it
provides for adequate personnel to care for
labor, legal, engineering, research, promotion
and other policy problems.
We concur 100% in the objectives of the
plan. It follows closely the desires of the membership expressed at the last half-dozen NAB
annual meetings. Unless the basic plan is
adopted, the NAB as such will disintegrate.
The process already has set in, as a matter of
fact. And many important stations — the most
important — have already made known they intend to drop out unless a far-reaching revamping of the association is effected.
Broadcasters should scrutinize the plan
closely. They should make their suggestions
freely. And then they should come to the
February convention prepared to sweep into
effect a concrete project to safeguard their
industry and, incidentally, themselves.
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CLARENCE GILBERT COSBY
SOLDIER, concert artist, ball series of joint concerts through
player — professions as widely sep- South America.
arated as the moon from the stars
Upon his return from that tour,
have all known the name of Clar- the war clouds overshadowed his
ence Cosby, general manager of thoughts of further concert work,
Thomas Patrick Inc., operator of so Cosby heeded the call and joined
the army.
KWK, St. Louis.
His name was promptly entered
His interesting career began almost as soon as he discarded three- on the roll of the Intelligence Seccornered pants, as his record shows
tion of the U. S. Army, and he was
a professional singing engagement
sent
the water by the "G2"
at the age of four. That first im- office,across
attached to the 89th Divipression of the gentle art of
sion. During the conflict he served
singing molded the ambition of under Col. Frank Wilbur Smith,
Clarence Gilbert Cosby toward the and Capt. Thomas E. Gowenlock,
concert stage and a brilliant career now a prominent Chicago attorney.
In a book written by Captain
as an artist — but — something happened to those plans and dreams.
Gowenlock, and only recently pubUpon his graduation from St.
lished, Soldiers of Darkness, Mr.
Cosby rates considerable mention
Louis University, Cosby, although
short of stature, joined the old for his activity in this most dangerous branch of foreign service.
Eastern Illinois League as an outfielder for Pana, 111. After demonHe managed, by his uncanny abilstrating fair promise as a ball
ity to keep his head on his shoulders, to reach the morning on which
player, he was sent to Montgomery,
the Armistice was signed. Just as
Ala., in the Southern Association,
where he again held down a posi- the war was within a few hours of
tion as outfielder. He had as a termination and the order to "cease
team-mate in those days, Casey firing" was about to be heard, Cosby ran afoul a gas attack near the
Stengel, ex-pilot of the Brooklyn
Dodgers. Having pocketed at least front line sector at Steney, France.
a small part of his earnings as a He was carted away to a French
chaser of the horsehide, Cosby re- hospital in Paris, where he was
turned to his home in St. Louis to confined for nine months while conresume his study of voice — still his valescing.
real ambition.
That gas attack ended abruptly
From St. Louis, where he was
a promising concert career. Cosby
born, he journeyed to New York
spent months trying to regain his
City, after having his assets forti- singing voice but his throat and
fied by his father, the late Dr. V. lungs had been so injured that furB. Cosby. Upon reaching Gotham,
ther concert engagements were out
he entered his study of voice with of the question.
determination. Several outstanding
Upon returning to America and
instructors convinced of his prom- attempting further to prepare himself for a tentative contract with
ise, promptly took him under their
wing. After intensive study with the Chicago Civic Opera Company,
two of the more famous teachers he was brought face-to-face with
— Paul Mori and Francis Fischer the realization that he must seek
Power of New York — Cosby de- other lines of endeavor. Not to
cided to polish off his study by stray too far from the profession
training abroad. He traveled to of his choice he joined Baldwin
Paris, where he went to the stu- Piano Co., in charge of advertisdios of Jean De Reski, one of the
ing and Artists' Service for the
world's greatest. When he was pro- Southern half of the United States,
nounced ready for his chosen field, from coast to coast. During his ten
Cosby returned to America where
years with Baldwin, Cosby enlisted
he started a series of concerts many great artists to the cause of
throughout the States. After a its pianos — such outstanding musicians and conductors as Jose Iturhighly successful concert debut, he
teamed with Albert G. Robyn in a bi, Edward Johnson, and Eugene
BROADCASTING
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HUGH (Rusty) YOUNG, formerly
with WIOD, Miami, and KFSD, San
Diego, has returned to his home town,
Winnipeg, to join the sales staff of
CJRC. He was featured over the air
in Winnipeg in 1931 in a comedy
team, going from there to WGCO.
W. DONALD ROBERTS, formerly
with Joseph Hershey McGillvra, station representative organization. New
York, has joined the eastern sales
staff of NBC, New York.
ROBERT RUNCK, formerly with
WLW, Cincinnati, and Miss Helen
Hoag. formerly with Paramount and
Warner Brothers, have joined the
sales staff of WALR, Zanesville, control of which was recently acquired
by Ronald B. Woodyard. Bob Horn
remains as program director, with
Stuart Finley. formerly with WCPO.
Cincinnati. WWSW, Pittsburgh, and
WIBX, Utiea, as production manager and chief announcer.
YICTOR BROOKS, formerly with
CKCR. Waterloo. Ont., has been appointed commercial manager of CFCH,
North Bay, Ont.
L. B. WILSON, owner of WCKY,
Cincinnati, has purchased a home on
Venetian Island, near Miami Beach.
Fla., from Geoi-ge W. Davis, head of
the new Davis Dog Products firm,
Chicago.
ARDE BULOVA, watch manufacturer and broadcaster,
on the visit.
No7-mandie
Dec. 8 for sailed
a European
JOHN GILLIS, formerly of Marshall
Field & Co., Chicago, has joined the
sales staff of WLS, that city, to replace Dave Wilburn, who has joined
the local office of John Blair & Co.
ROBERT I. BERGER, director of
radio for the Democratic National
Committee,
taken leave
of abscence
to acthas
as director
of radio
for
the Committee for the Celebration of
the President's Birthday. With headquarters in New York, he has arranged programs to be carried by
NBC. CBS and Mutual.
JAMES R. MIDDLEBROOKS, CBS
construction engineer, was the princiat the
Radio Departmentalpalof speaker
the San
Francisco
Advertising
Club Dec. 9. Clyde Coombes, member
of the NBC sales department in San
Francisco, also spoke. Phil Lasky,
manager
the day. of KSFO, was chairman of
EDWARD J. JANSEN, commercial
manager of KVI, Tacoma, is the
father of a nine-pound daughter, born
Nov. .30. The baby has been named
Ann Theresa Jansen.
Goesens.
Many artists in the field of serious music were booked for engagements anywhere from Paducah, Ky.
to Phoenix, Ariz., by the young
gentleman who had so much to say
about the quality of Baldwin pianos. In 1929, when he was informed that his office was to be
consolidated and moved to Cincinnati, Cosby decided quite suddenly
that he was fairly tired of wandering around, and quietly hung his
hat in St. Louis.
The day he left Baldwin, he just
as quietly slid his feet under a
desk that bore the name plate —
"Clarence Cosby, General Manager
—KWK."
He had joined the station which
he previously could have purchased
but which he had let slip through
his fingers.
During his activity with Baldwin, he had come in frequent contact with Thomas Patrick Convey,
who had started KMOX, and later
had bought KWK. It was a case of

STANLEY LOMAS, formerly with
N. W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia, on
Nov. 29 joined CBS, New York, as
assistant to Edwin S. Reynolds, sales
promotion andmanager
the network's
managed
operatedfor stations.
FRANK OXARART, veteran radio
executive and former San Francisco
manager for Allied Advertising Agencies,
joined
KYA, San Francisco, asrecently
account
executive.
FRANCIS CHAMBEBLIN of the
commercial department of WMPS,
Memphis,
is the father of a baby girl
born recently.
DON SERVICE, attorney for Broadcasting Service Assn., Sydney, Australia, arrives in Los Angeles Dec.
27
aboard
business. the Monterey, on company
CHARLES H. KELTNER, former
county farm advisor of Rockford, 111.,
has been cultural
appointed
director that
of agriservice of WROK,
city.
SAMUEL R. ROSENBAUM, president of WFIL, Philadelphia, was
named chairman of the radio committee for Philadelphia's United Campaign charity drive.
CHESTER M. STRATTON, formerly of Radio-Keith-Orpheum and NBC,
has been named managing director of
National
Registry, 415 Lexington Ave., Radio
New York.
GEORGE COOK, assistant treasurer
of WLS, Chicago, became the father
of a 6V2 pound boy, David, Dec. 4,
his third child.
EDWARD KLAUBER, CBS New
York executive vice-president, was in
Hollywood in early December to confer with Donald W. Thornburgh, Pacific Coast vice-president.
ROSStishBARBOUR,
executive
of BriBroadcasting Corp.,
London,
was
in Hollywood in early December contacting talent.
EVE STANLEY, formerly of J. Walter Thompson Co., San Francisco, has
joined KFI-KECA,
Los added
Angeles,
as
account
executive. Also
to the
sales staff are John C. Jensen of the
Los Angeles Daily Neios, and Harry
H. Comer, formerly of the Los Angeles Times.
FRANK DELLETT, NBC western
division auditor, has been transferred
from San Francisco to Hollywood
where auditing headquarters are now
established.
JOHN ROYAL, NBC New York
vice-president in charge of programs,
has been in Hollywood conferring
with Don E. Oilman, western division vice-president.
mutual admiration, with Cosby
greatly impressed with the aggressiveness and showmanship of Convey. Convey, in turn, was happy to
annex to his new station as general manager a man with the theatrical background and advertising ability that Cosby possessed.
He became affiliated with KWK
at the very beginning of its rapid
rise as a leading metropolitan station, and his guiding hand helped
to build the station to its present
position.
the Cosby,
death ofwith
'Thomas
Patrick Upon
Convey,
his
thorough knowledge of Convey's
ideals,able aid
proved
himselfBob
an Convey,
invaluin assisting
the son, as he took over control and
operation of the station which his
father had founded.
Clarence Cosby will soon qualify
to give his own version of "Life
Begins asat well
Forty."
He and
Mrs.
Cosby,
as their
strapping
young
Don announcer)
(who's determined
to
be ason,
sports
live in
University City, a suburb of St.
Louis.
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HIXES HATCHETTE, formerly a
salesman at WINS, New York, is now
with .J. H. Perry Associates, New
York, as salesman for WCOA and
newspapers.
GLENN SNYDER, vice-president and
general manager of WLS, was rei elected president of the Veterans of
Company A, 3.56 infantry, at the annual reunion held recently in St. Joseph. Mo.
GEORGE PROVOL, formerly of
KFKA, Greeley, Col., has joined the
sales staff of KDYL, Salt Lake City.
GEORGE MAGNES. former advertising agency man, has joined the staff
of KJBS, San Francisco, as account
executive.
PERSONNEL
AT WLW
SHIFTED BY SHOVSE
GRADUALLY altering the personnel structure of the Crosley stations, James D. Shouse, vice-president of Crosley Radio Corp. and
general manager of WLW and
WSAI, on Nov. 29 announced four
promotions on the WLW staff.
E. C. Krautters was named assistant sales manager and Eldon A.
Park, assistant program manager.
The posts of both sales manager
and program manger at present
are vacant. Robert G. Jennings, assistant manager in charge o f
WSAI, at present temporarily is
serving as chief assistant to Mr.
Shouse in both the sales and program departments.
Lee House was promoted from
the production department to the
head of continuity, succeeding Mr.
Krautters. Bob Franken was assigned to traffic, succeeding Mr.
Park.
Bob Dunville, assistant manager
of KMOX, St. Louis, which Mr.
Shouse headed prior to his acceptance of the Crosley post, has
joined the WLW staff in an executive capacity. He will be assigned
to the program department, it is
understood. For the past five years,
Mr. Dunville was on the executive
staff of KMOX under Mr. Shouse.
AFA

Urged

to Combat

Charge That Advertising
Causes Boost in Prices
THE advertising profession must
meet the challenge that advertising
costs are responsible for increased
prices to the consumer, George M.
Slocum, president of the Advertising Federation of America told
the 10th District AFA session held
recently in San Antonio.
! As a matter of fact, Mr. Slocum
pointed out, advertising means
wider distribution with lower manufacturing costs and lower prices
to the consumer.
Among other speakers were William C. D'Arcy, former AFA president; Neal Barrett, Oklahoma City,
retiring governor and manager of
KOMA, Oklahoma City; Harry
Boyd Brown, of Philco Radio &
Television Corp. Delegates included
Gene Roth, manager of KONO,
San Antonio; Hugh A. L. Halff,
president of WOAI; Mr. Barrett;
Carl A. Doty, merchandising man' ager of WOAI.
BOB BURNS, comedian, has filed
suit in Los Angeles superior court to
: prevent Radio Transcription Co. of
America, Hollywood, and C. C. Pyle,
its president, from distributing a
transcribed radio program in which
he is featured. He charges that while
r he did make some records, they have
been dubbed into the transcription
series with other talent without his
consent.
Page 50 • December

LEE GEBHARDT, Chicago, who
wrote Ma Perkins script for a number
of years, has been assigned by Blackett-Sample-Hummert Inc., Chicago,
to author the Court of Missing Heirs,
sponsored
on CBS by Skelly Oil Co.,
Kansas City.

FIRST BIRTHDAY— Of KVOR, Colorado Springs, under management
of the Out West Broadcasting Co. was celebrated with a studio show
called Suppressed Desires. Suppressing same are (left to right) Wauhillau LaHay, program director; Dudley Tichenor, sales; Bob Hayward,
operator; Arbor Fuller, announcer; Zelle Wade, program department;
Leon Marshall, sales; Tom Roark, operator; Anita Parry, secretary;
Gil Hodges, newscaster; Bob Freed, announcer; Paul Hughes, newscaster; Fred C. Mueller, commercial manager; Hugh B. Terry, station
manager; Charles Roberts, sound effects, and Eustace Taylor, chief
engineer. There followed a party.

LARRY NIXON, program director.
WNEW, New York, and Miss Jeanette Smits were married in Baltimore Dec. 4.
ERWIN DARLINGTON has joined
the announcing staff of WDNC, Dvirham, N. C, to replace Al Harding
who recently joined WCCO, Minneapolis.
JAMES ALDEN BARBER, former
program director of KBTM, .Tonesboro. tion
Ark.,
hasofbeen
named Missoula,
producmanager
KGVO,
Mont.
GEORGE DEAN, formerly of KVOS,
Bellingham, Wash., has joined KOMOKJR, Seattle.
ED GUNDAKER, formerly of
WGAL. Lancaster. Pa., has joined
the announcing staff of WHP, Harrishnrg. Robert Deihl. formerly of
WOR. Newark, has also joined the
WHP announcing staff.
CARL ERICKSON. WIND, Gary,
announcer and Marie Fox of Rockford, 111., were married Dec. 1 in Valparaiso, Ind.
HANK RICHARDS, free-lance continuity writer, has returned to Chicago from Chandler, Ariz., and is
writing Kei/stone Barn Dance Parti/.
Gillette Hometown Memories, and
Voice of the Feed Lot. on WLS.
Richards was formerlv with WLS.
KMOX, WIND and KRNT.
KEN ENGLUND, Hollywood radio
and motion picture writer, is writing
a book on radio scripts.
SAMUEL KURTMAN. after receiving^ his _ degree in dental surgery at
ITniversity of Pennsylvania, has returned to Hollywood and rejoined Eddie Cantor's
on theinclude
CBS
Texaco
Town.writing
Other staff
writers
Charles
Quillen,
Izzy
Elinson
and
.Tohn Rapp.
BETTY LAIDLAW and Robert Lively have been added to the writing
staff of the CBS Vicl-s Open House
program sponsored by Vicks Chemical
Co., from Los Angeles.
KEN CARPENTER, NBC Hollywood announcer, has replaced Don
Wilson on the weekly Holly icood 3Iqrdi Gras program sponsored on the
Red network by Packard Motor Car
Co. Wilson now confines his radio
activities exclusively to the Jack Benny Program (Jell-O) sponsored by
General drawal
Foods
Corp.programs
Wilson'sis withfrom other
said
to have been requested by General
Foods, but he continues his motion
picture work. Carpenter continues to
announce the NBC Kraft Music Hall
sponsored by Kraft Phenix Cheese
Corp.
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Getting the Bird
A BIG snow owl from the
North flew into a high-tension wire recently and shut
off the current for the transmitter of WHBL, Sheboygan,
Wis. The station was off the
air 3.5 minutes. The bird was
electrocuted.
KLZ, Denver, was off the
air for seven minutes recently when a blue heron stopped
to rest on its main power
line. The heron rests in peace.
DAVID BROEKMAN, after three
years with Don Lee Broadcasting
System, Los Angeles, during which
time he was musical director, has resigned. He continues as musical director of the weekly NBC Thrills
sponsored by Union Oil Co., on the
Coast.
PAUL PIERCE has resigned as radio department manager of Howard
W. Newton Co., Beverly Hills, Cal.,
agency, to join the CBS Hollywood
continuity staff. He succeeds Ray
Grande, resigned.
BOB EDGE, hunting and fishing authority of WOR, Newark, on Dec.
2 married Miss Liljan J. Larsen.
BILL HOLMES, former radio and
music editor of the Oakland Post-Enquirer, resigned recently to join the
continuity staff of NBC, San Francisco. He will write for the Women's
Magazine ternoon
of variety
the show.
Air, participating afHELEN SAWYER, of the KSFO
staff in San Francisco for three
years, has resigned to join the production department of CBS in Holl.vwood.
MARY KATHLEEN MOORE recently was placed in charge of the
music library information desk at
NBC, San Francisco. She had be_en
with NBC for ten years.
WILLIAM LANG, announcer at
KYW,
is the father of
a baby Philadelphia,
boy.
PRISCILLA FORTESCUE, fashion
editor of WAAB, Boston, has gone to
Hollywood to prepare for a weekly
MBS series titled Neiv England Girl
in HoUyioood.
MARSHALL SHANTZ Jr„ formerly
of WFBL, Syracuse, N. Y., and
WIBX, Utica, N. Y., has joined the
announcing staff of WORL, Boston,
to replace Harry Marble who has
joined the announcing staff of WCAU,
Philadelphia.
KEN WILSON, organist of WHDH.
Boston, rector
hasto succeed
been named
diFredprogram
Garrigus,
shifted to announcing.
BROADCASTING

DAVID WARD
joinedZanesville,
the announcing staff of has
WALR,
O. He formerly was with WJW,
Akron; WOOL, Columbus; WSAZ,
Huntington, W. Va. ; WCSH, Charleston, W. Va., and WSMK, Dayton.
TED
former NBC
York PEARSON,
announcer recently
signedNewby
M-G-M, has been assigned a part in
the motion picture Test Pilot. He is
also announcer on the Maxwell House
broadcast.
NEIL RHAU has joined the publicity department of Warner Bros. First
National Studios, Burbank, Cal., in
charge of radio exploitation.
GERRY WILMOT, formerly of
CJOR, Vancouver, B. C, has joined
the
treal.announcing staff of CBM, MonCONNIE
formerlyInc.,
withChicago
Needham,
LewisFORD,
& Brorby
agency, has joined the announcing
staff of WMBD, Peoria. Don Tolliver
has
been made a full time WMBD announcer.
CLIFF CARL, character comedian,
has joined the staff of WHO, Des
Moines.
HARRYtainer of KMOX,
CAMPBELL,
former
enterSt. Louis,
has joined
the announcing
staff of KFRU, Columbia, Mo.
HENRY YOHANNAN, pianist of
WIND, Gary, Ind., and Mable Peters
Oklahoma, were married Dec.
6of inEnid,
Chicago.
LEWIS HERMAN, Chicago radio
writer, and Carlton Guy, the Hoosier
Philosopher on WAAF, have sold an
article to Esquire titled "Man Beats
Dog''. It is taken from Joe Doakes —
Showman, a book they will publish
soon.
JOE SILVER
been named
tinuity editor ofhas
WAAF,
Chicago. conLARRY WOLTERS, radio editor of
the Chicago Trihune, is the father of
a baby girl, born Nov. 27.
MORRISON C. WOOD, production
man at WGN, Chicago, left Dec. 6 to
direct
and write for a Hollywood film
company.
LENNA THOMAS has joined
KMOX, St. Louis, to handle art work
for its sales promotion department.
RODERICK MAYS, formerly on the
production-announcing staff of KYA,
San Francisco, has joined the CBS
Hollywoodplacingcontinuity
department
reCarlos del Prado,
resigned.
Roswell Rogers has taken a leave of
absence to join Jack Haley's writing
staff
boree. on the NBC Log Cabin JamEDDIE LYON, formerly of KMPC,
Beverly Hills, Cal., and prior to that
at KTUL, Tulsa, has joined KHJ,
Los Angeles.
Andy,
will beannouncer
retained by
WaUls'n'
BILL HAY,
for F.Amos
Armstrong Co. for the new NBC
Campbell Soup Co. series starting
.Ian. 1. The comics will make four
guest wood
appearances
CBS theHollyHotel programon inthe1938,
first
to be Jan. 6. The agency produces
both shows for the sponsor.
MARY CONGER, secretary in charge
of programs on WORL, Boston, has
resigned.
RICHARD
F. FAULKNER,
ly with WSOC,
Charlotte, N. formerC, has
joinedham,the
staff
of
WAPI,
Birmingeffective Dec. 6.
REILAND QUINN, program manager of KYA, San Francisco, addressed
the San
Francisco
Teachers' Association
Dec.Classroom
9.
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v/ho will add immeasurably to ihe gaielY/ pleasure and spiritual well-being
of America's multitudes this Christmas
. . . who, through their vision, untiring
efforts and unremitting alertness will
bring added enjoynient and a richer
life to this nation in the coming year.
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BILL LANG, announcer of KTW,
Philadelphia, is the father of a baby
boy born recently.
LEAV STUBMAN, announcer of
WCMI, Ashland, Ky., was married
recently. Slim Fortier has joined the
WCMI staff to conduct Smile Club,
a morning variety program.
JERRY STONE, publicity director
of WDAS, Philadelphia, on Dec. 3
married Miss Virginia Long, formerly
of WDAS.
NORVAL SCHNERINGER, former
news writer at KOIL and KFAB,
Omaha, has joined the continuity
staff, working under Bob Browne.
Before switching to KOIL a ye.ar
ago, haheagency.
wrote continuity for an Oma-
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Philadelphia Fluster
EVERYBODY gets confused
at WFIL,
Philadelphia,
because of Announcer
Fred
Weber and Fred Weber, general manager of MBS; Program Director John Clark
and John Clark, president of
the Transamerican ; News
Editor Joe Connolly and Joe
Connolly, president of INS.

the

ROCH ULMER,
announcer
production man of KSOO
and and
KELO,
Sioux Falls, S. D., has become an airplane pilot,
having learned to solo in
less than
a mouth.
HARRY CREIGHTON, who has been
sports editor of WAAF, Chicago, for
the last two years, has been named
full time announcer of WAAF to replace Virgil Irvin who recently left
for Hollywood after a successful
screen test. Joe Silver, announcer of
WAAF, has been named continuity
editor.
PAUL WILSON, formerly of KRBC,
Abilene. Tex., has joined the announcing staff of KFRO, Longview.
PEGGY MORRIS, secretary to J. R.
Poppele, chief engineer at WOR,
Newark, is recuperating from an appendectomy at the Mary Immaculate
Hospital, Jamaica, Long Island.
JOHN BOYLAN. continuitv editor
of KFI-KECA, Los Angeles, and
Rowena Devine, Hollywood magazine
Avriter, were married in the latter
city Nov. 27.
DAVID ROSS YOUNG, production
manager of KGB, San Diego, Cal., is
the father of a baby boy. David Roberts Young, born Nov. 19.
CHARLES PENMAN, director of
production of WJR, Detroit, spent
the first week of December in New
York studying production methods at
CBS and NBC.
FRANK HARDEN, formerly of
WEED. Rocky Mountain. N. C, has
joined the announcing staff of WFTC,
Kinston. N. C.
KEN WHITE, announcer for a number of Southern stations during the
last few years, has joined WIBM,
Jackson, Mich.
ELWYNN QUINN. announcer of
KDYL, Salt Lake City, has taken his
first solo flight after only three
months of training.
BOB tor NEWHALL,
sports commentaof WLW, Cincinnati,
correctly
picked winners in 80 per cent of the
autumn football games on his WLW
Line program for Kellogg Co.
KATHRINE MALONE, of the University of Missouri journalism school,
has joined the continuity department
of KFYO, Lubbock, Tex., to handle
women's accounts and aid in dramatic
productions.
MISS
Carnegie DOROTHY
Tech drama O'DONNELL,
graduate, has
been placed in charge of a broadcast
training course recently started by
Phil Hayden Studios. Washington.
BROADCASTING

WRIGHT ESSER has joined the
continuity staff of KSD, St. Louis, as
a special feature writer. Esser has
been put in complete charge of writing and producing a new script, Yodel's Alpine Inn, a six-day feature of
KSD for Columbia Brewing Co. Esser was formerly connected with the
British Broadcasting Corp., and is a
native Englishman.
CLIFF WILLIAMS is the latest addition to the WSOC, Charlotte, announcing staff. He joins the station
to replace Dick Faulkner, who left
to become assistant program director
of WAPI, Birmingham.
WILLIAM K. MALONEY, in charge
of trade press relations for WOR.
Newark, on Dec. 12 was named director of public relations for Kated Inc.,
Kate Smith-Ted Collins production
firm. Mr. Maloney was formerly with
Robertdled S.
Inc.. and
Kate Taplinger
Smith publicity
at hanthat
time. mote
In Kate
hisSmith
new position,
he
will
proas a business woman
as well as artist.
MASON TAYLOR recently joined
the news staff of WIBX, Utica, N. Y.
JAMES BULLEIT has been named
program director of WAIM, AnderS. C,hassucceeding
er,son, who
resigned Graeme
to go Fletchto the
Coast.
PETER POTTER, CBS Hollywood
producer, has been cast as a comic
reporter in The Shadow Speaks, film
being produced by Grand National
Studios Inc.. that city.
NORMAN NESBITT, recently added
to the KHJ, Los Angeles, production
staff, has taken on the additional duties of daylight newscaster for the
station and Don Lee networli. replacing Knox Manning who resigned
to join CBS in Hollywood.
Lewis

S. Frost

Shifted

By NBC to Hollywood
LEWIS S. FROST, executive assistant to Don E. Oilman, NBC
western division vice-president, has
been transferred from the San
Francisco to Hollywood studios of
the network. Increased executive
responsibilities in the Hollywood
studios necessitated the transfer,
Mr. Oilman said
in making the announcement. Although his work
will be centered
chiefly in Hollywood, Mr. Frost
viill
spend
consid^ws^
westernin
^ Mr.~
*st of
erable
Fro
division. time
A'^-^-. rtiyW. other key cities
Mr. Frost has been with NBC
since April 1930, starting as program
cisco. traffic
he ger
becain
assisFranIn 1931mana
me San
tant
production manager and six months
later production manager. In Oct.
1932 he was named western division progra manager and executive assistantm to the vice-president
in July, 1936. Mr. Frost recently
returned from New York where
he spent one month studying all
phases of NBC operations in preparation for his added Hollywood
responsibilities.
Canadian Advertisers
ANNUAL meeting of the Association of Canadian Advertisers held
at Toronto Dec. 9, 10 and 11, heard
W. E. Powell of the Toronto commercial office of the CBC outline
the new national and regional network rates. Suggestions were given
the CBC by the advertisers and
questions asked on various aspects
of network broadcasting. No other
broadcasting
problems were discussed at the meeting.
• Broadcast
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Tyson Named President
As Southern California

GOOD-WILL

Stations

Standard Oil Broadcasts on West Coast Are Strictly

Mr. McDowell

Are

Organized

Mr. Smith

SOUTHERN California Broadcasters Association Inc. has been
formed in Los Angeles with Leo
B. Tyson, manager of KMPC, Beverly Hills, as president. Lawi-ence
McDowell, commercial manager of
KFOX, Long Beach, has been elected vice-president, and Calvin Smith,
Manager of KFAC, Los Angeles,
secretary - treasurer. The board
of directors of the
corporation consists of the remaining member
station owners
and managers.
The new organization is an
outgrowth of the
Southern Califor- Mr. Tyson
nia Association of Broadcasters
formed in Los Angeles ten years
ago. Its purpose, as outlined by
Mr. Tyson, is to knit more closely
the stations of Southern California, to furthering the interest of
the member stations and their relationship with advertisers, advertising agencies, civic, educational
and business groups.
One of the association's activities, carried over from the old organization, isthe agency recognition bureau, said Mr. Tyson. He
added that future activities of the
organization will include the bringing together of the agencies and
stations into a closer working alliance; elevate and crystallize the
standards of radio advertising, and
through an extensive promotion
campaign to acquaint easteni agencies and advertisers with the market and radio facilities available in
Southern California. He further
stated that the newly formed association will work closely with the
Northern California Broadcasters
Association headquartered in San
Francisco, and with the NAB, exchanging ideas of mutual benefit
to each other and to the industry
as a whole. The Southern California Broadcasters Association is said
to be the only incorporated organization of its kind in the country.
U. S. Recording Change
CHANGE in management of the
U. S. Recording Co., Washington,
was announced Dec. 11 with the
election of R. C. Miller, of Washington, as pi-esident, He succeeds
R. J. Coar, who is no longer with
the company. James S. Moran, former technical representative in
the Washington-Virginia-Maryland
area for Presto Recording Co., of
New York, has been named general
manager. The company also is handling the Presto line along with its
regular recording business. It has
specialized in recordings for members of Congress and others in
public life.
BROADCASTING
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PACIFIC
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Institutional But They Pay and Pay
To tie-in with this symphony
By CHESTER J. DOYLE
Radio Research, McCann-Erickson Inc.,
broadcast,
Standard Oil Co. of CalSan Francisco
ifornia established a program designed
to
train
school children for
"SOLOMON said there is nothing
new under the sun — there is. We
sic.
a fuller appreciation of fine muare going to praise a radio proThe Standard School Broadcast,
gram . . ." Thus, a California
newspaper started a front page edi- which was begun one year after
torial written by the editor as a the inauguration of the Symphony
tribute to the Standard Symphony
Hour,dio was
the ofpioneer
in raeducation
school effort
children
on
Hour, which was celebrating its
tenth anniversary.
the Pacific Coast, and is today lisThis program released over the
tened to each week by over 350,000 students seated in the class
Pacific Coast NBC-Red Network
is sponsored by Standard Oil Co. rooms of 3,3ou radio - equipped
of California. It is an offering of schools.
Next year the Standard School
that companytertainmenttoand musical
the cultural
eneducation
Broadcast will also be released in
of the Pacific Coast radio audience.
Honolulu. Approximately 100,000
The Symphony Hour is aimed at school children of the Hawaiian Isevery class of home on the Pacific
lands will be added to the StandCoast, and besides presenting exard School enrollment, thus givcellent music to eager listeners, it
ing this program the largest posdoes splendid work in educating
sible juvenile audience in the area
their listeners in the classical and
served.
The School Broadcast serves as
semi-classical fields of music.
an introduction to the music inInitiated as a regular Coast netcluded in the evening program of
work feature in 1927, the Standard
the Standard Symphony. The storSymphony Hour has remained unchanged in purpose and style for
ies the composers endeavor to tell
in music and the manner in which
ten years. The 524th consecutive
program was broadcast Oct. 28, they do it is discussed and illusthus setting a record for Pacific
trated by frequent and simple but
Coast network broadcasting, if illuminating examples.
not for national broadcasting as
The training of the school children through the morning broadwell. One thing is certain — no
cast and the adult education value
other program has maintained 524
consecutive hours on a network
of the evening Symphony have done
much to further music appreciation
without once mentioning a product
of the Pacific Coast radio audience.
of the sponsor.
The Standard Symphony attracts
an audience which includes many
They Buy Gasoline
Many tongues were placed in who have never had an opportunity
to attend symphony concerts. There
cheeks when the Standard Symseems little doubt but that it has
phony Hour was introduced as a built
up a new group of music
good-will program which ignored
lovers who will be future patrons
the use of the so "necessary"
at symphony concerts on the Pacific
commercial or product announceCoast when and if concerts are
ments.
available to them.
To bear true witness to the merit
Many "I told you so's" had to be
swallowed
critics who
couldn't
and popularity of the Standard
believe
that byhundreds
of thousands
Symphony Hour, a review of the
of dollars would be spent for a pronews items and radio colgram without the sponsor falling many umns
carrying the story of the
into line with competitive radio tenth anniversary
of the program
programs, saying "Will you please fails
to reveal one adverse comment.
buyRegardless
our gasoline,
mister?"
of the
reluctance of
Standard Oil Co. of California to Star-Times Makes Plans
exploit its radio public with apparent advertising, proof of pro- To Build New Regional
ing.
gram results has not been lackWITH THE opinion of the U. S.
Court of Appeals of the District
Innumerable unrequested letters
of Columbia on Dec. 6 sustaining
have been received from grateful
the FCC decision authorizing it to
listeners — many of them from mubuild a new station, the Star-Times
sic lovers requesting that their fa- Publishing Co., St. Louis, has provorite symphonic selection be
ceeded with preliminary plans for
played by the Standard Symphony
construction of the regional 1,000
Orchestra. Over 30,000 letters were
watt station to operate on 1250
received in answer to one question
kc. The call letters KXOK already
regarding the use of vocalists.
have been designated.
Continuous surveys have shown
Elzey Roberts, publisher of the
the Standard Symphony Hour to Star-Times,
will be the executive
be one of the most popular Pacific
head of the station. Ray V. HamCoast broadcasts. Each year sees
ilton will become its manager, and
new types of shows rise and fall Walter E. Weiler its commercial
in their quest for attention and
manager. The chief engineer will
recognition only to bow out to the be Arthur F. Rekart.
few old established standbys of
which the Standard Symphony is
White Rouge to Radio
foremost on the Pacific Coast.
Those who have kept an ear to WHITE ROUGE Co., Chicago (cosmetics), has placed its account
the ground are recognizing the possibilities of noncommercial good- with Kirtland-Engel Co., Chicago.
will programs. Recent press notices
G. B. McDermott, account executive, said that radio advertising
state that one of the largest automobile manufacturers will soon
will be included in the 1938 advertising budget.
adopt the good-will program idea.
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KEEP
Your Copies of
BROADCAiSTl^G
in This Handsome
BIDDER
Don't lose or misplace
your copiesCASTING of
BROAD— Lock
each
copy, as it comes to you,
in this sturdy gold embossed leatherette binder
for future reference.
FEATURES
• Neat
• Light Weight
• Durable
O Flat Opening
• Snap In
O Snap Out
• Copies Not
Mutilated
The hinder shown above
holds 24 issues (one
year's copies ). It is your
reference library to the
business of broadcasting.
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Your name in gold. 25c extra
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STATION ACCOUNTS
sp — studio programs
t— transcriptions
sa — spot announcements
ta — transcription announcements
WBAL, Baltimore
American Oil Co., Baltimore, 4 sa.
3 weekly sa, thru Joseph Katz Co.,
Baltimore.
Atlantic Refiiniug Co., Philadelphia,
10 sp, thru N. W. Ayer & Son. N.
T.
Chicago Engineering Works, Chicago,
5 t, thru James R. Lunke & Assoc., Seattle.
Penna. State Pub. Com., Harrisburg,
15 t, thru Walker & Downing, Pittsburgh.
Modern Food Process Co., Philadelphia (Thrivo), weekly t, thru Clements Co., Philadelphia.
Taylor Provision Co., Philadelphia
(pork roll), 3 weekly t, thru Carter-Thompson Co., Philadelphia.
Philadelphia Reading Coal & Iron
Co., Philadelphia (coal), 84 so,
thru
McKee, Albright & Ivey, Philadelphia.
Best Foods, New Tork (Nucoa), 26 t,
thru Benton & Bowles, N. Y.
Reid, Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Monarch food), 3 weekly sa, thru Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la., 3 t,
thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co.,
Seattle.
Carleton & Hovey, Lowell, Mass.
(Father
3 weekly sa, thru
John
W. John's),
Queen, Boston.
Standard Oil Co of N. J., New York
(Esso),& 24
M'eekly
schalk
Pratt,
N. Y. sp, thru MarFred Fear & Co., Brooklyn (dyes),
3 sa, thru Mencken Adv. Co., N. Y.
WHO, Des Moines
Christian Science Com. on Pub., Des
Moines, weekly sp, thru Fairall &
Co., Des Moines.
Morton Salt Co., Chicago. 30 sp, thru
Wade Adv. Agency, Chicago.
Korse & Mule Assn. of America, Chicago, 26 sa, thru Rogers & Smith,
Dallas.
Onion Pacific Railroad, Omaha, 52 sp,
thru Caples Co., Los Angeles.
. Earl Ferris Nursery, Hampton, la.,
i 180 sp, thru Lessing Adv. Co., Des
Moines.
, PfafE Baking Co., Ft. Dodge, Ifi., 3
weekly sp, thru R. J. Potts & Co.,
Kansas City.
Idaho Fruit & Vegetable Adv. Com.,
Boise, 3 daily sa, thru Botsford,
Constantine & Gardner, Portland,
; Ore.
:
WAAB, Boston
Cushman Bakery Co., Revere, Mass.,
26 t, thru Harry M. Frost Co.,
Boston.
Radbill Oil Co., Philadelphia (Penn
Rad Oil), 22 sp, thru Harry A.
Feigenbaum, Philadelphia.
Gospel Broadcasting Assn., renewal
52 sp, thru R. H. Alber Co., Los
Angeles.
Kay Jewelry Co., Boston, 11 sp, thru
Ad-Masters Adv. Co., Washington,
: D. c.
KNX, Hollywood
• Idaho Fruit & Veg. Adv. Com.,
Boise, Ida.
(apples,
potatoes), 18
;': weekly
sa, thru
Botsford,
tine & Gardner,
Portland. ConstanKJBS, San Francisco
Cystex Co., Los Angeles (Cystex), 3
weekly sp, thru Walter Biddick Co.,
Los Angeles.
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KYA, San Francisco
Gas Appliance Society of California,
San Francisco, 5 weekly sa, thru
Jean Scott Frickelton, San FranLibby,
(food' McNeill
products),& 3 Libby.
weekly Chicago
t, thru
J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
National Homewear Co., Oakland
(kitchen utensils). 3 weekly sa,
thru Miller Adv. Agency, Oakland.
The Warren Refining & Chemical Co.,
Oakland (Warcote Wax Polish), 2
weekly sa, direct.
ElectricernAppliance
Society
of North-6
California, San
Francisco,
weekly so, thru Jean Scott Frickelton, San Francisco.
WGY, Schenectady
Dairy Assn. Co., Lyndonville, Vt.
(Cow Care),
weekly so,
thru DeRouville
Adv. 3 Agency,
Albany.
General Mills, Minneapolis, 2 t selis. ries, thru Knox-Reeves, MinneapoCranberry Canners, S. Hanson, Mass.
(Ocean Spray), 2 daily sa, thru
Harry M. Frost Co., Boston.
Railway Express Co., New York, 6
weekly sa, thru Caples Co., N. Y.
Wasey Products Co., New York
( Musterole, Zemo ) , 3 weekly i,
thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., N. Y.
Sayman Products
Co.,
3
"
ti Louis,
innaSt.
WLW, Cinc
weekly
cago. sp, thru Benson & Dall, ChiHousehold Magazine, Topeka, 3 weeksp, thru Presba, Fellei-s & Presba, lyChicago.
State Automobile Mutual Insurance
Co., Columbus, weekly sp, direct.
Wm. S. Scull Co., Camden (Boscul
coffee), weekly sp, thru F. Wallis
Armstrong Co., Philadelphia.
WHN, New York
Remington-Rand Inc.. New York
(typewriters), 7 weekly sp, 13
weeks, thru Leeford Adv. Agency,
N. Y.
WINS, New York
Edward
J. O'Toole
Co., weekly
New York
(religious
articles),
sa,
thru Niles-Richman Co., N. Y.
WNEW, New York
Madison Personal Loan, New York, 5
daily so, thru Klinger Adv. Corp.,
N. Y.

WOR, Newark
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la., 3
weekly sp, thru Northwest Radio
Adv. Co., Seattle.
New Jersey Bell Telephone Co., Newark, 1 sp, direct.
Provident Loan Society of New York.
3 weekly
son,
N. Y. sp, thru McCann-ErickFrederick E. Lowenfels & Son. New
York (Hotel Bar butter), weekly
sp, thru Neff-Rogow,
Y.
International
Vitamin N.Corp.,
New
York (I. V. C. Pearls), weekly sp,
6Chicago.
weekly sa, Bisberne Adv. Co.,
Doyle
Packing
(dog thru
and
cat food
), 2 tCo.,
and Newai-k
2 so weekly,
Beaumont & Hohman, Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Drene), weekly t, thru H. W.
Kastor & Sons, Chicago.
Fischer Baking Co.. Newark (bread
and cake), 3 weekly sp, thru NeffRogow, N. Y.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la.
(plants, bulbs, shrubs), 3 weekly t,
thru Northwest Radio Adv. Co.,
Seattle.
Provident Loan Society of New York,
New York (financial), 3 weekly sp,
thru McCann-Eriekson, N. Y.
KSFO, San Francisco
Bayuk Cigars Inc., Philadelphia, 14
weekly so, thru McKee-Albright &
Ivey. Philadelphia.
Coca Cola Bottling Co., San Francisco (Coca-Cola), 5 weekly t, thru
D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Lever Bros., New York (Spry), 7
weekly so, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
N. Y.
Ford Motor Co., Detroit, weekly sa,
thru McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
KHJ, Los Angeles
Haas Baruch & Co., Los Angeles
(Iris Coffee), weekly sp, thru Erwin, Wasey & Co., Los Angeles.
Ford Motor Co., Detroit (motor
cars),
N. Y. 8 sa, thru McCann-Erickson,
KFI, Los Angeles
Smith Bros. Co., Poughkeepsie N. Y.
(cough drops), 5 weekly so, thru
Brown & Tarcher, N. Y.
Palm Springs
tion, Palm Business
Springs, Men's
Cal., Associa(promotional), weekly sp, thru Allied Adv.
Agencies Inc.. Los Angeles.

Drawn for Broadcasting by Sid Hix
'Having the Youngest News Commentator May Be Good Publicity,
Harry, But This Kid's Voice Is Changing!"
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KDKA, Pittsburgh
Commercial Milling Co., Detroit, 17
troit.thru Karl G. Behr Adv., Desp,
RCA Mfg. Co., Camden, 52 sa, 78
t, direct.
R. B. Davis Co., Hoboken, N. J.. 26
sp, thru Chas. W. Hoyt Co., N. Y.
Knox Gelatin Co., Johnstown, N. Y.,
26 sp, thru Kenyon & Eekhart, N. Y.
American Pop Corn Co., Sioux City,
la., 13
sp, thru Coolidge Adv. Co.,
Des
Moines.
Railway Express Agency, New York,
35 so, thru Caples Co., N. Y.
American Oil Co., Baltimore, 14 ta,
thru Joseph Katz Co., Baltimore.
Modern Food Process Co., Philadelphia, 13 t, thru Clements Co., Philadelphia.
Dairy Assn. Co., Lyndonville, Vt., 32
so, thru lingtHays
Adv. Agency, Buron, Vt.
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning
Sales Training Corp.. Youngstown,
13
sp, thru National
Classified Adv.
Youngstown,
O.
KENT, WMT, Rapids
Des Moines, Cedar
New England Mutual Life Ins. Co.,
Boston, t series, thru Harry S.
Goodman Adv. Agency, N. Y.
Lewis-Howe Co, St. Louis (Tums), 5
weekly t, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan,
Chicago.
Reid, Murdoch & Co., Chicago. 2 daily
so, thru Rogers & Smith, Chicago.
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati
(Camay), so series, thru Pedlar
& Ryan, N. Y.
Coast-to-Coast Stores. Minneapolis, 26
ta, thru MeCord Co., Minneapolis.
Hubbard Milling Co.. Mankato, Minn.,
3 weekly t, thru McCord Co.. Minneapolis.
WBZ-WBZA, Boston-Springfield,
Mass.
R. H. White Co., Boston (Department Store), 10 sa, thru Chambers
& Wiswell, Boston.
0x0 Ltd., Canada ( Oxo Beef Cubes),
10 sa, thru A. McKim Ltd., Montreal.
Milton Bradley Co., Springfield, Mass.
(games), 30 so, thru J. D. Bates
Co., Springfield.
Reid. Murdoch
& Co.,
(Mon-&
arch food), 312
so, Chicago
thru Rogers
Smith, Chicago.
Bayuk
Cigar Co.,14Philadelphia,
(Baynk Phillies),
sa. thru McKee,
Albright & Ivey, Philadelphia.
WNAC, Boston
Humphrey's
Co.,
New York, Homeo30 sp, Medicine
thru Blow Co.,
N. Y.
National Biscuit Co.. New York, 130
t, thru McCann-Erickson,
N. Y.City,
American
Pop Corn Co., Sioux
la. (Jolly Time Pop Corn), sp,
thru Schmitt & Co., Sioux City.
Parker Brothers, Salem, Mass.
(games), 9 t, thru John W. Queen,
Boston.
Coca Cola Bottling Co.. Atlanta, 260
t, thru D'Arcy Adv. Co., St. Louis.
Dodge Brothers Corp., Detroit (autos). 8 sa, thru Ruthrauff & Ryan
N. Y.
KQW, San Jose
Feltman-Curme Shoe Co., San Jose,
(shoes), 5 weekly sa, direct.
Tidewater-Associated Oil Co., San
Francisco, 5 weekly so, thru Lord
& Thomas, San Francisco.
Electric Appliance
Society
of California, San Francisco,
7 weekly
sa,
thru Jean Scott Frickelton, San
Francisco.
KGER, Long Beach, Cal.
Gardner Nursery Co., Osage, la.,
(l>]ants),
weeklyCo.,t, Seattle.
thru Northwest Radio3 Adv.
Currier's Tablets, Los Angeles (prot. thru General
Adv. Agency,prietary),
LosweeklyAngeles.
KJBS, San Francisco
Crab
Fisherman's
Assn.,
San Francisco, 6 Protective
weekly so, direct.
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COCA COLA of Canada Ltd.. has renewed a 15-minute transcription of
Singing Sam on CIRC. CFRB. CBO,
and
CFCF, through D'Arcy Adv. Co.,
St. Louis.

GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York,
which has been placing all Canadian
pnhlication advertising through Baker
Advertising Agency, Toronto, for some
years, has appointed that agency to
handle its Canadian radio liusiness as
well.
I'rogramming
and i>roduction
will continue
to be directed
by the
company's American agencies.
REMINGTON RAND Inc.. New
York, on Dec. 4 started Paul HuWiian
on WI.,W. Cincinnati, making three
shows for the sponsor running concurrently on that station. Sullivan,
news commentator, is heard Satur11-11 :1."")
p. m. toWhile
to end days,.Jan.
1, 1!)8.S,
make scheduled
way for
a program of the North American Insurance Co., Chicago, there is a possibility it may be dropi)ed before that
time, according to Franklin Kruck
Adv. Corj).. New Y'ork. agency in
charge.
FRANK H. LEE HAT Co.. New
York, has started Thonitoii Fisher.
sports commentator, in a series of
sports talks i>n WNEW. New York.
First program was briia<kast Dec. !>.
and is heard Tuesdays. Thursdays and
Saturdays, 7-7 :l.j p. m. Agenc.v is
Kermingham. Castlemau & Pierce.
New York.
SOUTHERN California Floral Association. Los Angeles, a seasonal user
of radio time, has started sponsoring
a weekly quarter-hour Talk on Gardening on KECA. that city. The program is shared by growers, wholesalers and retailers and is strictly institutional. Opal Scarborough is commentator. Agency is Chas. II. Sieck.
Los Angeles.

Lewis for NE.A. Service
"The sponsor's wife icill no^r sinff and
she's terrihie. and this is Annoinicer
Joe Bloir and I'm quitiing!"
S & L CREDIT STORES. St. Louis
chain,
clothing
to its
line andhasisadded
using men's
five daily
programs
on WIL. In live years it has added
several iither lines to its auto accessory stuck as a result of radio success
on "WIL.
GLOBE Department Stores. Los Angeles. s|)iPLisc>iing a thrice-weekly (juarter-hoiir juM-nile program Storgtown
Exiiress on KFWB. Hollywood, has
increased its schedule to five weekly.
FRANCISCAN FRIARS, Graymoor.
N. Y. ( religious ) . has appointed
S o u n d Rei)rodu(;tions Corp., New
York, to transcribe Are Maria, which
is heard on about 100 stations in addition to WMCA, New York, and the
Intercity System. The latter network
of ten stations carries the program
live Sundays from 6:30 to 7 p. m. On
Nov. 27 the show started originating
in the W'MCA studios instead of the
spon.sor's
premises.
Donaldhandle
I'eterson
Productions,
New York,
the
program.
COMMUNITY OPTICIANS Inc..
New
Boston, New
has appointed
Bert Y'ork
NevinsandPublicit.v.
York, to
direct promotion and publicity.
ADVERTISERS participating on the
half-hour Marjorie Mills show on six
Vanki'i' stations thrice weekly will
add agor. s.vcntii
station,
Me., on .Jan.
3. '\VLBZ, Ban-

5000
WATTS

(fwnecl
LAMAR LIFE rNSURANCE
BROADCASTING

CO.

EVANS
FUR Co.,
largest
local advertiser,
on Chicago's
Dec. 5 started
Donald
A'or/«
Sings,
a
quarter-hour
daily except Saturday and Sunday
program on AVMAQ. Chicago. Discs
were cut by Radio Features Inc., a
subsidiary of Standard Radio Inc.
Auspitz & Lee, Chicago, is Evans
agency.
STANDARD FURNITURE Co., Albany, N. Y.. on Nov. 27 started spon.sorship on WABY, Albany, of 30
Minutes in Hollywood. Sunda.v night
Mutual sh<iw.
Agency
.Johnstone
Inc., New
York.is RedfieldGOLDEN STATE INSURANCE Co..
Lds Angeles,
useswillradio
on oc-a
casion, on .Jan.which
9 only
sponsor
half-hour
anniversary
program
music and talks
on 24 Pacific
Coastof Don
I^ee stations, the broadcast to emanate from KH.J, that city. Organization is a negro life insurance firm
and its
program
an all-colored cast.
Allied will
Adv.have
Agencies
Inc.,
Los Angeles, has account.
REMINGTON RAND Inc., Buffalo.
N. Y. (typewriters I recently started
a series of broadcasts Berion Bennett. Remington Rand Xews Reporter
scheduled to run 13 weeks — Monday.
Wednesday and Friday from 7 :4.^ to
8 a. m. PST— on KPO. San Francisco. Agency is Franklin-Bruch Adv.
Corp.. N. Y.
STEWART WARNER-ALEMITE of
Canada started transcription Moon
Over Africa on Dec. 6. for 26 episodes, five a week, on CFCF and four
a week on CBL. All-Canada Radio
Facilities Ltd., handled the account.
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FELLOWS' MEDICAL MFG. Co.,
New York, on .Jan. 10 begins an 11week transcription series. Love Tales.
on CFCF and CKWX three times a
week, and over CFRB four times a
week. The account was handled by
All-Canada Radio Facilities Ltd..
and
ronto. A. .J. Denne Adv. Agency, ToCONSOLIDATED BISCUIT Co.,
Chicago, has appointed Mitchell-Faust
Adv. Co..count.Chicago,
handle Ilolman
its acAccording toto Paul
Faust, radio director of the agency,
no advertising in any media will be
placed dated
before
embracesnext
the summer.
Davidson ConsoliBiscuit
Co. and Thinshell Products, both of
Chicago, and Hampton Cracker Co.,
Louisville.
HARRY
O'NEILL,
manager
of
Consolidated
Drug general
Trade Products
Co., Chicago,
which
is
spending
almost a million dollars on radio this
year, left Chicago Dec. 6 to spend a
couple weeks on the West Coast,
where he ma.v appoint a supervisor
to handle coast radio advertising.
SAVORY FOODS Co., Chicago,
(canned food), has i)laced its account
with C. Wendel Muench & Co., Chicago. No radio is planned for the
present. Corp.. Los Angeles (motor
RULO
conditioner), has placed its advertising with Voluey T. .James & Associates, that city, and is using a thriceweekly five-minute recorded program
on KFVD and KFAC, in addition to
a similar thrice-weekly quarter-hour
program on KMPC, Beverly Hills.

PEPSODENT Co., Chicago, on Marcli
1 will move its general offices from
the Palmolive
firm's plant
located
at 6901Bldg.
W. to65ththe St.
LEA «& PERRINS, New York (Worcestershire Sauce) whose radio adverhas beenChicago,
handledhasby appointed
Schwimmer & tising
Scott,
that agency to handle its entire account.
are currently
beingThirty-five
used in stations
a spot campaign.
BATTLE CREEK FOOD Co., Battle Creek, Mich, (health food) has
appointed
Erwin, advertising.
Wasey & Co.,A.Chicago, to handle
G.
I^airnsfather is account executive. A
daily five-minute news broadcast on
WCFL, Chicago, and twice-weekly
participation
in Ann Warner's
on KFI, Los Angeles,
have been Chats
started.
According
to
Holland
dio director of the agency, Engle.
results ra-of
theseer additional
two testsstations
will determine
will be whethadded.
REMINGTON-RAND, Buffalo (typewriters), has started a thrice-weekly
ipiarter-hour news program on KFI.
Los Angeles, with Pat Bishop as
commentator. Franklin Bruck Adv.
Corp., New York, has the account.
J. W. DUNBAR, formerly in charge
of lamp advertising in magazines for
General Electric Co., has been named
assistant to C. H. Lang, advertising
manager, and will headquarter in New
York where he will devote his attention to media selection.
CRAWFORD CLOTHES, New York,
sponsoring the MBS George Jessel
program
in that the
area account
on WOR,through
Newark, is placing
Al Paul Lefton Co., New York.
VEGETABLE JUICES PRODUCTS,
15 Circle St., Rochester, N. Y., placing direct, is using radio along with
other media.

50,000 WATTS -NATIONALLY

CLEARED

CHANNEL

Itl
Prove
Us
Let
Latest independent survey shows this big
pioneer station consistently offers the most
popular programs and has the largest folloiving in its area . . . And you can confidently
expect Station WHAS to produce better returns on every dollar you spend for advertising in the heart of the rich Ohio Valley.
PROVED

PRIMARY

LISTENING AREA

FACTS

Radio
Homes904,999

4.9a2,307
Population—
1,267319
Families^—
Food
Sales—
3292,726,998

Passenger
962,233 Cars—
Filling Station Sales
S77,575,083
Income
134,204Taxpayers—

SS2,Sales
345,833
Drti^
Total Annual Sales S2,738,l 19,383

EDWARD PETRY
& COMPANY
National Representatives

820 Kilocycles

C.B.S. Outlet
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CANNED SALMON INDUSTRY,
Seattle, in making up its advertising
budget for 1938 has included radio
along with other media, to be used at
peak-interest periods. Agency is J.
Walter Thompson Co., Seattle.
BIRELEY'S
Inc.,setHollywood
(orangeade base), has
its 1938
advertising appropriation at $170,000
and will use radio along with newspapers, outdoor posters and magazines. Agency is J. Walter Thompson
Co., Los Angeles.
CHRIS HEURICH BREWING Co.,
Washington, starts Jan. 3 a six-weekly recorded variety program on WRC
for 52 weeks.
KATRO - LEK LABORATORIES,
Dorchester, Mass. (Katro-Lek), has
started 13 15-minute programs, Sundays, 12:15 p. m., on three Yankee
stations, W A A B, WEAN and
WICC. Agency is Chambers & Wiswell, Boston.
STRASSKA LABORATORIES, Los
Angeles (toothpaste), subsidiary of
Wm. R. Warner Co., New York, has
been moved to the latter's St. Louis
western division headquarters where
activities are now centered. Glasser
Adv. Agency, Los Angeles, has the
toothpaste account.
MILNOR Inc., San Diego, Southern
California gift shops and importers
of oriental goods, on Nov. 18 started
a 13-week holiday campaign using a
weekly quarter-hour musical program.
House of Treasure, on seven Don Lee
stations. Agency is Barnes-Chase Co.,
San Diego.
B. FISHER & Co., New York (Astor
Coffee), started a 10 minute variety
program on WBT, Charlotte, N. C.,
Dec. 6 and plans to continue for a
long period. Freitag Adv. Agency,
Atlanta, is handling the account.
BORDEN'S Farm Products Division
of Borden Co., New York, has placed
its account with BBDO, New York.

GBBHARDT CHILI POWDER Co.,
San Antonio, has named Pitluk Adv.
Co., San Antonio, as agency.
DRY-TAB Package Sealer Co., Cleveland, has appointed the Gordon Vlchek
Adv.
Agency, Cleveland, to handle its
advertising.
JOSEPH BURNETT Co., Boston
(food extracts) has named Lavin Co.,
Boston, as agency.
IN THE Dec. 1 issue of Broadcasting it was reported that 11 Canadian
stations would carry transcriptions of
Stella Dallas for Sterling Products
Inc., New York (Phillips Milk of
Magnesia,
toothpowder)
and Weed Dr.
& Co.Lyons'
Inc. was
named as,
representative.
While
Weed
represent six of the stations does
(CKWX,
CJAT, CFAC, CKY, CFCF, CJKL),
the other five (CFCY, CFRB, CHNS,
CKCO, CHS J) are represented by
Joseph Hershey McGillvra, New York.
Agency for the products is BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., New York.
Agency's Educator
RUTHRAUFF & RYAN Inc., Chicago agency, has named Dr. Samuel N. Stevens, professor of psychology at Northwestern U, as
psychological adviser. "By appointing anationally known educator," said Ros Metzger, radio director of the
agency,
hope to
check the
rising
tide "we
of criticism
against certain types of programs,
particularly those directed to children. We believe that a program
can have sound social merit and be
commercially profitable at the
same time." A new children's serial titled Jack Westaway Under
the Sea will be the first script
passed on by Dr. Stevens. The
show will start Jan. 3 on 15 stations for Campbell Cereal Co., Minneapolis (Malt-O-Meal).
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TOM WALLACE, recently named
Hollywood manager of Russell M.
Seeds Co. succeeding Clay Osborne,
resigned, has also become executive
producer of the CBS Hollywood in
Person
Mills. program sponsored by General
GEORGE VANDEL, formerly in the
radio department of BBDO, New
York, has joined Lord & Thomas, New
York, as assistant to T. D. Wells,
head
sion. of the Lucky Strike radio diviROBERT E. POTTER, has resigned
as national advertising manager of
the Chicago Journal of Commerce, to
become vice-president and general
manager of Arthur H. MacDonald
Inc., Chicago. The name of the agency has Inc.
been changed" to MacDonaldPotter
BROOKS H. BEITLER. has resigned
as publicity director of Stack-Goble
Adv. Agency,
Chicago,
become
promotion manager
of the toAudit
Burejiu
of
Chicago, and ABC's
pressCirculations,
relations representative.
A. WALTER SEILER, president of
Cramer-Krasselt Co., Milwaukee, and
Miss Addah J. Leland, Detroit, we.re
married in Chicago Nov. 26.
ALVIN DEARING. formerly of the
Detroit ofiice of N. W. Ayer & Son,
has been appointed publicity director
of
the agency's
Chicago who
branch.
He
succeeds
Budd Malloy,
resigned
to free lance.
FRANK BEST & Co. Inc., New
York, Inc.,
is the
new name
of Casm'irBest
advertising
agency.
Officers
are Frank Best, president and treasurer ;Phil J. Everest, executive vicepresident
Reed, vice-president ;V. ;R.Walter
Best, secretary,
and A.
H. Van Buren, radio director.
GLASSER ADV. AGENCY, Los Angeles, has moved to new and larger
quarters at 672 South Lafayette Park
Place, that city. Kenyon Ivie, well
known in Southern California radio,
has been added to the staff as account
executive.
BETTY BUCKLER, who was in
charge of the Benton & Bowles Hollywood script department, has become
business manager of the office taking
over the duties of Chester MacCracken whoYorkhasheadquarters.
returned to the agency's
New
HIXSON-O'DONNELL Adv. Inc.,
Los Angeles, has established its own
publicity
department with Wayne
Miller
in charge.
HSG ADV. AGENCY, Chicago
branch, has moved to 134 N. LaSalle
St., with
H. Central
Knuth West
in charge.
Accounts in the
and West
are handled from Chicago under diof Harold Krelstein and AndrewrectionSchloss.
GERTH - KNOLLIN ADV. Agency,
San ern
Francisco,
has established
SouthCalifornia offices
in the Chamber
of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles, and
placed in charge as manager J. J.
Dickely, formerly account executive
of H. C. Berensten Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles.

WABY.
centering the rich Capital
District of stabilized, top buying power, now is equipped
to blanket your sales story into every corner — a can'tmiss assurance of even greater results from this perfect
merchandising area. WABY's daytime programs now
go forth propelled by 250 watts — a premium for you.
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RICHARD EARL SHARP, former
continuity director of KSD, St. Louis,
has been named radio director of Wesley K. Nash Adv. Agency, that city.
J. M. Todd succeeded Mr. Sharp as
continuitycasting
director
KSD. Broad-of
regrets theattransposition
these names in its Dec. 1 issue.
CHARLES REYNOLDS, formerly of
Certainteed Products Corp., Prettyman Pub. Co., and advertising manager of Kiwanis International, has
joined Burnet-Kuhn Adv. Co., Chicago, as copywriter
and formerly
contact man.
M. Lewis
Goodkind.
with
Lord & Thomas, is radio director.
FRED SMITH, former publicity director of BBDO, has been named
publicity
director
J. Stirling
Getchell Inc.,
New ofYork,
to succeed
Harry Bercovich Jr., who was recently elected a vice-president of the
Getchell firm.
BAXTER PICKERING, formerly
with the Alfred Rooney Co., New
York agency, has joined Cheltenham
Adv., New York, as consultant and
radio director.
LLOYD H. ROSENBLUM, formerly
sales and merchandising manager of
WOAI, San Antonio, has joined the
Lustigland, inAdvertising
an executive Agency,
capacity. CleveMcMANN ADV. SERVICE, Pasahas moved
new
offices dena,
at Cal.,25agency,
N. Mentor
avenue,to that
city. Agency was formerly known as
Doug McMann, Adv.
FAMOUS ARTISTS Corp., new Beverly Hills, Cal., talent agency, has
moved temporarily into the California
Bank Bldg., that city. Organization
consists of the combined interests of
Edington- Vincent Inc., Hollywood
and Feldman-Blum Corp., Beverly
Hills. Myron Kirk is to head the
agency's
radio department
after .Ian.&
1. He resigned
from Ruthrauff
Ryan Inc., New York, where he was
vice-president in charge of radio, to
take over the new assignment.
BERT LEVEY Theatrical Agency.
Los Angeles, has opened Hollywood
offices at 6425 Hollywood Blvd., with
George Hunt and Pierce Sanders in
charge.geles Agency
continues
its Los St.Anoffices at 411
W. Seventh
BEN LARSON, Ruthrauff & Ryan
Hollywood producer, has returned to
his desk after an illness.
CRESSager ofCOURTNEY,
manConsolidated assistant
Radio Artists
Inc., Hollywood, and Stephanie Dale,
vocalist, were married Nov. 26.
RUDOLPH POLK has joined Columbia Management of California Inc.,
Hollywood, as assistant to Arthur
Rush, manager. Polk was for five
years personal manager for Jascha
Heifetz.
J. E. COOMBES, formerly with Procter & Gamble where he has been identified with Oxydol advertising, and recently supervised the introductory
camjiaign for Dreft, has just joined
the Chicago staff of J. P. McKinney
& Son,
the Gan-J.
nett representatives
newspapers. Coombesforreplaces
D. Hogue who has left McKinney to
join the Gannett organization as general manager of the Utica ObserverDispatch and Press.
THOMAS D'A. BROPHY, first vicepresident, Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc.,
New York, has been elected president.
Henry Eckhardt becomes chairman of
the board.

In The Heart of ''The State That Has Everything.
Harold E. Smith, General Manager
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DON STAUFFER, Young & Rubicam Inc., New York vice-president in
charge of radio, after several weeks
East.
in Hollywood, has returned to the

ALBANy,N.y.
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Don
Names
3Iichigan

Lee

WCAU

Network

Blair Rep
Group Announces

Appointment of Paul Raj-mer
SHIFTING of the representation
of the enlarged Don Lee Network
to John Blair & Co., and the Michigan Network to Paul Raymer Co.,
after New Year's Day, has been
disclosed by those organizations.
Coincidentally it was revealed that
Edward Petry &
Co. has been aprepresentativepointed
of KSTP.
Both Don Lee and
Michigan networks have here-

ented by lberesenu.Wirep^ rlie
a
^
e
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the indual representati of all of its
vi
di
stations but one makes the John
pavenys one of the largest
omti
Blair encta
repres
in the business with
out 40 stations. Besides
a list of iab
g
n
represent
the network as such,
it will handle national sales for 23
of the stationsrnia
in, the group, 12 being in Califo
eight in Washington and three in Oregon.
Uniform Rate Cards
The Blair firm will drop its representation of KSFO, San Francisco, and KIRO, Seattle, because
of the new commitment. Mr. Blair
closed the deal with Lewis Allen
Weiss and other operators of Don
Lee stations following conferences
in Los Angeles, Tacoma and Seattle. It was decided that all Don Lee
stations have uniform rate cards
with one rate prevailing for both
national and local advertisers. Uniform promotion methods will also
be instituted. Mr. Blair announced
also that he will open an office
Jan. 1 in Seattle with Richard McBroom, now sales promotion manager in Chicago, as branch manager. Mr. McBroom, formerly with
NBC in Chicago, will leave for
Seattle about Christmas time.
KALE, Portland, is the only station on the Don Lee network which
Blair will not represent, that station retaining Free & Peters.
The stations in the group to be
represented by Blair are: California— KHJ, Los Angeles; KGB, San
Diego; K D B, Santa Barbara;
KFXM, San Bernardino; KMPC,
Bakersfield; KVOE, Santa Ana;
KXO, El Centro; KFRC, San Francisco; KQW, San Jose; KGDM,
KDON, Monterey; KIEM, Eureka.
Washington— KOL, Seattle; KMO,
Tacoma; KIT, Yakima; KPQ, Wena tehee; KVOS, Bellingham;
KXRO, Aberdeen; KGY, Olvmpia;
KELA, Centralia. Oregon— KRNR,
Roseburg; KSLM, Salem; KORE,
Eugene.
The Paul Ravmer Co. will represent WXYZ, Detroit, and WOOD,
Grand Rapids, individually as well
as the Michigan Network as a
group. This arrangement was
worked out by Mr. Raymer with
George H. Trendle, head of the
company operating those stations,

J. G. ACKER, formerly station manager of CFRB. and recently national
advertising manager of the London
(Ont.) Adi^ertiser, and Edwin H.
Baker, former advertising manager
of the Canadian Magazine and Canadian Countri/man. have joined Associated Broadcasting Co.. Toronto and
Montreal, as account executives.
KFWB, Hollywood, has appointed
Walter Biddick Co.. Los Angeles, as
exclusive sales representative in San
Francisco and Seattle.
J. J. DEVINE & ASSOCIATES Inc.,
New York, has been ai>pointed exclusive
advertising
tives national
for WHBI.
Newark;representaWFOR.
Hattiesbiirg,
Miss.; and WMAZ, Macon, Ga.
PAUL H. RAYMER. president of
Paul H. Raymer Co., station representatives with headquarters in New
York, was in San Francisco during
early nessDecember
on an extended busitrip.
EARL BACHMAN, formerly with
Gene Furgason & Co.. New York station representatives, has opened his
own offices at 50.5 Fifth Ave., and on
Dec. 9tional
wasrepresentative
appointed
exclusiveGary,
nafor WIND,
Ind.
EDWARD PETRY & Co. has been
appointed representative of KSTP,
St. Paul.
KAY BECKMAN. formerly of Iowa
Network, who joined John Blair and
Co. last summer, has been transferred to the promotion department to
supervise
insideof activity.
Dave Wilburn, formerly
WLS. Chicago,
will
handle special outside assignments including contacts w-ith manufacturers,
distributors and agencies.
WILLIAM PUGH, of Howard H.
Wilson Co., Chicago, has joined the
sales staff of Ray Linton, that city.
Pugh was formerly with United Artists.Coast
HollywoodInvestor,
and part-owner
the West
Los Angelesof
financial magazine.
Chicago Rep Changes
NUMEROUS changes have taken
place in the Chicago station and
rep line-up the past few weeks.
Charles Garland has resigned as
commercial manager of WHIP,
Hammond, Ind., to join the Chicago office of Radio Sales. He had
resigned from the WBBM sales
staff last summer to become assistant to Ralph Atlass, president of
WJJD-WIND. 0. E. Richardson,
general manager of WHIP, will
take over Mr. Garland's duties.
George Diefenderfer has resigned
from Radio Sales, Chicago, to join
the Chicago office of the Paul H.
Raymer Co., making the third man
on the Raymer Chicago sales staff.
He was formerly on the Detroit
staff of the William G. Rambeau
Co. Ed Bowers, manager of the
Chicago office and Hoyt W. Mallinson, round out the Raymer staff.
Edwin Shomo, formerly of Macfadden Publications, has joined
Radio Sales, Chicago.

York

WLW

Office

WCAU Broadcasting Co., Philadelphia, willJan.
open3 ain New
York Bldg.,
service office
the CBS
485 Madison Ave. Available to advertisers free of charge is a direct
telephone wire to Philadelphia,
which may be put through from
New York by calling Wickersham
2-2000. The office will be used as
headquarters for WCAU executives
while in New York.
WFIL Coast Branch
WFIL, Philadelphia, is contemopening Pacific
of a Hollywood
office to plating
handle
Coast spot
business. Jack Stewart, sales manager, who recently opened a New
York office, will make the inspection trip to the Coast over Christmas and New Year's. The station
recently opened a Chicago office
also.

Names

Rep

WLW and WSAI, Cincinnati, on
Dec. 3, announced the appointment
o f Transamerican Broadcasting& Television Corp. as exclusive national representatives of the stations. Transamerican has represented the stations on a non-exclusive basis for the last year. The
arrangement was made by James
D. Shouse, Crosley vice-president
and general manager of the stations, effective at once. Transamerican also is the sales representative for the WLW Line.
HeaUh Products Discs
HEALTH PRODUCTS Co., New(Feenamint), will
minutearktranscriptions
on use
a listfiveof
12 stations, starting the first week
in January. Discs will be heard
three days weekly, placed by Wm.
Esty & Co., New York.
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and H. Allen Campbell, general
manager of the stations and network. Other stations in the Michigan Network will continue to be
represented as at present. The arrangement iseffective Jan. 15.
STUDIOS

RADIO
STflTIOn
A

New

WFLA
CLEflRUUflTER •
SERVINGTHE FLORIDA'S
CENTER
OF
POPULATION
TAMPA TRADE TERRITORY
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Vocational Tests
VOCATIONAL SERVICE Inc.,
Chicago, which sponsored Dr. Dollar on WMAQ, Chicago, through
November for its courses in Diesel
engineering, aviation and air conditioning, on Dec. 7 added WEAF,
New York, and may expand to a
larger network if results warrant.
The program dramatizes odd ways
of earning money. Agency is
Critchfield & Co., Chicago.

Educators Concede
Deficiencies
{Continued from Page 20)
he usually maintains a nobler de- tion and former president of Yale,
gree of restraint in not criticizing spoke on the place of the network
these businesses than has often in educational programs. Mentioning the diversified interests and
been evidenced by outsiders toward
broadcasting. More is expected of sectional difficulties of the United
him than of other business men —
States, he suggested the impossiand should be. He faces a stricter
bility of networks furnishing a conaccountability as to his motives
sistent national program of classand his capabilities. I think he is
room
education.
"The offer
networks
can
from
time
to time
brilliant
making the grade. And I think, too,
ABOUT 230 broadcasting stations are that he is tired of being picked on. supplements to the school program
which a local station could almost
carrying a series of Short Talks on
"Backed by his record as world's
Advertising prepared by the Adver- champion
broadcaster,
I
predict
command," he continued.
tising Federation of America and that from now on he will be less never
"I think we should do all we can
distributed among radio and ne\ys- apt to turn the other cheek or to encourage the preparation of
paper media to counteract the menace
voice the soft answer against the absolutely first class electrical
of anti-advertising propaganda.
wrath of less worthy citizens — that transcriptions which can certainly
he will be more disposed to meet in time be secured in adequate vaunmerited attacks with what the
riety to care for the needs of practically any school. The time has
pungent parlance of the proletariat
might term a sock in the kisser.
come when the great radio organizations may be asked and be ex"I tell you that broadcasters
pected to accept once and for all
need and want and welcome any
help honestly intended to promote the responsibility for a definite
the public interest, but I do plead policy of creating the finest programs which can be devised in the
that broadcasters ought to be allowed to run broadcasting. Day in general interest of the cultural deand day out American broadcastvelopment of our people."
The establishment
of Cooperative
ing is teaching people how to live. Radio
m
Councils with memberships
Occasionally we can teach them
civic, social and educahow to learn. I ask one thing. Don't from local
tional groups was discussed by Arclog up our precious hours with
dull and fruitless efforts to teach
thur G. Crane, president of Wyoming U; Dean T. H. Shelby, Texas
somebody some unimportant thing.
Let American broadcasters adver- U, and Dean C. B. Hershey, ColoAvailable to only one radio
rado College. The purpose of these
tise the glories and the pleasures
station in each city
councils is the division of the counand
the
advantages
of
this
job
—
Details on Request
try into sections which indicate a
and it won't cost you a dime."
Represented exclusively by
"community
of interests" and the
Network Viewpoint
development
of educational proStephen
Siesinger,New Inc.
grams through these organizations.
250 Park Avenue
York
Dr. James R. Angell, recently
From the U. S. Office of Educaappointed NBC director of education came William D. Boutwell to
discuss the results of the Federal
radio project which since 1935 has
broadcast 348 network programs
made possible by free time on NBC
and CBS. More than 400,000 listeners have written in, he stated, and
the radio script exchange now has
available 85,000 copies of educational radio scripts. For this projTHE
CROSLEY
ect the Government has contributed
$262,700. CBS and NBC have contributed $1,313,500, Mr. Boutwell
estimated.
He concluded, moreover,
RADIO
CORPORATION
the project has given employment
and valuable experience in radio
to 221 persons.
announces the appointment of
At a section of the conference
devoted to children's programs, little negative criticism resulted. In
the main, programs for children
were highly praised, especially a
TRAN^AMERICAN
number of network programs. Participating in the section were Aras exclusive national representative of
THEY'RE TUNING IN WATL
IN ATLANTA
WLW

thur T. Jersild of CBS and Columbia U; Mrs. B. F. Langworthy and
Mrs. Harold V. Milb'gan, chairman
of the National Women's Council.
The speech of Commissioner
George H. Payne titled "What
Shall inWehis Do
with byRadio?"
was
read
absence
S. Howard
Evans, of the National Committee
on Education by Radio. Commisstated:
"It
seems tosioner
me Payne's
that speech
the point
of view,
the ideals of the broadcasters, must
be changed, even if such changes
are made at the risk of a severe
jolt to those gentlemen. Like the
moving picture, the average program of the broadcasters is addressed to an intelligence possessed
by a child of 12. An intelligence
which befits a child of 12 is a beautiful thing when found in a child
of 12, but not in a child of 30. Radio must be prevented from stopping the growth of the American
mind." The speech concluded:
"More than two years ago I suggested that educational and civic
groups should organize for the purpose of creating such machinery. I
am happy to say that my suggestion has been followed and that
specific plans looking forward to
cooperative action have been deProminent educators participating in the conference included
George F. Zook, president of the
veloped."
American Council on Education;
Chancellor Harry Woodburn Chase,
of New York U, and John W.
Studebaker, U. S. Commissioner of
Education.
Federal Education

Work

Outlined by Studebaker
THREEFOLD activities of the U.
S. Office of Education in the broadcasting field were cited by John W.
Studebaker, Commissioner of Education, in his annual report to Secretary of the Interior Ickes, as
(1) demonstration programs over
coast-to-coast networks; (2) services to local broadcasters and educators, and (3) activities to train
fectively.
and help educators use radio efThe Office of Education, under
whose auspices the WPA Radio
Educational Project was conducted,
ran seven series of network programs during the year, to which
more than 400,000 listeners responded by mail. Dr. Studebaker's
report script
states.exchange,
The WPAhe Project's
radio
adds, issued 65,000 scripts which were
used in producing 1,200 programs
oyer dio125
stations
42 states.
is more
and inmore
coming"Ra-to
take its place in the American educational system," he concludes,
"but the most successful use of it
by educators continues to be a challenging experiment."
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CARNATION Co., Milwaukee, on
Jan. 3 will install Marek Weber
as conductor of Carnation Contented
Hour on NBC-Red to replace Dr.
Frank Black, who finds New TorkChicago commuting too pressing.

OFFICES:

CHICAGO

15, 1937

Slotion

Maple Leaf in Canada
1 MAPLE LEAF MILLING Co. Ltd.,
Toronto, has started the transcription The Plainsmen over Canadian
stations CKWX CFJC CFAC CJRC
CKCL CFCO CKTB CKCO CFRC
CFCH CFCF CHNS CHSJ CFCY
CJCB. The account was handled by
Cockfield-Brown
& Co. Ltd., Toronto.

HOLLYWOOD
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CBS

Shortwave

Station

Reports World Audience
In Six-Month Operation
AFTER six months of operation,
W2XE. CBS shortwave station in
New York, reports a mail response
that indicates a world^vide audience. Dedicated May 12, it broadcast a description of the British
Coronation on directional antennae
aimed at Latin America. Acting as
a unit and not merely a relay station for CBS programs, W2XE has
its own program department headed by Miss E. A. Tucker, which
eliminates many of the regular
network programs and substitutes
special features for the non-American audiences.
One of the most interesting parts
of
station's
operation
thetheseries
of tests
carriedhas onbeenin
conjunction with the British
Broadcasting Corp. to determine
whether directional antennae are
now sufficiently efficient to permit
of two or more international shortw^ave stations occupying the same
or adjacent wavelengths when sending in different directions.
The tests were arranged by E.
K. Cohan, CBS director of engineering; L. W. Hayes, BBC Empire engineer; and RajTnond Braillard, president of the technical
committee of the Union Internationale de Radioiffusion, at a UIR
meeting held in Bucharest last
spring. The results of these tests
are still being tabulated and will
not be available until they are presented at the International Telecommunications Conference to be
held in Cairo next February, where
they will be used as a basis for international shortwave allocations.
However, Mr. Cohan said that
W2XE consistently showed a
greater increase of signal intensity
at Brussels when it changed from
South American to European antennae than did any other station
cooperating in the tests.

Radio Courses in Europe
Outlined by Dr. Angell
EUROPEAN educators are making wide use of radio to supplement their text-book and classroom instruction. Dr. James Rowland Angell, educational counsellor of NBC, stated on his recent
return from a six weeks' survey of
educational radio activities in England, Scotland, Denmark, Sweden
and Norway. In small countries,
like England and Denmark, where
homogeneous populations are gathered into small areas, educational
radio has its most favorable conditions, he said, contrasting these
countries with the vastness of the
United States.
"I was profoundly
impressed
Scandinavia,
as all recent
visitorsin
havemarked
been," success
Dr. Angell
said, and
"by
the
these small
highly intelligent countries have
achieved in dealing with their peculiar economic and social problems.
In bringing about their results
they have made constant use of the
radio."
.JONAS W E I L A X D. licensee of
WFTC. Kinston. N. C, has applied
to the FCC for a new 100-watt station on 1370 kc. at New Bern, N. C.
Another North Carolina applicant for
the same facilities is Publix Bamford
Theater.? Inc., 7.5% owned by Paramount Pictures Inc., New York, and
25% by C. R. Bamford, local operator,C.seeking a new outlet in Ashville. N.
BROADCASTING

AT LAUNCHING — Edwin M.
Spence, manager of WBAL, Baltimore, (right) and John Wilbourn,
WBAL chief announcer, take the
mike at launching last month of
the giant new Martin ocean transport, largest commercial flying boat
ever built, as it prepares to take off
for its test flight near the Martin
factory in Baltimore before being
sent to Soviet Russia, its purchaser.
Program Awards
WOMAN'S Press Club of New
York City is offering certificates of
merit to the station or advertiser
presenting the best radio program
in each of nine categories, between
Oct. 15, 1937, and April 1, 1938.
Certificates will be awarded at the
Club's general meeting on May 28,
1938, for the best broadcasts in respect to: Editorial analysis of
news; unbiased discussion of economic, political and international
problems; cultural music, three
awards, based on quality of music,
encouragement to development of
modern music, and quality of announcer's presentation; cultural programs for children; cultural dramatic programs, two awards, based
on cultural quality of material and
presentation, and for the best single performance of a new "lay
written for radio; and program for
the rural audience. Separate
awards will be made for network
and local programs, with the assistance of clubs in other cities in
the selection. Details are under direction of the New York Club's radio committee, which is headed by
Mrs. Joseph E. Goodbar.
COLUMBIA Artists ha.s been named
eastern agency for Sam Jaffe Radio
Producers. Hollywood.
RESULTING from his radio buildup,
Jimmie Fidler, whose Holli/wood Gossip is heard twice weekly on NBCRed, has been signed by Warner
Brothers to a movie contract which
will pay him .$.50,000 for his first picture.■
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Greyhovind Test
NORTHLAND GREYHOUND
LINES,tion), Chicago
has started (bus
a testtransportacampaign
on WCLO, Janesville, Wis., preparatory to extending the program. So
You're Going Places, on a nationwide basis. In the daily five-minute
program,viewedbus
interas theytravelers
arrive are
or depart
from the Greyhound depot, with
the announcer also giving brief
human interest stories about the
bus travelers. The test campaign
started Nov. 1 and two weeks later
the manager of the Racine Bus
depot reported that his business
had increased 46%. Although it
was difficult to procure names of
people when the broadcast first
started, travelers now are glad to
go
the air. isBeaumont
man,on Chicago,
agency. & Hoh-

market— at one small-station cost. May we prove it ?

ACCURACY,

AND

Union Pacific Discs
UNION PACIFIC Railroad Co.,
Omaha (transportation), through
Caples Co., Chicago, on Jan. 2 will
start for 52 weeks a quarter-hour
dramatic transcription program on
a group of stations nationally.
Titled Strange As It Seems, and
based on John Hix's syndicated
newspaper cartoon of the same
name, the program will be heard
Sunday afternoons at varying
hours. Fifteen stations have been
announced and list is to be added
to. Program is being produced by
Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood, and cut by Recordings Inc.,
that city, under direction of Cyril
Armbrister. Felix Mills is in charge
of music. Cast will be individually
chosen for each show.
Stations thus far announced are KNX
KGO KOMO KOIN KFPY KFIR KIDO
KSL KOA KMBC WOW WHO KSD
WCCO and WMAQ.

INC

N. B. C.
Affiliated
FREE and
PETERS, INC.
NATIONAL
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with

the

Fargo

FARGO
N.
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940 KILOCYCLES
5000 WATTS DAY
looo WATTS NIGHT
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Lever Bros. Abroad
LEVER BROS. Co., Cambridge,
JVIass. (Lux soap), following a series of tests, on Dec. 26 starts a
"weekly quarter - hour Hollywood
3iews program on Radio Luxembourg and Radio Normandie. Last
Sninute Hollywood news in "chatter" form is to be written by E. J.
J'ortman, Hollywood publicity dilector of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
agency handling the account. It
will be cabled to the agency's London oflRce and relayed to the stations. News, cabled Saturday, is to
he broadcast Sunday evening.

Production

AT ATLAS CONVENTION— -Left to right (Seated) Lou R. Winston,
vice-president in charge of production who will headquarter in Hollywood; Herbert R. Ebenstein, president; Harold Hopper, secretary-treasurer; Standing: Hal Norfleet, Dallas; S. P. Halperin, Minneapolis; L.
Daniel Blank, Chicago; Ray Coffin, Hollywood; Bill Underwood, Dallas;
Dave Davidson, in charge of sales promotion and publicity, New York.
Moore Adds Spots
BEI^JAMIN MOORE & Co., New
York (paints), which starts Betty
Moore Jan. 3 on the NBC-Red network, on the same date will start
a spot series of the same quarterhour program. Discussions of home
decoration will be presented with
live talent on each station, to be
heard Mondays on WWNC, WBT,
WRVA, WFBL, and Thursdays on
WLW, Cincinnati. Business is
placed direct by H. B. Martin, advertising manager of the company.

^wo

Santa

Clauses

in the QarolinasIt's like having two Santa Clauses come to see you
when you use WIS-WPTF — the Carolina Combination. These twin stations, broadcasting on magic
low frequencies, assure top returns in the rich
Major R. E. Zultz
The

Pillsbury Change
PILLSBURY FLOUR MILLS Co.,
Minneapolis, despite a high Crossley
on
the rating
air over for
five Today's
years, onChildren,
Jan. 3 will
replace the show with a new one
entitled Woman in White. Reasons
given for the change include the
"real need" to be served by the new
show, the life-story of a graduate
nurse, and the fact that Irna Phillips, the author, will now be able to
devote all her time to writing. Miss
Phillips
actingto in
Today'sit
Children has
in been
addition
writing
and two others, Procter & Gamble's Guidiyig Light and Road of
Life. The new program will have
two announcers, one as narrator,
and one for the commercials, said
to be the first time a daytime serial
has disassociated the commercial
announcements from the story.
Schedule for the show will remain
the same, NBC-Red, Mondays
through Fridays from 10:45 to 11
a. m. Agency is Hutchins Adv. Co.,
Minneapolis.
Butter Campaign
FREDERICK F. LOWENFELS &
Son., New York, is sponsoring a 15minute Sunday morning news period on WOR, Newark, and daily
announcements on WQXR, New
York, to advertise Hotel Bar Butter. Neff-Rogow Inc., New York,
handles the campaign.

TEST

cotton-tobacco areas for a single low rate.
City

Carolina

combination
WIS
COLUMBIA, S. C.
5000 WATTS, NBC

WPTF
RALEIGH, N. C.
5000 WATTS, NBC

Represented by Free & Peters, Inc.
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Center

Planned
by Atlas
Will Open Hollywood Studios;
Use of Film Recording Seen
ESTABLISHMENT of a Hollycenter exclusively for wood
radioproduction
transcriptions
for films
similar to the motion picture headquarters was announced by Herbert R. Ebenstein, president of Atlas Radio Corp., which held its
first annual sales convention at the
Stevens Hotel, Chicago, Nov. 2830. In addition to having transcribed shows produced in Hollywood, a sales setup similar to that
now existing in motion pictures
was also established.
In addition to selling franchises
for four nationwide zones, a subsidiary firm. Atlas Radio Distributing Co., was established to handle
distribution of the transcribed programs. It is planned to sell Atlas
shows to stations by the same
method motion picture firms sell
their products to certain theatres.
It is planned to have 250 stations
in key centers throughout the country carrying the Atlas product on
an exclusive basis in their territory. Prices to be charged will depend on rates
of each
tribution of the
Atlas station.
shows Diswill
be worldwide with franchises to be
sold in England, Canada, Australia, India and other English
speaking countries.
Chicago Office
In Chicago, Atlas headquarters
will be located in the old Affiliated
Broadcasting
studios
in
the Civic OperaSystem's
Bldg. Head
of the
Chicago office is L. Daniel Blank,
who also has the franchise of the
entire central zone. First of the
sub-branches in the central zone
will be located at Minneapolis, with
Sam Halperin in charge.
In addition to giving stations exclusive rights to certain of the Atlas productions, some of the shows
will be offered to advertisers for
use on stations as they see fit. A
number of commercial programs
have already been sold to advertisers including a children's program,
Magic Island, sponsored by Central
Shoe tions
Co.,
statwo toSt.fiveLouis,
times over
weekly60 with
other outlets to be added. Sale to
Central Shoe not only was for the
transcriptions but for complete exploitation program including publicity, premiums, local promotion,
etc. This exploitation tie-up is one
of the Atlas features which will
be offered advertisers on all transcribed shows. Another show, Famous Romances, will shortly be
placed on a number of stations for
Central Shoes' Perfect-Eaze shoes
for ladies. Kelly-S t u h 1 m a n &
Zarndt
Inc., St. Louis, is Central
Shoe agency.
Mr. Ebenstein, president of Atlas, predicted that in time films will
be used for all sound shows, displacing records. He cited the fact
that by using films, scenes can be
retaken numerous times until a perfect program has been made. If an
error is made when film is used
that
parteventually
can be "cut."
Film particular
shows will
cost
less than wax programs, he predicted.
CBS on Nov. 29 extended its daily
schedule by 45 minutes, and is now
on the air from 6 :45 a. m. to 1 a. m.
The broadcasting day formerly started
at 7 :30 a. m.
• Broadcast
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Several

Blocks

of Stock

In CBS
Sold Recently
REPOKTS to the Securities &
Exchange Commission of stock
sales and purchases show that Samuel Palev, father of CBS President William S. Paley and a CBS
director, recently sold 5,000 shares
of his Class A stock, reducing his
holdings to 18,200 shares of Class
A and 28,000 shares of Class B
stock. Herbert Bayard Swope, CBS
director, disposed of 1,000 shares
of his Class A stock during October, according to the report, which
reduces his present holdings to 10,000 Class A shares. Jacob Paley, of
Los Angeles, also a Class B director, bought 500 shares of Class A
stock which increases his holdings
to 25,458 Class A and 33,362 Class
B shares.
The report further showed that
Leon Levy and Isaac D. Levy, operators of WCAU, Philadelphia, and
both directors of CBS, each sold 310
shares of their Class A stock, reducing their interests to 38,131 and
64,960 Class A shares respectively.
Leon Levy also owns 44,924 Class
B shares, while Isaac Levy owns
23,530. It was also disclosed that
Ralph F. Colin who was appointed
a Class B director on Oct. 6
[Broadcasting Oct. 15] controls
1044 shares of Class A stock. Both
classes of stock have a par value
of $2.50 per share, but are currently listed on the New York stock
exchange at around 20.
General Foods Adds
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New
York, is increasing the schedule of
Mary Margaret McBride on CBS
from three to five quarter-hours
weekly with the first of the year.
Currently broadcasting Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at noon in
the interests of Minute Tapioca,
Miss McBride will also be heard on
Tuesday and Thursday for La
France and Satina, laundry products. Agency is Young & Rubicam
Inc., New York.
General Shoe on MBS
GENERAL SHOE Corp., Nashville, Tenn., will dramatize the
lives of American tycoons in a program to start Feb. 8 on Mutual
network. To be called Famous Fortunes, program is written by Marjorie deMott; agency is Badger &
Browning & Hersey, New York.

LISTEirERS

IN

biraainCham
Potcer alone can't guarantee listeners
in Birmingham. It takes local color,
showmanship and FULL TIME COV.
ERAGEI That's why Birmingham
"homefolks" keep their dials tuned
steadily to WSGN !
THE NEWS
AGE-HERALD
STATION
Birmingham
1310 KG.

NBC

AFFILIATED WITH
BLUE NETWORK
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STANDARD RADIO Inc.. has sold
its library service to ^YLAW, new
Lawrence, Mass., station and WGNY,
Newburgh.
Y. The
supplement has N.been
sold "pop"
to WLAW,
WGXY, WKY, Oklahoma City ; KLZ,
Denver ; WJAC, Johnstown, Pa. ;
KSFO. San Francisco, and KFIZ,
Fond du Lac, Wis.
XBC Thesaurus has added two new
subscribers — YY.5RS, Caracas. Yenezuela. and WHBL, Sheboygan, AVis.
LEON BLUM, formerly general director of WBBM, Chicago, and recently radio consultant to advertising
agencies, has been appointed director
in charge of radio sales promotion and
production for Radio & Film Methods
Corp., Xew Yorli.
BRITISH- AMERICAN Productions,
Xew York,
on for
four Latin
transcribed is
radio working
campaigns
America. Titles are Intimate Momefits ill Hollywood, featuring Alyce
Shupper, writer and film critic ; The
Glacier's Secret, Spanish - American
Musical Caravan, starring AyalaCaceres Trio, and The Gypsy Kiss.
The organization has secured rights to
Hollywood Reporter, with Carlos Borcosque, commentator.
SOUXD Reproductions Corp., Xew
York, headed by E. L. Bresson, has
placed Zeke Manners ti His Gunri on
170 stations under local s|innsni-ship.
The quarter - hour transcription is
broadcast three days a week, and all
contracts are for a year. Klinger Adv.
Corp., Xew York, is the agency.
EUGEXE L. BRESSOX, president of
Sound Reproductions Corp.. Xew
York, is writing a book, Recording
Techniijiie of Today which will be
published in May.
HOLLYWOOD Nite Letter motion
picture
news digest
laroducedHollywood,
by Earnshaw Radio
Productions,
will be available as an alternate service of three quarter-hour programs a
week, delivered by airmail, starting
Jan. 1. The regular and established
service
of continue.
five five-minute
scripts
week will
Firm has
leaseda
222 episodes of its transcribed serial.
Black d Blue, to KFQD, Anchorage,
Alaska.
THE Charlie Chan transcription serial, rights to which are held by Irving wood,
Fogelwill Radio
Hollybe usedProductions,
in script form
by
Radio Programs Service Co., Paris,
and translated into French, German,
Spanish, Bulgarian and Finnish. Xew
Zealand and Australia rights have already been secured by Broadcasting
Service Assn. Ltd., Sydney. United
States rights are the property of Raymond R. Morgan Co., Hollywood advertising agency, with the xerogram
currently being sponsored thrice weekly on more than two score stations by
Stokeley Bros. & Co. (Van Camp
food products).
FRAXK
W. PURKBTT,
dent of Associated
Cinema vice-presiStudios,
Hollywood transcription and production concern, upon his return from
Xew York and Chicago on Dec. 1 announced that preliminary plans have
been made for opening offices in those
cities after Jan. 1.
EARXSHAW Radio Productions,
Hollywood, has sold the Canadian
rights to its Crazy Quilt transcription
series to All-Canada Radio Facilities
Ltd., Calgary, and its Radio Short
Stories serial to KOL, Spokane, and
KHQ, Seattle, as well as 104 episodes
of Chandu to WMBS, Uniontown, Pa.
and WTIC. Hartford, Conn.
NATIOXAL Transcription Features
has moved to 2 E. 45th St., New York
City, and reports it is recording several series of 30-second dramatic programs for the jewelry, clothing, loan,
furniture, optical and bakery trades.
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Hoppes Returns to ERPI
W. L. HOPPES, station relations
manager of World Broadcasting
System, will return to his former
post with Electrical Research
Products Inc., New
York, Jan. 1, according to nouncementan-Dec.
6 by P. L. Deutsch
president
of
World. He will
be assistant to D.
E. Collins, vicepresident of
Mr. Hoppe
s
concer
„
ERPI nandhimself
will
with recording license activities in
broadcasting, motion picture and
other fields. He joined World a
year ago on a leave of absence
from ERPI. His successor will be
named shortly by Mr. Deutsch.
KABC, San Antonio, broadcast a
football game recently from Temple,
Tex., by remote. Temple is 170 miles
from San Antonio.

OUT

OF

Wliiteman Retvirns
LIGGETT & MYERS Tobacco Co.,
New York (Chesterfield cigarettes), on Dec. 31 brings Paul
Whiteman and his orchestra back
to a regular radio schedule, reKemp's
orchestra.
Programplacing
fills Halthe
present
Chesterfield
spot on CBS, Fridays from 8:30 to
9 p. m. Agency is Newell-Emmett
Co., New York.

THE

MOUTHS
BABES

Trolley Sponsor
STREET RAILWAYS ADV. Co.,
New York (car-cards), on Dec. 13
started a 13-week daily program
on WHN, New York, on which the
sponsor
is not Voice
to be ofmentioned.
der the title
the City, Unthe
narrator will make imaginary trips
around the city, using public conveyances and mentioning car-card
advertisers as he goes. Coincidentally WHN has started a car-card
campaign on which it promotes its
programs and sponsors.

OF
.

Out of the mouths of babes

Mr. I. Berson, manager of
Hartford's youngest store,
"The Youth Centre," sponsors "Daddy Couch's Young
Folks theProgram."
Pleased
with
close cooperation
of the studio as well as
the results of his program,
he drops in for a chat
with WDRC's Commercial
Manager William Malo
and Sales Representative
Eric Williams.
THE

comes one of Hartford's most
popular programs. Sterling
Couch, WDRC's Musical Director, conducts "Daddy
Couch's Young Folks Program." Through this weekly
Sunday feature (now in its
eighth year) several child stars
of outstanding talent have been
discovered . . . and its sponsors have enjoyed a boon to
business.
One of the several reasons why
Hartford Merchants
and customers alike choose

ONLY

COLUMBIA
NETWORK STATION
IN CONNECTICUT
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WHEN

the three Northern Broadcasting Co. stations in Ontario —
CJKL. Kirkland Lake; CKGB, Timmius, and CFCH, North Bay — go on
the air Jan. 1 with five-minute sponsored news flashes every hour on the
hour from 8 a. m. to 7 p. m. they
will be among the first, if not the first
to do so in Canada. Transradio Press
is used by all three stations, which
operate
in thewhere
miningthere
areais ofonly
Northern Ontario
one
daily newspaper, the Timmins Press.
owned by Roy Thompson, who also
owns the three stations.
CKX. Brandon, Man., put on a threehour special studio xerogram on Dec.
2, to celebrate the first anniversary
of the
watt transmitter andstation's
enlarged 1,000
studios.
CJKL, Kirkland Lake, Ont., has
moved into new quarters in the Sky
Arcade, where the station now has
two studios, a press room, reception
room, two offices and a control room.
All alterations have been made so
that the station can go to 1,000 watts
from its present 100 watts when permission is given by CBC. Staff, additions include Arthur Poyntner and
Gerald Tonkin to the commercial de])artment, and Fin Hollinger as special events and sports announcer.
WHIP, Hammond, Ind., has opened
Chicago studios in the Englewood Y.
M. C. A. An Englewood Hour daily
except Sunday has been started, with
Southsirte merchants participating.
First store to start sponsorship was
Wise Shoe Co. chain.
THE famous Arkansas rural comedy
team, Lum <t Ahiier, broadcasting over
NBC
for Horlick's
Maltedalma
Milk mater,
Corp.,
will return
to theix
KTHS, Hot Springs, for a part in
tlie
party
Dee. station's
20. The 13th
boys anniversary
from Pine Ridge
who started on KTHS are making a
siiecial transcribed program to be
shippedwood to
where Hot
their Springs
present from
NBC Hollyseries
originates.

WIBM, Jackson, Mich., 100 watter,
celebrated its tenth anniversary in
November. The station went on the
air in 1927 as a portable. Chief engineer
W. Wirtanen
who ha.s
installed Charles
the station
in Jackson,
been with it from the start. Engineer-announcer Walter H. Johnson is
second in point of service, having
been with the station nine years. The
anniversary performance was recorded
for future use. Roy Radner is manager.
FIVE minutes after bandits robbed
the Citizens Bank of Springfield, Mo.,
Nov. 29, KWTO had its newscaster,
Joe Evans, describe the bandit car
and interview witnesses of the robbery.
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WJE.J, Hagerstown. Md., has been
presentedtoriouswith
placque
service aduring
19.37forbymerithe
American Legion Auxiliary. The station also received a placque in July
from
the American Legion for similar
services.
WSPD, Toledo, has started a Sunday
evening Quiz Bee during which five
contestants try to ansvv'er questions
sent in by listeners. First prize is $10,
second prize is $.5 and the listener
who sends in the best three questions
gets $10.
WCKY, Cincinnati, has taken space
in the Gibson Hotel for its sales aiid
promotional staff. For the past two
years studios have been maintained in
the Netherland-Plaza Hotel along with
three floors in the WCKY Building in
Covington, across the river from Cincinnati.
KTFI, Twin Falls, Id., recently
broadcast a remote from atop its new
487-foot transmitter tower, featuring
descriptions of the construction in a
two-way conversation. Franklyn Cox,
KTFI chief engineer, and Jay Spracher, KTFI announcer, handled the
show which was sponsored by the
local Lincoln-Zephyr dealer.
WSOC. Charlotte, N. C, recently received from the U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce and its local chapter
a citation of appreciation.
RALPH R. B R U N T O N, general
manager of KJBS, San Francisco, announced program
recently thatTo the
participating
The station's
Ladies.
a five-a-week half-hour m o r n i n g
show, has been extended another 15
minutes. The feature, heard Mondays
through
Fridays
from 11-11
a. m.,
is conducted
by Hugh
Barrett:45 Dobbs^
nationally known radio figure.

Triangle

More population, more radio sets and
more spendable income than any other
Oklahoma station, with extensive coverage in Kansas, Missouri and Arkansas.

V
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HIGH ABOVE— Cleveland's downtown district atop the Terminal
Tower Bldg. climbed Robert Fox,
engineer of WHK-WCLE, to install
the
"Jay" antenna
the 100wattnewshortwave
stationfor used
for
remotes and experiments.

KFRU
•
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI
A Kilowatt on 630
A Sales Message over KFRU
Covers the Heart of Missouri

O
— TULSA
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DAVID ROSS, who won the AcadandDec.Letters'
diction
award emyinof Arts
1932, on
.5 resumed
his
series. Poet's Gold, now in its sixth
year, over CBS.
WOR-MUTUAL on Dec. 12 started
the third in its charades cycle, a new
program,
Who of IstheIt':'Parlor
OtherTrick
successful programs
variety
produced
l)y
AVOR"s
program
dciiartment and currently heard are
Ijcf's Play (lames, sponsored by E.
Fdugera & Co., New York (Vapex)
and Melody Puzzles, whose .sponsor is
American Tobacco Co., New York
(Lucky Strike).
DESIGNED to separate the sheep
from the goats among aspiring actors.
Haven MacQuarrie Presents started
Sunday. Nov. 28, on NBC-Red. MacQuar ie. adirector for Warner Bros.
Pictures,
presents
ambitious
teurs in original
scenes,
and givesamahis
opinion of their acting ability.
A SERIES of modern one-act plays
by Stephen
Vincent
Toller, A. A. Milne
and Benet,
others Ernst
will have
its first radio performance in Contemporary Theater, heard Tuesdays on
WQXR, New York. Program started
Dec. dio7, Division,
presented
cast of Theatre,
the RaWPAby aFederal
and adapted for radio by Donald
MacFarlane.
WAAF, Chicago, has expanded its
news department having installed
United Press news service in addition to the regular news service the
station gets because of its ownership
nal.Chicago
Dan Bolt, Daily
has been
appointed
by
Drover's
Journewstheeditor.
A CHANCE to hear the high spots
of the
week's
best broadcasts
second time
is offered
listeners by a CBS
through a new sustaining series. The
People's Choice. Broadcast each Sunday evening,
the popular
half-hour
includes
the most
bit program
of news,
comedy,
drama,
light
and
serious
music broadcast by CBS during
the
previous week, as measured by fan
mail received by the network.
WJBK, Detroit, carries 20 five-minute news programs a day. New studios are being built, with announcers
shouting in 1927 style against the
noise on the other side of a false
partition. Joplin, Mo., is broadcasting
WMBH,
an afternoon series called Isews Magazine which combines human interest
stories with late news flashes and includes gossip on Hollywood and the
latest fashions.
MAURICE LOWELL, author of
NBC-Chicago producer and author of
Listen In recently made into a movie
short, is now radio instructor at
Rosary College. River Forest, 111. He
is directing a new weekly show. College 1938, a dramatic series dealing
with today's contemporary and social
problems which had its premiere over
WJJD, Dec. 4. Scripts have been
written
the school's
radio writing
class
withby acting
roles
taken
the radio
group. by members of
BY' TY'ING-IN the names of its players with the product advertised,
WFBC, Greenville, S. C, has built
up a keen listener interest in the
Aristocratic Pigs, a daily program
.sponsored
Packing Co. by the local Balentine
THE 15th anniversary of CKAC,
Montreal, was saluted by CBS Dec.
11 with a program of swing music by
Benny Goodman and his orchestra,
and an address by Sir Herbert Marler,
Canadian envoy to the United States.
THE news bureau of WCAO, Baltimore, hastunedinstalled
shortwave
receiver
constantlya to
local police
calls. Tips on news stories secured
from this source are followed up on
the phone
by sending
a representative to the orscene
of the happening.
NEW studios of WMCA, New York,
now being built at 1657 Broadway
between 51st and 52nd streets, are
nearing completion. Three studios are
already finished and other work progressing rapidly. When completed, the
new ern
station
will have
nineandlarge,
modbroadcasting
studios
a group
of 65 other
offices for general administrative purposes.
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FCC

Adopts New Routine
(Continued from page 22)
added, will leave for Commission
before the
Commission."
handling in regular meetings all procedure
Commissioner
Craven,
for the
matters of major importance and first month of the new rotating
similarly vnW give the Commission
procedure, was assigned all matmore time to consider matters fallters relating to broadcasting. This
authority covers applications for
ing in the policy-making category.
The preliminary procedure in licenses, following construction
handling of broadcast applications
which complied with construction
permit; for extension of time to
other than those of a purely routine nature, will be the same as commence and complete construction; modifications of construction
heretofore, Mr. McNinch pointed
out. An examiner will take evi- permit involving only change in
dence in all cases designated for equipment; to install frequency
hearing and submit his report. Mr. control, auxiliary equipment; or
McNinch stated, however, that he special temporary authorization;
had in mind a further change in change of name of licensee where
procedure whereby cases would be ownership is not affected and other
matters therein recited.
delegated to individual commissionCommissioner George H. Payne
ers, after the examiner had submitted his report, for handling im- was assigned applications for aeromediately prior to FCC action. The
nautical, aircraft, geophysical, mocommissioners so assigned, he said,
tion picture, airport, municipal and
probably would simply make a rec- state police, marine relay, marine
om endation to the full Commisfire, dioand
emergency and special rafacilities
sion rather than submit proposed
Commissioner E. 0. Sykes was
findings and in that way the Commission might take another step assigned to all radio matters within the territory of Alaska, except
step toward lightening its collective burden.
broadcast,
licenses and
The new procedure follows
amateur andoperators'
ship stations.
rather closely that predicted in the
Commissioner Thad H. Brown
Nov. 15 issue of Broadcasting. As- was assigned duties relating to issignments of commissioners to insuance of certificates of convendividual duties which are interreience and necessity, and authorizalated will be on a monthly rotating
tion of temporary or emergency
basis effective Dec. 1. Those purely wire service as provided in Section
miscellaneous matters delegated to 214 of the Act.
Commissioner Paul Walker was
the secretary and the chief engineer will be assigned on a permadelegated all matters arising in
nent basis. These will deal largely connection with the administration
with matters which heretofore have
of tariff circulars, including the
required FCC Division ratification.
waiver of notice of the filing of
Ratification no longer will be nec- tariffs.
essary.
The chairman himself will not
Motions Docket
participate in the handling of these
routine functions but will interest
Commissioner Norman S Case, himself in all of them.
who sponsored the proposal for
Chairman McNinch explained
the Motions Docket, was assigned
adopting the rotation proto that duty for the first month. A that by cedure,
each commissioner will be
definite day will be set each week
enabled to become familiar with
for the Motions Docket, Chairman
all of the functions of the FCC.
McNinch asserted. Specifically the
order states in connection with the Moreover, he said, it will permit
them to become thoroughly acMotions Docket that a commisquainted with all matters subject
sioner, to be selected and appointFCC jurisdiction before the en
ed by subsequent orders of the to
banc meetings on policy.
Commission, is authorized to "hear
Routine Matters
and determine, order, certify, report or otherwise act upon all matUnder
Order No. 28, Secretary
ters arising under the rules of prac- T. J. Slowie
is authorized to detice and procedure of the Commistermine, certify, report, or othersion relating to withdrawals, diswise act, with the advice of the
missals, or defaults of applications
or other proceedings subject to the general counsel and the chief engineer, upon all applications for
statutory right of appeal to the
Commission; and to hear and de- operators' licenses and all applications for amateur and ship statermine all interlocutory motions,
tions. The chief engineer is authorpleadings and related matters of
ized to determine upon all applications and request and demand appropriate order in letter form for
the signature of the secretary on a
large number of miscellaneous
matters including operation without approved equipment or operation with new or modified equipment pending repair of existing
equipment, relocation of transmitter in the same building, operation with reduced power, approval
of equipmentcellaneous
types
similar mistechnicaland
authorizations.
While oral arguments will be
continued on the basis of the schedule already established. Chairman
McNinch declared that it might be
necessary to fit in reare-uments of
cases heretofore argued before individual divisions but not yet decided. In that event, he said, it
might be necessary to revise the
oral argument schedule but he
hoped this would be unnecessary.
The FCC also is "economizing
BROADCASTING
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the time" of members of its staff
as well as of the Commission itself, Mr. McNinch declared. Heretofore, he pointed out, perhaps a
dozen members of the legal and
engineering staffs have been present at Commission meetings to
discuss orally particular cases. He
said this practice would be dispensed with in the future with individual staff members called in if
and when needed. Thus, he said,
they will not take so much time
out from their regularly assigned
work.

Barbasol Shift
BARBASOL Co., Indianapolis
(shaving preparation) , has replaced Mary Jane Walsh, billed as
Radio's Singing Cinderella, with
Arthur Godfrey. Miss Walsh found
it difficult to continue the broadcasts in conjunction with her part
in "I'd Rather Be Right." Arthur
Godfrey is conductor of Washington Sun Dial, on WJSV as a pai'ticipating feature, and on WABC,
New York for Wasey Products.
The Barbasol show is broadcast at
7:45-8 p. m. for one group of Mutual stations, at 8-8:15 p. m. for
WOR and another group, and for
the West Coast at 11:15-11:30 p.
m.
NewAgency
York. is Erwin, Wasey & Co.,

Gillmore Quits Equity
FRANK GILLMORE has resigned
as presidentsociation,ofto become
Actor's effective
Equity Asas
soon as his successor is named. The
Equity board will meet Dec. 17 for
that purpose. Ill health was given
as the reason for the move by Mr.
Gillmore, who did not mention in
his resignation letter his recently
signed five-year
to be executive director contract
of the Associated
Actors and Artistes of America,
AFL parent organization of the
entertainment field, with jurisdiction over Equity, Screen Actors
Guild, American Guild of Musical
Artists, and American Federation
of Radio Artists. Mr. Gillmore is
now president of the AAAA, an
honorary post, whereas his directorship carries an annual salary of

GOING
PLACES!
WAIR's rapid progress is, in a
large degree,
due the
to people
its deter-in
mination to give
its territory exactly the type
and quality entertainment they
demand,
plus toa none.
news service
that
is second
For Sales at a Profit

$13,000.
XAZI Germany is reported to be planning the erection of 2,000,000 loudspeakers on pylons above billboards
.so that everyone evei-y where can hear
governmental
broadcasts.
billboard advertisers
are to beThe
assessed
to defray the cost of the equipment.

Daytime

5000

WAIR
Winston-Salem, North Carolina

Power

Increased

to

WATTS
(Night 1000 Watts)

NBC

RED

NETWORK

(Effective Jan. 1, 1938)

BIRMINGHAM
BROADCASTING
CO., Inc.
BANKHEAD HOTEL
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Corn-Kix Tests
GENERAL MILLS Inc., Minneapolis, for its new cereal, CornKix, will start quarter-hour discs,
Those Happy Gilmans, on WTMJ,
Milwaukee, and WTAD, Quincy,
Jan. 3. If tests prove successful
other stations will be added when
more extensive distribution has
been secured. RCA, Chicago, cut
the discs, which are broadcast five
times weekly. Blackett-SampleHummert, Chicago, is agency.

Copyright

Convention

Sent

to Senate^

Reviving Hope for Duffy Bill Passage
By WALTER BROWN
ate until
"interested
submit certain
desired parties"
reservations.
WITH the International Copyright
He told Broadcasting he did not
Convention again before the Sen- anticipate consideration of the Conate for ratification, impetus has
vention until the regular session
been given to enactment by Con- which begins Jan. 3. A meeting of
gress at its regular session next those interested groups including
year of the bill to revise the broadcasters was held in New York
United States copyright law being
proposed reservasponsored by Senator Duffy (D- Dec. 9tionsatwere which
developed.
Wis.) and Rep. Been (D-Ga.).
Senator Duffy said ratification
The Senate Foreign Relations
hasten passage of his copyCommittee reported the Conven- would right
the most controversial
tion, which extends to foreign au- feature ofbill, which
to
WWNC
thors and composers the same pro- repeal the sectionis ofa provision
present
tection in this country that is ex- law that places a $250 the
fine against
tended Americans abroad, to the
ASHEVILLE, N. C.
Senate Nov. 26 and it is now on any infringement upon copyright
the courts no disthe calendar. Immediately after material, cretionleaving
Full Time NBC Affiliate
in imposing the penalty.
this action plans got under way
1,000 Walts
The Duffy bill would remove the
on Capitol Hill to revise the pres- mandatory penalty but gives copyent law and bring it in line with
right holders full redress in the
the provisions of the Convention.
courts for any infringement, with
any.
the
courts
fixing the damage, if
Changes Awaited
The Only Blanket Radio
Senator Duffy, sponsoring ratiSince the Senate had passed the
fication, said he would seek early copyright bill at the previous ConCoverage of Prosperous
approval
of
his
conyright
bill
which
gress, the measure must again be
Western North Carolina
was passed by the Senate in the approved by that body. Senator
74th Congress only to be buried by Duffy, however, is confident the
the House Patents Committee af- Senate will pass the bill at the
"r/ie Quality Market
regular session.
ter controversy.
The difficulty lies in the House
Mr. Duffy has decided not to
of The Southeast*'
Patents Committee where Chairtake up the Convention in the Senman Sirovich (D-N. Y.) has, with
the capable support of Rep. Lanham (D-Tex.), succeeded in blocking the legislation. The Senate Foreign Relations Committee
on the Convention flays the report
House
Patents Committee for its dilatory
tactics. Friends of the measure
are
relying on Rep. Deen to lead the
IGHT
DOWN
fight in the House. The vigorous
R
Georgian took the initiative in support of the legislation when hearings were held before the Patents
Committee in the last Congress and
failed by only one vote to get the
OUR
Alley
bill reported. He will introduce the
Duffy bill in the House and demand
action by the Committee in the
regular session.
Senator Duffy and Rep. Deen do
Today's radio advertiser is not of the gold-brick buying
not minimize the power of ASCAP,
variety. He wants to know how well a station covers the
the spearhead of the opposition to
territory in which he wants sales, whether pockets of
the bill, but both are optimistic over
listeners hold any cash, whether distributors and retailers
the chances of favorable action, eswill co-operate.
pecially in view of impending ratification of the Convention. Both
Such advertisers prefer WGAR, the station sold on fact
describe conditions which have
instead of the gold-brick standard.
grown up under the $250 mandaOver WGAR your selling message will be heard throughout
tory fine of the present law as
a
"racket" and say when it is
the seven counties in Northern Ohio that make up the state's
brought to the full attention of
richest market . . . Cuyahoga, Lorain, Medina, Summit,
Congress it will be ended.
Portage, Geauga and Lake . . . will reach nearly a million
The key to the House situation
homes in this spending territory . . . will draw from the
purses of the families which spend one out of every three of
the state's retail dollars.
7
out of 10
And, when you talk merchandising, you're firing right
down our alley! WGAR works closely with distributors in
Listeners to
its territory, knows and gets the help of top executives
of various trade associations, sends men out into the field to
BUFFALO STATIONS
talk with retailers in regard to your product and your
radio program.
tune in
First in number of accovmts, first in total dollar volume
among Cleveland stations . . . first in merchandising assistWGR
or WKBW
ance . . . you just can't help but place WGAR first among
the stations you consider in Northern Ohio!
between 5 and 7 Pc M.
says Ross Federal
BUFFALO BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
RAND BUILDING, BUFFALO
W-G-A-R
Represented by
STATION
CLEVELAND
FRIENDLY
FREE & PETERS
John F. Patt, Vice Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Edward Petry& Co., Inc., NatH Repp's
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may lie in the filling of the three
Democratic vacancies whch now
exist on the Patents Committee.
Rep. Lawrence Connery (D-Mass.)
has been appointed to fill the vacancy caused by the death of his
brother, William P. Connery, but
no one has been selected for the
places held by Rep. McSweeney,
(D-Ohio), who resigned to become
a memb,er of the Foreign Affairs
Committee, and Rep. Barden (DN. C). There is another Democratic vacancy coming over from
the old Congress.
The House Patents Committee is
now composed of the following
members: Democrats: Sirovich, (N.
Y.), chairman; Lanham (Tex.),
Deen (Ga.), O'Malley (Wis.),
Dunn, (Pa.),
Kramer
(Cal.),
McClellan
(Ark.),
Boykin
(Ala.),
Barry (N. Y.), Connery (Mass.),
Re2mblicans: Hartley (N. J.),
Arends (111.), Church (111.), Wolverton (N. J.), Stefan (Neb.),
Luce (Mass.); Progressives: Amlie (Wis.)
; Farm Laborites: Johnson (Minn.).
Effect of Ratification
Senator Duffy and Rep. Deen
do not agree on the desirability of
ratifying the Copyright Convention
before passage of the copyright
bill. The Wisconsin Senator believed ratification of the treaty will
hasten passage of the copyright
bill, and
Senate
Relations the
Committee
has Foreign
so reported.
"The Convention does not go into effect for a year and I feel sure
that once it is ratified we will get
some action by the House on the
copyright
bill,"of Mr.
said.
"Adoption
the Duffy
International
Copyright Convention without passage of the copyright bill would
complicate
copyright
lations nowprocess
accordedof one
nation reto
another," casting.
Rep.Ratification
Deen oftold
Broadthe treaty
without reservation and without
passage of the Duffy-Deen bill
would "involve an undesirable relationship on the part of other
countries
against
The Georgian us,"
said heit said.
was for
this reason that the Senate reversed itself after ratifying the
treaty and did so at the request of
the State Department.
Senator Duffy said he was glad
Rep. Deen was going to introduce
the copyright bill and sponsor it
in the House. "The measure will
have an able and friendly author
in the House," he added. Rep.
Bloom (D-N. Y.) introduced the
Duffy measure in the House but
friends of the legislation feel it
should be sponsored in the House
by
a member of the Patents Committee.
In commenting on the copyright
bill,
Rep.bill
Deenstrikes
said: out the $250
"The
damage fee for relaying copyright
material but provides those holding
the copyright may go into courts
and sue for damage. As it now
stands the ASCAP crowd holds
broadcasters and others for the fee
without the right to go into court."
Senator Duffy said he understood ASCAP was "now backing
up" in its support of the InternaConvention "because
they believetional
its ratification
would expedite
actionthat
on under
the copyright
bill."copyHe
said
the present
right statute
"terriblethere
racket"
exists and
unlessa checked
was
no telling to what extent it would
spread.
"Already
ers are being
made restaurant
to pay a feeownfor
using a radio in their establishments," he said. "Only this week a
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man was in my office protesting
the payment of such a fee. They
can fine a taxicab driver if he
plays a radio in his cab while
carrying passengers. I think Congress should pass my bill which will
stop the racket but will afford authors and composers full protection
in the courts."
In reporting the Copyright Convention to the Senate, the Foreign
Relations Committee submitted the
report of its subcommittee in
charge of the matter, composed of
Senator Duffy, Senator White
(R-Maine) and Senator Van Nuys
(D-Md.).
The report points out that there
has been "a great deal of pirating
both
here and
in copjTight
materials
and abroad"
the Convention
was
designed to end such practices.
In touching on the desirability
for accompanying legislation by
the Congress amending the United
States statute, the subcommittee
report said:
"It has long been hoped that the
approval of the copyright treaty
would be accompanied by legislation appropriately amending the
statute law of the country and interpreting those portions of the
treaty which contemplate individual legislative action by the
countries party to it. The Senate
has, indeed, passed such legislation.
But continued inaction of the Committee on Patents of the House of
Representatives has dimmed, if not
destroyed, hope of cooperation by
that body until the treaty shall
have been disposed of.
"The failure to act is not understood to be due to opposition by
any considerable proportion of the
committee, or to any appreciable
opposition in the House itself. Under the circumstances it would
seem to have rendered unjustifiable
any further delay by the Senate in
taking remedial action which it is
constitutionally empowered to take
without the cooperation of the
other branch of Congress."
New York Fair Group
NEW YORK World's Fair 1938
Inc. has appointed an advisory
committee on music to enlist the
services of foremost artists and orchestras during the fair. Headed
by Allen Wardell, the committee
membership includes Marshall
Field, Mrs. Vincent Astor, Dr.
Walter Damrosch and Edward
Johnson, general manager of the
Metropolitan Opera Assn. Far
reaching in scope, the fair's musical program will include historical
pageants, ballets, oratorios, folk
I music, choral and glee club presen1 tations, as well as classical and
popular music.

(
I
1
I
I
I
j
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New WOLS on Air
OWXED and managed by 0. Lee
Stone, outdoor advertising man, the
new WOLS, Florence, S. C, went
on the air in November with 100
watts on 1200 kc. Mr. Stone announced the appointments of Henry
Mosses as commercial manager^
WilliamrectorF.
MeliaDillon
as program
diand Paul
as chief engineer. A composite transmitter
with Gates speech input and a 150foot vertical steel tube radiator
have been installed. Transradio
Press service is being used.
ANNU4X.
East-West
football
game
will be
played inAll-Star
San Francisco
on
New
Year's
Day,
and
will
be
exclusively over Mutual network.heard
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ASCAP
And

Seeks

Current

Past Nebraska

Fees

After Ruling by Court
AS A DIRECT result of the ruling
of the Federal District Court in
Omaha granting it a temporary injunction restraining the State of
Nebraska from enforcing its recentlv enacted anti-ASCAP law,
ASCAP on Dec. 1 sent out to all
stations and other copyright users
in Nebraska statements seeking
payment of current royalties along
with back
payments.
enactment of the
law in After
the State,
ASCAP refused payments from all
stations and presumably other
users, returning the envelopes unopened. It is following the same
procedure in other States, including Montana, Washington, Florida
and Tennessee, which have enacted
anti-ASCAP laws.
The Nebraska court granted the
temporary injunction after preliminary testimony in behalf of
ASCAP that certain of its important composer members and heirs
of composers would be deprived of
livelihoods by such State laws. The
action simply means that the case
will come to trial on the issues, that
is, whether the States have the
right to enact such anti-monopoly
laws. Meanwhile, ASCAP will continue doing business in the State.
Because of the trend toward state
laws to restrict the operation of
ASCAP and force a competitive
market on music, ASCAP has revived its publicity campaign in an
effort to offset these moves. In its
second issue of the ASCAP Journal, made available early this
month, it ran an editorial on the
Nebraska injunction and hailed it
as a victory. There were articles
by ASCAP members and attorneys
emphasizing the necessity for unity
in composer-publisher ranks to combat opposition, along with other
editorial features. The Journal is
distributed free nationally, and, it
is understood, is sent to the Congressional roster.
Cook

Back

Chief Justice Martin, who has retired.
In arguments before the court
during the week of Dec. 6, many
significant questions were asked
regarding court procedure and policy and the indication was rather
clearlysionsgiven
in future
decithe Courtthatintends
to establish legal precedent on many FCC
methods in handling of applications. Just how far-reaching these
revisions will be must await future
court decisions.
POSSIBLE
MERGER
of Consolidated Radio Artists
Inc., New
York, and
Rockwell-O'Keefe, New York, talent
organization, is still in the discussion
stage, and will probably not be definitely decided for several weeks.

LISTENERS
PAY

THANKS !
Response Terrific
At Your Demand
"WALKS OF LIFE"
Now Transcribed.
Built especially for Shoes —
Sale or Repair.
13 15-Minute
Ready. Shows
Priced Right.
Write
---wood--RADIO PRODUCTIONS
Hollywood, Calif.
2^ Markfaam BMg.
. . . wood words sell . . .
Advertising
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W
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They're afraid they might miss
hearing something of vital community interest if they don't.
ROCKFORD, ILL.

Best

1410 KC.

Wishes

MERRY

on NBC

THOMAS COOK & Son-WagonLits Inc., New York, on Dec. 12
started a program on the NBCRed network featuring Malcolm La
Prade, who has been on the air as
"the man from Cook's" since 1925.
The quarter-hour travel talks are
heard Sundays, through L. D. Wertheimer Co., New York.
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Not a Public Utility
{Continued from Page 27)
submitted to the Commission in the
application
for broadcasting facilities.
"In any case where it is shown
that the effect of granting a new
license will be to defeat the ability
of the holder of the old license to
carry on in the public interest, the
application should be denied unless
there are ovei-whelming reasons of
a public nature for granting it.
And it is obviously a stronger case
where neither licensee will be financially able to render adequate service. This, we think is the clear intent of Section 402 (b) (2) of the
statute, which provides for an appeal by an aggrieved person whose
interests are adversely affected by
a decision of the Commission
granting or refusing an application. But here Intermountain fails
to allege financial or economic injury— or any of
other
— throughto
the allocation
radiosortfacilities
Powers
and associates."
The language
of the court on
this point is unprecedented, and
probably will give rise to more appeals raising the question that new
stations in given areas would result in pecuniary or other damage
to existing licensees and thereby
deprive them of their ability to
continue to function in the public
interest.
That the Court intends to follow
up these revolutionary rulings with
additional statements of law has
been clearly indicated in the last
few weeks. The complexion of the
court has changed almost completely since its last term, with Justice
J. Lawrence
Groner succeeding
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For the Curious
After the Crash PROGRAMS
dents VARIATION of Prof. Quiz is
acci
e
bil
omo
aut
L
TA
FA are dramatized weekly on Curiosity Court, a weekly program
KOIN, Portland, during Speed on WIP, Philadelphia, sponsored by
Incorporated, with facts taken the Shell Union Oil Corp. and presented in a local auditorium seat.
h
m the esstate's official ial
fro
show clos with an offic filestalkEacon
ing 1,000 persons. Patterned after
how the accident might have been court procedure, five witnesses are
called who try to answer the quesaverted. It's a great audience
tions in competition for cash prizes.
puller, says KOIN.
A novel feature is a traffic light
A similar program on WIBX,
Utica, N. Y., has been so success- which flashes green as the question
ful that the local accident rate is is asked and red as the time limit
down 7.2% as compared with the of 30 seconds approaches. The series is extensively publicized
state's rate. Kiwanis members were
behind the series and D. T. Burke, through all Shell agents, gas stawho gave the series on WIBX, has
tions, and trucks.
^
❖ jj;
been named chairman of the State
Ask the Ladies
Kiwanis Safety Council.
MAN-on-the-street idea is applied
to interviews of women during
Accidents Reported
IF ANY listener of WJAG, Nor- Feminine Viewpoints on KDYL,
folk, Neb., sees an automobile ac- Salt Lake City. The series is sponcident he may call WJAG collect
sored by the
local daily
ModegiftO'Day
and a moment later the station will Shops and
a special
goes
flash the word to the state safety to the woman answering the selected question of the day.
patrol. This is a new public service feature and WJAG pays the
phone bill, donates its air time and
maintains a private line to the
Scooping Scoops
highway headquarters. Motorcycle
cops keep tuned to WJAG. AcNEWS that is broadcast becording to the police and to WJAG
fore it happens is a scoop
within
a scoop, according to
this service has already saved many
lives.
WCOP, Boston, which aired
* * *
a recent attempted robbery 10
Publicity for KSTP
minutes before the robbery
was attempted. Ed Pearson,
IF YOUR station needs publicity
WCOP script writer, who
and a good program along with it,
was passing the store on his
you might try a version of Editors'
Roundtable, similar to the one conway to the studio, saw cops
ducted each Friday night on KSTP,
hiding in the bushes. He verified the ambush and WCOP
St. Paul, by Val Jjornson. Each
week a different editor from one of
went on the air with the story
10 minutes before the robMinnesota's small town papers disbers walked into the trap.
cusses the problems of his community and gives his prospective
radio appearance a big write up in
Free For All
his paper. Weekly column space,
NEW TYPE of discussion is used
says
KSTP,
has
totaled
4,800
inches.
during Let's Hear Your Side, a
* * *
weekly program on WBBM, ChiReverse English
cago, presented by the Chicago U
Broadcasting Council. Instead of
OPPOSING the many programs
devoted to informing the radio au- the formal debate procedure of argument and rebuttal, prominent dedience, Howlers, new series of Star
baters from local universities disRadio Programs Inc., New York,
cuss
current
events informally, inspecializes in wminformation. Each
terrupting and heckling each other
of the 13 five-minute scripts comat will. Wide listener interest, says
prising the series contains a numWBBM.
ber of boners, mostly humorous,
but all authentic, according to Star.
Petticoat Parade
The series has already proved popular with stations. Star says. Most DAILY afternoon program on
recent subscribers to Howlers are WMBD, Peoria, is devoted to current fashions, home decorating,
CJCA, Edmonton; WTHT, Hartfoods and hints on how to care for
ford;
KSAL,
Salina;
WGBI,
Scranton.
children. Called Petticoat Parade,
the program features a three way
discussion by Jessica McFarland,
Don't Be Taken In
A War on Rackets is featured in a Josephine Wetzler and Connie Ford,
weekly series on WTMJ, Milwauof WMBD's women's department.
kee. In cooperation with local busi- Female listeners galore, reports
WMBD.
ness men and the Better Business
* * *
Bureau, WTMJ presents the tranBooks
for Children
scribed series of NBC dealing with
pitch men, missing heirs schemes, JUVENILE books are dramatized
home work frauds and allied rack- on WGN, Chicago, during Book
Shelf Spotlight, a weekly series
ets. Local slant is given by dramaunder direction of the National
tizations of local
* *rackets.
*
Youth Administration. Abbott Ross
What Can We Do?
of Airshows Inc., that city, produces the show.
NEW KIND of contest titled How
* * *
KFRO Can Improve Its BroadcastWorld Customs
ing Service is i-unning on KFRO,
STUDENTS at Chicago U from
Long View, Tex., so successfully
that the mail man is complaining
foreign countries discuss and comabout all the letters. We know our
pare their countries with America
station now from the listener's during International House Forum,
a weekly program on WGN.
viewpoint, says KFRO happily.
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Master Mechanic
WHEN the Automobile Show came
to Kansas City, KCKN gave novel
coverage. It happens that Leonard
Brann, assistant chief engineer of
KCKN, has made a hobby of cars
for years and is one of those rare
people who can reduce scientific
terms to ordinary language. So,
Owen Balch, KCKN special events
director,
and several
visitors interviewed
Mr. hundred
Brann about
the cars. Listeners have been writing KCKN ever since asking for
more complicated
and saying gadgets
that theycould
didn't
know
be
described so plainly.
Cash and Plaques
RADIO dramatization of James
Trueslow Adams' "Epic of America,"vision,
presented
by the Theater,
Radio DiWPA Federal
started Nov. 28 on the Mutual network, and is the subject of an essay contest conducted by the American Legion Auxiliary. A first prize
of $100 in cash and special Auxiliary plaque will be awarded for
the best essay on "What the Epic
of America has taught me about
the future of America." Second
award is $50, and is to go to a
high school student not over 18
years of age. Gold medals will be
given testtocloses
the March
next five
Con10, winners.
1938.
I Know 5,000 Songs
THE other day a 17-year-old girl
wandered into the studios of
WTMV, E. St. Louis, and anannounced that she could sing 5,000 cowboy and hillbilly songs. So
Woody Klose, WTMV program director, devised a new radio game
called Can You Stump Susie? and
Miss toMary
Wesnitzer,
"Susie,"
tries
sing her
songs faster
than
listeners can phone for more. She
misses eight out of 30 and the telephone keeps ringing all through
the program, according to WTMV.
* * *
It Begins At Sixteen
RIGHT after school on Wednesday afternoon high school students
of Fall River, Mass., gather in
the studios of WSAR to broadcast
a series of their own, titled Life
Begins at Sixteen. They write and
produce the shows, dramatize their
school activities and give themselves a sendoff with publicity in
their school paper. According to
William T. Welch, manager of
WSAR, the townspeople delight in
the programs.
Birmingham Leaders
KIDS crowded the Birmingham auditorium when WSGN recently
held a Model Airplane meet. A local department store sponsored
the meet which was so successful
that it has signed for a monthly
program.
WSGN is also proud of its HillBilly Night, featuring bands from
all over the county and packing
the studio-auditorium with listeners set for a frolic. After the weekly show is over, WSGN entertains
the audience with its talent for another hour. * * *
Lest They Stray
DURING the cold weather lots of
men-on-the-street find it difficult
to hold their audiences. Brooks
Connally, announcer of WIND,
Gary, Ind., solved the problem by
passing out coffee and doughnuts
and The
is changing
his program's title
to
Coffee Jug.
BROADCASTING

TARZAN — Has nothing on Jimmy
Vandiveer who broadcasts a series
called Trips Through the Zoo on
KFI, Los Angeles, each Friday.
The elephant's* name
* is
* Anna.
Pot of Gold
NAMES picked
are announced duringatPotrandom
of Gold
on
WPAY, Portsmouth, 0., and if the
listener
doesn't
that would
have phone,
gone tothe
himaward
goes
into the "pot" and the next listener
phoning gets
much the
more. exact
The
listener
mustthatrepeat
wording used by the announcer.
It's so successful, says WPAY,
that we've copyrighted the game. |
* * *
Two in One
BROADCASTING a program in
two sections is a new stunt on
KDYL, Salt Lake City. Titled
Crime Quiz, the crime is described
at 7 p. m. and the solution is aired
one hour later. Prizes of neckware
are given to listeners phoning in
the correct solution within the hour
by the local sponsor, Firmage for
Men. First time the program went
*
*
* five
* trunk lines
on the air KDYL's
were tied up with calls.
Statues as Stooges
NEAR the memorial statues in
various sections of Milwaukee, Bob
Heiss, chief announcer of WTMJ,
is conducting a series of interviews on his Around the Town series. Novel slant on this program
is a voice
the statue's
voice
pipedrepresenting
from the studio
to the
remote truck and rebroadcast. Historical and informative in nature,
the series has aroused keen listener interest, according to WTMJ.
* * *
Charting Adventures
MAPS to be used in conjunction
with an imaginary round-the-world
flight are sent to children of St.
Paul who listen to the Topaz Room,
* *children's
*
a weekly WMIN
series.
Help the Blind
WITH THE well-chosen title They
Also Serve, WEEI, Boston, is
broadcasting a series of plays designed to show the success of the
National Braille Press in helping
blind people.

Indians' Word
ANNOUNCERS on W H B,
Kansas City, fell to quibabout the pronunciationbling
of Osawatomie,
a little
towntle the
notwhole
far away.
To
setthing, remote
equipmentwatomiewas
to Osaand thesent
mayor
was
interviewed. Oh - Sawatomie
turned out to be correct, disWebster's
ary whichproving
lists
the Dictionpronunciation with a short "o."
• Broadcast
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Minnesota Marches
STATE industrial leaders and the
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra
are cooperating in a new Sunday
afternoon series on WCCO, Minneapolis,Cedric
titled The
Ma)-ch
sota.
Adams
of oftheMinnelocal
Star, interviews prominent local
personalities and a remote broadcast from a different city in the
state is featured on each program.
The Minneapolis office of BBDO is
handling the series which is broadcast on WCCO, KDAL, WMFG,
WHLB. KROC.
* * *
Know Their Bible
THE Bible students quiz is the
newest program on KRE, Berkeley,
Cal. Each Saturday morning the
program brings to the microphone
21 contestants ranging in age from
10 to 14. They are asked questions
pertaining to a biblical subject
which has been announced in advance. A gong is rung when a
wrong answer is given. The feature is conducted
* *by X.
* F. Turner.
Crackers and Crunches
KROW, Oakland is conducting a
novel quiz type program titled
Skullcrackers, broadcast Monday
nights. And in place of the usual
gong to mark erroi-s, Scott Weakley, production manager, is using
cocoanut shells crushed by a steel
bar. Two teams of four persons
each compete in the contest, with
the winning quartet appearing
weekly until defeated. The individual scoring the highest each week
is given a cash
* *prize.
*

RED FLANNELS — And a white
picket fence across the side walk
stopped
as
WOWO, all
Ft. "good
Wayne, neighbors"
Ind., sent its
men on the street to help in the
Community Chest
* * drive.
*
Let's Swap I
SHOTGUNS for automobiles and
an endless procession of household
goods are swapped daily in Denver as a result of Trading Post
of the Air on KFEL. Fred Graham, announcer of KFEL, handles
the show sponsored by the Frumess Jewelry Co. and reports much
local interest.
* * *
Asiatic Mogul
WITH the title Hits, Misses and
Hisses, KIRO Louis, sultan of the
Seattle station, takes the air at 6
every weekday morning with chatter on events and people, as well
as request recordings. He is aided
by Carl Christopher, announcer,
and Dave Fields, technician, both
of whom play characters.
Sans Commercials
FOR THOSE who dislike commercials and other announcements,
WHN, New York, has started a
half-hour daily midnight program
called Music to Read By.
BROADCASTING

Throw

Away

LIVE TURKEYS were
thrown from the tops of advertisers' buildings during a
turkey
"throw
- away" held
just before Thanksgiving
on
KFRO, Longyiew, Tex., in
cooperation vertisers.
withThe stunt
its local
addrew
such large crow-ds that two
or more persons would get
hold of the same turkey,
scrap it out and end up in the
county
jail.five
One parts
turkeyandw^asa
torn into
near riot resulted. James R.
Curtis, president of KFRO,
says,
— there's
such a"Never
thing again
as too
much
pulling power in radio advertising."
Arguments by Air
CROSS-COUNTRY debating became a recent reality when the
New York U team argued from the
studios of WHN, New York, and
the Cincinnati U team gave rebuttals from the WLW studios. WHN
plans a regular w^eekly series of debates and reports strong listener
interest.
^
* ^
They Like to Talk
SO SIMPLE that many have overlooked it is the tie-in used on
KDYL, Salt Lake City, by the Mullett-Kelly Co. in whose new "Knotty Pine
men areSportsroom"
interviewed. local
Few sportspeople
like to tell of their luck and daring
as do hunters and the tie-in is
complete.
*
* *
Requests by Wire
REQUESTS that are limited to
paid Western Union telegrams are
broadcast each Saturday afternoon
on WORL, Boston, during the program titled Western You. Western
Union sponsors the variety show
and requests cost senders about
20c due to special rates applying
only to the program. With a telaprinter in its studios the first program netted WORL 132 paid wires.
Join the Parade
EVERY interesting person who
has an unusual occupation will be
asked to participate in Personalities on Parade, a thrice weekly series on WKRC, Cincinnati, under
the direction of Marsha Wheeler.
Sponsor is Cincinnati Oil Works
Co.
Calling All Ducks!
THE Second Annual National
Duck Calling Contest was recently
broadcast on KARK, Little Rock,
from the hunting grounds at Stuttgart, Ark. KARK's staff says their
ears are still buzzing, but the listeners liked it.
CELEBRATING
13

YEARS
OF SERVICE TO
ARKANSAS
DEC. 20

KTHS
10,000 WATTS NBC
CLEAR CHANNEL 1,060 Kyc.
HOT SPRINGS, ARK.
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To the Women!
OUTSTANDING deeds of Boston
women are saluted daily during Orchids to You on WCOP. Recent salute was for Miss Genevieve Caulfield whose work for Boston's blind
has made her a national figure.
Blind herself, WCOP sent her a
copy of the script and a letter of
congratulations in braille. The local Summerfield Furniture Co. is
sponsor.

Education's Answer
VALUE of a college education is
dramatized in a new series called
Ah7ia Mater on WFIL, Philadelphia. Designed and produced by
Margaret Schaefer, WFIL educational director, the programs will
dramatize the achievements of one
alumnus from each nearby college.
Yes or No
A HUNDRED prizes a week are
awarded by WNEW, New York, on
its Yes or No program, with listeners answering 19 questions put
to them by William McGrath and
submitting a 20th question for
future programs.
Utah Bee
GRADE school children from the
nine local public schools compete
in a weekly spelling bee on KLO,
Ogden, Utah, for prizes totaling
several hundred dollars offered by
the sponsor, a local jeweler. Dave
Parmer of the KLO staff conducts
the show.
* * *
Carnation Party
CARNATION Co., Milwaukee, for
the third successive year will be
host to 400 underprivileged youngsters on the firm's NBC Contented
program Dec. 20. Following the
broadcast. Carnation officials will
give a party.

Funds for Spellers
FOX BREWING Co., Chicago,
recently started sponsorship of a
unique spelling bee on WBBM,
Chicago. Instead of limiting contestants to high school or college
students the spelling bee presents
radio artists vs. chorus girls, baseball stars vs. football heroes and
other such combinations. A $500
first prize will be awarded the
grand winner at the end of 13
weeks, with $200 the second prize,
and $100 the third prize. In addition, special cash prizes will be
awarded to the weekly winners.
Cecil Widdifield of Schwimmer &
Scott, Chicago agency handling
the Fox Beer account, is in charge
of production of the new program
which is broadcast every Sunday
night from 7:30-8:00 p. m.

WEBC
Tells Your
Story In
SECOND PORT
AMERICA'S
DULUTH
& SUPERIOR
O
And on the
IRON RANGE IT'S
WMFG
RIBBING
WHLB
VIRGINIA
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;
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DANIEL MUNROE, engineer at
WIND, Gary, was married Dec. 5
to Lucille Noyes of Chesterton, Ind.
Rev. William L. Clark, who broadeasts on WIND, performed the ceremony.
HAROLD SWANSON, engineer at
WJJD, Chicago, injured in a motorcycle accident is recovering rapidly.
FRED C. NEIDERT, formerly of
KTRH, Houston, has joined the technical staff of KABC, San Antonio.
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GOING,

THOMAS R. McLEAN, formerly
chief engineer of KMOX and KWK
in St. Louis, and at one time chief
engineer of WCAE, Pittsburgh, has
been appointed chief engineer of
WTMV, E. St. Louis, 111., succeeding
Fred S. Liggett, who died Nov. 17.
RALPH REA, chief engineer of
KOKO,
La Junta, Colo., was married recently.
WENDELL SEWARD, operator at
KJBS, San Francisco, has resigned
to join RCA Communications.
JOHN JAEGER, who has been at
WNEW, New York, several years,
has been named chief engineer.
RICHARD DUNCAN, formerly of
WLW, Cincinnati, has been named
chief engineer of WHP, Harrisburg.
ART MUNKER has joined the technical staff of KDYL, Salt Lake City.
GLENN FLYNN, engineer of WOW,
Omaha, has announced his engagement to Mildred Nelson, a member of
the WOW program staff.
JAMES P. BURKE, chief engineer
of KWK, St. Louis, recently married
Jacqueline Carr.
GEORGE B. BAIREY, operator of
KOVC, Valley City, N. D., on Nov.
31 was issued Letters Patent No.
2,099,671 covering an antenna system,
which he has partially assigned to the
Collins Radio Co.
PAUL HOLTON, formerly of
WPAY, Portsmouth, O., has joined
the engineering
staff of WCMI, Ashland, Ky.
AUTHORITY to transfer control of
KICA, Clovis, N. M., 100 watts on
1370
C. Alsup,
onethird kc,
ownerto ofCharles
the station,
is sought
in an application filed with the FCC.
J. Lindsay Nunn, also one-third owner, would transfer 25 shares of stock.
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• Measured by the size of its
spending in retail stores, Colorado Springs towers above 46
larger cities in importance as
a market. Measured by its
programming and popularity,
KVOR supplies the quickest
and most economical approach to the spenders in this
big-spending market.

Colorado
PROGRAMS

Springs
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For Boys Only
IT'S A BOY! has become the
slogan of WGAR where eight
consecutive boys have been
born to staff employes in
the last six months. Newest
arrivals are at the homes of
Walter Widlar and William
Hutton, engineers.
Former

WHAS

Engineer

H. E. Campbell, Is Dead
OVERCOME by monoxide gas,
Howard E. Campbell, former chief
engineer of WHAS, Louisville, was
found dead Nov. 23 beside his automobile in his garage near the
WHAS transmitter. The ear's hood
was
i n g open,
thatindicatMr.
^ ^,
Campbell
was
stricken while
making
some motor adjustment.
Mr. Campbell
came to WHAS
in 1932 from the
Bell Laboratories,
New York. Prior
H.E.Campbell
connection
with
he had been
a member
to hisBell,
of the technical staffs of WWJ,
Detroit, and WLS, Chicago. Born
at Greenup, III., Mr. Campbell was
educated at Indiana U and the U.
S. Naval Academy. Surviving are
his wife, two sons, two daughters,
his mother and one sister.
Radio Technical Session
Is Planned in Australia
ORGANIZED by the Institution of
Radio Engineers (Australia) of
which Sir Ernest Fisk is president,
a World Radio Convention will be
held at Sydney April 4-14, 1938,
during the celebration of Australia's 150th anniversary. It is believed the worldwide meeting will
be the first ever held to discuss all
phases of radio engineering.
The convention will cover all
technical subjects common to radio
engineers including wave propagation, telecommunication, broadcast
transmission and receivers, sound
projection, electromedical, television, general and allied subjects.
An invitation to attend has been
accepted by Marchesa Marconi,
widow of the inventor of radio.
David Sarnolf, RCA president, may
bring Giulio
Marconi,
son of theBBC
inventor. Sir Noel
Ashbridge,
chief engineer, is planning to attend.

Tru-Tan
Model B-16
One for the Records
FeaturingwitliAstatic's
Tru-Tan
B-16
Pickup
Offsetlonger
Head
DesignModel
for Black
finer
reproduction
and
record
lite.
and
chrome
l^nish.
See
your
jobber
or
writ« for literature.
LIST PRICE $27.50
ASTATIC MICROPHONE LABORATORY. Inc.
Dept. 0-4
Youngstown, Ohio
Licensed Under Patents
Brush Development Co.

SYSTEM
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WHAS
New

Completing
50

kw.

Plant

Can Be Adapted to 500 kw. if
Petition to FCC Is Granted
INSTALLATION of the new 50,000-watt plant and studios o f
WHAS, Louisville, at a cost of between $350,000 and .$400,000, will
be completed by the first of the
year,
Ethridge, Mark
general
manager of the
Courier - Journal
and Times,
nounced Dec. an9.
A new Western
Electric
5 0,0 0 0watt
transmitter,
but
with which
connections
would make posMr.a Towner
sible its building up to
500,000watt unit, in the event its pending
application
is Anchorage,
granted, is being
stalled near
Ky., in16
miles east of Louisville. Studios in
the Courier-Journal and Times
Building also are being completely
modernized and augmented, to accommodate increased activities of
the station.
Technical construction work is
under the supervision of Orrin W.
Towner, chief engineer, who has
been appointed to succeed the late
Howard E. Campbell. Mr. Towner
leaves Bell Telephone Laboratories,
New York, to assume his new post.
He is 34, and is a graduate of the
University of Kansas. From 1922
to 1925, in addition to his school
work, Mr. Towner managed and
was chief engineer of Towner Radio Mfg. Co., Kansas City, Mo.,
and served in 1927 as operator of
KFKU and as chief operator of
WREN. Following his graduation,
he joined Bell Laboratories and
specialized in broadcasting and
communication installation work.
He was assigned to the WHAS installation byBell Laboratories and
upon the death of Mr. Campbell accepted the offer to succeed him. He
is a member of the American Institute of Electrical Engineers and
Institute of Radio Engineers.
NBC Shortwave Service
Put on Permanent Basis
RESPONSE to the international
broadcasts to Europe and Latin
America
on NBC's
tion W3XAL,
Bound shortwave
Brook, N.staJ.,

has been so large and so enthusiastic that the network's shortwave
department has been changed from
experimental to permanent, has
been named the International Division of the Program Department,
and has moved into new quarters
of its own in Radio City.
The rapid growth in the number
of programs specially produced for
foreign audiences from 173 in July
to 403 in August, 564 in September and even larger numbers in
October and November has been
accompanied by an increase in per- B]
sonnel, which now includes six
foreign announcers in addition to
Percy Winner,
directorR. ofCarvajal,
the division, and Charles
acting program manager. The announcers are: Fernand Auberjonois (French), Ernst Kotz (German), Lisa Sergio (Italian), Fer- j
nando de Sa (Brazilian), Julian
Muriel (Argentine), and Esteban |
Balleste (Latin American).
• Broadcast
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KFYR's ANTENNA
Said to Be The Tallest of
j RCA MFG
has transpublished a folderCo.,
on Canulen.
its new 1-G
mitter, which is 1000-watt, high-level
modulated. Its ijerformance, mechanical arrangement and well-engineered
electrical design are graphically illustrated. The transmitter comprises
three units, the first consisting of the
e.xciter ; the second, the 1 kw power
amplifier, and the third, the modulator and power unit. It is designed,
the booklet indicates, for regional service.
GATES RADIO & SUPPLY Co.,
Quincy, 111., announces a new Model
17-B audio compressor, a device for
limiting the audio output of the broadcast signal above the given level desired and allowing operation of the
transmitter audio gain at least 3 db.
higher than if the compressor were uot
used which develops the equivalent of
doubled power. The compressor is sold
with or without the regular line amplifier equipment.
WRC and "WMAL, NBC outlets in
"Washington,
have installed
four shortwave transmitters,
eight receivers
and
one gasoline driven generator to be
used in short-wave broadcasts such as
floods
and parades.
"beer micromu^"
transmitters
with The
built-in
phones
weigh
seven
pounds
and
operate on .2 watt.
CHARLES E. FORREST, managing director of International Radio
Co. Pty. Ltd., of Australia and New
Zealand, manufacturers and distributors of radio equipment, arrived in
IjOS Angeles Nov. 29 to contact American manufacturers, and during December, January, February and March
may be addressed at International
Forwarding Co., 431 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago.
On Page 59 of the Nov. 15 Broadcasting, accompanying a photo of
the new Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
building at Hornby, it was stated that
this was one of two to accommodate
the 50,000-watt Canadian Marconi
transmitters being built for the CBS.
Northern Electric Co., Montreal, affiliated with Western Electric, reports
that it is supplying both transmitters,
which will be WE 407-A types.
Broadcasting regrets the error,
which was based on erroneous information supplied it.
KFRO, Longview, Tex., has installed
a Gates remote amplifier.
WFTC, Kinston, N. C, announces
the installation of a remote control
unit at New Bern, N. C. Bob AVasdon
is in charge of the new remote studios.
WTJS, Jackson, Tenn., has purchased
an RCA 250-D broadcast transmitter.

Self-Supporting Type —
THE TALLEST self-supporting
vertical radiator in the country —
700 ft. high — is being installed by
KFYR, Bismarck, N. D. Manufactured by Truscon, the tower will
require 75 tons of steel and slightly more than 100 tons of concrete
for its foundation. A new ground
system consists of 120 radials of
3/8" copper ribbon, each 450 ft.
long and a ground screen at the
base of the tower 100 ft. in diameter. A 4-wire transmission line is
being used in the installation, of
the overhead type. All telephone
lines are underground.
Operating on the 550 kc. channel with 1,000 watts night and 5,000 watts day, KFYR is expected
to increase its primary service area
appreciably with the new radiating
system. A new transmitter building (pictured above) has been comALTHOUGH the transmitter has not
yet been ordered, the new KVRS,
Rock Springs, Wyo., a local recently
authorized by the FCC, will go on the
air about March 15, 19.38, according
to Ken Neilsen, who will be its manager. Mr. Neilsen reports that Collins speech input, a Hoke radiator
and Western Electric microphones
will be used.
PLANS are being formulated to erect
a 10,000-watt broadcasting station to
serve Newfoundland, according to the
American consulate at St. .Johns, and
interested American firms should communicate with W. E. Curtis, government purchasing agent. Department
of Public Utilities. St. .Johns.
WTAR. Norfolk, Va., announces completion of a new master control desk
at its transmitter with facilities for
switching to either of two antennae
non-directionally and to three antennae directionally. Chief Engineer .J.
L.
Grether was in charge of the installation.

■fl^^totrecl
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PERFORMANCr
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pletedall
along connecting
with the ground
tem and
lines. sysThe tower now is in the process
of construction. The new building
is of brick, tile and glass brick
construction, completely modern
and dustproof. Air-conditioning is
accomplished through a heat exchange system which is also used
for transmitter tube cooling. The
present RCA 5-B transmitter will
be used in conjunction with a Western Electric type 110-A volume
limiter and automatic line voltage
regulators.
Page, ofconsultingengineer of E.theC. firm
Page &
Davis, is supervising the installation.
WICA Makes Its Debut
MODERN in every detail, the new
WICA, Ashtabula, 0., licensed to
C. A. Rowley, publisher of the
Ashtabula Star-Beacon, went on
the air with its inaugural program
Nov. 21, operating with 250 watts
daytime on 940 kc. Three studios
designed
by Johns-Manville
Western Electric
transmitter with
and aa
Truscon tower comprise the basic
technical installation. Personnel includes R. B. Rowley, manager;
Harrison Bailey, formei'ly with
KMOX, St. Louis, program director; Robert Marvin, formerly with
Interstate Adv. Agency, Cleveland,
commercial manager; George Gautney, formerly with WRBL, Columbus, Ga., chief engineer. Howard
Wilson Co. has been named national representative.
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RECENT IDECO
VERTICAL
RADIATOR
INSTALLATIONS
KOA — Denver
KPLC — Abilene, Tex.
KOL— Seattle, Wash.
K RNT — Des Moines
KRLH— Midland. Tex.
KECA — Los Angeles
KFWB — Los Angeles
KEHE — Los Angeles
KSTP— St.
KRBC—
Paris,Paul,Tex.Minn.
KOMA — Oklahoma City
WMT — Cedar Rapids,
WPAR — Parkersburg,
la.
WM M N — Monongah,
W.
W. Va.
Va.
WFBM — Indianapolis
WGPC— Albany. Ga.
WSYR—
WBLY— Syracuse,
Lima. OhioN.Y.
WNOX— Knoxville,
Tenn.
WM AQ — Chicago
WCPO—
CincinnatiIII.
WDZ — Tuscola,
WPTF—
Raleigh, Ohio
N. C.
WH
10— Dayton,
WLBL— Auburndale.
WCAT— Rapid City,
WGL— FortS.Ind.Wayne,
D.
WPDH— Richmond,
Ind.
Fla.
WFLA— Clearwater, .
WGH— Newport
News, Va.

3.

CRYSTALS

UNIVERSAL
NEW DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE^
Self energizing. Not
affected by heat or
climate. Impedance
33, 50, 200 or 500
ohms. Also high impedance direct to
grid. Frep. res. 408000
C.P.S.
Output
-58 db.

Microphone Division
UNIVERSAL mCROPHO.f^ CO., LTD.,
424 Warren Lane, Inglevraod, Cali(., U.S.A.
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Bliley Broadcast Crystals, Holders
and Ovens are specially designed for
General Communication Frequencies
from 20 Kc. to 25 Mc. Bliley Broadcast
Crystals and Ovens are approved by
F.C.C. For full information and prices,
write for Bulletin G-9j
BLILEY ELECTRIC
COMPANY
UNION STATION BUILDING
ERIE, PA.
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Little Apples
LAST SUMMER when this
season's
apples ofwere
green,
Frank Corlett
Tonasket,
Wash., climbed one of his
trees and with a pin punched
the names of Batui Dance artists in as many apples. The
day before Thanksgiving,
WLS Program Director Harold St a ff o r d received the
monogrammed apples and the
Baryi Dance stars voted Corlett their favorite fan. Skyland Scotty's got lost in the
harvesting, but Lulu Belle let
him have a bite of hers.

Sales

Price

Ten

Times

the

Net

Return

For Stations Is Urged Before the FCC
SUGGESTION that the FCC use as terprise" such as broadcasting, a
a yardstick in determining the fair larger return should be available
and equitable sales price of broad- and recognized. Moreover, they addcast stations a figure representing
ed that broadcasting is not a pubten times the average annual net
lic utility and the public is not compelled to pay rates of any kind.
return, was made to that agency
Dec. 9 in a memorandum filed by
The lawyers opened the memorandum with the premise that it is
Ben S. Fisher and Charles V. Waywith possibly one excepland at the Commission's request. unjust,
tion, for any particular element to
The brief was requested follow- be singled
out and a determination
ing an oral argument Nov. 18 at
which Mr. Fisher argued in favor of fair and equitable price be based
of the sale of KOOS, Marshfield,
upon it. The exception was improvement tothe public service.
Ore., to Sheldon Sackett, publisher
In discussing tangible assets that
of the Marshfield Coos Bay Times
should be considered, the memoranfor $14,000, when the examiner
dum contended the original cost
found that the station had only an
estimated $5,000 replacement value. value of stations, and not the replacement or depreciated value, be
Mr. Fisher was asked to submit a
memorandum on elements which the determinating factor, on the
should be considered in transfer ground that the vendor is entitled
to a return on sums originally excases.
pended. In this were included acA Hazardous Business
tual sums put into physical equipment, including transmitter, antenAfter reciting a number of facna, buildings, land studios acoustitors, both tangible and intangible,
cal treatment, furniture and fixwhich should be taken into account,
the attorneys said that a return of
tures, phonograph and transcrip10% was a reasonable one, and assets.tion records and any other physical
that if, for example, a station
Also in the tangible group were
makes a return of $10,000, the fair
sales price should be $100,000. The placed money spent for program
Commission itself must have con- building, employment and other expenses incurred during years of adcurred in such a view, it was addversity, which they held should be
ed, because it was apparent in its
repaid
in the amount of all sums
determination of both the KNX and
invested. Stations which have operKMPC sales in Los Angeles.
ated at a loss should be compenWhile a 10% return is admittedsated in full in determining sales
ly higher than the 5% or 6% cur- price. The capital structure of starent in the utility fields, the lawtions, notably those licensed to coryers contended that in a fast growporations, should be taken into acing and "somewhat hazardous encount, they argued with the capitalization considered in fixing the
valuation. Promotional and developmental expenditures, including
legal and engineering expenses,
were mentioned as added factors.
MAY WE TALK ABOUT
In the intangible group, they emphasized that the return on the investment of a station should be
CIRCULATION!
considered in any attempt to fix a
fairlicense
sales renewal,
value. The
"expectancy"
of
based
on service
A radio-listening circulation is
during the preceding six months,
difficult to prove at best, but...
is a legitimate one, they held. If an
applicant has operated in the public interest "his facilities cannot be
taken away from him without having a proper hearing and without
having it shown that he is not operating the station in the public interest, convenience and necessity,"
they said.
Another intangible factor is evidence showing the general valuation placed on the station by other
prospective purchasers. Improvement in public service by the prospective purchaser likewise was described as a most important factor.
I or details
"It might appear in some inwrite KEX
said,
"thatplaced
an exhorbitant stances,"
sum they is
being
as
a value upon the station, but if
There's none more powerful
in the Northwest , . . than The

IN LOCAL

Oregon/an Station —
Represented by
Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
NEW YORK . DETROIT
CHICAGO • SAN FRANCISCO
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the vendee can show that decided
improvement to the public sei^ic;
will result from his ownership, then
the transfer would be in the public
In conclusion, the attorneys said
three lines of thought had develinterest."
oped on the FCC's authority in considering transfers: (1) That a station is only worth the actual value
of its equipment; (2) that the FCC
has no right to question the amount
involved in either assignment or
transfer of control on the ground
that its authority ends under the
law when it ascertains that the
proposed purchaser has shown that
he is qualified to own and operate
the facility in the public interest,
and (3) eration
that
the item
of considdoes have
a place
in the
price, but based upon various elewhich together
constitute
"a
fair andmentsequitable
valuation
of the
station's worth." They said they
subscribed to the third theory.
M-G-M

Makes

Changes

WITH Ed Gardner being made I
producer-director
of the M-G-MMaxwell House program
and 1I
George
Jessel,
radio
and
motion
ture director added to the staffpicin < ^
an advisory capacity under supervision of Louis K. Sidney, M-G-M
executive in charge of radio, the ' '
format of Good News of 1938 on
NBC-Red, Thursdays, 9-10 p. m.,
is gradually being revised. The mo- «|f
tion picture preview of the weekly
show has been shortened to ten
minutes and other bits are being
tightened up. Frank Whitbeck,
M-G-M advei-tising executive, is
scheduled to join as commentator.
He is to give news and announcements onductions.
forthcoming
Also added to M-G-M
the staffpro-is
Mort Harris, program manager of
WHN, sence.
NewHe has
York,been
on made
leave ofscript
absupervisor, working with Sam
Moore, writer. Edward Miller, NBC
New York technician, has been
brought to Hollywood as control
engineer on the show. He replaces
Harry Spears, who returned to his
former post as CBS Hollywood
audio supervisor.

New Warner Facilities ^■
WARNER Bros. First National
Studios has converted Stage 9 on
its Burbank, Cal., lot into a broadcasting studio for Your Hollywood
Parade which started on the NBC- ie
Red network Dec. 8 under sponsor- ar
ship of American Tobacco Co. \

stage
remodeled
at a costThe'
of
(LuckywasStrike
cigarettes).
more than $10,000 and serves for
both rehearsals and broadcasts. 1 n:
Conversion includes installation of
a control room and 500 seats for
a
spectators.
McCall Forms Agency
CHESTER H. McCALL Co., new
advertising agency, has been
formed in New York by Mr. McCall,
vice-president of formerly
U. S.executive
Adv. Corp.,
New i
York. Offices are at 1775 Broad- n
way. Other officers are Vincent J.
Galbo, vice-president, and Leo J.
Paulin,formerly
secretary-treasurer.
Both
were
with U. S., which
recently
merged
Sheldon & Co.,
New with
York,O'Dea,
to become
O'Dea, Sheldon & Canaday.
DATE come anfor
beNBCKTSM,
outlet Elhas Paso,
been to
moved
up from April to January, as work
on connecting the station to the netis progressing
much anticipated.
more rapidlyworkthan
was originally
• Broadcast
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Congress
While

Lays

McNinch

Aside

Inquiry

Revamps

FCC

Radio Legislation Is Sidetracked by Special Session;
Regular Session in January May Be Different
THE SPECIAL session of the 75th
swering aprevious communication
'ngress will end next week, prob- protesting against the action of
ly Dec. 22, with absolutely no Commission in refusing to allow
action being taken on any of the Commissioner Payne to sit in the
50 pending bills and resolutions
Segal-Smith
case. into
Mr. aMcNinch
refused to enter
discussion
which affect the radio industry,
with
the
Texan
on
the
grounds
j Some of these, however, are slated
1 for serious consideration early in that the matter in question in; the regular session which begins
volved a judicial proceeding. McI .Jan. 3.
Farlane's attack attracted little if
I Demands for an investigation of any attention in the House.
One of the first bills affecting
. the FCC, which were in such evithe radio industry which is likely
dence when Congress adjourned
to receive attention on Capitol Hill
I last summer, have not been heard
during the special session and if during the regular session is the
ever an FCC chairman had a free food and drug measure. The bill
hand to make and carry out poli- has already passed the Senate and
cies, Frank McXinch has one. It is the subcommittee of the House Inevident that both the President
terstate & Foreign Commerce committee, headed by Chairman Lea
and leaders in Congress are confident Chairman McNinch will do
(D-Cal.) will have its report ready
for the full committee soon after
the job laid out for him.
the first of the year, it was stated.
Rep. Bacon (R-N. Y.) introSenator Copeland (D-N. Y.), who
duced in the House Dec. 1 a comthe bill through the Senate,
panion resolution (HR-.365) to the piloted
was confident from inforWhite Resolution (SR-149) in the said he mation
he had received that the
Senate calling for a broad investiHouse would act on the measure
gation of radio by the House Interduring the regular session. He
state & Foreign Commerce Comdoes not feel there will be any
mittee.
great difficulty in adjusting difLike Senator White (R-Me.),
ferences between the Senate and
Rep. Bacon has long taken an in- the House on the bill and it will be
terest in radio, having been a member of the House Interstate & For- written into law next year. He
has offered a bill in the Senate de^ign Commerce subcommittee which
signed to protect the public against
drafted the original radio act. On
preparations which he hopes
this subcommittee were Senator elixir
White and Commissioner Ervin L. to have included in the main food
and drug bill.
Davis, of the Federal Trade Commis ion, aformer member of the
House fi-om Tennessee.
'First Lady of Radio'
VAUGHN DE DEATH, radio singStudy
a
y
Merel
I
has used the title, "First
Questioned concerning his reso- Ladyer who
of Radio" since 1932, is seeklution, Rep. Bacon told Broadcasting to prevent Kate Smith from
ing he did not propose a "smelling use of the title on her current General Foods show. Miss Smith was
committee,"
some Senator
had suggested,
5Ut agreed aswith
White
in several recent broadthere was a need for an extensive so described
casts, but plans to do so on her
study by Congress with the view broadcast of Dec. 9, when Mrs.
)f perfecting the statute.
Roosevelt was her guest, were
"It has been a long time since dropped. Action of Miss deLeath,
)ur laws dealing with communicathrough Attorney Reuben Caidin,
:ions have been changed and I is directed against Kate Smith,
:hink in the end Mr. McNinch will Ted Collins, CBS, and Columbia Artists Bureau. Miss de Leath is rep■ Bacon
vant this
resolution
passed,"
asserted.
He said
that Mr.
beresented by NBC Artists Service.
jfore introducing his resolution he Injunction hearing was held in
ad conferred with Senator White.
New York County Supreme Court
on Dec. 13.
"It
is
my
opinion
that
if
a
Sente committee is going to make
he investigation proposed by Sen- XORGE REFRIGERATOR Co., Detor White then a House committee
troit, will make definite decision by
1.5 whether to go on with a coastShouldconduct a simultaneous in- Jan.
to-coast half hour network show startn state
ation," Mr.
estigng
ing in April. Decision will be based
e d,
.ddi
it might beBaco
desirabl
to on trend
of household appliance sales
ave a joint investigation.
for the ne.xt month. Cramer-Krasselt
Asked what chance he thought
Co., Milwaukee, is the agency.
r there was of the House adopting
3 ihis resolution, he said he doubted
;. '|f a Republican member could get
:- *ny kind of resolution adopted.
J ' The Bacon resolution was re'■ (ferred to the House Rules Commit?e where it is likely to remain
ne time. Typical of the Demoratic reaction to the Bacon pro2 posal was this statement by Rep.
Bayard Clark (D-N. Y.) and memt iber of the Rules Committee:
"If there is anything wrong with
the FCC I believe if you will give
' Prank McNinch time he will fix
Rep. McFarlane
(D-Tex.) let
p another blast at Chairman Mci'Ninch for not being specific in anijBROADCASTING
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OUTLINE MAPS
o\ the
UNITED

Every city in the U. S. having
a radio station a!> of January
1, 1937,
shown . . . . . . Time
zones
are isindicated
The
reverse side of the map carries
a complete log of broadcast
stations, alphabetically by state,
city, and call letters, with wave
lengths and powers shown.

TEXAS HI-JINKS — At left is
Martin Campbell, manager of
WFAA, Dallas, who shows off his
day'sOldcatch
down last
near month.
Monterrey
in
Mexico
At
right Harold Hough, Manager of
WBAP, Fort Worth. It was their
annual off-season fishing trip to
Mexico, and with them went Ed
Zimmerman, KARK, Little Rock,
and Bob Calen, WBAP announcer,
whose pictures didn't "jell."
KSO. Dps Moines, fed MBS and a
special l()4-station hookup the hour
broadcast
of Rev.Revival
CharlesHour
E. Fuller's
Old Fn.shioned
Dec. 5.
. . . Serving an area with
the highest income in
Wisconsin outside of Milwaukee. Write
or wire for
/ FULLTIME
details.
JAMES A. WAGNER
CBS
Managing-Director
V STATION ,

The map is 17'/2xll'/2 inches,
printed on white ledger paper
that permits the use of ink.
PRICES
25 Copies
50 Copies
100 Copies
200 Copies
Single Copies

//^Broadcast
National Press Building
Washington, D. C.

T
A
Q
.>,,"",, GREEN 3^Y - WISCONSIN ~

tne

$2.00
$3.75
$5.00
$9.00
10c
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Don't

STATES

Forget
I

Youngsters

• Now, with Christmas

coming on . . .

or any other time . . . don't forget the
youngsters. They're important customers ... if not already, they soon
will be! Youngsters
on W

0 W —

are not forgotten

either as listeners or art-

ists. W 0 W's

weekly

Playhouse

is

now in its tenth year with a cast composed entirely of children.
JOHN

GILLIN, Jr., Mgr.

Owned and Operated by the
Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society
JOHN BLAIR CO., Representatives

ON

THE

N. B.C.

WOW
Omaha, Nebraska
590 KC
5,000 Watts
RED

December
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Basic

Provisions

of

North

American

the engineering standards hereinafter that where an assignment for a Class
set forth, with Class I stations and II station is specifically stated in Apwith other Class II stations.
I, such assignment shall be
Class III: A station which operates deemed pendix
as authorized under the limiAt Conference
on a regional channel and is designed
tations therein set forth.
to render service primarily to a metro5. Use of regional channels:
politan district and the rural area
In Havana
(a)Class
In III-B
generalstations
only Class
contained
therein
and
contiguous
thereand
shall beIII-A
asto. Class III stations are subdivided
signed
to
regional
channels.
(Continued from page 9)
into two classes :
On condition that interference
and to reassign them to any or all of
Class III- A: A Class III station be (b)
not caused to any Class III-A or
the other interested countries.
which
operates
with
power
not
less
Class
III-B
station, and subject to
Classes of Stations and Use of
than one kilowatt or more than five such interference
as may be received
The Several Classes of Channels
kilowatts and the service area of from Class III-A or Class III-B sta1. Classes of stations — Broadcast
which is subject to interference in actions. Class IV stations may be ascordance with thesetengineering
standstations are divided into four princisigned to regional channels.
ards hereinafter
forth.
pal classes, to be designated Class I,
(c) Because of their geographical
location
with respect to the North
Class
III-B:
A
Class
III
station
Class II, Class III, and Class IV,
which operates with a power not less American continent, special considerarespectively.
tion will be given to the use by Cuba,
2. Definitions of classes — The four than 0.5 kw or more than 1 kw night
classes of broadcast stations are de- and 5 kw daytime and the service the Dominican Republic, Haiti and
Newfoundland
of stations of Classes
fined as follows :
area of which is subject to interI and II assigned to certain regional
ference in accord with the engineer- channels
Class I: A dominant station operunder certain conditions, with
ing standards hereinafter set forth :
ating on a clear channel and designed
Class IV: A station using a local respect to power and precautions to
to render primary and secondary servavoid
objectionable
interference as set
ice over an extended area and at channel and designed to render service primarily to a city or town and forth in Appendix VII.
relatively long distances. Class I stations are subdivided into two classes : the suburban and rural areas contigVse of local
— Onlyto Class
IV6.stations
shall channels
be assigned
local
Class I-A: A Class I station which
uous
thei-eto.
The
power
of
a
station
channels.
operates with power of 50 kw or more of this class shall not be less than
Service
and
Interference
0.1
kw
or
more
than
0.25
kw
and
its
and which has its primary service
area, within the limits of the country service area is subject to interference
1. Satisfactory signal — It is recogin which the station is located, free in accord with the engineering standnizedference
that, from
in other
the absence
inter-in
ards hereinafter set forth.
from objectionable interference from
stations ofand
other stations on the same and ad3. Change of class — If a station or regions where the natural electrical
jacent channels, and its secondary stations in Class III-B located in any noise level is not abnormally high, a
service area, within the same limits, country can. through the use of di- signal of 100 microvolts per meter
free from objectionable interference
rectional antennae or otherwise, so re- constitutes a usable signal in rural
from stations on the same channel, in
duce the interference caused or re- and sparsely settled areas but that,
ceived by such station or stations to because of the higher electrical noise
accordance with the engineering
standards hereinafter set forth.
the field contour to which interfer- levels in more thickly populated comence
to
stations in Class III-A is almunities, greater field intensities
Class I-B: A Class I station which
lowed, such station or stations shall
operates with power of not less than
(ranging as high as 25 millivolts or
10 kw or more than 50 kw and which automatically be classified and in- more in cities) are necessary to render satisfactory service. It is further
cluded in Class III-A and shall therehas its primary service area free from
after be so recognized and treated by recognized that it is not possible to
objectionable interference from other
the Administrations of all countries accord protection to stations from obstations on the same and adjacent within
the Region.
channels and its secondary service area
jectionable interference over the en4. Vse of clear channels:
free from objectionable interference
tire ai-eas over which their signals are
from stations on the same channel, in
(a) In principle and subject only or may be above the electrical noise
accordance with the engineering stand- to the exception hereinafter set forth. level, particularly at night, and that
ards hereinafter set forth.
Class I stations shall be assigned only it is necessary to specify boundaries
or contours at or within which stafa) When two Class I-B stations to clear channels.
tions are protected from objectionon the same channel are separated by
(b) Class II stations may be asable interference from other stations.
a distance of 2800 miles or more,
signed to clear channels only on con* * *
dition
that
objectionable
interference
neither station shall be required to
Notification and Effect Thereof
install a directional antenna.
will not be caused to any Class I stations. Where any country has priority
(b) When two Class I-B stations
1. Initial notification — Each Govon the same channel are separated by of use of a clear channel for any class
ernment shall, as soon as possible afa distance of more than ISOO miles I-A station, no other country shall
ter ratification of this Agreement, and
and less than 2800 miles, it will, in assign any Class II station to that in any event not later than 180 days
the absence of proof to the contrary, channel for nightime operation (from prior to the eifective date thereof,
be assumed that each station is free sunset to sunrise at the location of transmit to the other Governments :
of objectionable interference caused by the Class II station) unless such Class
(a) A complete list of all broadcast
the other and neither shall be required II station is located not less than 650 stations actually in operation in its
to install directional antennae or take miles from the nearest border of the country in the standard broadcast band
other precautions to avoid such in- country in which the Class I-A sta- both as of the date of the signing of
this Agreement and as of the date of
terference. In case the existence of
tion is located ; provided, however.
objectionable interference is nroved.
thp governments concerned will consult with each other resarding the desirability and practicality of installation of directional antennae or the
taking of other precautions to eliminate the interference and will determine by special arransement the measures, if any. to be taken.
(e) When two Class I-B stations
on the same channel are separated bv
a distance less than 1800 miles, it
will, in the absence of proof to the
contrary, be assumed that the installation of directional antennae or the
takini: of other precautions to avoid
interference is necessary, and the governments concerned will consult with
each other and will take such measures as may be agreed upon between
them to the end that the objectionable
interference may be reduced or eliminated.
Classoperates
II: A on "secondary"
station
which
a clear channel
and
is designed to render service over a
primary service area which, depending on geographical location and
power used, may be relatively large,
but which is limited by and subject
to such interference as may be re- YOUNGER — And younger grow the men in radio and
prouder and
ceived from Class I stations. A staare the stations. WKZO, Kalamazoo, Mich., is bragging
about
tion of this class shall operate with prouder
power of not less than 0.25 kw. or Its Bobby Hopkins who at 11 writes and produces Krimko Komics, a
Saturday
morning dramatization of the funnies. KIUL, Garden City
more than ,50 kw. Whenever necessary
a Class II station shall use a direc- Kans., tells of Chester Fouquet (left) aged 19 and Dallas Stallard, aged
tional antenna or other means to 18, veteran newscasters. KIUN, Pecos, Tex., claims a "youngest" in its
avoid interference, in accordance with
Dick Jay, 18, formerly of KFJZ, and now commentator at KIUN
Allocations

Made
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transmitting said list, showing with
respect to each station its call signal,
location,
power, and
tenna frequency,
characteristics together
with anall
changes authorized to be made with
respect to said stations on or before
the effective date of this Agreement,
and the classification claimed for each
such station.
(b) A complete list of all changes
authorized to be made with respect to
said stations after the effective date of
this Agreement,
dates are
on or
fore which such the
changes
to bebe
consummated, and the classification
claimed for each such station under
this Agreement when the proposed
change has been consummated.
(c) A stations
completeauthorized
list of all
broadcast
but new
not
yet inspectoperation,
showing
with
reto each such station its call
signal, location, frequency, power and
antenna characteristics, the date and
or before which each such station shall
commence operation, and the classification claimed for it under this Agreement.
(d) The Governments agree that
prior to the effective date of this
Agreement,
they
so farthat
as may
possible, resolve
all will,
conflicts
arise between them as a result of the
foregoing initialwithstandinglistings,
that, may
notsome such and
conflicts
remain unresolved, they will cooperate to the end that there be no delay in putting the provisions of this
Agreement
on that date.into full force and effect
resolving and
conflicts
in the
use
of (e)
clearIn channels,
in the
listing
of Class I and Class II stations, the
provisions of this Agreement and particularly oInf Appendix
I shall bein controlling.
resolving conflicts
the
use of regional and local channels, and
in the listing of Class III and Class
IV stations, priority of use shall be
recognized
in eachwhich
country
with time
respect to stations
at the
of signing of this Agreement are in
actual operation, which in substance
conform to the definitions of said
classes as set forth in this Agreement,
and withstantialrespect
to which
no subchange is made
or proposed
;a
changeform toofthe frequency
in
order
to con-in
designation of channels
athissubstantial
Agreementchange.
shall not be deemed j
Subsequent
— After I
the2. effective
date notifications
of this Agreement
and throughout the period during
which it shall remain in effect, each
Government shall promptly notify the
otherter ofGovernments
by registered
letall further changes
in existing
broadcast stations and of all further
new broadcast stations, together with
similar information with regard to
each such change or new station, and
the proposed date on which each
such change is to go into effect and
on which each such new station is to
actually commence operation.
3. Effect of notification — Each government may,
withinof80anydaysproposed
of receiving
notification
change
in
the
assignment
of
an
exist-of
ing station or of the authorization
a new station in another country, notify the Government of the latter country of any objection it may have therement.to
under the terms of this Agree4.
Conflict
between 7iotifications
—
To be valid, notifications
of changes
in the assignments of existing stations, or of authorizations of new stations must be such that the assignmentswith
proposed
are inandaccordance
this therein
Agreement
are
such as not to involve objectionable
interference to existing stations in
other countries, assigned and operating in accordance with this Agreement. As between two or more notifications of changes or authorizations
of new
stations after
proceeding
from different countries,
the effective
date
of this Agreement, priority in the date
ern.
of mailing of notification shall gov5. Cessation
of effect —change
(a) Ainnotification of a proposed
the
assignment of an existing station or
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: au authorization of a uew station
sliall cease to have any force and effect if. within one year of the date
thereof such change shall not have
been actually consummated or such
new station shall not have actually
commenced continuous operation.
(b) In special ca.ses in which circumstances beyond the control of the
!i Administration concerned have prevented the completion of the change
or tlie construction of the new station, the term of the original notification may be extended for a period of
six months.
6. Berne Bureau — The foregoing
notifications shall be made independently of and in addition to those
which, under current practice, are sent
to the Bureau of the International
Telecommunications Union.
Arbitration
In case of disagreement between two
or more contracting Governments conI i eerning the execution of this AgreeI j ment the dispute, if it is not settled
I through diplomatic channels, shall be
I submitted to arbitration at the request
I of one of the Governments in dis■ agreement. Unless the ^larties in disagreement agree to adopt a procedure
:[ already established by treaties con:j eluded between them for the settle■ ment of international disputes, the
that International
provided for
■Ij procedure
in Article shall
15 ofbe the
■ Telecommunications
Convention of
Madrid. 1932.
Rati6cation, Execution and Denunciation
1. Ratification — To be valid this
Agreement
be ratified
CanI ada.
Cuba. must
Mexico
and the byUnited
J States of America.
^ If and when three of said four
I'l
shallthrough
have ratified
and cirthe
:| countries
fourth shall,
unavoidable
j cumstances, have been unable to rati, fy but shall have signified to those
([J countries
that ratification
have ratifiedand
its as
readiness. pending
an
j;administrative measure, to put the
i| provisions of this Agreement t includ-

ON ICE — Is the program for
Canadian fans who listen to Stan
Francis, special events announcer,
interview hockey fans every Saturday night for CBC at Toronto in a
Ltd.
series sponsored by Imperial Oil
ingto the
of inAppendix
ineffect contents
in whole or
part, thenI)such
country,
together
with ratified,
those countries winch
shall have
may,
by administrative agreement between
them, fix a definite date on which they
shall give effect to such provisions,
which date shall preferably be one
year from
date of such administrativethe
agreement.
The ratification must be deposited,
as soon
possible,
through ofdiplomatic as
channels,
in the archives
the
Government of Cuba. This same Government shall, through diplomatic
channels, notify the other signatory
Governments of the ratifications as
.soon as they are received.
2. Effect
Agreement shallofberatification
valid only— This
as between
such countries as shall have ratified
it.
3. Execution — The contracting Governments undertake to apply the provisions of this Agreement, and to take

.

the steps necessary to enforce said
provisions upon the private operating agencies recognized or authorized
by them to establish and operate
broadcast
stations within their respective countries.
4. Denunciation — Each contracting
Government shall have the right to
denounce this Agreement by a notification addressed through diplomatic
channels, to the Government of Cuba,
and announced by that Government,
through diplomatic channels, to all
the other contracting Governments.
This denunciation shall take effect at
the expiration of the period of one
year from the date on which the notification was received by the Government of Cuba. This effect shall apply
only to the author of the denunciation. This Agreement shall remain in
force for the other contracting Governments but only as between such
Governments.
Eflfective Date and Term of the Agreement
2. tionExcept
the Section
provisions1 ofof Part
Sec1 of Partfor III.
V, and paragraph 3 of Table VI of
Appendix I annexed hereto (which
provisions shall go into effect immediately upon this Agreement becoming
valid), this Agreement shall become
effective one year after the date it
shall have been ratified by the fourth
of those Governments whose ratification is requisite to the validity of this
Agreement. The Governments will cooperate to the end that, whenever possible, the provisions of this Agreement
shall be carried out in advance of said
effective date.
2. This Agreement shall remain in
effect for a period of five years after
said effective date.
WHAI are the call letters assigned
for the new station at Greenfield.
Mass., which the FCC recently authorized for construction to operate with
2.")0
JAcenseewatts
will daytime
be .John on
W. 1210
Haigis,kc.local
banker, state legislator and in 19.36
Republican candidate for Governor of
Massachusetts.

CBC-BBC

GEORGE TAGGART, manager of
the Toronto region for the CBC,
sails on Dec. 26 on the Normandie
for a six month connection with
BBC with headquarters in London.
This is a part of an exchange arranged between the CBC and the
BBC, Laurence Gilliam of BBC
having been in Canada for the past
two months. Gilliam is top production man of the BBC having put
on such special events as the Coronation broadcast, and in Canada is
putting on similar big special
events
broadcasts
as this George
year's
Christmas
Day program.
Taggart will study European,
broadcasting conditions while with
the BBC, and Laurence Gilliam intends to spend a month in New
York in the spring at the close of
his exchange time. Peter Aylen,
formerly of CRCW and direct from
CBO, takes over at Toronto in the
absence of George Taggart. Aylen
has been with the CBC and its predecessor for the last three years.
Diesel Training Talks
CHICAGO INSTITUTE OF Diesel
Engineering, Chicago (Diesel
training)
, has
five-minute
talks called
Yourstarted
Friendly
Advisor
on six stations, with others to be
added throughout the country.
Following is the complete schedule:
CKLW, Windsor-Detroit, daily except Sunday; WWJ, Detroit, twice
weekly; WJR, Detroit, twice weekly; WTAM, Cleveland, Sundays
only; WKBW, Buffalo, twice weekly; WSYR, Syracuse, twice weekly.
Agency is Brace Beemer Inc., Detroit.

CHRISTMAS
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Aunt Jemima Settles
SUIT of Tess Gardella, the original "Aunt Jemima", against General Foods Corp. and NBC, has
been settled out of coui't for an unnamed sum. Claiming that she had

sole right to use of the name Aunt
Jemima, Miss Gardella started suit
about two years ago for $200,000
damages, when another actress appeared in the role for Log Cabin
products.

PROFESSIONAL
DIRECTORY

Jansky & Bailey
An Organization of
Qualified Radio Engineers
Dedicated to the
SERVICE OF BROADCASTING
Nati.inal Press Bldg. Wash.. D. C.

McNARY and CHAMBERS
Radio Engineers
National Press Bldg.
Nat. 4048
Washington. D. C.

There is no substitute for experience
GLENN D. GILLETT
Consulting Radio Engineer
982 National Press Bldg.
Washing-ton, D. C.

Qonsulting l^adio Sngineers
Phone: Montclair (N. J.) 2-7859

JOHN
BARRON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Specializing in Broadcast and
Allocation Engineering
Earle Building, Washington, D. C.
Telephone NAtional 7757

PAGE & DAVIS
Consulting Radio Engineers
Munsey Bldg. Field Office
Washington, D. C. Evanston, III.
District 8456 University 1419

HECTOR R. SKIFTER
Consulting Radio Engineer
FIELD INTENSITY SURVEYS
STATION LOCATION SURVEYS
CUSTOM BUILT EQUIPMENT
SAINT PAUL. MINNESOTA

HERBERT L. WILSON
Consulting Radio Engineer
Dpsign of Directional Antennas
and Antenna Phasing Equipment, Field Strength Surveys,
Station Location Surveys.
260 E. 161st St. NEW YORK CITY

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
Consultins Radio Engineer
2935 North Henderson Avenue
Telephones 3-6039 and 5-2945
DALLAS, TEXAS

ROBERT S. RAINS
Special Consultant
Accounting
Taxes
Munsey Building — V/ashington, D. C.
Telephone: Metropolitan 2430
Robert S. Rains
Former Special Consultant
Federal Communications Commission

38 YEARS PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
APPLEBY & APPLEBY
RADIO ENGINEERS
JASPER & WINCHESTER AVES.
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.
Lieut. Comdr. Thomas Appleby, U.S.N.R.
President and Ctiief Engineer

RMA Convention
THE Radio Manufacturers Association will hold its annual convention in Chicago June 7-8 at the
Stevens Hotel. The National Radio
Parts Show again will be held in
conjunction with the convention
from June 8-11.

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Help Wanted
and
Situations
Wanted,
7c per
All other
classifications, 12c per word. Minimum
charge
$1.00.word.
Payable
in advance.
Forms close 25th and 10th of month preceding issues.
Help Wanted
Local radio station serving market of a
half million needs first class salesman ;
right man will eventually be sales manager. State experience, etc. All replies confidential. Box 835, Broadcasting.
Account Executive
Specializing
in Radio
is oflferedbyan aexceptionally attractive
proposition
fully
recognized, general Chicago agency. This
man must be capable of assuming full
charge of Radio Department. Immediate
business is essential for consideration.
Write fully and in strict confidence. Our
staff is advised. Box 839, BROADCASTING.
Midwestern
network
with only
responsive audience
in citystation
of 175,000,
station trading area 300,000, desires an
aggressive persistent salesman with radio
sales background.
Agency
executives will assist
with trained
ideas, radio
contacts,
closing. Right-priced programs, spots and
talenttion participations.
Continuity,
promoand collections furnished
by station.
Guaranteed drawing account against commissions. Box 838, Broadcasting.
Situations Wanted
Program Director, Eastern 250 watter,
desires change,
anywhere.
Excellent
announcer. Young.
References.
Box 837,
Broadcasting.
Announcer, radio operator, experienced,
desires position with progressive station.
Prefer South of Middle West. Box 845,
Broadcasting.
Inexperienced
operator.classFirstradiotelegraph
class radiotelephone and second
license. Practical electrician. Box 819,
Broadcasting.
Engineer, RCA Graduate. Have first
class telephone license laboratory experience. Willing to start work for small but
progressive station at nominal salary. Best
of references. Box 847, Broadcasting.
Broadcast engineer, both licenses. 3
years experience including transradio and
chief engineer. Can supervise, maintain
and operate. Best reference. Box 843,
Broadcasting.
Attention radio station owners. One of
America's
radio station
broadcasting
men
will
manageleading
your radio
and bring
you profits.
A
personal
interview
will
absolutely convince you of this statement.
Box 828, Broadcasting.
Young radio director of midwest agency,
seven years in radio (temporarily doing
ad research Columbia University at night),
anxious for connection with agency or station. Ideas, production, announcing. New
York vicinity only. Box 841, Broadcasting.
Available January 1 as station or commercial manager. Seven years experience
with major and small stations. Thorough
knowledge of all station operations. References. Will locate anywhere if opportunity interesting and permanent. Box 842,
Broadcasting.

Situations Wanted (Con'td.)
Production-program director ; excellen J
announcer, continuity writer. Prefer small
midwest station. Box 834, BROADCASTlNCj|
Engineer ten years active experience:^
operator,
engineerposition
and chief
stations wants
with engineer
future. tw'
Ex
perience covers construction, installatior
three stations including one 5 kw. dire<
tional antenna. Dependable, good chara'
ter, family, excellent references. Box 844
Broadcasting.
NBC Announcer now employed, seeV
new connection. Twenty-six years old ar
college graduate. Exceptionally broad e
perience in all phases of broadcasting'
announcing,
production,etc.writing,
iting, commentaries,
Best news
employ eand agency references. Available at one
Box 840, Broadcasting.
Available,
a team, five
on two
notice, station asmanager,
yearsweeks
networ>
and local experience and program director
five years experience programming auf
promotion. Best references. If your station needs the stimulation of well-groundef:
experience and ideas and is located in ar
acceptably thriving trade area, here it is
Box 836, Broadcasting.
Frankly inexperienced, but eager tc
break into radio, will go anywhere, d^
anything, ask only a subsistence wage. Am
22, robust and willing ; have had two years
at University of Minnesota ; have had good
scholastic and athletic record. Now ir
East. Address Box 846, Broadcasting.
For Sale — Equipment
Good opportunity with investment
operating
Broadcasting.good local station. Box 833,
Presto Model "D" Recorder. Complete.
ing.
Like new. Bargain. Box 832 Broadcast1 ter,
RCAoutputtype
100 w Complete
Broadcast with
transmit100 watts.
spare
tubes. Transmitter
meets
FCC
ments. Wire or write Radio requireStation
WRDW, Augusta, Georgia.
Wanted to Buy
Three used transmitters, one to five kw.
Box 830, Broadcasting.
Will buyfidential.orBox lease
station. All replies con831, Broadcasting.
Wanted to buy part interest in station
with privilege
to workexperience.
as program
ager. Fifteen years
Box man829,
Broadcasting.
For Rent — Equipment
Approved
field
strengthequipment,
measuringRCAunitTMV-75-B
(new),
direct reading ; Estiline Angus Automatic
Recorder for fading on distant stations ;
G. R. radio frequency bridge; radio oscillators,search
etc. Reasonable
AlliedStreet,
ReLaboratories, 260 rental.
East 16l8t
New York
City.

Write or Telephone for
A SQUARE DEAL
■ 24 Hour Service

IN

!1 E.

MEASUREMENTS

■ Broadcast Frequency Measurements guaranteed
accurate within % cycle
FREQUENCY
MEASURING
SERVICE
Many stations find this exact measuring service of great
value for routine observation of transmitter performance and for accurately calibrating their own monitors.
MEASUREMENTS WHEN YOU NEED THEM MOST
at any hour every day in the year
R. C. A. COMMUNICATIONS, Inc.
Commercial Department
A RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA SERVICE
66 BROAD STREET
NEW YORK, N.
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■ All latest type General Radio equipment mounted
on floating concrete base
■ Primary and Secondary Standards
■ Accurate 365 days each year
■ with
You us
don't have to sign contracts to do business
DONNELLEY MONITORING SERVICE
Phone Lake Bluff 546
Donnelley & Sheridan Rds.
Lake Bluff, 111.
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Canadian

License

Receipts

Swelling

Figure X^'as Expected to Be
Over 1,000,000 This Month
By JAMES MONTAGNES
MORE radio listeners will be licensed in the Dominion at the end
of the fiscal year, March 31, 1938,
:han ever before, present $2 license
fee collections showing that some
1,125,000 licenses will have been
issued bv that date, as against
l,038,500'on
31, 1937.
the
larger
cities March
collections
are Inpractically up to the total of the entire last year, at the end of a halfyear. Latest figures give 865,272
licenses sold by Sept. 30.
The Government's radio division
of the Department of Transport is
now waging its annual cleanup
campaign, and this year is going
after the country districts where
license collection has not been well
organized in the past. The cities
can be cleaned up any time, it is
felt, and radio inspectors will
work both in the cities and in the
country from now till March 31,
with two weeks off for the Christmas season, sending a summons to
everyone
foundThewithout
this means
year's
radio license.
summons
a court appearance, a fine of $5
and costs or more, and purchase
of a license.
A Few Evaders

TWICE

IlLHIGH?
BUY
IT!

RADIO VIEWPOINT— At the Dec. 2 meeting of Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers in New York, W. B. Lewis, CBS vice-president in
charge of programs was principal speaker. At table (1 to r) are L. W.
Lowman, CBS v-p in charge of operations; M. R. Runyon CBS v-p;
Mr. Lewis (at microphone); Oliver Wakefield, comedian; Ralph Rolan,
AMPA president; Guy Lombardo, dance orchestra director.
MOVIES

HAVE

NOTHING

TO

FEAR

Radio Serving as Fertile Field for Experiments
Of Benefit to Films, Says Lewis
THE movie industry has nothing to spending thousands of dollars
weekly to attract large nation-wide
fear from radio, W. B. Lewis, audiences;
men who cannot afford
CBS vice-president in charge of to experiment
with the unknown
programs,
told
the
Associated
Motion Picture Advertisers at their and untried. When it comes to airluncheon meeting in New York on
ing a big program at big cost for
Dec. 2. Despite the complaints of a sponsor, we are in the same position as your producers. We must
some exhibitors, he said, "there is
only one thing that can keep able- use established names. That is
where cooperation is most needed
bodied people away from the movies— or away from the radio — and in the relationship of radio and
It is generally conceded in Can- that is a bad program."
ada that the number of licenses
movies, insofar as it concerns us."
Citing the increased attendance
sold does not account for all the at sporting events due to interest
radios in the country, but a re- aroused by broadcasts, Mr. Lewis
New Diirkee Show
liable authority closely connected
continued: "There has been a
with the issuance of licenses states
greater use of Hollywood talent on DURKEE FAMOUS FOODS Inc.,
that 759f of all owners of radios radio programs during the past
Berkeley, Cal. (mayonnaise and
have a license. The 25% is made
year than ever before in the his- salad dressing), a consistent user
up of people on relief, the majority
tory of broadcasting. And there has of radio time, on Dec. 26 will reof whom have radios and who are been greater activity on the part
place its current twice weekly
exempt; indigents, on the border
of box-office cashiers during this
same 12 months than ever before quarter - hour Good Afternoon
line of relief, who are not pressed
program on 8 CBS Pa- for a $2 license, and a small per- in the history of moving pictures. Neighbor
stations with a new dramatic
centage of people who either live As long as people like variety in show cific
My Secret Ambition. It
too far from the beaten path or their entertainment (and they al- will titled
heard Sundays, 7:30-8
are chronic evaders.
ways will) and as long as people p. m.be(PST)
on KNX, KSFO,
This 259f estimate is also backed
like to share excitement and pleas- KOIN and KOY.
program
ure together (and they always will originate from First
up by persons contacted in the
and
will) there will be no danger of on Jan. 2 switches Hollywood
various fields of the broadcasting
to San Franradio — or television — supplanting
industry. The figure is not 25%
cisco where it will emanate from
of all the radios in Canada, for your products [motion pictures] in the KSFO studios. Listeners to the
an owner can, under his license, op- the hearts of our citizens."
serial will be invited to submit leterate as many radios as he likes
Mutual Advantages
ters on their "secret ambition"
in his home and have a radio in
which will be judged for prizes.
out that an interchange
; each of his cars. While a figure of of Pointing
Best
letters will be dramatized.
talent has proven advantageous
3fl,400,000 thus is a fair approximaAgency is Botsford, Constantine &
to
both
movies
and
radio,
Lewis
Gardner, San Francisco.
■tion of the number of receivers
said that radio can experiment
.which could be licensed in the Do- with
new talent and new forms of
3ninion, it is not an accurate figure entertainment on which Hollywood
(3.5 to how many receivers are op- cannot afford to take chances. Takierating. A conservative estimate
ing the single example of serious
is considered as 1,500,000 receivers
music, which used to be considered
in operation, with 90% working
under license or official license ex- "highbrow" and therefore "untouchable", hesaid that a few years
emption.
ago such names as Lilly Pons,
Grace Moore, Leopold Stokowski
and others would not have had "a
Uses 8 Local Outlets
Chinaman's chance" to break into
the movies, whereas today they
iDOWNTOWN Business Men's are
invited out and given contracts,
jAssn., Los Angeles, to stimulate
fChristmas shopping and also to all because radio experimented and
[counteract the present strike of de- proved that the public likes serious
-partment store delivery service, is as well as light music.
:?ponsoring a series of daily five"Hollywood," he said, "must have
minute and quarter-hour live talent some tangible evidence of what the
uiEED E cofnpony
public
wants before it takes on the
Imusical and novelty programs on
expense
of
a
film
production.
Rasight Los Angeles county stations.
dio still has the facilities for exThis is being supplemented by
perimentation. But we are also
||daily one-minute transcribed an- faced with conditions
under which
laouncements. Stations are KNX,
we cannot afford to take chances
IKHJ, KEHE, KFAC, KFWB,
iKFOX, KIEV, KMPC. Agency is in what we offer to our audiences.
We
have commercial sponsors.
IjJefferson K. Wood, Los Angeles.
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Common

sense or horse

sense, you shouldn't get away
from the potent truth that a
service is worth just what you
pay for it when it gets results.
Maybe that's why you and
dozens of other hard-boiled
buyers of radio consistently
pick
KMBC that
in Kansas
It's
no secret
KMBCCity.
is the
highest priced radio station in
the Kansas City area, but a
glance at our commercial
schedule, and the results for
advertisers, seem to say the
price is reason
right. And
one
simple
why there's
KMBC is
worth the price: SUPERIORITY
on every count — showmanship,
programming, modern merchandising, and all the rest,

If you're figures - minded,
we'll show you audience studies
on not one, but all programs on
the air in Kansas City, with a
big enough sample of the audience to kick the teeth out of
idle claims. We'll enjoy showing you how well listeners in
country's eighth richest
the
market
heed this sage advice:
"To keep in touch with the
times, keep tuned to KMBC."
KMBC
OF

KANSAS

CITY

The Program

Building

and

Station

December
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CBS Shifts Breneman
TOM BRENEMAN, CBS Hollywood producer and master-of-ceremonies, has been appointed the network's San Francisco production
representative and assumes his new
duties in that city Dec. 27. He will
be headquartered in the new CBSKSFO studios in the Palace Hotel.
Breneman has been associated with
CBS for more than two years, coming over from KFRC, San Francisco, where he was manager. First
■of the Breneman shows in San
T'rancisco
be thenetwork
weekly halfhour
CBS willPacific
dramatic serial My Secret Ambition,
which starts Dec. 26 under sponsorship of Durkee Famous Foods
Inc. First program is to originate
from Hollywood and switches to
San Francisco for emanation starting Jan. 2.
LEWIS-HOWE Co., St. Louis, Mo.
(X-R Tablets), on Dec. 13 started
using spot announcements, twice
daily, on four Don Lee network stations (KH.J, KFRC, KGB and
KDB). Contract is for 52 weeks.
Stack-Goble
has
account. Adv. Agency, Chicago,
US£;

Cdl2uMBIA
NETWORK • BOO KC
I.DDO WATTS NIGHT - 5,00 D WATTS DAY

Primary
Coverage
includes

1000

Lawrence
Lowell
Haverhill >
Lynn
Melrose
Salem
Nashua
Exeter
Beverly
Peabody

Havana

alert to the possibilities of radio
in its earlier stages, did not have
regular assignments, they have
exercised what has amounted to a
"squatter's right" on wavelengths
in the broadcast band, without regard to interference to stations in
this country and in Canada. In
Mexico, mid-channels or those in
between regular frequencies have
been employed with consequent
serious interference, mainly to
clear channel assignments.
Border Interference
One of the most serious of the
interference problems has been that
of the operation of high-power stations along the Mexican-U. S. border, primarily with American capital, and by former American broadcasters. These stations, totalling
about a dozen, use directional antennae and direct their program
and sales efforts to America
rather than Mexican listeners.
Under the terms of the treaty,
such stations would be outlawed.
Specific assignments on the Mexican clear channels in the three categories call for location in the interior of the country, and the most
populous centers, with the result
that the Brinkley, Baker and other
so-called "outlaw" stations automatically would terminate their
operation or else use low-power assignments. Moreover, the treaty
specifies that broadcasting facilities assigned to particular coun-

NEW

WATTS

in the Heart
Industrial

WLAW

Requires U. S. Wave
{Continued from page 11)

New

of
England

hand

service to 2,336,259 persons in its 30 mile primary area
and dedicates itself in public interest, convenience and necessity.

Etc.port
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• -■ ■
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&
CO.

MASS.

Owned and Operated By

WEED

,

Hildreth & Rogers Co., Publishers of
Lawrence Daily Eagle, The Evening Tribune
Essex County's Greatest Newspapers
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tries shall serve their own nationals rather than those of other nations.
Cuban stations likewise have
"squatted" on channels assigned to
this country and Canada in recent weeks, with substantial power,
causing serious interference.
540 kc. To Canada
In addition to its six Class 1-A
assignments, Canada will operate
on the 540 kc. channel, which it
has used for several years, even
though it is outside the broadcast
band. A separate administrative
agreement as between the United
States and Canada, it is understood, will be worked out, under
which a station will be operated
on the frequency in Saskatchewan,
under a directional obligation not
to deliver greater than a specified
signal at the border and to protect the Pacific coast to a certain
extent. Use of this frequency provoked considerable controversy.
Another separate action will be
on the part of WLW which will
agree not to deliver a nighttime
signal at Rochester, New York
greater than five times that of an
efficient 50,000-watt station would
deliver at night. This presumably
means it must suppress its signal
toward Canada to 250 to 300 kw.
Action of the conference o n
matters other than the conventional broadcast band, included an Inter-American treaty among 16 nations of the Americas providing
for periodic conferences, creation
of an Inter-American Radio Office
(0. I. R.) of a consultative character which would exchange technical information among the nations parties to it, allocation of
frequencies among the nations outside the broadcast band for particular services, and similar matters.
In an Inter-American Administrative Agreement, covering the otherthan-regular-broadcasting allocations, the band 25,000 to 27,000 kc.
was set aside for broadcasting
purposes, which includes the socalled "apex" channels.

inaugurates its service to

industrial New England on December 19th. It provides first

Newbury-

Shifts
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Libby, McNeill Plans
LIBBY, McNeill & LIBBY Inc.,
Chicago (100 foods), has deferred
start of That's My Story, quarter
hour dramas based on Liberty
Magazine short stories until Jan.
24, with transcribed versions of
the program
start will
on three
stations Feb. 7.toShow
be aired
thrice weekly over three stations
of the WLW Line— WLW, WHN
and WFIL. Discs, cut by RCA,
Chicago, will start at the later
date on WLS, Chicago; KNX, Hollywood; KYA, San Francisco. A
merchandising tie-up has been
made with Liberty, the magazine
giving publicity to the show in
addition to having placards on
trucks and signs on newsstands
calling attention to the program.
Transamerican handled the deal.
The Libby agency is J. Walter
Thompson Co., Chicago.
KNOW, petitors
Austin,
Tex., ascooped
comDec. 7 when
plane its
crashed
into a house nearby, killing the pilot
and a baby who was a.sleep in the
home.
Melinger, Rider
Paul of
Forchheimer .Jesse
and Charles
the
KNOW
staffafter
broadcast
fi'om the scene
30 minutes
the crash.
BROADCASTING

Two Members of FCC
On Bar Meeting Agenda
TWO members of the FCCChairman Frank R. McNinch an^.
Commissioner E. 0. Sykes — were to
address the Federal Communications Bar Association at its annua!
meeting in Washington Dec. 14.
The session, the second annual
meeting of the organization, wa^
to elect Duke M. Patrick, former
Radio Commission general counsel,
to the presidency, since he is unopposed. He succeeds Louis G.
Caldwell,
first president,
who becomes a member
of the Board
of
Governors.
Other officers slated for election
by virtue of their uncontested nominations are Alfred Geiger, Washington counsel for the Independent
Telephone Association, first vicepresident; Ben S. Fisher, second
vice-president; Phillip J. Hennessey, Jr., NBC Washington attorney,
secretary, and Herbert Bingham,
treasurer. Nominated for threeyear terms on the Board of Governors to fill vacancies created with
the elevation of Messrs. Fisher and
Hennessy, were Mr. Caldwell and
Ralph Kimball, Western Union
counsel, retiring first vice-president. Mr. Fisher is chairman of thc j
committee on arrangements.
NBC

Starts Competition

For High School Students

WORKING jointly
with publication,'
Scholastic'^
high
weekly
NBC school
will sponsor
a nationwide \ IT
contest, starting at once for the,
best 15-minute all-high-school-stu
dent produced and planned broadcast. Teachers and radio or dramatic coaches may plan and direct
the broadcasts but only students
may actually take part in the pres- [
entation.

After local eliminations the win-^ f(
ning school will be selected in each
of the four time zones, with zone
winners to take part in grand
national finals next May. Prizes
will be four velocity microphones,
to be awarded on the basis of originality, radio showmanship, human
values and entertainment. The
series is designed to encourage
creative efforts in the symphonic
and chamber music fields, as well|
as dramatic programs.
iln
EDDIE DAVIS and Matt Brooks
Hollywood script writers on the CB^
Texaco Town with Eddie Cantor pro-j.
grams,
are preparing
textbook
broadcasting
to be titleda Stand
By. oif™

590

^

On the diaJc
Representative: HOWARD H. WILSON CO.
CHtCAGO • NEW YORK • KANSAS CITY
• Broadcast

Advertising\^i

Nationwide

Wired

Radio

I-i Planned by Warners,
After Muzak Acquisition
VARNER BROS., motion picture
.^ducers, shortly will launch Muk Inc., wired radio entertainment
■ vice, on a nationwide scale, ac- 1 ding to reports current in New
York Dec. 13. Preliminary arrangeI'lients for the enterprise, it was
ated, have been worked out beeen Harry M. Warner, WB presdent, and Waddill Catchings,
, chairman of the North American
Co. and head of the Muzak Corp.,
formerly a subsidiary of Wired
Radio Inc., which is a subsidiary
Iof North American.
j While it was stated that the
' signed,
final agreement
had said
not tobeen
the plans were
encompass a home service to compete with "space" radio, with the
■ programs entering the homes via
power or telephone lines. The
original plan was to rent receivers
to listeners and offer three or four
different program schedules which
would be fed simultaneously and
continuously, such as classical
music, dance music, speech and
education. There would be no commercial sponsorship.
Warner Bros, is the parent of
Transamerican Broadcasting &
Television Corp., which it set up
more than a year ago with John
Clark as its head. It has engaged
in various broadcasting enterprises, particularly in the representation field, but also is seeking
new broadcasting stations, and has
projected lease and management
arrangements. Warner Bros, long
has sought to engage in radio on a
large scale basis.
l!3
' Elliott Roosevelt's Plans
For Series Unconfirmed
REPORTS that Elliott Roosevelt,
.. \ son of President Roosevelt and
^: vice-president of Hearst Radio Inc.,
^ was to start as a thrice- weekly NBC
; news commentator under the title
|.J .4s / See It, could not be verified at
Radio City Dec. 13. Information
^: from Hollj-wood had indicated that
^' the
quarter-hour
er castsseries
would oforiginate
in New broadYork
"'for
the
first
week,
with
others
to
follow from Fort Worth, where he
headquarters.
Mr. Roosevelt, under contract to
1^'
Irving
Fogelwas Radio
; , Hollywood,
to meetProductions,
with NBC
executives in Radio City to com— plete plans for the series, which is
to be transcribed for s>Tidication to
foreign stations.

CHRISTMAS CHEER
Stations Broadcast Appeals
Fof the Unfortunate
TWO widely separated stations are
using somewhat similar methods in
campaigns designed to spread
cheer among the unfortunate during the holiday season.
KIRO, Seattle, cooperating with
communities of Western Washington, has started a series of programs detailing charity needs of
the communities as well as describing work of charity groups. The
programs are staged in cooperation with newspaper programs in
the communities.
KARK, Little Rock, Ark., started its holiday season with a program Dec. 10 in which the entire
announcing staff took part on behalf of the Goodfellows Club. A
series of programs running until
Christmas offers appeals for toys.
The KARK promotion department
welcomed Santa Claus at the local
airport on behalf of Montgomery
Ward & Co.

iMacCracken Back in N. Y.
CHESTER MacCRACKEN, business manager of the radio department, Hollj-wood office, Benton &
Bowles Inc., on Dec. 13 returned to
the New York office to take up new
duties. He will work with Tom Re(vere and William Fagin. Mr. MacCracken's work in the Hollj-wood
^office will be taken over by William
Pj Baker, head of the office; Don
ope. production manager, and
Betty Buckler.
)0i
3 ' SERIES of fortnightly commentaries
■>n United States affairs as they affect
; Canada has been started on Mutual
*Jf' and
networks,
originating
WOR. CBCNewark,
and featuring
Stevenat
Cartwright, Canadian-born editor of
Current History.
^^BRO

A DC A STING
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THE LINE— Samuel L. Antonow (lower left), president of
Vadsco Sales Corp., signs a contract for a Mutual broadcast using
Macfadden Triie Story material.
Also seated is S. 0. Shapiro, Macfadden circulation manager. Standing (1 to r) are Albert Ross, president of the agency bearing his
name, and Jack Overall, Mutual
eastern sales representative.

Recorded Debate
SOMETHING new in the
way of using transcriptions
will soon start in West Coast
collegiate circles. The College
of the Pacific, Stockton, Cal.,
and the University of Redlands, Redlands, Cal., will
hold a debate through the exchange of recordings. The debated question as well as the
rebuttal will be exchanged on
discs. Both institutions are
equipped with
professional Universal
recording machines
manufactured by Universal
Microphone Co., Inglewood,
Cal.
AMERICAN CIGARETTE &
CIGAR Co., (Pall Mall cigarettes)
currently sponsoring Dorothy
Thompson, commentator, on NBCRed, Friday, 10:45-11 p. m., will
add a Tuesday broadcast on 6
NBC-Blue stations, 7:30-7:45 p.
m., with transcription for WWJ,
Detroit, on Sundays. Compton Adv.
Inc., New York, is agency.
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"^Yearly, "Vauety", leading national showmanship
authority, singles out one of America's 600-odd broadcasting stations for radio's one outstanding award.
For 1937, "V anety s" citation reads:
"WXYZ, Detroit, wins the award for program
origination (won last year by WLW, Cincinnati) and
the merit of that award seems clear. This station has a
THE LONE RANGER
Tales character
of the Oldof West
featuring
the mjitery
the Lone
Ranger
a> a
Ranger Robin Hood. Three half hour
dramas
weeklj'. HORNET
THE GREEN
The original newspaper story centerin?
around racketeers
a young andpublisher's
effortswith' to
smash
"lawbreakers
weekly.
in the law". Two
half
hour dramas
THE FACTFINDER
Interesting
and
facts aboutinpeo-an
ple, placesprogram
and unusual
things.
orchestral
with aFeatured
mixed quartet.
Five quarter hour periods weekly.
HOLLYWOOD IMPRESSIONS
An innovation in exploiting feature length
first run films: Originating use of the
entire
Radiostations.
NetworkHalfwebbed
with theMichigan
fiTe Detroit
hour
productions as required.
CHILDREN'S
OF THE
AIR
Musical
comedyTHEATRE
presentations
by boys
and girls from age 3 to 14; Broadcast
from the stage of the downtown Broadway Capitol
deluxeproduction
raorie house
(audience). One hour
each week.
JUNIOR MATINEE
A production
ground featuringwith
teen aagemusical
graduatesback-of
WXYZ's
dramatic
staff.
Songs,
music presented in a modern fastchatter,
moving script routine. Three half hour productions weekb'.

unique record via Lone Ranger and half a dozen other
programs. Its success is conspicuous and undeniable."
On behalf of the sponsors of these programs, and the
organization which puts them on the air, we acknowledge
this spontaneous burst of sweet applause, step to the footlights and take a modest bow.
Several good, established programs are
waiting for you right norv. Write!
King-Trendle Broadcasting
300 MADISON BLDG.
THE PAUL
New York • Chicago

WXYZ

Advertising

Corporation
DETROIT

H. RAYMER CO.
Detroit
San Francisco
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Washington to Be Site;
Plan Offered to
Revamp Agency
(Continued from page 13)
mittee discussions, it was learned.
Members of the committee who
participated in the two-day session
on the plan with Mr. Loucks were
Edwin W. Craig, WSM, author of
the reorganization proposal; John
Shepard 3d, Yankee Network; Ed
Craney, KGIR-KPFA; Edward A.
Allen, WLVA, and Mark Ethridge,
business manager of the Louisville
Courier- Journal and Times, operating WHAS, as ex-officio member.
In its session, the committee discussed possible nominees for the
paid presidency, the secretarytreasurership, and the various directorships. To mention names for
any of the posts and more pax'ticularly for the paid presidency, would
be premature, it was felt. The
committee made no mention of
such names in its preliminary plan
and does not intend to in its final
report to be submitted in January.
The proposed schedule of dues,
designed to raise the $250,000 fund,
was based on a membership of approximately 400 in the NAB and
provides sufficient funds to cover
estimated cost for the first year.
The dues provision would provide that while the dues are based
on the value of gross business done
during the previous fiscal year, the
members would not be required to
divulge their actual receipts, but
would simply be required, upon
honor, to designate the brackets
into which they happen to fall. The
scale of dues is as follows:
Annual dues, payable monthly in
advance, shall be $120 for a gross
volume of business not exceeding
$60,000 annually; $180 for a gross
of over $60,000 and not more than
$120,000; $300 for a gross of over
$120,000, but not exceeding $180,000; $420 for $180,000 and $240,000; $600 for $240,000 and $300,000; $1,200 for $300,000 and $360,000; $1,800 for $360,000 and $420,000; $2,400 for $420,000 and $540,000; $3,000 for $540,000 and $660,000; $3,600 for $660,000 and $780,000; $4,800 for $780,000 and $1,020,000, and $54,000 for $1,020,000
and $1,200,000 and $6,000 for a
gross volume over $1,200,000.
Since drafting of the proposed
schedule of dues, it was found that
adjustments were possible which
tapered off the classifications all
down the line. Counsel Loucks has
retained accountants who are making a further analysis and it was
indicated that when the final report is submitted next month, the
schedule of dues would be changed
substantially. Instead of the minimum of $10 per month, there was
considerable sentiment on the committee for a $5 per month minimum for stations doing $10,000 a
year or less and this probably will
be incorporated as the lowest
bi-acket. Consequently, it can be
anticipated that the revised schedule vnW provide for substantially
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decreased monthly installments.
The comprehensive report describes in detail the proposed duties
of each of the full-time officers of
the association. The secretarytreasurer, also to be appointed by
the board and at such salary as
the board should determine, would
be in charge of all administrative
details and relieve the president of
that burden. He would have no
discretionary power on policy.
The director of labor relations,
the need for which was demonstrated with the development of
the demands of the AFM for employment of union musicians and
with unionizing activity among
other groups in the industry,
would, along with the other directors, be responsible to the president. While selection of this man
would be left to the board and the
president, the committee recommended there be chosen one who has
the training and ability to deal
with labor problems in the industry, and that greater consideration should be given to his knowledge of the labor movement than
to his knowledge of broadcasting.
After reciting the proposed duties and activities of such an individual, the committee suggested
the services of the director be made
available to any member of the
association. When requested, the
labor director would visit the city
where negotiations were being held
CHATTING

WITH

Feb.

14

and assist any member or members
participating in them. The member
simply would be required to pay
actual expenses of the director.
The director of research would
carry out and coordinate all projects that might be evolved by the
standing committee on sales and
the standing committee on programs. A large number of items
were listed as his responsibility.
The director of engineering
would be an expert radio engineer
who would cooperate with the technical committee of the association
and keep abreast of all technical
developments within the industry
as well as advise with members.
The director of public relations
would be a man expert in the
fields of industrial promotion and
public relations who would have in
his charge an experienced librarian to collect, catalog and index
literature and data relating to
broadcasting. The director himself
would have charge of broadcasting
promotion as an advertising medium, assist in the preparation of
all bulletins and reports, assuming
the role of editor, cooperate with
the president in the preparation
and issuance of official announcements and handle sundry other
functions as the fountain-head of
industry information.
The director of law would be the
legal advisor to the president and
also keep abreast of all phases of
BETT/

LENNOX

She Doesn't Talk Down and She Doesn't Talk Up-But WGY Commentator Does Get Results
BECAUSE busy housewives of
New York state find answers to
their questions and get a chance
to answer the questions of others
during Household Chats, the program has become one of the most
listened to on WGY, Schenectady.
And WGY feels that most of the
credit goes to Betty Lennox who
for more than two years has chatted with her listeners five afternoons each week. Betty doesn't talk
down to her audience. She doesn't
talk up. She just chats and when
some woman inquires about a forgotten recipe or wants to know
how to remove a spot from a valuable fabric, Betty asks all her listeners to help her with the
BETTY LENOX
answers.
The results of her kindness and
As a follow up and to promote
her friendly personality can be her program, Betty not only answers all of her fan mail personalfound
on any inof plain,
her 10joyous
advertisers'
sales charts
facts.
ly, but publishes a monthly news
Atlantis Sales Corp., Rochester, N. letter called "The Listeners' ColY., told WGY the other day that
umn" devoted to recipes and personal comments. Although a small
its sale of Coleman's Mustard in
the Schenectady area had increased
to cover the publica78.4% after it began to participate fee istioncharged
and mailing, hundreds of her
on Household Chats. At present listeners have subscribed to the
news letter and local husbands look
the program has 10 participating
sponsors, five of whom are renewfoi'ward
to her
the household
good food hints.
that reals. American Molasses Co., New
sults from
York, has participated for nine
No small feature of Betty's
consecutive years. Durkee-Mower,
growing popularity has been her
Lynn, Mass., has advertised on the handling of commercial announceprogram for five years and the
ments. So cleverly has she tied-in
Good Luck Food Co., Rochester,
the product and her program mahas watched its sales go up for
terial that advertising agencies
have asked for permission to adopt
three years because of its particisimilar methods in using their copy.
pation.
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legal and legislative activity hav
ing any bearing whatever upon the
broadcasting industry. The educational director would cooperate
with the Federal Radio Education
Committee created by the Federal
Government in 1934 and devote all
of his energies to the improvement and advancement of educational broadcasting.
In the sphere of special committees, the Reorganization Committee recommended that the association continue its cooperation with
the Joint Committee on Radio Research, made up of representatives of the NAB, ANA and
A AAA, in its effort toward development of a yardstick for measuring coverage and audience. It emphasized importance of continuing
and expanding the work of this
committee, and the new board was
urged to give immediate attention
to this problem since the Joint
Committee now is continuing on
a temporary basis, awaiting the
outcome of the February meeting.
Immediate creation at the February meeting of a committee on
cost accounting to confer with the
FCC on this subject, also was recommended. Other recommendations
covered creation of committees to
study need for the establishment
of a credit bureau which would
cover agency recognition; an audit
committee for the NAB, and a
committee to cooperate with the
Radio Manufacturers Association.
Copyright Activity
fI
On the mooted subject of copythe Reorganization
teeright,
recommended
that the CommitBureau
of Copyrights be completely divorced from the association — in line
with the recommendation adopted
at the recent New York special
convention. The Reorganization
Committee said it felt the Bureau,
which has built a public domain transcription library, can
now go forward without further dependence upon the funds
of the NAB, some $55,000 already
having been expended for its work ttioi
out of such funds. It recommended that a committee be appointed
to
immediate
consideration
thisgive
matter
and with
instructionsto'£f
that they be exercised not to ini-[^J
pair the progress of the Bureau
of Copyrights or diminish its as-r
sets in any way. The proposal was
that the Bureau issue stock for all
and*^
advanced
far
so betrust
money
the trustees
that
the stockin
issued
a board'
of
for tomembers.
The recommendation was made
that the board assign immediately:
to the Executive Committee alipo
other copyright matters affecting
the industry
and bethat
the execu-to
tive committee
instructed
formulate plans to be followed in
meeting the copyright problems of
the industry.
The beexecutive
mittee also would
instructedcom-to
consider pending state copyright]
suits as well as the pending government anti-trust suit against
ASCAP and take whatever steps
necessary to promote the best interests of the industry in connection with them.
• Broadcast
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Education

on

Air

Via Groups Found
Successful at WSM
Code Book Lays Down Rules,
Assures Acceptable Shows
Mare and more, radio is trying to improve the character of its educational
features. Some stations, like WSM,
Scuhville, have made rapid strides in
educational program productions which
not only have attracted the praise of
the educational world, but have attracted as well a wide following of regular listeners.
By WSM,
E. M.Nashville
KIRBY

NO ONE wants to be 'educated'.
Everyone wants to be entertrained.
That's the law of radio, because
Jthat's the law of human nature.
' And upon such a premise WSM
"ihas
the production
of itsendeavored
educational infeatures
to think
ifirst of listener acceptance, then of
'the missions of education.
To accomplish this we have
'found it not enough to offer educational groups time on the air, and
let it go at that. Our double responsibility both to them and to our
■ with
listeners
that we
sit down
themrequires
and build
shows
from
:ithe ground up.
We are not intruders; we are
^welcome helpers.
We do not question that they
jlknow more about the data of education than we, nor do they question that we are supposed to know
'TOore about radio programming
rthan they.
We meet on common ground, established in the nature of a WSM
Code Book of
"requirementsover
for
educational
broadcasting
WSM". The Code is based on several fundamentals: Programs are
planned in a series; scripts must
come in two weeks m advance to
he analyzed by our production men
■who have the right to rebuild them
dn whole or in part, leaving factual
matter undisturbed, concerning
themselves only with method of
presentation; and last and equally
important, WSM reserves the right
•to replace student or faculty talent
'.(except principal speakers) and
■such replacements are at our own
expense.
Well Cast, Well Written
We do everything humanly pos•sible to avoid replacements. The
iCode Book is filled with warning
fsignals which if heeded, result,
.nine times out of ten, in a well cast
'frroup producing a well written
'show.
ito
the Than
heart this,
of thenothing
problemis ofnearer
edu■cational broadcasting.
■ For four years, faculty and stu(dent groups have come into Nashville from scattered sections of the
pountry to take part in our educational features. They have come
•from as far North as Bemidji,
sMinn. (1,100 miles from Nashville) ;
;from Commerce, Tex. ; from Blue
[Ridge, Pa. — all to help us enlarge
(the scope of our educational serviice.

COMMISSIONED— By the governor as a full fledged captain of the
Colorado National Guard, Capt.
Ozie Waters, KLZ entertainer, is
interviewed by Announcer Brian
Elliott concerning a company of
six-footers Capt. Waters is organizing for official state occasions.
When they arrive, rehearsals begin immediately on the scripts
which we have been preparing to
produce for two weeks. We require
that the group have one person appointed program chief. With this
one person, we work shoulder to
shoulder in the conti'ol room.
When changes are necessary they
are simultaneously apparent to
their program chief as well as to
our own. Friction is therefore
avoided. Program excellence naturally follows. It is a very simple
plan, yet goes a long way toward
solving
the education
problem, "what
can can
radio do for
and what
education
do for
We do not,
by radio?"
any means, limit
our educational activities to programs involving the use of faculty
and student talents. In every case,
however, we retain a recognized
authority in any chosen field we
select for special featuring.
Recognition From Educators
Thus in our Aitierica's Flag
Abroad series, the story of the foreign service, we retained the services of Dr. D. F. Fleming, professor of history at Vanderbilt University and author of several textbooks on the subject. When the objectives of this program were deflected to tell the story of the Good
Neighbor Policy with South America, we secured an arrangement
with the Pan American Union in
Washington, which passed on the
authenticity of every script before
it was broadcast. Such painstaking
care resulted in the voluntary
group listening of 1,500 Pan American study clubs throughout the
country to every one of the programs.
In the development of our programs for children we seek outstanding pedagogic aid so that we

may avoid the pitfalls common to
most children's programs which
PTA groups and others have long
resented. Our efforts were rewarded
with recognition from the English
Journal, published in Chicago and
official organ of the Teachers of
English in the United States. The
editors of this magazine requested
recordings of The Story of the
Shield, program dealing with the
heroes of legend and fiction, so
that their emotional stimuli might
be measured against the stimuli
afforded by the ' blood and thunder" type, in an effort to show that
objectionable elements of plot and
characterization are not at all essential to a rousing program capable of stimulating the interest and
imagination
some way. of children in a wholeThis season, following favorable
expressions
from ofthe
ers of education
somecommission21 states,
WSM will dramatize American history, under the title The Pageant
of America. While the programs
are to be geared in with classroom
progress of children between the
ages of 12 and 14 years, their highly dramatic character and timeliness is certain to draw a large
adult following we feel. Dr. A. L.
Crabb, professor of education at
Peabody College for Teachers, has
been retained to conduct the research for the series.
The Art of Programming

ow

Suit!
You can't go wrong by
following the lead of
those who have found in
WWVA a real playing
hand — a hand that wins
pots for those advertising chips play
advertisers
sometimes
with
some doubt.hand
Here'sthat
the
WWVA
wins consistently for so
many —
within the breasts of
HEARTS
^ thousands
of friendly listeners who are
so very close to their
own WWVA!

"education,"
we Dub
have alongprogram
known, and
it scares
away listeners. But give a program based on definite educational
material and value, a "presentation" in line with the best practices
of the radio art, and that program
can successfully compete with any
and all comers. It is a mistake to
believe that any program, or idea
eminating
cii'cles
is certain from
to beeducational
a dull, stodgy
thing. To the contrary we have
found there is no better source for
radio material than that found in
the province of education. After all,
to it is given the realm of literature, of history's dramatic story,
of breath-taking scientific advances, of new explorations of the
human mind and spirit. Capture
these things in the radio medium,
and we have added new interests,
new dimensions to the radio art.
Such programming requires proper
planning and cooperation all along
the line. We have found in the
WSM Code the answer to such
problems. For whatever value it
may be, we are hanpy to share it
with the industry in the columns
of Broadcasting.

in the hands of an
army
Tri - State
Districtofminers
who
ES
AD
^ areSPgreat spenders
for necessities and
uxuries.

4

that
adorn
DS the
DIAMON
wealthy in our rich
industrial area, who
are as devoted to
their radio as the
lower brackets'.
in the hands

of

capablewho
production
CLUBS pound
^ men,
your message home
in an up-and-at-'em
style.
IT'S YOUR

PLAY!

National Representatives
Not How Big — But
How Well It Serves

JOHN BLAIR & CO.
NEW YORK . . . CHICAGO
DETROIT . . SAN FRANCISCO

Loyal Listeners In A

Columbia

Station

USE

'Rich

%tgto

n

TION
COLUMBIA NETWORK • EOOKC
000 WATTS NIGHT - 5,000 WATTS DAY
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St. Louis Lamb
KSD, St. Louis, gave all sorts
of publicity to KWK, that
city, recently when KWK
broadcast Captains of Industry, one episode of which
dramatized the life of Joseph Pulitzer. Pulitzer Publishing Co. publishes the St.
Louis Post Dispatch, which
in turn owns KSD.

In ^ashingtoru

Hiram

Memorial

GROUND was broken Dec. 10 for
construction of the Hiram Percy
Maxim Memorial amateur radio
station, WlAW, being erected at
West Hartford, Conn., by the
American Radio Relay League. It
is planned to have it completed and
the various items of radio transmitting equipment installed and in
operation by early spring. The
structure, which will be in the early
American brick colonial style of
architecture, is being erected in
Newington, Hartford suburb, at an
isolated point free from electrical
disturbances and interference.
When completed, five transmitters
having the maximum legal power
of 1,000 watts, operating with both
voice and code on all standard amateur bands, will be installed. The
station is to be a memorial to the
late Hiram Percy Maxim, the inventor, founder and first president
of the League.

Consistent with the atmosphere ofa distinctive location,
the luxurious comfort, dignified service, and superior cuisine of the Hay-Adams House
blend into an environment that
parallels the tastes of discriminatins travellers. Hay-Adams
rates make any other choice
a poor economy

National

Maxim

advertisers desiring to increase their

sales in the responsive Arizona market have shown
their preference for KTAR which may be included on
either the NBC Red or Blue networks.
1,000 WATTS

FULL

TIME

*

620 KILOCYCLES

"Blanketing the Gold ISugget of Western Markets"

KTAR
Representatives—
E. KATZ SPECIAL
ADVERTISING
AGENCY
New York, Chicago, Detroit,
Atlanta, Philadelphia,
Kansas City, Dallas
WALTER BIDDICK CO.
Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Seattle
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TELEVISION— Harry R. Lubcke,
Don Lee director of television,
holds television camera tube of his
own development. Lewis A. Weiss,
Don Lee general manager, has announced that some regular Don
Lee programs will be televised
during station
1938 overW6XA0,
the organization's
visual
which now
carries newsreel and other film subjects on short daily schedules.
Ten- Year Commentator
NOW IN its 10th year and its
2500 "edition," the Newspaper of
the Air on KOIN, Portland, Ore.,
has been continuously conducted by
Art Kirkham, veteran KOIN newscaster. Heard six
afternoons each
week the program
consists of 15
■ninutes of national and
tional internanews, then
a 15-minute period of music followed by local
news of Portland
Mr. Kirkham
and thewest. NorthWhen Mr Kirkham began
his program all he had to do was
take the late evening editions into
the studio and pick his news. Today KOIN carries full INS service and has a large and competent
news staff.
RCA Officials Active
FRANK B. MULLEN, director of
information of RCA and former director of agricultural broadcasts of
NBC, was guest speaker Dec. 12 at
the 12th anniversary of WGY,
Schenectady, discussing "Agriculture in Tune." W. A. Winterbottom, vice-president and general
manager of RCA Communications,
is now in Europe meeting with
heads of communications companies. He is accompanied by Frank
Wozencraft, RCA general solicitor.
They plan to return shortly before
Christmas.

is your best bet
TRANSRADIO
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Old Radio Sets Gathere
For Donation to the Pooi
A NATIONWIDE movement to se
that no deserving person, ill, blin<
or poor, shall be without a radi
this Christmas, has been launchet
by Radio Today, dealer trade jour
nal, in its December issue. Ove:l
WJZ and the NBC-Blue Networl
Dec. 15, Dr. Orestes H. Caldwell
editor of Radio Today and forme:
Federal Radio Commissioner, wer^
to discuss "Why Your Gift Shoul(
Be a Radio," urging that broadcas
listeners bring their homes up t(
date with the attractive new set;
embodying improved features
while donating their old radios t<
deserving unfortunates in thai:
communities. Radio men and wel
fare organizations will cooperate ii
such distribution.
"No gift can bring greater hap
piness to the ill, depressed or lone
ly," comments
Dr. Caldwell.
old
radio probably
has a "Youi
junl
value of a dollar or two in cashbut it will represent untold riche;
in brightening life for some un
fortunate. Put it where it will d(
the most good, — and get for your
self one of the modern new receiv
ers to bring you full enjoyment
the wonderful things on the air."
Eno in Canada
J.
C. ENO
Ltd.,its(Eno'.Fruit
Salts), (Canada)
has extended
tran
scription campaign to Jan. 31 oi
CKY, CKMO, CJCA, CHSJ, CHNS
CFCF, CKCL. Eno Proprietariei
Ltd. (Thermogene Wool) is run
ning a 15 - minute transcriptioi
campaign on CKY, CKMO, CJCA
CHSJ, CJCB, CHNS, CFCF
CKCO, CFPL, CFCH, CKGB
CJKL, CKCL. Tandy Advertising
Agency Ltd., Toronto, handled botl
accounts.
!
Langendorf Switch
LANGENDORF United Bakeries
Inc., San Francisco (bread anc
cake), has appointed Young &
Rubicam Inc., Hollywood, to direci
its radio activities and on Dec. 21
will switch origination of its fiv(
weekly quarter-hour Don Lee net-,
work program Phantom Pilot froni
KFRC, San Francisco, to KHJ, Los
Angeles.
Grease Pit Circuit
WCCO, Minneapolis, is sending en
tertainers
to Twinas City
Chevrole"
dealers, described
the Grease
Pr
Circuit. Motion pictures are showi
in conjunction with the show, wit!
national interest being shown ii
the idea. The circuit will be cov
ered again in February. Clydi
Snyder is m. c. of the shows, whicl
are under the supervision of Ai
Sheehan.
SPEAKERS at the American Mar
keting Assn. meeting in Atlantic Cit:
Dec. 27 will include Dr. L. D. H
Weld, research director, MeCann
Erickson Inc.. New York, and mem
ber of the Joint Committee on Ra
die Research, and .John .J. Karol
market research director of CBS. Dr
Weld's title will be "Measuring thi
Buying will
Power
Mr
Karol
talk of
on Markets,"
"Analyzing and
the Ra
ASSOCIATED
BROADCASTINC
dio
Co. Market."
Ltd., Toronto and Montreal, ha
taken 100 episodes of the May Rob
son transcribed serial, Lady of Mil
lions, for placement on Canadian sta
tions starting late in January unde
sponsorship
of Sheriff's,
ers and distributors
of manufactui
jellies an^
jams.
Series
is
produced
by Associate' ,
Cinema Studios, Hollywood.
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National Spot Advertisers
serviced by Rogers & Smitli:
Reid, Murdoch & Co., Chicago (Monarch Brand Foods);
McKenzie Milling Co.,
Quincy, Mich. (pancake flour);
Little Crow Milling Co.,
Warsaw, Ind. (Coco Wheats);
G. E. Conkey Co., Cleveland
(poultry feeds); Collingbourne
Mills, Elgin, III. (yarns); Jelsert Co., Chicago (desserts).
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Child

Broadcasts

Another

Boosting Business
For Music Retailer
Kansas City Firm Has 12,000
Customers From Program
By IRENE THATCHER
FOR THE last five years Jenkins
Music Co., Kansas City, has broadcast its Kiddies Revue each Saturday morning on WHB from its
store auditorium. It estimates that
local children featured in the show
have plaved to visual audiences totaling 25,000 persons of whom 12,000 have become Jenkins' customers. The popularity of the program
is shown in the fact that the show
has played 122 engagements in
towns within a 125-mile radius of
Kansas City and has created a
large listener response.
Charles Lee Adams, originator
and director of the review, believes
that the interest in this type of
juvenile program lies in its being
built "up" for children rather than
"down" to them and in its appeal
to parents. All children of 5 to 14
years are invited to attend auditions
the sponsor's
auditoriumheldeachinWednesday
afternoon.
A cast is chosen for the Saturday
show and there is a Thursday afternoon rehearsal.
The child actors are not paid,
but the sponsor offers them a free
term of instruction in violin and
accordion and lets them use its instruments during a trial period.
Piano lessons are also given free
for a trial term with a small
charge for an instruction book.
The sponsor, moreover, rents instruments for use in school bands
and orchestras and since the rental
money may be applied on the purchase price, most of the instruments are sold. The formula, says
Jenkins Music Co., is simply this:
Parents bring their children to see
and participate in the Kiddies Revue and seem more eager to provide musical instruction for their
children because the parents get a
chance to hear and observe the results of training in music.
Another tie-in is effected by announcing the name of the child's
school teacher whenever a child is
introduced on the program.
Commercial announcements for
the show are confined to slogans,
one of which is, "When you think
of things in the music line, think
of Jenkins every time" and to a
song which is sung to the tune of
Kansas City Kitty.
And from the standpoint of the
juvenile performers, the sponsor
feels that they acquire self-confidence and poise from a program
of music, clever repartee and
dances. The members of the orchestra are permanent until they
pass the age limit, but the rest of
the cast is changed weekly. The
program, according to WHB, has
produced a dancing star in eightyear-old Adair Aust who is now in
Hollywood under option to RKO.
Soil-Off Cleanser
SOIL-OFF MFG. Co., Glendale,
Cal. (cleanser), has appointed
Gerth-Knollin Adv. Agency, Los
Angeles, to direct its national advertising. Firm currently sponsors
programs on KNX and KFWB,
Hollywood. San Francisco office of
Gerth-Knollin Adv. Agency will
service the Soil-Off Sales Co.,
Berkeley Cal.
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Patt

FOR the
fifth
consecutive
nance Corp.,
year,Household
FiChicago, has
renewed its
Household
Musical
C I 0 c k on

STOOGE— For the Kiddies Revue
of WHB is Director Charles Lee
Adams, with little Richard McGehee pulling the punch lines.

troit, conducted by Patt
Ralph
Mr. brothers
W J R,
Patt,
one D ofethe four
Patt identified with radio.
Morning feature, 6:30-7
o'clock, consists of tranmusic, timeandat news
fiveminute scribed
intervals
flashes. Edgar A. Guest Jr.
(Bud to his friends), son of
the poet, handles the news.
Account is placed by BBDO.

Late Personal Notes
LEONARD KAPNER, manager of
WCAE, Pittsburgh, is back at his JOHN K. KETTLEWELL, who forhad hisinown
radio onrepresentadesk after a ten day honeymoon. The
tivemerlybusiness
Chicago,
Dec. 13
bride was the former Dorothy Yellig
of Pittsburgh.
joined cago,Hays
MacFarland
&
Co.,
Chias account executive in charge
JERRY A. FREEMAN, formerly of new business.
public relations counsel for Alfred W. M. H. PETERSON, vice-president
McCann Laboratories, has been ap- of VanCronkhite Associates Inc., Chicago, and Laurel DuFour, secretary
pointed sales director
Commercial Recording
& Soundfor Co.,
New of the Radio Sales Inc., Chicago sales
York, of which Stanley Goreck is staff, were recently married at Valpresident. NOBBS. CBS engineer, is
paraiso, Ind.
GEORGE
TINY RUFFNER, vice-president and
the father of a baby boy born Dee. Hollywood radio manager of Ruth9. Word was received while he was
rauff & Ryan Inc., now in New York
working on the Emily Post show, conferring with agency executives on
causing no little confusion in the production problems, will return to his
studio. Mrs. Post, in accordance with West Coast headquarters Dec. 19.
her famous tactics, apologized to the .lACK BLASK has joined Bob Brandradio audience for the audible comies Agency, Beverly Hills, Cal., talent
motion.
bureau, as an associate in charge of
the
radio department.
W. A. NICHOLS has been appointed
chief engineer of the new 50,000-watt JAMES DOYLE, formerly of KORE,
transmitter of CEL. Toronto, with W.
Ore., has joined the KHJ, Los
A. Shane as assistant. Eight more Eugene,
Angeles, announcing staff.
members make up the staff of the station which is located at Hornby, 30 M. W. WOOD resigned as sound effects supervisor of NBC-Chicago Dec.
miles northwest of Toronto.
13 to join the Jam Handy Picture
S. J. GARROD, formerly chief en- Corp., Detroit, as director of recordgineer of CRCT, which leaves the air
ing. Tommy Horan, a member of the
with the advent of the new CBL, To- NBC staff' has been named acting
ronto CBC transmitter, has been supervisor. Bob Graham, of WSUI,
transferred as chief engineer to CBW,
Iowa City, has been added to the
Windsor, Ont.
Chicago sound effects force.
PAUL
HENNING, formerly with
W. C. LITTLE, of the CBC engiKansas
City, hasInc.,
joinedChicago,
Needneering staff, has been appointed On- KMBC,
ham, Louis
& Brorby
tario regional chief engineer.
as assistant to Don Quinn. author of
JAMES WxiLLACE, chief engineer .Johnson Wax's Fibher McGee & Molof KVI, Tacoma, was elected presiED ly show.
BOWERS, head of the Chicago
dent of the
for 1938
at Tacoma
its Dec. Engineer's
1 meeting. Club
Mr. office of Paul H. Raymer Co., went
Wallace is also chairman of the Seat- bowling Dec. 3 and fractured his kneetle Section of the Institute of Radio
cap with the result that his whole
Engineers.
leg is now in a cast. He is confined
to
his
home and is not expected to
JAMES E. LOWE has just been return to
work until the first of the
named chief engineer of WOOL, Columbus, O. He has been with the Columbus station nearly two years and GEORGE DIEFENDERFER, forformerly was chief engineer of year. merly manager of the Detroit office of
William G. Rambeau Co., and lately
WBBR, Brooklyn.
with Radio Sales Inc., Chicago, has
JAY JACKSON and John Feel have joined the Chicago office of Paul H.
joined the announcing staff of WCOL,
Co. Hoyt Mallinson is the
Columbus. Jackson is new to radio, Raymer
third member of the Raymer Chicago
while Feel left the banking business sales staff.
in Columbus.
VERNON H. (Bins) SMITH, genmanager of WREN, Kansas City,
J. CLINTON NORMAN has been and eral
Mrs. Smith are the parents of a
named chief engineer of KTHS, Hot son, born
last month. It is their fourth
Springs, Ark., replacing J. M. Moran.
child.
resigned.
LEW VALENTINE, production manSHERMAN ROGERS, formerly with
ager of WOAI, San Antonio, and Mrs.
a number of advertising agencies, has boy.
joined the staff of AudiVision Inc.. Valentine are the parents oi^ a 9% lb.
HOWARD SMITH and Charles
New York, transcription firm. Joseph
Mogab, former district manager for Boyer, of Rogers-Smith Advertising
the Central Atlantic States, has been Agency, Chicago and Dallas, were in
transferred to the New York office to San Antonio this month for the deer
take charge of the planning staff.
hunting season.
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Broadcasting Engineer*
To Discuss Problems ai
Ohio
State ConferencJ
PLANS for a Broadcast Enginee
ing Conference in Columbus to 1:
held under the auspices of th
Ohio
State been
University from Fel
7-18 have
completed
underof
the direction
W. L. Everitt, director of the Department of
Electricalneering.EngiOpen to
all broadcast engineers and to
those in the field
Mr. Everitt
of electrical engineering, the Conference is expecte
to be the most comprehensive c
the type ever called.
Principal discussions on the ager i
da are : Field strength surveys, J. I, <
Byrne, Collins
Co.;Ohio
couplin
networks,
W. L.Radio
Everitt,
Stat *
U; studio acoustics, George ]\
Nixon, NBC; ultra-high frequenc
propagation, H. H. Beverage, RC.
Communications Inc.; propagatio
of broadcast frequencies at nigh
Dr. J. H. Bellinger, Bureau o
Standards; demonstrations of ph(
nomena of interest to radio engi
neers, W. L. Everitt; broadcast an
tenna design. Dr. Geoi-ge H. Browi
consulting engineer; high-power la
dio frequency amplifiers, W. H
Doherty, Bell Telephone Labors
tories; modulation and distortif
measurements, A. E. Thiessen, Gen
eral Radio Co. ; indicating instru
ments, H. L. Olesen, Weston In
strument Co.; snow static effect
on aircraft, H. M. Hucke, Unitec
Air
Lines; aeronautical
ra'
dio station
design, P. C. ground
Sandrettc
United Air Lines
i
Wester' s New Shows
CARL WESTER & Co., new Chi
cago writing and production firm
will move into room 621 at 360 N
Michigan Ave. after the first o
the year. Initial shows being han
died by the firm are Attorney a
Laiv which will start Jan. 4 ove:
NBC-Blue for Johnson's Wax anc
The Womun in White which re
places Today's Children for Pills
bury in January. Both latter show;
are written by the same author
Irna Phillips. Needham Louis &
Brorby Inc., Chicago is the Johnr
son agency and Hutchinson Adv
Co., Minneapolis,
handles the Pills )
bury
account.

JULES STEIN, president of Musi.
Corp. of America, now making Hollyiiist
wood
headquarters,
York onhis company
business.is Hein isNe'^v
ex. eg
pected to return to the West Coas'
after Jan.
1 to supervise
MCA
headquarters
from moving
downtowiO ' '^J
Los Angeles to Beverlv Hills, Cal.
HARRYand FIELDS,
in th."
sales
promotion formerly
department
oijr,
Universal Picture Corp., Hollywood
has joined Associated Cinema Studios
that city, as associate producer oi
transcribed productions.
MAJ. F. C. DAHLQUIST. presidenf
of American Radio Features, Los An
geles, and producer of the weekly half
hour NBC Thrills program sponsorei
by LTnion Oil Co., has i-eturned to hi:]
desk
after a thi-ee weeks' absence du
to illness.
BASIL LOUGHRAN, Lord ^
Thomas, Chicago radio producer, ar
rived in Hollywood Dec. 11 for a se
ries of conferences with Tom McAvity
manager
agency's
ment in of
thatthecity,
on theradio
newdepart
NBC
Mickeiy Mouse program scheduled tt
start .Tan. 2 under sponsorship o1
Pepsodent Co.
ft
BROADCASTING
• Broadcast Advertising

QUICK
CAL
CONOMI
ESULTS

R

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISERS

^Jroadcastinc's complete coverf.^.ge of the radio broadcasting inL-lustry is your assurance of reaching
i^he largest number of prospects for
''■ihat you want to buy or sell.
ielp Wanted

["■You may choose a new employee
,Vom numerous experienced appli!.^ants if you insert a Help Wanted
l^^lassified ad in Broadcasting.
Jituations Wanted
Dutline your experience and qualifications ina classified ad in Broad-ptASn.NX. Some concern may need
^ ''ou — reach your next employer
; hrough Broadcasting. Others have
'" lone it with success.
iiffanted to Bui] or Sell
you would like to buy some used
;-<}uipment, insert a classified ad in
j,iROADCASTiNG and choose from sev:i;ral attractive offers.
jervices
f you have a service for the broadasting industry there is more business for you if you outline your
';,^ervices through a classified ad in
^5»ROADCASTING.
■ni'^Py should reach this office five
l ays prior to date of publication.
: per word for Help W^anted and
ituations Wanted. All others 12c
g>er word.
ii

Mild Slingers
Editor, Broadcasting:
From the western bank of the
Mississippi River, I raise my voice
against these so-called
in protest
"brilliant minds" who are constantly throwing mud at the radio
industry by proclaiming that broadcasting' today has been reduced to
a "moronic level".
Through close personal contact
during the past ten years with
nearly 200 operators of radio stations throughout the Mid-west and
South, I am firmly convinced that
station ownmajority
by far
ers feelthetheir
publicof responsibility
very keenly.
The self-appointed judges, who
are evaluating this business of
broadcasting, must have very convenient ears in that they seem always to choose, for their critical
listening, stations or programs
which are exceptions rather than
the rule. Evidently, their ears are
trained not to hear the better features which fill the air every hour
of every day.
If, in an adverse frame of mind,
you look long enough and closely
enough you can discover flaws
wherever the human element is involved. But, at the risk of being
called "Polyanaish", I point out
that, on the contrary, if you are
looking for good you can find it in
abundance.
In radio bi-oadcasting, the good
so far overshadows the bad that
it's hard to conceive how any sane
person can choose a few isolated
examples of poor judgment and use
them for condemnation of the entire industry.
Here
at WKBB,
proud
our record
in public we're
service,
proudof
of our part in education by radio,
proud
of the
and wholesomeness
of cleanliness
the entertainment
we
offer, and proud of our constant attempts to elevate the standards of
appreciation as found in average
American homes.
We're not perfect, but we are doing the very best we know how.
And, for a change, we'd like to hear
a few words of praise for an infant industry which, in a few short
years, has accomplished so much
for the good of humankind.
James D. Carpenter,
General Manager, WKBB,
Dec. 11
Dubuque, la.
WMBH, Joplin, Mo., is devoting 45
minutes each Tuesday, from 8 :30 to
9:15 p. m., to High School Night. The
program is put on by a different group
of students each time, consists of a
one-act play, high school news and
musical department productions. The
school news is divided into two sections, straight news and a school
"Walter "Winchell."
The program
supervised
by the school
dramaticsis
coach and a staff production man.
USE

870 National Press Bldg.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
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COLUMBIA
NETWORK • BOO KC
I.DOD WATTS NIGHT - 5,000 WATTS DAY
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Sayman's Soap Locals
DR. T. M. SAYMAN PRODUCTS
Co., St. Louis (Sayman's soap),
which recently placed its business
with Benson & Dall Inc., Chicago,
has started live talent programs
on WLS, Chicago; WLW, Cincinnati, and KWK, St. Louis, with
additional metropolitan stations to
be added. R. J. Dooley is account
executive.

MR. E. H
RIETZKE
PRESIDENT
OF CREI
A

BIG

FOR

YEAR

RADIO...

New equipment . . . new methods . . . new
techniques . . . have opened great opportunities
for men in the broadcast field with ADEQUATE
modern training. What are YOU going to do
about putting yourself in line for the better iobs
that will be waiting to be filled in 1938? Training
NOWPractical
will "getRadio
you Engineering
there in tine".
courseson
in
will Our
set you
the right course. WRITE FOR FACTS.
"A Tested Plan For A Future
in Practical Radio Engineering"
Every ambitious radioman will want to read this
interesting, illustrated booklet. We are holding a
copy for you. It will be sent immediately on your
request without obligation.
CAPITOL
RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
14th and Park Rd.
Dept. B-12
WASHINGTON, D. C.

r

BUT WHO'S YOUR FAVORITE BASEBALL ANNOUNCER?"
General Mills, sponsors of the Wheaties
baseball broadcasts throughout the nation, found this answer after a national
contest.

GEORGE

HIGGINS

has the largestC
following
proportion
N'inS
WT
to population in the United States.

and we'll show you how to make this and
other exclusive WTCN features go to work
for you.

BROAQ,€ASTING
^Broadcast
^ Advertising?'
}

'Apex' Record
Editor, Broadcasting:
We note on page 64 of your Dec.
1 issue the item headed "Apex
Distance Record." May we raise
this distance bid which W2X0Y,
Albany, has put in? The WIOD
mobile transmitter unit W4XF has
been picked up in Phoenix, Ariz.,
a distance of approximately 3,000
miles. Cowboy Clyde Criswell of
Mission Ranch, Phoenix, writes us
in detail about various descriptions given while the mobile unit
was broadcasting as it toured
through the Miami suburbs. The
mobile unit consists of a 10-watt
transmitter for relay broadcast
purposes, mounted in a motor truck
with a 7% ft. antenna mounted on
the top, and operating on 31,100
kc. We believe this item will too
the one referred to, and wonder if
anyone can top us?
Martin Wales
Manager, WIOD, Miami
Dec. 6, 1937.

Advertising

WTCN-NBC Blue Network Station
Owned and operated by
MINNEAPOLIS TRIBUNE
ST. PAUL DISPATCH-PIONEER PRESS.
FREE AND PETERS, INC., NATIONAL REPS.
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ACTIONS
FEDERAL
Decisions . . .
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
DECEMBER 3
KSTP, St. Paul — Exp. auth. facsimile.
newKTMS,
station.Santa Barbara, Cal. — License
KDYL, Salt Lake City— Mod. CP new
equip., radiator.
KRLD. Dallas — CP new equip.
WERE, Wilkes-Barre — License for CP
move to Kingston, Pa., new radiator.
WHIP, Hammond, Ind. — License new
station.
KGCI, radiator.
Couer D'Alene, Id. — Mod. CP new
equip.,
WPRO, Providence, R. I. — CP new
trans.
LSWSIX,
1210 kcNashville
100 w —N License
unl. for CP 250 w
WKAT,
Miami
Beach
— License for CP
new station.
WOKO,
Albany
—
License
for CP new
trans.
WOW,
Omaha
—
Mod.
license
to Woodmen of the World Life Ins. Society.
KOVC,
Valley
City,
N.
D.—
License
for
CP 100 w 250 w LS 1500 kc unl.
WBRC,
Birmingham
—
Mod.
CP
new
equip.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW. W. A.
Barnette, Greenwood, S. C, CP 610 kc
250 w D: NEW, F. C. Todd. Gastonia,
N. C, CP 1420 kc 100 w 250 w D unl. ;
NEW, Roberts-MacNab Co., Livingston,
Mont., CP (in docket) amended to 1310
kc 100 w 250 w D unl. ; WTAW, College
Station, Tex., CP move trans., vert, radiator, change spec, to D only (facilities
KTBC) ; KGDM, Stockton, Cal., CP move
trans., new equip., change 1100 to 1150 kc,
increase to 5 kw ltd. ; NEW, S. B. Quigley, CP 1200 kc 100 w D; KGGC, San
Francisco, CP increase D to 250 w ; NEW,
Harry M. Ayers, Anniston, Ala., CP 1420
kc 100 w D ; NEW, Kathryn B. Gosselin,
Aurora, 111., CP 1500 kc unl. ; WMC, Memphis, CP change antenna, increase N to
5 kw (before Commission) ; WRTD, Richmond, Va., vol. assign, license to TimesDispatch Radio Corp. ; WGAL, Lancaster,
CP move locally, new equip., antenna,
change 1500 to 1510 kc, increase 100 w 250
w D to 1 kw unl. (before Commission) ;
WTMV,cally, E.
St. Louis,
CP move
new equip.,
antenna,
changetrans,
1500 lo-to
1510 kc, increase 100 w 250 w D to 1 kw
5 kw D (before CommissioVi) ; NEW.
Scripps-Howard Radio Inc., Denver, CP
(in docket) amended re trans, site, equip.,
power, 630 kc 1 kw 5 kw D ; WCLS,
Joliet, 111., applic. transfer control to L.
W. Wood; WDAE, Tampa. Fla., mod. license directional antenna, change 1220 to
780 kc ; NEW, Anne Jay Levine. Palm
Springs, Cal., CF (in docket) amended to
1370 kc 100 w 250 w D unl. ; NEW,
Michael J. Minto, Tacoma, Wash., CP 1400
kc 250 w D ; WNEW, New York, mod.
license
5 kw : WNEL,
Juan,
P. R., DCP 21/2(into docket)
amended San
re trans,
site, antenna, change to 590 kc ; NEW,
N. B. Egeland, Ft. Dodge, la., CP (in
docket) amended to 1500 kc 100 w D ;
NEW, Clinton Brdcstg. Corp., Clinton, la.,
CP 1310 kc 100 w 250 w D unl. ; WGAN,
Portland. Me., transfer control from George
W. Martin estate to Wm. N. Campbell
and Lloyd C. Greene: KMPC. Beverly
Hills, Cal., exp. auth. unl. ; KRQA, Santa
Fe, vol. assign, license to I. E. Lambert ;
NEW, Garden Island Pub. Co., Lihue,
Kauai, T. H., CP 1500 kc 100 w 250 w D
unl. ; WAYX, Waycross, Ga., vol. assign,
license to Jack Williams; WBLY, Lima,
O., vol. assign, license to Fort Industry
Co. ; KHUB. Watsonville, Cal., vol. assign,
license from Anna Atkinson, executrix
estate of F. W. Atkinson, to John P.
Scripps.
DECEMBER 8
APPLICATIONS GRANTED:
WGN, Chicago — Exp. auth. facsimile.
WSM, Nashville— Same.
KSD, St. Louis — Same.
WOR,
Newark— Same.
NEW, Commercial
Radio Equipment Co.,
Kansas City — CP high-freq. 250 w.
SET FOR HEARING — NEW, Frank
Ray, Dickinson, N. D., CP 1310 kc 100 w
250 w D unl. ; NEW, Jonal Weiland, New
Bern, N. C, CP 1370 kc 100 w unl. ; NEW,
Larry Rhine, San Francisco, CP 1150 kc
1 kw D amended ; WBNX, New York. CP
amended re trans, site, equip., antenna,
increase D to 5 kw directional ; WRDW,
Augusta, Ga., CP new equip., antenna,
change 1500 to 1240 kc, increase 100 w
250 w D to 1 kw directional ; WFOY, St.
Augustine, Fla., CP change 1210 to 590
kc, increase N to 250 w; KPAC, Port
Arthur, Tex., CP move trans., change
1260 to 1350 kc, increase 500 w D only
to 1 kw unl. directional N ; KYOS, MerPage 84
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COMMUNICATIONS

COMMISSION

NOVEMBER 30 TO DECEMBER 13, INCLUSIVE
ced, Cal., vol. assign. license to Merced to Rockford Consolidated Newspapers Inc.
Brdcstg. Co. ; WFAB, Carlstadt, N. J., be granted.
vol. dio
assign,
license to Debs Memorial RaNEW,iner Seward
Nathanrecommended
N. Rauer. Miami-ExamFund Inc.
(1-528) that
applic.
CP
1420
kc
unl. be granted.
APPLICATIONS
DISMISSED
—
WGES,
NEW. Ellwood 100
W. w Lippincott
Inc.,
Chicago, trans, control to WSBC Inc. ;
NEW, Hearst Radio Inc., Washington, CP Bend, Ore. — Examiner Berry recommended
1310 kc 100 w 250 w LS unl. ; C. of C. (1-529) that applic. CP 1310 kc 100 w unl.
granted if applic. of Bend Bulletin be
Eurekagram toSprings,
auth. Channel
transmitCorp.,
pro- be
denied, and vice versa.
XENT ; Ark.,
Delaware
KOBH,
Rapid City,
S. D. that
— Examiner
Irpet. reopen hearing applic. transfer conwin recommended
(1-530)
applic. astrol WTBO ; WMAZ, Macon, Ga., pet. insign license to Black Hills Broadcast Co.
tervene WKEXJ ease; NEW, Rapids Brddenied. Airfan Radio Corp., San Diego —
cstg.
Cedar date
Rapids,
la., denied
exten- be NEW,
sionCo.,effective
; WMBG,
Richmond,
Examiner Irwin recommended (1-531) that
Va., granted intervention hearing of applic.
CP with 1420
kc 100 w unl. be disWRTD ; NEW, George W. Taylor Co.,
missed
prejudice.
Williamson, W. Va., denied pet. for order
NEW, Southern Brdcstg. Corp., New
to submit interrogatories on applic. CP ; Orleans;
WBNO, New (1-532)
Orleans that
— Examiner
KGFO, Fort Worth, granted cancellation Seward recommended
applic.
oral argument Ex. Rep. 1-483 ; WRTD.
Southern
Brdcstg.
CP
1200
kc
100 w 250
Richmond, granted pet. intervene WMBG
w LS unl. (facilities WBNO, WJBW) be
dismissed with prej. ; that applic. WBNO
applic.
MISCELLANEOUS — NEW, Virgil V.
of license be denied ; that apEvans, Gastonia, N. C, denied rehearing for renewal
plic. WBNO for CP change 1200 kc 100
w Sh.-WJBW to 1420 kc 100 w 250 w
applic. CP, denied 9-28-37 ; WCBA, WSAN,
AUentown, Pa., denied joint pet. reconsid. LS unl. be denied.
& grant applic. renewal without hearing ;
NEW, Keystone Brdcstg. Co., New CasWIBG, Glenside, Pa., granted pet. insofar
tle, Pa. — Examiner Berry recommended
as it requests withdrawal motion applic.
(1-533)
that applic. CP 1250 kc 250 w D
in Docket 4362 ; denied in other respects ; be granted.
denied WCFL pet. to close record, and
WRNL,
Richmond, (1-534)
Va. — Examiner
DalWCFL and KJR pet. to withdraw ; WMEX,
berg recommended
that applic.
WCOP, Boston, denied rehearing in denial change 500 w D to 1 kw unl. be granted.
protest in transfer of control of WCOP
NEW, Jules
J. Rubens,
Aurora,(1-535)
111. —
and dismissed motion to strike said pet. Examiner
Dalberg
recommended
for rehearing ; WKBB, E. Dubuque, 111., nied.
that
applic.
CP
1040
kc
250
w
D
be
dedenied rehearing in Docket 3967 ; NEW,
NEW,
Broward
Brdcstg.
Co.,
Ft.
LaudClarence hearing
C. in Docket
Dill, Washington,
denied
re4079 denying
applic.
emended
rdale, Fla. —(1-536)
Examiner
Seward
recom-kc
CP 1370
CP Washington 1390 kc 1 kw unl. ; WMIN,
100 w 250
w LSthat
unl.applic.
be dismissed
with
St. Paul,
granted
reconsid.
&
grant
without hearing applic. assign license to prejudice.
WJBW, New (1-537)
Orleans that
— Examiner
Seward
WMIN Brdcstg. Co. ; KSTP, St. Paul, and recommended
applic. renewal
WJSV, Washington, granted pet. reopen
be granted.
hearing in Docket 4756-7 to increase to license
NEW, El Paso Brdcstg. Co., El Paso;
50 kw : NEW, Courier Post Pub. Co., NEW,
World Pub. Co., Tulsa ; KGKL,
Hannibal, Mo., denied rehearing applic. San Angelo,
Tex. ; Tribune Co., Tampa,
CP 1310 kc 100 w 250 w LS unl., dis- Fla. — Examiner
Bramhall recommended
missedticipatepet. inHannibal
Brdcstg.
Co.,
to
par(1-538)
that
El
Brdcstg. Co. applic.
rehearing and opposition of CP 940 kc I kw Paso
unl.Roderick,
be granted
on con-in
Courier-Post Pub. Co. ; NEW, Black River
dition
Dorrance
D.
applicant
Valley Brdcstg. Inc., Watertown, N. Y., No. 3858 abandon his application
dismissed pet. reconsid. order for rehear- World Pub. Co. applic. CP 940 kc ; 1 that
kw
ing ; WFLA, Clearwater, Fla., dismissed
kw LS unl. be granted ; that applic.
pet. and supplemental pet. rehearing in 5KGKL,
San
Angelo,
to
change
1370
kc
Docket 4425 granting aiith. WIOD-WMBG.
100 w 250 w LS unl. to 940 kc 1 kw 5 kw
Miami, to change freq., dismissed WIOD
LS
unl.
be
denied
;
that
applic.
Tribune
opposition to pet. rehearing.
Co., Tampa, CP 940 kc 1 kw 5 kw LS unl.
DECEMBER 11
be granted.
NEW. Mervel M. Valentine, Laredo,
GRANTED LICENSES FOR CP —
WGRM, Grenada, Miss., new station 1210 Tex. — Examiner Dalberg recommended
(1-539)
kc 100 w unl. ; WRNL, Richmond, Va.. 250
w LSthatbe applic.
granted. CP 1500 kc 100 w
move Petersburg to Richmond, new trans. ;
NEW, John S. Allen. G. W. Covington
WDGY, Minneapolis, new trans. ; KIT,
Ala. that
— Examiner
Yakima, Wash., new antenna, change 121() Jr., Montgomery,
(1-540)
applic. CPSeward
1210
to 1250 kc, increase to 250 w 500 w LS recommended
unl. ; WOLS, Florence, S. C, new station kc 100 w D be granted.
KQW, San Jose, Cal. — Examiner Berry
1200 kc 100 w D ; KELA. Centralia, Wash., recommended
new station 1440 kc 500 w unl.
D to 5 kw be (1-541)
granted.that applic. increase
NEW, Evans Brdcstg. Co., Evanston,
111. — Examiner Hill recommended (1-542)
Examiners' Reports . . . that CP 1020 kc 250 w D be denied.
WROK. Rockford, (1-527)
111.— Examinerapplic.
DalWMAZ,mendedMacon,
Ga. —increase
Dalbergto recomberg
(1-543) applic.
5 kw
transferrecommended
control from Lloyd that
C. Thomas
LS be granted.

NOVEMBER 30
Applications . . .
WGNY,increase
Newburgh, w N.to 100
Y.— CP250charw i
equip.,
amended
1210 to 100
1220 kc 250 ww D.
J.
WBRY, Waterbury, Conn. — CP n |
kw
N &increase
D.
trans.,
D to 5 kw, amended to 'i;
WFIL,vert,
Philadelphia—
Mod. CP power,
as D
equip.,
antenna, increase
request extension.
CPNEW,
1310 George
kc 100 B.
w D.Peeler, Taylor, Te
WDGY,
Minneapolis
— License for C
mod. new trans.
KIT,
Yakima,
Wash.
as mod. new trans., vert,— License
antenna, foicl
freq., increase power, move trans.
NEW,— CP
Mountain
Denver
1370 kcTop100Trans
w 250Radio
w D C.
DECEMBER 1
WIXAL,to Boston
amended
1310 kc.— CP increase 20 f
kw.
WICA, Ashtabula, O. — License new
tion.
WWVA,
— CPto change
1140
kc unl.,Wheeling
amended
50 kw. 1160
KONO,
San
Antonio
—
CP
increase D
250 w, move trans.
NEW,
Lawton,
Okla.—
CP
w unl. 1420 kc |I
N. M.— CP incre I
D KLAH,
to 250 w.Carlsbad,
DECEMBER 3
WKBN.
— License for C •:
move
trans.,Youngstown
antenna.
WBCM.
Bay
City.
Mich.—
to 1 kw. Mod. license . ,
500WMBG,
w to 1Richmond,
kw, amended
1 kwl ^'
Va. 1—kw CPto increa*
kwWROK,
D directional.
Rockford, 111. — Mod. license ■ ':;:
to 1 kw.
DECEMBER 4
WPTF,
Raleigh,
5 kw N directional. N. C. — Ext. exp. aut "
— NEW,
License Star-Times
for facsimile.Pub. Co., St. Loi
DECEMBER 6
NEW, Orrin A. Senzel, Rochester, ] :
Y. — CP 1500 kc 100 w 250 w D unl. ,
Cincinnati — Ext. exp. auth. 5 ,
w WLW,
directional.
NEW,
McComb Brdcstg. Corp., M
Comb, Miss. — CP 1200 kc 100 w D.
DECEMBER 8
WOWO,
— CP newto unl.
trans.,(coi ;,
crease
10 toFt.50Wayne
kw, change
timgent grant WWVA applic).
WBBM, Chicago
Ext. exp.KFAB,
auth. sam
sy t•
chro.-KFAB
LS to —midnight.
WIBW,
— Auth.trustee,
transfer
contr
from
MarcoTopeka
Morrow,
to Capp
Publications
Inc.
KCKN, fromKansas
City — Auth. transf ' '
control
Publications
Inc.Arthur Capper to Capp .•
control
L. Nunn N.to M.Charles
KICA. J. Clovis,
— Auth.C. Alsup.
transf ;!"
DECEMBER 10
WQDM.
Albans,
Vt.— Vol. assign ■:,^
license
to F.St.Arthur
Bostwiek.
WSAL.
Salisbury,
Md.
—
License for C |
new station.
KYW. Philadelphia— CP new tranj j
change antenna, increase 10 to 50 kw. , .
—CP 1500 kc 100 w D.
]
NEW, Jonas Weiland, Goldsboro, N. 'I 'iS
KVOX, Moorhead, Minn. — License f CP new station.
' i'
CP w.change 13'i. !~
to woe,
1390 kc,Davenport,
increase Nla.to— 250
WATR, Waterbury, Conn. — CP mo'- i
WLVA,
Lynchburgto — 500
CP w,change
1200 n(,
1390
kc, increase
amended
1 WRBL,
kw.
Columbus, Ga. — Mod. licen
WRBL Radio
Brdcstg.
Co. Inc.Station Inc. to Columbi '
Voice of S. C, Spartanburg, i
C. —NEW,
CP facsimile.
WGRC,to New
Ind. — Invol. tran ; ;^
control
CharlesAlbany,
Lee Harris.
Wash.—antenna,
CP change
13'< ,*
to KRKO,
1420 kc.Everett,
new trans.,
increa.
to 100 w 250 w D unl.
^

IN CANADA — CJOR, Vancouver, B. C, installed this complete studio
during the Canada Pacific Exhibition, during which it handed out 20,000
questionnaires. More than 250,000 persons visited the studio.
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BROADCASTING

CBS Hollywood Plant ' «
CORNERSTONE laying cerem. i(
nies
the executive
new CBSbuilding,
Hollywocb< '
studiosforand
ing erected at a cost of $1,750,00'. }
has been set for Jan. 11, accordin ]
to Donald W. Thornburgh, the ne ; t
work's Pacific Coast vice-presiden I
Occupancy is set for March 1. '

• Broadcast Advertising \

.NETWORK ACCOUNTS
' U timed EST unless otherwise specified)

New Business
.OCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincin'
(Chipso), on Jan. 3 starts Road
Life on 19 CBS stations, Mou.
;hru Fri., 9 :30-9 :4o a. m. Agency :
L'ompton Adv. Inc., New York.
TROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cineini (.Oxydol), on Jan. 3 starts The
'.bergn on 11 CBS stations, Mon.
.,iu Fri.. 4:30-4:45 p. m. Agency:
.placket t-Sample-Hummert, Chicago.
S. RUBBER Co., New York
es), on Jan. 12 starts Ben Bernie
i>4 CBS stations, Wed., 9:30-10
a. Agency : Campbell-Ewald Co. of
s- York, N. Y.
"ERAL
SHOEon Feb.
Corp.,8 starts
Nashville
tune shoes),
Fas Fortunes on 12 Mutual stations,
s., 7 :45-S p. m. Agency : Badger
Browning & Hersey Inc., N. Y.
CERAL FOODS Corp., New York
France and Satina), on Jan. 4
ts Mary Margaret McBride on 45
■i stations, Tues., Thurs., 12-12 :15
n (Mon., Wed., Fri., for Minute
a.lioca).
N. Y. Agency: Young & Rubi(..fTIONAL ICE ADV. Inc., New
j Tk (ice and refrigerator industry),
<\ a Nov. 30 started for 52 weeks
Vomemakers'
on 51 11:15NBCried
stations, Exchange
Tues., Thurs.,
1:45
a.
m.
Agency:
Donahue
&
Coe,
s. Y.

i^j'ROCTER
GAMBLE
Co., 3 Cincinruati (Ivory &soap),
on Jan.
starts
•'Ae O'NeilU on 40 CBS stations,
Hon. thru Fri., 10 :45-ll a. m. Agen: Compton Adv. N. Y.
"fnOMAS COOK & SON-Wagon^/its Inc., New York (travel), on
"Dec.
started
Prade,
tavel 12talks,
on 13Malcolm
NBC-RedLa stations,
^kin., 2:15-2:30 p. m. Agency: L. D.
. .Vertheimer Co., N. Y.

' LDAM hats),
HAT STORES,
New York
Hitmen's
on Nov. fight
broaderies of champions
hip 26 started
. fasts on 22 NBC-Blue stations, Fri.,
jlrl* p. m. Agency : Glickman Adv. Co.,
'"'f.
Y.
^IILNOR
Inc., onSanNov.
Diego
(gift shops
importers),
IS started
for
" " weeks
House
of
Treasure onstations,
7 Don
Southern
California
rs., 9:15-9:30 p. m. (PST).
-;ency : Barnes - Chase Co., San

51 IRISTOL-MYERS Co., New York
Vitalis hair tonic), on Jan. 10 starts
an»r 52 weeks For Men Only on NBC„.ed, Mon., 10 :30-ll p. m. Agency :
■^Vdlar & Ryan, N. Y.
HEELING STEEL Corp., Wheel--. W..1/ Va.
arts
usical(institutional),
Steel Makers on
on Jan.
5 Mu-2
Ual station (WWVA, WGN, WLW,
■fOR, WPAY), Sun., 12:30-1 p. m.
•JTfirect.
srADSCO SALES Corp.. New York
•emedies and cosmetics), on Jan. 9
itsirts True Story Court of Human
li'elations on 19 Mutual stations. Sun.,
a- 4 Y.:30 p. m. Agency : Albert M. Ross,
i^
Renewal Accounts
* 'LBERT BROS. Milling Co., Seattle
ar^ereals^, on Jan. 4 renews for 26
ill J?eks Good Morning Tonight on 5
JBC-Pacific Red stations, Tues., 9:30
' 10 p.Co.,m. Seattle.
(PST). Agency: Erwin
lasey

iCANDARD BRANDS, New York
J Tender Leaf tea), on Jan. 2 renews
r 52 weeks One Man's Family on 58
.^.-^BC-Red stations, Wed., 8-8 :30 p. m.
l^^tency: J. Walter Thompson Co.,
• b? ^"
NERAL
ELECTRIC
Co., New
k (electrical appliances), on Jan.
renews Hour of Charm on 56 NBC,;aj[l'd
p. m.
encystations,
: Maxon Mon.,
Inc., N.9 :30-10
Y.
j^^OADCASTING

INTERVIEWED — George Slocum
(right), president of the Advertising Federation of America, went
on WOAI, San Antonio, recently
at the AFA 10th district convention there. Interviewer was Ken
McClure (left), of WOAI.
AMERICAN TOBACCO Co., New
York (Lucky Strike cigarettes), on
Dec. 29 renews Your Hollywood Parade on 75 NBC-Red stations. Wed.,
10-11
N. Y. p. m. Agency : Lord & Thomas,
PONTIAC MOTOR Co., Pontiac,
Mich., on Dec. 7 renewed Kathryn
Cravens'
a Woman's
Eyes
on 59News
CBS Through
stations, Mon.,
Wed.,
Fri., 2-2:15 p. m. Agency: MacManus,
John & Adams, Detroit.
PRINCESS PAT Ltd., Chicago (cosmetics), on Dec. 19 renews A Tale of
Today for 52 weeks on 8 NBC-Red
stations, Sun., 6 :30-7 p. m. Agency :
McJunkia Adv. Co., Chicago.
STANDARD BRANDS Inc.. New
York (Chase & Sanborn), on Jan. 2
renews for 52 weeks Chase & Sanborn Program on 60 NBC-Red stations. Sun., 8-9 p. m. Agency : J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
PRINCESS PAT Ltd., Chicago (cosmetics), on Dec. 19 renews Tale of
Today for 52 weeks on 8 NBC-Red
stations. Sun., 6:30-7 p. m. Agency:
McJunkin Adv. Agency, Chicago.
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Phillips Milk of Magnesia), on
Jan. 3 renews Lorenzo Jones for 52
weeks on 21 NBC-Red stations, Mon.
through Fri., 4-4 :15 p. m. Agencj :
Blackett-Sample-Hummcrt Inc., N. Y.
STERLING PRODUCTS, New York
(Phillips Facial Cream), on Jan. 3
renews How to Be Charming for 52
weeks on 43 NBC-Red stations, Mon.,
Wed., Fri., 11:30-11:45 a. m. (repeat
2:30-2:45 p. m.). Agency: BlackettSample-Hummert Inc., N. Y.
STERLING PRODUCTS Inc., New
York (Dr. Lyons Toothpowder) , on
Jan. 3 renews Backstage Wife for 52
weeks on 25 NBC-Red stations, Mon.
thru Fri., 11 :15-11 :30 a. m. Agency :
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, N. Y.
PACIFIC COAST BORAX Co., New
York (20 Mule Team borax), on Dec.
31 renews Death Valley Days on 24
NBC-Blue stations, Fri., 8:30-9 p. m.
Agency : McCann-Erickson, N. Y.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Log Cabin Syrup), on Jan. 1 renews for 13 weeks Log Cabin Jamboree on 55 NBC-Red stations. Sat.,
8:30-9 p. m., repeat 9:30 p. m.
(PST). Agency: Benton & Bowles,
N. Y.
Network Changes
BARBASOL Co., Indianapolis (shaving preparation), on Dec. 3 started
Arthur Godfrey, replacing Mary Jane
Walsh, on 36 Mutual, Fri., 8-8:15
p. m. Agency : Erwin, Wasey & Co.,
New York.
USE

■ ST STATION
CDtUMBIA NETWORK • BOO KC
■.ODD WATTS NIGHT - S.aQQ WATTS DAY

• Broadcast

Advertising

PILLSBURY FLOUR MILLS Co.,
Minneapolis (flour, cereals), on Jan.
3Woman
replaces
Today'son Children
with
in White,
35 NBC-Red
stations, Mon. thru Fri., 10 :45-ll
a. m. Agency : Hutchins Adv. Co.,
Minneapolis.
H. J. HEINZ Co., Pittsburgh (57
Varieties),
Jan. 6 shifts
tion of Heinzon Magazine
of the one
Air, edion
56 CBS stations, from Thurs., 3:30-4
p. m., to Sun., 5-5 :30 p. m.
S. C. JOHNSON & Co.. Racine, Wis.
(floor wax),
on for
Feb.Fibber
7 addsMcGee
4 Mc-d
Clatchy
stations
Molly, now on 50 NBC-Red stations,
Mon., 9-9:30 p. m.
GENERAL FOODS Corp., New York
(Jell-0),
Jan. Benny,
2 adds 23
tions foronJack
nowCBCon sta85
NBC-Red stations. Sun., 7-7:30 p. m.
LAMONT, CORLISS & Co., New
York, on Jan. 4 drops Husbands d
Wives, and replaces it with a new
dramatic script show, on NBC-Blue
Tues., 8 to 8:30 p. m. Agency: J.
Walter Thompson Co., N. Y.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Ivory Flakes), on Jan. 3 moves
Story
of Mary a. Marlin
on NBC-Blue
from 10-10:15
m. to 11-11:15
a. m..
Mon. thru Fri. and on NBC-Red from
4:30-4:45 p. m. to 4:15-4:30 p. m.
Mon. thru Fri.
R. B. DAVIS Co., Hoboken, N. J.
(Cocomalt), on Jan. 2 adds repeat for
Joe Penner on 7 CBS western stations. Sun., 11-11 :30 p. m.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (Camay soap), on Jan. 3 moves
Pepper
Family
NBCBlue fromYoung's
10 :30-10
:45 toon11 the
:15-11
:30
Mon. thru Fri.
PROCTER & GAMBLE Co., Cincinnati (white Naphtha soap), on Jan.
.3 moves Guiding Light on NBC-Red
from
:15-4 Fri.
:30 p. m. to 3 :45-4 p. m.,
Mon. 4thru

TEXAS OIL Co., New York (Texaswitch
Town
to Newco), willYork
afterCBS
Dec. Texaco
29.
R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO Co.,
Winston-Salem. N. C. (Camel cigarettes), on Jan. 4 moves Swing
School, with
Goodman'sTues.,
orchestra, on 84 Benny
CBS stations,
from 10-10:30 p. m. to 9:30-10 p. m.,
replacing
Jack Oakie's College which
is
being discontinued.
PACKARD MOTOR CAR Co., Detroit, Mich., on Jan 3 adds Walter
O'Keefe to cast of Hollywood Mardi
Gras, NBC-Red.
WILLIAM ROBSON, formerly with
the Federal Theatre Project, has been
appointed
to direct
the Columbia
Radio Workshop,
succeeding
Irving Reis,
who
has
gone
to
Hollywood
under
a
movie contract.
**The Crystal Specialists Sines 1925"
SCIENTIFIC
LOW TEMPERATURE
CO-EFFICIENT
CRYSTALS
NOW
$40
kS
Two for $75.00
Approved by FCC
Supplied
in
Isolantite
Air-Gap
ers in the 550-1500 Kc.
band. HoldFrequency
Drift
guaranteed
to
be
"less
than
three cycles"
per million cycles
per
than degree
.01%. centigrade change in
temperature. Accuracy "Better"
VICE
124 JACKSON AVENUE
University Park
HYATTSVILLE. MARYLAND

WRITE FOR FOLDER TODAY!
Now, the antenna you've heard so much about,
is described in print. Here is complete data
and cost statistics on the sensational Lingo
Vertical Tube Radiator that is setting a new
high for efficiency , . . and a new low for coat!
If you haven't already received your copy of
this informative folder, address your request to
JOHN E. LINOO & Son, Inc.
CAMDEN, New Jersey
Manufacturers and Erectors of
Vertical Tubular Steel Radiators
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& Promotion
Matckandhln^
Programs — Crescent
ir
Souven
—
es
Indian Coiffur
Awards — Women's Letters — About Tractors

00
ply of 5,0exsupses
REd-dres
ENTIhea
AN Lidian
was
hausted after a single program, Last of Mohicans was
broadcast over WAAF, Chicago,
Children were instructed to go to
one of the Feldman Petroleum Co.'-s
pur
tions andir with herany
stamade
18 gas chase
by the fat s, they
s.
res
Proen a head-d
would beis giv
gram broadcast every Sunday at
11:15 a. m. and was recorded by
tion Co. of AmerRadio Transcrip
ica, Hollywood. All Chicago school
principals received bulletins calling
attention to the program from an
educational standpoint with no mention made of the sponsor. Following 13 weeks of the Last of the
r Transco disc seMohicaiis, anothetock
ries, Leathers ing Tales, will be
presented for 13 weeks with Indian
apparel and bows and arrows as
prizes. A quarter-hour Transco
disc, the Laff Parade, is also being
sponsored Sundays over WCFL,
with 24x48 placards being distribling atuted throtoughouth Chicago cal
tention bot the WAAF and
WCFL programs. Selviair Broadcasting System, Chicago is agency for Feldman Petroleum Co.
which sells its own brand of gas,
Blackhawk-Pennzoil
gasoline, at
18 service stations.
* * *
WLS Gives Souvenirs
WLS, Chicago, presents printed
programs
patrons
of the from
National BarntoDance
broadcast
the Eighth Street theatre, Chicago. The following WLS advertisers
have also bought space in the theatre program: Miles Laboratories
(Alka-Seltzer) through Wade Adv.
Agency, Chicago; Murphy Products Co., Burlington, Wis. (Murphy's feeds), through Wade Adv.
Agency,
Chicago;
Hamlin's
Wizard&
Oil, Chicago,
through
Vanderbie
Rubens, Chicago; Curtis Candy
Co., Chicago, through McJunkin
Adv. Co., Chicago.
* * *
WMT Draws Crowds
WHEN WMT opened new studios
in Cedar Rapids, la., more than
8,000 persons visited the layout in
a week. A 12-page illustrated tabloid was distributed to every home
in and around Cedar Rapids and a
full - page was run in the Des
Moines Sunday Register and Cedar
Rapids Tribune. Copies are given
to visitors. The new quarters include five studios, two control
- rooms, 18 offices and lobby.
Football Tie-in
KSL, Salt Lake City, recently ran
a contest during its Quarterback
Club with a grand prize of a flight
to the Rose Bowl game. Football
score forecasting was the contest
method and more than 40,000 entries were received. The eight week
series was sponsored by Paramount
Theatre, Deseret News and Morris R. Furmbilt Clothes.
* * *
WOR Happenings
WOR, Newark, has issued a mailing-piece, "Things are Happening
at WOR," which lists ten accomplishments of the station, including sales records, program scoops,
new sponsors, and important new
personnel.
Page 86
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Fargo's Farmer
THE GAY old farmer who hops
around in WDAY's ads in Broadcasting, pops up again in one of the
booklets we've
finest merchandising
seen in a long time. WDAY, Fargo, N. D., has issued an orange
and blue booklet with spiral binding which makes the facts of a
station's life about as interesting
as they can be made. Market and
coverage data are made vivid by
citing exmples of success and the
old farmer is cutting up on almost
now hanging from the
every page, tower,
transmitter
now doing a jig.
Minnesota Celebrates
IN celebration of its first anniversary, KDAL, Duluth, Minn., issued amerchandising folder with a
fetching cover inscribed "One Year
Old and What a Baby." According to KDAL, business conditions
in its coverage area are up. The
folder highlighted the fact that
KDAL follows through on its promotion with parties for children
and all sorts of retailer tie-ins.
* *
California Cream
THREE newscasts daily on KFRC,
San Francisco, feature John B.
Hughes for Borden's Dairy Delivery Co.— AHis
booklet
"John B.
Hughes
Book called
on Superlative
Eating" has been published by Borden's asattached
a program
tie-inbottles
and leaflets
to milk
ask
whether the milk subscriber listens
in, the number of days and the
time periods *favored.
* *
Annual Souvenir
FIRST EDITION of an annual
Christmas souvenir titled Personalities of 1938 was published recently by WMBD, Peoria, 111. Containing more than 150 photos of its
staff and programs, the book was
designed for WMBD by Brooks
Watson, WMBD news editor.

AT DOLL HOUSE— WAVE, Louisville, took its pack transmitter into
Kaufman-Straus department store,
to broadcast from the famous doll
house of Colleen Moore, basis of a
charity tenersdrive.
Miss tour
Mooreof took
lison a radio
the doll
house, with George Patterson
(left), program director, and Burt
Blackwell, announcer. The transmitter was designed and built by
Wilbur Hudson, WAVE chief engineer, and Jack Starks, designing
engineer. A manufacturing jeweler,
who heard the first program from
the doll house, thereupon built the
smallest full cut diamond ring in
existence, so small it barely slips
over a toothpick. He presented it to
Miss Moore.
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Contests for Crescent
REALIZING the value of directing contests to listener groups,
the Crescent Macaroni & Cracker
Co., Davenport, Iowa, is running
two weekly contests during December on WHO, Des Moines. One
contest is for boys and girls who
write letters telling why their
mothers
use the
sponsor's
The second
contest
is forproducts.
women
who tell why they use Crescent
foods. Prizes for the children are
coaster wagons; for the women,
sets of table silver. Entrants must
send box tops. The contests are
on the Crescent
pluggedof generously
Hour
Music, a Sunday
morning
series on WHO.
On the House
SIX WOMEN are chosen each
week by listener
requests
be interviewed during
Woman to Speaks
on WEEI, Boston, under sponsorship of Scott Furriers. Each participant isgiven a $15 merchandise
award and to the listeners sending in questions for discussion go
$10 merchandise prizes. Eddie Kasper of WEEI is master of ceremonies and Continental Adv. Service, Boston,*handles
* *the account.
Cooperation in Salt Lake
THE MOVIES, the press and the
radio got together the other day
in Salt Lake City when KDYL
broadcast transcriptions of the
stars appearing in a new picture
and conducted a two way interview with the picture's producer
in Hollywood. Local papers ran
complete stories of the stunt with
cuts of KDYL.
Seeing WJR
RECEPTION room give-away has
been published for WJR, Detroit,
by Aircasters Inc., consisting of a
12-page folder which takes the
reader to all departments of the
station and describes station operations in non-technical language.
Splashed with color, the folder contains pictures of WJR artists and
staff members.
Mutual Whale
ORIGINAL drawing of a recent
MBS advertisement depicting a
whale with the copy reading
"Whales for Sale, Mutual offers
picked coverage
whale-sized
markets" in
has America's
been given to the Nantucket Whaling Museum.
^
^ ^
Tomorrow's Women
DURING Women of Tomorrow on
WORL, Boston, letters written in
on topics announced in advance are
read and the best letter writer gets
a bouquet delivered by Henry Penn,
local florist, at the precise time
her name is read on the air.
* *
YANKEE Magazine
Network Tie-in
is trading time
for advertising in the New England
Grocery Magazine to plug its Food
Commentator series, a weekly program devoted to discussions of diet
and food preparation.
* * *
Waste Basketless
FIGURING that too many promotion pieces end up in the waste
basket, WBIG, Greensboro, N. C,
has printed its latest merchandising news on *a manila
^ ^ file folder.
Merry Mutual
PROGRAM listings of MBS for
the period of Dec. 19-25 showed
up brightly tied with a red paper
ribbon which announced "M e r r y
Christmas from Mutual."
BROADCASTING

STATION— On wheels is the
WBBM,
Chicago,
describes
and trailer
unit used
every itsdayti I
programs in and near the city <
for all emergency broadcasts n
Chicago. announcer,
Hal Burnett
(abo-"
WBBM
demonstrtil
the shortwave
equipment, w (
(below) truck and trailer are |
the local airport for interviea
Primarily intended for m a k i 1
electrical transcription in the fi j
the trailer station is complete v
photographic dark room and liv
quarters for four.
i
Tractor Country i
TITLED "Out Where Tickers G
Way orange
to Tractors"
and asplas:
with
and yellow,
proi
tion folder has been released
WIBW, Topeka, Kan. Across
cover and
stretches
piece ofporti
tic"
tape
border a cartoons
the homely, hardworking Kans
An attached business reply c
reads, "Tractor country looks pi
ty good to us right now. Wl
time do you have open?"
Golden Footballs
BILL CUNNINGHAM, sports cc
mentator of the Yankee Netwo
created the Kellogg All-New Ei
land Football Team for his spons
Kellogg's Corn Flakes, and p
sented the picked team with g
footballs donated by Kellogg. N.
Ayer & Son Inc., New York, hj
died the account.
Know

Their Slogans

A GIRL walked into the Chicago office of Broadcasting
Dec. 4 and asked what radio
program had the following
slogan: "Look for the large
red letters
on the was
package."
The
interviewer
from
Leo Burnett agency in the
same building. Mr. Burnett
had made a bet with one of
his clients that half the peowould not
know pletheinterviewed
slogan belonged
to
the Jack Benny Jello program. Twenty-five people in
the building
chosen at random were interviewed
and
13 recognized the slogan. Out
of the 12 who didn't know,
two said it was Kellogg's, one
said Oxydol, one said "some
sort
soap flakes"
and the
othersof didn't
even guess.
P.
S. The Broadcasting reporter was one of the 13.
• Broadcast

Advertisin

PERFORMANCE
3^
m
HERE'S

A

TRANSMITTER

NEW
THAT

S-KILOWAH
OFFERS

PLENTY!

SENSATIONAL
SAVING

MONEY-

FEATURES

Completely Air Cooled
Use of new RCA air-cooled metal
tubes eliminates need of water cooling equipment. Reduces installation
costs, saves operating work, minimizes possibility of your station
losing time off the air. Sets new
standard of reliable operation.

Simple circuit one of the RCA 5-D transmitter's outstanding
features! Provides finer fidelity and high efficiency operation.

Power Costs Cut Nearly 50 Per Cent

FEW transmitters have ever
offered you as much for your
money as the new RCA 5-D! This
outstanding 5 -kilowatt transmitter has literally scores of features
you'll appreciate.
It provides performance that
will surprise and please you. It
sounds a new note in fidelity because ithas low distortion at all
audio frequencies, uniform frequency response, and inaudible
h L " level. Its circuit, the simplest
ould devise, is easy to tune
aid keep in adjustment.

Critical settings are not necessary.
The 5-D's feed-back system is a
new one, automatic, requiring no
adjustment, causing no interference on the air and not subject
to cross-talk difficulties.
A bulletin has been prepared,
telling you in detail about the unusually complete control circuits,
the automatic reset mechanism,
the complete metering and convenient operation of this transmitter. Your copy of this bulletin
is available at any of the offices below. Itwill pay you to get it and
learn all about this sensational
new transmitter.

High efficiency circuit reduces power consumption
nearly in half. ..savings up to $3,000 per year. ..lower
tube expenses. . . no critical or complicated circuits.
OTHER

FEATURES

INCLUDE

Vertical chassis construction for easy accessibility,
short electrical connections, lower maintenance,
new control circuits, de-ion breakers, tube hour
meter, lightning over- load protection, air interlocks for power tubes, triple re-set sequence, power
changed without program interruption, components cooled with dust-filtered air, r-f harmonics t
eliminated by low pass filter, design thoroughly
tested under service conditions.
FOR BETTER PERFORMANCE AT GREATLY REDUCED
COST— PUT THE RCA 5-D IN YOUR STATION
Replace weak transmitting and receiving tubes ivith the tubes
preferred by network stations — RCA

A MANUFACTURING CO., INC., CAMDEN, N. J. • A Service of the Radio Corporation of America
NEW YORK: 1270 SIXTH AVENUE
• CHICAGO: 589 E. ILLINOIS STREET
• ATLANTA: 490 PEACHTREE STREET, N. E.
DALLAS: 2211 COMMERCE STREET • SAN FRANCISCO: 170 NINTH STREET • HOLLYWOOD: 1016 N. SYCAMORE AVENUE .
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